
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 10:00 AM 

~hotmail.com; @nc.rr.com 

this weekend 

Header 

~nc.rr.com; ~bestweb.net 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:59 PM 

Town~nd, Jennit~r <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<ton~,oun@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Welbom, Spencer B. <weltx~m@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback For~n 

TEXT.htm; Psyc doc 

~emaJd.unc.edu; Yount, Tony 

Attached feedback form SI 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:07 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 11:03 AM 

BridgeT, Beth <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.uuc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.m~c.edu> 

Hey All, 

Just wanted to let you know- that 

(hence, the lack of feedback) 

and I did not meet this week 

posted. Try to stay warm and dry out there. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:30 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

.doc 

I have attached 

All the best, 

s feedback ~3ITI1 for 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:20 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms 

docx; docx 

I’m sorry these are so late but here are my feedback forms for 
from Tuesday and Thursday of last ~veek Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

5~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:00 PM 

Town~nd, Jennit~r <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

<ton~,oun@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Welbom, Spencer B. <weltx~m@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback For~n 

TEXT.htm; Psyc doc 

~emaJd.unc.edu; Yount, Tony 

Attached Psyc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, ~ 10:02 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Monday, 10:51 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Feedback Forms 

TEXT.htm; Polntl01 .docx; TEXT 1.htm; Portl01 

Portl01         .docx; TEXT 4.htln 

docx; TEXFI" 2.htm; Portl01 :locx; TEXT 3.htm; 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date:                  10:23:23 AM EST 

To: <kleissle@email uric edu>, "Jaimie Lee" <jaimielee@uncaa uric edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Feedback Forms 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

@emaihunc.edu          9:22 AM >>> 

I’m sorly these are so late but here are tW feedback forms for this 

week. My computer was broken for most of this week so I didn’t have 

the 

feedback form doc~tment. I tried to e-mail them to you along with 

> and AtW but made a typo in your address. I’ve reviewed our office 
> policy on these matters                          ~ and understand that 
> there will of comse be consequences. Speaking of people who terrify 
> me, I was curious if was still supposed to come to study 
> session 
> because I haven’t seen him for at least a few xveeks. Anyway I hope you 
> have a great weekend. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:54 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Om Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

Feedback Form 

.docx 

Am?’ and Kym, 
I tutored for the first time on 
Sunday night and here is my feedback tbrm for that session Please let 
me know ifI need to save the file in a different format or make any 
changes in general. Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  3:00 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FF for 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.BMP; .docx 

Amy~ 

Here you go. 

I feel like a bit of a failure - is my only student and I still can’t get him to get work done. I don’t know how you balance them all! 

Sport Administxation MA 
Graduate Intem~ Student-Athlete Services 
Office 919-843-2306 

~uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Kleissler 2:30 PM >>> 

Could you put the stuff you told me re your session today with 
A 

in a FF ASAP so that we can let his coach know. thanks~ 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 5:37 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Last Night’s Session ruth 

texted me around 5:30 and asked if instead of coming to stud,v 
table, he could go to an extra credit session for his HIST    :lass. He 
did not have an?’ in~rninent assignments except reading, so I told him 
that would be fine, but to please tl~- to give me more advanced notice 
next time so that we might meet for a little ~vhile at another time. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:41 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

feedback form attached 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, ~:57 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sessions wit[ 

Hi I wanted to inform you all that I had not met with      this past 
week I      ~ because a couple of before our meeting he stated that he 
had an event to attend He asked to reschedule for Sunday ( ), but 
I am. out of town He told me that he would just "get to 
help" him, and that kind of stluck a chord with me I was hired to 
assist him this semester, and it defeats the purpose is he will have to 
seek help elsewhere. There have been instances when he has contacted 
me last minute (an hour or so before our meeting) to decline. I hope 
that his having to meet with             does not reflect poorly on my 
ability to help him I do not know if our meetings are mandatory, but 
if so, he may need to be made aware of that 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer B. Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 23, 2009 8:42 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sessions with 

TEXT.htm; Sessions with .msg 

I am going to have a few words with 
semester. 

He will definitely be out of a mentor next semester The fact that he said that he would meet with is fulmy because he has not met with her all 

Spencer B. Welbom 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
919-843-2328 

welborn@uncaa unc.edu 
www.tarheeIblue.com 

( m ~i to we bom(a)uncaa uric edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:57 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sessions with 

Hi. I wauted to infolm you oJ1 that I had not Inet with     this past 

week       because a couple of before our Ineeting he stated that he 
had an event to attend. He asked to reschedule for Sunday I , but 

I am out of town. He told me that he would just "get to 

help" him, and that ldnd of s~truck a chord ruth me. I was hired to 

assist him this semester, and it defeats the purpose is he will have to 
seek help elsewhere. There have been instances wheu he has contacted 

me last minute (an hour or so before our meeting) to decline. I hope 

that his having to meet with            does uot reflect poorly on my 

ability to help him. I do not know if our meetings are m~mdatory, but 
if so, he may need to be made aware of that. 

All the bes~t, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:17 AM 

Town~nd, Jennit:er <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, ToW <ton~otm@unc~.unc.ed~; 

Welbon~ Spencer B. <welbom@unc~.unc.edw~ 

Feedback For~n 

TEXT.htm; Psyc doc 

Psyc 3I attached, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:09 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Om Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

Feedback Form 

.doc 

I have attached the feedback form for 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:22 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:l0 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

feed back forma~ached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:10 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Om Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

Feedback titan 

]oc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc. edu> 

Wednesday,                 11:41 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Paperwork 

TEXT.htm; EVALUATION1    doc; EVALUATION2 
doc; 09-10 Exit Paperwork    .jnt 

xls; EVALUATION3 

Hey Amy, I know your e-mail said hard copies, so let me know if you need me to print these out. I am not certain whether I will be 
able to come next week because I will be in the heat of finals preparation, so I wanted to make sure I got this turned in before my brain 
started failing! My first final next Friday is cummulative, so hoepfully I can dump all of that before my next cummulative final that 
Monday, dump that, and proceed to cram each day for the next 2! Oh, the life! lol Yeah, so Thursday could possibly be a wash for me, 
but I hope not! See you later- 

Windows Live Hotmail is faster and more secure than ever. 
http://www.microsoft.com!windows/windowslive/hotmail bll/hotmail bll.aspx?ocid=PID23879::T:WLMTAGL:ON:WL:en- 
ww:WM IMHM 1:092009 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 7:41 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 8:49 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.m~c.edu> 

doc; Part.002 

Hi Folks, 

Feedback from     ; session last night It went very well and we got 
his presentation out of the way so he can focus on tomorrow night’s 
showdown. 

Go Heels, 



Frolil~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ad~: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:42 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.ed~t>-; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

I have attached the feedback foma for 

All the best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, ’ 12:29 PM 

Bridger. Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edw~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

FForm tbr       a~d Stu@ Session 

.doc 

Hi Am?’ and Beth, 

Here’s ~ feedback f,arm from Thursday night Sorry it’s late! 

Also,      and I would like to have a study session for Drama    on 
Thursday afternoon at 1:00 pm Is there a room that ~ve could meet in? Also, 
is there any way I could get my hands on a Drama    textbook? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:02 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form Attached 

docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:18 PM 

Town,rid, Jennit:er <jmwnsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <mn~otm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Welbom, Spencer B. <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Feedback For~n 

TEXT.htm; Psyc .doc 

Psyc SI attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edw~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

FForm tier 

doc 

Hi Am?’ and Beth, 

Here’s ’s feedback form from tonight. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:13 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edw~; Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

FForm tier 

doc 

Hi Am?’ and Beth, 

Here’s s feedback form 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  7:32 PM 

Bridger. Beth <bridgerb~uncaa unc.edu>; Kleissler Am?, <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form fo~ 
doc 

B eth, 

called me this aI’ternoon and apologized for not showing up the past 3 
days. He said he’s been having phone trouble and he was looking at the 

first schedule he artd Jamie had made and not the re~’lsed one He said his 
exam Isn’t uaatil the afternoon tomorro~v and asked if~ve could meet up 
tomorrow before the exam. I wanted to clear that with you first. 

Hope you had a good das’! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:49 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Hi Amy, 

I had a bad experience tonight and I am in need of a second opinion. Tonight     and I needed to read a section of his novel in order to understand the prompt for a mid-term paper The 
pages ~vere 11-19 and     said he had tried to read them on his o~vn but without understanding, so we reset to the beginning. But he spent the time sighing and whispering under his breath, 
juggling his cell phone, and just generally being rude. I was asking him questions at the ends of paragraphs to check him comprehension and he hadn’t listened enough to answer even the 
most basic questions. About half way through the session, he got tap in the middle of a paragraph and told me he was going to the bathroom, but sort of stormed out the door. When he 
came back we had sort of a Come-to-Jesus, where I told him that I wouldn’t tolerate being disrespected for the second half of the session and that if he ~vould rather do it himself, we could. 
He argued that reading the preceding pages had been a ~vaste of his time and that he’d had a bad day, but eventually I think we got to a good place. 

My question is this: Should I have put that all in the feedback form? I didn’t because It is long and drawn out, for one. For two though, as an educator, I kno~v how far forgiveness can go in 
the development of a relationship. My only hang up was that as I left, it occurred to me that maybe wouldn’t even realize any of this. Maybe he’s too impetuous to notice that I let it go 
and moved on without holding a grudge 

I hope that you’ll email me a response rather than going straight to I’m just looking for some guidance on this issue 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Disability Services < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday~ 11:03 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: note taking exchange 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

Thanks for your email. I looked into the 2 classes you are inquiring about. 
For COMM    it looks like notes WERE posted but havent been in a couple 
weeks. I will email the notetaker and make sure she starts posting more 
consistently. As it turns out, I hadn’t added       to that group so it 
wasn’t appearing before, but should now. As for EXSS    I apologize for 
the confusion but I was told that the notes for the class are all posted on 
blackboard and no material is added during lecture. If this is not the case, 
I would be happy to re-hire the notetaker. I emailed      as well as the 
other students needing notes in the class but did not hear back from 
but did from the others. Let me know! 

Have a great day! 

On Wed, at 5:29 PM, @gmail.com>wrote: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed,           at 2:00 PM 
Subject: note taking exchange 
To:        ~email.unc.edu 

My name is Amy Kleissler and we met last fall. I work with Beth Bridger, 
working with the learning disabled students on the       team. A couple 
of them have come to me asking if I could check on when their notes will 
begin to be posted. Two of them have notes posted for one of their classes, 
but we do not see notes for the other class they each requested. When they 
took me on the Note Taker Exchange, I did not see that little drop down menu 
on the left that usually lists the classes they are receiving notes in. Am 
I looking in the wrong place? 

These are the students in(miring: 
COMM 

EXSS 

Please let me know your thoughts when you can. 

As an aside, the note taker you have for Drama is fantastic ! Thanks so 
much. 

Sincerely, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 



> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

Graduate Assistant 
UNC-CH Department of Disability Services 

_ @gmail.com 
(919) 962-8300 

Disability Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Suite 2126, SASB North 450 Ridge Road 

CB# 7214 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-7214 

Graduate Assistant 
UNC-CH Department of Disability Services 

~gmail.com 
(919) 962-8300 

Disability Services 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Suite 2126, SASB North 450 Ridge Road 

CB# 7214 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-7214 



Sent: Monday, Februa~ 15, 2010 6:03 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: checking in 

Attach: ’IEYTl’.httn 

Hi Amy, 
Just checking in to be sure that all the paperwork was received. 
Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Kleissler 

To:          .~nc.rr corn 

Sent: Wechaesday, Januaw 20, 2010 9:56 AM 

Sut~iect: checking in 

I hope that you are enjoying this beautifal warm spell we are having! rm keeping my fingers crossed that it is here to stay 

I wanted to let you know that I learned yesterday that the?’ will not be posting Mary Willingham’s former position for hire, but rather transfen-ing someone from another department within 
the Universi~ ] will certainly keep my eyes and ears open for you though, and let you know if I hear of any other similar positions opening up. Another place [’or you to look at would be at 
the Academic Success Program for Students with LD & AI)HD. ’]?he?" are part of larger The Learning Center Program here on campus. ’]?heir website is www unc.edu/asp to get an idea of 
what the?" do 

Take care, and have a great week. 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

ldeiss le@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welbom@uncaa.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, February, 18, 2010 10:29 AM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Reports 

’I~ZN2l’.httn 

~gmail.com 

Dr Johnson: 

I hope this email finds you well I am just checking into to see the possibilities of receiving some reports on some of my guys 

I kno~v              is in the process of being completed since it was so close to the end of last semester. He asked me this week when he could possibly begin to process of medicine and 
finding out the correct dosages. 

In addition,                      came into my office asking me the same types of questions. I vaguely remember     completing the tests but do not kno~v if I have seen the results. He 
has not been un my radar because I furgot that he even met with you last semester 

Any assistance yuu cuu]d pruvide wuuld be great. ] feel that would really benefit from accommudatiuns and want tu make sure that we can get him into 

Hupe to see you soun and sorry to bother you with this. 

Thanks Agmn, 
Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselur 
Academic Suppurt fur Student-Athletes 
Kenan Field Huuse 
919-843-2328 

welburn@uncaa unc.edu 
www.tarhee]blue.com 

( mailto :we]bom(a)uncaa unc.edu ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, Februa~ 23, 2010 7:05 AIvl 

Kleiss|er, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: checking in 

Hi Amy, 
It seems like 

Syracuse is tundra in Feb. especially as ~ve all have had an unusually cold 
winter. 
I’ll just wait to hear from you, then. 
Thanks for checking. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To:              ~nc.rr corn> 
Sent: Monday, February 22, 2010 11:46 PM 
Subject: Re: checking in 

I am sorry that it has taken me so long to get back to you. 

As far as I know your paperwork has been received because I have not heard 
otherwise It takes a while ]’or paperwork to move through the system, but 
they always let us know right away if there is a snafu anywhere along the 
way. Thank you for being patient with us[ When there is a request from a 
coach I will be in contact with you right away. I’ll also let you know if I 
hear of any positions similar to Mar?, Willingham’s old one in our office. 
’]?his is the office on the main campus that is similar to ours that would be 
one place for you to be Ibm]liar with if it interests you: 
http :i/www.unc edu/depts/lds/ 

Thanks again, and have a good week. 
Sincerely, 
Amy 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 

kleiss [e@uncaa.unc. edu 

>>> ’ 02/15/10 6:02 PM >>> 
Hi ~Mny, 
Just checking in to be sure that all the paperwork was received. 
Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Kleissler 

To:          ~nc.rr.com 
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 9:56 AM 
Subject: checking in 

I hope ff~at you are enjoying ff~is beautiful warrn spell we are havingt I’m 
keeping my- fingers crossed that it is here to stay. 

I wanted to let you know ff~at I learned yesterday that the?" will not be 
posting Main Willingham’s former position for hire, but rather transferring 
sorneone from another depaltment within the Universi~’. I ~vill certainly 
keep my eyes and ears open for you though, and let you kno~v if I hear of any 
other similar positions opening up. Another place for you to look at would 
be at the Acadernic Success Program for Students with LD & ADHD. They- are 
part of larger The Learning Center Program here on campus. Their website is 
www.unc.edu/asp to get an idea of what they do. 

Take care, and have a great week. 
Arny 

Am?’ Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,               12:35 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: notes accommodations 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, that would probably be best. It could have been a mistake on my part 
but I haven’t seen his name in the approved database. I believe I have 
already hired someone for one of the SOCI classes, but not for the other. 
Has he been telling you he’s been getting notes? 

On Tue, at 11:21 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

> Back in roughly the second week of the semester he sent in his 
> accommodation request form for notes, extended time, and separate 
> setting for these two SOCI classes. Is there no record of his having 
> submitted this request? Should I have him contact Theresa’s office? Thanks 
> for getting back to me so quickly. 
> Amy 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

> >>> ~gmail.com> 11:17 AM >>> 
> Hi Amy, 
> I had a great spring break- hard to get back into the routine though! 
> Hope the same for you. 
> As for        his name is not familiar to me and I don’t believe I have 
> a record of him. Has he been working with our office for notes? We can most 
> certainly set up a non-ONYEN user name for him to access the notes, that 
> would be no problem. 

> On Tue, 

>> I hope that you had a good spring break! 
>> I have a student,                who has been experiencing persistent 
>> problems with his ONYEN. He is working with ITS to get it fixed, but it 
>> appears to be a problem that is taking some time to remedy. Consequently, he 
>> has not been able to access the notes that have been posted for him in two 
>> classes: SOCI    and SOCI    Is there any other way in which he could 
>> obtain or access the notes? Let me know your thoughts. 
>> Thank you, 
>> Amy 
>> Amy Kleissler 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 

>> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

at 10:21 AM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edt~ 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 5:30 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.~mc.edo> 

Fwd: power point explanation 

TEXT.htln; IMAGE.gif; DDS ACCCOMS.pptx 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@unc aa.unc edu 

>>> "Willingham, MaW C" <mwiHingham@unc.edu> 8/18/2010 2:41 PM >>> 

Greetings, 
I have attached a short power point for your review [~] see if this makes sense [~] as ! mentioned, there are some new r~rocedures once students are cleared. Over this semester, we will be fine 
tuning these trying to sep~e students quicker and more efficiently 

Best, Mar?’ 

MaW wiHmgham 

Assistant Director 

(;enter :[’or Student Success and Academic Counseling 

2206 SASB North 

CB#3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-843-8698 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 12:29 PM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: accommodation requests 

TEXT.htm; Requesting Accommodations-Email.docx 

Hi Amy, 
Attached is the email!letter from Jim (that the ’returning’ students should have received) explaining what they do -If they have a 
problem getting into the system, they should contact Jim Kessler or his office directly. New ’cleared or registered’ students must 
attend either an orientation or make an appointment(they should also have an email about that). If students want notes, they need to 
come to a note taking workshop or a 1-1 appointment - all made on line at the DDS website. 
~:iidisabi~i~ services~unc~ed~! 
Best, Mary 

From: Amy kleissler [maillo:kleissle]&tmcaa.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2010 12:21 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: accommodation requests 

Mary, 
I just wanted to confirm that for students to request accommodations that they have been approved for, they no longer fill out the 
"accommodation request form" on-line but rather make an appointment to meet with someone through the on-line appointment 
prompt? Let me know if you can. Thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu<maiho :kleissle~mcaa.m~c.ed~> 



From: ~email.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday, 7:44 PM 

To: Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Amy, 

Sorry I did not ans~ver this yesterday, I got busy. 

He said the review sessions are open to the entire class and it is 
composed of the tutor reading straight out of the book. He said it’s not 
helpful because he can read straight from the book and get the 
reformation the same ~vay I do think he could use a review sheet for 
the test, but I don’t think he needs to go to the review sessions if 
that’s the way the tutor is going to teach that way. maybe 
would have some information because I think she tutored this with football 

He also is scheduled for a suaaday night psychology tutoring session that 
he doesn’t like going to because it’s on a sunday night. 

I told him if he didn’t do well on the next test then he would have to 
go back to the tutoring sessions, but I do think they could be helpful 
if conducted differently. I haven’t taken either class, but I could try 
to find a book and work on making outlines or study sheets that may help 
him. 

tIope this helps[ 

Amy KleissIer wrote: 
> Thanks 
> Did he g~ve you any indication what it was about the tutoring sessions 
> that made them not helpful to him? The format, other students, the 
> materia[ covered, etc? Let me know your thoughts if you have any 
> This kind of l~edback is great because it helps us better meet the needs 
> of the students on their terms 
> have a great day[ 
>A 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> C 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto:kleissle(~uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> >>> ~email.~c.edu> 12:17 AM 
> feedback form attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, 3:27 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: I ~m emailing my lbrms 

Amy, 
Here are some of the forms I am going to send more 

On Thu, at 1:31 PM, Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>wrote: 

Thanks so much -- take care! 
>A 

Student-Athlete Academic Support 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.un c edu 
919-843-8635 

ceH 
>>> 12:26 PM >>> 
Amy’, 
UNk~r tunately I will not be in attendance [’or lunch but I will be scanning 
my forms and emailing them to you. Have a good day and I will talk to you 
soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               11:09 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy: from /All of tonight’s Handouts 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Amy, 

My handouts are attached. My plan is to show up outside of the football center at 5:45 and call you on the number that you gave me. 
Let me know if that time is right. 

There is a lot of stuff here, but I promise I will try to budget time for Q&A as well. 

Looking forward! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 40899bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/cc3ba9 lcdac86b51 la0ae7a376ac7edb 
File Name: Guidelines for Theses Handout.docx 
Expiry Date: Sat, 11:09:00 -0400 
Size: 15925bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/clbd3e7d9c5230aa5eda38056a98a421 
File Name: How to Attack a Prompt.docx 
Expiry Date: Sat, 11:09:00 -0400 
Size: 13712bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/ld08744alc46280deflb4d2050f68c8f 
File Name: Rhetoric and Composition Contact Sheet.docx 
Expiry Date: Sat, 11:09:00 -0400 
Size: 11262bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lyn Johnson <           ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, June 19, 2011 6:02 PM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Part. 001 

Hi, 
Here’s 
Lyn 

final report. Let me know if you have any questions. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 67072bytes; 

Attachmem Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/b6180b8fa7calb9ce28f88a836cd8498 
File Name:              doc 
Expiry Date: Sat, 17 Sep 2011 18:40:41 -0400 
Size: 67072bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:03 PM 

Kleissler, Amy <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

’s Paper 

il].docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Wednesda~v, 

@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

7:05 PM 

Subject: Information Sheet & News 

Attach: SG info.doc 

Hey Girls, 

I hope this e-mail does block up your inbox too much, but I wanted to go ahead ~md get the information sheet that I have so far out to y’M1. That way )Call can make plans 

for lunch, the weekend (if for some God-forbidden reason you can’t go to New Student Retreat), or just to hang out. 

Please check your personal information, and if any of it is wrong, e-mail me back with corrections, even if I spelled something wrong. I’m just missing a birthday and a 

room assignment from a couple people. It is an attachment, so just down,load it. 

Don’t forget tomorrow we have our Celebration night, just like last week. 7:00 in Carroll 111. We, our small group + anyone who wgmts to are going to meet for dinner in 

the lovely Agora at 6:00 and then walk over. Not required, but your presence will be most enjoyed..haha! 

If you are a freshman, transfer student, or new person to IX’, please please go to New Student Retreat. It is this weekend and costs $40. It will be pretty much the best 

experience of your life. Get fliers at IXr tomorrow night. 

That’s it for now ladies...I hope 3/all are having wonderful weeks so far. E-mail me or if you have any questions/comments/com:erns...lol. 

Blessings, 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 12:14 PM 

To: undisclosed- recipients: 

Subje~’t: Cra~ups for writing assignments 

Hello everyone, 

I apologize for forgetting to have everyone sign up for ~vriting groups and postings. I assigned eve,/one a group and a date for posting by randomly pulling your name cards. Group A has 
a writing assignment due next week. They are as follows: 

Group A 

Group B 

’]?his is the schedule for posting 2-3 discussion questions and an observational paragraph about the primary source documents: 

Let me know it’there are any problems. 



See you next week and I apologize again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 
Friday, 

undisclosed- recipients: 

revised assigmnent List 

3:49 PM 

Hello eveJTone, 

Here is a revised list. 

Group A 

Group B 

This is the schedule for posting 2-3 discussion questions and an observational 
paragraph about the primary source documents: 



Have a great weekend! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dean Staus <staus@email.unc,edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:07 AM 

~emailxmc.e&~ 

Re: Biol Lab Outline 

I would like you to document the colon?’ growth on your plate and record 
this in your results, as described in your lab manual. Please don’t 
make up results, you ~vill furflaer examine the colonies next week to 
identify what type of bacteria they are Hope this helps, just e-mail 
if you have any other questions. 

Dean 

Dean P Staus 
Department of Pathology and LaboratoW Medicine 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7155 
CB# 7525 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 3:32 PM 

To: ~heduling@list~rv.unc.edu 

Subject: New Schedules 

Hi, I have a couple questions about my course load for the fall semester¯ 

¯ But, now- since I have been home I have looked 
more into certain courses and I ~vas wondering when it is possible for me to 
change my schedule. I know you can but I didn’t kno~v if I can do it now- from 
home or if I have to wait until I come to school in August. Please email me 
back ASAP! 
Thanks, 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: silvera@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Blackboard assignment 

10:55 PM 

Hi, I uploaded my questions but forgot to include my email and onyen So my 
email is: 

~email uric edu 
and my onyen is: 

Sor~!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

}emaJ~l.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 3:22 PM 

~listserv.unc.edu 



From: .~emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: ~ema~il.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Re: checking blacktx~ard 

11:58 PM 

There are no assignments showing in the calendar 



From: }emafil.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: ~emafil.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Revi~d Unit Project 

1:47PM 

He)’, thank you so much for reading my draft but I did not get an attachment 
with your email of my draft. Please send it to me if you get a chance. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 12:19 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Sorry, forget to attach the notes again! 

ATT00245.txt 

here they are 



From: ~email.unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Powerpoint 

Attach: ATT00314.txt 

4:11 PM 

Hey    .I hope you are having a good day. Here is my part of the 
powerpoint attached. Please let me know if you need any help 
organizing this. I really don’t have much to do today, so I completely 
don’t mind helping. Just let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu 
Sunday, 7:51 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu 

Short Answer Questions 
ATT00158.txt 

Here are my notes for the two articles, let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, September 5, 2011 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 5 9am - 9:30am (kleissle@emaJd.unc.edu) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

C.~d::~ kle~ssle@emaiLunc.edu 

kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu, c~..~:- 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 19 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 3,2011 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 3 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catalog Choice <team@catalogchoice.org> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 11:00 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Activate Your Catalog Choice Account to Stop Junk Mail 

Add Team@catalogchoice org to your address book to make sure our email updates land in your inbox 

.~i Catalog Choi¢~ 

Activate Your Catalog Choice 
Accouter 

On October 21,2008 you signed up for Catalog Choice, a free non-profit service to 
stop iunk mail, but you never activated your account, In order to opt out of catalogs, 
phone books, coupon books, credit card offers, and nonoprofit solicitations, you must 
activate the account you created: 

Net SLire? Read the raves from our Facebook fans. 

Thanks, 

Catalog Choice Team 

Footer 

.).i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 17 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Oct ~ 7 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catalog Choice <team@catalogchoice.org> 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 12:04 PM 

Kleiss]er, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

One More Step to Stop Postal Junk Mail 

Add Team@catalogchoice org to your address book to make sure our email updates land in your inbox 

.~i Catalog Choi¢~ 

Activate Your Catalog Choice 
Accouter 

On October 21,2008 you signed up for Catalog Choice, a free non-profit service to 
stop iunk mail, but you never activated your account, In order to opt out of catalogs, 
phone books, coupon books, credit card offers, and nonoprofit solicitations, you must 
activate the account you created: 

Net sure? Read the raves from our Facebook fans. 

Thanks, 

CatNog Choice Team 

Footer 

Not interested anymore? ~[[)~J~2~:[~[!R~.~[RI32!.g!:[~L~:~[j.~.!i..i2~[&. 

Catalog Choice 1845 Berkeley Way, Berkeley, CA 94703 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 31,2011 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 31 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?a:,~., Mon Oct 31 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

~nc.rr.com~ 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 7:03 PM 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emal.unc.edu>; 

Fwd: Action Ale(t - Coalition calls for end to town financial sponsorship of Halloween event 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: .~.nc.rr.com> 
Date: November 3,2011 5:34:27 PM EDT 
To:       ~.nc.rr.com 
Subject: Action Alert - Coalition calls for end to town financial sponsorship of Halloween event 

Coalition for Alcohol and Drug Free Teenagers 
of Chapel Hill and Carrboro, Inc. 

A CTION A L ER T 
With 37,0oo people reportedly in attendance, the town of had another Halloween on Franklin 

Street. "[’hough begun years ago as a "family" event, it is now largely dolninated by collegians 

fronl throughout the region. 

Along with expected excessive alcohol consumption, including a large crowd of underage 

drinkers, this year’s event included the usual emergency medical interventions for alcohol 

overdose Ill addition, it reportedly included extreme alcohol eonsmnption by nlany untreated 

participants; assault on law enforcement officers; fights; uninvited groping of fenlales and 

others ofl~nses against women; and various other %rms of risky or alcohol-fueled misbehaviors. 

hallowee~l htmi 

This event is estimated to cost town taxpayers in excess of $25o,ooo in budgeted and 

unbudgeted costs. Tell the town council that it’s time to stop providing financial support for 

this event. It is an unhealthy and unsafe activity, placing many youths at risk. It no longer 

reflects the values of our community, and it’s a luxury we cannot afford 

In addition, Chapel Hill !o !o, an ongoing town initiative asking the community to join the 

council in creating a new comprehensive plan, is seeking input fi’om all residents about a 

variety of town issues, including celebratory events. 

Contact the town council - tell them you oppose continuation of Halloween of Franklin Street 

and the further use of public lands to support this event. 

Email them at: 

for Aicohoi & Dr~o Free Teens i 154 Lake Ellen Ddve i ¢:~n<~ Hiii, NC 275bI 
INil i©ontact- Tly It l 
[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Nov 14 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Nov 14 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, November 28, 2011 8:55 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Nov 28 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Nov 28 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

:@nc.rr.com > 

Monday, November 28, 2011 10:13 PM 

.~triad.rr.com>; Kleiss]er, Am~-’ Byme <kleissie@imaiLunc.edu>;. 

Fwd: Everyone loves a PETA Present! 

~gmail.com> 

LOVE these gift ideas!! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: PETA’s Tracy Reiman <newsmana.qer@peta.or.q> 
Date: November 28,2011 10:00:21 PM EST 
To:       9,nc.rr.com 
Subject: Everyone loves a PETA Present! 
Reply-To: PETA’s Tracy Reiman <newsmana.qer@peta.or.q> 

! 

Dear betsy, 

PETA is offering you a terrific option for a holiday gift. Instead of set[ling on scented soap or 

a boring sweater, why not give your friends and ~oved ones a fun g~R with a great p~rpose? 

PErA Presents ~s a v~rtual-g~ft program through which you can honor a friend whlM helping 

aniraNs. Yo~ can choose from many f~m----and meaningful----presents and not~gy [he recipient 

w~th a coo~ e-card to be delivered on the date that you choose. These special g~fts w~ll bring 

a smile to thelr faces and d~rect~y suppo~ PErA’s v~ta~ work for animals. 

Happy holidays~ 

Sincerely, 

Tracy Reiman 

[xec~t~ve Vice President 



Giving a PET£ Ptesent is as easy as ’~one, two, 

1. Choose the gilt that you want [o give. 
2. Personalize the e-card with a special message, and select the delivery date. 
3. Celebrate knowing that your tax-deductible donation will immediately go to work to fight animal 

su[fering and abuse. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 10:06 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You 

Dear Amy, 

Thank you again for taking the time to meet with me yesterday. I really enjoyed having the opportuniF to learn more about the position lequirements and expectations. 

After meeting ruth eveD~one, I believe that my skill set~ varied experience, and tutoring philosophy will be an asset to the Carolina student- athlete population. The 

energy and euthnsiasm of the UNC community is inspiring and matches my own drive and p~ssion. 

Please let me know if you need any fnrfl~er information ficom me. 

Regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Youffube Service <noreply@youtube.cona:~ 

Saturday, December 3, 2011 12:55 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne --~ldeissle@em~fil.unc.edu> 

YouTube Account Upgrade Final Reminder 

[.~ J help center I e-mail options i report spam 
/ 

YouTubo 

The YouTube account for kleissle@e~nail.unc.edu roll be deleted on Dec 16, 2011 if you do not click the link below to upgrade your account: 

http://~,w.voutube.com/sianin?usemame 

As a remindec you created a YouTube account for kleissle@email.unc.edu but haven’t completed the sigm~p process. Complete your registration and upgrade your 

account by clicking the link above. 

Once you’ve upgraded, you’ll be able to login to YouTube using the same account you use for all other Google sites. 

If yoffre having trouble a~d need ~me help, please visit "the YouTube help center. 

Thm~ you. 

The YouTube Texan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 8:51 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Dec 12 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder gnore details 

Mort Dec 12 9am - 9:30am 

C~md::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 2:05 PM 

@bellmuth.net 

Webina~r m~nouncement to members 

Webinar Announcement.lxtf; Webina~r co,nposite 12 1 2011.pdf 

Good a t:ter~~oon - 

Enclosed you witl find the ATP webinar announcemer~ts for the Spring 2012 year. We are very excited Lo offer these webinars and hope that you w~[~ find them 

educational and usefu~ to you ~n your endeavors to enhance and support the lea~n~n8 of students everywhere your ATP touches~ Best and take care. ff you ha~,e 

questions, co[~ments etc. p~ease contact: 

David Reedy, Ph, D, 

{{514) 287..2232 

Program Coordinator, T~:le ~ 

Cokm~bus State Community Co~e~e 

Co~urnbus Ohio 432~5 

PasbPresident NCLCA 

Certified Master Tutor Trainer 



Professional Development with no travel costs! 

The ATP is proud to offer the following series of webinars 
to you when planning your professional growth. 

Topics beginning January 2012 include: 

Jan. 20~eer Tutoring 

Jan. 24 Scaffolding the Tutoring Cycle 
with Bloom’s Taxonomy 

Jan.30 An Administrator’s Point of View 

Feb. 22 Study Strategies for Tutors 

Feb. 28~uflding Effective Teams 

All webinars will be rebroadcast at a later date if the 
first offering does not fit into your office schedule, 

To register and for more information please 
go to: http://www.myatp,org/Webinar_Splash,html 



Professional Development with no travel costs! 
Webinar Presentations brought to you by your ATP 

Jan 20, 2012, 12-1 CST (encore 1/26/2012, 2-3 CST & 2/13/2012, 12-1 CST) 
Webinar Title: Peer Tutoring 
From hiring to graduating, the peer tutor is both an employee and a student. This 
Webinar will walk you through the process of selecting, training, assigning and 
supervising peer tutors, with emphasis on developing and documenting a successful 
peer tutoring program. 
Presenter: Sissy Campbell- For big please go to http://www.myatp.orcj/Sissy.htm 

Jan 24, 2012, 3-4 CST (encore 2/2/2012, 11-12 CST & 3/7/2012, 12-1 CST) 
Webinar Title: Scaffolding the Tutor Cycle with Bloom’s Taxonomy 
Why Use Bloom’s Taxonomy? This is an excellent way to scaffold training and this 
webinar will focus on the sound pedagogical process that address theory and 
methodology involved in the Tutor Cycle. 
Presenter: Michael McCleod- For bio please go to http://www.myatp.org/McLeod.htm 

.]an 30, 2012, 1-2 CST (encore 217/2012, 3-4 CST) 
Webinar Title: From the Administrator’s point of view 
Recruiting tutors and creating a tutoring handbook are just a couple of the topics 
covered in this webinar. Once we have the tutors, then how do we know that their 
tutoring sessions are meeting our expectations? How do we evaluate sessions or the 
program overall to make sure our students’ needs are being met? All administrators will 
benefit from this helpful webinar. 
Presenter: Jennifer Hurd - For big, please go to http://www.myatp.org/Hurd_bio.htm 

Feb 22, 2012, 2-3 CST (encore 311212012, 3-4 CST) 
Webinar Title: Study Strategies for Tutors 
This webinar will provide several strategies that tutors can use to help their clients 
improve their study skills. Time management, reading strategies, test-taking tips, and 
note-taking pointers are covered in this webinar. Administrators and tutors will benefit 
from participating in this informative webinar. 
Presenter: Jennifer Hurd - For bio, please go to http://www.myatp.org/Hurd_bio.htm 

Feb 28, 2012, 12/1 CST (encore 3/112012, 2-3 CST & 3/2112012, 11-12 CST) 
Webinar Title: Building Effective Teams 
Teamwork has been a buzzword for what we used to call collaboration, cross-training, 
and having each other’s back. What does it take to create a successful team? This 
Webinar will emphasize creating an effective team. 
Presenter: Sissy Campbell- For big please go to http://www.myatp.org/Sissy.htm 
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David C. Caverly 
Thomas F. Mandeville 
Sheila A. Nicholson 

PLAN: A study- 
reading strate_cly for 

in ormational text 

This research-based 
approach helps students 
from the middle school 
through the college level 
develop an active role in 
comprehension. 

"’’We don’t have a problem with most students 

learning to read, We have a problem with many stu- 

dents not choosing to read, not reading effectively 

to gain information, and not thinking about and ap- 

plying what they’ve read. Pogrow (1993) recently re- 

ported that in the U.S. most students in the fourth 

grade and older who have learning difficulties se- 

vere enough to call for placement in special pro- 

grams don’t have difficulty with basic reading skills, 

Rather, they have problems with metacomprehen- 

sion skills. That is, they don’t have strategic control 

over their reading processes. They read informa- 

tional text as if it is unrelated to what they already 

know or to their purpose(s) for 

reading. They read as if all texts are 

structured in the same way. In 

short, these ineffective readers 

need to learn to read strategically. 

That is, they need to develop con- 

trol over their reading processesm 

from thinking about what they are 

going to read and why, through 

monitoring their understanding as 

they read, to using and applying 

the information after they’ve read. 

In this article, we describe a 

study-reading strategy called PLAN, 

based on recent research, which 

helps students develop strategic 

approaches to reading. We discuss 

how we teach PLAN to college stu- 

dents in a developmental reading class and describe 

how we adapt it for middle school students, 

Research foundation 
We relied on research to inform the development of 

PLAN as a study-reading strategy, It is now gener- 

ally agreed that comprehension is an active process 

beginning before the reader engages the text, pro- 

ceeding as the reader interacts with the text, and 

continuing after the reader has left the page. That 

is, comprehension is a multistage, formative, con- 

structive process rather than a summative product 

identified at the conclusion of the reading event 

(Pearson, 1993). 

©1995 international Reading Association 
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A sixth-grade student’s Prediction map for a social studies chapter 

Schema theory research informs each stage. It 

calls for instruction that helps students engage ap- 

propriate schemata or background knowledge be- 

fore reading, and it helps them add to or modify 

these schemata as they read (Anderson & l~earson, 

1984). Text structure research suggests that we 

need to guide readers through difficult text by call- 

ing attention to the text structure and by encour- 

aging readers to graphically represent that structure 

during and after reading (Taylor 8, Beach, 1984). 

Metacognition research calls for teaching students 

to monitor their understanding and to select ap- 

propriate strategies to use when comprehension 

falters during reading (Wade & Reynolds, 1989). 

Other research has demonstrated the wholeness of 

language and the relationship between reading and 

writing, suggesting that readers can improve their 

learning through reflective writing (Birnbaum0 

1986). 

A strategy incorporating, integrating, and moni- 

toring all of these activities is reportedly more ef- 

fective for readers, especially those experiencing 

comprehension difficulties (Paris, Lipson, & 

Wixson, 1983). The reading research outlined above 

provides a sound framework for creating a study- 

reading strategy appropriate for students experi- 

encing difficulty with comprehension and retention 

of informational text. 

Creating a research-based strategy 
PLAN is an acronym for a study-reading strategy 

with four distinct steps that students are taught to 

use before, during, and after reading. The first step 

is to Predict the content and structure of the text and 

to assess its potential for the reading task or pur- 

pose. Students create a probable map or diagram of 

the author’s ideas with the chapter title at the cen- 

ter and the subtitles, highlighted words, and infor- 

mation from the graphics as major and minor 

branches. Figure 1 demonstrates a sixth-grade stu- 

dent’s Prediction map for a social studies chapter. 

This tentative map represents the student’s initial 

prediction of the relative importance of the chap- 

ter concepts and the ordered relationships among 

them. As a representation of the text, this tentative 

map allows the student to assess the usefulness of 

the text for his or her purposes in this particular 

study-reading task. 
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Figure 2 
An example of a college student’s U.S. history chapter map with the Locate step 

N0t~: This map is based on a chapter in Boyer et aL, 1993, 

The second step is to Locate known and unknown 

information on the map by placing checkmarks (,/) 

next to familiar concepts and question marks (?) 

by unfamiliar concepts. This step enables students 

to assess their prior knowledge related to the au- 

thor’s ideas. Students experienced with PLAN will 

often perform the Predict and Locate steps simul- 

taneously, allowing their graphic representation of 

the content and structure of the text to be influ- 

enced by their prior knowledge of the probable con- 

tent. The Locate step also enables students to 

choose the speed and depth of their reading in 

order to accomplish the task. Figure 2 shows a first- 

year college student’s map of a chapter from a his- 

tory textbook (Boyer et al., 199~) that includes the 

Locate step. 

As they read, students apply the third step, called 

Add. They add words or short phrases to their map 

to explain the concepts marked with question 

marks, or they confirm and extend known concepts 

marked with checks. Figure 3 represents a portion 

of the same student’s history map expanded with 

the Add step. 

The Add step fosters metacomprehension. If stu- 

dents read a section and cannot identify extending 

or confirming information, either they have not 
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Figure 3 
An example of a college student’s U.S. history chapter map with the Add step 

understood the text well, or the text is not likely to 
have met their reading purpose. Students can be 
taught fix-up strategies such as rereading the sec- 
tion, using a dictionary or glossary to check the 
meaning of a concept, or dismissing the point on 
the prediction map as not important to the text’s 

central message. We find that the Add step is cru- 
cial to content recall and application in the next 
step. 

Note is the fourth and final step. After reading, 

students take note of their new understanding and 

use it to fulfill their task. Initially, students may 

need to reconstruct their map if their predictions 

for the text pattern do not reflect either what they 

found as they read or their purpose for reading. For 

example, if they had predicted a categorizing or list- 

ing pattern, and the text is structured in a compar- 

ison/contrast pattern, students may change their 
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Figure 4 
A summary for the Note step from a 

U.S. history chapter 

The Progressive Era was full of excitement. With that 

excitement came pain and suffering. As "big business" 

grew with giants like Carnegie, Rockeffeller and Morgan 

so did the mistreatment of workers. Laborers were 
overworked, underpaid, and sometimes put into dan- 
ger. Children were common victims. Labor Unions were 
established in hopes of protecting the workers. 
Unfortunately, unions such as the AFL and the Knights 

of Labor were put into conflict situations. Three main 
conflicts were the Homestead Strike, Hay Market Riot, 

and the Pullman Strike. 
The Homestead Strike was the attempt by Andrew 

Carnegie and Clay Frick to keep laborers fighting for an 
8 hour workday out of the Homestead Steel Plant. They 
hired Pinkerton detectives to keep the workers away. 
Fortunately the workers spotted the detectives during 
the strike outside and defeated the detectives. The fight 

between the detectives and workers forced the govenor 
to bring in the militia to keep peace at the plant, The 
Hay Market Riot was one of the bloodiest conflicts, 

Laborers were striking to keep an eight hour work days 

with fair pay at Hay Market Square in Chicago. Police 

tried to get rid of the laborers and came in direct con° 
flict with them. The police shot in the crowd killing in- 

nocent people. The laborer then wanted a rally in re- 

sponse to the attack. The rally was peaceful but the 

police still wanted them to disperse. A bomb was then 

thrown killing one policeman and four others. Eight an- 

archist were blamed for the bombing and convicting 

with no real evidence, The Pullman Strike was one of 
the most consequently strikes in the era. Many compa- 

nies joined the strike on behalf of the Pullman Car 

Company workers. This strike marked the reasons for 

many future consequences. 

Note: This summary is based on a chapter from Boyer et al,, 1993. 

map to a Venn diagram (i.e., a comparison-contrast 

diagram made of two overlapping circles each rep- 

resenting different entities with the overlapped por- 

tion showing similar elements between the two, 

and the nonoverlapping portions showing different 

elements) or to a chart with one column for simi- 

larities and another column for differences. 

Qther Note activities are necessary to help stu- 

dents achieve their purposes for reading. Students 

can reproduce the map from memory if the task is 

to prepare for a recognition test such as a multiple 

choice or true/false quiz. Students may write a 

learning log entry that includes both cognitive and 

affective responses if the task is to evaluate and re- 

act to the text content (Mandeville, 1992). They can 

engage in a discussion that confirms, refines, or en- 

riches their understanding if the task requires an in- 

tegration of the ideas of the text (Alvermann, 

Dillon, & O’Brien, 1987). They may write a summa- 

ry if the task is to recall information for an essay 

test (Brown, Campione, & Day, 1981). Figure 4 

shows part of a summary that this same college stu- 

dent wrote in preparation for an essay test. 

When students first learn to use PLAN, they per~ 

form the four steps sequentially. Later, as they 

come to understand the strategic study-reading 

process inherent in PLAN, they adapt to the text 

and to the assigned task. While they still engage 

prior knowledge, recognize text structure, monitor 

comprehension, and elaborate on text information, 

now, instead of mechanically performing the four 

steps, they metacognitively plan for their study- 

reading. Whether students successfully progress 

from following PLAN to having a plan of their own 

depends on the context within which they learn 

PLAN. 

Teaching PLAN to college students 
Students with reading difficulties are typically un- 

aware of reading as an active process or of the com- 

ponents of a study-reading event (Wade, Trathen, & 

Schraw, 1990). Their success with PLAN depends 

upon their understanding of effective reading 

strategies and upon how these strategies were 

taught. 

We teach PLAN at the college level to students 

whose lack of preparedness to meet substantial 

reading challenges is recognized by their failure on 

the reading subtest of a state-administered test, 

the Texas Academic Skills Program (TASP). In a 15- 

week, three-credit-hour, developmental reading 

course we spend the first 3 to 4 weeks helping stu~ 

dents recognize the ineffectiveness of their current 

attempts to gain and retain information from read- 

ing. We also teach them about the reading process 

and the active role necessary for effective reading. 

The next 8 to 10 weeks are spent teaching the study- 

reading strategy of PLAN with informational text. 

The remaining time is spent adapting the same 
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Figure 5 
Mean GPA over four semesters for three groups of students 
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strategy to narrative text. Students are also re- 

quired five times a week to complete 25-minute 

sustained silent reading periods, on which they 

maintain a reading log. Though they receive no oth- 

er simultaneous reading instruction, they are en- 

couraged to enroll concurrently in a course with 

substantial textbook reading. 

The course begins with assessment of strategy 

awareness (Wade & Reynolds, 1989). We assign a 

piece of text and ask students to take it home to 

study for a test to be given the next class period. 

Before they read we ask them to list the strategies 

they will use to read the text and study for the test. 

After they take the test we ask them to assess the 

success of their study strategies in light of the poor 

grade they typically receive. Next, we ask them to 

evaluate the reading tasks of their other college 

classes. Then, we teach (a) the nature of the reading 

process, (b) the reader’s active role, and (c) the im- 

portance of the reader’s prior knowledge and of 

metacognition. The students are now ready to learn 

a study-reading strategy. 

For the next 8 to 10 weeks, we teach and provide 

practice with the four study~reading steps of 

PLAN--Predict, Locate, Add, and Note. Each of 

these lessons begins with prompted journal writing 

and guided discussion designed to engage stu- 

dents’ prior knowledge of the step of PLAN being 

taught and of the situations for which it might be 

employed. We build on that prior knowledge by 

modeling (see Pearson & Gallagher, 1983) this step 

of PLAN with authentic, considerate text (well- 

organized text with explicitly stated main ideas and 

helpful topographic cues; see Armbruster & 

Anderson, 1984). 

Students, in small collaborative groups, next 

practice the step of PLAN with an inconsiderate 

college level text (poorly organized text with im- 

plicit main ideas and with misleading or no topo- 

graphic cues; see Armbruster & Anderson, 1984). 
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Figure 6 
A comparison of mean grades for three groups of students in a college history course 
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The small groups report back to the large group 

their success with the guided application, building 

a communal understanding of what is now becom- 

ing a study-reading strategy. 

Next, students independently write a second 

journal entry describing their current understand- 

ing of the step. Then, they each confirm and expand 

their own unicluely individual understanding 

(Vygotsky, 1962) of the step by applying it to a text- 

book from one of their other college classes. A third 

journal entry then helps them internalize their in- 

dividual understanding and application of the step. 

Each component step of PLAN is taught in the 

same way--first modeling with considerate text, 

then guided practice with inconsiderate text, and fi- 

nally practice with authentic text (textbooks stun 

dents are using in their other courses). 

Students adopt PLAN 
College students’ success with PLAN has been well 

documented (Caverly, Burrell, & McFarland, 1992; 

Caverly & Nicholson, 1993). We compared a random 

sample of students who passed the TASP reading 

subtest (P), those who failed the TASP reading sub- 

test and enrolled in our college developmental 

reading course (F1), and a group who failed the 

TASP reading subtest but elected to take develop~ 

mental writing or math first (F2). 

First, the F1 group earned grade point averages 

which paralleled the P group and surpassed the F2 

group (see Figure 5). Second, 75% of the FI group 

were still in school after four semesters, compared 

to 57% of the P group and 0% of the F2 group. Third, 

100% of the F1 group subsequently retook and 

passed the TASP reading subtest. 

Figure 6 shows that students who learned PLAN 

while concurrently or subsequently enrolled in a 

freshman history course (which has a substantial 

reading requirement) compare favorably with the P 

group and outperform the F2 group. 

Students’ self-reports also suggest that they are 

not just adopting PLAN, but are developing their 

own plan for reading. One student from the course 

told us several semesters later, "I don’t make maps 

anymore, unless a chapter is really hard; then 1 

make a map, first thing, and hang it on the bulletin 

board over my desk. I can take it down and look 
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back at it as I read that chapter; and I use it to study 

for the test." Another student reports doing the 

Locate step in the margins of text rather than on a 

map. He then highlights explanations and exam- 

ples for the Add step. 

Teaching PLAN to middle school students 
Middle school students, moving from an elemen- 

tary environment where reading instruction empha- 

sizes learning to read, are suddenly faced with a 

shift to reading for information. They receive little 

direct instruction in this new task, but rather are ex* 

pected to transfer their narrative reading skills to 

dense informational text (Mandeville & van Allen, 

1993). These students are seldom strategic readers 

with metacognitive skills (Pogrow, 1993). 

We have taught PLAN to middle school students 

using instructional procedures nearly identical to 

those outlined above for college students. We ini- 

tially taught PLAN as a 12-week unit in the regular 

45- to 50*minute reading class. We’ve learned, how- 

ever, that 12 weeks was not long enough to effect 

transfer to authentic text for this age group 

(Mandeville & Caverly, 1993). Further, our observa- 

tions confirm Smith and Feathers’s (1983) findings 

that most content area teachers teach the textbook 

and ask only literal questions, which minimizes the 

students’ perceived need for strategic reading. 

Subsequently, we’ve taught PLAN to several mid- 

dle school faculties who have each approached the 

teaching of strategic reading differently. In one 

school, social studies teachers use the PLAN strat- 

egy throughout the year as a part of their regular 

curriculum. Another school prefers to train both 

reading and social studies teachers with PLAN 

strategies and have the initial instruction in reading 

class and the application in social studies. A third 

school has begun offering extensive staff develop- 

ment opportunities and plans to make strategic 

reading of informational text a focus for the whole 

school. 

We have found that most middle school students 

first need to learn that there are two fundamental 

kinds of text, narrative and informational 

(Mandeville & Caverly, 1993). Then, students need 

to discover that while some of the strategies they 

learned with narrative text are appropriate for both, 

many are not very effective for informational text. 

Good readers employ different strategies for each. 

We ask them to identify the strategies they use for 

narrative text to (a) call attention to what they know 

about reading, (b) compare and relate the informa- 

tional text strategies to what they already know, and 

(c) introduce them to metacognition. We then give 

them a gradeqevel social studies chapter to study 

as a pretest, just as we do for college students. 

In addition, we found that middle school stu~ 

dents generally do not know about active learning 

or about teaching themselves. Learning to ride a 

cycle serves as a convenient analogy. They probably 

taught themselves how to steer and how to bal- 

ance, though a "teacher" may have guided them, 

and training wheels may have provided them a safe- 

guard. The middle school students we’ve worked 

with are accustomed to working in groups, yet they 

often need guidance in consensus building during 

the guided practice activities. They are more used 

to taking a vote or following the brightest, loudest, 

or most persistent group member. 

Middle school students also need extra help 

learning to construct Prediction maps. They en- 

counter difficulties with spatial visualization and 

with fitting a whole map onto a piece of paper. Their 

first attempts are often crowded into one corner. 

Starting with a hierarchical tree diagram minimizes 

this problem and may have the added benefit of be- 

ing more readily created from title, headings, and 

subheadings. 

Another problem we found with Prediction maps 

is the tendency of middle school students to copy 

whole sentences rather than select key words. One 

sixth-grade teacher taught her students to write 

only key words by pretending the Prediction maps 

were telegrams charged at a rate of a dollar per 

word and an additional five dollars for each key idea 

omitted. Students worked to have the most com- 

plete Prediction map using the smallest number of 

words. 

An adjustment we’ve made for younger students 

has been to model each of the four strategies with a 

one-page article and to use a second one-page ar- 

ticle for the students’ first practice. This helped the 
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Figure 7 
Middle school students’ pre- and posttest reading performance 
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Note: Poor readers scored below the 25th percentile on the reading subtest of the CAT and had a mean score at the 19th percentile. Averalie readers scored at or above 
the 25th percentile and had a mean score at the 49th percentile before and after receiving instruction in PLAN. 

more easily discouraged students to experience 
success before trying a whole chapter. 

Students employ higher level thinking 
When adapted and taught to middle school stu- 

dents, PLAN instruction again produced successful 

results. We first taught PLAN to a sixth-grade class of 

low and average readers in a small rural U.S. com- 

munity (Mandeville & Caverly, 1993). The low-level 

readers were identified as below the 25th percentile 

on the reading subtest of the California Achievement 

Test (CAT) taken the previous year. Their mean scores 

placed them at the 19th percentile. 

The average-level readers were those scoring at or 

above the 25th percentile on the same administra- 

tion of the CAT. The highest score among the aver- 

age group was at the 64th percentile, and their 

mean scores placed the group at the 49th 

percentile. 

Both groups received strategic reading instruc- 

tion with their social studies textbooks 2 days a 

week and continued their literature-based program 

for the other 3 days. The low-level readers were giv- 

en guided and independent practice 5 days a week 

during their content mastery time. The average- 

level readers went to other content mastery classes, 

though not in reading. This program continued for 

12 weeks beginning in late January. 

A social studies chapter used to pretest these 

sixth graders was about the geography of China. 

The students were asked to read the chapter for a 

test, list the reading and study strategies they 

would probably use, and assess the effectiveness of 

those strategies after the test. An identically con- 

structed chapter (and test) about the geography of 

Brazil was used 12 weeks later as a posttest. 

As seen in Figure 7, the average readers showed 

little gain as a result of their 2-days-a-week intro- 

duction to PLAN. However, the low-level readers’ 

mean posttest score showed considerable gain over 

their pretest score, bringing their performance very 

close to the average level readers. This suggests that 

for the low-level readers, at least, an introduction 

to PLAN, coupled with opportunities for guided and 

independent practice, can have positive results. 

We also taught a heterogeneously grouped fifth- 

grade class in a medium-sized U.S. school. We met 

with this class 5 days a week for 12 weeks from 

October to December. We taught PLAN during so- 

cial studies class, while the classroom teacher con- 

tinued the regular literature-based reading pro- 

gram, These students took their pretest and 
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posttest with a fifth*grade social studies passage 

about the physical and cultural geography of the 

southeastern region of the United States. We felt 

that after 12 weeks the practice effect caused by 

ins the same test would be minimal especially 

since we did not return the scored pretest, but only 

reported the total scores to the students. 

This group showed great improvement on infer- 

ential and application questions, though not on lit- 

eral questions (Mandeville & Caverly, 1993). These 

results are consistent with the higher level think* 

ins involved when employing PLAN. The lack of 

change on literal questions supports our con- 

tention that using the same passage did not undu- 

ly bias the results. 

About 3 weeks into the instructional sequence 

with this fifth-grade class, several students demon- 

strated their understanding of their own active role 

in the reading-learning process. As one student said 

to the classroom teacher, "No, Mrs. Hirsch. You can’t 

teach us. We teach ourselves; you just help us." 

An adaptable approach 
PLAN is an easily used research~based strategy for 

study-reading informational text. When students 

are taught PLAN in a holistic, structured way, they 

develop an adaptable approach for reading any in~ 
formational text. If they are more successful reading 

to gain information, they should be better able to 

think about and apply what they’ve read, Thus their 

reading scores should improve. 

Caverly, Mandeville, and Nicholson teach in the Department 

of Curriculum and Instruction at Southwest Texas State 

University (San Marcos, TX 78666~4616, USA). 
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M 
ost researchers would agree that strategic learners are those 
students who have a vast repertoire of strategies that they can 
selectively apply in order to cornplete tasks across a varieW.+ 

of content areas (Pressley, 1995; Weinstein, 1994). Although the term 
strategic learning involves several complex and interactive factors, 
at a basic level it suggests that students possess effective strategies 
for reading textbooks as well as a variety of strategies useful in 
studying. As Rohwer (1984) so aptly pointed out, studying is an inte- 
gral part of our literacy curriculum because the strategies we teach 
provide students with the "principal means of self-education 
throughout their life" (p. 1). 

Some educators have assumed that students have internalized 
these critical strategies and have mastered the complexities of strate- 
gic learning because they have been assigned homework, projects, 
and tests throughout their high school career (Zimmerman, 1998). 
However, the reality* may set in when high school graduates enter 
college and soon realize that they lack the mature strategies neces- 
sary to succeed academically. Maw of these students are passive 
learners who possess rote-level strategies for reading and studying 
(Pressley, Yokoi, van Meter, Van Etten, & Freeburn, 1997). In order 
to address these problems that college freshmen face, many univer- 
sities offer some vehicle of academic assistance to help students be- 
come more strategic learners (Maxwell, 1997; Simpson, Hynd, Nist, 

& Burrell, 1997). Some institutions have entire programs to provide 
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students with a variety of academic assistance op- 
tions; others offer Learning to Learn courses that 
focus on teaching students specific reading and 
studying strategies. 

’Ik) be successful, practitioners in academic assis- 
tance need to incorporate what is known from the 
extant theory and research. Fommately, during the 
past 10 years many important research studies have 
investigated strategies for reading and studying. 
Moreover, there is a burgeoning body of literature 
that has examined other factors that have an impact 
on students’ academic success and contribute to 
strategic learning. These more recent studies, how- 
ever, have not been summarized and synthesized 
since Anderson and Armbruster (1984). Hence, we 
decided to review- this literature in a format uset\~l 
for practitioners who are. looking for guidance as 
they develop and refine their curriculum. 

We begin by examining five generalizations that 
emerged from our review of the literature. Then 
we offer some practical suggestions for academic 
assistance programs and courses. The studies and 
articles we selected for this review came from sev- 
eral sources: recent scholarly books, peer-reviewed 
reading and educational psychology journals fl’om 
the past 10 years, and yearbooks from respected 
conferences such as the National Reading 
Conference. These search procedures assured us 
that we had included the most current and scholar- 
ly information in our review of the literature. 

t:ive  eneralizatiom about stratefic learninf 
Although strategies for reading and studying have 
been part of an assumed or hidden curriculum, re- 
searche~ have acknowledged their importance and 
have churned out numerous studies investigating 
their efficacy. Most of the studies during the 1960s, 
1970s, and early 1980s were experimental or corre- 
lational and attempted to identify a superior study 
strategy system or to determine which strategy was 
more effective in a particular situation. 

The earlier studies offered an equivocal array of 
findings fbr practitioners and researchers. For exam- 
ple, the conclusions drawn ti’om the numerous stud- 
ies on notetaking and outlining indicated that these 
strategies were no more effective than passive tech- 
niques such as rereading and memorizing (Brown, 
1982). Accordingly, the reviews of the extant litera- 
ture on strategy instruction and strategy. programs 

have been cautious, at best. In tact, Anderson and 
Am-~bmster (1984) concluded that "empirical re- 
search fails to confirm the purported benefits of the 
popular strategies" and "the effort to find the one 
superior method has not been successful" (p. 665). 
Anderson and Armbmster also suggested that most 
strategies were being taught because of tradition or 
instructors’ personal beliefs about their effectiveness, 
rather than because the empirical research con- 
firmed their advantages and benefits. 

The stramgy re.search studies conducted during 
the mid-1980s and 1990s changed focus in several 
significant ways. Rather than attempting to identify a 
superior strategy, most of these studies investigated 
whether the performance of college students could 
be altered with instructional intervention. These lat- 
er studies were particularly noteworthy in that the 
interventions were often quite intensive and ex- 
planatow, en-~ploying what Brown, Campione, and 
Day (1981) characterized as infbrmed training. 
Unlike the earlier blind training studies where stu- 
dents were only told to use a strategy, informed 
training encouraged students to use a strategy and 
provided them specific information on how the 
strategy worked and why it was important. 

During this same period the most significant 
change in the research on reading and studying 
strategies occurred with the emergence of the 
"cognitive constructivist vision of learning" (Mayer, 
1996, p. 364). Such studies typically occurred in 
more authentic situations, such as in actual class- 
room settings, and viewed the learner as an active 
participant and "sense maker." Researchers, al- 
though diverse in their approaches, agreed that 
strategies embodied the essential cognitive and 
metacognitive processes necessary for college stu- 
dents to make meaning or sense of the world of 
academia (e.g., Mayer, 1996; Weinstein, 1994). In 
our analysis of these cognitive constructivist stud- 
ies conducted during the past decade, we have 
found five generalizations that seem particularly 
relevant to academic assistance programs where 
the overall goal is to develop strategic learning. 

Generalization Ta k understandinf critical 
to  trateqic learnin  
Academic tasks are the products students are 
asked to formulate, (e.g., tests or papers) and the 
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operations or thinking processes (e.g., organizing, 
elaborating) they should use to create these prod- 
ucts (Doyle, 1983). For example, a task in a biolo- 
gy course may be a 50qtem multiple-choice test 
that requires students to understand the relation- 
ships between hormones and glands in the en- 
docrine system. The task in history may be to 
read, analyze, and synthesize several different 
texts for an essay and short-answer exam. In order 
to be successful in their reading and studying, col- 
lege students must understand the characteristics 
and nuances of academic tasks and then adjust 
their strategies accordingly. That is, for that biolo- 
gy course students might need to create a map or 
chart in order to understand the relationships, 
whereas for that history course students might 
need to predict possible questions and organize 
their answers into outlines or study sheets. 

Tasks have been studied in a variety of ways. 
Some of the earlier researchers used laboratoW set- 
tings to investigate the impact of students having 
complete, partial, or no task knowledge on their re- 
call or recognition test performance (e.g., Rickards 
& Friedman, 1978). Although these studies have 
contributed to our understanding of the importance 
of specific and accurate task knowledge, the more 
recent research studies have moved to actual class- 
room settings where academic tasks are no longer 
defined and manipulated by the researcher. Rather, 
researchers have used classroom observations, 
terviews, and surveys to describe tasks across a 
riety of content areas (Chase, Gibson, & Carson, 
1994; Chiseri-Strater, 1991; Donald, 1994; Hofer, 
1998). Moreover, these more recent studies have 
cused on whether professors and their students 
hold similar perceptions about the tasks required in 
a particular course (Burrell, Tao, Simpson, & 
Mendez-Berrueta, 1996; Chase et al., 1994; Donald, 
1994; Schellings, Van Hout-~blters, & Vermunt, 
1996a, 1996b; Simpson & Nist, 1997). 

In general, the findings from these studies sug- 
gest that academic tasks are not only specific to a 
content area, but also specific to an instructor and 
a setting. That is, ewo history professors might 

yew well expect students to read and think in to- 
tally different ways. Moreover, the findings indi- 
cate that students and instructors frequently have 
different perceptions of what is considered the es- 
sential reading and thinking processes in a partic- 
ular course. When examining the differences in 

the sciences, Donald (1994), for example, found 
that the match in task perceptions between 
instructors and students was the closest in engi- 
neering courses and the furthest away from con- 
gruency in physics courses. 

Another group of studies has investigated acad- 
emic tasks using case study methodology in order 
to describe in depth the patterns that seem to exist 
between students’ interpretation of academic 
tasks, their choice of strategies, and their subse- 
quent academic performance. Simpson and Nist 
(1997), for example, studied one history course in 
depth to determine if the behaviors of students 
who performed successfully were different from 
those who performed unsuccessfully. In addition, 
they investigated how tasks were communicated 
to the students and whether the professor and stu- 
dents’ perceptions of the tasks were congruent. 
Simpson and Nist concluded that students who 
earned high grades in the histoW course either ini- 
tially understood the professor’s academic tasks, 
or were flexible enough to modify their task per- 
ceptions and strategies over a period time. In con- 
trast, those students who performed poorly did 
not understand the tasks and were inflexible in 
their beliefs and behaviors. 

It appears that students’ understanding of task 
is an important determinant of whether students 
select and employ appropriate strategies. The ex- 
tant literature suggests that task identification must 
precede strategy selection or students are doomed 
to spend vast amounts of wasted time using inap- 
propriate strategies and, in the end, not perform- 
ing well in their courses. 

Generalization z: Belief+ about learnin  
influence how +tudent+ read and +tudy 
What students believe about learning and studying 
has an influence on how they interpret the task, 
how they interact with text, and, ultimately, the 
strategies they select. Because student beliefs are 
so important, Thomas and Rohwer (1987) suggest- 
ed that beliefs serve as the "filter" through which 
students decipher and interpret the tasks and the 
materials they read. Students’ beliefs about knowl- 
edge construction and how those beliefs influence 
learning are currently receiving considerable atten- 
tion from researchers. 
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Perry (1968, 1970) was the first to discuss be- 
liefs in an academic setting, and much of the sub- 
sequent work is rooted in his findings. The most 
current line of research examines beliefs that may 
influence students’ performance on academic 
tasks. For example, Schon~ner and her colleagues 
have investigated students’ beliefs about the na- 
ture of knowledge and learning by isolating their 
views about the certainty" of knowledge, the orga- 
nization of knowledge, and the control of knowl- 
edge acquisition (Schommer, 1994; Schommer, 
Calvert, Gariglietti, & Bajaj, 1997; Schommer & 
Hurter, 1995). 

A slightly different approach, the reflective 
judgment model (King & Kitchener, 1994; 
Kitchener, King, Wood, & Davidson, 1989), posits 
that beliefs are developmental and, therefore, age 
related. It also assumes that individuals progress 
through seven stages, without skipping any. 
Although these approaches to thinking about be- 
liefs differ in some respects, all models assume 
that individuals move from na’~ve to mature beliefs 
with experience. 

Some of the most recent research in this area fo- 
cuses on how students’ beliefs influence factors 
such as motivation, strategy, use, and academic 
performance. In a series of correlational studies, 
Schommer (1990, 1993) found significant relation- 
ships between certain scales on her beliefs ques- 
tio~maire and student performance. For example, 
belief in "quick learrfing" led to poor performance 
on mastew tests and overconfidence in test perfor- 
mance (Schommer, 1990). In later studies, 
Schommer concluded that beliefs about knowledge 
may also influence students’ self-report of strategy 
use (1993). Using more qualitative data collection 
methods, Simpson and Nist (1997) and Simpson, 
Nist, and Sharman (1.997) found that students’ be- 
liefs about kn.owledge in general, and more specif- 
ically their beliefs about what history is, strongly 
influenced the strategies they selected and their in- 
terpretation of the task in a college histow class. 

One final area currently of interest related to 
beliefs and task definition is the controversy over 
whether beliefs are content specific or whether 
college students have the same underlying beliefs 
across all content areas (Hofer & Pintrich, 1997). 
Although this issue has not been investigated in- 
tensively, most of the research indicates that at a 
particular point in time students’ beliefs about 

learning and knowledge would be at the same 
stage across all content areas (e.g., Schommer & 
Walker, 1995). 

These and other studies (e.g., Hofer, 1998) sug- 
gest that students’ beliefs play an important role in 
both task interpretation and strategy selection. It 
stands to reason that if students are not aware of 
their own beliefs, and of how those beliefs are in 
concert with those of their professors, they will 
have difficulty in both analyzing academic tasks 
and selecting appropriate strategies. 

Generalization 3:Qealit9 instruction is essential 
As noted by Paris, Wasik, and Turner (1991), it is 
imperative that students receive quality strategy in- 
struction if the goa! is to ensure that they can ap- 
ply the strategies to their tasks and texts. One 
important legacy from the research studies of the 
1980s and early 1990s is that we have a clearer 
sense of the characteristics of quality, strategy in- 
struction or training. 

First, we know that in order to develop strategic 
learners who have a repertoire of approaches, a 
substantial amount of time must be committed to 
instruction (Garner, 1990; Pressley, 1995). The 
strategy" instruction that students receive should be 
intensive and of significant duration. For example, 
in a study that validated the importance of sus- 
tained time, Nist and Simpson (1990) taught stu- 
dents the metacognitive processes of planning and 
evaluating. They found that students’ metacogni- 
tion gradually improved over time, but distinct 
and significant improvement did not emerge until 
4 weeks after the initial instruction. Had the in- 
struction and data collection ended with the first 
test, alter only 1 week of intensive instruction, im- 
provement would not have been detected and 
very different conclusions might have been drawn. 

Second, strategy instruction should include not 
only the definition or "what" of a strategy, but also 
the procedural and conditional knowledge 
(Garner, 1990; Pressley, 1995). When students 
have procedural knowledge they understand the 
steps or processes involved in using a strateg3,. 
Conditional knowledge requires students to know" 
the why, where, and when to select and apply a 
strategy as well as how to evaluate its effective- 
ness. For students to gain conditional knowledge, 
it is critical that they practice strategies with au- 
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thentic texts and tasks and that they learn how to 
analyze the texts and tasks in order to determine 
which strategies are the most appropriate (Butler 
& Winne, 1995; Simpson, Hynd, et al., 1997). 
Moreover, the texts and tasks should be challeng- 
ing and complex enough so that students will not 
opt for more simplistic routines (e.g., rereading) 
that are familiar to them and deerned more cost 
effective (Garner, 1990; Paris & Byrnes, 1989; 
Pressley, 1995). 

Third, and perhaps most important, strategy 
struction for college students should occur within a 
specific content area and situation Cadexander, 
1996; Garner, 1990; Mayer, 1996; Pressley, 1995). 
As Garner (1990) pointed out, "One thing that we 
already know about strategy use is that it is em- 
bedded. It does not occur in a vacuum, When con- 
text varies, the nature of strategic activiW often 
varies as well" (p. 523). The advantages of teach- 
ing strategies within a context are numerous. 
Students can learn how to define and interpret aca- 
demic tasks, establish goals, select the appropriate 
strategies, and then evaluate the utiliW of those 
strategies in relationship to the specific context. 

Finally, effective strategy instruction should be 
explicit and direct (Garner, 1990; Pressley, 1995). 
Explicit and direct instruction includes (a) strategy 
descriptions; (b) discussions of why tim strategy 
should be learned and its importance; (c) think- 
alouds, models, and examples of how- the strategy 
is used, including the processes involved and the 
relationship between the processes; (d) explana- 
tions as to when and where it is appropriate to ap- 
ply the strategy; and (e) suggestions tbr monitoring 
and evaluating whether the strategy is working and 
what to do if it is not. Moreover, explicit instruction 
should include guided practice situations where 
students can apply the targeted strategies to authen- 
tic tasks. Students should receive specific instructor 
feedback on those practice atlempts because such 
process checks are critical to the development of 
active learners (Butler 8: Winne, 1995). We have 
observed that very few researchers have actually 
collected and analyzed students’ strategies to deter- 
mine whether they have been correctly interpreted 
and applied, and few researchers, if any, have pro- 
vided them with feedback on their strategy at- 
ternpts (Simpson et al., 1997). 

Strategy instruction, then, involves more than 
mere exposure to a specific strategy. The research 

indicates that in order to be effective, instruction 
should be direct, intensive, and occur over a sus- 
tained period of time. In addition, college students 
must be taught the procedural and conditional 
knowledge of a strategy. Finally, it is critical th.at 
strategy instruction be embedded in a realistic 
context because strategies taught in isolation have 
little transfer value. 

Generalization 4: it h important to teach a 
variety of research-based strate+,,ie$ 
Our rev’iew of the literature found that there are a 
limited number of research-based strategies useful 
for students, The four reading and studying strate- 
gies we will examine have been tested in several 
research studies and have been conducted, in 
most situations, by a varieb~ of researchers rather 
than just one. In addition, these studies have in- 
cluded explicit instruction and had high school or 
college students as participants. Although these 
strategies are discussed because they have demon- 
strated a consistent impact on or relationship to 
student’ performance, one caveat should be not- 
ed: Their selection in no way implies that they are 
useh~l tbr all students, textbooks, or tasks. 
Research that has investigated these variables in a 
consistent manner simply does not exist. 

~o~ q~r~tio~ ~d ~sw~r ~xpl~a~o~. When 

students generate questions about what they have 
read and answer those questions, they are actively 
processing text information and monitoring their 
understanding of that intBrmation (Graesser & 
McMahen, 1993; King, 1990; King, 1995; Spires & 
Donley, 1998). In addition, students’ comprehen- 
sion of text improves, as revealed in Rosenshine, 
Meister, and Chapman’s (1994) meta-analysis of 26 
question-generation studies. 

In order to train students to create task- 
appropriate questions that elicit Ngher levels of 
reading and thinking, several methods have been 
used. For example, in ~ng’s research studies (1989, 
1992) she used generic question ste~ that asked 
students to analyze, predict, compare and contrast, 
apply, and evaluate (e.g., "~Nat is an example 
of...?’). Other research studies have capitalized on 
the power of reciprocal teaching in which students 
woNed cooperatively in pairs, or small groups, ask- 
ing each other questions and answeflng them in a 
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reciprocal manner (e.g., King, 1990; King & 
Rosenshine, 1993). The findings from these studies 
and others have suggested that the question an- 
swering is of equal importance to the question ask- 
ing because students are encouraged to clarify 
concepts, create alternative examples, or relate ideas 
to their parmers’ prior knowledge in order to an- 
swer the questions from their partners (King, 1995). 

~’~t~alqzatff01LWriter-based summaries are 

external products that students create for them- 
selves in order to reduce and organize information 
for subsequent study and review. According to 
Wittrock’s (1990) model of generative comprehen- 
sion, for a summaW to be effective students must 
use their own words to form connections across 
the concepts and relate the concepts to their own 
prior knowledge and experiences. Such a defini- 
tion of summarization implies that it is not a strat- 
egy quickly mastered. In fact, sun~narization is 
complex, causing many students difficulty (Brown 
& Day, 1983; Pressley et al., 1997). Because of the 
inherent difficulties in producing generative sum- 
maries, many of the earlier research studies, which 
did not provide explicit instruction of some dura- 
tion, found that summaries had no impact on stu- 
dents’ reading comprehension and performance 
(e.g., Howe & Singer, 1975). However, the majori- 
ty of the more recent studies have found that 
writer-based summaries not only improve stu- 
dents’ comprehension, but also help them monitor 
their understanding (King, 1992; O’Donnell & 
Dansereau, 1992; Wittrock, 1990). 

Summarization as a strategy has taken a variety 
of forms. Many of the studies in the mid-1980s in- 
volved teaching students summarization rules and 
hoping to make explicit the steps that expert read- 
ers use when they read and study text (Day, 1980; 
Hare & Borchardt, 1984). Other investigations (e.g., 
O’Donnell & Dansereau, 1992) have examined the 
combined impact of dyad learning and summariza- 
tion on students’ performance. For example, 
O’Donnell and Dansereau reported that students 
who worked in dyads to surm~arize outperformed 
those who worked alone, recallers learned more 
than listeners, and dyads that were heterogeneous 
in ability and cognitive style tended to be more ef- 
fective than dyads that were homogenous. 

Nist and Simpson (1988) incorporated many of 
Wittrock’s principles of summarization into a text- 

marking strategy called annotation, training stu- 
dents to write brief summaries in the margins of 
their texts and to note other key ideas. These re.- 
searchers and others have found that students’ test 
performance and sun-haw writing abilities im- 
proved when they were taught to summarize and 
annotate (Harris, 1991; Hynd, Simpson, & Chase, 

1990; Strode, 1991). 

5t~t-q~erat~l&d~r~ao~.When students gener- 
ate elaborations, they create examples or analogies, 
draw inferences, and explain the relationships be- 
tween two or more concepts (Gagne, Weidemann, 
Bell, & Anders, 1984). Anderson and Armbruster’s 
(1984) review of studying indicated that there were 
few studies investigating the effect of elaboration on 
students’ learning from text. Since that time, howev- 
er, several studies have investigated this impact 
(Pressley, McDaniel, Turnure, Wood, & Ahmad, 
1987; Simpson, Olejnik, Tam, & Supattathum, 1994; 
Woloshyn, Willoughby, Wood, & Pressley, 1990). 
These studies confirmed earlier findings (e.g., 
Diekhoff, Brown, & Dansereau, 1982) that students 
can be trained to create elaborations. More impor- 
tant, however, the recent studies have demonstrated 
rather consistently that self-generated elaborations 
can have a significant impact on students’ perfor- 
mance on both recall and recognition measures. 

Pressley and his colleagues have conducted nu- 
merous studies on elaborative interrogation (e.g., 
Kaspar & Wood, 1993; Pressley, McDaniel, et al., 
1987; Pressley, Symons, McDaniel, Snyder, & 
Turnure, 1988; Woloshyn et al., 1990). Elaborative 
interrogation involves students in making connec- 
tions between ideas they have read and their prior 
knowledge by generating "why" questions and 
then answering those questions. Because the dab- 
orative interrogation studies have examined a vari- 
ety of issues having an impact on students’ 
strategy use (e.g., role of prior knowledge, devel- 
opmental trends), several important findings have 
emerged. First, older students, such as college 
learners, generally are more able to use the elabo- 
rative interrogation strategy than younger students. 
Second, the quality of the generated elaborations 
does not have an impact on students’ understand- 
ing when the targeted topic is one for which they 
have some prior knowledge. Finally, average- 
achieving students generally provide higher quali- 
ty elaborations than lower-achieving students. 
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In a different type of elaboration study, 
Simpson et al. (1994) trained students to select 
key ideas from their reading, to create elabora- 
tions, and then to recite them orally. Findings 
were similar to those from the elaboration inteno- 
gation studies; the students who produced oral 
elaborations pertbrmed significantly better than 
their counterparts on immediate recall and recog- 
nition measures. Simpson et al. also investigated 
the long-term impact of the strategy.-, discovering 
that oral elaborations had a significant impact on 
students’ delayed recall that occurred 2 weeks lat- 
er in an unannounced situation. 

Ol~I~lizlllq~trMe~. Perhaps the most researched 

of the strategies are those that help students orga- 
nize information from what the}, have read or 
studied. Several researchers have sought to vali- 
date the effectiveness of strategies that help stu- 
dents visually organize and represent irnportant 
relationships among ideas present in written or 
oral text (Bernard & Naidu, 1992; Briscoe & 
LeMaster, 1991; Kiewra, 1994; Lambiotte, Peale, & 
Dansereau, 1992; McCagg & Dansereau, 1991). 
Most of these organizing strategies involve stu- 
dents in identifying main ideas and subordinate 
ideas, making connections among those ideas, 
and then choosing a way to visually represent 
those relationships in an abbreviated spatial for- 
mat. Although there appear to be many variations, 
the two basic types are concept maps and net- 
work representations. 

Concept maps generally depict hierarchical or 
linear relationships, and can be created in such a 
way to represent complex interrelationships 
among ideas. When students have been trained to 
map and then have studied the maps they con- 
structed, they have performed better on compre- 
hension measures than their counterparts (Bernard 
& Naidu, 1.992; Lipson, 1995). Mapping appears to 
be especially effective in situations where students 
must read and study complex expository text and 
then demonstrate their understanding on measures 
requiring higher levels of thinking, such as synthe- 
sis and application (Bernard & Naidu, 1992; 
Briscoe & LaMaster, 1991). As such, much of the 
research on mapping has been conducted in the 
sciences. In addition, the studies seem to suggest 
that mapping best benefits students who are per- 

sistent in using the strategy and who have high 
content knoxvledge (Hadwin & Winne, 1996). 

Another type of organizing strategy is network 
representations. They differ from concept maps in 
that students link key ideas with a generic set of 
labels or links (Lambiotte, Dansereau, Cross, & 
Reynolds, 11989). These links are either dynamic 
(e.g., results, influences), static (e.g., part, function, 
characteristics), or elaborative (e.g., analogy, exam- 
ple). Perhaps the earliest study on network repre- 
sentation was done by Diekhoff et al. (1982) who 
found that college students using the Node 
Acquisition and Integration Technique or NMT 
strategy performed significantly better on recall 
measures than their counterparts who selected 
their own strategies. 

NAIT gradually evolved into a strategy that was 
renamed as the knowledge map or k-map. The ef- 
fectiveness of the k-map has been investigated 
with both oral and written text (Lambiotte et al., 
1992; McCagg & Dansereau, 1991). In both stud- 
ies, the researchers have found that students using 
k-maps perform better than their counterparts us- 
ing alternative methods. It should be noted, how- 
ever, that the type of thinking demanded on the 
researchers’ tests and the content area (e.g., physi- 
ology versus statistics) used as the study material 
have influenced the success of k-maps. 

Our review of the strategy literature suggests 
that very few" reading and studying strategies have 
been thoroughly researched. In fact, most of the 
strategies touted in study skills books rely on con- 
ventional wisdom and tradition. The evidence that 
does exist provides strong support for the strate- 
gies of self-questioning, summarizing, and elabo- 
rating and less compelling support for the 
strategies that involve students in organizing. 
Perhaps this is why researchers who have attempt- 
ed. to synthesize the literature in order to calculate 
an overall "effect" have concluded that strategies 
have only a meager research base and minimal 
impact on students’ comprehension and perfor- 
mance (e.g., Hadwin & Winne, 19961). 

promdn   hould the instructional 
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researchers targeted their efforts on the strategy it- 
self, more often than not overlooking processes 
underlying it. Recent researchers (e.g., Mayer, 
1996; Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, & McKeachie, 1993) 
however, have focused their investigations more 
on processes, believing that what makes a differ- 
ence in students’ understanding are the cognitive 
and metacognitive processes that students enact as 
they read and study. Although there are some 
slight differences in the tem~inologBr, the processes 
typically include selecting and transforming ideas, 
organizing, elaborating, monitoring, planning, and 
evaluating (Hadwin & Winne, 1996; Mayer, 1996; 
Pintrich et al., 1993; Weinstein, 1994). 

These cognitive and metacognitive processes 
have beer}, studied in a variety of ways. Mayer 
(1996), for example, theorized that th.e Selection- 
Organization-Integration model represents the 
cognitive processes involved in students’ meaning- 
ful learning from expositoW text and has identi- 
fied several reading strategies for enhancing each 
process. Other researchers have trained students 
to employ certain processes such as elaborating, 
planning, monitoring, and evaluating (Pressley, 
Snyder, Levin, Murray, & Ghatala, 1987; Nist & 
Simpson, 1990). 

A majority of these studies have used quantita- 
tive methodologies and, in particular, correlational 
designs, which have attempted to determine what 
relationships exist between students’ self-reported 
cognitive and metacognitive processes and their 
performance in a particular course or their overall 
grade point averages. For example, Pintrich and 
his colleagues collected self--report data from 2,000 
college students over 5 years in order to investi- 
gate the role that rehearsal, organization, elabora- 
tion, and self-regulation played in the students’ 
course grades (Pintrich & Garcia, 1991). In gener- 
al, they concluded that students who were en- 
gaged in deeper levels of processing, such as 
elaboration and organization, were more likely to 
do better in terms of grades on assignments or 
exams, as well as overall course grades. 

The renewed emphasis upon process rather than 
stramgies has significant implications for program 
evaluation efforts and for studies on strategy trans- 
fer. That is, students could be employing certain 
cognitive or metacognitive processes as they read 
and study, but not using the specific strategy that 
embodies these processes. ~X~en practitioners and 

researchers ask st-udents in interviews or in ques- 
tionnaires to list or check the strategies they are 
presently using, they may be overlooMng the most 
impo,’tant data. The irony of this oversight is that 
we want students to focus on the thinking process- 
es they are using when they read and study, not 
just the strategies. If sn_~dents can learn to think 
about the cognitive and metacognitive processes 
essential to understanding a text or task, they then 
can define their goals and proceed appropriately 
(Hadwin & Winne, 1996; Pressley, 1995). 

The more recent focus on the cognitNe and 
metacognitive processes underlying strategies 
seems to have considerable potential for unlock- 
ing key infbrmation about strategic learning. Most 
important, the research findings have reminded us 
that the processes underlying a strategy, not the 
strategy itself, are what make the difference in sin- 
dents’ understanding, learning, and performance. 

Practical implications for proqram and course 
development 
In this section we examine the implications of the 
extant literature for those college instructors in- 
volved in academic assistance efforts. These impli- 
cations are described in terms of six characteristics 
of effective programs and courses. 

1. Academic assistance programs and cou~’es" 
should~bcus on helping students succeed in their 
core cou,aes. 

Effective academic assistance programs and 
courses should reflect the academic tasks and texts 
that students encounter during their first 2 years of 
college. However, our 20 yearn of experience in 
the field have taught us that many programs still 
rely upon a generic model that uses either stan- 
dardized tests or commercial materials to dictate 
what students will be taught. Because most com- 
mercial materials provide aty-pical practice oppor- 
tunities in the form of paragraphs and mukiple 
choice questions, many students have difficulty 
modifying and transferring the reading and study- 
ing strategies to their own textbooks and tasks. 
More troublesome is that many of these commer- 
cial materials teach students only one study system 
(e.g., SQ3R) or a limited num.ber of strategies, as if 
there were one best way for all students to read 
and study across all content areas. 
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According to our literature review, a more pow- 
erful approach is for instructors to begin curricu- 
lum development with an explicit understanding 
of the tasks expected of the students on their own 
campuses during the first 2 years of college. For 
example, are students in history courses asked to 
read a variety of primary and secondary sources 
and take essay exams over these texts? If so, then 
the objectives and materials of academic assis- 
tance programs should reflect these tasks. That is, 
students should be taught how to read historical 
nonfiction or a diary for a history course, how to 
synthesize and analyze multiple perspectives on 
an issue such as slavery, and how to write effec- 
tive essay answers for history professors. 

There are several ways in which academic assis- 
tance instructors can conduct reality checks in or- 
der to understand what students are asked to do 
in their core courses (Simpson, 1996). A few years 
ago we developed a faculty questionnaire that we 
distributed to all the professors teaching core cur- 
riculum courses (Burrell et al., 1996). In that ques- 
tionnaire we asked professors to describe the 
thinking, reading, writing, and mathematics de- 
mands of their courses. Using the information 
from. the completed questionnaires, we have made 
several modifications in the objectives of our 
courses. For example, one modification was to 
spend more time teaching students how to predict 
and write short-answer questions because 48% of 
our core curriculum professors told us they used 
this testing format regularly. We also have shared 
the information gleaned from the faculty question- 
naire with our students so that they know, for ex- 
ample, that some professors grade their essays 
and papers on grammar and organization as well 
as content. 

Another way to conduct a reality check would 
be for academic assistance instructors in the pro- 
gram to interact with core curriculum faculw 
members in a variety of ways. Having been in- 
volved in academic assistance for many years, we 
know how easy it is to become isolated from the 
rest of the institution. However, we have recently 
conducted some qualitative and action research 
studies that have introduced us to a variety of bi- 
ology, botany, and history professors. In addition, 
we have invited ourselves to take tours of chem- 
istW and biology tabs so that we can meet the 
professors and teaching assistants who have de- 

veloped the software programs and activities. We 
have learned a tremendous amount from these in- 
formal interactions, information that has redefined 
our program objectives. For example, we have re- 
alized that we must teach our students how to 
download class notes from the Internet and how 
to use these professor-provided notes effectively if 
they are to succeed in their biology courses, 

2. Academic assistance programs should use a 

variety of delive~, models. 
Although there are a variety of deliveW models 

that will help students become strategic learners, 
the two most prevalent are Learning to Learn 
courses and paired or adjunct courses. EffectNe 
academic assistance programs generally use both 
models because they teach strategies in embedded 
or content-specific situations. Learning to Learn 
courses are designed to teach students a variety of 
reading and study strategies using simulated expe- 
riences. With the simulation model, acadengc as- 
sistance instructors immerse students in content- 
specific situations such as history or biology. 
Students read typical material from the content 
area (i.e., lab rnanuals, essays, textbook chapters) 
and listen to professors’ lectures, both of which 
focus on a specific topic such as the Vietnam con- 
flict or the endocrine system. During the simula- 
tion instructors introduce students to the task- 
appropriate strategies for reading, listening, and 
studying the targeted material. At the end of the 
unit the students take an exam over the material 
and then evaluate their performance as to the 
strategies that worked best for them. In a semester 
we usually introduce three or four of these simula- 
tions so that students have an opportunity to prac- 
tice and modify strategies across the content areas. 
Learning to Learn courses have been implemented 
by a varieLv of larger U.S. universities such as the 
University of Michigan, the University of Texas, 
and the University of Georgia. 

In paired or adjunct courses, also known as 
supplemental instruction (Martin & Arendale, 
1994), an instructor "pairs" strategy instruction 
with a particular high-risk core curriculum course. 
The instructor attends the targeted course, reads 
the assigned material, takes lecture notes, and 
then organizes sessions outside the class period 
on how to read and study, making sure that the 
strategies pertain to the professor’s tasks and texts. 
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Although these adjunct sessions vary across the 
content areas in terms of their specific goals, they 
generally focus on the following topics: (a) read- 
ing strategies, (b) methods for taking effective lec- 
ture or discussion notes, (c) organizational and 
rehearsal strategies for test preparation, and (d) 
monitoring and fixing-up strategies. At our univer- 
sity we haw." created adjunct courses, taught by 
trained doctoral students, for the core curriculum 
courses of biology, botany, anthropology, political 
science, and histoW. Because our model allows 
students to volunteer for the 1-hour pass/fail ad- 
junct course, we serve a variety of freshmen and 
sophomores. Other models, however, require cer- 
tain at-risk students to take the adjunct course 
while they are enrolled in the core curriculum 
course. Both models have their advantages. 

3. Academic assismnce programs and courses 
shouM teach students how to interpret academic 
lasks. 

Some students are "cue seekers" and others are 
"cue blind" (Gibbs, 1990). Cue-blind students use 
the same strategies and approaches for whatever 
tasks they encounter. They are also the same stu- 
dents who have significant difficulties in college 
(Simpson & Nist, 1997). What we want to do is to 
teach students ho~v to become cue seekers so 
they have enough information to select and modi- 
fy their reading and studying strategies to fit their 
academic tasks. Obviously, the question is how to 
teach students to decipher their academic tasks. 

We have used a varieD of activities to help stu- 
dents become aware of how tasks vary across 
content areas and professors. One way we help 
students interpret academic tasks is to involve 
them in interviewing their professors. This assign- 
ment has many advantages for students. The most 
obvious is that students interact one on one with 
their professors during their office hours to learn 
more about their tests, quizzes, papers, and pro- 
jects. The second advantage of the interview as- 
signment is that professors and students begin a 
dialogue, which usually continues throughout the 
semester. 

Some students have asked their professors for 
sample test questions to guide their reading and 
studying. In order to prepare our students to ana- 
lyze their test questions, we discuss the levels of 
thinking (e.g., memoW, comprehension, applica- 

tion) that professors can tap on exam" qu~gti6ns 

and share specific examples with them. Students 

are usually quite shocked to realize that multiple 
choice questions can require them to do more 

than just memorize definitions. Other students 

have taken a sample of their lecture notes or text- 
book annotations to their professors in order to 
receive their feedback on their reading and study- 
ing efforts. 

Once students conduct their interviews, we dis- 

cuss their findings in class. The discussions are 

quite productive in that students learn how differ- 

ent professors approach sociology or psychology, 

and they often gain more task information about 
their own professors. Given that most students do 

not seek out their professors for assistance or 

feedback, this assignment has proven particularly 

powerful in helping students understand the 

world of academia, especially at large institutions 

where students are often little more than identifi- 

cation numbers. 

Another way in which we tW to build students’ 

task awareness is through fl~e use of case studies 

and scenarios. Gibbs (1990) and Nist and Diehl 

(11998) have developed several case studies and 

scenarios that can be used to help students analyze 

situations and to think about task-appropriate 

processes and approaches. For example, we use 

this brief situation at the beginning of the semester: 

Imagine that you are in a biology course where the 
professor displays many overheads during her lec- 
ture. Because she speaks so rapidly, you m’e not 
able to get down what she says in class ox" what 
she shows on the overhead. What should you do 

to make sure your notes are of high quality? List 
several options. 

Students read, respond, and discuss these scenar- 
ios in a way that enables them to analyze the 
tasks they are asked to perfBrm and to think 
about themselves as learners. More important, 
during the discussions of the scenarios students 
are gaining their classmates’ perspectives about 
strategic learning. 

4. Academic assistance courses and programs 
shouM help students become aware of their beliefs 
about knowledge and learning. 

As previously mentioned, most college fresh- 
men believe learning is simple, can be accom- 
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plished quickly, and that knowledge and learning 
occur when someone else "does something to 
you" such as when a professor delivers a lecture 
or organizes a lab activity. Hence, we need to 
teach students that learning demands their active 
participation and construction and that their pro- 
fessors probably are also working from that as- 
sumption. In fact, we have found from our 
teaching experiences that students are reluctant to 
employ the active strategies we teach them until 
they relinquish these passive and naive concep- 
tions about learning and knowledge construction. 

One way to nudge students into thinking about 
their personal beliefs is to have them complete as- 
sessment instruments such as the Epistemological 
Beliefs scale (Schon~ner, 1990) and then ask them 
to reflect on the information they learned from such 
instruments in classroom discussions and written as- 
signments. Rather than use a published instrument, 
we ask our students in our Learning to Learn and 
adjunct courses to wqite their definitions of reading, 
studying, and learning at the beginning of the se- 
mester. As we introduce students to a variety of 
reading and studying strategies, we return to those 
definitions they wrote earlier in order for them to 
see the connection between ttmir actions and their 
beliefs. Then, at the end of the semester, we assign 
the students to reflect on those definitions and to 
modit~i them it" they believe it appropriate. 

5. Academic assistance programs and courses 
should teach students a variety of research-based 
strategies and processes. 

Because the extant literature suggests that there 
is no superior strategy or stud}" system, it seems 
reasonable that students should be taught a reper- 
toire of strategies. Some of these should be gener- 
al cognitive and metacognitive strategies (e.g., 
how- to read textbooks) and others should be con- 
tent-specific or professor-specific (e.g., problem- 
solving steps for mathematics). In our Learning to 
Learn and adjunct courses we want our students 
to know how to select, organize, elaborate, moni- 
tor, and rehearse. Hence, we teach them research- 
based strategies such as the talk through, textbook 
annotation, self-questioning and question predic- 
tion, summarizing, mapping, and charting. 
Moreover, after students become comfortable with 
a reading strategy such as annotation, we then 
teach them how to modify it for a biology course 

where they must understand important functions, 
processes, and relationships or for a history course 
where it’s important to note cause and effect and 
historical trends. 

In order to address content-specific tasks, we 
also teach students a variety of strategies pertinent 
to the core courses they will encounter. For exam- 
pie, we teach them how to adapt their reading 
style and purposes when they read primary 
sources such as novels or diaries used in their his- 
tory courses. We also teach students how to inter- 
pret and summarize the dense diagrams that they 
encounter in their chemistry or biology courses. In 
addition, we have found it necessary to teach stu- 
dents how to use the professor supports provided 
in their science courses. That is, many professors 
are now providing their class lecture notes or prac- 
tice exams on their Web sites. In order to make 
sure that students use these notes and exams pro- 
ductively and not use them to replace their own 
notetaking or class attendance, we now teach them 
how to compare and contrast their lecture notes 
with the textbook and notes on the Internet. 

6. Academic assistance programs and courses 
should provide instruction that emphasizes strategy 
transfer and modification. 

Because the extant literature suggests that stu- 
dents do not automatically or immediately transfer 
strategies in a flexible manner, it is also important 
that students learn how to modify and apply strate- 
gies to their own textbooks and tasks (Pressley, 
1995). For transfer to occur., students must under- 
stand strategies and be able to discuss "knowingly" 
the courses and tasks for which the}, are appropri- 
ate (Butler & Winne, 1995; Campione, Shapiro, & 
Brown, 1995). In addition, students must under- 
stand the advantages of a particular strategy, espe- 
cially if they are expected to abandon their usual 
approaches, which may be more comfortable and 
accessible (Pressley, 1995; Winne, 1995). 

To encourage strategy transfer and modification, 
we provide students with explicit instruction and 
practice opportunities across a varieW of text- 
books and tasks. As students try out the strategies, 
we offer them specific feedback on their attempts. 
Mthough it is a time-intensive endeavor to read all 
our students’ annotations or charts, we have found 
checklists to be extremely useful in reducing our 
time commitment. More important, these strategy 
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checklists give students specific and timely feed- 
back about their attempt to annotate a text or cre- 
ate a chart. Gradually, students then learn how to 
use the checklists to evaluate the quality and ap- 
propriateness of their own strategies. 

Finally, in order to promote flexible strategy 
use, it is important for students to reflect on and 
evaluate their performance and the strategies they 
choose to employ (Campione et al., 1995). Stu- 
dents in our courses and adjuncts are required to 
evaluate their performance on each simulation 
unit or exam, noting which strategies worked for 
them and which ones did not. We have found that 
written activities such as these help students take 
control of their reading and learning. In addition, 
these reflection and evaluation activities help stu- 
dents attribute their successes or failures to their 
effort and the strategies they employed rather than 
to luck or an unfair professor. 

In sum, we believe that tile last decade of re- 
search has helped clarify the components neces- 
sary to make a program or course effective in 
helping students learn from text, and hence be- 
come more strategic learners. Most important, the 
literature suggests that academic assistance efforts 
should reflect the interactive and multidimensional 
nature of learning from. text. Rather than concen- 
trate on a few traditional strategies, practitioners 
involved in academic assistance should help stu- 
dents become more sensitive to their beliefs and 
to the contexts in which they must read and study. 

~ 
Simpson and Nist teach at the University of 
Georgia in Athens (Division of Academic 
Assistance, Milledge Hall 204, Athens, GA 30602, 
USA). 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, JanualT 9, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jan 9 9am - 9:30a~n (Tutors/Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder mo___.re details 

Mon Jan 9 9am - 9:30am i.~s’,’.;l~m~ Tim~ 

!2:~’,l~I’,d~ :~ Tutors/Mentors 

kleissle @email.u nc.ed u . c~ ,~ ~..i<,.=- 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 8:50 AIVI 

~bell~uth.net 

Webi nat aJlno uncenlent 

Hello member of the ATP! 
One week from today is the first opportunity to be part of our live online webinars which provide you with professional 
developmental opportunities right from your location. Remember to visit http:iiwww.myatp.orgiWebinar ..Splash.html 
for all the information. So far we have individuals from several states in the US as well as a registrant from Canada so 
travel budgets won’t be impacted at all. I understand there are cuts all over Texas for out of state travel but there 
aren’t any registrants from there (yet!) 
Please review the webpage and register yourself or group of folks to attend to view topic areas which include: 
Hiring/Training Peer Tutors, Scaffolding the cycle using Bloom’s Taxonomy, Using the Administrator’s Lens, Identifying 
study strategies for Tutors, and Effective Team Building. 
Registration forms are online and address payment options after completion of the form. As always, if you have 
questions about any of the upcoming webinars, please don’t hesitate to contact me. dreedy2@cscc.edu 

or (614) 287-2232 
Sincerely, 
David Reedy 
Coordinator of ATP Webinars 
ATP Public Relations Chair 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

LINDA SKEETE <linda.skeete@aaJnu.edu;, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 3:29 PM 

LINDA SKEETE <linda.skeete@aamu.edu> 

ATP Diversi~ Committee Invitation 

ATPDiversitylnteres~’onn Fillable.pdf 

Dear Valued ATP member, 
The ATP Diversi~ subcommittee is now recruiting members for 2012-2013. The Diversi~ subcommittee is a group of professionals who seek to collaborate ruth as 

many people, races, cultures, ethnicities, and groups as possible to: 

a. develop tools which promote fl~e gro~vth of the ATP tutoring communi~; 
b. create online aJ~d other diversity resource materials; 

c. promote diversity related research a~d publications; 

d. identi[:y and promote diversity topics ibr ATP anm|al cont~rences and online seminars/workshops; 

e. l?acilitate dialog regarding current diversity issues; and 
£ provide profession~l develop~nent to diversity subeommittee members. 

If you are interested in serving as a member of the ATP Diversi~ subcommittee, please complete and return the attached PDF interest form. I look fora, ard to receiving 

your interest forms and hope to see you in Seattle, Washington in April. If you have additional ques~tions, please feel free to contact me via emafil at: 

Sincereb; 
LLSM 
Linda Skeete ~Jc’Clellan, M.S. 

ATP Diversit~ Chair 



ATP DIVERSITY COMMITTEE INTEREST FORM 

7hank you for your interest. Please complete the information below and email to: 

finda.mcc /e /lan(a),aamu. edu 

Name 

Institution 

Current Position 

Length of Time In Position 

Mailing Address 

Email Address 

Telephone Number(s) 

Would you like to be added to the ATP Diversity committee members list? __ Yes 

Workshop and Conference Diversity Topics of Interest 

No 

Thank you for your interest. 
You will be contacted within 48 hours of submitting this form. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 10:32 AIVI 

aaron.wrigh~fl~chs.edu 

Call tbr ATP Awards 2012 

Call for ATP Awards 2012.doc 

Good morning- 

The ATP Award nominations information is included for 2102. If you have questions, feel free to contact Dr. Jennifer Hurd (Jennifer.Hurd@cengage.com)or Dr. 

Linda Skeete (linda.skeete@aamu.edu). Thanks and best to everyone, 

Mac 
Michael ~:. McLeod 

m mcleod@exc~an~e.cl~m~on.~Ou 
ATP ~oard Member 



Call for ATP Awards 2012 
Would you like to be recognized or to recognize someone else? An ATP Award could provide 

you with the opportunity to recognize your program or a colleague. Nominations for the 
following awards are now being accepted by the ATP Awards Committee. The deadline for 
nominations is February 22, 2012. A brief description of each award is provided, but more 

information and the nomination process can be found on the ATP website under the 
’° Scholarship" button (http ://www.myatp. org/Award_gui delines.htm ). 

The ATP Peer Tutor of the Year Award 
The purpose of this award is to recognize an individual who exemplifies excellence in his/her 
tutoring abilities. The recipient will receive a $500 Travel Award to attend the conference, and 
the recipient’s college/university will receive an engraved plaque. 

The ATP Tutoring Program Award of Excellence 
The purpose of this award is to recognize the tutorial program that exemplifies excellence in 
training, scope of purpose and range of tutorial support to students within the academic setting. 
The recipient of the award will receive an engraved plaque. 

The ATP Hunter Boylan Tutoring Research in Developmental 
Education Scholarship 

The Hunter Boylan Tutoring Research in Developmental Education Scholarship provides 
opportunities for tutoring professionals to present research relevant to developmental education 
in tutoring. 

Each year, one scholarship award winner will be awarded one free conference registration for the 
current year ATP annual conference and $500.00 towards travel expenses. The award winner 
will present a pre-conference institute at the ATP annual conference on topics related to 
developmental education and tutoring. 

The Research Grant Award 

Guidelines: 

1. The research project must address an issue pertaining to the ATP’s mission and goals. 
See Article 2 in the constitution (http://www.myatp.org/Constitution.htm). 

2. The project must show promise of quality and usefulness as well as potential for 
replication at other universities. 

3. The proposed project must result in outcomes data that are assessed and indicate 
directions for future research or action. These outcomes data need to be included in next 
year’ s presentation. 



4. The award recipient must attend the ATP conference in St Louis to accept the research 
award. 

5. The award recipient must attend the next ATP conference and present the project 
findings. 

6. The submission must meet the February 22, 20112 deadline. 

Two copies of the application packet must be sent to: 

Dr. Jennifer Hurd 
14811 West Road. Apt 7104 

Houston, TX 77095 
Jennifer.Hu rd~cengage.com 

The application packet must be postmarked by February 22, 2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Reedy <dreedy2@cscc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 1:53 PM 

Upcoming ATP Webinars 

Hello fellow ATP Members, 

Friday is the first opportunity to view one of our upcoming seminars. The ATP has compiled 
information on 5 topics now available. The topics in this series include 

Peer Tutor Hiring/Training, 
Blooms taxonomy in the tutoring cycle, 
Using the Admin point of view, 
Study Strategies for Tutors, or 
Building Effective Teams 

Please refer to http://www.myatp.orq/Webinar .Splash.html for registration and payment information as well as to review 
the biographies of our presenters. 
Series 1, includes the above topics, is Jan 20 through March 21. Series 2 will begin following our Seattle Conference April 
1-4. 
You still have time to get in on the package deal that brings 5 webinars to your desktop for just $185. Imagine how 
THAT will stretch those professional development budget dollars. 
Please register a minim u m of 24 h rs in advance of the webinar to ensure you receive the access code. Each session is 
LIVE via webex (including encores). 
David Reedy, 
Chair, ATP Public Relations 
David Reedy, Ph. D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Jan 23 9am - 9:30am (Tutors Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder ~ore details 

Mort Jan 23 9am - 9:30am 

C~md::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Mcleod <IvIMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2012 7:39 AM 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

ATP Conference - Registralion Extension 

Sorry for the multiple e-mails..,[xchar~ge server here hiccupped on over half the addresses_ 

Mike 

Hello ATP Members and Friends! 

The ATP Conference Committee has decided to extend regular registration for the 2012 Annual Conference, April 1-4 in Seattle, WA to 

We~lnes~lay, Fel~ruary 15th. The hotel is filling up fast, so register today! For full conference information visit 

http://www.myatp.org/Con index 12.htm. 
See you in Seattle! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 30, 2012 7:49 AM 

~bell~uth.net 

CRLA Southeast Regional Conference 

CRLA Southeast Sympoisum 2012.pdf; CRLA SE Ssanp2012Registration.doc 

Good morning, 

I am pleased to announce that the College Reading and Learning Association SE Regional conference for 2012 will be held at Clemson Universi~z on Friday, March 16. Please note that ~ve 
will be having a poster session as well - all proposals are due by midnight, Feb. 17. Please see the attached flyer and registration f,arm If you are in our area, we would love to have you 
attend. 

Please let me kno~v if you have any questions Hope to see you in SC in March! 
Elaine 

M Elaine Richardson, Phi) 
Director, Academic Success (;enter 
Itmnediate Past President, NCLCA 

Clemson Universi~ 
Clemson, SC 29634 
(~64) 656-6212 
asc@clemson e~du 



CRLA Southeast Symposium 2012 
Clemson University 
Clemson, SC 29634 

Friday, March 16, 2012 

This year’s symposium is: Programs~ Strategies~ and Technology for Student Success. Please 

bring your ideas and your appetite for discussion (and food!), as we invite presentations by you, 

our colleagues in the Southeast region (learning center professionals from other neighboring, 

states are also welcome). 

Call for Proposals 

(1 hour sessions - individual and group; poster session will also be scheduled) 

Please send a title and 50-75 word abstract describing your session or poster and how it ~vill 

touch on this year’s theme. Indicate your choice for a presentation or a poster. Proposals 

are due electronically by midnight February17, 2012 to: Ms. LaurelWhisler, 

lwhisle@clemson.edu. 

Presenters will be notified of proposal acceptance by February 27, 2012. 

Conference Registration 

$25!CRLA members; $35/non-members; $15/students; includes continental breakfast, 

lunch and break refreshments. The registration form (included with this email 

announcement) must be completed and sent via email to Mr. Mike McLeod at 

m mc!eod @ cle mson.ed u 

Local Accommodations 

Please make your own reservations - just be sure to mention that you are attending a 
campus-sponsored event and would like the University rate. (Note that none of the 
following are within walking distance to the Academic Success Center.) 

James F. Martin Inn (campus) 
Hampton Inn 
Comfort Inn 
Courtyard by Marriott 
Days Inn 
Holiday Inn Express 
Sleep Inn 

Reservations Nightly UniversityRate 

864-654-9020 $99/$119 
864-653-7744 $92 
864-653-3600 $70 
864-654-8833 $97 
864-653-4411 $60 
864-654-9410 $99 
864-653-6000 $68 



CRLA Symposium 2012 registration Jbrm 

CRLA SYMPOSIUM REGISTRATION FORM 
Programs, Strategies, and Technology for Student Success 

Date: 

Place: 

Friday, March 16, 2012 

Class of 56 Academic Success Center 

836 McMillan Road 
Clemson University 

Clemson, SC 29634 

Name Badge and Mailing Information (use a separate form for each person) 

Badge Name 
(This name will appear on your name badge) 

Title 

Department/Unit 

Institution/Organization 

Mailing Address 

City 

Work Phone 

E-mail 

State Zip Code 

Fax 

Conference Fee 

Conference fees include admission to conference sessions, continental breakfast, luncheon, 
registration materials and handouts. 

CRLA Members $25.00 

Non-Members $35.00 

Students $15.00 

Not a member? Go to http:iiwww.crla.netiMembership.htm to join. We will also have CRLA 
membership services at the conference. 

Payment Information 

Member Fees: 
Nonmember Fees: 
Student Fees: 
Total fees included: 

Special Requirements 

__ Dietary 
__ Sign interpreter 

TDD 
Wheelchair access 

Make check payable to: CRLA Symposium 
Mail Payment to: Mr. Mike McLeod 

Academic Success Center 
Cooper Library, Level 3 
Clemson University 
Clemson, SC 29634 



You are invited to attend the 8th Annual Conference of the Association for the Tutoring 

Profession to be held in Seattle, WA on April 1-4, 2012. We have some very exciting 

programming for you, including our pre-conferences which will take place on Sunday, 

April 1. 

Before the pre-conferences on Sunday, April 1 from 8:00 to 9:00 am we will have a 

roundtable discussion in which the following sister organizations will be participating: ATP, 

CRLA, NADE, NCLCA. A representative will be on hand to discuss the differences in the 

certifications and to answer any questions. There are some overlaps in our certifications 

but also some difference in focus. Also, some organizations will count your certification 

from another organization toward your certification for theirs. Come learn more about it! 

Below is a description of the pre-conferences: 

PRECONFERENCE 1A: ATP TUTOR TRAINING - ALL DAY SESSION; 9:00 AM - 

4:30PM; INCLUDES LUNCH 

This year, the ATP will be collaborating with the College Reading and learning Association 

(CRLA) in presenting the first half of the Tutor Training Workshop together. This is a 

first time collaboration that will provide participants to gain a better understanding of 

tutor training topics from the perspectives of both CRLA and ATP. The intention of the 

joint first portion of tutor training is intended to promote excellence in tutor training 

through the presentation of tutor training topics which will provide credit towards ATP 

Tutor Certification. Experienced and knowledgeable ATP and CRLA presenters will 

provide training sessions that can supplement current on-campus training, offer training 

towards ATP and CRLA tutor certification, and give tutor trainers the opportunity to see 

examples of certified training topics. ATP encourages tutors as well as coordinators to 

attend the all-day workshop. The goal is to provide quality tutor training that can lead to 

ATP certification. For session 1A0 at the end of the first half of the tutor training 

presented by ATP and CRLA, participants will have lunch and then return for a second half 

of training presented by ATP regarding more advanced tutor training topics. 

PRECONFERENCE 1B: TUTOR TRAINING; 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

This session is the first half of the joint tutor training conducted by ATP and CRLA. This 

option allows participants to attend only the morning portion of the training and does not 

include lunch. See above for description. 



PRECONFERENCE 1C: ATP TUTOR TRAINING WORKSHOP PART 2; 1:00 PM - 4:30 

PM 

This session is the second portion of tutor training which will be presented by ATP. These 

topics are more advanced topics for training, but also an expansion of the topics presented 

in part one. 

PRECONFERENCE 2: NADE CERTIFICATION TRAINING; 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

This interactive session will present an overview of the key points involved in the process 

of achieving NADE Certification. Of note, the session will include instruction in the use 

the NADE Guides for Self-Evaluation as well as application of the results of their use to 

position programs to apply for NADE Certification. The session is appropriate for those 

interested in improving student outcomes through 

systematic assessment and evaluation of their programs, including coursework, tutoring 

and course-based learning assistance. Those who are considering attending the NADE 

Certification Institute or who are considering applying for NADE Certification should 

attend. 

PRECONFERENCE 3: The 6 Habits of Highly Effective Leaders in Learning 

Assistance; 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

The presentation will consist of briefly reviewing the process of benchmarking and 

becoming aware of what a best practice consists of. We will discuss building trust, being 

proactive through self-study, beginning with the end in mind (focusing of academic 

retention / persistence), putting first things first (doing what works to the front of the 

line), thinking win-win (developing a marketing plan) and then seeking first to understand 

(what are the needs of the academy). 

This will be an interactive session. Participants will take a few assessments, develop a 

personal mission statement and there will be hands on activities as time permits. 



PRECONFERENCE 4A: CRLA TUTOR TRAINING; ALL DAY SESSION; 9:00 AM - 

4:30PM; INCLUDES LUNCH 

This is a first time collaboration that will provide participants to gain a better 

understanding of tutor training topics from the perspectives of both CRLA and ATP. The 

intention of the joint first portion of tutor training is intended to promote excellence in 

tutor training through the presentation of tutor training topics which will provide credit 

towards ATP Tutor Certification. Experienced and knowledgeable ATP and CRLA 

presenters will provide training sessions that can supplement current on-campus training, 

offer training towards ATP and CRLA tutor certification, and give tutor trainers the 

opportunity to see examples of certified training topics. After attending the first half, 

participants will attend lunch and then return for the second half to be conducted by 

CRLA professionals. Entitled ’~The Basics and Beyond", this will be an overview of CRLA°s 

ITTPC tutor certification process. It is intended for anyone in charge of tutor training 

who is interested in or starting or finishing any stage or level of CRLA’s tutor training 

certification processes. It will include clarification of application requirements, benefits, 

explanation of the application process, and great tips on getting started. In addition, 

there will be engaging activities and discussions designed to explore options for designing 

training at Level 2 and 3, and sharing of best practices and successes. 

PRECONFERENCE 4B: CRLA’s International Tutor Training Program Certification - 

The basics and beyond; 1:00 PM -4:30 PM 

This will be an overview of CRLA°s ITTPC tutor certification process. It is intended for 

anyone in charge of tutor training who is interested in or starting or finishing any stage or 

level of CRLA’s tutor training certification processes. It will include clarification of 

application requirements, benefits, explanation of the application process, and great tips 

on getting started. In addition, there will be engaging activities and discussions designed 

to explore options for designing training at Level 2 and 3, and sharing of best practices 

and successes. 

PRECONFERENCE 5: NCLCA CERTIFICATION PROCESS; 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM 

LCLC (Learning Center Leadership Certification) provides individual learning assistance 

professionals a nationally-recognized credential and set of standards by which to foster 

their future growth and development. Certification offered through NCLA provides 

validation of individuals’ expertise in the field of learning assistance through external and 

objective review. The program is flexible and designed to meet the different career paths 

and goals of learning assistance professionals. Besides providing a standard of 



credentialing and continuing professional development, certification can be used by 

learning center directors and learning assistance professionals as rewards and incentives 

for better performance appraisals and as part of benchmarking the attainment of staff 

members in reports to their institutions. This session will discuss the certification in an 

overview format and allow for questions. 

If you have any further questions about the pre-conference, feel free to contact 

Maria Owens 

ATP President 

mowens@nctc, edu 

940-498-6226 



SPOEYS TRAVEL ACADEMY 

Sports Travel Academy specializes in summer study abroad programs 
catering to students interested in Sport Management & the Global Sport 
Industry. All our programs have an excellent balance of academic 
enrichment, tourism and free to time explore. 

Summer Sport Management Schedule 

: EUROPE: June 3 - 17, 2012 $3685 {includes 6 credit hours) 
Ireland, Scotland, Netherlands. Academic Highlights include Croke Park; the Gaelic 

Athletic Association (GAA); Gaelic Football & Hurling; Scottish Institute of Sport (SIS); 
the R&A Golf Club in St. Andrews; Edinburgh Rugby Club; The Hague University 

Faculty Leader: Dr. Stacy Warner - East Carolina Uaiversity 

: EUROPE: June 12 - July 2, 2012 $4975 (+ tuition) 
Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Switzerland & Italy. Academic highlights include the 

Olympic Museum; FIFA; Bayern Munich; AC Milan; Red Bull; Ferrari; German Sports 

University; The Hague University; Olimpia Milano Parma Panthers American FC (Italy) 
Faculty Leade~: D~. Christi DeWaele - Wingate Unive~sity~ NC 

÷ AUSTRALIA: May 16 - June 6/July 5 - 26, 2012 apprx. $4975 
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Surfers Paradise & Cairns. Academic highlights include 

visits with four Universities; the Australian Institute of Sport (AIS); 1956 & 2000 
Olympic sites (MCG & ANZ Stadium); meetings with Management Staff at Aussie Rules 

Football, Rugby, Cricket, Basketball, Netball & Surfing Clubs 
May: Faculty Leader: Dr. Pat Pettit - ~e~raska We~leya~ U~iver~ity 

July: Faculty Leade~: P~ofes~o~ Rick Bu~ton - Syracuse University 

(919) 465-2320 office (919) 961-2860 mobile 
craig@sportstravelacademy.�om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Pinder Naidu ~ ~gmail.com> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 12:33 PM 

Pinder Naidu < @gmail.com> 

Call To Conference 

To All Members: Please Join The Association tbr The Tutoring Professionals Conference in Seattle 
Tutoring: Reaching for the top 

The 8th Conference of the ATP will be held in Seattle, Washington April 1=4, 2012. 

The ATP annual conference is to provide substa~tive professional development services that include the advancement of knowledge in all ~ssions, events, and 

activities. The Association tbr the Tutoring Profession Conference 2012 will be held ti~r the purpose of improving tutoring. 

The three day conference includes mmay participatory workshops, panels, seminars tbrjob-alike groups.., research reports, discussions, exhibits, and tours... 

keynote addresses by world-acclaimed educators, rotors, researchers, and scholars.., a once-a-year oppomlni~ to meet in a major American city and meet 

colleagues frown dtl over the world. 

Please see conference details at http://w~vw.mvalp.o~g 

The conference begins with ~l opening reception on Sunday April 1 st at 7pm. 

If you have aJready registered for the conference please remember to book your hotel rooms at the Marriott soon as rooms axe going fast. 

Sea~e Marrio~ W~erfi-oi~t’s mm~ber 1-206-443- 5000. 

(men~ior~ ATP l’or co~fferer~ce rate) 

P]eam pass or~ this ’Ca1] To Co~,{i~rence" to any mteres*ed pro{i~ssionals. 

See you in Seattle. 

Pinder Naidu (Secretary ATf~) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Mcleod <MMCLEOD@clemson.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 12:46 PM 

@bell~uth.net 

AnnuaJ Tutor Training Workshop in Seattle, WA, on April I st 

2012 ATP Tutoriug Trainiug Workshop - Pre-con.docx 

The ATP is happy to announce its Annual Tutor Training Workshop in Seattle, WA, on April :tst. This year ATP is collaborating with the College Reading and Learning 
Association (CRLA) in presenting Part I of the workshop. Don’t miss the opportunity to receive credit towards ATP Tutor or Trainer certification and to get new ideas about how 
to conduct your own tutor training. If you have any questions, please email Beth Nikopoulos at __b_!_~!__k__o_p_9__u_!_o___s__@__d___c__c__c__d__=_e_.__d___u_. 
AqP looks forward to seeing you in Seattle! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pinder Naidu < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 1:20 PM 

Pinder Naidu < ~gmail.com> 

ATP CONFERENCE 1N SEATTLE APRIL 1 ST TO 4TH 2012 

To All Members AND Friends: Please Join The Association for The Tutoring Professionals (ATP) Conference in Seattle 

Tutoring: Reaching for the top 

The 8th Conference of the ATP roll be held in Seattle, Washington April 1-4, 2012. 

The ATP annnal cont~rence is to provide substa~ative prot~ssional development services that include the advancement of knowledge in all sessions, events, mad 

activities. The Association for the Tntoring Prot~ssion Coni~rence 2012 will be held lbr the purpose of improving tutoring. 

The three day cont~rence includes many paxticipatoD’ workshops, panels, seminars for job-alike groups.., research reports, discussions, exhibits, and tours... 

keynote addresses by world-acclaimed educators, tutors, researchers, and scholars.., a once-a-year opportunity to meet in a major American ci~ and meet 
colleagues from all over the world. 

Please see conference and presentation deto~ls at http://~a~a~-.myatp.or~ 

The conference begins with Sunday morning worlcshops. Please see ATP’s web-site for details. 

There will be an opening reception on Sunday April 1 st at 7pm. Please come and join in the fun. 

If you ale presenting make sure you have registered for the conference. 

If you have already registered for the contErence please remember to book your hotel rooms at the Marriott soon as rooms axe going fast. 

Seattle Mamott Waterfront’s number 1-206-443-5000. 

(mention ATP tbr coniErence rate) 
Please pass on this ’Call To Confelence" to any interested professionals and friends. 

See you in Seattle. 

Pinder Naidu 

Secretary, ATP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pinder Naidu ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 12:11 PM 

Pinder Naidu. ~gmail.com> 

ATP Conference in Seattle April 1 to 4 

To All Members AND Friends: Please Join The Association for The Tutoring Professionals (ATP) Conference in Seattle 

Tutoring: Reaching for the top 

The 8th Conference of the ATP roll be held in Seattle, Washington April 1-4, 2012. 

Please pass on this ’Call To Cont~rence" to any interes~ted proi~ssionals and tiiends. 

If you belong to any listservs please post this announcement. 

Please see conference and presentation details at http://www.myatp.om 

The last day to reserve a hotel room at the conference late is FRIDAY, MARCH 9th. 

Please view the new lii~ that includes trmispo(tation inibnnation http:/7~wwv.seatt~e.~ov/htnfl/visitoridirections.httn. 

There will be an opening reception on Sunday April 1 st at 7pm. Please come and join in the fun. 

If you are presenting make sure you have registered for the conference. 

If you have already registered for the conference please remember to book your hotel rooms at the Marriott. 

Seattle Marriott Waterfront’s number 1-206-443- 5000. 

(mention ATP tbr coni~rence rate) 

The ATP annual conference is to provide snbsta~ntive professional development services that include the advancelnent of ~lowledge in all sessions, events, and 

activities. The Association for the Tutoring Proi~ssion Conference 2012 roll be held for the propose of improving tutoring. 

The three day conference includes many p~icipatoly workshops, panels, selninars for job-alike groups.., reseoxch reports, discussions, exhibits, and tours... 

keynote addresses by world-acclaimed educators, tutors, researchers, mid scholars.., a once-a-yem opportuni~ to meet in a major American city and meet 
colleagues fi~om all over the world. 

See you in Seattle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pinder Naidu ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, March 5, 2012 2:13 PM 

Pinder Naidu,         ~gmai].com> 

Need a Roommate for the ATP Conference 

To All Those Attending The Association for the Tutoring Profession Conference in Seattle April 1 to 4th, 2012 
Are you looking for a roommate to share lodging at the Seattle Marriott Waterfront? 

ATP will try to match you with someone also needing a roommate. 
Before March 18, please email Karen Agee (karen a.qee(~.uni.edu) your information: name and email address, 

dates of lodging needed, particulars (gender? smoker? snorer?), and whether you have already reserved a room or not. 

Thank you. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, September 3, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 3 9am - 9:30am (Tutors’Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bbethel@email.tmc.edu 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 12:39 PM 

Strategies 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: Bradley Bethel 

Learning Assistmats: 

As we work through the semester, I hope yon’ll sham strategies that are working tbr you. I jnst shared a mnemonics strategy I’ve used lbr AFRI 101. If you’re working 
with students in that course, please see the Forums. 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~" of North C~xolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "ASPSA Tr~J, ning Fall 12" site. To reply to this ~nessage click 

this link to access Messages for this site: ASPSA Tminin~ Fall 12. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 17 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 1 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 



THE FAClL! |A| ING TUTOR 

Special points of 
interest: 

Review Upcoming 

Annual Conference 

Information 

Check out the Call 

for Proposals 

Hear from your 

board members 

Pick up some Tips 

from Tutors 

Students, professors and 
tutors alike are counting 
down the days before the 
semester begins. Some 
are excited, some are 
nervous, and some 
question where their free 
time has gone. Yet, 
regardless of where a 
student or educator 
stands on the summer’s 
ending, there is a level of 
rust we all must brush off 
to be at the top of our 
game before the semester 
starts. As tutors, we are 
especially helpful in 
getting others ready, and 
there are relatively simple 
ways to accomplish this 
that cost little in the way 
of time. 

For several years, our 
office has offered online 
summer workshops that 
ranged from completing a 
series of Sudoku or logic 
puzzles to reading a novel 
and then completing a 
series of short quizzes 
after every 
chapter. Participation is 
voluntary, and selection of 
books/short stories is 
made by the 
administrator. As the 

administrator of the 
workshops, I simply send 
an email out to all our 
students during the late 
summer inviting everyone 
to participate and 
explaining the impact 
participating can have on 
student performance in 
the coming 
semester. What impact 
have these workshops 
made? For the last three 
summers alone, students 
who participated attained 
semester GPAs nearly 7% 
higher than non- 
participatory 
students. While the 
percentage may appear 
small, those additional 
points added to a 
student’s GPA often made 
the difference between 
getting on the Dean’s List 
or avoiding Academic 
Probation. For a little 
effort, such workshops 
can make a significant 
difference. 

For workshop ideas, 
please feel free to 

contact me at: 

odonneln @cariisius.edu 

Conference 

Information 

Message from the 

President-Elect 

President’s Corner 3 

Upcoming Partner 

Events 

Tutor Appreciation 

Synergy Article 

Naming Contest 

Tips from Tutors 7 

3 

4, 5, 6 

7 



The Facilitating Tutor 

Mark your calendar to attend, you to share what’s happening in your well as many opportunities for 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS! 

We welcome you to submit a proposal 

to present at the March 2013 
Association for the Tutoring 

Profession conference to be held at 
the 0MNI-CNN in Atlanta Georgia. 

Our theme is 

Tutoring: A Peach of an Idea. 

Why Present? Conference 

presentations are a fantastic way for 

location or to showcase the work you 
have done in tutoring. Doing a 
presentation MI1 also show your 
administration that your work is 
valued on a national stage and may 
help them in the decision to fund your 
professional development to attend 
our conference. 

After your 

presentation: Plans 

are currently underway 

for several college 

tutoring center visits as 

networking ,Mth your colleagues. 
Preconference sessions will also help 
you with your certification as a tutor 
or trainer and there are maw 
opportunities to apply for ATP 
awards. 

Click here for more in]brmation: www.myatp.org 

Tracey Williams at the CNN Center in Atlanta, 
connected to the Omni Hotel, the site of the 9th 
Annual ATP Conference[ 

Photo provided by Tracey Williams 

ATP Friends, I 
hope this finds you 
well and back to a 
new Fall semester 
with all the 
excitement that it 
brings! As budgets 
are being 
formulated, please 
plan to attend the 
ATP conference 
this year on March 
94 - 97, in Atlanta, 
GA. You will be 
very pleased u4th 
our location at the 
0mni Hotel at 
CNN Center in the 
heart of 
do,a~atou% 

walking distance from the 
famous Georgia Aquarium, the 
New World of Coea Cola 
Museum and Centennial Park. 
The hotel is connected to both 
the Philips Arena and the 
Georgia World Congress 
Center and is the closest hotd 
to the Georgia Dome. There 
are many dining and 
entertainment options just 
outside the hotel but within 
the CNN Center, under the 
same roof as the hotel, you can 
see the studio offices of CNN 
and there are several dining 

and shopping options as well 
as a conveniently located 
Marta station. Besides the 
wonderful location we are 
working on some great 
programming for the 
conference that is sure to 
please. The ATP Atlanta 
Chapter ~11 be assisting in 
this planning and a big part 
of our efforts there in 
Atlanta. While I will serve as 
site chair in Atlanta, Sissy 
Campbell (ATP Certification 
Co-Chair) will be the 
program chair. Please check 
into presenting and 
submitting a proposal to Ms. 
Campbell, as our deadline is 
now November 15. Stay 
tuned for additional 
conference information 
coming to the ATP website. 

I would like to thank our 
attendees, presenters, our 
host college Seattle Central 
Community College, our 
keynote speaker Dr. Jill 
Wakefield and the ATP board 
for a well run conference in 
Seattle. We have had much 
positive feedback about the 
programming, the lovely 
hotel and location and how 
smoothly things went. 

Thanks to all of you who were 
part of that success! 

On a personal note, I am very 
honored to have been chosen 
as your next President-Elect 
and am looking forward to 
working for ATP for the next 
two years. 

Lastly, I would like to thank 
some of our new committee 
members who will be part of 
this year’s success: Ms. 
Amanda Haney-Ceeh of 
Marietta College for taking on 
the responsibilities of the ATP 
newsletter, Mr. Robert 
Jordan of Kennesaw State 
University for becoming our 
webmaster, Ms. Kimberly 
McBride of Los Angeles 
Southwest College for social 
media management and Ms. 
dulie Hohmann of University 
of Louisville for publications 
co-chair. I hope to be able to 
announce two new co-chairs 
for the online journal very 
soon. 

Best ~qshes for a smooth start 
to your Fall semester. Please 
begin making your plans to 
attend and present for the 
ATP 9th annual conference! 



Page 

Volume I, Issue I 

President’s Corner 

Dear Fellow ATP members 

and Friends, 

Welcome Back! 

I hope you are doing well 
and that you have settled or 
is settling into the Fall 
semester. I am sure many of 
you are preparing tutoring 
schedules, attending 
meetings, training tutors 
and working hard to assist 
the many students that you 
come into contact with. 

If you did not have the 
chance to attend last year’s 
conference in Seattle, you 
missed a treat. Dr. Jill 
Wakefield presented a 
wonderful presentation over 
"Tutoring/Learning Centers: 
Partnerships that Lead to 
Success". Ofthose that 
attended the conference, I 

Houston, "IX; Nm ember 7-1o, 9o12 

had the opportunity of 
meeting the majority of you, 
and I am grateful for the new 
friendships and support. 

I just want to take a minute 
to thank all of the attendees, 
presenters, exhibitors, 
sponsors, the Seattle 
Waterfront Marriott staff and 
last but not least my 
fabulous, brilliant, 
phenomenal board members 
for a job ~vll done! 

ATP’s website has a new 
look! Mthough it is still a 
work in progress, I am 
excited about the new 
changes. Please bear u4th us 
as we continue to make this 
transition. 

We are in the process of 
putting together the next 
series of webinars and would 
like to lmow what topics 

woMd benefit you the most. 
If you have aw topics that 
you would like to present, 
we would love to hear from 
you. Send all responses to 
Marla O~vns at 
___m__~5£_e_.___n___s___@._! !C!- _C_ ,_ _ _e_ _ _c_! _ _u_ _ , 
I would like to leave you 
with one final note: 

Every student can learn, 
just not on the same day, or 
the same way. 
-George Evans 

As always, we look forward 
to supporting our students’ 
academic and personal goals 
in any way we can. 

From the President’s 
corner... Have a Successful 
Fall Semester! 

"ATP’s 
website 
has a 

CI,ADEA Affiliates Upcoming Events 

27th Annual NCLCA Conference--Reno, NV, October 3-6, 20 12 

45th Annual CRLA Conference--Houston, TX, November 7-10, 2012 

NADE Annual Conference--Denver, CO, February 27-March 2, 2013 

NCDE--Kellogg Institute, June 29-July 26, 2013 

As we an our semesters, ’s remem              ~mportant wee 
calendars. This is a great time to thank the people who make tutoring hap- 
pen in your schools, departments, or organizations. How do you plan to 
celebrate and express appreciation to the tutors with whom you work? 

In the next issue of our newsletter we want to hear from you about this spe- 
cial week and what events or activities took place to say "thank you" to those 
who are always so willing to help others. Send your pictures and stories to 
Amanda Haney-Cech at cecha@marietta.edu and share your news! 
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The Facilitating Tutor 

Reflection and Learning 

Given the frequency of standardized testing in our schools, one might question the impact of "teaching to 

the test" on student learning. Whether this practice could be detrimental to students and their ability to process the 

material is a question that needs to be asked. One concern stems from what is known about information process- 

ing and what is neurologically needed to store information in long term memory. It can be said with confidence 

that for many students the classroom strategies used when "teaching to the test" do not result in information being 

processed at a deep enough level to remain permanently in memory. The remainder of this article addresses the 

need for active reflection to enhance learning. 

A Reason to Reflect 
When included as a part of learning, reflection requires active thinking, integration of information, and the 

development of concepts. Reflection facilitates the formation of memory, thereby strengthening the integration of 

learning and experience. The newly connected information is processed, stored, and can later be generalized, trans- 

ferred, and applied to other settings and situations. 

When sensory input, whether in the form of information or experience, is processed by the brain, it is stored 

in multiple locations. Where it is stored depends in part on which sensory modalities were stimulated and acti- 

vated. Storage also depends on what information the new input is being connected with, and where those memories 

are stored throughout the brain. For example, visual experiences are stored primarily in the occipital lobe, but if a 

student is in a classroom during a lecture, listening while observing what is being drawn on the board, then part of 

the information is also processed in the auditory cortex in the temporal lobe. Taking notes requires even more in- 

volved use of the brain, including the frontal lobe where conscious thought occurs but also in the parietal lobe 

where integration of sensory input takes place. There is no central or specific location for each memory. 

As Zull (2oo2) notes, "Learning depends on experience, but it also requires reflection, developing abstrac- 

tions, and the active testing of those abstractions" (p. 18). During the process of reflection, information is recon- 

structed and reassembled. When sensory input is processed and connected with what is already stored, biological 

changes occur in the brain. These increase the size of the neuronal connections, or as J. Valkenburg (2OLO) noted, 

the connections become more complex, which results in a strengthening of the neuron communities. To retrieve 

information from memory and to reflect on it, a learner needs to reconstruct the various pieces of information. Stu- 

dents still need to learn details, facts, and basic information, but this should lead to deeper thinking that requires 

associations and connections. Reflection helps to develop the associations, solidify them in memory, and thereby 

increase learning by enhancing the size of the neuronal communities. 

Active Reflection and Bloom’s Taxonomy 

There is a variety of teaching and learning strategies that can include active reflection and thereby enhance 

memory. Learning is strengthened when consciously applying this information to Bloom’s Cognitive Taxonomy, as 

depicted below. 

Continued on po47. e 5 



Page 5 

Contin ued frorn page 4 

Old Version Ne~’ Version 
0verbaugh and Schultz http://www.odu.edu/educ/roverbau!Bloom/blooms taxono:ms~.htm 

Each time a student pauses to reflect, information is retrieved from memory and re-manipulated in Working 

Memory. This process not only results in a strengthening of what is stored but also supplements it as more con- 

nections are formed. There will always be a need for teaching that includes the lower two levels of this taxonomy, 

knowledge and comprehension, which require remembering, recognizing, and comprehending. It is the next two 

levels of Bloom, application and analysis, where students seem to especially struggle, as they need to use what 

they learn, generalize it, and transfer it during problem solving. Knowing and comprehending, the first two lev- 

els of cognition, are not sufficient in classes where deeper level thinking is expected. 

Active reflection requires a deeper and more conscious level of thinking than shallow learning, which is 

often adequate when students are being taught facts or basic information. That is often the ease when they are 

engaged in preparation for standardized testing. Skimming or surface reading require only shallow thinking; 

enough to remember general ideas but not enough to effectively analyze the content. Surface reading might re- 

quire the use of just the first taro levels of Bloom’s taxonomy; knowledge and comprehension. Deep thinking re- 

quires the use of higher order thinking skills in Bloom’s upper four levels of cognition; application, analysis, syn- 

thesis and evaluation. Learning a new concept or theory results in deeper thinking, as does reading that requires 

one to actively connect and associate information. To compare and contrast, to make judgments, and to think 

abstractly all require time to pause, to reflect, and to consolidate what is being stored. The teacher later provides 

the prompts from which students must retrieve the information at another time. 

Memory: Pay Closer Attention! 

Dalrymple (9olo) cautions that it is not what we remember, but what we focus on that is the more critical 

variable in learning. He obser~,es, "Filtering, not remembering, is the most important skill for those who use the 

internet....The bottom line is that how well an employee can focus might now be more important than how knowl- 

edgeable he is ..... with the Internet, knowledge can be supplied externally, but focus must be forced inter- 

nally" (Dalrymple, 9too). 

The memory diagram located below serves as a simplified model of information processing. The first 

stage of memory is the Sensory Register, dependent on attention, and the selection of which source of sensory 

stimulation is to be processed. Maintaining sustained attention often takes conscious effort, but without it, infor- 

mation will not be processed.                                                                Continued on page 6 



Continued from page 5 Page 6 

A Four Stage Information Processing Model of Memory 

In the second stage, Short Term Memory (STM), the selected input has already been effectively for- 

warded from the sensory register. If one is concentrating and focusing, the information from STM will continue 

to be processed in WorMng Memory. In Working Memory, there is further selection and manipulation of 

what information is to be retained and organized. The process of associating and connecting the new information 

with what is already stored begins here. The information needs to be used and cognitively manipulated in order 

to be moved into stage four, Long Term Memory (LTM). Once in LTM, the process of integration wia mean- 

ing and association continues. Each time information is reviewed and rehearsed, it moves again through Work- 

ing Memory, thereby increasing the likelihood that it will be connected and stored. The more neural connec- 

tions, the greater the likelihood information will be remembered and can be retrieved when needed (Wolfe, 

2Oll). 

Recommendations for the use of reflection 
Since the implementation of No Child Left Behind in 2OOl and the consequent need for schools to be ac- 

countable for their test results, there have been increasing concerns that schools are "teaching to the test". This 

focus on teaching information that will be included on the standardized exams has resulted in not only less time 

spent on other subjects, but less time provided for students to create, use their imaginations, problem solve, and 

to reflect on what they are learning. High stakes testing has resulted in increased time in school being spent on 

test preparation and test taking. One concern is that students are forgetting much of what is drilled into them 
for the purpose of taking the standardized test. They are not able to retrieve and apply the information later. 

The information is being abandoned because it appears to have no intrinsic value, as teachers are not requiring 

that they transfer and apply it. As educators, we can provide students with opportunities to integrate informa- 

tion in such a way that it is stored. Increased knowledge of the memory process, as well as of Bloom’s Taxon- 

omy, will allow teachers to acquire and apply more strategies that can enhance student learning. 

References 
Dalwmple, D. (2OLO). Knowledge is out, Focus is in, and People are Ever3~here. Res~’.archer, MITMind 
http://~bs~en.w~rdpress.~m/2~1~/~1/18/%E2%8~%~Ckn~w~edge-is-~ut-f~eus-is-~n%E2%8~%9D-%E2%8~%93- 
Dalrymple, D. (2OLO) tmp://www.edge.org/q2olo/qlo_print.html#dalr~vmple) 
Overbaugh, R. and 8ehultz, L. (2on)http://~v.odu.edu/edue/roverbau/Bloom/blooms_taxonomy.htm 

Valkenburg, 3. (2too) Against the Grain: An Argument for Using Less Technology in Education. S.qnewy: The Online Jour- 
nal of the Association f!~r the Tutoring Profession. v. 4 May 2OLO. http://w~w~.myatp.org/Synergy 1/83~_16.pdf 

Wolfe, P. (2011). Brain Research arid Education. http:!!patwolfe.com/20n!00!brain-research-and-education-fad-or- 

foundation/ 
Zull, James E. (2002). The Art of Changing the Brain: Enriching the Practice of Teaching by Exploring the Biology ~" 
Learning. Stylus: ~lington, VA. 
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NAME THE NEWSLETFER! 

ATP announces a newsletter naming contest. The board wants to develop a fresh and engaging newsletter, 

and they want your input. Submit your suggested title by October 30 to be considered for the title of our 

publication AND for a chance to win a reduced conference registration rate! Get creative and start thinking 

about things that rhyme with tutor. Good luck! 

Improving Your Reading Ability For Comprehension, Interpretation and Speed 

The academic process of reading is the fundamental venue for academic success and becoming an independent learner. To read is 
to understand; to understand is to learn; to learn is to know; and, to know is knowledge. 

Often times many of the tutees do not know how to read. In my experience in tutoring (teaching) the fl~ndamentals of reading, I 
have found what we read dictates how we read. 

If we know how to read what we read, our comprehension and interpretation will improve tremendously. Hence, I developed a 
brief topic outline that identifies how to read what we read. The outline identifies what specifics to look for when reading. I 
encourage the tutees to use this outline with the SQ3R (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Revfiew) strategy. 

I. General Reading 

Read for total content of information: holistic reading 

II. Prose Reading 

Main Idea 

Setting (Places) 

Characters 

III. Social Studies 

Basic Ideas 

Problems: Social, Military, Economical, Political, Governmental, etc. 

Names of Indi~dduals 

Dates of Importance (Time Period) 

IV. Science 

Vocabulary (Terminology) 

Basic Concepts 

Conclusions Drawn From The Activity 

Look at Graphs, Maps, Charts, Tables, etc. 

Always look at headings, topics of coordinates, and numerical values carefully before attempting to answer any of the questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Your ATP <youareatp@gmail.com> 

Saturday, October 13, 2012 9:27 AM 

Fwd: Synergy, the online peer reviewed journal of the ATP 

Synergy call 1.pdf 

i~i Ilnline image 

Dear ATP Mtembers, 

I am excited to announce our new co-editors of S)~er~’, the online journal for ATP: Dr. Jill Oliver and Jill Strand. (Biographies below). Attached you will find their first call for 

articles. Please consider submission of an article or editorial for publication. See the attached call for details. The current deadline is October 2:2, 20:~2. Special thanks to our 
new webmaster, Robert Jordan, who has created an online submission form that will simplify submission and review. 

Thanks, 

Tracey Williams, ATP President-Elect 

Biographies: 

Jill Oliver, Ph.D. is a Clinical Assistant Professor in the Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College at Arizona State University. She has worked as a counselor and case worker in the 
community, in schools and in a university setting. Currently, she teaches Educational Psychology and Child and Adolescent Development along with a freshman seminar course. 
Jill is particularly interested in college student development, first year experiences and the retention of first generation college students. As keeping up with new trends is very 
important, she looks forward to reviewing submissions for Synergy. 

Jill Strand has taught for the Supportive Services Program at the University of Mlinnesota Duluth since :t994, where she served as director for 12 years. The program houses 
the UIVlD Tutoring Center, a credit-based peer tutoring program that provides nearly 15,000 free tutorials yearly. She is currently a full time Instructor and Tutor Training 
Coordinator. She teaches Tutor Training, a 32 hour, two-credit, graded, upper division course for new tutors. She has trained over 2000 new tutors during her tenure at UMID. 

This emaJl is distributed to members of the ATP and anyone interes~ted in, or involved wiflL the tutoring profession. For more information, please go to ~x~vw.mvatp.org 

President: Maria Owens (mowens(~nctc.edu) 

President Elect: Tracey Williams (twil@!ic.edu) 

Public Relations Co-chairs: Julie Hohma~m (imwebb02@louisville.edu) & Dr. David Reedy (dreedy2$b~cscc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elastic Email <mailer@elas~dcemail.com> on behalf of 
scmyers@aux- se~adces.unc.edu 

Friday, October 26, 2012 5:05 PM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.m~c.edt# 

Campus Survey - Oppormni~ to win Mouumiu Bicycle or $100.00 in Diniug Flex’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 29 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Oct 29 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Nov 26 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Nov 26 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



We are YOUR ATP so let us hel~! 
Your daily activities & outside research should be recognized. 

Helping us, helps you! 

Have you seen 
what’s needed? 

Early Bird Pay due 
by 12/31/2012 

www.myatp.org 

Is easy, 

1) Create Power ¯ 4, 2)Pres,~. POint a) Answer ~, ,t- mfo 

Practice and _,qUestions 
plannin are available to~ help 

PrOposals 

You work hard & 
deserve recognition 

A TP A wards deadline 
2/10/2013 

= Peer Tutor of the Year Award 

= Research Grant 

The Hunter Boylan Tutoring Research in 
Developmental Education Scholarship 

Tutoring Program Award of Excellence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Dec 10 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder gnore details 

Mort Dec I0 9am - 9:30am 

C~md::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, December 24, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Dec 24 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder wore details 

Mort Dec 24 9am - 9:30am 

C~md::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleissle@email.unc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, JanualT 7, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jan 7 9am - 9:30a~n (Tutors/Mentors) 

out TIMS reminder mo___.re details 

Mon Jan 7 9am - 9:30am i.~s’,’.;l~m~ Tim~ 

!2:~’,l~I’,d~ :~ Tutors/Mentors 

kleissle @email.u nc.ed u . c~ ,~ ~..i<,.=- 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Januao, 21, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jan 21, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Jan 21,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

1/31/2013 4:11:42 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: 1/31 Hot Release: adidas Rose 3.5! 

1/31 Hot Release: adidas Rose 3.5! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

1/31 Hot Release: adidas Rose 3.5! 

1/31/2013 4:11:14 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

1/31/2013 7:21:50 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: --) Be the first to check out our latest commercial 

-~ Be the first to check out our latest commercial 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

-~ Be the first to check out our latest commercial 

1/3:1/20:13 7:21:48 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





Frolil; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Saturday 11:33 AM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa,unc.edu> 

Permission to use you as a reference 

Hi Amy, 

Hope all is well with you. Looks like Susan Maloy doesn’t have a need for me to tutor again this semester, so i’m trying to secure a tutoring job 

elsewhere (including on some tutoring websites). One or t~vo of these sites requires me to put down professional references. Would you mind if [ 

listed you as one of my references? 

Very Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/24/2013 7:02:50 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: The Approved Heat Just Keeps getting Hotter - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

The Approved Heat Just Keeps getting Hotter - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

The Approved Heat Just Keeps getting Hotter - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

2/24/2013 7:02:47 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

2/25/2013 3:21:06 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Last day for a FREE photo book or canvas print! 

Last day for a FREE photo book or canvas print! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Last day for a FREE photo book or canvas print! 

2/25/2013 3:15:26 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

2/26/2013 5:08:43 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FORMAL NOTICE: Campus Telephone Service Transition 

FORMAL NOTICE: Campus Telephone Service Transition 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

FORMAL NOTICE: Campus Telephone Service Transition 

2/26/2013 2:30:48 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 

I",<.i2,2228~2,46.] #<[I 522,228,2~-6] #"%0,0 sl",,",,tp; 5,t,0 -. Up.,,knowl",, add~"ess e,,,".,,"o~ SSO-’Haiibox f~ot 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

2/26/2013 8:10:28 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Time is running out, your 20% offer is waiting. Online clearance. Going, going... 

Time is running out, your 20% offer is waiting. Online clearance. Going, going... 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Time is running out, your 20% offer is waiting. Online clearance. Going, going... 

2/26/2013 8:10:24 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/27/2013 12:09:13 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: More newness = more to love 

More newness = more to love 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

More newness = more to love 

2/26/2013 11:39:38 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/27/2013 12:26:20 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: More pages & More savings. Up to 60% off photo books! 

More pages & More savings. Up to 60% off photo books! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

More pages & More savings. Up to 60% off photo books! 

2/27/2013 12:23:05 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/28/2013 2:41:07 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ConnectCarolina News and Updates 2/28/2013 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates 2/28/2013 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

ConnectCarolina 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates 2/28/2013 

2/28/2013 2:36:29 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

2/28/2013 3:25:57 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: LAST CALL! 

LAST CALL! 

Your message 

Subject: LAST CALL! 

Sent: 2/28/2013 3:25:53 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228,246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

2/28/2013 11:25:25 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: MHC Today: Ramdas ’85 Named Commencement Speaker 

MHC Today: Ramdas ’85 Named Commencement Speaker 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

MHC Today: Ramdas ’85 Named Commencement Speaker 

2/28/2013 8:56:28 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

2/28/2013 11:55:15 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Campus Health 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Campus Health 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FROM ALERT CAROLINA: Message from Campus Health 

2/28/2013 9:31:56 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





T H i:: FA C i L i TAT i N G T U T O R 

Special points of 

interest: 

Upcoming Annual 

Conference 

Information 

Plan your Conference 

Schedule 

Hear from Your Board 

Members 

9th Annual ATP 

Conference Info 

Message from the 

Conference Chair 

Newsfrom CLADEA 

Frank Christ 

Remembered 

Call for Nominations & 

Newsletter Content 

President’s Corner 

Upcoming Events 

Call for Awards 

Nominations 

2-5 

6 

7 

8 

8 

8 

2013 Keynote Speaker--Dr. Saundra McOuire 

The Role of Metacognition in Effective Tutoring 

There is a fundamental disconnect between M]at most students want from tutoring 
sessions and what they need in order to improve their learning. Additionally, many 
tutors find it difficult to resist giving students what they 
want, because when students get M]at they want the 
feedback is psychologically satisfying to the tutor. When 
tutors understand the importance of teaching students 
metacognitive learning strategies, and see the impact of 
this information on student learning, they are more 
likely to change their focus from explaining and showing 
to encouraging reflection and analysis of student 
learning beha-4ors. Dr. McGuire u411 present strategies 
for teaching students how to learn, and u411 discuss the 
impact of this knowledge on student achievement. 

Dr. Saundra Yancy McGuire is Assistant Vice Chancellor 
and Professor of Chemistry at Louisiana State 
University. She served as the director of LSU’s nationally 
recognized campus-u4de learning center, The Center for 
Academic Success, from 1999 to 2oo9. Prior to joining LSU in August, ~999, McGuire 
spent eleven years at Cornell Universib; M~ere she received the highly coveted Clark 
Distingttished Teaching Award. 

In 2012, Dr. McGuire was elected a fellow of The Council of Learning Assistance and 
Developmental Education Associations (CLADEA), and in 2011 she was named a 
Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). In 2010, 
she was named a Fellow of the American Chemical Socieb~, and also became one of 
only seven indi~4duals in the nation to achieve Level Four Lifetime Learning Center 
Leadership Certification through the National College Learning Center Association 
(NCLCA). In November 2007 the Presidential Award for Excellence in Science, 
Mathematics, and Engineering Mentoring (PAESMEM) was presented to her in a 
White House Oval Office Ceremony. 

Dr. McOuire received her B.S. degree, rnagna curn kzude, from Southern University in 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, her Master’s degree from Cornell University, and her Ph.D. 
from the Universib of Tennessee at Knoxville, where she received the Chancellor’s 
Citation for Exceptional Professional Promise. 

Dr. McGuire is married to Dr. Stephen C. McGuire, a professor of physics at Southern 
University. They are the parents of Dr. Carla McGuire Day-is and Dr. Stephanie 
McGuire, and the grandparents of Joshua, Ruth, Daniel, and ,Joseph Davis. 

For more information, please visit Dr. McGuire’s page on LSO~ website. 

Taken from www.myatp.o~’g 



The Facilitating Tutor Pago2 

NO for~h~ 9~h Ann C onfe~enc 

Pre and Post-Conference Options! 

Pre-Conference Workshop: Tutor Training 3/24, 8:3oa.m. - 4:3op.m.$125 (Lunch Included) 

Pre-Conference Workshop: Tutor Training, Morning Session, 3/24, 8:3oa.m. - 12:3op.m $75 (Lunch Not Included) 

Pre-Conference Workshop: Tutor Training, Afternoon Session, Focus on Diversity, Multictflturalism, and ADA Issues in Tutoring 
[Advanced Topics], 3/24, l:3op.m. - 4:3op.m. $75 (Lunch Not Included) 

Pre-Conference Workshop: Fostering Your Inner Scholar: CLADEA-Sponsored Research Institute, 3/24, l:3op.m. - 4:3op.m. 
$75 (Lunch Not Included) 

Post-Conference Workshop: The Trailblazers of Tutoring, Special Topics Roundtables, 3/27, 9:2oa.m. - n:5oa.m. $75 (Brunch 
Not Included) 

Trac@  ilIia si 5TP President Elect 

Greetings! I hope your semester is going well and that you are busy planning for Spring Break and your attendance to the ATP 
Conference in Atlanta on March 24-27, 2o13. To register, please visit w~sv.myatp.org and complete the otfline registration. We 
have some outstanding programming to offer as well as the opportunity to network and learn from your colleagues in the tutoring/ 
learning field. 

The conference will be held at the lovely Omni Hotel at the CNN Center. There is much to see and do all within walking distance of 
the hotel. There is an optional campus visit planned on Monday night which ~411 allow pai~icipants to visit both Georgia Tech and 
Emory. A special thank you to these two wonderful institutions and our ATP members who have helped facilitate these visits! 

Take a look at the list of options for Tuesday evening.., a visit to the Georgia Aquarium or the World of Coca-Cola Museum. (Please 
note that we have arranged discounted tickets; make sure to visit the provided links in the description to take advantage of the 
special prices and to pre-purchase and avoid the lines at the gates.) 

ATP looks forward to featuring Dr. Saundra McGuire, Assistant Vice Chancellor and Professor of Chemistry at Louisiana State 
University, as our Keynote speaker. In November, Dr. McGuire was inducted as a CLADEA Fellow during the joint conference of 
CRLA and CASP in Houston, Texas. Her topic, "The Role of Metacognition in Effective Tutoring" promises to be very informative 
and will have direct applications to tutoring and learning that you can take back to your institution and implement into your tutor 
training. 

I hope you will consider staying at the conference through Wednesday. We have a special post-conference session planned called 
"The Trailblazers of Tutoring," which will bring you to the table u4th some of the greats in the tutoring/learning field: Diana 
Calhoun Bell, ,Johanna Dvorak, Russ Hodges, Lucy MacDonald, and Jack Truschel. Follou~ng this special session is our "On to 
Nashville" brunch and then an optional afternoon tour of "Mystic Falls," the fictional town setting of Vampire Diaries, the TV series 
based on the books. (See the list of excursions on page 5 for more information). 

In all, we have a great conference planned! Come learn, network and enjoy a great hotel and great ci~-! I look forward to seeing 
you in Atlanta. 



Page 3 

8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Registration/Member Services 

8:3o a.m. - 4:3o p.m. Pre-Conference: ATP Tutor Training Workshop - Full Day 

8:3o a.m. - 12:3o p.m. Pre-Conference: ATP Tutor Training - Morning Session (Certification Topics) 

1:3o p.m. - 4:3o p.m. Pre-Conference: ATP Tutor Training - Afternoon Session (Diversity, Multiculturalism, ADA) 

1:3o p.m. - 4:3o p.m Pre-Conference: CLADEA Research Institute 

4:45 p.m. - 5:3o p.m. ATP Certification Session (Info on ATP certification requirements and process) 

6:3o p.m. - 9:oo p.m. Welcome Reception* 

7:3o a.m. - 4:oo p.m. Registration/Member Services 

8:oo a.m. - 4:oo p.m. Exhibitor/Vendor Booths 

8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m Welcome Breakfast 

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. Meet the Vendors 

9:40 a.m. - lO:5O a.m. Concurrent Session I and Poster Session 

11:oo a.m. - 12:1o p.m. Concurrent Session II and Poster Session 

12:3o p.m. - 2:15 p.m. Keynote Luncheon and ATP Business Meeting 

2:20 p.m. - 3:4o p.m. Concurrent Session III 

TBA Meet in Lobby for Campus Visit 

4:3o p.m. - 7:3o p.m. IFTP Meeting** 

7:3o a.m. - 4:3o p.m. Registration/Member Services 

8:oo a.m. - 5:3o p.m. Exhibitor/Vendor Booths 

8:oo a.m. - 9:oo a.m. ATP Awards Breakfast 

9:1o a.m. - lO:2O a.m. Concurrent Session IV 

10:30 a.m. - 11:40 a.m. Concurrent Session V 

11:5o a.m. - 12:5o p.m. Lunch on Your Own 

1:oo p.m. - 2:1o p.m. Concurrent Session VI 

2:20 p.m. - 3:3o p.m. Concurrent Session VII 

3:4o p.m. - 4:5o p.m. Concurrent Session VIII 

4:45pm Meet in hotel lobby for World of Coca Cola Museum excursion 

5:15pm - Meet in hotel lobby for Georgia Aquarimn excursion 

8:00 a.m. - 9:1o a.m. 

9:20 a.m. - 11:5o a.m. 

12:OO p.m. - 1:oo p.m. 

~ Ticketed Event 

Concurrent Session IX 

Post Conference: The Trailblazers of Tutoring - Years of Cunmlative Experience in Tutoring! 

"On to Nashvfille" Brunch* 

~*Invitation Only 
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The Facilitating Tutor 

VVhy not take a ROAD TRIP with us too? 

Monday, March 25 
Network with others and experience two campus visits in the same period 

Georgia Institute of Technology and Ernory University 

Site Visit Timeline: 

3:oo pm Depart hotel lobby 3:30 pm Georgia Tech tour and panel 

5:oo pm Depart Georgia Tech 5:30 pm Arrive to Emory Village - Dine on o~aa 

6:45 pm Board shuttles to Emory 7:00 pm Emory tour and panel 

8:30 pm Depart Emory 8:45-9:oopm Arrive back at hotel 

Group transportation to each location and back to the Omni is just $1o. Dinner will be on your own at Emory Village. 

Sign up for the Campus Visit today; reservations are strongly encouraged! 

The Center for Academic Success (CAS) at Georgia Tech 

Offering tutoring, ad~ising, and other forms of academic support for undergraduates in the Clough Undergraduate 
Learning Commons. 1-to-I Tutoring, an appointment-based serxdce, covers over 70 courses. The Supplemental Instruction 
program helps students enrolled in traditionally difficult courses learn in a relaxed, collaborative environment. Academic 
Coaching through CAS pro~Sdes students with a chance to work indivSdually with a professional staff member, while 
Success Workshops are offered throughout the semester. The Center also offers Tech PREP: Tech’s Pre-Calculus 
Enrichment Program, a non-credit, residential smnmer program for incoming Tech freshmen. Most recently, CAS began 
adxfising, which is decentralized on Georgia Tech’s campus, & Pre-Health Ad~Ssing, which proxddes guidance through the 
professional application process for pre-med students. 

Emory University 

This excursion will include time to xdsit the restaurants in Emory Village which boasts a variety of establishments to please 
even the most diverse palates. Then it is on to campus where attendees will be given a presentation on Emory’s cadre of 
academic adxdsing and support resources, by both EPASS Peer Tutoring Staff and tutors! 

A campus tour will follow with emphasis on Emory’s three tutoring locations. 

Restaurants in Emory Village include: Chipotle Mexican Grill, Dave’s Cosmic Subs, Doc Che3,~s Noodle House, Everybod3,~s 
Pizza, Panera Bread, rise-n-dine, Saba, Yogli-Mogli Frozen Yogurt. 

Taken from www.myatp.org 
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,~amp~+re Diaries 
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Facilitating Tutor 

Submitted bg Traoeg [4 fllfams 
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Volume I, Issue 2 

ran Chris ound a Menlo o TI WilIBeM sse 

The memorial service for Frank Christ was held on January 95, 9o13 in Sierra Vista, AZ and his ashes were interred at 
Sierra Vista Columbarium at Vets Cemetery, Buffalo Soldiers Trail, within Ft. Huachuca. 

In the words of Hunter Boylan, "Frank Christ is a hero to most of us in the learning assistance community. His 
innovative ideas, his professional writing, his presentations and speeches, and his mentoring represented the forefront 
of innovation in the field for nearly forty years." 

In lieu of flowers, the family had requested donations and these are still being accepted. A special account has been set 
up in Frank and Alice Christ’s name through Texas State University. Frank was the Founder and Mentor of TIDE 
(Technology Institute for Developmental Educators), and was working with Daxdd Caverly to send his personal Learning 
Assistance Library to become part of a Scholar’s Library to snpport their Developmental Education program. If you are 
interested in donating, you may send a check or charge as follows: 

Send checks to: 

Frank & Alice Christ Scholar’s Library & Scholarship Fund 

Texas State University-San Marcos 

Attn: Donor Services, JCK-48o 

6o~ University Drive 

San Marcos, TX 78666 

For charges: please call Kimberly Garrett at (5~9) 945-3022 and state that it is for the new Frank & Alice Christ Scholar’s 
Library & Scholarship Fund (Kimberly A, Garrett, Assistant Director, Donor Services, Endowment Compliance, 
University Liaison for Retired Faculty & StaffAssociation), 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 

There is still time to submit your nominations for the ATP 
offices of Secretary, Treasurer and President-Elect. 

For more information or to submit a nomination, contact 
Past-President and Elections Chair, 3ennifer Hurd, at 

dennifer.Hurd@cengage.com. 

In the next issue of our newsletter we want to hear from 

you about your program. Did you pilot a new project? 
r W as it a record-breaking semester. Did you do anything 

for Tutor Appreciation Week that you would like to 

recognize? Send your pictures and stories to Amanda 

Haney-Cech at cecha@marietta.edu and share your 

news ! 
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I, Issue 2 

Image provided by Marla O~,ens 

Are we falling our 
students? 

Are you tried of students 
needing help, but do not ask 
for it? If students are not 
taking advantage of your 
service, then how can you help 
them? Where do we go from 
here? 

Tutoring as usual is no longer 
acceptable ..... The next big step 
in our profession is to become 

President’s Corner 

visionaw tutors of change for 
our students, to truly 
acknowledge and participate 
in the areas that connect each 
of us with your students. You 
might ask, "How can we 
accomplish this major 
hurdle?" with passion and 
interest for student 
accomplishments and success 
in the classroom. Remember, 
"Students do not care how 
much you know until they 
kmow you care about 
success." This journey may be 
the beginning of something 
new and exciting, it could be 
bold and adventurous for 
some, daring and creative for 
others, but it will work! For 
this generation of students, we 
as trainers, directors and 
tutors must do something 
refreshing, radical at times 
and liberating, which will 
challenge our old ways of 
tutoring to engage this 
generation of students. As we 

prepare for our 2o13/14 year, 
let’s deviate from our old 
regiments of doing our own 
thing with our ou~ 
agenda. Let’s keep in mind 
that if our agendas are going 
to be meaningful, then it must 
have the ultimate meaning 
brought in line for the 
student. In our profession, we 
must do more than taldng care 
of business as usual. As 
learning assistance 
professionals, ~ve need to step 
outside of our usual boxes and 
which the same old 
advertising is used to reach 
students, and work with 
faculty to develop a greater 
sense of students’ needs. 

I thank all of you for allowing 
me the privilege of ser\qng as 
ATP President. It has trtfly 
been an honor to work with so 
many accomplished colleagues 
and a joy meeting a diverse 
population at various 
conferences. I look forward to 
seeing you in Atlanta. 

"’In our 

profession, 

we must do 

more than 

taking care 

o business 

as usuaL" 

liates 

Februaw 27-March 2, 2m3--NADE Annual Conference--Denver, CO 

June 29-July 26, 20~3--NCDE--Kellogg Institute 

September 26-28, 2013--28th Annual NCLCA Conference--North Charlotte, SC 

November 6-9, 2o13--46th Annual CRLA Conference--Boston, MA 

FOR A TP AWARDS 20i : 
Would you like to have your program, colleague, or yourself recognized? Nomilmtions are currently being accepted by the ATP 
Awards Committee for: 
* TheATPPeer Tutor of the YearAward 

* The A TP Tutoring P~ogram Award of Excellence 

* The ATP Hunter Boylan Tutoring Research in Developmental Education Scholarship Research Grant Award 

For questions or an application contact: Dr. Anissa Hams, Awards Chair (~__[!_,_!_r_n_’_~(@_~_r_~_lj~!g_e_~_l_u_) 

Please indicate your desire to nominate or apply for these awards by March 10, 2013 at 5p. NOMINATIONS MAY BE 
SUBMITTED BY mail (postmarked March 10, 2013) or hand-delivered at the ATP Annual Conference ALL NOMINATIONS 
MUST BE RECEIVED BY SUNDAY, MARCH 24 AT 5p. 

For more infornmtiolfguidelines, logon to: http://~>~w.myatp.org/?page_id =.51o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/1/2013 12:59:44 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Your ATP Newsletter 

Your ATP Newsletter 

Your message 

Subject: Your ATP Newsletter 

Sent: 3/1/2013 12:59:38 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. Tf the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228,246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

3/1/2013 8:02:58 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: 3/2 New Releases: Foamposite One, Kobe VIII, Spiz’ike, and More! 

3/2 New Releases: Foamposite One, Kobe VIII, Spiz’ike, and More! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

3/2 New Releases: Foamposite One, Kobe VIII, Spiz’ike, and More! 

3/1/2013 8:02:23 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

3/3/2013 3:03:39 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Finish your book by Monday and save up to 60%! 

Finish your book by Monday and save up to 60%! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Finish your book by Monday and save up to 60%! 

3/3/2013 3:02:48 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/3/2013 7:07:47 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: The Approved Heat Just Keeps getting Hotter - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

The Approved Heat Just Keeps getting Hotter - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

The Approved Heat Just Keeps getting Hotter - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

3/3/2013 7:07:45 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu 

3/4/2013 1:49:58 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 4, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 4, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 4, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

3/4/2013 1:49:52 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/4/2013 3:04:31 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Your FINAL DAY to save up to 60% on photo books! 

Your FINAL DAY to save up to 60% on photo books! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Your FINAL DAY to save up to 60% on photo books! 

3/4/2013 3:02:48 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/5/2013 1:49:07 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Thursday Night Football Game 

FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Thursday Night Football Game 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: Thursday Night Football Game 

3/5/2013 1:39:23 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/6/2013 4:03:36 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: The BIG Sale has arrived! Don’t miss out! 

The BIG Sale has arrived! Don’t miss out! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

The BIG Sale has arrived! Don’t miss out! 

3/6/2013 4:01:55 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/6/2013 7:09:20 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Go Bold and Make it Happen! 

Go Bold and Make it Happen! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Go Bold and Make it Happen! 

3/6/2013 7:09:16 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

3/7/2013 2:38:26 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FORMAL NOTICE: Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Search 

FORMAL NOTICE: Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Search 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

FORMAL NOTICE: Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Search 

3/7/2013 2:23:39 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/8/2013 4:56:26 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FORMAL NOTICE: From the Chancellor: Continuing the Campus Conversation About Sexual Assault 

FORMAL NOTICE: From the Chancellor: Continuing the Campus Conversation About Sexual Assault 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

FORMAL NOTICE: From the Chancellor: Continuing the Campus Conversation About Sexual Assault 

3/8/2013 4:40:00 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/8/2013 8:31:51 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: 3/9 New Releases: Kobe VIII, KD V, LeBron X, Air Max 2 Strong, and More! 

3/9 New Releases: Kobe VIII, KD V, LeBron X, Air Max 2 Strong, and More! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

3/9 New Releases: Kobe VIII, KD V, LeBron X, Air Max 2 Strong, and More! 

3/8/2013 8:31:48 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/9/2013 5:06:10 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ~ Your VlP Status Update 

~ Your VlP Status Update 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

~ Your VlP Status Update 

3/9/2013 5:06:08 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu 

3/10/2013 2:03:35 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: 60% off photo books and canvas prints! Ends tomorrow! 

60% off photo books and canvas prints! Ends tomorrow! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

60% off photo books and canvas prints! Ends tomorrow! 

3/10/2013 2:00:25 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/10/2013 6:08:53 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Even More Approved Heat - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

Even More Approved Heat - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Even More Approved Heat - Check Out These Hot Launches! 

3/10/2013 6:08:51 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

3/11/2013 11:12:28 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Ends tonight! Save 60% on photo books + canvas prints! 

Ends tonight! Save 60% on photo books + canvas prints! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Ends tonight! Save 60% on photo books + canvas prints! 

3/11/2013 11:09:42 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/12/2013 1:40:19 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FORMAL NOTICE: Director, Institute of African American Research 

FORMAL NOTICE: Director, Institute of African American Research 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

FORMAL NOTICE: Director, Institute of African American Research 

3/12/2013 1:24:44 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

3/12/2013 6:38:28 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Here’s a great scholarship opportunity from Foot Locker! 

Here’s a great scholarship opportunity from Foot Locker! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Here’s a great scholarship opportunity from Foot Locker! 

3/12/2013 6:13:04 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/13/2013 12:53:37 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FORMAL NOTICE: Correction - Director, Institute of African American Research 

FORMAL NOTICE: Correction - Director, Institute of African American Research 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

FORMAL NOTICE: Correction - Director, Institute of African American Research 

3/13/2013 12:43:22 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/13/2013 3:08:49 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ConnectCarolina News and Updates March 13, 2013 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates March 13, 2013 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

ConnectCarolina 

[connectcarolina] ConnectCarolina News and Updates March 13, 2013 

3/13/2013 3:02:14 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu 

3/13/2013 3:09:33 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Save up to 75% sitewide! It’s your lucky day! 

Save up to 75% sitewide! It’s your lucky day! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Save up to 75% sitewide! It’s your lucky day! 

3/13/2013 3:03:16 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/13/2013 6:10:52 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Retro Style that Transcends Time - Shop the Original Cool! 

Retro Style that Transcends Time - Shop the Original Cool! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Retro Style that Transcends Time - Shop the Original Cool! 

3/13/2013 6:10:28 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu 

3/13/2013 7:18:30 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Bring a Friend to celebrate something new, 

Bring a Friend to celebrate something new. 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Bring a Friend to celebrate something new. 

3/13/2013 7:13:10 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu 

3/14/2013 3:34:44 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Your March Circular is in the mail along with an in-store coupon! 

Your March Circular is in the mail along with an in-store coupon! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Your March Circular is in the mail along with an in-store coupon! 

3/14/2013 3:34:38 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/15/2013 6:05:31 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: 3/16 Approved Hot Release: Jordan Retro 13 "Black Toes" 

3/16 Approved Hot Release: Jordan Retro 13 "Black Toes" 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

3/16 Approved Hot Release: Jordan Retro 13 "Black Toes" 

3/15/2013 6:05:28 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip0i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/17/2013 2:08:42 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Ends tomorrow! 75% savings at the end of this rainbow. 

Ends tomorrow! 75% savings at the end of this rainbow. 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Ends tomorrow! 75% savings at the end of this rainbow. 

3/17/2013 2:05:37 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/17/2013 6:08:10 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Approved Heat - Nothing But The Hottest Launches! 

Approved Heat - Nothing But The Hottest Launches! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Approved Heat - Nothing But The Hottest Launches! 

3/17/2013 6:08:08 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu 

3/18/2013 6:48:05 AM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Password for Onyen ’kleissle’ expires soon, 

Password for Onyen ’kleissle’ expires soon. 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Password for Onyen ’kleissle’ expires soon. 

3/18/2013 6:47:52 AM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu 

3/18/2013 12:50:47 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 18, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

3/18/2013 12:50:09 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/18/2013 2:26:19 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Your luck runs out at MIDNIGHT! Save up to 75% sitewide. 

Your luck runs out at MIDNIGHT! Save up to 75% sitewide. 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Your luck runs out at MIDNIGHT! Save up to 75% sitewide. 

3/18/2013 2:21:47 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

3/18/2013 6:12:34 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: MHC Today Special Issue: Vote for Frances Perkins! 

MHC Today Special Issue: Vote for Frances Perkins! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

MHC Today Special Issue: Vote for Frances Perkins! 

3/18/2013 6:04:45 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

3/18/2013 9:13:59 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: FORMAL NOTICE: Antivirus Software on personally owned devices 

FORMAL NOTICE: Antivirus Software on personally owned devices 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

FORMAL NOTICE: Antivirus Software on personally owned devices 

3/18/2013 8:59:44 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Apr 29, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip3i.isis.unc.edu 

4/29/2013 12:54:34 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Apr 29, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Apt 29, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Apr 29, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

4/29/2013 12:49:52 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Apr 29, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

5/8/2013 6:20:01 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ConnectCarolina Newsletter for May 8, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for May 8, 2013 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for May 8, 2013 

5/8/2013 6:19:59 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon May 13, 2013 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?a:,~., Mon May 13, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu] 

5/13/2013 12:50:14 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon May 13, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon May 13, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon May 13, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

5/13/2013 12:50:11 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon May 13, 2013 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?a:,~., Mon May 13, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

5/27/2013 12:49:49 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon May 27, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon May 27, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon May 27, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

5/27/2013 12:49:47 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipli.isis.unc.edu] 

6/5/2013 6:12:19 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ConnectCarolina Newsletter for June 5, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for June 5, 2013 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for June 5, 2013 

6/5/2013 6:12:17 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxipOi.isis.unc.edu 

6/10/2013 12:50:09 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jun 10, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jun 10, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jun 10, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

6/10/2013 12:50:05 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: [152.2.228.246]. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

6/19/2013 9:36:21 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Delivery delayed:ConnectCarolina Newsletter for June 19, 2013 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for June 19, 2013 

6/19/2013 5:36:00 PM 

Delivery is delayed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 

Subject: ConnectCarolina Newsletter for 3une 19, 2013 

This message hasn’t been delivered yet. Delivery will continue to be attempted. 

The server will keep trying to deliver this message for the next 3 days, 19 hours and 59 minutes. You’ll be notified if the 
message can’t be delivered by that time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

6/19/2013 10:13:39 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Delivery delayed:Wear Your Allegiance, 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Wear Your Allegiance. 

6/19/2013 6:12:42 PM 

Delivery is delayed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 

Subject: Wear Your Allegiance. 

This message hasn’t been delivered yet. Delivery will continue to be attempted. 

The server will keep trying to deliver this message for the next 3 days, :19 hours and 59 minutes. You’ll be notified if the 
message can’t be delivered by that time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MyPublisher <~mypublisher@updates.m> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jul 22, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Ju122,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 8:50 AlVl 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Aug 5, 2013 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors’Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Aug 5,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon A ug 19, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Aug 19, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Morehouse, Brandy <bmorehou@cotc.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:29 AM 

Tracey Williams (twil@tjc.edu) 

ATP Membership Inlbnnadon 

ATP RM App.docx; ATP RM App.pdf 

Hello ATP Members! 

I am the new membership chair for the Association of Tutoring Professionals, and I need your help! I am updating my membership records, and it appears that your 

membership has expired. If you have already renewed, please let me know the date you did so and I will do some research to make sure our records are as current 

as possible. If you have not renewed, I strongly encourage you to do so as soon as possible. A~t~b~d you will find a membership form (a MS Word and a PDF 

version are included to ensure accessibility, but you only need to fill out one) which you can mail with your check. In order to expedite this process, please make a 

copy of the form and the check and either fax it to me at 7~ 36~ 96~i or scan it and e-mail it to me at b~h~@~O~ ed~. This will get you back on the 

membership list sooner and ensure that you won’t miss announcements or newsletters from ATP. 

Being a member of this organization is a wonderful way to stay current on best practices by attending conferences and webinars, to network and make strong 

support connections across the country, become a certified tutor trainer or tutor, and maybe even have a chance to get published in our Synergy newsletter. Our 

membership fees are also very reasonable. One year for a regular individual membership is only ~30, and student memberships are even less! We also offer 

institutional memberships for groups of individuals at a discounted rate. (Don’t forget that our members receive a discounted rate on both webinar and 

conference registration, so you will recuperate those membership fees very quickly). 

I would appreciate a quick response regarding your intent to renew or if you have already done so. Also, If you have additional questions about ATP membership, 

please feel free to contact me. 

Thank you! 

Brandy 

Testing Center Coordinator 

The Ohio State University and Central ONo Technical College 

Hopewel188 

1179 University Dr. 

Newark, OH 43055 

Phone: (740)364-9676 

Fax: (740)364-9641 

bmorehou@cotc.edu 



Association for the Tutoring 

Regular Membership Application 

Profession 

Please provide the indicated information and return this form to the ATP Membership Chair via 

email or fax to ensure timely processing. 

Last Name 

First Name 

Middle Initial 

Position/Title 

Institution/Business 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip Code 

Country 

Phone 

Email 

By submitting this form and paying the required membership fees I commit myself and any 

tutors or tutoring professionals I may supervise in conjunction with this application to comply 

with the ethical standards established by the ATP as published at 

http:i/www.myatp.org/ethics.htm and to be bound by the published procedures for resolving 

complaints of unethical conduct, I understand that lack of awareness or misunderstanding of 

ethical standards is not in itself a defense to a charge of unethical conduct. 

Please make your check payable to ATP and mail your fee to: 

Brandy Morehouse 

Central Ohio Technical College 

1179 University Dr, 

Hopewell Hall 88 

Newark, OH 43055 

The ATP will not give, sell, trade, rent, or in any other way pass along your in,formation to outside 

publications or organizations ;for any purpose with the single exception that membership in[ormation 

may be shared among sister organizations within the CLADEA. 



Association for the Tutoring 

Regular Membership Application 

Profession 

Please provide the indicated information and return this form to the ATP Membership Chair via 

email or fax to ensure timely processing. 

Last Name 

First Name 

Middle Initial 

Position/Title 

Institution/Business 

Address 

City 

State 

Zip Code 

Country 

Phone 

Email 

By submitting this form and paying the required membership fees I commit myself and any 

tutors or tutoring professionals I may supervise in conjunction with this application to comply 

with the ethical standards established by the ATP as published at 

http:iiwwwomyatp.org/ethics.htm and to be bound by the published procedures for resolving 

complaints of unethical conduct, I understand that lack of awareness or misunderstanding of 

ethical standards is not in itself a defense to a charge of unethical conduct. 

Please make your check payable to ATP and mail your fee to: 

Brandy Morehouse 
Central Ohio Technical CoLlege 

1179 University Dr, 
Hopewell Hall 88 

Newark, OH 43055 

The ATP will not give, sell, trade, rent, or in any other way pass along your informaHon to outside 

publications or organizations for any purpose with the single exception that membership information 

may be shared among sister organizations within the CLADEA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 16, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Sep 16, 20~3 9am - 9:30am ~?~..~,!:m 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 30, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Sep 30, 20~3 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

9/30/2013 4:55:50 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Delivery delayed:Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 30, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 30, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

9/30/2013 12:50:07 PM 

Delivery is delayed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 

Subject: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 30, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

This message hasn’t been delivered yet. Delivery will continue to be attempted. 

The server will keep trying to deliver this message for the next 3 days, 19 hours and 54 minutes. You’ll be notified if the 
message can’t be delivered by that time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

10/3/2013 6:10:28 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 30, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Sep 30, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 30, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

9/30/2013 12:50:07 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

O e ,,,-’,, e ,,,"a t i ~",,, g serve< 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Sep 30, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Sep 30, 20~3 9am - 9:30am ~?~..~,!:m T~m,!: 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu . c:~:~t:..~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

10/8/2013 1:38:35 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: The Holiday Helpbook is here! 

The Holiday Helpbook is here! 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

The Holiday Helpbook is here! 

10/8/2013 1:38:28 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

Ge,,,~e,,,"atk~@ se,,,"vet: 

kleissle @,Lu-’,, ¢8 a ~ LH’~¢ ~ed ,L~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

10/9/2013 5:42:01 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ConnectCarolina Newsletter for October 9, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for October 9, 2013 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for October 9, 2013 

10/9/2013 5:41:58 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

#SS0 5~,%~], RESOLh"ER..iDRAecipHotFo,~.md; not @>snd ## 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 14, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Oct 14, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

10/14/2013 12:50:07 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 14, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Oct 14, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 14, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

10/14/2013 12:50:06 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 14, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Oct 14, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:36 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email .unc.edu~; Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emml.~mc.edu> 

sweet video 

I thought yall would appreciate this video. It was on GMA or Today this morning, and it’s on the first page of youtube. A young boy was failing math...after several 

months he finally raised it to a C...he showed his dad and caught the reaction on tape... 

h t [p:!/www.you [ube.com/wa tch?v=LsgCgSia q ls 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:36 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email .unc.edu~; Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emml.~mc.edu> 

sweet video 

I thought yall would appreciate this video. It was on GMA or Today this morning, and it’s on the first page of youtube. A young boy was failing math...after several 

months he finally raised it to a C...he showed his dad and caught the reaction on tape... 

h t [p:!/www.you [ube.com/wa tch?v=LsgCgSia q ls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

10/24/2013 2:16:05 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: ConnectCarolina Newsletter for October 24, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for October 24, 2013 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter for October 24, 2013 

10/24/2013 2:16:01 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

Ge,,,setatk’,,,@ servetx 

kleissle @,Lu-’,, ¢8 a ~ LH’~¢ ~ed ,L~ 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 28, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Oct 28,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Microsoft Outlook [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD~B~HF23SPDLT)/cN=REc~P~ENTS/cN=M~cR~S~FTEXCHANGE329E71Ec88AE461~BBc36AB6cE411~9E] 

10/28/2013 12:50:13 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 28, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Oct 28, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 28, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

10/28/2013 12:50:10 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

kleissle@uncaa.u nc.ed u 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Oct 28, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutor~Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Oct 28,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Nov 11, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Nov 1 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Nov 11, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Nov 1 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Barbara <barbara~j ones@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:24 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~mc@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Please take me off a: well. 

From: Ray, Elaine [mailto:ERay@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14-, 2013 8:20 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

PLEASE TAKE ME OFF OF THIS MAILING LIST ALSO!!!!!!!!!! THANKS 

From: Hearn, Plelissa [.t_n___a_j!_t__o_2_PJ__T_H___e__a___r__n_f~unch.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AM 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this mailii~g list~ 

Tha~ks. 

From: Gullo, John A [__m__a_jJ__tg_Lg_u__!Lo__@__s_o_g=_u_n___c_=e_d___u] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PN 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

_h___t__t_p__://___w____w__w__:__b_ ]__o___o____m__b__e__ _r_g: _c___o____mJ __n__e__ __w__ _s_ L2_ __0__$ _3__: _z___o_:__2___:_/___m_a__g_n___e___t__a_ __r: g __o_ __e_ _s_: j_g__n__g:_o___h_ j__o_:_t___o_w____n_ :__w__ __h_ j_[ _e__:_s_ __h_o__r__tj__n_iil:!_t_ __s_:_t__a_x_: _b__ _a___s_ _e__:__h_ _t____m_j 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www~the~sca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~13/~9/23/why.72-H~ur~w~rk-week-New.N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
h ttp :i/www. c h a r l otteo bse rye r. co m/2013/11/08/4450292/eve n-off-th e-ball or-pa t-m cc ro ry. h tm I#. U o R P K-K M n H g 

IS the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 

h ttp:!!www, n yti m es.co m/2012/07/13/o p i nio n!u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http:/iwww.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 2013/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 
cell: 

alternate email: @outlook.corn 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

https://www.facebook.com/SEANC25 

You m’e cm~ntly subscribed to seanc as: ~_4_:_[_’_!i_t__e_ff~__m__~2~__u_!)__c_!3:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___t!. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.uuc.edu,’u?id 65269551.332tk183af5c52c154457f463545a25b4&u T&I seanc&o 33857583 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-33857583-65269551.332fd83atiSc52cl 544571;163545a25b4(a)listserv.nnc.edn 



(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33858572-65255133.496c3de061978c27c3028901bef46350({~listserv.m~c.edu 

You ~Jce currently subscribed to seanc as: barbione,~;email.unc.edu. 

To unsabscribe click here: _l!t_~p://lists.nnc.edu/t~?id 65247327.7503200dda4314b5b8a6d10b686a2tl)9&n T&l sem~c&o 33858647 

(It may be necessau to cat and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33858647-65247327.7503200dda4314b5b8a6dl 0b686a2£~)9(?~listserv.unc~edu 

You are currently subscribed m seanc as: k~leissle(a)~email.nnc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=65263645.3be94d59t~24541 b2878dtkt4Na9c756&n=T&l=sem~c&o=33858673 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gullo, John A <gullo@s~g.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:13 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

please do not press the reply buVton 

List is not acting as it is configured 
Thank you 
John gullo 

You ~Jce currently subscribed to seanc as: ~!~!:~(~J)~!i~::~!2~:’~!.~b 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emN1 to ]e~ e-.3396~ 1 ~ ~-652(~3645.?be94d 5~[~24541 ~)297gd~:~t~gagc756 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Long, CheDd V <cheryl long@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:18 AM 

The seanc m~Jling list. <~J~c@listsew.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Please remove me from this list. 

Cheryl 

From: Collier, John [mailto:JMCollie@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November :[4, 20:[3 8::[0 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
S..bject: RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me either. 

From: Carson, Johnny Lee [mailto:johnny carson@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:06 AP1 
Te; The seanc mailing list. 
S~bject: RE: Wednesday News 
Not from me. 
JLC 

From: Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November 14, 2013 :[:35 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Re: Wednesday News 

I’m loving these clips, John. ’I’hank you! 

Max 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo~g.unc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www.the~sca~times.c~m/Artic~es/2~:13/~9/23/why-72-H~ur-w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 
http://www.ma rketwatch.com/story/microsoft-a ba ndo ns-forced-ra n king-of-em ployees-2013-:13L-:13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 
h ttp:/iwww, n yti m es.co m/20:12/07/:13/o p i nio niu n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 

speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u nited&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

__h__t__t_p__;L’_Zw____w____w__:__b_j__o___o____m____b___e__r_g:_c___o____m_ J___n___e___w___S_L’___2___O___Z___3__-___l__O___-_~__5_!___b__g__r~ e r- c o o k s - c o s t- 7 - b illi o n - a - ~L-e---a---r---~~-n----I~--~--v---e---r--n----m---e---n---t-----a-~--d-~.--h---t---m--~~ 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http://www,washingtonmonthly,comimaflazine/november december 20:13/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 

cell: 

alternate email: ~outlook.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

https://www.facebook.¢om/SEANC25 

Yon are cmTently subscribed to seanc as: meichner~)emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hi~p:/,li sts. uuc. edwu?id=:65267849.63ccdb 1 bb27clb4bc9c6c85ede4 c3629& n=T&l =seanc&o=33857583 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33857583-65267849.63ccdblbb27cl~abc9c6c85ede4c3629(/~listserv.mlc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to seanc as: .iohnn~ car~3n(/~med.uuc.edu. 



To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.mac,edu,’u?id=:65261113.3c9c52d4b87a9cd9t2579eabt~J4a6007&n=T&l=seanc&o=33857864 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emafil to leave-33857864-65261113.3c9c52d4b87agcd9t2579eabf64a6007(~listse~w.unc,edu 

You ~xe cu~ntly subscfi~d to seanc as: JMCollie~unch.unc.edu. 

(It may be neces~?~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

You ~e cn~ently stNscfi[~d m seanc as: clmM long(~)med.m~c.edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click hem: h~p:/ilists.t~nc.edt~/u?id 65250348.15c213c805aca6360503e48773af5ad6&n T&I seanc&o 33858568 

(It may be neces~- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emN1 m leave-33858568-65250348,15c213c805aca6360503e48773a12%d6(a~listse~’amc.edn 

You axe cu~nfly subscfi~d m sem~c as: kleissle(i~emml,unc,e&~. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: hltp:/ilists,unc.ed~n?id=65263645,3 be94d59F:]24541 b2878dl~t4Dagc756&n =T&l=:seanc&o=33858642 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray, Elaine L <ERay@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:20 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~a~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

PLEASE TAKE ME OFF OF THIS MAILING LIST ALSO!!!!!!!!!! THANKS 

From: Hearn, Melissa [mailto:MTHearn@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AM 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you pleas~-:~ t~k~-:~ me off of =Ms mailing list 

Thanks, 

Fr~: Gullo, John A [mailto:gullo@sog.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PN 
T~: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
h ttp://www,bloomberR,com/news/2013-~.O-2~L/maRneta r-Roes-lonR-ohio-town-while-shortinR-its-tax-base,html 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www~the~sca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~13/~9/23/Why~72-H~ur-W~rk-Week-New~N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 
http:!!www.marketwatch.com!story!microsoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-20~3-~J,-:13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
h ttp ://www. c h a r l ott eo bse rye r. co m/2013/11/08/4450292/eve n-off-th e-ball or-pa t-m cc ro ry. h tm I#. U o R P K-K M n H g 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:i/www, n yti m es.co mi2012/07/13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h, h tml? 

scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 
http://www.bloombeq~.com/news/2013-:IO-~5/bur~er-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-vea r-in-~overnment-aid.html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 2013/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 

cell: 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

https: !!www.facebook.com!SEANC25 

You a~e currently subscribed to seanc as: MTHearn(~unch.unc.edn. 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33857583-65269551.332tk183a£%52c 154457f463545a25 b4(?~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to seanc as: ERay(i~uach.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists, unc.edu/u?id=65255133.496c3de061978c27c3028901 bei:$6350&n=T&l=seanc&o=33858572 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-33858572-65255133.496c3de061978c27c3028901bel;l.6350(~listser~7.unc.edu 

You ~e currently subscribed to seanc as: ~_l__e__i_~!_e_£q2__e__~__r_~:_a_i_l_:_t_~__r_~__c_:_e_d_u_. 

To unsubscfibe click here: l~ttp:/ilists.t~nc.edt~/u?id 65263645.3be94d59f424541b2878dfd4Na9c756&n T&I seanc&o~33858647 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-33858647-65263645,3be94d591;l.24541 b2878dfd4Na9c756(a~listservamc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel, Cheod (Radiology) <CDEdward@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:23 AM 

The seanc mailing list <~m~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Remove me fi~m this mailing list. 

Cheryl Sam t~ el 

Administrative Associate Ra d~o~og3. 

Inaaging Support Services 

Phone (919)966-.5233 

Fax (919)g43-6304 

F~m= Ray, Gladys [mailto:GRay@unch.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:17 AN 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
S~bject: RE: Wednesday News 

Please remove me from this email list. 

From: Hearn, Melissa [mailto:MTHearn@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November ~4, 20~3 8:~2 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
S~bject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this ma~l~ng I~st, 

T}~ar~ks. 

From: 6ullo, John A [_m__a_jJ__to_[g_u__[[_o__@__s_o_g=_u_D__c_=e_d___u] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PM 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
S,,bjeet: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
htt p~//www~b! oo mberF..co m!news/2013-10-21/maF.n eta r-l~oes-I o nF.-o hio-town-whi!e-short!n~-!t s-t ax-ba se~ht m! 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www~thefisca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~:23/~9/23/why-72-H~ur-w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
http:i/www.cha r lotteobserver.co m/20:23/:2:2i08i4450292/even-off-the-ballot-pat-mccrory, h tmI#.UoRPK-KM n Hg 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:!!www, n yti m es.co mi20:22/07/:23/o p i nio n!u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&SCl=Citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http:/iwww.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 20:23/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 
cell: 

alternate email: ~outlook,com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

bttps : L/www.facebook.c om/SEANC25 

You oa’e cm~ently subscribed to seanc as: MTt tea~n¢~)unch.unc.edu. 

To uusubscribe click here: http://lists.uuc.edu/u?id=65269551.332t-~183af5c52cl 54457f463545a25b4&u=T&l=seanc&o=33857583 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33857583-65269551.332fd83aIiSc52cl 54457~l.63545a25M(tblistse~,nnc,edn 

To unsubscfi~ click here: hRp:/ilists.t~nc.edt~/u?id 65256886.c355fgc8462db~83b3c55693eafI26d&n l&I sem~c&o 33858572 

(It may be neces~- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emaJl to leave-33858572-65256886.c355[t)c8462dbf883b3c55693eaf126d(i~fislse~.mac,edu 

Yoa me cm~ntly subscfi~d to seanc as: CDEdward~)mchmnc.edu. 

(It may be neces~ m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to leave-33858631-65249872.dfd570af006fe44eMd9bbc 12a29~25(?~listset~.unc.edu 

You are cu~nfly subsc~d m seanc as: kleissle(a~email.nnc.e&. 

(It may be neces~?~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33858671-65263645.3be94d59f424541 b2878dfd4t~)agc756({~listset~’~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gullo, John A <gullo@s~g.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:13 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

please do not press the reply buVton 

List is not acting as it is configured 
Thank you 
John gullo 

You ~Jce currently subscribed to seanc as: ~!~!:~(~J)~!i~::~!2~:’~!.~b 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emN1 to ]e~ e-.3396~ 1 ~ ~-652(~3645.?be94d 5~[~24541 ~)297gd~:~t~gagc756 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Nov 25, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Nov 25, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Nov 25, 2013 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Nov 25, 2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Dec 9, 2013 9am - 9:30aJn (Tutors’Mentors) 

send out TiNS reminder more details 

\,’vi?(:,~,, Mon Dec 9,2013 9am - 9:30am 

C.~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Januao, 20, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jan 20, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Jan 20, 2014 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Januao, 20, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Jan 20, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’,.,,i?(:,~., Mon Jan 20, 2014 9am - 9:30am 

C.~<~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: ~nd out TIMS reminder @ Mon Feb 3, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?(:,~,, Mon Feb 3, 2014 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: ~nd out TIMS reminder @ Mon Feb 3, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?(:,~,, Mon Feb 3, 2014 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristen Seldon <kristen@ieinfo.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 11:29 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@ema~l.unc.e&~ 

TutorLingo: On-DemaJ~d Tutor Training Videos - Now Available! 

Innovative Educators is excited to announce TutorLingo, a series of on-demand tutor training videos and valuable resources. 

In partnership with CRLA, Innovative Educators produced these nine engaging videos as a practical online, on-demand tool to support your tutor training needs. 

? A Toolbox For The Novice Tutor 

? Developin~ Critical Thinkinfl Skills 

? How to Tutor Writinq 

? Learning Theory 

? The Nature Of Helpin~ RNationships 

? The RoM Of The Tutor 

? Tutee Study Ski~ls: Note-Taking, Reading & Testing Strategies 

? Tutorinr! Students From Diverse Backgrounds 

? Understandinq Self-Requlatorv Behaviors 

Please click here to preview a slide or two from each TutorLingo video: http:Hstudentlingo.a~iculate-online.cot~5124948259 

f:’~.~.=~..~,, :=,~’,d ,~.’..<m~i~_.: 

? Accessible: Tutors and tutor trainers can access the site 24/7 from the classroom, home or office. 

? Cost-Effective: Videos serve all tutors for one low price and are a resource for tutor trainers, faculty, and staff. 

? Engaging: Tutors complete online activities that challenge them to think critically about the topic. 

? Online Resources: Trainers have 24/7 access to post-workshop discussion questions, activities, and resources. 

? Reporting Capabilities: Trainem will receive monthly repots so you can effectively track tutor pa~icipation. 

It’s easy~ A~er you purchase access to TutorLingo, you w~l receive a customized I~nk. This grants your ~nstitut~on unlimited access to all Tuto~Lingo videos for one 

year. Fomvard ~, post it to your website, and/or ser~d it to your ~u~ors. In addition, tutor trainers will have access to discussion questions, activNes, arid resources. 

For more information and to purchase please visit our website: h~p://~.innovativeeducators.org/TutorUngo s/205.htm 

Feel fi~e to contact me with any questions, 

ii)~’~:~ i.i~<:: 303-955-0415 

ii:’~,’,:~: 866-508-0860 

kfis~en~ieinfo.om 

w~v.iN~ovativeeducators.oN 

Click hem for access m NI our free webinars~ 

~ .;ic ~ facebook page~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristen Seldon <kristen@ieinfo.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 11:29 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@ema~l.unc.e&~ 

TutorLingo: On-DemaJ~d Tutor Training Videos - Now Available! 

Innovative Educators is excited to announce TutorLingo, a series of on-demand tutor training videos and valuable resources. 

In partnership with CRLA, Innovative Educators produced these nine engaging videos as a practical online, on-demand tool to support your tutor training needs. 

¯ A Toolbox For The Novice Tutor 

¯ Developin~ CriticM Thinkinq Skills 

° Howto Tutor Writing 

¯ Learning Theory 

¯ The Nature Of Nelpin~ Relationships 

° The Role Of The Tutor 

¯ Tutee .Study .Ski~Is: Note-Taking, Reading & Testing .Strategies 

¯ Tutorinq Students From Diverse Backgrounds 

° Understand@nq Self-RequMtorv Behav@ors 

Please click here to preview a slide or two from each TutorLingo video: http:dstudentlingo.a~iculate-online.cotW5124948259 

f:’~,~.=~,.~.. :=.~’,d ,~.’,.<m~i~_.: 

° Accessible: Tutors and tutor trainers can access the site 24/7 from the classroom, home or office. 

¯ Cost-Effective: Videos serve all tutors for one low price and are a resource for tutor trainers, faculty, and staff. 

¯ Engaging: Tutors complete online activities that challenge them to think critically about the topic. 

¯ Online Resources: Trainers have 24/7 access to post-workshop discussion questions, activities, and resources. 

° Reporting Capabilities: Trainers will receive monthly reports so you can effectively track tutor participation. 

It’s easy! AIter you purchase access to TutorLingo, you will receive a customized link. This grants your institution unlimited access to all TutorLingo videos for one 

year. Forward iL post it to your website, and/or ser~d it to your ~u~ors. In addition, tutor trainers will have access to discussion questions, activities, arid resources. 

For more information and to purchase please visit our website: http://www.innovativeeducators.org/TutorLingo s/205.htm 

Feel fi~e to contact me with any questions, 

ii)~’~:~ i.i~<:: 303-955-0415 

F ~,’,:~: 866-508-0860 

kfis~en~ieinfo.om 

w~v.iN~ovativeeducators.oN 

Click hem for access m NI our free webinars~ 

~ .;ic ~ facebook page~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Februao, 17, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Feb 17, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, Februao, 17, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mort Feb 17, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 3, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors, Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Mar 3,2014 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 3, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors, Mentors) 

send out TIMS reminder more details 

\,’vi?a:,~,, Mon Mar 3,2014 9am - 9:30am 

C.s~d::~ Tutors/Mento~ 

~’~:~(, * kleiss~e@ema~Lunc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 17, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:50 AM 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: send out TIMS reminder @ Mon Mar 17, 2014 9am - 9:30am (Tutors/Mentors) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 25, 2008 10:34 AM 

noreply <noreply@t~cebookmail.com> 

Re: wrote on your Wall... 

Quoting Facebook <wallmaster+fldhl lfi@facebookmail.com>: 

wrote on your Wall: 

To see your Wall or to write on       Wall, follow the link belo;v: 

> htt~ :i/www ~cebook.comJn/?pro file.php&id 2738105g-wall 

Thanks, 

The Facebook Team 

Want to control which emails you receive from Facebook ? Go to: 

> http://www.facebook com/editaccount.php?notifications&md d2FsbDtmcm9tPT~4NDU2N1M7dO89MiczODEwN© 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme ~ldeissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 25, 2008 10:40 AM 

noreply <noreply@thcebookmail.com> 

Re: wrote on your Wail... 

Quoting Facebook <wallmaster+fldhl lff@facebookmail.con~>: 

wrote on your Wall: 

To see your Wall or to write on        Wail, follow the link below: 

> http ://www.facebook com/r~,’?profile php&id 2738105ttwal[ 

Thanks, 

’]’he Facebook Team 

~,a~t to control which emails you receive from Facebook, Go to: 

> htN ://www fi~cebook.com!editaccount php’?n otifications&md d2 FsbI)tmcm9t [~TE 1MDQ2 MiAwOI)A7dG89Mic~)I)EwNQ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2008 8:41 PM 

noreply <noreply@t~cebookmail.com> 

Re: sent you a message on Facebook... 

Quoting Facebook <notification+fldhl lff@facebookanail.com>: 

sent you a message. 

To reply to this message, follow the link below: 
> http://www.facebook.com/n/?inboK/rea&nessage.php&t 1003510139455 

Want to control which emails you receive from Facebook ? Go to: 
>http://www.facebookcom/editaccount.php?notifications&md bXNnO2Zyb209NiYOMzc 1M~FY003 Q9MTAwMzUxMDEzOTQ 1NTt0bz0yN~2,/I4MTA 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 4, 2008 11:51 AM 

noreply <noreply@t~cebookmail.com> 

Re: sent you a mes~ge on Facebook... 

Quoting Facebook <notification+fldhl lff@facebookmail corn>: 

sent you a message. 

.................... 

To reply to this message, follow the link below: 
> http://www, facebook.com/nJ?inbox~,readmessa~e.php&t 1018750703395 

Want to control which emails ’~’ou receive from Facebook, Go to: 

htt~:i/~vw facebook.com/editaccount.php ?notificat~ons&md bXLNnO2Zvb209MTM20DYzMTUONDtOP~[~wMT~3NTA3MDMzOTU7dG89MlczOI)EwN© 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 10, 2008 7:22 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

test 



Drama 115, Fall 2008, Study Outline for Exam 1 {PAGE } 

9o 

Beginning of Course 
a. Play: 

i. Rising] of the Moon by Lady Gregory 
1o Know the characters and story 

No Terminology 
i. Protagonist 

iio Stage directions 
iii. Exposition 
iv. Cast of characters 
v. Discovery and complication 

vi. Stage directions (stage left, upstage, down left, ere) 
vii. Theme, plot and action of the play 

Drama of Ancient Greece 
a. Characteristics: 

i. 4oo-5ooBC 
ii. Purpose: part of civic and religious responsibility 

iii. Pla~vrights: Aeschylus, Euripides, Sophocles 
iv. Tragedies (characteristics of them) 
v. Festivals such as the City of Dionysian, Goddess of Fertility 

vi. No female actors 

Terminology: 
i. Choregoi 

ii. Chorus (what was it like, how did it develop) 
iii. Skene and proskenion 
iv. Orchestra 
v. Periaktoi 

vi. Methane 
vii. Eccydema 

viii. Masks 
ix. Costumes 
x. Satyr 

xi. Oracle 

Other 
i. 

ii. 
111o 

plaj~vrights of the period: 
Aeschylus (# of plays written, # survived) 
Sophocles (# of plays w~itten, # survived) 
Euripides (# of plays written, # sur~ived) 

do Plays: 
i. Medea by Euripides 

1. Know the characters and story 
2. What motivates the characters such as Medea and 

Jason? 



Drama 115, Fall 2008, Study Outline for Exam 1 {PAGE } 

o 

3. What is the theme of the play? 
4. What is remarkable about the dialogue? (How many 

characters for example) 

iio Lysistrata by Aristophanes 
1° KIlo~,~ the characters and story 
2. What is the theme of the play? 
3. What did Aristophanes believe about politics & war? 
4. What motivates each of the characters? 
5. What is remarkable about the dialogue? (Use of 

conversation is important in this play, as are accents 
--> for example, the Southern accent of Lampito) 

6. V~rhat was unique about the costuming in this play? 
7. What role does the chorus play in this play? 

Drama of the Middle Ages 
a. Characteristics 

i. Purpose of drama in this period: part of worship service 
ii. Where were the dramas performed and by whom? Did that 

change throughout the period? 
iii. Cycles: York, Chester, Coventry Towneley (also called 

Wakefield) 
iv. Began to see traveling entertainers at this time 

No Terminology 
i. Mystery plays 

1. What kinds of stories were they? 
ii. Miracle plays 

1. What kind of stories were they? 
2. What were some of the standard characters like? 

(Noah’s wife, Herod, ere) 
3. Second Shepherd’s Stor!4 was the most famous 

miracle play 
iii. Morality plays 

1. Who wrote them? 
2. Performed by the guilds outside of the church. What 

was a guild and what role did it play in drama? 
iv. Pageant cart 
v. Allegory 

Co Play: 
i. Ever~Iman Anonymous 

1. Know the characters and story 
2. What is the climax like? 
3. What is the theme of the play? (You are going to die, 

God is salvation, you need a priest to reach God) 



Drama 115, Fall 2008, Study Outline for Exam 1 {PAGE } 

o Elizabethan Drama 
a. Characteristics 

i. Purpose of drama in this period: entertainment and profit 
ii. Where was drama first performed 

iii. What was the first building created especially for drama (the 
name of the first theater) 

iv. The Lord Chamberlain’s Men, The King’s Men 
v. Phillip Henslowe and The Theatre 

vi. Shakespeare’s background 
vii. How was realism achieved in these plays? 

b. Terminology: 
i. Apprentices 

ii. Hirelings 
iii° Sharers or shareholders 
iv. Workers 
v. Folios and quartos 

vi. Groundlings 

Co Iambic Pentameter 
i. Lines of poetry have length and rhythm Length is measured in 

feet and different feet have their own names for different rhythms. 
ii. An lamb is ( _ ’ ) and sounds duh, DUH. Other feet that you will 

find in Shakespeare are: 
Trochee (’ ) DUH, duh 
Pyrric ( ~ dub, dub 
Spondee (° ’ ) DUH, DUH 
Anapest ( __ ’ ) dub, dub, DUH 
Dactyl (’ _ _ ) DUH, dub, duh~ 

iii. The last two occur rarely. A line can be of any length (number of 
feet). Sometimes it is tetrameter, or 4 feet long, but most 
commonly, pentameter and 5 feet long. 

iv. Some lines may have more than ten syllables, in which case they 
are called hyperlectic. This is sometimes solved for the actor by 
elision; "heaven" can become "heav’n". Elision is sometimes 
marked by the printer and sometimes not. In the same way, "ed" 
endings, as in "... a marked man" may be given syllabic value, and 
this is also inconsistent with regard to printers. 

do Play: 
i. A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William Shakespeare 

1. Know the characters and story 
2. What is remarkable about the dialogue? (Who speaks 

in prose and who speaks in rhymed couplet?) 
3. What is the theme of the play? (Perception, love, 

things are not what they seem) 



Drama 115, Fall 2008, Study Outline for Exam 1                        {PAGE 

4. Know the difference between the grey world and the 
green world 



Drama 115, Fall 2008, Exam 1 Review game {PAGE } 

o 

o 

o 

11. 

What was a form of entertainment outside an Elizabethan theater that 
involved animals? bear baiting 

In the early days of liturgical drama, the actors in the troupes were 
. monks and choir boys 

The theme of the play is also called the . action 

During the Dark Ages, what type of plays dramatized the lives of saints? 
miracle 

The best known mystery play is . Everyman 

There were 3 phases of Greek theater, each phase characterized by a 
different playwright. Who were they? Aeschylus, Euripides, and 
Sophocles 

True or false, drama in the Elizabethan age was focused on tragedy? 
false, drama was intended to entertain 

Where is the play The Rising of the Moon set? on a dock on the side of 
a river in Ireland 

Who wrote The Rising of the Moon? Lady Gregory 

In The Rising of the Moon who is the convict that the Sargent was 
pursuing? he is called The Ragged Man, who was jailed for being 
a revolutionary 

The explanation of what has happened before the play has opened is called 
. exposition 

12. You are an actor performing on a proscenium stage and you move away 
from the audience. From the actor’s prospective, you would be moving 

. moving up stage 

13. The turning point in a drama’s action, preceded by the rising action and 
followed by the falling action is called ___ the climax 

14. Lysistrata was u~ritten by . Aristophanes 

15. Medea was written by ., Euripides 

16. Lady Gregory was one of the founding members of what theater in 
Ireland? The Abbey Theater 
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17. Where did the term "thespian" come from? Thespis was the first 
member of the chorus to step out of the chorus and speak alone 

18. Greek pla~w~rights traditionally wrote what type of drama? tragedies 

19. Greek theater space had two components called the orchestra and koilon. 
In modern terms they are called        audience and stage 

2o. In looking at the five parts of a well-made play, when does the climax most 
often occur? in silence 

21. What was displayed on the three sides of periaktoi? scenery 

22. Greek drama took place when and where? at the Dionyesian 
celebrations which were held 4 times a year; the drama took 
place in the orchestra, also called the dancing circle, and in 
front of the skene 

93. What is the theme of The Rising of the Moon? that at one point in 
time these two characters were at the center, and both have 
moved in opposite directions or another could be "two enemies 
finding common ground" 

24. Rural Dionsia and City of Dionysia are what? two Dionysian 
celebrations 

25. In Greek theater, did the chorus speak in the first or third person? 1st 

26.Why is it important to read the stage directions? they give you a feel 
for the scene 

97. where do you find the cast of characters listed? at the beginnng of the 
play 

28.what do you call the new information that continues or enhances the 
story? discover 

29. what do you call a reversal that comes along to move the story in another 
direction? complication 

3o.When did Greek theater begin? 5th century BC 

31. In Greek theater, the name of the building in which costumes were stored. 
skene 

32. What was the name given to the rolling platform or wagon that was 
brought in from the side in Greek theater? eceydema 
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33. During which period of drama were masks worn? Greek drama 

34. What was Medea’s homeland? Colchis 

35. What did Aegeus, the King of Athens, promise Medea? that she could 
have refuge in Athens 

36. Was Jason devious or did he think he was doing a good thing by marrying 
Glauce? doing a good thing for the kids by moving up in the 
world 

37. What was the event, told to us in the exposition of the play, that brought 
Medea and Jason together in the first place? Jason and the Argonauts 
captured the Golden Fleece 

38.When the audience sat down to watch Medea did they know the stops" they 
were going to watch? yes, but there might have been slight changes 

39. In Medea, who did Medea kill so that her pursurers would slow down to 
bury him and therefore enable her to escape? her brother 

4o.Who does Medea kill ~dth the poisoned dress? Creon and Glauee 

41. In Lysistrata, what was the name of the war? Peloponnesian War 

42. In Lysistrata, which chorus complains too much? the old men 

43. Is Lysistrata or Medea a comedy? Lysistrata 

44. V~ich character speaks with an accent in Lysistrata? Lampito 

45. Groups of traveling entertainers were called __. troupes 

46. What country is it believed that Everyman came from? Holland 

47. Who are some of the characters that Everyman visits on his way to reckon 
himself before God? good deeds, family and friends, goods 

48. EveDTnan uses __ to illustrate an idea that is an abstract idea. an 
allegory 

49. In the Newcastle cycle, Noah’s wife was represented as ? a vixen 

5o.What was the best known farce of the Middle Ages? Farce of Pierre 
Pathelin 
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51. During the Middle Ages, how did guilds or traveling troupes try to recoup 
expenses? by passing the hat 

59. In Elizabethan England, Philip Henslowe began which theater? The 
Theatre 

53. How many apprentices did a theater usually have? 4-8 

54. Who played the female rolls in Elizabethan drama? the apprentices 

55. The most expensive seats in the Elizabethan theater were where? on the 
stage 

56. Where did Shakespeare get his ideas from? myths, old stories from 
other writers 

57. In MSND, which group of characters spoke in prose rather than rhymed 
couplets? the mechanicals because they were meant to be 
uneducated and of a lower class 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:00 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

swab today 

lots of conversation practice: how are you, what is your name, where 
do you come from 

independent pronouaas of I, you, he/she, etc 

subject prefixes of ni-, u-, a-, etc 

last hour was spent doing conversations on where we are from, parents 
and sibs names. 

I~rPCOMkNG: 

written quiz this friday (no orals this semester because he is without 
a TA) on greetings. 

Test 1 will be written, but Test 2 ~vill be oral. Test 3 will be written 

Home;vork: not yet 

I’ll make you a copy of the syllabus when i get to the AC at 1:30PM. 
Attendance and attitude are crucial as you already told the guys 

B~%V:       gets a gold star again. He]ped his neighbor catch up, 

helped his group when they were up in front of the class, etc Other 

guys fine 

taking notes, paying attention, participating, giggly girls,but 
right on target, i     was late (I think he let Bwana Mutima know tho 
at the break) and didn’t appear to have much in the way of materials. 
Had trouble when prof called on him but prof helped him 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:27 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 

quiz friday, here is an example: 

QUIZ: FRIDAY, example: 
A: hujambo, bibi 
B : , bwana 
A: habari . asubuhi 
B: asante, wewe je? 
A: nzuri pia 
B: wapi? 
A: jiji la Chicago 
B : Jina lako ni      ? 
A: Jina ni Mariamu. 
B: Kweheri Mariamu. 
A: 

We did conversations with one person talking to multiple peeps; 
addressing with shikamoo, making things plural 

we then did numbers 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:5 8 PM 

~email. uuc.e&~ 

last two conversations for practice 

Sample conversation: 
A: Hodi’. 
B: (karibu) 
A: Shikamoo 
B: (marahaba) 
A: Hujambo? 
B: (sijambo) 
A: Mama naBaba 
B: ndiyo, hawajambo. 
A: Na kaka je! 
B: pia. 

A: kwaheri 
B: (haya kwaheri) 
A: Hujambo, bibi 
B: , b~vana. (sijambo) 
A: Habari za (leo) 
B: nzaari. (asante) 
A: Jina ni ? (lako, nani) 
B: Jina langu ni Mariamu 
A: Unatoka ? (wapi) 
B: Nmatoka Charlotte 
A: Dada hajambo? 
B : Ndiyo sana. (hajambo) 
A: 
B: haya. 

? (hawajambo) 

Mwalimu: hamj ambo, wanafunzi 
Wan afunzi: (hamjambo Bwana) 
Mwalimu: habari masomo’? (za) 
Wanafunm: barabara. U hall gani mwalimu? 
Mwalimu: . Asante. 
Wanafunzi: karibu 
Mwalimu: kaeni, 
Wanafunm: asante. Kweheri, mwalimu 
Mwalimu: (kweherini) 



From: Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:20 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu> 

Subject: liiday 

Tarehe 

The father (of) Juma/Aisha Baba Juma/Aisha 
The mother (oI) Juma/Aisha Mama Juma/Aisha 

Binti wa Yakubu The daughter of Yakubu 

Y ? angu, -ako, -ake (my, your, ?) 

THE DEMONS TIL4TIRES 
Huyu (this one) Yule (that one ? for when you are far away) 
Hawa (these) Wale (those ? for whenyou are far away) 

Huyu ni Dan 
Huyu ni Melvin This one is Dan/Melvin 
Hawa ni Dan na Melvin These are Melvin and Dan 

Yule ni Melvir~’Dan That one is Melvin/Dan 
Wale ni Melvin and Dan They are Melvin and Dan 

VERB CONJLK?AT[ON 

Kusoma: to read/to stu@ 
Kusema: to speak/to say 
Kutoka: to come from/to go out 
Kuomba: to ask for/te pray 

Barua: letter/letters 
Kitabu: book 
Kiingere7~l: F.nglish 
Kifarar~za: French 
Kispanish: Spanish 
Kitaliana: Italian 
Ki~ermnani: German 
Kirusi: Russian 
Kiarabu: Arabic 

PRESENT [lENSE [-NA-]    [afl’irmam,e form]           [negative form] 
I Ninasema Kiswahili sisema Sisemi K~ierumam 
You Unasema Kimsi t]usemi kiarabu 
He/She Anasema Kita]iana Hasemi Kiingereza 
We Tunasema Kichina Hatusemi Kispanish 
You (pl) Mnasema K~japani Hamsemi Kltaliana 
They Wanasema K~jerumam Hawasemr Ki~erumani 

TENSE ~X/IAP, KER S 

[affirmative] [negative] 
present -na- ha - (i) 
past -li- ha - ku - 
future -ta- ha ? ta - 
present perfect -me- ha ? ja - Habitual hu-    ha-0) 

Siyo:    no (it is not so) 
Hapana: no (there is nothing) 
La:     no 

Conversation: 
A: Unasema Kimsi? (Do you speak Russian?) 
B: Siyo, sisemi Kirusi. Ninasema Kitaliana. 

Conversation: 
A: Unaserua Kijemmani? 
B: Hamana, Siselrfi Kijerumani. 
C: B hascmi (kijemmani). Anascma 

Kiswahili na kichina. 
Yule ni Anita. Anasema Kiraabu. 
Huyu ni Luka. Anasema Kiarabu na Kiraransa. 
Anita na Luka (wa) nasema (kirabu) 
Paula hasemi Kil’aransa lakmi 
Anasema Kij eramani 
Aziza anasema Kljerumani lakim 
Hasemi Kil’aranasa 
Paula na Aziza (ha~vasemi) Kifiransa. 
Juma haserm K{iapani lakini 
Anasema Kirusa 
Asha anasema kirusi 
Juma na Aisaha (~vanasema) Kimsa. 

Hawa ni Lusi na Rata. 
Wao ni wanaIimzi Wanasema Kiswahili lakini hawasemi Kiingereza. 
Lusi na Rata ;vanasema Kiswahili 



Mimi na dada yaugu tunasema Kistvahili na Kiarabu Mimi sisemi Kichina 
lakini dada yangu anasema. 
Dada yangu (my) anasema Kichina. 

Question words/expressions 
Nani: who? 
Nmi: what? 
Wapi: where? 
Vlpi: how? 
Gani: which? What kind? 
-ngapi: how many? 
Kwa nini: (for what) why? 
Kwa vipi: how so? 
Namna gani: (what way) how? 
Je: how (at the end of a conjugated verb) 
Kwa sababu gani:      ([’or what reason) why ? 
Lini: when? 
Kiasi gain: (what kind of amount) how much? 
bei gani: (what kind of price) how much/what price? 

Huyu ni nani? Who is this? 
Yeye ni Lusi This is Lusi 
Yeye ni rafiki yangu.    (this is) [\/{3" friend 
Yeye ni mchumba wangu N/{~, fianc~ 
Yeye ni mume wangu My husband 
Yeye ni rake wangu My husband 
Yeye ni dada yangu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:42 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

only oi!e n!ore, i swear 

Verb (irregular) 
Kuwa na: to have (to be with) 

[affirmative form] [negative foma] 
Nina kitabu (I have a pen) Sina kalamu (I do not have a pencil) 
Una karatasi (you have a ~ Huna penseli (you don?t have a pencil) 
Aria kitabu (he has a pencil) Hana penseli (he doesn?t have a..) 
Tuna kalamu (we have a pen) hatuna penseli (we don?t have . ) 
I~haa madaftari (you have notebook) Hamna kalamu (you don?t have. ) 
Wana kalamu (they have a pen)    hawana karatasi (they don?t have. ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:57 PM 

~email. unc.edt# 

morlday 

all i can say is "holy shit." To rob a phrase, I am dazed and confused 
after this class I am in awe of anyone who can keep up with this 
material’. He is going to give out homework tomorrow Here is what we 
did today: 

WHAT WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED SO FAR: 
1. Greetings 
2. Self introductions 
3. Conjugation of verbs on the present tense +/- 

Karat,qsi: piece of paper 
Kifutio: eraser 
Sema tena: say it again 
Rudia: repeat 
Sikusikia vizuri:    I did not hear you ;vell 

Kwa na: to have (affirmative form) 
Nina sina 
Una huna 
Ana hana 
Tuna hatuna 
Mna hanma 
Wana hawan 

(negative form) 

Nina nini? What do I have? 

Una kitabu na karatasi. You have a book and a piece of paper 

Slyo, huna kalamu &it8594; no, you do not have a pen. 
Hapano, huna kalamu, same 
La, huna kalamu. Same 

Ndiyo, una kitabu. 

Ndiyo unacho. 

Ndiyo, una kalamu. 

&#8594; yes, you have a book 

Una karatasi lakini huna kalamu (you have a piece of paper but not a pen) 

Yule ni Melvin There is Melvin. 
Ana karatasi He has a piece of paper. 
Je, ana kitabu? Does he have a book 
Siyo, hana kitabu? No, he doesn’t have a book 

Onyesha: show 
Simama: stand up/st op 
Chukua kitabu: take (away) the book 
Nenda pale: Go there 

Nina kitabu: I have a book 
Tuna vitabu: we have books 
Ana kitabu: she has a book 
Wana vitabu: they have books 
*Kula: to eat kule:    eat 
Kunywa: to drirfK ktmywa:    drink 
Kuja: to corae njoo: come 
Kwenda: to go nenda: go 
Kupa: to give kupa: give 

Kuwa: to be 

Nimeshika kalamu: I am holding a pen 
Urrleshika kalamu: you are holding a pen 
Ameshika kalamu: she/he is holding a pen 

E)(ERCISE, TRANSLATE: I do not have a pen but I have a piece of paper. 
Sina kalamu lakini nan karatasi 
Salma is holding a book. Salma ameshika kitabu. 
We are holding books. (Sisi)Tumeshika vitabu. 

Drinking ~vater (maji) or milk. Kunya maji au maziwa 
Come here (hapa)         Noo hapa 
We are drinking wine (mvinya). tunakunywa matufaa. 

Eat rice (wali) or bread (mkate) kule wali au n~ate. 
We are eating apples (matufaa) tunakula matufaa 

THE NOLrN CLASS SYSTEM: 

FRUIT 

Tufaa/matufaa: apple/apples 

Chungwa/machungwa: orange/oranges 

Nansi/manansi: pineapple/pineapples 



Kiamiviazi: potato/potatoes 
Kikapu/vikapu: basket/baskets 
Maharage: beans 
Yai/mayai: eggs 
Kit unguu/vitunguu: onior~,onions 
Mahindi: corn 
Viazi vitamu: sweet potatoes 

Karoti/karoti: carrot/carrots 
Nyanya/nyanya: tomato/tomatoes 
Ndizi/ndizi: banana/bananas 
Pilipili/pilipili: pepper/peppers 

Tunakula machungwa She is eating oranges. 
Una matufaa You have apples 
Ameshlka kikapu she is holding a basket 

EXERCISE, TR~x.NSLATE: 
I do not eat onions. 
Sili vitunguu. 

I eat eggs and bread. 
Ninakula mayai na makte. 

My friend does not eat rice. She eats oranges and apples. 
Rafiki yangu bali wall. Anakula machungwa na matufaa. 

Do you all eat beans? 
Mnakula maharage? 

My boyfriend does not eat pepper. 
Mpenzi wangu hall pilipili. 

What are you drinking? 
Unakunya nini? lVhat are the?- drinking? 
Wanakuny~va nini? 

Why do you drink wine? 
Unakunywa mvinyo kwa nini? 

Children (all) drink milk? 
Watoto wanakuny~va maziwa? 

IRREGULAR Mama yangu,’mam zangu my mother/mothers 
Baba yangu/baba zangu my father/my fathers 
Babu yangu/babu zungu my grandfatherigrundfathers 
Bibi yungu,’bibi zangu my grandmother/grandmothers 
Shangazi yangu/Shangazi zangu my fathers sister/my fathers sisters 
Kaka yungu/kaka zungu my brother/my brothers 
Dada yangu/dada zungu my sister/my sisters 
Rafiki yangu/rafiki zangu my ficiend/my friends 
Jirani yangu(iirani zangu my neighbor/my neighbors 

Mpenzi wangu/wapenzi wangu my boyfriend/my boyfriends 
Mjomba wungu/wajomba wangu my mother’s brother/my mother’s brothers 
Mtoto wangu~,watoto wangu a child/children 
h&wma wangu~,wana wangu    my child/my children 

FAMILY ACTIVITIES 

Kuosha x%vombo: to ~w~sh the dishes 
Kuplka nyama: to cook meat 
Kusafisha meza: to clean the tables 
Kufua nguo: to wash clothes 
Kuoiga pas~ nguo: to iron clothes 
Kus~fisha jiko: to clean the kitchen 
Kufagia us’aN: to sweep the cour~’ard 
Kununua chakula: to buy food 
Kuuza vitu: to sell things 
Kutumia: tn use 

Uosha: dishes 
Kik ombe/vlkombe:    cup/cups/utensils 
Sahani/sahmi: plate/plates 
KijikoivJjiko: spoon7spoons 
Kisu/visu: knife/knives 
Uma/nyuma: fo~k/ii)~ks 
Sufuria: round metal pot 
Birika la chai: tea kettle 
Stuli/kibago: stool/stools 
Mafiga: Three stone kitchen 
Kuni: firewood 

EXERCISE, TR~x.NSLATE: 
Mischana ameshika sufuria. The girl is holding a round metal pot. 

Mischana na mama yake wanapika chai. The girl and her mother are cooking tea. 



Mama yake anatumia kisu Mama is using her knife. 

Wanatumia birika [a chai na mafiga kwa kupia chai. They are using a 
tea kettle and a three stone kitchen to make tea 

Yule ni mischana. That une is a girh Yeye anafagia uwanja. She is 
sweeping the cuur~’ard 
Anammia ufagiu. She is using a bruom 

Je, anapika viazi? She is cooking potatoes? 
Hapana, hapiki viazi. No, she is not cooking potatoes. 
Anafangua uwanja. She is sxveeping 

Yule ni muuzaji. 
That is a vendor. 
Ameshika kikapu chenye viazi. She is holding a basket of potatoes. 
Anauza matufaa, machungwa na viazi. She is selling apples, oranges and 
potatoes. 

Wale ni rafiki. 
those are friends 
Wanakula kuku, rd~ate na wali. 
they are eating chicken and rice 
Wanakunywa mviny na chai au kahawa: 
They- are drit~:ing wine and coffee with milk. 
Wamekaa katika viti (chairs) 

THE ~qPERATrVE 

Funga kitabu: close the book 
Fungua kitabu open the book 
Ftmga mlango shut the door 
Fungua mlango open the door 
Ftmga dirisha shut the xvindoxv 
Fungua dirisha open the window 
Chukua kitabu take the book 
Weka kitabu place the book 
Juu ya dawati on top of the desk 
Ka a tafadhali     sit please 

Nenda nje ya darasa: go outside of the classroom 



From: Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:58 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu> 

Subject: tues 

VOCABLrL.a~RY FROM HOMEWORK: 

-ako to learn 
kitini on the chair 
kwa kunya for drinking/to drink 
wageni guests 
Binti yake her daughter 
Au/ama or 
Wala nor 
Andika ;vnte 
Nyumba house 
saa ya ukutani wall clock 
mfnko bag (class 3, prefix is ?u?) 
familia      farmly 
chumba cha kulia dining room 
gilasi/Silau glass 
kikombe cup 
Pana there is 
Kabati sideboard 
IVfboga vegetables 

SOME PREPOSITIONS Juu ya 
Chini ya under 
Karibuna/ya near/next tu 
Mbali na,}!a fiir from 
Nje ya uutside uf 
Ndani ya inside uf 
Kati ya between 
Baina ya between 
Katika in, on 
Katikati in the middle 
Pembeni in the comer 
Miunguni mwa amung 
Mbele ya in :[’runt uf 
Nymna ya behind 
Mkabala wa un the upposite side 
Leo today 
Kesho tumurrow 
Kesho kutwa the day after tomorruw 
Jana yesterday 
Juzi the day be[ore yesterday 
Majuzi recently 
Wiki i~iayo next week 
Mwezi ujau next month 
Mwaka ujao next year 
Mwaka kesho next year 

on top of 

THE LOCATDJES 
-ko ? general location 
-po ’.’ specific location (you can see the position) 
-mo ?    internal location 
-ni 

Ali anacheza futboli. Ali is playing football 
Ali yuko nie. Ali is outside. 

Ali ni mwatffunzi Ali is a student 
Ali yako Kenya Ali is in Kenya (he is located) 

Yakubu ni mwalm~u Yakubu is a teacher. 
Yeye yumo ndani ya darasa. He is inside the classroom. 

Jordan ni mwanamichezo. Jordan is an athlete. 
Yeye yupo hapa. (he is located) He is here. 

EXAMPLE, THE QUESTION WILL ALYVAYS BE GENERAL ]F THERE IS A ?KI? Kitabu 
kiko wapi?         Where is the book? 
Kitabu kipo juu ya dawati.      The book is on top of the desk. 

Kifbtio kiko wapi? 
Kifutio kipo juu ya kiti. 

"¢,~ere is the eraser? 
The eraser is on top of the chair. 

Vifutio viko wapi? 
Vifbtio vipo juu ya kiti. 

lVhere are the erasers? 
The erasers are on the chair. 

Kifbtio kiko wapi? "¢,~ere is the eraser? 
Kifutio kipo chini ya kiti The eraser is under the chart. 

Kevin yuko wapi?          "¢,~ere is Kevin? 
Kevin yupo karibu ya mlango Kevin is nearby the door. 



Laura yuko wapi?          Laura is where? 
Laura yopo nyuma ya dawati. Laura is behind the desk. 
Laura yupo ndain ya darasa Laura is inside the classroom 
Laura yupo chini ya saa ya ukutani Laura is under the clock 

Borrowed words, class 9 & 10, the pret’~x is ?i? Kalamu iko wapi? 
is the pen’? 
Karatasi iko wapi? Where is the paper? 
Baisikeli iko wapi? ~2~lere is the bicycle? 

m- Mtu yuko ~vapi? 
Wa- watu waki wapi? 
m- mti uko wapi? 
rrfi- miti iko wapi? 
?iJ chungwa iko wapi? 
Ma- machungwa yako wapi? 
Ki- kilhtio kikp wapi? 
vi- vitufio viko wapi? 
N- kalamu iko wapi? 
N- kalamu ziko wapi? 

n- kalamu iko wapi?          Where is the pen? 
Kalamu irno ndani ya mafuko The pen is inside the bag. 

Exception 
)¢rbali na or mbali ya are interchangeable 
Karigu na or karibu ya are intcrchangeable 

More Examples 
Wapo mbele ya wanafunzi. They are in front of the students 
Wapo mbele yetu. They are in front of us. 
Susan na Jamie wapo mbele ya ubao. S and J are in front of board. 

**SOME PREPOSITIONS Mbele yangu in front of you 
Mbele yako in front of you 
IVlSele yake in ii~ont of hirnA~er 
Mbele yetu in front of us 
IVlSele yenu in front of you all 
Mbele yao in ti~ont of them 

Nyuma yangu behind me 
Nyuma yako behind you 
Nyuma yake behind he/she 
Nyuma yetu behind us 
Nyuma yenu behind you all 
Nyuma yao behind them 

Where 

Questions (al~vays have ?ko) 
Niko wapi?     V~hel-e am I? 
Nipo mbele yako.    I am in front of you? 

Uko wapi? "¢,~ere are you? 
Ako wapi? YVhere is she/he? 
Tuko ~vapi? Where are ~ve? 
IVll,:o wapi? Where are you? 
Wako wapi? V~nnere are the?-? 

[Exercise: picture of family eating dinner] 
1. Identi~: Pana baba, mama, msichana, na kaka yaka. (here is a 
mother, a father, a boy and his sister) 

2. Locatinn: Wapo chumba cha k~lia (they are in the dining room) 

3. Who is sitting where? Baba yupo mkaba[a wa mama. Msichana upo 
karibu na baba. Mama yupo mkabala wa I)ada. (mama is sitting on the 
opposite side of Dad) 

4. Who is doing what? Kak anakula. Baba anak unywa chai Anashika 
kikombe VVame kaa vitini (they are sittingin chairs) Pana viti 
viune. (there are four chairs) Kaka antumia urea kwa kula. (brother 
is using a ]k~rk to eat) Pana kioo katika ukuta. (There is a mirror on 
the wall.) Pana saa juu ya kabati la ~Bvomba. (there are dishes in the 
sideboard) 
Ya meza. Mezani pana sahani, vijiko, visu, nyuma na gilasi (on the 
table there are plates, spoons, knives, forks and glasses.) 

?HOMEWORK: organize this into a paragraph; use picture on p. 273 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:42 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

paper 

docx 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:3 8 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

quotes again 

quotes.doc 



From: Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:19 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: paper as of 2PM Thursday 

A~tach: 3PM.doc 
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TEST a Tuesday, June 9, 9009 
Will be summary of material in class to date (see sheet give out on Friday) 
He will post a picture for you to describe 

TEST 2 Friday, June 12, 2009 
Oral 
9 student pairs/15 minutes per pair 
prepare your own topic, but long material for 15 minutes 
he will ask questions on what you said to determine if you understood vs. 
memorize 
he is looking to see what you have acquired from this class ÷ can you go to 
East Africa and survive; show him what you have learned 

Practice answering questions aloud; 
1o ulifanya ninijana? 

9. Leo ni siku gani? 
Leo ni Jumatatu. 

3. Lei ni tarehe gani? 
Leo ni 8 (nane) Juni elfu mbili na tisa. 

4. Ni saa ngapi? 
93oAM Ni saa t 
845AM Ni saa tatu kasobo asubuhi 
5AM Ni saa kumi na moja alfajiri 
1:55PM Ni saa nane kasoro tano mchana 

5. Ulizaliwa tarehe ngapi? 
Nilizaliwa tarehe 6 Aprili mwake elfu moja mia tisa 1969 
Nilizaliwa tarehe 2 Mei Niaka ~a themanini na saba (the year of 87) 
Nilizaliwa tarehe 9 Mei mwaka wa elfu moja mia tisa themanini na tisa. (1987) 

1987 

1975 
9OO1 

9008 
1956 

elfu moja mia tisa themanini na saba 
elfu moja mia tisa sabini na tano 
elfu mbili na moja 
elfu mbili na tane 
elfu moja mia tisa hamsini na tano 

6. Unatumia vifaa gani kwa kusoma Kiswahili? 
Ninatumia kalamu, karatasi, vitabu, na komputer kusoma Kiswahili. 

7. Mwalimu anatumia vitaa gani kwa kufundisha? 
Mwalimu anatumia vitabu, karatasi, na kalamu kwa kufundisha. 

8. Unafua nguo zaki siku gani? 
Nafua nguo zangu Jumamosi asubuhi. 
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Ninatumia ndoo, sabuni, na vibanio. 

9. Unaenda maktaba saa ngapi? 
Ninenda maktaba saa sita na kosorobo mchana. 

Kuamka 
Kuoga 
Kupiga mswaki 
Kuvaa nguo 
Kuchemsha chai 
Kula chakula cha asubuhi 
Kwenda kituo cha basi 
Kuja chuoni 
Kurudi bwenini/n)~mbani 
Kurudi masomo 
Kuangalia televisheni 

to wake up 
to take a bath 

to wash clothes 
make/boil tea 

to get to where you are staying by bus 
come to school 
return to dorm/home 
lesson review 
watch television 

Kusildliza redio ili kujua habari za dunia (world news) 
Kulala 

hll- 

hu-amka to wake up 

Huamka sa ngapi? 
Wewe huamka saa ngapi 
Mimi huamka saa kumi asubuhi 

Huja chuoni vipi? (how did you come to school?) 
Mimi huja chuoni kwa pikipiki. ( I came by motorcycle) 
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Vocabulaw 
Juzi 
Pamoja 

day before yesterday 
together/together with 

A~ 

B: 

A: 

B: 

A: 

B: 

A: 

B: 

Nilisafiri mwaka j ana 

Ulisafiri wapi? 

Nilisafiri Uj apand. 

Ulisafiri vipi/kwa njia gani? (how did you travel) 

Nilisafiri kwa ndege. 

Ulisafiri na nard? 

Nilisafiri (pamoja) na Shangazi yangu na mume wake. 

Mlirudi lind? 

A: Tulirudijuzi. 

VOCABULARY 

Shughuli za siku business of the day 

PRONUNCIATION 

Consonant - vowel - consonant - vowel --~ pronounce all vowels, don’t 
drop them like we do in English. 
The stress when you speak will be on the second to last vowel 

Baada ya (after) kuoga, wewe hufanya ndni? (after you bathed, what did 
you do? --> huvaa nguo. 

Baada ya kula chamshaMnywa we hufanyaje? (after you eat breakfast, 
what do you do) --> 

Baada ya kurudi bwenind, hufanyaje? (after you returned to your dorm, 
what do you do?) 

Kabala ya (before) kulala, hufanyaje? (before you eat, what do you do?) --> 
huvaa nguo. 

Wewe hupiga mwald lind? (you brush your teeth when?) --> huenda za kazi. 
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FOR UPCOMING EXAM: Picha 

1. Identify the people/person 

9. Say what they are doing 

3. Say where they are 

4. Say what they are wearing. 
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CRUCIAL FOR FINAL: 

The Imperative (a command) 

9nd person singular 
2nd person plural 

Affirmative 
imperative form of verb 

verb stem + eni 

Negative 
u + si + verb 
m + si + verb 

The affirmative form 

*Kula 2nd person sing 

2nd person pl 

kula mboga 
kuleni mboga 

*Kunywa 2n,~ person sing 

2nd person pl 

kunywa maji mengi 
kunywaeni maji mengi 

*Kwenda 2nd person sing 

2nd person pl 

Nenda maktaba. 
Nendeni maktaba. 

Kucheza (futboli) 2nd person sing Cheza futboli. 
2nd person pl            Chezeni futboli. 

Kuandika (ubaoni) 2na per 

2nd person pl 
Andika ubaoni. 
Andikeni ubaoni. 

stem + e 
stem + e 

The negative form 

usl e nyama 
msile nyama 

usinywe mvinyo. 
........... iny mslnywe my o. 

Usiende baa. 
Msiende baa. 

Usicheze soka. 
Msieheze soka. 

Us~ndike ukutani 

Mslandike ukutani. 

Kununua (maembe) 2nd per 

2nd person pl 

Nunua maembe. 
Nunueni maembe. 

Usinunue mananasi. 

Msinunue mananasi 

Kuja 2nd person sing 
2nd person pl 

nj oo mbele 
nj ooni mbele 

usinj e mbele 
ms~je mbele 

NOTE: 
Usinunu_e (-a verbs) mananasi. Hununui (ha- + i) manansi. [Note the 
difference(you) don’t buy mangoes! You are not buying mangoes. - which is 
different from the command ’don’t buy mangoes’] 

Rudi hapa. Usirudi. 
Rudini hapa. Msirudi hapa. 

Kutazama televisheni (television)/michezo (entertainment) 
Kusom vitabu/magazeti (newspaper) 
Kuosha sahani (dishes)/sufuria (pan or pot) 
Kufua mashati (shirt)/fulana (undershirt) 
Kusafisha meza (table)/viti (chair) 
Kupika maharage (beans)/mayai (eggs) 
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VOCABULARY 

Ndoo 

Ubao wa kufulia 

Kamba ya kuanikia 

Sabuni 

Vibanio 

Kuamka 

Kupiga mswald 

Kuvaa nguo 

Kuchenesha chai 

Kunywa chai 

Kusikiliza redio 

Kuja habari za dunia 

Kituo cha basi 

Kupanda basi 

Kufika kazini 

Kupumzika 

Kurudi 

Kumaliza kazi 

Kurudi nyumbani/bwenini 

Kupika chakula 

Kutembelea rafiki 

bucket 

washing board 

clothes line 

soap 

clothes pins 

wake up 

to brush teeth 

to wear clothes 

to tea 

to drink tea 

to listen to the radio 

to get world news 

I will stand near the bus 

to get on the bus 

to arrive at work 

to rest 

to return 

To finish work 

return to home/dorm 

to cook food 

to visit friends 
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TIME RECAP: 

~Once you hit 45 minutes past the hour, you will now use the next hour, minus 
the minutes. For example, lO:55 would be 11 minus 5. 

~if not using 15, 30, 45 (which would be the hour plus 1/4 (robo) or 1/2 (nusu), or 
quarter to the next hour (kasorobo), you will state the minutes. 

Xkasoro or kasa: minus. For example, 8:55 would be tisa kasoro tano 

*when not using robo, nusu, or kasorobo (using minutes) remember to use 
the word for minutes (dakika). For example: 
hour + minutes + # --> I:~,oAM ---) saba na dakika ishirni usiku 

alfajiri 
Asubuhi 
Adhuhuri 
Mchana 
Alasiri 
Jioni 
Magharibi 
Usiku 
Usiku wa manane 

5-5:59 am 
6-11:59 am 
12-1:59pm 
2-2:59 pm 
3-4 pm / 3:30-4:30 pm 
5-7 pm 
6-8 pm (dusk) 
7 pm - 1:59 am 
2-3:59 am 

NOTE ~O REMEMBERi 
Wana 

¯ Piehini 
¯ Pana picha ya 
¯ Ni 
¯ Si 

for people 
for things 
in the picture 
in the picture there is 
affirmative - am not/is not/are not 
negative - am not/is not/are not 
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NOTE FOR OllAL EXAlVI: 

*Describe who is in the picture --> brother/sister/driver/tourist 

*wapo barabarani -> use prepositions to descriloe where everyone/everything 
is in relation to one another. 

*¥\~at is everyone wearing? What are they doing? Where are they coming from 
or going to? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:35 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

7PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:31 PM 

~email. unc.edu 

voodoo 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             12:39 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

gulM~ s~utr from new k~ok 

last of the gullah s~lt~doc 

I also go a book called Black Rice that is very detailed about Africa 
rice growing, and how it got set up here in SC if you need some more to 

fill out pages once you look at this stuff 

I put mostly quotes from the book, but a few thoughts of mine (not in 

quotation marks) feel free to use the quotes and then cite, or put 
ideas into your own words You can reach me by text and email if you 
need me 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

gullah 

fin~J gull~J~.doc 

Here is your gullah paper back. all i did was take out the red 
headings you had in there from your outline, and highlight in yello~v 
where you need to cite before you hand it in. I’ll look at your other 
paper right now and get back to you asap. 
thanks 
A 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:36 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

gulla]~ importaJat! 

forgot to put this stuff in my email to you: 

Go back through and make sure that you have put a citation in for 
everything @ou had stuff in quotation marks, but no citation ;vritten 

down t;ar it) 

Remember that the slaves that came from Africa were not called 
Gullah. A number of different slave tribes all came from the same 
area of West Africa with similar traits. When the slaves were made 
free, they stayed and settled and created their o;vn new culture that 
was called Oullah It is important because it is so strongly 
influenced by the original people from Africa, but the Oullah was not a 
specific tribe of slaves that came from Africa and then settled in SC 
with the slaves. &#8594; see p. 6. 

P. 7 make sure you put in quotations whatever part of that paragraph 
needs to be cited as not your own words. 

Put the website citations in your ’works cited’ section and then do 
the in text citations for them, not the entire web address 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:20 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: gullah imv~rtaJ~t! 

unfoltunately I am in SC. do you mean that you don’t know ~vhat books 
you used or something? 

Quoting ~email.unc.edu: 

Are you doing something later b/c if possible can I come by cause I 
don’t know where eveything is 
...... Original Message ...... 

From: kleissle@email.unc.edu 
To:        ~email uric edu 
Subject: gullah importantt 
Sent:             10:36 ~vl 

I forgot to put this stuff in my email to you: 

? Go back through and make sure that you have put a citation in for 
everything (you had stuff in quotation marks, but no citation written 
down for it) 

? Remember that the slaves that came from ~frica were not called 
Gullah A number of different slave tribes all came from the same 
area of West Africa with similar traits. When the slaves were made 
free, they stayed and settled and created their own new culture ? that 
was called Gullah. It is important because it is so strongly 
influenced by the original people from Afi-ica, but the GuHah was not a 
specific tribe of slaves that came from Afi-ica and then settled in SC 
with the slaves. &#8594; see p 6. 

? P. 7 make sure you put in quotations whatever part of that paragraph 
needs to be cited as not your own words 

? Put the website citations in your ?works cited? section and then do 
the in text citations for them, not the entire web address 

Sent on the Sprint(N Now Network l~;om my BlackBerry(~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Re: gullah imv~rtaJ~t! 

black studies .doc 

you mean the books? You should have the books if you used them to 
cite. If you need to know how- the cite should look, you can either use 
citation maker or beth has a sheet, if you don’t have the books, you 
can try ~ping the author’s name into the uric library ~veb site and see 
if you find the books that way. 

Attached is your other paper Be sure you have cited where you need to 
for example, the first t~vo pages don’t have an?- cites on them. You 

may not need to, I just wanted to make sure you cover all of your bases. 
A 

Quotin:o @email unc.edu: 

Just where the stuffwas from 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: k [eissle@emaiI.unc.edu 

To:       ~email uric edu 

Subject: Re: guHah important! 

Sent:            12:19PM 

unfi~rtunately I am in SC do you mean that you don’t know what books 

you used or something? 

>A 

Quoting ~@email unc edu: 

>> Are you doing something later b/c if possible can I come by cause I 

>> don’t know where eveything is 

Origina[ Message ...... 

>> From: kleissle@emaiI.unc.edu 

>> To:        @email.unc.edu 

>> Subject: gullah important! 

>> Sent: 10:36 AM 

>> 

>> I forgot to put this stuff in my email to you: 

>> 

>> ? Go back through and make sure that you have put a citation in for 

>> everything ~ou had stuff in quotation raarks, but no citation written 

>> down for it). 
>> 

>> ? Reraember that the slaves that canre from Africa were not called 

>> Gullah. A number of different slave tribes all came from the same 

>> area of West At~ica with similar traits. ;\~en the slaves were made 

>> free, they stayed and settled and created their own new culture ? that 

>> was called Gullah. It is important because it is so strongly 

>> influenced by the original people from Africa, but the Gullah was not a 

>> specific tribe of slaves that came from Africa and then settled in SC 

>> with the slaves. &#8594; see p. 6. 

>> 

>> ? P. 7 make sure you put in quotations whatever part of that paragraph 

>> needs to be cited as not your own words. 

>> 

>> ? Put the website citations in your ?works cited? section and then do 

>> the in text citations for them, not the entire web address 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent on the Sprint® Now- Network from my BlackBerry® 

Sent on the Sprint® Now- Network from my BlackBercy® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 29, 2009 1:29 PM 

, ,@email.unc.edu 

Re: 

The Transatlantic Slave Trade - updated Monday 130PM.doc 

Quoting .~email.unc.edu: 



From: Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:36 PM 

To: @email. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: paper 

Works cited 



From: Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:52 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: paper 

Attach: swahili .doc 



From: Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:10 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: 2PM version of paper 

Attach: swahili doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 7, 2009 9:51 AM 

~me.com 

more mouey-maJ~ing optxmunities 

this one is for after you get back from if you want: 

go onto ww~ tarheelblue.com and go to the FB roster. Make me a list of 
the players divided up by coach, then list their name, year, and #. 
For example: 

Coach Blake, DEF 

tell me what you want me to pay you. thanks! 



From: Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, August 7, 2009 9:54 AM 

To: ~me.com 

Subje~’t: one more thing 

that job will entail you knowing/finding out who is on the secondary. 
maybe dad can help ~vith that please include pictures of the coaches. 
below the roster the coaches are listed by position, if you click on 
their name you can copy and paste their photos from their pages. 

thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 1:53 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

meeting lbrm 

meeting agenda template.docx 



’THE ONIV’ER£I"~ O’F NORTH C~RDL,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athietes 

MEETING NOTES 

Student: Date: 

General: { FORMCHECKBOX }On time 

{ FORMCHECKBOX }Prepared 

{ FORMCHECKBOX }Done with assigned work between sessions 

{ FORMCI-IECKBOX }Participating 

Issues: 

Student To-Do: ¯ 

General Comments: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 1:56 PM 

bridgerb@uncaa.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleissler, Amy Byrne <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 24, 2009 8:54 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

doc 

BETH 

Beth Bridger 

Learning Specialist, Football 

UNC Chapel Hill 

9::L9 843 5669 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleissler, Amy Byme <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 9:47 PM 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

flex diNng 

onecard system ~von’t let me pick flex dining -- do i have to purchase a 
big plan, 

email ff from monday/tues/wed 



To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Lunch at Weathervane Restaurant 

201 S Estes Drive @ University Mall Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

6/14/2011 4:00:00 PM 

6/14/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

This reservation is for 12:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time, local time at the restaurant. Bon app4tit! 

Located at A Southern Season in University Mall. 

Open for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, and weekend Brunch. 

weathervane’s seasonal menus highlight local ingredients in contemporary American fare with a southern 
flare, our devoted staff and special setting within the convivial atmosphere of A southern season have 
helped propel the restaurant to its acclaimed status. It is an integral partner in what has become a one- 
of-a-kind marketplace that remains unique to chapel Hill. 

On beautiful spring, summer and Fall days come sit on our famous outdoor patio for Breakfast, Lunch or 
Dinner. Our elegant indoor spaces and garden settings are perfect for for receptions, parties, and 
meetings, we’re also sporting a very cool coffee and wine bar, and a cozy mezzanine level if you want to 
head upstairs to sit, sip and gaze out on the scene below, call or click to make your reservation, we 
look forward to serving you! 

(919) 929-9466 
confirmation Number: 1451346783 
Special Requests: 
Map: 
http://maps.g~~gle.c~m/?hl=en&ie=UTF-8&~e=UTF-8&q=2~1+~+Estes,Chapel+Hill,NC~27514 



Subject: BOT 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 1/27/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: BOT 

Location: Carolina Inn 

Start: 1/26/2011 7:30:00 PIV] 

End: 1/26/2011 I0:00:00 PIV] 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5 pm 

CDA Rml05 

Start: 2/7/2011 8:40:00 PM 

End: 2/7/2011 10:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Twenty minutes travel time to and from CDA 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Drama Personnel Mtg 

Location: CDA 

Start: 2/14/2011 4:40:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2011 6:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Bobbi to bring valentines 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Location: TBD 

Start: 2/17/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/17/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

105 South 

Start: 2/15/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/15/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: EACC Prep 

Start: 2/17/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 2/17/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Stakeholders / EACC Meeting 

3020 Steele 

Start: 2/17/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/17/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Location: London 

Start: 3/10/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 3/10/2011 I0:00:00 PN4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Spring Break 

Location: London 

Start: 3/9/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 3/9/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Location: London 

Start: 3/15/2011 12:00:00 

End: 3/15/2011 9:00:00 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 3/31/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Stakeholders / EACC Meeting 

3020 Steele 

Start: 3/31/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/31/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

105 South 

Start: 3/15/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3/15/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



Subject: UAD Mtg 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 3/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/15/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5 

Location: CDA #105 

Start: 3/28/2011 7:45:00 PM 

End: 3/28/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

scholarship/Awards meeting, may run after 5pm 

Travel time 15 minutes to-and-from 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

105 South 

Start: 4/19/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/19/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Administrative Boards (LHolst3-5473) 

Steele-3020 A&B 

Start: 4/20/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



To: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Steering Committee (Connect Carolina) 

105 South 

Start: 5/17/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: UAD Mtg 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 1/18/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/18/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

Administrative Boards (LHolst3-5473) 

Steele-3020 A&B 

Start: 1/19/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/19/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch with Jerri Bland 

Location: TBD 

Start: 2/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/3/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Stakeholders Meeting 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 2/3/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/3/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 2/3/2011 I:00:00 P~4 

End: 2/3/2011 3:00:00 P~4 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: Lunch 

Start: 9/21/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/21/2010 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

ConnectCarolina checkpoint Meeting w/VC Winston Crisp 

101 Carr Bldg Conference Room 

Start: 10/7/2010 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

A] so attending : 
AVC- Chris payne 
Brian Payst 

assistant- Debra Eatman 966-4045 



Subject: travel 

Start: 10/12/2010 6:30:00 P~A 

End: 10/12/2010 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: travel 

Start: 10/12/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2010 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Subject: 

Location: 

ConnectCarolina Checkpoint Meeting w/Dean Roper 

4030 Bondurant Hall SOM 

Start: 10/12/2010 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

assistant- Marie Mitchell- 966-4161 



Subject: Lunch with 

Location: Circle at Bynum at noon 

Start: 8/3/2010 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/3/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

South - 205 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SOUTH_SOUTH205.RMB] 

9/21/2010 5:37:50 PM 

South - 205 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=South_south205.rmb]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Crimmins, 

Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: w/Search Committee 

Start: 10/1/2010 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Crimmins, Michael T; Taylor, Geraldine; Owen, Bobbi A 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Other attendees: Geraldine Taylor, Tammy McHale, Mike Crimmins, Jason Clemmons 

~ii:~,i~~         ~ii:i~.         ~::~:i:::i~.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

9/22/2010 5:52:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lunch wl 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 10/1/2010 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2010 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Other attendees: Jeanne Kirschner, Andy Lang, Jim LeLoudis, Nick Siede~top (for Erika Lindemann), Pat Pukkila, Barbara 

Stenross, Harold Woodard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/24/2010 7:25:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lunch wl 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 10/4/2010 3:30:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2010 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Other attendees: Jeanne Kirschner, Andy Lang, Jim LeLoudis, Erika Lindemann, Pat Pukkila, Barbara Stenross, Harold 

Woodard 



A 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 8:30-9:15 a.m. 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

20 9:15-10:15 a.m. 

21 

22 

26 10:30-11:30 a.m. 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

33 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

44 12:30-1:15 p.m. 

45 



1 

2 

3 

4 

Candidate, Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Monday, October 4, 2010 

Room 205 South Building 

5 

6 Dean’s Office Staff 

7 Tiffany Clarke, Executive Assistant to the Senior Associate Deans 

8 Janet Farrell,, Personnel Assistant 

9 Linda Goldsto~n, Director of Faculty Personnel 

10 Paula Goodman, Department Manager, Undergraduate Education 

11 Gordon Joyner, Accountant 

12 Jessica Pasion, Executive Assistant to the Dean 

13 Ed Payne, Accounting Assistant 

14 Jan Pittman, Special Projects Officer 

15 Wendy Riley, Director of Finance and Operations 

16 Teresa Smith, Business Manager, Academic Advising Program 

17 Stephanie Stadler, Dean’s Office Assistant 

18 Geraldine Taylor, Human Resources Officer 

20 Bill Andrew% Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

21 Mike Crimmins., Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

22 Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences, International Programs 

24 Break 

26 Search Committee 

27 Jason Clemmons, Manager, Honors Program 

28 Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

29 Tammv McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance and Operations 

30 Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean, Undergraduate Education 

31 Geraldine Taylor, Human Resources Officer 

33 Lunch with Undergraduate Education and Information Services 

34 Cynthia Demetriou, Retention Coordinator 

Jeanne Kirschner, Associate Director of Finance, Administration and Planning, Robertson Scholars Program 

3_5 

36 Andy Lan~;, Director, Information Services 

Jim LeLoudis, Associate Dean for Honors Program / Director of The Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

37 

38 Erika Lindemann, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

39 Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean, Office of Undergraduate Education 

40 Pat Pukkila., Director for Undergraduate Research 

41 Barbara Stenross, Interim Dean and Director, Academic Advising Program 

Harold Woodar~d, Associate Dean and Director for the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

42 

44 Tour Smith Facility and Wrap-Up 

45 Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance and Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/24/2010 7:40:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lunch w/ 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 10/11/2010 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2010 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Other attendees: Cynthia Demetriou, Jeanne Kirschner, Andy Lang, Jim LeLoudis, Erika Lindemann, Pat Pukkila, Barbara 

Stenross, Harold Woodard 



8:45-9:30 a.m. 

Room 205 South Bid. 

9:30-10:15 a.m, 

10:15-11:15 a.m. 

11:15-11:30 a.m. 

11:30-11:50 a.m. 

11:50 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 



12:30-1:30 p.m, 



Candidate, Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Monday, October 11, 2010 

Welcome and Tour 

Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean for Finance and Operations, will meet you at The Carolina Inn, escort you on a tour of Smith Building and bring you 

to South Building. 

Dean’s Office Staff 

Tiffany Clarke, Executive Assistant to the Senior Associate Deans 

Janet Farrell., Personnel Assistant 
Linda Goldston, Director of Faculty Personnel 

Paula Goodman, Department Manager, Undergraduate Education 

Gordon Jovner, Accountant 

Jessica Pasion, Executive Assistant to the Dean 
Ed Payne, Accounting Assistant 

Jan Pittman, Special Projects Officer 

Wendv Riley, Director of Finance and Operations 

Teresa Smith, Business Manager, Academic Advising Program 

Stephanie Stadler, Dean’s Office Assistant 

Geraldine Taylor, Human Resources Officer 

Search Committee 

Jason Clemmons., Manager, Honors Program 

Mike Crimmin~, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 
Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance and Operations 

Bobbi Owen., Senior Associate Dean, Undergraduate Education 

Geraldine Taylor, Human Resources Officer 

Break 

Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

Bill Andrews, Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 
Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences, International Programs 



Lunch with Undergraduate Education and Information Services 

Cynthia Demetriou, Retention Coordinator 

Jeanne KirschneG Associate Director of Finance, Administration and Planning, Robertson Scholars Program 

Andy Lang, Director, Information Services 
Jim LeLoudis, Associate Dean for Honors Program / Director of The Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

Erika Lindemann, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

Bobbi Owen., Senior Associate Dean, Office of Undergraduate Education 

Pat Pukkila, Director for Undergraduate Research 

Barbara Stenros~, Interim Dean and Director, Academic Advising Program 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director for the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/24/2010 7:42:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lunch w/ 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 10/13/2010 4:15:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2010 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Other attendees: Cynthia Demetriou, Jeanne Kirschner, Andy Lang, Jim LeLoudis, Erika Lindemann, Pat Pukkila, Barbara 

Stenross, Harold Woodard 



9:15-10:00 a.m. 

10:00-10:20 a.m. 

10:20-11:00 a.m. 

11:00-11:15 a.m. 

11:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. 

12:15-1:15 p.m. 



1:15-2:00 p.m. 



Candidate, Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 

Room 205 South Building 

Dean’s Office Staff 

Tiffany Clarke, Executive Assistant to the Senior Associate Deans 

Janet Farrell, Personnel Assistant 

Linda Goldston, Director of Faculty Personnel 

Paula Goodman, Department Manager, Undergraduate Education 

Gordon Joyner, Accountant 

Jessica Pasion, Executive Assistant to the Dean 

Ed Payne, Accounting Assistant 

Jan Pittman, Special Projects Officer 

Wendy Riley, Director of Finance and Operations 

Teresa Smith,, Business Manager, Academic Advising Program 

Stephanie Stadler, Dean’s Office Assistant 

Geraldine Taylor, Human Resources Officer 

Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

Bill Andrews, Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences, International Programs 

Break 

Search Committee 

Jason Clemmons, Manager, Honors Program 

Mike Crimmins., Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance and Operations 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean, Undergraduate Education 

Geraldine Taylor, Human Resources Officer 

Lunch with Undergraduate Education and information Services 

Cynthia Demetriou, Retention Coordinator 



Jeanne Kirschner, Associate Director of Finance, Administration and Planning, Robertson Scholars Program 

Andy Lan~, Director, Information Services 

Jim LeLoudis., Associate Dean for Honors Program / Director of The Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

Erika Lindemann, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean, Office of Undergraduate Education 

Pat Pukkila, Director for Undergraduate Research 

Barbara Stenross, Interim Dean and Director, Academic Advising Program 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director for the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Tour Smith Facility and Wrap-Up 

Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance and Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/24/2010 7:44:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lunch w/ 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 10/12/2010 4:15:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2010 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Other attendees: Cynthia Demetriou, Jeanne Kirschner, Andy Lang, Jim LeLoudis, Erika Lindemann, Pat Pukkila, Barbara 

Stenross, Harold Woodard 



A 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

9 11:15 a.rn.-12:00 p.m. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

23 12:00-12:15 p.m. 

25 12:15-1:15 p.m. 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

36 1:15-2:15 p.m. 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

Page 1 of 4 



1 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

9 

Candidate, Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Tuesday, October 12 and Wednesday, October 13, 2010 

Room 205 South Building 

Dean’s Office Staff 

Tuesday, October 12 

I0 Tiffany Clarke, Executive Assistant to the Senior Associate Deans 

11 Janet Farrell., Personnel Assistant 

12 Linda Goldston, Director of Faculty Personnel 

13 Paula Goodman, Department Manager, Undergraduate Education 

14 Gordon Jovner, Accountant 

15 Jessica Pasion, Executive Assistant to the Dean 

16 Ed Payne, Accounting Assistant 

17 Jan Pittman, Special Projects Officer 

18 Wendv Riley, Director of Finance and Operations 

19 Teresa Smith, Business Manager, Academic Advising Program 

20 Stephanie Stadler, Dean’s Office Assistant 

21 Geraldine Taylor, Human Resources Officer 

23 Break 

25 Lunch with Undergraduate Education and Information Services 

26 Cynthia Demetriou, Retention Coordinator 

Jeanne Kirschner, Associate Director of Finance, Administration and Planning, Robertson Scholars Program 

27 

28 Andv Lang, Director, Information Services 

Jim LeLoudis, Associate Dean for Honors Program / Director of The Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence 

29 

Erika Lindemann., Associate Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

30 

31 

32 

33 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean, Office of Undergraduate Education 

Pat Pukkila, Director for Undergraduate Research 

Barbara Stenross, Interim Dean and Director, Academic Advising Program 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director for the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 

34 

36 Search Committee 

37 Jason Clemmons, Manager, Honors Program 

38 Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

Tamm¥ McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance and Operations 

39 

40 Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean, Undergraduate Education 

4:1 Geraldine Taylor, Human Resources Officer 

42 

Page 2 of 4 



A 

45 3:00-3:20 p.m. 

47 3:20-4:00 p.m. 

48 

49 

5:1 4:00-4:45 p.m. 

52 

Page 3 of 4 



B 

43 Wednesday, October 13 

45 Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

47 Bill Andrews, Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

48 Mike Crimmins, Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

49 Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean, Social Sciences, International Programs 

51 Tour and Wrap-Up 

Tammy IVlcHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance and Operations 

52 

Page 4 of 4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

9/28/2010 9:17:19 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; McHale, Tammy J [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Tclarke] 

Subject: 

Location: 205 South 

w/Search Committee 

Start: 10/11/2010 2:15:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2010 3:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required McHale, Tammy J 

Attendees: 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Other attendees: Geraldine Taylor, Tammy McHale, Mike Crimmins, Jason Clemmons 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

9/29/2010 3:31:51 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Clemmons, Jason [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jclem]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor] 

Subject: 

Location: 205 South 

w/Search Committee 

Start: 10/4/2010 2:30:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2010 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Clemmons, Jason; Crimmins, Michael T; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Taylor, Geraldine 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Attendees: Mike Crimmins, Tammy McHale, Bobbi Owen, Jason Clemmons, Geraldine Taylor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

9/30/2010 5:24:23 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; McHale, Tammy J [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Taylor, 

Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Clemmons, Jason [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jclem]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins] 

Subject: 

Location: 205 South 

w/Search Committee 

Start: 10/13/2010 3:15:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2010 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Taylor, Geraldine; Clemmons, Jason; Crimmins, Michael T 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Search Committee members: Mike Crimmins, Tammy McHale, Geraldine Taylor, Bobbi Owen, Jason Clemmons 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

9/30/2010 5:51:47 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; McHale, Tammy J [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Crimmins, 

Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Clemmons, Jason [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Jclem] 

Subject: 

Location: 205 South 

w/Search Committee 

Start: 10/12/2010 5:15:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2010 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Taylor, Geraldine; Crimmins, Michael T; Owen, Bobbi A; Clemmons, Jason 

Candidate for Executive Director/Assistant Dean for Business Operations 

Search Committee members: Mike Crimmins, Tammy McHale, Geraldine Taylor, Bobbi Owen, Jason Clemmons 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

10/7/2010 1:05:52 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Tmchale]; Taylor, 

Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Clemmons, Jason [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Jclem] 

Search Committee for Exec Director of Business Ops 

South - 205 

10/14/2010 7:00:00 PM 

10/14/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Crimmins, Michael T; McHale, Tammy J; Taylor, Geraldine; Owen, Bobbi A; Clemmons, Jason 

To discuss next steps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

10/26/2010 4:49:18 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Crimmins, 

Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Clemmons, Jason [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jclem] 

Search Committee lunch w/ 

205 South 

11/1/2010 4:30:00 PM 
11/1/2010 5:45:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Crimmins, Michael T; Taylor, Geraldine; Clemmons, Jason 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 11/1/2010 12:33:43 PM 

Subject: Cynthia 

Start: 11/1/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 11/2/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 11/2/2010 1:01:55 PM 

Subject: Cynthia 

Start: 11/2/2010 4:00:00 AM 

End: 11/3/2010 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
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introduction 

The management of data across the campus of the University of North Carolina has long 
been recognized as critical to the success of the internal business departments as well 
as campus educational departments. Currently, the combination of a lack of structure to 
define, persist, and govern authoritative data is causing UNC to build project- and 
outcome-specific data islands. These projects will continue to add unneeded 
complexity, cost, and data security risks to the UNC’s environment. In addition, there are 
significant opportunities to improve the quality of planned projects. Examples include 
defining the scope and processes of the Institutional Data Governance Committee, 
establishment of a campus-wide Data Catalog and the implementation of a Constituent 
Relationship Management (CRM) system. 
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2. Executive Summary 

As a complex, decentralized public institution, there is a high degree of 
decentralized IT function at UNC. The various colleges and departments 
throughout UNC’s campus consume or produce data that has institutional impact, 
mainly in shadow systems being maintained in various forms and locations. 
Today, the Data Steward’s primary concern is for the silo in which they function, 
with little insight regarding how the data is to be used across the UNC 
community. UNC has recently established the Institutional Data Governance 
Committee 0DGC) and expanded the role of the institutional Research 
department. 

UNC is experiencing global and generic data management issues, including: 
Data Definition 

o Need for common definitions of data 
o Need to document authoritative sources of data 
o Need to identify the distinction between Institutional Data and all 

others 
Data Access 

o How to get data from the core system(s) to the UNC community 
o How to get data from the UNC community to the core systems 
o Data Administration 
o Defining the Data Stewardship function 
o Methods/Processes for granting access to Institutional Data 
o Data Quality/Governance 

The University engaged LumenData as a consulting partner to produce this Data 
Governance Study and Proposal. A series of questions were developed to uncover 
the current state of data management and issues faced by the Data Owners, Data 
Stewards and Data Users. Thirty seven interviews were conducted which included 
sixty one individuals from across twenty seven departments and schools in the 
university. This document presents the findings, a recommendation and a sample 
roadmap for implementing actionable steps for improving Data Governance and 
data quality at UNC. 
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3. Problem Statement 
The interview discussions were analyzed to determine the problems and issues 
uncovered. Each of the most frequently mentioned issues is listed below 
ordered by their frequency of occurrence. 

3.1.    DATA DICTIONARY 

Interviewees did not have a clear understanding of data field definitions. 
Ambiguity is especially problematic when data users attempt linking or 
combining data sourced from multiple groups, schools or departments 
because the definitions and values vary. For example, the definition and 
values for Diversity were described as inconsistent. It is critical for each 
group to know what each data element represents, its format, its list of 
possible values and other characteristics. Some Data Warehouse field 
definitions were found to differ from each other when seen in more than 
one area. 

3.2,    DATA CATALOG 

There is currently very little centralized information on the sources and 
types of data available. In most groups interviewed, users are spending 
a significant amount of time locating, qualifying and understanding what 
types of data exist and the sources of data. The newly activated 
PeopleSoft (PSFT) Campus Solutions (CS) application was 
acknowledged as a great improvement for maintaining Student and 
related data; however, there are many other major, institutional data that 
are not centralized and therefore not easily located by users. Social 
networking is the current method for locating data sources and the 
people willing to share those??their data. Some people have developed 
large, detailed charts of who has what and with what level of expected 
quality. 

3.3.    DATA ACCESS PROCESS AND RULES 

Gaining access to centralized data begins with a request in the Remedy 
system. Due to the proximity between the time the PSFT CS application 
was released and the onset of the current training term, the ITS 
organization has been flooded with requests for access. In cases where 
a requester did know the data source or who controlled that source, 
further delays were introduced by the need to re-request or to re-direct a 
request until the proper data owner or steward was found. Even in cases 
where the data owners or stewards were properly identified, the security 
team needed to thoroughly review the request to ensure compliance with 
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security policies. Interviewees were frustrated by the length of time the 
data access granting process is taking. 

3.4.    REPORTING TOOLS 

Interviewees felt that the current reporting tools aren’t sufficient to meet 
today’s needs. Web Focus was described as "okay" but users wanted 
more. Many data users resort to local MS-Access databases and 
multiple reporting tools that they continue to use to perform their jobs in 
their departments or schools. Several people reported the need for 
analytical capabilities including charting and graphing. 

3.5.    DATA CLEANUP 

Data quality and inconsistency was cited as a very challenging problem. 
Some data fields are not always filled in and the values seem to vary 
depending on which group entered (or sourced) which data. When a 
data user uncovers a field that is obviously wrong, the data user often 
doesn’t know whom to contract to recommend the correction, thereby 
leaving bad, missing or erroneous data uncorrected for long periods of 
time. 

3.6.    TRAINING 

Although ITS has made a significant effort to train users on the PSFT CS 
application and the PS-Query tool, many interviewees felt that this 
training did not go far enough or reach enough people. Also, the trainer 
(or trainers?) for the PS-Query tool did not know enough about UNC data 
to give relevant examples. Users also stated a need for more advanced 
training than what has been offered to date. 

3.7.    HISTORICAL DATA 

Several schools stated the need for more historical data. Such data is 
used for reporting and analytic forecasts of possible future outcomes. 

3.8.    MAINTAINING CLEAN DATA 

Since there are many users who are able to inject data, many users have 
found that the data they need has been changed so that it no longer 
reflects the meaning they thought a specific element should have. This 
is probably, at least partially, due to the fact that definitions vary between 
groups. 
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When access to certain data is read-only, users are blocked from fixing 
erroneous or missing erroneous or missing data they encounter because 
they don’t know who owns which type of data. As a result, getting the 
proper permissions to clean data is a significant challenge. 

3.9.    NEED TO SEPARATE PROSPECTS FROM PERSON DATA 

Several schools heavily rely on prospecting. Because these schools 
have no system in which to enter and maintain prospect (person) 
records, UNC assigns each prospect a PID, then allows the prospect to 
be entered into the same systems as valid person data. The degree to 
which this mixing is a problem varied widely between interviewees. 

The problem with the prospect records is that a prospect record is most 
often incomplete when compared with a valid person record. Most often, 
prospects enter the absolute minimum information or, worse, temporary, 
meaningless information in order to get entry into the UNC systems. 
These records clutter the locations that hold valid person data. These 
prospect records will sometimes even have transactions or other 
information associated with them that should, instead, have been 
associated with a valid person record. When this kind of error is 
detected, extra work is required to carefully relocate the associated 
information to the proper person record. 

3.10. NEED FOR A CRM SYSTEM AND ANALYTiCS 

Separating person and prospect records would help alleviate several 
types of problems but would not fulfill another set of important needs. 
The term CRM (Customer Relationship Management) is applied to a 
class of software applications that go to varying lengths at capturing, 
tracking and evolving prospects and other business opportunities. The 
latest offerings include marketing capabilities and usually couple to 
reporting along with strong analytical abilities. Having a CRM system 
would enable schools to greatly improve tracking prospects and to 
measure the effectiveness of various marketing methods used to attract 
potential students. These systems may also may assist with directing 
and qualifying prospects. 

® 
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Additional issues mentioned more than once were: 

¯ Define a Data Architect role 

¯ Improve planning of new systems and data changes 

Establish or expand the membership and processes of the IDGC 

Elimination of Duplicate PIDs 
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o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Improvement of FRS and Financial Aid systems 

Improvement of the data security scheme 

Improvement of the Helpdesk process and documentation 

Improve (several features of the) Data Warehouse 

Improve tracking of sources of funds 

Improve strategy for Student data 

Publish commonly used report templates 
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4. Guiding Principles of Data Governance 
Below are the essential values that guided the determination of the solutions 
intended to address the issues in the problem statement. 

1. The institution owns all data, not the departments. 
2. Appropriate access to institutional data is valuable and requred. 
3. Appropriate security of institutional data is valuable and required. 
4. Data is only as consistent and accurate as when it was captured. 
5. The needs of the user of the data are equal to the needs of the creator 

of the data. 
6. Data management is a discipline, not a project. 
7. The structure, governance and processes around data access and 

security are the foundatioins of the solutions, more so than the 
technology. 

8. Data stewardship and governance are not determined or dictated by 
the university organization structure. 

9. Data stewardship and data governance are separate functions, and as 
such, have separate purposes, policies, processes and procedures. 

10. A culture of trust and responsibility for usage and createion of data is 
required and will be cultivated. 

11. University personnel must be enables to make decisions based on 
facts not assumptions. 

12. Changes in process, culture, policy and, perhaps, organizational 
structure will be required. 

13. University personnel must know where to go to get the right data at the 
right time for the right answer. 

months. 

Boundaries are required in any project. Give the above guiding principles, the 
boundaries for the data management projects are listed below. 

1. The team(s) will explore and use or reuse what the University currently 
has as it pertains to technology and data. 

2. The solutions will promote an environment where data decisions are 
based on business need and the value to the Univrsity as prescribed by 
an established governance model. 

3. The solutions will, where possible, establish a method for getting to the 
single truth for a core set of data. For the data outside the core setset, 
the solution will establish unambiguous definitions for the data 
elements and their pedigree. 
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4. The solution will promote the importance of data stewardship and 
governance. 

5. The solution will protect the privacy of appropriate data. 
6. Structured solutions will be built that will increase the usability of data. 
7. It is not assumed that a central repository of all data will be built. 
8. The solution will not replace all spreadsheets and ancillary systems. 
9. Recognizing the impossibility of satisfying everyone, the solution will 

not satisfy all parties or be all things to all people. 
10. Data stewardship and governance will promote a common 

understanding and accurate interpretation of government and other 
regulations such as HIPAA.NIP---AA and FERPA. 
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5. Deliverables 

The LumenData team was given the following list as the deliverables desired as the 
resultants of this project. 

1. Straw-man flow for granting access (flow to be finalized, owned and 
maintained by UNC) 

2. Escalation process for granting of access (Process to be finalized, 
owned and maintained by UNC) 

3. Development of operational process / flow for Data Governance 
(framework and process for how the DG Committee will function) 

4. Roadmap for how DG will unfold at UNC 
5. Manual for Data Stewards depicting their roles and responsibilities 
6. Outline for what will be in the Data Catalog and how to go about 

creating a Data Catalog and Data Dictionary 
7. Description of what "Data Influencers" do 
8. Checklist for major actions and things to consider in Data Governance 

5.1. DELIVERABLE 1: DATA ACCESS REQUEST FLOW 

The diagram in Figure 1 shows a high level process flow for requesting 
access to data. The process is initiated by a current or potential Data 
User. The process is complete when there is one of two possible 
outcomes: 

1. Access permission is granted OR 

2. Access permission is denied 
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5.1.1, DATA USER: SUBMIT REMEDY TICKET 

The person who wants access to specific data begins the process by 
using the current UNC method for requesting data access which is to 
complete and submit a Remedy ticket 

5.1.2. ITS: REVIEW REQUEST 

The Remedy ticket containing the request is routed to the ITS Help 
Desk for a content quality review. If the Data Owner or Data Steward 
has defined business rules for allowing or denying access to the 
specific data requested and has empowered ITS to evaluate the 
request based on those rules, ITS may make the decision to approve 
or deny the request. 

5.1.3. ITS: FORWARD REQUEST TO DATA STEWARD 

When business rules are not clearly documented or for any reason 
the request requires the review of the Data Steward,~ ITS will forward 
the request to the Data Steward. After reviewing the request, the 
Data Steward will grant or deny access. 

5.1.4, DATA STEWARD->APPROVED: ITS: ASSIGN ROLE 

Approved requests are routed back to ITS so that ITS can review the 
request and its security aspects and assigns the most appropriate 
role or roles to the Data Use. 
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5.1.5. ITS: NOTIFY USER 

When ITS completes the assignment of the appropriate role(s), ITS 
will notify the user with the details necessary to access the requested 
data. 

5.1.6. DATA USER: ACCESS THE DATA 

Having received the details of when and how to access the data, the 
Data User begins using the requested data. This is the termination of 
the successful request for data access. 

5.1.7. DATA STEWARD->DENIED: DATA GOVERNANCE: REVIEW 

REQUEST 

This step in the process is to be used in cases where the Data 
Steward has denied access even though the Data User feels s/he is 
justified in needing access to the specific data in question. Both the 
requestor and the appropriate Data Stewards will be allowed to state 
their position to IDGC subcommittee to review the denial. After 
discussion and deliberation, the IDGC will agree with the initial 
decision or overrule. 

5.1.8. DATA GOVERNANCE->APPROVED: ITS ASSIGN ROLE 

In the case where the IDGC overturns the previous access decision, 
the next step is to continue the process from the point at which the 
Data Steward would have initially approved. Refer to step 5.1.4. 

5.1.9. DATA GOVERNANCE->DENIED: DATA GOVERNANCE: DENIAL 

NOTIFICATION 

In the case where the IDGC agrees that access should be denied, the 
IDGC will notify the Data User with the reason for the denial. 

Note that this process as depicted in Figure 1 is a first pass at 
developing a more formalized, documented process for data access 
at UNC. One of the tasks of the IDGC is to thoroughly review this 
process, make necessary revisions, approve it then to communicate 
the finalized process university-wide to all current and potential data 
users. 
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5.2.    DELIVERABLE 2: DATA ACCESS DENIAL ESCALATION 
PROCESS 

The first pass at this process is covered in the previous section, 5.1. 

5.3,    DELIVERABLE 3: IDGC OPERATIONAL PROCESS 

Confidential 

5.3.1. How THE ~DGC WiLL FUNCTION 

Focus Areas 

1. Alignment 
2. Process Definition and Enablement 
3. Cataloging (Broad Level to Specific) 
4. Dictionary Definition 
5. Change Management / Socialization 
6. Measurement 
7. Enhancement 

Functions of IDGC 

1. Set actionable strategy in support of the university mission following 
best practice 

2. Establish achievable goals and objectives supporting the strategy 
3. Define and field specific efforts to achieve the stated goals and 

objectives 
4. Act as a DG Champion across the university 

a. Education 
b. Enablement 
c. Remediation (where necessary) 

5. Field efforts to achieve DG Goals and Objectives 
a. Projects 
b. Process improvements 
c. Efforts to establish community and common understanding and 

use 
6. Serve as a focus point through which DG communication flows 

a. Routine, periodic reporting from Owners, Stewards and 
Custodians 

b. Field efforts to establish the public presence of DG across the 
university 

7. Monitor university-wide activity with respect to DG and insure 
compliance with DG best practice and strategy set forth by the IDGC 

8. Assume responsibility for university-level change management with 
respect to Data Governance 

9. Ensure continuous communication and socialization of DG Mission, 
Strategy, Goals, Objectives and Activity 
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10. Enable, support, encourage and monitor continuous training with 
respect to the Data Catalog, Data Dictionary, Central Applications, 
Data Warehouse and Data Manipulation Tools 

11. Perform final conflict resolution where interests related to data collide 
12. Retain ultimate responsibility for quality of Data Catalog and Data 

Dictionary 

Methods 

1. Leverage specific sub-groups to perform detailed activities (Example: 
Routine Meetings of Owners, Stewards and Custodians dealing with 
detail) 

2. Sub-groups routinely report to IDGC with activity status, risks and 
issues. 

3. Conflict resolution occurs at IDGC but issues are fully prepared 
before presentation to IDGC. May include: 
a. Legal analysis 
b. Compliance 
c. Technical feasibility 
d. Alternatives 
e. Costs vs. Benefits 
f. Risks and Issues with potential mitigation and impact 
g. Timelines 

4. IDGC acts as Steering Committee for its efforts 
a. Champion efforts 
b. Status 
c. Risks and Issues 
d. Guidance 

5. Constant review of overall progress of effort as a whole 
6. Form relations with other external entities to promote best practice 

Suggestions: 
¯ Structure IDGC meetings to include the six items above. 
¯ Increase duration of meetings to 2 hours every other week. 
¯ Make all meeting outcomes action-oriented 

DELIVERABLE 4: DATA GOVERNANCE ROADMAP 

From the interviews, we learned that instead of having a low number of 
common issues, there is a wide variety of issues that need to be 
addressed. The conclusion is that the solution to these issues will be in 
many parts. To ensure the success of Data Governance at UNC, it will 
be necessary to address issues in a series of carefully scoped, 
manageable projects having short durations and clearly measurable 
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deliverables. This approach will foster momentum for continuous 
improvements. 

The roadmap deliverable can be found in the Microsoft Project Plan titled 
"Roadmap Project Plan.mpp". Since that is too detailed to present in this 
document, a high level extract is shown in Figure 2. Below the figure, 
each "bar" (or work stream) is described. 

5.4.1. ALIGNMENT 

Duration: 1 month 
Description: 

This phase aligns Data Governance with the university mission and 
establishes specific, achievable goals and objectives in accordance 
with this alignment. 

A detailed plan / roadmap is established and socialized. Executive 
commitment is obtained along with sufficient budget and resources to 
achieve the stated goals and objectives. 

Confidential 

The effort, along with specific, achievable goals and objectives are 
widely socialized across the university and commitment from key 
participants is obtained. 
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5.4.2. PROCESS DEFINITION AND ENABLEMENT 

Duration: 3 months 
Description: 

During this critical phase, key processes are defined and the 
mechanism by which these processes will be performed is 
established. 

Key processes include: 

Access Control 
Capture 
Maintenance 
Cleansing 
Establishing and Maintaining Visibility 

Here, it is important to note that many additional processes may be 
included in this effort and that processes are not a "one size fits all" 
definition or enablement. Processes are often unique to a Data 
Group and definition / enablement often depend upon the capability 
and culture of the Owners, Stewards, Custodians and parties affected 
by the processes. 

Process definition is an on-going effort and processes evolve over 
time. What is important is that processes are well defined, 
accessible, and understood by those using and affected by the 
process. Processes must, moreover, be predictable. 

This process definition and enablement effort will form the baseline 
for future improvement. Existing processes and capabilities will be 
leveraged wherever possible. 

5.4.3. CATALOGING 

Duration: 3 months 
Description: 

The Data Catalog is key to the understanding of data resources 
across the university. It is the mechanism by which potential 
consumers of data resources gain insight into the wealth of 
information available. 

It addresses the basics of: 
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What data is available? 
Where is it? 
Who owns and administers the data and how do I contact 
them? 
How do I gain access to the data and what restrictions apply? 
What is the quality of the data? 
How often is it refreshed and when? 
What other sources of similar data exist and what nuances of 
meaning exist? 

In short, the catalog will allow consumers and producers of data to 
clearly see the landscape of data at the university. 

Note that catalog definition and maintenance are on-going and 
require focused resources. This short effort will seek to establish a 
basis for future improvement and refinement. 

5,4.4. DICTIONARY DEFINITION 

Duration: 5 months 
Description: 

The dictionary effort will seek to leverage existing efforts and work 
already done at UNC and other universities to establish a common 
university-wide repository of definition and information associated 
with that definition. 

Many efforts are currently underway at UNC. It must also be noted 
that many other universities rely on Campus Solutions (UNC’s current 
and future direction) for their base capability. Many such institutions 
maintain Data Dictionaries associated with Campus Solutions. 

Certainly, Campus Solutions comprises only a part of the data in use. 
Nonetheless, it is an important, well-used part of the data picture. 

Key tasks / events associated with this effort will include: 

Identification and establishment of a common framework / 
repository to contain definition. 
Identification, capture and establishment of existing definition 
within the framework / repository. 
Coordination of existing efforts to populate the dictionary. 

Here, it must be noted that establishment of an institutional data 
dictionary is a substantial effort that frequently requires considerable 
amounts of time and effort. Within this brief period of time (5 
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months), it will be possible to establish the existence of an 
institutional dictionary and populate it with available information. 

Making the dictionary robust and an ultimately authoritative, useful 
resource will undoubtedly require more time. This effort will be 
dictated by resource availability, budget and the dedication of diverse 
parties to this important effort. 

5.4.5. CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND SOCIALIZATION 

Duration: 6 months 
Description: 

Change Management is crucial to the success of all aspects of any 
effort. 

While processes may be established, catalogs defined and 
dictionaries compiled, their use and continuing maintenance must 
become a matter of base culture and habit. 

The Change Management aspect of the DG effort must be deliberate, 
strategic and on-going. 

Included are definition and establishment of: 

Training (one-time start-up and ongoing) 
Visibility of effort and its products (Catalog, Dictionary, Process 
and Effort) 
Basic Socialization of Data Governance concepts and practice 
as implemented at UNC 
Establishment of strong executive and institutional support 
structures to allow Data Governance to succeed. 
Expectation setting. 
Establishment of predictable, effective DG communication 
channels across the university. 

5.4.6. MEASUREMENT 

Duration: 6 months 
Description: 

Measurement is key to success. Without definition of measures and 
establishment of the means by which metrics are captured, 
distributed and maintained, the quality and effectiveness of effort and 
the products of DG will never be known or improved. Key areas of 
measurement focus must include: 
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Project 
Service Levels 
Quality 
Security 

This effort will establish the basis by which UNC will move forward 
with measuring its performance with respect to measurement of 
success. It will define and enable measurement of key success 
factors related to effort, quality of data and the security of that data. 

5.4.7. ENHANCEMENT 

Duration: 3 months 
Description: 

Enhancement of delivery begins with deployment. It is ongoing, 
evolving and ever-improving. This effort includes resourcing and 
accommodation for improvement of that which has been delivered. 
Clearly, as capability is deployed, immediate change, adjustment and 
improvement will be required. 

As the existence of data is revealed, through both the catalog and 
dictionary, users and / or producers of data will, in turn, enrich its 
content and the processes by which data is captured and maintained. 

To this end, accommodation has been made in the Roadmap. 

5.5.    DELIVERABLE 5: DATA STEWARD MANUAL 

Data Stewards have these principal areas of responsibility: 

1. Maintenance and Definition of the Data Catalog and Data 
Dictionary 

2. Monitoring Data Quality and performing Data Cleansing 

The Data Steward may assign specific tasks to other trusted individuals 
but without relinquishing ultimate responsibility. In addition, the Data 
Steward will define service levels for each area of responsibility. 

5.5.1, DATA CATALOG 

This function is critical to the visibility of the content within the Data 
Steward’s control. The IDGC must decide upon the tool to deploy to 
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accommodate cataloging on an institutional-wide basis. It is the 
responsibility of the Data Custodian (ITS) to make this tool available 
to the DSs. ITS is also responsible for providing sufficient training on 
the use of the tool to the DSs to allow them to perform their functions. 

Data Stewards are responsible for development of a detailed plan 
with specific tasks and dates to deliver a populated catalog based on 
their resourcing and capability. There may be a series of dates 
provided with ever-increasing accuracy and content detail. It is 
important to note that the Catalog is a living repository, not a static 
archive or listing. Plans should articulate periodic updates at 
predictable intervals. 

With respect to Catalog definition and maintenance, it would be wise 
for the DSs to convene with their peers on a regular basis to review 
activities, discuss the catalog and evaluate overlapping data sets. 
For example, if data is replicated elsewhere and additional cleansing 
is performed, the Catalog should reflect this activity and availability of 
improved / enriched data. 

A Data Catalog entry should include: 

1. Data Set Name 
2. Data Set Summary Definition 
3. Data Stewards with contact information 
4. Security Constraints 
5. Refresh Interval 
6. Quality Assessment 
7. Other Known Sources of Comparable Data Sets with Remarks 
8. Known Issues 

More information may be included as necessary per the direction of the 
IDGC or its representatives. 

5.5.2. DATA DICTIONARY 

The Data Dictionary is critical to the effective use of institutional 
information. It is a field by field articulation of information across the 
institution. Its creation and maintenance is a significant task. 

The Data Steward is responsible for overseeing the creation of the 
Dictionary and is ultimately responsible for its delivery. Certainly, 
significant technical assistance may be required. The Data Steward is 
responsible for marshalling the resources required to create the 
dictionary and expressing associated resource and / or budget 
constraints to the IDGC and making commitments accordingly. 
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As with the Catalog, it is the responsibility of Ii~ito providE a proper 
repository and tool to facilitate the development and communication of 
the data dictionary. ITS is also responsible for initial and ongoing training 
with the tool to assure each Data Steward a high degree of proficiency 
with the tool. 

Of special interest is the definition of data. Elements and combinations 
of elements can sometimes have multiple meanings to multiple people 
and may be expressed differently in various systems. The Data Steward, 
in conjunction with his or her peers (and sometimes the IDGC or external 
entities), is responsible for clear and concise definition of elements 
across the systems. As with all other activities, this clarity and 
conciseness is incremental and ongoing. 

Data Stewards, within their resourcing and budget constraints, must seek 
to continuously improve the quality of the data dictionary and the 
definition of each data element. They must truthfully disclose limitations 
associated with accuracy and definitions. 

5.5.3. DATA QUALITY MONITORING AND DATA CLEANSING 

Data cleansing is a primary responsibility of the Data Steward, That 
responsibility involves continuous attention. 

The cleansing exercise branches into two key areas of focus: 

1. Capture / Point of Control 
2. Cleansing 

With respect to Capture / Point of Control, it is the responsibility of the 
Data Steward to work with the Data Custodian to identify points of control 
and improve the methods by which data is introduced into UNC systems 
and is maintained in the system(s). 

For example, currently at UNC (and elsewhere), the minimum amount of 
information obtained during PID creation frequently causes duplicate 
PeopleSoft Person records to be created. The Data Steward is a key 
participant in definition of processes and business rules aimed at 
reducing the creation of duplicate PIDs. 

As special teams are formed to address emerging issues with data 
across the university, Data Stewards will be called upon to serve on 
these teams. Note that Data Stewards must assume complete 
responsibility for the data in their domain. As they work with others to 
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resolve process difficulties, conflicts of interest may arise. Resolution of 
such conflicts is within the venue of the IDGC. 

With respect to cleansing, the Data Steward will assure that routine 
review (manual and / or automatic) of records occurs. These reviews 
must be performed in a defined, predictable manner regularly and on 
demand as needed. 

For example, a Data [S~6~a 1reviewing the accuracy of PIDs might 
choose to run a proce~ ~ky aga nst a Student records us ng 
approved match criteria to discover potential duplication of person 
records. He or she might also elect to draw a random sample of 1,000 
person records weekly for manual inspection. 

Clearly, the cleansing methods will vary across data sets and 
capabilities. Key to this responsibility is the definition of a process and 
the predictability associated with that process. 

5.5.4. SERVICE LEVELS 

The Data Steward must negotiate and define stated and specific service 
levels for each function. 

Annual Cleansing 

Quality 

For example: 

Catalog Updates Quarterly Updates: 1/1, 4/1, 7/1, 10/1 

Annual record review starting 6/1 and 

concluding 8/31 

Quarterly assessment of quality (accuracy) 

with publication of anticipated % accuracy 

and known issues. 

The above service levels are examples. Actual service levels depend 
upon the volume and quality of information is stewardship and resources 
available to perform the Data Steward_~ function. 

The Data Steward is responsible for clearly stating capability and 
negotiating appropriate resourcing and funding to meet the stated service 
levels. If insufficient resourcing or funding is not available to meet the 
stated service levels, new service levels should be articulated and 
brought before the IDGC. 

The overall thrust of stewardship should be predictability, visibility and 
performance within stated service levels. 
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This deliverable was extracted into a separate document. Please refer to 
MS-Word 2007 document "UNC Data Steward Manual". 

DELIVERABLE 6: DATA CATALOG AND DATA DICTIONARY 

About one-third of the UNC interviewees expressed the need for a Data 
Catalog and a Data Dictionary. This section supports that need by 
defining the nature of these valuable documents. 

5,6.1. DATA CATALOG 

From the Glossary further forward in this document: 
A Data Catalog is an authoritative system that lists fl~e types of dala available and 
information about lhe sources and characteristics of each dala type. 

Refer to item 3.2 in the "Problem Statement" section above for 
background on why UNC needs a Data Catalog. 

For use at UNC, a Data Catalog entry should include the following 
information: 

1. Data Set Name 
2. Data Set Summary Definition 
3. Data Steward(s) with contact information 
4. Security Constraints 
5. Refresh Interval 
6. Quality Assessment 
7. Other Known Sources of Comparable Data Sets with 

Remarks 
8. Known Issues 

5.6.2. DATA DICTIONARY 

From the Glossary further forward in this document: 
A Data Dictionary is an aulhoritative system that catalogs the organization, definitions, 
stewardship, contents, and conventions of one or more databases. This typically 
includes the names and descriptions of various tables and fields in each database, plus 
additioual details, like definitions, reference values, and stewardship coutact 
info~rnation. It is primarily a distillation of metadata about database structure, not the 

data itself. 

Refer to item 3.1 in the "Problem Statement" section above for 
background on why UNC needs a Data Dictionary. 
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For use at UNC, a Data Dictionary entry should include the following 
information about a physical database table available to Data Users: 
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¯ Table name 
¯ Column name 
¯ Data Type 
¯ Size / Length and/or precision 
¯ Default value 
¯ Required or not 
¯ Definition and Description 
¯ Choice list (if the values are constrained) 
¯ Relationship of this table to other tables 
¯ Data Owner, Data Steward 

There is no standard for the format of a Data Dictionary or its entries. 
Basically, the entries take the form of lists grouped by physical table. 
A Data Dictionary should also include a data model that shows, 
graphically, how tables are associated to each other. 

Note that the most frequently encountered Data Dictionaries 
document information about physical database tables, the columns in 
those tables along with details about each column. A growing trend 
in software applications is to use a three layer stack in which the 
physical layer is at the bottom, a business layer is in the middle and a 
user interface layer is at the top. Application users are usually only 
exposed to the top, user-interface, layer. A Data Dictionary that 
documents a multi-layer application must go beyond detailing only the 
physical layer. In that case, it becomes necessary to document the 
following: Screens, Views, Applets and Fields. For the purposes of 
this document, those terms are loosely defined as follows: 

A field is the representation of one data element such as a 
date, a date and time, a text entry, a drop down list of value 
choices or a check box. 
An applet is a grouping of fields into a visibly bounded, logical 
collection. 
A view is a logical grouping of applets. A screen may have 
one or move views. 
A screen is everything seen on one page of a web form or 
everything within the boundaries of the application window 
currently presented. 

The specifics of the need to access Student data in the PeopleSoft 
Campus Solutions system are not addressed here. ITS has staff 
dedicated to sorting out the campus-wide needs of UNC users. 
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5.7,    DELIVERABLE 7: DATA INFLUENCER ROLE 

The Glossary at the end of this document describes the roles of the 
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Data Owner 
Data User 
Data Steward 
Data Custodian 

During the UNC interviews conducted as part of this project, we learned 
that there are several departments, such as the Institutional Research 
department, that have a vested interest and, therefore, must take a 
strong stance on the quality of a specific set of data objects. These 
departments have Data Users who are clearly not the Data Owner, Data 
Steward or the Data Custodian, yet need to influence all of the other 
roles to ensure UNC is presented as accurately as possible to all 
audiences. To help UNC recognize these types of data users, we felt it 
necessary to create a new designation: Data Influencer. 

The role of the Data Influencer is to provide a data quality check and 
feedback path to the other roles. For example, when missing or 
erroneous data elements are discovered, the Data Influencer will urgently 
escalate the matter to whomever needs to assist in asserting corrections. 
Therefore, the Data Influencers should participate in data profiling, 
establishing data quality metrics and in periodically reviewing those 
metrics with all parties concerned. 

DELIVERABLE 8: DATA GOVERNANCE CHECKLIST 

A number of factors must be in place to deliver a comprehensive 
enterprise data management program. Those factors are grouped into 8 
areas as shown in figure 2 below. 

1. Vision, Strategy, Tactics and Principles 
2. Stakeholders 
3. Roadmap 
4. Information Quality 
5. Analytics 
6. Architecture 
7. Organization 
8. Methodology 

After figure 3, below, each area is presented in the form of a checklist. 
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5.8.1 VISION, STRATEGY, TACTICS AND PRINCIPLES 

Define the vision for the data governance committee 
Define the mission for the data governance committee 
Obtain endorsement from senior level university executive 
sponsors 
Establish guidelines for membership on the data governance 
committee 
Identify the core set of data objects over which the data 
governance committee will preside 
Define the charter for the data governance committee 
Define the roles of the: 

O 

o Oat~ ~hi~ct 

[] Establish the major roles and responsibilities for accessing each 
of the core data objects 

[] Establish a process for granting or denying access to all major 
data objects 

[] Develop a metadata management strategy 
o Develop a Data Catalog 
o Develop a Data Dictionary 
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5.8.2. STAKEHOLDERS 

Identify the stakeholders 
Introduce the stakeholders to data governance concepts 
Interview stakeholders to identify their current and future needs 
Prioritize stakeholder needs 
Propose or evaluate projects aimed at meeting stakeholder 
needs 
Identify the risks of doing or not doing each proposed project 
Prior to a project’s initiation, identify an executive sponsor 

5.8.3, ROADMAP 

Identify the list of all Data Governance work that needs to be 
addressed 

~ Prioritize the list of needs 
~ Estimate the effort, duration, resources and impact of 

implementing projects to address those needs 
[] Work with management to fund and staff the prioritized projects 
[] Plan the work of the funded projects on a timeline 
[] Workthe plan 
[] Periodically review the effectiveness of completed projects along 

with the status of each project in progress 

5,8.4. INFORMATION QUALITY 

Define a university-wide standard list of values or codes to be 
used in core data objects 
Define method to measure data quality 
Obtain and deploy tools that measure data quality 
Perform initial measurements and establish a baseline for core 
data objects 
Prioritize core data objects for addressing qualify improvements 
Map data quality improvement projects to the roadmap. Adjust 
roadmap as necessary. 
Execute quality improvement per roadmap 
Define a policy for archiving and data retention 

5.8.5, ANALYTICS 

Define performance metrics 
Identify methods and tools to be used measure performance 
Map performance measurement to roadmap 
Obtain and deploy performance measurement tools 
Perform initial measurements to form a baseline 
Define performance service levels 
Periodically measure performance. 
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Compare with service levels while considering improvements to 
performance. 

5.8.6. ARCHITECTURE 

Obtain and use data profiling tools 
Establish a data quality dashboard mechanism 
Evaluate the utility of a Master Data Management system 
Deploy a Data Catalog and Data Dictionary content 
management system 
Implement automation in Helpdesk workflows 
Consider improved reporting tools 

5.8.7. ORGANIZATION 

Define qualifications for membership in the IDGC 
Define the objectives for subcommittees 
Define the IDGC communication mechanism 

Examples: 
¯ A Wiki is a website that allows the easy creation and 

editing of any number of interlinked web pages via a 
web browser using a simplified markup language or a 
WYSlWYG text editor. For UNC IDGC purposes, a Wiki 
would be setup to allow knowledge management 
information to be displayed and maintained. 

¯ A Blog is defined as the blend of the term "web" and 
"log". For UNC IDGC purposes, a Blog would be a UNC 
website that allows UNC internal users to leave 
comments on a particular subject. 

¯ An RSS feed is a family of web document formats used 
to publish frequently updated works in a standardized 
format. For UNC IDGC purposes, it would be a 
mechanism to push documents out to subscribers by 
subject or subjects they select. 

Establish Executive Sponsorship for each project to be launched 
Define Involvement of the Data Stewards in IDGC 
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5.8.8. METHODOLOGY 

Establish a Change Management process. 
The purpose of this Change Management process is to provide 
a regularly scheduled, formalized mechanism for presentation 
and approval of fixes and enhancements to UNC software, 
information services (such as the Data Dictionary) and even 
the processes by which the IDGC operates. 

Define project launch and monitoring process 
Define a Data Quality Scorecard for each core data object 
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6. Critical Success Factors 

Identifying critical success factors is of utmost importance as they will drive the 
strategy for the projects included in this recommendation. Critical success factors 
are considered important as a means for the University to focus on and validate 
important activities and initiatives associated with this project. Critical success 
factors provide a basis for collecting and validating information. Where there is an 
overload of information, which is prevalent at the University, critical success factors 
act as a filter to check the relevance of information. 

The following have been identified as the critical success factors for these projects: 

STRONG EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP AND ALIGNMENT 

Leadership plays a key role in ensuring success in almost any initiative within any 
organization. Nothing will make greater impact on the University than when its 
leaders model the behavior they are trying to promote. Below are the expectations 
of executive leadership as it pertains to the data governance initiatives: 

Executives must communicate the reasons behind data governance and 
establish a sense of urgency. 
Executive leadership and support must be visible early in the project’s 
development and be reinforced throughout 
Executive leadership must clearly support the projects’ objectives and help 
manage expectations. 

With the establishment of the Data Governance Committee and the involvement of 
it and ITS personnel, this factor can be met. However, the individuals on the 
committee and iTS must each see the above actions as their responsibility towards 
the success of any data governance project. 

6.2, STRONG PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCE 

COMMITMENT 

The University owns the success or failure of this proposed project or any project. 
The project and expectations must be managed accordingly. This includes 
ensuring the project has a strong project manager and the "A-players" from the 
departments to support and participate in the project. Planning should take place 
up front. Sufficient time must be expended in the planning a project prior to 
initiating the start of the actual tasks. Time spent planning improves the probability 
of success and minimizes the time that fixes must be applied to mistakes. The 
project needs a well designed execution and continuous improvement plan with the 
following characteristics: 
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Managing stakeholder expectations must be an integral part of the program. 
The execution strategy and implementation plan must be well defined and 
clear to all stakeholders. 
Project milestones must be designed to deliver business value frequently. 

An initial high-level plan has been included in this proposal. A more detailed plan 
must be developed and managed on an ongoing basis throughout the life of the 
project. 

6,3. CLEARLY DEFINED ROLES AND RESPONSIBiLITiES 

Essentially, defining roles and responsibilities is dividing up the work and allocating 
it to named individuals~ to ensure that people are not duplicating each other’s 
work. Properly designed, roles and responsibilities should accomplish the followin,q: 

¯ Improve overall communication of the project and its accomplishments. 
¯ Proactively identify gaps in assignments, accountability, or resources, so 

they can be corrected. 
Clarify cross-functional interactions between project team members and the 
University departments. 
Document project interdependencies with other University initiatives. 

This proposal has included the initial roles and responsibilities of the Data 
Governance organization. As specific data sets are identified and implemented, the 
roles and responsibilities will need more specific and additional refinement. 

ENSURE ADEQUATE TRAINING AND COMMUNICATION 

Affected individuals at the University must know about and be prepared for the 
changes occurring due to this or any other data governance project. 
Communication should be pervasive and reiterative. As new personnel are 
introduced into the University, they too should be informed of the data governance 
initiatives in place. The communication should address the following: 

Set expectations. For example, clearly state the objectives of a specific 
training offering and what the student should know upon completion of this 
training. 
Make the training specific and relevant to the intended audience. 
include the benefits the users can expect to achieve. 
Train the users on their specific involvement and responsibilities. 
Endeavor to provide sufficient instances of the training based on the number 
of potential attendees. 
Provide a feedback mechanism for continuous improvement of both the 
project and data governance. 
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A communication plan should be established very early in the project, and should 
include the written, spoken and electronic communications that will be delivered 
and their frequencies. 
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7. Glossary 

Ancillary System 
A copy of a source system which does not receive the updates of the original system. Usually the 
inIbrmation in the ancillary system is modified in some way to meet the needs of the system users. 
Example: The Medical School maintains an ancillary system of student data. 

Authoritative Data 
Electronic information acknowledged as being accurate and highly reliable. 
Example: Payroll data in the PeopleSoft system is considered authoritative data. 

Centralized Data Repository 
.~ integrated consolidation of electronic informafion managed by a single authority. 
Example: PeopleSoft Campus Solutions application is a Centralized Data Repository for Student 
data. 

Data Catalog 
Authoritative system that lists the types of data available and infonnation about the sources and 
characteristics of each data lype. 
Example: A Data User roll refer to the Data Catalog, to learn how fiequently the Student data is 
updated. 

A person or group responsible for the infrastructure that holds data. 
Example: ITS is the Data Custodian for Student data at UNC, 

Data Dictionary 
Authoritative system that catalogs the organization, definitions, stewardship, contents, and 
conventions of one or more databases. This typically includes the names and descriptions of various 
tables and fields in each database, plus additional details, like definitions, reference values, and 
stewardship contact information. It is primarily a distillation ofmetadata about database structure, 
not the data itsel£ 
Example: The University Data Dictionary will include the data steward for each included element. 

Data Governance 
Th e execution and en forcement of authority over the management of dala ass ets and the performance 
of data functions. Data governance addresses lhe processes, skills, leadership and assets required to 
successfully administer enterprise information resources. Data Governance enables effective 
management and delivery of shared or common data assets / resources. It addresses bolh functional 
and technical issues; internally and exlemally available data; skills development and resource 
management. 
Example: The Data Governance project will define data definition, access and administrative 
processes 

elements or entire data objects. 
Example: The Kenan Flagler Business School is the Data Owner for business school prospect data. 
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A person, and sometimes a group, lhat is responsible for maintaining one or more data elements in 
master data store or a metadala registry. At UNC, the Data Steward is often granted lhe full rights to 
lheir data domain by the Data Owner. 
Example: The Registrar is the Data Steward of student data. 

Data Stewardship 
The formalized system of execution and accountability for the accuracy and management of data. 

Example: Data stowardshio is a shared responsibili .ly of eveLw data user at the institution; it is 
managed by the data steward working teams and the data management professionals in FFS. 

Data User 
A person, and sometimes a group, that needs to view, maintain, e~ract or otherwise use data. 
Example: The Institutional Research department has an employee who needs to be a Data User for 
data involving student enrollment during the current university te~rn. 

Institutional Data 
Electronic information related to the University. 
Example: Organization ID is an example of Institutional Data. 

Metadata 
Information specifying a data element. Typically this information includes specifics on the data 
owner, the data steward, the type of data, its length, format or a list of possible values (such as US 

State Code list). 
Example: Field length is one metadata specification about the Student ID. 

Source System 
The origin ofinfom~ation found in electronic media. 
Example: PeopleSofl Campus Solutions application is the so~rce ,9,stem for student information. 
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8. List of People interviewed 

This section lists the people who were interviewed ordered by their 
organizations. Thanks to all who participated for contributing their valuable time 
to this study. 

Alumni Association 

Arts and Sciences 

Athletics 

Facilities 

Graduate School 

HR 

Institutional Research 

Internal Audit 

ITS 

Doug Dibbert 

Roger Nelsen 

Robert Pitts 

Susan Maloy 

Dick Mann 

Steve Matson 

Matt Brody 

Dave Turner 

Lynn Williford 

Faxian Yang 

Phyllis Petree 

Chris Garriss 

Robyn East 

Larry Conrad 

Matt Holway 

Maribel Carrion 

Steven Fishback 

Kathlene Carey 

Cheryl Dennis 

Carey White 

Jen Drake 

Joe Golaszewski 

Greg Neville 

Brett Vasu 

Susan Kellogg 

Simon Walker 

Lisa Miller 

Maggie Miller 

KFBS 

Nursing 

PID Office Melinda Bakken 

Planning Barron Matherly 

Provost Bruce Conway 

Public Health Ryan Greenway 
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Registrar Chris Derickson 

Roberta Kelly 

Gary Lloyd 

Grace Shi 

Gina Coleman 

Crystal Lineberry 

Research, Communications and Programs Ann Scheyett 

Scholarships and Financial Aid Phil Asbury 

Mary Daniel 

School of Medicine Patricia Oliver 

John Wagner 

School of Public Health Felicia Mebane 

Sherry Rhodes 

School of Social Work Anne Whisnant 

Student Accounting Deahn Baucom 

Gwen Norwood 

Student Affairs Chris Pane 

Salvador Mena 

Jenny Levering 

Brian Payst 

Undergraduate Admissions Steve Farmer 

Allison Legge 

Jen Kretchmer 

Emilio Medina 

Undergraduate School Bobbi Owen 

University Advancement Matt Kupec 

Dave Kass 

University Controller Dennis Press 

University Counsel Leslie Strohm 

Regina Stabile 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

11/19/2010 4:18:41 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Goldston, 

Linda R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LI]oldsto]; Farrell, Janet C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jcfarrel]; Stadler, Stephanie C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sstadler]; Pittman, 

Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jhpittma]; Greenway, Ryan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=R~reenwa]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; 

Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Joyner, Gordon [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gjoyner]; Payne, Ed [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Edpayne]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PI]oodman]; Riley, Wendy D [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wriley] 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion] 

Retirement Luncheon for 

Spanky’s banquet room (upper level) 

12/7/2010 4:30:00 PM 

12/7/2010 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Crimmins, Michael T; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Gil, Karen M; Goldston, Linda R; 

Farrell, Janet C.; Stadler, Stephanie C.; Pittman, Jan; Greenway, Ryan; Taylor, Geraldine; Reid, Dee; Spurr, Kim 

Weaver; Joyner, Gordon; Payne, Ed; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Riley, Wendy D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

12/16/2010 5:14:09 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Canceled: 

Location: South - 205 

Start: 12/16/2010 7:15:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2010 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

candidate, CAS DO HR Mgr 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Crimmins, Michael T; Andrews, William L 

This is a second visit to the College for 

CAS DO HR 

Manager Posting... 

Her resume and the position description are attachments below. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

12/16/2010 9:03:51 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

DO HR Manager candidate 

3020B 

12/17/2010 4:15:00 PM 
12/17/2010 4:45:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 

~,, 
~’&4;.......... 

CAS DO HR 

Manager Posting... 



Job Title: 
Working Title: 
Job Category: 
Position Number: 
Salary Grade/Range: 
FT/PT: 
PermanentfTime Limited: 
Department Name: 
Department Number: 
Hiring Supervisor: 
Date First Posted: 
Closing Date: 
Location: 

Business Officer 
Human Resources Director 
Exec., Admin., Managerial 
0059974 
BAND II / $37,300 - $99,409 
Full Time 
Permanent 
Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office 
3201 
Tammy McHale 
11/!1/20!0 
12/08/2010 
UNC-Chapel Hil~ 

Minimum Education and Experience: 
Bachelor’s degree in business administration, public administration, or related business area; or equivalent combination of 
training and experience. All degrees must be received from appropriately accredited institutions. 

Essential Skills, Knowledge and Abilities: 
This position is being recruited at the Advanced level under the Career Banding program. The hiring range for this position 
is $66,535 - $83,044, and the salary grade equivalent is 77. 

The successful candidate will direct all human resource operations in the College of Arts and Sciences, providing expertise 
in faculty, non-faculty and staff policy and procedures, including all employees exempt from and subject to the State 
Personnel Act (i.e. all EPA and SPA positions and employees). The position will oversee recruitment and hiring, position 
classification, employee compensation, tenure and review procedures; performance management, etc. The position will 
also assist in the development of short and long term staffing plans and the development of faculty personnel guidelines. In 
addition, the successful candidate will provide counsel in benefits and employee relations. 

Preferred Qualifications: 
The ideal candidate will have experience in human resource management in institutions of higher education inctuding 
policy interpretation and application, project management, and personnel supervision. Candidates should exhibit the ability 
to work effectively and diplomatically with a wide range of people including University administrators, faculty, staff, and 
students; possess superior communication, presentation, and interpersonal skills; and have the capacity to inspire 
confidence. A relevant Baccalaureate degree and HR certification (PHR or SPHR) are preferred with a minimum of 4 years 
of directly related HR program development and personnel management experience demonstrating competencies needed 
to perform the work; or an equivalent combination of training and experience. This position requires considerable 
knowledge of the rules, regulations, and policies relating to UNC-Chapel Hill human resources, state of North Carolina and 
Federal guidelines. The College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) is the largest academic unit within the University and consists 
of 70 units including 42 academic departments and interdisciplinary curricula, and numerous centers, institutes and 
programs. The academic departments offer bachelors, masters and Ph.D. degrees. The College is divided into four 
divisions, which are overseen by three Senior Associate Deans. All academic departments and curricula are assigned to 
one of these four divisions Fine Arts, Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences. Structural reorganization to 
enhance operational effectiveness in the Coltege has resulted in the merger of finance and HR functions of the Office of the 
Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, Undergraduate Education, and the College of Arts & Sciences Office of 
information Services (OASIS). The HRDirector is the senior HR official for the College and has the primary responsibility 
and oversight for HR operations. 

Special Physical/Mental Requirements: 
None Listed. 

Position/Work Schedule Requirements: M-F 800 - 500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

1/5/2011 2:45:43 PM 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Fortune, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Elizabeth B. Fortune (efortune)] 

A&S Spring Honors Reception 

Hyde Hall, University Room 

4/7/2011 9:00:00 PM 

4/7/2011 10:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M (kgil@email.unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J 

(tmchale@email.unc.edu); Andrews, William L (wandrews@unc.edu); Crimmins, Michael T 

(crimmins@email.unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Fortune, Elizabeth 

2011 04 07 

Spring Honors In... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/5/2011 4:42:11 PM 

Covalt, Carolyn S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Covalt] 

Meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/6/2011 7:30:00 PM 

1/6/2011 7:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Covalt, Carolyn S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

1/5/2011 9:51:11 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

hwoodard@email.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Location: South - 205 

CAS Dean’s Office HR Ml~r candidate 

Start: 1/10/2011 7:00:00 PM 
End: 1/10/2011 7:50:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Woodard, Harold 

Updated info includes the following attachments. Pat can’t make it (teaching). Haven’t heard yet from HW. 

HR Manager HR interview 
position descripti... Questions.doc 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

1/12/2011 4:19:09 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Faculty Council Meeting 

Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 

1/14/2011 8:00:00 PM 

1/14/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the third Friday of every 1 month from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

Crimmins, Michael T; Andrews, William L; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 

http://www.unc.edu/faculty/faccoun/agendas/2010-11/A11FCO1,shtml 

[facultycouncil] 

Faculty Council ... 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 1/13/2011 2:25:26 PM 

Subject: Cynthia-Out 

Start: 1/13/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/14/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

1/18/2011 5:47:58 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

SADs Budget Meeting 

205 South 

1/19/2011 2:00:00 PM 

1/19/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J (tmchale@email.unc.edu); Andrews, William L 

(wandrews@unc.edu); Crimmins, Michael T (crimmins@email.unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu) 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 1/18/2011 6:16:24 PM 

Subject: Gone Fishing 

Start: 1/21/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

1/20/2011 2:11:23 PM 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Fall 2011 Chairs’ Retreat 

Hyde Hall, University Roon 

9/23/2011 3:30:00 PM 

9/23/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Andrews, William L; Gil, Karen M; Crimmins, Michael T; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 

RE: 2011 Arts and 

Sciences Chair’s ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/24/2011 10:15:54 PM 

Home for repair 

1/27/2011 6:00:00 PM 

1/27/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/7/2011 8:31:24 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

C. Cannon coming in 

Steele 3011 

2/9/2011 5:00:00 PM 

2/9/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/7/2011 10:01:58 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Tmchale]; Crimmins, 

Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Andrews, William L [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Open forum with VC Research candidate 

3413 Frank Porter Graham Student Union 

Start: 2/10/2011 9:15:00 PM 

End: 2/10/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Crimmins, Michael T; Andrews, William L; Owen, Bobbi A 

Link to CV: 

http://provost.unc.ed u/announcements/open-positions, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/7/2011 10:03:07 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; McHale, Tammy J [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Crimmins]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Andrews, William L [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Canceled: Open forum with 

Hitchcock Room, Stone Center 

Start: 2/14/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2011 9:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

VC Research candidate 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Crimmins, Michael T; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Andrews, William L; Owen, Bobbi A 

Link to CV: 

http://provost.unc.edu/announcements/open-positions/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/7/2011 10:03:34 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN--Tmchale]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Open forum with , VC Research candidate 

Pleasants Family Room, Wilson Library 

Start: 2/22/2011 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/22/2011 9:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Andrews, William L; Crimmins, Michael T; Owen, Bobbi A 

Link to CV: 

http://provost.unc.ed u/announcements/open-positions/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

2/14/2011 3:17:19 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Fortune, 

Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Elizabeth B, Fortune (efortune)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; May, James 

W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jmay]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Subject: SADs Meeting 

Location: South - 205 

Start: 2/14/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Crimmins, Michael T; Fortune, Elizabeth; Hartlyn, Jonathan; May, James W Jr; McHale, Tammy J; 

Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Gil, Karen M 

Due to the cancelation of today’s Open Forum (for the VC for Research search), SADs will meet for 30 minutes 

this afternoon. 

Thanks, 
Jessica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

2/14/2011 4:00:38 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; McHale, Tammy J [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Crimmins]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Canceled: CLOSED SESSION: Council of Chairs 

271 Hamilton Hall 

Start: 3/14/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/15/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Crimmins, Michael T; Andrews, William L; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A 

Per John Pickles the March meeting of Council of Chairs is a closed meeting. The April meeting which was to be a closed 

meeting, is now an open meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

2/16/2011 1:34:08 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Subject: 

Location: Coldstone Creamery 

Start: 2/23/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 2/23/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Lindemann, Erika; Owen, Bobbi A; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/16/2011 6:03:27 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula Leaving @ 2pm- 

UNC Eye clinic 

2/22/2011 5:00:00 AM 

2/23/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hoist, Laurie C; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Owen, Bobbi A; Medlin, Randy W; Demetriou, Cynthia; Lindemann, Erika; 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/16/2022 6:22:53 PM 

Cynthia leaving at 2:30pm- 

2/16/2022 5:00:00 AM 

2/17/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/16/2011 9:29:22 PM 

Cannon, Carolyn C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Carolyn C. Cannon (ccannon)] 

Meet w/Carolyn 

Steele 3011 

2/24/2011 8:00:00 PM 

2/24/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Cannon, Carolyn C. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

2/21/2011 2:59:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

ASPSA Subcommittee Meeting 

3020 Steele 

Start: 2/25/2011 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 

843-9133 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

2/21/2011 3:00:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

ASPSA Subcommittee 

Writing Center Tour 

Start: 3/16/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/16/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 

843-9133 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

2/21/2011 3:00:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ASPSA Subcommittee 

Location: TBA 

Start: 3/23/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/23/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 

843-9133 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

2/21/2011 3:01:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ASPSA Subcomittee Mtg 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 3/25/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/25/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 

843-9133 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/22/2011 5:19:28 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Brade, Laura Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradele]; Cannon, Carolyn C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Carolyn C. Cannon 

(ccannon)]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; DeSaix, Jean [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jdesaix]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, 

Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Payne, 

Ed [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Edpayne]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk]; Tiani, Domenic J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tiani] 

Meeting-see below 

Steele 3020 

2/28/2011 2:00:00 PM 

2/28/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Brade, Laura Elizabeth; Cannon, Carolyn C.; Demetriou, Cynthia; DeSaix, Jean; Goodman, Paula; Holst, Laurie C; 

Lindemann, Erika; Medlin, Randy W; Owen, Bobbi A; Payne, Ed; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas 

J; Spurt, Kim Weaver; Tiani, Domenic J 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 3/3/2011 2:48:18 PM 

Subject: Carolyn Cannon calling 

Start: 3/3/2011 6:30:00 PM 

End: 3/3/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

3/8/2011 1:12:32 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 3/14/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/15/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Closed session of Council of Chairs today, F¥1. 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Crimmins, Michael T; Andrews, William L; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A 

Original Message ..... 

> From: John Pickles [mailto:jpickles@emai/.unc~edu] 

> Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 2:48 PM 

> To: Chairs of Departments and Curricula 

> Subject: [dptcrchairs] Council of Chairs March and April meetings 

> 

> Fellow Chairs, 

> 

> MARCH 14 2011 COUNCIL OF CHAIRS MEETING: 

>TOPIC: CLOSED MEETING OF THE CHAIRS 

> 271 Hamilton Hall 

> 12.30-2.00pm 

> Lunch provided 

> 

> Agenda: 

> Election of next year’s associate chair. 

> Topics for next year. 

> Discussion of issues: 

> --I have been asked to allow one pressing issue to be raised. 

>This one may take some time to discuss. To ensure that we have time to discuss all pertinent issues you 

want to raise, if you have items for discussion, please send me a brief note as to topic and the length of time 

you think each will take. 

> 

> 

> APRIL 11 COUNCIL OF CHAIRS: 

>TOPIC: ITAND ONLINE SERVICES WITH ITS, OEE, AND HR. 

> 12.30-1.50pm 

> 271 Hamilton Hall. 



> Lunch provided 

> 

>The panelists who can attend are, I think, Larry Conrad (and perhaps a colleague), Ann Penn from OEE, and 

Dave Turner and Theresa Silsbey (schedule allowing) from HR. 

> GRADUATE SCHOOL ONLINE APPLICATIONS 

> The Graduate School issue has turned in a slightly different direction. 

> BevTaylor and I, along with others, will meet with Steve Matson and his staff separately in the coming 

weeks and report back to the Council of Chairs. 

> 

> Best wishes, 

>John 

> Dr. John Pickles 

> Earl N. Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 

> Chair, Department of Geography 

> 205 Saunders Hall 

> The University of North Carolina 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

> 

> Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 

> Fax: 919-962-1537 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/11/2022 2:28:18 PM 

Geeta Leaving at 3pm- 

3/11/2022 5:00:00 AM 

3/12/2022 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/16/2011 3:08:06 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

ASPSA-subcommittee (not required to attend) 

102 Abernethy 

Start: 4/4/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 4/4/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/16/2011 3:08:06 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

ASPSA-subcommittee (not required to attend) 

102 Abernethy 

Start: 3/24/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/24/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

3/17/2011 2:53:00 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Laurie 

Location: 9 am 

Start: 3/23/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/24/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

3/17/2011 3:57:43 PM 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; May, James W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jmay]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Stadler, 

Stephanie C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sstadler] 

Karen this week 

3/28/2011 4:00:00 AM 

4/2/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Crimmins, Michael T; Hartlyn, Jonathan; May, James W Jr; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Reid, Dee; Clarke, Tiffany D; Stadler, Stephanie C. 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2011 4:35:18 PM 

Subject: 

Location: TBA 

Start: 4/4/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/4/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/29/2011 4:39:50 PM 

Subject: Owen at 8:45 

Location: Off Campus 

Start: 4/1/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/1/2011 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

3/30/2011 8:15:47 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

A&S Foundation Board Meeting 

The Great Room; Top of the Hill 

Start: 4/27/2012 12:30:00 PM 

End: 4/27/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Andrews, William L; Crimmins, Michael T; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 

FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 2012: PLENARY SESSION 

THE GREAT ROOM ATTHE TOP OFTHE HILL 

8:30 AM 

9:15 AM 

WELCOME AND CALL TO ORDER 

FACULTY PRESENTATION 

HANDS-ON HUMANITIES: FIELDWORK, FOOD, AND ART 

INTRODUCTIONS AND APPROVAL OF THE M INUTES 

JIM ALEXANDRE 

BERNIE HERMAN, 

GEORGE B. TINDALL 

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR 

IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 

JIM ALEXANDRE 

9:30 AM 

10:15AM 

I0:30 AM 

REPORT OF THE FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEES 

REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE 

REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND 

COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE 

BREAK 

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN PLANNING 

LOYAL WILSON 

CATHY BRYSON 

MUNROE COBEY 

KAREN GIL 

JAMES MAY 

12:00 PM ANNOUNCEMENTS AND ADJOURNMENT JIM ALEXANDRE 



Schedule and RE: A&S FW: Fall and 

Agenda Spring 2... Foundation Boar... Spring Board Me... 

3/30/2_011: Per Jamie May. JVP 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/4/2011 12:31:00 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Owen 

Start: 4/5/2011 12:00:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

Sent: 4/5/2011 12:42:46 PM 

Subject: Meet w/Carolyn 

Start: 4/6/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 4/6/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Reinvention Center <reinven~ion@mimni,edu~; 

Monday, May 9, 2011 11:35 AM 

Subje~: Reinven~on Exec Boaxd Conference Call - Wed, May 11 at 2pm (EST) 

[)~-_~ar Members of the Board, 

Please see the dial-in instructions [:or the conference cal~ scheduled [:or this Wednesda% May lIth at 2:00PM 
Dia b h~: {877} 322-965~ 

Enter Code when prompted: 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions. 

Best: reg~rds, 

Dev~ka 

USA Toll-Free: (87~322-9654 
HOST CODE: PARTICIPANT CODE: 

[ .................... ..................... 
Dev~ka M~k~er 

Assistant Director, The Reinvent~on Center 

Executive Assistant to the Senior V~ce Provost and 

Dean of Undergraduate Education 

U nivers~:y of M h~ m~ 

reirwendon@miarnLedu 

Dear Members of the Board, 

Based on the majority of participants’ availabilit% the Executive Board conference call is scheduled for Wednesday, NaT l~th at 2pro [Eastern}. ~ apologize to 
anyone whose schedule we are unable to accommodate. 

A meeting agenda and dial-in instructions will follow in the next 2 weeks. 

Best regards, 

Devika 

Devika Milner 

Assistant Director, The Reinvention Center 

Executive Assistant to the Senior Vice Provost and 

Dean of Undergraduate Education 

University of Miami 

(305) 284-3998 

reinvention @miami.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JVPASION] 

4/28/2011 7:44:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; May, James 

W Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jmay]; 

Faulkner, Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhfaulkn]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Andrews, William L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Lang, 

Andrew [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alang] 

SADs Meeting 

South - 205 

8/16/2010 7:00:00 PM 

8/16/2010 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/16/2010 until 2/20/2012. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Andrews, William L; Hartlyn, Jonathan; May, James W Jr; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee; Faulkner, 

Betsy; Lang, Andrew; Crimmins, Michael T 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/9/2011 11:34:01 AM 

Candice-Vacation 

5/9/2011 4:00:00 AM 
5/10/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/11/2011 12:55:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta out 

Location: malaysia 

Start: 6/27/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/21/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

5/13/2011 12:14:20 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; McHale, Tammy J [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Crimmins]; 

Clemmons, Jason [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jclem]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--RbwilI] 

HOLD for interview with Executive Director candidate 

South - 205 

5/17/2011 8:15:00 PM 

5/17/2011 9:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Crimmins, Michael T; Clemmons, Jason; Owen, Bobbi A; Williams, Rebecca B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TCLARKE] 

5/13/2011 12:15:25 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; 

Clemmons, Jason [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jclem]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Williams, Rebecca B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RbwilI] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Executive Director candidate 

South - 205 

Start: 5/18/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/18/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Crimmins, Michael T; Clemmons, Jason; Owen, Bobbi A; Williams, Rebecca B 

UPDATE 5/18: No chan~;es; only resending to repopulate Bobbi’s calendar with this entry - it got deleted somehow. 

Please brin~; your own copy of cv and interview questions (attached below) to the meeting;. 

Search Committee 

application.pdf Interview Questi... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/16/2011 4:04:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Subject: Meet wj and Lee 

Start: 5/17/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 5/17/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required May, Lee Y 

Attendees: 

Lee is going to introduce you to 

minutes, just you and her. 

You may also to meet individually with Lee is also going to need 15 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/17/2011 3:49:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-Doctor appt. in around 11 

Start: 5/17/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/18/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/17/2011 3:58:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Carolyn Cannon 

Start: 5/23/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

5/19/2011 5:10:54 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Randy off using comp 

Outside 

5/20/2011 4:00:00 AM 

5/21/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula; Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

5/19/2011 5:11:45 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Randy using 2.5 comp 

Gone 

5/19/2011 4:00:00 AM 

5/20/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Bobbi Owen; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/23/2011 3:49:33 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Powell, Candice 

Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula- Leaving at 12:15- 

5/24/2011 4:00:00 AM 

5/25/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Medlin, Randy W; Demetriou, Cynthia; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; 

Menon, Geeta; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/24/2011 2:03:14 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

End-of-Year Lunch: Karen & Bobbi 

Carolina Inn (Will leave from South Bldg after meeting RE: Internships) 

Start: 6/24/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 6/24/2011 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 

Table #62 has been reserved, under Karen Gil. Account 6-68513 will be charged. 

Your Carolina end of year 

CrossRoads Res... lunches 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/24/2011 7:16:17 PM 

Subject: Lynn Roundtree 

Location: Daily Grind 

Start: 6/3/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 6/3/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/24/2011 7:22:49 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Andrews, 

William L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Pasion, Jessica [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jvpasion]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

New Faculty Orientation 

Hyde Hall, University Room 

8/22/2011 1:30:00 PM 

8/22/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; McHale, Tammy J; Andrews, William L; Pasion, Jessica; Crimmins, Michael T; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, 

Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/25/2011 11:46:35 AM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Paula 

6/14/2011 4:00:00 AM 

6/15/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

will be in around 11 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hoist, Laurie C; Medlin, Randy W; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Owen, Bobbi A; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu); Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

5/25/2011 4:06:37 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Aldrich, Howard E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)]; Andrews, William L 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wandrews]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Crimmins, Michael T I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Kier, William M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BilIkier]; Kramer, Lloyd S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lloyd S Kramer 

(Ikramer)]; Lysle, Donald T I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle (dlysle)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Taylor, Beverly W 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Dean’s Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

9/7/2011 5:30:00 PM 

9/7/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Aldrich, Howard E; Andrews, William L; Clarke, Tiffany D; Crimmins, Michael T; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Kier, William M; 

Kramer, Lloyd S; Lysle, Donald T; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Taylor, Beverly W; 

Woodard, Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RMEDLIN] 

5/26/2011 5:08:06 PM 

Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Owenbob] 

Randy on Vacation 

Unknown 

6/22/2011 4:00:00 AM 

6/25/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Medlin, Randy W; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2011 6:34:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Alice Ammerman @ Foster’s 

Start: 7/29/2011 1:30:00 PM 

End: 7/29/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2011 7:43:45 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Medlin, Randy W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmedlin]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Lindemann, Erika 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Paula-vacation 

Start: 6/15/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/18/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Hoist, Laurie C; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Medlin, Randy W; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Owen, Bobbi A; Menon, Geeta; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/25/2011 3:14:50 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Paula leaving at Noon- 

Mebane 

11/3/2011 4:00:00 AM 

11/4/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Hoist, Laurie C; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu); Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/25/2011 7:55:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Meet to discuss Medical Humanities 

Steele 3011 

11/7/2011 8:00:00 PM 

11/7/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/26/2011 2:34:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Henshaw, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhenshaw] 

Meeting w/Bob Henshaw to discuss course support issues 

Steele 3011 

11/11/2011 3:00:00 PM 

11/11/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Henshaw, Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/26/2011 2:41:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CPSC 

Location: 103 Campus Y 

Start: 11/1/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hello everyone, 

Thanks for your Doodle responses. The best time next week to reschedule the Classroom Policy Steering Committee 
meeting is Tuesday, November Ist from 2-3pm. Please mark your calendars. I will be in touch later in the week with 

further details, including the location, agenda, and minutes from the last meeting. 

Thanks again, 

-Andrew 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/26/2011 5:43:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard] 

Course Substitutions Discussion 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/11/2011 7:00:00 PM 
End: 11/11/2011 8:00:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Required Woodard, Harold 

Attendees: 

Holding for meeting to discuss course substitutions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/26/2011 7:21:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

HOLIDAY Luncheon At Carolina Club with UE Heads 

Carolina Club 

Start: 12/16/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/27/2011 12:19:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen in London 

Location: Miami 

Start: 1/19/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/21/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/28/2011 12:09:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Laurie- 

Start: 10/28/2011 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/29/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/28/2011 3:49:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bowman and Gordon Gray 

Steele 3020 

Start: 11/28/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/28/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/28/2011 4:51:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta , @8am. in shortly after 

Start: 10/31/2011 4:00:00 AM 
End: 11/1/2011 4:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/31/2011 12:15:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Portuguese Consortium with Bill Andrews 

South 205 

Start: 10/31/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 10/31/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/31/2011 12:42:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS ICN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi & Karen 

Karen’s Office 

10/31/2011 6:30:00 PM 

10/31/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu 

Re: Call for SADs 

Meeting Agenda ... 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 31,2011 8:39 AM 

Pasion, Jessica <jvpasion@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Call for SADs Meeting Agenda Items 

Thanks. If no other agenda items appear and Karen decides to cancel, this could wait. I’d really like a few minutes with her today or tomorrow as I leave Wednesday 

early am for UCLA through the end of the week - and then will not travel anylnore for a bit! 

B. 

On 10/’31/2011 8:37 AM, Pasion, Jessica wrote: 

You got it! 

Jessica Pasion 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 

From= Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2011 8:35 Alvl 

To= Pasion, Jessica 
Subject= Re: Call for SADs Meeting Agenda Items 

Will you put Certificate in Photography on the agenda, please? 

Bobbi 

On 10/31/2011 8:34 AM, Pasion, Jessica wrote: 

Good morning, 

Please submit any agenda items for today’s meeting by 1pro, if possible. Currently, there are no items on the agenda. 

Thanks, 

Jessica 

j~iI J ~ Description: Ha ppy Hall ..... JJessica Pasion 
Executive Assistant to the Dean 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences, Dean’s Office 

205 South Building 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-1165 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, an@ 

Hiohael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Ni__ 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Nndergraduate Education, an@ 

Michael R. McW~ugh DJsLinguished Prefesso~ of DramaLic A~t 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

21~ East Ca~’eron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7’7’73 

FAX: 919 843-6bb7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/31/2011 2:41:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: EPAC 

Location: 105 South Building 

Start: 11/22/2011 i:30:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/31/2011 8:27:15 PM 

Michael Strader 

11/1/2011 I:00:00 PM 

11/1/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/1/2011 12:53:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCMANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May 

Start: 11/1/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/1/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/1/2011 1:15:23 PM 

Hold for Owen 

11/23/2011 7:00:00 PM 

11/23/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/2/2011 3:54:26 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Menon, Geeta; Holst, 

Laurie C; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Lindemann, Erika 

Paula-vacation 

home 

11/4/2011 4:00:00 AM 

11/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Menon, Geeta; Hoist, Laurie C; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu); Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/2/2011 7:56:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Harold Woodard 25 years luncheon 

Carolina Club 

Start: 11/9/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/9/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/2/2011 7:59:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Linda Dykstra 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/7/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/7/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/3/2011 3:37:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Lee May 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/7/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/7/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/7/2011 1:55:51 PM 

Hold for Owen 

11/7/2011 9:00:00 PM 

11/7/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LDCON RAD] 

11/7/2011 7:31:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Seitz, Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Johnson, Megan Abbot Marshall 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Meganja]; 

McAuliffe, Samantha Lea [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Smcaulif]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Broach, Jena Marie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbroach]; Howell, 

Diane F. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DfhowelI]; Eubanks, Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sthurman]; 

Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch]; Brody, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Carney, Bruce William [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bruce]; Jones, Don 

Edward Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donje]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Mann, Richard L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rlmann]; Malone, 

Brenda Richardson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bmalone]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland] 

Lunch Meeting - ConnectCarolina Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

307 South Building 

11/28/2011 5:00:00 PM 

11/28/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Blanchard, Bob; Bland, Jerri; Broach, Jena Marie; Brody, Matt; Carney, Bruce William; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; 

Goodman, Paula; Hepp, Don; Howell, Diane F.; Johnson, Megan Abbot Marshall; Jones, Don Edward Jr; Malone, 

Brenda Richardson; Mann, Richard L; McAuliffe, Samantha Lea; Owen, Bobbi A; Pinkney, Dwayne L; Seitz, Kevin 

Thurman, Stephanie J 

All, 

This meeting is being rescheduled from 11/11. 

ITS will be providing lunch, and I will be sending out a menu prior to the meeting. 

Thanks, 

Diane 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/7/2011 9:28:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; ’Kaplan, Roger Jay’ [kaplan@unc.edu]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

First Year Guide 

Steele 3011 

11/18/2011 4:00:00 PM 
11/18/2011 4:30:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y; ’Kaplan, Roger Jay’; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/8/2011 3:58:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Ad Boards discussion 

Steele 3011 

11/8/2011 5:30:00 PM 

11/8/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/8/2011 6:26:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Ad Boards Carolina Club 

Carolina Club 

12/13/2011 9:30:00 PM 

12/13/2011 11:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Holst, Laurie C; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=GTAYLOR] 

11/8/2011 6:52:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

lunch 

tbd 

11/29/2011 4:30:00 PM 
11/29/2011 6:00:00 PM 
Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/10/2011 1:34:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Stallings, Megan Brooke [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Megan Brooke Stallings (mstall)] 

Spano, Daniel Urban [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dspano]; Wright, Doug [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dewright]; Holst, Ronald Paul [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pholst]; ’LtCol Daniel 

U. Spano, USMC’ [dspano@email.unc.edu]; ’LtCol Daniel U. Spano, USMC’ [dspano@ad.unc.edu] 

Meeting Military Science and Dean Owen 

Steele 3011 

12/15/2011 6:30:00 PM 

12/15/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Stallings, Megan Brooke 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/10/2011 5:14:35 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Mtg in DC 

Crystal City Hilton through Sat. 

Start: 11/7/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/8/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/10/2011 9:20:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

End of Semester Breakfast Nick and Bobbi 

Carolna Inn- Crossroads 

12/14/2011 1:30:00 PM 

12/14/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/11/2011 1:03:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-vacation 

Start: 11/11/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/12/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/11/2011 4:19:55 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Karen Stone’s Art Show 

Carrboro Town Hall from 6-9 

Start: 12/9/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 12/9/2011 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/13/2011 7:20:43 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Spanish court costume 

Hanes Art Center at 5:30 

Start: 11/17/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 11/17/2011 Ii:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Dinner following at C Inn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/14/2011 2:47:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

PUCP Visit 

3009 FedEx Global Education Center 

Start: 11/29/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 11/29/2011 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/14/2011 9:03:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

New Accounting Tech ( Christian Lincoln) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 11/23/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/23/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/14/2011 9:29:52 PM 

Subject: Teaching Awards Luncheon 

Location: 039 JCUE 

Start: 12/8/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/14/2011 10:16:21 PM 

Subject: Deb Jones re IND St. 

Location: Phone 

Start: 11/17/2011 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/17/2011 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/15/2011 12:56:22 AM 

Subject: Dinner for Costume Shop 

Location: Adamson’s 

Start: 12/8/2011 

End: 12/8/2011 i:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/16/2011 3:26:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Teaching Awards Banquet-6pm 

Carolina Club 

Start: 4/26/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/26/2012 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/16/2011 6:40:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick -Vacation 

Start: 11/21/2011 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/17/2011 12:40:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Paula    appt (Chapel Hill) at 9, leaving at 8:30 

Chapel Hill 

11/21/2011 5:00:00 AM 
11/22/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Bobbi Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/17/2011 1:47:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Jim Leloudis 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/23/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/23/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/17/2011 1:49:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Jim Leloudis 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/14/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/17/2011 4:18:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Dr. Eke 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/17/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/17/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Study re: Academic Plan 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/17/2011 7:56:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Fire Alarm Testing 

Start: 12/7/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/8/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/17/2011 8:14:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCMANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOT 

Start: 9/26/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/18/2011 1:46:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Hitchcock Room/Stone Center 

Start: 11/18/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2011 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

[facultycouncil] 

Faculty Council t... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faculty Governance 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 1:27 PM 

The li~cultycouncil mailing list <facultycouncil@lisiserv.unc.edu-~ 

Biddle, Andrea K <andrea.biddle@unc.edw~; Reznick, Steve <reznick@emaJ3.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <rbaddour@email.~mc.edw~; 
Oilland, Wendell G <wendell gilla~d@unc.edu>; Jm~en, Kenneth R <l~janken@email.unc.edtc~; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@emaAl.unc.edu>; Chapmar~ Mimi V < mimi@e~na~l.nnc.edu:>; WaJ1, Aimee N. <wall@sog.unc.edu>; Saunders, Melissa L 

<msaunde@e~nail.unc.edu>; Band, Lawrence E <lba~d@email.unc.edu:>; Bm~rmn, Jamie <jbartmm@email.unc.edu>; Cocla~is, Peter A 

<coclanis@unc.edu> 

[facul~conncil] Faculty Council this Friday, 11/18 

Dear Faculty Council members and speakers, 

Just a reminder that Faculty Council will meet this Friday, November 18, 2011, from 3:00 to 5:00 pm in the Hitchcock Room at the Stone Center. Refreshments will 

be available beginning at 2:30 pm, so feel free to come a few minutes early to eat a bite and mingle with your colleagues. 

The agenda and all reports and documents for the meeting are online here. Please pay special attention to the proposal for a "Water in Our World" campus theme 

for 20:12-:13/20:13-:14, as that will be the major topic of around-the-tables discussion on Friday. 

Also, just to remind you, we’re using a new seating plan this year, which we’ve slightly tweaked for the coming meeting. Council members please sit at the tables, 

and leave the chairs around the fringe of the room for our speakers and various other members of the university community who will attend. 

So far no one has submitted any advance questions for the chancellor and provost, but you could add some today or tomorrow if you’d like by going to our ._F__a___c__u__[_t_y__. 

Council Sakai forum here. 

And let me again note that we’re still seeking respondents for future regular committee reports that will pick up again this month. You can sign t,p at our Google 

spreadsheet here. All a "respondent" does is read the report carefully ahead of time in order to come up with a good initial question for the person presenting the 

report. It’s not a hard job, but will help get discussion going. 

Finally, if you cannot be there Friday, please let Katie know: ._K___a__t_!__e__T___u___r__n___e__r___@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_. If you’ve already written to either me or her, no need to write in again. 

See you Friday, 

Anne 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

facul .tycouncil as: tilthnv cl~Jke@unc.edu. ’I’o unsubscribe send a blank 

ema~l to !._e_a_5:.e_ -_:_3_.Q .2_~2_!_~_0_.-_ 3__5_.8_ .4__7. __1__!_ .2_: .4__6_._b_.c_L3:.i4_..3_ ~ _5_~_.1__4_. _e_.e__c_.l_ .4__c_g8__l..2_ .e__d_. ~a_._b_..8_~._4_..4_ .b2~il_i_~. _t_~..e_!.?_t :._u_!~ ~_:@_..u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2011 2:46:08 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/27/2011 5:00:00 AM 
12/28/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2011 2:46:31 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/28/2011 5:00:00 AM 
12/29/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2011 2:46:44 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/29/2011 5:00:00 AM 
12/30/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/18/2011 9:22:00 PM 

Subject: Andrea Biddle 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 11/30/2011 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

11/22/2011 2:43:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Erika 

Ad Boards Briefing 

11/28/2011 8:00:00 PM 

11/28/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/22/2011 3:52:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Minority Male Success 

Carolina Inn AM, then Steele Building; 

Start: 1/27/2012 I:00:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

8:30 am breakfast, closing remarks at 12:45. Done by 1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/22/2011 4:16:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ASP candidate- 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 11/29/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/29/2011 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/22/2011 4:17:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ASP candidate- 

Start: 11/30/2011 4:30:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/22/2011 4:18:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ASP candidate- 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 12/1/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/1/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

Sent: 11/27/2011 3:23:15 PM 

Subject: for C Shop dinner 

Start: 12/7/2011 11:00:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2011 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Crisp, Winston B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WBCRISP] 

11/28/2011 3:29:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Shuford, Bettina C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bettina C Shuford 

(bcshufor)] 

Lunch Meeting with Vice Chancellor Winston Crisp and Doctors Bettina Shuford, Karen Gil and Bobbi Owen 

101 Carr Conference Room 

12/15/2011 5:00:00 PM 

12/15/2011 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Shuford, Bettina C.; Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/28/2011 7:32:50 PM 

Subject: Breakfast with Jerri Bland 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 12/1/2011 12:30:00 PM 

End: 12/1/2011 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/28/2011 9:45:20 PM 

Travel to Global Ed 

11/29/2011 3:00:00 PM 

11/29/2011 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/28/2011 10:14:26 PM 

Subject: Hold for Gray meeting 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 12/14/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/29/2011 1:52:35 PM 

Erika for afters 

11/29/2011 i0:00:00 PM 

11/29/2011 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2011 2:17:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

Campus Y 103 

Start: 12/2/2011 3:00:00 PM 

End: 12/2/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/29/2011 4:09:43 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Brade, Laura Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradele]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)] 

Paula- appt. Leaving at 12:30 

Graham 

1/3/2012 5:00:00 AM 

1/4/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Holst, Laurie C; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Brade, Laura Elizabeth; Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/29/2011 10:06:56 PM 

Signing Letters 

11/30/2011 7:30:00 PM 

11/30/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/30/2011 3:57:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Connect Carolina Meeting 

Location: 307 South 

Start: 12/20/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/30/2011 5:36:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Phone call wj 

Steele 3010 

( calling my line) 

12/2/2011 2:00:00 PM 

12/2/2011 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/30/2011 9:37:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

EPC 

CAS - Steele 3020 

4/25/2012 i:00:00 PM 

4/25/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/30/2011 9:37:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

EPC 

CAS - Steele 3020 

3/21/2012 i:00:00 PM 

3/21/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/30/2022 9:37:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

EPC 

CAS - Steele 3020 

2/22/2012 2:00:00 PM 

2/22/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/30/2011 9:37:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

EPC 

CAS - Steele 3020 

1/25/2012 2:00:00 PM 

1/25/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/2/2011 12:49:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Angle, O, Ray [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rayangle] 

Angle/Career Services 

3011 Steele Building 

12/16/2011 7:00:00 PM 

12/16/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Angle, O, Ray 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/2/2011 1:55:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Co-star 

Location: Drama 

Start: 1/10/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday from 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/3/2011 4:44:55 PM 

Subject: Drama for CoStar 

Location: Drama 

Start: 12/9/2011 i:00:00 PM 

End: 12/9/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/5/2011 3:01:08 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 12/14/2011 5:30:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2011 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/5/2011 4:08:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

May/Owen 

Steele 3011 

12/7/2011 2:30:00 PM 
12/7/2011 2:45:00 PM 
Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

12/6/2011 2:59:08 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Laurie 

Start: 12/22/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/23/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

12/6/2011 3:00:21 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Laurie 

Start: 12/27/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/28/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/6/2011 7:31:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Costume Shop Holiday Party 

Costume Shop 

Start: 12/13/2011 6:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Dear PRC, 

Come one come all to the costume shop’s holiday extravaganza! You’re invited to join us December 13th at 2:30 PH in 
the shop for refreshments and good cheer. Please feel free to bring any treat your heart desires. The graduate students 
will have some of their projects from this semester on display for all to admire! (Attn tech production students: We will 
clear space for you to display any projects as well if you wish, Just let Leah or Kelly know,) We hope to see you all there! 

Happy Holidays! 
the costume shop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/6/2011 8:33:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Phone Meeting w. Darv Johnson from Alumni Magazine 

Calling Paula’s line 

Start: 12/8/2011 7:00:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2011 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Goodman, Paula 

Attendees: 

Bobbi, 

I am writing a story for the alumni review on the Honor Code; Jay Smith suggested I speak with you. I am 
trying to get a sense of the code’s pros and cons from the admini strator/faculty/student perspectives. Do you 
have time for 20 minute phone conversation on this subject in the next week or so? 

Thank you, 
Darv Johnson 
919 933 9161 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/7/2011 4:15:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Requirement Term 

Steele 3011 

12/12/2011 8:00:00 PM 

12/12/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/7/2011 8:39:40 PM 

Robertson Selection 

4/2/2012 4:00:00 AM 

4/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/7/2011 9:07:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: PRAC 

Location: 200B Cart Bldg 

Start: 12/8/2011 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/8/2011 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/8/2011 2:30:15 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Winston House Advisory Group 

205 South Bldg 

Start: 1/11/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 1/11/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Owen, Leloudis, Miles, Hartlyn, Strauss 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/8/2011 3:03:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Monthly meeting (Steve/Bobbi) 

Steele 3011 

12/16/2011 3:15:00 PM 

12/16/2011 4:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/8/2011 7:28:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Paula - People Admin Training at Friday Center 9-12noon, leaving around 8:40am 

Friday Center 

1/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

1/7/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Hoist, Laurie C; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Sheilds 

Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/8/2011 7:36:41 PM 

Hold for UCC at 8:45 

1/10/2012 I:30:00 PM 

1/10/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

12/8/2011 7:39:41 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Holst, 

Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: 

Location: Vacation day 

Start: 1/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/7/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J (nick_siedentop@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/8/2011 9:49:18 PM 

Subject: Loudermilk 6th floor 

Location: meet the coach 

Start: 12/9/2011 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/9/2011 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2011 12:36:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Laurie- 

Start: 12/9/2011 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/10/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/12/2011 3:59:23 PM 

Hold for Owen 

12/16/2011 8:00:00 PM 

12/16/2011 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/12/2011 6:51:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for DUS 

Location: Toy Lounge 

Start: 1/31/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/31/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Faulkner, Betsy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=BH FAU LKN] 

12/12/2011 10:25:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

UE Support 

Steele 

12/13/2011 7:30:00 PM 

12/13/2011 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/13/2011 1:29:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Operational EACC (Confirmed) 

Steele 3020 

Start: 1/19/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/19/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/13/2011 9:17:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- 

Start: 12/14/2011 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/15/2011 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/14/2011 2:47:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Holst]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Siedentop, Nicholas J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem] 

Subject: Paula 

Location: 

Start: 12/19/2011 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/20/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika; Hoist, Laurie C; Siedentop, Nicholas J; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/14/2011 6:09:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Kirschner, Jeanne [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kirschner, Jeanne]; 

Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Pukkila, 

Patricia J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Woody Coley [coley@robertsonscholars.org]; Bickford, Donna 

M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor] 

’Jeanne Kirschner’ [kirschner@robertsonscholars.org] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Undergraduate Education Deans Luncheon ( Brown Bag) 

CAS - Steele 3020 

1/11/2012 5:00:00 PM 

1/11/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Monthly 

the second Wednesday of every 1 month from 12:00 PM to 1:30 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia; Kirschner, Jeanne; Leloudis, James L; Lindemann, Erika; May, Lee Y; Pukkila, Patricia J; Reznick, 

Steve; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Woodard, Harold; Woody Coley; Bickford, Donna M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hoist, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HOLST] 

12/15/2011 4:41:42 PM 

Holst, Laurie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Holst] 

Subject: Laurie Appt 

Location: 11:15 am 

Start: 1/10/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/11/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: I/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: I/7/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/15/2011 7:14:59 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/15/2011 9:37:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Owen/Derickson Bi-weekly Meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/3/2012 6:00:00 PM 

1/3/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2011 1:18:10 PM 

1/18/2012 5:00:00 AM 
1/19/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/16/2011 7:02:10 PM 

Subject: Summer Reading 

Location: SASB 

Start: 1/11/2012 i0:30:00 PM 

End: 1/12/2012 

Show Time As: Busy 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6:38:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meet w/ 

Steele 3011 

( running for Student Body President) 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

5:00:00 PM 

5:30:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/23/2012 7:25:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Nominating Committee 

Campus Y 207 

Start: 2/9/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/9/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/23/2012 7:25:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Nominating Committee 

Campus Y 207 

Start: 2/6/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
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It is my view that most of us engaged in education at our nation’s leading research universities focus our attention upon the wrong issues. These 

universities are wondrously complex institutions that defy easy analysis or understanding. We therefore tend to concentrate upon their most 

visible components, such as scientific research, star professors, state-of-the-art facilities and technology, economic development, international 

impact, and football and basketball teams. 

It has become a clich@ that American universities are the best in the world. This claim, while valid in important dimensions, can lead to 
complacency and neglect of serious problems. 

Much of our international reputation is based upon two outstanding features of American universities: unrelenting commitment to an atmosphere 

of free and open inquiry, and excellence in scientific research. These twin advantages attract the best talent from around the world to American 
universities, not only to our graduate programs but increasingly to our undergraduate colleges as well. 

In other aspects of our enterprise, however, we find ourselves hard-pressed. Our funding model, first of all, is under severe duress. States have 

repeatedly reduced their support of public universities, most severely in the past five years, a disinvestment that now threatens to erode their 

quality and competitiveness. 
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Some public universities have understandably attempted to make up the deficit in state support by raising undergraduate tuition aggressively and 

increasing the proportion of out-of-state students. But this strategy undermines the public mission of providing access, creates anger in the state, 
meets resistance in the legislature, and has now attracted the attention of the White House. As states have shifted the burden of paying for 

college from their general funds to students and their families, the perception has grown that higher education, once seen as a public good, has 

become a private interest. And these coping mechanisms, if continued, will lead to general deterioration in the quality of undergraduate 

education, the very part of our universities that depends most upon state support. 

At private universities, tuition and fees plus room and board have, in some cases, reached $55,000 per year. Although most students do not pay 

that full cost, and though generous financial aid policies and endowment spending have actually brought down the real costs for the average 

student over the past five years, a degree carrying a price tag of weN over $200,000 creates automatic sticker shock in the public. It also raises 

real questions about whether we have been paying enough attention to holding down expenses. 

The airwaves are rife with predictions of disruptive change coming to the economic model of higher education. It is no wonder that parents 

paying and borrowing for a college education steer their children toward practical majors that seem to promise instant employment, and 

discourage them from studying the liberal arts and sciences in pursuit of a well-balanced education. A private interest in education today means a 

purely economic one. 

From this inversion of values flows our second problem: a redefinition of the purpose of undergraduate education. Fifty years ago, when I started 
college, there was a widely shared view in America that the purpose of a college education was to prepare students to become educated citizens 

capable of contributing to society. College was in the public interest because it gave graduates an understanding of the world and developed 

their critical faculties. 

Today, many Americans believe that the sole purpose of going to college is to get a job -- any job. The governors of Texas and Florida are quite 

clear on this point, and draw the corollaries that college should be cheap and vocational, even when delivered at major research universities like 

the Universities of Texas and Florida. A university education is more than ever seen as strictly utilitarian. The reasons are clear: a) as more 
students and families pay a large share of the costs, they naturally want a ready return on their investment; b) the most desirable jobs in this 

highly competitive job market require a college degree; and c) the gap in lifetime earnings between college and high school degree holders is 

huge. 

Today, as many Americans hold a purely instrumentalist view of undergraduate education, they want a detailed accounting of its value. Hence 

our third problem: close public scrutiny and political accountability. Parents want to know, what did my daughter learn, and how does it contribute 

to her career? State legislatures want to know: what is the graduation rate at our university? How many undergraduate students do faculty 

members teach? And much more. 

These questions put us in an uncomfortable position, because in some cases we do not know the answers, and in others we know them but do 

not like them. Many of us have eschewed the use of instruments assessing the value of general education, particularly at our major universities. 

We have, often for good reason, lacked confidence that such instruments are reliable measures of the value of a research university education, 

particularly if they are based on a one-size-fits-aN approach. 

However, given the level of scrutiny and skepticism in the public and in state houses, research universities need to take this issue seriously. 

The professionalization of the professoriate has been crucially beneficial for research and graduate training at many institutions, but at most large 

universities, it has been problematic for undergraduate education. Several recent studies, some fiawed but still indicative, have revealed that a 

significant percentage of students do not improve their critical thinking and writing much at all in the first two years of college. This should come 

as no surprise, given the dearth of small classes requiring active participation and intellectual interaction. 

Too many students are adrift in a sea of courses having little to do with one another. Many courses, even at the upper division level, have no 

prerequisites, and many require no debate or public speaking or the writing of papers that receive close attention and correction. A student’s 

curriculum is a m~lange of courses drawn almost haphazardly from dozens of discrete academic departments. And there is substantial evidence 

that students are fleeing demanding majors in favor of easier ones that have the added lure of appearing to promise immediate access to jobs. 

The combination of drastic state disinvestment in public universities, student careerism, and pedagogical failings of our own has serious 

consequences for the country. To take one significant example, we now know that more than 50 percent of the students starting college with a 

stated desire to major in science or engineering drop out of those majors before graduating. 

We can no longer blame this problem entirely on the nation’s high schools. A substantial body of research demonstrates conclusively that the 

problem is frequently caused by poor undergraduate teaching in physics, chemistry, biology, math, and engineering, particularly in the freshman 

and sophomore years. Students are consigned to large lecture courses that offer almost no engagement, no monitoring, and little support and 

personal attention. The combination of poor high school preparation and uninspiring freshman and sophomore pedagogy has produced a 

stunning dearth of science and engineering majors in the U.S. Our country now falls well behind countries like China and India in turning out 

graduates with strong quantitative skills. 

According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, the U.S. in 2009 ranked 27th among developed nations (ahead of 

only Brazil) in the proportion of college students receiving undergraduate degrees in science or engineering. As a result, American students are 

a dwindling proportion of our graduate enrollments in science and engineering. An administration report not only states that foreign students are 

earning more than half of U.S. doctoral degrees in engineering, physics, computer sciences, and economics but also estimates that the United 

States, under current assumptions, will in the next decade under produce college graduates in STEM fields by one million. 

I fear the practical as well as intellectual consequences of these trends. However, I am not a pessimist; I am a realist. In this, the 150th 

anniversary year of the Morrill Act, I think we can do something to reverse these trends, if we muster our collective will to do so. The anticipated 

report of the National Research Council on the state of our research universities will, I hope, focus national attention on the problems and 

opportunities confronting these vital institutions. 

But over time, the renewed public investment in higher education that our country needs is unlikely if we do not acknowledge our own 

shortcomings and begin to address them. First, we need to say loudly and clearly that improving undergraduate education will receive our closest 

attention and best efforts. We need to alter faculty incentives by making undergraduate teaching at least equal to research and graduate teaching 

in prestige, evaluation, and reward. And we need to do research-based teaching that takes account and advantage of the latest findings of 

cognitive science, which are extensive, on how students learn. In brief, they learn by doing, not by just listening to someone else; they learn by 

solving problems, not by passively absorbing concepts; they learn best in groups of peers working things out together. 

Fortunately, some of our best universities are leading the way. Initiatives at such institutions as 

h~j~_~:iA, veb.ihu.edciiadmir~istrationi~revostlGSiiir~de:~.htmi~ ~~ii-ic", tb~wer~t,’ 
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of Michi~s:i.;tle.wisc.ed~i[ie~io~’.          ~ ’~Y -ciassreom-can-imuove-t,,"aditio~,aiqectu,,"e~ Sta¢.,fc~d ................................................................................ 
~]~2~t!~‘~.:~:.~:~‘~][~:~!t~!~‘.‘.(t~!!]~[:~!~2<~![~?~Q~:~.m...!~ i~i.~.!~..[,!]t:t.i?.~/!j~b:t.::t.~.!~.:~!~(.}.., and others offer great encouragement. The remarkable 

thing about them is the acknowledgment by faculty that we need to focus much more attention on undergraduate education, and that we need to 

deliver it more effectively than we have been doing. I find these examples exhilarating and promising. 

At the Association of American Universities, we hope to disseminate the findings of such research across our universities, both public and 

private, and thus to stimulate more students to persist in their study of math and science and engineering. We have embarked on a five-year 

project led by top scientists and experts in science pedagogy designed to help science departments implement these new teaching methods. 

One of my hopes for the future of research universities is that student learning will be at the center of faculty concern, research will inform 

teaching, undergraduate classrooms will be places of engaged, participatory learning, and a university education will be not just a means to an 
entry-level job, but an invitation to a lifetime of learning. 

I am well aware of the difficulty of changing those cultures. It will take a broad and deep effort to realize serious and sustainable gains. The 

stakes are high, not just for our universities but for the country. In the global knowledge economy, an educated public is essential not just to 

economic competitiveness but to national well-being. 

Hunter Rawlings is president of the Association of American Universities. This article is adapted from a speech delivered on February 28, 2012, at 
the De Lange Conference at Rice University. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/5/2012 1:21:16 PM 

Subject: Dinner with the 

Location: Top of the Hill 

Start: 4/5/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2012 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/16/2012 3:41:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woody Coley [coley@robertsonscholars,orl~]; Farmer, Stephen 

M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

Lunch Coley/Farmer/Owen 

Carolina INN 

Start: 5/8/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woody Coley; Farmer, Stephen M 

Please meet at Bobbi Owen’s office at 12:45 to walk over. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/8/2012 4:11:18 PM 

NYC for 

5/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 
5/19/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/14/2012 3:09:28 PM 

Subject: NYC for 

Location: June 30 is celebration 

Start: 6/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/30/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/15/2012 12:11:58 PM 

Subject: CCannon for coffee 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 5/16/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/16/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/15/2012 5:50:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- 

Start: 6/15/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/16/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/20/2012 5:42:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta. 

Start: 6/20/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

6/20/2012 6:54:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Libations w/Erika 

Start: 6/26/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 6/26/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/3/2012 8:27:09 PM 

Subject: Matson and Schmitt 

Location: 214 Bynum 

Start: 7/5/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 7/5/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/3/2012 8:47:46 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honorary Degree meeting- leave 30 mins early to attend Bev Perdue Luncheon! 

200B Carr 

Start: 9/28/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Katie Turner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/3/2012 8:54:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honorary Degrees Committee 

CANCELLED 

Start: 11/30/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/30/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Katie Turner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/4/2012 4:36:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

BOG preparation 

Bynum Conf Room (Strohm) 

7/9/2012 5:30:00 PM 

7/9/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/4/2012 4:38:03 PM 

Hold for Owen 

7/5/2012 12:00:00 PM 

7/5/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/5/2012 4:55:07 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 7/5/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7/5/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

ADHD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/5/2012 7:01:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

SACS on academic integrity - lunch provided 

105 South Building 

Start: 7/6/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 7/6/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Attendees: 
Bruce Carney, Leslie Strohm, Karen Gil, Bobbi Owen and Lynn Williford. Lunch will be provided. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

7/5/2012 7:15:59 PM 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

7/6/2012 2:00:00 PM 

7/6/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@ad.unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/5/2012 8:41:55 PM 

Subject: Friday Center 

Location: External Review 

Start: 7/10/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/10/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/5/2012 8:42:11 PM 

Owen leaves for Vacation 

7/10/2012 3:00:00 PM 

7/10/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/5/2012 10:08:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: at 1:45 

Location: 300 

Start: 9/28/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/28/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 5:29:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD All day 

Location: ATL 

Start: 8/2/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 6:00:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Meet w/Siedentop Gen Eds and Connect Carolina 

Steele 3011 

7/9/2012 1:45:00 PM 

7/9/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/6/2012 6:37:30 PM 

Subject: Jim Leloudis 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 7/9/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/9/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 8/1/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 7/30/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 7/30/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 7/27/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/27/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 7/25/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 7/24/2012 i:00:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Location: GA at 3:15 - need ride, 

Start: 7/19/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 7/18/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/18/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 7/18/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/18/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 7/17/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/17/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 7:27:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owem 

Location: Strohm at 9 

Start: 7/17/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/17/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 8:06:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Woodard- out of the office National Industry Liason Group 

Start: 8/27/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/6/2012 8:12:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Woodard- out of the office Vacation 

Start: 8/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/11/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/8/2012 5:09:29 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Board 

Phone at 5:30 

Start: 7/9/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/9/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Re Pat Turner, includes Bill Green and Gene Bickers 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/9/2012 10:22:21 PM 

Subject: Pat Turner 

Location: phone 

Start: 7/18/2012 9:30:00 PM 

End: 7/18/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

7/10/2012 3:07:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: mtg w/Provost et al 

Location: 105 South Bldg 

Start: 7/16/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/16/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

7/10/2012 3:07:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: mtg w/Provost et al 

Location: 105 South Bldg 

Start: 7/19/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

7/10/2012 6:24:50 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Lunch Taffye Clayton, Karen & Bobbi 

Reservations Made at Carolina Inn 

Start: 9/7/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 9/7/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

Meet on Ist floor South Building to walk to the Carolina Inn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/12/2012 5:19:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick] 

Meet w/Steve Reznick 

Steele 3011 

7/17/2012 7:30:00 PM 

7/17/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Reznick, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/12/2012 5:23:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meeting w/Provost 

Location: 105 South Building 

Start: 7/26/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/26/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/12/2012 5:23:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meeting w/Provost 

Location: 105 South Building 

Start: 7/23/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/23/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/12/2012 6:56:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: lunch 

Start: 7/16/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 7/16/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/12/2012 7:01:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: LUNCH with Lee Willard- Weathervane 

Start: 8/8/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/12/2012 7:01:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel 

Start: 8/8/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/12/2012 7:03:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Noel, Rob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Noel]; Odom, Ron Hugh Jr [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ronodom] 

Computer installed 

Steele 3011 

7/16/2012 6:15:00 PM 

7/16/2012 6:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Noel, Rob; Odom, Ron Hugh Jr 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/16/2012 3:32:37 PM 

Bruce Carney 

7/17/2012 8:00:00 PM 

7/17/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/16/2012 6:12:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Provost meeting 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 7/30/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/17/2012 12:18:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Derickso] 

Meet w/Chris 

Steele 3011 

7/17/2012 3:00:00 PM 

7/17/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Derickson, Christopher P 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/17/2012 2:16:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sunday Brunch at 9:30 

Alumni Hall at George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

Start: 8/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

This upcoming Sunday, 9:45am-12pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/17/2012 4:16:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Paula- 

Mebane 

in around 12:30 appt at 11 

7/19/2012 4:00:00 AM 

7/20/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu); Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/18/2012 2:36:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 7/19/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/18/2012 6:01:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jerri Bland 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 7/24/2012 11:30:00 AM 

End: 7/24/2012 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/18/2012 8:47:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: LUNCH 

Start: 7/19/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2012 8:53:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Deloitte Presentation 

205 South Building 

Start: 7/24/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 7/24/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2012 8:54:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Huron Presentation 

Carolina Inn- probably Chancellor’s Ball Room East 

Start: 7/25/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/18/2012 8:55:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Baker Tilly presentation 

Location: Carolina Inn 

Start: 7/25/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/23/2012 2:23:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Paul Pogge 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/8/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/23/2012 4:52:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOG 

Start: 8/30/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/30/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/23/2012 6:21:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

BOG Panel 

Room 111 Center for School Leadership Development 

Start: 8/29/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/24/2012 1:10:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DUS 

Start: 9/25/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/25/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/24/2012 4:15:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Athletics Strategic Plan Meeting~ will need to leave 10-15 min. early for travel~ 

Williamson Center, 1st Floor board room 

Start: 8/24/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Meeting with Matt Terrell et al. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/24/2012 8:40:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- 

Start: 7/25/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/26/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/25/2012 11:48:52 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOT Academic Affairs 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 7/25/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/25/2012 1:15:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council Retreat 

Friday Center, Redbud Room 

Start: 8/24/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/25/2012 1:24:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Faculty Council 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

Start: 9/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/7/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

2012 Thomas Jefferson Award presented at this meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/25/2012 1:26:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council at 3 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

Start: 10/5/2012 6:45:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

2012 Distinguished Alumna/Alumnus Awards presented to Faculty Council. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/25/2012 1:28:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

Start: 11/9/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/9/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/25/2012 1:30:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

Start: 1/11/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 1/11/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/25/2012 1:31:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

Start: 2/8/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

2014 Honorary Degree nominees submitted to Faculty Council. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/25/2012 1:33:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

Start: 3/8/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/25/2012 1:34:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council- note change in start time! 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

Start: 4/12/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/12/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/26/2012 1:23:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011Steele 

Start: 7/26/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7/26/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/26/2012 4:37:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Joy Rennet 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 7/27/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 7/27/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/27/2012 1:33:10 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: out 

Start: 7/30/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/31/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

7/30/2012 4:43:14 PM 

re contract 

8/6/2012 5:00:00 PM 

8/6/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2012 1:04:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Harold 

Start: 8/1/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 8/1/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2012 3:53:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: NC School of Sci and Math (HOLD) 

Location: GA 

Start: 8/7/2012 11:30:00 AM 

End: 8/7/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/1/2012 8:15:12 PM 

Subject: Mercer et al 

Location: Lowdermilk 

Start: 8/6/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/6/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/1/2012 8:15:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 8/6/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/6/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/1/2012 8:52:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: phone call 

Location: phone in 919-962-5120 

Start: 8/2/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/2/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



Cynthie’s Chocolete Celebretion 

Monday, August 6, 2012 at 12 noon 

bring your favorite chocolate 

i i to the Steele conference room as we 

5 year anniversary with 

Undergraduate Education! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/2/2012 6:15:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

LUNCH Owen/May 

TBD 

8/28/2012 3:30:00 PM 

8/28/2022 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

8/2/2012 6:45:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Due Date-New Faculty Orientation Handouts 

8/8/2012 4:00:00 AM 

8/9/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Crimmins, Michael T; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/3/2012 2:22:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meeting at GA starts at 2:15 

Location: GA 

Start: 8/9/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/9/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/6/2012 4:46:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: CDA fall kickoff 

Location: PGT 

Start: 8/23/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2012 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/6/2012 4:48:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: at 1:30 

Start: 10/26/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/26/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/6/2012 5:51:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 8/13/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/13/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/6/2012 6:05:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen off for the rest of the day 

12:30-1 

Start: 8/10/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/10/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 12:36:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5pm (see note) 

CDA, room 105 

Start: 8/27/2012 7:45:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2012 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Fifteen minutes travel time to and from CDA 

All of our meetings will be held in room 105 at 4:00. All meetings are open except the March 25th meeting. 

August 27 

October 1 

November 12 

January 14 

February 18 

March 25- Awards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 12:39:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5pm (see note) 

CDA, room 105 

Start: 10/1/2012 7:45:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2012 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Fifteen minutes travel time to and from CDA 

All of our meetings will be held in room :105 at 4:00. All meetings are open except the March 25th meeting. 

August 27 

October 1 

November 12 

January 14 

February 18 

March 25- Awards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 12:40:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5pm (see note) 

CDA, room 105 

Start: 11/12/2012 8:45:00 PM 
End: 11/12/2012 10:15:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Fifteen minutes travel time to and from CDA 

All of our meetings will be held in room 105 at 4:00. All meetings are open except the March 25th meeting. 

August 27 

October 1 
November 12 
January 14 
February 18 
March 25- Awards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 12:41:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Drama Faculty Mtg 4-5pm (see note) 

CDA, room 105 

Start: 1/14/2013 8:45:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2013 10:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Fifteen minutes travel time to and from CDA 

All of our meetings will be held in room 105 at 4:00. All meetings are open except the March 25th meeting. 

August 27 

October 1 

November 12 

January 14 

February 18 

March 25- Awards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/7/2012 2:59:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Leloudis and Mercer 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/8/2012 1:00:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/7/2012 6:23:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Convocation Sunday at 6:30 in Carmichael 

Start: 8/17/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 6:52:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Drama Personnel Meeting (see note) 

CDA conference room 

Start: 8/27/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Note: an additional 15 minutes has been added in to account for travel time to and from the CDA. Meeting starts at 

one. 

Dear colleagues, 

Please find the enclosed dates for our personnel meetings for the 2012-13 academic year. 

You will note an additional name on our roster as we congratulate Judy on her promotion to Professor of the Practice! 

All of our meetings will take place in the CDA conference room at noon. Betty, may I ask you to reserve the room for us? 

Thanks 

August 27 

September 24 

October 22 

November 26 

January 14 

February 1:1 

March 25 

If we have no business on a particular day we will cancel that meeting but with five reviews this year and a potential 

search we will be pretty busy! 

McKay Coble ’79, ’81 

Chair Dramatic Art 

919-843-9813 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 6:53:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Drama Personnel Meeting (see note) 

CDA conference room 

Start: 9/24/2012 4:45:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2012 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Note: an additional 15 minutes has been added in to account for travel time to and from the CDA. Meeting starts at 

one. 

Dear colleagues, 

Please find the enclosed dates for our personnel meetings for the 2012-13 academic year. 

You will note an additional name on our roster as we congratulate Judy on her promotion to Professor of the Practice! 

All of our meetings will take place in the CDA conference room at noon. Betty, may I ask you to reserve the room for us? 

Thanks 

August 27 

September 24 

October 22 

November 26 

January 14 

February 1:1 

March 25 

If we have no business on a particular day we will cancel that meeting but with five reviews this year and a potential 

search we will be pretty busy! 

McKay Coble ’79, ’81 

Chair Dramatic Art 

919-843-9813 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 6:54:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Drama Personnel Meeting CANCELLED 

CDA conference room 

Start: 10/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Note: an additional 15 minutes has been added in to account for travel time to and from the CDA. Meeting starts at 

one. 

Dear colleagues, 

Please find the enclosed dates for our personnel meetings for the 2012-13 academic year. 

You will note an additional name on our roster as we congratulate Judy on her promotion to Professor of the Practice! 

All of our meetings will take place in the CDA conference room at noon. Betty, may I ask you to reserve the room for us? 

Thanks 

August 27 

September 24 

October 22 

November 26 

January 14 

February 1:1 

March 25 

If we have no business on a particular day we will cancel that meeting but with five reviews this year and a potential 

search we will be pretty busy! 

McKay Coble ’79, ’81 

Chair Dramatic Art 

919-843-9813 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 6:55:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Drama Personnel Meeting (see note) 

CDA conference room 

Start: 11/26/2012 5:45:00 PM 

End: 11/26/2012 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Note: an additional 15 minutes has been added in to account for travel time to and from the CDA. Meeting starts at 

one. 

Dear colleagues, 

Please find the enclosed dates for our personnel meetings for the 2012-13 academic year. 

You will note an additional name on our roster as we congratulate Judy on her promotion to Professor of the Practice! 

All of our meetings will take place in the CDA conference room at noon. Betty, may I ask you to reserve the room for us? 

Thanks 

August 27 

September 24 

October 22 

November 26 

January 14 

February 1:1 

March 25 

If we have no business on a particular day we will cancel that meeting but with five reviews this year and a potential 

search we will be pretty busy! 

McKay Coble ’79, ’81 

Chair Dramatic Art 

919-843-9813 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 6:56:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Drama Personnel Meeting (see note) 

CDA conference room 

Start: 1/14/2013 5:45:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2013 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Note: an additional 15 minutes has been added in to account for travel time to and from the CDA. Meeting starts at 

one. 

Dear colleagues, 

Please find the enclosed dates for our personnel meetings for the 2012-13 academic year. 

You will note an additional name on our roster as we congratulate Judy on her promotion to Professor of the Practice! 

All of our meetings will take place in the CDA conference room at noon. Betty, may I ask you to reserve the room for us? 

Thanks 

August 27 

September 24 

October 22 

November 26 

January 14 

February 1:1 

March 25 

If we have no business on a particular day we will cancel that meeting but with five reviews this year and a potential 

search we will be pretty busy! 

McKay Coble ’79, ’81 

Chair Dramatic Art 

919-843-9813 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 6:57:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Drama Personnel Meeting (see note) 

CDA conference room 

Start: 3/25/2013 4:45:00 PM 

End: 3/25/2013 6:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Note: an additional 15 minutes has been added in to account for travel time to and from the CDA. Meeting starts at 

one. 

Dear colleagues, 

Please find the enclosed dates for our personnel meetings for the 2012-13 academic year. 

You will note an additional name on our roster as we congratulate Judy on her promotion to Professor of the Practice! 

All of our meetings will take place in the CDA conference room at noon. Betty, may I ask you to reserve the room for us? 

Thanks 

August 27 

September 24 

October 22 

November 26 

January 14 

February 1:1 

March 25 

If we have no business on a particular day we will cancel that meeting but with five reviews this year and a potential 

search we will be pretty busy! 

McKay Coble ’79, ’81 

Chair Dramatic Art 

919-843-9813 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/7/2012 7:09:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ACCIAC Conference Call 

Location: Phone 

Start: 9/6/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Per Dave Brown 

866-365-4406. Use the 7-digit access code of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/7/2012 7:12:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Fall Break - Owen away 

Start: 10/19/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/20/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/7/2012 8:11:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Drama Personnel Meeting (see note) 

CDA conference room 

Start: 2/11/2013 5:45:00 PM 

End: 2/11/2013 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Note: an additional 15 minutes has been added in to account for travel time to and from the CDA. Meeting starts at 

one. 

Dear colleagues, 

Please find the enclosed dates for our personnel meetings for the 2012-13 academic year. 

You will note an additional name on our roster as we congratulate Judy on her promotion to Professor of the Practice! 

All of our meetings will take place in the CDA conference room at noon. Betty, may I ask you to reserve the room for us? 

Thanks 

August 27 

September 24 

October 22 

November 26 

January 14 

February 11 

March 25 

If we have no business on a particular day we will cancel that meeting but with five reviews this year and a potential 

search we will be pretty busy! 

McKay Coble ’79, ’81 

Chair Dramatic Art 

919-843-9813 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/8/2012 12:15:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/8/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

8/8/2012 8:08:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Subject: Gil, Owen, Hartlyn, Reid 

Location: KG’s Office 

Start: 8/9/2012 1:30:00 PM 

End: 8/9/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 

Re-instituting weekly meetings of this group 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/8/2012 8:57:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: IAH kickoff 

Location: Hyde hall 

Start: 8/23/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/23/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/9/2012 12:36:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Coach for College at 3:15 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 8/14/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/14/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Lee Willard and Parker Goyer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

8/9/2012 12:59:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Gil, Hartlyn, Owen, Reid 

KG’s Office 

8/16/2012 5:30:00 PM 

8/16/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; Owen, Bobbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

8/9/2012 1:01:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Gil, Hartlyn, Owen, Reid 

KG’s Office 

8/28/2012 6:30:00 PM 

8/28/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Tuesday from 2:30 PM to 3:00 PM effective 8/28/2012 until 12/31/2012. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 

These meetings have been scheduled through Sept. ~L8~h, I’d schedule through the end of December and then 

evaluat:e, 

Linda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

8/9/2022 1:03:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Gil, Hartlyn, Owen, Reid 

KG’s Office 

9/6/2012 2:30:00 PM 

9/6/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

8/9/2012 1:12:57 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Gil, Hartlyn, Owen, Reid 

Location: KG’s Office 

Start: 9/18/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 

Can we move this meeting up to 1:00 p.m.? 

Thanks 

Alexis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/9/2012 2:18:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lissa Broome Calling you directly 

Steele 3011 

Start: 8/9/2012 5:30:00 PM 

End: 8/9/2012 5:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/10/2012 4:30:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Budget Meeting 

Steele 3011 

8/13/2012 4:00:00 PM 

8/13/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LDCON RAD] 

8/10/2012 5:34:34 PM 

Conrad, Larry D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ldconrad]; Blanchard, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rrblanch]; Bland, Jerri [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jlbland]; Broach, 

Jena Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbroach]; Brody, Matt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mbrody]; Carney, Bruce William [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bruce]; Eubanks, 

Trevaughn B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tbrown3]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gray, Karol Kain [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karol Kain Gray 

(kkgray)a15]; Hepp, Don [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dhepp]; Howell, Diane F, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DfhowelI]; Jones, Don Edward Jr [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donje]; Malone, 

Brenda Richardson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bmalone]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Pinkney, Dwayne L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dpinkney]; Seitz, 

Kevin R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krseitz]; Socola, Donna Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Donna Marie Socola (socola)Ofe]; Thurman, 

Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sthurman] 

ERP Executive Steering Committee Meeting 

105 South Building (call-in 919-843-3584) 

8/20/2012 7:00:00 PM 

8/20/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Blanchard, Bob; Bland, Jerri; Broach, Jena Marie; Brody, Matt; Carney, Bruce William; Eubanks, Trevaughn B; 

Goodman, Paula; Gray, Karol Kain; Hepp, Don; Howell, Diane F.; Jones, Don Edward Jr; Malone, Brenda Richardson; 

Owen, Bobbi A; Pinkney, Dwayne L; Seitz, Kevin R; Socola, Donna Marie; Thurman, Stephanie J 

All, 

This meeting is being scheduled per the request of the sponsors at this morning’s Executive Steering Committee 

meeting. 

Larry will be on vacation but will be dialing in. 

Please note the location is 105 5outh. 

Thanks, 



Diane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/13/2012 6:12:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Su bject: Costa r 

Location: Drama 

Start: 9/17/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/13/2012 6:12:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Su bject: Costa r 

Location: Drama 

Start: 9/10/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/13/2012 6:55:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Art Requirements (Nick) 

Steele 3011 

8/14/2012 2:00:00 PM 

8/14/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/13/2012 9:02:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lincoln, Christian [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Clincoln]; Wilshire, Collette [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire 

(wilshire)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Discuss Lupton Allocations 

Steele 3011 

8/14/2012 1:00:00 PM 

8/14/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lincoln, Christian; Wilshire, Collette; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/14/2012 9:32:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel Time 

Start: 8/16/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2012 1:14:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Phone call 

Start: 8/16/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2012 1:34:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Classroom Policy Steering Committee 

307 South 

Start: 8/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/16/2012 1:46:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Brent Blanton 

Start: 8/16/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/16/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/17/2012 2:19:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Academic First Report 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 8/28/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/19/2012 1:25:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Convocation is at 7 - arrive at 6:30 

Start: 8/19/2012 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2012 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/19/2012 1:25:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Owen 

Start: 8/21/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/21/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/19/2012 1:25:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hold for Owen 

Start: 8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/19/2012 1:26:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Return from Wisconsin 

Start: 8/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/24/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/20/2012 4:41:08 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Subject: Paula-Vacation/ out all day 

Location: Mebane 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

8/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

8/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu); Menon, Geeta 

of these things. 

So, I am just going to take the day to take care of all 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/20/2012 7:12:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Cross Listed Course Committee 

Steele 3020 

Start: 10/12/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/12/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/20/2012 7:12:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Cross Listed Course Committee 

Steele 3020 

Start: 9/14/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2012 2:18:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Teaching Awards Luncheon 

Johnston Center 039 

8/23/2012 4:00:00 PM 

8/23/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/21/2012 5:19:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hicks, Larry M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hicks] 

Phone call ( Larry and Bobbi) His number is 22056 

Steele 301:~ via phone 

8/28/2012 3:00:00 PM 

8/28/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hicks, Larry M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/22/2012 4:06:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reception for Incoming Scholars and Mentors - will not be attending 

Student Union, Great Hall 

Start: 9/5/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/5/2012 11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/22/2012 5:06:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOG discuss w/Reid 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/24/2012 12:30:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/23/2012 7:51:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-left early around 4pm 

Start: 8/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/24/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/23/2012 8:30:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Meet Regarding ARP 

Steele 3011 

8/24/2012 6:00:00 PM 

8/24/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/24/2012 1:13:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Reinvention Center Conference Call 

Phone 

Start: 8/31/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Dial-In: 1-866-740-1260; Access Code: 752998(5 

Agenda Reins will include: 

¯ November Conference Update 

¯ Possible furore location for the Reinvention Center 

¯ Collection. of Dues 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/24/2012 2:20:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Harold calling 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 8/24/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 8/24/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/24/2012 7:53:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: BOG prep 

Location: 105 South 

Start: 8/28/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/24/2012 8:03:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable 

Start: 8/28/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/25/2012 3:18:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: at 10:0 

Start: 8/31/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/26/2012 3:59:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Happy B’Day Bobbi 

Location: Conference Room 

Start: 8/27/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/26/2012 8:29:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Alston Gardner 

Start: 8/28/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/27/2012 12:27:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 21St Centry GE Panel 

Location: 104 South 

Start: 8/27/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

8/27/2012 6:30:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika re Sevilla program 

Start: 8/29/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/27/2012 9:00:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Breakast with Jeanne Kirschner 

Carolina Inn 

Start: 9/14/2012 12:30:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/28/2012 7:02:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Meeting w/Bruce Carney 

Provost Carney’s office 

Start: 8/28/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 8/28/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/29/2012 11:49:20 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce Carney & Lynn W lunch mtg 

Carolina Inn 

Start: 8/31/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/31/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/29/2012 11:59:01 AM 

Nick. 

8/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 
8/30/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

8/29/2012 1:19:04 PM 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Subject: 

Location: 

2012 Future Scientists and Clinicians, Future Teachers, SURFS, and SMART scholors gathering 

RSVPd no - will not attend 

Start: 9/18/2012 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/29/2012 8:29:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

CAC Faculty Reception 

Campus Y - Anne Queen Lounge,180 E Cameron Ave.,Chapel HilI,NC 

9/12/2012 7:30:00 PM 

9/12/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Owen, Bobbi A 

Attendees: 

CAC Faculty Reception 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/29/2012 8:41:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

for Costume shop event 

Start: 9/10/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2012 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/29/2012 8:41:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Atlanta 

Location: SACS 

Start: 10/10/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/11/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/30/2012 7:32:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 9/6/2012 12:15:00 PM 

End: 9/6/2012 12:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/31/2012 8:03:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Gov. Martin 

Location: 3013 SASB North 

Start: 9/5/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/5/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/2/2012 1:37:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail Panter 

Start: 9/4/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/4/2012 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2012 1:32:04 PM 

Hold for Owen 

9/4/2012 4:00:00 PM 

9/4/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

9/3/2012 3:34:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika re DUS mtg 

Start: 9/4/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/4/2012 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/4/2012 3:14:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 11/20/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/21/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/4/2012 3:16:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: Pakledinaz Memorial 

Start: 11/19/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/20/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/4/2012 3:24:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Meet w/Tom from Oasis 

Location: Drama 

Start: 9/10/2012 I:00:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2012 I:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/4/2012 8:37:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 9/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/6/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/4/2012 8:38:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Travel to Faculty Council 

Start: 9/7/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 9/7/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/5/2012 3:55:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Menon/Owen 

Steele 3011 

9/12/2012 6:00:00 PM 

9/12/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Menon, Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/5/2012 4:04:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 9/7/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/8/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/5/2012 4:04:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Sick Day 

Start: 9/10/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/11/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/5/2012 4:05:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 9/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/5/2012 4:06:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 9/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/6/2012 12:20:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Paula in Class 3-4:15 ENGL 385.001 

Greenlaw 

8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

8/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Monday and Wednesday 

Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/6/2012 2:04:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Career Services (Grad/Pre-Pro) Meeting (starts at 11:15am; see note) 

239A Hanes Hall 

Start: 9/24/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/24/2012 4:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

*Note: this meeting starts at 11:15am and ends at 12:15am 

*’15 min transit time before start of meeting included in this time block 

***re: grad and pre-professional advising move to Hanes Hall and update on progress 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cunningham, Bubba [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAWRENCE RICHARD CUNNINGHAM (BUBBAC)CIO] 

9/6/2012 3:01:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Renner, Joy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jrenner]; Lissa Broome (lissa_broome@unc.edu) 

[lissa_broome@unc.edu]; Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Ille, Vince [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vincent Gregory Ille 

(ille)8dO]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN--REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil] 

Meeting: Karen Gil, Bobbi Owen, Lissa Broome, Joy Rennet, Vince Ille, and Bubba Cunningham 

205 South Building 

9/7/2012 6:00:00 PM 

9/7/2012 6:45:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A; Lissa Broome (lissa_broome@unc.edu); Renner, Joy J; ille@unc.edu; Cline, Alexis L; 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/6/2012 7:58:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Committee on University Government - placeholder for now 

Bynum 236 

Start: 9/14/2012 7:30:00 PM 

End: 9/14/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2012 2:24:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Humanities and Human Values Lecture ( Joy Kasson) Sunday, November 11 

Auditorium Tate Turner Kuralt Building 

Start: 11/9/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/10/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Starts at 4pro. NOT attending dinner @ Carolina Inn. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/7/2012 2:51:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

FPG Lecture Series - Steve Liss and Jon Lowenstein ( Opening Remarks) Starts at 5:30 see notes 

Memorial Hall 

Start: 10/15/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2012 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Hi Bobbi, 

I spoke with Karen this morning and she would like for you to bring greetings and remarks for the 
October 15th dinner and Frank Porter Graham Lecture, 

Thank you so much for the phone call this morning and representing the College. 

Alexis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/9/2012 7:32:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lissa Broome 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/12/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/12/2012 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/10/2012 11:56:14 AM 

Subject: Strohm 

Location: Byn u m 

Start: 9/11/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/10/2012 1:54:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Owen/Siedentop 

Steele 3011 

9/12/2012 3:00:00 PM 

9/12/2012 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/10/2012 3:36:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Escox] 

Worksheets 

Steele 3011 

9/12/2012 6:30:00 PM 

9/12/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

9/10/2012 6:38:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail/Erika re searches 

Location: 1:45-2:45 

Start: 9/18/2012 5:45:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2012 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/11/2012 12:15:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Drama con’t 

Start: 9/17/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/11/2012 12:44:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

REMINDER: Leave for All Scholars’ Dinner soon!!! 

Washington-Duke Inn 

Start: 9/18/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2012 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/11/2012 12:46:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

All Scholars’ Dinner 

Washington-Duke Inn 

Start: 9/18/2012 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 9/19/2012 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/11/2012 2:26:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lincoln, Christian [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Clincoln]; Wilshire, Collette [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIette Wilshire 

(wilshire)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Finance Meeting 

Steele 3011 

9/13/2012 7:30:00 PM 

9/13/2012 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lincoln, Christian; Wilshire, Collette; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

9/11/2012 6:41:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Strauss, 

Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Bowler, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kebowler]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Clarke, Tiffany D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tclarke]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Resendes] 

Winston House Campus Advisory Committee Meeting 

South - 205 

10/1/2012 3:00:00 PM 

10/1/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Leloudis, James L; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Strauss, Ronald P.; Miles, Bob; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu); Bowler, Katie 

Winston House 

Campus Advisor... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Tuesday, September 11,2012 2:38 PM 

Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ron strauss@unc.edu-~; Miles, Bob 
<bob.miles@unc.edu>; Ha~tlyn, Jonathan <ha~tlyn@unc.edu>; Bowler, Katie <kbowle@unc.edu> 

Clarke, Tittbny D <tiflhny cl~xke@unc.edu>; Goodtnan, Paula <pgoodtnan@email.unc.edu>; Cooper. Nelia Resendes 

<resendes@email.unc.edu>; Bishop, Jessica D <jadst94@email.unc.edu> 

Winston House Campus Advisory Committee Meeting 

Good afternoon all, 

This email is to let you know that I’ve scheduled the Winston House Campus Advisory Committee meeting for Monday, October i from llam-12pm in the South 

205 conference room. I will send an Outlook invite shortly. 

Best, 
gulia 

Yulia Strizheus 

Administrative Assis[ant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 

UNC-Chapel 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Flill, NC 27599--319Zd 

919/962-1:[65 

ystr~zh @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/11/2012 9:33:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Pat Turner 

Location: Phone 

Start: 9/12/2012 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/12/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/11/2012 9:34:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Breakfast with Jerri 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 9/20/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2012 1:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/11/2012 9:34:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for owen 

Start: 9/18/2012 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/18/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2012 4:33:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Abigail off 

Start: 9/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2012 4:33:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: here 

Start: 9/20/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2012 4:33:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: here 

Start: 9/18/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/19/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/13/2012 7:06:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Review of Federal Student Aid Programs - CONFIRMED - SEE NOTE 

Vance 120, downstairs conference room 

Start: 10/2/2012 12:50:00 PM 

End: 10/2/2012 2:10:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

NOTE: 

Meeting scheduled for l:30pm in Vance 120. 

Kick Off Meeting 

Scheduled block 10 minutes beforehand and 10 minutes after to accommodate travel. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/13/2012 7:10:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Review of Federal Student Aid Programs - Discussion w/Staff who manage SAP - SEE NOTE 

Vance 120, downstairs conference room 

Start: 10/3/2012 5:20:00 PM 

End: 10/3/2012 6:40:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

NOTE: 

Meeting scheduled for l:30pm in Vance 120. 

Scheduled block 10 minutes beforehand and 10 minutes after to accommodate travel. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/13/2012 7:13:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Review of Federal Student Aid Programs - Debrief - SEE NOTE 

Vance 120, downstairs conference room 

Start: 10/4/2012 2:20:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2012 3:40:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

NOTE: 

Meeting scheduled for l:30pm in Vance 120. 

Scheduled block 10 minutes beforehand and 10 minutes after to accommodate travel. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

9/13/2012 8:49:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

9/26/2012 3:00:00 PM 

9/26/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

9/13/2012 8:50:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

10/3/2012 4:00:00 PM 

10/3/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

9/13/2012 8:53:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Lynn & Bobbi 

Bobbi’s Office 

9/20/2012 5:00:00 PM 

9/20/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/13/2012 8:53:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Future of Undergrad ed 

Location: 3020 Steele 

Start: 9/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2012 9:08:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Oct 12 Report 

Location: 104 D South 

Start: 10/3/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/3/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2012 9:08:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Oct 12 Report 

Location: 104 D South 

Start: 9/26/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2012 9:08:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Oct 12 Report 

Location: 104 D South 

Start: 9/20/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/14/2012 7:27:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Back from Minneapolis 

Start: 1/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/14/2012 8:56:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Summer Reading 

Location: TBD 

Start: 10/4/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/16/2012 10:12:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Matson for coffee 

Location: Daily Grind 

Start: 9/20/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/17/2012 12:47:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee-Vacation 

Start: 9/20/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/17/2012 1:56:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sitterson Teaching Awards Committee Meeting 

Steele 3020A 

Start: 11/13/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 11/13/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/17/2012 2:00:45 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sitterson Teaching Awards Committee Meeting 

CANCELLED 

Start: 10/10/2012 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/10/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/17/2012 6:36:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Prep for Ad Boards 

Steele 3011 

9/18/2012 4:00:00 PM 

9/18/2012 4:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/17/2012 6:38:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Bethel, Bradley Richard [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bradley Richard Bethel (bbethel)] 

ENGL 100 

Steele 3011 

9/25/2012 6:00:00 PM 

9/25/2012 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

9/18/2012 1:40:49 PM 

Wine with ENB 

9/20/2012 9:00:00 PM 

9/20/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

9/18/2012 2:35:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Budget Committee re: Connect Carolina proposal (per Larry Conrad) 

307 South Bldg 

Start: 9/26/2012 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2012 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 9/18/12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/18/2012 3:33:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for UCC 

Location: TBD 

Start: 10/4/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/18/2012 8:44:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Annual Carolina Parents Assoc, (Saturday) PLEASE SEE BELOW 

Great Hall FPG Student Union 

Start: 9/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Greetings Dean Bobbi Owen, 

I hope you receive this e-mail well and in the best of spirits. 

I write to invite you to serve as a guest panelist for the Annual Carolina Parents Association meeting 
scheduled to take place on Saturday, Sept. 29th from lO:OOa -ll:00a located in the Great Hall, FPG 
Student Union during our Family Weekend. 

Here are the details of what this meeting will look like: 

lO:OO Call to Order & Welcome 
Liz & Jesse Zellner 
National Chairs, Carolina Parents Council 

lO:O5 Chancellor Holden Throp 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

lO:45 

11100 

Winston Crisp 
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

Raffles - let the fun begin! 
Winston Crisp, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

Meeting adjourned - Liz & Jesse Zellner 
Parents Council National Chairs 

Dean Owen, our office would love if you could assist us this year with the Panel Discussion (along with 
other UNC faculty/staff members/students) and interactions with our Carolina Parents. Please let me 
know at your earliest convenience if you are able to assist us this year. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Mybest, 



Lamonte R. Stamps 

Assistant Director 

New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Fostering Student Learning and Success! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/19/2012 3:04:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; ’Allen Chan I ~gmail.com)’ 

~gmail.com]; Bickford, Donna M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Pukkila, 

Patricia J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pukkila]; Reznick, Steve [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reznick]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Allen Chan [AllenChan, ~gmail.com>] 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Brown Bag Lunch 

Steele 3020 

10/26/2012 3:30:00 PM 

10/26/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town; akbchan@gmail.com; Bickford, Donna M; Demetriou, Cynthia; Leloudis, James L; Lindemann, 

Erika; May, Lee Y; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Pukkila, Patricia J; Reznick, Steve; Siedentop, Nicholas J; 

Woodard, Harold; Allen Chan 

This is a luncheon to discuss the semester as well as items you feel important. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2012 4:10:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dinner with 

Location: Kitchen at 6 

Start: 10/4/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 10/5/2012 

Show Time As: Busy 

_~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2012 5:00:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Pukkila Reception at 5:30 

Start: 4/15/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/15/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/5/2012 2:56:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 11/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

11/28/2012 9:10:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Transfer coordinator position 

Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 12/4/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 12/4/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/10/2012 6:15:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt in at 11 

Start: 12/12/2012 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/13/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/10/2012 6:15:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt in at 11 

Start: 12/11/2012 5:00:00 AM 
End: 12/12/2012 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/11/2012 6:49:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: University Baptist 

Start: 12/14/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2012 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6:20:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Subject: 

Location: Raleigh 

Leaving at 2:30pm 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben 

Owen, Bobbi A; Menon, Geeta 

; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Lindemann, Erika; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/7/2013 9:10:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

205 South 

Interviewing for Assistant Dean, HR, CAS 

1/17/2013 3:30:00 PM 

1/17/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Crimmins, Michael T; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8:59:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Subject: 

Location: Mebane 

appts. 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/13/2013 2:56:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: G MD - Raleigh 

Location: 3:30 

Start: 1/22/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/22/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/15/2013 4:38:48 PM 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Owen, 

Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Interview candidate for HR position, 

205 South 

Start: 1/23/2013 6:15:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2013 6:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Crimmins, Michael T; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Cover Ltr.pdf CV.PDF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

1/15/2013 7:38:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Interview with 

205 South 

Assistant Dean, Human Resources 

1/22/2013 3:30:00 PM 

1/22/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Bhodes, Terry £11en; Crimmins, Michael T; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu) 

CV.PDF Cover Ltr.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/23/2013 8:37:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appointment coming in late 

Start: 1/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/25/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/24/2013 3:21:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -Sick 

Start: 1/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/25/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3:29:02 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Subject: 

Location: Mebane 

appt coming in around lunch 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3:30:02 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Subject: 

Location: 

¯ 
~ visits taking entire day 

UNC 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/30/2013 3:43:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt. coming in around 11. Leaving around 7. 

Start: 2/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/30/2013 8:03:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Baby Shower- 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 3/8/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/1/2013 5:26:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Location: G - MD today 

Start: 4/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

2/1/2013 5:31:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: G MD CH 

Location: 4:45 

Start: 2/6/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 2/6/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/8/2013 1:37:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -Sick 

Start: 2/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/11/2013 9:19:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

: Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: 

Location: Mebane 

at 9:30 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

: Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 

I have some quick appointments Friday morning, the, 

as soon as I can shortly after. I am hoping to get in around I0:30-11am. 
. l will be in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

2/18/2013 10:07:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBO HF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Nick out of office 

4/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

4/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 

Folks - 

Thanks, 

Nick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/25/2013 1:36:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Meet with 

205 South 

, candidate for Assistant Dean, HR, CAS 

2/28/2013 7:30:00 PM 

2/28/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

CV.pdf 

(none) 

Crimmins, Michael T; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Meet with candidate for Assistant Dean for Finance 

205 South 

3/1/2013 3:00:00 PM 

3/1/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Finance 

Application.pdf 

(none) 

Crimmins, Michael T; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYNN CLINE (ALCLINE)24A] 

2/26/2013 7:10:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Crimmins, Michael T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Crim mins] 

Meet with candidate, 

205 South 

Assistant Dean, Finance 

3/5/2013 3:00:00 PM 

3/5/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Finance 

Application.pdf 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Crimmins, Michael T; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

2/26/2013 8:12:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Crimmins, Michael 

T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Crimmins]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Meet with 

205 South 

candidate for Assistant Dean, Finance 

3/6/2013 2:30:00 PM 

3/6/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Crimmins, Michael T; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen 

Finance 

Application.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2/28/2013 2:03:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -Sick 

Start: 2/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

3/8/2013 7:09:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce Carney re: draft announcement 

104 South Bldg 

Start: 3/13/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 3/13/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 3/8/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/8/2013 7:42:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Burch Fellows Program Dinner 

Location: JCUE 

Start: 4/25/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 4/25/2013 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/12/2013 6:41:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appts. 

Start: 3/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/12/2013 7:31:38 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jenna Robinson 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 3/25/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 3/25/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Pope Foundation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/12/2013 7:50:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: Campus Y 

farewell 

Start: 5/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/1/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

3/12/2013 9:06:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Start: 6/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

3/13/2013 7:02:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meet with , candidate, Assistant Dean, Finance 

Bobbi’s office confirmed 

3/19/2013 6:00:00 PM 

3/19/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 

Finance 

Application.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/13/2013 10:51:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Colo for RC meeting 

Start: 6/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/6/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2013 6:28:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt in around 10 

Start: 3/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/14/2013 6:28:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt in around lOam 

Start: 3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6:30:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Fisher, Annice E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: at HR for 

Location: AOB Room 1315 

conference 1:30pm-3:OOpm 

Start: 4/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A; Panter, A. T.; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

3/15/2013 12:39:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: out sick today 

Start: 3/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/18/2013 5:12:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable 

Location: Kitchen 

Start: 3/19/2013 9:30:00 PM 

End: 3/19/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

3/18/2013 5:45:46 PM 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Goodman, Paula I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven] 

Subject: Appt 1:30-4pm 

Start: 6/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Erika Lindemann (ulinde@email.unc.edu); Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/18/2013 8:49:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Vacation through 3/21 @noon 

Start: 3/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/22/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

2:37:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu) 

[candicef@email.unc.edu]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Fisher, Annice E [fisherae@email.unc.edu] 

Subject: appt @UNC. leaving around 10:40, then taking lunch will be back around l:30pm or before 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Menon, Geeta; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/19/2013 5:06:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen Out 

Start: 3/22/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 3/22/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/19/2013 8:30:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta working 8am-5pm 

Start: 3/21/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

3/20/2013 12:59:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Karen Stone at 5 

Location: Kitchen 

Start: 3/21/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 3/21/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/22/2013 7:57:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Possible Jury Duty 

Start: 3/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/25/2013 1:12:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Sick 

Start: 3/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/25/2013 5:31:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt @8:45 in following 

Start: 3/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/25/2013 7:54:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -sick 

Start: 3/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LEWILLIF] 

3/25/2013 8:58:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Schuettpelz, Erin C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eculbret]; Wampole, Mark A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Wampole]; 

Wilkinson, Patti D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pdwilkin]; Hirth, Garrett Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmh] 

Visit Walktrough 

Front Desk, Carolina Inn 

4/1/2013 3:00:00 PM 

4/1/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Schuettpelz, Erin C; Wilkinson, Patti D; Wampole, Mark A; Owen, Bobbi A; Hirth, Garrett Michael 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/27/2013 12:17:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Annice-in at 12noon 

Start: 3/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3/27/2013 7:24:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: in around 10 

Start: 3/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/1/2013 12:03:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -Vacation 

Start: 4/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/1/2013 12:07:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: .sick 

Start: 4/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/1/2013 12:20:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Funeral 

Location: Chapel of the Cross 

Start: 4/5/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/5/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/1/2013 12:50:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Breakfast with 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 4/11/2013 11:30:00 AM 

End: 4/11/2013 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/2/2013 7:53:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -Out 

Start: 4/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/3/2013 6:34:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-in around 945am 

Start: 4/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/4/2013 1:54:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: in around 8 

Start: 4/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/4/2013 7:58:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -Vacation 

Start: 5/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/8/2013 3:47:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -sick 

Start: 4/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/8/2013 3:47:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: .sick 

Start: 4/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/8/2013 3:59:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: .sick may come in later 

Start: 4/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2013 2:54:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -Sick 

Start: 4/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/9/2013 3:02:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: ~-Sick 

Start: 4/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/11/2013 1:07:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-in around 9:30 

Start: 4/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6:04:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier 

(partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Subject: 

Location: 

SPA 

AOB 

Hearing 8:30-12:30Pm 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, Geeta; Panter, A. T.; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/16/2013 1:18:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, 

Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Board of Trustees - at 2 

Clnn 

1/22/2014 7:00:00 PM 

1/22/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Owen, Bobbi A; Reid, Dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

4/16/2013 3:59:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Erika in 

8/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

9/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:56:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM effective 8/22/2013 until 5/8/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US 

&Canada) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 12:57:55 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Lang, Andrew I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alang]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Kennedy, Shannon [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Skennedy] 

SADs meeting 

205 South 

8/26/2013 7:00:00 PM 

8/26/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Monday from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM effective 8/26/2013 until 5/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 

Lang, Andrew; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Rhodes, Terry 

Ellen; Kennedy, Shannon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:09:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Thanksgiving Recess 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:11:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen 

Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale] 

Reading Day 

12/5/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:12:57 PM 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin 

M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M 

Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Reading Day 

12/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:14:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid] 

Exam days 

12/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/14/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:15:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)] 

Fall commencement 

12/15/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

(hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:16:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

Classes begin 

1/8/2014 5:00:00 AM 
1/9/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Reid, Dee 

(deereid@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:16:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin 

M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M 

Guskiewicz (gus)]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Last Day for Late Registration 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

4/18/2013 1:17:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Reid, Dee I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)] 

MLK Holiday 

1/20/2014 1:00:00 PM 

1/20/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 2:56:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- in around 9:30 

Start: 4/22/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/22/2013 7:16:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier 

(partier)]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

abigail.panter@gmail.com 

Paula-vacation 

home 

4/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

4/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Menon, 

Geeta; Partier, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/24/2013 7:00:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta Leaving at 4:30 

Start: 4/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

4/26/2023 12:08:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Heather Williams 

Daily Grind 

4/30/2013 2:30:00 PM 

4/30/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/29/2013 3:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-sick 

Start: 4/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

4/29/2013 3:13:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-late 

Start: 4/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/7/2013 2:06:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- coming in late 945AM 

Start: 5/7/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 5/7/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/8/2013 12:29:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dick Cramer 

Start: 5/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/8/2013 12:48:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dick Cramer 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 5/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 5/8/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/9/2013 12:40:10 AM 

Subject: Erika 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 5/9/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 5/9/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/10/2013 3:47:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Laurie McNeill 

Location: C Inn Porch 

Start: 5/14/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 5/14/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/13/2013 1:08:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Menon, 

Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Paula-vacation 

Holden Beach 

5/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

5/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Menon, 

Geeta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/20/2013 8:29:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-Vacation 

Start: 5/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/23/2013 3:03:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Rob Bruce 

Location: C Inn porch 

Start: 6/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 6/12/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thurman, Stephanie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=STH URMAN] 

5/23/2013 3:46:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: meet Bruce Carney 

Location: Carolina Inn 

Start: 5/29/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 5/29/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Steph 5/23/13 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/28/2013 2:49:14 PM 

Owen vacation 

7/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

7/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/29/2013 3:00:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Candice in around 9:30 

Start: 5/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/31/2013 12:21:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Appointment off campus 

Paula Stokes at 1:15 

Start: 6/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 6/12/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/31/2013 5:45:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Appointment off campus 

Farrah at 9:30 

Start: 7/19/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 7/19/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

5/31/2013 5:46:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Appointment off campus 

Farrah at 10:30 

Start: 8/15/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 8/15/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2013 7:54:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- Community Service, in around noon 

Start: 5/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 5/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

5/31/2013 8:13:21 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Wilkinson, Teresa T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tsmith7] 

Lunch 

Top of the Hill 

6/20/2013 3:30:00 PM 

6/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Wilkinson, Teresa T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/3/2013 3:53:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 7/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/3/2013 3:53:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-Vacation 

Start: 8/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/3/2013 6:55:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-Leaving at Noon vacation 

Start: 6/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/6/2013 7:25:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Annice-out 

Start: 6/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/6/2013 7:26:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Annice-Jury Duty 

Start: 7/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/10/2013 12:30:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- in around 11 

Start: 6/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/10/2013 2:43:28 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Owen, Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)] 

Board of Trustees 

1/23/2014 1:00:00 PM 

1/23/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

6/10/2013 4:24:10 PM 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Erika in Canada 

7/2~5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

7/18/20~.3 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Haven, Ben; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/11/2013 3:22:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-vacation 

Start: 7/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/11/2013 5:35:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick-sick 

Start: 6/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/12/2013 4:48:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-vacation 1/2 day (afternoon) 

Start: 6/14/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/12/2013 4:48:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia-vacation 1/2 day (afternoon) 

Start: 6/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/14/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

6/28/2013 8:08:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick -Sick 

Start: 6/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/1/2013 6:39:29 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Annice-out 

Start: 6/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/1/2013 6:39:45 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Annice-Out 

Start: 6/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 6/14/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

7/3/2013 7:18:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben in Richmond 

Start: 7/15/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/8/2013 12:52:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-sick in at 11:45 

Start: 7/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/11/2013 9:37:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen away 

Start: 7/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

7/12/2013 8:31:45 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

FW: Out of Office: Vacation 

7/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

7/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

..... Original Appointment ..... 
From: Fisher, Annice E 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
Subject: Out of Office: Vacation 
When; Friday, July 12, 2013 12:00 AM to Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: 

Good Afternoon All, 
I am out on vacation during these days. 

Thanks, 

Annice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/15/2013 1:43:34 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen Vacation 

Start: 8/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/17/2013 4:13:13 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Appointment off campus 

Farrah at 10:45 

Start: 9/12/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/12/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/22/2013 4:12:33 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable at Kitchen 

Location: 5:30 

Start: 7/25/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 7/25/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/22/2013 4:47:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- 

Start: 7/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 7/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/22/2013 4:49:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Harold Woodard- 

Start: 7/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/23/2013 12:30:56 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 8/8/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/8/2013 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/23/2013 12:33:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen to Madison 

Start: 9/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Plane at 2:50. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

7/23/2013 12:33:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Owen in Madison 

Start: 9/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7/30/2013 8:47:32 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aO5ddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: Paula- 

Location: 

Start: 8/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Demetriou, 

Cynthia; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

7/31/2013 9:04:23 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Nick- Richmond 

8/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

8/13/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Out of Office 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/5/2013 6:29:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: GT for lunch 

Location: TBA 

Start: 8/20/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 8/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/9/2013 8:19:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- 

Start: 8/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

8/19/2013 12:43:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta- 

Start: 8/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/20/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

8/30/2013 5:40:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dalai Lama 

Location: NYC 

Start: 10/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2013 6:26:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: NYC for DL 

Start: 10/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/3/2013 6:27:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: NYC for DL 

Start: 10/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/3/2013 8:05:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben out of office 12:30-3pm 

Location: appt 

Start: 9/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/12/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 4:06:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Coleman, Drew S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Drew S Coleman 

(dcoleman)]; ’Allen Chan’ [chan@robertsonscholars.org]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (panter)]; Fisher, Annice E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Dykstra Hylander, Linda A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Linda Dykstra (Iyd2481)]; Abels, Kimberly Town 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; 

Collins, Marcus L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ColIinsm]; Faison, Christopher [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cdf333]; Bickford, Donna M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Beth 

Owen (beth.owen@duke.edu) [beth.owen@duke.edu]; ’Allen Chan’ [chan@robertsonscholars.org]; Beth Owen 

(beth.owen@duke.edu) [beth.owen@duke.edu] 

Undergraduate Breakfast/Meeting 

Carolina Club 

11/26/2013 I:00:00 PM 

11/26/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; Leloudis, James L; Perreira, Krista; Woodard, Harold; 

May, Lee Y; Coleman, Drew S; ’Allen Chan’; Panter, A. T.; Fisher, Annice E; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); 

Dykstra, Linda; Abels, Kimberly Town; Collins, Marcus L; Faison, Christopher D; Bickford, Donna M; Beth Owen 

(beth.owen@duke.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 7:55:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Pleasants Room of Wilson Library 

Start: 11/15/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/15/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 7:55:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Pleasants Room of Wilson Library 

Start: 10/4/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/4/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 7:55:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Faculty Council 

Pleasants Room of Wilson Library 

Start: 9/13/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/9/2013 9:00:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: HOLD for Owen 

Start: 9/10/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/10/2013 4:15:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: DUS 

Location: Toy Lounge 

Start: 9/19/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/19/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/10/2013 4:17:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Ad Board Prep 

Steele 3011 

9/19/2013 7:00:00 PM 

9/19/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/11/2013 12:49:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)] 

Abigail/Owen 

Steele 3011 

9/13/2013 1:30:00 PM 

9/13/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Panter, A. T, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MAYL] 

9/11/2013 8:21:39 PM 

May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Miller, Gary Alan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gumption]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Parents Council Meeting 

30211 

9/20/2013 3:00:00 PM 

9/20/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Miller, Gary Alan; Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/12/2013 3:23:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Chairs Leadership Dinner 

Location: TBD 

Start: 12/12/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 12/13/2013 i:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/12/2013 4:39:48 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/13/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/12/2013 5:22:17 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: at 9:30 

Start: 10/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/12/2013 5:22:39 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Travel to NC State for RC meeting 

Notes 

Start: 10/23/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2013 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Board meeting 2-5 

Reception 5:30-7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/12/2013 5:23:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Appointment off campus 

Location: at 1:45 

Start: 11/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/12/2013 5:23:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Appointment off campus 

Location: at 11:45 

Start: 12/20/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/20/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/12/2013 5:24:37 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 9/13/2013 5:30:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Ragland, Vanessa [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=VRAGLAN D] 

9/12/2013 8:33:11 PM 

Ragland, Vanessa [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vragland]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Powell, Leslie Michele [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PowelII] 

Pre-Hearing Conference 

3011 Steele Building 

9/18/2013 5:30:00 PM 

9/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Leslie Michele; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/12/2013 8:40:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Cynthia- 

Start: 9/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/12/2013 8:41:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: AOB 

Start: 9/30/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/30/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/12/2013 9:05:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Lee May 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/13/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 9/13/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/13/2013 4:00:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

May/Owen 

Steele 3011 

9/13/2013 6:00:00 PM 

9/13/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/15/2013 3:48:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: at 9:15 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 9/20/2013 12:30:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/16/2013 4:52:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Robertson Scholars All-Scholar Dinner 

The Rizzo Conference Center, 150 DuBose House Lane, Chapel Hill, NC 

Start: 9/24/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 9/25/2013 12:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Robertson scholars All-scholar Dinner 
Event time: Tuesday, september 24th at 6:00 PM 
To be held at: The Rizzo conference Center, 150 DuBose House Lane, Chapel Hill, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2013 6:45:36 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon 

(gmenon)]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Enrollment Options for State Health Plan-Reminder 

Steele 

10/15/2013 11:30:00 AM 

10/15/2013 12:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Fisher, Annice E; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Haven, Ben; Menon, Geeta; Demetriou, 

Cynthia; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Lindemann, Erika 

This is just a friendly reminder to please be sure you have completed your assessment, primary care provider and 
smoking attestation. Due by I0/31/2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2013 7:44:28 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Paula in Executive Committee Meeting (Franklin Street) 11:30-1pm 

Start: 9/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/18/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2013 7:48:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

Lunch w/Lee May 

TBD 

10/1/2013 4:00:00 PM 

10/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/16/2013 8:42:08 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

Subject: Meeting 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/10/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/10/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Woodard, Harold; Abels, Kimberly Town 

Verita and Joy will be sending some materials they feel will require you to read over and talk about prior to meeting with 

them. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/16/2013 8:57:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Installation Delel~ates Reception 

Gerrard Hall, Cameron Avenue 

Start: 10/12/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/13/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Installation Delegates Reception 
Event time: Saturday, october 12th 

To be held at: Gerrard Hall, Cameron Avenue 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/17/2013 6:32:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: call 

Location: Bobbi’s Office 

Start: 9/17/2013 7:15:00 PM 

End: 9/17/2013 7:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/18/2013 4:51:23 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Chris, Lissa, Bobbi RESCHEDULED 

3011 Steele 

Start: 10/2/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/2/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/18/2013 7:34:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 10/2/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/2/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

With candidate for Distinguished Scholarships. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/18/2013 7:40:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lunch with David Navalinsky 

C Club - bar 

Start: 10/11/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/18/2013 7:59:32 PM 

CAS - Steele 3020 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cas_iesteele3020.rmb] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sitterson Awards Committee Meeting 

Steele 3020B 

Start: 10/8/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DERICKSO] 

9/19/2013 1:03:56 PM 

Derickson, Christopher P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Derickso]; Broome, Lissa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lbroome]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Review Meeting 

Location: 3011 Steele Bldg 

Start: 10/11/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Broome, Lissa L; Owen, Bobbi A 

Broome and Derickson and Owen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/19/2013 4:40:18 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Hold for ACCIAC 

2/16/2014 5:00:00 AM 

2/17/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/19/2013 7:20:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Strader, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr Michael Ray Strader (mstrader)] 

Owen/Strader Bi-weekly 

Steele 3011 

9/24/2013 1:00:00 PM 

9/24/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM 

Strader, Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2013 12:54:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Cares, Susan Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Catess]; Chodos, Rebecca [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rebecca Chodos 

(chodosr)dgf] 

i@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Semester Online/Introduction to Actuarial Program 

Steele 3011 

Start: 9/26/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/20/2013 1:33:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Distance Education Task Force 

Steele 3020B 

Start: 10/8/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2013 2:16:09 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

FYS department quotas 

Steele 3011 

9/24/2013 2:00:00 PM 

9/24/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2013 3:07:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RakelIy] 

Lunch (Roberta and Bobbi) 

Carolina Club (Bar) 

10/15/2013 3:30:00 PM 

10/15/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/20/2013 4:19:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Parents Council 

Friday center Dogwood Room 

Start: 9/27/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Session at 11:40 followed by lunch. 

Perhaps ride with Gary Miller. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/20/2013 6:24:25 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Annice-’ 

Start: 10/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CYN DEM] 

9/22/2013 11:05:03 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Goodman, Paula [/O--UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Cynthia 

9/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

9/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/23/2013 2:11:57 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick-out of the office 

Start: 9/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/23/2013 7:59:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Teaching 

Location: Drama 

Start: 1/9/2014 i:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Tuesday and Thursday from 8:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/23/2013 8:49:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Dean’s Meeting 

Location: Steele 3020 

Start: 10/28/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

** Possible Re-org*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/24/2013 1:51:04 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, 

Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu) [candicef@email.unc.edu]; Menon, Geeta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geeta Menon (gmenon)] 

Paula- leaving at 3:30 ( Red Cross) 

Graham 

9/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

9/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Panter, A. T.; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu); Menon, Geeta; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/24/2013 2:58:32 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Erika 

Steele 3011 

9/26/2013 5:00:00 PM 

9/26/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/25/2013 7:55:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Su bject: Costa r 

Location: CDA 

Start: 9/27/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/26/2013 1:35:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Presentation ( Stephanie Schmitt) 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/1/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/26/2013 4:16:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable 

Location: C In porch at 5 

Start: 10/3/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 10/3/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/26/2013 6:10:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: George Lensing for coffee 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 10/1/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2013 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 1:17:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: To London for Winston House 

Start: 11/12/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 11/12/2013 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 1:19:16 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

London for Winston House 

11/13/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/14/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 1:27:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Atlanta for SACS 

Start: 12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 1:27:44 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Atlanta for SACS 

Start: 12/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 1:27:59 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Atlanta for SACS 

Start: 12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/11/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/27/2013 5:48:15 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Student Government Sustainability 

Steele 3011 

Start: 10/1/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 10/1/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/27/2013 6:59:55 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bowman and Gordon Gray 

Location: 205 South 

Start: 10/15/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/15/2013 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 7:04:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Women’s Leadership Council 

Start: 11/8/2013 i:00:00 PM 

End: 11/8/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

PerShannon Kennedy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/27/2013 7:05:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Out of Office 

Recurrence: Daily 

every day 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/29/2013 7:21:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Honorary Degree Committee Meeting 

2nd Floor Carr Conference Room 

Start: 11/27/2013 3:30:00 PM 

End: 11/27/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Re Graham Award 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

9/30/2013 1:17:39 PM 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Ben out of office 8-11am (doctor’s appt) 

10/7/2013 4:00:00 AM 

10/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@ad.unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Erika Lindemann (ulinde@email.unc.edu); Siedentop, 

Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

9/30/2013 4:42:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Winston House event 

Start: 11/14/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2013 i0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

9/30/2013 7:09:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Geeta-md appointment 1-2pm 

Start: 10/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/1/2013 12:34:12 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: B Dentist 

Start: 10/2/2013 11:30:00 AM 

End: 10/2/2013 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/1/2013 6:54:53 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Paula- Forum 9-11:30am 

Pleasants Room, Wilson Library 

Start: 10/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/1/2013 6:56:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Farmer, Stephen M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Smfarmer] 

College Board Conference Call ( will be calling her on speaker phone) 

Steele 3011 

10/15/2013 6:30:00 PM 

10/15/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika; Farmer, Stephen M 

5~.2-673-3582 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/1/2013 9:00:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Paula G’s celebration 

Start: 10/29/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TERRY ELLEN RHODES (RHODES)] 

10/2/2013 12:55:24 PM 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Meet with Shannon and Tina RE: your presentation to the A&S Board and Women’s committee 

205 South 

10/8/2013 2:00:00 PM 

10/8/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

10/2/2013 3:23:43 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Nick out of office (family funeral) 

Start: 9/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 

Paula - l’m adding this calendar event per your request from last week. You wanted all leave time posted on your 

calendar and Bobbi’s calendar. 

Thanks, 

Nick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

10/2/2013 3:40:51 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Committee on University Government - NOTE 

Bynum 236 

Start: 10/31/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/31/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Appt made over the phone with Vin Steponaitis- he will send an email follow-up to you soon. 

Purpose: considering is some or all of the faculty members on the Advisory 

Committee on Undergraduate Admissions would be elected, rather than 

appointed. 

10/2/13 BH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/2/2013 4:46:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Leloudis talk at Alumni Center at 6:30 

Reception at 6 

Start: 10/10/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/2/2013 6:15:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Erika 

Steele 3011 

10/2/2013 7:00:00 PM 

10/2/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/2/2013 9:05:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lynn Roundtree at 8:30 

Daily Grind - inside 

Start: 10/11/2013 12:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 i:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/3/2013 3:04:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Bill McDiarmid calling 

Location: Steele 3011 

Start: 10/3/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/3/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/3/2013 3:21:58 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Review Bowman and Gordon Gray materials 

Steele 3011 

10/10/2013 6:00:00 PM 

10/10/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/3/2013 5:09:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Co star 

Start: 1/6/2014 1:00:00 PM 

End: 1/6/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 

every Monday from 8:00 AM to 11:30 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

10/4/2013 12:05:08 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Candice Vacation 1 -5pm 

10/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

10/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/4/2013 5:05:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Mary Floyd-Wilson 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 10/21/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/21/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/4/2013 6:18:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Pitelka, Morgan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Morgan Pitelka (mpitelka)] 

Non-Western Costume Collection 

Steele 3011 

10/29/2013 2:30:00 PM 

10/29/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Pitelka, Morgan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=U LIN DE] 

10/5/2013 7:19:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Erika re TREO. 

Location: 3011 

Start: 10/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/8/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/7/2013 3:57:37 PM 

Subject: Mary Floyd-Wilson 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 10/7/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

10/7/2013 8:40:52 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; McLaughlin, Richard M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rmm]; Clemens, J. 

Christopher [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Clemens] 

Smith, Greg [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Greg Smith (smithlg)5dO]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Math Courses Meeting 

South - 205 

10/10/2013 12:15:00 PM 

10/10/2013 I:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; McLaughlin, Richard M; Clemens, J. Christopher 

RE: Math Courses 

Meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia -4’O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 1:56 PM 

Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.nnc.edu~~; McLaughlin, Richard M <rmm@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M < gus@email.unc.edw,; Ower~ Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edw>; GoodmaK Paula <pgoodman@email.unc.edu;>; 

Smith, Greg <smithlg@email.unc.edu;> 

RE: Math Comses Meeting 

All, 
This email confirms a meeting regarding proposed math courses on the following day. Please hole Lhe meeting witl sLart 3.5 minuLes laLer than originally planned: 

Thursday, October 10 

8:IS-gain 

205 South conference room 

Best, 

Yu[ia 

From: Clemens, J. Christopher 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 5:19 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia; NcLaughlin, Richard M 
~e: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Smith, Greg 
Subject: RE: Math Courses Meeting 
I drive a carpool of kids that allow me to arrive at 8:15 earliest. Unless my wi% can substitute I will be there at 8:15. 

Chris 

J. Christopher Clemens 

Chair 

Department of Physics and Astronomy 

Phillips Hall - CB# 3255 

Chapel Hill, NC27599 

Phone: (919) 962-2079 

Website : www. physics, uric. edu 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent; Monday, October 07, 2013 4:39 PM 
To-" Clemens, 3. Christopher; McLaughlin, Richard M 
C¢: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Smith, Greg 
Subject; Math Courses Meeting 

Chris and Rich, 

Kevin Gusldewicz and Bobbi Owen would like to set up a meeting with you to discuss new mathematics course proposals in Physics this week. Based on everyone’s 

calendars the timeframe below is the only time that works for everyone: 

Thursday, October 10 

8-9am 

205 South Building conference room 

I will send an Outlook invite shortly--please let me know if you have an inflexible scheduling conflict of which I’m not aware. 

Best, 

Yulia 

Vuli~ Stdzbeus 

Adminis~:ratiw? Assist~ n~: 

Office of the Dean 

Col~ese of Arts and Sciences 

UNC--Chape~ H~I 

Campus 8ox 3tO0 

Ch~pel H~I~, NC 27599-31C47 

9~9/962--~65 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/8/2013 12:33:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: sick 

Start: 10/8/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/8/2013 4:35:27 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Class observation 

Location: 105 CDA 

Start: 10/11/2013 2:45:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Navalinski 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/8/2013 5:16:04 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Biddle, Andrea K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abiddle] 

Biddle/Owen 

Steele 3011 

10/10/2013 8:00:00 PM 

10/10/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Biddle, Andrea K 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/8/2013 6:00:20 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 12/13/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/14/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/9/2013 12:51:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Candice - in around noon 

Start: 10/9/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/9/2013 1:00:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan] 

LC Advisory Briefing 

Steele 3011 

10/25/2013 7:30:00 PM 

10/25/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Abels, Kimberly Town; Maitland, Theresa L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/9/2013 7:48:36 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Murrill, Verita L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Verita]; Birmingham, Joy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lisa Anne 

Birmingham (jbirming)]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels] 

Follow up meeting 

Steele 3011 

10/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

10/22/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Murrill, Verita L; Birmingham, Joy; Woodard, Harold; Abels, Kimberly Town 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

10/9/2013 9:11:01 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mayl]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Meet with Nick and Lee 

Bobbi’s office 

10/10/2013 3:30:00 PM 

10/10/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y; Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/10/2013 9:36:50 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Big Fish at 7 

Start: 10/17/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 10/17/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

7:23:35 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

:Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Vacation 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

7:30:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/11/2013 8:22:31 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Appointment off Campus 

Location: at 7:30 

Start: 6/18/2014 Ii:30:00 AM 

End: 6/18/2014 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

2:14:18 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: Vacation 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

5:12:58 PM 

; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: FW: Vacation Day 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

4:00:00 AM 

4:00:00 AM 

I am requesdn8 vacat:k:m leave Thank you, 

..... Original Appointment ..... 
F tom: 
Sent: Monday, 
To’, 
Subject:, 
When: Friday, 

Canada). 
Where: 

1:13 PM 
; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A 

Vacation Day 
12:00 AM to Saturday,              12:00 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

10/15/2013 8:02:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Football Saturday with 

Location: Time TBA 

Start: 11/22/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2013 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Includes tour of Loudermilk and lunch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

10/16/2013 12:31:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben out of office until 12:30pm 

Start: 10/23/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

5:57:15 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Vacation 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/21/2013 3:52:47 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Owen, Bobbi A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz 

(gus)] 

Deans Advisory Committee 

205 South 

12/3/2013 6:30:00 PM 

12/3/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

10/22/2013 4:36:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Erika Lindemann 

(ulinde@email.unc.edu) [ulinde@email.unc.edu]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento] 

Ben out of office till 12pm - appt 

11/4/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/5/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Erika Lindemann (ulinde@email.unc.edu); Siedentop, Nicholas J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/23/2013 2:38:04 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Bardsley, Janice B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Janice B Bardsley (bardsley)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Sable, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Ashby, Valerie S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle 

(dlysle)]; Taylor, Beverly W I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; Aldrich, Howard E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

2/4/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/4/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Sable, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E; Bardsley, Janice B; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/23/2013 2:42:35 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Ashby, Valerie S 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle 

(dlysle)]; Taylor, Beverly W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; Aldrich, Howard E I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

4/29/2014 5:30:00 PM 

4/29/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

SaMe, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, 

Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/24/2013 12:17:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt in around 10 

Start: 10/24/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/24/2013 6:48:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt out all day 

Start: 10/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

10/28/2013 1:07:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -sick 

Start: 10/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 10/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

~ 2:15:10 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Candice Working From Home 

Start: ..... 5:00:00 AM 

End: 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; ; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1:23:08 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

:Fisher, 

Subject: -Vacation all day 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika; Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben; 

(candicef@email.unc.edu) 

Fisher, Annice E; candicef 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/1/2013 4:12:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -working from home 

Start: 11/1/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 11/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

11/3/2013 6:43:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Appoinment off campus 

AL in Carrboro 

Start: 11/5/2013 I:00:00 PM 

End: 11/5/2013 1:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/4/2013 2:55:34 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Subject: (all day) 

Start: 11/15/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika 

hour. 

Ben will in the office that day and will have cover during the lunch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

3:22:49 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; candicef 

(candicef@email.unc.edu) [candicef@email.unc.edu]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Haven, Ben 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: -Vacation 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Siedentop, Nicholas J; candicef (candicef@email.unc.edu); Fisher, Annice E; Lindemann, Erika; 

Haven, Ben; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

11/7/2013 4:05:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben out of office 

Start: 12/19/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/7/2013 4:12:43 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=P~;oodman]; Haven, 

Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: (vacation) 

Start: 12/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Haven, Ben; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SIEDENTO] 

11/7/2013 4:13:15 PM 

Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: (vacation) 

Start: 12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Haven, Ben; Lindemann, Erika; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/8/2013 2:24:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: partial day 

Start: 11/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

11/8/2013 4:10:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=£XCHANG£ ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben leaving office at 3pm today 

Start: 11/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/12/2013 1:42:14 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -sick 

Start: 11/12/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/13/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/18/2013 1:59:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -Sick 

Start: 11/15/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/16/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

11/19/2013 7:57:26 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appointment leaving at 3pm 

Start: 11/20/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

9:36:13 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; 

; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Powell, 

Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: Annice working from home 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Goodman, Paula; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

5:32:28 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O:UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU--EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN--Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: .~ 9:30-4:30 

Start: 11/26/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 11/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

3:11:15 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

Vacation 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

12/3/2013 1:25:46 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben in late - 

Start: 12/5/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

7:49:09 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Panter, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

-leaving at 4:30 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Required 

Attendees: 

Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; 

Lindemann, Erika; Panter, A. T. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

4:43:28 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; 

; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

out 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; ; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

7:28:10 PM 

; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O:UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Krome-Lukens, Anna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anna Krome-Lukens (annakl)]; Huerta, Carmen 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Krome-Lukens, Anna; Huerta, Carmen; Goodman, Paula 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

3:30:55 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; 

Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Vacation 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Fisher, Annice E; ; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/6/2013 3:32:00 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: -vacation 1:30-5pm 

Start: 12/6/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/7/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

11:30:11 AM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=P~;oodman]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae] 

Subject: Candice 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A; Fisher, Annice E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/9/2013 2:44:35 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: appt. leaving @noon, may return. 

Start: 12/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

12/9/2013 3:23:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/2/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/3/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

8:22:15 PM 

: Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

8:22:43 PM 

: Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Fisher, 

Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

8:23:12 PM 

:Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Free 

5:00:00 AM 

5:00:00 AM 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/16/2013 8:08:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/16/2013 8:08:47 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/23/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/16/2013 8:09:24 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 3/10/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 3/15/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/17/2013 1:17:07 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/17/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/18/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

12/17/2013 9:37:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Candice-leaving @4pm 

Start: 12/19/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/20/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

12/18/2013 1:12:33 PM 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/18/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/19/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence; 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

12/20/2013 12:36:25 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

End: 12/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

4:16:42 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

: Goodman, 

Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

1:30:00 PM 

3:00:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Owen, Bobbi A; 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula 

l will likely be in well before ten - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

1/3/2014 3:22:13 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; Miles, Bob [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bobmiles]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Marcinowski, Erin J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marcinow] 

Africa Study Abroad Meeting 

307 South Building conference room 

1/16/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; Sahle, 

Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 

RE: Proposed 

meeting in Janua... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

1/3/2014 8:22:52 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/6/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/7/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/4/2014 2:40:41 PM 

Wash U visit 

11/20/2014 5:00:00 AM 
11/21/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/4/2014 2:41:10 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Wash U visit 

Start: 11/21/2014 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/22/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/6/2014 2:51:42 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Wash U visit 

Start: 11/18/2014 5:00:00 AM 
End: 11/19/2014 5:00:00 AM 
Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Haven, Ben [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BHAVEN] 

1/8/2014 6:14:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/16/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/17/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/9/2014 7:42:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Jaye Cable 

Location: C Inn 

Start: 1/16/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 1/16/2014 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:13:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Perreira, Krista [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perreira] 

Perreira Bi-weekly meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 7:30:00 PM 

1/21/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 2:30 PM to 3:00 PM 

Perreira, Krista 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/9/2014 9:53:57 PM 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Castrejon, Leslie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Castrejo]; Chong, Christine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chongcd]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Haven, Ben [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bhaven]; Huerta, 

Carmen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chuerta]; Krome-Lukens, Anna [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Anna Krome-Lukens (annaM)]; Ley, Megan 

Brandy Patricia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mley]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde]; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=D298aOSddlaO4bfc9f67b8366aa23clc]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Owenby, 

Jennifer [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jowenby]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Panter (partier)]; Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Spurt, Kim Weaver [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Spurrk] 

Power off tonight! 

Steele building 

1/14/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/15/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

High 

(none) 

Castrejon, Leslie; Chong, Christine; Demetriou, Cynthia; Fisher, Annice E; Haven, Ben; Huerta, Carmen; Krome- 

Lukens, Anna; Ley, Megan Brandy Patrida; Lindemann, Erika; Morgan-Smith, Mary Margaret; Owen, Bobbi A; 

Owenby, Jennifer; Panter, A. T.; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Siedentop, Nicholas J; Spurt, Kim Weaver 

**** FYI, please remember to turn off your computers prior to leaving and you will not be able to remote in at the 

timeframe listed below)**** 

Paula, 
I have the power off pm for Steele Building. Every five years we have to turn the power off and check and tighten the 

connections in all the electrical panels. I would like to schedule the pm on Tuesday 1/14/2014 from 9:00pm to 11:00pm 

it may not take the entire two hours to perform the pm. If this date and time will work for your building occupants let 

me know. If there are any questions or concerns please contact me. 

Thank you, 



Jeff 

leff Summey 
2nd shift Maintenance 
919-928-6989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/10/2014 1:21:30 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Hold for Owen 

Start: 1/10/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/10/2014 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/10/2014 1:41:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Turn Computer Of!! 

Start: 1/14/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/10/2014 6:04:43 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: To Madison 

Start: 1/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/25/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/13/2014 4:36:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: JCC 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/15/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAN DICEF] 

7:15:14 PM 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleminl~ [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Owen, 

Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Vacation 

Start: 8:30:00 PM 

End: 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Goodman, Paula; Fisher, Annice E; Owen, Bobbi A; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/14/2014 3:23:40 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Ben 

Start: 1/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Dykstra, Fran [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FRAN DYKSTRA (FDYKSTRA)A83] 

1/14/2014 3:37:49 PM 

Dykstra, Fran [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fran Dykstra (fdykstra)a83]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman] 

Bobbi Owen and Fran Dykstra (Meet/Greet) 

3011 Steele 

Start: 2/5/2014 6:15:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 

Due to Fran leaving another meeting she will arrive at 1:15PM. Can we extend the meeting to 2:15, if necessary? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/14/2014 9:20:54 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; May, Lee Y [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mayl] 

May/Owen meeting 

Steele 3011 

1/21/2014 4:30:00 PM 

1/21/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

May, Lee Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/15/2024 4:34:32 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi and Karen 

2/5/2014 7:30:00 PM 

2/5/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

1/15/2014 4:35:14 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Bobbi and Karen 

2/25/2014 4:30:00 PM 

2/25/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/16/2014 7:17:02 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Harold Woodard 

Location: 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/17/2014 I:30:00 PM 

End: 1/17/2014 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RAKELLY] 

1/17/2014 2:53:48 PM 

Norwood, Roberta Anne [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RakelIy]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Barker, 

Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkerjm]; Bachman, Dianne L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dianne L Bachman (dbachman)ee3]; Payne, 

Christopher A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cpayne]; Partridge, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Michael Partridge (cpartrid)2e6]; 

Platz, Gina B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gina] 

Departmental Priority Subcomittee 

Steele 3020 

1/22/2014 2:00:00 PM 

1/22/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula; Barker, Michael; Bachman, Dianne L; Payne, Christopher A; 

Partridge, Chris; Platz, Gina B 

All, 

The majority of the group is available to meet on Wednesday, 1/22 from 9-10am. 

Thank you to Paula for finding us a meeting room in Steele! 

Revisions on our documents are in progress and will be provided as soon as they are ready. 

Thank you! 

Roberta 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/21/2014 12:38:05 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Linda Dykstra Event at 5 

Carolina Club, Peebles Room 

Start: 2/7/2014 9:30:00 PM 

End: 2/8/2014 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

drinks and then dinner 



From: 

Sent: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/21/2014 12:46:26 PM 

Subject: Hold for JCC 

Location: Phone or 3011 Steele 

Start: 1/21/2014 6:30:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/21/2014 2:40:11 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Paula-Executive Committee 1130-130p 

Start: 1/21/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 1/22/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/21/2014 4:34:22 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: Robertson Finalists Final day 

Start: 4/7/2014 4:00:00 AM 

End: 4/8/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2014 1:05:03 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Subject: London for Winston House event 

Start: 2/10/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 2/11/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Out of Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=OWEN BOB] 

1/22/2014 1:45:06 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

UNC Winston House Invitation 

Winston House, 3 Bedford Square, London WClB 3RA 

Start: 2/11/2014 11:30:00 PM 

End: 2/12/2014 2:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

UNC Winston House Invitation 
Event time: Tuesday, February 11th at 7:00 PM 
To be held at: winston House, 3 Bedford square, London WCIB 3RA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:06:33 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email,unc,edu); Powell, Candice 

Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 

HR class 8:30-12:30 

1/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/29/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=FISH ERAE] 

1/22/2014 2:06:51 PM 

Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; 

Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu) [cyndem@email.unc.edu]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=CANDICEF] 

HR class 8:30-:~pm 

1/30/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/31/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

every Tuesday and Thursday from 8:30 AM to 12:30 PM 

Demetriou, Cynthia (cyndem@email.unc.edu); Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; Goodman, Paula; Owen, Bobbi A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=PGOODMAN] 

1/22/2014 2:59:21 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Siedentop, Nicholas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Siedento]; Lindemann, Erika [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ulinde] 

Ad Board Prep 

Steele 3011 

1/27/2014 4:30:00 PM 

1/27/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J; Lindemann, Erika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Broun, Ken <ksbroan@email.unc.edu> 

Ennice Sahle~ Ph.D 

Chair, Departmem of African and Afro-American Studies 

Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: http://afriat~m.unc.edu/ 

Subject: 

Ennice Sahle~ Ph.D 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Associate Professor, Depm~ment of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Seeger, Friederike M <fseeger@unc.edtv~ 

Leloudis, JaJnes L <leloudis@unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Ulgent - Indepenent Studies Courses in the Cape Town Program 

Dear Friederike, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please get in touch as soon as you can. It has come to my attention to that Afri396 and Afri296 which independent study courses in the department are being 

offered in the Cape Town Program this year. This is a great concern for me because I was not contacted about this and since last fall, no students take courses 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 

Chair, Depa~ment of African and Ai~o-American Studies 

Associate Prot~ssor, Department of African and Atilt-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

University of North Carolina at Cha~l Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Seeger, Friederike M <fseeger@unc.edtr~ 

Ennice Sahle~ Ph.D 

Chair, Departmem of African and Afro-American Studies 

Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 8:01 AM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Colon Sonia <sonia colon@~ned.unc.edu:> 

Chaning my remm date because ofreseaxch demands 

From: Deby [deby@vikingtravd.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 1:53 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Miller, Haeran 
Sutziect: Itinerary [’or Review, Approval and T Number 

TO: UNC-Ct IAPEL HILL 
DEPT OF AI:RICAN AND A[~.O AMERICAN STUDIES 

FOR: SAt]J_,};YEUNICE NYERI 

NON[K[~t~’UN’DABI E [cARE IS 2192.20 P],US 35.00 

TK;KET N~EEDS TO BE ISSUE]-) BY bX~2[[)A Y [q{B 17 OR 

SOONER W POSSIBLE. THANKS. 

14 MAY 12 - MONDAY 
AIR DELTA AIR LINES INC FLT: 1666 COAC’H 

LV RALEIGH DL~LHAM 515P EQP: BOEING 737-800 
DEP~%RT: TERMINAL 2 01HR 
~%R ATLANm2A 645P NON-STOP 
ARRI\rE: SOUTH TERMINAL REF: GND96W 
SAHLE/EUNICENJ SEAT-24F DL-9054980587 

AIR DELTA AIR LINES INC FLT:200 COACH    DLNNER 
LV ATLANTA 805P EQP: 77L 
DEPART: SOL~2H TERMINAL             15HR 20M]N 

15 MAY 12 - Tb-ESDAY 
AR JOIL~_iN2N E SB URG 525P NON-STOP 
ARRI\rE: TER_’vIINAL A REF: GND96~V 
SAHLE/EUNICENJ SEAT-47A DL-9054980587 

AIR SOUTH AFRICAN FLT:579 ECONOMY SNACK 
LV JO~SB~G 700P EQP: BOE~G 737-8(X) 

~ DL~AN 810P NON-STOP 
~F: 8L~85 

01 JUL 12 - SL2NDAY 
AIR SOUTH AFRIC~N FLT:572 ECONONPi~    SNACK 

LV DURBAN 540P EQP: AIRBUS A320 
01HR 10ivff’q 

AR JOHAB.2NE SBURG 650P NON-STOP 
AK~VE: TERMINAL B REF: 8LX3385 

AIR DELTAAIRLIN~ESIN(2FLT:201 COACH    DLNB,~R 
LV JOHAB,~NESBURG 825P EQP: 77L 
DEPART: TEPJdIB.’AL A 16HR 15\YIN" 

02 YUL 12 - MON~)AY 
AR ATLANTA 640A NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: SOUTH TERM1NAL REF: GND96~V 
SAHLE?ELrNICENJ SEAT-52A DL-9054980587 

AIR DELTA AIR LIN~ES IN(? FLT: 1294 COACH 
LV ATLANTA 830A EQP: MD-88 
DEPART: SOUTH TEP,2vflNAL 01HR 34MIN 
AR RALEIGH DURHAM 1004A NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMENAL 2 REF: GE,~)96W 
SAHLE?ELrNICENJ SEAT-22A DL-9054980587 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 
PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN 
A VAI.ID PASSPORT 1S REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 
TK;KET IS NONRE[gUNDABLE/PENALTIBS APPLY FOR CItANGES 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 15, 2012 1:30 PM 
To: deby@vikingtravel.com; iVhller, Haeran 
Sutzject: RE: Options for Durban 
Importance: High 



Dear Deby, 

Many thanks. 

Option 1 below works: 

May ] 4 - RI)U to Durban 
> July 1 - Durban to RDU 
> 
> Delta - $2194.00 round trip 
> DL1666U 14MAY M RDUATL*SS1 515P 645P (change Atlanta) 
> DL 200U 14MAY M ATLJN~B*SS1 805P 525P (15 MAY-change Johannesburg) 
> SA 579W 15MAY T JNBDUR SS1 700P 805P 
> 

> SA 572W 01JLrL S DURJNB SS1 540P 650P (change Johannesburg) 
> DL 201U 01YUL S JNBATL*SS1 825P 640A (2 JL~-change Atlanta) 
> DL1294U 02JUL MATLRDU*SS1 830A 1004A 

Other details: 

Eunice Njeri Sahle 
June 24, 1958 

Sk~_’vhles Number: 9054980587 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 2:19 PM 

Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@email.nnc.edu> 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Reid, Dee <~leereid@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow up 

From: Gil, Karen M 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C:c: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

EuiJice 

This looks great -- both parts. 

"[’bank you [o~ all you are doh~g, 

Kare~ 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. P,::deRmn Distinguished P~ofesso~ of Psychology 

LJrfivers~t:y o[ Nort:h Ca~o~h-~a at Chape~ I-t~] 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599-.3100 

919-952-3082 

919-952-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

I~g~lg~bem a ~1, u nc.e{t u 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 2:00 PM 

To: Gil, Karen M 
~:c: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Reid, Dee 
Subject: Follow up 

Dear Dean Gil, 

This is a quick update. 

With the knowledge that Kenneth Janken will be talking to faculty in person or over the phone about other developments shortly, I have asked him to let faculty know of your 
strong support of our Unit, students and faculty at yesterday’s meeting with the BOT. He said he would do so and keep me posted. 

On another note but on the same theme, I would like to send the following email to Deborah Stroman (Chair of the Carolina Black Caucus) for circulation to members of the 
Caucus. Please let me know if it is OK. 

Dear Deborah, 

Many thanks for your support of the Department at the FEC’s sub-committee forum this week and with the letter you circulated early today to faculty and staff in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

I would be grateful if you shared the following important points that Dean Karen Gil made at the Board of Trustees’ meeting yesterday with members of the Carolina Black 
Caucus. These points indicate her continued and strong support of our Unit, students and faculty and it is important to amplify them during this difficult and confusing time. 

At the meeting, Dean Gil reiterated the fact that the department ’has played an important role in the field and on this campus for more than four decades’. Further, she 
stressed that under new and ’determined leadership, and with the hard work from the department faculty, new policies and procedures are now in place governing 
independent study courses’ and course outlines. Finally, she stated that she was ’confident that with the new changes, the department will emerge stronger in teaching, 
research and service’. 

Once again, many thanks for your support and leadership. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 8:46 AM 

MaJ~an Mutua <mutua@buffalo.edu> 

jeremy.j.gould@jb¢l.fi 

RE: Invitation - People’s constitutions in E and S Africa 

OK esteemed Dean of Law! This is great news. 

Your addition duties.. Jeremy is seeking funds in Europe (see attached budget) and I suggest you and I secure some funds from our respective institutions. What do you think? 

From: Makau Mutua [mutua@buffalo.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 30, 2022 8:32 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc; jeremy.j.gould@jyu.fi 
Subject; Re: Invitation - People’s constitutions in E and S Africa 

Sounds great’. I would be delighted to join Jeretny as well as your core team. This has been a very central part of my research. 

Makau Mutua 

On May 30, 2012, at 7:03 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Nakau, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am still in Durban and busy with research. 

At any rate, would you be in interested in joining my friend 3eremy - teaches in Finland and has been involved in social and other processes in Zambia for a long- 

time - on a project focusing on people’s constitution processes in the post-Cold War conjuncture in E and $ Africa? At a minimum, the project would involve you 
attending a workshop in Lusaka in August 2023 and may be writing a paper given your long involvement on the politics of constitutional making in Kenya. Further, 

if you are interested you could join the core term - Jeremy, Njeri and Bereket) working on the project - at that point I would add another little responsibility on 
you. Please join us! 

If you are interested I will send the concept paper underpinning the project. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunic~@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 3, 2012 2:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

http~ //w~vv~news~bserver~c~m/2~12/~ra/~3/2~7264/christensen-f~rmer-g~vern~rs-appea~htm~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, June 3, 2012 2:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

http~//www~news~bserver~c~m/2~:t2/~6/~3/2:t~7264/christensen-f~rmer-g~vern~rs~appea~~htm~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, Jnne 3, 2012 1:59 PM 

a~afam@list~rv.unc.edu 

Update: AFAM 280 - See attached 

Public Record Sent to Faculty- Summer School Records and Correspondence.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

Dean Karen Gil has given me permission to share the attached information. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Subject: 

McMiJlan, Tim 
Tuesday, June 14, 2011 t:24 PM 
Nyang Oro, JuJius E~ 
RE: Another Summer Course 

No worries. Ym glad to help in any way, 

T 

From: Nyang Oro, .~ulius E 
Sent; Tuesday, June 14, 2011 12:00 PM 

To; HcNillan, Tim 
Subjecf~; RE: Another Summer Course 

No more than 5. i will be Instructor of record and relieve you of responsibilibi and bother, A big relief for you????? 

From: McMiIIan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 11:51 AM 
To; Nyang Oro, Jutius E 
Subject= RE~: Another Summer Course 

Sure, How many students wii~ [ have? 

T 

From; Nyang oro, Julius E 
Sent; Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:52 AM 
To; t4cNiltan, Tim 
Subject: Another Summer Course 

Nay :[ add your AFAN 280 to our Summer II Course Listing? 



From: 
Sent; 
To: 
Subject: 

Nyang Om~ Jufius E 
Monday, June 20~ 2011 fl0:10 AM 
Yopp, Jan Johnson 
RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

From: Yo~pp, Jan Johnson 
Sent: Monday, June 20, 20!1 10;02 AN 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sul~je~: RE’, AFAH 280 in second session 

Whoa! That’s terrific. 5o we need to do a contrad teller for you for second session. I am fine with paying your 
capped salary of       Since Tim is the summer administrator, we would need e nomination form for you for second 
session ASAP sent to Erin Hoseley. 

Would you discuss with him? :If he has any questions, he can cal~ me at 962~8266. 

I know the students appreciate your willingness to take on this course at the last minute. One of the positive aspects of 
Summer Sdhool is the abiilb/to do this. If we can get the nomination in today~ then your HR person can start the payroll 
ac~on, which woul~ need ~o be done by mid-week to get your first paycheck. O~henMse you will get all the pay in the 
final .check in late July. 

Thank~ again, 

Jan Johnson Yopp 
Dean~ Summer SchooI 
University of North Carolina at ChapeI Hill 
Office: 919.962.8266 
Fax: 919,962,2752 

Waiter Spearman Professor 
School of 3ournalism and Hass Communication 
Universi~ d North Carolina at Chapel Hil! 
Office: 919,962.4083 
Fax: 919,962,0620 
~yopp@emaiLunc;_edu 

From; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Se~t: Monday, ]~e 20~ 20:1:[ 9:57 AM 
To: YOpp, ]an Johnson 
Subject; RE: AFAM 280 in s~ond session 

Dear Jan; 
Goo~ morning. Here is the moment of truth! I have i8 students in ~he class, ~: ~m totally taken by surprise! 

Jufius 

From: Yopp~ Jan ]ohnson 
Sent: Thursdayi ~une 16, 2011 2:55 PM 



Su ~ RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

Wi~h students able to register ~:hrough Lomo~row, ~[ wi I look at enrollment on Nonday, then let!:s make a decision about 
some sa~ar~ for you~ [ don’t ~hink ~t’s f~ir for you to take: on a face~to,~ce course tha~ will ~equire you ~o be here tn 

] am wi:l~ing to discuss with Tim, But le~’s touch base on Monday and see how enrollment played out, 

ThanL% 

~an Johnson Yopp 

Dean, Summer Schoo~ 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hil} 
Office: 919,962,,8266 
Fax: 9t9,962,2752 

Wa!~r Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919,962A083 
Fax:: 919,962.0620 

t~rorn; Nyang Oro, 3ulIus E 
Sea~: Thursday., ]une ~6, 20:Ll. 2:47 P~; 
To~ Yopp~ ]an 3oh~son 
~ubje~t: RE: AFA[~ 280 ~n second session 

Have: a Good :Summer, 

Sent: Thursday,, 3une 16, 2011 2:46 
To~ Nyang Oro, 3u~us E 

:][ just checked a~d AFAN 280 is ,open, so students can register for it now, ]~st F¥~ as you and others i~ AFAN co~tac~ 
students about the course, 

gan .Johnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer :School 
Un!versib" of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hi!! 
Office: 
Fax’. 9:~9.962,2752 



Waiter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and ~4ass Communication 
University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
OffiCe: 919,962.4083 
Fax: 9:[,%96Z.0620 
~q~.~@em ai, unc,edu 



Sent: 
McMil~an, Tim 
Monday, June 20, 2011 2:24 PM 
Nyan90ro, Julius E 
RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

Hi there 

]i’ll see what ]1: can do. 

T 

From: Nyang Oro, 3ulius E 
Sent: Honday~ June 20, 2011 1:13 PN 
To-’ HcNillan, 
Subject; FW: AFAN 280 in second session 

As you can see from the bottom communication with .]an Yopp~ you need to send a nomination form to Summer School 
pronto, Sorry for the bother. Summer School makes it sound it is urgent. 
JEN 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent; Honday, June 20, 2011 10:10 AM 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Subject; RE: AFAI~I 280 in second session 

OK .]an..~ will get on with it. Thanks. 

From: Yopp, Jan ]ohnson 
Sent: Nonday, June 20, 2011 t0:07 AIr., 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
S~bjeet: P,E: AFAN 280 in second session 

Whoa! That’s terrific. So we need to do a contract letter for you for second session. I am fine with paying your 
capped salary of       . Since Tim is the summer administrator, we would need a nomination form for you for second 
session ASAP sent to Erin Ploseley. 

Would you discuss with him? :If he has any questions, he can call me at 962~8266. 

] know the students appredate your willingness to take on this course at the last minute. One of the positive aspects of 
Summer School is the ability to do this. If we can get the nomination in today, then your HR person can start the payroll 
action, which would need to be done by mid-week to get your first paycheck. Otherwise you will get all the pay in the 
final check in late July, 

Thanks again, 

]an ]ohnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer :School 
Unive~sit~ of North Ca~olina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919,962.8266 
Fax: 959.962.2752 



Waiter Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at- Chapel Hill 
Office: 919o962.4083 
Fax: 919.962.0620 
jy~pp~ema~L unc,edu 

Fro~: Nyan90ro, Julius E 
Senti Monday, June 20, 2011 9:57 
To: Yopp, Jan Johnson 
Subject; RE: AFAM 280 in second session 

Good morning. Here is the moment of truth! ~: have I8 students in the class. ~ am totally taken by surprise! 
3ulius 

From: Yopp, 3an 3ohnson 

Sent~ T~ursday, June 15, 20!I 2:55 
TO: Nyang Oro~ 3u~us E 
Subject: RE: AFAH 280 in second sessbn 

Hey, 

With students able to register through tomorrow, ~ wilt took at enrollment on Honday, then let’s make a decision about 
some saJary for you, :~ don’t think it’s fair for you to take on a face-to,face course that will require you to be here in 
second session and for you to waive any kind of payment. 

::[ am willing to discuss with Tim, But let’s touch base on Monday and see how enrollment played out° 

Thanks, 

Jan .1ohnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919.962,8266 
Fax: 919.962Q752 

Walter Spearman Professor 
School of ~ournalism and Mass Communfcation 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil~ 
Office: 9:[9,962°4083 
Fax: 919,962.0620 
~p_@email, unc.edu 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Seat: Thursday, 3une 16, 201I 2:47 
TO: Yopp, Jan ~ohnson 
S~bje~ RE: AFAH 280 ~n second sessbn 

Thanks 3an. Have a Good Summer. 

From; Yopp, 3an 3ohnson 
Sent,’ Thursday, June ]6, 20!l 2:46 PN 



To: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subje~ AFAN 280 in seceded session 

Hi, ]uliu% 

Good to chat with you a few minutes ago, 

]~ just ~hecked and AFAN 280 is open, so students can register for ~t now~ Just FY[ as you and others in AFAN contact 
students about the course~ 

Best~ 

Jan ~ohnson Yopp 
Dean, Summer School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919,962,8266 
Fax: 919,962,2752 

WalLer Spearman Professor 
School of Journalism and Nass Communication 
University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919~962~4083 
Fax: 919o962,0620 
jyopp(~email,unc,edu 



~.~.~- 0 NOT 
PLEASE TYPE FORM 

Fkst Sessior~: 

Sl~ t~IMTEi SCvHOOL 
CB #3340, 1.34 East .t?rStaklin Stree% Room 200 

INSTRUCTOR NONffNATION FORM 
(Nine-Montt~ Base Facul&; TeaelH~g Assistgz~to% Graduare.Ass~.~tants) 

DO NOT FAX 
PLE.ASE T’t~PE FORM 

Date Prepm’ed: {’~ - ZO -- ~0 | I 

Fuji Name 

ol 

9-momh S~tmxmr 
Base Salary 
Salary 

Credit Ho~rs Cot~rse Assignmn~mt 
(Use cok~rse number a~.d seetior0 

* Use Dr: Mrs, Ms, Mr 
**Use: the following P~k>a’KS only: 

02 Associate Professor 
03 ~siaant Professor 
04 Ns~ctor 

F:&ed Term 
05 Fu]Lgme, 

(At~y Ra~k) 
21 Teaching Assistan~ (responsible tbr ~nal gades) 
2 Ip Gmd~mm .As.sNt~m’c 
26 Undergradaate .~sism.at 

Red, sad: J~ 2006 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, Jnne 3, 2012 2:01 PM 

a~afam@list~rv.unc.edu 

Update - AFAM 280 - See attached 

Public Record Sent to Faculty- Summer School Records and Correspondence.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 
Monday, June 4, 2012 8:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.ed~> 

FYI 

Eunice, 
in case you missed it, op-ed by Adam Linker, African studies alumnus: 

htt~://~.ne~s~bserver.com/2~2/~6/~2/v~print/2~4848/rn~.african-studies..experien~e~htm~ 

Dee 

Dee Reii (91’:~) 843-8339 

Director of CoK~ttunications 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The U~Nvers~ty of North Cal31iNa at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: http ://colleqe.unc~ edu 

Facebo >k: ht tp : //www. facebeek, co! / ~NC. Ceiie@@ 

You"ube: htt>://youtube.com/ur~es/UNCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrell, Janet C. <Janet Farrell@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 8:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: 2011-12 PTR report 

Thanks 

I=ro~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 12:49 AM 

To: Farrell, Janet C. 
Subject: RE: 2011-12 PTR repor~ 

Dear Janet, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Please find attached the completed form. Let me know if you need more information. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Farrell, Janet C. 
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2012 3:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Farrell, Janet C. 
Subject: 2011-12 PTR report 

Dear Eunice, 

Since Dean Hartlyn has approved the deferrals of the three faculty members (Lee, Nzongoia-Ntalaja and Hildebrand) that were scheduled for PTR during 20:11-12, 

will you please send me a PTR report. I have attached a copy of the form for your convenience. Please complete the bottom section that pertains to PTRs that have 

been delayed with SAD approval. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Janet Farrell 

CAS Business Operations 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 

Phone: 9:19-962-62:10 

Work Schedule: Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, June 22, 2012 12:02 PM 

Sere to DemlJH- BRIDGES.pdf 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 

CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

June I5,2012 

THE FRIDAY CENTEF~ 

CAMPUS BOX I020 

CHAPEL HILL. NC 27599-1020 

fridaycemer,unc.edn 

Eunice Sahle 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

African and Afro-American Studies 

CB# 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Dear Eunice: 

Congratulations! You have been accepted to BRIlIGES 2012 Academic Leadership for 

Women program. You will join 35 women from varied higher education institutions across 
North Carolina to comprise this year’s class, 

The program is organized into four weekend sessions. Each session will begin early Friday 
afternoon and end late Saturday afternoon. The opening and closing weekend sessions include an 
overnight retreat at the Aqueduct Conference Center in Chapel Hill. Remaining weekend 
sessions are scheduled at The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education on the 
campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. All Friday sessions begin with lunch, 
and dinner is also provided. Saturday sessions begin with a continental breakfast, and lunch is 
provided. The 2012 BRIDGES weekend schedule is listed below. Please mark your calendar 
now with these important dates as attendance at all sessions is expected: 

Part I: September 7, 11:30 am- 8:00 pm; and September 8, 9:00 am - 4:30 pm 
Part II: September 28, Noon - 8:30 pm; and September 29, 9:00 am- 4:30 pm 
Part III: October 19, Noon - 8:30 pm; and October 20, 9:00 am- 4:30 pm 
Part IV: November 9, Noon - 8:30 pm 
Alunmae Event and 2012 Graduation: November 10, 9:00 am - 3:00 pm 

Our opening weekend session at the Aqueduct Conference Center will begin with registration at 

11:30 am on Friday, September 7. Lunch will be served at 11:45 am; the afternoon session wilt 

begin at 1:00 pro. Accommodations will be reserved at the Aqueduct for all participants. 

However, please note that double occupancy is mandatory and a few rooms may require triple 

occupancy.                      ¯ 

SKILLSCOPE, a developmental tool that assesses leadership skills and perspectives, is an 
importmlt pm~ of the BRIDGES experience. The instrument (administered online) is a 98-item, 
360-degree questionnaire that provides insightful feedback on leadership strengths and 
weaknesses. Instructions will be sent to you the week of July 16; please make certain both you 
and your respondents complete the online instrument by August 10. Be prepared to act promptly 
once you receive the SK[LLSCOPE information. In addition to a self-evaluation, you will need 
to ask up to eight observers (including your boss) to complete the online instrument on your 
beha!t: It would be helpful if you begin thinking now about individuals you can ask to assist you 
in this important process. 



Page 2 

In order to secure your place in the class, please complete the enclosed BRIDGES Acceptance 

Form and return it with your tuition payment by July 13. You will also need to provide a brief 

biographica! statement (75 words or less); a sample is enclosed. We also request a head-and- 
shoulders digital photograph (black and white) to include in the participant photo booklet. 

Prepare your bio as a word document; your digital photograph as a jpeg file; and submit 
both these materials via email atlachment to madden@email.unc.edu by July 13. 

Enclosed is the program invoice for $1600. You may pay by check, money order, MasterCard, 
VISA, or institutional purchase order. Payment via electronic account adjustment is also an 
option for UNC-Chapel Hill participants. Payment must be received by July 13 to retain your 
place in the class. The SKILLSCOPE materials will not be sent to any participant whose fee has 
not been paid. 

If you have questions or need further information or assistance, please contact me by phone at 
(800) 845-8640, (9!9) 962-1123, or email madden(~.email,unc.edu. I look forward to meeting 
you and our work together this year. Congratulations, once again, on your acceptance in 
BR1DGES ! 

Sincerely, 

Annette P. Madden 
Associate Director for Professional Development Programs 
BRIDGES Program Director 

Enclosures 2012 Acceptance and Information Form 
Program Invoice 
Sample Biography 



BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 
2{)12 Acceptance Form 

__ I accept participation in BRIDGES __ I decline participation in BRIDGES 

Information will be used for participant materials. Please revise below as needed. 

Eunice Sahle 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

African and Afro-American Studies 

CB# 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Name as you wish it to appear on your nametag (first and last): 

Title 

Work Phone 

E-mail 

SKILLSCOPE survey informatio~ will be mailed the week of July 16, 2012. 
PIease mail materials to my (check one): 

Work address 

Home address - provide complete home mailing address information below: 

Cheek one: I currently supervise do not supervise staff. 

[-~ Special Needs: 

Please indicate any physical/mobility needs you have to accommodate a motor/sensory impairment: 

Biographical Statement and Photograph: Please prepare a brief biographical statement (75 words or fewer; a 
sample is enclosed) that will be distributed to participants, BRIDGES Adviso~ Board and faculty. We also ask you to provide a 
bead and shoulders digital phntograph (black a~d white) to include in the participant photo booklet. Please submit the 
(word document) and digital photograph (jpeg file) as e-mail attachments to: madden@email.uuc.edu. Note that the 
form, with signatures, may also be submitted etectronicaIly, via emall attachment to the address above. 

Photo Release: I hereby give file University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill the irrevocable fight and permission to 
copyright and publish m~y photograph(s) taken of me for use in any of its publications or audiovisual presentations, related to its 
education mission, i also waive the right to approve the final product. I hereby warrant that I an1 of full age and competent to 
contract in my own name. This release is binding on me and my heirs, legal representatives, and assigns. 

Signature Date 

Witness Date 

Return by July 13 the completed fi~rm, bio, and digital photo to: BRIDGES 2012 Attention: Annette Madden, 
Friday Center for Continuing Education, CB # t020, UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020, phone, (919) 962-1123; 
fax, (919) 962-5549. This form may also be submitted electronically, via email: madden(~email,nne.edu. 



06t15/2012 11:19 am 
Registration ID 26522 

PDEP Invoice 

Eunice Sahle 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
African and Afro-American Studies 
CB# 3395 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 

Program: BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 2012 Program (27t2) 

Charqes This Registration ¯ 

Bddges Tuition 

Balance Due: 

Amount 

$1600,00 

$1,600.00 (total charges) 

$0.00 (payments) 

$1,600.00 

Make checks payable to: Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Remit Invoice AND Payment to: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB#1020, The Fdday Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599=1020 

(919) 962-2643 

Registration (invoice) PID Charges Payments Balance 

26522 709856210 $1,600.00 $ 0.00 $1,600.00 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA I3RIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

UNC-Chapei Hill 
Required Online Account Adjustment (A J1) Information 

Professional Development and Enrichment Programs 

TI4E UNIVERSITY 

~f NORT~I CAROLINA 

at CI~IAPEL HILL 

THE FRIDAY CENTER 

CAMPUS BOX lO2.o 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 2.7599 Io2.o 

~’r idayce~ter.unc.edu 

In order for Professional Development and Enrichment Programs to initiate the 
Online Account Adjustment (AJ1) via the Online Journal Entry System, we need to 

receive the following information: 

Registrant’s Name: 

Registration ID: 

Department Name: 

Department Number: 

Debit Account: 
(The last 4 digits of any account used need to be 3991, unless a grant account is 
used. Ifa grant account is used, then the last 4 digits need to be 3119.) 

CB# 

Contact Name: 

Telephone: 

Please return this form, with a copy of the invoice to: 

Jill Conrad 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB # 1020, The Friday Center 
Tel, 919.962.2643     Fax, 919.962.5549 

Email, conradj @email.unc.edu 

Thank you for your cooperation. 



Biographical Statement 

We ask you to prepare a brief biographical statement (Times New Roman, Font Size 12) 
of 75 words or less. Please include your name, hometown, current position, education, 
publications, honors/awards, current projects, memberships, and interests. 

SAMPLES 

Susan Blanchard is from Durham, North Carolina. She has an BA in biology from 
Oberlin College and MS and PhD degrees in biomedical engineering from Duke 
University. She is an associate professor in the Biological and Agricultural Engineering 
Department at North Carolina State University. Her research involves cardiac 
electrophysiology. She is currently president of the 9000-member internationa! IEEE 
Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society. Her personal interests include reading and 
moving hay with her MF35 tractor. 

Lisa Slatt lives in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. She is a Carolina alumna with a BA in 
Journalism and MEd in Curriculum Design and Instruction. She is administrative director 
of the Medical Student Education Section of the Department of Family Medicine, UNC 
School of Medicine. She and her co-editors are working on the third edition of Essentials 
of Family Medicine,.a textbook for medical students. She loves dogs, walking, eating, and 
traveling, not necessarily in that order. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, June 22, 2012 12:06 PM 

tta;tlyn, Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

BRIDGES 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

No 

Hi Eunice. Please find my bio at the bottom of this elnail. Have not folgotten your request for more kora. 

All the bes~t, 

Dave 

Dave Pier is m~ ethnomusicologist who studies music and cultural politics in Africa and the United States. Currently, he is writing T]te Taste (fOurLand, a book 

about music and dance in Uganda, which considers how geographical images of the traditional "vill~e" and the cosmopolita~ "town" axe being artistically renewed and 

revised within contempom~ economic, political, and technological axticulations. He has published articles on the Senator National Cultural Extravaganza, a marketing 

campmgn for a brand of beer, which took the form of a competition in Ugandan traditional music and dance. Trained as aj~z pianist, he teaches courses in AiiJcan- 
A~nerica~ ~nusic as well as At’ricma music and cultural production. He received his PhD in Music from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, and his 

B.A. and B.Mus. from Oberlin College and the Oberlin Conservatory of Music. He joined the &partment of Afiica~n mid Afro-America~n Studies in 2010. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)"CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 1:26 PM 

Pier. David <dpie@email.unc.edu> 

1~3:;: bio 

From: Pier, David 
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 20:t2 :t:10 PN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: bio 

Hi Eunice. Please find my bio at the bx~ttom of this email. Have not fo~otten your request fbr more kora. 

All the best, 
Dave 

Dave Pier is an ethnomusicologist who stndies music and cultural politics in Africa and the United States. Currently, he is writing The Taste of Oztr Land, a book 

about music and dance in Uganda, which considers how geographical images of the traditional "village" and the cosmopolitan ’~town" are being artistically renewed and 

revised within contemporary economic, political, and technological aNculalions. He has published articles on the Senator National Cultural E~ravaganza, a marketing 
campaign for a brand of beer, which took the form of a competition in Ugandan traditional music and dance. Trained as a jazz pianist, he teaches courses in African- 

American music as well as African music and cultural production. He received his PhD in Music from the Cxraduate Center of the Ci~ Universi~ of New YorL and his 

B.A. and B.Mus. f’rom Oberlin College and the Oberlin Conservatory of Music. He joined fl~e department of Afi-ican and Afro-American Studies in 2010. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda Comer <lcome~}email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

PhD candidate 

Dear Eunice, 
I know- we determined that this research assistant that you hired was 

But is this l~erson a student with UNC as a PhD Candidate? I don’t know 
what stood 
for (I was guessing                   not sure what that is). 

I have to get Todd Owen, our Assoc. Director’s approval on this and I 
just want to have all 
the answers in case he asked questions. 

Linda 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ST. ANDREWS FOUNDATION <mark.steddon@fiscali.co.uk> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 11:26 PM 

CONFERENCE INVITATION TO [5i’,IITED KINGDOM. 

INFORMATION ON THIS EVENT.pdf 

Dear Invited Delegates, 

You are invited to participate in this intemaliona| Mulfi- sectoml conference bringing together Leading figures. Governments and Various Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs) from across the World to discuss and debate the possible ways and s~trategies through which tl~e global fight againfft HIV/Aid Prevention 

maximally be attaS~ned. 

Read Through the attached documem for thrther Information. 

Regards, 

Mr. Mark Steddon 

ST. ANDREWS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION TRUST(Registration No:372953) 

Selldrk House,74 Church Road, Plymstock, Plymouth Devon 

PL9 9BD UNITED KINGDOM 

www.standrewschafi .:Ttmst.co.cc 



Theme: HIV/MDS PREVENTION AND WOMEN/YOUTH EMPOWERMENT-THE WAY FORWARD 

Venue: THE AMER1CAN SQUARE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE CENTER PLYMOUTH 

FROM THE 20TH AUGUST TO 3RD SEPTEMBER 2012. 

Dear Invited Delegates, 

You are invited to participate in this international multi-sectoral conference bringing 
together Leading figures, Governments and Various Non-Governmental Organizations 

(NGOs) from across the World to discuss and debate the possible ways and strategies 
through which the global fight against HIV/Aid Prevention can maximally be attained. 

The main Objectives of the Event are given as follows: 
Reflection on the scale and manifestation of poverty around the World; 

* Practical evaluation of the impact and success of poverty eradication strategies; 

* Assessing the role of the International Humanitarian Agencies in coordinating 
International poverty eradication efforts; 
* Highlighting the role of governments, companies, NGOs and the civil society in poverty 

eradication; 
* Considering the formation of partnerships among key stakeholders as a strategic 

approach to meeting International MDG targets as well as eradicating poverty. 

The Conference will also provide an opportunity for participants to share insights and 

experiences and to network with other colleagues from voluntary sectors, health, 

education, religious groups, governments, local authorities and other areas. It is also an 

opportunity to get direct access to loans and grants from participating Humanitarian 

Agencies. 

Speakers: 
Acomprehensive list of Speakers will be posted on our website in due course. However, 
the opening address will be given by the Former United States President - His Excellency 



Mr. Jimmy Carter. Keynote Speakers include Dr. Margaret Chan: Director General of 

World Health Organization, Andrew Lansley: Minister of Health in England and the 

Scottish Minister of Health: Shona Robison and others. We also expect numerous Top 

Government officials, scholars and philanthropists from across the world to grace this 

event. 

Proposed Agenda: 
* Women empowerment 

*Youth empowerment 

* HIV and Aids prevention and treatment 

* Child development* Employment 

* Priority Public Health issues 

* Child Abuse * Social exclusion 

* Women and Gender equality 

* Women and Sex Education 

* Health Improvement 

* Globalization and Health 

* Peace and Security 

* Women and Child Trafficking. 

* Human Rights Protection. 

* Violence against Womenoetc 

Side Attraction: 
* Book launching 

* Artistic and cultural activities 

* Exhibitions and Grants Approvals 

* Banquets, coffee break services 

* Musical and Cultural presentations *Presentation of Grant and Charity Awards 

* Humanitarian visits to selected Orphanages and Hospitals 

* Opportunities for informal networking and alliance building 

There will Interpretations in English, Spanish, Arabic, Portuguese, Russian and French 

languages during the period of this event. 

Registration / Participation fee: 
Registration is free. All invited delegates are advised to contact the Secretary of the 

Local Organizing Committee on the contact address supplied below for more 

information and Registration Forms. 



Who can participate? 
Entrepreneurs, Businessmen, Industrialists, Economists, Politicians, Company 

Executives, Health Practitioners, Professionals in relevant fields, Lawyers, Psychologists, 

Women and Youth organizations, The Clergy, Religious groups, Social Development 

Groups, Government Officials, Donor Agencies, Non-Governmental Organizations, 

Voluntary and Social Workers. 

I can’t afford the cost - Can you help? 
The ST.ANDREWS CHARITABLE TRUST FOUNDATION and our co-sponsors (Subsea7 (UK) 

Ltd London) have set up an Access Fund to support the travel expenses for all qualified 

participants. This will be on a first-come-first-serve policy as a result of the large number 

of delegates who are expected to attend this conference. More than 200 

representatives from the NGO sector, development funding agencies, Religious Bodies, 

Government departments and research institutions are expected at this event. 

Accommodation/Reservations: 
All Intending Participants are required to book for Accommodation / Reservation at the 

designated Hotel. A proof of your Reservation qualifies you for participation. At this 

point we are providing for just 200 participants so certain logistic Provisions like Flight 

tickets, local transportation to the Venue of the Conference, Banquet, All meals and 

coffee break sessions will be taken care of by our Foundation. Final Beneficiaries of 

these logistic entitlements will be selected on a first-come-first processed basis and as a 

result of this, the sooner we receive your applications, the earlier we can process them. 

Visas and Letters of invitation: 
Special arrangements have been made by our foundation through our travel consultants 

for professional immigration assistance to be given to participants who will require a 

Visa into the United Kingdom. The Conference Organizers will arrange for the Letters of 

Invitation to be sent to appropriate Embassies as soon as we receive a Proof/ 

Confirmation of Hotel Reservation via email. 

Presentation Proposal: 
Participants wishing to make speech presentations on topical issues during the 

conference are also encouraged to indicate their interests to enable us enlist them in 

the Programme Time table which is being drafted. You should submit a one page 

presentation Abstract and your Curriculum Vitae which should be less than 4 pages. 



For more In_formation and Registration Forms, please contact the Local Organizing Committee 

using the contact information given below: 

Rev. Bruce Anderson (Secretary LOC) 

Contact EMAIL: st.andrewsfoundation@yahoo.co.uk 

Phone Number: +447045773989 
We look fmwvard to meeting you here in United Kingdom. 

Contact Person: Rev. Bruce Anderson (Secretary LOC) 

ST.ANDREWS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION TRUST (Registration No: 372953) 

Selkirk House, 
74 Church Road, 
Plymstock, Plymouth, 

Devon, PL9 9BD UN|TED KINGDOM 
EMAIL: st.andrewsfoundation@yahoo.co.uk 

Website: www.standrewscharitytrust.co.cc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 2:13 PM 

tta~tly~, Jonathan <ha~d~lyn@unc.edu~ 

ILE: Thursday 3pm 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Sent: Wednesday, July :1.8, 20.t2 l::t5 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject~ Thursday 3pro 

Eunice, Can you meet me tomorrow Thursday 3pm in my office? I can give you a ride to the Thursday meeting. Please email to confirm or call for more details. 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Scie~ces 

Kem~eth J Reckford Professor of Pol~tica] 3dence 

205 South Building, CB MOO 

Chapel H~I] NC 27599--3~00 USA 

Ema~k hartlyn@unc.edu 

O~ce: 9~9 962-:H65 Fax: 9:[9 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 11:12 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Lambe(t, Michael Canute 

<mclamber@emml.unc.edu> 

Board of Governors Review Panel tomorrow - Factsheet 

BOG AFRI AFAM Fact Sheet R6-3.docx 

Dear Bereket, Reg and Michael, 

Attached is one of the Fact Sheet that the Dean’s office will 



DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

African and Afro-American Studies has been a critical part of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill for more than four decades. The Department has 20 faculty, teaches thousands of students each 

year, and has over 90 undergraduate majors. Its teaching and research are interdisciplinary and global, 

reflecting two top priorities of the College of Arts and Sciences. Faculty members have made important 

contributions to the understanding of the heritage of African Americans and the cultural linkages and 

socio-political realities of the people of Africa and the African Diasporas. The Department also provides 

instruction in several important African languages and collaborates with the African Studies Center and 

the Institute for African-American Research. Below we provide brief descriptions of some of the 

department faculty. 

The current Department Chair is Eunice Sable. Her publications include World Orders, Development, 

and Transformation, and her current research focuses on urban governance and citizenship in Durban, 

Toronto and Paris, and on the geographies of political violence, territory and state formation in Kenya. 

When Professor Sahle received a 2011 Student Undergraduate Teaching Award, one of the student 

comments submitted noted: "Within the classroom, she encourages independent thought. She lights 

up when she sees her students voice critical and independent thoughts, and our designation as scholars 

changed how we students perceived ourselves." She has also received the University’s 2006 Edward 

Kidder Graham Award. She has a Ph.D. in Political Studies from Queen’s University, Canada. 

Above, Professor Sahle and publications by Professors Sahle and Selassie. 

Bereket Selassie is the William E. Leuchtenberg Distinguished Professor of African Studies at Carolina. 

Before joining the faculty, he served as attorney general and associate justice of the Supreme Court in 

Ethiopia. He also was actively involved in the struggle for Eritreas’ freedom and was the principal author 

of its constitution. At UNC, Professor Selassie specializes in African law, politics, history and 

constitutional law, and international human rights. He has a Ph.D. in Law from the University of London. 



From left, Professors Selassie and Hildebrand. 

Reginald Hildebrand focuses his research and teaching on the black experience in the United States, 

especially during Emancipation and Reconstruction. He is the author of The Times were Strange and 

Stirring: Methodist Preachers and the Crisis of Emancipation, and is a member of the N.C. African 

American Heritage Commission. In the spring, 2012, he was a recipient of the University’s Tanner Award 

for Undergraduate Teaching Excellence. He received a Ph.D. in History from Princeton. 

Michael Lambert is the Director of the African Studies Center. His teaching and research explore 

political conflict and ethnography in francophone Africa. He recently led a popular Honors Semester 

Abroad in Cape Town, South Africa. During their time there, Carolina students worked at local agencies, 

conducted independent research and took classes based at the University of Cape Town. They studied 

with Lambert, South African Chris Ahrends, a former chaplain to Desmond Tutu and founding director of 

the Desmond Tutu Peace Centre, and internship coordinator Julie DeNicola. Professor Lambert has a 

Ph.D. in Social Anthropology from Harvard University. 

Below, Professor Lambert, right, co-teaching a class with South African counterpart Chris Ahrends for 

UNC students in Cape Town. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 9:49 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE:[l~culty--athletics- li~rum] A chance lbr truth telling? 

Go Richard! To me, it’s clear that the "incompatibility" that you correctly note can be dealt with only by divorcing the two realms: professional sports using already 

constructed venues on college campuses, with athletes who qualify for admission permitted to enroll and with academic eligibility not a requirement for sports 

participation. 

Dick Cramer 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

From: Southall, Richard Michard [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 20.12 9:37 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] A chance for truth telling? 
I thought I’d pass along an article from USA Today: 

htt p:!!www.usatoda y.com!sport s!college!foot ball!bigten!story!20.12-.07-23!pen n.-st a t e-n ca a-sa nctions.-cult u r e.-cha nge!56446568/-1 
Where we go from here is the challenge. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Sou~hall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office -919~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southail@emaii.unc~edu 

UNC Sport AdrninistraLion website: 

t;i:~;:/ie~s~.~.~nc.edu!gradua~e--pro~ramsi~pecializa~io~si~port-admmist rationiover~iewi 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: h tt p:!!listsu n c.ed uiu ?id=48699891.94aa 6dcSed b08de01cca 2c6f25b0ccc5 &n=T&l=faculty--at hletics-.foru m &o=31851271 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-3-1851271-48699891.94aa6dcSedb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5@list:serv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to faculb’--athlelics- forum as: ._e__t_LrA_c__e_£_a2__e_!Ln__ta_i_l_:_t_Ln___c_:_e___d___q. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.421235af5a29175600ad39529242dTd3&n T&I t~tculty--atNetics-forum&o 31851351 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-31851351-50137456.42t235a£%29175600ad39629242d7d3(i~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia howell@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 27, 2012 9:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Review Letters in progress 

Hi Eunice, 

I am still working on those letters for you. I have not found the correct format yet and I may have to create a template. 

~Fia 

Tia Howell Williams 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788 

Fax: 919-962-5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, 12:55 AM 

~email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

FW: FINAL GRADE: AFR 

FG Afri 

Dear 

Since              egistered for AFR          through the Friday (;enter, I thought that you should see this strange emai[ below that apparently came from her to me this evening. The email 
~n question is sent as a reply to my emai[ of Friday,        (a scanned copy is attached) to all students in my class int’orming them that the?’ could look up their final grade in the Grade 
Roster on ConnectCarolina and showing them the distribution of grades [’or the course I was startled to see that the email had no message for me, but distorted my original message by 
tp:dng to make it appear as though it was addressed to her personally and informing her that she had received a grade of In reality, she received a grade of 

I am copying this message to Dr. Eunice SaNe, Chair of our Department, and to Dr Kenneth Janken, Director of Summer School in the Department. 

P.S. Since the scarmed picture has a couple of letters cut off; I am also forwarding you my original email in a separate mailing 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: @live.~mc.edu] 
Scnt: Sm~day, 6:52 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: FINAL GRADE: AFRI 

From: Georges Nzon~ola-Ntalaja [nzongola@emaihanc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            5:00 PM 
Subject: FINAL GRADE: ~%~t4. 

Dear AFRI Students: 

I have finished grading the final exam papers, calculated the final grade, and posted all final grades to the Grade Roster on ConnectCarolina. You have received a 

The final grade distribution is as follo~vs: 

Enjoy th~ 

Professor Nzongola 

and the rest of your stammer! 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:16 PM 

To: a~afam@lis~t~rv.unc.edu 

Subject: ~q~L 

Dear Colleagues, 

This week, WRAL’s Erin Hartness has decided to revisit the issue of previous practices (instructor of record vs instructor of instruction) in the department concerning 
independent studies with the Dean’s office. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Palls <~jepalis@ncsu.edu~ 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 2:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

coffee on Monday, Aug 6 

Hi Eunce, 

It was good to see you a few days ago in Frm~klin Street. IVly wa~’rnest congratulations again for your chairpersonship at AFAM department. 

This is jus~t to confirm our coffee tomorrow, Monday at 10:30. I will come to your office at 10:30 and maybe we can grab coffee close by. 

Have a good Sunday, 

Joseph 

Dr Joseph Palis 

Program in International Studies 

Depaxm~em of Interdisciplina~ Studies 

Campus Box 7107 

Room 106-C, 1911 Bldg. 

North Carolina State Universi3~ 
Raleigh, NC 27695 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, 1:42 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: draft for first map 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :I:2:t plVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; draft for first map 

Dear Eunice, 

What do you think of this map? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 10:56 AM 

St~]~eus, Yulia <ystrizh@emafil.unc.e&~ 

Scheduling a meeting 

Dear Yulia, 

I write to see if there is a possibility of meeting with Dean Hartlyn either on Thursday August 17 or Friday August 18 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Tuesday, July i0, 2012 I:17 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: Contact 

DeElr Eu ni~:e., 

I am pleased to con[irm your meeting wh:h .Jonathan tomorrow, July .1.] from £2:45pm-]:45Nr~ m h~s 205 South BuHdk~g .affice. 

Best, 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
~emt: Tuesday, JuJy I0, 2012 ~2:07 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= RE: Contact 

Dear Yulia, 

I am available on Wednesday between 12.45pm-1.45pm. I can meet the Dean in his office. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 11:27 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Contact 

H *-’411 o E tmi c*:_b 

[m sorry to ask you to look ~;[: another L~T~e ba~T~orrow--~ sent k~oarrect dates. 

~f today (2pm-~:~Opm) doesn’t work here are t~mes for tomorrow, Wednesday: 

lOa m-- 1 la m 
12:45pm-l:45D~ 

WHI either of these slots work with your schedule? Jonathan has asked that you meet with Nm ~n h~s office, but if that doesn’t work for you a phone call should be 

fine. Once [ know what: your availability looks; like I’ll ema~i you with a corffhmatkm--or aRernate meeting days, ff necessary. 

Thanks for your pa[ience, 

Yu[ia 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
~entl Tuesday, July 10, 20~2 ~0:04 AN 

T~: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subje~tt RE: Contact 

Dear Yulia, 

Thankyou for your email. 

Wednesday July 11 in the afternoon works better for me, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Tuesday, July i0, 2012 8:06 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Contact 

Hello Eunice, 
Here are few times Jonathan has available today and tomorrow: 

Today, July ]() 

2 pro- 3:30pro 

Thursday, lu~y II 
lpm-5pm 

WHI you ~et me know what t~me works best for you? [’H find out from Jonathan whether he wants to meet w~th you or ff tNs can be a phone call. 

Best~ 



Vulia S~rizheus 

AdminisLrative AssiatsnL 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 

UNC -- Chapel Hill 

{::am~)us Box 3100 
Chapel H~H, NC 27599-310~ 

919/962--1~6B 

ystrizh @email.unc.edu 

~: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Seat: Monday, July 09, 2012 5:46 PN 
Te: SaNe, Eunice N 
~e: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sabje~t: Conbct 
EunJce, I trust you are doing well. Let’s talk tomorrow Tuesday (pro) or Wednesday. Please set up a time with YuJia. Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Social Sciences 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenne[h J Reckford Professor of Political Scier~ce 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~H NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: b_&E~]_yn @ unc.edu 

O~ce: 919 962<].165 Fax: 9:[9 952-2408 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wilson, Kam <wilson.kam@deg~eedup.org~ 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Scholarship 2012/l 3 Renewal August Deadline Announcement 

Degreedup.org Cash Scholarship Renewakpdf 

"DegreedUp.org Cash Scholarship" almounces 2012/2013 RENEWAL AUGUST DEADLINE. Details at: 

http://finance.boston.com/boston/ne~vs/read/22003673 

Also, please print and post attacl~nent for your students. 

Sincerely, 

K Wilson 

**Email Notice** This information is being sent to you because ofyoar position at "~’our college ~you do not want this emai I notice simply send an email to remove@degreedup org - 

Allow 48 hours be~2~re your email address is purged 



DegreedUp.org Cash Scholarship 
 enewed for 2012/2 13 Year 

$1,250.00 DegreedUp.org Cash Scholarship 

NOTICE: NO APPLICATION FEE REQUIRED. Submission dates have changed and 
an important change has been made to this scholarship in order to make 
it simpler and easier to apply for. You no longer have to answer a 
question so just read and follow instructions to be considered. 

"DegreedUP.org Cash Scholarship" is proud to renew up to 
FOUR 1,250.00 2012 Awards. 

ANY student (future or current) that has been accepted or 

attends a coKm~unity college, technical/trade college, or 

university may apply. 

Also, up to the first 15 applicants of each deadline month 

(see below) will receive one free product of their choice 

from the DegreedUP store shipped via regular mail. 

Contact your school’s scholarship office and request an 
application or apply online at www.degreedup.org/cash- 
scholarship.html - you may download the scholarship 
application there as well. 

POSTHARKED DEADLINES: Aug. 27th, 2012, Sept. 27th, 2012, Oct. 27th, 

2012, Nov. 27th, 2012, Dec. 27th, 2012, Jan. 27th, 2013, Feb. 27th, 
2013, March 27th 2013, April 27th, 2013, Hay 27th 2013, June 27th 2013, 

July 27th, 2013. 
x13-DUEP777R9CSH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 1:05 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello - mfl~ signature 

Dear Jonathan, 

A quick question: Can a tenure review have been carried out when a faculty member was on disability leave? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 3:43 PM 

a~afam@list~rv.unc.edt~ 

Our story is now on UNC homepage 

Q&A, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 10:08 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Ke~meth R <hjanken@etnail.unc.edu> 

RE: Letter re: cun~iculum changes 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for your email. 

As I have indicated to Kenneth, T will be in touch once I check with the Dean’s office since this is a pending matter. In the meantime, you can share the latest report from the 
the Academic Affairs Committee that the Dean’s office and I have shared with the BoG Panel and other interested parties with members of the Committee. 

From-" Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent; Wednesday, September 12, 2012 9:58 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Letter re: curriculum changes 

Hi Eunice, 
I would like to forward Kenneth’s letter to Dean Lindeman regarding curriculum changes to members of the Academic Affairs committee. I think this would help new 

committee members to see where the curriculum is headed. Kenneth said he would be fine with me sharing the letter and thought I should contact you for your approval. 

Please let me know what you think. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http:!/afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 9:51 AM 

Nahum Chandler< @attglobal.net"~ 

Invitation: Du Bois Conference, Jan 2013 

Dear Nahum (if I may), 

I am delighted that you part of the W.E.B. Du Bois Conference in January 20:t3. 

Do you have a number where I can 

From: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher [rrfisher@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 20:t2 4:08 PM 

To-" Nahum Chandler 
I:::¢; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Invitation: Du Bois Conference, Jan 20:t3 

Dear Nahum, 

I hope this note finds you well. I write to say how pleased I am that you’ll be able to join us as our keynote speaker for "the W.E.B. Du Bois Conference we will host 
here at Chapel Hill next year. My colleague, Eunice Sahle, the chair of Afdcan and Afro-Americm~ Studies~ will soon be in touch with you ruth further details. I am 

copying Eunice so that the two of you can be in cotnmunicalion. 

In the meantime and as always, I wish you the best. 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina, Chapel t till 

rrfisher@email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinnmn@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 2:46 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: "Heist" tilm shomng Thur~tay 10/4 atUNC 

Big heist.pdf; message- footer.~ 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:"Heist" fihn showing Thul~day 10/4 at UNC 

Date:Sun, 30 Sep 2012 17:18:06 +0000 

From :Smith-Nonini, Sandy C <SCSMITH~EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

To:class- center- list@duke.edn <class- center- lisl@duke.edu~- 

Join us lbr the North Carolina Pretnier of"HEIST: Who Stole The American Dream?" a new award-wir~fing documentary that explores the underlying 
causes of the 2008 crash and policy solmions for rescning the US economy, 

Thursday, October 4tu, 7PM at UNC’s Howell Hall Auditorium -Pan. 104 ( behind the planetarium) 

Co-sponsored by Solution Generators Network, a local nonprofit, and Connecting the Dots Productions 
A rallying call for the 99%, HE~ST: Who Stole the ~erican Dream? co-directed and co-produced by former CNN producers Frances Causey and Donald 
Goldmacher, has been stunning audiences at screenings and film festivals across the globe. Causey, a UNC graduate, wii~p~tticip~te via Skype in Q&A 
al~:ec~va~ds. Di.~cussion will follow ~~ local and national initiatives to get our money back into our communities. We want to create an ongoing 
regional conversation about the best points of leverage for generating the changes we all want and need. 
Today’s crisis and heart stopping headlines can be directly traced to The Powell Memo -- written over 40 years ago by the future Supreme Court Justice 
Lewis Powell, at the behest of the US Chamber of Commerce. Powell’s "end game" was business control of law and politics. 
"’HE~SZ’ is well timed as a one-stop summary of reasons for ordinary Americans to be furious at our financial systems." This movie provides viewers with a 

clear, concise and fact-based examination of how we got into this mess and what we need to do to restore our representative democracy. - Dennis Harvey, 
Variety 
"TiELS"T’_.paints the picture of a democracy slowly and methodically being nudged toward oligarchy with help from all sides. "- Mindy Farabee, Los .~geles 
Times 

For morn intbnnation and to view the trailer please go to ._vZ_V_2~_9)_~_i}_t__-J_J_!_e_Ln_o__~_~_ig_:__c_9__m_.. ’][’he feature version of the film and clips are available to media upon request 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-t:aculty as: <a hreD"ma~lto:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

emafil to <a hmD"ma~lto:leave-32224883- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32224883- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 





You are receiving this email because you have shown interest in receiving updates and 

notifications about the Center for the Study for Class, Labor, and Social 

Sustainabilityo To unsubscribe from this list, navigate to 

https:iilistsoduke.edu/sympa/info/class-center-list. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FacultyWomen talk <Facul~Women.talk@bc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 5:21 PM 

Adam Gi smondi ~adam.gi smondi@bc.edu>; marine@merrimack.edu; Ana Martinez-Aleman <ana.martinez- aleman@bc.edu-~ 

Gender and Academic Administration 

Dear Colleague, 

Greetings. I write to ask for your participation in an online private and confidential blog rifled "Gender and Academic Administrarion" that roll serve as an exploratory 

online focus group for future research on the impact of academic service on women facul~’s professional advancement. You were selected to participate in this project 

because you are a woman in a tenured facully position who has served or is serving in an administrative role in a US universi~. This blog is intended to elicit your 

observations on the "ivopy ceiling of service work" for women facully (Misra, Lundquist, Holmes & Agiomavriris, 2011). 

Please consider participating in an effbrt to enrich the data on t~ulty women’s careers. The blog is available at ~?~)j?.:./../.g.~!!~!.~[{~!E~?:.c.o~!.~!~i.~N.i!!i:s.gg3i~?. 

!!:~5~5~!:~!.pr~.~:.~9.!~(.. To assure anonymity, please mail your posts to this confidential email address [g.~!!q~.~!~[{~gJ~.~?.~:.~!!~]. Dr. Marrinez-Aleman and her doctoral research 
assisIanL Adam Gismondi, will assign you a pseudonym, delete your name and institurional affiliation from your responses, assign unidentifiable aliases, and then post 

the text ruth identifying pseudonym and aliases on the blog. For exmnple, a post from Dr. Maria Fernandez, Chair of the Chemistly Depart~nent at Dartmouth College 

will be attributed to: "Susana," Departtnent Chair, Chemistry, at "Peirce College." Here, the disciplinary nature is important and should not have an alias, but all other 

elements do require such masking. Another example, a post by Dr. Ana Maxtinez-Aleman, Chair Educational Leadership & Higher Education at Boston College, 

would be posted as "Lourdes," Chair, "Education," at Palo Alto University,. You may view the blog at any rime. 
++++++++++++++ 

My thanks in advance, 

Dr. Ana M. IVlartinez-Aleman 

Chair, Educational Leadership & Higher Education 

Editor, Educational Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Andrews, Wendy Newton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WAAN DREW] 

10/4/2012 8:11:54 PM 

Allmendinger, Carolyn M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Carolyn]; Hogan, Vijaya K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vijaya K Hogan (vhogan)]; Thomas, Sharon H 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sharon H 

Thomas (sholmes)]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Thornsvard, Katie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Katiet]; Sheppard 

Lynch, Nikkia Sharae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nsheppar]; Donahue, Katrina E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kdonahue] 

Subject: Bridge Lunch 

Location: TBD 

Start: 10/22/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Allmendinger, Carolyn M; Hogan, Vijaya K; Thomas, Sharon H; Sable, Eunice N; Thornsvard, Katie; Sheppard Lynch, 

Nikkia Sharae; Donahue, Katrina E 

I wouldliketotentative putthis on ourcalendars. 

Ishould havethou~htto do thisearlier. 

Thanks, 
Wendy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ltshow <ltshow@ptd.net> 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 12:48 PM 

.!ordain, Joseph F <jt~ordm~@email.tmc.edu>; Br~ile, Joscelyne M <br’~ile@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~>; Janken, 
Kenneth R <k~janken@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Guest Speaker 

Slide 1 .JPG; DA Delta Preseuter.docx 

For your review 

http://youtu.be/9kTK-t]pJGSY (Mi)vie trailer) 





Guest Speaker/Lectuer & Presenter 

Lamar R. Thomas, St. 
Author & 43rd Grammy Nomintaed Songwriter 

My New Book: DA Delta Blaci< Music ~, ME! 

My New Documentary: Tal~e Me Home 2. DA Delta" 

Is about the Black Musical Pioneers who gave us the Blues, that turned into 
Rhythm & Blues, Soul and Rock N Roll! Thank God for giving us the Blues! 

Available: January, 2013 
LAMAR THOMAS 

P.O. BOX 715 Mount Pocono, PA. 18344 

Email us: ltshow@ptd.net tandt@ptd.net 

Call me: (570) 730-7627 

through May 2014 
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LAMAR THOMAS 

My name is Lamar Thomas, and I am a Grammy Nominated Songwriter with a new CD 

(Dry Water Wet Tears) in release and I am also an author. My new book, "DA De#a 

Blac/~ ~lu~ic & ~IE!" is about the Many Black Musicians of the Mississippi Delta who 

started and who changed everything makes up our American music Genres, known as 

The Blues, soul, Rhythm and Blues, and Rock N Roll. Contrary to what iTunes states (The 

Beatles: the band that changed everything), the many Black musicians of the Delta 

Started and Changed everything. A discussion of my book, will give truth and the 

breath of life to all who listen with an open mind. If one is ready to hear about the book, 

and the people in it, you will come away with a PhD in understanding the birth, and life 

of our American Music. As my wife (Judy) and I entered the state of Mississippi this 

week, we could not but see the welcoming sign to Mississippi that states: Welcome to 

Mississippi (Home of America’s Music), and I thought to myself, that there has never 

been a truer statement. And so, I begin to think to myself, that my new book should be 

a part of the culture and tourism of the state. 
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DA Delta Black Music 8. ME! 

About the Book: 

The new book written by Grammy Nominated Songwriter Lamar Thomas, is entitled, "DA Delta 

Black Music & ME!", that also contains the original DVD Documentary, "Take me Home 2 DA 

Delta", will tell you stories, and show you faces, of many of the early delta musicians, who must 

be given the credit, for starting and changing the American phenomenon that have become 

known as, the Blues, Soul, Rhythm & Blues, and Rock N Roll. My book pays homage to the likes of 

Son House, Muddy Waters, Howlin’Wolf, B.B. King, Buddy Guy, Willie Dixon (Songwriter), Mississippi 

John Hurt, Eddie Cusic, Ike Turner, and so many other uneducated black delta musicians who 

were essential ripped off to the rights and originality of their own music and the money that it 

made.The Book, expresses in words and in photograph, who these black, delta sharecroppers 

were, and how they came about creating so many genres of music that rightly belongs to them 

as American songwriters, composers, and musicians. "DA Delta Black Music & ME!" actually 

came about of that dreaded iTunes commercial that stated that, "the Beatles was the band that 

changed everything." 

Being a musician, and a Mississippi delta boy, I immediately was question by my son (Jamal) who 

said to me; "Dad, that’s not true! My response was not only is it not true, it actually is bullshit! The 

film Documentary, "Take me Home 2 DA Delta" is a title taken from one of the tracks off my new 

CD, "Dry Water Wet Tears." In this film, you will see many of the black folk of the delta; (including 

Elvis) who changed America culturally, and indeed the world with the original musical art forms 

know as, the Blues, Soul, Rhythm & Blues, and Rock N Roll. 

"The Blues & Black Music, Started & Changed Everything" 
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Take Me Home 2 DA Della 

About the DVD Documentary 

The birth of the blues, Rhythm & Blues, and Rock N Roll 

The Documentary film, Take me home 2 DA Delta examines the early days of 
Black Musicians of the Mississippi Delta who not only started everything, but who also 

changed everything. This 1 Hour, locally produced film, will put the listener and the 
viewer up close to what the blues is all about: heartache, pain, suffering, and personal 

good & bad times. At the same time, this film is an educational tool designed to teach 
young people (and all people) about who the early pioneers of this music were. And that 

because of these early players, American music, through their words, lyrics, and music 

about freedom, pain, suffering, good and bad times, touched everyone around the world, 
and brought the world closer together. 
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Ta~e me Home ~ D~ Del~a 
lOro~ram ~orl~hop/~eminar Duration: ~ Hours 

~resen~er: ~amar ~. Thomas, ~r., ~u~hor 

~3~ Grammy Nominated ~ong~riter 

#resenter’s Opening: ~o ~inutes 

Film #resentation: 55 ~inutes 

~tudent ~reaka~ay Team Discussion: 35 ~inutes 

~ and Wrap up Conversation: 5o ~inutes 

Lamar Thomas email: Itsilo~o@ptd.oet ~570) 730-7627 "P.O. 13o× 715 Mouot "Pocooo "Pa. 183�� 
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LAMAR R. THOMAS, St. 

Part 1 (Take Me Home 2 DA Delta) 

The Birth of the blues, Rhythm & Blues, and Rock N Roll 

l~ro~qle oF some o~c the BlaCl~ Nlusicians oF the Delta ~0ho .~ave the breath oF hi,co to "~,taerica’$ 
t~LiSiC" (The Blue& ,~oul, /~ythln + Blues" and Roc/r N Roll) 

Wa~e Me Home 2 DA Delta" The Documentary ~ilm, examines the early days 

oCBlaCk Musicians o¢the Mississippi Delta who not Only started everything, 

but who alSO changed everything. This 1 Hour, loCallY produced #ilm, will put 

the listener and the viewer up close to what the blues is all about: #ear,at#e, 

pain, suFFerin.~, andpersonal.~ood + bad rimes. At the same time, this ~ilm is an 

educational tool designed to teach young people (and all people) about who the 

early pioneers o~ this music were. And that because o~ these early players, 

American music, through their words, lyrics, and music about Freedom, pain, 

su~ering, good and bad times, touched everyone around the World, and 

brought the world ClOSer together. 

~DA Delta B~ac~ Nusic 4, NE~ ~Tbe Boo~l 

had to endure, has been given a breath of#ash air, end the manyB~aCk Delta 

~uslc~ans, ~ho created so much o~ ~bet is ~dey’s America’s ~us~c have been 

agforded proper respect, and due credit got their enormous contribution to 

not only ~outher~ Culture, but to the American Culture that has become 

I~no~n as the Blues, ~oul, ~ythm end Blues and ~oCk N Aoll ~USiC. This book 

~s "DA Truth" about our music and about the people ~ho created it. 

author ~mar ~omas, speaks From the heart and soul as only a true Delta 

person can, about ~hat the south i& ~hat it bus been, ~hat it bus become and 

~bY it is at all. The ~lues gave us hope, the author states. And yes because the 

blues ~as ~lled ~ith heartache, pain and su~ering by southern blacks. These 

people o~ the darker hue ~ere give ’~o~ce" thro~b music. ~ say, ’~hank ~d 
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LAMAR R. THOMAS, St. 

Part 2 (Take Me Home 2 DA Delta) 

The Art, imagination, and creativity that is "Song~vriting" 

Do you understand the Lyrics (or are you simply listenin=o to the beat?) 

LYriC interpretation as it relates to real li~e and to real people. 

Let us dissect ~ interpret, the meanin=o of songs as they relates to each of us 

personallY, and how these same sono=s are still able to relate to all of us. 

Are the words to a son=°, Fiction or Non-Fiction? (Can they be both?) 

How is the son=owriter able to tell personal stories about other people’s lives 

that he or she does not know? 

How is the son=owriter able to tell stories about lies’ situation, even though 

he or she mi=oht not have experienced, personally? 

¯ The effects of repetition in son=o lyrics and in musical notes. 

¯ Imagination and how music can be one of the best Motivators in your life 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center For Creative Leadership® <Center For CreativeLeadership@ccl.org> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 12:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Kia Caldwell: Leading MaJmgers 360 Reminder 

** This is an automated reminder. ** 

Please submit your Leading Managers 360 sup’ey for Kia Cal&vell by logging on to the IAS website at https://ias.ccl org/?m%3c2%25b%3c6881213 and completing your SUl-,!ey as soon as 
possible (no later than Monday, November 05, 2012). 

If you have any questions about your materials or your due date, please call Client & Assessment Services at +1 336 545 2810, or use the "Email CCL" link located within the Internet 
Assessment System website. 

Thank you in advance for contributing to your co-worker’s leadership development efforts 

CCL-North America +1 336 545 2810CCL-Europe +32 (0) 2 679 09 10CCL-Asia +65 6854 6000 

PLEASE DO NOT tLKPL Y TO THIS MESSAGE REPLIES TO THIS MESSAGE ARE SENT TO A NON-OPKRATIONAL MAIL LOCATION AND WILL NOT RECEI’~’E A RESPONSE 

The Center for Creative Leadership, CCL and its logo are owned by the Center for Creative Leadership. ©2006 Center for Creatwe Leadership All Rights Reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Monday, October 29, 2012 2:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

20121029142611938.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10442" @Aicio NIP 2510) 

ScanDate: 1029.2012 14:26:11 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 1:39 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Teaching reques~ts (2013-2014) and new course number 

Dear Eunice, 

Here are my teaching requests for 2013-14: 

Fall 2013: AAAD 101 (Afri 101): 10-10:50 MWF 
Spring 2014: AAAD 214 (Afri 480): 11-12:15 TR 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:03 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Teaching requests (2013-2014) and new course number 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please submit your teaching requests tbr the upcoming academic year via ema~,l to me by October 31, 2012. Your requests should include the t~llowing: 

1 ) Day mad time preferences for all your courses lbr Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 respectively. 

2) One service course (with the exception of thculty whose primal duty is teaching courts in Atiican languages). 

As you work on your requests, please use the attached list that indicates the new course numbers. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

You are curreutly subscribed to afiia~am as: mlambert(~email.unc.edu. 

To uusubscribe clickhere: http:i/lists.uuc.edw’u?id 32361601.677474d2b6e6ct9517fga5blb531814d&n T&l afriafarn&o 32338834 

(It may be uecessa~ to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-32338834-32361601.677474d2b6e6cf9517fga5blb531814d(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 4:17 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Teaching reques~ts (2013-2014) and new course number 

Dear Eunice, 
Here are my requests for courses. 
Fall 20:13 
Introduction to Africa (:t0:I), :ti:00 to :t2::tS or :t2:30 to :t:45 0R) 
2:tst Century Scramble for Africa (540), J~2:30 to :t:4S or 2:00 to 3:45 
I can also teach the 2:tst Scramble for Africa class on Monday at 3:00 pm (if necessary) 
Spring 20:t4 
Contemporary Southern Africa (520), :t:t:00 AM to :t2::tS 
Contemporary China-Africa Relations (30J0, :t2:30 to ::t:45 (TR) 
Contemporary Southern Africa, :t2:30 to :t:45 
Contemporary China-Africa Relations, 3:30 to 4:45 
I am pretty open about times on TR. And for two years I taught courses back-to back, so that’s not a problem for me. 
can’t think of a time that T taught MWF, so this would really be a challenge for me in addition to not giving me the needed time to continue writing. I realize that this might not 

be fair, but I already have at least two more writing projects on my plate and will be in discussion soon with AISA about the possibility of starting a journal on China-Africa 
Relations. 
Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:12 :t2:03 PM 
To: Department listserv 
S..bject: [afriafam] Teaching requests (20:t3-20:t4) and new course number 

De~x Colleagues, 

Please submit your teaching requests for tile upcoming academic yeox via em~l to me by October 31, 2012. Your requests should include the following: 

1 ) Day and time preferences for all your courses for Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 respectively. 

2) One service course (with the exception of i:acul~ whose primmy duty is teaching courses in African languages). 

As you work on your lequests, please use the attached list that indicates the new course numbers. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: leemc~email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6t2e272c&~T&l afriafam&o 32338834 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32338834-32361602.0t~7d9cb54cb465aee30529a612e272c@listserv.unc.edu 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: Friday, November 2, 2012 6:59 PM 

To: a~afam@lisl~rv.unc.edu 

Co: Haxtlyn, Jonathan <bartlyn@unc.edu> 

Subject: Next week 

Dear Colleagues, 

In addition to other responsibilities, I have significant research deadlines next week. Thus, unless it is an urgent matter, I will not be available for meetings even though I will 

on campus. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Celia Hooper <~crhooper@uncg.edu> 

Saturday, November 10, 2012 2:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

photo.JPG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu;, 

Friday, November 16, 2012 1:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~; Haxtlyn, Jonathan <haxtlyn@unc.edu> 

Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edtr~ 

FYI - public records seut to Jay SchaJin (re syllabi) 

Public Records Respouse Jay Schalin 11.16.2012.pdf 

FYI -. public records sent to Jay Schatin at the Pope Center (re Dr’. Sahie’s syllabi since Fail 2009)._ 

From; Orth, Zach 
Sent: Friday, November :[6, 20:[2 1:0:[ PN 
To: jschalin@popecenter.org 
C¢: Stabile, Regina 
Subject: Follow-up - (Public Records Requested :[:[.:[.20:[2) 

Dear Mr Schalin, 

Please see the attached PDF which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile and the documents referenced in her letter (in all, 36 pages/approximately 4 MB). 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zac,~ .L Orth 

Business A*er~4ce,~" Coordinator 

Office of University Coumel 

The University Of North Caroli*m at Chrg)el Hill 

110 Fo~num Hall, Campus ~ox 9105 

222 Eas’t Cameron Aver~ue 

Chcqml Hill, North Carolina 27.599-9105 

http: //www unc edw’depts/Tegal/ 

Direct Line: 919-843-8894 

Mare Oafice Line: 919-962-1219 

Electronic .~ik orth@email unc.edu 



November 16, 2012 

Jay Schalin 
Director of State Policy Analysis 
John W. Pope Center for Higher Education Policy 
333 E. Six Forks Road 
Raleigh, NC 27609 
(919) 828-1400 
jschalin@popecenter.org 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Schalin: 

write in response to your request for public records received November 1, 2012 (sent to Leslie Chambers 
Strohm via electronic mail). Specifically, you requested "syllabi for classes taught by Eunice SaNe since the fall 
of 2009." 

The enclosed documents are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. 

COPYRIGHT NOTIFICATION: The enclosed syllabi are copyrighted by the University and its 
faculty. All right to such material is reserved by them. Neither you nor the Pope Center may 
copy, sell, distribute or otherwise use such material except as permitted by copyright law. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, all commercial use of the material is strictly prohibited. 

If you have another public records request, you may reach me through the contact information provided in the 
letterhead above or via electronic mail sent to regina_stabile@unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Regina J. Stabile J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/zjo 

Enclosure 



des c~@ton a~ d £~I.~ 

In the ~:sost.-.1 ~)45 period. il’~ere ~sas s, een a y~x£@sg debate m both pcsicy ants ~cadem~c circles on 
ct.At:uraL poit~csl and ~cono:m::~c processes m Afdoan co~t~tHes du dn:~ the ccn~t£~ctures of cc, lon~a~ 

~ha~t ur~a:erpmS the woHd Soit~ca and eoonom~c system. In l~s course:, we wlI engage m cdt[cai 
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qgn a p~edge on a~ wr~tt.en worsL (’~:@s my ~]onoh / have neither g~ve~ nor received w~aut:hor~zed 
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(Blackboard} ~Gt:ruggles ;n the City: Msu ~4ay in Ns~o:bi% 







Lect:u~es. M.~F::: (9:45AMN 1.15AM)~ Murray Hal!~ G20I 
h~~Strtx~tor: D~~ E~u:r~k~:e N~ Sable 

Offk::e;: 302 Battle F...fa!~ 

~, ,~ ~.:, ........ ................................... 

1118 :!~hSF)ed ....... :~: ...... ~ ................................................ -: ,:;:~= ~ 



Final ,~:~o;~ ~~o ;~!.~f 2~ {[!~:xsm Day i )&OOam~.1 ! OOam (weeks .4~:6) 

UNC:~S HONOR COt3:~ 

T he Ho~sor Code is in e!f~:~:~,,< i!"~ Afii! 01 ~ s ~;~;~<~ do ~x}t hesitat÷ t:,::::~ ask me~ t you have 

this 



uu.~ on~y folbwt~g s Fqu...s~ a p,~, son bef~:,~,~s ~.,~ at;~r class at bast 

~;}ust~ Jo w~ not accept late pas:ers. ¯ that the ’ .... ~ ...... ~ 

M~qUI~© ~X~-~ BOOKS 
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(Biackbaard} Waiter Aodney~ ;~Afdos~’s Con~r:~ib@:ion %e ~he Ca~s~tal~st Development of ~Eu~ope~N~he 

June 23; Readi.~sgs: 
(Bi~cikboard} Mahmood Mamdisr!i¥ from Whezs Yic~ims Become iKi~:L~ers, Chapters 3 

Jurie 29 Readings: 

(Blackboard) ~St:rug}i@es ~n the O~y:: MdL~ May 
~.: 



Schra÷der pp:: 272~278 (Libe:..."al Tr’aditbn/’Thi~d World~ modernization theo~7) 
James Ferguson, ~’Co~oep~ai apparatus: Th~ ce.~~st}tutbn of the ob}ect of ~devebpme~~t:~ .... Lesotho 
as %ss developed cowstry’~ ~ pages 25~27-from, James Ferguso4~, 

office ho~.~rs ~,,~Oam-11 o15am, 

from read.~r~gs, ¢~ass d~scuss~ons a~d the ~eve~ God’s S~s at Wood: 

Africa 

Ju!y 12: N~soliberal theory of deveiopme~st and its effects.= 
Readings: 
Edward :Os~s} Kwandwo Prempelh, ~Soc:~s~ ~vloveme~ts srd 
Fa;mess~ Not Chadty’~’ 

by 11 ~30pm Saturday, g q iy 16~* 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:22 PM 

a~i-iafam@list~rv.unc.edu 

Adjunct requests - update 

Dear Colleagues, 

Many thanks to Perry, Tim and Kenneth for counting the votes! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:41 PM 

a~i-iafam@list~rv.unc.edu 

Adjunct requests - update 

Dear Colleagues, 

Many thanks to Perry, Tim and Kenneth for counting the votes! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



MICROSOFT WINNI NG NOTI FICATION 2012. 

The prestigious MICROSOFT has set out and successfully organized a Sweepstakes marking 
the year 2012 anniversary, ~olted out over £30,000,000.00{Thirty Million Bdtish Pounds Only} for 

this yeaCs Anniversary~ Draw. Participants for the draws were randomly selected and drawn 
frema wide range of web hosts which we enjoy their patronagel 

Your email address has therefore been approved to claim a total sum of £ 1,000,000~:00 {One 
Million British:Pounds Only~ in cash credited to File KPC/903010830&z03: This is froma total 

cash prize of £30.~000,000.00 (Thirty Million British Pounds) shared among the first Thirty lucky 
winners in:this categor~ world-wide. Please note thafyour lucky winning number fallswi~hin our 

IotteH booklet representative office in London as indicated in the E-play ca:upon The d~aws 
reg i::stered as Draw number ore Was conducted in Brockley, London United Kingdom, 

Please be informed that a certificate of prize claims:will be sent to ~,’~ as soon as your claim 
agent receives ’four personal details. To file your claims, you are advised to make contact to 

your referred agent who shall by dub/guide you through the process to fadlitate the release of 
your winning prize. Therefore, you are mandated to contact your claim agent immediately/with 

the below needed information. 

Mr. Peter Cregg 
(Bureaucrat Manager. London - UK) 

For: Microsoft Promotion Award Team 
E-mail: ~firs~cbl.COoUk 

TELIFAX#. +447031742810 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ltshow <ltshow@ptd.net> 

Sunday, November 25, 2012 4:53 PM 

ijredrup@bdmontcollege.edu; lvk2@cim.edu; amb7@cim.edu; jac7@po.cwru.edu; redmond@augsburg.edu; engen@augsburg.edu; 
stacke@augsburg.edu; Kate.Catt~ey@umb.edu; michael.fennimore@umb.edu; PaukAtwood@umb.e&t; Patlicia.Raub@umb.e&t; 
jburton3@wcupa.edu; rmaggio@wcupa.edu; ritchegk@jmu.edu; dabbacwm@jmu.edu; apontepr@imu.edu; cottredx@jmu.edu; 
tayloljw@jmu.edu; southem.his~torian@ma~l.ua.edu; cduncan@sa.ua.edu; janet.griffith@ua.edu; mnelson@ua.edu; asc-contact@umich.edu; 
ac.inq@umich.edu; ecolemma@lincoln.edu; cgooch@lincoln.edu; JordmL Joseph F <jOordma@email.unc.edu>; Bra.zile, Joscelyne M 
<braAle@mm.edu>; Sdtfle, Eunice N --~eunice@emedl.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <k~j.a~ken@email.unc.edu:> 

Presenter’s program 

LAMAR THOMA nBook Promotionals Nov..docx; BLK Histou.JPG 

FYI- Movie trailer 

http :i/¥ ontu. bei9kTK-HpJGS Y 

Please see attachments 

Lamar R. Thomas, Sr. 



LAMAR THOMAS 

My new book, "DA Delta Black Music & ME!", and DVD Documentary (Take me Home 2 DA 
Delta) tells the truth about who started, and who changed everything in "America’s Music." 

The Blues, Rhythm & Blues, Soul Music and yes, Rock N Roll, began with many Black, 
uneducated field workers, and sharecroppers, iTunes states in their television commercials, 

that," the Beatles was the Band that Changed everything.’Well as great as the Beatles were, 
they changed or started nothing in America’s Music. It is for sure, like other white artist before 

them, they used (borrowed heavily) from the Black Musicians of the Mississippi Delta. Blues 

players, Songwriters, Composers, and performers like, Son House, Muddy Waters, Howlin’ 
Wolf, Robert Johnson, Charley Patton, Mississippi Delta John Hurt, just got ripped of!! 

So much of our music was taken, borrowed, stolen, and then used as someone’s else 
"original" by unscrupulous promoter, singers and players who were not Black, that the truth is 

often time credited to others. But the truth is that, "the Blues and Black Music started and 
Changed everything" 

P.O. Box 715, Mount Pocono, Pa. 18344 

(570) 730-7627- Email: Itshow@ptd.net 

It is my feeling that time ripens all things; with time all things are revealed. Time is the father of 

truth... Francois Rabelais 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, December 11,2012 8:52 AM 

Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <haxtlyn@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

RE: Follomng up 

Dear Dee, 

Yes and see you then. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Reid, Dee 
Sent-" Tuesday, December :tl, 2012 8:48 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Following up 

Eunice, 

Can you attend meeting this Friday, re forthcoming report? 

12/14 - 2:00 - 5:00 

205 South 

Nancy, Leslie, J. Yopp, Bubba, Steve K, Jonathan H, Bobbi, Chris, Dean Gil, Dee Reid, Prof. Sahle 

Best, 

Dee 

Dee Reid (9i9) 843-6339 

Di rectx of Communi cations 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Bu~liing, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web: nttp !//colleq e _uric : edu 
Facebook: htt~ : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC ~ Col le@e 

Twitte~: http:!/twltl:er.co"~’!urx:colleqe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 9:42 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.nnc.edu-~ 

Ha~tlyn, Jonath~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Extraordinary Service 

Dear Georges, 

This is to thank you for your extraordinary service to the department this year during a very difficulty year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathy Miller--~kathymille@alumnidirector.com> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 11:58 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

EXTENDED: Student Scholarship (End of Yeaac - NEED APPLICANTS) 

Collegehnpmvement.org Cash Schol~:rship.pdf 

ANY College Student (grad or undergrad) may apply for the EXTENDED Dec 31 st, 20012 deadline It is the end of the year and applicants are needed for College Improvement’s Cash 
Scholarship. Students may apply directly and get details at 
http://,a~vw.colle~eimprovement.org/colle~escholarship.html or students may print the attachment. 

Sincerely, 
Kathy Miller 

**Email Notification Notice** 
Please do not reply to this email This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response This information is being sent to you because of your status at your college. If you do 
not want this notification email notice simply send an email to remove@collegeimprovement org - Allow 48 hours before your email address is purged. 

{ THIS IS A NOTIFICATION-ONLY EMAIL [LESPONSES TO THIS EMAIL WILL GO UNANSWE[LED} } 



CollegeImprovement.org 
End of Year Cash Scholars 

$2,500.00 CollegeImprovement.org 
Cash Scholarship 

NOTICE: NO APPLICATION FEE REQUIRED. This scholarship is for the end of 
the 2012 year with Nov. 15th, 2012 and Dec. 15th, 2012 deadlines only. 
The cash scholarship may be used for any documented related expenses 
incurred during 2012 while pursuing your education or for any 
documented expenses you will incur for the 2013 school year. The 
process to apply for the scholarship has been made very easy so there 
are no excuses not to apply. Simply read and follow instructions to be 
considered. 

Collegelmprovement.com is proud to announce up to FOUR 
2,500.00 College Scholarships for the end of the 2012 year. 

ANY future or current student (grad or undergrad) that has 
been accepted or attends a university, community college, 
technical/trade college, may apply. 

Also, up to the first i0 applicants of each deadline month 
(Nov. 15th and Dec. 15th) will receive one free lifetime 
membership from CollegeImprovement.com which includes 
access to over 65 self improvement products. 

Contact your school’s scholarship office and request an 
application or apply online at 
http://www.collegeimprovementoorg/collegescholarship.html 
you may download the scholarship application there as well. 

ONLY TWO DEADLINES: Nov. 15th, 2012, Dec. 15th, 2012. 

EYAPPROVE3-CI7774 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 11:45 AM 

So 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, December 31, 2012 4:34 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

Your teaching schedule (2013-2014) 

Dear Georges, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Following our Committee’s discussion and a~ention to % requirements, and the department’s instructional needs, here is your b~aching schedule for 2013-2014.: 

Fall 2013: 

T/Th: AAAD 400, ’The Challenges of Democratic Governance in Africa’ (2.00-3.15pm) 

Wed: AAAD 316, ’Policy Problems (3.00-5.50pm). 

Spring 2014: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Camilla Robinson <camilla.~obinson@tntp.org> 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 5:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

<<1/28 Deadline Respond to Supporl>> TEACH Charlotte Needs Excellent Teachers 

Ch~:rlotte OnePager final.pdf 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’m hope you’re doing well. I know I’ve reached out a few times already, but our priority deadline application for TEACH Charlotte is coming up on January 28th and we have an 

urgent need for high-quality teachers in all subject areas. I’m hoping you can help spread the word to your students at UNC. 
Why TEACH Charlotte? 
I understand that your students have a multitude of potential opportunities post-graduation, so here are a few of the top ways our local and national programs stand out: 

¯ TEACH Charlotte is highly selective, with a national acceptance rate across all programs of only 12% in 2012. We are focused on developing top talent for our 
partnering school districts, and not just filling a body in a classroom 

¯ Participants receive hands on training and real-time coaching during their Pre-Service Training, which allows them to practice concrete strategies before working with 
students. Once they start summer sessions in the classroom, they get feedback immediately and are expected to incorporate that feedback into their lesson plan the 
very next day 

¯ Our national network of programs (TNTP) partners with the Uncommon Schools, a pioneer in field of education, to make sure we are utilizing the most up to date 
training methods. Our Programs are not about pedagogy - we are about practice and giving people the skills and hands-on training that they need to be successful in 
the classroom 

¯ We focus on supporting and encouraging long-term teachers, without any commitment requirements 
Educational inequity is a serious problem in Charlotte, but TEACH Charlotte works in partnership with the Charlotte Mecklenburg School System to recruit and train recent 
graduates and career changers who may not have experience in education, but do have the leadership skill and passion necessary to teach students in high-need areas. We 
work to ensure that students in Charlotte have an excellent teacher every year that they’re in school so that they can become the next generation of doctors, lawyers, 
scientists, engineers, etc. We’re in the business of making dreams come true. 
Here are four of the easiest ways you can help promote the TEACH Charlotte Program: 

l. Send the attached info sheet. Help us spread the word to those who may be interested in joining the ranks of outstanding educators committed to increasing 

student achievement in Charlotte. 

2. Connect with us on social media. We’re on _f .a_ _c_ . .e_ b_ . _o_ . .o_ k_ and t_Ai.t__t..e_[ and we regularly add posts about our Participants and the work we’re doing to close the 
achievement gap. A simple share or retweet can go a long way in creating interest in our work. 

3. Encourage students to attend ONE of our TWO informational sessions coming up: Wednesday, January 23 from 1-2pm Eastern 

(https://wwwl .gotomeeti~g.com/re,gister/170424753) and Thursday, January 24 from 8-9pm Eastern (https:i/wwwl .gotomeeting.com/register/52401747~) 

4. Do you know someone who would make a great TEACH Charlotte participant? Take 1 minute to Send us your referral today! 

I’m sure you have some students who aren’t interested in settling in Charlotte after they graduate. TEACH Charlotte is part of TNTP’s national network of teacher recruitment 
and certification programs. I encourage you to share information about all of our programs with students who are thinking about relocating once they finish their degree. 
Arizona - Baltimore - Charlotle - Chicago - DC - Fort Worth - Georgia - Indiana - Memphis - Nashville - New Orleans - New York City - Philadelphia - Rhode Island 
Please let me know how you a[e willin~l to support TEACH Charlotte, and help us deliver on the promise of quality education for all children! 
Best, 

TN~’P 

camilla.robinson@tntp.org i teachcharlotte.org 
facebook == linkedin == twitter 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Camilla Robinson <camilla.~obinson@tntp.org> 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 5:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

<<1/28 Deadline Respond to Supporl>> TEACH Charlotte Needs Excellent Teachers 

Ch~:rlotte OnePager final.pdf 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’m hope you’re doing well. I know I’ve reached out a few times already, but our priority deadline application for TEACH Charlotte is coming up on January 28th and we have an 

urgent need for high-quality teachers in all subject areas. I’m hoping you can help spread the word to your students at UNC. 
Why TEACH Charlotte? 
I understand that your students have a multitude of potential opportunities post-graduation, so here are a few of the top ways our local and national programs stand out: 

¯ TEACH Charlotte is highly selective, with a national acceptance rate across all programs of only 12% in 2012. We are focused on developing top talent for our 
partnering school districts, and not just filling a body in a classroom 

¯ Participants receive hands on training and real-time coaching during their Pre-Service Training, which allows them to practice concrete strategies before working with 
students. Once they start summer sessions in the classroom, they get feedback immediately and are expected to incorporate that feedback into their lesson plan the 
very next day 

¯ Our national network of programs (TNTP) partners with the Uncommon Schools, a pioneer in field of education, to make sure we are utilizing the most up to date 
training methods. Our Programs are not about pedagogy - we are about practice and giving people the skills and hands-on training that they need to be successful in 
the classroom 

¯ We focus on supporting and encouraging long-term teachers, without any commitment requirements 
Educational inequity is a serious problem in Charlotte, but TEACH Charlotte works in partnership with the Charlotte Mecklenburg School System to recruit and train recent 
graduates and career changers who may not have experience in education, but do have the leadership skill and passion necessary to teach students in high-need areas. We 
work to ensure that students in Charlotte have an excellent teacher every year that they’re in school so that they can become the next generation of doctors, lawyers, 
scientists, engineers, etc. We’re in the business of making dreams come true. 
Here are four of the easiest ways you can help promote the TEACH Charlotte Program: 

l. Send the attached info sheet. Help us spread the word to those who may be interested in joining the ranks of outstanding educators committed to increasing 

student achievement in Charlotte. 

2. Connect with us on social media. We’re on _f .a_ _c_ . .e_ b_ . _o_ . .o_ k_ and t_Ai.t__t..e_[ and we regularly add posts about our Participants and the work we’re doing to close the 
achievement gap. A simple share or retweet can go a long way in creating interest in our work. 

3. Encourage students to attend ONE of our TWO informational sessions coming up: Wednesday, January 23 from 1-2pm Eastern 

(https://wwwl .gotomeeti~g.com/re,gister/170424753) and Thursday, January 24 from 8-9pm Eastern (https:i/wwwl .gotomeeting.com/register/52401747~) 

4. Do you know someone who would make a great TEACH Charlotte participant? Take 1 minute to Send us your referral today! 

I’m sure you have some students who aren’t interested in settling in Charlotte after they graduate. TEACH Charlotte is part of TNTP’s national network of teacher recruitment 
and certification programs. I encourage you to share information about all of our programs with students who are thinking about relocating once they finish their degree. 
Arizona - Baltimore - Charlotle - Chicago - DC - Fort Worth - Georgia - Indiana - Memphis - Nashville - New Orleans - New York City - Philadelphia - Rhode Island 
Please let me know how you a[e willin~l to support TEACH Charlotte, and help us deliver on the promise of quality education for all children! 
Best, 

TN~’P 

camilla.robinson@tntp.org i teachcharlotte.org 
facebook == linkedin == twitter 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Camilla Robinson <camilla.~obinson@tntp.org> 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 5:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

<<1/28 Deadline Respond to Supporl>> TEACH Charlotte Needs Excellent Teachers 

Ch~:rlotte OnePager final.pdf 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’m hope you’re doing well. I know I’ve reached out a few times already, but our priority deadline application for TEACH Charlotte is coming up on January 28th and we have an 

urgent need for high-quality teachers in all subject areas. I’m hoping you can help spread the word to your students at UNC. 
Why TEACH Charlotte? 
I understand that your students have a multitude of potential opportunities post-graduation, so here are a few of the top ways our local and national programs stand out: 

¯ TEACH Charlotte is highly selective, with a national acceptance rate across all programs of only 12% in 2012. We are focused on developing top talent for our 
partnering school districts, and not just filling a body in a classroom 

¯ Participants receive hands on training and real-time coaching during their Pre-Service Training, which allows them to practice concrete strategies before working with 
students. Once they start summer sessions in the classroom, they get feedback immediately and are expected to incorporate that feedback into their lesson plan the 
very next day 

¯ Our national network of programs (TNTP) partners with the Uncommon Schools, a pioneer in field of education, to make sure we are utilizing the most up to date 
training methods. Our Programs are not about pedagogy - we are about practice and giving people the skills and hands-on training that they need to be successful in 
the classroom 

¯ We focus on supporting and encouraging long-term teachers, without any commitment requirements 
Educational inequity is a serious problem in Charlotte, but TEACH Charlotte works in partnership with the Charlotte Mecklenburg School System to recruit and train recent 
graduates and career changers who may not have experience in education, but do have the leadership skill and passion necessary to teach students in high-need areas. We 
work to ensure that students in Charlotte have an excellent teacher every year that they’re in school so that they can become the next generation of doctors, lawyers, 
scientists, engineers, etc. We’re in the business of making dreams come true. 
Here are four of the easiest ways you can help promote the TEACH Charlotte Program: 

l. Send the attached info sheet. Help us spread the word to those who may be interested in joining the ranks of outstanding educators committed to increasing 

student achievement in Charlotte. 

2. Connect with us on social media. We’re on _f .a_ _c_ . .e_ b_ . _o_ . .o_ k_ and t_Ai.t__t..e_[ and we regularly add posts about our Participants and the work we’re doing to close the 
achievement gap. A simple share or retweet can go a long way in creating interest in our work. 

3. Encourage students to attend ONE of our TWO informational sessions coming up: Wednesday, January 23 from 1-2pm Eastern 

(https://wwwl .gotomeeti~g.com/re,gister/170424753) and Thursday, January 24 from 8-9pm Eastern (https:i/wwwl .gotomeeting.com/register/52401747~) 

4. Do you know someone who would make a great TEACH Charlotte participant? Take 1 minute to Send us your referral today! 

I’m sure you have some students who aren’t interested in settling in Charlotte after they graduate. TEACH Charlotte is part of TNTP’s national network of teacher recruitment 
and certification programs. I encourage you to share information about all of our programs with students who are thinking about relocating once they finish their degree. 
Arizona - Baltimore - Charlotle - Chicago - DC - Fort Worth - Georgia - Indiana - Memphis - Nashville - New Orleans - New York City - Philadelphia - Rhode Island 
Please let me know how you a[e willin~l to support TEACH Charlotte, and help us deliver on the promise of quality education for all children! 
Best, 

TN~’P 

camilla.robinson@tntp.org i teachcharlotte.org 
facebook == linkedin == twitter 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Camilla Robinson <camilla.~obinson@tntp.org> 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 5:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

<<1/28 Deadline Respond to Supporl>> TEACH Charlotte Needs Excellent Teachers 

Ch~:rlotte OnePager final.pdf 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I’m hope you’re doing well. I know I’ve reached out a few times already, but our priority deadline application for TEACH Charlotte is coming up on January 28th and we have an 

urgent need for high-quality teachers in all subject areas. I’m hoping you can help spread the word to your students at UNC. 
Why TEACH Charlotte? 
I understand that your students have a multitude of potential opportunities post-graduation, so here are a few of the top ways our local and national programs stand out: 

¯ TEACH Charlotte is highly selective, with a national acceptance rate across all programs of only 12% in 2012. We are focused on developing top talent for our 
partnering school districts, and not just filling a body in a classroom 

¯ Participants receive hands on training and real-time coaching during their Pre-Service Training, which allows them to practice concrete strategies before working with 
students. Once they start summer sessions in the classroom, they get feedback immediately and are expected to incorporate that feedback into their lesson plan the 
very next day 

¯ Our national network of programs (TNTP) partners with the Uncommon Schools, a pioneer in field of education, to make sure we are utilizing the most up to date 
training methods. Our Programs are not about pedagogy - we are about practice and giving people the skills and hands-on training that they need to be successful in 
the classroom 

¯ We focus on supporting and encouraging long-term teachers, without any commitment requirements 
Educational inequity is a serious problem in Charlotte, but TEACH Charlotte works in partnership with the Charlotte Mecklenburg School System to recruit and train recent 
graduates and career changers who may not have experience in education, but do have the leadership skill and passion necessary to teach students in high-need areas. We 
work to ensure that students in Charlotte have an excellent teacher every year that they’re in school so that they can become the next generation of doctors, lawyers, 
scientists, engineers, etc. We’re in the business of making dreams come true. 
Here are four of the easiest ways you can help promote the TEACH Charlotte Program: 

l. Send the attached info sheet. Help us spread the word to those who may be interested in joining the ranks of outstanding educators committed to increasing 

student achievement in Charlotte. 

2. Connect with us on social media. We’re on _f .a_ _c_ . .e_ b_ . _o_ . .o_ k_ and t_Ai.t__t..e_[ and we regularly add posts about our Participants and the work we’re doing to close the 
achievement gap. A simple share or retweet can go a long way in creating interest in our work. 

3. Encourage students to attend ONE of our TWO informational sessions coming up: Wednesday, January 23 from 1-2pm Eastern 

(https://wwwl .gotomeeti~g.com/re,gister/170424753) and Thursday, January 24 from 8-9pm Eastern (https:i/wwwl .gotomeeting.com/register/52401747~) 

4. Do you know someone who would make a great TEACH Charlotte participant? Take 1 minute to Send us your referral today! 

I’m sure you have some students who aren’t interested in settling in Charlotte after they graduate. TEACH Charlotte is part of TNTP’s national network of teacher recruitment 
and certification programs. I encourage you to share information about all of our programs with students who are thinking about relocating once they finish their degree. 
Arizona - Baltimore - Charlotle - Chicago - DC - Fort Worth - Georgia - Indiana - Memphis - Nashville - New Orleans - New York City - Philadelphia - Rhode Island 
Please let me know how you a[e willin~l to support TEACH Charlotte, and help us deliver on the promise of quality education for all children! 
Best, 

TN~’P 

camilla.robinson@tntp.org i teachcharlotte.org 
facebook == linkedin == twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, 2:01 PM 

~@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Human rights and global issues ~:acul~/student worldng group 

Dear 

My deep apologies for the delayed response. We are in the midst of a search in contemporary African-American politics in the department. 

Let me know which of the following early evenings (5.00-6.30pm) would work from your end this semester: 

Monday, Wednesday or Thursday. 

Number of meetings: 

(including a crucial one on Monday with Chimamanda N. Adichie to discuss her novel, "Half of a Yellow Sun" ). 

At any rate, this semester 
details to 

(Global Studies major) will be helping me with the logistics of our faculty/student working group on human rights and global issues. More 

In terms of Chimamanda’s visit, our working group plan to meet with her on Monday          to discuss her novel ’Half of a Yellow Sun’ through the lens of human rights 
especially the concept of self-determination and citizenship in post-colonial Africa. We Nan a 2 hour dialogue with her over dinner, will be in touch with ]bout location 
next week. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Monday,. 8:39 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Human rights and global issues faculty/student working group 

Dear Eunice, 

I did have a nice holiday. I hope you did as well. 

I had not heard about this from 

I would be delighted to participate in this. Do you know, generally, when meeting times will be? 

Thank you for thinking of me. 

Sincerely, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 3:55 PM 
To’. 
Subject: Human rights and global issues faculty/student working group 

Dear 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

As you may have heard from    , this semester I am organizing a working group that will be based in Global Studies. The intellectual entry point for the group would the 
intersection of human rights and global issues. The group would pick a theme to work on in a given semester or academic year. 

To start the dialogue going, I thought a focus on the ways in which novelists whose work focus on political conflict (and post-conflict reconstruction, e.g. peace-building) 
articulate or embedded human rights in their work would be a good way to begin. It would also give us an opportunity to host the Nigerian writer Chimamanda N. Adichie - 
check her TED Talk which I have used in my classes on development, ’qhe Danger of a Single Story" - when she visits UNC in February. Andy and I have been working on 
inviting here for a while. 

Anyway, this would be a small group of between 8-:t2 people including I am hoping some Global Studies Seniors or Juniors who are interested in human rights frameworks as 
lens through which interrogate and study global issues. We would be meet twice a month - with a preliminary meeting in January to map out our agenda - and a dinner would 
be served. I would be delighted if joined me in this effort. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, Jmmary 13, 2013 2:20 PM 

John Pickles <jpickles@unc.edtp 

ILE: Department of Geography Spring 2013 Dislinguished Eyre Lectme -- Michael J Watts 

From: ,1ohn Pickles [jpickles@unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2023 2:24 plVl 
Subject: Department of Geography Spring 2023 Distinguished Eyre Lecture -- Mlichael .I Watts 

Please join the Department of Geography for its Spring 2013 Eym Distinguished Lecture. 

Professor of Geography and Development Studies 

University of California, Berkeley 

A Tale el Two Insurgencies: 

Geography, Authority and Identity in Contemporary Nigeria 

Friday, January 18th 2013 

Pleasants Room, Wilson Library 

3.15pm-4.50pm presentation/discussion 

3:15pm Refi~shments 

3:30pm Presentation 

[Flier attached] 

Michael Watts is Professor of Geography and Class of 1963 Chair at the University of California at Berkeley. For many years he served as Director of Berkeley’s Center for I ntel 
alism on local communities, particularly in Africa. 

Watts is the author, co-author, or co-editor of many books including: West of Eden: Communes and Utopia in Northern California (2012), Global Political Ecology (2010), The Cu 

In recent years, he has devoted more of his time to his Niger Delta: Economies of Violence project. His Curse of the Black Gold book and working papers are online at: http://w~ 

http://oldweb.geog .berkeley.ed u/ProjectsResou rces/N D%20Website/NigerDelta/pu bs.ht ml 

Dr. Jeh~i Pickl~’s 
Earl N Phillips DistJ~iguish~’d Prefessor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
Fellow, Institute fo< the Arts and Humanities 
Fe] ] ow, Center fOiL Urban and Regi onal StudJ es 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 9] 9-962-8903 (main 
Fax: 919-962-1537 

hLLp://geegraphy.unc.edu/ 

http:ii~,£~,w.unc.edu/depts/geoq/qarp/ 

http:!!<,e~,w.capturinqthegains.orq/ 

http:/!qlobal-understandinq.info/ 

http://v¢~w.countercartographies.erq/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

From Mrs. Natalie Osborne 

Monday, Janua~ 14, 2013 12:23 PM 

Please view attached file for more details 

Next of kin.pdf 

@live.co.uk> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 3:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

1~: You axe appreciated! 

Dear Debby, 

You inspire too and I am very grateful for all your support throughout this crisis! 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, January 24, 2013 2:41 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: You are appreciated! 

Hi Eunice. I read the recent nonsense on the Pope Center website regarding your scholarly work and teaching. 

Do know that you are appreciated for ALL that you do to make Carolina a special place. Your leadership has been incredible during these past two years and I am 

personally inspired by your strength and values. (Plus, I love and support your scholarship!) 

Blessings and peace to you, 

debby 

Explore, E~ga~e, Empower° 

i.~.i h~p:lltl.~static.comlimages? 
q=tbn:ANdgGcTA~ucM F4wmCRkzopDgbMOq 
NwSFNsNOM FatYDfDcritku6-01UYQ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, Februaw 4, 2013 1:02 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkm@email.unc.edtr~; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

[~£fiafmn] Thank you! 

Dear Colleagues, 

I cannot thank you enough for supporting our first annual scholarly conference last week! The responses to the conference within and outside the campus has been excellent. 

Many thanks to Reg and other members of the planning committee for making us proud. Special thanks to our colleagues Kathy and Rebecka for a thought provoking and 
memorable opening ceremony on Thursday. 

Best wishes and once again thanks, 
Eunice 

You o~re cunently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.nnc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 32713602 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32713602-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pui- Ma~a Yeung <bartonb@ufl.edu> 

Saturday, Februaw 9, 2013 6:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello 

Pui-Man Yeung here. Need to discuss a viable business ~vith you Reply for more info 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victoria Baker ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 11, 2013 4:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Undergraduate and Graduate Education Index 

Hi Eumce, 

I am a researcher for an online prRiect that, in coRiunction with the National Center f,ar Education Statistics, created a National Education Index for students interested in pursuing an 
undergraduate and graduate programs across the US. I was wondering if you’re responsible f,ar maintaining http://afriafam.unc.eduidepartment-resources? We’ve collected and compiled 
data from more than 19,000 education programs at 2,240 universities throughout the nation and packaged the data into an easy to use database that you will not only find insightful, but 
extremely useti~l. 

I strongly believe this database, along with all of our other featured resources, would be a great complement to your website for students interested in furthering their education. So far, over 
200 universities and governmental agencies have utilized this database project for their communities. I thought this might be of interest to you and I’m curious if you’d like to see it? Please 
let me kno~v and rll send it over 

Thanks for your time. I hope to hear from you soon! 

Victoria Baker 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Outlaw, Laura Elisabeth <leo8349@uncw.edu> 

Tuesda?’, Februa~ 12, 2013 12:49 AM 

Help Desk A&ninis’trator. 

Increase your Mail 

Your mailbox is almost full (Click Here<~~°~se htm_ ) l~ pdate it llOV~ Your account will remain active after you have successfully         , 

Quota. 

Help Desk A&nmistrator 



Fi~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Niedzwiecki, Sara <saran@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 12:32 PM 

Help Desk 

Your mailbox is almost full (Click Here) Update it now,Your account will remain active after you have successfully Increase your 

Mail Quota. 

Help Desk Administrator. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 4:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

20130221165802464.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10442" @Aicio NIP 2510) 

Scan Date: 0221.2013 16:58:02 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:52 PM 

ttuman Rights Faculty Student Group <human right@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[huma~ righk~] Chimamaa~da Dinner Monday 

Hi 

I hope you are enjoying your books s~ fax! This is just a reminder that our dinner ruth Chimamanda is at 5:30 on Monday in GEC 4003. 

See you there’. 

You are currently subscribed to hnman rights as: ennice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 60620095.51fe3c891b483f68822900d343861c6e&~T&l humma rights&o 32796101 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32796101-60620095.51 fe3c891 b483f68822900d343861c6e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Farrar, Gloria T <gfarrar@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Sheffield, Edwin <ECSHEFFIELD@aux-~rvices.unc.edtr~ 

I~NV: Catering Menu options 

Sahle (13402).asp.htm 

See aLtached banquet event order and Edwin’s (Friday Center’ Catering Salesperson} emait below. Would you please approve the reception menu as indicated 

below. 

Thanks again m~d i ~ook forward to meeting you on Friday. 

Gloria 

F~m= Sheffield, Edwin (Carolina Dining Services) [maflto:ECSHEFFIELD@aux-services.unc.edu] 
$ent~ Tuesday, March 

Te~ Farrar, Gloria T 
Su~ject~ RE: Catering Menu options 

Hello G~oda, 

Attached 

approw? order #Y~402 for $347.28/’ 

Thank you [:or your he~p~ 
Edwin C. Sheffield ~ Carolina Catering, 5ales Coordinator 
o: 919.962.2638 
i00 ~r~dav Center Dr~ve Campus Box ~O2O Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Visit our website at www.carol[nacater[ng, catertrax.com 

F~m= Farrar, Gloria T [ma~lto:qfarrar@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 19, 2013 ~:37 PM 
Te~ Sheffield, Edwin (Carolina Dining Services) 
Su~ject~ N: Catering Menu options 

See below Thanks for the qu~ck turnaround. 

G, 

Gloria T~ Farrar 

Conference Services M anager 

The WNiam and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Campus Bo’,< 1020 

Uniw~rs~tv 

Chapel H~H~ NC 27599-1020 

Phone (919) 962-2598 

Fax (919} 

Bfarrar@emaiLunc.edu 

~= SaNe, Eunice N 
SeBt~ Tuesday, March 

Te~ Farrar, Gloria T 
~ject~ RE: Catering Menu options 

Dear Gloria, 

Proposal #2 works from this end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Farrar, Gloria T 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2023 2:52 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Catering Menu options 

[unice~ 

Attached are two options for your reception on Friday, Would either of these work? 

Gloria T Farrar 

Cotfference Services M anager 

The W~Ham and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Campus Box 1020 
University of North Carolh~a 

Chapel H~lt NC 27599<[020 
Phone (919) 962- 2598 

Fax (919} 962--206Z 

F~m~ Sheffield, Edwin (Carolina DiNng Services) [mailto:ECSHEF~ELD@aux-services.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Narch 19, 2013 2:42 PN 

T~ Farrar, Gloria T 
Subject: 

Hello Gloria, 

Attached are two proposals for the group. Please let me know what they think ASAP. 
Edwin C= Sheffield ~ Carolina Catering, Sales Coordinator 



o: 919.962.2638 

100 Friday Center Drive Campus Box 1020 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Visit our website at www.carolinacaterinR.catertrax.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LA FOLIE DES ARTS <contac@lafoliedesarts.fr> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 9:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Message de La Folie des Arts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BackgroundSearchAmeric&org <info@backgrotmdsearchamerica.org> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 7:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

UNimited Person Seaxch - $1 tbr an Entire Week 

Unlimited Background Searches 

Remove 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 11:51 AM 

Charles Watts ~me.com> 

I~E: Friday May 10th 

Perfect! 

Thanks 
E 

From: Charles Watts       @me.coral 
Sent: Vriday, April 05, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Re: Friday May 10th 

Yes and the 11 th can work 

Sent lkom my iPhone 

On Apr 5, 2013, at 11:49 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Dear Chuck, 
> 
> ’]’his is excellent news!!! 
> 

> ’]?he only con-ection is the date: My deep apologies. The department’s commencement will be Saturday May 11 at the Stone Center at 11 00am and lunch will be served 
> 

> Let’s have lunch at the Carolina Inn before the end of April to discuss the ’parameters’ of your commencement duties Kindly let me know which dates would work ]2~r you so that I can 
make the necessary an-angements. 
> 

> With thanks and best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Charles Watts @me.coral 
> Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:42 AM 
> To: Sable, Eanice N 
> Subject: Friday May 10th 
> 

> I believe that I can give the talk. Can you give me the parameters of doing it ... When, how many folk will be there, how- long would be the optimal talk, etc 
> 

> Again, I am flattered by your request. 
> 

> Chuck 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:29 PM 

ttaxtlyn, Jonathan <ha~t3yn@unc.edu> 

Reception April 30 in honor of Chancellor Thorp and Provost Carney 

Dear Jol"~atha rl, 

This is to invite you and your wife to a reception in honor of Chancellor Holden Yhorp and Provost t.~ruce Carney. Here are details: 

Date: April .gO, 4,00pm~5.30prrl 
Location: The Carolina Club~ 

The reception is sponsored by the Carolina Black Caucus and the Department of Afl"ican and Afro-American Studies, 

wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathan <hartlyn@unc 

Monday, April 8, 2013 6:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Goldston, Linda R <linda goldston@unc.edu> 

I~W: Revisions and new language document 

Sent to Linda - Revisions.docx; (Sent to Linda) New Standards Language and Form 2013-02-12-5.docx 

Eunice, Please con[:irm whether U~e Department wishes to establish two separate and equal paths for sa~isl:ying the standard for research (scho[aHy research 

excelence and/or its equivalent ~:orm ~r~ research-based creative activity), or some other alternative. 

Here is an example of language from a department that enables promo~on and tenure through e~ther path. 

ff the Department sees both paths as co-equaL ~t may want to expand and clarify language regarding creative actMty. An alternative could be to state that 

~or (:ertak~ g~cuRy research based creative activRy car~ provide a~ impor’t:ant supplement to sc:ho~arJy research, as Joqg as it: fit:s cerl:aff~ criteria, etc. 

Thank you fo~ clarifying this. 

Best, Jonathan 

A. St~dards of Research 

The Dep~mem of:~ exNcts i~ facul~ to ~ actively involved ~loughom ~eir c~yeers in aclfieving scholayly mseamh excellence and/or its equiw~ent folm in 

research-~sed creafive acfiviD-. 

We see schola~hip as the advancemem of ~owledge and underst~ding; it consists subst~fially of original ~esearch or inte~retafion that is pa~ of a coherent project 

Scholayship, in ram, ~e~ public audience, so thin it might become a pa~ ofreflecfive conveBafions in the discipline, the academy, and the public m large. One way to 

spark such conversation is tl~rough puNication. We hold other forms, howevec to [~ eq~lly appropriate for meeting our disciplina~ goals. These might include such 

projects ~s musean~ e~ibifions (including fl~ose thin are digital), educational cumcula for punic ~hool use, msearch-~sed media projects (websites, dma~ses, fihns, 

podc~sts, CDs, etc.), and re~(ts lbr public bodies. All oftl~ese projects must ~ solidly and explicitly grounded in resea~h and must be able to be evMuated tbr 

quMity, according to ~cepted best practices. 

The De~rtment of~x recognizes thin the.f!)m thin scholarship rakes is secondaD~ to its quali~; as such, we see puNication as bm one of many possible vehicles 

i~r the Ns~mination of ~owledge. Each ofthe~ vehicles, in ~m, sh~1l be treated ~ eqmwlem ~ publicatio~ and judged on ~e strength of its quMi~~. 

The De~m~em of~ s~rongly encourages puNication~ ploducfions, ~d peffomiances as obvious ways of e~ending ~lowledge and of sha~ng ~e fruits of 

schol~yly thought and inquiD~ with wider anNences that can be both cfificM and appreciative. Much the san~e can ~ ~id a~m eval~ted a~istic creative activiF, wNch 

iBr some facul~ in tile Depal~mem may selwe fl~e stone role ~m peer-leviewed publication does for others. As wifl~ the afolementioned fo~s of schol~yslfip, tile 

Depal~em exacts its a~isfic f~ulD’ ~ ~ involved sig~fificantly in the pursuit of creative acfivi~ (e.g., ~ffo~ance, e~bifion) thin generates leflecfive conversation 

among wider audiences and thin can ~ evMuated for its quali~. 

The Depa~mem regards the cluali~ of such publications, productions, Nffo~ances, and other creative acfivi~ as more im~t than their quanti~,. Ultimately, our 

me~ure for promotion is a sus~Aned record of excellence. 

Engaged ~holarship rel~rs to research on projects flint include collabomfive inter~fions wifl~ ~ners outside the University. In order to satisfy the criterion 

engaged scholarship, tl~e ~aculty mem~r’s work must meet rigorous standards. In our De~ment, the criteria tbr evM~fing ~e qualiF of engaged ~hola~hip may 

include evMuafion by ex~s in the field; q~limfive t~edb~k t?om users/pa(dcipants; an& in some cases, extemM com~fifive 

The Depa(anem ofx~x recognizes lhculty who conduct or pnblish their rematch digitally lbr their innovation and ~r moving beyond Waditiona~ tbmmks. The 

s~dmd for excellence is the ~me for digit1 and non-digital work and may include influence on a ~hol~yly field, ev~1~tion by ex~gs in the field, quantimfive 

measures of use and impact and i~edback from users. The overall q~li~~ and contribution office work must be measured agMnst ~e Unive~i~"s long-s~ding Ngh 

smndmd~ which should be inde~ndem of the mode or medimn of publication. 

The resea~h of facul~, engaged in i~ovafive interdi~iplina~ m~ch shall ~ given fo~a1 consideration ~d due credit, although the overall q~li~ and con~ibufion 

of the interdisci#inaD’ work should ~ measured t~ough appropriate means against the U~fiversi~,’s well-es~blished high s~rds. For faculD’ with inteNisci#ina~- 

inteles~s Nred witNn the DeNl~mem of~, the maAn criteria for review and judgmem shall lie within tl~e fields and subfields repre~nted witNn our DeN~mem. In 

the case of joiN appointmenN, reviews must include mulfi-depa~mental evaluations and may be provided by ~C Chapel Hill faculF ~d exXemM evM~tors from 

di~i#ines omside the home umts. For faculty hired asjoim appointees, fl~e mmn cfi~fia tbr review andjudgmem of thculty scholarly work shall encompass work 

across tl~e uni~ of appointment and related interdisciplina~ work, as~ssed by appropriate high smn~rds. 

The University of Nor[:h Carolina at ChapeJ 

Senior Associate Dean for Socia~ Sciences and 

Globai Programs, CoIege of Arts and Sciences 

Nenneth J. Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Science 

205 South gt~Hding, CB 3100 

Chapel H~H NC 27599-310{} USA 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From: Goldston, Linda R 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Ha~lyn, ]onathan 
Subject: ~: Revisions and new language document 
Impo~ance: High 

AAAD has responded back re crReHa ]ang{~a~e a~d other questh:ms that we had ra}sed I~}~:iaHy they had dele~:ed al the op~:iona~ h~nguage m the origma~ temph~te 

concerning creative artistic activity, but now [hey have added that ~anguage back in some of the pertinent p~aces, ~m happy to ask ~urfice about th~s, but think you 

can articulate the question better than me. 

{inda R. Goldston 

CAS Business Operations 

919.843A545 

linda goldston@unc.edu 

Work Schedule: Mondays aRd Tuesdays 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
~ent: Sunday, March 24, 20~3 9:2~ PM 



To: Goldston, Linda R 
Subject: Revisions and new language document 
~mportance: High 

Dear Linda, 

I hope you are doing well. As promised please find the following documents: 

1) Revisions (in word format as requested in your email) of the original document in response to comments/questions from you and 3onathan. 
2) New language document which was adopted by faculty on March 2, 2013 following a discussion of the pros and cons of the specific criteria for promotion (associate and full 
professor) that had been developed by a department committee. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Revisions: 

I: Introduction 

These aims are furthered by the scholarly, ,..::~~:.:;,:~i.!i.:<: ~:~.~.~:~.d iii~<:~:.ii::~:~.r~r:~:~.~:<:.~::~ activity of the faculty and by 

their teaching and training of undergraduate [):~~d g:~ad~.~.a~.::::: ~:-~.~.~de~~i.~:-..iii In hiring and promoting 

faculty, the Department seeks to maintain its high standards of scholarship and teaching. 

II: Standards 

1) Prerequisite to the appointment or reappointment of any candidate is the continuing need 

by the Department, College and University for the services that he or she, as a scholar- 

teacher ;:~~ii :::::~.-....p~::.~:.i.:i~:~.~~~:~e~ in a particular field, is qualified to carry out. 

2) Quality research, :~:~:~..:.;:~iiiw::.:: .~:~ciiivii.!~.:.. teaching excellence and a commitment to service are 

important areas of evaluation of faculty by the Department of African, African American 

and Diaspora Studies. 

A: Standards of Research 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies expects its faculty 
to be actively involved throughout their careers in achieving scholarly research 
excellence. Scholarship is understood as the advancement of knowledge and 
understanding and consists substantially of original research or interpretation that is part 
of a coherent proj ect 
The central result of scholarship is publication. The Department of African, African 
American and Diaspora Studies requires such publication as an obvious way of 
extending knowledge and of sharing the fruits of scholarly thought and investigation 
with a wider audience that can be both critical and appreciative. The Department of 
African, African American and Diaspora Studies insists on regarding quality of 
publication ;:::~~d ,:.::~~::a~.i",..~,~: ar~.i:,.:;,i.ic acii~,.;iii.?, as more important than quantity. 
The Department of African, African American and Diaspora strongly encourages such 
creative artistic activity as a way of sharing the fruits of artistic endeavor with a wider 

III. Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

1. Standards for initial appointment. 



C. Associate Professor 

While emphasizing proven excellence in research ;~~di:~:.~.r 
ii::~::~:~:i::~:~.:~ ~:~:~a~:~c~~: ;,:~ ~~d c~:a~.i ~,~..~::~ a~:::~.i ~,~. i i.ii,,. and teaching, the Department remains very much concerned, 
in questions of tenure, that a person show promise of continuing achievement in all three areas: 
research a~~:.ii~:.~,~ :.~~i~:: ~.:.,.:,~.:ii~.:~.:.~.~,..ai~.~..~~~i ii-):?r~-.~-~ i~~~ a~~~::~~..; ~.~.~.~::~~::~?rr~:~a~:~,::.::.~:.’. a~~:.~ ~..;<:.;::~~i,.:,~::. ,~.c~,.:~ ~.:?:, teaching, and 
se~’ice. A recommendation for promotion and/or tenure by the Department Chair requires a 
careful assessment informed by outside references about the qualifications of the candidate and 
the professional judgment of the Full Professors ;~::~:;~d 

IV. Summary of Procedural Steps in Appointments, Reappointments and Promotion (not 
applicable for fixed-term appointments) 

A. Assistant Professor 

Only full professors and associate professors will vote on the proposed reappointment. 



DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA STUDIES 

Further ~ecification of language required in: 

HI. Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

C. Associate Professor 

a-}----._a_)The candidate must have demonstrated achievement of resea.ch excellence, [-or its 
equivalent form in artistic perf’onnance and creative activity~, through {the development of an 
ongoing research and graduate training program and throughJ scholarly contribution(s) of 



demonstrable value to~-the field of inqtiiu_,,,"~ t,4~,, [specify’ discipline or                          -*~,~*-~ ~-~n "~ ..... *~ ...... t ..... n [or 
its equivalent form in ~artistic performance a~d creative activity:] ~ar) [creative ~’~~;~’~;~ 
~,~";~" ~ The candidate must also have demonstrated commitment to continued research 
excellence ~or its equivalent form in artistic performance and creative activity:_] OR [creative 

b)     ~The candidate must have demonstrated commitment to teaching excellence and must 
have achieved excellence in one or more types of teaching. 

÷) _9_)The cmldidate~s service to the Department, University, cormnunity, state, nation a~d 
world, and to his or her academic profession is a further, additional consideration in the 
overall assessment. The candidate must be recognized as a helpful and valued colleague. 
Selwice is not a substitute for excellence in research and excellence in teaching. 

~ ---o-~ Formatted: No bullets or numbering 

...... 
Formatted:or numberingIndent: Before: 0.25", No bullets 

Further specification of language also required in: 

IIlo Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

D. Full Professor 

OLD 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT} 



b) 

The candidate must have a record of sustained rcsearch and high quality publication and 
distinctive achievements t--_or its equivalent form in artistic perfolrnance or creative activity} 
to have gained significant recognition in the field nationally, and if appropriate, 
internationally. 

The candidate must have demonstrated continued commitment to, and achievement of, 
teaching excellence. 

c) The candidate must have a record of ser~Tice that demonstrates the capacity for const~"active 

contributions to the Department and the University; a similar demonstration of capacity for 
such contributions to the community, state, nation and world is also valued. 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT} 



Complete this form and return it (and any modifications if applicable) as an e-mail 

attachment to Linda Goldston at linda_goldston@unc.eduas soon as possible. 

The recommended new language above was reviewed and discussed in the Department of 

Af!!can, African Amer!canandD!aspora StudiesN.~.ME on March20j 20:[3D.A.TE with the 
following outcome: 

Our department specified the factors for research, teaching and service needed for 

promotion to associate professor with tenure and for promotion to full professor in the 

document we submitted to the Dean’s Office. No changes to this section of our 

document are recommended. 

X Our department accepts the recommended new language above. 

Our department wishes to modify the recommended new language above and our 

revisions are indicated in track chanqes above. 

Department Chair (electronic signature and/or name): __ 

Eunice N. Sahle 

Date:    March 24, 20::[3 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathy Miller <kathymille~(}alumnidirector.com> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 10:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Student Scholarship Available. April 15"d~ deadline. 

Collegehnpmvement.org Cash Schol~xship.pdf 

ANY College Student (grad or uaadergrad) may apply for the April 15th, 2013 deadline. It is a new year and applicants are needed for College Improvement’s Cash Scholarship. Students may 

apply directly and get details at 
http://~vw.colle~eimprovement.or~/colle~escholarship.html or students may print the attachment. 

Sincerely, 
Kathy Miller 

**Email Notification Notice** 
Please do not reply to this email This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response This information is being sent tt~ you because of your status at your college. If you do 

not want this notification email notice simply send an email to remove@collegeimprovement org - Allow 48 hours before your email address is purged. 

{ THIS IS A NOTIFICATION-ONLY EMAIL RESPONSES TO THIS EMAIL WILL GO UNANSWERED} } 



CollegeImprovement.org 
End of Year Cas Scholar 

$2,500.00 CollegeImprovement.org 
Cash Scholarship 

NOTICE: NO APPLICATION FEE REQUIRED. This college scholarship has been 
renewed for the 2013 college year. Past winners are announced. The cash 
scholarship may be used for any documented related expenses incurred 
during 2013 while pursuing your education or for any documented 
expenses you will incur for the 2013 college year. The process to apply 
for the scholarship has been made very easy so there are no excuses not 
to apply. Simply read and follow instructions to be considered. 

Collegelmprovement.com is proud to announce up to FOUR 
2,500.00 College Scholarships for the end of the 2012 year. 

ANY future or current student (grad or undergrad) that has 

been accepted or attends a university, community college, 

technical/trade college, may apply. 

Also, up to the first i0 applicants of each deadline month 
will receive one free lifetime membership from 
CollegeImprovement.com which includes access to over 65 
self improvement products. 

Contact your school’s scholarship office and request an 
application or apply online at 
http://www.collegeimprovement.org/collegescholarship.html 
you may download the scholarship application there as well. 

DEADLINES: EXTENDED JANUARY DEADLINE is Jan. 31st, 2013 by ll:59pm 
Eastern Time, Feb. 15th, 2013, March 15th, 2013, April 15th, 2013, May 
15th, 2013, June 15th, 2013, July 15th, 2013, Aug. 15th, 2013, Sept. 
15th, 2013, Oct. 15th, 2013, Nov. 15th, 2013 Dec. 15th, 2013. 

EYAPPROVEI3-Ci7775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, April 15, 2013 11:14 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] Update: Racial Justic Act by Judge Gregory Weeks 

Dear Colleagues, 

Kindly see the message below from our colleague Frank Baumgartner in Political Science. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

The presentation by Judge Gregory Weeks about the Racial Justice Act and subsequent litigation as part of the speakers series on Race, Innocence, and the End of the Death 
Penalty, originally scheduled for this Wednesday April :t7 at 5:30pm, has been POSTPONED. It will be rescheduled for a time in the following weeks. There will be no talk this 
Wednesday evening. When it is rescheduled a announcement will be made to this email list. 

Frank R. Baumgartner 

http://www.unc.edu/~fbaum 

You a~e currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 32998618 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 32998618- 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(~listserv.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

A~mual meeting - Clarification re; date a~d time 

Dear Marnararne, 

I meant Thursday April 28 at 20.30arn. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 26, 2023 22:22 PM 

To: Seck, IVlarnararne 
Subject; Annual meeting 

Dear Marnararne, 

Greetings. 

I hope you have received rny letter by now. 

Can we meet tomorrow at 20.30am? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AmmaJ meeliug - Clarification re; date and time 

Dear Mamarame, 

I meant Thursday April :t8 at :t0.30am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

P~om-¯ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Tuesday, April :t6, 20:t3 :t2::12 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject-" Annual meeting 

Dear Mamarame, 

Greetings. 

T hope you have received my letter by now. 

Can we meet tomorrow at 10.30am? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 4:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

20130416162723416.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10442" @Aicio NIP 2510) 

Scan Date: (;,4 16.2013 16:27:23 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



COLLEGE 

April 1!, 2013 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN 

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

IogBATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

T 9~9.966.5496 

F 919.962.~,694 

Mr. Wendell McCain 
106 Faison Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Dear Mr. McCain, 

On behalf of the Depamnent of African and Afro-American Studies, I would like to personally 
invite you to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May 11, 20t3, at i1:00 am. The 
ceremony will be held at the Sonja Haynes Stone Cemer for Black Culture and History and will 
be followed by a lunch. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest 
because of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. You 
will be honored with a special certificate of appreciation. 

The department has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished 
UNC graduates who have been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for 
them, but also as inspiration for our faculty. 

Kindly let me know if you are available. 

Thank you for your consideration. In the meantime feel free to contact me directly at 919-962- 

2341 or via emait (eunice@emaiLmac.edu). 

All my best, 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-Amerlcan Studies 



April 11, 2013 

Ms. Jackie Overton 

Training Specialist 

Public Safety Building 

285 Manning Drive 

CB# 1600 

Chapel Hill 

27599-1600 

USA 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPA1KTMENT OF AFRICAN & 

AFRO-AMERICAN STUT}[ES 

109 BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL. NC 27599-3395 

T 919,966.5496 

F 919.96z.z694 

Dear Ms, Overton, 

On behalf of the Department of African and African American Studies {AAAS), I would like to personally 

invite you to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May 11, 2013, at 11:00 am. The ceremony 

will be held at the Sonja Hayne Stone Center for Black Culture and History followed by a lunch. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest because 

of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. The department will 

acknowledge and honO~ you with a certificate of appreciation. In this regard we would appreciate it very 

much if you would send a short biography of yourself. 

The department has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished UNC 

graduates who have.been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for them, but 

also as inspiration for our faculty. 

We are aware that you might already have plans for May :1.1, but we hope you can join us for it would 

mean a lot to our majors and faculty members. 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to hearing from you. In the meantime, please feel 

free to contact me at 919 962~2341 or via email (eunice@email.unc.edu). 

All my best, 

~Ph.D 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 4:52 PM 

~emml.msn.com; dyashar@princeton.edu; gyimah@cddghana.org; kgottschalk@uwc.ac.za; gbatV~:lipmanlaw.org; 

mabrintna~ll@apsa.org; ren2@psu.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <e~mice@email.unc.e&~; gunnar.falkema~k@pol.gu.se 

this has been your time to shine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 12:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you recall, at our last faculty meeting in April of last year Kia indicated that her committee had voted unanimously in support of the department continuing its tradition of 
publishing an annual newsletter. 
Thus, I am very delighted to let you know that we will be re-launching our department’s Newsletter in the coming months. 

Based on their deliberations, members of the Editorial Board (see below) have decided that the inaugural issue will be published on September 2, 20:t3. Here is the 

Newsletter’s Editorial Board: 

Margaret - Chair 
Mamarame Seck - Member 
Tim - Member. 

Members of the Editorial Board have an exciting vision for the Newsletter and Margaret will be in touch as they move forward. 

Please join me in thanking Kia for establishing the Newsletter all those years ago and keeping it going under very tough conditions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 12:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Dear Colleagues, 

As you recall, at our last faculty meeting in April of last year Kia indicated that her committee had voted unanimously in support of the department continuing its tradition of 
publishing an annual newsletter. Thus, I am very delighted to let you know that we will be re-launching our department’s Newsletter in the coming months. 

Based on their deliberations, members of the Editorial Board (see below) have decided that the inaugural issue will be published on September 2, 2013. Here is the 
Newsletter’s Editorial Board: 

Margaret - Chair 

Mamarame Seck - Member 
Tim - Member. 

Members of the Editorial Board have an exciting vision for the Newsletter and Margaret will be in touch as they move forward. 

Please join me in thanking Kia for establishing the Newsletter all those years ago and keeping it going under very tough conditions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Ca~ol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 25, 2013 4:41 AM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Workshop on Asia 

Dear Miles, 
My name is Margaret Lee and I am in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. I teach a course on "Contemporary China-Africa Relations" and as I am sure you 
are aware, China has risen very rapidly in Africa, challenging the traditional "Western" model of development. I have spent a great deal of time studying this and I also do work 
on African traders in Guangzhou, China. In fact, I will be returning to Guangzhou on May :~6 for 6 weeks. All to say that if you are interested to including the African dimension 
to China’s rise I would be more than happy to work with you to include the subject in a workshop spring 

Best, 
Margaret 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kjones~bigpastureps.k12.ok.us on behalf of 

@ok.net> 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 11:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eu aice@email 

For 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Parks @hotmail.com> 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 8:18 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Faculty Position Query 

UNC Chapel Hill Cover Letter.docx; Vitae Resume - Updated.doc 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

Please see the attached documents regarding the vitae of John B. Parks 

Best Regards, 

John B. Parks, Ph.D. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Friday, May 17, 2013 8:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

20130517082815498.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10442" @Aicio NIP 2510) 

S can Date: 05 17.2013 08:28:15 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edulis <edulis@westerncape.gowza> 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 2:05 PM 

Invitation to Attend Conference 

Please note; for more information and For fast respond contact conference Secretariat via email: OCICHPTOFFICESECRETARY@mail cam 

Dear Colleagues, 

It is our pleasure to invite you to the international congress on child forced labor and mental health, from July 23rd - 26th Here in the United States and from July 29th - August 1st In Dakar 
Senegal.We are putting together an appealing programme and invite you cordially to join us at this congress. Our mission is to support and help Strengthening the Fight against child forced 
labor 

If you are interested in attending this conference, please contact the conference Secretariat for more information via email: OCICHPTOFFICESECRETARY@mail cam and register as soon 
as possible You can also contact me via my E-mail:             ~mynet.com 

Yours Sincerely, 

Bryant Carolyn, 
E-mail: ] ~mynet cam 
International Congress On Child Forced Labor and Mental Health, 2013 
4759 Reservoir Road, NW Washington, DC 20007-1921 
Fax: 206-339-1532 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 24, 2013 1:30 PM 

j singh3@ilst~a.edu 

This is the email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W. Smith <w.b.smith@teache~.org> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 5:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

June 7th Cash Scholaacship Summer Deadline 

StayFitlnCollege.org needs applicants for the June 7th Scholarship SU-’~liVIER DEADLINE. Any undergrad or grad student may apply Please print and post for your students or students 
may apply directly at http ://www. sta ,vfitincollege.orgischolarship-awards.html 

Please for~vard to your colleagues as well 

Regards, 
W. Smith 

NOTWICATIONS VIA EMAIL: This information is being sent to you because of your position at your college This is a notification message only. If you do not want this email notice 

simply send an email to remove@stayfitincollege.org and you will automatically be removed within 48 hours from future email notifications like this 

{THIS IS A NOTWICATION EMA~L ONLY. RESPONSES TO THIS ENIAIL YVILL GO U~!ANSYVERED} 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Fargo <bill@jodisolomon.biz> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 10:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Author of MIDDI ~E PASSAGE Charles Johnson 

Dr. SaNe - 

Good morning! 

FYI ... we are organizing an East Coast tour for Charles Johnson during Spring 2014: 

Dr. Charles Johnson 
htt p://jodisolom 

onspeakers co 

m/in nerpa~es/ 

africanamericen 

/charlesjohrlso 

n.jpg 

One of America’s Greatest Living Writers 
National Book Award-winning author of Middle Passage Dr. Charles Johnson writes remarkable parables of the African-American experience. Johnson is a prolific 
philosopher, novelist, essayist and political cartoonist, as well as a world-t~nowned scholar on the life and legacy of Marlin Luther King Jr. He recently received the Academy 
Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and is widely regarded as one of America’s greatest living writers. 

Video: Charles Johnson at University of Houston-Victoria 
"An absolute pleasure to meet and spend time with you. You are a most gracious guest and people were raving about your readings over the weekend. Thank you so much for 
a virtuoso perfomnance. You made us look GOOD!" University of Houston-Victoria 

"Charles, as expected, was wonderfully informative, entertaining, and #}spirational. The readings were well attended, and the audience was responsive. And we had great 
discussions both at the readings and during lunch. The campus is certainly abuzz with appreciations of his visit. I particularly appreciate his attentiveness to students." 
Santa Monica College 

We have him confirmed for a writer’s conference in South Carolina in late March 20:14 ... 

Please contact me for more information! 
Bill Fargo 
Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau 
295 Huntington Avenue, Suite 211 

Boston, MA 02115 
617.266.3450 p 
617.266.5660 f 
L~!_tp_~L/_~y~jQ__d_j_s___o_Lq__m_Q__n_~#_e__a___k__e__t:%:_c___Q__m_/. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvard Matrix ~@aol.com> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 4:14 PM 

David Bimbaum, Summa Metaphysica 



i.~.i Inline image 2 



i.~.i Inline image 3 



i.~.i Inline image4 



i.~.i Inline image 5 



i.~.i Inline image 6 



i.~.i Inline image 7 



i.~.i Inline image 8 



i.~.i Inline image 9 



i.~.i Inline image 10 
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i.~.i Inline image 12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Howell, Tia N, [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=THOWELL] 

6/19/2013 2:49:05 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Lyles, Geri L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmiddlet] 

VISA Status Meeting 

Battle Hall - Room 101 

Start: 7/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/8/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Lyles, Geri L 

Meeting with Eunice Sahle, Tia Howell, and Geri Lyles regarding VISA/renewal procedures for three faculty members. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Howell, Tia N. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=THOWELL] 

6/19/2013 2:49:07 PM 

Howell, Tia N. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ThowelI]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lyles, Geri L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gmiddlet] 

Canceled: VISA Status Meeting 

Battle Hall - Room 101 

Start: 7/8/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 7/8/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Lyles, Geri L 

Meeting with Eunice Sahle, Tia Howell, and Geri Lyles regarding VISA/renewal procedures for three faculty members. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

K Miller <ksmiller@alunmidirector.com > 

Friday, July 12, 2013 10:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ScholaxsNp Available - FINAL Deadline Near 

Sulnmer Cash Scholarship.pdf 

Cash Scholarship from DegreedUp needs applicants for the FINAL July 2013 deadline. Any Grad or UnderGrad student may apply. Please print attachment and post for your students or 
students may apply directly and get details at 
http://www d egreedup, org/cashscholarship html 
Please forward to your colleagues as well. 

Regards, 
K I~filler 

NOTIFICATIONS VIA EMAIL: rlhis in~2~rmation is being sent tu yuu because ofyuur pus~tion at your college. T1ais is a notification message unly If you du nut want this email nutice 
simply send an email tu remuve@degreedup.urg and yuu will automatically be remuved within 48 hours frum future email nutificatiuns like this. 

{THIS IS A NOTIFICATION EMAIL ONLY. RESPONSES TO THIS EMAII, WELL GO UNANSV~E~RED} 



Summer Cash Scholarship 2013 

$1,250.00 Summer Cash Scholarship from 
DegreedUp.org 

NOTICE: NO APPLICATION FEE REQUIRED. Submission dates have changed and 
an important change has been made to this scholarship in order to make 
it simpler and easier to apply for. You no longer have to answer a 
question so just read and follow instructions to be considered. 

"Cash Scholarship from DegreedUp.org" is proud to announce 
up to FOUR 1,250.00 2013 Awards. 

ANY student (future or current) that has been accepted or 
attends a community college, technical/trade college, or 
university may apply. 

Also, up to the first 15 applicants of each deadline month 
(see below) will receive one free product of their choice 
from the DegreedUP store shipped via regular mail. 

Contact your school’s scholarship office and request an 
application or apply online at www.degreedup.org/cash- 
scholarship.html - you may download the scholarship 
application there as well. 

SUHMER POSTMARKED DEADLINES: Hay 27th 2013, June 27th 2013, July 

27th, 2@13. 
xsul3-[KJE P7 7 7CSN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Policy Briefs 

Hello again Margaret, 

Apologies: clicked ’send’ as I was rushing to answer the phone: 

The sentence should read ’ ’goes by the categories we just discussed because they are in line’ etc. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Policy Briefs 

Hi Margaret, 

In terms of publications, I think it is be~er if Linkages go by the categories we just discussed because it is line with what UNC-CH as an RI University considers in all our 
reviews. What do you think? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Policy Briefs 

Hopefully this is the last question. I have a policy brief that was published. I assume this does not count. 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Policy Briefs 

Hello again Margaret, 

Apologies: clicked ’send’ as I was rushing to answer the phone: 

The sentence should read ’ ’goes by the categories we just discussed because they are in line’ etc. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July :t7, 20:t3 4:27 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Policy Briefs 

Hi Margaret, 

In terms of publications, I think it is better if Linkages go by the categories we just discussed because it is line with what UNC-CH as an R:I University considers in all our 
reviews. What do you think? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, July :t7, 20:t3 4:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Policy Briefs 

Hopefully this is the last question. I have a policy brief that was published. I assume this does not count. 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ILE: Policy Briefs 

Hello again Margaret, 

Apologies: clicked ’send’ as I was rushing to answer the phone: 

The sentence should read ’ ’goes by the categories we just discussed because they are in line’ etc. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

P~om= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Wednesday, July :t7, 20:t3 4:27 PM 
To= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject= RE: Policy Briefs 

Hi Margaret, 

In terms of publications, T think it is better if Linkages go by the categories we just discussed because it is line with what UNC-CH as an RI University considers in all our 
reviews. What do you think? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

P~om= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Wednesday, July 17, 20:t3 4:23 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Policy Briefs 

Hopefully this is the last question. I have a policy brief that was published. I assume this does not count. 
Margaret 



cox@mposurveys.com 
Tuesday, July 23, 20~.3 6:50 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Need help with your survey research 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Do you need help to run a representative survey of a US or international population for your research project? 

If so, then let me introduce you to Media and Public Opinion (MPO) Research Group - a full service survey provider 
created specifically to meet the needs and budgets of academic researchers. MPO offers the following benefits to you: 

¯ * Representative, probability-based panels. Our US panel has over 10,000 randomly selected members 
¯ * Data segmentation by gender, age, ethnicity, political affiliation & education 
¯ * International surveys in almost any country 
¯ ~ Unbeatable value - prices start at $250 per question for 1,000 responses 
¯ * Free report with charts and tables showing all frequencies and cross tabulations. Report include both raw 

a nd weighted data 
¯ * Range of gathering methodologies including automated, live interview and cellular phone available 
¯ * Closed and open-ended questions possible. Open ended includes audio files and transcripts of responses 
° ,, Respondents incentivized through donations to charities 

To start, go to www.mporesearch.com or call (202) 738-0483. Use the coupon code "lv]PO100" before .July 31 at checkout, 
and receive $100 off any project over $1,000. 

I look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Whitney Cox 

Senior Analyst 

If you would not like to receive emails from MPO Post in the future, please send a blank email to 
remove@m poresearch.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ki, Crystal [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AA9F61F81AEB4D36849DIB4B474E2A43] 

7/25/2013 8:22:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)] 

Subject: Lunch with Eunice 

Location: Carolina Crossroads 

Start: 8/7/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 8/7/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Sahle, Eunice N 

Attendees: 

Reservation under ’Jamie Bartram’ 
Purpose: to discuss upcoming water-linked forums in the department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JBARTRAM] 

7/25/2013 8:22:30 PM 

Bartram, Jamie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jbartram]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Canceled: Pending reschdule - Lunch with Eunice (12p-1p) 

Carolina Crossroads 

Start: 8/7/2013 3:45:00 PM 

End: 8/7/2013 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required Sahle, Eunice N 

Attendees: 

15 min before and after reserved for commuting time 

Reservation under ’Jamie Bartram’ 
Purpose: to discuss upcoming water-linked forums in the department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

K Miller <ksmiller@alunmidirector.com > 

Friday, July 26, 2013 11:02 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Cash Scholaxship - NEED APPLICANTS 

Collegehnpmvement.org Cash Schol~rship.pdf 

ANY College Student (grad or undergrad) may apply for the EXTENDED July 30th deadline. It is a new year and applicants are needed for College Improvement’s Cash Scholarship 
Students may apply directly and get details at 
http://,a~vw.colle~eimprovement.org/colle~escholarship.html students may print the attachment 

Sincerely, 
K Maller 

**Email Notification Notice** 
Please do not reply to this email This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response This information is being sent to you because of your status at your college. If you do 
not want this notification email notice simply send an email to remove@collegeimprovement org - Allow 48 hours before your email address is purged. 

{ {’]’HIS IS A NOTWICATION-(~NLY EMAIL. RESPONSES TO ’]’HIS EMAIL WILL GO UNANSWERED} } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Ki, Crystal [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AA9F61F81AEB4D36849DIB4B474E2A43] 

8/1/2013 7:40:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)] 

Lunch with Eunice (12p-1p) 

Carolina Crossroads 

Start: 8/7/2013 3:45:00 PM 

End: 8/7/2013 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Sahle, Eunice N 

Attendees: 

15 rain before and after reserved for commuting time 

Reservation under ’Jamie Bartram’ 

Purpose: to discuss upcoming water-linked forums in the department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Ki, Crystal [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=AA9F61F81AEB4D36849DIB4B474E2A43] 

8/2/2013 12:48:58 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)] 

Pending reschdule - Lunch with Eunice (12p-1p) 

Carolina Crossroads 

Start: 8/7/2013 3:45:00 PM 

End: 8/7/2013 5:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required Sahle, Eunice N 

Attendees: 

15 min before and after reserved for commuting time 

Reservation under ’Jamie Bartram’ 

Purpose: to discuss upcoming water-linked forums in the department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MESSAGE FOR DREAMERS <north.america@dreamersland.org> 

Saturday, August :[0, 2013 5::[4 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Meet the Expert Dreamers and _loin the Strategic Team in The United States 

OFFICE O~: JP MONFOIR’[ I Welcomes Dresmels to [he Future I www C!lean!ers]al~d info 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Laurence <joblist@mla.ovg> 

Tuesday, Angust 13, 2013 11:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New About Placing Ads in the Job Intbrmation List 

Ifyou’ie having trouble viewing this e-moil, you can 

Dear Colleague: 

I write with a reminder about information you will need to provide if your department places an ad in the MLA 

Job Information List (JfL) this year. 

Departments that place an ad in the JfL are entitled, at no additional charge, to use Interfolio’s ByCommittee 

platform to receive and review candidates’ files and application materials in a secure online environment 

When you place your ad, you will be asked to indicate the method your search will use to receive 

applications, either ByCommittee, an e-mail address, mailing address, or institutional applicant tracking 

system 

Using ByCommittee offers advantages to both job seekers and hiring departments. 

For candidates, ByCommittee makes applying cost-free. 

Candidates who search the JfL receive free Interfolio Dossier accounts Transmission of application 

materials from Interfolio Dossier accounts to ByCommittee is also free of charge, including letters of 

application, dossiers, letters of recommendation, and writing samples. 

For departments, ByCommittee reduces the time and labor of organizing and maintaining candidate files, 

ByCommittee builds and maintains a candidate file system automatically, organizing application materials 

for you as documents are requested or received The platform also gives you tools to automate many 

communication tasks, such as acknowledging receipt of candidates’ materials. 

The MLA urges departments to use ByCommittee, especially departments that have been receiving 

materials as e-mail file attachments or on paper through the mail. If you have questions about ByCommittee 

and would like someone from Interfolio to call you, please click through to Interfolio’s contact form to provide 

a telephone number or e-mail address where you can be reached. 

Many departments must use their institution’s applicant tracking system (ATS) to receive at least some 

candidate information and application materials. In many cases these institutional systems can work in 

tandem with ByCommittee. Please complete the contact form if you would like someone from Interfolio to be 

in touch with you about using ByCommittee along with your institution’s ATS. 

The JIL will open on 15 August for hiring departments to place new ads for the 2013-14 academic year. Ads 

placed by 6 September will be available to job seekers when the online database becomes available for 

searching on 13 September. 

Sincerely, 

David Laurence 

Director, Office of Research and ADE 

Modern Language Association 

dlaurence(~mla.org 

26 Broadway, 3rd Floor I New York, NY 10(104 US 

d 
~ I 

emma 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KS Miller <ksmiller@~]umni.com > 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Cash Scholarship - Aug, 15th NEED APPLICANTS 

ANY College Student (grad or undergrad) may apply for the EXTENDED Aug 15th deadline. It is a new year and applicants are needed for a Cash Scholarship. Students may apply directly 
and get details at 
http:/i~vww.collegeimprovement org/collegescholarship html students may print the attachment. 

Sincerely, 
K IVfiller 

**Email Notification Notice** 
Please do not reply to this email. This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response. This information is being sent to you because of your status at your college. If you do 
not want this notification email notice simply send an email to remove@collegeimprovement.org - Allow 48 hours before your email address is purged 

{ {THIS IS A NOTWICATION-ONLY EMA~L. RESPONSES TO THIS EMAIL YVILL GO UNANS¥~,,~P, ED} } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, August 19, 2013 9:53 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Dear Kia, 

I hope you had a great summer, 

Please call me at your earliest conviniece. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:43L AM 

Moss, Gary <gary_moss@unc.edu> 

RE: Thursday afternoon interview? 

From; Moss, Gary 
Sent; Monday, August 26, 2013 10:39 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Thursday afternoon interview? 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope all is well. Would you be free for a 45-minute interview between I to 4 p.m. Thursday? 

Gary 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Avinoam Klein <suppor ~intellecmalconversations.com~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 4:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

intellectual conver~tions club 

I’m terribly sorl~’ for barging into your private e-mail. 

You’re probably ~vondering by now if this is a promotional mail. 
Well, it is. 

But as you can see, there are no flash?’ balmers, no attempts to impress with images, 
simply trying to reach your intellect 

If you’ve read so far, I would appreciate you taking a leap of faith, and t~Ang out our new sel~Ace: 
int ellectualconversations com 

Feel free to respond and give us your feedback on the website. 

Best Regards, 

A. Klein, 

Intellectual Conversations Club 

click here to unsubscribe http://uSO7655.sendgrid.org/wtTunsubscribe?upn pYcJ9rkg-2Fz5Dth1563yRocWE7BR- 

2B ARG2a7E2JFRjt]~SCQ2qylMusIGN12n gkWo IGUNWS z iho S P [n mQj c e[y G 8 N g~/2Pt"O 2 c 0 C4i W 16 aCAX4Xo~’x OLg q We4g 5 T OKXL aJ QDpF9 M6h3 i vgmdso 19 s I q 4ZD U~N)TAL uK N I 8 B [g~H 7 J lhu 

-2Fgc ulZ,~2sOgMw20PsQ5 vLEvAgEz-2BOT 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 3:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: IAIt Academic Leadership Program applications and nominations clue November 1 

Fellowship Announcement ALP 2014-15.pdf 

Eurfice, Fyi, happy to discuss with you. Best, Jonathan 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for So(:ia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, CoJlege of Arts arid Sdences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 

Chapel H~J~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2~)8 

F~m: E~eschik, Elaine [mailto:elainee@email.unc.edu] On Behalf ~ NcGowan, 3ohn 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 20~3 2:56 PN 
To: All IAH Facul~ and Leadership Fellows 
Subject: [Jahcommunications] ~H Academic Leadership Program applications and nominations due November ~ 

Dear all, 

The IAH is now accepting applications and nominations for the 20~4-20~B Academic Leadership Program (ALP), due November 1, 20~3. 

The ALP helps prepare and support current and emerging academic leaders at UNC. Eight Fellows, selected annually from uNts throughout the University, engage 

in a series of activities to he~p them develop leadership skills, clarify their career commitments, build a leadership network within the campus and extend their 

contacts to other leaders beyond the University. Because the ALP requires a significant time commitment, a flexible use stipend of ~B,O00 is provided for each 

participant. AlP Fellows and their nominators!recommenders must be tenured faculty or fixed-term faculty with at least 7 years of service at UNC in a primarily 

instructional role. 

For ful~ detai~s about the program and eligibility, and for instructions on applying or nominating, #ease see the attached announcement or visit our website 

(~#I[/]_~_~:_M_Q~_:#_#_#/_@_~#_B~#/_£~_[#_B_OB_[Z~_Q_~_~[_~Q~[~:_&~:#_~£). For further questions, please contact Associate Director Kim Strom-Gottfried 
or Coordinator for Faculty Programs Bryan Keen (#_[~£A£_@_~_~g_~J_:9_£_~:_#_O_M.). 

Please click here for more information about all of our upcoming deadlines: http:iiiah.unc.edu!falJ2013deadJines. 

Best, 

John 

John McGowan 

Director, Institute for the Arts and Humanities 



ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP PROGRAM FELLOWSHIPS 2014-2015 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities is now accepting applications and nominations for the 2014-2015 Academic 
Leadership Program (ALP), due ~’~,’~~.’,~-.," ’~ ~’:,,",~’~ ’-’~ ..,’. ~. %~ ~ ~ ~ ..’..~.~.’.%~..~... ~ ~.. ~’-.’~ ~.~.~ ~.,~ ¯ 

The ALP helps prepare and support current and emerging academic leaders at UNC. Eight Fellows, selected annually 
from units throughout the University, engage in a series of activities to help them develop leadership skills, clarify their 
career commitments, build a leadership network within the campus and extend their contacts to other leaders beyond 
the University. 

During the ALP fellowship year, activities include: 

- A week of leadership training with the Center for Creative Leadership in Greensboro, N.C., one of the 
nation’s most respected leadership development organizations. Fellows participate in CCL programs with 
senior executives from the military, government, business and the not-for-profit sector. 

- Weekly seminars during the spring semester in which faculty discuss critical issues facing the University, 
and formulate possible responses. 

- Opportunities to meet with senior leaders inside and outside the University. 

- Two overnight retreats focused on career development, leadership skill assessment and the creation of a 
personal vision. 

ALP Fellows continue to engage in leadership activities following their seminar semesters by participating in monthly 
forums with their colleagues; attending additional workshops, short courses and seminars on advanced topics in 
academic leadership; participating in conferences and workshops for all Fellows from all years on topics of concern 
to faculty and the University; and meeting with University and state leaders to discuss important issues facing the 
University. 

Academic Leadership Fellows and their nominators/recommenders must be tenured faculty, or fixed-term faculty 
with at least 7 years of service at UNC in a primarily instructional role. Because the ALP requires a significant time 
commitment, a flexible use stipend of $5,000 is provided for each participant. 

NOMiNATiONS AND APPLICATIONS 

Self Nominations: 
To apply directly to the ALP, download the two-page 
application form available on the IAH website and submit it 

online to http://iah.unc.edu/programs/alp/apply/. 

Please note that you will be asked to designate a 
reference on your application, who will also need to 
submit a recommendation on your behalf by November 1. 

To Nominate Others: 
To nominate someone else to the ALP, please download the 

two-page nomination/recommendation form available on 
the IAH website and submit it online to 
http://ia h.unc.ed u/progra ms/alp/nominate. 

Please note that your nominee will also be asked to fill out 
and submit an individual application by November 1. 

For more information, contact: 
Bryan Koen 
IAH Coordinator for Faculty Programs 
(919) 843-5464 
bkoen@email.unc.edu ................................................................. 

Kim Strom-Gottfried 
IAH Associate Director for the ALP 
(919) 962-6495 
._s___t_t:__q_r!!g_o___t___@____e_____m____a__i_L#___n___c__:_e____d___L! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:11 PM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu-~ 

work on the department’s website 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is just a point of clarification. The rate for 
this difference was made in previous payments. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

work’s on the conference was per hour. Work on the departmental website was per hour. Kindly let me if 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:28 PM 

Ha~tlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

Contact 

Dear 3onathan, 

Something has come 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:57 PM 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: book on race, gender, and health policy in Brazil 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for your email. 

RIs do emphasis 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent-" Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:47 PN 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: book on race, gender, and health policy in Brazil 

Dear Eunice, 

I am forwarding an email from s~meone who works with Lynne Reinner Press. Would you please send your thoughts on it when you have a chance? The person 

seemed to take offense at the suggestion that it might not be viewed as a scholarly press. I know that UNC is becoming more strict about publishers and was trying to 

commm~icate this v~int to them. I also thought this intbrmation might be useful to you as the department chair. 

Best, 

Kia 

Begin tbm,aJcded message: 

From: "Sandy- Thatcher" <sgt3~psu.edu~ 

To: "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcaldwe~,~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: book on race, gender, and health policy in Brazil 

LRP is a scholarly press, and only a scholarly press--it pnNishes no trade books at all, unlike many university presse~ so is more purely scholarly than the 

vast majority of university presses. 

It should make a difference to your universiU that LRP is the highest ranked commerciaJ academic publisher (besides CQ Press, which only publishes 

U.S. politics) in a recent poll of political scientis~ts (see attached). Indeed, it is ranked higher than Penn State Press! 

Before malting any assumptions, you would do well to check with your depaxtment cha~r about how LPR is viewed in the scholarly comtnunib’. 

Dear Sandy, 

Thanks for your email. I apologize for the delay in getting back to you. I was traveling when you sent it. My university requires that books be punished 

with scholarly presses, preferably universiU presses, in order to be fully considered in promotion cases. I have to keep this in mind as I choose a press. 
Perhaps I can contact you regarding future prqiects that don’t have the same restrictions. 

Best regards, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
Department of African, Al~ican American and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3395 

208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

Email: klcaldwe,@~em~l.unc.edu 

Website: http://aaad.unc.edu 

From: Sandy Thatcher < sgt3(~psu.edu<ma~lto:s~t3(~psu.edu> > 
Date: Sat, 10 Aug 2013 18:20:38-0500 

To: Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe~email.unc.edu<maJlto:klcaldwe~emaJl.unc.edu~ > 
Subject: RE: book on race, gender, and health policy in Brazil 

RE: book on race, gender, and health policy in Brazil 

So, how much progress have you made on this book since we last discussed it at the LASA 2012 cont~rence? Please write when you get a chance. 



Hi Sands; 
Thaxaks for your email. I appreciate yon contacting me after so many" years. I will ts?" to stop by the Lyne Rienner booth during the LASA Congress. 

Best regards, 

Kia Caldwell 

Kia Lilly CaJdwell, Ph.D. 

Associate ProtEssor 

Atilt- American Studies 

UNC-Chapel thll 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe~email.unc.edn<mailto: klcaldwe(~email.unc.edu> 

<mailto:klcaldwe~email.unc.edu> 

htP0://al"fiafam.unc.edu/ 

From: Sandy Thatcher [~ndy.thatcher(~alumni .princeton.edu<mailto:~ndy.thatcher(~aMumni.princeton.edtr"~] 

Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 11:18 AM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: LASA 2012 

Dear Kia, 

I see that you are co-chairing a panel at the conference and giving a paper yourself on Race, Gender~ and Hea]th Policy in Bs~.zil: Frotn Intessectiona]ity to 

Implementation. 

Checking your web site, I see that you are embarked on a new book about health policies and the black population in Brazil, for which this paper no 

doubt constitutes a park Perhaps we could discuss it sometime at our mutual convenience dnring the conference. 

You’ll recall that we had some communications about your previous book when I was director at Penn State Press. Having retired from Penn State in 

mid-2009, I’m acquiring books part-time for Lynne Rienner. Her booth at LASA might be a good place to meet. 

I hope to you see next week! 

Best regards, 

Sandy Thatcher 

Sanford G. Thatcher 

e-mail: sandv.thatcher~alunmi.princeton.edu<mailt,~: sandv.thatcher~alumni, princeton.edu> 

Phone: 

Facebook: http:i/www.facebook.con~/sanford.thatcher 

"Ifa book is worth reading, it is worth buying."- John Ruskin (1865) 

"’][’he season why so few good books are written is that so few people who can write know anything."-Walter Bagehot (1853) 

Sanford G. Thatcher 

e-mail: sandy.thatche~a)al umni .princeton.edu<mail to: ~ndy.thatche~b~alanmi.princeton.edu> 

Phone: 

Facebook: http:/, www.tkcebook.com/santbrd.thatcher 

"Ifa book is worth reading, it is worth buying."-John Ruskin (1865) 

"The reason why so few good books are written is that so few people who can write know an~hing."-Walter Bagehot (1853) 

e-mail: sgt3~psu.edu<mailto: sgt3~psn.edu> 

Phone 

Website: http://www.psupre ss.org/new~SandyThatchersWritings.html 

Facebook: http:i/www.facebook.con~/sanford.thatcher 



"Ifa book is worth reading, it is worth buying."- John Ruskin (1865) 

"’][’he reason why so few good books are written is that so few people who c~ write know anything."-Walter Bagehot (1853) 

Sanlbrd G. Thatcher 

e-mail: sgt3(a)psu.edn 
Phone: 
Website: http://www.psupress.orp_/newsiSand,ifhatchersWfifings.html 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/sanford.thatcher 

"Ifa book is wortk reading, it is worth buying."-John Ruskin (1865) 

"The reason why so few good books are written is that so few people who cm~ write know an~hing."-Walter Bagehot (1853) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larsen Harrison (via Trotter) <connections@twitter.com> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 12:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

La~c~n Hamson sent you an invitation 

Larsen Harrison has it~vited you to joit~ Twitter! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

9/18/2013 12:39:50 PM 

Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Howell, Tia N. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ThowelI] 

Meeting on departmental processes 

202B Abernathy Hall 

9/18/2013 1:30:00 PM 

9/18/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N; Howell, Tia N. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

9/19/2013 2:43:03 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C 

Lambert (mlambert)] 

African Languages Meeting 

Carolina Crossroads: Blue Ridge Room 

10/4/2013 6:30:00 PM 

10/4/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Sahle, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 

RE: Wolof and 

African language... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:42 AM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlaJnbert@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ha~ly~ Jonathan <harflyn@unc.ed~> 

RE: Wolofand African languages generaJly 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email confirms your meeting with Jonathan on Friday, October 4 from 2:30-3:30pm in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s ready, if you’d like to email me enrollment data for AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 I can make copies for everyone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2023 7:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 

~¢: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, 

Of the times Eunice listed l am available: 

Friday Oct. 4 2-5 pm 

Monday Oct. 7 12-1 pm. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Yulia, 

Thanks for your email. I am available on either of these days and times: 

Friday, October 4 

2-5pm 

Monday, October 7 

lOam-lpm 

3:30-5pm 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:39 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

Michael and Eunice, 

Jonathan’s calendar is pretty booked up September 25-27 with Board of Trustees and the Fall Global Board Meeting and then he is traveling part of the 

following week. How do ~:hese dates in early October kK~k? 

Thursday, October 3 

Ii:30am-$2:30pm 

2::[5-3pm 

gdday, October 4 

2-Spin 

Monday, October 7 

I0am-.Iprn 

3:30-5pm 

Tuesday, October 8 

I0am-I2pm 

gest, 

Yul~a 

F~= Lamberb Michae~ C 
Se~t= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:21 AN 

To= Strizheus, Yulia 
¢~= SaNe, EuNce N 
S~bje~t= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, Later next week might work better as I wilJ be in Washington for the Title W meetings in the early part of the week. At these meetings I 



expect there will be discussions on how positions for language instructors can be incorporated into our proposals. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Michael and Eunice, 

What does your aw~ilability look like during l:he h:~]~owmg [:~meframes? Do you an[~dpal:e hav~ng the below-men[:ioned enrollment data 

~n t~me for the meel:~ng? 

Thursday, September 19 

~Oam--~pm 

3-4:30pm 

FrMay~ September 20 

10am--ll:30am 

2--£pm 

Monday, September 23 

3:30~5pm 

Tuesday, September 24 

11 am-- 12 pm 

PJease Je[: me km)w ff you’d prefer to meet later next week 

YuHa 

~= Lambe~, Michael C 
$e~t= Tuesday, September ~7, 20~3 7:5~ AN 
¯ e= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 

¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
$~bjeet= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Jonathan, Yes, this meetin8 will be very useful. Please do have Yulia contact us about possible meetin8 times. 

M~ke 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael and Eunice, As we gear up for another round of Title Vl funding, I thought it would be useful for the 3 of us to sit 

down and think through language programs and enrollments for the next round. I could have Yulia set up a meeting at a 

mutually convenient time. 

It would be most productive if we had enrollment data for say AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 (Eunice, can you 

ask your staff to gather that?). 

Thanks! Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Emaih hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

9/19/2013 2:43:04 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; SaMe, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)] 

Canceled: African Languages Meeting 

205 South Buliding Conference Room 

Start: 10/7/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/7/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Sahle, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 

Rescheduling to the week of October 21. --¥ulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

9/20/2013 4:13:22 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C 

Lambert (mlambert)] 

African Languages Meeting 

205 South Building Conference Room 

10/4/2013 6:30:00 PM 

10/4/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Sahle, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 

RE: Wolof and 

African language... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:42 AM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlaJnbert@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ha~ly~ Jonathan <harflyn@unc.ed~> 

RE: Wolofand African languages generaJly 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email confirms your meeting with Jonathan on Friday, October 4 from 2:30-3:30pm in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s ready, if you’d like to email me enrollment data for AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 I can make copies for everyone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2023 7:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 

~¢: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, 

Of the times Eunice listed l am available: 

Friday Oct. 4 2-5 pm 

Monday Oct. 7 12-1 pm. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Yulia, 

Thanks for your email. I am available on either of these days and times: 

Friday, October 4 

2-5pm 

Monday, October 7 

lOam-lpm 

3:30-5pm 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:39 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

Michael and Eunice, 

Jonathan’s calendar is pretty booked up September 25-27 with Board of Trustees and the Fall Global Board Meeting and then he is traveling part of the 

following week. How do ~:hese dates in early October kK~k? 

Thursday, October 3 

Ii:30am-$2:30pm 

2::[5-3pm 

gdday, October 4 

2-Spin 

Monday, October 7 

I0am-.Iprn 

3:30-5pm 

Tuesday, October 8 

I0am-I2pm 

gest, 

Yul~a 

F~= Lamberb Michae~ C 
Se~t= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:21 AN 

To= Strizheus, Yulia 
¢~= SaNe, EuNce N 
S~bje~t= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, Later next week might work better as I wilJ be in Washington for the Title W meetings in the early part of the week. At these meetings I 



expect there will be discussions on how positions for language instructors can be incorporated into our proposals. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Michael and Eunice, 

What does your aw~ilability look like during l:he h:~]~owmg [:~meframes? Do you an[~dpal:e hav~ng the below-men[:ioned enrollment data 

~n t~me for the meel:~ng? 

Thursday, September 19 

~Oam--~pm 

3-4:30pm 

FrMay~ September 20 

10am--ll:30am 

2--£pm 

Monday, September 23 

3:30~5pm 

Tuesday, September 24 

11 am-- 12 pm 

PJease Je[: me km)w ff you’d prefer to meet later next week 

YuHa 

~= Lambe~, Michael C 
$e~t= Tuesday, September ~7, 20~3 7:5~ AN 
¯ e= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 

¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
$~bjeet= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Jonathan, Yes, this meetin8 will be very useful. Please do have Yulia contact us about possible meetin8 times. 

M~ke 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael and Eunice, As we gear up for another round of Title Vl funding, I thought it would be useful for the 3 of us to sit 

down and think through language programs and enrollments for the next round. I could have Yulia set up a meeting at a 

mutually convenient time. 

It would be most productive if we had enrollment data for say AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 (Eunice, can you 

ask your staff to gather that?). 

Thanks! Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Emaih hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 4:29 PM 

Brow~, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ja~ken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu-* 

Meeling with us 

Dear IVlichelle, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Something has can upl write to see if you can postpone you visit to the Department 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, September [7, 2013 :tO: [7 AM 

To-" Janken, Kenneth R 
12¢; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: thank you for meeting with me 

k:ermeth, 

Thank you very much for the invitation. I am available on October 9th and I look forward to coming to the meeting to speak about the ~SPS~. Again, thank you for 

the opporttm~t~’. 

Regards, 

Mk:hel~e 

F~m~ Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent~ Friday, September 13, 20[3 3:09 PM 

To~ Brown, Michelle 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: thank you for meeting with me 

Dear Michelle, 

Thank you for meeting with me yester~y and allowing me to exp~ss my concerns to you. I am glad I finally had a chm~ce k~ meet you. 

I had a ~cond item for our meeting, wNch I completely fo~oL On behalf of my deN~ment chair, Eunice SaNe, I wanted to invite you to the ne~ meeting of the 

facul~ of ~fican, African Amedca~ and Dias~ra S~dies. Would you come and ~]k with us for aleut 20 minutes about t~e work of the Academic Suppo~ Program 

Ibr Student AtNetes? 

The meeting is Octo~r 9 at I 1 a.m. in the Hyde Hall incubator room. Please let me know at your earliest convenience if you wi]] be able to join us. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of AfricaK African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University ofNorfla C~olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link lbr inibnnation about my publications: 

http:/, uncpress.unc .edu/books/T- 8059.html 

ht tp;/i u!~dpress.nd.edt ibook, P00780 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <connections@m:itter.com> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 7:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Student Success, Heaxt Phoenix Clarke, m:d Larsen Hamson axe still waiting tbr you to joiu Twitter... 

UNC Student Success, Heart Pl’meni× CLarke, and 
Larsen Harrison are still waiting for you to join 

Twi~er,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

9/26/2013 6:53:54 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C 

Lambert (mlambert)] 

African Languages Meeting 

205 South Building Conference Room 

10/7/2013 4:00:00 PM 

10/7/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan; Sahle, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 

RE: Wolof and 

African language... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber~@email.unc.edu> 

Ha~ly~ Jonatlmn <ha~Jyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Wolofand African languages generaJly 

All, 

I’ve rescheduled this meeting for Monday, October 7 from :12-:lpm in the 205 South Building conference room. Iql update the Outlook invite now. 

Best, 

Frera: SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat: Wednesday, September 25, 20:[3 :[:59 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject." Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dem YuliA 

Yes. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

On Sep 25, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystdzh(h)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

F.~mice, c~m you do 12-1 pm on Mo~da?, October 7? 

Yulia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 2~, 20:[3 :[:[:07 PM 
To," Strizheus, Yulia 
C¢-" SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bject," Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Dear Yulia, Oct 7 will work tbr me. 

Best, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

Universi~ of Nortk Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Strizheus Yulia" < :~’.~J~_.i_?._h_~i2)._er!~_Lul_:_uj_~.c_: _e._4.u_ > wrote: 

Mike and Etmice.. 
Jona~tm~a x~ill ~ao longer be able ~} be ia the office the afternoon of Ffi&ay, October 4. Can you e~il] meet wi{h him on Mort&y, October 7 

f~}na 1:2- lpm? If ~, I’ll t~late ~t}c O~flook Javi~e. 

Best 

F~m~ Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:42 AN 
T~ kambe~, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce~ Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subjeet~ RE: Wolof and African languages ~enerally 

Mike ~d Eunice, 
TNs emml confim]s your meeting with Jonalhan on Friday, October 4 tfom 2:30-3:30pm in fl~e 205 South conlbmnce room. I’ll ~nd 

Outlook invites shoNy. 

When it’s ready, if you’d like m emil me enrollment dam tbr AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and FN] 2013 1 can make copies for eye,one in 

advance. 

Best, 

Yu~a 

F~m~ Lambe~, Michael C 
Sent~ Wednesday, September 18, 2013 7:~ PN 
T~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce~ Strizheus, Yulia 
Subjeet~ Re: Wobf and African ~an~ua~es 9enerally 

Dea~ YuliK 
Of the times Eunice listed I ~ available: 

Friday Oct. 4 2-5 pm 

Monday Oct. 7 12-1 pm. 

Best, 
Mike 



Michael Lmnbert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of Ati-ican Studies and Anthropology 

University of Norlk Carolina at Chapel tlill 
Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Yulia, 

Thanks for your email. I am available on either of these days and times: 

Friday, October 4 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, October 7 

10am- 1 pm 

3:30-5pm 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent= Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:39 AM 
To= Lambert, Michael C; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

Michael and Euuice, 
Jonaflmn’s calendar is pretty booked up September 25-27 wiIh Board of Trusses ~md fl~e Fal~ G{oba[ Board Meeling and lhen 

he is traveling part oflhe lb~]owmg week, How do these dates m early October ~ook? 

Thursday, October 3 

11:30am- 12: 30pro 

2:15-3pm 

Friday, ()ct~ber 4 

2- 5pro 

Monda?., October ? 
10an> 1 pm 

3:30-5pm 

Tnesday, October 8 

10an> 12pro 

Yulia 

From= kambe~, Nichael C 
Sent= Tuesdag, September 17, 2013 9:21 ~N 
T~= Strizheus, Yulia 
Ce= SaNe, EuNce N 
Subject= Re: Wolof and African languages ~enerally 
Dear Yuli< Later ne~ week might work ~t*er ~ I will be in WasNngmn tbr the Title ~ meetings in the early Nrt of the 

week. At the~ meetings I expect there will be discussions on how positions R)r lang~ge instructors can be inco~orated into 

o ur proposal s. 

Bes~t, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedF~x Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <..v_~_t__n_:~!)_Qo~_e_Lr_tj_a_i[:_~Ln__c_’_:_e_d__~!> wrote: 

Good morning Michael and Etmice., 

\Vhat does yonr availabiDy look like dt~ring fl~e follo%ng fime~iames? Do yot~ an{icipate t}aving {he bdow- 

mentioned enrollmertt data m time for t~e meeting? 

Thur~tay, Sepmmber 19 

10am - I pm 

3-4:30pm 

Friday, September 20 

10an>. I 1 

2.- 5pro 



Monda?,, September 23 

3:30-5pm 

r]7~esday, September 24 

1 Iam- I2pm 

Please le~ me knos~’ ~fyou’d pret~r ~o mee~ later new ~ eek. 

Best; 

F~m= kambe~, N~chae~ C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:54 AN 
T.= Ha~yn, Jonathan 
Ce= SaNe, gunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Re: WNof and African languages ~enera~ly 
Jonathan, Yes, tNs meeting roll be veW u~l. Plebe do have Yulia contact us a~ut ~ssible ,neefing times. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert. Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Hartlyr~ Jonathan" <[~_’_a__r_l_!..v_!)_@__u__r_~__c_:_e_d____~ wrote: 

Michael and Ennice, As we gear up for another ronnd of Title VI funding, I thought it would be 

useful for the 3 ofns to sit down and think through language programs and enrollments for the next 

round. I could have Yulia set up a meeting at a mutually comzenient time. 

It would be most productive if we had enrollment data for say AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 

and Fall 2013 (Eanice, can you ask your stair to gather that?). 

Thanks! Best, Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartlyn 

The UniversiU of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Socia] Sciences and 

Global Program, s, College of A~nts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Recldbrd Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartl,,,n~unc.e&~ 
Oltice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <connections@m:itter.com> 

Saturday, September 28, 2013 9:45 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Student Success, Heaxt Phoenix Clarke, m:d Larsen Hamson axe still waiting tbr you to joiu Twitter... 

UNC Student Success, Heart Pl’meni× CLarke, and 
Larsen Harrison are still waiting for you to join 

Twi~er,,. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 9:17 AM 

CAC - Agenda ~tting meeting 

Deal- Colleagues, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Our next l:acul~y meeting is on Wednesday October 9. 

We need to meet to craft all agenda for tile nleeting Thus, let me know if you are available on any of the following days and tinles: 

Tuesday October 1 at 3.30pro or Tuesday October 

Kia Csldwell, Dsvid Pier, Margaret Lee, Reginald Hildebrattd, Tiln McMillatt mid Kenneth Jattken 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KS Miller <ksmille@aJumni.com > 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

EXTENDED DEADLINE: Scholarship Available 

Any student may apply for the EXTENDED Sept. 30, 2013 Scholarship deadline. Details at 
http://,a~vw.collegeimprovement.org/collegescholarship.html please print/post for your students and forward to your colleagues. 

Sincerely, 
K Maller 

EMAIL NOTICE: This information is being sent to you because of your position at your college This is a notification message only. If you do not want this email notice simply send an 
email to remove@collegeimprovement org and you will automatically be removed within 48 hours tlcom future email notifications like this. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:30 PM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

I~W: IB transfer 

Dear Jonathan, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 5:29 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
C¢: Katz, Mark; Williams, Susan Staples 
Subject: RE: IB transfer 

Dear Sonia, 

This is a follow up to the email below by Tia on her last day in the office before going on vacation. 

Professor Katz and I had a conversation this afternoon about this transfer and we agreed to go with our original agreement. This email then authorizes you to transfer $6,000 
from our instruction budget to theirs in support of Pierce Freelon’s teaching of MUSC286 class. This arrangement has been approved by SAD Jonathan Hartlyn. 

Best wishes and thanks for your work on this, 

Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Williams, Susan Staples 

�::¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Katz, Mark 
Subject: IB transfer 

Dear Susan, 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies will be able to transfer ~6000 from our instructional budget to the Music Dept. instructional 

budget as support for the MUSC286 Course. Please note that these funds are not intended for use to pay Mr. Livingston as an independent contractor, but for the 

support of the course. Instructional budget cannot be used to pay independent contractors. 

Thank you. 

~Tia 
Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax. 919-962-5824 

Mon. lp-5p; Tues., Wed.- 8:30a - 12p; Thurs. 8:30a - 12p; Fri. lp - 5p 

UNC-Chapel Hill Depallment of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295, Fax. 919-962-2694 

Mon. 8:30a-12p, Tues., Wed. - lp - 5p, Thurs. lp-Sp, Fri. 8:30a - 12p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

10/9/2013 6:15:29 PM 

Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert (mlambert)]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe 

(eunice)]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Wolof and African Languages Meeting 

South - 205 

10/22/2013 5:00:00 PM 

10/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lambert, Michael C; Sahle, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 

RE: Meeting: 

Wolof and Africa... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:15 PM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlaJnberl@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn> 

H~:ctly~ Jonathan <harflyn@unc.ed~> 

RE: Meeting: Wolof and Afi’icm~ languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email confirms your meeting with Jonathan on Tuesday, October 22 from 1-2pm in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s ready, if you’d like to email me enrollment data for AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 I can make copies for everyone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 8:51 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

Jonathan has a hoM on his calendar for d~e day of October 2I for a ~x~ss~ble ew~ml:--can we schedule for October 22-24 instead? Do the fo~l.:)wing times work for 

y o u ? 

Tuesday, October 22 

~Oam-2:~Opm 

Wednesday, October 23 

1-2pro 

Thursday, October 24 

~-2:~Opm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent~ Friday, October 04, 2013 11:39 AM 

To~ SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
ce~ HaRlyn, Jonathan 
Subje~t~ RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear EuNce, Jonathan, and Yulia, 
Postponing the meeting is fine with me. As of now I have a fairly open schedule on Non Oct 21 and would be able to meet at the same time on that date. 

Best, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Friday, October 04, 2013 7:10 AM 

To; Strizheus, Yulia; Lambert, Michael C 
C¢-" Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject; Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Give my travel to Nairobi as of this Sunday, can we postpone this meeting to the week after Fall break? I will be back in the office on Monday Oct. 21. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent; Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:53 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 
C¢: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject-" RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

All, 

I’w-:~ resch*-:~duh:’d this rneeting for Monday, October ’7 fl’om 12-.Ipm in d~e 205 South Buikling conh-:~rence room. I’ll upda[:e [:[~e Outlook invib-:~ now, 

Best, 

Fro~-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Se~t-" Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:59 PM 

Te," Strizheus, Yulia 
SubjeCt: Re: Wolof and African languages generally 



Deaac Yulia, 

Yes. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

On Sep 25, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <y_~jZ~!(_a2__e_Ln__g_i]_:_tLn__c_2_e__d_t!> wrote: 

Ent}_ice, can you do 12-1 pm o,~ Mot}day, October 7? 

"*Mia 

From: kambert, Nichae~ C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 24, 2015 11:07 PN 
To= Strizheus, Yulia 
~c= SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bje~t= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Dear Yulia, Oct 7 will work for me. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director. Afi-ican Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Stfizheus, Yulia" <,,~strizh(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mike and Lunice, 
J~ matl~m will no l~ roger be able to be in the ofl~ce the afternoon of ]:ri&% October 4. Can you sl]l] meel with him on M~ m&~y, October 7 

t}~m 12-l pro? If so, I’ [1 u~ate tl~e O~t]ook ins ire. 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent= Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:42 AN 
T~= Lambe~, Nichael C~ SaNe, EuNce N 
Ce= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: Wolof and African languages generally 
Mike and Eunice, 
Tlfis ema]l confirms your ,neeting with Jonathan on Friday, October 4 ~om 2:30-3:30pm in the 205 South conference roo,n. I’ll ~nd 

Outlook invites shoaly. 

~Vhen it’s ready, if you’d like to email me enrollment dam for AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 1 can make copies for eveuone in 

advance. 

Best, 

Y~a 

From= Lambe~, Nichael C 
Sent= Wednesday, September 18, 20~3 7:~ PH 
T~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, 

Of the times Eunice listed I ~ available: 

Friday Oct. 4 2-5 pm 

Monday Oct. 7 12-1 pm. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <em~ice(i~email.mac.edit> wrote: 

Dear Yulia, 

Thanks for your email, I am available on either of these days and times: 

Friday, October 4 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, October 7 



10am- I pm 
3:30-5pm 

Best wishes, 
Ennice 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:39 AM 
To; Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

Miclmd m~d F.unice, 
Jonath~m’s calendar is pintU boM, ed up September 25-.27 with ]~oard of Trustees and lhe F~0] (}[ob~ Bead Mee~ng ~u~d then 

he is tra~ cling part of the tb]lowing week [ tow do these dates in ea~iy Ocl,)be~ look? 

Thnrsday, October 3 

11:30ran-- 12:30pm 

2:15-3pm 

Friday, October 4 

:2- 5pro 

Mot}day, October 7 

10am- ] pm 

3:30-5pm 

Tuesday, ()climber g 

10am- ] 2pm 

Ynlia 

From= kambe~, Michael C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:21 AN 
g~= Strizheus, Yulia 
Ce= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Dear Yulia, Lair next week might work ~tter ~s I will be in ~ashington ~?r the Title ~ meetings in the early ~ of the 
week. At the~ meetings I expect them will be discussions on how positions for Im~g~ge instructors can be inco~orated into 
our proposals. 

Bes¢, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, Ati-ican Studies Center 
Associate Profesmr of Africm~ Studies m~d Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Strizhens, Yulia" <vstrizh(c-gemedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good mommy Mich;~el and Eunice, 

Wha~ does your availabilib~ look like dum~g lhc {b]~owing fimefim~,ea? Do you anticipate having ~he below- 

mentioned e~rolhnent &ta in lime {~w ~he meeting? 

Thuralay, September I9 

3-.4:30pn~ 

Fndaj,, September 20 

2- 5pro 

Mo~aday, September 23 

3:30-5pm 

Tt~eaday, Set)tember 24 

11am- 12pro 

Please le~ me know if3 o~’d preI~r ~o mee* ]a{er next week. 

From= Lambe~, Michael C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:S4 AM 
To= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Ce= SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Jonathan, Yes, tNs meeting roll be veW u~lhl. Ple~e do have Yulia con~t us aN~ut g~ssible meeting times. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <!3_a_!~__l_?_:n__’_~)_u__!3c__:_e_d__t_p’. wrote: 

Michael mid Eunice, As we gear up for another round of Title VI funding, I thought it would be 

useful for the 3 of us to sit down and think through language programs mid enrollments for the next 

round. I could have Yulia set up a meeting at a mutually convenient time. 
It would be most productive if we had enrollment data tbr say AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 

and Fall 2013 (Eunice, can you ask your staff’to gather that?). 

Thanks’. Best, Jonathan 
JonathaJ~ Hardyn 

The University of Nort~ Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for SociaJ Sciences 

Global Progrmns, College of Arts m~d Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: haxtbm(c-~unc .edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=HARTLYN] 

10/9/2013 6:15:30 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert (mlambert)]; Sahle, Eunice N 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N 

Sahle (eunice)]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Canceled: YULIA RESCHEDULING: Wolof and African Languages Meeting 

South - 205 

10/22/2013 5:00:00 PM 

10/22/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Lambert, Michael C; Sahle, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 

RE: Meeting: 

Wolof and Africa... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:15 PM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlaJnberl@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn> 

H~:ctly~ Jonathan <harflyn@unc.ed~> 

RE: Meeting: Wolof and Afi’icm~ languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email confirms your meeting with Jonathan on Tuesday, October 22 from 1-2pm in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s ready, if you’d like to email me enrollment data for AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 I can make copies for everyone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 8:51 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

Jonathan has a hoM on his calendar for d~e day of October 2I for a ~x~ss~ble ew~ml:--can we schedule for October 22-24 instead? Do the fo~l.:)wing times work for 

y o u ? 

Tuesday, October 22 

~Oam-2:~Opm 

Wednesday, October 23 

1-2pro 

Thursday, October 24 

~-2:~Opm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent~ Friday, October 04, 2013 11:39 AM 

To~ SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
ce~ HaRlyn, Jonathan 
Subje~t~ RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear EuNce, Jonathan, and Yulia, 
Postponing the meeting is fine with me. As of now I have a fairly open schedule on Non Oct 21 and would be able to meet at the same time on that date. 

Best, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Friday, October 04, 2013 7:10 AM 

To; Strizheus, Yulia; Lambert, Michael C 
C¢-" Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject; Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Give my travel to Nairobi as of this Sunday, can we postpone this meeting to the week after Fall break? I will be back in the office on Monday Oct. 21. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent; Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:53 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 
C¢: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject-" RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

All, 

I’w-:~ resch*-:~duh:’d this rneeting for Monday, October ’7 fl’om 12-.Ipm in d~e 205 South Buikling conh-:~rence room. I’ll upda[:e [:[~e Outlook invib-:~ now, 

Best, 

Fro~-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Se~t-" Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:59 PM 

Te," Strizheus, Yulia 
SubjeCt: Re: Wolof and African languages generally 



Deaac Yulia, 

Yes. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

On Sep 25, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <y_~jZ~!(_a2__e_Ln__g_i]_:_tLn__c_2_e__d_t!> wrote: 

Ent}_ice, can you do 12-1 pm o,~ Mot}day, October 7? 

"*Mia 

From: kambert, Nichae~ C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 24, 2015 11:07 PN 
To= Strizheus, Yulia 
~c= SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bje~t= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Dear Yulia, Oct 7 will work for me. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director. Afi-ican Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Stfizheus, Yulia" <,,~strizh(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mike and Lunice, 
J~ matl~m will no l~ roger be able to be in the ofl~ce the afternoon of ]:ri&% October 4. Can you sl]l] meel with him on M~ m&~y, October 7 

t}~m 12-l pro? If so, I’ [1 u~ate tl~e O~t]ook ins ire. 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent= Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:42 AN 
T~= Lambe~, Nichael C~ SaNe, EuNce N 
Ce= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: Wolof and African languages generally 
Mike and Eunice, 
Tlfis ema]l confirms your ,neeting with Jonathan on Friday, October 4 ~om 2:30-3:30pm in the 205 South conference roo,n. I’ll ~nd 

Outlook invites shoaly. 

~Vhen it’s ready, if you’d like to email me enrollment dam for AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 1 can make copies for eveuone in 

advance. 

Best, 

Y~a 

From= Lambe~, Nichael C 
Sent= Wednesday, September 18, 20~3 7:~ PH 
T~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, 

Of the times Eunice listed I ~ available: 

Friday Oct. 4 2-5 pm 

Monday Oct. 7 12-1 pm. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <em~ice(i~email.mac.edit> wrote: 

Dear Yulia, 

Thanks for your email, I am available on either of these days and times: 

Friday, October 4 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, October 7 



10am- I pm 
3:30-5pm 

Best wishes, 
Ennice 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:39 AM 
To; Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

Miclmd m~d F.unice, 
Jonath~m’s calendar is pintU boM, ed up September 25-.27 with ]~oard of Trustees and lhe F~0] (}[ob~ Bead Mee~ng ~u~d then 

he is tra~ cling part of the tb]lowing week [ tow do these dates in ea~iy Ocl,)be~ look? 

Thnrsday, October 3 

11:30ran-- 12:30pm 

2:15-3pm 

Friday, October 4 

:2- 5pro 

Mot}day, October 7 

10am- ] pm 

3:30-5pm 

Tuesday, ()climber g 

10am- ] 2pm 

Ynlia 

From= kambe~, Michael C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:21 AN 
g~= Strizheus, Yulia 
Ce= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Dear Yulia, Lair next week might work ~tter ~s I will be in ~ashington ~?r the Title ~ meetings in the early ~ of the 
week. At the~ meetings I expect them will be discussions on how positions for Im~g~ge instructors can be inco~orated into 
our proposals. 

Bes¢, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, Ati-ican Studies Center 
Associate Profesmr of Africm~ Studies m~d Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Strizhens, Yulia" <vstrizh(c-gemedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good mommy Mich;~el and Eunice, 

Wha~ does your availabilib~ look like dum~g lhc {b]~owing fimefim~,ea? Do you anticipate having ~he below- 

mentioned e~rolhnent &ta in lime {~w ~he meeting? 

Thuralay, September I9 

3-.4:30pn~ 

Fndaj,, September 20 

2- 5pro 

Mo~aday, September 23 

3:30-5pm 

Tt~eaday, Set)tember 24 

11am- 12pro 

Please le~ me know if3 o~’d preI~r ~o mee* ]a{er next week. 

From= Lambe~, Michael C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:S4 AM 
To= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Ce= SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Jonathan, Yes, tNs meeting roll be veW u~lhl. Ple~e do have Yulia con~t us aN~ut g~ssible meeting times. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <!3_a_!~__l_?_:n__’_~)_u__!3c__:_e_d__t_p’. wrote: 

Michael mid Eunice, As we gear up for another round of Title VI funding, I thought it would be 

useful for the 3 of us to sit down and think through language programs mid enrollments for the next 

round. I could have Yulia set up a meeting at a mutually convenient time. 
It would be most productive if we had enrollment data tbr say AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 

and Fall 2013 (Eunice, can you ask your staff’to gather that?). 

Thanks’. Best, Jonathan 
JonathaJ~ Hardyn 

The University of Nort~ Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for SociaJ Sciences 

Global Progrmns, College of Arts m~d Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: haxtbm(c-~unc .edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

CAS_Chron DDD [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS - CHAIRS ARCHIVES689] 

10/10/2013 1:59:31 PM 

CAS_as DDD [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS_as DDD886]; CAS_as Mgrs [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS_as Mgrsb09] 

Staffing Workload Due 5 pm 

10/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

10/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

CAS_as DDD; CAS_as Mgrs 

Staffing Workload 

open; Report Du... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yurco, Laura <laura~urco@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:28 PM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edu"~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-dd&~unc.edu>; Pugh, Nicole Fontaine <npugh@email.unc.edu> 

Staffing Worldoad open; Report Due October 25th 

StM’fingWorkload-QuickReference Guide 10-1-13.docx 

This message is being sent to all managers in the College of Arts and Sciences, and copied FYI to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

The Dean’s Office has opened the Staffing Workload system for the fiscal year 2012/2013 reports. Academic departments and curricula must submit their 

reports by Friday, October 25, 2013; making sure that the system remainder equals the carryover (shown on the "Save & Spend" report). If you do not think 

that you will not be able to meet the deadline, then please email me to request an extension. 

Programs, centers, and units in Undergraduate Education do not need to use the Staffing Workload system. 

The remainder of this message includes details on the purpose of the system, the training schedule, and how to get help. Please contact me with 

questions. 

Purpose of the System 

The Staffing Workload System tracks the workload of your faculty and the sources and uses of your instructional. After entering unit funding, faculty salary 

savings (buy-outs and leaves), and adjusting course workloads, you must make sure that your carryover equals the remainder of the system, which also 

reconciles to FRS. 

Training Schedule 

We will offer training for the Staffing Workload report during the following dates and times - all meetings will take place in 307 Health Sciences Library. I 

highly recommend you attend to see and hear about our new enhancements that will make filling out and reviewing these reports much easier. 

¯ Formal training: 

o Monday, October 7, 2:00-4:00pro - please RSVP to Nicole Pugh npugh@ernail.unc.edu 

o Tuesday, October 8, 2:00-4:00pro - please RSVP to Nicole Pugh npugh@emaiLunc.edu 

Help with the System and Your Report 

instead of drop-in sessions, if you have questions feel free to email, call, submit a Remedy ticket or schedule one-on-one help with your budget analyst. 

Departments and curricula must submit their reconciled report by October 25 or email me to request an extension. 

Also, please refer to the attached sheet for general information about the system and what to do. 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Yurco, M BA 

Assistant Dean for Finance 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone {919) 962-9275 

Fax (919) 843-3531 



Staffing Workload System Quick Reference Sheet 

Purpose: Why fill out the report? 

The Staffing Workload system contains important information regarding your instructional expenses: 

¯ Record of teaching responsibilities for faculty and instructors on state funds 

¯ Sources & uses of instructional funding 

¯ Provides the course data for each instructor and faculty member 

¯ The Dean’s Office uses the data when performing an instructional budget review (every 5 years or when you 

request additional instructional funding) 

Steps to successfully complete your staffing workload report 

Please check the following to ensure that you have completed all of the steps necessary for your report: 

1. Carryover = Remainder - Check that both amounts are equal on the "Save & Spend" report 

2. Course Duplicates Report - This report lists who taught each course; add a comment on the faculty/instructor 

page to explain any exceptions from the rules below: 

a. Only one primary instructor per section 

b. TAs & IAs should have 50-60 students per section; add comment on the page for the instructor of record 

c. Recitations should only occur for courses with larger enrollments 

3. PERM/EPAworkload- does FTE = the number of courses taught? If not then add a buyout/leave or comment 

a. Please check to ensure fixed term faculty and tenure track faculty’s workload meets your department’s 

standard in the assigned course section plus any admin appointment and savings. If it does not (ie: the 

number is lower or higher) ensure that the classes are assigned correctly. If they are assigned correctly 

please include a comment explaining why. General worldoad guidelines are as follows: 

i. Fixed Term (3-3) 

ii. Tenure-Track (2-2, 1-2, or 1-1) 

4. Instr Spending workload - make sure that they taught the correct # of courses for the stipend paid and their FTE 

is correct (1.0 FTE = full course load). (Please refer to 3a for additional workload details). 

A. Unit Funding: Sources of your instructional budget in addition to permanent allocation 

You can check the 02X transactions from the fiscal year to find any additions/reductions in your budget 

¯ Dean’s Office funding automatically loads into the system. These transfers come from our commitments records 

¯ You must enter funding from/to other departments, including budget cuts 

B. Savings and Expenses: Chair, Perm EPA, and Instructional sections 

The chart below explains what you need to enter for each employee type 

Check course workload** 

Enter buyouts/leaves 

...L~.n2~.~.s.!g.n..~.0~ ~.~e.s..n.0~..�.~.~.~!.l~t.!n.g.~. v~.~.~k!.~.~d ............................................ 

x 
(must equal FTE) 

x 
(course wkld = FTE = amount paid) 

Wednesday, November 02, 2011 



(example: Doctoral Thesis, recitations, 

dissertations) 

*Please send a Remedy ticket if the courses are missing; OASIS can research the issue and potentially add courses on the back-end. 

**See estimated workload on detail reports to ensure correct courses are assigned and unassigned 

C. Reports: Review your changes and prepare to submit the report 

Please review these reports at a minimum: 

Course Duplicates - check for multiple instructors on the same course (& un-assign), comments needed for small 

enrollments with recitations 

Save & Spend - does the remainder = the carryover amount on this report? If not then you have left out Unit 

Funding or Faculty buyouts/leaves 

No Course Work - add a comment on the faculty/instructors page with the reason they did not teach 

= Teacher of record-Ensure rank is correct and inactive employees are appointed correctly 

When you have finished checking your data, then hit submit! Don’t forget to have the chair review after you submit! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

CAS_Chron DDD [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS - CHAIRS ARCHIVES689] 

10/10/2013 2:03:22 PM 

CAS_as DDD [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS_as DDD886]; CAS_as Mgrs [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS_as Mgrsb09] 

Canceled: Staffing Workload Due 5 pm 

10/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

10/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

CAS_Chron DDD; CAS_Chron Mgrs 

Staffing Workload 

open; Report Du... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yurco, Laura <laura~urco@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:28 PM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edu"~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-dd&~unc.edu>; Pugh, Nicole Fontaine <npugh@email.unc.edu> 

Staffing Worldoad open; Report Due October 25th 

StM’fingWorkload-QuickReference Guide 10-1-13.docx 

This message is being sent to all managers in the College of Arts and Sciences, and copied FYI to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

The Dean’s Office has opened the Staffing Workload system for the fiscal year 2012/2013 reports. Academic departments and curricula must submit their 

reports by Friday, October 25, 2013; making sure that the system remainder equals the carryover (shown on the "Save & Spend" report). If you do not think 

that you will not be able to meet the deadline, then please email me to request an extension. 

Programs, centers, and units in Undergraduate Education do not need to use the Staffing Workload system. 

The remainder of this message includes details on the purpose of the system, the training schedule, and how to get help. Please contact me with 

questions. 

Purpose of the System 

The Staffing Workload System tracks the workload of your faculty and the sources and uses of your instructional. After entering unit funding, faculty salary 

savings (buy-outs and leaves), and adjusting course workloads, you must make sure that your carryover equals the remainder of the system, which also 

reconciles to FRS. 

Training Schedule 

We will offer training for the Staffing Workload report during the following dates and times - all meetings will take place in 307 Health Sciences Library. I 

highly recommend you attend to see and hear about our new enhancements that will make filling out and reviewing these reports much easier. 

¯ Formal training: 

o Monday, October 7, 2:00-4:00pro - please RSVP to Nicole Pugh npugh@ernail.unc.edu 

o Tuesday, October 8, 2:00-4:00pro - please RSVP to Nicole Pugh npugh@emaiLunc.edu 

Help with the System and Your Report 

instead of drop-in sessions, if you have questions feel free to email, call, submit a Remedy ticket or schedule one-on-one help with your budget analyst. 

Departments and curricula must submit their reconciled report by October 25 or email me to request an extension. 

Also, please refer to the attached sheet for general information about the system and what to do. 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Yurco, M BA 

Assistant Dean for Finance 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone {919) 962-9275 

Fax (919) 843-3531 



Staffing Workload System Quick Reference Sheet 

Purpose: Why fill out the report? 

The Staffing Workload system contains important information regarding your instructional expenses: 

¯ Record of teaching responsibilities for faculty and instructors on state funds 

¯ Sources & uses of instructional funding 

¯ Provides the course data for each instructor and faculty member 

¯ The Dean’s Office uses the data when performing an instructional budget review (every 5 years or when you 

request additional instructional funding) 

Steps to successfully complete your staffing workload report 

Please check the following to ensure that you have completed all of the steps necessary for your report: 

1. Carryover = Remainder - Check that both amounts are equal on the "Save & Spend" report 

2. Course Duplicates Report - This report lists who taught each course; add a comment on the faculty/instructor 

page to explain any exceptions from the rules below: 

a. Only one primary instructor per section 

b. TAs & IAs should have 50-60 students per section; add comment on the page for the instructor of record 

c. Recitations should only occur for courses with larger enrollments 

3. PERM/EPAworkload- does FTE = the number of courses taught? If not then add a buyout/leave or comment 

a. Please check to ensure fixed term faculty and tenure track faculty’s workload meets your department’s 

standard in the assigned course section plus any admin appointment and savings. If it does not (ie: the 

number is lower or higher) ensure that the classes are assigned correctly. If they are assigned correctly 

please include a comment explaining why. General worldoad guidelines are as follows: 

i. Fixed Term (3-3) 

ii. Tenure-Track (2-2, 1-2, or 1-1) 

4. Instr Spending workload - make sure that they taught the correct # of courses for the stipend paid and their FTE 

is correct (1.0 FTE = full course load). (Please refer to 3a for additional workload details). 

A. Unit Funding: Sources of your instructional budget in addition to permanent allocation 

You can check the 02X transactions from the fiscal year to find any additions/reductions in your budget 

¯ Dean’s Office funding automatically loads into the system. These transfers come from our commitments records 

¯ You must enter funding from/to other departments, including budget cuts 

B. Savings and Expenses: Chair, Perm EPA, and Instructional sections 

The chart below explains what you need to enter for each employee type 

Check course workload** 

Enter buyouts/leaves 

...L~.n2~.~.s.!g.n..~.0~ ~.~e.s..n.0~..�.~.~.~!.l~t.!n.g.~. v~.~.~k!.~.~d ............................................ 

x 
(must equal FTE) 

x 
(course wkld = FTE = amount paid) 

Wednesday, November 02, 2011 



(example: Doctoral Thesis, recitations, 

dissertations) 

*Please send a Remedy ticket if the courses are missing; OASIS can research the issue and potentially add courses on the back-end. 

**See estimated workload on detail reports to ensure correct courses are assigned and unassigned 

C. Reports: Review your changes and prepare to submit the report 

Please review these reports at a minimum: 

Course Duplicates - check for multiple instructors on the same course (& un-assign), comments needed for small 

enrollments with recitations 

Save & Spend - does the remainder = the carryover amount on this report? If not then you have left out Unit 

Funding or Faculty buyouts/leaves 

No Course Work - add a comment on the faculty/instructors page with the reason they did not teach 

= Teacher of record-Ensure rank is correct and inactive employees are appointed correctly 

When you have finished checking your data, then hit submit! Don’t forget to have the chair review after you submit! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/15/2013 12:56:46 PM 

Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Please hold for Pre-Disciplinary Conference 

OHR Conference Room - TBD 

10/21/2013 6:00:00 PM 

10/21/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/15/2013 12:56:48 PM 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; SaMe, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lankford, Sheri [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri Leigh Lankford 

(slankfo)bad] 

Canceled: Please hold for Pre-Disciplinary Conference 

AOB Conference Room - Check in at the front desk 

Start: 10/30/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2013 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: Hil~h 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N; Lankford, Sheri 

Dr. Gitterman will need to leave at 3:30 for an appointment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wedne sday, October 16, 2013 2:19 PM 

Kinsella, Tanya E <tekin~l@email.nnc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <l~jm~en@email.unc.edt~-; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C 

<mla~nbert@email.unc.edu>; Lisar~za, Esther Mukewa <lis~:aza@em~fil.unc .edu> 

RE: SW~a3:1408 LAC in Spring 2014 

Dear Tanya, 

I finalized the course schedule for 2014 in the Spring of this year. There are all sorts of university and department matters that I have to consider when I generate course 
offerings for a given semester. Thus, I will let you about this course early next week once I return to Chapel Hill and review matters. If you plan to have this course in 2014- 
2015, please let me by November 15 so as to avoid situations like this 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 

Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~¢: Janken, Kenneth R; Anderson, Barbara S; Lambert, Michael C; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: SWAH 408 LAC in Spring 2014 

Eunice, 

My apologies! For future semesters, I will make sure to contact you and Kenneth well within the scheduling maintenance period to obtain departmental approval 

for offering the course. 

Is it possible to get approval for the course at this late stage? l’ve emailed with Esther and she has informed me that she would be available to teach it on Mondays 

11:00-11: 50am. 
Thanks, 
Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

~y.~,.~,.:~!D.c.,.:.@.~!~.~.@.E2~.~.~!r..p..E2.e.,. (Center for European Studies) 
areastudies.unc.edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) ~t..~!./’..~:.~:.~.O.~.:.e.,..~.!:{~:!r..9." 

(EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 

.u..~...c.....c..~.~.t.~.r..L.?..r..~.~.r..?..R.~.g.~...S.L.q..d.!.~.s.. 
UNC Lan~ Across the Curriculum Proqram 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:45 PM 

To: Kinsella, Tanya E 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Anderson, Barbara S; Lambert, Michael C; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 

Subject: RE: SWAH 408 LAC in Spring 2014 

Importance: High 

Dear Tanya, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

I appreciate this information. In the future, please let Kenneth Janken and I know about any plans to offer this class in advance. Please do not write to Travis about course 
scheduling in the department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:07 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
~¢: Anderson, Barbara S; Lambert, Michael C; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: SWAH 408 LAC in Spring 2014 

Travis and Eunice, 

The African Studies Center will be funding the Swahili LAC section again in Spring 2014. 

The SWAH 408 credit had been set up in Connect Carolina but it now seems to be gone. 

Could you please reschedule it at a time convenient for the instructor, Esther Lisanza? 

Thanks! 

Tanya 



Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

.~2~..w....w..:.!?.D.!~:.:..e...d..!?.,./..c.J...e..p...t;s..//..e.,.!?.[..o..p..~. (Center for European Studies) 
areastudies.unc~edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

13.)~}#.:./[Z.y~}~t{}~t{.:b~D£:.#.~l}2i.@.~?.L£. (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/17/2013 2:17:49 PM 

Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Meeting with Dan, Eunice and Laurie - T Howell PDC 

My office (003 Howell) 

Start: 10/22/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N 

I can arrange to come to one of your offices if that is more convenient for you. Just let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/17/2013 2:17:50 PM 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN--REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; SaMe, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Canceled: Meeting with Dan, Eunice and Laurie - T Howell PDC 

My office (003 Howell) 

Start: 10/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N 

I can arrange to come to one of your offices if that is more convenient for you. Just let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/17/2013 2:22:59 PM 

Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Meeting with Dan, Eunice and Laurie - T Howell PDC 

My office (003 Howell) 

Start: 10/23/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N 

I can arrange to come to one of your offices if that is more convenient for you. Just let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

importance: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/17/2013 2:56:09 PM 

Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lankford, Sheri 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri Leigh 

Lankford (slankfo)bad] 

Please hold for Pre-Disciplinary Conference 

AOB Conference Room - Check in at the front desk 

10/30/2013 6:30:00 PM 

10/30/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N; Lankford, Sheri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/17/2013 3:17:47 PM 

Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lankford, Shed 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri Leigh 

Lankford (slankfo)bad] 

Please hold for Pre-Disciplinary Conference 

AOB Conference Room - Check in at the front desk 

Start: 10/30/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 10/30/2013 7:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N; Lankford, Sheri 

Dr. Gitterman will need to leave at 3:30 for an appointment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/17/2013 4:39:06 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN--REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Lankford, 

Sheri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri 

Leigh Lankford (slankfo)bad] 

Tentative Hold for PDC 

Human Resources Office ??? 

10/30/2013 1:30:00 PM 

10/30/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Gitterman, Daniel P; Lankford, Sheri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/17/2013 4:39:06 PM 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe 

(eunice)]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Lankford, Sheri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri Leigh Lankford (slankfo)bad] 

Canceled: Tentative Hold for PDC 

Human Resources Office ??? 

10/30/2013 1:30:00 PM 

10/30/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Gitterman, Daniel P~ Lankford, Sheri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

10/21/2013 2:29:17 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Wolof and African Languages Meeting-Jonathan, Mike, Eunice 

Jonathan’s 205 South office 

10/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

10/24/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C; Strizheus, Yulia 

RE: Meeting: 

Wolof and Africa... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 10:28 AM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlaJnbert@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn> 

H~ztly~ Jonathan <harflyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting: Wolof ~ld Afi’ican l~lguages generally 

All, 
This emait confirms we are now rescheduled for Thursday, October 24 a~ 4pro in Jonad~an’s ot:fice in 205 South. 

Yulia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent." Friday, October 18, 2013 10:08 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
¢¢." Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu) 
S..bject-" RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

Would you have any objection to moving this meeting up to :].:].am on Tuesday, October 22? .Ionathan has been asked to join another meeting in the building during 

th~-:~ time we’d set aside ~or you, below. 

~f that: t:ime doesn’t work, here are aH of our reschedu~ng possibiht:ies next week: 

Tuesday, October 22 

lOam-12pm 

Thursday, October 24 

4-Spa 

Friday, October 25 

4-Spm 

Best, 

Yulia 

Fare: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:15 PM 

Te; Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, EuNce N 
Ce: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
S~bject; RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email confirms your meeting with Jonathan on Tuesday, October 22 from :[-2pm in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s ready, if you’d like to email me enrollment data for AY 20:11/:[2, AY 20:[2/:13 and Fall 20:13 I can make copies for everyone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

Frora: Strizheus, Yulia 
Seat; Monday, October 07, 2013 8:51 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject; RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

Jonathan has a hold on his calendar for the day of October 2I for a possible event--can we schedule for October 22 -24 instead.> Do the following times work for 

y o u ? 

Tuesday, October ?_2 

:lOam-2:3Opm 

Wednesday, October 23 

Thursday, October 24 

3.-2:30pm 

Best, 

Yulia 

From-" Lambert, Michael C 
Seat-" Friday, October 04, 2013 11:39 AM 

Te-" SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
C¢: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
S~bject: RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Eunice, Jonathan, and Yulia, 
Postponing the meeting is fine with me. As of now I have a fairly open schedule on Man Oct 21 and would be able to meet at the same time on that date. 

Best, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 7:10 AM 



To; Strizheus, Yulia; Lambert, Michael C 
l:::c-" Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject-" Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Give my travel to Nairobi as of this Sunday, can we postpone this meeting to the week after Fall break? 3[ will be back in the office on Monday Oct. 21. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent-" Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 
Cc; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

All, 

I’w-:~ resch~-:~duled this meetin~ for Monck~y, October 7 from 12-.Ipm in ~:he 205 South Bu~ld~g (:mfferem:e room. I’II upd~:e ~:he Outlook invite now, 

Best, 

Yu~a 

F~t SaNe, EuNce N 
~t~ Wednesday, September 25, 20~3 ~:59 PH 

T~t Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

De~ Yuli~ 

Yes. 

Thanks. 

EuNce 

On Sep 25, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <y_~iZ~!(_a2__ejLn_La_iLtLn__c:_:_e__d_t_p wrote: 

Enid_ice, can you do 12-1 pm on Mot}da7, October 7? 

Yu[ia 

F~m: kambert, Nichae~ C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1~:07 PN 
go~ Strizheus, Yul~a 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Dear Yulia, Oct 7 will work for me. 

Best, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 

Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" %,sIrizh(&emafl.mac.edu> wrote: 

Mike and Em~ice, 
Jonath~m will no longer be able to be in the of Ece the at~crnoor~ of Fri&% ()c~:~ber 4. Can you sl]l] meel with him on Mon&~y, October 7 

fi~m 12-l pro? If so, I’ [1 u~ate the O~tlook ins ire. 

Best, 

F~m: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent= Thursday, September ~9, 2023 ~0:42 AM 
To= Lambe~, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
~c= Ha~lyn, 3onathan 
Subject= RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

T~s emil oon~s ~our me~tin~ with Jonathan on Edda~, Ootober 4 ~om 2:30-3:30pm m tho 205 South oon£~rono~ room. ]~]~ ~nd 
Outlook invites sho~]y. 
When it’s toady, i£yon’d like to omai] mo onrol]ment da~ £or A~ 20 ] ]/]2, A~ 20 ]2/13 and ~a]120 ] 3 ] oan mako oopies £or ove~’ono in 

Best, 

Yulia 

From= kambe~, Nichael C 
Sent= Wednesday, September 18, 2013 7:~ PN 
T~= SaNe, EuNce N 



Cc: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: Wolof and African languages generally 

Deaac Yulia, 
Of the times Eunice listed I am available: 
Friday Oct. 4 2-5 pm 
Monday Oct. 7 12-1 pm. 
Best, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of Africa~ Studies a~d Anthropology 

Universi .ty of Nort2t~ Ca, olina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <em~ice(i~email.mac.edu> wrote: 

Dear Yulia, 

Thanks for your email, I am available on either of these days and times: 

Friday, October 4 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, October 7 

l 0am- I pm 
3:30-5pm 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent= Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:39 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

Michael arid Etmice, 
Jonath~m’s calendar is pintU bo~l, ed ap September 25-.27 with ]~oard of Trustees and *he F~d] Glob~ Bom’d Mee~ng ~u~d then 

he is tra~ elmg part of the tb]lowi~g sveeL [ tow do these dates i~ early ()c~,)be~ look? 

Thursday, October 3 

1 I:30an- 12:30pro 

2:15-3pm 

Fridw, October 4 
2- 5pro 

Mot,day, October 7 

10am- I pm 

3:30-5pm 

Tuesday, Ocl~ber 8 

10am-12pro 

Ynlia 

From= kambe~, Nichael C 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:21 ~N 
g~= Strizheus, Yulia 
Ce= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject~ Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Dear Yulia, Later ne~ week ~night work ~er ~ I will be in WasNngton for the Title VI meetings in the early N~ of the 
week. At the~ meetings I expect them wi]] be discussions on how positions for Im~g~ge instructors can be inco~orated into 
our proposals. 

Bes¢, 
Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, Ati-ican Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Africm~ Studies m~d Anthropology 
University of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <vstrizh((-gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good mommy Mich;~el and Eunice, 



What does your availability look like du, Jng the following fimel~m~es? Do you anficipale having fll~ below- 

mentio~ed enrol]meu~ &ala iu time liar the mee~iug? 

Thur~tay, Sepmmber 19 

10am - I pm 

3.-4:30pm 

F,ida,,’, Sep*ember 20 

10an~-. 11:30an~ 

2.- 5pro 

Mondr~?., September 23 

3:30- 5pro 

Tnesday, September 24 

11 am- 12pm 

Please let me kuow if }~m’d pml~r to meet ~a~er nexl week. 

Bes~, 

Yu~ia 

F~m: Lambe~, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, Sep~mber ~7, 2013 7:54 AM 
To: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: Wolof and African languages generally 
Jonathan, Yes, this meeting will be ve~ u~ful. Please do have Yulia co~r~t us a~ul ~ssib]e meeting times. 

Mike 

Michael Lambe~t, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Universi~ of North Cm~olina at Chapel Hill 

Campns Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn~;unc.edn> wrote: 

Michael and Eunice, As we gear up for another round of Title VI funding, I thought it would be 

useful for the 3 of us to sit down and think through language programs and enrollments for the next 

round. I could have Yulia set up a meeting at a mutually convenient time. 

It would be most productive if we had enrolhnent data for say AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 

and Fall 2013 (Eunice, can you ask your staffto gather that?). 

Thanks’. Best, Jonathan 
.!onathan Hardyn 

The Universil.~ of North Ca~-olina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for SociaJ Sciences and 

Global Progra~ns, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Recldbrd Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 
gma~l: 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/21/2013 9:23:56 PM 

Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Meeting with Dan, Eunice and Laurie - T Howell PDC 

My office (003 Howell) 

Start: 10/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N 

I can arrange to come to one of your offices if that is more convenient for you. Just let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/21/2013 9:32:28 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN--REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Lankford, 

Sheri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri 

Leigh Lankford (slankfo)bad]; Dermody, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dermonc]; Textor, Laurie J [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO] 

Hold for Meeting with Auditor - Employee 

TBD 

Start: 10/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Gitterman, Daniel P; Lankford, Sheri; Dermody, Bob; Textor, Laurie J 

More to come on the specifics of this meeting? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

10/21/2013 9:32:29 PM 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe 

(eunice)]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Lankford, Sheri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri Leigh Lankford (slankfo)bad]; Dermody, 

Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dermonc] 

Canceled: Hold for Meeting with Auditor - Employee 

TBD 

Start: 10/23/2013 1:30:00 PM 

End: 10/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Gitterman, Daniel P; Lankford, Sheri; Dermody, Bob 

More to come on the specifics of this meeting? 
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Student Enrollment Data on Selectied Languages Taught at African Stududies NRCs at Various Levels of Instruction 

Wolof 

Boston U 

Harvard* ............. 
Penn 

Swahili 

40i 28 Indiana 

"~!L 34 .FJ..°!L~ 

~.e.~.~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Berkeley 

~ale 

Harvard* 

Penn 
~ 

9 

Note: *Harvard’s course numbering system does not readily allow one to distinguish between levels of instruction. These numbers are estimates. 

Note: # Ohio University ~s on a trimester system. For purposes of compar~sion I used only enrollment information from the ~st and 3rd trimesters. 

Note: No data was available for Michigan State. Data was not collected for summer school enrollments nor for non-standard advanced language courses. 

Note: ~No data was avadable for the shaded areas. 

........... ............. 

~ T 61~ 229 

~ 

~ ~ 166 87 

i i 133 133 

....... f....~ 



Number of Languages Taught and Depth of Instruction at Africa National Resource Centers 2007-2012 

The following information was collected from http://www.nrcweb.org/. Only courses which were 

taught and for which there was actual reported enrollment have been included. 

The following chart compares the number of languages taught through various levels of instruction at 

African Studies National Resources Centers from 2007-2012. 

Institution Number of languages Number of languages Number of languages 

taught at any level taught through taught though 
Intermediate (2nd year) advanced (3rd year) 

Harvard U 20 No data No data 

U of Florida 16 9 3 

Boston U 10 5 3 

U of Pennsylvania 9 8 3 

Indiana U* 8 6 6 

U of Wisconsin 7 6 4 

Ohio U 7 6 4 

U of Kansas* 6 5 3 

Yale U 5 4 4 

UC Berkeley 5 4 2 

UNC-CH 4 4 2 

MSU No data No data No data 

Average 8.8 S.7 3.2 

* Does not include courses for which the language and level were not indicated. 

Language offerings at Africa National Resource Centers 2007-2012 
The number following each language indicates the highest level in terms of semesters of study (or the 

equivalent). This is a measure of the depth to which a specific language is taught at a given institution. 

Numbers indicating instruction higher than the advanced level (6) are estimates. 

University of North Carolina: 

Arabic: 7 

Swahili: 6 
Lingala: 4 

Wolof: 4 

University of Pennsylvania 

Amharic: 6 

Twi: 6 

Yoruba: 6 
Igbo: 5 

Swahili: 4 
Tigrinya: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Zulu: 4 

Afrikaans: 2 

Boston University: 

Wolof: 8 

Arabic: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Hausa: 5 

Zulu: 4 

Amharic: 2 
Kinyarwanda: 2 

Chichewa: 1 

Pular: 1 

Twi: 1 

Xhosa: 1 

Ohio University 

Akan: 6 

Arabic: 6 



Swahili: 6 
Tigrinya: 6 

Wolof: 4 

Somali: 4 

Zulu: 2 

Wisconsin 

Arabic: 6 

Yoruba: 6 
Lang. of West Africa (?): 6 

Lang. of South Arica (?): 6 

Swahili: 5 

Xhosa: 4 

Twi: 2 

University of Florida 

Arabic: 8 

Akan: 6 

Swahili: 6 

¥oruba: 5 
Igbo: 4 

Setswana: 4 

Somali: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Xhosa: 4 

Amharic: 3 

Hausa: 2 

Pulaar: 2 

Zulu: 2 
Ejagham: 2 

Fante: 1 

Nigerian Pidgin: :1 

Yale University 

Arabic: 7 

Swahili: 7 

Yoruba: 7 

Zulu: 6 

Akkadian: 2 

Indiana University: 

Arabic: 8 

Akan: 6 

Bamana: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Wolof: 6 

Zulu: 6 
Middle Egyptian: 2 

Demotic: 1 
Elementary African Languages (?) 

Tutorial Instruction in Foreign Languages (?) 

Advanced Individual Study of an African 

Language (?) 

University of California-Berkeley 

Arabic: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Chichewa: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Zulu: 2 

University of Kansas 

Arabic: 8 

Swahili: 8 

Wolof: 6 

Amharic: 4 

Hausa: 4 

Afrikaans: 1 
Directed Language Study (?) 

Harvard University: Harvard uses a 

nonstandard course numbering system which 

makes it difficult to ascertain the depth to 

which these languages are taught. 

Amharic 

Bamanankan 
Cape Verdean Creole 

Chichewa 
Gikuyu 

Hausa 

Igbo 

Ibibio 
Kinyarawanda 

Luganda 

Somali 
Tigrinya 

Wolof 

Zulu 

Krio 

Setswana 

Shona 

Swahili 

Twi 

Yoruba 

Michigan State University: No data available 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 10:51 AM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edtv~; Sal~le, Eunice N <eanice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

benchinarldng african languages.xlsx; African language benchmark.docx 

Dear Jonathan and Eunice, 

I have benchmarked our African language program against those of other National Resource Centers in African Smdies. What I have found is interesting and could be 

usefifl for our meeting this Thursday. The attached Word document compares Africa NRC programs in terms of number of languages taught and depth of instruction. 
The Excel sheet compares the programs in terms of student enrollment. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambe(t, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropolo~- 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Ha(tlyn, Jonathan 

Sere: Monday, October 21, 2013 10:45 AM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia; Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subj ect: I~E: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Eunice and Mike, Thank you for your fle~bilily, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Social Sciences and 
Global Progran~s, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckli~rd Prot~ssor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu mailto:haxtl5 n@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~om: Strizheus, Yulia 

Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 10:28 AM 

To: Lambert. Michael C; Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolof and Atiican languages generally 

This email confim~s we are now rescheduled for Thursday, October 24 at 4pm in Jonathan’s office in 205 South. 

Best, 
Yulia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 

Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 10:08 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; Sable, Eunice N 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@anc.edu<mailto:haJ~Jyn@anc.edu>) 

Subj ect: RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

Would you have any objection to moving this ,neeting up to 1 lam on Tuesch>; October 22? Jonathan has been asked to join another meeting in the building during the 

time we’d set aside tbr you, below. 

If that time doesn’t work, here are all of our rescheduling possibilities ne~ week: 



Tuesday, October 22 

10am- 12pm 

Thnrsday, October 24 

4 - 5 pm 

Friday, October 25 

4 - 5 pm 

Best, 
Yulia 

From: Strizheu~ Yulia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:15 PM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; Sable, Eunice N 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subj ect: I~E: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email confirms your meeting with Jonathan on Tnesday. October 22 l]’om 1-2pm in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s ready; if you’d like to email me enrollment data for AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 1 can make copies for eveuone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Stfzheus, Yulia 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 8:51 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolofand African languages generally 

Mike and Etmice, 

Jonathan has a hold on his calendar for the day of October 21 for a possible event can we schedule for October 22 -24 instead? Do t]~e following times work for 

you.’? 

Tuesday, October 22 

10am-2:30pm 

Wednesday, October 23 

1-2pm 

Thursday, October 24 

1-2:30pro 

Best, 
Yulia 

From: La~nbert, Michael C 

Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 11:39 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolofand African languages generally 

Dear Eunice, Jonathan, and Yulia, 

Postponing the meeting is fine with me. As of now I have a fairly open schedule on Mon Oct 21 and wonld be able to meet at the same time on that date. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lamberk Ph.D. 
Director; African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Afi-ican Studies and Anthropology 
U~five~i~ ofNortk Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sere: Friday, October 04, 2013 7:10 AM 

To: Stfizheus, Yulia; Lan~bert, Michael C 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Meeting: Wolofand African languages generaJly 

Dea Y ulia~ 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Give my travel to Nairobi as of this Sunday, can we postpone this meeting to the week after Fall break? I will be tack in the office on Monday Oct. 21. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Stfizheus, Yulia 

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Lanbert~ Michael C 
Cc: Hal~tlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: Wolof and Afiican languages generally 

AlL 

I’ve rescheduled this meeting for Monday, October 7 from 12- lpm in the 205 South Building conference room. I’ll update the Outlook invite now. 

Best, 

Yulia 

Frotn: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:59 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: ~Volof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia 

Yes. 

Thanks. 

guNce 

On Sep 25, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu<mailto:ystrizh@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Eunice, can you do 12- lpm on Monday, October 7? 

Yulia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:07 PM 

To: St~Jaeu~ Yulia 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Wolof and Ati-ican languages generally 

Dea Yulia, Oct 7 will work for me. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
As~ciate Prot~ssor of Ali-ican Studies and Anthropolo~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx GlobaJ Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu<mailto:ystrizh@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Mike and Eunice, 

Jonathan will no longer be able to be in the office the afternoon of Friday, October 4. Can you still meet with Nm on Monday, October 7 from 12-1 pm? If so, I’ll 



update the Outlook invite. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Strzheus, Yulia 

Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:42 AM 

To: Lambert. Michael C; Sable, Eunice N 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: ~Volof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email contirms your meeting ruth Jonathan on Friday, October 4 t?om 2:30-3:30pm in the 205 South cont~rence room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s read~; if you’d like to email tne enrolhnent data for AY 2011/12, AY 2012,/13 and Fall 2013 1 can make copies for eve~?lone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: ~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 7:44 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 

Cc: Strzheu~ Yulia 

Subject: Re: Wolof and Ati-ican languages generally 

Deax Yulia, 

Of the ti~nes Eunice lis~ted I an~ available: 

Friday Oct. 4 2-5 pm 

Monday Oct. 7 12-1 pro. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

As~ciate Prot~ssor of Afi-ican Studies and Anthropolo~ 
Unive~si~ ofNort~ Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Cmnpus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <~eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice@emafil.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Deax Yulia, 

Thanks for your emaJl. I mn available on either of these days and times: 

Friday, October 4 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, October 7 

10am- 1 pm 

3: 30 - 5 pm 

Best wisbes, 

Eunice 

From: Strizheus~ Yulia 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:39 AM 

To: Lan~be~t, Michael C; Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

Michael and Eunice, 

Jonathan’s calendar is pretty booked up September 25-27 ruth Boa~l of Trustees and the Fall Global Board Meeting and then he is traveling part of the follomng 



week. How do these dates in early October look? 

Thursday, October 3 

11:30am- 12:30pm 

2:15-3pm 

Friday, October 4 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, October 7 

10am- 1 pm 

3: 30 - 5 pm 

Tuesday, October 8 

10am- 12pm 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: La~bert, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:21 AM 

To: Stfizheus. Yulia 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Wolof mad African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, Later next week might work better as I will be in WasNngton for the Title VI meetings in the early part of the week. At these meetings I expect there will 

be discussions on how positions tbr lm~guage instructors can be incorporated into our proposals. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambe~t, Ph.D. 

Director, Africm~ Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropolo~- 

Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu--~ma~lto:ystrizh@em~fil.unc.edu:~> wrote: 

Good morning Michael and Eunice, 

What does your availabili~ look like during the follomng ti~neffaa~es? Do you m~ticil~te having the below-mentioned eraollment dam in time for the meeting? 

Thursday, September 19 

10am- 1 pm 

3-4:30pm 

Friday, September 20 

10am- 11:30am 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, September 23 

3:30-5pm 

Tuesday, September 24 

1 lain- 12pro 

Please let me know if you’d prefer to meet later next week. 

Best, 

Ynlia 

From: La~bert, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:54 AM 

To: Hartly~ Jonathm~ 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 

Subject: Re: Wolof mad African languages generally 



Jonathan, Yes, fl~is meeting will be ve~ useful. Plea~ do have Yulia contact us about possible meeting times. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Proibssor of Afficm~ Studies m~d Anthropology 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <ha(tlyn@unc.edu<mailto:hartlyn@unc.edu>> wrote: 

Michael and Eunice, As we geax up liar maoflaer round of Title VI funding, I thought it would be useful for the 3 of us to sit down and think through la~guage programs 

and ei~rollments liar the next round. I could have Yulia ~t up a meeting at a mutually convenient ~6me. 

It would be most productive if we had enrollment data for say AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 (Eunice, ca~ you a~sk your stafl’to gather that?). 

Thanks! Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan HaxtJyn 

The University of No~h Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Recld’ord Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hat tlyn@unc.edu <m~lto:hartlyn@~mc.edu> 

Ottice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 
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Student Enrollment Data on Selectied Languages Taught at African Stududies NRCs at Various Levels of Instruction 

Wolof 

Boston U 

Harvard* ............. 
Penn 

Swahili 

40i 28 Indiana 

"~!L 34 .FJ..°!L~ 

~.e.~.~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Berkeley 

~ale 

Harvard* 

Penn 
~ 

9 

Note: *Harvard’s course numbering system does not readily allow one to distinguish between levels of instruction. These numbers are estimates. 

Note: # Ohio University ~s on a trimester system. For purposes of compar~sion I used only enrollment information from the ~st and 3rd trimesters. 

Note: No data was available for Michigan State. Data was not collected for summer school enrollments nor for non-standard advanced language courses. 

Note: ~No data was avadable for the shaded areas. 

........... ............. 

~ T 61~ 229 

~ 

~ ~ 166 87 

i i 133 133 

....... f....~ 



Number of Languages Taught and Depth of Instruction at Africa National Resource Centers 2007-2012 

The following information was collected from http://www.nrcweb.org/. Only courses which were 

taught and for which there was actual reported enrollment have been included. 

The following chart compares the number of languages taught through various levels of instruction at 

African Studies National Resources Centers from 2007-2012. 

Institution Number of languages Number of languages Number of languages 

taught at any level taught through taught though 
Intermediate (2nd year) advanced (3rd year) 

Harvard U 20 No data No data 

U of Florida 16 9 3 

Boston U 10 5 3 

U of Pennsylvania 9 8 3 

Indiana U* 8 6 6 

U of Wisconsin 7 6 4 

Ohio U 7 6 4 

U of Kansas* 6 5 3 

Yale U 5 4 4 

UC Berkeley 5 4 2 

UNC-CH 4 4 2 

MSU No data No data No data 

Average 8.8 S.7 3.2 

* Does not include courses for which the language and level were not indicated. 

Language offerings at Africa National Resource Centers 2007-2012 
The number following each language indicates the highest level in terms of semesters of study (or the 

equivalent). This is a measure of the depth to which a specific language is taught at a given institution. 

Numbers indicating instruction higher than the advanced level (6) are estimates. 

University of North Carolina: 

Arabic: 7 

Swahili: 6 
Lingala: 4 

Wolof: 4 

University of Pennsylvania 

Amharic: 6 

Twi: 6 

Yoruba: 6 
Igbo: 5 

Swahili: 4 
Tigrinya: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Zulu: 4 

Afrikaans: 2 

Boston University: 

Wolof: 8 

Arabic: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Hausa: 5 

Zulu: 4 

Amharic: 2 
Kinyarwanda: 2 

Chichewa: 1 

Pular: 1 

Twi: 1 

Xhosa: 1 

Ohio University 

Akan: 6 

Arabic: 6 



Swahili: 6 
Tigrinya: 6 

Wolof: 4 

Somali: 4 

Zulu: 2 

Wisconsin 

Arabic: 6 

Yoruba: 6 
Lang. of West Africa (?): 6 

Lang. of South Arica (?): 6 

Swahili: 5 

Xhosa: 4 

Twi: 2 

University of Florida 

Arabic: 8 

Akan: 6 

Swahili: 6 

¥oruba: 5 
Igbo: 4 

Setswana: 4 

Somali: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Xhosa: 4 

Amharic: 3 

Hausa: 2 

Pulaar: 2 

Zulu: 2 
Ejagham: 2 

Fante: 1 

Nigerian Pidgin: :1 

Yale University 

Arabic: 7 

Swahili: 7 

Yoruba: 7 

Zulu: 6 

Akkadian: 2 

Indiana University: 

Arabic: 8 

Akan: 6 

Bamana: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Wolof: 6 

Zulu: 6 
Middle Egyptian: 2 

Demotic: 1 
Elementary African Languages (?) 

Tutorial Instruction in Foreign Languages (?) 

Advanced Individual Study of an African 

Language (?) 

University of California-Berkeley 

Arabic: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Chichewa: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Zulu: 2 

University of Kansas 

Arabic: 8 

Swahili: 8 

Wolof: 6 

Amharic: 4 

Hausa: 4 

Afrikaans: 1 
Directed Language Study (?) 

Harvard University: Harvard uses a 

nonstandard course numbering system which 

makes it difficult to ascertain the depth to 

which these languages are taught. 

Amharic 

Bamanankan 
Cape Verdean Creole 

Chichewa 
Gikuyu 

Hausa 

Igbo 

Ibibio 
Kinyarawanda 

Luganda 

Somali 
Tigrinya 

Wolof 

Zulu 

Krio 

Setswana 

Shona 

Swahili 

Twi 

Yoruba 

Michigan State University: No data available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:48 PM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlaJnbert@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ha~ly~ Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting: Wolof and Afi-ican languages generally 

Thanks guys, I’ll move the Outlook appointment again to Friday at 1 lam, and I’ll make a note that Mike will be a few minutes late. :) 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:32 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolofand African languages generally 

Yulia, I will be available from 11-12. I roll be coming from class ,so I might be a few minutes late. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Can~pus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx GlobaJ~ Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:56 PM 

To: Lambert, Michael C 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Jonathan is open 9am- 12pm this Friday too. Mike, are you? 

Yulia 

Frown: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:50 PM 

To: Snizhens, Yulia 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Lan~bert, Michael C 

Subject: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Importance: High 

Dear Yulia, 

Utffortunately something urgent has come up that makes it impossible for me to attend the meeting this Thursday. 

I am available to meet on Friday morning (9am- 12.00pm). 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/23/2013 2:37:21 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Ashby, Valerie S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle 

(dlysle)]; Taylor, Beverly W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; Aldrich, Howard E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

2/4/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/4/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

10/23/2013 2:42:34 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Ashby, Valerie S [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; Woodard, 

Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle 

(dlysle)]; Taylor, Beverly W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; Aldrich, Howard E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

4/29/2014 5:30:00 PM 

4/29/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, 

Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

10/30/2013 5:31:16 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor 

(ljtextor)6fO]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=I9489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Textor/Gitterman/McHale/Sa hle 

104D South 

10/30/2013 7:00:00 PM 

10/30/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Textor, Laurie J; Gitterman, Daniel P; Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/5/2013 10:03:36 PM 

Moon, Karen B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kmoon]; Janken, Kenneth R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kenneth R Janken (krjanken)]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; 

Pickeral, Robbi [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Robbi Louisa Pickeral (pickeral)lc4]; Sahle, Eunice N I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe 

(eunice)]; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (nzongola)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Prep meeting for Chronicle reporter 

South - 205 

11/7/2013 8:30:00 PM 

11/7/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Moon, Karen B; Janken, Kenneth R; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Pickeral, Robbi; Sahle, Eunice N; Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

Georges; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/6/2013 1:21:21 PM 

Moon, Karen B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kmoon]; Janken, Kenneth R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kenneth R Janken (krjanken)]; Reid, Dee 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; 

Pickeral, Robbi [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Robbi Louisa Pickeral (pickeral)lc4]; Sahle, Eunice N I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe 

(eunice)]; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Geor~es Nzonsola-Ntalaja (nzon~ola)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; South - 205 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=South_south205,rmb] 

Meetinl~ with Chronicle reporter 

205 South 

11/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

11/12/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Moon, Karen B; Janken, Kenneth R; Reid, Dee; Pickeral, Robbi; Sahle, Eunice N; Nzonl~ola-Ntalaja, Geor~es; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan; South - 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEEREID] 

11/6/2013 1:21:22 PM 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Moon, Karen B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kmoon]; Janken, Kenneth R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kenneth R Janken 

(krjanken)]; Pickeral, Robbi [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ms Robbi Louisa Pickeral (pickeral)lc4]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe 

(eunice)]; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (nzongola)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; South - 205 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=South_south205,rmb] 

Canceled: Meeting with Chronicle reporter 

205 South 

11/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

11/12/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Moon, Karen B; Janken, Kenneth R; Pickeral, Robbi; Sahle, Eunice N; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hartlyn, Jonathan; 

South - 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/8/2013 8:08:39 PM 

Moon, Karen B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kmoon]; Janken, Kenneth R [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kenneth R Janken (krjanken)]; Pickeral, Robbi 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Robbi 

Louisa Pickeral (pickeral)lc4]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Georges Nzongola- 

Ntalaja (nzongola)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; South - 205 [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=South_south205.rmb] 

Canceled: Meeting with Chronicle reporter 

205 South 

11/12/2013 8:30:00 PM 

11/12/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Free 

High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Moon, Karen B; Janken, Kenneth R; Pickeral, Robbi; Sahle, Eunice N; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hartlyn, Jonathan; 

South - 205 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carson, Johnny Lee <johnny carson@me&unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:06 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me. 
JLC 

From: Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:35 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject; Re: Wednesday News 

I’In loving these clips, John. Thank you! 

Max 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo(tb~)g.nnc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h~p;/!ww w:bj ~rnb~g:c o mJ~ff2013:10:21!m~g~et~r-g~s-[o~g- o h~-to w n:w~!~:~h~j ~g:!ts:~:b~:~ t m! 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

~tt~;~www~t~!sc~[t!rn~m/A~t]~!~2~1~/~9/2~/~hy-Z2:Ho~r~W#~k~eek:N#w-N£~ma! 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 

http:!/www.marketwatch.com/story!microsoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-2013-11-13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 

h ttp://www, n yti m es.co mi2012/07/13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e rn p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 
speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u hired&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

h ttp:ffwww, b l o o m b e rg:go m!~ews/2013-10:15/b u[ge r- c o o ks - c o s t- 7 - b illi o n - a -yg~[:[n:g~ove r n m e n t- a i d. h t m I 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

http;//w~v.w~!~gto~month[~orn[m~ga(~e/~overnb~ dec~mbe~ 201~/f~res!~!~ctiv~ ~v[ceO4Z3s~:p~P 

John Gullo 

alternate emaih          @outlook.com 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
https : / /www.facebook.com/SEANC25 

You are currently snbscribed to seanc as: meichne~,@~email~unc~edu. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http://lists~unc.edu~’u?id 65267849.63ccdblbb27cff’i4bcgc6c85ede4c3629&n T&l seanc&o 33857583 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blm~k email to leave-33857583-65267849.63ccdbl bb27cllM.bc9c6c85ede4c3629@listserv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to seanc as: j£!£r_Ln_y_____c_~_r_~?__n_@__r[!_e_d_:__UlLC_=_e__d_t!. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33857864-65261113.3c9c52d4b87a9cd9t2579eabf64a6007~listse~z.unc.edu 

You are cnrrently subscribed to seanc as: eunice(~emaiLunc~edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu,’u?id 65255440.fdf6fdlfadba024120917e3117e87879&n T&I sem~c&o 33858553 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33858553-65255440.fdI[il~dltiadba024120917e3117e87879(i~listserv.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collier, John <JMCollie@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:10 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@listsenT.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me either. 

Frem: Carson, .]ohnny Lee [mailto:johnny_carson@med.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November :14, 2013 8:06 AN 
"re; The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me. 
JLC 

From: Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November :[4, 2013 :k35 AM 
To; The seanc mailing list. 
Subject; Re: Wednesday News 

I’In loving these clips, John. Thank you! 

Max 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo(?~sog.unc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
h ttp:!/www.bloomber~.cominews!20:Z3-~O-2:l/ma~neta r-goes-lon~-ohio-town-while-s hortin~-its-tax-base.html 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 
http:!/www.ma rketwatch.com/story!microsoft-a ba ndo ns-forced-ra n kin~-of-em ployees-20:13-:i~-:L~ 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 
h ttp://www, n yti m es.co m/20:12/07/:13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 

speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u nited&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/20:].3-:]LO-:~5/bu r~er-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-yea r-in-govern ment-aid.html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

John Gullo 

alternate email: @outlook.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

ht~ps://www,facebook,com/SEANC25 

You are currently snbscribed to seanc as: meichne~,@~email.unc.edu. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http://lists~unc.eduiu?id 65267849.63ccdblbb27cff’i4bcgc6c85ede4c3629&n T&l seanc&o 33857583 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blm~k email to leave-33857583-65267849.63ccdbl bb27cflM.bc9c6c85ede4c3629(a)~listserv,unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to sem~c as: .johnny car~m@med.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists,unc.edu/u?id=65261113.3c9c52d4.b87a9cdgI2579eabf64a6007&n=T&l=:seanc&o=:33857864 

(It may be necessary to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You eae currently subscribed to seanc as: ;[__M_____C__R!!~_efa_2_t_~__n___c__h__:_u___n___c__:e___d__£. 

To unsubscribe clickhem: htl~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65260708.846dtTdb44757c2a0e7731d419beccde&n T&I seanc&o 33858553 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-33858553-65260708.846dI’7,,db44757c2a0e7731 d419becc6e(a)~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to seanc as: eunice(a;enmil.mac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.tmc.edu/n?id 65255440.fdtt3tklll~adba024120917e3117e87879&n T&l sem~c&o 33858568 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hearn, Melissa <MTHearn@unch.unc.edup, 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <seaJ:c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this mailing list~ 

Thanks, 

From: Gullo, John A [mailto:gullo@sog.unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, November J.3, 20:~3 :t~.:S3 PM 
To: The sean¢ mailing list. 
Subjectl Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week, And don’t Ask for Comp Time, 
http://www~thefisca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~:I3/~9/23/why-72-H~ur~w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
http://www.char~tte~bserver.com/2~3/~/~8/445~292/even-~-the-ball~t-pat-mccr~ry.htm~#.U~R~K-KMnHg 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:!!www, n yti m es.co m/2012/07/:!. 3/o p i nio n!u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 
.h...t..t.p.....~Z.w-w-w-..b...L~...~-m...b...e...r.~:.c...~-m..Ln..e....w...s./ 2 0 ~ 3- ~ o- ~ ~Z..b...u.r.~.e...r:.c..~...~...k...s.:.c...~..s...t:.Z:.b.~.[~L~...n..:.a.:y..e...a...r:.~..n..:~..~...v..e...r..n....m-e...n..t.:.a..~.~.~.~ ~_~_[ 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http:/iwww.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 20:13/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 

cell: 

alternate email: @outlook.corn 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

https://www.facebook.com/SEANC2S 

You ae CmTently subscribed to seanc as: ~_4_[_][’_!i~_e_z___m__~L~__u_!:~__c_!~:__u_!!_c_:__e__d___~!, 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65269551.332tk183af5c52c154457f463545a25b4&n T&I seanc&o 33857583 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33857583-65269551.332fd83a[:Sc52c 1544571;1.63545a25b4(tblistserv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to seanc as: e_._u__r._fi_.c_’__e_@_e_..rg__:.?_~.l_:U__r_:..c_:.e__d_._u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_ p_ ]_,_/_!_i_~ .t..s.~.~.Lr.Lc.~..e..d...~.~.~...~.2.i..d..-~.~..2...5...5..4...4..Q.~.~.~.~.~.~}.~.~.d...~...I:~.d...b..’.a...~.~..4.. _1___2___0_ 2 .~...7...e..3...~...~..7...e..s.2..s22&:..2&L.~.e..~::9.~.~....3.:.~...s.‘..~...s..~.7...2.. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33858572-65255440.fdf6fdl::adba024120917e3117e87879(~)listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray, Gladys <GRay@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:17 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Please remove me from this email list. 

From: Hearn, Plelissa [mailto:P1THearn@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AN 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this mailing list. 

Thanks. 

Frora: 6ullo, John A [mailto:qullo@soq.unc.edu] 
Seat: Wednesday, November :[3, 20:[3 :[:[:53 PN 
Te: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
http~//www:b!oomberF~.com!news/2013-10-21/magneta r-goes-lo nF~-ohio-town-whi!e-short!ng-!ts-tax-base~htm! 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http:!/www:~h~[!#£# [[!m es:££miA[~!£[~ffZ013/O~/23/W hy:72:Hg#[:W~[k-We~l<:N~w: N £Em~! 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 
http:!!www.marketwatch.com!story!microsoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-2013-11-13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:i/www, n yti m es.co mi2012/07/13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

b~p:!!www.bloomberg,££m/news/2013-10-15/b~[ger-coo ks-cost-7-billio n-a-y~# r-io-govern ment-aid, html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

John Gullo 

cell: 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

https: !!www.facebook.com!SEANC25 

You m’e cm~ntly subscribed to seauc as: MTt tewm~)unch.unc.edu. 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33857583-65269551.332t-~183atSc52c 154457f463545a25 b4(~)listse~w.uuc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to seanc as: GRay@unch,unc.edu. 

1[’o unsubscribe click here: ~ttp:/%sts.unc.edu/u?id=65256886.c355~9c8462db~883b3c55693eaf126d&n=T&l=seanc&~=33858572 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-33858572-65256886,c3551~)c8462dbt88363c55693eat] 26d(a)~listserv,unc.edu 

You ~xe currently subscribed to seanc as: e_._u__r._fi_c_2e(~_e_ .~__~l_:u__r_~.c_:e__d_._u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:i/lists.tmc.edu,’t~?id 65255440.fdf6fdlfadba024120917e3117e87879&n ][&l sem~c&o 33858631 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33858631-65255440.fdt~Jl’dl tiadba024120917e3117e87879(i~lislserv,unc,edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Barbara <barbara~j ones@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:24 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~mc@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Please take me off a: well. 

From: Ray, Elaine [mailto:ERay@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14-, 2013 8:20 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

PLEASE TAKE ME OFF OF THIS MAILING LIST ALSO!!!!!!!!!! THANKS 

From: Hearn, Plelissa [.t_n___a_j!_t__o_2_PJ__T_H___e__a___r__n_f~unch.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AM 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this mailii~g list~ 

Tha~ks. 

From: Gullo, John A [__m__a_jJ__tg_Lg_u__!Lo__@__s_o_g=_u_n___c_=e_d___u] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PN 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

_h___t__t_p__://___w____w__w__:__b_ ]__o___o____m__b__e__ _r_g: _c___o____mJ __n__e__ __w__ _s_ L2_ __0__$ _3__: _z___o_:__2___:_/___m_a__g_n___e___t__a_ __r: g __o_ __e_ _s_: j_g__n__g:_o___h_ j__o_:_t___o_w____n_ :__w__ __h_ j_[ _e__:_s_ __h_o__r__tj__n_iil:!_t_ __s_:_t__a_x_: _b__ _a___s_ _e__:__h_ _t____m_j 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www~the~sca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~13/~9/23/why.72-H~ur~w~rk-week-New.N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
h ttp :i/www. c h a r l otteo bse rye r. co m/2013/11/08/4450292/eve n-off-th e-ball or-pa t-m cc ro ry. h tm I#. U o R P K-K M n H g 

IS the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 

h ttp:!!www, n yti m es.co m/2012/07/13/o p i nio n!u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http:/iwww.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 2013/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 
cell: 

alternate email: @outlook.corn 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

https://www.facebook.com/SEANC25 

You m’e cm~ntly subscribed to seanc as: ~_4_:_[_’_!i_t__e_ff~__m__~2~__u_!)__c_!3:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___t!. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.uuc.edu,’u?id 65269551.332tk183af5c52c154457f463545a25b4&u T&I seanc&o 33857583 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-33857583-65269551.332fd83atiSc52cl 544571;163545a25b4(a)listserv.nnc.edn 



(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33858572-65255133.496c3de061978c27c3028901bef46350({~listserv.m~c.edu 

You ~Jce currently subscribed to seanc as: barbione~;email.unc.edu. 

To unsabscribe click here: _I!t_~p://lists.nnc.edu/t~?id 65247327.7503200dda4314b5b8a6d10b686a2tl)9&n T&l sem~c&o 33858647 

(It may be necessary to cat and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33858647-65247327.7503200dda4314b5b8a6dl 0b686a2£~)9(?~listserv.unc~edu 

You are currently subscribed m seanc as: eunice(a;enmil.mac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists,nnc.edu/u?id=65255440,fdf6fdlfadbaO24120917e3117e87879&n=T&l=seanc&o=33858673 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gullo, John A <gullo@s~g.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:13 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

please do not press the reply button 

List is not acting as it is configured 
Thank you 
John gullo 

(It may be neces~w to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/27/2013 5:16:57 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Memory, Ashley [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amemory]; Helton, 

Del Hunt I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Del]; McFarland, Michael B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcnews]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Director of Communications Search Committee Meeting 

205 South 

12/12/2013 4:00:00 PM 

12/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Memory, Ashley; Helton, Del Hunt; McFarland, Michael B; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALEXIS LYN N CLIN E (ALCLIN E)24A] 

11/27/2013 5:17:02 PM 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AIexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe 

(eunice)]; Memory, Ashley [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amemory]; Helton, Del Hunt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Del]; McFarland, Michael B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcnews]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Canceled: Director of Communications Search Committee Meeting 

205 South 

Start: 12/12/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 12/12/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Memory, Ashley; Helton, Del Hunt; McFarland, Michael B; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu) 

Tammy wants to try and do this by email. Therefore, I’m cancelling this meeting, Have a great 
weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chrislme Ford <HigherEd@mheducation.com~ 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 3:11 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Help Us Help Your Stadents 

Hello Eunice, 

My name is Christine Ford and I[lm the Director of Consumer 
Marketing at McGraw-Hill Higher Education. 113m also an adjunct 

professor at Pace University in NYC. As a fellow instructor, I know how 
great it is to see our students succeed iJand even more than that, I know 
how frustrating it can be to watch them struggle. However, we still have 
time to help them change their trajectories in time for finals. 

At McGraw-Hill Education, we want your students to succeed. ThatL;s 
why we created LearnSmart, an adaptive study tool that has been 
proven to help students go from a B to an A. Did you know that 
there’s a LearnSmart that will help your students, no matter what text 
you’ve chosen? 

In addition to our list of over 300 LearnSmart study tools specific to 
McGraw-Hill Education titles across disciplines, we also have more 
than thirty standalone LearnSmart tools that focus on key information at 
the course level. This means that your students can use LearnSmart no 
matter what text you r=re using in your course this semester, and the 
same goes for just about any other course they may be taking. 

Right now wellre reaching out to the students we know, but we don’t 
know them all. We L;d love it if you could share this promotion code 
directly with yours so that they can get 15% off this valuable, grade- 
saving study tool. 

Have your students visit LearnSmartAdvantage.com and enter the 
promotion code GreatGrades at checkout to receive 15% off their 
LearnSmart purchase. 

Thanks for your help, and thank you for the time you spend educating 
our future leaders. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Ford 
Director of Consumer Marketing, McGraw-Hill Higher Education 
Adjunct Professor, Pace University 

To unsubscfibe, click here 

You can ~so write to: t rivacy OlYicial, McGraw-Hill Education, 2 Penn Plaza, 12th Floor, New YorL N.Y. 10121. View the McGraw-Hill Education t rivacy 

Policy for more intbnnalion or contact mcgraw-hill education repb’~mcgraw-~l.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schooldata on behalf ofMaplesoft <mdremm’kelingservices@schooldata.com~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 10:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Maple T.A. - For All Your Testing mad Assessment Needs! 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Maple TA is a powerful web-based testing and assessment system designed to integrate with your infrastructure, and capabie 

Reduces Grad ng Budget 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ Grow~a~ daas ~ze~ and s~n~k~n9 budgets meaa~ ~ was becoming diffbult ~o offer as 
] 
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~~ £~umertca~ multiple choice, mu!t/~le ans~ver ~nd tiii-m-the-b!~nk), t!~us crea~ing a varied test. The poss;biii~v of enteriog 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Canada & South-Eas[ern USA Territory Manaqer ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ASHACKEL] 

12/12/2013 8:01:18 PM 

Cone, Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Gless, Darryl J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Glessd]; Hirschfield, James [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=James Hirschfield 

(jhirschf)]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; McGowan, John [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jpm]; McNeil, Laurie E. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcneil]; Moeser, 

James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jmoeser]; Muller, Eric L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=EmulIerl]; Nisbet, Peter [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pnisbet]; Pollock, 

Della [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PolIock]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Sahle, Eunice N 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N 

SaMe (eunice)]; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siegariz]; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nsteiner]; Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Versenyi, 

Adam Nathaniel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anversen] 

Carolina Performing Arts Faculty Advisory Committee 

Gerrard Hall 

2/20/2014 5:00:00 PM 

2/20/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Cone, Judith; Gless, Darryl J; Hirschfield, James; Leloudis, James L; McGowan, John; McNeil, Laurie E.; Moeser, 

James; Muller, Eric L; Nisbet, Peter; Pollock, Della; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sahle, Eunice N; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria; 

Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Strauss, Ronald P.; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel 

When: Thursday, February 20, 

Time (US & Canada) 

Where: Gerrard Hall 

2014 12:00 PM-I:30 PH. (UTC-05:00) Eastern 

Dear Carolina Performing Arts Faculty Advisory Committee Members, 

The next committee meeting will take place Thursday, February 20th, at noon in Gerrard Hall. An itinerary will be forthcoming. Lunch will be provided. 

We hope everyone has a lovely holiday season. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

12/16/2013 1:54:04 PM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe (eunice)] 

Mtg re: Dept Mgr 

South - 205 

12/16/2013 9:00:00 PM 

12/16/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N 

RE: Follow up on 

Dept Manager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 8:53 AM 

Gitterma~, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; t ta~flyu, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; McHaJe, 

Tammy J <tmchaJe@ema~il.unc.edu> 

RE: Follow up on Dept Manager 

All, 

This meeting is confirmed for today at 4pro in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook calendar invites to everyone (Dan, Eunice, .Ionathan, Tammy). 

Frera: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 8:51 AM 

Te: Strizheus, Yulia 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Follow up on Dept Manager 

Eunice can join us at 4 too 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 

Sent from iphone 

On Dec 16, 2013, at 8:28 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dan, are you free between 3-Spin? Thai k)oks like Lhe only common timeframe Jo~atha~ and Tammy have ope~l today. 

Yul~a 

F~m= Gi~erman, Daniel P 
Sent= Saturday, December 14, 2013 9:35 AN 
To= HaRlyn, Jonathan 
Ce= NcHale, Tammy 3; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: Follow up on Dept Manager 

Jonathan: I can come over durin8 that time period. Id like to send additional background information to you and l’d appreciate if Tammy could join us. 

I think I come away from my fall chair experience and internal audit with some of my own conclusions about the road forward. 

Dan 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 

Sent from iphone 

On Dec 13, 2013, at 5:09 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dan, I’d like to touch base with you about next steps on the Department Manager. I tried calling you just now but could not get through. 

Can we talk some time Monday? Let me know good times to reach you between mid-morning to mid-afternoon (and where if not your 

cel). Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: ._h__a___r__t_[y____q_@__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_. 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 9152-2408 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 1:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Hope you have a nice break. Maybe the four of us should meet to discuss the 75-25 arrangement, effective week of Jan 6? 

Enjoy your break 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 
Public Policy 
UiX-C -CH 
Sent from iphone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nothani Cele via SkillPages Team <no-reply@skillpagesm~Jl.com> 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 5:28 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Noth~i Cele has added you on SkillPages 

Become a pa~-t of yo~.~t° frier~d’s neh, vol’k, 

Nothani Cele 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nothani Cele via SkillPages Team <no-reply@skillpagesm~Jl.com> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 2:39 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Your invitation ~?om Noth~i Cele is about to expire 

Nothaai is waiting fo~- yo~.~ to accept ..tibia peadiag] invitation. 

Nothani Cele 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nothani Cele via SkillPages Team <no-reply@skillpagesm~Jl.com> 

Tuesday, Januao~ 7, 2014 2:19 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Last chance... Your invitation from Nothani Cele is about to expire 

Hi, 

Noth~:ni Cele is stili waitincj to cot’..t’..~ct with 

Nothani Cele 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Today schedule 

Dear Eunice 

Due to the snow forecast for this evening, I will be leaving from PLCY Department at 4: oo pm. I will be at AAAD tomorrow morning. 

Thank you 

Sonio Colon 

Business Services Coordinator 

Department of African~ African American, & Diaspora Studies 

N,q and F 8am-Spin 

T, W, Th 8am 

919-.966-1295 

Pubfic Poficy Departmen t 

T, W, Th 1:45pm - 5pm 

919-962-4£54 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M Efron --~efronc@alumnidirector.com > 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Scholaxship Available. Applicants Needed for Final Jan 27th Deadline. 

No Essay Scholarship Available. Any Grad or Undergrad student may apply for the Final Monday Jan 27th Deadline. Details and application at 
http://,a~vw.collegecognitlve, com/collegescholarship.html?j an27 please print/post for your students and forward to your colleagues. 

Sincerely, 
M Efron 

NOTWICATIONS VIA E\iAIL: 
This information is being sent to you because of your position at your college. This is a notification message only. If you do not want this notice simply send an email to 
remove@collegecognitive corn and you will automatically be removed from future notifications like this - PLEASE ALLOW 48 HOURS BEFORE YOUR EMAIL IS PURGED 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Elia, Jean Morton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JELIA] 

1/27/2014 4:25:32 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaNe (eunice)] 

Jean Elia - Eunice Sahle Meeting 

Eunice’s office 

1/28/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/28/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

SaMe, Eunice N 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gerald@shaolinjazz.com 

Wednesday, Jannary 29, 2014 2:19 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Shaolin Jazz - Music, Ark Discussion 

Hi Dr. Salfle, 
Its Gerald Watson from SHAOLIN JAZZ and I hope all is well. 

I wanted to follow up as a reminder to consider SHAOLIN JAZZ (mnltimedia engagements discussing the parallels between Jazz culture and Hip-Hop culture) for your 

2014 programming. 

Below axe our three educational multimedia engagements: 

1 .) Multimedia Lecture or Panel Discussion: DJ 2-Tone Jones (co-creator of SHAOLIN JAZZ) and I discnss the parallels and similarities between jazz and hip-hop 
throngh a multimedia presentation, where we’re showing media clips, playing music clips (iazz and jazz inspired rap music), showing photos of vintage album covers 

and. in general, providing a range of thought provoking content. 

2.) COLOR of SOUND: a multimedia art exhibition that features the art, music videos, and event photography that have been taken and created for SHAOLIN JAZZ. 

We also open up the exhibition, exclusively, to your students allowing them to also exhibit their work (photography, paintings, or graphic design), if it meets our specific 
criteria. COLOR of SOUND could serve as the reception to follow either the lecture or panel discussion. For photos of COLOR of SOUND click here. 

3.) SHAOLIN JAZZ L! VE: a live performance of music from the SHAOLIN JAZZ album. The perfo~anance is led by DJ 2-Tone Jones, who is backed by his fellow 

band ~nembers of the highly esteemed Sound of the CiF band. SHAOLIN JAZZ L!VE could serve as the reception to follow either the lecture or panel discussion. For 

photos of SHAOLIN JAZZ L! VE click here and for music snippets click here. 
If you have any questions feel free to give me a call, 202.460.3594, or email and for all SHAOLIN JAZZ content click here. 
Thanks 

Gerald C Watson II 

Co-Founder of The SHAOLIN JAZZ Project 

Ph: 202.460.3594 / EIn: gerald@shaolinjazz.com 

SHAOLIN JAZZ - The 37th Cha~nber, a division of Art vs Co~nmerce 

~¥w.shaolinjazz.com 

www.gmoney77.wordpress.com 

w~¥.ypnl~.con~"culture- ~ientist 

wwwA’acebook.com/GeraldCWatsonII 

@SttAOLIN JAZZ37 
@artvscommelce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 7:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Kurtz-Costes, Beth 

<bkcostes@ad.unc.edu>; Rohe, William M <brohe@unc.edu>; Lowery, Malinda Maynor <mmaynor@email.unc.edu>; Uriah, Isaac 

J <unah@unc.edu>; Fedders, Barbara A <fedders@email.unc.edu>; Roman Isler, Malika D <malika_roman-isler@med.unc.edu>; 

Vines, Anissa I <avines@email.unc.edu>; Thornton, Brendan Jamal <bjthornt@email.unc.edu>; Parker, Patricia S 

<psparker@email.unc.edu>; Ralph, Laurence <lralph@fas.harvard.edu>; Frierson,Henry T <hfrierson@ufl.edu>; 

vjoh nson @ bennett.edu; rdkelley@ history.ucla.edu 

Op-Ed of Interest 

Hello All, 

I write to share with you a recent op-ed by fellow advisory board member, Robin Kelley, on the transition of UCLA’s AFAM program to department status and the deserved and 

central place that the broader field holds within the larger university. It’s an important contribution to an ongoing discussion. 
http://dai~ybruin.c~m/2~:[4/~2/~5/submissi~n-afr~-american-studies-has-right-t~-be-department/ 

Thanks and congratulations, Robin. 

Best, 

Karla 

Karla SIocum, Ph.D. 

Director, Institute of African American Research 

Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology 

University of North Carolina 

Sonya Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road, Suite 309 

CB#3393 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3~.2~5 

(919)843-1898 -voice 

(919)843-9407 -fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Elia, Jean Morton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JELIA] 

2/7/2014 7:56:54 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaNe (eunice)] 

Eunice-Jean meeting 

Eunice’s office 

2/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N 



Itinerary for 

Candidate for Director of Communications 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 

9:00 AM -- 9:20 AM 

9:20 AM -- 10:20 AM 

10:30 AM -- 11:00 AM 

11:00 AM -- 12:00 PM 

12:15 PM -- 1:45 PM 

2:30 PM -- 3:30 PM 

Search Committee 
Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Del Helton, Director of Donor Relations, The Arts and Sciences Foundation 
Mike McFarland, Director, University Relations 

Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean for Finance and Planning 

Ashley Memory, Assistant Director, Admissions 

Eunice Sahle, Chair, African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

205 5outh Building 

Search Committee 
205 South Building 

Departments 
Valerie Ashby, Chair, Chemistry 

Eunice Sahle, Chair, African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

Beverly Taylor, Chair, English and Comparative Literature 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean and Director, Student Success and Academic 
Counseling 

205 South Building 

Dean 
Karen Gil, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lunch with Arts & Sciences Communications Team 

Alexis Cline, Executive Assistant to the Dean 

Kim Spurr, Assistant Director of Communications 

Beth Lawrence, Multimedia Producer 

Dee Reid, Director of Communications 

Top o]~ the Hill 

Dean’s Leadership Team 

Kevin Guskiewicz, Senior Associate Dean for Natural Sciences 
Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Shontel Jung, Senior Director of Development, The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

Andy Lang, Director OASIS 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education 

Dee Reid, Director of Communications 



Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean for Fine Arts and Humanities 

205 South Building 

3:30 PM -- 4:15 PM Campus Communicators 
Thania Benios, Health and Science Editor, University Development 

Patty Courtright, Director of Internal Communications, Editor of The University Gazette 

Karen McCall, Vice President, Public Affairs & Marketing, School of Medicine 

Karen Moon, Director of News Services, University Development 

Michael Schinelli, Chief Marketing Officer, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

David Pesci, Director of Communications, School of Public Health 
Katie Bowler Young, Director of Global Relations, UNC Global 
105 South Building 

4:30 PM -- 5:00 PM Search Committee 
205 South Building 



Panel One Film and Digital Media 

Parker Martin 

The Man, The Myth, The Legend: Lucas Beauchamp aka Bigfoot 

This paper compares the character Lucas Beauchamp in the 1949 Problem People film "Intruder in the 

Dust" to a paranormal creature, more specifically Bigfoot. I found sources that prove that individuals 

during the early 20th century believed in paranormal creatures and after I have established the 

possibility of such a creature being placed within a 1940’s film I discuss why I believe Beauchamp is 

"Bigfoot" whether it be his disassociation with other Blacks and "Others" in the film, his association with 

the wilderness, and his animalistic characteristics among other things. One of the many examples that I 

provide in my paper is when Lucas, a Black man in 1940’s Mississippi, ventures out into the forest at 

night when he has trouble sleeping. 

Miles Owens 
A Way Out -The Battle for Racial Impartiality and Social Mobility in America: 

A Critical Analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) 

This project is an analysis of Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s film, No Way Out (1950), staring Sidney Poitier. The 

bulk of the analysis deals with the ways in which the film uses its four central characters as allegorical 

devices to frame out the battle over the future of racism and social mobility for marginalized peoples in 

America. First, the paper explores the ways in which one of the film’s protagonists - Dr. Dan Wharton - 

represents a tenuous vision of racial impartiality in America. Subsequently, the paper suggests that the 

film’s antagonist - Ray Biddle - embodies the U.S.’ racially and socio-economically sectionalized past 

and present. Finally, the paper discusses the ways in which Poitier’s character - Dr. Luther Brooks - and 

Biddle’s ex-wife, Eddie, embody the yet undecided future of racism in 1950’s America. The remainder of 

the paper concerns the final ten minutes of the film, in which Mankiewicz may be figuratively suggesting 

that even the most bigoted members of American society can be redeemed. 

Olivia Dorsey 

Preserving Memories: Digitizing the Family Histories of Franklin, North Carolina 

Information Science Major/African American Studies Minor 

I travelled to Franklin, NC during the summer of 2013 in order to visit with individuals who were willing 

to talk to me about their time in their hometown of Franklin and share with me their old family 

photographs. This included employees at the Macon County Historical Society, librarians at the Macon 

County Public Library, and various members of the community. Through these meetings, I was able to 

learn about several aspects of the town’s African American history and I was able to scan at least 500 

photographs, which ranged from the 1820s to the 1980s. For my project, I created an online digital 

collection that would focus on preserving the older and more damaged photos from the 1860s to the 

1940s and that would also highlight the content from the interviews that I held. Today, the digital 

collection can be found on FranklinMemories.com. 



Panel Two 21St Century Scrambles 

Conner Rosenow & Nikki Fernandes 
The 21st Century Scramble for Timber in Cameroon 

The current scramble for Africa, also termed the 21St scramble for Africa, is a fascinating concept 

that illustrates how valuable markets, land, and natural resources are eagerly sought after by numerous 

nations. Historically, Africa and her land was a territory divided up by Western powers and resources 

were extracted through harsh colonial rule. Nowadays, the scramble has evolved into an entirely new 
dimension. The 21~ century now includes actors such as China, India, Russia, Brazil, the Middle East, and 

some Asian nations. Not only does this show the growing pressure of capitalist markets but it also shows 

how fervent and willing companies are to take advantage of Africa and her peoples. This paper will 

discuss how these multinational corporations are damaging Cameroon’s forests through illegal logging 
practices during the 21~t century scramble for timber. The situation in Cameroon embodies a lot of the 

issues that other African nations face such as environmental degradation, human rights abuses, 

corruption of the government and companies, and the inability to develop economically. 

Neil Sullivan 
Chinese Scramble for Wildlife: Poaching Crisis in Kenya 

The project "Poaching Crisis in Kenya" focuses on the root causes of the poaching practices 

shown today in Kenya. This is accomplished by referencing the history of Kenya’s policies on hunting and 

poaching, specifically how hunting regulations were largely ignored up to and including the 1980’s. Here, 

the need for policy change due to the dire nature of the situation is stressed. As an example, Kenya’s 

black rhinoceros population has been reduced to 620, when twenty years prior it totaled 20,000. The 

process of illegal transnational trade is a machine with three main constituents: initial suppliers, 

traffickers, and end users. The faces behind these links in the "chain of supply" for illegal animal parts 

will help fuel discussion on how to break the chain. Potential solutions to achieve this goal are offered, 

the most strongly advocated of which revolves around reducing the need of the Kenyan poacher to 

resort to illegal activity for a wage. 

Micaela Arneson 

The Scramble for Land in South Sudan 

Key among the elements of the 21~t century scramble for Africa is the scramble for land, 

a phenomenon often referred to as "land grabbing." Land is seen by many foreign investors as a 

valuable resource, a safe investment, is often "grabbed" under the pretext of infrastructure 

development, and typically has devastating consequences on local environments, industries, and 

political and social structures (Hall, 2011: 193-194). In this paper, I will further explore the characteristics 

and implications of land grabbing and explain how it differs from legitimate land investment deals. I will 

then investigate the land investment deal made in 2008 between Nile Trading and Development Inc. and 

the Mukaya Payam Cooperative in South Sudan; although the deal was intended to develop local 

infrastructure such as roads and schools, it is my contention that the contract was not mutually 

beneficial and instead constitutes a land grab made at the expense of local populations. 



Panel Three Comparative Approaches in African and Diaspora Studies 

Millie Robinson 
A Comparative Study on Illnesses of the Spirit: Senegalese and African-American Perspectives of Mental 

Illness 

This project analyzes and assesses the unique perspectives of mental illness between Senegalese 

culture/society, and that of African-Americans; including the perceived causes, symptoms, and 

treatments of mental disorders among both cultures. The findings of this project were that there is no 

significant difference between the two cultures with respect to ideals regarding mental illness. The main 

differences were found within the naming of disorders and some of the treatments. This research has 

further implications within the study of African and African-American Diaspora Studies due to the clear 

cultural aspects and ideals shared between the two societies, despite the evident geographical and 

temporal differences. 

ShaVonte’ Mills 
Which Shall We Choose? An Analysis of the Educational Philosophies of Anna Julia Cooper and 

Charlotte Hawkins Brown 

In his Narrative, Frederick Douglass revealed the self-evident truth that education was a gateway to 

freedom and education was ultimately a form a resistance. Vocational and liberal arts methods of 

education were incorporated by Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois in the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries. Anna Julia Cooper was a black principal of a liberal arts curriculum at M Street 

High School in Washington, D.C. from 1902 to 1906 and Charlotte Hawkins Brown was the founder of 

Palmer Memorial Institute, an industrial school that emphasized social graces, from 1902-1959. The 

importance of education was passed down in the African American community post emancipation and 

its relevance in the black community is famously highlighted in the educational debates of Washington 

and Du Bois. However, the focus on these two figures has overshadowed educators whose educational 

philosophies diverged from these two models. Cooper and Brown were two such educators. Through 

primary research, the purpose of this article is to remove Cooper and Brown out of the Washingtonian 

and Duboisan groups and acknowledge their originality in their philosophies. 

Annette Strom 
An Exploration of the Relationship of TIG Camps and Community Reconciliation in Post-Genocide 

Rwanda 

For a period of one hundred days beginning on April 7, 1994, a genocide against the Tutsi minority and 

related demonized groups was carried out across Rwanda and led by Hutu extremists. Characterized as a 

popular genocide, in which a large portion of the citizen population engaged in acts of genocide or 

genocide related crimes, a vast number of accused perpetrators emerged and flooded state prisons 

following the formal end of atrocities. Born of the need to find an alternate means of processing this 

overwhelming number of confessed and convicted actors in genocide and genocide-related crimes, 

Travaux d’lnt~r~t G~n~ral (TIG) was designed as an alternative to incarceration. Its intent was to engage 

certain sectors of the perpetrator population in public works and reconstruction projects with the goal 

of facilitating social restoration and peace-building. While attention has been given to the financial and 

developmental impacts of the variety of infrastructure improvement projects which tigistes have 

completed in diverse communities across the country, there is little conversation about the social 



impact of imposing TIG camps on communities. Since the creation of TIG, a wide variety of opinions 

have emerged regarding the function, success, and place of the alternative punitive measure in post- 

genocide Rwanda. This study investigates the relationship of TIG and the social health of communities 

in the post-genocide era, with particular attention paid to the process of reconciliation and unity- 

building within some of the most sensitive populations in Rwandan society. This exploration compares 

the concepts and realities of TIG as a tool for reconciliation between tigistes and the survivor 

communities with whom they work, and evaluates TIG’s function as a mechanism for facilitating social 

reconstruction in addition to infrastructure development in local communities. It also highlights the 

gaps or challenges in achieving these functions which have emerged and evolved over the program’s 

lifespan. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Socola, Donna Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DONNA MARIE SOCOLA (SOCOLA)0FE] 

3/10/2014 4:44:01 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)] 

Lunch (VC Washington and Dr. Sahle) 

Carolina Inn 

4/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 

4/10/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every weekday from 12:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 2/5/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Sahle, Eunice N 



https :iicccs. unc. eduips c/campu siEMPL OYEEiUNC_CSiciES TAB.. 

Instructor Schedule 

!13: SINAMENYE MUTIMA 

Term: 2142 20!4 Spring 

New Window ,%", HeIp 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

i Class Subject Catalog. Section Component Class -Rtle Start lime End qqme Meeting~_ Number 

13437 ISWAH :,404 i001 ILEC IKISWAHILI 4 9:00AM 9:50AMi MWF 

6445 ’.SWAH 404 002 iLEC iKISWAHILI 4 2:00PM! 2:50PM’. IMWF 

16447 iSWAH 406 001 !LEC KISWAHILI Vl i I:00PM I:50PM ’.MWF 

8200 SWAH 408 001 iLEC i SWAHILI LAC ~ 3:00PMi 3:50PM M 

~" Return to Search :~:~ Notify 

] of 2 3/17/2014 2:32 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pete Sigal <~psigal@duke.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 2:41 PM 

hi sto~@d uke .edu; hi sto~- t~ ulty@duke.edu; hi story- graduate s@duke.ed u; intl- d uncplas@duke.edu; Jacki e Wil son 

<jackJe.k.wilson@duke.edu-~; Chris Chia <christina.chia@duke.edu-~ 

TOMORROW: Margaret Randall is giving the Anne Scott Lectuie! 

2014 Scott Lecture Flyer Final.pdf 

She will be speaking at 4PIVl in the RichaM White Lecture Hall, ruth a reception to follow in the East Duke Parlors. For mo~e information about Margaret Randall, see 

her website: 

http://www.maxgare trandall .ot~/ 

Pete 

Pete Sign 

Professor of History 

Senior Editor, with Jocelyn OIcott and John D. French, Hispanic American Historical Review 

Director of Graduate Studies, Department of History, Duke University 



2014 ANNE FIROR SCOTT LECTURE 

Margaret Randall 
"How Poetry Illuminates my Understanding of History/ 

How History Draws Me to Poetry" 

March 18, 2014, 4:00PM 

(White 
Richard White Lecture Hall 

107, Duke University’s East Campus) 

Reception to follow in the East Duke Parlors 

Margaret Randall is an oral historian, poet, essayist and photographer, with more than 100 

books. She lived in Latin America (Mexico, Cuba, Nicaragua) from 1961 to 1984. She started 

doing oral history, mostly with women, in Cuba and continued in Nicaragua, Peru, and North 

Vietnam. When Randall returned to the US in 1984, the government ordered her deported under 

the 1952 McCarran-Walter Immigration and Nationality Act, alleging that some of her writing 

was "against the good order and happiness of the United States." At the 2014 Berkshire 

Conference on the History of Women, a panel of historians will celebrate forty years of her oral 

history work. Randall’s most recent book is Che on My Mind (a feminist poet’s reminiscences of 

Che Guevara). 

Co-sponsored by the Department of History, the Program in Women’s Studies, 
the Franklin Humanities Institute, the Department of Cultural Anthropology, and 
the Department of Romance Studies 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:37 PM 

Rad, Debbie <rad@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: 

Dear Debbie, 

Thanks for your email. 

or any other African languages and he was hired specifically hired to introduce and promote the 
teaching this langdage at’UNC. Here are the disciplines of other Assistant Professors: 

:l) Political Science 

2) Music 
3) Anthropology. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Fr~ra-" P, ad, Debbie 
Sent-’ Monday, March 24, 2014 3:36 PM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Lyles, Geri L; Weingarden, Ronit 
Subject: 

Hello: 

I filed the LCA but when I thought about it I am not sure that just because :that this is what makes him unique. Are there any other factors 

that make this position unique? I am sure there are other Assistant Professors in the department that teach other languages and how are they different from this 

position? Could you work with Geri and explain a little bit more as to how this position is unique as opposed to the other positions in the department with this 

same title. 

Debbie Rad 

International Student and Scholar Advisor International Student and Scholar Services University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

2004 FedEx Global Education Center - CB 5240 (Corner of Pittsboro and McCauley Streets) Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5240 

Phone: (919} 962-1547- Direct -New Number 

Fax: (919) 962-4282 

htt ’/~, Iobal.unc~edu isss 

Walk-in Office Hours: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm 

Telephone Inquires: 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 

Appointments by request: Please send an e-mail to schedule an appointment. 

~ ~ cid:image003.png@011 CF12AA.0B8B69E0 

Follow us on twitter a~d facebook: 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any 
unauthorized review-, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail a~d dest~’oy all copies of the 
original message. ~;h~xd~ you. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

Fall Commencement 

12/19/2010 5:00:00 AM 
12/20/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

Winter Holiday 

12/24/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/25/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

Winter Holiday 

12/27/2010 5:00:00 AM 

12/28/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/30/2010 5:00:00 AM 
12/31/2010 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

New Year’s Day 

12/31/2010 5:00:00 AM 

I/1/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

Classes Begin 

1/10/2011 5:00:00 AM 

1/11/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

1/17/2011 5:00:00 AM 

1/18/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

22/19/2020 6:26:40 AM 

Spring Break 

3/4/2022 5:00:00 AM 

3/15/2022 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 

Begins Friday March 4th at 5:00 p.m. Classes resume Monday March 14th at 8:00 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

Spring Holiday 

4/22/2011 4:00:00 AM 

4/23/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:40 AM 

Classes End 

4/27/2011 4:00:00 AM 

4/28/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

Spring Commencement 

5/8/2011 4:00:00 AM 

5/9/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

Memorial Day 

5/30/2011 4:00:00 AM 

5/31/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

Independence Day 

7/4/2011 4:00:00 AM 

7/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

Labor Day 

9/5/2011 4:00:00 AM 

9/6/2011 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

Thanksgiving 

11/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 

11/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

Thanksgiving 

11/25/2011 5:00:00 AM 

11/26/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

Winter Holiday 

12/23/2011 5:00:00 AM 

12/24/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

Winter Holiday 

12/26/2011 5:00:00 AM 

12/27/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2010 6:16:41 AM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/30/2011 5:00:00 AM 
12/31/2011 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

[UNC Automated Calendar Event] 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/2/2012 12:31:06 PM 

Spring Break 

3/2/2012 5:00:00 AM 

3/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 2, 2012 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 12 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=TAFFYE BENSON CLAYTON (TAFFYE)C7B] 

4/19/2012 7:49:41 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Hildebrand, Reginald F [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Reginald F 

Hildebrand (hildebra)] 

Lunch Meeting/Dr. Sahle & Dr. Hildebrand 

The Carolina Inn 

4/27/2012 4:00:00 PM 

4/27/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Sable, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:02 PM 

Spring Commencement 

5/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

5/14/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:02 PM 

Memorial Day 

5/28/2012 4:00:00 AM 

5/29/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:02 PM 

Independence Day 

7/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

7/5/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:02 PM 

Classes Begin 

8/21/2012 4:00:00 AM 

8/22/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:02 PM 

Labor Day 

9/3/2012 4:00:00 AM 

9/4/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:02 PM 

University Day 

10/12/2012 4:00:00 AM 

10/13/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Classes cancelled during ceremony 10 a.m.-1 p.m 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:03 PM 

Fall Break 

10/17/2012 4:00:00 AM 
10/23/2012 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins October 17 (5 p.m.); classes resume at 8 a.m. October 22 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:03 PM 

Thanksgiving 

11/22/2012 5:00:00 AM 

11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:03 PM 

Thanksgiving 

11/23/2012 5:00:00 AM 

11/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:03 PM 

Classes End 

12/5/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/6/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:03 PM 

Fall Comencement 

12/16/2012 5:00:00 AM 
12/17/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:03 PM 

Winter Holiday 

12/24/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:03 PM 

Winter Holiday 

12/25/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:04 PM 

Winter Holiday 

12/26/2012 5:00:00 AM 

12/27/2012 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:04 PM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/31/2012 5:00:00 AM 
1/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:04 PM 

New Year’s Day 

I/1/2013 5:00:00 AM 

I/2/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:04 PM 

Classes Begin 

I/9/2013 5:00:00 AM 

1/10/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:04 PM 

Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday 

1/21/2013 5:00:00 AM 

1/22/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/11/2012 9:36:04 PM 

Spring Break 

3/8/2013 5:00:00 AM 

3/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

Begins March 8, 2013 (5 p.m.); classes resume 8 a.m. March 18 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCDefaultEvents]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https://my.ad.unc.edu/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Andrews, Wendy Newton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WAAN DREW] 

10/4/2012 8:11:56 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Hogan, Vijaya K [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vijaya K Hogan 

(vhogan)]; Allmendinger, Carolyn M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Carolyn]; Thornsvard, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Katiet]; Thomas, Sharon H [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sharon H Thomas 

(sholmes)]; Donahue, Katrina E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kdonahue]; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nsheppar] 

Bridge Lunch 

Spanky’s 

10/22/2012 4:00:00 PM 

10/22/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

AIImendinger, Carolyn M; Hogan, Vijaya K; Thomas, Sharon H; SaNe, Eunice N; Thornsvard, Katie; Sheppard Lynch, 

Nikkia Sharae; Donahue, Katrina E 

I hope Spanky’s is okay with everyone. If not, please suggest another alternative. 

I thought it would be great if we could get a quiet atmosphere. 

See ya tomorrow! 

And remember we need to do assemble our gift (make a bracklet - beads we picked out) so we could do our exchange 

to another sister this weekend. 

Thanks, 
Wendy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/28/2013 2:48:27 AM 

Spring Holiday 

3/29/2013 4:00:00 AM 

3/30/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/28/2013 2:48:27 AM 

Memorial Day 

5/27/2013 4:00:00 AM 

5/28/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/28/2013 2:48:27 AM 

Independence Day 

7/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

7/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/28/2013 2:48:27 AM 

Labor Day 

9/2/2013 4:00:00 AM 

9/3/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/28/2013 2:48:27 AM 

Thanksgiving 

11/28/2013 5:00:00 AM 

11/30/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/28/2013 2:48:28 AM 

Winter Holiday 

12/24/2013 5:00:00 AM 

12/27/2013 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays20l 3]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/28/2013 2:48:28 AM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/31/2013 5:00:00 AM 
1/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

4/26/2013 3:44:19 PM 

Nordstrom Cafe Bistro 

4/29/2013 2:00:00 PM 

4/29/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Commencement meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

4/26/2013 4:08:45 PM 

Subject: Mentoring meeting 

Location: Carolina Inn 

Start: 4/29/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/29/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Mentoring for Seek 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

5/22/2013 9:00:46 PM 

UNC - 

5/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

5/23/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

6/3/2013 7:20:39 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; McHale, Tammy J I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Guskiewicz, Kevin M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Owen, 

Bobbi A I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob]; Ashby, Valerie S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, 

Donald T [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle (dlysle)]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Aldrich, 

Howard E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)]; Taylor, Geraldine [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gtaylor]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

205 South Conference 

9/17/20:13 5:30:00 PM 

9/17/20:13 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Owen, Bobbi A 

(owenbob@unc.edu); Ashby, Valerie S; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Woodard, Harold; Aldrich, Howard E; 

Taylor, Geraldine; Sahle, Eunice N 

This will be the first meeting of the Deans’ Advisory Committee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=NSH EPPAR] 

6/7/2013 6:29:54 PM 

Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nsheppar]; Thornsvard, Katie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Katiet]; Allmendinger, Carolyn M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Carolyn]; Hogan, 

Vijaya K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vijaya K Hogan (vhogan)]; Donahue, Katrina E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kdonahue]; SaMe, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Thomas, Sharon H [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sharon H Thomas 

(sholmes)]; Andrews, Wendy Newton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Waandrew] 

Bridges Lunch 

Top of the Hill 

6/13/2013 4:15:00 PM 

6/13/2013 5:45:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Thornsvard, Katie; AIImendinger, Carolyn M; Hogan, Vijaya K; Donahue, Katrina E; SaNe, Eunice N; Thomas, Sharon 

H; Andrews, Wendy Newton 

Hi Ladies, 

Unfortunately, we did not have a date where everyone was available. This lunch is scheduled when the most people 

indicated that they would be available. Please confirm that you are attending by accepting this meeting on your 

calendar. I will adjust our reservation accordingly, if needed. The reservation is for 12:15 under Nikkia or BRIDGES the 

table will be available around 12noon. 

Lunch Menu: 
http://toporestaurant.com/restaurant/menu 

I look forward to seeing you next week. 

Nikkia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=STEPHEN BARBER (SGBARBER)] 

6/11/2013 3:04:02 PM 

Barber, Stephen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Stephen Barber (sgbarber)]; Yaqub, Nadia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nadia Yaqub 

(yaqub)]; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Martin23]; Stefanie Schwemlein { ~gmail.com) 

~gmail.com) I        ~gmail.com]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Coclanis, Peter A 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Coclanis]; 

Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Resendes] 

Working group on study abroad experiences related to water 

Battle Hall Faculty Lounge, 3rd Floor 

6/24/2013 5:00:00 PM 

6/24/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Yaqub, Nadia; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; Stefanie Schwemlein ( @gmail.com) I ~gmail.com); 

Barber, Stephen; Sahle, Eunice N; Coclanis, Peter A (coclanis@unc.edu); Strauss, Ronald P4 Cooper, Nelia Resendes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Thomas, Sharon H [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SHARON H THOMAS (SHOLMES)] 

6/17/2013 12:19:55 PM 

Thomas, Sharon H [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sharon H Thomas (sholmes)]; Thornsvard, Katie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Katiet]; 

Allmendinger, Carolyn M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Carolyn]; Hogan, Vijaya K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Vijaya K Hogan (vhogan)]; Donahue, Katrina E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kdonahue]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Andrews, Wendy 

Newton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Waandrew]; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nsheppar] 

Subject: BRIDGES Lunch 

Location: Top of the Hill 

Start: 10/21/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/21/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Thornsvard, Katie; AIImendinger, Carolyn M; Hogan, Vijaya K; Donahue, Katrina E; Sahle, Eunice N; Andrews, Wendy 

Newton; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 

Hello UNC Bridges Sisters, 

It looks like the date that works best for the majority of us is Monday, October 22st at 12:00pro at Top of the Hill. 

Hopefully we’re able to schedule an end-of-semester or Happy New Year fellowship time that works for everyone! 

Take care, 

Sharon 

Sharon Thomas, MSW 

Assistant Dean, Recruitment, Admissions & Financial Aid 

School of Social Work 
Universit:y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

325 Pittsboro St,, CB 3550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.3550 

Office: (919) 962-4367 

Fax: (919) 843-.8562 

sharon thomas@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

6/18/2013 2:27:34 PM 

Subject: Appointment 

Location: Chapel Hill 

Start: 7/8/2013 1:15:00 PM 

End: 7/8/2013 2:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

6/18/2013 2:27:38 PM 

Subject: Professional appointment 

Location: Durham 

Start: 6/25/2013 11:30:00 AM 

End: 6/25/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

6/21/2013 12:15:56 PM 

Subject: IT meeting 

Location: Battle Hall 

Start: 6/24/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 6/24/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

6/21/2013 12:22:38 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 101 Battle Hall 

Start: 6/24/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 6/24/2013 4:35:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

6/21/2013 12:24:30 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Battle Hall 

Start: 6/24/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 6/24/2013 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

7/17/2013 12:32:21 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 101 Battle Hall 

Start: 7/30/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7/30/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

7/17/2013 12:34:44 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

ASA Presentation 

Marriott Baltimore - Kent B 

Start: 11/21/2013 I:30:00 PM 

End: 11/21/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

8/4/2013 7:42:38 PM 

Subject: IAAR meeting 

Location: Stone Center 

Start: 8/12/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 8/12/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

9/10/2013 3:12:08 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

You’re Invited ~ Faculty Fellows Luncheon Sept. 20 

108 Battle Lane 

Start: 9/16/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/17/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LAURIE J TEXTOR (LJTEXTOR)6FO] 

9/18/2013 12:39:51 PM 

Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; SaMe, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Howell, Tia N. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN--REClPIENTS/CN=ThowelI] 

Meeting on departmental processes 

202B Abernathy Hall 

9/18/2013 1:30:00 PM 

9/18/2013 2:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N; Howell, Tia N. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

CAS_Chron DDD [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS - CHAIRS ARCHIVES689] 

10/10/2013 1:59:36 PM 

CAS_Chron DDD [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS- Chairs Archives689]; CAS_Chron DDD [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS_Chron 

DDDbdd]; CAS_Chron Mgrs [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=CAS_Chron Mgrs407] 

Staffing Workload Due 5 pm 

10/25/2013 4:00:00 AM 

10/26/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Free 

Required 

Attendees: 

CAS_Chron DDD; CAS_Chron Mgrs 

Staffing Workload 

open; Report Du... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yurco, Laura <laura~urco@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:28 PM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edu"~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-dd&~unc.edu>; Pugh, Nicole Fontaine <npugh@email.unc.edu> 

Staffing Worldoad open; Report Due October 25th 

StM’fingWorkload-QuickReference Guide 10-1-13.docx 

This message is being sent to all managers in the College of Arts and Sciences, and copied FYI to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

The Dean’s Office has opened the Staffing Workload system for the fiscal year 2012/2013 reports. Academic departments and curricula must submit their 

reports by Friday, October 25, 2013; making sure that the system remainder equals the carryover (shown on the "Save & Spend" report). If you do not think 

that you will not be able to meet the deadline, then please email me to request an extension. 

Programs, centers, and units in Undergraduate Education do not need to use the Staffing Workload system. 

The remainder of this message includes details on the purpose of the system, the training schedule, and how to get help. Please contact me with 

questions. 

Purpose of the System 

The Staffing Workload System tracks the workload of your faculty and the sources and uses of your instructional. After entering unit funding, faculty salary 

savings (buy-outs and leaves), and adjusting course workloads, you must make sure that your carryover equals the remainder of the system, which also 

reconciles to FRS. 

Training Schedule 

We will offer training for the Staffing Workload report during the following dates and times - all meetings will take place in 307 Health Sciences Library. I 

highly recommend you attend to see and hear about our new enhancements that will make filling out and reviewing these reports much easier. 

¯ Formal training: 

o Monday, October 7, 2:00-4:00pro - please RSVP to Nicole Pugh npugh@ernail.unc.edu 

o Tuesday, October 8, 2:00-4:00pro - please RSVP to Nicole Pugh npugh@emaiLunc.edu 

Help with the System and Your Report 

instead of drop-in sessions, if you have questions feel free to email, call, submit a Remedy ticket or schedule one-on-one help with your budget analyst. 

Departments and curricula must submit their reconciled report by October 25 or email me to request an extension. 

Also, please refer to the attached sheet for general information about the system and what to do. 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Yurco, M BA 

Assistant Dean for Finance 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone {919) 962-9275 

Fax (919) 843-3531 



Staffing Workload System Quick Reference Sheet 

Purpose: Why fill out the report? 

The Staffing Workload system contains important information regarding your instructional expenses: 

¯ Record of teaching responsibilities for faculty and instructors on state funds 

¯ Sources & uses of instructional funding 

¯ Provides the course data for each instructor and faculty member 

¯ The Dean’s Office uses the data when performing an instructional budget review (every 5 years or when you 

request additional instructional funding) 

Steps to successfully complete your staffing workload report 

Please check the following to ensure that you have completed all of the steps necessary for your report: 

1. Carryover = Remainder - Check that both amounts are equal on the "Save & Spend" report 

2. Course Duplicates Report - This report lists who taught each course; add a comment on the faculty/instructor 

page to explain any exceptions from the rules below: 

a. Only one primary instructor per section 

b. TAs & IAs should have 50-60 students per section; add comment on the page for the instructor of record 

c. Recitations should only occur for courses with larger enrollments 

3. PERM/EPAworkload- does FTE = the number of courses taught? If not then add a buyout/leave or comment 

a. Please check to ensure fixed term faculty and tenure track faculty’s workload meets your department’s 

standard in the assigned course section plus any admin appointment and savings. If it does not (ie: the 

number is lower or higher) ensure that the classes are assigned correctly. If they are assigned correctly 

please include a comment explaining why. General worldoad guidelines are as follows: 

i. Fixed Term (3-3) 

ii. Tenure-Track (2-2, 1-2, or 1-1) 

4. Instr Spending workload - make sure that they taught the correct # of courses for the stipend paid and their FTE 

is correct (1.0 FTE = full course load). (Please refer to 3a for additional workload details). 

A. Unit Funding: Sources of your instructional budget in addition to permanent allocation 

You can check the 02X transactions from the fiscal year to find any additions/reductions in your budget 

¯ Dean’s Office funding automatically loads into the system. These transfers come from our commitments records 

¯ You must enter funding from/to other departments, including budget cuts 

B. Savings and Expenses: Chair, Perm EPA, and Instructional sections 

The chart below explains what you need to enter for each employee type 

Check course workload** 

Enter buyouts/leaves 

...L~.n2~.~.s.!g.n..~.0~ ~.~e.s..n.0~..�.~.~.~!.l~t.!n.g.~. v~.~.~k!.~.~d ............................................ 

x 
(must equal FTE) 

x 
(course wkld = FTE = amount paid) 

Wednesday, November 02, 2011 



(example: Doctoral Thesis, recitations, 

dissertations) 

*Please send a Remedy ticket if the courses are missing; OASIS can research the issue and potentially add courses on the back-end. 

**See estimated workload on detail reports to ensure correct courses are assigned and unassigned 

C. Reports: Review your changes and prepare to submit the report 

Please review these reports at a minimum: 

Course Duplicates - check for multiple instructors on the same course (& un-assign), comments needed for small 

enrollments with recitations 

Save & Spend - does the remainder = the carryover amount on this report? If not then you have left out Unit 

Funding or Faculty buyouts/leaves 

No Course Work - add a comment on the faculty/instructors page with the reason they did not teach 

= Teacher of record-Ensure rank is correct and inactive employees are appointed correctly 

When you have finished checking your data, then hit submit! Don’t forget to have the chair review after you submit! 



A AH J AI C                         D E F {3 H    I    J I( L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z AA AB AC ADAEAF 
Student Enrollment Data on Selectied Languages Taught at African Stududies NRCs at Various Levels of Instruction 

Wolof 

Boston U 

Harvard* ............. 
Penn 

Swahili 

40i 28 Indiana 

"~!L 34 .FJ..°!L~ 

~.e.~.~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Berkeley 

~ale 

Harvard* 

Penn 
~ 

9 

Note: *Harvard’s course numbering system does not readily allow one to distinguish between levels of instruction. These numbers are estimates. 

Note: # Ohio University ~s on a trimester system. For purposes of compar~sion I used only enrollment information from the ~st and 3rd trimesters. 

Note: No data was available for Michigan State. Data was not collected for summer school enrollments nor for non-standard advanced language courses. 

Note: ~No data was avadable for the shaded areas. 

........... ............. 

~ T 61~ 229 

~ 

~ ~ 166 87 

i i 133 133 

....... f....~ 



Number of Languages Taught and Depth of Instruction at Africa National Resource Centers 2007-2012 

The following information was collected from http://www.nrcweb.org/. Only courses which were 

taught and for which there was actual reported enrollment have been included. 

The following chart compares the number of languages taught through various levels of instruction at 

African Studies National Resources Centers from 2007-2012. 

Institution Number of languages Number of languages Number of languages 

taught at any level taught through taught though 
Intermediate (2nd year) advanced (3rd year) 

Harvard U 20 No data No data 

U of Florida 16 9 3 

Boston U 10 5 3 

U of Pennsylvania 9 8 3 

Indiana U* 8 6 6 

U of Wisconsin 7 6 4 

Ohio U 7 6 4 

U of Kansas* 6 5 3 

Yale U 5 4 4 

UC Berkeley 5 4 2 

UNC-CH 4 4 2 

MSU No data No data No data 

Average 8.8 S.7 3.2 

* Does not include courses for which the language and level were not indicated. 

Language offerings at Africa National Resource Centers 2007-2012 
The number following each language indicates the highest level in terms of semesters of study (or the 

equivalent). This is a measure of the depth to which a specific language is taught at a given institution. 

Numbers indicating instruction higher than the advanced level (6) are estimates. 

University of North Carolina: 

Arabic: 7 

Swahili: 6 
Lingala: 4 

Wolof: 4 

University of Pennsylvania 

Amharic: 6 

Twi: 6 

Yoruba: 6 
Igbo: 5 

Swahili: 4 
Tigrinya: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Zulu: 4 

Afrikaans: 2 

Boston University: 

Wolof: 8 

Arabic: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Hausa: 5 

Zulu: 4 

Amharic: 2 
Kinyarwanda: 2 

Chichewa: 1 

Pular: 1 

Twi: 1 

Xhosa: 1 

Ohio University 

Akan: 6 

Arabic: 6 



Swahili: 6 
Tigrinya: 6 

Wolof: 4 

Somali: 4 

Zulu: 2 

Wisconsin 

Arabic: 6 

Yoruba: 6 
Lang. of West Africa (?): 6 

Lang. of South Arica (?): 6 

Swahili: 5 

Xhosa: 4 

Twi: 2 

University of Florida 

Arabic: 8 

Akan: 6 

Swahili: 6 

¥oruba: 5 
Igbo: 4 

Setswana: 4 

Somali: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Xhosa: 4 

Amharic: 3 

Hausa: 2 

Pulaar: 2 

Zulu: 2 
Ejagham: 2 

Fante: 1 

Nigerian Pidgin: :1 

Yale University 

Arabic: 7 

Swahili: 7 

Yoruba: 7 

Zulu: 6 

Akkadian: 2 

Indiana University: 

Arabic: 8 

Akan: 6 

Bamana: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Wolof: 6 

Zulu: 6 
Middle Egyptian: 2 

Demotic: 1 
Elementary African Languages (?) 

Tutorial Instruction in Foreign Languages (?) 

Advanced Individual Study of an African 

Language (?) 

University of California-Berkeley 

Arabic: 6 

Swahili: 6 

Chichewa: 4 

Wolof: 4 

Zulu: 2 

University of Kansas 

Arabic: 8 

Swahili: 8 

Wolof: 6 

Amharic: 4 

Hausa: 4 

Afrikaans: 1 
Directed Language Study (?) 

Harvard University: Harvard uses a 

nonstandard course numbering system which 

makes it difficult to ascertain the depth to 

which these languages are taught. 

Amharic 

Bamanankan 
Cape Verdean Creole 

Chichewa 
Gikuyu 

Hausa 

Igbo 

Ibibio 
Kinyarawanda 

Luganda 

Somali 
Tigrinya 

Wolof 

Zulu 

Krio 

Setswana 

Shona 

Swahili 

Twi 

Yoruba 

Michigan State University: No data available 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 10:51 AM 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Strizheus, Yulia <ystrizh@email.unc.edtv~; Sal~le, Eunice N <eanice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

benchinarldng african languages.xlsx; African language benchmark.docx 

Dear Jonathan and Eunice, 

I have benchmarked our African language program against those of other National Resource Centers in African Smdies. What I have found is interesting and could be 

usefifl for our meeting this Thursday. The attached Word document compares Africa NRC programs in terms of number of languages taught and depth of instruction. 
The Excel sheet compares the programs in terms of student enrollment. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambe(t, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropolo~- 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Ha(tlyn, Jonathan 

Sere: Monday, October 21, 2013 10:45 AM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia; Lambert, Michael C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subj ect: I~E: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Eunice and Mike, Thank you for your fle~bilily, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean tbr Social Sciences and 
Global Progran~s, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckli~rd Prot~ssor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu mailto:haxtl5 n@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

F~om: Strizheus, Yulia 

Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 10:28 AM 

To: Lambert. Michael C; Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolof and Atiican languages generally 

This email confim~s we are now rescheduled for Thursday, October 24 at 4pm in Jonathan’s office in 205 South. 

Best, 
Yulia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 

Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 10:08 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; Sable, Eunice N 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@anc.edu<mailto:haJ~Jyn@anc.edu>) 

Subj ect: RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

Would you have any objection to moving this ,neeting up to 1 lam on Tuesch>; October 22? Jonathan has been asked to join another meeting in the building during the 

time we’d set aside tbr you, below. 

If that time doesn’t work, here are all of our rescheduling possibilities ne~ week: 



Tuesday, October 22 

10am- 12pm 

Thnrsday, October 24 

4 - 5 pm 

Friday, October 25 

4 - 5 pm 

Best, 
Yulia 

From: Strizheu~ Yulia 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:15 PM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; Sable, Eunice N 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subj ect: I~E: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email confirms your meeting with Jonathan on Tnesday. October 22 l]’om 1-2pm in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s ready; if you’d like to email me enrollment data for AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 1 can make copies for eveuone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Stfzheus, Yulia 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 8:51 AM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolofand African languages generally 

Mike and Etmice, 

Jonathan has a hold on his calendar for the day of October 21 for a possible event can we schedule for October 22 -24 instead? Do t]~e following times work for 

you.’? 

Tuesday, October 22 

10am-2:30pm 

Wednesday, October 23 

1-2pm 

Thursday, October 24 

1-2:30pro 

Best, 
Yulia 

From: La~nbert, Michael C 

Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 11:39 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolofand African languages generally 

Dear Eunice, Jonathan, and Yulia, 

Postponing the meeting is fine with me. As of now I have a fairly open schedule on Mon Oct 21 and wonld be able to meet at the same time on that date. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lamberk Ph.D. 
Director; African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Afi-ican Studies and Anthropology 
U~five~i~ ofNortk Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sere: Friday, October 04, 2013 7:10 AM 

To: Stfizheus, Yulia; Lan~bert, Michael C 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: Meeting: Wolofand African languages generaJly 

Dea Y ulia~ 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Give my travel to Nairobi as of this Sunday, can we postpone this meeting to the week after Fall break? I will be tack in the office on Monday Oct. 21. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Stfizheus, Yulia 

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Lanbert~ Michael C 
Cc: Hal~tlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: Wolof and Afiican languages generally 

AlL 

I’ve rescheduled this meeting for Monday, October 7 from 12- lpm in the 205 South Building conference room. I’ll update the Outlook invite now. 

Best, 

Yulia 

Frotn: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:59 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: ~Volof and African languages generally 

Dear Yulia 

Yes. 

Thanks. 

guNce 

On Sep 25, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu<mailto:ystrizh@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Eunice, can you do 12- lpm on Monday, October 7? 

Yulia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:07 PM 

To: St~Jaeu~ Yulia 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Wolof and Ati-ican languages generally 

Dea Yulia, Oct 7 will work for me. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
As~ciate Prot~ssor of Ali-ican Studies and Anthropolo~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx GlobaJ Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 24, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu<mailto:ystrizh@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Mike and Eunice, 

Jonathan will no longer be able to be in the office the afternoon of Friday, October 4. Can you still meet with Nm on Monday, October 7 from 12-1 pm? If so, I’ll 



update the Outlook invite. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Strzheus, Yulia 

Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:42 AM 

To: Lambert. Michael C; Sable, Eunice N 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: ~Volof and African languages generally 

Mike and Eunice, 

This email contirms your meeting ruth Jonathan on Friday, October 4 t?om 2:30-3:30pm in the 205 South cont~rence room. I’ll send Outlook invites shortly. 

When it’s read~; if you’d like to email tne enrolhnent data for AY 2011/12, AY 2012,/13 and Fall 2013 1 can make copies for eve~?lone in advance. 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: ~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 7:44 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 

Cc: Strzheu~ Yulia 

Subject: Re: Wolof and Ati-ican languages generally 

Deax Yulia, 

Of the ti~nes Eunice lis~ted I an~ available: 

Friday Oct. 4 2-5 pm 

Monday Oct. 7 12-1 pro. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

As~ciate Prot~ssor of Afi-ican Studies and Anthropolo~ 
Unive~si~ ofNort~ Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Cmnpus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 2:22 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <~eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice@emafil.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Deax Yulia, 

Thanks for your emaJl. I mn available on either of these days and times: 

Friday, October 4 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, October 7 

10am- 1 pm 

3: 30 - 5 pm 

Best wisbes, 

Eunice 

From: Strizheus~ Yulia 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 9:39 AM 

To: Lan~be~t, Michael C; Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Wolof and African languages generally 

Michael and Eunice, 

Jonathan’s calendar is pretty booked up September 25-27 ruth Boa~l of Trustees and the Fall Global Board Meeting and then he is traveling part of the follomng 



week. How do these dates in early October look? 

Thursday, October 3 

11:30am- 12:30pm 

2:15-3pm 

Friday, October 4 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, October 7 
10am- 1 pm 
3: 30 - 5 pm 

Tuesday, October 8 

10am- 12pm 

Best, 

Yulia 

From: La~bert, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:21 AM 

To: Stfizheus. Yulia 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Wolof mad African languages generally 

Dear Yulia, Later next week might work better as I will be in WasNngton for the Title VI meetings in the early part of the week. At these meetings I expect there will 

be discussions on how positions tbr lm~guage instructors can be incorporated into our proposals. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambe~t, Ph.D. 

Director, Africm~ Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropolo~- 

Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu--~ma~lto:ystrizh@em~fil.unc.edu:~> wrote: 

Good morning Michael and Eunice, 

What does your availabili~ look like during the follomng ti~neffaa~es? Do you m~ticil~te having the below-mentioned eraollment dam in time for the meeting? 

Thursday, September 19 

10am- 1 pm 

3-4:30pm 

Friday, September 20 

10am- 11:30am 

2 - 5 pm 

Monday, September 23 

3:30-5pm 

Tuesday, September 24 

1 lain- 12pro 

Please let me know if you’d prefer to meet later next week. 

Best, 

Ynlia 

From: La~bert, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:54 AM 

To: Hartly~ Jonathm~ 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Strizheus, Yulia 

Subject: Re: Wolof mad African languages generally 



Jonathan, Yes, fl~is meeting will be ve~ useful. Plea~ do have Yulia contact us about possible meeting times. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Proibssor of Afficm~ Studies m~d Anthropology 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <ha(tlyn@unc.edu<mailto:hartlyn@unc.edu>> wrote: 

Michael and Eunice, As we geax up liar maoflaer round of Title VI funding, I thought it would be useful for the 3 of us to sit down and think through la~guage programs 

and ei~rollments liar the next round. I could have Yulia ~t up a meeting at a mutually convenient ~6me. 

It would be most productive if we had enrollment data for say AY 2011/12, AY 2012/13 and Fall 2013 (Eunice, ca~ you a~sk your stafl’to gather that?). 

Thanks! Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan HaxtJyn 

The University of No~h Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Recld’ord Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hat tlyn@unc.edu <m~lto:hartlyn@~mc.edu> 

Ottice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



A AH J AI C                         D E F {3 H    I    J I( L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z AA AB AC ADAEAF 
Student Enrollment Data on Selectied Languages Taught at African Stududies NRCs at Various Levels of Instruction 

Wolof 

Boston U 

Harvard* ............. 
Penn 

Swahili 

40i 28 Indiana 

"~!L 34 .FJ..°!L~ 

~.e.~.~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Berkeley 

~ale 

Harvard* 

Penn 
~ 

9 

Note: *Harvard’s course numbering system does not readily allow one to distinguish between levels of instruction. These numbers are estimates. 

Note: # Ohio University ~s on a trimester system. For purposes of compar~sion I used only enrollment information from the ~st and 3rd trimesters. 

Note: No data was available for Michigan State. Data was not collected for summer school enrollments nor for non-standard advanced language courses. 

Note: ~No data was avadable for the shaded areas. 

........... ............. 

~ T 61~ 229 

~ 

~ ~ 166 87 

i i 133 133 

....... f....~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia -4’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:48 PM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlaJnbert@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ha~ly~ Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting: Wolof and Afi-ican languages generally 

Thanks guys, I’ll move the Outlook appointment again to Friday at 1 lam, and I’ll make a note that Mike will be a few minutes late. :) 

Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 3:32 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolofand African languages generally 

Yulia, I will be available from 11-12. I roll be coming from class ,so I might be a few minutes late. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Can~pus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx GlobaJ~ Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:56 PM 

To: Lambert, Michael C 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Jonathan is open 9am- 12pm this Friday too. Mike, are you? 

Yulia 

Frown: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:50 PM 

To: Snizhens, Yulia 

Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Lan~bert, Michael C 

Subject: Meeting: Wolof and African languages generally 

Importance: High 

Dear Yulia, 

Utffortunately something urgent has come up that makes it impossible for me to attend the meeting this Thursday. 

I am available to meet on Friday morning (9am- 12.00pm). 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Pugh, Nicole Fontaine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=49AACgBCEABF470E82545041203ACSBC] 

10/21/2013 2:47:22 PM 

Pugh, Nicole Fontaine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=49aac9bceabf470e82545041203ac5bc]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor 

(ljtextor)6f0]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Lankford, Sheri 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri Leigh 

Lankford (slankfo)bad] 

Howell Issue 

3 Howell Hall 

10/30/2013 5:00:00 PM 

10/30/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Textor, Laurie J; Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N; Lankford, Sheri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Lankford, Sheri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHERI LEIGH LANKFORD (SLANKFO)BAD] 

10/22/2013 2:04:24 PM 

Lankford, Sheri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri Leigh Lankford (slankfo)bad]; Carter, Gena J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Gjcarter]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle 

(eunice)]; Dermody, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dermonc]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor (ljtextor)6fO] 

Meeting with Internal Audit regarding 

AOB, Room 1402 (please check in at the front desk / reception area) 

10/24/2013 1:00:00 PM 

10/24/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Carter, Gena J; McHale, Tammy J; Gitterman, Daniel P; Sable, Eunice N; Dermody, Bob; Textor, Laurie J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Importance: 

Recurrence: 

Lankford, Sheri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHERI LEIGH LANKFORD (SLANKFO)BAD] 

10/22/2013 3:27:45 PM 

Lankford, Sheri [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sheri Leigh Lankford (slankfo)bad]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; SaMe, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Textor, Laurie J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Laurie J Textor 

(ljtextor)6fO]; Dermody, Bob [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dermonc] 

Bob to lead Internal Audit meeting with 

OHR- OHR Conf Rm 1213 

(in conjunction with Dan, Eunice, Laurie and Sheri) 

10/24/2013 6:15:00 PM 

10/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

High 

(none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Gitterman, Daniel P; Sahle, Eunice N; Textor, Laurie J; Dermody, Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/23/2013 2:37:23 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Ashby, Valerie S 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle 

(dlysle)]; Taylor, Beverly W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; Aldrich, Howard E I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

2/4/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/4/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Sahle, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KGIL] 

10/23/2013 2:42:34 PM 

Gil, Karen M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kgil]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Ashby, Valerie S 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; 

Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Herman, Bernie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blherman]; Lysle, Donald T [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Donald T Lysle 

(dlysle)]; Taylor, Beverly W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Btaylor]; Aldrich, Howard E I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Howard E Aldrich (healdric)]; McHale, Tammy J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; 

Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan I/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Guskiewicz, 

Kevin M I/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kevin M Guskiewicz (gus)]; Owen, Bobbi A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Owenbob] 

Deans’ Advisory Committee 

South - 205 

4/29/2014 5:30:00 PM 

4/29/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

SaMe, Eunice N; Ashby, Valerie S; Woodard, Harold; Herman, Bernie; Lysle, Donald T; Taylor, Beverly W; Aldrich, 

Howard E; McHale, Tammy J; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Owen, 

Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TMCHALE] 

10/30/2013 5:31:17 PM 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Textor, Laurie J 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Laurie J 

Textor (ljtextor)6fO]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Textor/Gitterman/McHale/Sa hie 

104D South 

10/30/2013 7:00:00 PM 

10/30/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Textor, Laurie J; Gitterman, Daniel P; Strizheus, Yulia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=DEEREID] 

11/5/2013 10:03:37 PM 

Reid, Dee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Moon, Karen B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kmoon]; Janken, Kenneth R [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kenneth R Janken 

(krjanken)]; Pickeral, Robbi [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ms Robbi Louisa Pickeral (pickeral)lc4]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N SaMe 

(eunice)]; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (nzongola)]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn] 

Prep meeting for Chronicle reporter 

South - 205 

11/7/2013 8:30:00 PM 

11/7/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Moon, Karen B; Janken, Kenneth R; Reid, Dee (deereid@unc.edu); Pickeral, Robbi; Sahle, Eunice N; Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

Georges; Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu) 



Itinerary for 

Candidate for Assistant Dean, Human Resources 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 

8:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m.- 10:30 a,m. 

10:30 a.m. - 11:15 a.m. 

11:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. 

3:00 p.m.- 3:30 p.m. 

Includes invited guests and Search Committee members 

236 Bynum 

Search Committee: 

Collette Wilshire, Assistant Dean, Business Center 
Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning 

Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities 

Noreen Montgomery, Senior Director, Employment and Staffing 

Gwen Burston, Director of Academic Personnel 

Laura Yurco, Assistant Dean for Finance 
236 Bynum 

Deans’ Advisory Council: 
Beverly Taylor - Chair, English and Comparative Literature 

Don Lysle- Chair, Psychology 

Harold Woodard - Associate Dean, Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Valerie Ashby - Chair, Chemistry 

Eunice Sahle - Chair, African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

Howell Conference Room 

Business/Administrative Managers: 
Tracey Cave - Area Studies Centers 

Mark Richardson - English 

Jaime Strickland - Dramatic Art 
Beverly Loftin - Physics & Astronomy 

Paula Goodman - Undergraduate Education 

Kim Allison -Writing Center/Learning Center/CSSAC 

Shannon Eubanks - Political Science 
Latasha Mingo - Computer Science 

Howell Conference Room 

Senior Associate Deans: 
Dr. Terry Rhodes, Fine Arts and Humanities 

Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, Social Sciences 

Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz, Natural Sciences 

Howell Conference Room 

Business Office Human Resources 

Howell Conference Room 



Itinerary for 

Candidate for Assistant Dean, Human Resources 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Friday, December 13, 2013 

8:30a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 

11:00 a.m.- 11:30 a,m. 

11:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. 

Business Office Human Resources Staff 

205 South Building 

Includes invited guests and Search Committee members 

105 South Building 

Search Committee: 

Collette Wilshire, Assistant Dean, Business Center 

Tammy McHale, Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning 

Terry Rhodes, Senior Associate Dean, Fine Arts and Humanities (tentative) 

Noreen Montgomery, Senior Director, Employment and Staffing 

Gwen Burston, Director of Academic Personnel 

Laura Yurco, Assistant Dean for Finance 

105 South Building 

Senior Associate Deans: 
Dr. Terry Rhodes, Fine Arts and Humanities 

Dr. Jonathan Hartlyn, Social Sciences 

Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz, Natural Sciences 
205 South Building 

Deans’ Advisory Council: 
Don Lysle- Chair, Psychology 

Harold Woodard - Associate Dean, Student Success and Academic Counseling 

Valerie Ashby - Chair, Chemistry 

Eunice Sahle - Chair, African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

205 South Building 

Business/Administrative Managers: 
Tracey Cave - Area Studies Centers 

Jaime Strickland - Dramatic Art 
Beverly Loftin - Physics & Astronomy 

Paula Goodman - Undergraduate Education 

Kim Allison -Writing Center/Learning Center/CSSAC 

Shannon Eubanks - Political Science 
Latasha Mingo - Computer Science 

205 South Building 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/11/2013 10:09:11 PM 

Subject: Meeting 

Location: SB 

Start: 12/16/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/11/2013 10:10:10 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 12/16/2013 8:15:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2013 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ASHACKEL] 

12/12/2013 8:01:20 PM 

Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Cone, Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Gless, Darryl J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Glessd]; Hirschfield, 

James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=James Hirschfield (jhirschf)]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; McGowan, 

John [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jpm]; 

McNeil, Laurie E. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcneil]; Moeser, James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jmoeser]; Muller, Eric L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=EmulIerl]; Nisbet, 

Peter [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pnisbet]; Pollock, Della [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PolIock]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes 

(rhodes)]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Siegariz]; Steiner, 

Niklaus Andreas [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Nsteiner]; Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anversen] 

Turtle, Tripp [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ttuttle]; Cooper, Nelia Resendes [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Resendes] 

Carolina Performing Arts Faculty Advisory Committee 

Gerrard Hall 

Start: 2/20/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Cone, Judith; Gless, Darryl J; Hirschfield, James; Leloudis, James L; McGowan, John; McNeil, Laurie E.; Moeser, 

James; Muller, Eric L; Nisbet, Peter; Pollock, Della; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sahle, Eunice N; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria; 

Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Strauss, Ronald P.; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel 

When: Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:00 PM-I:30 PM. 
Canada) 
Where: Gerrard Hall 

Dear Carolina Performing Arts Faculty Advisory Committee Members, 

(UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

The next committee meeting will take place Thursday, February 20th, at noon in Gerrard Hall. An itinerary will be forthcoming. 

Lunch will be provided. 



We hope everyone has a lovely holiday season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65] 

12/16/2013 1:54:06 PM 

Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65]; Hartlyn, Jonathan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McHale, 

Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Gitterman, Daniel P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Danielg]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle 

(eunice)] 

Mtg re: Dept Mgr 

South - 205 

12/16/2013 9:00:00 PM 

12/16/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Hartlyn, Jonathan (hartlyn@unc.edu); McHale, Tammy J; Gitterman, Daniel P; SaNe, Eunice N 

RE: Follow up on 

Dept Manager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 8:53 AM 

Gitterma~, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; t ta~flyu, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; McHaJe, 

Tammy J <tmchaJe@ema~il.unc.edu> 

RE: Follow up on Dept Manager 

All, 

This meeting is confirmed for today at 4pro in the 205 South conference room. I’ll send Outlook calendar invites to everyone (Dan, Eunice, .Ionathan, Tammy). 

Frera: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 8:51 AM 

Te: Strizheus, Yulia 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Follow up on Dept Manager 

Eunice can join us at 4 too 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 

Sent from iphone 

On Dec 16, 2013, at 8:28 AM, "Strizheus, Yulia" <ystrizh@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dan, are you free between 3-Spin? Thai k)oks like Lhe only common timeframe Jo~atha~ and Tammy have ope~l today. 

Yul~a 

F~m= Gi~erman, Daniel P 
Sent= Saturday, December 14, 2013 9:35 AN 
To= HaRlyn, Jonathan 
Ce= NcHale, Tammy 3; Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: Re: Follow up on Dept Manager 

Jonathan: I can come over durin8 that time period. Id like to send additional background information to you and l’d appreciate if Tammy could join us. 

I think I come away from my fall chair experience and internal audit with some of my own conclusions about the road forward. 

Dan 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 

Sent from iphone 

On Dec 13, 2013, at 5:09 PM, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dan, I’d like to touch base with you about next steps on the Department Manager. I tried calling you just now but could not get through. 

Can we talk some time Monday? Let me know good times to reach you between mid-morning to mid-afternoon (and where if not your 

cel). Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: ._h__a___r__t_[y____q_@__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_. 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 9152-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:31 PM 

New Year’s Day 

I/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

I/2/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:31 PM 

Martin Luther King Jr. Day 

1/20/2014 5:00:00 AM 

1/21/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:31 PM 

Spring Holiday 

4/18/2014 4:00:00 AM 

4/19/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:31 PM 

Memorial Day 

5/26/2014 4:00:00 AM 

5/27/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:31 PM 

Independence Day 

7/4/2014 4:00:00 AM 

7/5/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:31 PM 

Labor Day 

9/1/2014 4:00:00 AM 

9/2/2014 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:31 PM 

Thanksgiving 

11/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

11/29/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:32 PM 

Winter Break 

12/24/2014 5:00:00 AM 
12/27/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

12/19/2013 11:22:32 PM 

New Year’s Eve 

12/31/2014 5:00:00 AM 
1/1/2015 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 

Recurrence: (none) 

This is an automated calendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

Use the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https :iimy.ad.unc. eduiCalendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Location: 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TMCHALE] 

12/27/2013 6:46:44 PM 

McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; McFarland, Michael B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcnews]; Helton, Del Hunt [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Del]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Memory, Ashley [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amemory]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle 

(eunice)] 

Cline, Alexis L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Alexis Lynn Cline (alcline)24a]; Strizheus, Yulia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Director of Communications Search Committee Meeting 

South 205 

Start: 1/21/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 1/21/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

McHale, Tammy J; McFarland, Michael B; Helton, Del Hunt; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Memory, Ashley; Sahle, Eunice N 

Meeting to discuss and narrow field of applicants. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Yulia -4’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN 19489C2DEFB34BD48C9796AE84816B65> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 10:22 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbo~unc.edu~; Leloudis, James L <leloudis@unc.edu-~; Miles, Bob <bob.miles@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good,nan, Paula < pgoodman@email.unc.edu>; Marcinowski, Erin J. ~-erin mal~inowski@unc.edu>; Hamtlyn, Jonathan <hamtlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed meeting in Jax~uary regarding p~Jgraxmning of study abroad programs in Africa 

All, 
This ernail cont:irms the meeting regarding study abroad programs in Africa on: 

Thursday, January :1.15 

2:30-3:30pm 

3,2?7 South Bu~lchng 

Please note tha~: this meeting wil~ be m the d~ird floor conference room ~n South Building< S~gns at the entrance of d~e suite will d~rect you to the ~)ew Ioci~tb:)~ of 

the conference roorn. I’fl send an Oudook inviLe shordy to get th~s on everyone’s calendars. 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2024 2:59 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Michael C 
Cc: Goodman, Paula; Marcinowski, Erin ~, 
S~bject: RE: Proposed meeting in 3anua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Wh~[e ~ am woddn~ ~ ~npoint the bes~ dine, wo~d you ~ase hold d~e fol~owin~ dmefrarnes on your c~l~ndar~? These appea~ ~o be d~e ~est dates ~or th~ 

majority of 

Thurs, Jan t6 

2:30- 5pro 

Mort, Jan 27 

1Oam-2pm 

Best, 

Yu~a 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:13 AM 
Te= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Miles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, N~chae~ C 
¢¢= Goodman, Paula; Narcinowski, Erin J. 
$ubject~ ~E: Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Please ~et me know what your avaHaMlity ~ooks ~ike for a one hour meeting regarding study abroad programs it~ Africa during the fo~owing timeframes: 

Weds, Jan ~5 

ihurs, .Ji~ I6 

9-10a rn 

2:30-5pm 

Fri, Jan :1.7 

:l.O~m-2:3Opm 

Tues., Ja~ 2~ 

].Oam.-].2pm 

Fri, Jan 24 

lOam--Spin 

Mort, Jan 27 

:[Oam-2pm 

4-Spm 

Best, 

Yu~ia 

Yu~is Str~zheus 

Office of the Dem~ 

College of Arts and 5dences 

UNC-Chape~ 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3~ 

919/962-:1.:[65 

ystHzh@email.unc.edu 

F~m= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 3:24 PN 
To= Owen, Bobbi A; Leloudis, James L; Niles, Bob; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Nichael C 
C¢= Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject= Proposed meeting in Janua~ regarding programming of study abroad programs in Africa 

Dear all, 

I would like to propose a meeting in January for all of us to come together and discuss the best ways to achieve effective coordination and programming ol 

study abroad programs in Africa and to maximize the appeal of all these programs. It may be useful to know what current and possible proposed programs are 

being considered. 

I will ask Yulia ~n the Dean’s office to arrange a time that works for all of us (~ hour -lunch provided if it works out that way). 



Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/5/2014 11:09:45 PM 

Subject: Jean 

Location: 109 Conner Dr. Bldg. #107 

Start: 1/9/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/9/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

I/5/2014 11:12:48 PM 

Abernathy- audit 

I/7/2014 8:00:00 PM 

I/7/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/13/2014 9:34:59 PM 

Subject: Meeting 

Location: $205 

Start: 1/14/2014 2:15:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 3:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/13/2014 9:36:00 PM 

Subject: Meeting 

Location: B Hall 

Start: 1/14/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/13/2014 9:38:10 PM 

Subject: CBC 

Location: Union 3206 

Start: 1/14/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/13/2014 9:41:02 PM 

Subject: CAC 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/14/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/13/2014 9:42:07 PM 

Subject: Student 

Location: R101 

Start: 1/14/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/14/2014 8:43:28 PM 

Subject: Schedule 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/15/2014 1:30:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2014 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 2:50:01 PM 

Subject: Kathy 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/24/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 1/24/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 2:50:42 PM 

Subject: Kenneth 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/23/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 2:51:17 PM 

Subject: Kathy 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/23/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 6:08:48 PM 

SB 

1/23/2014 8:15:00 PM 
1/23/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/22/2014 6:09:24 PM 

SB 

1/23/2014 9:00:00 PM 
1/23/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Elia, Jean Morton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JELIA] 

1/27/2014 4:25:33 PM 

Elia, Jean Morton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jelia]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Jean Elia - Eunice Sahle Meeting 

Eunice’s office 

1/28/2014 3:00:00 PM 

1/28/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/29/2014 9:49:04 PM 

Subject: Self-study 

Location: 109 Battle Hall 

Start: 1/30/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/30/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

1/29/2014 9:50:11 PM 

Subject: Kenneth 

Location: 101 

Start: 1/30/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 1/30/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/3/2014 5:50:59 PM 

Subject: Dean’s & chairs meeting 

Location: Hyde Hall 

Start: 2/4/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

2/4/2014 8:16:22 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McFarland, Michael B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcnews]; Memory, Ashley [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amemory]; Helton, 

Del Hunt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Del]; Sable, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Strizheus, Yulia 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Director of Communications Interviews 

South 205 

2/5/2014 7:00:00 PM 

2/5/2014 9:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McFarland, Michael B; Memory, Ashley; Helton, Del Hunt; Sahle, Eunice N; 

Strizheus, Yulia 

LOCATION CHANGED TO SOUTH 205 

2:00 - 

2:30 - 

3:00 - 

3:30 - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

2/4/2014 8:18:07 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Helton, Del Hunt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Del]; McFarland, Michael B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcnews]; Memory, 

Ashley [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amemory]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Strizheus, Yulia 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Director of Communications Interview 

South 205 

2/6/2014 6:30:00 PM 

2/6/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Helton, Del Hunt; McFarland, Michael B; Memory, Ashley; Sahle, Eunice N; 

Strizheus, Yulia 

1:30 - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

2/4/2014 8:20:01 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; Helton, Del Hunt [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Del]; McFarland, Michael B [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcnews]; Memory, 

Ashley [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amemory]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Strizheus, Yulia 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=19489c2defb34bd48c9796ae84816b65] 

Director of Communications Interviews 

South 205 

2/7/2014 2:00:00 PM 

2/7/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; Helton, Del Hunt; McFarland, Michael B; Memory, Ashley; Sahle, Eunice N; 

Strizheus, Yulia 

Corrected schedule: 

9:00 - 

9:30 - 

10:00. 

10:30. 

11:00. 

11:30. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Elia, Jean Morton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JELIA] 

2/7/2014 7:56:56 PM 

Elia, Jean Morton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jelia]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Eunice-Jean meeting 

Eunice’s office 

2/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 

2/10/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/7/2014 8:06:14 PM 

Subject: Karolyn 

Location: Meeting- 101 

Start: 2/11/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/11/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/8/2014 9:07:26 PM 

SB 

2/11/2014 6:00:00 PM 
2/11/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Elia, Jean Morton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JELIA] 

2/17/2014 8:57:49 PM 

Elia, Jean Morton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jelia]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)] 

Meeting with Eunice Sahle 

her office 

2/18/2014 7:00:00 PM 

2/18/2014 7:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Sahle, Eunice N 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/19/2014 2:55:48 AM 

Subject: PTR meeting - Lambert 

Location: 101 

Start: 2/20/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/20/2014 5:07:18 PM 

Subject: Ishna and Chris 

Location: Office 

Start: 2/27/2014 3:30:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2014 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/24/2014 12:12:53 AM 

Subject: P/s 

Location: 101 

Start: 2/25/2014 2:30:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/24/2014 12:13:25 AM 

Subject: Jean 

Location: 101 

Start: 2/24/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/24/2014 12:15:20 AM 

Subject: Bruce 

Location: 101 

Start: 2/24/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 2/24/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/25/2014 7:55:23 PM 

Subject: Lunch meeting 

Location: In n 

Start: 2/25/2014 5:30:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/25/2014 10:56:48 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Communications Candidate #1 

205 South Building 

Start: 2/28/2014 5:00:00 AM 

End: 3/1/2014 5:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/25/2014 10:57:09 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Communications Candidate #1 

205 South Building 

Start: 2/28/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 3:20:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/25/2014 10:57:43 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Communications Candidate #1 

205 South Building 

Start: 2/27/2014 8:45:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/25/2014 10:58:19 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Communications Candidate #1 

205 South Building 

Start: 2/28/2014 2:30:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 3:50:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/25/2014 10:58:43 PM 

Symposium-feminists theorize the post-liberalizationstate 

10/23/2014 7:00:00 PM 

10/23/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/25/2014 11:03:08 PM 

Subject: Wolof 

Location: 101 

Start: 2/25/2014 8:15:00 PM 

End: 2/25/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/26/2014 1:32:22 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

SS’Chairs meeting with SAD 

Steele building 

Start: 2/26/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/27/2014 5:26:56 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Communication Director 

205 S/building 

Start: 2/28/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

2/27/2014 5:27:54 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Lunch meeting- K T 

Carolina Inn 12.00pm 

Start: 2/28/2014 6:00:00 PM 

End: 2/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Washington, Felicia A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MS FELICIA ANN WASHINGTON (FAWASHIN)E87] 

3/10/2014 4:44:02 PM 

Washington, Felicia A. [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ms Felicia Ann Washington (fawashin)e87]; Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle 

(eunice)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Canceled: Lunch (VC Washington and Dr. Sahle) 

Carolina Inn 

Start: 4/10/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Free 

Importance: High 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every weekday from 12:00 PM to 1:30 PM effective 2/5/2014. (UTC=05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Sahle, Eunice N 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=KIMBERLY JEANNE KILLEEN (KKILLEEN)698] 

3/11/2014 7:57:18 PM 

Killeen, Kim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kimberly Jeanne Killeen (kkilleen)698]; McHale, Tammy J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmchale]; Hartlyn, 

Jonathan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hartlyn]; McFarland, Michael B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcnews]; Memory, Ashley [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amemory]; Sahle, 

Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sahle (eunice)]; Helton, Del Hunt [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Del] 

Director of Communications Committee - post-interviews discussion 

South - 205 

Start: 3/12/2014 7:30:00 PM 

End: 3/12/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

McHale, Tammy J; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McFarland, Michael B; Memory, Ashley; Sahle, Eunice N; Helton, Del Hunt 

Attached are the evaluations I have received from interviewers thus far. 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/12/2014 5:13:40 PM 

Subject: Juan Latino 

Location: G EC 

Start: 3/20/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2014 i0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/14/2014 7:23:30 PM 

Travel 

4/17/2014 9:00:00 AM 

4/17/2014 i0:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/16/2014 8:38:48 PM 

Subject: Council of chairs 

Location: Hamilton Hall 

Start: 3/17/2014 4:30:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/16/2014 10:59:19 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Jean M. 

Start: 4/10/2014 9:00:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2014 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/17/2014 1:45:40 AM 

Nathan- birthday 

11:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/17/2014 1:46:23 AM 

Subject: CAC 

Location: 101 

Start: 3/17/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/17/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/21/2014 4:28:26 PM 

Subject: Meeting 

Location: 105 - South 

Start: 3/26/2014 3:45:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2014 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Sahle, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)] 

3/21/2014 4:29:38 PM 

Subject: Meeting 

Location: SAD 

Start: 3/26/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/26/2014 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



E-mail: b_anderson@unc.edu 



E-mail: PuplampuK@macewan.ca 



Full Name: SaNe, Eunice N 

Last Name: SaNe 

First Name: Eunice 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

205 Battle $ CB 3395 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-2341 

Phone: 

E-mail: eunice@email.unc.edu 

Details Updated 2/15/2012: 
Business Address Street: 
Initials: ?..ii 



E-mail: afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 



Company: 

Business 

Address: 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3027 Global Education Center ~ CB 7582 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-1406 

Phone: 

E-mail: b_anderson@unc.edu 

Details Updated 1/28/20 
Company: ii 
Job Title: 
Department: ?.’~= 

Business Fax: =:i:~;) 
Business Phone: 

Initials: 



E-mail: wmccain@onsetcapitalpartners.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

con "tactus@raagaJ5 nedi ~mi ng. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

daustin@email.unc.edu 

IRB - submission 

Dear 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 4:58 PM 

Clemmon~ Jason <jclem@email.unc.edtr~ 

From: Clemmons, Jason 
Sent; Tuesday, April 03, 20:[2 2:03 PM 
To-" 
~:¢-" SaNe, Eunice N; Clemmons, Jason 
S~,bject; 20:[2-20:[3 C-START application not complete 

Dear 

Your recent C-START application is not yet considered complete, as we are missing your faculty letter of support. If this letter is submitted by S:O0 pm tomorrow, 

Wednesday, April 4, we will consider your application complete. Applications still incomplete after 5:00 pm tomorrow will be withdrawn from consideration. 

Best, 

Jason 
.Jason g21emmons, ~Jniversity Administrative IVlanager 
The James ~, Johnston Ce~ter for ~ndergraduate ~xce~lence a~ the Nonors Program 
The University of North Caro~h~a at ~2hapel 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, April 6, 2012 6:15 PM 

~nyu.edu 

ILE: Your application 

From; 

Sent-" Friday, April 06, 2012 4:06 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Your application 

@nyu.edu] 

Dear Dr. Salhe, 

I hope this letter finds you well. 

Two weeks have passed since our last correspondence regarding my letter of inquiry for a lecturer position in the Depextment. I am writing to see if you have an update 
regarding the hiring oftemporaxy lecturers. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

On Thu, Mar 22, 2012 at 11:23 AM, ~u.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for acknowledging my letter and explaining the process. I appreciate your consideration and look forward to your update. 

Sincereb; 

On Wed, Mar 21, 2012 at 2:48 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated March 21, 2012 applying for a lecturer position in the Department. 

The hiring of temporary lecturers in a given academic year is dependent on a range of factors. Leading among these are budgetary and personnel considerations. 
Consequently, at this moment I am not in a position to offer you a concrete answer since I am still in the midst of thinking through budgetary and personnel issues for the 
coming academic year, in addition to other matters related to course offerings. I will be in touch sometimes next week or the week with an update. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 

ChaJr, Department of African and Aft’o-American Studies 

Associate Prot~ssor, Department of Afiican and AIi-o-American Studies and Curficulan~ in Global Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 8:27 AM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehube@ema~l.unc.edu-~ 

Each applicant must also have two letters of recommendation, one of which must be from the employing department. Letters should provide a candid evaluation of 
qualifications, skills, and potential for leadership. Letters should be sent directly by the author under separate cover to the address noted above by the deadline. Electronic 
submissions are accepted via e-mail to Annette Madden, madden@email.unc.edu. 

From-" 

Sent; Thursday, April 19, 2012 2:02 PM 
To-" Huber, Evelyne H 
Subject-" Thanks and report 

Dear Evelyne, 

Thanks for lunch and everything this semester. 

In the midst of other updates, I forgot to ask if you would be willing to write a letter of recommendation for a leadership training program that I am applying to that will be 
offered in the Fall semester. Jonathan has agreed to write one letter but the program requires two. 

Here are details of the program: 

BRIDGES--Academic Leadership for Women is accepting applications for the fall 2012 program. The application deadline is May 1, 2012. 

If you would like to speak with someone about BRIDGES, please contact Annette Madden at 919-962-1123 or madden@email.unc.edu. 

For more information about BRIDGES or to apply, visit http:/!fridaycenter.unc.edu/bridges 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Saturday, April 21, 2012 6:26 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 9:25 AM 

tMI, Ishna <islma.hall@unc.edtr~ 

Dinner- today 

Dear Ishna, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am just following on your email below. Kindly let me know when can 

From= Hall, Ishna 
Sent= Tuesday, April 03, 2012 10:23 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
S..bject= RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Great Eunice! I am checking with Wendell on a time for dinner on Monday, April 23. We will be at Ruth Crisp in Durham, across from South Point Mall. Let me know 

if you have any questions. We will talk closer to the dinner, so we can go over talldng points for you. 

Best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, April 02, 2012 3:25 PM 

To= Hall, fshna 
Subject= RE: Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Dear Ishna, 

Thanks for this note. 

Yes, I can and also the Dean’s office will fund the graduation. 

On another note, Beth at the registrar’s office has been sick but will get inform, we need from 200-2011 to us this week. 

Many thanks for everything. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Hall, Ishna 
Sent= Monday, April 02, 2012 3:22 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Dinner, Monday April 23? 

Can you have dinner with Wendell McCain and me on April 23? Also were you able to get funds for graduation from the Dean’s Office? 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 2:14 PM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Barbara Anderson’s Friday Ctr CCO agreement 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 1:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Barbara Anderson’s Friday err CCO agreement 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2012 1:30 PM 

To: Eunice SaNe (eunice@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: Barbara Anderson’s Friday Ctr CCO agreement 

Hi Eunice, 

What did you want do with this Barbara Anderson’s Friday Ctr CCO agreement, that you gave to Sonia? (l’ve never seen this before). 

Thanks, 

Jackie Wold 
Business Officer 
Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 8:08 AM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

Hm~da, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu> 

Business Manager - update 

Dear Jonathan, 

Late yesterday informed that she has interviewed for a position and reiterated the difficulties she encountered in her 2 months in 

From: Handa, Sudhanshu 
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2022 22:04 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
I:::¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: we are going to lose our new business manager, cannot even a hire an accounting tech .... 

Jonathan: 

prior to leaving the post, had warned me that the Business Manager position covering the two departments, with one accounting tech to share, was 

untenable,       herself, a really smart, fantastic hard-working employee, lasted about 3L8 months (before I became Chair I extracted a promise from her that she 

would stay with me for at least 6 months--she stayed exactly 6 months). 

In the recruitment of           I tried to obtain a wage of :100% of market for her, which the College refused to pay. I was essentially asking for an additional 

for a person who was going to be responsible for managing about 5:lOm worth of money across the two departments. Today, Jackie has told Eunice and me 

that she will need to begin looking for another job, stating that the job description could not be fulfilled in a normal 40 hour week, and that the degree of 

responsibility did not match the pay. We are trying to get her through to the summer when things get a little more relaxed and she can have time to reflect on the 

position a bit more, but ultimately it is going to be very difficult to effectively meet the demands of the two Departments by one person at a wage of 

Just as      entered the job (end of February) our accounting technician quit. You are already fully aware of the salary issues surrounding       in her move 

from Anthropology to PPiAFAM. We finally did get her a salary increase but the psychological damage had been done and she left shortly after. Ironically we are 

now recruiting a new tech, have identified an excellent candidate who is over-qualified for the job (has a BA and :14 years of experience, including 5 at the 

Lineberger Center) and again the College will not allow us to pay her 100% of market. The College will save 53000 and we will have to spend more than that in 

faculty and staff time to recruit another person in one year. The phrase ’penny wise pound foolish’ comes to mind. The 53000 savings accrues to the College but the 

COST of that action is borne by me and Eunice and the Business Manager. 

I know there is some restructuring of the business services in the College ongoing. I hope that restructuring can also contemplate the PP/AFRAM predicament. The 

justification for ’92% of market ’rule’ in an environment where salary increases have not occurred for 5 years also deserves some thought, along with a memo to 

Department Heads explaining the rationale (and receiving some input from those who ultimately will bear the cost of the rule). 

I’ll try and set up a meeting with you through Tiffany to follow-up on this and see what we can do. I assume it would be good to have this jointly with Eunice. 

Sincerely, 

-Ashu 

Cc: Eunice SaNe 

Sudhanshu (Ashu) Handa, Professor and Chair 

Department of Public Policy, University of North Carolina, CB#3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Tel: 9:19.843.0350; Fax: 9:19.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 5:04 PM 

Mignolo, Walter 

RE: borderland borderthinking: plans for a summer school series duke/unc/u of bremen/jacobs u workshop 2012 

Dear Walter, 

Greetings and 1 hope you are doing well. 

From: Sabine Broeck [broeck@unFbremen.de] 
Sent= Friday, April 27, 2012 1:58 PM 
To= rey.chow@duke.edu; wjennings@div.duke.edu; Idbaker@duke.edu; Rucker, Walter C; Caldwell, Kia L; SaNe, Eunice N; Aydin, Cemil; Walter Mignolo; Roberto M. 
Dainotto; Sebastian Weier; sachsenm@duke.edu 
Subject= borderland borderthinking: plans for a summer school series duke!unc!u of bremen!jacobs u workshop 20:[2 

dear colleagues, best greetings from the INPUTS, universi%- of bremen, even if unbel~ownst i am writing to ask if you were interested in 
pursuing a prqject which colleagues from both unc, and duke as well as university of bremen and jacobs u (both in bremen, germany) have 
initiated last november, we are planning a series of joint su~nn~erschools 2013 to 2016, on the theme of 
border/A~orderthinking/borderlands (a short abstract of the idea below) 
it is supposed to provide some thinking and learning space for very. advanced MA students and phd’s about the contemporary challenge to 
rethink the politics, cultures and social practices of borders in western (post)mode~7 (in cultural, historical, social and political te~ns) 
from an angle that combines decolonial and black critical epistemologies. Duke and UNC colleagues who have originally been invited for 
the november meeting by walter mignolo, have already submitted interest to particpate in the summer schools as speakers, and teachers. 
(dainotto, wiegmann, pennybacker, sachsenmeier, ahuja, coonz, crichlow, milian, ifegwunifwe, carter, fields, et.al.) notes from the 
november meeting attached as well. 
we would ve~ much like to widen the circle of participants and actors, and your work, as far as we know it, seems to indicate you might 
be interested. 
we would therefore like to invite you to a planning and scheduling meeting at the university of bremen in july 2012, see program sketch 
attached. 
in case you might be interested and have any questions, please do not hesitate to either contact walter mignolo, cemil aydin or myself. 
looking forward to your responses, i am 
with sincere regards for now 
sabine broeck 

here is the text that is also cn the INPUTS and cn duke websites: 

Summer School .Border, Borderthinking, 
Borderlands.~ 

Duke University, University of North Carolina, Jacobs University Bremen and the University of Bremen is planning a summer school on ,,Borders, Borderthinking, 

Borderlands". 

The summer school will approach borders as practices and concepts, beyond their immediate political and physical sense, as tropes of thinking. It aims to further 

the understanding of processes of inner and outer decolonization, as well as western modernity’s resistance to this decolonization. The summer school will 

consider the development and overcoming of physical, psychological, epistemological and spiritual borders and examine post- and decolonial constellations, e.g. 

Black Diaspora or transculturalism. The terms "Borders, Borderthinking, Borderlands" will be understood as cleavages and conflict lines for a radical revision of 

colonial modernity emanating from decentered locations. The summer school will reveal diachronic and synchronic connecting lines between decolonial and Black 

Diaspora epistemologies of modernity. 

for your information: Institute for Postcolonial and Transcultura Studies (INPUTS), University of Bremen: 

INPUTS sets itself a twofold task: on the one hand, it interrogates global postcolonial social and cultural constellations; on the other hand, it wants to ’provincialize 

Europe’ - that is to de-center Europe from transcultural and decolonial perspectives. 

This is because ’postcolonialism’ points to an awareness and a condition, which still influences eve~day life of the North and the South due to marks and effects of 

colonial history. Colonization, in this context, takes on the characteristics of a world historic event whose impact has persisted to this day. By means of subversive 

strategies which constitute the appropriation colonial discourses as well as the resistance against it, the periphe~7 has been re-inscribed into the process of moderniVy 

and transtbrmed from within respectively. The peripheral position therefore becomes a space of a~ other decentralized, and de-colonial knowledge of the center, m~d 

deconstmcts the center-peripheD, relation. 

INPUTS thereby explores practices, artethcts, and discourses, which are by widespread consensus a priori transculturally constituted (e.g. situations of migration) as 

well as processes and situations that have hitherto been understood as culturally homogeneous (e.g. the enlighte~maent’s claim of universality and its rmnifications way 

into postmodernity, which are questioned at the intersections of Gender Studies, l~%iteness Theory, and CriticalRace Studies) 

INPUTS applies and develops a critical approach of post- and de-coloNal s~tudies which transgresses the boundaries and possibilities of the national-linguistic a~d the 

national cultural-academic constitutions of the disciplines. International collaboration therefore plays a central role. 



INPUTS pleads tbr a science of the human being, which does not continue the Western tradition of scholarship through the ’voracious consumption’ of other worlds. 

Therefore, it practices international cooperation on ’eye-level’ which recognizes epistemological agency beyond, m~d outside the Western acadetny. The cultural agency 

of the post-colonized subaltern groups and individuals and their attempts to make their voices heard are brought into focus. 

INPUTS is pro-actively looking for multiperspective support of such cooperation beyond "hip hybridity" chic mad the currently t?ashionable populaity of everything 

"transgressional." 

In order to pursue interdisciplinary approach and to strengthen the internationalization of modem languages and cultures programs, the institute participates in research 

projects, colloquia, readings, publications, teaching projects, international lecture series, a~d further development of academic curricula. 

Prof. Dr. Sabine Broe;k 

~e~rican S~udies/Black Studies 
English-Speaking Cultures 
University of Bremen 
fon: 00 49 42~ 2~8 68130 
president C~R" ~,~r.caar-web.org 

director INPUTS : www. fbl0 . uRi-bremen o deiin~uts/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 7:46 AM 

michal 



UNC 
C{}LLE(~E OF 

ARTS & $CI.ENCES 

April 17, 2012 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN & 

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

[09 BATTLE HALl. 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

(2HAPEL HILL, N{] 27599-3395 

T 9 t 9.966.5,~t96 

F 9~9,962.2694 

Durham 
North Carolina 

Deal" 

I write to let you ~know that I have nominated you to Dean Karcn Gil for a part-time, term-limited 
appointment in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Your appointment will be as a fixed-term part-time lecturer for July t, 2012 to December 31st, 
2012. Your six month salary will be paid in equal installments on the Iast day of the 

month. 

The position includes a part-time teaching load of one course during the 20!2 fail semester. The 
course that you will be teaching is AFRI375 ’Politics of Cultural Production in Africa’. As this is 
a part-time, temporary position, you will be not be provided with any equipment or office space; 
however we will do our best to accommodate some space for you to hold office hours for the 
students in your course. 

Please note that although we have received tentative approval from the University, all 
appointments must receive final approval by the University at the end of the hiring process. Only 
this approval makes our offer a binding one. We will notify you once the appointment has been 
approved. 

If you have any questions, please contact me via email or telephone. Thank you for your interest 
in teaching for the department. 

Associate Professor and Chair 

Jonathan Hartlyn, Senior Associate Dean 
Jackie Wold, Department Business Manager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 9, 20~L2 9:50 AM 

Courtright, Patty <patty_courtright@unc.edu> 

Gazette 

From: Cour~right, Patty 
Sent= Wednesday, IVlay 09, 2012 9:34 AM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= follow up for Gazette 

Dr. Sahle, 

I understand that the Department of African and At~o-American Studies is about to undergo a name change and additions to the cumculum this fall. I’d love to talk 

with you about this so we can inclnde this good news in m~ upcoming issue of the University Gazette, probably timed closer to late summer or the s~rt of the new 

academic yea~. I’ll pla~ to touch ba~ with you in July to see how yoffd like to proceed. In the meantime, please t~el free to send any inLbrmation that you think wonld 

be helpful or contact me if you have a~y questions. 

I look forward to speaking with you and lea:ruing ~nore. 

Thank you, 

Pat~’ Court~ight 

Director of Internal Communicalions and Editor, Universi~ Gazette 
919-962-7124 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 3:20 PM 

tta~’tlyn, Jonathan <haNyn@unc.edu> 

Dnrba~ 

Dear 3onathan, 

Here are my details in Durban: 

Staying at the Durban Elephant - 

http:!!www.durbanelephant.co~za! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 3:38 PM 

Laura Clmsman <lhc3@uw.edtr’~ 

lhc3@u.washington.edu; Jordan, Joseph F <jt.]ordan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Touching base and a requefft... 

From: Laura Chrisman [Ihc3@uw.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2022 22:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
�::¢: Ihc3@u.washington.edu; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Re: Touching base and a request... 

Dealt Eunice 

I do remember meeting you. It’s very good to hear from you. I have been wondering how the Fanon special issue was developing. I understaJ~d about the delay, and do 

not envy you your Chairing responsibilities. I’m looking forward to reading your piece along with the others for this special issne. If yon need a bit more time, please 
take it. I’m cowing this to Joseph Jo~lan to whom I owe an email (roll write that email soon!). 

bes~t wishes 

Laura 

On 5/13/2012 1: 32 PM, S ahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Laura, 

I hope this note finds you well. I am not sure if you remember me, for we met only briefly when you presented at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

At any rate, I write because my colleague Joseph Jordan is waiting for my piece on Fanon so that he can move the special issue on Fanon forward. 

The context of the delay is the fact that I was appointed Chair of our department in November in the midst of a serious crisis that take all my time this 

semester. My plans to wrap the my piece this week has been delayed because the Dean’s office and I had to respond to some urgent questions 

pertaining to the crisis as the academic year come to a close. 

At any rate, now that the dust has settled I need just a few days to wrap my piece and send it to the editors. Please know that I value the inspiring 

work that the Black Scholar represents and your work, and I would not forgive myself if the project did not go forward because it is missing my piece. 

I hope you consider my request and I thank you in advance. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Sahle~ Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICEN SAHLE(EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 3:16 PM 

Janken, Keraleth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr> 

H~ly~ Jonathan ~-~hoxtJyn@unc.edu> 

Confirmalion emaAl 

Dear Kenneth, 

This is to officially confirm that given the duties I extended to you before my departure on Monday, I have decided to appoint you as Acting Chair during the Summer period. 

In essence, while I extended these duties because of my re-appointment of you as Summer Administrator and Director of Undergraduate Studies in January, I have decided to 
appoint you as Acting Chair to officially make clear the line of the authority and responsibility in the department during my field research. As we discussed in the last few 

months, we will be in close contact during my time away and will consult on matters as they arise. 

Kindly let me know if we can Skpe this morning to discuss this development. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 12:17 PM 

ookNbr@yorku.ca 

I~JE,: Hello 

From: ookafor@yorku ca [ookafor@yorku.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2012 11:23/’dvI 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Eunice, 
Long time. Sorry for not writing earlier. Things have been so hectic since I got 
back to Nigeria. Just wanted to say hello and open this channel of 
comanunication. How’s the Chair position going? Hope all is well with you? 

Cheers, 
O bi 

()Nora Chinedu Okafor, PhD 
Professor 
Osgoode Hall Law School, 
York University, 
4700 Keele Street, 
Toronto, Ontario M3J 1 P3 
Canada 

Member, UN Human Rights Council Advisory Committee 
Geneva, Switzerland 

Oani Fawehinmi Distinguished Chair in tluman Rights (2011-2012), 
Nigerian Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, 
Lagos, Nigeria 

Phone: +1-416-736-5043 
Fax: +1-416-736-5736 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, May 18, 2012 10:43 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtv~ 

Wold, JackJe <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Dear Kenneth, 

T hope you are well, 

This is a heads up just in case you hear about iL 

To make a long story short, Travis did not log in his hours for the last 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 12:23 PM 

M Galvin ~gmail.com> 

ILE: RA for primaxy documents 

From: M Galvin         ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 18, 2012 3:03 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Eunice SaNe 
Subject: Re: RA for primary documents 

Hi Eunice 

You cm~ reach David Hallowes at "Ha2llowes" <hallowes~a)telkomsa.net> 

Can you still use the Phiri piece? I set aside last Friday and Monday/Tuesday to work on this, so please let me know. 

Please send a personal email if you have lime. You got mine in Sept and again af[er Xmas? The email professionalism tone is so cold and distant. 

Best 

Mary 

On Fri, Feb 17, 2012 at 2:54 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Many thanks Patrick! 

Yes, a reading group would be great. It is the least I can do given yours and CCS support over the years. A reading on contemporary modes of coloniality and resistance 
would be excellent. I would be using lots of geography stuff - I had the greaest fun taking          graduate seminar last semester and my comparative work on Durban 
and Toronto is situated within some contemporary debates in geography. Nonetheless, I will take signals from you on what should be the focus of envisioned reading group. 
Yes, Yousuf will join us in June and will be there until August. 

Cheers and in solidarity, 
Eunice 

From: Patrick Bond                ~qmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [13bond(~mail.nClo.za] 
Sent: Friday, February :[7, 20:[2 7:24 AN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce: N Galvin 
$,,bje~t: Re: RA for primary documents 

On 2/17/2012 1:19 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Mary, 

Many thanks for your suggestions. Here are some responses: 

a) David Hallowes: I have read his work for years and I have great respect for him. Thus, if you can connect me him that would be excellent. 

Recommendation: I think you can download his new book - including lots about S.Durban - at http:/iwww.groundwork.org.za - a~d al~ see the SDCEA analysis 

attached. 

b) Judith Shier at UKZN: Kindly send me her contact details. Just like in her other sites, I will be interviewing folks at the City government t based on the entry 
points of my research. I will discuss this with Judith (plus David) once I am in Durban. 

Juditla SNer <SHIER(~ukn.ac.za;, 

c) Chatsworth: I will get in touch with Orlean on this and hopefully work with one of Patrick’s students. 

There’s a guy who did a brilliant mas~te~’s thesis on Chatswofft~, Trevem ??, and I’m trying to reach him via Richard Ba~lmd right now. 

We’ll get you support! In exchange, we thought we might have a little reading group that grapples ruth your work (we’re also doing Amin, Harvey, Mamdani) of our 



PhD studenks, including several in Hamre coming onstream. Would that be fun? 

Will Youssuf be around too? 

Ciao, 

Patrick 

A UNC Ph.D candidate working with me and Patrick’s friend 

to help me with aspects of the research. 

Once again many thanks for your suggestions and see you soon. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

will also be in Durban during the time I am there and we have discussed my hiring him 

From-. N Galvin         Ngmail.com] 
Sent-. Friday, February 17, 2012 3:56 AM 
To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc-" Patrick Bond 
Subject-. RA for primary documents 

Hi Eunice 

Patrick forwarded your email that you are looking for an RA to gather documents. So I have news that you will be here-- so wonderful, looking 
for~vard to it! 

Since you have such a short time to get into your research I thought I’d send my two cents worth on your RA request, just disregard if not helpful. If it is 

only to gather docs-- and the right ones-- I would suggest: 

SDCEA is incredibly over researched, but if you only want primaxy documents it is just a matter of going to their offices right? My neighbour David 

Hallowes does much of their documentation work, so it might be more efficient to speak to him and/or just pay for some of his ti~ne to indentify the 

necessary docs. 

A student could handle Westcliffbut it would probably be best for him/her to work with local activists there and pay them something? You know that 

org well-- roll there be much documentation? 

The main challenge will be Durban. I’d be wary to leave finding docs from Durban ci~ government to a stadent. It is a complex set of depar’anents mad 

will need some nuance to speak to people and find out what documents are relevant and who to speak to in order to get them. Of course there is the 

right to access documents, but only if you know which ones exist and where’. 

Marga:et Jack is an excellent researcher who I have worked with, and who could track down docs. Margaret McKenzie used to work for the City and 

could get thiough quickly. Both work as consnltants. 

Then there is Judith Shier at UKZN who I have hired to do lit searches for tne. She has been exhaustive and highly professional. 

These are all white women, if a concern a student could shadow them in this process? 

Let me know if you want anyone’s emails and I roll put you in touch. 

Looking forward to catching up-- hope you are well. 

Best 
Mary 

MaT Galvin 
Director 

Umphilo waIVlanzi 

tel/ISx 27-31 - 205-9034 

cell 

Ma~. Galvin 



Director 

Umphilo waMa~i 

tel/thx 27-31 - 205-9034 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 1:41 PM 

5mn 16@qneensu.ca 

ILS: MUN Application 

From: 5mn26@queensu.ca [Smnl6@queensu.ca] 

Sent: Friday, May 28, 2022 2:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: NUN Application 

Hello Eunice, 

I just wa~t to let you kmow that included you on a referee list for the job listed below. 

I hope this is ok and please let me know if you have any questions. 

The Department of Political Science at Memorial University is seeking a candidate to fill an eight-month appointment to 

teach courses in International Relations and Research and Writing. The position will commence on 1 September 2012. 

The position currently involves teaching 2 sections of Introduction to Political Science (Posc :1000), and one section each 

of Research and Writing in Political Science (Posc 2010), International Organizations (Posc 3229), International Political 

Economy (Posc 3250), and Controversies in International Political Economy (Posc 4255). 

For details about the courses, please go to: http://www.mun.ca/posc/courses/o 

Candidates should hold a Ph.D. or be near completion, and teaching experience is preferred. Pay is based on 

qualifications and experience. The pay range is ~;40,010 to 548,150 for an 8-month appointment. 

Interested candidates should email a curriculum vitae and the names of three referees to Dr. Luke Ashworth, 
lashworth@mun.ca, Head, Department of Political Science, Memorial University, St. John’s, NL AIB 3X9. The closing 

date for receipt of applications is :18 May, 20:12. 

Memorial University is committed to employment equity and encourages applications from qualified women and men, 

visible minorities, aboriginal people and persons with disabilities. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply, 

however, Canadians and permanent residents will be given priority. 

Memorial University is the largest university in Atlantic Canada. As the province’s only university, Memorial plays an 

integral role in the education and cultural life of Newfoundland and Labrador. Offering diverse undergraduate and 

graduate programs to nearly 18,000 students, Memorial provides a distinctive and stimulating environment for learning 

in St. John’s, a safe, friendly city with great historic charm, a vibrant cultural life, and easy access to a wide range of 

outdoor activities. With over 185 regular faculty members in 16 academic departments and a wide variety of 

interdisciplinary major, minor and diploma programs, the Faculty of Arts offers breadth, depth and diversity. Counting 

around 5000 students with declared majors or minors, and with strong graduate programs, the Faculty is committed to 

providing solid teaching and research support to new appointees. The Faculty of Arts houses, among other units, the 

Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER), ISER Books and the Digital Research Centre for Qualitative Fieldwork. It 

is also home to outstanding archival collections, including the Maritime History Archive, the Folklore and Language 

Archive and the Native Language Archive. Memori~QueenElizabethll Library has excellent holdings with the most 

extensive collection of journals in the region. Please se~ttp://www.mun.ca/arts/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, May 19, 2012 3:24 PM 

Anne Scarf .~gmaJd.com> 

ILE: thinking about you 

From: Anne Scarf         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, May 19, 2012 10:37 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: thinking about you 

Hi Eunice: I certainly have you on mind these days. I aan sure gd tiffs tmmoil in fl~e department has put a major burden on you but, on the other hand, I cannot think of 

anyone more capable to handle what has to be a difficult assigtm~ent. If you axe in town this summe~; let me lmow if you would have time to have lunch ruth me. I mn 

ve~ flexible usually. Take caxe ofyoursel£ Arme 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 9:07 AM 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O k~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 9:14 AM 

Byers, Michael <michael.byer~ ubc.caw 

1~9;: Eunice SaNe (UNC Chapel Hill) 

From: Byers, Michael [michael.byers@ubc.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 6:11 PM 
To: philippe.lebillon@geog ubc ca; Elvin Vv~yly 
Cc: simon dormer; David Ley; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Eunice Sahle (UNC Chapel Hill) 

[)ear Philippe, 

I’d like to conl~irm September 18 for Eunice’s colloquium talk, since that date works for both her and me. 

I’m copying her on this e-mail so that she can send you a title ]2)r her talk and let you know whether she’s willing to meet with grad students over lunch be]k)rehand 

Very many thanks! 

Michael 

Michael Byers 
Professor & Canada Research Chair 
Department of Political Science, C425-1866 Mare Mall 
University of British Columbia 
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1ZI, Cana&i 
Tel: ~ 1 (604) 822-3049 
]~mail: michaehbyers@ubc.ca 

From: lebillon@geog.ubc.ca [lebillon@geog.ubc.ca] On Behalf Of philippe.lebillon@geog.ubc.ca [philippe.lebillon@geog.ubc.ca] 
Sent: 10 April 2012 00:46 
To: Elvin Wyly; Byers, Michael 
Cc: sitnon donner; David Ley 
Subject: Re: Eunice Sahle (UNC Chapel Hill) 

Dear Michael and David, 

This is a wonderful suggestion. We organize colloquium talks on Tuesdays, frora 12:30 to 1:50, with a discussion over lunch xvith graduate students starting at 11:30 if there is mutual 
interest in doing so. We could provisionally book Sept 18 and Sept 25, and Eunice can let us know what date she prefers (11 Sept is also an option, though a bit early in the term). 

Best wishes, 

Philippe 

On 09/04/2012 8:36 PM, David Ley wrote: 
Hello Philippe and Simon: 

Is there interest in adding Prof Sahle to our Colloquium list in the 
Fall? See below- for irffo. 
E1vin. do you have any thoughts? 

David 

..... For~varded Message ..... 
From: "Michael Byers" <michael byers@ubc.ca> 
To: "david ley" <david.ley@geog.ubc.ca> 
Sent: Thursday, 5 April, 2012 08:14:31 GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific 
Subject: Eunice Sahle (UNC Chapel Hill) 

Dear David, 

My friend Eunice Sable, who heads the department of African and 
Afro-American Studies at UNC Chapel Hill, is planning to visit me this 
September 

She has funding for the trip already but is ~vondering whether the 
Geography Department at LrBC might be interested in having her give a 
talk Her current work includes urban governance, citizenship and 
justice (Durban and Toronto), and geographies of violence and 
displacement in Kenya. 

At the moment, her dates are flexible. Please let me know whether you’re 
interested, or send this on to colleagues who might be. 

2~la ny thanks! 

Michael 



> M~chael Byers 
> Professor & Canada Research Chair 
> Department of Political Science, C425-1866 Main Mall 
> University nf British Columbia 
> Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z1, Canada 
> Tel: ~ 1 (604) 822-3049 
>E-mail: michael.byers@ubc ca 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 1:53 PM 

tta~tlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

ILE: Thaxtk you 

From-" Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 5:50 PM 
To-" 
Co-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Thank you 

Thank you for coming in and also for providing me with material regarding your background and your teaching. I have also had an opportunity to review 

paperwork in the Dean’s office. 

I appreciate the reformation you have provided me. A~: ~:he same ~:ime, Uniw?rs~ty po~h::y is that a departrnenta~ adjunct appok~tment carries no necessary 

oM~gation w~th regard to the assignment of instructional du~:~es. The Deparm~ent is currently ~n the midst of a currk:u~ar reform ~rocess. lh~s may ta~e some 

and may ~ead Lhe Department in new directions. ~ suggest you continue to be ~n touch w~Lh Lhe Department Chair. 

S~ncere~y~ Jonathan 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Senk~r Associate Dean for So(:ia~ Sdences and 

GIo~a~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Erna~h hartlyn@unc.edu 

Off:ice: 9~9 962-1~65 Fax: 929 962-2408 

Sent= Thursday, Nay 03, 2052 9:$3 AN 
To= Ha~lyn, 3onathan 
S~bjeCt= ~ank you 
Dear Dean Ha~lyn, 
[ write to thank you Br meeting with me last Friday to discuss my concerns about my Adjunct appointment in the Depa~ment of African and Afro-American Studies. At the 
close of this semester, my passion for teaching my course AFAN 4~ Race, 3ustice and American Law has deepened because many of my studen~ said that the course 
changed their lives, 
~ look B~ard to hearing from you. ~ank you for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 2:17 PM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Du Bois Conference Update 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 7:57 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sublect: FW: Du Bois Conference Update 

Dear Chair, 

You know we have a great group of J2~lks working on this conference! Georges has come up with some really impressive possibilities for the panel on Du Bois and Africa I also think that 
both Kofi 2mwonoor and Femi Osofisan could be extraordinary keynoters if Nahum Chandler falls through...and if we could get some additional :Funding, either could be a great second 
keynoter. Having some readings from Osofian’s play also seems attractive Anyhow, I told G eorges that since bringing people from the continent would require some hea~sv lifting that I 
would consult with you be]2~re going any further. What do you think???? -Reg 

From: Nzongo[a-Ntal0j a, G eorges 
Sent: Sunday, May 13, 2012 2:34PM 
To: tli[debrand, Reginald F 
Cc: Jor&m, Joseph F; Anderson, Barbara S 
Sut~ject: RE: Du Bois Conference Update 

Dear Reg, 

Greetings from Accra! Colleagues here were unanimous that I should talk with Professor Esi Suther[and-Addy, daughter of the famous pan-Africanist and pacifist Bill Suther[and (and Efua 
Theodora Sutherland), who teaches literature at the Institute of African Studies of the Universi~" of Ghana and a former depu~ minister of culture and tourism (1986) and of higher 
education (1986-92) in Ghana. As you know, her parents ~vorked in Ghana (1953-61) and in Tanzania (1963-74), and she was born in Ghana, where she continues to live and remains active 
with the W.E.B. Du Bois Centre. 

I spent about an hour with Professor Sutherland-Addy this afternoon. Since she was too young to know Dt~Bois, she strongly reconm~ends that we invite Professor Kofi Awonoor, a 
Ohanaian poet and diploruat, to the conference. He was a young civil ser,~ant that Dr. Kwarue Nkrumah sent to welcome DuBois when he arrived to live in Ghana, and should know a lot 
about the distinguished pan-Africanist’s work in Ghana. A fom~er professor and head of the African Literature Association in the US, he selwed as the Ohanaian arabassador to Brazil (1984- 
88), Cuba (1988-90) and the United Nations (1990-94). He is currently Chairman of the Council of State, a policy advisory bo@ to the governn~ent of Ghana. 

Sutherland-Addy also suggested that the Nigerian play~vright Ferdr Osofisan would be an excellent choice for panelist. He has done research in the Du Bois papers in Accra, and his play 
NKRUM~X~I-NIt ...AFRICA-NI! is an imaginary dialogue involving ix~mnah and Arnilcar Cabral in Sekou Toure’s Guinea about pan-Africanism and Du Bois. 

Should the planning committee decide to invite Professor Awonoor, you may send him the invitation through Professor Sutherland-Addy at the following email address: 
~gmail. corn 

Last week, Joseph Jordan and I spoke briefly about the Africa panel, and expressed interest in having a representative of some of the people ~vho were involved in the anti-apartheid and 
liberation support work. Two names that come to ruind right away are Sylvia Hill of the University of the District of Columbia, and Willard Johnson, professor erueritus at MIT. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-Araerican Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, April 30, 2012 9:09 PM 
To: Kenan, Randall G; Porter, Robert S; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge; Anderson, Barbara S; Janken, Kenneth R; Boxill, Bernard R; amoreexcellentno~v@gmail.com; Regester, Charlene B; 
Perkins, Kathy A.; Hall, Perry A; Smith, Holly A; Hollingsworth, Bift:, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Du Bois Conference Update 

Dear Vanguard, 

Attached please find an update on the decisions we made at our last planning meeting. We want to have the structure of the conference clear by the middle of May We need ?’our 
proposals for panelists and formats by May 15th. You can send them to me by email or post them on Sakai. 

-Georges would you get together ~vith Barbara and Joseph and pull together a panel that deals with the theme ofDu Bois on Africa and Pan Africanism (Joseph has done a good deal of 
work already. Feel free to come up with a better name for the panel.) 

-Kenneth, I would be glad to work with you on the panel dealing with Du Bois on War and Peace, Robert please join us. 



-Perp), and Kathy, would you please work up a panel proposal with Charlene, Randall and Holly, on Du Bois and the Politics of Art, Music, Literature and Theater (feel free to change the 
name and limit the scope) 

-Bernie, you should meet Rebecka Rutledge Fisher in t~nglish Please touch base with her. She has some ideas for a panel on Political Philosophy and Human Rights 

-Below you will :find a link to the bio of the person we want to do the keynote. 

Nahum Chandler -OHST<http://ohst berkeles: edu/people/ohst visitin~Scholars/chandler.html> Visiting Scholar<http://ohst.berkele~/’.edu/people/ohst visitin;Scholars/chandler html> 

Thanks all and congratulations on getting through another semester. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 9:28 AM 

Baruti Amisi <amisi@ukzn.ac.za> 

RE: tomorrow 

From= Baruti Amisi [amisi@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent= Thursday, May 12, 2021 3:03 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: tomorrow 

Dem Prof Eunice, 
I know the place. I roll be there at 14:30. 

Kwa kuonana, 

Mr Ami si Ba~uti 

Researcher 

The Centre lbr Civil Society 

University of KwaZulu-Nat~l 
Room F192, Memorial Tower Building 

Durban 

4041 

Telephone: 27 31 2602825/3577 

Fax: 27 31 2602502 

Website: vx~vw.ulczn.ac .za’cc s 

>>> "SaJ~le, Eunice N" 05/12/11 8:36 AM >>> 

Hi Amisi, 

It is the KwaZulu-Natal Society of Arts Care in the Public Park right across Wolworths in Davenport. The Care also has art gallery. It is a popular place, thus if you aske anyone 
on campus or around Wolworths they will direct you. 
Hopefully you will find it. 

Looking forward to seeing you, 

Eunice 

From= Baruti Amisi [amisi@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent= Thursday, May 12, 2011 1:55 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: tomorrow 

Dem Prof Eunice, 
Kindly note that I do not know where KZNSA cafe is. Would you, please, explain how I can roach them. 
Regards, 

Mr Ami si Ba~uti 
Researcher 
The Centre lbr Civil Society 
Universib~ of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room F192, Memorial Tower Building 
Durban 
4041 

Telephone: 27 31 2602825/3577 

Fax: 27 31 2602502 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za"ccs 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" 05/11/11 4:04 PM >>> 

Hi Amisi, 



Good to run into you today. 

At any rate, my colleague Rodney has changed the location of the meeting tomorrow. Thus, can we meet at the KZNSA care at 2.30pm rather than the Campus one? Kindly 
confirm. 

Kwaheri. 
Eunice 

Please find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: htm:i/www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaJmer 

Please find our Emafil Disclaimer here-->: http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclafimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 10:52 AM 

h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 4:46 AM 

Greenway, Ryan <greenway@unc.ed~> 

I~E: ArmuaJ Report 

From: Greenway, Ryan 

Sent-" Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:08 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Annual Report 

Hello E urlice-. 

The system renlains open, so please have the fac(ll[:y member erl[er their report into the system as soon as [:hey can. The Fourldatkm definitely needs 

stewardship piece by June because they be~in sendin~ letters to donors sL that point. 

Things are movin~ steady here in Chapel Hill and I hope you are doin~ well. 

All the best. 

Ryan 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Tuesday, Nay 22, 2022 9:39 AN 

To= Greenway, Ryan 

Subject~ Annual Repo~ 

Dear Ryan, 

Greetings from Durban, South Africa and I hope you are well. 

At any rate, a faculty member has written to me indicating that he missed the annual report deadline because of health issues. I received his note after the deadline and I am 
wondering what one does in such situations. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 8:06 AM 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, May 28, 2012 3:56 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

Research Account 

Dear Sonia, 

How are you? I hope you are doing well and looking forward to seeing you when I return. 

Here is a request: I need to include 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 3:34 PM 

Grossberg, I,awrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: how are you holding up? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 5:37 PM 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu-* 

1~91: how axe you holding up? 

LalTy, 

See the gardens (gallely once you get to the site) of the Durban Elephant here: 

http/w~vw, durb anel ephant, c o za 

From: Grossberg, Lawrence 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 5:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: how are you holding up? 

particularly like 4 and 5 I will check out ~ and wish I could check out 3 

Larry 
On May 31, 2012, at 4:14 PM; Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> Comrade Larry, 
> 
> ’]’hanks for checking on me! 
> 

> 1 ) On what you can you do to help: Be an ambassador for me and the department. (Jet in touch with SAD Jonathan Hartlyn and ask him how you can help 
> 

> 2) How I am holding up? On a good day, this is how... 
> 

> 1 ) by embracing the surprising and challenging questions that are emerging as I spend time in the 3 core spaces of my research here. 
> 2) by watching episodes of a new show that my son and his friends have recently created: ’lEe State Of US and here is the link: http://www.facebook.comiTheStateO:tlJs 
> 3) By reading in the various gardens spots of the place I call home whenever I am in Durban - the [)urban Elephant. 
> 4) By allowing my Anglican-Buddhist-2mglican self to get really mad at my former boss!!tttt !!t 
> 5) Finally, there is always my old trusted poet of’all seasons of my life Leonard Cohen, and my craW Durban fi~iends drawn from the UniversiW of KwaZulu-Natah 
> 
> Cheers and thartks. 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Grossberg, Lawrence 
> Sent: Thursday, May- 31, 2012 2:40 PM 
> To: Sable, E~mice N 
> Subject: how are you holding up? 
> 

> amazing how this keeps dragging on. I am so sorry for you and your colleagues. Anything I can do to help? 
> 

> larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, June l, 2012 5:12 AM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, June 1, 2012 5:23 AM 

Ha3"tlyn, Jonathan <ha~3yn@unc.edu> 

Consortium on Constitutions: Universi~, of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, June 4, 2012 11:35 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, Jnne 4, 2012 3:34 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtv~ 

Benom’~, Judith <benom~@email.unc.edtr’~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 12:45 AM 

Farrell, Janet C.-<lanet Farrell@unc.edu> 

ILE: 2011-12 PTR report 

Dear Janet, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Please find 

From-" Farrell, Janet ¢. 
Sent: Tuesday, June :t9, 20:12 3:22 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
12¢; Farrell, Janet ¢. 
Subject: 20:t:t-:t2 PTR report 

Dear Eunice, 

Since Dean Hartlyn has approved the deferrals of the three faculty members (Lee, Nzongola-Ntalaja and Hildebrand) that were scheduled for PTR during 2011-12, 

will you please send me a PTR report. I have attached a copy of the form for your convenience. Please complete the bottom section that pertains to PTRs that have 

been delayed with SAD approval. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Janet Farrell 

CAS Business Operations 

CB #3056, Howell Hall 

Phone: 9:19-962-62:10 

Work Schedule: Tuesday,Wednesday,Thursday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, June 22, 2012 12:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Chapter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, July 6, 2012 1:53 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr> 

I~E: Monday 

From= Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent= Friday, July 06, 2012 I0:26 AM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Monday 

Dear EIlllice, 

We’ve had a WONDERFUL time. I’ve ma~aged to be disciplined and kept away t?om the computer for the most part. I’m seeing your mes~ge only because I have to 

renew some libraD’ material. 
I’ll put it in ~ny calend~x. But I’ll have already had brealdhst hours earlier. Do you mind if I limit ~nyselfto cofl’ee? 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-Americma Studies 

Departmeut of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about ,ny publications: 

http://~,w.umass.edt~/umpmss/spr 97/ja~ken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edtgbooks’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtr’book/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edtr’book/P00723 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Friday, July 06, 2012 2:49 AM 

To= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Monday 

Dear Kenneth, 

T hope you are enjoying your time away. 

At any rate, can we have a breakfast (9.00am) meeting on Monday? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 2:33 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: CELEBIL~kTE Episcopal Saint Pauli Murray - Wednesday July 18 @6:30 p.m. 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2012 12:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FVV: CELEBRATE Episcopal Saint Pauli Murray - Wednesday July 18 @6:30 p.m. 

FYI. I hope you are well. 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe(@email, u nc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From-" Barbara Lau [balau@duke.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, July 12, 2012 6:43 AM 
To: Barbara Lau 
Subject; CELEBRATE Episcopal Saint Pauli Murray - Wednesday July 18 @6:30 p.m. 

IT’S OFFICIAL!- Late Wednesday afternoon, the Episcopal Church at their General Convention voted to elevate the Rev. Dr. Pauli Murray to their Book of Holy 

Women, Holy Men: A Celebralion of Saints. Her lifelong efforts to seek justice and fight agains¢ discrimination and NgoW roll now be celebrated in the liturgical 

calendar of the church, recognizing Pauli Murray as an exemplary person who made a difference in the world. 

Join us to celebrate Pradi’s am~ing life and inspiring legacy. 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 @ 6:30 

St. Titus’ Episcopal Church 

400 Moline Street 

Durham, NC 

Everyone is Welcome 

Reception roll follow the semce 

More Information: 919/613- 6167 

w~v. paulimurray proi ecL o~a 

READ Recent Press: 

Panli Mnrray Bound for Sainthood - by Dawn Baumgaxtner Vaughan, Durham Herald S~m 

Barbara Lau 

Director, Pauli Murray Project 

w~v.paulimurravproj ect.o~;~ 

919/613-6167 

To join our mailing list, please send your email address to balau(~duke.edu 

Look tbr us on thcebook 

Smith Warehouse, Bay 5, 1st Floor 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durham, NC 27701 

Box 90403 

Durham, NC 27708 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, July 13, 2012 2:02 PM 

Ha3"tlyn, Jonathan <ha~3yn@unc.edu> 

MutAma 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Snnday, July 22, 2012 1:00 PM 

Jason Warner <jasonwarne@fas.harvard.edu> 

I~E: Potential Contribution to Book 

From:         @gmail.com 
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 4:54 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Potential Contribution to Book 

~gmail.com] on behalf of Jason Warner [jasonwarner@fas.harvard.edu] 

Mwalimu- 

I hope yoffre doing well and enjoying your reprieve ti~m Chapel Hill. 

Belbre getting down to the real pnrpose of the email, I did want to share some news with yon, as I imagine yon’d hear upon your return m Chapel Hill. In short, while 
working ruth the U.S. Mission to the Afi-ican Union in Ethiopia in June, I foud out that my                   drowned in France in a co~npletely tragic accident. I 

obviously returned to the U.S. i~nmediately, and have been working to come to grips ruth this development over the course of the sarnmer. I’ve been in touch ruth 

Barbara Anderson, who has helped me sort through s~trange situations before, and so wanted to let you know as well. 

That unfomnate news aside: 

I wanted to touch base again regarding your potential contribtuion to the edited volnme that I am working to put together with one of my advisors here at Harvard. the 

philosopher Tommie Shelby. In essence, we are looking to pnt together a co-edited volume on Africana politica1 thonght on international relations, spanning space 

(Africa, the Americas, mad the Diaspora) and time (trans-Atlantic slave trade to present). Our major goals in this work axe not only to decenter the modalities of 

knoMedge that have historically been forwarded as the IR canon, but also to highligN the ve~ rea1 contributions to international relations thonght that have emanated 

from the Afdcana Diaspora. Currently, we are in the early stages oft~ ing m assess which of our contacts might have the expertise and interest in snbjects thlling under 

this heading to be potential chapter authors for the book. 

Given your speciaJties, I wanted to write to see whether - if and when we secure a contract - you would be willing to contribute a chapter on "The Intellectual Histo~ 

of TransnationaJ Social Justice Movements in the Afdcana Diaspora," or something similar along those lines. 

If you could let me know whether we can add you to the list of potential contributors, it would be greatly appreciated. Fu~ther, given that this project is in its very 

nascent stages, we’d appreciate your confidentiaJity regarding this request. 

In the meantime, I’ll look fo~w-ard to your visit to Hm-vard in the fail, aJad roll be in touch regarding those logistics in the near future. 

All best, 
Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, August 3, 2012 11:05 AM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.nnc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emml .unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:58 PM 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu-* 

Hello 

Dear Stephen, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, Augnst 15, 2012 8:59 AM 

dcumn@email.unc.edu 

Tea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, Augnst 15, 2012 8:59 AM 

dcumn@email.unc.edu 

Team Camptaan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 1:13 PM 

Spurt, Kim Weaver <spurrk@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Brief menlion about your water work in faJ1 magazine story, please ~ead 

Dear Kim, 

I am sorry for this delayed response. It has been a hectic period. 

I am OK with the piece. 

From= Spurr, Kim Weaver 

Sent-" Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:04 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Brief mention about your water work in fall magazine story, please read 

Morning Eunice: In a story on efforts "in the classroom" in our fall ’12 magazine centered around the new water theme, writer DeLene Beeland has included this 

brief graf. Are you OK with this; is this accurate? 

Thanks! 

Kim 

In addition, Eunice Sable, chair of the Ati’ica~ and Afico-Amefican studies department, is working with colleague Reginald Hildebrand to devise ways to explore 

water and health issues in "the context of Chapel Hill’s Rogers Road communib,, which is known tbr fighting against environmental degradation. In spring 2014, water 

will a] so be the fl~eme of her depa~ment’s mmual conference. 

Kim Weaver Spurt (919) 962-4093 

Associate Director of Communications 
Editor, Carolina Arts g Sciences magazine 
College of Arts and Sciences, Dean’s Office 
3021 Steele Building 
Campus Box 3100, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
_s: ~__u__r__r__k_ @ #_r__~_~N ~__u___n__o_’~_gd___u_. 
Web: htt p://college.unc.edu 
Facebook: http:/A~vw.facebook.com/UNC.College 
Twitter: htt#://twitter.com/unccolleae 
YouTube: .h..t.l~.~L/.y..q.u.1.u.~.b...e.~.c.~.~..r.[A!.s.‘~e~!..U.~.N....c.~.c...~.~&.q ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 7:14 PM 

l~W: Thank you! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:37 PM 
To-" holden_throp@unc.edu; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Thank you! 

Dear Chancellor Throp and Dean Hartlyn, 

On behalf of faculty, I write to thank you for today’s dialogue. It was very productive and faculty members are very grateful. Today’s meeting has refocused our energy in the 
right direction and we will keep moving forward. 

Once again many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 3:59 PM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia_howell@med.unc.edu> 
zawadi.barskile@nyu.edu 

RE: Fixed-term part-time lecturer 

Dear Tia, 

Kindly review the 

From= Barskile, Z 
Sent= Thursday, August 23, 2012 3:45 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Fixed-term part-time lecturer 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

hope your semester is off to a nice start. 

1 am writing concerning my pay for employment in the department as a fixed-term part-time lecturer. Tn a email dated April :[7, 20:[2 you stated that my six month salary 
would be             for each course/section, and [ would be paid in monthly installments on the last day of each month beginning on July 3:[, 20:[2. ]~ did not receive a 
pay check on 3uly 3:[, and after checking UNC’s PayStub Application 1 have learned that will be paid bi-weekly, beginning September 7, 20:[2. Could you please advise me about 
the changes, and confirm that my six month salary is as originally stated, 

Thank you kindly. 

Sincerely, 
Zawadi Barskile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, August 27, 2012 5:21 PM 

Haxtlyn, Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

Details 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=EUN1CE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 8:01 AM 

.~email.unc.edu> 

Review- update 

Dear 

It was good to see you this week. 

This is to let you know that follow ing~ consultation with the Dean’s office the department will go ahead with your. post-review and with consideration for promotion as you requested Since 
the re’,,iew will occur ix~ the Spring semester, the Dean’s office has indicated that your review would lead to a Jan. 1, 2014 promotion if the post-tenure review is positive 

Your letter pertaining to the review should be ready [’or pick on Friday August 31, 2012. As we discussed on M(mday, I wi be asking to submit your dossier by Nov. 1 this year in order to 

give enough time ]k~r external reviewers to comment on your work and return it in a timely manner. 

Best wishes, 
Eanice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, Augnst 29, 2012 8:15 AM 

Syllabu~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, September 3, 20:[2 3:36 PM 

RE: General Faculty/Faculty Council Meeting Friday 9/7 at 3:00 

From: Faculty Governance 
Sent-" Saturday, September 02, 2022 5:37 PM 
To; General Faculty 
Subject; [generalfaculty] General Faculty/Faculty Council Meeting Friday 9/7 at 3:00 

To the General Faculbl, UNC-Chapel Hill 

The annual tNl meeting of the General Faculty together with the Faculty Council will take place Friday, September 7tl~, 2012, firom 3:00 to 5:00 pm in the Hitchcock 

Room at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. All [hculty members are invited to attend. 

The meeting agenda is now online here. 

We look forward to seeing many of you there. 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

CB# 9170 -- 203 Cart Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

929-962-1672 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

generalfaculty as: e~mice(~:emaJl.~mc.e&~. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 55209337.da2688ae0ab795b8101dat21551476ae&n T&l genemlt:aculty&o 32074020 or send a blank e~nail 

to leave-32074020- 55209337.da2688ae0ab795b8101 dat21551476ae(~listse~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, September 3, 2012 5:18 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu-~; Perry Hall <ha]l~email.unc.edu-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 5:54 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 8:52 AM 

Quercia, Roberto G <quercia@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: [clp 1311 Thank you 

From: Querda [quercia@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2022 6:47 AM 
To; CLP 23 
Subject; [clp_23] Thank you 

Dear colleagues: 

It was a pleasure meeting you last night aJ~d learning a little about your department. 
I am looldng fo~-vvard to our futme dinners. 

One of my faculty sent me the li~k below. 

Thought it may be of interest to some of you. 

http:#chronicle.com/axticleiA- Letter- to- a-New-Chair/131831/ 

Have a productive week. 
Roberto. 

You me currently subscribed to clp 13 as: euuice(~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtr/u?id 53262397.22efc4e6e27eflf6a77fga3293bcf3a6&n T&I clp 13&o 32136764 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 32136764- 53262397.22efc4e6e27efl f6a77fga3293bcf3a6~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 7:41 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:00 PM 

Oliver Froehling @gmaJl.com> 

1~3~,: TaaaZaxlia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, May 19, 2012 1:53 PM 
To: Oliver Froehling 
Subject: RE: Tanzania 

Hi Oliver, 

It is so wonderful to hear from you! 

The best person would be my comrade Issa Shivji. He is excellent on all fronts. Among his many attributes, he is involved in theorizing and participating in land struggles and 
he is deeply rooted in Tanzania. 

Let me know if you would like me to connect you with him. 

I still hope to return to your wonderful Oaxaca sooner than latter. 

Cheers and in solidarity, 
Eunice (currently in Durban). 

From: Oliver Froehling @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, May 19, 2012 9:5S AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Tanzania 

Hi Eunice, 

long time no see. how’s it going? I saw your book came out, congratulations. Here some things have happened, we have now formed a new NGO and some other 

changes, but s~dll in the same business. 

I had a quick qneslion for you: as you know we are working with a pw~gmm in tanzania and I was wondering if you knew somebody I could contact to participate as a 

lecturer atx)ut political eocnomic themes in TZ, with critica] and theoretical kmoMedge as well as a irm grounding in Tanzania/East Africa, 

Thanks so nmch, 

Cheers, 

oliver 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 5:21 PM 

Perry tMI <hallpa@ema~l.unc.edu> 

EPA Search Committee Checklisl 

From: Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 4:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; EPA Search Committee Checklist 

Eunice, 

I have attached the search committee check list for you. The committee members will need to go to the following website to complete compliance training: 

http:!ihrisguide.unc.eduiepa-rw-cbt!index.htm. 

The most important thing after you have given the charge to the committee and set up meeting times is to create the position description. The description is what I 

need in order to get the process started in EPAWeb. 

~Tia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 4:35 PM 

Rot sse le, ~lodie <rousselle elodie@uqam,ca> 

I~E: CIRDIS Conference - update 

From: Rousselle, ~lodie [rousselle.elodie@uqam.ca] 

Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 3:13 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: CIRDIS Conference - update 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
Thank you for this information, I am adding your title to our conference cycle that we are about to publicise. We are experiencing also an hectic period here with the catch up 
of the winter session due to the important student strike. 
I will wait for your brief abstract and bio. 
Thank you again for your time. 
Sincerely, 
I~;Iodie Rousselle 
Agente des comrnumcations et des ~v~nements 
CIRDIS - UQAM 
Centre interdisciplinaire de recherche en d~veioppernent international et soci~t~ 
514-987-3000 poste 6222 

De : SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Envoy~ : 27 septembre 2012 09:50 

~, : Rousselle, I~lodie 
Cc ; Molly Kane 
Objet : CIRDIS Conference - update 

Dear Rousselle, 

I hope this note finds you well. 

I thought I would write to let you know I still plan to attend the conference Montreal. I have made arrangements to arrive on Wednesday October 31 and to leave Montreal on 
Saturday Nov. 3. 

Here is the title of my talk: Urban Governance in Post-Apartheid Durban: Reflections on Gender, Space and Rights 

I will provide a brief abstract and bio soon. It is a hectic period for me, hence the delays, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Rousselle, ~lodie [rousselle.elodie@uqam.ca] 

Sent-" Wednesday, August 29, 2012 11:19 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc; Molly Kane 
Subject-" CIRDIS Conference 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I work under the supervision of Professor Bonnie Campbell on the organization of CIRDIS public conferences. 

I am contacting you today regarding the planning of our conference cycle for 20:12-20:13. We wanted to confirm your availability for a conference on November :1st, 

in Montreal. If you are indeed available, we would greatly appreciate if you could please send us the presentation title and short description. Further, if you have a 

short biography at hand that you could join, it would be deeply appreciated. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 
]~lodie Rousselle 
Agente des communications et des dv~nements 
CIRDIS - UQAM 
Centre interdisciplinaire de recherche en ddveloppement international et socidt~ 
514-987-3000 poste 6222 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 10:31 AM 

Lindemmm. Efika <ulinde@emaJ 1. uric .edu-* 

Con 

From: Lindemann, Erika 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 i0:28 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
(:c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: major & minor proposal typographical errors 

Dear KenneLh, 
Thanks for catching these two errors. I’m grateful for your eagle eyes and will be glad to announce these corrections prior to tomorrow afternoon’s discussion of 
the proposa~ during the Admh~strat~ve Boards meeting. 
Best w~shes, 
Edk~ 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, September ~7, 20~2 9:38 AM 
To: Lindemann, Erika 
~c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: major & minor proposal ~pographical errors 
Dear Efika, 
There are ~vo minor b-pographical errors in ~e le~er I sent you a while ago that will be considered by the admiNstmtive bored. I am a~ching the le~er with the 
corrections in comment Nlloons. The enors ~e on p. 4 of the le~er. If they are not visible to yon, please let me h~ow, and I will t~y another way to send the le~er ~ 

you. 
Regards, 

Kenneth 

Ke~meth R. JaJ~ken 

Professor of Afro-A~nerica~n Studies 

Depa~ment of African and Afro-America~n Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Unive~i~ of NortJ~ Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my pnblications: 

h ttp:,’i ~w,~-w.~ m~ass.edu,’mnpre ss,’ spr 97i.ianken.html 

htlp:i/uncpress.m~c.edu,’books’T-8059.html 
htlp://nndpress.nd.edu~’book/P00780 

htlp://nndpress.nd.edu~’book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 8:58 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: date for colloq 

Thanks comrade. 

So 

From-" Escobar, Arturo 
Sent; Thursday, October 04, 20:12 8:44 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" date for colloq 

Dear Eunice 

Hope you got my message asking for the new date for the colloq (suggested date). 

I realized I leave for California on Oct 25, so it would have to be before that.. 

best, 
arturo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:05 AM 

Selassie, Bereket I{ <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaIdwe@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 10:32 AM 

Spring 2012- Du Bois Colfference Budget.:dsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 11:31 AM 

Fall, Ala~s~ne ~t?dl@email.unc.edu-~ 

Meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 4:21 PM 

scanner@unc.edu 

1~3~,: 

From: scanner@unc.edu [scanner@unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 4:13 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

This E-mai[ was sent from "R 10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.09.2012 16:13:31 (-(MOO) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, October 12, 2012 10:40 AM 

tia williams@ unc.edu 

Job description 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly find attached a 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, October 12, 2012 10:41 AM 

Williams Tia Howell <’6a william@unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, October 14, 2012 5:14 PM 

ttaxtlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Hello 

Dear Jonathan, 

Thanks for your email, 

Unfortunately, on Tuesday I will be at the Canadian-African Council Symposium and Wednesday at parliment’s parlimentary li 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Sunday, October :t4, 20:t2 5:0:t PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Eunice, I have a busy day tomorrow, but perhaps Tuesday am we can touch base on this? Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for So(:ia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Pol~ticai Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~J~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@)unc.edu 

Office: 9].9 962-1].(~B Fax: 93.9 962-2~)8 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Friday, October ~2, 20~2 8:02 AN 
To= Ha~lyn, 3onathan 
Sabject= Hello 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: "ttildebmnd, Reginald F" <hildebra~;,email.~mc.edu> 

To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <emaice(tbemail.unc.edu> 

Safe journey to Syracuse. This is something to read on the plm~e. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 9:05 AM 

Suthefland, Marcia E <msnthefland@albany.edu> 

I~E: Mmcia Sutheflm~d 

From: Sutherland, Marcia E [msutherland@albany.edu] 
Sent; Monday, October ].5, 2012 9:02 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Marcia Sutherland 

Dear Eunice: 

I do hope all is well. The faculty vote on 

I await your signed letter. 

Thank you, 

Marcia 

case will be at I0:00 a.m. this morning. Please send me an email message on your assessment of this case, while 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 4:56 PM 

Gordon@unc.edu 

Snpport Letter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:12 PM 

L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 1:10 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-* 

1~;: Course on South Afi’ica 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for your email. 

Here are responses: 

AAAD 316 (which replaces Afri370) 

From-" Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 20:t2 6:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Course on South Africa 

Good morning Eunice, 
I hope you managed to get some rest over the weekend. I am writing to see if it would be OK if I just taught a course on South Africa in the fall under Afri 370. Although I 
teach Contemporary Southern Africa, I am longing to just teach a course on South Africa. This would be in place of the 2:tst Century Scramble for Africa. So for the spring I 
would teach China and Africa and the 2:tst Century Scramble for Africa. Or I could teach the course on SA in the spring. Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, November 5, 2012 2:19 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, November 5, 2012 2:30 PM 

Perry Hall <ha~lpa@email.unc.edu>; Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O I~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 3:38 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edn>; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.alexander.crafl@unc.edu>; Vines, Anissa I <avine@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: IA~’d~_ Director Semeh - information needed 

Dear Kenneth, 

As I indicated at our last meeting, I had a discussion with 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

encouraged to apply but she declined. 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 12:57 PM 
To: Jordan, Joseph F; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Vines, Anissa I; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: IAAR Director Search - information needed 

Deax Colleagues, 

I don’t have an answer from you concerning the email below. If you have not sent an answer, please do so today. If you have already sent it, I cannot find it, so kindly 

send it again. 

With appreciation, 

Kenneth 

Kermeth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-A~nerican Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~ of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (lhx) 
Click on a link tbr infonnation abxmt nay publications: 

http:/i~wvwa m~ass~edu,’mnpress,’spr 97i.ianken.html 

htlp]/uncpress.unc.edu,’N~oks’T- 8059.html 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 7:56 PM 
To: Stevenson, Debbie Deese; Alexander, G. Rumay; Brophy, Alfred L; Jackson, Jerma A; Jordan, Joseph F; Neal, Jocelyn; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; SaNe, Eunice N; 

Vines, Anissa I 
Subject: IAAR Director Search - information needed 

Dem Colleagues, 

I’ve hemd from Carol Tresolini, who hemd from Ann Penn today. Carol reports that "she is not willing to give us the go-ahead as yet because of the small size of the 

applicant pool. She would like detailed information about fl~e efforts of the committee to ~ecmit nominations and applications. Could you please preps:re a description 

of what the committee has done ruth regard to sending out notices to the campns communiU and contacting people on campus to solicit nominations and applications, 

including phone calls, emails, meetings, and letters? You shonld include information atx~ut tJ~e number of people contacted by each committee member and tJ~eir 

positions and departmental or school affiliations (e.g., were department chairs and deans contacted? FaculU in a variety of departments and schools?). Please also 
attach copies of the notices and letters that were sent." 

Would you please BY MONDAY MORNING send me answers to these questions as they pertain to your recruiting tbr the position? I’ll flaen compile flae materia] and 

send it along. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kermeth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for intb~mation about my publications: 

~_t_t_p_?’:£u__~3_c_’p__~:_e___s_~ #__r~_c_:__e_@,!~_~?__k_~:Z-___S_~:__h__t_m!~ 

l~ttp:liundpress.nd.edul’book,’PO0723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 7:15 AM 

J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 8:57 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 5:06 PM 

Pemn, Andrew J <andrew~pemn@unc.edn> 

Hello 

Dear Professor Pen-in, 

I hope you are ;vell. 

At any rate, if you have a time, let’s have coffee I ;vill explain. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 8:15 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, November 23, 2012 3:47 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:07 AM 

Joyner, Gordon <Gordon@unc.e&~> 

l~E: Rasdcing of applications required 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: Joyner, Gordon 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 1:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Joyner, Gordon 

Subject: Ranking of applications required 

Prof. Sable: 

Since we have received three appiications from persons in your department for Senior Facuity Research and Scholarly Leaves to be taken during academic 

year 201.3/201.4 (Perry Hall, Timothy McM~llan, Walter Rucker), the Committee on Faculty Researct~ and Study Leaves wou~d I~ke for you to rank them, by 

whatever criteria you choose. Please emal~ your ranking directly to me at Gordon@unc.edu as soon as possible, so the Committee can begin its review. Let 

me know if you need any more information. Thank you. 

Gordon 
Gordon 

Offh:e of 1:he Executive V~ce Chancellor & Provo51: 

(9:[9) 9(~2- 

Gordon@unc.edu 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Friday, November 02, 2012 5:30 PM 
Te~ ~oyner, Gordon 
Subject~ RE: Le~ers d suppo~ 
Impo~ance~ High 

Dear Mr. Joyner, 

As discussed, kindly see the attached. 

Many thanks for all your help! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:10 AM 

Joyner, Gordon <Gordon@unc.e&~> 

l~E: RaNting of applications required 

From: Joyner, Gordon 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 1:41 PM 
To: SaMe, Eunice N 
(::c: Joyner, Gordon 
Subject: Ranking of applications required 

Prof. SaNe: 

Since we have received three appiications from persons in your department for Senior Facility Research and Sct~olarly [.eaves to be taken during academic 

year 20L_~/201_4 (Perry Hall, Timottw McMillan, Walter Rucker], the Committee on Facuit¥ Research and Study Leaves wo~d I~ke for you to rank them, by 

wtsateqer criteria you choose. Please emai~ your ranking directly to me at Gordon@unc.edu as soon as possible, so the Committee can begin its review~ Let 

me know if you need any more ~nformation, Thank you, 

Gordon 
Gordon Joy’~er 
Oft:~ce of [he Executive Vice Chancellor ~ Provos[ 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Friday, November 02, 2012 5:30 PN 

T~ Joyner, Gordon 

Subject= RE: Leers of suppo~ 

Impo~ance: High 

Dear Mr. Joyner, 

As discussed, kindly see the attached. 

Many thanks for all your help! 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Fl~m: 

S~nt: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O DRqC EXCHANGE/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUN1CE)> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:14 AM 

Weiler, Jonatha~ D ~ weil e@email, unc 

I~E: hi 

From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2022 9:00 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: hi 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope you are well. We’d discussed trying to get together for lunch, so I wanted to see whether you wanted to try again. Let me know what might work for you in the coming 

weeks. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Saturday, December 1, 2012 9:28 AM 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 1:02 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-~ 

Meeting 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for le~ing me earlier in the week that you would miss today’s meeting. 

This is to let you know that I shared with facul~ about your completing your manuscript and your collaborative work with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 12:46 PM 

ILE: Chimamaaada N. Adichie 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 12:45 PM 

To: Pickles, John 
Subject: Chimamanda N. Adichie 

Dear John, 

I hope you are well. 

I write to see if geography can co-sponsor Chimamanda Adichie’s visit to UNC in [:ebruary, 20:t3. Adichie, is a MacArthur genius fellow and the winner of great literary awards 
such as the Orange and Commonwealth. [:or a while now, faculty members and students on our campus have extensively engaged with her work, especially her famous TED 
talk - ’The Danger of a Single StOPl’. While at UNC she will give a public lecture and hold dialogues with students and faculty. Her recent Commonwealth Lecture was thought 
provoking. 

Thanks for considering this request. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 5:40 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, JanuaD~ 6, 2013 3:19 PM 

Aldrich, Howard E <Howard Aldrich@nnc.edu-~ 

Sociologi st - a candidate vi sit’s to campns 

Dear Howard, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had an excellent holiday season. 

At any rate, one of the shortlisted candidates for our search in contemporary African-American politics is a Sociologist. He will be on campus for his job talk on January :~8 and 
I thought and I send his CV just in case colleagues in your department might be interested in his work. If you think that his visit might to your department, kindly let me and I 
can send you more details this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, Januao~ 6, 2013 3:36 PM 

Weiler, Jonatha~ D <j weil e@email, unc .e&~> 

Human rights and global issues t~ulty/s~tudent working group 

Dear Jonathan, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

As you may have heard from Andy, this semester I am organizing a working group that will be based in Global Studies. The intellectual entry point for the group would the the 
intersection of human rights and global issues. The group would pick a theme to work in a given semester or academic year. 

To start the dialogue going, I thought a focus on the ways in which novelists whose work focus on political conflict (and post-conflict reconstruction, e.g. peace-building) 
articulate or embedded human rights in their work would be a good start and give us an opportunity to host the Nigerian writer Chimamanda N. Adichie - check her TED Talk 
which I have used in my classes on development, ’qhe Danger of a Single Story" http:!/www.youtube.com!watch?v=DgIhs24:tzeg - when she visits UNC in February. Andy and 
I have been working on inviting here on for a while. 

Anyway, this would be a small group of between 8-:t2 people including I am hoping some Global Studies Seniors or Juniors who are interested in human rights frameworks as 
lens through which to interrogate and study global issues. The group would meet twice a month - with a preliminary meeting in January to map out our agenda - and a dinner 
would be served. I would be delighted if you joined me in this effort. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD’ 9, 2013 10:39 AM 

Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@ema~l.unc.edu> 

M~rkstein, Lara <l~xam@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chim~n~da confirmation 

From: Andrew Reynolds [asreynol@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 8:37 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Markstein, Lara 
Subject: Cb.imamanda comt’~rmation 

Eunice 

Looks like we are all set ]2~r the visit. 25th-26th Feb. Public talk on 
the 26th. When does your class meet? 

Andy 

Andrew Reynolds 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
Chair, Curriculmn in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

http:i/reynolds.web.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:16 PM 

ttall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAILIINC.EDU>; @ucla.edu 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emafil.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <k~j~nken@email.unc.edu:,; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola.~e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Interview 

From: Hall, Perry A 

Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:34 PM 

To:           _~ucla.edu 
C¢; Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Hall, Perry A; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Interview 

~ar 

One of the members of our search committee will unfortunately be absent during your visit on January 18 because of an international commitment. It is important 

for the entire committee to participate in your interview. Thus, I write to see if the committee can interview you via Skpye on Wed. Jan 16 between 12:15 and 2 

p.m. Eastern time. 

_~ase let us know if this arrangement is possible at your earliest convenience. 

.rry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Follow up - Eunice S~tde 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 9:26 AM 

To; McGrath, Amanda 
Cc-" Brian, Christina 
Subject-" RE: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 

Dear Amanda, 

I appreciate your email more than you will ever know! I look forward to working with you and others at Palgrave to resolve this outstanding matter. 

Kindly pass my thanks and best wishes to Dr. Grand. 

Once again, many thanks, 
Eunice 

From; McGrath, Amanda [a.mcgrath@palgrave.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 20, 2012 9:08 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢; Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 

Dear Eunice SaNe, 
Please allow me to introduce myself as the Editorial Assistant for IPE, Development Studies and Environment with Palgrave Macmillan Publishers, emNling on behalf of 
Christina Brian. 
Thank you very much for your message - I am very sorry to hear that there has been such trouble with your book. I have emailed our production team, and the matter is being 
investigated. I hope, very much to have more information for you soon. 
If you have any questions in the meantime, please do not hesitate to let me know. I am always happy to help as much as I can. 

Best wishes, 

Amanda 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 19 November 2012 13:24 
To; Grand, Philippa 
Subject: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 
Importance-" High 

Dear Dr. Grand, 

I hope you are doing well. 

You most likely do not remember me but I remind your kindness and professionalism all those years ago. 
At any rate, let me begin by apologizing for bothering you but I do not know where to turn because the team I dealt with for my project seem to have left Palgrave. 

At any rate, as the emails below indicate, there were major problems with the copy editing of my book but I was very grateful when Renee informed me that all was taken 
care of. 

Unfortunately, in preparation for a talk in Canada earlier this year, I ordered 3 books that I wanted to give to former colleagues in Canada and I was shocked when they 
arrived for they contained the original print. In recent weeks, a colleague in my university store ordered the book because there is great interest and she encountered the 
same issue. 

I am preparing for presentations in several Canadian universities in the coming months and I would like assurance from Palgrave that this matter is addressed so that I can 
promote the book with a clear conscience. 

I also thinking of updating the book based on comments from colleagues who have read the book and global developments. At any rate, I hope Palgrave would be interested. 

Many thanks Dr. Grand for reading this email and your help with this matter. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 19, 2011 10:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
(:c; Brian, Christina 



Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your kind email. Your colleague at the University of Florida can order the book and the corrected book will be printed and send out to them! 
All the best! 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 19 April 2011 14:18 

To: Takken, Renee 
Cc: Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

This is the best news I have heard about the book since T started hearing word about its poor editing from colleagues that I respect at UNC and elsewhere! What a relief. 

On a good note, there continue to be great interest on the book, so T can return to encouraging colleagues and those who write asking about it to order it. When we will the 
new print be available? There is a colleague at the University of Florida who is keen on ordering the book. I had told him to wait. 

I cannot thank you enough for your work on this project. Your understanding and committed to sorting out the problem when T alerted you has meant a lot to me more than 
you know. Many thanks and ]~ look forward to working with you in the future. 

With thanks and best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 8:4-2 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N 
Brian, Christina 

Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you so much for your patience. I’m glad that I can let you know that the remainder stock of your book will be pulped and future orders will be printed from the corrected 
proofs. 
It is regrettable that the corrections weren’t incorporated when the book was in production. Perhaps, you will find it a relief to know that the copy-editor is no longer being used 
by the Editorial Sen~ices ’Integral 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 25 March 2011 11:00 

To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

I thank you very much for your work on this project and support throughout the process! 

Have a great weekend. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 6:54 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your emails. I am continuing discussions internally about how would be best to proceed - your patience is much appreciated. In the mean time, I 
have put the corrected final proofs, along with a license, on our ftp site your you to double-check. I have only done some quick checks, but it seems that all corrections have 
been made. Here are the log-in details of ourflp site. 
Address: flp.palgrave.co.uk 

Username: 
Password: 
Please go to the Outbound folder, the final proofs and the license are saved in a folder named ’Sable’. Could you please let me know when you have saved the filed to your 
computer, so I can remove them from the ftp site? 
I look forward to hearing from you again 
Have a lovely weekend! 
Ren6e 
Ps I also look forward to receiving the reader report next week! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 24- March 2011 12:28 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: A question 

Dear Renee, 

The question might seem crazy, but I will ask anyway. I am wondering how much it would cost to pulp the remaining copies. It is the season of ordering books for the Fall 
semester here and I really do want folks who respect my work to order the existing prints. T feel it would be highly unethical on my part knowing that there errors - some of 



colleagues tell me that there always some errors in books, but T am very worried. So kindly let know how much it would cost so that I can make an informed decision. I am 
deeply sorry to bother you, but for many reasons 3[ need to address this matter as quickly as possible~ 

With thanks. Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your email and please accept my apologies for the delay in getting back to you. it has been a busy time preparing for the ISA conte~nce which 
Christina attended last week. 
Thank you very much for the organised documents with the corrections. Our production department has corrected the final print files for the book which will be used for future 
reprints of the book. They have also taken it up with the Integra who looked after your project at production stage. We will sell th~)ugh the remaining stock as pulping would be 
too costly. Here in the UK, we currently hold 7 copies in stock and our US warehouse has 50 copies in stock. 
I can’t apologise enough for the mistakes that where made in editing your book. I hope Professor Thompson, and other academics who are interested in your book, are still 
happy to read and use your book. 
Best wishes 
Ren~e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 21 February 2011 17:38 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Renee, 

Greetings and hope you had a good weekend. 

Following my initial review, I hired a copy-editor to go through the text just to be sure and she confirmed the edits that 3[ had noted. Kindly find attached the edits organized 
around chapters (including the Introduction), page numbers, lines etc. 

While saddened by the process, I have learned a lot from the experience and more importantly 3[ will forever be grateful for you help in addressing the problem. 

Let me know how soon we can expect the matter to be resolved. There is growing interest on the book. 3[ know folks - including some 3[ have never met...for instance, see the 
email below - who are planning to order it as text for the upcoming USA academic year and it would be great if they received the clean copy. Please know that anything you 
can do to facilitate the process will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2011 11:21 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 3[nvitation from ASA 

Dear EunJce, 

Congratulations on your latest book on world orders (yes!) and development. I also appreciate and own the book on the legacies of Mwalimu; 

it’s excellent. I work and teach in [PE and in the political economy of the global environment, as it relates to food production. [ definitely will 

look into the world orders book for a text. Thank you for your work! 

~ am writing to invite you to be the Section Chair for "Independence and Sovereignty in the Global Economy" for the ASA Annual Meeting in 

Washington, DC in November. Your task would be to evaluate whole panels that are submitted as well as to constitute panels of individual 

papers. The major time commitment would be from March 20 through April. The ASA office has changed the software and the preliminary 

program will be out on time! 

Your dean and provost would receive a letter from the ASA Board about your professional service, and you would have gratis registration for 

the ASA meeting. 

]: hope you can seriously consider this professional endeavor, and of course, ][ will call you and send you many more details if you are 

interested. Attached is the theme statement and call for papers. 

]: look forward to working with you. Thank you! 

Carol Thompson 
ASA Program Chair, 20:L:[ 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 5:33 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 



Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
This is so nice of you - thank you very much for agreeing to read this for us! Would two weeks be enough time for you? 
It is very important to us that publishing with Palgrave Macmillan is a positive experience for our authors. I hope we can remedy the troubles caused in a satisfactory manner. 
Best wishes 
Ren~e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: :!.5 February 20:1:1 23:22 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Renee, 

Thanks for the invitation to review the project on Kenya. I am delighted to provide a review and thanks for the guidelines. 

I will sent all the corrections tomorrow. It is sad that we have to revisit the book, but I guess it is better late than never. I cannot thank you enough for working with me on this 
matter! 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :15, 20:1:1:1:1:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
I hope you are well. The corrections for the introduction are with our Production department and I hope to hear from them soon. I look forward to receiving the other corrections 
whenever they are ready. I hope you will not find me too forward when I ask you if you would be interested in reviewing a proposal for us. I am having trouble finding a reading 
for a proposal from Kempe Ronald Hope Sr entitled The Political Economy of Development in Kenia. We are considering it for the IPE series and Tim Shaw recommended 
your expertise. The proposal consists of a 6-page synopsis of the project, together with two sample chapters. Ideally I would wish to receive your comments within a couple of 
weeks. I can offer a readers fee of £45, or twice that amount in books from the Palgrave Macmillan list. I have taken the liberty to attach the materials to this email. I have also 
attached our Reader Guidelines to this email, which you may find helpful. 
If you are able to help out perhaps you could let me know as soon as possible. If however your other commitments would not allow you to do so I would be grateful if you 
could suggest any other readers in the field who might be able to assist. 
Many thanks for considering this request and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used ~y anyone who is 

nDt the original intenied recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 

please inform ~he sender and delete it from yob.r mailbox or aRy other storage 

mechanism. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accep~ 

liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender’s own and not 

expressly made cn behalf of Macmillan Publishers Limited cr one of its agents. 

Please note that neither Macmillan Publishers Limitei n~r any of its agents 

accep~ any respoRsibiii~y for viruses ~ha~ may be coR~ained iR t~’_is e-mail 

its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 

Publishers Limited or its aqents by means of e-mail communication. Macmillan 

Publishers Limited Registerei in England ani Wales with registered number 785998 

Registered Office Brunel Road, Houndmilis, Basingstcke RG21 6XS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:05 AM 

McCrrath, Amanda <a.mcgrath@palgmve.com> 

Brian, Cl~istina <c.bria~@pa2lgmve.com> 

RE: Follow up - Eunice Sa~hle 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 9:26 AM 

To: McGrath, Amanda 
C¢: Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 

Dear Amanda, 

I appreciate your email more than you will ever know! I look forward to working with you and others at Palgrave to resolve this outstanding matter. 

Kindly pass my thanks and best wishes to Dr. Grand. 

Once again, many thanks, 
Eunice 

From: McGrath, Amanda [a.mcgrath@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 9:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 
Please allow me to introduce myself as the Editorial Assistant for IPE, Development Studies and Environment with Palgrave Macmillan Publishers, emailing on behalf of 
Christina Brian. 
Thank you very much for your message - I am very sorry to hear that there has been such trouble with your book. I have emailed our production team, and the matter is being 
investigated. I hope, very much to have more information for you soon. 
If you have any questions in the meantime, please do not hesitate to let me know~ I am always happy to help as much as I can~ 
Best wishes, 

Amanda 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: :t9 November 20:t2 J.3:24 
To: Grand, Philippa 
Subject: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 
ImpoY~ance: High 

Dear Dr. Grand, 

I hope you are doing well. 

You most likely do not remember me but I remind your kindness and professionalism all those years ago. 
At any rate, let me begin by apologizing for bothering you but I do not know where to turn because the team I dealt with for my project seem to have left Palgrave. 

At any rate, as the emails below indicate, there were major problems with the copy editing of my book but I was very grateful when Renee informed me that all was taken 
care of. 

Unfortunately, in preparation for a talk in Canada earlier this year, I ordered 3 books that I wanted to give to former colleagues in Canada and I was shocked when they 

arrived for they contained the original print. In recent weeks, a colleague in my university store ordered the book because there is great interest and she encountered the 
same issue. 

I am preparing for presentations in several Canadian universities in the coming months and I would like assurance from Palgrave that this matter is addressed so that I can 
promote the book with a clear conscience. 

I also thinking of updating the book based on comments from colleagues who have read the book and global developments. At any rate, I hope Palgrave would be interested. 

Many thanks Dr. Grand for reading this email and your help with this matter. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April :t9, 201:t :t0:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 



Co; Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your kind email. Your colleague at the University of Florida can order the book and the corrected book will be printed and send out to them! 
All the best! 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; 19 April 2011 14.:18 

To; Takken, Renee 
Cc; Brian, Christina 
Subject; RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

This is the best news I have heard about the book since T started hearing word about its poor editing from colleagues that I respect at UNC and elsewhere! What a relief. 

On a good note, there continue to be great interest on the book, so T can return to encouraging colleagues and those who write asking about it to order it. When we will the 
new print be available? There is a colleague at the University of Florida who is keen on ordering the book. I had told him to wait. 

I cannot thank you enough for your work on this project. Your understanding and committed to sorting out the problem when T alerted you has meant a lot to me more than 
you know. Many thanks and T look forward to working with you in the future. 

With thanks and best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 8:4-2 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc; Brian, Christina 
Subject; RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you so much for your patience. I’m glad that I can let you know that the remainder stock of your book will be pulped and future orders will be printed from the corrected 
proofs. 
It is regrettable that the corrections weren’t incorporated when the book was in production. Perhaps, you will find it a relief to know that the copy-editor is no longer being used 
by the Editorial Services ’lntegra’. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; 25 March 2011 11:00 
To; Takken, Renee 
Subject; RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

thank you very much for your work on this project and support throughout the process! 

Have a great weekend. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent; Friday, March 25, 2011 6:54. AM 

To; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your emails. I am continuing discussions internally about how would be best to proceed - your patience is much appreciated. In the mean time, I 
have put the corrected final proofs, along with a license, on our ftp site your you to double-check. I have only done some quick checks, but it seems that all corrections have 
been made. Here are the log-in details of our ftp site. 
Address: flp.palgrave.co.uk 
Username: 
Password: 
Please go to the Outbound folder, the final proofs and the license are saved in a folder named ’Sable’. Could you please let me know when you have saved the filed to your 
computer, so I can remove them from the ftp site? 
I look forward to hearing from you again 
Have a lovely weekend! 

Ren6e 
Ps I also look forward to receiving the reader report next week! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; 24. March 2011 12:28 

To; Takken, Renee 
Subject; A question 

Dear Renee, 

The question might seem crazy, but T will ask anyway. I am wondering how much it would cost to pulp the remaining copies. It is the season of ordering books for the Fall 



semester here and I really do want folks who respect my work to order the existing prints. T feel it would be highly unethical on my part knowing that there errors - some of 
colleagues tell me that there always some errors in books, but I am very worried. So kindly let know how much it would cost so that I can make an informed decision. ~ am 
deeply sorry to bother you, but for many reasons I need to address this matter as quickly as possible. 

With thanks. Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your email and please accept my apologies for the delay in getting back to you. It has been a busy time preparing for the ISA conference which 
Christina attended last week. 
Thank you very much for the organised documents with the corrections. Our production department has corrected the final print files for the book which will be used for futur~ 
reprints of the book. They have also taken it up with the Integra who looked after your project at production stage. We will sell through the remaining stock as pulping would be 
too costly. Here in the UK, we currently hold 7 copies in stock and our US warehouse has 50 copies in stock. 
I can’t apologise enough for the mistakes that where made in editing your book. I hope Professor Thompson, and other academics who are interested in your book, are still 
happy to read and use your book. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 21 February 2011 17:38 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Renee, 

Greetings and hope you had a good weekend. 

Following my initial review, 1 hired a copy-editor to go through the text just to be sure and she confirmed the edits that T had noted. Kindly find attached the edits organized 
around chapters (including the Introduction), page numbers, lines etc. 

While saddened by the process, I have learned a lot from the experience and more importantly I will forever be grateful for you help in addressing the problem. 

Let me know how soon we can expect the matter to be resolved. There is growing interest on the book. I know folks - including some I have never met._for instance, see the 
email below - who are planning to order it as text for the upcoming USA academic year and it would be great if they received the clean copy. Please know that anything you 
can do to facilitate the process will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2011 11:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Invitation from ASA 

Dear Eunice, 
Congratulations on your latest book on world orders (yes!) and development. I also appreciate and own the book on the legacies of Nwalimu; 
it’s excellent. [ work and teach in [PE and in the political economy of the global environment, as it relates to food production. ~ definitely will 
look into the world orders book for a text. Thank you for your work! 

~ am writing to invite you to be the Section Chair for "[ndependence and Sovereignty in the Global Economy" for the ASA Annual Meeting in 
Washington, DC in November. Your task would be to evaluate whole panels that are submitted as well as to constitute panels of individual 
papers. The major time commitment would be from Narch 20 through April. The ASA office has changed the software and the preliminary 
program will be out on time! 
Your dean and provost would receive a letter from the ASA Board about your professional service, and you would have gratis registration for 
the ASA meeting. 
I hope you can seriously consider this professional endeavor, and of course, [ will call you and send you many more details if you are 
interested. Attached is the theme statement and call for papers. 
~ look forward to working with you. Thank you! 
Carol Thompson 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 5:33 AM 



To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
This is so nice of you - thank you very much for agreeing to read this for us! Would two weeks be enough time for you? 
It is very important to us that publishing with Palgrave Macmillan is a positive experience for our authors. I hope we can remedy the troubles caused in a satisfactory manner. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: :~5 February 20:M 23:22 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Renee, 

Thanks for the invitation to review the project on Kenya. I am delighted to provide a review and thanks for the guidelines. 

I will sent all the corrections tomorrow. It is sad that we have to revisit the book, but ]~ guess it is better late than never. I cannot thank you enough for working with me on this 
matter! 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.~akken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :~5, 201:~ :~1:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
I hope you are well. The corrections for the introduction are with our Production department and I hope to hear from them soon. I look forward to receiving the other corrections 
whenever they are ready. I hope you will not find me too forward when I ask you if you would be interested in reviewing a proposal for us. I am having trouble finding a reading 
for a proposal from Kempe Ronald Hope Sr entitled The Political Economy of Development in Kenia. We are considering it for the IPE series and Tim Shaw recommended 
your expertise. The proposal consists of a 6-page synopsis of the project, together with two sample chapters, ideally I would wish to receive your comments within a couple of 
weeks. I can offer a readers fee of £45, or twice that amount in books from the Palgrave Macmillan list. I have taken the liberty to attach the materials to this email. I have also 
attached our Reader Guidelines to this email, which you may find helpful. 
If you are able to help out perhaps you could let me know as soon as possible. If however your other commitments would not allow you to do so I would be g~teful if you 
could suggest any other readers in the field who might be able to assist. 
Many thanks for considering this request and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Best wishes 
Ren~e 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone w]~:o is 

nDt the original intenied recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 

please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox cr any other storage 

mechanism° Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accep~ 

liability for any statemeR~s made which are clearly the seRder’s own and not 

expressly made on behalf of Macmillan PubIishers I~Jmited or one of its agents. 

Please note tl~:at neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its aqents 

accept any respcnsibiiity for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 

its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any)° No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 

Publishers Limited or its agents by means of e-mail commb~nication. Macmillan 

Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with registered number Y85998 

Registered Office Brunel Road, Houndmilis, Basingstcke RG21 6XS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:06 AM 

McCrrath, Amanda <a.mcgrath@palgmve.com> 

Brian, Cl~istina <c.bria~@pa2lgmve.com> 

RE: Follow up - Eunice Sa~hle 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 9:26 AM 

To: McGrath, Amanda 
C¢: Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 

Dear Amanda, 

I appreciate your email more than you will ever know! I look forward to working with you and others at Palgrave to resolve this outstanding matter. 

Kindly pass my thanks and best wishes to Dr. Grand. 

Once again, many thanks, 
Eunice 

From: McGrath, Amanda [a.mcgrath@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 9:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 
Please allow me to introduce myself as the Editorial Assistant for IPE, Development Studies and Environment with Palgrave Macmillan Publishers, emailing on behalf of 
Christina Brian. 
Thank you very much for your message - I am very sorry to hear that there has been such trouble with your book. I have emailed our production team, and the matter is being 
investigated. I hope, very much to have more information for you soon. 
If you have any questions in the meantime, please do not hesitate to let me know~ I am always happy to help as much as I can~ 
Best wishes, 

Amanda 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: :t9 November 20:t2 J.3:24 
To: Grand, Philippa 
Subject: Follow up - Eunice SaNe 
ImpoY~ance: High 

Dear Dr. Grand, 

I hope you are doing well. 

You most likely do not remember me but I remind your kindness and professionalism all those years ago. 
At any rate, let me begin by apologizing for bothering you but I do not know where to turn because the team I dealt with for my project seem to have left Palgrave. 

At any rate, as the emails below indicate, there were major problems with the copy editing of my book but I was very grateful when Renee informed me that all was taken 
care of. 

Unfortunately, in preparation for a talk in Canada earlier this year, I ordered 3 books that I wanted to give to former colleagues in Canada and I was shocked when they 

arrived for they contained the original print. In recent weeks, a colleague in my university store ordered the book because there is great interest and she encountered the 
same issue. 

I am preparing for presentations in several Canadian universities in the coming months and I would like assurance from Palgrave that this matter is addressed so that I can 
promote the book with a clear conscience. 

I also thinking of updating the book based on comments from colleagues who have read the book and global developments. At any rate, I hope Palgrave would be interested. 

Many thanks Dr. Grand for reading this email and your help with this matter. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April :t9, 201:t :t0:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 



Co; Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your kind email. Your colleague at the University of Florida can order the book and the corrected book will be printed and send out to them! 
All the best! 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; 19 April 2011 14.:18 

To; Takken, Renee 
Cc; Brian, Christina 
Subject; RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

This is the best news I have heard about the book since T started hearing word about its poor editing from colleagues that I respect at UNC and elsewhere! What a relief. 

On a good note, there continue to be great interest on the book, so T can return to encouraging colleagues and those who write asking about it to order it. When we will the 
new print be available? There is a colleague at the University of Florida who is keen on ordering the book. I had told him to wait. 

I cannot thank you enough for your work on this project. Your understanding and committed to sorting out the problem when T alerted you has meant a lot to me more than 
you know. Many thanks and T look forward to working with you in the future. 

With thanks and best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 8:4-2 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc; Brian, Christina 
Subject; RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you so much for your patience. I’m glad that I can let you know that the remainder stock of your book will be pulped and future orders will be printed from the corrected 
proofs. 
It is regrettable that the corrections weren’t incorporated when the book was in production. Perhaps, you will find it a relief to know that the copy-editor is no longer being used 
by the Editorial Services ’lntegra’. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; 25 March 2011 11:00 
To; Takken, Renee 
Subject; RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

thank you very much for your work on this project and support throughout the process! 

Have a great weekend. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent; Friday, March 25, 2011 6:54. AM 

To; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your emails. I am continuing discussions internally about how would be best to proceed - your patience is much appreciated. In the mean time, I 
have put the corrected final proofs, along with a license, on our ftp site your you to double-check. I have only done some quick checks, but it seems that all corrections have 
been made. Here are the log-in details of our ftp site. 
Address: flp.palgrave.co.uk 
Username: 
Password: 
Please go to the Outbound folder, the final proofs and the license are saved in a folder named ’Sable’. Could you please let me know when you have saved the filed to your 
computer, so I can remove them from the ftp site? 
I look forward to hearing from you again 
Have a lovely weekend! 

Ren6e 
Ps I also look forward to receiving the reader report next week! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; 24. March 2011 12:28 

To; Takken, Renee 
Subject; A question 

Dear Renee, 

The question might seem crazy, but T will ask anyway. I am wondering how much it would cost to pulp the remaining copies. It is the season of ordering books for the Fall 



semester here and I really do want folks who respect my work to order the existing prints. T feel it would be highly unethical on my part knowing that there errors - some of 
colleagues tell me that there always some errors in books, but I am very worried. So kindly let know how much it would cost so that I can make an informed decision. ~ am 
deeply sorry to bother you, but for many reasons I need to address this matter as quickly as possible. 

With thanks. Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your email and please accept my apologies for the delay in getting back to you. It has been a busy time preparing for the ISA conference which 
Christina attended last week. 
Thank you very much for the organised documents with the corrections. Our production department has corrected the final print files for the book which will be used for futur~ 
reprints of the book. They have also taken it up with the Integra who looked after your project at production stage. We will sell through the remaining stock as pulping would be 
too costly. Here in the UK, we currently hold 7 copies in stock and our US warehouse has 50 copies in stock. 
I can’t apologise enough for the mistakes that where made in editing your book. I hope Professor Thompson, and other academics who are interested in your book, are still 
happy to read and use your book. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 21 February 2011 17:38 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Renee, 

Greetings and hope you had a good weekend. 

Following my initial review, 1 hired a copy-editor to go through the text just to be sure and she confirmed the edits that T had noted. Kindly find attached the edits organized 
around chapters (including the Introduction), page numbers, lines etc. 

While saddened by the process, I have learned a lot from the experience and more importantly I will forever be grateful for you help in addressing the problem. 

Let me know how soon we can expect the matter to be resolved. There is growing interest on the book. I know folks - including some I have never met._for instance, see the 
email below - who are planning to order it as text for the upcoming USA academic year and it would be great if they received the clean copy. Please know that anything you 
can do to facilitate the process will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2011 11:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Invitation from ASA 

Dear Eunice, 
Congratulations on your latest book on world orders (yes!) and development. I also appreciate and own the book on the legacies of Nwalimu; 
it’s excellent. [ work and teach in [PE and in the political economy of the global environment, as it relates to food production. ~ definitely will 
look into the world orders book for a text. Thank you for your work! 

~ am writing to invite you to be the Section Chair for "[ndependence and Sovereignty in the Global Economy" for the ASA Annual Meeting in 
Washington, DC in November. Your task would be to evaluate whole panels that are submitted as well as to constitute panels of individual 
papers. The major time commitment would be from Narch 20 through April. The ASA office has changed the software and the preliminary 
program will be out on time! 
Your dean and provost would receive a letter from the ASA Board about your professional service, and you would have gratis registration for 
the ASA meeting. 
I hope you can seriously consider this professional endeavor, and of course, [ will call you and send you many more details if you are 
interested. Attached is the theme statement and call for papers. 
~ look forward to working with you. Thank you! 
Carol Thompson 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 5:33 AM 



To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
This is so nice of you - thank you very much for agreeing to read this for us! Would two weeks be enough time for you? 
It is very important to us that publishing with Palgrave Macmillan is a positive experience for our authors. I hope we can remedy the troubles caused in a satisfactory manner, 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: :~5 February 20:M 23:22 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Renee, 

Thanks for the invitation to review the project on Kenya. I am delighted to provide a review and thanks for the guidelines. 

I will sent all the corrections tomorrow. It is sad that we have to revisit the book, but ]~ guess it is better late than never. I cannot thank you enough for working with me on this 
matter! 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.~akken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :~5, 201:~ :~1:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
I hope you are well. The corrections for the introduction are with our Production department and I hope to hear from them soon. I look forward to receiving the other corrections 
whenever they are ready. I hope you will not find me too forward when I ask you if you would be interested in reviewing a proposal for us. I am having trouble finding a reading 
for a proposal from Kempe Ronald Hope Sr entitled The Political Economy of Development in Kenia. We are considering it for the IPE series and Tim Shaw recommended 
your expertise. The proposal consists of a 6-page synopsis of the project, together with two sample chapters, ideally I would wish to receive your comments within a couple of 
weeks. I can offer a readers fee of £45, or twice that amount in books from the Palgrave Macmillan list. I have taken the liberty to attach the materials to this email. I have also 
attached our Reader Guidelines to this email, which you may find helpful. 
If you are able to help out perhaps you could let me know as soon as possible. If however your other commitments would not allow you to do so I would be g~teful if you 
could suggest any other readers in the field who might be able to assist. 
Many thanks for considering this request and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Best wishes 
Ren~e 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone w]~:o is 

nDt the original intenied recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 

please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox cr any other storage 

mechanism° Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accep~ 

liability for any statemeR~s made which are clearly the seRder’s own and not 

expressly made on behalf of Macmillan PubIishers I~Jmited or one of its agents. 

Please note tl~:at neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its aqents 

accept any respcnsibiiity for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 

its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any)° No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 

Publishers Limited or its agents by means of e-mail commb~nication. Macmillan 

Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with registered number Y85998 

Registered Office Brunel Road, Houndmilis, Basingstcke RG21 6XS 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 8:42 AM 

Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu> 

ILE: please read -- fi~m Altha 

From: Cravey, Altha J 

Sent-" Thursday, January 24, 2013 8:20 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; please read -- from Altha 

Dear Eunice: I know you will be getting lots of emails, calls, and hugs today - and in coming days - due to a personal attack published by Art Pope’s group. I wanted 

to write and let you know that I am thinking of you, sending you strength, love, encouragement. And of course, my the other side of by brain is thinking: 

These little dictators don’t know who they chose to mess with! 

Your friend and comrade, 

Altha 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 12:50 PM 

~emaJd .unc.edu> 

ILE: Update - Summer School 

From; 

Sent: Friday, January 25, 20:13 :t:t:07 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Update - Summer School 

Dear Eunice: Yes, I will teach the online class this summer -- hope you have cleared all appropriate approval in order for me to do this. Once you let Judith know that I will be 
teaching the class, hope I will receive the information so that I can make the minor revisions in a timely manner. Thanks much. Sincerely, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 20:t3 4:40 PM 

To; 
Subject; Update - Summer School 

Dear Charlene, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are the responses to your questions concerning teaching CCO AVAM 101 in the summer: 

1) You would oNy be required to do minor changes. 

2) Pay is the nsnal salary: 

3) Snmmer sessions start on the first day of SSI and end on the last day of SSII after which are finals. 

Kindly let know your decision as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, Jmmary 26, 2013 7:25 AM 

Sherryl Kleinma~ @nc.rr.com> 

ILE: An@ Pemn’s blog post 

From: Sherryl Kleinman          @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 3:37 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Andy Perrin’s blog post 

http:!/scatter.wordpress.com/2013/01!24/dog-bites-person-right-wmger-endorses-ignorance! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Saturday, Janua~ 26, 2013 10:l0 AM 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sunday, Januao~ 27, 2013 11:45 AM 

Eatman, Debra H. <deatman@email.unc.edu> 

Tonching ba~ 

Dear Debra, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to see if we can postpone my breakfast meeting with the Vice-Chancellor to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, Jmmary 28, 2013 10:02 AM 

Roberge, Paul T <ptr@emaJl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

l~E: Introducing Paul Roberge 

Dear Paul, 

We will 

From: Roberge, Paul T 

Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 9:18 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Introducing Paul Roberge 

Kia, 

Nice to malge youF ~;cquait~tar~ce. I look forward to working with you and yot~r colleagues 

Eun~ce, 

~ )ust checked my calendar, and I note d~at I have a conflict at noon th~s coming Wednesday. I have a meetb~g tailed by my Sen~or gssodate Dean at noon. Any 

chance to meet, say, at t:L3Oam ? Sorry to throw a wrench into the gears from the first day. ~ teach at 2~OOpm on Wednesday, btw. 

P~ 

F~m= Caldwell, K~a L 
Sent= Monday, Janua~ 28, 20~3 9:09 AN 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Roberge, Paul T 
Subject: Re: Introducing Paul Roberge 

Eu~ce, 

Tha~ you for introducing Paul and I. 

Welcome to the committee, Paul. We look tb~vard to working with you. 

Best, 

Kia 

On Jan 28, 2013, at 8:29 AM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <_e___u_!i~_i_c_’__e_~_e___n_)__@_=_u_!)__c_:__e__kt__u_.> wrote: 

Dear Kia, 

I am writing to introduce you to my colleague Paul T. Roberge, who is the Chair of the department of Linguistics. 
I am delighted that Paul has graciously agreed to be part of Mamarame’s 3rd review committee. 

I will be calling for a brief meeting shortly with members of the review so as to officially introduce Paul and discuss his charge. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, Jmmary 28, 2013 3:27 PM 

Hello 

From: ~lmh.ox.ac.uk] 
Sent: Monday, 3:43 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr~ SaNe 

Dear Dr. Hartlyn, 
In response to the recent publication of an article on the Pope Center website we as a group of former students of Dr. Eunice Sahle have 

decided it is necessary to record our experiences as her students and to share a few of them with you. While Mr. Schalin, in his article, implies 
that Dr. Sahle uses her position as an educator to indoctrinate her students, this cannot be further from the truth. Our many experiences with 
Dr. SaNe speak to her incredible strength as a teacher, inspiring students with many different backgrounds and perspectives. In order to 
show our support for Dr. SaNe, we have compiled our testimonies to speak to her incredible ability to inspire and the immense respect she 

shows towards her students: 
Dr. SaNe is the reason that I am now pursuing my PhD in Sociology and Social Policy. She saw my passion for educational inequalities and 
encouraged me to get involved in research and pursue a PhD. No professor before had ever taken such an interests in me and dedicated so 
much time to encouraging me in this way. Her mentorship has been an invaluable component of both my undergraduate and now graduate 
career. I have the highest respect for Dr. Sahle for both her work as a scholar and her passion for challenging students to think for 
themselves and defend what they believe with academic rigor. I aspire to one day to become a scholar of her caliber and inspire students the 
way she has inspired me. 

Princeton University 
Having Dr. Sahle as a professor at UNC completely changed the trajectory of my life. Under her tutelage I discovered a love and desire for 
research. She encouraged my intellectual curiosity, and provide me with methods and tools to explore topics I found stimulating. Her courses 
were some of the most rigorous courses I took at UNC, and helped me figure out what I want to work on now, which is heavily routed in 
development and food systems. As a woman of color, it was a deeply empowering experience to have an educator who looked like me, 
especially when academia is still overwhelmingly male and white. As a student of color, this mattered to me, as does equitable representation 
and a diversity of voices from all backgrounds should matter to all who want to create a well rounded educational institution. Not only is 

Sahle an incredibly knowledgeable professor, she genuinely cares for all of her students, which I was able to witness even moreso during my 
semester abroad with her as an instructor. Dr. Sahle is a phenomenal educator and I can say, without a doubt, that learning from her was 
one of the best experiences of my time at Carolina. 

Dr. Sahle has been my mentor for the last four years and I owe my academic success to her inspiring mentorship. She has taught me to think 
critically and pushed me to be my best. She is an incredible teacher, who has found the perfect balance between challenging and supporting 
students. And while I have incredible respect for Dr. Sahleg academic work, I have also sat across from her in her office and disagreed, and ][ 
know that these moments are the ones when she is most proud of me. She has many times told me that through the last few years of 
mentorship, she has most enjoyed watching me find my own voice and develop the confidence to stand by my perspective and respect my 
insights. In fact, from the earliest class I took with Dr. SaNe, she insisted that all of us students consider ourselves scholars, not merely 

students, but as contributors to the learning occurring in the classroom. The respect she gives her students inspires them to live up to her 
expectations and to view themselves as active participants in scholarship. Without her encouragement and respect I would not be where I am 
today, and I am extremely qrateful for having her influence in my life. 

University of Oxford 
As a former student of Dr. Eunice Sahle I am appalled by Mr. Schalin’s attack, and ][ can personally attest that Dr. Sahle has always supported 
her students to critically engage with other scholars (including her own work) in order to help them find their own voice. During our study 
abroad program I made a presentation and had my ideas ridiculed by a visiting speaker, afterwards Dr. SaNe took me aside and told me that 
I should remain firm in my own beliefs. She said that my convictions were my own, they added depth to my research, and that I should not 
abandon them in the face of adversity. She helped me to regain my confidence in my own ideas despite the fact that they were ideologically 
different from her own. Dr. Sahle’s only agenda is encouraging students to forge new paths as scholars. Dr. Sahle’s mentorship and 

recommendations has helped me on my path to combine my passion for economics and the law. I strongly encourage the university to make 
an official statement condemning Mr. Schaliffs article, clearly he never took a course on logical fallacies (as T did at UNC) otherwise he would 
not erroneously claim that’ If Sahle sees the existing order as a nefarious force, and she adheres to the Gramscian philosophy of subverting 
capitalism by a ’long march"through its institutions, then it is logical to assume that she will encourage students to adopt her grudges and 
ideology. " There is nothing logical about that claim and in fact, if he bothered to check he would find empirical evidence proving the 

contrary. 

Georgetown University Law Center 



I was personally offended when I read the recent a~cicle by Mr. lay Schalin on Eunice Sahle. I believed that naming Dr. Sahle as chairwoman 
of the UNC’s African and African American Studies department was the right decision, and I still believe this :~00%. Dr. Sable is not only an 
engaging, inspiring and sagacious professor, but she is also an amazing woman. I took her classes in Chapel Hill, and also travelled to both 
Tanzania and Mexico for a study abroad program in the fall of 2009; I feel that I am able to make such a claim with confidence. She really 
took an interest in all of her students, on both academic and personal levels. From holding last-minute study sessions to help students really 
understand the material to taking care of several students who had malaria in Tanzania (while she was also sick), she always held a strong 

commitment to her students. I could not be more proud of Dr. Eunice Sahle. 

Account Assistant at AB Data 
Although my views on economics, morals and international development are fundamentally different than Professor Sahle ~, she has been an 
incredible mentor to me in the most professional way imaginable. She has advocated for me in numerous forums to obtain research funding 
and respects me as an individual thinker. As a student I could not possibly ask for anything more from a professor. One of the most powerful 
lessons I have learned from Professor Sahle is the importance of respecting others views through the academic forum. I may not ’agree’ with 
all of Sahle’s positions, but she respects me more for my individual views than she would if blindly accepted every idea she presented. 

Professor Sahle is one of the greatest teachers I’ve ever had. She pushes her students not just to read and regurgitate, but to really think 
about materials and to think about the world. She, like any human, has a perspective, but it has never felt like she wanted us to think the way 
she thinks. She agreed to be my thesis mentor for a topic that had nothing to do with her interests, but everything to do with mine. She also 
seeks to do exactly what this article doesn’t: contextualize processes, events, and themes in political, economic, and social history. She strives 
to help us all become scholars -- not mere consumers, but producers of knowledge and insight. 
Perhaps more importantly, Dr. Sable is among the most ethical people I know. She stands up for education and students’ growth, even if it 
puts her in conflict with her colleagues. She clearly and deeply cares about her students, and T have seen her become deeply troubled if they 
are not getting the quality of education they deserve. I cannot imagine a better candidate for the position she has filled. 

We find          attack on Dr. Sahle’s integrity as an educator to be malicious and completely false. As you see from our testimonies, our 
experiences with Dr. Sable have been positive and engaging, and we are confident that our few testimonies are echoed by many others 
students who have had the pleasure of learning from Dr.Sahle throughout the years. We urge you to throw your administrative support 

behind Dr. Sable in face of these false attacks on her character. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, Janua~, 29, 2013 6:45 AM 

Whisnant, Richard B <whisnaJ~@sog.unc.edu> 

ILE: thmflc you for your work 

From: Whisnant, Richard B 
Sent: Tuesday, Januap! 29, 2013 6:41 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: thank you for your work 

Dear Prof. Sahle, 

I just learned yesterday of the attack on your work from the Pope Center, on their website. I write to thank you for your scholarship, your commitment to UNC and 

to the field of african-american studies. And I write to tell you, as I am sure others have, that you have the full and deep support of many of us, your faculty 

colleagues, even those, like me, whom you have never met. 

I think the work you are doing is vitally important to the university and to the state. And it’s vital to me, personally. I’m a white, native North Carolinian who at age 

50-something is just now beginning to understand a little about the history of race and colonialism in the development of this state, the nation and the world. I 

feel personally indebted to you and others on this campus for opening windows into my own cultural past, a past that was completely omitted and obscured in my 

k-:12 education. 

I hope to make it to some of the W.E.B. Du Bois conference and perhaps get a chance to meet you in person. Whether I do or not, best wishes for the conference 

and for your continued success as a scholar. 

Yours truly, 

Richard Whisnant 

UNC School of Government 

919.962.9320 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, Janua~, 29, 2013 8:16 AM 

Pemn, Andrew J <andrew~pemn@unc.edn> 

1~3~,: I facul .Iy--athletics-forum] Af-Am continued 

From: 2mdrew J Perrin [andrew perrin@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 2:19 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sut~ject: Re: [facutty--athletics-forum] Af-Am continued 

http:/iscatter.wordpress.comJ.013/01/24/dog-bites-person-right-winger-endorses-ignorance/ 

On 01/24/2013 12:21 PM; Silvia Tomfigkov~i wrote: 
Well, if you thought smearing al[ of Af-~n as a unit was over, think 
again, a new beginning: 

http://wvav.popecenter.or~/commentariesiarticle.html?id 2795 

>S 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
andrew perrin@unc.edu <mailto:andrew perrin~unc.edu> 

To unsubscribe click here: 
>http:Z/lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&[ faculty--athletics-forum&x~ 32664708 
><http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id~48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&l ~aculW--athletics-forum&o 32664708> 

(It may be necessalN to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blartk eraail to 
leave-32664708-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listsel~’.unc.edu <mailto:leave-32664708-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d~,listsel~’.unc.edu> 

Andrew J r errin - Associate Professor of Sociology 
University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 
andrew~perrin@unc, edu - http :i/perrin. socsci.unc.edu - (919) 96~-6876 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id=50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facult’v--athletics-folum&o=32665608 or send a blarf~ email to leave-32665608- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad396~9242d7d3@listserv.anc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 1:44 PM 

Jane S. Shaw <shaw@popecenter.org> 

I~E: From the Pope Ceuter 

From: Jane S Shaw [shaw@popecenter.urg] 
Sent: Tuesday, Januapf 29, 2013 12:07 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: From the Pope (;enter 

Dear Dr. SaNe: 

Your students have sent comments tu the Pope Center that praise you highly 
and dispute the criticisms uf Jay Schalin. 

We plan tu publish them on Friday (Feb. 1 ) aIung with a reply from Jay-- 
unless 1 ) you woul d prefer to reply ur 2 ) :[’or any reason yuu would rather 
that they nut be published. Please let me know by Thursday. 

Best regards, Jane. 

On 1/22/13 3:55 P,N¢, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> [)ear Jane Shaw, 
> 

> Thanks veu much for your email I appreciate it. 
> 

> When you have a chance, kindly pass ray regards to Governor Martin. 
> 

> Best xvishes, 
> Eunice 

> From: Jane S. Shaw- [shaw@popecenter.org] 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 3:18 PM 
> To: Sable, E~xice N 
> Subject: Frora the Pope Center 
> 

> Dear Professor Sahle: 
> 

> Former governor Jim Martin said that he had a pleasant conversation with you 
> that alluded to the Pope Center. He appreciates, as we do, the challenges 
> you face following the scandals. 
> 

> Because of that conversation, I feel that I should alert you to the fact 
> that the Pope Center will be posting a reviexv of your book World Orders, 
> Development, and Transformation tomot*ow, Jan. 23, on our website 
> (popecentcr.org), with a link to it in our Clarion Call newsletter. 
> 

> The reviexv critiques the approach the book takes. If you would like, we 
> would ~velcome a reply, which ~ve would feature on otu- site, with a response 
> by the author of the original piece. 
> 

> You may not ~vish to do anything in response to the review, but please feel 
> free to respond. (We also accept cormnents, but I welcome a more complete 
> response if you would like to). 
> 

> Best regards, 

> Jane S. Shaw 
> President 
> John W Pope Center for Higher Education Policy 
> 353 E. Six Forks Road, Suite 200 
> Raleigh NC 27609 
> 919-828-1400 ext 101 
> Fax: 919-828-7455 
> popecenter, org 

Jane S. Shaw 
President 
John W Pope Center for Higher Education Policy 
353 E. Six Furks Road, Suite 200 
Raleigh NC 27609 
919-828-1400 ext. 101 



Fax: 919-828-7455 
popecenter.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, February 1, 2013 5:50 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 6, 2013 10:35 AM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.uuc.e&~ 

I~E: Ten Tough Re~Jities of Academic Administration 

From: Kiel, David [kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2023 9:52 PM 
To-" CLP 13 
Subject: [clp_13] Ten Tough Realities of Academic Administration 

If incfement weather slows things down a bit you, may have lime to read the following flom Stanford’s Rick Weiss who run~.; " 
TOMORRO\t~S PROFESSOR(sin) eMAIL NEWSLETTER-Here is the post, It reinforces many of ~he ~hin~s we have been talking abo~t in ~he CLP,, Best wishes, David 

"1 recently asked several academic leaders, including division chairs and deans, which aspects of the job surprised them most when taking their 
first appointment as an academic administrator. The following is a summary of their responses along with some of my own experiences. I present 
them as the ten tough realities of academic administration. 

Ten Tough Realities of Academic Administration 

Accepting your first appointment as an academic administrator is an exciting time, but unless you are prepared for the realities of the position, it 
can be followed by one of the most disappointing periods of your career. The fact is, academic administration is a much different role than that of 
faculty, and as such it can be the best or the worst experience in a career. The deciding factors are most usually awareness, preparation, and 
attitude. 

Although preparation and attitude may be the strongest determinants of administrative success, awareness is the key to preparation. After all, you 
must be aware in order to prepare. To make the first days/weeks/years more enjoyable and productive, this article isntended to provide some 
measure of awareness to future academic administrators so they may better prepare for the rigors of the position. 

Nearly all academicians who make the transition between the classroom and the conference room have prepared themselves to deal with the 
rigors of curriculum, pedagogy, and faculty rules and regulations. They may even feel comfortable with accreditation, assessment, and appeals. 
There are aspects of the division/department chair or dean positions, however, that we simply don’t experience as a faculty member. It’s these 
areas that are most apt to catch us off guard if no one shares them with us. 

I recently asked several academic leaders, including division chairs and deans, which aspects of the job surprised them most when taking their 
first appointment as an academic administrator. The following is a summary of their responses along with some of my own experiences. I present 
them as the ten tough realities of academic administration. 

1. A good portion of your decisions will not be of an academic nature. 

As an academic administrator, you will be caught in a world between two forces: college bureaucracy and academia. College bureaucracy 
consists of those charged with the political,budgetary, physical, and managerial operation of the college. Academia, ofcourse, consists of the 
faculty members and academic support staff who are charged with the growth and development of our students through teaching and learning, 
development, and advisement. Both sides are necessary to the college, and both sides will expectyou to see things their way. The trouble is, many 
times both sides are often right. As one current division chair putit, "1 discovered that many times there really are good reasons for some of the 
decisions that are made by administration.The hard part is getting everybody else to see those reasons." 

2. Evaluation is tough. 

In some fashion, almost all of the chairs and deans who replied to my survey said they were not prepared for the evaluation of their colleague& I 
believe everyone recognizes that personnel evaluation is difficult and unpleasant, but until you sit across from someone and lead the planning, 
progress, and evaluation of his or her performance the true weight of the process is not felt. It is not easy to tell someone that he or she needs to do 
a better job, but it is even tougher when that person was your equal last year. 

3. You are not in control of your day. 

As an administrator, your schedule is at the mercy of those around you. A wise administrator once told me that the only thing I could control in my 
day was what time I planned to show up. After that, it was out of my hands. Many other chairs and deans agree. In fact, one division chair told me 
that time management was the most important lesson she ever learned. 

4. People will often surprise you. 

And not necessarily in a good way. VVhen you get to know someone as an equal, you only see what he or she projects outwardly. You don’t always 
get to see their true nature or their effect on others. As a chair or dean, you become privy to student and faculty complaints, student evaluations, 
and the quality of your colleagues’ work. As an equal, you don’t care if a faculty member misses a deadline for attendance or grades, but as a 
supervisor it matters and may change your view of the individual 

5. You will have to confront your colleagues. 



Many chairs are surprised by the number of complaints they receive of fellow faculty members from students or other faculty. The fact is, these 
complaints have been occurring, but until you are in an administrative role, you never know. As an administrator, you not only know about them, but 
you will be expected to do something about them. For this reason, a reality exists within this reality: You can be friendly with people, but you really 
can’t be friends. It’s hard to maintain friendships and to be fair, honest, and at times tough on those you supervise. As one chair put it, "It’s really 
good to have friends outside of the office. After a while, you won’t have many left in the building... 

6. Someone will be upset with some aspect of nearly every decision you make. 

It is often very surprising to see just how widespread an effect your decisions will have on a day-today basis. As a classroom instructor, we tend to 
think that each decision has one right answer, but we are only viewing those circumstances and outcomes from a singular perspective. As such, 
decisions can be based on emotion or feeling. As an administrator, you must view decisions from multiple perspectives and take a dats-driven 
approach. One dean responded that the toughest part of her job was making decisions based on the realities of politics and budgetary 
considerations while serving the interests offaculty and student learning. 

7. Few people will understand what you do. 

This may not seem like a big deal, but all of us want to be understood and we all need someone with whom we can share our problems. As a 
faculty member, we have a multitude of like-minded professionals with similar responsibilities. Even our families can often relate to our daily duties. 
As an administrator, however, those opportunities are hard to find because access to a pool of peers is limited, your family will most likely not be 
able to relate to what you do, and there will be very little you can ethically discuss 
with anyone else. 

8. You will now have to think in terms of documentation. 

I never tell our college faculty that we are going in a new direction or taking some action because of accreditation. I firmly believe that when we do 
something it should be because it is the right thing or the best thing to do. At the heart of it all, however, if you are not documenting these activities 
you will have no evidence of their existence; therefore, they must be documented for the purposes of accreditation. It is extremely difficult to enact 
practices that are both faculty-friendly and readily documentable. As an administrator, you must think of both, and you must work between the two 
groups (college administrators and faculty) that will only focus on one of the two. 

9. Some days you will be more of a mediator than an administrator. 

Conflict is inevitable when two or more people interact with each other over time, and it is no different in the post secondary environment. One 
division chair responded, ’1 am not sure that foreign diplomats are any better mediators than collegiate division chairs." Conflict will occur on three 
basic levels for which you will be expected to mediate: faculty and student, faculty and faculty, and faculty and administration. 

10. Communication is the key. 

Nearly every success and failure in a chair or dean role depends on the quantity and quality of your communication. Much of the job will be dealing 
with personalities, relationships, conflict mediation, culture, politics, and change management. Policy and practice decisions can often be easy to 
make but hard to implement It all boils down to how your faculty view these decisions and whether they see the benefits to their jobs and/or their 
students. Learning to manage the many egos and personalities in higher education is often essential to academic leadership success. 

Conclusion 

The roles of division/department chair, dean, and/or chief academic officer are some of the best and most important in higher education, but it 
takes time to develop the skills needed for the job. As John Maxwell stated, "Leadership develops daily, not in a day." The keys to success as an 
academic leader, as with any leadership position, are to be process minded, fair and ethical, and to retain a focus on building strong relationships. 
As one dean put it, "Academic administration is a marathon, not a sprint. Anybody can do it for a short time, but you have to have the right mindset 
and approach to stick it out for the long haul." 

NOTE: Anyone can SUBSCRIBE to the Tomorrows-Professor Mailing List by going to: 
https://mailman.stsnford.edu/mailman/listinfo/tomorrows-professor 
You can UNSUBSCRIBE by hitting "return" to this posting with the word "unsubscribe" in the subject line. 

You m’e cmTently subscribed to clp 13 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtr/u?id 53262397.22efc4e6e27eflf6a77fga3293bcf3a6&n T&I clp 13&o 32641046 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 32641046- 53262397.22efc4e6e27efl f6a77fga3293bcf3a6~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 11:20 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Friday, February 8, 2013 9:35 AM 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Human Rights and Global Issues Faculty-Student Working Group 

Dear Lara, 

1 hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the email below from Andy. 1" will ask Liz to get in teach with in terms of food expenses for our meetings in March and April. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Andrew Reynolds [asreynol@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, February 08, 20:[3 9:05 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Human Rights and Global 1"ssues Faculty-Student Working Group 

Eunice 

Excellent news. 

The Chimamanda event catering (Mon 25) can be covered through the monies we raised for her visit. As to the other five meetings, CGS can contribute $300 in food 

expendable funds to assist with the costs. Please liaise ruth Laxa on the monies and the arrangements for catering in the GEC 

I hope you can join us for the pos~ ’talk’ dinner ruth Chimamanda on Tuesday Feb 26th? 

ve~ best 

On 2/7/2013 3:15 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Andy, 

It was good to see you this week. 

At any rate, 1" am delighted to report that the Center for Global 1"nitiatives has approved my proposal to fund the new Global Studies faculty-student working group 
focusing on the intersection of human rights and global issues. While the CG1" will support all the expenses 1" listed, a core condition is that the working group 
cannot spent more than $250.00 on foo& 

As 1" mentioned to you when we discussed the formation of this working group, 1" envisioned a light dinner- from Med. Deli - being part of the groups’ meetings. 
This semester we have six scheduled meetings including the one on Feb. 25 with Chimamanda. 1" would be delighted if Global Studies supported the catering 
aspect of the working group. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Andrew Reynolds 

Associate Professor of Political Science 

Ck’~air, Curricb.lum iR Global S~udies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

http : / ireynol ds .web. unc . edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 12:29 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Chima~anda N. Adichie at the GEC on Feb. 26 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2023 22:25 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Chimamanda N. Adichie at the GEC on Feb. 26 

Hi Eunice, 
Is there a particular book by Chimamanda that you would recommend? I’ll try to read one of her books before her visit. 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 929-962-8225 
Fax: 929-962-2694 

klcaldwe~email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 28, 2023 5:32 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Chimamanda N. Adichie at the GEC on Feb. 26 

Dear Colleagues, 

As promised, please find attached details of Adichie’s visit to UNC on Feb. 26. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You axe cunently subscribed to affiafam as: klcaldwe~)etnail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7fg13a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o 32644947 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32644947-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65(~listserv,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, February 11,2013 9:24 AM 

McMuway, Melissa <meliss%mcmurray@unc.edu> 

ILE: Lunch with U.S. Ambassador to Ugm~da 

From: McMurray, IVlelissa 

Sent: Mlonday, February II, 20:t3 9:22 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Leslie, Paul W 
Subject; Lunch with U.S. Ambassador to Uganda 

Good morning, 

I hope you received my email below from last Wednesday regarding the lunch for Ambassador Jerry Lanier this Friday, Feb. 15, at 12:00 in 4003 FedEx Global 

Education Center. 

Please let me know if you are able to attend, or if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa 

Good morning, 

We recently received a request from Steve Lerner, a UNC Board of Trustees member with a strong relationship with Jerry Lanier, who recently stepped down as 

U.S. Ambassador to Uganda. Prior to that, Ambassador Lanier was the senior staffer on the Africa desk at the State Department and has served in a number of posts 

primarily in Africa throughout his career with State. 

At the BOT meeting last week, Steve alerted Ron Strauss, UNC Chief International Officer, that Ambassador Lanier would be coming to UNC next Friday, Feb. 15, 

and he was very interested in meeting with units and faculty at UNC that are engaged in initiatives in Africa. In addition to offering his many connections that could 

be of use to our programs, Ambassador Lanier would like to share his experience working with African institutions and governments. 

Mike Lambert and Barbara Anderson will be hosting a casual luncheon to showcase research and initiatives in the College that are taking place Africa, and they 

would like to invite you to join them and engage with the Ambassador. The lunch will take place next Friday, Feb. 15, at 12:00 in 4003 FedEx Global Education 

Center. Please let me know if you are able to attend, or if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa 

Melissa McMurray 

International Liaison Officer 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3013 FedEx Global Education Center, CB#5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 

919.537.3675 

http:!!global.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, Februa~ 12, 2013 8:33 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 6:02 PM 

Jim Hirscfifield <jhirscht@email.unc.edw~; Megel, Jo~ph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

McGowan, John <jpm@emaJl.unc.edu>; Weisert, Lee <weisert,~email.unc.edu>; Colver, Reed ~-~rcolve@unc.edu>; Meanza, Jefliey 

<meanza@emaJl.unc.edu>; Navalinsky, David B ~-~dbnav@email.unc.edu>; CoNe, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Taylor; Beverly W 

<btaylo@e~nail.unc.edu:>; Scale~ Tim <tscaJ~es@email.unc.edu>; l?ollock, Della <pollock(c)!e~nail.unc.edtt>; Alexander Cra~, Renee 

Jacqueline <renee.a~exander.craPt@unc.edu>; Mumby, Derails K ~-~mumby@emaJ~l.unc.edu>; Kalz, Mark <mkatz@email.unc.edw,; Weiss, 

Ken <kweiss@live.unc.edu>; Kim, Heidi K <heidikim@email.unc.edtc,; Kassor~ Joy S <j skasson@email.tmc.edu~; Wisdom, Maria 

LaIVlonaca <mmsdom@email.unc.edu~ 

RE: Suggeslions 

From: Jim Hirschfield [jhirschf@emaiLunc~edu] 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:21 PM 
To-" Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
C¢; McGowan, John; Weisert, Lee; Colver, Reed; Meanza, Jeffrey; Navalinslel, David B; CoNe, McKay; Taylor, Beverly W; SaNe, Eunice N; Scales, Tim; Pollock, Della; 
Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Mumby, Dennis K; Katz, Mark; Weiss, Ken; Kim, Heidi K; Kasson, Joy S; Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca 
Subject; Suggestions 

Dear Joseph, 

Thank you for yesterday’s informative meeting. I mn jazzed by fl~e possibilities. 

Here are the possibilities I mentioned yesterday: 

Mendi and Keith Obadike 

Mendi + Keith Obadike make music, art and literature. Their works include The Sour Thunder, an Internet opera (Bridge Records), Crosstalk: American Speech Music (Bridge Records), 

Black.Net Art Actions, a suite of new media artworks (published in re:skin on M.IT Press), Big House / Disclosure, a 200 hour public sound installation (Northwestern University), 

Phonotype, a book & CD of media artworks, and a poetry collection, Armor and Flesh (Lotus Press). They have contributed sounds/music to projects by wide range of artists including 

loops for soul singer D’Angelo’s first album and a score for playwright Anna Deavere Smith at the Lincoln Center Institute. They were invited to develop their first "opera-masquerade" by 

writer Toni Morrison at her Princeton Atelier Their other honors include a Rockefeller New Media Arts Fellowship, Pick Laudati Award for Digital Art, a New York Foundation for the Arts 

Fellowship in Fiction, and a Vectors Fellowship from USC. Their intermedia work has been commissioned by The NY African Film Festival and Electronic Arts Intermix, The Yale 

Cabaret, Whitechapel Art Gallery (London), and The Whitney Museum of Art, among other institutions. Their music has been featured on New York and Chicago public radio, as well as 

on Juniradio (104.5) in Berlin. 

Keith received a BA in Art from North Carolina Central University and an MFA in Sound Design from Yale University. He is an associate professor in the College of Arts and 

Communication at William Paterson University and serves as an art advisor for the Times Square Alliance. Mendi received a BA in English from Spelman College and a PhD in 

Literature from Duke University. After working as a Cotsen Postdoctoral Fellow at Princeton University, she became a poetry editor at Fence Magazine and an assistant professor in the 

Department of Humanities and Media Studies at Pratt Institute. Mendi + Keith are currently developing a sound installation series Afri~aB Metropole / Soni~ Oity, an intermedia suite 

entitled American ~-’ypher, and a new series of performance works including Four I~le~tri¢ Ghosts, an opera-masquerade (mmanwu) commissioned by the Kitchen (NYC), and 

TaRonda Who Wore White Gloves (agbogho mmwo). 

They spoke last year in our deparlment and were quite amazing. Mille they now live in New York, they have deep roots in North Caa-olina, mad it would make sense 

to have them create a new work here. I also believe this is something they would be quite interested in taking on. 

Buster Si~npson 

Buster Simpson received his BA and MFA from the Universi~ of Michigan. His work has been commissioned nationally and internationally, and has exhibited 

extensively including solo exhiNtions at the Seattle Art Museum, the Hi~hhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Creative Time and Wave Hill in New York City. 

Leeds Art Galle~ in England, and PS 1 and the New Museum in New York and group exNbtions than stretch across the country and expand around the globe. 

http://www.bustersimpson.ne~/ 

I mn working with Ed Kerwin of OWASA in bringing Buster to campus tbr a week this spring to work with students from across the campus in the creation 

of"infonnational kiosks" about water. These are guaranteed not to look like your ~pica1 kiosk. They will be thr more participatory. Buster is interested in the number 

of springs he noted around campus when he was a visiting professor at UNC in 1990. Along with the sludents, he roll flfink of the local!cmnpus opportunities as a 

laboratory and incubator; with the oppormni~ to consider "the reveling and nurturing of the roof and surface (peaking lots and streets) storm run off as fl~e resource it 

is, fl~e hidden springs and water table (needed to replenish the springs in Coker Arboretam and Battle Branch Creek), the potentia~ of gray water which is the largest 

lost resource next to brown water, as well as bio swale and infiltration strategies." He also writes: "As artisls we make fl~ese systems transparent, legible, and 
adoptable. In other words, Kiosk as "infl)sculpture" 

Once the s~mdents and he have their design, the plan is to have Buster return to campus in the fall to implement the p~ject. 

Hope this is helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Hirschfield 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 9:58 AM 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

Invita’don 

Larry, 

Greetings. 

I would be delighted if you joined me and other members of a working group (human rights and global issues) that 1‘ co-ordinate for a dinner dialogue with the famed Nigerian 
writer Chimamanda Adichie on Monday Feb. 25, 5.30-8.00pm at the GEC 4003. 

She will also hold a public forum - see attached poster - on literature and human rights on Feb. 26, 5.30pm-7.00pm and 1 am inviting you and your wife to a reception in hour 
following this forum. The reception will on the 2nd floor of the GEC. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~ubject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANOE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPII~NTS!CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, lVebrua~" 20, 2013 10:01 AM 

Marc Lange <mlange@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation 

Adichie’s poster.pdf 

Dear Marc, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to in-rite you to a public f;~rum - i\~cusing on the intersection of literature and human rights, see attached poster - featuring the famed Nigerian writer Ch~namanda N Adichie on 

Feb. 26 at the GEC (5 30-7 00pro) md I recept on on the 2nd floor of the GEC following the forum 

As an introduction to Adichie, her is a link to her TEDtalk: 
http://www.voumbe.con~/watch ?v=D9[hs241 ze~ 

tIope to see you then 

R egards, 
Eunice 



Presen~ng a Q & A with award winning author 

Chi i anda N zi 
Liiterature arid Humar  R °gh 

ichie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:50 PM 

Bailey, Dom~a JeaJ~ Walker <dbaileyl@emaJl.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 4:52 PM 

RE: Africa strategic meeting 3/27 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:46 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N; Miles, Bob 
Subject: Africa strategic meeting 3/27 

Good morning, 

Please confirm in your calendars this meeting tbr Wednesday March 27 at 9am in Bob’s office. 

Thank~ 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin 2£~erica, A2rica and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study ,a~road Of 2ice 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27~99-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + I 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

W~@,~ : http : / / studyabroad, unc. edu 

confidential 

From: <SaNe>, "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 12:06 PM 

To: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "bob.miles@unc.edu" <bob.miles@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: meeting 3/7 

Thanks to you both for understanding. 

I have to wait for a call from the Chancellor during that period and yes I too hope all will be well. 

Bob: All the best in your travel. 

Cheers and hope to see you both after the break, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2023 20:55 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Miles, Bob 
Subject: Re: meeting 3/7 

Dear Eunice, 

I just spoke with Bob, it would be much easier fbr all of us to re schedule this meeting until Bob comes back from Asia. 

Thanks for lerdng us know. 

And I hope your meeting with Holden goes well! 

Best, 

Rodney 



Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin ~aerica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2@~6 FEDEX Global Education Center 

3@1 PJttsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chape3 Hill 

NC 27S99-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + I 919 962 7@@2 Pax: + 1 919 962 2262 

W~@~ : http : / / studyabroad, unc. edu 

confidential 

From: <SaNe>, "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:41 AM 

To: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "bob.miles@unc.edu" <bob.miles@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: meeting 3/7 

Dear Rodney and Bob, 

Can either of you call me as soon as you can please. Direct - 962-2341. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 11:13 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Miles, Bob 
Subject: meeting 3/7 

Hi Comrade Eunice, 

Please see the attached list of all our current study abroad ofl~rings in Afiica, in preparation for our meeting tomorrow in Bob’s otfice at 2pm. I’ll have a printed copy 
for you at the meeting. 

Thank~ 

Rodney 

Ro~ney J. Vargas 

Latin Alaerica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

2@16 PEDEX Global E~ucation Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + i 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 4:54 PM 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu>; Miles, Bob <bob.miles@unc.edu> 

RE: Africa strategic meeting 3/27 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:46 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N; Miles, Bob 
Subject: Africa strategic meeting 3/27 

Good morning, 

Please confirm in your calendars this meeting tbr Wednesday March 27 at 9am in Bob’s office. 

Thank~ 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin 2£~erica, A2rica and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study ,a~road Of 2ice 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27~99-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + I 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

W~@,~ : http : / / studyabroad, unc. edu 

confidential 

From: <SaNe>, "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 12:06 PM 

To: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "bob.miles@unc.edu" <bob.miles@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: meeting 3/7 

Thanks to you both for understanding. 

I have to wait for a call from the Chancellor during that period and yes I too hope all will be well. 

Bob: All the best in your travel. 

Cheers and hope to see you both after the break, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2023 20:55 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Miles, Bob 
Subject: Re: meeting 3/7 

Dear Eunice, 

I just spoke with Bob, it would be much easier fbr all of us to re schedule this meeting until Bob comes back from Asia. 

Thanks for lerdng us know. 

And I hope your meeting with Holden goes well! 

Best, 

Rodney 



Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin ~aerica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2@~6 FEDEX Global Education Center 

3@1 PJttsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chape3 Hill 

NC 27S99-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + I 919 962 7@@2 Pax: + 1 919 962 2262 

W~@~ : http : / / studyabroad, unc. edu 

confidential 

From: <SaNe>, "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:41 AM 

To: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "bob.miles@unc.edu" <bob.miles@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: meeting 3/7 

Dear Rodney and Bob, 

Can either of you call me as soon as you can please. Direct - 962-2341. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 11:13 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Miles, Bob 
Subject: meeting 3/7 

Hi Comrade Eunice, 

Please see the attached list of all our current study abroad ofl~rings in Afiica, in preparation for our meeting tomorrow in Bob’s otfice at 2pm. I’ll have a printed copy 
for you at the meeting. 

Thank~ 

Rodney 

Ro~ney J. Vargas 

Latin Alaerica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

2@16 PEDEX Global E~ucation Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + i 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 10:02 AM 

Benowi~, Judith <benowi~@email.unc.e&~ 

Bisese, Anne <abisese@email.unc.edu>; Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu>; McDo~mell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

CCO Fall 2013 Course List and Robert Porter course for the Friday Center (Fall 2013) 

Dear Judith. 

Thanks for your email. I sent the form with the email. I am resending it. 

Robert Porter is scheduled to teach AAAD 252 sec. 001 (Blacks in the West) and AAAD 298 sec. 951 (Blacks in British North America to 1833) in the Fall. He told 

me over the telephone that both of these are for the Friday Center, but that he should only be teaching AAAD 252. We should cancel AAAD 298, and you said you 

would talk about this with the Friday Center. 

In addition, Robert said that because it is a Friday Center course, AAAD should have the section number 951, not 001. Per our diseussion, you said you would talk 

with the Friday Center to see if the section number should be changed. 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 12:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
1::¢: Bisese, Anne; Cashion, Jody W; McDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List 

Thanks, Eunice. Who will be teaching the course? Can you send me the table with your signature? 

Judith 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 11:06 AM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
(::c: Bisese, Anne; Cashion, Jody W; McDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List 

Dear Judith, 

I hope you are doing well. 

The department will only be offering AAAD101 in the Fall. As we have discussed before AAAD130 will need major revisions before it is offered online. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 9:40 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
I:::c: Bisese, Anne; Cashion, Jody W; McDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: CCO Fall 2013 Course List 

Hi EuNce, 

Since Fall registration has already begun, we would really like to get your list so that we can add your courses to our website. Could you possibly 

get those to me today or sometime this week? I’ll be at a conference from tomorrow through Fridc% returning on Monday. If you can’t get the 

list to me today, please send it to Anne Bisese whom I’m coping on this message so that she and Jody Cashion con get the list up on our website. 

I’ve attached the table in case you can’t find the one I sent in early February. 

Thanks very much! 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@email.unc.edu 

h’l~p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common with." 
Joseph M. DeSimone, Ph.D. 
Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, April :19, 20:13 6:39 AM 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Update- Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon 

Dear Lara, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Unfortunately, something has come up which makes it impossible for me to attend the luncheon next week. My apologies for any inconvieniece~ 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Markstein, Lara 
Sent= Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:49 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Reminder: RSVP Today for Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon 

Hi Eunice, 

While we’d love to have you (and please do attend!), I just wanted to let you know that Liz Willis is unable to come owing to a conflict with class. I just wanted to let 

you know! 

Lara Markstein 

Department Manager 

Curriculum in GlobaJ Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr, 301 Pittsboro St. 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

W~¥.global .unc.edw globaJ studies 

From: <SaNe>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:27 AM 

To: Lara Markstein <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Reminder: RSVP Today for Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon 

Dear Lara, 

Thanks for the reminder. 

Yes I will be there. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: IVlarkstein, Lara 
Sent= Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:09 AM 

To= Markstein, Lara 
Subject= Reminder: RSVP Today for Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon 

Just a reminder, if you have not already sent an RSVP for the Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon and would like to attend, please email me at 

laram@email.unc.edu. Again, it will take place at 12:30pm on the fourth floor of the GEC on April 23rd. 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 
Department Manager 

Curriculum in Global Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr, 301 Pittsboro St. 
UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

Www.global.unc.edu/globalst udies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, April 19, 2013 11:45 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Maxgaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@nnc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:26 AM 

Charles Watts ~me.com> 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edu-~; Perry Hall <hallpa@emaiLunc.edu-~ 

Breaktias~t meeling - Carolina Inn 

Dear Charles, 

T hope your week is going well. 

I am writing to see if you available for a breakfast meeting at the Carolina Inn on either of the following dates: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 10:56 AM 

Wisdom Tettey <wisdom.tettey@ubc.ca>; Kobena ttan~)n <k.hanson@acbf-pact.org>; Peter Arthur <Peter.Arthur@Dal.Ca> 

Korbla Puplatnpu <puplampuk@macewan.ca> 

RE: CAAS "Meeting" - Thaxtks 

From: Wisdom Tettey [wisdom.te~ey@ubc.ca] 
Sent; Saturday, May 04, 2013 9:23 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N; Kobena Hanson; Peter Arthur 
�::¢; Korbla Puplampu 
Subject: CAAS "Meeting" - Thanks 

Hello Sis and brothers: 

I hope you have all arrived home safely or are enjoying the transit between CAAS and home. It was nice to touch base on the sides of the CAAS meeting and to see 

all of you again. The time shared on Elgin street was great and I look forward to a repetition some time soon. Hopefully, that will be next year, at the ASA in New 

Orleans. 

Muzungu: Thank you very much for the "Guinness session" at the "Elgin street conference". The logistics and the discussions were great. 

Pierro and LaHans: Thanks for the wonderful time together during the various "sessions" at Cadeton, on Elgin, and at the mall, including the unplanned session 

with the old lady at the dollar store. We are not going to explain the dollar store session. It will be on the agenda for next year :-) 

have copied Amiki on this message so he knows how much he missed at all the sessions :-). 

Best regards, 

Wizzy 

Wisdom J. Tettey, PhD 

Professor and Dean 

Faculty of Creative and Critical Studies 

Creative and Critical Studies Building, Room CCS 323 

University of British Columbia 

Okanagan Campus 

3333 University Way 

Kelowna, British Columbia 

Canada 

VlV lV7 

Phone: 250-807-9357 

Fax: 250-807-8543 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 11:05 AM 

Wisdom Tettey <wisdom.tettey@ubc.ca>; Kobena ttan~)n <k.hanson@acbf-pact.org>; Peter Arthur <Peter.Arthur@Dal.Ca> 

Korbla Puplatnpu <puplampuk@macewan.ca> 

RE: CAAS "Meeting" - Thaxtks 

From: Wisdom Tettey [wisdom.te~ey@ubc.ca] 
Sent; Saturday, May 04, 2013 9:23 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N; Kobena Hanson; Peter Arthur 
�::¢; Korbla Puplampu 
Subject: CAAS "Meeting" - Thanks 

Hello Sis and brothers: 

I hope you have all arrived home safely or are enjoying the transit between CAAS and home. It was nice to touch base on the sides of the CAAS meeting and to see 

all of you again. The time shared on Elgin street was great and I look forward to a repetition some time soon. Hopefully, that will be next year, at the ASA in New 

Orleans. 

Muzungu: Thank you very much for the "Guinness session" at the "Elgin street conference". The logistics and the discussions were great. 

Pierro and LaHans: Thanks for the wonderful time together during the various "sessions" at Cadeton, on Elgin, and at the mall, including the unplanned session 

with the old lady at the dollar store. We are not going to explain the dollar store session. It will be on the agenda for next year :-) 

have copied Amiki on this message so he knows how much he missed at all the sessions :-). 

Best regards, 

Wizzy 

Wisdom J. Tettey, PhD 

Professor and Dean 

Faculty of Creative and Critical Studies 

Creative and Critical Studies Building, Room CCS 323 

University of British Columbia 

Okanagan Campus 

3333 University Way 

Kelowna, British Columbia 

Canada 

VlV lV7 

Phone: 250-807-9357 

Fax: 250-807-8543 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ELINICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 6:56 AM 

tMI, Ishna <islma.hall@unc.edtr> 

ILE: Wendelrs Bio 

Dear Ishna, 

I have attached Wendell’s citation. 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 5:39 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Wendell’s Bio 

Eunice, 

I was wondering if you could forward me a copy of the bio Kia read on Saturday? 

Thanks! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9:19) 843-4895 (office) 

(919) 962-253:1 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, May 29, 20~L3 8:09 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Prof. Mbilinyi’s contact info. 

From= 

Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2023 22:06 PM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Prof. Mbilinyi’s contact info. 

Habari ya siku Prof. Sahle, 

Here is Prof. Mbilinyi’s latest contact information: 

Email: ma rjorie.m bilinyi@tgn p.org; @gmail.com 

Phone no: 

Should you wish to send her a physical copy, I can come to Chapel Hill on Friday and pick it up (that’s if you’ll be back from boot camp). I didn’t get the visa in time and so I will just 

be flying from North Carolina next week Saturday. So, anytime before next week Saturday, we can meet! 

Thanks, 

P.S. I hope boot camp is FUN! 



FFoin: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 2:02 PM 

Mike Ryckma~ <mryckma~@isa~et.org> 

ILE: Correct- Abstract submission 2014 IntemationaJ~ Studies Association Conference: HELl? 

From: Mike Ryckman [mryckman@isanet.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 1:43 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Correct- Abstract submission 2014 International Studies Association Conference: HELP 

Hello, 

I can help you get this entered.., but the propo~l still needs a t~w things... 

We need at least three keywords/tags that describe the paper - I’d recommend at least tbur 

We also need to know what ISA sections, caucuses, or the thetne, you’d like to submit to... 

Hope this helps, 

Mike 

Mike Ryckman, Ph.D 

Direck~r of OrganizafionaJ~ Development 

The International Studies Association 

m~yckman~)isanet.org 

On Tue, Jun 4, 2013 at 10:30 AM, ISA <i~@isanet.org> wrote: 

F~om: Sable, Emfice N <etmice~email.nnc.edu;, 

Date: Mon, Jun 3, 2013 at 5:16 PM 
Subject: Correct- Abstract submission 2014 International Studies Association Conference: HELP 

To: "isa(a)isanet.org" <isa~isanet.o~g> 

Hello again, 

In the haste to get in touch with you I attached an earlier version of my abstract. 

Kindly see the attached correct version. 

Mm~y thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Eunice N. SaNe, 

Chair, Depastment of Africar~ Afnca~ American mid Diaspora Studies 

Associate Professor~ African Studies a~d Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, June 11,2013 9:56 AM 

EW: This week 

From= Gore, Travis 
Sent= Monday, June :tO, 20:t3 :t:t:02 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: This week 

Thanks [unite! 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, June :tO, 20:t3 :t0:39 AM 

To= Gore, Travis 
Subject= RE: This week 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks so much! This is a great update and thanks for all your efforts that led to this development. 

Hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Gore, Travis 
Sent= Monday, June :tO, 20:t3 :t0:24 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: This week 

Thanks for [:he update Hope all is well! I wanted [:o let you know that SLE~’~C~h.ES C~r~e ~i~st week and removed the boo]~case and (:abir~et. 

Best, 
Tray,s 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, June 10, 20~3 ~0:~3 AN 

To= Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject~ This week 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear All, 

I hope you had a great weekend. 

This is to let you know that I will be in the office tomorrow. Thus, if you need me to sign any papers or would like to discuss a matter face-face, let us do so tomorrow. 

As for the reminder of the week, I will be mainly recovering from surgery which is scheduled for Wednesday. Nonetheless, you can reach me by phone except most of 
Wednesday when I will be in hospital. Of course, I will be on email except on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <,’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 7:03 AM 

VaJcgas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email. unc.edu> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

From: Vargas, Rodney ,loaquin 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 8:05 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 

Hi Eu~ice, 

This is great k~formation, thanks for asking them. I like the Urban Elephant Guesthouse because it offers k~ternet, 1 thh~k we can stay there ~ust fine. What do you 

l:h~n~? t[ you agree, ~t would be fine to go ahead and ask her for the reservations We can deride on the day tours after we get the price quotes. ]h~s is looMng good[ 

Best, 

Rodney 

Rodz~ey d. Varga~ 

La~in ~r~erica, Africa and the Middqe Eas~ Programs Director 

S ~udy )2osoad O£fice 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Center 

3@1 PitCsboro Stree~ 

Unlversicy of Nosth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~hapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: { 1 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

*************************************************** 

~onfidentiaiity Notice: This e-mall message, including a~tac)gc~ents, is for the sole use of the in~ended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unautborlzed 5eview, rise, disclosure, or dlstsibu~ion is 

prohibited. If you are not the in~ended 5ecipienc, please contact the 

sender by reply e-nail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m: Helen Poonen [ma~l~:Poonenheu~n.ac.za] 

S~n[: Tuesdag, Hatch 08, 2011 4:g6 AN 

T~: SaNe, [uNce N 

~l Vargas, Rodne~ Joaqu~n; pbond@ma~Lngo.za~ kung~le Keswa~ ~udu ~humalo~ Shauna No~ar; Aghasphree Amg Ramsamg; ~gahoo.co.uk 

Subject: Re: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Eunice 

Apologies for the delayed reply, please note my response in bold, 

Many Than~ 

Helen 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <_e___u__n__[_c__e_._~_e____m___a_!k_u___n__c_=e__d___u_> 2011/02/25 03:41 PM >>> 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your work pertaining to our visit. 

Rodney and I meet on Wednesday and here are updates: 

May visit Schedule: 

Arrival from the USA: May 8. ls it possible for you to organize transportation from the airport once we send you our flight details? sure, no problem, please forward your 
flight details, 

Day 1 (May 9): Meeting with staff at the Centre for Civil Society (CCS) to discuss: noted, you will meet with Dr Shauna Mottiar (COS acting Director in Patrick’s 
absence), Amy Ramsamy (COS finance administrator), Lungi Keswa (CCS admin assistant), Ma Dudu Khumalo (CCS community scholar), Orlean Naidoo (CCS 
community scholar) and myself (CCS administrator), 

a) modalities of the upcoming program, cost and payment arranqements for services provided by CCS. As we prepare for this meeting kindly let us if Professor Bond’s payment 
for teaching INTS450 will be included in the invoice from CCS or he will negotiate it directly with Rodney. - noted, Patrick’s payment will be included in the CCS invoice. 

b) Campus tour - libraries, seminar rooms, etc. - will arrange. 

Day 2: (May i0) - Reality tour (morning) - Inanda. Afternoon: Visit the 2 sites recommended for 2012 accommodation - will arrange with Ma Dudu. She will be 
transporting you on this day. 
Day 3: (May 11) - Reality tours - Chatsworth and Toxic Tour. Final meetinq with CCS staff to sort out any outstanding matters - will arrange for Hassen to bring you 
campus to meet staff at 09hO0, then off to Sdcea and Chatsworth. You could have lunch at the Chatsworth Hare Krishna Temple. 

Day 4: (May 12) - Departure (Rodney returns to USA). I most likely will stay a few more days but will confirm this soon - noted, please let us have Rodney’s return flight 
details. 

You will make arrangements (we will pay for them) for the reality tours, right?, correct please pay Orlean, Ma Dudu and Des directly for the reality tour. Note for Ma 
Dudu you will need to pay her for both the petrol and reality tour. 
Accommodation: Do you have suggestions of suitable accommodation close to UKZN? Any help you can extend on this front will be highly appreciated - see below... 
Urban Elephant Guesthouse - 27 31 2056926 - (rates are R600/night - single room) with breakfast, free internet access, 
Bali on the Ridge Guesthouse = 27 31 2619574 (rates R550/night - single room) with breakfast. 



Mackaya Bella Gues~house - 27 31 2062216 (rates R600/night- single room) with breakfast~ 
Please let me know if you wish us to book the accommodation for you, if so we require your check-in and check-out dates. 

PS: I will forward to you another e-mail with costs involved once we receive the quote from out taxi driver, this will include the reality tour costs etc. 
Any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 

Please fk~c! our ~ai! Dis~]ai~e~" here-->: http:!/www.u~n.ac.za!disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 4:02 PM 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

Wilkinson, Teresa T <ts~nith7@em~fil.unc .edu:> 

RE: Performance Evgmation tbr Travis Gole 

From: Edwards, Deborah W 
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2022 2:39 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
�::¢: Wilkinson, Teresa T 
Subject: Performance Evaluation for Travis Gore 

Professor SaNe, 

A performance evaluation must be completed for Travis as soon as possible. The overall rating needs to be sent to Teresa Wilkinson (tsmith7@email.unc.edu), and 

she will submit it to the Office of Human Resources. Attached please find the performance rating form and a copy of his mid-year review. 

Thank you, 

Debbie 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 7:38 AM 

~gmail .corn> 

From 

From:                  @gmaib corn] 
Sent: Saturday, June 22, 2013 7:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: From 

Dr. SaNe, 

Eli, this is How are things going with you? Kari let me know that you were trying to get in touch with me. Here is my current and functioning email address. I hope all is well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 5:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~mum 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 5:17 PM 
To: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Subject:      mum 

http:!!www.newsobserver.com!2013/06/26/2989639~ html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O U2qC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 12:12 PM 

tMI, Ishna <islma.hall@unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Request - Al~ts and Sciences Foundation Magazine 

From: Hall, Ishna 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 9:27 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Request - Arts and Sciences Foundation lvlagazine 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope all is well. It is fine to reprint the article for the department’s newsletter. I just have two requests, one -if you need to make any changes for space or other 

reasons, we will need to approve that first and two, we would like to review the article before it goes to print or once it is in its final state. 

Best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 9:02 PM 

To: Hall, Ishna 
Subject: Request - Arts and Sciences Foundation Magazine 
Tmporl:ance: High 

Dear Ishna, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to request permission from the Arts and Sciences Foundation Magazine to reprint the article on Wendell McCain in our upcoming departmental newsletter. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: Monday, Jnly 22, 2013 4:06 PM 

To: aaa@listserv.unc.edu 

Subject: Fumding Opportunity 

h~p://~.acls.orq/qrants!Default.aspx?id =380 

The ACLS Fellowships are intended as salary replacement to help scholars devo~ six to ~elve continuous months to full-time research and writing. ACLS Fellowships are 
po~ble and are tenable at the fellows home institution, abroad, or at another appropriate site for research. (~) An ACLS Fellowship may be held concurrently with other 
fellowships and grants and any sabbatical pay, up to an amount equal to the candidate’s current academic year salad. Tenure d the fellowship may begin no earlier than July 

~, 20~4 and no lair than Februa~ ~, 20~5. ~e Fellowship stipend is set at three levels based on academic rank: up to       for Assistant Professor and career equivalent; 
up to       for Associate Professor and career equivalent; and up to       for full Professor and career equivalent. ACLS will determine the level based on the candidate’s 
rank or career status as d the application deadline date. Approximately 25 fellowships will be available at the Assistant Professor level, approximately 20 at the Associate 
Professor level, and approximately 20 at the full Professor level. 
The ACLS Fellowship ~roqram invites research a~plications in all disciNines d the humanities and rela~d social sciences. The ultimate goal of the project should be a major 
piece of scholarly work by the applicant. ACLS does not fund creative work (e.g., novels or films), te~boo~, straighforward translation, or pedagogical projects. For the 

purpose of these competitions the humanities and related social sciences include but are not limited to American studies; anthropoloqy; archaeoloqy; a~ and architectural 
his~w; classics; economics; film; ~eo~raphy; histow; languages and literatures; legal studies; linguistics; musicology; philosophy; political science; psychology (excludin~ 
clinical or counseling psychology); religious studies; rhetoric, communication, and media studies; sociology; and theater, dance, and pe~ormance studies. Proposals in the 
social science fields listed above are eligible only if they employ predominantly humanistic approaches (e.g., economic histo~, law and literature, political philosophy, history d 
psychology). Proposals in interdisciplina~ and cross-disciplina~ studies are welcome, as are proposals focused on any geographic region or on any cultural or linguistic group. 
The applicant must meet the following eligibili~ criteria: ~. A Ph.D. degree conferred at least ~o years before the application deadline. (An es~blished scholar who can 
demonstrate the equivalent of the Ph.D. in publications and professional experience may also quali~.) 2. U.S. citizenship or permanent resident s~tus as of the application 
deadline date. 3. A lapse of at least ~o years be~een the last "suppoSed research leave" and September ~, 20~4, including any such leave to be taken or initiated during the 
20£3-20~4 academic year. ~erefore, to be eligible, an individual’s most recent supposed research leave must have concluded prior to September ~, 20~2. (SuppoSed 
research leave is defined as the equivalent of one semester or more d time free from ~aching or other employment ~ pursue scholarly research or writing suppo~d by 
sabbatical pay or other institutional funding, fellowships and grants, or a combination of these. This definition applies to independent scholars as well as those with institutional 

affiliations.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, Jnly 25, 2013 9:31 AM 

aaa@listserv.unc.edu 

Funding opportunity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 4:29 PM 

Gitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu> 

RE: increased need in PLCY 

My bad. 

From: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Sent= Tuesday, July 30, 2023 4:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: increased need in PLCY 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lmnbeth Distinguished Chair in 

Pnblic Policy 

UNC-CH 

Sent from iphone 

On Ju126, 2013, at 8:15 AM, "S~2tlle, Eunice N" <._e__t_Ln__Lc__e_£_a2__e_!A’_a_i!_:_t_Ln_c_:_e_d__a> wrote: 

That is fine Dan. 

Best rashes, 
Eunice 

On Ju126, 2013, at 7:59 AM, "Gitterman, Daniel P" <danielg(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can we do thurs at 4 instead? 

Daniel P. Gittennaaa 

Tho~nas Willis Laa~beth Distinguished Choir in 

tXablic l~blicy 

UNC-CH 
Sent from iphone 

On Jul 23, 2013, at 8:34 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tia, 

Thanks for letting me know. 

In any event, 1 noticed typos on the AAAD schedule that I sent last week, thus I am taking this opportunity to send it again with a cc 
to Dan and Sonia. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 9:45 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: increased need in PLCY 

Hey Eunice, 

I am writing to let you know I will be spending the day today in PLCY due to coordinating the surplus/movers/new furniture 

of the two new faculty. I am expecting to be able to come over to AFAM at least two times this week. I will try to work it 

around the meetings and phone calls. 

~Tia 



Tia Nichelle Howell 

B~siness Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Depaytment of Publle Policy 

~ 15 Abernethy Hal~ CB# 3435 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax. 919-962-5824 

UNC-Chapel Hill DeparW~ent of African, Af!~can American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966- ~ 295, F~:: 919-962-2694 

<AAAD re-sent- schedule preference (Tia and Sonia)-.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 12:12 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Saturday, Angust 24, 2013 10:15 AM 

Garlock, Ma~e <marieis@nnc.edu-~ 

Lunch, Thnrsday Sep. 5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:14 PM 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce_cairns@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Welcome Back! 

From: http: !!www.cnn.com!2013/O3/21/world/africa/seodi-white-women-malawi 
Sent: Sunday, August 25, 2013 9:08 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Welcome Back! 

Dear Debby and Eunice: 

1 am so grateful you have allowed me to be a part of your world. 1 met so many interesting people on Friday, including Emil Kang- someone 1 have wanted to meet for a long 
time. You all are doing important work and doing it extremely well- leading in very significant ways. 1 know the present times are very challenging, but working with you- 1 look 
forward to the future very much. 

Thanks again and take care (from Deborah Stroman- Lesson #1- Be Kind). 

Bruce 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 7:40 AM 

To: Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject; Re: Welcome Back! 

Super! I look forward to ~eing you. 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’n¢lo,cfe, g’xplore, ~’mpower. 
919.84&0336 
@drstroman 

"Somedmes you just have to look back at your pca~t and smile about how.[~r you’ve come. 

From: <Cairns>, Bruce A <.-b--r--u---c---e--c--a--Lr--n---s---@.----m----e---d--.--u---q-c-:--e-.-d-.-u-.> 

Date: Friday, August 23, 20;13 7:07 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Welcome Back! 

Dear Debby: 

Great to hear from you! The summer has been busy (I can’L believe it is over} but I am glad the school year has started. I hope you had a great summer as well 

~ am honored to be invited me to the Welcome ~ack Reception an~ ~ would be ~e~ghted to attend._See you this eve~ng~ ~ruce 
Bruce A, Cairns, MD 

Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinsuished Professor of Surseryi Microbiology and Immunolosy 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

~0~ Manning Drive CB 7600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 
Phone: (9~9) 966 8~59 
Fax: (9~9) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West (~mwest@med.unc,edu) 

Administrative Coordinator 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 20~3 ~0:~9 PN 

To= Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject= Welcome Back~ 
~mpo~ance: High 
Hi Bruce. Sorry for this last m~nute note but you were on my mind. ;) If you are ~n town, please join the Carolina Black Caucus tomorrow, Friday, at 5:00 p.m. in the Stone Center. 

We are hostin~ our annual "Welcome Back" reception. I would love to see you in fellowship with us. The Chancellor will be there as well and will offer ~reetin~s. 

I hope you had a relaxin~ and productive summer. 

Re~ards, 
debby 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CLU 



919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

~I’hose wh~ b~ng s~msh~e t~ t~e ~’es of ~tl~e~’~ ca~ot keep ~t fr~m t|~em~e~ves.~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Monday, August 26, 2013 4:16 PM 

Charles, Anthony <anthony_charles@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

From: Charles, Anthony 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
C:c: Charles, Anthony; Lambert, Michael C; Sahle, Eunice N; Cairns, Bruce A; Miles, Bob 

Subject; Re: Thank you 

Dear Rodney, 
it was a great meeting and wonderful meeting you all. I look forward to making this work. As our schedule becomes clearer we will let you know so that we can 
schedule a visit. It should be a lot clearer tbr me by June, as you can imagine, "there are a lot of moving parts. 
I will be in touch. 

Anthony 

On May 7, 2013, at 9:00 AM, Vargas, Rodney Joaquin wrote: 

Dear Anthony, 

It was great to meet you and Bruce yesterday. As Bob mentioned, we are very excited about the project and would like to move forward right away. Would you 

share with us your plans to visit Malawi over the next couple of semesters? We want to start looking at possible dates for the site visit in coordination with your 

travel plans there~ Thanks so much. 

Allthe best, 

Rodney 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: <Cairns>, Bruce A <._b_r__u_c__e___c_a_Lr__q_s___@__m___e___d_:__u___n_c__.__e_d___u_.> 

Date: Monday, May 6, 2013 5:54 PM 

To: "bob.miles@unc.edu" <bob.miles@unc.edu>, "Charles, Anthony" <anthony...charles@med.unc.edu> 

Cc: "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu>, Michael Lambert <rnlambert@email.unc.edu>, "eunice@ernail.unc.edu" 

<eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

Dear Bob, et. al 

tt was a real pleasur,-_~ to meet with MI o[ you today and discuss this very e>:dt[rtg program, This program can be LransformaLive and become a mode~ 

for A&S and the SOM to col~aboraLe on many fronts. As ~ said eadier, Eunice and Anthony are tr@y extraordk~ary- therefore ~ know LNs program wi~ 

work. 

Thanks again for your g@dance, support and part~dpation- ~ am committed to doing my part to ensure ~ts success~ 

Bruce A, Cairns, MD 

Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 
Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 
$0% Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 
Phone: (9$9) 966 8$59 
Fax: (9$9) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West {[mwest~rned:unc,edu} 

Administrative Coordinator 



From: Miles, Bob 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 20"13 3:30 PM 
To: Cairns, Bruce A; Charles, Anthony 
Cc: Miles, Bob; Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin; Lambert, Michael Q SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Thank you 
Dear 9ruce and Anthony: 

Just to thank you for your time today. We have a very interestin8 project tosether now and, speakin8 for those of us in the Collese, we are very excited about it. We 

linsered a little while after you left us to develop a course of action and we are now movin8 forward. 

I look forward to further conversations and meetinss and especially to make our project a reality on the 8round. 

9est wishes: 

Bob 

Dr Robert Miles 

Associate Dean: Study Abroad and International Exchanges 

Professor of Sociology and International Studies 

2013 Fedex Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender 

by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Anthony Charles MD,MPH,FACS 
Associate Professor of Surgery 
UNC School of Medicine 
Adjunct Associate Professor of Public Health 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina 
4008 Burnett Womack Building 
CB 7228 
Tel: 919-966-4389 
Fax: 919-9660369 
anthchar@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:48 PM 

Haxtlyn, Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

Class - Music Depa~ment 

Dear 3onathan, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 4:11 PM 

Gittennan, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Public Policy Core Facul~ <ppcoret~@listserv.unc.edu> 

The Public Policy PhD Liszt <plcy-phd@listserv.unc.edu>; Maxks, Julie T <jt~narks@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Important message for ALL 

From: Gi~erman, Daniel P 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: Public Policy Core Faculty 
C¢: The Public Policy PhD List; Marks, Julie T; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Important message for ALL 

Faculty and PhD Colleagues: 

Our Business Officer, Tia Howell, will be out until mid-October. Please get in touch with me on any business and personnel related issues. MaD’ Leigh and Sonia are 

here to help on all student services and accounting related issues. The College will provide us some additional business officer support. 

Thanks for your time. 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair #t Public Policy 

Acting Chair and Director of Graduate Studies 

Depa;tment of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Abernethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute 

FedEx Global Education Center 

CB# 5145 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 
E- maJ~l: Danielg@emaJd .unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 8:33 PM 

November 2010 - workshop on the citizeffs relations with the security forces under the new democratic constitution 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 8:36 PM 

Ha~tlyn, Jonathan <h~xflyn@unc.edu> 

November 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:55 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr’~ 

Global Travel ttealth Insurance 

~ear Sonia, 

i hope you are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, October 4, 2013 1:46 PM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~ 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@emml.unc.edtr’~; Sewall, Stacey El~abeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 3:06 PM 

customerservice@geo- blue.corn 

ILE: Study Abroad Program Informalion 

From: customerservice@geo-blue.com [customerservice@geo-blue.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 3:00 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Study Abroad Program Information 

Dear Eunice SaNe: 

Great News! Your International coverage and benefits will now be provided by GeoBlue. 

Register online today to access important plan information: Print off a temporary ID card 

Print your ID card 

Review plan benefits 

Locate qualified providers and hospitals outside of the U.S. 

How to Register 

1. Visit www.,qeo-blue.com 
2. Click on ’Register Now’. 

3. Enter your Certificate Number 
i. Certificate Number: QHE501062712H 

ii, Name: Eunice Sahle 

If you have questions or need assistance please call customer service at 1.855.412.6403 or collect at 1.610.254.5830. 

Sincerely, 

GeoBlue 

customerservice@geo-blue.com 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: Sunday, October 6, 2013 8:04 AM 

To: @gmail.com>; 

Subject: Oct 6- Oct 19 

~gmail.com> 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Because of unforeseen developments in Nairobi, 3[ will be traveling to Kenya labor today. I return stateside on Od: ~.9. I while very busy while there, thus keep working on your 
chapf.er and send it by the end of the week of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:39 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 4:16 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Greetings farm N~robi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:20 PM 

l~W: MUI@M~ information sessions 

From: Murap 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 1:18 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; MURAP information sessions 

Dear Eunice SaNe, 
Can you pass this email along to your students for a summer internship opportunity? 
Thank you, 
MURAP 

Are you looking li)r a paid summer internship that will help prepare you for graduate school in the humanities, ~cial sciences or fine arts? Are you willing to devote 

yourself full-time k~ that goal during 10 weeks this coming summer? 

The Moore Undergmdnate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is seeking applications for its Summer 2014 program (May 25-July 31, 2014). Beginning on 
November 4, 2013, applications will be available on our website. The deadline for submissions is February 7, 2014. 

Eligible students must be: 

¯ rising junio~ or seniors with at least 12 hours leflto complete their degree as of end of Spring 2014 

¯ interested in pursuing PhDs in the Social Sciences, Humm~ities or Fine Arks with the goal of teaching at the college or university level 

¯ members of an ethnic minority or have a proven commitment to diversity 

¯ able to stay in Chapel Hill and reside ruth the rest ofthe cohort in on- ca~npus housing during this intensive 10-week program (participants may not be enrolled in 

smnmer school or sign up to t~ke courses online or hold a job) 

There will be an information session held on Wednesday, October 23rd and November 19~h from 7-8pm in the 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Suite 305. Interested students are encouraged to attend. 

For addition~J~ information, please consult our website: murap.unc.edu 

If you have additional questions or concerns, please contact Ma~ssa Garcia, MURAP Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:03 PM 

Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@email.nnc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~jmflcen@email.unc.edt~-; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C 

<mla~nbert@email.unc.edt~>; Lisaaaza, Esther Mukewa <lis~aaza@emafil.unc .edu> 

RE: SWPd:1408 LAC in Spring 2014 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Anderson, Barbara S; Lambert, Michael C; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: SWAH 408 LAC in Spring 2014 

Eunice, 

[vly apologies! For future semesters, I will make sure to contact you and Kenneth well within the scheduling maintenance period to obtain departmental approval 

for offering the course. 

Is it possible to get approval for the course at this late stage? i’ve emailed with Esther and she has informed me that she would be available to teach it on Mondays 

ii:00-ii: 50am. 

Thanks, 
Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

~(~:.!L[?.!~.:..e..~.!L,./..c.t...e.~.~:~./!..e.,.!LL~2~..e.,. (Center for European Studies) ~[@.~.~.~.~l!.@.?.:~.Dg.:.~.~l.~!.l.g.~" 
(Languages Across the Curriculum) 

!?.~[[b2:’../.~}~}~}~.:~.Q..c.:.@..c.t.}:6,!..e...!LL~2 (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 

UNC Lan~ Across ]he Curriculum Pro~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, October :16, 20:13:12:45 PM 

To: Kinsella, Tanya E 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Anderson, Barbara S; Lambert, Michael C; kisanza, Esther Mukewa 

Subject: RE: SWAH 408 LAC in Spring 20:14 

lmportance: High 

Dear Tanya, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

I appreciate this information. In the future, please let Kenneth Janken and I know about any plans to offer this class in advance. Please do not write to Travis about course 
scheduling in the department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:07 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; SaNe, Eunice N 
�::¢: Anderson, Barbara S; Lambert, Michael C; Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: SWAH 408 LAC in Spring 2014 

Travis and Eunice, 

The African Studies Center will be funding the Swahili LAC section again in Spring 20:14. 

The SWAH 408 credit had been set up in Connect Carolina but it now seems to be gone. 

Could you please reschedule it at a time convenient for the instructor, Esther Lisanza? 

Thanks] 

Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

www.uncoeduide~ (Center for European Studies) 

g.[~.g~.~l!~b.~[?.~:.~.~lb~!~!g.~ (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

~)2[]~.~!.,.,’.}5~yZyZ=~.O.~.:..e..~.!~.~!]’.g. (EURO Major) 



Visif us on Facebook: 

UNC Center for Euroj~ean Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 4:27 AM 

FW: Faculty Bootc~mp: Materials En Route 

May 2013 BriefBio fo~m.doc; Bootcamp 2013 videoInstmctions.docx; Bootcamp Syllabus 2013.doc 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:18 PM 
To-" You, Wei; bcarlson@email.unc.edu.; benchars@DEN-F~STRY.UNC.EDU; Hofweber, Thomas; SaNe, Eunice N; jmolich@unc.edu; cydaquj@DEN~STRY.UNC.EDU; Navalinsky, 
David B; Neta, Ram; is tufts@sog.unc.edu; Hinson, Josh; Ernst, Carl W; lvleier, Benjamin Mason; Fredrickson, Barbara L; Band, Lawrence E; Aikat, Debashis; Guskiewicz, Kevin 
M; Kum, Hye-Chung; Ashby, Valerie S; Ndaliko, Ch~rie Rivers; Rowe, Sarah Marie 
Cc-" Goldstein, Buck; Merritt, Charles E.; Lowry Caudill; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Faculty Bootcamp: Materials En Route 

Dear Bootcamp Participants, 

Our workshop is drawing closer, and I’m reaching out with more information. You should receive a packet with a draft syllabus for this May’s bootcamp and other 

documents including and a copy each of Drucker’s Innovation and Entrepreneurship and Holden Thorp and Buck Goldstein’s Engines oflnnovation. 

By way of introduction, we’ve asked that you share a brief video introduction and send it to me in advance of the workshop (instructions attached). Attached is the 

bio form that you are welcome to submit if you prefer not to send a brief video intro. Please contact me with any questions you may have. 

We’re looking forward to welcoming each of you in May. I am happy to answer any questions you may have about video intros or the bootcamp in the meantime. 

Best, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843,8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current_ office hours 



Name: 

Title/Department: 

Brief background: 

BRIEF BIOGRAPHY 

Faculty Workshop on Entrepreneurship 

May 2013 

Entrepreneurial Experience (if any, certainly not required): 

Why did you enroll in the workshop? 

~Prepare to share two things most people don’t know about you on the first day of the workshop. 



The Entrepreneurial Mindset Faculty Bootcamp 

Intro Video Instructions 

Please choose a location free from excess noise with that lights your face from the 

side or head-on, rather than film with a window or light source at your back. 

Use a webcam, tablet, or phone to record a short video (2 rains, max) that includes 

your face and answers to the following questions: 

Name? 

Title/Department/Institution? 

Brief background, academically and personally? 

Entrepreneurial Experience (if any, certainly not required)? 

Why did you enroll in the workshop? 

* Please also prepare to share two things most people don’t know about you 

on the first day of the workshop. 

*Note: You may find it helpful to have someone else sit beside the camera 
with whom you can make eye contact, rather than stare into the camera lens. 

Attach the video and email to Lizzy Hazeltine (lizzy.hazelfine@unc.edu) for 

posting to a group for participants. 

Lizzy is also available to answer your questions about 



"The Entrepreneurial Mindset Maximizing Faculty Impact" 
8:30am- 5pro, May 13-16, 2013 

Hyde Hall, University Room 
DI FT 

Buck Goldstein 
Instructor 
buck_goldstein@unc.edu 

Low~y Caudill 
Instructor 
wlcaud@email.unc.edu 

Charles Merritt 
Instructor 
merritt@ unc.edu 

Debby Stroman 
Instructor 
dstro@ unc.edu 

Welcome to "The Entrepreneurial Mindset--Maximizing Faculty Impact", a workshop on entrepreneurship for 
faculty members of UNC System Schools. We thought it would be helpful to explain what we are seeking to 
accomplish in the workshop, how it will be organized and what is expected of you. 

The Workshop. 

An entrepreneur is one who identifies an opportunity, gathers the necessary resources, creates an enterprise and 
takes on ultimate responsibility for its success. This workshop will create an historical and intellectual context 
for understanding the entrepreneurial process, examine the sources and process of developing an opportunity, 
explore the different kinds of entrepreneurship (commercial, social, scientific and artistic) and introduce the 
basic skill sets required of all entrepreneurs. It will also explore the unique issues associated with applying 
entrepreneurial thinking in the context of a research university through discussion. 

We plan to employ a number of approaches. All have one thing in common: your active participation. This is 
not an enterprise for the reticent or the faint of heart. Our morning sessions will involve intense discussion 
which is totally dependent on your active participation. In the afternoons you will engage in small group 
discussion and project development. 

Preparation 
Bring an ongoing project, a nagging curiosity, a pet idea, or something you haven’t had time to explore. 
Send Lizzy Hazeltine a short video introduction (instructions included) or a bio form 

What You Need 
Laptop or tablet 
Books, supplied in this packet 
Note-taking materials of your choice 

The Daily Sessions 

Day 1: After getting to know one another (we encourage you to post an introductory video on our google+ 
community), we will review our objectives and relevance to university work followed by a discussion about 
who is an entrepreneur using the seminal work of Peter Drucker as a basis for our discussion. At lunch, we will 
be j oined by Peter Mucha to discuss the development and implementation of UNC-CH’s first new department in 



decades. In the afternoon, we will break into small to share ideas you’ve brought with you to the workshop and 
pick proj ect teams that will work together for the remainder of the workshop to prepare a presentation before 
reporting back to the large group. 

Day 2: Dr. Joseph DeSimone j oins us for breakfast and a discussion about teams, scientific ventures, and the 
importance of diversity. The morning session will be devoted to strategy and marketing as it applies to your 
ideas followed by small group breakout discussions. At lunch, ~ve will be j oined by Jim Johnston, professor of 
business and social entrepreneur. After lunch, small groups will meet with their instructor-leaders to start 
applying the morning’ s lessons. Each course instructor will serve as a coach-mentor for a different team. We 
will conclude the day with a chance to share your ideas with UNC System President Tom Ross. 

Day 3: We will have a breakfast speaker, Dr. John McGowan join us to discuss entrepreneurship and the 
humanities. Dr. McGowan has started a venture fund at UNC aimed at innovation in the humanities. In the 
morning, we dive into finding resources inside and outside the university context, focusing on finding finances, 
champions, and infrastructure to accomplish your project. At lunch, Dr Ralph Snyderman will bring us his 
perspective on remaining true to his academic roots while exploring entrepreneurial activities. The afternoon 
will be devoted to project work and preparation of a 10-minute team presentation to be given on the afternoon 
of Day 4 to a panel of judges. 

Day 4: How does this all apply to a research university? As an anecdotal ans~ver, Dr Geoff Sayre-McCord will 
speak at breakfast about the moral hazards of entrepreneurship. In the morning, we also address that question by 
discussing Engines of lnnovatio~ The Research UniversiO~ in the 21~’t Century, a book by Holden Thorp and 

Buck Goldstein. Julia Grumbles will j oin us for lunch to discuss university fundrai sing and development. After 
one last group session, each of the four teams will present their plans to a panel of outside judges. 

After the competition, we will spend about an hour evaluating the workshop and discussing next steps for the 
projects before adjourning for dinner at the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise. 

What We Hope You Will Learn. 

1. To apply a theoretical framework to practical problems including those unique to a research 
university; 

2. To understand what it takes to be an academic entrepreneur; 
3. To determine if you want to be an academic entrepreneur; and 
4. To recognize the problems all entrepreneurs face and how to think about solving those problems. 

SullIlested Preparation: Reading and Videos. 
Drucker, Peter. Innovation andEmrepreneurship. Harper Business, 1985. ISBN 0-88730-618-7 
Porter, Michael. "What is Strategy?" Harvard Business Review. November, 1, 11996.21p 
Thorp, Holden and Buck Goldstein. Engines of lnnovatio~ The Entrepreneurial University in the 21~’ 
Cenmty, UNC Press, 2010. 
Videos from various sources, including iTunesU 



The Schedule. The workshop will begin at 8:30 each day and will end at 5. Breakfast and lunch will be 
provided each day. A final celebratory will be held at the Kenan Institute after the final presentations. 

Class 

1 
Mort 

2 
Tues 

3 

Weds 

4 
Thurs 

Date 

5/13 

5/14 

5/15 

5/16 

Topic 

Welcome 

Topic: Am I an Entrepreneur and 
Identifying Opportunity 

Lunch Speaker: Peter Mucha 

Small group formation & idea 
pitches 

Breakfast Speaker: Dr. Joe 

DeSimone 

AM Topic: Strategy & Marketing 

Lunch Guest: Jim Johnson 

Group work 

Tom Ross joins for check in’s 

Breakfast Speaker: Dr. John 

McGowan 

Topic: Gathering Resources 

Lunch Speaker: Ralph Snyderman 

Proj ect Development with Team 

Breakfast Speaker: Dr. Geoff 
Sayre-McCord 

Topic: The Entrepreneurial 
University 

Lunch speaker: Julia Grumbles 

Final Presentations Before Invited 
Judges 

Debrief 

Final Dinner at Kenan Institute 

Reading 

View- & Read 
Invitee bios 

Drucker, pp 21-132 

Porter, "What is Strategy" 

View- 
Porter on Marketing 
Bob Blouin’s "Good to 
Great" 

Vie~v 
Select Steve Blanks Lean 
Startup Videos, details to 
follow 

Engines of lnnow~tion 

View- 
Video on pitching 

Porter, "Creating Shared 

Value" 

Assignment 

1-3 minute 
presentation on an 
opportunity. 

Team proj ect 

work 

Team Proj ect 
work 

Final team 
presentation, 10 
mins 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:28 AM 

Pier~ David <dpier@email.unc.edw> 

Williams, RonaJ~d <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

AA~AJ) 101 exam tomonow 

Dear Dave, 

Greetings again. 

Our colleague Ron will proctor the exam in your AAAD :~0:~ class tomorrow. 

Thus, kindly send him all the details with a cc to me. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 9:00 AM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@emaiLunc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

AP2 

Dear Joseph, 

I hope you are doing well. 

$onia Colon will send you an AP2 form by tomorrow. Please complete it and return it via email as 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 5:28 PM 

Kiel, David <kJel@email.unc.e&~ 

Touching base 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 8:38 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Confirming our meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for this email and apologies for the delayed response! It has been quite a week. 

How about meeting on Wednesday at 4.00pm? 

On another note, I have been thinking that may be it is better for Georges and his committee to work on a draft (building on the ideas the 3 of us discussed) of the strategic 
plan and then you and I meet with the committee to discuss it. Following this you can lead the discussion of the draft with the whole faculty. What do you think? 

I look forward to hearing from you and hop 

When we met last Monday you asked me to provide some times I could meet with the faculty committees and sometimes you and I can meet. I apologize for not getting back 
to you until now. I had misplaced my notes from the meeting and just found them again yesterday. Here some times to meet with the committee. 

Wed. Nov. 13, I can meet 3:30-5:00, 
Wed. Nov. 20, I can meet 2:00-5:00 
Wed. Dec. 4, I can meet 1:00-500 
Wed. Dec. 11 I am completely open 

Jan. 8, 15, 29 are good in the afternoon. 

In terms of our getting together, this wednesday before 3 is good for me, also after 2:30 on thursday. I also have time next week if these are not good, e.g. Monday after 
2pm, Wed. as above, Thursday after 2:30. 

Best wishes, David 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 1:35 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: Re: Confirming our meeting 

No worries David. Coffee awaits you. Eunice 

On Oct 28, 2013, at 1:34 PM, "Kiel, David" <ldel(~etna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Eunice, I a~ running late. Soro~ roll be there in 10. David 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 24 Oct 2013 08:31:45 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Co: "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Confirming our meeting 

Deax David, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Let’s meet on Monday Oct. 28 at 1.30-2.30pm in my office. 

Best wishes and have a great week, 

Eunice 

On Oct 23, 2013, at 8:43 AM, "Kiel, David" <ldel(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

3[ am doing fine and ] hope you and Georges are also well and in good spirits. 

~ will be happy to work with you both and the faculty on strategic planning~ 

Here are some times T could meet. 



Next week 

Monday, Oct. 28 10 am to 11 am, 1:30-2:30 

Wed. Oct. 30 9:30 am to 10:3o am, or 1:30-5:00 

Week after next 

Mort. Now 4 10:30-2:30 

Wed. Nov. 6 noon to 5:00 

Please let me know what works for you. 

Best, David 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 23, 2013 6:55 AM 

To-" Kiel, David 
(::c," Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject-" Touching base 

Dear David, 

Greetings and 3[ hope you are doing well. 

I write to let you know that the department is ready to embark in a systematic way on crafting its strategic plan. It has taken us a bit long to get 
back to you because of matters we were dealing with such as constituting our governance structure for this academic year and getting it moving. 

At any rate, kindly let me know when you can meet with Georges and I to discuss the way forward and for Georges to give you an update on the 
thinking of his committee on how we proceed with the project. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 2:20 PM 

Update - FaJl’s review 

Dear Mamarame, Walter and Jan, 

I write with an update concerning Fall’s committee. Because of unforeseen health developments our colleague Margaret has asked to reduce her service committee 
commitments to the department for the reminder of the semester. As such, our colleague Georges will join the committee as chair. T have brief Georges on the status of the 
committee based on discussions with Margaret. The class schedule remain the same 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2023 7:05 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Update 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2023 2:02 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; Bardsley, Janice B 
Subject: RE: Update 

Dear Margaret, Mamarame, and Jan, 

[ am in the process of drafting my writ~:en assessment: o[ Professor Fail"s teaching ~hHosophy and encountered an ~ssue that I felt shouM be raised w~:h ~:he 

evah~at~on comm~t[ee. ~n sum, P~ofessor Fsl~ submitted an eight--psge packet ~mder the heading "Methods o~: ~nstruction and YeacNng Styles and Philosophy," but 

only parts of the first three paragraphs constitute a statemen[ o~: [eachin~ pMfosophy. The rest seems [o be culled.----in whole or part.----from Ms course syflsb~, ~n- 

class quizzes and exams, and various emails from students enrolled h3 ~S courses~ 

~ can wr~te a rather scathing assessment of his teacMng philosophy for the purposes of our evaluation process. However, my question ~s should either Eunice or 

Margaret request [rom him a more coherent statement o[ tesch~ng phik)sophv? ~’rn good either wa% but I wanted to rsise the ~ssue before completing rny 

s tl r~ ~Y~ a F yia Ss ess ~Y~ e ~1 t. 

Best, 

Walter 

/\ssoch~te Profbssor 

.A~i-ic~m~ A~i’ic~m ~erican. & Diaspora Studies 

107 Battle tiall 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3395 

htq)s://sites.go%Ie.co~rusite/<kwultem~cke~;’ 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Thursday, November 07, 2013 3:~ PM 
To= Seck, Mamarame; Bardsley, 3anice B; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject= RE: Update 
Great[ 
Best, 
Margaret 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2023 20:42 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Bardsley, Janice B; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Update 

Dear colleagues, 

I also contacted Alassane this morning and he has agreed to allow us to observe his WOLO 402 class on Monday, November 28, 2023 at 20AlVl, at the Global Center, room 
1009. 
Best, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 6:37 AM 
To: Bardsley, Janice B; Rucker, Walter C; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: Update 

Dear All, 
I talked to Alassane last night and he has agreed to allow us to observe his AAAD 102 course on November 13. He also agreed to meet the entire committee at 12:30 AM on 
November 25 (Monday). In addition, following a conversation with EuNce, she will make sure today that we get individual printouts of evaluations for each of Alassane’s 
courses, including Wolof. For those in the department the documents will be put in a sealed envelope in your mailbox. Jan your new evaluations will be delivered to your office. 
I will now send an email to Alassane requesting that he provide the committee with lesson plans before we observe his classes. 

Best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 8:36 PM 

J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:22 PM 

I~W: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

CLASSBLURB-A~KAD290.doc 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:47 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
�::¢: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Blurb - Performance class, spring 2014 

Dear Kenneth, 

Kindly find at-~ached a blurb for Megel’s class, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



SPRING CLASS OFFERING - 2014 
DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA 

STUDIES 
AAAD 290 

A new performance class 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A CLASS EXPLORING PERFORMANCE 

& 
WATER/ENVIRONMENT/HEALTH 

Professor: Joseph Megel 
Department of Communication Studies 

Director, UNC-CH’s Process Series 
megel@email.unc.edu 

Working with a variety of sources including D. Soyini Madison’s work titled ~’ater Rite.s>JRights, 
and doing our own ethnographic field research in the Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina we will create a class performance looking at the political and social issues of 
water, the environment and health. In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore 
these issues drawing on experiences from South Africa, Ghana and members of Afro- 
Columbians. 

The class will culminate in two public performances. The first performance will be on Thursday 
nd evening April 10 as a launch of the 2 Global Africana annual conference focusing the 

intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on April 11. Students 
will be required to take part in these public performances. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:21 PM 

Nov. 18 symtx~sium - Final program 

Final- Program Nov 18 symposium.docx 



SYMPOSIUM: DIALOGUES ON EAST AFRICA AND AFRICAN UNITY AT 50 
NOVEMBER 18, 2013 

LOCATION: 
10.00AM-5.00PM PROGRAM (HYDE HALL, UNIVERSITY ROOM) 

6.00PM-7.00PM, KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER, AUDITORIUM) 

10.00am-10.15am: Arrival and Coffee 
10.15am-10.30am: Opening remarks: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

10.30AM- 12.00PM (ROUNDTABLE): FROM THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY TO AFRICAN UNION 

Chair: Eunice N. Sahle (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Bereket H. Selassie (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundtland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard University) 

12.00PM-I.30PM: LUNCH 

1.30PM- 3.00PM: NATIONAL COHENSION, BLACK DIASPORA IN THE INDIAN OCEAN AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

Chair: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Mueni wa Muiu and Guy Martin (Winston-Salem State University): Kenya, the U.S., and China in East Africa: The End of an Era 
Gaurav Desai (Tulane University): The Indian Presence in East Africa: Implications for National Cohesion and African Unity 
Omar All (University of North Carolina at Greensboro): Black Diasporas in the Indian Ocean World: ’African Unity’ in the Long 
Dur6e 

3.00PM-3.30PM: COFFEE BREAK 

3.30PM- 5.00PM: DEBATES ON LANGUAGE, DISPLACEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

Chair: Kenneth Janken 

Panelists: 
Esther M. Lisanza (UNC-Chapel Hill): 50 years of Language Debates in East Africa’s Education Systems. 
Marie Garlock (UNC-Chapel Hill): Mining and Displacement in South Coast Kenya: Oral performance towards restorative justice 

Eunice N. Sahle (UNC-Chapel Hill): Feminism and political economy of development in East Africa 

6.00PM-7.00PM: KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER) 

Introduction: Jonathan Hartlyn (UNC-Chapel Hill), Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Keynote Lecture: Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundtland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard University) 

Sponsored by: Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and the African Studies Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:38 PM 

I~W: Receipt from M.E.T. - Transportation for $50.00 

From: Anyang’ Nyong’o            @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:40 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Fwd: Receipt from M.E.T. - Transportation for $50.00 

Ill Eunice, 

Thanks a million tbr all you did to make the visit maxvellous. Thoronghly enjoyed the three days. Will revise the paper having pick your brains and mail it soon. By the 
way, the plane delayed and we finally left at noon. 

Attached plea find the receipt for the ta~xi in Chapel Hill to the airport. Will send the Boston one after scanning. 

Warm regaacds 

Peter 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: Sqnare <noreply~messaging.squaxenp.com> 

Date: November 19, 2013 16:39:52 GMT ~03:00 

To:             ~gmail.com 
Subject: Receipt from M.E.T. -Transportalion tbr $~0.00 

Custom Amount $80,00 

Total $50.00 
C~sh 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 8:25 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: AAAD Research Paper 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, November 24, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD    Research Paper 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:56 PM 

l~W: Scholarly sources (Resemch paper assignment) etc 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 20:13 :[2:02 PM 
Subject; Scholarly sources (Research paper assignment) etc 

To: AAAD101.005.FAI 3 Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD101 Scholars, 
Here are responses to questions that I received en route from Baltimore and other matters: 

1 ) Minimmn sources: 5 scholarly (ex~anples, books aaad journal articles) sources at a minitnum. Based on comments I have made in class mid your own experiences 

as scholms~ I mn sure you aJready know this but I will mention it anyway: Wildpedia is not a scholarly source. 

2) Internet based sources: If you use m~ intemet based journ~J~, government or civil society documents, please provide links that work. Please note that ifI c~mnot 
open a link of a source you have referenced and included in your Nbliogmphy page, this will not count as a source. 

3) Citation methods: Below is a link from UNC-CH’s Writing Center concerning varions citations methods. In terms of these methods, the key thing is to use 

whichever s~,le you pick correctly and consistently thronghout your paper. Speaking of the Center, some of you have used its services and I have received emails 

summarizing the suggestions made by the tutors. The Center is a great scholarly resource for s~dents, thus you shonld use it as you work on your paper. 

http:/iwww2.1ib.unc.edu/instruct/citation~ 

3) Submitted papers: A few of you submitted your research papers while I was away at a prot~ssional coat, fence. I have not opened them. Thus, feel ti~ee m re- 

submit them if you think you need m address the preceding issues. IfI don’t hear from you by Wednesday at 11.30pro, I will go ahead and grade the paper you have 

submitted. 

Besnt wishes, 

Dr. Sable 

This fora,arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fio~n the "AAAD101.005.FA13" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AAAD 101.005.FA13. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:04 AM 

Fhuns~ Donato <dthunsu21 @unc.edu> 

January 14 and 16 

Dear Donato, 

It was wonderful to see you at yesterday’s forum, 

I write to follow up on an item we discussed yesterday. This is to formally invite to be a guest lecturer in Professor Nzongola-Ntalaja class (Africa in the Global System) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:12 PM 

ttaugh, Glenn D <Glenn.Haugh@xeroxprinting.unc.edu-*; McMillaa~, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu>; I,ee, Margaret Carol 

<leemc@emaJJ .unc.edu> 

Palme~; Christopher Lee <Chris.Palme@xeroxprinting.unc.edu> 

RE: 66400 Proof2 

From: Haugh, Glenn D 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 11:13 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol 
Cc-" Palmer, Christopher Lee 
Subject; 66400 Proof 2 

Good morning all! 

Attached is the second proof for job 66400, Linkages Newsletter, with all the requested changes. 

Please carefully review the attached PDF proof. 

If everything looks acceptable, please reply to this message confirming that we are ready to go to press. If there are alterations or corrections, please 
indicate whether you would like to see another pdf proof, or a hardcopy proof instead, as well as the corrections that need to be made. 

Please keep the following in mind: 

If text is too small to read, use Adobe Acrobat’s ability to "zoom in" in order to read text to make sure all is as it should be. 

Questions about quantity, paper, scheduling, and delivery should be addressed to your customer service rep. 

o Rachael Garfinkle - 962-5408 or RacheI.Garfinkle@xeroxprinting.unc,edu 

The colors you see on your monitor only approximate the inks used to print your job. 

The dimensions of your job can be seen in the bar at the bottom of your Acrobat viewer. 

Save your approved PDF and submit it when you request a reprint of this job. 

Have a good day, 
Glenn 

Glenn Haugh 
Graphic Design & Prepress 

,~OX Printing Services 

Homestead Operations Center 

Campus Box 1110 

2700 Homestead Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1110 

Main Office: 919.962.5566 

Direct: 919.843.5090 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 8:31 AM 

.TAN A MCLENDON <jmclendon@salirsystems.com> 

172;: Follow up from yesterday 

From: IF.AN A MCLENDON [jmclendon@satirsystems.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 3:50 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Follow up from yesterday 

Eunice, 
I look forward to our connecting. 
Jean 
On 12122013, at 9:13 P]VI. Sahle, Eunice N wrobe: 

> Dear David, 
> 

> Thanks so much! 
> 

> I will follow up on this with your colleague 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:10 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Cc: jruclendon@satirsystems.com 
> Subject: RE: Follow up from yesterday 
> 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 

> I just got in touch with my colleague Jean _’vfcLendon, who I consider to be the best in her field. 
> 

> She said she would be happy to talk with you and to work together this spring and beyond if that turns out to be what is needed and wanted. 
> 

> Please email her at the above address to set up an appointment. She said I might mention that she will be on a ruini sabbatical in February but if you could connect before then, you could 
establish a plan for what you want to do together and then rejoin, if desired, when she returns to town in March. 
> 

> Best, David 
> 

> 

> PS here is a lit~: to her website 
> 

> htt~://w~.satirsvstems.com/Jeat)AcLendon.en.html 

Jean McLendon, LCSW, LMFT 
109 Cotmer Dr. Bldg. III #107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone 919-967-2520 
Fax 919-967-0515 
http :/iw~vw. satirsystems.coru 
http ://w~vw. satirglobal, org 

> This email transmission, including any attachments, is intended only for the named recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure 
under applicable law-. If you have received this transmission in en-or, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify Jean McLendon by return email and permanently delete this 
transmission, including any attachments. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Thursday, January 2, 2014 3:36 PM 

John Pickles <jpickles@unc.edu> 

RE: Postdoctoral opportunity at Brown 

From: John Pickles [jpickles@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2014 3:23 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Postdoctoral opportunity at Brown 

That sounds very interesting. 1 look forward to learning more. 1 may even have a manuscript from a Cape Town colleague that is ready to go. 
Best, 
John 

On 1/2/2014 1:05 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

1 did John. Spent time in Venice California with my son and with other members of my family in freezing Winnipeg. 

On another note, 1 have been asked to be the editor of a new series on Political Economy (Africa) by Palgrave Macmillan, New York. I will be sending you a letter 
in the near future inviting you to the Advisory Board. I am hoping you will say yes. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: John Pickles [jpickles@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2014 12:49 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Postdoctoral opportunity at Brown 

Many thanks Eunice. I shaJd circulate it. 

The holidays were ve~’ nice. I hope you had chm~ce to relax ruth family and forget about the coming start to the year. 

Best, 
Johll 

On 1/2/2014 10:52 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear John, 

Happy 2014 and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

A former student sent me the attached post-doctoral opportunity notice at Brown focusing on race and environment. I thought it might be of 
interest to some of your current or former students. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

Dr. John Pickles 

Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 

Department of Geography 

Fellow, iRstiLute for Lhe Ar~s and Hb~maRities 

Fellow, Center for Urban and Regional Studies 

University of Nortl~: Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 

Fax: 919-962-1537 

http : /iqeoqraphy. unc . edui 

http : / !~,,r~. unc . edu!dept s !geogic~arpi 

http: //~e,~. capturingthegains . crg/ 

ht tp : //qlobal-unders t andinq . infoi 

~’~ ~t p : / iwwwo countercartoqra~s~’~ies o orq / 



Dr. John Piok]es 

Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professo~ of International Studies 

Department of Geography 

Fellow, Institute for t~he A~ts and Humanities 

Fellow, Center for Urban and Regional Studies 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 

Fax: 919-962-1537 

http://qeoqraDhy.uno.edu/ 

http://R~w.unc.edu!depts/geoqiqarp! 

http://~ww.capturinqtheqains.orq/ 

ht~p://global-understandirK~.J~o/ 

http:ii~,£~w.countercartoq~aphies.orgi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS!CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, JanuaD’ 6, 2014 9:47 AM 

Chronicle Customer Service <accounts@chmnicle.com> 

ILE: Chronicle: Request Password Reset 

From: Chronicle Customer Service [accounts@chronicle.corn] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 20:t4 9:42 AN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Chronicle: Request Password Reset 

Sorry you’re having trouble logging in to IT~e Uhronicle.You can use the link below to reset your password.It will be active for the next 24 hours. 

http:~i~chronide.com/account/forgotpassworcFconfim~/?v~1389019332&cWkJBzew7EOO2a3ed9cfafb817 

If you have any questions, or need more help, you can contact us at help@chronicle.com. 
Thanks, 

The Chronicle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:24 PM 

Chronicle Customer Service ~accounts@chronicle.com> 

I~E: Chronicle: Request Password Reset 

From: Chronicle Customer Service [accounts@chronicle.corn] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 20:t4 4:23 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Chronicle: Request Password Reset 

Eunice, 

Sorry you’re having trouble logging in to ITze Chronicle.You can use the link below to reset your password.It roll be active for the next 24 hours. 

http://chr~nic~e.c~m/acc~un~/f~rg~tpassw~rd/c~n~nn/?~t ~389~434~2&c~S7AaDrF~2a3ed967a9b7~a 

If you have may questions, or need more help, you can contact us at help@chronicle.com. 

Thanks, 

The Chronicle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP[ENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 
Tuesday, January 7, 2014 10:47 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FVV: Leave Notification form 

LeaveDocument.pdf; ATT00001.hLm 

Dear Sonia, 

Kindly see attached. 

Thanks for following up on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Thursday, December 05, 2013 12:04, PM 

To; Colon, Sonia 
Subject; Fwd: Leave Notification form 

Begin tbm,~cded message: 

From: Perry Hall <hallpoxT~email.m~c.edu> 

Date: September 12, 2013 10:14:48 AM EDT 

To: "Howell, Tia N." <~thowell(~email.unc.edu>, Eunice SaNe <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 
Subject: Re: FW: Leave Notification form 

Reply-To: ~hallpa(~e mail .unc.e& ~> 

Dear Tin 

I’m soro~, I thought this had been done. 

I have attached the signed document in pdf fo~:m. 

I would like to point out that t~e form indicates that my leave for this period is a "Research and Study Assignment." IVly understanding is that the RSA is 

for next term. Shouldn’t this term’s leave therefore be characterized as a "Internal Competitive Leave"? 

Thank yon 

Perry 

On 9/11/2013 3:35 PM, ttowell, TiaN. wrote: 

Dear Perry, 

I still have not received the leave notification form from you, Please sign and return as soon as possible, 

C~£~el t-{i~Z~ ~rC; 2 7599-3395 

Phon.e" 9 ~ 9-96d- 1295; Fax. 91l 9-9d2-2694 

F~m= Howell, Tin N. 
Sent; Wednesday, Nay 15, 2013 2:42 PN 

To= Hall, Per~ A 

~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= ~: Leave Notification form 

Impo~nce: High 

I-t~ Perry, 

I emaHed tNs leave form to Vo~ back on May 8~h. WHi you be able to s~gn and return to me by Monday, 5/20/:[37 

"Tin 

F~m= Howell, Tin N. 
Sent; Wednesday, Nay 08, 2013 2:57 PN 

Te= Hall, Per~ A 
Subje¢t: Leave Notification form 

Dear Perry, 



Now that Four ~eave is approved, I need you to complete a form for me. There are two sections that you will need to complete; the 

"LEAVE LOCATION" and "PURPOSE". You will then answer the questions in the employee signature box, sign, date and give to Eunice to 

sign and date. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

~Tia 

Ti~ No Howe~ 

~usiness Of[icer 

Chafe} H~II, NC 27S99-3395 

Phone: 929~295~ Fax: 929~962~2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Friday, Jannary 10, 2014 9:42 AIVI 

Frank M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 5:26 PM 

Dear 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE~OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 7:48 AM 

Chuck @gmail.com> 

Hello 

Dear Chuck, 

I hope you are well. 

I thought this might be of interest to you: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 8:23 PM 

I~W: Bio for Eunice SaNe 

From: Abigail Bakan [abigail bakan@utoronto ca] 
Sent: rlhursday, December 05, 2013 8:10 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Enakshi Dua 
Cc: Angela Pietrubun 
Subject: Bio for Eunice Sable 

Hi Eumce: 

We’re OK to include this biu. Thanks J2~r sending, and l hupe the emergency 
situatiun is under cuntrul. 

Angela: 

Please include this bio fur Eunice SahIe, replacing the prewous text. 

Thanks much, 

Abbie 

On 13-12-05 4:59 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

>Dear Ena and Abbie, 
> 

>My deep apologies for sending the bio below late! In the midst of a lot 
>of things and an emergency trip to Kenya, I missed tile deadline. I hope 
>it is not too late to include tile hie which includes tile current name of 
>one of the units I am affiliated with at I~-C-CH. 
> 

>Once again ray apologies. 
> 

>Best wishes, 
>Eanice 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>Eunice N. Sable 
>(Ph. D., Political Studies, Queen’s University, Canada) is Chair of the 
>Department of African, African .~erican and Diaspora Studies and 
>Associate Professor with the Depaltment of African, Africa American and 
>Diaspora Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies at tile Univelsi)- of 
>North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA. Her teaching interests are 
>developruent studies, international political economy, human rights, 
>urbanization, gender and politics, ethics and social movements. Her 
>current research focuses on urban governance and citizenship, state 
>formation in Kenya and Malawi and human rights, Canadian foreign policy 
>and globalization. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>From: Enakshi Dua [edua@orku.ca] 
>Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 4:56 PM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Cc: Abigail Bakan 
>Subject: Good news - Theorizing Anti-Racism: Linkages in Marxism and 
>Critical Race Theories has been accepted! 
> 

>Dear Eunice, 
> 

>We are writing with ~vonderful news. We have been informed that our 
>edited collection, Theorizing Anti-Racism: Linkages m Marxism and 
>Critical Race Theories, has been accepted following the second round of 
>reviews by the Universi~ of Toronto Press. University of Toronto Press 
>is now is moving us towards copyediting, layout and publication We are 
>very excited to see this what we anticipate to be an impoltant 
>collection finally get to print. Thank you for your contribution, and 
>your patience[ We are attaching the table of contents for the collection 
>so that everyone can see what a contribution the collection will be! 
> 

>As a first step in moving towards publication, we need you to print, 
>sign, scan and send a pdf as attachment uf the cuntributor’s cuntract 
>(attached), e-mail tu Ena. It is a standard contract Please let us knuw 
>ifyuu have any questions. We need to receive this by Octuber 30th 



> 

>Second, please take a look at the attached bio we have drafted for you 
>You have seen these bios belk~re, and approved them. If you would like 
>to update them or amend in any way, please send us a revised draft by 
>Oct 30, 2013 It’we do not hear from you by Oct 30th regarding aW 
>changes, we will assume it is fine and will include the attached bio in 
>the final manuscript for publication. 
> 

>We expect to get the proofs in December, but UTP is working out precise 
>timeline. We will email you as soon as we are given more detailed 
>timeline. Please ensure that you can be reached via email during this 
>stage, and that you have some dedicated time to attend to the proofs. 
> 

>Once again, please note that Angela Pietrobon will be assisting us in 
>the editing process, and will be attending to all of the final 
>publication requirements. We appreciate your efforts to reply to any of 
>her queries as soon as possible. 
> 

>Thank you for your contributions to this exciting and important 
>collection, 
> 

>Ena and Abbie 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 5:24 PM 

GCCUSTSERVICE@confirm.starwoodhotels.com 

Cancelling: Sheraton Reservation #171016943. We look forward to seeing you. 

From: Sheraton Centre Toronto Hotel [GCCUSTSERVICE@CONFIRM.STARWOODHOTELS.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Sheraton Reservation #171016943. We look forward to seeing you. 

G[3N[3RAL PlANAG ER 

Nm~ber of Rooms 

Roam Descrip ~i~m 
2 Double Beds 

¯ Ch,b Floor N,H> sm cldng, Sm oke.. f;-ee 

¯ 28 Sq.mi300 Sq.ft 

¯ 8w eet Sleeper Bed 

¯ Conrlnen~al Brki~t D~: Chlb Lug 

Remarks 

Thank you f~,r choosing t,:~ p~ ticip~te in ’gake a <]reert Choice 

mtd Be’~,erage o~tiets or 500 Starp*ints@)~edeemable N cheek out lbr each day 

decline all housekeeping se:viee~: (except da2 of depa:-~l~:e). Please note that 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 10:20 AM 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: misc 

Hi comrade, 

1.45pm is fine. The department’s colloquium 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 10:13 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: misc 

I have to see a student exactly at 1:00, but how around 1:45? 
But if you are up for it, I can bring a burrito for you and we can eat 
in your office 12:15 -1:00. That’s my Wed lunch always after class 
9-11:50 and before seeing students at 1:00. 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 10:09 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: misc 

Oops sorry for the confusion Comrade. 

Wednesday afternoon would be great. How about 1.00pm? 

Peace, 
Eunice 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 10:06 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: misc 

The dinner on Saturday would be at my house, not Joseph’s, Comrade.’ 
Joseph is inviting Marilyn to an event in Raleigh, a banquet 
of Black Workers for Justice ..... We’ll see what Marilyn and perhaps 
Kenny decide. Perhaps I can swing by your office some time this week and we can talk about it? 
Would Tu or Wed afternoon be good for now? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 10:02 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: RE: misc 

Comrade, 

You are not bothering me. Sorry that I have been slow in responding to your emails this week. We were very busy as geared to the launch of the department’s 2 day McCain 
Undergraduate Research Conference which just ended yesterday. It was a great experience for our students and faculty. 

Yes, there is dinner on Friday. I was planning to host a dinner at my house on Saturday but if Joseph has already invited Marilyn that is fine. May be you can stop by my house 
(not far from where Joseph lives) for a drink. 

Solidarity hugs and have a great Sunday, 
Eunice 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2014 9:03 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: misc 

Comrade, I am sorry to continue to bother you with these details. I assume 
there is a dinner planned for Friday evening? If not, I would like to do something 
with Marilyne and Kenny, and of course you if you wanted (possibly a dinner 
in my house, or at Pacifica where we live). I was planning for Saturday, which 
I assume is a "free" night, but Joseph is inviting Marilyn (and Kenny might be 
interested in that too) to an event that night in Raleigh, a banquet 
of Black Workers for Justice. What do you think? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:06 PM 

Powell, Wizdom Allava <wizdomp@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 8:59 AM 

kdb@dNsi .org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 7:49 AM 

Peter Anyang Nyongo ~yahoo.com> 

l~L: Wi~e transfer 

From: Peter Anyang Nyongo        ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:34 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: Re: Wire transfer 

’]?he routing number of the Bank of America is: 011000138. 

Warm regards 

Nyong’o 

Sent ftom my iPad 

OnDec 18, 2013, at 16:51, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia cokm@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Professor Nyongo 

By my mistake I sent to you the wire Transfer form I am sorp)~, it was addressed to Dr SaNe, with the intention to send it to her first. 

Well, at this point and to be able to complete the wire transfer form, I need the routing number of Bank of America ( the first nine digit at the left lower comer on the check) 

Again, my apologies for this confusion 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wcdr~esday, December 18, 2013 8:47 AM 
To: ’Peter Anyang Nyongo’ 
Subject: RE: Wire transfer 

Dear Eunice 

Please find attached Dr. Nyongo’s wire transfer form, still pending the routing ntm~ber ( 9 digits nmnbcr on the left, side lower corner, on the check). 

Do you want to contact Dr. Nyong’o, or you want from me to contact him for the routing ntm~ber? 

Thank you 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Peter Anyang Nyongo [g~ailto ~vahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 5:26 PM 
To: Sahle, E~mice N 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Suhject: Re: Wire transfer 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks my dear. God bless 
Peter 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 17, 2013, at 22:55, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.u~c.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear Sonia, 
>> 

>> As per our discussion, please see below- and proceed with a ~vire transfer. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> Bank of An~erica: 
>> Account Name: Peter Anval’i~z Nyongo 
>>> Account Number 
>>> Address: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN EUNICE N SAHLE (EUNICE)> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:24 PM 

L ~gmaJl.com> 

Details 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Here are details: 

From-" 

Sent; Thursday, March 13, 20:t4 :t2:23 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Invitation to speak 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope you are having a resffnl Spring Break. Do you know what time my talk will be on the 4th? I am trying to make plans for that weekend and want to make sure I 

have all of the information available at my disIx~sal. 

Cheers, 

On Thu, Mar 6, 2014 at 4:51 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~:ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dea~ 

The topic is perfect and as the program has evolved, 25 minutes has turned out as the timefmme for each presenter. 

Thanks so much and let me know if you have any more questions. I roll send you the co~fference’s program soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Mar 6, 2014, at 4:33 PM, ~gma~l.com> wrote: 

Hello Eunice and Lydia, 
The title of my presentation will be: Informing SISTA: The International Travels of a "Culturally-Relevant" HIV Prevention 
Program. 
Lydia, you mentioned that the presentation should be 15 minutes; Eunice, you said 25. Which length should I prepare for? Also, I 
believe this work is "political" but not necessarily about politics outright. Is that ok? If not, I can likely come up with something else (my 
master’s thesis examined the legislative process of including "ABG" in the 2003 PEPFAR bill). Let me know and I look forward to 
this opportunity. 
Best, 

On Wed, Mar 5, 2014 at 3:30 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice,@,ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Many thanks lydia and 

Hi Allison: A 25 minutes presentation on past!current work on health especially politics of HW!AIDS would be excellent. When you have a moment, kindly 
send me a title for the presentation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 3:22 PM 

To: 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Invitation to speak 

Great! Happy to hear that you are excited about this. You don’t need to provide a paper to go along with the talk, so it’s up to yon whether yon 



would like to speaJa atx~ut a work in progress, or something taJaen from a longer work you’ve already finished. This morning of the conference there 

are two panels on health, one which tbcuses on health px~licy and race in Broil, and yonr mad Marie’s panel on health in Africa. So the genera] topic 

of the panel is broad. 

I’~n including Eunice Sable on this ema5,1, rm not sure if you’ve met her, but she is tl~e chair of A~A~’d) and she is finalizing the coat’erence schedule. 

Once you decide what you’d like to speak about, send her the title of your talk. If you could do that by Friday, that would be great. Let tne know if 

yon have any other questions. 

Thanks again, and looking forward to this panel and your paper! 

Best, 
Lydia 

On Mar 5, 2014, at 2:48 PM, (a)gmaJ&com> wrote: 

Lydia, 

Thank you so much for thinking of me! I would love to present at the conference. I know Ma:rie well and thoroughly enjoy putting my 

work in conversation with hers, so I already feel like this is going to be a success! I also look fora, ad to getting to speak with you and 

others in difl}rent fields about my work. rm always looking for critical feedback. 

Is there a more specific theme? Would you like the presentation to be from a pre-existing paper or can I (my preference) prepare 

something specifically for this space? Either way, I’d love to get more details. 

Thanks again, 

On Wed, Mar 5, 2014 at 1:30 PM, Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.tmc.edtr> wrote: 
Dea 

I hope you’ve been well! I’m writing to see if you would be interested in speaJdng about your reseaxch at an upcoming African 

Studies conference here at UNC. The panel is on heaJth and develop,nent in Africa and I thought your work would be a great fit. It’s 

a short talk - 15 ,ninutes. There is another grad student from com,nunication on the panel speaking about breasnt cancer awareness in 

Africa. The conference is the first weekend of April - this panel would be on Friday the 4th. Presenting part of your dissertations, or 

any other recent work would be ideal. 

Let me know what you think! 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boy& PhD 

Assistant Professor 
Department of Afidcan and African American Studies 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UN C- Chapel Hill 

lydia.bovd~,~ unc .edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mdriscol <mdriscol@email.unc .edu; 

Saturday, October 30, 2010 11:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: CrreetingN elc 

I’ll come pick you up tomolTow; can you give me your cell and new- 
(bourgeois) address? 

Marcos 

On Thu, 28 Oct 2010 14:55:04 -0400, ennice@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Hi Comrade, 

Yes, I ;vas to plan dinner following the event A combination would be 
great. Do you have Ii~rther details or do I need to contact someone 
about the ’talk’ concerning a combined dinner event? 

Cheers, 
E 

Quoting Mark DriscoH <mdriscol@email uric edu>: 

>> eunice, 
>> rlhat’s great you are all settled in. Any plans about what to do for 
>> dinner after the event? There’s some tall; about a large dinner party 
>> combining our event with the talk by Mezzadra hosted by Pickles and 
>> Orossberg Do you think that might work? 
>> 

>> Big hugs, 
>> 

>> Mark 
>> 

>> 

>> emaihunc.edu wrote: 

>>> Hi Mark, 

>>> Hope you are welh 

>>> Finally moved to the house and settling in our new geography. 

>>> Kindly- circulate the attached details concerning the Nov. 9 to your 
>>> department’s listserve. I will be sending a copy of the documentalN 

>>> Cheers, 
>>> Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;> 

Saturday, October 30, 2010 12:23 PM 

Endgame - Our seminar’s schedule (see next week’s agenda): 1NTS560.001 .FALI2010 

Nov. 9 event - Envimnmeutal Rights 1 lx17.pdf 

Dear All, 

A quick note indicating that I have posted our ’endgame’ schedule to Blackboard. Kindly refer to the schedule for next’s week agenda. In addition, please find a poster 

with details of the only public event that you’re expected to attend for this class as indicated in our first meeting. 

Happy Halloween Weekend! 

Dr. Sable. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edt~ 

Sunday, October 31, 2010 1:28 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hall, PelD’ A <tIALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongol@email.unc.edw~ 

Follow-up 

GraduateColleagueRequest.docx 

Colleagues, 

After some delay, for which I apologize, I am sending an attachment 
representing the current state of tasks I was to follow-up on coming 
out of our last meeting. The attachment contains 1 ) the list of core 
courses with short descriptions I was to provide, and 2) the text of 
a message to be sent to the entire department faculty (perhaps under 
Julius’s name) enlisting their participation in the form of course 
descriptions and statements o17 research interest that re:tlect their 
area or expertise. 

I would appreciate your feedback as soon as possible so that we can 
get our colleagues responses before Thanksgiving. 

Thanx 
Perry 



Core Course Descriptions 

AFRIC 700, GlobalAfricana Studies I: Africa and the Making of the Modern World. An examination 

of developments in Africa in the context of an evolving global order. 

AFRIC 701, GlobalAfricana Studies II: The Diaspora: An exploration of communities of African 

descendants North America, Latin American and the Caribbean and Europe in the context of an evolving 

global order. 

AFRIC 702, Interdiscipfina1~’ Research A~[ethodo/ogies: Examination of methodological issues 

regarding communities and cultures of African-descendant peoples. Multiple methodological 

approaches will be explored, utilizing guest lecturers and other appropriate resources. 

AFRIC 992, Research in Global Africana Studies, Thesis Substitute: Directed research for 

individual thesis and research topics. 

Graduate Program: Important update from the Graduate Program Committee 

Colleagues. 

Our graduate proposal has gone through an initial review by officials in the Graduate School (the 

latest version &that proposal is attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add more 

details to our proposed curriculum offerings. On that score we are asking for you input in terms 

of course offerings. Here we go: 

a) 

b) 

We would like each colleague to formulate a short, bullet list, or description of research 

interests, so we can construct a roster that reflects our intellectual breadth and grounding. 

We are asking that each colleague to compose a description (1-2 sentences) of two 

courses you would be interested in developing and teaching at the graduate level, 

specifically for one or more of the specialization areas. (Currently, the titles of the 

specialization areas are ("Race and Racism in the Modern World," "Political Economy of 

the Black World," "Gender, Sexuality, and the Body .... Cultural Production," and 

"Religion and Social Thought.") 

The proposed course could be 

a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 

b) a new course area encompassing a current or newly developed area of research interest. 

Please send your statement of research interests and your course descriptions to Agatha or 

Haeran by November 22. 

Thanks, 

Perry 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Johnson, Jessica -~johns~n@carolinainn.com~ 

Sunday, October 31, 2010 1:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

The Carolina hm- Reservation Contirmafion 

wachiira.pdf 

Good Afternoon Dr. Sahle, 

I have attached the confirmation letter for your upcoming guest, Mr. Kamoji Wachiira. Please feel free to contact the reservations department with any c 

your valued questions or concerns. Thank you and many thanks for your patience and flexibility with regard to my grade in Afri 101. Have a great day! 

Best Regards~ 
~essica ,Johnson ," reservations a~ent ," 1h~ 

2~ @ttsboro gtree% (:~pe~ ~-{fl~, 

::N:: http:!/www.carolinai 
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211 Pittsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Main: (919) 933-2001 
Fax: (919) 962-3400 
www.carolinainn.com 

RESERVATION CONFIRMATION 

Kamoji Wachiira 

Cb #3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

We thank you for making a reservation at The Carolina Inn and we have the pleasure of confirming the following: 

Guest Details 
Name: Kamoji Wachiira 

Address: Cb #3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Reservation Number: 228482 

Arrival Date: 

Departure Date: 

November 07, 2010 

November 10, 2010 

Number of Nights: 3 

# of Guests: 1 

From Sunday, November 7, 2010 to Wednesday, November 10, 2010 

Daily Rate: 3 night(s) at $159.00 in a Deluxe Single King - INN CLUB 

Advance Deposits 

Date Due 

Taxes: $65.58 

Total Charges Due: $542.58 

Amount Description 

Reservation Guaranteed: CLRK 

Total Deposit Due: 

Check in time: 3:00 pm 

Check out time: 12:00 noon 

This hotel adheres to a 24 hour cancellation policy. If for any reason, you must cancel your stay with us, please call before 4:00 
pm on the day before arrival. You will be issued a cancellation number and will not incur any charges. The cost of overnight 
parking is $10 per vehicle. 

Sincerely, 

Reservations 

October 31,2010 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 3:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Subject: Book Chapter 

Mwolimu - 

Happy Halloween, and I hope all is well with you. Will I see you out on Franklin Street to,night? 

I wanted to write briefly to update you on the progress of the book chapter I’ve been working on on the evolution of sovereignly in Africa. I am nearing a completion 

point, with the main body of the chapter being about 99% complete. Currently, 1 mn reorganizing a few of the paragraphs, making sure that my argument is consistent 

and editing tbr style and clarity. I still need to till out all of the ti)omotes, but that should be simple enough. 

Although my goal was to get it into you by tonight, would you mind ifI gave it to you by midnight tomorrow? I’ll just taJae all day to tie up these va6ous loose end~ and 

then submit it ~metime in the evening. Will that be ok’? 

Again, I really appreciate this opportani~~, and am excited about what I’ve been able to produce. 

Please let tne know your thought~ and I’ll look for~ard to seeing you - as a giant mug of coffee? - at the t~slivilies tonight. 

All best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Book Chapter 

Mwalimu - 

Also, can you give me some guidance on how you would like me to reference my sources? I was going to use the stone format ~Ls you did for you article "African 

States’ NEPAD Project," but then thought that I should douNe check with you to make sure. 

All best, 

On Sun, at 3:15 PM, @gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Mwalimu - 

Hapw Halloween, and I hope all is well with you. Will I see you out on Franklin Street tonight? 

I wanted to write briefly to update you on the progress of the book chapter rve been working on on the evolution of sovereignty in Afi-ica. I am nearing a completion 
point, with the main body of the chapter being about 99% complete. Currently, I mn reorganizing a few of the paragraphs, making sure that my argument is consistent 

and editing for sVle and clari~. I s~till need to fill out all of the foomotes, but that should be simple enough. 

Although my goal was to get it into you by tonight, would you mind ifI gave it to you by midnight tomorrow? I’ll just take all day to tie up these various loose ends, 
and then submit it sometime in the evening. Will that be ok’? 

Again, I really appreciate this opportunity, and am excited about what I’ve been able to produce. 

Please let Ine know your thought~ and I’ll look fora.ard to seeing you - as a giant mug of coffee? - at the festivities tonight. 

All best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 4:14 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Book Chapter 

Wonderful! So nice to know about this event. I roll mos~t certainly be in attendance. 

Also, thanks for passing along this information about fom~atting. I am working diligently now to wrap this up, and should have it in well in advance of that date. 

Thanks so very much as always for all that you do, 

On Sun,            at 4:10 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, the same format. 

Please find attached a poster concerning the event that I mentioned pertaining Dr. Wangari Maathai’s work in Kenya. As long as I receive the chapter before Nov. IS all will 
be well. I will be in Germany and Kenya shortly thereafter thus plan to send the manuscript off before my departure. 

Best wishes 
IVlwalimu 

From: @amail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 3:40 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Book Chapter 

Mwalimu - 

Also, can you give me some guidance on how you would like me to reference my sources? I was going to use the san~e format as you did for you azticle "African 

States’ NEPAD Project," but then thought that I should double check with you to make sure. 

All best, 

On Sun, at 3:15 PM. ~> wrote: 

Mwalitnu - 

Happy Halloween, and I hope all is well with you. Will I see you out on Flanklin Street tonight? 

I wanted to write briefly to update you on the progress of the book chapter I’ve been working on on the evolution of sovereignty- in Africa. I am nearing a 

completion point, with the main body of the chapter being about 99% complete. Currently, I mn reorganizing a few of the paragraphs, making sure that my 

argument is consis~tent and editing for s~jle and clarity. I still need to fill out all of the footnotes, but that should be simple enough. 

Although my goal was to get it into you by tonight, would you mind ifI gave it to you by midnight tomorrow? I’ll just take all day to tie up these various loose ends, 

and then submit it sometime in the evening. Will that be ok’? 

Again, I really appreciate this opportuni .ty, and am excited about what rve been able to produce. 

Please let me know your thoughts, and I’ll look forward to seeing you - as a giant mug of coffee? - at the fes¢dvities tonight. 

All best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Mensah <jmensMa@yorku.ca> 

Sunday, October 31, 2010 8:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PuplampuK@macewan.ca; tettey@ucalgaxy.ca 

Re: Resending review - your chapter - Transnation~l citizenship and the Afric~ Diaspora 

Review - Chapter - Joseph Mensah et al - TIL~kNSNATIONAL CITIZENSHIP AND THE AFRICAN DIASPORA.docx; J Mensa for 
Wisdom et al Transnational Citizenship Oct 2010.doc 

Dear Eunice et al. 

Altached is the revised version of our paper for your impending edited volume on "Transnational Citizenship...". Sorry it took me more than I expected; things are very hectic 

around here, as it is over there with you, and with Wizzy in Ghana, and with Korbla in Edmonton. 

As you will see, I have addressed all the issues raised by the reviewer. In particular, you will see that I have: 
1. Changed ’preliminary considerations" to "introduction" 

2. Justified our methodology, with insights from Portes 

2. Concentrated only on variables of "religious transnationalism" on Table 5 and eliminated variables of "other transnational activities" per the suggestion of the the reviewer. 

3. And used "male-female comparison" consistently, and avoided "male-female differentials" per the reviewer’s suggestion. 

Please write back to acknowledge receipt ASAP, and have a happy Halloween. 

Joe 

Joseph Mensah, PhD 
Associate Professor of Geography & 
Coordinator of International Development Studies 
Founders Room 320 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 
Toronto, ON Canada M3J 1P3 

Tel: 416-736-2100 ext .66344 
Fax: 416-736-5732 
Email: jmensah@yorku.ca 
website: t~’c,N.yo r ku .ca/jme n sa h 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

08/12/2010 10:34 AM 

To Joseph Mensah <jmensah@yorku.ca> 

cc tettey@ucalgary.ca, PuplampuK@macewan.ca 

Subject Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

Dear Brother Joe~ 

G~eetings. 

We looking forward to £eceiving your £evised chapte£ by August 31. 

With besL wishes, 

Sis. E. 

Quoting Hail Delivery System <HAiLER-DAEHON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu>: 

> The following message Lo <mensah@yorku.oa> was ur~deiivb£ahle. 

> The reason 1o£ the problem: 

> 5.1.0 - Unknown address error 55@-’5~i~1 <mensah@yorku.ca>... User unknown~ 

> 





TRANSNATIONAL CITIZENSHIP AND THE AFRICAN DIASPORA: 
INTERROGATING POLITICS, PLACE, AND PARTICIPATION ACROSS SPACE 

Edited by 
Wisdom J. Tettey 
Eunice N. Sahle 

And 
Korbla P. Puplampu 

BASIC DETAILS 

Author(s): J. Mensah, C. Williams and E. Aryee 

Title: Gender, Religious Transnationalism and the African Diaspora in Canada 

THE REVIEW 

MANDATORY INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS: 
1) Please, follow publisher’s style guide (See: 

https :iiwww.ucalgary.ca/upiInfoAuthors/UCP %20Style%20Guidelines.doc) 
2) Your essay as submitted to us should not have been published, or simultaneously 

submitted for publication, or intended for publication, elsewhere. 

3) It is your responsibility to obtain all permissions for copyrighted material (See: 
https :/!www.ucalgary.ca!up!InfoAuthors!AuthGuide.html#6) 

Relevance to the Book Project (i.e., extent to which it is appropriate to the central focus of 

the book and its two sub-themes -- "Negotiating Place and Interrogating Representation in 
Diasporic Spaces" and "Rethinking Development Paradigms and #lobilizing the Diaspora’): 

The paper fits very well within the scope of the book, specifically its theme on "Negotiating 

Space and Interrogating Representation in Diasporic Spaces." 

Knowledge of Relevant Literature 

Even though the authors demonstrate a very good knowledge of the relevant literature, there are 
some concerns. First, the literature could be deepened, specifically some studies on the gender 
and religious dimensions of diasporic communities in general (at least, beyond the African- 
American experience). That way, a better link can be established between the broader context of 
the study and that of the particular (African diaspora in Canada). 

Second, there is some tension between the historical and contemporary dynamics of churches in 
Ghana. This tension stems from the simple fact that social change in Ghana, as in any other 



country, is inevitable. The question then is the impact of forces of change on gender relations in 
churches in Ghana. Addressing that question will help to better contextualize the gender issues in 
the diasporic Ghanaian churches. The concern is the relationship between gender relations in 
Ghanaian churches and their diasporic counterparts. Are they similar, different, in what ways and 

how? 

Third, the absence of satisfactory review on some of the above questions, to my mind, accounts 
for the current analysis, which could definitely be revised. For example, the relationship between 
the section on "Male-Female Differentials .... " and "Gender, Religious Transnationalism .... " is 
not obvious. One is not sure why the latter section also has to address "Other Cross-Border 
Endeavours". The "other cross-border endeavours" subtract from the specific focus of the study 
- gender and religious transnationalism among the African Diaspora in Canada. 

Appropriateness, and Sophistication in Application, of Theoretical, conceptual and or 
Methodological Framework (i.e., whether a clear theoretical! conceptual! methodological 
perspective drives the central argument): 

Perhaps, the authors could provide some justification for the selection of their methodological 
framework. That way, some sections of the framework will be on stronger theoretical grounds. 
If some theoretical justifications, drawing on the relevant literature, can be provided the authors 
will not appear as if they are apologising for their methodological orientation. In other words, 
situate the methodological approach on solid or in broader theoretical debates and literature. 

Meanwhile, the methodological framework is appropriate and supports the nature of the research 
question and access to research participants. The task then is to further interrogate some of the 
responses. 

Interpretation of Data and Analytical Rigor (whether data is soundly explained and claims 
properly/adeqnately justified and snbstantiated] 

The methodological orientation influences the direction of the analysis. However, as noted under 
the section on literature review, there are some issues to address: 

First, the relationship among some of the sections can be improved. For example, it will be 
helpful to clarify the literature, issues or trends in the gender dynamics in churches in Ghana and 
that among Ghanaian-Canadians. The relationship between "socio-economic characteristics: a 
male-female comparison" and "male-female differentials in church involvement and leadership 
roles" needs to be clarified and the implications for the analysis in "gender, religious 
transnationalism..." better established. As stated earlier, the "other cross-border endeavours" 
distract from the depth of the analysis. Some sections of the paper will benefit from specific 
illustrations or examples. Perhaps, "Preliminary Considerations" can simply be "Introduction." 

Originality and Contribution to the Literature [whether chapter justifies publication, i.e. 
makes significant contribution/addition to existing literature/ data, and/or what (more) 
should be done for it to do so]: 



The paper has immense potential in terms of originality and contribution to the literature. Once 
the issues raised in other sections of this review are adequately addressed, the paper will make a 
significant to the literature. 

Overall Presentation of the Paper (i.e., coherence and flow of discussion, organization of 
arguments, writing style, ease of understanding, etc) 

The presentation is coherent and the arguments are well developed. The writing style is easy to 
follow and understand. Further editorial work will surely improve upon the flow and 
organization of the paper. 

Overall Recommendation (Publish as is/minor revisions; revise and resubmit, reject): 

Publish, subj ect to the authors addressing the issues raised above. 





Gender, Religious Transnationalism, and the African Diaspora in Canada 
Joseph A4~ensah*, Christopher WTlliams, and Edna Aryee 

Bios of Authors: 

Joseph Mensah is Associate Professor of Geography and the Coordinator of International 
Development Studies at York University, Toronto. 

Christopher Williams is a PhD Candidate at the Department of Sociology, York University, 
Toronto. 

Edna Aryee is a PhD Candidate at the Department of Psychology, University of Toronto, 
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Gender, Religious Transnationalism, and the African Diaspora in Canada 
Joseph ~/lensah *, Christopher Williams, and Edna Aryee 

Introduction 

The importance of critically examining the ways in which gender dynamics play out in a 
churchly settings stems not only from the ongoing salience of religiosity, and the implications 
this has for apprehending institutional sources of gender role rigidity or mollification, but also 
from the very, character of religious dictates themselves, notably their capacity to frame gender 
distinctions as immemorial, immutable, and sacrosanct even under diasporic situations. At the 
level of internal dynamics, the Church is an invariably hierarchical institution whose core tenets 
were formed in less enlightened times, those in which notions of gender equality had little, if 
any, currency. Additionally, the lens through which the Church views the world is a decidedly 
Manichean one wherein dichotomies abound: sacred/profane, saved/damned, heavenly/hellish, 
righteous/wicked, Godly/Satanic, and so on. Needless to declare, this immanent logic, a 
complementary logic of sorts, carries over to gender. And, of course, a religious text such as the 
Bible--replete with male protagonists and antagonists--has the effect of buttressing the primacy 
of male agency. To some this might suggest that tightly circumscribed gender roles are part and 
parcel of the Church and that the source of such roles is nothing other than the Word itself. But, 
as any student of hermeneutics will quickly assert, all texts are amenable to interpretation--they 
even demand interpretation--therefore, differentially situated readers are bound to produce 
correspondingly variegated readings. It then becomes a question of ~vhich reading ~vill prevail, 
and thereby bequeathed with natural status, so that a reading becomes the reading, the only 
conceivable one. 

Beyond this, at the level of external dynamics, a number of factors may be operative in 
determinations of the extent to which male superordination and female subordination obtain. One 
may consider, for instance, how labour market participation and position might encourage 
relatively low status men to assert their power in churches to a greater extent than they otherwise 
would. This impulsion to somehow offset a lack of masculine power in the secular world by 
exercising such power in the religious realm is what one might call "compensatory patriarchy," 
and may be especially relevant when considering the social positioning of significant numbers of 
African-Canadian men. As Sandra L. Barnes contends, with respect to the United States, the 
Black Church is "one of the few arenas where African-American men, regardless of their place 
in society, can hold positions of power" (2006:382). The Church then becomes a default space 
wherein Black men can shore up common sense notions of manhood, or hegemonic 
masculinity--a practice that does not bode well for women, given the zero-sum character of 
church leadership position acquisition. 

Notwithstanding such tendencies, countervailing factors that have had the effect of shrinking 
pools of prospective male leadership do, concomitantly, produce practical exigencies, some of 
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which create space for the elevation of women into leadership positions. Here, again, the 
situation of African-Americans is especially instructive. With reference to the attritional effects 
of unemployment, incarceration, drug abuse and death on African-American men, Barnes notes 
that "practical needs may dictate the future course of women’s roles in the Black Church" 
(2006:382). The sheer dearth of men in the Church as a factor opening up space for female 
leadership has been duly noted by a number of researchers who have written about the shortage 
of priests in the Catholic Church. It is partially for this reason that caution ought to be exercised 
by those attempting to determine the degree of gender equity in a given church through purely 
descriptive means, for the fact of female leadership is not inexorably connected to pro-woman 
ideological commitments on the part of church powerbrokers. To wit: a church that is 
ideologically committed to gender equity can be expected to have women in leadership positions, 

but a church with women in leadership positions is not necessarily committed to gender equity. 

Further complicating the male-female power dynamics in the immigrant church is the 
phenomenon of religious transnationalism by which immigrants connect to their homelands 
through the medium of religion. We know from the works of Wong (2000) and Robinson (2005) 
that gender role differentiations and destabilizations often characterize the cross-border 
endeavours of immigrants, and there are no cogent reasons to expect the situation with religious 
transnationalism to be any different. With their migration-induced financial wherewithal--and 
their attendant empowerment, relative to their cognates back home--immigrant women tend to 
wield more power in their home churches through their translational connections and 
remittances, and, indeed, partake in crucial church-related decisions back home~ Undoubtedly, 
the same can be said of some immigrant men as well (Mensah, 2008)~ 

Notwithstanding the growing literature on the nexus between religion and migration (Adogame 
and Weissk6ppell, 2005; Levitt, 2003; Smith, 1978), on immigrants religions (Bramadat, 2005; 
Hagan and Ebaugh, 2003), and on immigrants’ transnationalism (Wong, 2000, Owusu, 2003), 

few researchers have studied the gender dynamics of the immigrant church, and fewer still have 
examined the transnational dimensions of immigrants’ religiosity and the degree to which these 
dimensions are gendered. Indeed, the literature on these issues is particularly scanty in the 
context of Canada, especially as it pertains to African immigrant religions, with the notable 
exception of the recent work by Tettey (2007). With the aid of data collected from Ghanaian 
congregations in Toronto, as part of the Ghanaian Immigrants’ Relilzious Transnationalism 
(GIRT)1 project, this chapter examines the gender dimensions of Ghanaian immigrant churches 

in Toronto. Embedded in this broad goal are three related objectives: Firstly, to explore how the 
male-female differentials in power and positionality play out in Ghanaian immigrant churches; 
secondly, to examine the links between the immigration and settlement processes of these 
immigrants, on the one hand, and their religiosity in Canada, on the other; and, thirdly, to explore 
the extent to which the transnational religious activities of members of these churches vary on 
the basis of gender. In the next section of this chapter, we examine gender dynamics in churches 
in Ghana. Following this is a discussion of how gender roles are enacted among the Ghanaian 
diasporic community in Canada, before we profile our research approach in the next section. Our 
empirical findings are presented in the next three sections in which we describe the 
socioeconomic background of our respondents, examine the differential involvements of our 
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male and female respondents in the immigrant church, and analyze the interconnections between 
our respondents’ gender and their transnational religious activities, respectively. The chapter 
concludes with a summary of our key findings. 

Gender Dynamics in Churches in Ghana 

In order to adequately "take into account how the religious culture of both the home and host 
countries shape ethnic congregations" (Stevens, 2004:136), we now turn our attention to how 
gender is religiously framed in Ghana. Among the broad constellation of quotidian social 
practices for which Ghanaian religious figures are wont to provide guidance, intimate male- 
female relationships enjoy paramountcy according to Stephanie Newell, who, in a critical study 
of gender discourse in Ghanaian and Nigerian religious pamphlets, observes that the "topic of 
marriage is the prevailing theme in Christian how-to literature" (Newell, 2005:307). Much of the 
literature, written almost entirely by male authors, amounts not only to a collective didactic 
effort, given the overall degree of discursive overlap from pamphlet to pamphlet, but also to a 
pedagogy of patriarchy, given the overall emphasis on the desirability of ideal gender roles. The 
idealist thrust is such precisely because the almost fanciful interactional mores endorsed by these 
authors of Christian pamphlets are not fully operative in the real world. Hence the constant and 
vigorous literary attempts to bring Ghanaian gender relations in accord with the perspectives of 
these authors by iterating the idea that ideal gender relations are divinely sanctioned though not 
yet terrestrially realized. 

As directed towards men, the dictates put forth by relationship "how-to" authors endorse a view 
of women as appropriate objects of power exercised by men. Any need for the application of 
qualifications to statements about the alleged virtues of male power is obviated by the authors’ 
self-conceptions as purveyors of the word of God; and since the pronouncements of God are 
absolute so, too, should the statements of his putative conduits, at least presumably. 
Consequently, Stephen Kwabena Asumeng, author of a pamphlet called ~lhe Game of Marriage 
andHow to Play It, feels no compunctions about proffering this advice to prospective husbands: 
"right from the initial stages, make it your aim to train her and shape her the way you like" 
(quoted in Newell, 2005:309). Such a message is both flattering and reassuring for those to 
whom it is conveyed. The recurring invocations of imagined pasts and yet-to-be realized futures 
are functional for a neo-liberal present characterized by widespread labour market insecurity--or 
"flexibility," to use a popular euphemism. As Western elite-driven economic retrenchment 
intensifies male exposure to the possibilities and actualities of public sphere emasculation, it is 
possible that the "men first" discourses of writers like Asumeng become more indispensable to 
the extent that they bolster compensato~ patriarchy. 

In sharp contrast, the penalties of femaleness include objectification and self-objectification 
geared toward the aim of securing that without which life can apparently never be complete: a 
husband. Notwithstanding commonplace injunctions regarding the need for Christians to be "in 
this world but not of this world," unmarried women are prescribed the role of existing in states of 
perpetual aesthetically pleasing readiness, for at any point they may encounter the man who will 
go on to marry them. In his examination of the International Central Gospel Church (ICGC) in 
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Accra, Paul Gifford notes, "it is obvious on Sunday mornings that some of the girls have been up 
for hours styling their hair," and goes on to quote an assistant pastor who explains that such 
aesthetic measures comport with church teachings: "it is part of our message. For those who are 
not married we teach them that life is not finished [i.e. they can still find a husband]. They have 
to look their best..." (1994:254, id est in original). That imperatives of this sort are transhistorical 
and transculmral to the point of virtual ubiquity does not undercut the obvious fact that 
’ubiquitousness’ does not preclude odiousness. What is somewhat peculiar in the case of 
Ghanaian churches like ICGC is the forthrightness displayed by church leaders in essentially 
valorizing the worldly, the mundane, in the form of literal flesh, albeit for the "benefit" of the 
female segments of their congregations. 

Accounting for the candidness of figures who push religiously grounded personal beautification 
programs is not a difficult task insofar as the bigger cultural/ideological picture is characterized 

by similar norms, as Newell indicates when she states that "Christian marriage guidance 
pamphlets are inextricable from the ongoing, active construction of a ’dominant’ gender 
ideology in West Africa" (2005:308). So, far from constituting a gross departure from general 
(i.e. secular) gender norms, Christian pamphlet authors operate within common norms pertaining 

to gender-specific role allocation. The dominance of this brand of gender ideology is further 
revealed by the fact that Christian women are among its most vociferous defenders. As Newell 

(2005) noted: 

If a commandment is perceived to be God-given, women are not likely to reject it simply 
because they are women. One need only consider the negative responses of Christian 
women in Nigeria and Ghana to my suggestion that the Bible is interpreted from a biased, 
~masculinist’ perspective in male-authored pamphlets. In discussions held in religious 
bookshops between 1998 and 2002, many women reacted with strong disagreement, even 
annoyance, ~vhen I suggested that male authors use the Bible to enforce a rigid gender 
ideology that disempowers wives (p.313). 

Any urge to be taken aback by reactions of this sort ought to be tempered by the now well-worn 
anti-essentialist recognition that, notwithstanding the merits of standpoint theory, it is fallacious 
to infer politics from ascribed characteristics. Moreover, as Gramsci (1971) has long taught us, a 
dominant ideology, almost by definition, enjoys the capacity to co-opt people whose material 
interests would be better served by counter-hegemonic perspectives. While it is true that 
narrowly logical articulations of means and ends (wherein the end is decent husband and the 
means are prescribed by religious pamphlets) are such that Newell’s female detractors are not 
necessarily irrational, their perspectives--which may serve some of them relatively well on 
individual bases--have the aggregate effect of leaving intact the same gender relations that posit 
incompleteness as a prime characteristic of unmarried women, with all of the implications for 
patriarchal social control that this implies. 
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Gender Dynamics among Ghanaian-Canadians 

The transposability of simplistic and easily apprehensible prescriptions as to how Ghanaian men 
and women should relate to one another is significantly hampered by certain features of life in 
Canada which tend to vitiate exercises of male authority over women. Generally stated, the 
levelling effects produced by standard practices of conventional Canadian institutions serve to 
simultaneously weaken the material bases of "Ghanaian patriarchal structures" (Wong, 2000:62) 
and, correspondingly, provide women with more opportunities to extricate themselves from sub- 
optimal marital situations than exist in Ghana. More specifically, the labour market, with its 
apparent aversion to African educational credentials and work experience, and government social 
welfare agencies, with their ability to allocate financial resources to citizens in demonstrable 
need, have the combined effect of nudging gender-based Christian "how-to" literature 
injunctions in the direction of dead letter status. 

The labour market experiences of Ghanaian-Canadians are heavily conditioned by a general 
corporate assault on wages as well as more specific downward mobility-producing credential 
evaluations, some of which lend credence to propositions about credentialism as racism, given 
the degree of overlap between the "blackness" of particular countries and the likelihood that 
degrees conferred within their borders will be denigrated in Canada. The picture that emerges is 
one in which husbands and wives must combine resources due to their "inability to secure stable, 
well-paid jobs that would allow- them some financial security" (Wong, 2000:58), thereby 
contributing to the transfiguration of domestic interactions. As Wong (2006) points out: 

For Ghanaian couples, migration and the particular location they occupy within 
prevailing social structures and processes in transnational spaces (in Canada) entail a 
rcarrangement of household decision making and gender roles...The difficult realities in 
Canada encourage couples to pool their resources, which engenders negotiations and 
compromises between men and women over family expenditures (p. 373, parenthesis in 
original). 

Such outcomes, which amount to what one might call "gender convergence through economic 
hardship," are of an egalitarian sort, though it would be too sanguine to see these developments 

as instances of egalitarianism, for the latter implies an ideological commitment to equality that is 
probably absent from the micro-politics of many Ghanaian husbands. In fact, it could be the case 
that the labour market stressors to which these men are subjected may lead them to displace their 
anger onto their wives in archetypical instances of horizontal hostility. 

In the event of sharply deteriorating marital relations, Ghanaian women need not exist as silent 
sufferers, for decades old feminist struggles around public policy issues have extracted 
concessions from the (still patriarchal) state in the form of pro-woman material supports. Indeed, 
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according to Wong (2000:62), a 1998 study of Canada’s Ghanaian immigrant community 
"reports that the evolving consciousness of rights among Ghanaian women, afforded to them by the 
Canadian state, is a primary cause of marital conflict and divorce in the Ghanaian community in Canada. 
The social safety net, where the Canadian state provides housing and childcare support to single mothers 
and divorced women, has undermined the authority and power of husbands to maintain particular kinds of 
relations with their wives." 

Of course, it is crucial to acknowledge that state social provisions are far from a panacea for a 
whole host of reasons, not the least of which include ideological attacks against social welfare 
that cast its recipients as culturally pathological departures from the Protestant Ethic, a view that 
surely takes a psychical toll on women in need. Still, pessimistic claims to the effect that women 
who leave their husbands are merely shifting from a capricious tyrant to a bureaucratic one seem 
hyperbolic, notwithstanding the indignities associated with autonomy reduction as dictated by 
state agencies as a condition of receiving assistance. As for Ghanaian men in Canada, the 
interactive effects of labour market dynamics and government intew’entions can disrupt their 
patriarchal positioning in ways that are rarely experienced on the continent. 

This brief examination of discontinuity in the secular realm--that is, the various breaks with 
familiar familial norms that occur once one moves from Ghana to Canada--leads us back toward 
a consideration of how the Church constitutes an intew’ening variable capable of containing 
potentially anomic changes at the level of gender dynamics. In this regard the ties that bind 
churches in Ghana and Ghanaian churches in Canada are highly consequential, especially when 
we recall the types of gender-based strictures that are characteristic of the former. As Tettey 
(2007) shrewdly points out: 

[t]he events and issues that take place in Diaspora churches intersect with those that take place 
within cognate institutions in their homelands and so generate mutual interest. Evidence shows 
that while the Diaspora branches of Ghanaian churches are generally autonomous in the day-to- 
day running of their affairs, they defer to the mother church in matters of church doctrine and 
structure" (Tettey, 2007:248). 

Doctrinal support for male superordination means that quests for compensatory status on the part 

of Ghanaian-Canadian men (who, again, tend to experience the world of work as a series of 
affronts to their self-worth) begin with the Church, an institution that is responsive to complaints 
stemming from status frustration. The pensive words of Tettey (2007) are informative here too: 

Many members of the congregations are very qualified professionals who end up in low- 
end jobs that undemtilize their skills and potential. Consequently, they struggle to 
maintain a sense of self-worth based on the status and respect that they enjoyed in their 
countries of origin .... the church offers a spatiotemporal cocoon where they can regain 
their status, even if only momentarily (Tettey, 2007:242). 

It is clear from the preceding that patriarchy is an enduring social ethos in Ghana, as in many 
African countries. This is true in the secular world as it is in churchly settings, where adherence 
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to male domination and female subordination is increasingly elicited through mainstream 
religious teachings. As one would expect of any hegemonic domination-a-la-Gramsci, even 
some women have become vocal defenders of the female objectification implicated in this 
patriarchy~ Still, the fact that some gender power convergence is occurring, especially among the 
Ghanaian diasporic community in Canada, is hard to ignore, just as we cannot easily overlook 
the likelihood of "compensatory patriarchy" among Ghanaian men in the immigrant church. 
Clearly no straightforward links are decipherable bet~veen gender, religion, and migration; the 
relationships between these three variables are rather dialectical. In what follows, we examine 
how some of the preceding qualitative observations play out in the context of quantitative data 

derived from a suvvey of Ghanaian immigrant churches in Toronto. In particular, we examine the 
gender differences in a number of variables--including ’church leadership positions,’ ’church 
involvement,’ ’views on the threats facing the church,’ ’reasons for joining the immigrant 
church,’ and "the types of transnationalism enacted by respondents’--to shed light on the 
dynamics of patriarchy, compensatory patriarchy, and gender convergence in the Ghanaian 
immigrant church. 

Research Milieu and Approach 

Even though Ghanaian immigration to Canada goes back to the late 1960s, available research 
shows that it was during the mid-1980s that the Ghanaian populations in Canadian cities, such as 

Toronto and Montreal, reached the critical mass for the formation of their ethnic associations and 
churches (Owusu, 2000). The 2006 census of puts the Ghanaian immigrant population in Canada 

at 23,220, out of which a whopping 14,720 (or 63%) live in the Toronto Census Metropolitan 

Area (CMA). Outside of Toronto, one finds sizeable number of Ghanaians in cities such as 
Montreal, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, and Ottawa (Mensah and Firang 2007; Mensah, 
2008). Faced with racial discrimination and attendant forms of precarious employment, many 
among the Ghanaian diasporic community rely on their ethnic and religious associations and 
networks of social capital to address their settlement and integration needs in Canada. And as a 
corollary, most Ghanaians live in specific neighbourhoods in the Toronto CMA--notably in 
North York, Etobicoke, and Scarborough--where they are more likely to find affordable public 
and private rental accommodation, as well as other Ghanaians to facilitate their settlement 
process. Using data from field reconnaissance, Ghanaian-Canadian newspapers (notably, the 

Ghanaian News and Ghana Post), and conversations with members of the Ghanaian community, 
the Ghanaian Immigrants’ Religious Transnationalism (GIRT) project team identified 37 
Ghanaian immigrant churches in the Toronto CMA, from which four were selected for our 
survey. These included the All Nations Full Gospel Church, the Ghana Methodist Church of 
Toronto, the Ghana Seventh Day Adventist Church of Toronto, and the Church of Pentecost 
Canada Inc. Several methodological considerations went into the selection of these specific 
churches for the project, not the least of which are the need to enhance diversity in the data, the 
willingness of these churches to participate, and old-fashioned expediency regarding the 
language and cultural competence of the authors. 

The GIRT project relied on a variety of approaches, including multi-sited ethnography, 
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qualitative in-depth interview, and quantitative survey questionnaires, to procure its dataset. 
However, the present chapter dwells mainly on data from the quantitative survey, which was 
administered to a sample of 200 church members drawn from the four selected churches as 
follows: 40 from the Ghanaian SDA church; 50 from the Methodist Churches; 50 from the 
Church of Pentecost; and 60 from the All Nations Full Gospel Church. By and large, the 
variations in sample size reflected differences in size, ethnicity, and socioeconomic background 
of these congregations. While some of our survey questions were open-ended, the vast majority 
were closed-ended, and this invariably aided our computer-assisted data analysis, via the 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The questions that made up the questionnaire 
were grouped under a number of themes, including socioeconomic and demographic 
background; citizenship and immigration characteristics; religious, economic, and political 
transnationalism; and involvement in the church. With permission from the respective church 
leaderships we distributed our questionnaire during one of their weekly services in a "random" 
fashion, moving from row" to row to ensure a more-or-less even distribution across the 
congregations. Our prospective respondents were given the option of either filling out the 
questionnaire on their own or being interviewed face-to-face by a research assistant. The survey 
took four months--from mid-June to mid-October of 2006--to complete. While we tried to 
make our survey design as scientific as possible, we make no claim regarding the 
representativeness of our sample. For one thing, not all Ghanaian immigrant churches in Toronto 
were included in the study. Also, our sample was not drawn through strict statistical 
randomization as we did not have a complete and reliable sample-frame listing all the members 
of our selected churches. Thus, caution must be exercised in using our survey data to make 
categorical assertions about Ghanaian immigrant congregations in Toronto. Portes (2001) for one 
has long called for the use of quantitative methods in research on immigrant transnationalism to 
avoid facile generations and the tendency to "sample on the dependent variable," (p. 182), and 
our present approach is an apposite response, at the very least. 

Socioeconomic Characteristics: A Male-Female Comparison 

In this section we describe the socioeconomic background of our respondents to serve as a 
prelude to our discussion of the links between gender and other relevant variables. As can be 
seen from Table 1, our survey captured slightly more males than females--with a ratio of 1109:91l 
in favour of the former. Quite expectedly, given the allocation of sample size across the four 
congregations in our study, the largest proportions of males (29.4%) and females (30.8%) were 
derived from the All Nations Full Gospel, while the smallest in both gender categories were from 
the SDA church, with the remaining two churches sandwiched in between. In terms of age, the 
largest proportions of both our male and female respondents were within the cohorts of "31-40 
years" and "41-50 years," with smallest in "the less than 30-" and "over 50-year" categories. 
Upon subjecting our cross-tabulation of "age" by "gender" to the Chi-squared test, we found no 
significant gender difference at the alpha level of 0.052. 

The period of immigration of our respondents varied only slightly among our male and female 
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respondents, with a little higher proportion of the former (41.3%) having lived in Canada longer 
(i.e., before 1991) than the latter (38.5%). Similarly, the difference between our male and female 
respondents, regarding their legal status in Canada is very small; far greater proportions of both 
men and women reported being either Canadian citizens or permanent residents. 

The male respondents in our study had significantly higher educational levels than their female 
counterparts, as one would expect among most African immigrant groups in Canada. For 
instance, whereas some 33.3% of female respondents have less than high school education, the 
comparable figure for the males is a mere 12.4%. Conversely, 35.1% of the males, as against 
23% of females, have some or completed university education. Moreover, significantly higher 
proportion of the males in our sample (92.7%) is employed, compared to their female 
counterparts (78%). And as a corollary, our male respondents generally have higher incomes 
than the females--the difference here is statistically significant, as well. Faced with credential 
devaluation amidst economic restructuring and retrenchments, especially since the early 1990s, it 
is unsurprising that the majority of our male and female respondents reported having pursued 
some skill-training or further education in Canada since their arrival, with no significant 
difference between the sexes here. 

Table 1 "Gender" by "Socioeconomic Background of Respondents" 
Characteristics 
Church 

Methodist 
Pentecost 
SDA 
ANFG 

Age 

Under 30 years 

31-40 

41-50 

Over 50 Years 

Immigration Year 

Before 1991 

Since 1991 

Legal Status 

Canadian Citizen 

Permanent Resident 

Others 

Education 

Less than high school 

Some or completed high school 

Some or completed University 

Employed 

Yes 

No 

]Income 

Under $30,000 
$30,00- $49,000 
$50,00 and over 

Male (%) 
(N~109)~ 

25.7 

2~.9 

21.1 

29.4 

(N=108) 
10.2 

41.7 

37.0 

11.1 

(N=109) 
41.3 

58.7 

(N=109) 
63.3 

28.4 

8.3 

(N=97) 
12.42 

52.6 

35.1 

(N=109) 
92.7 

7.3 

(N=84) 
22.6 

40.5 

36.9 

Female (%) 

(N=91) 
24.2 

26.4 

18.7 

30.8 

(N=84) 
26.2 

34.5 

32.1 

7.1 

(N=91) 
38.5 

61.5 

(N=91) 
73.6 

19.8 

6.6 

(N=87) 
33.3 

43.7 

23.0 

(N=91) 
78.0 

22.0 

(N=62) 
32.3 

59.7 

8.1 
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Pursued any skill-training/education in Canada (N= 109) (N=91) 
Yes 67.0 61.5 

No 33.0 38.5 

Notes 
1N= sample size. 
2Bold indicates significant chi-squared result with p<0.05; also all chi-squares are calculated from the actual 
frequencies and not from the percentages reported in the table. 

Male-Female Comparison in Church Iuvolvement and Leadership Roles 

In a recent study of six parishes in Upstate New York, Elaine Howard Ecklund observes that 
notwithstanding the presence of women in leadership positions in all of the parishes, the reasons 
for such an allowance were differentially conditioned by "parish cultures." Parishes 
characterized by what she calls "traditional parish culture" consider "women largely as place- 
holders until men are found to fill leadership positions," whereas "among parishes that have...a 
"progressive parish culture," placing women in leadership positions is part of a larger ideological 
commitment to justice for all people" (Ecklund, 2006:84). While the laudability of the latter 
culture is quite obvious, the "mere" material allocation of leadership positions to women in 
traditional parishes is not without progressive possibilities. Cultural transformations may well be 
precipitated even by "placeholder women," for ongoing demonstrations of competence, the 
regularization of more inclusive decision-making, and so forth, are capable of rendering 
untenable ideas about the alleged inability of women to "take charge." It becomes harder, even 
illogical, to argue in favour of hierarchically structured gender roles when women clearly 
demonstrate the ability to act in ways "inconsonant" with how they "should" be acting. 
Postulations regarding inexorable connections between gender and congregational leadership 
could break down in such situations. How else, after all, does a parish culture make the transition 
from traditional to progressive? Having said this, one key qualification must be attached to the 
proposition that a tipping point or critical mass of female leadership can constitute a precipitator 

of parish cultural change. Insofar as women in leadership positions are susceptible to being 
particularized, to being cast as highly anomalous, patriarchal notions need not be dislodged, the 
consequences of which include the possibility of gains being undone if changed circumstances 
permit reactionary rollbacks. 

It is virtually impossible to study Ghanaian immigrant churches in Toronto without due 
recognition of the growing number of women among the congregations. Estimates by the leaders 
of the four churches in our study put the proportion of their respective female members to range 
between 50 and 60 percent; but what is the level of involvement of women in these churches? 
And, compared to their male counterpart, do these women normally hold leadership positions? 
What the threats facing immigrant churches, from the point of view of immigrant men and 
women? 

Data from our survey suggest that the women congregants are no less active in their respective 
churches than their male counterparts. Asked to offer their subjective assessments of their 
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involvement in the church, some 84.6% of women and 82.6% of men reported being "vet?" much 
involved;" the gender difference here is not statistically significantly (Table 2). However men 
were more likely to be members of various church groups and associations than women, 
according to our survey data, and the recorded difference here proved to be statistically 
significant (p< 0.05). On the issue of leadership positions, our data indicate that Ghanaian 
immigrant churches tend to be male-dominated, as far as positions of power are concerned. As 
can be seen from Table 2, whereas 57.8% of the males in our sample hold leadership positions, 
the comparable figure for women is 41.8%. it bears noting that the gender difference here is 
statistically significant, via our Chi-squared test. Even though none of the four churches in our 

study barred women from their priesthood, or other leading congregational roles, for that matter, 
only the All Nations Full Gospel (ANFG) church has women in high (co-pastoral) positions. 
However, even here (in the ANFG), the top-ranked woman happens to be a co-senior pastor with 
her own husband. Indeed our study noted that for the most part women’s leadership positions in 
these churches are tied to the "traditional" female roles of child care, youth services, cooking, 
and custodianship. A visit by the lead author to one of the Sunday services of a church in the 

study revealed this gender bias. The week’s announcement included an invitation for all men to 
come out on the coming Saturday for a general cleaning of the church and its grounds. And then 

a statement was added to the effect that "as we all know, the men cannot clean the toilets; and 
that the women have agreed to do that for us." 

To the extent that there is an acute lack of literature on the status of women in immigrant 
churches in Canada, it is difficult to properly contextualize these findings. Nonetheless, 
comparable studies in the United States seem to confirm a surprising male-dominance in 
immigrant congregations (Kim 1996; Ebaugh and Chafetz, 2000). The emphasis on "surprising" 
is hardly fortuitous, as one would expect women to assume higher leadership roles, given their 
number and immigration-enhanced consciousness of, and resistance to, gender inequity in power 
(Ebaugh and Chafetz, 2000). There are some indications from the work of Wong (2000) that 
some reconfiguration of traditional gender roles of power and privilege is underway among the 
Ghanaian diasporic community in Toronto, in response to the socio-economic, legal, and 
institutional realities of Canada. If this power correction or convergence is, indeed, occurring, 
then it is just a matter of time for it to spill over to the church. At the same time we cannot under- 
estimate the proclivity of male visible minority immigrants to compensate for their status 
reduction in the broader Canadian society by seeking and exercising more power in the 
immigrant church. 

Table 2: "Gender" by "Involvement in the Church" 
Activi~" Male (%) Female (%) 

Extent of irn,olvement in your Church N= 109 N=91 

Not vel?." much involved 17.4 15.4 

Ve~~ much involved 82.6 84.6 

Holds a leadership position in your church N=109 N=91 

Yes 57.8 41.8 

No 42.2 58.2 

A member of a any group/association in your church (109) (91) 
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Yes 84.4 71.4 
No 15.6 28.6 

~N= sample size. 
:Bold indicates significant chi-squared result with p<0.05; also all chi-squares are calculated from the actual 
frequencies and not from the percentages reported in the table. 

Asked to specify the main reason for j oining their respective churches, a wide range of responses 
surfaced, with the highest proportions of both men (45%) and women (32.6%) pointing to the 
"opportunity to worship and socialize with other Ghanaians" as their leading impetus to join the 
Ghanaian immigrant church. Other noteworthy pull factors for both our male and female 
respondents point to the "religious doctrines/beliefs of their churches" as well as the fact that 
their churches were "located close to their residence" (Table 3). While there do not seem to be 
significant difference between the males and females regarding their reasons for joining these 
immigrant churches--we must note that the Chi-squared test was not applicable due to the 
smallness of sample in many of the response categories. Also, even though the likelihood of 
some men joining the church to enhance their own social status might be high, this intention is 
understandably subtle and remained undeclared or uncaptured by Table 3. 

Table 3 Why did you j oin this particular church (1 st Reason)? 

Because it is close to where I reside 

Opporttmi~r to worship and socialize with Ghanaians 

Opporttmity to worship and sing in my native language 

Opporttmity to wear my native attire/dress :for church 

For my children to learn about, and be proud of, our culture 

To get the sense of belonging and of self worth 

Because this church is just like my church back home 

Because of the Church’s religious doctrines/beliefs 

The church is a reputation for caring, and social services 

Refi~sed/Don’t know 

Other Reasons 

TOTAL 

~N= sample size 

Male (%) Female (%) 

(N=109)1 (N=89) 
11.9 12.4 

45.0 32.6 

3.7 2.2 

0 1.1 

1.8 3.4 

2.8 4.5 

6.4 4.5 

22.9 21.3 

0.9 2.2 

2.8 7.9 

1.8 7.9 

100.0 100.0 

To gain some insights into the problems facing the Ghanaian immigrant church, and how this 
may relate to gender power dynamics, our respondents were asked to specify what they perceive 
as the main threat facing their church. As the data in Table 4 show, the leading threats from the 
standpoint of both men and women include the problems of breakaway churches; the canker of 
gossip; the concentration of power in the hands of few people; personality clashes; and social 
class tensions and divisions. By and large, there was not much difference between our male and 
female respondents in what they see as the main threats facing the church. Indeed, only a 
miniscule proportion of women (1.1%)--and none of the men--were concerned about male- 
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domination in the church, even though there existed significant imbalance between men and 
women with regards to those to hold key positions of power. Two explanations are suggestive 
here: First, it is likely that the leaders of these churches, most of whom are men, exercise their 
power in ways that give discernable space and respect for the contribution of women in the 
church. Secondly, it could be that, like all dominant ideologies, male-domination in the church 
has managed to co-opt women in ways that have blunted women’s inclinations to counter- 
hegemonic activism--this is hardly far-fetched, given the prevalence of religious-laced false 
consciousness embedded in the objectification of women in Ghanaian churches, for instance, as 
we saw earlier on. 

Table 4: Threats facing the Church 

Social class tensions and divisions 
Personality clashes 
Marital Infidelity/Affairs 
The incidence ofbreakaway churches 
Corruption 
Too much demand for lnoney 
Concentration of power in the hands of few 
Male domination 
Resistance/intolerance from mainstream Canadians/churches 
Family domination 
Lack of accountability 
Lack of financial resources 
Disunity 
Gossip 
Leadership problems 
Refused/Don’t know 
TOTAL 

IN= sample size. 

Male (%) Female (%) 

(N=109)1 (N=91) 

6.4 4.4 

6.4 12.1 

2.8 1.1 

8.3 12.1 

0.9 4.4 

3.7 2.2 

7.3 6.6 

0.0 1.1 

1.8 2.2 

2.8 0 

5.5 0 

1.8 7.7 

3.7 1.1 

9.2 6.6 

0.9 5.5 

38.6 33.0 

100.0 100.0 

Gender and Religious Transnationalism 

In this section we use data from our survey to see how members of the Ghanaian immigrant 
congregations connect to their homeland through religion, paying particular attention to the 
gender differences in this endeavour. More specifically, we use the Chi-squared test to examine 
the bivariate relationships between gender and five proxies of religious transnationalism, 
including (i) whether they sought special prayers for their visa application; (ii) whether they 
attend church upon a visit to Ghana; (iii) whether they maintain regular contact with a church in 
Ghana; (iv) whether they send remittance to a church in Ghana; and (v) whether they are 
involved in decision-making in a church in Ghana. 
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Table 5 points to a number of intriguing findings, some of which are surprising, while others are 
quite intuitive. First, given that the survey was conducted in churches, it is hardly surprising that 
both male and female respondents recorded far higher affirmative percentages on key proxy 
measures for religious transnationalism. For instance 66.0% of the males and 54.1% of the 
females reported having sent remittance to a church in Ghana while living in Canada. Similarly, 
as high as 69.2% of the women and some 62.4% of men normally attend church service upon 
their visit to Ghana. Not only that, 66.4% of the men and 49.5% of the women in our study noted 
that they sought special prayers for their visa application to Canada. The idea of seeking any 
divine intervention for visa application may sound strange to some readers, especially those in 
the global North, for whom visa application is usually as easy as just walking to an embassy or 
consulate office. The works of Hirst and Thompson (1996), Massey (1999), and Miles (1999) 
indicate that globalization has not led to an internationalized market in labour migration the same 
way it has facilitated the cross-border mobility of capital around the world. Migration policies in 
many countries in the global North--and their attendant visa application processes--have been 
decidedly exclusionary to people of the South. Van Dijk (1997, 145), for one, documents the 
proliferation of prayer camps in Ghana, where people stay for weeks, praying and fasting for 
divine intervention in a wide range of issues among which vi sa applications feature prominently. 

Table 5: "Gender" by "Religious and other Translational Activities" 
Activity Male 

% Yes 

Proxies oJT~eligious Transnationalism2 

Sought special prayers for visa application to Canada 66.4 
Attend church upon visit to Ghana 62.4 
Maintains regular contact with a church in Ghana 28.4 
Ever sent remittance to a church in Ghana 66.0 
Involved in decision-making in a church in Ghana 10.1 

~N= sample size. 
:None of the Chi-squared results turned out to be statistically significant: 
comparing males and females. 

(N=109)~ 

Female 
% Yes 

(N=91) 

49.5 
69.2 
33.0 
54.1 
14.3 

p>0.05 for all the five variables in 

Secondly, none of the proxy measures of religious transnationalism presented in Table 5, yielded 
a statistically significant difference between our male and female respondents--i.e., p > 0.05 in 
all the cases. This suggests that our respondents’ propensity for various cross-border religious 
engagements has little to do with their gender: women were just as likely to engage in 
transnational activities as men. This particular finding seemed counter-intuitive, as one would 
expect the group with higher income (i.e., our male respondents, as against the females) to have a 
statistically higher likelihood of being involved in transnational connectivity, be it religious or 
otherwise. Still, it is instructive to note that Hiebert and Ley’s (2003), in their study of 
transnationalism among Asian immigrants in Vancouver, arrived at a fairly similar finding to the 
effect that the socioeconomic backgrounds of their respondents had very weak association with 
their level of transnationalism. This is how they reported their finding: "The first and perhaps 
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most important finding of our study is that the relationship between level of transnationalism and 
socioeconomic status is relatively weak...Education and the tendency to travel home country 
were also unrelated.., as with education, household income does not appear to be strongly linked 

to the level of transnational activity" (p. 9-10). And with the present finding we can specifically 
add the fact that the relationship between ~’gender" and "the level of religious transnationalism" 
is also weak. 

Finally, it is clear from Table 5 that while the proportion of our male and female respondents 
who are involved in decision-making in their churches back home while living in Canada are not 
that high (10.1% and 14.3%, respectively), there seems to be a convergence of power geometry 
between men and women on the basis of this variable, given the lack of a statistically significant 
difference between the sexes. Indeed, on purely percentage basis, the data indicate that a higher 
proportion of women are partake in decision-making in the home churches while in Canada--a 
reversal of power fortune arguably attributable to the dynamics of gender and transnational 
positionality. 

Conclusion 

Following international migration, the positions of both men and women within families, and in 
host countries, undergo considerable transformation (Vertovec, 2002). This is particularly the 

case among visible minority immigrants, many of whom encounter racial discrimination and 
some credential devaluation in the host nation. As part of their survival strategies, immigrant 
men and woman routinely take up jobs that are well below their qualifications; some, especially 
women who were outside the paid labour force, may take up post-immigration employment to 
help the family finances; some may pursue new education, job-training, and skill-upgrades to 
enhance their chances in the labour market; and still other may join immigrant churches to 
facilitate their settlement process in the host nation. With the aid of survey data from four 
Ghanaian immigrant churches in Toronto, we have examined the interconnections between 
gender and power in the context of the immigrant church. Our findings indicate that while 
women are very much involved in the immigrant church, they tend to wield lesser power than 
men when it comes to leadership roles in these churches. At that the same time, there appears to 
be some power convergence between Ghanaian men and women in Toronto (Wong, 2000) which 
is very likely to spill over to the immigrant church. The study noted that sizeable members of 
immigrant churches are actively engaged in religious transnationalism, and that their 
involvement in does not vary much on the basis of gender. With these findings, we have shed 
some preliminary light on the nexus between gender and power in Ghanaian immigrant churches 
in Toronto, with the hope that issues concerning male-female power gradient among African 
immigrants in Canada, in general, would become a fecund source of social science scholarship in 
this country. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jessica Jones <jessica.jones@duke.edu> 

Sunday, October 31, 2010 9:24 PM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; latinolist@duke.edu 

Spring course ott~fing - Latin Americm~ Literature from the 1970s to the Present 

latin american lit from the 1970s to the present.pdf 

apologies for duplicate postings. 

Literature 20S-02 - Latin America Counterclockwise: Latin American Literature from the 1970s to the present 

W, F 2:50 4:05 
Carr 241 
Instructor: Jessica Jones 

What to imagine when the past doesn’t work and the way to the furore is unclear? This class taught in translation - wil l study the cultural response to political, social and economic crisis 
in Brazil, Argentina, Mexico and Chile in the 1970s and 1980s when dictatorship, political repression, and poverty led to a questioning of previous ways of structuring society Specifically, 
we will comparatively read a series of texts films novels, poetry, plastic art, theoW - to think through some of the characteristics of cultural production across Latin America in the later half 
of the twentieth century. Between them, the texts offer us a mix of rock and roll, hippies, paranoid dictators, sprawling citites, shopping malls, prison cells, transvestites, B-movies, 
skyscrappers, and Coca-cola. Questions of particular interest are: challenging notions of modernity and progress, changing conceptions of citizenship, transforming urban space, and 
strangely porous narratives. Possible authors include: Roberto Bolafm, Mario Bellatin, Silviano Santiago, Clarice Lispector, Pedro Leruebel, Manuel Puig. Possible fihns: Y tu ruamfi tambi~n 

The class is a Seruinar and counts for: 
CCI (Cross Cultural Inquiry) 
W (Writing) 

ALP (Arts Literature Performance) 



Lit 20S = 02 = Latin America Counterclockwise: 
American Literature ffon~ the ~ 970s to the present 
Spring 2011 - W, F 2:50 - 4:05 

Latin 

What to imagine when the past doesn’t work and the way to the future is unclear? This 
class - taught in translation - will study the cultural response to political, social and 
economic crisis in Brazil, Argentina, Mexico and Chile in the 1970s and 1980s when 
dictatorship, political repression, and poverty led to a questioning of previous ways of 
structuring society. Specifically, we will comparatively read a series of texts- films 
novels, poetry, plastic art, theory to think through the characteristics of cultural 
production across Latin America in the later half of the twentieth century. Between them, 
the texts offer us a mix of rock and roll, hippies, paranoid dictators, sprawling citites, 
shopping malls, prison cells, transvestites, B-movies, skyscrappers, and Coca- 
cola. Questions of particular interest are: challenging notions of modernity and 
progress, changing conceptions of citizenship, transforming urban space, and strangely 
porous narratives. Possible authors include: Roberto Bola~o, Mario Bellatin, Silviano 
Santiago, Clarice Lispector, Pedro Lemebel, Manuel Puig. Possible films: Y tu mam~ 
tambi6n 

Counts for: CCl (Cross Cultural Inquiry); W (Writing); ALP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

smutima <smulima@emaikunc.edu> 

Sunday, October 31, 2010 10:06 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [al~iaiZam] Summer school requests again 

Tnn: 

I would like to teach S~vah 112 in the first summer session in room 1005 in 
GC. 

Best. 

Alphonse 

On Thu, 28 Oct 2010 20:21:55 +0000, "McMallan, Tim" <tjml @email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hello all -- 
> 

> 

> 

> I haven’t heard li*om some of you who usually teach in the summer. Please 
> let me (~iml @email.unc edu<mailto:tim 1 ~email unc.edu>) know if you would 
> like to teach in summer 2011, which term, and which classes (in order of 
> preference in case you can only teach one) We will be working on the 
> budget on Tuesday so I need to hear from anyone who is interested by 
Monday 
> (Nov 1 ) afternoon If you have aheady sent me your request you do not 
> have to resend. Thanks 
> 

> 

> 

> Tim 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: smutima@email.unc edu To 
> unsubscribe 
> click here: 
> 

http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361603 ecf45acb748a65c73fd2679966d97f16&n T&I afriafam&o 28003722 
> or send a blank emai[ to 
> 

leave-28003722-32361603.eclZ45acb748a65c73 fd2679966d97fl 6@listserv.unc edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87agl a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28020119, o1 send a blaak email to leave-28020119- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listse1~z.tmc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tertey@ucalgau.ca 

Monday, November 1, 2010 8:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

On Reseasch l,eave 

I am on research leave until June 30, 2011, and it may take me a while to respond to messages I will, however, endeavor to respond as quickly as I can. 

Please, note that this is an automatic response, and does not mean that I have seen your message 

ThaI~ks 
Wisdom Tettey 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorothy Holland <dholland@unc.edn> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 8:44 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Situating Transtbnnative KnoMedge: Academia and Social Movements 

Anth 00 STK Description 2011S final.docx 

Dear Listserv Members, 

I’m offering a course next semester that may be of interest The class 
is a 499, an experimental course, for grad students and seniors 
interested in thinking about how- knowledge and analyses produced by 
academic researchers and in social movements reaches beyond academic 
circles or the usual participants in a movement to attain ~vider 
circulation and effects. Last time the course had 6 grad students and 2 
seniors 

Anthropology 499-Section 16: Special Topics: 

Situating Transformative Knowledge: Academia & Social Movements 

Dorothy tIoHand (dhoHand@unc.edu; 
Now Scheduled for TR 11:00-12:15, Alumni 205 
For Grad Students and Seniors[l ] <# ftnl > 

Many anthropologists and other researchers of society and culture 
undertake their studies with the idea that they can contribute to the 
understanding and remedy of contemporary social problems. B ut the?" 
seldom think about how or even if the knowledge that the?, and others 
produce will work toward positive social change This course considers 
two sources of potentially transformative knowledge Chat produced by 
university-based researchers and that produced by social movements and 
asks how transformative knowledge reaches beyond academic circles or the 
usual participants in a movement to attain wider circulation and 
effects ttow is such knowledge translated, circulated, consumed and 
situated in other domains of action (e.g., the public sphere, social 
policy, social programs, curricula, routines of everyday life, 
collaborative pursuit of institutional experimentation), potentially 
furthering social transformation? 

We will consider several dimensions of change: the creation of new 
subj ects and subjectivities; the stimulation of new discourses, 
practices, and activities; the expansion and creation of new sites and 
networks of circulation for these discottrses and practices. Our 
explorations of these routes will draw upon social practice, 
actor-network, and other theories of cultural production as well as 
participatory research approaches. We will pursue understanding of the 
circulation and constm~ption of transformative knowledge through case 
studies, discussions ~vith visiting activists and scholars, and 
individual or collaborative class projects of participants’ own design. 

Graduate students are welcome to design and pursue projects related to 
their fourth semester papers, theses, or dissertations; undergrad 
seniors, their honors theses or other presentation. For example, you 
might be interested in analyzing how a nrovement group attenrpts to 
circulate models of anti-racism it has produced. Or you raight wish to 
exaraine the objects (e.g., books and films) and the networks that 
acadenrics typically utilize, in their particular area of stu@, to 
circulate the fruits of their research, in order to learn how they might 
(re)design their research and publications for maximttm impact in other 
networks they wish to affect. My own ~vork at present involves 
research/action on food and justice and developing the program of CIRA 
(the Center for Integrating Research and Action) by raeans of 
"c o-teaching institutes". 

Readings: 

JK. Gibson-Graham’s/A Postcapitalist Politics/provides an 
inspired beginning vision for academics seeking to engage with 
social change. Other readings present exemplar}, arguments drawn from 
social practice or actor network theory (eg., "The Zimbabwe Bush 
Pump,"/Privileged Literacies: Policy, Institutional Process and the 

LitE of the IALS,/Selections from Bruno Latour’s/Science in 
Action/) that help us think through "targeting" knowledge for social 
change. Others consider the conditions and effects of widely 
circulating academic writing (e.g., P. Murphy:/¥Vhat a Book Can Do: 
The Publication and Reception of Silent Spring),’ or of movement 
knowledge (e.g, Escobar’s "Whose Biodiversity"?) Still other 
"readings" are critical of key terms such as "participatory" (eg., 
D. Mosse,/Cultivating Development/) involve examining alternative 
means of circulation (e.g, David Hess and Langdon Winner: 
Sustainability, the Politics of Design, and Localism 

(http ://www.davidjhess.or~/sustlocproj ect html) 
<http://www davidihess org/sustlocproj ect html%29>). Participants 



will suggest and choose some of the readings according to class 
interests 

R equirements 

* 50% -- Contribution to class discussions 
* 50% -- A report on a proj ect devised in the spirit of the class 
’]?he default project inctudes: a) (preliminary) "field work" and 
analysis of the existing networks and fields which produce the 
effects that you or the movement you are studying desire to 
transform, b) consideration of a particular action project 
including an analysis of the time and material resources would be 
required and ~vhat would be necessary in order to scale-up the 
outcomes, and c) consideration of the interdisciplinary input or 
collaboration that would be important, and the sort of 
cross-institutional and cross-corrmmnib" collaboration that would 
be ethically and practically necessary. [Team projects are 
encouraged.] 

[1] <# ftnrefl> Permission required for anyone other than a grad student 
or senior. 

--- ~’ou are CUlTently subscribed to stmvg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28022793-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT@listscp<~mc.edu 



Anthropology 499-Section t6: Special Topics" 

Situ, ati ngi T:r ansformative Knowled ge :: 
Academia: & Socia! Movements  
Dorothy Holland (dholland@unc.edu) 
Now Scheduled for TR 11:00-1 ;>:15, Alumni 205 
For Grad Students and Seniors1 

Many anthropologists and other researchers of society and culture undertake their studies with the idea that 
they can contribute to the understanding and remedy of contemporary social problems. But they seldom 
think about how or even if the knowledge that they and others produce will work toward positive social 
change. This course considers two sources of potentially transformative knowledge--that produced by 
university-based researchers and that produced by social movements--and asks how transformative 
knowledge reaches beyond academic circles or the usual participants in a movement to attain wider 
circulation and effects. How is such knowledge translated, circulated, consumed and situated in other 
domains of action (e.g., the public sphere, social policy, social programs, curricula, routines of everyday 
life, collaborative pursuit of institutional experimentation), potentially furthering social transformation? 

We will consider several dimensions of change: the creation of new subjects and subjectivities; the 
stimulation of new discourses, practices, and activities; the expansion and creation of new sites and 
networks of circulation for these discourses and practices. Our explorations of these routes will draw upon 
social practice, actor-network, and other theories of cultural production as well as participatory research 
approaches. We will pursue understanding of the circulation and consumption of transformative knowledge 
through case studies, discussions with visiting activists and scholars, and individual or collaborative class 
projects of participants’ own design. 

Permission required for a~one other than a grad student or senior. 



Graduate students are welcome to design and pursue projects related to their fourth semester papers, 
theses, or dissertations; undergrad seniors, their honors theses or other presentation. For example, you 
might be interested in analyzing how a movement group attempts to circulate models of anti-racism it has 
produced. Or you might wish to examine the objects (e.g., books and films) and the networks that 
academics typically utilize, in their particular area of study, to circulate the fruits of their research, in order to 
learn how they might (re)design their research and publications for maximum impact in other networks they 
wish to affect. My own work at present involves research/action on food and justice and developing the 
program of CIRA (the Center for Integrating Research and Action) by means of "co-teaching institutes". 

Readings: 

J.K. Gibson-Graham’s A Postcapitalist Politics provides an inspired beginning vision for academics seeking 
to engage with social change. Other readings present exemplary arguments drawn from social practice or 
actor network theory (e.g., "The Zimbabwe Bush Pump," Privileged Literacies: Policy, Institutional Process 
and the Life of the IALS, Selections from Bruno Latour’s Science in Action) that help us think through 
"targeting" knowledge for social change. Others consider the conditions and effects of widely circulating 
academic writing (e.g., P. Murphy: What a Book Can Do: The Publication and Reception of Silent Spring) 
or of movement knowledge (e.g., Escobar’s "Whose Biodiversity"?). Still other "readings" are critical of key 
approaches such as "participatory" processes (e.g., D. Mosse, Cultivating Development) or involve 
examining alternative means of circulation (e.g., David Hess and Langdon Winner: Sustainability, the 
Politics of Design, and Localism (http://www.davidjhess.orgisustlocproject.html)). Participants will suggest 
and choose some of the readings according to class interests. 

Requirements 
¯ 50% -- Contribution to class discussions 
¯ 50% -- A report on a project devised in the spirit of the class. The default project includes: a) 

(preliminary) "field work" and analysis of the existing networks and fields which produce the effects 
that you or the movement you are studying desire to transform, b) consideration of a particular 
action project including an analysis of the time and material resources would be required and what 
would be necessary in order to scale-up the outcomes, and c) consideration of the interdisciplinary 
input or collaboration that would be important, and the sort of cross-institutional and cross- 
community collaboration that would be ethically and practically necessary. [Team projects are 
encouraged.] 
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Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

11-01-10 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ;vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: Young, Robert, 
Postcolonialism : an historical int 
CALL NO: JV51 Y68 2001 c.2 
BARCODE: 00025201870 
Davis Library DUE: 11-12-10 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 9:59 AM 

ttall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu-~; ttall, Perry A 

<tlAI,LPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ougola@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Follow-up 

Hi All, 
I’m sending my comments on the document from Perly. 

Best, 
Kia 

From: Pel’q~z Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 31, 2010 1:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Cal&vell, Kia L; Hall, Perry A; Nzongola-Nt,qlaja, Georges 
Subject: Follo~v-up 

Colleagues, 

After some delay, for which I apologize, I am sending an attachment 
represenung the current state of tasks I was to follow-up on coming 
out o:[" our last meeting. The attachment contains 1) the list of core 
courses with short descriptions I was to provide, and 2) the text of 
a message to be sent to the entire department faculty’ (perhaps under 
Julius’s name) enlisting their participation in the form of course 
descriptions and statements of research interest that reflect their 
area or expertise. 

I would appreciate your feedback as soon as possible so that we can 
get our colleagues responses before Thanksgiwng 

Thar~x 

Perry 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lgutierr <lgulierr@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 10:16 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Two events with Afro-Colombian activist Carlos Rosero - Tuesday and Friday 

Hello all: 

This week there are t~vo events with Afro-Colombian activist Carlos Rosero. 
One is his talk tomorrow (Tuesday) on neo-extractivist development in Latin 
America; the other is a conversation on activism/academy collaboration. 

Details below. 

Please fol-,var d. 
" From colonial enclaves to the neo-extractivist development: Ethnic rights 
and resource extraction in Latin America" 
Carlos Rosero, Proceso de Comunidades Negras, Colombia 
November 2, 5pm. Dey 305. 

About Carlos Rosero and the talk: 

Carlos Rosero is one of the founders o17 the Colombian Proceso de 
Comunidades Negras (Process of Black Communities, PCN), and a main black 
politica[ and intellectual leader in Latin America. He has been invited to 
pamcipate in scholarly, NGO, and political meetings in many parts of the 
world, including Europe, North America, and A[’rica He is a very 
well-known and sought after activist, anthropologist, and expert on 
Afro-Colombian and Afro-Latin American struggles and studies. In this 
talk, he will examine contemporary struggles of afro-descended communities 
against mining, setting them within the context of black cultural and 
territoria[ autonomy since colonial times to the present. The talk 
analyzes the centrality of resource extraction to nationa[ and global 
economies at present, arguing [’or a post-extractivist era [’or Latin 
American development. 

An event of the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, 
co-sponsored by Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, 
Department of Anthropology 

A conversation xvith Carlos Rosero on activism/academy collaboration and 
interfaces 
Friday, Noon-1:30 
313 Alumni Building 

More details on this talk to follow. 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: e~xice@eruail.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blar~k email to leave-28023641-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listsep<tmc.edu 



From: ~(}gmail.com > 

Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtb’~ 

Subje~’t: AFRI today’s office hours 

Hi Professor Sahle~ 
I’m sorry that I aJn o~ly now emaJling you, I meant to do so earlier. I can’t make it to ol~ice hours today because I had class from 8-10am and now I am at work and 

will be ~ere until 4pro. Would I be able to meet with you either tomorrow or Wednesday to go over my outline? 

Thank you, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamail.com> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New routes added: Fly firom $178 roundtrip 

..... tesadded:FlyfromC$178 .... dtrip i.~.i N ....... tesadded:FlyfromC$178 .... dtrip 

Seealltheroutesonsaletoday, includingroundtrip 
flights to Calgary, Toronto, Vancouver, and more! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 1, 2010 12:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

pls send article on ~qv! 

Hi there Could you send me your alticle on Wangari Maathai? Thanks! B 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and .AA’ro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 Ihx 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/atlcica 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 1, 2010 1:14 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc facnlU,] ASA memorial gathering to honor Am~ Dtmb~x 

Dear Colleagues: 
I wanted to share the word that there will be a simple memorial 
gathering to honor Ann Duaabar at ASA in San Francisco. I do not have a 
room number, but my understanding is that we will gather Iicom 8-9pm on 
Friday (NOT Saturday), November 19, and I ~vill plan to post the location 
on the ASA bulletin board Julius Nyang’oro, Cathy Newbuw, and Ed 
Steinhart have taken the lead here Please pass this along to anyone 
you believe would be interested, for example on the listservs for your 
Center or organization. In addition to sharing our memories of Aun’s 
personal and professional gifts, I ~vould be glad to hand deliver to 
Ann’s family afterward any- contributions to the research scholarship 
fund established in her name at U~-’~’C-CH. WalTt] regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Ati~ican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

AIidcan Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global un c edu~,africa 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: eunice@emaikunc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emai] to leave-28025394-9518753 bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listser~, unc edu 



Introduced by director Charles D. Thompson! 

DoThompson, Jr. & 

vlichael Davey, 2009, 59 min, 
USA, in English, Color, DVD) 

The documentary film Brother Towns /.Pueb!os [:-:[ermanos is a story of two towns linked. 
by immigration, :family, and work: Jacaltenango, a high.land Maya town. in Guatemala; 
and Jupiter, a coastal resort town. where many Jacaltecos :have settled in Florida. 
Brother Towns chronicles a story of how and. w:hy people migrate across borders, how 
people make and rema:ke fl~.eir comm.unities when t:hey travel, fl~.ousands of miles from. 
h.ome, and :how people mainrain families despite t:heir travel. Because we are all 
immigrants, this is a universal, h.uman stor); and a quintessential American on.e. 

-- Discussion to follow! 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1ST, 7PM 
@ THE CAROLI THEATER, DOWNTOWN DURHAM 

free and open to the publi~ 
Sponsors: Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke and UNC, Program in Arts of the Moving Image 

(AMI), Archive for Human Rights, Duke Human Rights Center and Franklin Humanities Institute 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 1, 2010 2:20 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Afi-ica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Africm~ Studies Seminar Nov. 15 with Dr. Ousmane Sene 

The next meeting of the AfricaJa Studies Seminar is Monday, November 15, 2010, 6:30pm, Fedex Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH 

Our presenter: Dr. Ousmmae Sene, University of Chekkh ~4a~ta Diop, °’Layers of Meaning in °La petite vendeuse de soleil’’’ 
Dr. Sene will show this 1999 Senegalese fihn about a young crippled girl trying to earn her living as she keeps confidence in herself despite her physical disadvmatages, a 
parable of international development. The 45-minute fihn by Djibril Diop Mambety (in WolofwitJa En~ish subtitles) will be tbllowed by a discussion which will explore 
multiple layers of metaling, examine its artistic qualities, mad also comment on the w~’ious cultural dimensions of the work 

These tall~ are a part of tbe Carolina Seminar in A£rican Ecology and Social Processes. This working ~oup is comprised of Trimagle area faculty m~d graduate students. 
Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing new research mad discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area facul~ aJad 
graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Ba:rba:ra Anderson b m~derson@unc.edu tbr more infbrmation. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are cunently subscribed to africa as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: h~tp://~is~s.unc.edu/n?id=~2339823.6a91b33~a6c982b6a6da464~e5d1b23&n=T&~=africa&~=~28~25932 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to !~.e..a.~:.e..-.~.2.~.(.!..2...5..?.~.2~-~2..2~3.:.3.~.9.~.8~2~3.~..6..9.~.~...~?~..3~..~.L6.~.c.~.8.~.2.~.b.~}.‘.a.~&~.~.~.~i~.~2~!1~:~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patterson, Rubin <RUB1N.PATTERSON@utoledo.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 2:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

tettey@ucalg~x?,.ca; Pupla~npuK@m acewan.ca 

RE: Review - ?,our chapter - Traaasnational Citizenship and the AfficmaDiaspora 

Dear Eunice and Wisdom, 
Sorry for the delay, but, finally, my paper has been revised per your comments. I have the paper now with a professional copyeditor. I shall forward it to you after she has 
applied her editorial polish. 

Best, 
Rubin 
Rubin Patterson, Phi) 
Professor of Sociology 
Chair of Department of Sociology & Anthropology, MS 956 
Director of Africana Studies 
Universib" of Toledo 
Toledo, Ohio 43606 

419.530.2791 (t) 

419.530.8406 @ 

rubin.patterson@utoledo.edu 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thu 8/12/2010 10:19 AM 
To: Patterson, Rubin 
Cc: tettey@ucalgary.ca; PuplampuK@macewan.ca 
Subject: Review - your chapter - Transnational Citizenship and the AfFicanDiaspora 

Dear Rubin, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Please find attached a review of your chapter. We look forward to 
receiving your revised chapter by August 31. 

Kindly- acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



November 9th - Environmental Rights, Peace and Grassroots Movements: Africa and Beyond 

5:30- start time, Eunice to do brief introduction 

5:35- begin film "Taking Root" 

6:25- film ends, Kamoji Wachiira speaks (10 mins) 

6:35- Eunice introduces subject for panel discussion and panel members 

6:40- panel begins each member speaks (3-5 mins per person) 

1. UNC Professors Bereket Selassie 

2. Arturo Escobar 

3. Mark Driscoll 

6:55- Q&A session begins (30- 35 mins) 

7:30- event concludes 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wisdom Tettey <tettey@ucaJga~’.ca> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Resending review - your chapter - Transna’dona~l citizenship mad "the Aliican Diaspora 

Hey, what is the scau stuff? I sent you a message last week (Oct. 27) to check on how you are doing, but did not get a response, and was wondering why 

On 10-11 - 01 6:04 AM, Sahle, Euuice N wrote: 

Dear Joe, 

Many thanks for resending the chapter! 

Things have been scarily and hectic here for most of the Fall. 

Greetings to the family. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Joseph Mensah ~mensah@yorku.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, October 3:t, 2010 8:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: PuplampuK@macewan.ca; tette¥C@ucaklary.ca 
Subject: Re: Resending review - your chapter - Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 

Dear Eunice et al. 

Attached is the revised version of our paper for your impending edited volume on "Transnational Citizenship...". Sorry it took me more than I expected; things are 

very hectic around here, as it is over there with you, and with Wizzy in Ghana, and with Korbla in Edmonton. 

As you will see, I have addressed all the issues raised by the reviewer. In particular, you will see that I have: 

1. Changed ’preliminary considerations" to "introduction" 

2. Justified our methodology, with insights from Portes 

2. Concentrated only on variables of "religious transnationalism" on Table 5 and eliminated variables of "other transnational activities" per the suggestion of the 

the reviewer. 

3. And used "male-female comparison" consistently, and avoided "male-female differentials" per the reviewer’s suggestion. 

Please write back to acknowledge receipt ASAP, and have a happy Halloween. 

Joe 

Joseph Mensah, PhD 
Associate Professor of Geography & 
Coordinator of International Development Studies 
Founders Room 320 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 

Toronto, ON Canada M3J 1P3 

Tel: 416-736-2100 ext.66344 
Fax: 416-736-5732 
Email: jmensah@yorku.ca 

eunice~i~,email.unc.~du 

08/1212010 10:34 AM 

To Joseph Mensah <jmensah@yorku.ca> 

cc tettey@ucalgary.ca, PuplampuK@macewan.ca 

Subject Resending review - your chapter- Transnational citizenship and the African Diaspora 



Dear Brother Joe, 

G~eetings. 

I am resending the attached review for an earlier email bounced - see below. 

We looking forward to receiving your revised chapter by AL~gust 31. 

With best wishes, 

Sis~ E~ 

Quoting Hail Delivery System <HAILER-DSNHON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu>: 

> The following message to <mensah@vorku.ca> was undeliverable. 

> The reason fo~ the problem: 

> 5.1.0 - Unknown address error 550-’5.1.1 <mensah@yorku.ca>... User unknown’ 

> 

Wisdom J~ Tettey, Ph.D 

Department of CoK~unication an@ Culture 

University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Canada 

T2N IN4 

Phone~ (403) 220-4847 

Fax: (403i 282-6716 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beatriz Pdelkohl <rielkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 5:17 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: CFP: African American Histo~ and Culture 

Call for Papers 

Intersecting Identities in African American History and Culture 
Fifth Annual New Perspectives on African American History and Culture Conference at the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Presented by the Triangle African American History Colloquium February 18-19,2011 

The Conference Committee invites proposals for single papers or complete session panels related to the themes of identity and intersectionality in 
African American history and culture, across a range of time periods, areas, and disciplines. Though race has been one of the principal categories 
of analysis in the study of black historical experiences, multiple identities--including, but not limited to, gender, class, sexual, and regional 
identity--have shaped African American lives. Exploring the intersections of identities broadens scholarly investigations and places our studies of 
African American history and culture in more nuanced and comparative contexts. This conference seeks to address questions such as: "How have 
African Americans used and experienced identity in their history and lives? How have various kinds of identity shaped the lives and history of 
African Americans?" 

Topics of exploration on identity and intersectionality in African American history and culture might include: feminist and women’s history; sexuality 
and sexual orientation; multiple racial or ethnic identities; religious identities; migration and shifting regional identity; political ideologies; and 
myriad others. Papers on any topic that relates to the conference theme are welcome. 

The Conference Committee is also pleased to announce that this year’s conference will feature a keynote address given by Evelyn Brooks 
Higginbotham, the Victor S. Thomas Professor of History and of African and African American Studies at Harvard University, and the John Hope 
Franklin Professor of American Legal History at Duke University. 
Eligibility: Faculty and graduate students. 

Deadline: The deadline for proposals is Friday, November 5, 2010. Respond via email to bdp@email.unc.edu with your name, institution, title, 
email address, proposed paper title, a 150-word abstract, and curriculum vitae. Please put "Conference Proposal" in your subject line. The 
conference paper itself should have a historical focus and be a maximum often pages in length, not including endnotes and/or bibliography. 
Presentations will be limited to twenty minutes. 

Contact Information: Bradley Proctor - bdp@email.unc.edu Department of History - University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, November 1, 2010 7:34 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fihn Requefft 

Hello, 

Kindly reserve the following film for my Afri4:t6: 

Chronicles of a genocide foretold, 65-V7864 

Nov. 2, 20:t0 
:t0.30am 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 
PID 
African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 1, 2010 11:03 PM 

Department listserv <ati~afhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] AFRFAFAM Faculty colloquium 

Dear All: 

The Depaltment of African and Afro-American Studies presents: 

The AFRVAFAM colloquitun with: 

Dr. Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, U2"qC-Chapel Hill 

DEMOCRATIC CONSOLIDATION L’q SENEGAL: CHALLENGES AikZb 

OPPORTtrNTTIES 

Dr. Nzongola-Ntalaja is a professor of Political Scierice in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies His 1-ecerit publication include an award-wirming book entitled The Congo 
from Leopold to Kabila: a People’s Histo~z (London and Ne~v York: Zed Books, 2002) and a journal article: "Challenges to State Building in Africa," punished by African Identities, a British 
acadermc journal, in Vol. 4, No 1 (April 2006), pp. 71-88. 

Wednesday, November 10 @ 12PM m 3009 GEC 

Attendees can bring a hmch or purchase lunch from the cafeteria located on the first floor in GEC. 

Mamarame Seck, PhD 
Department o:[’African and Afro-American Studies 
CB#3395 106 Battle Hal[ UNC-ChapelHill 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 
-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I aliJafam&o 28029470 or send a blank emai[ to leave-28029470- 
32361608 e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 6:49 AM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fihn Requefft 

Hello, 

Kindly reserve the following film for my INTS560 seminar: 

The Corporation, 65-DVD2578 

Nov. 2, 20.t0 
:t2.00pm 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 
PIU 
African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <orders@eventbrite.com> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 10:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Order Confirmation tbr Visualizing Humm~ Rights 3 

Visualizing Human Rights 3 

Visualizing Human Rights 3 
Saturday, November 06, 2010 from 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM (ET) 

FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Event Information: 

For more event details, visit the event page: hfip::t,,,i-~r <vantbdte corn 

To view all of your purchased tickets Clici,: Hara 

Receipt for Order# 707293534-20111169 

NAME TYPE QUANTITY 

Eunice Sahle Faculty/Staff 1 

Instructions: 

We look forward to seeing you at VHR! If you have any questions or concerns, please email vhr@unc.edu or call the 

Center for Global Initiatives at +1 919 962 3094. 

Please note, you do not need to print nor bring your ticket with you. 

Do you organize events? 
Start selling in minutes with Eventbrite. w~w~,:~ver~tb~it~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fogle, Ashley D <fogle@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 12:59 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly a]mouncement <cwc announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] CWC November-Decemberevents 

CWCcalendarl 110.pdf 

Colleagues, 

Attached please find a copy of the Carolina Women’s Center’s November-December 2010 event calendar. We hope to see you at some of our programs as the 

semester draws to a close! 

Ashley Fo~l.e, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Carolina Women’s Center 

The University of North Carolina-Chapel 

215 W. Cameron Avenue, CB# 3302 

Chapel. Hi[[, NC 27599-3302 

Phone: 919-962-8305 

Fax: 919-843-5619 

_f__o_~_t_~_!~__~_Ln__c_’_:_~__d___u_. 
The Carolina Women’s Center pursues Bender equity at the University oJ~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill. ThrouBh education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary 

research, we build bridBes and enhance the intellectual liJ:e and public enBaBement mission o[ the university. 



tNs month at the 

Wednesday Brown Bag Fi~m Series 

KJlling U~ Softly 4: Advertising’~ image of Women (201 O) 

Carolina 
W0men s 

Cen er 
The theme for our Fall 2_010VVednesd~.y Brown B~.g Film Series is "Gender and the Medi~J’ Don’t miss our exciting fin~.l installment, KJlli~tg 

Us SoftJy 4 (2010. 45 rain). In this new, highJy-~.nticipated update of her pioneering KJlli~t~ Us So~ly series, the first in more th~.n a decade, Jean 

KiJbourne takes a fresh look at how advertising traffics in distorted and destructive ideals of femininity.The fiJm marshals a range of new print 

and television advertisements to lay bare a stunning pattern of d~.maging gender stereotypes--im~.ges and 

mess~.ges that too often reinforce unre~.listic, and unhealthy, perceptions of beauty~ perfection, and sexu~.lity. 

Pauli Hurray v. UNC:Wrestling with Change in ~he Jim Crow South 

Wednesday, November 3 J 6 pm J Wilson Library, Pleasants FamilyAssembly Room 

A b~ockbuscer p~.ne[ discussion featuring historians G[end~ Gilmore, Anne Firor Scot, james Le[oudis, Jerry Gershenhorn, and Genn~ R~e 

HcNeil ~o commemorate ~he J00~h birthday of P~uli Hurr~y~ivisC poeC ~wyen feminis~ ~e~che~ ~nd Episcop~ priest.The p~nel will discuss 

~ur~y~s unsuccessful J938 ~emp~ ~o ~.in ~dmissbns ~o ~he University of Noah C~roJin~ ~nd Hurr~y’s unique human ri~h~s le~.cy~ An exhibi~ 

on ~hese ~hemes wilJ open ~er in ~he month in ~he C~ro~in~ S~uden~ Union. C0-h0s~ed by ~he Southern His~rical Colle~ion, ~he Cen~er [or ~e S~udy 

0fthe American South, the Carolina %~men ~ Center; a~ld Duke Universi~’~ Pa~ili M~irray Proje~. 

A week of events for students and the UNC community to learn about the realities of interpersonal violence. Highlights include a photography 

exhibit featuring survivors of sexual violence from the UNC community; a SilentWitness display in the Carolina Union; a daily resource &it 

on Polk Place; and the annual Take Ba.ckThe Night march, beginning at the steps of Wilson Library a.t 7 pm on November I Ith, featuring 

keynote speaker Chaitra. Shenoy, Sexua~ Assault S~ffA~orney for W~VE (Women Empowered Aga~nstWolence). For more inbrm~don, see 

<projectdina h.webs.comi>. 

Professor ~zell wil~ highligh~ how accepted pra~ices~from fraternity pledge initiation rites to ~he m~.ss medi~ to d~ily convers~.tion~reinforce 

Bender inequaJiLy. Matt Ezzell is Assist~.nt Professor of SocioloBy at james Madison University.A&er compJe~in8 a B.A. in ~omen’s Studies at 

UNOChape~ Hi~J, he worked for three years as a community educe.tot ~nd advocate at a rape crisis center. He received his Ph.D. in socioJoBy in 

Z009 from UNC-ChapeJ HiJL He has siren Je~ures and f~.ciJitated discussions on men’s vioJence aBainst women for over a decade Co-sponsored 

by Feminist St~den~ United, ~e Department of Sociolo~ ~e Social and Economic Jus~ce M~nor. ~he Department of~ome~ Studles~ and ~he derogated 

V*/omen ~ Center: 

WILD:Women in Leadership Deve~opmen~ Conference 

Join us for the I [th ~nnu~[ ~omen in Leadership Conference for TriangJe-~re~ college women.The mission of theWiLD Conference ~s to 

inspire, devebp, and empower a dkerse communi~i of co~le~i~.te women ~.s ~eaders. This year’s theme,"The Best Me ~ Can Be," emphasizes the 

~mpo~ance ~nd benefits of cross-cukuraJ d~abBues for effe~ive ~eadership. Broad Lop~cs we hope to cover ~nclude: ceiebr~.tin~ dkersit~ ~eadin8 

across dif[erences, and bridBin8 divides ~hrou~h ~eadership. ReBistration forms ~vail~.b~e at <ncsu.eduicsiepsile~.dersh~piwiid.htm>. For more 

~nform~ion~ conta~ Hi~l~.ry~au~h ~ <h~llary@unc.edu> or 962-8305. The %~LD conference is a collaboration be~,,een te~ colleges and ~nJversJ~Jes 

in the Raleigh, D~rf~am, and @opel Hifl ere~. 

Wednesday, December I I 4-5:3~ pm I CampusY Faculty Commons 

Join us for a book reception featuring a br~e[ reading ~nd discussbn of the new~y published The Interse~Jo~elA##roach:Trans[ormin~ #~e Academy 

through Race, Class, & Gender (UNC Press, 2010), edited by ~ichele Tr~.cy Berger (Associate Professo~ Depa~ment o[Women’s Studies, UNC- 

Chapel Hill) and K~.th~een Gu~droz (Assis~an~ Professo~ Depa~ment of Sociob~ Mount Saint ~.r~s Universi~i). Severa~ contributors wiJ~ 

be present to discuss how ~nterse~bna~ity (or the consideration of ~.ce, class, and gende£ eLc.), is chan~n~ how they ~.pproach their d~sdp~ines, 

schol~rship~ and teaching. L~ght refreshments w~ll be provided. C~sponsored by the @ro#a %~men~ Center and the Department of %~men~ Studies. 

Thursday, December 2 I noon I Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 4th floor 

Fall 2_010 CWC Faculty Scholar Dr. Chapman will discuss her ongoing project,"G~.ng Affiliation Among Middle School New Immigr~.nt Latin~.s 

in Slier City;’ This work grew from Chapman’s ongoing Creating Confianz~. project~ designed to improve menthol health service delivery to new 

immigrant and refugee youth in 3. Ch~.tham County middle and high school. In implementing this program, gang activity ~.mong new immigrant 

Latina girls emerged as a new problem in the community requiring gender-sensitive interventions. Chapm~.n’s work is exploring changing gender 

expectations among new immigrant Latina youth ~.nd how these changes m~.y intersect with gang affiliation. 

Thursday, December 9 I :Z-4 pm J CWC CarriaBe House LounBe 

Take a break from exams and drop by our new house at 215 West Cameron Avenue. Hun8 out in our ~oun~e, enjoy JiBht snacks, 

peruse our Jibrary, or relax w~th new friends. 

330~ 

(; & ~ o {.,~ r.; ~ "~ c hapel H ill, N C 275994302 
~’O~.~,~$ ~:~N’~’;~ cwc@unc.edu ~ 91£-962-8305 Jwomenscen~er.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Angela Dixon <dixonar@emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Plea~ submit your recommendation 

Dear Eunice, 

is applying for admission to graduate study at Stanford Universi~ and has requested that you submit a recommendation on their behalf 

This applicant has waived the right to view their recommendation. 

Go to the following web address to login to the system, or create a new 
Letters of Recon~aendation account: 

Should you experience an?- technical difficulties or require assistance with 
your account, please follow this link to check the FAQ or to contact CollegeNET Support: 

Thank you! 

Graduate Admissions 
Stanford Umversity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Princeton University Graduate School <hell@appb~-eb.com> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Please submit your recommendation for 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

has applied to the Princeton University Graduate School and has requested that you submit a letter of recommendation 

Note: This applicant has waived the right to vie~v their recommendation 

Go to the following web address to login to the system, or create a new Letters of Reconmaendation account: 

Should you experience any technical difticulties or require assistance with your account, please follow this link to check the FAQ or to contact our Help Desk: 

Thank you’. 

Sincerely, 
Princeton University Graduate School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gradletters@berkeley.edu 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 1:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

’ Request tbr Recommendation 

Dear Eunice Sable: 

The applicant below is applying for a&’nissinn to graduate study at the University of California, Berkeley, and has listed you as a reconmaender who has agreed to submit a letter using our 
online recommendation system If you do not want to use the online system, please contact the student directly so that s/he may send you the paper version. Do not send your letter of 

recommendation as an attachment in response to this email 

Applicant: 
Proposed Degree and Major 

W aiver of access status 
Applicant’s email: ~email unc edu 

To access the online recommendation Web site, please click on the link below, ~ r cop?’ and paste the Web address into your browser. < 
https:/i~radadm.berkeley.edu/Ior/recommender/helpInstructions.faces > The personal access code provided below is to be used to provide a rec ?mmendation l’~r this applicant only. Please 

retain this email until you have completed the recommendation. 

Lngin: eunice@emaiLur~c.edu 
Password: 

We strongly recommend that you copy-and-paste the login and password into the appropriate fields on the login page, rather than typing them. This will avoid common login errors due to 

mistyped characters. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 1:38 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

CFP: SERSAS/SEAN Spring 2011 Conference, Todd Leedy 

From: Todd Lee@, University of Florida, Gainesville <tleedy@ufl.edu> 
Date: 2 November 2010 

Africa Connected: Movement, Flow, and Change 

28-29 Janua~z 2011 
Gainesville, FL 

The South Eastern Regional Seminar on African Studies (SERSAS) and the South East Africanist Net~vork (SEAN) are pleased to announce an initial call for papers for a joint conference to 
be hosted by the University of Florida and co-sponsored by University of North Carolina-Chapel Hilh 

The call for papers is open in terms of topics and methodologies to an?’ aspect and region of Africa, though the general theme for the conference will be "Africa Connected: Movement, 
Flow, and Change." Papers addressing issues such as migratior~’remittances, regional/global capital flows, international assistance/development programs, information/communication 
technologies, and transnational forms of popular culture are particularly welcome. 

SERSASiSEAN invites the participation of advanced undergraduate and graduate students in addition to established scholars. Multi-media presentations will be facilitated and are 
encouraged SERSAS also awards the Jim Brown Prize for the best paper presented by a graduate student at the corfference. This award is $100. 

Abstracts 
Interested scholars are invited to submit an abstract of approximately 250 words to the members of SERSAS and SEAN conference coordination committee: 

Kea Gordon, gordenk@cofc edu 
Todd Lee~dy, tleedy@ufI.edu 
Aran MacKinnon, amackinn@westga.edu 
Jeremy Rich, jrich@mtsu.edu 

Deadline [’or submission of abstracts: 15 December 2010 

R egi stration 
Registration fees are $20 for faculty and $10 ~2~r graduate students. These fees can be paid onsite at the conference 

Accommodation 
A limited number of rooms have been placed on hold for conference attendees at the UF Reitz Union Hotel and Holiday Inn University Center in Gainesvdle SERSAS/SEAN will pay ~2~r a 
limited number of accommodations at these two hotels - first priori~" will be given to presenters appearing on the program Attendees must make individual reservations by contacting the 
hotel directly and using the appropriate group code with their own credit card. Please contact Todd Leedy (tleedy@ufl.edu) for further details. 

Reitz Union tlotel (group code IBA11 ) ph. 352392.2151 - reserve by 12/27/10 

Holiday Irm Universi~" (;enter (group code ASG) ph. 352.376 1661 - reserve by 1/6/11 

Itfformation on SEAN and meeting registration: http:i/web.africa.ufhedu/News Events/sean.html 

Itffomaation on SERSAS: http ://www.ecu. edu/african/ser sas&omepage.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 2:32 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc lhculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] CFP: SERSAS/SEAN Spring 2011 Cont~rence 

From: Todd Lee@, University of Florida, Gainesville <tleedy@ufl.edu> 
Date: 2 November 2010 

Africa Connected: Movement, Flow, and Change 

28-29 Janua~z 2011 
Gainesville, FL 

The South Eastern Regional Seminar on African Studies (SERSAS) and the 
South East Africanist Network (SEAN) are pleased to aunounce an initial 
call for papers for a joint conference to be hosted by the Umversity of 
Florida and co-sponsored by University of North Carolina-Chapel Hilh 

The call for papers is open in terms of topics and methodologies to any 
aspect and region of Africa, though the general theme for the conl~rence 
will be "Alicica Com~ected: Movement, Flo~v, and Change." Papers 
addressing issues such as migration/remittances, regional/global capital 
flows, international assistance/development programs, 
mformation/communicatiun technologies, and transnational forms of 
popular culture are particularly welcome 

S ERSASiSEAN invites the participation of advanced undergraduate and 
graduate students in addition to established scholars Multi-media 
presentations will be facilitated and are encouraged. SERSAS also awards 
the Jim Brown Prize for the best paper presented by a graduate student 
at the conference This award is $100 

Abstracts 
Interested scholars are invited to submit an abstract of approximately 
250 words to the members of SERSAS and SEAN conference coordination 
c ommittee: 

Kea Gordon, gordenk@cofc.edu 
Todd Leedy, tleedy@u.fl edu 
Aran MacKinnon, amackinn@westga.edu 
Jeremy Rich, jrich@mksu.edu 

Deadline for submission of abstracts: 15 December 2010 

Registration 
R egistration fees are $20 for faculty and $10 for graduate students 
These fees can be paid onsite at the conference 

Accommodation 
A limited number of rooms have been placed on hold :For conference 
attendees at the UF Reitz Union Hotel and Holiday Inn University Center 
in Gaines",dlle. SERSASiSEAN will pay for a limited number of 
accommodations at these two hotels - first priority will be given to 
presenters appearing on the program. Attendees must make individual 
reservations by contacting the hotel directly and using the appropriate 
group code with their own credit card. Please contact Todd Leedy 
(tleedy@ufl.edu) for further details. 

Reitz Union Hotel (group code IBA11) ph. 352.392.2151 - resel~’e by 12/27/10 

Holiday Irm University Center (group code ASG) ph. 352.376.1661 - 
resel~e by 1/6/11 

Itfformation on SEAN and meeting registration: 
http ://~veb. africa.ufl, eduiNews Eventsisean.html 

Irdormation on SERSAS: http:i/www.ecu.eduiafricanisersas/homepage.htlT~ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Depmtment of African and AI~ro-American Studies 

African Studies Cunter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global unc edu/africa 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: eunice@email.u~c edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28035265-9518753 bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listserv unc edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hill, Conenthia B <hillcb@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Wood, Beverly <bwood@unc.edtr"~ 

Re: African and Afro-American Studies 

Proposal #: 1011018 

Your application to the Diversity and Multicultural Affairs Diversity Incentive Fund for Proposal Environmental Rights, Peace and Grassroots Movements: Africa and 

Beyond has been approved in the amount of $1000.00 Please have Agatha Buell contact Beverly Wood in order to coordinate the award process. Beverly Wood can 

be reached at bwood@unc.edu 

We remind you that in accepting this award you are obligated to submit a report on the program results and the award expenditures. The report is due within 30 

days after the event. Please send the report to Dr. Cookie Newsom at newsom~email.unc.edu 

Thank you for your help in making Carolina the inclusive, welcoming and intellectually diverse place we all want it to be. 

Correnthia B. H ill 

A dministrative supportA ssoe 

University of N C at Chapel H ill 

D lversity andA( ultleultural A flairs 

04 So. B uilding 

Chapel H ill N C 27599 

P 919 962-6962 

F 919 962-5063 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Human Rights: Spring 2011 course olt~rings 

Dear Professor Sable, 

You are receiving this message beemase you are (or were) the eluster program eoordinator fur Human Rights. If your role has eban~d, please let: me know who 

I should contact. 

The course(s) listed below have been scheduled ~r spring 2011. We will post the class stares on the Office of Undergraduate Curricula’s website: 

~!~Eif_~(_~:_!~!~i:~t~z(_~ESf_~Ez(_. If yo~ have other ideas for promoting the cluster courses to our students, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
Looking ahead to the Fall 2011 term, if there are courses in your cluster that have not been of[~rcd as often as promised (every year for the core course, every 

other year for the remaining eourses), will you please eontaet the faeulty nlember eoncerned to see if the eourse can be included in the Fall 2011 sebedule. 

Please write back to let me know what you find out. 

ttuman Rights 

AF~I 422, Human Rights and Democracy in African Diaspora Communities 

All the best, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Coordinator for Undergraduate Education 

3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 

Universit:y of North Carolina ~t Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3504 

nick_sieden’~op@unc.edu 

Phone: 919 962 5819 

F~x: 919 843 6557 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jakeet Singh <~jakeet.singh@utoronto.ca;, 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 5:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

michols@ualberta.ca 

Tully volume 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

We ~xe just writing to check in ruth you regarding your contribution to file volume Freedom andDemocracy in mt Imperial Context: Dialogues with James Tully. 

At this s~ge, we are hoping that you could provide us with a title and brief abstract for the paper, as well as a contributor’s bio. This would greatly assist us in being 

able to send out a prospectus to potential publishers as soon as possible. Also, just a reminder flint we’ve suggested flint your paper be paAred with that of David Scott 

(das133(/~columbia.e&i) lbr the purpo~ ofa prelimina .ry paper exchange. We kindly ask flint you exchange dralis with your partmer within the month of November. 

We hope that fl~is process will allow contributors to provide and receive t~edback on their paper~ as well as help to further the thematic unity of the volume. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or would like to provide us with any t~edback on fl~is process. Thanks again lbr your commitment to this project and 

your ongoing cooperation and contribution. 

Since~eb; 
Jakeet Singh & Robe(t Nichols 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

bselassi <bsel~ssi@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 7:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: first ’obligation’...representmg the Boss (Nov.9) 

Dear Eunice, 

I reviewed the email you sent me. I now know what confused me You wrote 
"..kindly sent email to colleagues" etc> i thought you meant that Julius 
had already- done that. I will email to the list ser~ as per your request. 

Cheers, 

BHS 

On Thu, 28 Oct 2010 14:27:11 -0400, eunice@email unc.edu ~vrote: 
Dear Mwalimu Seninr, 

Kindly sent a note - it will have moral weight - to our colleagues in 
the department urging them to spread the word in their classes 
concerning the Nov. 9 which is sponsnred by the department. 

I have attach the poster for easy re:terence. 

As for the other ’ob[igatinns’ ! will send ynu the evening’s program 
asap. 

With thanks, 
Mwalimu j umor. 



If picttues/~av~.~ bee~",, i,,,":,,cft~ded with tb.,,is ~’.,,-’.,,~:~iii~’.,,g~ yo,~.~ need to be 
co~’.,,~".,,e,:.:.ted to see them. Subscription’.,, i~’,,formatio~’,, is provided ~:-:,,t the end 
of this messag{:~..} 

Sokwanele - Enough is Enough -Zimbabwe 
PROMOTING NON-VIOLENT PRINCIPLES TO ACHIEVE 

DEMOCRACY 

Zimbabwe Inclusive Government Watch " Issue 
Sokwanele : 21 October 2010 

Twenty four torturous months have passed since the signing of the Zimbabwean Global 
Political Agreement (GPA). Tensions between the GPA Principals continue to rise at an 
increasing rate, and the stage seems set for more acrimony unless arbitration by the SADC 
facilitators is stepped up to a realistic level. 
As usual we turn to an analysis of the facts to hand in order to get a clearer picture of this 
chaotic situation. Over the month of September, a record number of one hundred and twelve 
news articles from the internet media were captured and catalogued (in itself an indication of 
growing malaise). Each article is a unique record of a breach of the terms of the GPA. 
Categorising these a~ticles according to the nature of breach, allows one to draw basic 
statistics from them. 
The results clearly show the deplorable state of the GPA. Cases of violence, intimidation, hate 
speech and abductions came in a clear first with 21 articles (18.8% of total). Cases of 
corruption, or efforts to entrench corrupt practices, came in second, with 18 articles (16.1% of 
the total). This month saw the Constitutional Outreach program winding down, but attempts to 
derail the exercise still weighed in as the third-highest breach with 16 articles (14.3% of the 
total). Of note again this month is the fact that, of all breaches recorded against the Outreach 
exercise, the percentage of those breaches involving violence, intimidation, hate speech or 
abductions rose from 68% to 75%! Summarising just these three most significant categories, 
Zanu-PF were accountable for 98.2% of breaches of the GPA t hat were recorded for these 
categories alone. Overall, Zanu-PF were either responsible for, or involved in, 60.7% of all 
breaches recorded for the GPA for the month of September. Another significant result sowed 
cases of harassment through the courts of MDC supporters and politicians, coming in fourth 
with 15 allicles (13.4% of the total). 
There is little that is clear or straightforward about the current Zimbabwean political situation 
apart from the fact that Robert Mugabe and Zanu~PF are all but waging ’war’ against their 
perceived ’opposition’ - their GPA partners and indeed, the ordinary Zimbabwean ’man on 
the street’. This is being clearly documented on a daily basis through the local and 
international press. Meanwhile, the SADC - who have underwritten the implementation of the 
GPA process with the lead of South African President Jacob Zuma - have sat virtually silent 
on the sidelines. There seems to be little consensus amongst the international community on 
how to handle the Zimbabwean situation, consequently their approach is slow and indecisive. 
And our Zimbabwean man on the street? He just tightens his belt a bit tighter around his 
empty stomach, and looks for the next port in the political storm that is his Zimbabwe. 
Cleady showing the effect of Zanu-PF’s continuous and brutal violence this month, the 
Governor of Matabeleland South summoned leaders from all political parties and civic groups 
and appealed to donors for food supplies. She lamented that 300,000 viliager:s in four districts 
u~gently need food supplies, but are getting no assistance from donors. Villagers say 



organizations that usually provide food have left the area due to inted:erence by Zanu-PF 
officials - lead by Andrew Langa, the Zanu-PF chairman for Matabeleland South - and his 
violent thugs. 
in a move that shows growing paranoia in the highest ranks of Zanu~PF, security forces and 
secret service agents have this month been deployed in the Matabeleland Provinces in an 
’undeclared State of emergency’ which is geared to suppress inclusion of devolution of power 
in the new constitution reform process, say GPA sources. With the re-emergence of ZAPU led 
by Dumiso Dabengwa, a fragile peace pact that has existed for years is now under threat. 
Armed soldiers and police are making patrols and road blocks in towns and on highways. 
Helicopters and jet fighters have been seen in both Matabeland provinces, as have heavy 
artillery and military vehicles. 
And, showing further unease in their highest ranks, Zanu-PF is raising the stakes in their 
election strategy. Defence Minister Emmerson Mnangagwa, Professor Jonathan Moyo and 
War Veterans leader Jabulani Sibanda, are allegedly said to be planning a "genocide" across 
Mashonaland, Manicaland and Masvingo to precede the constitutional referendum and 
general elections scheduled for next year. Bases are already set up in Masvingo, using 
Zimbabwe National Army’s 4 Brigade barracks. Moyo’s plan allegedly has hundreds of 
unemployed youths undergoing training for imminent deployment countrywide for an 
unprecedented wave of violent attacks on MDC supporters, and formation of no-go-areas to 
Zanu-PF’s opponents. 
The spread of corruption at the very highest levels continues unabated, as Zanu-PF seek to 
entrench themselves financially. The High Cour[ has cancelled the mining licence of the legal 
owners of the Chiadzwa diamond claim, African Consolidated Resources (ACR). The Court 
rescinded a judgement it made last year which had confirmed ACR’s rights to the Chiadzwa 
claim. Mining operations have continued, in contempt of the High Court’s 2009 ruling and 
another ruling from the Supreme Court, which ordered all mining activities to cease, until the 
ownership fight was concluded. 
Meanwhile, Finance Minister Tendai Biti said government was divided over the Reserve Bank 
of Zimbabwe (RBZ) debt, as he continued his demands for accountability. The proposed debt 
settlement plan had split cabinet, with some ministers against efforts to account for how the 
debt was accumulated - clearly to hide past corrupt practices. The issue has been highly 
politicised in cabinet, as there are some who feel that government should take over the debt 
without asking any questions - something to which Biti is totally opposed. 
Turning to the Constitutional Outreach exercise, Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai has 
indicated that a new constitution is likely to be a negotiated document between the GPA 
partners, and not the people-driven exercise that was supposedly promised. Sadly Tsvangirai 
- like too many politicians in Zimbabwe - still does not see that from the outset the exercise 
has been directed and controlled by politicians. To be truly a people’s Constitution the 
exercise should have been run by a specially constituted independent commission. Finally 
telling it like it is, Tsvangirai lamented "it has to be ultimately a negotiated settlement." 
Legal harassment of politicians opposed to Zanu-PF took on an innovative twist this month 
when a Harare High Court judge chose to sue MDC-T Treasurer Roy Bennett for $1 million 
over remarks allegedly made during a trial that ended in May. Bennett was acquitted of all 
charges after an eight-month trial. Judge Chinembiri Bhunu, who presided over the case, is 
suing Bennett for making statements to international media that he would be denied justice 
because Judge Bhunu was "compromised" by being a beneficiary of a white-owned farm. 
Presidential Affairs Minister Didymus Mutasa took the opportunity to state Zanu-PF’s true 
thinking wl~en he said that they would never hand over power to MDC-T leader Morgan 
Tsvangirai, even if he wins new elections. ’He will never rule this country. Never ever! ... He 
will only do so over our dead bodies. If we go to the polls and he defeats Mugabe, Zanu-PF 
and the people of Zimbabwe will not allow that,’ Mutasa said. MDC-T spokesman Nelson 
Chamisa said Mutasa’s statement was treasonable to even suggest the people’s will could 
just be discarded. 
Once again showing Zanu-PF’s contempt for the rights of all Zimbabweans, Justice and Legal 
Affairs Minister Patrick Chinamasa clearly attempted to subvert the course of justice when he 
announced that the Human Rights Commission, whose bill he has just finished drafting, will 
not have powers to investigate human rights violations that were committed before the 
formation of the inclusive government. "This commission will not have powers to investigate 
human rights violations ... before the enactment of the amendment number 19, unless such 
violations have continued after the amendment 19," he told journalists. 



Lastly, we end off with a twist to the restriction of Freedom of Expression in Zimbabwe, in 
which the state media has fallen foul of law enforcement agents, with a number of editors 
being dragged to court by the police. Chronicle Editor Innocent Gore was on Tuesday 
summoned by detectives from the Law and Order section for questioning over a story 
showing police in a bad light. He is to be charged with contravening the Access to Information 
and Protection of Privacy Act (AIPPA). Another state editor, Brezhnev Malaba of the Sunday 
Mail, is also facing criminal charges alleging reporting of falsehoods. 

A summary of breaches mentioned in this mailing appear below. Further information, with 
links to original sources for all cases logged, are available online. Please visit 
www.sokwanele.comizigwatch for counts and tallies of ongoing breaches of the Global 
Political Agreement. 

No food aid i~ Matabele~and South due to ZANU PF violence 
SW Radio Africa (ZW): 03f09/2010 
The Governor of Matabeleland South says that 300,000 villagers in four districts urgently 
need food supplies, but are getting no assistance from donor:s. Villagers say organizations 
that usually provide them with food left the area, due to interference by ZANU PF officials and 
their violent thugs. Last week the provincial governor, Angeline Masuku, summoned leaders 
frgm all political parties and civic groups and made an urgent appeal to donors for food 
supplies. Local villagers point to Andrew Langa, the ZANU-PF chairman for Matabeleland 
South, as being to blame for a violent ZANU PF campaign against the MDC and any 
perceived supporters Langa claims that aid agencies pulled out "for reasons only known to 
themselves". 

ARTICLE ll: DECLARATION OF COMMITMENT 
ARTICLE VII : PROMOTION OF EQUALITY, NATIONAL HEALING, COHESION 
AND UNITY 
ARTICLE X : FREE POLITICAL ACTIVITY 
ARTICLE XI : RULE OF LAW, RESPECT FOR THE CONSTITUTION AND OTHER 
LAWS 
ARTICLE XVl : HUMANITARIAN AND FOOD ASSISTANCE 
ARTICLE XVIII : SECURITY OF PERSONS AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE 

New Constitution - Security forces ~ay siege in Matabele~and to suppress 
Zimbabwe Mail, The {ZW): 2910912010 
Zimbabwean armed security forces and secret services agents have been deployed in the 
Matabeleland Provinces in an "undeclared State of emergency" geared to suppress inclusion 
of devolution of power in the new constitution reform process under way, say sources in the 
coalition government. With the re-emergence of ZAPU led by Dumiso Dabengwa, the political 
dynamics have changed and a fragile peace pact that has existed for years is now under 
threat. Armed soldiers and police are making their presence felt by unusual patrols and road 
blocks in towns and on highways~ Armed helicopters and Airforce jet fighters have been seen 
in both Matabeland North and South Provinces. Heavy artillery military vehicles have been 
seen in the streets. 

ARTICLE ll: DECLARATION OF COMMITMENT 
ARTICLE VII : PROMOTION OF EQUALITY, NATIONAL HEALING, COHESION 
AND UNITY 
ARTICLE X : FREE POLITICAL ACTIVITY 
ARTICLE XI : RULE OF LAW, RESPECT FOR THE CONSTITUTION AND OTHER 
LAWS 
ARTICLE XlII : STATE ORGANS AND INSTITUTIONS 

Mnangagwa, Moyo a~d Jabulani Sibanda in genocide plot 
Zimbabwe Mail The (ZW): 28f09/2010 
Defence Minister Emmerson Mnangagwa’s chief strategists in Zanu PF succession plots, 
Professor Jonathan Moyo and War Veterans leader Jabulani Sibanda, are planning a 
massive genocide across Mashonaland, Manicaland and Masvingo Provinces in the run up to 



the proposed new constitution referendum and general elections scheduled for next year. The 
trio have already set up bases in Masvingo, using Zimbabwe National Army’s 4 Brigade 
barracks for logistical support and training facilities. The plan, authored by Moyo, has 
hundreds of unemployed youths undergoing training at the army camp and they will soon be 
deployed across the country for an unprecedented wave of violent attacks on Movement for 
Democratic Change supporters, and make no-go-areas to Robert Mugabe’s opponents. 

ARTICLE ll: DECLARATION OF COMMITMENT 
ARTICLE VII : PROMOTION OF EQUALITY, NATIONAL HEALING, COHESION 
AND UNITY 
ARTICLE X : FREE POLITICAL ACTIVITY 
ARTICLE XI : RULE OF LAW, RESPECT FOR THE CONSTITUTION AND OTHER 
LAWS 
ARTICLE XIII : STATE ORGANS AND INSTITUTIONS 
ARTICLE XVlII : SECURITY OF PERSONS AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE 

High Court cance~s ACR mining licence 
SW Radio Africa (ZW): 07/09/2010 
The High Court has cancelled the mining licence of the legal owners of the Chiadzwa 
diamond claim, African Consolidated Resources (ACR). The Court rescinded a judgement it 
made last year which had confirmed ACR’s rights to the Chiadzwa claim. In September 2009, 
High Court judge Charles Hungwe ruled that the title belonged to ACR, after it was forced off 
the site at gunpoint in 2006. Mining operations have continued, in contempt of the High 
Court’s 2009 ruling and another ruling from the Supreme Court, which ordered all mining 
activities to cease, until the ownership fight was concluded. ACR’s chief executive Andrew 
Cranswick said on Tuesday that they will be appealing this latest High Court decision. 
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LAWS 
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Reserve Bank debt tears govt apart 
Zimbabwe independent, The (ZW}: 09/09/20t 0 
Finance Minister Tendai Biti says government was divided on how to handle the Reserve 
Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) debt, adding he was demanding accountability before a settlement 
plan is executed. He said the proposed RBZ debt settlement plan had torn cabinet apart, with 
some ministers against efforts to account for how the debt was accumulated. Biti says that the 
issue of RBZ debt has been seriously politicised in cabinet. "The politicisation has been that 
there are some who feel that government should take over this debt without asking any 
questions. But more importantly, this is where there will be a fight and it’s a matter of principle 
for me that no one can force me to change," said Biti. 
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’Negotiated’ constitution on the cards as outreach process fai~s 
SW Radio Africa (ZW}: 27109/2010 
Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai has indicated that a new constitution is likely to be a 
negotiated document between the three parties in the coalition government, and not the 
people driven exercise that was originally promised~ Tsvangirai was speaking at an 
accountability conference on Monday where he lamented that the process has been marred 



by widespread political violence by ZANU PF members. The process was altogether 
suspended in Harare recently because of intimidation of MDC supporters and the violence. 
"The process was to ensure that all Zimbabweans give views but unfortunately the politicians 
took a partisan position and hence violence ensued," said Tsvangirai. "It has to be ultimately a 
negotiated settlement." 
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ARTICLE VII : PROMOTION OF EQUALITY, NATIONAL HEALING, COHESION 
AND UNITY 
ARTICLE VIII : RESPECT FOR NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND EVENTS 

Zimbabwe Judge Sues MDC Party Leader for $1 Million 
VOANews (USA): 28109/2010 
A Harare High Court judge is suing an MDC-T leader for $1 million for remarks allegedly 
made during a trial that ended in May. MDCaT Treasurer Roy Bennett was arrested when he 
returned to Harare from exile to join Zimbabwe’s unity government in February 2009. He was 
arrested on weapons charges and accusations he had plotted to kill President Robert 
Mugabe. Bennett was acquitted of the charges after an eight-month trial. Judge Chinembhi 
Bhunu, who presided over the case, is suing Bennett, accusing him of making critical 
statements to the international media that he would be denied justice because Judge Bhunu 
is "compromised" by being a beneficiary of a whiteaowned farm. 
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Didymus Mutasa vows Tsvangirai will never be President of Zimbabwe 
SW Radio Africa (ZW): 16/09t2010 
ZANU PF will never handover power to MDC leader Morgan Tsvangirai, even if he wins next 
year’s elections, Presidential Affairs Minister Didymus Mutasa said. ’Who is Tsvangirai? He 
will never rule this country. Never ever! How can we let the country be ruled by selFouts? He 
will only do so over our dead bodies. If we go to the polls and he defeats Mugabe, ZANU PF 
and the people of Zimbabwe will not allow that,’ Mutasa was quoted as saying at an 
agricultural field day. Commenting on Mutasa’s outburst MDC-T spokesman Nelson Chamisa 
said the statement was treasonable to even suggest the people’s will could just be discarded. 
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New Zim Rights Body Will Not Delve Into The Past 
RadioVOP: 4f09/2010 
Justice and Legal Affairs Minister Patrick Chinamasa announced that the Human Rights 
Commission, whose bill he has just finished drafting, will not have powers to investigate 
human rights violations that were committed before the formation of the inclusive government. 
"When the commission .... arrives at a decision that there is human rights violations, they 
have the first option to apply to the High Court for the enforcement of that decision ...... or 
write a report to the Head of State that ’may’ enforce their decision. "This commission will not 
have powers to investigate human rights violations .... before the enactment of the 
amendment number 19, unless such violations have continued after the amendment 19 ..... " 
he told journalist& 
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State Editors Taste AIPPA 
RadioVOP: 15/09/2010 
The state media has come under fire from law enforcement agents with a number of editors 
being dragged to court by the police. Chronicle Editor Innocent Gore was on Tuesday 
summoned by detectives from the Law and Order section for questioning over a story in 
which a Nkulumane man alleged that two people suspected to be police officers attempted to 
rob him. Gore, the detectives said, is to be charged with contravening Section 80 (1) (a) of the 
Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act (AIPPA). Another state editor, Brezhnev 
Malaba of the Sunday Mail, also has a pending court case after police filed criminal charges 
alleging falsehood repolling over a case involving missing maize from GMB. 
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Zimbabwe: Struggle, dictatorship and the 
response of the social movements 

"The MDC roots were in the popular challenge to ZANU-PF in the late 1990s and the 

social movements on which it rested." 

By Leo Zeilig 

June 28, 2010 -Zimbabwe’s economy has been in free fall. Between 2000 and 2005, the 
economy contracted by more than 40 per cent. Today GDP per capita is estimated to be 
the same as it was in 1953. Before the replacement of the Zimbabwe dollar with the US 
dollar and the South African rand in 2009, the country had the highest inflation rate in the 
world, soaring to 165,000 per cent in February 2008. 

At the start of 2007, the IMF calculated that 80 per cent of Zimbabwe’s population lived 
below the poverty line. The Consumer Council of Zimbabwe declared in September 2007 
that people needed a minimum ofZ$22 million per month to survive, far above the 
income of most Zimbabweans. Schools collapsed, major hospitals suffered from basic 
shortages and unemployment reached an estimated 80 per cent, a situation that has not 
been significantly improved following the establishment of the j oint Zimbabwe African 
National Union-Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF)-Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) 
government in 2009.[i] 

While much of the economic crisis was triggered by the land seizures, this explanation, 
favoured by capitali st media commentators and orthodox economists, gives only a 
fraction of the picture. Zimbabwe has also been squeezed by the implementation of direct 
and indirect sanctions by Western countries. An international legislative structure has 
forced the pace of this strangulation; this has included the US Zimbabwe Democracy and 
Economic Recovery Act of 2001, which immediately cut access to international credit for 
the state and Zimbabwe companies. The reduction in aid means that the country now 



receives less than US$10 aid for eve~ HIV-infected person, compared to the regional 
average of $100. As international funds have dried up, the state has been largely 
incapacitated, with welfare provision, often in the form of food aid, now being provided 
by international agencies and NGOs.[ii] 

In the face of economic collapse, the regime has been unable to sustain its attempts to 
capture support through a limited program of reforms. Early this decade, ZANU-PF 
introduced price controls on basic commodities but was forced to suspend them as 
massive shortages hit most shops. Since then the regime has swung wildly backwards and 
forwards between price controls and market-based approaches. Caught in a global 
economic vice, the regime resorted to what it had always done. Land and business 
contracts were distributed to cronies, while President Robert Mugabe mouthed platitudes 
about "foreign powers". ZANU-PF relied increasingly on violence, as each reform was 
snatched back under pressure from the economic crisis. The regime’s authoritarian 
neoliberalism has continued unabated, albeit chaotically, for years. For the past six years 
Zimbabwe’s Reserve Bank governor Gideon Gono has pursued a haphazard program of 
cuts in subsidies, privatisation and debt repayment.[iii] 

Though land reform in Zimbabwe was celebrated across much of Africa as a historical 
blow against the legacy of colonial inequality, this was also a failure. In 2002, ZANU-PF 
stated that it intended to seize 8.5 million hectares of land before the presidential 
elections that year, the maj ority of land owned by white farmers. They succeeded in 
doing this by 2003, as the pace of land seizures and occupations came to an end.[iv] 
Although the regime could provoke high-profile land seizures, most of the large farms 
went not to the Zimbabwean poor, but to leading members of the ZANU-PF regime and 
its elite supporters. For those Zimbabweans who were granted small parcels of the seized 
land, the regime did not have the resources to provide them with the training and 
equipment so that they could profitably cultivate their new smallholdings. 

Zimbabwe’s intifada and civil society 

There is a tendency to downplay the extent of popular unrest against the Mugabe regime, 
with political conflict instead portrayed as between the country’s two dominant parties. 
Yet the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC), the main opposition party, has its 
roots in the popular challenge to ZANU-PF in the late 1990s and the social movements 
on which it rested. Zimbabwe’s bietmio rosso of 1996-8 saw a two-year revolt by 
students and workers. Strikes by nurses, teachers, civil servants and builders rippled 
across the country. In January 1998 housewives orchestrated a "bread riot" that evolved 
into an uprising of the poor living in Harare’s township. The protests, strikes and 
campaigns were often explicitly against the government’s programs of structural 
adjustment. The first of these, the Economic and Structural Adjustment Program (ESAP), 
~vas introduced in 1991and ~vas sponsored and advocated by the World Bank and the 
International Moneta~T Fund (IMF). The second, known as ESAP II, was introduced in 
1996. Factories closed, workers were laid off and state funding to education was slashed. 
Discontent with the results of ESAP steadily increased throughout the 1990s and was 



expressed by the labour and student movements, together with a range of other civil 
society organisations. 

An important strike occurred in July 1997 in Zimbabwe’s important clothing industry, 
~vhich employed 30,000 workers, but the industry, was undermined by cheap textile 
imports resulting from ESAP liberalisation. The end of state support for industry and the 
removal of tariff barriers signalled a sharp decline for the industry. [v] A pay dispute was 
used as an opportunity to sack thousands of workers in a range of clothing outlets. A 
member of the National Union of the Cl othing Industry of Zimbabwe (NUCIZ), Steven 
Maunga, had worked for City Clothing: 

We were closed out of the company and forced to go onto the streets. We went to court 
and the company was ordered to reinstate all employees. Denied by the employer; we 
have pursued the case until now. [vi] 

Despite some defeats, the lesson of the period was clear, as the general secretary of the 
NUCIZ Joseph Tanyanyiwa explained: "We would really control by means of workers 
power."[vii] 

Inspired by the initially urban-based movement of anti-ESAP unrest, the rural poor, 
particularly veterans of the war for independence, started to invade white-owned farms. 
At first the regime evicted the "squatters" and arrested the movement’s leaders. In 1998, 
the University of Zimbabwe in Harare was closed for five months and students demanded 
that opposition forces be organised into a national political party--a workers’ party. 
Students organised protests, marching with workers. The revolt in Indonesia in 1998 
against the dictator Suharto inspired those protesting in the streets. These years of popular 
mobilisation and political debate were described by one activist as a "sort of 
revolution".[viii] Eventually the revolt led to the formation of the MDC in September 
1999. The new party was formed by the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU). 
At this point the MDC ~vas resolutely pro-poor, formed by the working class and for 
them. As Job Sikhala, a founding member, explained, "it was basically a party of the 
poor with a few middle class".[ix] For many of those who had been involved in the 
exuberant protests that had rocked Zimbabwe, and who saw a parallel between the 
revolution in Indonesia and the protests in Zimbabwe, they thought new party would 
bring about a radical transformation. 

Though the major force behind the formation of the MDC was the activism of students in 
the Zimbabwe National Students Union (ZINASU) and trade unionists led by the ZCTU, other 
social movement organisations played a vital role. These were frequently organisations 
that had been galvanised into action by the depth of the economic crisis, and 
subsequently the resistance to it. The resistance provoked by structural adjustment saw an 
increase in poverty and unemployment culminated in 1997 in the formation of the 
National Constitutional Assembly. The NCA incorporated ZINASU, the ZCTU and 
women’s organisations and sought to define a new relationship between political power 
and civil society by campaigning for a democratic and people-driven constitution. 



After the food riots in January 1998, a new- coalition of human rights organisations came 
together to form the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum. Initially formed to provide 
assistance to those who had suffered from government repression following the riots, the 
forum’s remit quickly widened. As the struggles against the government broadened to 
include new layers of society, so did the number of organisations that sought to give these 
groups a more coherent voice. In June 1999, for example, the women’s organisations that 
~vere housed under the NCA banner formed the Constitutional Women’s Coalition, ~vhich 
would later become the Women’s Coalition. This initiative spoke of their sense of 
marginalisation from both the official process of consultation by the government for a 
new constitution and also the NCA-led popular rej ection of the government’s 
constitution. 

Faith-based organisations also became active, or were reenergised. From 1995 churches 
encouraged and nurtured the rapid development of civil society organisations. So a Jesuit 
training centre, Silveira House, started to hold critical debates about the failures of ESAP, 
and possible alternatives to structural adjustment. Other church groups began to stray into 
the political arena, so the Zimbabwe Council of Churches (ZCC) trained election agents 
to monitor the 1995 vote. Church groups were, in many respects, the seedbed for the 
development of civil society organisations. The meetings that led to the creation of the 
NCA were held at Africa Synod House, home to the ZCC. Similarly, the preparatory 
meetings of the MDC were in the premises of the Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops’ 
Conference. 

After the formation of the MDC in 2000, the ZCC organised meetings that led to the 
formation of the Zimbabwe Election Support Network (ZESN). The ZESN, a coalition of 
NGOs, would play an important role in training and monitoring the violently contested 
elections over the next decade. However, many of the relationships between churches and 
civil society group broke down soon after they were formed. The ZCC, so vital in the 
formation of the NCA, withdrew in 1999 accusing the organisation of being too political. 
Nor were church groups intransigent opponents of the government, when ZANU-PF 
launched its own constitutional commission to challenge the NCA some church leaders 
decided to j oin. 

But the traj ectory was clear. These "mushrooming" demands expressed the explosion of 
protests in the aftermath of two structural adjustment programs and eventually led to, in 
the words of a recent study, "the foundation of the Movement for Democratic Change 
(MDC) at the ZCTU’s Convention. This was, and still is, seen as an opportune marriage 
between civil society and political interests."[x] This uneasy coalition meant that the 
MDC ~vould remain j ostled by competing interests, which sought to influence the 
opposition’s political evolution and its strategy in confronting ZANU-PF. If the mid- 
1990s saw the emergence of a vibrant civil society willing to confront the government, 
once the MDC was formed it too was forced to contend with distinct and critical voices 
that could claim ownership over the party. In the first year of its foundation the question 
for the MDC became which of these voices would become hegemonic.[xi] 

ZANU-PF strikes back 



The period from February 2000, when the government lost a referendum vote on a new 
constitution and the first general election contested by the MDC were in June that year, 
was marked by a rapid escalation of state-sponsored violence. Despite this, the MDC 
almost won the election in 2000, gaining 57 seats against ZANU-PF’s 62. The regime 
maintained its pressure on the opposition in subsequent years. Along with the regime’s 
politi cisation of the war veterans it launched the National Youth Service (NYS). In 2001 
the first NYS camp was opened, named after the government minister who initiated the 
training, Border Gezi. One graduate described the courses as "a combination of things but 
mainly Marxism, socialism and business management". [xi i] This expressed ZANU- 
PF’s schizophrenic mix of state capitalism and neoliberalism, set against a 
background of economic crisis. By 2006 the NYS had opened eight training 
centres. In the first five years of the NYS more than 40,000 youths had 
completed training programs.[xiii] 

By 2003, the regime seemed to have gained the upper hand. ZANU-PF increasingly sold 
itself internationally and at home as the true inheritors of the liberation movement. The 
MDC, by contrast, seemed cowed and unable to mount a serious resistance, either 
politically or on the streets. A decisive moment came in June 2003. The so-called "final 
push" was launched by the MDC and was meant to undermine the regime with a week- 
long stayaway and a march on State House. However, no serious efforts were made to 
mobilise the available forces, leaving only students in Harare to organise a protest that 
was violently crushed. The week gave the MDC neither its international media coup nor 
mass action. The government scored another victory against the opposition and emerged 
stronger. 

Zimbabwe’s social movements began to suffer from "donor syndrome", as foreign- 
funded NGOs increasingly filled the political vacuum that had been left by the failure of 
the opposition and the collapse in the economy. Zimbabwe-based organisations saw a 
massive inflow of funds. This distorted grassroots activism, leading to what has been 
described as the "commodification of resistance" as mobilisation is increasingly "paid 
for" from NGO funds. In Zimbabwe the "commodification of resistance" is a symptom of 
the frustrated transition to democracy in Africa, and the decline in the movements that 
gave birth to the MDC. The general effect is the massive di stortion of resistance by the 
introduction and the distribution of donor money to activist groups and NGOs. The result 
for the student movement, for example, in Zimbabwe was the "artificial" creation of the 
Zimbabwe Youth Democracy Trust in 2003 by ex-members of the executive of ZINASU. 
The money for the trust was provided by the Norwegian NGO - the Students and 
Academics’ International Assistance Fund (SAN). Student activists were diverted into 
fighting over positions in the trust and for control of the organisation. Donor money had 
flowed into the ZINASU as the union is incapable of funding its own activities through 
student subscriptions. 

In parliamentary elections in 2005, also widely believed to have been rigged, the MDC 
lost 16 seats to ZANU-PF, securing the necessary two-thirds majority needed to 
unilaterally change the constitution. Though the opposition had faced years of violent 
intimidation, the MDC was also by this stage hopelessly divided by a regime that had 



succeeded in outmanoeuvring it. The MDC became a contested space, with voices and 
groups, many from civil society, criticising the direction of the leadership. 

Munyaradzi Gwisai, a Zimbabwe socialist who was a member &the MDC until 2003, 
criticised the "hij acking of the party by the bourgeoisie, marginalisation of workers, 
adoption of neoliberal positions and cowardly failure to physically confront the Mugabe 
regime and bosses. It is ... imperative that the party moves much more leftward ... in 
order to realign to its base".[xiv] 

It was not only socialists who criticised the opposition. In 2003 one loyal MP, Job 
Sikhala, explained how the i~’ff)C core had become "really fat and thick ... it is almost a 
party of the rich. You cannot look at a person who was with you during the foundation of 
the MDC as the person who is there now". 

The disarray in the MDC eventually led to the party splitting in 2005, with one faction 
now being led by Arthur Mutambara, an important student activist in the late 1980s. 

Although important efforts were made to mount opposition to the ruling party after 2003, 
these did not come mainly from the MDC. New social movement organisations attempted 

to fill the vacuum. 

Women of Zimbabwe Arise (WOZA) is an activist organisation that has led some of the 
most important protests in recent years, linking issues of violence against ~vomen to 
wider themes of economic and social collapse from which women suffered 
disproportionately. The Zimbabwe Social Forum (ZSF), formed in 2002, became an 
alternative space for political discussion and a forum that has attempted to bring together 
those who sought to resist the regime. Both organisations managed - in the context of a 
decline in MDC-led action - to inspire and train a new layer of activists. Gender issues 
were an important theme for the ZSF. Tella Barangwe explained ho~v she was politicised 
through her involvement in WOZA and the ZSF: 

I think here in Zimbabwe they have got a differentperspective towards women, when it 

comes to women exercising their rights some#rues men will use mocking words" to 
discourage us from figh#ng. ~7~at we are figh#ngfor as" women. I was a WOZA member 

and I was then recruited into other organisa#ons. From there I managed to become the 
gender coordinator in the ZSF and I was able to encourage women to join and become 

active.[xv] 

One of the central problems that have faced by civil society - and its efforts to both 
influence the opposition and confront the government - has been a brain drain. 
Previously active and leading members of a variety of organisations, who were often 
founding members of the MDC in the late 1990s, have been forced to leave the country. 
The consequences of the economic and political collapse were devastating. T~vo 
organisations illustrate the trend. ZINASU and the International Socialists of Zimbabwe 
(ISOZ) were paralysed, at different times, by the exodus of skilled and experienced 
activists. But other elements were arguably more important. The flood of donor money 



(and agendas) distorted activists and campaigns, while the political demoralisation and 
failure to unseat the regime saw many activists fall away. 

Engagement? 

For much of the decade Zimbabwe’s civil society activists were faced with the question 
of engagement with the regime. In 2006 the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum posed 
the dilemma starkly, "to engage or not engage the government of Zimbabwe". Some 
argued for engagement as the only way of securing concessions from the regime, while 
others rejected any cooperation. ZESN, for example, was clear in 2005 that "this was the 
most appropriate way of securing co-operation and concessions".[xvi] Yet the radical 
women’s organisation WOZA made non-engagement their raison d’etre, "Our mandate 
is to conduct peaceful protests in defiance of unjust law that sanction our fundamental 
and God-given freedoms of assembly, expression and association."[xvii] 

These divergent positions were challenged when the NGO Bill was almost signed into 
law in 2005. The proposed law would have made it illegal for civil society organisations 
to engage in questions of governance and democracy, and prevented them from receiving 
funding unless permitted by the state. It was widely regarded a piece of legislation that 
would entirely paralyse the involvement of NGOs. 

A Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum study in 2006 highlighted the "constructive 
involvement" of campaigners against the NGO Bill. Their interviewees from civil society 
pointed to the success of the campaign against the Bill, which though it passed through 
parliament in 2005, was never signed into law. But the smdy’s conclusions about the real 
benefits of engaging the regime were cautious, to say the least, "Although there may be 
no immediate tangible benefit to this type of engagement, it remains strategically 
important for organisations to be able to counter any subsequent claims from government 
that they "didn’t know’ or "were not informed’". Asking in 2006 whether there was much 
point in pursuing further engagement the report’s authors concluded on the basis of "this 
experience, and in light of the government’s preference to deny or ignore that human 
rights violations are an issue (let alone a problem), it is highly unlikely that the 
government would be prepared to engage civil society on these issues in a meaningful 
way".[xviii] The attitude of judicial impunity that has spread across Zimbabwe excludes 
any meaningful engagement. The elections in 2008 were a major moment of 
"engagement" in the political process, by the MDC and civil society organisations. The 
repression that followed the results shut down any possibility of "constructive" 
involvement by civil society. But long before these elections ZANU-PF developed a 
repressive legislative architecture that worked against the involvement and influence of 
civil society organisations in government decision making. 

The 2008 election 

The most serious recent challenge to ZANU-PF came in 2008. The elections illustrated 
many of the tensions that are present in the MDC’s relationship with allied social 
movements. The election on March 29, 2008, tantalised Zimbabwe with the possibility of 



a defeat for ZANU-PF. The opposition MDC, led by Morgan Tsvangirai, made massive 
gains. According to the MDC’s own calculations, Tsvangirai won 50.3 per cent in the 
presidential poll compared to Mugabe’s 43.8 per cent. 

For a week after voting had ended, Zimbabwe’s ruling party was silent. However, once 
ZANU-PF had recovered from the surprise defeat, repression against the opposition 
intensified. More than 70 opposition supporters and members were killed. Thousands 
more were terrorised and driven from their homes. 

Students in Z1NASU worked closely with the MDC. Students became election agents and 
campaigners for the MDC after rural activists had been chased and beaten by ZANU-PF 
thugs. Tinashe Chisaira was a law student at the University of Zimbabwe, 

We wouM see those who were running awayj?om ZANU-PF women, children, those 
with broken #robs, people who had seen their homes burnt and children killed. It was a 

painful moment. 

But instead of a coordinated and systematic defence of the results, the MDC vacillated as 
ZANU-PF began to unleash its reign of terror. Chisaira remembers one moment, 

One night when we were in Harvest House there was this message that some MDC 
activists had been attacked and then the word came through that able-bodied people must 
go and defend MDC supporters. But in the end they told us not to go. 

The problem, Chisaira suggests, was complex. So while the MDC was unable to provide 
consistent leadership during the post-election period it was al so paralysed by a recent 
histo~ of retreat from popular mobilisation. Chisaira vividly describes: 

The problem the ~/IDC had was that it had distanced itse~from those who wouM have 
fought in the trenches. We supported the MDC but the), didn’t support us. 7he workers, 
the populace, supported the MDC but the MDC no longer trusted in the people; no 

longer.fully coordinated with the people. So when people were being beaten, Tsvangirai 

fled to Botswana. (Interview with author, March 19, 2010). 

Zimbabwe since 2008 

The MDC refused to contest the second round of the presidential election, an inevitable 
decision due to both the worsening election violence and the opposition’s inability to lead 
a popular defence of the March 29 vote. Mugabe was victorious and his fraudulent 
election confirmed ZANU-PF’ s dictatorship. Under Western pressure protracted inter- 
party negotiations started soon after his inauguration. February 2009 saw the birth of an 
inclusive Government of National Unity (GNU), with leading members of the MDC 
assuming significant positions in the new parliament. Tsvangirai became prime minster. 
Tendai Biti, a longstanding member of the MDC, secured the important finance portfolio. 
But other vital ministries and real power remained firmly in ZANU-PF hands. 



For some social movement activists in the ZSF, Z1NASU and the NCA, the GNU 
signalled a defeat. But within months of the GNU becoming operational, ZANU-PF did 
begin to reduce the repressive apparatus of the state. By 2010, activists could more easily 
organise. Mike Sambo, the national coordinator for the International Socialist 
Organi sation of Zimbabwe, sees the GNU as having delivered both limited economic 
successes and political failure: 

The most sigTtificant change that has been bought by the GNU is the availabifty of basic 
commodities which had been scarce for five years. Right now you can go into any shop 
and get anything of course onD; if ),,ou have dollars. So there has been a relative return 

to economic stabi#sation in terms of availabi#ty and also prices. 

While activists celebrate the ease of organising meetings and opposition events, there is 
among a narrow layer of social movement activists a sense of political defeat and 
disorientation with the GNU, says Sambo: 

People identiJj; ~/lugabe as an enemy so seeing him working together with the MDC that 

people had given their trust somehow has the whiff of betrayal. Everyone wanted 

Tsvangirai to be president, so his collaboration has led people to feel disappointed. [xix] 

In circumstances that marginalised the political activism of the maj or players in 
Zimbabwe’s political transition in the early 2000s, several social movements managed to 
keep the flame of resi stance to ZANU-PF alive. Prominent organisations who helped to 
defend the space for activism were WOZA, the NCA and the ZSF. But in conditions of 
economic crisis these organisations suffer from a paralysing disease: the 
"commodification of resistance".[xx] Complaints have been levelled against WOZA for 
being heavily "commodified", receiving funds and paying activists for their attendance at 
events. The NCA, once the standard bearer of the struggle for democratic fights, was 
accused of diverting resi stance to funded workshops and conferences in regional cities. 
Recent reductions of donor funding have recently crippled NGOs reliant on such sources 
of revenue; funds have been withdrawn due to the twin effects of the global recession and 
the withholding of funds by donors hostile to the GNU.[xxi] 

The MDC is also another source of"commodification", as the party supports particular 
factions of social movement organisations. Tinashe Chisaira, student coordinator for the 
ISOZ, claims that one faction was "heavily funded by the MDC: T-shirts, 
accommodation. For their congress in December [2009] they invited students throughout 
Zimbabwe and those students were housed in Palm Lodge [a comfortable hotel in 
Harare]. That funding came from the MDC and other right-wing NGOs like Crisis in 

Zimbabwe."[xxii] 

The ZSF has been exhausted. Its structures do not meet and it does not organise. Broken 
on the anvil of ZANU-PF repression and economic hardship, many social movement 
organisations have had a short lease of life. While the ZSF maintained an important 
presence from 2002, mirroring the evolution and momentum of the global social forum 
process, it has ceased to play an active role in civil society. 



However, many of the activists who animated the ZSF have shifted their strategic and 
organisational abilities to the official consultative process for a new- constitution, due to 
start later in 2010. Funded by the German Rosa Luxemburg Foundation, the Democratic 
United Front for a People-Driven Constitution (DUF) seeks to politicise the consultative 
process, which is supposed to be a neutral country,-wide factfinding exercise part funded 
by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The DUF includes in its 
membership several unions, HIV support groups and residents’ associations. Through 
active intervention in the process, the DUF aims to drive the constitution to the left on 
issues such as gay rights, land and wealth redistribution and political justice. One area of 
contention was ZANU-PF’s Indigenisation Bill, conceptualised as a black empowerment 
initiative, that insisted on at least 51% local Zimbabwean shareholding in foreign 
companies operating in Zimbabwe. The MDC opposed the legislation as hostile to 
foreign investment. Though it was liable to become a program of ZANU-PF patronage, 
the MDC’s stance is indicative of their politics and cast them to the political right. DUF 
activists aimed to radicialise the "indigenisation" debate, arguing for wealth 
redistributi on to workers and the poor. [xxiii] 

The MDC and social movements in perspective 

The MDC has long been a curious paradox. As the 2008 election results proved, the party 
maintained, and has even increased, mass support among poor Zimbabweans in 
conditions of astonishing hardship. But the MDC has also oriented itself towards the most 
powerful Western states and has been avowedly neoliberal in its policies. The party is 
advised by the International Republican Institute and Cato Institute. In April 2008, it was 
reported that an MDC government would immediately access US$2 billion each year in 
"aid and development", which Patrick Bond describes as ~’top-heavy with foreign debt 
and chock-full of conditions".[xxiv] 



’Progress’ in Zimbabwe Conference: 
Holiday Inn- Bulawayo Nov 3 - Nov 6 2010 

Draft Programme (201& l O-28a version) 

Nov 2 3i Z~s~on 

Nov 3i PM 14:00-16:00 

16:00-18:00 

Papers and Planning 

Registration for ’Progress Conference’ 

The Philosophy of Progress and Zimbabwe 
Chair: David Moore 
Speaker: John Hoffman 
Discussants: Amanda Hammar, Colin Stoneman 

(2) No~ 4AM 1 8:30-10:00 

~{~R 14:30-14:45 

~{~N 16:15-17:00 

{6) NoV 4 PM 5 17:00-18:30 

November 4 

Narratives of Progress: Zimbabwean Historiography 
Chair: G erald Mazarire 
Author: 1an Phimister 
Discussants: Muchaparara Musemwa, Pathisa Nyathi 
Key Pacdcipants: Munyaradzi Nyakudya, Luise White 

Landed Economies: Farming & Farmers Then & Now 
Chair: Itai Zimunya 
Author: Blessing Karumbidza 
Discussants: Jocelyn Alexander, Easther Chigumira 
Key Participants: Bill Kinsey, Prosper Matondi, Lionel 
Cliffe, Wilbect Sadomba, Ben Cousins, Philan Zamchiya, 
Joe Hanlon 

Resources: Cursed or Blessed Political Economies? 
Chair: Bill Freund 
Authors: Showers Mawowa and Richard Saunders 
Discussants: Joseph Chaumba, Sobona Mtisi 
Key Pacdcipants: Claude Kabemba, Farayi Maguwu 

Roundtable: "Intellectuals" and Progress in Zimbabwe 
Chair: David Moore 
Participants: Ibbo Mandaza, Prof. Maphathu-Ncube, 
Brian Raftopoulos, Luise ~&ite 

SAPES Trust Policy Dialogue Forum 

National Heroes, National Shrines and Joshua 
Nkomo ’s Legacy: Policy Implications? 
Chair: Cyril Ndebele 
Presenter: Pathisa Nyathi 
Discussants: Saul G. Ndlovu, Norma Kriger 

National Art Gallery: Bulawayo 



November 5 

s:oo-9: o Economy and Society Restructured: New Formations 
of Labour and Capital 
Chair: Showers Mawowa 
Authors: Lloyd Sachikonye & Godfrey Kanyenze 
Discussants: Colin Stoneman, Rob Davies 
Key Participants: David Mupamhadzi, Richard Kamidza 

Labour’s Past, Present and Future 
Chair: Roger Southall 
Author: Brian Raftopoulos 
Discussants: Tapiwa Chagonda, Kumbirai Kudenga, 
Hamadziripi Tamukamoyo 

The Parties g- Their Politics 

Chair: Norma Kriger 
Author: Ibbo Mandaza 
Discussants: John Makumbe, James Muzondidya 
Key Participants: Nqobizitha Mlilo, Joshua Mpofu 

14:00-15:30 

~{~R 15:30-15:45 

16:00-17:30 

Civil Society: Strategies for Emancipation? 
Chair: Amanda Hammar 
Author: Kirk Helliker 
Discussants: Erin McCandless, Mike Davies 
Key Participants: Rose Marie Depp, Booker Maguire, 
MaU Ndlovu, David Sanders, Frances Lovemore, Elinor 
Sisulu 

Identities: Gender, Ethnicity, Race, Displacement 
Chair: John Ho ffman 
Author: Josephine Nhongo-Simbanegavi 
Discussants: Joy Chadya, Blair Rutherford 
Key Participants: Amanda Hammar, Sabelo Ndlovu, 
Sostina Takure, Pahisa Nyhathi 

17:30-17:45 

~I2) No~ S PM 3 17:45-19:00 Zimbabwe Compared: "Progress" in the Rest of Africa 
Chair: David Moore 
Roundtable Pa,~-icipants: Bill Freund, John Saul, Roger 
Southall, Luise \XThite 

~{~ 19:00- Anywhere 



 0:30q1:00 

November 6 

Roundtable: Perspectives on Progressive Policies 
Chair: Deprose Muchena 
Participants: Patrick Bond, Bertha Chiroro, Fay Chung 
Lionel Cliffe, Hopewell Gumbo, Jabusile 
Madyazvimbishi-Shumba, Wilfred Mhanda, John Saul, 
Elinor Sisulu, Colin Stoneman 

Wrap-Up 
John Itoffman, Felix Fandyroy Moyo 
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Wednesday, November 3, 2010 8:37 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edw~; isa-~culb@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[smwg01] Course: Indigenous Literatures and Cultures of the Americas 

Please distribute among your students, 
sor[~.’ for double pestings. 

SPAN 625: Indigenous Literatt~res and Cultures of the Americas [Offered in Spanish and some 

SPRING 2011, T - Th 9:30am-1O-15am 

DESCR1PC10N: Este cursa pretende ofrecer una visi6n panor~mica de las literaturas y culturas indigenas en las Americas a tray,s de un an~lisis critico 
de novelas, poemas, testimonies, relates y manifiestos escritos per intelectuales indigenas. El curse se concentrar~ particularmente en las experiencias 
literarias mapuches, quechuas, aymaras, mayas y laguna pueblo. Iniciaremos con textos escritos y producidos durante la ~poca colonial (Efpopd wujy el 
Huaroc~:n3 y luego saltaremos al presente para explorar: 1 ) las (des)conexiones discursivas que los escfitores indigenas contempor~neos hacen con su 
pasado discursive ancestral; 2) la est~tica literaria indigena y sus retoricas literarias para desafiar o afirmar la experiencia colonial; 3) la relaciSn entre la 
producciSn [extual indigena y los movimientos saciales (per ej. EZLN, M.4S, A~M, Movimiento maya e[c.). Teor~ticamente, leeremas la producci6n [ex[ual 
indigena en dialo9o con Decolonizing Methodologies de Linda Tuhiuasi Smith a mode de situar nuestra discusi6n dentro de los debates sabre ’(pos) 
colonialidad y pensamiento descoloniN’ en Latinoam~rica. Algunos autores contempor~neos que discutiremos incluyen: Luis de Li6n, Ruth Fuentealba 
Millaguir, Mari~l Ceh Moo, Leslie Marmon Silko, Fausto Reinaga, Gregorio Condori Mamani y Asunta Quispe Huaman. 

Emilio del Valle Escalante 
Assistani Professo[ of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Li~e[Nures 
Dey 322, Campus BOX 3170 
UNve~ity of Nodh Carolina at Chapel H~ 
Chapel H~, NC 27517-3170 
Phone: 919-962-2059 
Fax: 919-962-5457 
~/ebpage: http://wvw~.u nc.ed t~!~ede~vall 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscfibe send a blmak email to leave-28040625-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b261657fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katrina vanden Henvel, The Nation <message@thenafion.com> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 9:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

StaM and tight 

Dear Ne~m~ Reader. 

The results of yesterday’s eleetion veYeal a complex political b,.a~,~. 
there wet’e some anexpected wins, yet overall the resaI~s wet’e gt’im, as 
~;ma~&,t~ who wish to rotI back decades of sociat and economic progress wove 
..... p[ in[o office. Instead of deba[es about ] ..... t ....... te .jol ..... d rebuild out’ 
country, in these midterms we got vicious ;rod misleading attack ;~ds funded by 
anonymous cot’povate donors. 

As we saw in this election, the Sapreme Coart’s dramatic assault on oar 
demoet’acy in Citizen’s United has opened up ~he floodgates to anlimited 
...... porate landing of ....... tidates. As BIH Noye,’s says, d,i ......... y "i .... tagger 
diree ~ed at the he;~rt of o ar democr;~cv." 

Stay on top of the eleetlon fallout with ElnM1Natl .... The Nation’s free 
newsletter 

Our country’s core values of tolerance, decency and fairness are threatened. But 

this is no time to despair~ It is time to stand and fight and fight for something 
better - for a real debate about ideas and for a small d democracy. The Nation is 

....... itted to that ..... "k, and t ....... ing that our truth-telling j ........ lists lift 
their ideas into our country’s all-too narrow debate. 

I~ that spirit, our award-winmng investigative jom’na[ism will continue to 
serve as a~ indispensable corrective to the tired gdtway wisdom and the 
infotaim=e~t too often confused with news. 

We w~H eontlnne to expose abuses of power and investigate eom~ption 
wherever they may lurk-whether m Washington or on Wall Street 

* ~e will {]rid choke points to [~loek dangerous GOP initiatives, and make 
it dear to r~emocrats that the da) s of going aloag wi~:a the party 
the failed p ....... it of ...... patti ...... hip have t ....... 

WewHl renew our efforts ~(~ cover sweet victories.--new iuitiati~ es, 
organizing triumphs, new leaders and visions 

to do the hard work of breskina aad interpretina 

Bu[ [he road ahe;~d will no[ be easy. 

Withou~ an ;,dvertising budget, we need hetp in spreading ~he word about the 
quality .jouvna]i ........ t i ...... tigative reporting that we do - the reporting th;,t 
is needed now to forge a politics and cultm’e of decency, dignity and 

We need your help to get the information to people who c;~re. We need your 
sapport {o hob1 leader’s on both sides of [he aisIe ;~ccoun{abIe. And we are 
counting on your heIp to let people know abou{ many of our exei{ing new 
initiatives online ;rod in print. 

We can’t allow cynical politicians and greedy lobbyists to determine ore" nation’s 
;~ffait’s away fi’om the g[at’e og the spotfight. Please si~-u~ for EnlM1Natlon 
The Nation’s free newsletter today. This ia a thne for convietiom no{ caution. 

Sincerely, 

Katrina vande~ Heuvd 

Editor & Publisher. 7~te 





Canada-U,S. 
2010-11 Niagara International Moot Court Competition 
The Canada-United States Law Institute has announced this year’s Niagara International Moot Court 
Competition, an international law moot that draws fifteen to thirty teams from law schools in Canada and the 
United States. Participating teams address a hypothetical dispute affecting the hi-lateral relationship before 
the International Court of Justice. The 2010-11 Niagara Moot Court Problem, "Case Concerning Arctic 
Waters," focuses on issues of sovereignty, international environmental law, and law of the sea. __R___e_’_a___d_ 

Maine Students Explore Canada’s Capital City 
Sponsored by the Canadian-American Center, morn than 40 students from the University of Maine set off 
for Ottawa on Oct. 21. The trip was organized as an attempt to bring Canada to life for those enrolled in the 
university’s Introduction to Canadian Studies course. "The most beneficial experience of visiting Ottawa was 
the amount of exposure one gets by going to places like the Parliament building, the Museum of Civilization, 
and the National Gallery," said Mado Giampetruzzi, President of Club Canada. ’It’s a total Canadian 
immersion experience." .R_~_a_ .d_ 

Defence and Foreign Affairs 
Canadian Businesses in China 2010: Survey of Constraints and Opportunities 
This report summarizes key findings of the 2010 Survey of Canadian Businesses in China, undertaken by the 
Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada between August and October 2010. The report examines the 
perceptions of constraints to doing business in China and compares with similar studies done by American 
and German counterparts. The survey is the first of its kind focusing exclusively on the experience of 
Canadian firms doing business in China. __R__e__’_a__d_. 

Redefining Security in the Post-Afghanistan Era: The Future of Canadian Military Policy 
The assumptions underlying Canada’s definition of "security" are shifting along with its concept of national 
defence policies and priorities. Ron Wallace of the Canadian Defence & Foreign Affairs Institute argues 
that Canada’s exit from Afghanistan will provide the nation with an opportunity to project its unique leadership 
brand in the maintenance of democratic traditions via peacekeeping and active combat operations. Read 

Canada and the F-35 Procurement: An Assessment 
In light of the government’s procurement of 65 F-35a Lightening II fighter jets to replace its aging fleet of CF- 
18 Hornets, David S. McDonough of the Canadian International Council argues that it is time for the 
government to begin to take a hard look at and make some difficult decisions on the future of Canadian 
defence policy, rome structure and procurement priorities, and outlines the various paths that Canada can 
take. Read 

Public Policy 
Now is Not the Time For Spending Cuts: CCPA 
Given the fragile economic recovery and the weak job market, now is not the time spending cuts, argues a 
report released by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives. The study argues that debt in Canada-- 
even after two years of stimulus~is still at very low levels compared to other countries, and compared to the 
mid=1990s. It warns against repeating the major spending cuts of the 1990s, which shrank social programs 
and public services. Read 

Multiculturalism Has Been Canada’s Solution, Not its Problem 
Contributing to the ongoing debate regarding multiculturalism in the West, Irene Bloemraad of the Canadian 
institute for Advanced Research argues that multiculturalism in Canada has been a success. Read 

Corporate Tax Cuts Are Good For Workers: MEI 
The official federal opposition recently unveiled its plan to reduce the budget deficit to 1% of GDP within two 
years. The government, for its part, foresees a return to budgetary balance in the 2015-2016 fiscal year. The 
Montreal Economic institute argues that one of the measures proposed by the official opposition, namely 
cancelling scheduled corporate tax cuts (set to drop to 15% in 2012), would seriously harm Canadian 
workers and hamper the economic recovery.._R___e__a___d_ 

Economy 
Putting Money Back into Monetary Policy: An Anchor for Price and Financial Stability 
David Laidler and Philippe Bergevin of the C.D. Howe institute argue that while measuring broad money may 
be out of fashion among monetary authorities, it is still a useful leading indicator of inflation and of build-ups 



in financial imbalances that can lead to financial instability. Read 

Real GDP Shows Modest Growth in August: StatsCan 
New data from Statistics Canada shows that real gross domestic product increased by 0.3% in August 
following a 0.1% decline in July. Oil and gas extraction, wholesale trade and manufacturing were the main 
sources of growth in August. Increases were also recorded in the finance and insurance sector, by real 
estate agents and brokers, in construction and retail trade. Utilities and forestry decreased while public 
sector output was unchanged. Read 

EnergyiEnvironment 
A Briefing on Biocoal 
The downturn of the forest industry in B.C., combined with the need to find alternative sources of energy, 
gives rise to new opportunities. One such opportunity proposed in Terrace is a biocoal facility. This briefing 
note from the Pembina Institute attempts to add some context to better understand the potential 
opportunities and challenges of biocoal technologies. _R__#__a__d_. 

News from Canadian Universities 
Large-Scale Fish Farm Production Offsets Environmental Gains 
Industrial-scale aquaculture production magnifies environmental degradation, according to the first global 
assessment of the effects of marine finfish aquaculture, released recently by the University of Victoria. This 
is true even when farming operations implement the best current marine fish farming practices. Marine 
ecologist Dr. John Volpe and his research team have developed the Global Aquaculture Performance Index, 
an unprecedented system for objectively measuring the environmental performance offish farming.._R__&a___d_. 

U of A Researchers Identify Phosphorus as Missing Link in Evolution of Animals 
University of Alberta geomicrobiologist Kurt Konhauser and his PhD student Stefan Lalonde are part of a 
research team that has identified phosphorus as the mystery ingredient that pushed oxygen levels in the 
oceans high enough to establish the first animals on Earth. Their team has re-examined established theories 
about the oxidation of the oceans in the wake of the last great glacier to encircle the planet. Read 

New Legal Guidelines Mark Shift in Corporate Accountability for War Crimes 
Law professor James Stewart, a global expert on international crime at the University of British Columbia, 
has published new guidelines on prosecuting corporations for the illegal exploitation of natural resources. The 
legal manual is expected to spark prosecution of companies whose dealings in resources such as diamonds, 
gold, oil and tin help bankroll atrocity.._R__#__a__d_. 

On the Frontier of the Digital Humanities 
For bookworms everywhere, it’s a dream come true: being able to read an entire library. "It doesn’t matter 
how good you are, right now no one person can do that in a lifetime," says Dean Irvine, associate professor of 
English at Dalhousie University. Now, a revolutionary approach to ’reading’ texts can put the knowledge of 
an entire library at the fingertips of humanist scholars. Enter the frontier of the digital humanities, an emerging 
discipline that is changing almost as quickly as it is expanding. Read 

1000 Genomes Project Publishes Analysis of Completed Pilot Phase 
Small genetic differences between individuals help explain why some people have a higher risk than others for 
developing illnesses such as diabetes or cancer. The 1000 Genomes Project, an international public-private 
consortium including McGill University, r~cently published the most comprehensive map of these genetic 
differences, called variations, estimated to contain approximately 95 percent of the genetic variation of any 
person on Earth. Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and 
universities. The articles in this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions 
expressed do not necessarily r~pr~sent the views of the government of Canada. 

For comments or suggestions, please email us at acadernicrelations~,canadianembassy.or9. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

media resources center <mrc@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Taking Root (ficom Duke) now at the MRC 

Professor Sable, 
We have received the copy of "Taking Root" ~ve requested to borro~v from Duke. I will go ahead and book it for you and you can come pick it up at your earliest convenience I will book the 
film through next Wednesday, Nov 10th, ~vhen we will need to send it back to Duke Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything else 
Thanks, 
Katelyn Ander 

Media Resources Center 
RB. House Undergraduate Libraly 

mrc@unc.edu 
962-2559 
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Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Wednesday, November 3, 2010 1:15 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°461 

John Stevens 

Foundation : Edito:dal j Defence I Electlons/Meldova I Electlons/Azerbaijan I Forum Financial 
Crisis : Gerrrla~y j Denmark j Spain I Finiand I Forum I Greece I Hungary j Ireland I ztab’ I 
Portuga~ I Czech Republic I Ron’:snia I UK I Sweden I OECD I EBRD European Council : Decisions 

I ~;20 Commission : Pr;.odtiesi2011 I industry I Research I Flexib;.lity I Transport I Single Market 
Parliament : Specubtive Funds ~o~n~il : Foreign Affsirs j Gene:-al AfFah-s I Agr~cLfltureiFisberies 
D~piomacy 6er~any : AusLedLy j De[ence I :..;K I Switzerland Austria : Speech Belgium : 
Negotiation B~lgaria : Pensions France : Pensions ~ Kazskhsten I DefenceiUK Lithuania : 
Poland : Gas I Roma~da UK : S,,v[~ss j Afghanisgtan I SME Slovakia : Norway Albania : Miracle? 
Croatia : Membe:-sh~p Russia : Ukraine Coen~ilof Europe : .lust~ce I Romania NATO : Kcsovc 
Eurostat : Unempioymenl: I ~]aLi(:,~ ~ Saving~; ~ Companies; ~ [ndusby Eurobarometer : CWi] 
.lustice Studies/Reports : Co:q’upt~on I ]reat~esiEU ~ Prospe:-ity I Russia I M~grat~ons Culture : 

Jazz/Berlin ~ ~xhib[l:i,:)n/Bilbao ~ ~xhibit[oniBrusseis ~ ~h~bil:ion/Munch I E>’h[biUon/Paris ~ 
Fest:.v~liRome I FesL:va~iRomania 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Edltoda] 

j In an editorial published on his site Jean-Dominique Giuliani interprets and 

.~.iI photo non dispo analyses the recent European decisions and puts them into context. 

J The Austrian Institute for European Policy and Security is organising a 
.~.iI photo non dispo conference on the future of the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP) 

on 5th November in Vienna as part of the Lisbon Treaty, lean-Dominique 
Giuliani Chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation will be taking part. 

Read 

EiecLioT~siMoldova 

j Moldova has been deprived of a President of the Republic for the last year. In ~iI photo non dispo effect he is elected by a majority of 3/5 of the MPs, ie 6i of i0i. The 
communists lost their majority and the four parties in the government do not 
have the necessary majority. On 5th September last although 87.8% of 
Noldovan voters approved the constitutional reform that entailed the 
modification of article 78 of the Constitution to enable the election of the 

President of the Republic by direct universal suffrage, the referendum was invalidated due to a low 
turnout. The failure of the referendum obliged the Moldovan authorities to dissolve Parliament which 
the interim President of Republic Mihai Ghimpu (Liberal Party, PL), did on 28th September. He 
announced that a general election would take place on 28th November next. 

Eiect:.ons/A~erbaija n 

j 4.8 million Azeris will be renewing the :125 members of the Nilli Najlis, the only 
.~.iI photo non dispo chamber of their parliament on 7th November. Apart from the New Azerbaijan 

Party (YAP) led by President of the Republic Ilham Aliev five electoral blocs are 
standing in the general elections: Karabakh (qarabag); For the Good of the 
People (Insan Namine); Democracy (Demokratiya); Reform (Islahat); the bloc 

formed by the People Front Party and Nusavat. 704 people are officially registered as candidates. 
22,000 people including 58:1 international observers will monitor the election on 7th November since 
the last general election in 2008 was marred by infringements. 

Foru m 

j On 6th November French think-tanks are organising a debate forum on the 
.~.iI photo non dispo political, social, economical and environmental issues which France, Europe and 

the world of the future will have to face. Thierry Chopin, Study Director at the 
Robert Schuman Foundation will speak on the theme of citizenship in Europe. It 



is vital to register to take part in this day of debate. 

Financial Crisis : 

J The Federal Employment Agency (BA) announced on 28Lh October that the 
~:~:: photo non dispo number of job seekers had dropped below the 3 million threshold in Germany. 

It dropped by 86,000 in October to reach 2,945 million. Hence unemployment 
has reached its lowest level in October since 1992. The gross unemployment 
rate lay at 7% in October against 7.2% the month before. The unemployment 

rate in figures after correction due to seasonal variations totalled 7.5% in October. 

R-~ad I Other link i Oth.~s- link I O1:her ;:inl:__ I Other link I×I 

J According to figures published on 28th October by the national Danish statistics 
.~.iI photo non dispo institute, Statistics Denmark, the unemployment rate in Denmark rose to 4.2% 

of the working population in September 2010 after stabilising at 4.1 .o over the 
previous two months. The number of unemployed increased by 3,500 in 

September to 1:1_5,000 people against 111,500 in August. 

Spain 

j Unemployment in Spain declined slightly in the third quarter for the first time in 
~iI photo nondispo the last three years dropping to 19.8% of the working population according to 

figures communicated by the National Statistics institute on 29th October. This 
slight decline is due to an increase of around 70,000 in the number of people 
with work. 

F:inland 

j According to figures released by the Finnish Statistics institute (Statistics 

~i photo non dispo Finland) on 26th October the unemployment rate in Finland lay at 7% in 
September 2010. This rate decreased by 0.3% in comparison with September 
2009. in September 2010 183,000 people were unemployed in Finland. 

j According to statistics published on 27th October by P61e Emploi and DARES the 
.~.~ photo non dispo number of job seekers registered with P61e Emploi lay at 3,999,200 in mainland 

France in September 2010 (4,249,100 in France including the DOM). This 
number grew by 0.7% (+28,300) in September. Over one year it has increased 
by 6.5%. 

j Greek Finance Minister George Papaconstantinou believes that Greece’s public 
photo nondispo deficit in 2009 "will be around 18% of th GDP in comparison with 13.6% that had 

initially been forecast. 

Read 

j The international Monetary Fund (IMF) delivered a mitigated report on 25th 
~iI photo non dispo October with regard to Hungary describing the government’s economic 

programmes as "courageous but risky" whilst Budapest is trying to control its 
budgetary deficit. 

ireiand 

j On 26th October the irish government set how much it will take using austerity 
~iI photo non dispo measures, budget cuts and tax increases to face the country’s public deficit and 

to reduce it to 3% of the GDP in 2014. it has been established at 18 billion 
euros over 4 years. Dublin may privatJse a series of state companies such as 
the national gas and electricity board (Bord Gais) and increase VAT presently 

set at 21°,/o on most products. 

ltaly 

j The unemployment rate that had been decreasing in Italy over the last few 
~i photo non dispo months started to rise again in September to 8.3% of the working population in 

comparison with 8.1% in August according to an estimation after correction due 
to seasonal variations which was published on 29th October by the ~talian 
Statistics institute, in September the number of people looking for work rose to 
2,071 million ie a rise of 2.1% in comparison with August and 1.1% in 

comparison with September 2009 - a month during which time unemployment lay at 8.2% said the 
National Statistics ~nstitute, Istat, in a press release. 

Portugal 



The Portuguese government and the opposition signed an agreement on 30th 
ii.~.iI photonon dispo October guaranteeing the adoption of a budget "imposing sacrifices on the 

Portuguese" in 20:[:[, which is believed to "be very important" in order to 
restore market confidence. After weeks of uncertainty and a temporary break 
in negotiations that led to fears of a financial and political crisis, the Social 
Democratic Party (PSD) promised to abstain during the vote on first reading of 
the draft finance law on 3rd November. The government is due to put forward 

additional measures to compensate For the loss of 500 million euros in fiscal revenues due to 
concessions made to the PSD. 

Czech [{ep~iblic 

/[]~]II 

The Czech Fi ..... Minist .......... d onolSt N .... ber            other he had revised his 
photonon dispo growth Forecasts upwards in 20:[0 to 2.2 ~/o against :[.6 Yo previously. In 20:[:[ 

o growth is due to lie at 2 Yo, down by 0.3 points in comparison with the growth 
previously expected, before reaching 3.2% in 20:[2 and 3.8% in 20:[3. 

Read 

j The IMF and the EU gave the green light on :[st November to the release of new 
~iI photo non dispo payments in aid to Romania - a country that remained in recession in 20:[0 - if 

Bucharest rapidly applies a series of reforms: Final adoption of a reform of the 
retirement system, at present under discussion in Parliament and also the 
harmonisation of the salary grid in the civil service. IF the measures agreed on 

with the authorities are applied the conditions For payment of more aid to a total of :[.2 billion euros 
will be Fulfilled," said the European Commission. 

i photo nondispo OFFice the British economy grew almost twice that Forecast in the third quarter 
driving out perspectives of Further monetary Flexibility measures by the Bank 
of England mid-term. The GDP increased by 0.8% over the quarter, notably 
thanks to the building industry. This rise is less than the one observed in the 
second quarter (+:[.2%). The pound recovered in the Face of the dollar and 
the euro and State borrowing Fell. Over one year the GDP grew by 2.8% - the 

biggest rise in three years after a 1.7% increase in the previous quarter. 

] The Central Bank of Sweden raised its main interest rate by 0.28 percentage 
photonondispoj points on 26th October For the third time since ]ulyto :[%- a rise that was 

possible due to the good health of the Swedish economy. 

Read 

OECD 

j On 28th October the OECD published a report that looks at the regulation 

~:i photo non dispo policies to be implemented to support sustainable growth. On 27th October the 
OECD published its quarterly report on world trade. This report reveals a major 
increase in the trade deficit between the OECD countries and the rest of the 
world. The deficit rose From 37.4 billion dollars in the First quarter of 20:[0 to 

62.2 billion dollars in the second quarter. This rise is primarily due to a 2.:[% increase in goods 
imports that cancels the 0.8% rise in goods exports. With regard to services exports record a 
decrease lower (:[.8%) than that experienced in imports (2.5%). 

EBRD 

j The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) revealed its 

~:i photo non dispo growth Forecasts for 20:[0 and 20:[:[ that have been brought up to 4.2% and 
4.:[% for the region it covers extending From Central Europe to Central Asia - 

however it notes that there are major discrepancies. "Overall the EBRD notes in its new growth 
Forecasts published in London that the countries of Central Asia are doing much better than those in 
Eastern Europe". 

European Council : 

j The 27 European Heads of State and Government adopted an unprecedented 
~~ photonon dispo action plan on 28th October to enhance their joint budgetary discipline and 

believed it necessary to establish a support Fund For countries in the euro area. 
To this end they agreed to look into a limited change to the Lisbon Treaty. The 
European Heads of State and Government asked the President of the European 

Council, Herman Van Rompuy to undertake consultations by December in view of this targeted 
change in the treaty. Finally they exhorted the world’s "big" countries "to avoid" a currency war. 
According to a declaration adopted on 29th October the EU "stresses the need to avoid any Form of 
protectionism and to avoid launching movements in exchange rates that try to gain short term 
competitive advantages." 

j At just two weeks From the G20 in Seoul the President of the European Council, 

~i photonon dispo Herman Van Rompuy and the President of the European Commission, los@ 
Nanuel Barroso asked in a joint letter For the major countries to avoid 



"competitive devaluation of currency" and emerging countries to let their 
currencies gain in value. They insist on "the need to avoid any form of 

protectionism and to avoid starting movements in exchange rates that aim to take short term 
competitive advantage." With regard to the issue of climate change they recalled that the EU will 
present a full report in Cancun on the financial implementation of its commitments. They hope to 
open the way for a global, legally binding framework, including the Copenhagen agreement. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

(:ommission : 
Pric.iitie.~/20 ~ Z 

On 27th October .1os6 Manuel Barroso, President of the European Commission 
~i photonon dispo presented the new working programme for 20~.1 that focuses on five main 

points: helping the European social market economy to emerge from crisis and 
to establish itself sustainably; boost employment growth; continue the project 

for citizens (rights, freedom and justice); ensure that Europe can take on its role in the world to the 
full; draw the best from the EU policies (proposal relative to the next pluriannual financial 
fra mework). 

Read I Cthe! ]ink                                                                                  IX[ 

]ndustrv 

j As part of the Europe 2020 Strategy Lo emerge from the crisis and prepare the 
~:: photo non dispo European economy for the next decade the Commission presented one of the 

seven strategies that aim to stimulate growth and create jobs by maintaining a 
strong, diversified, competitive industrial base in Europe that can offer well paid 
jobs whilst emitting less CO2. To do this the services of Vice-President Antonio 
Tajani identified ten action areas that notably aim to develop SME’s. it should be 

noted that this Commission communication goes with a results’ report on competitiveness in the 27 
Member States and an annual report on European competitiveness. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink i OIher [ink                                                                     1~’¢~1 

I The 20:J. 0 dashboard on investments in industrial R&D published by the 

[~ photo non dispoj Commission on 26Lh October shows that the biggest European companies are 
not reducing their R&D investments as much as American companies even 
though globally there was a decline of 2.6% in 2009. indeed the difference 
between American companies in areas such a software and biotechnologies 
and the continued growth of Asian countries shows how urgent it is to 
innovate. On reading the results M~ire Geoghegan-C~uinn, Commissioner for 

Research, innovation and Science hopes that the 27 will commit in December to taking the 
necessary steps to reach the goal in the Europe 2020 Strategy that comprises bringing R&D 
investments up to 3% of the European GDP. 

Flexibiiity 

j A European Commission study published on 26th October focusing on the 27 EU 
.~.:: photo non dispo Member States and the countries of the EFTA/EEA (Iceland, Norway, 

Liechtenstein and Switzerland) observes that the flexibility of working hours is 
an advantage both for the employers as ’well as the workers. The result of work 
by a group of experts the study confirms that there are major discrepancies 

between the Member States in terms of the flexibility of working hours and also the idea of Flexibility 
as a whole with regard to working hours which has become a priority in several countries, it also 
reveals that the increase in flexibility of working time is not always an advantage for equality 
between men and women. 

J On 27th October the Commission examined the funding of 92 major 
~iI photo non dispo infrastructure projects for trans-European networks. The goal of this 

assessment is to enhance the follow-up to the funding process to check that the 
funds provided by the EU are used correctly. More than half (52.2%) of these 
major pan-European projects are on the right path for completion in December 

20~.3 in spite of a difficult financial context. For the remaining projects the mid-term assessment 
applies the "use it or lose it" principle in the strictest possible manner. An additional two years has 
been granted to credible projects that are facing difficulties associated with the economic crisis so 
that their completion can be guaranteed. However projects that are no longer credible will not 
receive any further EU funding and the monies will be re-distributed. 

~ 

Single Mari,:el 
To stimulate the single market and growth the European Commission presented 

~i photo non dispo the pact for the single market on 27th October aiming to facilitate the life of all 
players in the market, it also presented a report on European citizenship that 
aims to simplify the citizen’s life, who in the context of exercising the rights that 
the Union gives them, wish to marry, buy a house or licence a car in another EU 

Membe State. 

Parliament : 
Specuia~ive Funds 

j An agreement was finally reached on 26th October on the "hedge funds" 
~iI photo non dispo directive between the 27 Member States. it should be approved by a vote by 

MEPs in a plenary session in November. This agreement will introduce for the 
first time ever a European regulation for the managers of alternative funds. The 
regulation on speculative funds is part of the commitment made since the crisis 

by the G20. Due to credibility Europeans ’want to arrive at the G20 summit in Seoul with final 
legislation. 



Council : 
Fore:gn Affairs 

~iI phot .... dispo ] 

European ministers 
Moldova. 

The 27 European Foreign Ministers decided on 25th October to extend 
restrictions on movement in Europe with regard to some civil servants from 
Belarus. In addition to this and in line with a principle agreement dating back to 
last 3uly they adopted new restrictive measures with regard to Iran that target 
technologies associated with balistic and nuclear programmes. They discussed 
the situation in Sahel and the role played by the EU in stabilising the region. 
also addressed the issue of the Middle East, Lebanon, Bosnia-Herzegovina and 

Read ICtherlink iOIher link JOtheriinl~< IOtherlink 

General Al:fa its 

~iI phot .... dispo ] 
After months of stalemate the EU accepted to allow the European Commission 
to study Serbia’s application to join the EU. The opinion of the Commissioner for 
Enlargement, Stefan FOle is expected in the second half of 2011. The Council 
also approved the last two legal decisions necessary to make the European 
External Action Service (ERAS) operational, ie its financial regulations and its 

status. 

Read 

Ag rlcult ure,’FisheHes 

j On 26th October the 27 Agriculture and Fisheries Ministers came to a political 
photo non dispo agreement on the regulations establishing fishing quotas in 2011 for EU ships in 

the Baltic Sea. This legal act includes a decrease in fishing quotas with regard to 
herring and even salmon. Conversely the quota for cod in the Baltic Sea was 
raised. 

Diplomacy 

i After Pierre Vimont, who was appointed Secretary General on 25th October last, 
~] photonon dispo the European External Action Service is gradually taking shape. Catherine 

Ashton, the EU’s High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and 
Vice-President of the European Commission announced on 29th October the 
appointment of two Deputy Secretary Generals: Helga Schmid as Deputy 

Secretary General for Political Affairs and Maciej Popowski, Deputy Secretary General for inter- 
institutional affairs. 

Au.~terh:y 
] On 28th October German MPs adopted the main points in a vast austerity plan 

photo non dispo for the years 2011-2014 aiming to save tens of billions of euros over the next 
four years. This plan means cuts in social spending and introduces a air 
transport tax. In addition to this MPs approved the creation of a bank tax. 

The German Defence Minister presented a draft reform for the army on 26th 

~i photo non dispo October which aims notably to reduce the numbers of soldiers in the German 
army from 250,000 to 180,000 and increase the contingent available for 
missions abroad. "We shall not manage it with cosmetic measures (...) the 
problem has to be addressed at the root," said KarI-Theodor zu Guttenberg on 

the occasion of the delivery of the report by a committee of experts on the reform of the 
Bundeswehr. 

Read [ Cther link 

j German Chancellor Angola Merkel and British Prime Minister David Cameron 
~iI photo non dispo addressed sensitive issues in the European budget and also anti-terrorist 

cooperation on 30th October. The two heads of government agreed "to maintain 
their close cooperation" with regard to countering terrorism. David Cameron 
and Angola Merkel "totally agreed on the need to contain European spending." 
The European budget 2011 "must not increase by more than 2.9% and over the 

next few years it has to reflect the budgetary cuts that national governments have had to make." 

J During their meeting on 27th October in Bern, the Swiss Federal Councillor 
~iI photonon dispo Hans-Rudolf Merz and German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schauble signed a 

joint declaration with regard to the opening of negotiations on taxation between 
Switzerland and Germany. Ministers also signed the revised convention against 
dual taxation in line with OECD standards. They thereby re-iterated their desire 

for both States to continue deepening their work together in the fiscal and financial areas and to 
enhance long term judicial security. 

Read [ Od’ter link                                                                                  Ixl 

Austria : 
Spee,:;h 

J During the Austrian National Day on 26th October Austrian President Heinz 
~iI photo nondispo Fischer delivereda speech as is the tradition each year. Having started his term 

in office in July 2010 he promised to stand firm in his role as mediator over the 
political parties. The President demanded that the Austrian immigration policy 



together with the asylum policy be made more human since they have been 
highly criticised in the media over the last few weeks. He addressed the reform of the armed forces 
and the education system in Austria. 

Belgium : 
Negotiation 

] ;n order to reach agreement on the finance law .lohan Vande Lanotte - the 

[~ photo non dispoj mediator appointed by the King of Belgium whose goal it is to come to 
agreement on the reform of the state - set up a new method, the principle of 
which was accepted by the seven parties which are at the negotiating tables. 
On 26th October he asked each of them to deliver their own memorandum on 
the finance law. These will be studied by the National Bank of Belgium, the 
Planning Bureau and the Scientific Committee that has been created specially 

in response to demands made by the N-VA which questioned the independence of the other two 
public institutions. A first report is expected for 8th November - the final version was delivered four 
days later. 

Read I Cther ]ink 

Bulgaria : 

The Bulgarian government signed an agreement with unions and employers on 

~i photo non dispo 1st November Focusing on a vast reform of the retirement system that aims to 
reduce its deficit which is on the increase. The agreement achieved after 
months of bitter negotiations still has to be approved by Parliament. It plans for 
a gradual increase as From 2012 for the length of time contributions have to be 

made in order to be able to retire. Hence the period of contribution will increase by three years to 
rise to 37 years for women and 40 for men in 2020 said Prime Minister Boiko Borissov. The 
retirement age - 60 for women and 63 for men - will officially remain unchanged until 2020. However 
the increase in the contribution period will oblige most workers to take retirement later if they want 
to receive a pension. 

I .~-s. I 

j On 27th October the National Asssembly adopted the draft law on the reform of 
~iI photo non dispo retirement pensions 336 votes in favour, 233 against. The main measure brings 

the legal age of retirement up from 60 to 62 (65 to 67 for a pension without tax 
relief). 

France and Kazakhstan signed contracts to a total of over 2 billion euros on 27th 

~i photo non dispo October after lunch between French President Nicolas Sarkozy and his Kazakh 
counterpart Noursoultan Nazarbaev. The two heads of State looked closely into 
issues relative to the OSCE, the presidency of which Kazakhstan has taken over 
for 2010. The OSCE Summit that will take place in Astana on 1st and 2nd 

December will herald a new stage in the construction of a global, undivisible security community 
within the Euro-Atlantic and Eurasian sphere. 

Read I Cther link 

DeFence/UK 

j British Prime Minister David Cameron and French President Nicolas Sarkozy 

~i: photo non dispo signed two cooperation treaties of an unprecedented nature on 2nd November 
during a defence summit in London. According to the Elys~e the first treaty 
plans for the two countries to simulate the functioning of their nuclear arsenals 
in a joint establishment in Burgundy as from 2014. The new laboratory will be 

completed with a joint Franco-British research centre. This "unprecedented cooperation", according 
to the Elys~e, will be undertaken "in the total respect of the independence of the dissuasion forces of 
both countries". A second treaty focuses on the creation of a joint expeditionary military force 
integrating terrestrial, maritime and air capabilities. With a brigade from each country (around 5,000 
men) it will not be a "permanent" force but will remain "permanently available" for bilateral 
operations or under the aegis of the UN, NATO or the EU. 

Lithuania : 
Be[arus 

j Lithuania, a NATO member, signed a military cooperation agreement with 
~iI photo nondispo Belaruson 27th October said the Lithuanian Defence Minister. "We have made 

an historic step forwards. For the first time Lithuania and Belarus signed a 
cooperation agreement" in the military area said the Lithuanian Defence Minister 
Rasa 3ukneviciene in a press release. The two neighbours, whose joint border 

extends over 600km, are to cooperate amongst other matters in the training of executives, the 
surveillance of air space and military medicine. 

Poland : 

] Poland and Russia signed an agreement on 29th October in Warsaw on the 

i~ photo non dispo delivery of gas by Russia until 2011. "f am happy that negotiations on 
additional deliveries of gas to Poland were finalised successfully. This 
agreement will also lead to cooperation in new areas," declared Polish Deputy 
Prime Minister Waldemar Pawlak, after signing the document with his Russian 
counterpart Igor Setchine. 



/[ I~III 
R .... ian President Trajan B .......... ived his Polish .... terpart, Bronislaw 

photo non dispo Komorowski in Bucharest on 26th October. The latter also met Romanian Prime 
Minister Emil Boc who welcomed the signature of the action plan that represents 
"an extraordinary opportunity for the realisation of the Romanian-Polish 
Strategic Partnership." The two men expressed their opinions with regard to the 
measures to reform or boost economic recovery. They pointed to the major role 
played by the European absorption funds in economic recovery and on the fact 

that Romania still had a lot to learn form Poland’s experience in this area. 

UK: 
Swiss 

j The UK and Switzerland agreed to start negotiations on taxation aiming to 

~i: photo non dispo impose interest on the Swiss accounts of British residents said George Osborne, 
the British Finance Minister on 26th October after negotiations with his Swiss 
counterpart Hans-Rudold Merz. "The aim is that British residents with Swiss 
bank accounts will be taxed on the interest they receive." 

A~ghaaisgtan 
In a three monthly information report on the situation of British troops in 

~i photo non dispo Afghanistan presented to the House of Commons on 27th October Foreign 
Minister William Hague spoke of specific progress made by the international 
troops in Afghanistan, notably in the Helmland province where British troops are 
stationed. This progress will enable the Afghan government to gain ground. The 

minister also confirmed that British troops would depart by 201.5. This information procedure on the 
situation in Afghanistan was established in .June last by David Cameron’s new government to 
consolidate support on the part of the public opinion with regard to British troops’ commitment in this 
war. 

Si~E 

j David Cameron’s government announced on 1.st November that there would be 
.~.iI photo non dispo a support plan for SME’s to encourage entrepreneurship in the UK. This plan will 

make access to funding easier and encourage start-ups. 

Read 

Slova kia : 
No=-way 

j On 26th October Slovakia and Norway signed a cooperation agreement in 
.~.iI photo non dispo Bratislava. Slovakia will benefit from a fund of 80.75 million euros made 

available over a period 2009-201.4 by Norway and the other Member States of 
the European Economic Area - ie iceland and Switzerland. This fund will target, 
as a priority, protection against flooding, climate change, violence and the 

development of civil society. Emphasis will also be placed on improving the situation of Roma in the 
region. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Albania : 
Mh-acle;’ 

j Once the most firmly closed dictatorship in Europe, Albania has increased its 
.~.iI photo non dispo economic peformancewhich is now acknowledged worldwide and isa surprise 

to the EU. it has gained 39 places in the Transparency international ranking on 
corruption lying 87th amongst the 1.58 countries that were examined, it 
received the second UN prize for digitising 1.00% of its calls for tender after 

Germany. it is recognised by the World Bank for the ease it has experienced in developing its 
economy and serving as a host for foreign investment - it has been distinguished in the Euromoney 
201.0 Country Risk Report and by the Wall Street ~]ournal as being one of the vigourous growth 
economies in Europe. Since 2005 fiscal revenues have doubled, the size of its civil service has been 
reduced by one third and the cost of this brought down from 3 to 1..8% of the GDP. Albania that does 
not fear comparison with its neighbours should win its ticket to enter the EU very shortly. 

Raad I Othe:- hnk :: Otha:- lln~k I Other iinl~, I Other link                                        I: .I 

Croatia : 
Membership 

j After his meeting in Brussels with Croatian Prime Minister Jadranka Kosor, the 
.~.iI photonon dispo President of the European Commission .los@ Manuel Barroso expressed his 

hopes for Croatia’s membership of the European Union as of 201.1.. Echoing 
what was said last week by .lean de Ruyt, the EU’s Ambassador for Belgium Mr 
Barroso refers to chapter 23 of Croatia’s membership negotiations with regard 

to the fight against corruption (entitled "Legal and Fundamental Rights) as being a key test for the 
country’s accession. Believing that the membership date will be set once negotiations have been 
completed, Mr de Ruyt added that Croatia should also convince the Union’s countries of its full 
cooperation with the international Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia (ICTY). 

Russia : 

J Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin travelled to Ukraine on 27th October. He 

~:i photo non dispo was received in Kiev by Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovich. He said he was 
pleased with the "totally different atmosphere" that now reigned between Russia 
and Ukraine and that this will lead to "great" cooperation between the two 
countries, notably on an economic and social level. Mr Yanukovich said he was 

pleased with the progress achieved towards an agreement on Russian-Ukrainian relations by 2020. 



Council of Europe : 
~us~ice 

] The Council of Europe’s Commission for the Efficiency of 3ustice published its 

photo non dispoj fourth assessment report on 28th October with regard to European judicial 
systems. The report observes the budgetary pressure that weighs at present 
on European judicial systems - emerging in the West by a reduction in the 
number of courts. The reports notes however that the number of judges 
remains stable and that the number of lawyers increased between 2004 and 
2008. This number remains highest in the States in the south which have a 

more extensive judicial system than the States in the north. Europe is, in addition to this, divided 
over the use of popular juries - with Western Europe being in favour and the East being more 
reticent. 

j The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) delivered three decisions against 
.~.iI photonon dispo Romania with regard to the conditions in which people are held in detention 

after a court decision. These conditions were deemed "incompatible" by the 
Court "with the dignity of a human being" according to the article 3 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights. Overcrowding in prisons, the personal 

space granted to prisoners, hygiene conditions and notably inadequate access to drinking water, air 
and food were all brought into question. 

~ 

NATO : 

j NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen announced on 29th October 
photo non dispo that the total number of men in the Peacekeeping Force in Kosovo (KFOR) would 

progressively be reduced to 5000 men given the improvement in security 
conditions in the country. The KFOR mission will remain unchanged. 

Eurostut : 
Lh’~empioyment 

j According to Eurostat figures published on 29th October the unemployment rate 

~i: photo non dispo in figures corrected according to seasonal variations rose to 10.1% in 
September 2010 in the euro area in comparison with 10% in August and 9.6% 
in the EU, a figures which has been stable since August. According to Eurostat 
23,109 million people were unemployed in September 2010 in the EU of whom 

15,917 million were in the euro area. The lowest unemployment rates were recorded in the 
Netherlands (4.4%) and Austria (4.5%) and the highest were in Spain (20.8%), Latvia (19.4% in the 
second quarter of 2010), Estonia (18.6% in the second quarter of 2010) and in Lithuania (18.2% in 
the second quarter of 2010). 

° In October 2010 the annual inflation rate in the euro area lay at 1.9 ~’o in 
o photo non dispo comparison with 1.8 ~/o in September 2010 according to an estimate published on 

29th October by Eurostat. 

Raad 

Savings 

j According to figures published by Eurostat on 28th October in the second 
.~.iI photo non dispo quarter 2010 household savings levels adjusted according to seasonal variations 

continued to decline both in the euro area and in the EU whilst the household 
investment rate rose slightly. [n the euro area the income avaiable to housholds 
diminished by 0.8% in real terms. 

According to figures published by Eurostat on 28th October in the second 
i~iii phot .... dispo quarter of 2010 the i .... tment level of companies adjusted ..... ding to 

seasonal variations as well as their share in benefits in added value have 
increased in comparison with the previous quarter both in the euro area and the 
EU. [n the euro area stocks remained almost stable after five quarters of 

destocking. [n the euro area the gross non-financial company investment rate increased because the 
gross creation of fixed capital increased more rapidly (+2.7%) tha the added value (+1.2%). 
Material stocks, supplies and finished products remained almost stable after five quarters of 
destocking. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j According to figures published by Eurostat on 25th October the new industrial 

~i: photonon dispo orders index rose in August 2010 in comparison with July by 8.3% in the euro 
area and by 3.6% in the EU. [n .]uly the index decreased by 1.8% in the euro 
area and by 1.6% in the EU. Tn August 2010 compared with August 2009 new 
industrial orders increased by 24.4% in the euro area and by 22.6% in the EU. 

Civd Justice 



] Eurobarometer has published a study on civil justice. The survey results 
[~ phot .... dispo indicate that most Europ .... (56%) believe that ...... to civil justice in J another EU Member State is difficult. Three EU citizens in four believe that 

steps should be taken to improve access. The study shows that citizens’ 
personal experience in terms of civil justice abroad is limited and that lack of 
knowledge of the laws and legal procedures is believed to be the main 
impediment to starting proceedings in another Member State. Nearly two 

thirds of European citizens feel that the EU should launch initiatives with regard to family law in a 
cross border context. 

Studies/Reports : 

Transparency International, the main civil society organisation in the fight 

~] photo non dispo against corruption has just published its report on corruption in the world. 
Results are based on the degree of corruption within the public sector in :[78 
countries which leads to a ranking based on this data. France is ranked 25th. 

Read 

freatiesiEU 
The Centre for European Policy Studies has just published a policy brief on the 

photo non dispo changes made to the EU treaties entitled "How to Change the EU Treaties - an 
Overview of Revision Procedures under the Treaty of Lisbon", written by Peadar 
6 Broin. 

Prosperit,! 
According to the report "The 2010 Legatum Prosperity Index" by the Legatum 

~i photo non dispo Institute, published 26th October, Norway (:[st), Denmark (2nd) and Finland 

(3rd) are at the head of the ranking according to wealth and well-being criteria. 
The index is based on 89 different variables and comprises 8 sub-indexes that 
represent fundamental aspects of prosperity that range from living standards to 

political stability, entrepreneurial capacity, the quality of education, healthcare, security (national and 
individual), freedom and solidarity. In all 1:[0 countries were assessed by the Legatum Institute. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Pussia 

j The French Institute for International Relations (IFRI) has published a report by 
~] photo non dispo Tatiana Kastoueva-Jean on Russia, entitled "Russian ’Soft Power’: Discourse, 

Tools, Impact." 

Migratio:’:s 
The European Migrations Committee at the Council of Europe has just published 

~i photo non dispo two new studies on Member States’ policies and practices with regard to legal 
migration. The aim is to pinpoint and assess national experiences with regard to 
regularisation procedures and also to set out new proposals with regard to the 
treatment of illegal migrants and to improve cooperation between the home and 

host countries. Volumes I and II cover Armenia, Germany, Greece, Italy and Russia. Volumes III 
and IV cover France, Portugal, Poland, Spain and the UK. 

Read I Cther link 

Culture : 
Jazz/Be" n 

This year the JazzFest in Berlin will reveal the European jazz scene in all its 
~i photo non dispo splendour from 3rd to 7th November. This year it will bring together many 

international jazz musicians and amateurs. It is one of the biggest jazz festivals 
in Europe. 

Exh:bit;.oniBiibao 
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ToM NDAI~IRO                        .":" .: 

and systematic counters to this denial, lest it encourage future perpetrators to ¯ :i 

commit similar crimes. 
On 3 December 2003, the ICTR sentenced three defendants, including %!: 

Dr. Ferdinand Nahimana, a famousRwandan historian, in what has become ’=!’: 
known as ,,the Media Triat," the first time anywhere in the w°rId that i°urnal- 
ists have been tried for genocide, in the eariy 1990s, Nahlmarla was the Direc- ¯ 

tor of Rwanda’.s National O~fice of Information {ORINFOR)’and later the director of RTLM. In her judgement read in public, the South African judge, :.[i[. [. . 

Navanethem Pillay, said: .... 

Fully aware of the power of words, {Nahimalla] used the radio -- the medium of . 
communication with the widest public reach -- to disseminate hatred arid violence.... 
motivated by his sense of patriotism and the need he perceived for equity for the Hutu : 

population. But instead of following legitimate avenues of recourse,¯ he chose a path of genocide. In doing so, he betrayed the trust placed in him ~s an i~teliectual a~d a leader~ 

physical weapot~ he caused the deaths of thousar~d~ 

o~ innocent civilians.SS                                                                   . 

Words can hen! but also kill. Mass media has an immeasurable ability 

shape public opinion. Boistefing peace in tee Great Lakes region means involv- 
ing the media in countering genocide denial and revisionism. A ~nore ethical[::: .: 
use of¯the media can counterbalance the negative effects and help re~pond t0 ::[:: 

the damage caused by hate messages, used initially by the orchestrators of 
’ ." e b rour3s like the RDR. Genocide launderers~and those 

genocide arid smc Y g ,~ ..... Ie for their assault on historicaIi:i"i: 
.    --must De t~elo accountao who support them       . . .       .      _~:,,~ i,, wanda in 

truth, which perpetuates t~e heinous crimes comm ........ R 
If we fail to counter genocide denial and damaging revisionism, such as 

spread by the RDR, we stared by and watch while the seeds of ~uture genocides :::~:: 

are planred. 
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WE ARE PRETENDING PEACE: 
LOCAL MEMORY AND THE ABSENCE OF 

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION AND 

RECONCILIATION IN RWANDA 

Susanne Buckley-Zistel 

H~w do we keep thepast alive withou~ becoming its prisoner? 

How do we fo~g~t it without risking its repetition in the fugure? 

~-Ariet Dorfmau, Death ~nd the Maiden (1991) 

After extreme Violence, coming to terms with the past is a major challenge for 

any society. Tile experience of pain and suffering is deeply inscribed in indi- 

vidual and collective memory, and perpetuated through the stories people nar- 

rate about the event, often keeping ~he dichotomy of us/them or friend/enemy 

.alive, and obstructing paths to reconciliation. A necessary social transforma~ 

tion, which renders future massacres impossible, therefore depends to a large 

extent on the Way the past is remembered. 

: In Rwanda, people who lived through the 1994 genocide o£ Tutsi and their 

Hutu and Twa sympathisers, as well as the 1990-94 war between the. Hab- 

yarimana government and the Rwarxdan Patriotic Front {RPF), have different 

recollections of the past, depending on their role at the time and their situa- 

tion today. Yet Rwanda’s memoryscape is not simply informed by recollection. 

.Eclipsing the past, if only in parts, is also a feature of comirlg to terms wltE the 

atrocities. Remembering and forgetting are equally important in post-genocide 
¯ Rwanda. At first sight, what is remembered and what is forgotten seem para- 

while the event of the genocide, its death and destruction, is constantly 
evoked in conversations among Rwandans, discussion of the causes of the gen- 

..&ide and the decades of tensions between Hutu and Tutsi, including pogroms 

~gainst Tutsi in 1959, 1962 and 1973, is being silenced and the past portrayed 

: .aS harmonious. 
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What becomes apparent upon cioser examination is that the absence of 

memory about past cleavages is less the result of an inab!lity to remember than 
a conscious strategy by my interviewees to cope with.liv{ng m proximity to. 
"killers" or "traitors-’’1 At the !ocat level today, many Rwandans are pretend. 

ing peace. Consequently, the way of forgetting, as I shall explore it in this 

chapter, should not be confused with a mental failure to recall, but with the 

intentional silencing of some aspects of the past. To describe this phenomenon, 
I shall introduce the notion of chosen amnesia, the deliberate loss of memory. 

The objective of this chapter is to understand local processes of social tran- 

sition and reconciliation in R,vanda. After depicting how ethnic cleavages 

have been polarised, if not invented,2 through history and memory since co- 
lonialism, I shall proceed by highlighting which memories of the genocide are 
presently evoked, and which ones areforgotten in local discourses. The focus . 
on memory, reflected in narratives about the past, will help Us understand how 
identities are constituted in discourse and language, and whether they allow ..::~ 

for greater group cohesion or reinforce the ethnic cleavages bewveen Hunl : I 
and Tutsi which gave rise to genocide and other massacres. This discussion 
will then lead to an examination of the dangers inherent in.remembering some : ::i 
as ects of Rwanda’s past while eclipsing others. I conclude the chapter with :.i:.: 
s;~e tl~onghts on how outsiders can support processes o~ social transforma- 

tion and reconciliation in Rwanda. :i:i:i:. i . 

Reconciliation processes in Rwanda                          :. :;:;.. 

Generally, since the end of the Cold War, there has been an increasing inter .... .:.:: 
est in reconciliation processes around the world? The founding of academic, i::.:7::I 

research institutes such as International Conflict Research (1NCORE, Univer-.::: 
sity of Ulster), the South AfricaJbased Centre for the Study o~ Vioience and 
Reconciliation (University of the Witwatersrand}. and the recently-established. 

Centre for the Study of Forgiveness and Reconciliation (Coventry University) 
reflects the importance of this issue. Many responses to violent conflicts are 
centred around themes such as law (punishment, compensation, deterrence); ’:.. 

2 

3 
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TEe argumen; is based on substa.ntial field research in Nyamara district in 
province {in particular around Nyamata town and Nmrama) and in Gikongoro province 
(around the districts of Gik6ngoro Ville, Karaba and Nyarugurn) [n 2003-4. The sites 
were selected for their proximity to mass graves and genocide memorial sites, 
Murambi, Karaba, Kibeho~ Nyamata and Ntarama. Although there are 

eneeSchapter.between vhe two regions these differences are. not. relevant to the argument of 

In this chapter, ~he notion of ethnicky is nov understood as an essent al primordial 
cept, but as a form o~ belongi~lg that has become significan~ over space and time. 

¯. 

For art overview see A R gby, Jud~iee and Reconciliation: After the Viol~nce London} 
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history (truth); theology (forgiveness); therapy (heaIing); art (commemorations 

and disturbance); and education (tesson learning).4 
Regarding Rwanda, much of the Iiterature on reconciliation processes focus- 

es on justice? This mirrors a wider tendency among observers to concentrate 

on serious crimes, and to make justice one of the preconditions for a reconcili- 

ation process,s A predominantly top-down, judicia! view of war-torn societies, 

however, misses the serious social impact of violence at the community level, as 

critically remarked by Laurel E. Fletcher and Harry M. Weinstein, professors at 

the Human Rights Center, University of California at Berkeley: 

To date, truth and justice have been the rallying cries for efforts to assist communi- 
ties in (re)building in the aAermath of mass atrocities. These employ a paradigm t1:at 
focuses on individuals who have been ~vronged (victims) and those who inflicted their 
wounds Iperpetrators). Missing is an appreciation for the damage mass violence causes 
at the level of communities,r 

This chapter adopts a different approach, seeking to draw attention to local 
experiences of the genocide and their impact on community-based reconcilia- 
tion processes in Rwanda. The focus is therefore on.local, intimate environ- 
ments of mainly rural Rwaiadans and how they come to terms with the horrific 

experiences of the past. This seems even more significant since there appears 

to be a gap between assumptions about an advancing national reconciliation 
process and the reality on the hills.* On a more general note, . 

[al crucial problem in the post-conflict agenda relates to the lack of reliable, quality 
knowledge. Ambassadors, aid coordinators, and programme managers often feel that 

fl~ey do not know what’s ’really’ going of~, even in the areas of direct concern to them. 

4 M. ig£inow, "Breaking ~he Cycles of Hatred"; in M. Mino~v {ed.), Breaking the Cycles of 
Hatred: Memory, Law, and Repair (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002), 27. 

8 See for instance C. Fisiy, "’Of Journeys a~d Border Crossings: Return of Refugees, Identky, 
and Reconstruction in Rwanda", Africa~ Studies Review, 41, 1 (!998), 17~28; A. Corny 
and S.E Joireman, "Retribusve Justice: Tt~e Ga~aca Courts in Rwanda", Airricanaffairs 
103, (20041, 73-89; E. Daly, "Between Punitive and Reconstructive Justice: the Gacaca 
Courts in Rwanda", International Law and Politics 34 {2002), 355-96; S. Gasibirege 
and S.Babatola, Perceptions about the Gacaca Law in Rwanda: Evidence.from a Multi- 
Method S~udy (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Universit3) ScI~ool of; Pubiic Health, Centre for 
Communlca~ion Programs, 2001); J. Sarkin, "The Tension Between Justice and Reconcili- 
ation in Rwanda: Politics, Human Rights, Due Process and the Role o~: Gaeaca Cour=s in - 
Dealing with the Genocide", Journal of African Law, 45, 2 (2001), 143-72. 

For instance, Jean Paul Lederach, professor of International Peace-building defines recon- 
ciliation as situated between justice, truth, mercy and peace. See J.P. Lederach, Building 
Peace; Sustainable Reconciliation in Divided Societies,. (Washington DC: United States 
Institute of Peace, 1997), 30. His argument hasbeen adopted by Rigby {2001.). 

L. Fletcher and H. Weinstdn; "Violence and Social Repair: Revhinking the Comribu~ion 
of Justice to Reconciliation", Human Rights Quarterly 24~ 3 {2002), 637. 

This .perception is based on conversations wkh national and international actors in Kigali 

during the lqeldwort~, period. 
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Why are certain policies adopted~ and what are their likely consequences? What divi- 
.situs exist withirt political eiites and the military? ... What does the population think 
about these matters? In many post-conflict countries, especiaily.:t.hose where insecuri.ty 
still reigns and where authoritarian regimes are in power, donors are groping in the 

dark with these crucial questions2 
In order to increase the availability of knowledge, this chapter will illustrate 

how antagonisms based on ethnic identities of Hutu or Tutsi persist between 
:. 

the parties to the conflict,reveating the continuity of ethnic cleavages and the 
. ::.:.. 

absence of stria! transformation. Whtle this observanon is 0f course not sur- ’"::::i 
prising, after little more than a decade as well as the scale and horror of the ’:..i 
1994 genocide, it nevertheless finds little recognition among many Rwandan 

" 

Ontological impact o[ memory and amnesia              " . :. 

According to the political scientist Sandra Hinchman and Lew~s H,nchman, . 
narratives can be defined as "discourses with a clear sequential order that con-., i. 

nects events in a meaningful way for a definite audience, and thus offer insights ~i~! : 
about the world and people’s experience of it."~° A narrative approach thus¯....: 
recognises that stories "are not simple representations of a realivT but ~hat they .:i:.i:i:.:::’i:: 

involve selectivity, rearranging, redesc~:ip,,don, and simplification. Narratives.:":",:i:.::;i :: 
mediate between the seif and the world, n In other words, the past is never..:.i:i:i.il!. :. 

portrayed as it actually happened, but rather it is always ir~terpreted anew}:.i:::ili::::: .." 
involving the deliberate but also often unintentiona~ inclusion and exclusioii:::":: ¯. 

of information. The way people explain their past therefore serves a f~ 
function which may change depending on their audience and 
These narratives can serve the purpose of establishing a collective 
bounded community o~ all who share the same interpretation o� the 1~ 

is therefore a 
dialectic rdationship between e×perien~e and narrative, be=ween ~he narrating self 
the narrated self. As humans, we draw on our experience m shape narratives 
our lives, but equally, our identity and character are shaped by our narratives. People. 
emerge from and ~ts the produc~s of their stories about themselves as much as 
stories emerge from their iives.~{ 

9 p. Uvin, "Thd Deveiopment/Peacebuildlng Nexus: A Typology and Hisvor~ 

Paradigms", Journal of peacebuidling and Development ~, 1 (2002), 
10 L. Hinchman and S. H[nchman~ "Introduction" in L. Hinchman and S. Hinchmaa 

Memory, Identity, Community (Albany, BIY: State of New York Press, 1997), xx. 

1i Ibld., x’vi. ¯ 
12 p. Antze and M. Lambek, "Introduction: Forecasting Memory" in P. An~ze 

Lambek (e.ds}, Tense Past: Culture[Essays in Trauma and Memohy (New 

Roiztiedge, 1996), xvHi. 
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The narratives on which people draw to refer to their past thus have a strong 
ontological impact. In the case of Rwanda, for instance, people are¯not simply 
formed by their experience of, say, the genocide, but also by the ways in which 
they refer to it. This perform;rive function of narratives is particularly impor- 
tant regarding collectiye identities, since a common interpretation of the past 
helps create group cohesion. Remembrance can have a. coercive force, because 

it creates identity and a sense of belongingl~a By defining the relationship to the 
past, memory shapes the furore. 

Chosen amnesia 

It is not only ~vhat is articulated in collective memory, however, that has an 
ontological impact, but also what is not said.~4 In Rwanda, aspects of the past 
seem to be eclipsed from the discourse, creating a form of amnesia, albeit se- 
lective, or what I call chosen amnesia. The absence of memory and history is 
equally instructive in an ontological sense, regarding the constant harking back 
m a past in order to constitute an identity in the present and future. 

Two aspects are central to my notion of chosen amnesia as a framework 
within which to discuss social reconciliation processes in Rwanda. First, the 
term amnesia is used as an analogy for eclipsing the past. This is different from 
its traditional~ psychological ¯form, which makes reference tO the lack of mem- 
ory about events that occurred during a particular period; Here the loss of 
memory may be caused by severe emotionai trauma, and is often temporary in 
response to an event with which the mind struggles to cope. It is important to. 
note, however, that my use of the term !’amnesia" in this chapter does not de- 
rive from a psychological, medical condition of repressed memory, but should 

¯ ¯rather be understood as an analogy for eclipsing the past or for not wanting to 
: remember. Significantly, amnesia is different from remembering differently. It 
does not refer to a fading of memory or a different interpretation of the past, 
bttt to not wanting to draw on a particular recollection that is nevertheless still 
stored in the mind. 

:~i . Second, therefore, "chosen" suggests a degree of agency; that is, a conscious 
sdecti0n process by an individual or a community to eclipse sections of the 
past. As stated above, the issue is not the assessment of a mental condition, but 

i!. :i:: Of a societal strategy of dealing with its tormenting experiences. This strategy 
ii’ : :.points to an immediate benefit of not remembering, and thus serves a particular 

P. ¯Nora, "General Introduction: Between Memory and History"; in P. Nhra (ed.), Realms 
of Memory; Rethinking the French Pa~t, Vol. !: Conflict and Division~ (New York: Co~ 

lumbia Universi~ Press, 1993), 11. 

For similar argament, see S. Buckley-Z~stel~ "Remembering to Forget: Chosen Amnesia 
as a Strategy for LocaJ Coexistence in Post-Gentdde Rwanda", Africa 76, 2 {2006). See 

also: S. Cohen, Stares c �~ Deniak Knowing about Atro¢iZ~es and Suffering (Cambridge; 
Polity Press, 2002). 
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function, which I ,vilt illustrate later in this chapter. In sum, chosen amnesia 

signifies the deliberate choice to not remember some aspects of the past. 
My coinage of the term chosen amnesia is inspired by vamik Volkan’s notion 

of chosen trauma, which occurs when a group, after the experience of a painful 

event, feels h;lpless and victim!seal by another group. In Volkan’s words, 

the grouP draws the mental representations Or emotiona! meanings of the traumatic 
event into its very identity, and then it passes on the emotional and .symbolic meaning 
from generation to generation. For each generation the description of the actual event 
is modified; what remains is its role in... the group identity.~ 

In this sense, chosen trauma is produced by, and at the same time produc- 

es, a collective identity. The repetition of narratives about the traumatic event 

qonstmcts the group’s identity in Opposition to the identity of theopponent 
who caused the trauma, and as such it becomes a social reality for those who 

participate in this discourse. A common identity, a "we-feeling", is shared be- 

tween ~he people who recall the same past, rendering their social interaction 

meaningful.             " 
While one 0f the functions of chosen ~rauma is t.o. encourage group cohe- 

sion arid a collective identity, chosen amnesia has the opposite effect. Through 

eclipsing of memory, the collective experience of an event is neglected, prevent- 

ing the i~terpretation of a shared, group-specific pa.st and the production of a ./.i: 

"we-feeling." Chosen amnesia does nor introduce a sense of closure, nor does it : 

produce a bounded identity, but rather it allows for more flexible inclusion in, 

and exclusion from, collective identities. As I will show, this might be necessary 

when survivors and perpetrators live together in one community. 
Whether an event is remembered or eclipsed is highly dependent on circum-.. 

stances, environments and audiences. In one example cited by anthropologist:. 

Liisa Malkki, people with the same background ixa her case Burundlan Hutu 

refugees in Tanzania--could either draw their memory into their very 

tity, as was the case with refugees living in isolation in refugee camps, or 
to escape their history, as did the urban refugees who preferred to assimilate :i!i:: .. ". 17 

into the Tanzanian society in order to survive,t6 Importantly,. however, in 

Rwgndan context, no~ only do people have many different stories¯ to tell 

ectipse, but these different stories are also told at different societal levels.    .. 

are, among other divisions, strong loca!inationa! and publidprivate divides.      : " 
is crucial therefore to note that my concept of chosen amnesia, and its reference    : " " 

to reconciliation, is applied exclusively to local public memory, where          : 

signifies the societal level of bounded communities and neighbourhc 

3-5 V. Volkan, "On CEosen Trauma", Mind and Human I~teraction, 3, 13 (3.991). 

3.6 L. Maikki, Purity and Exile~ Violence; Memoryand Nat{onal cosmology 
.(.20 

Refugees in Tanzania (Chicago, IL: Chkago University Press, 1995). 
";: 
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opposed to the national level, ~vhere memory work is a highly politicised, top- 
down govermnental project,iv In turn, "public" refers to the discourse at broad 
communal levels, including often mutualIy distrustful neighbours or strangers, 
such as researchers (both foreign and national). This can be jhxtaposed with 
the private, intimate realm of the family, in the safety of which specifically Hutu 
or Tutsi views of past, present and future can be shared. 

The question arises~ why do people in Rwanda opt for eclipsing key aspects 

of the pasts particularly when the past is as disturbing as Rwanda’s experience 
in the twentieth century? What is the benefit of avoiding the production of rig- 
idly bounded communities and firmJy fixed boundaries demarcating, friend and 
foe ? After a brief account of hmv the interpretation of Rwanda’s history has led 
to ethnic cleavages, the following, section will illustrate ~vhat is remembered in 
Rwanda today, in order to fl~en show what is deliberateiy forgotten. 

Divided through history: the origins of ethnic antagonisms 

History and memory have been the source of co~flicc in Rwanda for decades2~ 

Since ~he beginning of historical writing, first by German and subsequently by 

.. Belgian colonial anthropologists, Rwanda’s historical discourse has essentially 

been a top-down political project either to es{ablish group cohesion or separa- 

tion29 The coloniai administration introduced the slnce-discredi~ed "Hamitic 

hypothesis!’, which argued that the Tutsi originated from northern arid eastern 

:. Africa, while Hutu belonged to the Bantu people and constituted the indig- 

enous population of the country. This account was subsequently adopted by 

Rwandan scholars such as Alexis Kagame, and in t-urn by large seganents of the 

popuiation.2° Moreover, Tutsi, who constituted the monarchy and ,vho alice- 

;.. edly bore a physical resemblance to Europeans, were inculcated by the colonial- 

. ¯ ists with notions¯ of superiority, while Hutu were identified as common farmers. 

With the advent of independence, the feeling of inferiority grew among Hum, 

Nevertheless, the national policy of remembrance and history-writing also includes a 

selective rec01Iection of ~he past, but to discuss the nat~o~aal nation-building discourse 
woutd extend the scope off this chapter. 

See [or instance C. Newbury, =E=hnicity and the Politics of History in Rwanda" in D.E. 

Lorey and W.H. Beezley (eds), Genocide, Collective Violence, and Popular Memory: The. 
Politics of Remembrance in the Twentieth Century (Wilmington: Scholarly Resources, 

2002), 6%84; S. Ngesi and C. Villa-Vincencio, "Rwanda: Balancing the Weight of His~ 
tory" in E. Doxtader and C. Vitla-Vincenio (eds), Through Fire with Water: The Roots of 

Division and the Potential for Reconciliation in Air!ca {Claremonr: David Philip Publisho 
ers, 2003), 1-63. 
For a more detailed account, see S. Buckley-Zistel, "Dividing and Uniting: The Use of 
’Citizenship’ in Conflict and Reconciliation in Rwanda" Global Society, 20, 1 (2006). 

A. Kagame~ Un Abrdg6 de l’etbno-bistoire du Rwanda (Butare: Editions UMve~sitaires du 
Rwanda, 1972). 
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leading to the so-called "Social Revolution’ of 1959~. which marked the end o~ 

royai Tutsi supremacy and the first pogroms against Tutsi. 
Regardless o~ whether ethnic cleavages in Rwanda predate colonialism or 

were invented by European anthropologists, they prevail in present-day Rwan- 
da. Since independence, ethnic differences have been successfully manipulated 
for political ends by various heads of state, most notably under.the presidency 
of Gr~goire Kayibanda (1962-73}, as well as in the lead;up to the genocide    ¯ 
in I994. This manipulation manifested itself, for instance, in the Successful 
oppression of Tutsi by authorities through manipulation of ethnicity and the 
achievements of the "Social Revolution" under Kayibanda. This was followed 

by his successor Juv6nal Habyarimana (1973-94), who promoted a national 
development discourse that emphasised the existence of a Hutu peasant class .. 
while turning the Tutsi into feudal "enemies of the agricultura! revolution";~: 

and inciting ethnic hatred as a political, strategy to. maintain power between .: ..~:: 
1990 and 1994.22 Until 1994, Tutsi were portrayed as ~oreigners, authors of ira . 

justice and enemies of the Republic, whileHutu identity was defined as the in-ii:::.i¯ 
digenous majority and former victims of iniustice who emancipated themselves i.?:.;:i: 
from the Tutsi monarchy in !959.23 tn the 1980s this racism was less visible, 

and therefore was neither questioned nor abandoned. Racist prejudice between 
Hutu and Tarsi, but also Batwa, "was a structural feature of R~vandan society~ :.?::! 
fulfilling simultaneously important political ~unctionS for the elites and 
psychological function ~or the peasant masses ,,24 Nevertheless, in Rwanda 
elsewhere, ethnicities should not be.considered primordial features, and as nec,.. 

essarily in conflict, but rather                                         ¯ :i 

[r]egardless o~ the historical components o~ different segments o~ the population, wha{ 
matters is the political significance of ethnic identities. In other words~ the politica!.: 
relevance of ethnic identities is shaped by political context. It is politics that makes.:.. 
ethnicity important (or, indeed, nnimportam), not ethnicity which invariably     . 
politics,as 

In this sense, in the lead-up to the genocide, Rwandan historians such as Fel; 

dinand Nahimana, professor of history at the National University of 

21 P. Verwimp, ’°Developmen~ Ideology, the Peasantry and Genec 

in Habyarimana’s Speeches", ]our~a..l of Genocide Research 2, 3 {2000), 32Z 
. 

22 A. Des Forges, Leave None to Tell ~he Story: Genocide in Rwanda {New York: Hurnati!! 

Rights Watch, 1999). 

23 E Rutembesa, "Le disconrs snr le peuplement cgmme instrument de mani 
take", Cabiers dg Centre de Gestion de Conflits, 5 (2002), 83. . 

24 P. Uric, "Prejudices, Crisis, and Genocide in Rwanda", African Studies Review 40,.:~ 

(1997), 91. 

25 C, Newbary and D, Newbury, Identity,. Genocide. and Reconstruction in Rwanda 

Pape~ presented at the E~ropean Parliament~ Brussels. 
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and director of the infamous radio station Radio T~ldvision Libre des Mille 
Co!Iines :(RTLM), one of the key vehicles of hate speech before and during the 

genocide, successfully exploited these politically-manipulated ethnic divisions 
to incite violence agains~ Tutsi. 

An awareness of the damaging impact of history on Rwanda’s past has gen- 

erated fierce debates.among R,vandan scholars and political leaders about how 
national history should be portrayed. To illustrate the struggle over different 
interpretations, in 1998 a conference was held at the National University of 

Rwanda in Butare, provocatively entitled, "Changerae~ts politiques suruenues 
en 1959. Oui ou non, y avait-iI une revolution?" ("The Political changes of 
!.959. Was there a revolution or not?"). The scholars and intellectuals present 
were unable to findlan answer to the question, and Rwandan history has not 
officially been taught in Rwandan schools since 1994.~ 

Remembering and forgetting today 

In societies with poor formal education and knowIedge transmission, such as 
Rwanda, collective memot-y, expressed in day-to-day encounters and oral his- 

i 
tory, is o£ greater significance than official history?r At the local level, in par- 
ticutar, the social environment shapes what is colIectively recalled and what is 

. forgotten.Z~ Not surprisingly, after the genocide, remembering in Rwanda is not 
uncontested: different groups in Rwanda have d~fferenc ~¢iews on the past. 

. Many survivors, for example, have¯lost not only their loved ones during the 
¯ " ¯ genocide but also all of tfieir property,, and many therefore struggle to make 

... ends meet. In addition, many women are infected with HIV/AIDS, since rape 
i was used as a strategic weapon during the genocide, and are mda)>, together 

i; .’.)with their children, dying slowly from the consequences of the genocide?9 A 

proportion of impoverished, rural survivors feels neglected by the 

26 According to the Director of Curriculum Developme~t~ Rwanda is still in the early stages 
~:: :".: of developing a nationa! history curriculum, even ti~oughhistory is taught at some Schools 
.’ : at the discretion of the individual teachers: Interview with the Director o~ the National 
i:. :: i.. Curriculum Development Centre, Ministry of: Education, Science, Technology and Scien- 

tific Research, Government of Rwanda, Kigali {4 December 2003). 

J.-P. Schreiber, "Le g~nocide, la *n~moire et Pbistoire" in R. Verdict, E. Decan× and J.~P. 

! : Chretien (eds), Rwanda: Un.Genocide du XXe Siecle (Paris: Harmattan, 1995), 169. An 
¯ ~mpottartt point is that memory and history are not identical concepts, igor a discussion 

.:::: ": ’ see R.Nora, "General Introduction: Between Men:ory and History" (3993). 

M. Halbwachs, On Collective Memory (Chicago IL: University of Chicago Pre~s, 

During the genocide, ma~y rapists were aware that they were HIViAIDS positive, and 
used ~heir infec:ion as a way of kil]ing For fur~her discussion see At:rican Rights, Broken 
Bodies Torn Spirits, Living with GekOcide Rape and HIV/AIDS, Kigali: AfriCan Rigl~ts 

(2004); and AVEGA, Survey on Violence Against Women in Rwanda, Kigali: AYEGA 

(1999). 
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ernmenr; ~heir call for compensation has so far been ignored, for financial and 

political reasons.3° Since the experience.of the violence is central to their exist- 

ence, remembering the genocide is of major importance and each year groups 

of survivors gather at the numerous memorial sites for commemoration events. 

The significance of memory is reflected inthe following quotes: 

We have to remember people who died in 1994. It is important to remember someone 
that you love, a relative, a friend. We have to commemorate it in order to put a mecha- 
nism o5 prevention in place, and to ask God to help us. For me, we cannot forget what : . 

happened.                                                                      ¯ 

(Elderly female survivor, whose son has confessed to participating in genocide lailIing~, 

Gikongoro)                                                                    " 

Yes, of course we have to remember in order to fight the ideology and to avoid this hap- 
pening again. And a lesson for Rwandan youth is to be aware of what happened. So, for 

(Young male, born in exile in Burundi, who returned after the genocide, Nyamata) . 

A different attitude to remembering is expressed by the accused and ~heir fain:: 

i[ies. While the genocide is a prime example of mass participation in 

it is mostly Hum who have been accused and imprisoned, akhough some have 

recently been released provisionally after confessing to their crimes.32 Since 

Rwandan justice system is completely overstretched, and the gacaca tribunalS::!:. 

only reached the judgement phase of the process in 2005 and only in a 

jurisdictions, most detainees sense that they have little hope of a fair trial 

near future.33 At home, having a family member in prison is an ’ 

den on an impoverished Rwandan household, and many Hntu wives 
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Army (RPA). Having lost spouses, parents, siblings dr other relatives, many 

Hutu do not understand why they are n£)t allowed to mourn their dead publicly 

and why they are not included in the national commemoration ceremonies, as 

illustrated below:                                          . 

To remember is good, but it should be inclusive. For instance, my parents were killed 
during the genocide. But when they [the public] remember they remember only Tutsi, 
so t am frustrated because they don’t remember my family. 

(Your*g rural woman, Nyamata) 

It is important not to forget the past so that we can preven} the future. But the bad.was 
not only the genocide but also the Hutu who died in the DRC from diseases, and also 
those who were. killed in revenge when they came back. Nobody has won this war; 
everybody has lost at least one family member. 

(Elderly rural man, Nyamata) 

What becomes apparent from the above quotes is that even though memory 

of the genocide is significant in Rwanda, there is a conflict over how it should 

be remembered. While some, in particular the survivors and their families, in- 

:sist that only the agony of the Tutsi should be recalled, others argue that all suf- 
needs recognition. A cioser look reveals that this split goes along Tutsi/ 

¯ Hutu lines,, illustrating, yet also perpetuating, ethnic divisions. 

ii::.ii:;:.ii: Paradoxically, in. contrast to my interviewees’ memories of the genocide as 

illustrated above, their memories about the ethnic cleavages that .led to the 
have today disappeared, and the past is described as having been har- 

;.reunions; This is apparent in the following statements in which my interviewees 

[[ !:i:ilportray the killlngs as a sudden rupture: 

and often fail, to simultaneously cultivam the land and care for their ............    war was created by the state and the authorities. We as peasants did not know 
Moreover, some Rwandaus also suppogt their prisoner spouses by providifi~ii:iiiii :what was happening. Before we were living together, sharing everything. Only when 

food and clothing, placing a farther burden on the family.                    : the genocide started did divisions start. 
the quotes below illustrate, many accused and their dependants feel 

are the true victims of the genocide. Furthermore, many HUm perished 

the genocide in refugee camps in the Democratic Republic of Congo 

overcrowded prisons or at the hands of the post-genocide Rwandan 

30 The ~mtional Compensation Fund, which designates 10 per cent o~ ~he annual 
to survivors, remafns a contesre.d issue i~ Rwanda. Not only is the country’~ budge~:! 
too smaiI to pay comp.ensation, it is also not sufficiently trgnsparent,.arid 
survivors, it is un¢tear.whet~-er t~,e Fund ac’mally exists and who benefits from it. 

3! K. Lemarchand~ "Coming to Terms with riae Past: Ttxe Politics of Memory in 

cide Rwanda", Obserua*oir~ de l’Afrique centrale {23 July 2000), 1. 

32 African Rights, "Prisonqr Releases a Risk for tb.e Gacaca System" {Kigali: 
16 January 2003).            ; 

33 Personal fiddnotes. 

Nyamata) 

me, I cannot determine who is responsible for the genocide. We heard that 
were being killed without knowing who planned it, 

¯ ::.i)aung rural woman with busband in prison, Nyamata) 

know, we did nc~t kno~v how it came. We were friends, the same people, sharing 

:. We are innocent in this situation. 

male farmer, Nyamata) 

the backdrop of the pogroms against Tutsi in 1959, 1962 and 1973, 

on past harmony is surprising since, as I argued above and as has 
stated bypolitical scientist Peter Uvin, the Rwandan genocide was sire- 
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ated in a context of deeply entrenched images of ethnic divisions and dynamics 
:i: " We have to be courageous. Living in the community, we ca,,notourliVerelatives.aI°ne A weSUrViv°r¯have 

of social exclusion. Today~ these dlv,s,ons still find expression in day-to-day at-. 
:i ¯. canno~ live alone. For example, we live with a family who killed 

titndes. A rich person, for instance, is occasionally referred to as "a Tutsi" regard-¯ i~ :i .i. to relax and remain confident, and pre~end that there is peace. Kwisbyra mu Mutuzo. 
less of her or his ethnic identity, while "I am not your Huru" is used to feud off :i:::.!i ’::: {Woman Of mixed parentage who was married to a Tutsi and bad lost all of her and 

most of her husband’s family, Gikongoro) 
expl°itati°n’~s 

. :.. : The Kinyarwanda phrases Kwishyra mu Mutugo or Kwihao Amahoro mean 

Pretending peace .... . ::::.117!: ."pretending peace" and signify a coping mechanism by which all antagonism is 

..... ~ " ’ ~ ’ - ever does ;i:ii:i:!7!:ii:i::": silenced to maintaii~ the Socialequilibrium. According to  m22:722,o    The public torgettmg o~ past cleavages and anta~,omsms, I~ow    , not.: :i.::q. : :: nce-t reflects man - -eo 1 " " randi and often Y 
" " ’ h 

¯ :..:~:::::::?:: : ¢o p y p p e’s mo~usop¢ " " " m " thatthese dlwsmns are of no lm ortance toda . Rather rhxs c osen am- : ;,:’:;. ~: : : . ¯ ¢ ........ - ...... This coo~ng echamsm mea~ ...... , p. . . Y . ,’ .. - ,. ;:..:0~:::!~..: possible ~vay o~ nwng ,n me m,ost ot mutual ms~ru~- - 

neda constitutes a oenDerate socta~ coping mechamsm to treat with the ~lSrUp-.....:~:,~>l -at I have described 
h ~ . .. :i.:.ii?~:~... is wh                  as chosen amnesia.               " " r       ~ ’ ex enences ot the ast Inn cocle o~ s~lence that constrains muc o* t~e . r_,    , .    , . . ¯ _~=.~ nked to me p ospect or rive p P .:....:..}.:.i:!~{:~.:I!. :. rear o, rne otner group, on me omer hans, ~s o~** h . . . 

post-genocide discourse Of these issues is expressed in the following quotation:                  at gacaca courts, regardless of whether this is as a v,cnm, ~v,tness or 

Just after the war there were many problems. People returned fzom exile; 
also revenge killings. People Could no~ talk m each other. Everybody was afraid of 
rybody. Today, it is as if we have forgotten everything. At the moment it 
any more. People never talk about ~he past because it brings back bad memories 
problems. We pretend it does not exist. 

Elderly man who had just been released from prison, Nyamata) 

This coping mechanism is necessary since, against the backdrop of 
life, many Rwandans often feel that they do not have the choice to 
their grievances publicly because it would upset the social balance. The 
concerned instead with going about daily life in the community. 
the Rwandan historian Charles Ntampaka, it may be two or three 
before the situation permits individuals to speak out about their exl~ 
of the genocide.~{- 

In many cases, motivations for local coexistence oscillate between 
and fear. As forpragmatism, on the one hand, R,vandans have an interest in] 

ing together, simply because they have no choice. In an environment 
all. depend on a!l, as is the case on the Rwandan hills, survival and 
require collaboration. When people fall ill, for instance, neighbours hetE 
other to carry the sick to hospital. Cultivation of the rid& is also more 
when carried out collectivdy. Moreover, some survivors even find 
dependent on the murderers of their family {o bring water to their 
dependency of survivors, in particular, is expressed in the following 

34 R Uvin, "Reading the Rwandan Genocide’!, International Studies Review, 

97. 

35 Personal fiefdnntes. 

36 C. Ntampaka, "Memoire et Reconciliation au Rwanda: Eca:t Entre 14s 

lake et les Actions de PAu~horit~", Dialogue, 226 (2002), 17. 
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~e~rator. According to my interviewees, this sense of fear was heightened by 
the murder of several survivors in Kaduha in Giko~goro province, in 2003?7 

while survivors are more concerned with being eliminated as wit- 

; r~esses, Hutu fear being accused and imprisoned unjustly for social or economic 
or, s: denouncing, rightly or wrongly, a genocide perpetrator has become a 

~:., c0nvenient way of get~ing rid of personal enemies and romperlt°rs’~s 
t is not surprising, however, that, generally speaking, insecurity, is a greater 

for survivors than for suspects and (he wider population. In particular, 
have chosen to stay on their family’s land in rural R~vanda, and 

in many cases surrounded by the families of those who killed their 
are often subjected to intimidation, which has increased wirk the first waves 

of genocide perpetrators since 2003.3~ Nevertheless, a frequent, al- 

~aradoxicaI response of my interviewees to questions about security was 
is peaceful since we don’t dare to attack each other"4°-or, as 

representative of AVEGA, the widows’ s~t~vivor organisation: 

The number of survivors ki[led in Kaduha is variously estimated between ~wo and four. 

.... ::See for instance IRIN, "Rwanda: Genocide Survivor Group Denounces Killings, Harass 

~enr", Nairobi, 16 December 2003, www.irimreWs.org; tRtN, "Rwanda: Kagame Dis- 

:..:::misses District Leaders over Genocide-related Deaths", Nairobi, 14 May 2004, www.irin- 

!’Rwanda: Five Sentenced to Deatti over Kiilings of Genocide Survivors", 

.:I..IRIN.. Nairobi, 1 March 2004, www.irinnews.org. Tt~e ~r~creasing fear of witnesses since 

was also tt~e theme of a Coexistence Network meeting o~ "La protection des 

du g~nocid~: une des condition~alitds de la rd**ssi~e du prncessus gacaca", 

y 2004, 

~.i~terview with human rights activis:, Kigali (26 ApriI 2004). 

~ikongoro and Nyamata, 2003-4, 
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We don’t have any probtems living together. But we also don’t have.a choice. If we dor~°t 

~ive together the genocide will start again. 

(AVEGA representative, Nyamata) 

Absence of social transformation and reconciliation 

As illustrated above, memory and forgetting in Rwanda are selective, and serve 

¯ the purpose of maintaining some form¯ of socia~ harmony in an environment 

where victims and perpetrators live side-by-side. Arguably,¯ therefore, chosen 

amnesia is a necessity for local communities emerging fromatrocities. From.. 

an ontotogical perspective, to deliberately eclipse some stories about the past " 
prevents a sense of closure and fixed boundary-drawir~g between~°ne identi- 

ty group and another, k constitutes a deferral and deIiberate ~eaving open of 
bounded, in this case Hutu or Tutsi, communities, which is essential for day-m- ¯ 

day survival a~d allows for~"pretending peace". 
This phenomenon resonates in professor of Peace Studies Andrew Rigby’s 

argument that too much memory obstructs healing wounds of war, since the .ii[[:" " 
past continues to dominate the present.~ Rigby a~gues,                        .::.: ’ 

the desire to cover up the past can also be the wish of people at the grass-roots. This is 
particularly so if many of them share a past ~hat they would rather forget because of i[. 

their active involvement in, or complicity with, the evil that was perpetrated in their 
name Fo~ people, wJao have been involved in phenomena such as mass violence that can ;~: :: " 
h’appen in a civil war, it can certainly seem as if the past is best left behind. To introduce i::: .. 
it into the present might lead to further bloodshed, conflict and pain.~z 

In contrast, but with similar implications, anthropologist Murray Last sug~ 

gnats that after violence, communities need time to come to terms with the ex- .. 

perience o~ the past. ~’As ’wounded’," he argues, "metaphorically people 

in on themselves, cur[ up, iie stili--a~ least until they get their strength ;.; 44 

and the pain goes."43 Last’s comment recalls the German experience, 
addressing the Holocaust and dealing with disturbing memories and feelings , 

4s 

of guilt and responsibility have taken many decades and continue todayl What 

xvas peculiar to the German experience, though, was that only a small :.:. 46 
of Jewish survivors remained in the country, thus avoiding much direct con- 

: : 

frontatlon between victims and perpetrators, which would have required 

immediate resolution. ’ !(: .. 

! 47 

41 Rigby, Justice and Reconciliation: After the violence, 2. 

42 Ibid. 

43 M. Las~, "Healing ~he Wounds of W:a~.", Lecture at University College London, 

¯ 2000 (M. Las~’s personal notes). 
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Rwanda, however, does not have this luxury of time and distance. Given the 

harsh living conditions and the intimacy of life on the .hills, as well as the mutual 

dependency o£ many Rwandans, ethnic cleavages simply cannot remain unat- 

tended. A "memory wall°’44 against the recenr past would bear serious dangers, 

since an unresolved pas~ inevitably returns to haunt a society in transition�s 
As argued in this chapter and elsewhere in this book by Melvern, Kayigamba 

and Gasana, the 1994 genocide was, among other things, the result of pre- 
existing ethnic cleavages and subsequent feelings of resentment ~vhicIa people 

harboured, enabling the authorities to manipulate these emotions and to incite 

Iarge parts of the population to kill These circumstances persist: today, the 

prevailing social structures could again be exploited through hate speech and 

?ropaganda, potentia!ly leading to new outbreaks of violence.46 Crucially, only 

a transformation of the ethnic cleavages that run through Rwandan society can 

prevent future massacres. To date, such a transformation has nottaken place. 

Despke the unity, discourse of the Rwandangovernment, which promotes an 

all-Rwandan identity based on citizenship and not on ethnic identity4~--as 

also explored in this volume by Kayigamba, Lemarchand and Hintjens~the 

dichotomy of HutuiTutsi remains effectively unchallerlged, and is perpetuat- 

ed in the current form of memory and amnesia as illustrated in this chapter. 

What is.absent, yet required to overcome this problem, is a transformation of 

the way in which different groups relate ~o one another. For Rwanda, such a 

transt:ormation process would entail chalIenging and changing the prevailing 

social structures o~ ethnic identity, so that people would not identify themselves 

as exclusively Hutu or Tutsi, or at least.wouid not view these ider~tity labels 

as. conflicting. As a result of such a trar~sformation process, peace in Rwanda 

would no longer be defined in negative terms, as the absence of violence, but in 

R Connertnn, How Societies Remember (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 

1989). 

J. Sarkin, "The Tension Between Justice and Reconciliation in Rwanda: Politics, Human 

Rigl~ts, Due Process and tl~e Role of Gacaca Courts in Dealing witt: the Genocide", Jour- 

aal of African Law, 45, 2 (2001), 147. 

My conclusions resonate in the concerns raised ~n the report on the ~ndings of the Ad-hoc 

Parliament Commission on Genocide Ideology, Which states that "[t]~ose wEo revive.the 

genocide ideology spread words a~d acts tbar stir up ethnic haired and conflicts amongs~ 

Rwa~dans", (Ad-hoc Parliament Commission on Genocide Ideology, Final Report: Eng~ 

Iisb Su~ma~, Kigali: Parliament of Rwanda, Jun~July 2004). 

To discuss ~he na6onal unity and reconciliation strategy of the Rwandan government 

would exceed the scope of ~his c~apter. Argua blB ~owever, the promotion of an aB-Rwan- 

dan iden:ity takes place *vithou~ addressing ~he cleavages and problems at the root o~ ~he 

conflict, and thus constructs a ~op-down uni~ wkhout reconciliation. The introduction 

of closure ~rough e~forced umty bears the dangdr o~ new antagonism and resentment, 

since differences are being eradicated and legi6mare grievances silenced. For a detaiIed. 

discussion see S. Buckley-Zistel, "Dividing and Uniting", up. cir. 
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positive terms as being, ultimately, "about restoring sociality, about establish- 
ing the trust necessary not just to tolerate but to cooperate in parmership that ¯ :::. .~. 
can survive even the threat of failure.’’as 

Supporting transition and reconciliation 

From a morepractical perspective, the question remains, how can such a lo- ¯ .: 

col transformation process be encouraged by those outside :hose communities, 

such as national or international organisations? How can the mediation of dif~ . 
ferent ~orms of memory and amnesia, as illustrated in this chapter, be assisted i 

" so that they support reconciliation processes?                               ::. 

Crucially, given the impact of the experience of violence at the local Ievd, i:: 
external organisations must find means of supporting transformative process- . : . 

es that originate within communities-*~ Wha; is discernible, in conversations 

with individuals and groups of survivors, suspects and their families, and more ... 

impartial community members, is a request for mediation or facilitation be- ..: i : 

tween victims and offenders, in order to move out of ~heir stalemate situation... 
of chosen amnesia, tn Rwanda, the necessary local change-agents, who seek to ’:::i 

co~tribute to reconciliation processes in their immediate environment 
mediating between Hutu and Tutsi communities, are few but nevertheless do: 

exist. Their efforts are often hampered, however, by a lack of support and in- 

terest by larger national or international peace-building organisations. Asked .:":):i 

about their requirements, these actors often reply that they would appreciateit. 
receiving support at their immediate, locallevel where their work can have 

d~e greatest impact, rather tha~ being subsumed into nationai proiects. Many 
change-agents state that national NGOs are often too involved inadvocacy 

politics in the capitai, resulting in a poor local presence and the ignorance of 

needs at the community level,s° They lack an understanding of the deep     ..:..:.:! 

that continue to run through local communities. 

48 

49 

50 

-- M. Last, "Reconciliati~)n and Memory in Postwar Nigeria" in D. Veena, A. Kleimnan, M. : 

Ramphele and P. Reynotds gods), Violence and Subjectivity (Berkeley, CA; University Of:::" 

California Press, 2000), 379. 

D. Pankhurst, "Issues of Justice and Reconciliation in Complex Political Emergencies: 

ceprualising Reconciliation, Jnst~ice and Peace", Third World Quarterly, 20, i 

Tlais absence was very apparent during my inter’views i~ rural areas of Gikongoro 

Nyamata. With the exception of s~me individuals--mainly survivors in towns or 

established villages (Umudugudu) who were members of the survivors" or 

or AVEGA--almost none fit my interviewees gad ever b 

of the genocide and the reconciliation process. Although some had heard about 
NGOs or the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission (NURC} ~hey knew 

their mandate nor their programme~. Consequently, ~he maiority of intervie 

my interest in their circumstances, .and the opporttmRy to articulate their Views. 
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Consequently, my survey of non-governmental reconcilia;ion projects re- 
vealed that--instead of seeking to mediate antagonisms between Hutu and 
Tutsi communities__most projects focus almost exclusively on justice-related 
issues such as gaqaca or human rightsS* or on the needs of only one party, such 

. as survivors (though aIl of these are of course important in their own rightl2~ 
My survey exposed a shocking absence of projects dedicated to bringing the 
former parties to fl~e conflict together~be they self-contained or in relation 

to gacaca or other projects~preventing them from addressing the underlying 
prevailing social structures Of ethnic ide~tity.Sa 

. This omission can be explained through current preferences in peace-build- 
ing strategies,s4 Ir~ Rwanda and elsewhere, peace-building projects conducted 
or funded by international organisations, in particular, often give salience to 
visible demands and interests. These include the. reintegration of demobilised. 
soldiers, restoration of the 5ustice sector, development assistance to deprived re- 
gions, and support for decentraIisation and democratisation. While aI1 of these 

51 To what extent the gacaca ~ribunals can contribute to reconciliation processes in Rwanda 

remains to be seen. On tee basis o~ the present trials to dare, some tensions between 

gacaca iusrice and reconciliation are already discernible, although with varying degrees 
in different districts. In brief, the causes for setbacks include corruption of gacaca judges 

and ~itnesses, intimidation and harassment of wimesses prior ~o ~estil~ylng, verbaI abuse 

o~: survivors giving mstimony, the opening of wounds; limited trust in truth being spoken 

during trials (according to a 2003 survey 60 per cent of ~he general population expects 

% large amount of raise accusations" to be made during gacaca., see NURC, Sondage 

d’Opinion sur la Participation a la gacaca.et la Rdconciliation Nationale, Kigali: N!,JRC 

(2003) 13), debates over de facto limitation of gacaea jurisdiction to genocide crimes to 

the exclusion of war crimes, manipulation of outcomes through social and political power 

holders, partial or raise confessions and enforced attendance of population at gacaca ses- 

sions. While NGOs such as African Rights and Penal Reform International (PRIi have 

drawn a:tention to the pitfalls of gacaca for some ~ime~ even the Rwandan parliament 

and government have recently acknowledged its flaws. (Ad-hoc Parliament Commission 

on Genocide Ideology, 2004, 10-12 and R~publique du Rwanda/Service National des 

Juridicfions gacaca . , Le Fonetionnement des Juridictions gacaca qui out terming [eu~ 7~me 
Rgunion~ Kigali: R~publique du Rwanda/Service National des Juridictions gacaca (21 

January 2004}. See also African Rights, gaeaca ]urisdiction: A Shared Responsibility, 

gal~: African Rights (January 2003); LDGL, Enqz~te s~r PEtat des Lieux des furidictions 

gacaca au Rwa.nda: Rapport Provisionaire, Kigali: LD GL (December 2003). 

52 Survey conducted in the course of the fietdwork in Rwanda in 2003-4. 

53 In recognition of this de/~cit, at a recent Coexistence Network meeting it was proposed to 

extend the gacaca tribunals with victim:offender mediation~ and first s~eps have been ~ak~ 

en to develop such a programme. (Coexistence Network meeting on "La protection des 

tdmoignages du gdnocide: ~ne des conditionnalitds de la rOussite du processus gacaea 
Kigali, 25February 2004). " 

For a discussion of the art of peace-building after civil com’]icts, see, for instance, R. Paris, 

At War’s End: Building Peace altar Civil Conflict (Cambridge University Press, 2004); and 

for a critica[ appraisal of current donor projects in Rwanda~ see S. Buckley-Zistel, "Between 

Past and Future: An ASsessment o5 tee Transition from Conflict to Peace in Post-Genocide 

Rwanda", DsF paper 15 (2008), www.bundesstfftung-friedensforsdlung.de 
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SUSANNE BUCKLEY-ZISTEL ;::[[:i" I WE ARE PRETENDING PEACE 

components are important, they are nevertheless based on an understanding :i.i: ::ii 
living conditions, this isnot surprising. And yet, after fourteen years, it is time 

of conflicts as deriving from incompatible goals, such as the distribution of re- .ii..:. i 
face the past and to challenge the prevailing, antagonistic ethnic cleavaggs. 

sources, facilitating gccess to power, or overcoming iniustice and inequality,ss if:.: 

to 

Caught in the deadlock ofpast, present and future, it is time io ask how people 

In short, they all revolve around "interests" that can be negotiated among the ¯ " i:! i " 
can escape the prison of memory without Choosing a form of amnesia that risks 

parties to the conflict. What is being left untouched, though, is the "identity .... repeating the same crimes. How can Rwandans overcome the prevailing cleat- 

aspect of cor~flicts, such as between Hntu and Tutsi in Rwanda. According to ! ages to establish a lasting peace? 

Norbert Ropers, director of the Berghof Foundation for Peace Support,     " " ’ :::"::i: 

Disputes ... typically operate at c~vo levels: the. more or less openly negotiated level o[ :i :.: .!.~ 
political demands and interests, and the deeper level o{ collective experience, stances :::-:7[.; 

and attitudes integral to the formation o{ identity. An important role in constituting :.::::.i::;::/. ¯ . 
and shaping these two levels is played by events in which large numbers °f the members 

of a group have been the tic{ires of despotic rule, expulsion, rniIitary conquest, or some : .;:;.t . 
other form of violence .... If, in such instances, conflict management zs confine solely 
to the negotiation level and to an apparently "reasonable" balance of tnterests, there i.::i::i;:;.I:i :. 
will be a danger that the neglected "deep dintension" of col-lecnve expermnces, tra> . ).if::}: 

, d attitudes will manifest itself as an inexplicable "irrational" derangmnent ~ .... ":~ : 
mas an " :;.; [". 

In order to highligh{ the necessity to also address tensions at the identity leve[,"::):;:;i:::.i.::l:.i .. 
thts Chanter has sough~ to i[lustrate these neglected "deep dimensions" of linger- :: :.:,:’::.::, . ’ 

ing antagonisms between Hum and Tutsi, through re~erring to what ts remem:. ::!::Ti:i 4 :: 
bered and what is forgo~en Significantly, at the local, public level ethnic cleat:.:. 

ages are subjected to chosen amnesia, silencing prevailing tensions and leading ) 

many external observers to conclude that there has been significant improve-..:!i~:ii!:.?ii!{~i!:):.:!". 

ment regarding local reconciliation processes. However, to acknowledge    ¯    ~.:: 

fissures~and the subsequent risk of future violence along ethnic [ines~requires 

a shift of peacebuilding efforts, away from so far almost predominantly            . :. ::;.: 
centred approaches to one that also seeks to address the transformation 
prevailing ethnic cleavages between Hutu and Tutsi. Instead of being nationally{ 

driven, such an approach demands a locally situated, bottom-ut 
hating from those whose lives have been most affected.                            .. 

The progress of reconciliation at the community level, as portrayed in        i:::.:::::.: 

chapter, might appear pessimistic and in contrast with many other                : ::: 

Given the enormity of the crime of genocide and the particularities of Rwanda’~ 

55 FOr furi:her discussion, see S. Buckley-Zis~el, "Development A~sistance                     :{:::4::.i::. 
sessment Methodology", Conflict, Security and Development, 3, 1 12003), 119~29. " 

56 N. Ropers, "Roles a~d Funct~’ons of TMrd Parties in the Constructive Managemerit i 

Ethnipoikica[ Conflicts" (Berlin: Berghof Research Center for Cons 

agemen~, 1997), 8-9. 

57 See, for instance, the media coverage of ~he recoocilia~ion process 

phone nationa! newspaper, e.g. "Rwanda is Moving Forward to a Unified Peaceful, 

and.Democratic Country - Kagame", New Times {17-!9 March 2003), 3; 

Courier, Survivor Reconcile", New Times {16-19 Oct. 2003) or the collection 
by Paul Kagame reprinted in Lima Siaankar JhaiSurya Narayan Yadav, Rwanda: 
Reconciliation, Good Governance and Development (New Delhi: AIA, 2004). 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Roithmayr, Autism Speaks <puzzlebuilder@autismspeaI:s.org> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 1:42 PM 

SaNe, Emfice N <emfice@email.unc.edu> 

Eunice, help build the world’s la~rges~[ digital puzzle 

Eunice, 

The Autism Speaks logo is a blue puzzle piece. It’s our daily inspiration to solve the autism puzzle. 

But with one in every 1 10 American children affected by an autism spectrum disorder, we need to 

inspire a lot more people to support autism research and awareness to address this rapidly growing 

public health crisis. 

That’s why I’m so excited to be writing to you today about a new, fun online tool we’ve built called 

Puzzlebuilder. 

Create your own puzzle now: 

We’re launching Puzzlebuilder to help create the world’s largest digital puzzle - for an extremely good 

cause that’s close to both of our hearts. All you need to get started is two minutes and a photo of 

something - or someone - that’s important to you. (Maybe even less than two minutes, if you’re a fast 

mouse-clicked) 

Then invite your friends to help you put your puzzle together by purchasing a piece. Each puzzle 

piece ~s $1 O, with all proceeds going to autism research and advocacy~ 

You’l~ be giving your friends an easy way to join our cause and make a meaningful difference in the 

~Jves of everyone who’s affected by autism. 

Get started now by signing up for Puzzlebu~der: 

Happy puzzle-bumMing, 

Mark Ro~thmayr 

President, Autism Speaks 





Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <contac@eventbrite.com> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 2:00 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Visualizing ttuman Righks this Saturday! 

Dear Friends: 

We hope you are excited as we are about Visualizin~ Human l>dg!~ts this Saturday! 

We want to make sure you know about our ldck-offVisualizing Human Rights Movie Night on Friday night at 7pm where we’ll screan The Yes Men Fix the 

World, followed by discussion and pizza! For parking, directions and logistics info: http:i/vhr3.web.unc.eduAogistics 

On Saturday, we will start at 10am, and the building roll be open starting at 9:30am for you to gather and enjoy coffee and tea before we start the Dick Gordon 
inte~iew of Jolm Conroy. 

One office big highlights offlae day is the "on-demand" human light,s t- shirt printing by Flytrap Studios and Barehanded Press We’ll have American Appm-el t- shi(~s 

(heather grey track tee and lake blue 50/50) available to purchase tbr $10 (cash only) in Womens (S-XL) and Mens (S-XXL). But, you are welcome to bring your 

own blank light colored t-shirt to have printed free of chmge. 

We’re also proud that VHR is a Dark Green Certified event, and as such we’ll be composting and only use compostable cups, plates, and flatware during the free 
lunch by Vimala’s Curo~blossom Cafd. However, you can go even ti~rther by b~inging your o~n reusable cup or water bottle. 

Saturday is a busy day at UNC, so please make sure you check out our logistics pa~e before you come due to campus-area road closures due to a 5K. 

It’s going to be an amazing and powerful day and we’re reaJly glad you’ll be joining us; however, if you can no longer attend, please do let us know by emailing 

vhr@unc.edu. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Niklaus 

This email was sent by Eventbrite, your total online solution to publish, register, 

manage ~ild promote events. Host Your Ev~its With Eventbrite 
Registration powered by Eventbrite ] 

Click b~ to un~’ubsc~’ib~ flora e~lts by "UNC C~lt~" for Global Initializes." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 2:56 PM 

ttall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu-~; Hall, Perry A 

<tlAI,I,PA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ougol@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Follow-up 

(haduateColleagueReques~t[ 1 ] KiasCom~nents.docx 

Hi All, 
Here are my comments. I tJaink I forgot to attach them to my earlier message. 

Kia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Perry }{all [mailto:hallpa(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 31,2010 1:28 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, Perry A; Nzungola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Follow-up 

Colleagues, 

After some delay, for which I apologize, I am sending an attachment representing the current state of tasks I was to follow-up on coming out of our last meeting. ’]’he attachment contains 1) 
the list of core courses with short descriptions I was to provide, and 2) the text of a message to be sent to the entire department faculty (perhaps under Julius’s name) enlisting their 
participation in the form of course descriptions and statements of research interest that reflect their area or expemse 

would appreciate your feedback as soon as possible so that we can get our colleagues responses before Thanksgiving 

Thar~x 



Core Course Descriptions 

AFRIC 700, GlobalAJ?icana Studies I: Africa and the Making of the Modern World. An examination 

regarding communities and cultures of A[rican-descendant peoples. Multiple methodological 

approaches will be ~x~iiit’~d1 uti~zin~ guest ~urers ~ct ~th~r ~ppropr~ resources: .... 

AFRIC 992, Research in Global Ajf’icana Studies, ~17tesis Substitute: Directed research for 

individual thesis and research topics. 

Graduate Program: Important update from the Graduate Program Committee 

Colleagues2, 

Our graduate proposal has gone through an initial review by officials in the Graduate School (the 

latest version of that proposal is attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add more 

details to our proposed cumculum offerings. On that score we are asking for you input in te~rns 

of course offerings. ~ere’ we go: 

a) We would like ~each faculty member ct~,!!eag~’,e to formulate a short~ bullet list, or     ,,~,,-~{ Fo~r~atted: Font color: Red            J 

description of~t_[!__c_’__~;=reseaxch interests, so we can construct a that reflects our 

intellectual breadth and grounding. 

b) We me asking that each colleague to compose a description (}-4 4--2- sentences) of two 

courses you would be interested in developing and teaching at the graduate level. The 

course should fit into, ,°;pecifica!!y ~%r one or more of the specialization areas. Please 

indicate which specialization area ~/ou lhink the course would fit best in. {Currently, the 

ti t!es of’the specialization areas aze: @Race and Racism in the Modern World," 

"Political Economy of the Black World," "Gender, Sexuality, and the Be@ .... Cultural 

Production," and "Religion m~d Social Thought.’) 

The proposed course could be 

a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level:. 

~._~[ Formatted: Font: (Default) Times New Roman, 
I 22 pt, Font color: Red, Complex Script Font: 

b) a new course area encompassing a current or newly developed area of research interest. L Times New Roman, 12 pt 

Please send your statement of research interests and your course descriptions to Agatha or 

Haeran by November 22. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Assoc.o£Women.Faculty&.Professionals@mxp 1 .isis.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 3:46 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <awfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpall] AWFP presentation on "The Role of Women in Politics" 

Please join us for this timely discussion: 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals presents Dr. Betty Winfield 

"The Role of Women in Politics" 

November 10, 2010 

3:30 - 5:00 pm 

Freedom Forum Conference Center in Carroll Hall 
BET~-Y HOUCHIN WINFIELD, PhD, is a specialist in political communication and mass media history. She is a visiting professor in the UNC School of Mass 
Communication and Journalism this year, and has been a member of the Missouri School of Journalism faculty since 1990. She also holds appointments in the 
Department of Political Science and the Harry S. Truman School of Public Affah’s at the University of Missouri. 

Dr. Winfield is the recipient of many prestigious awards for her teaching and scholarship. Among Winfield’s publications are Journalism, 1908: Birth of a 
Profession (University of Missouri Press, 2008) and the award-winning FDR and the News Media (University of Illinois Press, 1990, and Columbia University 

Press, 1994). Winfield has given numerous scholarly lectures and competitive papers on mass media history and White House communication. Among them are 

analyses of the free expression conflicts with the Commander-in-Chief role of the President, the models of attorneys general during wartime, and first lady 

relationships with the public and the media. Her current vein of research involves how journalists use history in their stories. 

Beth Millwood 

AWFP President 2010-11 

http:i/www.unc.edu/aw~pi 

Elizabeth A. Millwood 

Outreach Coordinator 

Southern Oral History Program 

410 E. Franklin St., CB #9127 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chape! Hil!, NC 27599-9127 

919.952.0550 

You axe subscribed to this list. awfpall, because you have been identified as a fema]e i~aculty or professional st~£f member who is eligible to join or paxticitmte in 

activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. We use this general list very sparingly only to invite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsubseribed, please email anne whisnant@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 4:22 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

ASA Memorial Gathering to Honor Ann Dunbar 

From: Barbara Shaw Anderson, U2x,-C-Chapel Hill <banderson@rmc.edu> 
Date: 2 November 2010 

I wanted to share the word that there will be a simple memorial gathering to honor Arm Dunbar at ASA in San Francisco. I do not have a room number, but my understanding is that we will 
gather Ii’om 8 - 9 p.m. on Friday (NOT Saturday), November 19, and I will plan to post the location on the ASA bulletin board. Julius Nyang’oro, Cathy Newbu~z, and Ed Steinhart have taken 
the lead here. Please pass this along to anyone you believe would be interested, for example, on the listservs for your Center or organization. In addition to sharing our memories of Arm’s 
personal and professional gifts, I would be glad to hand deliver to Ann’s family afterward an?- contributions to the research scholarship fund established in her name at L~,-C-CH. 

Warm regards, 

Barbara Anderson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe ~eunice@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 4:46 PM 

Seminar Tomorrow and updates: AFRI416.001 .FALL2010 

DeaJ All, 

Greetings. Here aJ~e 2 updates: 

1) Readings: Susalme Buckley-Zistel’ reading is available on Blackboard. The remaining ones should be available before the end of the week and we will discuss them 

before our guest lecture on Tuesday. For tomorrow, come to class prepared to discuss the 3 readings that are available. 

2) Returning extorts: I am fighting as hard as I can against a flu bug aJ~d this has included a lot of resting since last night, thus I roll be wrapping up your grades on Friday 

and V~sfing them to Blacklx~m~d then. Given the delay in my returning them, each of you will receiving an extra 1.0 in your final Aiii416 grade becau~ I consider the 

delay a violation of your human rights .... 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Salfle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alfred Gonzalez on behalf of TIAA- CREF <tiaa- cref@messaging.daa- clv£org> 

Wednesday, November 3, 2010 7:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu> 

Is your financial life too complicated? 

Is your financial life too ccmpiicsted? Cr~II 6"?’? 225..9665 

/ 

Dear b.’.’u n k:e, 

Is your financial fife (oo compticaled? Are you spending (oo 
much (irne managing muNpb re(iremen( accounts wi[h 

.<~irnplil;¢ lheit finsnc~al ~ives ~y sonso~idafing~ thee" retm~merd 

~ccounts a~ TI,~-CRE~. A s~ngb porffoNo can make i~ easier 
h:~t you [o masage your holdings and po[esi:~ai}y ~ower your 
costs. Youll get: 

Become your future you. With us. 

o A ¢~ear 3t~@’ view of al~ your holdings en a single 
statement. 

" Potentially k~wer fees,2 Comtx-x’e "t’LiV\-CR~F’s Ices with 

wha~ you’re payiag now, Chances are, you wilt find ours are 

Personalized advice and prudent portfolio guidance al : 
no ~’~dditiona] co.st, 

Sire#lily yo~ finances ..... 
and yo~ life, 

Call 

877 
O~" 

c~ick here to schedule a 

~/@ ca8 help yOU ]~r~nage 

easily ~haa you ever ~hough~ 
Efficient ~[a× management[ ~o make yeaPend planning and : 

Customized estate #la~ing with lailored, taxosma4 
wealth ~raasfer slratepies. 

Simplify your fit~an¢ial ~ife .---- starting today 
877 226~8~5 or sl~ck here to schedule a one-os.<me a#pemiment. Our office 4s 

boated at 6350 Quadrangle Ddve ~n Chapel HUI. WeU~ show you how easy ~1 is to simp]~f,¢ your 
finanda] Nfe a( T~-CREF...and become your fl.Hure you ~ witi~ 

Smcerely, 

Alfred Gonzafez 
Vt~eatlh Maaageraent Advisor 

’1 Before trsn.<;ferrisg ~-~,ssets or replacin,g an existing srmu~ty, be sure ~(~ careh~lly cosskJer [he benefb~ of 

both the existing a~xt new p~oducts. There w~]l Ukely be d~fterences ~n featu~es~ costs, surrende~ 
charges, servbes, company s~reag[h and other ~mpor[ant aspects. There may Nee be t~x 
oo[~equeQ~]e~i associsted w~h the transfer o~ assets ~R~J~t~ot ~r~M~i[et~i may ~e subjec~ b:~ l:a~al:~en and 
pe~affies. Consult w~th your own adv~so~ regarf~g your pa~t~cu~ar sffuat~on. 

2 Morning.star Direcl (June 2010) based on Momingslar expense comparisons by category. Applies to 

e U r ~; ;~I’ia b k.~ S n I~ U ib/a Ix~ t~ utu a I IU I~ ~J eX [)e E~ se t a l ios 

Alfred Gonzabz is a Repistered Rei0resentative ef TIAAoCREF fndivi@Jaf & h~slitutional SePAces, LLC. 

TI,@5,-CREF ladividual & lnstitu’lioaal Sewices, LLC aad Teachers Pe~soaal hwestors Services, 
member.<; FINRA, (JLslribute ,seeuri[ie..; [)rodust.s. Annuily conlracls ~-~nd ced:@)ates ate is.sued toy 
Teachers Insurance and A~nuily Association (TI.~A} and College Retirement Equities Fund (CREE}, 
New York, NY. Advisory services are provided by Advice and Planning Ser4ces, a division of 
CREF ]nclividual & Ins~itution~] Services, LLC, ~ registered investmenl advisor. 

TIAA42REF prodt~cts may be st4)jeet to r~arket and othe~ risk factors. See the applicable 
product ~ite~atu[e, or visit tiaa~ref.o~g fo~ details, 

This is a commercial message~ 

daa~ef.org for a prospectus tha~ aontains <t~is and clear informatM#. Read ;he prospectus ca~efuffy 
before fnvesdng. 



Questions or feedback? Ce~tsct us directly. Phase DO NOT REPLY to this emait. 

To updale your email addr’ess or’ preferences~ !~gt.J~). ~e you~ account from ~he T~-CREF home page, 
go ~(~ ~y Prof,{e, then Cow,tact ~nfo~’~at~o~ a~d eDe~very R~efe~ences. 

Add t~aa-c~ef@mess~ging.tia~creLorg to your address book to ensure that you receive emails from 
T~-CREF. 

@ 2010 Teachers ~nsu~ance a~d Annuity AssociatiomColbge Retirement Equities 
730 Theyd Avenue, New York, NY 10017. 



It’s the Expedia Holiday Bonus 

When you book your holiday flight this season, we’ll give you a $200 coupon to use in 

early 2011. It’s a bonus you can count onDand a little something to look forward to after 

the holiday season winds down. 

}~~e~:e~ebe~ 2£, 2#t£; travel by January 31,2011. 

Roundtrip flights start at just $69+ 

f~es: For any flight, on any airline 

Book now from just $44 

Going fast ... offers for the spontaneous traveler 

~£!~3~q.r}: 3-star hotels from $651night 

9at~s: 3-star hotels from $69/Bight 

#.~.~#.~.: 3-star hotels from $SW~ight 

Visit your favorite cil now 

= ~.{~[~!£~[!!~..q.ti~}~%..~.~.~: 3-star hotels from $991night 

.~.~E~E~.~£~.~.~: 3.5-star hotels from $94/night 

New Yo~k: 3-star hotels from $115/night 

Book together for the best savings in travel 

~g.~..~..q.~!~.: Flight + 3-nights from $269 

~ALq![~: Flight + 4=nights from $350 

~: Flight ÷ 3-nights from $534 

Our favorite offers for the cruise seekers 

B~sh’=ess Travel i Rewards 

Departing from: Depart Date: 

Destination: Netum Date: 

{ ............................... 

Here are your favorite routes: 

11/13/2010 - 11/16/2010 

11/13/2010 - 11/16/2010 

11/13/2010 - 11/16/2010 



i.~ Handy 
.......................................................... Tools! 

Get a 360-degree view of hotels 

wit h o u r 

Find the best price and dates for 

your trip with our Fa~e Ca}~eda~. 

Let us send the best fares right to 

your desktop with ~[#.~¢#. 

Use ~£t.~,.!.~:#}2#!..~.~!..£R~ for your 

inside scoop and user ratings. 

Find the best hotel prices with our 

Ho~el R~te Ca}eerier. 

Concerts, shows, sporting events, and 
more--book nowto save time later. 

Price 
Guarante Get the lowest price with our 

ThankYou(O Get up to $100 off when you 

book on Expedia 

Travel is better with friends Sila!~ this 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 6:59 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

You thought your duties were over.. 

Mwalimu - 

I hope all is well. 

I hate to say it, but I’ve buckled: Despite the joys of working from home and periodically dropping in on UNC African Studies courses, I’ve decided to apply to a 

handful of PhD programs next year. I’m not quitting myjobjus~t yet - in fact, I want to see ifI can continue to do it concurrently - but wNle I have the time, motivation 

and funds to do it, I want to put my application in to some Atiicana Studies PhD programs to see ifI get any bites. 

Though I’ve always hated to burden you ruth this task, would you be willing to revive your role as my consummate recommender? If you can stomach one more go- 

rouncL I’d be incredibly appreciative. 

Do let me know if this is something you ~night be rolling to do. If so, I’ll then send you all of the necessary, info soon. 

My debts to you continue to grow by the day. Sigh. 

All best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@ema~l.nnc.edt~ 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 8:06 AM 

Department listserv ~ati~a~m@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] Gmd~te Program: Important update ~?om the (?mduate Program Committee 

Appendix 13 Proposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D. Final Draft.doc 

Colleagues. 

Our graduate proposal has gone through an initial review by officials 
in the Graduate School (the latest version of that proposal is 
attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add more 
details to our proposed curriculum offerings On that score we are 
asking for you input in terms of course offerings 
a) We would like each faculty member to formulate a short, 
bullet list, or description of their research interests, so we can 
construct a compendium of faculty expertise roster that reflects our 
intellectual breadth and grounding 

b) We are asking each colleague to compose a description (3-4 
sentences) of two courses you would be interested in developing and 
teaching at the graduate level. The course should fit into one or 
more of the specialization areas. Pease indicate the specialization 
area in which you think the course would fit best. Currently, the 
titles of the specialization areas are ("Race and Racism in the 
Modern World," "Political Economy of the Black World," "Gender, 
Sexuality, and the Body" "Cultural Production," and "Religion and 
Social Thought" 

’]7he proposed course could be 
a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 
or 

b) a new course area encompassing a current or newly developed 
area of research interest. 

Please send your statement of research interests and your course 
descriptions to Agatha or Haeran by November 22. 

Thank you 

Graduate Platming Committee 
-- You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To ansubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 28048936 or send a blartk email to leave-28048936- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.anc.edu. 



APPENDIX B 

The UNC Policy Manual 
4oo.1.1.4[G] 

Adopted o5/o6/o9 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION TO PLAN A NEW DOCTORAL OR 
FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PROGRAM 

THE PURPOSE OF ACADEMIC PROGRAM PLANNING: Planning a new academic degree program 
provides an opportunity tbr an institution to make the ease tbr need and demand and tbr its ability to offer 
a quality program. Authorization to plan and the planning aetivib~ to follow do not guarantee that 
authorization to establish will be granted. Requests (5 copies) may be submitted in accord xsith the 
schedule announced by General Administration. As of January 1, 2olo submission of proposals will be 
electronic. 

Constituent Institution: UNC at Chapel Hill 

CIP Discipline Specialty Title: 
Area. Ethnic, and Cultural Studies 

CIP Discipline Specialty Number: 05.0102, 05.0202 

Exact Title of the Proposed Program: 

Ph.D. in Global Africana Studies 

Exact Degree Abbrev5ation (e.g. Ph.D., Ed.D.): 

Ph.D 

Date: __May 28, 2010 

Level: D X 1St Prof. 

Does the proposed program constitute a substantive change as defined by SACS? Yes __ No X 

a. Is it at a more advanced level than those pre~ously authorized? Yes __ No X 
b. Is the proposed program in a new discipline division? Yes __ No X 

Approximate date for submitting the Request to Establish the proposed program (must be Mthin two 
years of date of authorization to plan):    Fall 2011 

Proposed date to establish degree: month    Aug               year 2012 
(Date shotfld allow at least three months for review of the request to establish, once submitted.) 

Describe the proposed new degree program. The description should include: 
a. a brief description of the program and a statement of educational objectives 

Our overall objective in establishing a Ph.D. in Global Africana Studies is to join the other 
prominent scholars and faculties at major research institutions who are fashioning our discipline 
into a fully functioning enterprise, developing scholars who will teach in programs and 
departments like ours in future years, while also contributing to building the discipline’s body of 
research and knowledge. Moreover, graduates of this program will also be prepared for careers in 



a wide range of public and non-governmental organizations dealing ~vith human fights, including 
access to justice, basic social services, and economic development. 

Our approach will bridge historical separations between African Studies and African American 
studies and unite those fields within a framework that focuses on the experience and the agency 

of the peoples of African descent in the modern world from a historical and comparative 
perspective in general, and with respect to the impact of globalization on Africa and the African 
Diaspora in particular. As such, we also aim to address major gaps in current studies of the 
global experiences of people of African descent. These objectives shape the five areas of 
specialization our program will offer in "Race and Racism in the Modern World .... The Political 
Economy of the Black World," "Knowledge Production, Religion, and Social Change .... Cultural 
Production," and "Gender, Sexuality and the Body. 

BACKGROUND 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies was founded in 1969, a historical 
moment shaped by profound and sometimes disruptive change involving structures of 
opportunity and privilege when many institutions of higher education sought to define and 

embrace broadened, more inclusive, academic and social missions. The Curriculum, like other 
programs emerging in this milieu, reflected awareness of and sensitivity to curricular, 
pedagogical, and epistemological concerns connected to these broad transformations. Like some 
older disciplines, then (e.g., Sociology) African/African-American Studies emerged as a new 

field to fill the need to address and understand new structures, formations, and social realities 
produced by social change. In this context, African/African-American Studies has transformed 
and matured in ways characteristic of other new or emerging disciplines in the academic field, 
attending to tasks of establishing uniqueness, defining boundaries, establishing legitimacy and, 
finally, perpetuating itself by training new scholars in terms of its own perspectives, imperatives, 

and exempl ars. 1 Thus, whil e academic content in African/Afri can-Am erican Studi es curricula 
initially reflected reliance on other disciplines, as African/African-American Studies matured 
and appreciations of its inherent complexities grew, leaders in the field increasingly recognized 
the need for discipline-specific doctoral programs to create a critical mass of researchers who are 
committed to studying questions that lie at the heart of African/African-American Studies. 

It is noteworthy that a di sproportionately high number of these graduate programs have 
developed in prominent and highly ranked public and private universities. For example, the ten 
Ph.D. programs in African or African-American Studies include Berkeley, Harvard, Howard, 
Massachusetts, Michigan State, Northwestern, and Yale, while the 21 masters degree programs 
include Columbia, Cornell, NYU, Indiana, Ohio State, Syracuse, SUNY- Albany, UCLA, and 
Wisconsin. The proposed Ph.D. in African and African American Studies stems in part from the 
recognition that the Department must offer--in the very near future--an academic doctoral 
degree ifUNC-Chapel Hill’s program is to be counted among the leaders in the field. The 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies proposes to j oin with these prominent 

1 Snkall, M. 1999. Departmental Conditions and the Emergence of New Disciplines: Two Cases in the Legitimation 

of African-American Studies. Theory and Society, 28, 659-707; Bfint, S. G., Turk-Bicakci, L., Proctor, K. & 
Murphy. S. P. (2009). Expanding the Social Framc of Knowledge: Interdisciplinary, Degrce-Gmnting Fields in 

American Colleges and Universities, 1975-2000. The Review of Higher Education, 32, 155-183. 



scholars and faculties who are increasingly willing to combine their commitment to 
African/African-American Studies as a distinct field with a determination to make it a full 
function enterprise among major research institutions, a goal that encompasses teaching and 
working with graduate students and training new scholars to carry on the process. With its 
prominence as flagship of the state system, not to mention its stature as a national model of 
public education, it is appropriate that UNC-Chapel Hill’s Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies be among these leading-edge sites of knowledge production. 

INTELLECTUAL RATIONALE 

Establishment of this Ph.D. will thus uphold and advance the University’s time-honored tradition 
of offering doctoral degree programs that are innovative, and preeminent in their respective 
fields. In that spirit, our plan will situate us to makes innovative contributions, given the existing 
and emerging approaches in the field. In African Studies, the interdisciplinary Ph.D. at Howard 
University focuses on contemporary policy and development issues facing Africa, while at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, the Ph.D. focuses on African Languages and Literature .At 
Temple, where the first African American Studies doctoral program went on line in 1988, the 
Afrocentric approach, seeking clear demarcation from other disciplines or paradigms, maintains 
dominance. The inclusioni st approach that pairs or blends African American studies with 
established disciplines endures at the doctoral level in separate iterations at Yale, where is has 
been most visibly modeled, and at Harvard, where cultural studies paradigms are dominant. The 
Ph. D program at Massachusetts focuses on the black experience within the United States, while 
programs at Berkeley, Northwestern, and Indiana are framed by the concept of Diaspora, and 
Diaspora Studies, reflecting how the multiple forces and changes giving rise to an increasingly 
globalizing world and an evolving discourse on ’ race’ and its construction in the globalized 21 st 
century, have occupied scholars in African and African American studies. 

Our program is guided by a paradigm that deconstructs the historical separations between 

African Studies and Black (Africana/African American) Studies to connect the histories of 
Africa’s descendants and incorporate their presences, locations, and agencies, in the globalized 
framework of emerging modern social orders. This approach, which incorporates the global 
emergence of structures of modernity (intellectual, political, cultural and economic) aims to fill 
maj or gaps in the studies of the global experiences of people of African descent--three of which 
we highlight here. First, such studies continue to facilitate the erasure and marginalization of 
people of African descent as constitutive actors in the making of the modern world and the 
historical process of globalization. Second, through neglect of the power dynamics 
characterizing the incorporation of people of African descent in the evolution of global 
structures, current perspectives have implied a namraliza#on of hierarchies created in this 
process. Third, the focus on people of African descent as subjects of structures of dominance has 
created a tendency toward marginaliza#on of agency, where manifestations of direct 
involvement and initiative in the making of the modern world, tend to be placed at the margins. 

Erasure and A4argina#zation 

Despite increasing acknowledgement 

descent in the formation of modern 
of experiences and contributions of people of African 
world, there are nonetheless practices that continue to 



facilitate the exclusion of people of African descent as constitutive actors in these processes. 
These practices of marginalization and erasure have significant intellectual, social and political 

effects. We hope that our graduate program will fill this gap and in the process greatly contribute 
to a historically grounded inter-cultural understanding of the varied but yet interconnected 
histories of the whole human family that have gone into the making the modern world order~ 
Such an approach to the study of the experiences and contributions of people of African descent 

to the evolution of the modern world will make a significant contribution to UNC-CH’s efforts to 
foster intellectual inquiry that emphasizes the shared but different histories of various peoples of 
the world. Further, the approach will greatly contribute to our students’ emergence as critical and 
grounded global citizens who are equipped to handle the multi-layered issues facing our 

interconnected world. 

Naturalization of hierarchies 

The second gap involves the tendency of dominant perspectives to neglect the power dynamics 
characterizing the incorporation of people of African descent in the evolution of the modern 
world hierarchies and in the process naturalize this process. These perspectives abstract people 
of African descent from the modalities of this structure and the making of nation-states: thus 
enabling the reproduction of the representation of people of African descent as "people without 

history" to borrow from Eric Wolf’s pertinent phrase.2 Our approach to the study of people of 
African descent emphasizes not only the nature of their incorporation within such an order 
through the processes of slavery and colonialism, but also their incorporation in place-based 
power structures such as nation-states’ citizenship regimes and other social orders. Filling this 
gap, our proposed graduate program aims to provide rigorous historical analysis of the cultural, 
political and economic experiences of people of African descent in the context of the making of 
the modern world. 

While being subjects of structures of dominance has been one side of the experiences of people 
of African descent, manifestations of agency have been the other side of their involvement in the 
making of modern world cultural, social, and religious orders. Yet, their agency tends to be 
placed at the margins of human agency driven studies that underpin social movements, civil 
society discourses, and other intellectual projects. Consequently, in highlighting the centrality of 
the political agency of people of African descent in the making of the modern world our graduate 
program will fill a third major intellectual gap in dominant studies on their cultural, political and 
economic experiences. In the realm of ideas, intellectuals of African descent have been at the 
forefront in offering rigorous studies of power dynamics both at the national and global level. 
Further, intellectual cultural producers in the fields of literature, music and cinema have played a 
significant role in documenting the social change and the role and responses of people of African 
in this process. Cultural producers in places such as the USA (Toni Morrison), the UK (Armet 
Francis), Kenya (Ngugi wa Thiong’o), St. Lucia (Derek Walcott), Senegal (Sembene Ousmane) 
and Canada (George Elliott Clarl~e), among other parts of the global diaspora, have produced 
works that not only have lead people of African descent to study and understand cultural, 

2 E. Wolf. Europe and the People Without History, Berkeley :University of California Press, 1982. 



political and economic processes of their prevailing society and the world at large, but also to 
imagine and engage in projects aimed at organizing their societies and global society in ethical 
ways. In addition to the political agency of intellectuals drawn from a range of disciplines, 
counter-consensus movements emerging from religious traditions (such as Christian and Islamic 
movements) and secular traditions (for example human rights movements) have demonstrated 
the agency of people of African descent in various social and politico-geographies. 

The program curriculum will thus frame the parallel but place-specific experiences of African- 
descended peoples in terms of their location, presence, and involvement - in the Western 
Hemisphere and elsewhere - in the cultural, political, social and economic dimensions of the 
modern world from the pre-modem past, through slaver}, and colonialism, to the current phase in 
the historical process of globalization. With these educational objectives in mind, our degree 
program will offer the previously highlighted areas of specialization. 

Faculty in the Department possess the breadth and depth of knowledge in a number of areas that 
would be necessary to develop and implement a premiere graduate program in this field. Areas 
of expertise among the faculty include, African politics and economic systems, African 
languages, African, African-American and African diaspora history, gender studies, and cultural 
production (film, music, and literature). Current undergraduate offerings in cultural production, 
political and economic studies, intellectual history and social change, historical analysis, gender 
studies, social movements, human rights, democracy and citizenship comprise a viable 
intellectual foundation on which our proposed graduate curricula will build. 

Our faculty’s scholarly production represents an additional resource, appropriate to our proposed 
proj ect. Our faculty have produced noted cutting edge contributions in African-American 

th religious history and 20 Century biography, influential scholarship in diaspora and gender 
studies, a major analytical text for the field of African American Studies, prominent studies in 
film history, analyses of international political economy, international relations, and 
development studies. As scholars with prominent and leading contributions, the faculty is thus 
well suited to serve as models, mentors, and exemplars for graduate students in the production 
and refinement of knowledge and scholarship relevant to our discipline. 

b. the relationship of the proposed new program to the institutional mission 
and how the program fits into the institution’s strategic plan and its response 
to UNC Tomorrow 

The proposed Global Africana Studies Ph.D. will advance the university’s overall mission, as 
well as address priorities articulated in the campus 2003 Academic Plan and the 2007 UNC 
tomorrow report. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s overall mi ssion statement "is 
to di scover, create, transmit, and apply knowledge to address the needs of individuals and 

society’’3 through instruction, research, and creative activities that advance knowledge, and 
public service that contributes to the solution of social problems. 

A graduate program in Global Africana Studies at The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill would embody the University core commitment to advance knowledge, by pulling together 

3 The University of North Carolina Mission Statement 

http :iiwww.northcarolilm. edtffcontent.phpitheme sirinteffriendly.php ? docnumber= 13926 



scholarship on Africans and African Americans, examining new methodologies and theoretical 
issues within that scholarship, training the next generation of teachers, policy makers, and 
citizens, and promoting new research and insights into the experience of people of African 
descent, who have contributed much to richness of North Carolina’s history and heritage. 

As our own state becomes increasingly diverse in its population, our program - one of the oldest 
programs in the country established to examine the history and cultures of Black people-- 
wherever they may be found-- contributes to our ability to solve social problems by offering a 
platform for evaluating the social, political, and economic consequences of this process. 

The priorities of the Academic Plan are to provide the strongest possible academic experience 
for its students, promote interdisciplinary research, education, and public service, improve 
faculty recruitment and retention, improve faculty recruitment, retention, enhance public 
engagement, and extend Carolina’s global presence, research, and teaching. Each of these are 
priorities to which our proposed program will contribute. 

In several ways, development of deepened and advanced studies in our field will serve the 
Academic Plan’ s obj ective "to provide the strongest academic experience for undergraduate, 
graduate, and professional students." First, we will create offerings comparable to those that 
already exist at several top rank public and private universities. Al so, by training graduate 
students our faculty will be able to more fully utilize their talents, and thus contribute more to the 
University’s academic and research productivity. Graduate students will also be involved in 
undergraduate teaching, creating enhanced resources and possibilities for undergraduate. 

The interdisciplinary origins and alignments within our field and our department resonate clearly 
and strongly with the Academic Plan’s call for interdi sciplinary research and education. Our 
faculty and curriculum currently reflect interdisciplinary approaches and conceptions, and our 
graduate program will extend those efforts. Several of our faculty have j oint appointments with 
other departments, bridging those disciplines and offering new interdisciplinary possibilities. 

A viable graduate program will also make UNC an attractive location for both established and 
emerging scholars in our field. For the past several years new recruits to our department have 
responded positively to the possibility of graduate development. In this way our efforts will 
support the Academic obj ective of "to improve faculty recruitment, retention, and development." 

The emergence of our field virtually embodies the imperative of diversity, regarding academic 
perspective and focus, in sites of higher education. 

The personnel who have implemented our mission have very much reflected diversity regarding 
culture, perspective, geography, social origins, among other parameters. Advanced graduate 
studies will offer new promi ses to extend and increase these possibilities for diversity. 

Regarding the Academic Plan’s call for community engagement, out graduate program will be 
able to build upon and extend current and ongoing activities our department has developed. For 
example, the African Studies Center, supported by a Title VI grant for undergraduate education 
in the Department of Education, provides timely, accurate, and culturally appropriate materials 
for K-12 teachers in North Carolina houses the Carolina Seminar on Ecology and Social Process 
in Africa, and has expanded the study of African languages at UNC. In addition, together with 
World Vision, the Center recently sponsored a study trip to Senegal for teachers, and has 
fostered the development of curriculum materials available online. Building on these resources 
to prepare future teachers, policy makers, and citizens prepared for careers in a wide range of 



public and non-governmental organizations dealing with human rights, including access to 
justice, basic social services, and economic development, our graduate program ~vill thus provide 
resources for meaningful community engagement. 

In recent years the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has embraced the study of 
globalization ~vith initiatives that include the Center for Global Initiatives, the African Studies 
Center, the exponential growth of the Curriculum in International and Area Studies, along with 
the many international programs of the School of Public Health. In this vein, the Academic Plan 
also calls for enhancement of the university’s presence, research and teaching at the global level. 
The African Studies center, along with current relationships our department currently maintains 
with institutions in Tanzania and South Africa embodies our current contribution to this goal, 
~vhich will be further enhanced by the institution of our graduate program. 

The obj ectives of our graduate program also speak directly to many of the goals articulated in the 
2007 UNC Tomorrow report, especially those that comprise "Global Readiness" (4.1). We will 
help to "enhance the global competiveness" of the university and its graduates, and the 
partnerships we maintain with international universities will continue to "enhance the global 
awareness of [our] faculty and students." 

Our department’s mission also strongly embraces UNC Tomorrow’s commitment to increasing 
access to higher education for North Carolina’s citizens (4.2) including "underrepresented 
populations, and to increased educational attainment of such populations, "especially African- 
American male and Hispanic students." Currently, the Carolina Center for Public Service 
through its Robert E. Bryan Public Service Award Scholars and Engaged Scholars programs 
promotes profound links between the University and North Carolina peoples and communities. 
Many of these involve mentoring and/or collaboration between representatives of The University 
and minority populations in the state. All of these programs accomplish aspects of furthering our 
knowledge about the history and current issues affecting African Americans in North Carolina, 
the region, and the world. With the parallel development of a graduate program in African and 
African-American Studies that would conduct research and train future scholars, these resources 
can be further enhancements in the production of knowledge. 

Instituting a graduate program in Global Africana Studies will naturally make UNC an attractive 
workplace for talented faculty in our field and thus also serve the stated goal to "increase efforts 
to attract and retain high-quality staff at all levels" (5.5). 

c. the relationship of the proposed new program to other existing programs at 
the institution 

Several university programs have foci that adjoin those of African/African-American Studies. 
Our committee has identified, and continues to update, a list of courses that will enhance the 
educational offerings available to our doctoral students’ in their various areas of concentration. 
These include courses from basic academic areas such as Anthropology, Communication 
Studies, Economics, English, History, International Studies, Journalism, Music, Philosophy, 
Political Science, Psychology, Peace War & Defense, Religious Studies, Sociology, and Women 
Studies, in addition to more applied studies like Health Behavior and Education, City and 
Regional Planning, Public Policy, and Public Administration. In addition, development of the 



graduate program would benefit from collaboration with students and faculty from several 
professional schools at UNC-Chapel Hill, including the School of Education, the School of 

Social Work, the Law School, the Medical School, and the School of Public Health. 

Furthermore, Faculty in the Department possess the breadth and depth of knowledge in a number 

of areas that, in addition to being necessary to develop and implement a graduate program in this 
field, are useful to graduate studies in other fields. Areas of expertise among the faculty include, 
African politics and economic systems, African languages, African, African-American and 
African diaspora history, gender studies, and cultural production. Graduate level courses in 
African and African American Studies will included offerings in a range of thematic 
concentrations: including, cultural production (literature, music and cinema), political and 
economic studies, intellectual history and social change, historical analysis, gender studies, 
social movements, human rights, democracy and citizenship, and will be open to graduate 
students in other disciplines who seek to incorporate an understanding of the socioeconomic or 
cultural dimensions of African-descendant peoples and communities into their studies. In 
general, it can be expected that the work of scholars and students from other disciplines will be 
enhanced by scholarly activities generated within the African/African-American studies doctoral 

program. 

Several research centers and institutes on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus would be important 
collaborators and resources for students in the graduate program, these include the Sonj a Haynes 
Stone Center for Black History and Culture, the Institute of African American Research, the 
African Studies Center, the Institute for the Study &the Americas, and the Center for the Study 

of the American South. 

d. special features or conditions that make the institution a desirable, unique, 
or appropriate place to initiate such a degree program. 

As the flagship campus of the UNC system and a premiere public research university, UNC- 
Chapel Hill will play a key role in filling the need for graduate education in African and African 
American Studies within the state of North Carolina, where there are currently no graduate 
programs, aside from the M.A. in African American Literature offered at North Carolina 
Agricultural and Technical State University. Moreover, UNC-Chapel Hill’s prominence among 
academic institutions, both in North Carolina and throughout the Southeast, as well as its stature 
as a national model of public education, compel it to develop and establish high-quality graduate 
training in African and African American Studies. Through the development of the proposed 
graduate program, UNC-Chapel Hill will fill a critical need for graduate training in African and 
African American Studies statewide, along the east coast, and in the southern United States. 

Several research centers and institutes on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus would be important 
collaborators and resources for students in the graduate program, these include the Sonj a Haynes 
Stone Center for Black History and Culture, the Institute of African American Research, the 
African Studies Center, the Institute for the Study of the Americas, and the Center for the Study 

of the American South. 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History offers to the campus community 
and the public a rich array of lectures, artistic performances and exhibitions, and symposia on the 



African American and Diaspora experience. Like the Department, it encourages undergraduates 
through internships and study abroad opportunities to broaden their intellectual worlds while 
engaging deeply in cross cultural living. The Institute of African American Research has 
sponsored international and regional scholarly conferences exploring themes of historical import 
to people of African descent wherever they may be found, but especially in North America. 
Programs like the Race-ing Race Researching Race Seminars for postdoctoral and graduate 
students conducting research on race and culture, Youth and Race, Race and the Environment 
have drawn attention to and promoted scholarship on timely themes. Long a center for Southern 
history, The University continues its excellence in this field through the Center for the Study of 
the American South, and the rich resources of the Southern History Collection, the NC 
Collection, the publication of Southern Cultures and the primary materials found in the 
Documenting the American South digital collection of Davi s Library. The Center of Oral 
History’s collection and research publications have deepened our understanding of the history of 
labor and civil rights in the industrializing of the region. These all provide frequent glimpses into 
the experiences of Blacks resident in the South without having that experience be the focal point 
of their work. 

List all other public and private institutions of higher education in North Carolina 
currently operating programs similar to the proposed new degree program. 

Currently, no Ph.D. programs in African or African American Studies exist at private or public 
institutions of higher education in North Carolina, aside from the M.A. in African American 
Literature offered at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University. In addition, 
with the exception of Florida and Kentucky, no graduate programs in these areas, at either the 
M.A. or Ph.D. level, have been developed in the southern United States. Given the paucity of 
graduate programs in African and African American Studies in the southern United States, UNC- 
Chapel Hill will be poised to become a leader within these fields through the development of the 
proposed Ph.D. program. 

Estimate the nulnber of students that would be enrolled in the program during the first year of 
operation: Full-Time 5     Part-Time        .; the number of students that would be 
enrolled in the program when it is fully operational: Full-Time ~’o       Part-Time 

Estimate the current and projected demand for graduates of the proposed new 
degree program. Provide documentation about the sources of data used to estimate 
demand. 



According to a recent report on the status of Africana Studies, there are currently around 187 
institutions that offer at least a bachelors level degree in African/African American Studies. 
(The number expands to 311 if minors, associates degrees and other certificates are added.) 
Thirty-eight of the programs offering full maj ors are in the Southern Census region. Our 
department is one of five undergraduate degree programs in the state of North Carolina. (Among 
southern states only Georgia, with six, has more, while Florida matches North Carolina’s five). 

In addition to these benchmarks in undergraduate education, the report notes "dynamic growth in 
the number of institutions offering advanced study of the African American experience," at both 

the masters and doctoral levels. 4 

Several factors may figure in this growth. In part it is a response demand from students who, 
whether or not they formally majored in Black Studies, increasing look for such studies at the 
graduate level. 

Currently some ten institutions offer Ph.D. programs in African or African American studies, 
while masters degree programs are currently offered at 21 institutions. In addition, many more 
institutions have begun to offer certificates and concentrations at both the masters and doctoral 
levels in African American as well as African studies. It is also noteworthy, in this regard that a 
disproportionate number of graduate programs are in prominent and highly ranked private and 
public universities. For example, the Ph.D. programs include Berkeley, Harvard, Howard, 
Massachusetts, Michigan State, Northwestern, and Yale, while the 21 masters degree programs 
include Columbia, Cornell, NYU, Indiana, Ohio State, Syracuse, SUNY- Albany, UCLA, and 
Wisconsin. One might infer from this trend that prominent scholars and faculties are 
increasingly willing to combine their commitment to African/African-American Studies as a 
distinct field with a determination to make it a full function enterprise at these major research 
institutions, a goal that encompasses teaching and working with graduate students and training 
new scholars to carl5T on the process. 

In addition to these barometers, the impending retirement of what might be called the "founding 
generation" of the field as it now exists suggest a significant future need for graduate training as, 
according to the report, a 20-30% faculty turnover is likely in the next ten years. 

As a result, the demand for graduate trained scholars will continue. 

A survey based on job announcements from three internet lists during the period from August 
2008 to Januar?- 2010 yielded the following snapshot: A total of 91 jobs notices openings were 
advertised, 87 of which were tenure track, including 6 chairpersons or directors. Seventy-two 
involved African and/or African American Studies departments or programs (African American 
Studies, 33; "Africana Studies," 14; "African and African American Studies," 7; "Black 
Studies," 6; "African American and African Studies," 4; "African Studies" 4; "African 
American Diaspora Studies," 2; "Afro-American Studies" 1; "African and African Diaspora 
Studies" 1). Eight involved Ethnic Studies units while the others called for African and/or 

4 AJ?icana Studies in the US. Abdul Alkalimat, UniversiU of Toledo, March 2007. Available at cblacksludies.org 



African-American specialists in departments of history (4), religion or divinity (2), literature and 

American studies, (1 each).5 

This demand is likely to be sustained, and arguably even grow, as current economic restraints are 

eased. 

STUDENTS 

There are several pools of potential students for this graduate program. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

We estimate that as many as 30 percent of our majors would apply to a graduate program 
if one existed here. This estimate is based on the number of students who inquire about 
graduate studies, and informal polling done in our seminars. 

We would also get African/African American Studies majors from other universities, 
perhaps especially in this state where there are no other graduate programs, and from this 
region and around the country, from individuals who, like some of our students, look at 
the possibility of graduate education in this field before choosing post-baccalaureate 
life/career paths, and who might see our program as a desirable (given our thematic foci) 
or convenient (given our location) alternative among other available programs. 

We would get graduates of other maj ors, from this university and other institutions, who 
want to further their studies by concentrating in our area. 

We should also get students in our graduate classes from other graduate programs in 
other departments in the university who ~vant to develop knowledge in our areas. While 
this cross-fertilization would happen naturally, but we could facilitate it in various ways, 
such as with our newly instituted African Studies Certificate. 

If there are plans to offer the program away from campus during the first year of 
operation: 

a. briefly describe these plans, including potential sites and possible method(s) 
of delivering instruction. 

b. indicate any similar programs being offered off-campus in North Carolina by 
other institutions (public or private) 

c. estimate the number of students that would be enrolled in the program 
during the first year of operation: Full-Time         Part-Time 

There are no plans to offer the program away from campus. 

6. Describe the procedures to be used to plan the proposed program. List the names, 
rifles, e-mall addresses and telephone numbers of the person(s) responsible for 
planning the proposed program. 

5 Seventy-three listings came from the Chronicle of Higher Education listserv. The rest: came from the H-NET 

Discussion List for African A~nerican Studies H-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU and the listserv of the National 
Council for Black Studies.(L-NCBS@LISTS.PSU.EDU) 



BACKGROUND PLANNING 

In the last four years, our unit has held productive discussions aimed at teasing out avenues that 
would lead to the creation of an intellectual space for our committed students to further their 
interests in the study of the historical and contemporary experiences of people of African descent 
globally. Out of these discussions, a graduate planning was appointed by the Chair of the 
department with the mandate of providing a detailed plan that could enable the establishment of 
a graduate program in our Department of African and African American Studies at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH). 

Since 2006, a committee created by the Chair of the Department of African and African 
American Studies, Dr. Julius Nyang’oro, has met to discuss long-range planning for a graduate 
program in this field. In addition to conversations with department colleagues, the Committee 
invited external consultants from other African American Studies programs - Dr. Noliwe Rooks 
(Princeton University), Micere G. Mugo (Syracuse University), and Robert Wolf (emeritus from 
University of Massachusetts-Amherst) -to provide insights and recommendations based on their 
experience with similar programs at their universities. An interim report, Departmental Report, 
Graduate Planning Committee, was compiled in October, 2007. 

FUTURE PROGRAMMING 

PERSONNEL 

The Graduate Planning Committee will spearhead the development of the proposed program. Dr. 
Julius Nyang’ oro, Department Chairman, will consult with the Committee and receive its 
recommendations: j en321 @email.unc. edu, CB# 3395 109 Battle Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-3395. Tel. 919 962-1513. 

Dr. Perry Hall, Chair, Graduate Planning Committee: hallpa@email.unc.edu, CB# 3395, 109 
Battle Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395. Tel. 9119 966-5496 

Dr. Kia Caldwell: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu, CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-3395. Tel. 919 962-0539 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a. Nzongola@email.unc. edu, ,CB#3395, 109 Battle Hall, UNC-CH, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395. Tel. 919 962-0903. 

Dr. Eunice Sahle: eunice@emafl.unc.edu ,CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-3395. Tel. 919 966-2588. 

Adam Kent: akent@.unc.edu ,CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3395. Tel. 919 966-5496. Administrative Manager for the Department of African and 
African American Studies. 

Key Personnel who will participate in the consultation process are 

Other faculty, Department of African and African American Studies at CB# 3395, 109 Battle 
Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395: 

Barbara Anderson. B_anderson@unc.edu. Tel. 919 962-11406 



Donato Fhunsu. Dfhunsu21 @unc.edu. Tel. 966-5496 

Reginald Hildebrand. hil debra@email.unc, edu, Tel. 919 962-3537 

Kenneth Janken. krj anken@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 962-1519 

Joseph Jordan. jf]ordan@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 962-9001 

Michael Lambert. mlambert@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 962-3536 

Margaret C. Lee. leemc@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 966-5763 

Tim McMillan. Tjml@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 966-5496 

Alphonse Mutima. smutima@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 966-5496 

Robert Porter. rporter@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 966-5496 

Charlene Regester. regester@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 966-5496 

Mamarane Seck. mseck@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 966-5496 

Bereket Selassi. bselassi@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 962-3538 

Karla Slocum. kaslo@email.unc.edu, Tel. 919 962-2438 

Some of the persons above and others holding faculty or administrative positions critical to the 
planning process are 

Michael Lambert, Director, African Studies Center, mlambert@email.unc.edu CB# 
7582, Fedex Global Education Center, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 Tel. 919 
682-1515 

Barbara Anderson, Associate Director, African Studies Center, b_anderson@unc.edu 
,CB# 7582, Fedex Global Education Center, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 Tel. 
919 962-1406 

Africanist Faculty at Chapel Hill. http://www.unc.edu/depts/africa/faculty. Faculty in 
the College of Arts and Sciences, the Schools of Public Health and Medicine, 
and the School of Law who have teaching and or research interests in Africa. 

Dean Harold Woodard, Interim Director, Institute of African American Research. 
Harold_woodard@unc.edu, 150 south Rd, Suite 309, CB# 3393, Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-3393 

Joseph F. Jordan, Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 
jt~ordan@email.unc.edu 150 South Road, CB# 5250, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
5250 Tel. 919 962-9001 

Jocelyne Brazile. brazile@unc.edu, Assistant Director, Sonj a Haynes Stone Center 
for Black Culture and History, 150 South Road, CB# 5250, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-5250 Tel. 9119 962-9001 

Shauna Collier. Librarian, Sonj a Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 



The Staff and Advisory Board of the Stone Center: 
http:iisonj ahaynesstonectr.unc.eduiaboutistaff The Advisory Board includes 
faculty, staff, undergraduate and graduate students, and community members. 

PROCEDURES 

The Graduate Planning Committee will work towards accompli shing the goals established for the 
following phases in order to submit the Request for Authorization to Establish a New Degree 
Program by the end of 2011. 

Phase I: Fall 20110. Consultation about and draft the Description of the Program and 
the Narrative Statement Justification for the Program; Staff members will 
compile statistical data for section C Enrollment. 

Phase II: Spring 2011. Consultation about and draft the Program Requirements and 

Curriculum, Sections I-XIII 

Phase III. Fall 2011. Formally submit Request to Plan ("Appendix B"); complete 
Request for Authorization to Establish ("Appendix C"). 

7. Describe the method of financing the proposed new program (e.g., potential sources 
of funding) and indicate the extent to which additional state funding may be 
required. 

This intent to plan a new program has been reviewed and approved by the appropriate campus 
committees and authorities. 

ChaneeHor 



aescobar~email.unc.edu 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 8:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.eda> 

Re: might not be able to answer your message 

I am only able to look at my email account in a limited way for the time being, and might not be able to answer promptly 

-- mail sent through the autoresponder for email.unc.edu -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

deby@vildngtravel.com 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 9:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Miller, t taeran <lmniller@email.unc.edu> 

Itinerary for Review m~d T Number 

TO: L~NC-CHAPEL HILL 

FOR: SAHLE?EU2NI(2E 

HI HUlk~CE...I HA\,3E BEER" YVORKING ON THIS FOR THE LAST 

COUPLE OF DAYS AND THIS IS STEEL THE BEST I CAN DO FOR 

BOTH SCHEDULE ANn2) FARE.. 

NONREFUN~f)AB~ E F~ IS 1395.70 PLUS [[}tE 35.00 

TK;KET N~;EDS TO BE ISSUED BY N()~?~ER 10 PLEASE LET 

KNOW WHAT YOU ~VOULD LIKE TO DO. I WOULD L[~i TO ISSUE 

SOONER W POSSIBLE TO AVOID ANY FARE INCREASES ~fI tAT MAY 

OCCUR ~fI ~S...DEB Y 

21 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 

AIR KJ_,MR£)YAJ_,]-)IYI’CIt 1:LT:1818 ECONOMY    MEALS 

LV BERLIN TEGE[~ 715A EQP: BOE]NG 737 

01HR 30MIN 

AR AMSTERDAM 845A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

AIR KLMR£)YAL]-)UTCH FLT:565 ECONOMY MEALS 
LV ~LMSTERD~’~M 1025A EQP: BOEING 747 

08HR 05MIN 
AR NAIROBI KENYATTA 830P NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

27 NOV 10 - SATURDAY 
AIR KLMROYALDUTCtt FLT:566 ECONOMY MEALS 

LV NAIROBI KENYATFA 1055P EQP: BOEING 747 
08HR 35MIN 

28 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 
AR .,xa’vfS TERDAM 530A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 
AIR KLMROYALDUTCH FLT:1821 ECONOMY MEALS 

LV AMSTERDAM 850A EQP: BOEING 737 
01HR 20MIN 

AR BERLIN TEGEL 1010A NON-STOP 
REF: YSPXCJ 

THAb,qK YOU FOR CALLING VIRIN-G TRAVEL 

PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AlP, PORT CHECK-IN" 
A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 
TIC~T IS NONREFUNDABLE/PENALTIES APPLY FOR CPL, X.NGES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

deby@vildngtravel.com 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Itinerary tbr Review and T Number 

So, I need to cancel my space? Please let me know ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Sahle wrote: 
> Hi Deby, 

Thanks so much. 

I just received a ticket from the folks in Berlin that is much cheaper. I have discussed the modalities with Haeran since I cannot use CAPs and essentially the?- organizers of the conference 
will pay for the ticket and I have to refund them for the Berlin-Nairobi part of the ticket. 

Thanks so much for everything!! 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: deby@vikingtravel.cum [deby@vikingtravel cum] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:03 AM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Sul~iect: Itinera~ fur Review and T Number 

TO: UNC-Ct I~PEL HILL 

FOR: SAt ]LE/EUNIC[~ 

HI [fflUNICE...I HAVE BEEN WORKING ON THIS FOR THE LAST 

COUPLE OF DAYS A~) ~[~IIS IS STILL TIlE BEST I CAN DO FOR 

BOTH SCHNDULE AND FARE.. 

NONREFUN~)ABI[E [~i IS 1395.70 N,US ~[}tE 35.00 

TICKET N~;EDS TO BE ISSUED BY NO~i?~ER 10 PLEASE LET 

KNOW WHAT YOU ~VOULD LIKE TO DO. I WOULD L[~i TO ISSUE 

SOONER W POSSIBLE TO AVOID ANY FARE INCR[iASES ~fItAT MAY 

OCCUR ~fI ~S...D[~B Y 

21 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 
AIR KJ_.MR£)YAJ_.]~)IYI’CIt 1:LT:1818 ECONOX/fY    MI*;ALS 

LV BERLIN TEGE[~ 715A EQP: BOE]NG 737 
01HR 30MIN 

AR AMSTF, RDAM 845A NON-STOP 
REF: YSPXCJ 

AIR KLM ROYAL DUTCH FLT:565 ECONOMY MEALS 
LV AMSTERDAM 1025A EQP: BOEING 747 

08HR 05MIN 
AR NAIROBI KENYATTA 830P NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

27NOV 10 - SATURDAY 
AIR KLMROYALDLrrC’H FLT:566 ECONOMY MEALS 

LV NAIROBI KENYATrA 1055P    EQP: BOEING 747 
08HR 35MIN 

28 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 
AR .~MS TERDAM 530A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 
AIR KLMROYALDUTCH FLT:1821 ECONOMY MEALS 

LV AMSTERDAM 850A EQP: BOEING 737 
01HR 20MIN 

AR BERLIN TEGEL 1010A NON-STOP 
REF: YSPXCJ 

THAix~.2 YOU FOR CALLING VIRIN-G TRAVFL 

PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT ANPORT CHECK-IN" 
A VALID PASSPORT IS REQLN~ED FOR THIS DESTINATION 
TICKET IS NONREFL~rDABLE?PENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANGES 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

deby@vildngtravel.com 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Itinerary tbr Review and T Number 

No need to apologize..you got the best fare and that is all that matters 

Take care, 
Deby 

.... "Sahle wrote: 
> Hi Deby, 

Please do and my deep apologies 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: deby@vikmgtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel corn] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:28 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Itinera~ for Review and T Number 

So, I need to cancel my space? Please let me know ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Sable wrote: 
> Hi Deby, 

Thanks so much. 

I just received a ticket li’om the folks in Berlin that is much cheaper. I have discussed the modalities with Haeran since I cannot use CAPs and essentially the?" orgamzers of the conference 
will pay ~l~r the ticket and I have to refund them liar the Berlin-Nairobi part of’the ticket. 

Thanks so much for evewthingt[ 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: deby@vikingtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel corn] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:03 AM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Sut~iect: Itinera~ for Review and T Number 

TO: UNC-Ct I~PEL HILL 

FOR: SAHLE/EI~2XPICE 

HI EUNICE...I HAVE BEEN- WORKING ON THIS FOR THE LAST 

COUPLE OF DAYS AND THIS IS STILL THE BEST I CAN DO FOR 

BOTH S(~HEDULE AND FARE.. 
********************************************************* 

NONP, EFUN~DABLE FARE IS 1395.70 PLUS THE 35.00 FEE. 

TICKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUED BY NOVEMBER 10. PLEASE LET ME 

KNOW WHAT YOU WOL~LD LIKE TO DO. I WOULD LIKE TO IS SL-E 

SOON~ER ]F POSSIBLE TO AVOID ANY FARE INCREASES THAT MAY 

OCCL~. THANKS...DEB Y. 

21 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 
AIR KLMROYALDUTCH FLT:1818 ECONOMY MEALS 

LV BERLIN TEGEL 715A EQP: BOEING 737 
01HR 30ikffN 

.4R AMSTERDAM 845A NON-STOP 
REF: YSPXCJ 

AIR KLM ROYAL DUTCH FLT:565 ECONOMY MEALS 
LV AMSTERDAM 1025A EQP: BOEING 747 

08HR 05ikffN 
AR NAIROBI KENYATTA 830P NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

27 NOV 10 - SATURDAY 
AIR KLMROY.4L DUTCH FLT:566 ECONOMY    ME.4LS 

LV NAIROBI KENYATTA 1055P EQP: BOEING 747 
08HR 35ix,fiN 

28 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 
AR AMSTERDAM 530A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 
AIR KLMROYALDIdTCH FLT:1821 ECONO2vfY MEALS 

LV A2vISTERDA2vl 850A EQP: BOEING 737 
01HR 20MIN 



AR BERLIN TEG[~L 1010A NON-ST©P 
REt": YSPXCJ 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVt~L 

PROPER ~H()TO ID IS R[~QU]RI~D AT AIR~ORT CtI[~CK-IN 
A VALID ~ASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR ~IIIIS DESTINATION 
TICKt~T IS NONREI:UNDABL[~,~PENALT]ES APPLY FOR CHANGES 



$~bject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <contact@eventbrite,com> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 10:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder for Visualizing Human Rights 3 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~*~...~ ~:~.~,~t.,,~, ...... . ....................................................... ~~ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:=::~=::::::~::~::::::~::~::::~::::~*~}~::~;::~::~;~::::~::~1:=::~::~:=~:::=~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~1::~::~::~::::~::~=~::##~::::~::::~#~::::~::~::::~#~::::#~1::::~::::~::::###~::::~1::~#::::~:~f~::::~::::#~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University- <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 10:26 AM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

ASA tnemorial gathering to honor Arm Dunbaac 

From: Joseph C Nhller, University of Virginia <jcm7a@irginia edu> 
Date: 4 November 2010 

I am shocked, as I had no notice of Ann’s passing. She was a wonderful friend, back in the day, that is to say one of the original SERSAS gang in 1974-75. We did not agree on ACC 
basketball, of course, but she was such a generous soul that she never let my loyalty to the Cavaliers come between us Meanwhile, I count as one of my professional achievements 
encouraging (,well, pushing .. ) her to publish the essay that appeared in the ivliers and Kopytoff collection on *SlaveW in Africa*. Sadly - JOE M]LLER 

From: Barbara Sha~v Anderson, UNC-Chapel Hill <banderson@uaac edu> 
Date: 2 November 2010 

I wanted to share the word that there will be a simple memorial gathering to honor Area Dunbar at ASA in San Francisco I do not have a room number, but my understanding is that ~ve will 
gather from 8 - 9 p.m on Friday (NOT Saturday), November 19, and I will plan to post the location on the ASA bulletin board. Julius Nyang’oro, Cathy NewbulT, and Ed Steinhart have taken 
the lead here Please pass this along to anyone you believe would be interested, [’or example, on the listservs for your Center or orgamzatmn In addition to sharing our memories of Ann’s 
personal and professional gifts, I would be glad to hand deliver to Ann’s family afterward any contributions to the research scholarship fund established in her name at UNC-Ctl 

Warm regards, 

Barbara Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 o]Tice 
(919) 843-2102 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamaiLcom> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 12:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Name your deal: up to 60% offtop hotels worldwide. 

.............................................................. Name your hotel deal .............................................................. 

.............................................................. Up to 6~1% off .............................................................. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 12:16 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc faculU] correction of time fi~r dunbar gathering 

Dear Colleagues: 
This morning I received ~vord from ASA that the memorial gathering in San 
Francisco to honor Aim Dunbar will be Friday, November 19, 7-Spm, in the 
Victorian Room. Please join us. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
ChapelHill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global uric edu/africa 

You are currently subscribed tu asc faculty axsd: eunice@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28051023-9518753 bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listser~ unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 1:59 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pamlmzuka News 503: Seize the ti~ne: D~ing to invent the future 

PAMB.a~ZUK_A NE~VS 503: SEIZE THE TIME: DARING TO IikWENT THE FL71"URE 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Almouncements, 2. Features, 3. Comment & analysis, 4. 
Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Pan-African Postcard, 6. Letters & Opinions, 
7. Afldcan Writers’ Comer, 8 Highlights French edition, 9 
Highlights Poltuguese edition, 10. Cartoons 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\IIVVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\IVViVVV/\ 

1 Announcements 

SYNT[tET[C BIOLOG Y: THE NEXT ASSAULT ON BK)DIVER SITY AND LIVE] ,]tIOODS 
ETC Group 
As global attention switches to the next climate talks in Cancun, 
Mexico, ETC Group releases a groundbreaking report ( 
http://www.etc~roupor~/en/node/5232 ) that lifts the lid on the 
emerging global grab on plants, lands, ecosystems, and traditional 
cultures 
http : //www pambazuka, or~ien?cate~oryiAnnounce/68397 

KENYA: AMBASSADOR BE~IXIUEL K]PLAGAT’S RESK3NATION FROM THE TJRC 
Change Associates 
’We hereby recognize the resignation of Ambassador Bethuel Kiplagat 
from the Chairmanship of’the Truth Justice & Reconciliation Commission 
(TIRC). On behalf of all those Kenyans who wish to see a successful 
truth, justice and reconciliation process in Kewa, we applaud the 
former Chairman for taking what has certainly being a difficult option 
for him.’ 
http : //www pambazuka, orgienJcategoryiAnnounce/68440 

VOLL~FfEER COPY EDITORS WAiX~ED 
Are you an experienced copy editor? Can you work quickly and 
accurately? Would you be willing to help Pambazaka News by 
vokmteering a little of your time each week? 

Pambazuka News receives a growing number of articles every_ week, but 
we need help with copy-editing. 

If you think you can help, please get in touch with us - editor@pambazuka.org. 

I\I\h’\i\iY i\iY\I IY\I\I AI\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iY I\IY\I iY\I\I A 
2 Features 

SEIZE THE T]ME: DAR1NG TO INVENT THE FUTURE 
Hakima Abbas 
Fahamu is pleased to announce the appointinent of Hakima Abbas as its 
new executive director tED). Hakima began with Faharrlu as the 
coordinator of the AU Monitor initiative and subsequently selwed as 
deputy director over the last two years. The founding director, Firoze 
Manji, stepped down as ED in Janum~ 2010 to enable him to lead on 
Pambazuka Ncws and Parnbazuka Press, a position he will continue with. 
Hakima takes up the post as executive director of Fahamu in November 
2010 Here she maps out her perspectives for the future direction of 
the organisation. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/featuresi68376 

WHAT WOLrLD CHRIS HANI SAY TODAY? 
Zwelmzima Vavl 
’Without mass power, we must all f;arget about liberating ourselves 
from the shackles of capitalism and apartheid,’ writes Zwelmzima 
Vavi, in a memorial lecture for Chris Hani, the South African activist 
assassinated in 1993. 
http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68423 

US REVOLUTION AND COUNTERREVOLLrTION: TUP~NS, T’\x~ffSTS AND ZIGZAGS 



Horace Campbell 
As the US ronnds up its mid-term elections, Horace Campbell stresses 
that there must be renewed effi~rts to organise in response to the 
country’s right-wing oligarch?’ and educate people that ’fighting wars 
overseas cannot be the basis for economic reconstruction’ 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/68454 

PAN-AFRICANISM AND THE CHALLENGE OF EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY IN~I]EGRATION 
Issa G. Shivii 
As the East African Con~nunity seeks further integration, Issa G. 
Shi~ji explores the historical beginnings and vision behind such 
regional changes froru a pan-Africanist perspective. Rather than debate 
specific forms of ’economic integration’ or ’political association’, 
Shivji seeks to discuss ’whether we are asking the right questions’. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1~/fhaturesi68395 

THE QUEER CO2vIMUNITY IN" NAIROBI 
Inward versus outward existence 
J. Blessol Jr 
’Being queer in Nairobi means you have to man-up - or be a woman and a 
half - to admit, embrace, and live your life with no regrets,’ writes 
J. Blessol Jr, in an exploration of both the positive and the many 
negative aspects of queer life in the city. 
htt~ ://www.~ambazuka.ora/el~,’cate~orv/features/68415 

MY LIFE AS A SECURITY GUARD 
Oppressors gain at expense of the oppressed 
Mashumi ’Lindela’ Figlan 
Faced by high unemployment South Africans are ’queuing up to be 
exploited’, writes Mashumi ’Lindela’ Figlan. But there’s no reason why 
’each and evely’ person cannot have their dignity.’ 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/nn/category/features/68424 

CAN SOUTH AFRICANS IMAGINE AN ’US’ ? 
Andries du Toit 
The country’s economy is ’a poverty machine’ perpetuating and 
deepening inequalities that ’threaten the basis of social stability 
and gro~vth’, writes Andries du Toit. But in re-imagining South 
Africa’s future, we need to focus on ’the quality of social relations’ 
and not just ’material issues’ 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68425 

ON YOUTH AND YOUiX,’G PEOPLE LN AFRICA 
Eyob Balcha 
’In order to go beyond age as a defining feature, there needs to be a 
framework which accommodates other associated elements that cannot be 
taken fbr granted and vary across dike.rent situations,’ writes Eyob 
Balcha. h~ this piece, Balcha explores ho~v youth is conceptualised, 
with a fi~cus on the African Youth Charter 
http : // www pambazuk a or~/en/cate~ory /~eatures/68416 

B [O S A bT~ITY P RO TOCOL: ’]"}iN Yt~IARS ON" AND LA(]G ]NG FAR BE[t]ND 

Mariam hdayet 

Following a meeting ~n Japan between members of the Cartagena Protocol 

on Biosal%ty, Mariam Mayer says there ~is a huge disconnect between 

the rather timid, insipid and potentially dated work of the Protocol 

and the huge biosafety challenges presented on the domestic ]evel in 

many co.tries’. 

http://www.pambazuka.or~/em’categop~,/J%amres/68338 

GEOENGINI~ERING MORATORIUM AT UN ?~gNISTER[~, IN IAPAN 

Risky climate techno-fixes blocked 
ETC Group 
The ETC Group, an international civil society organisatinn dedicated 
to the conservation and sustainable advancement of cult~al and 
ecological diversity, hails a decision by the 193-member UN Convention 
on Biological I)iversi~ (CBD) to agree to a moratori~ on 
geoengineering 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/e~’categopiJ%amres/68339 

WHY GHANA GAVE IN TO THE COCOA B.%RON 

A bad example ftom Britain 

Cameron Duodu 

Ghana has lifted its ban on a business caught smuggling cocoa out of 

the country, after lobbying by Britain at the request of the company’s 



owner As long as African countries are dependent on aid, the?’ will 
find it hard to refuse the demands of potential donors, muses Cameron 
Duodu. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~op~/feamres/68436 

EKrPI STATE: E[.ECT]ONS AND TIlE POWER OF CIV]J_. SOC]ETY 
Uche lgwe 
In the aftermath of elections in Ekiti State, Uche Igxve looks at xvhat 
the rest of Nigeria can learn from the experience. Noting civil 
society- and the judiciary’s key role in enabling the restoration of 
John Olakayode Fayemi as executive governor, Igwe argues that a 
’transparent political space’ and a ’vibrant and mobilised civil 
society’ is all the people need to ’gird their loins’ and vote. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/f’eatures/68418 

¯ YOU VOTE, WE DEC’IDE’ 
Dibussi Tande 
As election fever sweeps across the continent, Dibussi Tande presents 
a selection ofblog posts on the situation in Cote D’Ivoire, Tanzania 
and Cameroon, along xvith a view from Africa on Obama’s US presidency. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1T/featuresi68419 

TRUTH, MYTH AND MALAWI’ S READING CULTL~E 
Steve Shalwa 
Instituting a reading and book writing culture is key to encouraging 
intellectual renewal, xvrites Steve Sharra. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~categolw/featuresi68362 

ETHIOPIA: EDUCATION UNBANNF~ 
Alemayehu G Mariam 
The Ethiopian goverlm~ent has gone back on their decision to ban 
distance learning programmes Alemayehu G. Mariam says the lessons 
that should be learnt include a respect fbr the rule of law and the 
need fbr rational policy-making 
http :/,/~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorg/featuresi68378 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ /’,i’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
3 Con~ment & analysis 

BARACK OB.~MMA: A CONTRADICTION BETWEEN THE MESSENGER AND THE MES SAGE 
Book Review 
Wazir Mohamed 
How are we to understand Barack Obama’s meteoric rise to power? What 
does the movement which propelled him to power represent? And why has 
he not fulfilled the promises of" his election campaign? Wazir Mohamed 
reviews a new- book by Horace Campbell that seeks to answer these 
questions. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/comment/68398 

(;AN PEOPLE FOL] .OW ~ft JEIR MOXPEY? 
Budget transparency in East Africa 
U~vazi-Twaweza 
Knowledge of a government’s allocation of tax expenditure is central 
to citizens’ awareness of where their money goes. In a report on 
budget transparency, Uwazi-Twaweza asks how East African co.tries 
fare in this area. 
h ttp : i/www.pambazuka, or~/en/cate~o~’/comment /6836 7 

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES, DEADLY RESULTS 
Pretrial detention and public health 
Kersty McCourt 
The excessive use of pretrial detention leads to overcrowded 
environments where unconvicted detainees are at risk of contracting 
disease, writes Kersty McCourt. But as disease outbreaks quickly 
spread to the general public, pretrial detention is not just a human 
rights problem but also a looming punic health crisis. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/category/comment/68427 

PLNK WASHING 1N BEIRUT? 
A of Arabia 
When a place in the Middle East is labelled as ’gay- friendly’, does 
this simply open it up to a new host of demands from the West, asks 
bloggcr A of Arabia. 
http ://www.pambazuka. or~.ien/categ oryicomment/68414 
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4 Advocacy & campaigns 

2~fUST ALL OF AN-GOLA’S JOURNALISTS FEEL THREATENIED? 
Reporters Without Borders 
Repolters Without Borders has written to Angolan interior minister 
Sebastiao Jos~ Antonio Martins voicing concern about the recent wave 
of threats and violence against j ournalists. One has been murdered, 
two have been physically attacked and inured, and a fourth has been 
the target of intimidation. 
httl~ :Iiwww.~ambazaka. or~lenlcate~orvladvocacv168450 

AN" OPEN" LETTYI~R FROM BESIEGF2) GAZA TO CAPE TOYVN OPERA 
Remember South African liberation and boycott apartheid Israel 
Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu’s call for the Cape Town Opera not to 
perform in Tel Aviv should be listened to, write members of the Gaza 
con~munity ’Do the Cape Town Opera members completely ignore the fact 
that instead of sho~ving solidari~z with us the voiceless and 
imprisoned, they will instead be performing to war-makers and Israeli 
soldiers and reservists?’ 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/68426 

ErN~ESCO SUSPENDS DICTATOR PRIZE AFTER GLOBAL PROTEST 
EG Justice 
EG Justice and its partners ~velcomed L~IESCO’s decision on 21 October 
to suspend, indefinitely, the prize funded by and named after 
President Obiang of Equatorial Guinea. The groups reaffnrned their 
call for I~NESCO to ultimately abolish the award. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. or~/en/categorv/advocacv/68379 

/ \/ \/ I\I\IV i \iVV /VVV /V\A/ I\AI\I Ai \iV / \/VV IVVV /\ 
5 Pan-African Postcard 

NEPAD: C<b()D INVESTMENT FOR T[tE [¢L’TURE? 
Okello Oculi 
Attending the NEPAl) Forum in Abuja last week, Okello Oculi is 
disappointed by a lack of enthusiasm for the most interesting ideas 
raised. Meanwhile, the last-minute trade fair running in parallel to 
the forum is ’a success by the mere fact of its taking place’. 
http : //www.pambazuka or~/en/cate~o~,/panafricar~,68438 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

6 Letters & Opinions 

T[I’,/E~; TO UNITE AGAINST F.PAS 
Carol Kayira-Kulemeka 
Africa needs to approach trade deals from a continental level if it is 
to resist a new wave of colonisation, says Carol Kayira-Kulemeka. 
http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicate~oryiletters/68384 

LET’S G ROW OUR OWN WA Y 
()wen Sichone 
Rejecting EPAs and consolidating regional economic communities may 
well be the first step in Africa’s move towards regaining 
independence, writes Owen Sichone. 
http :/iwww.pambazuka. org/en/catego1541etters/68385 

\VHY WOLrLD OUR GOVERNMENTS SIGN L~P TO THIS? 
T. Moharmned Yusuf and Utamaduni w’Afrika 
Lack of protection from cheap subsidised imports under EPAs poses a 
threat to East Africa’s agricultural industry-, writes T. Mohanrmed 
Yusul~ 

http ://www.pambazuka. orgienicategor~iletters/68383 

YVHAT THE CARIBBEAN COItaL D HA’rE LEARNED FROM AFRI(~’A 
Anthony DeTrilaan 
Thartk you for this piece ( 
htm :/iwww.~arabazaka.or~/etgcate~orv/fbaturesi68109 ). I only- wish we 
in the Caribbean were as wise as our African brothers and sisters in 
holding offon signing an EPA with the EU. Our EPA, much as described 
in this alticle will almost certainly recreate the colonial stluctures 
that will lock our economies into a system that will set’,~e Europe’s 
interests high above anything else. 



KIiN~DtLED SPIRITS INTHE FIGHT FOR FREEDOM 

Gero~ GelTnan 
Communities Empowennent Network (UK) 
Man?- thanks for keeping us up-to-date ~vith developments - on the one 
hand, exposing political and economic contaminations, and on the 
other, featuring dreams and aspirations based on true memories and 
daring kindred spirits striving to restore freedom, equality and 
justice ~vorldwide. 

We struggle in the same way over here 

Peace and love. 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\?’,/ /\?,./\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
7 African Writers’ Corner 

COMML~qlQU~ OF THE PATRIOTIC ARTISTS AND WRITERS 

Mphutlane wa Bofelo 

people of the motherland’. 

froln now on 

for the sake 

of balancing 

our patriotism 

with our loyalty 

to our art 

we will ask 

you to be patient. 

http ://www.pambaznka. or~ienicategoryiAfrican Writers/68348 

/\/\//VVV/VVI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/VVV/\/V\i/V’,/’,/ /I, 
8 Highlights French edition 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS 165: LE~;ONS CItlNOISES POUR L’AFRIQUE 
La Chine, quelques wdeurs param6triques du d6veloppement 6conomique : 
legon pour l’Afrique ( http://pambazuka.org/fr/cate~oryifeatures/68326 

) 
Dr Boubacar D. Badiane 

Madagascar: I)6s6quilibre et confusion des pouvoirs dans [e projet de 

c onsutution ( http :/ipambazuka. orgifr/category/features/68310 ) 
Justine Rajamta 

C6te d’Ivoire: Quelques rep6res sur l’61ection prdsidentielle ( 

http ://pambazuka. org/fr/category/featuresi68304 ) 

Les enfants aussi ont des droits ( 
http :/ipambazuka. orgifr/categorv/features/68311 ) 
Fatou Kin6 Camara 

Int6gration ou fdd&ation? Le chemin vers une unit6 politique 
africaine ( http :/ipambaz~tka. org/fr/categotN iconmxent/68294 ) 
Dani W. Nabudere 

Etffin Rama Yade r@ond ~ Sarkozy sur le discours de Dakar ( 
http:/ipambazuka.org/fricategor~/comraent/68303 ) 

E1 Hadji Gorgui Wade Ndoye 

Guerlain se parftune au racisme et au ndgationnisme ( 
http :/ipambazuka. org/fricateg ory/comraent/68300 ) 
Claude Ribbe 

Pottr les 500 num4ros de Pambazuka ne~vs ( 
http:/ipambazuka.or~/fricate~orv/comraent,’68315 ) 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\?’,/ /\?,./\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
9 Highlights Portuguese edition 

P.Ax’,/IBAZU~2A NEWS 30: VIOL]~NCIA E HABITA~O EM ANGOLA 
LTma lfigrima pelo povo e pelo Estado de Angola ( 
http://pambazuka.org/pticategol~/features/63636 ) 

Luiz Aradjo 

Reconstru~go pela demoli~5o ( http://pambazukaorg/pt/categor,,~/featuresi63647 ) 
Sylvia Croese 

A Tara de ~frica das Na~Ses e a Corrupq~go em Angola ( 

http://pambazuka.org/pt/categow/features/63644 ) 
Rafael Marques de Moraes 

PAMBAZU~2A NEWS 31 : REVOLTAS POPULARES EM MOZAMBIQUE 
Entre riqueza e revoltas. Reflex6es sobre a situa~o polftica e social 
de Mogambique ( http :i/pambazuka. orgipt/cate~orwfeatures/67679 ) 



Luca Bussoti 

No o[ho do furacSo (http://pambazuka or~/pt/cate~oryifeatures/67678 ) 
Marilio Wane 

O fen6meno Marina na elei~go presidencial brasileira ( 
http : //pambazuka.or~/pt/cate~ory/comment/67680 ) 
Paulo Rog~rio Nunes 

PAMBAZL~ NEWS 32: PAMBAZUKA NEWS MARCANDO SEU LUGAR NO DEBA~ SOB~ 
~ICA CO~N~O~A 
Pamba~a News 500 edi~des ( http :i~pamba~ka. orgipt/cate~oryifcatures/68262 ) 
Firo~ MaNi 

Os Estados Unidos, a Unigo Afiicana e a nova corrida pela ~.frica ( 

http://pambazaka.org}pticategory/featuresi68329 ) 
Jason Hickel 

Justi~a por Thomas Satf~ara, justi~a pela ~_frica ( 

http://pambazaka.org}pticategory/featuresi68261 ) 
Mariam Sankara 

BacktoBlack ou BacktoYVhite Supremacy? ( 
http://pambazaka.org/pt/catego1T/comment/68260 ) 
M~rcio Andr6 

I’,I V iVVV i’,iVV IVV\I IV\AI I\AiV Ai’,iV I’,IVV iVV\I I\ 
10 (-~artoons 

OBAMA AND THE US MID-TERMS 
Gado 
As the US goes through its mid-term elections, Barack Obama’s positive 
presidential campaign is now- being qualified with ’telrnS and condition 
apply’, says Gado 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/cartoons/68341 

SYVEARING IN KIKV~ETE 
Gado 
With Tanzania wimessing elections, Gado depicts the swearing-in of 
incumbent Jakaya Kikwete. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/cartoons/68342 

CALM ELECTIONS 1N TANZAE,~A: AN ANTI-CLIE4AX? 

Gado 

Cynical observers among the international media will be disappointed 

by the relative calm accompanying Tanzania’s elections, suggests Gado 

http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/cartoons/68343 

/’\/’\//VV\//VVI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/\//I,A/VA/VV/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

{> Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivauve Works 
3.0 Unported License. For :further details see: 

http://www pamba zuka. org/en/about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://wvav.pambazuka.orvien ) 
Edi¢~io em lingua Portuguesa ( http://wwwpambazukaor~/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http://www,pambazuka.or~/fr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or</er~,newsfeed php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

Thursday, 2:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Seminar Tomorrow and updates: AFRI, 

I went to the doctors and they said it was a virus and there is nothing they can give me except they said drink a lot of water and rest and take advil for the fever I am guessing we fighting 
along the same lines of some bug. I am not feeling an?- improvement thus I calmot attend class again today I feel horrible for missing class this week as you know I normally attend class 
however my health is of utmost importance especially with final assignments just around the corner. I plan to meet with you during office hours next week to make stare my paper is on track 
I hope you are fighting this better than I am and feeling better. 

Sincerely, 

Sent from my Samsung Captivate(tm) on AT&T 

EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

>Dear All, 
> 

>Greetings. Here are 2 updates: 
> 

>1) Readings: Susalme Buckley-Zistel’ reading is available on Blackboard. The remaining ones should be available before the end of the week and we will discuss them before our guest 
lecture on Tuesday/::or tomorro~v, come to class prepared to discuss the 3 readings that are available. 
> 

>2) Returning exams: I am fighting as hard as I can against a :flu bug and this has included a lot of resting since last night, thus I will be wrapping up your grades on Friday and posting them 
to Blackboard then. (3 iven the delay in my returning them, each of you will receiving an extra 1.0 in your :final Afri, grade because I consider the delay a violation of your human rights .... 
> 

>Best wishes, 

>Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edu;, 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 4:57 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

ASA Memorial Gathering to Honor Ann Dunbar 

From: Hunt Davis, University of Florida, Gainesville <hdavis@ufi.edu> 
Date: 4 November 2010 

As with Joe Miller, I had not known of Ann’s death. As members of the same "age grade" of Africanists, I had the opportuni~z of getting to kno~v Ann fairly ~vell and considered her a real 
friend We have not been much in contact in more recent years, in part, I imagine because I am retired and she most likely was too, so our paths did not cross as often. I have made note of 
the memorial service for her and hope to be able to attend. 

From: Joseph C. M~ller, University of Virginia ~icm7a@virginia.edu> 
Date: 4 November 2010 

I am shocked, as I had no notice of Ann’s passing. She was a wonderful friend, back in the day, that is to say one of the original SERSAS gang in 1974-75 We did not agree on ACC 
basketball, of course, but she was such a generous soul that she never let my loyal~ to the Cavaliers come between us. Meamvhile, I count as one of my professional achievements 
encouraging (well, pushing .. )her to publish the essay that appeared in the ?,/hers and Kopytoff collection on *Slavery in Afi-ica* Sadly - K)EMILLER 

From: Barbara Shaw Anderson, UNC-Chapel Hill <b anderson@unc.edu> 
[)ate: 2 November 2010 

I wanted to share the word that there will be a simple memorial gathering to honor Ann Dunbar at ASA in San Francisco. I do not have a room number, but my understanding is that we will 
gather from 8 - 9 p.m. on Friday (NOT Saturday), November 19, and I will plan to post the location on the ASA bulletin board. Julius Nyang’oro, Cathy Newbury, and Ed Steinhart have taken 
the lead here. Please pass this along to anyone you believe would be interested, for example, on the listservs for your (;enter or organiz~ation. In addition to sharing our memories of Ann’s 
personal and professional gifts, I would be glad to hand deliver to Ann’s family afterward any contributions to the research scholarship fund established in her name at UNC-CH. 

Warm regards, 

Barbara Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies (;enter Lecturer 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies A[’rican Studies Center 
CB#7582 
3027 Fec!t~;x Global Education (;enter 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global.tmc, edu,’africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University- <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 5:06 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

ASA Memorial Gathering to Honor Ann Dunbaac 

From: Rutledge M. Demais, George Mason Umversity <rdennil @GMU EDU> 
Date: 4 November 2010 

Like Joe, I was also shocked to hear of Ann’s death. She was a faithful member of the original SERSAS gang: gentle, serious, but fun-loving, with a great sense of humor. 

From: Hunt Davis, University of Florida, Gainesville <hdavis@mq.edu> 
Date: 4 November 2010 

As ~vith Joe Miller, I had not known of Aun’s death As members of the same "age grade" of Africanists, I had the opportunity of getting to know Ann fairly well and considered her a real 
friend. We have not been much in contact in more recent years, in part, I imagine because I am retired and she most likely was too, so our paths did not cross as often I have made note of 
the memorial sel~’ice for her and hope to be able to attend 

Frum: Joseph C Miller, University uf Virginia <jcm7a@virginia edu> 
[)ate: 4 November 2010 

I am shocked, as I had nu nutice uf Ann’s passing. She was a wunderful friend, back in the day, that is tu say une of the original SERSAS gang in 1974-75. We did nut agree on ACC 
basketball, uf course, but she was such a generuus suul that she never let my luyalty to the Cavaliers come between us Meanwhile, I count as one ufmy professiunal achievements 
encuuraging (well, pushing .. ) her tu publish the essay that appeared in the Miers and Kupytoff collection on *Slavery in A[’rica*. Sadly - JOE MILLER 

From: Barbara Shaw Anderson, UNC-Chape[ tJill <b andersun@unc edu> 
Date: 2 November 2010 

I wanted tu share the word that there will be a simple memuria[ gathering tu hunor Ann Dunbar at ASA in San Francisco I do not have a roum number, but my understanding is that we will 
gather from 8 - 9 p.m un Friday (NOT Saturday), Nuvember 19, and I will plan to post the lucatiun un the ASA bulletin board. Julius Nyang’oro, Cathy NewbulT, and Ed Steinhart have taken 
the lead here Please pass this alung tu anyone yuu believe wuuld be interested, for example, on the listservs for your Center ur orgamzatmn In addition tu sharing uur memories uf Ann’s 
personal and professiunal gifts, I wuuld be glad to hand deliver tu Ann’s family afterward any cuntributiuns tu the research schularship fund established in her name at UNC-Ctl 

Warm regards, 

Barbara Anderson 
Assuciate Directur, African Studies Center Lecturer 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 6:34 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: You thought your duties were over.. 

Mwalimu - 

Thank you so very much for agleeing, yet again, to help me ore. I need to s~art paying you for all of these favors: what is your currency of choice (dollars, euros, or 

cups of cott~e?) 

I’ll pass along the necessa~ info tomorrow, but all of the deadlines are aflerl 

Finally, I think that I mentioned that I’m going to be in Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire tbr most of JanuaD’ doing some research. I’ve gotten approval not to stay in a hotel but 

instead to stay ruth a host t?~nily. Do you happen to have any fiJends in either Abidjan or Accm that might be willing to host me (for reimbur~ment, of course) tbr a 

few weeks in JannaD? If not, no proNem. 

Thanks so much for eve134hing you do and have a great night, 

On Thu,           at 7:32 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Send the necessary information     . When are the deadlines? The best time for me to write the letters would be after my return from Kenya i.e. anytime after the 29. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 6:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: You thought your duties were over.. 

Mw~Jimu - 

I hope all is well. 

I hate to say it, but I’ve buckled: Despite the joys of working from home and periodically dropping in on UNC African Stndies courses, I’ve decided to apply to a 

handful of PhD programs next year. I’m not quitting my job just vet - in fact, I want to see ifI can continue to do it concurrently - but while I have the time, 

motivation mad ftmds to do it, I want to put my application in to some Africana Studies PhD programs to see ifI get may bites. 

Though I’ve always hated to burden you with this task, would you be willing to revive your role as my consnmmate recommender? If you can stomach one more go- 

round, I’d be incredibly appreciative. 

Do let ~ne know if this is something you might be willing to do. If so, I’ll then send you all of the necessary info soon. 

My debts to you coutinue to grow by the day. Sigh. 

All best, 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Congresswoman Corrine Brown, Third Congressional District, FL <mnita.sanders@mailhouse.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 8:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You lbr Your Support ti~om Congresswoman Comne Brown 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Dear Colleagues.. Constituents and Friends~ 

I would fike to take this opportunity to thank you for 
allowing me to once again serve as your Nember of 
Congress in the U.S. House of Representatives. 1: would 
Iike to acknowledge everyone who exercised their right ~o 
vote and to all that suppor(ed my campaign d]rough your 
~ime, energy, ~oyNty and corr~mi~men~ as we~l as any 
support that you provided financially. Your support of my 
campaign ~s an h~spiration to me as I am even more 
energized to continue the work I have been committed to 
doing ~n Washington, D.C. I am encouraged that we w~ 
continue to work togedser to crea~e the change we need 
to move us forward. I arr~ extremely proud and humbled 
to serve and represent the constituents of the Third 
Congressional D~strict oF F~odda. S~nce day one, I’ve been 
figh~ng for you in Wash~ng[on and w~ cont~n~se that fight 
on your beha~l:. 
We st~i~ have more (o do in the Z£lth Congress as we 
work w~h President Obama to provide ~ax reiief for middle 
class families. ~ am confident that we can make progress 
on challenges that hsdude growing a robust economy, 
creating }obs, expanding educat~ona~ opportunities, and 
protec[ing our env~ronmen~. Expanding and making 
permanen~ the research and development tax credit, 
providhsg incentives for domestic manufacturing, and 
~mplementing a comprehensive, ~ong-term transportation 
~nl:ras[r~sct~sre s~ra[egy are ~mportant steps ~ believe we 
can [ake that will make a s~gn~ficant ~mpact ~n job creat~on 
in the TNrd Congressional District. I am iook~ng forward to 
pressing ahead in Congress w~th President Obama on 
behalf oF workhsg fam~Jies. 
Thank you for your continued support as ~t is my 
endeavor ~o contin~se my comm~[men[ of provid~ng quality 
constituent services and the ~eadership required to ass~s~ 

the working families in the upcomhsg Z12~:h Congress. 
Warm persona~ regards, 



Corrine Brown 
Member of Congress 

Forward email 

~iii Safe Unsubscribe 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by rrlAd#Z#31@#o[~com. 
Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

Congresswoman Corrine Brown I Friends of Corrine Brown I Gateway Mall, 8238-6 Norwood Avenue I Jacksonville I FL I 32208 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jakeet Singh <jakeet.singh@utoronto.ca> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 12:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

michol@ualberta.ca 

RE: Tully volume 

Hi k!urfice, 

I’m very sorry to hear you’ve been going through some health issues. I hope you’re feeling better, and am glad to hear that your recovery is coming along. 

The new paper project sounds wonderful. We’re happy w~th whichever paper you tNnk would work best in the vokm~e and would prefer to submit. Looking 

~orward to receiving the abstracL 

A~I the best on your conl:kmed recovery, 

Jakeet 

~= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ November-03-~O 9:~6 AN 
Te= Jakeet Singh 

¢¢~ rnichols@ualbe~a.ca 
S~bject~ RE: Tully volume 

Dear Jakeet and Robert, 

I am sorry for the silence. I am just recovering from two major health developments that emerged in the summer hence the lack of communication from my end. I am on my 
way to full recovery and should have the chapter finalized by December. 

In terms of the project, based on reflections on comments following my presentation at the workshop and discussions with colleagues who know about my current work in 
South Africa and Bolivia, my thinking has shifted a bit and I am wondering if you think a revised chapter drawing on some core elements of the paper I submitted but moving 
beyond and focusing systematically on these countries would fit in your proposed project. The new chapter is titled "Constitutional Democracy and decolonizing the state: 
South Africa and Bolivia." Kindly let me know and then I can sent an abstract and bio by the weekend. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Jakeet Singh [jakeet.singh@utoronto.ca] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 5:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co; rnichols@ualberta.ca 
Subject: Tully volume 

Dear Pro£ SaNe, 

We axe just writing to check in with you regmding your contribution to the volume Freedom andDemocracy in an Imperial Context: Dialogues with James l:ully. 

At this s~ge, we are hoping that you could provide us with a title and brief abstract for the paper, as well as a contributor’s bio. This would greatly assist us in being 

able to send out a prospectus to potential publishers as soon as possible. Also, j ust a reminder that we’ve suggested that your paper be paired with that of David Scott 
(das133(d{columbia.edu) for the purpose of a preliminary paper exchange. We kindly ask that you exchange drafts with your loartaler within the month of November. 

We hope that this process will allow contributors to provide and receive feedback on their papers, as well as help to further the themalic unity of the volume. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or would like to provide us with any feedback on this process. Thanks again for your commitment to this project and for 

your ongoing cooperation and contribution. 
Sincerely, 

Jakeet Singh & RobeVt Nichols 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby ~xteby@vikingtravel.com> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 11:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Eunice aM Nia 

Hi Euince: 

Below are the current schedules and fares for you and Nia: 

Ticket #1 - Eunice to/from Wimaipeg - December 12 
Delta - $66268 round trip 
DL5824T 12DEC S RDI_2vISP*SS1 845A 1037A (change \{inneapolis) 
DL4094T 12DEC S MSP2~,VG*SS 1 1130A 1258P 
DL3950T 12DEC S YWGMSP*SS1 440P 610P (change \’hlmeapolis) 
DL2824T 12DEC S MSPRDU*SS1 705P 1031P 

Ticket #2 - Nia - December 12 to January 15 - $697.50 round trip 
DL3950T 12DEC S YWGMSP*SS1 440P 610P (change \’hlmeapolis) 
DL2824T 12DEC S MSPRDU*SS1 705P 1031P 
DL3587T 15JAN J RDUMSP*SS1 830A 1019A (change \~meapolis) 
DL3993T 15JAN J MSPYWG*SS1 1128A 1 (;,4P 

Ticket #3-Eunice-Janua~ 15 to/J~icom Winnipeg same day - $66268 round trip 

DL3587T 15JAN J RDUMSP*SS1 830A 1019A (change \~meapolis) 

]~N~3993T 15JAN J MSPYWG*SS1 1128A 104P 

DL4186Y 15JAN J YWGMSP*SS1 435P 607P (change Minneapolis) 
]~N~3540Y 15JAN J MSPRDI2*SSI 705P 10dg)P 

Fares quoted are nonrefundable and are subject to availabili~ at the time 
of booking. Also, ]’ares do not include the agency $35.00 per person 
ticketing fee. 

Let me know what you would like to do or if you have any questions 

’]?hanks, 
Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, F.unice N [mailto:eunice(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 10:26 AM 
To: deby@ikingtravel corn 
Subject: RE: Itinerary :[’or Review and T Number 

You are the best Deby. 

At any rate, are their cheap tickets for the usual Eunice-Nia trip 
(RDU-Winnipeg) these days? 

At this moment what I would like to book is: 

Eunice (return ticket) December 12 
Nia (return ticket) Witmipeg-RDU Dec. 12-JanualN- 15 

I will buy my return ticket for January in early December. 

The best route is al~vays through Minneapolis with Delta. 

Let me know if there are possibilities. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: deby@ikingtravehcom [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:57 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Itincrary for Review and T Ntm~ber 

No need to apologize...you got the best fare and that is all that matters. 

Take care, 
Deby 

.... "Sable wrote: 
> Hi Deby, 

Please do and my deep apologies 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: deby@vikingtravehcom [deby@vikingtravel com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:28 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review and T Number 



So, ] need to cancel my space? Please let me know ASAP. 

’]?hanks, 
Deby 

.... "SaNe wrote: 
> Hi Deby, 

’]?hanks so much 

I just received a ticket frora the folks in Berlin that is much cheaper. I 
have discussed the modalities with Haeran since I cannot use CAPs and 
essentially the?" organizers of the corfference xvill pay for the ticket and I 
have to ref~xd them for the Berlin-Nairobi part of the ticket. 

Thanks so much for cverything!t 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: deby@vikmgtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Thtnsday, November 04, 2010 9:03 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 2viillcr, Hacran 
Subject: Itinerary for Review and T iN\tmber 

FOR: S.~ML E?ELIWICE 

HI EUNICE...I HAVE BEEN" WORKING ON THIS FOR THE LAST 

COUPLE OF DAYS AND THIS IS ST~LL THE BEST I CAN DO FOR 

BOTH SCHEDULE AND F~,E.. 

NONRF~_rN~DABLE F~ IS 1395.70 PLUS ~ 35.00 ~E 

~C~T N~EDS TO BE ISSI~D BY NO~K~ER 10 PL~SE LET 

KNOW ~T YOU ~VOL~D L~ TO DO. I WO~D L~ TO ISSL~ 

SOONER W POSS~LE TO AVO~ ANY F~ ~C~ASES ~T 

OCCLN ~S...D~Y 

21 NOV 10- SUNDAY 

AIR KLMROYALDUTCH FLT:1818 ECONOMY MEALS 

LVBERLKN TEGEL 715A EQP: BOELNG 737 

01HR 30ivflN 

AR AIMSTERDAM 845A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

AIR KLM ROYAL DUTCH FLT:565 ECONOMY    MEALS 

LV 2~ISTERD2~I 1025A EQP: BOEEWG 747 

08HR 05ivflN 

AR NAIROBI KENYATTA 830P NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

27 NOV 10 - SATr_NDAY 
AIR KLMROYAL DUTCH FLT:566 ECONOMY NNALS 

LV NAIROBI KENYATTA 1055P EQP: BOEING 747 
08HR 35MIN 

28 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 

AR AMS’ItiR]-)AM 530A NON-STOP 

RE[c: YSPXCJ 

AIR KLMR~)YAL]-)I/f’CII }:LT:1821 ECONOMY    MEALS 

LV ~LMSTER])~’LM 850A EQP: BOEING 737 

01HR 20MIN 

AR BtiRL]N T[~GEL 1010A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

T[tA]~X. YOU FOR CAL],]NG VHi]NG 

PROPF, R PHOTO ]D IS [~EQU]IRED AT AIRPORT CIIECK-IN 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR ~fIIIS DESTINATION 

TICKET IS NONREFUNDABLE,2PENALT]ES APPLY FOR CHANGES 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 12:03 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] you can delete thi s email -- it is a test 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

Professor of Afro-Americma Studies 

Department of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of NoNa Carolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 

Click on a link JOt inJb~nation about my publications. 
~.a..y~.i?Ld....I.~.:./..i~g~.Lq..a.2~.d~.(~.~.e....~.2.i..l.e.~.Ln2~L~.~![?ican~4merican Intellectual 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u T&I afi’iat~am&o~8059316 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-28059316-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 12:39 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Deadline Reminder: Nov. 10 - AAG Annual Meeting Call for Pa~rs 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of: your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~ AAGeogram Banner 

Deadline Reminder: November t0 
AAG Annual Meeting Call for Papers 

Dea~ ~un~ce, 

You st~ have unfi~ November 10, 2010, ~o subm~ an abs~rac~ to present 
your research at the Annual Meeting ef the Association of Amedca~ 
Geographers. The meeting will be hem in Seattle, WasMngton, from Apri~ 
I2 to April I6. 

The ~G Annual Meeting ~s an interdisciplina~ forum open to anyone 
w~th an ~nterest ~n geography and related disc~plines. Presentations from 
scholars, researchers, pro~essionals, and students are welcome. 

Member Rates* 
............................................................................................................................................................... Regular: $265 

About Seattle Student: $145 
Retired: $145 

Seattle enjoys 1he benefits ef being surrounded by 
~ Space    I magNficent Padfic No~hwest wilderness wh~e being 1 Day Pass: $215 

Needle      accessiMe via Sea,tie-Tacoma Irflema~ional AJrpod 

and an international seapo~l. To learn mere about Non-Members* 

Seattle and the Pacific No~hwest, see ~bout Seattle Regular: $390 

ot the ates~ ad c es o~ ~he rag on, suc ~ as: Student: $215 
Companion: $90 

~ No Ordina~ Joe                                                  1 Day Pass: $215 

e The Native Renaissance of Washin#ton’s Tribal Nations 

*Discounted rates 

above end March 9, Also see 1he Map of Seattle for 1he bcatbns ef the meeting venues, 
2011. 

hotels, a~d other points of interesl. 

About the ~G A~neN Nearing ::~:: Join Our Mailing LiN 
Joh] fellow geographers, G~S specialists, and env~ronmenta~ scientists for 
the Annual Meeting of the Association of Amedcan Geographers ~n 
Seattle for the very lates~ Jr~ research a~d applications in geography, 
susta~nab~ilv and G~S ?ience. oessions are also beh~g organized around 
specia~ themes, such as: 

~ The Changing Roles of the University in Society 
~ Geography and the HumaNfies 
~ As~an GeograpMes and Collaborations h~ Research and Education 
e Space-Time ~n~egrafion ir~ Geography and G~ocience 

The meeting program wi~ a~so feature: 

e Presentations and poste~ by ~ead~ng scholam and researchers 

from more tha~ 60 countries 
~ ExNbJts showcasing recen~ publications, new geographic 

technobgies, and employment oppe~un~ties for geographers 
~ An intemafiona~ networking reception 
e Field trips to explore the rich cultutN a~d physicN geography 

1he PacNc Ne~hwest 



Where to Stay 
The Annual Meeting will take place at the VVashington State Convention 

Center and the Seattle Sheraton Ho~el. DiscoLmted ~ooms are available to 

meeting attendees in [ou~ betels conveniently lecated near the meeting 

sessions and events. 

Plenty of rooms are still available at these official AAG Annual 
Meeting hotels: 

Sheraton Seattle Hotel 
Hilton Seattle 
Red Lion Hotel 
Crowne Plaza 

We look for�yard to seeing you in Sea~tle, 
Sincerely, 

Oscar Larson 
Association of American Geographers 

Connect with us: ~ ~ ~’~ 

Forward to a friend or colieaque 

Update ProF!]et’Ema[[ Address I ~nstant removal with Sal:eUnsubscribeTM I Privacy 
Policy, 

Y 

Association oF American Geographers I ~_710 ~_6th Street NW I Washington I DC I 20009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ivey Helmick, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 1:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Pick your T-shirt 

Dear ONE Member, 

What a week. 

Nearly 800 ONE members from across the globe sent in designs for 
ONE’s Next Top T=shirt--and I have to tell you, I was completely blown 
away. The designs were powerful, smart, even a little surprising. 

And while it was really hard to narrow down the entries to just three, the 
judges and I did it--and now it’s your turn to pick the winner. 

Vote for your favorite T=shirt today. 

To say thanks, we’ll send you a coupon for 15% off at the ONE Store--but 
only after you vote. My suggestion: use your discount toward purchasing 
this year’s winning design, which will be available for pre-sale just as soon 
as we announce the big winner. 

Vote now: http://www.one.org/us/tshirt/votinq,html?id=2025- 
709283-nlHbb2xS~t= 2 

The top T-shirt will be made from 100% organic African cotton, and will be 
available in black and white and in styles for men and women. So cast 
your vote by Wednesday, November :l.O--and encourage your friends 
and family to vote for their favorite too! 

Stay tuned. We’ll be announcing the winner soon! 

Ivey Helmick 
Merchandise Manager, ONE.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 5, 2010 1:45 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 
20101105134332082.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scan~er~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 1:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.05.2010 13:43:31 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



TOM NDAHIRO 

and systematic counters to this denial, lest it encourage future perpetrators to : . 

commit similar crimes. ¯                 " On 3 December 2003, the ICTR sentenced three defendants, including 

Dr. Ferdinand Nahimana, a famous Rwandan historian, in what has become . ~ :[."[ known as "the Media Trial, the first time anywhere in the world that journal- / ":: 

ists have been tried for genocide. In the early 1990% Nahimana was the Direc- :::~:~::.:[ 

tor of Rwanda’s National Office of information (OR1NFOR) and later the . 
director of RTLM. In her judgement read in public, the South African judge,.::.. 

7 

86 

124 

Read it~ the summary of Judgemea~ and Sentence of "The Prosecutor v. Fe 

mann, Jear>Bosco Barayagwiza Hassan Ngeze" Case No. ~CTR~99"52-T" 

yarimana government and the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), have different 

of the past, ~tepending on their role at the time and their situa- 

¯ . Yet Rwanda’s memoryscape is not simply informed by recollection. 

the past, if only.in parts, is also a .feature of coming to terms with the 
.g and forgetting are equally important in post-genocide 

At first sight, what is remembered and what is forgotten seem para- 

:itoxica!: while the event of the genocide, its death and destruction, is constantly 

;ations among Rwandans, ~discussion of the causes of the gen- 
~ide and the decades of tensions between Hutu and Tutsi, including pogroms 

in 1959, 1962 and 1973, is being silenced and the past portrayed 

125 



SUSANNE BUCKLEY-ZISTEL                       .:: :~.i ¯ 
WE ARE PRETENDING PEACE 

a arent upon closer examination is that the absence of.. 

memory about pus 1.. ~,; interviewees to cope with.living m prox 
y to 

a conscious strategy uy ,~.J ....... 
" ’ 

,, ’ rs ,1 At the local level today, many Rwandans are pre~end- ..::;!.}: ¯ 
traltO ¯ ’killers or uentlY, the way of forgemng, as t shall explore it in this 

i~g peace. Conseq 
" ’ 

chapter, should not be confused with a mental failure to recall, but with the 
intentions! silencing of some aspects of the past. To describe this phenomenon, ::i.:}.iil. 

i shal! introduce the notion of chosen amnesia, the deliberate loss of memory. :i.:~i: !..i" .. critically remarked by Laurel E. Fletcher and Harry M. Weinstein, professors at 

The objective of this chapter is to understand local processes of social t~an: .:.::...:::::{ (:.iI i the Human Rights Cooler, University of California at Berkeley: 
ciliation in Rwanda. After depicting how ethni~ csl[nacVeagc~". ::i:{.:7{i!: i::i i To date, truth and justice have been the rallying cries for efforts to assist communi- ~rion and recon . ¯ ..... a 2 ,hrou~h ~istory and memo y = i ~ ~ies in (re)braiding m the afterma~t~ of mass atrocities These em io a aradi 

..... . ’t not mwn~, ~ ~, . " .::..::.,:i: ’ ’ ’ ¯ ÷. P y P. . gm that 
h ve been polar,sod, ~ ., ,.-_~,:_t.~;~, ,vhlch memories of the genoc,de are ....?.~/~ ...... focuse,s o~n md,vlduals, w.~.o have been wronged (v,ct~ms) and those who raft, clod thmr _a ..    * -~,al! nroceed oy ntgm~,*~.~o ¯ , ~-~ aisconrses The focus: .: .:k:i":: .: .:"wounes ipe~petratorsJ. M~ssing is an appreciation for the dams e mass violenc 

!oniahsm, t °~* _ r d which ones are ~corgotten in lO~.~.x ~_t        ’ ........ .:..., ..... g            e causes 
presently evoked, an 

"" 

on memory, ~    ’ ~^~ in discourse and language, and w ,    Y ¯ . :.-:....T    p    pts a different approach, seeking to draw attention to locaI 
identities are con ’-~-;^n or re~nforce the ethnic cleavages De.tw.eyn ::i..:~xpermnces of the genocide and their *mpaet on community-based reco~cilia- 

for greater gro.up .:.o to ~enocide arid or>or massacres. Tht.s d{scusstg~..~:~@~.:i{i.::::::: .i:..non processes ,n Rwanda. The focus ts therefore on IocaI, intimate environ- 

lion and reconciliation in Rwanda. 
. 

Reconciliation processes in Rwanda 

GeneraflY, since the end of the.Cold War, there has been an 
est in reconciliation processes around the world.~ The .founding of 

research institutes such as Invernational Conflict Research (INCORE, 
sity of Ulster), the South Africa-based Centre for the Study of Violence 

Reconciliatio~ (University o~ tee Wkwatersrand) and 
Centre for the Study of Forgiveness and Reco~dltation (Coventry 

refiec:s the importance of this issue. MaW responses m violent 

centred around themes such as law (punishment, compensation, ...... 

i The argU ~nce {in part,ruin" aro.n~ ~ama~a town and Nvarama) 
roY ~ Gtkon ~o V~lie Kamba and Nyaruguru) m 2003 4 The 

P ~ .~. districts of g ’ " .... :~e memorial skes, ~nC!~ {aronn~ ~.. heir ~-~ximitv to mass graves and gcuow~           .    . ,.2 

Murambi, Kaza~a, ~t~ ---{on~ these differences a,e not relevant to the ~rgnme~.::.:;~ 

ogres be~een the twu ~     ,                                                          .. 

I~ rials chap , h ~[ beIon=ing {ha~ has become sigm~cant over space and    .,::. 

. .: 

. 

history (truth); theology (forgiveness); therapy (healing); art (commemorations 

and disturbance); and education (lesson learning)3 
Regarding Rwanda, much of the literature on reconciliation processes focus- 

es on iustice,s This mirrors a wider tendency among observers to concentrate 

on serious crimes, and to make iustice one of the preconditions for a reconcili- 

ation process3 A predominantly top-down, judicial view of war-torn societies, 
however, misses the serious social impact of violence at the community level, as 

M. Minow, "Breaking the Cycles of Hatred’, in M. Minow (ed.), Breaking the Cycles of 

Hatred: Memory, Law, and R~pair {Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002}, 27. 

See for instance C. Fisiy, "Of Journeys and Border Crossings: Return of Refugees~ Identity~ 

and Reconstruction in Rwanda", Afiican S~udies Review, 41, "[ (1998), 17-28; A. Corey 

and S.E Joireman, "Retributive J~stice: The Gacaca Courts in Rwanda", African Affairs 

~03, (2004), 73 89 E. Duly, ’*Between Punitive and Reconstruct{re Justice the Gacaca 
Coups in Rwanda" International Zaw and Polit;-~ ~a ~a~ a~ O~ q ~ "~," ~ 

ann a. ~aemo~a, ~"erceptaons a~out the Gacaca Law in Rwanda: E~idence ~om a Multi- 

Method Study Baltimore: Johns Hop <ins Univers ty School of Public Health, Centre for 

:.:~[ ~:: " Communication Programs, 2001); J. Sarkin "’The Tension Between Justice and Reconc li- 

~:~~:~ ’ a~ion, in Rwauda: Polkics, Homan Rights Due Process and tee Role of Gacaca Courts in 

~::~:: Deaiing wit~ the Genoc{de", Journal of African Law, 45, 2 (2001 ), t43 -72. 

¯ For instance, Jean Paul Ledera~h, professor o~ International Peace-building defines recon- 
as situated be:wren justice, truth, mercg and peace See J.R Lederack, Building 

Peace: S~stainable Reconciliation in Divided Socieaies, (Washington DC: United States 

o~ Peace, 1997), 30. His argument has been adopted by Rigby (2001). 

-:: L. Flemher and H. Weins~ein; "Violence and Social Repai~: Rethinking tee Contribution 

Reconciliation", Human Rights Quarterly 24, 3 (2002), 637. 

perception is based on conversations with national and international actors in Kigali 

; the fieldwork period. 
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2 

3 
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a gap between assumptions about an advancing national t’econcil.iation 

and the reality on the hills,s On a more generaI note, 

.[~] crucial problem in the post-conflict agenda relates to the lack of reliable, quality 
Ambassadors, aid coordit~ators, and programme managers often fee! that 

; do not know what’s ’really’ going on, even in tee areas of direct concert~ to them. 



SUSANNE BUCKLEY-ZISTEL 
WE ARE PRETENDING PEACE 

Why are certain policies adopted, and what are their likely consequences? What divi- 
sions exist within political eiites and the military? ... ~’ha: does the population think 
about ~hese matters? In many pos>conflict countries, especially those where insecurity 
still reigns and where authoritarian.regimes are in power, donors are groping in the 
dark with these crucial questions.9 

In order ro increase the availability of knowledge, this chapter will illustrate 
how antagonisms based on ethxxic idelxtitles of Hutu or Tutsi persist between 
the parties to the conflict, revealing the continuity of ethnic cleavages and the 

absence of socfal transformation. While this observation is of course not sur- 
prising, after little more than a decade as well as the scale and horror of the 

1994 genocide, it nevertheless finds little recognition among many Rwandan 
and international researchers and policy-makers alike. 

Ontological impact of memory and amnesia 

Accsrding tothe political scientist Sandra FIinchman and Le~vis Hinchman, 
narratives can be defined as "discourses with a clear sequenual order that con- 

nects events in a meaningfui way for a definite audience, and thus offer insights .... 

about the world and people’s experience of k.’’1° A narrauve approach thui .. 

recognises that storms ~’are not simple representa~mns of a.reaii!y but that t,Ee~. 

mediate be~’een the sel~ arid the world.’ In other words, the past ’ ever¯. : 

portrayed as ir actually happened, but rather it is always interpreted anew, ::.,. 

involving the deliberate but also oJ~ten unintentional inclusion and exclusion . 

of inforrnanon. The way people explain their past therefore serves a particular ... 
functiori which may change depending on their audience and circumstances.. 
These narratives can serve the purpose o£ establishing a collective identity and 
bounded community of all who share the same inierpretation of the past. There¯ 

is therefore a                                                                  ~ ;’:.:3. 

&alect~c . " rdationship be~veen experience and narrative, between¯ ,the narrating, se[f,_at~ut. ’::’":" 
the ~arrated sel~. As humans, we &aw on our experience to shape narratives auo .: .’...~ 
our lives, bat equally, our identity and characte~ are shaped by on* narratives. People 
emerge from and ’as the prodv~cts o~ their stories about themselves as much as thei.�. 

The narratives on which people draw to refer to their pastthus have a st]:ong 

ontological impact. In the case oi¢ Rwanda, for instance, people are not simply 

formed by their experience of, say, the genocide, but also by the ways in which 

they refer to it. This performative function of narratives is particularly imP0r- 

ta~t regarding collective identkies~ since a common interpretation of the past 
heips crea~e group cohesion. Remembrance can have a coercive force, because 

it creates identky and a sense of belonging.*~ By defining ttae relationship to ~he 

past, memory shapes the future. 

Chosen amnesia 

It is nor only what ~s articulated in collective memory, however, that has an 
ontological impact, but als0 what is. not said..4 In Rwanda, aspects of the pas~ 
seem to be eclipsed from the discourse, creating a form of amnesia, albeit se- 
lective, or what I call chosen amnesia. The absence of memory and history is 
equally instructive in an ontological.ser~se, regarding the constant ~iarking back 
to a past in order to constitute an identity in the present and future. 

Two aspects are central to my notion of chosen amnesia as a framework 
within which ro discuss social reconciliation processes in R~vanda. First, the 
term amnesia is used as an analogy for eclipsing the past. This is different fi’om 
its traditional, psychological form, which makes reference to the lack of mem- 
ory about events that occurred during a particular period. Here the loss of 
memory may be caused by severe emotional trauma, and is often temporary in 
response to an even~ with which, the mind struggles to cope. It is important to 
no{e, however, that my use of the term "amnesia" in this chapter does not de- 
rive from a psychological, medical condition of repressed memory, but should 
rather be understood as an analogy for eclipsing the past or for not wanting to 
remember. Significantly, amnesia is different from remembering differently. It 
does not refer to a fading of memory or a different interpretation of tbe past, 
but to not wanting ro draw on a particular recollection that is nevertheIess still 
stored in the mind. 

Second, therefore, "chosen" suggests a degree of agency; that.is, a conscious 
-.selection process by an individuaI or a community to eclipse sections of the 

stories emerge from their lives52 

9 

10 

12 
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of a soczetal strategy of dealing wkh its tormenting experiences. This strategy 

p. Uvin, "The DevelopmenrJPeacebuilding Nexus: A Tybology a~d History of CEanging:)’:!;:::~ii!~i:i:-i.i points to an immediate benef[~ of not remembering, and thus servds a particular 
Paradigms", Journal of Peacebuidling and Developme~t 1, i (2002), 10. -ii~~i:ii?,~:{::":..:.:::: I3 P, Nora, "General Introduction; Between Memory and History" in P. Nora (ed.), Realms 

L. Hinchman and S. Hinchman, "Introduction" in L. Hinchman and S. Hinchmao {eds ~[:{:-J !{!ii[~:’..:. i~:ii~!~:i " 
of Memory: Rethinking the French Past, Vol. 1: Confiner and Divisions (New York: Co- 

Memory, Identity, Communi*y/A~bany, NY: State o~ New York Press~ 1997), xx. 

Ibid., xw. 
p. An~ze and M. Lambek, "Introduction: Forecasting IViemory" in P. Antze and 

Lambek eds), Tense Past: Cultural Essays in Tra*~ma and Memory {New 

Routledge, I9961, xviii. 

]umbia Universky Press, 1993 }, 11. 

For simllar argument, see S. Buckley-Zistei~ "Remembering to Forget: Ctmsen Amnesia 
as a Strategy for Local Coexistence i~ Post-Genocide Rwanda", Africa 76, .2 {2006). See 
also: S. Cohen. States o!: Denial: Knawing about Atrocities and Suffering (Cambridge; 
Polky Press, 2002), 
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function, which I .will illustrate later in this chapter. In sum, chosen amnesia 
signifies the deliberate choice to not remember some aspects of the past. 

My coinage of the term chosen amnesia is inspired by Vamik Voikan’s notion 

of chosen trauma, which occurs when a group, after the experience of a painful 
event, feels helpiess and victimised by another group. In Volkan’s words~ 

the group draws the mental representations or emotional meanings of the traumatic 
event into its very identity, and then i; passes on the emotional and symbolic meaning 
from generation to generation. For each generation the description of the actual event 
is modified; what ~Lemains is its role in... the group identiW.Is 

In this sense, chosen trauma is produced by, and ar the same time produc- 
es, a collective identity. The repetition of narratives about the traumatic event 
constructs the group’s identity m opposition to the identity of the opponent 
[Vho caused the trauma, and as such it becomes a social reality for those who 
participate in this discourse. A common identity, a "we-feeling", is shared be, . 
t~veen the people who recall the same past, rendering their social interaction 
meaningful. 

While one of the functions of chosen trauma is to encourage group cohe- 

sion and a collective identity, chosen amnesia has the opposite effect. Through 
eclipsing of memory, the collective experience of an event is neglected, prevent, 
ing the interpretation of a shared, group-specific past and the production of a 
"we-feeling." Chosen amnesia does not introduce a sense of closure, nor does it 

produce a bounded identRT, but rather k allows for more flexible inclusion in, ¯ 

and exclusion from, collective identities. As I will show, this might be necessary _ 

when survivors and perpetrators live together in one community. - 

Whether an event is remembered or eclipsed is highly dependent on circum- [ 
stances, environmen;s and audiences. In one example cited by anthropologist [" 

Liisa Malkki, people with the same background--in her case Burundian Hutu 
refugees in Tanzania could either draw their memory into their very iden- 
tity, as was the case with refugees living in isolation in refugee camps, or try.,,..5:[:- 
to escape their history, as did the urbaix refugees who preferred to assimilate¯ 
into the Tanzanian society m order to survive.16 Importantly, however, in the 
Rwandan context, not only do people have many differen~ stories to tell or 
eclipse, but these different stories are also told at differen~ societal levels. There 
are, among other divisions, strong’local/national and publlc/private divides..it .:i!:~:ii~!:,}.. .... 
is crucial therefore to note that my concept of chosen amnesia, and its reference 
to reconciliation, is applied exclusively to local public memory, where "local"¯ 
signifies the societal level of bounded communities and neighbourhoods This is 

1,5 V. Volkan, "On Chosen Trauma", Mind and Human Interaction, 3, 13 {1991). 

16 
L. Malkki, Purity and Exile~ Violencef Memory and National Cosmology among Hut 

Refitgees in Tanzania (C~.icago, IL: Chicago Universky Press, I995L     "     "     ’[~ 
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opposed to the national level, where memory work is a highly politicised, top- 
down governmental project.17 In ~urn, "public" refers m the discourse at broad 
communal levels, including often mutually distrustful neighbours or strangers, 
such as researchers (both foreign and national). This can be juxtaposed¯ with. 
~he private, intimate realm of the family, in the safety of which specifically Hutu 
or Tutsi views o~ pas~, presen~ and future can be shared. 

The question arises, why do people in Rwanda opt for (clipsing key aspects 

of the past, particularly when the past is as disturbing as R~vanda’s experience 
in the twentieth century? What is the benefit of avoiding the production of rig- 
idly bounded communities and firmly fixed¯boundaries demarcating friend and 
foe? After a brief account of how the interpretation of Rwanda’s history.has led 
to ethnic cleavages, the following section wiI1 illustrate what is remembered in 
Rwanda today, in order to then show what is deliberately forgotten. 

Divided through history: the origins of ethnic antagonisms 

History and memory ha~)e been the source of conflict in Rwanda for decades5~ 

Since the beginning of historical writing, first by German and subsequently by 
Belgian colonial anthropologists, Rwanda’s historical discourse has essentially 
been a toDdown political project either to establish group cohesion or separa- 
tion.~ The colonial administration introducedthe since-discredited "Hamitic 
hypothesis", which argued that the Tutsi originated from northern and eastern 
Africa, while Hutu belonged to the Bantu people and constituted the indig- 
enous popuiation of the country. This accouet was subsequently adopted by 
Rwandan scholars such as Alexis Kagame, and in turn by large segments of the 
population5~ Moreover, Tutsi, who constituted ~he monarchy and who alleg- 
edly bore a physical resemblance to Europeans, were inculcated by the colonial- 
~sts with notions of superiority, while Hutu were identified as common farmers. 
With the advent of independence, the feeling of inferiority grew among Hutu, 

17 

I9 

20 

Nevertheless, =he national policy of remembrance and hisvory-writing also includes a 
selective recollectio~ o£ the past~ but to discuss ~he national nation-building discourse 
would extend the scope of ~his chapter. 

See for instance C. Newbury, "Ethnicky and the Polkics o~ History in Rwar~da" in D.E. 
Lorey and W.H. Beezley (eds), Genocide, Collective Violence, and Popular Memory: The 
Politics of Remembrance in the Twentieth Century (Wilmington: Scholarly Resources, 
2002), ¯67-84; S. Ngesi and C. Villa-Vincendo, "Rwanda: Balancing the Weight of His- 
tory" in E. Doxtader and C. Viila-Vincenio (eds), Through Fire wi& Water: The Roots o[ 
Division and the Potential for Reconciliation in Africa (Claremont: David PEilip P~blish- 
ers, 2003), 1~63. 

For a more detaiIed account, see S. Bilckley-Zistel, "DMding and Uniting: The Use of 

’Citizenship’ in Conflict and Reconciliation in Rwa~:da" G{obaI Soci¢ay, 20, 1 {2006). 

A. Kagame, Un Abrdgd de l’ethno-histoire du Rwanda Butare.+ Editions Universitaires du 
Rwanda, 19721. 
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leading to the so-called "Social Revolution" 6f 1959, which marked the end of 
royal Tntsi supremacy and the first pogroms against Tutsi. 

Regardless of whether ethnic cleavages in Rwanda predate colonialism o~ 
were invented by European an*:hropologists, they prevail in present-day Rwan~ 
da. Since independence, ethtgc differences have been successfully manipulated 
for political ends by various heads of state, most notably under the presidency 
of Gr~goire Kayibanda (1962-73), as wall as in the lead-up to the genocide 
in 1994. This manipulation manifested itself, for instance~ in the successful 
oppression of Tutsi by authorities through manipulation of ethnicity and the . 
achievements of the "Social Revolution" under Kayibanda. This was followed .i. 

by his successor-Juvenal Habyarimana {19.73-94),.who promoted a national": 

and inCitir~g ethnic hatred as a political strategy to maintain power between 
1990 and 1994.= Until 1994, Tutsi were portrayed as foreigners, authors of 
justice and enemies of the Republic, while Hutu identity was defined as thein- 
digenous majority and former victims of injustice who emancipated themse 
from the Tursi monarchy in 1959.z~ tn the 1980s this racism was less visible, 
and therefore was neither questioned nor abandoned. Racist prejudice betwee~ " 
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and director of the h~iamons radio station Radio Tdldvision Lfbre des Mille 
Collfnes (RTLM}, one of the key vehicles Of hate speech before and during the 
genocide, su.ccessfulIy exploked these politically-manipulated ethnic divisions 
to incite violence against Tutsi. 

An a*vareness.of the damaging impact of history on Rwanda’s past has 
crated fierce debates among Rwandan scholars and political leaders about how 
~ational history should be portrayed. To illustrate the struggle over different 
interpretations, in !998 a conference was held at the National University of 

Rwanda in Butare, provocatively, entitled, "Cha*~gements politiques #urvem, es 
en I9S9. Oui o*~ non, y avait~il une rdvolution?" ("The PoIitical changes of 
1959. Was there a revolution or no}?"). The scholars and intellectuals present 
were ur~able to find an answer to the questioO, and Rwandan history has not 
offidally been taught in Rwandan schools since 19942~ 

Hutu and Tutsi, but also Batwa, "was a structural feature 6f Rwandan society,:. ticular, the social environment shapes wtxat is collectively recalled arid what is 

fulfilling simultaneously important polkical functions for the elites and " " " :. ’forgotten.2a Not surprisingly, after the genocide, remembering in Rwanda is not 
, 

.i~7:::17 
. . ¯ . . psychological function for the peasant masses."za Nevertheless, m Rwanda aM..:: i i,!i .:.....Ur~.,co, nmsted. &ffere.nt groups m Rwanda have different v~ews on the ast. 

elsewhere, erhnickies should not be considered primordial features, and as nec~:?i:.i’[::{:i:I i: : o {.vtaey survtvors, *or exampIe, have lost ,zot only their loved ones 
essarily in conflict, but rather         . !: .:.}i!i~l:.":: .:.. ~enocide but also all of their                              v~ro-ep *~y, .... ann many therefore struggle to|ringmakethe 

I;~ega~dless o~ the h~storical components of dtfferent segments of the populatmn, what : ?: :        ends mee~. In addmoll,’ " many women are infected with                                  HtViAIDS, since" rape 
matters is the political significance o~ ethnic identi*ies. In other words, ~he was used as a strategic weapon during the genocide, and are today, together 

relevance of ethnic ider~tities is shaped by politica~ context. It is politics that makes with their children, dying slo~vly from ~he consequences of the genocide.Z~ A 
ethnicity important (or, indeed, unimportant}, not ethnidW which invariably de~ne~ iiarge proportion of impoverished, rural survivoi-s feels neglected by *;he got- 

Remembering and forgetting today 

In societies w~h poor formal education and knowledge transmission, such as 

Rwanda, collective memory~ expressed in day-to-day encounters and oral his~ 

tory, is of.greater signi£cance tha~ official history/~ At the local level, in par* 

In this sense~ in the lead-up to the genocide, Rwandan 
dinand Nahimana, professor of history at the National University of 

21 P. Verwimp "Development Ideology, the Peasantry and Genocide; Rwanda 

in Habyarimat~a’s Speeches", Journal of getaocide Research 2, 3 (2000), 327. 
22 A. Des Forges, Leave Non~ tO Tell the Story: Genocide in Rwanda {New York~ 

Rights Watch, 1999).        ¯ 

23 E Rutembesa, "Le discours sur te peupiemen: con*me instrument de manipulation 
taire"~ Cabiers du C~ntre de Ges*ion de Conflits, S {20021, 83. 

24 P. Uvin, "Prejudices, Crisis, and Genocide in Rwanda", African Studies Review 
{1997), 91. 

25 C. Newbury and D. Newbury, Identit> GenoCide, and Recons~uction in Rwanda 

Paper presea:ed at ego European Parliamen}, Brussels. 
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According to the Director of Curriculum De’)etopment~ Rwanda is still in the early stages 
of developing a nationa~ history curriculum, even :hough history is :aught at some.schools 
at the discretion of the individual teachers: Imerview with the Director of the National 

Currict~lum Development Centre, Ministry of Education, Science, Technology and Scien~ 
tiflc Research, Gover~en, o* Rwanda, KigMi ~4 December 2003). 

J,-[~ $chreiber, "Le gdnocide, la mdmoir# et l%is’toire", in R. Verdier~ E. Decaux and J.-p. 
Chretie~ {eds), Rwanda: U~* Genocide du XXe Siecle (Paris: Harmatmn, 1995j, 169. 
important point is tha~ memory and history are not identical concep:s. For a discussion 
see P. Nora, "General Introduction: Between Memory and History" 

M. Halbwachs, On Collective Memo~ (C.h~cago IL; Universky of Chicago P~’ess, 

During the genocide, many rapists were aware that they were HIV/A1DS 

Use~ their refection as a way of ki]llng. For In,lEer discussi      .    .     .posk~e, a~d Bodiea, Torn SOfr~t$: Lfvino *,,;*& ~ ..... a     On, see African Rtgk~, Broken 
- ~ ........... ~aae, Rape and H1V/A[D& Kigali: African Rights 

(2004); and AVEGA, Surveg, on Vio&ncg Against ~bmen in Rwanda, Kigali: AVEGA 
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eminent; their call for compensation has so far been ignored, for ~nancial and 

! 
. 

-olitical reasons 30 ~ince the experience of the violence is central to their exist- 
" ear 

ence, remembering the genocide is of malor importance an~ each y groups 

o5 survivors gather at the numerous memorial sites for commemoration events. .:":":!i. 

The significance of memory is reflected in the following quotes: ..... 

We have to remember people who died in 1994. It is important to remember" someone 
that you love, a relatNe, a friend, We have ro comm~morare it m order ~o put a mecha_ 
nism of prevention in place, and to as~ God to help us. For me, we cannot forget what:... 
happened. 

(Elderly female survivor, whose son has confessed to participating m genocide killings,.. 

Gikongoro) .... 

Yes, of course we have to remember in order to fight the ideology and to avoid this ~ap-:i.i 
pening again. Anda lesson ~or Rwandat~ youth is to be awa~e of what hap.pened. So, fo~_: 
instance, when you touch a fire it hurts, and teaches you to avoid touching it again. 

(Young male~ born in exile in Burundi, who returned after the genocide, Nyamata} 

A differen~ attitude m remembering is expressed by the arc 

ilies. While the genocide ts a prime example of mass parvicil; 

it is mostly Hutu who have been accused and imprisoned, although 

recentIy been released provisionally after confessing to their crimes)z Since 

" Rwandan justice system is completely overstretched, and the gacaca 

only reached the iudgemen~ phase of the process in 2005 and only in 

iurisdictions, most detainees sense tha~ they have little hope of a fair trial 

near future.3~ At home, having a family member in prison is an immense 

den on an impoverished Rwandan household, and many Hutu wives 

and o~xen fail, to simu~ta~eonsly cultivate the land and ca.re for 

Moreover, some Rwandans also support their prisoner spouses by 
¯ food and c~othing, placing a further burden on the family. 

the quotes below illustrate, many accused and their dependants ~eel 

are the true victims of the genocide. Furthermore, many Hutu 

the genocide in refugee camps in the Democratic Republic of Congo 

overcrowded prisons or at the hands of the post-genocide 

30 The ,:ational Compensation F~nd, which designates !0 per cen~ of 
to survivors, remains a con~ested issue in Rwanda. ~Not only is the country’s 

:oo small vo pay compeesatmn, it is also not sufficiently ~ransparent,.and 
survivors, ir ~s ~nclear whether the F~nd actually exists 

31 R. Lemarchand: ’.’Coming to Terms wi~h the I~as:: The Pol 
ride Rwanda", Observatoire de l%friq~e centraIe (23 July 2000), 1. 

32 African R1ghts, "Prisoner Releases a R~sk for the Gacaca System" 

16 January 2003). 

33 Personal fieldnotes. 
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Army (RPAL Having lost spouses, parents, siblings or other relatives, many 

Hum dc nor understand why they are not allowed to mourn their dead publicly 

and why they are not included in the national commemoration ceremonies, as 

illustrated below: 

To remember is good, but it shot~ld be inclusive For instance, my parents were killed 
during the genocide. But when they [the public] remember they remember only Tarsi, 
so I am frustrated because riley don’t remember my family. 

~young rural woman, Nyamata) 

. .;..It is important not to ~orget tee past so ~hat we can preven~ the future. Bu~ the bad was 

nor o~zWy the genocide buy also the Hum who died in the DRC from diseases, and also 

..:i those who were killed in revenge when they came back. Nobody has won this war; -: i .everybody has lost a~ leas~ or~e {amily member. 

.."--."-: (Elderly rural man, Nyamata) 

What becomes apparent from ~he above quotes is that even though memory 

¯ .76f the genocide is siggificant in Rwanda, there is a conflict over how it should 
:be remembered. While some, m particular the survivors and their families, in- 

" ; ;i: sist that only the agony of the Tarsi should be recalled, others argue that all suf~ 

needs recognmon- A closer look reveals that ~his split goes along Tutsii 
illustrating, yet also perpetuating, ethnic divisions. 

2aradoxically, in contrast to my interviewees’ memories of the genocide as 

above, ~heir memories about the ertmic cleavages that led to the 

have today disappeared, and the past is described as having been bar- 

is apparen~ in the ~ollowing statements :in which my interviewees 

-,:::pgrtray ~he kiIlings as a sudden rupture: 
created by the state and the au=horities. We as peasants did not know 

happening. Before we were living together, sharing everytl~ing. Only when 

genocide started did divisions smr~. 

man, Ny~mata) 

to me, I cam~ot determine who is responsible for the genocide. We heard that 
were being killed without knowing who planned it. 

rural woman with h~sband in prison, Nyamata) 

we did not know how it came. We were frieeds, the same people, sharing 

. We are innocent in this situation. 

v~ale farmer, Nyamata] 

the backdrop of the pogroms against Tutsi in ~959, .t962 and 1973, 

on past harmony is surprising since, as I argued above and as has 

by politic!l scientist Peter ldvin, the Rwandan genocide was situ- 
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ated in a context of deeply entrenched images of ethnic divisions and dynamics 
’.i.. 

of social exclusion-> Today, these divisions still find expression in day"t°’day at- 
i."": 

tkudes. A rich person, for instance, is occasionally referred to as "a Tursi" regard- 

’:.i.:: 

less of her ot his ethnic identity, while "I am not your Hum°’ is used to fend off 
. .:.’": 

exploitation2~ ’..".,: 

Pretending peace i: 

The public forgetting of past cleavages and antagonisms, however, does not 
..i 

mean that these divisions are of no importance today. Rather, this cl~osen am7 
oclal co in mechanism to dea! with the disrup- ’...:. 

nesia constitutes a deliberate s ’ P g 
- ~rainS much of the Z.. ¯ ’ t. The code of silence that const 

¯ . ..:, 
ttve exper,~n.ce~.of the p_a~s~u^~~ z~,,o~ is Dressed in the following quotatmn .. 
post-genociDe mscourse o, m¢~ ~ ....... ex~                           there were    " 

" ar tktere were man roblems. People returned from exile; .         %1.. " Just after the w                 Y P -      " he= Ever,’body was afrmd of ev.e~ ’"i:..i:.::.-.l 

also revenge killings. People could not talk to each ot       ~     t k does not exist ’..,...v 
r hod . Today, it is as if we have forgotten everything At the morned d meraories and ":"": " 

Y Y ~ ’ ..... talk about the ~ast because it b~ings back ba .. 
any more. veop~e .~w~ c ’":~:" " 

problems. We prezend it does nor exist. . :. -. 

(Elderly man who had ~us~ been released ~rom prison, Nyamata) 
¯ 

This coping mechanism is necessary since, against the backdrop of rural..’ 

hat the do nor have the Choice to articulate ’:.i"ii!:. i..:: tile, many Rwandans often fee! t      y                . - ’-ace They are 
e it would u set the sociat ~a~a - .     ,.,ii ~-: thmr grievances pubhcly becaus P. , _:~ According to :.::...!~ 

concerned instead with going about daily life tn me commu-~ ..... ’ " 

~he Rwandan historian Charles Ntampaka, it may be two or :hree generations :.i 
before the situation permits individuals to speak our about their experiences ....:-.7!~: 

of the genocide.~{                               .           pragmatism." :i: 
In many cases, motivations for IocaI coexistence oscillate bev~veen 

and fear. As for pr.agmansm, on the one hand, Rwandans have a~ interest in live 
ing together, simply because they have no choice. In an environmen~ in 

al~ depend on all0 as is the case on the 1Kwandan hills, survival and prosperitY. 
require collaboration. When people fall ii1, for instance, ndghbonrs help 
other Vo carry the sick to hospital. Cultivation of the fields is also more efficien~ 
when carried our collectively. Moreover, some survivors even find themselves 
dependent on the murderers of their family to bring water-to their statement: 
dependency of survivors, in particular, is expressed in the f4iowing          .::=".::..~ 

97. 

: 35 Personal fieidnotes. 

36 
C. Ntampaka, ’*Memoire et Reconciliation au Rwanda: Ecar~ Entre les 
laire et les Actions de l’Authorit4", Dialogue, 226 (2002), 17. 
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We have t0 be courageous. Living in the community, we cannot live aIone. A survivor 
cannot live alone. For example, we live with a family who killed our rela{ives. We have 
to relax and remain confident, and pretend that there is peace. Kwisbyra mu Mutuzo. 

(Woman of mixed parentage who was married to a Tutsi and had lost all of her and 

most of her husband’s family, Gikongoro) 

The Kinyarwanda phrases Kwisk;yra mu Mutuzo or Kwibao Amahoro mean 
"pretending peace" and signify a coping mechanism by which all antagonism is 
silenced to maintain ~he socialequilibrium. According to my interviewees, this 
concept reflects many people’s modus operandi and often constitutes the only 
possible way of living in the midst of mutual distrust. This coping mechanism 
is what I have described ~is chosen amnesia. 

Fear of the other group, on the other hand, is Often linked to the prospect of 
testifying at gacaca courts, regardless of whether this is as a victim, witness or 

perpetrator. According to my interviewees, this sense of fear was heightened by 
~he murder of several survivors in Kaduha in Gikongoro province, in 2003.~r 
However, while survivors are more concerned with being elimina,ed as wit- 
nesses, Hutu fear being accused and imprisoned unjustly for social or economic 
reasons: denouncing, rightly or wrong~y, a genocide perpetrator has become a 
convenient way of getting rid of personal enemies and competitors)a 

It is not surprising, however, that, generally speaking, insecurity is a greater 
issue for survivors than for suspects and the wider population. In particular, 
survivors who have chosen to stay on their family’s land in rural Rwanda, and 
who are thus in many cases surrounded by the families of those who killed their 
kin, are often subjected to intimidation, which has increased with the first waves 

39 of releases of genocide perpetrators since 2003. Nevertheless, a frequent, al- 
most paradoxical response of my interviewees to questions about securky was 
"cohabitation is peaceful since we don’t dare to attack each other"~O--or, as 
stated by a representative of AVEGA, the widows’ survivor organisation: 

39 

The number of survivors killed ~n Kaduha is variously estimated between two and four. 
See. for instance IRIN, "Rwanda: Genocide Survivor Group Denounces Killings, Ha~ass- 
men~", Nairobi, 16 December 2003, www.kinnews.o;g; IRIN, "Rwanda: Kagame Dis- 
misses D~strict Leaders over Genocide-feinted Deaths", Na~robi, 14 May 2004, www.irin- 
news.org; IRIN, "Kwanda: F~ve Sentenced to Death over Killings of Genocide Survivors", 
IRIN: Nairobi, t March 2004, www.ir~nnews.org. TEe increasing fear of witnesses since 
the murders ~vas also ~he ~heme of a Coexistence Network meeting on "La protection des 
t~mofgnages du g&~ocida: une des conditionnali~& de la rd~ssite d~ processus gacaca", 
Kigali, 25 February 2004. 

Interview with human rights activist, Kigali (26 April 2004). 

Personal fieldnotes fr.om Gikongoro and Nyamata, 2003-4. 

Personal fieldnotes. 
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We don’t [~ave any problems living together. But we also don’t bare a choice. If we don’t 

live together the genocide will start again, 

I AVE G A representative~ Nyarnata ) 

Absence o/: social transformation and reconciliation 
As illustrated above., memory and forgetting in Rwanda are selective, and sortie 

the purpose o~ maintaining some form o~ social harmony in an environment 

where wctims and perpetrators live side-by-side. Arguably, therefore, chosen 
amnesia is a necessity for local communities emerging from atrociues. From 

an ontological perspecvive, to ddlberately eclipse some stories about the past ?i:’..~i:~: .... 
prevents a sense of closure and fixed boundary-drawing between one identl-.~:.:.iii!i::i~ ...... 

ty group and another. It constitl:~es a deferral and deliberate leaving open o~ 
bounded, in t~is case Hum or Tutsi, communitms, which is essential ~or day-to 

day survival and allows for"pretending peace". 

This phenomenon resonates in professor of Peace Studies Andrew Rigby’~ 
argument that too much memory obsrructs healing wounds of war, s~nce 

past continues to dominate the present�~ Rigby argues, 

the desire ~o cover up the past can aiso be the wis~ o~ people at the gras 
particularly so if many of them share a past that fiaey would 
thek active involvement in, o= complicity with, me evil thai was perpetrated 

name. Fo~ people who have been involved in phenomena such as mass v 
[~appen in a civil war, it cue certain]y seem as if tt~e pas~ is best left behind. To 
it lnro the present might lead to further bloodshed, conflict and pain.4z 

tn contrast, but with similar implications, anthropologist 

gents that after violence, communities need t,me to come to terms with the"~ 

perience of the pas~. ’°As wounded, he argues, "metaphorically people 
in on themselves, curl up, lle srill~at least until they get their strengtl~ 

and the pain goes.’’43 Lust’s comment recalls the German experience, 
addressing the Holocaust and dealing with disturbing memortes and 

of guilt and responsibiIity have taken many decades and continue 

was peculiar to the German experience, though, was that only a 

of Jewish survivors remained in the country, thus avoiding much 
fronration be~veen victims and perpetrators, which would have 

immediate resolution. 

41 Rigby, Justice and Reconciliation: A~ter the Violence, 2. 

42 Ibid. 

43 
M. Last, "HeaIi~g the Wounds of War", Lecture a: U~iversity College London, 

2000 {M. Lust’s personal ~otes). 
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Rwanda, however, does not have this luxury of time and distance. Given the 
harsh living conditions az:d the intimacy of life on the hills, as we11 as the mutual 
dependency of many Rwandans, ethnic cleavages simply cannot remain Unat- 
vended. A "memory wal[’4~ against the recent past would bear serious dangers, 
since an unresolved past inevitably returns to haunt a society in transition.4s 
As argued in this chapter and elsewhere in this book by Melvern, Kayigamba 
and Gasana, the 1994 genocide was, a.mong other things, the result of pre- 
existing ethnic cleavages and subsequent reclines of resentment which people 
harboured, enabling the authorities to manipulate these emotions and to incite 
large parts of the population to kill. These circumstances persist: today, the 

-..:.._._..... prevailing social structures could again be exploited th, ough hate speech and 
propaganda, potentially leading to new outbreaks of violence.aS Crucially, only 

!. :: :-::"a transformation of the ethnic cleavages that run through Rwandan society can 
prevent future massacres. To date, such a transformation has not taken place. 
Despite the unity discourse of the Rwandan government, which promotes an 
all-Rwandan identi~y based on citizenship, and not on ethnic identity4r~as 

i:..:"also explored in this volume by Kayigamba, Lemarcband and Hintjens--the 
~?,dichotomy of HutuiTutsi remains ¯effectively unchallefiged, and is perpema> 

the current form of memory and amnesia as ilIustrated in this chapter. 
absent, yet required to overcome this problem, is a transformation of 

.:,:.!: ~he way in which different groups relate to one another. For Rwanda, such a 

process would entait challenging and changing the prevailing 
,~&ial structures of ethnic identity, so that people would not identify themselves 

* Hutu or Tutsi,-or at least would not view" these identity labels 

g. As a result of such a transformation process, peace in Rwanda 
no longer be defined m negative terms, as the absence of violence, but in 

E Connerton, How Societies Remember (Cambridge UK: Cambridge University Press, 

19891 

J. Sarkin, "The Tensmn Between Justice and Reconciliation ir~ Rwanda: Politics, Human 
Rights, Due Process and the Role o{ Gacaca Courts in Dealing with the Genocide",~rgur 

: nal o[ A[rica~ Law, 45, 2 (2001), 147. 
¯ . My conclusions resonate in the concerns raised ~n the report o*~ the findings of the Ad-hoc 

Parliament Commission an Genocide Ideology, ~vhich s~ates that "it]hose who revive the 

ideology spread words and acts that stir up ethnic hatred and conflicts amongs~ 
"Rwandans". (Ad hoc Parliament Commission on Genocide Ideoiogy, Final Report~ Eng- 

. Iisb Summary, Kigali: Parliament of Rwanda, June/July 2004). 

To discuss the national unky arid reconciliation strategy o.f the Rwandan government 
would exceed the scope of this chapter. Arguably, however, the promotion of an 

identity takes place wltEour ad&essing the cleavages and problems a~ tlae root of: the 
cont~ict, and t~us constructs a top-down unity without reconciliation- The introduction 
~f.closure through enforced unity bears tee dar~ger of r~ew antagonism and resentment, 

~ince differences are being eradicated and legitimate grievances siIe~ced, For a detailed 
see S. Buckley-Zistel, "Dividing and Uniting", op. cit. 
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positive terms as= being, ultimately, "ab o ut restoring socialky, about establish- i;i::i :::i 

ing the trust necessary not just to tolerate but to cooperate in partnership that :. :..:’..i 

WE ARE PRETENDING PEACE 

Consequently, my survey of non_governmental reconciliation projects re- 
vealed that--instead of seeking to mediate antagonisms between t~utu and 

. Tutsi communities--most projects focus almost exclusively on justice-related 
can survive even the threat of failure.’’4~ " ::::! ¯ 

¯ :.: :.:.! issues such as gacaca or human rightss: or on the needs of only one party, such 

Supporting transition and reconciliation 
: :i:::;: 

as survivors (though all Of these are of course important in their own right),sz 
My survey exposed a shocking absence of projects dedicated to bringing the 

From a more practlcai perspective, the question remains, how can guch a lo-.i:.! .i!i!ii!I former parties to the conflict t0gether--be they self-contained or in relation 
ca! transformation process be encouraged by those outside these communities.,.:. ;::::i:.:!’!i..ii to gacaca or other pro}errs--preventing them from addressing the underlying. 
such as national or mternar~onm or~am~     ,            " ![ :..,i . prevailing social structures 6f ethnic identity,s~               ¯ 
ferent ~orms of memory and amnesia, as illustrated in this chapter, be assisted i:::.i:! i:.: ..". . This omission can be explained through current preferences in peace-build- 

so that they support reconciliation processes? ::i:~ !: : : i~g strategies,s4 In Rwanda and elsewhere, peace-buildir~g projects conducted 

C)ucially, given theimpact of the experience of vioieace at the local leve~,: : : 9~J: :i" or funded by international organisations, in particular, often give salience to 

external organisations mns~ find means of. supporting transfogmative proce.s{71:.:.. :.i ii:.; i;::.: i visible demands and interests. These include the reintegradon of demobilised 

es that origi~ate w~thxn communmes.49 What IS disc,or,rob.in: ln.,c.onvers,ati0~~: :i :.!:::i:.i:!; soldiers, restoration of the justice sector, development ass,stan.c.e,t~ de,p, nv~e,d re- 

" h individuals and groups of surv~vors, suspects anct metr mmt.,ms., ann re.ore ...:~!:::!).:! :.!;...::::::... gions, and support for decentralisation and democratisation, wmle an o~ mese 

7~t~arnaL commnmtT members, is a request ~or medmtton or facilitation be~ !:[!:::::; :{;: .:: .:": 
¯ .,: .:~:::: /~!: 51 To svh#t extent tee gacaea rribunais can contribute to recOnCiliation processes in Rwanda 

tween ¯victims and offenders, in order to move out of their stalemate situation::¯ 
:.: : .:. 

of chosen amnesia, tn Rwanda, the necessary local change-agents, who seekt~ 
remains to be seen. On the basis of the present trials to date, some tensions between 

" :"’~::" " .... gacaca justice a~d reconciliation are already discernible, although with varying degrees 

¯ .... 
¯ [:i:: i!?)o:ii~! :...:i;.:...:: in different districts. In brie:~, the causes for setbacks incinde corruption of gacaca }adge~ contribute to reconciliation processes in their immediate environment through: {.,ii’::}’ii;}:. ~i., ¯ 

and witnesses, intimidation and harassment of witnesses prior to testifying, verbal abuse mediating between Hutu and Tutm commun,nes, are few b~t nevertheless d0:..:.,..~:>:: :....:..~ 
exist. Their efforts are often hampered, however, by a lack of support and ifii :::i:::i ii(:. { :::.~:.’::: 

of survivors gi~ing testimony, the opening of wou~ads; limked trust in truth being spoken 

retest by larger national or international peace-building organisations. AskSa:: -i.{i~i!7 .:i.!i’::.:: 
a~u-ing trials (according to a 2003 survey 60 per cent ot: the general population expects 
"a Iarge amount of false accusations" ~o be made during gacaga: see NURC, Sondage 

about tEelr requirements, these actors often reply that they would d’Ooinion sur la Participazion ala gacaca et la Rdcnnciliation Nationale, Kigali: NURC 

receiving support at th&r immediate, local level where their work can 
(2003) ~_3), debates over de ~acto iimkation of gacaca 5urisdlcti°n to genocide crimes to 

the greatest impact, rather than being subsumed¯into ~ational projects. 
~"":::?:: ~ the exclusion of war crimes, rna~ipulatio~- of outcomes through social and political power 

change-agents state¯ that national NGOs are Often too involved in advocacy ~ " 
holders, partial or false confessions and enforced a~tendance of population at gacaca ses- 
sions. While NGOs such as Atrican Rights and Penal Reform International (PRI) have 

politics in the capital, resulting in a poor local presence and the ig~oranc~ 
draw~ attention to d~e piffalis o~ gacaca for some time, even tb_e Rwandan parliament 

needs at the community level,s° They lack an understanding of the deep fis 
and governmem have recently acknowledged its flaws. (Ad-Eoc Parliament Commission 

¯ 
.on Genocide Ideology, 2004, 30-12 and R~publique du Rwanda/Service Nationa[ des 

that continue to run through local communities. . Jaridictions gacaca, Le ~onc*ionnemen~ des Juridictioss gacaca qui on* aermin~ leu~ 7~me 

:.::!. R~union, Kigali; Rdpublique du Rwanda/Service Na:ioztal des Juridictions gacaca {21 

January 2004). See Mso African Rights,.gacaca Jurisdictio~g A Shared Responsibility, Ki- 

48 M. Last, "Reconcillatioa and Memory i= Postwar Nigeria" i= D. Veena, A. 
gale African Rights January 2003); LDGL, E~qu~te sur l’Eta~ des Lieux des Juridictions 

Ramphele and P. Rey=olds {eds), Violence and Subjectivity (Berkeley, 

gacaca au Ru:anda: Rapport Provisionaire, Kigali: LDGL (December 2003). 

California P~ess, 2000), 379. 

..:.:::~ ¯ Survey conducted in the course of the fieldwork in Rwanda in 2003-4. 

4~ D. Pankhurst, "Issues of Justice and ~Recondliation in Cor~ 

In recognition of this deficit, at a recent Coexistence Ne~work meeting it was proposed to 

ceptualising Reconciliation, Jusdce and Peace", Third World Quarterly, 20,1 (199~); extend the gacaca tribunals with victim-of~:ender mediation, and first steps have been ~ak~ 

50 This absence was very apparent during my interviews in rural areas of 

en to devdop such a programme. {Coexistence Network meeting on ~’La protection des 

Nyamata. With the exception of some itadividuals--mai~y su£vivors in towns 

tdmoignages du gdnodde: ~*ne des conditionnalit~s de la rdussite du processus gacac~’, 

established v~llages {Um~dug~¢du) who were members o~ the survivors’ 

Xigall, 25 February 2004). 

¯ o~ AVEGA--almoSt none of my interviewees had ever been consulted about their eXPg{ 

For a discussion of t}~e art of peace-building after civil conflicts, see, for instance, R. Paris, 

of dan genocide and the reconciliation process. Akhough some had 

At War’s End: Building Peace after Ciuil Conflict (Cambridge University Press, 2004); and 

NGOs or the Nationat Unky and Reconciliation Commission (NURC) they knew¯ 
for a. critical appraisa~l o~ curzent donor projects in Rwanda, see S. Bnckley-Zistel, "Between 

their mandate nor their prog£ammes. Consequently, the maiority of 
and Furore: An Assessment o~: the Transition from Conflict to Peace in Post-Genocide . ¯ 

Rwanda DSF a tun fnedensforschung de 

my interest in their circumstances, and the opportunity to articulate thek views... 
", 

p per 15 {2008), www.btmdess~i~ g" " 

’ 14 ~. 
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components are important, they are nevertheless based on an understanding 

of conflicts as deriving from incompatible goals, such as the distribution of re- 

sources, facilitating access to power, or overcoming ininstice and inequality"ss 7 !)!.!.} i! ! 
In shor~, they all revolve around "interests" that can be r~egotiated among the ....:" 

parties to the conflict. What is being left untouched, though, ~s the ldentt y 

aspect of conflicts, such as between Hutu and Tursi in Rwanda. According to .. 

Norbert Ropers, director of ~he Berghof Foundation ~or Peace Support,        ¯ 

Disputes... typically operate at two levels" t~e more or less openly ~eg0tia~ed level o~ 
+    ests and tee deever level of collective experience, stances .:::~ 

political, demands and rater , ~. ~ .; . ............ ~o i~ constituting. :[.;[~ 
and attitudes ~ntegral to the formatmn ot loent*ry ~n ~mpo,~ ............ 

. 

and shapin~ these two levels is playdd by events in which large numbers of the members " : :. :..... 
o~ a group have been the vic{ims o~ despotic rule expulsion, military conquesv, o~ some"2:.[ 
o~her ~orm ot violence .... K, in such instances, conflict management is confi=ed soleiy: ;. [):[ :.. 

t0 ~e negotiation [eve[ and to an appaready "reasonable" balance of interests, ther 
will be a danger that the neglected "deep dimension" o~ collective experiences, ~au.      ~:: 
mas,. and attkudes witl manKest itseK as an inexplicable "irrational" derangement s{ ..:.::...:: .::~, :.::. 

’ " , i "to also address tensions at the identity 
this chapter has sought to illustrate these neglected ’deep &mensions ot tmgct 

m and Tutsi through referring to what is remem: ::.:’,~.:~/. 
m~ antagomsms be~veen Hu           ,.      ~                 , . 
b~ed a~d what is forgotten. Significandy, a~ the local, pubhc level emn~c cxe ......... : ........ ..;: .. 

ages are subjected to chosen amnesia, Silencing prevailing tensions and 

many external observers to conclude that ~here has bee~ significan~ 

ment regarding local reconciliation processes.However, to ackn0w[edge 

fissures~and the subsequent risk of ~ture violence along e~hnic 
ft of eacebuiidin~ efforts, a~vay from so far aimost predominantly inte~eStv.:..:;,~::~::q:. 

centred approaches to One that also seeks t0 address the transtormanon o{" 
" revailing ethnic cleavages betwee~ Hutu and Tutsi Instead o~ being nafi°oallY~::~[?{~~~(~;’: 

~riven, such a~ approach ~ locally situated, bottom-up s~ategy 

natin2 from those whose lives have been most affected.           " [. 
mmumt tevel as ortrayed i~ 

ha ter mi ht a ear pesmm~snc and m contrast w~t~ many o~her ac ~ ~..:;..:~a:~5~.....:... 

- Ftr further discuss~o~ see S. Bucktey-Zism[, "Developme*:t Assistance and co~ie= A~.~::~?:~ 55 
sessme=t Methodology", Cosmic*, Security and Dsv¢*opmast, 3, 1 2003), !19-2fl’..: : :{~    ~::: : 

nd Functions Of Third Parries in the Constructive Managem~nt fi~{ ~[@~ {~:;{: : : 
56 N. Ropers, "Roles a ..... .,.~ :: 

Enhnipoiidcal Conflic~F’ {Berlin; Berghof Research center rot construcr~w ~ ¯ . :: 5~: :~;:,~¢~ a,: :.. 

See ~or instance the medm coverage of t~e reconc~hatma p . ¯ £ul.Jos~ ~a"~’~{~s.’:’.. .: 57 .... d peace , ~     . 
a er e "Rwanda lS N[OVlag Forward to a Umfie , .:~} a~{;.~::?:::" : 

phone national newsp p . .g. , .... ~ o ~ ~ 0 naa~ , ~lnteraham... ~ ~:}::: .~: 

Courier, 
Survivor Reconcile", Nea~Timss {16-19 Oct. 2003} or~he.col~ctT~da’ ~a):a~ 

b Paul Kagame r~p~inted i~ Urea Shankar Jha/Snrya Narayan Xaaav, ~ ’ .,:;::;.~:~? 
XY .......... ante asS Develo~men* {New Delhi: AIA, 2004)... : 
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living conditions, this is not surprising. And yet, after fourteen years, it is time 

to face the past and to challenge the prevailing, antagonistic ethnic cleavages. 
Caught in the deadlock of past, present and future, it is time to ask how people 

can escape the prison of memory withou: choosing a form of amnesia that risks 
repeating the same crimes. How can Rwandans overcome the prevailing cleav- 
ages to establish a lasting peace? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 2:42 PM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] Nov. 9 Dr. Wangari Maathai m~d Green Belt Movement mad panel discussion 

Dear All, 

Please join us for the events below and kindly circulate the information to your students. 

"Envirormaental Rights, Peace & Grassroots Movements: Africa and Beyond" 

Film Screening & Panel Discussion 
FedEx Global Education Center 
November 9, 2010 
5:30 to 7:30 pm 

View a screening of the award wirming documenta~z - Taking Root: The 
Vision of Wangari Maathai - focusing on the work of the Green B elt 
Mnvement. A panel discussion fulluwing features Kamuji Wachiira, a 
leading butanist and former pulitical prisuner, and UNC professors 
Bereket Selassie, Arturo Escubar, Mark Driscoll and Eunice Sable. 

Sponsored by the Department of African and Afru-American Studies, African 
Studies Center, Center ~r Global ]niatives, Office uf Diversity and 
Multicultural Alt~firs, and Curriculum in Gluba[ Studies. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu Tu unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I affiafam&o 28060455 or send a blank emai[ to leave-28060455- 

32361608 e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 2:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: Nov. 9 Dr. Wangari Maathai m~d Green Belt Movement m~d pm~el discussion 

Thank you for your email. I will be away from the office on Friday, November 5th. I will respond to your email when I return on Monday. If you need an immediate response 
please call either: 
Department of Public Policy main office at (919) 962-1600 
or 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies main office at (919) 966-5496. 

Take care, 
Agatha Buell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

deby@vildngtravel.com 

Friday, November 5, 2010 2:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Eunice m~d Nia 

Please call me at home - today I need to verify, credit card information and to get the information for Nia (name as it appears in the passport and her date of birth.) 

will be available at the above number until 5pm. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Sable wrote: 

Hi Deby, 

Can I purchase my Dec 12 and the Nia return one today and think of my Jan one in about a fe~v weeks? 

Let me know-. I like the schedule. 
Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Deby [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 11:09 AiVl 
To: Sahie, Eunice N 
Subject: Eunice and Nia 

Hi Eunice: 

Below are the current schedules and fares :[’or you and Nia: 

Ticket #1 - Eunice to/from Winnipeg - December 12 
Delta - $662.68 round trip 
DL5824T 12DEC S RDUMSP*SSI 845A 1037A (change Minneapolis) 
DLdO9g[’ 12DEC S MSPYWG*SS1 l130A 1258P 

DL3950T 12DEC S YWGMSP*SSI 440P 610P (change Minneapolis) 
DL282g[’ 12DEC S MSPR]DU*SS1 705P 1031P 

Ticket #2 - Nia - December 12 to January’ 15 - $697.50 round trip 
DL3950T 12DEC S YWGMSP*SSI 440P 610P (change Minneapolis) 
DL282g[’ 12DEC S MSPRDU*SS1 705P 1031P 

DI,3587T 15JAN J RDUMSP*SS 1 830A 1019A (change Minneapolis) 
DL3993T 15JAN J MSPYWG*SS1 1128A 104P 

Ticket #3-Eunice-January 15 to/l?om Winnipeg same day - $662.68 round trip 
DI,3587T 15JAN J RDUMSP*SS 1 830A 1019A (change Minneapolis) 
DL3993T 15JAN J MSPYWG*SS1 1128A 104P 
DL4186Y 15JAN J YWGMSP*SS 1 435P 607P (change Minneapolis) 
DL35sX)Y 15JAN J MSPRI)U*SS1 705P 10sg)P 

Fares quoted are nonrefundable and are subject to availability at the time 
of booking. Also, fares do not include the agency $35.00 per person 
ticketing fee. 

Let me know what you would like to do or if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice,@,emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Noveraber 04, 2010 10:26 AM 
To: deby@vikingtraveh corn 
Subject: RE: Itinerary" for Review and T Nttraber 

You are the best Deby. 

At any rate, are their cheap tickets for the usual Eunice-Nia trip 
(RDU-Winnipeg) these days’.’ 

At this monlent what I would like to book is: 

Eunice (return ticket) December 12 
Nia (return ticket) Winnipeg-RDU Dec 12-Januar,v- 15 

I ;vill buy my return ticket for January’ in early December. 

The best rotate is always through Minneapolis with Delta 

Let me know if" there are possibilities. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: deby@vikingtravel corn [deby@ikingtravehcom] 



Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:57 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

SubJect: RE: Itinerary for Review and T Number 

No need to apologize...you got the best fare and that is all that matters 

Take care, 

Deby 

.... "Sahle wrote: 

> Hi Deby, 

Please do and my deep apologies. 

Best wishes, 

E~fice. 

From: dcby@ikingtravel.com [deby@vikingtravel.com] 

Sent: Thttrsday, Noveraber 04, 2010 9:28 AM 

To: Sahle, Etmice N 

Subject: RE: Itinerary for Revicw and T Number 

So, I need to cancel ray space? Please let me know ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Deby 

.... "Sahle wrote: 

> Hi Deby, 

Thanks so much. 

I just received a ticket from the folks in Berlin that is much cheaper. I 

have discussed the ruodalities with Haeran since I catmot use CAPs and 

essentially they organizers of the conference will pay for the ticket and 

have to refund them for the Berlin-Nairobi part of the ticket. 

Thanks so much for everything’.! 

With best wishes, 

Eumce 

From: deby@vikingtravel corn [deby@vikingtravel.com] 

Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:03 AM 

To: Sable, Eumce 

Cc: Miller, Haeran 

Sulziect: Itineral~- for Review and T Number 

TO: I~C-CHAPEL INLL 

FOR: SAHLE/EUik2CE 

HI EL~qICE...I FL4 V~I~ BEEN WORKING ON THIS FOR THE LAST 

COUPLE OF DAYS AND THIS IS STILL THE BEST I CAN DO FOR 
BOTH SCHEDULE AND FARE.. 

NONREFU2"qDABLE FARE IS 1395.70 PLUS THE 35.00 FEE 

~[ICKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUED BY NOVEMBER 10. PLEASE LET 
KNOW \V[ tAT YOU \VOULD LIKE TO DO. I WOULD LIKE TO IS SUE 
SOONER IF POSSIBI,E TO AVO]I) ANY FARE INCRIL~SES ~I~[IAT MA Y 
OCCUR ’Yf IANKS...DEBY 

NOV 10 - SUNDAY 

AIR KIMROYALDUTCtl t,I~T:1818 ECONOMY iVD;ALS 

LV BERLIN ~[E(IEL 715A EQP: BOEIN(I 737 

01tIR 30]Vf[N 

AR AMST[ERDAM 845A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

AIR K]~.MROYAI. DUTCtl H.T:565 ECONOMY MEAI.S 

LV AMSTERDAM 1025A    EQP: BOE]NtI 747 

08ttR 05M[N 

AR NAIROBI KENYATTA 830P NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

27 NOV 10 - SAT[YRDAY 

AIR KLMROYALDUTCtt FLT:566 ECONOMY    MIL~d.S 

LV NAIR~)BI KI~NYATTA 1055P EQP: BOEIN(I 747 

08HR 35M]N 

28 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 

AR AMSTERDAM 530A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 

AN KLMROYAL DL~2CH FLT:1821 ECONOF~- MEALS 

LV AMSTERDAM 850A EQP: BOELNG 737 

01HR 20MIN 

AR BERLIN TEGEL 1010A NON-STOP 

REF: YSPXCJ 



PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CH][~ICK 

A VALID PASSPORT IS RE@2[RED FOR Tt]IS IfEST]NATION 

TICKET IS NONREb].;rNDABLE/P[gN±~.LT[ES A~P[.Y FOR C[tANGES 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

deby@vildngtravel.com 

Friday, November 5, 2010 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Eunice m~d Nia 

Keep me posted and no ~vorries.. 

Hakuna 

Deby 

.... "Sahle wrote: 

Dear Deby, 

Nia’s dad in Winnipeg has just informed me that I should hold off buying the tickets because of a new development with her life-in nnrse. 
SorW for all these complications in my life that messes up your good work. He may have to book the ticket himself depending on what this matter is cleared. 

SorW for the troubles but I am glad I spoke to him before paying for the tickets 

Have a good weekend. 
Eunice 

From: deby@vikingtravel.com [deby@ikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 2:50 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: RE: Eunice and Nla 

Please call me at home - ~oday I need to verify credit card iN2~rmation and to get the information :[’or Nia (name as it appears in the passport and her date of birth.) 

I will be available at the above number until 5pro. 

Thanks, 
Deby 

.... "Sahle wrote: 
>> 

> Hi Deby, 
>> 

> Can I purchase my Dec 12 and the Nia return one today and think of my Jan one in about a few weeks? 
>> 

> Let me know. I like the schedule. 
> Cheers, 
> Eunice 
> 

> From: Deby [deby@ikingtravel com] 
> Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 11:09 AM 
> To: Sahle, Etmice N 
> Subject: Etmice and Nia 

>> 

> Hi Eunice: 
>> 

> Below are the current schedules and fares for you and Nia: 
>> 

> Ticket #1 - Eunice toiii~om Winnipeg - December 12 
> Delta - $662.68 round trip 
> DL5824T 12DEC S RDL~ISP*SS1 845A 1037A (change tk~meapolis) 
> DIA094T 12DEC S MSPYWG*SS1 1130A 1258P 
> DL3950T 12DEC S "i’~VGMSP*SS1 440P 610P (change Mirmeapolis) 
> DL2824T 12DEC S MSPRDU*SS1 705P 1031P 

>> 

> Ticket #2 - Nia - December 12 to JanualT 15 - $697.50 round trip 
> DL3950T 12DEC S "i’~VGMSP*SS1 440P 610P (change Mirmeapolis) 
> DL2824T 12DEC S MSPRDU*SS1 705P 1031P 
> DL3587T 15JAN JRDUMSP*SS1 830A 1019A (change Minneapolis) 
> DL3993T 15JAN J MSPYWG*SS1 1128A 104P 

>> 

> Ticket #3-Eunice-Januau 15 to/iiom Winnipeg same day - $662.68 round trip 
> DL3587T 15JAN JRDUMSP*SS1 830A 1019A (change Minneapolis) 
> DL3993T 15JAN J MSPYWG*SS1 1128A 104P 
> DL4186Y 15JAN J "i’~VGMSP*SS 1 435P 607P (change Minneapolis) 
> DL3540Y 15JAN J MSPRDU*SS1 705P 1040P 

>> 

> Fares quoted are nonrefundable and are sukiect to availability at the time 
> of booking. Also, fares do not include the agency $3500 per person 
> ticketing fee 

>> 

> Let me know what you would like to do or if you have any questions. 
>> 

> Thanks, 
> Deby 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 



> > From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(@email unc edu] 
> > Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 10:26 AM 
> > To: deby@ikingtravel corn 
> > Sulzject: RE: Itinerary :[’or Review and T Number 
>> 

> > You are the best Deby 
>> 

> > At any rate, are their cheap tickets for the usual Eunice-Nia trip 
> > (RDU-Winnipeg) these days? 
>> 

> > At this raoraent what I would like to book is: 
>> 

> > Eunice (return ticket) December 12 
> > Nia (return ticket) Witmipeg-RDU Dec. 12-January- 15 
>> 

> > I will buy tW return ticket for January in early December. 
>> 

> > The best route is always through Mitmeapolis with Delta. 
>> 

> > Let me know- if there are possibilities. 
>> 

> > Cheers, 
> > Eunice. 
>> 

> > From: deby@ikingtravel.com [deby@ikingtravel.com] 
> > Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:57 AM 
> > To: Sahle, Eur~ice N 
> > Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review and T Number 
>> 

> > No need to apologize...you got the best fare and that is all that matters. 
>> 

> > Take care, 
> > Deby 
>> 

> > .... "Sahle wrote: 
> > > HiDeby, 
>> 

> > Please do and my deep apologies 
>> 

> > Best wishes, 
> > Eunice. 
>> 

> > From: deby@ikingtravel.com [deby@ikingtravel corn] 
> > Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:28 AM 
> > To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> > Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review- and T Number 
>> 

> > So, I need to cancel my space? Please let me know ASAP 
>> 

> > Thanks, 
> > Deby 
>> 

> > .... "Sahle wrote: 
> > > HiDeby, 
>> 

> > Thales so much. 
>> 

> > I just received a ticket from the folks in Berlin that is much cheaper. I 
> > have discussed the modalities with Haeran since I cannot use CAPs and 
> > essentially the?’ organizers of the conference will pay for the ticket and I 
> > have to refund them for the Berlin-Nairobi part of the ticket. 
>> 

> > Thanks so much :[’or everything!! 
>> 

> > With best wishes, 
> > Eunice. 
>> 

> > 

> > From: deby@vikingtravehcom [deby@’ikingtravel corn] 
> > Sent: Thursday, November 04, 2010 9:03 AM 
> > To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> > Cc: M~ller, tlaeran 
> > Subject: Itinerary :[’or Review and T Number 
>> 
> > TO: 12NC-(~IAPEL HILL 
>> 

> > FOR: SAHLEiNJNICE 
>> 

> > HI EUNICE...I HAVIg B [gEN WORKING ON THIS FOR THE LAST 

> > COUPLE OF DAYS AND "fI tlS IS STILL THE BEST I CAN DO FOR 
> > BOTH SCHED1U[.E AND FARE.. 

>> NO]x,T(I{I:UNDABL[g FARE IS 1395.70 P] ,U S ~[I IB 35.00 JIBE. 

> > TICKET XriffEDS TO BE ISSUED BY NO\rEMBER 10. PLEASE LET ME 
>> KNOW WHAT YOU WOL~LD LIKE TO DO. I WOULD LIKE TO IS SLOE 
> > SOOiN~n,R D" POSSIBLE TO AVOID ANY FARE INCREASES THAT MAY 
> > OCCLZZ. THANKS...DEBY. 

> > 21 NOV 10 - SLrN~DAY 

>> AIR KLMROYALDUTCH FLT:1818 ECONOMY MEALS 

> > LV BERLIN TEGEL 715A EQP: BOEING 737 



> > 01IIR 30MIN 

> > AR AMSTERD~’KM 845A NON-STOP 

> > REF: YSPXCJ 

>> 

> > AIR KLMROYAL D(Y-f’CIt FLT:565 ECONOMY MEALS 

> > LV ~K\~STER[)AM 1025A EQP: BOEING 747 
> > 0STIR 05MIN 

> > AR NAIROBI KENYATTA 830P NON-STOP 

> > REF: YSPXCJ 
>> 

> > 27 NOV 10 - SATUP, DAY 

>> AIR KLMROYALDUTC’H FLT:566 ECONOMY MEALS 

> > LV NAIROBI KENYATTA 1055P EQP: BOEING 747 
> > 08HR 35NfiN 

>> 

> > 28 NOV 10 - SUNDAY 

> > AR A2~STERDA_’vI 530A NON-STOP 

> > REF: YSPXCJ 

>> AIR KLMROYALDUTCH FLT:1821 ECONOMY MEALS 

> > LV AMSTFRDAM 850A EQP: BOEING 737 
> > 01HR 20~N/KN 

> > ARBERLIN TEGEL 1010A    NON-STOP 

> > REF: YSPXCJ 

>> 

> > THAN~K YOU FOR CALLING V~ZlNG TRAVEL 

> > PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN 

> > A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

> > TICKET IS NOXrP, EFUNTDABLE/r)ENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANGES 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Peter VonDoepp <pvondoep@UVM.EDU> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 5:28 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

Job at Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

Colleagues- 

Please see below. Also, a few other opportunities are listed on Daniel Esser’s ~ebpage: http i/danielesser.or~/iobs/ 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee: The Department of Africology invites applicants for an appointment at the rank of assis~nt, associate or full p~ofessor level, 

beginNng August, 2011. Candidates must have a Ph.D. by August of2011 in afi-icology, economics, political science, sociology, anthropology, geography, public 

policy, or closely related field. Applications t?om cmadidates with strong quantitative methodological skills and research interest in governance/democracy, 

empowennent of women, "the black fa~nily, blacks and education, communicable diseases, obesi~, comparative ,social institutions, or public policy issues in the U.S., 

Africa and the Diastx~ra are particularly welcome. The review of applications will begin on November 22, 2010. 

Best, 

Peter VonDoepp 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mdriscol <mdriscol@email.unc .edu~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 7:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Dinner Nov. 9 

Eunice and Michal, 
It seems like the 2 parties should just make separate resel-,zations at One 
for the times that seem OK Eunice, you should probably make the 
reser~ation at One ~for 9 people at 8 p.m. ?) since you will be paying and 
people arriving at slightly different times don’t get confused if it is in 
in?’ name Just search One in Chapel Hill. Micha[ you should do likewise for 
whatever time your group wants. I)oes that make sense? Sorty for the 
confusion on this, 
Marcos 

On Fri, 5 Nov 2010 22:46:51 ~ 0000, "Sahle, EunJce N" <eunice@email unc.edu> 

wro be: 

Hi Colleagues, 

Greetings. 

Please let me know if we are still have a combined dinner after the 2 

events on Tuesday and where so that I can pass on the iN2~rmation to 

relevant folks. 

Cheers, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mdriscol <mdriscol@email.unc .edu~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 7:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Documentaxy 

conzrade-Eunice, 

Is there an?’ chance I could get a copy of the documentary before Tuesday? 
thanks! 
Mark 

On Fri, 5 Nov 2010 22:46:51 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi Colleagues, 
> 

> Greetings 
> 
> Please let me know if we are still have a combined dirmer aRer the 2 
> events on Tuesday and where so that I can pass on the irfformation to 
> relevant folks. 
> 

> Cheers, 
> Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mdriscol <mdriscol@email.unc .edu~ 

Friday, November 5, 2010 7:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Document~u 

Bourgeois subject, 
sunday isn’t too late. rll get it from him. 
hugs, 
M 

On Fri, 5 Nov 2010 23:18:01 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Comrade, 
> 

> Yes. I leI’t it for comrade Arturo yesterday and let him know that you 

> be picking it from him over the weekend. Is Sunday too late? 
> 

> As the "moderator" I will ask you to respond to something along the 
> J2~llowmg lines: 
> 

> What are your reflections on issues raised in the fihn and how do they 
> relate to em’ironmenta[ struggles in East Asia? Feel free to suggest 
> questions after viewing the film. 
> 

> Cheers, 
>E. 
> 

> From: mdriscoi [mdriscoii@em~i;unc;~du] 
> Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 7:11 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Documentary 
> 

> comrade-Eunice, 
> 

> Is there aW chance I could get a copy of the documentary before Tuesday? 
> thanks t 
> Mark 
> 

> 

> On Fri, 5 Nov 2010 22:46:51 40000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
< eunice@email uric edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Hi Colleagues, 
>> 

>> Greetings. 
>> 

>> Please let rae know if we are still have a combined dirmer after the 2 
>> events on Tuesday and where so that I can pass on the information to 
>> relevant folks. 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> Eunice 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Friday, November 5, 2010 9:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: ThaJ~k you! 

Dear Eunice, 
It was very nice to see you today, and I ~vanted to thank you for your 
feedback and for all your suggestions and advices. 
I will be here until November 17th, and I hope that I can see you 
again before I leave. 
I wish you a vel)’ nice weekend 
Best regards. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 10:34 PM 

INC listserve <lis@&~rham-inc.o~>; intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: [pac2] Fw: [NPNA] Spanish Speakers Needed - Dress for Success 

.......... Forwarded messa~oe .......... 

From: ~att.net> 

Date: Fri,           at 9:53 PM 

Subject: [pac2] Fw: [NPNA] Spanish Speakers Needed - Dress for Success 

To: pac2 <pac2(a)yahoogroups.com> 

This isn’t about crime, but possibly ~meone who speaJ~s Spanish will be able to help out. 

..... Fo~varded Message .... 
From: @mindsprincl.com> 
To: NPNA@yahooqroups.com 
Sent: Fri, :1:43:57 PM 
Subject: [NPNA] Spanish Speakers Needed - Dress for Success 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

Hi, I am a 

i~/emaJ~l.unc.edu] 

5:29 PM 

major here at UNC and rm also an intern ruth a 

non-profit organization called Dress for Success. Dress for Success is an 

orgm~ation dedicated to helping low income women looking for emplov~an~, 

we provide them ruth career counseling, prepare them for job interviews, 

~rovide them with the materials and guidance needed to make resumes, cover 

etters, etc. and we al~ provide them with an interview suite, free of 

charge. Once women have obtained oaa employment position we dtso provide 

them with a week’s worth of clothing for their job, free of charge. 

Currently. we have no Hispanic clients so we are looking to expand our 

clientele to Hispanic women. So as an intern I am establishing and 

developing the Hispanic Program by reaching out to other organizations and 

agencies in the Triangle area dedicated to aiding the Hispanic population 

in hopes of esIablishing a referral relationship with them. 

Howevel: recently we’ve started to Inake referral relationships with other 

Hispanic organizations in the area and so we’re sIaNng to get Hispanic 

clieuts. So now we are facing the issue of having Spanish speaking 

voluuteers in the office to help mad work with the Hispanic women who come 

in looking tbr suites, interview trmning, etc. 

I was emaAling in hopes that you could send out this information over the 

listselw for Spanish majors. It would be a great opportaniF for Spanish 

speaking majors to get fl~eir foots in the door as far as voluuteering and 



working with non-profits and ttispanics in the area. I wasn’t sure exactly 

who I should contact as tZar as getting this infbrmation out to the Spanish 

majors listserv so if you’re not theappmpriate person to contact then 

)lease let me know who I should get in touch ruth. Thanks so much for your 

~elp’. I’ve provided a description below of the volunteer opportunily 

available to Spanish speakers that could be sent out on the listserv_. 

"Dress lbr Success is an organization dedicated to helping low income women 

looking lbr employment; we provide them with career counseling, prepare 

them for job interviews, provide them ruth the materials and guidance 

needed to make resumes, cover letters, etc. and we also provide them with 

an interview suite, free of charge. Once woman have obtained an employment 

~osition we also provide them ruth a week’s worth of clothing for their 

ob, free of charge. We are currently looking tbr Bilingua] (Spanish and 

English speaking) volanteers to help Hispanic clients at Dress lbr Success. 

We axe looking for volunteers who can help dress women for job interviews 

and those who can provide inte~:iew preparation (resume creation, 30 second 

elevator speeches, etc.) Weekday hours are needed - Tuesdays & Thursdays 

10-4 and Fridays 10-1. We are located in downtown Durham in Northgate Mall. 

Here is the website with the reguhirjob descriptions - 

http:/iwww.dresstbrsuccess.org/aJtiliate.aspx?sisid 133&pageid~. No prior 

experience is needed, as brief training will be provided for working with 

these women. You can contact Megan Risley for further information - 

megan~,~dfsqwiangle .org ." 

Reply to sender Reply to ~oup i Reply via web post Start a New Topic 
Messages in this topic ~I) 

The opinions expressed herein represent the views of the individual and do not necessarily represent the views of Partners Against Crime - District II (PAC2) 

or any other organization. Any use of the material on this listserv other than for the purpose of discussion on this Iistserv is strictly prohibited without the 

knowledge and consent of the person responsible for such opinion. 

For more information: http://pac2durham.orq 
to post message: pac2@yahooqroups.com; 

to subscribe: pac2-subscribe@yahoogroups.com; to unsubscribe: pac2-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 

*** Neighbors and friends: in order to keep traffic on this list focused on crime prevention, please do not post virus warnings or personal replies to this list. 

Thanks! *** 

Get great advice about do~js and cats. Visit the Doq & Cat Answers Center. 



Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you’re on - Get the Yahoo! Toolbar now, 

Hobbies & Activities Zone: Find others who share your passions! Explore new interests. 

.... ] ’:::wlt.’:h i.s Text-Only, Daily Digest ~ Unsubscribe ~ Terms of Use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PISTA 2011 <pista@mail.201 liiisconferences.org> 

Friday, November 5, 2010 11:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

2nd CFP - e-Govermnent a~d e-Politics 

Dear Eunice N Sahle: 

We invite you to submit a paper/abstract to The 9th International Conference on Politics and Information Systems, Teclmologies and Applications: PISTA 2011 
(w~vw.2011 iiisconferences org/pista), to be held in Orlando, Florida, USA, on July 19th - July 22nd, 2011 

The submissions deadline for this 2nd CFP December 8th, 2010 (Check the web site for possible extensions or new set of deadlines) 

Technical keynote speakers ~vill be selected from early submissions because this selection requires an additional evaluation according to the quality of the paper, assessed by its reviewers, 
the authors’ CV and the paper’s topic 

Submissions for Face-to-Face or for Viltual Participation are both accepted Both kinds of submissions will have the same three tiers (double-blind, non-blind, and participative) reviewing 
process 

Papers of Face-to-Face and Virtual participations will be included in the conference printed and CD proceedings. Authors of the best 10%-20% papers related to both kinds of participations 
will be invited to adapt their papers for their publication in the JSCI Journal (~vww.iiisci.org/joumal/sci/) 

Registration fees of an elt’ective invited session organizer will be waived according to the policy described in the web page (click on ’Invited Session’, then on ’Benefits for the Organizers of 
Invited Sessions’), where you can get information about the ten benefits for an invited session organizer. 

Best regards, 

PISTA 2011 Organi~dng Committee 

If you wish to be removed from this mailing list, please send an emai[ to remove@mail.201 liiisconferences.org with REMOVE MLCONFERENCES in the subject line Address: Torte 
Profesional La California, Av. Francisco de iVhranda, Caracas, Venezuela. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <contac@eventbrite.com> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 12:25 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

VItR Tomorrow (Saturday) at 10am 

Hi Folks - 

We axe excited to see you tomorow for VHR! The building opens at 9:15am and we’ll stalnt at 10am. 

Parking is available, firfft-come-fu~t- serve, in tile parldng garage under tile FedEx Global Education Center and the Beard lot next to it. Directions are available here: 

http://vhr3.web.unc.edu/logis~tics/ 

Don’t forget to leave extra time for rolling road closures due to a 5K on campus. 

As a backup, if the garage is full, you may also park in the Nash Parking Lot which is accessible at the end of Wilson Street, offCameron Avenue. 

You cam view a map here: 

http://maps.~oo~le.com/m~ps?~q&source s q&bl en&~eocode &q~vilson+~nd+c~rneron,~ch~pel~hill,~nc&sll 35.875354,-78.897528&sspn 0A32862,0.883026&ie UTF8&hq &hnem--W+C~rneron~Ave~% 

26÷Wilson+St,÷Chapel+Hill,+Orange,+Nortb+Carolina+27516&ll 35.911594,-79.057081&spn 0.007195,0.013797&z 16&i~loc A 

(af?er parking in the Nash Lot you can walk east through nearby buildings to Pittsboro Street - it’s just a 2 minute walk to the FedEx Global Education Center) 

It’s going to be an amazing day! 

Bes~t wishes, 

The VtlR Team 

PS: Don’t forget to bring your own reusable c~?ffee cup and~or water bottle. WeTl have compostable cups, but no waste is even better! :) 

Event: Visualizing Human Rights 3 

Date: Saturclay, November 06, 2010from IO:OO AM- 3:00 PM (ET) 

Location: 
FedEx Global Echtcation Center 

301 Pittsboro Street 

The Universi.ty (~North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

For more inJbrmation click here: Ui~talizing Human Rights 3 

This email was sent by Eventbrite, your total online solution to publish, register, 

manage and promote events. Host Your Ev~its With Eventbrite [I:N i Registration powered by Eventbrite 

Click here to unsubscribe fiom eVelltS by "UNC Cellter for Global Initiatives." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 9:42 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: CAS-LASA] An urgent message to academics about SOUTttCOM 

ATT00001 .c 

i thought the message below would be of your interest. 
bes~ 

Emilio del Voile Escalante 
Assistani Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 322, Campus Box 3170 
University ol Nodh Carolina at Chapel 
Chapel H~, NC 27517G170 
Phone: 919-962-2059 
Fax: 919-962-5457 
Webpage: http:ilv~w#.unc.edui~ede~vall 

From: cas-lasa-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [cas-lasa-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Adrienne Pine [pine@american.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, November 06, 20:[0 :[2:06 AM 
To; cas-lasa@ mailman.acomp.usf.edu 
Subject: CAS-LASA] An urgent message to academics about SOUTHCOM 

Deax Colleague, 

I am a~ mithropologist who has been working to expose the U.S. role in supporting last year’s militmy coup and its resulting administrations and policies in Hondulas. 

Here are several of the articles I have written over the past year: 

Message Control: Field Notes on Washin~ton’s Golpistas 
WOLA vs. Honduran Democracy 

Savin~ Honduras? 

I write to let you kmow about a dangerous new turn in "the use of the academy, and of anthropolo~y in particular, to legitimate U.S. mihtary occupation and invasion of 

Latin Amefica~ countries, a~d to ask tbr your help in challenging it. The threat in question is a partnership between the U.S. Militaw’s Southern Command 

(SOUTHCOM, the Pentagon’s arm in Latin America and responsible for all U.S. ba~s "the region) a~d Florida International University (FRJ). 

As it has done with great success throughout the past century, the U.S. military continues to find ways to use the academv and antbrola)loRical concepts to whitewash 

its imperia]is~t actions in the seiwice of U.S. corporate profits. In Latin America from 1963-1965, Project Camelot set a dark precedent for the use of social science to 

abet m~d legitimate counterinsuigency operations including psychological warfare. Now, at FIU’s Applied Research Center, SOUTHCOM and FlU have partnered in 

the creation of a so-coiled "Strategic Culture" Initiative, a center that hosts workshops and issues repol~ on the "strategic culture" of different Latin American 

countries. At present, reports have been issued from: 

Argentina; Bolivia; Brazil: Chile; Colombia; Cuba; Ecuador; El Salvador: Guatemala; Haiti; Nicaragua; Peru; and Venezuela 

On its website, the FIU-SOUTHCOM initiative defines strategic culture as "the combination of internal and external influences and experiences - geographic, 

historical, cultural economic, political and militaD~ - that shape and i~Nuence the way a count~’ understands its relationship to the rest of the world, and how a state will 

behave in the international community." ttowever, ti~om a look at their documents it is clear that a more accurate definition would be "strategic propaganda liar the 

creation ofhegemonic political ideology favorable to U.S. economic mad militaxy interests." The use of the term "culture" here is key, as it is the central orgmaizing 

concept of anthropology. By ret?aming corporate-militaw strategy as "culture", FIU- SOUTttCOM intentionally draws upon the legitimacy and integrity of 

anthropology m~d other social sciences to depohticize and bolster its case for military occupation of the Americ&s. Reports 

FIU- SOUTHCOM claims the paxtnership provides "the highest qua]i~ reseaxch-based knoMedge to further explicative understanding of the political sq_rategic, and 

socio-cultural dimensions of s~te behavior." How-ever, it is clear frown a quick examination of the qualifications of p~xticipants in FIU-SOUTHCOM’s recent 

coifference on Honduras that high- quali~ resemch is fax less importaaat to the a]liance thmi creating high-quail .ly a~ti-democmtic propagm~da to j us~ti~ the support of the 

coup-installed govem~nent and increased U.S. military presence a~d aid. 

On October 7th, an Honduras Strategic Culture ~rorkshop was held. Workshop Participants included: 

Dr. Jose Rene Argueta, whose affiliation is listed as UniversiU of Pittsburgh. This is false. Argueta holds a PhD from Pittsburgh (’07) in Political Science, but 

according to spokespeople at the Universibj of Pittsburgh has no current affiliation with the institution. Nonetheless, he has been using the fraudulent affiliation to 
legitimize his representing Honduras all over the m~ti-democratic non-profit- milita~y-indu~s~a]-complex, t~om the FIU conference two weeks ago, to the USAID- 

sponsored Americas Barometer conference this November, to the Compaxative Study of Electoral Systems program. 

Dr. Normm~ A. Bailey, President, Institute for Global Economic Growth, and "Ac!iunct ProlEs~r of Economic Statecra£t" at the Institute tbr World Politics, "a 

Graduate School of Nationa] Security a~d International Atthirs." Bailey, the ideologue author of gems like Iranian Penetration into the Western Hemisphere 

Through Venezuela, lists "Economic Warfme" as his primals~ area of expertise at the IWP. Bailey has a long caxeer attacking Latin American right to self- 

determination, starting ruth his a~my s~tint in strategic intelligence and joint operational planning; followed by his time as Special Assistant to the President for 

National SecuriU Affairs and Senior Director of Intemational Economic Affairs on the statt’ofthe National SecuriU Council in the Reagmi White House; many 

yeasts in the shadier comers of the oil m~d inves~unent banking industries; and later as Mission Manager for Cuba and Venezuela, directly under Director of 

National Intelligence John D. Negl~oponte. See here and here. Atthe conference, Bailey was promoting Marco Cficeres’s book The Good Coup. 

Coronel .lose Amilcar Hemandez Flores, Honduran Armed Forces (the same militaD~ that carried out last yeats coup). Hernfindez Flores has graduated from 

School of the Americas (SOA) three times, the first at the height of 1980s death ,squad activity when SOA was training Battalion 3-16 in the torture techniques 

still in use today, the second for a course titled "Course in the Maintenance of Democracy" (Source: SOA Watch). In order of Name, Rank, Course, Date, 
Country: 

1. ttemandez Flores Jose A. Tte. Cur~ de Administtacidn de la Instmccidn de Unidades Pequefi&s 0-2A 21 July- 2 September 1982 ttonduras 



2. Hernandez Flores Jose Amilcar Tte. Cnel. Curso De Sostenimiento Democmtico 6 April- 15 May 1998 Honduras 

3. Hernandez Flores Jose Amilcar Tte. Cnel. Curso Basico De Computadoras 18 May- 2 June 1998 Honduras 

Dr. Emesto Galvez Mejia, "Independent Scholar." Gfilvez was ~m aide in Maduro’s government, and is an assistant to the current ambassador in Waahington 

representing the de t?acto administration of Pepe Lobo. He stated in his workshop presentation that the armed tbrces of Honduras have the right to attack and 
repress the resistance tnovement, because its members (he alleged) are violent and provoke disorder, and that furthermore, the state must hold a monopoly over 

force, to protect citizens agafins~t "extremists" (in this case people who actively oppose the militau coup) who~n he defined as criminals. 

Guillern~o Pena Panting, Consejo Hondurefio de la Empresa Privada (COHEP). COHEP was one the the pmna~ financiers of the coup, and one of its bigges~t 

proponents. 
Marifeli Pdrez- Stable, vice president for democratic governance at the Inter-American Dialogt~e (a ~Vashington "liberal" think tank that played a key role in 

legitimizing the coup here) and sociology p~ofessor at FIU. 

Brian Fonseca, Florida International Universily, former U.S. Marine and a graduate of National Defense Universi~’s Center for Hemispheric Defense Studies’ 

Advanced Tmnsnational Securi~, Stability, and Democracy Program. As the ARC’s About Us page notes, Fonseca oversees the FlU- SOUTHCOM 

Academic Partnership and Strategic Culture Studies Program at FIU’s Applied Research Center. 

Moisds Caballero, co-t~ilitator with Fonseca, is also former Marine Corps, and has taught "Principles of B~mking" at Volunteer State Communi~ College as 

adj unct tZaculty, tte is listed as "Research Analyst" tbr his About Us page at the FIU Strategic Culture site, which also notes he is currently working on his MA in 

Latin American and Caribbe~m Studies (M_ALACS) at FIU with a focus in Cuban and Cuban American Studies. 
Dr. Rodolfo Pastor Fasquelle. The only actual recognized intellectual in the bunch, Pastor Fasquelle is a well-respected historian who has held appointments at 
Harvard and E1 Colegio de Mdxico and who served twice as Minister of Arts and Culture, tnost recently for President Zelaya. 

Dr. Pastor Fasquelle attended the event as a "member of the Resistance and as a man who was faithful to President Zelaya." He decided to attend as a way to 

counteract the discourse of the people who would be there "representing" Honduras, and, indeed, found himself surrounded by persons who had been indirectly 

and directly responsible for the assassinations of many of his friends, and for his being forced into exile following the coup. 

Concerned by what he saw there, and by the fact that his presence was being used to give a veneer of academic legitimacy to the ongoing U.S. militarization of 

Latin America in general, and Honduras in particular, Dr. Pafftor Fasquelle passed along the conference materials to me. 

The concept of"culture" is being used to j us~tit~ the violent actions of the U.S. milita~ throughout the hemisphere. Culture is also used to j ustify U.S. training of and 

funding for Latin American milita~ forces that engage in torture, targeted assaasinations of dissidenks, and cam.~ out coups d’etat. When our di~iplines’ cultural capital 

is appropriated in order to legitimate militai), violence, we are all obligated to sta~ngly and ti3rcefully denounce such actions both in the academy and on the ground. 

Only in doing so can we reclaim the ethical core of anthropology ~md the social sciences. 

I encourage you and your students to exan~ine the event participants and reports from FIU-SOUTHCOM workshops, and to expose the ways in which U.S. military 

pseudo-social science is threatening democracy and self-determination throughout the hemisphere. I also write in the hopes that we can cotne together internationally 

as a discipline, as Anthropologists have done to oppose the army’s Human Terrain Svs~te~n in Iraq and Afghanistan. Together; we will be much ~nore effective in 

standing up to the militarization that threatens the lives of people we live with, work with, and study throughout the hemisphere. 

In this link is included suggested te~ for a letter to send to the people and institutions responsible for the project I have described here. Please join me in voicing your 

condemnation of this program. 

In solidarily, 

Adfierme Pine 

Assistant Professor of Anthropology 

American UNversity 

Washington, DC 

http://quotha.net 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

stnwg01 as: eunice~)etnafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28064590-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(Fblistserv.unc.edu 



CAS-LASA mailing list 

CAS-LASA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu 

http:iimailmanoacompousf.edu/mailmanilistinfo/cas-lasa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email¯unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 10:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Nov. 9 event and dinner gathering after 

Hi Eunice -- 

Thank you for the dinner invitation. 

Best, 
Dave 

¯ and I will both come¯ 

On Nov 5, 2010, at 7:41 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear David, Lydia and Perry, 

Sorry for the mass email, but thought I would send just one note because it pertains to dinner on Tuesday. 

At any rate, I hope you will join us for a dinner gathering to celebrate Kamoji’s visit to UNC and the panel contributions of Arturo, lvlark and Bereket following the 
documentary film on the Green Belt Movement. 

The dinner will be at the restaurant One in Chapel Hill. Unfortunately because of new strict budget rules by the University, each of us has to pay for their dinner. 
Wish the good times are still here. Soon I hope. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Embark Online Recommendalions <messages@nolification.embark.com> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Online Recommendation 

You have been asked by             to complete an online 
letter of recommendation for Brown University Graduate School. 

To access and complete your letter of recommendation, please go to: 
https://apply embark.com/orecs/and login ~vith your new User ID and Password. 

User ID: 
Password: 
You ~vill have the option to change your password upon login 

SAVE THIS INFORMATION FOR FUTUP, E REFERENCE 

When you log into Online Recommendations, you will have access to the 
Bro~vn University Graduate School’s actual recommendation form, which you ~vill be able to 
compose, review and submit online at your leisure. You will also be able 
to print a copy fbr your files. 

Completing your recommendation online is easy, reliable, and completely 
secure. Brown Universi~ Graduate School prefers online submission of recommendations 
as it streamlines the entire process. 

Remember to login at https://appl;’.embark.com/orecs/with the 
User ID and Password provided above. 

[[’hank you from and Brown University Graduate School 

For technical support, please email support@embark cam 

************************************************************************** 

Do not reply to this address. This is an auto-confirmation email sent by Embark from our Online Application System on behalf of our institutional partners For general admissions questions 
contact the institution directly (a free form response link may have been included in this email). For technical difficulties, login to your application, and consult the Help (;enter. ~fhis ~s a one- 
time administrative email, therefore you do not need to unsubscribe 
************************************************************************** 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Embark Online Recommendalions <messages@nolification.embark.com> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 12:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

~ Online Recommendation 

You have been asked by 
letter of recommendation for 

to complete an online 

To access and complete your letter of recommendation, please go to: 
https://appl,v embark.com/orecsi and login ~vith your new User ID and Password. 

User 113: i 
Password 
You ~vill have the option to change your password upon login 

SAVE THIS INFORMATION FOR FUTURE REFERENCE 

When you log into Online Recommendations, you will have access to the 
’s actual recommendation form, which you will be able to 

compose, review and submit online at your leisure. You will also be able 
to print a copy fbr your files. 

Completing your recommendation online is easy, reliable, and completely 
secure, i prefers online submission of recommendations 
as it streamlines the entire process. 

Remember to login at https://applv.embark.com/orecs/with the 
User ID and Password provided above. 

Thank you from 

For technical support, please email support@embark com. 

************************************************************************** 

Do not reply tn this address. This is an auto-confirmation email sent by Embark from our Online Application System on behalf of our instkutional partners For general admissions questions 
contact the institution directly (a free form response link lnay have been included in this email). For technical difficulties, login to your application, and consult the Help (;enter. ~I1qis is a one- 
time administrative email, therefore you do not need to unsubscribe 
************************************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 12:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

’s Request for a Recommendation 

~suppo~hobsons.com> 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

The applicant below is in the process of applying for admission to our institution, and has chosen you to provide a recommendation You may access the online recommendation form at the 
URL listed below. The personal access code and password, also provided belo~v, are required for ently, l£you prefer to submit a paper recommendation, please contact the applicant and ask 
him/her for a folrn. Please do not send your recommendation as an attachment in response to this notification message. If you have any questions regarding technical issues, please contact 
technical support at: https://app.applyyourselfcom/AYContactHelpDesk/TechSupport.asp?AYID 79CBgE6-643C-4666-B2C0- 

Please note that has waived his/her right to review this letter of Recommendation 

Name of Applicant: 
Email Address: ~gmail. corn 
Click belo~v to complete me online Recommendation: 

Personal Access Code: 

Password: 

For security purposes, please keep your Personal Access Code and Password confidential and do not share with the applicant 

Ifyuu were nut able to login thruugh the above link, cupy and paste the URL below intu yuur bruwser. 
https://rec.applyyourself.cum 

Message from the Applicant: 

Thanks so much for your help, Mwalimu Please dun’t hesitate tu cuntact me with any questiuns 

All best, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 1:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Celebrate mfl~ us at Anthropolo~! 

FYI. Thought this might be of interest. I might call you one day to have you finish the rest of your story about J. and the event on Tuesday. I hope things go well on Tuesday and 
safe travels! 

From-" Rachael Levay [remann@washington.ccsend.com] on behalf of Rachael Levay [remann@u.washington.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, November 05, 2010 5:00 PM 
To-" Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Celebrate with us at Anthropology! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Dance Lest We All Fall Down: 
Breakin9 Cycles o[ Poverty in Brazil and Beyond 

I~Y i~4ARGARET WILl.SON 

Logo The University of Washinston Press ":~= Piea~sed l:o 

Dance Lest We All Fall Down: 

Break{n9 Cycles of Poverty in Brazil and Beyond 

By Margaret 



Forward email 

ii.~ Safe Unsubscribe 

This email was sent to klcaldwe@email.unc.edu by .r__e__[~£n__~]_(_@_u__=_v__~£s__h__i_[~_£t__o__n__=_e___d__u_.. 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT" I Privacy 

University of: Washington Press I PO Box 80096 I Seattle I WA I 98148-8096 

b V 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 1:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Viewing "TaJ~ing root" etc betbre Tuesday 

I’ll try to watch the film tonight, Eunice, and will pass it on to Marcos 

arturo 

On Thu, 4 Nov 2010 12:44:39 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi Comrade, 
> 

> Greetings. 
> 
> Your personal copy of the film is on the way from the distributors In 
the 
> meantime, I will leave a libralT copy of the film in your Department’s 
main 
> office so that you can view it before the public launching of the film 
and 
> the panel discussion on Tuesday. I will ask Comrade Marcos to pick it 
from 
> you for viewing by Monday if that is OK with you. 
> 

> As for the panel on Tuesday, in my moderator role I will ask you 1 
> interlinked question along the following lines: 
> 

> "What are your thoughts on the issues raised in the film concerning 
> struggles for environmental rights and sustainable communities from a 
> contemporary Latin American perspective and specifically from the 
struggles 
> of Afro-Colombian grassroots movements? You will have 5 minutes to 
> respond 
> 

> Thanks so much for agreeing to be on the panel! 
> 

> Cheers and in solidarity, 
> Eunice. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terweil <os~tem-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 1:59 PM 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdri~ol@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Dinner Nov. 9 

Hello Mark, Eunice, 

Hmmm... Laity is in charge of the Sandro dinner, so probably better to 
contact him directly to avoid any more confusion on this...(my sense 
it as this point it might actually end tap being more complicated to 
coordinate than it is worth.) 
hugs, m 

On Nov 5, 2010, at 7:09 PM; mdriscol wrote: 

F.unice and Machal, 
It seems like the 2 parties should just make separate reservations 
at One 
for the times that seem ()K. Eunice, you should probably make the 
reservation at One (for 9 people at 8 p.m.?) since you will be 
paying and 
people arriving at slightly different times don’t get confused if it 
is in 
my name Just search One in Chapel Hill. Micha[ you should do 
likewise for 
whatever time your group wants Does that make sense? SorU for the 
confusion on this, 
Marcos 

On Fri, 5 Nov" 2010 22:46:51 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eLmice@email.unc edu 
>> 

wrote: 
>> Hi Colleagues, 
>> 

>> Greetings 
>> 

>> Please let me kno~v if we are still have a corabined dinner after the 2 
>> events on Tuesday- and where so that I can pass on the infom~ation to 
>> relevant folks. 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> ELmice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mdriscol <mdriscol@email.unc .edu~ 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 4:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Dimmer Nov. 9 

That’s great[ thanks so much, 
Mark 

On SaL 6 Nov 2010 19:11:24 + 0000, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc edu> 

wro be: 

Dear iVhchal and Mark, 

This is just to confirm that I have made reservations at One ~2~r those 

coming to dinner with us without assuming that the two groups will 

converge. 

All the best, 

Eunice. 

From: Michal Osterweil [osterwei@email uric edu] 

Sent: Saturday, November 06, 2010 1:59 PM 

To: DriscoH, Mark W 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Droner Nov’. 9 

Hello Mark, Eunice, 

Hmtmn.. l,arp)~ is in charge of the Sandro dinner, so probably better to 

contact him directly to avoid any more confusion on this...(my- sense 

it as this point it might actually end up being more complicated to 

coordinate than it is worth.) 

hugs, m 

On Nov- 5, 2010, at 7:09 PM, mdriscol wrote: 

>> 

>> Eunice and Michal, 

>> It seems like the 2 parties should just make separate resel~’ations 

>> at One 

>> for the times that seeru OK. Eunice, you should probably make the 

>> reservation at One (for 9 people at 8 p.ru.?) since you will be 

>> paying and 

>> people arriving at slightly different times don’t get confused if it 

>> is in 

>> tW name. Just search One in Chapel Hill. Michal you should do 

>> likewise for 

>> whatever time your group wants. Does that make sense? Sorly fi~r the 

>> confusion on this, 

>> Marcos 

>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, 5 Nov 2010 22:46:51 +0000, "Sahle, E~ice 

>> <eunic e@ eruail.unc, edu 
>> > 

>> wrote: 

>>> Hi Colleagues, 

>>> 

>>> Greetings. 

>>> Please let me know if~ve are still have a combined dimaer after the 2 

>>> events on Tuesday and ~vhere so that I can pass on the information to 

>>> relevant folks 

>>> Cheers, 

>>> Eunice 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <~contac@eventbrite.com> 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 6:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Did you enjoy Visualizing Huma~ Righk~ 3? 

Dear VHR Attendee - 

We hope you had as great of a time as we did at VHR 3 today. 

Cau you speud a few minutes ~o let us know what you thought about the day? 

Click here to take the survey: https:i/uncodum.qualtrics.com/SEi?SID SV 0d0BVznvaTJz5IM 

If you were unable to attend, we ask that you also take the survey as well. 

Besl wishes, 

The VttR Te~m 

This email was sent by Eventbrite, your total online solution to publish, register, 
manage arid promote events. Host Your Events With Eventbrite Registration p ..... by d Eventbrite 

Click bere to unsubscribe fiom events by "UNC Center for Global Initiatives." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu~ 

Saturday, November 6, 2010 9:17 PM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE:[at~afam] Nov. 9 Dr. WaJ~ga~ Maathai and Green Belt Movement and panel discussion 

Dear Colleagues, 

I would like to add nay own word of encouragement for you all to attend this impoltant event, 

Bereket H. Selassie 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 05, 2010 2:41 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Nov. 9 Dr. Wangari Maathai and Green Belt Movement and panel discussion 

Dear All, 

Please j oin us for the events belo~v and kindly circulate the reformation to your students 

"Environmental Rights, Peace & Grassroots Movements: Africa and Beyond" 

Fihn Screening & Panel Discussion 
FedEx Global Education Center 
November 9, 2010 
5:30 to 7:30 pm 

View a screening of the award winning documentary - Taking Root: The 
Vision of Wangari Maathai -focusing on the work of the Green Belt 
Movement A panel discussion following features Kamoji Wachiira, a 
leading botanist and former political prisoner, and UNC professors 
Bereket Selassie, Arturo Escobar, Mark Driscoll and Eunice Sable 

Sponsored by the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, African 
Studies Center, Center for Global [niatives, Office of Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs, and Curriculum in Global Studies 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 
-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: bselassi@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.uncedu/uTid 32361610.83037494399b4bl 3b0db0fla2843dTf7&n T&I afriafam&o 28060455 or send a blank email to leave-28060455- 
32361610.83037494399b4bl 3b0dbOt’1a2843d7f7@listserv.unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I affiafam&o 28066194 or send a blank emai[ to leave-28066194- 
32361608 e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sunday, 2:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Graduate school recommendation 

Hello Dr. Sable, 
My name is and I was a student in your 

online class this past spring. I was wondering if there would be 
any ~vay that you ~vould be able to write a letter of recon~aendation for me 
for graduate school I know this request is a bit unorthodox as it was an 

online class and we were never able to meet face to face however, I believe 
that my work in your class demonstrates my ability to succeed at the 
graduate level. I understand that you are very busy and that nay request is 
a little out of the ordinary and if you are not able to then i completely 
understand however, if there is any way you could ~vrite a letter of 
recommendation for me I would greatly appreciate it and it would help me 
tremendously. I hope the semester is going well for you and I appreciate 
you taking the time to read my email. Thanks again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 3:05 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] Vv%D. 4:30: "Ma~ Up"...Woman Down?: Gender a~d Power in Everyday Lit~ 

FYI. Please forward where appropriate. 

"Man Up"...\¥om an Dotal?: Gender and Power in Everyday Life 

WEDNESDAY NOV. 10TH AT 4:30PM IN MURPHEY 116 

Dr. Matt Ezzell (Jmnes Madison Universi~~) roll highlight how accepted praclices- -from fratemi .ty pledge initialion rites to the mass media to do~ly conversation- - 

reinforce gender inequality. 

Matt Ezzell is Assis~nt Professor of Sociolo~- at James Madison Universi~l. After completing a B.A. in Wonrcn’s Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill, he worked for three 

years as a commtmity edncator and advocate at a rape crisis center. He received his Ph.D. in 2009 from UNC-Chapel Hill in sociology. He has given lectules 
facilitated discussions on nrcn’s violence agaJns~t women for over a decade. 

Co-sponsored by Feminist Students United, the Depaxtment of Sociology, the Social and Economic Justice Minor, The Depariment of Women’s Studies, mad the 

Carolina Women’s Center. 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
sej-faculty as: <a hve~"mailto:etmice@emaJl.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edn~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br~ 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-28069276-3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28069276- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



East Asia Forum mailing list 

East Asia Forum@anu.edu.au 

http:iimailmanoanu.edu.auimailman/listinfoieast asia forum 



Our Mission 
To provide individuals on the autism’spectrum, or other development disability with an opportunity to achieve 

independence by supporting all areas of the life; to provide layered support to their families; and to strengthen 

their voice within the community through advocacy and awareness. 

Our global approach to families will incorporate and blend elements from the home, school, and community, as 

well as support each individual’s objectives in a dignified and respectful manner. 

What We Do 
The Autism Support and Advocacy Center is a non-profit organization that is here to support the growing number 

of families who are affected by autism, or other developmental disability. 

Through our support services, we assist families in the home, school, and community. Through our programs, we 

work directly with individuals with autism, or other developmental disability, in order to help them progress to- 

wards their goals. 

There are two main goals we strive to reach through our support services and programs. The first is to assist 

families with their current needs. The second is to leave families and individuals on the spectrum with the tools 

they will need for the future. 



Friday Night Friends is a 

new program that provides 

respite care for parents of 

children with special needs... 

and it is fle!! 

This program is open to chil- 

dren ages o-21. A one-on-one 

can be provided for your 

child if they need one. Sib- 

lings are welcome to attend. 

Volunteers include medical 

professionals, educators, and 

college/high school stu- 

dents. 

This program runs once a 

month at New Hope Church, 

located at 7619 Fayetteville 

Rd. Doors open at 6:oopm 

and close at lO:oopm. 

NEXT FNF 

November 19th 

RSVP by 

November 12th 
Contact 

Elizabeth Gersuk 

972-984-o864 

or 

egersuk@unch.unc.edu 

An application must be filled 

out prior to attending. It can 

be completed and brought 

to your first FNF. The infor- 

mation required within the 

application is needed in or- 

der to properly provide the 

best care for your child. 

The next one will be held on 

December 17th with an RSVP 

date of December loth. 



For ages 3--13 

January--Mid March 

Registration is now open 

Contact Kristen Randall, 560-1301 

kristen.randaii@durhamnc.gov 

Durham Parks and Recreation: Buddy Basketball 
This basketball program offers children with and without disabilities an 

opportunity to learn and play together. This program will work on social 

skills, team building, and sport skills. Participants are separated into 

smaller groups based on age and need. 



Autism Society of NC--Durham 
Support Group Meetings 

This group meets on the 4th Tuesday of 

month at the Watts Street Baptist Church at 6:30. 

The next meeting is November 30th. The topic fo 

this meeting is Special Needs Planning and will be 

presented by someone from the MetLife Special 

Needs Planning Center. 

Childcare is available with advanced reservations. 

During childcare this month, a local student will 

lead an art activity. Snacks are provided. Contact 

the respite coordinator to reserve a space. Contact 

Karen at karbish@aol.com 

800 Watts St. Durham, NC 27701 

www.durham-autism.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Peter VonDoepp <pvondoep@UVM.EDU> 

Sunday, November 7, 2010 11:51 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

ASA Social Event and Business Meeting 

Dear Colleagues: 

This note concerns some of our plans for the upcoming meeting of the African Studies Association in San Francisco. Although many of you not roll be able to attend 

the meeting, there are still matters that we will be diseussing at the APCG business meeting that may be of interes~t to you. I describe these below and welcome 
comments from all members. I roll offer more details on APCG- sponsored panels later in the week. 

First and tbremost, for those who will be attending, we are planning for the APCG social event to be held on Friday evening. The last panel session concludes at 7:00, 

so we are planning for a group dinner at 8:00. The venue will be the Borubudor Restaurant located at 700 Post Street, a few blocks fi’om the St. Francis. The special~ 

is Indonesian cuisine. You can tind their website here: ht~p://www.tx~robudursl~com/Dethult.aspx 

As usual, PLEASE LET ME KNOW IF YOU PLAN TO JOIN THIS EVENT. We would like to have a head count to let the res~tanrant know how many axe 

coming. Respond directly to me at wondoep~m’m.edu. 

As indicated eMier, our business meeting will be Saturday morning fiom 7 am to 9 an~. The location roll be listed in the final program. The steering committee has been 

considering a number of initiatives that we will open up to discussion at the business meeting. As was the case last year. we would like to generate some awareness 

and consideration of these in advance of the meeting. If you have any commant on these and you will not be attending the business meeting, please feel free to share 

them ruth me and I roll communicate them at the meeting. Other than that, we welcome any comments on these from our members. 

First we will be proposing changes to our by-laws to reflect specific responsibilities designated 1,~ the Vice-Chair and Secretary of the APCG. The reason tbr doing 

this is to institutionalize some of the expectations that accompany holding office with the AI~2G. In this respect, the language in the by-laws regm’ding the Vice-Chair 

will be changed ti-om: 

"The Vice Chair will assist and advise the Chairperson in all the responsibilities assigned to tl~at office. The Vice Chair will preside at annual business meeting and the 

Steering Committee in the absence of the Chair and succeed to the office of the Chair in the event of an unscheduled vacancy." 

"The Vice Chair will assist and advise the Chairperson in all the responsibilities assigned to that office and have specific responsibility for managing awards’ 

committees to ens~tre the timely successfid completion of the APCG annual awards program. This inchtdes equal responsibility in appointing awards 

committees; to be undertaken with the advice and consent of the other members of the steering committee. The Vice Chmr will preside at annual business 

meeting and the Steering Committee in the absence of the Chair and succeed to the office of the Chmr in the event of an unscheduled vacancy." 

Whereas the language concerning the Secretary will be changed ti~m: 

"The Secretaly is responsible for keeping milmtes of meetings oftl~e Group and the Steering Committee." 

"The SecretaD’ is responsible for keeping minutes of meetings of the Group and the Steering Committee. The Secretary will also have responsibility for organizing 

and conducting annual APCG elections for office-holders." 

To reflect these change~ to the section on the responsibilities of the Chair, we will add the language indicated in the first clause below: 

The Chair will .... pursuant to other sections of these by-laws, appoim other committees as needed with the advice and consent of the Steering Committee 

Second, we would like to inaugurate a new APCG award for best dissertation. As with otl~er awards, the prize will be $100.00. We will initiate the awaacd this year 

with the a~In of awarding it ne:~ year. 

Third, we would like to raise the ques~tion of whether we wish to move some or rill of our business activities to the atmual meeting of the APSA. This could include 

giving out APCG awmvls at the APSA meeting and possibly changing the installation of officers to that meeting. One of the prima~ justifications for proposing this is 

that, as the APSA is the first conference of the academic year, it makes sense to award the past ’season’s accomplishments and instil new officers then, ratber than 

mid-way thorough as now. Additionally, an increasing number of our members are attending the APSA. This year’s APSA business meeting actually had greater 

participation than last year’s ASA business meeting. 

On top of all this, we will be ott~ring updates on our relationship with the APSA and the ett’ort to become an organized section, our progress in updating out money- 

management system, and our eflbrts to connect with scholars in Africa. And, as usual we will be handing out our best article, book, mad graduate student paper 

awards, and installing our new officers. 

I will look fo~w-ard to seeing many of you at tl~e meeting. 

Kind regards, 

Peter VonDoepp 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 5:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

visitor 

Dear Eunice, what day and time will T be meeting with our guest? Tuesday morning, right??? And what should I know about them. -Reg 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Monday, November 8, 2010 7:12 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: November Spanish classes 

Begin lbm’axded message: 

From: Children <children@chi- cle.com> 

Date: November 5, 2010 2:28:58 PM EDT 

To:                    ?))gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: November Spanish classes 

CHICLE LaJ~gnage Institute, M~ich is located above Weaver St. Market in Carrboro, is now offering French and Portuguese tbr children ages 5-7. Our 

teachers are experienced and creative, and teach immersion cla~sses that incorporate gaines, songs, stories, arts and cra£ts, and cultural events. For more 
inibnnation please contact us at: 

children~chi-cle.com 

(919) 933-0398 

Ashley Yoder 

Director, Children’s Program 

CHICLE Language Institute 

101 East VVeaver St., 3rd Floor, Suite G-1 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

Ph. (919) 933-0398 

Fx. (919) 933-1142 

w’v~.ch i-cle.co m 

chicle@chi-cle.com 

children@chi-cle.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 8:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Library 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

11-08-10 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 
The corporation [videorecording] 
OVERDUE Media Resources Cent 00024827993 ....................... $8.00 

The corporation [videorecording] 
OVERDUE Media Resources Cent 00024827984 ....................... $8.00 

TOTALS16 00 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-~LV2ER STUDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:163 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 8:20 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Nov. 9 - Our guest’s (Kamoji Wachiira) briefbio 

Thanks, Eunice I and students ti’om my AFRI 101-003 class will be there. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2010 7:02 AM 
To: Nzungola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Nov. 9 - Our guest’s (Kamoji Wachiira) brief bio 

Dear Georges, 

Greetings. 

As we luok furward to engaging with brother Wachiira tumurruw, I thought I wuuld sent his brief biu. Thanks and see yuu tomorrow. E 

Kam@ Wachiira - a brief bio 

Fur over 30 years Kamuji Wachiira has been intensely active in Kenya’s 
long :fight against authuritarian In 1982 he was imprisoned withuut 
trial by President Mui’s government fur his role in demucratic and 
human rights advocacy He was released in 1985 fulluwing concerted 
international campaigns led by Amnes~" International. Kamoji is a 
botanist and plant ecolugist by training. He taught environmental and 
natural resuurce management in the Geography Department of Kewatta 
University, Nairobi, Kenya from 1972 until his arrest in 1982. 

Since 1988, Kamoji has wu~ked with variuus organizauons ~n 
international develupment and ern’irunmental conservation, most 
recently with the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). 
Between 2005 and 2007 he was secunded as Seniur Fellow with the Consensus 
Building Institute (CBI - see http://w~v.cbuildin~ur~<https:i/webmail5.isis.unc.edu/mail/sep~ices/gu.php?url http%3A%2F%2Fwv, as,.cbuildin~ or~>). His 
responsibilities at CBI include training in negutiatiuns, and research 
un cunflict resulutiun in enviruument and natural resource 
management CBI is affiliated tu the MIT-Harvard Prugram on Dispute 
Management under Professor Larry Susskin d. Part uf Kamuji’s field work 
at CBI included a conflict risk assessment sup~ey in nurthern Somalia 
and the autonomous regions: Pantland and Somaliland. Kamoji’s previous 
field experiences include development programming in South Asia, 
Eastern Africa and Latin America including the Caribbean region. From 
1999 to 2002 he was CIDA Head of Aid ( i.e. Resident Rcp) for Guyana 
and Suriname. 

Between 1988 and 2004 Kamoji was board member for the Green Belt 
Movement h~temational. In 2004,’5 he was advisor on global 
environn~ental issues to the Nobel Peace Laureate Dr. Wangari Maathai - 
his long-time colleague and fellow activist in envirotwaent and hmnan 
rights in Kenya. During 2004,’5 he headed her Nairobi-based Nobel 
Secretariat. Kamoii was later closely involved in the production of 
the now widely acclaimed documentary" fihn Taking Root: The Vision of 
Wangari Maathai as Senior Advisor. 

Kamoji attended Washington State University (Pullman, Botany and Plant 
Ecology); University- of Washington (Seattle, Forestry and Natural 
Resources Managemunt) and McGill University, Muntreal, for doctoral 
studies in Regiunal Planning. Kamoji is currently on leave of absence 
from CIDA and is working and living in Pretoria with interests 
in natural resources and conflict. 
Cheers, 
Eunice. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 8, 2010 8:29 AM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY 3pm: Sha~ira and Transnationalism 

The Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South 

presents 

Maria Elena Cepeda 

Monday, November 8th 

3:00 - 4:30pm 

107 Friedl Building (Old Art Museum, in between Wilson and Aycock dorms oi1 Duke’s East campus quad) 

Free and open to the public! 

Dr. Maria Elena Cepeda will be giving a talk on her exciting new Ix)ok ImagiNation: ~LS. Colombian Identity and the Latin Music Boom. 

InMusicalImagiNation, Maria Elena Cepeda employs a cross-media mlalysis of populm music ~nd media in her exmnination ofintemationally-lmown Colombian 

performer Shakira as a pan-Arab, pan-American symbol of the post 9/11 era. Specifically, she addressed the implications of a focus on Shaldra and her double- 

volume Oral I~’ixation I mad II recording s at this particulm moment in the political and pedagogical traj ecto~y of Latin America, American, Ethnic, and Middle Eastern 
Studies. 

Cepeda argues that Colombian popular music provides a common space for imagining and enacting Colombian identities outside of traditional national borders, and in 

ways not so overtly shaped by the scandal and shame of the drug-trafficking trade and violence with which contempom~ Colombia is primarily associated. 

Simultaneously, her study engages current debates in American, Latin American, and U.S. Ethnic Studies regarding the academic location and institutional politics of 

transnational research. 

Maria Elena Cepeda is Associate Professor and Chair of Latina/o Studies and Facul~ Affiliate in American Studies at Williams College. Her research and teaching focuses on transnational 

Latina/o popular music and media, language politics, "New" Latina/o cormnunities, Spanish for heritage speakers, and experiential pedagogies. 

For directions visit I.!.t..t.p.-:./..~.a..t...i.!.i.9..:~a..~..i.~:.d..-.u-k-e.:-e-d-u../..~R~g~9~-~:-~.. For more ilffoimation on this event ~nd maW others, visit the Latino/a s~dies in the Global South 

website: _l!t_g?:: j_[ ~t_i__n_ ~? :~__s:__@_k__e__:_e_d_a_! 



From: ~(}emaikunc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:36 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: AFRI    spot 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

Hello, my name is I am interested in taking you AFRI class 
that meets on I am a second semester 
sophomore, and I recently declared a major in studies. I 
am eager to start taking the classes necessa~z for my major; however, your 
class in full and there is a wait list. I have a late registration session, 
and I ~vould prefer not to take the chance of being too far down on the 
list. It is yew important that I start my major in order to graduate on 
time. I was hoping there was a way in which you could help me in my 
situation Thank you for your time 

Sincerely, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebmn& Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 9:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: visitor 

I’ve got a meeting in Durham this morning that I hadn’t planned on when I last talked with you. Tuesday will work better. I am free that day to meet and!or have coffee 
anytime that fits his schedule. Just tell me where to show up and when. -Reg 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Monday, November 08, 2010 6:56 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: visitor 

Dear Reg, 

Good to hear from you. What time works for you tomorrow? I will bring him around campus today (Monday) too and we could have coffee if your have time between 2-4. Let 
me know what is best from your end. Here is a brief bio: 

Kamoji Wachiira - a brief bio 

For over 30 years Kamoji Wachiira has been intensely active in Kenya’s 
long fight against authoritarian. In 1982 he was imprisoned without 
trial by President Moi’s government for his role in democratic and 
human rights advocacy. He was released in 1985 following concerted 
international campaigns led by Amnesty International. Kamoji is a 
botanist and plant ecologist by training. He taught environmental and 
natural resource management in the Geography Department of Kenyatta 
University, Nairobi, Kenya from 1972 until his arrest in :~982. 

Since 1988, Kamoji has worked with various organizations in 
international development and environmental conservation, most 
recently with the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). 
Between 2005 and 2007 he was seconded as Senior Fellow with the Consensus 
Building Institute (CBI - see http://www.cbuildinq.orq). His 
responsibilities at CBI include training in negotiations, and research 
on conflict resolution in environment and natural resource 
management. CBI is affiliated to the MIT-Harvard Program on Dispute 
Management under Professor Larry Susskind. Part of Kamoji’s field work 
at CBI included a conflict risk assessment survey in northern Somalia 
and the autonomous regions: Puntland and Somaliland. Kamoji’s previous 
field experiences include development programming in South Asia, 
Eastern Africa and Latin America including the Caribbean region. From 
1999 to 2002 he was CIDA Head of Aid ( i.e. Resident Rep) for Guyana 

and Suriname. 

Between 1988 and 2004 Kamoji was board member for the Green Belt 
Movement International. In 2004/5 he was advisor on global 
environmental issues to the Nobel Peace Laureate Dr. Wangari lvlaathai - 
his long-time colleague and fellow activist in environment and human 
rights in Kenya. During 2004/5 he headed her Nairobi-based Nobel 
Secretariat. Kamoji was later closely involved in the production of 
the now widely acclaimed documentary film Taking Root: The Vision of 
Wangari Maathai as Senior Advisor. 

Kamoji attended Washington State University (Pullman, Botany and Plant 
Ecology); University of Washington (Seattle, Forestry and Natural 
Resources Management) and McGill University, Montreal, for doctoral 
studies in Regional Planning. Kamoji is currently on leave of absence 
from CIDA and is working and living in Pretoria with interests 
in natural resources and conflict in democratic and undemocratic social settings. 

Cheers, 

From; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2010 5:42 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: visitor 

Dear Eunice, what day and time will I be meeting with our guest? Tuesday morning, right??? And what should I know about them. -Reg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emad.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 9:36 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ facul~] Upcoming FLAS Fellowship Info Sessions 

Dear Students, 

As you may be aware, the African Studies Center oilers Academic Year and Summer FLAS (Foreign Language Area Studies) Fellowships for Chaduate and 

Undergraduate students. Applications for the 2011-2012 Academic Year, and Summer 2011 will be due in January, 2011. The priority- languages for the ASC will be 
Arabic, Lingala, Kiswahili, and Wolot~ 

Academic Year: Crraduate applications accepted for all levels oil’ered at UNC. Undergraduate applications accepted tbr Intem~ediate and Advanced level only (not I st 
year). Summer: Both Crraduate and Undergraduate applications accepted, Undergraduate applications not accepted for Beginning level. 

It is HIGHLY recommended that students interested in applying ibr a FLAS fellowship attend one of the Info Sessions: 

Monday, November 15th at 10 am, Room 3009 in the Global Education Center 

Tuesday, November 16th at 3 pm, Room 3009 in the Global Education Center 

Applications will be available online on our web site beginning on Wedneaday, Nov. 10. Please check affica.unc.edu for application instructions after Nov. 10. For 

more inibmmtion contuct: Stacey Sewall, mwall@email.unc.edu 

Stacey Sewall 

AssistarR~ Direotor 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Cente~ 

UNC-Chapel Hi]] 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-21@2 (fax) 

sewail@email.unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miguel Rojas @gmail.com> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 9:56 AM 

inll-duncpla~s@duke.edu; ti:-residents@duke.edu; latinolis~duke.edu 

Re: Latin American Film Fesfival tonight at Duke with Generation Exile by Rodrigo Dorlinan 

Perspecive sonEvilmadHu~nanWickedne ss.pdf 

More information about GENERATION EXILE: 

TraJlerat: http://www.;,ontube.com/watch?v -gqFOiqBpd0 

About the film: 

http://www.thednrhanmews.c~m/2~1~/~4/~7/2~ ~ 43~/ d~rfmans-strange-and-beautifu~.html 

http://www.ind.~eek.c~m/ind~week/rodrig~-d~rIhaan-~mdgenerati~n-ex~e/C~ntent?~id 1359334 

http://~,.generationexile.com/ 

For those of you who are tbllowing the EXILE section of the 2010 Latin American Film Festival an interesting article by Raul Ferrera Balanquet (in a volume about the 

US invasion to Irak in 2002): 

A Montage ofTenor: A Treatment for a Script. Published in: Perspectives on k¥il andHuman Wickedness Vol. 1 No. 2 Page 149. Cowright (c) Wickedness Net 

2003 

http://w~-.wickedness.net 

see docnment attached 

Cordially, 

2010 I,AT1N AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL 

On Mon, Nov 8. 2010 at 9:40 AM, Natalie Hartman <r~ih@duke.edu> wrote: 
All Latin American Film Festiv~ events are tree and open to the public. For the complete festiwJ~ schedule, directions to the venues, ~nd other infom~ation, visit the 

Latin American Film Fes~tiwJ~ web site at http://latinfilnffestivalnc.conv’ 

Griffith Film Theater. B~ym~ Center, Duke University, Durham, NC 

Generation Exile 

Rodfigo Dorfman. (USA/Chile, 2009) 71 min. 

When Rodrigo Dorfman was 6 years old, he was forced i nl~) exile because of the revolutionary activities of his thther, Chilean writer Ariel Dorlinan. Now, 35 years 

later, Rodrigo Dortinan weaves his experience of exile through the eyes of 4 women: a Taiwanese pimaist haunted by nightmares of her pas~t; an Afico Caribbem~ 

Whirling Dervish on a pilgrimage to Turkey; a Latina artist mourning the destruction of her community and a young Americ~m woman caught in a web of spiritual 

abuse. Spenning 4 continents and 100 years of personal history,, GENERATION EXILE is a meditation on our se~:rch for identity in a world full of pain and wonder. 

English. 

With introduction by Director Rodrigo Doffman 



Raul Ferrera-Balanquet Perspectives on Evil and Human Wickedness Vol. 1 No. 2 Page 149 
Copyright © Wickedness Net 2003 

A Montage of Terror: A Treatment for a 
Script 

Raul Ferrera-Balanquet 

Biography 

Born in Havana, Cuba in 1958, Raul Ferrera-Balanquet received an MPA from the Multimedia and 

Video Art Depaxtment from the University of Iowa in 1992. His artwork has been exhibited at the 
Whitney Museum of American Art, The Museurn of Image and Sound in Sat) Paulo, Brazil, Brisbane 

Powerhouse Art Center, Australia, Video IN-Vancouver, Canada, Museo de Arte Actual, Bogota, 

Colombia, Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago and the Museurn of Art in Fort Laudcrdale, 

Florida, among other venues. Fcrrcra-Balanquet has curated major media axts exhibits, including 

IntcractivA’01 for the Museum of Contemporary Art (MACAY), Mcrida, Yucatan. Mexico, 2001 

and "Huellas de un Coraz6n San~ante cn Tropicana", MIX-Brasil, for the Museum of Sound and 

Image, Sao Paulo, Brazil. In addition to a Fulbright Fellowship, Fcrrera-Balanquet has been awarded 

grants from The US/Mexico Cultural Fund, The Australian Network of Art and Technology, the 
National Endowment for the Arts and The Lyn Blumcnthal Video Foundation,. His writings have 
appeaxed in Artpapcrs, Radical Teacher, Cincmatograph, Felix, the Mexican literary magazine El 

Juglar and the Australian based journal The Media Circus Readcr, Rogue States. He currently lives in 

Merida, Yucatan, Mexico and Los Angeles, California. 

The sound of a helicopter covers the aural space of the city. It is a city fragmented and 
broken into pockets of ethnic groups incapable of any type of solidarity, a city famed for 
broadcasting media spectacles of police officers chasing runaway cars along its complex arterial 
transportation network. Far away from America’s Pacific shores, the same sound also covers 
one colonial city, which uses the ghost buildings and monuments it inherited from previous 
proxy governments, supported by the USA, to attract tourists. In both public spaces, the 
optimization of capitalistic power and the display of surveillance justify the economy of 
violence, which, in the name of state control, helps "combat" domestic and foreign terrorism. 

The terror of lighting is constructed tbxough a complex orchestrated design. 

Rafael Lozano-Hemmer reminded me three weeks ago how the Nazis, via a spectacle of 
lights in Nuremberg, showed off their power to subjugated Jews terrorized in ghettos and 
concentration camps.1 Is Los Angeles a ghetto city? Can I refer to the fragmented urban spaces 
as ghettoes controlled by the LAPD and their helicopters? Is the signified of these helicopters’ 
lights the same as in the case of the Nazi performance of power? Los Angeles is known for such 
displays of spectacles: Hollywood is at its heart. 

Ten 3,ears ago, the city experienced the most damaging riots in its history. The same 
year--1992-- marked the 500th anniversary of the European "arrival" to Las Americas. I was 

1 -Lozano-Hemmer, Rafael. Lecturcr and MOCA, Los Angeles, California, April 6, 2002. 

http://www.wickedness.net 
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working then, on the production of an hour TV program for the Deep Dish TV fall series ’Rock 
The Boat." The progq-am was organ~ed by a network of several producers from all over Latin 
America whose work offered me new revelations about the atrocities perpetrated by the 
colonizers and the terror they imposed upon the natives and the land. That year marked a rupture 
in many of my (geo)political views of the world. The two events became linked in nay mind as I 
contemplated the historical continuity between them. The riots started following the television 
broadcasting of the brutal beating of Rodney King, an African American. It was a spontaneous 
street response to both police brutality and the sociological conditions under which the majority 
of people in Los Angeles live. This response, while not the most ethical, was telling in one 
significant way: the attacks against Korean businesses in Los Angeles during the riots 
demonstrated how the continued racial opposition created by the colonial system diverts the 
anger of one ethnic segment of the population against another, freeing the establishment from a 
direct attack. Not surprisingly, Beverly Hills and Brentwood, far from South Central, have very 
well equipped police forces. 

The performance of policy brutality evidenced in King’s repeated beatings is part of an 
ongoing ideological manipulation employed by the mass media of the United States to perpetuate 
the colonial paradigm. Nannies, buffoons, African American and Asian servants, the lazy 
Mexican drunk wearing a big sombrero seated next to a Cactus tree, the sexy submissive Asian 
woman and the Arab terrorist are all stereotypical Hollywood characters with a part to play in 
buttressing the political and ideological machinery that helps maintain the dominant practices of 
the United States’ power structure. Hollywood’s marriage to the state is nothing new. The public 
court hearings during the McCarthy era in the 1950’s remain the most glaring examples of how 
the media follow the order of the state as well as private capital. 

The sound of the helicopters has haunted me for years. It takes me all the way back to an 
October night in 1962 in Cuba when the sky seemed like a rhythmic composition made of 
planes’ and helicopters’ drones, those drones that heightened the fears of one small child. I am 
seated next to my mother on the living room’s sofa. She tries to calm me down, but her eyes are 
hooked on the black and white Motorola TV set, which we inherited from a neighbor who 
immigrated to Miami two months earlier. My two older brothers, one twelve and the other 
thirteen, are eating at the dinning table, each holding a soviet AK-45 machine gun. 

The 1950’s Motorola broadcasts one of Fidel Castro’s long speeches announcing an 
imminent invasion by the United State army. I, only three years old, can’t understand why my 
brothers are carrying those weapons. The Cuban military planes and the helicopters are flying all 
over the city. We are under siege! A noisy vibration shakes the house. My child curiosity takes 
me to the streets. Across the avenue, a caravan of soviet and old 1950’s US heavy tanks 
transporting soldiers, drives in the dkection of the Rancho Boyeros Airport Parkway. 

Meanwhile, my father is in the small port town of Caibarien located in the central region 
of the island. He is expropriating a shoe factory that was in the hands of foreign capital during 
the Batista dictatorship. My dad’s absence, I now realize, contributed to nay repression of those 
tears deep in my subconscious. 

No wonder, every time I hear the LAPD’s helicopters with their potent lights patrolling the 
sky of Los Angeles, the terrors of my childhood are revived. Marcos, a friend from Guatemala 
who died of AIDS recently, shared with me the same fears brought to the surface by the sound of 
the helicopters. We grew up under the terror of war, a historical condition shared by my 

http://www.wickedness.net 
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generation in Central America and the Caribbean: Guatemalans, Nicaraguans, Dominicans, 
Cubans, Panamanians and Salvadorian, all experienced US military invasions in the 1960’s. 

Decades later, in 1990, after a trip back to Havana, I began to collaborate on a multimedia 
performance with the late Mike Nails, a Vietnam veteran who, at the age of 46, had decided to 
finish an MFA at the University of Iowa. Mike’s interest in noise was a product of his war 
experience. He, too, was haunted by helicopter sounds and the fear of war. When I explained 
how I felt during the October Missile Crisis, Mike was surprised by how our stories and feelings 
coincided. His recollection of the underground bunker that the family constructed on their farm, 
the news about nuclear destruction and his fear of dying were similar to ~rfine. After all those 
years, I came to the realization that historical continuity and terror do break national borders, 
ethnicities and ideologies. 

By 1898, the independent movement in Cuba had gained enough strength and popular 
support to overthrow the Spanish colonial government. Meanwhile, in the chambers of the 
United States Congress, the Good Neighbor policy flourished as a consequence of an ideological 
reconfiguration of the Monroe Doctrine. The explosion of the US battleship Maine, which took 
place in the Havana harbor, gave Congress the perfect opportunity to voice their colonial and 
military expansionistic views: 

...Second. That is the duty of the United States to demand and the Government of the United States 

does hereby dmnand, that the Government of Spain at once relinquish its authority and government 

in the island of Cuba and withdraw its land and naval forces from Cuba and Cuban waters... 

...Fourth. That the United States hereby disclaims any disposition or intention to exercise sovereignty, 

jurisdiction, or control over said island except for the pacification thereof, and assert its 

determination, when that is accomplished, to leave the govermnent and control of the island to its 
people .2 

The Spanish-American war was the excuse employed by the United States to exercise its 
imperialistic and expansionist policy all over Latin America during the Twentieth Century. It 
was the first time electronic media had been used to justify the US army activities on the island. 
The Congress of the United States, after viewing film images shot in a bathtub in Manhattan, was 
convinced that a military intervention was needed. Michael Chanan in his book The Cuban 
Cinema narrates how, after the Maine explosion, these filmic images fi-om Cuba reached New 
York and Paris contributing to consolidating the desire for a US military intervention: ’Smith 
and Blactonk were leaving Cuba when the Santiago de Cuba battle was taking place and could 
not take pictures of the battle. Upon their arrival in New York, the fihnmakers told the news 
reporters that they had pictures of the naval battle." To corroborate his point, Chanan reproduces 
part of Smith’s autobiography in his book: 

At this precise moment ’, wrote Snfith, ’ flushed with triumph, I think we would have taken credit for 
any phase of the Cuban campaign’. ’Certainly, certainly,’ I said, and Balckton nodded solenmly as if 
I had spoken a simple irrefutable truth. Once in our office, we knew we were in trouble. Word had 
spread through New York that Vitagraph had taken pictures of the Battle of Santiago Bay.3 

2 Document 12. Joint Resolution of Congress for the Recognition of the Independence of Cuba. April 20, 1898. 

Message and Papers of the President XIII: 6297-98. Reproduced in Smith 1963. 
3 Michael Channan. The Cuban Image. BFI Publishing, London-Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana, 
1985. 
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Right after the Battle of Santiago Bay, the United States invaded the island. With the Paris 
Treaty of 1898, Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines, the last colonies of the decaying Spanish 
empire, went from the hands of one colonial power to another; old/new colonial masters took no 
account of the liberation struggle of the qndigenous" people. The same year the US congress 
enacted the Platt Amendment in which the government of the United States annulled Cuban 
independence and favored the intervention of the U. S. army: 

...III- That the government of Cuba consents that the United States may exercise the right to intervene 

for the preservation of Cuban independence, the maintenance of a government adequate for the 

protection of lille, property and individual liberty... 

¯ ..VII- That enable the United States to maintain the independence of Cuba, and to protect the people 

thereof, as well as for its own defense, the govermnent of Cuba will sell or lease to the United States 

land for coaling or naval station at certain specified points, to be agreed upon with the President of 
the United States.4 

General Leonard Wood was appointed head of the military government and ruled Cuba 
until 1902 when, as a result of political pressure imposed by the Cuban independents, the United 
States named Thomas Estrada Palma president of the island, a clear political manipulation to 
silence the Cuban independents. 

For years, I fought back a sense of fragmentation that took me back to images I had never 
experienced myself. I was constantly haunted by the sensation of being in a large ship, crossing 
the ocean, longing for what was left behind: a desert, a mirage of faces, the heat coming off the 
ground which can only be perceived on hot sunnner days, all recurring motifs in my poetry; the 
heat covering the mirror, and beyond the mercury, the only photograph I had ever seen of my 
paternal grandfather. Every time I intended to cross the mercurial line, I found my grandfather 
stabbed to death on the riverbank. When I looked up, there was Guantanamo, the small shop run 
by the family, my great aunts cooking the berenjenas and humus as they explained to me that 
Grandpa was killed because he had more than one wife, although where he came from that was 
the norm. In Cuba, men were allowed to marry only once. 

My grandfather, ’El Arabe" who was never called ’El Turco" as people of Arab descent 
are called in Latin America to reinforce the colonial stereotypes and Spanish xenophobia, was 
born in Syria and migrated with his family to eastern Cuba. E1 Arabe was my point of entry into 
the territory of displacement; through him I acquired an understanding of my own exile, and 
came to identify with Algerian students at the Havana School of Construction, and Palestinian 
and Persians ones at the University of Iowa. Somehow, they saw the traces of nay Arab ancestry 
on my face and made me feel part of their cultures, even though we did not speak the same 
languages. 

Guantanamo Bay is the symbol of the ever-present US army invasion. Its naval base 
whose strategic location helps the military control of the Caribbean basin, represents the 
imposition of the ’Good Neighbor" policy, as well as one hundred years of military invasions in 
the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Cuba, Panama and Nicaragua. Ironically, in the early 90’s, 
Guantanamo naval base became a refugee camp for the last waves of Cuban rafters seeking 
asylum in the United States. At present, it is, of course, a provisional detention camp where the 
US government has placed the prisoners from the so-called ’War Against Terrorism" launched 
in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. Cuba, 

4The Platt Amendment, 1902. U. S. Status at Laxge XXI. Smith Robert, What happened in Cuba, pp. 125-126. 
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though far away from the Arab countries, is reinscribed in a global conflict via the use of its 
physical ten-itory by a colonial power. Given that the hundred years stipulated by the legal 
contract have ended and the US is supposed to give back the land to Cuba, one wonders why the 
US continues to think it has the right to continue using this land. 

It is well known that after the Cuban revolution took place, a dramatic change occurred in 
US-Cuba relation. In the 1960s when Cuba began to trade with other countries, the United States 
assumed a hostile attitude toward the nascent socialist regime. In June of 1960 when the first 
shipment of oil from the Soviet Union an-ived on the island, the Cuban government asked Shell, 
Esso and Texaco to refine it. They refused. At the end of the month, Cuba ordered the 
nationalization of the refineries.~ The following month, the US cabinet issued an act to authorize 
the cutting off of Cuba’s sugar quota. On July 5, the Cuban government authorized the 
nationalization of all US property. In August all the large US-owned industrial and agrarian 
enterprises were nationalized, and in September, so were all the US banks on the island. In 
October of the same year the United States imposed a trade embargo on Cuba. Needless to say, 
the embargo caused ordinary Cubans great hardship. 

We must remember that in 1898, when the US invaded Cuba for the first time, the country was on the 

verge of becoming independent from Spain. The rico-colonialist conditions i,nposed by the US during 

the years preceding the Cuban revolution also created haxdship among the Cubans, which helped re- 

ignite Cuba’s struggle for independence, that struggle that had been halted by the US invasion in 

1898. The social revolution of 1959 needs to be seen through this historical prism in order for its 

roots to be properly understand. Had it not been for American hostility toward Cuba, the political and 

economic relations between the two countries would have taken a different direction.6 

I cannot deny that Cuba’s alliance with the Soviet Union formed another type of neo- 
colonial system reducing Cuba’s economy to the production of sugar and tobacco. Soviet 
influence was most visible during the yearly celebrations of the triumph of the revolution on 
January lst when Russian armaments were paraded over the main streets of Havana. The 
wholesale importation of the soviet ideology stunted the development of a truly Caribbean social 
revolution. Perhaps the downfall of Castro’s revolution could be explained by Fanon’s theory of 
internalized oppression. Had the leaders of the revolution been aware of the intersection of 
ethnicity, class, gender and sexuality in the liberation struggle, my generation would have been 
spared much suffering and persecution. 

In 1976 the United States publicly declared its interest in the °hew world information 
order"at the UNESCO General Assembly. The Third World, with Cuba at its head, underscored 
the injustices inherent in the old order of information. Furthermore, they pointed out that most of 
the news reaching the developing countries came from the West via the four large transnational 
news agencies: AP, UPI, AFP, and Reuters. The Third World complained about how the West 
dominates the airwaves through the use of satellites, the electromagnetic spectrum, 
telecommunication and other information technologies. Charles W. Bray, then deputy director of 
the International Communication Agency, argued that the new order of information had already 
been established and in the view of the United States, its name was freedom. 

In 1981 the International Connnunication Agency proposed to the Congress of the United 
States the need for a foreign policy that would enable America to launch a campaign whose 
objective was to refute misleading Soviet propaganda. Project Truth, as it is known, was 

5 Center For Cuban Studies. The U.S. Blockade: A documentary History. Center For Cuban Studies, New York City, 1979. 

6 Julio Le Riverand. Historia Economica de Cuba. Editora del Consejo Nacional de Universidades. La Habana, 1965. 
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authorized by President Ronald Reagan and the National Security Council. In September of that 
year, the Reagan administration announced plans to launch ’Radio Free Cuba" known as Radio 
Marti.7. In October of 1983, Reagan signed the Radio Broadcasting to Cuba Act (S. 1983),8 and 

in 1984 Radio Marti began broadcasting to Cuba under a grant from Voice of America. 

Radio Marti triggered the electronic war between the United States and Cuba. When its 
broadcasts started, the Cuban national radio station, Radio Havana Cuba, increased its power 
transmission pushing off the air many of the US commercial radio stations. During that time, I 
coukt hear the Cuban radio station very clearly in Iowa City, in the Midwest where I was 
studying Communication. 

In 1988 the governments of Cuba and the United States signed a letter treaty on radio and 
television transmission. Nevertheless, at that time, the Congress of the United States was 
discussing the possibility of beaming television signals to Cuba.9 In March of that year, Tele- 
Marti began transmitting, but the Cuban government has since then continued to disrupt the TV 
signals. After 12 years, Tele Marti continues functioning with the support of the US Information 
Agency even though it has never been seen on any TV set located on the island. 

Herman and Chomsky, in their analysis of the United States’ mass media as a propaganda 
model, explain how qt focuses on the inequality of wealth and power and its multilevel effect on 
mass media interests and choices.’’1° They argue that the model traces the way in which power 
and money are able to filter the information that will be disseminated, allowing the government 
and private capital to get their message across to the masses. Therefore, the propaganda model 
creates stereotypical images of peoples and nations who are fighting colonial oppression. 
Herman and Chomsky suggest that the US propaganda model has the following ingredients: "l) 
the size, concentrated ownership, owner wealth, and profit orientation of the dominant mass 
media firms; 2) advertising as the primary income source of the mass media; 3) the reliance of 
the media on information provided by government, business, and ’experts’ funded and approved 
by these primary sources and agents of power; 4) ’flak as a mean of disciplining the media; and 
5) ’anticommunism’ as a national religion and control mechanism. 

The last ingredient dominated the cold war period and continues to influence US Cuban 
policy and the way in which news about Cuba is presented. With the fall of the Soviet ’Empire," 
the United States needed to reconstruct its propaganda model, and the ’War on terrorism" has 
came to substitute ingredient number 5. 

In October of 1976, a few years after the Missile Crisis, my family still held on to the 
1950’s Motorola TV because the embargo made TV sets unavailable. Havana had become a 
hybrid temporal city. My generation was educated on the bases of equality, although 
membership in the communist party created a distinctive social class. I could perceive it at the 
Carlos J. Finlay High School where some of my classmates dressed differently from me. Food 
and clothes were rationed at that time. Our spirits were trying to break away from the old 

7 Cuban National Foundation. Regan on Cuba. Cuban National Foundation, Washington D. C. 1988. 

8 Frederick H. Howaxd. Cuban-American Radio Wars. Ablex Publishing Co. 1986. 

9 Manuel Gomez. On TV Marti. The New York Times. 6/9/1989. 
10 Edward S. Herman and Noam Chomsky, Man@cturing Consent: The Political Economy of the Mass Media, 

Pantheon Books, New York, 1988. 
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capitalist patterns. The youth were seeking all types of freedom. Issues surrounding gender and 
race were heavily discussed. As a result, a postcolonial subject, free of some of the deep 
psychological scars of the old colonial system walked on the streets of Havana. Still, the cars 
inherited from the 50’s, the definitive architectural rupture provoked by the mass construction of 
multi-level apartment buildings, access to inexpensive literature, ballet, art and world cinema, in 
addition to ubiquitous police brutality, made of the city a landscape of anabivalent sensations for 
my generation. 

The following year, after arriving for a 45-day working period in the countryside, the 
police picked me up as I walked along San Rafael Boulevard in Havana. My fingernails were 
still covered with soil. My high school had been assigned the task of picking potatoes near the 
town of Alquizar. I missed the city and wanted to breathe its air. When the two policemen 
approached me, I showed them my identification card, but for no reason, they asked me to 
accompany them to the police station. After being there for two hours, the head police officer 
ordered me to sign a paper declaring that I was conducting antisocial behavior -the ’hntisocials" 
were the youths wearing long hair and belIbottoms pants, the dissident writers, the lower classes 
that didn’t adopt middle class social norms, the homosexuals and anybody who socialized in 
groups in the main areas of Havana. When I refused to sign, I was taken to another police station 
where I spent the night in a cell. The following morning, I was taken, along with another inmate, 
to court. As per the poor legal practices of Cuban socialist law - we did not have a defense 
lawyer - we were condemned to ninety days at the Morro correctional facilities. That was the 
terror under which my generation lived in Cuba. 

On the old black and white TV there is the recurrence of events: a series of terrorist acts 
perpetrated by the US-backed Cuban American Foundation based in Miami. The voice of the 
pilot still rings in my eras: ’We had an explosion on board. It is a bomb. We are going down..." 
and the fears of my childhood resurface as goose pimples on my skin as I learn how an airplane 
of Cubana de Aviacion had exploded in the middle of the Caribbean after leaving Granada’s 
International Airport. All 73 people on board were killed. 

Some Cuban historians narrate how, after January of 1959, naembers of Batista’s secret 
police immigrated to the United States and how the CIA, as part of the Bay of Pigs invasion, 
trained several members of the Cuban Refugee Network based in Florida. The network, under 
the protection of the US, has been perpetrating a long series of terrorist attacks against Cuba. In 
the Watergate hearings, it turned out that some of the individuals involved in the espionage were 
part of the Cuban Refugee Network, a fact that exposed the ties between the two entities. 

Luis Posada Carriles and Orlando Bosch, the two masterminds behind the blowing up of 
the Cuban airline in October of 1976 were tried in Venezuela, only to be acquitted on 
technicalities. During the fourth trial, Posada Carriles escaped from prison. 

He next came into notice when Eugene Hasenfus’s contra supply plane was shot down in Nicaxagua 

in 1986, and evidence snrfaced that Posada was an operative in the contra supply network, working 

for Regan administration at Ilopango airbase in E1 Salvador .... 

On November 17, 1997, a lengthy article in the Miami Herald, by Juan O. Tamayo, traced the 11 

bombing of hotel and restaurants in Cuba during the 1997 to a ’t~ing of Salvadoran cax thieves and 

axtned robbers directed and financed by Cuban exiles in E1 Salvador and Miami...And to Luis Posada 

Caxriles .... Caxried out by a distinguish group of reporters, led by Tomato, this story had great 
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credibility. But it was neither reproduced nor were its findings summaxized in the New York Times, 
Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, or in the TV network broadcasts ...11 

In 1961, as the contra group backed by the CIA invaded Cuba, Radio Swan, a short waves 
radio station coming from Swan island, off the Honduran shore, was transmitting propaganda 
and disinformation to destabilize the Cuban government and cause unrest upon the people. Last 
February 27, Radio Marti, trying to instigate another exodus of Cubans, broadcast news 
indicating that the Mexican Foreign Relations Secretary, in the name of the Mexican 
government, had decided to open their embassy in Havana to dissidents. As in previous cases, 
some Cubans arrived at the embassy seeking political asylum12. The incident became another 
chapter in the present fi-agile relations between the two countries. The Cuban authorities asked 
Mexico to return the dissidents in order to avoid any further invasion by others. After a series of 
deliberations, the Mexican government handed the dissidents over to the island’s authority 
avoiding the massive exodus that Radios Marti’s news was expecting. 

Another media invasion is the recent United States’ allegation that Cuba has been 
manufacturing biological weapons, a clear example of propaganda discourse meant to prepare 
the world for a possible invasion of Cuba. Just last month, the UN Human Rights Commission, 
issued at its 48th meeting on 19 April 2002 Resolution 2002/18. In this resolution, proposed by 
Uruguay with the support of the majority of Latin American countries, including Mexico, a long 
time ally in the fight against American imperialism, the UN Hmnan Rights Connnission stated 
that the Cuban government must: "make efforts to achieve similar progress in respect of human, 
civil and political rights, in accordance with the provisions of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights and the principles and standards of the rule of law.’’13 

I must agree that there are many flagrant violations of human rights in Cuba. I experienced 
them firsthand. But, is a country with a long record of human rights violations such as the US in 
a moral position to accuse Cuba? I think not. I recall Arundhati Roy’s words to support my 
view: 

[the attacks of September 11]...could have been signed by the ghosts of the victims of America’s old 
wars. The millions killed in Korea, Vietnam and Cambodia, the 17, 500 killed when Israel - backed 
by the US - invaded Lebanon in 1982, the 200,000 lraqis killed in Operation Desert Storm, the 
thousands of Palestinian who have died fighting Israel’s occupation of the West bank. And the 
millions who died, in Yugoslavia, Somalia, Haiti, Chile, Nicaxagua, E1 Salvador, the Dominican 
Republic, Panama, at the hands of all terrorists, dictators and genocidist whom the American 
government supported, trained, banka’olled and supplied with armsJ4 

Personally, I add to the track record the Latinos, African American and Asian Americans 
who are imprisoned in US jails and work for low wages because the state has created neo- 
colonial thralldom, the homeless on the streets of rural America who have lost their farms due to 
the economic inequality of the money lending institutions, and the youth who die everyday in the 
neighborhoods of major US metropolitan cities at the hands of street gangs and state police. 
Aren’t these numbers sufficient proof that the American socio-political matrix violates basic 

11 Edward S. Herman, ’Their Terrorists and Ours." Z magazine, Septmnber 1998. Posted in Rhizotne.org on 

September 23, 2001. 
12 For more detail visit http://www.granma.cugingles/febrero02-4/9embajad-i.html 

13 For ,nore information visit 

http://www.unhchr.ch/huridocdafhuridoca.n sf/2848af408d01 ec0ac 1256609004e770b/d09cbc5616d47c28c 1256ba60 

0531701 ?OpenDocument&Highlight=2,Cuba 
14 Arundhati Roy. 7he Guardian, September 29, 2001. 
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human rights? As in the propaganda model suggested by Herman and Chomsky,I~ the United 
Nations Human Rights Commission has proven to be an institution protecting the interests of the 
colonial state and corporative capital, not the citizens of the world. 

The uses of mass media technologies by government, agencies, individuals and 
independent movements have created a disparate system of beliefs forcing some of us to 
excavate the multiple realities in which the contemporary world is immersed. The public is 
generally convinced that news is the truth, and cannot differentiate between constructed news 
and real events. The old cinematic opposition between ’ttocumentary" and ’fiction" no longer 
holds. Media studies of the 1980’s and early 90’s concluded that documentaries and news were 
narrative constructions transmitting the viewpoint of the qnaker." ’Objectivity" was called into 
question as case studies demonstrated the degree to which the film industry, broadcasting 
corporations and the state utilize the mass media to disseminate their ideological points of view. 

The arrival of new media technologies and biogenetics has forced us to come face-to-face 
with the escapist aspect of these technologies and the disembodiment they produce. Their 
effectiveness lies in their ability to transform our bodily experience into an electronic reality, 
which advertises itself as a ’havigation" of global proportion. 

The news of car chases or gang violence is such a part of daily life in Los Angeles that 
people have become numb to the pain of those who get hurt in such spectacles of violence. Every 
night, they watch the news with voyeuristic hunger. The facts that young kids get killed on the 
streets and that there is police brutality are no longer a cause for concern or conscious fear. The 
’transparency" of the news is able to render invisible the power behind the media and the state, 
contributing to an ideological subconscious placement of terror16. As in the case of the LAPD 
helicopters with their potent lights, people see violence as an everyday occurrence; they do not 
question the police state in which they live. We take pleasure in car chases over the freeway as 
some TV station, using its helicopter camera, presents a view from above to distance the viewer 
from the reality of the chase. We have become voyeurs of our own persecution. The deep 
psychological damages of colonialism, explained by Fanon in Black Skin, White Mask,17 force us 
to ally ourselves with the terror perpetrated by the regulatory bodies of an oppressive state. 

Different types of surveillance technologies have become part of our everyday life. The 
terror of video cameras at banks and supermarkets where racial profiling indicates who ~rfight 
possibly be a bank robber, are now also present on the freeways of major cities, in ah-ports, on 
street corners and in public high schools. Hand-held thermal imagers, laser range finding, GPS 
location optics and Night Vision equipment are used by law enforcement agencies along the 
US/Mexico border. The Justice Technology Information Network,18 an agency of the US 
department of Justice, trains police officers in the use of several of these techniques such as 
Biometric Identification, Electronic Crime and Surveillance technologies. 

I hardly used the Internet when the war in Chipas broke out in 1992. I was celebrating with 
my family the arrival of the New Year when we heard the news of the Zapatista uprising. As in 
most cases, opinions in my Mexican family were divided. Some believed that the Zapatistas were 

15 Edward S. Herman and Noam Chomsky. Mam¢~acturing Consent: The Political Economy of the Mass Media, 

Pantheon Books, New York, 1988. 
16 Jean Baudrillard, ’Dust Breading."(1), CTHEORY, Vol. 24, No. 3, posted on October 10, 2001. 

~7 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Mask. Grove Press,1991. 

18 For more detail visit http:iiwww.niectc.org 
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paid by the US government to destabilize the region. Growing up in Cuba, I had heard that 
excuse before, when all problems were attributed to North American imperialism and the 
economic blockade. The Cuban government had never recognized the imperialist ideology 
internalized by its people, which, as an aside, was, in my opinion, the reason for the failure of the 
Cuban revolution. Others in the family with factual intbrmation, talked about a conspiracy by the 
big tbreign corporations to occupy the biosphere and to construct a canal in the Tehualtepec, 
since the US has lost its right to the Panama Canal. That night, I left the family house and went 
downtown to meet friends. On the corner of 60 and 57 streets, I found a poster calling for 
dialogue glued to a wall. My artistic and historical instincts impelled me to rip it off and save it. I 
didn’t know how or who in the city of Merida, 10 hours away from Chiapas, created those 
posters, but having grown up in Cuba in the 60’s, I was intrigued by the message and proceeded 
to look south of the Mexican border for information on lafrontera sur. 

On September 2001, I attended ’Streaming Media,’ a two-day digital workshop 
organized by Julie Lazar at the American Film Institute in Los Angeles. I had the chance to be 
reunited with old friends such as Adriene Jenik whom I have known since the days when we 
both worked at Deep Dish TV in New York. I also ran into Ricardo Dominguez who was coming 
back from Australia. He showed me the recent issue of The Roguers State where I published an 
article dealing with curating new media in the Latin American context. Ricardo and I sat at a 
table in a restaurant. After the Chiapas uprising, he and the Electronic Disturbance Theater had 
been working on the dissemination of information from the Zapatista side, using electronic lists 
such as Nettime Latino. His work, valuable for our generation, has counter attacked the media 
disinformation campaign deployed by the Mexican government and the media corporations. As 
we talked, my admiration for a Mexican-American born and raised in the southwest of the 
United States grew. Images of the civil rights movement, my childhood and the farm workers 
union came to my mind and I realized how much our generations share, even though we grew up 
in enemy countries. Suddenly it hit me: we could be the enemy, the terrorist, the one who tries to 
liberate the mind and become a postcolonial subject, the one who nurtures the historical 
connectivity of our people and harbors within her the urge to continue a 500-year-old struggle 
tbr liberation. My poster now has more historical value and I have, since that day, learned a 
great deal more about la frontera sur, its ecological resources and the Plan Puebla Panama, a 
program of the Mexican neoliberalist president Vicente Fox to destroy the jungle, sell it to the 
biotech corporations and create a Pan-American highway which facilitates the importation of 
Latin American raw materials into the United States. 

The words of Arundhati Roy resonate in my head: ".. Terrorism is a the symptom, not the 
disease. Terrorism has no country. It’s transnational, as global enterprise as Coke or Pepsi or 
Nike. At the first sign of trouble, terrorist can pull up stakes and move their ’factories" from 
country to country in search of a better deal. Just like the multi-national." 19 

Terror is everywhere, in your neighborhood, ingrained on the skin, in LA. when the 
helicopters with their strong beams radiate tear to the citizens and the undocumented illegal 
aliens alike. There is terror when at the age of 17 the youth of Havana, Los Angeles, London, 
Rio de Janeiro and Jakarta go out on the streets praying that the police won’t stop them, won’t 
ask for their identification cards or won’t throw them in jail. 

19 Amndhati Roy. The Guardian, September 29, 2001. 
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Terror covers the streets of Tel Aviv when a Palestinian woman, carrying a bomb strapped 
to her body, is decimated after the bomb explodes killing her and several Israelis. 

There was terror at the sacrifice of a Mayan woman, even though she knew that her death 
was the ultimate honor and the supreme gift to the deities. 

Terror emanates from the toxic waste of post-industrialist factories into the air and the 
ocean. Terror is emitted from cars in most of the urban centers around the world and in La Selva 
Lacandona where the Mexican state continues violating human rights, forcing the Mayans to 
move so the state could sell their land to global oil and pharmaceutical corporations. 

Terror covers nay body as I try to find closure knowing that my writing will become 
available on the Internet. The spirit of Rainer Warner Fassbinder, performing in and directing 
German), in Autumn, comes to empower my words. I fear, as in my childhood, the recent 
backlash against people engaged in postcolonial liberation, the power of governments and the 
manipulation of my words by media corporations or individuals at the service of the state who 
could transform my identity into that of a Terrorist. 
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and stude:~:ts, mch.:dfng 

:efiecdon." 
... Samuel Moyn, Call 800-856-9039 or order onIMe. 

[ 
:or more ~:~fem?~t~on v~s~t v~:w.facinghistory.org [:~:~d L:s e~sewhe~-e o:~ the web 

Facing History and Ourselves 

This text weaves together two distinct historical threads: the work of Eleanor 
Roosevelt and the creation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
Employing 20 primary source documents, Fundamental Freedoms 
challenges students to engage directly with source material and study the 
origins, intentions, universality, and impact of the Declaration. If you are 
teaching a human rights, United Nations, or international law course, 
your students will particularly benefit from this text’s discussion of the politics 
and history of human rights and affiliated institutions. Since the book also 
focuses on Eleanor Roosevelt’s activism, professors teaching classes on civil 
rights, women’s rights, or the New Deal and American liberalism will 

find it easily adaptable to their respective courses as well. 

Interested in ordering copies for your course? Pass along the following 
information to your bookstore manager: Fundamental Freedoms: Eleanor 
Roosevelt and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
($15.95,267 pp.), ISBN-13: 978-0-9819543-2-5. 

To send a copy of this message to your tiJend(s) click here 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sendm; please 
click on the follomng e-mail link and send a message ruth or mthout 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You roll receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 8, 2010 10:06 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

documents 

sent to eunice - Title of conference.docx; Sent eunice.doc 



Title of conference: New Democratic Constitution, human rights and citizenship-building in 
Kenya. 

Dates and location: November 22-26, Philadelphia Retreat Centre, Kirinyaga, Mt. Kenya Area, 

Kenya. 

Length of stay in Kenya: Nov. 21-Nov. 27. 

Title of papers: 

Nov. 23: The making of the new constitution and the struggle for human rights 

Nov. 24: Human rights, citizenship and the youth in the context of the new constitution. 

Nov. 26: Citizenship, rights and responsibilities: The role of community leaders 

Papers relevance to African Studies: 

In August 2010, Kenya adopted its first democratic constitution since its independence from 
Britain in 1963. This development emerged out of a long struggle for human rights, democracy 
and civic regimes of citizenship, a process that intensified following an intense period of political 
violence in 2008. The conference and my papers aim at ongoing processes in Africa that are 
committed to translating new constitutional orders and debates concerned with themes of 
transnational justice especially peace-building from bottom-up sites at the grassroots level with a 
specific focus on the role of the youth and democratic community leaders. Such processes will in 
the process generate place-based understanding of constitutionalism, human rights and 
citizenship while drawing on global debates and developments about these issues. Further, my 
papers will strength the courses I teach at UNC-Chapel focusing on human rights, civil society, 
democracy and citizenship in Africa. 

Budget: 

Airfare - $1,400,- 

$1,000 in support from the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Accommodation, meals and in-country travel: 

Gas and care rental: Nairobi-Kirinyaga - $400.00 for the week 

Accommodation and Heals: $300X7=$2,100.00 

Request to African Studies Center: $1,100.00 



Deadline: Rolling 

With these funds, the ASC supports faculty who are interested in presenting a paper at a 
conference. The paper must have substantial Africa content. The conference or panel need not 
focus exclusively on Africa. Preference will be given to applicants who need to top-off travel 
funds received from another source, such as their home department. Conference travel for 
faculty not giving papers will be considered if there is demonstration that this will enhance 
teaching or research that is Africa-focused. 

The application consists of: 

1. Title and location of conference. 
2. Title of paper or panel (abstract attached), or explanation of how attendance will enhance 

Africa-focused teaching and research. 
3. Budget for attendance. 
4. Source and amounts of funds from other sources. 
5. Amount requested from ASC. 
6. An abbreviated CV. 
7. A commitment to report on this activity in a timely manner to the ASC. 

Three copies of each application for conference travel funds should be directed to: Barbara 
Anderson, African Studies Center, CB# 7582 

For further information, please contact Barbara Anderson" b_anderson@unc.edu 

NB: All travel is contingent on the approval of the US Department of Education, which requires 
conformity to the Fly America Act. Use the Federal per diem rate for budget calculations. 



From: ~ email .unc .edu> 

Sent: Monda? 10:23 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.ecttr~ 

Subjet’t: Afi-i 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I am a                         with a minor in Ailco-American Studies but 
I am strongly considering changing this to a double major. Ho~vever, I 
really need to take Afri     next semester, due to the complex track the 
chemist~ major has me on, and your class is the only one that fits my 
schedule. I am really interested and excited about taking your class and if 
there is any way that you could squeeze me in I would greatly appreciate 

it, but if not I understand Thanks in advance[ 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lain Carol Ann Markstein <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 10:27 AM 

’John Pickles’ <jpickles@unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJd.unc.edu>; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.alex~mder.crafl@unc.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D ~iweiler@email.unc.edtr~; Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, 
Erica <ericaj @email.unc.edtr~ 

INTS 210 Development Meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

As I think I mentioned to you a while ago, Global Studies is very keen to understand how best we can craft our core intro course: Global Issues (210). We believe we 

can build some coherence into the syllabus while maintaining flexibility for the instructor to teach to their strengths. 

Would you do us the kindness of joining us for a 90 minute lunchtime brainstorming session to discuss these issues? We will provide copies of previous 210 syllabi, 

and sandwiches! 

Please let Lara (!__a_£_a___m___@__e__m___a_j_[:__u___n_c__:_e___d___u_.) know which of the following dates might work for you (from noon-l:3Opm): 

Wednesday Nov. 16th 

Wednesday Dec. ist 

Friday Dec. 3rd 

Many thanks, 

Andy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bonnie McManus <bonniemc@duke.edu~; 

Monday, November 8, 2010 11:20 AM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Spring 2011 Spanish Service-Learning Courses 

SPRING 2011 SPANISH SERVICE-LEARNING COURSES 

Interested in using your Spanish and working with the Durham Latino community? 

Look no further, sign up now [or a SPANISH SERVICE-LEARNING course! 

All Spanish Service-Learning course credits count toward the Spanish A4ojor or Minor 

~,~,~,,~.,’-~esday/}.rid~’.,V I{.’,,:05 -, ~ ~ :~,’.’O 

This advanced-Spanish language course studies issues associated with access to the health care industry for the growing katino population in the United 

States. Students explore cultural issues and medical practices that impact Spanish-speaking patients, and develop lexical knowledge related to common 

diseases, Students are exposed to community issues, applied research, and a minimum of 20 hours of service work with local community partners. 

This advanced-Spanish language course provides community-based interaction with Durham Public Schools, In-class discussions will include topics of: 

Latino/a identity, access to education for immigrants, academic performance, assimilation, general pressures of family and peers, bilingualism, and 

configurations of ethno-racial consciousness. In addition to class sessions, students are required to spend a minimum of 20 hours outside of class in the 

Durham Public Schools. 

Visit us online at http:/iromancestudies.duke.edu/languages/spanish-service-learning-program for more information on courses and projects in the 

community. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 8, 2010 3:23 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in At?ica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: At?ican Studies SeminarNov. 15 with Dr. Ousmane Sene 

This is a retninder that the next meeting of the Ati’ican Studies Seminar is Monday, November 15, 2010, 6:30p~n, FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024, L~NC-CH 

Our presenter: Dr. Ousmame Sene, University of Cheflch ~4a~ta Diop, °’Layers of Meaning in °La petite vendeuse de soleil’’’ 
Dr. Sene will show- this 1999 Senegalese film about a young crippled girl trying to earn her living a~s she keeps confidence in herself despite her physical disadvmatages, a 
parable of international development. The 45-minute fihn by Djibril Diop Mambety (in Wolofwith En~ish subtitles) will be tbllo~,ed by a discussion ~,hich ~,ill explore 
multiple layers of meaning, examine its artistic qualities, mad also comment on the various cultural dimensions of the work 

These tall~ are a part of the Carolina Seminar in ,~d’rican Ecology and Social Processes. This working ~oup is comprised of Trimagle area faculty m~d graduate students. 
Each month’s meeting is an intbm~al gathering for sharing new research m~d discussing conte~nporary issues in ~4~1%a. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty 
graduate students in amy discipline. Free. 

Please 
Contact: Barbara Anderson ._b___a___n_~__e_!iE~!?~)__u_!£c_:_~__~_t__u- for more int’ormation. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are cunently subscribed to africa as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:l~ttp://~ists.unc.ed~/u?id~2339823~6a9~b33~a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d~b23&n T&l africa&o 28078065 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28078065-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(i~listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy Rutledge <timsa~fford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 8, 2010 4:17 PM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] New Instructor Bnlletin 

Bulletin-V7No3.pdf 

CCO Instructors- 

Attached is a new edition of the Instructor Bulletin, and I hope you find it both interesting and useful. While the piece about Norm Loewenthal announcing his 

retirement is only a small part of the newsletter, it is big news around here. We will miss Norm greatly! We wish him well in his retirement, but he leaves some 

huge shoes to fill after his 35 years in Continuing Education at Carolina. 

If you have trouble opening the attachment or you would prefer to receive a paper copy of the Instructor Bulletin, please let me know and I’ll be glad to mail one 

to you. 

I hope your courses are going well. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3-020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3-020 

919-962-2644 

93.9-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul > 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:ennice@emaJl.unc.edn">eunice@email.nnc.edu</a~. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br:, 

email to <a hre~’’mai~to:~eave-28~78576-3634613.47fl~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv~unc.edu’’>~eave-28~78576- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589t~a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



YVe hope that you will enjoy this issue of the 

Friday Center Instructor Bulletin. Through 

these periodic newsletters we seek to share 

new information about resources, procedures, 

policies, and happenings around the Center’s 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students. We 

welcome your feedback and ideas for topics 

in future issues. 

The librarians at UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke, NC 

State, and NC Central have created a tuto- 

rial on plagiarism that you might want to 

suggest to your students. While the tutorial is 

intended for incoming students, it is applica- 

ble to enrolled students as well. The tutorial 

is available at www.lib.unc.edu!plagiarism. 

Students taking CCO courses who request 

special assistance because of a personal 

disability or medical condition should first 

contact the UNC-Chapel Hill Department of 

Disability Services (disabilityservices.unc. 

edu). Students taking SPC courses should be 

directed to the disabilits’ services office of the 

campus offering the course. UNC-Chapel Hill 

asks students with special needs to self-iden- 

tify with Disability Services, and instructors 

should not agree to any special arrangements 

until this step has been taken. Please contact 

Jim Kessler, director of the Department of 

Disability Services, if questions or problems 

arise (919-962-8300). 

Sometimes students enrolled in Self-paced 

Courses drop their courses and request a full 

refund because they are frustrated by the 

slow turn-around in receiving graded submis- 

sions. The successful progress of students 

through your courses depends on their get- 

ting timely feedback. We let students know 

that their instructors are often managing mul- 

tiple priorities, so students should not expect 

an immediate response to every submission. 

However, it is important to provide timely 

and regular feedback to your students, ff you 

know you will be unavailable for a period of 

time, please either let your students know in 

advance or inform us so that we can notify 

the students. 

CCO has grown to over one hundred courses, 

with over eighty being offered each semes- 

ter. Each of the Center’s five instructional 

designers has a long list of courses to prepare 

every semester. As a result, we ask for strict 

adherence to deadlines and must limit the 

number of new courses and major revisions 

we undertake each semester. Starting with 

the summer 2011 semester, we will limit the 

number of new courses and major revisions 

to five each per term. 

Materials for new courses or major revisions 

are due June 1 for a fall offering, October 

1 for a spring offering, and March 1 for a 

summer offering. For new courses, please 

submit your proposal, sample lesson, and 

department chair approval at least three 

months prior to these deadlines. For major 

revisions (changes representing more than 

one-quarter of a new course), proposal and 

department chair approval follow the same 

schedule. If you’re developing a new course 

that will be offered for the first time in a 

summer term, you must develop the course 

so that it can be offered in a full semester 

without requiring a major revision. Then you 

will need to compress the course so that it 

can be offered in our ten-week summer term. 

We very much appreciate your consideration 

in adhering to these deadlines. If you have 

questions, please contact Judith Benowitz at 

benowitz@email.unc.edu. 

Norman Loewenthal has announced his 

retirement as of June 30, 2011. Norm has 

been director of the Friday Center since 1998, 

and began his career in what was then the 

Division of Continuing Education in 1975. He 

will be truly missed by our staff, faculty, and 

students. 



Once students have completed all of the lessons in a self-paced course, they may submit an 

Exam Request Form to our office. We will also accept an Exam Request Form if a student has 

only a small number of unsubmitted lessons that can be turned in prior to or on the day of 

the exam. 

We prefer that exams be supervised at a college, university, community college, junior col- 

lege, or technical institute. Students are asked to contact the registrar or an official of the 

testing or guidance department at the supervising institution to identify an appropriate super- 

visor. If students have difficulties locating an appropriate supervision site, our office can 

provide assistance. On occasion, we will approve an alternate site such as a public library as 

long as the site has the appropriate personnel and facilities to administer a supervised exam 

and agrees to our rules for supervision. 

Students serving in the military may have their exams supervised by an education officer on 

their base or ship. Students in the Outreach to Inmates program are asked to check with a 

member of the program staff at their unit to arrange for exam supervision. 

Rules for supervision: 

¯ The exam is to be taken in one sitting (unless otherwise indicated in the exam 

instructions). 

¯ The exam must be completed within three hours. 

¯ The following materials are not permitted in the exam room: backpacks, notes, note- 

books, books, pocketbooks, cell phones, or beepers. If there is an exception for a particu- 

lar exam, we will indicate this exception on our instructions to proctors. 

¯ The student’s identity must be verified by checking a photo ID such as a driver’s license. 

¯ The student must complete the student portion of the Final Examination and Course 

Grade Report, and must sign the Honor Code portion. 

The proctor must sign a Certificate of Supervision stating that he or she supervised the 

exam. 

¯ The student must not be allowed to make a copy of the exam. 

¯ After the exam, fl~e proctor must return all exam materials promptly in fl~e postage-paid 

envelope we provide. 

If a student needs to change the date of the exam, it must be rescheduled with the proc- 

tor within approximately three weeks of the original scheduled date. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 4:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

post-gmduafion t~llowships 

Dear Mama Sahle, 

I am in the process of applying to several fellowsNps for next year. Five of them t 

require letters of recommendafion, and three require that I list contact information of references I 
Would you be willing to write letters of 

recommendafion and be listed as my reference? The first letter ofrecommendafion is due on ; the rest are due 

If you are interested and able to provide letters of recommendafion, I will let you know the specifics of each t~llowship and what qualifies they look tbr in applicants. 

Tha~k you a~d hope you are well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HIA Admissions <admissions~humanityinaction.org> 

Monday, 6:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

[Humanity in Action] Recommendation request ti-om 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

is applying for a fello;vship with Humani~z in Action (HIA), and has named you as a reference. Please visit the t;allowing link to upload your letter of recormnendation: 

Please submit your letter betbre the application deadline of                 In your letter, please be sure to indicate how- long you have known the applicant and the nature of your 
relationship. If possible, please compare the applicant with others known to you who have completed or are now applying to our fellowship. 

For technical reasons, we request you copy and paste (or type directly) your letter into a text box that will be available ;vhen you click the link above Please contact 
admissions@humanityinaction.org with questions or if you strongly prefer to submit your letter as a Microsoft Word document 

Some inf;armation on the Humanity in Action (HIA) Fellowship: 

The HIA Fello~vship brings together unlversi~z students from the United States and Europe for a rigorous, interdisciplinary inquiry into human rights, diversity, and minority issues. 
Students participate in the five-~veek fello~vship in one of five different countries: Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, or Poland 

Upon completing the program, HIA Fellows join an active international network of young professionals and are eligible for internship opportunities at the United States Congress, European 
Parliament, International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, and other civic and political institutions. HIA selects its Fello~vs on the basis of their demonstrated commitment to 
minurity rights, evidence of leadership potential, and outstanding academic achievement 

Please email admissions@humani~inactiun.org with any quesuons 

Thank you, 

IIIA Admissiuns 

About tIumani~" in Actiun 

HIA believes that an impurtam test of a genuine demucracy is huw it treats its minurities. It alsu believes that the commitment to democratic values and the protection of minorities cannot 
be taken fur granted today in the United States and Europe 

Therefore, HIA creates educational prugrams that seek to instill moral respunsibility fur the protectiun uf minorities in a new generatiun uf sucial, cultural, and political leaders by: 

* Educating student leaders in histories of resistance to institutiunalized violations of minuri~" rights in demucratic countries; 

* Prumuting the growth and development ofyuung prufessionals dedicated to prutecting human digni~ and the rights of minorities; 

* Building an multi-national, intergenerational network uf presem and emerging leaders in diverse professional fields who share these commitments. 

tIIA wurks with students and yuung professiunals in Bosnia and tIerzeguvina, Denmark, France, German?’, the Netherlands, Puland, Sweden, Ukraine, the United Kingdum, and the United 
States. 

http :/iwww.hunxanitvinaction.org 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 8:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: tx~st- graduation tNlowships 

Thanks you! 

First of all, I have sent a message to the group about the event. Secondly, this is a very lengthy e-mail, so here’s a quick summary of what 
it contains: 
I. names, due dates, descriptions, and guidelines for FIVE fellowships that require recommendations 
I I. names, descriptions for FOU R fellowships that only ask for references 

I. Here are descriptions of each fellowship that requires a recommendation, and their guidelines for how they want the recommendations to 
appear. 



II. The following fellowships require only references, not recommendations, so they don’t require any action from you unless the fellowship contacts 
you. But I gave you some descriptions, anyway! 

Thank you so tnuch! I hope this is helpful, and I really appreciate your help! 

.org> 

Absoh~lely !! I would love to write ll3em tbr you. ,h~st send the delaJls r~2’ way ~) 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday 4:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: post-graduation fellowships 

Hey 



As yon’ve probably guessed, I am by now in the process of applying to several fellowships for next year. Four of them 

~ require letters of recommendation, and three require that I list contact information of references 

~ould you be willing to write letters 
of recommendation and be listed as one of my ret~rences? The first letter of recommendation is duc and the rest are due on vailous dates on or betbre 

If you are interested and able to provide letters of recommendation, I will let you know the specitics of each l~llowship and what qualities they look for in applicants. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Driscoll <mdri~ol@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 8, 2010 8:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Documentaxy 

Bourgeois subject, 

Why don’t I drop it off in ?’our Department around 12:30? In ?’our 
Department mailbox? 

Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
Hi Comrade, 

Hopefully you had a chance to view the film over the *veekend Kindly let me know where and when I can pick it up tomorro*v before 4.45pm. 

Cheers and looking forward to the event. 
Eunice. 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinmaa~ <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 8, 2010 8:56 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[sej-facul~] Fwd: Fwd: Paid Summer Internship Opportunity (ANNOUNCEMENT ATTACttED) 

MURAP 2011 Student Announcement.docx 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [wmst] Fwd: Fwd: Paid Summer Internship OppoVtunity (ANNOUNCEMENT ATTACHED) 

Date:Mon, 08 Nov 2010 10:55:04 -0500 
l;rom:Karen Thompson <ktholnpsl (~email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To:The x~ms~ ~no~ling list <wmst~listserv.unc.edu> 
To:The x~ms~ ~no~ling list <wmst~listserv.unc.edu> 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites 

appiioatiens fer a ten-week paid summer research internship for 

undergraduate students (~ising juniors or seniors). The program will 

be held f~om Hay 22-July 28, 2011 at the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill.    The HURAP progra~’ seeks to prepare talented and 

metivated students frem racially a[~d ehhnioally diverse baokgreu[~ds, o~ 

those with a proven commitment to diversity, for graduate study and 

academic careers in fields in the humanities, social sciences and fine 

arhs. The pregram p~ovides shudents with a rigorous reseaK:h 

experience under the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor. Each student 

participant will receive: 

*Stipe[~d 

*Campus Mousing 

*Heal Allowance 

~Weekly er biweekly w~iting, communioatie[~ skills and prefessional 

*GRE prep course 

~Paid domestic travel expenses (up to ~500) 

The application deadline is February 4, 2011.    For more details about 

the p~ogra~’ please see the attached announcement.    To access an 

application and for additional information about HURAP please visit our 

website athttp://www.uno.edu/depts/murapi er contaot the Program’s 

Administrative Assistant, Hs. Kendra HcKinney (mckendra@emaii.unc.edu). 

Cerdia] ] y, 

Kendra HcKinney 

A@ministrative Assistant, MURAP 

and P~of. Resa Pereimuter 

Director, HU~P 

--- You are ourrentiy suhsorJbed to wmst; as: kieinman@emaJ].unc.edu. Te unsubsorihe send a blank 

emaii to leave-28075455-201657.accbcf60842ce62529647ci867f2796i@listserv.unc.edu 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

sej- facNty as: <a hre~"mailto:etmice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br~ 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-28080165- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28080165- 

3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu-~/a> 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 22-July 28, 2011 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer fellowship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence in graduate school and 
eventually in academic ranks of minorities and others who demonstrate a 
commitment to eradicating racial disparities. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising 
juniors and seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. to the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill campus for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. Students are expected to develop a 20-page research 
project under the guidance of a faculty mentor with whom they are paired 
according to areas of study and research interests. In addition to meeting at 
least three times a week with faculty mentors, students will attend weekly 3- 
hour seminars where they will present and discuss their research with the 
entire cohort (all students, faculty mentors, and MURAP staff), receive 
required biweekly instruction in preparation for the Graduate Record 
Examination (GRE), attend biweekly writing and communication skills 
workshops, and a weekly graduate professional skills workshop. In addition 
there will be a variety of informative workshops, social events and a two-day 
academic conference. 

Participants will submit their final research paper based on their project and 
must receive approval through the signature of their faculty mentor. For a 
student to complete the program successfully and receive the entire stipend, 
participation in all of these activities and completion of the research paper 
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are required. A sample calendar of required activities and deadlines is 
available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive a stipend 
of $3500 (in the case of students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate 
Fellowships, they receive their summer stipend from their home institutions), 
an allowance for meals of $1450 and a travel allowance up to $500 to cover 
the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill. Additionally, students will 
be provided on-campus housing at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. 

Dr. Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS), will for the first time this year serve as mentor to one student 
whose proposed research project is related to the ethical, legal, or social 
issues involving genetic research. Students with backgrounds in sociology, 
anthropology or philosophy would be strong candidates. For more 
information on research projects that would be relevant, please go to the 
CGS website (http:i/genomics.unc.edu/genomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. 
Skinner (debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: February 4, 2011 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience which requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed 
or take classes while enrolled in the program. Student fellows are selected 
based on a variety of factors that may include their academic promise, clarity 
and quality of their statement of research interests, availability of an 
appropriate mentor match, their demonstrated commitment to increasing 
opportunities for underrepresented minorities in academic settings in the 
fields designated above, serious intent to pursue graduate (as opposed to 
professional) studies, and willingness and ability to participate in all aspects 
of the MURAP program. 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester of undergraduate work remaining when they enter 
MURAP. 

In completing the statement of research interests included in the application, 
students must demonstrate clearly their fit with and suitability for the 
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program given MURAP’s mission and selection criteria. For more information 
about the program and to learn how to apply please visit MURAP’s website 

Rising seniors applying to HURAP should consider applying simultaneously to 
the Associate Program of the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), 
sinc~if selected--participants will receive valuable help and counseling 
during the graduate school application process. For more information 
consult http://www.andover.edu/irt. 
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From: @gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Monday~ 10:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: bio[i~els 

1 hope you’re doing well and that this semester is going well for you 
I’ve been enioying       ,, but it will also be nice to be back at UNC 

next semester. It would be great if you could let me ~know ~vhat 
happened with the biofuels chapter. Did you finish it, or did it get 
postponed again? 

Best wishes, 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2010 2:13 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: @gmail.com> 

Subject: etc 

Comrade Sister: 

I hope you are doing OK and looking forward to seeing you in ater this month. That assistance you spoke atx~m will come in very hand.v right about now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Young, Robert, 
Postcolonialism : an historical int 
CALL NO: JV51 Y68 2001 c.2 
BARCODE: 00025201870 
Davis Library DUE: 11-12-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER S~IXYDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:44 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fred Pryor Seminars/CareerTrack <~Fred PryorSeminarsCareerTrack@rbscomm.net~ 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 5:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Don’t miss out on special traiNng oilers ti~om Fred P~or Seminars/CareerTrack 

In today’s competitive work enviromnent, professionals are ahvays looking for a way to maximize their time, grow their skills, and maintain their relevancy You’re receiving this e-mail 
because we at Fred Pwor Seminars and CareerTrack, divisions of Park University Enterprises, Inc., ~vould like to provide you with discounts and specials offers on professional business 
skills training. With more than 40 years in the seminar indust~’, we know what it takes to help you maintain a competitive edge and succeed in your career 

We would like to continue communicating with you via e-mail and provide you with savings of up to 50% on events coming soon to your area. If you ~vould prefer not to receive these e- 
mail special offers, please follo~v the link below-. 

http :/irbsc on~a.net~’o/?ZXD 183247396241469408 

Thank you for your time 

Best Regards, 

Fred Plyor Seminars & CareerTrack 
divisions of Park Universi~z Enterprises, Inc 
5700 Broadmoor, Suite 300, Mission, KS 66202 
www.pryor.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, November 9, 20:L0 6:06 AlVl 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°462 

"The Euro does not exist politically~ there will have to be a political authority to 
represent it," 
Jean-Paul Betb~ze 

Foundation : EiecLic,!~siAz.erbai]an I Cc.nferenc.eiS,::ha~ibie I EdiLc,!ial Financial Crisis 
F~atings/Agenclas I E(:.f3 I C~e:’many I Denmark I s~sin I Macedonia I ~ortuga~ I Czech F{epubl~c 
Rc.mama I OECD I WTO I ZMF [ommission : AgriculL~e I Nuclear Waste I Env~cnmen~: I [n~:emeL 

I Sw[t:~eriandiA~stda Austria : Demography Spain : A[gha~sLa~ France : MEPs 
Finland : CHmate Greece : [mmi~rat:.on Hungary : Germany I $]ovak=~ Italy : 
Ireland : B~eJge~ Latvia : ~c.yernment ~ ~s~c.n~a Czech Republic : V~segrad Belarus 
GgrmanyiRo]and Kosovo : Motion/Censure Serbia : Vukodar Vatican : $pa:.n China 
FranceiPortugal~ouncil of Europe : Human Rights ~ ~CHR OSCE : A~erba~jan UN : Kcsow~ 
Development Eurostat : ~rade I [nddstry Studies/Reports : Employmen~ ~ ~UiNATO 

~h:.bK:oniHumlebaek I ~h:.bKioniLondon I ~h:.bK:oniPads I ~xh:.bi~ion/$an [~ladn I ~/Kome 
Goncou:t/r;dzel ]azz/~Z ei n’:s 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Eie.’:t i.’~n s/Aze r ba ij a n 

J The New Party of Azerbaijan (YAP) led by President of the Republic, Ilham Aliev 
~iI photo non dispo consolidated its power over the country during general elections that took place 

on 7Lh November in Azerbaijan winning over 70 seats in Parliament according to 
partial results - this is higher than its achievement during the previous elections 
on 6th November 2005. The oldest opposition party Musavat led by Isa Gambar 

has not won any seats in the next Milli Majlis, the only Chamber in Parliament. Turn out was higher 
than during the previous election in 2005 (+9.94 points) and lay at around 50.14%. 

Con fete nceiScha:~:ble 

j On 2nd November Wolfgang Schauble German Finance Minister, member of the 
.~.iI photo non dispo board of the Robert Schuman Foundation, gave a speech at the University Paris- 

Sorbonne as part of a conference on the theme: "20 years of German unity. A 
Chance for Germany and Europe." In his speech he pleaded in favour of strong Franco-German 
impetus and praised the euro in the context of the crisis. He also approved the decisions taken by 
Nicolas Sarkozy and Angela Merkel with regard to sanctions against States whose deficit is deemed 
excessive. 

Edil:crii~. I 

J ~n an editorial published on his site Jean-Dominique GiuIiani examines the photo non dispo working method of the European Commission with regard to enlargement. 

Read 

Financial Crisis : 
Ral:[!~gsiAgencies 

J The EU is planning to toughen up its regulations on rating agencies. In a 

~i photo non dispo consultation document published on SLh November the Commission recalls the 
criteria issued during the debt crisis in the spring with regard to sovereign debt 
ratings in euro area countries. Amongst the ideas put forward in the consultation 
the Commission suggests for example LhaL agencies give a three day warning, 

instead of the normal :1_2 hours, Lo the country’s authorities whose rating they are about to modify. 
They might also be obliged to publish all of their report free of charge. Apart from the sovereign 
rating, they also speak of a "high degree of concentration in the sector, dominated by three players 
((Standard&Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch). It questions the need to create the possibility for appeal 
before the courts with regard to ratings that have been proven incorrect. The interested parties can 
address their comments on these ideas until 7th January. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink 

ECB 



After the Governing Council meeting on 4th November the European Central 

ii~iI photo non dispo Bank(ECB) maintained its rate on main refinancing operations at 1%..lean- 
Claude Trichet, Chair of the ECB believed the institution’s main rates were 
appropriate whilst the American Federal Reserve (Fed) announced on 3rd 
November a further injection of 600 billion dollars to support the American 
economy and prices. The ECB chair also insisted on the need for strong 
conditions in the aid mechanism put forward by the European Council with 

regard to budgetary discipline to avoid lax fiscal policies and diversion by European countries to the 
limits of debt and deficit established by the Stability and Growth Pact. 

According to results presented on 4th November by the committee for making 
i~iii phot .... dispo the si .... thly f ...... ton fiscal ......... th .... fG ..... y in 2010 are due 

to total around 15.2 billion euros more than forecasts made in Nay. Over three 
years from 2010 to 2012 the surplus in comparison with the Nay forecasts total 
around 61 billion euros. However the German Chancellor Angela Nerkel spoke 

out against a reduction in taxes saying that in spite of the additional revenues this year the public 
budget would still be in difficulty with around 50 billion euros in new debts for the Federal State in 
2010. 

B~:~4 I [=~}.[~.~r..]J.:9~. :: ~!Li!~.~:..[~tl}~ { !:~Z!~£..i.irZ I I 

I i~iii A .... ding t ........ Ily adjusted fig .... published on 5th N .... ber by the 
photo non dispo national statistics institute, Statistics Denmark, Denmark’s industrial production 

increased by 2.4% in September after a decline in August. ]:n the months 
covering ]uly-Septemberindustrial production increased by 1.1% in comparison 

with the previous quarter (April-June) stressed the institute in a press release. 

Read [ Cthe! link 

j According to data provided by the Employment Ministry on 3rd November the 
photo non dispo number of unemployed rose in October for the third consecutive month after a 

period of decline; it rose by 1.7% in comparison with September. The total 
number of unemployed now totals 4,085 million against 4,017 in September. 

Macedonia is expecting GDP growth of 3 ~/o in 2011 and inflation is due to be 

~i photo non dispo maintained at a maximum of 3 Yo said the governor of the Central Macedonian 
Bank, Peter Gosev on 4th November. "Next year should herald the real start to 
economic recovery with the growth of the GDP totalling between 2 and 3%," 
said Mr Gosev to journalists. The main Factor in this growth is due to be 

investments that have been announced and already included in the budget for 2011 to a value of 23 
billion denars (376 million euros) according to Nr Gosev. 

Read [ Cthe! link                                                                                  1;¢,1 
Portugal 

j On 3rd November the Portuguese Parliament adopted the draft budget 2011. 
~:~iI photo nondispo The draft includesa reduction of the public deficit from 7.3% of theGDPin 2010 

to 4.6% in 2011. The other austerity measures include a reduction in civil 
servants’ salaries and a rise in VAT from 21% to 23%. Defending the draft 
Prime Minister ]os~ Socrates said that the adoption of these measures was the 

only way to protect the country against financial market turbulence. This budget was approved 
thanks to the abstention of the main opposition party, the Social Democratic Party (PSD). 

Cze,::h ReI:u bib:: 

[ ] On 4th N ..... 
ber theCzech Central BanI<(CNB) ........ d that it had 

photo non dispo revised its growth forecast for 2010 up to 2.3% against a previous estimation 

of 1.6%. According to the CNB growth is however due to slow to 1.2% in 2011 
after an austerity cure launched by the government led by Petr Necas in 
office since .luly 2010. 

j The Romanian Central Bank (BNR) revised its inflation forecast upwards for 

~:~:i photonon dispo 2010 to 8.2% notably because of the 5 point increase in VAT in July said its 
governor Nugur :[sarescu on 4th November. [n August the BNR already revised 
its figures upwards to 7.8% - its forecast for this year was much higher than the 
3.5% already quoted previously. ":Inflation will drop to 3.4% in 2011," said Mr 

][sarescu during a press conference. 

OECD 

j The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
.~.iI photo non dispo announced on 3rd November a slight rise in inflation in September 2010. 

% Consumer prices indeed increased by 1.7 .o between September 2009 and 
September 2010 although they had only increased by 1.6% between August 
2009 and August 2010. This slight rise can be explained by the increase in 
energy and food prices. ~f we exempt these two factors, inflation was stable in 
September for the third consecutive month a monthly pace of 1.2%. 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 



W[O 

j According to a joint report by the WTO, the OECD and the UNCTAD published on 
.~.iI photo non dispo 14th Novernber for the group of the 20 most developed countries before the 

meeting that will take place in Seoul on 11th November - the G20 governments 
continuedto resist protectionist pressure together. The authors warn however 
against the potential dangers of the months to come due to high levels of 

unemployment that continue and tension on the exchange markets, 

Read ICthe!iink 

Budgetary policy on a world level is progressively moving from the support of 
~iI photo nondispo demand to the reduction of deficits. However budgetary dangers remain high in 

advanced countries where public debt ratios ~’~ith regard to the GDP are still 
rising sharply notes the INIF in its latest Fiscal Monitor. According to this study 
the hardening of budgetary policy should spread and depend on discretionnary 

rneasures in 2011 both in advanced and emerging countries but it is necessary to rnake exit 
strategies more precise and to define the reforms to take to face up to long term budgetary costs. 

Commission : 

J In virtue of a decision adopted on 5th November by the European Commission 
~iI photo non dispo 19 Member States (Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, 

Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Netherlands and the UK) will have to 
reimburse a total of 58.5 million euros a sum equal to the irregular spending 

undertaken as part of the common agriculture policy (CAP). This total will be paid to the EU budget 
because of the non-respect of EU rules or inadequate control procedures in terms of agricultural 
spending. Greece notably will have to pay back nearly 347 million euros. 

Re, ad I �the! link                                                                                  IXI 

Nuclear Wsste 

j On 3rd November the European Commission put forward safety standards 
~ii: photo non dispo with regard to the storage of spent fuel from nuclear power plants and 

radioactive waste from the medical and research sectors. The directive 
obliges Member States to present national programmes indicating the 
timetable, the position and the means of construction and management of 
final storage centres in view of guaranteeing higher saffey standards. 

In order to improve water quality the European Commission is proposing to ban 

~i photonon dispo the use of phosphates and to limit phosphate content in laundry detergents. 
When they are rejected in excess into water phosphates like nitrates can 
increase the quantity of nutritive substances thereby causing an increase in 
algae to the detriment of other forms of aquatic life. This phenomena is often 

known as eutrophication or more commonly "red tide" or "green tide". This project does not concern 
detergents designed for automatic dishwashers or those used by professionals because alternative 
solutions from a technical or economic point of view are not yet available across the entire EU. 

Given the rise in on-line services such as Facebook Europe wants to enable 

~i photo non dispo consumers to have a better means to control their personal data that they put 
on the internet and plans to establish a right "to be forgotten" with regard to the 
information provided. In line with a new European Commission strategy that 
was published on 4th November Internet companies will have to ask for web 

users’ permission before uploading their personal data and they will also have to allow for this 
private information to disappear definitively from the net. Viviane Reding, Vice-President hopes to 
modify the present directive that dates back to ~_995 which is now obsolete as the internet has 
developed. As part of this new strategy European cybersecurity experts made the first simulation of 
a cyberattack organised across Europe on 5th November in order to test their means of defence. 

j A team of researchers with the financial support of the EU, to a total of 10 
~iI photo non dispo million euros, has discovered a new type of gene. It might decrease the risks of 

high blood pressure and heart disease that affects one adult in four in Europe. 
This major discovery is the result of one of the biggest genetic studies ever 
undertaken in this area,40,000 people from eight different European countries 

took part. 

Council : 
Croatia 

On 5th November discussions with Croatia in view of its acession moved on to a 
.~.iI photonon dispo new stage. Three chapters of the 11 that remain to be finalised were opened. 

The EU gave its green light on the finalisation of negotiations on transport, the 
free movement of capital and institutions. The conclusion of membership 
negotiations may take place in 2011. 

Iran 



The Union’s High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, 
.~.iI photo non dispo Catherine Ashton demanded on 2nd November that ][ran cancel the execution of 

Sakineh Mohammadi-Ashtiani condemned to death by stoning for adultery. 
Believing that this method of execution is unacceptable and that it is rather a 

method of torture, Catherine Ashton asked for the sentence to be converted. Apart from that she re- 
iterated Europe’s opposition to the death penalty in any circumstances and called on ][ran to plan for 
a moratorium on executions whilst waiting for the abolition of the death penalty in line with the 
resolutions 62/149 and 63/11_68 of the UN General Assembly. 

France/ fl*. 
French President Nicolas Sarkozy and British Prime Minister David Cameron 

i~iii phot .... dispo signed t ...... peration treati .... 2nd N .... her in London in th ...... f 
defence and security which plans for the creation of a joint military force and a 
joint nuclear test laboratory. 

A400M 

J On 5th November the contract with regard to the funding of the A400M was 
~iI photonon dispo finalised between the seven countries (Germany, France, Spain, UK, Turkey, 

Belgium and Luxembourg) and Airbus Military. Germany made a definite order 
for 53 machines with an option for an extra 7, the UK has ordered 22 planes 
and France 50, the first of which will be delivered in 2013. 

Read I Cl:h~!r ]ink [ 7"¢~ I 

][ ntegral:k;n 

I German Chancellor Angela Merkel received 120 MPs, ministers and leaders of 

~i photonon dispo associations on 3rd November for an integration summit - an issue that is the 
cause of lively debate in the country. Paricipants adopted an action plan to 
promote the better integration of the 15.6 million foreigners or people of foreign 
origin living in Germany. Amongst the measures notably feature a better 

mastery of the German language, one of the Chancellor’s favourite themes since she sees in this the 
"key to integration". The government is to release 400 million euros by 2014 to support the learning 
of German by immigrant children. 

Ta>:iEU 

J The German Chancellor Angela Merkel rejected a proposal put forward by the 

~i photonon dispo European Commission on 2nd November targeting the introduction of a tax 
Europe wide to help fund the budget post-2013. Amongst the solutions put 
forward by Brussels there is a European VAT, a tax on air transport and 
financial transactions, energy and even on companies. 

SwltzedandiAustrla 

j German President Christian Wulff received President of the Swiss Confederation 
.~.iI photo non dispo Doris Leuthard, Austrian President Heinz Fischer and Prince Alois of 

Liechtenstein on 1st November in LObeck for a meeting of German speaking 
heads of state. They discussed the political and economic situation and issues of 

integration and immigration. This annual meeting that has been taking place since 2004, aims to 
consolidate political, economic and cultural relations between the Four countries. 

Austria 
Demogra pi~y 

j According to new forecasts published by the national Austrian statistics bureau 
.~.iI photo non dispo Btatistik Austria, in 2050 Austria will have 9.45 million inhabitants thanks mainly 

to immigration Flows ie a growth of 13% in comparison with 2009. The 
publication also forecasts an ageing of the Austrian population: more than 30% 
of Austria’s inhabitants will be over 60 years of age in 2030 (in comparison with 

23% in 2009). 

Read 

Spain : 
Afghanlstan 

"The mission in Afghanistan is a difficult task that will demand time," declared 
Mr Zapatero adding "we are not in Afghanistan to stay but we have committed 
ourselves until the Afghans can guarantee their own security." 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 

MEPs 

j The Lisbon Treaty increases the number of MEPs (750 instead of the present 
~:: photonon dispo 736). Some Member States anticipated this during the European elections in 

June 2009 (Germany), they have therefore already appointed their 
representatives. Others did not do this however, France is an example. This has 
led to quite an unusual solution. To remedy the issue the French Council of 

Ministers examined a draft law that will enable the appointment of two additional French MEPs to the 
European Parliament. These two MEPs will be appointed by the National Assemby according to the 
rule of "proportional representation". 



] On 4th November the Constitutional Council censured a law ratifying a 

phot .... dispoj F ..... -Romain ag ...... t dating back to ::[st Feb .... y 2007 which organisea the return home of isolated Eomanian children believing it presented 
inadequate guarantees in terms of means of appeal. The Constitutional 
Council noted that "when the measure to re-accompany was applied by the 
court there was no means of appeal to contest the decision." "This ignores the 
children’s rights and any other interested person’s right to make an effective 

legal appeal that is guaranteed in article 16 of the Declaration of Human Rights of 1789." 

Finland : 
Chmate 

] On the occasion of the Nordic Council Summit on 2nd November in Eeykjavik 

i~ill photo non dispo Finnish Prime Minister Marl Kiviniemi put forward the Finnish Presidency’s J programme of the Nordic Council of Ministers 2011; it is entitled "The Nordic 
Region: A Green Climate Leader." :In this programme Finland emphasises the 
management of climate change. The goal is to improve the role played by 
nordic countries in the fight to counter climate change. 

Immigration 

j After the inauguration of the first regional centre of FRONTEX in Athens, 
.~j photo nondispo responsible for monitoring the external borders of Greece, :Italy, Malta and 

Cyprus and the request for aid by Greece to counter illegal immigration the 
European Union decided to deploy a specific group of border guards for the first 
time ever: the rapid intervention unit called "RAB[T" - Rapid Border 

:Intervention. The 175 border guards from 24 EU Member States are being deployed along Greece’s 
border with Turkey. This operation is set to help the national authorities for a limited amount of time. 
C~cila Malmstr~m, European Commissioner for :Internal Affairs travelled to Greece on 5th November 
to follow the deployment of these special units. 

Hungary : 

j Hungary Foreign Minister ]enos Martonyi met his German counterpart Guido 
~iI photo non dispo Westerwelle in Berlin on 4th November. The two ministers addressed the 

Hungarian Presidency of the EU, the European Strategy for the Danube as well 
as the rapprochement by the Western Balkans to the EU. The Hungarian 
minister declared that a strong Germany is "vital" for the EU’s progress. 

Sbavakia 

I Slovakian President, :[van Gasparovic and Hungarian President Pal Schmitt 

~i photo non dispo pleaded on 5th November for an improvement in bilateral relations that have 
been marked by a great amount of tension over the last few years. "We must 
concentrate more on the future rather than on the past which represents a 

burden for us," declared Mr Gasparovic. "These talks and our joint membership of the EU and NATO 
comprise a good point on which to start friendly cooperation," believed his Hungarian counterpart. 

Italy : 
:[ m migration 

j On 5th November the :[talian government opted for a tightening up of 
ii.~j photo non dispo procedures in the fight to counter micro-criminality and immigration adopting 

several measures in the Council of Ministers said Silvio Berlusconi. "We have 
adopted, as we said we would, a security plan", announced Silvio Berlusconi to 
the press, mentioning the fight against prostitution and the expulsion of EU 
Member States’ citizens. 

Rand 

Ireland : 
Budget 

j On 4th November the :[rish government announced that the 205:L budget to be 
::~:~:i photo non dispo presented at the beginning of December will include austerity measures to a 

% total of 6 billion euros; it aims to reduce the deficit to around 9.5 .o of the GDP 
instead of the present 32% this year. This tightening of the screw - which is in 
fact very severe for a country the size of :Ireland - is in line with expectations. 
Estimations have been issued over the last few weeks ranging from 5 to 7 
billion euros. 

Rand                                                                                                        ~ 

Latvia : 

The composition of the new Latvia government led by Prime Minister Valdis / I 
[~ phot .... 

dispoIj Domb .... ki ..... pp .... d bythe Saeima (Parli .... t) on3rdN .... bar. :[t 
includes :1.4 ministers 3 of whom are women. :[n his speech the Prime Minister 
said that his new government’s priority would still be economic recovery. 

Read [Cther}ink 

Estonia 



Latvian Prime Minister Valdis Dombrovskis met Estonian President Hendrik lives 
photo nondispo inTallinn on 15th November. During their interview the two leaders insisted on 

the need to tighten links between their two countries in terms of cooperation in 
transport, energy and defence. 

Czech Republic : 
Visegrad 

J On the occasion of the summit of the Visegrad countries on 5th and 6th 
~] photo non dispo November in Karlovy Vary in the west of the Czech Republic the Polish, Czech, 

Slovakian and Hungarian Presidents said they supported a joint European policy 
with regard to the Roma minority. Around L5 million Roma live in the Czech 
Republic, Hungary and Slovakia, three of the four countries in the Visegrad 
group. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Get r!~a!~yiPoland 

j The Foreign Ministers of Germany, Guido Westerwelle and Poland, Rados[aw 

~i photo non dispo Sikorski were guests in Minsk on 2nd November of their Be[arus counterpart 
and Belarus President Aleksandr Lukashenko. As the presidential election in 
Belarus on 19th December draws closer the two ministers asked Mr Lukashenko 
to guarantee a free, fair, transparent election. Mr Westerwelle and Mr Sikorski 

also spoke with members of the Belarus opposition. 

J On 2nd November the Kosovar Parliament approved a motion of censure 

~:i photonon dispo against Prime Minister Hashim Thaci. This motion delivered by 40 MPs came 
after a debate during which the Prime Minister’s government was the subject of 
virulent criticism on the part of the opposition. General elections have been 
convened for :[2th December announced interim Kosovar President ]akup 
Krasniqi. 

Serbia : 

~] photo non dispo massacre on the site of Ovcara where he paid tribute to some 200 Croatian 
civilians and prisoners of war killed by the Serb forces after the town was taken 
in November :199].. Mr Tadic’s visit is another sign of the improvement of 
relations between Croatia and Serbia under the impetus of the countries’ two 

presidents. 

Raad [ Other hnk :: Othar Iin..~k I Other iink 

Vatican : 
Spain 

j Pope Benedict ~_6th travelled to Santiago de Compostela and Barcelona on 6th 
.~j photo non dispo and 7th November. During his visit he denounced the dechristianisation of 

European countries in general and that of Spanish society. In the Basilica of 
Barcelona "La Sagrada Familia" the Pope defended family values and repeated 

the Church’s rejection of abortion. The next day he spoke in private with government leader 
Luis Rodriguez Zapatero together with Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, the Secretary of State of the Holy 
See. 

Read 

China : 
France/PortugaJ 

j From 4th to 7th November the Chinese President Hu .lintao undertook a state 
.~j photo non dispo visit to France and Portugal. He spoke with French President Nicolas Sarkozy 

notably with regard to the G20 summit. This visit gave rise to the signature of 
contracts totalling 20 billion euros. He then travelled to Portugal where he met 
Portuguese President Anibal Cavaco Silva. The Chinese President promised his 
"support" to Portugal to help it emerge from the crisis without however making 

any financial commitment. Portugal and China showed their ambition to "increase their trade two-Fold 
by 2015." 

Council of Europe : 
Human 

] The 60th anniversary of the European Convention on Human Rights was 

i~ photo non dispo celebrated on 4th November. This Convention was signed in Rome on 4th 
November ~950 by France, Germany, italy, Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Denmark, Ireland, :Iceland, Norway, the UK and Turkey. Since 
then 35 other States have signed and the EU itself is on the point of signing 
too. Contrary to the universal declaration of human rights that preceded the 
convention by two years the rights mentioned in the Convention are legally 

guaranteed to the citizens of the signatory States and can be used as support in the European Court 
of Human Rights. 

ECHF~ 
On 3rd November the European Court of Human Rights delivered a series of 

~i photonon dispo decisions against France, Russia and Ukraine reprimanding them for the poor 
treatment inflicted by policemen on civilians. The three States are accused in 



virtue of article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights (prohibition of 
inhman or degrading treatment). Russia was also condemned in virtue of article 
5 (right to freedom and security). 

Read I Cthe! Hnk i OIher link 

OSCE : 

J No "significant" democratic progress was observed during the general elections 

~i photonon dispo on 7th November in Azerbaijan believes the OSCE in a press release. "The 
elections took place in a peaceful manner and all the parties from the opposition 
took part in the political process, but the holding of elections does not comprise 
significant progress with regard to democratic development," according to the 

OSCE, 

UN: 

] UN Secretary General Ban Ki-I~loon gave his support to the EU for the role it 

photo non dispoj played as mediator in the Western Balkans. "I am pleased with the EU’s 
determination to promote concertation between Pristina and Belgrade. This 
dialogue should open a new phase, help towards building confidence between 
the two parties and lead to a settlement of major problems for the 
consolidation of peace, stability and the reconciliation of Kosovo and the 
region," he declared in his last report on the UN Interim Administration 

I~ission in Kosovo (UNII~IK). 

Development 

j On 4th November the UN Development Programme(UNDP) published its Human 
~iI photo non dispo Development Report 2010 which summarises forty years of human progress in 

135 countries. According to this report populations have experienced major 
progress over the last few decades in major parts of the world. It shows that 
average life expectancy has risen from 59 in 1970 to 70 years in 2010 - primary 
education has risen from 55% to 70% and revenue per capita has doubled. 

However the UNDP also stresses that there is great discrepancy in progress between individual 

countries. 

j In September 2010 in comparison with August 2010 the volume of retail sales 
.~.iI photo non dispo declined by 0.2% in the euroarea and by 0.1% in the EU said Eurostat, the 

European statistics office on 5th November. In September 2010 in comparison 
with September 2009 the sales index rose by 1.1% in the euro area and by 
1.3% in the EU. 

Industry 

j On 4th November Eurostat, the EU’s statistics office indicated that in September 

~i photo non dispo 2010 in comparison with August 2010 industrial production prices had increased 
by 0.3% in the euro area and by 0.2% in the 27 l~lember States. Eurostat also 
said that over one year between September 2009 and September 2010 
industrial production prices had increased by 4.2% in the euro area and by 

4.5% in the 27. 

Studies/Reports : 

J The Swedish Institute for European Studies (SIEPS) has published an anlaysis 
~iI photo non dispo by Giuseppe Bertola, entitled "Social and Employment Policy in the EU and in 

the Great Recession." 

Eu/NAfO 
The EU’s Institute for Security Studies has published a report "What do 

.~.iI photo non dispo Europeans want from NATO?" written by Sven Biscop, Nicole Gnesotto, .]olyon 
Howorth, Daniel Keohane, Stefano Silvestri, Teija Tiilikainen written under the 
management of Alvaro de Vasconcelos. This report is a contribution to the 
debate on the future of NATO and studies the implications for the EU. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Publications : 
[~ussia 

j Catherine Durandin has published a book entitled "What does Russia want?" 

~:i photo non dispo with the publishing house Bourin. She deciphers Russia’s new ambitions in terms 
of foreign policy. She describes modern Russia and explains the relations that 
are forming on the eastern borders of Europe. 



A book on the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, has just been released by 
~iI photonon dispo the publishing house .]ean-Claude Gawsewitch, entitled "Angela Merkel, the 

most powerful woman in the world." The author of this book, .lean-Paul 
Picaper sets out a portrait of Ms Merkel, a symbol of the German reunification 
and studies her work in Europe. 

Culture : 
Exh=.bff:oniB~ussels 

J The Royal Fine Arts Museums of Belgium are devoting an exhibition to 

~:~:i photo non dispo Orientalism in Europe until 9th .lanuary. This exhibition entitled "From Delacroix 
to Kandinsky - Orientalism in Europe" presents 160 works (paintings, drawings 
and sculptures) From the end of the 18th century to the 20th century crafted 
amongst others by Delacroix, ]ngres, Renoir, Deutsch, Lewis and Kandinsky. 

j 45 16th century works of art From the collection of the Royal Fine Arts Museum 
photo non dispo of Anvers are on show until 16th January at the Sinebrychoff Museum in Helsinki 

in an exhibition devoted to the Flemish Masters. 

Read 

Exh:bit:.oniHu mlebaek 

j The Museum of Modern Art Louisiana in Humlebaek is devoting an exhibition Lo 
.~.iI photonon dispo the German modern artist Anselm KieFer and is presenting around 90 of his 

paintings underLaken From 1969 to now. The exhibition is open to the public until 
9th .]anuary. 

E>’ h i bilic,~/Lon dc.n 

J The ancient Egyptians left on their long journey into the underworld bearing 
~iI photo non dispo magic Formula and incantations: these "Books of the Dead" that are 

magnificently illustrated are on show - some For the first time as a whole book - 
until 6th March 2011 at the British Museum in London. These precious 

manuscripts are on show next to the mummies, coffins and other Funerary objects in the rotunda of 
the 18th century which was once the Museum’s reading room. 

E~(hibitioniPar[s 

I The Museum of Modern Art of Paris is devoting an exhibition to American artist 

~i photo non dispo .lean-Michel Basquiat who died rather early in 1988 at the age of 28. A leading 
Figure of the underground movement revealed graffiti to the public in the USA - 
Basquiat was a close Friend of Andy Warhol and made the Fight against 
segregation and discrimination his Favourite theme. This retrospective 
presenting around 100 of his works is being organised as part oFthe 50th 
anniversary of the birth of Basquiat. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Exhlbition,’2;a n Matin 
I The Palazzo in Saint-Marin is putting on an exhibition until 27th March entitled 

[~ photo non dispoj "Monet, C~zanne, Renoir and other Stories From Painting in France" 30 
pictures by the grand masters From the Impressionist period (Corot, Courbet, 
Monety, C~zanne, Renoir, Sisley and Degas). 

Read 

j The 34th edition of the Rome ]azz Festival will take place From 11th to 30th 
[~ photonon dispo November. This year the Roma .lazz Festival is entitled "Gezz. Generation J ]azz" and is presenting a panorama of the "new Italian jazz scene". It is 

offering a variety of shows with both Italian and international artists. 

/[ ]~]II The G ...... t Prize 2010 was given to Michel Houellebecq For hi ..... I’La Carte 
photo non dispo et le Territoire (The Map and the Territory" published by Flammarion. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Jazz/Re:ms 
The "Reims .Jazz Festival" is offering 14 concerts - young innovative performers 

~iI photo nondispo and international topoFthe bill stars with a final show by Eliane Elias from 11th 
to 20th November For its 17th edition, 



Agenda : 

8th-9th November 
Justice and Internal Affairs Council 

lOth November 
Competitiveness Council 

lOth-llth November 
European Parliament Mini-Session 

11th and 12th November 
G20 Summit -Seoul 

11th November 
"Economic Finances" Council (budget) 

16th November 
Eurogroup MeeLing 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, Johanna KarI-Joubert ; Alain Bloedt, Fanny Dubray, Flavia 
Mi, Peter Skopec 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale Joannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe, It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad, It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences, The Foundation is presided over by Mr, Jean-Dominique Giuliani,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 7:43 AM 

End of term preparation and today’s events: AFRI416.001 .FALL2010 

Dem All, 

A quick npdate on the following: 

1) Based on requests by most of you who attended my extended office hours last Monday aimed at discussing the requirements and progress of your term paper. 
please note that I have extended the &~e date for the research paper ontline (Nov. 24) and the submission date for the paper (Nov. 30). 

2) As promised last Tuesday, I have posted our schedule tbr the reminder of the term. 

3) Afri416 public event: Viewing of Taking Root and panel discussion. 5.30pm-7.30am Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center 

4) Our guest speaker Kmnoji Wachiira a leading botanist, forn~er political prisoner and one of those involved in enviroranental rights and human rights in Kenya, and the 

film we will be viemng later in day a=’ived here over the weekend and is looking forwmvl to visiting our class. He roll give a brief lecture about hmnan rights straggles in 

Kenya and then we roll have a Q and A. 

Kmnoji Wachiim - a brief bio 

For over 30 years Kamoji Wachiira has been intenscly active in Kewa~ s long fight against authoritarian. In 1982 he was imprisoned without trial by President Moi ~ s 

government fi)r his role in democratic and human rights advocacy, tle was released in 1985 follomng concerted international campaigns led by Amnesty International. 

Kamoji is a 

botanist and plant ecologist by training, tte taught enviromnental and natural resource management in the Geography Department of Kewatta University, Nairobi, 

Kenya ti-om 1972 until his arrest in 1982. 

Since 1988, Kaanoji has worked ruth various organizations in 
international development and envirolmaental conservation~ most recently with the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). Be~,een 2005 and 2007 he 

was seconded as Senior Fellow with the Consensus Bnilding Ins~titute (CBI - see http://vwwv.cbuilding.o~). His responsibilities at CBI include trak~ing in negotiations, 
and research on conflict resolntion in environment and natural resource management. CBI is affiliated to the MIT-Ha~’azd Program on Dispute Managenrcnt under 

Professor Lany Susskind. Part of Kamoji [] s field work at CBI included a conflict risk asscssnrcnt survey in northern Somalia and the antonomous regions: Puntland 

and Somaliland. Kmnoji [] s previous field experiences include development programming in South Asia, Eas~tern Africa and Latin America including the Caribbean 

region. From 1999 to 2002 he was CIDA Head of Aid ( i.e. Resident Rep) for Guyana and Suriname. 

Between 1988 and 2004 Kamoji was board member for the Green Belt Movement International. In 2004/5 he was advisor on global environmental issues to the 

Nobel Peace Laureate Dr. Wangari Maathai - his long-fime colleague and fellow acfivist in environment and human rights in Kenya. During 2004/5 he headed her 

Nairobi-bascd Nobel Secretariat. Kamoji was later closely involved in the production of the now widely acclaimed documentary film Taking Root: The Vision of 
Wangari Maathai as Senior Advisor. 

Kamoji attended Washington State Universi~ (Pullma~ Botaa~y and Plant Ecology.); Universi~ of Washington (Seattle, Forestry and Natural Resources Management) 

and McGill University, Montreal, for doctoral s~dies in Regional Plarming. Kmnoji is currently on leave of absence 

from CIDA and is working and living in Pretoria ruth interests in natural resources and conflict. 

See you in class. 
Dr. Sable. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 7:47 AM 

1NTS560: Reminder of today’s agenda and our guest speaker’s bio: 1NTS560.001 .FALL2010 

Dem All, 

Greetings. Hem is a reminder of our seminar’s agenda for today. 

1) INTS560 public event: Viewing of Taking Root and panel discussion. 5.30pm-7.30am Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education Center 

2) Our guest speaker Kamoji Wachiira, a leading botanist, lbnner politics] primmer and one of those involved in enviromnental rights and human rights in Kenya, aM 
the film we will be viewing later in the day arrived hem over the weekend and is looking forward to visiting our class. He will give a brief lecture about huma~a rights 

struggles in Kenya and then we will have a Q ~md A. 

Kamoji Wachiim - a brief bio 

For over 30 yeaacs Kamoji Wachiira has been intensely active in Kewa ~ s long fight against anthorita~an. In 1982 he was imprisoned without trial by President Moi ~ s 
governmem for his role in democratic and human rights advocacy. He was released in 1985 following concerted international campaigns led by Amnes~ International. 
Kmnoji is a 
botanist and plant ecologist by training. He taught enviro~maental and natural msoume management in the Geography Department of Kewatta University, Nairobi, 
Kewa fiom 1972 until his arrest in 1982. 

Since 1988, Ka~noji has worked with various organizations in 

international development and environmental conservation, most recently with the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). Between 2005 and 2007 he 

was seconded as Senior Fellow with the Consensus Building Institute (CBI - see htD://www.cbuilding.om), ttis responsibilities at CBI include training in negotiation~ 

and research on conflict resolution in envimrmmnt and natural resoui~ce Inanagement. CBI is affiliated to the MIT-Haxvmd Program on Dispute Management under 

Professor Larry. Sussldnd. Part of Kamoji [] s field work at CBI included a conflict risk assessment survey in norflmrn Solnalia and the autonomous regions: l:’untla~nd 

and Somaliland. Kamoji [] s previous field experiences include development progrmnming in South Asia, Eastern Africa and Latin America including the Cm-ibbean 

region. Froln 1999 to 2002 he was CIDA Head of Aid ( i.e. Resident Rep) for Guyana and Suriname. 

Between 1988 and 2004 Kamoji was board member for the Green Belt Movement International. In 2004/5 he was advisor on global environmental issues to the 

Nobel Peace Laureate Dr. Wangari Maathai - his long-time colleague and fellow activis~t in environment and human rights in Kenya. During 2004/5 he headed her 

Nairobi-based Nobel Secletariat. Kamoji was later closely involved in the production of the now widely acclaimed documentau film Taking Root: The Vision of 
Wangari Maathai as Senior Advisor. 

Kamoji attended Washington State University (Pullman, Botany aM Plant Ecology); University of Washington (Seattle, Forestry mad Natural Re~)urces Management) 
and McGill UniversiU, Montreal, tbr doctora] studies in Regional Plaiming. Kamoji is currently on leave of absence 
from CIDA and is working and living in Pretoria with interests in naturdl resources and conflict. 

See you in class. 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 8:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ;vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: Jones, Adam, 
Genocide : a comprehensive introduc 
CALL NO: HV6322 7 .J64 2006 
BARCODE: 00027273806 
Davis Library DUE: 11-22-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:9 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penn, Frank (Student Stores) <FLPENN@store.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 9:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

AFAM 474, AFRI 101,474 - Spring 2011 Textbook Requests 

The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Student Stores Textbook Department 

Re: Spring 2011 Textbook Requests 

Professor Sable, 
Please pardon the intrusion. This is a friendly reminder that, according to our records, we have not yet received the book order(s) for your courses for Spring 2011. Please take 
a moment to review the course listings and send us your list of books to be adopted and ordered (or kindly inform us there will be no textbooks). Our records show these 
courses include: 

* AFAM 474 section 001 
* AFRI 101 section 001 
,, AFRI 474 section 001 

The r~sult of your submission allows Student Stores to offer students the best monetary value for the ever increasing prices on textbooks. We work to lower the cost of course 
materials to students, both at the time of purchase (by having as large a selection of used textbooks as possible) and at buyback (by paying students the highest price 
possible for their books). We would be unable to accomplish this goal without your course adoption requests. The earlier we have adoptions, the earlier we can go to 
wholesale book companies to buy short supply used textbooks for resale, increasing the number of used titles to sell. And, the earlier the adoption, the more frequently we 
can pay students the highest price at buyback, 50% of retail, which also increases the number of used titles to sell. 

At UNC Student Stores, we are proud to be a part of the UNC Campus Community. All earnings go to student scholarships. 
You can place your order in one of 6 easy ways: 

1 ) Use the Student Stores website: [)_t_!p_]_/_~:__s_’_~_g_r_#_#__[!£:#__d___u_/_t_#__x_!__b__o__g__k__s_/ 

2) Fax your order to: 962-3334 

3) Email: 
Textbook Office t_ #__x__~__b__o__Q__k__s_’_@ _u__ E _c_:_e___d__t_! 
George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
Frank Bellamy fbellamv@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 2nd floor, Student Stores 

6) Reply to this reminder. 
Regards, 
Frank Penn 
UNC Student Stores - Textbooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamail.com> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Book low winter rates ti~om C$20/night 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i ........ i~i Find Iowwintervates inAsia, Europe, theU.S, and h .... t 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
in Bangkok; New York, Quebec; and more 

............................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

............................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 10:33 AM 

The asc t~ulty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc l~aculty] REMINDER: Wm~g~xi MaathaJ Documentaxy this evening 

"Enviromaaental Rights, Peace & Grassroots Movements: Africa and Beyond" 

Film Screening & Panel Discussion 
FedEx Global Education Center 
November 9, 2010 
5:30 to 7:30 pm 

View a screening of the award wirming d ocumenta~z "Taking Root: The 
Vision of Wangari Maathai" focusing on the work of the Green Belt 
Movement. A panel discussion following features Kamoji Wachiira, a 
leading botanist and former political prisoner, and UNC professors 
Bereket Selassie, Arturo Escobar, IVlark Driscoll and Eunice Sable. 

Hosted by the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, African 
Studies Center, Center for Global Iniatives, Office of Diversi~z and 
Multicultural Affairs, and Cumculum in Global Studies. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of AfiJcan and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global un c edu~,africa 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: eunice@emaikunc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emai] to leave-28084909-9518753 bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listser~, unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apple <News@insideapple.apple.com> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 11:09 AM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Apple Webinar: Challenge Based Learning 

See how students are being 
challenged like never before. 

In a Challenge Based [..earning environment, Apple products help students connect more 
deeply with U~eir subject ma~:[er and tackle real-.world issues. Using a Mac, iPad, iPod ~:ouch, 
and easy-to-use software from Apple, they can also engage, c:ollaborate, anti create 
beyond the classroom--anytime, anywhere. 

In this webinar, you’ll learn from educators who are using Apple technology anti 
Challenge Based Learning to help students become more involved. You’ll also hear from 
Challenge Based Learning experts about the teaching approach’s framework, pilot 
studies, and potential. 

Learning with Apple: Challenge Based Learning 

Tt~esda~i, November 30, ~!0] O, ] 0:00--] ] :30 a m I>ST 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 11:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Woods, Margaret W <mwwoods@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <aken@uuc.edtr~ 

Re: Requesting support for conference presentations on Human rights, citizeship etc in Keuya: details 

This is lovely. Thanks I am in the process of requesting approval 
from the feds, and I need your travel itinerar,v, even though we’re not 
paying for that. Please send this to me just as soon as possible. (I 
have submitted the request for approval without this information, but I 
am fairly certain it will be declined) 

BTW, I am requesting approval for $2315, which would be $383 for the 5 
days of the conference, plus ant’ costs for ground transportation that 
yuu incur Margaret will need receipts for your hotel (up to $300/day) 
and fur ground transportatiun, but no documentation needed [’or the 
$83/day of M&I. ~his will come ffum budget line Cb. 

Thanks :[’or yuur quick reply! Barbara 

Content uf TAR: 
Pursuant to our propusal tu suppurt faculty travel [’or research and 
conferences and tu support develupment uf our sustainability thematic 
initiative, Dr. Eunice Sahle will travel tu Philadelphia Retreat Centre, 
Kirinyaga, Mr. Kenya, Nuvember 22-26, to present three papers at the 
cunference on "New Demucratic Cunstitutiun, human rights and 
citizenship-building in Kenya" This cunference will cuntribute tu 
current prucesses in Africa geared tu sustainabilit?, uf new demucratic 
constitutiunal orders at the grassrouts level and debates concerned with 
them es uf transnatiunal j ustice especi ally peace, reconciliation and 
cowanuni~" building after pulitical violence. Dr. Sahle’s presentatiuns 
wi[] include: Nov’. 23: "The struggle for human rights and the making of 
the new cunstitution in Kenya: 1963-2010," Nov’. 24: "Human rights, 
citizenship and the youth in the cuntext of the new constitution," and 
Nuv 26: "Citizenship, rights and respunsibilities: The role of 
cummunity leaders" 
Dr Sahle’s travel is also supported by her hume department at UNC, 
which will cover her airfare Funds requested from our Center will 
provide lodging and M&I at the federal rate of $383iday for 5 days, and 
ground transportation. 
$2315 
5 days @ $300 hotel and $83 M&I 

On 11/9/2010 8:20 A_’vL Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> 

> Dear Barbara, 
> 

> Greetings. 
> 

> Fighting a flu bug delayed my sending the attached details pertaining to a request for the travel support I discussed last week. I have attached a brief big and 1 page detail of the 
conference including a budget. 
> 

> Thanks for your consideration. Kindly let me know if I also need to drop hard copies to your office. 
> 

> Best xvishes, 
> Etmice. 
> 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lectttrer, Depaltment of African and Afro-American Studies 
Aiicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global uric edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebmn& Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 11:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: visitor 

What a distinguished person of principle and conviction you have brought to our campus! I look forward to hearing the panel this afternoon. -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2010 :[i:06 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: visitor 

Dear Reg, 

I just touched base with our guest and because of jet-lag fatigue he is trying to rest up this morning before his very intense afternoon and evening program. I will connect the 
two of you at the event. 

Cheers and see you soon. 
Eunice. 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2010 9:2:1 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: visitor 

I’ve got a meeting in Durham this morning that I hadn’t planned on when I last talked with you. Tuesday will work better. I am free that day to meet and!or have coffee 
anytime that fits his schedule. Just tell me where to show up and when. -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 20:[0 6:56 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: visitor 

Dear Reg, 

Good to hear from you. What time works for you tomorrow? I will bring him around campus today (Monday) too and we could have coffee if your have time between 2-4. Let 
me know what is best from your end. Here is a brief bio: 

Kamoji Wachiira - a brief bio 

For over 30 years Kamoji Wachiira has been intensely active in Kenya’s 
long fight against authoritarian. In :1982 he was imprisoned without 
trial by President Moi’s government for his role in democratic and 
human rights advocacy. He was released in :t985 following concerted 
international campaigns led by Amnesty International. Kamoji is a 
botanist and plant ecologist by training. He taught environmental and 
natural resource management in the Geography Department of Kenyatta 
University, Nairobi, Kenya from 3[972 until his arrest in :i[982. 

Since :t988, Kamoji has worked with various organizations in 
international development and environmental conservation, most 
recently with the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). 
Between 2005 and 2007 he was seconded as Senior Fellow with the Consensus 
Building Institute (CBI - see http:/!www.cbuilding.org). His 
responsibilities at CBI include training in negotiations, and research 

on conflict resolution in environment and natural resource 
management. CBI is affiliated to the MIT-Harvard Program on Dispute 
Management under Professor Larry Susskind. Part of Kamoji’s field work 
at CBI included a conflict risk assessment survey in northern Somalia 
and the autonomous regions: Puntland and Somaliland. Kamoji’s previous 
field experiences include development programming in South Asia, 
Eastern Africa and Latin America including the Caribbean region. From 
~.999 to 2002 he was CIDA Head of Aid ( i.e. Resident Rep) for Guyana 
and Suriname. 

Between 31988 and 2004 Kamoji was board member for the Green Belt 
Movement International. In 2004/5 he was advisor on global 
environmental issues to the Nobel Peace Laureate Dr. Wangari Maathai - 
his long-time colleague and fellow activist in environment and human 
rights in Kenya. During 2004/5 he headed her Nairobi-based Nobel 
Secretariat. Kamoji was later closely involved in the production of 
the now widely acclaimed documentary film Taking Root: The Vision of 
Wangari Maathai as Senior Advisor. 

Kamoji attended Washington State University (Pullman, Botany and Plant 

Ecology); University of Washington (Seattle, Forestry and Natural 
Resources Management) and McGill University, Montreal, for doctoral 



studies in Regional Planning. Kamoji is currently on leave of absence 
from CIDA and is working and living in Pretoria with interests 
in natural resources and conflict in democratic and undemocratic social settings. 

Cheers, 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2010 5:42 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: visitor 

Dear Eunice, what day and time will T be meeting with our guest? Tuesday morning, right??? And what should I know about them. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 11:18 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] course ruth Catherine Welsh on Intercultumlity, Social Movements and "the State in the Andes 

Begin forwarded message: 
On 11/4/2010 2:32 PN~ Antonio Arce wrote: 

Hello, 

I am writing to ask for you help in promoting an excellent course for your 
graduate students It will be offered by our Mellon Visiting Professor 
Catherine Walsh this Spring. 

Please contact Antonio Arce <ama2@duke.edu> directly with your interest in 
the seminar and the times/days you ;vould be available to meet with this 
excellent seminar. The proposed time for the seminal- to meet is Wechaesdays 
at 7:30pm at flae Frauklin Center at Duke. 

LATAMER 200S.01 Interculturality, Social Movements, and the State in the 
Andes 
Wed 10:05-12:55pm 

Pro£Walsh bio: 

Catherine Walsh Director I)octoral Program in Latin American Cultural 
Studies 
Universi&ld Andina Simon Bolivar, Quite, Ecuador 
Ph.D Education, Sociolinguistics, Psychology University of Massachusetts 
at Amherst 
Professor Walsh has taught undergraduates and graduate students at UMass 
Boston, UMass Amherst, Universidad San Francisco de Quite, and currently at 
the Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar in Quite. She has also been a guest 
professor at top universities in Mexico, Colombia, Bolivia, Brazil, the 
U.S. and Canada. 
Catherine Walsh is a socially committed and engaged intellectual and 
scholar, long involved in the process of social justice, struggle, and 
change first in the United States and the last 15 years in Latin America, 
and most specifically Ecuador (where she permanently resides since 1995). 
In the U.S., Dr Walsh worked 12~r over a decade with the Puerto Rican and 
Mexican American Legal Defense Fund, the NAACP, and the La’~Ter’s Corrm~ittee 
for Civil Rights. She was also one of the founders, along with Paulo 
Freire, era national network of critical pedagogy-. In the 90’s she helped 
implerrlent literacy programs for adolescent inwnigrants from Haiti and the 
Spanish speaking Caribbean. 
attached-full course description 

Antonio Arce 
Academic Program Coordinator 
Duke Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies 
919-681-3981 phone 
919-681-7966 fax 

-- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@emaihunc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28085403-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listser,~.anc.edu 



SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2010 

UNC-CH : FEDEX GLOBAL EDUCAT I ON CTR, RM 1005 

deck 



. 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2010 

COSMIC CANTINA BURRITOS SERVED! 

Duke University Law School 
Room 4055 (210 Science Drive) 

(Parkingi Please use Visitor’s Lot on Science Dr. in front of the business school) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Driscoll <mdri~ol@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 12:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Documentaxy 

I dropped it off in the Depaltment! I should be in ?’our mailbox by now 

Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
Directives from: Presidents’ Kenyatta/Moi Bourgeois subject 

To: Man of the people Driscoll, 

Drop it in Battle Hall room 302. I will be there. 

From: Mark Driscoll [mdriscol@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2010 8:38 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sulzject: Re: Documentary 

Bourgeois subject, 

Why dun’t I drup it uff in yuur Department around 12:30? In yuur 
Department mailbox? 

Sahle, Eunice N wrute: 
>> Hi Comrade, 
>> 

>> Hopefully yuu had a chance tu view the film uver the weekend Kindly let me l~uw where and when I can pick it up tomorruw befure 4.45pm. 
>> 

>> Cheers and [uoking forward to the event. 
>> Eunice. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Davidoff, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 2:53 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Pick your T-shirt 

Dear ONE Member, 

I want to make sure you saw Tvey’s message from last week--because it’s 
time to get out the vote! There’s less than two days left to choose 
your favorite design in ONE’s Next Top T-shirt challenge, So make 
sure to cast your vote before 5 P.M. EST this Wednesday, November 10. 

You can pick your favorite T-shirt here: 

http: //www.one,orq/us/tshirt/votinq,ht ml?id = 2029-709283- 
bf PVAfxS=t = 1 

Thanks for voting! 

3elf 

Original Message 
From: ]~vey Helmick, ONE.org 
Subject: Pick your T-shirt 

Dear ONE Member, 

What a week. 

Nearly 800 ONE members from all across the globe sent in designs 
for ONE’s Next Top T-shirt challenge--and I have to tell you, I was 
completely blown away. The designs were powerful, smart, even a little 
surprising. 

And while it was really hard to narrow the entries down to just three, the 
judges and I did it--and now it’s your turn to pick the winner. 

Vote for your favorite T-shirt today, 

To say thanks, we’ll send you a coupon for 15% off at the ONE Store--but 
only after you vote. My suggestion: use your discount toward purchasing 
this year’s winning design, which will be available for pre-sale just as soon 
as we announce the big winner. 

Vote now: http://www.one.or,q/us/tshirt/votin,q.html?id=2029- 
709283- bf PVAfxS~t = 3 

The top t-shirt will made of 100% organic African cotton, and will be 
available in black and white and in styles for men and women. So cast 
your vote by Wednesday, November :l.O--and encourage your friends 
and family to vote for their favorite, too! 

Stay tuned. We’ll be announcing the winner soon! 

Ivey Helmick 
Merchandise Manager, ONE.org 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 3:05 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afi-iafaJn] Academic Exchange in Broil 

Dear All: 
I received this email and am forwarding it to ~vhom might be interested: 

Dear Dr Mamarame Seck, 
I am a researcher and co-coordinator of a research group on health of the black and maroon in Brain1, which belongs to a public umversity, and I’m very interested to be visiting your 
university, and meet other researchers and teachers who have studies on black people or african-Americans. 
I had the opportunity to do internship at Elon University in North Carolina for a month in 2008, where he had contact with the health anthropology, and in 2011 we are tlying to verit) the 
possibility of visiting universities and researchers Americans who study the issue of inequities and inequalities ethnic / racial and the problem of access to the health of the black 
population, which is one of the great problems ~ve have in Brazil too 
The idea is to try to schedule a visit in May or June 2011, and ~ve have availability we get up to a ~veek, or maybe a little more, and so we could be exchanging experience and can show what 
we have studied in Brazil with communities black in rural areas We have much interest yet to receive them or their students themselves through scientific exchange, and we are still making 
agreements, joint research projects, articles and everything that is academically viable, if it is in their interest. 

Researcher A\SXRO SI~RGIO M~X~RQLrES 
Research Group on the Health of Blacks and Maroons at North Minas Gerais State - BRAS~C 
State University of Montes Claros-UNIMONTES-Minas Gerais-Brasil 
e-mail: ~gmail.com 
link:,a~vw.unimontes.br 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.uncedu/uTid 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 28087556 or send a blank email to leave-28087556- 
32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 4:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 
20101109160728947.pdf 

Chapter 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner~ur~c.qdu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, 2010 4:07 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.09.2010 16:07:28 (-0500) 
Queries to: scalmer@unc.edu 



PART ii 
POLITICS OF MEMORY, IDENTITY AND HEALING 

4 

THE POLITICS OF MEMORY IN 
POST-GENOCIDE RWANDA 

Rend.Lemarchand~ ’ 

"Never again! Plus jamais!" The message--so often heard, so seldom heeded-- 
was delivet-ed loud and dear to those present in the Amahoro stadium in Ki- 
gali~ on 7 April 2004, on the tenth anniversary of one of the most monstrous 

¯ bloodbaths of the last century. Re.tayed through public speeches, survivors’ 
reminiscences, multiple banners, even the name of the venue--"Peace"--gave 
symbolic significance to that defining moment. 

This was a time to remember the enormity of the crimes.committed a decade 
before, while the international community looked the other way. This was a 
time for all Rwandans to commune in remembrance of their common suffering; 
a t~me for recognition. Unlike a similar occasion itx 1998 when posthumous 
homage was paid m Hutu and Tutsi victims, this time, as in previous years, 
Kagame’s discourse, in turn mournflal and accusatory, made no mention of eth- 
nic identities. To do so would have been superfluous and, in any case, contrary 
to the public ban on al! references to ethnicity. There are no Hutu or Tutsi in 
today’s.Rwanda, only Banyarwanda 

To justify this drastic reconfiguration of collective identities, Rwandan oi:- 
ficials are prompt to point out that the aim of the state at this critical juncture 
is to build a nation, and the first step towards this daunting task is to do away 
with ethnic labels once and for all. The logic of the argument is straightforward: 
"If awareness of ethnic differences can be learned, so too can the idea that eth- 
niclty does not exist.’’2 The rationale is equally Clear: "divlsionism" ethnic, 

A version of this chapter appears in R. Lernarchand, The Dynamics of Violence in Central 

Africa, Philaddpl~ia: University of Pmmsy~vania Press, 2008. 

M. Lacey, "Rwa=:da: There is no ethn~city tl~ere", International Herald Tribune (~ 0 April 
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regional and political--has been the bane of Rwanda, and indeed the root 
cause of the genocide; the time has come to lay the foundation for a,. national 
commumty free of the s~lgma of ethnicity. This is why the crime of ’dtwsmn~ 
ism" has been added to the penal code: besides providing the government with 
a convenient weapon to ban almost any type of organised opposition, it offers 
the new nation-builders a unique opportunity to legislate ethnic identities out 

of existence. 
Although there are obvious and compelling reasons to remember ~he atroci- 

ties o~ 1994, the question is whetherthe exclusion of ethnic memories for the 
sake of a spuriously nnifying official memory can bring the people of Rwan- 
da--Hutu, Tutsi and Twa--any closer to building the mutual trust necessary. 
for a peaceful coexistence. Reconciliation, assuming it can ever be achieved, 
requires that the past be confronted, not obliterated. Recognition that guilt 
and. victimisation transcend ethnic boundaries is not enough. No less crucial 

is how ethnic and individual memories alter perceptions of the past, and by 
implication the writing of history. What follows is an attempt to explore the 
politics o~ memory in post-genocide Rwanda in the light of the categories 
proposed by Paul Ricoeur thwarted.memory, manipulated memory and en- 
forced memory) 

The ambivalence of ethnic memory 

Memory--o~ficiat or ethnic, collective or individual--is a pre-eminently sub- :. i! .... 
iective phenomenon. It blurs the boundaries between fact and fiction, between 
factual truth and interpretive truth. Blind spots, ethnic amt~esia, denials of his- ¯:. 
torical evide~hce operate to mask unpalatable truths and magnify others out of 
proportion. "Memory," writes Stanley Cohen, "is a social produc~, reflecting .... . 

the agenda and social location of those who invoke it."4This!is true not only 
:: 

of the official memory invoked by the Kagame government, but of the ethnic 
:.: 

and individual memories summoned by perpetrators and victims alike. ~ these . 

condkions the distinction between good faith and bad faith is not always easy to 
¯ ¯ 

pin down. The reason for this is nowhere mor~ convincingly articulated than by ; .. 

Primo Levi, in his penetrating commentary on "the memory of the offense"S: .......... 
i. . 

are ~hose who weigla anchQr, move o~f~ 

and fabricate for ~hemselves a convenient reality. The pas~ is a burde~ ~o them; ~hey feel ::: :i.. :. 
repugnance for things done or suffered and tend to replace them with others. Th~ substi- .:::.~~{ ):: ... 

2004), 2. 

3 E Ricoeur, La M~moire, l’Histoire, 1’Oubli {Paris: Le Seuil, 2002). 
7 

4 S. Cohen, Sta~es of Denial {Cambridge: Polity, 2001), 241. 

~[~ 5 P. Levi~ The Drowned and the Saved, trans. Raymond Rosentha! (New York: Vintag~ 
8 

Bobks, 1989), 27.. 

~~ 

:. 
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tution may begin in full awareness, with an i*~vented scenario, mendacious~ restored, but 
less painful than the real one; they repeat the description to others but also to themselves, 
and the distinction between t~ue and false progressively loses its contours, and.man ends 
by fully believing the story he has told so many thnes and continues to tell, polishing 

¯ and ~etouching here and there the details which are least credible or incongruous or 
compatible wkh the acquked picture of historically accepted events: initial bad faith has 
become good ~a~th. 

Anyone familiar with the discourse of the more radically inclined members 

of ~he Hutu and Tutsi communities on the roots of the genocide cannot fail to 
note ~he pertinence of Levi’s comments: the "memory of the.offence," whether 
falsified.or fabricated, is always selective, and thus acts as a key mechanism in 
the construction of a "convenient reality." 

The clash of ethnic memories is. an essential component of the process by 
which the legacy of genocide--the "memory of the offence"--is being per- 
ceived or fabricated by one community or the other. Once filtered through the 
prism of ethnicity, entirely different constructions are imposed on the same 
ghastly reality, from which emerge strikingly divergent interpretations of why 
genocide occurred. 

Not on|y is the past seen through a different ethnic lens, but there are also 
major differences among Hutu and Tutsl in the way in which it is remembered, 
or forgotten. There are those f0rtunafe ones, overwhelmingly Tutsi, who sur- 
vived the carnage and witnessed at close range the horrors of genocide, who 
saw friends and neighbours and members of their own families shot, speared, 
clubbed to death, or hacked to pieces by mobs of enraged Hutu youth. And there 
are the t~kotanyi, Kagame’s ret~ugee warriors, who killed tens of thousands of 
Hum civilians in "liberated" zones and, according to credible testimonies from 
Rwandan Patriotic Army (RPA) defectors, did not shrink from inflicting hor- 
rendous tortures on their suspected enemies.~ 

There are the blood-soaked Huta gdnocidaires, and there are the heroes who 
risked or lost their lives in order to save their Tutsi neighbours. And there are 
those countless, anonymous Hutu who ,vere witnesses to the cold-blooded kill- 
ings perpetrated by Kagame’s troops in Rwanda and eastern Zaire (now the 
Democratic Republic of Congo, DRC)7 AIt, to some extent, experience the same 
dysfunctions of memory and emotional traumas, so tellingly explored by Liis.a 
Malkki among survivors of the 1972 genocide of HUtU in Burundi.~ 

6 See iu particular Abdul Ruzibiza’s devastating testimony, Tdrnoignage destin~ a d~montrer 

les erreurs commises par le go~vernement rwandais et le _FPR qui out permis la possibilit~ 

d’un gdnocide, Brennasen, Norway {2004),18-19. 

See Refugees International, The Lost Refugees: Herded and Hunted in Eastern Zaire 
(Washington, September 1997). 

L. Malkki, Purily and Exile: Violence, &lemofy and National Cbsmogo~y and Hutu Ref~ 
ugees in Tanzania {Chicago, IL, University of.Chicago Press, 1995). 
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Finally, there are the ideotogues who manipulate the historical record for 

political purposes. They are found on both sides of the ethnic dividel and be-. 

yon& Even in the absence of ulterior politicalmotives, deliberate travesty of 

the facts is not uncommon among foreigr~ observers. A case in point is He[rout 

Strizek, who, in a conference at the Sorbonne, on 6 April 2004, denied that the 

kiIlings were planned, thereby implicitly denying the existence of a genocide. ’:: 

Christian Davenport, professor of political science at the University of Notre 

Dame, also contests the appropriateness of the term "genocide", arguing that 
what occurred was a "totalitarian purge, a politicide rather than ethnic cleans- 

ing or genocide." Moreover, the majority of thevictims, according to Daven- 

port, were Hutu, not Tutsi: 

Our research strongly suggests that a maioritY of the victims were Hutu - there werea’t 
ermugh Tutsi in Rwanda at the time to account for all reported deaths... Either the 
scale of the killing was much less than is Widely believed, or= more llkely, a huge numbe= 
of Hutu Were caught up in the violence as inadvertent victims. The evidence suggests 
the killers didn’t try to figure to out who everybody was. They erred on the side of 

compreEensiveness.~ 

Such assertions are enthusiastically received by some Hutu deniers, all too ea- 

ger to bolster their claims by quoting from European author,ttes. One exam- 

pie among others of Hutu ndgationisme can be found in the statement released 

on 21 March 2004 by the Association des Rescap~s du Gdnocide des Rdfugi& ..... : . 

Rwandais en.R@ubIique D&no~ratique du Congo, which states: "Since there is : 

no proof that the genocide was planned.., how can one say that a genocidehas 

been directed against the Tutsi of Rwanda in 1994?" Leaks to the press of the 

report by the French investigating magistrate, Jean-Louis Brugui~re*°-in which 

strong circumstantial evidence implicates Kagame in the shooting down of Hab- 

yarimana’s plane, on 6 April 1994--have given a new.slant to the argument 
advanced by Hutu deniers: the mass murder of.Tutsi was the direct outcome of 

the dastardly plot concocted by the RPF, and thus has nothing to do with the 

planning imputed to ext;emist Hutu elements. If one can speak of genocide, the 

argument goes, the responsibility lies squardy with Kagame. A closer look at tee . 

evidence reveals a more complex reality. Nonetheless, critical questions remain. 

about the role of Kagame in pavitag the ground for the carnage, including those 

raised by Bruguihre in his, as yet unPttbtished, rep°rt’t* 

9 See M, Gree~-, "Rwanda Kiitings Weren’t ’Genocide’ - US Study," Kigali: Reuters, 3 April 

2004, http://www ~nshutLorgidavenpo.b-tm, See also www.genodynamics.com- ¯ 

10 See S- Smith,’’R~vfilati°~s sur l’attentat qui a d{clenchfi le g{n°cide rwandais’’’ 
! ’) 

(10 March 2004), 1-3. For an English-language summary version, see S. Smith, 
dan p~esident implicated in death of predecesso~ by French magistrate", Guardian 

(25-31 March 2004), 31.               ~. 

11 At the t~me of writing, only excerpts of tb.e report i~ave been published. 

THE POLITICS OF MEMORY IN POST-GENOCIDE RWANDA 

Thwarted memor~ 

There are many ways in which memory departs from reality. In his magisterial 

work on Memory, History and Oblivion, Paul Ricoeur refers to "thwarted 

memory, manipulated memory and enforced memory" {"mdmoire emp&bde, 

mdmoire manipu!&, mdmoire abusivement command&"). Our fixation on i’le 

devoir de mdmoire", the "duty to remember", he argues, makes us lose sight 

of a more urgent task, which he calls °°le travail de.mdmoire", the "labour of 

memory", which involves a more sustained effort to probe the relationship 

between history and memory, and between memory and recognition. This is 

also Eva Hoffman’s point when she writes, "the injunctions to remember, if 

reiterated too often, can become formulaic--an, injunction precisely .not to 

think or grapple with the past2’~a Thinking or grappling with the past is what 

is conspicuously missing ~rom Rwanda’s official memory--in other words, a 

sustained, effort to recognise the profound ambivalence of the notion of guilt. 

What persists to this day, in Cohen~s words, is "collective memory pressed 

into shape by being repressed."~ 

Ricoeur’s notion of thwarted memory gives a.ctue to an understanding of 

the many blind spots in Rwanda’s official memory. What is being thwarted 

through the ban on ethnic identities is the memory of atrocities endured, by’ 

Hutu and Tutsi, where ethnicity, though singularly unhelpful for discriminat- 

ing between victims and perpetrators, is crucial for addressing the roots of the 

injuries suffered by each community. 

What is being thwarted is the memory of those generally referred to as 

"Hutu moderates", a "ubiquitous, undefined phrase", as Nigel.Eltringham 

correctly shows, which "fails to communicate the pro-active resistance these 

actors demoftstrated.’’~4 Among them were Prime Minister Agathe Uwi[ingiyi- 

mana, three government ministers, the president of the Constitutional Court, 

the entire leadership of the Patti Social Ddmocrate (PSD), 49 journalists killed 

because they aired criticisms of the genocidal crusade, and scores o~ human 

rights activists, along with tens of thousands of Hntu kilted by other Hutu 

for no other reason than they happened tO belong to an opposition party, or 

b~cause they happened to took Tutsi, or because their spouses were Tutsi. 
What is being thwarted is the memory of those Hutu who steadfastly i-efused 

to surrender their Tutsi friends and n¢ighbours to the militias, who gave them 
shelter and protection at c6nsiderable risk to themselves and their families. 

12 E. Hoffman, "The Balm of Recognition", in Nichotas Owen .(ed.), Human Rights, Hu- 

man Wrongs (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1999), 296. 

13 Cohen, States of Denial, 138. 

14 N, El(~ingham, Ac¢ounffng for Horror: Post-Genocide Debates in Rwanda (Londora: 

Pinto Press, 2004), 97. 
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Exemplary is the story of Damas Mutezintare, a Hum who saved nearly 400 
Tutsi lives--300 children and 80 adults--in, his orphanage at Nyamirambo. 

¯ 1¯,, he 

"I haven’t done anything spectat, 
told the correspondent of La Libra Be!- 

..... I . I’ve got to do something, but I 
g~que, Mane-France wros. just said to myself 
wasn’t sure what the results would be... I’ve been lucky."is Not all such heroes 

were tucky enough to live to tell their story. 
Summoning a de-ethnicised, victim-centred memory¯ is not enough; what has 

yet to be given proper recognition is that Hutu and Tutsi were victims of a ca- 

lamity, for which responsibility is shared by elements of both communities. This 

sharing of responsibility is what Rwanda’s official ideologues refuse to acknowl- 

edge. Instead, every effort is made to manipulate memory, so as to exonerate 

tile ruling elite; of all responsibility in the circumstances that led to the abyss. 

Complex though they are, a key element in the chain of events leading to the 

butchery is the outbreak of the bitter civil war instigated by the RPF. 

¯ Manipulated memory 
.... ’-’ ...... ;~oi" ~"All others are guilty except me"): 

C~line’s phrase16 provides a subtext to Kagame’s commemorative discourse 

on 7 April 20041 ¯There are excellent reasons.for lambasting the ignominious 

attitude of the French government throughout the crisis, as Kagame does, as 

wall as the culpable indifference of the international community and the disas- 

trous co~sequehces of Belgian c01onial policies. Predictably; however, nq,~hing 

was said of the responsibility borne by Kagame himself in unleashing tl(e civil 

war that led to the genocide. This is not to deny the Very obvious culpability 

of the Hum gdnocidaires and their leaders in planning, organising arid car- 

rying out the murder o[ approximately 800,000 people, only to underscore 

that the climate O[ fear and paranoia created by the civil war did at least as 
much as Radio T~lduision Libra des Mille Collines )o heighten the receptiv- 

ity of Hutu extremists to a "final solution". Again, it is not insignificant that 

among the one million Hum internally dlspiaced persons (IDPs) forced out 

of their homelands by incoming RPF troops~7-m°st of them living in utterly 
inhuman, conditions in makeshift refugee camps~many enthusiastigally joined 

the killing spree. The key point here, is .that there would have been. no genocide 

had Kagame not decided to unleash his refugee warriors on i October 1990, in 

15 M.oF. Cros, "Portrait d’un ]uste", La Libra Belgique (5 April 2Q04), 12. 
.: 

16 Q~ioted b~ P. Bruckner, La Tantation de l’rn~ocence (Paris: Grasset, 2001). 
:: .: .. 

17 For a grap~.ic description of the devastating attacks mounted by RPF troops ou IDP 
camps, see "Rwanda: SOS pour une gaerre oubli~e’, La Croix (25 February 1992), 3, 

which quotes extensively ~rom the repo~ writtea by a group o~ missionaries ("Les 

du doyenn~ du Mutara crien~la d~resse des victimes de la guerre" [10 February 1992]). 
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violation of the most elementary principle of international law. ff he deserves 

full credit for stopping the killings, it can just as convincingly be argued that he 

bears much of the responsibility for provoking them. 

Tempting as it is to see in President Kagame’s government the embodiment 

of moral virtue for bringing the genocide to .an end, the mourning of Tutsi 
lives must not be allowed to obscure the crimes against humanity committed 

by Kagame’s army. If, as claimed by the.UN-commissioned Gersony Report, 

between 25,000 and 45,000 Hutu were massacred by the RPA in only three 

communes of Rv<anda between the months of April and August 1994,18 how 

many were similarly killed in the whole of Rwanda during the same period? 

Again, the systematic extermination by Rwandan troops in the eastern 

DRC of tens of thousands of Hutu refugees--conveniently lumped together as 

"gOnocidaires"--has been virtually "airbrushed out of history", to use Milan 

Kundera’s pb_rase. Stephen Smith, in his absorbing sketches of Congolese¯his- 

tory, estimates at 200,000 the number of Hutu killed in the course of search- 

and-destroy operations conducted by the RPA in 1996 and 1997, of whom 

"800 were machine-gunned in broad dayIight in the port city of Mbandaka on 

May 16, 1997, the day Laurent-D~sir~ KabiIa captured the capital.’’1~ Are we 

to assume that these victims of Kagame’s "security imperative" are to be left 

our of the macabre accounting of 1994? 

Admittedly, wheihe} the killings in the eastern DRC can be seen as geno- 

cide is open to debate. The terms "war crimes" and "crimes against human- 

ity", rather than "genocide", are generally used to describe the systematic 

elimination of refugee populations after the destruction of their camps in 

1996. Nonetheless, the June 1998 UN report on violations of human rights 

in the DRC does not shrink from evoking the "G-word", but adds a caution- 

ary note: "the killings perpetrated by the Alliance des Forces Ddmocratiques 

(AEDL) constitute crimes against humanity, as did the denial of humanitarian 

assistance to Hutu refugees. The members of the team feel that certain types 

of murder could constitute acts of genocide, depending on the intention of 

the perpetrators, and request that such crimes and their motives become the 

object of further investigation.’’~° Arguably, even in the absence of whole- 

sale massacres comparable to those perpetrated against Tutsi in 1994, the 

thoroughly inhuman treatment visited upon Hum refugees would fit Helen 

Fein’s definition of "genocide by attrition", which occurs "after a group is 

18 See A. Des Forges, Leave None to Tell the Story, (New York: Human RightsWatch at~d 

Federation Internationale des Droits de PHomme, 1999), 726-s9.                   .. 

19 S. Smith, Le Fleuve Congo, .(Paris: Acres Su£t, 2003), 95. 

,20 "UN Report of the investigative team charged with investigating serious violations of 
human rights and in~ernationalhumaaitarian law in the DRC", quoted in Dialogue, 206 

{1998), 79. 
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singled out for polikical and civil discrimination. It is separated from the 
larger society, and its right to iif¢ is threatened through concentration and 

forced displacement, together with systematic deprivation of food, water, 

and sanitary and medical facilities-’2~ 

Enforced memory 

If there is ample evidence that the regime is manipulating the historical record ¯ 
for the sake of an official memory, in what sense can one speak of an enforced 

memory? To start with, in a legal sense the decree regarding discourse on eth- 

nicity rules out public expressions of ethnic memory. Suggestions that Tutsi .: 
killed Hutu or that Hutu killed Tutsi are subject to the same legal sanctions, 

regardless of the commonly accepted truth that Tutsi is synonymous with vic- 

tim and Hutu with perpetrator. The writing of history, llke the summoning of 
memories, thus takes on the quality of a fairy tale, where ethnic identifications .’:.: v 

rarely come to the surface. 
No less important examples of enforced memory are the rituals of the annual 

genocide commemoration, which again unfold as a tribute to victims whose 

ethnic identity hardly needs to be mentioned. As Claudine Vida[ points out, "at 

every commemoration, those in power have instrnmenralised the representa- 

tion of the genocide in the context of the political conflict at the time." Vida! 
continues, "The commemorations explicitly deny the status of victim to those 

Hutu who, even though they did not kill, were massacred so as to create a 
climate of terror: How can one .speak of recoe~cillat[on when the exposure of 

skeletons has as its only purpose to remind the Tntsi that their own people were 

killed by Hutu? This is tantamount to keeping the latter in a perma~en~ positron 

of culpability.’’zz This is a telling commentary on how the selectivity of public 

memory helps nurture ethnic enmities. As Vidal explicitly suggests, in essence, 

th.e official history inscribed in the commemoration ceremomes is meant to give 

ideological legitimacy to the consolidation of Tutsi power. The elimination 

of public references to ethnic identity conveniently erases from the record the 
memory of Hutu victims, or those "righteous" Hutn who died protecting Tutsi 

~riends and neighbours. The only category le(t are the gdnocidaires. 

The instrum~ntalisation of ge}tocide~of Which the commemorar,on rituals 

are but one example~has been the subject of scathing criticisms by three well- 

known experts, Vidal, Rony Brauman, and Smith. They convincingly argue 

that public sympathy for the victims of the genocide and, more importantly, 

H. Fein, "Genocide by Attrition ii~ the Sudan and Elsewhere", the Institute for the Study 

of Genocide Newsletter, 29 (Fall 20~12), 7. 
22 . C. Vidal, "Les comra4morat~ons du g4nodde au Rwanda", Lqs Temps Modernes (2001), 

613. 
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for the successor government that stopped the genocide has been instrumental- 
ised in ways that allow the Kagame government to commit further crimes with 
impunity° "The global criminalisation of the Hutu community," they write, 
"poses a major threat to civil peace... Every Hutu is suspect since his commu~ 
nity bears the onus of guilt for the genocide... The official history Of genocide 
makes no reference to Hntu victims or Hutu survivors, or those Hutu who 
saved Tutsi lives at their own peril."z3 What Filip Reyntjens calls "the geno- 
cide credit’’24 enjoyed by Kagame has helped deflect attention from the crimes 
committed by the RPF, and to win the current Rwandan government the sym- 

pathies of an.international community all too eager to atone for its shameful 
behaviour during the genocide. To a considerable extent, the skitl with which 
the Rwandan authorities have capitalised on this "genocide credit" goes far 
in explaining the reluctance of most outside observers to criticise Kagame’s 
human rights record, including his suppression of ethnic identities by decree 
{as if one could change society by decree!). Enforced ethnic amnesia is the 
most formidable obstacle to reconciliation, because it rules out the process of 
reckoning by which each community must confront its past and come ro terms 
with its share of responsibility for ~he horrors of 1994. 

The work of memory: recognition and reconciliation 

What, then, is the relationship between the politics of memory and the pros- 

pects for national reconciliation in Rwanda? The short answer is that this rela- 

tionship is highly problematic. To speak of national reconciliation as a realistic 

short-term goaI is ro make exceedingly short shrift of the gaping wounds each 

communW has inflicted on the other. They wilI take generations to heal. The 

scars will remain forever etched into the collective consciousness of Hutu and 

Tutsi. But if forgiveness is not to be expected any ume soon, can one find a re- 

demptive element in what Eva Hoffman catls "recognition", that is, a "reckon- 

ing with the past", where "recognition of wt:at actually happened - of ~he vic- 

tims’ experience and the perpetrators’ responsibility, and ultimately the broader 

structures of cause and effect - can allow some healing to take place" ?~s 

What makes tee "duty to remember" so problematic as a path to reconcili- 

ation is that the phrase leaves out the crucial questionsi What is to be remem- 
bered? How? .By whom? And for what purpose? 

23 R. Brauman, S. Stair& and C. Vidal, "Rwaada: Politique de terrenr, p~ivil~ge d’impvnit{", 
Esprit {August-September 200% 155. 

24 E Reyntiens, "Rwanda, Ten Years On: From Genocide to Dictatorship", African Affairs, 
103 {2004), 199. 

25 Hoffman, "TEe Balm of Recognition", 28q. 
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No one was more dutifully conscious of the obligation to remember than 

President Kagame on 7 April 2004. But what ~vas being remembered, in effect, 

was the collective agony of.the Tursi, not also the sufferings and losses of the 
Hutu. The exclusion of Hum victims from Rwanda’s official memory can only 

strengthen the conviction of the majority of the population, that the genocide 

has been shamefully instrnmentalised for the behest of the regime. "Memory 

is blind to el! but the group it binds," writes Pierre Nora, %vhich is to say... 
that there are as many memories as ther.e are groups, that memoryis by nature 

multiple and yet specific, collective, plura[ and yet individual."z~ There is Kag- 
ame’s official memory, "blind to all but the group it binds," and there is Hutu 

memory. There is Tursi memory (which is not necessarily synonymous with of- 

ficiaI memory) and a plurality of memorie~ among Hutu and Tutsi. Each must 

find its place in the annual mourning ceremonies of 7 April; obliv.i0n is nor an 

option if the promise of "never again!" is to be fulfilled. 
What could be seen as the obvious akerfiative--giving free rein to ethnic 

memories is no less problematic. These can be just as selective in their choice 

of victims, just as biased in their apportioning of blame, just as blind to the 

larger historical picture as official memories. This is made cruelly clear in some 

of the statements and prises de position issued by the more militant Fiuru/efu- 

gee organisations in exile. 
A more fruitful approach is the one explored by Hoffman, i~ her wonder- 

fully sensitive essay on "The Balm of Recognition". Commenting on "the cur- 

rent rhetoric," she writes, 

Memory always staods for victimological memory, embraced by particular groups, and 
foregrounding the darkest episodes of various pasts... And yet there is something that 
troubles me about the current discdurse of memory...[T]he uses of collective memory 

to bolster a group’s identity, or a fixed identification with parental victimhood, seem 
sometimes to verge on a kind of appropriation or bad faith... What we see is the mar- 
shelling of victimoiogical, defensive memory for tkie purposes of aggression-2v 

Instead, she i~avires us "to look beyond the fixed moment of trauma to those~ 

ionger historical patterns, to supplement partisan memory with a more com- 

plex. and encompassing view of history a view that might examine the com- 
mon history of the antagonistic groups and that might, among other things, 

enable us to question and criticis¢ dubious and propagandistic uses of collec- 

tive memory.’’z8 
Recognition i~ this sense means more than mere remembrance; ir means 

coming to terms with the unspeakable atrocities inflicted on Hutu and Tutsi, 

26 
E Nora~ "Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de .M4moire", Represemamot~s, 26 

(Spring 19891, 8.                 ~ 

27 Hoffman, 296-7. 

28 l.bid,, 302. 
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by Hutu and Tutsi; ir means "to name wrongs as wrongs and to bring some 

of those responsible to account"2~ irrespective of ethnic identities; it means ad- 
dressing the traumas experienced by the tens of thousands of survivors (and 

indeed many of the perpetrators); it means placing the horrors of genocide ~n 

the perspective of the broader historical forces that have led to violence. AI1 of 

this and more are included in what Ricoeur has in mind when he urges upon us 

the exigencies of a "travail de m~moire". 

The phrase, Ricoeur tells us, harks back to Freud’s concept of Durcbarbe- 

iten {which he translates as "transIaboration,,), which he used to call attention 
ro the obstacles to the psychoanalytic cure, raised by the obsessive, repetitive 
memory of traumatlsing moments.nO In Ricoeur’s discourse it brings into focus 

the need for a "criticaI use of memory." Rather than a one-sided compulsive 

urge m rehash the sufferings endured by one group at the hands of the other, 

or aliowing them to slip into oblivion, working through memory is first and 

foremost an exercise m narrative history. It aims at "narrating differently the 

stories of the past, telling them from the point of view of the other--the other, 

my friend or my m~emy." As alternative perceptions are brought into view, past 

events take on a different meaning: 

Past events cannot be erased: one cannot undo what has been done, nor prevent what 
has happened. On the other hand, the meaning of what happened, whether inflicted 
by us unto others, or by them upon us, .s not fixed once and for all... Thus what is 
changed about the past is i~s mo~al freight (sa d;arge morale)’, the weigb_~ of the debt 
it carries..~ This is how the working of memory opens tl~e way to forgiveness ro the 
extent ~hat it settles a debt by changing the Wry meaning of the past. 

Both Ric0eur and Hoffman are sceptica! of injunctions to remember; both 
reject the notion of oblivion as a vector of forgiveness; and both are aware of 
the need.to give a central piace to the claims of a "critical memory", n~amune to 
appropriation and manipulation. 

Under any circumstances, the search for a critical memory in post-genocide 
Rwanda would be difficult enough, given the radically different narratives 
through which the past is interpreted. With the ban on ethnicity decreed by 
Kagame, the prospects are even bleaker. Enforced memory in today’s Rwanda 
does more than suppress ethnic identities; it rules out "recognition" and makes 
the search for a "critical memory" an exercise likely to be denounced as a 
source of "divisionism" and therefore liable to legal sanctions. Ironically, while 
aimed at eliminating the "divisions of the past," the decree on ethniciry makes 
them all the more pregnan; with mutual enmities. Fhe imposition of an official 
memory, purged of ethnic references, is not iust a convenient ploy to mask the 

29 Ibid., 281. 

30 P. Ricoeur, "Le pardon peut-il gu{rir ?" Esprit (March-ApriI 1995 ), 78. 
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brutal realities of ethnic discrimination; it institutionatises a mode of thought 

control profoundly m~iithetical to any kind of inter-ethnic dialogue aimed at a 
rethinking o~ the atrocities of mass murder. This is laard[y the way to bring Hutn 

and Tuvsi closer together in ~ common understanding of their tragic past. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 8:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Today’s event 

Great! We look forward to seeing you there. 

Mamarame 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 7:58 AM 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: Today’s event 

Dear Mamarame, 

I was able to move my meeting to 1.15pm this afternoon, thus I will be there for the seminar at noon. 
Thanks for organizing it. 

Cheers and see you soon. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <~contac@eventbrite.com> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 8:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Video of the VttR Art Wall! 

Hi Everyone - 

Just wanted to share with you the video of the Visualizing Human Rights Art Wall! Ifs a great video of the amazing ~ w~l concept by Beth Grabowsld and her 

studems. The video features local Inusic by 

Click here to view it: 

Also, if you haven’t already, we’d really appreciate you lilting out tiffs short survey about VHR or why you registered but were unable to attend. We want to do 

our best to make VHR amazing next year mid truly value your feedback! 

Accessthe survey here: https://uncodum.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID SV 0d0BVznvaTJz5IM 

And, be snre to check out the artAcle about VHR in the DTH: http://bit.lv/cF2oIe 

As ahYays, please feel free to get in touch with us at vhr@unc.edu. 

Besl wishes, 

The VtIR Team 

This email was sent by Eventbrite, your total online solution to publish, register, 
manage arid promote eVelltS. Host Your Events With Eventbrite Registration p ..... by d Eventbrite 

Click b~’e to unsubscribe fiom events by "UNC Center for Global Initiatives." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu-: 

RE: Lunch Next Wednesday 

Are we on for hmch today? IF you are too busy we can do it when you get back. gest. 

Adam 
Adam Kent 
I.’)~,,pa d rne.ntaf Manager 

Office of Ads & Sciences Infermation Services 
CB 3056, 13C Iqowe~ Hal~ 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599.G056 

919.843.3200 (Direct Une} 

9J 9,843,7022 (Fax) 

http://oas~s.u nc.edu/ 

From= Kent, Adam S 
Sent= Wednesday, November 03, 2010 12:15 PN 

Te= ’sahle@email.unc.edu’ 
Subjeet= Lunch N~ Wednesday 

It was great seeing you earlier, It was the highlight of my day. Lets meet for lunch at the GEC at 12:30, sounds good, 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Depadmental Manager 

Office of Ads & Sciences Information Se~ices 

CB 3056, 13C Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599~056 

919.843.3200 (Direct Line) 

~obi~e) 

919.843.7022 (Fax) 

akent@unc.edu 
IM: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 9:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dear Eunice, 

I spoke to Mr. Wachiira and he understood about the check which will be mailed in 2-3 weeks to his address in Canada. He sounded very good and he said it is all 

right. Yes, I also sent an email before I called him to make it clear about our policy for paying a guest speaker. 

Another reason I couldn’t process his stipend was that nobody transferred their contribution so far. Other than Lara Markstein from Global Studies, I haven’t heard 

from anybody regarding the contribution for the event. And, she cannot transfer their portion since their accounting system is different from ours and she will 

share any expenses for the event later. This is a problem because we don’t have $~; to pay his stipend soon. If possible, could you give me contact information for 

the other units so I can remind them? 

Another option is that we can pay him ~;500 which is our dept. portion and let other department pay him directly. I don’t think it is an ideal way of paying him, but 

please let me know what you think and let me know. 

Thanks! 

Haerma Miller 

Acct. Tech 
Dept of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax. 919-%2-5824 
Dept. of African & Afro American Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 
l~r miller_~email ttnc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 10:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: FuMing from Center lbr Global Initiatives 

ATT00001.htm; SaNe- Matching.docx 

..... For~wirded message from cgi@unc, edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 20 Oct 2010 18:25:25 ~0000 
From: UNC (;enter for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: UNC Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 
Sut~iect: FW: Funding from Center for Global Initiatives 

To: "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

This is ~ ust a reminder note to please sign and return the attached 
award acceptance form Once we have received it we’ll be able to 
coordinate the disbursement of your funds. 

Thank you! 
Bevin 

Bevin Tighe i Program Assistant 

CENTER for (3 LOBAL INITIATIVES 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro St Ste 3002 i Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center ] C’hapel Hill NC 27599-5145 

tel: +1 919 962 3094 i fax: +1 919 962 5375 
http:/icgi.unc.edu<http:i/cgi.unc.edui>] http :/ifacebook.com/unccgii 
http ://twitter. cora/unccgi 

From: UNC Center for Global h~itiatives 
Sent: Monday, October 11, 2010 12:03 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Funding from Center for Global Initiatives 

Congratulations on your award from the Center for Global Initiatives! 
Attached you will find more irfformation. Before disbursing fm~ds, we 
must receive your signed acceptance form. Please let us l~mw if you 
have any questions. And again, congratulations! 

Best regards, 
Center for Global Initiatives staff 

Bevin Tighe i Program Assistant 

CEiX~fER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro St Ste 3002 i Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global E&acatIon Center ] Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 

tel: +1 919 962 3094 i fax: +1 919 962 5375 
http :i/c gi uric. edu<http ://cgi.unc.edu/> ] http :i/facebook.com/unccgii 

http ://twitter. com/unccgi 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



UNC 
GLOBAL 

10/ll/10 

Eunice Sahle 
African Studies Center and Department 
of African and Afro-American Studies #3395 
109 Battle Hall Chapel ttill NC 27599-3395 

Dear Eunice: 

The Center for Global Initiatives is pleased to inform you that your Matching Fund Award 
proposal for the "Environmental Rights, Peace and Grassroots Movements: Africa and 
Beyond" has been selected for funding. Given this project’s potential to make a significant 
contribution to the University, you will receive $500 for your project. 

To accept this award, please print and sign the award acceptance form on the following page and 
return to the Center for Global Initiatives (Attention: Award Acceptance) at the address above 
within 1 week. Once you have sent your acceptance fol~L please have your departmental business 
manager or organization’s treasurer contact Narvis Green (natwis__green@unc.edu) to discuss 
disbursement of your award. 

Please allow three business days for your award acceptance to be: processed before contacting the 
Center. 

Congratulations on receiving this award. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. 
Director 



UNC 
GLOBAL 

Center for Global Initiatives Matching Funds Award 

10/n110 
Eunice Sable 
African Studies Center and Department of African and Afro-American Studies #3395 
eunice@email.unc.edu 
"Environmental Rights, Peace and Grassroots Movements: Africa and Beyond" 
$500 

As a condition of accepting your award you agree to: 

List Center for Global Initiatives on all advertising and publicity related to the event or 
project. 

Submit a short online evaluation form. CGI will provide a link once your event or project is 
completed. 

Use: no more than $100 for food related expenses. 

Authorize the Center for Global Initiatives to include application information about your 
award in press releases and our Directory of Avvardees. 

Expend your awards by May 31st 2011. 

I accept this award and agree to its terms. 

Name (Print) Signature Date 

For Office Use Only 

Funding Source 

Cost Code 

Approve by and Date 

Date Paid/Rct~: # 

Comments 

core 

matching funds 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 10:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

Thanks for forwarding this to me. I sent an email to Beverly Wood~ 

Acct 
]])ept oJ’ P~;bi[c Policy 
~[’el 9 [9-902-4%4 
Fax. 919-f,%2-5824 
Dep~ of" A£rfcan & Aft!) Ame[lca~’~ St~;dles 
Tel 919.-966.-1295 
hr miller(fi~eraail unc. edu 

Frora: SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 20:1.0 i0:l[ AM 

T~: Hill, Correnthia B; Miller, Naeran 
~c: Wood, Beverly 

Subject: RE: 

Dear Correnthia, 

Many thanks for your note and for supporting this wonderful event! 

Haeran Miller (hello and thanks), the Accounts Technician in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies will be in touch with you with regards to the funds, 

Once again, many thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Hill, Correnthia B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 3:29 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~c: Wood, Beverly 
Subject: 

Re: African and Afro-American Studies 

Proposal #: 1011018 

Your application to the Diversity and Multicultural Affairs Diversity Incentive Fund for Proposal Environmental Rights, Peace and Grassroots Movements: Africa and 

Beyond has been approved in the amount of $1000.00 Please have Agatha Buell contact Beverly Wood in order to coordinate the award process. Beverly Wood can 

be reached at bwood@unc.edu 

We remind you that in accepting this award you are obligated to submit a report on the program results and the award expenditures. The report is due within 30 

days after the event. Please send the report to Dr. Cookie Newsom at r!e_._w_._s_9_m._@..e_m._ .a_![:_u__n_c__._#_d__u. 

Thank you for your help in making Carolina the inclusive, welcoming and intellectually diverse place we all want it to be. 

Correnthia B. H 

A dministrative supportA ssoc 

University of N C at Chapel H ill 

D iversity and M ultiemtura1.4 flairs 

04 So. 13 uilding 

Chapel H ill N C 27599 

P 919 962-6962 

F 919 962-5063 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 10:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Dear Eunice, 

You’re welcome, Mr. Wachiira seemed very nice person and I was glad we made our understanding dear, 

As t wrote in anol:her ernail, I sent an ema~ t:o gew~rlv Wood at D~vers~ty and Mukk:u~tural Affairs (Iong name~0 

f w~ll be h~ Batde Ha~l after 11:30a today and hopeflJly f can find the form from the Center for GlobM Initiatives regardk~g their support of 

Thanks for Lhe notes for The African Studies CenLer and the G~oba~ Studies portion. I wi~ follow up wkh 

Haeran Mi~br 
Acct Tech 
Depl of Public Policy 
Tel 919-9S2-4~I~4 
Fax. 919-[:<{2-5~24 
I)ept of" AJ]ican & Af>o Americai? 
TeL 919-96d- i 295 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Merit: Wednesday, November [0, 20~0 :t0:23 AM 
Te: Miller, Haeran 

Dear Haerao, 

Thanks for everything! Mr. Wachiira called and he was pleased with the clarification. 

On funding: 
I have forwarded the note from the Diversity etc, indicating the Unit’s wonderful $:t,000.00 to the event. 

I will be bringing a form indicating the support of $500.00 from the Center for Global Initiatives. 

You have access to the $500.00 and this amount and the preceding forms of support should cover his stipend. 

The African Studies Center will also contribute towards his hotel expenses - the $300.00 from the Global Studies is also geared to paying for the bill at the Carolina Inn, Once 
you get the bill from the Carolina Inn, kindly let me know the amount and so that I can be in touch with Barbara Anderson about the bill, 

Thanks for all your help! 
Eunice, 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, November :tO, 2020 9:59 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Dear Eunice, 

I spoke to Mr. Wachiira and he understood about the check which will be mailed in 2-3 weeks to his address in Canada. He sounded very good and he said it is all 

right. Yes, I also sent an email before I called him to make it clear about our policy for paying a guest speaker. 

Another reason I couldn’t process his stipend was that nobody transferred their contribution so far. Other than Lara Markstein from Global Studies, I haven’t heard 

from anybody regarding the contribution for the event. And, she cannot transfer their portion since their accounting system is different from ours and she will 

share any expenses for the event later. This is a problem because we don’t have ~ to pay his stipend soon. If possible, could you give me contact information for 

the other units so I can remind them? 

Another option is that we can pay him $500 which is our dept. portion and let other department pay him directly. I don’t think it is an ideal way of paying him, but 

please let me know what you think and let me know. 

Thanks! 

Haerm~ Miller 

Acct Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-962-5824 
Dept ofAlicican & Afro American Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.o£Women.Facul~.&.Professionals@mxp2.isis.unc.edn 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 12:42 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <awfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpall] AWFP Holiday Reception, December gtb 

2010AWFPHolidaylnvite.pdf 

Please mark your calendars for the Association of Women Faculty & Professionals Annual Holiday Reception in the Carolina Inn on December 8, 2010 at 4 p.m. Enjoy 

the Inn’s beautiful seasonal decorations and mingle with friends and colleagues. Details are on the attached invitation. 

A reminder that we also have a program this afternoon on "The Role of Women in Politics" by Dr. Betty Winfield, 3:30 in the Freedom Forum Conference Center in 

Carroll Hall. Hope to see you there. 

Beth Millwood 

2010-11 President 

www:unc.edp!awfp 

Elizabeth A. Millwood 

Outreach Coordinator 

Southern Oral History Program 

410 E. Franklin St., CB #9127 

University o,f North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919.952.0550 

You are subscribed to this list, a~gpall, because yon have been identified as a female facul~ or prot~ssional stalt’member who is eligible "to join or participate in 
activities sponsored by the IJNC Association lbr Women Faculty and Professionals. We u~ "this general list very spmingly only to invite you to the four or five events 
we sponsor throughout the year. If yon would like to be unsub~ribed, please email anne whisnan~@unc.edu. 



PLEASE JOIN 

THE UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

ASSOCIATION FOR 

WOMEN FACULTY & PROFESSIONALS 

AT OUR 

JOIN US FOR A GLASS OF WINE OR HOT CIDER, TASTY APPETIZERS, AND PLENTY OF HOLIDAY CHEER AS YOU MINGLE WITH 

FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES AND SEE THE CAROLINA |NN’S BEAUTIFUL SEASONAL DECORATIONS. 

THE RECEPTION AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ARE FREE. A CASH BAR WILL BE AVAILABLE. 

SPREAD THE WORD AND INVITE YOUR FRIENDS! YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE A MEMBER TO ATTEND, BUT 

AWFP MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE EVENT. DUES ARE $20 FOR 20 | 0" | 

PLEASE JOIN AND HELP SUPPORT THE ORGANIZATION~. 



Canada-U,$. 
Sharing the Burden of the Border: Layered Security Cooperation and the Canada-U.S. Frontier 
The Woodrow Wilson Center’s Canada Institute recently hosted a discussion on border security and 
cooperation. Stephanie yon Hlatky, deputy director of the Centre for International Peace and Security 
Studies and visiting scholar at the Wilson Center, argued that provinces have an integral role to play in 
border security. Jessica Trisko, visiting fellow at Yale University, challenged myths that commonly dominate 
media coverage of the U.S.-Canada border security relationship.._R__@~=__d_.. 

American Review of Canadian Studies: Special Issue on Culture and the Canada-US Border 
David Stirrup and Gillian Roberts provide the introduction to this special issue of the American Review of 
Canadian Studies. The authors note that today borders are arguably more paradoxical than ever, markers of 
national territory in an age of globalized networks of information, travel, and trade, simultaneously containing 
and threatening national cultural identities. The essays included in this issue, focusing on a number of 
regional sites along the border, all, in various ways, examine the 49th parallel for its paradoxical nature, 
notoriously porous and yet frequently - and often surprisingly - impermeable. Read. 

Public Policy 
Toronto Takes Off to a Great Walkable North 
Christopher Leinberger, Visiting Fellow at the Brookings institution, recently visited Toronto with a group of 
graduate students to learn about pedestrian-oriented urban development. The city’s focus on creating a high- 

density, walkable urban environment places Toronto among the most forward-looking cities in the world, 
writes Leinberger, and gives it a "ground level street life that rivals the best metropolitan areas in the world." 
Read 

The Incomprehensible Flow of Roma Asylum-Seekers to Canada 
This paper from the Centre for European Policy Studies analyses the flow of Roma migrants, in particular 
asylum seekers, from the Czech Republic and Hungary to Canada in 1996-2010. Read 

Econoi~y 

StatsCan Labour Force Survey, October 2010 
In October, employment remained virtually unchanged for the second consecutive month, as full-time gains 
offset pall-time losses, according to new data released by Statistics Canada. The unemployment rate edged 
down to 7.9% and has been around 8% for the past seven months. Read 

Potential for Western Canada to Become a Leader in Electrically Powered Land Transport 
In a new report from the Canada West Foundation, Anthony Perl of Simon Fraser University and consultant 
on urban issues Richard Gilbert present the case for western Canada positioning itself at the leading edge in 
a global transition to electric land transport.. Read 

How to Smooth Alberta’s Wild Revenue Swings 
In EneKJyPrices andAIberta GovemmentRevenue Volatility, published by the C.D. Howe Institute, 
University of Alberta economists Stuart Landon and Constance Smith analyze Alberta’s revenue volatility and 
propose the creation of a revenue stabilization fund that would reduce revenue volatility in Alberta 
significantly. It would lead to greater revenue stability because the money it would contribute to the budget in 
any particular year would be based on revenues averaged over prior years. Read 

NAFTA’s Investment Chapter: A Threat to the PuNic Good? 
All levels of government, particularly in Canada, are being targeted by investors for alleged breaches of 
NAFTA’s investment chapter, says a new report by Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives trade analyst 
Scott Sinclair. "This situation has become a legal and economic minefield, with governments too often finding 
that the best interests of their citizens are trumped by the ability of multinationals to make profits," the study 
says. Read 

Erie[gyp’Environment 
The "Dirty Oil" Card and Canadian Foreign Policy 
Paul Chastko of the University of Calgary assesses the environmental, economic and international impact 
of the oilsands on Canada’s economic and foreign policy in a new paper from the Canadian Defence & 
Foreign Affairs Institute. Chastko argues that with green technologies still out of reach, the world’s reliance 
on oil must be confronted realistically. Read 

News from Canadian L~niversities 
Ontario Creates New Scholarship for International Doctoral Students 



In a bid to lure more top young minds from abroad, the Ontario government will fund 75 new international 
scholarships. In Hong Kong, Premier Dalton McGuinty formally announced full scholarships for foreign PhD 
candidates, each worth $40,000 annually for four years. Starting in 2011-2012, they will be divided among the 
province’s universities, funded ~wo-thirds by the government and one-third by the various schools. Read 

McMaster Scientists Turn Skin into Blood 
In an important breakthrough, scientists at McMaster University have discovered how to make blood from 
adult human skin. The discovery, published in Nature, could mean that people needing blood for surgery, 
cancer treatment or treatment of other blood conditions like anemia will be able to have blood created from a 
patch of their own skin to provide transfusions. Read 

Caveman Behavioural Traits Might Kick in at Dinner Table Before Eating 
The idea that meat would illicit aggressive behaviour makes sense, as it would have helped our primate 
ancestors with hunting, co-opting and protecting their meat resources. Frank Kachanoff, a researcher at 
McGill University’s Department of Psychology, has discovered quite the reverse. Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and 
universities. The articles in this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions 
expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the government of Canada. For comments or 
suggestions, please email us at academicrelations@canadianembassy~rg. 

Share this alert 

with others >> 

Siqn up for alerts 

~ F ......  oco oo4i    Fo,, ...... ~w,t,ori 

Find C2C .... ts on Upcoming Subscribe to C2C Feeds 

Manage your 

subscriptions 

Unsubscribe >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Hart, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 1:56 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

One important cow 

Dear ONE Member, 

I’m a man who usually has Congress on 
the mind. But I just walked off the plane 

from Malawi, and all I can think about is 
Chrissy Chilumpha, an amazing dairy 
farmer I met in the Dedze region of 
Malawi. 

Next week, Congress could decide how 
much to help Chrissy feed herself, her 
family and her community for the long 

term. 

Let’s ask Congress to give Chrissy-- 
and all African farmers--the funding that they need. 

http://www.one,org/us/actnow/ag2010/o,pl?id=2033-709283- 
d~Okwxx&t= 2 

The petition says: 

Dear Congres& 

Please help farmers around the world earn their way out of poverty for 
the long term by committing $1.3 billion to smart agriculture programs. 

Chrissy Chilumpha is an extraordinary woman who owns one very 
important cow. As part of the Chitsanzo Bulk Milking Group, she wakes 
up every day and collects fresh milk from her cow, which is then sent from 
her small village to other markets in Malawi. 

This work is unbelievably hard, but with help from smart US agriculture 
investments, Chrissy has been able to earn more money for her 
family. And you know what she’s done with that extra income? She’s 
used it to send her two children to school. The youngest is now in college 
and the oldest is now a teacher. And she gave her first female calf to 
someone else in the community, so the future just keeps getting brighter. 

We can make sure this story happens again and again, but not without 
your help. Next week, smart agriculture investments could end up on 
the chopping block in Congress--including programs in Halawi. 

It’s time to let Congress know that we need to help farmers earn their 
way out of poverty for the long term--and the more names we have, the 
greater the chance that they’ll listen. 

Tell Congress it’s time to invest in agriculture today, 

http: / / www.one.org /us /actnow / ag2010 / o.pl?id= 2033- 709283- 
d ~Okwxx&t = 3 

It’s one thing to read about agriculture being the key to ending poverty. 
It’s another thing to really see it, Our investments really are making a 
difference. Thanks for adding your voice. 

Tom Hart 
Director of Government Relations, ONE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lain Carol Ann Markstein <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:08 PM 

’John Pickles’ <jpickles@unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.a] exander.crM~unc.edu> 

ILE: INTS 210 Development Meeting 

Dear John, Eunice and Renee, 

I’m iust writing to follow up on an email Andy sent on Monday asking if you were possibly available from noon to :l.:30pm on either Wednesday November :1.6, 

Wedneaday December Ist, or Friday Deo~m~ber :~,-d to brainstorm and d~s(:uss the dew~lopment of ~NT5 21(}: Globa~ Issues, 
Please let rne know ff any of these dates would be su]taMe for you. 

Thank you so much for your continued supporL o~: Lbe Curdcu]um~ 

Lara Markstein 

Department~ Manager 

Global Studies 

Fede>: {:qobal Education Centec 301 Pittsboro St CB# 3263 

UNC ChapN 

Chapel H~IL NC 27599 

pb. 919-962-5442 

laran~@en~aiLunc.edu 

bttp:iiwww.u ru::.eduid ep[si~ntsi 

E~= Lara Carol Ann Narkstein [mailto:laram@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Monday, November 08, 2050 $0:27 AN 
Te= 9ohn Pickles’; SaNe, Eunice N; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Weiler, 3onathan D; Oste~eil, Nichal; 3ohnson, Erica 
SabjeCt= [NTS 250 Development Meeting 
Dear Colleagues, 

As I tNnk I mentioned to you a while ago, Global Studies is very keen to understand how best we can craft our core intro course: Global Issues (210). We believe we 

can build some coherence into the syllabus wNle maintaining flexibility for the instructor to teach to their strengths. 

Would you do us the kindness of joining us for a 90 minute lunchtime brainstorming session to discuss these issues? We will provide copies of previous 210 syllabi, 

and sandwiches] 

Please let Lara (~aram@email.unc.edu) know which of the following dates might work for you (from noon-&:~Opm): 

Wednesday Nov. ~6th 

Wednesday Dec. 

Friday Dec. 3rd 

Many thanks, 

Andy. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edt~ 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:44 PM 

kamoj i wachiira ~gmail.com> 

Sahle, Ennice N <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Good to reconnect - 25 years later 

Dear Kamoji, 
Thank you for your kind note. We were all excited and truly grateful to have you and to see such an inspiring film about your great compatriot and her (and your) work in 
Kenya. It is a treasure of a film that I, for one, will use continually in my classes and beyond. 
Thank you again, and we will have you come back sooner than later! 

Bereket. 
PS. About that goat, I will see to it that you are duly recompensed. Better late than never!. 

From: kamoji wachiira         .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November :tO, 20:t0 2::t3 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Good to reconnect - 25 years later 

Deal IVlzee Bereket, 

It was truly exciting re-connecting with you again after a quarter ofa centu~!. Yon have done good thngs indeed and I salute yon’. I hope to see you agaAn sooner than 

that next time. Eunice was kind in making this happen and I was impressed with Mint a colleagial group you brothers have molded here. Keep leading these eager 

youth well’.! Let’s stay in touch. Ciao 

Kamoji 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 3:43 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Film Request 

Hello, 

Kindly reserve the following film J2~r my INTS560 seminar: 

’]7he Corporation, 65-I)VD2578 

Nov. 11, 2010 
12.00pm 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 
PlI; 
African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wiley Publishing <e - service@ mley.com > 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 3:47 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

An Easy Way to Engage Your Students: Add Where Am I Wearing? to Your Cumculums 

This is a commercial message. 



If you would prefer not to receive further messages t~om this sender, please 
click on the ibllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 
any text: 

Click here for e-n~il 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 10, 2010 4:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: INTS 210 Development Meeting 

Thank you, Eunice! 

Lara Markstein 
Departmental Manager 
Global Studies 
Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ph 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 
http ://w~vw uric. eduideptsiints/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 3:05 PM 
To: Markstein, Lara; ’John Pickles’; Alexander Crat’t, Renee Jacqueline 
Sul~iect: RE: INTS 210 Development Meeting 

Dear Lara, 

Thanks :[’or the reminder. 

Here are possible dates: 

Dec 1 or 3rd. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Lara Carol Arm Markstem [laram@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2010 2:08 PM 
To: ’John Pickles’; SahIe, Eunice N; Alexander Cr~[’t, Renee Jacquehne 
Subject: RE: INTS 210 Development Meeting 

Dear John, Eunice and Renee, 

I’m just writing to follow up on an email An@ sent on Monday asking if you were possibly available from noon to 1:30pro on either Wednesday November 16, Wednesday December 1st, or 
Friday I)ecember 3rd to brainstorm and discuss the development of INTS 210: Globa[ Issues. 

Please let me know if any of these dates would be suitable for you. 

Thartk you so much for your continued support of the Curriculum! 

Lara Markstein 
Departmental _Manager 
Global Studies 
Fedex Global Education Centcr, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.~mc.edn 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/ints/ 

From: Lara Carol Ann Markstein [rr~ailto:lararr~(~eraail.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 08, 2010 10:27 AM 
To: ’Jotm Pickles’; Sahle, Eunice N; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Weiler, Jonathan D; Osterweil, Michal; Johnson, Erica 
Subj ect: INTS 210 Development Meeting 

Dear Colleagues, 

As I think I mentioned to you a while ago, Global Studies is vely keen to tmderstand how best we can craft our core intro course: Global Issues (210). We believe we can build some 
coherence into the syllabus ~vhile maintaining flexibility for the instructor to teach to their strengths. 

Would you do us the kindness of joining us for a 90 minme lunchtime brainstorming session to discuss these issues? We will provide copies of previous 210 syllabi, and san&viches! 

Please let Lara (laram@emaihunc.edu<mailto:laram@emaihunc.edu>) kno;v which of the following dates might work for you (from noon-1:30pm): 

Wednesday Nov. 16th 
Wednesday Dec. 1st 
Friday Dec 3rd 

Man?’ thanks, 

Andy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emafil.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
So m~’ idea for the paper incorporates my work over the summer in rural Jason thought I could maybe take one of the nationalist arguments and talk about 

in the paper. 
The issue in the community I worked in was          . Thet~ ar~ no 

Jason thought I might be able to look at this in a nationalist context as well. I’d love to talk to you about }~e paper and how to go aboutresearching. I was also 

wondering about the deadlines you have set for the outline and then the paper. It looks like the outline is due once we’re actually on break. Will there be a way to get feedback 
on the outline? Because it seems like we’ll basically have to write the paper over break. Is the outline just for you to know what we’re doing? I just didn’t know if you were 
planning on giving us feedback based on the outline. Hope to meet with you soon! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 6:40 AM 

Reminder INTS560- Today’s agenda: 1NTS560.001.FALL2010 

Dem All, 

A quick reminder of our agenda today in INTS560: 

1) Reflections on tim documeutmy Taking Root: The Vision of Wangari Maathai 

2) Come to class prepared to discuss insights from: 

Flofi m~ Wetkstein, 9 

Fabiana Li, [JFmm Corporate Accountabili~ m Shm-ed Responsibility: Dealing ruth Pollution iu a Peruvian Smelter Town ~], in K. Ravi Raman and Ro~mie D. 
Lipschulz (eds) Corporate Social Responsibility (Houn&nills, Basiugstoke [Engla~d]: Pedgrave Mac,nillan, 2010) 

Best rashes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu:" 

Thursday, November 11~ 2010 6:45 AM 

Reminder Afri416: Today’s agenda: AFRI416.001 .FALL2010 

Dem All, 

Just a quick reminder of our seminar’s agenda for today: 

Come to class prepared to discuss insights from: 

l) Documentary fihn: Taking Root: The Vision ofWanga6 Maathm. 

2) Our required readings: 

Susmme Buckley-Zistel, ~ We eae Preteudiug Peace: Local Memory and the Absence of Social Transformation in Reconciliatiou in Rwm~da~, in Philip Claxk and 

Zacheas~ Kaufman (eds),After Genocide: Transitional Justice, Post-Coutlict Recoustmction, and Reconciliation in Rwanda and Beyoud 

Reue Lemarchand, ~The Politics of Me~no~y in Posit-Genocide Rwm~da~, in Philip Clark m~d Zachary Kanfam (eds) 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 8:25 AM 

The asc t~calty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Carolina Seminar: Dr. Ousmane Sene 

Carolina Seminar 

Dr. Ousmane Sene, Universi .ty of Cheikh Anta Diop 

Layers of Meaning in ’La petite vendeuse de soleil’ 

Monday, November 15, 2010, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-C}I 

Dr. Sene will show this 1999 Senegalese film about a young handicapped girl trying to earn her living as she keeps confidence in bel~eif despite her physical 

disadvantage~ a parable of international development. The 45-minute film by Djibril Diop Mambety (in Wolof wifl~ English subtitles) will be followed by a discussion 

which will explore multiple layers of meaning, examine its artistic qualities, and also comment on the various cultural dimensions oftbe work. This talk is part oftbe 

Cayolina Seminay in Aihcan Ecolo~ a~d Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area thculty and graduate students. Each month’s meeting is an 

infi~rmal gatbering for sharing new research and discussing contempora .ry issues in Aihca. Light dinner is ~rved. Open to all m’ea thculty aa~d graduate students in any 

discipline. Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson baa~ders~em~Al.unc.edu for more information. Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson~!unc.edu for 

more information. 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Ceerdi natx 

Africa~ S~N~d~’s Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 8~3-2102 (£ax) 

sewail @email .unc. edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmaa~ <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 9:48 AM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[sej- faculty] Fwd: Online: S~cial Issne of Academe on "The Conllicted University" 

FYI. (This is the official magazine of the American Association of University Professors.) All a~cles axe online. 

’"The Conflicted University" examines the endangered future of independent, transparent research for the common good 
at universities across the country." 

Newsletter b ...... 

;Ni Academe Cover 
"The Conflicted University" examines 
the endangered future of 
independent, transparent research 
for the common good at universities 
across the country. 

Guest editor Sheldon Krimsky, one 
of the nation’s experts in scientific 
conflicts of interest, teamed up with 
Academe editor Cat Warren to 
create this expanded issue of 
Academe. 

In this special issue, a group of 
internationally respected academics, 

science journalists, and other experts tackle what have 
become some of the thorniest issues facing higher 
education: corporate conflicts of interest, the chilling of 
scientific speech and academic freedom, and the urgent 
need to protect the integrity of scientific research. 

From the BP oil spill debacle and ideological attacks on 
climate scientists and on student law clinics to the 
troubling influence of Biq Aqra, Big Tobacco, and B~ 
Pharma at universities, the topics covered in the issue 
attest to the vulnerability of academia to both external 
influences and conflicts of interest. 

But progress is possible, and the role of faculty is 
indispensible. We hope this special issue will stimulate 
faculty members, administrators, legislators, and the public 
to think about the need for more vigorous protection of the 
university’s core commitments to improving the 
environment, public health, and public knowledge. 

"Kneecapping" Academic Freedom: Corporate attacks on law 
school clinics are escalating. 
Robert R. Kuehn and Peter A. Joy, law professors, 
Washington University in St. Louis 

The Costs of a Climate of Fear: Ideological attacks on 
scientists undermine sound public policy. 
Michael Halpern, program manager, Union of Concerned 



Scientists 

BP, Corporate R&D, and the University: New lessons for 
research universities, thanks to a catastrophe. 
Russ Lea, vice president for research, University of South 
Alabama 

When Research Turns to Sludqe: Tying strings to sludge is 
not as hard as it sounds. 
Steve Wing, epidemiologist, University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

A Not-So-Sli~: Rejecting tobacco funding isn’t 
rocket science. It’s basic ethics. 
Allan M. Brandt, historian and dean of the Graduate School 
of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University 

The Historians of Industry: What happens when historians 
enter the courtroom? Mostly, industry rules. 
Gerald Markowitz, historian, City University of New York, 
and David Rosner, historian, Columbia University 

Hubris in Grantland: Languor and laissez-faire greet conflict 
of interest at the NIH. 
Daniel S. Greenberg, science journalist 

The Moral Education of Journal Editors: Disclosure is a 
necessary first step toward scientific integrity. 
Sheldon Krimsky, urban and environmental policy and 
planning professor, Tufts University 

Diaqnosinq Conflict-of-]interest Disorder: How Big Pharma 
helps write the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders. 
Lisa Cosgrove, clinical psychologist, University of 
Massachusetts Boston, and residential research fellow, 
Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, Harvard University 

Biq Food, Biq Aqra, and the Research University: A Q&A 
with Marion Nestle, New York University food scientist. 

The Canadian Corporate-Academic Complex: The unhealthy 
collaboration of corporate funders and university 
administrators. 
James Turk, executive director, Canadian Association of 
University Professors 

The online edition of this issue also includes a brief 
summary of the findings of Big 0il Goes to Co/leo. e, a 
Center for American Progress report by Jennifer Washburn, 
author of University, Inc. : The Corporate Corruption of 
Higher Education. 

Academe is seeking an editor for its book rewew section, 
which runs four times a year. ft is an unpaid position with 
minor expenses covered--and a great opportunity to 
affect the conversation about critical issues facing higher 
education. You need not be a tenure-track or tenured 
faculty member to be considered. Send a paragraph or 
two about your interest and qualifications to Michael 
Ferquson, managing editor of Academe, at 

mferquson~’~aaup.orq. 

Respond to Academe articles using the comment function 
on our Web site, or write to academe(~aaup.org. 



<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

sej-t~ulty as: <~a href "mailm:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a bla~k <br> 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-28101673- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">lemze-28101673- 

3692316.5edd0tl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv. unc.edu-</a> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton ~yahoo.com~ 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 10:46 AM 

SEANC25 to Faculty Council <seanc thc@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[se~c t~] Chapel tlill AAUP 

The Chapel Hill Chapter of AAUP would like to draw your 

attention to the speci~] edition of Academe (below). 

The president of the chapter is Mark Driscoll (mdriscol(&email.unc.edu). 

Steve Hutton 

cell: 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

www. seanc25.or~ 

[i~ii Newsletter b ..... ] 

Xi AcademeC .... 
i@The Conflicted University@ 

¯ examines the endangered future of 
independent, transparent research 
for the common good at universities 
across the country. 
Guest editor Sheldon Krimsky, one of 
the nation@s experts in scientific 
conflicts of interest, teamed up with 
Academe editor Cat Warren to create 
this expanded issue of Academe. 
In this special issue, a group of 
internationally respected academics, 
science journalists, and other 
experts tackle what have become 
some of the thorniest issues facing 

higher education: corporate conflicts of interest, the chilling 
of scientific speech and academic freedom, and the urgent 
need to protect the integrity of scientific research. 
From the BP oil spill debacle and ideological attacks on 
climate scientists and on student law clinics to the troubling 
influence of Biq Aqra, Biq Tobacco, and Biq Pharma at 
universities, the topics covered in the issue attest to the 
vulnerability of academia to both external influences and 
conflicts of interest. 
But progress is possible, and the role of faculty is 
indispensible. We hope this special issue will stimulate 
faculty members, administrators, legislators, and the public 
to think about the need for more vigorous protection of the 
university@s core commitments to improving the 
environment, public health, and public knowledge. 
.i:P,,~.~ide l:I",,is i~.~s,~.~e.: 
@Kneecapping@ Academic Freedom: Corporate attacks on 
law school clinics are escalating. 
Robert R. Kuehn and Peter A. Joy, law professors, 
Washington University in St. Louis 
The Costs of a Climate of Fear: Ideological attacks on 
scientists undermine sound public policy. 
Michael Halpern, program manager, Union of Concerned 
Scientists 
BP, Corporate R&D, and the University: New lessons for 
research universities, thanks to a catastrophe. 
Russ Lea, vice president for research, University of South 
Alabama 
When Research Turns to Sludqe: Tying strings to sludge is 
not as hard as it sounds. 
Steve Wing, epidemiologist, University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 



Not-So-Slippery Slope: Rejecting tobacco funding isn,t 
rocket science. It,s basic ethics. 
Allan M. Brandt, historian and dean of the Graduate School 
of Arts and Sciences, Harvard University 
The Historians of Industry: What happens when historians 
enter the courtroom? Mostly, industry rules. 
Gerald Markowitz, historian, City University of New York, and 
David Rosner, historian, Columbia University 
Hubris in Grantland: Languor and laissez-faire greet conflict 
of interest at the NIH. 
Daniel S. Greenberg, science journalist 
The Moral Education of Journal Editors: Disclosure is a 
necessary first step toward scientific integrity. 
Sheldon Krimsky, urban and environmental policy and 
planning professor, Tufts University 
Diaqnosinq Conflict-of-Interest Disorder: How Big Pharma 
helps write the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders. 
Lisa Cosgrove, clinical psychologist, University of 
Massachusetts Boston, and residential research fellow, 
Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, Harvard University 
Biq Food, Biq Aqra, and the Research University: A QS~, with 
Marion Nestle, New York University food scientist. 
The Canadian Corporate-Academic Complex: The unhealthy 
collaboration of corporate funders and university 
ad mi n istrators. 
.]ames Turk, executive director, Canadian Association of 
University Professors 
The online edition of this issue also includes a brief 
summary of the findings of Big 0it Goes to Coiled?e, a Center 
for American Progress report by .]ennifer Washburn, author of 
University, Inc, : The Corporate Corruption of Higher 
Education. 

4cademe is seeking an editor for its book review section, 
which runs four times a year. It is an unpaid position with 
-ninor expenses covered@and a great opportunity to affect 
:he conversation about critical issues facing higher 
education. You need not be a tenure-track or tenured 
-’acuity member to be considered. Send a paragraph or two 
about your interest and qualifications to Michael Ferquson, 
-nanaging editor of Academe, at mferquson@aaup,orq. 

Respond to Academe articles using the comment function on 
our Web site, or write to academe(~baaup.org, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b audersou@uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, November 11~ 2010 10:49 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.uuc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Graduate Student Caucus at ASA 

Dear Colleagues: 
In an efIbrt to get graduate students more meaningfully involved with 
the ASA a meeting will be held in San Francisco to discuss the 
possibility of developing (or re-energizing) a graduate student caucus 
as a constituent unit of ASA. Please encourage your students to attend: 

Graduate Student Caucus 
Friday November 19th 
9:30-10:30 pm 
East Room 
Westin St. Francis 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and ~AA’ro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 u]~ice 
(919) 843-2102 [i~x 
b andersun@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~" axsd: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28102163-9518753.bdc06336c8228bT:g)846378ae5dc20e0@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 10:57 AM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

CFM: Graduate Student Caucus, ASA, Sm~ Francisco, Barbara Shaw Anderson 

From: Barbara Shaw Anderson, ASC, D~!C-Chapel Hill <banderson@unc.edu> 
Date: 11 November 2010 

In an effort to get graduate students more meaningfully involved with the ASA a meeting will be held in San Francisco to discuss the possibility of developing (or re-energizing) a graduate 
student caucus as a constituent unit of ASA. Please encourage your students to attend: 

Graduate Student Caucus 
Friday, November 19th 
9:30-10:30 pm 
East Room 
Westin St. Francis Hotel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, November 11,2010 12:37 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 504: Biopiracy, biodiversib~ and food sovereignty 

PAMBAZLrKA NEWS 504: BIOPIP.AC Y, BIODIVERSITY AND FOOD SOVEREIGNTY 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2 Features, 3. Advocacy & campaigns, 4. 
Books & arts, 5. Letters & Opinions, 6. Aficican ;Vriters’ Comer, 7 
Highlights French edition, 8. Cartoons 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
1 Announcements 

IOURNALIST Srf"UDY TOUR TO INDIA 2011 : FA[tAMU EM[gR(IING POWERS IN AI,T(ICA PRO(IRAMMI{ 

Call fi~r applications 
The Fahamu Emerging Powers in Africa Programme is pleased to announce 
a call for applications for its Journalist Study Tour to India. Four 
successful applicants will be chosen to participate in a 6 day study 
tour African media professionals in print, broadcast, radio and 
online fora throughout Africa are encouraged to apply [’or this stu@ 
tour African lecturers from journalism schools and media programmes 
on the continent may also apply. 
http ://wv, as,.pambaxuka, or~/en/cate~ory/Announce/68639 

JINT)A]. SCHOOI. OF INTERNATIONAL A}:FAIRS SEEKS AFRICA SPECIALIST 
The JSIA ( http://bit.ly/Jindal ) is seeking a Phi) candidate who has 
just finished or who is a]rea@ on the job market with a 
specialisation in comparative politics and foreign relations of 
Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean. ’l’he candidate shou]d be 
interested in coming to India fi)r this exciting new school 
h ttp ://w,~,as,.pambaxuka. orz/en/cate~ory/Announce/68644 

IV\I IVVV IVV V IV\i\i /’,i’,AI I’&IV AIVV IVV\i lV’,i’,i /’, 
2 Features 

PATEi~’F GRAB THREATENS BIODIVERSITY AND FOOD SOVEREIGNTY IN- AFRICA 
Hope Shand 
’Under the guise of developing "climate-rea@" crops, the wurld’s 
largest seed and agrochemical corporations are pressuring governn~ents 
to allow what could become the broadest and most dangerous patent 
claims in intellectual property histozi.’ Hope Shand unpacks the 
findings of ETC Group’s new report into patent claims on ’genes, 
plants and technologies that will supposedly allow biotech crops to 
tolerate drought and other environmental stresses’. 
http:llwww,pambazuka,org/elw’category/features/68643 

TIME TO END WAR AGAINST THE EARTH 
Vandana Shiva 
’\~2~en we think of wars in our times, our rainds turn to haq and 
Afghanistan. But the bigger war is the war against the planet. This 
war has its roots in an economy- that fails to respect ecological and 
ethical liraits limits to inequality, limits to injustice, limits to 
greed and econotnic concentration,’ writes Vandana Shiva. ’Making peace 
with the earth was always an ethical and ecological imperative. It has 
nov+ become a survival imperative for our species.’ 
http:/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/categorg/featuresi68624 

THE BATTLE AGAINST BIOPIRACY 
Khadija Sharife 
As multinational food processor Nestl4 attempts to patent the 
well-known benefits of South Africa’s fynbos plants, Khad~ja Sharife 
explains the role tax havens play in enabling corporations to protect 
the value of intellectual property rights. 
http:Ii~vw~v,pambazuka.org/en/categorg/featuresi68618 

KENYA’ S COMPLICATED TRANSITION Aik~) THE LESSONS FOR ZIMBABWE 
Cyprian ik~a mwamu 
When it comes to Zimbabwe’s transition, the experience in Kenya shows 



that reforms must be on paper and in the real world And the logic of 
reform must be for the people and not to maintain power J2~r the ’big 
boys’, Cyprian Nyamwamu says. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~op~/features/68576 

PEACE MOKE IN KENYAN HANDS TITAN TIlE [CC’S 
Leigh Brownhill and Kiama Kaara 
YVhile the ICC (International Crinrinal Court) may do its part in endit~g 
an entrenched culture of impuni~ in Kenya, write Leigh Bro~vnhill and 
Kianra Kaara, it is the Kenyan people, not the ICC, that will play- the 
bigger part in achicvit~g the noble but elusive goal of peace. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categor,i/features/68579 

ARE YOU SAYING WE ARE NOT HL~dAN? 
Sokari Ekine 
The African Conm~ission for People and H~unan Rights (ACPHR) has 
declined to give observer status to the Coalition of African Lesbians 
(CAL). Outraged LGBTI actMsts have described the decision as a huge 
setback by the highest body supposed to proruote and protect human 
rights on the continent. This week’s blog roundup focuses on LGBTI 
news and issues. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categor,i/features/68617 

COMPETITI\rE DEVALUATION AND FINAN(-’IAL YV.4RFARE 
Horace Campbell 
As G20 leaders mull the global consequence of quantitative easing in 
the US, Horace Campbell highlights the need for a deruocratised 
international body that can hold major po~vers accountable. ’Without 
such a body, the kind of competitive devaluation that has been 
initiated by the US could be a recipe for full-blown warfare’ 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/catego1T/featuresi68649 

WHEN THE POOR BECOME POWERFUL OUTSIDE OF STATE CONTROL 
S’bu Zikode 
The power of the poor becomes evident when the poor are able to 
organise a moment of’great promise, but also danger, S’bu Zikode 
told an audience in the United States recently 
http ://www pambazuka org/el~/categor,//features/68604 

ETHIOPIA: REMEMBER THE SLAUGHTFR OF NOVEMBER 2005 
Alelnayehu G. Mariam 
Alemayehu G. Mariam remembers the victims of the June and November 
2005 massacres in Addis Ababa, where hundreds of people ;vere killed by 
police for protesting the result of the general election. The author 
examines the use of police brutality by the government of iVleles Zenawi 
to silence political opposition. He argues that the culture of 
impm~ity must stop and that it is imperative that the ;vorld continue 
to bear witness to the killings. ’The Ethiopian massacre victims now 
belong to the whole of humanity,’ Miiriam writes, remembering the men 
and women who died ’They must be remembered by all freedom-k)ving 
peoples throughout the world, not just Ethiopians.’ 
http : //www pambazuka or~/en/cate~orv /~eatures/68607 

RIL[U\E{NAT[NG ~[ItE MOZAMBICAN KNO\V[dff)(]E [~’ACTORY 

Luca Bussotti 

Firing up the local production of knowledge is crucial to escaping the 

’industry of development’, writes Luca Bussotti. 

http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv /~eatures/68561 

MERCEDES-BENZ AND INbLUENCE PEI)DLING INAN(K)LA 
Rafael Marques de Morals 
Following investigations by Maka, Rafael Marques de Morals writes of 
the role of ’foreign investment in broadening, consolidating and 
institutionalising corrupt dealings’ with Angola’s political leaders. 
Marques de Morals stresses that: ’It has become normal for 12~reign 
~nvestors to ignore anti-corrupuon laws thanks to the impunity that 
the?" enjoy through their association with the regime’s most corrupt 
and abusive figures.’ 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~,categop~,/features/68578 

HAITI 2010: EXPLOITING DISASTER 
Palt I 
Peter Halhvard 
’For the last twenty years, the most powerful political and econotnic 
interests in and around Haiti have waged a systenratic campaign 



designed to stifle the popular movement and deprive it of its 
principal weapons, resources and leaders,’ writes Peter Halhvard. 
January’s earthquake ’triggered reactions that carried and that are 
still carrying such measures to entirely new levels’ 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv /features/68623 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IY\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

3 Advocacy & campaigns 

UGANDA: LGBTI ACTIVISTS SUrE THE ROLLLNG STONE TABLOID 
Uganda High Court issues an interim order to cease publication 
A group of civil society organisations have called on the Ugandan 
goverrmrent to take all appropriate measures to ensure the full respect 
of fundamental human rights and adequate protection from violence for 
people suffering discrimination based on sexual orientation. 
http ://www.pambazuka. or~.ienicategot~,~iadvocacyi68640 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
4 Books & arts 

BETWEEN DEFLANUE AND EMPATHY: A BATTLE CRY FOR JUSTICE 
US launch of Shai{ia Patel’s ’Migritude’ 
Internationally acclaimed Kenyan poet, playwright and activist Shailja 
Patel has la~xched ’Migritude’ in the US. ’Part memoir, part political 
history, patt performance tour-de-force’, the proj ect ’xveaves together 
family histolT, reportage, and monologues of violence, colonisation, 
and love, to create an achingly beautiful portrait of lives and 
migrant j ourneys undertaken in the boot print of Empire.’ 

http :/iwww.parnbazaka. org/en/categow/books/68620 

/ \/ \/ I\I\IY i \iVV /YVV /V\A/ I\AI\I Ai \iV / \/YV IYVV /\ 
5 Letters & Opinions 

PARENTS SHOULD ENCOURAGE CHILDREN TO READ 

Susan Najjuma 

UMI 

The campaign to build a reading culture should start in the home, 

writes Susan Najjuma. 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/letters/68629 

GLIDES NEEDED FOR JOURNEY TO AFRICAN L,~....~TY 
Wais~va 
Achieving ’the Pan-African dream will take some great men of character 
and courage that have the will to take the lead’, ~vrites Waiswa. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categolw/letters/68631 

COME CLEAN ABOUT GEOENGLNEERING 
Mathieu Hamaekers 
Data about experiments conducted must be disclosed, and their effects 
on the environment assessed, writes Mathieu Hamaekers. 
h ttp ://www. pambazuka, or~ienicate~olw iletters/6863 3 

I\I\//VV\/I\IV\IIV\i\i/\/\/VI\AIVAI\IVI\IV\iI\/\/\//\ 
6 African Writers’ Corner 

GOING TO MOSHOESItOE 

To the people of Lesotho 

Natty’ Mark Samuels 

In a time of complete chaos, when disaster came stomping through the 

land, grabbing what it wanted. 

http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicategoryiAfrican Writers/68574 

L[ON~ESS 

Abdulqadir A. Nassir 
The Lioness is a mother 
a friend, a sister 
She’s a teacher. 
http://www.pamba×uka org/en/catego~qAfrican Writers/68575 

I\I\h’\fl,iV i\iVV IVV\I IV\AI I\Afl,i Ai\iV I\IVV iVV\I I\ 
7 Highlights French edition 

PAMBAZLrKA NE~2~ S 166: AI Rt~S LE RAPPORT SUR LE GI~NO~IDE AU CONGO, QU~E FAIRE ~ 
G&~ocide au Congo, ma r&ction ( 

http ://pambazaka. org/fr/category/featuresi68517 ) 



Golden Misabiko 

G~nocide en Rd Congo : La force de la V~rit~ ( 

http ://pambazuka or~/fr/cate~org/featuresi68518 ) 
Golden Misabiko 

Etre jeune, dou~ et noir: la lutte de la j eunesse noir aujourd’hui ( 

http ://pambazuka org/fr/categorg/featuresi68523 ) 
Veil Mbele 

C6te d’Ivoire : Pourquoi nous devons tous voter pour Alassane Ouattara 

( http:/ipambazuka.org/fricategory/conm~ent/68520 ) 
genance Konan 

Madagascar : R4f4rendum du 17 novembre, un processus tronqu4 ( 
http :i/pambazuka. org/fr /categ orv/comment/68519 ) 

Madagascar : Pourquoi voter Oui au r8fdrendum constimtiormel ( 
http:/ipambazuka.org/fricategory/comlnent/68521 ) 

Patrick Rajoelina et Jo~l Andriantsimbazovina 

Madagascar : Pourquoi faut-il voter NON au referendum 
http :/ipambazuka. org/fricateg ory/comlnent/685 2 2 ) 
Johats~ Ravaloson 

I’&h’\i\iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
8 Cartoons 

KIKYVETE’S LEVEL PLA’xqNG FIELD 

Gado 
Newly re-elected Tanzanian President Jakaya Kikwete receives calls to 
level the political playing field, suggests Gado 
http://w~vw pambazaaka.orgienicategorvicartoons/68572 

MUSE~,’ENr S ’YOU WANT ANOTHER RAP’ (REMLX) 
As Yoweri M7, Uganda’s Yoweri Museveni launches a hip hop appeal to 
the Ugandan electorate. 
http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/cartoons/68573 

/’,/’,/ I\I\IV i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ I\AI\I Ai’,iV /’,/VV IVVV /\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

,c© Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 

under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unpolted License. For ti~rther details see: 
http://www pambazuka.or~/en/about.php 

Pamba×uka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http:llwww,pambazuka.or~ien ) 
Edi~5o em lingua Portuguesa ( http://wwwpamba×ukaor~/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http://www,pambazuka.or~/fr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pamba×uka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payue@email.uuc.edtc, 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 3:04 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Afiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: Ati-ican Studies SeminaJc this Monday, Nov. 15 with Dr. OusmaJ~e Seue 

This is a retninder that the next meeting of the Ati’icm~ Studies Seminar is this Mon&ay, November 15, 2010, 6:30ptn, FedEx Global Education Center, Roo~n 3024, UNC- 
CH 

Our presenter: Dr. Ousmane Sene, University of Cheikh Anta Diop, "Layers of Meaning in ’La petite vendeuse de soleil’" 
Dr. Sene will show this 1999 Senegalese fihn about a young crippled girl trying to earn her living as she keeps confidence in herself despite her physical disadvantages, a 
parable of international development. The 45-minute film by Djibril Diop MambeU (in Wolofwith English subtitles) will be followed by a discussion which will explore 
mnltiple layers of~nemfiug, exmnine its artistic qualities, and also cotranent on the wa’ious cultural dimensions of the work 

These talks are a part of the Carolina Se~ninar in Ati’ican Ecology and Social Processes. This ~,orking group is cotnprised of Triangle area facnlty m~d graduate students. 
Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing new research mad discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty mad 
graduate students in may discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Barbara ?mderson b anderson@unc.edu for more information. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:i/carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to atiica as: eunice~-;email.tmc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: -h..t.t.~.]~./.[i~.t..s~..q.r1£~.e..d~.~:!~.u.~.~..d.....~..2..‘.3.~2..8.~:.3.~.a.~)..~.~.b.:.3.~..Q~.6...c.2.8...2...b..(.}~.6~.~.~N~h~?.~.~k..]~.!...:~?....~.~.~.1...6...7.. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blauk email to leave-28104167-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(~)listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Guest expenses 

Hi Eunice, 

It seems like things have gotten very confusing about the person that you had here visiting this week. I apologize if this is my error, but it seems like we just didn’t 

communicate about this clearly from the start. 

Travis has an invoice for over 5700 from the Carolina Inn, which the guest indicated that we would be paying for. Also Haeran has an email that I never received 

about collecting funds from other departments. I know that our dept is contributing 5500. Can you confirm how much the other depts, are contributing? Also, will 

the funds go to paying an honorarium or expenses, or something else? Thanks for your help, we’d like to get him his 5 as soon as possible. 

In the future, let’s touch base ahead of time and get this all written down so that I know what to expect. 

Thanks for your help and I’m glad to hear that it was a successful event! 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Bnell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Ati’o-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 3:22 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] Afi-ica~ Language Instuctors - now hiring! 

SwaNliJobDescription2010.pd£ WoloflobDescription2010.pdf 

Dear All, 
Please find attached the official announcements for the two language positions that we are currently hiring for! 
Please circulate this announcement to your networks and people that you know who may be a good fit. All applicants MUST apply through the online recruitment 
system that is listed in the announcement. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agafl~a Buell 
Business Officer 
Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemcthy Hall, CB #3435 
Department of A[’rican & Ati’o-Americm~ Studies 
109 Battle ttall, CB #3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(?~email.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.m~c.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:al¥iaiiam&o=28104303 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~.e..-~2~8~.~.~4.~.Q:.?.-.~2..~}.!~.6~8..:.e.~7..:a..R.~...a..5~8..~3..~.~.~...c.)..5~4~..~.~.~ZZ!).~22~@1~r~.u 



Swahili Lecturer 
Job Announcement 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill invites applications for a position at the rank of lecturer. We seek candidates who 

are able to teach Swahili and other courses in the field of African Studies. The successful 

candidate will assume responsibilities on July 1, 2011. 

Qualifications and Experience: 
Candidates who are fluent in and have experience teaching Swahili and who are able to teach 

other courses in African studies are preferred. 

Education Requirements: 
Ph.D. is preferred. 

Special Instructions: 
Qualified applicants should provide :1)an application letter which describes research interests 

and articulates the candidate’s teaching interests; 2)a CV; 3)4 letters of reference; and 4)a 

sample of written work. All materials, except letters of reference, should be submitted online at 

http://jobs.unc.edu/2500600. Please send letters of reference to Swahili Search Chair, African 

and Afro-American Studies, CB#3395, :109 Battle Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395. 

Contact: 

If you experience any problems accessing the system or have questions about the application 

process, please contact the University’s Equal Employment Opportunity Office at (9:19) 966- 

3576 or send an email to eclua/opportunity@unc.edu. 

The University of North Carolina is an Equal Opportunity Employer 



Wolof Lecturer 

Job Announcement 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

invites applications for a position at the rank of lecturer. We seek candidates who are able to teach 

Wolof and other courses in the field of African Studies. The successful candidate will assume 
responsibilities on July 1, 2011. 

Qualifications and Experience: 

Candidates who are fluent in and have experience teaching Wolof and who are able to teach other 

courses in African studies are preferred. 

Education Requirements: 

Ph.D. is preferred. 

Special Instructions: 

Qualified applicants should provide 1)an application letter which describes research interests and 

articulates the candidate’s teaching interests; 2)a CV; 3)4 letters of reference; and 4)a sample of written 

work. All materials, except letters of reference, should be submitted online at 

http://jobs.unc.edu/2500601. Please send letters of reference to Wolof Search Chair, African and Afro- 

American Studies, CB#3395, 109 Battle Hall, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395. 

Contact: 
If you experience any problems accessing the system or have questions about the application process, 

please contact the University’s Equal Employment Opportunity Office at (919) 966-3576 or send an 

email to equalopportunity@unc.edu. 

The University of North Carolina is an Equal Opportunity Employer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Thursday, 3:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

1NTS : . promised South Park clip 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here is the promised clip of the South Park episode making fun of the BP apologies. I hope you enjoy it. 

http://~v.voutube.com/watch?v oGuSSSblllw&feamle related 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 7:16 AM 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@ema~,l.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Guest expenses 

Dear Agatha and Eunice, 

I wish I was here yesterday and let you know how much the other departments are contributing for the event~ 

These are the departmen~:s and ~:he amount of their contributkm: 

Diversity and Mult~cultura~ Affairs: ~1,000 {~ sent an ernN~ to Beverly Wood on Ili~O) 

Center for Globa~ ~nitiat~ves : ~500 (I sent an ernail to Narvis Green on ~1/~0) 

African Studies: ~500 (or more?) --We’re supposed to let 8~rbar~ Anderson know the amount of hote~ bill and she wil~ couer a port~on of the b~lL 

{:~loba~ 51:ud~es: $300 (comrnun~cated with ernails 1:o I_ars Mar]~s~:e~n and they w~l] do JE for hotel e’.q:~enses up to $300) 

Thanks. 

Hacr~m Mil~er 

Dept. ~f’ P~3biic P~[Jcy 
TeL 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-~2-5824 
Depl ofAf?/can & Afi’e American Studies 
Tel 919-f~d6-1295 
hrmil ler(b)em ai hmc. edu 

F~m: Buell, Agatha 

$ent: Thursday, November ~l, 2010 2:30 PN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
¢c~ Ni~ler, Haeran 
Subject: Guest expenses 

Hi Eunice, 

It seems like things have gotten very confusing about the person that you had here visiting this week. I apologize if this is my error, but it seems like we just didn’t 

communicate about thB dearly from the start. 

Travis has an invoice for over $700 from the Carolina ~nn, which the guest indicated that we would be paying for. Also Haeran has an ema~l that I never received 

about collecting funds from other departments. I know that our dept is contributing S500. Can you confirm how much the other depts, are contributing? ABo, will 

the funds go to paying an honorarium or expenses, or something else? Thanks for your help, we’d like to get him his S as soon as possible. 

In the future, let’s touch base ahead of time and get this all written down so that I know what to expect. 

Thanks for your help and I’m glad to hear that it was a successful event! 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agafl~a Bnell 

Business O~cer 

Depa~ment of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy HNI, CB #3435 

Depmtment of N?ican & ~i’o-~ericm~ S~dies 

109 BNtle tlNI, CB ~3395 

UnNersib’ of Noah Cazolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 9:00 AM 

Today’s office hours - 3.30pm- 5.00pm: INTS560.001 .FALL2010 

Dem All, 

The lime frame for one of my administmlive meetings on campus today has been extended. Thus, my office hours roll be 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Bes* wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 9:02 AM 

Friday: office hours - 3.30pm-5.00pm: AFRI416.001 .FAI,L2010 

Dem All, 

The lime frame for one of my administmlive meetings on campus today has been extended. Thus, my office hours roll be 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Bes* ,~-ishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haera~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 9:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Guest expenses 

Dear Eunice, 

I was not in the office yesterday so I couldn’t answer either Travis or Agatha’s question for the bill from the Carolina Inn. When Agatha came in this morning, 

exph~h~ed regarding the [und~ng vs. payment p~an [or the event and now she understood you a]~d I have been comrnumca~:mg [or this. 

f am sorry that~ haven’t informed a~l the details to Agatha earher which f dh~n’t know I was supposed Lo, but K ~ dh~ K:she wouldn’t have questkmed you 

everything s[:ter you and I went over things. 

As Agatha asked me, I will follow up with Trsvis, Carol~Ra Inn aRd Barbara Anderson in order to pay [he bH~ as soon as poss~Me. 

Thank you~ 

Ace1 Toch 
DepL hi" [’ubiic 
Td. 919--9d L-4%4 

]])~pt ot A~ican & At~o ~[aerJcaa Studies 
Tel P [9-966- i295 

Nmi] ler@e mai[.~c, edu 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 8:14 AN 
Te= Ni~er, Haeran; Buell, Agatha 
Subject= RE: Guest expenses 

Dear Agatha, 

Thanks for your email. 

I have been in touch with Haeran (and yesterday discussed the event and especially the Carolina Inn bill when Travis called me at home) every step of the way since discussing 
the Independent Contractor matter with you. I discussed the matter with the Chair in the Summer and went funding raising for the event and I have forwarded information 
from the sponsoring units as the latter confirmed their funding to Haeran. 

I am sorry if I have caused confusion for organizing this event and will ensure that I do not plan others because it was not my intension to generate stress but to finally 
organize the viewing and discussion a major film, a matter that the African Studies Center and our department has been attempting to do for almost two years. 

Please let me know what I did to do to ensure the smooth wrapping up of the expenses linked to this event. Further, kindly send the final bill in pdf format from the Carolina 
Inn so that I can discuss the extra funding that Barbara Anderson promised from the African Studies Center. Finally, if there are expenses that the existing funding does cover, 
I will personally cover them. 

Again my apologies for any confusion. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent-" Friday, November 12, 2020 7::t5 AM 
To-" Buell, Agatha; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Guest expenses 

Dear Agatha and Eunk>:h 

I wish I was here yesterday and leL you know how much Lhe other departments are contributing for Lhe evenL 

These are the departments m~d the amount of their contribution: 

AFR~!AFAM : $500 

Diversity and Multk:ull:uraJ Affaks: ~1,OOO (f sen[ an ema~i to Beverly Wood on 

Center for GlobN tnitia[:~ves~ : 5500 (I sent an ema~l ~:o Narvis Green on I1/10) 

African Studies: $5OO (o~ more?)--We’re supposed to let Barbara Anderson know the arnounL o~: hote~ b~l and she w~l~ cover a port,on of the NIL 

Globa~ Studies: ~3OO (communicated with emaifs to Lars MarksLek~ and they w~l~ do ~E for hotef expenses up to 

Thanks. 

AccL 
D~pt of Public Policy 
Tel P 
Fax. ~ lg-~g~2-Sga¢ 

Dep~ of" African & Afro Amc’[icaa~ Studio’s 
Td 91%-9(%.-1295 
hr miller(fi~email unc.edu 

From: Buell, Agatha 
~ent= Thursday, November ~$, 20~0 2:30 PN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
$ubject= Guest expenses 

Hi Eunice, 

It seems like things have gotten very confusing about the person that you had here visiting this week. I apologize if this is my error, but it seems like we just didn’t 

communicate about thB clearly from the start. 

Travis has an invoice for over ~700 from the Carolina Inn, which the guest indicated that we would be paying for. Also Haeran has an email that I never received 



about collecting funds from other departments. I know that our dept is contributing 5500. Can you confirm how much the other depts, are contributing? Also, will 

the funds go to paying an honorarium or expenses, or something else? Thanks for your help, we’d like to get him his ~ as soon as possible. 

In the future, let’s touch base ahead of time and get this all written down so that I know what to expect. 

Thanks for your help and I’m glad to hear that it was a successful event! 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Bnell 

Business Officer 

Depm-~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africa~q & Afro-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Caxolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

1~ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

listmg@enflyer.com on behalf of 

Internships <j ob@thecampusspecial.com> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 10:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Paid Cmnpus Manager Position 

UNC Campus Manager Position (1 week part-time) 
The Campus Special, a national college marketing & advertising firm, is looking for 2 social, outgoing students to head up the Event Marketing team at UNC. Each manager 
and his/her team will be distributing our product(s) at designated points on campus. This is a paid position ($150+) for the promotion and will open the door to other event 
marketing opportunities as the semester progresses (i.e.- Coca Cola, etc.) 

The Campus manager is responsible for building his/her team (each employee is compensated avg $75 - $100), organizing where to distribute on campus, and managing the 
students under him/her. The program starts will run for 5 school days part-time. This resume builder looks very appealing to prospective employers. Here is what your resume 
would look like after the program: 
Campus Manager, The Campus Special                                    January 2010 

Developed and implemented event marketing campaign for The Campus Special 

Hired and trained a team of 4 students for on campus promotion, building brand awareness 

Analyzed results of operation to discover more efficient ways of promoting the product 

Reported directly to the National Event Marketing Manager and submitted daily written reports 

Highly adaptable; quick decision maker, always ready to adjust and execute 

Please email your resume to matt@campusspecial.com immediately as the position will fill very quickly. 

Campus Special 
(800)365-8520 
~__w__"_~:_t__h___e__c___a___m__ P__u___s__s_ £__e___c_[_& L :_c___q __m_. 

This email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by Internships 

Campus Special, 3575 Koger Blvd Suite 150 Duluth, GA 30095 

_u__.n_s_’.~_Lb__s_’.q_rL_b_~ I &_e__rzd_.~_r__~_r_,[.o_. I E_e_;_~__o__r_L__A_#_~_Ls_’_e_. 

EnFIyer The Email Marketing Experts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 11:15 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: 11/15 - 11/19: Occasional Campus TrMfic Delays Due to Track Movement 

Agatha Buell 
B usit~e,~;,~; Officer 
Dep~u’tme~* of Public Policy 
217 Abemcthy Hall, CB ~/3435 

Depx~me~ of African & Afi’o.-Ame~icm~ Studies 
109 Bat[le Hail, CB #3395 
U*fiversib" ofNo~fl~ Ca~olhm 
Chapel Hill, NC 2?599 
p. 919.962.2788 
fi 919,962,5824 

F~m= Kane, Claire (Public Safe~) [mailto:ckane@psafe~.unc.edu] 
Sent; ~riday, November 12, 2010 11:02 AN 
Subjett= 11/15 - 11/19: Occasional Campus Traffic De~ays Due ~ Truck Novement 

Parking Coordinaors, please distribute this info~aion: 
Monday, November 15 thrm~gh Friday, November 19, occasional traffic delws mW occur on campus 
roadwws as tracks move 16-foot-wide iron tresses onto c~pus in suppo~ of construction of a greenhouse 
stmcmm near the Bell Tower Parking Deck.. Two daily deliveries are sdmduled to occur between 9 
and 3:30 pare each dw but will likely occur armmd i0:30 a.m. and again at 2 p.m~ 
While the tracks should move ~rough campus along wi~ the flow of traffic, some back-ups may occur. As 
such, motorists are asked m show patience and use caution if driving pag ~ese delivery tracks. 
For each deliveu, ~e load-bearing tracks will be accomp~ied by from ~d mar esco~ vehicles as ~ey 
m&e fl~eir way along a route including NC 54 (westbound from 1-40), sou~bound on Fordham Boulevard, 
westbound on Manning Drive, no~hbound on South Columbia Street, ~d eastbound on South RoM. To see 
a map of the truck route, click hem. 
NOTE: deliveries on ~ursday, November 18 will end earlier to allow for men’s basketball game traffic 
that evening. 
CM1 ~e Depamnem of Public Safety at 962-3951 during nodal business hours with other questions or concerns. 

}’hank you, 

The Department qf Public SqfeO, 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blauk email to leave-28109794-32361608~e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv,unc.edu 



Flnlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 11:21 A!M 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Chapter for your book 

IvIAJOR CHALLENGES OF GOVERNANCE IN AFRICA.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

As promised, attached please fred my proposed contribution to your edited book. 
Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~ja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-Aroerican Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle tla[[, Carapus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.. 



MAJOR CHALLENGES OF GOVERNANCE IN AFRICA TODAY 

By Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Professor of African Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1988, in response to a request by the African Academy of Sciences, I delivered a keynote 

address at the Fourth Symposium of its Special Commission on Africa in Harare, Zimbabwe, on 

"nation-building and state building in Africa."1 Looking back at this essay 22 years later, I see 

the need to analyze nation building more comprehensively from the standpoint of the people 

rather than the state as a process of consolidating democratic rights through the rule of law, 

full citizenship, and access to a higher standard of living for all. These are the major challenges 

of democratic and developmental governance in Africa today. 

There is no better description of what these challenges are than what Professor Jacob Ade 

Ajayi, a world renowned Nigerian historian, has shown to be the major expectations of 

independence by ordinary Africans. In a short but brilliant article in the Spring 1982 issue of 

Daedalus, the journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Professor Ajayi sums up 

the meaning of independence for the African masses as follows: 

"Insofar as they fully appreciated what was involved in the independence movement, their basic 

expectation was to see an end to the unpredictability and irrationality of the white man’s world. 

Without the dubious advantages of Western education, they rejected the white man’s culture, 

and for as long as possible, stuck to what they knew. This did not mean that they wanted to 

recreate the past in its entirety. Their notion of freedom was not an abstract ideal, but a 

catalogue of specific wants: freedom from unjust and incomprehensible laws and directives; 

return of their land; and freedom to be left alone to live their lives and seek their own goals, 

especially in regard to land tenure and local government groupings that affected historical 

relationships. These wants developed and became more specific with each new hope and each 

disastrous frustration. Soon, expectations came to include improved standards of living in 

housing and clothing, greater returns for their labor, better transportation for exporting and 

marketing their surpluses, education as a means to the social mobility that would ensure a 

better life for their children, and an adequate water supply, electricity, health-care facilities, and 

other such amenities of life.’2 

From this excellent summary of the people’s expectations of independence, it is evident that 

their vision of decolonization and self-rule meant democracy and social progress, or freedom 

1 Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, Nation-Building and State Building in AJ~rica, Occasional Paper Series No. 3 (Harare: 

SAPES Books, 1993). 
2 J.F. Ade Ajayi, "Expectations of Independence," Daedalus, Vol. 111, No. 2 (Spring 1982), p. 5. Emphasis added. 
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and material prosperity. This includes freedom from arbitrary rule and the establishment of the 

rule of law; self-determination with respect to land use and local governance; and material 

prosperity through higher return on the labor of workers and peasants plus increased access to 

basic social services. But in order to meet these expectations in an effective way, the state 

needs to acquire increased capacity for the performance of those essential functions of safety 

and security, service delivery and revenue collection necessary for establishing the rule of law, 

expanding citizenship rights, and improving the standard of living for all. For me, these are the 

three major challenges of democratic and developmental governance facing the African 

continent today. 

ESTABLISHING THE RULE OF LAW 

As stated by Ajayi, European colonialism in Africa was a system of arbitrary rule that, from the 

standpoint of African subjects, was often characterized by unjust, unpredictable and 

incomprehensible laws and directives. In some cases, the behavior of white colonial officials 

was perceived as being totally irrational. A good example was when people were forced to 

move their villages from their ancestral lands, with sacred burial grounds, closer to major roads 

so that the colonial administration could control them better and compel them to help 

maintain these roads. In addition to being seemingly irrational, this process was extremely 

brutal. 

During his years as agent of King Leopold II in the drive to claim the Congo Basin for the Belgian 

monarch, Henry Morton Stanley used dynamite to blow up rocky mountains for purposes of 

building a road between Matadi and Kinshasa. He thus earned the nickname of "Bula Matari" 

or the "crusher of rocks." More than one hundred years later, bula matari is still the term used 

by the Congolese in their different languages to designate the state. Given Stanley’s brutal and 

sadistic methods of control, the term "bula matari" was an apt designation of the colonial state 

as organized violence, as Frantz Fanon has so well described it in the brilliant diagnosis of 

colonialism in his book The Wretched of the Earth.3That the term should continue to be used 
today is a testimony to the fact that little has changed in the nature of the state since the 

passage from colonialism to independence. It is still identified with violence, not in the 

Weberian sense of the state’s monopoly over the legitimate use of force, but with reference to 

its repressive functions, which continue to outweigh its welfare and developmental functions. 

Rupert Emerson, one of the pioneers of African studies in the United States after World War II, 

depicted colonialism as a school for democracy because of the access by educated African elites 

to Western classics on democracy and their apprenticeship in liberal democracy by France and 
Britain.4Contrary to this view, there is a radical incompatibility between colonialism and 

democracy. Colonized peoples were subjects with obligations to their distant rulers in Europe 

3 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (New York: Grove Press, 1963). 
4 Rupert Emerson, From Empire to Nation: The Rise to SelJ~-Assertion of Asian and African Peoples (Boston: Beacon 

Press, 1962). For an excellent critique of Emerson’s thesis, see Thomas Hodgkin, "The Relevance of ’Western’ Ideas 

for the New African States," in J. Roland Pennock (ed.), Self-Government in Modernizing Nations (Englewood Cliffs: 

Prentice-Hall, 1964). 
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and immediate masters in the colony, and not citizens with fundamental human rights. 

According to Ruth First, the colonial state was a pure bureaucratic entity, based on force and 

authoritarianism,s For Jean Suret-Canale, total despotism was the organizational model of the 

colonial state at each territorial level of administration: the center, the region or province, the 

district and the local administrative unit.6 At each of these levels, the colonial administrator 

exercised total control, and used intimidation and repression by the military and the police as 

methods of rule to keep the subjects down. From the district down, he was the author and 

executor of regulations, investigative officer, tax collector, and even judge. Whenever he 

wished, he could preside over the district or a lower court. 

Have the nature of the state and state-society relations changed much during the postcolonial 

period? With respect to the rule of law, the change is not as profound as expected. For 

decolonization involves both rupture and continuity, rupture in state power or change in the 

nature of rulers from Europeans to Africans, and continuity in the functions of the state, whose 
major economic role is to extract raw materials and export them to the world market.7The 

social control required for this function means that despite the evident gains made in 

democratic rights, the balance still weighs more on the side of despotism rather than the rule of 

law. 

This is so because the social character of the postcolonial state is determined by its colonial 

heritage, its role in the economy and the international context in which it operates. Like its 

colonial predecessor, the postcolonial state has as its priority goals order maintenance, 

resource extraction and social control. Relying on a narrow class basis as a representative of the 

nationalist petty bourgeoisie rather than the majority of the population, it is more predatory 

than developmental, as it continues to prioritize social control for purposes of extracting 

resources from society to improve and consolidate the economic basis of the new ruling class. 

In the absence or weakness of a national bourgeoisie, the parastatal sector is expanded as a 

major avenue of wealth accumulation for African rulers, whose longevity in office is used as a 

means of keeping and protecting their acquired wealth. 

With respect to the international context in which the state operates, the Guyanese political 

economist Clive Thomas has argued that the postcolonial state is not a purely national 

phenomenon, for it cannot retain its viability without the alliance between national ruling 
classes and those of the advanced capitalist countries.8 Support mechanisms by the latter 

include military, economic, financial and ideological means, which tend to reinforce despotism 

rather than the rule of law. Consequently, the most prized methods of rule include (1) heavy 

reliance on nepotism, clientelism and corruption; (2) Machiavellian precepts, particularly those 

s Ruth First, Powerin Africa (New York: Pantheon Books, 1970). 

6 Jean Suret-Canale, French Colonialism in TropicalAfrica (New York: Pica Press, 1971). 
7 I owe this conceptualization of decolonization as involving both rupture and continuity to the Congolese historian 

Elikia M’Bokolo, "Historicit~ et pouvoir d’Etat en Afrique noire," Relations Internationales, No. 324 (1983), pp. 197- 

213. 
~ Clive Thomas, The Rise of the Authoritarian State in Peripheral Societies (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1984), 

p. 93. 
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depicting the prince as both lion and fox; (3) destruction or systematic undermining of the 

political opposition and independent mass organizations through administrative restraints and 

other means; (4) electoral fraud, even when supposedly independent electoral commissions are 

in charge of the electoral process; and (5) in some cases, a highly developed system of 

repression and terror. 

Fortunately, during the last 20 years, the democracy and human rights movements have made 

a great deal of progress in freeing the continent from arbitrary rule and establishing the rule of 

law. But even before the current wave of democratization, the political situation all over the 

continent was not as bad as under colonial rule. Even in the midst of a general tendency 

towards despotism, there were instances of states such as Botswana, Cape Verde, Mauritius, 

Senegal and Tanzania, where the rule of law was by and large respected. 

With the hope being generated by current efforts to consolidate the rule of law in Africa, I 

would like to relate an instance of a state agency acting in full respect of the rule law in a most 

unlikely place: Nigeria under military rule in :1978. 

I first went to Nigeria 33 years ago in August 1977 as a lecturer at the University of Maiduguri in 

Borno State. As a member of the expatriate teaching staff, I was instructed to register with the 

Aliens Bureau, which kept a vigilant but non-threatening watch over foreigners working in 

Nigeria. Having completed all the necessary forms at the Bureau’s office in downtown 

Maiduguri, I was asked to return in a week or so to collect my aliens’ card. When I returned to 

the Bureau, an agent informed me that the boss wanted to see me. A bit apprehensive why the 

Bureau’s regional or state chief (I can’t remember his exact title) wanted to see me after two or 

three weeks spent in Nigeria, I went into his office expecting an unpleasant encounter. To my 

pleasant surprise, the chief told me that he had decided against giving me an aliens’ card, 

something he said should be for "real foreigners" like white folks. As an African and someone 

who came from the country of Patrice Lumumba, he added, I was right at home in Nigeria. 

As a student of public administration, I was certainly puzzled by this man’s position. Since Zaire 

(as the DRC was then known) was not a member of either ECOWAS or the Commonwealth, I 

assumed that this was a case of a civil servant rejecting those rules and regulations that he 

considered contrary to his pan-African convictions. 

What happened next was even more astonishing, but always in a positive way. Seven months 

later, there was some disturbance on the campus of the University of Maiduguri, part of a 

general rebellious mode on university campuses all over the country. The Aliens’ Bureau 

decided to find out whether there were foreign professors and lecturers who were teaching 

students Marxist or other subversive ideas. Agents of the Bureau came to the campus and 

searched the house of a Polish colleague and friend of mine.9 After two hours of going through 

her personal effects, they could not find any subversive material. The agent in charge thanked 

her for putting up with the search and apologized for inconveniencing her. After all, he said, 

The lecturer in question was Dr. Cecylia Barbara Bartoszewics. 
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she was not the target of the investigation. Their real target, he told her, was me, since I was 

known to be her partner and an academic adviser to the students’ Marxist club. Unfortunately 

for them, they had no authority to search my house, since I was not registered with the Aliens’ 

Bureau. 

This was mindboggling! Who would believe that the rule of law could exist in Nigeria under 

military rule in 1978? But here was a clear example of the respect for the rule of law by a state 

agency. This, of course, did not extend to the country as a whole, as Marxist scholars such as 

Ola Oni and Bade Onimode were expelled from the University of Ibadan for their trade union 

activities during the same year. Moreover, as the 2002 Report of the Human Rights Violations 

Investigation Commission under Retired Chief Justice Chukwudifu Oputa clearly shows, 

whatever respect there existed for the rule of law during the 1970s was eventually eroded 

under the military regimes of the :1980s and :1990s. 

Today, the drive for consolidating the rule of law in Africa is being led domestically by 

democracy and human rights activists and at the regional and pan-African levels by regional 

economic communities (RECs) and the African Union, respectively. The rejection of 

unconstitutional changes of government by the AU and the RECs is a very important arsenal in 

this drive, together with electoral observation and the defense of the pan-African right of 

intervention in any country in which the state is committing crimes against humanity, war 

crimes or the crime of genocide against a portion of its own citizens. As intergovernmental 

organizations, the AU and the RECs can succeed only with the political will and active support of 

member states, which must provide the resources necessary for upholding peace, security and 
fundamental human rights.1° 

A critical test in this regard will be Africa’s response to the release on :1 October 20:10 of the 

Report of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights "documenting the most serious 

violations of human rights and international humanitarian law committed within the territory of 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo between March :1993 and June 2003." Will Africa’s 

leaders accept to bring suspects to justice or will they continue to tolerate impunity, when high- 

ranking officials and state agencies are accused of the most heinous crimes against innocent 

civilians? How can Africa remain silent when over 6 million people have died in the DRC since 
1998 as a result of aggression by neighboring countries and their looting of natural resources in 

alliance with Congolese and non-African collaborators? Impunity and the rule of law cannot 

coexist. 

EXPANDING CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS 

I have regrouped all the variables relating to land and self-determination in Ajayi’s analysis 

under the more general theme of citizenship to include urban residents who may no longer be 

~o Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, "Ensuring Peace and Security in Africa: Implementing the New Africa-EU Partnership 

- An African Perspective," in Nicoletta Pirozzi (ed.), Ensuring Peace and Security in Africa: Implementing the New 

Africa-EU Partnership, Quaderni IAI English Series No. 17 (Rome: IAI, 2010), pp. 15-27. 
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preoccupied with land rights and local government groupings, but for whom the full exercise of 

citizenship rights is equally as relevant as for people with claims to land and local self- 

government. Expanding citizenship rights in the face of attempts to exclude some individuals 

and groups as non-citizens is a major development challenge in Africa today. For conflicts over 

citizenship often result in violence, loss of life and the destruction of property, which are all 

detrimental to national unity and economic development.11 

The denial of full citizenship rights to selected individuals and groups in Africa has taken several 

forms, all of which are a negation of national and pan-African solidarity. During the wave of 

democratization that began 20 years ago, incumbents bent on prolonging their stay in power 

have used exclusionary notions of citizenship to bar their most challenging rivals from the 

electoral process. The best-known examples of this practice are the disqualification of former 

President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia and former Prime Minister Alassane Dramane Ouattara of 
C6te d’Ivoire from presidential elections in :1996 and 2000, respectively. Because one was a 

founding father and the other had served as head of government under the venerable F~lix 

Houphouet-Boigny, the incumbent regimes felt compelled to resort to constitutional 

gymnastics to justify their political exclusion on the basis of dubious definitions of citizenship. 

In the Zambian case, the fact that Kaunda’s parents had migrated from Malawi when both 

countries were British colonies was held against him. Because his parents were not indigenous 

to Zambia, he was prohibited from running for a presidential seat that he had occupied for 

twenty-seven years (:~964-:~99:~). Interestingly, opponents of the then incumbent president, 

Frederick Chiluba, argued that he too should be disqualified, since his father was allegedly 

Congolese. 

The Ivorians were more sophisticated in their legal arguments. Conscious of the legal 

complexities of indigeneity in a territorial entity whose political boundaries had shifted during 

the colonial era and that was home to millions of immigrants, they excluded Ouattara from the 

presidential race not because he was not a citizen or had dual nationality, but on the grounds 

that he had in the past "availed himself of another nationality" by carrying a diplomatic 

passport from Burkina Faso. 

The violent repercussions of these politically motivated acts of exclusion are well known. State 

repression of Kaunda’s supporters and the general climate of violence resulted in numerous 

deaths, including that of a son of the former president. In C6te d’Ivoire, Ouattara’s exclusion led 

to the boycott of presidential elections by his political party and to acts of ethnic cleansing on 

both sides of the political/religious divide between southerners and northerners and between 

11 This section of the paper is heavily borrowed from three previous publications of mine on citizenship in Africa: 

"Citizenship, Democratization and the State in Africa," in George Klay Kieh, Jr. and Pita Ogaba Agbese (eds.), The 

State in Africa: Issues and Perspectives (Ibadan: Kraft Books, 2008), pp. 46-76; "the Politics of Citizenship in the 

Democratic Republic of Congo," in Sara Dorman, Daniel Hammett and Paul Nugent (eds.), Making Nations, 

Creating Strangers: States and Citizenship in Africa (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2007), pp. 69-80; and "Citizenship, 

Political Violence, and Democratization in Africa," Global Governance, Vol. ~.0, No. 4 (Oct.-Dec. 2004), pp. 403-409. 
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Christians and Muslims. The crisis eventually escalated to full-scale civil war, whose solution is 

still being negotiated with the assistance of the international community. 

More detrimental to democracy and development than the reluctance of incumbents to leave 

office is the political manipulation of exclusionary notions of citizenship, reinforced by 

competition over scarce resources and socioeconomic opportunities in crisis situations. Two of 

the most compelling cases in this regard are the Rwandan genocide of 1994 and ethnic 

cleansing in Mobutu’s Zai’re in 1992-1994. In the case of Rwanda, the Hutu Power regime 

originally established on the basis of the anti-Tutsi pogrom of 1959 had consistently 

discriminated against the minority Tutsi since independence in 1962. The Tutsi remaining in 

Rwanda were denied their full citizenship rights, and those in exile in Uganda, Congo, Burundi, 

Tanzania, and elsewhere were denied their right of return to Rwanda. Under the leadership of 

Tutsi exiles in Uganda, some of whom were prominent members of Yoweri Museveni’s National 

Resistance Movement (NRM) and the Ugandan People’s Defence Force (UPDF), the Rwandan 

Patriotic Front (RPF) launched a military campaign against Kigali in October 1990. Regional and 

pan-African efforts to end the resulting civil war culminated in the Arusha Accords of 1993, 

which provided for power sharing between the incumbent Hutu regime, the Tutsi-dominated 

RPF, and moderate Hutu. 

Radically opposed to this accord, Hutu Power extremists in the government did their best to 

undermine it. Their hate propaganda in favor of keeping Rwanda as a Hutu republic in which 

the Tutsi had no full citizenship rights, combined with a situation of worsening economic 

conditions, triggered genocide. David Newbury has identified two major and interrelated 

variables that contributed to violence. The first was the drastic fall in the world market price of 

coffee--the country’s main export--which deepened the economic crisis and increased the 

number of the jobless. The second was the increasingly large number of unemployed young 

men in both the modern and traditional economic sectors. In the modern sector, educational 
opportunities and jobs were very limited. In the traditional sector, land scarcity and the lack of 

money made it difficult, if not impossible, for young men to establish themselves as landowning 
farmers and thus meet the customary requirements for marriage.12 With nothing to do and no 

hope for the future, Tutsi youths joined the Rwandese Patriotic Army (RPA) in Uganda, whereas 

the more numerous Hutu youths were vulnerable to the anti-Tutsi propaganda and many 

joined the Hutu extremist militia known as Interahamwe, a paramilitary group that took an 

active part in the genocide. 

In the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) - known as "Zaire" between October 1971 and 

May 1997 - the denial of Congolese citizenship to peoples of Rwandan origin was closely linked 

to both the steady influx of Hutu and Tutsi as a result of the Hutu-Tutsi conflict in Rwanda and 

Burundi and to the competition between these migrants and the original inhabitants over land 

and other economic opportunities. With great social mobility and strong solidarity among 

them, Rwandan immigrants succeeded in acquiring wealth and power, to the detriment of the 

indigenous peoples, particularly around Masisi in North Kivu. 

David Newbury, "Understanding Genocide," African Studies Review, Vol. 41, No. 1 (April 1998), pp. 73-97. 
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National resentment led to the 1981 nationality law, which repealed Mobutu’s presidential 

decree of 1972 granting Congolese citizenship to all immigrants from Rwanda and Burundi who 

had lived in what is now the DRC since 1950. Mobutu and his cronies then manipulated the 

anti-Rwandan feelings in eastern Congo to inspire ethnic cleansing in North Kivu in 1993 and 

the attempted expulsion of the Congolese Tutsi known as Banyamulenge in 1996. 

Rwanda viewed this as an opportunity to wage war in the DRC in 1996 and 1998, on the 

grounds of "preventing another genocide." In fact, the 1996 war was aimed at destroying the 

Hutu refugee camps in North and South Kivu, which served as bases for the army of the ancien 

r~gime and the Interahamwe. The 1998 war, on the other hand, was a war of partition and 

plunder for which the security of Rwanda and Uganda served only as a pretext for the 
invaders.~3 

Similarly, ethnic cleansing in Katanga also had its roots in the greater social mobility and 

prosperity of migrants from the Kasai’ region in comparison to native Katangans. Although no 

one disputed that both groups were Congolese, advocates of the "authentic Katangans" had 

since 1958 maintained that the riches of the province ought to first and foremost be enjoyed by 

the sons and daughters of the soil of Katanga, thus privileging them over other Congolese. The 

first wave of ethnic cleansing in Katanga took place in 1960-62, under the supervision of 
Godefroid Munongo, the interior minister of the secessionist province.14 In 1992-94, the 

Mobutu regime sought to exploit anti-Kasai’an feelings to divide and weaken the democracy 

movement. The result was massive ethnic cleansing spearheaded by Gabriel Kyungu wa 

Kumwanza, the provincial governor, who established a genocidal youth militia whose 
commanders included John Numbi, currently the inspector general of the DRC national police,is 

Approximately a million Kasai’ans were expelled from cities and towns where their families had 

lived since the early twentieth century. 

More numerous than ethnic wars are cases of intercommunal violence that involve the denial 
of full citizenship rights to minorities..Much of the violence stems from identity-based conflicts 

between different groups (national, religious, regional, ethnic) or ethnic fractions (such as 

lineages or clans) over the control of economic, political, or social space. The bone of 

contention is access to land or other resources, and so these confrontations are exacerbated by 

the growing poverty of ordinary Africans and the state’s declining capacities. Territorial 

disputes keep multiplying, particularly between pastoralists and agriculturalists and in areas 

where communal boundaries are either too difficult to establish or are contested. Like violent 

13 For the background to both wars, see Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, The Congo J~rom Leopold to Kabila: A Peoples 

History (London and New York: Zed Books, 2002), pp. 215-240. 
14 Ironically, as a descendant of King Msiri, the Nyamwezi trader from Tanzania who dounded the State of 

Garenganze in southeastern Katanga in mid-19th century, Munongo could not be more of an "authentic Katangan" 

than the Luba of Kasai, whose original homeland is in the area around Lake Upemba in Katanga. 
is For brief biographical sketches of both Kyungu and Numbi, see Jean Omasombo and Eric Kennes, R~publique 

d~mocratique du Congo: Biographies des acteurs de la transition (juin 2003-juin 2006) (Kinshasa : Centre d’Etudes 

Politiques; Lubumbashi: Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches Documentaires sur I’Afrique Centrale; Tervuren : 

Mus~e Royal de I’Afrique Centrale, 2006), pp. 115-116 and 206, respectively. 
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conflicts at the provincial and national levels, intercommunal violence has an adverse impact on 

both democracy and development. The development of genuinely democratic forms of local 

governance and the nurturing of a democratic culture of participation, tolerance, respect for 

diversity, and equity are impeded drastically without full citizenship rights for all residents who 

are entitled to citizenship. Denying citizens of a country political, economic and social rights 

simply on the basis of the fact that they are "strangers" and not "indigenes," even if they have 

resided in the area for over a century simply makes no sense. How can we talk about pan- 

Africanism and a single African identity when we refuse to grant full citizenship rights to our 

own fellow citizens? 

Most cases of intercommunal violence in Africa involve nationals of the same country, but there 

are also clashes between nationals and foreign workers or refugees who are deemed to enjoy 

fewer rights than citizens. The xenophobic attacks on foreign Africans in South Africa in 2008 

are the most dramatic and tragic instance of violence directed against immigrants. In this 

particular case, the South Africans seem to forget the sacrifices made by Africans north of the 

Limpopo in support of the anti-apartheid struggle. I personally witnessed how ordinary 

Nigerians contributed whatever money they could to the annual fundraising campaign of the 

anti-apartheid movement in the city of Maiduguri during the 1970s. 

Another important issue with respect to citizenship rights concerns the land leases to foreign 

enterprises for mineral or agricultural exploitation, which are fast becoming a major bone of 

contention between the state and the people across the African continent. Deforestation by 

lumber and other companies and the transformation of peasant lands into vast plantations for 

biofuels are rapidly transforming the landscape and denying ordinary Africans not only the 

exercise of their land rights but also the opportunity to use their land as they see fit for 

purposes of their own development. This situation is reminiscent of the alienation of African 

land by the colonial state, concession companies and white settlers. It ought to be reversed 

before it results in violent confrontations that can only impede development in Africa. 

IMPROVING THE STANDARD OF LIVING FOR ALL 

The land issue is an important aspect of a much larger issue identified by Ajayi as people’s 

expectations of material prosperity through greater return on their labor and increased access 

to basic social services in postcolonial Africa. The development challenge facing Africa in this 

regard is to improve the stondard oj~ living j~or all or make the economy work for all the people, 
namely, citizens, permanent residents and legal migrants, including legitimate refugees. The 

postcolonial state cannot improve the standard of living of the majority through better housing, 

better salaries and prices for agricultural products, better transportation and marketing of rural 

produce, education as a means of social mobility and a better future for children, and an 

adequate supply of clean water, electricity and health-care facilities, within the existing 

structures of the economy inherited from colonialism. For these structures were not designed 

to serve the interests of African workers and peasants. 
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This is a question that Amilcar Cabral raised some 40 years ago with respect to the 

revolutionary mission of the nationalist petty bourgeoisie to "destroy the economy of the 

enemy and build our own economy."I6 In fact, the fundamental question for Cabral was to 

determine whether an independent state based on the same system of economic exploitation 

as the colonial state could satisfy the basic needs of African workers and peasants. His basically 

negative answer to this question is consistent with the practical guidance he provides on what 

is to be done, and his thoughts on this matter are often misunderstood. In underlining the 

incompatibility between the inherited colonial economy and state machinery with the needs 

and aspirations of the African masses, Cabral shows that there is a choice to be made by African 

governments, between the people and their aspirations on the one hand, and the world system 

and its constraints, on the other. For him, as for those of us who claim to be pan-Africanists, the 

economic policy of the African state ought to respond to the deepest aspirations of the people, 

and not to the interests of the dominant classes of the world system along with the anti-social 

policies of the financial institutions under their control. 

By conducting business as usual and managing in a rather routine fashion our raw materials- 

based and export-oriented economies, African rulers will remain the objective allies of the 

dominant interests of the developed and newly industrialized countries, which are the main 

beneficiaries of raw materials exports and capital flight to their markets. By refusing to "follow 

the path of revolution," as Fanon wrote half a century ago,17 they are pleased to play the role of 

intermediary between the dominant centers of the world economy and their people. The major 

consequences of this option are the development of an oligarchy bent on using state power as 

a means of self-enrichment, the deeper underdevelopment of African countries, and the 

further impoverishment of the popular masses. 

The current controversy in the DRC over mineral contracts through which a tiny minority of 

Congolese political elites has virtually sold the national wealth to foreign interests for a pittance 

is one of the best manifestations today of the irresponsibility and lack of patriotism of the new 

African oligarchy, which Fanon had decried in 1960-61. The development challenge of making 

the economy work for all the people is also the biggest governance challenge facing Africa 

today, namely, the need to pursue autonomous policies of national and sub-regional 

development favorable to the interests of ordinary Africans, with the aim of eradicating 

poverty, unemployment, inequality and social exclusion. For these are, without doubt, the 

major root causes of armed conflict in Africa today. 

16 Amilcar Cabral, "Destroy the Economy of the Enemy and Build our Own Economy," in Amilcar Cabral, Unity and 

Struggle: Speeches and Writings ofAmilcar Cabral (New York and London: Monthly Review Press, 1979), pp. 239- 

24:1. Emphasis added. 
17 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched o]:the Earth (New York: Grove Press, :1963), p. 15:1. 
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In this regard, there is need to renew with the progressive tradition of the founding fathers of 

African independence, who sought to bring economic development through autonomous 

policy, reliance on our own human and natural resources, and pan-African solidarity. Pan- 

Africanists in the state sector, the private sector and civil society must assume the leadership of 

this renewal, by pressuring African governments and regional economic organizations to 

implement the major policy instruments of this African strategy of development, The Lagos 

Plan oj~ Action and the Abuja Treaty Establishing the AJ;rican Economic Community. 

CONCLUSION 

After 50 years of independence, the countries of Africa have not succeeded in meeting the 

people’s expectations of independence. Despotism continues to rear its ugly head from time to 

time, and some countries are mired in endless violence for which no clear end is in view. In 
addition to developed Western countries, the new economic powers of China, Brazil and India 

are now negotiating contracts that endanger the rights of African peasants, as their lands are 

being leased to foreign companies for mineral, forest and agricultural exploitation with little 

concern for consequences for the people and the environment. Poverty remains rampant, with 

more than half of the African population living on less than 2 US dollars a day. While the nation- 

state as presently constituted remains an indispensable framework for dealing with Africa’s 

development challenges, their satisfactory resolution can occur only through pan-African 

solidarity by the way of regional and continental integration. 

In arguing for pan-African solidarity as the best answer to Africa’s development challenges, I 

would like to conclude with an anecdote from my work experience with Nigeria’s anti- 

corruption commission, the Independent Corrupt Practices and Other Related Offences 

Commission (ICPC), in 2001-2002.18 

One of the services I provided for the ICPC was to organize training workshops for the 

commissioners and their staff, which included prosecutors and investigators and the support 

staff (particularly those dealing with electronic data and records). For the commissioners, I 

thought that they might learn more from best practices by some of the African countries with 

successful experience in the fight against corruption than from Europe, Asia and America, from 

which the consultants were very costly. When I suggested the heads of the anti-corruption 

bureaus from Tanzania and Botswana, the commissioners were very skeptical, particularly with 

18 For two years, from 2000 to 2002, I served as the senior UNDP governance advisor to the Federal Government of 

Nigeria in Abuja. My major assignment was to work with the National Planning Commission (NPC) in developing 

and refining a comprehensive national governance program for Nigeria based on a Nigerian rather than a foreign 

vision of democratic governance for poverty eradication and sustainable development. In addition to the NPC, my 

work included setting up a think tank for President Olusegun Obasanjo, the Independent Policy Group (IPG), and 

providing capacity development support to four other major institutions: the Independent Corrupt Practices and 

Other Related Offences Commission (ICPC), the Institute for Peace and Conflict Resolution (IPCR), the National 

Human Rights Commission (NHRC) and the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC). 
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respect to Botswana, which was viewed as a "little" country with nothing to teach the mighty 

and big Nigeria. The Chair of the Commission, the Hon. Justice Mustapha Adebayo Akanbi, 

convinced his colleagues to accept my proposal on both countries. 

Between the 4th and 8th of March 2002, Mr. T.M. Katlholo, Director of the Botwana Directorate 

on Corruption and Economic Crime, conducted 9 training sessions for the Commission and its 

staff. His training was so outstanding that it was greatly appreciated by all concerned. Other 

than traveling with a business class ticket and accepting his perdiem for lodging and meals in 

Abuja, he did not accept consultancy fees. He told me and the Commission Chair that his 

Minister had decided that given Nigeria’s great contribution to the liberation struggle in 

Southern Africa, he was to offer his services free of charge as a Botswanan civil servant on 

official mission to a sister African nation. A fine example of pan-African solidarity, this was in 

sharp contrast to the $1,500 a day fee requested by Bertrand de Speville, a Franco-British 

aristocrat and former Chair of the Hong Kong anti-corruption commission. I must point out that 

his contribution to ICPC training was excellent but too costly. 

As my tenure in Nigeria drew to its end, the ICPC held a going-away reception in my honor on 
the 29th of April 2002 at the Chelsea Hotel in Abuja. In his remarks, Justice Akanbi explained 

why he had so warmly embraced me as an advisor to the Commission and appreciated the way 

I conducted myself in dealing with both the commissioners and the staff. He told the gathering 

that during my very first meeting with him, he ascertained that we were on the same 

wavelength, because he understood that we were both "Nkrumahists." As pan-Africanists, we 

were both supportive of promoting African thinking on the major challenges facing the African 
continent. This, I think, is the way forward for Africa’s development in the 21St century. 
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To: 
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1 of 1 

November 12, 2010 
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£9£~//~£i.q2.~ in areas that redirect attention, mediate social ...... 

interactions and modulate emotional responses. 

Weatherstone Pre-Doctoral Fellowships and Full- and Pilot-Level Treatment Grants. The intent of 

the Weatherstone Fellowship is to encourage the most promising young scientists to establish 

autism research as their chosen career path. Treatment grants support innovative clinical studies 

of novel interventions for individuals with autism spectrum disorders throughout the lifespan. 
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The I nteragency Autism Coordinating Committee (IACC) Services        [~ 
Subcommittee held a workshop on November 8 called "[-}tAl.:qnq ~ ..... 

i=.i:!!.~.~t~?£~}.," in Rockville, Md. The all-day event focused on policy 

issues related to the system of services and supports for people 

with autism spectrum disorders and their families. The workshop 

was open to the public, and several community members 

attended the event including parents, educators, medical 

)rofessionals, and researchers 
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....... her son’s love for U2 and their lead singer Bono. 

November t3 

(Anaheim, Calif.) 

(Altamonte Springs, Fla.) 
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This e-mail is only available in HTML format. If you cannot read HTML messages, just click the following link to 

Please add ~gi!£!##{z~.~[!{.~;.~2.~i.!~.~:.?.!~t;.’.-i to your address book or safe sender list to ensure e-Speaks is delivered to 

your inbox 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valerie Strecker, ONE.org <one- help@list.one.org> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 2:08 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

And the winner is... 

Dear ONE Member, 

I still remember when I got the call last year. When the judges told me 
that my design had been picked as ONE’s Next Top T-shirt, I was thrilled. 
Tt’s been one of the highlights of my career as a graphic designer and as a 

passionate ONE member. 

That’s why I"m so excited--and honored--to announce this year’s 
winner to all of you: Casey Fearing of Northfield, Minnesota, His T- 
shirt is now available for pre-order in the ONE Store in black and white and 
men’s and women’s styles. 

Find out all the details--including more about Casey--on the ONE 
blog: 

YOU VOTED. 
THE WINNER IS .... 

I’ve always been passionate about trying to make a difference in the 
world--and for me it’s been through design. So when I found out about 
ONE’s T-shirt challenge last year, I immediately went to work. I thought 
about how T could create a look that would make people want to unite as 
one in the fight against extreme poverty. I never imagined it would 
become ONE’s top selling T-shirt this year. 

And seeing this year’s finalists, T could tell that the designers wanted to 
do exactly the same thing. Out of nearly 800 entries and more than 
51,000 votes, the final three showed just how beautiful, just how 
powerful, just how creative the fight against poverty can be. 

So don’t forget to pre-order your shirt today. And stay tuned, because 
word has it the actress 3ennifer Carpenter from Dexter will be 
wearing the new T-shirt--and appearing in your inbox--very soon! 

http :i/one.orq/bloq/?p=22738&preview=true&id=2039= 709283- 
ZzHWeax&t=2 

Best, 
Valerie Strecker, ONE member 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 3:26 PM 

Wood~ Margaret W <m~¥oods@email .unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <euuice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbax%anderson@unc.edtr~; Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.uuc.edu> 

I~v~: Kmnqji Wachiim hotel bill 

folio 1 .pdf 

Hello Margaret, 

Attached is the bill from the Carolina Inn :[’or Mr Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges Since the?" are ready to charge the due amount to any of our FRS accounts, if possible, I’d like to get 
your account number for the bill. Could you please let me know the acct number we can use so that I will give it to them? 

Or if you prefer, please contact Carla Parrish in Billing Department at the Carolina Irm. Her direct number is 

In case you have any questions, please let me know. 
Thank you ~2~r your cooperation 

Haeran Miller 

Acct Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

’]?el. 919-962-4854 

Fax 919-%2-5824 

Dept of African & Afro 2,merican Studies 

Tel. 919-966-1295 

hrmil ler@em ail.unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Buell, Agatha 

Sent: Friday-, Novcmbcr 12, 2010 10:56 

To: NSllcl, Haeran 

Subject: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of PuNic Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 8:33 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Buell, Agatha; Woods, Margaret W; Kent, Adam S; Gore, Travis 
Sul~iect: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Dear Eunice: 
Good to talk with you this morning This is to COlffirm that the Atlcican 
Studies Center can help with Kamoji Wachiira’s hotel bill, in the range 
of S3~!-00. Margaret and Adam: I believe that the maximum allowable rate 
is $91/night We should use T6 funds for whatever possible [budget line 
H.3.a, if we have used all available funds from H.3.d.] and the 
remainder should come from State funds Thanks. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aiicican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Aiicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global unc edu/africa 



THE CAKOLINA INN 

211 Pittsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Main: (919) 933-2001 
Fax: (919) 962-3400 
www.carolinainn.com 

1 of 1 

November 12, 2010 

Reservation Number 228482 

Send to African & African American Stud 

Cb #3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone 919.962.1522 

Guest Name Kamoji Wachiira Arriva~ Date Departure Date 

Company African & African American Stud 11/7/2010 11/11/2010 

Room Information 310- Estate Single Queen 

Bill To African American Studies (3395AP) 

Cb#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone NA 

Folio Number 

Trans Date Description Voucher 

Charges 

11/7/2010 Guest Room INN CLUB tci-310 

11/8/2010 Guest Room INN CLUB tci-310 

11/9/2010 Guest Room INN CLUB tci-310 

Total Charges 

Balance Due: 

Amount 

159.00 

159.00 

159.00 

477.00 

477.00 

I agree my liability for the charges is not waived and agree to be held personally liable in the event that the indicated person, 
company or association fails to pay for any part or the full amount of such charges. 

Guest Signature: 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia Newsletter <newsletter@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, November 14, 2010 3:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Checklisl to Finding Good Research 

J lINII Heinz College] 

ii~~ Q&A Free trial 

~~~~ TRY QUESTIA FREEI 

Active Listening: 

Can You Hear Me Now? 
It’s hard to get the whole picture when you’re only half 

listening. Discover howwell you’re really paying 

attention when other people are doing the talking and 

how easy it is to brush up your listeninq skills. 

~ 
Continue 

Understanding the origin of the information you find is key to any 

research project. Here’s a clear-cut definition - with illustrative 

examples - to help you distin.quish between primary and 

secondary sources. ~ 

~ P rimary Sources Online 
According to one expert, the vast number of archival collections 

available online offers extraordinary new opportunities for 

researchers. Learn more about digtitized primary sources and 

where to find them. i.~ 
Continue 

~ Questoids 

2 November 2000 - The first crew arrives at the International 

Space Station 

ii.~ FollowQuestia on Twitter 

i~ 
B ....... f .... 

Facebook 

h Wizard 

4 November 1942 - General Field Marshall Erwin Rommel leads 

his troops on a five month retreat during WVVll 
~ Questia library for iPhone and iPod Touch 

14 November 1851 - Moby Dick is published. 

Nave your ow~ website or Nog? 

These free webmaster tools are 

for yoe! 

Questia Search Widget ::~:: Questia RSS Feed 

Siqn up for a FREE Trial I Search the Questia Libra r,,_’ I Send to a Friend 

iXi Heinz College 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, November 14, 2010 1:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Chapter Submission 

Escaping Emancipation (November 14).doc 

Hi Mwa~imn- 

Hope all is well ruth you; I feel like we have~ft seen one another in a while. Hopefully that can change soon. 

I wanted to go ahead and submit the chapter that I’ve written for your upcoming book, which Ii~cuses on the nexus of sovereignty mad freedom in Aiiica. Please find it 

attached. I really eNoyed writing it, and I hope that it will be acceptable tbr your purposes. As I recall you mentioning that you’d be leaving the country soon, I’ll not 

expect to hear your thoughts about it in the ve~ neax future. 

Once ag~n thanks so very much for this truly exciling oppormniF. 

All best I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anne.phillips~duke .edu 

Sunday, 4:22 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; history@duke.edu 

AAAS Working Group Meeting, Thursday, @ 5pm 

The Duke African and African American Studies Working Group invites you to our 
next meeting on Thursday,              at 5 pm. Apologies for cross-posting. 

November’s meeting, "Governance in the 19th-Century Atlantic," features: 

Christiemaa Fryar, a sixth-year doctoral candidate in histoly at Princeton, will 
present her paper, "The Moral Politics of Cholera in Postemancipation Jamaica." 
This paper examines the British response to the 1850-51 cholera epidemic that 
killed over 30,000 people in fifteen months. It looks at discussions about 
preventing a recurrence ufthe disease, and the mora[ diagnoses and 
prescriptiuns inherent tu them. Finally, this paper will explore huw the 
epidemic pruvided a forum [’or rehashing the perceived failures uf emancipation 
in light uf the colony’s worsening ecunumic fortunes. 

Lucatiun: 225 Friedl Building, East Campus, Duke University 
Map: 
http://map.duke.edu~,7× 712.93&y 393.06&z 4~w 940&~600&new.× 465&new.y 302 

Refreshments will be served. 

For more informatiun ur tu submit an abstract for possible presentatiun un a 
future program, please contact the AAAS Wurking Gruup co-cunveners: Anne 
Phillips (anne.phillips@duke edu) and Cynthia Greenlee-Dunnel[ 
(cgreend@duke. edu). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patterson, Rubin <RUB1N.PATTERSON@utoledo.edu> 

Sunday, November 14, 2010 5:22 PM 

Patterson, Rubin <RUB1N.PATTERSON@utoledo.edu-*; SaNe, Eunice N <ennice@ema~l.unc.edtr~ 

tettey@ucalg~x?,.ca; Pupla~npuK@m acewan.ca 

RE: Review - ?,our chapter - Traaasnational Citizenship and the AfficmaDiaspora 

African Diaspora Calga~ 2010 Findl.doc 

Dear All, 
Please find the attached chapter. I addressed all of the impontant and constructive recommendations. 
Best, 
Rubin 
Rubin Patterson, Phr) 
Professor of Sociology 
(;hair of Department of Sociology & Anthropology, MS 956 
Director of At’ricana Studies 
Umversity of Toledo 
Toledo, Ohio 43606 

419530.2791 (0 

419.530 8dg)6 (f) 

rubin patterson@uto[edo edu 

From: Patterson, Rubin 

Sent: Non 11/1/203.0 2:33 PM 
To: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Cc: tettey@ucalgary.ca; PuplampuK@macewan.ca 
Subject: RE: Review - your chapter - Transnational Citizenship and the AfricanDiaspora 

Dear Eunice and Wisdom, 
Sony for the delay, but, finally, my paper has been revised per your comments. I have the paper now with a professional copyeditor. I shall forward it to you after she has 
applied her editorial polish. 

Best, 
Rubin 
Rubin Patterson, PhD 
Professor of Sociology 
Chair of Department of Sociology & Anthropology, MS 956 
Director of Africana Studies 
University of Toledo 

Toledo, Ohio 43606 

419530.2791 (t) 

419.530 84()6 (f) 

rubin patterson@utoledo edu 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thu 8/3.2/203.0 3.0:3.9 AN 
To: Patterson, Rubin 
Cc: tettey@ucalgary.ca; PuplampuK@macewan.ca 
Subject: Review - your chapter - Transnational Citizenship and the AfricanDiaspora 

Dear Rubin, 

Greetings and I hope you are well 

Please find attached a review of your chapter We look forward to 
receiving your revised chapter by August 31. 

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this email 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



Africa’s Application of the Migration-Development Model: 
Just in Time for the Eco-Industrial Revolution 

Rubin Patterson 
University of Toledo 

Sociology & Anthropology 
Africana Studies 

rubin.patterson@utoledo.edu 

A Chapter for: 

TRANSNA TIONAL CITIZENSHIP AND THE AFRICAN DIASPORA: 

INTERR OGA TING POLITICS, PLA CE, AND PAR TICIPA TION A CROSS SPA CE 

University of Calgary Press 

Edited by 
Wisdom J. Tettey 
Eunice N. Sahle 

And 
Korbla P. Puplampu 

Introduction 

No development strategy has garnered more attention over the past decade than migration 

and its attendant aspects of homeland-diasporic engagement. A broad analysis of 

migration with respect to the progress of nations from the periphery to the semiperiphery 

and even from the semiperiphery to the core has culminated in what is known as the 

"migration-development model." The model does not rest on an elegant substantive 

theory or even a grand theory. Instead, the migration-development model is the product 

of induction resulting from the examination of an extensive body of national case studies. 

The evidence is so striking until national development appears to essentially presuppose 

substantial contributions from their respective diasporas. In other words, it is almost a 

prerequisite for nations of the global South to successfully engage their diasporas in core 

{PAGE } 



nations before nations of the South can both reposition themselves in the global economy 

and enhance the quality of life of their citizens. Relying on history and political 

economy, this chapter illustrates a viable process by which nations move from brain drain 

status to brain gain status. 

The migration-development model--which has been central to those nations of the global 

South that have advanced from the periphery" to the semiperiphery--has recently grown 

in popularity with African governments. Perhaps the most prominent illustration is the 

request by the African Union’s predecessor for support from the International 

Organization for Migration (IOM) in 2001 with the establishment of the Migration for 

Development in Africa (MIDA) program. MIDA is a specific program designed to 

transform emigration from a brain drain into a brain gain, hence development through 

migration. Key aspects of the migration-development strategy involve governments of 

the South working with some of their nationals in efforts to get them launched into core 

nations, which would enhance their human and economic capital in the host society so 

that some of the acquired capital will be invested into the homeland. Pre-industrialized 

Western European nations such as Sweden and italy applied this model in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Asian nations such as Taiwan, South Korea, 

India, and China applied the model at the final quarter of the twentieth century, and now, 

early in the twenty-first century, African governments are showing expressed interest in 

the model’s application. This study analyzes the slowness at which African governments 

have warmed to the model vis-it-vis other nations of the South, but given the potential 

importance of migration to development, it is better late than never. Additionally, I argue 
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that African states stand to experience considerable development by being the first to 

orient the migration development model around eco-industrial development. 

Initially after gaining independence, African governments encouraged nationals to study 

in core countries since colonialists, almost unfailingly, had refrained from building 

modern higher education systems in colonized African territories. When higher 

education systems were established in such settings, they were for the benefit of the 

children and institutions of the colonialists. The thinking among new government 

offi cial s was that nationals would follow the "learn-and-return" model if not the "learn- 

earn-and-return" model. In each instance, whether nationals returned soon after studying 

or worked for a short stint to earn higher income before returning, the thinking was that 

nationals would repatriate in substantially higher percentages than was witnessed. When 

the expected return rate was not met, African governments began attempting to apply the 

brakes on emigration of educated nationals. Another reason for African governments 

turning against white-collar emigration was due to the challenging political agendas of 

those repatriating. Africans repatriating from the core tended to push for wider civil 

society space and greater transparency and accountability. The ~-uling elites and regimes 

systematically responded by attempting to curtail the number of emigrants and repatriates 

as well as limit their influence on the homeland while residing in the core. In his work, 

de Haase (2006) spells out the historical undulation of African governments, first, 

through public policy, being for, then against, and now back to being for immigration as a 

means to the end of national development. 
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In many respects, the push toward strengthening African transnational societies and 

applying the migration-development model was ratified by the heads of state at the 

precursor of the African Union (AU) in Lusaka, Zambia, in 2001. Conceptually, African 

governments were sold on the model at that time, if not before, but in reality their 

reticence--due to the factors cited above--hampered the model’s effectiveness in the 

African context. In those instances where African governments have tended to structure 

ties to their diasporas, it has generally been through departments in either foreign affairs 

or homeland affairs. To be truly effective, however, the office of the head of state has to 

be fully engaged to completely drive the migration-development agenda in order to 

ensure energized action by all of the requisite ministries, in addition to discrete ministries 

of foreign affairs and homeland affairs, education, finance, planning, and labor, among 

others. 

In Asian nations that successfully applied the migration-development model, their heads 

of state worked with several ministries in a collaborative manner to make the model 

work. One of the first Asian nations to apply the model was India, albeit very 

unsystematically. As the prime minister of the newly independent country, Nehru saw 

this approach as being wholly indispensable for strengthening institutional capacities in 

the country. Nehru, himself educated at Cambridge, encouraged men and women in his 

country to take up studies and commercial enterprises in the core to gain economic 

capital with the help of their human capital. Nehru was a pioneer in the sense that 

subsequent Indian heads of state were considerably skeptical of the idea of sending many 

of the most educated to core nations, with the hope that India would one day benefit in 
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terms of human and economic enhancement. Six decades after Nehru’s inchoate 

articulation and credence of the migration-development model, india is now becoming a 

global leader in applying the migration-development strategy. 

African governments have recognized and have yielded to the inevitability of emigration, 

as the world today is increasingly marked by the fluid movement of peoples across a 

single economic space. The attitude now is "If you can’t beat them, j oin them." Since 

migration is going to occur, and since other nations have utilized the model with rousing 

national development success, a willingness to apply the model is evident in some 

African countries. The migration-development model is essentially brain circulation, 

which is a form of systematic brain gain because it meets the goals of all stakeholders: 

foreign students and host universities, migrant workers and their employers in the core, 

families of migrants and the governments of both the host and homeland societies 

(Patterson 2006, Saxenian 2006). The emigration of talent out of the South to the West is 

not a brain drain when the systematic orchestration is beneficial to all stakeholders. 

Many Asian nations (e.g., China, Taiwan, South Korea, and India) have experienced this 

brain circulation, and Latin American nations have recently experienced it (e.g., Mexico, 

Colombia, and Chile), but African nations have only experienced ad hoc brain gain as 

opposed to systematic brain circulation (Patterson 2007). Brain drain occurs when 

emigrants either refuse--or are not invited--to return to their homeland or they reengage 

from afar the same conditions that partly propelled them to flee initially. 
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The process of moving beyond systematic brain drain to ad hoc brain gain and on to 

systematic brain gain or brain circulation is directional but without guarantees. Brain 

drain occurs when both the living conditions of homelands in the South are considered 

intolerable to diasporans in the core due to poor infrastructure and low human 

development, combined with a politically repressive and culturally stultifying regime that 

does not subscribe to the migration-development strategy. Some ad hoc brain gain can 

occur even where there is weak infrastructure and low human development so long as 

there is earnest encouragement by the ruling regimes seeking to solicit their counsel and, 

more important, their capital. Brain circulation accelerates when, in addition to the ruling 

regime and other elites aggressively pursuing diasporas, the quality of life in society 

improves, when institutional capacities are strengthened, and when infrastructures are 

enhanced. We have witnessed this progression from brain drain through ad hoc brain 

gain to brain circulation in those nations that have advanced with the migration- 

development model; thus, they did not simply leap from brain drain status to brain 

circulation status. The stay-rate among nationals from the periphery who graduate from 

core universities was over 90% where there was a low quality of life (i.e., low life 

expectancy, high illiteracy, and low GDP per capita) and the atmosphere was politically 

repressive and culturally stultifying. The stay-rate began to decline as more and more 

nationals either became fully repatriated or became contributors through various 

modalities, all with the encouragement of political elites in the homeland. At this stage, 

ad hoc brain gain was transforming into brain circulation. In recent years, the stay-rate 

among the most highly educated Koreans and Taiwanese in American universities is 

below 50%, as the qualit57 of life in their respective homelands approaches close 
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comparison to what they experience in the United States and the homeland governments 

earnestly seek their counsel, capital, and other contributions. 

Almost every nation of the global South is seeking to gain more from their respective 

diasporas through brain circulation. Nations that are closer to the brain drain end of the 

spectrum, such as Bangladesh, are now pursuing productive dialogues with their 

respective diasporas, focusing on requisite reforms in the homeland to gain their 

sustained engagement. In concrete terms, both sides are pursuing specific demonstration 

proj ects that point the way toward future success. Nations that are moderately successful, 

in an ad hoc manner, in orienting their diasporas around homeland contributions are at a 

transitional stage. That is, they are seeking systemic brain gain by moving toward value- 

intensive value chains (OECD 2008). India is a prime example of a transitional state, 

having moved from being ad hoc to systematic in its brain circulation activities. Finally, 

nations such as South Korea and Taiwan represent societies that have developed 

knowledge-based economies with vibrant brain circulation networks. 

On the whole, African nations are still in the brain drain stage because of the combined 

low human and infrastructure development situations in conjunction with the lack of 

political openness. Nevertheless, some African nations are clearly advancing to the ad 

hoc stage--Ghana is chief among them (Arthur 2008). Thus, at least there is the 

potential for progress in this area today, as many African governments are actively 

seeking to learn how to successfully court nationals in core nations. Requests for 

assistance from the International Organization for Migration (IOM), such as with its 
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Migration for Development in Africa (MIDA) activities, are encouraging. Also 

encouraging is the exertion of some leadership on this issue by the African Union. In 

2003, the diaspora was declared the sixth region of the AU to help mobilize resources 

from the diaspora for the continent. The AU recognizes that the economic and social 

development many African nations want to experience and witness cannot occur without 

active involvement of the diaspora. This recognition is stimulated by the fact that all 

nations that had been among the most impoverished in the world had repositioned 

themselves to become key players in the knowledge-intensive economy. 

Over the past few years, the AU has been attempting to spearhead and advance the 

engagement of Africa’s diaspora in the socioeconomic development of the continent. 

Specifically, the AU has helped to facilitate the hosting of numerous African diaspora 

summits. The first AU-Caribbean diaspora conference was held in Kingston, Jamaica in 

March 2005. In some ways, this conference initiated momentum-building toward a series 

of regional consultative meetings that would produce a program of action. The regional 

meetings occurred in Brasilia, Brazilin and in London in April 2007; in New York in 

June 2007; in Barbados in August 2007; in Paris in September 2007. The consultative 

conference for the continent was held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in October 2007. As a 

result of acquiring recommendations on objectives and ideas on strategies from ministers 

and a panoply of civil society groups throughout the African continent, the Caribbean, 

North America, South America, and Western Europe, the AU completed, for the most 

part, a program of action. The program was slated to be totally completed in October 

2008 in time for the Ministerial Diaspora Summit, which was to occur at that time. Table 
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1 lists selected items from the "Programme of Action of the First Africa-Ministerial 

Conference on the Diaspora." While the statements regarding political and economic 

cooperation encouraged considerable collaboration between Africa and the diaspora, the 

actual collaboration today remains miniscule in comparison to those nations and 

transnational ethnic groups that have advanced with the migration-development model. 

Table 1. Selected Items from the Ministerial Programme of Action on the Diaspora 

Types of Cooperation 

Political Cooperation 

Agreements 

To create platforms for closer interaction, 
solidarity and effective collaboration 
between and amongst governments and 
civil society of Africa and its Diaspora 

To operationalize access to and 
participation of the Diaspora population in 
the affairs of the African Union 

To reflect on the modalities for the 
participation of the Diaspora as the sixth 
region 

To encourage civil society in the Diaspora 
and in Africa to support, advocate and 
mobilize resources for the development of 
Africa and its Diaspora 
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Economic Cooperation 

To facilitate the movement of people, 
goods and services within Africa and 
between African states and states in the 
African Diaspora and the broader African 
Diaspora 

To promote coordination and development 
of institutions in the African Diaspora and 
Africa, dedicated to innovation and 
invention for commercial and industrial 
development of the Continent 

To develop a web portal and a database for 
disseminating information on NEPAD- 
related and other Africa Union programmes 
and proj ects as well as other investment 
opportunities in Africa and Diaspora 
regions for the advancement of aspirations 
of Africans 

To explore the possibility of creating a 
Diaspora Development Bank to manage 
Diaspora remittances 

To examine the merit of using the Digital 
Solidarity Fund as a means of creating e- 
linkages between Africa and the Diaspora 

The program of action, designed to embody actionable items and achievable gains, was to 

be finalized in a "Draft Declaration" for consideration and adoption by the Summit of 79 

heads of state and other state representatives from Africa, Latin America, and the 

Caribbean. The Summit was to occur between October 10-11, 2008 in Sandton, South 

Africa, a suburb of Johannesburg. The internal African National Congress struggle that 
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culminated in the removal of Mbeki from office required that the Summit be postponed. 

Movement toward a continental-level brain circulation agenda has been stalled due to a 

change in emphasis by South Africa, the economic powerhouse in Africa. As a result, 

there has been a devolution of brain circulation efforts to the nation-state level. 

India offers a particularly effective case study for the New Partnership for Africa’s 

Development (NEPAD) and individual African nations from which they could glean 

insights into the migration-development model. Those nations that already have a brain 

circulation-established knowledge-intensive economy achieved that status with 

authoritative regimes. More important, they had no codified knowledge or specific 

bureaucratic institutions that African nations could follow. India, on the other hand, as it 

is well underway in its transition from ad hoc brain gain to systematic brain gain, has 

both generated and inspired codified knowledge about how a nation can progress in this 

arena. Indian diasporans founded The Indus Entrepreneurs in 1992; the Indian 

transnational community (i.e., involving both the diaspora and citizens and institutions in 

the homeland--including the government) founded the prestigious Indian School of 

Business in 1995; and in 2004, the Indian government established the Ministry of 

Overseas Indian Affairs (MOIA) to serve as a one-stop address for overseas Indians 

seeking information regarding their homeland economically, socially, and culturally. 

Additionally, in 2008, MOIA--with its four functional service divisions of diaspora 

services, financial services, emigration services, and social services--was designed to 

facilitate business-to-business partnership between Indian businesses and overseas 

Indians (2008). Leaders in China, Taiwan, and South Korea, however, had to glean 
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insight into how some Western European nations, many decades earlier, progressed 

developmentally via migration from an uncodified body of knowledge and without 

specific institutional examples. Scholars of Indian descent such as Devesh Kapur (2010) 

and institutions such as MOIA have examined the more recent Asian examples and have 

contributed to knowledge codification and institutional counsel for a nation’s progress 

with the migration-development model. 

Via the Diaspora, Movement from Crisis to Desideratum on the Environment 

African nations have the opportunity to "move from a crisis to a desideratum." Many 

regard a crisis as a situation embodying both danger and opportunity. The environmental 

crisis enhanced by climatic shocks in Africa is conspicuous, widespread, and deadly. 

Desertification, floods, droughts, and declining agricultural productivity are some of 

those ill-effects that are directly and indirectly snuffing out the lives of millions of 

Africans each year. The attendant mortality figures are rising in step with global climate 

change. With eco-industrial production, Africans can move from a crisis to more 

sustainable positions environmentally where they need to be, as well as to move to more 

rewarding positions economically where they would like to be. But getting from here to 

there requires the diaspora in core nations to play an indispensible role. 

Africans constitute 13% of the world’s population, but their economic activity constitutes 

less than 1% of the world’s economy, and Africans are responsible for only 2% of the 

world’s greenhouse gas emissions. Despite their low carbon footprint, much of the 

world’s greenhouse gas-induced mortality, morbidity, and economic destruction occur in 
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Africa. The reasons for this environmentally induced concentrated death, debilitation, 

and economic devastation are due principally--at this time--to the continent’s low 

scientific and technological infrastructure. The ill-effects of climate change are being 

played out in infinite ways everywhere on the planet. To emphasize how much we have 

changed the planet in fundamental and irreversible ways, Bill McKibben (2010), a 

leading environmentalist, gives it a new name: "Eaarth." Although all of humanity is 

imperiled by these transformations over the long-haul, some nations with more advanced 

technologies, particularly those in the West, are able at this juncture to contain the ill- 

effects of the physical-, chemical-, and biological-systems changes. Examples include 

higher and stronger dykes and levies as well as biotechnology to maintain production 

yields despite longer and more intense dry and wet seasons. However, with accelerated 

melting of Greenland and Antarctica, rising anywhere between the likely figures of three 

to six feet in the twenty-first century, thousands of miles of coastlines and millions of 

people would be displaced, even in technologically advanced nations. 

Presently and throughout Africa’s post-colonial period, officials in leadership positions 

have worked energetically to acquire the West’s state-of-the-art industrial technologies, 

which ironically are principally responsible for the climatic changes of which Africans 

are bearing the brunt. Such technologies were looked upon as both prestige symbols and 

indispensable means of elevating the quality of lives of their respective constituents, it is 

now much more advantageous from economic, environmental, and health points of view 

for Africans to pursue technologies that better enable the sustainable use and 

conservation of biodiversity. 
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I posit that there are advantages for Africans to be a lot less energetic in efforts to acquire 

state-of-the-art industrial technologies and a lot more energetic in efforts to help pioneer 

future eco-industrial technologies. Eco-industfial technologies are those technologies 

that drive toward resource productivity and the dematerialization of production rather 

than labor productivity. That is, rather than the goal being more production output per 

unit of labor, the goal is more production output per unit of material and energy 

consumed as well as per unit of carbon and toxic output. So eco-industrial technologies 

have the attributes of the following three D’ s: decarbonization, detoxification, and 

dematerialization. More broadly, an "eco-industfial age" involves these three-D 

technologies as well as a new material consumption consciousness, namely, "delimitation 

of consumption." The idea behind a fourth D is to delink consumption from happiness, 

thereby diminishing the drive to incessantly consume more and newer material goods as 

the source of our satisfaction. Engineering a cultural transformation to achieve the fourth 

D is likely to be far more difficult than engineering a technological transformation to 

achieve the three D’ s. 

The obvious opportunity engendered by the environmental crisis in Africa is the 

opportunity to be among the first to move beyond the pre-eco-industrial age technologies. 

Those fossil fuel-based-destructive industrial technologies have passed their prime and 

are moving into decline and eventual total replacement. Not only do many leading 

geoscientists and oil industry experts believe that we are either at or well beyond peak oil, 

but also many nations are in a race to be among the chief pioneers of future eco-industrial 
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technologies, particularly advanced renewable energy sources. And given Africa’s 

insurmountable lag in basic industry and daunting gap in the information and 

communications technology industry, African nations can move decisively to be among 

the early adopters of, if not contributing pioneers in, the future eco-industrial 

technologies. 

As I pointed out above, Africans are presently suffering more from the world’s state-of- 

the-art industrial technologies that are triggering climatic changing that results in 

increased floods, droughts, famines, and deadly diseases such as malaria. Consequently, 

Africans have more of an incentive for world producers to advance beyond the reigning 

environmentally destructive industrial technologies, it is neither prudent nor necessary 

for Africans, in effect, to wait and hope for technologists in other parts of the world to 

innovate new eco-industrial technologies for themselves and others, which would 

improve living conditions across the continent. To the extent Africans can help expedite 

the process by contributing to pioneering eco-industrial technologies, the lower the 

number of Africans who will go malnourished and die prematurely. Not only is being 

among the pioneers a life-and-death issue for Africans, but it is also a wealth-and-poverty 

issue. Similar to ICT and other prior transformative technological innovations, the 

pioneers, early adopters, and successful commercializers can expect to reap some of the 

greatest economic gains from future eco-industrial technologies. 

Synergizing Actions 
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It is no secret that Africa lacks the human capital and other requisite resources to 

innovate eco-industrial technologies. Getting in position to do so requires leadership and 

synergistic actions on the part of the African Union Ministerial Conference on the 

Environment (AMCEN), New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) 

Environment Initiative, NEPAD Office of Science and Technology, and the NEPAl2) 

Sector of Education. All of those areas touch on aspects of what is needed to help 

transform African economies from being far behind and seeking to acquire the very 

heavily fossil fuel-based technologies that will be phased out in the years to come, and 

which are currently adversely affecting biological, environmental, and economic health in 

Africa. Eco-industrial technologies, the next likely genus of production, requires 

extensive and intensive technical human capital. As the NEPAD Office of Science and 

Technology (2006) noted, "Africa’s biodiversity holds an enormous potential of 

transforming the continent’s agricultural and industrial systems to contribute to economic 

growth and poverty reduction .... Conserving and promoting sustainable use of 

biodiversity is one of the challenges that African countries have committed themselves to 

advancing." Applying brain circulation is the best way to acquire the requisite talent to 

understand, protect, and sustainably employ the continent’s rich biological diversity to 

the economic benefit of the people. 

At present, Africa lacks the necessary critical mass of conservation biologists, 

technicians, bioinformatics specialists, plant geneticists, ethnobotanists, and other 

professionals in the life science fields as well as the institutional capacity to produce 

them. What each African nation has are high schools capable of turning out thousands of 
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graduates, many of whom can succeed in undergraduate programs in science and 

technology fields. That is, in smaller populated countries with more limited higher 

educational capacity, such as Botswana and Rwanda, hundreds are graduating from high 

school showing considerable talent in life science fields; and in larger countries with 

more elaborate higher educational institutional capacity, such as Ghana, thousands are 

graduating with such talents. These high school graduates could study at national 

universities for undergraduate degrees in the natural sciences and engineering for career 

tracks related to eco-institutional careers just as they are doing today. Among those who 

are completing their studies in technical fields from the national universities--scores in 

the case of smaller countries and hundreds in the case of larger ones--a goal can be set 

by each country to place a percentage of those graduates into graduate programs where 

there is global leadership in various eco-industrial fields. 

With regard to wind power, the top four countries account for over 70% of global 

capacity. Denmark, Spain, Germany, and China are leaders in various ways in wind 

energy, and would therefore make for lucrative training grounds for Africans in the 

alternative energy platform of wind. According to the Danish Minister of the 

Environment, Connie Hedegaard (2007), Denmark achieved a 60% growth in gross 

national product over the last 25 years while carbon dioxide emissions have declined. 

The nation now gets nearly 20% of its energy from wind. Spain bests Denmark in this 

regard by getting over 40% of its energy from wind technology. China gets a smaller 

percentage, but in the aggregate, it generates more wind energy than any other nation. 

Europe produces 80% of all the wind turbines sold in the world, and Germany produces a 
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third of the world’s total. With regard to solar energy, the leading countries are the 

United States, Japan, Germany (which produces a third of the world’s total), and China. 

As for solar photovoltaic (PV) installations connected to a grid, Japan and Germany 

account for 87%. As for solar thermal electricity installations, the United States has 

nearly the entire market. US solar thermal installation leadership will be extended even 

further, as the government approved in late-2010 a 1,000 megawatt solar thermal power 

plant to be built on public land in the Mojave Desert. And lastly, with regard to ethanol, 

the United States and Brazil produce 90% of global output (UNEP et al. 2009). 

NEPAD, AMCEN, and African governments can work to get scientifically and 

technologically talented youths from across Africa into the United States, Germany, 

Japan, Brazil, Denmark, Spain, and other nations leading in eco-industrial research and 

development (R&D) and commercialization so that they can study and work among the 

pioneers of these next-era technologies. 

The policy obj ective would be to get recent science and technology grads from African 

national universities into graduate programs in countries leading in advanced alternative 

energy fields to contribute to the research, development and commercialization of the 

young energy areas. Several East and Southeast Asian nations applied this migration- 

development/technology transfer model in the ICT fields, starting from the 1970s 

onward. Despite the fact that other nations were fiercely competing early on with the 

United States in the digital revolution during the 1980s, it was the critical mass of 

Asians--other immigrants contributed significantly, too--in conjunction with Americans 
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and their more conducive culture and unmatched higher education infrastructure that 

birthed the new enabling industry of ICTs. 

Asian immigrants to the United States in the 1970s and 1980s were instrumental in 

driving ICT innovation, the building blocks of the digital economy. Because they 

commanded the codified and tacit technical knowledge while remaining in a brain 

circulation network with their homeland, the immigrants were able to transfer the 

technology to build the industry there. We see this in places such as Hsinchu and 

B angalore, Taiwan and India’s version of Silicon Valley. It is j ust as important to also 

note how Asian immigrants’ ICT industry knowledge and economic capital shows up in 

their entrepreneurship. For example, between 1995 and 2005, immigrants--primarily 

Asians--started 25.2% of the engineering and technology companies in the United 

States, and in 2006 they were inventors or co-inventors in 24.2% of international patent 

applications filed in the United States. Nearly 80% of these immigrant-founded 

engineering and technology firms were in software and innovation/manufacturing-related 

services companies (Wadhwa 2007). Only 2% were in the eco-industrial industry. What 

this shows is that new immigrants moving to a core technology at the early stages of the 

pioneering of a whole new industry can be instrumental in driving the technology base 

forward and, subsequently, founding new companies associated with those new 

technologies both in that core nation and in the respective ancestral homelands of the 

immigrants. 
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This time, with advanced alternative energy, other nations, such as those identified above 

and others, have learned from the American experience and are eager to attract science 

and technology (S&T) talent from across the globe to help pioneer new energy and other 

eco-industrial technologies. That is, many nations want the "eco-industrial Valley" as the 

Silicon Valley analogue to be located in their country. Such a situation could only afford 

African nations with more options to place new graduates in positions to contribute to the 

pioneering activities. However, because the overall scale and sophistication of S&T, 

R&D, commercialization, and venture capital infrastructure of the United States are, in 

many ways still unrivaled--though the United States has clearly slipped in this area vis- 

i>vis other nations in recent years--US leadership in the near future can be predicted in 

the area of eco-industrialization. Additionally, the United States has hundreds of top 

research universities whereas other Western and so-called BRIC nations (i.e., Brazil, 

Russia, India, China) may have only scores. 

Of course, simply producing annual cadres of new S&T undergraduates and placing them 

in key R&D universities and centers and in corporations around the world are only half 

the battle; the other half is getting them to transfer some of that newly acquired human 

capital while remaining in the host society or even repatriating to their respective 

homeland countries. In many respects, the latter half of the battle has proven to be more 

daunting and resistant to change than placing Africans in graduate programs in core 

countries. But the high-stay rate and unwillingness to transfer some of their built-up 

complex of human, economic, and social capital are not inherent or insurmountable. 

Instead, the procedure outlined in the beginning of this study illustrates that actions on 
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the part of the governments and leaders in the homeland have to occur before the brain 

drain advances forward to ad hoc brain gain and ultimately on to systematic brain 

circulation. 

Movement from crisis to desideratum means moving initially because of danger, but in 

doing so taking advantage of the opportunity to produce something better, and ultimately 

on to desideratum in that there is movement out of both necessity and strong desire. The 

strong desire is not just to conserve biodiversity, limit the ill-effects of climate change in 

the lives of Africans, and help curb climate change itself, although all of these are both 

laudatory and necessary, but it is also out of the strong desire for the continent’s 

economic transformation. The future eco-industrial economy can help transform African 

economies and elevate them in the global economy not unlike the manner in which 

several Asian nations had their economies transformed internally and elevated globally 

with the migration-development model (Rowen, Hancock, and Miller 2007; Simon 

2009). 

Conclusion 

These Asian transnational communities expedited their brain drain to ad hoc brain gain 

and to brain circulation in part by studying the history of the Western experiences with 

the migration-development model. And now, given that Africans can draw on both the 

Western experiences from the nineteenth and early t~ventieth centuries as ~vell as Asian 

experiences from late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, the success of their 
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applications of this strategy can be expedited further. It is possible that the strengths of 

historical lessons can help mitigate the extra constellation of challenges that Africans 

face--that neither Europeans nor Asians faced when they were industrializing--as they 

attempt to advance from brain drain to ad hoc brain gain and on to systematic brain gain. 

Moreover, the African migration-development strategy can be facilitated today with a 

"digital diaspora" (Brinkerhoff 2009). That is, African transnational communities that 

are separated from their homelands and scattered across the globe can more easily 

maintain their envisioned imagined communities with social media and build more 

elaborate forms of social capital with ICT tools. Africans transnationals can learn from 

Asian transnationals who extended networked communities across the Pacific via a 

digital diaspora, which among other things, contributed to the booming and transformed 

economies of Taiwan, South Korea, China, India, and others (Chang 2006)~ The NEPAD 

Office of Science and Technology rightfully argues for building a strong political and 

civil society constituency for science and technology in Africa. I contend that the Office 

should go one step further by arguing for building a strong political and civil society 

constituency for brain circulation and science and technology. 
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1 Announceraents 
CALL FOR PAPERS ON ACHPR DECISION ON AFRICAN LESBL~NS 
Coalition of African Lesbians 

The African Comraission on Hun~an and People’s Rights denied observer 
status to the Coalition of African lesbians. Their reason as set out 
in the report to the AU is that the organisation does not seek to 
protect rights guaranteed under the charter. 

This is not true. CAL works to protect the httman rights of human 
beings. The charter cotffers the rights to all huraan beings. 

A special issue of Pambazuka News focusing on the implications of the 
decision on people who are vulnerable to human rights violations of 
httman rights because of their real or pcrceived sexual orientation or 
gender identity will be published shortly. 

Please send your contributions to natasha [AT] amsher [DOT] net 

JOURNALIST STUDY TOU~ TO INDL4 2011 : FAIZL4MU ENNRGING POWERS IN AFRICA PROGRAMME 
Call for applications 

The Fahamu Emerging Powers in Africa Programme is pleased to am~ounce 
a call for applications for its Journalist Stu@ Tour to India. Four 
successful applicants will be chosen to participate in a 6 day stud)’ 
tour. African media professionals in print, broadcast, radio and 
online fora throughout Africa are encouraged to apply for this study 
tour. African lecturers from journalism schools and media programmes 
on the continent may also apply 
http ://ww~ pambaza~ka, org/e~’category/Announce/68639 

JIik~AL SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS SEEKS AFRICA SPECIALIST 



The JSIA ( http://bit.ly/Jinda[ ) is seeking a PhD candidate who has 
just finished or who is alrea@ on the job market with a 
specialisation in comparative politics and foreign relations of 
Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean. The candidate should be 
interested in coming to India for this exciting new school 
h ttp ://w,~,as,.pamba’zuka. or~/en/cate~orv/Announce/68644 

IV\I IVVV IVV’,I IV\i\i /’,i’,AI I’&IV AIVV IVV\i lV’,i’,i /’, 
2 Zimbabwe update 
DEVELOPMENT FOI~_m,IDATI©N FOR ZLMBABWE LAUIX-CHED 
http ://sabar~meterb~g.w~rdpress. c~r~2~ ~ ~/ ~ ~/~2/d~ve~pmunt-f~undati~n-f~r-zirr~babwe-~aunched/ 

In December of last year, the Institute for Justice and Recunciliation 
(IJR) hosted a public lecture by Zimbabwean Prime Minister Morgan 
Tsvangirai in Cape Town on ’The State of Zimbabwe’s Economy’, as well 
as a dialogue with members of country’s diaspora. Emerging from that 
dialogue, diaspora raerabers recently- launched the Development 
Foundation for Zimbabwe ’a non-profit, non-partisan organisation 
created and driven by Zimbabweans’. The Foundation aims to ’provide a 
platform for constructive engagement between Zimbabweans in the 
Diaspora and fellow corapatriots in the Zimbabwean government, 
business, civil society and the general public’. 

MORE ECONOMIC REFORM NEEDED, SAYS LMF 
httl~:#zimbabweiournalists.com/stolw.l~tm?art id 7005&cat 1 

Zimbabwe’s economy ~vill grow for the second successive year in 2010 
due to positive policies and strong commodi~ prices, the 
Intematiunal Monetary Fu~d said on Munday, ;vhile calling for more 
reforms to sustain the recovery. An I2v[F team that visited between Oct 
25 and Nov 3 for routine discussions with government and the private 
sector said Zimbabwe ;vould have a budget surplus this year, among 
other signs of improved economic conditions. 

SOLDIERS GO ON RAMPAGE IN CHIPINGE FAST 
http ://www, swradioafrica, col~’news l 011101soldiers.html 

Heavily armed soldiers ;vearing military fatigues on Wednesday launched 
a lu~chtime raid on Green Valley farm in Chipinge East, in an 
operation in which they took away MDC officials One of those 
’abducted’ by the soldiers, who were brandishing AK47 rifles, is 
Solomon Mazvokwadi, an MDC-T ward youth chairman for the area. The 
soldiers were deployed in Chipinge East three months ago and have been 
patrolling the area, allegedly intimidating MDC supporters 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
3 Ali~ican Union Monitor 
IJUMAN R[GIFfS NGOS URGE RATIFICATION OF GOOD GOVERNANCE C[tAR;]"ER 
http://bit, l’~’/a5FoAs 

The Director of the Banjul-based African Centre for Democracy and 
Human Rights Studies, Hannah Forster, on Sunday emphasised the need 
[’or African governments to ratify and implement the African Charter on 
Democracy, Elections and Governance in order to reinforce the highest 
principles of democratic governance in Africa. Speaking at the opening 
ceremony of the forum of the pamcipation of NGOs on the 48th 
Ordinary Session of the Afi-ican Commission on Human and Peoples 
R ights, in Banjul, the Gambian capital, Forster lamented that impunity 
has become so entrenched in our countries that much thought should be 
given to the development of strategies to combat the phenomenon. 

KENYA: COMX/rL’NITY RI~I,’ERS LAND DISPUTE TO AU COURT 
http:i/www mars~roupkenya.org/multimedia/?StoryID 309611 

The Endorois community is seeking the intervention of the African 
Co!lgrlission to compel the Government to unplement a ruling dehvered 
early this year. The community has dispatched a delegation of 10 
members to the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) 
meeting in BaNuL Gambia, to express displeasure over Government’s 
failure to honour its ruling. In the landmark ruling, the African 
Cormnission found the Government guilty of violating the human rights 
of the Endorois, by evicting them from their land to pave way for 
creation of Lake Bogoria Game Reserve, between 1974 and 1979. 



4 Women & gender 
DRC: NEW TRADES HELP WOMEN REBUILD YROM CONFLICT 

http ://www. wfp. or~/stories/drc-new-trades-help-women-rebuild-conflict 

After years of armed conflict, women in southeastern Democratic 
Republic of Congo are playing a leading role in its economic recovery 
with the help of vocational training centres which keep them fed while 
they learn new skills. Famiya Omari, a 50-year-old mother of five, 
once trudged for miles each day to ply fresh cassava. Now, she sells 
the bread and soap that she has learnt to make at a vocational centre 
run by a local NGO, the Reflection Coramittee For Development and 

Social Promotion (CORDPS). 

RYVANDA: ENCOI_,~,AGING POLICE TO TACKLE VIOLENCE AGAINST YVOMEN 

http://www IRINnews.org/report aspx?Reportid 91028 

The Rwandan authorities are trying to tackle gender-based violence b~ 
addressing the role of security persolmel in ending the scourge 
’Violence of ally sort is an aft’ront to society, an abomination that is 
simply unacceptable,’ Rwandan Prime iVfinister Bernard ivlakumn said. 
’Security forces in Africa must recognise gender-based violence as a 
crime.’ The prime minister, who was speaking at a recent high-level 
conference in the R~vandan capital of Kigali on the role of security 
bodies in ending violence against women and girls, called for 
con~munity involvement in efforts to root out the vice. 

SEiN~EGAL: THE THIRD AFRICAN FEMINIST FORUM 

http://bit.lv/c0WJ2k 

From 21 - 24 October 2010, close to 180 feminist activists from all 
African sub-regions met in Dakar, Senegal for the third African 
Feminist Forum. The forum focused on the theme of con~munities, 
connecting discussions about ;vomen’s citizenship, state 
accountability, the market, the environment and otu- individual roles 
as activists. 

UGANDA: OVER 200 (IIRI,S TO BE CZ[ZCUMCISfiD 
http://www.newvisinn.co uv/D/8/12/737446 

Elders in Bukwo and Kapchorwa districts are preparing to circumcise 
over 200 girls next month despite a new law banning the practice. ~flqe 
practice, commonly referred to as female circumcision, is mostly 
practiced among the Sabiny, who occupy Bukwo and Kapchorwa districts 
on the northern slopes ofMt Elgon. The United Nations categorises it 
as female genital mutilatinn (FGM) because it damages a woman’s 
sexuality and leads to various complicatinns. FGM refers to the 
removal of the external female genitalia. 

WEST AI,T([CA: RESEARCIt SHOWS WOMEN OWN ~f"vVO PfiR CfiNT OF ARA[3LE LANDS 

http://bit, ly/bPyqaz 

Although responsible for about 80 per cent o:[’the agricultural 
production for the supply of households and markets, women own less 
than two per cent o:[" arable lands in West and Central Africa. This was 
the finding of a stu@ conducted by the West and Central African 
Council for Agricultural Research and Development (WECARD), published 
in Dakar, Senegal. 
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5 Human rights 
CAMEROON: THE POLITICAL ASSAS SINATION OF FELIX MOI_Y~ZE 

http://www.towardfreedom.con~/home/africa/2163-political-a ssassination-lead-up-t o-african-independences 

This year marks the 50th anniversaiT of the independence of most of 
the French-speaking African states and has been so celebrated in 
France and in the former French Sub-Saharan African states. The 
independence of Noith Africa followed a different course, but the 
1954-1962 Algerian War heavily influenced French policy in Sub-Saharan 
Africa - usually referred to as AfYique Noire (Black Africa). Less 
celebrated are the political assassinations which xvere carried out in 
the lead up to the 1960 independences. Thus the November 3, 1960 death 
of Felix Mountie, the Cameroun independence leader, by poison in 
Geneva, merits attention to remind us that State-sponsored murders 
have terrorism of population as an aim. 



(II.OBAL: ACTION DAY t{IGHLIGttTS A[BUSES BY EUROPEAN COMPANIES 

http://www.fidh, org/t Iundreds-of-N(iOs-participate-in-an-Action-I)a¥-t o 

The [guropean Action Day is an initiative o:[’the European Coalition for 
Corporate Justice (ECCJ http://www.corporateiustice or~), a [guropean 
network bringing together over 250 civil society orgamsations present 
in 15 European countries to take measures that will stop corporate 
abuses and provide access to justice for victims of these abuses. 
’From mercup)~ poisoning in South Africa to child labour in India, 
corapanies, including Ettropean ones, continue to get away with breaches 
of unvironmental and human rights standards,’ states Ruth Casals, 
ECCJ’s coordinator. 

KENYA: NOW RL’I’O WANTS KENYA’S PR]NCIPALS CHARGED BY ICC 

http://bit.l¥/a3vApP 

Eldorct North MP William Ruto wants the International Criminal Cottrt 
to indict Presidunt Kibaki and Prime Minister Raila Odinga for the 
roles he says they played in the post-election violence. In a 
statement that could form the core of 2~ Ruto’s defence at The Hague, 
one of the suspended minister’s lawyers says the process of securing 
justice ~vould have no credibility- if _’vfl Kibaki and Mr Odinga are not 
charged. 

NIGERIA: NEW REVELATIONS ON ANNI\~RSARY OF KEN SARO \~T~rA’S DEATH 
http ://iusticeinniRerianow. or a/niRer-delta/new-revelations-on-anniversarv-of-ken-sar o-wiwas-death 

Fifteen years ago Ken Saro Wiwa and eight other Ogoni activists who 
led protests against Shell Oil company were hanged by the Nigerian 
govertwnent after a sham trial on trumped up charges. Justice in 
Nigeria Now remembers Ken Saro Wiwa and his colleagues, noting new 
revelations about Shell’s PR strategy after the deaths of the Ogoni 
activists. 

NIGEtLL4: YVHEN OIL COMPANIES \ OLL’xTTEER 

http://www eraction org/component/content/244?task=vie;v 

Some oil companies, including Shell and Chevron, have signed up to 
what is known as Volunta~z Principles, by which the), declare how- they 
would change their corporate practices in the area of security and 
htunan rights. See the principles at 
http://ww~, voluntar,vprinciples org/This Envirol~mental Rights Action 
article asks whether these principles have resulted in any positive 
change, touches on the principles behind them and how they can be 
applied to Nigerian oil fields. 

SOU’IXqF, RN A2rRICA: SADC REVIEW ’DEikNES CITIZENS REDRESS’ 

http://wwwansa-africa.net/index.php/kiews/newsDdew/sadc review denies citizens redress/ 

A recent decision by the Southern African Development Communi~ (Sadc) 
summit means an ’effective suspension’ of the SADC tribunal, which 
will deny SADC citizens redress, nongovernmental organisations (N(iOs) 
said last week. ’]?he challenge by N(IOs including the Southern Africa 
Litigation (;entre and the Aftica regional office of the International 
Commission o:[" Jurists, comes after a decision by the Sadc summit ~n 
August that the tribunal would not hear new cases. ’]"he tribunal hears 
cases between citizens o:[" SADC member states and the states 
themselves, when the citizens have exhausted all domestic legal 
avenues. 

SUDAN: MINORS SENWf~;NCED TO DEATH 

http://ipsnews.net/news asp ?idnews=53495 

Four minors are among nine people who have been sentenced to death 
a carjacking in Khour Baskawit in South Darfur. The case has raised 
fresh concerns over protection lk~r children’s rights in Sudan Sudan 
is a signatop)~ to the 1UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, which 
prohibits the execution of minors. In line with this, Sudan reformed 
its laws in January 2010, raising the age at which an offender can 
face capital punishment from 15 to 18 

UGANDA: HL~IAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IN KAR~MOJA REGION GUARAN2~ES ~qPUNITY 

Amnesty International says it is concerned that the government of 
Uganda has failed to date to ensure thorough, prompt and independent 
investigations into frequent repolts of human rights violations, 
including possible unlawful killings, by- the Uganda Peoples’ Defence 
Forces (LrPDF), in the Karamoja region thereby ensuing irapunity for 
the perpetrators. The alleged violations have been comraitted in the 



course of an ongoing disarmament process in the area 
http://www.pambazulca.or~/er~,cate~ory/ri~hts/68507 

Z [I’,/ff:~AB WE: TII’,/lt*; TO RETtt]NK TIIE K IMB t".[ZLE Y PROCESS 
http://bit.ly/abWbxS 

’]?he two authorised sales of Marange diamonds make clear the Zimbabwe 
governruent has no reason to feel threatened by a Western diaruond 
import ban, says this conmxentalT from the International Crisis Group. 
Emerging powers are challenging the rules and becoming more 
influential. Buyers, especially from India, have been more than 
willing to fill the gap resulting from the absence of most Westerners. 
Chinese buyers could also potentially compete. With world dianmnd 
production falling by 24 per cent since 2009 and increased 
competition, buyers are becoming readier to push hmnan rights and 
governance standards aside. 

6 Refugees & forced raigration 
AFRICA: AFRICANS AND ASIANS ATTRACTED TO LATIN AMERICA 
htm ://~v. a~ertnet. ~ra/thene~vs/newsdesk/L2xTHCIL~ dc83b4de3886eec6b~e26~4d6 7~a5 3 5.htm 

Yakpaoro is part of a new trend in South .~erica. The refugee from 
Guinea is one of a groxving ntunber of Africans and Asians, many of them 
refugees, making their way to the continent before joining mixed 
migration routes from the south to the north. I~’ix,~ICR statistics show 
that so far this year between five and 40 per cent of total asyltun 
applications submitted in various Latin American countries ;vere lodged 
by nationals ti’om Asia and Africa 

ANGOLA: SENIOR UN OFFICIAL CALL S FOR PROBE INTO REPORTED RAPE OF F2xIPELLEES 
http://w;vw.unorg/apps/newsistory asp?NewsID 36687&Cr An~ola&Crl 

A senior United Nations official has urged the national authorities in 
Angola and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) to investigate 
reports that ;vomen were raped ;vhen large numbers of people were 
expelled from Angola and forced to return to the DRC recently. ’I call 
upon the authorities of both countries to investigate these 
allegations and to proceed in compliance with relevant legislation,’ 
said Margot WallstrOm, the Secretal3,--General’s Special Representative 
fk~r Sexual Violence in Conflict. 

KENYA: 8,000 SOMALIS PUSHED OUT OF KENYA 

Approxunately 8,000 Somalis, who fled across the Kenyan border from 
the Somali town of Belet Hawo fk~llowing intense fighting there, ;vere 
ordered to return to Somalia by the Kenyan authorities between 1 and 2 
November. On 4 November about 3,000 were forced further into Somalia 
by Kenya’s administrative police, where they are at risk of’serious 
human rights abuses Amnesty International is urging those concerned 
by the development to write to the Kenyan authorities. 
http : //www pambazuka or~/en/cate~orw’refu~ees/68648 

SOMALIA: FIGHT OVt*;R WA[[I4R, PAST[1RE SENDS t]IJNDREDS 

http:i/www IR INnews.org/report asp× ?Reportid 91034 

Fighting between two sub-clans over grazing pasture and water has le~ 
20 dead and thousands of families displaced from several villages in 
central Somalia, say locals. ’In my own town of Galinsor, about 1,300 
families [7,800 people] have been displaced, out of a total population 
of 5,500 families,’ Osman Abdi, an elder, told [RIN on 9 November 
’Many of the famili es have fled to surrounding villages and are living 
in the open or sheltering under trees.’ 

SUDAN: UN TO ASSIST IDPS RETURN TO DARFUR 
http://www africanews.comYsiteiUN to assist [DPs return to Darfur/list messages/35944 

UN aid Chief Valerie Amos said that United Nations is to help the 
volur~tary return of people displaced by the coaflict in Darfur. During 
her six day- tour of the region, Amos said the decision ~vould also be 
based on whether ’there is some provision of basic sel~’ices that the 
security situation is such that their safety has been considered.’ 



7 Afi*ica labour news 
NIGER]b~: I ABOI.LR UNIONS SUSPEND STI~IKE 

http://www.africanewscom/site/Nigeria Labour unions suspend strike/list messages/35985 

Labour unmns suspended their three-day ~varning strike aimed at 
forcing the government to enact into law and implement a national 
minimmn wage of 18,000 naira (about $120). The strike was called off 
Wednesday after an emergency meeting between the Nigeria Labour 
Congress (NLC) and the Trade Union Congress (TUC) of Nigeria. They 
agreed to suspend the strike for three weeks on the understanding that 
President Goodluck Jonathan would place the Minimum Wage Bill before 
the National Assembly for speedy legislative process after the 
National Council of State meets on it November 25. 
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8 Emerging powers news 
LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWERS NEYVS ROLrND-UP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers. 
httl~:Iiwww,~ambazuka,or~lenlcate~o1~,/enmla’~ersnews/68638 
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9 Africom Watch 
IVLALI: US SUPPORTS IVLALr S FIGHT AGAIN’ST TE~RRORISM 

http ://bit.lv/91dls0 

The United States ~vill continue its support for eff,arts by the Malian 
government in the fight against terrorist threats in the north of the 
country, said the US envoy with the Organisation of Islamic Conference 
(OIC), Rashad Hussain, at the end of his 5 to 7 November visit to 
Mall ’We support Mall in terms of training and militar,v maneuvers. 
The process that has been underway for some time ~vill continue,’ 
Hussain said, adding that ’terrorist threats are cross-border threats 
that claim victims’ 
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10 Elections & governance 
AFRICA: REVIVING DEMOCRACY IN" AFRICA REQUIRES EUROPE TO DO THE S.axME 
http ://w~vw.ida sa org.za/ 

Idasa’s executive director Paul Graham has warned that reviving 
democracy in Africa requires Europe to do the same. At the Netherlands 
Institute for Multipary Democracy conference held in Brussels earlier 
this month, Graham spoke of the need to understand the revitalisation 
of democracy as a global concern, :focusing on the challenges that 
emerge as Europe cooperates with Africa to help us with our 
democratisation agenda. 

(IAMBIA: J~\~f[\AE[t BACKS OUT OF GAMBIA’S 2011 PRESIDENTIAL RACE 

http://bit.ly/9cbbqm 

Urging his compatriots to remain grateful to him for his ’numerous 
developments and the transformation that has taken place in the 
countlT’, Gambian leader Yahya Jammeh on Monday declared that he would 
not run for presidency in the 2011 elections, which will mark the end 
of his third five-year term. Jammeh told local authorities, 
politicians and other stakeholders drawn from all the regions in the 
countpf at the State ttouse in Banjul, that democracy must be respected 
in the country, PANA reported :from here Monday. 

(IU]NEA: VOTE PASSES PI".ACEbq.J[,],Y 

http://english a[jazeera.net/news/afidca/201011112010117175249728291 .html 

Residents in the West African state of Guinea have voted in a 
presidential runoff election described as the country’s first free 
polls since independence from France in 1958. The runoff pitted Cellou 
Dallein Diallo, the former prime minister, against Alpha Conde, a 
veteran opposition leader - each representing one of Guinea’s two most 
populous ethr~ic groups, the Peul and Malinke respectively. 



SOlljBYf I Abe[CA: DEMOCRACY, CIVIL SOCIETY ANI) T[IE RIGHT TO DISSENT 

http:i/www.sacsis.org.za/site/articlei579.1 

’An elected government that does not accept that people have a right 
to form new parties and to contest its hold on power may be a 
"democratically elected" government, but it is not a democratic 
government In a democracy, everyone has the right to form parties and 
to contest for state power at the polls and any limitation on that 
right is a limitation on democracy,’ writes Richard Pithouse about ANC 
corcanents criticising a recent civil society conference convened by 
COSATU and the Treatment Action Campaign. 

SkrDAN: WILL AFRICA GIVE BIRTH TO A NEW NATION IN 2011 ? 

http ://globalvoic esonline, or~i2010/11/08/sudan-will-a frica-give-birth-t o-a-new-nation-in-2011 / 

Will Africa give birth to a ncw nation in 2011 ? Southern Sudan will 
hold an a referendum on whether or not it should remain as a part of 
Sudan on 9 January 2011 as part of the 2005 Comprehensive Peace 
Agreement betweun the Khartoum central government and the Sudan 
People’s Liberation Movement. A simultaneous referendum xvill be held 
in Abyei on whether to become part of Southern Sudan. Global Voices 
carries a roundup of posts that discuss Sudan. 

TANZANIA: ELECTION RE SL’L TS A WAKE-I~P CALL F )R RL’L INO CCM ]- ARTY 
htto://bit.lv/dsW 1 ix~D 

Tanzania’s ruling Chama Cha Mapinduzi’s stranglehold on power received 
a ragior knock in the just-concluded elections. CCM candidate Jakaya 
Kikwete won the presidcntial race corrffoltably with some 61 per cent of 
the vote. But that in Tanzania amounts to a massive setback in a 
system where the party candidate is routinely guaranteed close to 90 
per cent of the vote and the opposition can barely gather a handful of 
MPs. 
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11 Corruption 
AFRICA: FRENCH ~4PPEAL S COURT REOPENS ASSETS CASE 

http ://ww~, bbc.co uk/news/world-eur ope- 11720809 

France’s highest appeals court has authorised judges to proceed with 
an investigation into assets held in the country by three African 
leaders. The anti-corruption group Transparency International has 
accused the three of using African public funds to buy luxuQz homes 
and cars in France. The three leaders, one of ~vhom is now dead, had 
denied wrongdoing. They are Denis Sassou-Nguesso of the Republic of 
the Congo and Teodoro Obiang Nguema of Equatorial Guinea, as well as 
the late Gabonese leader, Omar Bongo. 

KENYA: ANTI-GRAFT AGENCY TARGETS 80 TOP O[*~EICIALS 
http://wwwansa-africa.net/index.php/views/news view/anti ;raft a;enc~/" targets 80 top officials/ 

’]?he Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission is investigaung up to 80 
politicians and top government officials in the intensified war 
against con-uption. Those targeted by detectives include Cabinet 
ministers, past and present permanent secretaries and parastatal 
chiefs and several MPs A list seen by the Sunday Nation details the 
nature of the charges the politicians and government officials are 
likely to face if the Attorney-(ieneral’s office decides to prosecute. 
The offences range from abuse of of lice to embezzlement of public 
funds, fraud, conflict of interest and outright theft. 

S OllfffI I At:RICA: UK AlljI)IT t,’[RM LAUNCI ;rE S N~fiW ARMS DEAL PROBE 

http://www.ansa-africa.net/index.phpiviews/news viewiuk audit firm launches new arms deal probe/ 

South African politicians and businessmen who pocketed Rl-billion li’om 
the arms deal are set to be named in a new investigation by Britain’s 
auditing watchdog. The Accountancy and Actuarial Discipline Board 
(AADB) is to invesugate KPMG, which advised BAE Systems on offshore 
compames that were used to pay ’commissions’ to influence the 
awarding of lucrative contracts in South Ali’ica’s R47 4-billion 
defcnce procttrement package. 

ZIMBABWE: CIV1L SOCIETY GROL’P PROBES TAX REG1ME 

http ://bit. 1y/b3vui5 

The African Forum and Network on Debt and Development (Afrodad) is 
undertaking research to critically evaluate Zimbabwe’s tax system to 



determine its role and impact un the develupment agenda. The muve 
cumes against the backdrop of reports that the cuuntry is fusing 
billions of United States dollars in corpurate tax through evasion and 
extemalisation as institutions seek to evade a punitive tax regime. 
The Washingtun-based (ilubal Financial Integrity revealed in February 
this year that Zimbabwe was among the world’s top five countries with 
the largest tax revenue losses as a percentage of tutal guvernment 
revenue at 21,5 percent. 
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12 Development 
AFRICA: EPA TALKS YVILL MISS LATEST DEADLINE 

http:/iwww.tralac.ura/cgi-bil%,’giga.cgi’.’cmd cause dir news item&news id 95332&cause id 1694 

While a trade deal between the European Union (EU) and Southern 
African countries is close it will not be concluded before the end of 
this year. In the meantime, South Africa remains in pursuit of an 
ambitious regional integration agenda. Namibian trade minister Hage 
Geingob has confirmed that the December 2010 deadline for a econotnic 
partnership agreement (EPA) with the EU that Southern African states 
had set tl-lemselves in Gaborone, Botswana, earlier this year xvill not 
be met. 

AFRICA: LEADERS AGREE SELF RELIANCE IS THE ANSWER 
htm:livavw,traden’larksa.or~k~ode/2454 

Delegates drawn from African govert~rrlents, international organisations, 
parliaments and civil society agreed on Friday, 5 November 2010 in 
Tunis that the time had come for African countries to rely more on 
their internal resources, such as taxation, the capital markets and 
better prices for their valuable commodities, and less on 
international aid for development. The second Regional Meeting on Aid 
Elt’ectiveness, jointly organised by the African Development Bank 
(AfDB), the African Union and NEPAD, convened on 4 and 5 February 
2010, in preparation f,ar the fourth High-Level Forum on Aid 
Effectiveness, to be held in Busan, Korea, in November 2011 

AFRICA: NE~V RURAL POVERTY REPORT RELEASED 

http://vavw.ifad, or~/rpr2011 iindex.htm 

The Rural Poverty Report 2011 contains updated estimates by the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) regarding how 
many rural poor people there are in the developing world, poverty 
rates in rural areas, and the percentage of poor people residing in 
rural areas. The report says 1.4 billion people continue to live in 
extreme poverty and more than 70 per cent of them are living in 
rural areas of developing countries, while the latest measurements 
show that 925 million of them are tmdel~ourished. 

(ILOBAI,: CIV]J_, SOCIETY URGES (120 TO TAKE ACTION ON FINANCIAl, TRANSACTION TAXI{S 
http://www.choike, urv/nuevu en;/informes/7974.html 

’We, the undersigned civil suciety urganisatiuns from 23 cuuntries, 
urge G-20 leaders tu make cuncrete progress towards the intruductiun 
uf an internatiunally courdinated financial transactiuns tax (FTT) at 
the upcoming summit in Seuul. Our organisations have long advucated 
that such taxes are a practical way to generate revenues needed to 
fill dumestic and international financing gaps, discuurage the type uf 
short-term financial speculatiun that has little sucial value but 
puses high risks tu the ecunumy and sep~’e as a desperately-needed and 
sustainable suurce uf financing for health and develupmem. In recent 
munths, the case fi~r an FTT has been strengthened with new inputs frum 
sumetimes unexpected sources.’ 

G] ,OBAL: FINANCIAl, SYSTEM t;AILS TO PREVENT CRISIS 

http://wwwindepthnewsnet/news/newsphp?ke;’l 2010-11-04%2010:39:22&ke’~,2 I 

The current turmoil in the world economy has demonstrated once again 
that the intematiunal arrangements lack mechanisms tu prevent 
financial crises with global repercussions, writes Yilmaz Aky’a~, the 
special econotnic adviser of the South Centre. Not only are efl%ctive 
rules and regulations absent to bring itierently unstable 
international financial market and capital flows under control, but 
there is no multilateral discipline over misguided monetalT, financial 
and exchange rate policies in systemically important cotmtries despite 
their disproportionately large adverse international spillovers. 



(ILOBA[~: G90 SI IOULD F, NSURE RECOVERY },TG HTS POVERTY 
http:i/bit.ly/9×tkXwc 

World leaders have an historic opportuni~" to reform the global 
economy to ensure that the one in six people who live in extreme 
poverty benefit from economic recovery, international agency Ox~am 
said today ahead of the G20 summit in Seoul Oxfam is calling on the 
G20 to forge a new Seoul Development Consensus to replace the failed 
Washington Consensus of the past. The new consensus should combine 
financial support for health, education and poor farmers in developing 
countries with action to make the global econotW work in the interests 
of poor countries. 

GLOBAL: REFORMS FAIL TO SInLMZE UP IMF 

http://www.brettonwoodsproiect.org/art-567128 

International Monetary Fund (LMF) rnanaging director Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn called recent agreements reached on Ibflv governance reform 
’historic’. However, a closer analysis reveals that the shifts in 
votes are smaller than claimed and though the basic power structure of 
the IMF will better incorporate large emerging markets, it will also 
continue to see dominance of the US and Europe, says the Bretton Woods 
Proiect. 

GLOBAL: V, PrIY THE IMF AiNTD THE IiN~FERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM NEED MORE 
THAN COSMETIC REFORM 
htth:/ibit.h4aTvi06 

This South Centre report argues that the G20 agenda rnisses some of the 
key issues that need to be dealt with in order to effectively reform 
the international monetaJT system so as to avert future global 
financial crises The missing issues include enforceable exchange rate 
and adjustment obligations, orderly sovereign debt workout mechanisms 
and the reform of the international reserves system. The paper also 
points out that there are no effective rules to control the unstable 
global financial market, no multilateral discipline over misguided 
monetaQz and exchange rate policies, and national policy makers are 
preoccupied with resolving crises by supporting those responsible for 
these crises rather than introducing measures to prevent future 
crises 

KENYA: V’,rH Y THE POOR PAY MORE FOR ;VATER AND THE RICH LESS 

http://twawemq.orgiindex php?i 446 

Absence of a formula based approach to budget allocation at the 
Ministry of Water and In-igation has led to large inequities for ~vater 
access in Kenya, with the poor paying more compared to the rich, and 
millions going without adequate access eveuday. This finding is 
contained in a ne~v analytical brief released by Twaweza titled ’It’s 
Our Water Too[ Bringing Greater Equity in Access to Water in Kenya’ 
Uwazi analysts have aggregated facts from a range of credible sources 
that demonstrate that persistent inequalities in access to water 
services in Kenya can be quickly reduced if an approach that links 
~nvestments and resource allocation to needs rather than political 
weight is adopted and implemented 

NIGERIA: YOUTH UNEMP] ,OYME]x,~ - A ’I~MF.[3OMB Vv%ITING TO EXPLOI)E 

http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?2.40.5.2193 

()fNigeria’s 150 million popuhtion 40 million are unemplwed ’A 
capitalist Nigeria is finding it difficult pulling Nigerian youth out 
of’the frustration caused by unemployment simply because it is based 
on the profit motive At the base of capitalism are greed and inhuman 
neglect of the unfortunate condition of the masses in general and the 
worldng class in particular,’ writes Ola Balogun in an article on the 
(;entre for Civil Society’s website. 

SW2J~.ILAND: JOBS TO BE CUT TO SECURE ]NTERNATIONAI. LOAN 

http: Sipsnews net/news.asp ?idnews 53509 

Thousands of public servants in Swaziland are due to lose their jobs 
in cutbacks as part of a government bid to gain approval li*om the 
International Monetary Fund for a loan. But sorne Swazis would rather 
see the budget slashed for the country’s autocratic royals. The civil 
set’,qce of the tiny Southern African monarchy comes with a high wage 
bill, as 50 per cent of national spending going toxvards 35,000 state 
posts. 



13 Health & HIVIA]DS 
AFRICA: £xW~ST NOW Z4 Z~B OR PAY LATER 
http:h’www,health-e,org,za/newsiarticle,php?uid 20033006 

Unless the money needed for tuberculosis is invested now the world 
will face a drag-resistant epidemic that will affect everyone in the 

world, warned Dr Nils Billo, Executb,~e Director of the International 
Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (The Union). Speaking at 
the launch of the World Health Organisation’s Global Tuberculosis 
Control Report, Billo said that TB velT often fell between the cracks 
even though it was a critical problem in many countries, including the 

former Soviet Union, Russia and Asia. 

AFRICA: MALARIA VACCINE TO PROTECT THE iVIOST VULNERABLE 
http://ipsnews net/news.a sp ?idne~vs 53485 

As nearly 25 years of development of a malaria vaccine come to 
fruition, health authorities across Africa will need to come to grips 
with how to effectively introduce it Phase III testing of a malaria 
vaccine involving up to 16,000 infants in seven African countries has 
begun; success could see a vaccine rea@ for use by 2013 

AFRICA: THE GREAT ivIALARLA DEBATE 
http://iriunews,org/Report.aspx?ReportID 90938 

In 2007, Bill and iVlelinda Gates committed their foundation to 
eradicating malaria It was, said Richard Feachem, director of the 
Global Healt2a Group, part of the University of California, San 
Francisco, ’a shock to the system for the malaria communitT, because 
for a couple of decades the ’E’ words, eradication and elimination, 
were not used in polite company’. That reticence was due to the very 
public failure of elimination campaigns, but the debate has been 
re-opened with the publication by the medical journal, The Lancet, of 
a special series on the subject 

CONCrO: EIGtIT KILLED BY EPIDEi’~ffC AKIN ~[D POLIO 

http:i/www IR INnews.or~/Repor t.aspx?ReportId 91003 

An epidemic akin to polio, which has raged for nearly two weeks in the 
main commercial city’ in southern Congo, Pointe-Noire, has ahea@ 
killed eight, and several dozen cases have been reported, say health 
officials. ’Patients admitted to hospitals have flu-like symptoms 
They are also presenting with paralysis starting in the lower limbs 
which spreads to the upper limbs,’ said Director-General of Health 
Alexis Elira Dockekias 

E(I YPT: BLACK CLOUD SEASON SEES RISE IN ttEALTtt PROBL[gMS 

http://www.irinnews or~/Report.aspx ?R eportID 91009 

Every year a noxious black smog hangs over Egypt as the seasonal 
burning of rice straw by farmers begins, and with it comes a surge in 
allergic reactions and lung infoctions The ink?" haze lasts fi-om 
October to November; it is a time when hospitals see a rise in patient 
numbers, and parents consider keeping their children out of school to 
avoid the worst of the throat-burning smog. ’Straw bttrning-induced 
pollution causes acute health problems,’ Mal’unud Abdel Meguid, chairman 
of the state-run Abbasiya Chest Hospital, told IRIN. 

EGYPT: iN~EYVL "~qTVEDS LEARN ABOUT HEALTHY FAMILIES 

http://bit.l~/bBDq4G 

If people don’t receive comprehensive sex education growing up, xvhat 
is another option for disseminating critical sexual and reproductive 
health itfformation to them? By targeting young nrarried couples in 
Egypt, The Mabrouk! (’Congratulations!’) Initiative strategically 
focuses efforts on young couples preparing to start a family. 
Established in 2004, the initiative corabines a raultiraedia campaign 
with interpersonal and con~’nunity empowerment approaches as part of the 
Corc~unication for Health Living (CHL) project to create sustainable 
social change related to health practices. 

KElXPxrA: MOBILE PHONE MESSAGES ~v~PROVE ADHERENCE AND HIV CONTROL 

http ://bit. ly/aOOMuD 

A text message frora a clinic each week resulted in better adherence 
and a higher level of viral load suppression among people with HIV 
after starting antiretroviral treatment in Kewa, a randomised 



controlled trial has shown The results were published in the Online 
First section of ’l’he Lancet this week. The trial was sponsored by the 
US President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR). 

KENYA: HEED TO REDUCE HIV RISK AMONG I~I{A[.’]"tl WORKERS 

http:i/www.plusnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportId 91017 

The Kenyan government is working to reduce health workers’ risk of HIV 
itffection but experts say there is a need for greater focus on 
providing health workers with proper safety equipment and education. 
According to government statistics, an estimated 2.5 percent of new 
HIV itffections annually are health-facility related. Poor medical 
waste disposal, needle stick ir~iuries and unsafe blood transfusions 
are some of the factors that put medical workers at risk. 

TI~lXIISIA: MAGHREB PATIENTS PREFER TLIWISL~ HOSPITALS 

http://www.magharebia.corrgcocoon/axvi/xhtml 1/en GB/feattuesiawiifeatures/2OlO/ll/O9/feature-02 

Tunisia is becoming the number one medical haven for its Algerian and 
Libyan neighbours. The Health Ministry reported that Tunisian health 
institutions received more than 140,000 Libyan and Algerian patients 
last year. ’In Libya, xve suffer from the bad treatment of ruedical 
professionals and from their indifI~rence to the health problerus that 
worry us,’ frequent visitor of Tunisian clinics Bouajila Fakhri told 
Magharebia. 

ZIMBABVVE: CRISIS LN HEALTH AS SHORTAGE OF DOCTORS GROWS 

http ://bit.lyid7nrlhA 

The shortage of doctors in Zimbabwe has reached crisis levels with the 
cotmtry having only 21 per cent of the required medical practitioners 
amid other frightening statistics on the worsening health situation, a 
Parliamenta~z report has revealed. ’Child health status indicators are 
worsening with infant mortality and under-five mortality rising from 
53 percent to 77 per 1 000 live births in 1994 to 67 and 94 per 1 000 
live births respectively in 2009,’ a Parliamentary report said. 
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14 Education 
SOUTH AFRICA: ADULT EDUCATION ORGANISATION HIT BY FLrN~D S CRISIS 

http ://www.ngopulse. orginewsflasla/project-literacv-forced-retrench-staff 

Project Literacy, the largest provider of adult basic education and 
training (ABET) in South Afidca, has been forced to shut down its 
provincial offices and retrench more than half its staff after the 
govermnent withdrew a m~ior contract Project Literacy chief" 
executive, Andrew- Miller, points out that the former director-general 
of the Department of Higher Education and Training, MaiN Metcalfe, had 
awarded the contract, on behalf of’the National Skills Fund (NSE), in 
September but that it had been withdrawn three weeks later. 

I.X3ANI)A: PRES~I)ENT PROX~f[SES UNIVERSITY BURSARIES 
http://www.monit~r co.u~/SpecialRep~rts/E~ecti~ns/-/8591~8/~498~6/-/ikx13m/-/indexhtm~ 

President Museveni has promised :flee university educatinn for all 
science students from northern Uganda. Addressing a campaign rally at 
Akura in Alebtong on Sunday, Mr Museveni said the programme will 
include all students who are not on government sponsorship Educatinn 
ministry officials, many of whom admitted to being taken by surprise 
by the President’s campaign promise, were unable to offer any details 
on how the programme would be funded, how much it would cost, and what 
services would be sacrificed to fund the free A-level progratmne 
Education is a key campaign plank for the ruling NRM party. 
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15 LGB’II 
AFRICA: COALITION OF AFRICAN LESBLANS CONCERNED AS AU OBSERVER STATUS REFUSED 
http://www.mask.~rg.za/cal-hit-back-at-the-achpr-f~r-refusing-theru-~bser~‘~er-status/#nr~re-2746 

The Coalition of African Lesbians (CAL) has denounced the decision by 
the African Corcarlission on Human and People’s Rights (ACHPR) to refuse 
them obset’,~er status. ’We have finally- received a formal letter from 
the African Corcarlission on Human and People’s Rights that our 
application for obselwer status has been declined. It [letter] has no 
reasons why our application has been declined. The immediate thing 



that comes to mind :[’or me is that they must provide reasons for their 

decision and that we must appeal the decision,’ said Fikile Vilakazi, 

Director for the Coalition of African Lesbians. 

CAMEROON: SAMI~;-SEX RE] ,AT]ONS BRING ATTACKS, ARR[ZSTS 
http ://www hrw. ~rg/ergnews/20 ~ ~/1~/28/camer~n-same-sex-re~ations-bring-attacks-arrests 

Cameroonians are attacked by police, politicians, the media, and even 
their own conmmnities if they are suspected of having sexual relations 
with a person of the same sex, four hmnan rights organisations said in 
a joint report. The governruent should take urgunt action to 
decriminalise such consensual conduct and to ensure the full human 
rights of all Cameroonians, regardless of sexual orientation or gender 
identity, said Alternatives-Cameroun, l’Association pour la d8fense 
des droits des homosexuels, Human Rights Watch, and the h~ternational 
Gay and Lesbian Httrrlan Rights Commission. 

16 Envirotm~ent 
AFRICA: GO\~P~NMENTS L~-~GED TO CONSIDER CLIMATE CHANGE IN- DISASTER PLAi,~YXrlNG 
htm://wwxv.alertnet.or~/db/an art/58388/2010/10/10-131710-1.htm 

Governments in West and Central Africa should learn from this year’s 
flooding - which has disrupted the livelihoods of nearly- two million 
people - by urgently f~actoring climate change into their disaster 
prevention and response plans, aid groups say. Extreme weather linked 
to climate change, including heavy- rainfall, is expected to cause 
increasing damage in the region. In West Africa alone this year, the 
number of people ~vho lost their homes and property due to floods 
doubled from arotmd 800,000 in 2009 to 1.6 million. 

EGYPT: NO LONGER JEWEL OF THE NILE 

http :llglobalvoicesonline. org/2010/05121/egypt-no-longer-lewel-of-the-nile/ 

Four of the seven upstream Nile Basin Initiative countries have 
decided to sign a new Nile deal Despite strong Egyptian and Sudanese 
opposition, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and Ethiopia signed a new 
water-sharing agreement. The other three countries, Kenya, Burundi and 
the Democratic Republic of Congo are expected to sign the new deal 
within the next 12 months as allowed by the accord Global Voices 
presents a wide variety of opinions on the deal. 

MOZAMBIQL~: CLIMATE-HIT RIYRAL WOMEN ’HOPE FOR THE BEST, PLAN FOR THE WORST’ 
http :i/www.alermet org/db/an art/60167/2010i l O/10-110834-1.htm 

Every planting season, the women of Mapai-Ngale village near the 
Limpopo River in Mozambique face a tough dilemma ’If we cultivate 
small fields on the extremely- fertile lo~vlands near the Limpopo, we 
risk losing our whole crop to frequent floods. If we cultivate the 
infertile land on higher ground, we face losing our crops to drought,’ 
said Maria Antonio Namburete, a 52-year-old widow and mother of five. 
In recent years, climate change has wreaked havoc on this village of 500 people 

NORT[t AFRICA: ENSURING POSITIVE D[~VELOPMENT OI~TPCO]X,ff¢~S [~OM [~NERG Y INVESTMENT 

http:i/www bic usa. or~ienFArtic le. 12230. asp × 

As the World Bank pushes J2~rward with a massive investment in North 
Africa’s energy sector, it is up to the institution to ensure that 
this program benefits those who need it most, says the Bank 
Information Centre. In December 2009, the Clean Technology Fund (CTf~’), 
under the leadership of the World Bank, approved a $750 million 
Investment Plan for Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) in the Middle East 
and North Africa (X,ffiNA) region. The plan aims to invest in CSP 
prqiects in Algeria, Eg~.. pt, Morocco, Tunisia and Jordan and to 
mobilise an additional $4.85 billion from other sources bringing the 
total cost of the program to $5.6 billion. 
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17 Land & land rights 
AFRICA: THE Vb-LTLNES OF LAND GP~,X~BBIN-G 

http://farmlandgrab.org/wp-contentiuploadsi2010/11/VI~L TURES -com pleto .p df 

Despite mounting concern publicly raised by civil society about the 
growing phenomenon of land grabbing, very little attention has been 
drawn so far to the specific role of private equity funds, says a new- 



report. Most of the private equity funds aggressively involved in land 
grabbing are related to US financial markets However, European 
financial players haven’t just watched these developments silemly and 
have become actors in the field of land grabbing too. 

UGANDA: OIL I)[SCOVt~IRY SPARKS I.AND GRAB IN BULIISA 
http:/ibit.lWaHLIuP 

Oil has not even started flowing but, already, it is causing coaflict 
in Bunyoro, western Uganda where land disputes have erupted. The two 
billion barrels of oil discovered in the Lake Albert area have drawn 
speculators hoping to cash in on rising land values in the area and 
sparked conflicts in many villages, particularly in the district of 
Buliisa. 
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18 Food Justice 
AFRICA: FRESH \VARixffNG S AGAIN’ST EL- BID-FUELS POLIC’Y 

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp ?idnews 53514 

Massive increases in carbon emissions will worsen climate change if 
the European Union does not urgently revise its energy policy, experts 
warn. The EU plan to increase its share of bio-fuels to 20 per cent by 
the year 2020 constitutes a major mistake, according to a new study. 
’In Africa, we expect to see prices of food increase due to the new 
production ofbio fuels,’ Chris Coxon, Brussels-based spokesperson for 
ActionAid International, an anti-poverty organisation, told 1PS in a 
telephone interview. 

CBD DID NOT STOP THE C O~’vZvlERCIALIZATION OF BIODI\,~RSITY 

Via Campesina 

La Via Campesina delegates attending the conference of the Convention 
on Biod~versity (CBD) in Nagoya from 19 to 29 October 2010 regret that 
the conference failed to achieve a radical decision to halt the mass 
cormnercialization and destruction of biodiversity. 
http:l,/~vw~v,pambazuka.org/en/categor~/fbod/68651 
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19 Media & freedom of expression 
EGS’~PT: BLOGGER BEATEN" AN~) KEPT IN DETENTION 

http ://en.rsf org/egvpte-blo~er-beaten-and-kept-m- 10-11-2010,38799.html 

Reporters Without Borders has condemned the mistreatment of Abdel 
Kareem Nabil Suleiman, better known by the blog name of Kareem .~mer 
The detained blogger should have been freed on 5 November on 
completing a four-year jail sentence Kareem Amer was transferred from 
Burj AI Arab prison to Alexandria on 6 November with the apparent aim 
of releasing him. But last night, an official reportedly gave him a 
severe beating at the headquarters of the internal security department 
in Alexandria. Detained since 6 November 2006, he has been held 
illegally for the past four days 

GAMB]A: CIVIL SOCIETY CONCE[<NED OVIfR }:REE]~X)M OF EXPRESSION 
http ://wunv. freedomhouse.or~/temp]ate.cfm?pa~e I 

Dozens of NGOs have expressed their ’concern about the continued 
deterioration of fi-eedom of expression ~n many parts of Afi-ica in 
2010’ in a resolution adopted this week at a major gathering of civil 
society from across the continent. ’]’he ’Resolution on Freedom of 
Expression and Protection of Journalists’ came out of the Forum on the 
Participation of NGOs held in Banju[, The Gambia, in adwmce of the 
start of the Afi-ican Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights ordinary 
session. 

LZ[3YA: GADDAFI ORDERS RELEASE OF 19 JOI2RNALISTS 
http ://wwa¥.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-11717883 

A group of journalists arrested in Libya have been released on the 
order of Libyan leader Colonel Muanm~ar Gaddafi, Libyan media report. 
Authorities had arrested 19 j ournalists and a senior media executive, 
reportedly as part of a power struggle inside the ruling elite. 



MOROCCO: BLO(IGER REACt]ES TUNISIAN TV STARDOM 

http:i/www m a~harebia.con’b, cocoon/awi/xhtml 1/en GB/features/awi/features/2010/ll/O4/feature-02 

When Oussama Benjelloun was a child, he ~vrote to Majid magazine about 
his ambition to become :[’amous. tte never heard back. Now the 
26-year-old has realised his childhood dream by entering the world of 
media. His gateway to fame came by starting a blog Today, Maghreb 
viewers can find him on Nessma TV, where he hosts a segment on new 
developments concerning the internet. 

SO)~L4LIA: PL2X!TLAND JOI~dq.4LIST FREED AFTER 86 DAYS IN JAIL 

http ://en.rsf.org/somalie-puntland-court-]ails-iottrnalist- 14-08-2010,38153.hWrtl 

Radio Horseed Media FM director Abdifatah Jama Mire has been released 
after 86 days of detention in Bosaso, in the semi-autonomous 
northeastern region of Ptmtland. Sentenced to six years in prison for 
broadcasting an interview ~vith the head of a rebel group linked to 
A1-Qaeda, he was pardoned by Ptmtland President Abdirahman Mohamed 
Farole. 

ZIMBABWE: WARRANT OF ARREST FOR UK-BASED Z~qBABWEAN EDITOR 

http:i/www.misa.orgicgi-bin~X, iewncws.c¢i?catcgory 2&id 1289209789 

The police have reportedly issued a warrant of arrest against Wilf 
Mbanga the London-based editor of The Zimbabwean newspaper following 
publication of a story lit~ed to the death of a senior official with 
the Zirnbabwe Electoral Coramission @EC) in 2008. Mbanga is accused of 
publishing a story after the 2008 elections ’which tmdermined 
President Robert Mugabe’. According to The Zimbab~vean, the Zimbabwe 
Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC) reported that the police want to 
question Mbanga over an article published in The Zimbab;vean following 
the death of ZEC director for polling, Ignatius Mushangwe 
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20 Conflict & emergencies 
HAITI: CHOLERA NOW IN HAITI CAPITAL, RAPID SPRFAD FE~ARED 
http:/i~vww, alertnet org/thenewsinewsdeslc/NO 9217548. htm 

A cholera epidemic that has killed nearly 600 people in Haiti has 
gained a foothold in in earthquake-ravaged Port-au-Prince and is 
expected to spread widely and quickly in the spra~vling city of three 
million people, health authorities said on Tuesday The three-week-old 
epidemic, which had mostly hit Haiti’s rural central regions so far, 
now menaced cro~vded slum areas of the capital, as well as tent and 
tarpaulin camps there housing more than 1.3 million survivors of the 
12 January quake. 

NIGERIA: GL,~.....~dEN ATTACK OIL RIG, TAKE HOSTAGES 
http ://bit. b/’/aZv, WAZ 

Gunmen have attacked an off shore oil rig operated by exploration 
finn, Afren, kidnapping five crew members including foreigners and 
injuring two others, the company said on Monday. The Movement lk~r the 
Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEN’D) made no iwanediate claim of 
responsibility but threatened to carry out new attacks on oil 
infi-astrucmre in the country. A resurgence o:[’violence in the Niger 
Delta would be an embarrassment for President Goodluck Jonathan, who 
is the first Nigerian President :[’rom the region 

NIGERL%: SECURITY BL~,~\,II{S OKAtI }"(DR OIL I)fE[.TA BOMBS 

http:i/www, al ertnet, or~/thenews/newsdesk/LDE6A 91 Y0.htm 

The main suspect behind twin car bombings in Nigeria’s capital Abula 
last month was also responsible for bomb attacks in the southern oil 
city of Warri in March, the secret service alleged on Wednesday The 
State Security Service (SSS) said Henry Okah, who is facing conspiracy 
and terrorism charges in South Afi~ica over the Abuja attacks on 1 
October, travelled to Warri and wired the car bombs which were 
detonated on 15 March outside government talks about an amnesty 
programme. 

NORTH AFRIC’A: OSA_MA BIN-L.4DEN AiNvD THE SAHEL 

http://english, ali azeera.nct/indepttt,’briefingsi%202010i 11/201011274642810598.h~Tll 

In an audio-tape released to A1 Jazeera on October 27, Osama bin Ladcn 
castigated France for its intel~’ention in the affairs of Muslims in 
North and West Africa. It is likely to have profound implications on 



the so-called war on al-Qaeda in the Sahara and Sahel, as well as on 
French and [~uropean policies in the region, writes Jeremy Keenan, a 
professorial research associate at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London University, and author of’The Dark Sahara: America’s 
War on Terror in Afi-ica’. 

SAt]EL: 2.L-Q2.I~DA LOOKS ’]"O SAt]EL FOR NI~IW FUNDING SOURCES 
http:i/www.magharebia.cor~,’cocoon/awiixhtmll/en GB/features/awi/featttresi2010/11/10/feature-01 

The turn of al-Qaeda in Islamic Magl-treb (AQIM) to new sottrces of 
financing, including kidnapping foreigners, extorting smugglers, and 
dealing in drugs is raising alarm among secttrity agencies of the 
greater Magtneb. The countries of the region have officially comnritted 
themselves to co-ordinating their efforts to tackle the al-Qaeda 
tineat in the region. Algeria, Mauritania, Niger and Mali have already 
set up a joint military headquarters in Tamanrasset, in southern 
Algeria and a joint intelligence centre in Algiers. 

SOMALIA: PIRATES ’OUT’PACE’ CRACKDO\r~2N 

http :~,’cnglish.aliazeera.net/news/africa/2010/11/201011103 5 515450904.htnrl 

Pirates off the coast of Sonralia are keeping ahead of attempts by 
international authorities to stop thenr, capturing ever more hostages 
and bounb’, a L~’~" official has said. B Lynn Pascoe, the UN 
undersecretary-general for political affairs, said on Tuesday that 
nrore viable economic alternatives are needed to prevent the migration 
of young Somalis into piracy. More than 438 crew and passengers and 20 
ships are cm~ently being held hostage at sea near Sonralia, according 
to latest International Maritinre Organisation figures. 

SOMALIA: Lrix," CONDEMiX,’S GROV~rlNG USE OF CHILD SOLDIERS 

http://www.panos org.uk/?lid 33574 

The United Nations envoy for children and armed conflict has condemned 
the increasing number of children being recruited as soldiers by 
various armed groups in Somalia. Speaking on Monday, Radhika 
Coomaraswamy, the UN special representative for children and armed 
conflict, also highlighted the grooving practice of forcing young girls 
into marriage and other forms of gender-based violence 

SOU’FH AFRICA: STUDY ON THE VIOLENT ikL~TURE OF CRIME 

http://www.csvr.org.za/index.php?option comcontent&task~iew&id 1370&Itemid 242 

The Centre for the Stu@ of Violence and Reconciliation has released a 
major stud)’ on violence in South African socie~z, recommending that 
government define its response to violence more clearly. The report 
notes that whilst it is clear that dealing with the problem of illegal 
firearms is a central pillar of government’s eftbrts to address crime, 
the argument fbr a focus on armed violence goes beyond this. ’This is 
partly through the fact that it motivates that knife violence also 
become a focus of attention, but also because it challenges goverr~nent 
to reconceptualise its approach to how it defines violent crime 
priorities,’ says the report. 

SOUTtt ~’k!~’RICA: UN EXPERTS TO DISCUSS ’It;% RI~GULATION Ot" PRIVATE MILK[’ARY 

AND SECURITY COMPANIES 

http://www.ohchr.or~ieniNewsEvents/PagesiDisplayNews.aspx?NewsID 10515&Lan~ID e 

The United Nations Working Group on the use o:[’mercenaries will car~ 
out an o:fficial visit to South Africa from 10 to 19 November 2010 to 
examine the regulatory and oversight system in place to monitor the 
activities of private military and security companies The UN expert 
body will hold discussions with government authorities, 
parliamentarians, c~vil society organizations, representatives of the 
diplomatic community, as well as representatives of the private 
militap), and security, industry based in South Africa. In these 
discussions, the Working Group will focus, among other things, on the 
content and possible impact o:[’the relevant legislation adopted in 
2006 

S OI~I%IERN AFRICA: GEARIN-G FOR HEAVY RAIN’S AS LA NIfiA S TRENGIItENS 
http://www. IRINnews.org/Repor t.aspx?ReportId 90980 

Dominicano Mulenga, national coordinator of Zambia’s Disaster 
Management and Mitigation Unit, goes through his to-do list as the 
rainy" season sets in: Industrial pttmps to suck water out of the roads 
set.iced. Tick. Enough stocks of tents and mosquito nets. Tick. Mobile 
phones delivered to communities living along the upper catchment areas 
of the River Zambezi. Check. ’We do not want a repeat of the situation 



from last year, when 1,000 people were displaced in I,usaka [the 

Zambian capita[] alone because nfpoor drainage,’ said Mulenga. 

Mulenga is one of several officials in Southern Africa gearing up for 

the rainy season which normally goes on until the end of March 2011. 

WESTf~RN SA[tARA: MOROCCAN FORCES, S~kItRAW[S CLASH IN LA~\YOUNE 

http://www.magharebia com/cocoon/awi/xhtmll/en GB/[‘eaturesiawi/features/2010/l 1/10/feature-02 

The visible aftermath of violence is easy to see at the tent camp of 
Gdaim Izik and the Western Sahara city of La~youne, still reeling from 
two days of deadly clashes with Moroccan troops, less clear is a death 
toll or the actual circumstances surrounding the military action. The 
crisis began early Monday (Noveraber 8th), ~vhen Moroccan fi~rces 
intervened to disperse a tent camp near La~youne set up three weeks 
ago to protest against Morocco’s social policy in Western Sahara. 
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21 Internet & technology 
~4FRICA: FI~FDING STILL AN I~PINLL STRUGGLE FOR ACADEMICS 
http :i/www. scidev.net/en/news/funding-sti~-an-uphi~-strugg~e-f~r-african-acaderaies.htra~ 

African academies are still battling to obtain funding and recognition 
from policymakers despite several efforts to strengthen them. This 
message came out of the sixth meeting of the African Science Academy 
Development Initiative (ASADI) taking place in Somerset West near Cape 

Town, South Africa, this week (7 11 November). 

AFRICA: IS SOCIAL MEDIA AFFECTING AFRICAN POLITICS? 
http:~wv~v~bbc~c~u~c/b~gs~africahavey~ursay/2~1~/~1/is-s~cia~-media-affectin~-afri.shtm~ 

The BBC website is encouraging comments from its readers on whether 
social media outlets such as Facebook, Youtube and blogs are having an 
impact on politics in Africa? The post points out that a rap record 
using the voice of Uganda’s President Museveni is cun-ently proving 
popular on websites like youtube But a reader raises concern about 
whether such use of social media sidelines the real meaning of ~vhat 
political campaigning should be about. ’Instead of raising awareness 
of ideals to be fulfilled, and issues to be overcome, the parties are 
busy churning out entertainment schedules instead.’ 

AFRICA: SCIENTISTS CREATE AFRICAN" BANANA WIKI 
http://wwv~v.afrol.com/articles/36712 

Soon all information on bananas in Africa, including the banana 
growing areas, yield, socio-economic status of the farmers and spread 
of pests and diseases, ~vill be available on a scientist-driven online 
dictionary The website (http://banana.mappr info), developed by 
Philippe Rieffel a student of applied geography at the University of 
Mtinster, Germany, under supervision of scientists at the International 

Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), hopes to make a wide range 
of reliable spatial in~rmation on banana readily available to 
researchers, policy makers and development workers. 

A[~ICA: ’]fIE B][~IN~f~t~’ITS OF ()P][~IN SO1URCE SOFTWARI~ 
h ttp://www, s c i d ev. n e t/en/o p i n i on s/aft-i c a-a n a Iy s i s-th e-b e n eli t s-o f-o p e n-s o u r c e-s o ffw are. h tm l 

Software piracy ~s becoming unnecessary. ()pen source so:[’tware packages 
are becoming as user-friendly and adding as many features as 
proprietary packages - even in scientific circles. Afidca should 
embrace open source scientific software, argues this article. 

SOUTH AbT~ICA: (IOOGLE LAUNC[IES VOICE SE~dRCH FOR SA 

http://www.africanews com/site/(ioozle launches voice search :[’or SA/list messazes/35942 

Google has launched Google Voice Search in South Africa to enable 
~nternet users to use their natural voice to speak into their ceil 
phones for Google searches. Google senior staff engineer Johan 
Scha]kwyk has said ’you speak into your phone and it sends your voice 
over the netwurk where it’s analyzed and you get your search results.’ 

UGANDA: MOBILE PHONES HELP END VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
http://www.apc.orgiervnewsiphone-call-a~vay-mobile-phones-help-end-violence-a~ 

Women in Uganda’s rural areas will learn about domestic violence 
against women ttnough the use of different ICT tools to build 



awareness around the issue, but they will also learn to report and 
prevent it - and the mobile phone will be playing a big part in their 
campaigns - l~om frontline SMS, to around-the-clock hotlines. Other 
tools being used include web 2.0 and online publishing tools, as well 
as radio 
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22 eNewsletters & mailing lists 
LATEST ISSUE OF ANGOLA MONITOR AVAIL.4BLE 

http:i/www.actsa.org/page-1499-Angola Monitor.html 

The Angola Monitor covers the politics, economics, development, 
democracy and human rights of Angola. It is published quarterly by 
Action for Southern Africa (ACTSA). This issue covers Angola’s 
progress in measures of poverty and governance, forced evictions and 
housing demolitions, international cooperation and the latest economic 
developments. 

LATEST ISSUE OF THE KAKLZ,/.-~ NEWS REFLECTOR NOW AVAILABLE 
http ://kakuma.wordpress.con~2 

The latest issue of the Kakuma News Reflector is now available online. 
The Kakuma News Reflector (or KANERE) is a refugee free press devoted 
to indepundunt reporting on human rights and encampment. 

ZABAL.AZA NO, 11 NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE 

http://~-w anarkismo net/article/17772#attacl~nent6077 

The Zabalaza Anarchist Communist Front (ZACF) has annou~ced that issue 
number 11 of’Zabalaza: A Journal of Southern African Revolutiunaly’ 
Anarchism’ is available It includes: 
- At the End of the Baton of South African Pretentions - Warren McGregor (ZACF) 
- Electricity Crisis in Protea South - Lekhetho Mtetwa (ZACF) 
- Conned by the Courts - Sian Byrne, James Pendlebu~y’ (ZACF), Konmas Poziaris 
- Death and the Mielieboer - Michael Schmidt 
- The Crisis Hits Home: Strategic Unionism or Revolt? - Lucien van der Walt 
- Sharpening the Pangas?: Understanding and Preventing future Pogroms 
- Michael Schmidt 
- Riding to Work on Empty Promises - Jonathan P (ZACF) 
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23 Fundraising & useful resources 
AFRICAN HLZ~IANITIES PROGP.f!2~ 
Ghana, Nigeria, South Aficica, Tanzania, and Uganda 
http://www.acls.or~/uploadedFiles/Fellowships and Grants/1011 AHP Comp Announcementpdf 

The American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), with financial 
support from the Carnegie Corporation of New York, announces 
competitions for: 
- Early career postdoctoral fellowships in Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania, 
Uganda, and South Africa 
- Dissertation completion fellowships in Ghana, Nigeria, Tan/;~nia, and 
Uganda (no dissertation felh)wships in South Africa) 
Stipends are $9,000 for I)issertatmn Completion Fellows and $16,000 
for Postdoctoral Fellows 

EAST A[*~. ICA LEG~’~. DEFENSE ]VIAN1;jAL AVA[LABLE 

http://blo~.ibi or;/2010/11/03/new-proiect-en cour a~es-re;ional-inte;rati on -in-eas t-africa/ 

In light of the growing East Afi-ica integration, International Bridges 
to Justice has embarked on a new project which aims at 
institutionalizing best defender pracuces among East African lawyers. 
IBJ is teaming up with the East Afl-ica Law Society (EALS), the premier 
regional bar associatmn, to develop an East Africa Legal Defense 
Manual that will help lawyers improve their skills and knowledge in 
the area of criminal law and defense 

FREE OiN~L INE COURSE ON CREATLNG PODCASTS 
http://zunia,orgipostlshare-video-and-audio-podcasts-with-the-world/ 

ALISON, the online learning website, has officially- announced the 
release of a new free online cotase on how to create your vein own 
Podcasts. The course is ideal for anyone looking to record and share 
audio and video podcasts with others over the web. 
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24 d’ourses, seminars, & ~vorkshops 
GENDER FESTIVAL: ENH~ANC!NG YVOMEix~ S LEADERSHIP ROLES 
25-27 Novenrber, 2010, Nairobi Railways Grounds 
http://wwxv, femnet, or.ke/documents/KGF2010, pdf 

Kenya’s Gender Festival is an open fomnr which brings together 
feminist and gender-focused groups, and other development actors 
working at various levels. Join us to share experiences and build 
capacity on gender equality, feminism and the intersections between 
these and power. 

MEDIA ADVOCACY TI~AINTNG FOR WOMEN IN- POLITICS 

Inter Press Service (IPS) Africa with support from UN]FEM Southern 
Africa Regional Office will host the second Women in Politics Training 
of Trainers workshop in Flic en Flac, Mauritius, from 9 to 12 November 
2010. Nomcembo Manzini, U~’IFEiVl Southern Aficica regional director says 
’the capacity building programme will seek to nurture a pool of 
trainers spanning ~vomen in politics support organisations and 
political parties that have the skills and tools to train women in 
advocacy around gender, democracy and governance.’ 
http ://w~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/courses/68505 

ROUND-TABLE ON GEiX~bER AND REGION-AL ECONOMIC INTEGRATION 

http://bit.ly/c 1 ;vCHC 

The gender unit of Third World Network-Africa is hosting a rotmd-table 
on gender and regional economic integration in Africa on 18-19 
November 2010, in Accra, Ghana. The meeting ;vill bring together 
scholars, feminist economists and gender experts, as well as 
policy-makers, to discuss issues of gender equity- and Africa’s 
economic integration. 

T[LA.NSITIONAL JUS~fICE, PROPHETIC ROLE OF TttE CHURCH AXrD T[ It". CttALI.ENGE 
OF PEACE IN KENYA 

Event: Transitional Justice, Prophetic Role of the Church and the 
Challenge of Peace in Kenya 
Location: H&ima College off James Kagethe Road, 
Date: Tues 16 November 2010, 200pro 430pm 
Speakers: Tom Kagwe, Kenya ttuman Rights Commission; Dennis Oricho, 
Nairobi Peace ]nitiauve; Anne Kiprotich, Regional Coordinator TJRC, 
Rift Valley Region; Fr Elias O. Opongo, S J: AFCAST Member & Conflict 
Analyst 
’]?his fi~rum is organised by the African Forum for Catholic Social 
Teachings (AFCA ST) & Jesuit ttakimani Center: TeL 3597097 
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25 Jobs 
INT[V.RN±~,.TIONAL GRANTS PORTFOLIO MANAGER TRADE & CLII’,/IAT[;. CtI~.N(IE 
Comic Relief 

Reporting to the Head of International Grants and managing a small 
team, you’ll lead on the deliver~" of our trade and climate change 
prograrrmre strategies, and the development of our social investment 
strategy as well as playing a critical role in strengthening corporate 
and other relationships that will enable us to fulfill our mission. 
http :llwww.pambazuka.orgler~,’categoryi]obs/68641 

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE 
The Association for Women’s Rights in Development (AWID) 

AWID is currently seeking an activist/researcher with a strong 
backgromxd in economics and development to work with our Influencing 

r Developnrent Actors and Practices for ~2~ omen’s Rights (IDEA) strategic 
initiative. IDeA is engaged in an exciting action-research agenda that 
is attempting to connect theoretical debates on development and the 
need for alternative models w-ith concrete experiences, lessons learned 
and analysis front a women’s rights perspective. 
http:llwww.pambazuka.or~/er~,’cate~orviiobs/68642 
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THE CRISIS IN SOUTH AFRICA: 
NEOLIBERALISM, FINANCIALIZATION AND 
UNEVEN AND COMBINED DEVELOPMENT 

Sam Ashman, Ben Fine and Susan Newman 

I t is now widely accepted that neoliberalism has entailed a global class 

project to shift the balance of economic and social power in favour 

of capital and away fi’om labour. Neoliberalism is complex and uneven, 

ranging across economic, social and political dimensions, raising doubts 

over whether it is a legitimate term analytically or strategically. It has varied 

in time, space and issue, yet perpetuated its own economic and social 

mythologies - a truly variegated capitalism with corresponding varieties of 

neoliberalism. Its ascendancy within nation-states (particularly Britain and 

the US) and international institutions is rooted in the collapse of the postwar 

boom and ensuing economic crisis of the 1970s, but its establishment as 

the dominant ideology and policy practice was only possible as part of a 

broader conjuncture including the collapse of the former USStK, alternative 

development projects in the South, and retreats by labour and social 

democracy. In spite of this multi-dimensionality, we would suggest that the 

nature of neoliberalism cannot be understood ~vithout an examination of 

the processes and influences of what is now commonly, and increasingly, 

referred to as ’financialization’. Finance has been a critical, even definitive, 

component and mechanism underpinning and perpetuating neoliberalism. 

Financialization as a term is associated loosely with the proliferation of 

financial markets, institutions and actors that have emerged since the collapse 

of Bretton Woods. Under this broad tern1 is included the increasing importance 

of institutional investors; the expanding range of financial activities in the 

economy; the expansion and proliferation of a range of financial services 

and instruments and a whole range of financial institutions and markets 

including the now infamous sub-prime mortgages. It has also witnessed 

huge rewards to those involved in finance, and widening inequalities against 

previous trends, together with the penetration of finance into ever more 
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areas of economic and social reproduction. This expansion and extension of 

the financial sector is we]l documented. The value of financial assets in the 

US grew from four times GDP in 1980 to ten times in 2007 and the ratio 

of global financial assets to global GDP has risen threefold fi’om 1.5 to 4.5.1 

Rising incomes from financial investment have lead Martin \Volf to write: 

’The US itself looks almost like a giant hedge fund. The profits of financial 

companies jumped from belo~v 5 per cent of total corporate profits, after tax, 

in 1982 to 41 per cent in 2007.’2 

But financialization is much more than simply the proliferation of financial 

markets and assets. Critica]ly, non-financial companies have diversified into 

and gained an increasing share of profits from their financial activities, a 

development accompanied by the increasing financing of investment 

from retained ea~lings or borrowing on open markets. In many ways, this 

dynamic is the opposite of that presented by Hifferding in Fiua~,ce Capital, 

where he analysed a developing fusion between financial and industrial 

capital) Instead, financialization (in part) reflects the separation of industrial 

capital fi’om finance capital in the fore1 of the banks, and the increasing 

financialization of industrial corporations themselves which, in turn, has 

induced the re[bcusing of investment banks towards gaining profits fi’om 

providing financial services to individuals.4 

The spreading and individualization of debt, in part to compensate for three 

decades of stagnant or ~5]ling real wages, has become critical to maintaining 

demand. Consumption is increasingly based on credit, particularly through 

the use of capital gains in housing as co]lateral. The ~owth of personal 

household debt is extraordinaU. In the USA, household debt ~vas 48 per 

cent of GDP in 1981, in 2007 it was 100 per cent.5 Financialization, then, 

is not just about capital, it is about labour. Rising debt has been combined 

with riches at the top. Income distribution in the US has returned to its 

peak levels of 1929, with the top 1 per cent of earners taking 23 per cent 

of income share.~’ We also see the increasing external debt of emerging or 

middle-income economies. And, while the developing world in particular 

has not been affected so much directly by contagious toxic assets but by ~alling 

demand for exports, foreign direct investment, aid and migrant remittances, 

nonetheless financialization has been important, as ~ve demonstrate througl~ 

the case of South Africa, where financial interests have influenced policy and 

affected class formation. In addition, many commodity markets have become 

increasingly financialized, with speculation af[bcting their volatility (not least 

food and energT). And, critica]ly, we see growth in the world economy led 

by speculation and a series of speculative bubbles - thus financialization is 

affecting the rhythm and pace of accumulation. 
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How do we situate these interconnected developments within Marxist 

theory? Marx makes two useful distinctions. The first is between interest- 

bearing capital and other forms of capital, whether they are in production 

or exchange. And the second is between the real accumulation of capital 

through the extraction of surplus value in production and the accumulation 

of fictitious capital - paper claims on surplus value yet to be produced but 

traded in financial systems. The overall balance between these two fomls of 

accumtflation is historically determined, contingent and complex in the light 

of the portfolio of domestic and international forms it takes. 

The neoliberal period has wimessed both the subordination of real 

accumulation to fictitious capital - with the expansion of speculative assets at 

the expense of real investment - a~d the integration of real accumtflation into 

the realm of interest-bearing capital, resulting in financialized accumulation 

of a systemic nature. This cannot be separated from developments such as 

state-led economic and social restructuring, or the spread of privatization, 

which have further amplified the economic and social importance of financial 

assets. These developments have been accompanied by broader ideological 

shifts in politics and identity, with the decline of collective transR)rmative 

projects and democratic participation and governance increasingly attached 

to the market and finance, with promotion of citizens as consumers and 

consumption as the means to self-realization. 

The global balance of class fbrces has thus shifted in two senses: ~?om 

capital to labour, and from some fon~s of capital to others. This is not the 

same as arguing that neoliberalism amounts to the return of a class ofrentiers. 

And while heterodox explanations of the crisis, such as provided by Minsky, 

have much to oftbr, they are insufficiently rooted in the class dynamics and 

political economy of capitalism outlined above. 

In sum, financialization: 
¯ reduces overall levels and efficacy of real investment as financial 

instruments and activities expand at the forager’s expense, even if 

excessive investment does take place in particular sectors at particular 

times; 
° prioritizes shareholder value, or financial worth, over other economic 

and social values; 
° pushes policies towards conservatism and commercialization in all 

respects; 
° extends influence, both directly and indirectly, over economic aud 

social policy; and 
° places more aspects of economic and social life at the risk of volatility 

from financial instability. 
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There are other, unfbreseen consequences of neoliberalism which have 
af~bcted the uneven and combined development of capitalism on a world 

scale. The relaxation of exchange controls has made maW economies 
vulnerable to capital movements and created a pressure to build up high 
levels of reserves as a safeguard. At a global level, then, we see the USA’s 

enomxous balance of trade and payments deficits and, on the other hand, 

the holding of US dollars as reserves, particularly but far from exclusively 
by China. The US dollar has not collapsed, despite the countu’s deficits 

and minimal interest rates - despite not having adopted the sort of policies 

inflicted on others with similar deficits. And, whilst financialization is 
associated with slowdown in general over the period since the end of the 

postavar boom, there have been pockets of development for those who have 
sheltered themselves from the more dysfunctional forms of finance, used 
the state to promote (private) real accumulation, controlled wage increases 

relative to productivity increase, and found both domestic and international 
markets to serve. China is the most glaring example now, but the East Asian 
’developmental states’ preceded it. With some sectoral exceptions around its 

core and traditional areas of mining and energy, South Africa provides an 
example of the precise opposite of this form of capitalist development. 

HELLO RAINBOW- NATION 

South Africa is now, ’officially’, the most unequal society in the world - 

though there seems to be a macabre rivalry with Brazil for this status.’~ The 
poorest 20 per cent of South Africans receive 1.6 per cent of total income 
while the richest 20 per cent benefit fi’om 70 per cent according to the 
South African Government’s Development Indicators 2009.s In the most 

recent United Nation’s Human Development Index of ’wellbeing’, South 

Afifica [bll one place to 129th out of 182.9 Before the global economic crisis, 
South Africa had one of the highest unemployment rates in the world. It 

now officially stands at 35.4 per cent or one third of the workforce.1° The 
continuing relevance of Marx’s notion that capital generates and draws upon 
a reserve army of labour is surely demonstrated by South Africa, though 

Marx could not have foreseen its members would struggle to survive in 
the context of the highest levels of HIV infection in the world.1~ This 
helps explain why, according to the UN, average lifb expectancy for South 

Afi’icans is just 51.5 years, even though South Afi’ica is classified as a middle 
income economy.~2 

How are we to situate these and other developments within a broader 

analysis of the political economy of South Afifica since the defbat of apartheid? 
We argue that it is necessary to examine the specific form that neoliberalism 
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and financialization have taken in the region, and how wider changes in the 
world economy and capitalist development have interacted with the legacy 

of the apartheid past. Global accumulation and its shifts and restructuring are 
necessarily mediated by the structure of particular economies and forms of 
class r~lle. We characterize the system of accumulation in South Africa as a 

’Minerals-Energy Complex’ (MEC) where accunmlation has been and t’etnains 

dominated by and dependent upon a cluster of industries, heavily promoted 
by the state, around mining and energy - ra~v and semi-processed mineral 

products, gold, diamond, platinum and steel, coal, iron and aluminium.13 
In the context of South African production, financialization has produced 
a particular combination of short-temi capital inflo~vs (accompanied by 

rising consumer debt largely spent on luxuU items) and a massive long-term 
outflo~v of capital as major ’domestic’ corporations have chosen ofi;hore 
listing and to internationalize their operations while concentrating within 

South Africa on core profitable MEC sectors. The result, even before the 
impact of the cmTent crisis, ~vas a jobless form ofgro~vth and the persistence 

of mass poverty for the majority alongside rising living standards for a 

small minority, including new black elites. Figure one shows annual GDP 
growth. 

Figure 1: Annual GDP growth rate in South Africa 1990-2009 

(Source: SARB 2009) 
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The effect of the crisis in South Afi’ica, like many developing countries, has 

been fblt primarily through failing global demand. In South Africa this has 
hit mining and manufacturing sectors but has also been accompanied by 

a steep f~il in liquidity and a version of the credit crunch characteristic of 
Western economies. All of this has only served to intensify inequality with 

the biggest recession in 17 years yielding: 
¯ The loss of almost I million jobs over the course of 2009; 
¯ A 3 per cent fail in GDP between the end of 2008 and mid-2009; 
° Output in the mining sector fell by 33 per cent in the final quarter of 

2008, the biggest decrease on record; 

A 50 per cent production cut in the car industry in January 2009, the 
worst ever recorded, according to the National Association of Auto 

Manufacturers; 
¯ A record 21.6 per cent year-on-year f:ail in manufacturing production 

announced in April 2009; 
° Total manu~;acturing production declined by 4 per cent in the fourth 

quarter of 2009 with the biggest sub-sectors hit hardest: autos, basic 

chemicals and fabricated metal products. Manufacturing production at 

the start of 2010 remained below 2005 levels; 
° A wholesale collapse in private sector credit extension f?om the third 

quarter of 2008 to mid-2009. It has picked up subsequently but growth 
in credit extended to the private sector was at 1.5 per cent in September 
2009, the lowest rate fbr 43 years; 

° Consumer spending shrank by around 5 per cent in the first half of 
2009, its biggest contraction for 13 years, producing redundancies across 

the retail sector; 
° The value of South Africa’s exports fell by 24 per cent in the first quarter 

of 2009, increasing pressure on the current account deficit, 7 per cent 

of GDP; 
A ~’ecoPery in the value of the Rand - the single most traded emerging 
market currency - by about 20 per cent over the course of2009.~4 

SYSTEMS OF ACCUMULATION AND 
THE MINERALS-ENERGY COMPLEX 

These short-tem~ and most recent developments are not simply the more 
or less predictable response to the global crisis. They signal the continuing 

centrality of mining to the South Afi’ican economy, something that should 
come as no surprise from a historical perspective, since mining has long been 
fundamental to capitalism in the subcontinent. South Africa remains rich 

in mineral reserves and is the richest nation in the world by ’commodity 
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wealth’ according to Citigroup, which estimates its mineral reserves are 

worth $2.5 trillion.15 In this light, South Africa’s MEC can be understood as 

a specific instance of a systen~ of accu~nulation. In narrow terms, such can be 

understood as a core set of industrial sectors which exhibit strong linkages 

with each other and weak linkages with other sectors. Understood in this 

narrow sense, this is compatible with technocratic conceptions or possibly 

’resource-curse’ type arguments, particularly if the notion of the MEC is 

removed from the broader ’parent’ notion of a system of accumulation. 

In the Marxist frame, however, the idea provides a bridge between the 

abstract tendencies of the capitalist mode of production and the reality of the 

production and reproduction of capitalist social relations in specific time and 

place - i.e. the variations in how the political economy of capitalism is put 

together and the critical role played by the state in the process. 

A system of accumulation develops through the historically contingent 

linkages which develop between dif~brent sections of capital - including 

finance - and their interaction ~vith the state. These core industries influence 

the development of other sectors and so indicate a specific form of industrial 

development. In the case of South Africa’s MEC then it is not simply the 

weight played by the mining and energy, sectors but also their determining 

role throughout the rest of the economy. One merit of this approach is its 

capacity to conceive of the state and the market as integral parts of a capitalist 

whole in marked contrast with other approaches, such as those based on 

notions of the developmental state that, ~vhilst useful as a counter-critique of 

neoclassical approaches to development, systematically separate and oppose 

state and market as analytically prior and Nven.I(’ 

The MEC has defined the course of capitalist development in South 

Africa since its minerals rew)lution of the 1870s, upon ~vhich extraction 

came to be based o,1 the extreme exploitation of black labour, achieved 

through a system of migrant labour. The discovery of precious metals and 

minerals produced a rapid inflow of’English’ or ’foreign’ capital that quickly 

established control over the mining industry. Within two decades mining 

activities accounted for close to 60 per cent of exports from the region. The 

dominance of mining, and its need for large-scale capital investment (due to 

deep and dispersed gold deposits) rapidly produced concentration in mine 

ownership in the hands of six finance houses or producer groups which 

consolidated their stranglehold over production, distribution and marketing 

through the Chamber of Mines.~: 

The process was ~cilitated by an uneasy compromise between Afifikaner 

political power and foreign economic control and ownership of mining 

capital. State corporations, especially for steel and electricity, served the 
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MEC, as did labour control. But policies for diversification of industry, 

out of the core MEC base remained weak. In the 1960s, however, the 

emergence of an Afi’ikaner mining house was negotiated (anticipating later 

black economic en~powernlent), and dysfhnction betaveen large-scale capital 

and the politics of state intervention was eroded. There was potential for a 

’developmental state’ sort of strateg3,. But the 1970s witnessed the collapse 

of the post-war boom raising prices of both gold and energy (in the ~vake 

of the oil crises), thereby consolidating state-conglomerate strategy, around 

MEC core sectors. 

This was followed in the 1980s by the gathering crisis of apartheid itself. 

Yet the effbct of sanctions was paradoxical. Exchange restrictions mostly 

confined domestic financiers to the domestic economy, forcing them to 

invest in established MEC sectors and acquire the foreign subsidiaries made 

available by disinvestment. The quantity and range of the conglomerates’ 

holdings multiplied, while the mining industry remained a staple oudet fbr 

’trapped’ domestic finance. As a result, the ANC government inherited a 

highly developed financial system for a middle income country. But rather 

than channel investment into productive activities and the accumulation of 

capital stock, investment was increasingly channelled into the acquisition 

of financial assets under the control of, and/or with close links to, the 

conglomerates with origins in mining. This patten~ not only reflects the 

general trend its financialization across the globe, but also infomied the 

specific fom~ of restructuring of South African conglomerates since 1994. 

Both the apartheid aud the post-apartheid eras have failed to diversify 

out of this core base in the MEC, and the strategies pursued by dominant 

MEC corporations, and their interconnection with and influence over state 

policy, have continued to be critical in detem~ining the path of economic 

development. With the central role occupied by the MEC throughout the 

rest of the economy, manufacturing has thus been confined to a relatively 

limited number of industries around primary production and has remained 

weak in the development of capital and intemlediate goods sectors - other 

sectors, especially consumer goods, only supdving through protection. So, 

whilst ’manufacturing’ was the principal contributor to GDP its the 1990s, 

its sectoral contributions remained closely linked to the mining and energy 

sectors. The failure to develop light manufactures and other labour-intensive 

industries has resulted in deeply entrenched levels of unemployment. In 

1994, South Africa had an unemployment rate of 20 per cent (31.5 per cent 

if discouraged work seekers are included) concentrated amongst low- and 

semi-skilled black workers.~S This was soon compounded by sectflar declines 

in employment across both gold and a~iculture. 
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THE MEC POST 1994: FINANCIALIZATION AND CRISIS 

The negotiations to end apartheid were in the event premised upon the 

achievement of’political equality whilst leaving the structure and f’unctioning 

of’ the economy intact. Yet, of’ course, if’white capital was to be untouched 

how was capitalism in South Af,rica to be de-racialized, never mind decent 

living standards achieved fbr the majority? The transitional compromise 

rein oved questions of’wealth redistribution f‘rom the agenda and confined th e 

settlement to narrowly political and constitutional issues, the establishment 

of’bourgeois order, democratic rights and liberal democratic structures. And, 

whilst white capital f’or a time thought that the National PaW was necessaW 

as a bulwark against the radical demands of’the ANC, it quicMy became dear 

that no such assistance was necessary, as the ANC proved itself’committed not 

only to capitalism but to its neoliberal f’om] also. This meant leaving behind 

the programme of’ nationalization enshrined in the ANC’s own Freedom 

Charter but also other interventionist policy measures and approaches 

designed to address the structural legacies of’ apartheid. White capital, the 

National Party and the ANC leadership increasinOy came together around 

the pursuit of’ economic ~o~vth through ’competitiveness’, faith in private 

sector investment, liberalization, privatization, Central Bank independence, 

etc.~9 Zac De Beer’s nightmare, that the ’baby of’ fi’ee enterprise’ might be 

’thrown out with the bathwater of’ apartheid’ - was not to come tree. 

The shif’t in part reflected the nature and inherent limitations of’ national 

liberation movements. It reflected also changing global conditions and 

thinking which meant that the National Par~ itself‘ in its dying years had 

come to accept neoliberal orthodoxy in its policy prescriptions fbr the 

economy. These new conditions meant that white capital sought not only 

security of’ property rigl~ts and market relations in the new" order, but also 

the rigl~t to inten~ationalize and financialize its operations and to act as global 

’players’. There was, in addition, both pressure and persuasion fi’om Western 

governments and international financial institutions which saw a string 

ANC economic advisors and leading figures receive training at business 

schools and international banks in the tenets of’neoliberalism and workings 

of’ financial markets.~° Prospective new black capital joined in. And whilst 

the marginalization of’ the white far right was a welcome development,~ 

the Government’s adoption of’ the non-negotiable Growth, Employment 

and Redistribution pro~amme (GEAR) in 1996 signalled the crude 

resolution of’ any conflict over policy and the fhll embrace of’ neoliberalism. 

GEAR emphasized fiscal austerity, deficit reduction and pegging taxation 

and expenditure as fixed proportions of’ GDP. Through GEAR, the 

Gove~mxent’s stated macroeconomic priorities became the management 
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inflation, the deregulation of financial markets, tariff reduction and trade 

liberalization as well as limiting government expenditure. The irony is that 

while the rationale for these policies was to attract foreign direct investment, 

their actual e[i’ect was to increase the outflow of domestic capital - even 

~vhile the hoped-for investment inflows ~ailed to materialize. 

The period of GEAR saw: 

the overnight abolition oftariffbamers ~vhich decimated much (black) 

labour-intensive manu[;acturing and increased unemployment; 
° the easing of capital and exchange controls, enabling the conglomerates 

to relocate to the world’s leading financial centres, thus increasing their 

capacity to tap global equity markets, export capital and discipline the 

state; 
° corporate ’unbundling’ in which diverse holdings and subsidiaries 

established during apartheid era have been broken up, sold-off ~vhere 

they are weak or amalgamated where considered to be internationally 

competitive, thereby nominally reducing conglomerate concentration 

but increasing concentration within sectors; 
¯ Lack of domestic investment outside core MEC sectors, reinforcing 

dependence on mining exports and the crisis prone nature of the Rand 

in light of dependence on short-term capital inflows and pe,~nissiveness 

to outflows; 

Growth of the retail sector as it has expanded into black areas and also 

of services alongside casualization and informalization, although the 

informal sector remains small relative to other developing economies.= 

High interest rates also acted to impede domestic investment. In addition, 

the high interest rates adopted as the government tightened monetary policy 

to reduce inflation have attracted an increase in short-term capital inflows 

into South Africa through the private financial sector.2~ The short-te~n 

nature of capital inflows has also affected the time horizons on lending by 

domestic financial institutions. The vast bulk of these inflows of capital have 

been channeled towards financial speculation and the extension of private 

credit to households. Figure 2 shows the expansion of domestic credit since 

the 1990s. Albeit with a dip in 2002, domestic credit extension increased 

from less than 60 per cent of GDP in 1994 to just over 85 per cent in 

2007. The expansion of credit has not been reflected in increasing physical 

investment as corporate business enterprises allocate increasing shares of their 

total investment towards the acquisition of financial assets (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. Credit extension and investment as percentages of GDP 
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~Som’ce: SAR_B 2009) 

Figure 3. Comparing net capital formation and the net acquisition 
of financial assets as a proportion of GDP 1970-2007 

(Source: SARB 2008) 
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Figure 4. Private Sector Credit Extension by all Monetary 
Institutions 

(Source: SARB 2009) 
Figure 4 shows a breakdown in the uses of expanded credit to the private 

sector. Over 90 per cent of domestic credit extension has been channeled 
into consumption, with mortgage loans making up the highest share, 
supporting a South African house price bubble. The gro~vth of household 

debt has underpinned second-home buying, a huge property bubble has 

emerged with a 389 per cent increase in property prices between 1997 and 
2008.24 In the wake of the collapse of the sub-prime market in the US, 

South African banks reduced their debt to asset ratios, and South Africans 
experienced their own credit crunch of sorts. An immediate impact of this 
credit crunch was an increase in the repossession of cars and homes. The 

extension of credit for leasing finance contracted by 36.9 per cent bet~veen 
JanuaW 2007 and September 2009. Car repossessions increased by 75 per 
cent in the 12 months prior to July 2008, and banks also struggled to sell 

repossessed homes.~5 
The expansion of credit had supported a boom in the wholesale and retail 

sector and also in personal services. Output from the ~vholesale and retail 

sector doubled between 2000 and 2007, and the number of jobs increased by 
over 30,000. But the employment generated in the retail and services sectors 
has been of low and semi-skilled workers. The subsequent contraction 

of wholesale and retail and personal services sectors that has taken place 

with the crisis has lead to large-scale redundancies amongst low" paid, low 
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skilled workers alongside the significant job losses in manu~:acturing. In stark 

contrast, the financial sector saw a 3.1 per cent increase in employment 

levels for the same period covering the official onset of the recession in 

South Africa. 

Thus, ~vhilst the crisis has impacted upon the South African economy 

through traditional transmission mechanisms and its own form of credit 

crunch, it has done so in ways that remain rooted in its own peculiarities. 

The financial sector has been the fastest growing in the post-apartheid 

period, now occupying as much as 20 per cent of GDP or, more exactly, 

appropriating one fifth of GDP and claiming this to be a contribution to 

economic activitT. Meanwhile, 40 per cent of the popttlation remain entirely 

without access to financial services of any sort, both directly and indirectly 

(in j obs delivered) in view of the appallingly low levels of investment. 

The broad thrust of economic developments and economic policy since 

the end of apartheid has been to manage the globalization and financialization 

of South Africa’s domestic conglomerates, ~vhilst sustaining their profitability 

on core activities within the domestic economy itself. In particular, high 

interest rates have allowed for short-tem~ capital inflows to compensate for 

long-tem~ capital outflows, and exchange controls have been successively 

diminished to prevent the Rand from collapsing at the expense of Rand- 

denominated capital exports. The consequences for all aspects of economic 

performance have been significant, not least with fiscal restraint, and levels of 

investment running around a mere 10 per cent of GDP (whilst calculations 

of illegal and poorly monitored capital flight runs at 20 per cent or more of 

GDP)! 

FINANCIALIZATION AND BLACK INTEGRATION 

INTO THE RULING BLOC 

The ANC’s capacitT to change South AfTican societT has thus been very, 
limited. South Africa remains an extreme case of uneven and combined 
development: an advanced industrial economy and first ;vorld lifestyles 

exist with abject poverty and unequal social relationships and resource 
distribution of all kinds. The picture of slow growth, declining investment, 

rising unemployment, rural degradation, and income and wealth inequality 

that revealed the key features of the economy towards the end of the 1990s 
remains little changed over a decade later. The terms of the post-apartheid 
settlement, the establishment of liberal democracy and political rights 

alongside economic inequality, and with property ownership intact, have 
been combined with intensive globalization, financialization and corporate 
restructuring of the economy. 
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But this has bequeathed to the ANC - within it own nalTowing field 
of political vision - a contradiction: how to develop ’black capitalism’ in 

the context of extreme uneven and combined development, when property" 
rights are unchallenged and redistribution is off the agenda? Segregation and 
apartheid deliberately restricted the development of black capitalism. The 

fom~ation and incorporation of a small new black elite in South Af?ica, often 
out of former trade union leaders and political activists, has been an important 
part of the changes which have occurred since 1994. This has involved both 

intra-capitalist class relations and race relations, with around 10 per cent of 
the countw’s top 20 per cent of high earners estimated to be black. ’Black 
Economic Empowerment’ (BEE) deals worth 1K55 billion were recorded 

2005.2~’ However, this new black elite is both highly financialized and often 
highly dependent upon the state. Its enrichment is notable for involving 

neither land (other than reallocated mineral rights as opposed to agriculture) 
nor, in general, productive activity. And, overall, white ownership and 
domination of the economy remain intact. For example, the proportion 
of the Johannesburg Securities Exchange market capitalization identified as 

controlled by ’black-influenced’ business groups was 9.6 per cent in ~ 998, 
3.5 per cent in 2002 and 5.1 per cent in 2006.27 

Its members have derived and benefited from a number of developments. 

There are individual black managers and executives, nurtured as business has 
tried to develop a ’black face’, but these remain small in number. Estimates 
for 2005 suggest that of JSE listed companies, under ~ 0 per cent have black 

executive directors.2s New black directors fi’equently sit on many boards and 
many BEE deals inw~lve the same people again and again. In its initial phase 

in particular, ’empowerment’ was measured through increasing ownership by 

blacks. Existing ~vhite-run conglomerates sold offsubsidiary companies and/ 
or shares to black business through deals struck by a host of’empowerment 

companies’ that often used ’Special Purpose Vehicles’ to of~br preferential 
shares to institutional investors (who were paid a dividend linked to the 
prime lending rate). Black groups, thus, essentially became investment trusts 
and, as such, ~vere highly vulnerable. Around the time of the Asian financial 

crisis of 1997/8, falling stock prices and rising interest rates meant many 
could not repay the loans they had taken out to purchase shares. 

From the early 2000s onwards the government moved away fi’om narrow 
equity ownership criteria to charters fbr specific industries and more of a 
’scorecard’ approach encompassingbroader criteria, dubbedBroadBasedBlack 
Economic Empowex~ment. Difticulties, however, remain. Concentration 

of activivy upon few firms in specific sectors of the economy means it is 
difficult for new firms to enter except through acquisition, with the notable 
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exceptions being growing sectors such as mobile telecommunications, media, 

IT and healthcare59 The privatization and transfbr of formerly state assets to 

black business interests is also a potential area of growth for blacks, in a 

way not dissimilar to the new elites created by privatization in Russia and 

else~vhere in Eastern Europe. But the most glaring feature ofprivatization in 

South Afi~ica is its limited extent. Telecommunications company TELKOM 

and transport giant Transnet are now ’partnerships’ with foreign capital and 

BEE owners. But privatization and class fbrmation seem to clash as goals, 

given that opportunities within parastatals have proven greater for the new 

black elite, and white-controlled conglomerates remain shy of funding a 

privatization programme (as they must at least in part) in deference to shifting 

their resources abroad. 

A major area of growth lies in the granting of state and local government 

contracts or tenders to black business groups, particularly in the construction 

industry and also in mineral extraction. Government tenders are worth 

R120 billion a year. These kinds of deals often reveal the financialized and 

internationalized nature of the BEE elite. Take the building of the ’Gautrain’ 

for example. This (expensive) express train service now runs between 

Johannesburg, Pretoria and OR Tambo airport and was built by a South 

African multinational, the British wing ofa Canadian/Gem~an multinational 

and a French multinational brought together by a ’black empowerment 

company’ created specifically fbr the purpose in a public-private parmership 

with Gauteng Provincial Govenm~ent.3° In this way, many BEE beneficiaries 

are essentially white even if activities are beneficially black-fronted. This 

aspect of ’black empowerment’ is highly significant, not only in symbolic 

terms, but in revealing how such ’empowem~ent’ benefits fi’om links with 

international capital and does not create a productive class within South 

Afi’ica. 

South Afifica is obviously not alone in the use of state assets and resources 

to promote private accumulation. Generations of African exclusion means 

that political office is highly important to promoting class formation. 

Corruption is the result, in its many fom~s, though far less endemic in 

South Africa than many other post-colonial societies. Yet, in broader temps, 

black capital remains systemically weak if politically powerful.3~ And so 

deep contradictions remain for the state - not only how to develop black 

capitalism when so much white economic power remains but also how to 

deliver on the inheritance of apartheid, quite apart from ’good goven~ance’ 

and transparency, at the same time as rapid advancement for black elite 

groups. The effects of the economic crisis have not assisted in resolving such 

conundrun~s, but the problems are far more deep-seated. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The crisis has taken a huge toll on workers and the poor in economic and 

social terms. It has also led to belt-tightening amon~t the middle class. But 

it has not led to any profound alteration in the structure of economy and 

society. Business as [unlusual in many ways remains the order of the day, 

with the deepening of impoverishment and worsening inequ alities that barely 

remain addressed. The political transition from Mbeki to Zuma has involved 

a degree of recognition of the limitations of GEAR and the neoliberal model, 

with a (fSnciful) debate about whether and how South Africa could become 

a ’Developmental State’ emblematic of this shift. However the record of 

the Zuma govel~mlent’s first year is poor with litde major legislation put in 

place. Zuma seems content to strive for membership of the BRIC group of 

nations (to go alongside honorary, menlbership of the G20) - again fSnciful 

given the size of the South African economy - and using the 2010 \Vorld 

Cup both to support such a bid and to act as a repeat of the rugby World 

Cup (though with much lesser chance of victory). The newly established 

National Planning Commission and Economic Development Department 

have, in the space of a year, done litde more than name their respective lists 

of advisors. And any challenge to vested interests, and certainly those of the 

mining companies, has remained off the agenda. As such, the MEC and its 

associated command of economic and social life remain pervasive. 

These developments need to be located in broader global trends as well as 

those specific to South Africa and its liberation struggle. The role of global 

and domestic capital can only be understood if situated in the evolving impact 

of financialization on the ~vorld economy. Globally, the financialization 

associated with neoliberalism has witnessed the elevation of financial elites, 

most notably in, but not confined to, the US and the UK. This rise prevails 

across almost every economic, political, social and ideological indicator. In 

developing countries, there is the added twist of both creating financial elites 

and strengthening their roles. This has had a major impact on politics and 

governance and, correspondingly, policy. It is, after all, what stabilization and 

snvctural adjustment have been about over the period ofneoliberalism - not 

just policies but the personnel (with corresponding rewards and interests), 

institutions and governance to deliver them)2 

In South Africa, the black elite’s incentives to engage in and promote 

policies for economic and social investments are correspondingly reduced. 

Paradoxically, then, financialization has the effect of insulating the business 

and politics of money-making from the imperatives that make it possible 

- the economic and social reproduction attached to the accumulation of 

capital. And, by the same token, government is under the command of the 
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Treasury whose prime result, despite protestations of goals to the contrary in 

temps of the search for stabilitT and control of inflation, has been to allow for 

the orderly export of long-term capital. More generally, the extent, nature 

and mode of policymaking, even where economic and social development 

has been broached, is marked by acute sensitivity to the need to contain 

the emergence of alternative politics - public sector provision of housing, 

for example, brings corresponding organizations and activism for further 

advance or, at least, resistance against regress, as is overt in the case of free 

water and electricity in South Africa and the high levels of protests around 

these. 

In the final decades of the twentieth century South Africa brougt~t together 

the most extraordinarily dislocated combination of forces and trends across 

time and place. Apartheid offered the most virulent and extreme fom~ of 

racialized capitalism and, in its final years, had been based in its MEC upon 

an extraordinarily close collaboration between the state and conglomerate 

capital, prompting and ultimately delivering a transition higl~ly advantageous 

to its continuing and shifting imperatives. Yet, the anti-apartheid struggle 

also spawned a remarkably powel~ul trade union movement, progressive civil 

society activism, and a strong left committed to radical change and armed 

struggle as necessary. In addition, whilst many of these ~vere on fi’eefall or 

even extinct elsewhere in the world, South Africa’s anti-apartheid struggle 

attracted ~vorld-wide solidarity, and support on an unprecedented scale (take 

Palestine as comparator) despite or even because of the uneasy relationship 

between neoliberalism and democracy and human rigl~ts. 

In the event, the transition from apartheid has seen the dwindling or 

dismantling of these progressive forces, and achievements have been 

desperately disappointing. The significance of the political transition to 

democracy should not be underestimated, nor the continuing leverage of at 

least formal commitment to progressive value and politics (compare outcomes 

in the Middle East or the rest of Afi~ica without unduly homogenising). A 

President has been deposed in a bloodless coup, with the trade unions still 

capable of playing a major role in bringing the country to a standstill and 

shifting personnel, such as the Governor of the Reserve Bank, at the highest 

levels. But these are token when set against the continuing extremes of 

inequalities and economic and social deprivations that are most marked, 

worsening and even sidelined as a nom~al state of affairs. And ~vhilst there 

have been shills in its nature, the MEC and its associated command of 

economic and social life remain pervasive. 

Why has this been so? One answer is to be found in the elevated 

expectations that are attached to liberation movements that cloak themselves 
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in the doctrines of socialism only to abandon them once more immediate 

goals of shifts in political regime have beets realized. This may now be 

only of historic interest but is complemented by a second explanation of 

incorporation of erstwhile progressives through enrichment once in power. 

The formation of a black elite in South Africa, often out of trade union 

leaders and political activists, has been a decisive part of the process and 

has entailed significant intellectual and political retreats and is sickeningly 

depressing. It has been matched by an equally significant expansion of 

black employment, opportunities and advancement for at most a minority, 

primarily through the state, with a corresponding and understandable shifting 

balance of trade union activity to fhrther material interests as opposed to 

more fundamental transfbrmative goals, as decline is experienced across the 

more traditional sources of militancy and organization across mining and 

large-scale industU. 

In the case of South Africa, the intensive globalization and financialization 

of the economy has inw)lved the co~?orate restructuring that has enabled 

incorporation of a black elite. Here the form of enrichment is notable for 

its lack of productive activity. The black elite’s incentives to engage in and 

promote policies for economic and social investments are reduced to the 

minimalist imperatives of social, political and ideological containment. 

Globally, the first phase of neoliberalism, from the late 1970s to the 

early 1990s, took the shock-therapy form of the direct state promotion of 

private capital in general and of finance in particular. The second phase of 

neoliberalism, still in place ifnxomentarily shaken by the crisis, has involved 

more extensive and overt state intervention both to sustain financialization 

and to temper its worst effects, as in public-private partnerships as opposed 

to privatization. Chronologically, the demise of apartheid coincided with 

this second phase, bringing the goals of the progressive and interventionist 

Reconstruction and Development Programme, let alone the Freedom 

Charter, into conflict with the South African catch-up with the first phase. 

The adoption of GEAR signalled the brutal resolution of this conflict, not 

only in that neoliberalism was fhlly embraced but also the intent of putting 

the Triple Alliance (ofANC, COSATU and the SACP) under the command 

and/or outside of government. It is only now, more than a decade later, 

that the second phase of neoliberalism has been formally endorsed in South 

Africa just in time to confront the pressing demands of the global crisis. 

This commentary suggests that it is inadequate to read off disappointment 

in the South African trajectory either from the inflexible imperatives of global 

capitalism or the abject failures and betrayals of domestic politics alone. For 

one thing, this would leave unexplained why in such favourable conditions 
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for capitalism, it has both suffered a slowdown under neoliberalism and been 

subject to a crisis that cannot be blamed on the working class and progressive 

movement demands. Interestingly, however, South Afi’ica is an exception to 

this, with many commentators blaming high wages, social expenditure and 

trade union militancy for poor economic perfon~ance. It is also essential to 

situate the role of global and domestic capital and politics in the evolving 

impact of financialization, whereby the composition of class fbrces has 

fundamentally shifted as well as the balance between them and their mode 

of interaction. Progressive movements and policies are more liable to be 

marginalized, excluded and repressed than incorporated. 

South Africa, then, offers a salient example of the extent to which power~hl 

and progressive movements can be rapidly undone, with the demobilization 

of civil society, the breaking of strong conm~unity organizations and their 

links with the trade unions and the collapse of much of the left. More hopefttl 

is the renewal of protest, on a huge scale, as a result of anger at government 

failing to improve or even prioritize basic service delivery to the poorest. 

The police recorded an average of nearly two ’unrest-related’ gatherings a 

day in the four years to the end of March 2008, and the protests have only 

increased since. These protests are often disconnected from national political 

debates, from the radical left, and from a coherent alternative vision. But they 

point to the vulnerabilities, not only economic, of a system of accumulation 

which marginalizes so many. For, to the extent that progressive policies can 

be organized to pursue the meeting of basic needs beyond the barriers of 

finance, it exposes and challenges the forms of control and power that are 

inflexible in relation to alternative modes and levels of provision. 
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government. Thabo Mbeki’s brother Moeletsi, in a recent plea for a ne~v 
African capitalism, also argues that the new black elite are ’a small class of 
unproductive but ~vealthy black crony capitalists.., ironically, the caretaker of 
South Al}ica’s deindustrialisation.’ Moeletsi Mbeki, Architects of Poverty: Why 
African Capitalism Needs Changing, Johannesburg: Picador Africa, 2009, p. 61. 

32 Ben Fine and Dave Hall, ’Terrains of Neoliberalism: Constraints and 
Opportunities for Alternative Models of Service Delivery’, ill David McDonald 
and Greg lZuiters, eds., Alternatives to Privatization: Exploring Non-Commercial 
Service Deliver), Options in the Global South, London: Rout]edge, forthcoming, 
papers ~}om Municipal Services Project, http://,vww.municipalservicespro~ect. 
org. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 7:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

RE: WacNir’a 

Thanks!! 

Acct 
Dept of Pc;bi~c Policy 
Tel 9 [9-962-*354 
Fax. 
Dep~ of" Africau & Afro American Studies 
"]Te] 919.-966.-1295 
hr miller(fi~email unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: ~rMay, November 12, 2010 4:14 PN 

To: N~ller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Wachiira 

Dear Haeran, 

Yes, from the funds from the Global Studies. 

Many thanks, 
Eunice. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Friday, November :t2, 20:t0 :t:t:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Wachiira 

This one is for restm~ant charges for Mr, Wachiir~. Pleas~-’_~ let me know ~f we are p~ying these as well, 

Thanks~ 

Haer;m Mi~Ier 

Acc~ T~ch 
]:)ept oJ’ P~;bi[c Policy 
Tel 9 [9-962-4S54 
Fax. 919-f~2-5824 
Dep~ of" AJ[~fcau & Afro American Studies 
Tel 919-f)d4-1295 

From: Parrish, Carla [mailto:cparrish@carolinainn.com] 
Sent~ Friday, November 12, 20~0 iI:4S AM 
To~ Miller, Haeran 
Subjeet~ Wachiira 

<<foliol .pdtb~ 
IIere is a copy of the other l~]io you requested. Also provide me the FRS accost #’s you would like this invoice direct bi[]ed to. 

Sincerely’, 

Carla Parrish 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tettey@ucalga~.ca 

Monday, November 15, 2010 8:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

On Reseaxch Leave 

I am on research leave until June 30, 2011, and it may take me a ~vhile to respond to messages I will, ho~vever, endeavor to respond as quickly as I can. 

Please, note that this is an automatic response, and does not mean that I have seen your message 

Thanks 
Wisdom Tettey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haera~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 8:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: WacNim 

Dear Eunice, 

Sure, I will let you know if there is any balance available to cover Mr. Wachiira’s taxi fare, 

Acct. Te(:h 
][)epl of Public Policy 

Fax. 
Dept. of Afrlcan & 2d},] Ame[i(:a~ Sttidies 
Tel. 9] 9--966--E795 
hrmil]er(d}email unc.edu 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, November 15, 2010 8:30 AM 

T~: Miller, Haeran 
Subjeet: RE: Wachiira 
Your welcome Haeran. 

As you wrap up the accounts, kindly let me know if there is any balance from the funds that can pay Mr. Wachiira’s taxi receipts (one to the airport in Johannesburg; RDU- 
Carolina Inna; and the last one Carolina Inn-RDU. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent-" Monday, November 15, 2010 7:01 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wachiira 

Thanks!! 

Ace1 Tech 
Dept. o[’th~biic Policy 
Tel. 919--96 Lg854 

Depl o~Z’~[}i,::m & A~}o American ~?mdJes 
Tel 919-%6- i295 
hrmil ler(O)em a1L onc. edu 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 4:14 PM 

T~: Miller, Haeran 
Subjeet= RE: Wachiira 

Dear Haeran, 

Yes, from the funds from the Global Studies. 

Many thanks, 
Eunice. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent-" Friday, November 12, 2020 11:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Wachiira 

Dear Eunice, 

This one is for restaurant charges for Mr. Wachiira. Please let me know if we are paying these as well 

Thanks! 

Haera~ M~Ibr 

Acct Tech 
Dept ogPub~ic Policy 
"]Tel 91%-962.-4854 

]])ept ot A~ican & At~o ~nerJcaa Studies 
Tel 9 [9-966- i295 

Nmiller@emai[.~c.edu 

F~m: Parrish, Carla [mailto:cparrish@carolinainn.com] 
Sent: Eriday, November 12, 2010 11:45 AN 

T~: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Wachiira 

<<foliol .pdf>> 

Here is a copy of the other folio you requested. Also provide me the FRS account #’s you ~vould like this invoice direct billed to. 



Sincerely, 

Carla Parrish 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.tmc .edu~ 

Monday, November 15, 2010 9:31 AM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmille@emml.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~; Bnell, Agatha ~abuell@email.unc.edu>; 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Good Morning Agatha, 
Per Barbara’s email please charge up to $91 per night on Title IV 
account and the balance on state ]’un& If you have 
questions please call me at 843-9203 or email me ~ I copied 
Barbara and Adam on this emai[ as a FYI. Please note the bill from 
Carolina ]rm for ?,/Jr. Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges was not attached 
Please send to me for our records. 

Thank you! 

Margaret Woods 

Administrative Associate 

Area Sturdy Center 

3112 Global FedEx Education Center 

Campus Box 7582 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7582 

mwwoods@email uric edu 

On 11/12/2010 3:25 PM, Miller, Haeran wrote: 
> Hello Margaret, 
> 

> Attached is the bill from the Carolina ]nn for iX/Ix. Kamoli Wachiira’s lodging charges Since the?’ are rea~dy to charge the due amount to any of our FRS accounts, if possible, I’d like to get 
your account number for the bill. Could you please let me know the acct number we can use so that I will give it to them? 
> 
> Or if you prefer, please contact Carla Pamsh in Billing Department at the Carolina hm. Her direct nmnber is 
> 

> In case you have any questions, please let me know. 
> Thartk you for your cooperation. 
> 

> Haeran Miller 
> Acct. Tech 
> Dept. of Public Policy 
> Tel. 919-962-4854 
> Fax. 919-%2-5824 
> Dept. of African& Afro American Studies 
> Tel. 919-966-1295 
> hrmiller @email.unc. edu 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Buell, Agatha 
> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 10:56 
> To: 2~{iller, Haeran 
> Subiect: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

> Agatha Buell 
> Business Officer 

> Department of Public Policy 
> 217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 
> 

> Department of African& Afro-American Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> p. 919.962.2788 
> £ 919962.5824 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson@uric edu] 
> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 8:33 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Cc: Buell, Agatha; Woods, Margaret W; Kent, Adam S; Gore, Travis 
> Subject: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 
> 

> Dear Eunice: 
> Good to talk with you this morning This is to conI)rm that the African 
> Studies Center can help with Kamoji Wachiira’s hotel bill, in the range 
> of $3-400 Margaret and Adam: I believe that the maximuna allowable rate 
> ~s $91/night We should use T6 funds for whatever possible [budget line 
> H.3.a, if we have used all available funds from H.3 d.] and the 
> remainder should come from State funds Thanks. Barbara 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 9:40 AM 

Wood~ Margaret W <im~¥oods@email .unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~; Buell, Agatha ~abuell@email.unc.edu>; 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Kmnoji Wachiira hotel bill 

folio 1 .pdf 

Margaret, 

It looked like I attached the bill from the Carolina Inn when I sent you an email last week and I attached it here again Please let me l~ow if you still don’t get it. 
’]7hanks! 

Haeran Miller 

Acct Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

’]Tel. 919-962-4854 

Fax 919-%2-5824 

Dept of African & Afro 2,merican Studies 

Tel. 919-966-1295 

hrmil ler@em ail.unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Margaret Woods [mailto:rawwoods(~cmail.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Novembcr 15, 2010 9:31 AM 
To: NSllcl, Haeran 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S; Buell, Agatha; Barbara Anderson; Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Re: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Good Morning Agatha, 
Per Barbara’s email please charge up to $91 per night on Title IV 
account and the balance on state ftmds If you have 
questions please call me at 843-9203 or craail rae at . I copied 
Barbara and Adam on this email as a FYI. Please note the bill frora 
Carolina Inn for Mr. Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges was not attached. 
Please send to me for our records. 

Thank you! 

Margaret Woods 
Administrative Associate 
Area Study Center 
3112 Global FedEx Education Center 
Campus Box 7582 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
mv,~vo ods@ ema il.unc, edu 

On 11/12/2010 3:25 Pi~ Miller, Haeran wrote: 
> Hello Margaret, 

> Attached is the bill from the Carolina Inn for IVLr. Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges. Since they are ready to charge the due amount to any of our FRS accounts, if possible, I’d like to get 
your account number for the bill. Could you please let me kno~v the acct. number we can use so that I will give it to them? 
> 

> Or if you prefer, please contact Carla Parrish in Billing Department at flae Carolina Inn. Her direct number is ~ 
> 

> In case you have any questions, please let me know 
> Thank you for your cooperation 

> Haeran Miller 
> Acct. Tech 
> Dept of Public Policy 
> Tel 919-962-4854 
> Fax 919-962-5824 
> Dept. of African& Aii’o American Studies 
> Tel. 919-966-1295 
> hrmiller @email.unc. edu 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Buell, Agatha 
> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 10:56 AM 
> To: Mailer, Haeran 
> SubJect: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

> Agatha Buel[ 
> Business Officer 
> 

> Department of Public Policy 



217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African& Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919962.2788 
1! 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Noveraber 12, 2010 8:33 AM 
To: Sahle, E~mice N 
Cc: Buell, Agatha; Woods, Margaret W; Kent, Adam S; Gore, Travis 
Subiect: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Dear E~ice: 
Good to talk with you this morning. This is to cotffirm that the African 
Studies Center can help with Kamoji Wachiira’s hotel bill, in the range 
of $3~400. Margaret and Adam: I believe that the ruaximmn allowable rate 
is $91h~ight. We should use T6 f~ds for whatever possible [budget line 
H.3.a, if we have used all available funds frora H.3.d.] and the 
reruainder should come froru State funds. Thar~ks. Barbara 



THE CAKOLINA INN 

211 Pittsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Main: (919) 933-2001 
Fax: (919) 962-3400 
www.carolinainn.com 

1 of 1 

November 12, 2010 

Reservation Number 228482 

Send to African & African American Stud 

Cb #3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone 919.962.1522 

Guest Name Kamoji Wachiira Arriva~ Date Departure Date 

Company African & African American Stud 11/7/2010 11/11/2010 

Room Information 310- Estate Single Queen 

Bill To African American Studies (3395AP) 

Cb#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone NA 

Folio Number 

Trans Date Description Voucher 

Charges 

11/7/2010 Guest Room INN CLUB tci-310 

11/8/2010 Guest Room INN CLUB tci-310 

11/9/2010 Guest Room INN CLUB tci-310 

Total Charges 

Balance Due: 

Amount 

159.00 

159.00 

159.00 

477.00 

477.00 

I agree my liability for the charges is not waived and agree to be held personally liable in the event that the indicated person, 
company or association fails to pay for any part or the full amount of such charges. 

Guest Signature: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.tmc .edu~ 

Monday, November 15, 2010 9:59 AM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmille@emml.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~; Buell, Agatha ~abuell@email.unc.edu>; 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Hi Kaeran, 
Thanks the bill is attached this time in the amount of $477. I will call 
Carla Pandsh at         and give her the account numbers! 

Margaret 

©n 11/15/2010 9:39 AM, Miller, Haeran wrote: 
> Margaret, 
> 

> It luoked like I attached the bill ffum the Carolina Inn when I sent yuu an email last week and I attached it here again. Please let me knuw if you still dun’t get it. 
> Thanks! 
> 

> 

> Haeran Miller 
> Acct Tech 
> Dept. of Public Pulicy 
> Tel. 919-962-4854 
> Fax. 919-%2-5824 
> Dept uf African& Afro American Studies 
> Tel 919-966-1295 
> hrmiller@email uric edu 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Margaret Wouds [mailtu:mwwoods@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 9:31 AM 
> To: 2~{iller, Haeran 
> Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; ~amderson, Barbara S; Buell, Agatha; Barbara Anderson; Kent, Adam S 
> Subject: Re: F~V: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 
> 

> Good Morning Agatha, 
> Per Barbara’s email please charge up to $91 per night on Title IV 
> account and the balance on state funds . If you have 
> questions please call me at 843-9203 o1 email me at l. I copied 
> Barbara and Adam on this email as a FYI. Please note the bill from 
> Carolina Inn for Mr. Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges was not attached. 
> Please send to me for ore records. 
> 

> Thank you! 
> 

> 

> Margaret Woods 
> Administrative Associate 
> Area Study Center 
> 3112 Global FedEx Education Center 
> Campus Box 7582 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> mwwoods@email.anc, edu 
> 

> 

> On 11/12/2010 3:25 PM, Miller, Haeran wrote: 
>> Hello Margaret, 
>> 

>> Attached is the bill from the Carolina Inn for Mr Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges Since the?- are ready to charge the due amount to any of our FRS accounts, if possible, I’d like to get 
your account number for the bill. Could you please let me kno~v the acct. number we can use so that I will give it to them? 
>> 

>> Or if you prefer, please contact Carla Pan-ish in Billing Department at the Carolina Iun. Her direct number is 
>> 

>> In case you have any questions, please let me know-. 
>> Thank you for your cooperation. 
>> 

>> Haeran Mailer 
>> Acct Tech 
>> Dept. of Public Policy 
>> Tel. 919-%2-4854 
>> Fax. 919-962-5824 
>> Dept of African& Afro American Studies 
>> Tel 919-966-1295 
>> hrmiller@email.unc edu 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... ©riginal Message ..... 
>> From: Buell, Agatha 
>> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 10:56 AM 
>> To: Miller, Haeran 
>> Subject: FW: Kamuji Wachiira hutel bill 
>> 

>> 



>> Agatha Buell 
>> Business Ol![icer 
>> 

>> Department of Public Policy 
>> 217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 
>> 

>> Department ofAli-ican& Ati-o-American Studies 
>> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
>> 

>> Univcrsity of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> p. 919.962.2788 
>> t2 919.962.5824 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson,@,unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 8:33 AM 
>> To: Sable, Eunice N 
>> Cc: Buell, Agatha; Woods, Margaret W; Kent, Adam S; Gore, Travis 
>> Subject: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 
>> 

>> Dear Eunice: 
>> Good to talk with you this morning. This is to COlffimx that the African 
>> Studies Center can help with Kamoji Wachiira’s hotel bill, in the range 
>> of $3-400. _Margaret and Adam: I believe that the maximum allowable rate 
>> is $91/night. We should use T6 funds for whatever possible [budget line 
>> H.3.a, ifxve have used all available funds from H.3.d.] and the 
>> remainder should come frora State funds. Thanks. Barbara 
>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 10:02 AM 

Wood~ Margaret W <im~¥oods@email .unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~; Buell, Agatha ~abuell@email.unc.edu>; 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Kmnoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Hi Margaret, 

Great! 
I really would appreciated it if you’d g~ve your account numbers directly to Carla Parrish at the Carolina Inn. Just in case her email is cparrish@carolinainn.com and her direct number ~s 

Thank you so much for your help. 

Haeran Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax. 919-%2-5824 
Dept. of African & Afro American Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 

hrmiHer@email unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Margaret Woods [mailto:m~voods(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 9:59 AM 
To: N/tiller, Haeran 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S; Buell, Agatha; Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Re: FW: Kamc~ii Wachiira hotel bill 

Hi Kaeran, 
Tharks the bill is attached this time in the amount of $477. I will call 
Carla Parrish at         and give her the account numberst 

Margaret 

On 11/15/2010 9:39 ~4, Nhllcr, Haeran wrote: 
Margaret, 

It looked like I attached the bill from the Carolina Inn when I sent you an email last week and I attached it here again. Please let me know if you still don’t get it. 
Thanks ! 

Haeran Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Pulqic Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax. 919-%2-5824 
Dept. of African& Afro American Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 
l~millcr @cmail.unc. edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Margaret Woods [mailto:mv~,voods@email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Novcraber 15, 2010 9:31 AM 
To: IV[iller, Haeran 
Cc: Sahle, Ennice N; Anderson, Barbara S; Buell, Agatha; Barbara Anderson; Kent, Adam S 
Subject: Re: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Good Morning Agatha, 
Per Barbara’s email please charge up to $91 per night on Title IV 
accoun and the balance on state fund If you have 
questions please call me at 843-9203 or email me at I copied 
Barbara and Adam on this email as a FYI. Please note the bill from 
Carolina Inn for Mr. Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges was not attached. 
Please send to me for our records. 

Thank your 

Margaret Woods 
Administrative Associate 
Area Study Center 
3112 Global FedEx Educatmn Center 
Campus Box 7582 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
m~vwoods@email.uaac, edu 

On 11/12/2010 3:25 PM, Mailer, Haeran wrote: 
>> Hello Margaret, 
>> 



>> Attached is the bill :from the Carolina Inn for 2/ir Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges Since the?" are ready to charge the due amount to any of our FRS accounts, if possible, I’d like to get 
your account number for the bill. Could you please let me know the acct. number we can use so that I will g~ve it to them? 
>> 

>> Or if you prefer, please contact Carla Panfish in Billing Department at the Carolina Inn. tier direct number is 
>> 

>> In case you have any questions, please let me know. 
>> Thank you for your cooperation. 
>> 

>> Haeran MaI]er 
>> Acct. Tech 
>> Dept. of Public Policy- 
>> Tel. 919-962-48~ 
>> Fax. 919-962-5824 
>> Dept. of.adrican& Afro .~erican Studies 
>> Tel. 919-966-1295 
>> hrrailler @email.unc. edu 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Buell, Agatha 
>> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 10:56 AM 
>> To: Miller, Haeran 
>> Subject: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Agatha Buell 
>> Business Officer 
>> 

>> Department of Public Policy 
>> 217 Abcmcthy Hall, CB #3435 
>> 

>> Departraent of African& Afro-American Studies 
>> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
>> 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> p. 919.962.2788 
>> £ 919962.5824 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b underson@unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 8:33 AM 
>> To: Sahle, Eumce N 
>> Cc: Buell, Agatha; Woods, Margaret W; Kent, Adam S; Gore, Travis 
>> Sulzject: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 
>> 

>> Dear Eunice: 
>> Good to talk with you this morning This is to confirm that the African 
>> Studies Center can help with Kamoji Wachiira’s hotel bill, in the range 
>> of $3-400 /Vlargaret and Adam: I believe that the maximum allowable rate 
>> is $91/night We should use T6 funds for ;vhatever possible [budget line 
>> H.3.a, if we have used all available funds from H.3 d.] and the 
>> remainder should come tlcom State l~ds Thanks. Barbara 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.tmc .edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 10:20 AM 

cparrish@ca~olinainu.com 

Miller, Haerau <hrmille@emaAl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S 
<barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Good N4OlT*ing Carla, 
I left you a voice message a few moments ago regarding the billing 
statement for Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging Please charge up to $91 per 
night on the African Studies Title IV account        ; and the balance 
per night on the African Studies State Funds Account        Usually a 
billing authorization form is processed prior to the guest arrival and 
emailed to you. I apologize :[’or any inconveniences in not doing this 
beforehand. If you need further assistance or additional information 
please call and/or emai[ me. 

Thank you! 

Margaret 
>> 

>> Good Morning Agatha, 
>> Per Barbara’s email please charge up to $91 per night on Title IV 
>> accour, and the balance on state funds k[‘you have 
>> questions please call me a~ or email me al I. I copied 
>> Barbara and Adam on this email as a FYI Please note the bill from 
>> Carolina Inn [’or Mr Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges was not attached. 
>> Please send to me ]2~r our records. 
>> 

On 11/15/2010 10:02 AM, Maller, Haeran wrote: 
Ill Margaret, 

Great[ 
I really xvould appreciated it if you’d give your account numbers directly- to Carla Parrish at the Carolina Inn. Just in case her email is cparrish@carolinainn.com and her direct number is 

Thank you so much for your help. 

Haeran Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax. 919-962-5824 
Dept. of African& Afro American Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 
l’umillcr @cmail.unc. edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Margaret Woods [mailto:mwwoods(&email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 9:59 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Cc: Sahle, Etmice N; Anderson, Barbara S; Buell, Agatha; Kent, Adam S 
Subiect: Re: FW: Kamoji Wachiira hotel bill 

Hi Kaeran, 
Thanks the bill is attached this time in the amom~t of $477. I will call 
Carla Parrish at         and give her the account numbers! 

Margaret 

On 11/15/2010 9:39 AM. M~ller, Haeran ~Vl-ote: 
>> Margaret, 
>> 

>> It looked like I attached the bill from the Carolina Inn when I sent you ari email last week and I attached it here again. Please let me know if you still don’t get it 
>> Thanks[ 
>> 

>> 

>> Haeran Miller 
>> Acct. Tech 
>> Dept of Public Policy- 
>> Tel 919-962-4854 
>> Fax 919-962-5824 
>> Dept. of African& Afro American Studies 
>> TeL 919-966-1295 
>> lmniller@email.m~c, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: iVlargaret Woods [mailto:mw~voods@email unc edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 9:31 AM 
>> To: Miller, Haeran 
>> Cc: Sable, Eunice N; Anderson, Barbara S; Buell, Agatha; Barbara Anderson; Kent, Adam S 
>> Subject: Re: FW: Kam@ Wachiira hotel bill 



>> 

>> Good Morning Agatha, 
>> Per Barbara’s email please charge up to $91 per night on Title IV 
>> account and the balance on state :fund,, If you have 
>> questions please call me at or email me a [ copied 
>> Barbara and Adam on this email as a FYI. Please note the bill from 
>> Carolina inn for Mr. Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges was not attached. 
>> Please send to me:[’or our records. 
>> 

>> Thank your 
>> 

>> 

>> Margaret Woods 
>> Administrative Associate 

>> Area Study Center 
>> 3112 Global FedEx Education Center 
>> Campm Box 7582 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
>> mxvwoods@email.tmc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> On 11/12/2010 3:25 P_’vi Miller, Haeran wrote: 
>>> Hello Margaret, 
>>> 

>>> Attached is the bill from the Carolina Itm for 2vi. Kamoji Wachiira’s lodging charges. Since they are tea@ to charge the due amount to any of our FRS accounts, if possible, I’d like to 
get your account nmnbcr for the bill. Could you please let me know the acct. number we can use so that I will give it to them? 
>>> 

>>> Or if you prefer, please contact Carla Parrish in Billing Department at the Carolina Irm. Her direct number is 
>>> 

>>> In case you have any questions, please let me know-. 
>>> Thank you for your cooperation. 
>>> 

>>> Haeran Miller 
>>> Acct. Tech 
>>> Dept. of Poblic Policy 
>>> Tel. 919-9624854 
>>> Fax. 919-962-5824 
>>>Dept. ofAfrican& AiicoAmerican Studies 
>>> Tel 919-9(~5-1295 
>>> hrmiller@email.unc edu 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Buell, Agatha 
>>> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 10:56 AM 
>>> To: Miller, Haeran 
>>> Subject: FW: Kamoji Wachitra hotel bill 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Agatha Buell 
>>> Business Officer 

>>> DeparWaent of I:’ublic Policy 
>>> 217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

>>> Department of African& .aA’ro-American Studies 
>>> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

>>> Universi~" of North Carolina 
>>> Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 
>>> p. 9199622788 
>>> 1~ 919.962.5824 

>>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b andersonO~unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 8:33 AM 
>>> To: Sahle, ][~;unice N 
>>> Cc: Buell, Agatha; Woods, Margaret W; Kent, Adam S; Gore, Travis 
>>> Subject: Kam@ Wachiira hotel bill 

>>> Dear Eunice: 
>>> Good to talk with you this morning. ~Ihis is to con:firm that the African 
>>> Studies (;enter can help with Kamoji Wachiira’s hotel bill, in the range 
>>> of $3-400. Margaret and Adam: I believe that the maximum allowable rate 
>>> ~s $91/night We should use T6 funds for whatever possible [budget line 

>>> H.3a, if we have used all available funds from tl 3.d ] and the 
>>> remainder should come from State funds. Thanks Barbara 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 11:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Nov 9 Eunice Sahle Fxent 

Dear Eunice, 

Did Mr. Wachiira leave his taxi receipts to us or will he mail them to us? I think 1 will send the receipts to IIara Markstei~ at Global Studies a~d ask her to reimburse 

him d~re(:dy Also, I ~vi~l ask her 1:o l:ake care o[ h~s restaurant b~ls from Carolina ~rm for ~142.19. What do you 

Thanks~ 

Haer~m 

Dept ~:(P~3biic P~[Jcy 
TeL 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-~2-5824 
Dep~ ofA:[?ican & Afi’e American Studies 
Tel 919-9d6-1295 
Mmillell ~email.unc. edu 

F~m: Nar~te~n, Lara 
$ent: Friday, October 29, 20~0 8:36 AN 

To: Niller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Hi Haeran, 

~ talked to Ka[:hi and apparently we don’t own our 06 a(:coun[: and so we cannot transfi?r money to you. What weq~ need to do is haw? you send me receiplz; up to 

d~e 5300 and weql reimburse the individua~ who paid [:or the costs. 

Best, 

tara Markstein 

Departmenta~ Manager 

Gbbsl Studies 

Fedex G~obal Education Center, 301 P~ttsboro St CB# 3263 

UNC Chape~ Hilt 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

ph~ 919-962-5442 

h ~:~:~:/iwww u n c. e d uid epl:si~ n ~:si 

F~m= Nilleb Haeran 
Sent~ Thursday, October 28, 2010 3:16 PN 
Te~ Narkstein, Lara 
Subject~ RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Hi Lara, 

S~nce I’m not familiar wRh a JE g~f[: to g~[t as wel~, I wolJd let you contsct Ksth~ Wimmer at Accour~t~ng Services and as~ her hel~ Her emai~ b kwimmer@unc.edu 

Thanks![ 

Haeran Mi~br 
Acct. Tech 
Depl of Public 
Tel 919-9d2-4~I~4 
Fax. 919q:<~2-5~24 

I)ept of" AJ]ican & Af>o Americai? 
TeL 919-96d- i 295 

F~m: Mar~tein, kara 
Nent: Thursday, Oc~ber 28, 20~0 3:0~ PM 
Te: Miller, Haeran 
$ubject~ RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 
Hi Haeran, 

~’m pretW new at this, so maybe you can help. I looked into doing a journa~ entry gilt to g~ft, but ~ requires a 06 account, which we don’t have. Do you know it: 

there’s another option I can use that w~l~ allow a 5 account? 

tara Markstein 

Departmenta~ Manager 

Gbbsl Studies 

Fedex Gk)bal Educal:b:?n Center, 301 P~l:tsboro $1:. Cg# 3263 

UNC Chape~ Hilt 

Chapel ~-~, NC 27599 

ph~ 919-962-5442 

laram@emaikunc~edu 

h ~:~:~:/iwww u n c. e d uid epl:si~ n ~:si 

F~m= Niller, Haeran 
Sent~ Thursday, October 28, 2010 2:57 PN 
Te~ Narkstein, Lara 
Subject~ RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Hi Lara, 

Shlce there are not any expenses ~:hat ~ can move yet., could you please transfer i1: to the deparl:merWs ~:rust 

?hank you for your he~p[ 

Haeran M[[br 



2~ccl Tech 
Dept. ~l’t’~biJc P~qicy 
TeL 919--96 ~--4854 

Depl o[",’%[}i.::m & A["fo ,’%merJcar~ f~mdJes 
Tel 919-%6- i295 
hrmil ler(0)em a1L uric. edu 

F~m= Lara Carol Ann Narkstein [mail~:laram@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, October 28, 2010 2:$2 PN 

T~= Ni~ler, Haeran 
Subject= Nov 9 EuNce SaNe Event 

Hi Haeran, 

We’ve committed $300 to Eunice Sahle’s November 9th event. How should we go about disbursin~ those funds? 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 302 Pittsboro St. CB~ 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 9~9-962-5~2 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.u nc.edu!d epts!ints! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 11:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nov 9 Etmice Sahle Event 

Dear Eunice, 

Sure~ ttsat will work~ 

f hope we can send him a check as soon as 0ossiMe~ves, ~ am sti~ woddng on th~s 

Thanks. 

Haeran M~br 

Acct Tech 
Depl of Pub]ic Policy 
Tel 919-9d2-48~4 
Fax. 
I)ept of" AJ~ican & Af>o Americai? 
Tel. 919-966- i 295 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Monday, November 15, 2010 11:28 AN 

To~ Miller, Haeran 
Subje~t~ RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Dear Haeran, 

He is sending the receipts from Ottawa and I should receive them by tomorrow. In case I do not see you, I will leave them in an envelope for you. Yes, kindly sent the bill from 
the Carolina Inn to Global Studies. 

Thanks so so much for working with me on this event! 
Eunice. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Monday, November :iS, 20:t0 i:t:24 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Dear 

Did Mr. Wachiira leave his ~axi receipts to us o~ will he mail them ~o us? I th~nl< ~ w~l~ send the receipts to Lara Ma~ksteh~ at G~obal Studies and ask her to reimburse 

him d~recL~y~ Also, I will ask her to take care of h~s restaurant b~Js from Carolina h~n for 5:[42.19. What do you 

Thanks! 

Ace1 ’]Tech 
DepL o[" [h~biic 
Tel. 91 

Tel 9 [9-’:)~6- i295 
hrmil ler(b)em a1L uric. edu 

F~m= Narkste~n, Lara 
Sent~ Friday, October 29, 20~0 8:36 AN 

Te~ Miller, Haeran 
Subjeet~ RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Ni Naeran, 

~ taH<ed to Kath~ and apparently we don’t own our 06 account and so we cannot transfer money to you, What we’~ need to do is have you send me receipts up to 

~:he 5300 and we’H re~[rEburse the ~ndivkkEa~ who oak] [or the costs. 

Best, 

Lsra Msrkstein 

Departmen[a~ Manager 

Gbbal Studies 

Fedex G~obal Educatbn Center, 301 Pktsboto St. C8# 3263 

U NC {::hape~ 

Chapel H~], NC 27599 

ph. 919--962-5442 

laram@emaiLunc~edu 

htt~:/!wwwm nc.edu!d epts!~nts/ 

F~m: Miller, Haeran 
~ent: Thursday, October 28, 2010 3:16 PM 
T~: Mar~in, Lara 
Nubje~t: RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Ni Lara, 

Sh~ce I’m not familiar w~th a JE g~ft to gift as we~t I wou~d ~et you contact K~th~ Wimmer at Accounth~g Services m~d ask her hel~ Her emaH ~s kwimmer@unc.edu 

ThanksH 

Haerm~ Miller 

AccL 



Depl of z~,[}i.::m & z\g}o z~,merJcar! Studies 
Tel 919-%d- i295 
Nmil ler(b)ern a1L uric. edu 

F~m= Narkste~n, kara 
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 2010 3:01 PN 

Te= Ni~ler, Haeran 
Subjeet~ RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Hi Haeran, 

Vm pretty new at this~ so maybe you can hel~ I looked into doing a journa~ entry gKt to g~ft, but ~t requires a 06 account~ wNch we don~t have. Do you ~now K 

~:here~s ~mo~her optk)n I can use ~:hat w~H ~lh:~w ~ 6 ~ccount? 

l_a r~ Mar]~s~ein 

DepartmeRtN Manager 

G~obsl Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30~ P~ttsboro St~ C~ 3263 

U N(:: Ch~pel 

Ch~pel H~H, N(:: 27599 

ph~ 919-962--5~]2 

laramC~emaiLuRc~edu 

http:!/www.unc.edu/de~tsih~ts! 

~ Miller, Haeran 
Se~t~ Thursday, October 28, 20~0 2:57 PM 

T~ MarBtein, Lara 
~bje~t~ RE: Nov 9 Eunice SaNe Event 

Hi Lara~ 

S~nce there a~e not any expenses [hat ~ can move yet~ could you please t~ansfe~ it to the departmeRt’s [~ust fund, 

Thank you for your he~p~ 

Ace1 ’]Tech 
Dept. ~[’P~biic P~[Jcy 
’]Te]. 919--962--4854 

]:)~pt ot A~ican & At~o ~nerJcat~ Studies 
Tel 9 [9-966- i295 

Nmil let @e mai[.~c, edu 

F~m= Lara Carol ~nn Narkstein [mail~:laram@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, October 28, 2010 2:52 PN 

To= Ni~ler, Haeran 
Subject= Nov 9 EuNce SaNe Event 

Hi Haeran, 

We’ve committed 5300 to Eunice SaNe’s November 9th event. How should we go about disbursing those ~unds? 

Best, 

tara Marl<stein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

gedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC ChaDel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~h. 919-962-5~2 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.unc.edu!de~ts!ints! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Denman <denma001 @mc.duke.edn> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 12:39 PM 

infl-duncplas@duke.edu; intl-latin@duke.edu; latinolist@duke.edu 

Can you attend tonight? 

My apologies for cross-postings .... 

The Durham City Council roll vote whether Dnrham will accept the Matricula Consular (Mexican Identification) as a valid form of ID in Durham. As mos~ of you kmow, 

this ID, issued by the Mexican government, is one of the most secure and ,sophisticated forms ofID al~onnd the world. Much work has gone into preparing for this vote 

but a show of support wonld be ve~’ helpful. 

If you can be at E1 Centro by 6:30pm and we will walk over to CiF Hall or just come to Durham City Hall, Coancil meeting room by 7pm tonight. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Denman, PhD, RN, FNP-BC 
Faculty, Family Nurse Practitioner Program 
Associate Clinical Professor, 
Duke University School of Nursing 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 12:56 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: The International Planned Parenthood Federation in Cold War Peru - Lecture Tomom)w 

....... Original Message ........ 
Subject: [history-graduate] FW: history of birth control talk Bullitt Club 
Noon Seminar, 16 November 2010 
Date: Mol~ 15 Nov 2010 17:24:09 +0000 
From:                        @emaihunc. edu> 
To: "history-graduate" <history-graduate@listselw.unc.edu> 

The Bullitt History of Medicine Club will be meeting Tuesday, November 16, 
2010 at the L,lX!C Health Sciences Library in the 5th Floor Conference Room 
(527). Please join us from 12 to lpm for light reticeslmaents and lecture 
Meetings are free and open to the public 

Dr Rafil Necochea, Assistant Professor of Social Medicine at UNC, will be 
speaking on: "The International Planned Parenthood Federation in Cold War 
Peru." 

Dr Necochea obtained his Ph.D. in History from McGill University, and held 
a post-doctoral fellowship at the Universi~" of Toronto’s Dalla Lana School 
of Public Health<http:/iwwwphsutoronto.ca/> before joining UNC’s 
Department of Social Medicine He is broadly interested in the history of 
medicine and science, global health, sexual and reproductive health, Latin 
America, science and technology studies, and the relations between 
developed and developing regions. He is presently writing a book about the 
history of family plarming in his home country of Peru during the Cold War, 
and writing about the development of population science in Puerto Rico. 

For further infonnation about the Bullitt Club, including the schedule lbr 
2010-11 <htm://www.med.unc. edu/bhomc/sched htm> an d ml~3 
r 

You are currently subscribed to bhomc as 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 1537850-161110I@listserv.med.unc. edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to history-graduate as: 
~eraaihunc.edu. 

~med.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AfricanBmins - No Reply <no-reply@africm~brains.org> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 1:19 PM 

no- reply@at~ canbrains.org 

AfricaJ~Brains Newsletter Issue 6 

AfricanBrains - The Home of Intelligent 

Networking 

Welcome to the 6th issue of the AfdcanBrains newsletter. 
Since our re-launch we continue to welcome new members and encourage you to join if you haven’t yet done so enabling you to network with 
Africa’s brightest minds - http:iiwww.africanbrains.net/regjster. 
We have also added some extra features to the site. One is the "Your Events" section (b..tt..p.]../.~..a..f..r.Lc.~..a....n...b..r...aj..n...s.:..n...e...~..e...v...e...n..t..s./.) which enables 
members to create and promote their own events such as meetings, lectures or conferences. 
The other is the "For Companies" section (http://www.africanbrains.net/companies/) which gives Companies & Investors the opportunity to add a 
Corporate Profile and allow for special notices such as product & press releases, job notices and investment opportunities. Not only are all listings 
fully accessible to members of AfricanBrains and visitors to the site, but each listing is actively promoted through social media. 
The normal annual fee is GBP750 (payable via PayPal) but we have a special introductory offer of GBP450 only available until 31 st Dec 2010. 
This 12 month package includes:- 

1. Company Logo 
2. Company Profile - up to 2,000 characters 
3. Linkto yourwebsite 
4. Company contact details 
5. Unlimited Free listings of job notices & investment opportunities 
d. Unlimited Free product & press releases 

We are also proud to announce the launch of our sister site ArabBrains (http:/iwww.arabbrains.com). It has all the features and functions of 
AfricanBrains but is tailored more for The Arab World. Please feel free to take a look around, register and network with more great minds. 
Below is a selection blogs & stories from the last couple of weeks: 

Protecting Innovators - The Reason for AfricanBrains 
http://t.co/INcrJDX 
2010 Africa Awards for Entrepreneurship - Finalists Announced 
http:i/t.coiXtb6qZa 
Texting saves lives of HIV patients, study confirms 
http://t.co/UFq7m23 
Kenya: High Costs Deny Students Ability to Patent Innovations 
http://t.coi9LVMfec 

Africa: Plant clinics must take root in poor countries 
http://t.coNVHTnd04 
Funding still an uphill struggle for African academies 
http://t.co/YJsJelt 
UNEP Launches Young Environmental Journalist Award Africa 
http:/it.co/FQCGGQm 
Africa: Brain gain and good governance key to development 
http://t.co/d29SaAK 
Egypt: Green algae boost wheat yields, say scientists 
b_t__t#__:,_/Lt._c___o_!__e__~__9___u____U___x_ 
Africa Analysis: The benefits of open source software 
._h_t_tp_;_/_LL_c___o__/__4__P___x___q_v___f__0_. 
Regards 
The AfricanBrains Team 
http:iiwww.africanbrains.net 

I 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed¯ If you have received this email in error please notify the system 

manager¯ Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the corn pany. Finally, the recipient should check this email and 

any attachments for the presence of viruses¯ The company accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 
Please do not reply to this email as the mailbox is not monitored¯ To unsubscribe please email unsubscribe@africanbra#~s.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 15, 2010 1:40 PM 

Wood~ Margaret W <im~¥oods@email .unc.edu> 

Kent, Adam S <aken~unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Requesting support for conference presentalions on Humm~ rights, cilizeship etc in Kenya: details 

Hi Margaret: 
No, you didn’t drop the ball on this I only submitted the Travel 
Approval Request to DC last Wednesday, and the?- ask for 30 days notice 
I just checked the status of the request, and the review is not 
completed We can’t issue a travel advance until we get the approval, 
so will probably need to reimburse when Dr Sahle returns ~vith receipts. 
That’s just the way it is. Thanks. Barbara 

On 11/15/2010 1:28 PM, Margaret Wouds wrote: 
Barbara, 
I might have dropped the ball un this. I have not dune an advance 
Eunice Sahletu Kenya Nov. 22-26, 2010, but can prucess immediately with 
yuur approval and get Adam tu approve! 

Margaret 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Requesting suppurt fur conference presentatiuns un tluman 
rights, citizeship etc in Kenya: details 
Date: Tue, 09 Nov 2010 11:13:05 -0500 

Frum: Barbara Anderson <b andersun@unc.edu> 
Tu: SaNe, Eunice N 
CC: Margaret Wuods <mwwouds@email unc.edu>, Adam S Kent <akent@unc.edu> 

This is lovely. Thanks. I am in the process of requesting approval 
from the reds, and I need your travel itinerary, even thuugh we’re nut 
paying for that. Please send this tu me just as soun as possible. (I 
have submitted the request fur appruval without this informatiun, but 
am fairly certain it will be declined) 

BTW, I am requesting approval [’or $2315, which would be $383 for the 5 
days of the conference, plus any costs for ground transportation that 
you incur. Margaret will need receipts for yottr hotel (up to $300/day) 
and for ground transportation, but no docmnentation needed for the 
$83/day of M&I. This will come from budget line C.b. 

Thanks for your quick reply! Barbara 

Content of TAR: 
Pursuant to our proposal to support facul~" travel for research and 
conferences and to support development of our sustainability thenratic 
initiative, Dr. Eanice Sable will travel to Philadelphia Retreat Centre, 
Kirinyaga, Nit. Kenya, November 22-26, to present three papers at the 
conference on "New Denrocratic Constitution, human rights and 
citizenship-building in Kenya." This conference will contribute to 
crescent processes in Africa geared to sustainability of new democratic 
constitutional orders at the grassroots level and debates concerned with 
themes of transnational justice especially peace, reconciliation and 
cormnunity building after political violence. Dr. Sahle’s presentations 
will include: Nov-. 23: "The straggle for human rights and the making of 
the new constitution in Kenya: 1963-2010," Nov. 24: "Hun~an rights, 
citizenship and the youth in the context of the new constitution," and 
Nov. 26: "Citizenship, rights and responsibilities: The role of 
conm~unity leaders" 
Dr. Sahle’s travel is also supported by her honre department at UNC, 
which will cover her aiffare. Funds requested front our Center will 
provide lodging and M&I at the federal rate of $383/day for 5 days, and 
ground transportation 
$2315 
5 days @ $300 hotel and $83 

On 11/9/2010 8:20 AN~ SaNe, Eumce N wrote: 
>> 

>> Dear Barbara, 
>> 

>> Greetings. 
>> 

>; delayed my sending the attached details pertaining 
>> to a request for the travel support I discussed last week. I have 
>> attached a briefbio and 1 page detail of the conference including a 
>> budget. 
>> 
>> Thanks for your consideration Kindly let me klmw if I also need to 
>> drop hard copies to your office. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice. 



>> 

> 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Afi~ican Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Uni-,zersity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.tmc .edu~ 

Monday, November 15, 2010 1:46 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Kent, Adam S <aken~unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Requesting support for conference presentalions on Humm~ rights, cilizeship etc in Kenya: details 

Hi Barbara, 
Thanks so very- much for your reply, I will followup at’ter she returns 
with receipts[ 

Margaret 

On 11/15/2010 1:39 P\{, Barbara Anderson ~Vl-ote: 
> tli Margaret: 
> No, you didn’t drop the ball on this I only submitted the ][’ravel 
> Approval Request to DC last Wednesday, and the?’ ask for 30 days notice. 
> I just checked the status of the request, and the review is not 
> completed We can’t issue a travel advance until we get the approval, so 
> will probably need to reimburse when Dr Sahle returns with receipts. 
> That’s just the way it is. Thanks Barbara 
> 
> On 11/15/2010 1:28 PM; Margaret Woods wrote: 

>> Barbara, 
>> I might have dropped the ball on this. I have not done an advance for 
>> Eunice Sahleto Kenya NOv. 22-26, 2010, but can process itmnediately with 
>> your approval and get Adam to approve[ 
>> 

>> 

>> Margaret 
>> 

Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Re: Requesting support for conference presentauons on Human 
>> rights, citizeship etc in Kenya: details 
>> Date: Tue, 09 Nov 2010 11:13:05 -0500 
>> From: Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 
>> To: Sable, Eunice N 
>> (;(2: Margaret Woods <mwwoods@emaihunc edu>, Adam S Kent <akent@unc.edu> 
>> 

>> This is lovely. That~zs. I ara in the process of requesting approval 
>> from the feds, and I need your travel itinerary, even though we’re not 
>> paying for that. Please send this to me just as soon as possible. (I 
>> have submitted the request for approval without this information, but I 
>> am fairly certain it will be declined) 
>> 

>> BTW, I ara requesting approval for $2315, which would be $383 for the 5 
>> days of the conference, plus any costs for ground transportation that 
>> you incur. Margaret will need receipts for your hotel (up to $300iday) 
>> and for ground transportation, but no documentation needed for the 
>> $83/day of M&I. This will come from budget line C.b. 
>> 

>> Thanks for your quick reply! Barbara 
>> 

>> Content of TAR: 
>> Pursuant to our proposal to support faculty travel for research and 
>> conferences and to support dcvelopment of our sustainability thematic 
>> initiative, Dr. Eunice Sahle will travel to Philadelphia Retreat Centre, 
>> Kirinyaga, Mt. Kenya, November 22-26, to present thtee papers at the 
>> conference on "New- Deruocratic Constitution, human rights and 
>> citizenship-building in Kenya." This conference will contribute to 
>> current processes in Africa geared to sustainability of new democratic 
>> constitutional orders at the grassroots level and debates concerned with 
>> themes of transnational justice especially- peace, reconciliation and 
>> con~aunity building after political violence. Dr Sahle’s presentations 
>> ~vill include: No,,’. 23: "The struggle for human rights and the making of 
>> the new- constitution in Kenya: 1963-2010," Nov. 24: "Human rights, 
>> citizenship and the youth in the context of the new constitution," and 
>> Nov. 26: "Citizenship, rights and responsibilities: The role of 
>> cormnumty leaders" 
>> Dr. Sahle’s travel is also supported by her home department at UNC, 
>> ~vhich will cover her airfare. Funds requested from our Center will 
>> provide lodging and M&I at the federal rate of $383/day for 5 days, and 
>> ground transportation. 
>> $2315 
>> 5 days @ $300 hotel and $83 M&I 
>> 

>> 

>> On 11/9/2010 8:20 AM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

>>> Dear Barbara, 

>>> Greetings. 

>>~                 delayed my sending the attached details pertaining 
>>> to a request for the travel support I discussed last week I have 



>>> attached a brief bio and 1 page detail of the conference including a 
>>> budget 

>>> Thanks for your consideration. Kindly let me know if I also need to 
>>> drop hard copies to your office 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Eunice. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 15, 2010 3:08 PM 

CCO Spring 2011: Revisions clue! 

Good Afternoon CCO instructors! 

This is a reminder that your minor revisions for your CCO Spring 2011 courses are due today, November 15th. Please let me know if you have any questions or 

concerns while making your revisions. Thanks again, and I look forward to working with you in the spring! 

Best, 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919.962.7974 

iessa bliss@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter.u nc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 15, 2010 3:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO Spring 2011: Revisions due! 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for letting me know! That should be fine considering the amount of courses 1’11 have to work on before then, 

Good luck with your presentations, ~nd ~ fe trave~s~ 

Jess~l 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 3:31 PM 

To: Bliss, 3essa 
Subject= RE: CCO Spring 201~: Revisions due~ 

Dear 3essica, 

Very good to hear from you. 

This is to kindly let you know that I will be sending the revised outline the week of 28th. I have 2 presentations in Europe this week and 3 at a conference in Kenya next week. 
Sorry for the delay. 

Best wishes and looking forward to working with you. 

Eunice. 

From: Bliss, .lessa 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 3:08 PM 
Subject: CCO Spring 20:[1: Revisions due! 

Good Afternoon CCO instructors! 

This is a reminder that your minor revisions for your CCO Spring 2011 courses are due today, November 15th. Please let me know if you have any questions or 

concerns while making your revisions. Thanks again, and I look forward to working with you in the spring! 

Best, 

Jessa 

3essa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919.962.7974 

jessa bliss@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Peter VonDoepp <pvondoep@UVM.EDU> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 3:44 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

ASA Plm~s 

Colleagues- 

This note is for those attending the ASA meeting in Sm~ Francisco. 

First, please remember that the APCG social event roll be dinner at Borubudor Restaurant (700 Post Street) on Friday at 8:00 pm. IF YOU PLAN TO ATTEND 

PLEASE LET ME KNOW SO I CAN GIVE THE RESTAURANT A ttEADCOUNT. 

Second, our APCG business meeting will be Satarday morning from 7:00 am to 9:00 ran. Bring a ti-iend! ! Please consult the program tbr the location. 

Finally. we will have four AIUCG- sponsored panels at the tneeting. These are listed below. 

I look forwa:rd to seeing ~nany of you soon. 

Best, 

Peter VonDoepp 

PANELS 

Friday 2:45-4:45 pm 

(V-NDS-30) Seeking Greater Accountability in Gowsrnance in Authoritarian Sub-Saharan Africa: Strengthening the Role 
of Civil Society- I [Organized by the African Politics Conference Group] 

Chair: Robert Press, University of Southern Mississippi 

Jeanne E. Elone, Johns ttopkins University, Backlash Against Democracy: The Regulation of Civil Society in Africa 

Warigia M. Bowman, University of Mississippi, Recreating Civil Society In Post-Conflict East Africa: The Cases of Uganda And 
Rwanda 

Robert Press, University of Southern Mississippi, Non-violent Civil Society Resistance to Authoritarian Rule in Sierra Leone, 
Liberia, Kenya 

Ca~l Levan, American University, Authoritarian Policy Processes aud Performance 

Discussant: Ha~’ey Glickman 

Friday 5:00 7:00 pm 

(VI-NDS-34) Seeking Greater Accountability in Governance in Authoritarian Sub-Saharan Africa: The Struggle for 
Greater Transparency in Resource Management- II [Organized by the African Politics Conference Group] 

Chair: Richard Marcus, California State University 

Stephen Burgess, US Air War College, The Struggle Over Strategic Resources in Central and Southern Africa 

Jdrrme Bachelard, Graduate Institate of International and Developmem Studies, Geneva, Tran.sparency In The Management Of Oil Revenues: Transnational 

Advocacy Networks In Nigeria And Chad 

Richard R. Marcus, California State University, Long Beach, UngovernedMining, Illegal Rainforest Logging and Other Signs’ the State is Unraveling in 

Madagascar 

Saturday 11:15-1:15 

(VIII-ND2-7) Roundtable: Reaching Basic Educational Goals in Teaching African Politics 

Chair: Bruce A. Magnusson, Whitmm~ College 

Warigia M. Bowman, UNversity of Mississippi 

Nelson Kasfin Da~mouth College 



Michael B. Nel~m, Wesleyan University 

Jessica Piombo, Naval Postgraduate School 

Sunday 11:15-1:15 

(XI-[’4DS-56) Participation and Elections in Africa: Exploring Electoral Linkages in ]~our African Countries 

Chair: Keith R. Weghorst, University of Florida 

Keith R. Weghorst, University of Florida, Survival Strategies of Dominant Parties: Voters Perceptions of Inter-party Relations and 
Opposition Performance in Tanzania 

Eric Kramon, UCLA, Vote-Buying and Turnout in Kenya’s 2002 Elections 

Kristin G. Michelitch, New York University, When Citizens Play Dictator: How Elections Manipulate Resource Allocation Behavior in 
Ghana 

Elizabeth C. Carlson, University of California, Los Angeles, "Ethnicity or Retrospection: Explaining the Vote in Uganda" 

Discus~nt: John F. McCauley, Universib, of Ma~,land 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 6:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks 

Have a wonderful trip, dear one. I’ll let you know as soon as I’ve 

heard from our Program Officer ("she who must be obeyed"). Take good 

care of yourself. B 

On 11/15/2010 3:37 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote= 

Hi no. 2, 

A private note letting know= no worries about the funding. I just 

thought I would check in because today I am ’ticking off’ to-do stuff as 

I make final arrangements for my departure for the conference in Berlin 

before my travel to the one in Kenya. 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 

Love, 

Eunice. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-]406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b_anderson@unc.edu 

www.global, u nc.ed u/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Peter VonDoepp <pvondoep@UVM.EDU> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 10:19 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

APSA 2011 Call for Proposals 

Dear Colleagues: 

The APSA call for papers is open and the deadline for submitting panel and paper proposals for the 2011 Annual Meeting is December 15. Given issues with respect 

to the vem~e for the meeting, it is not yet clear how many proms will be allocated to the APCG. In the past two years we have had two and I hope that many of you 

consider snbmitting this year. 

To submit a panel or paper proposal, yon will need to do so through the APSA webpage. This involves, first, logging on to MyAPSA a~d proceeding to the "Subntit or 

Edit Proposal" link tbr the 2011 meeting. From there, you should use the on-line thcility to create and submit your panel or paper proposal. Be sure to indicate the 

Africm~ Politics Conference Group as one of your "Division or Related Crroup" choices. Our APSA program comntittee will then review the proposals through the 

APSA page. 

Please feel free to contact me ruth any questions. 

Kind regards, 

Peter VonDoepp 

APCG Chair 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 9:00 AM 

Department listserv ~athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: November Commuter News 

bm.htm 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November :t6, 2010 8:37 AM 
Subject-" November Commuter News 

Please disCribute widely. 

NOVEMBER 
UNC COMMUTER NEWS 

NOVEMBER TRANSIT SERVICE ................................................................................................... 

BULL CITY CONNECTOR AD GOES VIRAL 

HOLIDAY CARSHARING NEWS & MORE ................................................................................................................................ 

CHAPEL H1LL TRANSIT ON TWITTER, FACEBOOK 

VANPOOLS, CARPOOLS, AND MORE 

,~O)VERSE WEATHER COMMUTE INFORMATION 

UNC PARK & RIDE TRIAL I~IEMBERSHIP 

CAP MERCHANT NEWS ........................................................................... 

HELP FIND CAP MERCHb\NTS 

November Transit Service 

Chapel Hill Transit Thanksgiving Holiday Schedule 

Chapel Hill Trausit (CHT) sere’ices will operate the followiug schedule tlfis Thalflcsgiving holiday: 

I’hursday, November 25th No Services 

Friday-, November 26th Saturdw Services (No U or NU romes) 

Saturdw, November 27th Saturdw Services (No U or NU routes) 



Sunday, November 28th U route will start at 1:50 p.m. (Coffee Shop) and the NU will start at 1:45 p.m. (PR lot). 

Safe Rides will not operate and will resume on Thursday, December 2nd. 

CHT’s administrative offices will be closed on Thursday; November 25th and Friday, November 26th. 

][’he Regional Call Center will be open to provide schedule information: 

thursday, November 25th, 8 a.m. 5 p.m. 

Friday, November 26th, 7 a.m. 10 p.m. 

Saturday, November 27th, 8 a.m. 8 p.m. 

Sunday, November 28th, 8 a.m. 5 p.m. 

Customers will be able to reach the call center by calling CHT’s customer service line at 919.969.4900 (press option 1) or by calling 919.485.PriDE (7433). 

For 
more infom~ation, please visit __w_~:_~_a_:_~_2_c__~_~_tj:_a__~i_t_:__o__rig" or call a custotner service representative at 919.969.4900. 

Friangle Transit will NOT operate bus or shuttle service on Thursday, November 25th in observance of the Thanksgiving holiday. 

Friangle Transit will operate on a reduced schedule on Friday, November 26th. We will operate our Saturda,,~ Sche&~le. which includes service to Raleiglt 

Durham, Chapel Hill, and RDU International Airport l~om 7:00am - 6:30pm. If you have questions please call the GoTriangle Regional Transit Information Center at 

919-485-RIDE (7433). 

][’he Regional Call Center pmvides schedule information. Customers may reach the call center by calling 919-485-RIDE (7433). The GoTriangle.org website offers 

a hand~v regional trip plmmer and all information required to get axound without a personal automobile. RedefineTmvel.org is a site designed with students in mind. 

][’he Chapel Hill Transit Customer Service phone number is 969-4900 and the website is chtransit.org. Click ._h__e__N to find a liszt of common destinations accessible by 
Chapel Hill Transit. and here to access links to all route Chapel Hill Transit mute maps and timetables. 

For complete details on route maps and time tables, call Chapel Hill Transit at 919-969-4900 or visit w~x~v~chtransit.oro_. 

l’6angle Transit Customer Service Phone Number: 485-RIDE. Their website is www.triangletmnsit.org. Click here to see the T6angle Transit service calendar and 

berne to access links to all Triangle Transit route maps and timetables. 

r6angle Transit operates regional service from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., Monday’ through Friday, and from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Saturdays. Triangle Transit does 
NOT operate bus or shuttle service on Sundays. 

?iedmont Authority fbr Regional Transportation serves the counties west of Orange Count. There is a wealth of infbnnation about t ART services _l_Lej2e_.. 

For information about public transportation in Chatham Count, please go to the Chatham Transit Network web site here. 

Bull City Connector Ad Goes Viral 

For all of you commuting in the Durham a~:ea, check out the hit new video about the Bull Ci~ Connector’s Zombie experience! Click here! 

Carsharing and Ridesharing for the Holidays 

Going to the airport or out of town? Share your ride and split the costs with UNC Zimride! You can post your ride to fill your empty seats, or search ti)r a ride and 

find fhends and classmates willing to olt~r you a ride. http://zimr~de.unc.edu 

Zimride is a private system that requires an Onyen ID to gain access. You can link up with Facebook to display mutual friends to potential rideshare partners. Add 

~our ride today! 

!tlp:/i/zimride.unc.edu 

Need a car for business use? Tar Heel Zipcar Dept Accounts nre FREE’. Signing up departmental members is also now FREE! Save a little time, shrove a little 

offyour department’s budget and steer clear of billing and driving headaches by signing up your whole department for FREE!’. 

Need a car over the holidays? Borrow a Zipcar~ Zipear is self-service car-sharng with vehicles available on campus, 24/7 to be reserved by the hour or day. ~ 

insurance and roadside assistance fbr a sweet ride are all included in your private online reservation tbr low hourly and daily rates. Anyone al~lliated with UNC 

Chapel tIill only needs to be 18+ to join. 

.J_Ri_~__t_gft__’_a2t:_and get the firs~t yea~’s membership free. Tge low annual t~e will be reimbursed in driving homs, as long as the driving takes place within the fi~st thinly 

days of signing up! 

For personal trips, remember: you can use our tree UNC Zimride service to find others to share your Zipcar. 



Chapel Hill Transit on Twitter and Facebook 

CHT is now p~oviding infom~ation to our customers via Facebook (www.facebook~com/chtrealsit) and Twitter (www.twitter.com,’chtrea~sit). CHT is utilizing these 

sites to provide cus~tomers with nolificalions,’infonnation such as: 

Significant delays alt~cting a route long enough to interrupt ~rvice 

Reroutes which may force a route to skip at least one stop 

TemIx~rau chm~ges in bus stop location 
Schedule ch~ges due to weather~ holidays or other closures 

Safe~ reminders 

How to ride the bas info 

Meeting nolifications 

Carpools, Vanpools, and More 

Openings still available in Carpooh 

Sanford - If interested, please contact Mike Stone at 919-962-1736. 

Openings Available in Vanpools: 

Opening in Burlington Vanpool 

Departs Burlington at 6:30 a.m. 

Arrives UNC at 7:10 p.m. 

Departs UNC at 4:20 p.m. 

Arrives in BurlinTton at 5:05 p.m. 

If interested please contact l?eggy Pickard at 919- 962- 0285. 

Apex to UNC Vanpool 

Reduce your carbon footprint while you reduce your fftress, your gas budget & the wear and tear on your car. Work schedule should be 8-4:30. Cost is $46- 

;56/mo. tbr CAP participea~ts. Email bergmire(tb unc.edu for deta~ls. 

Fwo VanpoN Openings - Graham to Chapel 

Van leaves Lowes Foods in Graham at 6:30 a.m. and returns at 5:00 p.m. We drop offat Ambalatory Care Center and the hospital/&ntal school area around 7:10 

a.m. Vea~ leaves the parking lot in front of the dental school to return to Graham at 4:20 p.m. If CAPS pea~ticipant, cost is $39.17hnonth. Please contact Deannie 
Holt 

at ._d_]!~2_l__t_@__e_Ln_~i]=_tLn__c_’=_e_d__g" or 966-4260 if interested. 

Mebane Vanpool Opening 

Established Mebane vanpool has 2 seats available Dec 1 st. For UNC / Hospital Employees that work 8-4:30 p.m. Van leaves the Lowes Foods lot on Mebane 

Oaks Road at 7:15 a.m. amves at Hospital approx 7:50 a.m. Leaves Hospital in evening at 4:37 p.m. and arrives back at Lowes Lot in Mebane at 5:12 approx. 

Fare is around $45 a month to ride. 

Contact Melanie Egts at 919- g43-1649 or megts(tbunch,~mc.edu 

Burlington/Graham Vanpool Opening 

Va~pool leaves Graham Municipal peaking lot at 6:35 a.m. second stop; Alexander Wilson School at 6:45 a.m. 

Vanpool arrives at UNC Health Ceae at 7:10 or 7:15 a.m.; Amves at Ambulatory- Care Center around 7:20 a.m., give or take a minute or two. 

Vanpool leaves the Ambulatory~ Care Center at 4:30 p.m.; Arrives at UNC Health Care 4:35 or 4:40 p.m. depending on the traffic. 

Vantx~ol arrives at Alexander Wilson School in Gra]mm at 5:05 p.m. depending on traffic; Arrives at Graham Municipa] parking lot aacound 5:10 depending of’traffic. 

If interested please call Phillis Perkins at (919) 843-6695 work or home (336) 229-5163. 

Adverse Weather Commute Information 

We are at the begimfing of the unpredictable weather season. Up-to-date infom~ation for local ea~d regional transit ea~d other commuter news can be found on the 

DPS website home page at: 

http ]Yw~av xlps.unc: edu/ 



]7his includes instructions for commnters when transit is no longer able to serve park & ride lots. 

For information during inclement weather, residents should visit the official Town website at www.townofiahapelhill.o~ or call (919) 968 - 2743. Announcements 

about service also are made on WCHL radio (1360 AM). 

triangle Transit: For the lates~t inlbrmafion on disruptions in service, visit ht~p:i/triangletransit.oWnews"rider alerks/. 

If you axe unable to get to a co~nputer call the University Inclmnent Weather / Emmgency Information Line at 919- 843-1234. 

UNC Park & Ride Trial Membership 

thinking about the UNC CAP park & rides but not enough to give up your on-campus permit? Don’t forget, that right now, you can park in the Eubanks, Southern 

Village, Jones Fen3’ and Carrboro Plaza mthout joining CAP. Still want access to those 5 UNC Park & Rides? Yon can to’ CAP Park & Ride as a 30-day trial 

mthout giving up your permit. You will receive a Park & Ride decal, giving you access to the 5 additional park & ride lots. You roll also receive a CAP ID card, 

opening the door to discounts with several area merchants and a chance to win prizes distributed at random throughont the year. Call 962-3951 and ask to speak to 

someone about the trial program. 

CAP Merchant News 

Save time and money at Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center in November. Chapel ttill Tire Car Care Center, a GreenPlus certified business, is offering flee pick up 

and delivery of vehicles needing automotive ~rvice from the North Chathmn and Southern Village Park and Ride lots. Enroll in our E-VIP program and take 
advantage of our Thanksgiving Oil Change Special of $19.95. Call 919-960-6001 for details, www.chapelhilltire.com 

We appreciate our local CAP merchants. These merchants offer discounts to CAP folks with the display of the CAP Merchant ID CaM. In these tough economic 

times, that is coming in especially handy. Alternatively, they donate prizes we nse to surprise CAP participants when they least expect it. In return, we thank our 
merchants publicly and often. 

rhese merchants know that CAP participants are more likely to be out exploring and discovering their shops or restaurants than axe those who drive here from 
another part of the region, park outside the office and drive home. These merchants hope you’ll stop by. Please do, and don’t forget to say hello for us. 

rhe following merchants currently offer CAP discounks OR they have given us prizes lbr us to give awW throughout the year. We use these donations to surpri~ 
CAP paNcipants with special thanks, "just because". 

As long as the merehant has a website tip, we have a link to it below. To find out details on how each one of these merchants participates in CAP. visit the merchant 
list on our website by clicking !~_e_!:e___. 

/ 
4-11 West / BackAllevBikes 

/ Ben and Jet~"s - discount 
Bear Rock Cat~ 
..................................... ] AND giveaway! 

Carolina Brewecr’ / Carolina hm 

Dail’~’ Grind ] Fl’dng Burrito 

Great Hatwest Bread [ 
Co . j I Love NY Pizza 

~ack ~prat’~ ~afei ]l Jaluka Natural Bis~tro 

~_a__~:_o_]_i_!Aa__~._t~_,ie__.J 
Medite~mean Dell 

Open Eye Care ]1 Orien’ml Garden 

,Squid’s Restaurant ] 
Student Stores 

The Loop Pizza Grill ] 

The Bicycle Chain ][ 

Townsandand co.Bertram ] 

Whole Foils-Chapel] 

The Pits Pit 

The Clean Machine 

Trilus~ la Trattoria ........................................... 

Band~do’s Mex~cau 

L     Caf~ 

.C_i~£e__.L)_.~_d_.e___ 

Chapel Hill Tire 

Fosters_- in Chapel 

L 
intemationalis~t 

Books 

][ Jersey Mike’s 

Mez 

][ Panera Bread 

S panks~’s 
Restaurant 

Tandoor Indian 

Restaurant 

211_C__’_I2__Y__i.in Chapel 

][ Town Hall Grill 

Weaver Street 

Market 



Thanks.f!)r supporting UNC’s Commuter Alternative Program. 

Help Find CAP Merchants 

To increase your likelihood of getting a surprise gift tbr being in CAP or a discount where you normally shop, help us recruit merchaaats! Do you have a local 
restaurant or other business that you would like to see on this list? If so, contact us and we’ll send you a veu nice invitation to hm~d to the merchant next time you 

pay thetn a visit. Ifll have more impact coming from you - the customer. Just etnafil us your name a~d campus address and we’ll get it right over to you in campus 

mail. 

Finally, if you want an online cow of some of this alternative transportation news each month pins other Public Safety News, check the Department of Public Safety 

Home page at www.dps.unc.edu. Click on the Weekly Updates entry, located in the middle of the list on leIt hand margin of the web page. 
We hope this information is helpJhl to your department. Please entail cap~;unc.ed~ or call the Department ofPublic SaJoty at 962-3951 with adaqtional 

questions. 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(?J?email.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriat~am&o~8132120 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-28132120-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 10:18 AM 

The asc t~calty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Beyond Peace Deals: A Discussion with Pali’~er Center Journalist Jina Moore 

*Beyond Peace Deals: A Discussion with Ihfli~zer Center Journalist Jina Moore * 

November 29, 2010 I 5:30 PM to 7:00 PM I FedEx Global Education Center Room 4003 

Coni?ont the issues at the core of violence in central Atiica with award-winning Puli~er Center journalist Jina Moore. Combining rich naJratives with an acute grasp of 

political mad historical context, Jina’s articles embrace the real human stories that emerge from the complex political environments of the region. Moore is currently a 

Falbright Fellowship recipient, reporiing on the UN’s peace-building eflbrts in AiiJca. Discover in "this diseussion how peace-building has progressed in central AiiJca, 

and what possibilities exist in the region for citizens to build a better future. 

Jina Moore is an independent journalifft M~o specializes in post-conflict and human rights reporting. The recipient ofa Fulbright Fellowship and of an Ochbeig 

Fellowship with the Daxt Center ibr Journalism and Trauma at Columbia University, Moore is a regular conespondent ibr the Christian Science Monitor. She has also 
written for The Boston Globe, Foreign Policy, Mother Jones, Newsweek, and The Walrus (Canada), Her work about treating to~mre survivors was anthologized in 

Best American Science Writing (2009). Her past Pulilzer Center work~ a collaboration with photographer Glenna Gordo~L includes an extensive look at the role of land 

in Africds conflicts, an expose on a scandal in Liberids judicial ustem, and radio reIx~Nng about prosecuting post-war rape in 

Mora~ovia. 

This event is six~nsored by the African Studies Center. Curriculum in Global Studies, mad Department of African and AI?o- American Studies. 

Fore more informalion contact: Lara Markstein, ph. 919-962-5442, l~xam@emafil.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 10:23 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ facul~] South AtkicaJ~ Apartheid: T~lk by Prot~ David Bunn 

Dear Friends, 

Join us this Thursday to hear Dr David Bunn speak on South African 
Apartheid It takes place this Thursday on November 18th, at 6:00 PM in 
the Mandela Auditorium in the FedEx Global Education Center A reception 
will follo~v. See below for more details. 

Dr. Margaret Lee ~vill introduce South African professor David Bulm. He 
will speak on apartheid in order to educate students on international 
issues of discrimination, political struggle, and human rights. His 
stoly will illustrate the sacrifice required to reject white privilege, 
defy military cornmalrd, and participate in the anti-apartheid movement. 
Dr David Bunn was the on the Executive of the National Arts Council of 
the post-apartheid South African goverl~ment and head of its Research 
Cormnittee He also was the Inaugural Head of the Combined School of 
Arts at the University of Witwatersrand. During apartheid he actively 
rebelled against the government, and had affiliations to several 
anti-apartheid organizations linked to the banned A[’rican N~tional 
Congress. Daily life brought him into contact with renowned :figures such 
as Zackie Achmat, Steve Biko and Edwin Cameron. Currently, he teaches 
literature, philosophy, and South Ali’ican history at the University of 
Chicago, and the University of Johannesburg. He is the director of the 
Umversity of Chicago program in South Africa and he also lectures for 
Northwestern, and Duke 
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Foundation : 

J The EPP group in the European Parliament is organising a conference on 16th 
.~.iI photonon dispo November in Brussels on the Balkans in which the Chairman of the Robert 

Schuman Foundation, 3ean-Dominique Giuliani will take part. 

Dipiomac~’ 

j The Chairman of the Foundation, 3ean-Dominique Giuliani has published an 

.~.iI photo non dispo article on the EU’s foreign policy in the latest issue of "Diplomatie". 

On 2nd November interim President ]akup Krasniqi (Democratic Party PDK) 

~i photo non dispo dissolved the Kosovar Parliament and convened early general elections for :L2th 
December after the vote of a motion of censure. The Kosovar Parliament which 
is monocameral has 120 MPs elected for four years by proportional 
representation, with 20 seats being reserved for the minorities. Five political 

parties are represented in Parliament: the Democratic Party (PDK), led by outgoing Prime Minister 
Hashim Thaci; the Democratic League (LDK), the party of former President Fatmir Sejdiu led by lsa 
Mustafa; the Alliance for a New Kosovo (AKR); the Democratic League Alliance of Dardania-Christian 
Democratic Party (LDD-PSDK); the Alliance for the Future of Kosovo (AAK). Ten parties represent 
the minorities. Relations between the two main parties (PDK and the LDK) are very tense. The 
Parliament that will emerge from the urns on :L2th December will be called to elect the new Kosovar 
President. 

Financial Crisis : 

I The lenders of the G20 countries renewed their commitment to work together 
.~.iI photonon dispo towards the planet’s prosperity on 12Lh November in Seoul after high tension 

between the USA and China who were determined not to give up anything that 
might compromise their- growth. They warned after the G20 summit against any 

"un-coordinated" economic policies which would necessarily have disastrous consequences for 
everyone. The Heads of State and Government also agreed to refrain from any "competitive 
devaluation" and to "promote exchange rates that were rather more determined by the market," 

1 According to figures published on 12th November by the Federal Statistics 

~ photonon dispo] Office - Destatis - the German GDP rose by 0.7% in the third quarter in 
comparison with the second. The growth figure in the second quarter was 



revised to 2.3% against an initial 2.2%. On an annual level the German 
economy rose by 3.9% in the third quarter. On 8th November Destatis 
published provisional figures on Germany’s external trade in September. 
According to these results German exports rose by 22.5% and imports by 18% 

in September in comparison with September 2009. The German trade surplus reached 15.6 billion 
euros in September 2010. 

Read ICtherlink iOIher link 

j Contrary to economists’ forecasts the Spanish economy did not contract in the 
~iI photo non dispo third quarter: according toa press release by the National Statistics Office 

published on 11th November the development in economic activity remained 
stable. Quarterly growth lay at 0.2% between April and June. In the third 
quarter- on an annual basis- the Spanish GDP increased by 0.2% in 

comparison with an expected growth rate of 0.1%. 

j According to provisional estimates published on 12th November by INSEE GDP 
.~.iI photo non dispo growth in France reached +0.4% in the third quarter. Household consumption 

rose by +0.6% ie twice as fast as in the second quarter. Business investments 
continued to rise (+0.5%). Christine Lagarde, the French Economy, industry 
and Employment Minister believes that the growth figure in the third quarter 
confirms the start of the post-crisis period in spite of a slowing in the 

international economic context. She believes that the outlook for the fourth quarter is still following a 
positive trend. 

P..~ad JOther li!~k                                                                                  I X I 

Greece 

j Greece’s public deficit totalled 17,405 billion euros over the first ten months of 
.~.iI photo non dispo 2010 ie a decrease of 30% over one year, less than that foreseen in its 

recovery plan according to provisional estimates published on 10th November 
by the Greek Finance Ministry. In addition to this the Greek GDP contracted by 
:}..1% in the third quarter and by 4.5% over one year announced the Greek 
statistics authority ESA on 12th November in its provisional estimates. Finally 

the Greek Finance Minister said on 15th November that the Greek public deficit would reach 9.4% of 
the GDP in 2010 after the Eurostat announcement of a review upwards of the country’s 2009 deficit 
to 15.4%, the highest level in the entire EU. 

J On 15th November the irish authorities admitted having "international contacts" 
photo non dispo with regard to the country’s economic situation. "Contacts are continuing on an 

official level with international leaders in light of the present market conditions," 
declared a Finance Ministry spokesperson. The latter however repeated that 
"ireland was not asking for external aid." 

]celand 

j The IMF announced on 14th November that it intended to release the fifth part 
photo non dispo of its aid to iceland. "Discussions with the Icelandic authorities are to continue 

over the next few weeks" with the goal of "reaching an agreement that should 
enable a release of funds at the end of 2010 or the beginning of 2011," writes 
the ~MF in a press release. 

j Growth slowed sharply in italy in the third quarter with the GDP only rising by 
photo non dispo 0.2% in comparison with 0.5% recorded in the third quarter according to a first 

estimate published on 12th November by ~stat. Year on year the GDP increased 
by 1% added the statistics institute in a press release. 

Portu~;al 
Portugal’s GDP recorded an increase of 0.4% in the third quarter (against 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo 0.2% in the previous quarter) and 1.5% over one year thanks to exports, 
announced the national statistics institute (INE) on 12th November. Year on 
year growth rose slightly in comparison with the previous quarter (+1.4%) 
"thanks to the positive contribution of external demand." This development "is 
above all the result of a significant rise in exports of goods and services," said 
INE in a first estimate. For the entire year the Portuguese government is 

forecasting growth of 1.3%. 

j The unemployed will be deprived of their benefits for three months if they 
.~.~ photo non dispo refuse a job offer and for three years if they reject three offers according to a 

British government project announced on 11th November which is part of a 
White Paper that reforms benefits. This tightening up on sanctions together with 
an obligatory work programme for the unemployed should "get people back to 

work" according to Prime Minister David Cameron. The project will deprive an unemployed person of 
his benefit of £:65 (76euro or 1045) per week for three months if he refuses an offer, for six months 
if he refuses two offers and for three years if he rejects three offers. 



European Council : 
Berlin 

j The President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy, was invited to 
~] photo non dispo deliver the first "Speech on Europe" on 9th November - an event that will now 

be organised each year in Berlin. In his speech he spoke in favour of accession 
to the EU by the Western Balkans. With regard to G20 Mr Van Rompuy stressed 
the importance of a transfer over to a more flexible exchange system based on 

sound data. German Chancellor Angela Merkel also made a speech during this event in which she 
again pleaded for a permanent crisis management mechanism within the EU. She said that the euro’s 
stability was decisive not only for economic growth but also for social peace and European cohesion. 

Read IOtherlink                                                                            I.~ I 

j On 9th November the European Commission revealed its project for the EU’s 

~i photonon dispo trade policy the aim of which is to help boost the European economy. The 
Commission is suggesting a strategy to reduce impediments to trade, to open 
world markets and to obtain fair conditions for European companies. The new 
strategy also advises on closer relations with strategic partners such as the 

USA, China, Russia, india and Brazil to facilitate trade and investment. The European Commission 
wants better reciprocity in the access to public markets with the emerging countries and is planning 
relaliation measures. 

F~egional Policy 
The Commission, which is obliged to present a report every three years on the 

~i photo non dispo progress made in terms of economic, social and territorial cohesion, took 
advantage of the presentation of the fifth report of this type on 10th November 
to reveal its vision of the future cohesion policy after 2013. The report insists on 
the fact that future funding should focus on a limited number of priorities in line 

with the goals set by the Europe 2020 strategy. To do this the Commission suggests establishing an 
overall strategic framework that will set out the priorities, objectives and necessary reforms to 
maximise the effect of investments made in terms of cohesion. Another idea put forward is to create 
incentives to make the implementation of cohesion programmes more effective and as ambitious as 
possible. The report also suggests ideas to simplify operational means by reducing administrative 
constraints. 

Read I Other {ink                                                                            1.~1 

Energy 2020 
1 On 10th November the Commission presented its new strategy for 

i~ photo non dispo competitive, sustainable, safe energy. The "Energy 2020" communication 
defines the priorities in terms of energy for the next decade and the actions 
to undertake to succeed in saving energy, effective competitiveness of prices 
on the market and the security of supplies. As part of the fight to counter 
climate change the strategy establishes three goals for 2020: reduce CO2 
emissions and other greenhouse gases by 20% in comparison with their 

levels in ~990, bring the share of renewable energies up to 20% and make up to 20% savings in 
energy. The Commission also called on the States to invest 1000 billion euros by 2020 to prepare 
themselves for the rise in price of fossil resources and to reduce their dependency with regard to 
foreign supplies. 

On llth November the European Commission presented its proposals for fishing 
.~j photonon dispo quotas in European waters in 20~. it suggests reductions of up to 80% with 

regard to cod in the North Sea and the Atlantic. in several key fishing areas of 
this particular fish "there is no sign of improvement in the stocks". This is the 
case in the Irish Sea, West Scotland and in the Kattegat (a bay between 

Denmark and Sweden). For all species in all zones the Commission is suggesting a ~0% reduction in 
fishing quotas next year representing a volume of 89,400 tonnes. Brussels believes that only 40% of 
fish stocks in European waters are in a satisfactory situation. 

Competltion 

j The European Commission inflicted fines on 11 air freight carriers (Air Canada, 
.~j photo non dispo Air France-KLM, British Airways, Cathay Pacific, Cargolux, Japan Airlines, LAN 

Chile, Martinair, SAS, Singapore Airlines and Qantas) to a total of 799,448,000 
euros for having implemented worldwide an agreement that focused on freight 
services within the European Economic Area. The carriers indeed coordinated 

their action with regard to over taxing fuel and security whilst refusing any price reductions over a 
period of six years. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

CP. rrlate 
On 9th November the European Commission launched the First call for tender 

.~j photo non dispo for the biggest investment programme in the world in support of low carbon 
demonstration projects and projects based on renewable energies. Using this 
initiative as a start - NER 300 - eight projects focused on technologies to capture 
and store C02 and 34 other projects that implement innovative technologies 

linked to renewable energies will benefit From significant financial support. Companies that want to 
put proposals forward have three months to deliver their offer nationally. 



On 9th November the Commission published the first results of its EU anti-drug 

.~.iI photonon dispo action plan (2009-2012). The Commission is trying to put an end to the free 
distribution of "legal highs" and it suggested on 20th October to ban across the 
entire Union, mephedrone, a drug like ecstasy which is already illegal in 15 
Member States. The European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction 

published its annual report on 10th November on the use of drugs in Europe. It notably draws 
attention to the fact that the economic crisis and budgetary austerity threatened the work to counter 
drugs leading to fears of a deterioration in the care of and a rise in consumption by the most 
vulnerable. 

Africa 

/[i~i:: 

In view of the EU-Africa Summit that ’will take pl ..... 29th and 30th N .... ber 
photo non dispo in Libya the Commission put forward proposals on 10th November that aim to 

consolidate the EU-Africa partnership, which still has to develop further. In 
effect although the achievement of the Millenium Development Goals (MDO) are 
still at the heart of the joint EU-Africa strategy the Commission acknowledges 

that it is necessary to help Africa strengthen its political and economic governance as well as the 
regulatory, budgetary and economic environment that will enable the mobilisation of the continent’s 
forces long term. With this in mind the Commission is suggesting that the focus be on initiatives that 
may help to start off inclusive, sustainable growth long term. The EU-Africa partnership is the only 
strategic, continent to continent partnership in the world. It involves 1.5 billion inhabitants from 80 
countries. 

Raad [ Other link                                                                            I: .I 

J The European Commission published its enlargement strategy for 2010/2011 on 
.~.iI photo non dispo 9th November. This document includes a summary of progress- or not - 

achieved over the last 12 months by Croatia, Iceland, Macedonia, Turkey, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia and Kosovo. With regard to Turkey the Commission 
draws a poor picture with regard to progress in membership negotiations. It 

also presented an opinion on Albania and Montenegro’s ability to start membership negotiations. The 
European Commission suggests to grant Montenegro with the status of candidate country. With 
regard to Albania the Commission believes that this country has "already made progress on the road 
to EU integration" and spectacular economic progress. But is still has to overcome political problems 
to move onto a new stage towards membership. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Parliament : 
Alte:mative F:unds 

] The European Parliament finally approved legislation on 11th November with 
phot .... 

dispoj regard t .... bling th .... trol of speculative Fund activities in the EU-since 
these have been accused of having amplified the financial crisis. The text was 
adopted 513 votes in Favour, 92 against and 3 abstentions. The new 
legislation includes the creation of a "European passport" for Fund managers 
whether they have their HQ in Europe (as of 2013) or elsewhere (as From 
2015). This passport will enable them to market products across the entire 

EU, in exchange for good practice rules (transparency, risk management). The measure will not only 
apply to speculative funds but also to the so-called "alternative" Funds - capital risk or private equity 
for example. 

Citizens inltiative 

j As part of their report on the citizens’ initiative, the new tool introduced by the 
.~.iI photo non dispo Lisbon Treaty thanks to which one million EU citizens can now ask the European 

Commission to propose new legislation, two MEPs appointed by the European 
Parliament, Alain Lamassoure (EPP, FR) and Zita Gurmai (S&D, HU) have put 
forward solutions that could facilitate the procedure. They suggest a reduction 

from 9 to 6 with regard to the number of countries whence the signatories must come. Likewise the 
admissibility of an initiative should be checked as soon as it is registered on the Commission site and 
not after 300,000 signatures have been collated, as suggested by the Commission. Another 
suggestion is to do away with the obligation to give an identity card number on signing which is being 
challenged by a Counicil representative who has said that Member States should be able to check 
the authenticity of the signatures. 

j On 11th November the European Parliament voted in support of a financial 
.~.iI photonon dispo instrument that will enable the release of 146 million euros in non-committed 

loans in view of funding energy saving projects, energy efficacy and renewable 
energies. 

J Consumers should be warned about "behavioural advertising" and be warned 
.~.iI photo non dispo when the,,, are being targeted says a report by MEP Philippe ]uvin (French EPP) 

adopted by a wide majority by MEPs of the European Parliament’s Internal 
Market and Consumer Committee. Although the Unfair Commercial Practices 
Directive of 2005 provides a vital legislative framework to counter misleading or 

aggressive advertising it is not enough in the face of greater technological developments. The report 
demands a clearly visible mention of "behavioural advertising" in the advertisements involved next 
to a window explaining briefly what this practice is. The consumer should also receive full information 
on the way data is collated and used. The vote in plenary session is planned for December. 

ELi/USA 

J As the EU/USA summit approaches on 20th November MPs have delivered their 
~iI photo non dispo recommendations to the Council on the way to manage trans-Atlanticissues 

such as econommic cooperation, personal data protection, the introduction of a 



travel tax and the leakage of classified American military documents on [raq. 

Afghan=start 

j The European Union ought to rethink radically its exit strategy from Afghanistan 
.~j photo non dispo recommend the MEPs of the European Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee in 

a report that will be debated in a plenary session in December. [n their opinion 
Europeans and their allies have to acknowledge the continued worsening in the 
country’s security and socio-economic situation in spite of nearly a decade of 

international commitment and they should understand the need to involve the Afghans fully in an exit 
strategy, including the Talibam MEPs suggest that this new strategy should Focus on Four key 
elements: improvement in coordinating international aid; the refining of the EU’s role and the 
participation of AFghan players in the peace process, improvement in the quality of the training of the 
police and the fight to eliminate the culture of opium. 

Council : 
Patent/EU 

The creation of a patent shared by the 27 States of the Union stumbled again 

~iI photo non dispo over the issue of languages during the European Industry and Eesearch 
Ministers meeting on 10th November. Spain and Italy believe it "discriminatory" 
that their national languages are not acknowledged in the same way as English, 
French and German. The compromise proposals by the Commission suggested 

that the new industrial patents should be registered in one of the three languages together with a 
summary translated into the two others which would bring translation costs to around 880 euros. The 
European Commissioner for the Internal Market, Michel Barnier regretted the absence of a 
compromise on the issue that has been poisoning Europe for the last 10 years, declaring that this 
decision was not a good sign during the economic crisis because the absence of a European patent is 
impeding European competitiveness, innovation, research and development. 

Budget 

j In spite of the work undertaken on 11th November the Council and the 
~] photonon dispo European Parliament did not reach agreement on the 2011 budget. This is the 

First budget negotiated in the context of the Lisbon Treaty. The latter gives the 
Parliament the same powers of decision as the States with regard to spending; 
the same applies to own resources that Feed the budget with regard to which the 

Parliament is simply consulted. The Parliament said it is ready to accept the limitation of spending 
demanded by the States in the 2011 budget ie 2.9% (equivalent to 3.5 billion euros) on condition 
that it is involved in the Future Funding of the EU. This position is deemend unfortunate by several 
Member States that do not want to commit to a discussion over own resources. 

K~!. I ~!~I~.E.liE.!’~ I I 
]nternal/3ustica 

J On 8th November the 27 European Interior Ministers continued their discussions 

~:i photo non dispo on the joint European asylum regime and planned the upcoming opening of the 
European asylum support bureau without however saying exactly when this 
would happen. In addition to this they decided to set down a policy to counter 
major international organised crime. This should establish annual action plans 

based on a strategy defined by the Commission. This system should lead to optimum cooperation 
between the competent services in each Member State, together with the EU institutions and 
agencies as well as other countries and organisations involved. Finally they gave their go-ahead to 
the liberalisation of visas for citizens From Albania and Bosnia-Herzegovina as From 15th December 
next. 

Court of Justice : 

J The EU Court of .Justice deemed on 9th November that the publication by 
~] photonon dispo Member States of the names of the beneficiaries of agricultural subsidies 

contravene the respect of private life and invited the European Commission to 
amend this measure. As part of an initiative that aims to enhance transparency 
with regard to the use of European funds the European Commission decided in 

2005 to publish, according to each country involved, the list of the beneficiaries of aid, revealing the 
name, address and the total amount of aid received on the internet. The publication of the 
beneficiaries’ names, notably, is undoubtedly unnecessary suggests the judgement, which accuses 
the Council and the Commission of having "exceeded the limits set by the principle of 
proportionality." 

] In the context of an affair that involves Turkish asylum seekers of Kurdish 

[~ photo non dispoj origin who were connected to the PKK and the DHKP!C, two organisations that 
are on the European list of organisations involved in terrorist acts, the EU 
Court of Justice decided on 9th November that a person can be excluded from 
the status of refugee if he/she is individually responsible for acts committed 
by an organisation that applies terrorist methods. From another view point the 
conditions in which this registration on the European list was made cannot be 

compared with the individual assessment of precise details which should precede any decision to 
exclude a person from the refugee status in virtue of the Council directive 2004/83/CE. 

Growth 

j According to the annual report by the Council of Experts for the appreciation of 
~] photonon dispo overall economic development ("five Sages") that was delivered to German 

Chancellor Angela Merkel on 10th November, the rise of the German economy 
is likely to continue long term. Economists are forecasting a growth rate of 3.7% 



in 2010 and 2.2% in 2011. The report comforts the government in continuing its 
reform and mentions amongst other matters the consolidation of budgets and the reform of the 
social security systems. 

Demogra pi~y 
The number of births in Germany Fell in 2009 to an historic low of 665,126 ie 

~i photo nondispo 17,388 less than in 2008 according to figures published on 12th November by 
the Bstatistics office, Destatis. This decline is notably due to a decline in the 
number of ~%men of child bearing age (15 to 49 years), explained Destatis. 
Hence in the main economy of the euro area there are half as many children 

born now as in 1964. 

I German MPs adopted a new reform of the healthcare service on 12th November 
~iI photo non dispo after months of dispute. The reform will "settle issues in 2011 and start the 

transfer over to a better, fairer system," indicated Healthcare Minister Philipp 
R6sler. On the day before, 11th November, the Bundestag adopted a law that is 
to limit the prices of medicines which are much higher in Germany than in most 

other countries. 

Austria : 
External ~qlssions 

On 9th November the Austrian government decided to extend its authorisation 

.~.iI photo nondispo for Austrian military and civilian forces to take part in EU and also UN security 
and ddence missions. According to Michael Spindelegger, the Austrian Foreign 
Minister, Austria will continue with its commitment in 1S peacekeeping missions 
around the world. The minister lauded the stabilising successes of the Austrian 

Forces in the Balkans, notably in Kosovo. 

Bulgaria : 
G a s 

j Bulgaria and Russia signed an agreement on 13th November for the creation of 
.~.iI photo non dispo a mixed company for the construction and use of the Bulgarian section of the 

gas pipeline South Stream. Bulgarian Prime Minister Boiko Borissov qualified 
South Stream as a "truly European project". The group, Bulgarian Energy 
Holding (BEH) and Russian gas giant Gazprom will each hold 50% of the new 

company which will undertake studies and the construction and will also use the Bulgarian section of 
the Russian-Italian gas pipeline project that will bring Russian gas to western Europe over 3,600km 
and avoid transit via Ukraine. 

Fi.land : 
Estonia 

J Estonian Prime Minister Andrus Ansip travelled to Finland on 9th November 
.~.iI photo non dispo where he discussed cooperation between the two countries, economic 

perspectives and energy issues with Finnish Prime Minister Marl Kiviniemi. 

j Finnish President Tarja Halonen undertook a State visit to Russia from 8th to 
~iI photo non dispo 11th November. On 9th November she met Russian President Dmitri Medvedev 

with whom she spoke about cooperation between the two countries, the 
situation in the Baltic Sea and the Arctic as well as relations between the EU, 
NATO and the OSCE. They also addressed the issue of abolishing visas between 

Russia and the EU. With Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, Ms Halonen discussed perspectives of 
development in Russia and cooperation in the areas of energy and the environment. 

j On 14th Novembe French President Nicolas Sarkozy re-appointed Franqois Fillon 
~iI photonon dispo as Prime Minister, who presented the previous day the resignation of his 

government. On the same evening the new government was formed. It 
comprises 30 members ie seven less than the previous one, 22 Ministers and 8 
Secretaries of State. It also includes 11 women in comparison with a previous 

13. 

j On 9th November the Constitutional Council validated the law with regard to the 
.~.iI photo non dispo reform of retirement pensions that progressively raises the legal age of 

retirement from 60 to 62 and from 65 to 67 for full retirement. The next day 
French President Nicolas Sarkozy promulgated the law. 

Lithuania : 
Pcland 



The President of the Republic of Lithuania Dalia Grybauskaite took part in the 
.~.iI photonon dispo solemn commemoration of the independence of Poland in Warsaw on the 

invitation of the Polish President Bronislaw Komorowski. After the ceremony the 
two heads of State spoke about the possibilities of enhancing bilateral relations; 
this notably involved the most important issues of cooperation within NATO, the 
EU and OSCE. The two presidents discussed the preparation for the NATO 

summit on 19th November next. 

Poland : 
Euro 

Polish President Bronislaw Komorowski announced on 12th November a project 
.~.iI photo non dispo to amend the Polish Constitution that should notably simplify his country’s 

accession to the euro area. The project that is due to be submitted to 
Parliament plans for a series of adapatations of the Polish Fundamental Law in 
line with measures set out in the Lisbon Treaty. It is due to make the running of 

Polish institutions more effective within the structures of the EU," said the press release on the part 
of the Polish presidency. Mr Komorowski is reviewing, amongst other matters, "organisation issues 
within the Central Bank (...), its role and its independence as well as its participation in the European 
central bank system that will make it possible in the future to introduce the single currency into 
Poland," said the press release. 

Read I Cthe! ]ir!k 

Moldovan Prime Minister Vlad Filat and Romanian Foreign Minister Teodor 

~i photonon dispo Baconschi signed a treaty in Bucharest on 8th November "on the State border 
regime, collaboration and mutual assistance with regard to border issues." The 
treaty regulates, amongst other matters, the maintenance of border installations 
and infrastructures, procedures for activities that take place near the border 

and the monitoring of border marks. The agreement aims to harmonise border regulations between 
Moldova and Romania with the Schengen regime standards which Romania is due to join shortly. 

Read I Cthe! ]ir!k 

UK: 
Chlna 

British Prime Minister David Cameron undertook an official visit to China from 
~i photo non dispo 9th to 11th November. He declared that Chinese economic growth should be 

seen as an opportunity and not as a threat by the rest of the world. As he spoke 
to students at the University of Beijing he pleaded for a strengthening in Sino- 
British relations with regard to trade, investment and dialogue. He also met 
President Hu .]intao. On this occasion the Chinese President suggested that "new 

energy, new materials and high quality products" should be the areas of growth in Sino-British 
cooperation. 

I: :1 

The iMF confirmed on 9th November its support for the British government’s 

~i photonon dispo austerity policy saying that it did not threaten "moderate" economic recovery 
expected over the next few years. "Economic recovery is now on-going in the 
UK" says the IMF in its annual report on the country. 

Bosnia-Herzegovina : 
Pres:.dency 

1 The three members of the new Bosnian Collegial Presidency showed an 

[~ photonon dispoj unusual desire for dialogue between the various communities in the country 
on 10th November as they took up their new positions and they maintained 
their ambition to see Bosnia move Forwards towards the EU. "The time has 
come for a positive solution (...) We have only one way, all of the others are 
deadends. The way we are talking of is that of integration, unification, 
reconciliation (...)," declared the new Muslim member of the tripartite 

presidency Bakir izetbegovic. 

R.~ad [ Od’~er li!~k :: Oti~.~! link Ixl 

Eurostat : 

I During the third quarter of 2010 the GDP in theeuro area and that of the EU 
~iI photo non dispo increased by 0.4% in comparison with the previous quarter according to 

estimates published by Eurostat on 12th November. Over the second quarter of 
2010 the growth rate lay at +1%. In comparison with the same quarter one 
year ago the GDP adjusted according to seasonal variations recorded a rise of 

1.9% in the euro area and 2.1% in the EU over the third quarter of 2010, against +1.9% and +2% in 
the previous quarter. 

Read 

J A new Eurostat survey published on 10th November and undertaken in the 27 
.~.iI photo non dispo EU Member States, Norway and Croatia reveals that more than half of 

companies innovate. Amongst these companies one third cooperate with 
external partners (other companies, universities and/or public research 
institutes). The highest shares of cooperation in terms of innovation were seen 

in Denmark (57% of all innovative companies), Cyprus (51%), Belgium and Estonia (49% each) and 
the lowest rates were in Romania (14%), Italy (16%), Bulgaria and Latvia (17% each). It should be 
noted that 11% of innovative companies cooperate with a partner in another EU Member State, in an 
EFTA country or with a candidate country in comparison with 3% who work with an American 
company and 2% with a partner From india or China. 



Read 

J Industrial production adjusted according to seasonal variations decreased in the 

~:i photonon dispo euro area by 0.9% and by 0.5% in the EU in September 2010 in comparison 
with August 2010. In August production increased respectively by 1.1% and by 
0.9%. The Eurostat study published on 12th November revealed that production 
of non-durable consumer goods diminished 6% in the euro area and by 0.3% in 

the EU. Energy production declined respectively by 0.9% and by 0.7%. Intermediary goods declined 
by 1.3% and 0.7%. Investment goods diminished respectively by 1.3% and 0.8%. Durable consumer 
goods recorded a decline of 3% and 2.5%. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Regional Yearbook 

j On llth November the EU’s statistics office (Eurostat) published the 2010 edition ~iI photo non dispo of its regional yearbook. This publication provides an overview of the most 
recent economic, social and demographic developments in the 271 regions of 
the EU. The greatest rise in the population was seen in Guyana, the Balearic 
Islands, Murcia and Valenciana. The highest employment rates amongst the 88- 
64 age group were in the nordic regions of Aland, Smaland and Stockholm. 

Finally the regions with the highest mortality rates due to road accidents were the Greek regions of 
Peloponnisos, Sterea Ellada and Dytiki Ellada. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

International Trade 

I According to a new Eurobarometer survey published on 8th November two 

~i photo non dispo thirds of Europeans think that Europe benefits greatly from international trade. 
European citizens are aware of the origin of products they buy, notably in the 
Food sector. They also seem to have confidence in the EU’s economic potential 
since they consider it to be the biggest world partner in international trade and 

think that it can compete with those on the outside. The EU, the world’s leading trade power, 
represents 20% of the total volume of imports and exports worldwide. However European citizens 
want the trade policy to lead to the creation of jobs rather than the simple exchange of capital 
between States. 

Read [ ON’tot li!~k 1×I 

Biotechnology 
I A new survey by Eurobarometer on life sciences and biotechnologies shows 

photo non dispoj that Europeans have an optimistic view of this sector. 53% of those 
interviewed think that biotechnologies will have positive effects in the future 
and 20% only think that they will have negative effects. The survey also 
reveals major gaps in knowledge, which stresses the need to enhance 
communication; most people interviewed had never heard of some areas 
addressed in the survey, notably nanotechnologies (55%), biobanks (67%) 

and synthetic biology (83%); scepticism and concern continue to be expressed with regard to some 
areas such as genetically modified foodstuffs. 

Studies/Reports : 

EU/ Court of Auditors 

j For the first time in sixteen years the European Court of Auditors has given a 

~:i photo non dispo favourable opinion to the execution of the European budget. This was decided 
by the Court’s President, Vitor Caldeira on the occasion of the annual Court of 
Auditors report on 9th November delivered to the European Parliament. Errors 
in the budget for spending relative to Cohesion, he explained, are much lower 

than in the previous years. He said that the Commission had improved the quality of the information 
with regard to recovering unduly paid sums of money, noting however that this information was still 
not totally reliable. 

Read I Cthe! link 

Moneta:-y Union 

J The Centre for European Policy Studies has published a paper by Christian 
~iI photo non dispo Fahrholz and Cezary Wojcikentitled "The European Council Summit and the 

Political Economics of the EMU Crisis". In this paper the authors notably address 
the weakness of the present governance of the ENU. 

~ 

parties/Eu 

J "Notre Europe" published a study on 4th November entitled "Les partis politiques 
.~j photo non dispo europ~ens: le chainon manquant" (European Political Parties: the Missing Link). 

Author, Julian Priestley, former secretary general to the European Parliament 
from 1997 to 2007 suggests several vital reforms for European political parties 
if they want to play their role in the building of democratic institutions in Europe 

and take part in enhancing interest for European elections. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Airplanes 

j Combat planes have comprised one third of world transfers in major weapons 

~i: photo non dispo over the last five years, with the USA as one of the main suppliers and India, 
the Arab Emirates and Israel as the leading purchasers according to the Sipri. 
In a report published on 10th November the Stockholm International Peace 
Research Institute (Sipri) notes that from 2005-2009 the USA sold 841 machines 

(in comparison with 286 over the five previous years), Russia 219 (against 331) and France 75 (58). 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 



Bu dge 
As part of the draft finance law for 2011 Roland Blum, MP for the Bouches du 

.~.~ photo non dispo Rh6ne has written a report on France’s participation in the EU’s budget. He 
notably mentions the issue of the French contribution and the importance of 
relations between France and Germany ~’~ithin the Union. 

Publication : 
RaymoRd Bsrre 

The proceeding from the seminar organised in 3une 2009 in tribute to 
photo non dispo Raymond Barre, former French Prime Minister, have just been released by 

publishing house Fallois under the title "Raymond Barre. Un homme singulier 
darts la politique franqaise." Amongst other things the firm international and 
European commitment of this statesman is highlighted. 

3acques Rigaud, an honorary advisor to the State and member of the Robert 

~i phot .... dispo Sch .... Foundation board has published a book entitled "Quand I .... bres 
s’allongent. Petit trait~ de sagesse et d’impatience 8 I’usage des g~n~rations 
montantes" (When the shadows grow longer. A small treaty of wisdom and 
impatience for the use of the future generations). He recalls the heritage of 

values of the old world that should be passed on and gives his vision of a complex and contradictory 
world. 

Read I Cther ]ink 

Culture : 
E~<i~ibitic.!~iCd~za n ne 

J Three of the Five paintings by Paul C~zanne illustrating card players together 

~i photonon dispo with the preparatory studies and drawings have been included in the new 
exhibition at the Courtauld Gallery in London. This exhibition is open to the 
public until 16th 3anuary. 

E>: hi bil i.’)n/’B r ug es 

j The Groeningemuseum of Bruges is presenting an exhibition until 30th .lanuary 
~iI photo non dispo entitled "De Van Eyck to DQrer" bringing together over 150 paintings, 

illuminated manuscripts, miniatures, engravings, sculptures from the biggest 
museums in Europe and America. 

Exhlbition,’[:~on n 
The art and culture of the Renaissance of the towns and countryside along the 

photo non dispo Rhine are being presented in a major exhibition at the Rheinisches Landmuseum 
in Bonn until 6th February. Around 300 items from Germany and abroad review 
the time of humanism, the Reform and the Counter Reform. 

Read 

Scuiptures/Paris 
] The Rodin Museum is devoting an exhibition to English sculptor Henry Moore 

i~ photo non dispo (1898-1986) until 27th February. This exhibition is the first major 
retrospective to be organised in Paris in the last thirty years and is the 
occasion to re-establish links with the sculptor whose story with the Rodin 
Museum goes back to 1956, notably during the international exhibitions 
organised in the gardens of the Hotel Biron and then the two exhibitions that 
were devoted to him in 1961 and 1971. 

From 17th to 28th November the 21st International Film Festival of Stockholm 
:~:iI phot .... dispo will be p ..... ring 180 films from 50 .... tries. The"Visi .... y Award" is given 

this year to American film maker Gus Van Sant. American actress Holly Hunter 
will chair the jury. 18 films are running in the competition for the prestigious 
"Bronze Horse". 

Read 

FestivsliPesssc 
From 15th to 22nd November the town of Pessac will be hosting the 21st 

photo non dispo International Festival of Film History. This year on the occasion of the 50th 
anniversary of the independence of the 18 countries of black Africa this event 
will focus on this complex subject that heralded the end of the colonies. 



1 The National Middle Ages Museum in Paris is devoting an exhibition to art in 

[~] photo nondispo] Slovakia at the end of the Middle Ages until the ~.0thganuary. Thisisthe first 
review of this size of the medieval period in Slovakia. This exhibition "Out of 
Gold and Fire" takes the public on a journey to discover this cradle of art in 
Europe in the ~_Bth century. This exhibition is being organised by the Rmn and 
the National Middle Ages Museum together with the National Gallery of 
Bratislava. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Agenda : 

16th November 
Eurogroup Meeting 

17th November 
"Economy-Finances" Council 

18th-19th November 
"Education, Youth and Culture" Council 

18th November 
ECB Governors’ Council 

19th-20th November 
NATO Summit 

20th November 
EU-USA Summit 

22nd-26th November 
European Parliament Plenary Session - Strasbourg 

22rid November 
"General Affairs" and "External Relations" Council 
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On the Moral Justification of Reparation for New World Slavery 

David Scott 

History is a tale of unrequited justice. Treaties have been broken, communities wiped out, 
cultures plundered or destroyed, innocent people betrayed, slaughtered, enslaved, robbed, 
and exploited, and no recompense has ever been made to victims or their descendants. 
Historical injustices cast a long shadow. Their effects can linger long after the 
perpetrators and their victims are dead. They haunt the memories of descendants, blight 
the history of peoples, and poison relations between communities. They are the root 

cause of many existing inequities. Historical grievances have provided people with a 
justification for enmity, a reason for seeking revenge. They are at the heart of some of the 
bloodiest struggles and deeds in both historical and contemporary times. For many of the 
descendants and successors of those who were wronged, they are a motivation for 
seeking justice--the focus of demands for reparation. 

--Janna Thompson 

Pubfc Philosophy in the Shadow of Historical btjustice 

At least as I have come to understand and appreciate it, the project in which James Tully 

has been engaged over the last many years is that of fundamentally re-formulating the 

character and tasks of moral-political philosophy in such a way as to draw- it more 

meaningfully, more productively, into an agonistic dialogue with the political demands of 

the present. Since An Approach to Poftical Philosophy: Locke in Contexts (in which 

liberalism’s autobiography, its self-understanding of the arts and project of government, 

is sharply questioned and recast), and Strange ~hdtipficity: Consamtionafsm in an Age 

of Diversity (in which modem--Westem--constitutionalism is challenged for its ability 

to recognize and accommodate cultural difference), he has been taking aim at the 

normative story of the political by which we (modems) have been governed and through 
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which we (moderns) have governed ourselves. 1 This revisionist project, it seems to me, 

has only become methodologically more self-conscious and explicit and precise in the 

two magisterial volumes that comprise Public Philosophy m a New Key.2 Again, at least 

as far as I have come to understand its motivations and its inspirations, Tully’s concern 

here, broadly speaking, is to develop a style of critical thinking (shaped principally by his 

reading of Wittgenstein, Foucault, and the Cambridge school of historians of political 

theory), in which philosophy’s questions grow out of what he calls a relation of 

"reciprocal elucidation" between intellectual traditions and worldly conjunctures of 

"practices of governance."3 A public philosophy, for Tully, is a mode of intervention that 

seeks less to generate new normative theory than to disclose the contingent conditions of 

prevailing regimes of norm and power, and to re-describe them in such a way as to 

enable and encourage those subj ected to their rule to envisage possibilities for governing 

themselves d~fferently. 

Why, though, is this project of philosophic criticism so attractive and so 

important, now? What contemporary moral-political demand does it answer? What 

conundrums does it help us re-formulate and address? What discursive space does it prise 

open? it should not be too difficult to discern, I think, the general contours of the 

cognitive-political problem-space to which Tully’s public philosophy responds. We 

inhabit, after all, a global political present marked by a seeming exhaustion &the older 

1 
James Tully, An Approack ~o Politics: Locke in Contexts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1993), and Strange MultipliciU’: Constimtionalism in an Age of DiversiU’ (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1995). 
2 

James Tully, Public Philosophy in a New L~,y: Uolume 1, Democracy and (?ivic l*)’eedom and Public 

Philosophy in a New Key: Uolume II, Imperialism and Civic Freedom (New York: Cambridge Universig~ 

Press, 2008). 
3 

See Tully, "Public Philosophy as a Critical Activity" in Public Philosophy in a New Key: ~olume l, 
Democracy and (Tivic t~>eedom. Tully is a systematizer, and this is one of his great strengths. But it is not 
always clear how, or to what extent, Wittgenstein~ Foucault, and Skinner fit together, or whether they can. 
Arguably there is as much that draws them together as pulls them apart. 
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languages of political criticism, and by a loss, or anyway a claustrophobic sense of the 

closure, of any acceptable alternative based on equity and justice to the new imperial 

dispensation. Eschewing as he does the facile ~’either/or" of much current theorizing, and 

refusing to be held hostage to the familiar pieties of discipline, Tully seeks to activate a 

mode of critical inquiry that depends on a distinctive labor of rehistoricizing the 

present--namely (to use my own turns of phrase), one that alters not the specific answers 

already offered to the roster of familiar questions, but the very language game of 

questions and answers in which remembered pasts are connected to inhabited presents 

and anticipated futures. 

One arena in which some of these questions about the re-configured temporalities of past, 

present, and future come together in an especially acute and significant way is around the 

issue of unrequited historical injustices and the moral-politics of redress and reparation 

that seeks to respond to them. The last decade of the twentieth century witnessed the 

unprecedented rise of what has been called "reparations politics," that is, politics oriented 

less around emancipated futures than around rectifying past wrongs.4 This was a period 

of widespread demands for state apology for various historical injustices--and in some 

instances (as, for example, President Clinton’s apology for US violation of Hawaiian 

sovereignty, and Prime Minister Tony Blair’s apology for British policy during the Irish 

potato famine), successful demands,s There was also, importantly, the restitution 

4 
See Jotm Torpcy, 3/[aking Whole 14Zhat Has Been Smashed: On Reparations Politics (Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 2006). 
5 There are a number of books now on the politics of apology. But see Girma Negash, Apologia Politica: 

States and their Apologies by Proxy (New York: Lexington Books, 2007); Melissa Nobles, The Politics 

Official Apologies (New York: Cambridge Universi~ Press, 2008); and more generally, Nicholas Tavuchis, 
~/Iea Culpa: A Sociology of Apology and Reconciliation (Stanford: Stanford University Press 1991). Of 
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settlements made to Japanese-Americans and Japanese-Canadians by US and Canadian 

governments respectively, for their wrongful re-location and internment during World 

War II; and of settlements made to Holocaust survivors by governments and banks and 

firms in Germany, Switzerland, and Austria.6 Undoubtedly part of the larger cognitive- 

political field mapped by the politics of identity and recognition (to which Tully’s 

Strange Multip#city made a critical contribution), reparations politics also figured highly 

in discussions about "transitional justice," most famously perhaps in the case of the Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa.7 And in the run-up to the UN-sponsored 

conference on racism in Durban, South Africa, in August-September 20011, Human 

Rights Watch published a document entitled "An Approach to Reparations" that sought 

to expand the traditional framework of compensation to victims of human rights 

violations to encompass older wrongs rooted in slavery,s For some, at least, the rise of 

demands for apology and reparation for historical injustice marks an "ethical" turn--a 

turn toward morality and justice--in global politics.9 But whether or not this is the case, 

there is an unmistakable sense that the rise of reparations politics corresponds to the 

demise &the politics of emancipation; the rise of a concern to rectify past injustices 

corresponds to the end of a politics of overcoming the legacies of the past in the 

present. 

course President Clinton declined to apologize for slavery. See, "Clinton Opposes Slaveu Apology" in 

Roy L. Brooks (ed.) When Sorry lsn ’t l~nough: The Controver~y Over ,/tpologies and Reparations fi~r 

Ituman Injustice (New York: New York University Press, 1999), 352. 
6 

See, Elazar Barkan, The Guilt of Nations: Restitution and Negotiating Historical Injustices (Baltimore: 

Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001). 
7 On transitional justice see Ruti Teitel, Transitional Justice (New York: Oxford Universi~" Press, 2000). 
8 See, Hunkan Rights Watch, "An Approach to Reparations" at 
http:iiwww.hrw.orgicampaignsiraceireparations.htm (last viewed on 28 April 2010). 
9 

See, Barkan, Guilt of Nations, introduction. 
10 

See Torpcy, ~Vdaking 14~hole FlOat Has Been Smashed, chapter 1. 
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There is much that I am going to bracket out here concerning the current debate 

about "coming to terms with the past," and focus my attention principally on the work of 

Janna Thompson, and her book Taking Re~sponsibilityfor lhe Past in particular. 11 The 

main reason for this is that, like me, Thompson is solely interested in thinking through 

the moral justification for repairing the past; she is not--nor am i--immediately 

interested in the legal and political question whether or to what extent claims for repair 

meet with success, or how they might do so. It is the moral assumptions that hold her-- 

and my--attention: what conceptions of harm and wrong and justice, and what 

considerations of past and memory and identity, govern understandings of redress and 

support their demands? This is the question. Moreover, Thompson is especially interested 

in what has seemed in recent years the most intractable of reparations cases, that of 

reparation for New World slaver},. In the wake of the relative success of redress demands 

(symbolic and material) of other groups--Jews for the Holocaust, for example, or 

Japanese Americans for wrongful internment during World War II--it remains a curious 

fact that the repair of so indisputable a wrong as that of slavery has been unable to gain 

much moral traction. The concrete reasons for this may of course not themselves be 

moral ones, specifically or entirely, but rather the relative political strength of the 

organized demands. But it is nevertheless important to reflect on how best to understand 

the moral relation between the distinctive historical injury of slavery and the distinctive 

obligation to make reparation for its perpetration. Thompson and I, then, are concerned 

with the moral argument that links past harms to present demands for reparation: if we 

are to take seriously the view that New World slavery constituted an unspeakable wrong 

11 
Janna Thompson, Taking Responsibility for the Past: Reparation and Historical Injustice (Cambridge: 

Polity, 2002). 
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perpetrated on Africans and peoples of African descent for several hundred years, then 

we are obliged to take seriously the demand that this wrong be redressed. 

In this context, however, Thompson is al so interesting to think with because her 

style of philosophic inquiry has much in it that bears comparison with Tully’ s. To begin 

with, like Tully she is a methodologically self-conscious skeptic, forever testing the 

conceptual yield and limits of the arguments she, or her opponent, employs. She is, it is 

true, less explicitly indebted to Tully’s trio of Wittgenstein, Foucault, and Skinner, but 

she is, like him, involved in a debate with Habermas’s "discourse ethics," one that 

highlights the plural, chronically conflict-ridden character of ethical conversation. 12 

Thompson, for example, does not disparage collective agreement but she believes we can 

do better than a modus vivendi: for her, moral reasoning can construct agreement, but 

such agreement is always contingent and therefore vulnerable to controversy. 

Connectedly, Thompson like Tully is suspicious of rights-oriented moral-philosophical 

argument that privileges the fights-bearing, property-owning liberal individual as the 

proper starting point and ultimate horizon of any discussion of harms and justice. If she 

seems at times weary of some of the implications of Alasdair MacIntyre’s tradition-based 

theory of the self, she nevertheless draws close to conceptions of moral personality that 

see it as never-not situated in an ongoing collective narrative of embodied identity~ 13 It 

will be easy to see, then, that Thompson like Tully takes the past seriously, not least as a 

dense source of historical injustice connected to the deep legacy of European empire. For 

12 
See Janna Thompson, Discourse and A’nowledge: DeJ+,nse era Collectivist t~;thics (New York: 

Routledge, 1998). 
13 

See Alasdair MacInlyre, ~.fier Uirtue: ~ Study in ?~[oral Theory (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1981). 
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neither of them is the past a neutral, impartial time; the past, rather, is a burdensome time 

that lays on us unavoidable moral obligations as well as moral entitlements. 

Against this background I pursue the following itinerary: First, I sketch in outline 

the central thread of Thompson’ s moral defense of a claim for African American 

reparation, highlighting as I do her concern to make slavery itself the source of the injury 

that justifies the demand. And second, I seek to raise some questions about the 

background theory she employs to support aspects of her argument. We will see that 

there are instances in which her assumptions, though well motivated, are not always as 

persuasive as she might think. My aim here, I should say at the outset, is more 

exploratoly than critical. I have no interest in a hermeneutics of suspicion, of unmasking 

Thompson’s possible complicities. I am more interested in a mode of inquiry that 

advances the spirit of the argument Thompson has so eloquently initiated. 

Responsibi#ty for the I~justice of Slaveo: 

In a catalytic moment in May 1969, the revolutionary black activi st James Forman 

marched into Riverside Church in New- York City and delivered to its astonished 

congregation the substantive demands of his "Black Manifesto," namely that $500 

million be paid by Christian white churches and Jewish synagogues in reparation for the 

centuries of exploitation and oppression which they have inflicted on black people around 

the world, 14 The wider public response to Forman’s demand was, so it seems, lukewarm 

14 
For the "The Black Manifesto" that embodied the demand, see "Black Manifesto" by The Black 

National Economic Confercnce, New t~rk Review of Books 13(1)(10 July 1969) [accessed through 

http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/1969/jul/10/black-manifesto/(20 May 2010)]. For an 
autobiographical account see James Forman, The Making of Black Revolutionaries (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1997). See also Arnold Schuchter, Reparations: The Black Manifesto and its Challenge 
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at best, but there were at least two thoughtful philosophical responses to it, the 

frameworks of which still shape the contemporary debate in many ways. The first of 

these responses was Bernard Boxill’s 1972 essay, "The Morality of Reparation.’’15 In this 

essay Boxill is especially concerned to demonstrate a distinction between two modes of 

repair that, on his account, satisfy different requirements of justice: on the one hand, 

"compensation," in which no prior injustice need have occurred but in which claims of 

equity are uppermost; and on the other hand, "reparation," in which some injustice has 

been perpetrated that calls out for repair. Central to Boxill’s argument for reparation 

specifically--as correcting an injustice done to a person’s right to pursue or acquire what 

they value--is the idea that the transgressor owes the victim an acknowledgement that the 

reparation is required in virtue oftheprior wrong. "This concession is required," Boxill 

maintains, "by the premise that every person is equal in worth and dignity. Without the 

acknowledgement of error, the injurer implies that the injured has been treated in a 

manner that befits him; hence, he cannot feel that the injured party is his equal" (118). 

Injustice involves not only material dispossession or physical harm, but also--and 

crucially--disrespect; and therefore justice entails the repair of that relation between 

perpetrator and victim such that the worth and dignity of the harmed is recognized and 

restored. 

Notably for Boxill, black reparation is owed principally for the injustice of 

slavery. A different view, however, is taken by the second response to Forman’s demand, 

namely Boris Bittker’s 1973 book, 7he Case for Black Reparations. 16 Bittker takes the 

to ~7~ite America (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1970); and Torpey, ~laking Whole l;~hat Has Been Smashed, 

112-14. 
15 

Bernard Boxill, "The Moralit}, of Reparation" Social Theory and Practice 2(1972): 113-23. 
16 

Boris Bittker, 7;~e Case for Black Reparations (1973; Boston: Beacon Press, 2003). 
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view that it is not plausible for African Americans to demand reparation for the injustice 

of slavery because slavery happened too long ago for it to be the injustice responsible for 

the disadvantages they now suffer. On his view, the period of Reconstruction signaled the 

possibility that a genuine post-slave society of equal citizens might be brought into being 

in the US. The reason this did not happen, he argues, is that Reconstruction was aborted 

by white supremacists and complicit governments and was replaced by a regime of 

systematic oppression and segregation, namely, Jim Crow. It is to this system of 

institutionalized racial discrimination, and not to the original injustice of slavery, Bittker 

maintains, that the harms of contemporary African Americans should be attributed.17 And 

therefore it is these harms that morally justify reparation demands. 18 

Between the waning revolutionary years of the early 1970s and the Reagan- 

transformed years of the late 1980s, the demand for black reparation seems to have 

become somewhat muted. But in the immediate aftermath of the Japanese-American 

success with the Civil Liberties Act of 1988, a slow momentum began to gather once 

again.19 This was enabled no doubt by US Congressman John Conyers’ proposed 

legislation (H.R. 40) to institute a commission to study the legacy of slavery and 

segregation on African Americans, and to explore the case for remedies.2° One important 

17 
As Bittker writes: "In these comments on black reparations, I have focused on the wrongs of the recent 

past, the consequences of which are everywhere to be seen; slavel~ has figured only because of its 
continuing influence on black-white relations after the Civil War. As suggested above, had segregation not 
been e~fforced by law, the residue of slavery might be hard to identify today" (The Casejbr Black 
Reparations, 28). 
18 

For a more recent engagement that urges this direction, see Thomas McCarthy, "Coming to Terms with 
Our Past, Part II: On the Morali~, and Politics of Reparations for Slavep~~’’ Political Theory 32(2004): 750- 
72. 
19 

For an insighlful discussion of the debate see Jacqueline Bacon, "Reading the Reparations Debate" 

Q2ouarterly Journal of Speech 89(3)(2003): 171-95. 
See John Conyers, The Commission to Study Reparations Proposals in Brooks, l~hen Sorry lsn’t 

Enough, 367-69; and Co~\vers and Jo Am~ Nichols Watson, "Reparations: An Idea Whose Time Has Come" 
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contribution to this renewed debate came from the publication in 2000 of Randall 

Robinson’s widely discussed book, The Debt: What America Owes to t~[acks.2J Founder 

&the lobby organization TransAfrica Forum, Robinson argued with considerable 

elegance and poignancy that the question of liability for the unpaid debt owed to African 

Americans lay squarely with the US government. One can read Janna Thompson’s 

Taking ResponsibiOtyfor the Past as, in large part, a philosophical response to 

Robinson’s The Debt. In particular, Thompson aims to take seriously Robinson’s 

argument that it is slavery--and not merely Jim Crow--that ought to be regarded as the 

appropriate target for redress. Whatever equity may demand for the structural 

disadvantages currently suffered by African Americans, slavery remains the vital 

injustice. As Robinson puts in a moving passage that clearly shapes Thompson’s 

thinking: "Like slavery, other human rights crimes have resulted in the loss of millions of 

lives. But only slavery, with its sadistic patience, asphyxiated memory, and smothered 

cultures, has hulled empty a whole race of people with transgenerational efficiency. 

Every artifact of the victims’ past cultures, every custom, every ritual, every god, every 

language, every trace element of a people’s whole hereditary- identity, wrenched from 

them and ground into a sharp choking dust" (216).22 This is the picture of slavery’s harms 

that Thompson believes we have a moral responsibility to respond to--it is the source of 

the moral justification for reparation. 

in Raymond A. Winbush (ed.) Should America Pay? Slavery and the Raging Debate on Reparations (New 

York: Amistad, 2003), 14-21 
21 

Randall Robinson, The Debt: F~atAmerica Owes to Blacks (New York: Plume, 2000). See also 

Robinson’s account of his sense of outraged disillusio~wnent with America in Quitting America: The 

Departure of a Black ~/Ian fi*om His Native Land (New York: Dutton, 2004). 
22 Thompson quotes this passage as an epigraph at the beginning of her central chapter 9: "Reparation and 
Injustices to Fanfily Lines," Taking Re~ponsibili~’for the Past, 130. 
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At the center of Thompson’s engagement with the question of past injustice is her 

conceptualization of "obligation"; she aims to give this familiar moral term special 

historical bite. Historical injustices, that is, moral wrongs committed by "past people," 

accrue obligations of repair. But such obligations are "historical" in a distinctive sense, 

Thompson says, because those who are responsible for making good in the present 

(keeping the promise, paying the debt, honoring the contract, repairing the harm) are not 

the same ones as those ~vho undertook the responsibility or committed the ~vrong in the 

past, but their descendants or successors. Indeed it is this seeming "identity" gap between 

the victims of the wrong and the claimants of the redress that often renders reparation for 

historical injustice especially fraught. As Thompson says, philosophical arguments about 

historical obligation typically work through assumptions about "historical title"--that is 

assumpti ons about the privilege of historically acquired rights of property or possession 

that are passed on to people of succeeding generations (Nozick is a classic case in 

point)."~ In consequence, such arguments have nothing to say about reparative 

responsibilities that do not involve violations of rights of property, but rather stem from 

injustices such as murder or torture or enslavement or denigration--violations, as 

Thompson says, that while less tangible or computational, may in fact loom larger in the 

minds and memories of victims and their descendants. Moreover, arguments from title 

tend to look only toward the restitution of what is owed; they are "past-oriented" 

inasmuch as they seek the restoration of the status quo ante. As opposed to this, 

Thompson is interested in a model of historical obligation that looks to the future; a 

model that while not unconcerned with the rightful return of ill-gotten possessions, is 

23 
See Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (New York: Basic Books, 1974). 
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more interested in bringing about the reconciliation of the conflict-riven communities 

(xix).24 

Thompson’s idea of the hisloricity of historical obligation rests on a sociological 

argument about societies or nations, namely that they constitute "intergenerational 

communities." For her, an intergenerational community is one whose institutions and 

moral relationships persist over time and through a succession of generations, and 

depends for its moral and political integrity on its members accepting trans-generational 

obligations and honoring trans-generational entitlements (xviii). On this account, 

members of intergenerational communities make moral demands on their successors, and 

they think that their successors ought to honor these commitments. The guiding meta- 

ethical principle here is that "like cases should be treated alike"--in other words, those 

who impose duties on others must be prepared to accept relevantly similar duties (xviii- 

xix). Consequently, by imposing obligations on their successors, members of 

intergenerational communities acquire obligations of their own to fulfill similar 

responsibilities with respect to the commitments and relationships of their predecessors. 

And of course at times such obligations will entail making reparation for pastfaihtre to 

honor commitments or for other injustices that, as Thompson puts it (reflecting Boxill’s 

argument), "demonstrated a lack of respect" for other communities and their entitlements. 

The idea of obligations connected to intergenerational communities, Thompson argues, 

though "backward-looking" in its insistence that reparation is owed forpast injustice, is 

al so "forward-looking" inasmuch as it is predicated on our moral relations with our 

successors, our moral implication in the future. And this gives her further reason for 

24 The restitution model is sometimes referred 1o as the "tort" model, and the reparations model as the 
"atonement" model. See Roy L. Brooks, Atonement and Forgiveness: A New Model for Black Reparations 

(Berkeley: Universi~ of California Press, 2004). 
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accepting a "reconciliatory" model of reparation, one that seeks the repair of relations 

damaged by historical injustices (xi×).25 

Now, on Thompson’s account, what makes the case for black reparations 

distinctive, different from say the Maori case (or that of other native peoples for that 

matter), "is that the people to whom reparation is supposed to be made are individuals-- 

the descendants of the victims of injustice~ They are supposed to be entitled to reparation 

not because they are the members of a ~vronged nation. Their claims arise from the fact 

that their forebears were enslaved or suffered other kinds of injustice" (101-102). For 

Thompson, then, reparations claims classically depend on the political or legal standing 

of those seeking redress; and on her view-, African Americans do not constitute a bona 

fide "political community," that is, a community with the standing of a nation or a 

corporation. If, as she says, the US government were to pay reparation for slavery, it 

might conceivably decide to give the money to African American associations--churches 

and the like--which would then be responsible for using it for the benefit of their 

communities. But, she says, this would only be a matter of"administrative convenience"; 

it would not be because these organizations were themselves owed reparations as 

organized victims of the historical wrong It is, she insists, the descendants of slaves who, 

as individuals, are owed reparation for the enslavement of their forebears (102)~ 

A good deal of the shape and persuasiveness of Thompson’s argument depends on 

this founding premise. It is a "basic principle" of reparative justice, she argues, that 

obligations and entitlements belong only to those who have committed or suffered the 

~vrong (103). So the definitive question for her is how- can African Americans who have 

25 More recently, Thompson has developed the idea of intergenerational comnmnities in h~tergenerationa! 
Justice (New York: Routledge~ 2009). 
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never been enslaved demand reparation for the injustice of slavery done to their 

forebears? This is the question to which she seeks moral-philosophic resources. In 

Thompson’s view, it is illegitimate to argue that enslavement was visited upon 

individuals not as individuals but because they were members of a group--"Africans," 

say, or "black" people--and consequently that it is proper and right that reparation for 

slavery should go to current members of that group As she puts it firmly: "From the fact 

that people can be persecuted just because they happen to belong to a particular group, it 

doesn’t follow that these wrongs should be regarded as injustices done to their group. 

Individuals are the ones who are enslaved, denied opportunities, or discriminated against. 

The harm belongs to them" (103). 

But is it so clear, as Thompson assumes, that the harms of slavery "belong" 

(whatever that might mean) to African Americans as "individuals" rather than as a 

"group"? What moral-psychological theory of "harms" under~vrites this bald assertion? 

How are we to understand "belongingness" of harms to individuals as opposed to 

"belongingness" of harms to groups? Or more specifically, what is the theory of the 

distinctive harms of the peculiar institution of racial slavery that supports this view? 

Thompson does not say. But it is at least arguable historically that it is precisely the 

regime of slavery, in particular its powers of racial subjection and racial subjectification, 

racial aggregation and racial collectivization, that invited the construction of a collective 

memory of trauma and helped to shape a palpable sense of racial solidarity and racial 

community. The collective character of an historical community cannot be wished away 

by philosophical fiat. There is, in other words, a theory of slavery and its harms, as ~vell 

as a theory of the moral self, at work here that may be worth investigating. 
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On Thompson’s account, since (as she believes she has conclusively sho~vn) 

African Americans can’t make a claim of reparation "as members of a persecuted group," 

they are obliged to j ustify their demands "by demonstrating that the injustices done to 

their forebears have violated their rights or caused them unjustified harm" as individuals 

(104). Two ways of approaching this have suggested themselves, both of which are 

suggestive, but neither of which are entirely satisfactory to her. The first approach is to 

argue that slavery is the fundamental harm and root cause of the many disadvantages 

suffered by African Americans, and consequently they are owed reparation for this 

original injustice. For Thompson, as I have said, this is a compelling claim--one she 

associates with Randall Robinson--but it has to get round Boris Bittker’s argument that it 

is not slavery but post-Reconstruction Jim Crow that is the immediate cause of the social 

and economic conditions of African American life (105). Thompson’s response is to 

dispute Bittker’s disregard of slavery, his focus only on the tangible harms. Collective 

memory matters: "What happened to their ancestors matters to people; recalling 

injustices done to their family or community can cause them distress. A history of 

injustices can be demoralizing, destructive of esteem, or the cause of depression" (106). 

On this view it can argued that the disadvantages now suffered by African Americans are 

part of a history of injustices that began with slavery and encompasses segregation as 

well as more recent forms of racial discrimination. Still, Thompson is worried by the 

seeming "communitarian" leanings of this argument. Aware of the tension between the 

individualist tendencies in her own position and what she otherwise takes to be attractive 

in MacIntyre’s thesis that one’s moral identity encompasses the history of one’s family or 

community (107), she wants to put restraints on a strong conception of collective identity. 
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Communal identities, she says, are after all not necessarily uniform--they don’t give rise 

to dependably stable demands. So yes to an argument from slavery’s harms but no to a 

deep commitment to a claim from historical community. 

The second approach is the "inheritance" line of argument. On this vie~v, the 

reparative claims of descendants of victims of injustice--such as present-day African 

Americans--derive their entitlement from their status as heirs. For Thompson this 

approach has the apparent virtue of hanging entitlement on inheritance rather than on the 

attribution of harm (where the former seems more concrete than the latter). Of course, the 

inheritance approach does not, strictly-speaking, make a reparatory claim--the 

entitlement exits by virtue of the descendants being heirs to possessions that would have 

been theirs had the injustice not taken place (107). As Thompson argues, this approach 

puts limits on the kinds of injustices that can be the subject of claims (typically these will 

be confined to the demand for the restoration of, or compensation for, expropriated 

possessions). On this terrain, nothing can be claimed for such violations as murder, 

torture, enslavement, abduction, however grave these may be to the descendants of 

victims (108). And certainly for the descendants of slaves these are at least as important 

as being robbed of the fruit of their labors. But if the "harms" argument runs up against 

Bittker’s ancient wrongs exclusions, the "loss of possessions" argument runs up against 

Jeremy Waldron’s "indeterminacy thesis" that foregrounds the difficulty of determining 

unambiguously who has more fight to a particular property whose past is shrouded in 

injustice (112).26 So yes to an intergenerational mechanism of inheritance but no to the 

refusal to consider intangible harms. 

26 See Jercmy Waldron, "Superseding Historical Injustice" b2hics 103(1)(1992): 4-28. 
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In a certain sense, Thompson is looking for an approach that combines the virtues 

of the "group harms" and the "inheritance" strategies but suffers the vices of neither. And 

this leads her to what she call s the "family lines" approach. On Thompson’s view, the 

family, if not a corporate agent like a nation, can nevertheless be thought of as a ground 

for what she calls "lifetime-transcending interests," that is, interests constituted around 

proj ects and values and concerns that reach beyond the natural lifetimes of individual s. 

The family is constitutively intergenerational. Thompson thinks that grounding a claim of 

repair in the family will enable her to go a far way in lending moral philosophic support 

to the sort of argument that Robinson seeks to make about the lingering injur5, of slaver5, 

without falling off the deep end of collective identity. Her argument is that harms that can 

be traced back to slavery are passed down through family lines; what slaver57 harmed, 

above all, and continues to harm, is the black family (130). Slavery was an injustice 

committed against family lines, and it is on this basis that descendants of slaves ought to 

be able to claim reparation for slaver57. 

We are of course in deep waters here concerning the historical sociology of the 

black family in slavers" and freedom. But in order to demonstrate the purchase of the 

family as a ground of injurs~, Thompson turns, curiously, not to the specificity of slavers; 

but to the case of the Australian government policy of removing half-caste children from 

their aboriginal families for purposes of assimilation. How, she asks, should ~ve interpret 

the wrong in this case? To whom does the harm belong? The principal wrong, she 

maintains, was neither to the chil dren nor to the parents, but to the relatio~tshq) between 

them. That is, the harm was done to individuals as members of family lines. Why is this 

so? The family, Thompson argues, is the "most important conduit" for passing down, 
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from one generation to the next, things valued by individuals: possessions, projects, 

responsibilities, values, languages, traditions, and so on (134). Thus the harm caused by 

removing children from their parents is the injury to the "lifetime-transcending interests" 

that families have in the continuity of meaningful identity-forming relationships. 

Therefore, she urges, societies ought to recognize the entitlement of parents to pass on 

their heritage to their children. And since such an entitlement is not simply something 

that matters to parents only during their own lifetimes, but rather is bound up with their 

"lifetime-transcending interests," they are entitled to demand that their successors respect 

their wishes concerning their children in the event of their death (135). 

Now recall that for Thompson it is a basic principle of reparatory justice that 

individuals can claim reparation only for injustices that harm them; and the fact that they 

are members of a racial or religious group against which injustices were directed does not 

give them a reparatory entitlement so long as the harm done to these groups has to be 

understood as harms done to individuals" in them. The idea of family lines solves this 

dilemma for her. For on this view, an injustice to family lines cannot be reduced to harms 

done to particular individuals. Such injustices harm relationships between parents and 

children or between forebears and descendants--they harm individuals as members of 

family lines. 

But aren’t we entitled to ask why this argument about the inheritance of valued 

goods can’t be made about other relationships, say, relationships that constitute 

cultural--as opposed to familial--groups? Is there an ideological naturalization of the 

family at work here (akin to the earlier naturalization of the "nation")? 
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By analogy with this case of abducted Aboriginal children, at any rate, the 

question for black reparation is whether slavery can be shown to count as an injustice to 

family lines. In a succinct statement of what an injustice to family lines entails, 

Thompson writes: "An injustice to family lines is committed when the perpetrators seek 

to disrupt family relationships or wipe out family lines, keep members of family lines in 

perpetual sl avery or submi ssion, or attempt to prevent individual s from maintaining 

family relationships, carrying out family obligations, or receiving their inheritance as 

members of a family" (137). And of course on this view it can very plausibly be argued 

that the regime of slavery in the US was directed precisely against family lines. It is a 

familiar story that slave owners in the Americas systematically broke up families-- 

husbands were separated from wives and children from parents--and parents were 

prevented from educating children in their cultural traditions. Indeed thi s regime of 

slavery was directed against any continuity in cultural traditions that are handed down 

through the generations. Moreover, at the same time that slavery worked to 

fundamentally disrupt the integrity of families, it paradoxically del)er~ded on families 

inasmuch as it perpetuated itself through the enslavement precisely of families: "The 

children of slaves were also slaves. Once enslaved, a family was meant to remain in 

subjugation down through the generations" (137). Therefore, Thompson argues, when 

Randall Robinson insists that African Americans continue to suffer from the legacy of 

slavery, "he can be interpreted as saying that they suffer harms as members of family 

lines. According to his argument, they have been deprived by slavery and other injustices 

of their African heritage, and denied a positive, affirmative place in American history" 
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(137-38). And individuals can only suffer these deprivations, Thompson argues, because 

they are related to the past through their family lines. 

Harms, Collective Memories, Reparation 

To my mind, Janna Thompson has offered a very neat and intriguing, and moreover 

intricately structured argument in support of reparation for New World (or anyway US) 

slavery. Recasting obligation as an intergenerational duty and making the family the 

concrete vehicle for the transmission of expectations and entitlements she frames a 

discussion of moral responsibility that gets round some of the dilemmas about title, on 

the one hand, and harms, on the other, and gives robust shape to reparative claims against 

historical injustice. Attractively, she aims to take seriously, rather than evade, the 

insistence that the central moral issue for black redress is the fundamental wrong of racial 

enslavement not the racial discriminations that are instituted in its wake; and therefore 

that black reparation is not primarily a claim about equity but a claim about justice, a 

claim about making right an historical wrong. Perhaps not since Bernard Boxill’s little 

essay "The Morality of Reparation" has there been so sustained a philosophical inquiry 

into the moral justification of reparation for slavery. There is clearly much in the 

direction of her argument that seems to me persuasive, indeed enabling. Still I want to 

wonder out loud about certain of her formulations and assumptions seem to me less than 

convincing or at least not uncontroversial, and therefore worth exploring. 

To begin with I want to think about Thompson’s assertion that African Americans 

are not entitled to reparation in virtue of being members of a "wronged nation," but only 

insofar as they are individual descendants of slaves or belong (again as individuals) to 
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families that descended from slaves. Recall that this view isjoundational for Thompson. 

African Americans are not like the Maori because the latter--unlike the former--are, on 

her description, "a structured, intergenerational community" capable, as a collective 

political agent, of making and keeping transgenerational commitments" (xix). Nations, 

she says flatly, are the norm of this kind of community, and the Maofi are self-evidently a 

nation. As such they are entitled to reparation for past injustices done to their 

community--acts of aggression, expropriation of communal lands, violations of 

sovereignty or of treaties, and so on. By contrast, she says, African Americans do not 

constitute a collective of this sort. So that when, for example, a philosopher like Boxill 

urges that descendants of slaves have an historical entitlement to reparation, he cannot, 

she asserts, be making a claim on behalf of the African American "nation" because: 

"There is no such thing. The claim depends on the fact that African Americans are 

descendants of slaves" (XiX).27 There is something curiously arbitrary about this claim. In 

urging this distinction, Thompson sees no need to expend any time estab#shing it or 

arguin~ it out: it is, to her, clear and uncontroversiak But should it be? What is it that 

naturally makes the Maori a "nation"? What is the political theory that authorizes this 

"nationhood" and the norm that enforces its salience? What is the political history that 

brings it into being? Why is "nation" the only mode of political sovereignty she 

recognizes? Thompson seems to suggest that it is the fact that the Maori signed a treaty 

with the colonial powers that signals to us their prior and continued entitlement to being 

called a "nation." So is it the colonial powers that, in signing a treaty, call into being their 

status as a "nation" with all the warrants that Thompson thinks are implied in that 

27 Interestingly, while he makes no mention of African Americans in this regard, Boxill does assert that 
white Americans "can be regard as a corporation or compaw whicl~ as a whole, owes reparation to the 
sons [sic] of slaves." See Boxill, "The Moralig~ of Reparations" 121. 
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political status? Thompson feels no need to inquire into the colonial ethnography through 

which descriptions of the political identity of the Maori are construed in the idiom of 

"nation." Consequently, there is perhaps no good reason not to believe that the 

identification &the Maori as a "nation" ~vas, in part at least, an artiJi~ct of the modern 

colonial encounter. 

On the other side, the denial to African Americans of a properlypo#tical identity 

seems equally arbitrary, and certainly simplifying of a story more complicated than 

Thompson allows. She agrees, remember, that people like African Americans can be 

persecuted because they belong to a particular group. But she says that it does not follow 

from this that "these wrongs should be regarded as injustices done to their group." For, 

she maintains, it is individuals who were enslaved or othe~ise mistreated. "The harm 

belongs to them" (103). African Americans may be a group in some sense but the wrongs 

they suffered ~vere individually suffered, and suffered as individuals. I come back at the 

end to the theory of harms implicit here but I first want to notice the conception of 

collective identity that supports this argument. Undoubtedly it is individuals who were 

captured, chained in coffles, and sold as slaves. But these individuals were not captured, 

chained, and sold because they were the individuals they were. Rather they were 

captured, chained, and sold into slavery because they belonged to a group of people-- 

namely black Africans--identified by the colonial po~vers as enslavable. New- World 

slavery imposed (or came very, early in its career to impose) equivalence or near 

equivalence between "African" and "enslavable." Thi s is obviously a crucial chapter in 

the story of race, or rather, of racialization: consequently the respective narratives of 

individual and collective identity may not be so easily disentangled as Thompson would 
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like. Moreover it was a condition of the identity embodied in this form of subjugation that 

if it was allowed cultural personality, it was precisely denied political personality: the 

slave was anything but a political subj ect--as also, of course, the ex-slave of post- 

Reconstruction. The denial of political community to African Americans is part of the 

history of enslavement. This is why the political history of African America, that is the 

history of the construction of a self-conscious collective identity, is routed through the 

narration of a founding trauma, namely slavery; and why this history is the histor?- of the 

claim to a distinctive political identity based on overcominlz that historical injury and 

injustice.28 

The second dimension of Thompson’s argument that seems to me less well 

thought out than it might be is that concerning the idea of"family lines." To a 

considerable degree, the overall coherence of her argument (as well as the end toward 

which it tends) hangs on this ingeneous idea. Indeed it is not hard to see how it neatly 

resolves the dilemma that Thompson sets up: since "nation" has been ruled out as the 

collective ground of the African American reparation claim, she needs some alternative 

relational domain that plays the role of identity formation, and that attends 

simultaneously to the harms of individuals and their inheritance down the generations. 

The dimension of "family" enables her, in effect, to foreground relationships while 

retaining an accent on individuals. It is as members of families that individuals are 

harmed, not say, as members of cultures. In this scheme, the family plays the role of a 

28 
See, interestingly, the work of Jeffrey Alexander and his colleagues on cultural trauma--in particular, 

Jeffrey Alexander, Ron Eyerman, Bernhard Giesen, Neil J. Smelser, and Piotr Sztompka, Cultural Trauma 

and Collective ldentity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004); and Ron Eyerman, Cultural 
Trauma: Slavery and the !~)rmation o.i’~{/?ican American Identity (New York: Ca~nbridge Universily Press, 

2001). Recently there has been a call from some African American intellectuals to abandon this narralive. 
See Charles Jotmson, "The End of the Black American Narrative" American Scholar (Summer 2008): [...]; 
and Hen~~ Louis Gates Jr., "Ending the Blame-Game" New York Times op-ed 23 April 2010 (and the 
responses "Letters: Slave~N Reparations? Healing the Wounds of the Past" New York Times, 30 April 2010. 
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sort of mediating point between the thinly connected individuals of liberals like Waldron 

and the thickly constituted individuals of communitarians like MacIntyre. Intriguing as 

this argument is, however, it is noticeable that Thompson has to rely on a familiar-- 

indeed a conventional and uninterrogated-- sociology of the family in general and the 

African American family in particular: the family as the site of injury, the source of 

identity-forming values, and the locus of the intergenerational transmission of 

possessions and attachments and heritage. In a curious way, the family (much like her 

treatment of the nation) is a naturalized form of social organization. Thompson seems to 

think that the danger in accounts of moral identity such as MacIntyre’s (to which she 

obviously feels some sympathy) is that they are too tightly scripted: "One trouble with 

this idea is that communal identities are by no means universal or have uniform 

impli cations" (107). By contrast, she thinks that her account of the "lifetime-transcending 

interests" of family lines does not commit her to a single script of identity or belonging. 

But what social theory guarantees this? It is far from clear that there is much to 

distinguish her "family" from a strong conception of community, especially since she 

commits herself to so internally systemic and integrated an idea of the family as the 

guardian and transmitter of culture. In this regard, the conventionality of Thompson’s 

sociological theory of the family is underlined by her unsubstantiated assumptions about 

the specificity of slavery and the African American family. Needless to say, the historical 

sociology of the African American family is hardly an uncontroversial domain--one has 

only to read around the work of Herbert Gutmann of many years ago to recognize this.29 

Just ~vhat slavery did and did not do to black families is a subject of considerable and 

29 
See Herbert Gutmann, The Blaclc Family in £Tavery al~d t~)’eedom, 1750-1925 (New York: Vintage, 

1977); and Wihna Dunaway, TCw African-Americar~ Family m Slavery and Emar~cipation (New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2003). 
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continuing debate, and whether or to what extent one can draw such straightfor~vard 

conclusions as Thompson does is open at least to pew-asive doubt. 

Finally it seems to me that part of the general problem with Thompson’s 

argument is that while she admirably wants to defend an argument from slavery harms 

(as opposed to Bittker’s discrimination harms) in order to keep our focus on reparative 

justice rather than redistributive justice or equity, her conception of the distinctive harms 

of slavery is not completely convincing. The harms of the regime of Ne~v World slavery, 

it seems to me, cannot be adequately described by analogy to the abduction and forced 

assimilation of Aboriginal children--dreadful as that history clearly was. While there 

~vere obviously elements of both, the institution of slavery in the Americas can hardly be 

reduced to a mechanism of abduction and assimilation. It was this and more. Here, I 

think, Thompson loses sight of the force of Randall Robinson’s description of slavery--a 

description that comes close perhaps to Orlando Patterson’s well-known idea of slavery 

as an institutional form of domination that produced and perpetuated a distinctive mode 

of systemic violence that resulted in the "natal alienation" and "social death" of the 

slave.3° Moreover of course New World slavery was characterized by a racialization both 

of the powers of subjection and of the "natal alienation" that was its effect. And 

therefore, while Thompson elides its role in her description of slavery harms, race is 

certainly integral to the narrative of collective memory of injury and to the ~vork of 

redress that African American political identity and political solidarity aims to meet. In 

my estimation, in short, the moral justification of reparation for New World slavery has 

3O 
See Orlando Pattersm~ Slavery and 5~cial Death: A Comparative Study (Cambridge: Harvard University 

Press, 1982). 
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to rest on a deeper understanding of--or a more complex argument about--the nature of 

the harms of slavery than Thompson has provided. 

Above all, Thompson is after a style of moral philosophy that, like Tully’ s, seeks to 

respond appropriately to public issues by attending, as she says, to "what is being 

demanded" by the subjects of historical injustice themselves: "Moral reflection on 

responsibilities with respect to the past would be appropriate even if concern about 

historical injustices was not so widespread or politically influential. The fact that 

demands based on history have become so prevalent merely makes the inquiry more 

urgent" (ix). Perhaps though there is a mode of reflection on moral-political questions 

that she might usefully learn from Tully’s practical, critical, and historical approach to 

public philosophy. For noticeably Thompson is not particularly interested in the 

languages of problematization--the forms of reason, the rhetorics of rationality--of the 

redress and reparation debate. This is why she is not especially interested in the 

distinctive idioms of race and identity, and memory and harms, through which this debate 

is brought into relations of negotiation and criticism with prevailing powers. And this is 

why, while not unmindful of history as such, it is not the historicity of these concepts and 

idioms, and the ideological uses to which they are put in contingent circumstances that 

interests her. The philosophical ethos to which Tully commends us, by contrast, is one 

that aims to attend to precisely these dimensions of moral reflection. 

{PAGE } 



David Scott 

Professor of Anthropology 

Editor, Small Axe 

wv#J.smallaxe, net 

Department of Anthropology 

Columbia University 

1200 Amsterdam Avenue 

New York, NY 10027 

Tel: 212.854.4561 

Fax: 212.854.7347 

Email: das133@columbia.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Haslam <’phaslam@uottawa.ca> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 1:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: Appel de propositions de communication / Call for Papers. 

LEfUk- CallforPapers2010fina] [ 1 ].pdf 

Hi Eunice, 
Hope all is well at your end I saw this call for papers by some Africanists that I know at the universi~-. It seems to be up your alley, perhaps you ~vould be interested.. 

Paul 

Paul Haslam 
Associate ProIEssor / Professeur agr~gd 

School of International Development and Global Studies/gcole de d~veloppement international et mondialisation 

Universi~" of Ottawa/Universit~ d’Ottawa 
Pavilion Tabaret Hall, 332 
75 me Laurier St. E 
O ttawa ON K 1N 6N5 
Tel2F~]. (613) 562-5800 ext./poste 4169 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: CASE) - Canadian Association for the Study of International Development [mailto:CASID(NLISTS.MCGILL CA] On Behalf Of fnlyo033@U~)TTAWA.CA 
S ent: Fri day, November 12, 2010 ] 0:57 ~\I 

To: CASID@MSTS.MCG ILL.CA 
Sut~iect: Appe[ de propositions de communication / Call for Papers 

(;all for Papers: ’The ttistory of State Power and the Power of State 
Histories’ Workshop 9-10 May, 2011, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada, 

Please circulate widely. 

Une version en fran~ais suit ci-dessous 

The African Studies and Research Laboratory, Umversity of 
Ottawa,invitespaper proposals [’or a day and a half workshop on ’The 
History of State Power and the Power of State Histories’, to be held in 
May 2011. Studies of the state have long figured in African studies 
scholarship, even if at times eclipsed by other concerns such as 
resistance, social forces or structures. 

More recently, the state has re-emerged with research focused on fragile 
states, fictional states, predatory states, states-in-society, states as 
developnrent partners or state ownership, to name a few. At the heart of 
nrany of these perspectives we find questions of state power: how it is 
exercised; how it changes; what constitute challenges to state power; and 
what constitute state power successes. Representations of the state have 
their role to play in how a state defines itself, its origins and 
evolution, as well as its power-what comes to count as state history; who 
writes state history and who challenges it; what are state history’s roles 
and impacts? 

Our ~vorkshop centers on state power in Africa, its exercise and 
representations, as well as the intercotmections between the power of 
states and state histories. We are interested in contributions that 
examine how the state and state actors constitute and exercise power, in 
work concerned with representations of the state, as well as in papers 
looking at the links between state power and state histories. Single or 
comparative case studies are welcome. The Laboratory-as an 
interdisciplinary forum-invites contributions from all disciplinary 
perspectives. 

The workshop will be bilingual (English-French); proposals and papers 
may be delivered in either language Inquiries may be made to the 
organizers: Marie-Eve Desrosiers ~mdesros3@uOtta~va.ca) and Eric Allina 
(eallinap@uottawa ca) 

Those interested should send an abstract (maximum 500 words) outlining 
their proposed contribution, along ~vith full contact and affiliation 
details, to Fernand Niyokindi (fniyo033@uotta~va.ca). The workshop is 
opened to Canadian and international participants. Please note that the 
Laboratory has limited funds to help defray some costs associated with 
participation. 

The deadline for submitting proposals is 20 December 2010. 

Appel de propositions de communication: Atelier <~ L’histoire du pouvoir 
de l’I~tat et le pouvoir de l’histoire de l’~tat >~ 9-10 mai, 2011, 

Universit~ d’Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada. 

Veuillez diffuser largement. 

Le Laboratoire d’~tudes et de recherches sur l’Afrique de l’Universitd 



d’Ottawa lance un appel de propositions de communication pour un atelier 
d’une journ~e et demie sut-le th~me de "L’histoire du pouvoir de l’~tat 
et le pouvoir de l’histoire de I’ll;tat". Cet atelier se tiendra au mois de 
mai 2011. L’]~;tat est depuis longtemps un sujet important des 4tudes 

africaines, m4me si ~ un certain moment, il a 4t~ 4clips4 par d’autres 
pr4occupations relies que [a r4sistance, ou encore les forces ou 
structures sociales. 

’]Tr6s r~cemment, les ~tudes sur l’}’{tat sont revenues en force avec de 
nouveaux agendas de recherche axds sut les ~,tats fragiles, les 
~,tats-fiction, les ~,tats prddateuts, les ~,tats-en-soci~td, les ~;tats 
corume partenaires de ddveloppement ou l’appropriation de processus de 
transforruation par l’I~tat, pout n’en nomruer que quelques- uns. Au cour 

de bon norubre de ces perspectives, nous trouvons des questions li~es au 
pouvoir de l’I~tat : la fa~on dont il est exerca, cormnent il change, les 
dafis du pouvoir de l’]~tat et ses succas. La fa~on dont un ]~tat est 
repr~sent~ a son rSle ~ jouer dans la maniare dont l’]~tat se ddfinit, 

son origine, son dvolution ainsi que sa force. Qu’est ce qui compte corinne 
l’histoire de l’I~tat? Qui 6crit l’histoire de l’]~tat? Qui d~fie 
l’histoire de l’I~tat? Quels sont les r61es et les impacts de l’histoire de 
l’]~tat? 

Le thame de notre atelier est centr~ sur le pouvoir de l’~,tat en 

Afrique, son exercice, ses representations, ainsi que les interconnexions 
entre la pouvoir de l’~,tat et l’histoire des ~;tats. Nous sotr~es int6ressds 
par des contributions qui examinent comment l’~,tat et les acteurs de 
l’]~tat 
constituent et exercent le pouvoir, des contributions portant sur les 
reprasentations de l’]~tat et des communication se penchant sur les liens 
entre le pouvoir de l’~,tat et l’histoire de l’~,tat. Des atudes de cas 

simples ou comparatives seront accept~es. Le laboratoire, ~ titre de 
fot~dm interdisciplinaire, invite les contributions 6manant de toutes les 
perspectives disciplinaires. L’atelier sera bilingue (franCais-anglais); 
les propositions et les coramunications pourront atre prdsentdes dans l’une 
ou l’autre de ces langues. Pour toute question, nous vous invitons ~ 
contacter les organisateurs Marie-Eve Desrosiers (mdesros3@uOttawa.ca) et 
I~ric Allina (eallinap@uottawa ca) 

Les int~ress4s pourront envoyer un r4sum4 (maximum 500 mots) de leur 
projet de contribution accompagn4 de coordonn~es compl4tes et d~tails 
relatifs ~ Femand Niyokindi (fniyo033@uotta;va.ca). L’atelier est 
ouvelt aux participants canadiens et internationaux. Veuillez noter que le 
laboratoire dispose de fonds limit,s pour aider ~ d~frayer certains 
frais des participants. 

La date limite de soumission de propositions est le 20 d4cembre 2010 

To unsubscribe from this list, send email to listserv@lists.mcgill.ca in the message body type SIGNOFF CASID 

Membership questions? Check http://www.casid-acedi.ca or casid@nsi-ins ca 

Any other questions, let us know! casid-request@lists.mcgill ca 

CASID archives: http://list2.mcaill.ca/archlves/casid.html 



Call for Papers: ’ The History of State Power and the Power of State Histories’ Workshop 

9-10 May, 201l 1, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada, 

Please circulate widely. 

Une version en fran~ais suit ci-dessous. 

The African Studies and Research Laboratory, University of Ottawa, invites paper proposals 
for a day and a half workshop on ’The History of State Power and the Power of State 
Histories’, to be held in May 2011. 

Studies of the state have long figured in African studies scholarship, even if at times eclipsed 
by other concerns such as resistance, social forces or structures. More recently, the state has 
re-emerged with research focused on fragile states, fictional states, predatory states, states-in- 
society, states as development partners or state ownership, to name a few. At the heart of 
many of these perspectives we find questions of state power: how it is exercised; how it 
changes; what constitute challenges to state power; and what constitute state power successes. 
Representations of the state have their role to play in how a state defines itself, its origins and 
evolution, as well as its power--what comes to count as state history; who writes state history 
and who challenges it; what are state history’s roles and impacts? 

Our workshop centers on state power in Africa, its exercise and representations, as well as the 
interconnections between the power of states and state histories. We are interested in 
contributions that examine how the state and state actors constitute and exercise power, in 
work concerned with representations of the state, as well as in papers looking at the links 
between state power and state histories. Single or comparative case studies are welcome. The 
Laboratory--as an interdisciplinary forum--invites contributions from all disciplinary 
perspectives. 

The workshop will be bilingual (English-French); proposals and papers may be delivered in 
either language. Inquiries may be made to the organizers: Marie-Eve Desrosiers 
(mdesros3@uOttawa.ca) and Eric Allina (eallinap@uottawa.ca) 

Those interested should send an abstract (maximum 500 words) outlining their proposed 
contribution, along with full contact and affiliation details, to Fernand Nyiokindi 
(fniyo033@uottawa.ca). The workshop is opened to Canadian and international participants. 
Please note that the Laboratory has limited funds to help defray some costs associated with 
participation. 

The deadline for submitting proposals is 20 December 2010. 

Appel de propositions de communication: Atelier <~ L’histoire dupouvoir de l’~tat et le 

pouvoir de l’histoire de l’~tat ~ 

9-10 mai, 2011, Universit~ d’Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada. 

Veuillez diffuser largement. 



Le Laboratoire d’6tudes et de recherches sur l’Affique de l’Universit6 d’Ottawa lance un 
appel de propositions de communication pour un atelier d’une journ6e et demie sur le th6me 
de "L’histoire du pouvoir de l’l~tat et le pouvoir de l’histoire de l’l~tat". Cet atelier se 
tiendra au mois de mai 2011. 

L’l~tat est depuis longtemps un sujet important des 6tudes africaines, m~me si it un certain 
moment, il a ~t~ ~clips6 par d’autres pr6occupations telles que la r6sistance, ou encore les 
forces ou structures sociales. Tr6s r6cemment, les 6tudes sur l’l~tat sont revenues en force 
avec de nouveaux agendas de recherche ax6s sur les l~tats fragiles, les l~tats-fiction, les ]~tats 
pr6dateurs, les t~tats-en-soci6t6, les l~tats comme partenaires de d6veloppement ou 
l’appropriation de processus de transformation par l’l~tat, pour n’en nommer que quelques- 
uns. Au cceur de bon nombre de ces perspectives, nous trouvons des questions li6es au 
pouvoir de l’l~tat : la fagon dont il est exerc~, comment il change, les d6fis du pouvoir de 
l’l~tat et ses succbs. La fagon dont un l~tat est repr6sent6 a son r61e/~ jouer dans la mani6re 
dont l’l~tat se d6finit, son origine, son 6volution ainsi que sa force. Qu’est ce q.ui compte 
comme l’histoire de l’l~tat? Qui 6crit l’histoire de l’l~tat? Qui d6fie l’histoire de l’Etat? Quels 
sont les r61es et les impacts de l’histoire de l’l~tat? 

Le th6me de notre atelier est centr6 sur le pouvoir de l’t~tat en Afrique, son exercice, ses 
repr6sentations, ainsi que les interconnexions entre la pouvoir de l’]~tat et l’histoire des l~tats. 
Nous sommes int6ress6s par des contributions qui examinent comment l’l~tat et les acteurs de 
l’l~tat constituent et exercent le pouvoir, des contributions portant sur les repr6sentations de 
l’l~tat et des communication se penchant sur les liens entre le pouvoir de l’l~tat et l’histoire de 
l’l~tat. Des 6tudes de cas simples ou comparatives seront accept6es. Le laboratoire, it titre de 
forum interdisciplinaire, invite les contributions ~manant de toutes les perspectives 
disciplinaires. 

L’atelier sera bilingue (frangais-anglais); les propositions et les communications pourront ~tre 
pr6sent6es dans l’une ou l’autre de ces langues. Pour toute question, nous vous invitons /~ 
contacter les organisateurs Marie-Eve Desrosiers (mdesros3@uOttawa.ca) et l~ric Allina 
(eallinap@uottawa. ca). 

Les int6ress6s pourront envoyer un r6sum6 (maximum 500 mots) de leur projet de 
contribution accompagn6 de coordonn6es compl6tes et d6tails relatifs it Fernand Niyokindi 
(fniyo033@uottawa.ca). L’atelier est ouvert aux participants canadiens et internationaux. 
Veuillez noter que le laboratoire dispose de fonds limit,s pour aider it d~frayer certains frais 
des participants. 

La date limite de soumission de propositions est le 20 d6cembre 2010 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Estrada, Oswaldo <oestrad~email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:00 AM 

Romance Languages Facnlty (romlangthc@listserv.unc.edu); intl-duncplas@duke, edu (infl-dnncplas@dnke.edu); isa- 

thcnlty@listserv.unc.edu; Melton, Sheena J <smelton@email.unc.edu-~ 

This Friday @ UNC: Jose Rm~on Ruisanchez and Osw~1do Zavala, Toy Lounge @ 5:00pm 

Coming to UNC... 

Josi~ Ram6n Ruisfinchez y Oswaldo Zavala presentan: 

"Cartografias de! siglo XXI" 

Friday, November 19th 

Toy Lounge, 5:00-6:00pm 

,los~ Ram6n Ruisfinchez (Md~co DF, 1971) se dedica de tiempo completo a las letras: en la Universidad Iberoamericmaa, donde investiga y da clases, y haciendo 

critica y divulgacidn en diversos medios, como el programa de televisidn Entrelineas. En su narrafiva impera siempre la imaginacidn dtica. Es autor de Novelita de 
amor y poco piano (1996 ), Y porquO no lenemos otro perro (1997 ), Remedios inJ~dibles contra el hipo (1998), C6mo dejO de set vegetariana (2005), Nada 

cntel (2008) y Autobiografia paraj6venesy ni~os de Leonarck) Da Vinci (2008). tta recibido el Premio Nacional Jnan Rulfo de primera novela (1993) y ha sido 

becario del Centro Mexicano de Escritores (1994) y del Fondo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes (1998). Sns trabajos acaddmicos sobre literatura latinomnerica~a 

ban aparecido en diversas publicaciones de los Estados Unidos y Alndrica Latina. Con Oswaldo Zaw]a ha co-editado Materias di~puestas: Juan l/illoro ante la 

crltica (2011). 

Osw aldo Zavala (Cindad Jnfirez, Md:dco, 1975) es narrador y profesor de literamra latinoamericana en el College of Staten Island, City University of New York 

(CUNY). Obmvo el doctorado en letras hispfinicas en la Univel5idad de Texas en Austin y en literamra colnpoxada en la Universidad de P~:rls Ill, Sorbomie Nouvelle. 

Fue reportero y columnis~a en periddicos y revistas de Mdxico y Estados Unidos, incluyendo el semanario politico Proceso. Su trabajo acaddmico ha sido pnblicado 

en la Revism de Criiica Literaria Latinoamericana, Revista Canadiense de Estudios Hi~pdnicos, Altertexto y Revista de Literatura ~klexicana 

Contempordnea, entre otras. Sn ficci6n ha aparecido en la m~tologla Los mejores cuentos mexicanos 2004 y en las revistas Te~tos, Rio Grande Review y Literal. 

Es coeditor, con Josd Ramdn Ruisfinchez, de ~’~laterias di,spuestas: Juan Villoro ante la cr#ica (2011). Actualmente prepara un estudio monogrfifico sobre la obra 

del escritor chileno Robe(to Bolafio. 
Sponsored by the Department of Romance Languages, the Institute Jbr the Smd3. ~ of the Americas, the Curriculum in Global Stuaqes, and the Carolina 

Latina/o Collaborative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:03 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: post doc in conteml~orary art -- open to specialisls in Latin American art 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [clasp] Fwd: post doc in contempora~ art -- open to specialists in Latin American 

Date:Wed, 17 Nov 2010 07:07:11 -0500 

From:P. Braham <bral~am~)udel.edu;, 
To:clasp(i~ utlists, utexas.edn 

Post Doctoral Researcher - Dean’s Fellow in Contemporary Art, 

The Depm¢ment of Art History at the U~iversity of Delaware h~vites applications for a post-doctoral research appointment as the Dean’s Fellow in 

Contemporary Art (September 1, 2011-.Augus~ 31, 2012), renewable for a second year. This pos[doctoral appointrnen~ will foster the scholarly and teaching 
career of an art historian who has recently completed the doctoral degree. )"he Department is committed to mentoring the Fellow in an academic context of 

interdiscipli~ary exchange a~d innovative pedagogy. The University and Departpqe~t will in turn benefit frolT] the fresh perspectives brought by the Fellow from 

his or her recent research and universi[y ~raining. 

The Dean’s Fellow in Contemporary Art will teach two courses per year. At least one og these will be cross-listed with another department or interdisciplinary 
program at the University; one will be a lower-division course in art history that satisfies general education requirements. [he Department seeks candidates 

who will complement the existing curriculum a~d e~gage with multidisciplinary and global initiatives at the University of Delaware, which i~clude programs 

ArL Ar[ Conservation, Area Studies, Design, l’,laterial Culture Studies, Women’s Studies, Black American Studies, University Nuseun’~s, and Nuseum Studies. 
The Fellow will participate in the intellectual life of the Departmen[ and University and present one public lecture during the year. 

Applicants must have received their PhO no earlier than June, 2007 and had their completed PhD disse~¢ation approved no later than January 30, 2011. 

To Ap#y: 

All applicants must submit: a brief cover letter outli~i~g their interest a~d qual[ficat[o~s for the positionj a curriculum vitae; a statement of research, including 

a description of comple[ed and current research, progessional goals, and plans got publication (not 1o exceed 2000 words); a statement of teaching philosophy 

(not to exceed 1000 words); and three letters of recommendation. All documents are required in hard copy only. Incomplete dossiers will not be reviewed. 

Please send application materials to Professor I’,largaret Worth, Chair, Search Committee, Department of Art History, 318 Old College, ~8 East Plain Street, 
Newark, Delaware, 1.97~.6-251.6. Application materials will be shared with the faculty of the Departme~t of Art History. Interviews will be arranged at the 

College Art Association Nee[ing in flew York in February 20~_. 

The University of Delaware is an Equal Oppor[urfity Employer which encourages applications ~rom Ninority Group Members and Women= 

Additional information about the department and the University of Delaware: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

RE: Thanks and preliminary proposal - Summer study program 

Dear Eunice, 

The pleasure was mine. Thanks for the outline, it looks very good and I will discuss it with Bob in our next meeting~ 

Happy Thanksgiving ne’,<t weeM 

Rodnev 

F~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Senti Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:~6 AN 
To: Var~as, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject: Thanks and preliminary proposal - Summer study program 

Dear Rodney, 

Thanks so much for lunch on Friday and the discussion. 

Please find attached a preliminary proposal for the program. 

look forward to working with you on this project. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: Thanks and preliminary proposal - Summer study program 

Good idea. 

Mambo fresh[!! 

Rodney 

confidential 

inforx~ation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclose:re, or distribution is 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the oriqinal message. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:04 AM 

T~ Vargas, Rodneg Joaqu~n 

Subje¢t~ R[: ~an~ and prel~m~na~ proposal - Summer studg ~rogram 

Thanks Comrade. 

I will also sent a copy - with a cc to you - of the draft proposal to colleagues at the School of Development Studies just to signal that we are serious about the program. 

Cheers and Happy Thanksgiving too. 

Mambo very fresh. 
Eunice. 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:58 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Thanks and preliminary proposal - Summer study program 

[) *-’_!a r Eunk:e, 

The ph:_~ast~re was mine, ~hanks for t:he o~tline, it looks very good and ~ w~ d~s(:t~ss it w~th Bob ~r~ o~r next: meet:ing 

Nappy Thanksgiving next week[ 

Rodney 
*************************************************** 

Rodney g. Vargas 

Latin ~laerica, Africa and the Middle Eas~ Pzograms Director 

Study ~road Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education ~en~er 

3@1 Pit~sboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: } i @19 962 7@@2 Fax: { 1 919 962 2262 

*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use o£ the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

con£iden~ial 

in£orma~ion. Any unauthorized review, ]iseg disclosuze, or distribution is 

prohibited. If you aze not the Qltended recipient, please contact the 

sendez by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original nessage. 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 20~0 9:46 AN 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

N~DjeCt: Thanks and prelimMary proposal - Summer study program 

Dear Rodney, 

Thanks so much for lunch on Friday and the discussion. 

Please find attached a preliminary proposal for the program. 

I look forward to working with you on this project. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:27 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~q, <Padayacheev2@ukzn.ac.za>; pbond@mail.ngo.za 

RE: Draft proposaJ for the Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for the outline of your proiect in South Africa, I look very much forward to working with you, Vishnu and Patrick in setting up this study abroad program. We 

wi~ be ~r~ touch soo~. 

A~ the best, 
Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin ~erica, Africa and the Middle East Prograns Director 

Unive~slty of North ~arolina a~ Chapel Mill 

Chapel H~ll 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, incl Iding attachments, Js for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential 

information. Any Inauthorised review, use, disclosure, or dJstribltion is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Sent; Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:17 AN 

To: ,; pbond@maiLngo,za 

~: Va~gas~ Rodney 3oaquin 

S~bject: Dra~ proposal for the Summer 2022 Study Abroad Program 

Dear Vishnu and Patrick, 

Attached is a preliminary draft proposal of the envisioned summer study abroad program at the Centre for Civil Society. While I will be the instructor of record for both courses 
as is required by UNC, the INTS405 will be taught by Patrick and 1 plan to draw on the excellent expertise of colleagues at the School of Development on issues of health etc for 
the Afri416 seminar. The draft will be extended as the structure and other details of the program are worked through in the coming months. 

Thanks for earlier dialogues on this proposed program and your openness to host UNC students in the future. Ny colleague Rodney (hi and thanks for suggestions last week in 

the summer) and I will keep you posted as the program moves forward. 

Rodney: As I mentioned before, my colleagues Vishnu and Patrick are respectively, Head, School of Development Studies and currently Acting Director of Centre for Civil 
Society, and Patrick (who is currently on Sabbatical at Berkeley) is the Director, Centre of Civil Society and Professor, School of Development Studies at UKZN. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SPRING KGCM 2011 <kgcm@mail.2011 iiisconferences.org> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 11:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

CFP - Knowledge Generation, Communication and Mmaagement 

Dear Eunice N Sahle: 

We invite you to submit a paper/abstract to The SPRING 5th International Conference on Knowledge Generation, Communication and Management: KGCM 2011 
(w~vw.2011 iiisconferences, urg/kgcma), to be held in Orlando, Florida, USA, on March 27th - 30th, 2011 -- Orlando, Florida USA. 

The deadlines for SPRING KGCM 2011 are the following (Check the web site for possible extensions or new set of deadlines): 

Papers/Abstracts Submission and Invited Session Proposals: December 17th, 2010 
Authors Notifications: February 7th, 2011 
Camera-ready, full papers: Februaly 22nd, 2011 

Technical keynote speakers ~vill be selected from early submissions because this selection requires an additional evaluation according to the quality of the paper, assessed by its reviewers, 
the authors’ CV and the paper’s topic 

Submissions for Face-to-Face or for Virtual Palticipation are both accepted Both kinds of submissions ~vill have the same revie~ving process and the accepted papers will be included in the 
same proceedings 

All Submitted papers/abstracts will go through three reviewing processes: (1) double-blind (at least three reviewers), (2) non-blind, and (3) participative peer reviews. These three kinds of 
review will support the selection process of those papers/abstracts that will be accepted for their presentation at the conference, as ~vell as those to be selected for their publication in JSCI 
Journal 

Pre-Conference and Pust-conference Virtual sessiuns (via electronic forums) will be held ]~r each session included in the cunference prugram, su that sessions papers can be read before the 
cunference, and authors presenting at the same sessiun can interact during une week before and after the cun:[’erence. Authors can alsu participate in peer-tu-peer reviewing in virtual 
sessions 

Authurs of accepted papers whu registered in the cunference can have access to the evaluatiuns and pussible feedback pruvided by the reviewers whu recummended the acceptance of 
their papers/abstracts, so they can accordingly improve the final version uf their papers. Nun-registered authors will nut have access to the reviews uf their respective submissions 

Registration fees of an effective invited session organizer will be waived accurding to the policy described in the web page (click un ’Invited Session’, then on ’Benefits fur the Organizers uf 
Invited Sessions’), where yuu can get informatiun abuut the ten benefits fur an invited sessiun organizer Fur Invited Sessiuns Proposals, please visit the cunference web site, ur directly tu 
http:i/www.2011 iii sconferences.org/k~cma/organizer asp 

Authors uf the best 10%-20% of the papers presented at the conference (included those virtually presented) will be invited tu adapt their papers fur their publication in the Journal uf 
Systemics, Cybernetics and ]nformatics. 

Best regards, 

SPRING KGCM 2011 Organizmg Committee 

Ifyuu wish to be remuved fi-om this mailing list, please send an emaiI to remove@mail.201 liiisconferences.urg with REMOVE Ma~CONFERENCES in the subject line Address: Torte 
Prufesional La California, Av. Franciscu de iVhranda, Caracas, Venezuela. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 11: 51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: For my tile as requested 

Thank you for your email. I am out    today (Tuesday), and will respond to your email when I return. If you need an immediate response please call either: 
Department of Public Policy main office at (9J.9) 962-J.600 
or 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies main office at (919) 966-S496. 
Take care, 
Agatha Buell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Confe~nce Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@WESLEYAN.EDU> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:04 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

Ne:~ African Politics Conference C~oup Newsletter 

Dear Colleagues, 

After a fantastic period of service, Mamoudou Gazibo is stepping down as editor of our APCG newsletter. I have agreed to takeover those responsibilities 

The next APCG newsletter is coming out in early December. Please forward an?’ news that you might have to mbnelson@wesleyan.edu. This might include new publications, news about 
grants, new jobs, member career changes, announcements for conferences, etc. 

The deadline for sending material is December 3. 

Best, 

Mike 
http://www.africanpolitics~roup or~/ne~vsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 
Assistant Professor, Department of Government 
(;hair, African Studies (;luster 
Wesleyan University 
860.6853023 
mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 
http://www.michaelnelson.in][~ 
http://al~zica.blogs.wesleyan.edui 



From: Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:56 PM 

To: Department lis~serv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [afrial?am] ttR Facilitator Digest; November 16, 2010 

Altach: 1116 HR Employee Infonnation.pdf; 1116 HRF Digest.pdf 

From-" Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 16, 20:tO 3:5:t PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest; November :t6, 20:tO 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department{S}o 

¯ Full text of aft articles in the weeklv digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

Nov, :1.8: Great American Smokeout 

Nov° 2:~: 30th Annual Turkey Trot 

Nov. 23: Fee Changes for U.So Citizenship and Immigration Services (USClS} 

Nov° 25-26: Thanksgiving Holiday 

Nov. 30: Fall 2020 EPAWeb & HRIS User Verification forms due 

Dec. 14: 3t2th Annual Holiday Blood Drive 

Dec. l.g: Carolina Cares~ Carolina Shares campaign ends (campaign extended) 

Health Care & Dependent Day Care Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA) (click here) 

In connection with the conversion and upgrade of the NCFlex Flexible Spending Account (FSA) platform, a new fax number and mailing address for claims 

processing were issued. Using the old FSA claim form will delay the processing of reimbursements. 

"Get Fit from Head to Heel" (click here) 

Carolina Campus Recreation and Counseling & Wellness Services introduce "Get Fit from Head to Heel!" This 10-week healthy lifestyle, weight loss and physical 

activity challenge is available to UNC-Chapel Hill students and employees. This program is designed for individuals interested in modifying their lifestyle and 

adopting healthy new patterns. 

Changes to Form I-9 and E-Verify Process (click here) 

Effective Monday, Nov. 29, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) will implement the following changes to the E-Verify system: 

EPA Applicant System Enhancements (Contact: Equal Opportunity Office at 966-3576) 

I’m pleased to announce an enhancement to the EPA Applicant System that will provide applicants with the ability to add/update their contact information, 

application information and documents. The enhancement will be available as of Friday, Nov. 

Changes to HR Central Inbox (click here) 

In effort to increase the system’s performance, we have made changes to the inbox for HR Central applications. Prior to the change, the inbox was displayed as one 

page with three different sections for Actions Awaiting Approval, Paused/Retracted/Disapproved items and FYI Notifications. Effective Wednesday, Nov. 17, the 

inbox will have three separate pages for each category of activity. The navigational links on the left side of the page will also change. The new links will be as 

follows: 

You axe curreutly subscribed to afi-ia_~am as: ._e__t_L_m___c__e__"~i__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To uusubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati~afarn&o~8141268 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28141268-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listserv.uuc~edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 

Nov. 18: Great American Smokeout .................................................................................................... 

Nov. 21 : 30th Annual Turkey Trot 
Nov. 25- 26: Thanksgiving Holiday 
Dec. 14:12th Annual Holiday Blood Drive 
Dec. | 6: -c...a...r....~.jj...n.....a.....C....a....r...e....s..~....C....a....r....~...~.~...n....a.....S....h....a....r...e....s.....campaign ends (campaign extended) 

Health Care & Dependent Day Care Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA) 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

In connection with the conversion and upgrade of the NCFlex Flexible Spending 
Account (FSA) platform, a new fax number and mailing address for claims 
processing were issued. Using the old FSAclaim form will delay the processing of 
reimbursements. 

The updated claim form is available to all FSA participants through the Benefits 
I~_o._£..m___s_. and .._F_..S__.._A.. website. The new contact information for claims processing is: Fax 
Number: 866- 892- 8063. Address" Claims Department, POBox 1466, Beltsville, 
MD 20704. 

"Get Fit from Head to Heel" 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Carolina Campus Recreation and Counseling & Wellness Services introduce "Get Fit 
from Head to Heel!" This 10- week healthy lifestyle, weight loss and physical 
activity challenge is available to UNC- Chapel Hill students and employees. This 
program is designed for individuals interested in modifying their lifestyle and 
adopting healthy new patterns. 

With the support of a team and coach, participants will have weekly fitness 
workouts, nutrition sessions and focus groups. The program emphasizes the 
importance of maximizing physical activity and making healthier lifestyle and 



eating choices. The program not only provides motivation and support, but the 
resources to be successful. For more information and to apply click here. 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Facilitator Information 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 

Nov. 18: Great American Smokeout .................................................................................................... 

Nov. 21 : 30th Annual Turkey Trot 
Nov. 23: Fee Changes for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) 
Nov. 25- 26: Thanksgiving Holiday 
Nov. 30: Fall 2010 EPAWeb & HRIS User Verification forms due 
Dec. 1 4: .]....2....t....h.......A.....n.....n.....u.....a..!......H.....~...!.!...d.....a..y.......B..~...~.....~....d........D.....r..!...v....e.. 
Dec. 16: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign ends (campaign extended) 

Health Care & Dependent Day Care Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA) 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

In connection with the conversion and upgrade of the NCFlex Flexible Spending 
Account (FSA) platform, a new fax number and mailing address for claims 
processing were issued. Using the old FSAclaim form will delay the processing of 
reimbursements. 

The updated claim form is available to all FSA participants through the B._..e__..n__.e__.f__!__t_.s__. 
Forms and FSA website. The new contact information for claims processing is: Fax 
Number: 866- 892- 8063. Address" Claims Department, POBox 1466, Beltsville, 
MD 20704. 

"Get Fit from Head to Heel" 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Carolina Campus Recreation and Counseling & Wellness Services introduce "Get Fit 
from Head to Heel!" This 10- week healthy lifestyle, weight loss and physical 
activity challenge is available to UNC- Chapel Hill students and employees. This 
program is designed for individuals interested in modifying their lifestyle and 
adopting healthy new patterns. 



With the support of a team and coach, participants will have weekly fitness 
workouts, nutrition sessions and focus groups. The program emphasizes the 
importance of maximizing physical activity and making healthier lifestyle and 
eating choices. The program not only provides motivation and support, but the 
resources to be successful. For more information and to apply __c__!__i___c___l__(______h_____e____r___e__.. 

Changes to Form I- 9 and E- Verify Process 

FROM: Noreen Montgomery, Employment & Staffing 
Office of Human Resources 

Effective Monday, Nov. 29, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USClS)will 
implement the following changes to the E- Verify system: 

Late submission notations: E- Verify will require that a reason be provided 
for late submissions (those sent more than 3 days from the date of hire) 
before the E- Verify case can be processed. 

Departments must provide a reason for all late submissions by adding a case note 
to the OnDocs tab for the employee’s Form I- 9. The reason you enter must be 200 
or fewer characters and must not include any personally identifiable or sensitive 
information (such as Social Security numbers). 

Photo matching tool: E- Verify will require that the photo on government 
issued documents (including Permanent Resident Card I- 551, Employment 
Authorization Document I- 766, U.S. Passport and Passport card) presented 
by the employee match an electronic photo provided by the Department of 
Homeland Security records before the E- Verify case can be processed. 

As a reminder, departments must upload clear and legible identification and work 
authorization document(s) with the Form I- 9. Illegible documents will not be 
accepted and may delay the processing of the Form I- 9 and E- Verify verification 
within the mandated timeframe. 

Card Number submission: E-Verify will require the submission of the card 
number for I- 551 and I- 766 documents. A field will be available in Section 2 
to capture this data for submission to E- Verify. 

As a reminder, federal and state laws require that all Form I- 9 and E- Verify 
verification be completed for all new and rehired employees within three business 
days of the date of hire. Departments are asked to complete the Form I- 9 as early 
as possible within the three day period to allow time for the EEV unit to complete 
the E- Verify verification on time. Failure to complete the Form I- 9 appropriately, 
include a copy of supporting document(s), indicate a reason for a late 
submission and/or complete the form on time will create a compliance issue 
and may result in fines, civil and criminal penalties and/or debarment from 
federal contracts. 



._C__!j_C._.k_____h__#_.r__e_ for step- by- step procedures for processing a Form I- 9 in the LawLogix 
Guardian system. Detailed Form I- 9 and Employment Eligibility Verification 
information are also available on UNC’s website. 

If you have questions, contact an Employment Eligibility Verification (EEV) Specialist 
in the Office of Human Resources at 962- 0985 or send an email to 
eevquestions@listserv.unc.edu. Thank you for your continued focus on ensuring 
that your department complies with these federal and state regulations. 

EPA Applicant System Enhancements 

FROM: Ann Penn, Equal Opportunity/ADA Officer 

I’m pleased to announce an enhancement to the EPA Applicant System that will 
provide applicants with the ability to add/update their contact information, 
application information and documents. The enhancement will be available as of 
Friday, Nov. 12. 

The confirmation email that is sent to a candidate applying for an EPA Faculty or 
Non- Faculty position will contain instructions and a link to guide them on how to 
add/update their current information. 

When an applicant changes contact information, application information or 
adds/updates documents, an immediate screen of confirmation is displayed. The 
applicant also receives an email confirmation of any changes made. 

Also, search committee chairs will receive an email notification when an applicant 
updates their application information. 

Please contact the Equal Opportunity Office at 966- 3576 if you have any 
questions. 

Changes to HR Central Inbox 

FROM: Theresa Silsby, HR Application Support 
Office of Human Resources 

In effort to increase the system’s performance, we have made changes to the 
inbox for HR Central applications. Prior to the change, the inbox was displayed as 
one page with three different sections for Actions Awaiting Approval, 
Paused/Retracted/Disapproved items and FYI Notifications. Effective Wednesday, 
Nov. 1 7, the inbox will have three separate pages for each category of activity. 
The navigational links on the left side of the page will also change. The new links 
will be as follows: 

HR Inbox - Awaiting Approvals or Actions 
HR Inbox - FYI Notifications 
HR Inbox - Paused, Retracted or Disapproved 



These changes were made due to memory issues that caused the system to 
perform slowly and occasionally"hang." We will continue to work with our 
programmers to find ways to enhance the system’s performance and very likely 
will be making similar changes to other areas within the system in the near future. 

Any new updates will be communicated when changes are made. Please contact 
the HR Application Support help desk with any questions regarding this change by 
submitting a ._r____e_____m_____e____d__y_____tj___c__~___e____t_ or calling 962- HELP (4357). 



The Quiet Revolution at ~30 / La R~vo~tion tranquil~e a ~0 arts 
Le 22 juin 1960, jour de I’~lection de Jean Lesage, s’amo~2ait une ~re de grands changements au sein de la 
soci#t# qu~b#coise qui s’est denn~ les moyens de mieux contr61er son d#veloppement et, notamment, 
dbffrir ~ toute la population I’acc~s ~ I’#ducation et ~ la sant#. Cette p#fiode appel#e ~ R#volution tranquille ~ 
a vu le Quebec se doter de plusieurs de ses grandes institutions et devenir un ~tat modeme. Le 
gouvemement du Quebec a soulign~ les 50 arts de cette p~riode histofique avec un site web destin# ~ faire 
decouvfir ou redecouvrir les grandes r~fonnes mises en place par les gouvemements du Quebec successifs. 
Lir~e 

With the election of Jean Lesage on June 22, 1960, an era of great changes in Quebec society began, 
allowing the province to exercise greater control over its development and, notably, to offer universal access 
to education and healthcare. During this period, known as the "R#volution tranquille’; or "Quiet Revolution’; 
Quebec established a number of its most important institutions and developed into a modem government. 

th The govemment of Quebec has highlighted the 50 anniversary of this histofic pefiod with a website 
designed to help the public discover or ~ediscover the major reforms put in place by successive Quebec 
govemn~nts. Read (in French) 

Quiet Revolution: Heady Times Haunt Us Still 
Hubert Bauch of the Montrea/Gazette reflects on the most dramatic period of change Quebec had seen 
since the British conquest. "In the period," he writes, ’~rancophone Quebecers en masse underwent an 
identity shift, from Canadiens Francais to Quebecois, which found its ultimate expression in the period’s 
rising independence movement and the constitutional debate that entangles Quebec politics, and Canada’s 

by extension, to this day." Read 

Quiet Lessons for Canada 
Writing in The Globe and Mail, Antonia Maioni, Director of McGill’s Institute for the Study of Canada, 
explains that, ’while all of Quebec is awash in discussions of the meaning and impact of the Quiet 
Revolution, it’s the rest of Canada that might learn the most from this anniversary." ._R__~__a__d_. 

Canada-U.S. 
Canadian Foreign Policy: Time for a Revolution? 
Columnist Jeffrey Simpson of The Globe and Mail explores the Canada=U.S. relationship within a rapidly 

changing global order. Writing in Queen’s Quarterly (and republished by the Canadian International 
Council), Simpson argues that Canadians need to re-engage, or engage, as never before with countries and 
economies beyond the United States, without ever losing sight of the fact that our most important relationship 
will remain with our neighbours. Read 

Canada=U.S. Relations: Neglect Pays No Dividends 
Writing in The Hill Times, former Canadian Ambassador to the U.S. Derek Burney argues that while 
Canada’s relations with the Obama administration started with a flourish, they seem to have plateaued ever 
since. There was certainly scope and receptivity in Canada for a bold, new partnership with the U.S. And yet, 
neither government has sought to exploit that opportunity.._R__~__a__d_. 

Defence and Foreiqn Affairs 
Security in Canada’s North: Looking Beyond Arctic Sovereignty 
This report from the Conference Board of Canada examines three dimensions of security in the North-- 
Arctic security, Northern security, and community security--in order to provide a more comprehensive picture 
of the security challenges in Canada’s North. Read (access via gratis account) 

Refocusing Canadian Attention to Regional and Global Governance 
As new players, particularly from Asia, crowd for a spot in the emerging and existing institutions of regional 
and global governance, Canada’s position and status is in flux, according to a report from the Asia Pacific 
Foundation of Canada. While Canada boasts membership in some of the most exclusive clubs, recent 
failures point to the need to re-evaluate four key assumptions about Canada’s place in the world. Read 

A Spotlight on Canada’s Place in the Americas 
The Canadian Foundation for the Americas has released their monthly online newsletter, FOCALPoint, a 
collection of essays and reports providing a spotlight on Canada’s place in the Americas. This issue includes 
a look at seasonal agricultural workers in Quebec, an analysis of Canadian competitiveness in the Western 
hemisphere, a forecast of Canada-Califmnia relations and more.._R_&a___d_. 



Public Policy 
Canada’s Founding Ideas: Confederation and Individual Liberty 
The Macdonald-Laurier Institute recently released the first of a series of papers on Canada’s Founding 

Ideas. "Confederation and Individual Liberty", by acclaimed Canadian scholar Janet Azjenstat, celebrates the 
founding of Canada and those Founders who played key roles intellectually and in their actions. Read 

Study Shows Taxpayer Exposure to $65 Billion "Bubble" in Ottawa’s Employee Pension Plans 
Fair-value accounting reveals Ottawa’s employee pension obligations to be larger and more volatile than 
official figures, according to a study released by the C.D. Howe Institute. This exposes taxpayers to an 
unmeasured $65 billion funding shortfall, says the study. Alexandre Laurin and William Robson evaluate the 
defined-benefit pension plans for federal employees using fair-value accounting principles, which value assets 
and liabilities using current market prices and interest rates. Read 

Nova Scotia: Time for a Reality Check? 
Nova Scotia has a lot going for it, but somehow doesn’t quite get it done, according to this guest commentary 
for the Atlantic Institute for Market Studies by businessman Don Mills= Mr. Mills takes a look at some of 
the province’s problems and possible solutions.. Read 

Study Shows Taxpayer Exposure to $65 Billion "Bubble" in Ottawa’s Employee Pension Plans 
Fair-value accounting reveals Ottawa’s employee pension obligations to be larger and more volatile than 
official figures, according to a study released by the C.D. Howe Institute. This exposes taxpayers to an 
unmeasured $65 billion funding shortfall, says the study. Authors Alexandre Laurin and William Robson 
evaluate the defined-benefit pension plans for federal employees using fair-value accounting principles, which 
value assets and liabilities using current market prices and interest rates. Read 

Economy 
Canada and Asia: Beyond the Last Spike 
Yuen Pau Woo, President of the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada, uses the 125th anniversary of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway’s Last Spike as an opportunity to reflect not only on the "national dream" of linking 
Canada from coast to coast, but also on the larger "international dream" of a combined rail and ocean 
transportation system linking Canada to Asia= Despite this historic connection, the relationship remains 
underdeveloped both economically and politically, Woo argues, making it "high time for Canada to rediscover 
its Pacific pedigree." Read 

News from Canadian U~iversities 
Canadian Universities Announce Over $4 Million investment in India-Specific initiatives 
Canadian universities recently announced funding for a series of India-specific initiatives valued at over $4 
million= These investments include new fellowship programs, new scholarships for Indian students, and 
institutional partnerships funds. This announcement was part of a recent Canadian university mission to India 
designed to forge mutually beneficial links between it and Canada. The visit was organized by the 
Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada and included 15 presidents from universities across 
Canada. Read 

UBC Hosts Industry Experts, Policy Makers on Key Forces Shaping Asia-Pacific Gateway 
Industry experts and key decision and policy makers, including China’s minister of transport and Alberta’s 
minister of international and intergovernmental relations, will explore catalysts that will improve Canada’s 
Asia-Pacific gateway and other transport corridors at an international conference this week hosted by the 
University of British Columbia’s Sauder School of Business.._R__~_a___d_. 

New Technology Allows Medical Workers to Better Assess Brain Injuries 
This week a Queen’s University neuroscientist launched a medical tool at the world’s largest neuroscience 
conference in San Diego. The KINARM Assessment Station will greatly improve the way healthcare workers 
assess patients suffering from brain injuries and disease. The new technology, invented by Stephen Scott, is 
the only objective tool for assessing brain function, and clinical researchers need this tool to develop better 
therapies for treating brain injury or disease.._R___e_a_d_ 

Dalhousie Scientists Discover Rain Turns Vast Expanses of Ocean Into Carbon Sinks 

Most scientists had seen the Western Equatorial Pacific Ocean as a source of CO2 emissions, but 

Dalhousie University Oceanography Researcher Professor Daniela Turk and her co-authors have just 
discovered something quite amazing: the rain here turns vast expanses of ocean into carbon sinks capable of 

absorbing CO2, a finding that could affect how we calculate greenhouse gas levels in all tropical waters. __R_9~Ld_. 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and 
universities. The articles in this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions 
expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the government of Canada. For comments or 
suggestions, please email us at 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vishnu Padayachee <Padayacheev2@ukzn.ac.za~ 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 12:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <euuice@emaJl.unc.edtr~; pbou@maJd.ngo.za 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~- 

Re: Dra~ proposal for the Summer 2012 Study Abroad Prograan 

Many thanks for this drait proposal. I will rely on Patrick to co-ordinate our eiTorts and keep me posted. 

vishnu. 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> 11/17/2010 5:16 PM >>> 

Dear Vishnu and Patrick, 

Attached is a preliminaly draft proposal of the envisioned surmner stud?’ abroad program at the Centre for Civil Socie~z. While I will be the instructor of record for both courses as is required 
by UNC, the ]NTS405 will be taught by Patrick and I plan to draw on the excellent expertise of colleagues at ~he School of Development on issues of hea~th etc fur ~he Al~i416 seminar The 

dral~ will be extended as the structure and other details of the program are worked through in the coming months 

Thanks for earlier dialogues on this proposed program and your openness to host 1~ NC students in the future. My colleague Rodney (hi and thanks [’or suggestions last week in the 

summer) and I will keep you posted as the program moves forward. 

Rodney: As I mentioned before, my colleagues Vishnu and Patrick are respectively, Head, School of Development Studies and currently Acting Director of Centre 12~r Civil Socie~’, and 
Patrick (who is currently on Sabbatical at Berkelev) is the Director, Centre of Civil Socie~" and Prol~ssor, School of Development Studies at UKZN 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Please find our Email I)isclaimer here: http:/iwww.ukzna ac.za/disclaimer/ 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Campbell, Made <m.cmnpbell@macmillamco.uk> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 7:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Invoice NB67953 

FNDWRR.PDF 

Dear Pmf SaNe 
Please find attached a copy of invoice NB67953, dated May 2010. 
The invoice r~lates to the preparation of index charge for the title ’~Norld Orders, Development and Transformation" and was issued for £285 pounds sterling. 
Unfortunately the invoice is still outstanding for payment and therefore I would appreciate if you could kindly arrange payment to settle this invoice, alternatively if payment has 
already been made then please provide full details and I will endeavour to trace this in our cash books. 
Kind regards 
Marie Campbell 
NBSL Controller 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone who is 

not the original inten@e@ recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 

please JnEorm the se[~der and delete iL from your mailbox or any eLher storage 

mechanism. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accept 

liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender’s own and not 

expressly ~’ade on behalf of Hacmiilan Publishers Limited or one of its agents. 

Please note thaL neither Macmillan Publishers Lhnited nor any of its agerR:s 
accept any responsibility for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 
its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-’~’ail and 
attachmenLs (if any). No contraots may be conoitK~ed on behalf of Macmillan 
Publishers Limited or iLs agents by means of e-mail communioat:ie[~. Macmillan 
Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with registered number 785998 
Registe<ed Office Brunel Road, Houndmills, Basingstoke RG21 6XS 



MACM IILI.&N INVOICE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
DEPT OF AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIE 
109 BTTLE HALL 
CHAPEL HILL 
NORTH CAROLINA 
275993395 
UNITED STATES 

Invoice Date: 
Invoice number: 
Payment Terms: 
Attention: 
Your reference: 

VAT No: 

Account No.: 

25-MAY-10 
NB67953 
IMMEDIATE 
EUNICE N SAHLE 

Macmillan Publishers Ltd 
Houndmills 

Basingstoke 
Hampshire 
RG21 6XS 

Tel: +44 (0) 1256 302640 
Fax: +44 (0) 1256 359141 

E-mail: nbsl@macmillan.co.uk 

Invoiced on behalf of: PALGRAVE MACMILLAN Vat no: GB 199 4406 21 
Registered office as above 

Our Reference: INDEX PREPARATION - PALGRAVE Registered no: 785998 England 
MACMILLAN 

PREPARATION OF INDEX FOR AUTHOR/TITLE: SAHIE - 
WORLD ORDERS, DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFORMATION - 1 285.00 285.00 0% 0.00 285.00 
ISBN 9780230221079 

GBP 

0.00 [ 285.00] 

TAX SUMMARY 

Out of scope S 285.00    0% 0.00 0.00 
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COLONIALITY IN AFRICA AND FRAMING 
DECOLONIALITY IN THE 21sT CENTURY 



~-~ What are some of the ways in which structures of"coloniality of 
power" (Quijano, 2007) that emerged in the age of formal 
imperial rule have been reproduced in the 50 years of 
independences in Africa? 

~~ What have been some of the effects of these structures of 

"coloniality of power"? 
~-~ How do we frame resistance strategies specifically reparations 

as decolonial strategy in the current conjuncture? 



A: 50 years of African independences and 
modes of coloniality of power 

B: Coloniality of power in Africa and 
framing decolonity specifically 
reparations through a justice- 
framework. 



Modes of coloniality of power 

1. Economic 

2, Geopolitical 

3. Knowledge apparatus 
*Focus on 1 and 2 with a specific focus on 

developments in the late 20~h Century to 
the current conjuncture. 



Colonialib! of power 

The colonial structure of power remains "the 
framework within which operate" the 
modalities world politico-economic system. 
into which the colonized populations were 
categorized in the formative process of that 
world power, from the conquest of America 
and onward, (2007: 168-169) 



Coloniality of power in late 20~ Century 
and early 21 s~ Century. 

:~o~-~-1      . Economic sphere 
~ 2. Knowledge apparatus: representation 



Promotion of practices "accumulation by dispossession" (David 
Harvey, 2005) 

~ Privatization and commodification of agriculture 

~ Restructuring of property regimes 

~:~:~ Deepening extraction of natural resources 

~:~ Marketization of the social sector 

~ Rise of private authority (Susan Strange, 1996 and 1998) 
especially in the financial sector 

~:~:~ Overall on the economy arena - deepening structural 
dependency 



Reproduction of social and political power 

Violence and disruption of embedded social 
relations 

Reconfiguration of gender power relations 

Environmental stress 

Food insecurity 



Coloniality 
apparatus 

of power: knowledge 



The works of feminist scholars such as those affiliated 
with the Tanzania Gender Networking Programme 
(TGNP), and those of others such as Quijano, 
Gramsci, Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Stuart Hall, James 
Ferguson, and others remind us of centrality of ideas 
as representation systems, in the making and 
evolution of politico-economic processes, 



Coloniality representation system in the 50 
years of African independences: 
~ Development discourses 



Securitization of development in Africa. 
Linking of security and development 

Markers of Africa’s underdevelopment- 
poverty, socio-cultural practices- are 
existential threats to national, regional 
and global security. 



From a securitization of development 
perspective Africa is "the king" of 
ungoverned spaces and hence a major 
security threat. 



Coloniality in Africa and framing 
decoloniality specifically reparations 
through a justice framework. 



Coloniality and decoloniality 

Coloniality in Africa 
"double-movement" (2001) 



Social movements- contesting human 
insecurities generated by neo-liberal 
development ideas and practices. 

Reparation movements 



Forms of reparations 

Material 

Apologies 



Framing reparations: A critical 
cosmopolitan justice approach 



critical justice approach 

Entry points: 

1. Injustices emerging out a shared shared history 
(Thomas Pogge, 2008). 

2. Critical cosmopolitan justice 
~ Justice 

~ Duties 

~:~:~ Reparation as justice: Agents 



1. Injustices emerging out a shared 
shared history (Thomas Pogge, 2008). 

Colonial violence and social dislocations 
~:~ Frantz Fanon 

~,~:~ Micere G, Mugo 
~ Mahmood Mamdani 



"To my mind the Embu haven’t 
been sufficiently hammered." 

"With the 

bible and the 

Gatlin 

gun... 



Dispossession of economic opportunities 

- Commodification of Land 
- Extraction of resources (enclave economies- mining 

enclaves, plantations 



Critical cosmopolitan justice and reparations 
Justice 

Duties 

Reparation as justice: Agents 



Foreign aid as a feature of cooperation 
in the 50 years of African 
independences 
~ Framed as a practice of virtue 

Building on Wettstein 
~ Virtue vs Justice 



~ 3. Reparations as justice: Agents 



Primary agents 

~ Capabilities to regulate other agents 

~:~ Power to control outcomes 

o’~ States 

Institutions of global governance 

Structural power (Wettstein) 



Secondary agents ( Wettstein, Pogge, Kuper and 
Tully) 

~:~ Citizens and civil society 

~:~ *African voices: articulating effects of modes of 
coloniality of power historically and in the 
contemporary era. 

¯ Amartya Sen, 2005 - Open vs. closed impartiality. 



~ Frantz Fanon: 

A new humanism through fulfillment of 
"obligations to justice" by primary and 
secondary agents of justice. 
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COLONIALITY IN AFRICA AND FRAMING DECOLONIALITY iN THE 21sT CENTURY 

Eunice N. Sahle 

Many thanks to AfricAvenir especially Judith for inviting me to Berlin to part of the ongoing dialogue 

and related workshop titled "50 years of African Independencies - 50 Years of Resistance to 

development cooperation? 

My comments tonight attempts to offer preliminary responses to three questions: 

1) What are some of the ways in which modes of "coloniality of power" (Quijano, 2007) that 

emerged in the age of formal imperial rule have been reproduced in the 50 years of 

independences in Africa? 

2) What have been some of the effects of these modes of "coloniality of power"? 

3) How do we frame resistance strategies specifically reparation sas a strategy of decoloniality in 

the current conjuncture? 

PRESENTATION NOTES: 

(Slide #): Coloniality of power (defining) 

As Quijano argues, ..." If we observe the main lines of exploitation and 

social domination on a global scale, the main lines of world power 

today, and the distribution of resources and work among the world 

population, it is very clear that the large majority of the exploited, the 

dominated, the discriminated against, are precisely the members of the 

’races’, ’ethnies’, or ’nations’ into which the colonized populations were 

categorized in the formative process of that world power" (2007: 168- 

169,) 

To be sure modes of coloniality are not transhistorical. They are reconfigured 

depending on ideological, economic, political developments and so forth in a 

given moment and thus take different forms. 



(Slide #) 

For Harvey, accumulation by dispossession entails, 

"commodification and privatization of land and the forceful expulsion of peasant populations; the 

conversion of various forms of property rights (common, collective, state, etc.) into exclusive private 

property rights; the suppression of rights to the commons; the commodification of labour power and 

the suppression of alternative (indigenous) forms of production and consumption; colonial, neo-colonial, 

and imperial processes of appropriation of assets (including natural resources; the monetization of 

exchange and taxation, particularly of land; the slave trade; and usury, the national debt, and ultimately 

the credit system as radical means of primitive accumulation" (David Harvey, 2005: 145). 

Of course, practices of "accumulation by dispossession" are not new in Africa. During the era of formal 

colonialism, practices of accumulation included but were not limited to commodification of agriculture, 

and natural resources. 

(Slide #) - Coloniality and economic processes 

Extraction of natural resources 

o Underlying theory of comparative advantage. 

(Slide #) 

1. Privatization 

Reproduction of social and political power 

Example Malawi 

2. Deepening commodification of agriculture. 

~’~ Removal of subsidies in an unequal global trading system. 

3. Reconfiguration of property regimes 
~ Kenya-land-based conflict 

~ Violence and disruption of embedded social relations 

4. Marketization of the social sector and agricultural (neoliberal rationalization of the social sector 

and agriculture - removal of subsidies) 
~ Reconfiguration of gender power relations 

social sector and agricultural through removal of subsidies) 



Extraction of natural resources and emphasis on cash crop production. 

~ Environment stress (timber, "Moi tea Zones" - Kenya) 

~’~ Food insecurity 

6. Rise of private authority (Susan Strange, 1996 and 1998) especially in the financial sector 

~ Instability in economic planning. 

7. Overall in the economic arena, current modes of coloniality have resulted in the deepening 

structural dependency 

~ Dependency at two levels. 

(Slide #) 

For Stuart Hall, "Language ideas]...operates as a representationalsystem. [Thus,}-Language is one of 

the ’media’ through which thoughts, ideas and feelings are represented in a culture. Representation 

through language.., stand for or represent our concepts, ideas and feelings in such a way as to enable 

others to ’read’, decode or interpret their meaning in roughly the same way that we do. - 

Representation [then] is conceived as entering into the very constitution of" political, cultural and 

economic processes in a given conjuncture. 

(Slide #) 

In the 50 years of African independences a core manner in which coloniality of power has been 

reproduced is through hegemonic development discourses. Overall, these discourses have facilitated the 

production of neo-Hegelian representation system of the Africa continent. 

(Slide #) Effects: 

In the main, the securitization of development has facilitated the reproduction of what Ngugi wa 

Thiong’o and I (2004) have elsewhere termed as the notion of ’Africa as the land of childhood’ 

and a region "outside" human and world historical developments. At any rate, the classification 

of Africans in racist and derogatory terms is not ne~v. Essentially and as Achille Mbembe argues 

’Africa as an idea, a concept, has historically served, and continues to serve, as a polemical 

argument for the West’s desperate desire to assert its difference from the rest of the world. In 

several respects, Africa still constitutes one of the metaphors through which the West represents 

the origin of its own norms, develops a self-image, and integrates this image into the set of 



signifiers asserting what it supposes to be its identity’ (2001: 2). In the contemporary era of neo- 

liberal and securitizing logics, the Hegelian representation of African societies is now the core 

frame of dominate states in the world system and leading sites of the international development 

knowledge production apparatus such as the World Bank represent the political and economic 

processes in Africa. For example, Tony Blair, former Prime Minister of Britain, contends that 

Africa is the ’the scar on the conscience &the world’ (20011). Blair, of course, does not see the 

need to explain the historical and contemporary developments that have generated this morally 

troublesome situation. Blair contends that the only thing that the West, can do is to ’help Africa’ 

so as to contain the rise of anger-infused eruptions in the continent (ibid.). The assumption 

underlying Blair’s and those of others promoting similar ahistorical arguments, such as Jeffrey 

Sachs (2005), is that it is a natural condition, generated by Africa’s unfavourable geographical 

conditions and corruptions among other internal social conditions, and that the dominant actors 

in the global system have had nothing to do with the evolution of the current situation in the 

Africa continent~ 

In terms of effects, first, the contemporary neo-Hegelian representational system of Africa enables and 

legitimizes securitization projects in the continent by de-historicizing and de-politicizing the latter’s 

historical trajectory in the emergence of the world system. To begin with, a dialectic of power erases the 

political-cultural-economic legacies of imperialism and the modes of coloniality of power in the 50 years 

of African independences. The role of the colonial legacy, and the social dislocations generated by 

geopolitics of the Cold War, and by over three decades of the neo-liberal development project are not 

only ignored by securitizing agents but replaced by a colonial mythology: that the much sited un- 

governable nature of the continent, underdevelopment and poverty are results of internal dynamics 

stemming from the failure of African social formations to emulate the natural-linear development 

trajectory followed by the civilized and developed North. This selective memory is a politically useful 

form of historical amnesia; and embodies what Adam Hothschild (1999) has called ’Great Forgetting’, 

which cleanses and naturalizes Europe’s and other colonizing powers’ practices of human insecurity and 

their legacies in Africa and elsewhere. In his discussion of Belgium’s Great Forgetting of its brutal legacy 

in the Congo, Hothschild states ’the world we live in--its divisions and conflicts, its widening gap 

between rich and poor, its seemingly inexplicable outbursts of violence--is shaped far less by what we 

celebrate and mythologize than by the painful events we try to forget. Leopold’s Congo is but one of 

those silences of history’ (ibid.: 294). 

Thus, any decolonial strategy needs to have as its starting point an acknowledgement of the fact that as 

Walter Mignolo (2000) has argued capitalist modernity is dialectically linked to coloniality of 

power in the global South. For him, [for capitalist] modernity, "carries on its 

shoulders the heavy weight and responsibility of coloniality (ibid:37). 



A second effect is the militaritization of the continent 

Resistance: 

(Slide # ): Coloniality and decoloniality 

Coloniality in Africa has been a "double-movement" ( Karl Polanyi, 2001). 

African’s have in the various conjunctures of coloniality of power being it in the 

era of formal imperialism or the contemporary moment of "new imperialism" 

responded to modes of coloniality with resistance. Of course resistance has taken 

different forms in different historical moments and in situated social geographies. 

In Kenya of the 1950s, colonized social forces responded to colonial inhumanity 

with armed struggle as they did in South Africa for many decades until the 

dismantling of a racist state form in 1994. 

In the contemporary, decoloniality strategies are manifesting themselves in the 

following ways: 

-Rise of new social movements challenging neoliberalism and strategies of new 

imperialism 

- Movements for reparations 

- South Africa 

-Kenya - veterans of the Land Freedom Army (termed as the "Mau Mau 

rebels by the settler-dominated British rued Kenya. colonial govern 



(Slide #: ) 

Thomas Pogge, World Poverty and Human Rights (2nd edition), (Cambridge, UK, Malden, MA USA: Polity 

Press, 2008). 

For Pogge, the world shares "a common and violent history" in which "the social starting 

positions of the worse-off and the better-off have emerged from a single historical process that 

was pervaded by massive, grievous wrongs." 

(Slide # ) Reparations as Justice 

Virtue vs. Justice 

(Slide # ) Reparations: Agents of justice 

Primary agents 

As Onora O’Neill argues, those we have expansive capabilities to regulate other agents should be 

considered as agents of justice. From O’Neill’s perspective, states are primary agents of justice. In the 

context of reparations, former colonial states should be considered as agents of justice given their 

exploitation of African resources, violence, and other injustices whose legacies continue to mark political 

and economic processes in the continent. 

Further, those states in the world order and institutions of global governance which because of their 

structural, ideological and political have set the parameters which politico-economic process occur in 

African countries of the continent’s independences should also be considered primary agents of justice 

in the struggle for reparations. 

For O’Neil and secondary agents are subordinate to primary agents. Nonetheless, as a range of scholars 

such as Florian Wettstein (2009), Thomas Pogge, Andrew Kuper, the seminal moral and public 

philosopher James Tully have suggested, in the context of a globalizing world and from a critical 

cosmopolitan framework, secondary agents can become principally important in mobilizing for justice. 

*African voices: 



Incorporation of African voices in the struggles for justice through reparation would contain the 

omissions and insentivities that emerge if justice is determined through a process of closed impartiality 

in which justice is determined solely by perspectives with a closed group within a nation-state. Involved 

of African would entail a turn to open impartiality whereby justice other voices are included which 

would inherently be based on a more cosmopolitan ethic. 

History has told us that struggles for justice are not easy and they have to framed and reframe and 

engaged time and time again. While these struggles will not take to ’the end of history’ as far struggles 

of justice are concerned they are extremely important if were to become fully human as the philosopher 

and Archbishop of Cantubury, Rowan Williams keeps invoking in his writings and public commentary. 

Overall, if Frantz Fanon’s dream of a new humanism that recognizes the socially construct Other as 

human is to be achieved even in a minimum way, we have to accept that "we have critical 

cosmopolitan" obligations to justice to Africans who in significant numbers have experienced extensive 

human insecurities generated by modes of coloniality of power in the making of what Walter Mignolo 

has termed as the "modern/colonial world system (2000). Thinking through reparations as strategy of 

justice to remedy these insecurities offers a path for all agents of justice to great an global environment 

for "human and ecological flourishing" in contemporary Africa. 

Thank you very much. 
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AAAS Working Group Atlantic Panel @ 5pm Today 

The Duke African and African American Studies Working Group invites you to our 
next meeting on Thursday, November 18, at 5 pm. Apologies for cross-posting. 

November?s meeting, ?Governance in the 19th-CentuD’ Atlantic," features: 

a fourth-year doctoral candidate in history at L~,-C-Chapel Hill, 

a sixth-year doctoral candidate in histoly at Princeton, will 
present her paper, "The Moral Politics of Cholera in Postemancipation Jamaica." 
This paper examines the British response to the 1850-51 cholera epidemic that 
killed over 30,000 people in fifteen months. It looks at discussions about 
preventing a recurrence of the disease, and the moral diagnoses and 
prescriptions inherent to them. Finally, this paper will explore how the 
epidemic provided a forum for rehashing the perceived failures of emancipation 
in light of the colony?s worsening economic fortunes. 

Location: 225 Friedl Building, East Campus, Duke University 
Map: 
http://map.duke.edu~,’?x 712.93&y 393.06&z 4&w 940&~600&new.x 465&new.y 302 

Refreshments will be served. 

For more information or to submit an abstract for possible presentation on a 
future program, please contact the AAAS Working Group co-conveners: Anne 
Phillips (anne.phillips@duke edu) and Cynthia Oreenlee-Donnell 
(cgreend@duke. edu). 
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COLONIALITY IN AFRICA AND FRAMING DECOLONIALITY iN THE 21sT CENTURY 

Eunice N. Sahle 

Many thanks to AfricAvenir especially Judith for inviting me to Berlin to part of the ongoing dialogue 

and related workshop titled "50 years of African Independencies - 50 Years of Resistance to 

development cooperation? 

My comments tonight attempts to offer preliminary responses to three questions: 

1) What are some of the ways in which modes of "coloniality of power" (Quijano, 2007) that 

emerged in the age of formal imperial rule have been reproduced in the 50 years of 

independences in Africa? 

2) What are the effects of these modes of "coloniality of power"? 

3) How do we frame resistance strategies specifically reparations as a decolonial strategy in the 

current conjuncture? 

(Slide #): Coloniality of power (defining) 

As Quijano argues, ..." If we observe the main lines of exploitation and 

social domination on a global scale, the main lines of world power 

today, and the distribution of resources and work among the world 

population, it is very clear that the large majority of the exploited, the 

dominated, the discriminated against, are precisely the members of the 

’races’, ’ethnies’, or ’nations’ into which the colonized populations were 

categorized in the formative process of that world power" (2007: 168- 

169,) 

To be sure modes of coloniality are not transhistorical. They are reconfigured 

depending on ideological, economic, political developments and so forth in a 

given moment and thus they take different forms. 



(Slide #) 

For Harvey, accumulation by dispossession entails, 

"commodification and privatization of land and the forceful expulsion of peasant populations; the 

conversion of various forms of property rights (common, collective, state, etc.) into exclusive private 

property rights; the suppression of rights to the commons; the commodification of labour power and 

the suppression of alternative (indigenous) forms of production and consumption; colonial, neo-colonial, 

and imperial processes of appropriation of assets (including natural resources; the monetization of 

exchange and taxation, particularly of land; the slave trade; and usury, the national debt, and ultimately 

the credit system as radical means of primitive accumulation" (David Harvey, 2005: 145). 

Of course, practices of "accumulation by dispossession" are not new in Africa. During the era of formal 

colonialism, practices of accumulation included but were not limited to commodification of agriculture, 

and natural resources. 

(Slide #) - Coloniality and economic processes 

Extraction of natural resources 

o Underlying theory of comparative advantage. 

(Slide #) 

1. Privatization 

Reproduction of social and political power 

Example Malawi 

2. Deepening commodification of agriculture. 

(’~ Removal of subsidies in an unequal global trading system. 

3. Reconfiguration of property regimes 

~) Kenya-land-based conflict 

~ Violence and disruption of embedded social relations 

4. Marketization of the social sector and agricultural (neoliberal rationalization of the social sector 

and agriculture - removal of subsidies) 

~) Reconfiguration of gender power relations 

social sector and agricultural through removal of subsidies) 

Extraction of natural resources and emphasis on cash crop production. 

~) Environment stress (timber, "Moi tea Zones" - Kenya) 

(’~ Food insecurity 



6. Rise of private authority (Susan Strange, 1996 and 1998) especially in the financial sector 

g’~ Instability in economic planning. 

7. Overall in the economic arena, current modes of coloniality have resulted in the deepening 

structural dependency 

~ Dependency at two levels. 

(Slide #) 

For Stuart Hall, "Language ideas]...operates as a representationalsystem. [Thus,}-Language is one of 

the ’media’ through which thoughts, ideas and feelings are represented in a culture. Representation 

through language.., stand for or represent our concepts, ideas and feelings in such a way as to enable 

others to ’read’, decode or interpret their meaning in roughly the same way that we do. - 

Representation [then] is conceived as entering into the very constitution of" political, cultural and 

economic processes in a given conjuncture. 

(Slide #) 

In the 50 years of African independences a core manner in which coloniality of power has been 

reproduced is through hegemonic development discourses. Overall, these discourses have facilitated the 

production of neo-Hegelian representation system of the Africa continent. 

(Slide #) Effects: 

In the main, the securitization of development has facilitated the reproduction of what Ngugi wa 

Thiong’o and I (2004) have elsewhere termed as the notion of ’Africa as the land of childhood’ 

and a region "outside" human and world historical developments. At any rate, the classification 

of Africans in racist and derogatory terms is not new. Essentially and as Achille Mbembe argues 

’Africa as an idea, a concept, has historically served, and continues to serve, as a polemical 

argument for the West’s desperate desire to assert its difference from the rest of the world. In 

several respects, Africa still constitutes one of the metaphors through which the West represents 

the origin of its own norms, develops a self-image, and integrates this image into the set of 

signifiers asserting what it supposes to be its identity’ (2001: 2). In the contemporary era of neo- 

liberal and securitizing logics, the Hegelian representation of African societies is now the core 



frame of dominate states in the world system and leading sites of the international development 

knowledge production apparatus such as the World Bank represent the political and economic 

processes in Africa. For example, Tony Blair, former Prime Minister of Britain, contends that 

Africa is the ’the scar on the conscience of the world’ (2001). Blair, of course, does not see the 

need to explain the historical and contemporary developments that have generated this morally 

troublesome situation. Blair contends that the only thing that the West, can do is to ’help Africa’ 

so as to contain the rise of anger-infused eruptions in the continent (ibid.). The assumption 

underlying Blair’s and those of others promoting similar ahistorical arguments, such as Jeffrey 

Sachs (2005), is that it is a natural condition, generated by Africa’s unfavourable geographical 

conditions and corruptions among other internal social conditions, and that the dominant actors 

in the global system have had nothing to do with the evolution of the current situation in the 

Africa continent. 

In terms of effects, first, the contemporary neo-Hegelian representational system of Africa enables and 

legitimizes securitization projects in the continent by de-historicizing and de-politicizing the latter’s 

historical trajectory in the emergence of the world system. To begin with, a dialectic of power erases the 

political-cultural-economic legacies of imperialism and the modes of coloniality of power in the 50 years 

of African independences. The role of the colonial legacy, and the social dislocations generated by 

geopolitics of the Cold War, and by over three decades of the neo-liberal development project are not 

only ignored by securitizing agents but replaced by a colonial mythology: that the much sited un- 

governable nature of the continent, underdevelopment and poverty are results of internal dynamics 

stemming from the failure of African social formations to emulate the natural-linear development 

trajectory followed by the civilized and developed North. This selective memory is a politically useful 

form of historical amnesia; and embodies what Adam Hothschild (1999) has called ’Great Forgetting’, 

which cleanses and naturalizes Europe’s and other colonizing powers’ practices of human insecurity and 

their legacies in Africa and elsewhere. In his discussion of Belgium’s Great Forgetting of its brutal legacy 

in the Congo, Hothschild states ’the world we live in--its divisions and conflicts, its widening gap 

between rich and poor, its seemingly inexplicable outbursts of violence--is shaped far less by what we 

celebrate and mythologize than by the painful events we try to forget. Leopold’s Congo is but one of 

those silences of history’ (ibid.: 294). 

Thus, any decolonial strategy needs to have as its starting point an acknowledgement of the fact that as 

Walter Mignolo (2000) has argued capitalist modernity is dialectically linked to coloniality of 

power in the global South. For him, [for capitalist] modernity, "carries on its 

shoulders the heavy weight and responsibility of coloniality (ibid:37). 

A second effect is the militaritization of the continent 



Resistance: 

(Slide # ): Coloniality and decoloniality 

Coloniality in Africa has been a "double-movement" ( Karl Polanyi, 200:1). 

African’s have in the various conjunctures of coloniality of power being it in the 

era of formal imperialism or the contemporary moment of "new imperialism" 

responded to modes of coloniality with resistance. Of course resistance has taken 

different forms in different historical moments and in situated social geographies. 

In Kenya of the :1950s, colonized social forces responded to colonial inhumanity 

with armed struggle as they did in South Africa for many decades until the 

dismantling of a racist state form in :1994. 

In the contemporary, decoloniality strategies are manifesting themselves in the 

following ways: 

-Rise of new social movements challenging neoliberalism and strategies of new 

imperialism 

- Movements for reparations 

- South Africa 

-Kenya - veterans of the Land Freedom Army (termed as the "Mau Mau 

rebels by the settler-dominated British rued Kenya. colonial govern 



(Slide #: ) 

Thomas Pogge, World Poverty and Human Rights (2nd edition), (Cambridge, UK, Malden, MA USA: Polity 

Press, 2008). 

For Pogge, the world shares "a common and violent history" in which "the social starting 

positions of the worse-off and the better-off have emerged from a single historical process that 

was pervaded by massive, grievous wrongs." 

(Slide # ) Reparations as Justice 

Virtue vs. Justice 

(Slide # ) Reparations: Agents of justice 

Primary agents 

As Onora O’Neill argues, those we have expansive capabilities to regulate other agents should be 

considered as agents of justice. From O’Neill’s perspective, states are primary agents of justice. In the 

context of reparations, former colonial states should be considered as agents of justice given their 

exploitation of African resources, violence, and other injustices whose legacies continue to mark political 

and economic processes in the continent. 

Further, those states in the world order and institutions of global governance which because of their 

structural, ideological and political have set the parameters which politico-economic process occur in 

African countries of the continent’s independences should also be considered primary agents of justice 

in the struggle for reparations. 

For O’Neil and secondary agents are subordinate to primary agents. Nonetheless, as a range of scholars 

such as Florian Wettstein (2009), Thomas Pogge, Andrew Kuper, the seminal moral and public 

philosopher James Tully have suggested, in the context of a globalizing world and from a critical 

cosmopolitan framework, secondary agents can become principally important in mobilizing for justice. 



*African voices: 

Incorporation of African voices in the struggles for justice through reparation would contain the 

omissions and insentivities that emerge if justice is determined through a process of closed impartiality 

in which justice is determined solely by perspectives with a closed group within a nation-state. Involved 

of African would entail a turn to open impartiality whereby justice other voices are included which 

would inherently be based on a more cosmopolitan ethic. 

Concluding note: 

History has taught us that struggles for justice are not easy. They difficult, contentious and involve the 

framing and reframing of the issues that agents of justice deem as historical and contemporary 

injustices. While these struggles will not led us to ’the end of history’ as far struggles of justices are 

concerned, they are extremely important if were to become fully human as the philosopher and 

Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Rowan Williams keeps invoking in his writings and public commentary. 

Overall, if Frantz Fanon’s dream of the urgent need for the emergence of a new humanism that 

recognizes the socially construct Other as human is to be achieved, we have to accept that we have 

critical cosmopolitan "obligations to justice" (Wettstein, 2009) to Africans who in significant numbers 

have experienced extensive human insecurities generated by modes of coloniality of power in the 

making of what Walter Mignolo has termed as the "modern/colonial world system (2000). Thinking 

through reparations as a strategy of justice to remedy these insecurities offers a political opportunity 

structures () for all agents of justice to push for the creation of a global environment that enables the 

human and ecological security for all in contemporary Africa and for the rise of a new emanciparory 

humanism as envisioned by Fanon. 

Thank you very much. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 10:24 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] Who do I talk to about .... 

Dear All, 

I am very happy to say that after a few months of adjustment our staff seems to be reconfigured and running smoothly (mostly!). From now on, please direct your 

questions and requests to the appropriate person, a brief overview of who is doing what is below. If you are not sure to ask, please start with Travis. Thank you to 

all of you for bearing through this transition. 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Phone: (919) 962-2788 

Email: abuell@email.unc~edu 

Hours: TTh, 1:30-4:30pm, and by appointment 

Serves as Human Resources Facilitator, coordinating hiring, and preparing all personnel and payroll transactions for staff, students, and faculty. Assists faculty and 

students with the preparation and submission of contract & grants proposals, and serves as Grants Manager for the department. Supervises administrative staff. 

Oversees overall departmental administration, budget, and major projects. 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Phone: (919) 966-5496 

Email: _s__t_~_o___r__e____@____e___m____a_j J_:_y__n__c_:__e___d__y. 

Hours: M-F, 9am -6pm (at lunch from 12-1pm) 

Advises students about degree requirements, course enrollment, and grading issues. Schedules courses and coordinates room reservations. Answers main 

telephone line and routes requests for information to appropriate person. Maintains the website (beginning in January) and coordinates other departmental 

communications. Assists faculty with day-to-day administrative requests, supervises student employees, and acts as Facilities Coordinator. 

Haeran Miller 

Accounting Technician 

Phone: (919) 962-4854 

Emaih hrmiller@email.unc.edu 

Hours: WF, 11:30am - 3:30pm 

Prepares all check requests, travel reimbursements and purchasing transactions for staff, students, and faculty. Makes accounting adjustments as needed. Tracks 

transactions and generates monthly reports for all contract, grant, state, trust and overhead accounts. Assists Grants Manager with budgeting for grant proposals. 

Advises faculty on University accounting procedures related to travel and purchasing. Coordinates the accounting side of events and guest speakers. 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africma & .ad’ro-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afiiafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8149253 

(It may be necessa~ to cul m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-28149253-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Haslam <phaslam@uottawa.ca> 

Thursday, November 1 K 2010 11:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: tbrget to mention... 

Hi Eumce, 
Yes, the book has been off to the publishers ibr around a month now They are not very flexible with deadlines. Kyou plan to make any changes, please think about them, as the turn around 
when ;ve get the volume back from external review in December ;vill have to be rapid. But as I mentioned before, if you can<t do anything we will just run the chapter ;vithout changes - 
althoughit would be nice to have some updated literature in the recommended readings section. 

But more importantly, I am pleased to hear that you are i?eling better and stronger - though should’t you just take a break from traveling ? Yes, Marie-Josee is one of the very limited nunJber 
of "latin americanists" at U ofO - though she is mostly an IR/social movements ~zpe, rather than an area specialist. Works on Mexico, now working on Brazil - as you probably know from 
talking to her So that’s good that she’s taking advantage of her time there to net;vork 

Nadine ;vas down here 2 weeks ago - so that was really nice to see her and hang out Helped her net;vork with government types a bit related to her current area of ;vork Would be nice to 
have her back in town 

Best Paul 

Paul Haslam 
Associate Prol~ssor / Professeur agr4g4 

School of h~temational Development and Global Studies/I~cole de d4veloppement intematiunal et mondialisation 
University of Ottawa/Universit4 d’Ottawa 
Pavilion Tabaret Hall, 332 
75 me Laurier St. E 
O ttawa ON K 1N 6N5 
TelfF4I. (613) 562-5800 ext./poste 4169 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailtu:eunice(fr!emaiLunc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 11:21 AM 

To: Paul Haslam 

Subject: forget tu mention.. 

that I had lunch with one of your colleagues Marie-Jusee who works un themes uf trade and sucial movements in Latin America. Arturo Escubar introduced us and her wurk is very 
interesting. She is currently a visiting school at UNC 

Cheers, 

Eunice 

Frum: Pau[ tIaslam [phaslam@uuttawa ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nuvember 16, 2010 1:39 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: FW: Appel de prupositiuns de communication / Call fur Papers. 

Hi Eunice, 
Hope all is well at your end. I saw this call for papers by some Africanists that I know at the universi~. It seems to be up your alley, perhaps you would be interested... 

Paul 

Paul Haslam 
Associate Professor / Profcsseur agr4g4 

School of International Development and Global Studies/I~cole de ddveloppement international et mondialisation 

Universi~ of Ottawa/Universit4 d’Ottawa 
Pavillon Tabarct Hall, 332 
75 rue Laurier St. E 
Ottawa ONK1N 6N5 
TeliT4I. (613) 562-5800 ext./poste 4169 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: CASID - Canadian Association for the Study of International Development [mailto:C’ASID(&LISTS.*ICGILL.CA] On Behalf Of fniyo033@UOTTAWA.CA 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 10:57 AM 

To: CASII)@LISTS.MCGILL. CA 
Subject: Appel de propositions de cormnunication / Call for Papers. 

Call for Papers: ’The History of State Po~ver and the Power of State 
Histories’ Workshop 9-10 May, 2011, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada, 

Please circulate widely. 

Une version en frangais suit ci-dessous. 

The African Studies and Research Laboratory, Universi~ of 
Ottawa,invitespaper proposals for a day and a half workshop on ’The 
History of State Power and the Power of State Histories’, to be held in 
May 2011 Studies of the state have long figured in African studies 
scholarship, even if at times eclipsed by other concerns such as 
resistance, social forces or structures. 

More recently, the state has re-emerged ;vith research ibcused on fragile 
states, fictional states, predatory states, states-in-society, states as 



development parmers or state ownership, to name a few. At the heart of 
many of these perspectives we find questions of state power: how it is 
exercised; how it changes; what constitute challenges to state power; and 
what constitute state power successes. Representations of the state have 
their role to play in how a state defines itself~ its origins and 
evolution, as wel[ as its power-what comes to count as state history; who 
writes state history and who challenges it; what are state history’s roles 
and impacts? 

Our ~vorkshop centers on state power in Africa, its exercise and 
representations, as well as the intercotmections between the po~ver of 
states and state histories. We are interested in contributions that 
examine how the state and state actors constitute and exercise power, in 
work concerned with representations of the state, as well as in papers 
looking at the links between state po~ver and state histories. Single or 
comparative case studies are welcome. The Laboratory-as an 
interdisciplinary forum-invites contributions from all disciplinary 
perspectives. 

The workshop will be bilingual (English-French); proposals and papers 
may- be delivered in either language. Inquiries may be made to the 
organizers: Marie-Eve Desrosiers (mdesros3@uOttawa.ca) and Eric Allina 
(eallinap@uottawa.ca) 

Those interested should send an abstract (maximum 500 words) outlining 
their proposed contribution, along with full contact and affiliation 
details, to Fernand Niyokindi (fniyo033@uottawa.ca). The workshop is 
opened to Canadian and international palticipants. Please note that the 
Laboratory has limited funds to help defray some costs associated with 
participation. 

The deadline for submitting proposals is 20 December 2010. 

Appel de propositions de communication: Atelier <~ L’histoire du pouvoir 
de l’I~tat et le pouvoir de l’histoire de l’~tat ~> 9-10 mai, 2011, 

Universit~ d’Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada. 

Veuillez diffuser largement. 

Le Laboratoire d’~tudes et de recherches sur l’Afrique de l’Universit~ 
d’Ottawa lance un appel de propositions de communication pour un atelier 
d’une journ~e et demie sur le th~me de "L’histoire du pouvoir de l’~tat 
et le pouvoir de l’histoire de l’I~tat’’. Cet atelier se tiendra au mois de 
mai 2011. L’I~tat est depuis longtemps un sujet important des ~tudes 

africaines, m~me si ~ un certain moment, il a ~t~ ~clips~ par d’autres 
preoccupations telles que la r~sistance, ou encore les forces ou 
structures sociales. 

Tr~s r~cemment, les ~tudes sur l’~,tat sont revenues en force avec de 
nouveaux agendas de recherche ax~s sur les ~,tats fragiles, les 
~,tats-~ction, les ~,tats pr4dateurs, les I~tats-en-soci4t4, les ~,tats 

comme partenaires de d4veloppement ou l’appropriation de processus de 
transformation par l’~tat, pour n’en nommer que quelques- uns. Au cour 

de bon nombre de ces perspectives, nous trouvons des questions li4es au 
pouvoir de l’I~tat : la fa¢on dont il est exerc4, comment il change, les 
d4fis du pouvoir de l’]~tat et ses succ4s. La fa¢on dont un ]~tat est 
repr4sent4 a son r61e ~ jouer dans la mani4re dont l’]~tat se d4finit, 
son origine, son 4volution ainsi que sa force. Qu’est ce qui compte comme 
l’histoire de l’~tat? Qui ~crit l’his~oire de l’~tat? Qui d~fie 
[’histoire de l’~2tat? Queis sont les r~;les et les impacts de l’histoire de 
l’~4tat? 

Le th4me de notre atelier est cemr4 sur le pouvoir de l’}’~;tat en 

Afrique, son exercice, ses repr4sentations, ainsi que les intercormexions 
entre la pouvoir de l’~4tat et l’histoire des t".tats Nous sowanes int4ress4s 
par des contributions qui examinent comment l’gtat et les acteurs de 
l’~4tat 
constituent et exercent le pouw~ir, des contributions portant sur les 
repr4semations de l’~4tat et des communication se penchant sur les liens 
entre [e pouw~ir de l’gtat et l’histoire de I’ll;tat. Des 4tudes de cas 

slmples ou comparatives seront accept4es. Le laboratoire, ~ titre de 
forum interdisciplinaire, invite les contributions 4manant de toutes les 
perspectives discipiinaires. L’ateiier sera bilingue (fran~ais-anglais); 
[es propositions et les communications pourront 4tre pr4sent4es dans l’une 
ou l’autre de ces langues. Pour route question, nous vous invitons ~ 
comacter les organisateurs Marie-Eve Desrosiers (mdesros3@uOttawa.ca) et 
]~;ric Ailina (eallinap@uottawa.ca). 

Les int4ress4s pourront envoyer un r4sum4 (maximum 500 mots) de [eur 
projet de contribution accompagn4 de coordonn4es compl4tes et d4tails 
relatifs ~ Femand N~yokindi ~fniyo033@uottawa ca)L’atelier est 
ouvert au× participants canadiens et internationaux. Veuillez noter que le 
laboratoire dispose de fonds limit4s pour aider ~ ddfrayer certains 
frais des participants. 

La date limite de soumission de propositions est le 20 d4cembre 2010 



To unsubscribe frora this list, send email to listsel~’@lists.mcgill.ca in the message bo@ ~’pe SIGNOFF CASID 

Membership questions? Check http://www.casid-acedi.ca or casid@nsi-ins.ca 

Any other questions, let us know! casid-request@lists.mcgill.ca 

CASID archives: http://list2.mcgill.ca/archivesicasid.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor~;pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 1:29 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 505: Exploiting H~Jti’s disaster/Attacks on press fieedom 

PAMBAZUKA NEYVS 505: EXPLOITING HAITI’S DISASTER / ATTACKS ON PRESS FREEDOM 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTEix,’TS: 1. Almouncements, 2. Features, 3. Conmlent & analysis, 4. 
Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Obituaries, 6. Books & arts, 7 Highlights 
French edition, 8. Highlights Portuguese edition, 9 Cartoons 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\?’,/ /\?,~/\/ /’,/,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
1 Announcements 
JOURNALIST STUDY TOUR TO INDIA 2011 : FAt IAMU EMERGING POWERS IN AFRICA PROGRAMME 
Call for applications 

The Fahamu Emerging Powers in Africa Programme is pleased to announce 
a call for applications [’or its Journalist Study Tour to India. Four 
successful applicants will be chosen to participate in a six day study 
tour African media professionals in print, broadcast, radio and 
online fora throughout Africa are encouraged to apply [’or this 
tour African lecturers from journalism schools and media programmes 
on the continent may also apply. 
http ://wv, as,.pamba’zuka, or~/en/cate~ory/Announce/68704 

/\/\//VVV/VVI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/VVV/\/V\i/V’,/’,/ /I, 

2 Features 

HAITI 2010: EXPLOITING DISAS’I~;R 

Part II 

Peter Hallward 

’For the last twenty years, the most powerful political and economic 
interests in and around Haiti have waged a systematic campaign 
designed to stifle the popular movement and dcprive it of its 
principal weapons, reso~trces and leaders,’ writes Peter Hallward. 
JanualN’S earthquake ’triggered reactions that carried and that are 
still carrying such measures to entirely new- levels’. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/68863 

ETHIOPIA: PROFILES 1N JOL~dq.4LISTIC COURAGE 

Alemayehu G. Mariam 

While the Ethiopian regime uses its power to kecp citizens in 
darkness, a cadre of young journalists are displaying a courageous 
commitment to the troth. Alemayehu G. Mariam pays tribute. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categor,//features/68796 

GAGGING THE PRESS IS DANGEROUS FOR A Go\rERNMENT’ S HE.4LTH 

Cameron Duodu 

’The road to controlling the press, hoxvever attractive to rulers it 
may be, must be trodden with extreme wariness. For it is luxuriantly 
strewn with signposts that read: "Expect unintended consequences[’", 
writes Cameron Duodu. 

http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68879 

INSANXTY AND ROBOTISATION: M]LITARISATION Aix,~D US SOC]F, TY 
Horace Campbell 

On the strength of the ’psychological warfare and mind control’ 
inflicted on its citizens, US society’s increasing militarisation 
should be treated with acute concern, ;vrites Horace Campbell 

http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68824 

TANZANIA’ S FIRST FEMALE SPEAKER: CELEBRATLNG GENDER EQLTALITY? 

Salma Maoulidi 



Has Tanzania’s parliament elected Anna Makinda as its first female 

speaker because she’s the best person :[’or the job, or because it 

thinks she’s less likely to demand accountability than her 

predecessor, asks Salma Maoulidi 

http ://www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory/[’eatures/68866 

TANZANIA’S FOURTf I MULTIPARTY ELECTIONS: CHANGE OR rl][YE SAME? 
Richard Whitehead 

As Tanzania concludes its fourth multiparty elections, Richard 
Whitehead considers the victory- of the CCM (Chama Cha Mapinduzi) the 
long-time incumbent party and the changes in the country’s political 
composition revealed by the elections. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/el%,’category/features/6885 2 

THE REVOLUTION ~VILL NOTBE FUiNTDED 
The role of donors in the movement for social justice in Africa 
Hakima Abbas 

Access to flexible funds, solidarity, nmturing and safe environraents, 
and a willingness to engage for the long term are some of the key 
needs of movements for change, writes Hakima Abbas. 
httl~:/iwww.’oalnbazaka.or~/et~/cateaolw/featuresi68797 

WILL ZIMBABWE AGAIN REGRESS? 
Patrick Bond 

’What may seem to sorae a progressive and brave government is upon 
closer examination a tyranny’, which despite ’rhetoric about land 
redistribution, is ultimately very hostile to its own society’s poor 
and working people, women, youth, elderly and ill,’ writes Patrick 
Bond. 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68869 

WHAT THE WAL-MART FIGHT REALLY MEANS 

TenN Bell 

It has 8,692 retail outlets in 15 countries and an annual turnover 
that exceeds South Africa’s gross domestic product by nearly $110 
billion. But unions in South Africa are opposed to Wal-Mart’s 
expansion into southern Africa And they’re not alone, writes Telv~V 
Bell 
http:/Rvw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68798 

HELD TO RANSOM: THE FUTURE OF HISTORY 
Jonathan Bea le 

Follo~ving his recent kidnapping in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, Jonathan 
Beale recounts his troubling experience. 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory /[’eatures/68829 

DI~LMONDS AND DISAPPEARING TAX REVENUES 

Khadija Sharffe 

Petra Diamonds, the largest diamond-mining group listed on the UK’s 
Alternative Investment Market (AIM), may deal in the glittering rocks 
that bring lovers together in holy matrimony. But the company’s 
activities behind the scenes may just be tearing people and 
societies apart, writesKhad~ia Sharife. 
http ://www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory/[’eatures/68877 

NASPERS: W][JERI{ ART THOU, A]x,7) WtIY? 
Khadija Sharffe 

Media and entertainment giant Naspers ’has engaged in the kind of 

"aggressive" tax planning devised to strategically move such assets 

into low-tax regions’, writes Khadija Sharife. 

http ://www pamba×uka org/en/categor~/’/[’eatures/68840 

LOOKLNG LNTO THE FLrrLNE 
Art and the law in Zimbabwe 
David Coltart 

The banning of w-orks of art at a national gallely both curtails 
’fundaraental rights of freedom of conscience and expression’ and 



’derails attempts’ to grapple with Zimbabwe’s traumatic past in ’a 

palatable manner’, argues ][)avid Coltart 

http ://www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/[’eatures/68867 

’]fiE G[L[fATI{ST Tf IlL[fAT TO NOI_,LYWOOD 
Dibussi Tande 

Protecting Nigeria’s tinlying fihn industry from piracy, political 
alliances in Cote D’Ivoire and Guinea’s elections through the eyes of 
a Peace Corps volunteer are among the posts in this week’s roundup of 
the African blogosphere, by Dibussi Tande. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/68868 

YVHEN LOYALTY BECOMES A THREAT TO SOCIETY 
S’bu Zikode 

’Loyal~" to political parties and to those who try to privatise the 
history of the struggle against apartheid for therrlselves becomes a 
very serious threat to the poor in a top-down system of governance,’ 
writes S’bu Zikode, president of South African shack&vellers’ movement 
Abahlali baseMjondolo. ’But loyalty- has also been the source of our 
stu~’ival. Loyalty is fundanrental to the strength that we build in our 
farrlilies and with our friends, our movements and our communities .. Our 
loyal~" should start from the bottom of socie _ty, xvhere we are, and not 
from the politicians at the top of society-.’ 
htto://www.~ambazuka.ora/el~,’cate~orv/features/68878 

B IOFL~ffL S AND WORLD HL ~-NGER 
Ma e-Wan Ho 
http://www.i-sis.ora.uk/biofuelsAndWorldHunger.php 

A damning report confirms critics’ accusation that industrial biofuels 
are responsible for the ;vorld’s food and hunger crisis, writes Mae-Wan 
No. 

http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68865 

DENYING RWANDA: A RESPONSE TO HERMAN AND PETERSON 
Adam Jones 

Following conceited efforts to deny the Rwandan genocide from Edward 
Herman & David Peterson, Adam Jones urges Pambazuka readers to ’d o 
what they can to spread ;vord of Herman & Peterson’s denialist 
enterprise’. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/categorv/features/68880 

/VV/VVV/VV’,I/V\/\//’,i’,/VI’,IVV/?/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//’, 
3 Comnnent & analysis 
CI.~RRENCY WAR: STAKI~S FOR A}:[~ICA 
Sanou Mbaye 

With Western countries battling to maintain low currencies and the US 
accusing China of deliberately undervaluing the remninbi as part o:[" an 
’international currency war’, Sanou Mbaye asks ’what does this herald 
for African countries?’ 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/commem/68810 

LESSONS ON TRANSPARENCY IN T[tE EXTRACTIVt*; INDUSTRY SECTOR 

Uche lgwe 

Uche Igwe attends a speech by US Senator Benjamin L. Cardin about new 
legislation that requires both US and internationally based companies 
to publish what they pay to governments for the commercial development 
of oil, gas and minerals 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~oryicomment/68799 

TEA ’N D POT: NIGERIA’ S PETROI_,EUM INDU S[[RY BILL 

Uche Igwe 

With Nigerian National Assembly officials stressing that they will not 
submit to pressure from oil multinationals, Uche Igwe considers the 
extent to which the Petroleun~ h~dustry Bill (PIB) will facilitate 
refornr of the country’s oil and gas sector. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/category/comnrent/68811 



NOT THE BEST OF TIMES IN ZLMBABWE 
Japhet M. Zwana 

As the two-year lifespan of Zimbabwe’s coalition govert~ment draws 
close to an end, Japhet M. Zwana finds little cause for optiruisru about 
the country’s future. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/category/comment/68871 

THE ART OF WAR JOURNALISM 
M~vaura Kaara 

( http://~wzw.flickr.coru/photosistevendepolo/3921176855isizes/oiir~,’photostreatr~’ 
) Reflecting on how the media and war industries often feed off each 
other for political and con~mercial ends, Mwaura Kaara considers the 
prospects for ’peace journalism’ that ’captures the truths as they are 
without bias or favour’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/category/comment/68874 
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4 Advocacy & campaigns 
EXILED FORMER PRESIDENT OF HAITI TALKS V~rITH F~L\£’.iAKER NICOLAS ROSSIER 
’When we say democracy we have to mean what we say’ 

On 13 November, independent reporter and filmmaker Nicolas Rossier, 
conducted an exclusive two-hour interview witJ~ former Haitian 
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide in the hills of Joham~esburg. He 
spoke with the former president about his life in forced exile, 
Haiti’s current political situation, and his possible return to Haiti 
This is an excerpt of the intel-.ziew. The intervie~v was re-posted to 
the website of the Canada Haiti Action Network, with permission of 
Nicolas Rossier 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. or~/en/cate~orv/advocacv/68813 

GA~\~f[3IA: TRIAL OF TWO WOMEN’S RIGHTS DEFEN~f)F.RS 
Coalition J2~r Human Rights in Gambia and Senegal 

Two women’s rights defenders Dr Isatou Touray and Amie 
Bojang-Sissoho are on trialin Gambia. 
http://www pambazuka.or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/68809 

THE CASA[3LANCA CALL FOR DEMOCRACY AND tJUMAN RK?HTS 
Center for the Sturdy of Islam and Democracy 

Join Arab scholars, leaders, and activists and sign the Casablanca 
Appeal (in Arabic) ( https://www csidonline.or~/sign-casa-appeal ) 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~’/advocacyi68812 

UGANDA: ACTWISTS PROTEST LG BTI EXCLUSION t:ROM t ]EAI.Tt ICARE ACCESS 
Kikonyogo Klvumbi 

A group of Uganda gay rights activists have protested steps by the 

government to ’intentionally delete’ LGBTI from accessing vital health 

ser,~ices for Most At Risk Population Groups (MARt)S) in a national 

health policy soon to be latmched. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/en/categor~/advocacy/68872 
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5 Obituaries 
JACOB ODIPO: SOURCE OF STRENGTH TO 
Raphael Obonyo 

Jacob Odipo’s resilience and resolve for a more equal Kenya was always 
on full display, writes Raphael Obonyo. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’categoryiobituary/68870 
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6 Books & arts 
LIVES AND CHALLENGES: DEBUT YVORKS OF THREE FEM~L E AFRICAN" \~).ITERS 
Solomon Gebre-Selassie 



Discussing the works ofMaaza Mengiste, Tsitsi Dangarembga, and 
Chimamanda Ngom Adichie, Solomon Gebre-Se[assie explores the 
characters and plots of three African novels by female writers. 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/cate~ory/books/68861 

PROTEST ARTS REVISIT Z]2vIBABWE 
Deep Roots 

A ne~v generation of activists is being inspired to find creative ways 
to ’ruanage diversi~" and promote pluralisru’, thanks to an annual arts 
and culture festival aimed at protnoting protest, writes Deep Roots. 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/catef~ory/books/68873 
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7 Highlights French edition 
PAMBAZUKA NEWS 167: GLTNI~E: LTN PARCOU.~RS QUI M]~RITE INDU~LGENCE 

Que les gens soient tol&ants avec la Ouin4e ( 

http :/ipambazuka. orgifrlcategorv/features/68729 ) 
Kabin4 Koruara 

C6te d’Ivoire : Quelques bonnes raisons pour ne pas voter Obagbo ( 
htttxliwww,toambam.tka,or~ifricate~orv/features/68720 

genance Konan 

Politiques 41ectorales en Afrique ( 
http:Iiwww,pambam.tka,orgifricatego~/features/68724 

Zaya Yeebo 

Darfotu-: Guerre entre Israel, Chine et Etats-Unis ( 
http:Ii~vww,pambazuka.orgifr/categorv/features/68725 
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8 Highlights Portuguese edition 
PAMBAZUI<L~ NEYVS 33: BRASIL E MO~A2vlBIQUE, QUE VANTAGHNS PARA O flLTIMO? 

O Brasil de Lula em Moq:ambique ( 
http:llw~vw pambazuka org/pt/categorWfeatures/68735 ) 
Marilio Wane 

Senegal: Queda de um regime ou come~o de urea nova Era? ( 
http ://w~vw pambazuka or~Ecatego~/i~atures/68737 ) 
Sidy Diop 
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9 Cartoons 

BUSH AND ’DECISION POINTS’ 

Gado 

Gado suggests the market for George W, Bush’s new book, ’Decision 
Points’, is somewhat smalh 
http://www pambazuka,or~/en/cate~or~/cartoons/68807 

GENDER ANZ) ARMY RECRUITMENT 

Gado 

Insisting female potential recruits are pregnant is an effective arm?" 

deterrent against women in the military, suggests Oado. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/categop,,/cartoons/68808 

KZKVV~;TE ANZ) ~[ItE CCM HORSE 
Gado 

Tanzanian President Jakaya Kiwete rides a tired CCM (Chama Cha 
Mapinduzi) horse, says (]ado. 
http :/iwww. pambazuka, org/en/category/cartoons/68 806 

ROYAL V~rEDDINGS AND DDJORCES 
Gado 

Why don’t royal divorces attract the same media fanfare as xveddings, 



wonders Gado 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/catego~,/cartoons/68864 

ZANZ;[3AR ELECTIONS AND EUROPEAN MEDIA 
Ahmed Virlyala 

’]?he European media expresses surprise at Zanzibar’s calm during 
elections, suggests Atwaed Viriyala. 
http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/categor~/cartoons/68805 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 6:28 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: State Employees Combined Campaign (Please Read) 

Dear Colleagues, 

I just wanted to give an update and reminder about the SECC, As of now only one form has been turned in, I was hoping for a 

higher participation rate but the good news is that the deadline has been extended!! This means every employee still has an 

opportunity to give, Let me know if you need another form or brochure, The official website is http://www,unc,edu/secc/ 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 03, 2010 6:21 PM 
To: ’Department listserv’ 
$,,bject: State Employees Combined Campaign 

Dear Colleagues, 

I have been nominated as team captain to represent our department for the 2010 Campaign "Carolina Shares, Carolina Cares." I will 

be distributing forms/brochures and collecting contributions. Each of you will find a form and a list of charities to choose from in 

your mailbox. Employees who fill out a pledge form will be entered into drawings for prizes. Prizes include gift certificates, tickets 

to sporting events, mountain bikes and much more. It would be great if all pledge forms were turned in by Wednesday November 

17th but you do not have to wait until then. I am including a link to the website as well if you want to take a look at the SECC 

website, http://www.u nc.ed u/secc/ 

To quote Brenda Malone: 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares," our campaign theme, speaks directly to the spirit of Carolina employees. Your gifts to the Carolina 

Cares charitable giving campaign have promoted positive change in our community and our state, and helped to turn lives around. 

Please join with me and other UNC-Chapel Hill employees and choose to give again this year. 

Thanks and if there is anything I can do to help with the process please let me know. 

Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e 87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28153110 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28153110-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Returning to your beloved Oaxaca 

Eunice~ 

so I have not heal~t anything from you recently, did you come here or are you slill planning on it’? 
cheers, 

2010/6/28 ~gma~l.com> 
Dear Ennice, 
that is great news, and yes, should be around in october, it will be 
groat to see yu and chat with yon again. 

Cheers, 

2010/6/28 <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu>: 

Hola 

Greetings and I hope you axe well. 

I returned here abont 4 weeks ago ti’om Dnrban. 

At any rate, I am planning to be in Oaxaca tbr about a week or so in October 
and hopeti~lly you will be there. I then will return next yeaac in May tier a 
month m~d tlmn again for 2 months (Augus~t- September) before returning to 
Durban to finalize research. After being in Durbm~ a~d Oaxaca I have 
decided to focus on political economy issues concerning botl~ cities. Na~robi 
was to feature in the study but I have decided to be involved in other 
processes in Kenya for now given the madness that awaits the countU as 
elites gear up for 2012. 

Looking forward to ,seeing you. 

Cheers, Eunice. 
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Introduction 

It was December 2004. I was in the largest concert hall in Caracas, together with activists 

and trade unionists from across Latin America. Hugo Ch~vez was giving on of his charismatic 

speeches. While he was reading out the list of foreign guests he came to my name. And then 

he paused: "Terje Nustad, the leader of OFS, the Norwegian oil workers’ union. Norwegian 

oil workers! Terje -where are you, Terje? Stand up!" The applause went on for a long time. 

There was no doubt what the applause expressed: respect for the Norwegian oil experience. 

To the radical movements of 21st-century Latin America, Norwegian oil policy and Statoil 

have appeared to be the only successful example of a country which has been able to secure 

a national direction and control of oil activities and to ensure that the profits were 

channelled towards the majority of the population. On the podium, Evo Morales was sitting 

with Ch~vez. He was introduced as Bolivia’s next president. 

It is not only in Venezuela that I have had this experience. Among unionised oil workers in 

Colombia (a medium-sized oil producer), among environmental defenders and rain forest 

activists in Ecuador, among oil workers and the middle class of Azerbaijan, or in Angola 

among those members of the elite who are interested in the oil question and not 

completely swallowed up by corruption, there is great respect for the way Norway entered 

the world of oil. Many other Norwegians who have travelled in oil-producing countries can 

confirm this. 

It was March 2010. I was in New Orleans. On the other side of the table Troy Trosclair, the 

leader of the offshore inspectors working for the American regulators, the Mineral and 

Mining Service (MMS), in the Gulf of Mexico, was waving his hands. Trosclair also respected 

the Norwegian oil experience, but he was rather sceptical about the way in which Norway 

was used within his own institution as an argument for reducing the number of inspections 

in the Gulf of Mexico. Only three weeks later, disaster struck. 

We should not overestimate this positive perception of the Norwegian oil experience. Even 

among those sections of the middle class or particularly well-informed trade union members 

in oil-producing countries who are aware of the Norwegian oil experience, knowledge as to 

what that experience is, is limited. Depending on who you talk to, two images predominate. 

People who work in the petroleum industry in one way or another are most interested in 

the technological aspect: that Norway has developed an industry which can master all the 

challenges involved in producing oil under the difficult conditions of the North Sea. 

For people standing a little bit outside the oil industry, what predominates is the 

understanding that Norway has managed to find oil but nevertheless remains an egalitarian 

welfare state. In both of these groups, Norway also scores because the country is still 

experienced as being different from the USA and the old colonial powers, the home 

countries of the big oil companies. Today, in a USA which is still in shock following the 

largest environmental disaster in the superpower’s history, it is precisely Norway’s apparent 

ability to master the safety and environmental challenges that people notice. 

Does Norway deserve this respect? Do others really have anything to learn from the 

Norwegian oil experience? And, most importantly: what exactly does the Norwegian oil 

experience consist of? 
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On the shoulders of activism in the global South 

The first thing to be said must be that we started with a good dose of luck. Moreover, 

Norway’s oil experience cannot be separated from developments in Southern oil-producing 

countries, what was then often called the Third World. There was already a long history of 

conflict running from Mexico’s nationalisation of its oil reserves in 1938, through 

Mosaddegh and Iran’s attempt to do the same in 1951, up to the creation of OPEC, an 

organisation which flexed its muscles seriously at the same time as Norway started its oil 

adventures. In these conflicts, the balance of strength between the oil companies and 

producer nations had gradually been altered in favour of nation-states. From this point of 

view, when the gigantic Ekofisk field was discovered in the middle of the North Sea in the 

autumn of 1969, it could not have come at a better time for Norway. Not only could 

Norwegian oil activities start in a participatory democracy with a developed industrial 

sector, but we could stand on the shoulders of a movement where many of the most 

important battles had already been fought out, in the global South. 

To understand the Norwegian oil experience, it is not enough to understand it in the light of 

developments in the rest of the oil world. What must also be understood is that oil has 

changed Norway. If many people in the global South have seen Norway as a model, this is 

not least because - by contrast with the home countries of big multinational oil companies 

like BP, Total, ExxonMobil and Chevron - we do not have strong imperial traditions. 

However, Norway in the early 1970s and Norway in 2010 are two different societies. In 

2010, oil is easily Norway’s most important industry. Its largest companies have centred 

their strategies for many years around securing contracts and petroleum reserves in other 

parts of the world. Thus Norway now has an economy whose main actors have the same 

underlying interests as those companies which early Norwegian oil policy aimed to protect 

the country from. This development sometimes affects how the Norwegian oil experience is 

represented. 

But, despite all these reservations, the Norwegian oil experience is rich in real history: in 

other words, events where individuals, social groups and political forces mobilised, 

intervened and so changed the course of developments. Which lessons can be learnt from 

this depends of course on the prior conditions in one’s own country. There are great 

differences between small island states like Trinidad and Tobago - where there is no basis 

for developing an independent industry that could master all the many key aspects of the oil 

business, an Ecuador, Uganda or Greenland - where oil is found in vulnerable environments 

and there are good arguments for leaving it underground, and a Russia or Venezuela - 

which have enormous oil reserves and a good basis for establishing a skilled and 

independent oil industry. 

The range of problems and conflicts associated with the phenomenon of oil and gas is so 

wide that we cannot consider all of them in depth. For more than 100 years, oil has been 

easily the world’s most important strategic military resource. For most of this same period it 

has been by far the most widely sold commodity. In the last decade, the gradual 

acknowledgement that we are reaching a period where we can no longer maintain the same 

level of production, despite increasing demand (peak oil), has contributed to a further 

sharpening of conflict lines. This presentation does not aim to give an exhaustive 

presentation of oil history. Its goal is to highlight the decisive conditions and events in order 

to understand why Norway was successful, from many points of view. However, in the final 

sections we also want to highlight situations where mistakes were made or where the 

underlying developmental logic of oil production has created difficult moral, political and 

economic dilemmas. 
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Nevertheless, if it understood correctly the Norwegian oil history is rich with experiences 

which are universally valuable. Since the underlying political economy is to a large extent 

the same, many of these experiences are also relevant for managing other energy resources. 
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1. Oil: the state’s property, the people’s property 

On October 29 1962, three representatives of the medium-sized American oil company 

Phillips arrived in Trygve Lie’s office in Oslo. After his term as UN General Secretary, Trygve 

Lie had become the chair of a committee whose brief was to entice foreign companies to 

establish themselves in Norway. Popular accounts of this often represent Phillips as seeking 
a monopoly of oil extraction in the Norwegian sector.1 A more accurate representation 

would be that Phillips wanted to open negotiations, if not to secure a monopoly then at 
least to secure a central position in the Norwegian sector.2 But the way the problem has 

been presented was significant. In neighbouring Denmark, a consortium consisting of the 

shipping group A.P. M¢ller and the oil companies Gulf and Shell had secured a monopoly on 

prospecting and extracting petroleum reserves on what was then expected to be recognised 

as the Danish continental shelf. 

Trygve Lie, however, did what was clearly the correct thing. He gave no promises 

whatsoever. Instead, the matter was passed to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which was 

given the task of clarifying what rights Norway had over the North Sea areas in question. 

Within the Department a lawyer, Jens Evensen, was assigned to the task. He was also 

appointed chair of a small committee which was to elaborate a framework for any 

allocations of concessions. In other words, Norway took time to think about it. Thus in 

practice it was a small group of civil servants who managed the matter. At this point in time, 

there were few people, either in the general public or among politicians, who understood 

the importance of what was happening. 

Norwegian jurisdiction 

Like many other countries with potential oil reserves, the first major challenge Norway faced 

was to secure an agreement determining which areas it had sovereignty over. Nothing could 

be done without clarifying borders. Without clear borders, there was no Norwegian 

jurisdiction and hence no possibility of collecting income from any oil which might be found. 

In the 1960s, oil extraction at sea was still quite a new activity, and its international legal 

basis was unclear. At that time, Norway had a fishing territory which reached a modest 12 

nautical miles (22 kilometers) out from the coast. The rest was reckoned as being 

international waters. 

The starting point in international law for any clarification was a convention agreed in 
Geneva in 1958.3 At this point, only 13 nations had ratified the convention. Norway was not 

one of them, unlike the USA and the Soviet Union. In June 1964, the convention came into 
force once the necessary 20 nations ratified it. Individual points of the convention were 
adjusted during a revision process in 1982.4 Maritime law, however, has not become much 

1 Egil Helle, Nor9es Olje - deforste 20 drene [Norway’s oil: the first 20 years], Oslo 1984, p. 25. 

2 The actual records of the meeting show that Phillips sought the "first rights on such explorations 

in the North Sea areas which will be assigned to Norway". Helge Ryggvik, Detforste motet mellom 
norske myndi9heter o9 m ultinasjonale oljeselskap [The first meeting between Norwegian authorities 
and multinational oil companies]. Hovedoppgave thesis in history, Oslo University, 1992. 

3 Convention on the Continental Shelf of 29 April 1958. Malcolm Nathan Shaw, International Law, 

2003. 

4 The relevant convention is today designated as the "UN Convention on the Continental Shelf". 
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clearer: today there is still a range of sea areas with potential oil reserves but no agreed 

boundary. When Russia and Norway finally arrived at an agreement in spring 2010 in their 

negotiations on the so-called grey zone in the Barents Sea, this was more based on a 

political compromise than on international legal principles. 

The representatives from Phillips who approached the Norwegian authorities in 1962 

assumed that the Norwegian sector would be defined by a partition line in the middle of the 

North Sea. For a time in the 1960s, however, the officials in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

feared that neighbouring states would argue that the Norwegian continental shelf should be 

defined by the Norwegian Trench. The North Sea is a relatively shallow sea area, large parts 

of which are less than 60 metres deep. The Norwegian Trench, which lies just off Norway’s 

southern coast, goes down to 350 metres off the Western Norway region. At its deepest, off 

the Southern Norway region, it is 700 metres deep. Not one drop of oil has been found to 

the inland side of the Trench up to the present day. But the Norwegian Trench did not 

become a problem. 

The Geneva convention, which was based on the equidistance principle, included a 

formulation which assumed that the continental shelf should be reckoned as extending to a 

depth of 200 metres. However, it also stated that the boundary could be extended if it 

became possible to extract natural resources in the areas in question. In the early 1960s, oil 

companies were attempting drilling in waters of 50 - 60 metres depth. However, there was 

reason to believe that it would become possible to drill in far deeper waters within the 

foreseeable future. None of the states that bordered the North Sea were keen on a 
boundary agreement founded on such an uncertain basis. The only likely starting point for a 

division was some kind of equidistance principle. This could cause difficulties when a 

boundary was drawn between states that bordered each other; thus Germany and 

Denmark, for example, had difficulties in reaching an agreement. For the same reason, the 

dividing line between Norway and Russia was problematic. When two nations lie directly 

opposite each other, matters are considerably easier. 

The decisive declaration was not the result of any clever negotiating strategy on Norway’s 

part. The initiative that led to the boundary as we now have it came from Great Britain in 

1964. Great Britain wanted an agreement with Norway as quickly as possible, based on the 

equidistance principle, without having to wait for the outcome of the other, more complex, 

boundary disputes further south in the North Sea. Evensen and the other Norwegian 

officials, of course, immediately responded positively. In calculating the fine details of the 

geographical line, the Norwegian negotiators were particularly happy that the boundary was 

calculated starting from outlying islands and skerries. The British, for their part, got the 

same benefit from the Shetland Islands. Since both the British and Norwegian coastlines 

were so long, this agreement set the boundaries for large portions of the North Sea. With 

every day that passed without protests from other states, international law was created. 

The negotiations with Denmark were more difficult, partly because of a Norwegian mistake. 

In private conversations with the Danes, Evensen had responded positively to the idea of a 

secret clause which provided for cancelling a boundary agreed between the two countries if 

Denmark lost its boundary dispute with Germany. Luckily for Norway, the Danes abandoned 

this request. When Norway and Denmark signed their boundary agreement in December 

1965, Norway had secured jurisdiction over a maritime surface area that was almost as large 

as its land surface. It was only in 1969 that judgement was delivered in the boundary 

dispute between Denmark and Germany. This judgement did not use the equidistance 

principle as an unambiguous legal basis. If Norway had agreed to the Danish request for a 

secret clause, what everyone believed to be a securely founded agreement between 

Norway and Denmark would suddenly have become invalid. Moreoever, the Ekofisk field, 
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which was found immediately afterwards, lay in the southwestern corner of the Norwegian 

sector, right up against the Danish boundary. 

However, even if Norway had found itself dealing with this kind of diplomatic timebomb, it 

is not clear that the boundaries which had already been drawn would not have remained 

valid. Both Norway and Great Britain had strengthened their legal situation by initiating 

economic activities in the areas in question. Nobody was more interested than the oil 

companies in seeing an agreement reached as quickly as possible. It is worth noting that it 

was not only the same oil companies, but to a great extent the same representatives of 

these companies who lobbied both Norwegian and British authorities. The oil companies 

wanted a boundary line based on the equidistance principle. Everything else would have 

produced complicated and lengthy negotiations, which would have taken up time before 

they could seriously start drilling operations. 

In later years, several oil companies - often speculative ones - have started drilling in areas 

whose boundaries have not been clarified (Iraqi Kurdistan, East Timor etc.) In the North Sea, 

it was allied western states who were involved. For American and French companies, 

moreover, Norway was potentially a more favourable jurisdiction than Great Britain, for the 

simple reason that Great Britain was already home to two major international oil firms (BP 

and Shell). There was every reason to believe that Great Britain would give its own 

companies a particularly central role. Thus all other firms would have more scope in 

Norway. The same was true for Norway in relation to Denmark. In Denmark, most 

companies were excluded by the monopoly which had been given to A.P. M¢ller. 

Thus a situation existed where Great Britain, Norway and most of the international oil 

companies had largely common interests. The situation was somewhat like the aftermath of 

the Napoleonic wars: Norwegian civil servants had certainly made a contribution in 1814 

when Norway was separated from Denmark and got its own constitution, but it was changes 

in the balance of strength between far greater powers abroad which gave them an opening 

to do so. 

Economic rent and escheat 

Once the boundary between Norway and Great Britain had been defined, efforts intensified 

to create a legal framework. It is unlikely that Norway would have made Denmark’s mistake 

in allocating the whole continental shelf to a single consortium. Unlike Denmark, Norway 

had both a legal framework and a long political tradition of how to relate to large foreign 

companies seeking to exploit other countries’ natural resources. Norway’s modern industrial 

revolution, at the start of the 20th century, was based on the exploitation of cheap water 

power. Like many countries in the global South today, Norway had neither the capital nor 

technology to exploit this valuable resource at the start. The big question was how to use 

foreign interests without losing control over developments. In the years following Norway’s 

final separation from Sweden in 1905, the establishment of a suitable concessions regime 

was the big issue in Norwegian politics, the so-called "Waterfall law controversy". 

The then Minister for Justice Johan Castberg, who made the conclusive contribution to the 

concessions law in 1909, was influenced by the contemporary Progressive movement in the 
USA, particularly the journalist and self-taught economist Henry George.s In his 1879 

Henry George, Progress and Poverty, 1879. 
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Progress and Poverty, George had developed a radical interpretation of David Ricardo’s 

theory of economic rent. He argued that any surplus or rent accumulated as the result of 

ownership of particularly rich natural resources should belong to the public as a whole.~ 

Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage is well-known today as being almost the gospel 

truth for advocates of free trade, not least in institutions like the World Trade Organisation 

(WTO). But Ricardo equally stressed the difference between the type of surplus which could 

be defined as profit - which he advocated - and economic rent - which he condemned. 

Ricardo linked economic rent primarily to agriculture. In this context, economic rent 

represented extra income, beyond the average rate of profit, which can be secured by 

owning or controlling particularly fertile land. He was also clear, however, that the same 

point could apply to natural resources like coal. 

The moral ethos deriving from the Protestant work ethic was prominent in all the classical 

economists’ condemnation of economic rentiers, including Adam Smith’s. Nobody should 

enrich themselves without contributing their own work, their entrepreneurship or their 

willingness to take risks. The same moral position is to be found in Karl Marx, who also 

wrote extensively on the subject.7 Just as classical economists had nothing but contempt for 

the British aristocracy, who lived the good life simply by virtue of owning particularly fertile 

lands, the Georgists and the Progressive movement saw the tendencies towards monopoly 

in the then-developing major industries in America as a parasitical burden. The figure of fear 

in the Norwegian water power debate was precisely Rockefeller and his Standard Oil 

company. The energy of Norwegian waterfalls had been given by nature. Its value should 

not go to any individual. 

The new waterfall laws determined that the energy, and hence the value, which could be 

collected from the big waterfalls belonged to the state, and hence the public. This was of 

course a radical encroachment on forest owners and large farmers, who often owned the 

wood and land on both sides of the river banks. Conservative politicians protested loudly. 

But since the Norwegian state lacked both technology and capital, it depended initially on 

others to exploit this water power. 

In the first instance, therefore, major waterfalls were exploited by foreign-owned industrial 
companies.8 German and French capital and technology predominated. It was emphasised, 

however, that companies such as the large fertiliser producer Norsk Hydro should not own 

the energy. The provisional nature and lease character of these allocations was made clear 

through the so-called escheat (hjemfallsrett), which was a central if contested part of the 
concession regime.9 Under the new law, all exploitation rights which were allocated were to 

return to the state, without compensation, after a period of 60 years. With the help of this 

concessions law, the state subsequently managed to acquire the know-how needed to 

exploit water power itself. 

6 David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, 1817. 

7 Karl Marx, Capital: a critique of’political economy (vol. 3). London 1998. 

s Ketil Gj¢lme Andersen, Flaggskip ifremmed eie, Hydro 1905-1945. [Flagships under foreign 

ownership: Norsk Hydro 1905 - 1945.] Oslo 2005. 

9 The Norwegian word hjemfall is based on the German Heimfall. Literally it means that the land, or 

block, "falls" back to the state after a certain period. 
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When the oil companies came to Norway in the 1960s, the vast majority of water power 

production was thus publicly owned and operated. It was therefore entirely natural that the 

allocation of rights for prospecting and potential extraction of oil and gas conformed to the 

legal approach and ideology which were already built into the existing Norwegian 

concessions regime. Norway had the experience of water power. Denmark - flat and 

dominated by agriculture - did not. 

The oil law 

Thus it was not a particularly radical moment when the Norwegian government agreed a 

cabinet decree on May 31 1963 determining that "The ocean floor and the underground of the 

underwater areas off the coast of the Kingdom of Norway are under Norwegian sovereignty as 

regards the exploitation and research of natural deposits..." Since there were no previous 

private owners, it was a straightforward matter for the state to declare itself the proprietor. 

Ten years previously, with its Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act of 1953, the USA had declared 

that there was federal jurisdiction over all areas lying more than three miles from the coast. 

The American law gave the relevant department the right to allocate concessions or "leases". 

Foreign oil companies in the Norwegian sector, particularly American ones, feared that what 

they saw as a socialist Norwegian state would set stiff conditions for access. However, even if 

in the 1970s Jens Evensen was critical of a pro-American foreign policy, never appeared as an 

anti-capitalist in his relations with the oil companies. Rather than exploiting the conflicts 

between the different oil companies to see how far they were willing to go, he made it 

possible for them to coordinate their interests vis-a-vis the Norwegian state. The companies 

set up a cartel-like joint committee which spoke in a single voice to the authorities. The 

committee was led by Esso’s head in Norway. 

Many of the formulations included in the cabinet decree of April 9 1965, which was to be a 

foundation stone of the Norwegian concessions regime, were written by lawyers working for 

the foreign companies. Evensen’s greatest concern about the oil issue was to steer it as quickly 

as possible through the Norwegian bureaucracy and to secure the necessary formal political 

treatment, without any conflicts that could stir up a political debate and interrupt the process. 

This does not mean that the decree only served the interests of the oil companies. Since at the 

outset there was no Norwegian know-how in the area, it was not unreasonable to exploit the 

companies’ expertise - so long as one was careful to protect oneself when national interests 

were really at stake. 

Both the cabinet decree, and the contracts which all firms had to sign in order to be 

allocated concessions, contained rules to ensure the state’s sovereign right of intervention 

and regulation of the firms’ practice. The decree did not include any rules on safety as such, 

but stated that if the state were to appoint inspectors, the companies must give them full 

access and follow their instructions (§ 45). 

The principle of escheat was built into various rules. Extraction permits were initially given 

for a period of 6 years. After the first 3 years, firms agreed to divest themselves of a quarter 

of their allocated block (§ 20). If they wanted to retain a block beyond this initial 6-year 

period, after the second 3-year period they had to give up another quarter of the original 

allocation. Those parts of a block which were retained after a concession extension, 

however, could be held for a further 40 years (§ 22). 

Although the rules on escheat gave the state some certainty that it would receive a share if 

a company found significant oil and gas, the companies did not experience this as a 
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significant intervention. The blocks which were allocated in the first round of concessions 
were very large ones (500 km2 (!)). If a company found oil, it was unlikely that the field itself 

would cover the whole block. With the 46 years that companies could retain their share of a 

block, there was a good probability that they could extract most of any oil and gas they 

found. The companies were at least as concerned about the conditions for withdrawing 

from a block, if the likelihood of finding something was not good. The Norwegian state was 

of course interested in seeing that an area was mapped as well as possible. 

In the negotiations prior to the cabinet decree and the final allocations, the companies were 

most concerned about the financial conditions. Here, too, they were satisfied with the final 

outcomes. Before the concessions, parliament (in accordance with what Evensen had 

offered the companies) passed exceptional measures which allowed reduced taxes for oil 
companies.I° Furthermore, the companies had expected that Norway would settle on a 

royalty of 12.5%. Evensen ensured that this was set at 10% instead. Royalties are levies 

which involve the state taking a given percentage of the wealth produced, rather than (as 

with taxes) a percentage of the profits. From the point of view of a producer nation, 

royalties were thus a major source of income. A 2.5% reduction in royalties was worth more 

than a comparable reduction in taxes. The most satisfied companies were the American 

ones, who had secured an exception from a rule requiring participating companies to set up 

Norwegian subsidiaries. Under the relevant American tax regulations this meant that any 

prospecting in the Norwegian sector could be deducted from taxes in the US. 

Although Evensen played an active role in piloting the oil issue through the bureaucracy, 

there is no indication that he departed from the overall parameters set by his political 

masters. The thrust of the contribution made by Evensen, and the small group of young 

helpers gathered around him, was completely in accordance with the perspectives of the 

key economic planners in the Labour Party. The overall goal was to get the international 

companies to commit themselves as fully as possible. In this way, the probability of actually 

finding oil would be greatest. At the same time there was a concern to secure access to 

foreign currency. Evensen had received these signals well. It was also important for these 

reasons to prevent Norwegian companies becoming too heavily involved. 

This last position was met with great suspicion by a small, but important group of 

Norwegian business leaders who wanted to invest in the North Sea right from the start. 

Foreign oil companies’ interest in Norway was unknown to most people. Private business 

leaders, however, could see the Klondike mentality in close up, as well as the hectic game 
prior to the first allocations of Norwegian concessions.1~ If the interest was so great, surely 

this was an indication that there really was great wealth out there? 

One option for Norwegian companies was an alliance with one or more of foreign 

companies. However, there was little help to be had from Jens Evensen. He signalled to the 

foreign companies that alliance with a Norwegian group would not strengthen their 

application. However, the French-dominated Petronord group and the American Amoco 

believed, in part mistakenly, that it would help their application to collaborate with 

Norwegian partners, who thus received a share nonetheless. Overall, however, Norwegian 

participation in this first major round of concessions was minimal. 

Besl. O. [law] no. 129 (1964-65). 

The best known of these were Johan B. Holte and Torvild Aakvaag, director and future director of 

Norsk Hydro respectively, and the ship-owner Frederick Olsen.. 
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Without access to independent oil expertise and with limited means of investment, 

Norway’s position in the 1960s was very similar to that frequently experienced by poor 

countries in the global South, both before and since. Norway was certainly in a weak 

negotiating position, and the idea of a particularly radical oil policy can certainly not be 

ascribed to the very first chapter of Norway’s oil history. It can of course be claimed that 

Norway had no alternative. Despite the risk of being accused of hindsight, it is hard not to 

conclude that Norway took a big risk in opening such a large proportion of its continental 

shelf to the oil companies on relatively poor conditions for the nation and the state. 

Conclusion: evaluation and lessons 

It was of course fundamental for Norway to ensure that the companies committed 

themselves enough to find oil if there was any to be found. But was it necessary to give the 

companies so many advantages? The first round of concessions was gigantic. Nearly the 

whole area south of the 60th parallel was advertised. Given that not all blocks were equally 

promising, and that companies had to commit themselves to prospect in all their 

allocations, the final allocation was of 81 blocks. This was nonetheless the largest allocation 
ever in the Norwegian sector (42,000 km2), and these were the blocks which the companies 

had highest expectations of, given the knowledge of the time. Of the blocks which were 

allocated, Norwegian companies were only represented in 21. These were modest minority 

shares. By contrast, British companies were represented in 283 of the total 346 blocks 

allocated in the first British concession round (the British blocks were somewhat smaller 
than the Norwegian, so that the totals are not directly comparable). 

Evensen, moreover, was of the view that Norway was competing with Great Britain in 

seeking the active commitment of the oil companies. Thus he was concerned to make sure 

that the conditions in Norway were better from the companies’ point of view. But how 

appropriate was this analysis? There is good reason to believe that a major commitment in 

the British sector, leading to oil finds, would have strengthened Norway’s negotiating 

position. The tactic of "agree now or we will take our business elsewhere" is surely as old as 

the first market. Many young oil nations have experienced similar tactics from oil investors. 

Most recently, in 2010, a variant of this argument has been used by the oil lobby in 

Norwegian social debates. After the signing of a boundary agreement with Russia, a large 
new potential petroleum area (87,000 km2) has come under Norwegian jurisdiction. The 

environmental movement sees this area as particularly vulnerable. The advocates of a rapid 

approach, however, have argued that Norway must speed up if it wants to prevent the 

Russians, on the other side of the boundary, from taking the initiative. There are no simple 

truths in this situation. In the long term, however, history shows that the longer oil reserves 

remain in the ground, the more they are worth. This is because of the simple fact that oil is a 

highly desired, powerful and limited resource. 

In the meantime, Phillips found oil in block 2/4, allocated in the first round of concessions - 

the field which was to be named Ekofisk. Through its participation in the Petronord group, 
Hydro had secured a share of 6.7% of this gigantic field (700 million sm3 (standard cubic 

metres) oil equivalent (OE)). Given that the Norwegian share in the first allocation round 

was so small, and that company had no independent oil know-how, this was sheer luck. 

Ekofisk was so large that even a small share meant large profits. 

Even with a rather low royalty level and with the tax reductions introduced immediately 

before the allocation of concessions, the Ekofisk field would have contributed significant 

income to the Norwegian state. However, this income could have been far greater if the 
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state had secured a greater royalty and state-owned shares in concessions right from the 

start. The state’s weak ownership position also limited the possibilities of intervention in the 

absolutely crucial industrial development of the Ekofisk field. 

If most finds in the Norwegian sector had been in blocks which were allocated in the first 

round of concessions, Norwegian oil policy would hardly appear as a model for other 

countries. Luckily for Norway, the majority of oil deposits in the Norwegian sector (Frigg, 

Statfjord, Gullfaks, Snorre, Troll etc.) were to be found north of the area which was 

advertised in the first round. The most important general lesson for countries in the same 

situation must be "Don’t give too much away in the first round. Take the time needed to set 

up a legal framework. And make sure that this framework is sufficiently flexible that the 

state can tighten the rules when the conditions change." 
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2. A radical, national oil policy 

Thus it had been demonstrated that there was oil in the North Sea - large quantities of oil. 

Furthermore, it soon become clear that there could be much more, north of the large 

geographical area which had been advertised in the first rounds. The Ekofisk field was right 

down in the southwestern part of the Norwegian shelf. A year later, the British found oil 

considerably further north, right beside the boundary line, in what would become the Brent 

field. Thus the hope grew that oil could be found further north in the Norwegian sector as 

well. Moreover, new allocations were not bound by the agreements previously made with 

foreign companies. In other words, there was an opportunity for a new, and more 

aggressive, Norwegian oil policy. 

From "gentleman’s agreement" to confrontation 

By this point, Jens Evensen’s influence on the oil question was limited. The authorities’ 

handling of oil issues had mostly been taken over by a small oil office in the Ministry of 

Industry. Several years of complicated negotiations, shielded from the critical eyes of 

outsiders, had created close relationships between the little oil bureaucracy and the foreign 

oil companies. No corruption has been discovered in this relationship between civil servants 

and the oil companies’ representatives. But, then as now, the oil industry was good at 

lobbying. Even if the officials were clear that they represented the state’s interests, they had 

evolved a shared perspective with the oil companies on many questions. When Phillips 

found the Ekofisk field, this oil bureaucracy was involved in a kind of "gentleman’s 

agreement" which created the expectation that foreign companies would get significant 

allocations, including in the promising areas further north. Several companies were aiming 

towards the area where the large Statfjord field would later be found. 

If the oil companies had been satisfied with the allocations and conditions during the first 

two rounds of concessions, they were that much less satisfied with what happened after the 

Ekofisk find. The first part of the 1970s were politically turbulent in Norway. Between the 

winter of 1971 and the outcome of the September 1973 elections, four governments held 

power. Each change of government represented a move to the left. This political unrest was 

closely linked to the conflict over Norwegian membership of the EEC. In September 1972, a 

clear majority voted against membership. Like many other countries, Norway was 

experiencing a general radicalisation in youth cultures. However, the mobilisation against 

EEC membership helped to give this radicalisation a broader popular base. By comparison 

with other countries, this in turn was to give the Norwegian version of the rebellion of 1968 

a more nationalist profile. All of this played a decisive part of shaping Norway’s approach to 

oil. 

If oil policy before 1970 had in practice been shaped by a small group of civil servants, it 

soon involved all layers of society. The decisive break with the Ministry of Industry’s 

benevolent perspective on the oil industry can nonetheless be linked to a small group of 

individuals. When Finn Lied became Minister of Industry in Trygve Bratteli’s first 

government, with the young Arve Johnsen as his permanent secretary, Norway was to ally 

itself seriously with the radical wave sweeping the oil world. Lie and Johnson worked closely 

together with the powerful industrial strategist Jens Christian Hauge, who had been a 

Second World War resistance leader in the struggle against the German occupation regime. 
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From the perspective of Norway’s edition of the 1968 rebellion, the trio who were about to 

take over the leadership of Norways’s struggle with the world’s largest multinational 

companies were not exactly radical. By contrast with Jens Evensen, all three were consistent 

supporters of Norwegian membership of NATO and a pro-American defence policy. Thus if 

the conditions for American oil companies were now tightened, it was certainly not from 

any anti-Americanism. When Arve Johnsen became permanent secretary for Finn Lied in 

1971, he was sales chief of Norsk Hydro’s aluminum branch. Johnsen had only joined the 

Labour Party after starting his career in private business. He was enthusiastic about 

Norwegian membership of the EEC and was one of the most active spokespeople on the 

"yes" side in the run-up to the referendum in 1972. But among his own allies, Johnsen 

represented that wing of the Labour Party which had ambitions for Norwegian industry. If 

Evensen took a soft approach to negotiations, Johnsen was hard and uncompromising. If 

anything was to be achieved in the difficult negotiations with the representatives of major 

international oil companies, one had to be just that: hard and uncompromising. 

A new state company 

In 1971, just before the end of Per Borten’s centre-right government, the IVlinistry of 
Industry had tried to create the conditions for Norsk Hydro to become the dominant 

Norwegian national oil company. A bank took on the task of secretly buying up shares in 

order to secure more than 50% for the state. Despite Arve Johnsen’s background in Norsk 

Hydro, however, he worked together with Lied and Hauge to create a completely new, 100% 

state-owned, operational oil company. The starting point was a desire to develop an 

instrument which would give the Norwegian nation as much governance and control of oil 

activities as possible. Hydro was poorly suited to this role, because it was already an 

established actor with strong independent interests of its own. It would simply have been 

too difficult to direct Hydro; changing its ownership was not in itself enough to change the 

industrial dynamics, loyalties and culture which were embedded in it. 

The idea was that if a suitable instrument for oil policy was to be developed, this would have 
to involve creating an oil company from the ground up.12 In order to underline the 

company’s specific role, and for it to be a genuinely political instrument, it had to be 100% 

state-owned. The political treatment of the question was pushed through at high speed. On 

June 14 1972, parliament resolved the creation of a state-owned oil company. On 

September 18, a week before the EEC referendum, the company held its founding general 

meeting. Considering that Lied and Johnsen were working for a minority government, the 

process was remarkably smooth. This is not least because the moderate bourgeois parties 

also wanted a tougher line vis-a-vis the international oil industry. Some weeks later, Arve 

Johnsen became director of the new company. 

It would still take many years before Statoil became a fully operational oil company. In the 

immediate aftermath of its establishment, it was an open question what kind of state 

company Statoil would become. The balance of strength between Statoil, other Norwegian 

actors and foreign oil companies in the Norwegian sector was also not pre-determined. 

Nevertheless, with his new position Arve Johnsen could immediately challenge the 

dominant foreign companies. The history of oil is full of examples of how controlling the 

transport network has been of decisive importance for who secures the greatest possible 

share of oil rent. It is Norway’s great good fortune that Arve Johnsen understood this fact. 

12 Arve ]ohnsen, Utj~ordringen. Statoil-dr, [The challenge: the year of Statoil], Oslo 1988, p. 9. 
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During a study trip to the USA in the early 1960s, he had learnt enough international oil 

history that he recognised the game Rockefeller had played when he tried to secure a share 

of the economic rent from the Pennsylvania oil fields by obtaining control of rail freight and, 

later on, of a pipeline network.13 

Oil rent 

There is hardly any resource which Ricardo’s theory of economic rent better describes than 

oil and gas production14. Like water power, petroleum is an energy source and hence a 

strategic resource. But the total water power produced in Norway has only rarely been 

greater than the national demand for energy. Thus neither the state nor private actors have 

been in the parasitic position of being able to collect economic rent at the expense of 

consumers in other countries. Before the existence of an international power grid, it was not 

technologically possible for foreign capital to exploit Norwegian energy resources without 

connecting this to a range of productive economic activities such as the production of 

fertiliser, ammonia, aluminium and so on. 

By comparison with agriculture and water power, the most specific quality of petroleum is 

that it is a non-renewable resource. In his discussion of the economic rent from agriculture, 

Ricardo shows how the returns from equally sized portions of land varied considerably 

depending on how fertile they were naturally, even if the same equipment was used, equal 

amounts of labour were expended, etc. The point is that the difference between the most 

fertile and the least profitable cultivated land is relatively small in practice by comparison 

with the economic rent that oil companies and individual states extract from the world’s 

richest oil fields, which are a non-renewable resource. 

The well servicing company Schlumberger states that about 40,000 oil fields are registered 

around the world. But 95% of the world’s total oil production takes place in only 1,500 large 

fields. These are very few compared with the hundreds of millions of cultivated pieces of 

land around the globe. Of the large oil fields, only a few dozen in turn are really gigantic. In 

the 1970s and 1980s, an even greater part of the world’s oil production took place in these 

giant fields than it does today. The history of the earth’s crust is very dramatic if one takes a 

long-term perspective. There are few places where all the favourable conditions required 

for finding oil apply. The result is that in most places there is no oil at all. In some places 

there is a little, spread across smaller fields. In yet other places there is a huge amount. 

Within the social structures which have characterised human societies in the period when 

oil has been used, this great concentration creates the basis for major conflicts. The most 

important underlying issue in these conflicts is precisely who is to control the economic 

rent. 

~3 Interview with Arve ]ohnsen, February 6 2008. 

14 A large number of books critical of the oil industry have been published in the 2000s, many of 

them written by journalists. Most have either focussed on geopolitical power questions or on issues 
related to peak oil. Few have been based on analyses of the political economy of oil. An important 
exception is David Harvey, who has discussed economic rent in his Limits to capital (New York, 
2006). In his The enigma oj~capital (New York, 2010) he relates the term rent to the production of 
oil. 
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The very largest oil fields in the world are in the Middle East. Between 1951 to 2000, the 
Ghawar field represented more than 60% of Saudi Arabia’s production,is Since the 

production costs are simultaneously small, this gives a surplus which is astronomical by 

comparison. The Ghawar field is estimated to contain about 70 billion barrels, or 11,000 
sm3, of oil. The Burgan field in Kuwait and the Rumalia field in Iraq are almost as large. With 

about 3.5 billion barrels of extractable oil, the Norwegian Ekofisk field is not very prominent 

by comparison. Ekofisk is nevertheless one of the world’s giant fields. Even if the costs of 

development in the North Sea have been large, it has given both the owners and the 

Norwegian state access to economic rent. 

But the geographical location of oil and gas fields, which are often far from the markets, 

makes transport very important. Whoever controls transport routes at a given point in time 

can exploit this position to extract a portion of the rent. At one time oil companies used 

their own tankers, as part of integrated company structures. In recent decades, nearly all 

tanker freight has been carried out by tanker shipping companies, based on market criteria. 

When it comes to the large trunk pipelines, however, large companies today are at least as 

interested in controlling them as they were in Rockefeller’s time. In this case, moreover, the 

struggle for control is not simply between the company and the producer nation. If a 

pipeline runs through a third country, that country is also in a position to secure a part of 

the rent from the oil passing through it. The control of pipelines has been important for 

Norway too. 

Strategic pipelines 

The cabinet decree and contract which created the legal basis of Phillips’ development of 

the Ekofisk field did not state explicitly where any future pipelines should be laid and who 

should own and control them. Phillips insisted that the same group that owned the field 

should also operate the actual pipelines. The strategic importance of the pipeline network 

from Ekofisk was particularly great because of its geographical situation in the southwestern 

corner of the continental shelf. Arve Johnsen could see for himself that the Ekofisk pipelines 

could become significant as a trunk pipeline network for possible oil fields further north. 

If Phillips were to have full control of the pipeline network to the continent, the company 

could have used its position to secure a share of economic rent from other oil fields simply 

by virtue of its ownership. On this issue, Johnsen found himself on a direct collision course 

with officials in the Ministry of Industry, who had already signalled something very different 

to the foreign oil companies. The civil servants sought a solution where the companies could 

own and operate entire pipelines, but with the state having the option of coming in with a 

10% ownership after a two year period. Johnson sought the establishment of a dedicated 

company which in practice was owned and controlled by Statoil with 50% of the shares - 

something which in turn opened the way for Statoil to take over operations at a later point. 

Insofar as the civil servants who had been negotiating with Phillips had been inclined to 

concede the pipelines, this new Norwegian demand came as a surprise to the Americans. In 

principle, it was not civil servants who should make important decisions in industrial policy, 

but nor was it Arve Johnsen, who at this point was outside the government. But together 

with the company’s chairman Jens Christian Hauge, Johnsen secured a political mandate to 

is Matthew R. Simmons, Twilight in the Desert: The Comin9 Saudi Oil Shock and the World Economy, 

New Jersey 2005. 
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negotiate on behalf of Norway. A visibly shocked lead negotiator for Phillips is said to have 
shouted "This is immoral!" when Hauge first made the demand.1~ 

To the extent that Phillips had some justification for raising moral questions here, it must 

have come from the feeling that the company was somehow the rightful owner of 

everything associated with extracting the Ekofisk oil. The gesture towards morality may also 

have expressed the company’s feeling of being blackmailed. Phillips was dependent on a 

transport solution if its oil was to generate income. Perhaps the accusation of immorality hit 

home with some of the officials in the Ministry of Industry, with whom the foreign 

companies had laboriously built up a relationship of trust. Phillips, however, could not show 

any formal agreements giving the company an automatic right to own and control the 

pipeline network. The overall outcome was that Phillips had to give in; the company could 

not afford lengthy negotiations. At the end of the day, Phillips calculated that there was so 

much oil in the Ekofisk field that it would nevertheless produce large profits. "Oil Norway" 

had thus experienced for the first time how foreign companies could use a combination of 

lobbying and power to establish positions which were apparently reasonable and 

unshakeable, but which could be challenged by a comparable counter-power. 

Strategic ownership and control 

The next major battle took place over the role that the state and Statoil would have in 

future concession rounds. In January 1971, Esso and Shell had attempted to secure a group 

of blocks bordering the British sector. They had just made a massive find in the neighbouring 

sector on the British side of the boundary line (the Brent field). The oil section in the 

Ministry of Industry was prepared to open negotiations with the foreign companies about 

these blocks. As the new Minister for Industry, however, Finn Lied had the process stopped. 

It was quite obvious that there were high probabilities of finding oil here; the British find 

might stretch across into the Norwegian sector. 

In early 1973 Esso and Shell tried again. Johnsen, who had had access to the companies’ 

application while in the Ministry a year previously, understood what was at stake and did his 

utmost to ensure that Statoil got the blocks. He initially proposed that Statoil should have 

100% ownership, but even Lied did not support him in this. Many people in the Ministry still 

felt that even a 50% share for Statoil was high, and argued that too large a state share could 

scare foreign companies away from the Norwegian sector. There was also a fear that too 

high a share for Statoil would delay the prospecting process and the development of any 

possible finds. Since the British had found oil in the neighbouring area, it was urgent to 

clarify whether the same field reached into the Norwegian sector. 

The outcome, however, was that Statoil received an ownership share of 50% in the block 

which later proved to contain the Statfjord field. Esso, Shell and Conoco were far from 

dismayed to find in August 1973 that they had received shares of 10, 10 and 11% 

respectively in this very promising block. The same was true for Mobil, which was to be the 

operator in the first instance and received an ownership share of 15%. The companies’ 

satisfaction grew a year later when Statfjord was demonstrated to be one of the world’s 
largest oil fields. With oil and gas reserves of about 650 million sm3, Statfjord was of a 

similar size to the Ekofisk field. However, it had no direct connection with the Brent field. In 
fact one part of the Statfjord field reached into the British sector, not the reverse. 

16 ]ohnsen 1988, p. 36. 
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By this point the price of oil had risen to four times what it had been the previous year. 

Statoil’s dominant position was to prove entirely decisive, both for Statoil as a company and 

for Norwegian oil history. Significant quantities of oil and gas would also be found after the 

Statfjord field, but never such a large field. Once again, Norway had discovered that it was 

only by challenging the foreign oil companies that real gains were to be made. A general 

lesson for all oil-producing states is that the strategic agreements and decisions which are 

made in an early phase of an oil region’s development can have decisive implications for the 

future. 

National governance and control 

If Arve Johnsen was able to win so many decisive battles against the state bureaucracy on 

behalf of Statoil, this was not least because he had solid political support. Norwegian oil 

policy was no longer being developed in a vacuum. In the first half of the 1970s, an almost 

overwhelming stream of reports, white papers (reports to the parliament) and committees 

were developed, covering all sorts of challenges linked to oil activities, from specific 

technical problems to the overarching political issues. It was no longer just the Ministry of 

Industry which was involved. The Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 

Ministry of Local Government and the Ministry of Social Affairs were all involved in setting 

up important committees. 

These committees drew on the general expertise which was available in Norwegian 

professional institutions. At the start this was not very much. But both the committees 

themselves and the comprehensive discussions which followed their reports were part of a 

steep learning curve. All the reports, white papers and proposals were followed by extensive 

debates in parliament. Many parliamentarians later developed a considerable 

understanding of oil-related issues. This was expressed in parliamentary recommendations, 

the final outcome of white papers, which were sometimes as important as the reports they 

responded to. 

Of all the many oil-related political documents which were produced in this period, two in 

particular stand out. Both were important parts of outlining the general direction of 

Norwegian oil policy. The first was produced by the parliament’s extended industrial 

committee in 1971, in other words before the creation of Statoil. In its statement, the 
committee listed ten points to ensure that "natural resources in the Norwegian continental 
shelf are exploited in a way that benefits the whole society".17 The first points ran as 

follows: 

that national governance and control must be secured for all activities on the 

Norwegian continental shelf; 

- that Norway must become independent of others in the supply of crude oil; 

- that a new industrial sector should be developed, based on petroleum; 

that this development must take existing business activities and environmental 

protection into consideration as necessary; 

~7 Innst. S. [recommendation to parliament] no. 294 (1970-71). The committee’s ten points are 

often described as the "ten commandments" of Norwegian oil activities. 
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- that useable gas should not be burnt off; 

- that petroleum deposits should be brought ashore in Norway as a general rule; 

that the state should contribute to the construction of an integrated Norwegian oil 

milieu; 

that a state oil company should be established... 

The phrase "national governance and control", the first of the ten commandments, was to 

remain a mantra for the development of Norwegian oil policy. The phrase was strongly 

marked by the political rhetoric of the contemporary debate on the EEC. But in the years 

which followed it was to acquire real content. Many of the ministries named above were 

already involved in various measures which aimed at regulating oil activities. These attempts 

became more coordinated, and intensified, in 1972 when parliament resolved on the 

establishment of a separate Petroleum Directorate together with the creation of Statoil. The 

Petroleum Directorate was to be the state’s professional body for resource administration, 

and was responsible for regulating the work environment and safety questions. 

The target of Norwegian self-sufficiency in oil has to be understood in light of the fact that 

importing oil products before the Ekofisk find had contributed to a growing Norwegian 

currency deficit. It was sidelined as a target once it became clear that Norwegian demand 

was minimal by comparison with the resources to be found in the sector. Moreover, Norway 

was still nearly self-sufficient in electricity from water power. Given that there were no 

concerns as yet over the relationship between human-generated CO2 emissions and climate 

change, it might seem strange that the requirement that no gas be flared off (other than in 

short test periods) was so central to a list of overarching needs. The background, however, 

was a concern for a socially-oriented management of resources which viewed the waste of 

valuable resources as negative in itself. It was feared that short-sighted self-interest might 

lead international oil companies to skim off the cream and only extract the resources that 

gave the largest immediate profit. 

As can be seen, a majority of these commandments were aimed in various ways at securing 

the establishment of a national Norwegian oil industry. The centrality of this concern is of 

course linked to the fact that this declaration came from the parliament’s industrial 

committee. It expressed nonetheless a widespread understanding that if Norway was to see 

a benefit from the new industry, it would not be enough to simply tax foreign companies. It 

was also important to ensure that Norway built up its own independent capacity. This was in 

part based on a purely economic train of thought: Norway had to secure the greatest 

possible share of the wealth creation which would take place around the industrial side of 

oil activities. At the same time, the creation of a national oil industry, part private and part 

state-owned, was seen as one of the instruments to ensure "national governance and 

control". To the degree it established independent technological know-how, Norway could 

not be blackmailed by dominant foreign companies. Thus it would also be easier to push for 

better financial conditions. 

A moderate pace and a "qualitatively better society" 

The most far-reaching of all the reports from this period is white paper no. 25 on "The role 

of petroleum activities in Norwegian society", presented by the Ministry of Finance in 
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February 1974.18 It is rare that white papers can be used to describe a Zeitgeist. The 

Norwegian white paper no. 25 is one exception. According to the report, the wealth from oil 

should be used to develop a "qualitatively better society". This meant a society with greater 

equality in living standards, in order to prevent social problems. As we have seen, 

environmental considerations already had a significant place in the industrial committee’s 

perspective in 1971. By 1974 this was even more significant. More environmentally- and 

resource-friendly production was needed. Local society was to be developed. The 

development of welfare, environment, perspectives on equality, local politics - all the 

buzzwords used in the campaigns for and against EEC membership - were now to become 

realities, financed by the new oil fortune. At the same time, and crucially, all of this was to 

take place without turning into a "swift and uncontrolled growth in the use of material 
resources".19 

The white paper underlines, time and time again, how important it is for elected bodies to 

control all aspects of petroleum policy. In order to achieve this, the decisive factor was 

control of the pace of development. The white paper’s first point states: "Wishing for a long- 

term perspective in the exploitation of resources, and after a comprehensive evaluation of 

its social aspects, the Government has concluded that Norway should take a moderate pace 
in the extraction of petroleum resources."2° By keeping to a moderate pace, it would be 

easier to ensure that the oil and gas which it had been decided to produce would be 

extracted in a defensible way. This would prevent the conversion costs of adaptation to a 

completely new industry from becoming too large. As the quotation shows, the aim was also 

that the resources should last for a longer period. 

The most interesting aspect here is that the goal of a moderate pace of oil extraction was 

based on the expectation that the large price growth which was being experienced while the 

white paper was being written (a quadrupling, towards $9 a barrel) would diminish over 

time. While globally many people feared that oil would soon end, the white paper thus 

assumed the opposite - that prices would fall, an assumption for which there were good 

reasons. It was also reasonable to believe that the strong growth in prices would lead to 

energy-saving measures. Furthermore, the white paper also stated that the oil crisis which 

was then at its height could lead to external pressures, both from the oil companies and 

from other western countries, to expand production in the Norwegian sector. In other 

words, it was important for Norway to steel itself against these pressures. Despite all these 

factors, the white paper concluded that it was rational for Norway to aim for a moderate 

pace. Norway should enter the age of oil with good intentions for a better society, and not 

make itself too dependent on oil. 

When the white paper was presented, the size of the Statfjord field was as yet unknown. It 

was assumed that with the oil and gas from Ekofisk and the gas from Frigg in full production, 

a level of about 35 million tons of oil and 25 million tons of gas would be reached by 1977. 

The majority agreed on introducing a "moderate" level of 90 million tons of oil equivalent 

annually. 

18 St. meld. (white paper) no. 25. (1973-74), Petroleumsvirksomhetens plass i det norske samfunnet. 

[The role of petroleum activities in Norwegian society]. 

19 Op.cit., p. 6. 

20 Ibid. 
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Conclusion 

When Hugo Ch~vez tightened the conditions for foreign oil companies operating in 

Venezuela in the 2000s, he met with strong reactions from the international oil industry. 

Esso went to court and tried to get support for freezing Venezuelan reserves in foreign 

banks. Political condemnation of the measure was particularly strong from the USA, the 

home of many dominant oil companies. Many other oil-producing countries in the South 

followed Venezuela’s example and demanded a renegotiation of agreements which had 

been shaped when they were in a far weaker negotiating position, during the low oil prices 

of the 1990s. 

The financial media described the new turn as resource nationalism. The concept 

"nationalism" was used in this context to claim that this policy was based on symbols and 

feelings rather than on rational economic calculations. The truth, however, is that Venezuela 

did nothing different from what Norway (and many other oil-producing countries) did in the 

1970s. It is not irrational for an oil-producing nation to do what it can to secure the greatest 

possible share of oil rent. If one needs foreign technology and capital to gain access to oil, a 

reasonable starting point would be that the companies who are involved should not earn 

more than the average profits for other, purely capitalist, industries. Classical economists, 

like Adam Smith, David Ricardo and Henry George, would have seen nothing immoral in this 

position. Far from it: so long as there is no international system to distribute natural 

resources justly, economic rent in its entirety should fall to society via the state in question. 

But precisely because limited natural resources are unequally distributed, oil-producing 

countries have a particular moral responsibility. Even if these profits are tied to particularly 

advantageous natural conditions, they represent wealth which cannot be realised without 

others paying. In the specific case of oil, it is also a polluting resource and - as we have 

learned since the 1970s - one which contributes to climate change. An oil-producing nation 

with large profits therefore has a moral responsibility - to the poor in countries which do 

not have access to petroleum reserves of their own, to the environment and to future 

generations. In some countries, a social evaluation would conclude that the oil should 

remain underground. Where the choice is made to allow production, Norway’s original 

position would be best, both morally and from a purely economic point of view: a moderate 

pace of extraction. 
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3. Good intentions and harsh reality 

In 1978, Norway received an inquiry from the West African coastal state of Benin. Oil had 

been found directly off the country’s short coastline. In an interview with the private 

Norwegian oil company Saga’s in-house magazine, Jacques Dalod~ of Benin’s Ministry of 
Industry explained why the country had turned to Norway:21 in a short period of time, 

Norway had built up independent oil know-how without becoming dependent on the large 

international oil companies. 

This was the first time that Norway received an official inquiry from an African state wanting 

to learn from the Norwegian oil experience. It would not be the last. This inquiry was 

noteworthy because it illustrates how quickly the image of Norway’s particularly successful 

oil experience was internationally established. As we have seen, the key elements in what 

on paper appears as the Norwegian oil experience were already in place by 1978. The 

overarching goal of national governance and control was to be realised by: 

1. The aim of securing the greatest possible share of the rent from oil for the state, 

which would distribute it in an egalitarian way across Norwegian society; 

2. The establishment of a state oil company; 

3. The establishment of a Petroleum Directorate with a national responsibility both for 

socially responsible resource administration and for safety; 

4. Support for the establishment of a strong national contractor industry; 

5. A political guarantee that the pace of extraction and investment would be a 

moderate one, so that other sectors would not be marginalised and that resources 

would last; 

6. A strong emphasis on extraction taking place in an environmentally justifiable way. 

But when Benin’s inquiry arrived in 1978, most of these aims were simply good intentions. 

The five years which had passed since the first posts in Statoil were advertised were far from 

enough for the company to have mastered all the industrial challenges involved in being an 

oil company. The Petroleum Directorate still did not have sufficient authority and know-how 

to decisively change foreign companies’ safety practices. The previous year, at Easter of 

1977, a dramatic blow-out on the Bravo platform at Ekofisk had demonstrated that the 

environmental challenges were far from being solved. Activities in the North Sea were still 

almost completely dominated by foreign companies. Phillips and Elf were in the process of 

completing construction and moving to the operational phase on the Ekofisk and Frigg 

fields. Mobil was directing a high-speed development of the Statfjord field. It took time to 

develop independent oil know-how. We shall discuss the different issues in turn. 

21Sa~a-Nytt [Saga News] 1980, p. 6. 
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A holding company or a state company with operative capacity? 

If the establishment of Statoil took place largely without conflict, this happened not least 

because Norwegian politicians and business leaders were aware that the establishment of 

state oil companies was a general trend in the oil world. Moreover, it was not only countries 

in the Middle East and Latin America which had established state oil companies. In fact, 

Norway was one of the few European countries which had no direct state involvement in 

the oil industry. BP in Great Britain, ENI in Italy and Elf / Total in France were all state- 

owned. In 1974, two years after Norway, Great Britain created another state oil company, 

the British National Oil Company (BNOC), despite already having BP; BNOC never became 

more than a paper company. In other European countries the state was involved directly or 

indirectly in downstream activities. In Sweden, the Swedish Association of Oil Consumers 

(OK) ran petrol stations and refineries as a cooperative. 

But there were major differences between BP, which had been created to secure oil supplies 

for an old colonial power, and the state companies in OPEC countries, which were created 

to ensure that the greatest possible share of oil rent went to the nation. On the political 

right, many thought that Statoil should be limited to acting as a holding company that 

managed state ownership shares, without developing an operational capacity. Johnsen, 

however, was determined that Statoil should not only become an operator, but that - in the 

same way as the very largest oil companies - it should secure positions at each stage of the 

oil process, from upstream prospecting and production down to refining, the chemical 

industry and the sale of oil products. Johnsen soon became known for using rather pompous 

expressions. One of these - "We must conquer the strategic heights" - has been frequently 

quoted, and sums up the strategy behind Statoil’s development. 

Although Johnsen had good parliamentary support for his position, he still met with 

opposition from the state bureaucracy. Statoil had been established as a so-called state- 

owned limited company. This distinguished it from many contemporary state oil companies 

in OPEC countries, where there was no clear division between the state administration and 
the state’s operative oil company. Instead, Statoil was to have an independent 

management. Political direction was initially organised through the Ministry of Industry 

(from 1978, the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy) acting as its general assembly, which 

could thus freely appoint the company’s board. So long as Statoil did not generate its own 

income, and thus had to beg for grants each time it needed to expand its staff or undertake 

investments, this situation gave considerable power to the officials. It was only from the 

early 1980s, when serious production came onstream on the Statfjord field, that Statoil had 

a significant source of independent income. 

As part of the Statfjordfield block allocation, where Mobil had been granted an interim role 

as operator, the American giant had agreed to train Statoil. According to one clause, Statoil 

was to take over as operator in the course of the ten-year period following a commercial 

find. Mobil only agreed to this deadline very reluctantly. Arve Johnsen, however, was 

concerned that Mobil would not take this training task seriously with a less binding 

agreement. Johnsen’s fear was justified: Mobil saw leadership of construction and operation 

in one of the world’s largest and most challenging oil fields as strategically important. This 

strategic significance was greatly strengthened by the dramatic development within OPEC, 

which saw foreign companies thrown out of one country after another. Under Alex Massad’s 

leadership, the company started an intense campaign to maintain its important Norwegian 

position. Mobil did everything it could to exploit all the unclarified points in the agreement, 

and lobbied actively to secure Norwegian political support for its view. In the many conflicts 

which followed, Johnsen could now use Statoil’s 50% ownership majority. However, he was 
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entirely clear that it was only by building up real independent technological know-how that 

Statoil could stand up to Mobil’s power. 

Little more than a year after its establishment, Statoil could start building up a department 

which would be closely modelled on Mobil’s Statfjord organisation. In order to avoid being 

too dependent on Mobil, it was simultaneously crucial for Statoil to have other options. First 

came the laborious work of recruiting staff for all the areas seen as strategically important. 

Since Norwegian know-how was so limited, Johnsen was forced to travel to the USA to find 

leaders for many branches of the company. He took care to appoint Americans who had no 

connections to Mobil. Statoil, however, also benefitted from the fact that Norwegian 

education made great efforts to meet the new industry’s needs. The technical college in 

Trondheim (NTH) soon had an assembly line training engineers. As students saw their own 

prospects, Statoil was the top choice for starting a career. Within the geology departments 

at Oslo and Bergen universities, the emphasis in teaching and research was rapidly shifted 

from the bedrock which characterised dry land in Norway to the kind of sedimentary rocks 

where oil was to be found. 

Technological power and pipelines 

The first field where Statoil had the potential for actual operational activities using its own 

engineering know-how was the laying of pipelines. This corresponded exactly with the 

technological / political role that Statoil needed to take in order to challenge the power of 

the foreign companies. As early as 1968, following the discovery of the small and at that 

time uncommercial Cod field, a committee had been set up to evaluate the possibility of 
bringing oil ashore on the Norwegian coast.22 Following the Ekofisk find, the question was 

raised again, requiring yet another report.23 The major challenge was the same Norwegian 

Trench which had caused uncertainty around the boundary negotiations. 

For Phillips, the choice was simple. The markets for the Ekofisk oil and gas lay on the 

European continent and in Great Britain. Both oil and gas could be transported without huge 

difficulty in pipes laid at depths of 60 to 70 metres near the field, which became shallower 

the closer they came to land. The Norwegian Trench was around 360 metres deep on the 

alternative route. Furthermore, the underwater terrain was quite rugged. A look at the map 

shows that it would hardly have made good economic sense to bring the Ekofisk reserves 

ashore in Norway and then send them back in the same direction. Because of water power, 

Norway did not require much oil itself. The important point, however, was the feeling of 

being dictated to by Phillips. Phillips’ key argument was that it was technologically 

impossible to cross the Norwegian Trench by pipe. As long as the Norwegian report, whose 

conclusions were different, was nothing more than a superficial evaluation, it was the 

operator’s engineering know-how which decided the outcome. 

The question of the Norwegian Trench and pipelines ashore came up again in 1974 in 
connection with the development of the Frigg field (116 billion sm3 gas). This time, the 

question was dealt with by a committee whose know-how was considerably greater.24 Once 

22 Tore Jcrgen Hanisch and Gunnar Nerheim, Norsk oljehistorie [Norwegian oil history], Oslo 1992, 

p. 156. 

23 NOU [Official Norwegian report] 1972 no. 15, Ilandfcrin9 av petroleum [Bringing petroleum 

ashore]. 

24 NOU [Official Norwegian report] 1974 no. 40, Rcrledninger pd dypt vann [Deep ~vater pipelines]. 
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again, though, the parliament had to bend to the operator Elf’s assessment. Since the Frigg 

field stretched into the British sector, it was feared that the British might drain Norwegian 

gas if agreement was not reached on a development strategy. 

By contrast, when the Statfjord field was developed Statoil set up its own engineering 

department to elaborate real plans for a pipeline ashore. Statoil paid more than 100 million 

kroner up to January 1979 to various subcontractors who explored the possibility of an oil 

pipeline project. These reports were on a completely different level than earlier reports. We 

now know, with the benefit of hindsight, that Statoil pushed ahead too fast in some areas. 

The available technology depended on divers going to extreme depths and carrying out 

demanding tasks. This was impossible in practice without simultaneously risking serious 

damage to health.2s 

The Norwegian company optimistically concluded that it was possible to bring oil ashore. At 

this point, however, great uncertainty was associated with the very development of the 

Statfjord field because of major cost overruns. Parliament, which had been pushing to 

secure industrial ripple effects by bringing the reserves ashore, had got cold feet. Thus the 

solution which was chosen involved piping the Statfjord oil into tankers from large cargo 

buoys immediately beside the large platforms. This was a year ofter the small group from 

Benin sought advice from Norway. 

When Arve Johnsen was asked in connection with Statoil’s twentieth anniversary which 

decision had been the most important of the company’s first fifteen years, he answered that 
it was the 1981 parliamentary decision to construct the Statpipe.26 What might sound like 

praise for the parliament’s decision was of course a lightly disguised way of emphasising 

what Arve Johnsen thought he and Statoil deserved the credit for. The Statpipe was to bring 

the Statfjord gas ashore to K~rst¢, just north of Stavanger. It would be processed there and 

then shipped back across the Norwegian Trench. Initially, it was then connected to the 

pipeline network from Ekofisk, where the state had a majority of shares via Statoil thanks to 

the intense negotiations of 1973. The decisive point for Statoil was that the company had 

not only led the engineering work prior to construction. It was now to implement the 

parliamentary resolution by constructing and operating the actual pipeline. 

The pipeline was in operation by :1983. In the event, foreign participation was nevertheless 

considerable. The pipes were laid by the American firm McDermott. The diving was split 

between the Norwegian company Seaways and the French Comex. However, it was Statoil 

which had drawn up the plans and held the strings. Two years later, in October :1985, gas 

from Statfjord could be transported underwater to Germany via an onshore processing 

terminal in Norway. 

Arve Johnsen was probably right. The Statpipe, and the conquest of the Norwegian Trench 

at last, was probably the single moment where Statoil most clearly realised what had been a 

central goal at its foundation. Statoil had done was was politically desirable - and 

technologically feasible. K~rst¢, Kolsnes, Stura, Mongstad, Tjellbergodden, the Snchvit plant 

25 NOU [Official Norwegian report] 2003 no. S, Pionerdykkerne i Nordsjcen [Pioneer divers in the 

North Sea]. Kristin ~ye Gjerde og Helge Ryggvik, Nordsjcdykkerne [The North Sea divers], Stavanger 

2009. 

2(, The information comes from Statoil Magasin, reproduced in Bjcrn Vidar Lercen, Troll 9assfor 

9enerasjoner. AS Norske Shell, [The Troll field: gas for generations. Norwegian Shell], no date (the 
book discusses events up to 1996). 
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near Hammerfest - none of the many major petroleum-related industrial projects along the 

Norwegian coast could have been realised if the Statpipe project had not succeeded. But by 

this point it was 1985, not 1978. 

"Strategic heights" 

If the Benin representatives had the impression that Norway had already mastered the 

many challenges linked to oil activities seven years before the first really significant 

Norwegian-led operations in the North Sea, this impression was also shared by Norwegian 

public opinion. There were various reasons for this exaggerated faith in domestic exploits. 

The most important was that all the Norwegian actors had a strong interest in playing up 

their own know-how. The contractor industry wanted to secure contracts, while the 

Norwegian oil companies wanted to secure strategic concessions and operator roles. In this 

context Statoil had the best strategic position. With its 50% ownership of the Statfjord field, 

the company could constantly emphasise its own role without objections from Mobil. Arve 

Johnsen had ensured that Statoil led the Statfjord group’s information section. A Norwegian 

press corps which liked emphasising Norwegian feats did not ask whether this gave a 

distorted impression of who was actually carrying out the tasks in the North Sea. 

But in the years which followed, things did in fact move quickly. According to the original 

agreement, Statoil should have taken over the operatorship of Statfjord after ten years, in 

1983. It was nonetheless a milestone when the company finally took over responsibility 

from Mobil in December 1986. The same was true for the start of production on the Gullfaks 

field just before Christmas that year. Statoil initially held 91% ownership of Gullfaks, which 

was allocated in the fourth round of concessions in 1978. The remaining 9% were owned by 

Norsk Hydro. In other words, this was a 100% Norwegian-owned field. Statoil had used Esso 

as a "technological assistant", but had been operator itself from the prospecting phase 
through to construction and operation. Gullfaks was a giant field (360 million sm3 oil). This 

represented slightly more than half the oil in Statfjord. Since the development of Gullfaks 

took place in parallel with the preparations for the takeover of Statfjord, Statoil now had 

two different strategic bases. 

The control given by ownership and operatorship on two of the North Sea’s largest fields 

were without doubt the most important "heights" gained in Statoil’s positioning under Arve 

Johnsen. They were not the only ones, however. In the course of his 16 years as director, 

the company established a solid position in the downstream aspect of the oil industry. 

Socio-economically, it is very important - both for oil producing countries and those which 

are dependent on importing petroleum products - to secure the greatest possible industrial 

ripple effects associated with processing oil and gas. In the 1960s, before the oil finds in the 

North Sea, Scandinavian countries competed with each other to secure the refineries set up 

by the major oil companies to serve the region. 

Where conditions exist for free competition, refining can be seen as a case of pure 

capitalism, rather than the realisation of economic rent as in the case of the production of 

oil from large oil fields. Refineries are rarely able to produce the same profits as ownership 

of a large oil field. If the largest oil companies have nonetheless owned and operated 

refinery plants for large parts of their history, one reason is that their secure access to crude 

oil, large organisations and marketing apparatus makes them able to operate such plants 

more profitably than others can. Oil directors with a long track record have also found that 

in periods of major consumption growth, refining capacity can prove a bottleneck. During 

the low oil prices at the end of the 1990s, the financial markets rewarded oil companies 
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which divested themselves of their refining capacity. Many oil companies concentrated their 

investments upstream, where it was easiest to produce economic rent. However, 

immediately prior to the financial crisis, the world’s refining capacity had once again 

become too small. 

It can be particularly difficult in countries with potentially large oil reserves to understand 

the political economy of the downstream side of activities, precisely because many 

companies are playing a strategic game where the goal is first and foremost to secure access 

to large oil fields. In Norway, it was only Arve Johnsen and Statoil who had the strategic aim 

of establishing a fully integrated oil company with independent positions at all stages of the 

production chain. For all three Norwegian oil companies, however, establishing themselves 

downstream was shaped by tactical positioning in order to secure their most important 

goal, lucrative allocations in future concession rounds. 

This was particularly true of the smallest of the three, Saga. The private Norwegian 

alternative consisted of shipping capital and had no oil know-how. Since the company was 

competing with foreign companies which did, it depended on political goodwill to secure 

ownership and positions that it could establish itself from. In this situation, an otherwise 

liberally-oriented shipping milieu played a game which depended on Norwegian 

protectionism to succeed. With the hectic activity that was taking place in the Norwegian 

sector in the 1970s, there was simply no space for a second or third operational Norwegian 

company. For Hydro and Saga, the key task was thus to cling tight to downstream positions 

in order to appear as Norwegian "oil companies", with goodwill and claims on concessions 

in the next phase of development of the sector. 

In the early 1970s, Norsk Hydro had already secured its position with the Mongstad refinery 

to the northwest of Bergen. This plant was originally built by BP; soon Statoil and Saga also 

joined as owners. All three Norwegian companies became owners around the same time in 

a petrochemical plant at Rafnes in Bamble in Telemark, 150 km south of Oslo. Hydro was to 

operate an ethylene plant while Saga was to operate a polyolefin plant. Polyolefin was far 

from the shipping world’s starting know-how. Neither the refineries nor the petrochemical 

plants produced large profits. Saga nearly bankrupted itself with its involvement. The 

company was initially saved by finally getting a lucrative allocation (the Snorre field). 

The upshot was that Statoil took over both the Mongstad refinery and large parts of the 

chemical industry. Saga could thus concentrate on its owners’ initial interest, securing a 

share of the oil rent from the Norwegian sector as a result of lucrative preferential 

allocations. Even Hydro, which was after all initially an industrial company, did the same. A 

definite distance developed between the company’s oil department and its traditional 

industrial field of interest (fertiliser, aluminium, magnesium and so on). 

It was cost overruns associated with the extension of the Mongstad refinery which forced 

Arve Johnsen’s departure as Statoil’s leader in 1988. At a time of low oil prices, the refinery 

seemed to be draining money. Johnsen’s "strategic positioning" nevertheless proved to pay 

off years later, showing good profits when oil prices rose. 

The development of Norwegian outlets for petrol and other oil products was also shaped by 

political games and economic positioning. For a long period, Statoil was prevented from 

selling oil products itself in the Norwegian market. Industrial politicians had elaborated a 

compromise under which the three Norwegian oil companies - Statoil, Norsk Hydro, and the 

private company Saga - were to sell petrol and oil products jointly under the name Norol. 

The state was the main shareholder, with the rest divided between the three companies. 

Norol began from BP’s old petrol station network in Norway. None of the three companies, 
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however, were particularly satisfied with the arrangement. Both Statoil and Norsk Hydro 

compensated for this with extensive purchases of petrol stations in the rest of Scandinavia. 

Statoil also expanded into other northern European countries. As early as 1978, Statoil 

bought out Hydro and Saga’s shares in Norol. It took more than a decade, however, before 

the state’s shares went to Statoil. Only in 1991 could the company sell petrol under its own 

name in Norway. Saga became a pure crude oil company, while Hydro gradually withdrew 

from retail. 

Tax and negotiating power 

The wave of nationalisations and attempts at establishing local oil capacity which took place 

in many oil producing countries in the 1970s was replaced by a corresponding neo-liberal 

counter-wave in the 1980s. Ironically, the large profits realised by many OPEC countries in 

the 1970s was one important element of the process that led to this counter-wave. Corrupt 

leaders deposited enormous amounts in American banks. Since investment possibilities 

were poor in the USA, this money was lent to speculative projects in growth areas in the 

global South, not least in Latin America. The financial crisis which followed gave institutions 

like the World Bank, the International IVlonetary Fund (IMF) and the Global Agreement on 

Trade and Tariffs (GATT, later WTO) the power to push through comprehensive privatisation 
and deregulation measures.27 In medium-sized oil producing countries like Colombia, 

Ecuador, Argenina and Peru it was precisely the energy sector which was targetted. Pressure 

was also directed at larger oil producers like Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela. 

The neo-liberals believed that oil-producing states should leave the oil industry to 

established multinational oil companies. It was these companies who had mastered the 

technology. The same was true for the associated multinational contractor industry. The 

reasoning was roughly as follows: "If at each crossroads the cheapest foreign alternative had 

been chosen, the total profit would have been greater, and thus there would have been 

more left over to tax." 

This was the ultimate realisation of Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage, but without 

considering his theory of economic rent. No country was to place barriers in the way of 

international investments. All forms of protectionism which shielded or supported local 

industries in one way or another had to be combatted because they disrupted competition. 

Direct state involvement in industrial activity was condemned. 

This kind of thinking has on occasion led to the proposition that Norway should also have 

relied on the services offered by foreign companies, and that all attempts at localising the 

industry entailed large additional costs which reduced profits, and in turn reduced the 

possibilities for taxing the companies. If this argument has never been taken entirely 

seriously - even when neo-liberalism made its ideological breakthrough in Norway in the 

1980s - this was because the history of oil in Norway had demonstrated all too clearly that 

there was a direct connection between local technological know-how and economic and 

political power. 

In the conflict over pipeline routes, as we have seen, the Ministry of Industry experienced 

this when Phillips, and later Elf and Mobil, used their technological competence to push for 

27 Susan George, A fate worse than debt, London 1988. Susan George, The debt boomerang, London 

1992. 
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solutions which were economically beneficial for the companies, but did little for Norway in 

socio-econmoic terms. This was even clearer to the officials of the Ministry of Finance. It 

would not have been possible to secure a correspondingly high government take for the 

Norwegian state if it had not held a technologically skilled Statoil in reserve - which could 

take over everything if the companies were to hold back. 

Before the first round of concession allocations, one of Shell’s representatives showed 

Evensen a calculation in which the Norwegian state would end up with a somewhere 

between 60 and over 70% of the wealth, depending on how great the costs were in relation 
to income.28 With the reduction in royalties and the targetted tax reduction for oil 

companies which Evensen forced through, Norway stood to see a lower government take 

from the Norwegian sector than, for example, Great Britain’s at the same period. 

In case of a major find, where the costs were low in relation to income, the government 

take could have ended up little higher than 50%. Even if the tax reductions prior to the 

concession allocations could be seen as part of a package, there was no formal rule 

preventing the state from changing tax levels subsequently. This became an issue 

immediately once the size of the Ekofisk field became known. Phillips and the rest of the 

Ekofisk shareholders appeared to be in a position to collect large quantities of economic 

rent. When in 1974 the government, via the Ministry of Finance, wanted to raise the tax on 

oil companies, the foreign companies protested loudly. 

The new tax proposal entailed a royalty (tax on production) calculated on a sliding scale 

between 8 and 16%, an ordinary company tax corresponding to that on land-based business 
(50.8%) and a special tax of 25%.29 At the same time, it laid down that the authorities could 

define a standard price for the purposes of tax assessment. The companies would have 

considerable possibilities for tax deduction of costs. Altogether, though, this was a dramatic 

sharpening of taxes. Norway now wanted to secure a government take of around 80%. 

All the major companies sent angry letters to the government when the proposal was 

presented. Both Shell and Esso made statements which could be interpreted as saying that 
they would rethink their future in the Norwegian sector if the proposal was accepted.3° The 

loudest protests, naturally, came from the owners of the Ekofisk field: except for the new 

royalty system, the tax increases were also to apply to Ekofisk. Phillips’ lawyers pointed out 

that it was unreasonable to introduce rules with retrospective effect. Once again, the oil 

companies met with considerable sympathy on the part of officials in the Ministry of 

Industry. However, the Norwegian Ministry of Finance, which had a long experience of 

questions related to economic rent, did not let itself be scared off. its underlying 

understanding was the same as in the Norwegian water power regime: the state had to aim 

for the greatest possible share of the economic rent from large fields like Ekofisk to go to 

the community. 

The Ministry of Finance assumed that as long as the oil companies secured profits which 

corresponded to or were higher than those in other industries, they would nevertheless 

28 Archive of the Continental Shelf Committee. Letter from C.F. Driessen (Shell) to Jens Evensen. 

January 7 1965. Given a cost framework of 60% in relation to income, the government take would 

come to XX according to Shell’s calculations. 

29 Hanisch and Nerheim 1992, p. 434. 

30 Ibid. 
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choose to remain in the Norwegian sector. Furthermore, since the establishment of a 

Norwegian state company was in process, there would also be an alternative if the 

companies made good on their threats of withdrawing from the Norwegian sector. And, 

sure enough, even Phillips chose to conform. Phillips was not only risking its position in 

relation to Ekofisk. Norwegian authorities could also punish the company indirectly, 

particularly during later allocation rounds. But Norway’s negotiating strength was based 

most decisively on the fact that it had an alternative if the foreign companies ultimately 

withdrew. 

Conclusion 

The first major strategic oil policy conflict in Norway was around bringing pipelines ashore. 

This was no coincidence. Throughout oil history, the ownership of pipelines and the choice 

of routes has always been very significant, both for who secured the oil rent and for what 

economic side benefits were to come of the industry. In Bolivia, the international oil 

industry wanted to build a pipeline over the Andes mountains to the Pacific coast in order to 

export oil to American consumers, rather than building a distribution network which could 

contribute to badly-needed economic development in the region. In Ireland, where gas has 

been found off the country’s beautiful west coast, the local population is fighting a pipeline 

and associated refinery which will have destructive environmental effects. The common 

feature here is the confrontation with a powerful industry which uses a combination of 

ownership power and technological power to further its interests. 
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4. The Norwegian contractors 

The establishment of Statoil was already an important step in the process of Iocalising the 

oil industry in Norway. However, it was also intended as an instrument to ensure the largest 

possible proportion of Norwegian supplies to the new industry. Measured by the number of 

work places, suppliers or contractors make up a far greater proportion of the oil industry 

than the oil companies themselves. This is true for most oil regions around the world, 

although the proportions can vary somewhat. 

Some of this proportion represents services which are not particularly specific to the oil 

industry. There are, however, also companies which manage technologies peculiar to oil 

activities. In some cases these companies use technology which is at least as advanced as 

that to be found within the major oil companies themselves. For a country seeking to secure 

national governance and control of oil activities, then, the relationship to the contractor 

industry will be very important, whether the industry is local or international. 

The relationship between operator and contractor 

The economic parameters of the contractor industry are different from those of the oil 

industry, in the sense that it is more of a traditional capitalist activity based on competition. 

Firstly there are large contractors who sell goods and services directly to the oil companies. 

Then there are more specialised companies which sell products to contractors. These in turn 

can have their own subcontractors. The market conditions for a typical oil contractor, 

however, are clearly different from the kind of free competition model which underlay Adam 

Smith’s theories. In many oil regions open to international oil companies, a considerable 

proportion of the contracts comes from a limited number of major oil companies. Both big and 

small contractors thus find themselves in a relationship of constant dependence on the oil 

companies, particularly on those companies which at the time in question are operators as 

well as owners in their licenced field. 

Independent of whether the allocation of oil blocks takes the form of auctions (as in the USA, 

Iraq etc) or the allocation of concessions (as in Norway), most oil fields around the world which 

are open to foreign participation are owned by consortiums. The owners of a licence act in 

practice as a board for the operator, which leads the work itself. Often, the company with the 

largest ownership interest has the operator role. However, this is not always the case. In 

Norway and most oil producing countries, it has been the authorities who have chosen which 

company should have the operator role. But in some countries, where the authorities permit 

this, the companies can choose for themselves, on the basis of various tactical and strategic 

interests, which member of an ownership consortium is to be the operator. 

Companies exist which have earned fortunes simply through the speculative buying and 

selling of interests in oil fields. From the beginning, Norwegian authorities had a restrictive 

approach to companies which did not have oil-technological know-how (with the exception 

of Norwegian ones, which were to be trained). Large, established oil companies can also 

have an interest in buying up or selling off their share of particular licences for more or less 

speculative reasons. 

Nevertheless, most major oil companies see the role of operator as a very important one. 

This is essentially the same logic which brought Norwegian authorities to seek to establish a 

national oil industry: besides the share of income secured by being one of the licence 
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owners, an operator can benefit from the industrial ripple effects. This relates both to 

income (which can be entered in accounts as expenditure for the ownership group as a 

whole and is often tax-deductible) and the development of technological know-how. In 

many cases, too, the networks established through physical presence in a given oil region 

will be important in positioning prior to future allocations. And, importantly, an operator 

will often have a decisive influence over which companies are used as contractors. In the 

Norwegian sector, it was obvious from the start that operating companies tended to choose 

contractors which they already had relationships with. This meant that the majority of the 

first companies to secure contracts were American. 

Even if one limits oneself to upstream oil activities, there is a range of diverse skills which 

have to be brought together before one can locate, and potentially start production of, oil 

and gas. The relationship between oil companies and contractors has changed considerably 

since oil prospecting started in the Norwegian sector in the 1960s. The main trend has been 

a tendency for oil companies to increasingly focus on finding, owning and controlling oil 

fields, while a considerable proportion of other services are contracted out to other firms. 

This relates both to offshore and land-based oil activities. 

Already at the end of the 1960s there were large contractor companies which followed the 

oil companies around the world. Since then, however, there has been a consolidation 

process. Many of the key capacities which the companies do not possess are now 

concentrated in a few global contractors, each dominating its own special field. Those who 

followed the 2010 Deepwater Horizon tragedy in the Gulf of Mexico closely through the 

media will have discovered that on a drilling platform only a small proportion of the crew 

are actually employed by whichever oil company is formally the operator for drilling. The 

work in this case was carried out by the rig owner and drilling company Transocean. The 

drilling was followed by the Halliburton company’s coming in in connection with testing the 

well, the supply of drilling mud and so on. Those who followed still more closely will also 

have noticed that the so-called blowout preventor was supplied by the Cameron company, 

which specialises in this. All three are contractors on a global scale in their own areas. 

Halliburton, incidentally, does far more than simply service oil wells. 

The first phase of prospecting and development: foreign dominance 

During the first phase of prospecting in the Norwegian sector, much of the work was carried 

out by the American company Odeco, which owned the rigs and drills used by many of the 

oil companies that were granted concessions in the first two rounds. Odeco brought both 

supervisors and oil workers who had experience from the Gulf of Mexico. 

From the very first drilling season, the company employed a number of Norwegian oil 

workers. This was hardly done solely in order to satisfy Norwegian authorities, who were 

concerned from the start to ensure Norwegian jobs. Firstly, Norwegian workers started with 

much lower wages than the Americans. They were also cheaper to employ (shorter travel 

times etc.) It was no coincidence that the first Norwegian company to secure a contract in 

the sector was Christiana Dampkjckken, a catering company from Oslo. It was logical for the 

company providing catering services to be close to the bases. In the 1960s there were as yet 
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no globally oriented companies providing such services.31 The new industry could thus 

create some local ripple effects independently. 

The challenge for Norwegian workers was to secure skilled jobs in the areas that the oil 

industry saw as central areas of know-how. In the same way, it was difficult for Norwegian 

companies to break into the parts of the industry which were seen as strategically 

important. But insofar as oil activities in the North Sea had a unique maritime character 

(higher waves, colder and deeper water, further from land), where even American 

companies with a background in the Gulf of Mexico fell short, there were some fields where 

Norway had an advantage. In the 1960s, Norway was the world’s third largest seafaring 

nation by tonnage. Not only did Norway have a large fleet with skilled sailors, but almost 

every coastal town had a substantial shipyard, with both skilled workers and good 

engineers. Even before the international economic crisis that followed the oil price shock of 

1973 / 4, this industry was starting to experience increased competition from Japan and 

Korea. There were thus strong incentives to find alternatives. 

Many Norwegian shipping companies threw themselves into the market for prospecting rigs 

immediately after the Ekofisk find became known. This happened without strong state 

incentives. Several rigs were built in Norwegian shipyards. In the prospecting bonanza that 

was the North Sea in the 1970s, this produced both workplaces for Norwegian shipyard 

workers and good profits to the actual owners. Here Norway had a significantly different 

starting-point from countries in the global South with correspondingly large oil reserves. 

Norway had both a capital base and skills which could relatively easily be converted to oil 

activities. 

However, even the drilling equipment on board these rigs was produced and installed by 

American experts. Furthermore, it was American drilling entrepreneurs who ran the drilling 

operations proper when the semi-submersible rigs were used. Norwegian workers had a 

self-image as being extremely competent, western, skilled workers. On the rigs, they found 

themselves working at the bottom of the task hierarchy. Many felt they were discriminated 

against. 

From the moment of the big oil finds, it was no longer prospecting but the construction and 

operation of production appliances which became most important for contractors and jobs. 

Here, too, there were areas where foreign companies preferred Norwegian firms and 

workers without being forced to do so. Transporting the large installations that were to be 

built entailed both major technological challenges and costs. In the same way as with the 

prospecting rigs, it was advantageous to transport production workers out by helicopters as 

close as possible to the installations. But insofar as most of the installations were almost 

exactly in the middle of the North Sea, they could have just as well have been managed 

from Great Britain, which was a few years ahead of Norway in its development. There would 

also have been no reason why another North Sea country with a suitable geographical 

location could not have played such a role - Denmark, West Germany, the Netherlands, 

Belgium or France. If the Norwegian share of the action was nevertheless relatively large, 

there were various conditions which played a part in this. 

Geography was an advantage in one decisive area. The deep Norwegian fjords were very 

suitable for producing the concrete understructures of the gigantic installations which were 

then towed out into the North Sea. From the construction of the Statfjord platforms until 

31 In the 2000s, catering services could be supplied by global contractors such as Sodexo or 

Compass Group. 
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the Troll and Sleipner installations in the 1990s, the understructures were built in concrete. 

The Troll platform, which has a total height of 472 metres, could not have been built in the 

same way in Great Britain. The choice of concrete as a material was of course good news for 

that part of Norwegian industry which had built large dam projects during the development 

of water power.32 With Norwegian-produced understructures, the conditions were created 

for the platform itself and part of the production equipment on it to be supplied by firms in 

Norway. 

In relation to the large, fixed production installations it was also an advantage that Norway 

started from a developed mechanical industry. But the transition from building ships to 

constructing complex processing equipment on oil platforms at sea required a considerable 

upgrading in know-how. Nor were any of the shipyards along the coast large enough to take 

on the challenges they faced independent. There was thus a process of comprehensive 

mergers, where individual groups of shipyards soon appeared as parts of concerns which 

specialised in offshore tasks. 

Direct and indirect protectionism 

However, neither the geographical advantages nor the contribution of Norwegian industry 

were enough to ensure that Norwegian participation was as large as it was to become. The 

decisive factor in achieving this was the overarching political goals and the instruments 

which were employed to realist these. Many of these were openly protectionist. Clear 

signals were sent that companies which did not contribute to raising the share of Norwegian 

contractors would be punished during later concession rounds. A section of a 1972 law 

required Norwegian goods and services to be preferred where they were economically 

competitive. Companies were requested to use Norwegian workers where possible. There 

were also more indirect measures, like support for training in oil-related expertise and the 

creation of state research institutions to support Norwegian companies. 

At least as significant as intentionally protectionist measures was the indirect Iocalisation 

effect that followed from establishing the Norwegian regulation regime offshore. Measures 

whose initial purpose was to establish a high safety and environmental standard, to regulate 

the workplace or health issues, played perhaps the greatest role in giving an advantage to 

Norwegian firms and workers. Even the more conservative government which took over in 

1981 demanded that foreign firms should accept the rules of the game within the 

established Norwegian tripartite relationship between trade unions, employers’ associations 
and the authorities.33 The requirements that the oil fields’ operational organisations had to 

be based in Norway, that all documents and contracts had to be set out in Norwegian and 

that the working language on the platforms was to be Norwegian, could be justified on 

social and safety grounds. They nevertheless had the effect of giving companies who 

understood the Norwegian system an advantage. For similar reasons, it benefitted foreign 

companies to maintain a position in Norway and employ Norwegians in key positions. Even 

arch-American companies like Phillips and Esso eventually developed relatively "Norwegian" 

operational organisations. 

32 Ole Andreas Engen, "The Development of the Norwegian Petroleum Innovation System. A 

Historical Overview~’ in Innovation, Path Dependency and Policy: The Norwegian Case (eds. Jan 
Fagerberg, Bent Verspagen & David Mowery), Oxford 2009. 

33 Helge Ryggvik and Marie Smith-Solbakken, Norsk oljehistorie bd 3: blod, svette o9 olje [Norwegian 

oil history, vol. 3: Blood, sweat and oil], Oslo 1997, p. 271. 
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Together with the authorities’ demands and regulations, Statoil - with its ever more 

dominant position - was a decisive motor in the Iocalisation process. Here, Statoil’s 50% 

ownership of the Statfjord field was to prove itself decisive once again. The construction of 

the three giant platforms Statfjord A, B and C was to be a model for many of the 

constructions that followed. By this point Arve Johnsen had discovered that if it was 

relatively easy to get foreign companies to accept Norwegian contractors in areas which 

were not particularly specific to oil activities (transport, catering and so on), it was far 

harder for Norwegian companies to gain a foothold in the areas which could be defined as 

the core of the oil business. He also saw, in relation to major construction projects, that the 

company and milieus which carried out engineering tasks at any given time (a key area of 

know-how in itself) in turn set tight parameters for which contractors would be chosen. 

In this context, he used Statoil’s ownership power to press Mobil, the operator, to agree to 

give the engineering tasks for Statfjord B to the newly-started Norwegian engineering firm 

Norwegian Petroleum Consultans (NPC). The outcome was a compromise which was 

characteristic of the process of transmitting technology. NPC was to be operated in a joint 

venture association with the American firm Brown & Root. Brown & Root were to lead this 

development. On Statfjord C, however, NPC was to lead the process. 

A comparable joint venture had previously been formed between Brown & Root and the 

traditional Norwegian shipbuilding firm Aker around the construction of Statfjord A, again as 

a result of Statoil pressure. In relation to the allocation of contracts for Statfjord B, however, 

Statoil signalled that the company was not willing to give a free pass to any given Norwegian 

milieu for all new contracts. In autumn 1977, the strategic shipyard contract for Statfjord B 

was given to the competing shipyard group, Kva~rner. The process was highly dramatic. In 

Aker, the defeat was felt so strongly that one of the employees responsible decided to 

commit suicide.~ 

A competitive Norwegian contractor industry? 

In the early 1980s, the Norwegian shipbuilding industry went through a serious crisis. A 

series of Norwegian shipyards were closed. Some survived by specialising in building supply 

vessels for oil activities. The bulk of skills, however, remained with Aker and Kv~erner, which 
secured comprehensive contracts in both the 1980s and 1990s around the development of 

the big oil fields. The decisive point for both was that they developed ever more advanced 

engineering know-how. In practice, NPC was overtaken by Aker. In the 1990s, it was no 

longer a case of oil companies coming to shipyards to get particular platform constructions 

screwed together. The old shipyard firms could now make their own demands on the 

companies. The majority of the employees were no longer skilled workers with certificates 

in welding, but highly trained engineers and computer experts. None of this would have 

been possible without startup help from Norwegian authorities and Statoil. 

The history of the Norwegian contractor industry is a complex one. Not all startup attempts 

were equally successful. Furthermore, the contractor industry was always far more 

vulnerable to economic conjunctures than the oil companies. In periods with low oil prices, 

the companies could save on expenses by reducing new investments (prospecting and the 

development of already known fields) and live off established fields. This hit many 

34 Hfikon Larvik, Statfj’ord. Nordsjcens stcrste oljefelt [Statfjord: the North Sea’s largest oil field], 

Stavanger 1997. 
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contractors directly. In the 1980s alone, the contractor industry experienced two such 

crises. The low oil prices at the end of the 1990s led to a similar crisis. 

Many Norwegian company groups finished up as parts of large foreign companies. However, 

there were also examples of Norwegian capital milieus which started as parts of Norwegian 

companies and made comparable buy-outs abroad, finishing by establishing large 

international companies. The common feature of the vast majority of these was that in the 

start-up phase they were assisted by various forms of Norwegian protectionism. 

Thus the Norwegian diving company Seaway could never have built itself up without 

Statoil’s influence, which helped it to secure strategic roles in the Statfjord field and in laying 

the Statpipe gas pipeline.3s The company also benefitted from the state-supported 

underwater research institution Norsk Undervannsinstitutt (NUI). In 1992 the company 

bought up the French diving company Comex. Over the years which followed, the company 

developed further, establishing itself globally as an underwater firm (Asergy). Similarly, 

Petroleum Geo Services (PGS), a company which today supplies advanced seismic services 

internationally, benefitted considerably from various forms of protectionism in its early 

phase. The same goes for companies like Kongsberg Offshore (KO) and Smedvig (later 

Seadrill). Even the multinational drilling and oil rig giant Transocean, which received a lot of 

publicity as a result of the role of its rig in the blow-out in the Gulf of Mexico in spring and 

summer 2010, is linked to this regime of Norwegian state support. 

Towards the end of the 1980s, the Aker-controlled drilling company Aker Drilling had 

achieved a market share of about 60% of all production drilling in the Norwegian sector. In 

1990 Aker Drilling was split from its mother company. Immediately afterwards, Aker bought 

up a somewhat smaller rig company in the British sector. This company’s name (Transocean) 

was suitable for international expansion. Through buy-outs, mergers and reorganisations, 

the company built itself up through the 1990s to become a significant drilling firm in all 

international offshore markets. In 1996 the company was bought by a group of American 

owners. This was a hostile buy-out, in the sense that it was not initiated by the company’s 

Norwegian leadership. But the figure offered was so large that the temptation was too 

much for its Norwegian owners. Later, this ultra-maritime company was registered as Swiss. 

A company made up of units which were initially nurtured as part of Norwegian 

protectionism had thus ended up as a global, nation-less entity. 

The core of the Norwegian contractor industry, however, remained tied to Aker and 

Kvaerner, which as we have seen came from the shipyard world36. In the 1990s, both 

companies tried to secure contracts linked to offshore activities abroad. Kvaerner, which was 

particularly expansionist, broke itself trying to take over a large British shipbuilder and 

offshore contractor. The company was saved by capital from Aker, leading to a merger 

between the two companies in 2002. From 2008, the oil-related part of the company goes 

by the name Aker Solution. With about 22,000 employees and branches distributed around 

all the key offshore regions around the world, the company has become a globally 

competitive contractor. A key part of its wealth creation and technological development 

happens in Norway. At the same time, the company is vulnerable to an international 

buyout. When its owner, Kjell Inge Rckke, threatened to sell to a foreign buyer in 2007, the 

3s Kristin Oye Gjerde and Helge Ryggvik, Nordsjcdykkerne [The North Sea divers], Stavanger 2009. 

p. 336. 

36 Espen Forsberg Holmstrcm, National Dynamics or Dynamic Nationality, ESST Oslo 2010. 
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state chose to take up a 30% ownership share. This was a unique case in the sense that 

hitherto the state had only contributed by creating the right conditions for Norwegian 

contractors. Now, the state’s ownership role was intended to prevent a situation where a 

technological milieu built up over time was eroded through the company’s core functions 

being moved out of the country. 

Conclusion 

Norway’s experience would have looked very different without the many strategic 

interventions undertaken during Arve Johnsen’s period as the key figure of the Norwegian 

oil world. Its historical timing was good. While foreign companies were to dominate the first 

wave of developments (Ekofisk, Frigg, Statfjord A), Norwegian oil companies and contractors 
could dominate the second (Statfjord B og C, Gullfaks, Oseberg (375 million sm3 oil)). 

It would have been far harder to gain this access without the power to ensure that 

Norwegian companies and expertise could play such an important role during the crucial 

development phase. Norway had established its protectionist regime in part following on a 

corresponding radicalisation in many other OPEC countries. During the 1970s and early 

1980s, it was still unproblematic for western industrial companies to establish these kinds of 

national supports. From the end of the 1980s, this situation was starting to change. 

Organisations like the IMF, the World Bank and GATT (from 1995, the WTO) had already 

been fighting against such national protectionist measures in many countries in the global 

South for most of the 1980s. With the creation of the EU’s internal market, the pressure 

grew for Norway to conform to this policy. 

When around 1990 globalisation became seen as a serious trend, it was argued that national 

ownership and control was no longer the important issue and that what mattered for a 
nation was its workforce and the firms’ know-how.37 The experience of Norwegian oil policy 

definitely shows that know-how is important, not least in enticing wealth-producing 

investments aimed at securing access to oil rent. But at the same time, historical experience 

also shows that strategic ownership and control has often been decisive in the development 

of this know-how. This is true both for oil companies and the contractor industry. The 

problem with parts of the contractor industry, as the example of Transocean shows, is that 

private owners have little loyalty to national interests when foreign buyers can offer 

sufficient money. 

Norway joined the EU’s internal market with the EEA (European Economic Area) agreement 

in 1993. This meant that a series of protectionist measures which had been built up around 
the contractor industry had to be removed.38 It was no longer possible to demand that 

foreign companies should create Norwegian subsidiaries.39 The section of the 1972 law 

37 Robert Reich, The Work of Nations, Preparing Ourselves for 21st-Century Capitalism, NewYork 

1991. Kenichi Ohmae, The Borderless World, NewYork 1990. 

38 Helge Ryggvik, Norsk oljevirksomhet mellom det nasjonale og det internasjonale. En studie av 

selskapsstruktur og internasjonalisering. [The Norwegian oil industry between national and 
international. A study of company structure and internationalisation.] 2000. PhD thesis, Oslo 
University, p. 116. 

39 Ot. prp. [bill] no. 82 (1991-92). 
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which required Norwegian goods and services to be preferred where they were 

economically competitive was repealed. 

But during the third wave of developments, which was happening more or less 
simultaneously (Snorre (250 billion sm3 oil), Troll, Sleipner (180 billion sm3 gas) and others) 

the Norwegian oil milieu could benefit from the know-how which had been built up in the 

earlier period. Just as there had been informal networks between the major multinational 

oil companies and leading, preferably American, contractor companies, there were now 

networks linking the dominant Norwegian oil companies and national contractors. The 

indirect protection given by Norwegian safety regulations, moreover, was still in operation. 

The oil workers also showed that there was scope for change, even within a strongly 

international free trade framework. Before the introduction of the EEA agreement, the oil 

workers’ trade unions went on a joint strike to demand an assurance that their trade union 
rights would be preserved.4° They were successful, and it was clarified that oil workers’ unions 

could demand the application of Norwegian pay rates if foreign companies secured work in the 

Norwegian sector. This clarification was to prove completely decisive. 

40 Ryggvik and SmiLh-Solbakken, 1997, p. 314. 
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5. Struggles and hazards 

On May 20, 1978 the workers on the Eldfisk platfom on Ekofisk stopped work, in an illegal 

wildcat strike.41 The immediate occasion for the strike was a British foreman who had struck 
a Norwegian. Land-based management immediately sent a helicopter to talk the workers 

down. Instead, the action was intensified. 400 Spanish-speaking workers took sympathy 

action, with a go-slow and refusal to carry out the work the Norwegians should have done. 

The foreman was transferred, but the event was the straw that broke the camel’s back. 

The strike was soon followed by a series of similar actions: this was a real revolt. Workers in 

the Norwegian sector would no longer accept the conditions they were offered. The general 

political goal of national governance and control, and the key strategic interventions taken 

in the early 1970s, determined the developments which followed. Nevertheless, it was the 

thousands of small battles fought out in each individual oil workplace which shaped the 

Norwegian oil experience more than anything else. Similarly, without popular mobilisation 

among the many affected by the huge new industry, many things would have been 

different. 

Second and third class workers 

Countries that open up to investment from the international oil industry for the first time 

often find that the industry’s relationship to society changes between the phase where 

companies are competing for the allocation of prospecting areas, and the phase where the 

actual work is carried out. In the complicated game played before the opening up of new oil 

regions or the allocation of new concessions, the oil companies put forward those 

representatives they believe to inspire most trust. Whether the relationships which are 

developed are corrupt or not, showing your face and establishing networks are important. 

Even in states where democratic traditions are weak, many companies will emphasise the 

creation of a positive popular image. In this same introductory phase, moreover, the same 

oil representatives will work intensively to affect the way the local regulation regime is 

shaped. 

True, there were occasional loud-mouthed, cigar-smoking American oil directors who 

confirmed some of the preconceptions that Norwegian civil servants in the 1960s had of 

American oil people. Most, however, were experienced as professional. Shell already had a 

substantial Norwegian branch with a Norwegian leadership that often presented the 

company’s front in negotiations. Other companies employed Norwegian lawyers. It was only 

when foreign companies built up operational branches responsible for concrete tasks that 

people really found out what they represented. 

North Sea oil activities were a natural development from activities off the coast of American 

states like Louisiana, Alabama and Texas. It was not only the companies and the technology 

which were transferred: the companies which came to Norway brought a working culture 

which shocked many Norwegian workers, particularly those with a trade union background 

and experience of regulated conditions in industry. Even if a good proportion of the 

foremen were British, they had been trained by the same companies, within an 

41 Ryggvik and Smith-Solbakken, 1997, p. 232. 
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"Americanised" work regime. Norwegian oil workers spoke about, and to, their American 

superiors as "Yankees". In fact both "American" and "Yankee" were wrong. Although oil 

companies like Esso and Mobil had their headquarters in New York at this point, it was the 

Southern states which had been the cultural centre of the upstream portion of the USA’s oil 

industry. While the American trade union movement had made some inroads in individual 

refineries in the North, it never succeeded in gaining a foothold in the South. This fact still 

shapes its working culture in the Gulf of Mexico. 

It did make a difference whether Norwegian oil workers came from the construction 

industry, if they were seasonal workers from agricultural districts in the Southwest, marines 

looking for diving jobs, sailors or traditional industrial workers. For example, sailors, who 

were used to formal class differences where captains and officers ate at their own table or 

in their own mess, sometimes saw positive aspects to the far more jovial and less formal 

American foremen. Most Norwegian oil workers, however, came from backgrounds which 

put a high value on collective rights and protection from arbitrary attacks on the individual. 

If one tried to get one’s work colleagues to join a trade union in the 1970s, the results were 

often very poor. Norwegian oil workers could be fired the same day and sent home in a 

helicopter, either for opposing a decision or simply for being disliked. At times they had the 

feeling of being a group of second-class workers, in the way they imagined the companies 
treated people when they operated in the third world.42 

There was, however, a group of third-class workers as well. In the Gulf of Mexico, the 

companies had a tradition of hiring in Latin American workers for the most dangerous and 

dirtiest tasks. This practice was introduced to the North Sea in the 1970s. Up to the end of 

the 1970s, Spanish and Portuguese workers were hired by the thousand to carry out 
labouring tasks.43 While Norwegian and English-speaking workers were flown out to the 

installations in helicopters, these workers were transported in open boats. Many worked for 

days without a break and found themselves out in the oil fields for months at a time. 

Dangerous work 

A work regime which sacrificed everything to get the job done within tight deadlines, and 

where work was often carried out over stretches of several days, was of course a dangerous 

one, both for safety and the environment. As early as 1966, during the Norwegian 

parliament’s very first debate on oil policy, the committee spokesperson Edvard Hambro 

delivered a self-satisfied homage of the Norwegian spirit; Norway had already nearly 
become the world champion in oil safety.~ At this point, the first well had not even been 

fully drilled. True enough, only a few months later a safety framework for prospecting 
drilling had been established.~s Large portions of this framework, though, were proposals 

from the companies themselves. From the companies’ perspective, it had little effect on 

42 Marie Smith-Solbakken, Oljearbeiderkulturen, Historien om cowboyer o9 rebellen [Oil worker 

culture. A tale of cowboys and rebels.] Doctoral thesis, NTNU. Trondheim 1997. 

43 Agustin Asenjo: Norsk Olje - spansk suette. Fremmedarbeidere o9 amerikansk kapital i Nordsjcen, 

[Norwegian oil, Spanish sweat. Foreign workers and American capital in the North Sea.] Oslo 1979. 

44 St. rid. [parliamentary proceedings] (1965-66), p. 2260. 

45 Ryggvik and Smith-Solbakken, 1997, p. 77. 
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existing practice. Furthermore, it was to take many years before Norwegian authorities had 

a system which could enforce the regulations. 

Even after the Ekofisk find and the establishment of the Petroleum Directorate in 1973, 
many years were to pass before there was a regulatory regime that had any real effect on 

the oil industry’s practice. It was only in 1976 that a framework for fixed installations was 
arrived at.46 Divers in the Norwegian sector had no regulation until 1978. All of this was 

despite the fact that the first fatal offshore-related incident happened in the very first 

drilling season in 1966. Throughout this period, the general impression of Norwegian 

politicians and civil servants was that safety was good in the Norwegian sector. The fact, 

however, was that safety and the environment came second in the initial, chaotic, 

construction period. 

Despite the overarching goal of a moderate pace of construction and exploitation, the 

activities tied to the construction of Ekofisk, Frigg and Statfjord were so intensive that all the 

relevant authorities and resources were pushed to the uttermost. The fact that safety and 

environment came second also had underlying economic causes. While other western 

countries were struggling with high unemployment and tightening public expenditure, 

Norway was continuing to develop the welfare state. The oil money had been spent in 

advance. Furthermore, as the main owner of the Statfjord field, the state had to bear large 

construction costs. These could not be covered until the oil was in full production. Both the 

Norwegian trade balance and the state budget had record deficits. The price that oil workers 

had to pay was a high one. 

Between 1965 and 1978, 82 workers died in connection with activities in the Norwegian 

sector. Proportionate to the number of hours worked, this was a very high accident rate. 

During the development of Ekofisk alone, between 1971 and 1977, 45 workers died; 16 of 

these were killed in helicopter crashes. Some accidents made headlines, like the wreck of 

the Deep Sea Driller platform on March 1 1976, when six workers died, and a fire on the 

Alpha platform on Ekofisk the same year, when three workers lost their lives. The high 

overall total, however, is not a result of major catastrophies, but of multiple work incidents 

where one or two workers died. In the close-knit societies of the oil installations, all 
accidents were felt personally. 

In Easter 1977, Phillips lost control during drilling from the Bravo platform on Ekofisk. The oil 

poured out for eight days before control could be restored. Luckily, the oil was not ignited. 

This could have set similar events in train to the blowout on the Deepwater Horizon in 2010 

in the USA, where the platform melted as a result of the fire, and the well had to be sealed 

in the depths under far more difficult conditions. 

On March 27 1980, the most traumatic episode in Norwegian oil history occurred, this one 

too on Ekofisk. One of the support pillars of the semi-submersible accommodation rig 

Alexander L. Kielland, broke in bad weather, with eight metre high waves. The platform 

immediately lurched between 30 and 35 degrees. The crew tried desperately to leave the 

platform. Only a handful managed to reach their lifevests. Three of the lifeboats were 

crushed against the platform. After 20 minutes it overturned, taking many people with it. 

Others struggled in the ice-cold water, surrounded by wreckage, to get onto the two 

lifeboats which had made it onto the water undamaged. A few managed to swim to a 

neighbouring platform. 89 people were rescued in all, but 123 lost their lives. 

46 Kgl. res. [cabinet decree] 9. juli 1976. 
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For a time, what was associated with activities in the North Sea was no longer the dream of 

a Norway full of oil money. The Alexander Kielland accident added fuel to the fire of oil 

workers’ dissatisfaction. They were no longer willing to be guinea pigs for activities which 

were apparently out of control. The rebellion seemed to be successful; there was suddenly a 

dramatic downturn in the number of accidents. Between the Kielland accident in 1980 and 
1990, 13 people died in connection with North Sea activities. Even setting aside the 

Alexander Killand, this was about a tenth of the figure for accidents in the first period, 
despite the fact that the number of oil workers was far larger,m Seven of the 13 dead were 

divers, a group whose safety problems were not solved until the companies decided to carry 

out most underwater activities with robots (ROVs). 

The changes in safety procedures dating from the early 1980s still constitute a central part 

of Norway’s oil experience today. It is therefore crucial to understand the causal 

relationships and the key elements in these changes. In these changes, cultural, 

technological and institutional relationships interacted. 

The Working Environment Act 

The legal basis for the safety regulations which were established in the oil sector are to be 

found partly in the Norwegian Working Environment Act of 1977 and partly in the internal 

control system which was developed in stages by the Petroleum directorate and elaborated 
as a law in 198548. The underlying philosophy of the Working Environment Act was 

developed independently from Norwegian oil activities. Earlier regulation of work conditions 

had been exclusively a relationship between the state and the employer. With the Working 

Environment Act, co-decision was extended to the workers. Employees gained the right to 

elect safety delegates. The safety delegates, who were linked via training and otherwise to 

the trade unions, had rights which directly affected the employer’s right to manage. 

The text of the Act itself was shaped by a philosophy which can be summed up thus: by 

contrast with much in earlier health and safety, it was no longer the human being (the 

employees) who were to adapt themselves to existing technology. Employers were required 

to ensure that the technology was adapted to human beings. While an earlier trend in 

health and safety (behavioural safety) was linked to the psychologies of Skinner and Pavlov, 

the Working Environment Act was inspired by psychologists like Piaget and Maslow. One of 

the employment psychologists who was key to the formulation of the law later explained 

that she always used an illustration of Maslow’s pyramid of needs when she had to explain 

47 Between the Alexander Kielland catastrophe and 1990, four times as many working hours were 

completed as between 1966 and the accident. In the early 1980s reports of injuries increased, and 
fell again later in the decade. It is generally agreed that a significant cause of the growth in the early 
1980s was caused by greatly improved reporting systems, rather than a real growth in the number 
of accidents. The statistics on accidents can be found in the Petroleum Directorate’s yearly reports. 
From 2001 on, the best statistics are in the report Risikonivdet pd norsk sokkel (Trends in risk level), 
published by the Petroleumstilsynet (Petroleum Safety Authority) from 2005 on. 

48 Lov om arbeidervern og arbeidsmilj¢ my. [Working Environment Act], February 4, 1977. Lov om 

petroleumsvirksomhet pfi kontinentalsokkelen [Oil Activities on the Continental Shelf Act] March 
22, 1985. 
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the meaning of the Act.49 Employers were to create workplaces where employees could 

realise themselves as human beings. 

With the Ministry of Industry’s support, the oil companies lobbied to ensure that the 

Working Environment Act did not apply offshore. In Great Britain, the same companies 

managed to secure an exception from the hardly less radical Health and Safety at Work 
Act.s° However, unrest following the many accidents mentioned above was one factor 

ensuring that a strengthened version of the law was applied to fixed installations in the 
Norwegian sectorsl. Mobile installations (including diving), however, were initially exempted 

from the law. The traditionally liberally-oriented Norwegian ship-owners were afraid of the 

radical law. 

The letter of the law is one thing, but if the Working Environment Act came to be so 

significant in the oil industry, this was above all because the oil workers’ industrial unrest 

left a significant layer of self-conscious shop stewards. The strike wave reached its height in 

1981, but regular outbreaks continued until 1986. This was the widest-ranging strike wave in 

Norwegian industry since the Second World War, in fact one of the most intense in 

Norwegian history altogether. Many of the strikes were over pay, but the unrest was above 

all a settling of accounts with the workplace regime that the international oil industry had 

brought to the North Sea. It was a question both of self respect and of being respected, of 

establishing oneself as a force which the industry had to take into account. One of the 

demands in a 1978 strike illustrates the first point. On many platforms, toilets either had no 

doors or had half-sized doors. The purpose was for foremen to be able to check that 

workers were not taking the opportunity for a break. The workers demanded, and naturally 

got, full-sized doors. Oil workers now used the new Working Environment Act for all it was 

worth. Safety requirements were thoroughly oriented towards removing dangers. In this 

way, workers also took an active role in shaping the technology. 

The Petroleum Directorate 

The unrest among oil workers also affected the authorities’ role in safety work. It took time 

for the Petroleum Directorate to develop the know-how and self-confidence needed to 

confront the oil industry. In summer 1974, the head of the Directorate’s safety department 

resigned in protest at what he felt was a defective control structure. In the years which 

followed, the number of staff was increased. However, it was always difficult to control 

activities which took place so far out in the North Sea. Each inspection on the platforms 

posed major logistical demands. The problem with a traditional approach to safety, where 

the state developed a framework and companies then related to this, was that technological 

development was so quick and complex that it was hard to follow it with appropriate rules. 

When something went wrong, the companies could hide behind the claim that the state had 

failed because the regulations were defective. 

49 Arbeidsmilj¢ [Working environment] no. 5, 2007. "Med Maslow i lomma" [With Maslow in her 

pocket]. 

so Charles Woolfson, John Foster & Matthias Beck, Paying for the Pipen Capital and Labour in 

Britain’s Offshore Oil Industry, London 1997. 

51 Kgl. res. [cabinet decree], July 24 1977. 
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While the Petroleum Directorate struggled to delineate where the state’s responsibility 

ended and the operators’ began, powerful forces connected to the Norwegian shipping 

industry pushed for a self-regulation system like that which operated in shipping, with a 

certification regime administered by an insurance company. Det Norske Veritas (DNV), 

which was owned by the shipping industry, made an active attempt to secure this role for 

itself. However, Fredrik Hagemann, as the head of the Petroleum Directorate from its 

creation until 1996, was highly sceptical of a privatised regime where the oil industry was 

largely left to regulate itself. Hageman later told the story of being warned by his father, a 

sailor who had little time for the way the ship-owners managed health and safety. 

The final institutional solution for the safety challenges was entitled Internal Control.s2 The 

system was a hybrid, combining the intentions of the Working Environment Act and the 

Pollution Act with an element of self-regulation. It laid down unambiguously that it was the 

responsible operator who at any given time was responsible for safety. The concept of 

management by objectives was introduced. This meant that companies must not only refer 

to existing regulations but take care to prevent accidents. Firms were obliged to develop 

internal safety systems (hence Internal Control) which ensured this. Where the authorities 

had not laid down regulations, the companies themselves were to introduce safe 

procedures. The Petroleum Directorate’s role was above all to check that the companies had 

well-functioning safety systems, rather than carrying out detailed checks out on the oil 

installations. 

After the Deepwater Horizon disaster, the American safety authorities (Mineral and Mining 

Services (MMS)) have been criticised for defective regulation. By comparison with the 

system developed in the Norwegian sector, the American regulations are more detailed, and 

the number of inspections per installation is far more frequent. However, when the 

Norwegian Petroleum Directorate first carried out inspections, it could look at a far wider 

range of issues than its American sister organisation. 

The Petroleum Directorate’s safety department (from 2005, the Petroleum Safety Authority) 

could demand not only that companies had safety systems which produced good results. 

There were also guidelines for how these safety systems were to operate. The so-called 

managing directives laid down that firms should concentrate on designs which eliminated 

dangers, or on robust technological solutions. In other words, the Working Environment 

Act’s philosophy was extended, and it was technology which was to adapt itself to people 

rather than the other way around. From the end of the 1990s, the same perspective was 

expressed through a strong focus on the establishment of independent barriers. If 

something went wrong in one place there was to be a back-up solution to prevent an event 

developing further, in the worst case into a catastrophic chain of events. 

The most important difference between Norway and the USA, however, were precisely the 

regulations on safety delegates and the tripartite relationship between the authorities, the 

companies and the trade unions which had been established in the early 1980s. The safety 

delegates and shop stewards were a channel to bring up problems that arose in each 

individual workplace. The system was far from being perfect. It was still the case that some 

safety delegates had to worry about reprisals if they raised difficult issues. In some cases 

local groups of workers could find that they had an interest in covering up problems, in case 

s2 Retningslinjer for rettighetshavers internkontroll [Guidelines for concessionary’s internal 

control], May 15 1981. Internal Control Regulation, determined by cabinet decree, March 22 1991. 
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the company they worked for might lose a contract or something similar. The relationship to 

strong trade unions, however, was starting to balance this out. 

The positive role of the safety delegate regulations on health and safety was clearly 

demonstrated at the end of the 1990s. After a period of low oil prices, many oil companies 

had saved on maintenance. There was a tendency to choose cheap and less robust 

technological solutions. The companies insisted that they were nevertheless in control of 

the safety challenge. Many companies had introduced safety systems using management by 

objectives, which visibly led to a reduction in the number of reported days lost to injury. This 

could involve prizes and bonuses for work groups which managed long periods without 

injuries. Against this background, they claimed that safety had never been better. However, 

the safety delegates and safety specialists in the trade unions, who knew where the shoe 

was pinching, were having a rather different experience at work. After a rather disturbed 

period with many serious near-accidents, they were supported by the Petroleum 

Directorate. Many statistics showed that the trend was in the wrong direction. The oil 

industry was forced to increase its investment in health and safety. In many contexts, 

including in Norway, it has often proved to be the case that a serious accident is needed 

before a problem is taken seriously. Here, however, was an example of a system which 

managed a comparable investment before a major accident occurred. 

Immediately after the Deepwater Horizon disaster, the American Interior Secretary Ken 

Salazar intervened to announce that MMS was to be divided into two institutions. It was 
said that it was unwise for the same institution to be responsible for maximising state 

income from the oil industry and simultaneously responsible for health and safety. The 

debate prior to MMS’ breakup included a discussion of Norway, where the Petroleum 

Directorate’s resource division and its safety division had been divided into two 

independent institutions from 2004. Since this breakup came so late, it can hardly be seen 

as a key marker of the Norwegian oil experience. The question of independence was 

nevertheless crucial in how far the Petroleum Directorate (and later the Petroleum Safety 

Authority) was able to operate as a real regulator, together with the equally important 

question of power and resources. An institution’s independence makes little difference if it 

is not taken seriously, and if it lacks the instruments to enforce its requirements. 

In most countries, including in the global South, the aim is to establish a regime which 

covers safety-related questions before the start of prospecting and extraction of oil and gas. 

However, in many countries the simplest solution has been chosen, which is for regulation 

to fall under the responsibility of the same state department that works with the oil industry 

through allocating concessions etc. In many countries with state oil companies, safety 

regulations are handled by these (Venezuela, Azerbaijan etc.), because this is where the 

relevant local know-how is found. 

The importance of the Petroleum Directorate as an independent institution, separated from 

the state-owned Statoil, was clearly demonstrated as early as 1976, when the Petroleum 

Directorate demanded that Statfjord B separate out accommodation on a separate platform 

for safety reasons. Even if Arve Johnsen was supposed to represent social interests via 

Statoil, he was by now so strongly focussed on the company’s economic interests that he 

supported the operator Mobil and rejected the demand. After a lengthy conflict a 

compromise was reached. There was no separate accomodation platform, but the 

platform’s design was fundamentally changed, with a clear division between 

accommodation and the production space with firewalls etc. For the Petroleum Directorate, 

the conflict was about demonstrating both its independence and its power. 
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The question of independence was underlined again in 1978, when it was decided that the 

Directorate’s resources division was to report to the newly created Ministry of Petroleum 

and Energy, while the safety division was to report to the Ministry of Local Government and 

Regional Development. There was also the state’s Pollution Agency (SFT, from 2010 KLIF - 

the Climate and Pollution Agency), responsible for issues relating to emissions and general 

oil emergencies, which reported to the Ministry of the Environment. This institutional 

separation was important, both because it ensured a certain degree of independence, and 

because it created more open democratic channels into what could otherwise have been a 

far more closed oil system. In the years which followed, there were many open conflicts 

with popular mobilisation of local milieus, pitting fishery organisations, environmental 

groups and trade unions on one side against the oil industry’s interest groups on the other. 

These conflicts were finally resolved by conflict and interaction between these various state 

institutions. 

Conclusion 

The Norwegian sector’s systems for safety and the workplace environment have never been 

perfect. The degree to which health and safety has really been taken seriously has always 

remained a question of determination and power. Typically, to get the oil companies to take 

the idea of internal control seriously and not simply create regulations on paper, the 

Petroleum Directorate had to threaten reprisals in future rounds of concessions for those 

who did not comply. From the early 1980s, the oil unions have had a relatively strong 

position. But the balance of power has shifted. In the 2000s, both Norwegian oil companies 

and contractors have used American systems for safety and management which rely on 

philosophies that conflict with the assumptions of the Norwegian Working Environment Act. 

Instead of recognising the workers as a collective, these philosophies seek to break up 

solidarity between workers by making change a relationship between the employer and the 

isolated individual. 

A telling example of where the system did not work was the oil industry’s treatment of 

divers. When the oil companies were technologically unable to drill, produce oil and lay 

pipelines without divers, the Norwegian oil industry as a whole had an interest in carrying 

out both trial dives and actual working dives in the depths of the Norwegian Trench (360 

metres). If the Petroleum Directorate had put its foot down in relation to the divers’ safety, 

it would have created a decisive limitation on the industry’s development. The North Sea 

divers were the only group of oil workers who neither went on strike nor managed to 

establish strong trade unions in this period. 

Issues of safety and the workplace environment will never be reducible to a neutral science. 

They are, and will remain, questions linked to ethics and values. It is possible to put all 

responsibility onto the individual worker, and systems can be built based on blind discipline. 

Nevertheless, historical experience shows that systematically prioritising robust technology, 

and designs which either eliminate or reduce dangerous work, are the most effective over 

time. 
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6. From "a moderate pace" to the world leaders in quick 

extraction 

If we look at the experience of oil producing states, it is easy to see why many people cling 

to the hope that there must be one country which has managed it-that oil income can be a 

blessing despite everything, not simply a curse. The facts are overwhelming, as is the 

relevant literature. Things have so often gone wrong. Just look, for example, at the list of the 

world’s most corrupt countries according to Transparency International: Azerbaijan, Angola, 
Libya, Nigeria, Iran, Venezuela and Saudi Arabia are all petroleum producers,s3 All these 

countries are either involved in civil wars, or in regions where wars are constantly being 

fought. The direct or underlying cause of these wars is the struggle for strategic control of 

the world’s oil and gas reserves. 

There are two possible kinds of explanation for the curse of oil. One points to external 

conditions. Oil is a valuable resource which others also want. Most oil lies in poor parts of 

the world, while most consumption takes place in the rich part. When rich countries, 

themselves often in conflict with each other, use their economic, political and military 

power to further their interests vis-a-vis oil producing countries, this can prevent positive 

long-term development in these countries. This is what is often called imperialism. 

On the other hand, there are internal conditions, linked to the fact that oil creates 
economies based on collecting rent, not primarily on productive work. Many people have 

pointed to the history of Spanish gold as an example of how a large income source did not 

necessarily contribute in the long run to create a livelier society. In the late 1970s, a rather 

narrow theoretical evaluation of the same conditions was offered by the concept of the 

"Dutch disease",s4 

The Canadian Terry Lynn Karl gave a broader historical and sociological description of the 
phenomenon in his well-known book The Paradox of Plenty.ss A somewhat pointed reading 

of Karl can be summarised as follows: in a well-rounded economy, where wealth creation is 

based on productive work, the elites of even the most oppressive state have an interest in 

investing in the long-term development of their own population. In an oil economy, 

however, the elite, in alliance with foreign oil companies, can to a large extent manage 

without its own population. Of course elements of the surplus may be shared among the 

population, but rather as tribute to secure loyalty and prevent political unrest. At times, 

moreover, elements of the elite who feel that their share is too small can mobilise the 
general population with promises, but the only outcome of any political change is for a new 

elite group to secure access to the siphons of wealth. 

The fact that so many oil-producing countries look to Norway to find out if there is a real 

alternative to the curse of oil, is a sign that there is a widespread awareness of this 

phenomenon. This is a good starting-point. At the same time, it appears as if interest in 

Norway is particularly great in countries where the initial disadvantages seem particularly 

large, not least when the oil fields in question are in environmentally vulnerable areas. In 

53 Transparency International, Corruption Perception Index 2002. 

54 "The Dutch Disease", The Economist, November 26 1977. 

55 Terry Lynn Karl: The Paradox of Plenty: Oil Booms and PetroStates, Berkeley, California, 1997. 
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this case the suggestion that lessons have been learnt from the Norwegian oil experience 

can give a false sense of security, when an overall evaluation of social and environmental 

costs would conclude that the oil should actually remain underground. Thus it is even more 

important to understand the key aspects of this side of the Norwegian oil experience. 

Certainly there is no sign of Norway being hit by the most extreme variants of the curse of 

oil. Norway is not on the brink of civil war. The fact that Norway created a large petroleum 

fund can be seen as a successful way of managing the oil income. Norway has partly avoided 

the "Dutch disease" by preventing its oil income from producing too much overheating in 

the Norwegian economy. In one way or another, most Norwegians have already received a 

personal share of the economic rent from the North Sea reserves, which is injected into the 

Norwegian economy in various ways beyond that which is placed into the petroleum fund. 

Only history will be able to give a final verdict on this. Much can change in a mere decade. 

The Norwegian oil industry is now intensively pushing, even after the Deepwater Horizon 

accident, for access to one of our most naturally beautiful and environmentally vulnerable 

areas. This fact shows how Norwegian oil policy has failed its own starting point on the 

entirely decisive issue of the pace of extraction. 

Things began well in this area. Even if white paper no. 25 (1973 - 74), mentioned in chapter 

2, outlined how the oil wealth was to contribute to creating a "qualitatively better society", 

this was to happen without a "swift and uncontrolled growth in the use of material 
resources’.5° The key instrument for achieving this was the maintenance of a "moderate 

pace in the extraction of petroleum resources."sT The aim was to prevent the conversion 

costs of adapting to an entirely new industry becoming too high. With a moderate pace, the 

resources would last longer. The country would also be less vulnerable on the day which 

sooner or later must arrive, when nothing was left. 

The big question was naturally "what actually constitutes a moderate pace of extraction?" It 

soon became clear that the parliamentary majority’s "moderate" ceiling of 90 million tons of 

oil equivalent was based on over-optimistic estimates as to the possibility of expanding 

production on Ekofisk. It was only after production was in full swing on Ekofisk, Frigg, 

Statfjord and Valhall, and the Gullfaks startup was in process, that the figure of 90 million 

tons was reached. Thus the pace chosen was not particularly moderate. The goal of 90 

million tons, however, would come to seem very moderate by comparison with the 

development that followed. 

Rather than being consistently the most careful country, Norway in 2009 nearly holds the 

world record for high-speed production, by comparison with the country’s total reserves. 

The best indication for this can be seen in BP’s statistical overview of annual oil production 
measured in comparison to total reserves (reserves / production ratio),s8 According to the 

2009 statistics, Norway only has 8.3 years of oil production left, if production during those 

years is maintained at the same level as the start of 2010. By comparison, countries like 

s60p.cit, p. 6. 

Ibid. 

58 BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2 009, p. 6. BP’s annual statistics give a good overview of the 

development of the world’s energy production. It is accessible on their website (BP.com). Historical 

statistics are also to be found there (BP Statistical Review, Full Report Workbook). 
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Venezuela, Iran and Saudi-Arabia, according to the same statistics, would be able to 

maintain today’s production level for 91.3 years, 86.2 years and 69.5 years respectively. 

The R/P rate cannot be used as an unambiguous historical yardstick for a country’s rate of 

development. This depends not least on when production started up in the country in 

question. By comparison with the three oil countries named above - and with most other oil 

producing countries - Norway started production late. This fact, however, only strengthens 

the impression that Norway has been extracting its oil very quickly. Even the USA, where 

production has continued for 150 years and where the pressure for expanded production 

has been extreme in recent decades, is better placed than Norway. The USA can produce oil 

at its current rate for 11.7 years into the future. 

The only countries which are worse-placed in the statistics than Norway are Thailand, 

Colombia and Great Britain. The first two can hardly be compared with Norway, because 

their production only comes from a few fields. Colombia is also restricted by the fact that 

large parts of the rain forest areas, where the oil companies believe there are possibilities of 

finding oil, are unexplored because of civil war. Great Britain, which can produce oil at the 

same rate as today for merely six more years, is a comparable case - and is the only country 

which has unambiguously chosen to force the pace of construction and extraction faster 

than Norway. But with a population twelve times the size of Norway’s, oil never achieved a 

comparable weight in the British economy and society as a whole. 

This situation has been massively under-communicated by the responsible political and 

professional institutions, the Petroleum Directorate and the Ministry of Petroleum and 

Energy. Even the Ministry’s official petroleum statistics for 2008 claim optimistically that 

Norway has only produced "36% of what are calculated as the total resources in the 
Norwegian sector’,s9 36% sounds considerable better than the figures from BP. Oil activities 

have, however, continued quite intensively since the 1970s, more than 30 years ago. Even if 

we are still far from half-way through, will it be possible to continue activities at this 

intensive rate for many decades to come? 

The most important difference between the two pictures is hidden in the words "what are 

calculated as". While the Norwegian authorities present figures which include uncertain 

estimates of potential future finds, and assume the development of technology that can 

increase the production rate in existing fields, BP’s figures are limited to already-proven 

reserves. One has to look in a statistical appendix right at the back to find the comparable 

figures in the official Norwegian statistics. From these, it appears that at the end of 2009 

Norway’s proven reserves were 8,176 million sm3 oil equivalent (OE). 60 These consisted 

respectively of 4,350 million sm3 oil and 3,252 billion sm3 gas (1000 sm3 gas = 1 sm30E). The 

rest is made up various forms of condensate. The figures of currently proven reserves which 

are believed extractable are 3,166 million sm~ OE, respectively 868 million sm3 oil and 2,041 

billion sm3 gas.61 Putting these figures together, Norway has produced 61.3% of all proven 

reserves, and 38.7% remain. If one looks at oil production alone, the figures give a 

particularly dramatic impression. Here, Norway has only 19.9% of its proven reserves left. 

s9 Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, Fakta norsk petroleumsverksemd [available in English as Facts 

- the Norwegian petroleum sector] 2008, p. 15. 

6o Op.cit., s. 211. 

61 Op.cit., s. 215. 
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The best yardstick for how far Norwegian oil production has come on its historical trajectory 

is probably the development of actual production rates, year on year. In 2009 Norway 
produced 238.6 millon sm30E.62 This was made up of 115.5 million sm3 oil and 102.7 billion 

sm3 gas. Oil production reached its peak in 2000 at 181.2 million. The next year it was 

roughly the same size. This means that in a period of eight years, production has fallen more 

than 36.5%. All the main actors in the period in question did everything they could to extract 

the maximum oil possible. If the total level of production did not fall as dramatically in the 

same period, this is because of a growth in gas production which compensated for the fall in 

oil production. Of course, this means that the gas reserves will also run out sooner. 

The Petroleum Directorate, as we have seen, was created as a neutral instrument to 
contribute to the most socially appropriate extraction of the oil reserves in the Norwegian 
sector.63 It is clear that while the Directorate did to a large extent play this social role in the 

early phase of Norway’s oil history, it is far more closely tied to the interests of industry in 

the difficult withdrawal period. In a situation where interest in the Norwegian sector is 

falling, the Directorate has an interest in presenting the situation as optimistically as 

possible. If the Directorate’s forecast is to be fulfilled, of course the companies must be 

willing to invest. This presupposes the most optimistic view possible of the prospects of new 

finds. 

As in other oil-producing countries, the future of the Norwegian sector will remain 

dependent on the changing prices of oil and gas. There are oil and gas fields which are very 

likely to continue producing for decades even if the prices fall. Production can of course be 

maintained for far longer than the 8.3% years named in BP’s statistics. If production is 

halved, it could continue for twice as long. The main problem of the Norwegian sector is 

that by expanding activities so massively, its vulnerability to a fall in total production is 

increased. By starting production on ever more small and medium-sized fields, the so-called 

break-even point - the oil price required to ensure profitability - has grown considerably 

through the 2000s. Even if the long-term trend is for the price of oil to remain high, Norway 

risks seeing large parts of the industry hit by a crisis if there is a temporary fall in oil prices. 

As matters stand, production has already fallen considerably. The intensification of efforts 

to maintain production at a high level risks increasing the size of a future fall in total 

production. 

When the representatives of the official "Oil Norway" travel around to communicate 

Norway’s good oil experience, they rarely mention to what extent the country broke with all 

attempts to restrict the pace of extraction and the level of activities. Instead what is 

highlighted is typically the establishment of the petroleum fund (officially known as the 

Government Pension Fund). In autumn 2010, the value of the petroleum fund reached 3,000 

billion kroner (about $520 billion). The gigantic petroleum fund is a result of the intensive 

pace of extraction. The lesson which is taught is often that by keeping large oil income out 

of public budgets, the negative side effects of "Dutch disease" can be avoided. Translated to 

far poorer economies in the global South, this gives a message which fits with the long- 

standing key message of institutions like the IMF and the World Bank: "by all means extract 

Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, Fakta norsk petroleumsverksemd [available in English as Facts 
the Norwegian petroleum sector] 2010, p. 35. 

63 Its resource department continued under the same name when its safety department was 

separated off as an independent institution, 
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the oil quickly, but don’t use the profits for public projects. Put the money in western 

financial funds". 

If Norway had used the oil money in the ordinary economy at the same rate it flowed in, 

there would undoubtedly have been seriously negative consequences. Given the 

overheated pace of extraction, saving part of the profit was entirely necessary. But the 

alternative - a far slower oil pace, spreading oil income over a longer period - would 

probably have given Norway far higher profits. In the period between the end of the 1990s 

to 2010, the price of oil has risen far more than have either share prices or the kind of 

securities where the petroleum fund’s administration has put the money. 

To those who argue for keeping the oil income outside public finances, it is worth noting 

that it was not before the 2000s that the petroleum fund really started expanding. By that 

point, Norway had been carrying on oil extraction for 30 years. As late as 1998, the value of 

the petroleum fund was less than 200 billion kroner. Throughout the 1970s, Norway built up 

welfare services based on future oil income. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, considerable 

sums were pumped into public budgets to maintain and improve these services. The money 

which has been placed in the petroleum fund in the 2000s is income which follows on major 

expenditures. From this point of view, then, Norway has a very oil-dependent economy. 

Despite the size of the fund, the country will face major challenges when production falls 

and expenditure becomes larger than income. 

What was it that brought Norway to break with the best intentions that it started with for a 

sensible long-term oil policy? 

From a ceiling on investment to free rein 

Like much of the western world, Norway experienced a political and ideological swing to the 

right in the 1980s. In 1981, the conservative K~re Willoch took over as prime minister. He 

governed until his departure in spring 1986, in later years with support from two centre 

parties. The Norwegian turn to the right was mild, however, by comparison with countries 

such as Margaret Thatcher’s Britain or Ronald Reagan’s USA. The welfare state, the radical 

Working Environment Act and other forms of regulation of work remained intact. In the field 

of oil policy, individual politicians used the attempt to regulate production with a "ceiling" of 

90 million tons as an example of pro-regulation politicians’ incompetence at managing 

economic activity. At this point, production was far below the goal in question. 

Nevertheless, the goal of a moderate pace still found considerable support both from the 

political right and the left. 

In 1983, the so-called "Tempo Committee" presented a report which abandoned 

calculations based on what was described as "magical figures", and instead aimed for the 
goal of a steady level of investments.~4 Despite this aim, investments continued to rise 

strongly until about 1985, when they reached around 25 billion kroner. Their level remained 

around 25 billion annually up until 1987. In January 1988, parliament finally agreed that 
total investments should be limited, precisely to 25 billion,ks At this point, production was in 

the process of reaching the earlier ceiling of 90 million tons. The new regulation was to be 

¢4 NOU [Official Norwegian report] 1983:23 PetroleumsvirksomhetensJ~remtid (Tempoplanen) [The 

future of oil activities (The tempo plan)]. 

65 St. meld. (white paper) no. 1 (1987-88). 
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administered on a "first-come, first-served" basis. The Ministry of Oil and Energy was to 

withhold permission to start major construction projects if necessary. 

For anyone familiar with the Norwegian oil industry in the 1980s, it was clear that a level of 

25 billion kroner in annual investments would lead to an all-encompassing level of activity. 

The long list of major fields that were developed, with giant installations like Statfjord B, 

three enormous Gullfaks platforms and much more, was a concrete expression of this. But 

soon after the "ceiling" was agreed, parliament agreed a series of extension measures which 

opened the way for galloping growth in oil investments. In 1993, investment was up to 53 
billion kroner annually.°6 In the same year, this unconstrained growth was justified as 

follows in a white paper on conditions in the oil industry: "Activity levels in the petroleum 
industry are to a considerable extent dependent on conditions we cannot control".67 The 

starting-point for Norwegian oil policy had been a strong desire to secure "national 

governance and control" of the industry. Here, the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy 

claimed that this was impossible! In 2008, before the financial crisis, investments had 
reached around 122.7 billion.68 Calculated in 1988 prices, this corresponded to 75 billion 

kroner. This was thus a tripling of a level of investments which had been very high at the 

sta ft. 

This dramatic change in Norwegian oil policy was introduced without any real political 

debate. It was never explicitly stated that Norway had broken with the goal of a moderate 

pace of construction and extraction. For those politicians who had difficulty in breaking with 

what on the face of it seems to be common sense, economists with a strong faith in the 

financial markets had constructed a sophisticated counter-argument. 

This argument started from the assumption that oil was capital. The theory was that oil 

which was pumped up and converted into securities was worth more than oil which just lay 

there. With the faith of the period in financial markets, the argument seemed logical. Placed 

in securities, oil income could yield interest from day one. Norway could also be made less 

dependent on developments in the price of oil by spreading the risk. That part of the profits 

from oil activities which was so large that it was not swallowed up by future investments 

and consumption, what would become the petroleum fund, could be spread across a 

spectrum of different financial markets. This argument was based on the condition that 

there was no reason to believe that the value of oil and gas would rise significantly higher 

than the value of shares in other types of business. 

The decisive cause of the change in Norwegian oil policy, however, was not the banal faith 

that key economists had in the financial markets, but the fact that Norway had developed 

an oil-industrial complex which in many ways had its own interests that were in opposition 

to society as a whole. The direct occasion for the change was the first really large economic 

crisis in Norway since the Second World War, with significant levels of unemployment. 

~,6 Statistisk sentralbyrfi, Historisk stutistikk [historical statistics] 1994, p. 396. The Petroleum 

Directorate’s Facts gives a figure of 57 billion. 

67 St. meld. (white paper) no. 26 (1993-94) Utfbrdringer 09 perspektiverfbr 

petroleumsvirksomheten pd kontinentulsokkelen [Challenges and perspectives for petroleum 
activities on the continental shelf], p. 54. 

Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, Faktu norsk petroleurnsverksemd [available in English as Facts 
the Norwegian petroleum sector] 2009, p. 210. 
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The crisis had clear elements of "Dutch disease". Profitability was low in branches of 

industry other than oil. The large quantities of oil rent which flowed over Norwegian society 

in the 1980s contributed instead to an inflated property market. The fall in the price of oil 

after 1986 burst the bubble. The big banks were bankrupt, and would not have survived if 

the state had not taken them over. The answer to the crisis was to remove all possible 

restrictions on the growth of the oil industry. The result was as expected. However, the level 

of activity was now nearly twice as high as it had been before. This implied oil companies, 

contractors and workers who would be hard hit if the pace of exploitation was not 

maintained at at least the same level. Thus a spiral had been created, which pointed 

upwards but was unsustainable in the long term. 

The climate dilemma 

It was the UN-appointed Brundtland commission’s report which more than anything else 

brought the concept of sustainable development into the international political 
vocabulary.°9 The commission, led by Norway’s ex-prime minister Gro Harlem Brundtland, 

put human-created climate change on the public agenda. The commission’s report was 

followed by a convention written during the UN conference on environment and 

development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The Rio convention was followed by the so-called 

Kyoto protocol in 1997. The convention entailed that all countries who ratified it were to 

stabilise emissions of climate gases at a level corresponding to that of 1990. 

With a Norwegian ex-prime minister as one of its initiators, and a generally strong self- 

image of Norway as an environmentally conscious nation, there was strong political support 

for the UN’s new environmental regime. Here too, Norway was to be a pioneer. The 

Norwegian civil servants who took part in the quota negotiations naturally raised the point 

that Norway’s position as an oil producer made its situation a bit unusual. Thus Norway was 

allowed to raise production by 1%. 

As early as 1991, in other words before the first formal UN resolution, Norway seized the 

challenge of introducing a tax on CO2 emissions. The tax affected both petrol emissions and 

emissions linked to oil production. Norway was different from other oil producing countries, 

which often subsidised petrol for their own population. The new tax was so high that petrol 

prices were higher than in neighbouring Sweden, which had no oil production itself. The 

CO2 tax on the oil industry certainly had an impact. Many oil companies had secured an 

exemption from the general goal of reducing gas flaring early in the 1970s. At that time the 

issue was saving natural resources. When each flaring directly cost money (0.47 kroner per 
sm3 gas in 2010), firms had a strong incentive in reducing emissions. 

But the politicians who had agreed these ambitious targets had not foreseen the 

consequences of simultaneously removing all restrictions on the pace of oil production. The 

many new installations in the ocean needed power. In practice this was solved by 

establishing local gas-fired power stations. Thus, despite all the good intentions, Norway 

came nowhere near meeting its target of stabilising at 1990 levels. Total Norwegian 

emissions rose from around 35 million tons to over 40 million. The oil industry more than 

swallowed up the other reductions which were made. Between 1990 and 2008, emissions 

from Norwegian oil industry rose from around 8 million tons of C02 equivalent to over 14 

69 Brundfland Commission, Our Common Future, Report of the World Commission on Environment 

and Development to the Year 2000 and Beyond. Oxford, 1987. 
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million.7° In order to compensate for this, Norway worked towards a system which enabled 

industrial companies to increase their emissions, in return for financing measures to reduce 

them in developing countries. Norway, and its later prime minister Jens Stoltenberg, 

contributed to the inclusion of this possibility in the 1997 Kyoto protocol.71 

The dilemmas which Norway faces in climate policy have created strong oppositions, with 

the environmental movement on one side and the oil industry on the other. These positions 

have remained the same from the early 1990s until the UN’s climate conference in 

Copenhagen collapsed in December 2009. Norwegian oil interests have claimed that since 

the Norwegian oil industry has lower emissions per unit of oil and gas produced than others, 

raising production is not destructive. The environmental movement points out that the 

greatest emissions from Norwegian oil occur when the oil is used elsewhere in the world - 

emissions which Norway unjustly escapes in its emissions calculations. The oil industry 

replies with the key argument which it uses the whole world over: oil and gas are still 

cleaner than coal. 

Nobody can say for certain what the effect would have been if Norway had followed its 

initial goals, and thus operated instead at half its current level of production. As the world’s 

third-largest oil exporter, this would certainly have affected prices. Higher oil prices would 

have been an incentive both to invest in cleaner, sustainable energy and to increase the use 

of polluting coal. The fact is that the 3,000 billion kroner which are now in the Norwegian 

petroleum fund presuppose enormous CO2 emissions, in North Sea production as well as in 

their use by consumers. By dramatically speeding up the pace of extraction, it became 

impossible for Norway to meet UN targets. Since high production now will lead to reduced 

production in future, a fall in directly oil-related emissions from Norway can also be 

expected. The dilemma, though, is that the less left in a field, the more energy required to 

bring it out. 

Conclusion: endgame in vulnerable northern regions? 

Bacolao is a well-known dish, not least in the Spanish-speaking part of the world. Its starting 

point is klippfisk, dried and salted cod. Since the Viking age, more than 1000 years ago, dried 

cod has been exported from Norway. Most of it has come from the naturally beautiful area 

around the Lofoten and Vester~len islands in northern Norway, where cod from the whole 

Barents Sea and Atlantic Ocean spawn. This area was initially protected even when oil 

prospecting in the Norwegian sector moved north of the Arctic Circle. In the 2000s, 

however, as a consequence of the fall in oil production, the Norwegian oil industry has been 

lobbying intensively to open these areas. 

In spring 2010, the Petroleum Directorate presented a study based on seismic research, 
which estimated that upwards of 200 million sm3oil equivalent might be found in the area~2. 

70 Statistics Norway, Emissions of greenhouse gases by source. 1990-2009. 

71 Ynge Nilsen, En,felles PlattJ~orm ? Norsk oljeindustri og klimadebatten i NorgeJ~ram til 1998. [A 

common platform? The Norwegian oil industry and the climate debate in Norway up to 1998.] 

Doctoral thesis, Unipub, Oslo 2001. 

72 Petroleum Directorate, Okonomisk vurderin9 av uoppdagede petroleumsressurser i havomrddene 

uten]~or Lo]~oten, Vesterdlen o9 Senja [Economic evaluation of undiscovered petroleum resources in 

the sea areas off Lofoten, Vesterfilen and Senja], Stavanger 2010. 
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These estimates were naturally uncertain. It was possible that there was little or no oil in the 

area. As against this, one could reasonably estimate that there was not much more oil to be 

found than this. This was a disappointment for the Norwegian oil industry. Many had hoped 
that the area would represent a new springtime for the industry. 200 million sm3 oil do not 

represent more than about 2% of the total oil which has been produced in the Norwegian 

sector. However, to the Norwegian oil industry, which will be on the way out without access 

to new reserves, these potential reserves are more than enough for the industry to deploy 

considerable energy and resources in securing the political measures necessary to open up 

these vulnerable areas. 

Thus, the historically extreme pace of extraction has really brought the contradictions of 

Norway’s role as an oil producer and environmental nation to the fore. As this is being 

written, Statoil is travelling around promising jobs to the single Norwegian region which has 

received least from several decades of oil production. On the other side are the 

environmental movement, fishermen, the tourist industry and other popular organisations. 

The outcome of the conflict is not predetermined at this point. However, this is a question 

which will weigh heavily in the balance when the final assessment of the Norwegian oil age 

is made in the future. 
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7. A ruined model? 

Norwegian society’s struggle to secure national governance and control of the oil reserves 

necessarily meant, in the first instance, limiting the power of foreign oil companies. But 

what if the national institutions established to limit this power became interest groups 

themselves, without popular democratic control? Here we use the concept "oil-industrial 

complex", in reference to the well-known farewell speech of the American president Dwight 

D. Eisenhower in 1961, where he warned the nation against the military-industrial complex 

- an industrial, bureaucratic and political network whose agenda was opposed to society’s 

interests, and which pursued an arms race for its own sake. The constantly growing activity 

levels in the Norwegian sector produced an oil-industrial complex which was in many ways 

just as dominant in the Norwegian context as the military industry had ever been in the 
USA.73 Even though some kind of national control had been secured, there was no 

guarantee that local elites would not find various ways to siphon off the national oil fortune. 

If much of the enthusiasm generated around the establishment of national oil policies in 

many southern countries in the early 1970s had declined a few decades later, this was not 

least because many national, state-owned oil companies had established themselves as 

impenetrable monolithic powers, often characterised by thorough-going corruption. The 

fact that institutions like the IMF and the World Bank could achieve a wave of privatisations 

in the energy sector in the cash-strapped Latin America of the 1990s without too much 

opposition, is due in part to a general popular disillusion with the state companies. In a 

country like Venezuela, however, it soon proved that various forms of privatisation were an 

even greater goldmine for those elites which were in a position to enrich themselves from 

the national oil fortune. 

By comparison with many countries in the global South, where there was often no clear 

division between political representation, the state bureaucracy and the operational 

business activities of a state oil company, the Norwegian version of state enterprise was 

rather more transparent. With the establishment of a dedicated Petroleum Directorate, 

which was to be in principle the state’s professional body for managing the resources in the 

most socially appropriate way, a milieu was created that could evaluate the actions of the 

state-owned Statoil from a more neutral starting point. 

The fact that the Petroleum Directorate’s safety regulation function was first separated out 

as a branch reporting to a department other than the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy (in 

1978) and was later established as an independent institution (the Petroleum Safety 

Authority, in 2005), similarly contributed to establish a sort of institutional counter-weight 

to Statoil’s dominance as a source of expertise. The state’s Pollution Control Authority (SFT, 

now KLIF), which reported directly to the Ministry of Environmental Protection on issues 

linked to oil emergency planning and potential environmental emissions, played a 

comparable role. 

But the institutional division of powers within the state apparatus could not of itself 

outweigh the real constellations of power linked to technological skill and the control of the 

73 When Eisenhower introduced the concept of a military-industrial complex, the USA’s military 

expenditure made up about 10% of the country’s GNP. In 2008, oil represented 557 billion kroner 
of Norway’s total export income (918 billion), or 60%. Statoil Hydro had a turnover which 
corresponded to the total of the eight next largest companies in Norway. 
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oil rent. The combination of an ever-larger operational organisation with great technological 

skill and the right to a correspondingly ever-greater share of the oil fortune contributed to 

Statoil’s dominant position as the source of expertise for most oil policy-related questions. 

The first to see this as a serious problem was Norway’s prime minister in the 1980s, K~re 

Willoch. 

In his memoir on his time as prime minister, Willoch wrote that Statoil had become a state 
within the state.74 As leader of the conservative party HCyre (The Right), Willoch was on 

principle sceptical of state participation in the economy. From this point of view, his 

scepticism about Statoil can be seen as an expression of the neo-liberal wave which affected 

many countries in the 1980s. The interesting thing, however, was his reasoning. Once the 

income from Statfjord began to come in serious quantities around 1980, Statoil had a far 

greater freedom of financial action. The combination of its position as the majority owner of 

all new blocks and a serious crisis in the shipyard industry along the Norwegian coast gave 

Statoil many options. Many local politicians were willing to give their loyalty if their region 

could be assured of strategic investments. Willoch said at one point that Arve Johnsen had 

greater influence in parliament than he did. Another key problem, as Willoch presents it, 

was that Statoil had nearly achieved a monopoly as the source of expertise for technological 

solutions. 

Whatever political priorities a prime minister or president might support, he or she would 

be entirely dependent on the complex evaluations which are taken within technological 

milieus. These milieus are by definition loyal to the leadership of the company they work 

for, not to the prime minister. If a company has a different agenda than that which serves 

the whole society, it is in a position to use its power to further its own interests. In most 

situations, it will not even become known whether this power has been consciously or 

unconsciously used in this way, because no-one else has the resources or skill to inspect 

what takes place. 

The problem with Willoch’s attempt to present Statoil as an undemocratic monolith is that 

the alternative - an oil industry dominated by correspondingly powerful private actors - was 

even less democratic. Willoch’s argumentation and unease was nearly identical with that 

which had been felt vis-a-vis the foreign companies in the 1970s. By placing so much stress 

on the dominant actors’ technological power, and the way in which they could use their size 

to determine who received contracts and who did not, Willoch actually demonstrates how 

important it was that Statoil was set up as an operational company. Without Statoil, the 

foreign companies would still have had a "total" power at this point. Willoch sought to 

overcome the dilemma he faced through two key measures. 

In his time as prime minister, Willoch contributed to creating the conditions for the semi- 

state Norsk Hydro to be established as an operational company in the Norwegian sector. 

With attractive concessions, Hydro also gained access to part of the oil rent. Willoch saw 

clear advantages in the existence of an alternative, competent Norwegian engineer milieu 

which could stand up to the monopoly situation that Statoil was creating. The trouble with 

establishing yet another operational Norwegian milieu was that this increased the pressure 

on the self-imposed limitations on the pace of extraction. An operational development 

organisation constantly needed major new contracts to maintain its organisation. This 

pressure did not diminish when, immediately after Willoch’s departure, the private Saga 

74 Kfire Willoch: Stutsminister [Prime Minister], Oslo 1990, p. 287. 
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firm also received the green light to set up an operational organisation to manage the 

Snorre field (238 million sm3 oil). 

Petoro 

The most important restriction of StatoiVs dominance, however, was the company’s so- 

called "wing-clipping" in 1984. With major ownership shares of all allocations after 1972, 

Statoil was soon to generate so much income that it could have acted as a Ministry of 

Finance for the whole country. The political left also found this problematic. In spring 1984, 

parliamentary parties agreed on a compromise which stripped the company of its 
comprehensive ownership rights.7s Statoil kept its shares of fields which were already in 

production or close to completion. On the large Troll field (1,300 billion sm3 gas), significant 

ownership shares were taken from the company. From now on, the state’s involvement in 

oil activities was to be split in two. One part, as previously, was to be controlled by Statoil. 

The other part, the state’s direct financial interest (SDFI) was to be directly controlled by the 

state, as the title suggests. The aim of the division was among other things to prevent Statoil 

alone having an automatic majority in all owner groups and hence control of the 

construction and management of the fields. In practice, the state was not to use its direct 

ownership share to vote in the various groups, but retained the right to do so. With this, it 

was felt that national control had been preserved. 

The establishment of SDFI was an important if little-known part of Norwegian oil policy. SDFI 

was to prove an effective instrument for collecting oil rent for the nation. Its ownership 

shares were especially concentrated in fields where it was expected that income would be 

particularly high. Up to 2001, SDFI operated as a state holding company, without 

operational activities, managed by a small administration - in practice a small office in the 

Ministry of Oil and Energy. Around the year 2000, SDFI was managing oil reserves of a size 

about three times greater than Statoil’s. 

In 2001, SDFI was established as the state holding company Petoro. Its headquarters was 

moved from the Ministry to a somewhat larger administration in the oil town of Stavanger. 

Petoro still had no operative responsibility, but measured in reserves and income it 

remained far larger than Statoil. In 2008, Petoro’s best year, the company represented 

158.8 billion kroner of the state’s total oil revenue. 239.6 billion came from taxing the oil 

companies, while only 16.9 billion was Statoil profit. From this point of view, Petoro was a 

success. That does not mean, however, that it was an alternative to Statoil. Without Statoil’s 
technological know-how, it would not have been possible to secure such a large share of the 

oil rent for the nation. Thus even if Petoro was in part an instrument to restrict Statoil’s 

financial power, it was dependent on Statoil’s technological power vis-a-vis foreign 
companies. 

From management to depoliticisation 

Even after its wings were clipped in 1984, Statoil remained by far the most powerful actor 

on the Norwegian oil scene. The decisive factor was and remained technological know-how. 

In the technological arena, the company was to become even more dominant in the years 

The white paper which covers this was presented on April 27 1984 (St. meld. 73 1983-84). The 
white paper largely develops the Melbye report’s approach. 
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that followed. This was in itself in line with the original political intentions. Statoil would 

never have achieved such a dominant position if the company had not been given 

ownership from the start of many of the largest and most strategically important fields in 

the Norwegian sector. Despite the fact that Statoil owed everything to Norwegian 

politicians, the desire soon grew to free itself as far as possible from political control of the 

company’s leadership and administration. 

Norwegian state undertakings have taken various ownership and management forms. From 

the start, Statoil was organised as a state-owned limited company. This means that the 

company was subject to the same legislation and organisational structure as a private 

limited company, with a general meeting and a board. The difference from private 

companies was that the state - in this case the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy - owned 

all the shares and thus could choose the company’s board. The board had the responsibility 

of choosing, and if necessary removing, the company’s director. At its creation, however, 

Statoil was seen as so important that one rule stated that it was to give an annual report to 

parliament on "significant issues relating to principles and policy". The discussion of the so- 

called paragraph 10 plan was a by-word for wide-ranging oil policy debates in the 

Norwegian parliament well into the 1980s. In this way, both the composition of the board 

and the parliamentary debates represented important democratic control mechanisms. The 

wide-ranging oil policy debates which these arrangements made possible were by no means 

purely symbolic or a distraction. The insight which they enabled into the company’s 

strategic choices contributed to raising the level of knowledge about oil questions among 

politicians and other interested parties. Thus in many cases the debates became an 

expression of genuine popular democratic involvement in questions of oil policy. 

Towards the end of the 1980s, Statoil’s leadership worked actively to free itself from the 

paragraph 10 debates in parliament, arguing that it was damaging that the company’s 

opposition could gain insight into its strategic dispositions. The opposition to political 

management, however, was also an expression for how far the company’s strategic 

interests had changed since the first phase of its establishment. Arve Johnsen’s strategy as 

Statoil’s leader had been, as we saw, characterised by idealistic goals. At the same time, 

Statoil was initially dependent on playing a political role in order to justify the privileges it 

was constantly awarded. As long as foreign companies were the most important 

competitors in the North Sea, it was useful to be able to show that Statoil was a better 

alternative to these companies. 

At the end of the 1980s, with ownership shares bringing in large quantities of economic rent 

and a company that had operational responsibility for an ever-greater proportion of the 

Norwegian sector, most of the previous political involvement became a distraction. As early 

as the end of the 1980s, moreover, there was a general understanding that the likelihood of 

finding new giant fields like Ekofisk, Statfjord or Troll was small. In other words, if Statoil was 

to maintain the organisation that the company had created, future reserves and 

development in the Norwegian sector would not be enough. Statoil had to establish itself as 

a player on the large international oil scene. For this strategy to succeed, it was even more 

important for the company to free itself from the type of political control it was originally 

subject to. 

The depoliticisation of Statoil gathered pace seriously when Harald Norvik took over as the 

company’s director in 1988. Norvik had a far lower profile as leader than Arve Johnsen, but 

oversaw far-reaching changes in strategy. Immediately after his appointment as director, 

clear signals were given to the Norwegian contractor industry that it could no longer expect 

special treatment from Statoil in the allocation of contracts. Behind the scenes, a proposal 

to privatise Statoil was explored. The supporters of privatisation were closely following the 
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British Thatcher government’s gradual sell-off of state shares in BP through the 1980s. The 

question of privatising Statoil, however, was temporarily shelved when Norway was hit by a 

general bank crisis in 1988. It was hard to combine a situation where the state was in 

practice nationalising large parts of the private banking system with the parallel 

privatisation of Norway’s largest industrial company. 

Out in the world as BP’s apprentice 

In the summer of 1990, Harald Norvik nonetheless announced a comprehensive change of 

Statoil’s strategic goals. Statoil was to conquer the international oil world. The aim was to 

establish it as a key player alongside the genuinely large oil companies, with ownership 

shares, production and operatorship in every continent. The time was apparently well- 

chosen. With the break-up of the former Soviet bloc, large new regions were being opened 

up to the international oil industry almost overnight. 

Statoil’s way out into the world was to happen initially via a comprehensive strategic 
alliance with BP.76 Statoil and BP would operate together in countries like Russia, China, 

Vietnam, Azerbaijan, Angola and Nigeria. After a time, Russia and China were withdrawn 

from the arrangement. In Vietnam, Azerbaijan, Angola and Nigeria, however, BP and Statoil 

were to operate in common operational work groups. The underlying rationale for the 

alliance was as follows: BP had a large organisation and a lot of international experience, but 

little capital. The company also had to struggle with a bad reputation in the countries in 

question from its time as a tool of the British empire. Statoil for its part had a deep purse 

coming from its advantageous position in the Norwegian sector. As a Norwegian state 

company, moreover, it had a better reputation in many relevant contexts. The alliance 

entailed BP training up Statoil to be an international oil company. In most cases BP was to 

be the operator. The only place where Statoil was operator in name was, typically, in 

Nigeria, where BP had been thrown out ten years previously. 

In parallel with its collaboration with BP, Statoil continued to orient its organisation in the 

Norwegian sector towards the market. The annual paragraph 10 report became reduced to 

a short account which rarely provided the basis for any real debate. Although this was not 

initially said publicly, it was clear that the intention was to restructure Statoil into a 

company which could be converted to private ownership. The alliance with BP had secured 

Statoil ownership shares abroad, particularly in Angola and Azerbaijan. However, it soon 

appeared that its international ambitions were harder to realise in practice than had been 

assumed. After the big global opening around 1990, it became harder and harder to gain 

access to new oil regions. Even during long periods of low oil prices, the oil companies’ 

competition for positions in the new regions became ever greater. Within the BP / Statoil 

alliance, work was often hindered by internal conflicts. These conflicts were in part based on 

different corporate cultures and in part on different strategic assumptions. When BP took 

over the American oil company Amoco in 1998, it withdrew from the alliance. 

When the BP / Statoil alliance was dissolved, Statoil had already attempted to establish itself 

independently in several countries. Its largest individual engagement was in Venezuela. 

However, none of the projects was a particularly great success. The merger between BP and 

Amoco, moreover, was not the only one. A mere year later, in 1999, dramatic changes had 

76 Lin Lerpold, Reputation by Association, Exploring alliance formation and organizational identity 

adaption, Stockholm 2003, 
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taken place in the company structure of international oil activities. ExxonMobil, TotalFinaEIf, 

Chevron-Texaco and Conoco-Phillips -with a single bound, the distance between Statoil and 

the league of the world’s largest companies had become even greater. 

Statoil shares on the open market 

Many conditions combined to put the question of privatising Statoil back on the agenda 

towards the end of the 1990s. Neoliberal ideology had gradually consolidated its position 

among Norwegian elites throughout the decade. Norwegian brokers were of course fully 

aware that listing Statoil would immensely boost turnover on the Oslo Stock Exchange. In 

the networks within and around Statoil, many people could gain personal advantages 

through privatisation. Even if there had been few examples in the 1990s of political 

interventions seriously affecting the management of the company, a general antipathy to 

political governance had grown within Statoil. The decisive element in finding sufficient 

support for privatisation to be presented as a real proposal from Statoil’s board in the 

summer of 1999, was its ambitions for international expansion. One of the two oil worker 

unions, SAFE, opposed privatisation. With promises for a comprehensive industrialisation in 

Norway resulting from a broader international field of operations, however, the other major 

trade union linked to the Norwegian trade union federation supported privatisation. 

The Statoil board’s proposal was not a mere part-privatisation, but also that the State’s SDFI 
portfolio should be transferred to the new company.77 Since SDFI at this point owned oil 

reserves three times as large as Statoil’s, this would have meant an enormous transfer of oil 

rent to the new company. The proposal of transferring the whole of SDFI to Statoil was 

rejected. However, when Statoil was publicly listed on the Stock exchange as of June 2001, it 

nevertheless acquired the right to a cheap purchase of 15% of SDFI: a present from the 

state. Since it was planned that Statoil would now have private owners, it was hard to argue 

that Norsk Hydro should not also receive something. In the end Hydro was allowed to buy 

5% of SDFI. 

The state had been instructed to sell off to a point where its share of Statoil was around 

70%. It thus still had a controlling share. But in parallel with privatisation, the state made a 

declaration of intent that Statoil should now be managed on the basis of profitability alone. 

This means that it was the New York and Oslo stock exchanges, in other words the 30% of 

private owners, who would decide the company’s development. In other words, Statoil was 

to act like any other multinational oil company. The original paragraph 10, which gave an 

opportunity for political oversight and management, was repealed. 

A controlling share of 70% was of course not the same as a 100% privatisation. The state still 

had the option of dictating to the company if a situation arose where it was felt important 

enough to do so. But the share price in Statoil’s first year as a privatised company rose more 

than that of competing oil companies. This had two main causes. On the one hand, the 

Norwegian state demonstrated that in practice it was leaving Statoil to its own devices. 

Simultaneously, the company operated a generous dividends policy vis-a-vis its 

shareholders. 

77 St. prp. [Bill] no. 36 (2000 - 2001) Eierskap iStatoil ogfremtidigforvaltnin9 avSDOE. [The 

ownership of Statoil and the ff~ture management of SDFI.] Appendix 1, "Statoil-styrets rapport av 

13. August 1999". 
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There was political opposition to the privatisation of Statoil. Within the Labour Party, the old 

industrial politicians who had been behind the establishment of the company were central 

in opposing privatisation. If a majority of politicians were nevertheless willing to give up 

such an important instrument of oil policy, this was in part an expression of how the oil 

industry had become an independent power factor in Norwegian society. It was to an 

increasing degree oil interests which directed politics, rather than the other way around. 

The impression had also been created that all the major challenges linked to oil activities 

had been mastered in the Norwegian sector. Since the Norwegian sector was finished 

sooner or later, why not invest in international expansion? One of the arguments which was 

routinely used was that an international Statoil would bring Norwegian contractors abroad 

with it. 

In the course of the 2000s, however, it became clearer and clearer that the depoliticisation 

of Statoil created a series of moral and practical dilemmas for Norwegian oil policy. Statoil 

shares were initially priced with reference to the expected returns from the company’s large 

reserves in Norway. These were to a large extent finds and ownership shares which Statoil 

had gained access to as a protected Norwegian state oil company. When Statoil, in the years 

which followed, was able to show that its profits in relation to capital invested were in the 

same league as the major international oil companies and far above the average of other 

Norwegian industries, this was in large part a question of Norwegian economic rent. 

The international stock market’s main yardstick for oil companies at this point was the so- 

called reserve-replacement ratio. As the expression suggests, this is the question of whether 

an oil company has gained access to as much by way of new reserves as it produced in the 

course of the year. Since production in the Norwegian sector reached its peak around 2001, 

and Statoil had started with such a central position here, it would not be able to maintain a 

comparable level of profitability without establishing similar situations abroad. To maintain 

its profits, then, the company needed not only to create new projects abroad. It also had to 

find reserves whose profitability was comparable to those the company had been able to 

collect in its period as a protected company in the Norwegian sector. 

In their eagerness to create the best possible conditions for Norway’s largest company, the 

leading politicians did not see the historical irony here: the company which had once been 

created to ensure that the greatest possible oil rent went to Norwegian society, was now to 

seek access not just to normal profits, but the oil rent from other countries’ reserves. Like 

other large oil companies, Statoil established a secret internal rent. In the eagerness to 

internationalise this was hardly followed consistently. But the idea was that projects which 

did not produce a profit of over 20% should be abandoned, because they brought the 

company’s average returns down. 

The Petroleum Directorate, which had overall responsibility for ensuring a high rate of 

extraction in the Norwegian sector, rapidly discovered that Statoil’s new profitability policy 

could cause problems in the Norwegian sector too. As a result of the intense rate of 

extraction, which the directorate itself had arranged, most of the reserves in the Norwegian 

sector were to be found in small, marginal fields. Moreover, many of the major older fields 

were entering a so-called tail production phase. A tail production phase can last for many 

years, but profitability can be low and thus vulnerable to shifts in oil prices. The large 

companies, including Statoil, wished to concentrate on the fields which gave the greatest 
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profitability. There were several examples of fields being shut down even though they could 

continue to produce at a profit.78 

Oil midges and deregulation 

For most of the post-war period, it was usual to see the oil industry as divided between a 

group of major oil companies (including the so-called seven sisters) on the one side and on 

the other side a group of medium-sized companies which were often described as 
"independent".79 The expression "independent" means that they were not involved in the 

cartel-like cooperation between the major international companies. In the 2000s, following 

the big mergers, a new type of structure emerged. Many medium-sized companies were 

swallowed up as part of the wave of mergers. Facing far more aggressive financial markets, 

the big companies aimed at projects which produced super-profits. This left a market for 

what was rapidly to become a swarm of often very small companies which specialised in 

high-risk prospecting projects. 

High risk could mean political risk, as in the case of the Norwegian mini-company DNO (Det 

norske oljeselskap), which signed an agreement with Kurdish autonomous authorities in 

Iraq. This was at a time when Iraq was still occupied, when the local authorities’ jurisdiction 

over oil had not been clarified and when the country as yet had no oil law. It could mean 

environmental risk, as with the British oil midge Chairn, which started drilling off the west 

coast of Greenland in 2010, without appropriate preparation for accidents and with no 

effective regulation system in place. Or it could mean fields where the likelihood of finds 

was small, as was increasingly the case in the the Norwegian sector. 

How could the midges succeed since they had minimal technological know-how and a very 

weak financial backbone? The answer is only partly to be found in the space created by the 

large companies when they avoided such projects. The oil midges survived first and 

foremost because they were favoured objects of speculation. Even if the likelihood that an 

oil midge would find oil was far lower than that the large companies would do so, the 

growth in values would be that much greater if a midge made a significant find. In the 

period leading up to the financial crisis there was one case after another of rumours flying 

about possible finds in blocks where the midges had shares. These were often false 

rumours, and some made money by selling out before the realities became known. 

But the oil midges would not have achieved such a central position in Norway in the early 

2000s if they had not been accepted as actors by the oil authorities. A series of key changes 

in the concessions system created the opening they needed. After Statoil’s privatisation, the 

Petroleum Directorate created a regulation, politically cleared by the Ministry of Petroleum 

and Energy, which allowed oil companies in the Norwegian sector to sell already allocated 

shares in blocks more or less freely. This opening affected not only the established oil 

companies. The Petroleum Directorate followed up with a process where new companies 

were "prequalified" to own and sell shares in the Norwegian sector. At the same time, the 

directorate accepted that a somewhat smaller, but constantly growing group of companies 

78 Esso ceased production on the Odin field in 1994, even though there were still considerable 

reserves of gas which could be produced. In 2007, the oil company Talisman took over Yme from 
Statoil after Statoil shut down production there. 

79 Anthony Sampson, The Seven Sisters, London 1975. Daniel Yergin, The Prize, The Epic Quest for 

Oil, Money and Power. New York 1991. 
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would be recognised or "qualified" as operators. Since the year 2000, 50 new small 

companies were allowed in, about 30 of these as operators. Casinos were forbidden in 

Norway, but this system created a special club where a small elite could play among 

themselves, with two classes of membership - those recognised as operators and the rest. 

The Petroleum Safety Authority (Petil), which was separated from the Petroleum 

Directorate in 2005, retained the right to block the "qualification" of new companies on 

safety grounds. However, Peril was under pressure from those parts of the oil authorities 

which hoped that the midges’ high willingness to take risks would contribute to preventing a 

major fall in total Norwegian production. Many of the companies which were accepted thus 

had little know-how. It was not uncommon for companies to sell off their prospecting 

licences immediately before the start of drilling. Those companies which remained involved 

up to the drilling process hired in contractors for most of the work. Nevertheless, ever more 

small companies gained access to the ordinary concession rounds. 

The most important entry point for many, however, was a new and far more frequently 

used regulation for allocating "mature" areas, established in 2003 (awards in predefined 

areas (AFA)). In this case, the bureaucratic and political treatment of the applications was 

far less thorough-going. This meant, among other things, that environmental evaluations 

were given less weight. In many cases the Petroleum Directorate failed to take objections 
from the Institute of Marine Research into consideration.8° In September 2010, a state- 

appointed committee concluded that this big opening for speculative small companies had 
been a mistake.81 The challenge was how to find a suitable alternative. When Statoil and 

Norsk Hydro announced, just before Christmas 2006, that they wanted to merge, the 

concentration of operators had become even more problematic. The new StatoilHydro 

operated more than 75% of the oil produced in Norway. 

The background of this merger was the same as that for privatisation in 2001. Neither Statoil 

nor Norsk Hydro had been fully successful in their investment abroad. The distance that 

separated them from the biggest firms was still great. Even if many people in the company’s 

leadership wanted it, it was politically problematic for Statoil to merge with a major foreign 

actor. Together, the new StatoilHydro would have greater muscles (oil rent from the 

Norwegian sector) to enable it to expand internationally. The companies could also avoid 

competing with each other over whatever remaining "titbits" might remain in the 

Norwegian sector. 

The company that emerged from the fusion was almost totally dominant in the Norwegian 

sector. From 2009, StatoilHydro became Statoil again. In summer 2010, the state’s share 

was 67%. Politicians who wanted alternative technological evaluations of major new 

construction projects could now no longer play on the conflicts between Statoil and Hydro. 

Since the company’s management was subject to international stock markets, the situation 

was not so different from how matters had stood when Norway was at the mercy of the 

know-how of international oil companies. 

Institute of Maritime Research, Vurderin9 o9 redgivning av forsla9 om blokker til utlysning i 21. 
konsesjonsrunde [Evaluation and recommendations on proposals for blocks to be advertised in the 

1st round of concessions], 2008. 

~1 Ministry of Oil and Energy, Okt utvinning pd norsk kontinentalsokkeL En rapport fra 

utvinningsutvalget [Increased extraction from the Norwegian continental shelf. A report from the 
extraction committee]. September 2010. 
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Statoil was of course still shaped by its earlier history, but the last of the generation of 

engineers who had built up the industry under Arve Johnsen’s leadership disappeared in a 

rationalisation process as part of the fusion. They were paid well. Over 2000 experienced 

staff took golden parachutes, costing the company 8.4 billion kroner (!) in 2010.82 The point 

was not simply to reduce the number of staff, but to show the market that the company had 

created a new culture. It was not, however, so very new. Ever since the 1990 alliance with 

BP, Statoil’s organisation had been trained by the same consultants and structured by the 

same kind of management systems as any other multinational oil company. 

~2 Dagens Naeringsliv, November 19 2009. 
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Concluding remarks 

In 2010 the Norwegian oil experience appears as an overall success, in the sense that many 

of the initial intentions were successful. 

Through Statoil, strategic state ownership, a strong professional institution like the 

Petroleum Directorate and above all through the continual build-up of technological know- 

how, Norway has managed to ensure that most of the economic rent from oil has gone to 

the state, and hence to society. 

Although in recent decades Norway has followed developments in many other countries, 

and the income differences between a rich elite and the majority of the population have 

grown, the core of the Norwegian welfare state model is still intact. A significant portion of 

the oil fortune has gone to expand and improve it. 

When oil income exceeded what was needed to strengthen the Norwegian welfare state 

model, the rest was placed in a fund for future use. In this way Norway avoided being hit by 

the most extreme form of the curse of oil. 

The international oil industry arrived in Norway with a practice that rejected trade unions. 

But the companies which remained in Norway, once Norwegian companies had secured a 

place, were forced to accept workers’ fundamental rights. Tripartite collaboration was 

established, with firms, the state and trade unions negotiating agreement on central issues. 

The international oil industry prefers to regulate itself. Yet even if Norway has had its 

accidents and environmental emissions, it has developed an advanced regulation system 

which has demonstrably reduced the risk of operating advanced petroleum installations at 

sea. 

However, the final judgement on the Norwegian experience belongs to the future. As a 

small country on the periphery of Europe, what happens now will depend on developments 

in the rest of the world just as in the past. The major challenge is how far Norway manages 

to carry out the transition which will come when oil production in the Norwegian sector 

nears its end. As we have seen, there are signs that the oil industry has developed a dynamic 

of its own which will make this transition harder. A telling expression of this fact is that 

while North Sea countries like Denmark, Germany and Great Britain have developed a 

significant sustainable offshore windfarm industry, there is no comparable investment in 

Norway - despite the fact that the natural conditions are better in Norway. 

If in 2010 Norway no longer has any company which can act as an instrument to manage all 

the challenges in a phase marked by production from small fields and from large fields in 

their tail production phase, this situation also expresses a long period in which it has been 

the industry’s own dynamics, and not management based on general socio-economic goals, 

which has determined the direction of development. 

With stagnating gas production and a rapidly falling oil production, the areas where Norway 

has been successful will be put under more pressure. With ever more fields reaching the 

margins of profitability, the industry will be tempted to make savings by weakening a 

relatively robust safety regime, planning for pollution emergencies and the rights of oil 

workers. 
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The Norwegian oil industry’s pressure to be allowed access off the Lofoten and Vester~len 

islands is an expression of the fact that we have moved into a period where it is willing to 

take greater risks. Not only is this a unique, naturally beautiful and environmentally 

vulnerable coastal area, but the region in question is the spawning ground for a major group 

of Norwegian cod. This is a renewable resource that has provided income to Norway for 

more than a thousand years. 

However, the proposal of oil prospecting in the Lofoten and Vester~len islands has 

simultaneously mobilised considerable popular resistance. Even if the oil industry has 

become a powerful interest group, the outcome of this conflict is not a given one. The 

struggle for and against oil prospecting has become one of the largest conflict issues in 

Norwegian society. 

If one central lesson is to be highlighted from the Norwegian oil experience, it must be the 

presence and significance of conflict between oil actors and society, and the importance of 

society’s determination to secure its own power and position vis-a-vis the big companies. 

There is no single Norwegian oil experience. The Norwegian oil experience has come about 

through the constant conflict between interest groups. Norwegian oil experiences, 

therefore, are the product of an active democracy - a democracy which has not only 

expressed itself through formal parliamentary representation, but equally through direct 

popular mobilisation. 

Therefore, the greater the degree of openness and general popular oversight of political 

priorities and decisive technological choices, the better a society will be able to manage a 

strategic energy resource in a way which benefits society as a whole. 
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A century since Hilferding’s Finanz Kapital - again, apparently, a banker’s world? 

By Patrick Bond 

The power and reach of financial institutions, not to mention the resulting 
superprofits, are the source of widespread and often extreme frustration. 

Industrialists, small businesspeople, government leaders, workers, consumers, 

environmentalists, the Greeks and Irish ~and similar Third Worlders), and indeed all 
debtors have suffered usurious, speculative or bailout-related decimation of their 

resources over the past thirty years. 

A shared critique of banks today, we’d all agree, includes: too much control, too much 

out-of-control investing, and too much revolving-door crony capitalism connecting 

financiers to state ’regulators’, of which the Wall Street-Washington crew appear the 
most corruptly profligate. 

It’s now exactly a century since a young Austrian medic, Rudolf Hilferding, published 

the book Finanz Kapital, in which he defined his subject as "the unification of capital. 
The previously distinct spheres of industrial capital, commercial capital and bank 

capital are henceforth under the control of high finance." Though based on the 

German model of banking, it was nevertheless an influential concept elsewhere. In 
1915, Bukharin used the phrase "the coalescence of industrial and bank capital" and 

in 1917, Lenin considered Finance Capital "the merging of industrial with bank 
capital" as a new stage of capitalism. 

These definitions emphasise institutional power bloc characterisfics, at the expense of 

drawing attention to the vulnerability implicit in underlying capitalist relations, a 
crucial problem to which we must return for political lessons. 

A rich discussion in honour of Finanz I(apital’s centenary at the Historical Materialism 

conference in London last weekend left the audience ’ambivalent’, as Elmar Altvater 
put it, yet respectful, Another leading German Marxist, Michael Kriitke, went through 

some of Hilferding’s most important contributions: 

in a famous Vienna seminar, he fought both marginal utility theory and his 

teacher Bohm-Bawerk’s critique of Marxism; 

he had an impact not only on the great Marxists of the day, but also on 

Schumpeter (his close friend) and the Austrian School of Mises and Hayek; 
and 

as a 26-year old, he began Finanz Kapital in 1905, with innovations that 

included updates of Marx’s Das Kapital on competition law, credit money, 

central bank money, banking profit, joint stock capital and share markets, 
commodity markets, big corporate rule, monopolization, imperialism and 

colonialism. 



Context is everything, Altvater reminded the conference, for reading Finanz Kapital 

in different decades meant a shifting emphasis between various features within 
Hilferding’s political economy: 

a century ago, the question of imperialism was at the top of the left’s agenda; 

after World War I, a post-monarchy ’new capitalism’ was in competition with 

the Russian Revolution; 

in 1926, Hilferding spoke at a Social Democratic Party leadership meeting 
about a reformist ’Organised Capitalism’, which meant the state could 

democratise (witness the Weimar Constitution) and the majority of workers 

could occupy the state through the vote, and the state could then 
democratically plan the economy; 

but Weimar succumbed to various pressures and in 1933 fascism emerged 

with the support of German capital, with Hilferding fleeing into a haunted 

exile until his death in Paris in 1941; 

after World War II, the East German republication of Finanz Kapital 

reorientated its argument in support of the Communist thesis known as 

’state monopoly capitalism’; 

subsequent New Left critics of capitalism appreciated the way Hilferding 

analysed Organised Capitalism; 

the 1980s-90s witnessed financial capital’s rise in economic and policy 

power (albeit with a different institutional form than Hilferding had 
predicted); and finally, 

the 21st century provides us at least four interlocking crises, of which the 

first (financial) refutes Hilferding, though the other three - food, energy and 

climate - are newer factors. 

Altvater’s list is a useful reflection of the durability and importance ofFinanz Kapital, 

and yet gnawing doubts remain. Aside from overgeneralizing from the German 
sample, a much bigger mistake in Hilferding’s understanding of capitalism was 

interpreting Finance Capital as pure power, when in fact the bloc was rife with 
weakness. This same problem bedeviled a group of contemporary political 

economists who were as surprised by the 2008 crash as any bourgeois analyst. 

How so? The largest banks’ coordination functions, according to Hilferding, meant 

that capitalist crisis tendencies could be shifted, displaced and then dissolved into the 

more competitive sectors of the economy. The subsequent shake-out of the smaller 

producers would, he insisted, permit the Finance Capital cartel to increase levels of 
industrial concentration and thus to survive the economic downturn. Hilferding listed 
several factors "militating against a banking crisis": 

first, the ability of Finance Capital to manage and share risk effectively; 

second, the belief that a strong gold reserve and other state policies would 
shore up the system’s creditworthiness; 

third, a decline in the volume and importance of speculative activity, at the 



powerful urging of key Finance Capital institutions; and 

fourth, firms listed on the new stock markets could continue producing during 

a downturn, as they would not need an immediate return on investment. 

As a result, Hilferding insisted that it was "sheer dogmatism to oppose the banks’ 

penetration of industry.., as a danger to the banks." He even expressed faith that the 
centralisation and concentration process would result in an "increasingly dense 
network of relations between the banks and industry... [which] would finally result in 

a single bank or a group of banks establishing control over the entire money capital. 
Such a ’central bank’ would then exercise control over social production as a whole." 

Politically, this is important, for it provided a rationale for a route to socialism via 

Finance Capital. As Hilferding at one point asserted, "taking possession of six large 
Berlin banks would mean taking possession of the most important spheres of large 

scale industry, and would greatly facilitate the initial phases of socialist policy during 
the transition period, when capitalist accounting might still prove useful." 

His greatest subsequent rival, Henryk Grossman, offered scathing comment: 
"Hilferding needed this construction of a ’central bank’ to ensure some painless, 

peaceful road to socialism, to his ’regulated’ economy." 

Hilferding was German Finance Minister later in his career (for a few weeks in 1923, 

and in 1928-29), and was considered a reformist in the Bernstein/Kautsky tradition. 
But he failed, and attacks against his party from the left tragically equated social 
democratic politics (so-called ’social fascism’) with actual fascism. While world 
financial capital bubbled up into a 1929-32 global meltdown, Hitler stitched together 

a coalition of the German middle/working classes and disenchanted national 

capitalists aimed at creating economic autarchy against foreign financial power, 

which he (mis)labeled Jewish. 

In this instance, the most vivid resistance to Finance Capital was right-wing populism. 
Are there, today, Tea Party parallels, given how badly the US/Euro left and working- 

class institutions (aside from Public Citizen and a few others) have performed, 
fighting high finance? 

Where did he go wrong in miscalculating the power of Finance Capital? According to 
French political economist Suzanne de Brunhoff, his critical mistake was dissociating 

money and the credit system. "Money as an instrument of hoarding" is ignored, she 
complained. "This dissociation has probably been one of the reasons for the 

overestimation of the role of finance capital." 

Another problem is that Hilferding didn’t anticipate more recent developments that 

countered the internal logic of Finanz Kapital. Banking capital was, during Hilferding’s 

time, used nearly exclusively for financing the purchase of means of production (M- 
MP) and only rarely for purchasing and reproducing labour power (M-L). In the post- 

Depression era, however, an enormous amount of finance was originally drawn from 



and allocated to M-L, in part through pension and insurance funds, consumer credit 

and government debt. 

This limited Finanz Kapital’s relevance because Hilferding relied upon the financing of 
a ’rising organic composition of capital’ (greater capital intensity in production) to 
explain the build-up of debt in the economy, and then to gauge the relative strength of 
the Finance Capital power bloc. 

It would appear too that without analysis of government and consumer debt, the 
Finance Capital concept misses other insights about financial influence upon 
accumulation. One is the temporary rise of labour’s living standards as a result of 
access to credit- though as we see today, this can become a myth of awesomely 
destructive proportions. 

Another aspect was the ability of the credit system to maintain effective demand 
(buying power) in the economy, partly through government and consumer debt, thus 
avoiding crises of "underconsumption" - but, most importantly, putting offuntil later 

the unavoidable need to repay the debt. And there we find the source of so much 
current instability, when during most of the 2001-08 period rising financial ratios 

were (mistakenly) understood by many to be a source of genuine prosperity. 

In addition, Hilferding’s conclusion about excessive Finance Capital power runs 
contrary even to much of his own prior analysis. 

first, uneven sectoral development between capital goods machinery and 

consumer goods (’disproportionalities’ between Departments One and Two, in 
the Marxist lexicon), upon which Hilferding bases his crisis theory, tends to 

heighten as finance grows in importance; 

second, the same problems in the productive sector that led to falling 

corporate profit rates also forced banks to look further afield, geographically 
and sectorally, in order to maintain lending and a healthy deposit base, with 

consequent growing risk; 

third, new forms of financial regulation which Hilferding suggested could 

stabilize an inherently unsound banking system, were in the end not capable of 
staving off a major financial crisis; 

fourth, rather than declining in importance, speculation tended to increase 

dramatically prior to the climax of a crisis; and 

fifth, given these factors, the Finance Capital combination of industry, 

commerce and banking increased temptations for insider lending and other 

abnormally risky behaviour. 

In sum, nearly all of Hilferding’s previous analysis leads to the logical conclusion that, 

contrary to Finance Capital hegemony during a crisis, banks do indeed lose self- 

control. Paul Sweezy may have been correct in this respect when he commented, 
"Hilferding mistakes a transitional phase of capitalist development for a lasting 



trend." The "transitional phase" was one of recovery from the 1870s-1890s financial 
crises. But these crises would emerge again in the early 1930s and again by the 1970- 
90s, and in a very big way in 2008. 

It was just prior to the 1930s crisis of Finance Capital that one of the most impressive 
critiques emerged, from the Frankfurt School economist Grossman, who objected to a 

remark by Hilferding in 1927: "I have always rejected any theory of economic 

breakdown. In my opinion, Marx himself proved the falsehood of all such theories." 

Pushing the stick too far the other way, here’s how Grossman concluded his own 
book, The Law of Accumulation and Breakdown of the Capitalist System (published 
with brilliant timing in March 1929): "The historical tendency of capital is not the 
creation of a central bank which dominates the whole economy through a general 
cartel, but industrial concentration and growing accumulation of capital leading to the 
final breakdown due to overaccumulation." 

We’ve now come full circle: another overaccumulation crisis, built up since the 

1970s and continually displaced not least through massive financialisation, and 
without any necessary combination of banking and other fractions of capital. But if 

1929-32 and subsequent regulation devastated Finance Capital power, the 2008-10 

bailouts reempowered our generation’s hubristic financiers. 

Two years ago, financiers showed us they could not only help elect a perfectly 

amenable US president notwithstanding a degree of anti-Wall Street rhetoric - "talk 
left, walk right" as we say in Southern Africa - but also ensure bailouts from 

Washington, London, Berlin and Brussels by holding the world economy to ransom. 

But this is a matter of the balance of forces. By paying too much tribute to Finance 

Capital power (as did Hilferding) and not taking advantage of the bankers’ 
vulnerabilities, we run the risk of letting another force, rightwing populism, breathe in 

the clean clear oxygen of our society’s collective, well-earned hatred of financial 
capital. 

(Patrick Bond is based at the University of KwaZulu-Natal School of Development 

Studies and, on sabbatical this year, at the University of California-Berkeley 

Department of Geography.) 



Anti-Politics as Political Strategy: Neoliberalism 
and Transfrontier Conservation in Southern Africa 

Bram Biischer 

ABSTRACT 

Studies on conservation and development often point out that interventions 

rely on anti-political manoeuvring to acquire legitimacy and support. Recent 

’aidnography’, in particular, has done much to expand and add nuance to 
our understanding of the complex, micro- (anti-)politics at work in conser- 

vation and development interventions. In doing this, however, aidnography 

seems to have led the focus away from two crucial, broader issues related to 

conservation and development interventions: how they are regulated through 

the wider, neoliberal political economy, and how this fuels and obscures 

(global) inequality. Drawing on empirical research on a transfrontier conser- 
vation and development intervention in Southern Africa, this article argues 

that the differential workings of anti-politics in practice warrant a renewed 

appreciation and a more explicit political operationalization of the concept. 

This is done by re-emphasizing anti-politics as an essential political strat- 

egy within conservation and development interventions and as an intrinsic 

element of the wider political economy of neoliberalism. 

INTRODUCTION 

Conservation and developlnent interventions often seek political legitima- 
tion by constructing themselves as being outside of politics (Bebbington, 
2005; Ferguson, 1994). They rely on ~mobilizing metaphors’, such as par- 
ticipation, ownership, capacity building and good governance, in order to 
ensure and justify support and resources (Mosse, 2004). Conceptually vague 
and anti-political policy discourse is ~required to conceal ideological differ- 
ences, to allow compromise and the enrolment of different interests, to build 
coalitions, to distribute agency and to multiply criteria of success within 
project systems’ (ibid.: 663, emphasis in original). In practice, however, this 
often makes it more difficult for inte~wention agents to effectively medi- 
ate the COlnplex political dynamics they encounter during implementation 
(Harriss, 2002). 
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Over recent decades, our understanding of the depoliticization of con- 
servation and developlnent and its effects on inter~Tentions has expanded 
rapidly. This seems to be especially due to recent ethnographic research that 
builds on critical engagement with conservation and developlnent (such as 
Lewis and Mosse, 2006; Mosse, 2004, 2005; Quarles van Ufford et al., 2003) 
rather than earlier work based on critical disengagement (e.g. Escobar, 1995; 
Ferguson, 1994). Whereas the latter works focus on development discourses 
in order to expose underlying worldviews that promote continued inequal- 
ity, recent ’aidnography’ relies on actor-oriented ethnography to uncover 
the subtler political processes at work that explain why conservation and 
development intervention outcomes are so ot~en contrary to their own stated 
objectives, yet still retain legitimacy (Lewis and Mosse, 2006). ’Aidno- 
graphers’ show how ’subjects’ often reinforce and so further legitimate 
interventions by wilfully playing along while appropriating the intervention 
for their own ends (Bending, 2003; Mosse, 2005). While aclcnowledging its 
valuable contributions to a more nuanced understanding of the conservation 
and developlnent industry, this article argues that aidnography is still limited 
in two major aspects. 

First, in throwing light on these nuances, aidnography seems to have 
turned attention away from two broader issues surrounding conservation 
and development interventions: ho~v they are regulated through the ~vider, 
neoliberal political economy, and how- this continues to both increase and 
obscure (global) inequality (cf. Ferguson, 2006). Second, aidnography seems 
to fall short in explicitly characterizing the multi-directionality of conserva- 
tion and development interventions in political terms. For example, do the 
same depoliticizing pressures apply to all implementing agents? Or are those 
undergoing interventions excluded from anti-political pressures? 

This article aims to ad&ess these shortcomings by presenting the find- 
ings of research on the Maloti-Drakensberg Transfrontier Project (MDTP) 
between Lesotho and South Africa. The MDTP was a World BanldGlobal 
Environment Facility funded intervention from 2003 to 2008, aimed at es- 
tablishing a transfrontier conservation area (TFCA). TFCAs, which have 
become a global trend in conservation and development, straddle the bor- 
ders of two or more countries and so bind them institutionally through joint 
management of an m’ea (Ramutsindela, 2007). As such, they not only com- 
bine biodiversity conservation ~vith rural development; they also aim to 
improve co-operation between states (Wolmer, 2003) under the assumption 
that increased exposure to each other leads to increased understanding and 
friendship. 

Whether this assumption holds is not of concern here (see Bascher and 
Schoon, 2009). Rather, by further broadening the lnandate of conservation 
and development interventions, TFCAs have been positioned as the latest ne- 
oliberal ’win-win ideal’, which makes them eminently suitable for illustrat- 
ing the politics behind the depoliticization of conservation and development. 
An analysis of the MDTP shows, in particular, how the differential workings 
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of anti-politics in practice does not mean that a nuanced actor perspective 
should detract from the more structural issue of inequality in political terms. 
This will be done by focusing on the differentiation within the anti-politics 
elnployed by those who implemented the MDTP, and by exalnining local 
reactions to the intervention. Before elaborating on this, however, the article 
first presents a brief theoretical introduction of the concept of anti-politics in 
conservation and developlnent studies. This shows that although the concept 
has been applied differently, it has remained focused on the same idea of 
technocratization. Moreover, it leads to a call for its re-operationalization 
as encompassing more than instrumental technocracy and as inherent to the 
dominant political ideology of neoliberalism. 

THE CONCEPT OF ANTI-POLITICS IN CONSERVATION 

AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES 

Anti-politics as a concept has a long history in development studies. Yet, 
it was not until Ferguson’s seminal The Anti-Politics Machine (Ferguson, 
1994)1 that the concept came to theoretical prominence. In his study on a 
development intervention in Lesotho, Ferguson argued that: 

’Development’ institutions generate their own form of discomse, and this discourse simulta- 

neously constructs Lesolho as a particular kind of object of knowledge, and creates a structure 

of knowledge around that object. Interventions are then orgainsed on the basis of this struc- 

ture of knowledge, which, while failing on their own terms, nonetheless have regular effects, 

which include the expansion and entrenchment of bureaucratic state power, side by side with 

the projection of a representation of economic and social life which denies ’politics’ and, to 

the extent that it is successful, suspends its effects. (Ferguson, 1994: xiv ~v). 

Ferguson showed, and many others have since followed, ho~v development 
discourse and associated technical, apolitical interventions often lead to the 
failure of development proj ects to meet their own obj ectives (Escobar, 1995). 
Yet, instead of achieving intervention targets, he argued that ’instrument- 
effects’ transpire; side effects that function as an ’anti-politics machine’, ’de- 
politicising everything it touches, ever!~vhere whisking political realities out 
of sight, all the while performing, almost unnoticed, its own pre-eminently 
political operation of expanding bureaucratic state power’ (Ferguson, 
1994: xv). 

Ferguson’s conceptualization of anti-politics is a technocratic one. Since 
development institutions are not mandated to mingle in politics, but to 

Although Ferguson does not generalize his conclusions on development interventions to 

include conservation, ! a~ee with Escobar (1995) and Bending (2003) that the ’radical 

critique of development.., can be extended to this sphere of enviro~unental governance’ 

(Bending, 2003: 9), especially since wilh the advent of ’sustainable development’ the ~,vo 

are often intertwined in theow and practice. In this m-ticle I therefore equate development 

with conservation!development. 
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stimulate ’technical’ development, they must follow the political strategy 
of portraying their development targets as non-political in order to justify 
their intervention. In general, it is this conceptualization of anti-politics that 
has dominated the literature, especially the so-called ’post-development’ lit- 
erature (Rahnema and Bawtree, 1997). Many of these studies have focused 
on ho~v anti-political, discursive regimes, conducted by agents of devel- 
opment, structure and determine what constitutes valid l~owledge about 
development, thereby displacing (local) alteruatives, leading time and again 
to the failure of development projects and, worse, the structural dominance 

of the ’first world’ over the ’third world’ (Escobar, 1995). This structural 
focus has been severely criticized (Schuurman, 2000) and a subsequent key 
question on the (de)politicization of conservation and development became 
whether (discursive) development is unidirectional, imposed from above and 
therefore always top-down (Nustad, 2001). 

An important early contribution in this respect is the work by Scott (1985), 
who argued that ideological domination is not as absolute as ot~en portrayed. 
In fact, he argued that elite values often do not penetrate into lower classes 
clue to peasants undertaking more practical, material acts of resistance as 
opposed to ideology-laden ones. Domination therefore is a continuous strug- 
gle and never straightforwardly unidirectional. The recent surge in actor- 
oriented ’aidnography’ has built and expanded on this theme (Mosse, 2005; 
Quarles van U fford et al., 2003). Bending (2003), for example, throws doubt 
on Ferguson’s ideas on the repetition of failure within the anti-politics ma- 
chine. If, he asks, the deployment of development is unidirectional and the 
reasons for project failure are not the result of bad intentions on the side of 
development agents, why does repeated failure not lead to crisis? Bending 
employs the familiar analogy of the tale of the emperor’s clothes to solve 
this problem, arguing two points (ibid.: 27): 

The construction of development as a unidirectional imposed regime and social movements 

as unidirectional resistance to that regime risks firstly treating any movement that expresses 

itself through the idiom of development as just a pawn of the development regime. Instead, 

we must read this as a legitimate strategic move in a context in which the discourse of 

development is hegemonic. Secondly, we must be wary of takh~g the self-presentation of 

a movement at face value just because they con~brm to our expectations. We do not want 

people to tell us that we are clothed or not. What we should really be paying attention to is the 

counter-hegemonic moment, the political response to an anti-politics machine, the moment 

when someone says, ’The emperor has no clothes!’. 

Other recent aidnographic work similarly seeks to provide a nuanced view 
of the micro-politics in conservation and development interventions. Mosse 
(2005: 238) has forcefully argued that the problem with contemporary de- 
velopment policy is that it uses populist participation discourses to fabricate 
’its separation from political economy and that it becomes isolated from the 
local or vernacular to which it is nonetheless materially connected’. Accord- 
ingly, this ’produces ignorance of project effects’, something that Mosse 
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shows can be revealed again through ethnographic research. Li (2007), in 
her study of conservation and development interventions in Indonesia, em- 
ploys a historical approach to sho~v how ’practices of government’ try to 
replace, yet are always compromised by, ’practices of politics’. Despite this, 
Li concludes that certain rationales within improvement schemes seem stub- 
born over time. Most important is the process she calls ’rendering technical’: 
inscribing boundaries within and rationalizing social-political processes in 
technical tea-ms. 

Despite its different approach, aidnography reinforces the general way 
in which anti-politics has been conceptualized, namely as a tactic through 
which ’poverty discussions are increasingly separated from questions of dis- 
tribution and social transformation, and in which poverty, reduction becomes 
something sought through proj ects rather than political change’ (Bebbington, 
2005: 940). Technocratization, then, is the tool that ensures that the system 
maintaining global inequality does not get compromised. The alternative to 
technocratization is therefore logical: ’there is an important task ahead of 
reconstituting poverty within the political domain: nalnely, exalnining how 
poverty is produced and the relationship between processes that produce 
wealth and poverty’ (Nustad, 2001: 488). To be able to reconstitute poverty. 
within the political domain, one must set out to better understand this domain. 
Yet, much aidnography falls short in describing anti-political processes in 
explicitly political terms and linking these processes to the wider politi- 
cal economy.2 A more explicit political conceptualization of anti-politics 
is warranted -- one that re-emphasizes and builds on Ferguson’s point that 
depoliticization is an essential political strategy in conservation and develop- 
ment, and that recognizes ho~v conservation and development interventions 
are subsumed under, and at the same time reinforce, the neoliberal polit- 
ical economy within which they function. Before illustrating this through 
a case-study of the Maloti-Drakensberg Transfrontier Project, the follow- 
ing section briefly outlines the theoretical underpinnings of such an explicit 
political conceptualization. 

TOWARDS A IPOLITICAL CONCEPTUAILIZATION OF ANTI-POLITICS 

Despite -- or perhaps due to the recent financial crisis -- fcw people would 
deny- that we live in neoliberal times. Yet, what this exactly entails remains 
subject to intense debate. This section aims to spell out several core char- 
acteristics of the neoliberal project in order to link it with the concept of 
anti-politics. The first point to make is a distinction between neoliberal- 
ism as a ’technology of governing’ (Ong, 2006) and as an ideology that 
favours particular modes of political conduct. As a technology of governing, 

2. Li (2007) being a notable exception here. 
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’neoliberal rationality informs action by many regimes and furnishes the con- 
cepts that infoma the governlnent of free individuals who are then induced 
to self-manage according to market principles of discipline, efficiency, and 
competitiveness’ (ibid.: 4). To this should be added the principle ofcolnmod- 
ification: the transformation of inherent or use values into exchange values, 
calculated in monetary terms (McDonald and Ruiters, 2005). The ambition 
of the neoliberal project, then, is to establish a world where all social and po- 
litical dynamics are subjected to market dynamics such as commodification 
and competition. 

According to Harvey (2005: 165): ’to presume that markets and mar- 
ket signals can best determine all allocative decisions is to presume that 
everything Call in principle be treated as a commodity-. Commodification 
presumes the existence of property rights over processes, things, and so- 
cial relations, that a price can be put on them, and that they can be traded 
subject to legal contract’. This value transformation through commodifi- 
cation dramatically changes political conduct and is deeply problematic. 
First, it enables neoliberalism to effectively incorporate and deal with sys- 
temic contradictions (Hartwick and Peet, 2003), by commercializing both 
its alternatives and its excesses (Kovel, 2002). Neoliberal commodification 
thus has a tendency to discredit transformative, alternative politics. Second, 
neoliberalism’s ’uncompromisingly universalist’ pretensions (Richardson, 
2001) neatly align its politics to the ’new- development populism’ of partic- 
ipation, all-inclusiveness, consensus and win-win constructions. Problems 
of incommensurable values are transformed into matters of economic dis- 
tribution, which in turn are decided by the rule of competition. Both these 
points imply that neoliberalism is an ideology that favours particular modes 
of political conduct, such as anti-politics. 

I define politics here as the social, deliberative process with which ac- 
tors make decisions that detemfine social or public outcomes. Anti-politics, 
then, aims to do away with this social, deliberative process and to ’prede- 
termine’ decisions and/or social and public outcomes. As such, anti-politics 
is inherently anti-democratic. In the words of Marden (2003: 234): ’Essen- 
tially though, [democratic politics] is to recognise and promote discursive 
contests, to uphold or contest political decisions, to contest dominant hege- 
monic metaphoric language that disguises alternatives or constrains choice, 
and finally, to recognise that decisions are made within larger discursive 
frames that define the parameters of the problems and the possible solutions; 
to have less is to deny politics’. 

This broad definition enables us to move beyond the focus on ’rendering 
technical’ of many conservation and development studies, and to follow 
Schedler (1997) who distinguishes four types of anti-politics: instrumental, 
amoral, moral and aesthetic anti-politics. Instrumental anti-politics resem- 
bles Ferguson’s argument in that political decisions should be made by 
technocratic experts, based on rational cost-benefit analyses. Any other type 
of political action, in this view, is seen as irrational ignorance. Amoral 
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anti-politics entails the privatization of the public domain. It regards human 
beings as utility-lnaxilnizing economic beings whose interests and prefer- 
ences are derived from ~vhat makes most commercial sense. Politics becomes 
a ’strategic power game’ where rational choice prevails. Moral anti-politics 
quantifies and reifies ’normative an’angements’, thereby stifling democratic 
political debate. In other words, ethics and morals are seen as constituted 
on quantifiably immutable objectives and outcomes, whereby disagreelnent 
is seen as ’immoral’ or even ’treason’. Lastly, aesthetic anti-politics sti- 
fles democratic politics by replacing words with images, theatre and drama. 
Democratic politics becomes trivialized by being represented by the visual 
rather than the deliberative/communicative. According to Marden (2003: 
235): 

This is the triumph of the symbolic over verbal communication, the virtual over the actual 

and the ritual over the experience of lemning. This is a lbrm of ’bread and circuses’ and 

the spectacle of politics wttich is regarded as a coloniser because of its potential to replace 

important elements of public life and vita activa with layers of stimulation such as expressions 

of emotion over plausible argument. 

While any political ideology may rely on anti-political strategies, I would 
argue -- following Marden (2003) and Schedler (1997) -- that they fit es- 
pecially well within the neoliberal political economy.~ In order to pursue 
their aim, neoliberals try to replace political debate over the distribution of 
interests and power by ’marketized’ political mechanisms that enable the 
quantification and ’trading’ of interests and value conflicts through com- 
moditization. It is vital, then, to analyse anti-political tendencies within an 
explicit context of neoliberalism as the framework within which conserva- 
tion and development interventions operate and which they often help to 
expand. To illustrate this point, ! no~v turn to a discussion of Transfrontier 
Conservation Areas, with a special focus on the Maloti-Drakensberg TFCA 
between Lesotho and South Africa. 

ANTI-POLITICS IN TRANSFRONTIER CONSERM~TION 

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

In the drive to include an ever-widening plethora of popular concerns in 
conservation and development interventions, TFCAs are arguably the latest 
’fashion’. The global number of such initiatives has grown steadily over 
the last two decades, from fifty-nine in 1988 to over 200 now. The South- 
ern African region has been a front-runner in establishing TFCAs, most 
notably through the fundraising and marketing capabilities of the ’Peace 
Parks Foundation’, an NGO established in 1997 with the sole purpose of 

3. According to Schedler (1997: 1), the hegemony ofneoliberalism has elevated anti-politics 

to become ’an important, at times even hegemonic element of the ideological universe’. 
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facilitating TFCA development (van Amerom and Bfischer, 2005). Aldn to 
Spatial Development Initiatives that aim to integrate the economic potential 
of the Southern African region with the global market (Taylor, 2003), TFCAs 
are increasingly seen as ’products’ that can provide business opportunities 
to multinational corporations and local communities alike (Ramutsindela, 
2007), while serving as ’marketing brands’ that aim to lure investors to 
the region in conjunction with the 2010 FIFA soccer world cup.4 Although 
TFCAs cannot be labelled an exclusively neoliberal invention, their major 
proponents have proven remarkably adept at turning them into neoliberal 
constructs that serve the ongoing transformation of the regional conser- 
vation/development nexus into a competitive commodity market (Duft), 
2006). 

From the region’s twenty or so cm-rent and plmmed TFCAs, the flagship 
’Oreat Limpopo Transfromier Park’ between Mozambique, South Africa 
and Zimbabwe serves as a prime illustration of these neoliberal tendencies. 
Built around the famous Kruger National Park, the Great Limpopo has been 
at the centre of attempts by the Peace Parks Foundation, the South African 
state and others to position TFCAs as central to an African ’economic 
renaissance, based on selling "Walt Disney" African wildlife experiences 
to tourists’ (Wolmer, 2003: 276). Although less high profile, the Maloti- 
Drakensberg Transfrontier Conservation and Development Project (MDTP) 
also has significant stature in the region. Like the Great Limpopo, the MDTP 
attracts a lot of donor funding and is one of the most advanced in terms of 
its intervention structure, with memoranda of understanding, institutions, 
human and financial resources, and so on. Moreover -- and unlike the Great 
Limpopo -- the MDTP combines multiple land tenure systems rather than 
only protected areas. Its status as one of the most complex and most invested- 
in TFCAs makes it particularly suitable as a case-study of transfrontier 
conservation in Southern Africa. 

A memorandum of understanding between South Africa and Lesotho 
dated 1 June 2001 laid the basis for the Global Environment Facility grant 
that financed the MDTP intervention from 2003 to 2008. The project area 
stretches out over the South African Free State, KwaZulu Natal and the 
Eastern Cape provinces, ~vhile in Lesotho it covers the districts of Botha 
B othe, Mold~otlong and Qacha’s Nek. In these provinces and districts we find 
the local residents (mostly local ’communities’ but also commercial farmers 
and village residents), who make up the ’subjects’ or ’beneficiaries’ of the 
intervention. Those undertaking the intervention are mainly donors, official 
’implementing agencies’ -- thematically relevant government departments 
or parastatals -- and supporting ’Project Co-ordination Units’ (PCUs) set 
up by the project in each country. Although the implementing agencies were 

4. See the recently launched ’Boundless Southern Africa’ brand: w~,vw.boundlesssa.com (last 

accessed 4 May 2009). 
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officially responsible for the intervention, in practice the two PCUs did the 
bulk of the work and determined how the MDTP was to be operationalized. 
The following will mainly focus on how the two PCUs tried to implement the 
MDTP intervention and the reactions this elicited from what were supposed 
to be the main beneficiaries -- the ’local communities’.5 

Implementing the Intervention 

From the start of the MDTP, the two PCUs differed significantly on how to 
conceptualize the intervention and link its objectives of conserving ’glob- 
ally significant biodiversity’ and ’community development through eco- 
tourism’. This difference of opinion led to frequent clashes, to the extent 
that a year into the project, two external mediators were brought in to 
assist the PCUs to find better ground for co-operation. The mediators con- 
cluded that: 

Interpersonal relations between key staff members on each side of the project are brittle and 

fragile. There is a readiness to allow relatively minor issues to fester coupled with a tendency 

to present a misleading fagade. There is some mistrust and perceptions of self-promotion 

when one side initiates an action. Intentions are sometimes negatively interpreted and there 

is some confusion between what is real and what is expected to happen. (Matela and Fraser, 

2004: 27) 

Exacerbating this issue was the fact that -- despite official equality on 
paper -- Lesotho and South Africa are highly uneven partners in practice. 
South Africa completely encloses Lesotho, rendering the latter totally de- 
pendent in almost every way possible. Historically speaking, as Ferguson 
(2006: 55) has argued: ’it seems clear that Lesotho’s sovereign status was 
accepted by the international community more as a response to its status as 
a British ex-colony than as an endorsement of any internal capabilities to 
function economically or politically’. Against this background, the Lesotho 
PCU often felt like the ’junior parmer’ in the MDTP which gave it extra im- 
petus in trying to defend its interpretation of the project. This context should 
be taken into account in the following overview of how the two PCUs tried 
to convince each other and outside ’stakeholders’ of their approach to the 
intervention. 

When characterizing the approaches of the two PCUs, one can distinguish 
between a conceptual approach leaning towards community-based natural 
resource management (CBNRM) for the Lesotho PCU and bioregional con- 
servation planning (BCP) for the South African PCU. Although both are 

Data to support the argament presented here were collected between January 2005 and 
Augu st 2007. The main melhods of investigation were over 100 semi-structured interviews 

with key actors; participatory observalion among a wide range of actors in and around the 

TFCA; and the collection of relevant project documentation. 
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based on similar premises, there are distinctive differences between these 
two approaches. CBNRM as conceptualized by the Lesotho PCU leans heav- 
ily on the new ’development populism’ in combination with accepted folqnS 
of CBNRM in Southern Africa, influenced by authors and practitioners from 
organizations such as the Centre for Applied Social Sciences of the Uni- 
versity of Zimbabwe, the Programme for Land and Agrarian Studies of the 
University of the Western Cape and the regional IUCN office (see Fabricius 
et al., 2004; Hulme and Murphree, 2001). Although this is not the place 
to give an extensive overview, this literature is distinctive in that it derives 
chiefly from the social sciences, has a tendency towards anthropocentric 
arguments and often espouses an open political agenda aimed at the eman- 
cipation of rural communities. In interviews with Lesotho PCU members, 
these standpoints were clear. The socio-ecologist, for instance, mentioned 
that ’we put the primacy on the people, they are involved in all we do’, and 
’I think we are conserving to derive benefits from it, which could promote 
our ~vell-being’ (Lesotho PCU socio-ecologist, interview October 2005). 
The MDTP Mokhotlong district co-ordinator mentioned that the purpose 
of extension is that communities see the benefits of conservation (Lesotho 
PCU Molchotlong district co-ordinator, interview June 2005). Many- simi- 
lar statements were noted, highlighting that, for the Lesotho PCU, resource 
conservation should primarily be about the economic or use value it brings 
to (local) people. 

The BCP approach as practised by the South African PCU derives mostly 
from the natural sciences, has a tendency towards biocentric arguments and 
a political agenda that emphasizes technical expertise in the protection of 
biological diversity (Cowling and Pressey, 2003). It resonates with the ~vork 
of organizations such as the South Africa National Biodiversity Institute, 
the Botanical Society of South Africa and botany departments of the Uni- 
versities of Cape Town and Port Elizabeth. Excerpts from interviews with 
South African PCU members illustrate their attachment to this approach. The 
most important MDTP outcome for the South African PCU was a technical 
’Conservation Plan’ for the bioregion. According to the grassland ecologist, 
this entails a map of the region’s biodiversity indicating what ’has already 
been lost, what is most important and what is the most threatened -- that 
is, where are the most irreplaceable areas requiring immediate conservation 
action’ (South Africa PCU grassland ecologist, interview July 2005). Sim- 
ilarly, the ecologist focused on the major threats to biodiversity and their 
spatial dynamics. According to him, this should forn~ a sound underpinning 
for the prioritization of conservation efforts (South Africa PCU ecologist, 
interview September 2005). Although these are ecologists speaking, their 
focus on biodiversity conservation was shared by most within the South 
African PCU. In this approach, the use value for people does not have to 
be direct. Rather, there are long-term benefits that humans derive from a 
more constructive balance bet~veen human needs and the conservation of 
biodiversity. 
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What made the conceptual differences between the two PCUs more 
pronounced is that they were reinforced by quite distinctive (albeit par- 
tially overlapping) networks. As outlined above, the members of the two 
PCUs were involved in or attached to networks and organizations which 
reflected their CBNRM or BCP leanings. One brief illustration of the 
conceptual differences between the two PCUs -- and the tensions these 
caused -- was the appointment of a regional planner in early 2006. The 
MDTP mid-term evaluation in 2005 had noted frictions between the two 
PCUs and that, as a result, the two countries had ’drifted apart’ in their 
implementation. The evaluators recommended that ’the best way to revi- 
talise transt¥ontier collaboration is by appointing one person to drive the 
process’ (MDTP, 2005: 9). It was decided that this person should be a 
’bioregional planner’, drawing together data collected by the PCUs into an 
overall planning framework for the bioregion. A tender was put out for 
the post and in the joint PCU assessment of the applications, two candi- 
dates came out ahead: a Zimbab~vean and a South African. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, these two candidates were neatly aligned to the respective net- 
works of the two PCUs: the Zimbabwean candidate had long been involved 
in CBNRM in the region, while the South African candidate had a long 
BCP history. 

In the assessment, the Zimbabwean candidate scored fi’actionally higher 
than his rival. The South African PCU subsequently objected to the amount 
of detail in the assessment scores and claimed that both had scored equally 
highly. Although the Lesotho PCU did not agree, and remained convinced 
that ’their’ candidate should get the assignment, they yielded to the pressure. 
A compromise ~vas found by asking the candidates to ~vrite a position paper, 
after which the best one would be chosen. Meanwhile, the Lesotho PCU co- 
ordinator had already made up his mind that he would hire ’their’ candidate 
whatever the outcome; if not for the overall bioregional planning, then for 
Lesotho’s part of the planning process. In the end, this was what transpired: 
the South African candidate won the bid and took up the assignment in 
March 2006, while the Zimbabwean candidate was hired by the Lesotho 
PCU somewhat earlier. 

This struggle over the bioregional plalmer position clearly illustrates the 
conceptual differences between the two PCUs. More importantly, however, 
both sides turned their conceptual preference into an anti-political strategy 
in order to garner political support for their interpretation of the project, ren- 
dering it especially difficult to jointly implement the inter~’ention. The South 
At¥ican PCU relied mostly on instrumental, technical anti-politics, while 
the Lesotho PCU reacted to this with a strategy of moral, populist anti- 
politics. Moreover, as a result of this ’conceptual bickering’, the dynamic 
of the project changed dramatically: competition over ’buy-in’ from stake- 
holders for future implementation started to dominate the process of current 
project implementation and (especially for South Africa) increasingly func- 
tioned to legitimize the advancement ofneoliberal technologies of devolved 
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governance such as ’payments for environmental services’. To illustrate 
this, the inaplementation strategies of the two PCUs and their underlying 
assumptions and outcomes need to be examined. 

At the start of the MDTP, the South African PCU challenged the original 
project implementation plan and particularly certain elements which they 
did not deem to be practical or necessary (South Africa PCU co-ordinator, 
interview July 2005). They also challenged the studies done during the 
preparation phase, which were intended as baseline information upon which 
smooth implementation would build. According to one South African PCU 
member, these data were ’anecdotal’ and accounted for only about 10 per 
cent of the infoaqnation they thought was needed (South Africa PCU ecolo- 
gist, interview- September 2005). Another PCU member mentioned that ’the 
idea that the World Bank had, that ~ve could make a flying start because 
we had all the information that we needed as this was gathered during the 
preparation phase, is a flaw’ (South Africa PCU socio-ecologist, interview 
May 2005). In line with the BCP discourse, this led South Africa to embark 
on extensive data collection with the aim of feeding this into an overall 
conservation and development plan for the Maloti-Drakensberg bioregion. 
The South African PCU thus interpreted the intervention in a technical, 
instrumental sense, focusing on rational planning, supported by ’hard’ sci- 
entific data. In line with the BCP discourse (see Co~vling and Pressey, 2003), 
they emphasized issues such as clear stakeholder participation procedures, 
the necessity for expert l~lowledge and the ’right capacity’ in the planning 
process, and detailed, multi-layered data maps that could assist appropriate 
institutions in their implementation responsibilities. The assumption under- 
lying the PCU’s strategy was that if decision makers were presented with 
up-to-date information about what biodiversity was to be conserved in what 
manner and in which location, they would rationally make the logical and 
’right’ decisions. Consensus would thus ensue -- the core of the South 
Africa PCU’s instrumental anti-politics. 

The Lesotho PCU, ho~vever, did not see this logic. They did not chal- 
lenge the MDTP implementation plan but rather, in the words of the PCU 
co-ordinator, wanted to ’get on with the job’ (Lesotho PCU co-ordinator, in- 
terview October 2005). The Lesotho PCU prioritized popular outreach; they 
first wanted the various (local) stakeholders to be informed of and actively 
participate in (the planning of) project activities. Accordingly, the MDTP 
in Lesotho erected a number of structures and forums to accommodate local 
’stakeholders’, such as ’District Steering Committees’ in the MDTP Dis- 
tricts and ’Managed Resource Committees’ for selected priority areas. To 
further increase local project presence, the PCU set up satellite offices in 
the districts. According to the three district co-ordinators, these offices fo- 
cused their initial attention mostly on awareness raising and the setting up of 
forums and committees to ensure buy-in from local communities (Lesotho 
PCU Mokhotlong district co-ordinator, interview June 2005; Lesotho PCU 
Qacha’s Nek district co-ordinator, interview June 2005; Lesotho PCU Botha 
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Bothe district co-ordinator, intervie~v June 2005). Reinforced by Lesotho’s 
commonage land tenure, the PCU thus interpreted the MDTP in a relational 
way, focusing on creating local buy-in for the project through extensive local 
participation. The assumption underlying the Lesotho strategy was that if 
communities understood the importance of biodiversity conservation, they 
would take it in their o~vn hands and better ’manage’ their natural environ- 
ment. Technical expertise was seen as no more, and maybe less, valuable 
than local or indigenous knowledge, ~vhich is in line with much CBNRM 

literature (such as Fabricius et al., 2004). The Lesotho PCU thus chose 
the moral high ground, whereby the ’right’ beha:v’iour would ensue after 
’sensitization’ and incentives. Consensus on appropriate action would then 
’naturally’ develop from the bottom up -- the core of the Lesotho PCU’s 
moral anti-politics. 

From these positions, the two PCUs engaged each other and further actors 
involved in the implementation of the project. It was clear that both teams 
worked in extremely politicized environments. To a significant extent, this 

related to the historical context of Lesotho and South Africa, mentioned 
above, but much of the political intensity was also clue to the enormous 
complexity of the MDTP, whereby every, implementation move could po- 
tentially face political resistance. In interviews and casual chats, many PCU 
members expressed feelings of immense personal and professional strain; 
some even stated that, had they known how things would go before applying 
for their positions, they might have reconsidered. Added to this is the fact 
that the majority of the South African PCU members are whites, which is 
considered politically inappropriate in the post-apartheid era (South African 
DEAT official, intervie~v October 2005). In Lesotho, a major strain was 
the co-opting of the project by various actors including ministerial depart- 
ments, NGOs, local communities and chiefs who all wanted a piece of the 
pie. Amidst these circumstances, the PCUs competed with each other, and 
within the wider conservation and development marketplace, for legitimacy 
and acceptance. All of this made any choices within the project very difficult. 
As a result, the safe thing to do was to limit political space by establish- 
ing a certain ’high ground’ which was non-negotiable. The South African 
PCU started emphasizing that the right technical process should be seen as 
a highly valued non-political principle (South Africa PCU co-ordinator, in- 
terview September 2005), while the Lesotho PCU sought to establish moral 
authority by foregrounding community participation and explicitly linking 
this to the hegemonic Southern African interpretation of community-based 
conservation (Bfischer and Whande, 2007). 

In turn, the anti-political strategies used by the two PCUs neatly fitted in 
and contributed to a wider neoliberalization of the MDTP area. The MDTP 
case shows that -- as with broader trends in development (Mosse, 2004: 
645) -- the regional conservation/development polity had itself become a 
competitive marketplace; one in which legitimacy is an increasingly impor- 
tant, yet scarce ’good’. Legitimacy here refers to the right to be involved in 
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defining the Maloti-Drakensberg public space, something that has become 
much harder due to increased private pressure on and privatization of the 
land -- for, amongst other things, golf and recreation estates and general 
tourism uses -- and other competing claims by stakeholders such as local 
communities and various levels of government. The anti-political marketing 
of the PCUs’ interpretations of the project, therefore, ~vas not only meant to 
gain competitive advantage vis-h-vis each other but also vis-h-vis other com- 
peting claims over the regional public space (South African DEAT official, 
interview September 2005). 

Neoliberalization of the regional space through the commoditization and 
’trading’ of interests and value conflicts, then, ~vorks to ’lubricate’ and ease 
intense political interactions. As such, the bioregional plan, which becalne 
the main overall outcome of the project, noted that: 

Both countries recognise the vital role that enviromnental economics tools play in (i) placing 

a monetary value on ecosystem goods and services (where their lack of monetary value in the 

past has meant they are treated as ’free resources’ often resulting in overutilisation), and (ii) 

in defining how such values can assist decision-makers in mainstreaming ecosystem goods 

and services into accounting and other business practices. (MDTP, 2008: 106) 

While the overall planning document shows more nuances than this excerpt, 
the point is that this ’easing’ of intense political interactions through the 
commodification of relations is almost by definition aimed at, and works in 
favour o~, the more influential actors in the region. This does not include the 
local communities; in general, and contrary to ’community rhetoric’, local 
communities in neither country really benefitted or got involved with the 
project in a structural way, as will be shown in the next section. 

Undergoing the Intervention 

Having illustrated the differentiation within the anti-politics employed by 
those who implemented the intervention, this section examines the local 
reactions to the Maloti-Drakensberg Transfrontier Project. Notwithstanding 
their different conceptual approaches, both PCUs attempted to plug the 
MDTP objectives into local settings through forms of ’community-based 
conservation’. Below I present one case from each country. For Lesotho 
this is the village of Nyakoaneng, which lies within the ’Moteng managed 
resource area(’ in the Botha Bothe district. For South Africa it is Obonjaneni, 
a village that participated in ’Amagugu Esiz~ve’,7 an MDTP pilot project 
in the Amazizi and AmanGwane tribal areas of northern KwaZulu Natal. 

6. One of the four specially designated areas for the piloting of improved local natural resources 

management by the MDTP in Lesotho. 

7. The name is isiZulu for "12~easure of the Nalion’. 
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Despite different settings, intervention types and local reactions, I will argue 
that the vast majority of inhabitants of both villages employed very similar 
anti-politics strategies in their interface with the intervention, disguising 
their political priorities in order to use the MDTP to expand their livelihood 
options. This type of anti-politics does not fit neatly within the typology 
developed by Schedler, which is directed at the discursive (policy) level 
rather than the level of every-day life. I therefore call this ’pragmatic anti- 
politics’: hiding one’s political agenda to secure livelihood gains.8 

Nyakoaneng, Lesotho 

Nyakoaneng is a typical Lesotho village of approximately 150 households. 
Most of the villagers depend on livestock, subsistence agriculture and, 
although decreasing rapidly due to retrenchments, remittances from men 
working in South African mines. Nyakoaneng is exposed to many of the 
livelihood pressures found throughout Lesotho (Turner, 2001): HIV!AIDS, 
rising crime -- especially livestock theft -- and increasing pressure on the 
land. An intervention such as the MDTP could therefore be expected to 
provide vital extra support, helping people to make ends meet. Interviews 
conducted in the village in January 2007 seemed to reflect this, even though 
the MDTP always tied development support in terms of capacity building 
and training to natural resource conservation. Ntate Phutang Lefaso9 is a 
typical exalnple. Although he worked in South African mines from 1977 
to 2005, Ntate Lefaso’s main occupation now’ is farming: literally, he says 
that he ’uses the soil to nlake ends meet’. He knovv’s a little about the 
MDTP because he attended pitsos (public gatherings). He knows that the 
MDTP had been trying to set up new grazing plans for the ’Moteng area 
and that the project employed capacity-building exercises to reduce pressure 
on the land and stimulate development, such as the training of herdboys in 
range management and training in handicraft production. Ntate Lefaso be- 
lieves that because of this the ’pastures are well conserved now’ (interview 
23 January 2007, Nyakoaneng, Lesotho). 

Interestingly, when asked about the environmental impact of the MDTP 
in January 2007 many people gave similar answers: with the MDTP’s ar- 
rival, the grasslands are well conserved. Twenty-year old Selepe Thakabanna 
received training for herdboys aimed at improving the grazing lands. Ac- 
cording to Thakabanna ’we ~vere taken to grazing fields and taught to protect 
wild anilnals and plants’. He considered the training to have brought positive 

8. ][’he term ’political agenda’ here is not meant to deW local (political) heterogeneity or to 
denote a co-ordinated programme of political action. Rather, it is meant to indicate the 

general or most common stance of community members vis-~’*-vis the political agenda of 

the intervention. 

9. Ntate is the Sesotho equivalent of ’Mr’; ’M’e is ’Mrs’. 
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change: ’before, some lands were bad, but now they are better’ (interview 
24 January 2007, Nyakoaneng, Lesotho). More similar stories were noted, 
but after several days of doing interviews in the village I noticed ~ve were 
only visiting people that had been involved in the MDTP. My guide, one of 
the sons of the family I stayed with, thought this was what I wanted. When 
returning for several days in May 2007, I therefore decided to conduct inter- 
views by myself: When I asked villagers quite randomly about the MDTP, 
I found that although some had heard of the project, none could say what it 
was about. Many said they had ’forgotten’. With respect to ’Moteng area, 
where most people graze their cattle in summer, they did not seem to lcnow 
about the newly instituted ’managed resource area’ and its new rules for 
grazing and range use. Most people still applied the traditional rotational 
transhumance system, malting it clear that access to these traditional grazing 
grounds was their right. When sharing these findings with the son who had 
been guiding me in January, he said that if people do not get money out of 
a project like the MDTP, they tend to ’tbrget’. We then walked through the 
village together again, explicitly alining to talk to people not involved in the 
project. When we met the headman’s son, he said that he knew the MDTP 
and the plans for conserving animals in the ’Moteng area, but added that 
many people do not adhere to the rules and regulations and continue grazing 
as before. 

These testimonies echoed all interview- conducted in January 2007 with 
the area chief, ’M’e Qhobela. She stated that the MDTP held pitsos over 
natural resources to create more environmental awareness. She maintained, 
however, that ’it is very difficult to change the mindsets’ of the people, 
adding that ’there is a grazing system, but at night they go grazing ;vher- 
ever they want’ (interview 22 January- 2007, Ha Molapo, Lesotho). This 
begs two questions: whether the environmental conditions of the area have 
actually improved, and how- to explain the differences in the reactions of 
local villagers. The answer to the first question is inconclusive. Local voices 
contradict each other and a survey by the MDTP found that if a trend could 
be discerned at all, it was slightly negative (MDTP, 2007a). This finding 
suggests an answer to the second question: the differences in how people 
view the environmental impact of the MDTP seem to be related to the small 
benefits that many community members did get from the project: modest 
per diems and meals for attending workshops and trainings, access to im- 
portant networks, etc. Why would people who benefit froln the MDTP not 
be positive? As suggested by Bending’s (2003) tale of the emperor, this is 
what conservation and development implementers yearn to hear, and it does 
not j eopardise villagers’ potential future benefits. 

While this is the general story" for the Nyakoaneng community, this is 
not to say that there were no exceptions or local political conflicts over 
the intervention. In terms of benefits accruing from the project, the main 
exceptions in the village were the brothers who ran the local guest house. 
They were highly involved in many of the project’s structures and benefitted 
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from being able to attend the most interesting training programmes. This 
led to some resentment from others in the village, but at the same time, 
local villagers themselves had elected the brothers to represent them at the 
various project fora. Interestingly, while benefitting the most, the brothers 
were also most critical of the project. In the words of the older brother: ’at 
the end of the day, there is nothing’. Considering the project’s emphasis on 
tourism, he reckoned that the MDTP ’could have helped with signposts or a 
road, but nothing for us, no brochures, no management plan, so the MDTP 
is fumbling’. He believed that ’they just involve us to fill their records’ 
and that ’they are very open with planning and facilitating, but not with 
implementation and if they implement, they still do it their way’ (interview 
23 January 2007, Nyakoaneng, Lesotho). 

Ultimately, then, life for villagers in Nyakoaneng -- including the 
brothers -- seems not to have changed much as a result of the project. 
Despite its overall size, the MDTP barely intruded into the lives of most or- 
dinary villagers and seemed to be at best an addition to the villagers’ pallet of 
livelihood options, rather than fundamentally changing their way of life.i° In 
turn, the villagers did not seem too concerned that they were not effectively 
represented in the management of the MDTP, or even that the intervention 
tried to set up new institutional structures, such as the managed resource area. 
As the effects of these remained limited and easy to circumvent -- meaning 
that they did not hinder access to grazing areas, which people regarded as 
vital -- villagers continued life as normal, taking whatever crumbs fell off 
the MDTP planning and research table. 

Obor!janeni, South AJkica 

Despite different circumstances, a different type of inter~Tention and more 
explicit local politics, I found similar results in the South African village of 
Obonjaneni. Obonjaneni was part of the MDTP-funded pilot project ’sup- 
porting community--led initiatives in natural and cultural resource manage- 
ment in the Upper uThukela Region’, later renamed ’Amagugu Esizwe’. The 
proj ect lasted from September 2004 to December 2006 and was implemented 
by two local NGOs and a university department. The core activities of Am- 
agugu Esizwe were the establishment of various committees and capacity" 
building in the six villages included in the project. The COlnmittees dealt 
with issues such as land care, rock art monitoring, ’wilderness’, guiding, 
livestock, maintenance of dongas (irrigation gulleys), handicrafts, tourism, 
fire and grazing. Capacity building included these issues, but focused on 
’committee skills’, computer literacy, English skills and financial manage- 
ment as well (MDTP, 2007b: 21). 

10. This argument is supported by Wittmayer (2007) who conducted a study in Nyakoaneng 

from January to April 2007. 
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Obonjaneni shares many similarities with Nyakoaneng in Lesotho. In 
terms of livelihoods, villagers depend largely on agriculture, livestock, re- 
mittances or jobs elsewhere; social pathologies such as HIV-AIDS and crime 
are serious problems. There are also some clear differences. Besides cultural 
differences -- Obonjaneni is Zulu while Nyakoaneng is Sotho -- villagers 
get more income from tourism, while being part of South Africa opens 
up more opportunities in terms of governlnent support and social security 
grants, although these are still meagre. 

As in Nyakoaneng, I interviewed people about the project together with a 
villager who could translate. Again, my guide first brought me to people in- 
volved in the project (March 2007). Later (in May 2007), I interviewed local 
villagers not involved in the project who seemed more indifferent. A major 
change from Nyakoaneng, ho~vever, was that after some initial interviews, 
more and more villagers involved in Alnagugu Esizwe appeared dissatis- 
fied with the project. Criticism focused on two issues: loss of income after 
the project had stopped, for those ~vorking on donga rehabilitation; and the 
lack of certificates for those who had participated in training. One villager, 
Sipho Maduna, a thirty-one year old bricklayer, thought Amagugu Esizwe 
’went all right’. He was in charge of donga rehabilitation in the project and 
thought that the training, especially that on donga rehabilitation, was good. 
What ~vorried Mr Maduna was that there was only one training course ac- 
cording to him, in conservation management, and that although, the project 
had promised the community certificates, these were not forthcoming (inter- 
view 8 March 2007, Obonjaneni, South At¥ica). In May 2007, Nomalanga 
Mthombeni, a forty-nine year old woman, was still working ’voluntarily’ on 
the dongas. She was somewhat disgruntled by the ending of the project, and 
hoped it would return. She told me that, during the project, the people had 
worked for money: out of every fifteen days, ten days would be paid. She 
added that they were promised certificates and qualifications, with which 
they could go to nearby hotels to get jobs. With the ending of the project, 
Mrs Mthombeni lost income and feels that her life is worse as a consequence 
(interview 22 May- 2007, Obonjaneni, South Africa). 

More examples were noted but the overall sentiment remained. Many 
community members involved in the project ~vere disgruntled about losing 
income and about not receiving certificates for their work or training. As 
a consequence, some kept on ~vorldng on the dongas, hoping the project 
would return, hand out certificates and resume payments. The latter issue 
was acknowledged in the final project report (MDTP, 2007b: 10-11) but 
was also qualified by noting the disturbing effect of another intervention in 
the AmanGwana part of the project area. Payments had not been foreseen 
in Amagugu Esizwe -- the project was about capacity building (MDTP, 
2007b). This, however, became problematic when a private company (Rand 
Water) started paying people for donga rehabilitation in AmanGwana. Since 
the villagers in Amazizi could not get involved in the Rand Water project, 
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they began demanding paynaents for participation in the Amagugu Esizwe 
proj ect, to which the implementers eventually agreed. 

The South African case is less straightforward than that of Nyakoaneng 
in Lesotho. Local people in Amazizi were much more critical about the 
Amagugu Esizwe intervention than local people in Lesotho were about 
the MDTP there. Moreover, there was more local political activity over 
the resources accruing from the project. At one point, staff from the local 
NGOs implementing the project were sent a~vay, even threatened by the 
Chief of the Amangwane Traditional Authority-. The socio-ecologist of the 
South African PCU reckoned that either the traditional authority just wanted 
to ’flex its muscles’ or that it had to do with the power struggle that was 
going on in the area between the t~vo main political parties (IFP and ANC) 
(South Africa PCU socio-ecologist, interview September 2005). As a result, 
the project had to be put on hold for three months. Exactly why this incident 
happened was not clear, but later in the project it did appear that local 
(party) politics was highly influencial in inter-community relations vis-~-vis 
the project, especially in terms of the benefits accruing to the various local 
’community facilitators’ and their distrust of each other (Droog, 2007). 

Despite these and other local issues, two general points about the case stand 
out. From the side of the villagers, they still wanted the project back, despite 
their criticisms. On the side of the project implementers, there appeared to 
be little they could or wanted to do about the local criticism. The issue of 
the payments was mentioned in the project report as a ’setback’, leading 
to ’recommendations’ for subsequent interventions. This is the generally 
accepted, instrumental way of dealing with local dynamics and intervention 
setbacks that allows feedback into the mechanics of the conservation and 
development bureaucracy. 

I would like to give a different, more political interpretation, namely that 
the politics of the Amagugu Esizwe intervention was inherently different 
from the politics of the majority of community-members. Amagugu Es- 
izwe’s ultimate political objective, which had been pre-set by the World 
Bank, was ’effective conservation management’. This clashed vv’ith the local 
people’s priority, which was mainly to get benefits or jobs. Hence, the com- 
munities kept on worldng on the dongas for other reasons than the project 
implementers and the MDTP would have wanted. This seemed to be an open 
secret: the implementing partners were well aware that one of the people’s 
highest priorities vv’as to getj obs in order to augment their livelihoods (former 
director Farmer Support Group, interview March 2007). However, neither 
they nor the villagers could change the political agenda of the intervention. 
As a result, and despite the occasionally fraught local politics, villagers went 
along with what was presented in order to extract livelihoods benefits. Thus, 
even though villagers in Obonjaneni did not commend ’the emperor’s fine 
clothes’ as readily as the people of Nyakoaneng, they nonetheless resorted 
to the same political strategy of pragmatic anti-politics. In doing so, they 
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did ultimately provide legitimation for the project’s attempt to t~rther the 
constitution of the MDTP polity in neoliberal terms. 

CONCLUSION 

Conserv’ation and development interventions are highly politicized construc- 
tions. With the advent of transfrontier conservation and development, this 
politicization has arguably reached new heights: the increase of scale means 
that (even) more actors, institutions, cultures, ambitions, etc. have to be 
taken into account. Consequently, the pressure on implementers to satisfy 
all human and environmental needs and demands has also been ratcheted 
up. This article has argued that this is inherent in a neoliberal conservation 
and development climate in which all values seem to be interchangeable 
but can be dealt ~vith by reconstituting conservation and development are- 
nas into marketized, comlnodity spaces. What the empirical evidence of 
the MDTP confirms is that, within this setting, anti-politics is a necessary 
political strategy to try to ’make things happen in’ (the PCUs) or ’get things 
out of’ (the villagers) intensely politicized and increasingly commoditized 
environments. A more extended re-conceptualization of the concept of anti- 
politics is essential, for it allows a better, multi-directional understanding of 
the politics in anti-politics. 

Reinforced by their respective networks, the South At?ican PCU resorted 
to instrumental anti-politics to legitimate its interpretation of the project 
while the Lesotho PCU employed a moral anti-political strategy. This led 
to repeated clashes between them and difficulties in jointly implementing 
the transfrontier project. Despite the different conceptual frameworks, the 
’intervention subjects’ in both countries also resorted to anti-political tac- 
tics in their interaction with the project. This evidence supports nuanced 
multi-directional analyses in conservation and development such as Taylor’s 
(2003) study on spatial developlnent initiatives in Southern Africa. In both 
Lesotho and South Africa, different local people had a similar stake in hiding 
their real priorities, as this enabled them to augment their livelihoods. 

This is not to say, of course, that all actors have equal power in an inter- 
vention. This nuanced multi-directionality in conservation and development 
must be seen within the framework of a hegemonic conservation and de- 
velopment discourse (cf. Bending, 2003). However, whereas aidnography 
would emphasize ’the political contests, the feigned compliance, the com- 
promises and contingencies involved in the accomplishment of rule’ (Mosse, 
2004: 645), I argue that we must not lose sight of the structural point of view, 
based on the more abstract dominance ofneoliberalism and its propensity to 
maintain and increase inequality (Harvey, 2005). 

Anti-politics in the context of neoliberalism puts both implementers and 
subjects of conservation and development projects under similar pressures 
to avoid the realm in which inequality could be addressed. This is the 
messy realm of politics, characterized by grey zones, winners and losers 
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and trade-offs rather than populist win-win ideals. As a result, there is a 
tendency to focus on discourse, offering a retreat for those who can make 
a living out of models, frameworks, plans, discussion pieces, maps and 
so tbrth. A neoliberal setting is thus convenient for those who start from 
more advantageous positions of power. Local villagers generally start from 
an inferior position; this makes a political strategy of challenging what is 
on offer both risl~ and often unproductive and so in fact legitilnates a 
further ~videning and entrenching of neoliberal conser~’ation/development 
interventions. Neoliberal inequality becomes systelnic as both the subjects 
and the implementers of a conser-v’ation and development intervention are 
constrained from pointing out that the emperor has, in fact, no clothes. As 
studies on the micro-politics of conselwation and development become ever 
more nuanced, this bigger picture should not be forgotten but should be 
repeated frequently and in no uncertain terms. 
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ARE NORWAY’S GLOBAL FINANCIAL 

REFORMS POST-IMPERIALIST.9 

Patrick Bond 

Introduction Given the prevailing global balance of forces, what can the 

North’s most progressive government do, particularly if it’s in financially 

excellent shape? Global reforms have been few and far bet,veen since neolib- 

eralism took hold at the world scale during the 1980s, especially in financial 

markets: from the 1982 Third World debt crisis outbreak in Mexico, via 

hundreds of major riots across the South against structural adjustment policies, 

to the mid-late 1990s emerging markets crashes (whose epicentre was also 

Mexico in 1994) and Joe Stiglitz’s late 1990s "Post-Washington Consensus" 

gambit at the World Bank, to the status quo UN Financing for Devdopment 

summit in 2002 (also held in Mexico) and subsequent failures to democra- 

tize the Bretton Woods Institutions during the 2000s, notwithstanding the 

election of mainly Centre-Left and Left governments in Latin American. 

Is there a new day dawning from one of the northernmost capitals, Oslo? 

Might a "Post-Imperialist" North-South agenda emerge thanks to its leader- 

ship, particularly in aid and finance? Do trends in the petroleum markets 

permit a self-interest revie,v of Norwegian foreign financial policy? 

The October 2005 Sofia Moria Declarationj of the governing coalition 

set some high standards for shifts in North-South financial relations: 

Norway must adopt an even more offensive position in the international 

work to reduce the debt burden of poor countries. The UN must establish 

criteria for what can be characterised as illegitimate debt, and such debt 

must be cancelled. 

The Government will: 
¯ ~)rk to ensure that the ,nultilateral aid is increasingly switched from the 

Xg;orld Bank to development programmes and emergency aid measures 



under the auspices of UN agencies. Norwegian aid should not go to 

programmes that contain requirements for liberalisation and privatisation, 

act as a spearhead for international agreements on new global financing 

sources that can contribute to a redistribution of global wealth and the 

strengthening of the UN institutions, such as aircraft tax, carbon dioxide 

tax, tax on arms trade or duty on currency transactions; 

~ork for greater openness about Norway’s role in the World Bank and 

the IMF and evaluate changes in the political management and mandate 

for Norway’s role; 

Support a democratisation of the World Bank and the IMF. Developing 

countries must be given much greater influence, among other things by 

ensuring that the voting right is not solely linked to capital contributions, 

and 

Lead the way in the work to ensure the debt cancellation of the poorest 

countries" outstanding debt in line with the international debt relief 

initiative. The costs of debt cancellation must not restt[t in a reduction of 

Nor~vegian aid, cf. the adopted debt repayment plan. No requirements must 

be made for privatisation as a condition for the cancellation of debt. The 

Government will support the work to set up an international debt 

settlement court that ~vill hear matters concerning illegitimate debt.2 

These are excellent promises, reflecting strong lobbying by progressive 

Norwegian civil society organizations like the debt movement Slug and the 

country?s Attac branch, and a high level of social consciousness about the 

ills of corporate globalization. 

Subsequent events indicated the potential for at least partial implemen- 

tation of Sofia Moria. In October 2006, after many years of discussion, the 

Norwegian government cancelled debt dating to the late 1970s Shipping 

Export Credit Campaign. The following month, Oslo hosted -- and made 

a successful bid for the secretariat position of-- the Extractive Industries 

Transparency Initiative, allowing critics ofpetromineral corruption a platform 

that was shared, ironically, with g~orld Bank president Paul ~olfowitz. A 

few weeks later, the government’s conference on the ~7~’orld Bank and 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) considered whether neoliberal condi- 

tions were still being imposed on Third World debtors. Xg~hen, a few days 

later, the Nobel Peace Prize was given to an antipoverty financier, 

Muhammad \Mnus of Grameen Bank, the Oslo Nobel committee appeared 

consistent with the government’s agenda of putting a human face on global- 

ization and capitalism. In February 2007, the government cut funding for 

the ~brld Bank’s water privatization facility in the wake of a critical report 

by two NGOs. In August 2007, the Norwegian finance ministry mandated 

the Government Pension Fund, Global, to sell $14 million worth of shares 

in Vedanta Resources after its Council on Ethics found the firm’s subsidiaries 

were guilty of large-scale ecosocial damage in India. This decision assisted 

Indian activists attempting to prevent alumina mining in Orisa. Several 

other major firms -- Wal-Mart Stores, Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold 

Inc., DRD Gold Limited, BAE Systems, Loc "kheed Martin Corporation -- 

also suffered disinvestment by the Fund. Together, at first blush, these initia- 

tives appear to potentially shake post-Cold ~7~’ar, North-South power 

relationships and suggest new prospects for a social-democratic reform 

agenda for global governance. However, much deeper dilemmas remain 

because some of the Norwegian reforms legitimate the existing system rather 

than confronting and weakening it. 

In making an assessment especially of debt and financial institutions, 

the first factor to take into account is the adverse balance of forces at the 

global scale, given the fusion ofneoliberal and neoconservative institutions 

and personnel. 

The Balance of Forces and the Neocon Hijacking of the United Nations 

Should Norway support the United Nations (UN) instead of the World 

Bank, as Sofia Moria insists? During the 1990s, Western donors (including 

Scandinavians) had effectively united with the Bretton Woods Institutions 

via the Paris Club, drawing in UN agencies and large corporations, with 

nearly uniform cooperation by Third World elites. The result was a coherent 

neoliberal bloc, which in the mid-2000s was taken over by notable neocon- 

servative officials, leading to multilateral reform gridlock: 

The European Union chose the outgoing Spanish Francoist finance 

minister Rodrigo Rato as IMF managing director in mid-2004, and his 

replacement in September 2007, Dominique Strauss-Kahn (from the 

neoliberal wing of the Socialist Party), was nominated by Nicolas Sarkozy 

and bulldozed through the selection process without even the charade of 
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consultation (the United States and Europe collectively hold 53 percent 

of voting shares and ~rashington immediately supported the Euro prerog- 

ative), at a time the Bretton Woods ’democracy deficit’ had caused a 

recognized legitimacy crisis; 

Paul glolfowitz, the architect of the illegal US/UK/Coalition of the 

kX/’illing war against Iraq, was appointed by Bush to head the XXTorld Bank 

in March 2005, and when in June 2007 he was forced out due to petty 

nepotism, Wolfowitz was replaced by fellow neocon Robert Zoellick, 

formerly Bush administration US Trade Representative and member of 

the Project for a New American Century (hence signatory to a 1998 

letter to Bill Clinton advocating an invasion of Iraq on grounds that 

’American policy cannot continue to be crippled by a misguided insis- 

tence on unanimity in the UN Security Council’); 

The European Union’s hardline trade negotiator Pascal Lamy won the 

directorship of the ~rorld Trade Organisation in early 2005, confirming 

the lack of room for trade reform; 

The US-influenced choice for UN secretary general to replace Kofi Annan 

in 2007 was Ban Ki-moon, who proved himself loyal the first ~veek on 

the job when he endorsed Washingtoffs unprovoked bombing of Somalia; 

The head of UNICEF, chosen in January 2005, was Bush’s agriculture 

minister Ann Veneman, although the United States and Somalia are the 

only two out of 191 countries that refused to ratify the United Nations 

Convention on the Rights of the Child; 

For another key UN post in February 2005, the outgoing neoliberal head 

of the World Trade Organisation, Supachai Panitchpakdi from Thailand 

(who served US and EU interests from 2003-2005), was chosen to lead 

the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development; 

The Bush adminstration’s undersecretary of state Christopher Burnham 

was made UN undersecretary general for management, notwithstanding 

xYC:ashington’s persistent UN dues-chiseling; 

Bush’s choice to direct the UN’s World Food Programme was Josette 

Sheeran, former managing editor of the neocon newspaper Washinowon 

Times, owned by the South Korean Moonies (an appointment Ban 

allegedly promoted), and 

~Ib ensure that Washington’s UN directives retained powerful -- bullying 

and often sinister -- force, Bush appointed the notorious John Bolton 

as US Ambassador in mid-2005, and in December 2006, after the 

Democrat-controlled Congress refused to endorse Bolton, replaced him 

with former US Ambassador to occupied Iraq, Zalmay Khalilzad) 

In sum, it appears that multilateral institutions -- not just the Bretton 

Woods and WTO but also the UN System -- are incapable of moving to 

a reform agenda, given the power of hard-Right forces. This would suggest 

that a rewording of Sofia Moria is needed, so that if Bretton Woods funds 

are "switched from the World Bank to development programmes and 

emergency aid measures under the auspices of UN agencies," then those 

agencies should move away from mimicking Bretton Woods policies (as 

most now do, with the exception of the UN Research Institute for Social 

Development) and supporting reactionary US social policies. 

Norway lines up in this context as the most progressive of Northern 

states, even though its Centre-Left policies are rather tame by historical 

standards. But with the Washington Consensus ideology~ being contested 

at an unprecedented rate by both Latin American governments and civil 

society activists, can Norway do more? Has Norwegian International 

Development Minister Erik Solheim played a genuinely oppositional role, 

shifting aid funds out of the World Bank, or has he slipped too quickly into 

alignment ,vith the neolib/neocon institutions? Finance is a good case study 

because it is here -- especially in the rhetorical gestures towards "trans- 

parency, .... anticorruption," and "good governance" associated with 

Wolfowitz’s World Bank -- that prover relations are obvious, even if this 

requires looking deeper than surface-level rhetoric. For context, consider 

the recent debate over ~brld Bank reform. 

World Bank Corruption and Anticorruption Funding Wolfowitz’s sorry 

demise in mid-2007 was a result of a minor corruption case involving a pay 

raise and redeployment of his partner, Shaha Riza, to the US State 

Department. Like those he came to criticize, Wolfmvitz’s reign was charac- 

terized by patronage, lobbying, rewards, and favoritism, further eroding the 

Bank’s integrity systems. Wolfowitz aides Robin Cleveland, Kevin Kellums, 
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and Suzanne Rich Folsom ,vere high-profile Republicans from the military- 

industrial complex. As a ~rhite House official in the Office of Management 

and Budget, Cleveland had been entangled in a Boeing/Pentagon scandal 

resulting in Air Force Secretary Jim Roche losing his job. At the Bank under 

XXTolfowitz, Cleveland and Kellems were accused of receiving "excessive pay 

and open-ended contracts" by colleagues who filed a complaint to the 

Department of Institutional Integrity’s whistleblower hotline, arid the Bank 

Staff Association complained that standard hiring procedures were ignored 

for the Kellems and Folsom appointments.4 

In a last-ditch defense, ~rolfowitz used his proclaimed commitment to 

Africa as bait in the high-stakes game of international diplomacy.. But what 

really transpired under his watch? A few examples are telling. The highest 

profile corruption case in Africa, the Lesotho Highlands Water project, has 

experienced bribery, massive mismanagement, ecological devastation, the 

murder of construction workers, arid displacement of indigenous peoples. 

The Bank was tardy in following up on Lesotho’s own prosecution of a 

"dirty dozen" construction firms that bribed a dam official who was subse- 

quently jailed. Only through US Senate pressure did the Bank finally debar 

a couple of the companies, and under Wolfowitz there was little further 

progress in investigating corporations fingered by the Maseru government.5 

At the other end of the continent, the Bank’s African anticorruption 

flagship, the Chad-Cameroon oil pipeline, received initial fanfare thanks 

to a social development commitment. But it was soon mired in contro- 

versies over revenue sharing, royalty agreements and President Edriss Ddby’s 

rerouting of oil revenues from the society to the military. While multina- 

tional corporations drawing oil fi’om Chad receive record windfalls in the 

current petroleum price boom, thanks in part to preferential access to 

World Bank capital and guarantees, communities in which they conduct 

business are perpetually mired in poverty, local conflict, corruption, and 

environmental degradation. Wolfowitz’s own close links to big oil and the 

arms industry should have been a red flag for Africa. According to 

Transparency International, Chad is tied with Bangladesh as the most 

corrupt country in the world. Hence, Bank cofinancing of the $4.8 billion 

pipeline was targetted by community, human rights, and environmental 

groups in a long-running international campaign on grounds it would 

simply empower the Chad regime without supporting health, education, 

and rural development, or providing for future generations. Proving his 

critics correct, Ddby amended a 1999 petroleum revenue management law 

in December 2005. This triggered xX/’olfowitz to withhold new funds and 

halt disbursement already underway of $124 million in International 

Development Association monies. 

A local group, the Chadian Association for the Promotion and Defense 

of Human Rights, endorsed the sanctions because "new money ~vould mainly 

be used for military purposes and increasing repression of the Chadian 

people. But ~ve regret that the Bank did not listen to the warnings of civil 

society organisations earlier." A London-based watchdog group, the Bretton 

Woods Project, reported that "poverty, public health, human rights abuses 

and environmental problems continue to increase as the Evxon-Mobil led 

consortimn framing the project expands drilling activities in both existing 

and new oilfields." While the security situation deteriorated in Chad 

throughout 2006, Exxon recorded record profits for the second year in a 

row. The Bank’s International Advisory Group monitoring the project’s 

implementation expressed concern "that the oil consortium is taking land 

from poor subsistence fiirmers without ensuring ... compensation payments" 

adequate to replace lost livelihoods. Local and military authorities "extort 

money from villagers when they receive cash compensation from the oil 

cornpanies" arid the local human rights organizations defending peoples’ 

rights are often threatened with death. Soon, however, Wolfowitz reversed 

his anticorruption stance and backed down.6 

Similar problems arose in Ethiopia and Kenya in late 2005. In the former, 

Africa’s second most populous country and the world’s seventh poorest, 

donors suspended $375 million in budget support following severe state 

repression, including a massacre of opposition political protesters and mass 

arrests. Although this threatened to wipe out a third of the country’s budget, 

and although president Meles Zenawi -- an ex-Marxist, ex-guerrilla -- was 

a favourite of Washington, the Bank temporarily complied. In May 2006, 

the Bank’s Interim Country Assistance Strategy (’the plan’) made the 

following threat: 
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The plan comes at a critical time for Ethiopia: contested elections in 2005 

were followed by public protests, mass arrests, and an increasingly polarized 

climate that created continuing risks for the country’s development agenda. 

The World Bank and other donors suspended direct budget support once the 

political impasse set in, but agreed to press for improved governance, including 

greater civic participation, while protecting critical services in health, 

education, agriculture and access to safe ~vater. The interim strate~~, which 

covers the next fourteen months, carries clear expectations for performance at 

the country level. The Bank would assess Ethiopia’s progress on strengthening 

governance, and, if there are measurable improvements, would prepare a full 

three-year strategy envisioning scaled-up levels of assistance. However, if 

governance conditions deteriorate, the Bank would reduce aid over time.7 

There were no improvements, and hundreds of critical journalists, acade- 

mics and other citizens were still jailed in July 2006 when Wolfowitz declared 

Ethiopia ready for borrowing again at an Addis Ababa press conference: 

I think political harmony is something that you can sense when it’s there, and 

you can clearly tell when it’s not there. It depends on compromise by both 

sides. My impression is that at least in the last few months, there have been 

compromise made by the both the Government and the opposition, and I 

would encourage people to continue to do that. It’s perhaps easy as an outsider 

to say, but it feels to me as though the differences that separate the various 

political factions in this country really are quite small compared to the stakes 

involved in providing for economic development tbr the people of Ethiopia.s 

In early 2007, Zenawi played proxy to the US Pentagon by invading and 

overthrowing fundamentalist Islamic rulers in Mogadishu (already been 

pounded by January 2007 US bombing runs), and coincidentally the trickle 

of Bank credits that had flowed to Addis in 2006 turned into vast floods. 

Likewise in Kenya, a corruption scandal debilitated Mwai Kibaki’s govern- 

ment. By January 2006, Wolfowitz again suspended financing, in this case 

$265 million, over half of which had been approved by the Bank’s board a 

few days earlier. The World Bank motive here was the need to save face, 

given that the main Kenyan corruption investigator, John Githongo, had fled 

to Oxford. Githongo’s report accused key ministers, including finance, of 

establishing fraudulent contracts misappropriating hundreds of millions of 

dollars in public funds. Worse, even though Githongo had informed Kibaki, 
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no action ~vas taken. As a result, former British ambassador Edward Clay 

accused ~olfowitz of"blind and offensive blundering" for initially providing 

the loan to Nairobi, which was a solid ally of the United Kingdom and 

United States against Islam. The retraction of Bank funds earmarked for 

Kenya was temporary, as loans resumed in April 2006, resulting in $400 

million in financing through June 2007. But it reflected the embarrassment 

of the Bank’s collaboration in corruption, just as Wolfowitz was shaking 

out the Bank staff of officials implicated in various other scandals.9 

By early 2006, another scandal appeared to overwhelm Wolfowitz. The 

Bank’s Multilateral Investment Guarantee AgentT had made a $13.3 million 

political risk insurance investment in an Australian mining house operating 

in the Democratic Republic of the Congo’s Katanga province, just before 

an October 2004 massacre. The Dikulushi Copper-Silver Mining Project, 

run by Anvil Mining, maintained support in spite of the DRC ar~ned forces’ 

murder of 100 people during a rebellion by the Mayi-Mayi militia in Kilwa. 

The Australian Broadcasting Corporation reported that Dikulushi trucks 

moved troops to the massacre’s site and then moved corpses out. Although 

company headquarters denied knowledge of an Anvil role in the massacre, 

critics in the DRC and watchdog agencies assumed that a subsequent Bank 

investigation would reveal corporate connivance)° 

From Debt Relief to Repudiation to Reparations One objective of the 

neoliberal/neoconservative bloc remains the extraction of Third World debt 

payments to the maximum amount possible, while still maintaining the 

global financial system’s overall legitimacy. The Third World debt crisis 

broke in 1982 and required a massive new role for the World Bank and 

IME which lent new monies so that interest on old loans could be repaid 

to the New York, Frankfurt, London, Zurich, Paris, and Tokyo banks most 

exposed. Northern interests were to prevent financial crashes in Southern 

countries fforn affecting their banks, and by 1987 most Northern banks 

had indeed covered their debts. The period was spent by wretched countries 

exporting more ra,v materials at ever-lo,ver prices so as to repay vast sums 

to the World Bank and IME Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) 

were imposed, financial markets liberalized, and capital flight made matters 

far worse during the early 1990s. 
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From 1996, in order to restore legitimacy to this inequitable system, the 

Bank and Fund began their Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initia- 

tive, which was subsequently criticized on several grounds: it was too little 

too late; there were too many neoliberal conditions associated with SAPs; 

the origins of the debt were not considered; and many highly indebted 

countries with severe debt problems -- e.g., Nigeria, Indonesia, and 

Argentina -- did not qualify. 

In part because debt relief was meant to maintain the system intact at a 

time of growing resistance (several hundred "IMF Riots" had forced several 

dozen governments out of power between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s), 

practically no significant debtors -- aside from "failed states" or those 

suffering civil wars -- self-consciously defaulted. Exceptions included 

Zimbabwe in 1999 and then Argentina in 2002, but those two counterex- 

amples gained the courage to renege on repaying $5 billion and $140 billion, 

respectively, only because they had run out of hard currency. Other occasional 

defaults, such as by Nigeria during the early 2000s, were quickly reversed. 

Following the failure of HIPC to make a dent in the debt, the June 2005 

finance ministers’ meeting made debt relief concessions for 18 countries 

that were near or at the HIPC "completion point." HIPC debt relief applied 

largely to loans that weren’t being paid in any case. Most of the 18 countries 

(14 of which are African) have vast debts that can never be repaid; the 

countries are, in accounting terms, bankrupt. The notional reduction of 

these debts is effectively meaningless.11 According to GreenLef! Weekly: 

While the $1.5 billion a ),ear made available will certainly be of use for the 18 

poverty-stricken countries, it will only boost their collective budget by about 

6.5% per annum. The tnodest sum illustrates that the Western media’s 

backslapping over their governments’ ’generosity’ is more than a little 

exaggerated and somewhat premature. Those 18 countries account for only 

5% of the population of the Third x?~orld, and if all 38 countries become 

eligible in the future, it ~vil[ still only affect around 11%.~2 

African and global justice advocates offered harsh condemnations, 

including the African Network and Forum on Debt and Development based 

in Harare: "Nothing short of the continuation of the chains of slavery and 

bondage for the citizens in those countries... The agreement does not address 
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the real global power imbalances but rather reinforces global apartheid.’u3 

Another factor is the increase in debt offered by China, especially to 

Angola ($2 billion in 2005) and Zimbabwe ($200 million in 2006). These 

loans and many others still to come suggest that as debt loads marginally 

lighten, the Chinese will use financial resources to expand their geopolit- 

ical agenda. The key problem is that the US establishment, backed by much 

of Europe, is against any Chinese expansion, sensing long-term interimpe- 

rial rivalries. Keeping China at bay using human rights rhetoric appears to 

be coming into fashion, and Norway’s government and NGOs should avoid 

becoming useful idiots to Washington as a result of this pressure, and instead 

help develop Africa-China people-people links in order to develop appro- 

priate policy, positions. 

Norwegian Debt Cancellation and World Bank Defunding How, then, 

does Norway’s own debt cancellation in late 2006 compare? There are NOK 

4,4 billion (around 800 million SUS) in outstanding loans from Norway 

to the Third ~rorld. Of that amount, more than two thirds came from the 

Norwegian Ship Export Campaign during the late 1970s, when 156 ships 

were sold for NOK 3.7 billion to 21 countries via the Norwegian Guarantee 

Institute for Export Credits. Within ten years, Gro Harlem Brundtland had 

determined that the campaign was economically unsustainable, benefitting 

Nor,vay more than the other countries, by maintaining its dying ship- 

building industry a bit longer. A further 18 years later, after vast repayments 

on the illegitimate loans, the following countries still owe for the ships plus 

interest in arrears: 

Myanmar: NOK 1579 MILLION 

SIEILRA LEONE: NOK 60 MILLION 

SUDAN: NOK 772 MILLION 

PERU: NOK 48 MILLION 

ECUADOR: NOK 225 MILLION 

JAMAICA: NOK 19 MILLION 

EGYPT: NOK 168 MILLION 

The write-off affects only Myanmar (Burma) and Sudan once they are 

readmitted to international financial markets, while Sierra Leone must still 
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go through its HIPC completion. The cost to the Norwegian government 

of the debt cancellation, it estimates, will be only NOK 577 million between 

2007 and 2021. 

A close examination is needed, especially in relation to ~vhether repara- 

tions should be paid by Norway to countries that already repaid loans for 

the ships. Leading debt campaigner John Jones of Networkers South North 

explains: 

1. Norway has accepted co-responsibility for the debt tragedy. That is new. 

They have, however, not accepted the concept of ’illegititnacy’. So the 

victory for the NGOs is only partial, albeit a significant partial one. It seems 

as if it has been important for the government of Norway to accommodate 

the debt cancdlation demand without upsetting the World Bank and the 

other major finance powers. And that is no good sign. To break this 

institutional Iwalty will be the toughest challenge in the time to come. The 

new Norwegiari government will have to prove it will &ange its for,ner pro- 

~rorld Bank attitude and follow up its basic policy paper on this issue. It 

will mean a change of mind or manpower in the bureaucracy at the 

Ministry of Foreign All:airs, and is no small task. 

2. If the loans were granted on wrong premises, Norway should follow their 

logic to go into the question of repayment of money gone to serve these 

loans. In the case of Ecuador more than $100 million has been repaid 

over the years to downpay $24 million. Originally the loan was only $59 

million. The remaining $35 million has been ’forgiven! today. Hugo Arias’ 

alleged claim that Norway should return the $100 million is well taken and 

correct. The original loan was misplaced and should be considered as part 

of internal Norwegian subsidy of shipyards and be financed as such. 

Ecuador is a good example to show the story of debt and debt-pay,nents. 

3. The ’forgiveness’ of Sierra Leone’s debt is pending on that country’s reaching 

the World Bank HIPC completion points. It so happens that Norway 

does not accept privatization conditionalities any longer, but has not 

detected what it means for Sierra Leone to ’reach completion points’ - yes 

- it implies iorivatization. Someone at the ministry has not done their 

job. NGOs still will have to do it ibr them when it comes to keeping 

financial actors accountable.~4 

Similarly, Jones suggests that the way Oslo relates to the \gZorld Bank 

also requires more critical consideration. In February 2007, a Norwegian 

NGO -- the Association of International \g/~ater Studies (FIVAS) -- and the 

British World Development Movement campaigning group issued a report, 

"Down the Drain: How Aid for Water Sector Reform Could be Better 

Spent." This apparently persuaded Norweigan International Development 

Minister Solheim to withdraw from the Bank’s Public Private Infrastructure 

Advisory Facili .ty, which Oslo had funded with $2.85 million since 1999. 

According to Jones: 

To be consistent in its polities, the ministry will be expected to look into funds 

used for private sector investment which is ten times bigger, and even its 

national NORFUND that channels billions into ’risk taking private 

investments’ and unashamed privatisation projects. However, it is no secret 

that Solheim has signalled little personal interest in these cuts and has done 

litde of substance to alter the government’s institutional set up or other polities 

to reduce neoliberal practices in general. He will have to come up with much 

more substantive measures to convince critics that his admissions to the 

NGOs are more than cheap bones to distract the dogs.~5 

In addition to the points above, consistent with Jubilee Africa activists’ 

viewpoints, there is the matter of the debt that Norway owes to the Third 

xX/’orld due to its excessive use of the earth’s nonrenewable resources. 

Norway’s Ecological Debt to the South As the world’s third-largest oil 

exporter, Norway is one of the countries most implicated in CO2 emissions. 

At roughly 10 tonnes of CO2 per person, the Norwegian people are respon- 

sible for more than 100 times as much greenhouse gas activity as people in 

Niger, and 10 times the global per capita average.~6 Africa’s role as a sink for 

such emissions is just one of the ~vays that environmentalists calculate the 

debt the North owes the South. 

During the early 1990s, the idea of the North’s ecological debt to the 

South began gaining currency in Latin America thanks to NGOs, environ- 

mentalists, and politicians (including Fidel Castro of Cuba and Virgilio 

Barco of Colombia). According to Joan Martinez-Alier, "Ecologically unequal 

exchange is one of the reasons for the claim of the Ecological Debt. The 

second reason for this claim is the disproportionate use of Environmental 

Space by the rich countries.’u7 In the first category, Martinez-Alier lists: 
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Unpaid costs of reproduction or maintenance or sustainable management 

of the renewable resources that have been exported; 

Actualized costs of the future lack of availability of destroyed natural 

resources; 

Compensation for, or the costs of reparation (unpaid) of the local damages 

produced by exports (for example, the sulphur dioxide of copper smelters, 

the mine railings, the harms to health from flmver exports, the pollution of 

water by mining), or the actualized value of irreversible damage, and 

(Unpaid) amount corresponding to the commercial use of Juror,nation and 

kmowledge on genetic resources, when they have been appropriated gratis 

(’biopiracy’). For agricultural genetic resources, the basis for such a claim 

already exists under the FAO’s Farmers’ Rights. 

In the second, he cites "lack of payment for environmental services or 

the disproportionate use of Environmental Space": 

(Unpaid) reparation costs or compensation for the impacts caused by 

imports of solid or liquid toxic waste, and 

(Unpaid) costs of free disposal of gas residues (carbon dioxide, CFCs, etc), 

assuming equal rights to sinks and reservoirs. 

The sums involved are potentially vast. Vandana Shiva and Yash Tandon 

estimate that biopiracT of"wild seed varieties have contributed some $66 

billion annually to the US economy.’’~s Recent biopiracy cases include a 

diabetes drug produced by a Kenyan microbe; a Libyan/Ethiopian treat- 

ment for diabetes; antibiotics from a Gambian termite hill; an antifungal 

from a Namibian giraffe; an infection-fighting amoeba fi’om Mauritius; a 

Congo (Brazzaville) treatment for impotence; vaccines from EgTptian 

microbes; multipurpose medicinal plants from the Horn of Africa; the South 

African and Namibian indigenous appetite suppressant Hoodia; and many 

others)9 

In the case of CO2 emissions, according to Martinez-Alier: 

Jyoti Parildx (a member of the UN International Panel on Climate Change) 

[argues that] if we take the present human-made emissions of carbon, the 

average is about one tonne per person per year... Let us take an average of 

$25: then a total annual subsidy of $75 billion is forthcoming from South 

to North.2° 

Depletion of minerals and other nonrenewable resources, dumping of 

toxics, biopiracy, and excess use of the planet’s CO2 absorption capacity 

are merely some of the many ways that the South is being exploited by the 

North -- including Norway, -- on the ecological front. Africans are most 

exploited in this regard because nonindustrialized economics have not begun 

to utilize more than a small fraction of what should be due under any fair 

frame,york of global resource allocation. The amounts involved ~vould easily 

cover debt repayments. Norway should rnove much more decisively to raise 

this issue, consistent ~vith Sofia Moria. 

Conditionalities on Loans and Debt Relief According to Solheim, 

addressing the November 2006 conference on conditionalities: "We are not 

saying that liberal economic policies and privatisation are wrong. But it 

should be a choice of that country -- through a dernocratic debate -- not 

one made by international lenders or institutions.’’2~ Solheim has not only 

rnissed an excellent opportunity to indeed say neoliberalism is "wrong," he 

also neglects to consider the political content behind conditionality.. This was 

also something that two major internal World Bank revie,vs in 2005-2006 

failed to do, in arguing the case that conditions on loans and debt relief 

have diminished, or that they simply assist towards broader objectives 

including borrower ownership, harmonization, customization, criticality, 

transparenc> and predictability.22 

At least three critical NGO studies during 2005-2006 found increases in 

neoliberal conditionality, in part by showing how definitional tricks by the 

Bank erased the problem without even identifying it.23 According to these 

and other civil society critiques put forward to the Norwegian Conference 

on Conditionali .ty: 

Aggregate ~rld Bank and IMF econmnic policy conditions rose on 

average from 48 to 67 per loan between 2002 and 2005; 
XWorld Bank and IMF continue to put conditions on privatisation and 

liberalization despite the acknowledged frequent failures of these policies 

in the past; 

The Bank does not give enough space for governments to define their 

own policies 
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° The continuing secrecy of ~orld Bank and IMF negotiations with 

borrowing country governments inhibits the development of genuine broad 

based ’ownership’ and leaves refor,n program,nes open to die accusation 

that they have been illegitimately forced on governments by the Bank, 

and 
¯ IMF ,nacroeconmnic conditions, especially high interest rates aimed at 

combating moderate levels of inflation and stringent fiscal polities, impair 

much needed spending on sodal and economic development. 24 

Three Norwegian researchers contracted by the foreign ministry -- 

Benedicte Bull, All Morten Jerve, and Erlend Sigvaldsen -- found that in 

40 Poverty Reduction Growth Facility loans, "privatization is a condition 

in over half... In addition, 10 of the programs described in detail the priva- 

tization plans of the government, but these were not included in the policy 

conditionalities. That means that in only 7 of the 40 cases did privatiza- 

tion not figure as an important element of the PRGE’’25 

The Bull report is critical, to be sure. However, those in power might 

make the case that allegedly pragmatic changes warrant ongoing Norwegian 

support, particularly in relation to discontinued user fees for health and 

education, as wall as ~vater/enerD~ utility practices. As the consultants claim, 

"All indications are that the IFIs have changed thinking and even practice 

with regard to privatization and liberalization conditionalities in the utility 

sector, allowing a wider specter of alternatives and increasing the emphasis 

on government as an important player." 

Yet it is also widely known that because of lower profits, economic 

problems in expanding supply grids to poor people, problems ~vith currency 

conversions for profit repatriation and rising social resistance, the once 

inexorable march of European and US water firms into the Third Xg~orld 

reversed in 1998. This was the main basis for recommendations by the 

2002-2003 Camdessus Commission for dramatic increases in publicly 

subsidised risk insurance for water privatizers like the French firm Suez, 

which lost large amounts due to the political and financial meltdown in 

Argentina. 

In short, it appears that in some crucial ~vays, the Nor~vegian consul- 

tants missed "the devil in the details," and thus offer a less critical analysis 

than is warranted. This is reminiscent of the kind of thinking in Norad 

during the early 2000s, in which -- as the agency’s website still claims in 

February 2008 (in a document not updated since May 2004) -- "The 

increased focus in Norad on private sector development has in turn led to 

greater focus on developing countries" financing of their own development. 

Efforts to increase tax revenues, provide savings opportunities for the popula- 

tion and provide possibilities for creating local investment capital have 

become more central components of development cooperation.’’26 

Finall> while the withdrawal of $2.8 million of Norwegian grants to the 

xX/’orld Bank’s Private Public Investment Advisory Fund in early 2007 was 

noted and appreciated especially by water justice campaigners, the subsequent 

state budget a few weeks later provided $200 million to the Bank for its 

International Development Association. 

Conclusion: A New Model or Relegitimization of the Old? In sum, while 

the present Centre-Left government is far preferable to its predecessor, 

Norway has not yet done nearly enough to make good on the promises of 

Sofia Moria. This is especially true in terms of illegitimate debt and making 

the funding "switch from the World Bank to development programmes and 

emergency aid measures." Oslo’s ongoing collaboration with the Bank in 

many settings sets back the cause of social justice, by continuing to provide 

legitirnacy to one of the world’s most undemocratic and economically regres- 

sive institutions. 

Norway’s role in Mala,vi, Mozambique, Tanzania, and Uganda is mediated 

through the Bank’s Poverty Reduction Support Credit system, which means 

foreign aid is channelled by the conservative African finance ministries and 

central banks -- whose political leaders and top staffare invariably gradu- 

ates of the Bank and IMF -- back to the Bank and IMF in debt repayments. 

If Norway were serious about cancelling African debt and ensuring that aid 

is well used, such payrnents would be halted and governments would be 

encouraged -- as even Jeffrey Sachs has (unsuccessfully) advised -- to move 

resources instead to the health and education budgets. 

To illustrate on a more personal note, the hosting of Wolfowitz at the 

October 2006 Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) by 
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Minister of Foreign Affairs Jonas Gahr Store gave the Bank president a 

platform to pretend to fight corruption, with no questions asked about his 

role -- and the Bank’s -- in the destruction of Iraq. Norwegian civil society 

organizations such as Slug and Attac held a demonstration, but Store and 

Solheim were notably gracious to Wolfowitz and others involved in criminal 

oil/minerals activities. With Norway as the secretariat and host government 

in coming years, the EITI will continue to invite and even celebrate the 

roles of corrupt, repressive, and neoliberal governments, such as Nigeria’s. 

A more genuine social democratic government -- such as Norwa)?s in prior 

decades -- would offer liberation solidarity to oppressed civil society and 

liberation forces, such as the Nigerian Delta women who regularly fight the 

government and oil companies. 

If Norway professes to be a force for global social democracy, is it appro- 

priate to continue funding the World Bank, ,vorking with the Bank to 

control poor African countries, demanding loan repayments from wretched 

Third World debtors, and giving a platform and legitimacy to unreformed 

institutions ~vhose leaders’ ideas are based upon free-market logic? One such 

guest of Store and Solheim at a December 2006 event argued as follows: 

I believe that ’government,’ as we know it today, should pull out of most 

things except for law enforcement and justice, national defense and foreign 

policy, and let the private sector, a ’Grameenized private sector,’ a social 

consciousness-driven private sector, take over their other functions.27 

These lunatic, neoliberal words were written by Muhammed Yunus in his 

autobiography: Yunus was hosted by the Norwegian government as Nobel 

Peace Prize winner in December 2006. The fact that the partially Norweigan 

state-mvned Tdenor was making vast profits from its majority holding in 

GrameenPhone, with its 60 percent Bangladeshi cellphone market share, 

may or may not have had something to do with the prize. But the Nobel 

committee’s sloppiness is reflected in their failure to address the deeper 

problems in trying to make capitalism work through marginal reforms in 

the Third World. Apparently unnoticed by the committee, when the !JChll 

&reet Journal profiled Yunus on its front page five years earlier, it started in 

a celebratory ~nanner: "’Ib many, Grameen proves that capitalism can work 

for the poor as well as the rich," having "helped inspire an estimated 7,000 

so-called microlenders with 25 million poor clients worldwide." 2s Yet looking 

more closely, the Journal;~ reporters conceded the prevalence of Enron-style 

accounting. A fifth of the bank’s loans in late 2001 were more than a year 

past due: "Grameen would be showing steep losses if the bank followed the 

accounting practices recommended by institutions that help finance 

microlenders through low-interest loans and private investments." According 

to the Journal, a typical Grameen gimmick was to reschedule short-term 

loans that were unpaid after as long as two years, instead of writing them 

off, letting borrowers accumulate interest through new loans simply to keep 

alive the fiction of repayments on the old loans. Not even extreme pressure 

techniques -- such as removing tin roof; from delinquent women’s houses, 

according to the Journal report -- improved repayment rates in the most 

crucial areas, where Gra~neen had earlier won its global reputation amongst 

neoliberals who consider credit and entrepreneurship as central prerequi- 

sites for development. 

Giving the Nobel Peace Prize to someone whose industry -- banking, 

even for poor people -- contributes to conflict generation is a metaphor 

fbr Norwa~:s current dilemma: how to put a human face on global capitalism, 

especially in its most brutal and self-destructive phase in recent history. The 

global balance of forces is adverse for social and environmental improve- 

ment, to be sure. But governments like those in Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, 

and Cuba have been challenging global/local injustice, along with millions 

of social movement activists in the World Social Forum and many other 

civil society groups across the world, including Africa. For the Norwegian 

government, the time has come to decide whether resources and legitimacy 

will continue to be given to those, like Wolfowitz and now Zoellick, who 

will set back progress, or instead to those who will advance it. 
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Remarks to Roundtable: 

Norwegian Experiences of Oil Policies: 
A toolbox for managing natural resources? 

Oslo, 18 November 2010 
Patrick Bond 
(rough notes) 

Bravo Helge for this brilliant political-economy report! 

And thanks to all organizations sponsoring this Round Table Conference: 
¯ Attac 
¯ Norwegian Solidarity Committee for Latin America 
¯ Norwegian Trade Campaign 

I speak as an abuser of oil: I’ve been flying around too much! (twice to Norway this 
year) 

Victim of oil: I live in South Durban, just a few kms from very dirty oil 

Durban is largest port in Africa, with largest oil refinery and petro-chemical 
complex in region, massive Greenhouse Gas and sulpher dioxide emissions, 

regular fires and explosions, devastating oil pipe leakage, the world’s highest 

recorded asthma rates in a secondary school, a leukemia pandemic, 
racialised geographical segregation through the region, extreme capital- 

intensity in production and extreme unemployment in surrounding 
communities, a huge pipeline construction expansion for doubling the flow of 

oil from Durban to Johannesburg... and our old airport in South Durban just 

closed, leaving more expansion space for the petrochem or auto industry 

last Friday the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance held a 

protest in central Durban against petro-chemical sector pollution, and SDCEA 
isn’t a ’NIMBY’ movement but has also promoted Climate Justice (with a 

climate summit in August 2009 with 800 participants) 

however, proving us to be ineffectual and unintimidating climate activists, 

last Friday Durban was chosen to host the COP 17 next November. Sigh. 

we’re offered our Centre for Civil Society university facilities for a 

Klimaforum-type alternative summit, and we have several brilliant 
Norwegian post-graduate students at the UKZN School of Development 
Studies working on climate (and we have strong relations with Bergen 

University) 

when COP 17 comes, we will remember a good precedent: the 2001 World 

Conference Against Racism, where 12 000 protested againt the UN for 
ignoring reparations for colonialism/slavery/apartheid, and for ignoring 

Zionism (a bigger problem in 200/because of what happened in 1993, in a 

political deal that will forever darken the name Oslo with the taint of 



subimperialism, injustice, promotion of apartheid, cooptation of the 

oppressed, and extreme ineffectiveness - which hopefully will not be the way 
Norway is remembered in relation to oil) 

Respect for contemporary Norway: 

civil society organizations deeply respected, including Attac {Heidi 

Lundeberg edited the book Klirnaj~or ny Oljepolitikk in 2008) 

special admiration for those community, fisherfolk, and environmental 

organizations in Lofoten working to keep Norwegian Oil in the Soil 

hope from Norway, since it is the most left-leaning {or at least Soc.Dem0 

Northern government - revival of Samaritanism, global-governance reforms 
{after neolib/neocon regime) 

Soria Moria mandates in international finance, trade, aid and post-neoliberal 

development policy 

example: retraction of earlier government’s WTO education privatization 

advocacy 

example: pull-out from World Bank water privatization fund {Public Private 

Infrastructure Advisory Facility, which Oslo had funded with $2.85 million 

since 1999) 
example: cancellation of NOK3 trillion in corrupt Odious Debt dating to the 

late 1970s Shipping Export Credit Campaign, including Ecuador 

Respect for Norway’s potential 

huge Petroleum Fund - NOK3 trillion - which could have been used to break 

the trajectory of volatile, destructive finance; with ’long-term’ investment 

strategy; and with Norwegian state leadership in the Extractive Industries 

Transparency Initiative 

But this respect is not really justified, is it: 
¯ consistent violations of Sofia Moria by Erik Solheim 
¯ in my 2007 debate with Henrik Syse, I argued for disinvestment from 

convetional financial markets: 

Fund’s ’long-term’ investment strategy can make venture investments 
Norwegian state leadership in oil sector reform 

but main problems I raised were apparently ignored: 
unable to incorporate social and ecological values {Stern 

Report) 
¯ extreme volatility 
¯ portfolio capital {’hot money’) does severe damage to recipient 

countries 
amplifies existing adverse global power structure which 

creates poverty 

In this context, how can Helge’s report be strengthened? 



Core poli-econ insight from report: ’in a well-rounded economy, where 

wealth creation is based on productive work, the elites of even the most 
oppressive state have an interest in investing in the long-term development 

of their own population. In an oil economy, however, the elite, in alliance 
with foreign oil companies, can to a large extent manage without its 
own population. Of course elements of the surplus may be shared among 

the population, but rather as tribute to secure loyalty and prevent political 

unrest. At times, moreover, elements of the elite who feel that their share is 
too small can mobilise the general population with promises, but the only 

outcome of any political change is for a new elite group to secure access to 
the siphons of wealth.’ 

Reminiscent of anthropologist ]ames Ferguson’s ’Seeing like an Oil 

Company’1: ’capital "hops" over "unusable Africa," alighting only in mineral- 
rich enclaves that are starkly disconnected from their national societies. The 

result is not the formation of standardized national grids, but the emergence 

of huge areas of the continent that are effectively "off the grid."’ In the 
process, there emerges ’a frightening sort of political-economic model for 

regions that combine mineral wealth with political intractability,’ ranging 

from African oil zones to occupied Iraq. The model includes protection of 

capital by ’private military companies’ (in Baghdad, Blackwater, Erinys and 
Global Risk Strategies), and protection of the ’Big Man’ leader (Paul Bremer, 
John Negroponte) ’not by his own national army but, instead, by hired guns’. 

The bottom line is enhanced profit for international capital and despotism 
for the citizenry. 

The report should acknowledge that the Resource Curse is demonstrably 

’proven’ in non-despotic societies as well (including South Africa), leading to 

a rational economic conclusion: leave resources in the ground, in part 

because of debilitating profit outflows and in part because associated 
industry (beneficiation) and backward/forward linkages are rarely 

developed - debate with World Bank Chief Economist for Africa, Shanta 
Devarajan, over interpretation of Bank 2006 book Where is the Wealth of 

Nations?: http ://blogs.worldbank.org/africacan/natural-resources-and-the- 

washington -consensus 

Climate responsibility - the report should address the climate argument 

more fully, including who burns the oil: ’extended producer responsibility’, 

and Norway’s vast climate debt to the South (hmmm, Petroleum Fund looks 
like an appropriate source) 

1. Ferguson, J. (2005), ’Seeing Like an Off Company: Space, Security and Global Capital in 

Neoliberal Africa’, American Anthropologist, 107, 3, po381o 



Climate finance - report should explicitly address Norway’s ’false solutions’ 

in carbon trading and REDD (and UN’s new High-Level Advisory Group on 
Finance, originally co-chaired by Jens Stoltenberg), and should endorse the 

payment of Norway’s climate debt to the South 
® Example: EU Emissions Trading Scheme is corrupt, volatile (5 

crashes) and inadequate (� 15/tonne of C02) to put a price on carbon 

high enough for investment in renewables 
® Blessing Karumbidza research: Green Resources Ltd, a subsidiary of 

Norway based Green Resources (formerly Tree Farms) has 

entrenched itself in the Southern Highlands of Tanzania where it 
looks to acquire at least 142 000ha of land and a total of not less than 

170 00ha in Tanzania alone. This will add to its already existing and 
expanding prese3nce in other African countries such as Uganda, 

Kenya and Mozambique among others. All this massive land grab to 

plant exotic trees (varieties of eucalyptus and pine) for the purpose of 
selling an expected 400 000 tons of carbon credit to the Norwegian 

government. 

® Material that follows is from Accion Ecologica (which Carlos Larrea - 
now lobbying in parliament - taught me about in 2007): 

Opportunity remains through Ecuador’s Yasuni National Park 

1,Guarantee the use of the money according to environmental principles 
ZGuarantee that future governments don’t exploit these fields 

3.Keep the proposal outside the carbon trade mechanisms 

Respect for Ecuadorian Constitution: 

Article 407 which prohibits oil related activities in protected areas 

Article 57 which protects indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation 

Article 414 which imposes the obligation to promote protection measures to 

face climate change 

Also, local organisations and communities have opposed these oil operations, 

In conclusion, South Durban has a museum devoted to the way nineteenth century 
Norwegian immigrants to the area overexploited our whales in search of oil. The 

later departure of Norway from whaling was not especially graceful, with ongoing 
controversies into the 1980s. Norway has an obligation to retreat from destructive 

resource extraction and its implications, from as far north as Lofoten and as far 

south as Durban, and everywhere inbetween. 

FOLLOW-UP: 
Resource curse 
Climate debt 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 11:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Returning to your beloved Oaxaca 

Hello Eunice, 
thanks for your for your fast response, I am in Kentucky at the Inoment but will be beck in Oaxaca tomorrow. It’s re~Jly too bed you could not come here, but we will 
take good care of and you still owe us the visit. 

Cheers, 

2010/11/19 Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> 

How interesting to hear from you while T am in Berlin I am at a conference for about 2ast repsonse, T am actual days. 

Because of budget cuts at UNC I, like other folks, have had to rethink research projects, etc. Nonetheless my friend              (whose ph.d focus on Mexican cinema) 
and I will visiting Oaxaca in February and hope to see you then. has heard so much about you and the work of the University of the Earth she cannot wait to meet 
you. She loves Oaxaca especially following her visit 2 years ago. 

Cheers and I hope you well and not working too hard. 
In solidarity, 
Eunice. 

From:                          ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:36 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Returning to your beloved Oaxaca 

Eullice, 

so I have not heard anything from you recently, did you come here or are you still planning on it? 

cheers, 

2010/6/28 ~)gmail.com> 

Dear Eunice, 
that is great news, and yes, should be around in october, it will be 

great to see yu and chat with you again. 

Cheers, 

2010/6/28 <eunice@email.unc.edtv< 

> Hola 

> Greetings and I hope you are well. 
> 

> I returned here about 4 weeks ago from Durban. 
> 

> At any rate, I am planning to be in Oaxaca for about a week or so in October 

> and hopefully you roll be there. I then roll return next year in May for a 

> month and then again for 2 months (Augus~t- September) before returning to 

> Durban to finalize research. After being in Durban and Oaxaca I have 

> decided to tbcus on politicaJ economy issues concerning both cities. Nairobi 

> was to feature in the study but I have decided to be involved in other 

> processes in Kenya tbr now given the madness that awaits the country as 

> elites gear up tbr 2012. 
> 

> Looking fora.ard to seeing you. 
> 

> Cheers, Eunice. 
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Invitation to Review tbr Millemfium 

20-Nov-2010 

Dear Protl Sahle: 

We hope this email finds you ~vell. Manuscript ID ~ entitled "Development and World Order" has been submitted to Millennium and ~ve are now considering it for publication. 

We would like to invite you to review this manuscript because of your expertise on the issues that this manuscript tbcuses on We have attached the abstract below. The revie~v would need 
to be rea@ within the next 4 ~veeks We understand that this request may add to an already busy agenda. We hope that four ~veeks would give you enough time to complete the review 
alongside your other important commitments. 

We have an online system to keep track of the progress of all manuscripts. To notit) us of your decision in regards to this invitation you can reply to this email or directly click on the 
appropriate link at the bottom of this email to automatically register your reply We would greatly appreciate it if you could do this within the next week. 

Ifyuu accept the invitation to review" this manuscript, we will e-mail you with instructions abuut huw to access our unline system, where yuu will be able tu duwnluad the uriginal manuscript 
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Millennium realises that our expert reviewers greatly cuntribute tu the high standards uf the journal. We would like to thank yuu in adwmce, and will be louking forward to hearing frum yuu 
suon 

Sincerely, 

Ioannis Papagaryfalluu 
Editurial Officer, Mrliennium 
Millennium@ lse.ac.uk 
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TITLE: Development and World Order 

ABSTRACT: This article explores the international politics of developraent. Its cuntral arg~tment is that development has come to legitinrize the existing world order. That developmunt’s role 
has not attracted broad debate can in part be attributed to the narrowing horizons of development disco~trse but disciplinary international relations must bear some responsibility because of 
its lack of interest in development as an international process. The article goes on to sketch how this situation canre about by looking at episodes in development’s career during colonial 
times, the Cold War and after. It concludes ~vith the argument that a corrective nrove would be for development to look to the everyday and that nruch nrore attention needs to be paid to 
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To enable humanities and social science graduate students to conduct preliminary research and prepare 

dissertation research and funding proposals, the Social Science Research Council offers Dissertation 

Proposal Development Fellowships. Fellows participate in two proposal preparation workshops and 

receive up to $5,000 in support of research during the summer of 2011. 

The fellowship competition is open to all second and third-year graduate students in any discipline of 
the social sciences and humanities who are currently enrolled full time in a PhD program at an 
accredited university in the United States, and whose research projects and dissertation proposals fit 
within one of the five research fields listed below. 

Students awarded :fellowships must participate in two four-day workshops led by leading scholars of 
different disciplinary perspectives in each of the fields. The spring workshop will be held in Monterey, 
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Fwd: Call for Papers - Diminislm~g L~in America’s Inequalitie~ April 20-21, 2010 Michigan State UhiversiU 

2011 international symposium call for papem.pdf 

--CALL FOR PAPERS-- 
Dimirdshmg L:~ir~ Anle:dca’ s Ineq~:mlities: La~d, Food and Humar~ Hea~fl~ Strategies 

A;:,r{l 20-21, 2011 

www.LatinAmerica.isp.ms u.edu 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Michigan State University invites participation from undergraduate and 
graduate students, faculty, researchers and practitioners to examine the issues and actions needed to shrink inequalities plaguing Latin 
America and the Caribbean. In addition to a plenary keynote address and invited presentations by an international panel, student and 
faculty submissions will be selected for presentation in oral and poster sessions. The keynote address will be announced soon. 

Featured speakers to help bring authentic voices into the conversation include Professor Lois Meyer, Department of Language, 
Literacy and Sociocultural Studies, University of blew Mexico, and Mexican anthropologist Benjamin Maldonado, a specialist in 
indigenous education and ethnographic studies in original peoples of Oaxaca. 

Topics may include but are not limited to: 

Faintly and gender equity 

Family health (esp., ~vomen and children; pover~z-related and infectious diseases) 

Disadvantaged arid underprivileged social groups 

Humanistic expression of the human condition and cultural &versi~z 

Rural food, livelihoods and natural resource management 

Market competitiveness, social capital and employment creation, eg., campesino agriculture commodity chain networks 

Nutritional diversity and health, eg., heritage foods ti’om healthy landscapes 

A chieving Millennium Development G oals 

Land use strategies that ameliorate global effects of clilnate change 

Water capture, use and qualib, 

Managing biodiversity and ecosystem services 

Networks and facilitating development of social capital 

Educaiffon for human development, cornrnur~ities and cultural diversity, e.g., bilingual education, interculturalidad, cultural reciprocity 

Commtmity livelihoods frame~vorks 

This symposium is especially intended for Michigan State students and faculty to present and discuss works in progress. Presentations 
by others also will be considered. Due to time constraints, many accepted papers will be assigned for presentation in a poster format. 
Submitters must be prepared to accept either mode of presentation. Poster sessions in the 2010 symposium were occasions for fruitful 
interaction with exchange of ideas. 
Deadline for Abstracts: January 21, 2011. 

Submit electronically (Word document) an abstract of 250 words or less to clacs@msu.edu (please include in the subject line of yo~u- e- 
mail: SYMPOSIUM PROPOSAL. Outside presenters should obtain their own financial assistance for travel and lodging. For more 

information contact Kristin Janka Millar (kfistin(a)msu.edu) or Robert Blake (rwblake@msu.edu). 

Krislin Janka Millar, PhD 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies 

Michigan State Universibl 

300 International Center 

East Lansing, M148824-1035 USA 

Ph: 517/353-1690 

Fax: 517/432-7471 
Center Website: _l!t__tp_]:(~)_~)_~i:!!ktj__n_:_A__Ln_e__r_i__c_’~:i__sf?:__n!~_~!:~~ 

Open Resources: ]~t_t?2!!~2_a_t_~r_~)_e__!j_c__~J__:_e__~47_fi__!)g:!?!~ 



--CALL FOR PAPERS-- 
America ~ Inequalities: 

La.~:~d, Food m~.d H~m:~a~ }-{earth Strategies 

Michiga~ S~ate l[J~iversity, Eas~ Lansing, Micl~iga~ 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies im4tes participation from undergraduate and 
graduate students, faculty,, researchers and practitioners to examine the issues and actions needed to 
shrink inequalities plaguing Latin America and the Caribbean. h~ addition to a plenary keynote address 
and invited presentations by an international panel, student and faculty, submissions will be selected for 
presentation in oral and poster sessions. The keynote address will be announced soon. 

Featured speakers to help bring authentic voices into the conversation include Professor Lois Meyer, 

Department of Language, Literacy and Sociocultural Studies, University of New Mexico, and Mexican 

anthropologist Benjamin Maldonado A., a specialist in indigenous education and ethnographic studies in 

original peoples of Oaxaca. 

Topics may include but are not limited to: 

Family and gender equity 
Family health (esp., women and children; poverty-related and infectious diseases) 
Disadvantaged and underprivileged social groups 
Humanistic expression of the human condition and cultural diversity 
Rural food, livelihoods and natural resource management 
Market competitiveness, social capital and employment creation, e.g., campesino agriculture 
commodity chain networks 
Nutritional diversity and health, e.g., heritage foods from healthy landscapes 
Achieving Millennium Development Goals 
Land use strategies that ameliorate global effects of climate change 
Water capture, use and quality 
Managing biodiversity and ecosystem selwices 
Networks and facilitating development of social capital 
Education for human development, communities and cultural diversity, e.g., bilingual education, 
interculturalidad, cultural reciprocity 
Community livelihoods frameworks 

This symposium is especially intended for Michigan State students and faculty, to present and discuss 
works in progress. Presentations by others also will be considered. Due to time constraints, many 
accepted papers will be assigned for presentation in a poster format. Submitters must be prepared to 
accept either mode of presentation. Poster sessions in the 2010 s?mposium were occasions for fruitful 
interaction with exchange of ideas. 

Deadline for Abstracts: January 21, 2011. 
Submit electronically (Word document) an abstract of 250 words or less to clacs@msu.edu (please 
include in the subject line of your e-mail: SYMPOSIUM PROPOSAL. Outside presenters should obtain 

their own financial assistance for travel and lodging. For more information contact Kristin Janka Millar 

(kristin~%msu.edu) or Robert Blake (rwblake@msu.edu). 



Symposium Context 

Half of the economic gap between Latin America and affluent countries comes from unequal distributions 

and unequal access. These inequalities include access to food, to education at all levels, to health 
selwices, land, justice, markets, credit, capital, and earned income. Invited speakers at the 2010 

symposium, Regional Inequality in Times of Globalization, shared their front-line challenges in reducing 
the many manifestations of inequality in Mexico and Brazil1. A post-symposium Mexico Working Group 

submitted a consensus summary document about priority issues, themes and collaborative opportunities2, 

underscoring malnutrition as the non-income face of poverty and peasant agriculture as central to feeding 

people. A rural livelihoods engagement model with five interrelated themes was identified: family health 
(esp., women and children); rural food, livelihoods and natural resource management; nutritional diversity 

and health; networks and facilitating development of social capital; and community livelihoods 

frameworks. 

Ethnically diverse and economically marginalized, southeastern Mexico and north/northeastern Brazil 
constitute nadirs of economic and health inequality in each countRy.. For example, child growth stunting 
(malnutrition) rates in Chiapas and Yucatan are the highest in Mexico, and among the worst rates in the 
world. Health problems stem from food because malnutrition causes disease and death. Chiapas is 
Mexico’s seventh most populated state, where about one-fourth of its 4.3 million residents are indigenous 
peoples, especially from Mayan groups. In 2003 Chiapas had the highest rates of mortality in women and 
men from acute respiratoRy. infections, pulmonaw tuberculosis and diarrheal diseases, as well as among 
women in celwical cancer. Chiapas receives the least health resources per capita, has the lowest number 
of inhabitants covered by some form of social security, and has the country’s highest maternal mortality 
ratio. Put into historical context, "Health--and the lack of health care infrastructure and public health 
services--has long been a symbol of... neglect of the largely indigenous population of Chiapas’’~ 

Facing difficult choices marginalized indigenous peoples--who have been called "the moral reserve of 
humanity"--are struggling to protect themselves. Beneath the wheel, their voices call for greater equity 
and more reciprocal cultural relationships than are occurring with globalization. Actions are sought to 
better meet intercultural needs and goals. Key issues include community-based customs, communal 
knowledge, teaching and learning, language, rituals and traditions4. 

Sponsored by 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Center for Advanced Study of Internation!! Development 

International Institute for Health 
Michigan State O%iversity Libraries 

and others 

3 Excluded People, Eroded Communities. Realizing the Right to Health in Chiapas, Mexico. 2006. Physicians for Humaaa Rights, El Colegio de 

la Frontera Sur, and Centro de Capacitaci6n en Ecologia y Salud para Campesinos Defensora del Derecho a la Salud. ISBN: 1-879707-49-7. 

4 Meyer, L. and Maldonado-Alvarado, B. (eds). 2010~ ~’Vew V~or[ct of Tnd~ge~ous Resistance. Noam Chomsky a~d liozcesj?om North, South and 
CentralAmerica. City Lights Books, San Francisco. 416 pp. ISBN 978-0-87286-533-4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wood, Beverly <bwood@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 10:50 AM 

Miller, ttaeran <hrmiller@ema]l.unc.e&~ 

Buell, Agatha <mbuell@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Kmnoji Wachiira 

Naeran. Please provide an account department to which we might transfer the ~IOOO~OO sward, it ix far" more appropriate for you to handle the fine detaits or 

unique aspects of your budget expenditures for this event 

Thank you, 

Beverly 

F~m: N[ller, Haeran 
Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 10:12 AN 
T~t Wood, Beverly 
Subject: RE: Kamaj[ Wach[[ra 

Beverly, 

~ 5;poke to our manager regarding the guesL 5;peaker payment and if poss;ible, i’d like to request you to proces;s a separate check request For your department 

portmn because AFRIiAFAM does not have enough fund to cover the Lota[ amour~t. 

S~nce he is not U~S. ddzen, he has no SSN. Please note that you Reed to select individual and check off: that this person is an alien and search by last name. 

Also, he wants Lo be paid ~n Canadian currency, ~ contacted Dbbursement Services Lo check and this b Fah~r Zulfikar’s response: 

You create the check request through Finance Central a~ nodal. You can estimate th~ a~ount in US dollars. 

Please let Meena ~ow once you have the K or C number a~d Doc-U-Faxed ~e backup. 

Meeua requests a check in ~breign cu~ency ~b~ Travdex (our tbrei~ cmTency vendor/provider). 

~ce she has the check she seuds ff to you to FedEx ff to the vendor. 

(Please let Disbursement Service send the check to my attention so that I cau Fedgx all checks to h~ at once. 

Attn: Haeran MBler, Dept. of AFRI!AFAM, CB# 3395, 108 Battle Hall) 

She also changes fl~e estimated amount on the check request to the actual amounL 

I am sorry ~iuce J~ becomes mor~ comp]ba~ed a~d I really appreda~e your 

h~ case you have any questions, p~ease ~et me know~ 

Haer;m 
Acc[ 
]:)ept of Publk" Policy 
Tel 9 [9-962- *g54 

Fax. 
Dep~ of" Africau & Afro Amc’[[ca]~ Studio’s 
"]Ye] 919.-966.-1295 
hr mil]er(fi~email unc.edu 

From: Wood, Beverly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 3:57 PN 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Kamoji Wachiira 

Naeram Mu~dple department approvals on one check request b not a preferred disbursement procedure. Piease cuff me. You w~li proaMy have to pay the 

individual and then AJ our department for your portion. 

Please let me hear from you. Thank you, 

Bew?rly Wood 

E >;ecu t iv~-’_~ Assista~t 

Diversity and Mult~cukural gffa~rs 

University of North Carolina at 

Chapel H~I~ 

09L South BMg, 

039125 
919-962-.0202 

F~m: Miller, Haeran 
Nent: Tuesday, November ~6, 2010 ~:43 PM 
Te~ Wood, Beverly 
$u~jeCt: RE: Kamoji WacNira 
Beverly., 
~ did a check request: cha@ng [:he $1,000 to your acct. 

Please approve ~L when you have a chance. 

The cop~es of the document w~l~ ~e sent to you via campus rnNL 

Again, thank you so much for your cooperafiom 

Ace1 Tech 
Dept. n[’Pubiic Pn[by 
TeL 919--96 L4854 

]Sepl o[~A[]i,::m & A[~fo American f~mdJes 
Tel 919-9g~6- i295 

Nmiller@email.~m.edu 

F~m: Wood, Beverly 
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 8:49 AM 

T~: Miller, Haeran 
Subjeet= RE: Approved Independent Contractor form for Kamoji WacN~ra 

HaerarL ,Account 

Thanks, 

[:o Day [:he guest sDeak{:_}r aqd the ~]umber is 



Bew?rly Wood 

Executive Assistant 

Diversity and Multicukursl Affairs 

Tel: 9~9-962-0202 
From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 3:~8 PM 
To: Wood, Beverly 

Subject: Approved Independent Contractor form for Kamoji Wachiira 

Beverly, 

Attached is an approved I.C. checklist for Kamoji Wachiira, the guest speaker for the event Professor Eunice SaMe organized using the Diversity and Multicultural 

Affairs Diversity Incentive Fund. 

As I spoke to you on the phone, I’d like to do one check request to pay his honorarium using three different department’s acct. numbers. If you have an acct. where 

we can charge the $1,000 to            please let me use it and I will send you a copy of the check request and ask your approval. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks for your cooperation. 

Haerma Miller 

Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax. 919-962-5824 
Dept. of African & Afro .~erican Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 
hr rail l~r (~e m all uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wood, Beverly <bwood@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 10:55 AM 

Wood, Beverly <bwood@unc.edu:~; Miller, Haeran <hrmille@emml.unc.edu:~ 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eurfice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Kmnoji Wachiira 

Clarifying correction ...that is, "an account nurnber from your department../’. 

Thank you again, 

Beverly 

Frem; Wood, Beverly 
Sent: Nonday, November 22, 2010 10:50 AN 
Te~ Niller, Haeran 
¢¢= Buell, Agatha; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject~ RE: Kamoji Wachiira 

Naeran. P~ease provide an account department to wMch we m~ght transfer the ~000.00 award. ~ ~s far more appropriate for you to handle the fine de~aHs or 

unique aspects of your budget expenditures for this event. 

Thank gou, 

Beverly 

F~m= Niller, Haeran 
Sent~ Monday, November 22, 2010 10:12 AM 
Te~ Wood, Beverly 
Subject~ RE: Kamoji WacNira 
Beverly, 

~ spoke to our manager regarding the 8uest speaker payment and if possible, Fd Hke to request you to process a separate check request for your department 

port,on because AFRIiAFAM does not ha~e enough h.md to cow?r the ~:ota~ amount. 

Sh~ce he ~s not U .S d~:~zen, he has no SSN. P~ease note 1:bat you need to select ind~vidua~ and check off that this person is an allen and search bv last name. 

A~so, he wants ~o be paid ~n Canadian currency, ~ contacted Dbbursement Services ~o check and tMs b Fahk Zulfikar’s response: 

You create the check request tN’ough Finance Central ~ nounal You can estimate the aJnount in US dollars. 

Please let Meena ~ow once you have the K or C number amd Doc-U-Faxed ~e backup. 

Meena reques~ a check in forei~ cun’ency fo~ ]~avelex (our forei~ cu~ency vendor/provideO. 

~ce she has the check she sends it to you to FedEx it to the vendor. 

(Please let Disbursement Service send the check to my attention so that I can FedEx all checks to h~ at once. 

Atnl: Haeran Miller, Dept. of AFRI!AFAM, CB# 3395, 108 Battle Hall) 

Sh~ Mso changes th~ estimated amount on the ch~ck request to ~e actual amounL 

I am sorry since it becomes more complicated and 1 reMly appreciate your cooperation~ 

b~ case you have any questions, please let me know, 

Haer;m Miller 

Acct 
Deist of Public Policy 
:[’el P [9-962-*854 

Dep£ of" African & Af~e Amc’[ican Studio’s 
Tel 919.-966.-1295 

hr miller@email unc.edu 

From: Wood, Beverly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 3:57 PN 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Kamoji WachHra 

Naeran. Multiple department approvals on one check request b not a preferred disbursement procedure. P~ease carl rne. You wH~ proaMy bare to pay the 

individual and then AJ our department for your portion. 

Please let me hear from you. Thank you, 

Beverly Wood 

Execu [iw:_~ Assis[ant 

Diw?rsit¥ and MulticuRursl Affairs 

Universky of North Ca[oHna at 

Chapel 

09LSouth 

CB91.25 

9].9-962-O202 

F~m= Niller, Haeran 
8ent~ Tuesday, November 
Te~ Wood, Beverly 
Su[jett~ ~[: Kamoji WacNira 
Beverly, 

~ did s check request: cba@ng ~:he 5;~1/?00 to your acct. 

Please appro~e ~: when you hsw~ a chance. 

The cop~es of the docurnent 

Again, thank you so much for your cooperation. 

Acct 
[)ep~ ogI’ubiic [~o[icy 
Tel 91%-962.-4854 

[:o pav [:he gues[ speak~-_~r and If’u:’, number is 



Depl of z~,[}i,::m & z\g}o ,’~,:rlerJcar! Studies 
Tel 919-’:)~6- i295 
Nmil ler(b)ern a1L onc. edu 

F~m= Wood, Beverly 

Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 8:49 AM 
To= Miller, Haeran 
Subject= RE: Approved Independent Contractor form for Kamoji Wachiira 

Haeran. Account : 

Thanks~ 

Beverly Wood 

E>:ecu ~ve Ass~s~a]]i: 

Diversity and Mult~cu~tursl ~ffa~rs 

Tel: 9~9-962-0202 

~ Miller, Haeran 
SeBt~ Monday, November [5, 20~0 3:[8 PM 
T~ Wood, Beverly 
S~bje~t~ Approved Zndependent Contractor form for Kamoji Wachiira 

Beverly, 

Attached is an approved I.C. checklist for Kam@ Wachiira, the guest speaker for the event Professor Eunice SaNe organized using the Diversity and Multicultural 

Affairs Diversity Incentive Fund. 

As I spoke to you on the phone, I’d like to do one check request to pay his honorarium using three different department’s acct. numbers. If you have an acct. where 

we can charge the ~1,000 to            please let me use it and I will send you a copy of the check request and ask your approval. 

Please let me know ~f you need anything else. 

Thanks for your cooperation. 

ttaeraa~ Miller 

Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax. 919-%2-5824 
Dept. of African & Afro ~erican Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 
l~mille[~email tmc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Confe~nce Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@UNCC.EDU> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 1:59 PM 

APCG@I ,IST.UVM.EDU 

APCG panel for ISA m~d more 

Dear colleagues: 

It was wonderful to see so many of you at the African Studies Association conference in San Francisco this past weekend. APCG members had a great Indonesian dinner on 

Friday evening and a welPattended and productive business meeting early Saturday morning. For those who do not know, I took over as chair from Peter Von Doepp at that 
meeting. I only hope that I can do half as good a job in this position as he did over the past two years[ 

Steve Burgess chairs the selection committee for APCG panels at the ISA conference in Montreal in March 2011. Several people have withdrawn from the APCG panel on 
African security challenges (see panel information below) and we could now add up to two more papers. If you have a paper that would fit on this panel and are interested in 
attending the conference, please contact Steve at S!epher].Burgess@,MAXWELLAF.MIL 

Finally, I’d like to remind you that submissions for the December APCG new~letter are due to Mike Nelson (mbnelson@weslevan.edu) by December 3rd. Please send him 
information about recent publications, upcoming conferences, and other news that you would like to share. 

Thanks so much, and Happy Thanksgiving! 

Beth 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Departmen~ of Pelitica] Sc~enoe 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte 

9201 University City Blvd. 

Charlotte, NC 28223 

704-687-4527 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

From: Burgess, Stephen F Civ USAF AETC AWC/DEI [mailto:Stephen.Burgess@NAXWELL.AF.MIL] 

Sent: Non 11/22/2010 11:37 AM 
Subject: Two more participants for ISA panel 

TB16: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM 

Beyond the State: New Dimensions of African Security 

Challenges 

African Politics Conference Group 

Chair ]essica R. Piombo, Naval Postgraduate School 

Disc. ]esslca R. Piombo, Naval Postgraduate School 

Part of the Solutlon and Part of the Problem: State- 
Building, Stabilization, and Humanitarian Intervention in 

Threat Reduction Strategies in Africa 

Kenneth 3. Menkhaus: Davidson College 

Forced Displacement in Africa: Challenges for Human 

Security and International Security 

Sarah K. Llscher: Make Forest University 

Rethinking Small Arms Control in Af! rica: Setting an Armed 

Vlolence Re ductlon Agenda 

Robert H. Huggah: Small Arms Survey 

Thanks. 

Sincerely, 

Steve 

Dr. Stephen Burgess 

Department of International Security Studies 

US Air War College 

Maxwell AFB, AL 36112 

:1-334-953-7076 

DSN 493-7076 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Bryan Pitts <b~yan.pitts@duke.edu> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 3:04 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Spring 2011 Duke History Course on Latin American Military Dictatorships 

Latin American Military Dictatorships Flyer.pdf 

HIST 196S-03 

"DICTATORSHIP, DEMOCRATIZATION, AND MEMORY 1N LATIN AIVlERICA" 

Spring 2011, Thursdays, 3:05 - 5:35, Langnages 312 
Instructor: Bryan Pitts (bryan.pitts@duke.edu) 

Every Thursday, a dwindling group of elderly women marches in a slow circle aroand the Plaza de Mayo in the center of Buenos Aires. As they have liar over three 

decade~ the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo demand to be told what happened to their children, in large part activist students who were "disappeared" by Argentina’s 

1976-1983 military dictatorship. The Madres ser~’e as not only a poignant reminder of the human toll taken by a quarter-century of authoritarian milit~~ role in Latin 

America, but aJso an example of 

the continuing politicaJ and sociaJ fallout from militmN dictatorships. 

This junior-senior research seminar at Dnke roll analyze Latin Ainerica’s militaw dictatorships that flourished between 1964 and 1988, ruth an emphasis on Brazil, 

A~gentina, Chile, and Peru. What led the military to seize power thronghont Latin America? Why did they especially taqet college students and intellectuals for 

repression? What ways did people find of opposing these dictatorships, and what was daily life like under milit, ary role? Why did the military regimes ultimately collapse, 

and how have countries’ experiments with democracy fared in the quarter centuD~ since? What s~rts of memories are being constructed of these regimes, and what 

steps have been taken to bring the perpetrators of torture to juaice? 

We will learn about Latin America’s military dictatorships tbrongh a wide va~ie~ of primary sonrces, including documents, speeches, video tbotage, movies, and music, 

as well as relevant scholarly a~icles. Stadents should expect atx3ut 75-100 pages of reading per week, several shorter writing projects, and one longer research 

project. The research project will involve primary source research, dialogue with relevant secondary sources, and drafts of short portions of the project but will NOT 

require a polished final l~per. 

This course could be of interest to students majoring in any of the humanities or socM sciences, including (but not limited to) history, political science, and 

Spanish/Portuguese, as well as students working toward a certificate in Latin American studies. For more information, please email the instructor at 

bryan.pitts(~duke.edu. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agaflm <abnell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 4:12 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afrialhm] FW: [business managers] 229 and counting! Need more Blood Donors for Tuesday, Dec. 14th, Woollen Gym Drive, 7:30 a.m. - 

1:00 p.In. 

Holiday.Carolina.Blood Drive. 12.14.2010.pdf; Basics of Blood Donation.pdf 

Agatha Buell 
Business Ol]]cer 
Depa~men~ of P@qic Policy 
217 Abemefl%~ HN1, CB ~3435 
Deparlxnen~ og Agkicm~ & AlS’o-A~ner~can S~@~es 
109 Ba~t]e Hal~, CB #3395 
Un~versJt-y of NoNa Carolina 
C[mpd Hill NC 27599 
p~ 919.962.2788 
[ 919.962,%24 

F~m= Katrina CoNe [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent= Nonday, November 22, 2010 2:36 PN 
To= 0NC Dept. Business Nanaoers 
Subject= [business_mana0ers] 229 and countin0~ Need more Nood Donors for Tuesday, Dec. 14th, Woollen Gym Dr~ve, 7:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
PLEASE FOR~ZARD IN YOUR UNIT: 

With less than a month to go before the 12th ammal Holiday Edition of the Carolina Blood Drive, there are 184 \Vhole Blood Appointments and 45 Double Red 

Cell Appointments scheduled. With a goal of 400 units to conect,m T~esda.v, December 14th between 7:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. at Woollen 

Gyin, we need all eligible blood donors to In~ke an appointment today for this important event. Consider going to 2v_~3_Ei:_tLn__c_’_:_e_~t__~!_b_!_t_?£_d_ at tiffs time and make your 

appointment or if you cannot donate bloo& sign up as a volunteer. You can also call 96BLOOD (962-5663), Ext. 229. According to UNC-Chapel Hill policy: 

"Paxticitmtlon as either a donor or volunteer is considered work time for both permanent and tempom~ employees. Time to donate blood or volunteer must be 

reqnested in advance and management will consider both the employee’s request and the operating needs office office." Note - this drive is open to tim community as 

well so please tell all your friends to sign up too! 

Consider these facts, taken from "The Basics of Blood Donation" brochure attached: 

¯ Approximately every two second~ someone in America needs blood. 
¯ One blood donation conld help save the lives of up to three people. One in 10 persons entering the hospital needs blood. 
¯ More than 38,000 blood donations are needed every day to treat patients in need. 
¯ Just 38% of the population is eligible to give blood, and only a fraction of those people actually do. 
¯ Blood is a perishable product that can only come from generous volunteer blood donors. 
¯ The average adult has 10 to 12 pints of blood in their body. 
¯ A single blood donation can be separated into components, which can help more than one person: 

o Red blood cells help accident victims and surgeU and anemia patients. 
o Platelets help the blood clot and are often used for cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy 
o Plasma is often used to treat patients suffering fiom bums, shock or bleeding disorder. 

WIlY SHOULD YOU GIVE BLOOD? Blood is a special gift that each of us holds. By sharing it, you can give someone another chance at litE. Sign up today, help 
us make goal, and .save a life in the process!! w~a~’.tmc.eda,’blood 

Thanks and ttappy Thanksgiving, 

Katrina Coble 

Chail; Recruitment, Carolina Blood Drive 

"In everything give tPanks-gratitude is the attitude that sets tPe altitu@e for living." 

¯ -- Yon ~ace currently subscribed to 

business managers as: abuell~;emailatnc.edn. To unsnbscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28173431-23351052.88d152cd550c3f131 cdc33d20bf62acb(i~listserv.mm.edu 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!i~_i_c_’__e_@_e_E!’_a_j_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: http:/ilists.t~nc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8174255 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28174255-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~;listserv.unc.edn 



1 2th -ual Holiday Edit’_ on of 
the Carolina Blood Drive 

WOOLLEN GYM 

TUESDAY, 
7:30 A 

DECEIVIBEF~ 14 
= 1:00 P 

Be somebody’s HERO and 
gift of another day! 

give the 

Visit www.unc.edu/blood or call 
96-Blood for an appointment or 

information. 

All donors will receive a free 
t-shirt and a chance to win a pair of 

Delta Airline tickets! 

**If you have any questions about your eligibility 
please visit www.redcrossblood.org or call 

1-866-562-7156** 

iRe,~ C~ross 



Approximately every two seconds, 
someone in America needs blood. 

More than 38,000 blood donations are 
needed every day to treat patients in need. 

Just 38 percent of the population is 
eligible to give blood, and only a fraction of 

those people actually do. 

The need for blood transfusions is far 
outpacing actual blood donations, 

One blood donation could help save the 
lives of up to three people, 

The Red Cross is the single largest blood 
supplier in the United States. 

The Red Cross supplies blood products to 
about 3,000 hospitals nationwide. 

Eighty percent of the blood donations 
made through the Red Cross are at 
drives set up at community organizations, 

businesses, schools and churches. The 
remaining 20 percent are made at blood 
donation centers. 

itotth Raleigh 
8301 Bandford Way 
Raleigh, NC 2~6 

100 Edgewood Road 
Asheviile, NC 28S04 

Raleigh 
100 Noah Pear, roe Lane 
Raleigh, NC 27610 

Cary 
o ~c,,J Regency Parkway 
Suite 150 
Can/, NC 27518-8506 

Charlotte* 
2425 Park Road 
~"     ’~.     28203 ~harlo~, NC 

4737 University Drive 
University Place #3 
Durham, NC 27707 

G~ee~sboro 
1501 Yanceyvilie Street 
Greensboro, NC 27405 

9800 W. Kincey Avenue 
Suite 110, Calhoun Bidg. 
Huntersviile, NC 28078 

1102 S. 16th Street 
Wilmington NC 28401 

6~’0~,, Coliseum Drive 

Winston-Salem, NC 27106 

~ohnson City 
22L,,~ McKinley Rd. 
Suite 219 
Johnson City, TN 37604 

CAR Basics ,3110 

Locahon also has a 

platelet donation center 

You can dc.nai:e a.t: at’.. American Red Cross 

blood drive or blood donation center. 

v~,~ redcrossbiood,org ~, ~ ~ ~ 

@2010 ~l-e/’me can Hatona Red Cross 

The need is constant. 

The gratification is instant. 

Give blood7 



[] Blood is a perishable product that can 
only come from generous volunteer blood 
donors. 

[] The average adult has 10 to 12 pints of 
blood in their body. 

[] Nearly 5 million people need blood 
transfusions each year. 

[] One in 10 persons entering the hospital 
needs blood. 

[] The American Red Cross supplies over 
40% of the nation’s blood. 

A single blood donation can be separated into 
components, which can help more than one 
person: 

[] Red blood cells help accident victims and 
surgeGz and anemia patients. 

[] Platelets help the blood clot and are often 

used for cancer patients undergoing 
chemotherapy. 

[] Plasma is often used to treat patients 
suffering from burns, shock or bleeding 
disorders. 

If you are type O negative, patients of all blood 

types can use your blood in emergencies. 
Your blood donation is critical! If you are type 

O, please consider donating four times a year. 

The need is co~’.st~nt. 
The g~afi.fica~ien i.~ in.,~iant. 
Give blood.-~ 

You cannot contract any infectious diseases, 
including AIDS, by donating blood. 
¯ Donating is a safe, quick and easy process. 

Needles, bags and tubing are used only 
once for your donation then discarded. 

¯ Fluid volume (plasma) will be replenished in 

about 24 hours, platelets in a few days and 
red cells in a few weeks. 

Donating blood is simple and takes about an 
hour from start to finish. Here’s the process: 

Re!listratiorl: We’ll complete a form and 
ask for your donor card or picture ID. 

Mini-Physical and Confidential 
Health History: We’ll check your pulse, 
temperature, blood pressure and iron to 
make sure it is safe for you to give. We’ll 
also ask you detailed questions about your 
health. 

¯ l)or~ating: Actual donation time is about 
6 to 12 minutes. 

l~efreshraents: Enjoy cookies and juice 
in our refreshment area after your blood 
donation. 

Visit RedCrossBlood,org to learn more 

about blood, donation opportunities 

and how you can help save lives. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.ape.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 4:14 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pamh~azuka News 506: Special Issue: Afi]can Commission blocks LBGTI human rights 

PAMB.a~ZUKA iX~EWS 506: SPECIAL ISSUe: .Aff~RICAN COMMISSION BLOCKS LBGTI HJ_rMAN RIGHTS 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Features, 2 Comment & analysis 

The Coalition of African Lesbians (CAL) says it is ’extremely angered’ 
that their application for observer status before the African 
Cormnission on Human and Peoples’ was rejected. ’. this decision, if not 
challenged and reconsidered, ~vill legitimise ongoing state and 
non-state violence against LGBTI people in Africa.’ Pambazuka News 
publishes this special issue in solidarity with African I,esbians. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\IIVVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\IVViVVV/\ 

1 Features 
T}]I~ DAY ’I~f;% At,~ICAN CO]Via/fISSION DISAVOWBD HUMANITY 
Fikile Vilakazi and Sibongile Ndashe 

The Coalition of Afldcan Lesbians (CAL) says it is ’extremely angered’ 
that their application Jk~r observer status beJk~re the African 
Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights was rejected. ’. this decision, 
if not challenged and reconsidered, will legitimise ongoing state and 
non-state violence against I,GBT! people in Africa’ 
http : //www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory /~eatures/68947 

A[~’RICAN COMMISSION SHOULD RI~CONSIDER DECISION ON COALITION OF AFRICAN LESBIANS 
Statement to the 48th session of the African Commission on Human and 
Peoples’ Rights, November 2010, Banjul, The Gambia. 
Centre for Human Rights, Unlversib~ of Pretoria 

The Coalition of African Lesbians (CAL) has been refused observer 
status by the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights. In the 
face of increased homophobia, the message sent out is that merabers of 
sexual rainorities are ’free game’, says the Centre for Human Rights at 

the Universi~ of Pmtoria. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~/catego1N/ihaturesi68946 

THE FALLACY OF HL~’VIAN RIGHTS AT THE AFRICAN COM)¢ffSSION 
Wendy Isaack 

By denying observer statues to the Coalition of African Lesbians 
(CAL), the African Conm~ission on Human and Peoples’ Rights is 
endorsing ’the flagrant impunity’ enjoyed in most African states for 
violations of the rights of lesbian and gay people, argues Wen@ 
Isaack. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~/catego1~/fhaturesi68949 

ARE YVE NOT HUMAN? 

Sokari Ekine and Mia Nikasimo 

By denying the rights of LGBTI people, ACPHR is ’facilitating the 
continual criminalisation of LGBTI individuals and is ’absolutely 
complicit in the verbal, physical and sexual abuse of LGBTI people 
which goes unchallenged in country after country,’ write Sokari Ekine 
and Mia N~kasimo 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi6895 5 

NOT, WHY NOT? 
Doublespeak on LGBTI rights at the African Commission 

The Coalition of ~Affrican Lesbians meets all the eligibili~ criteria 
for observer status. So why has the ACHPR refused to award it to them, 
asks Joel Nana. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68956 

FACE DOWN 



Jane Bennett 

The decision by the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights to 
reject an application for observer status from the Coalition of 
African Lesbians has serious political implications, writes Jane 
Bennett. 
http : //www pamba×uka orz/en/cate~ory /[eatures/68948 

SEXUAL OR]EiXnfATION UI~XIDER THE AFRICAN CHARTER ON HL<VIAN Ai’~TD PEOPLES’ RIGHTS 

This paper discusses the relevance of the issue of sexual orientation 
to the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, while 
recognising the controversial nature of the subject, and suggests ways 
in which the commission can proceed. 
http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/er~]catego1~/fcaturesi6895 3 

\~ff~ERE CANWE FINED REFUGE AND JUSTICE? 

’If the body that is supposed to protect out human rights denies us 
that space .. everyone is going to take advantage of that denial to 
harass us,’ says activist Kasha Jacqueline, following the ACHPR’s 
refusal to grant observer status to the Coalition of African Lesbians. 
httr~:/:’www.’oambazaka.or~/er~]cateaorv/featuresi68957 

LESBIANS CAN NO LONGER BE SILENT 
Rose Wanjiku 

The ACHPR’s refusal to award obser,~er status to the Coalition of 
African Lesbians is further evidence of its desire to silence the 
voice of African women, ~vrites Rose Wanjiku It’s time to speak out. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi68958 

LET THIS GROUP FIND COMFORT AND SAFETY HERE 
Statement at the 48th Session of the African Con~rnission on Human And 
Peoples’ Rights 
Asha Ramgobin 

’Can we truly silence a group or den?- them a voice at the one place 
they should feel the safest?’ writes Asha Ramgobin, in a plea for the 
ACHPR to reconsider its decision not to a~vard the Coalition of African 
Lesbians observer status. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/68960 

/VV/VVV/VV,J/VVV/’,i’,A/I,JVVA/VV/VVV/V’,i’,//,, 

2 Cormnent & analysis 
DF~NYL’qG RIGHTS AND LrNDFP, M1NING ~,~,ISPRUDENCE 

INTf{RK~HTS 

ACHPR’s decision to refuse observer status to the Coalition of African 

Lesbians is inconsistent with the established jurisprudence and work 

of the A[’rican Charter on Hutnan and Peoples’ Rights, says INTERIGHTS 

http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~oryicomment/68954 

D[£NOUNCE THE RE]IiCT]ON OF CAL’S APPLICATION FOR OBSERVER STATUS 
Women Human Rights Defenders International Coalition 

Given that there is ’no legitimate basis to den?" the application of 
CAL and to do so contravenes the provision of the African Charter and 
existing international human rights instruments’, Women Human Rights 
Defenders International Coalition is calling on the ACHPR to 
reconsider its decision. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/catezop{icomment/68959 

COMMISSION SHOULD GRANT CAL OBSERVER STAT"[]S 
Alternatives Cameroon 

Alternatives Cameroon, in collaboration with the Coalition of African 
Lesbians (CAL), would like to congratulate the African Cormnission on 
Human and Peoples’ Rights for passing a resolution establishing a 
committee on People Living with HIV/AIDS and Those most at Risk to 
address the violations of the rights of vulnerable groups, with a 
specific emphasis on women, children, sex workers, migrants, men who 
have sex with men and prisoners. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~.ien/categor,<icomment/68888 



PROTESTING DENIAL OF CAL’ S OBSERVER STATUS 
Rose Wanjiku 

This is a protest letter at the decision by the At~ican Conm~ission on 
Human and Peoples’ Rights to deny obselwer status to the Coalition of 
African Lesbians (CAL). 
http://www.pambazuka.orgien/categor¥icorument/68887 

REGARDLNG THE DENIAL OF C.~L’ S OB SERVER STATUS 
Lydia Alpizar Durln 

Lydia Alpizar Durfin, on behalf of the Association for Women’s Rights 
in Development, writes to the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ 
Rights regarding the denial of the application flcom the Coalition of 
African Lesbians (CAL) for observer status at the commission, news 
’received with great disappointment’. 
http://www.pambaz~ka.orgien/category/comment/68890 

DEEP CON(?Ft~N ABOUT DECISION O ’,2ER CAL 
Radhika Balakrishnan 

The Center for Women’s Global Leadership is writing to express our 
deep concern about the recent decision, made on behalf of the African 
Cormnission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR), to not grant observer 

status to the Coalition of African Lesbians (CAL). 
http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/category/comment/68891 

CAL MF~TS REQUNEMENTS FOR OBSERVER STATUS 
1NTERIGHTS 

INTERIGHTS urges the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights 
to reconsider its refbsal of observer status for the Coalition for 
African Lesbians (CAL). 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~oryicomment/68892 

D[gNIAL OF CAL: DISAPPOINTMENT, DISSATISFACTION AND CONCERN 

Global Rights 

We at Global Rights express our deepest disappointment, 

dissatisfaction and concern for the decision of the commission to deny 

observer status to the Coalition of Afi-ican Lesbians (CAL). 

http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/categop~icomment/68893 

A[~! ICAN COMMISSION RIiJECTING LGBT[ RK3HTS? 
International Service J2~r Hmnan Rights 

The International Service :[’or Human Rights (ISHR) calls on the African 
Cotmnission for Human and Peoples’ Rights to confirm that it does not 
reject the rights of I.GBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and 
intersex) people. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/categor~’/comment/68894 

ACHPR SHOULD LEAD ON ALL HL~¢IAN RIGHTS 
L. Muthoni Wanyeki 

Following its rejection of CAL’s (Coalition of African Lesbians) 
application for observer status, L. Muthoni Wanyeki of the Kenya Human 
Rights Conm~ission (KHRC) petitions the African Conm~ission on Human and 
Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) to ’provide leadership in the protection and 
promotion of the human rights of sexual minorities in At~ica’. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~N/comment/68895 

’REPEAL LAWS CRI2k~rNALISING HOMOSEX~UALITY ON THE AFRICA CONTINENT’ 

Legal Dcfence and Assistance Project (LEDAP) statement to the African 

Corcanission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, November 2010 

The Legal Defence and Assistance Project (LEDAP) outlines the 
stigruatisation of people based on sexual orientation in the context of 
the African Comruission rejecting an application for obselwer status 
from the Coalition of At~ican Lesbians. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/catep.orv/comment/68950 

GRANTING CAL OBSERVER STATUS A PRIORITY FOR ’HL~,IAN RIGHTS COi’,/K’~UNITY’ 



Letter o:[" support fi-om the Masimanyane Women’s Support Centre 

’We find it reprehensible that CAL’s application was rejected, 
considering that they meet all the criteria set out for groups to 
obtain observer status and that they represent a m~nor~ty group whose 
vulnerability to human rights abuse is well documented.’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~oryicomment/68952 

RAISING HUMAN RIGHTS CONCERNS TO AFRICAN COMMISSION 
Amnesty International 

Amnesty International welconres this opportunity to address the African 
Commission on Hunran and Peoples’ Rights on the state of the situation 
of hmnan rights in Africa. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~.ien/categoryicomment/68889 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http :i/www.f ahamu, or~. 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahanm Ltd. 

co)., Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrmrons Attribution-Nonconwnercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For further details see: 
http://wxvw.pambazuka.org/er~about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w;vw.pambazuka org/en ) 
Edi~go em lingua Portuguesa ( http:/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http ://wwwpambazuka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazukaorg/el~/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.pambazuka org/erdabout php ) 



4-5:30 PM ,. CAMPUS Y 
FACULTY COMMONS 

J oin us for a book reception featuring a brief reading 

and discussion of the newly published The InfersecfionaJ 

Approach: Transforming fhe Academy ~hrough Race, 

CJass, & Gender (UblC Press, 2010), edited by Michele 

Tracy Berger (Associate Professor, Department of 

~Zomen~s Studies, UblC-Chapel Hill) and Kathleen 

Guidroz (Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, 

l,,~,ount Saint Mary’s University)° SeveraJ contributors will 

also be present to discuss how intersectionality (or the 

consideration of race, class, and gender, etco), is changing 

how they approach their disciplines, scholarship, and 

teaching° The Intersectiona! Approach is a collection of 

18 essays that guides new and estabJished researchers 

across the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences 

to engage in a critical reflection about the broad 

adoption of intersectionaiity and that constitutes what 

Berger and Guidroz call a new "social literacy" for 

scholarso Light refreshments will be provided. 

do-sponsored by the Carolina Women’s denter and the Department o[ Women’s Studies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 9:49 AM 

The asc t~ulty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~sc t?aculty] CFP: SERSAS/SEAN Spring 2011 Cont~rence] 

From: Todd Lee@, University of Florida, Gainesville <tleedy@ufl.edu> 
Date: 2 November 2010 

Africa Connected: Movement, Flow, and Change 

28-29 Janua~z 2011 
Gainesville, FL 

’]7he South Eastern Regiunal Seminal- on African Studies (SERSAS) and the 
South East Africanist Network (SEAN) are pleased to annuunce an initial 
call for papers fur a juint cunference tu be husted by the University 
uf Flurida and co-sponsored by Umversity uf Nurth Carulina-Chapel Hill 

The call fur papers ~s ()pen in terms of tupics and methodologies tu any 
aspect and regiun of Africa, though the general theme 12~r the conference 
will be "Africa Connected: Movement, Flow, and Change." Papers 
addressing issues such as migration/remittances, regional/glubal capital 
flows, internatiunal assistance/develupment prugrams, 
irfformatiun/communication technulogies, and transnatiunal :forms uf 
pupular culture are particularly welcume. 

S ERSASiSEAN invites the partic~patiun uf advanced undergraduate and 
graduate students in addition tu established schulars Multi-media 
presentations will be facilitated and are encouraged. SERSAS alsu awards 
the Jim Brown Prize fur the best paper presented by a graduate student 
at the cunference This award is $100 

Abstracts Interested scholars are invited tu submit an abstract uf 
approximately 250 wurds tu the members uf SERSAS and SEAN conference 
coordination 
cormrfittee: 

Kea Gordon, gordenk@cofc.edu 

Todd Leedy, tleedy@ufl.edu 

Aran MacKinnon, araackinn@westga, edu 

Jerc~W Rich, jrich@mtsu.edu 

Deadline for submission of abstracts: 15 December 2010 

Registration 

Registration fees are $20 for faculty and $10 for graduate students. 
These fees can be paid onsite at the conference 

Acconwnodation 

A limited number of rooms have been placed on hold for cunfcrence 
attendees at the UF Reitz Union Hotel and Holiday Inn Universi~z Center 
in Gainesville. SERSAS/SEAN will pay for a limited number of 
a ccommodatiuns at these two hotels - first priority will be given to 
presenters appearing on the program. Attendees must make individual 
reservations by contacting the hotel directly and using the appropriate 
group code with their own credit card. Please contact Todd Lee@ 
(tleedy@u£1 edu) for further details. 

Reitz Uniun Hotel (group code IBA11) ph. 352.392.2151 - reserve by 12/27/10 

Holiday Ilm Umversity Center (group code ASG) ph. 352.376.1661 - 
reserve by 1/6/11 

Information on SEAN and meeting registration: 

http://web.africaufl.edu/Ne~vs Eventsisean html 

Inibrmation on SERSAS: http ://www.ecu. edu/african/sersas/homepage.htm 



You are currentl’~’ subscribed to asc facul~" axsd: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28178353-9518753.bdc06336c8228bT:g)846378ae5dc20e0@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:53 AM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-l?aculty] Teach-in on housekeepers 

http://www dailytarheel com/index.php/articlei2010/11Amc workers rights examined in forum 

UNC ~vorkers’ rights examined in forum 

By i The Daily Tar Heel 

The stories of decades of UNC worker’s struggles led to a discussion 
Monday night about how things still could be better. 

E~NC’s Student Action with Workers, an organization that mobilizes 
support for worker-led campaigns on campus, welcomed an audience of more 
than 80 students, faculty, staff and community members to Hamilton Hall 
for a night of guest speakers and group discussiuns. 

said she organized the 
event to educate peuple about what’s happening with huusekeepers and to 
create a ]2~rum tu discuss huw students can suppurt the huusekeepers on 
campus. 

"In the past, the huusekeepers were slaves, but tuday they’re still 
treated as second-class citizens,"        said. 

"~Ihere’s this culture of disrespect and isolatiun said in the name uf 
students, and it’s uur ubligatiun to say that’s not true" 

Odessa Davis, whu has been a huusekeeper for 13 years, was suspended [’or 
a week withuut pay fur sitting down tu rest during an unauthurized break 
earlier this year, she said. 

The incident was worrisome because her wages were already very low, she 
said. 

"We still don’t make the hying that we need to pay out bills," she said 

said Davis wurks with strong chemicals all day, and since she has 
asthma, she has tu sit duwn while using her inhaler. 

The University’s Wage-Hour policy allows for rests during the day so 
long as the housekeeper obtains approval in advance frora their 
supervisor. The policy canre ~mder scrutiny earlier this year after 
several housekeepers received suspensions &tring the hectic move-in 
preparations, though all the disciplinary actions were ultimately 
expunged and Davis was reimbursed. 

Saladin _Muhamnrad, the national chairruan of Black Workers For Justice, 
said he was frustrated with the way the University handles worker’s issues. 

"We assume academic institutions will pionecr in certain areas" to give 
workers more freedom to ask for benefits, Muhammad said. 

"But here at L~’C we find out that that is not the case." 

He stressed the importance of student participation in building a 
climate of solidarity and for studcnts to identify with workers in a way 
that recognizes thenr as an important part in the educational envirotwnent. 

"We need your support, we want your support, but we’re not just 
sel~’ants," Muharmnad said. "We expect to be treated with dignity- and 
respect." 

After the speeches ended, audience members proposed ways to raise 
awareness on campus, such as having students stand up for 12 hours in a 
row, even in their classes, encourage students to pick up their trash 
and help students recognize that they could face similar straggles in 
their working environments. 

Another proposal was to have students read housekeepers’ testimonies in 
the public spaces they are not allowed to frequent while working. 

"We talk about the Carolina cormnunity, but are we really including the 
whole Carolina con~nunity?" Ashton asked the audience. "We should include 
the housekeepers and all the workers of the University" 

Contact the University Editor at udesk@unc.edu. 

Published November 22, 2010 in Campus, Online Exclusive 

--- You are CUlTently subscribed to sej-faculty as: eunice@email.unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 



email to leave-28178392-3692316 5eddOfl 2bll~ 180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lain Carol Ann Markstein <~laram@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Food for Dec I st 

Hi Eunice, 

When you have a moment, would you be able to send me your food and beverage preference for the December 1 Global Issues meeting? 

http:/isandwhich.biz/menu.pdf 

Thank you so much! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.u nc.edu!d epts!ints! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, November 23, 20:[0 :[:[:06 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°464 

Mo~dova, a 1~4ajor European Success for the Eastern Partnership? 
Florent Parmentier 

Foundation : Editoriai I Korea/Japan I Eiectionsi~,l@dova I Eiactions/~}elarus Financial Crisis : 
Eurogroup I ECB I World Bani< I OECD I I~,lF I ~~-ermany I Spa:n I Fin~a~d I France I Greece I Ireland 

I ltaly I Latvia I UK I iceland ~issi~ : Ag:-icultu:-e I Law/Companies I Energy I Children I 
Ha~dicap I Hungary ~rli~e~t : Budget 6~.~11 : Eco~omy/Fi~snces 
EUiUS~, Germany : Pensions I cars I the Netherlands I CDU Denmark : Pi:-acy Spain : 
Er~pi.ayment France : Employmen( I G~ee,::e I Hunga~y Greece : ~u~garia 
T~e ~et~e[la~ : [r~de ~ela~ : B@arus B~ : House of Lords I ]ransparenc}, Sle~e~i~ : Russia 
USA : Awards Moldova : italy Serbia : UK I £CTY Councilor Europe : Human Rights I ~ustk:e 
OECD : Governance NATO : St:-ateg}’ I Russia UN : FAOiNo:-th Xore~ I Mt~ngib~e C~fltura~ Heritage 
Eurostat : Dehc~iDebt I TransaUanUc 7~a.de Studies/Reports : Agrk:uiture I Deh~nce I Bafl~:ans I 
Aflqca Culture : European~ I Pk:asso/Degas I Exh~b~tk~niVan 
CranachiLouv~e I PrizeiMtera~u~e 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Ed=.toE.al 

j The day following the announcement of the aid programme set up by the EU 
.~.iI photonon dispo and the :[MF to save the Irish banks the chairman of the Robert Schuman 

Foundation Jean-Dominique Giuliani published an editorial on the irish case 
which he qualifies as "the bad boy in the European class". 

Korea/Japan 

j The town of Saint-Maur-des-Fosses is organising the second edition of its 

~i photo non dispo festival from 28th-28th November together with the Robert Schuman Foundation 
"Saint-Maur en routes liberL~s" devoted this year to Korea and Japan. The high 

point of the programme: the exclusive broadcast in Europe of "Kimjongilia" a 
documentary of singular truth on North Korea by N C Heikin. Experts, journalists 

and politicians will debate the latest events in Korea and Japan. The Chairman of the Robert 
Schuman Foundation, Jean-Dominique Giuliani will Lake part in a round table on 28th November 
devoted to relations between the EU and Korea. 

Eiections/~4oldcva 

j Only four of the 12 parties registered for the general election on 28th November 

~i photo non dispo in Moldova are due to rise above the 4% threshold of the votes cast to be 
% represented in Parliament: the Communist Party is due to win 28.6 ,o of the 

vote; the Liberal Democratic Party 2~.4% ; the Democratic Party 9.9% and the 
Liberal Party 8.6%. The Our Moldova Alliance led by Serafim Urechean is only 
due to win 0.6% of the vote. One quarter of the electorate (26%) say this still 

have not made their choice. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Eiecbons/Belarus 

j The Belarusians are being called to vote on ~gth December to appoint their 
~iI photo non dispo President. 10 people are standing according to the Central Electoral 

Commission. "President" since ~.994 Aleksander Lukashenko modified the rules 
so that he could stay in power - which he exercises with an iron fist and in an 
authoritarian - or rather a dictatorial manner. Vladimir Nekliayev, 64, poet and 

leader of the movement ’Tell the truth’ is seen as the only truly credible rival even though all 
observers are expecting a first round victory for Aleksander Lukashenko. Mr Nekliayev asked 
international observers to stay longer in the country to avoid any infringements. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Financial Crisis : 
E~irog=-oup 

j On 16th November the Finance Ministers of the 16 euro area Member States 

~i photo non dispo looked into the latest developments in terms of financial stability in the euro 
area. They welcomed "the announcement made by the irish authorities that 
their four year budgetary strategy will include a 6 billion euro adjustment as of 



2011 with regard to a total consolidation effort of 15 billion euros". With regard 
to Portugal the Ministers lauded the "government’s recent statement about of its commitment to 
guaranteeing a reduction in the public deficit to a total 4.6% of the GDP in 2011 and the recently 
published draft budget. With regard to the situation in Greece Ministers welcomed the effort made by 
the Greek government to fall in line with the adjustment programme in view of reducing the deficit in 
2010 and putting an end to the excessive deficit by 2014. 

Read I Cther ]ink i OIher link                                                                     I~1 

ECB 

j Although in the euro area inflation forecasts and expectations are well 
~iI photo non dispo established in line with the stability of prices an extremely ambitious reform of 

economic governance is necessary to avoid the repetition of the present 
problems experienced by the markets and public finances said the President of 
the European Central Bank, .lean-Claude Trichet on 19th November during the 

European Banking Congress in Frankfurt. Lauding the imminent creation of the European Systemic 
Risk Council which he will chair personally Mr Trichet said he believed that it should improve 
regulations and create a more stable financial system. 

Read I Cther link 

World Bank 

j The economies of the ten countries in Central and Eastern Europe, which were 
~:: photonon dispo once in the fold of the USSR are recovering after the serious crisis which 

affected them - but recovery depends on the situation in the western part of the 
continent said the World Bank on 18th November. "Recovery is starting across 
the region," declared the World Bank in its "EU10" report indicating that each of 

the 10 economies should be growing next year. After contracting by 3.5% as a whole in 2009 this 
zone is due to grow by 1.8% this year and by 3.2% in 2011. 

OECD 

I According to the latest "Economic Outlook" published by the OECD on 18th 
~iI photo non dispo November economic activity should gradually gather pace over the next two 

years (increase of 2.3% in the GDP in 2011 and 2.8% in 2012 in the OECD 
countries), but recovery will be uneven and unemployment will remain high. 
Growth will be the most dynamic in the USA with a 2.2% rise in activity growth 
in 2011 and 3.1% in 2012 in comparison with 1.7% and 2% in the euro area and 
1.7% and 1.3% in Japan. 

g’.ead                                                                                                        ~ 

J The Director of the IMF, Dominique Strauss-Kahn called on 19th November for 
photo non dispo the EU to "to break away from low growth" thanks to greater cooperation and 

integration of its economies, "Cooperation is moving forward too slowly" in the 
EU said Mr Strauss-Kahn in Frankfurt/Main taking for example the "slow 
recovery of the financial sector". "A joint European vision with regard to 
budgetary policy, domestic balance and the labour market also," he declared. 

j According to the latest monthly report by the Bundesbank published on 18th 
.~j photonon dispo November Germany’s economic recovery is due to continue. These forecasts 

are notably based on a healthy pace of exports and the rise in domestic 
consumption. The OECD announced its most recent "Economic Outlook" on 18th 
November saying that it was now forecasting growth of 3.5% in Germany in 

2010 against 1.9% in a forecast dating back to the spring. In addition to this it is forecasting 2.5% 
growth in 2011 and 2.2% in 2012 for Germany. 

Spain 

J The Spanish economy recorded 0.2% GDP growth in the third quarter of 2010 
.~j photonon dispo the same as in the previous quarter. Spain came out of recession in the first 

quarter showing GDP growth in comparison with the previous quarter - 0.1% 
(against 0.3% in the euro area). It continued recovery in the second quarter 
with +0.2% (1% in the euro area). Over the entire year the government is 

reckoning on a contraction of 0.3% of the GDP then growth in 2011 of 113%. 

Read 

Finland 

j According to figures published on 15th November by the National Statistics 
~] photo non dispo Office - Statistics Finland - inflation increase to 2.3% over one year in October 

against 1.4% in September. Over one month- September to October, the 
Finnish consumer price index increased by 0.4%, "mainly due to an increase in 
food and clothes prices," said the office. 

Fra nee 
On 18th November the draft finance law 2011 was approved 169 votes in 

~i photonon dispo favour, 68 against and 2 abstentions by the National Assembly, the lower 
Chamber in Parliament. The entire draft budget 2011 plans to reduce the State’s 
deficit by 60 billion euros, down from 162 to 92 billion euros. The goal is to bring 
the public deficit down to 6% of the GDP in 2011 against 7.7% in 2010. The 
forecasts rely on the hypothetic growth of 2% in 2011 against 1.5% in 2010. 

The text is now being assessed by the Senate, the Upper Chamber of Parliament. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 



j The draft budget 2011 presented on 18th November plans for a deficit of 7.4% 

~:i photo non dispo of the GDP. This budget aims to respect the conditions for the payment of a loan 
of 110 billion euros over three years granted by the EU and the IMF. The 
austerity measures planned for in the 2011 budget are 6.13 billion euros in 
excess of the requirements planned for in the loan agreement since the 
govenment plans to bring the public deficit down to 7.4% of the GDP next year. 

The additional investment will target state company deficits, healthcare and fiscal fraud. It matches 
Eurostat’s review of an upward trend in the public deficit for 2009 that leads to a rise in 2010, now 
estimated at 9.4% of the GDP against 8.1% desired by those granting the loans. The country’s debt 
totals -152.6% of the GDP. Inflation that has risen sharply over the last few months totalled 5.2% in 
October and this has to be brought back down to 2.2%. 

lreland 
The Irish Council of Ministers decided on 21st November to ask for an aid plan 

i~i photo non dispo established by the EU and the IMF said the Irish Finance Minister, Brian 
Lenihan. The aid plan was accepted at the beginning of the evening by the EU 
and the IMF; the envelope could total 90 billion euros. In addition to this the 
Irish Finance Minister confirmed that a new austerity plan would be announced 
"at the beginning of next week" prior to the payment of international aid. This 
plan aims to save 15 billion euros overs four years ie nearly 10% of the whole 

Irish GDP. It aims to bring the public deficit - at present at 32% of the GDP down to 3% in line with 
requirements set by the EU. 

Read [ Cther Hnk 

Itah’ 

1 Italian MPs adopted the austerity budget for 2011 on 19th November which 

:~i:il photo non dispo now has to be presented to the Senate in view of its final approval at the 
beginning of December before the fate of the Berlusconi government, 
disrupted by the rift with Gianfranco Fini, can be decided. Supporters of the 
leader of the Chamber of Deputies, Gianfranco Fini, Former ally and now 
adversary of the Cavaliere, promised to approve the budget to show their 
"sense of resposibility" whilst the euro area is suffering due to the Irish crisis. 

This budget is based on an austerity cure of 25 billion euros Focusing on 2011 and 2012. 

Read [¢therlink 

Latvia 

j Latvia, which emerged from the most serious recession in the world, may make 
~] photo non dispo less draconian budgetary cuts in 2011 than it had previously anticipated said the 

Latvian Finance Ministry on 15th November. According to the ministry budgetary 
spending will be reduced by 280 million lats (398 million euros) in 2010 
compared with a reduction of an initially planned 350 to 395 million lats. The 

announcement was made after discussions with the representatives of the IMF which together with 
the EU is helping the country to stabilise its Finances in virtue of a rescue plan adopted in 2008 that 
totals 7.5 billion euros. 

Read [ ether link 

j According to a press release by the Office for National Statistics published on 
~iI photonon dispo 17th November the employment level in the UK reached 70.8 ,o in the third 

quarter of 2010 which implies a 167,000 rise in the number of people working. 
This increase is mainly due to the number of independent workers which 
increased by 112,000 to reach a total of 4,03 million and part time workers 

whose numbers increased by 94,000 (6.67 million in all). 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

lceland 

j In Iceland the government and the parliamentary opposition convened a group 
.~j photo non dispo of experts on 15th October to try to settle the issue of household debt. This 

group led by SigurSur Snaevarr, economic advisor to the Prime Minister 
delivered his report on 15th November. It made an assessment of the debt and 
estimates the feasibility and effectiveness of 11 measures that might help to 
settle the situation. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Agriauiture 

I On 18th November the European Commission adopted a Communication on the 

~i photonon dispo future of the CAP entitled "The CAP towards 2020: Meeting the food, natural 
resources and territorial challenges of the future". The Commission document 
describes three options for the future reform: a radical reform leading to the 
end of revenue subsidies and the abolition of most market intervention 

measures; a status quo with regard to limited improvements such as a fairer redistribution of 
subsidies; an intermediary solution establishing a more balanced, better targeted and more 
sustainable aid regime. The European executive will present formal legislative proposals mid-2011 
after discussions between Member States and the European Parliament. 

Read J Od’ler link :: Other link                                                                     I×1 

La ’,~,~/Co m pa rues 
1 On 19th November the European Commission presented the European 

[~ photo non dispoj Parliament and the Council with a report on the application of the regulation 
relative to the status of the "European company" ("Societas Europaea" or SE). 
In theory the status offers companies established in more than one member 
State the possibility of establishing themselves in the shape of a single 
company answerable to EU law. This enables them to undertake their 
activities in the entire EU applying one corpus of rules and a unified company 

management and financial information system. The report presented on 19th November is part of 
the revision procedure of SE regulation. It describes the positive and negative factors that influence 



the establishment of an SE and highlights the trends with regard to the distribution of SE’s in the 
Union. it also analyses the main problems encountered during the establishment and management of 
an 

K~!. I ~@.~.E.LLE.!’~ 

] To achieve the goals set by the energy savings strategy the European 

photo non dispoj Commission presented its priorities with regard to energy infrastructures for 
the next two decades on 17th November. The Commission has defined 
priority corridors, supply networks in the EU for electricity, gas and oil. This 
list will serve in the future to provide authorisations and funding on real 
European projects. To achieve these energy and climate goals the EU needs 
to invest around 200 billion euros in energy transport alone (gas pipelines and 

electric networks). 

I: :l 
Children 

I On 17th November the European Commission launched a last reminder to 

~i photo non dispo nearly half of the Member States who still have not implemented (since 200?) 
the European emergency number ~_16 000 designed for lost/kidnapped children. 
it is a unique number that enables lost children and their parents to obtain aid 
across the entire Union. The Commission suggested common minimal standards 

to guarantee the quality of this service in the EU that should enable the Member States to make this 
special number operational before envisaging the adoption of legislative measures. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Handicap 

J On 15th November the European Commission adopted a strategy to remove the 

~:i photonon dispo daily impediments that affect nearly 80 million handicapped people in Europe. 
This plan includes measures such as the use of the national handicap charter in 
all Member States and a better acknowledgement of handicapped people in their 
daily lives, in public markets, and with regard to state aid. According to the 
Commission these measures would be beneficial from a social point of view but 
they would also have an impact on the European economy leading to the 

development of the European equipment and services markets estimated at 30 billion euros per 
year. 

Hungary 

J Within the context of the next presidency of the Council of the European Union 

~i photonon dispo held by Hungary the President of the Commission los6 Manuel Barroso met 
Hungarian Prime Minister, Viktor Orban on 17th November. President Barroso 
said he was delighted with the coherence of the priorities announced by the 
Hungarian Presidency in line with the European Commission’s programme. The 

Hungarian Presidency has said that it wants to devote its work to issues such as energy security, the 
partnership with the Balkans, the regional cohesion policy, the Danube strategy and the EU’s 
enlargement. The Hungarian government has set itself the priority of guaranteeing the macro- 
economic stabilisation and consolidation of the EU. 

R.~ad [ Od’ler link I×1 

Parliament : 
Budget 

I The EU budget is in stalemate. On 15th November negotiators from the 
~iI photo non dispo European Parliament and the Member States did not succeed in reaching 

agreement over the EU budget for 2011. The European Parliament did however 
take the first step by accepting that the rise in the European budget should be 

limited to 2.9% in comparison with 2010 - a demand made by the Member States. in return it asked 
for a ’serious’ agreement on the future funding of the EU, protecting the role of the Parliament and 
planning for budgetary margins to gain greater flexibility. A new project is due to be put forward by 
the European Commission and the Parliament’s negotiators hope that the December European 
Council will lead to an agreement. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Council : 

l The 27 European Economy and Finance Ministers gave the greenlight on 17th 

~i photo nondispo November to the creation of a financial surveillance system to prevent the 
problems that arose during the economic crisis. The reform includes the 
creation of a European Systemic Risk Committee and three authorities 
responsible for the surveillance of European banks, insurance companies, real 

estate prices. The new system will be operational as of ].st January 20].].. 

E,:.4ucat i()n/Cultur eiSP,:)r t 

J The 27 Education, Youth, Culture and Sports Ministers have set their priorities 
~] photo non dispo until 20].4 - these include the importance of intercultural dialogue, the creation 

of cultural companies, but also the development of the cultural aspect of 
external affairs. The role of culture was also highlighted as a means to counter 
poverty and also as a means for social inclusion. They recalled the importance 

of sport as a vector for social inclusion identifying three priorities: accessibility to sport for all 
citizens, the use of sport as a means to build communities and the transnational exchange of 
strategies. 



] On 20th November the EU and the USA re-iterated their call to the major 

photonon dispo economies not to launch on a path of devaluation of the most important 
currencies or to manipulate exchange rates. "Competitive devaluation policies 
which do not reflect economic fundamentals have to be avoided" they said in 
their address to the G20 partners in a joint declaration after the EU-USA 
summit in Lisbon. On 19th November a EU-USA energy council notably asked 
Kiev to step up its implementation of the joint declaration on the 

modernisation of the Ukrainian gas pipeline networks. 

Other li!~k 

Pensions 

/[ ]~]II 

On 17th N ..... ber the G ..... g ........ t decided to adhere to the law 
photo non dispo passed in 2007 with regard to raising progressively the age of retirement by 

2029 to 67. "in the last 50 years life expectancy has been extended by 11 years 
in our country," declared Employment Minister Ursula von der Leyen during the 
presentation of a report on work amongst the over 60’s that was adopted by the 

The European car manufacturing leader, Volkswagen announced on 19th 

~i photo non dispo November that it intended to invest 51.6 billion euros by 2015 to fulfil its 
ambition of taking over Toyota as world leader by 2018. To this sum we should 
add 10.6 billion additional euros invested by the group’s co-companies in China 
over the same period which will be funded by their own sources. 

The Netheriands 

j On 18th November German President Christian Wulff visited the Netherlands 
.~.iI photo non dispo where he was guest to Queen Beatrix. During this visit he highlighted the 

excellent relations between Germany and the Netherlands. On 19th November 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel hosted the Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte 

in Berlin. They addressed topical issues with regard to the EU, notably the establishment of a 
permanent crisis management mechanism as well as the question of the EU budget for 2011. ~n 
addition to this they spoke of immigration as well as the trade relations between their two countries. 

J On 18th November German Chancellor Angela Merkel was re-elected as chair of 

~i photonon dispo her party, the conservative Christian Democratic Union (CDU) for another two 
year mandate. She won 90.4}~o of the vote against 94.8 ,o in 2008. She was the 
only candidate running in this election organised during the federal congress in 
Karlsruhe. 

Piraq 

j The Danish government decided to extend the contribution made by its navy to 
~iI photo non dispo the NATO Mission to counter piracy in the Gulf of Aden until 1st March 2011 said 

Foreign Minister Lene Espersen on 18th November because "piracy of the Horn 
of Africa is still a threat to the freedom to sail on the seas of the world." ":[ also 
wanted Denmark to be able to help (the NATO mission) during a second 

semester in 2011," added Defence Minister Gitte Lillelund Bech. 

Spain : 
Employment 

j The President of the Spanish government los@ Luis Zapatero announced on 18th 
.~.iI photo nondispo November that there would be an action plan to counter unemployment and to 

transform the production model. The plan is due to be adopted during an 
upcoming council of ministers on 26th November. [t includes a series of 
commitments for the next 15 months with regard to the reform of employment 

policies, the collective negotiation system and even the fostering of innovation. 

Er!b’;,ayrr!ent 

j The number of workers is said to have risen by 0.3% (+44,600 jobs) in the third 
.~.:: photonon dispo quarter of 2010 and by 0.6% (+98,600 jobs) over one year according to the 

estimation of salaried work undertaken by the INSEE and DARES. in companies 
of ten workers and more across the entire economy except agriculture and civil 
service, the basic monthly salary indicator (SMB) increased by 0.3% in the third 

quarter of 2010 and by +1.7% over one year. 

Read [ Othe:- ]ir:k I. I 

j On 15th November the Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou travelled to 
photo nondispo Paris where he met with French President Nicolas Sarkozy fora working lunch. 

He also met French Prime Minister Francois Fillon. During these two interviews 
Greece’s economic situation, the reforms in view to re-establish Greek public 
finances, economic exchange between France and Greece and the outlook for 

defence and arms cooperation were all issues on the agenda. 



On 19th November the French President Nicolas Sarkozy received Hungarian 
.~j photonon dispo Prime Minister Viktor Orban for an interview devoted to the priorities of the 

Hungarian Presidency of the Council of the EU that starts on January ::[st next 
and to Franco-Hungarian bilateral relations. They expressed their support at 

Croatia’s entry into the EU. They also spoke of Romania and Bulgaria’s entry into the Schengen 
area. The Hungarian Prime minister met his French counterpart, Frangois Fillon on 18th November to 
discuss European and bilateral issues. 

Bulgaria 
Energy was at the heart of the meeting between the Bulgarian President 

.~j photo non dispo Gueorgui Parvanov and his Greek counterpart Karolos Papoulias on 17th 
December in Sofia whilst perspectives diminished with regard to the Bourgas- 
Alexandroupolis oil pipeline project. "We discussed cooperation in the domain of 
energy - a strategic area of importance for Greece," declared Mr Papoulias. Mr 

Parvanov mentioned the strengthening of the interconnection of gas pipelines between Dimitrovgrad 
and Komotni and a speeding up of the "construction of liquified natural gas terminals in Greece which 
might provide for the entire region." 

Read J Od’~er link 

Italy : 
Politlcal Crisis 

1 The fate of Silvio Berlusconi’s centire right government - disrupted by its rift 
~i phot .... dispoj with f ...... Ily Gianf ..... Fini who quit g ........ t thi .... k with his 

ministers and secretaries of State - will be sealed on 14th December by two 
votes in Parliament. Two motions will be voted on simultaneously; one with 
regard to confidence in the Berlusconi government in the Senate and the other 
will be a motion of censure in the Chamber of Deputies. These decisions were 
taken by the leaders of both chambers as they came out of an interview with 

President Giorgio Napolitano. 

The Netherlands 
Trade 

Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg travelled to the Hague on 15th November to 
~] photo non dispo meet Dutch Prime Minister Marl< Rutte as well as Economic Affairs, Agriculture 

and Innovation Minister, Maxime Verhagen and Foreign Minister Uri Rosenthah 
The meeting was notably about initiating a strategic dialogue between Dutch and 
British companies that might join together to win new markets. From a 

European and foreign point of view ministers declared their desire to pool forces during the EU’s 
budget negotiations. They also mentioned the situation in Afghanistan, Yemen, Iran, the Middle East 
and in Turkey. 

Read 

Poland : 
Belarus 

On 18th November in Warsaw the head of Polish diplomacy, Radoslaw Sikorski 
~i photonon dispo hosted Belarus poet and opposition candidate, Vladimir Nekliayev, who is 

running in the presidential election on 19th December in which authoritarian 
President Aleksander Lukashenko will also be making a bid to take office again. 
"I want Belarus to know that we stand together with the Belarus people. If these 

elections are honest, Poland is prepared, whoever the winner, to become the advocate of Belarus 
interests in Europe," declared Mr Sikorski. "And this is not just from a political point of view because 
we know that the economic situation in Belarus is far from being brilliant," he added. 

UK: 
Hou=se of Lords 

Nearly fifty personalities from all political trends are to make their entry into the 
.~j photonon dispo House of Lords according to an announcement on 19th November. The Queen 

appoints the lords of the Kingdom but they are put forward by the political 
parties and the government. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

J On 19th November the British government published on the internet - with a 
.~j photonon dispo concern for transparency upper most - details of its spending over £25,000 

(29.300 euros) since it came to office in May. 

Slovenia : 
Russia 

j Russian President Dmitri Medvedev was host to his Slovenian counterpart Danilo 
~] photo non dispo TL~rk in Moscow on 17th November. They discussed Russo-Slovenian and Russo- 

European cooperation with regard to energy, security and defence. Danilo TL~rk 
said he was pleased with the progress of the gas pipeline project South Stream 
that should make safe European energy supplies. 

USA : 

j The White House announced on 17th November in a press release that the 
.~j photo non dispo American President Barack Obama will award the highest American civilian 

medal - the "Presidential Medal of Freedom" to 15 recipients including German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel. According to a White House press release Barack 



Obama will deliver these awards attributed in particular to "people who have 
contributed to the security or national interests of the USA" during a ceremony at the beginning of 
2011. 

!\~!. I ~!~;h~E..llE.!’~ I-k:l 
Moldova : 
]La[y 

I Moldovan Prime Minister Vlad Fflat travelled to Rome where he met his italian 
ii~] photo non dispo counterpart Silvio Berlusconi. Mr Filat stressed that Moldova would like to 

receive more italian investors in the future. He also thanked Mr Berlusconi for 
having supported Moldova in its ~’~ork to dra~’~ closer to the 

Serbia : 

] On 18th November Serb Foreign Minister Vuk ]eremic met his British 

i~ill photo non dispo counterpart William Hague in London. He said he wanted to work closely with 
the EU; he announced continued negotiations for rapid accession by his 
country to the FU. The two ministers concluded that 2011 would be a vital year 
for the integration of the Western Balkans into Europe. 

ICTY 
] The quest to find Ratko Mladic is not just restricted to Serbia but extends to 

photonon dispoj "other regions" declared the ICTY Prosecutor Serge Brammertz in Belgrade 
on 15th November. "Operational activities are not just focused on Serbia but 
in other regions" indicated the Prosecutor after an interview with the Serb 
Prosecutor for War Crimes, Vladimir Vukcevic. Mr Brammertz is to present his 
report to the UN in December with regard to cooperation on the part of the 
various Balkan countries with the ~CTY in the search for war criminals. 

Read I Cther link i OIher [in[~: 

Council of Europe : 
Hur!~an R[ghl:s 

J The(PACE)Legal Affairs Committee which met in Paris on 17Lh November 

~i photo non dispo adopted unanimously its seventh report on the implementation of the decisions 
of the European Court of Human Rights. The report points its finger at 9 
countries where Human Rights’ infringements occur repeatedly: Bulgaria, 
Greece, [taly, Moldova, Poland, Romania, Russia, Turkey and Ukraine. 

Measures must be taken rapidly in these countries to put an end to this abuse. The main problems 
mentioned are the excessive length of legal procedures (italy) the non-execution of legal decisions 
(Russia, Ukraine), prisoner deaths and poor treatment by policemen (Russia, Moldova) and illegal 
detention and excessive length of provisional detention (Moldova, Poland, Russia, Ukraine). The 
report will be debated by the Assembly in January 20:L1. 

.Justice 
] The Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers adopted two texts with regard 

photo non dispo] to justice on 17th November. The first is a recommendation to Member States 
on independence, effectiveness and responsibility of judges; the second is a 
series of guidelines that aim to develop a legal system that is better adapted 
to children’s rights and needs. 

OECD : 

j At a meeting in Venice on 15th November under the chairmanship of Renato 
.~j photonon dispo Brunettaen, Italian Minister for the Civil Service and innovation, the OECD 

Economy Ministers spoke of reforming public sectors. They insisted on the need 
to stimulate the sector’s productivity and to achieve maximum return on 
technological investments to boost growth. "Firm, political determination and 
dynamism will be vital to reform the public sector" declared Aart de Geus, 
Deputy Secretary General of the OECD. "Ministers acknowledge the role they 

have to play to guarantee more effective public services." The question of transparency and the 
confidence of opinion in the authorities was also addressed. 

NATO : 
Strategy 

j On 19th and 20th November in Lisbon NATO country leaders adopted a new 
~] photonon dispo strategic concept that will be used as a road map by the Alliance for the next 

ten years. The new strategic concept calls on the Allies to face up to new threats 
and to defend themselves against balistic missile attacks and cyberattacks, it also confirms the 
preponderant place of nuclear dissuasion in the organisation’s strategy. NATO members said that the 
anti-missile shield supported by the USA backs this choice. NATO leaders also said they agreed on 
the need to ratify the disarmament treaty START to enhance security. With regard to Afghanistan 
they gave their go-ahead to an exit strategy for most of their troops by 2014 by transferring the 
responsibility for combat over to the Afghan army - and they committed to supporting the Kabul 
government long term. 



On 20th November NATO and Russia met in Lisbon for their first summit since 

i~] photo nondispo the Georgian crisis in 2008. Russian President Dmitri Medvedev believed that 
the period of tension between the Alliance and Russia was "over" and confirmed 
that Moscow was going to work with NATO on the anti-missile shield aiming to 
guarantee the protection of populations in Europe. Moscow is also to re-launch 

cooperation, suspended since the beginning of 2008 on a protection programme for soldiers involved 
in anti-missile operations. He also gave his support to western allied action in Afghanistan on the 
same day of the approval by the latter of an exit strategy from this country for most of their troops. 

FAOiNorth Korea 

i Five million North Koreans are said to have suffered a lack of food in 2010 and ~] photo non dispo 2011 in spiteofa satisfactory harvest and a slight growth in food availability 
according to a report published on 16th November by the FAO (UN Food and 
Agriculture Organisation). The country will need cereal imports to a total of 
867,000 tonnes for November 2010 to October 2011 but the govenrment is only 

counting on importing 325,000 tonnes ie a deficit of 542,000 tonnes according to a joint FAO-PAM 
harvest assessment and food situation committee (World Food Programme) that travelled to the 
country in September. 

Read 

In{ang:.ble Culturai Her;,tage 

j The Aalst Carnival in Belgium, the Spanish Flamenco, Lithuanian folksongs - the 
~] photo non dispo so-called "Sutartin@s",the ginger bread from Northern Croatia, the lace from 

Alengon, the French gastronomic meal etc ... are amongst the 46 elements 
included on the Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity 
set up by UNESCO. 

~ 

Eurostat : 
Defici~Debt 

j According to Eurostat figures published on 15th November the public deficit and 
.~j photo non dispo public debt increased in 2009 in comparison with 2008 both in the euro area and 

the EU whilst the GDP decreased. The public deficit/GDP ratio increased in the 
euro area rising from 2% in 2008 to 6.3% in 2009, just as in the EU rising from 
2.3% to 6.8%. the public debt/GDP ratio increased in the euro area from 69.8% 

at the end of 2008 to 79.2% at the end of 2009 an din the EU it rose from 61.8% to 74%. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

frsnsatlant=.c Trade 

j On the occasion of the EU-USA summit on 20th November in Lisbon Eurostat 

~:~:i photo non dispo published data confirming that the USA is still the EU’s main trade partner both 
with regard to goods and services. The two partners also trade in significant 
flows of investment. In its analysis Eurostat reveals however a constant 
decrease in the USA’s share in total goods trade with the Union. Hence in 2000 

the USA represented 28% of all EU exports against 19% in 2009. The USA’s share in all EU imports 
has decreased over this period dropping from 21% in 2000 to 12% in 2008 before recovering slightly 
to 13% in 2009. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Studies/Reports : 
Agricuiture 

J On the eve of the presentation of the major outlines of the reform of the 

~i photo non dispo Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) by European Commissioner Uacian Ciolos, 
the four co-presidents of the French senatorial working group on the CAP 
reform, lean Bizet, lean-Paul Emorine, Oddette Herviaux and Bernardette 
Bourzai presented their information report on 16th November entitled "Providing 

the CAP with new sense". In their opinion agriculture aims primarily to provide quality foodstuffs. 

J The French Insitute for International Relations (IFRI) has just published a study 
~iI photo non dispo entitled "European Defence Economy Afflicted by the Crisis". The author, Olivier 

]ehin analyses the shrinking European defence market and notes the major 
discrepancies in military spending in various areas of the world. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Balkans 

j Although from the Balkan governments’ point of view the will to integrate the EU 
~:{:: photo non dispo is clear, with several of them already enjoying the official candidate status, this 

desire is more relative within the populations themselves. According to results 
by the Gallup Institute working together with the European Funds for the 
Balkans, published on 17th November only 28% of Croats think that EU 

integration is a positive thing. The Croatian case is however isolated since results are positive with 
regard to this issue in all of the other countries surveyed - although some decline, sometimes major 
in terms of positive opinions - can be seen amongst the Balkan populations between 2009 and 2010. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j The Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI) has published a study entitled 
photo non dispo "Consolidating African and EU assessments in view of the Implementation of the 

Partnership on Peace and Security" by Nicoletta Pirozzi and Valerie Vicky 
Miranda. 



Culture : 

/ On 18Lh November the European Commission lauded the development of 
.~iI photo non dispoj Europeana, Europe’s digital library that now provides access to over 14 million 

works to the entire world. There were only 2 million works on its launch just 
two years ago. Two thirds of the Europeana collection comprises photographs, 
maps, pictures, museum pieces and other digitised images, the other third 
comprises digitised texts except for the video and audio content that 
represents less than 2% of the collection. 

L~¢t [ fZb.~LJJ.:9~. I I 

J The Picasso Museum of Barcelona is showing an exhibition "Picasso looks at 
photo non dispo Degas" until 16th ]anuary - exploring the influence of the French painter Edgar 

Degas (1834-1917) on the work of Pablo Picasso (1881-1973). 

Read 

Exh:.bit:oniVan Gogh 

j Vincent Van Gogh (1883-1890) was a great admirer of naturalist painters. He 
photo nondispo collected the illustrations of paintings by these artists so that he could study 

their techniques and be inspired by them in the creation of his own work. A 
selection of these illustrations as well as a number of works by Van Gogh are 
on show until 16th January at the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam in the 
exhibition "Vincent van Gogh and Naturalism." 

E~(hibitioniEnsor 

I The "Ensor Revealed" exhibition was put together on the occasion of the 150th 

~i photo non dispo anniversary of the Belgian painter James Ensor (1860-1949) by the Royal Fine 
Arts Museum of Anvers, the Fine Arts Palace of Brussels and TNG. It takes the 
visitor to the painter’s workshop and reveals his way of thinking and his artistic 

development. 60 pictures and over 140 drawings by the artist are on show in the ING cultural centre 
until 13th February. :In addition to this the Fine Arts Palace of Brussels is presenting its exhibition 
"Ensor, composer and writer" until 23rd .January which includes autographs, publications, documents 
and photographs of the artist. 

I The Louvre launched an appeal for donors for the purchase of the work by 

~i photonon dispo painter Lucas Cranach the Elder, "The Three Graces" painted by the German 
master in 1531 and ranked as a "national treasure". "We have rallied three- 
quarters of the sum which means a last effort has to be made (...) so that the 

picture can be put into the national collections," explained Henri Loyrette, Chairman of the Louvre, 
on the web site specially made for this operation. One million euros has to be brought together on 
31st .January next. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Prize/Literature 

j Swiss writer Paul Nizon was awarded the Austrian European Literature Prize 
~:~iI photo non dispo 2010 in Vienna on 18th November. 

Agenda : 

22nd-26th November 
European Parliament Plenary Session - Strasbourg 

22nd November 
"General Affairs" and "External Relations" Council 
EU-Ukraine Summit 

25th -26th November 
Competitiveness Council 

28th November 
General Elections - Moldova 

29th-30th November 
"Agriculture and Fisheries" Council 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, .]ohanna Karl-]oubert ; Alain Bloedt, Fanny Dubray, Flavia 
Mi, Peter Skopec, Pauline Wartel 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 



Publishinq Director :Pascale Joannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. [t develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad, it encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr. Jean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 5:35 PM 

Department lis~serv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: HR Facilitator Digest; November 23, 2010 

1123 HRF Employee Intbnnation.pdf; 1123 HRF Digest.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 23, 20:t0 4:00 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest; November 23, 20:~0 

-I-O: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

P~ease forward the attachment titled "H~R Employee information" within your department(sl. 

e Full te×t of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

Nov. 23: Fee Changes for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS} 

Nov° 25-26: Thanksgiving Holiday 

Nov. 30: Fall 2010 EPAWeb & HRIS User Verification forms due 

Dec. 10: Jingle Bel! Jog 

Dec. 2~{): EPAWeb actions due in Payroll. (Please initiate actions early to allow time 

for review and approval). 

Dec..1.4: :~2th Annual Holiday B~ood Drive Dec. 
~L6: --C--a---r--~--[!--n--a----C---a---r--e--s-L-C---a--r---~-!-[-n---a----S---h--a---r--e---s" campaign ends (campaign extended) 

Vacation Accrual Changes for SPA Employees (Contact Benefits Services: 962-3071} 

To maintain competitiveness with other public and private employers, the State Personnel Commission has changed the vacation leave accrual rates for SPA 

employees, effective Jan. 1. The new rates, based on years of total state service, are as follows: 

Voluntary Shared Leave Policy Changes (Contact Benefits Services: 962-3071) 

Effective Jan. 1, the Voluntary Shared Leave program will be updated to include the following provisions: 

Jingle Bell Jog (._C_!_[_c__~__h_e__r_e_.) 

Come participate in the Jingle Bell Jog on Dec. 10, at noon. This is a 3-mile fun run or 1.5-mile walk that starts at the Student Recreation Center. This event is open 

to all UNC-Chapel Hill faculty and staff. This event promotes physical activity, health and well-being, and provides employees with the opportunity to contribute to 

the Glenwood Elementary Family Assistance Program. Bring a canned food donation to support those families in need at Glenwood Elementary. In addition, pet 

donations will be given to the Orange County Animal Shelter. 

Reminder -- Elimination of Compensatory Time and On-Call Pay for SPA Exempt Employees (Click here} 

The Office of Human Resources sent out a memo on June 22, detailing the elimination of camp time and on-call pay for SPA exempt employees as of Jan. ~. 

lncentive Leave for SPA Employees (Contact Benefits Services: 962-~07:1} 

The State Personnel Commission approved a new policy called "incentive leave." This leave would allow a one-time allocation of up to 20 days (prorated for part- 

time employment) for new SPA employees where recruitment difficulties exist in highly competitive labor markets for executive management/middle 

management positions. 

You are currently subscribed to alTriathm as: eunice(a)email.uac.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28181512-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, November 23~ 2010 

Nov. 25- 26: Thanksgiving Holiday 
Dec. I 0: ,Jingle Bell ,,log 
Dec. 14:12th Annual Holiday Blood Drive 
Dec. 16: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign ends (campaign extended) 

Vacation Accrual Changes for SPA Employees 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

To maintain competitiveness with other public and private employers, the State 
Personnel Commission has changed the vacation leave accrual rates for SPA 
employees, effective Jan. 1. The new rates, based on years of total state service, 
are as follows: 

Years of Service Current Accrual Rate New Accrual Rate,elf. 1/1/2o11~ 

0- 2 11.75 days per year (94 14 days per year (11 2 hours) 
hours) 

2- 5 13.75 days per year (11 0 14 days per year (11 2 hours) 
hours) 

5- 10 16.75 days per year (1 34 1 7 days per year (1 36 hours) 
hours) 

10- 1 5 19.75 days per year (1 58 20 days per year (1 60 hours) 
hours) 

1 5- 20 22.75 days per year (1 82 23 days per year (1 84 hours) 
hours) 

20+ 25.75 days per year (206 26 days per year (208 hours) 
hours) 

These accrual rates will be updated in the Vacation Leave policy and in the TIM 
System. An additional communication about this change will be sent out to all 
employees in December. 



Voluntary Shared Leave Policy Changes 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Effective Jan. 1, the Voluntary Shared Leave program will be updated to include the 
following provisions: 

Employees can donate sick leave to non- family members only. The current 

policy limits donations of sick time to family members. 

Sick leave donations are limited to five days of sick leave per year to any 

one non- family member recipient. 

Total sick leave donated to non- family member recipients cannot exceed 20 

days per year. 

Donated sick leave cannot be used towards State Retirement credits when 
an employee retires. 

Non- family member donors must be informed of the impact of donating 

sick leave on State Retirement credits in the Teachers’ and State Employees’ 

Retirement System. 

These changes will be incorporated to the University’s Voluntary Shared Leave 
Policy and impact all leave earning SPA employees, EPA Non- Faculty and Faculty 
(1 2-month). 

Jingle Bell Jog 
FROM: Aaron Stern 
UNC Campus Recreation 

Come participate in the Jingle Bell Jog on Dec. 10, at noon. This is a 3- mile fun run 
or 1.5- mile walk that starts at the Student Recreation Center. This event is open to 
all UNC- Chapel Hill faculty and staff. This event promotes physical activity, health 
and well- being, and provides employees with the opportunity to contribute to the 
Glenwood Elementary Family Assistance Program. Bring a canned food donation to 
support those families in need at Glenwood Elementary. In addition, pet donations 
will be given to the Orange County Animal Shelter. 

Free refreshments and door prizes will be provided for participants after the event. 
This event is rain, shine or snow! You can register through the Student Recreation 
Center or on the recreation website. 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Facilitator Information 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 

NOV. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 

23: Fee Changes for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) 
25- 26: Thanksgiving Holiday 
30: Fall 2010 EPAWeb & HRIS User Verification forms due 
10:.Jingle Bell Jog 
10: EPAWeb actions due in Payroll. (Please initiate actions early to allow time 

for review and approval). 
1 4: ] 2th Annual Holiday Blood Drive 
! 6: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign ends (campaign extended) 

Vacation Accrual Changes for SPA Employees 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

To maintain competitiveness with other public and private employers, the State 
Personnel Commission has changed the vacation leave accrual rates for SPA 
employees, effective Jan. 1. The new rates, based on years of total state service, 
are as follows: 

Years of Service Current Accrual Rate New Accrual Rate (eff. |/|/2011) 

O- 2 11 .75 days per year (94 14 days per year (11 2 hours) 
hours) 

2- 5 1 3.75 days per year (11 0 14 days per year (11 2 hours) 
hours) 

5- 10 16.75 days per year (1 34 1 7 days per year (1 36 hours) 
hours) 

10- 1 5 19.75 days per year (1 58 20 days per year (1 60 hours) 
hours) 

1 5- 20 22.75 days per year (1 82 23 days per year (1 84 hours) 
hours) 

20+ 25.75 days per year (206 26 days per year (208 hours) 
hours) 



These accrual rates will be updated in the Vacation Leave policy and in the TIM 
System. An additional communication about this change will be sent out to all 
employees in December. 

Voluntary Shared Leave Policy Changes 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

Effective Jan. 1, the Voluntary Shared Leave program will be updated to include the 
following provisions: 

Employees can donate sick leave to non- family members only. The current 

policy limits donations of sick time to family members. 

Sick leave donations are limited to five days of sick leave per year to any 

one non- family member recipient. 

Total sick leave donated to non- family member recipients cannot exceed 20 

days per year. 

Donated sick leave cannot be used towards State Retirement credits when 
an employee retires. 

Non- family member donors must be informed of the impact of donating 

sick leave on State Retirement credits in the Teachers’ and State Employees’ 

Retirement System. 

These changes will be incorporated to the University’s Voluntary Shared Leave 
Policy and impact all leave earning SPA employees, EPA Non- Faculty and Faculty 
(12-month). 

Jingle Bell Jog 
FROM: Aaron Stern 
UNC Campus Recreation 

Come participate in theJingle Bell Jog on Dec. 10, at noon. This is a 3- mile fun run 
or 1.5- mile walk that starts at the Student Recreation Center. This event is open to 
all UNC- Chapel Hill faculty and staff. This event promotes physical activity, health 
and well- being, and provides employees with the opportunity to contribute to the 
Glenwood Elementary Family Assistance Program. Bring a canned food donation to 
support those families in need at Glenwood Elementary. In addition, pet donations 
will be given to the Orange County Animal Shelter. 

Free refreshments and door prizes will be provided for participants after the event. 
This event is rain, shine or snow! You can register through the Student Recreation 
Center or on the recreation website. ..................................................................... 



Reminder-- Elimination of Compensatory Time and On- Call Pay for 
SPA Exempt Employees 

FROM: jessica Moore, C/assification and Compensation 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources sent out a memo on June 22, detailing the 
elimination of comp time and on- call pay for SPA exempt employees as of Jan. 1. 

Please note that this does not affect SPA non- exempt employees. Non- exempt 
employees include classifications such as housekeepers, maintenance, 
administrative support and business services coordinators. 

During the last six weeks of this year, you should stop the accumulation of comp 
time for SPA exempt employees, and encourage them to use any banked time 
before they code vacation or sick leave. Travel time is a subset of comp time and, 
as the policy change cites, exempt employees will no longer be eligible to earn or 
use comp time as of Jan. 1. For more information on these changes visit our 
website. 

Incentive Leave for SPA Employees 

FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

The State Personnel Commission approved a new policy called "incentive leave." 
This leave would allow a one- time allocation of up to 20 days (prorated for part- 
time employment) for new SPA employees where recruitment difficulties exist in 
highly competitive labor markets for executive management/middle management 
positions. 

The Office of Human Resources is reviewing the requirements for implementing 
this leave and will provide additional information if this policy is adopted. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 8:53 AM 

Woods, Margaret W <mwwoods@email.unc.edn>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sable TAR approved 

Dear Margaret: 
Just to let you know that the Travel Approval Request for Eunice Sahle’s 
travel to Kenya was approved, so we can process her reimbursements when 
she returns. Thales Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global uric edu/africa 



Canada-U.S. 
Pleading for the Fifth in Afghanistan 
The United States has been in Afghanistan for mere than nine years. Canada and other NATO allies have 
been there for nearly as long. And now, as the Harper government unveils plans to keep a contingent of 
military trainers in Afghanistan until 2014, some Canadians are asking, "Why are we even in Afghanistan?" 
Alan Dowd of the Fraser Institute says the answer is simple: Article V of the North Atlantic Treaty, the 
alliance’s collective defence clause, makes serving in Afghanistan part of our responsibility as a NATO 
member. Read 

Pew Poll: Public Support for Increased Trade with Canada 
According to by the Pew Research Center, the public is of two minds when it comes to trade with other 
countries. While most Americans say that increased trade with Canada, Japan and European Union 
countries - as well as India, Brazil and Mexico - would be good for the United States, reactions are mixed to 
increased trade with South Korea and China. The survey finds that 76% of respondents say that increased 
trade with Canada would be good for the U.S., while only 14% say it would be bad. Read. 

Myanmar at the Cusp of Change? A Post-Election Update 
The recent election and release of Aung San Suu Kyi has once again turned world attention to Myanmar. 
Bruce Matthews of the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada argues that optimism about the possibilities of 
’change’ following the election and release of Aung San Suu Kyi should be tempered by taking into 
consideration the historical record of the country. And yet Myanmar has moved closer to addressing its 
problems in a more open manner. Read 

NATO Summit: Making Peace with Russia, Canada Notwithstanding 
Former Ambassador Christopher Westdal of the Canadian Defence & Foreign Affairs Institute examines 
November 19th’s NATO’s which unveiled a new Strategic Concept to address the shifted security concerns 
that have emerged since the Alliance revised its mission eleven years ago. Westdal also examines Prime 
Minister Harper’s credibility on issues affecting the Alliance and his ability to promote Canadian interests. 
Read 

Public Policy 
A Population Profile of Canada’s North 
Canada’s North accounts for 83% of the country’s land mass, but is home to just 6.7% of its population= This 
situation-in which a relatively few people live in large areas-exists not only in the territories, but also in the 
Northern regions of seven provinces. The Maritime provinces have no regions that are part of Canada’s North. 
New research from the Conference Board of Canada’s Centre for the North presents, by province, the 
percentage of land that is defined as "Northern," along with the percentage of provincial residents who are 
Northerners. Read 

A Strategic Vision for Western Canada 
In early 2010 the Canada West Foundation conducted interviews with 50 community and thought leaders 
from the four western provinces. Participants were asked what should be done to ensure that western Canada 
remains a groat place to live. The result, An Extraordinary Futu[e: A Strategic Vision for Western Canada, 
simplifies the rich and diverse set of conversations to help guide Canada’s path toward a future that ensures 
economic sustainability and prosperity for the quality of life for western Canadians, and all of Canada. Read 

The Canadian Forces and Aid to the Civil Power 
In Canada, the military can provide Aid to the Civil Power, putting troops on the street in a crisis, for example 
during a riot or serious civil disturbance. Jack Granatstein of the Canadian Defence & Foreign Affairs 
institute examines the way this power has been used in Canadian history, specifically during the Oka crisis 
of 1990, and argues that the National Defence Act should be amended to address the deficiencies that the 
crisis revealed. Read 

Getting It Right from the Start: An Argument for Early Childhood Care 
Government support of early childhood education and care programs for poor and vulnerable children is a 
worthwhile investment argues a new paper released by the Atlantic institute for Market Studies. The paper 
suggests the poorest families receive a full subsidy, but the amount be reduced as income, and therefore 
ability-to-pay, rise. lan Munro says the evidence is clear that high-quality child care delivers long term 
sustained value for low income families and for society at large. Read 



Healthcare Accessibility, Financial Sustainabifity, and Quality of Care: Which of Them Has to Give? 

Reforms to reduce the fiscal burden of Canada’s public healthcare costs should preserve the core value of 
equal access, while evolving away from universality, according to Michael Bliss, Professor Emeritus of the 
University of Toronto= In his 2010 Benefactors’ Lecture at the C.D. Howe institute, Bliss reviews the history 
of Canada’s healthcare system and draws lessons for future reforms. Read 

~coDomy 

Mortgage Insurance in Canada 
The Macdonald=Laurier Institute has released "Mortgage Insurance in Canada: Basically sound but room 
forimptovement’, a paper by Jane Londerville, Associate Professor of Marketing and Consumer Studies at 
the University of Guelph. The study highlights an important flaw in this country’s otherwise solid system of 
mortgage insurance and explains how to fix it. Read 

The Case for Removing Barriers to Natural Gas Investment 
With Canada and the United States seemingly awash in natural gas, a combination of increased demand and 

flagging production in Mexico would appear to present many opportunities for North America’s natural gas 
sector. A new study released by the Fraser institute argues that governments should work to reduce 
existing market barriers that inhibit investment in natural gas production and transportation facilities. Read 

EnergylEnvironment 
Refinery and Petrochemical Construction Costs Continue Measured Rise: Study 
The costs for designing and constructing downstream refining and petrochemical projects rose 3 percent from 
Q1 2010 to Q3 2010, according to the latest edition of the IHS CERA Downstream Capital Costs Index 
(DCCI). The IHS CERA DCCI is a proprietary measure of project cost inflation similar in concept to the 
Consumer Price Index. It provides a benchmark for comparing costs around the world and draws upon 
proprietary IHS and IHS CERA databases and analytical tools. Read 

British Columbia’s Largest Wind Farm Starts Generating Energy 
The largest wind farm in British Columbia, the 144-megawatt Dokie Project, has started generating electricity. 
Plutonic Power Corp= has begun generating electricity fl~m nine of the 48 wind turbines in its Dokie wind farm 
that is under construction in British Columbia’s northeast, the company reported. The $228-million project, 
1,100 kilometers northeast of Vancouver near Chetwynd, is designed to generate 144 megawatts of 
electricity. Read 

News from Canadian Universities 
Using Poetry to Teach Computers to Speak Better 
A better understanding of how we use acoustic cues to stress new information and put old information in the 
background may help computer programmers produce more realistic-sounding speech. Michael Wagner, a 
researcher in McGill University’s Department of Linguistics, has compared the way French- and English- 
speakers evaluate poetry, as a way of finding evidence for a systematic difference in how the two languages 
use these cues. Read 

Two Awards in Two Weeks for inventor of Revolutionary Wound Dressing 
The chair of the Department of Biomedical Engineering at the University of Alberta who revolutionized 
wound treatment has been awarded the prestigious Jonas Salk Award. Robert Burrell, who holds the Canada 
Research Chair in Nanostructured Biomaterials, invented Acticoat, a silver-based wound dressing in 1995 
whib working for Westaim Corporation’s Nucryst Pharmaceuticals. The dressing is regarded as one of the 
most important advances in wound-care history, using nanocrystalline silver technology that speeds healing 
while fighting off infections. Read 

UBC Researchers Create Iridescent Glass That Can Reflect UV or infrared Light 
Using nanocrystals of cellulose, the main component of pulp and paper, chemistry researchers at the 
University of British Columbia have created glass films that have applications for energy conservation in 
building design because of their ability to reflect specific wavelengths of light, such as ultra violet, visible or 
infrared. Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and 
universities. The articles in this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions 
expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the government of Canada. 
For comments or suggestions, please email us at 

academicrelationsC~,ca nadianembassy.org. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, l 1:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

research paper outline 

Research Paper Outline.docx 

In a~ached file 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Outline 

Attach: INTS    outline.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

My outline is attached to this e-mail. I hope you have a great holiday. 



From: ~email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N ~euNce@email.unc.edu>; 

Subjet’t: 1NTS paper outline 

Attach: INTS tennpaperoufline.doc 

.~email.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

I have attached my outline for my term paper. 

i look iopvvard to your teed back 
Thank you and I hope you have a wonderful break. 

Best, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Outline (Ints 
Attach: Paper outline.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Here is my paper outline, let me know if you have any questions. 
I will see you on Tuesday. 

Thank you, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Sub.iet-t: my outline 

Altach: paper outline.docx 

Please find my outline attached. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:54 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: - INTS Outline 

Attach: Outline Bibliography.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I attached my bibliography along with my outline in case you wanted to see that, as well. Hope you have a nice vacation! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 3:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

October 2010 Report 

Asso Prof Sahle.xlsx 

Dear Eunice, 

I attached your October 2010 report for your review. Please let me know in case you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Haeran Ivliller 

Acct Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
’]?el. 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-%2-5824 
Dept of African & Afro 2,rnerican Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 

hrmiller@emaiLunc.edu 



A 

1 Report Date: 10/31/2010 

2 

3 Sahle, Eunice 

4 

5 Associate Professor Research Fund 

6 End Date: 6/30/2014 (No add’l fund) 

7 

8 11/10/2009 

9 11/19/2009 

10 1/27/2010 

11 2/10/2010 

12 9/24/2010 

13 



B                         C 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 Budget 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 IREMAINING BALANCE 

$6,000.00 

(Return to NC for trip to France?) -$567.21 

(Ticket for trip to Durban, S. Africa) -$1,406.70 

(Travel Advance for trip to Durban, S. Africa) -$3,712.50 

(Reimb. For books) -$292.13 

$21.46 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: 1NTS Essay Outline/Thesis 

Attach: INTS Essay Proposal ( ).docx 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my idea for the essay. 

I was inspired by the fihn shown in class to pursue more research on this topic. 

I alyologize tbr cutting the time limit ve~ clo~! 

I hope you have a wonderful break. 

Cheers, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 4:21 PM 

A ~cond look at McGills Intrepid Global Citizens 

FYI 

A Second Look at McGill’s Intrepid Global Citizens 

"There is a point at whic’h methods devour themselves. "Franz Fanon 

Amung McGill’s sucial[y-cunscious cnsmupnlitan elites, undertaking an internatiunal internship in a deve[uping cnuntry is a standard and applauded rite ufpassage. ’]7he ubiquituus phutu 
of an intern srrliling with a pot-bellied black baby in her arms has become a merit badge for anyone truly serious about making a "difference" and becoming a "global citizen." I find many 
aspects of this culture within the Facul~ truly disturbing. 

In the context of interns ~vorking in Africa, the "global citizenship" narrative is, unfortunately, a colour-blind approach to explaining developruent and legal work that normalizes power 
structures based in colonial history and grants permission to lack sensitivity, to ignore politics, and to tell the devastatingly incomplete story of Africa as a place of hopeless darkness and 
death. In what follows, I outline the dangers of this approach and argue that it is time we become critical of these altruistic endeavours and develop a culture that ruoves beyond adnriring 
photos of black babies and crafts bought in a local market to question the true value added to corrlrrlunities bonrbarded by well-rrleaning Western interns. To illustrate, I begin with a 
synrbol representative of my critique the classic African baby photo. 

We’ve all seen it posted on Facebook: a McGill intern surrounded by Black children or carrying a Black child. I never understood the necessity of this photo yet it is ubiquitous and is 
often used in literature to entice nrore well-meaning students to embark on adventures of their o~vn. V~lile you nright find my- sensitivi~ to what is usually a harmless gesture unnecessary, 
it is based on the fact that the conduct of interns need not be egregious or destructive to cause harru. When placed in conrmunities with colonial histories of exploitation, more insidious 
harm results frorrl insensitivity and ignorance. 

To comprehend the absurdity of interns who take pictures of African babies, ~ve need only ask ourselves if it would be appropriate for a McGill intern at a European placement to conduct 
themselves in the same way. Would we find it acceptable for an intern to run around Geneva taking pictures of Swiss babies and "local women" at the market? Or would ~ve find it an 
intrusion of privacy? What makes it acceptable in one context and not the other? Is it because the children are poor? Is it because their families seem to be unable to say "no" to ~vealthy 
foreigners? Is it because they are African and exotic? Whatever the reason for the lack of decency required to restrain one’s trigger finger in the presence of African children, it directly 
translates into a lack of respect for people’s private lives The reality today is that most racism, especially at liberal Canadian academic institutions happens ~vithout a racial animun. Most 
of these pictures are taken by well-meaning pluralists ~vho "fell in love ~vith ~/Sd’l-ica" and are ignorant of their own paternalism. 

The anonymity of the subjects of these photos is but another example of the objectification of Africans often present in the media~ legacy of colonialism. Interns who head to Africa to 
"save Africans from their own brutalil~i’ are not only reinforcing a vision of Africans as passive subjects who ~vait for Western saviours and ~vhose permission is unnecessary before 
capturing their image; their attitudes are also self-defeating in that they merely recreate the power imbalance of colonialism Far from creating partuerships (what many interns claim to be 
their goal), their attitudes create categories of victims and saviors steeped in historical assumptions of racial superiority ;Vhile form may have changed from Colonial Mission to Human 
Rights Internship, substance remains the same. To illustrate ho~v charitable zeal masks a deep belief in the incompetence of Africans, I need only recall Rudyard Kipling’s infamous poem 
"White Man’s Burden" In it, Kipling urges the White man to take care of African by "filling full the mouth of famine and bidding the sick cease". After all, he continues, the conquered 
people are "half-devil and half-child." 

I’m tired uf interns coming back frum Africa with the same une-dimensiona[ story which the Me’Gill Reporter uncritically publishes In a recent lecture awiilable on www ted cu~, Nigerian 
nuvelist Chimamanda Nguzi Adichie warns uf the dangers of having a single stury uf Africa The uniform visiun uf Africa such as the one purtrayed in the September 10 McGill Reporler’ 
Special Feature: "Two tales for the heart of darkness," presents no possibili~ of feelings inure complex than pi~ and no roum for the raging introspection that precedes all real change. Like 
Adichie, were I nut burn tu an African father and had I nut spent in?’ childhuod in Nigeria, I tou wuuld have seen Africa "as a place of beautiful landscapes, exotic animals and 
incumprehensible people fighting senseless wars waiting to be saved by a kind white foreigner." To insist on these negative, simplistic portrayals of Africa is to rob people uf their dignity’. 
It wurks against their human rights. 

Regardless of the guod intentiuns uf those invulved, uncritically accepting the cumpletion uf a human rights internship as pruof uf having benefited thuse in need works against any 
nutiun of human rights work as an emancipatury pruject Instead, it mirrors the heavily-critiqued trend uf professiunalizing human rights work which merely reinforces the axes of global 
inclusiun and exclusion, ufprlvilege and disenfranchisement Last year, Dr. Rama Kapur came to speak at the Faculty’s Juhn P. ttumphrey Lecture in tluman Rights She is amung many 
schulars and practitiuners adding their vuices tu critique cuntemporary human rights work, and yet her critical perspective seems tu have disappeared as quickly as she did. Cuntemporary 
human rights professionals (interns included) don’t want to hear that their wurk has shifted frum actiun to mere discourse, that their institutions reproduce power inequalities, that they 
represent the priorities and dictates of Empire; that they reinforce the status quo; and that human rights internships are, in fact, ufmure value to practitioners that tu beneficiaries. Instead, 
we insist that as "global citizens," we are "nraking a difi;erence," and as proof, we offer photos taken with Black babies. 

So while the University, our peers and our employers congratulate students for having corrlpleted a fe~v weeks of an internship in Africa, we are blind to the fact that yet again we have 
turned Africa into a caricature for the protnotion of our own ends. 

My point is this: Race ruatters, history matters, wealth matters. When we plug ourselves into Africa’s complex, highly-charged and often politically- sensitive comnrunities without 
conscious sensitivity to this historically-based social reality, we risk undoing any short-ternr good we accomplish as legal interns. Instead, we beconre yet another cog in the wheel of 
foreign exploitation that has marred Africa’s history for far too long. This is not to say that there is no place for the ambitious bleeding hearts of McGilh I simply wish to encourage a more 
critical evaluation of how- we as students can bring about change instead of uncritically- praising the presence of every McGill intern in Africa and admiring their ridiculous photographs. 



From: ~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edt~~ 

Subject: Outline 

Attach: outline.docx 

Hi Professor Sable, 

Attached is my paper outline. Have a good 
break and Happy Thanksgiving! 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: 1NTS - Paper Outline 

Dr. SaNe, 

Attached please find the outline of my paper. 

Thank you so much! Happy Thanksgiving! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

1NTS - Paper Outline - Trying Agmn 

Paper Outline.doc 

I faJled to attach the file to the previous ema~l. Here it is’. 

Thm~k you! 

On Wed, 16:51:06 -0500, 

Dr. Sahle, 

Attached please find the outline of my paper. 

@email.~mc.edtr~ wrote: 

Thank you so much! Happy Thanksgiving! 



From: ~gmafil.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, ~ 4:56 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: 1NTS    Outline 

A~tach: outline.docx 

Dr. SaNe 

Attached is my outline. Thank you. 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu~; 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Subjet~: 1NTS Term Paper Outline 

Attach: Ints ,- Tem~ Paper Outline.docx 

Hi Dr, Sahle 

I ~,e attache ~ my [errn paper out[i~e. I apologize l~r the delay, I was experiencing internet cormec[ion problems at 

Please let me know if you need any additional information, 

t lave a great Thanksgivingt 

UNC Chapel Hil [, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

UNCCH Universi~ Libm~3~ <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 25, 2010 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Library Notice 

Katl~rine R Everett Law Libra,’ 
CB#3385 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel H*ll, NC 27599 

11-25-10 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 

AUTHOR: Ball, Howard, 
Prosecuting war crimes and genocide 
CALL NO: KZ6310 .B35 1999 
BARCODE: L00283670Q 
Law Libral~- Stacks DUE: 11-28-10 

29:95 



From: ~emaJJ.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:33 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Outline’. 

Attach: INTS    paper outline.docx 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I’m so sorry for the delay on this! I spent most of Tuesday and Wednesday traveling and thus had limited internet access. I did wonder if it would be aldght to include sub- 

headings in the paper for diffi~rent sections or if you would prefer a normal essay lay out. and happy Thanksgiving[ 

Best, 



Fmln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

i~email.unc.edn> 

Thursday,                  11:38 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw> 

term paper ontliue 

ints term paper outline.docx 

Hi Dr. Sable! 

Happy Thanksgiving! I hope you’re having a wonderful time, wherever you may be. :D I’m not sure if this was dne yesterday or today (I vaguely remember s~mething 
about it beiug moved back, but of course I di&¢t have anything writteu down), but here it is! I couldn’t connect to the intemet yesterday at my      but I got it figured 

out this morning. 

It’s definitely broader, but I think it’s closer to what the prompt asked tbr and will 

make a much more interesting and fun paper. 

Let me know what you*kink! 
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Thursday, November 25, 2010 1:23 PM 
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PAMB.a2,L~ i’~EWS 507 (PART 1): SPHCL4L ISSLN: 5TH Ai’~2NIVF~SARY OF THE AU 

WOMEh~S PROTOCOL 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 

justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1 Features 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ A/,iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
Highlights from this issue 

DearReader 

This week we celebrate the 5th Anmversary o:[’the Protocol to the 
African Charter on Human and People’s Rights on the Rights of Women in 
Africa, and a time to reflect on what has been achieved. Part 1 of 
this week’s issue J2~cuses on the protocoh Part 2, which we will send 
out tomorrow, is the ’usual’ Pambazuka News 

We apologise lbr overloading your inbox this week. 

Editors. 

/\/\//VVV/VV\//V\i\iI\I\/V/\A/VA/VV/\/V\i/V\/\/ /\ 

2 Features 
LOOK]NG BACK, LOOKING FORVv~%RD 
Five years of the Protocol on the Rights of Women in Aftica 
Mary Wandia 
Oxfam Pan Aftica Progran~ne 

Despite the advancement of women’s rights legal :[’rameworks and 

discourse in Aftica, there’s been little substantial change in the 

situation of Aftican women, writes Mary Wandia. 

http : //www pamba×uka org/en/categorW[eatures/6905 7 

SOAWR: LESSONS i!ViE PLCVE LE.~d’~D 
Faiza Jarna Moharned 

Five years after the Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa came 
into force, the campaign to ensure that it is implemented and enforced 
across the continent continues. Faiza Jama Moharned looks at SOA~J~’s 
strategy- for future advocacy, in light of the experience it has 
gained. 
http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~/category/fcaturesi6905 5 

THE NEXT FRONTIER: LEGAL ACTION AND THE AU WOMEN’S PROTOCOL 
Corey Calabrese and Caroline Muthoni Muriithi 

At the fifth anniversary of the coruing into force of the Protocol to 
the African Charter on Httman and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of 
Women in Africa, Corcy Calabrese and Caroline Muthoni Muriithi argue 
that the focus for women’s rights activists across Africa should be on 
the protocol’s legal domestication, ensuring its provisions become 
ever further embedded within individual courxtry’s laxvs. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/ela/category/features/69058 

AFRICAN WOMEN’ S DECADE: STRATEGIC OPPORTUik~TIES 
Monica Ighorodj e 

With the African Union declaring the period 2010 20 to be the African 
Women’s Decade (AWD), Monica Ighorodje considers what the decade means 
for ~vomen’s rights activists and civil society organisations across 
Aftica. 
http ://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi6905 3 

ADVOCATING FOR WOMEN’S RIGHTS IN- AFRICA: ANY R~W IN’SIGHTS? 
Norah Matovu Winyi 



Louking back on the backgruund tu the Protucol tu the African Charter 
un ttuman and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Wumen in Africa, Nurah 
Matuvu Winyi discusses the efforts ufthe Sulidarity Jk~r Women’s 
Rights in Afiqca Cualitlun (SOAV~R Cualitlun) tu pupularise the 
protucul and push for its widespread ratification, with particular 
re:terence to Uganda and Kenya 
http : //www pamba×uka ur~/en/cate~urv /features/69027 

LEARffx~’qG LESSONS FROM KENYA’S RATWICATION PRO(-%SS 

Regina Mwanza 

Kenya’s engagement with the Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa 
was anything but smooth, but valuable lessons have been learnt by 
those supporting it, ~vrites Regina Mwanza. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/ergcatego1N/featuresi69009 

STATE REPORTING KEY TO N~IPLENflENTATION OF WOMEN’S PROTOCOL 

Karen Stefiszyn 

Without reporting by states that have ratified the Protocol on the 
Rights of Women in Africa, how can we assess what progress they’ve 
made in implemunting it, asks Karen Stefiszyn. 
httr~:/iwww.’oambazaka.or~/er~cateaolw/featuresi69054 

REPORTING RIGHTS, PROTECTING RIGHTS 
Elize Delport 

New reporting guidelines herald an exciting new phase of the Protocol 
on the Rights of Women in Africa providing a framework for ongoing 
and constructive dialogue Elize Delport explains. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categor~/featuresi69010 

AS SESSIN-G WOMEN’ S RIGHTS IN" NIGERIA 
Omoyemen Odigie-En~manuel 

The Nigerian government needs to show- cormnitment to the Protocol on 
the Rights of Women in Africa by passing relevant laws and allocating 
funds to women’s rights, argues Omoyemen Odigie-Elnmanuel 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categor~/featuresi69028 

THE PROMISE OF THE WOMEN’ S RIGHTS PROTOCOL 
What is right with Africa 
L. Amede Obiora al’~d CQzstal V~halen 

Con~memorating the fifth anniversary of the Protocol to the African 
Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on Women’s Rights in Africa, L. 
Amede Obiora and CJTstal V~nnalun stress that ’the noteworthy lesson is 
that there is a need to balance campaigning for ratification with a 
curresponding focus un impactful strategies for domestication and 
~mplementation’ 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/69080 

SUDANESE WOX,IEN STRU(I(ILE TO RATWY MAPUTO PR~)TOCOL 
Sidiga Washi 

Reflecting un prugress tuwards the African Union (AU) Protocul to the 
African Charter on Human and Peuples’ Rights on Wumen in Africa, 
Sidiga Washi uutlines the steps and prnvisinns which need to be made 
to mnve forward the ratification of the prutucoI in Sudan. 
http : //www pambazuka ur~/en/cate~urv /features/69026 

\VttY ETtI[OPIA StIOULD RATIFY T[tE MAPUTO PROTOCOL 
Fana Hagus Berhane 

Ethiupia is une of the few countries that have not ratified the 
Protocul un the Rights uf Wumen in Africa. Fana tIagus Berhane 
discusses why it uught tu. 
http : //www pamba×uka urg/en/categurv /[eatures/69059 

BURKINA FASO: EVOLUTION DES DROITS DE LA FEMME 
Post l’adoption du Protocole de Maputo 
Zombr8 L.W. Pascal 

Y a-t-il un espoir pout les femmes du Butkina Faso de voir leuts 
droits respecter dans un pays plus sensible aux probl6mes auxquels 



elles sont confront6es? 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/feamres/69085 

LE PROTOCOLE DE MAPUTO CINQ ANS APRES SON ADOPTION 
(;as du Mall 
Saran Keita Diakite 

Le Protocole de Maputo a dt~ adopt6 le 11 Juillet 2003 par la 
Confdrence des Chefs d’Etats et de Gouvernement de I’U.A. rdunie fi 
Maputo au Mozambique. Par Fadoption du Protocole, les Etats Africains 
ont recotmu, que malgr~ la ratification par nornbre d’entre eux des 
instruments juridiques relatifs aux droits des fenmxes, lcur raise en 
oeuvre continue de poser probl6me et les discriminations contenues dans 
les diff&ents textes et dans les faits ainsi que les pratiques 
n6fastes fi l’6gard des fernmes persistent encore en Afrique. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/er~,’category/features/69083 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
htt~://www.fahamu.ora 
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PAMBAZUY,2A NEWS 507 PART 2: ¥~,,~bIICH WAY SINDAN? / THE ’CErRRENCY WARS’ 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and plattbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTEiX’TS: 1. Almouncements, 2. Features, 3. Conmaent & analysis, 4. 
Advocacy & campaigns, 5 Obituaries, 6. Books & alts, 7. Letters & 
Opinions, 8. Atidcan Writers’ Comer, 9. Cartoons 

/\/\//VVV/VV\//V\i\i/\/\A//\&/V/VVV/\/V\i/V\/\//\ 
1 Announcements 
FAt tAb/flY R[iFUGEE lEGAL AID Nt~IWSL ET]"E R - I)ECE?¢BER ISSUE 

Fahamu’s Refugee Programme is p]eased to announce the December issue 
of the Fahamu Refugee Legal Aid Newsletter ( 

http://www pambazuka.or~iima~es/articles/507/t,’RLA]X’December2OlO pdf ) 
[1.1 ?,/fib pdf], a monthly publication that aims to provide a forum for 
providers of refugee legal aid. With a focus on the global South, it 
aims to seP~e the needs of legal aid providers as well as raise 
awareness of refugee concerns among the wider readership of Pambazuka 
News. 
http ://wv, as,.pambazuka, or~/en/cate~ory/Announce/69082 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\IIVVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\IVViVVV/\ 

1. Features 

WHICtl WAY SUDAN? 
A Pan-African reflection 
ttorace Campbell 

Is North and South Sudan’s recent agreement to establish a ’soft 
border’ between the two areas ahead of a referendum on southern 
independence ’another recipe for war’, asks Horace Campbelh 
http://www.pambazuka.or~ien/categor,icomment/69065 

Samir Arain speaks to Pambazaka News on the misleading rhetoric over 
the so-called currency war. The real problem, he argues, is the 
disequilibrium in the global integrated monetary and financial system 
in which the US insists legitiraately on the right to control their 
currency, but denies the same rights to others, such as China, who 
seek to do the same. The countries of the global South need to leave 
the US and its allies to sort out their own problems and concentrate 
on developing regional currencies and exercising strict control over 
capital flo~vs, Amin argues. 
http:i/www.parnbazuka.or~/en/cate~o~w/comment/69029 

YVESTERN SAHARA AND MOROCCO’S PHYSICAL AND S’~2VfiBOLIC VIOLENCE 
Konstantina Isidoros 

With tensions coming to a head over the past two weeks, Morocco is 
once again trader the international spotlight fbr its alleged illegal 
territorial occupation of Western Sahara In the wake of a raid on the 
Sahrawi encampment of Gdeim Izik by Moroccan forces on Monday 8 
November, Konstantina Isidoros argues that such ’events shed 
illuminating insights into Morocco’s illegal occupation’ 
http://www.pambaz~ka.orgien/category/comment/69081 

WESTERN" SAHARA: THE FORGOTTYI~N COi’~’LICT 
Sohri Eknne 

An uprising in a camp in occupied Western Sahara, freedom of speech in 
Morocco and Ethiopia, and ’the need to change the sorry state of 
education in SA’ are among the topics covered in this week’s roundup 
of the Afidcan blogosphere, by Sokari Ekine. 



http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~oryicomment/69060 

WttAT BAN~I-2S (;AN DO TO A NATION’S SPIRIT 
Cameron Duodu 

’African countries that walk into the credit vaults of banks must be 

aware that if the plug can be pulled on Ireland or Greece, it can be 

pulled on them too. Only, in Africa’s case, there will be no European 

Central Bark or friendly neighbours like Britain, to come to their 

assistance,’ writes Cameron Duodu. 

http://www.pambazuka.orgien/categorvicomment/69067 

HAITI: RECLA~k~rNG SO\~REIGNTY 

As Haiti gears up for its forthcoming elections, Jean William Jean~ 
decries the complete absence of transparency in the country around 
post-earthquake reconstruction and the abilib" of foreign companies to 
usurp Haitian law. With the country gripped by cholera (the ’natural 
indicator of underdevelopment’), Jeanty stresses that Haiti’s leaders 
’are tl~ing to rush the elections so that they- can perpetuate things 
the ~vay the?" are’. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~N/comment/69025 

’THE SOL~LS OF WHITE FOLK’ REDISCO~;~RED 
Bill Fletcher Jr 

Re-reading W.E.B Dubois’s 90-year old essay on race and rnodem 
irnperialism, Bill Fletcher Jr finds that is still relevant today, in 
the wake of the US’s November 2010 elections and ’the victories, by the 
pohtical Right’. 
http://www.pambaz~ka.orgien/category/comment/69068 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V i \iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ Ai \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 

4 Advocacy & campaigns 

GAMBIA: CASE AGAINST WOMEN’S RIGHTS DEFENDERS POSTPONED 

The trial of the t~vo women’s rights defenders, Dr Isatou Touray and 
Amie Bojang-Sissoho, has been adjourned to 1 December. State 
prosecution officer Sainey Jooftold the court that the case against 
GAMCOTRAP was not a civil case but that it was the state that had 
brought the case against the two senior officers of the organisation. 
http://w~vw pambaza~ka.or~ienicategorviadvocacv/69049 

SOUTH AFRICA’S VOTE AT THE Ul~! UNDERMKNES ITS OWN" CONSTITIFTION 

On November 16, the third con~mittee of the United Nations General 
Assembly w~ted to remove a reference to sexual orientation from a 
resolution on extrajudicial, sunttmar,f or arbitrary executions. The 
resolution urges states to protect the right to life of all people, 
including by calling on states to investigate killings based on 
discriminatory grounds. For the past 10 years, the resolufion has 
included sexual orientation in the list of discriminatory grounds on 
which killings are often based [[’he Joint Working Group, comprising a 
coalition of organisations working on gay and lesbian issues, explain 
why the dropping of the term ’sexual orientation’ is a bad idea. 
http://www pambazuka.or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/69056 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

5 Obituaries 
GFVING HIS BODY FOR TttE SPIRIT TO (IROW 
Odipo Jacob Odhiambo: An obituap)~ 
Philo [konya 

Follo~ving the passing of Odipo Jacob Odhiambo, Philo Ikonya pays 
tribute to the Kenyan activist and shares personal experiences o:[" 
their arrest together last year. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~,categopiobituar¥/69012 

IVV /VVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 

6 Books & arts 

DIALOGUE .Ax’vIONG CIVZbISATIONS 



’]7he art of human rights 
http://www.afhsaportJ2~lio.co.za/ 

The ’Dialogue among Civilisations’ project forms the basis for a new 
initiative by Art for tlumani~ It invob+’ed collaboration between 
artists and poets from across Africa. A collection of the art is 
available for viewing on the website of Art for Hmmmity. 

I’&h’\i\iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
7 Letters & Opinions 
FUN~DERS DON’T CARE ABOLm2 NGO WORKERS IN THE SOUTH 
Rebecca Pointer 

Community activists with no/poor education are always paid if at all 
on a lower pay scale than the middle classes, oven though they- may 

be nrore knowledgeable about everything to do with the situation they 
are struggling against, writes Rebecca Pointer. 
http://www.pambazuka.orgienicategoryiletters/69071 

LEARNTNG FROM STEVE BIKe 
Lindelwa Ntlali 

’The only tinre we as black people will be truly liberated is ~vhen we 
liberate ourselves nrentally, emotionally, physically, spiritually and 

in anib", writes LindeKva Ntlali. 
http ://www. pambazuka, or gienicatego~iletters/69069 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
8 African Writers’ Corner 
HAITI IS ONCE AGAIN’. 
Ishaq Imruh Bakari 

History does not 
repeat itself it hangs 
Around the neck 
like a stone or a talisman.. 

http ://’~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/:aA’rican Writers/69013 

/’,/’,/ I\I\IY i’,iVV /YVV /V\A/ I\AI\I Ai’,iV /’,/YV IYVV /\ 
9 Cartoons 
~gYSEVENI AND O]2L, DISCOVERY IN UGANDA 

Gado 

Following the discovery of oil in his country-, Ugandan President 
Yoweri Museveni will be able to keep a ’full tank’, says Gado 
http://www pambazuk a.or~/en/cate~orv/car teen s/69011 

POPE ON THE USE OF CONIX)MS 
Gado 

Gado suggests that the pope’s assent to the use of condoms may 

encourage :further demands on the Catholic Church. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/categor,,,/cartoons/69048 

I\I\//VV\/I\IVI, IIV\i\i/’,/’,/VII, AIVAI\IVI\IV\iI\/’,/’,//I, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fah amu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

%~ Un]ess otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-N0ncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For fulther details see: 
http : i/www, pambazaska, org/etYabout.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http :Iiw~’.p arab azaka, org/en ) 
Edi~5o era l{ngua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.orgipt ) 
Edition flan~aise ( http://wa~w.pambazuka.orgifr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http:i/www.pambazaka.org/etWnewsfoed.php 



Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of ~vhich can be obtained here ( 
http:iAvw~v.pambazaka.org/etl/about.php ). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICSITiICET12011 <icsit@mail.201 liiisconferences.org> 

Friday, November 26, 2010 2:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

2nd CFP - Society, Education and Information Technologies 

Announcement (Extension: Second set of deadlines) 

1. The 2nd Internationa 1 Conference on Education, Training and Informatics: ICETI 2011 (http:/i;vw;v. 2011 iiisconferences.org/iceti) 

2. The 2nd International Conference on Society’ and Information Technologies: ICSIT 2011 (http://www 201 liiisconferences.org/icsit) 

Both conferences will be held collocated (at the same time and the same venue) on March 27th - 30th, 2011 m Orlando, Florida, USA 

The second set of deadlines for both conferences is the following (check also the web sites for the respective deadlines of the other collocated conferences and for possible new deadlines 
of ICSIT 2011): 

Papers/Abstracts Submissions and Invited Sessions Proposals: December 17th, 2010 
Authors Notifications: FebruaW 7th, 2011 
Camera-ready, full papers: FebruaD- 22rid, 2011 

Technical keynote speakers will be selected from early submissions because this selection requires an additional evaluation according to the quality- of the paper, assessed by its reviewers, 
the authors’ CV and the paper’s topic. 

Submissinns ~2~r *Face-to-Face* or :For *Virtual* Participatinn are both accepted. Both kinds of submissions will have the same reviewing process and the accepted papers will be included in 
the same proceedings. 

All Submitted papers/abstracts will go through three reviewing processes: (1) double-blind (at [east three reviewers), (2) non-blind, and (3) participative peer reviews. Authors of accepted 
papers who registered in the conference can have access to the evaluatinns and possible feedback provided by the reviewers who recommended the acceptance of their papers/abstracts, so 
the?" can accordingly imprnve the final version of their papers 

Pre-Corfference and Post-corfference Virtual sessions (via electronic forums) will be held for each session included in the conference program. 

Registration :Fees of an effective invited session organizer will be waived according to the policy described in the web page (click on ’Invited Session’, then on ’Benefits for the Organizers of 
Invited Sessions’). 

Authors of the best 10%-20% of the papers presented at the conference (included those virtually presented) will be invited to adapt their papers [’or their pubhnation in the Journal of 
Systemics, Cybernetics and [nformatics 

Best regards, 

ICSIT/ICETI 2011 Organizing Committees 

If you wish to be removed from this mailing list, please send an email to remove@mail 201 liiiscorfferences org with RF.MOVE MLCONFERENCES in the sut~ject line. Address: Torre 
Prnfesional La Califi~rnia, Av. Francisco de Miranda, Caracas, Venezuela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

onbehalfof+Millem~ium+lse.ac.uk@mmauscriptcentral,com on behalf of 

Millennium@lse.ac.uk 

Saturday, November 27, 2010 3:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

Reminde~ Millennium 

27-Nov-2010 

Dear Prof. Sahle: 

Recently, I invited you to review Manuscript ID MJIS-2010-0196, entitled "Development and World Order." I have yet to hear l’rom you about this. 

This e-mail is simply a reminder to respond to the invitation to review You may e-mail me with your reply or click the appropriate link at the bottom of the page to automatically register your 

reply with our online manuscript submission and review system. 

I appreciate your help in accomplishing our goal of having an expedited reviewing process. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of any assistance. 

Sincerely, 
Editorial Team 
M~Hermium Editorial Office 
Millermium@ [se.ac.uk 

Agreed: http://rnc manuscriptcentral.comJm]is?URL MASK FxMCtZC876qY©hHScSZY 

Declined: http://mcammuscriptcentral.com/rniis?URL MASK 3"DbiSYSMx23hF]KKSBbn 

Unavailable: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.comJm]is?URL MASK 9ItrJt;Td6PMTFMmnJSSCN 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

asnc- durhamcoun~@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Morilyn B Aiello <Aiell002@mc.duke.edu> 

Saturday, November 27, 2010 10:07 AM 

asnc - durhamcounty@googlegro ups .corn 

{ASNC- DurhamCounty} Marilyn B Aiello/Psycl~/~nc/Duke is out of the oltice. 

will be out of the office starting 11/24/2010 and ~vill not return until 

1/29/2010. 

Please contact me on my cell 
assistance. 

if you need immediate 

You recei’ved this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ASNC-DurhamCoun~" group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc_durhamcounty@googlegroups.com 
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to asnc_durhamcounty+unsubscribe@g~oglegroups.com. 
For more options, visit th s group at http:/i~roups~oo~Iecom/~r°up/asnc-durhamc°untv?hl=en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia Newsletter <newsletter@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 3:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Get What You Want - Skills for Negotiating and Re~axching 

[.~ iI cengage brain 

The Art of Negotiation: 

Deal or No Deal 
As the Rolling Stones famously said, "You can’t 

always get what you want - but if you try sometimes 

you might find you get what you need" Of course, it’s 

easier to arrive at terms you like in school, work, and 

personal interactions when you come to the table 

armed with qood neg!otiatin¢! skills 
Continue 

~ Get Real 

Does your research require you to work with primary sources? In 

the last issue of Q&A! we explained what they are and howto 

distinguish them from secondary information Here we tell you ........................................................................................................................... 

how to do the detective work that will help you critically evaluate 

primary sources, ii.~.iI Continue 

~ Take Searches Up a Notch 
When your usual online research strategies don’t help you find 

the information you need, it’s time for plan B. Check out the 

alternate methods recommended by one expert in this list of 1~0 
I 

Tips for Smart Searches. ~ 

~qpei~sor~d I-"o st 

Lighten Your Backpack with eBooks 
Lighten the load in your backpack with online versions of popular 

textbooks from CengageBrain.com. Even better, eBooks can 

save you up to 50 }S off regular bookstore prices! Find out more at 

Cen,qa,qeBrain.com. 

~ Questoids 

17 November 1970 - Douglas Engelbart receives the patent for 

the first computer mouse 

iii~ FollowQuestia on Twitter 

f .... 

Facebook 

[~ R ...... h Wizard 

i~ Questia library for iPh ..... d iPod Touch 

22 November 1718 - Edward Teach - known as the pirate 

Blackbeard - is killed. 

24 November 1859 - The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin is 

published. 

Have your own website or Nog? 

These free webmaster tools are 

for yoe! 

Questia Search Widget iNi Questia RSS Feed 



Siqn up fer a FREE rnalI Search the Q{iestia Libra rv I Send to ~ Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 5:06 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Beyond Peace Deals: A Discussion with Puli’~er Center Journalist Jina Moore 

Beyond Peace Deals 

A Discussion with Pulitzer Center Journalist Jina Moore 
Monday, November 29, 2010, 5:30 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-C~I 
Confront the issues at the core of violence in centr~l Africa with aw~d-wim~ing Pulilzer Center joumalis~t Jina IVloore. Combining rich narmlives with ma acute grasp of 

politicaJ and historical context Jina’s axticles embrace the real humma stories that emerge l]’om the complex political environments of the legion.Moore is currently a 
Fulbright Fellowship recipient, repoNng on the UN’s peace-building eiti~rts in Africa. She is a correspondent for The Christian Science Monitor and has been 

anthologized in Best America~ Science Writing. Discover in this discussion how peace-building has progressed in central Aiiica, mad what possibililies exist in the 

region tbr citizens to build a betler future. Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b andersonSb~unc.edu Ii~r more information. 

S ~acey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coor@inator 

Africa~ S~Nld~’s Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewai 1 @ bmail . u~K:. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

onbehalfof+Millem~ium+lse.ac.uk@mmauscriptcentral.com on behalf of 

Millennium@lse.ac.uk 

Monday, November 29, 2010 2:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Mmmscfipt ID MJIS-2010-0196 now in your Referee Center - Millennium 

29-Nov-2010 

Dear Protl Sahle: 

Thank you for agreeing to review Manuscript ID MJIS-2010-0196 entitled "Development and World Order" tbr Millennium Please tly your best to complete your review- within the 
suggested timeframe of four weeks. 

In your revie~v, please answer all questions. On the review page, there is a space for "Comments to Editor" and a space for "Comments to the Author." Please be sure to put your comments 
to the author in the appropriate space. 

You may access the manuscript and flae reviewer rating fo1Tll directly by clicking the following link: 

http://mcmanuscriptcentral.cona/miis?URL MASK kRq9217FM36tXRYB5G54 

Or, you may Iogin to 2/lillenniurn - Manuscript Central site at http://mc manuscriptcentral.com/miis. Your case-sensitive USER ID is eunice@emaikunc edu For securi~" purposes your 
password is not listed in this email If you are unsure of your password you may click the link below to set a new password. 

http://mcammuscriptcentral.com/miis?URL M~SK MjcYQq2dcTXxcNbt~’rCR8 

If you wish to view the manuscript and the review form simultaneously, click on the tt~I~{L or PDt: icons the manuscript will open in a new window Leave the new window open, switch 
back to the main window, and open the score sheet by clicking on the Score Sheet tab Follow the instructions ]2~r reviewers provided in the Manuscript Central site I strongly encourage 
you to elaborate on your review in the space provided. Your specific comments will offer valuable feedback to improve future work It is essential that you click the "Save" button if you 
wish to exit the review before you submit it to the Editor. Otherwise, none of the information that you have entered wil [ be saved in the system When you have completed your review and 
are rea@ to submit it to the Editor, click on "Submit." 

All communications regarding this manuscript are privileged Any conflict of interest, suspicion of duplicate publication, fabrication of data or plagiarism must immediately be reported to 
me. 

Thank you for evaluating this manuscript. 

Sincerely, 
Editorial Officer, ?,/hllennium 
Millennium@ [se.ac.nk 

Read us - http://mil sa~epub corn/ 

Join Millennium on Facebook - http://wv‘as~.faceb~nk.c~m/pages/?‘/h~ennium-Journa~-of-Internationa~-studies/~33241316700266 

Follow us on Twitter - http:i/twitter.com/millenn]ournal 

Review for us through LibraryThing - http:i/www, librarything, corr~’catalog/MilletmiumJournal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 11:39 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweile@email.unc.edu>; John Pickles <jpickles@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Alexander 

CrMt, Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexander.craft@unc.edu>; Johnson, Erica <ericaj@email.unc.edu>; Osterweil, Michal 

<osterwei@email.unc.edu:~; Reynolds, Andrew S ~asreynol@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Agenda for December 1 sl Global Issues Meetiug 

Dear all, 

Please read over the agenda following this email in advance of our Wednesday meeting on Global Issues (INTS 210). 

As a reminder: the meeting is being held in room 3009 of the Global Education Center at noon this Wednesday, December ist and lunch will be provided. 

Thank you once again for your help, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

[:*:_~dex Gk?bal Education Center, 301 Pil:tsboro SI:. Cg# 3263 

U NC Chap,:_!l Hill 

Chapel ~-Iill, NC 27599 

ph. 919.-962- 5~742 

laram@email.unc.edu 

httgJ://wwwaJ~;c.edu/deptsii~;ts/ 

AGENDA 

~. What are the common concerns/or past problems with INT$ ~lO--i,e. why we thought we needed to think about refining the ~10 course (whv this 

meeting)? What has worked? What should we aim to keep? 

B. What are the pedagogical aims o~ the course? What must it do ~or the major? What differences should there be between the maiors only section 

and the lar~er course? 

C. How much/little do we need shared in all versions of the class? Key themes? Key texts? 

D. What are possible proposals for how to address concerns and aims of the course? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy Rutledge <timsa~fford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 29, 2010 1:05 PM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccol?ac] Intb on grading fl~is term 

general communicalions on grading FINAL.docx 

COO Instructors - 

This semester is the first time that grades will be entered in the new student information system, ConnectCarolina. The Registrar’s Office has provided the 

attached set of guidelines to help with grading and they are offering two demonstrations of the new grading process as shown below. ~f you are near enough to 

attend one o[ t:hese demonstrations, that wou~d be a good t:o do. 

We’re hopeful ~:hat the ne~v process will be relatively straight: Forward. tf problems ads<, ~ve’~ be g~ad to try arid he~p or you can contact the Registrar’s Office as 

mentioned below. 

T~m 

T~mothy R. Sanford, Ph.D~ 

Assodate Director for CredR Programs 

Friday Center For Continuing Educatior~ 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

Schoo~ of b~format~on & Library Sdence 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

CB #1020 

Chapel H~J~, NC 27~99-1020 

919-962-.26~ 

9~9-.962-5549 (fax) 

F~m~ Lloyd, Ga~ R [mailto:ga~_lloyd@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, November 29, 2010 ~2:50 PN 
Te= SiS-chat 
Subjectl [sis-chat] ~: DRA~ d email to listservs 
On behalf of the University Registrar, Chris Derickson, I am sending you the attached information on grading in ConnectCarolina. 

Faculty are receiving this as a Formal Notice communication from the Provost. 

We strongly suggest that you attend one of the two upcoming demonstrations of online grading and that you remind your faculty of these sessions. 

* Thursday, Bee. 2, llam to 12 noon in 12~ Hanes A~ Center 

* Monday, Bee. 6, 2 pm te 3pro in 10~ 6reenlaw Hall 

These sessions will be conducted by the University Registrar, Chris Derickson. 

Questions/Support 

For questions regarding how to use ConnectCarolina and finaJ grade entry, contact the Records area of the Registrar’s Office at either 962-0495 or 

it’s listserv at records@l~stserv.unc.edu 

For technical support, contact the Help Desk (help.unc.edu or 962-HELP) 

Thanks. 

Debra 

Debra Belier 

I~o~afion Commu~cafion SNcialist 

Connec~arolina 

gRP, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 

211 Mam~ng Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 

Email: debra beller@tmc.edu 

Web: http:i/com~ectcamlina.unc.edu 
<ul> 

<ul> 

<li> --You are cnrrenfly subscribed to 

~ul:* 

sis-chat as: <~a href"mailV.}:uslbrd(a~email.unc.e&,"~usford~;email.unc.edu</a~. To unsubscfibe<br> 

send a blank email to <a hre~"rn~ilt~:leave-28204889-1369967.9a9710879bd0745bd9i291btSb4d I 138~)listseI~.unc.edu’bleave-28204889- 

1.~...6..22.6..2.~2.~2~1.Q.~.7.2.N.!).2.4...~.~..¢..2t2...21.B..t3...Nst1~1~.~.@11~1~.~.~.r~.~::~ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emaJl.unc.edu<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "maJlto:leave-28205007- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28205007- 

3634613.47fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a~ 



Grading in ConnectCarolina 

As you have heard, grades will be entered in ConnectCarolina, beginning with the Fall 2010 
semester. 

Grade rosters will be available through Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina as of December 9, 
2010. Any faculty member, teaching assistant (TAs), and/or staff member with proxy access 
(who have been added to the class roster with either Grade or Approve access) will be able to 
enter grades using Faculty Center. Grade or Approve access depends on being identified with 
that role for the class and successfully completing the FERPA test. 

As always, final grades are due no later than 72 hours after a class’s scheduled final exam 

In order to enter grades in a timely and accurate manner, we strongly recommend that: 

All faculty and TAs ensure that they have access to the rosters of the classes they are 
assigned to teach and grade (staff members with proxy access will also be able lo enter 
grades if they have grade access assigned). 

NOTE: If a class you teach and grade is not listed in the ConnectCarolina Faculty Center, 
contact your departmental scheduler immediately. 
Faculty members and TAs should review their class rosters prior to December 9th, when 

grade rolls will be generated. If any discrepancies are identified, please contact the staff 
member in your office who handles registration as soon as possible. If any additional 
questions or concerns please feel free to contact the Office of the University Registrar. 

Any enrollment changes (adds" or drops) made after grade rosters are generated on 
December 9/h will require a more cumbersome process which may impact spring 

enrollment for students. 
¯ For the time-being, Cross-listed courses will have separate grade rosters. Each cross- 

listed course will have separate entries in Faculty Center. ~ote that we are working to 

resolve this matter). 
¯ Faculty, TAs and student services staff review documentation and/or online training 

modules. 

Faculty, TAs and student services staff attend, if possible, demonstration sessions of the 
new grading process. 

The following information is presented to provide additional information about entering grades 
in ConnectCarolina. 

Grade Roster 
Grade rosters are generated by the Office of the University Registrar and made available to 
you in the ConnectCarolina Faculty Center. You must be assigned to the class as the primary 
instructor, secondary instructor or TA by your departmental scheduler in order for the Faculty 
Center information to appear. If a term or a class is not listed, contact your departmental 
scheduler. 

Access and Availability 



Security roles for grading have already been attached to all faculty and staff profiles; if you have 
passed the online FERPA quiz and can see class rosters in the ConnectCarolina Faculty 
Center, you will be able to enter grades, as long as you are assigned to the class and your 
department scheduler has listed your grading access as either "Grade" or "Approve". 

The instructor listed on the Schedule of Classes file is ultimately responsible for all grades in 
the course and should be assigned the grading role of"Approve". 

Teaching Assistants and staff members with proxy access will also be able to enter grades using 
Faculty Center, as long as their grading access has been assigned on the scheduled class. 

Training and Documentation 
Training and documentation for faculty members, TAs and staff with proxy access will be 
available on the Registrar’ s web site (http:iiregweb.unc. eduitrainitrainingidoc_repository.html ) 
and on the ConnectCarolina project website (http:ii.unc.eduiconnectcarolinaifacultyguide). This 
includes an online training module in Blackboard and written documentation. 

Demonstration Sessions 
Two sessions ~vill be held to demonstrate the ne~v grading functionality: 

¯ Thursday, Dec. 2, llam to 12 noon in 121 Hanes Art Center 
¯ Monday, Dec. 6, 2 pm to 3pm in 101 Greenlaw Hall 

These sessions will be conducted by the University Registrar, Chris Derickson. 

Support 
If you cannot view a class roster through the Faculty Center, contact your departmental 
scheduler. 
For questions regarding how to use CounectCarolina, contact your student services 
manager or the Records area of the Registrar’s Office at either 962-0495 or its listsei~l at 
records@li stserv.unc, edu. 

¯ For technical support, contact the Help Desk (help.unc.edu or 962-HELP). 
¯ For questions about fiual grade entry, contact the Registrar’s Office. 

Your cooperati on is very much appreciated. 

University Registrar 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bonnie McManus <bonniemc@duke.edu> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 2:31 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Spanish inaructor needed 

Chapel Hill Spanish Aflerschool Program seeks enthusiastic aad experienced teacher to create and lead communicative activities for a group of children (grades 1-4). 

Desired qua]ifications: native or near-native Spanish skills, experience ruth this age group, creative and fi~n curriculum development, s~trong ch~ssroom management 

skills abili~ ~) teach Spani sh in an immersion environment. 

The group meets Tuesday mad Thur~ay afternoons, 2:30-4pm. This is a paid position. 

Please send CV and interest letter to: 

<mailto:ianold(&email.unc.edtc> 

’,(~gmail.com> and iamold~)e~nail.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 7:45 PM 

Department lis~serv ~atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] PI,EASE READ: Grading in ConnectCamliua 

general communicalions on grading FINAL.docx 

From: Belier, Debra L [maJlto:debra_beller@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, November 29, 2010 3:48 PM 
To; The student_records_advisory mailing list. 
Subject; [student_records_advisory] FW: PLEASE READ: Important communication on grading in ConnectCarolina 

Hi, sorry, one sm~ll typo in th~:_~ communicatior~ -the Facul~:y Guide link h~d an extran~:_~ous period. The com-:~ct link is http:i/unc.edu/connectcarolinaifacultyguide. 

7he corrected w_~rsi.:_~n is att~ched. 

Debra 

Fro~; Belier, Debra L [mailto:debra_beller@unc.edu] 
Se~t; Monday, November 29, 2010 :[!::[2 AM 
"re; The student_records_advisory mailing list. 

Subject: [student_records_advisory] PLEASE READ: Important communication on grading in ConnectCarolina 

Good mornins: 

On behalf of the University Resistrar, Chris Derickson, I am sendin~ you the attached information on 8radin8 in ConnectCarolina. 

Faculty will receive this as a Formal Notice communication from the Provost. 

We stron~ suggest that you attend one of the two upcomin~ demonstrations of online grading and that you remind your faculty of these sessions. 

¯ Thursday, Dec. 2, 11am to 12 noo~ in 121 Hanes Art Center 

¯ Menday, ~ec. 6, 2 pm to 3pro in 101 6reenlaw Hall 

These sessions will be conducted by the University Resistrar, Chris Derickson. 

Questions/Support 

For questions resardin~ how to use ConnectCarolina, contact the Records area of the Re~istrar’s Office at either 962-0495 or its listserv at 

records@listserv.unc~edu 

¯ For technical support, contact the Help Desk (help.unc.edu or 962-HELP) 

¯ For questions about final ~rade entry, contact the Resistrar’s Office 

Thanks. 

Debra 

Debra Belier 

Information Communication Specialist 
ConnectCarolina 

ERP, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

211 Manning Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 

Ema5,1: &bra beller@unc.edu 

Web: http:/iconnectcarolina.uuc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htIp://lists.mm.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u=T&l=afrialhm&o=28207704 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or seud a blank emafil to !.%a.kLe-~-2-.8.~..~-7.7.Q..4...-.‘.3...2-‘.~}~}.1:-6-~-8..:.e...8.~.7~.a.~A{~}.~.~.~.~.{~.~.~5~.~{).~2~istser~.unc.edu 



Grading in ConnectCarolina 

As you have heard, grades will be entered in ConnectCarolina, beginning with the Fall 2010 
semester. 

Grade rosters will be available through Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina as of December 9, 
2010. Any faculty member, teaching assistant (TAs), and/or staff member with proxy access 
(who have been added to the class roster with either Grade or Approve access) will be able to 
enter grades using Faculty Center. Grade or Approve access depends on being identified with 
that role for the class and successfully completing the FERPA test. 

As always, final grades are due no later than 72 hours after a class’s scheduled final exam 

In order to enter grades in a timely and accurate manner, we strongly recommend that: 

All faculty and TAs ensure that they have access to the rosters of the classes they are 
assigned to teach and grade (staff members with proxy access will also be able lo enter 
grades if they have grade access assigned). 

NOTE: If a class you teach and grade is not listed in the ConnectCarolina Faculty Center, 
contact your departmental scheduler immediately. 
Faculty members and TAs should review their class rosters prior to December 9th, when 

grade rolls will be generated. If any discrepancies are identified, please contact the staff 
member in your office who handles registration as soon as possible. If any additional 
questions or concerns please feel free to contact the Office of the University Registrar. 

Any enrollment changes (adds" or drops) made after grade rosters are generated on 
December 9/h will require a more cumbersome process which may impact spring 

enrollment for students. 
¯ For the time-being, Cross-listed courses will have separate grade rosters. Each cross- 

listed course will have separate entries in Faculty Center. ~ote that we are working to 

resolve this matter). 
¯ Faculty, TAs and student services staff review documentation and/or online training 

modules. 

Faculty, TAs and student services staff attend, if possible, demonstration sessions of the 
new grading process. 

The following information is presented to provide additional information about entering grades 
in ConnectCarolina. 

Grade Roster 
Grade rosters are generated by the Office of the University Registrar and made available to 
you in the ConnectCarolina Faculty Center. You must be assigned to the class as the primary 
instructor, secondary instructor or TA by your departmental scheduler in order for the Faculty 
Center information to appear. If a term or a class is not listed, contact your departmental 
scheduler. 

Access and Availability 



Security roles for grading have already been attached to all faculty and staff profiles; if you have 
passed the online FERPA quiz and can see class rosters in the ConnectCarolina Faculty 
Center, you will be able to enter grades, as long as you are assigned to the class and your 
department scheduler has listed your grading access as either "Grade" or "Approve". 

The instructor listed on the Schedule of Classes file is ultimately responsible for all grades in 
the course and should be assigned the grading role of"Approve". 

Teaching Assistants and staff members with proxy access will also be able to enter grades using 
Faculty Center, as long as their grading access has been assigned on the scheduled class. 

Training and Documentation 
Training and documentation for faculty members, TAs and staff with proxy access will be 
available on the Registrar’ s web site (http:iiregweb.unc. eduitrainitrainingidoc_repository.html ) 
and on the ConnectCarolina project website (http:iiunc.eduiconnectcarolinaifacultyguide). This 
includes an online training module in Blackboard and written documentation. 

Demonstration Sessions 
Two sessions ~vill be held to demonstrate the ne~v grading functionality: 

¯ Thursday, Dec. 2, llam to 12 noon in 121 Hanes Art Center 
¯ Monday, Dec. 6, 2 pm to 3pm in 101 Greenlaw Hall 

These sessions will be conducted by the University Registrar, Chris Derickson. 

Support 
If you cannot view a class roster through the Faculty Center, contact your departmental 
scheduler. 
For questions regarding how to use CounectCarolina, contact your student services 
manager or the Records area of the Registrar’s Office at either 962-0495 or its listsei~l at 
records@li stserv.unc, edu. 

¯ For technical support, contact the Help Desk (help.unc.edu or 962-HELP). 
¯ For questions about fiual grade entry, contact the Registrar’s Office. 

Your cooperati on is very much appreciated. 

University Registrar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 10:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; lydia.boyd@unc.edu; Pdvkin-Fish, Michele R <mrtish@email.unc.edu-~; Slocum, KaxIa 

<kslocum@unc.edn>; monika.gosin@duke.edn 

Event on Dec. 1 for New Book on Intersectionality 

intersecliondli .ty.pdf 

FYI 

Intersectionality Across Disciplines: Three Surprising Ways it is 
Transforming Your Scholarship and Teaching 
Wednesday, December 1 i 4-5:30 pm i Campus Y Faculty Commons 

Join us [’or a book reception featuring a brief reading and discussion of the 
newly published The Intersectiona[ Approach: Trans]2~rming the Academy 
through Race, Class, & Gender (UNC Press, 2010), edited by M~chele Tracy 
Berger (Associate Professor, Department of Women’s Studies, UNC Chapel 
Hill) and Kathleen Guidroz (Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, 
Mount Saint Mary’s Universi~). Several contributors will also 
be present to discuss how intersectionality (or the consideration of race, 
class, and gender, etc.), is changing how the?’ approach their disciplines, 
scholarship, and teaching. Light ret’reshments will be provided. Co-sponsored 

by the Carolina Women’s Center and the Department of Women’s Studies. 



4-5:30 PM ,. CAMPUS Y 
FACULTY COMMONS 

J oin us for a book reception featuring a brief reading 

and discussion of the newly published The InfersecfionaJ 

Approach: Transforming fhe Academy ~hrough Race, 

CJass, & Gender (UblC Press, 2010), edited by Michele 

Tracy Berger (Associate Professor, Department of 

~Zomen~s Studies, UblC-Chapel Hill) and Kathleen 

Guidroz (Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, 

l,,~,ount Saint Mary’s University)° SeveraJ contributors will 

also be present to discuss how intersectionality (or the 

consideration of race, class, and gender, etco), is changing 

how they approach their disciplines, scholarship, and 

teaching° The Intersectiona! Approach is a collection of 

18 essays that guides new and estabJished researchers 

across the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences 

to engage in a critical reflection about the broad 

adoption of intersectionaiity and that constitutes what 

Berger and Guidroz call a new "social literacy" for 

scholarso Light refreshments will be provided. 

do-sponsored by the Carolina Women’s denter and the Department o[ Women’s Studies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <’b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Woods, Margaret W <mwwoods@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Reporting: p~xticipation at a conslitution forum in Kenya supported by ASC 

Welcome back’. Looks like this was quite an event, and very good for UNC 
to have a participant there (and I love the pics!). Please g~ve 
Margaret any receipts you have for lodging or for grouaad transportation, 
and she ~vill also include a per diem for your time in Kenya Your 
report can simply be a paragraph in an email, basically with any edited 
information from the proposal--nothing fancy Thales, and warmest 
regards, Barbara 

On 11/30/2010 6:39 AM, Sahle, Eunice N ~vrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

I arrived here late last night Thanks for supporting my participatiun 
at an important constitutiunal furum in Kenya last week. 

l wuuId like to send my report befure other matters taken over.. Hence, 
kindly let me know what I need tu include in my repurt tu the ASC. 

In the meantime here are some pictures from a session on Nuv 25 focusing 
un the rights and respunsibilities embedded in the new democratic 
constitution with the youth (’Buda Buda" youth involved in the 
transpurtation sectur) and security forces. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice 

Barbara Shaw Andersun 
Assuciate Directur, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department uf African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.globahunc, edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 10:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

oops - clicked too soon - Reporting: paxticipation at a constitution forum in Kenya supported by ASC 

100 0380 0145.jpg 

photo attached. 

Cheers, 
E. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2010 10:17 AM 
To: Barbara Anderson 
Sutziect: RE: Reporting: participation at a constitution forum in Kenya supported by ASC 

tIi Barbara, 

Thanks for the suggestions. 

’]7he teachers forum included a viewing - see attached photo - o17 the film "Taking Root" and discussion o17 envirorwnental education and sustainable development. The final report on Friday 
including several clauses on sustainable development and obligations to the environment. I will include these matters if it is OK with you. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2010 10:07 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Woods, Margaret W 
Sublect: Re: Reporting: participation at a constitution forum in Kenya supported by ASC 

Welcome back! Looks like this was quite an event, and very good for UNC 
to have a participant there (and ] love the pics!) Please give 
Margaret an?’ receipts you have for lodging or for ground transportation, 
and she will also include a per diem :[’or your time in Kenya. Your 
report can simply be a paragraph in an email, basically with any edited 
information from the proposal--nothing fancy. Thanks, and warmest 
regards, Barbara 

On 11/30/2010 6:39 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

I arrived here late last night. Thanks for supporting my participatiun 
at an iraportant constitutional forum in Kenya last week. 

I would like to send my report before other matters taken over... Hence, 
kindly let me know what I need to include in my report to the ASC. 

In the meantime here are some pict~es from a session on Nov 25 focusing 
on the rights and responsibilities embedded in the new democratic 
constitution with the youth (’Boda Boda" youth involved in the 
transportation sector) and security forces. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Cunter 
Lect~er, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Centcr, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 I?x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.globahunc, edu/aticica 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 11:05 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Reporting: p~xticipation at a conslitution forum in Kenya supported by ASC 

Good Morning Barbara, 
Thanks for copying me on this email. Per your previous email Dr Sahle’s 
travel is also supported by her home department at UNC, which will cover 
her airfare I will reimburse her tlcom funds requested from the African 
Studies Center for lodging, per diem at the federal rate of $383iday for 
5 days and ground transportation as soon as I receive her receipts 

I copied Dr. Sahle on this email as a FYI 

Margaret Wunds 
Administrative Business Associate 
Area Studies Center 
3112 Global FedEx Education (;enter 
CB#7582 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
Telephone: (919) 843-9203 
Fax: (919) 843-2102 
mv, as, o ads@ em ail.unc, edu 

On 11/30/2010 10:07 AM, Barbara Anderson wrote: 

Welcome back! Looks like this was quite an event, and very good for UNC 

to have a participant there (and I love the pics!). Please give Margaret 

any receipts you have [’or lodging or for ground transportation, and she 

will also include a per diem [’or your time in Kenya. Your report can 

simply be a paragraph in an email, basically with any edited iN2~rmation 

from the proposal--nothing fancy. Thanks, and warmest regards, Barbara 

On 11,’30/2010 6:39 AM; Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear Barbara, 

>> 

>> I arrived here late last night. Thanks fur supporting my participation 

>> at an important constitutiunal fol~am in Kenya last ~veek. 

>> 

>> I would like to send my report before other matters taken over... Hunce, 

>> kindly let me know what I need to include in my repolt to the ASC. 

>> 

>> In the meantime here are some pictures from a session on Nov 25 focusing 

>> un the rights and responsibilities erabedded in the new democratic 

>> constitution with the youth (’Boda Boda" youth involved in the 

>> transportation sector) and security- forces. 

>> 

>> Warm regards, 

>> Eunice 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 11:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Getting Togefl~er 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope you’re well and enjoyed your recent travels. I was wondering if you’d like to get together for coffee soon. Here are some of my best days and times on 

campus Thursday, Dec. 2 from 3:30 to 5:30 and Wednesday Dec. 8 from 2:30 to 5:30. We could also meet in Durham on Tuesday, Dec. 7 (lunch or coffee), in the 

afternoon on Dec. 9, in the morning on Dec. :10. 

Take care, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, November 30, 20:[0 :[:[:25 AN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°465 

The Crisis over the 201~, Buctget -" the clash of the i~tra~sigeant 
Nicolas-3ean Brehon 

Foundation : S(ippertiDenafion I Eiactions/£,’~o]dcva Financial Crisis : Germany I Finland I France 

I Greece j irela~d I Portugal I lcela~d j Commission j Parfiament j OECD I Sweden European 
Council : Sweden Commission : F3udget I ]nternet 
E~ec~ro[qc Wsste ~ Women ~ No~dova ~ Georgia Council : 
U[,;rsine ~ Korea I ~:-eJand 6er~aay : Bud,:eL ~ DeFence ~ Czech Repubhc I Bundesr-at Belgium : 
SoluUon? Bulgaria : 8as Spain : Co~m(e~fe[~: I Cal:akmya France : Germany Ireland : Oiss.alut~.an 
~taly : Mexxogio=-no I Energ,/ UK : Happiness I ~mmig:-at~on Sweden : UK Bosnia-Herzegovina : 
E:..; Croatia : 9erbhs Moldova : Electk)ns Russia : WTO I KaL,/~ I Germany Ukraine : OgCE 
Council of Europe : Fh~dsnd OECD : Sksvak~s I Eastern Europe Eurostat : [ndusL:-y I Afdca 
Eurobarometer : EU~Afdca Studies/Reports : WTO 
Nest Esst I Women I Koscvo Publications : EU-~nsfiLufions I Agric(~ture I Nucear Culture : 

E>’hib[~:ksn/Cranaah I Exh~b~L~on ~lun~ch I E:(h~b~tioniR,:)d[n 
Fest:.vsiiThessa~on[k: 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Support/Donation 

j Approved by the State by the decree on 18th 3anuary, 1992 published in the 
.~.iI photo non dispo .Journal Officiel on 2~.st February, ~.992, the Robert Schuman Foundation can 

receive donations from private persons and companies. Tax payers benefit from 
an income tax rebate equal to 66% of:the amount donated. It is limited to 20% 
of taxable income (art. 200-3 C.G.I). Companies liable to income tax or 
company tax benefit from a rebate of 60% limited to 0.8% of their turnover. 
(art. 238 bis 2 CGI). Private parties who pay solidarity tax on wealth can deduct 

78% of the total of their donation up to a limit of 80,000 euro (art 885-0 V his A C.G.I). Support the 
Robert Schuman Foundation - it works every day to improve understanding about Europe and 

facilitate access to it. You can make a secure, on-line donation on the Foundation’s site. 

Eiections/~,’~oldcva 

j According to results that are still incomplete (98.8%) three of the four parties in 

~:i photo non dispo the outgoing coalition Alliance for European Integration - the Liberal Party (PL) 
led by interim President of the Republic Mihai Ghimpu, the Liberal Democratic 
Party (PLDM), led by outgoing Prime Minister Vladimir Filat and the Democratic 
Party (PDM) led by Marian Lupu won 50.9% of the vote taking 87 of the 
seats in Parliament. The Liberal Democratic Party made a breakthrough with 

28.6% of the vote. The Democratic Party won ~_2.9% of the vote, the Liberal Party 9.3%. Support for 
the Communist Party declined and it won 40.5%. According to some estimates the four remaining 
seats required by the Coalition for a majority could be won with the vote from polling stations 
abroad. This would put an end to the political crisis to elect the President of the Republic (a 3/8 
majority is required ie 6~_ seats). 

Financial Crisis : 

I The Federal Statistics Office, Destatis, confirmed provisional data on 23rd 

photonon dispoj November that indicated that the GDP had progressed by 0.7% in the third 
quarter in Germany in comparison with the 2nd. "German economic recovery is 
continuing although at a slower pace after the record Figures in the second 
quarter," (+2.8%) explained Destatis in a press release. According to IFO 
figures published on 24th November its index which measures the business 
climate in Germany reached 109.3 points in November in comparison with 

107.7 points in October. 

%~.~J. I ~;h~zc.Lir~.l.s i ~’~.:~.e-L.J.i.r~!~ 

F:inland 

j According to Figures published on 23rd November by the Finnish statistics 
~iI photo non dispo institute, Statistics Finland, the unemployment rate in Finland totalled 7.4% in 

October in comparison with 8.2% previously. In October 2010 2,480,000 people 
were in a job - 47,000 people more than in October 2009. 



j The number of job seekers in mainland France (without work and obliged to 

~i photo non dispo seek actively) registered with P(51e Emploi at the end of October lay at 
2,676,800 people. This number is down in comparison with that recorded at the 
end of September (-0.8% ie -20,300). Over one year the figure had grown by 
1.8%. The total number of unemployed registered with P61e Emploi lay at 

3,985,500 in mainland France in October (4,234,300 in France including overseas territories). This 
figure had decreased by 0.3% (-13,700). Over one year it had increased by 5%. 

j The EU-ECB-IMF troika congratulated the Greek government "for having 

~:i photonon dispo achieved the goals set with regard to budgetary savings" by reducing its 
enormous deficit by 6 points in just one year. But it advised to continue 
structural reform. The EU and IMF representatives said that the third payment 
(9 billion euros) of the 110 billion euro loan given to the country over three 
years in May will be paid after the December approval of the joint financial 

monitoring report on the country’s finances. 

j The Irish government revealed its austerity plan on 24th November to the 
ii.~.iI photo non dispo backdrop of a political crisis and under constant pressure from the markets. 

This plan should lead to savings of 15 billion euros and bring the Irish public 
deficit down to 3% of the GDP by 2014. The latter rose to 32% of the GDP this 
year. To do this Dublin will raise VAT which will gradually go up to 23%; the 
government will also do away with nearly 25,000 civil servants’ positions. Apart 
from budgetary cuts the official retirement age will be delayed. Moreover 

unemployment and family benefits will be reduced by 5% and the minimum salary will be cut by 
12%. At the same time the plan is said to include a higher income tax and also other new taxes. 

Portugai 
On 26th November the Portuguese Parliament finally adopted an austerity 

i:~1~:I photo non dispo budget for 2011 which should lead to a drastic reduction in the country’s 
deficit. "This budget includes extremely difficult, demanding measures for all 
Portuguese declared Prime Minister ]os~ Socrates after the vote. The adoption 
of this austerity plan aims to bring the deficit of 7.3% of the GDP this year 
down to 4.6% in 2011. 

Read 

Iceland 

j The Icelandic statistics institute announced its forecasts for the Icelandic 
.~.iI photo non dispo economy in 2010-2015 on 23rd November. The study forecasts a contraction in 

the economy of 3% in 2010 followed by recovery of growth over the entire 
period 2011-2015, on condition that industrial investment takes off as from 
2012. Inflation will decrease progressively: an average rate of 5.4% is expected 
in 2010; and it should total 2.3% in 2012. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j According to the Commission’s autumn forecasts published on 29th November 
~:: photo non dispo GDP growth of 1.75% is expected in 2010-2011 and this figure is due to lie at 

around 2% in 2012. This year economic results were better than expected and 
growth forecasts made in the spring for 2010 were revised upwards. However 
given the slowing of the world economy and the start of budgetary stabilisation 

activity is still due to decline at the end of year and in 2011. But it is due to gather pace again in 
2012 thanks to an improvement in private demand. With the economic recovery en route the labour 
market situation should gradually improve also. The unemployment rate should fall to below 9% in 
2012 whilst public deficit should decline to around 4.25% of the GDP. 

With Ireland facing market tensions, austerity measures, and an EU/IMF bailout, 

~i photonon dispo the two European Commissioners most heavily involved with handling financial 
and debt matters addressed the EP’s Economics Committee on Monday night. 
Both stressed the need for bold steps to ensure tight economic coordination and 
strong EU-level regulation. MEPs are continuing their work as co-legislators on 

six decisive texts on the structure of economic governance. Their reports should be officially 
presented in a committee for economic and monetary affairs in January 2011. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

OECD 

j According to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development on 

~:i photonon dispo 22nd November the OECD area’s GDP rose by 0.6% in the third quarter of 
2010. The GDP in the euro area and the EU increased by 0.4% - down by 1% in 
comparison wih the previous quarter. With 0.7% growth Germany is still 
relatively strong but declining in comparison with the record 2.3% witnessed in 
the second quarter of 2010. GDP growth slowed in France (0.4%), in Italy 
(0.2%) and in the UK (0.8%). However it accelerated in 3apan (0.9%) and 

slightly in the USA (0.5%). 

Read                                                                                               ~ 



The Swedish statistics institute published a study on 23rd November undertaken 
.~j photo non dispo in October with regard to Swedish industrial investments in 2011. Although 

investment was down 5% in 2010 in comparison with 2009 it will probably be up 
by 10% in 2011 in comparison with 2010. This rise should notably involve the 
paper industry (40% increase in 2011 against 18% in 2010) and the chemical 

industry that will rise by 34% in 2011 equal but higher in volume to the 2010 rate. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

European Council : 
Sweden 
[I~J     ]on 23rdN ..... bet the President oFthe European C .... ilH ..... Van 

:i photo nondispo Rompuytravelled to Sweden and spoke with Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik 
Reinfeldt about the economic situation. 

Read [Other link 

Budget 

I On 26th November the Commission adopted a new draft budget For 2011 after 
~iI photonon dispo the Failure to achieve conciliation between Parliament and the Council on 15th 

November last. The new draft plans For the payment of up to 126.5 billion euros 
(+2.9% in comparison with 2009), which is the level accepted by both 
Parliament and Council. At the same time the President oFthe Commission 

addressed a letter to the Presidents of the Parliament and Council calling on them to draw up the 
rules of the cooperation on Future budgetary issues as planned For in the Lisbon Treaty - ie joint work 
as part of the Future Financial Framework. 

J One European in Four has a subscription to broadband internet, a technology 
~iI photonon dispo that is gathering speed according to the latest statistics published on 25th 

November by the European Commission. Broadband is continuing to spread 
across the EU- 25.6% oFthe population now has a subscription to this (in 
comparison with 23.9% last year). Mobile broadband is also growing 

spectacularly with a 45% rise, meaning that 6% of private parties have a specific means to 
accessing mobile broadband. But the EU is Far From having achieved its goals that aims For 100% 
broadband coverage (the basic kind - such as ADSL) by 2013. 

Parity 

j The EU will try to triple the number of women in posts of responsibility in Five 
~] photonon dispo years in major companies that are dominated at present by men, said the 

Commission Vice-President, Viviane Reding on 22rid November. "Only one 
member in ten of the boards of companies Floated on the stock exchange is a 
woman," whilst women comprise 60% of university graduates, regretted Ms 
Reding. "My goal is to reach 30% in 2015 and 40% of women on the boards of 
major companies in 2020," she declared. On 24th November the European 

Commission welcomed the notification by Four countries (Germany, Latvia, Lithuania and Slovenia) 
of measures taken in view of transposing European rules banning discrimination in employment 
based on gender and notably to guaranteeing equal treatment of both men and women in the 
workplace. 

R.~ad [ Od’~er link i Oti~.~s- link 

Parliament : 
ECB 

I AFter the debate on 23rd November with the President oF tile European Central 
~iI photo non dispo Bank, lean-Claude Trichet MEPs adopted a resolution assessing the ECBIs 

activities in 2009 and put Forward measures to take in the present economic 
context. Given the continuing problem oF debt the resolution encourages the 
ECB to purchase public debt like in the UK and the USA. The resolution also 

emphasises that an economic governance system is vital For a real Economic and Monetary Union. 
Finally the text adopted warns against austerity plans "wlqich should not include measures that might 
significantb/ impede economic recovery~ 

Budget 

J Give the Failure of the conciliation procedure between the Council and the 
~iI photo non dispo Parliament on 15th November the negotiations on the 2011 budget did not move 

forwards. In a resolution adopted 486 votes in Favour, 64 against and 21 
abstentions, MEPs re-iterated on 2Sth November that they were prepared to 
conclude an agreement according to the limits set by the Council on condition 

that the governments accepted the budget’s flexibility and a future working method. Given that the 
institutions did not manage to agree the Commission therefore suggested a new draft budget. The 
Budget’s Committee at the European Parliament will look into it and the issue should be addressed at 
the European Council on 16th and 17th December. 

Read [ Cl:her link 

J The EU would be acting in its own interests if it brought its 2020 goal to reduce 

~:~:i photonon dispo CO2 to 30% according to a European Parliament resolution approved on 25th 
November; this also stresses the need to move forwards in vital areas such as 
the protection of forests and commitments to help with climate issues in 
developing countries during the international negotiation in Cancun in Mexico 

(29th November-10th December). 



Eiectronic Waste 
Electronic equipment sold in the EU which generates millions of tonnes of waste 

.~.iI photo non dispo when it is no longer in use should contain less toxic materials in the future 
according to a decision taken by the European Parliament on 24th November. 
Materials such as lead and mercury the use of which has been strictly regulated 
until now will be totally banned from electronic equipment. Legislation which 

applies to TV, fridges and computers already will also apply to laboratory equipment and gadgets. 
However photo-voltaic solar panels which contain cadmium - considered as carcinogenic - will be not 
be affected by this text. This new directive, an up-date in legislation still has to be adopted officially 
by the European Council which is due to meet in December. 

] On the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the UN resolution on women, 

:~{ photonon dispo peace and security on 24th November MEPs adopted a resolution calling on ] Member States to support women’s participation in the foreign and security 
policy by means of greater financial and human resources. Resolution 1325 of 
the UN Security Council re-confirms the role of women in the prevention and 
resolution of conflicts, peace negotiations, peacekeeping, humanitarian 
response and post-conflict reconstruction. It also asks for special measures to 

be taken to protect women and their daughters from gender based violence particularly rape and 
other types of sexual abuse in situations of armed conflict. Only Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, 
France, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the UK have written national action plans to 
enable the implementation of this resolution ie 10 countries out of 27. 

J On 24th November MEPs accepted Moldova’s participation in several European 
.~.iI photonon dispo programmes and agencies, notably in the area of transport, food safety, 

customs and air security. This progress may help to promote the country’s 
modernisation. Moreover the European investment Bank (El:B) granted its first 
loan to fund projects in Moldova as part of the Eastern Partnership thereby 
encouraging the development of Moldovan companies and the economy. 

Georgia 

j On the occasion of the seventh anniversary of the "Rose Revolution" the 

~:~:i photo non dispo Georgian President was the guest of honour at the European Parliament on 23rd 
November. He reviewed the democratic changes that had taken place in his 
country stressing that its "destiny was European" and solemnly renounced the 
use of force against Russian troops who in his opinion still occupy 20% of 
Georgian territory. After the visit of the President of the European Commission 

to Georgia on :[Sth November the Georgian President intends to develop his country’s European 
potential. 

Council : 
Foreign Affairs 

j On 22nd November the 27 Foreign Ministers congratulated ~raq on its 
.~.iI photonon dispo agreement of l:[th November on the appointment of the ~raqi President and 

Prime Minister; this comprises the first step towards forming a stable and 
representative government - which is vital for the country’s reconstruction. They 
welcomed the liberation of Aung San Suu Kyi, Noble Peace Prize winner and 

asked for the immediate liberation of all political prisoners help in Myanmar. 

Read [ Othe:- Ib’:k I. I 

On 25th November the 27 European Industry Ministers discussed the tools 
ii.~.iI photo non dispo implemented in the employment and growth strategy 2020. Unanimity was not 

found in the Council over the linguistic issue for the European patent. 
Ministers voted unanimously for Taiwan’s inclusion on the list of countries 
which benefit from a visa request exemption with the EU in order to enhance 
trade relations between Taiwan and the EU. In addition to this on the occasion 
of the 7th "Space" Council the 27 Ministers stressed the importance of 

developing the European space sector. 

Read [ Othe:- link i Other link I. I 
EU-Ukra:ne 

j During the EU-Ukraine Summit on 22nd November Ukrainian President Viktor 
~iI photo non dispo Yanukovich achieved the promise of a simplified procedure with regard to the 

attribution of travel visas for Ukrainians who want to enter the EU. ~n exchange 
for this guarantee the EU demanded that Ukraine make an effort, including 
addressing the issue of the permeable nature of its border with Russia. However 

on 25th November the European Parliament expressed its concern over the government’s increasing 
influence in the media, political interference in the secret services and the rushed adoption of new 
electoral rules. ~t should be noted that two issues were carefully taken out of the debate: the 
constitution of a free trade area EU-Ukraine and the issue of European environmental, healthcare 
and property standards. 

Read I Other l[:ql<                                                                            I: .I 

j The European Union "firmly condemned" North Korea’s attack as it bombarded a 
.~.~ photonon dispo South Korean island killing two and injuring :[8 others said its diplomatic chief 

Catherine Ashton on 23rd November. "[ am deeply concerned about the events 
in the Korean peninsula which have claimed victims amongst the military and 
the civil population in South Korea" and "[ condemn firmly this attack by North 

Korea," wrote Ms Ashton. 



Finance Ministers in the euro area validated an aid plan on 28th November by 
photo non dispo the EU and the iMF for 88 billion euros for ireland (45 from the EU, 22.5 from 

the iMF and 17.5 from ireland itself). They also came to an agreement over the 
means of the future EU permanent Rescue Fund after 2013 particularly with 
regard to the "individual" involvement of private banks in this fund. 

Read ICtherlink iOlher link 

Budget 

j On 26th November the Bundestag adopted the German federal budget 20:M 

~i photonon dispo which is supposed to help Berlin achieve its goals to reduce the budgetary 
deficit. This budget plans for expenditure of 308.8 billion euros in 201:}_ in 
comparison with 3:L9.8 billion euros in 20:1_0 and a new package of loans of 48.4 
billion ie less than originally planned. "We have succeeded in turning the 

situation around in terms of financial and budgetary policy,’l declared Finance Minister Wolfgang 
Schauble as he spoke to the Bundestag. 

J On 22nd November the German Defence Minister KarI-Theodor zu Guttenberg 
~:~iI photo nondispo announced that the number of soldiers engaged in the Bundeswehr which total 

240,000 at present will be reduced to between 180,000 and 185,000 men. He is 
also planning to abolish positions in his ministry that will now employ less than 
2000 people, in addition to this he confirmed that he intended to do away with 

obligatory military service by 1st .July 2011. 

Czech Repubhc 

j On 22nd November German President Christian Wulff travelled to the Czech 
.Sj photo non dispo Republic. He met his Czech counterpart Vaclav Klaus; the two presidents 

stressed that relations between the two countries have never been so good. 
Christian Wulff met Czech Prime Minister Petr Necas. They addressed the 
subject of border control between the two countries, economic relations, euro 

area membership and the situation of the euro. 

K~!. l ~!~.~.:..!irL!~                                                       I- :1 
Bundesrat 

j The Upper Chamber in the German Parliament- the Bundesrat- ratified a 

~i photo non dispo series of laws confirming the federal government’s new austerity policy which 
many have criticised quite sevrely, notably the policy with regard to nuclear 
activities. The Bundesrat validated the decision to extend the life span of 
German nuclear power plants. 

Read I ON’let link I×1 

Belgium : 
Solution? 

On 24th November the Royal Mediator .]ohan Vande Lanotte put forward a 

i~] phot .... disp ....... y of 33 pages to th ...... parties involved in the di ..... i ....... the 
reform of the State for the last five months. On 29th November King Albert II 
received 3ohan Vande Lanotte who made a third report on his mission and more 
particularly on the progress made with regard to the finance law and the 

transfer of competence. 

Bulgaria : 
Gas 

I The Bulgarian Foreign Minister, Nikolai Mladenov travelled to Vienna on 23rd 

photo non dispo November. He stressed Bulgaria’s participation in the construction ofthegas J pipeline network, Nabucco - an energy supply project supported by the EU. 
He recalled that the Bulgarian government was supporting progress on the 
project. 

Spain : 
Counterfe:.t 

j The ~uropean Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) took part in dismantling the biggest 
~:~:: photo non dispo cigarette counterfeiting ring of all time. Directed from Spain in close 

collaboration with the Spanish customs and excise this operation led to the 
seizure of 90 million counterfeit cigarettes and the arrest of six people, it will 
prevent the loss of 10 million euros in tax revenue. Since the start of the 

economic crisis in 2008 there has been an increase in the illegal trade of tobacco products in Europe. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Cata kh~,!a 

J The centre right nationalist party, Convergencia i Unio won the elections in the 
.~j photo non dispo Parliament of Catalunya on 28th November. With 38.47% of the vote and 62 

seats it came out ahead of the Socialist Party (18.32% of the vote and 28 MPs) 
which has governed Catalunya since 2003 and the Catalan PP (12.33% and 18 
seats). The Nationalist Party leader, Artur Mas will therefore be the next 



President of the region. With a 6 seat absolute majority it can govern Catalunya without resorting to 
a coalition. 

Read ICtherlink iOIher link 

J French Foreign Minister Mich&le Alliot-Marie met her German counterpart, Guido 

~i photo non dispo Westerwelle, on 25th November in Berlin. On this, her first visit abroad, she 
indicated "the close relations" enjoyed by France and Germany and their 
"strength of alliance" notably during the financial crisis. 

Read J Od’~er link :: Oti~er link 

Ireland : 

On 22nd November Irish Prime Minister Brian Cowen announced the dissolution 
:~} phot .... dispo of the Irish Parli .... t and theorganisation of earlyg ..... lelecti .... fter the 

approval of the budget set for 7th December. This announcement came just as 
the government announced the promulgation of an austerity plan for the next 
four years which is desigend to reduce the country’s deficit by 15 billion euros 

by 20::[4. 

Italy : 

The Italian government announced an action plan on 26th November for the 
ii~:I photo non dispo south of the country based on around 100 billion euros in European or national 

resources that have already been planned for- this is to stimulate the 
development of these poor regions. "After a lengthy amount of work that took 
up a major part of the summer we have defined the plan for the Mezzogiorno 
based on really important figures (...) With this plan the government will do 
everything it can to keep Italy together," declared the Head of government 

during a press conference in Rome. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Energy 

j A solar power plant generating 70 megawatts - making it the biggest in Europe - 
.~j photonon dispo was launched on 23rd November in the north east of Italy said the American 

group SunEdison in a press release. "The plant which is now the biggest photo- 
voltaic power station in Europe was completed and linked to the network within 9 months," said 
SunEdison. 

UK: 
Happiness 

] British Prime Minister, David Cameron has asked his government to assess 
~iI photo non dispoJ the nation’s well-being as of 2011. In a speech delivered on 25th November 

he recalled that economic prosperity could not lead to happiness alone and 
said that it was also the new coalition’s task to guarantee a better quality of 
life for the British. A debate will be undertaken shortly by the Office for 
National Statistics to determine the key-sectors that are important for the 
improvement of individuals’ quality of life. 

j During a long speech delivered on 23rd November the Secretary of State for 
~] photo non dispo the Interior Theresa May committed to limiting workers’ immigration by the end 

of the present term in office and to restore British confidence in the immigration 
system. Amongst the measures announced feature immigration by 
entrepreneurs and researchers into the UK, the fight against definitive 

establishment in Britain by students who come to the UK, an extremely strict regulation of 
immigration on the part of unqualified workers. 

Sweden : 

j During a joint press conference on 25th November British Prime Minister David 
~] photo non dispo Cameron and Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt agreed to work together 

on the creation new green jobs. Economic recovery, the European budget and 
Afghanistan were also on the agenda in this meeting. 

Read I Other link 

Bosnia-Herzegovina : 
EU 

The leaders of the two parts of Bosnia - Serb and Muslim-Croatian - said on 
~i photonon dispo 26Lh November they wanted to form a government whose aim would it be to 

Lake up with the country’s rapprochement to the EU. "We intend to settle certain 
issues that are barring the way for Bosnia to European integration," declared 

the Serb leader of Bosnia, Milorad Dodik. 

Read I Od’ler {ink {×l 

Croatia : 
Serbia 



On 24th November the Croat and Serb Presidents, [vo 3osipovic and Boris Tadic 
.~j photo non dispo committed in Zagreb to settling the issue of people who disappeared during the 

coflict between 1991-:[995. This decision heralds a new step towards 
reconciliation between the two countries, desired by the EU. ivo .losipovic 
declared that the issue of missing people was a priority for Croatia. Boris Tadic 

said that it was not possible to build stable relations in the region without strong lines existing 
between Serbia and Croatia. 

Moidova : 
Eiecti¢~s 

J According to results that are still incomplete the outgoing coalition is said to 
.~j photonon dispo have a good chance of winning the 3/Sths majority in Parliament after the 

general election organised on 28th November. This will put an end to the 
recurrent politic crisis on-going for the last 16 months and which has been 
preventing parliament from electing the President of the Republic due to an 

insufficient majority. The OSCE indicated on 29th November that the election had taken place 
according to international standards. 

j An agreement between the EU and Russia that was reached in Brussels on 24th 
.~j photo non dispo November may be a major step forwards in Russia’s membership negotiations 

of the WTO. According to an official press release on the part of the European 
Commission and the Russian delegation both sides "ended bilateral discussions 
with regard to key details that had been pending on Russia’s accession to the 

WTO." ~n addition to this "both sides were confident that this agreement will help the general 
accession process for Russia to the WTO." Russia’s accession to the WTO was started in 1993. 

Katyn 
On 26th November the adoption by the lower chamber of the Russian 

~i photo non dispo Parliament -the Douma- of a declaration acknowledging the massacre of Polish 
officers by the NKVD in 1940 in Katyn as a "crime" ordered by Stalin was 
welcomed as a "major" step by leading political leaders in Poland. "]t is an 
extremely important political gesture," declared Polish Prime Minister Donald 

Tusk. The Russian Douma admitted that the massacre of thousands of Polish officers in Katyn in 
1940 had been ordered by Stalin and this is the first official, clear acknowledgement of the Soviet 
regime’s responsibility at a time when Moscow and Warsaw are drawing closer together. "The 
documents published do not just reveal the size of this terrible tragedy but also bear witness to the 
fact that the crime in Katyn was committed on Stalin’s personal order and on that of other Soviet 
leaders," indicated the declaration adopted by the Douma. 

Read I Cthe! link 

j Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin and German Chancellor Angela Merkel 

~i photo non dispo met in Berlin on 26th November. The Chancellor welcomed the fact that 
negotiations between Russia and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) were 
progressing. She stressed that there was still great potential in economic 
relations between Germany and Russia particularly and the EU generally. [n 
addition to this the two leaders spoke of Mr Putin’s proposal to create a free- 

trade area between Russia and the EU. Before the meeting with the Chancellor, the Russian Prime 
Minister discussed with the heads of some major German companies with regard to the partnership 
between Germany and Russia. He notably spoke of in-depth cooperation in the areas of energy and 
industry. 

R.~ad [ ON’let lit~k :: Oth.~t link I Ot:her link                                                         I×1 

Ukraine : 
OSC[:J 

[i~] Ul<raine will chair the OSCE (Organisation for S .... ity and Cooperation in 
photo non dispo Europe) in 2013. The representatives of 56 Member States of the OSCE came to 

agreement on 23rd November in Vienna. The OSCE is chaired by Kazakhstan at 
present; in 2011 it will be Lithuania and then ireland in 2012. 

Council of Europe : 
Fin[a~d 

] Mevlut ~avusoglu, the President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council 
[~:i photo non dispoJ of Europe (PACE) travelled to Finland on 24th to 27th November where he met 

Finnish President Tarja Halonen, the Finnish Prime Minister, MaN Kiviniemi, the 
leader of Parliament, Sauli Niinist6, Foreign Minister Alexander Stubb and 
members of the Finnish delegation at the Assembly. Speaking during a 
conference at the Finnish ~nstitute for international Relations, the PACE 
President lauded Finland for the role it has played in the defence of democracy 

and the Council of Europe’s fundamental values. He also travelled to inari, in the country’s far north 
to meet the representatives of local authorities and notably Klemetti Nakkalsjsrvi, President of the 
Sami Parliament. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

OECD : 
S I,:)vi~. kia 

in its report published on 24th November the OECD declared that the reduction 
~i photo non dispo of the public deficit must be a priority task for the Slovakian govenment in order 

for the country’s economy to recover. The OECD welcomed the austerity 
programme approved by the government stressing that consolidating the 

reduction of the deficit must continue beyond 2011 when the deficit is due to lie at 4.9% in order to 
meet European criteria. 



I The countries of Eastern Europe and the South Caucasus were severely affected 
~iI photonon dispo by the economic crisis and will Find it hard to recover previous growth rates 

believes the OECD in a report made public on 26th November in Bucharest. 
"The economic crisis, the second economic shockwave, to hit Eastern Europe 
and the South Caucasus after the collapse of the Soviet Union was a warning 

and called for action," believes the OECD. 

Read JOther link 

Eurostut : 

J According to a Eurostat study published on 24th November the industrial new 
~iI photo non dispo orders index decreased by 3.8% in September 2010 in comparison with August 

2010. ][n spite of an increase in August of 3.5% new orders entering the EU 
declined by 2.5% in September 2010. However in September 2010 in 
comparison with September last year new industrial orders were up by 13.5% in 

the euro area and by 13.4% in the EU. 

Africa 

j On the occasion of the third EU-Africa Summit on 29th and 30th November in 
.~.iI photo non dispo Libya, Eurostat the EU’s statistics office, published data relative to the trade of 

goods between the 27 EU Member States and the 53 countries of Africa. After a 
clear decline in the trade of goods between Africa and the EU the first nine 
months of 2010 revealed that trade had recovered between the two continenets. 

France, :[taly and Germany represent more than half of the EUIs trade with Africa. South Africa, 
Algeria and Libya are the EU’s main African trade partners. 

EU-Africa 

j [n view of the EU-Africa Summit in Libya on 29th and 30th November a 
.~.iI photo non dispo Eurobarometer survey published on 25th November shows that European 

citizens approve the major cooperation focus between the two partners. They 
believe that the main priorities in cooperation are poverty 38%), peace and 
security (34%) and Human Rights (33%). 

Studies/Reports : 
WIO 

j Pascal Lamy, Director General of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 
~iI photo non dispo presented the organisation’s annual report on the development of the 

international trade environment on 24th November. The text points to three 
potential dangers for the world’s economy: the "increase of protectionist 
pressure" in a context of world imbalance and high unemployment; the 

progressive accumulation of measures that restrict or distort trade and investment" and the 
"difficulty in managing incidents in trade and investment as far as recovery and rescue measures in 
response to the crisis were concerned. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Education 

J A study co-funded by the Commission and undertaken by the international 
~iI photo non dispo association for the assessment of education published on 22nd November 

revealed that European pupils have better knowledge than the international 
average. Young Europeans have a highly developed sense of European identity 
and democratic values such as equality, Freedom of movement within the Union. 

E rn pioy n’=er~t 
The 2010 report on employment in Europe that was presented on 25th 

~i photo non dispo November provides an all-inclusive overview. [t analyses the steps taken in 
support of the labour market by the Member States- such as part-time 
unemployment measures or benefits to complete workers’ incomes- the 
possibilities to enhance existing measures and the need to give these up 

progressively as the crisis fades - especially in the event of budgetary stabilisation. The 22nd of its 
kind, the 2010 report analyses the effects of the labour market’s segmentation between permanent 
and interim workers notably for young people. ~t also presents possible solutions to remedy both the 
weak transition rates between temporary and permanent jobs as well as the differences in wages 
that are significant between these two types of contract. 

"Notre Europe" has published a study entitled "Comment r6former la PAC pour 
i~iii phot .... dispo am61i .... I .... tribution de I’agriculture ~ la Strat~gie Europe 2020?" (How 

should the CAP be reformed to improve agriculture’s contribution to the Europe 
Strategy 2020?). This document intends to contribute to the public debate on the 
future of the EU’s policies and the budget by putting forward an assessment of 

the EU’s most integrated policy compared with its contribution to mid-term growth objectives. 

Near East 



The Austria Institut for Europa -und Sicherheitspolitik (AIES) has just published 
photo nondispo a paper on the EU’s policy in the Near East. Author, Michael Fuker studies the 

different approaches and tools included in this policy. 

j The lean 3auras Foundation published a study on 24th November entitled "The 
~iI photo nondispo Crisis, an opportunity for European women?". Using the work of experts and 

political leaders as a base author Ghislaine Toutain offers ideas with regard to 
how we can change the traditional approach to women’s work during the 
present crisis. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Kosovo 

j The Finnish Institute of International Affairs published a paper on 24th 
~iii photo non dispo November by Tanja Tamminen entitled, ""High expectations, limited 

resources: The bottlenecks of EU civilian crisis management in Kosovo". In 
this study the author looks into the EULEX mission in Kosovo, the biggest ever 
civilian mission undertaken by the EU as part of the European Security and 
Defence Policy (ESDP). 

Publications : 
EU- instibolt:.ons 

J .]ean-Luc Sauron has published his fourth manual entitled "Le puzzle des 
.~j photo non dispo institutions europ~ennes" in which he describes clearly and precisely institutional 

realities and the decision making procedures of the various European 
organisations. This fourth edition provides an opportunity to present new 
institutional practices and the modifications introduced in the wake of the entry 

into force of the Lisbon Treaty. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

A¢°!ricuit ure 

j The work by Thierry Pouch, a specialist in agricultural economy, on "La guerre 

~:~:i photo non dispo des Terres. Strategies agricoles et mondialisation" has been published by 
Choiseuh The author analyses the entry of agriculture into the merciless age of 
global economic war. 

I The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute has published a paper 
photo non dispo entitled "Governing the Bomb: Civilian Control and Democratic Accountability of 

Nuclear Weapons." The authors describe the governance process with regard to 
nuclear arms in eight states that have nuclear arms: the USA, Russia, UK, 

France and China as well as Israel, India and Pakistan. 

Culture : 
E>’hibiticn/Cranaah 

j The Borghese Gallery in Rome is devoting a retrospective to Renaissance 
~] photonon dispo painter Lucas Cranach the Elder (1472-1553), entitled "Cranach. The other 

Renaissance" until 13th February. This exhibition aims to give an overall idea of 
the German painter’s artistic work. An artist at court and associated with the 

Flemish tradition Lucas Cranach the Elder was also an innovative artist - inspired by Italian art. The 
exhibition brings together 90 of the artist’s paintings and engravings. 

E~hibil:ion Nuni.ch 

j From 3rd December to 27th February twelve portraits of prestigious groups 
.~j photonon dispo from the Golden Age of Dutch painting on loan from the Historic Museum of 

Amsterdam will be on show at the Alte Pinakothek in Munich. The portrait 
"Governors of the Amsterdam Wine Dealers’ Guild" by Ferdinand Bol (1616- 
1680) is one of the masterpieces in this exhibition. 

Exhibitlon,iRodb’= 

j The Rodin Exhibition - "The Origins of Genius" at the Palazzo Leone da Perego 
photo non dispo in Legnano in Italy is showing 65 sculptures, 26 drawings and 19 paintings by 

Auguste Rodin (1840-1917) until 20th March. Amongst these works are some 
of the sculptor’s masterpieces such as the "The Thinker" and the "Kiss". More 
than half of the work on show has never been presented in Italy. 

Read Iqtherlink 

j Spanish writer Ana Maria Mature won the Cervantes Prize 2010 - she is believed 
photo non dispo to be the Nobel winner for Hispanic literature - announced the Spanish Culture 

Minister Angeles Gonzalez-Sinde on 24th November. Ana Maria Mature aged 85 
is from Barcelona and is the third woman to have won this prize after Maria 
Zambrano (in 1988) and Dulce Maria Loynez (in 1992). 



LUX Prize 
During a solemn ceremony on 24th November in the hemicycle in Strasbourg 

i~iii phot .... dispo the European Parli .... t ..... dee the LUX Ci .... Prize to the film "Die 
Fremde" (Germany) directed by Feo Aladag, the first woman to have run for the 
prize. The film raises the issue of "crimes of honour" by describing the drama of 
a Turkish family living in Germany. 

Fesd v a I,,’T h essa I oni ki 
The 51st edition of the International Film Festival in Thessaloniki - the biggest 

ii.~.iI photonon dispo cinema event in Greece and South East Europe will take place from 3rd to 
12th December. 

Agenda : 

29th-30th November 
"Agriculture and Fisheries" Council 
EU-Africa Summit 

29th November-~t0th December 
UN Summit on Climate Change in Cancun (Mexico) 

:~st and 2rid December 
OSCE Summit-Astana (Kazakhstan) 

2nd December 
Meeting of Governors of European Central Bank 

2nd-3rd December 
"Justice-Internal Affairs" and "Transports, Telecommunications and Energy" Councils 

2nd-4th December 
EU-ACP Parliamentary Assembly 

6th December 
Eurogroup Meeting 

6th-Tth December 
"Employment, Social Policy, Healthcare and Consumer" Council 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, ]ohanna Karl-Joubert ; Alain Bloedt, Fanny Dubray, Flavia 
Mi, Peter Skopec, Pauline Wartel 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale ]oannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr..lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 11:37 AM 

Wood~ Margaret W <im~¥oods@email .unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Reporting: p~xticipation at a conslitution forum in Kenya supported by ASC 

Perfect, Margaret’. I think that we can only reimburse real lodging 
expenses (up to the limit), so you’ll need a hotel receipt, but M&I at 
the federal rate. If I am mistaken on this, then please reimburse Dr. 
Sahle at the full rate Thanks very much Barbara 

On 11/30/2010 11:05 AM, Margaret Woods ~vrote: 

Good Morning Barbara, 

Thanks for copying me on this email. Per your previous email Dr. Sahle’s 

travel is also supported by her home department at UNC, which will cover 

her airfare. I will reimburse her from funds requested from the African 

Studies (;enter for lodging, per diem at the federal rate of $383/day for 

5 days and ground transportatmn as soon as I receive her receipts. 

I copied Dr. SaNe on this email as a FYh 

Margaret Woods 

Administrative Business Associate 

Area Studies (;enter 

3112 Global FedEx Education Center 

CB~7582 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Telephone: (919) 843-9203 

Fax: (919) 843-2102 

mwwoods@email.unc, edu 

On 11/30/2010 10:07 AM; Barbara Anderson wrote: 

>> Welcome back! Looks like this was quite an event, and very good for UNC 

>> to have a participant there (and I love the pics!). Please g~ve Margaret 

>> any receipts you have for lodging or for ground transportation, and she 

>> will also include a per diem for your time in Kenya Your report can 

>> s~mply be a paragraph in an emai[, basically with any edited information 

>> from the proposal--nothing fancy. Thanks, and warmest regards, Barbara 

>> 

>> On 11/30/2010 6:39 AM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

>>> Dear Barbara, 

>>> I arrived here late last night. Thar~ks for supporting ray participation 

>>> at an important constitutional forum in Kenya last week. 

>>> I would like to send my report before other nratters taken over... Hence, 

>>> kindly let me know what I need to include in tW report to the ASC. 

>>> In the meantime here are some pictures frora a session on Nov 25 focusing 

>>> on the rights and responsibilities enrbedded in the new denmcratic 

>>> constitution with the youth (’Boda Boda" youth involved in the 

>>> transportation sector) and securi~ forces. 

>>> Warm regards, 

>>> Eunice 

>> 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-~merican Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global uric edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlink Publishing <newsletter@interlinkbooks.com> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 12:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-* 

AfricaNews from Interlink Books 

To ensure our emails reach your inbox, add newsleti.ers©h-~terlinkbooka.corn to your address book. 

Publisher 

Uterat~ire 

Cookbooks 

Responsibly: 
Seeks ~ha~. 

Support 
Pro}acts 

African 

FFee Cs[ak)g 

F~"om the P~.~blisher 
December Issue 

This holiday season we have much to be thankful about. In 2010, we 
have received more starred reviews, more awards, and more praise 
for the books and authors we’ve published than any other year. And 
thanks to your support, we have also reached more readers than 
ever before. Please continue to help us reach out by forwarding this 
e-newsletter to your family and friends. Connecting people of the 
world through literature is our passion and shall remain to be our 
goal as we move forward with planning our publishing program for 
the coming year. The recognition we’ve received this past year--and 
your contribution to our success--shall continue to fuel our desire to 
bring you the works of exciting writers from around the world. 

On behalf of everyone at Interlink, I would like to extend to you and 
yours our warm wishes for a happy holiday. 

Michel Moushabeck 
Publisher 

A New Novel by Award-Winning Nigerian A~.~!:hor, Sefi 
At:to 
Bo~h Books Given Starred Reviews in Pubflshers Weekly 

Se|i Atta was born in Loges, Nigeria. She was 
educated there, in England, and in the United 
States. Her short stories have appeared in 
journals, won numerous prizes, and her radio 
plays have been broadcasted by the BBC. She is 

the winner of PEN International’s 2004/200S David 
TK Wong Prize and in 2006, her debut novel 
;Ei,ery~:h~,~2 Good WP.,! Come was awarded the 
inaugural Wole Soyinka Prize for Literature in 
Africa. It recieved a starred review from 
Publisher’s Weekly. Her short story collection, 
;Ve~.vs from i-/om~?, received the 2009 Noma Award 
and was also given a starred review by PW. 

Her new novel, Swallow, is set in mid-1980’s Lagos, Nigeria, against 
the backdrop of the government’s War against Indiscipline, a time 
when, amid poverty and tight rules and regulations, women especially 
must sacrifice dignity and safety in order to find work and peace. 
Tolani Ajao is a secretary working at Federal Community Bank. A 
succession of unfortunate events leads Tolani’s roommate and volatile 
friend Rose to persuade her to consider drug trafficking as an 

alternative means of making a living. Tolani’s struggle with temptation forces her to 
reconsider her morality and that of her mother, Arike; Swallow weaves the stories 
of the two women intricately together in a vivid, unforgettable portrayal of Tolani’s 
turbulent journey of self-discovery. 

Aiso of Interest 
To My Children’s Clhildrea Sindiwe Magona 
The Master of the Eclipse: Stories Etel Adnan 

Choice Gift Books 
Beautiful Gift Books Relating to Africa 



Let Freedom Reign: The Words of Nelson Mandela 
Edited & introduced by Henry Russell; foreword by Andr~ Brink 
This collection marks the 20th anniversary of Nelson Mandela’s release from prison 
and analyzes the linguistic features, content, and context of Mandela’s speeches. 

Pocket Explorer: African Civilizations 
Nicholas Badcott 
A colorful reference guide to Africa’s heritage-the peoples and places of Africa’s 
past, from prehistoric to early colonial times. At the back is a detachable foldout 
poster map. 

Kilimanjaro: A Photographic Journey to the Roof of Africa Michel 
Moushabeck; Photos by Hiltrud Schuiz 
This book captures the essence of this majestic mountain with over 200 full-color 
photographs and an engaging and entertaining narrative that smoothly ties together 
)ersonal observations with the mountain’s history, its people, and its ecology. 

All Africa-Related Gi’.’-t: Reco,q!,q!en.dati.ans >> 

A Traveller’s History of North Africa 
A Traveller’s History of South Africa 

One World, ~’4any Recipes 
The Ultimate Resource for Global Vegetarian Cooking 

One World Vegetarian Cookbook 
Troth Wells 

Whether you only have a window box with some 
herbs, a small garden behind the house, or other 
space to grow things, this is the seed that connects 
creative home cooking to the traditional recipes that 
travel the globe, blending with local culture. 

With an emphasis on simplicity and versatility, you’ll 
find it easy to create dishes such as Moroccan harira 
soup (pictured), bean bredie from South Africa, barley 
risotto from Italy, Nepalese lentil curry or lemongrass 
scented Thai soup. All you need to do is stock up your 
spice rack and take your taste buds traveling. The 

culture, history, beautiful photography, and delicious recipes make this a truly 
wonderful cookbook. 

Troth Wells is the author of several other bestselling cookbooks, including 
Interlink’s T,%~ ~’f~ce~ .’),~ Lif:~! and G~cbe, Yege&~r;~.n 

Reiated ’,"ides 

The African Kitchen 
The Paris Neighborhood Cookbook: Danyel Couet’s Guide to the City’s 
Ethnic Cuisines 

Gift: l~esponsibly 
Books with a Conscience 

Survival: Saving Endangered Migratory Species by Stanley ~]ohnson & Robert 
Vagg 
Produced in conjunction with a UN agency, this book is both an informative warning 
against the threat facing many species and a stunning celebration of their beauty. 

Emusoi: Masaai Girls Tell Their Stories by Kasia Parham 
Ernusoi follows the stories of six very determined Maasai girls who, with the help of 
the Emusoi Center, struggle against the traditions of their families and communities 
in order to get an education. The book offers a unique insight into the dilemma 
facing the Maasai today: the tension between tradition and progress, between 
preserving the past and adapting for the future. 

Southern Africa: A Travellers’ Wildlife Guide by B. Branch; C. Stuart; T. 
Stuart; W. Tarbotong 
From the world-famous Kruger National Park in South Africa, to Botswana’s 
Okavango Delta, Namibia’s Ftosha National Park, and Zimbabwe’s Hwange National 



Park, ecotravellers want to experience African savannahs, forests, deserts, and 
other stunning habitats and catch glimpses of some of the world’s most spectacular 
wildlife. This book provides all the information you need to find, identify, and learn 
about Southern Africa’s magnificent animal life. 

A lraveller’s History of South Africa 

:~’: ~!010 inteHh-~l, Publishing. Ail rights :-eserved. 

Thi ...... g ........ t from Interlink Publishing t .... ice@emai, ...... du. It ....... tf .... Interlink Publishing, 46 Crosby Street , Northampton, MA , i~i iContact_ Try it 
01060. You can modify/update your subscription via the link below. " " Free! l I 

[] Manage your subscription 



Zemurray-Stone Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellows in Latin American Studies 

The Stone Center for Latin American Studies invites applications for a two-year post-doctoral fellowship 

for the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 academic years. Applications from social scientists, especially working 

in the areas of environmental studies, urban studies, communication/media studies, and policy studies, 

are encouraged. All applicants must, however, be able to teach a semester-long course that can 

introduce students to the fundamentals of qualitative and quantitative social science research methods 

in multidisciplinary applications. Experience with Community Based Research or Service-Learning 

instruction a plus. Fellows will be selected following two criteria: (1) intellectual merit and (2) the 

potential impact that their research, teaching, and experience would have on the strategic advancement 

of Latin American Studies at Tulane. 

The fellowship carries a stipend of $47,500 plus benefits and requires teaching two courses per 

semester, with at least one course for each Spring Semester designated as a Service-Learning course. 

Fellows will also be expected to assume responsibility for leading at least one new Center initiative 

and/or will participate in mentoring the Center’s undergraduate and graduate students. Applicants who 

are ABD must complete their Ph.D. by June 2011 and absolutely must have the Ph.D. in hand by the start 

of the Fall 2011 semester. Preference will be given to those who have not had recent access to Tulane 

University’s resources and whose research would benefit from such access. 

Please send a current curriculum vitae, a cover letter describing your research interests and teaching 

philosophy, a graduate transcript, a writing sample, detailed proposals for at least one content course or 

seminar, one detailed social science research methods course, and three letters of recommendation to: 

Zemurray-Stone Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellows Search, Stone Center for Latin American Studies, :100 

Jones Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 70:1:18-5698. 

For additional information on the Stone Center and its programs, please visit our website: 

http://stonecenter.tulane.edu. For more information on the Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellowship 

program, please contact James D. Huck, Jr., Assistant Director and Graduate Advisor, Stone Center for 

Latin American Studies at 504-865-5164 or jhuck@tulane.edu. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling 

basis beginning on January 15, 2011, until the position is filled. 

Tulane University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action/ADA employer committed to excellence 

through diversity. All eligible candidates are invited to apply for position vacancies as appropriate. 



NATURAL DISASTERS/HUMAN 
The list is endless: Southeast Asian tsunami of 2004, 

Hurricane Katrina, Sichuan earthquake of 2008, Haiti 

earthquake of 2010. All of these events conjure images of 

human suffering, shattered lives, broken communities, 

and heroic rebirths. With burgeoning global populations 

and increasing residential densities in hazard-prone areas, 

the frequency and seeming enormity of recent disasters 

have had a horrific toll. The speakers of the Provost’s 

series, drawn from experts in the media, government, 

arts, and other fields, will explore questions concerning 

planning, response, ethics, memorialization, history, liter- 

ature, logistics, and most of all, human impacts related to 

mitigating and responding to these recurrent tragedies. 

provosLduke.edu/speakeF_series 

RESPONSES 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2010 AT 5:15 PM 

SMITH WAREHOUSE 

THE GARAGE, C105 BAY 4 (FIRST FLOOR) 

Haiti: History Embedded in Amber 
EDOUARD DUVAL-CARRI~. 

HAITIAN ARTIST 

After the January 2010 earthquake, Haitian-born artist Edouard Duval- 

Carri~ established the Haitian Art Relief Fund and 

curated exhibitions of Haitian art. ~t,>" ~:.d>:.~ fa~,ti~e~~ 
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$~bjec~: 

[~ii Your VacanW and Jobs 

Here ...... updates, powered by a~e Lhe FeedBtitz entail, updaLes for eunice@emaiL Lmc,ed8 
F~edBllz 

HP and Clinton Heal, th Access Initiative Partner to Accel, erate Early Infant Diagnosis of HIV in Kenya 

Wikileaks: US Government Apolo?;ises to Kenya 

Access@Home Now Bundled With Home Insurance Cover 

Old Vacandes 

Search Tech Mtaa 

HP and Clinton Health Access Initiative Partner to Accelerate Early Infant 

Diagnosis of HIV in Kenya ~d more,.. 

HP and Clinton Health Access Initiative Partner to Accelerate Early Infant Diagnosis of HIV in 

Kenya 

HP at~no~ced an a{tiance with the Clinton Hea{th Access Initiative (CHAI) that wit[ provide structural and systemic 

imp~evements in test:inq and treat:in~ mere than 120,000 infant:s e:<posed 

Read the whole entry ,, 

~ ~mait to a friend ~ Art~cte Search ~ ~ 

Wikileaks: US Government Apologises to Kenya 

Word i~om Kenyan ~overnment spokesman, Dr AI.i~ed Mutua has iL that US AssisLanL SecreLary o~ slate in charge of 

Africa c~[[ed the Prime Minister, Mr Rai~.a Od~nga, to apotogise on the impending.., 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~. Emai[ to a friend * Article Search * ~, 

Access® Home Now Bundled With Home Insurance Cover 

’~’he ~,{:ce!~!~e~t~a (~feuD has an~tou}’K:ed a par~:nership ~Ad~:h insurance D~evi(]er~ ~{)~,~ M]ne~ Insurance L~q~:ec[, "]’he 

partnership is expel:ted by ~he data cempany ~e Boost ~e upb~[~ ef i~s Ac~:ess@Horne.., 

Read the whole entq - 

~, Ema][ to a friend, Article Search, ~* 

Old Vacancies 

GTI Launches Social Media Monitorin~ in East Africa 

DSTV Launches Two New Features as it Celebrates 15 Years 

Nokia Now Uses Court Officials to Intimidate its Accusers in Kenya 

Smart TV Launches and Makes DSTV Jittery 

Craft Silicon Launches New Bankinq Solution 

CfC Stanbic Launches Online Stock Tradin~ 

Safaricom’s M-Pesa Upgrade Scheduled for this Weekend 

Opera Mini Had 41.6 billion Pa~e Views, 1427~ Growth in a Year 

Paynet Group Confirmed as Lead Sponsors for AITEC 2011 

RUMOUR: MTN Business Set to Acquire Stake at Essar Kenya {Yu) 

Click here to safely unsubscribe now ~ram "}ec~ ~4~ad’ or chan,~e ~/our subscription, view mailin~ archives or subscribe 





Assessing the 2010 Brazilian Elections and Lula’s Presidency: 

Nurturing Hope, Deepening Democracy, and Combating Inequalities 

Monday 6 December @ 4:00-5:30PM 

Room 130/132, Franklin Center (Duke) 

Dr. John D. French (Duke University) 

Dr. Alexandre Fortes (Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro) 

Reception to follow 

Sponsored by the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies in 

cooperation with the Gallatin Graduate and Undergraduate Council (NYU) 

For more information contact jdfrench@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 3:59 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest; November 30, 2010 (attachment included) 

1130 HR Employee Infom~ation.pd~, TPEP Recruitment flyer 2010-11-24.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 30, 2010 2:5:t PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest; November 30, 2010 (attachment included) 

*Please’. disre’.gard the’. first message. The email was se’.n~ without ~:he l-PEP Re’.crui~mer~t Flyer as an attachment. Thank you! 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee Information" within your department(s). 

~ Full te~t of all articles Jn the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at -h-t--t-p-~:-/-]-~-h-~[.-~-u-~-n-~-c-:~-e-d--u-Z--n-e-w--~-s-:-~L[~.. 

~JDc~:m~ing ~ates ~ ~eadlineg 
Nov, gO: Fall 2010 EPAWeb N HRIS User Verification forms due 

Dec, 9: Preventing Sexual Harassment Training 

Dec, ].0: Jingle Bell Jog 

Dec, IO: EPAWeb actions due in Payroll (Please initiate actions early to allow time 

for review and approval) 

De~o ~6: Carolina Cares~ Carolina Shares campaign ends (campaign extended) 

Dec, 24& 27: University Holidays - Winter Holidays 

Dec, :-$0-31: University Holidays - New Year’s 

Tobacco Prevention Evaluation Program (Contact Benefits Services: 962-3071) 

The North Carolina Health and Wellness Trust Fund has joined with the Tobacco Prevention and Evaluation Program (TPEP) at U NC-Chapel Hill to conduct an 

independent evaluation of the State Health Plan’s smoking and tobacco cessation benefits. TPEP will conduct several focus groups in Greenville, Greensboro and 

Asheville with State Health Plan members who use tobacco products. UNC-Chapel Hill employees may be randomly selected to participate in these groups. 

Preventing Sexual Harassment Training (Contact Benefits Services: 962-3071) 

The Equal Opportunity Office will teach a class on Preventing Sexual Harassment in the Workplace on Dec. 9. 

Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less ( _C_ _ ! !_ _c_ _k_ _ _ _h_ _ _e_ _ _r_ _e_ . ) 

A new "you" is within reach! Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less (ESMMWL) classes will be offered on Wednesdays at 1:30 p.m. starting Jan. 12 in Davis Library, Rm. 

214. This could be the jump start you need for a new you! 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!il_ig__e_@_e_~!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8214979 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-28214979-32361608.e87a91 a583231954.0e156ada770a798d,~;listserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 

Dec. 9: Preventing Sexual Harassment Training 
Dec. l O: J!___n____q_!___e_______B____e___l__!__J___o___q_ 
Dec. lO: EPAWeb actions due in Payroll (Please initiate actions early to allow time 

for review and approval). 
Dec. 14:12th Annual Holiday Blood Drive 
Dec. | 6: ..C....a...r....~.jj...n.....a.....C....a....r...e....s..=..C....a....r....~...~.~...n....a.....S....h....a....r...e....s... campaign ends (campaign extended) 
Dec. 24 & 27: University Holidays - Winter Holidays 
Dec. 30- 31: University Holidays - New Year’s 

Tobacco Prevention Evaluation Program 
FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The North Carolina Health and Wellness Trust Fund has joined with the Tobacco 
Prevention and Evaluation Program (TPEP) at UNC- Chapel Hill to conduct an 
independent evaluation of the State Health Plan’s smoking and tobacco cessation 
benefits. TPEP will conduct several focus groups in Greenville, Greensboro and 
Asheville with State Health Plan members who use tobacco products. UNC- Chapel 
Hill employees may be randomly selected to participate in these groups. 

Participants will receive dinner and $25 upon completion of the focus group. Focus 
group participation is voluntary and individuals will be randomly selected from the 
State Health Plan’s membership database. 

The State Health Plan will not have access to the information of those who 
participate or the feedback provided from the focus group. The information 
collected will be used only to help the State Health Plan enhance its tobacco 
cessation benefits. For additional information about the evaluation, please see the 
attached flyer. 

Preventing Sexual Harassment Training 
FROM: Lorri Dolinger, Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

The Equal Opportunity Office will teach a class on Preventing Sexual Harassment in 
the Workplace on Dec. 9. 



The goal of this course is to enable participants to understand what sexual 
harassment is, identify inappropriate workplace behaviors, increase awareness and 
employ strategies to prevent it. 

The class will also clarify organizational and administrative liability, highlight the 
University’s sexual harassment policies and procedures, and provide guidelines 
and resources for reporting and responding to sexual harassment. 

This course is open to and beneficial for all UNC- Chapel Hill employees. You can 
reg i s te r fo r t h i s c l as s t h ro u g h ..T-r...a.!..D.!..D.g....&.......T-a.!...e...D...t.....D.....e-v....e...!...~..p.....m......e..~.~ i n t h e Offi ce of 
Human Resources. 

Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less 
FROM: Brian Usischon, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

A new "you" is within reach! Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less (ESMMWL) classes 
will be offered on Wednesdays at 1:30 p.m. starting Jan. 1 2 in Davis Library, Rm. 
21 4. This could be the jump start you need for a new you! 

Details are as follows: 
Spring 2011 ESMMWL classes will begin Jan. 12 and conclude April 20 
An instructor, curriculum materials and equipment (including a personal 
journal and magazine)will be provided 
Each class is approximately 50 minutes 
Cost is $30 and must be paid in full at the first class with a check or money 
order made out to North Carolina State University. Cash will not be accepted 
Participants who attend at least 10 out of 1 5 sessions will receive a $25 
refund at the end of the program 

ESMMWL is a 1 5- week weight loss/maintenance program through the NC 
Cooperative Extension Service and the NC Division of Public Health partnership, 
funded by the NC State Health Plan. We have limited spaces available and expect 
them to fill up rather quickly. To participate in this session or for questions, please 
contact Michele Matz Hayslett or click here to learn more! 



Do smoke or  obacco products? 

If so, you are eligible to participate in a focus group to talk about the State Health Plan for Teachers and State 

Employees’ (Plan) smoking and tobacco cessation resources. Information from the focus groups will help the Plan 

enhance its cessation benefits to better support members who want to quit using tobacco products. Your 

feedback is very important to the Plan. Members who take part in a focus group will discuss their: 

opinions on the effectiveness of the Plan’s cessation resources to help members stop using tobacco; 

barriers that prevent them from using the resources and benefits to help them quit; and 

ideas that the Plan may be able to adopt to help members quit using tobacco. 

Each focus group will include 6 to 9 Plan members who currently use tobacco products. Participants who meet the 

focus group requirements will be chosen on a first-come, first-served basis. Focus groups will be held in a 

convenient location near Greenville, Greensboro or Asheville and will last about 90 minutes. Each participant will 

receive dinner and $25. 

Focus group participation is completely voluntary. You have been randomly selected from the Plan’s membership 

database for the opportunity to provide feedback. Your identity will not be shared with the Plan, your employer, 

or the focus group study sponsors. During the focus group discussion your voice will audio recorded. All focus 

group responses will be kept confidential and your name will never be reported with any data. 

The North Carolina Health and Wellness Trust Fund* is sponsoring this independent evaluation of the Plan’s 

smoking and tobacco cessation benefits. The Tobacco Prevention and Evaluation Program (TPEP) at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is contracted to lead all focus group and report results. 

To take part in a focus group, please either: 

Go to the TPEP web site at www.tp~p.unc.edu and follow the prompts for State Health Plan focus groups. 

OR 

Call UNC TPEP at {919) 843-6328 and leave your name, phone number, and the best time to reach you. 

A researcher from TPEP will contact you directly about this opportunity. 

*The NC General Assembly established the North Carolina Health and Wellness Trust Fund Commission (HWTF) in May 200~. to invest in 

programs and establish partnerships to address access, prevention, education and research that help improve the health of all North 

Carolinians (htt p://www~healt hwellnc.com). 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lor help@collegenet.com 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 7:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Reset your CollegeNET Letters of Recommendation System password 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

A password request was submitted for the account: eunice@email.unc edu 

If you did not submit this request, please ignore this email 

Otherwtse, please go to the following link to reset your account password. 

!1~27s ://,a~vw a~tO/lor ,’-verif’v. 

Sincerely, 
College’N’RT Letters of Recorem’~endattor~ System 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stanford UniversiU <~help@applyweb.com> 

Tuesday, 7:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Thank you tbr submitting your Letter of Recommendation 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 

Your recommendation has been received. 

Thank you for taking the time to submit a recommendation on behalf of 

Stanford Universi~ 
Graduate Admissions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@UNCC.EDU> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 8:31 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

Reminder: APSA 2011 Proposals due December 15tl~ 

Dear colleagues: 

The deadline for submitting paper or panel proposals for the 2011 APSA Annual 2vleeting in Seattle is December 15th The APCG has been allocated one panel for now-, but we have 
requested one to two more and are hopetM that our wish will be granted (it is the holiday season, after all’. ). 

To submit a paper or panel proposal, go to www.apsanet.org and login to MyAPSA. Find the link under 2011 APSA Almual Meeting for "Submit or edit your proposal" Follow the steps for 
submitting your proposal, and be sure to select the African Politics Conference Group as one of your "Division or related group" choices. Our APSA program committee will have access to 
these proposals after the December 15th deadline and will review them to put together the APCG panel(s). Let me know if you have an?’ questions. 

Also, please remember to submit any news or aunouncements to our new newsletter editor, Mike Nelson (mbnelson@wesleyan.edu), by this Friday, December 3rd. 

Best wishes, 

Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D ] Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte i Department of Political Science 
9201 Unlversi~ City Bird ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] t"ax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anne.phillips~duke .edu 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 11:46 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; history@duke.edu 

TAAHC m~d Duke AAAS Working Group Meeting, Friday, December 3rd @ 4pm 

The Triangle African American HistoW Colloquium (TAAHC) and the Duke AIicican 
and African American Studies Working Group invite you to a joint meeting on 
Friday, December 3rd at Duke University Professors Adriane Lentz-Smith and 
Robert L. Yoder will present their work on "~fl-icari American Soldiers, 
Citizenship, and the 
Chicago Defender during World War I" A catered reception will follow 

Who: Adriane Lentz-Smith (Duke Umversity) & Robert L. Yoder (North Carolina 
Central Universi~) 
What: "AIicican American Soldiers, Citizenship, and the Chicago Defender 
during World War I" 
"¢~qaen: Friday, December 3, 4:00pm - 7:00pm 
Where: 229 Carr (Histoly Department), East Campus, Duke Universi~z 
Map: http ://map. duke. eduicampus/east 

Reception follo~ving presentations and discussion, 6:00pm-7:00pm 

For more reformation or to submit an abstract for a presentation on a 
future program of the AAAS Graduate Student Working Group, please contact Arme 
Phillips (anne.phillips@duke.edu) or Cynthia Greenlee-DonneH 
(cgreend@duke. edu). 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

:~ grnaiL tom> 

Wednesday~ I)ecember 1~ 2010 3:24 &~4 

Sable, Eumce N <euniceOemaiLunc, edu:~ 

Soc~a[ tmpact M{tE Specialist Job in Kenya and mol’e_. 

[~ii Your Vacanc*/and Jobs 
Here ...... updates, powered by a~e Lhe FeedBtitz emait updaLes for eunice@e~laaiL unc,edu 

F~edBIkz 

Sociat Impact MI~E Spedahst Job in Kenya 

Senior Sates Representative Career Opportunity in Kenya 

Fish Farming Business Partner Required 

Internat Auditor Job in Nairobi - Goat North and South Sudan 

IPPF Resource Mobitization Advisor Job in Nairobi Kenya 

UNDP - UNDSS Driver Job in Nairobi Kenya 

Oxfam HECA Regionat Response Team Pubtic Hearth Promoter Job in Kenya 

Gtobat Roving Security Manager Job in Kenya - internationat Medicat Corps USA 

CESVI Re~ionat Security Manager and Lo~istidan Job in Kenya 

Rebel Internationat Re~]ionat Prod]ram Devetopment Mana!]er (RPDM) Job in Kenya 

Merhn UK Proiect Coordinator Job in Kenya 

AU / iBAR Project Officer Job in Nairobi Kenya 

Medicat Officer in Charge / Ctinicat Consuttant Job in Kenya - Friends Hospitat Kaimosi 

Rear Estate and Construction Services / Products Marketing Executive Job in Kenya 

Genera[ Manager Job in Kenya - Horticutture Exporter 

ACF France WASH Program Mana~]er Job in Nairobi Kenya 

FH Kenya Nutrition Coordinator Career Opportunity 

Accounts Cterk and Bookshop Manafler - A.C.K Diocese of Thika Jobs in Kenya 

Program Operations Spedatist Job in Kenya - USAID Food for Peace (FFP) 

Pubtic Hearth Spedahst (Associate Director for Programs) Job in Kisumu - CDC Kenya 

Senior Officer Sudan Administration ~ Liaison Job in Nairobi - Cathotic Retief Services 

Auditor and Accountant Jobs in Kenya 

Unde~¢riting / Reinsurance Assistant Job in Kenya 

Maseno Universitv SACCO IT Officer, Internat Auditor and Accountant Jobs in Kenya 

NIC Bank Group Jobs in Kenva - HR Manager~ Product Manager and Retationship Managers Vacancies 

UNDP Kenya Communication for Devetopment Officer Job Vacancy 

UNICEF Somaha Consuttant - UN Joint Programme on Locat Governance Job in Punt[and Somatia 

Drivers Jobs in Kisumu Kenya 

Programme Director Job in Busia Kenya - Ministry of Ptannin~, Nationat Devetopment and Vision 2030 

IRC Hospitat Matron and Occupationat Therapist Jobs in Hagadera and Kakuma Refugee Camps 

USAID Prq]ram Operations Speciatist Job in Kenya 

Technicat Officer (Laboratory Services) - Dodoma 

ICT Sates Vacancies 

CARE Jobs in Kenya - Administration Coordinator and Asset Administration Officer Vacancies 

Marketing Engineers Jobs in Kenya 

Unitever Tea Kenya Jobs - Manufacturing Assistant, Process Engineer Assistant and Divisionat Assistant Vacancies 

Hand in Hand Job Vacancies in Kenya 

Forestry Assistant Job in Sotik - Sotik Tea Company 

Kenya Airways Head of Legat Services Job Vacancy 

Kenya Firm Commission Jobs - Head of Programmes, Internal Audit Manager and Head of HR ~t Admin Vacancies 

Search Kazi Afrika 

Social Impact M~tE Specialist Job in Kenya and more°°, 

Social Impact MSE Specialist Job in Kenya 

Socia] Impact (SI) is an Arlington based international development management consulting firm. We pro~dde a fu{[ tense 

ef innovative managemer~t cor~sb{l:~n~, te~:hnka] assist:ante, and.., 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~, Emait to a friend, Article Search, ~* 

Senior Sales Representative Career Opportunity in Kenya 



SummaryResponsib[e for at[ saf~es acLi\dLies in assigned regions. Manage quatity and consistency ei product and seB4ce 

detivery. Education:Bx:om (Sa es @ Markedn({), or a degree ir[ electronics,,, 

Read the whore entry ~ 

~o Ema~t to a friend o ~r~cte Search° 

Fish FarminR Business Partner Required 

’The fish farming pro.jeer is Based in Kiambu. 

The f~rs~ phase of d~e pro~ect writ cost 600kqOOk. 

The hush, ass partner should be intereste6 in f~sh ~arm~ng an6 ~n a position to raise between,,. 

Read the whole eriew . 

~. Emai[ to a friend. Article Search. ~* 

Internal Auditor Job in Nairobi - Goal North and South Sudan 

I.ot:at:it)nt Nairo[)J; ~enya with si(IIlJt~it:aD[ t:ravet to 

Contract du~atiom I year 

Reports to: Head of ~nte~na[ 

Genera{ C%’erviewlbescription o~ t:he Roae 

Read the whole antw . 

~. Emai[ to a friend. Article Search. 

IPPF Resource Mobilization Advisor Job in Nairobi Kenya 

The h~ternationa[ PI.anned Parenthood Federation (fPPF), Mrica Re81ona~. Office ~s [ookin~ to fill the position of a 

Read the whore entw ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~ 

UNDP - UNDSS Driver Job in Nairobi Kenya 

1, Position fnformado~ 

Job Code Title: UtqDSS Driver 

Type of ConQact: Ser\dce Contract 

~re<:{assifie~ Grade: 

Department: UNDSS Admin, Unit 

D~rect S~pe~4sor: Deputy Chief... 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~, Email to a friend, Article Search, 

Oxfam HECA Regional Response Team Public Health Promoter Job in Kenya 

Orgardsation: Oxfam GB - UK Job type: Contract 

Sa[ary: $30,000 - $40.000 Location: Kenya 

Regiona{ Response Team. Pub{ic HeMth Promoter 



Read the whole ent~ - 

~, Emait to a friend, Article Search, 

Global Roving Security Manager Job in Kenya - International Medical Corps USA 

O[oba{ %ring Se~:urit’y t~anager 

Organisatba: Internationa{ ~k,~,ed~ca~ Corps - USA 

Jeb type: Permanent Sal.ary: "I’BD 

Lo~:atbs: Kenya Oead[h~e: 12 December 20t0 

Read the whole entw ,, 

~, Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, ~ 

CESVI Regional Security Manager and Logistician Job in Kenya 

Work Context 

Cesvi has in Nai~ol)i a Regional. Represer~tation to coordinate the projects and p~%rammes in Kenya~ Sad@ and 

Somalia. It is a meal}urn-size operatio[~ in te~ms of projects and expatriate,., 

Read the who[e entw ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~* 

Relief International Regional Program Development Manager (RPDM) Job in Kenya 

Pesitk~n:Re?,iena~ Pro(~rarn {)evebpment ~4ana~er (RPD£~ 

Lo(atbn:Nairobi, Ke[wa, with trave~ w~tNn regions and HQ requhed 

Or~an}satio~: Re]ief Internat}ona{ - USA 

~ead%e: 16 Decernbe~ 2010.., 

Read the whole entw ~ 

~0 Emai[ Lo a friend , ArL~de Search, ~, 

Merlin UK Project Coordinator Job in Kenya 

Job L;e.s~:riptioi~ 

Position: Projec~ ~:oordinator 

Or@nisat:ion: ,~Aedin- UK 

Pr%~am: A{{ £e~{~n Prograrnrnes ~n Turkana District of Bft Va{by Pro~in(e~ Kenya. 

Respons~b[e To: CounLry._ 

Read the whore entw ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~ 

AU / IBAR Proiect Officer Job in Nairobi Kenya 

’The Aidcan Unien~ est:al){ished as a 8nique Pan AIrk:an (:ent:inenta{ body, ~s (:har~e~ wit:h spea~headh~ #rk:a’s s~pk~ 

int:egratk)n and sus~:ainab{e devebprnen~: ])y promoting unity, se{kJari[’¢, (:ohesks.,, 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 



~ 
Emai[ to a friend , ArLide Search 

Medical Officer in Charge / Clinical Consultant Job in Kenya - Friends Hospital Kaimosi 

F’dends Hespit:a~ Kaimosi is spoa!;ored by Friends United ~,~eetin9 (FU~,~}~ a Qsaker m~ssion based m ~sumu ~enya and 

Richmond ~nd~ana USA. The hospiLa[ is a ChrisLian non.profiL making Level IV... 

Read the whore ent~ >> 

~ Emai[ to a friend. ArticLe Search. ~. 

Real Estate and Construction Services I Products Marketin~J Executive Job in Kenya 

A {eading tea{ estate deve{opment ~nd supp{ies company ,hishes to ~ecruit the fofLowin?,: Position: ~arketing 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emait to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

General ManaRer Job in Kenya - Horticulture Exporter 

Our Cf.ient is a Hortical.tare Exporting �ompany q~a~, has experienced tremendous growth in d~e I.ast three years. To 

conso{idate and g~ow further, the Company is seeking to emp{oy 

Read the whore ent~. 

~ Ema~[ to a friend. Article Search, ~, 

ACF France WASH Program Manager Job in Nairobi Kenya 

Actien Coatre ta Faim (ACFoFs~n(:e) has been (:ondu(:t:ing humanitarian ~)rograras h~ Sema{ia ~rom d~ay 1992, At present:, 

ACF is conductin~ its hamani~aMan activities in Somaqa focused on Severe ~nd... 

Read the whole ent~ ~ 

~ Emai[ to a fMend, ArticLe Search, ~, 

FH Kenya Nutrition Coordinator Career Opportunity 

Job Tit{e: Nutrition CoordinatorDepa~tnlent: Hearth and Nutrition Reports To: Hea~th and Nutrition Mana~erDuty 

Station: Ma rsabit Ctosmg Date: 10 I12/20 t OContract period: 10 months with 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emait to a fMend ~ Article Search ~ ~ 

Accounts Clerk and Bookshop Manager - A.C.K Diocese of Thika Jobs in Kenya 

A,C,K Diocese oi Thika has vacant positions for the iol.{owin~ posts 1 } Bookshop ~ana~er ~inimam requiremenLsMus~ 

be computer [iterate Have basic knowted~e in Accountin~ Diploma in Business,,. 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend, Articte Search, ~. 

Program Operations Specialist Job in Kenya - USAID Food for Peace (FFP) 

The Uaited States Agency ier fnternat:ional {)evek)prneat (USAtD)~ Feod ~er Pea(:e (FF’P} ()~i(:e, USA~D/East: Afri(:a seeks 

te hire a~egram Operatiens Spe(:ia~isL The posi~:ioa is epen to qua~itied Kenyaa,.. 

Read the whore ent~ ,, 



~. Emai[ to a friend . ArLide Search 

Public Health Specialist (Associate Director for Programs) Job in Kisumu - CDC Kenya 

The Unit:ed SLates Embassy - Centers ior Disease Cent:tel. (CDC) ~enya has a vacancy in Kisumb for Pub~k: ~ea~Lh 

SpeciaUst (Associate Directo~ for Progr~ms)~ Unde~ the supervision o~ d~e Nyanza._ 

Read the whole ent~ ~ 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ ArUc[e Search ~ 

Senior Officer Sudan Administration ~* Liaison Job in Nairobi - Catholic Relief Services 

Cathotic £etief Services -.USCCB is the officia~ a~ei~cy of the United States Conference o~ Catholic Bishops t’or relief and 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Articte Search ~ 

Auditor and Accountant Jobs in Kenya 

Due to sustained ~owLh over the [~st one decade~ our cbent~ ~ [ea(lin~ pf.ayer in the pharmaceuL~ca[ mdusLW 

spec~a~z~n~ h~t ~mportatio~ and d~stHbuUon of ])harn~tac:eut~ca~ products (hun~tan) ~equh es,.. 

Read the whole entw . 

~. Emait to a friend. ArUcte Search ~ 

Underwritin8 / Reinsurance Assistant Job in Kenya 

A mecqbm sized f~enes~I insurance el)rot)an’¢ ~r~ Nah’ob~ ~equires~ Underwrb:in~/Reh~sdras(:e AssisLanL EZ~i~ibil.b:y: ~flK 

Qualified 3 years re[evanL experience, Piease appiy wiLMn 10 days by emaiL., 

Read the whore ent~ ,, 

~ Ema~t to a friend ~ ArUcte Search ~ 

Maseno University SACCO IT Officer, Internal Auditor and Accountant Jobs in Kenya 

MaseI~o Umvers~ty SACCO wishes to revile quafff~ed and dedicated appLic:ants for the fo{]owi~g vac:anc~es:- Systems 

Admi[~ / LT Officer Milch’sum Qua~ff~cationsDipioma is LT, Computer Science o~ 

Read the whole entH ,, 

~ Ema~[ to a friend ~ ArUcte Search ~, 

NIC Bank Group Jobs in Kenya - HR Manaser, Product Manaser and Relationship Mana.~ers 

Vacancies 

The p~ incipaf, mission of Nf� Bank Groul) is to be Lhe [eadin$ financiaf, selvices provider to our Larger markeL wMf.st 

bein?, committed to the hi~hest standards of service and to exceedin~ ou~ ... 

Read the whole entry 

UNDP Kenya Communication for Development Officer Job Vacancy 

Commui~k:at:ion ior I)eve{epmei~ Officer - (SBS} 

Background 

The MinisLW of Information and Communications and UNDP- Kenya counLW off~ce, require d~e sep/~ces of a 



Read the whole entry. 

~, Ernai[ to a friend, Article Search, 

UNICEF Somalia Consultant - UN Joint Programme on Local Governance Job in Puntland 

Somalia 

Ref: UNSO~V~!2(}I(}ig~7 Title: Consuttan~ - LIN ,foin~ Pro~ramme on Loca~ Governance 

’7~{~e of Cof~trac:t: Spec:ia~ Service ASreement: (SSA) boty Station: Puf~lJand (with frequent trave( within Soma(ia) ,.. 

Read the whole entg ,, 

~, Emai[ to a friend, Article Search. ~, 

Drivers Jobs in Kisumu Kenya 

A f~st grewin~ company, with commitment to p~o~dde quality services of ~oods tFansport havin~ f/ee~ o~ around 250 

Medium & heavy commercial vehicles is seekin~ to recruit D~iveFs:Heavy,_ 

Read the whole ent~ >> 

~. Emai[ to a friend * Article Search * ~. 

Programme Director Job in Busia Kenya - Ministry of Planning, National Development and 

Vision 2030 

Communities (PALWE�O) in co{~abor~tion with the Government. 

Read the whole entry ,, 

~, ~mait to a friend, Article Search, 

IRC Hospital Matron and Occupational Therapist Jobs in Ha~adera and Kakuma Refugee 

Camps 

The lnternationaf Rescue Committee (IRC} is one of the largest humamta~ian agencies in the wor[d~ pro’,4din~ refief~ 

Read the whole entry ,, 

~ Emai~ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

USAID Program Operations Specialist Job in Kenya 

The United States A~ency ior h~ternatiena[ Devef.opment (USt-dD), Food ~or Peace (FFP) Office, USA~DiEast Africa seeks 

to hire a P~o~ram Operations Spedabst, The pos~tio~ is open to quahfied Kenyan.,. 

Read the whole entw ,, 

~. Emai[ to a friend * Article Search * ~* 

Technical Officer (Laboratory Services) - Dodoma 

FHI is a ~tol)a/health arid de,/ek)~m~ent or~>ani~t:ior~ whose rk~o~ous, science-based approach buik~s pro~Farns 

create ~.astin~ ch~n~e~ Founded in 1971, FHt maintains offices and staff worldwide .... 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~, Emai~ to a friend, Article Search, ~, 



ICT Sales Vacancies 

Our orient an t¢’~" FK,’M is kmkmf~ for a sales ~erson{~reierabl.y a ~ady) te a~st in ~ates of d~e~r fe~k~wB~g prod~cts: ~ ~C’F 

consu[~ancy ~ Vo~P set,rices .... 

Read the whore ent~ ,, 

~0 Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, ~, 

CARE Jobs in Kenya - Administration Coordinator and Asset Administration Officer Vacancies 

CARE h’~ternationa[ in Kemla is {ookiB~ for dyBamic aBd ~’d~hbt motivated individuals of high moral character and 

prefessiona~ iategrity to fi~{ the fol.{owia~ position% based in Nairobi .... 

Read the whore ent~ ,, 

~ Emait to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

Marketin~l En~lineers Jobs in Kenya 

A iast Uowing Engineerin~ and Construction Company req~,~res m~’keLin~ engir~eers to rnarke~ the company and so[iciL 

for new busiBess as they grow the cHer~t base: 

Key Respons~b~[it~es:]~enE~fy new,_ 

Read the whore ent~ ,, 

~0 Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, ~, 

Unilever Tea Kenya Jobs - ManufacturinR Assistant, Process Engineer Assistant and Divisional 

Assistant Vacancies 

We are {ookin~ 

Read the whore ent~ 

~. Emai[ to a 

Hand in Hand Job Vacancies in Kenya 

~hro~,~ah }eb creation. 

Head ia Hand wer]~s ~er the ecoaomk: and s{x:~a[ erapowermen~ .... 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

Forestry Assistant Job in Sotik - Sotik Tea Company 

The Set, ik Tea Company is a ~eadir~g ~enya tea pre&~cer, ~ocated in a rural environment, 50kms West of Ker~cho town 

cor~sistmg of tea estates and two highly automated tea factories, 

Read the whore entW ,, 

~, Emait to a friend. Articte Search. ~, 

Kenya Airways Head of LeRal Services Job Vacancy 

KeBya Ak’ways i.{; ~:~ u{y the Pride of Africa. Ore" ~fobat I~etwo~ k Bow reaches 50 destination% 4t of vvhich are spread 



Read the whole entry - 

~, Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, 

Kenya Film Commission Jobs - Head of Pregrammes, Internal Audit Manager and Head of HR 

~ Admin Vacancies 

Ker[ya Fi{m Commissio[~ KFC) is a State Corporation estab{ished vide Legaf Notice No. 10 of 200§. 

The Commission, w~ose vision is to be the ~el)uted film partner of choice, is mandated to promote... 

Read the whole entry - 

~, Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, ~, 

Click here to safely unsubscribe now ~r~m "K~zi AfriCa" o~ chan~e your subscription~ view maiUn~ archives or subscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reena Goldthree <rg3@duke.edtc, 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 7:15 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Job opening: Assistant Dean and Advi~r to Latina/o Students, Darimouth College 

Please spread the word about this great opportunity-. Many- thanks! 

Dartmouth College 
Permanent Full-Time Position 
************************************* 

Assistant Dean and Advisor to Latina/o Students 
*************************************** 

Dartmouth College, an I~T League Institution located in Hanover, New Hampshire, 
seeks an innovative, organized and flexible professional to join the Office of 
Pluralism and Leadership (OPAL) as an Assistant Dean and Advisor to Latina/o 
Students This multi-dimensional position includes, but is not limited to: 

* Student Advising and Menturing 
* Leadership I)evelupment 
* Prugram & Event Management 
* Student Advocacy 
* Assessment, Consultation & Training 

The right person will bring tu Dartmouth College the folluwing experience: 

* Master’s degree or the equivalent combination uf educatiun and experience 
* Demunstrated knuwledge of Latina/o culture and nndergraduate Latina/u student 
experiences including successes and challenges in higher education 
*    History of effectively mentor~ng and advising Latina/o students and 
urganizations 
*    Backgruund in multicultura[ and sucial justice education and leadership 
development 
*    An ability tu be flexible as part uf a dynamic reurganizatiun in student 
al![’a~rs 

return, Dartmuuth Cullege can offer the right individual: 

* An intellectually stimulating environment 
* The upportunity to work collaburatively with an innovative and passiunate team 
uf sucial justice uriented professionals 
*    A cumpetitive and comprehensive cumpensation package which includes medical 
and dental insurance, retirement plans, employee tuition assistance, etc. 

We invite interested candidates to learn more about the Office of Pluralism and 
Leadership’s mission, values, and program highlights by visiting our website at 
http://~vw~v.dat tmouth, edui ~opah 

For more irfformation on this and other opportunities at Dartmouth College and to 
apply on-line, go to http:/iiobs.dartrnouth.edu. Please refer to position 
#0599101. All applications require a resume and cover letter. Reviews will 
begin inm~ediately. 

Dartmouth College is an Equal Opport~xi~/Affirmative Action employer. 
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sahle@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 1~ 2010 7:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr* 

Fwd: Interlibra~ Borrowing / Campus Delivery Notification 

..... Forwarded message from uncilb@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Tue, 30 Nov 2010 15:50:18 -0500 
From: UNC-CH Interlibrary Borro~ving <uncilb@email uric edu> 

Reply-To: U2X!C-CH Interlibra~z Borrowing <uncilb@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Interlibra~- Borro~vmg / Campus Delive~z Notification 

To: sahle@email unc.edu 

To: Haben Sahle 

RE: Your request for: 
Title: Human rights NGOs in East Africa : political and nolrnatlve tensions 
Author: 

TN: 900933 

has been cancelled for the following reason: 

Our copy checked out, please recall 

’]?his item is currently checked out from Davis Library. The call number 
is JQ2945.A91 H88 2009. Please place a recall/hold on it through the 
Circulation Department When UNC owns a book, we do not normally 
borrow a copy of it through ILB unless it is available at N. C. State, 
Duke, or N. C. Centrah ’17his book is not currently available at any of 
these libraries. 

Questions about a Borrowing request? Contact the ILB office at 

uncilb@email uric edu or 919 -962-1326. 

Questions about Carolina BLU request? Contact Davis Circulation Desk at 

daviscirc@listserv.unc edu or 919-%2-6201 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

-¥Vhere there is a Will there is Way- 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowilz@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 12:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CCO AFRI 101 Contract for Spring 

CCO Template to Revise and Teach Ennice Sahle AFI~I 101 spr 2011 pdf option.doc 

Hi Eunice, 

Now that the required CE form has been returned from your department, you may sign and return the attached contract for spring. 

Please sign and have Julius or Tim McMillan sign it and make a copy for yourself and whomever does payroll in your department. Then 

return it to me via campus mail or as a pdf file. 

Cheers, 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6301 
"it has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity." 

- Albert Einstein (1879-1955) 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
(919) 962-6302 

September 15, 2011 

Agreement to Revise and Teach a Course in Carolina Courses Online 

The purpose of this agreement is to detail the arrangements between Eunice Sahle and the Friday Center 
for Continuing Education at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to revise and teach 
AFRI 101, Introduction to Africa, in the Friday Center’s Carolina Courses Ouline (CCO) program. It is 
expected that as a part of fulfilling this contract, course revisers and instructors will become familiar with 
Friday Center materials on the special nature of revising and teaching courses that are offered ouline. 

Semester Revisions 
You will update links to external Web sites and revise course schedules as well as make aw other 
changes you find necessaD~ before each new term in which you teach the course. These should be 
submitted electronically and according to the schedule provided by Credit Programs. You will work with 
an instructional designer from the Commmlicafion and Instructional Design staff who will incorporate 
your changes into the course Web pages. 

Instruction and Payment 
You will be the instructor of record during the Spring 2011 semester. Designation of the instructor of 
record is the responsibility of the department. While the department has the discretion to appoint a 
qualified individnal who is not affiliated with the University, the instructor will normally have current 
affiliation with the University. 

Your payment for revising and teaching the course will be S6150 per term. The minimum enrollment 
needed to offer the course is six students by noon onthe third day of class. If five or fewer students 

enroll, the course will be cancelled tmless there is a compelling reason to offer it. In surmner, if a 
class has three or fewer students by 5:00 on the first day of classes, it will be cancelled. If we can, we 

will pay you through your regular UNC payroll, ff that isn’t possible, you’ll get a lump sum payment 

in the middle of the semester and one when the course is over. 

Instructor Responsibilities 

1. Respond to student questions and inquiries in a prompt and encouraging manner, ideally 
within two to three (lays. 

2. Provide encouragement to the students to remain active in the course, to submit assig~wnents 
regularly, and to ask questions whenever necessm)~. 

3. Facilitate and moultor discussion forums in an active and ongoing way. Tlfis is a critical 
part of an i~tstmctor’s "presence" in an online course. 

4. Evaluate and provide written feedback on all student assignments, quizzes, and exams 
within a week after receiving them. 



5. Monitor, record, and maintain records on each student. 
6. Report final grades witlfin 72 hours after the final exam, using the official "Class Roll and 

Grade Report" form that Credit Programs will send to you. 
7. Revise the course before each new semester (see "Semester-to-Semester Revisions" above). 
8. Ensure compliance with departmental standards for course content, course requirements, 

examinations, grading, and course evaluation and University standards on academic 
integrity. This includes keeping course materials current. Credit Programs will inform you 
when new editions of textbooks are being published so that you can revise the course to 
coordinate with the most current texts. 

9. Inform Credit Programs when situations occur that temporarily prevent you from fulfilling 
your instructional duties, such as vacations, conferences, or illness. 

Credit 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Programs Responsibilities 

Provide timely i~fformation and materials you need to revise and teach the course. 
Provide updates on changes in administrative processes that affect you or your course. 
Make payment to you for teaching and revising your course as outlined in this Course 
Revising and Teaching Agreement. 
Evaluate your performance by reviewing student evaluations and course Web sites. Please 
help us in this process by encouraging your students to complete and submit the course 
evalnation form. 

Copyright and Ownership 
In accordance with the Copyright Policy of The Universi~r of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (effective 

date August 1, 2001), development of the course Web pages, exclusive of textbook materials (online or 

otherwise) is considered a "Directed Work." The Copyright Policy States that "The University shall own 

copyright in Directed Works. Where practicable in the estimation of the creator’s chair, and subject to 

any additional terms or limitations made necessaDT by Universib~ licensing agreements, the creator shall 

be granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free license to the work for the creator’s own 

educational or research use." The Copyright Policy can be reviewed at 

http:iiwww.unc.eduicampusipoliciesicopyright.htnfl. 

Termination of Assignment 

This agreement remains in effect until terminated by you, your department, or Credit Programs. In 
order to assure the quality of our offerings, we must stipulale that repealed failure to fulfill the duties 
described in this conlract constitules grounds lbr terminating the contract. 

Both you and Credit Programs have the right to terminate this assignment by providing written 
notification to the other party no less than 60 days prior to termination date. Your assignment 
will be terminated if the academic department awarding credit discontinues its approval of the 
offering or rescinds its approval of you as an instructor. 

If you are presently on payroll at UNC and you leave UNC while still working for the Friday Center, 
please notify us i~nmediately so that we can change your Friday Cemer payroll status and pay you in 
a timely maturer when your work is cmnplete. If you do not notify us, there could be delay in 
processing your check and getting your payments to you. 



Signatures below by their authorized representative(s) signify acceptance of the terms indicated in the 
above agreement. 

Instructor 

Department Chair 

The Friday Center     "0     ~ 
Associate Director, Credit Programs 

The Friday Center __ U 
Progra~n Development Specialist, Credit Programs 

Date 

Date 

Date    9/15/10 

Date 9/15/10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 2:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20101201140453461.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 01, 2010 2:05 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.01.2010 14:04:53 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



5 
Peace as a Human 
Toward an Integrated 
Understanding 
Abdul Aziz Said and Charles O. Lerche 

Right 

F ifteen years have passed since the extraordinary events 

that prompted the end of the Cold War and ushered in sig- 

nificant changes in the international .community. For many people, these 

unexpected events renewed hope for a more peaceful world, hut these 

hopes have not yet been realized. Our morning newspaper maytrumpet the 

worldwide triumph of consumption-based capitalism or the emergence of 

Western-style democracy in unexpected places, but when we turn on the 

evening news, what we see looks like fanaticism or rampant nationalism. 

We must accept that we live in an era when the pace of change is accelerat- 

ing, a fact that suggests that we can no longer use the past as a guide for the 

future. This means, among other things, that we have to do a lot of "inner 

work": reflection and reappraisal of received ideas. It means that our gen- 

eration and those immediately to come have to innovate, to come up with 

ways of thinking and acting individually and collectively--that are funda- 

mentally new, holistic, and integrative. It is in this spiritand with thds focus 

that we approach the relationship between "peace" and "human rights." 

Human rights are inextricably ii~ked with peace, and at first glance 

the relationship might seem straightfo~vard. Starting from the premise that 

"all good things go together," we could simply conclude that human rights 

are conducive to peace and, as declared by Federico Mayor, then UNESCO 

director-general, that "lasting peace is a prerequisite for the exercise of all 

?"- human rights and duties,"~ Beyond this, as long ago as 1984 the United 

Nations Gdneral Assembly "solemnly" declared "that the peoples of our 



Ab~u| Aziz Said and Charles O.Lerche 
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plane[ have a sacred right to peace,"z $o it could be argued that ~e status 

o~ peace as a human N~ht is generally clear: We, the inhabitants of ~he 
ea~, do have a right to peace, and since this is a ~ght for all "peoples," 
then by definition it is a universa~ human Nght. 

These passages are ve~ significan~ because they make it clear that 

peace is a right of individuals, not jus~ of s~mes. However, even at a con- 
cep~ual level, ~e argument cannot be left there. Though it may seem intu- 
itively obvious that peac~ is ~hat we want and tha~ war and conflict a~e 
what we wan~ to avoid or stop, severa~ decades of analysis have shown 

that peace ~s anything but straightforward, that h is a multidimension~ 

and significantly eonmsted concept, and ;ha~ in th~s regard dif£erent people 
use ~t for different purposes. Consider the fo!iowing passage Irom 3ohan 

Ga~ung: 

The word "peace" is used both by the nd~ve who confuse absence of 
dRec~ ~olence ~th peace and do no~ understand ~a~ ~e work t¢ m~e 
and build peace is now just abou~ to st~, and by the ~ess n~fve who 
~ow ~his and do no~ wan~ that work to ge~ started- Thus the word 

"peace" becomes a ve~ effective peace-blocke~J 

Galtung’s argument suggests N~at there are several approaches ~o peace: 
some that block what he would consider ~eal peace, and o~he~s tha~ 

presumably enable or facilitate it G~tung, whose ~guments are presented 
in more det~l below, has w~tten extensiveIy about the key difference 

twe~ "posi~ve" and "nega~ve’" peace, and Smoker and GroWl, for ~xample, 
suggest ~at peace has "a wide ~ange of interrelations," of which ~ey spec- 
i~ s~.4 If.peace means so many ~hmgs, we are obliged m ask. which ap- 

proach to, or v~e~ eL peace is it that should be seen as 

h~ fighm, ~d to what ~nd of peace ~ty do we hum~s have a sacred 
;~ght! These me challenging and significant questions, which, if taken sen-. 
ously, rapidly bring the question of peace down from the sky of rhetori�. 
and idealism m ~he real world of politics ~nd policy. As we have seen in re~ 

cent ye~s, ~ese questions are cen~rM to ~e conceptualization and imple] 
incubation of a whole range of peacemaMng i~tiatives, from huma~t~ 

inmrvention to reconcfi~a~on, an~ ~herefore me~t ~er considera~on 
cme~l ~>is. TI~ ~cle is one a~emp~ to explore ~e key i 
In the discussion tha~ follows, the concept~ of both "peace" and 

~h~s" ~ be exa~ned, ~d the ~ument put go~ ~at ~ere 

of possible ways to understand each. The ~mplications of 
p;o~nent views a~e considered, and a case made in suppo~ 

mative approach drawing on 
the ex~en~ to which ~he theo~ and practice of peace and of 
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interact dialectically and, over time, seem necessarily to be moving toward 
fusion. First, however, we must understand the similarities and differences 
in the emergence of both as issues on the agenda of world affairs. 

Background 

Peace and human rights have different histories, and this may help to 
explain why they have remained conceptually distinct. A certain kind of 

peace has been part of internationaI law at least since the Kellogg-Briand 
Pact of 1928, in which the signatories condemned "recourse to war for the 

solution of international controversies," and renounced it "as an instrument 
of national policy, in their relations with one another." They also agreed 
that "~he settlement or solution of all d~sputes or conflicts of whatever nature 

or oi whatever origin they may be, which may arise among them, shall 
never be sought except by pacific means.’S This was, as is well known, 
confirmed in Chapter VI of the United Nations Charter, wherein the mem- 
ber stems are committed to peaceful settlement of disputes and the Secu- 
rity Council is given a dear role in promoting this approach to international 

conflict resolution. 
This shows that a formalinternational legal commitment to "peace 

as the absence of war" predates and was, at least in a formal sense, an 
established fact before the international human rights regime, as we know 

it today, emerged. This second process, building on the brief mention of 
human rights in the char~er’s preamble, took on substance only with the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. The key difference here is 
that the Universal Declaration initially had no international legal stancting 

!. (though it has acquired ~his with time}, and human rights had to be given 
formal legal substance through various covenants--a process that contin- 

~:~: ues today. 
This distinction can be illustrated wi~ an example from domestic 

?i.!.i.:.-. politics. Mos~ political systems, whether open or closed, have a prohibition 
against using force to settle personal disputes. Rather, citizens are expected 
to use juridical and other institutions of the state to seftle conflicts nonvio- 

’. Therefore,_when a stare wishes (for whatever reason) to establish 
the conditions of liberal democracy, whether in America in the late eigh- 

-teenth century or in many transitional societies today, there is no need to 
include a civil right g~aranteeing freedom from the infliction of violence on 

:.the individual person by other private persons, since this already exists in 

In the same vein, there was no need to include peace, ar least in the 

narrov¢ sense of the term, in the Universal Declaration, since it was already 
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This raises other questions, though. It seems that the only dimen- 

sion of peace really reflected so far in international law is "negative" peace, 
and if the human rights agenda points in the direction of other kinds of 
peace, this may reqmre a concomitant evolution of international law. How- 
ever, as we will see later, developments in this direction are making the 

conceptual distinction between peace and lmman rights less and less clear 

or meaningful. 

A Closer Look at Peace 

The discussion so far has considered only one aspect of peace. For instance, 
in the 1984 General Assembly declaration, peace is portrayed as "life with- 

out war,"6 and states are enjoined to renounce the use of force. This is also 
Ne mode! of peace implicit in the charter formulation, since the UN was pri- 
marily created to "save future generations from the scourge of war."7 While 

one should be sympathetic to the positive intentions in these documents 
and appreciate the historical contexts in which they were formulated the 

aftermath of World War II, and the renewed Cold War of the 1980s 
the study and analysis of peace have gone well beyond this understanding 

of the concept. 
In the first decade of the twenty~first century mere is increasing sup- 

port for the idea that peace ts more--much more, in fact than the absence 
of war. Johan Galtung has led the way to this understanding by introducing 
tiae seminal distinction between "positive" and "negative" peace. The latter 
refers to the absence oi violence as discussed above, but the former goes 

much farther in its implications, tt can be defined as creating and main* 
tainil~g equitable, participatory, and stable social institutions. Galtung’s 
work cannot be adequately summarized here, but several of his insights 
are e, xtremely useful for our purpose. For instance, at one point he actually 

defines peace as "the capacity to handle conflict Creatively and 
lently,"~ which suggests that it is a social capacity, a form of social capital, 

which, to be truly effective, must inhere in institutions at all levels, from 

the family to the globe. Beyond this, he emphasizes that any 
is becoming either more peaceful or more violent over time, depending on 
how conflicts are handled. In this regard he first imroduced the contm,~er: 

sial but extremely helpful concept Of "sWactt~rat violence," meaning those 

social inequalities that create tt~e desperation and resentment 
overt violence. Later he added the concep; of "cultural" vic 

to that "meta" layer of collective identity that fosters and underpins 
tarism through reference to quasi-mythologized historical injustices 
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conveyed from one generation to the next through story and song) and 
that giorifies killing the "other."9 The key point here is that peace as the 
absence of war may coexist at any given time with a significant degree of 
structural violence and cultural violence forces that would, under the right 

enabling conditions, Iead to further violent conflict over time. From this 
perspective the inadequacy of negative peace as either a process or an end 
state, becomes obvious. Lasting peace is something more prolound and 
more comprehensive. 

If we !ook farther into the burgeoning literature on peace "praxis," or 

"peacebuilding," we find several themes that reinforce this perspective. 
Jan Oberg, for instance, describes peacebuilding as involving the recon- 
struct.ion of "(1) human beiags, soul and bodies, (2) social structure, (3) cul- 

ture, (4j environment, and (5) .. reconciliation, repentance, forgiveness, 
respecr.., and simultaneously moving toward a vision of peaceful coexis- 

tenc¢o"1° while Clemems suggests that the keys to "development of more 
stabie peaceful relationships between people iie in a deepening awareness 
of the key psychologica!, social and poetical processes which generate 
trusting communities within which individuals can realize their deepest 
sense of self.’’n The Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict 
(t997) goes even farther with this theme, suggesting that finding and 
implementing a more proactive model of peace represents a critical evolu- 
tionary threshold for our specles: 

In our world of unprecedented levels of destructive weaponry and hl~ 

creased geographic and social proximity, competition between groups 
has become extremely dangerous, in the century, to come~ human sur- 

vival may well depend on our ability to learn a new form of adaptation, 

one ~n which intergroup competi~on is largely replaced by mutuaI un- 

derstanding and human cooperation~ Curiously, a vital part of human 

expelience--learning to tire together--has been badly neglected through- 
out the wortd,tR 

This has far-reaching implications for our theme. First, though the 

Carnegie Commission does not explicitly state that there is a right to peace, 
.’..::" many have argued that the most basic human right of all is the right to sur- 

vival, and the passage states that survival itself depends on new levels of 

by implication, being freed from conflict and violence of 

..... various kinds at all levels of society. Only one of these levels, the interstate, 
s directly addressed in contemporary international law. Others, such as the 

community levels, are addressed to some degree in national 
and still others, if we use Oberg’s list above as a guide, are 
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hardly addressed at all. It is, rather, in the provtslons of the human rights 
covenants that we find nascent international "legislation" in support of even 

a moderate formulation of positive peace. 
To summarize, negative peace is, as indicated in the UN documents, 

only one human right among others, although it is certainly an essential one, 

since war destroys the possibilities for foiler life that the five areas of human 
rights seek to guarantee. However, once we t~ to specify characteristics of 

a peaceful society, this formulation is inadequate. While at first glance 
there seems to be no formal international covenant that explicitly guaran- 

tees the right to positive peace in the same way that the Kellogg-Briand Pact 
or the UN Charter promotes negative peace, we should bear in mind that 

positive peace is multidimensional; It involves, among other things, eqm- 
table, participatory, and stable political institutions, as well as economic, 
social,, and cultural conditions that guarantee diversity and minima~ stan- 
dards o[ well-being and protection Ior the vulnerable. The human rights 
covenants are themselves the widely acknowledged source for such norms 
and standards. Still, as discussed in the next section, human rights are also 
a source of controversy and therefore in their contemporary form are nei- 
ther an accurate retlection o[ international practice nor a fully, adequate 

articulation of positive peace. 

A Closer Look at Human Righls 

The diverse literature on human rights largely agrees on one point: Human 

rights are concerned with the dignity of the individual--that level of self- 
esteem that is secure and self-accepting. The Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (1948), the (European] Convention for the Protection of Human Rights 

and Fundamental Freedoms (1950), the Imernational Covenant on Eco- 
nomic, Social, and Cultural Rights (1966), and ~lre International Covenant 

on Civil and Political Rights (1966) are part of the process of enlarging the 
dignity, freedom, opportunity for creativity, and welfare of individuals, and 
the devetopmem of an environment and the appropriate institutions to 

promote these goals. 
Again, this formulation is not as strmghtforward as it lo 

pursuit of human dignity is universal, it is defined by the culture of a people. 
Politics is a cultural activity and reflects tradition and environment. 

global debate on human rights assumes that in spite of the d 
characterize the diversity of cultures, political conduct 
ized by certain common norms and attitudes. In the modem global system 

Westerners have concentrated on discovering common denominators 
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in the Jndeo-Christian tradition, from which a calculus of human rights 

would emerge. This emphasis on Western common denominators.has been 
criticized as a parochial view of human fights, neglecting the traditional 

cultures and pmsem conditions of the global South. 
Universality, in both conception and practice, is therefore the princi- 

pal challenge of human r~ghts, and the various conflicts between East and 

West, N~rth and South, over human rights have been in large measure 

conflicts over whether the political, economic, or cultural diversity among 
s:ates and peoples is compatible with worldwide standards of human 
rights. We suggest that any overt or subtle currents of Western cultural im- 
perialism wilI undermine the further evolution of humerirights. Further- 
more, the principle of unlimited national sovereigmy~the true conceptual 
foundation of the states system continues to impede the evolution of a 
more effective, equitable, and anthofit~tive human rights regime. Basically, 
there is a contradiction, in both theory and practice, between the need for 
universal norms and enforcement t~rocedures and the reality el a decen- 

tralized and structurally anarchic world political system. 
This can be better understood by considering a continuum of possi- 

ble human rights regimes. Jack Donnelty, following Heclley Bull’s three 
~ypes of international society,~3 suggests three ideal ~ype models of inter- 

national human rights: 

Stalist: ’~The traditional statist model sees human tights as principally a 

matter of sovereign nationa! jurisdiction., statists,.. ~nsist that human 
rights remain principally a matter of sovereign national jurisdiction and a 

largely peripheraI concern of international (inter-state~ relations," 

Cosmopolitan: "A cosmopolitan model starts with ~ndividuais, who are 

seen more as members of a single global political community (cosmopo- 
lis) than as citizens of states.., Cosmopolitans often see international 

organizations and certain transnational NGOs as representatives of an 
inchoam global comnmnity of mankind." 

Irtrernatiorzalisc "Internationalists accept the centrality of s~ates and 

sovereignty in intemafionaI relations, but stress internafionai social 
practices (such as international law and the rules and procedures of 

diplomacy) ~at regulate inter-state relations. This body of.formal and 

informal restrictions an the engine! sovereignty of states creates an 
international sociai order, an anarchical society el states.’t4 

should be clear from the descriptions above that the statist and cosine- 

models represent the two extremes on the continuum, and the 
onalist model the center. Donnelly �oncfudes that 
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a relmively weak internationalist model, includin~ only modest and pn- 
madly normative international societal constraints on state sovereigmy, 

describes international human rights practices over the past half cen- 

tu~, and is likely ~o continue to do so.Is 

He sugges[s further that the cosmopolitan model, beyond being purely pre- 

scriptive, is useful primarily as a prediction of the future of human rignts, 

Donne!ly also provides an extensive .overview of the human rights 

regime at both the global and regional levels and concludes, "Multilateral 

procedures for coercive intervention to enforce international human rights 

obligations simply do not exist. Recalcitrant states usually can violate human 

rights with impunity."t~ Elsewhere, Donnelly has simply concluded, "All 

international human rights issues are inherently problematic in a world 

structured around sovereign states."17 
Moreover, in a world organized into sovereign states, there really is 

no anthoritafive spokesperson for the global public interest,is States are 

responsible for defining the public interest for their national communities, 

and a global public interest can only be defined as the overlap among digit 

various national interests. Thus, despite the fact that human rights are by 

definition universal, the regime through which they are given effect will 

always renan piecemeal and uneven in the context of the state system. 
Governments decide according to their own particular priorities which rules 

and enforcement procedures to accept--and even these limited commit- 

ments are not necessarily binding for the long term, since nothing prevents 

a state from revising its commitments in light of changed circumstances. 

Finally, and perhaps most compelling~ human fights, as mentioned earlier, 

are generally understood as a key element of democratic governance. The 

states system, however, does not function as a democracy either in theory 

or in practice, as demonstrated by such standard explanatory concepts in 

international relations as "realpolitik" and "hegemony." Even the United 

Nations Security Council, the most powerful international politic 

tion, accords a special status to its permanent members and resembles as 

much the nineteenth-century ConceK of Europe as it does the executiv~ 

branch of a nascent democratic world government, Little wonder 

global human rights regime has been criticized (however self-interestedly) 

for imposing the values of the dominant powers on everyone else, 

"might makes right" is fundamental to the practice of power politics, 

which still characterizes much of international relations. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the current pro 

tional ~eform package of liberal democracy and liberal 

not in itself guarantee improvement in human fights practice 
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world. Though human rights figure prominently in the rhetoric of demo- 
cratic and market reform, in the actual expenence of reform to date there 
has been a reluctance for newlyelected regimes to recognize the limits on 

their power implied by human rights, or to give sufficient attention to eco- 

nomic and social rights. It has to be borne in mind that human rights are 
nonmajoritarian, and therefore require more than just a commitm�nt to 
the basic processes of democracy to become effective. [n fact, a case can be 
made that the kinds of economic policies imposed on most states by global 

capitalism aggravate socioeconomic re�quality and undermine many social 
and economic rights. Again, a commitment to more than free markets is 
necessary in this area if human rights are to become effective. 

At least at a conceptual level the intemaffonal consaunity faces a basic 
choice between the states system and national sovereignty on the one hand 
and a more affective and meaningful human rights regime on the other. In 
certain respects national sovereignty, as currently understood and practiced, 
seems to be the problem and nor the solution in regard to human rights, 
and there is a real need to find ways out of this impasse if the full potential 

for positive change latent in the contemporary human rights regime is 
ever m be released. In practice, one can imagine.change both from ’~above," 
through a strengthened global hmnan r~ghts regime, and from "below,’" 
through education and public information passed on through international 
civil society, which continues ~o promote human rights as part of.good gov- 

ernance. Thus, a change in international political culture in the direction ol 
human rights may well precede and remain for some time ahead of the 
actual institutionalization of "enforcement" capabilities at the global level 
In this regard, whi!� we have seen the emergence of an "international" 
norm of humanitarian intervention, as a practice it currently seems limited 
to interventions by stronger countries in response to humanitarian emer- 

gencies in weaker ones. Though no doubt necessary, this can hardly be 
considered equitable. 

integration: A Human Needs Approach 

From a number of angles, there is a striking parallel between the current 

¯ global condition and the experience of an individual striving to overcome 

[~ersonal challenges in his or her life. With the individual, the first stage is. 

sense that something is not right. An introspective quest for 

more appropriate values follows, which may involve a systematic reexam- 

old beliefs and habits, and a search Ior new ones. Once new value 
Commitments are made,, a constant effort is required to bring action into 
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agreement with these values. Prom this perspective we can discover, amid 

[he crises of contemporary global politics, a search for those vatues on which 

a viable furore for our planet can be built. And indeed there is already a 

discernible convergence in efforts m formulate priorities for peace and 

human rights, and beyond these to the related areas of good governance 

and sustainable developmem. When evaluated in light ~f human needs 

theory, this convergence seems to provide a compelling direction for new 

thinking about the future of world order--thinking that increasingly sug- 

gests that we can, with a little effort, begin to discern the contours of, and 

criteria for, what might be called a "successful" global civilization. 
John Breton developed human needs theory as a too~ for studying 

social conflict, and his approach makes a distinction among needs, values, 

and interests, in trying to resolve disputes, it should be understood that 

only interests are negotiable in the sho~t run, while values can change only 

over the long run, in an atmosphere of sec~trity and nondiscrimination, 

and needs cannot be negotiated away under any circumstances.l~ The 

implications of this formulation are far-reaching. Fez instance, it suggests 

"that there are limits to the extent to whlch the human person, acting sep- 

arately o~ within a wider ethnic or national community, can be socialized 

or manipulated"; and "that there are human development needs that must 
be satisfied and catered for by institutlons, if these insnmrions are to be 

stable, and if societies are ~o be significantly free of conflict."zo While ac- 

knowledging that this is still a new and contested research area, Burton 

does present a piansibIe list of needs. FirSt, [xuman beings require a sense 

of security and identitY. Second, since we have a genemc drive to learn, we 

require a consistent response from the environment, without which learning 

is impossible. Third, from their social context people require both recog- 

nition and valued relationships, or bonding. Finally, and perhaps most 

~mportanr, individuals tequire (some) control over their environments in 

order to ensure that their needs are fulfilled,m                      If, 
This approach has important implications fo~ social iz 

on balance, ~eeds axe being met within an institution, the 

ceives support and is consolidated and perpetuated. If, however, needs are 

not met, the institution loses support and legitimacy and confronts increas- 

ing opposition In this latter case, authorities tend to react with repression 
and coercion, but if an institution is deleglfimjzed for enough people, con- 

flier cannot be resolved this way. Rather, the institutional strnc~ures have to 

evolve, sooner or later, to more fully accommodate the needs 

they affect. If a particular social order is tegitimized for only a portion of 

the society, one can expect, given enabling conditions, that those 
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needs are not met will react, Burton goes so faz as to assert that this has 

become the general condition in modern societies: 

Human needs are be%ng frustrated on a large scale in all modern soci- 

eties, and the more law and order is enforced to control frustration the 

more the frustration. There ~s now a midespread co~cern regarding the 

h~o~timacy of even the most ~eerutngly legiZimized authorities, The mem- 

bers of promst movements of many kinds in many different societies, and 

the mrrorists who spring from relatively privileged classes, are demon- 

strafln~ that there are features of societies, of all political types, unac- 

ceptable to a mgnificant number of the people that comprise them.22 

{Emphasis added) 

To Burton, legitimacy is a dynamic rather than a static condition, 
which "stresses the reciprocal nature of reiations with anthorit~es, the sup- 

port given because of the services they reader, and respect for legal norms 

when these are legitimized norms.-2s He contrasts this with a static notion 

of [egadiry, which "has associated with it... loyalty to a sovereign or formal 

leader right or wrong, elitism, the common good and the national interest 

as interpreted by elites."24 From this perspective, a peaceful society~or 

world, for that matter--is one in which the social and political order ~s 

popularly perceived as legitimate. Though such legitimacy is generally 

assumed to inhere in liberal democratic institutions, Burton has a/so 

argued that conventional representative democracy is only effective in a 

society with "relative ethnic homogeneitY, classlessness and equality"; and 

th~s mode! alone is not able to guarantee institutionallegitimacy "in a society 

that contains maior income differences, and in which n~iuolities are unrepre- 

sented but must observe the norms of a majority’’2s conditions characteris- 

tic of many transitional countries. In summary, Barton’s ~vork indicates that 

social reform that goes farther than conventional Western models of gover- 

nance to meet human needs, through promoting the fail range of human 

rights, ~s necessary if today’s deep-seated conflicts are to be transformed 

into peaceful and creanve relations among the groups concerned. 

Consider now the con.cept of "sustainable huma~ development," 

defined here by the United Nations Development Programme as: 

expanding the choices for all people in. society. This means that men 

and women--particularly the poor and vtflnerable--are at the centre of 
the developmem process, tt also means "protection of the life opportu- 

Rifles of future generations.., and .. the natural systems on which 

all Iife depends" (UNDP, Human Developmem Report !996). This 

makes the central purpose of development the creation of an enabling 

environment in which nil can enjoy long, healthy and creative lives.~6 
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The UNDP’s iive aspects of sustainable human development are quite 

dose to Button’s list of human imeds: 

Empotverment--The expansion of men and womeli’s capabilities and 

choices increases their ability m exercise those choices free of hunger, 

waN, and depfiva~on. It Nso increases ~heir oppoAuNty 

in, or endorse, decision maNng affecting thek lives. 

C~opem~on--With a sense of belonging importam for personal fulfilb 

merit,, well-being and a sense of purpOSe and meaning, human deveI~ 

opmem is concerned wi~ ~e ways in which people work toge~er ~d 

interam. 

gqu~--The ~p~sion of capabilities and oppo~untfies means more 
than [ncome--R also means equity, such as an educational system to 

wNch eye.body should have access, 

5~ta~bilf~--The needs of N~s generation must be met wRhout com- 

prom~g ~e right of ~t~e generations to be ~ee o~ pove~ and depd- 

ration and to exercise ~eir basic capabfiRies, 

Secu~--pa~cularly the sec~ty of livelihood, People n~d to ~ fre~d 
from t~ea~s, such as disease or repression and from sudden hgmfu[ 

disruption in ~eir ~[ves.27 

The s~e UNDP documen~ p~asems a lis~ o~ characteristics of "good gov- 
ern~ce," which ~e also s[m~ar ~o Bu~on’s needs, i~ both conception and 

imphcation. Here are some of ~he ~ualities they emphasize: 

pa~dpa~n--~ men and women shoed have a.~oice ~n decision m~- 

~g, eider ~ecfly or ~ou~ leNttma~e Nte~e~ate ~sfitufions fl~at rep- 
resem ~e~ ~ter~ts. Such b~oad p~cipafion is b~t on freedom of asso- 

ciation ~d speech, as wetl as capacRtes to pa~cipa~e cons~cfively. 

Rale of law--Left ff~ew~rks should be [~r ~d enforced imperially, 

~a~icul~Iy the laws on Mman rights. 

~a~paren~--~aaspar~cY is built* on the ~ree flow of information. 
Processes, [ns~tutions and information ~are directly accessible m those 

concerned with them, and enough information ts provided to under- 

stand and monitor them. 

Respons~veness~Ins~tutions and processes ~ m sere all stakeholder. 

Co~ens~ o~tagon--Good governance mediates differing interests 
reach a broad consensus on what is in ~e best tnterests of the group 

and, where possible, on polities and 

~Ri~--N[ men and women have oppo~unifies to improve or ma~tNn 

thek we~-being. 
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Effectiveness and eYficienc3,--Processes and institutions produce results 

that meet needs while making the best u~e of resources. 

accoantab~lity--Decision makers in government, ~e private sector, 

and civil society organisations are accountable to the public, as well as 
m institutional stakeholders. This accountability differs depending on 

the organisation and whether the decision is internal or external to an 

organisation.28 

This could be considered a fairly comprehensive list of the elements of 
"positive peace," and also parattels advances in the theory.and practice of 
human rights, The Cold War division between the capitalist camp’s em- 

phasis on civi! and political rights and the socialist/Third World preference 
for socia!, economic, and cultural rights has now, fortunately, been recog- 
nized as unhelpful and unacceptable. Instead, ha the wake of the first truly 
global conference on human rights, which met in Vienna in !993, all five 
major areas of human rights have been acknowledged by the i~ternational 
community (however grudgingly in some cases) as an indivisible whole. 
Furthermore, the Vienna Declaration, the conference’s key contribution to 

human rights thinl~ng and practice, went farther, emphasizing women’s 
rights, children’s rights, the rights of indigenous peoples, and, significantly 
for our argument here, the right ro development. 

The emerging common perspective on needs, development, gover- 
nance, and rights reflected here confirms the World Commission on Cul- 
ture and Development’s prerrfise that there is indeed a nascent "’global civic 
culture," from which important elements of global ethics can be derived,z9 

However, putting such values into effect essentially the process of pro- 
moting positive peace--wiI! require far-reaching change, and it is not clear 
that the best way to give elfect to all global core values is through lists of 
rights. As the World Commission on Culture and Development puts it, 

Although the idea of human fights does obviously make use of the 

notion of rights, these fights may better be seen as general principles 

denoting the fundamental moral concern that in a social and political 

community ought to find adequate reflection. How exactly these princi- 
ples should be implemented and what wpe of institutional arrange- 

ments they enjoin ~s a matter of political imagination and requires tak- 

ing into account already existing traditions and institutions. Some of the 

concerns expressed in the idea of human I~ghts are indeed best expressed 

in a system of individual legal fights. Yet others, such as the human right 

~o the social and economic conditions necessary for mimmally decent 
life, call for a complex mix of institutions and policies. And the right to 
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fair treaunent may involve, Liner alia, educating potice and seom~ forces 
and making tizern familiar with due proCeSS and similar principlee.3° 

in its own formulation, the commission puts forth five principal 

ideas that should form the core of global ethics: 

m Human rights and responsibihties 
m Democracy and the developmem of civil sodety 

,. Pro~ecdon of minorities 

m Peaceful conflict resolution 
m Equity within and between generations 

Although most governmental and nongovernmental g~oups concerned 

focus primarily on reform o~ existing national and international institutions, 

the promotion of peace, good governance, sustainable development, and 
human rights in an era of globakization raises more farhreaching questions. 
Ultimately, world order, at all levels, shouldbe reconstructed to maximize 

these global core values. To put the matter another way, either we as human 
beings have ~o accept the oppression, violence, and iniustice in the world 

as fundamental to the human condition and therefore irremediable, or we 
accept the premise of human needs theory that there are basic norms and 
needs that, when ~ettected in our institutions and processes of governance. 
should foster social peace, stability, and progress. The texts of the basic 

human rights instruments .and the official reports and communiqufis of 
recent UN-sponsored coNerences on human rights, social development, and 

rights of indigenous peoples suggest tlmt at the normative level the inter- 
national community has officialiy accepted ~he second point of view. We 

are indeed movmg away from the "statist" era of human rights, and gov- 

ernments now have to justify their policies in mrms of international norms 

and are subject to public international scrutiny of their human rights prac-. 
rices. So the quesuon becomes less one of whether such development 
are necessarY, and more one of how they can be effectively accomplished- 
Ultimately, national sovereignty as a foundation concept for international 

politics should be ~undamentMlY questioned; however, in the sho~t 
need to focus more on how it is exercised. States, and most obviously the.,, 

great powers, shape the international political 
actions and motives. They can lay foundations, for positive [ 
can retard its advance, but Button’s work suggests that they 
mutely be able to stop it, since peoples everywhere aspire tc 

iV of life. 
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Dialogue as Positive Peace Process 

If we take a longer-term view, the currem regime must become even more 
cosmopolitan ~n both theory and practice if it is to continue ro provide the 
rationale and the foundation for positive peace. Perhaps more important 
for the immediate future is how the world approaches this task. Cultural 
imperialism, essentially the imposition of norms, is certainly not con- 

ducive to the emergence of positive peace. Rather, the current UNESCO- 
sponsored initiative of "dialogue of civilizations" presents a more promis- 
ing prospect, which merits some cortsideration here: 

The need for a dialogue among peoples is based on the recognition 
that our changing reality requires a new gIobal ethic and a new perception 
of one another. Historically, unequal power relations, leaving the West 
arrogant and insensitive and the rest of the world largely defensive and 
insecure, have marred cultural contact among civilizations. All have much to 
gain ~rom moving away from such postures. Attachment and commitment 

to these forms undermine the purpose of dialogue, keeping us estranged 
and unknown ro one another, Today such relationships and the ~mages 
they were built on are no longer sustainable. 

Rather, it is only in a growing awareness of our diversity that we may 
come ro discern our unity: our humanity and our common values and 
needs. Dialogue. as a new paradigm in global relations, is based on sharing 
knowledge in order to achieve new knowledge, to see each other with open 
and empathetic eyes under a different light, and to look together toward a 
shared future in a global community that will make our world safe for 
diversity. Dialogue is a key to effective communication that can help us to 
pierce through the walls of misperception and mistrust and gather valuable 
insights, lessons, and opportunities that enrich us all. A new and mutually 
rewarding relationship has the potential to emerge, where accumulated 
.w~sdom and insights for necessary progress provide tire basis of a valued 
coexistence. Such a relationship would be premised not on ideas of cul- 
tural superiority but on mutual respect and openness to cultural eclecti- 
cism and, ultimately, synthesis; and only out of synthesis can the values of 

sustainable positive peace emerge. 

This process of communication is key to transcending our historical 

accretion of deep subjectivity and ethnocentrism, and it requires active lis- 
and a commitment to sustained dialogue: learning to understand 

communicates the shared concerns. In this way we can discover 
as well as create shared meanings and fled our common ground while 
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better understanding our own values and ideals as we are challenged ro 
share them in a new way. Dialogue requires that we look on one another as 

moral equats and partners in creating a global community. 
EIfective dialogue implies active engagement. As cultural symbolism 

assumes greater significance in the relations of cultures, active engagement 
through sustained dialogue permits each participant to understand the 
deeper meanings, associations, and implications of the "other’s" symbols, 

thus penetrating the."enigma of the external other" and defusing the dynam- 
ics of t.he dash of civilizations. Active engagement also permits us to under- 
stand and recogmze the authentic expressions of human religiosity and 
protects us from the politics of manipulated symbolism. The confrontations 
we observe today feed on the need te address despair through actions pred- 

icated on and intended to spread fear. An understanding derived from 
active engagement would allow us to avoid being trapped in the system of 
confrontation, moving beyond immediate negative reactions (for instance, 
between the West and Islam) to discover human commonality and shared 

experiences and needs. 
Dialogue as a tool for finding a desirable future demands the creation 

and development of a broad consensus of peoples and governments on an 
ever-wider range of issues Consensus, the distinctive political too[ in rela- 

tions among equals, has already gone far [bin not yet far enough) in replacing 
armed force as the preferred instrument of national policy. Positive peace 
requires, at the very least, a basic global agreement on priorities. The devel2 
opment of an agreement on priorities con;ributes to building a global com- 
munity because different peoples feel they have a stake in the success of 

programs. When people agree on priorities they experience a common pur- 
pose. Then, through dialogue, they can begin to reach binding international 
decisions in mose areas where they are essential. This is still a new and 

Iargely uncharted path, and mistakes wil! be made. But we have little choice: 

Either the emerging global order will learn m consult with all its members 
or it will not survive. Trial and error, seasoned by patience, wil 
elements of an operational code to govern the new process, and consensus 

building will become a more efficient and predictable instrument, 
Each age has its appropriate metaphors, and civflizationaI dialogue 

should discover and bring forth the symbols ~hat are appropriate to our 
contemporary condition. No worldview or,tradition should be seen 

dosed; all have evolved ever time. We must therefore be~dn to look dee 
turn our societies, our cultures, and ourselves to identify those 

and values that truly speak to our comemporary global ex~ 

in its essence, the true road to peace not the negative imposed 
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unequal power relations, but an authentic peace in which everyone is a 
victor. As a UNESCO peace education training manua! explains, 

The peace we endeavour to promote has no boundaries. It is a global 
human outlook which seeks for others what one seeks for oneself. It is 
not a national issue but a universal one. Peace encompasses an ~nner 
feeling of empathy and compassion to which all religions subscribe. It 
underlies the continuous effort needed to foster equitable economic and 
cultural relations of a given society and between States. Peace rejects 
power as the primary arbiter of human relations. Peace accepts the in- 
evitability of change but does not resor~ to violence to change the pro- 
cess of events and redress inequalities,st 

The same document argues, "Attitudes, values and identity are not fixed 

phenomena. They change and need to be oriented in harmony with the 
new local and global environment,"3~ and "Education, commumcation and 

co-operation are three vehicles through which changes can be brought 
about. ,,3~ From these passages we see that peace is dialogue and dialogue 
is peace or, to paraphrase Mahatma Gandhi, there is no way to dialogue; 
dialogue gs the way. 

Furthermore, this project requires both a renewed and a netv spiritual 
consciousness; outer peace has always reflected and, at least to some ex- 
tent, depended on ~nner peace. The emphasis on transcendence, the spirit’s 
quest for ultimate reality, is one of the purest, oldest, andmost mysterious 

dimensions of human experience and has always been a source of strength 
for humanity by connecting us with a larger meaning and purpose. Spiri- 
tuality has always meant a shift in consciousness that sees the whole of 
existence contained in the parts, and from the parts the whole is under- 

stood. A spiritual framework that is world embracing would look beyond 
the us-versus-them dichotomies that no longer fit the neat conceptualiza- 

tions of old systems of power and ways of thinking, and reveal these as fic- 

that can be upheld only through physical separation and deep exis- 
tential anxiety, An emerging globalized ethic of spirituality embraces the 
unity we see in diversity, which finally gives us permission to ceIehrate 

In celebrating we find comfort in our individuality as one unique 
expression of a larger common reality. 

Conclusion 

peace have mn on two separate but related tracks in inter- 
national.relations, but they can be seen to converge now in thinking about 
international relations. Peace is not only a right essential to the preservation 
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of human dignkY; it is equivalent ~o life itself. Negative peace is, however, 
only a space. The space must be filled with a process of positive peace a 

process that, if it is to succeed, must in the end encompass the entire planet. 

Like human fights, positive peace is a umversal need and aspiration, and 
also like human rights, it must find a.universal expression. 

nver in thinking about globa! ethics, human needs, good 
In the co g g .......... 

/::::ted in the corn- 
governance, and sus[ai!xable c~eveiopmem, wlm,~ ~o 

pos~te of i~ternafion~ human rights documents, we 
e the possibility 

~d substance of a truly universal peace, which could sere as ~he norma- 

tive foundation for the first global civilization. However~ unless the bridge 

from the an~c~c states system to a world order ~nco~orating effective 

global governance is crossed, the promise for a more secure and fulfilling 
life embodied in the five ~mensions of human rights will rem~n a chimera 

for i~ge po~ons of the world’s population. " ussion also h[g~igh~s the point that peace ~s really more 
¯ Our disc      ~    = =~,;~o~ than it is about finding acceptable 

about changing attituaes anu 
ways to divide the material stares of conflicts. In that sense it must 

proa~ve. To move from a world of confrontation to a world of coopera~on, 

an approach to peace is req~red that would hekp pa~es to transcend 

orally, to "go beyond"--the limited perspective defined by their incompat- 

ible goals and negative experience. Furthermore, in our rapidly glob~izing 
e~a, relev~t models of peace must envision human~ as a co~ecfive whole 

~a~er ~ as comending pa~s. must be based o~ ~ob~ e~cs as described 

above, ~d mus~ mo~e tully iuco~ora[e ~e ~nw~d, spifitu~ dimensions of 

human experience--~m source of ~spirafion where we find ~he s~ength 

w confront ~e d~k s~de of our own and o~ers’ characters. Peace means, 
therefore, building new soc~et[e~ that ~e more ~ust ~d more 

both internally and among themselves. 

In practical terms. ~his is most directly an educational issue, as indi- 

cated by the earlier quotation from the Carnegie Commission: Children -. 

eye,where should learn the unfiI-now-neg~ecied 

toge~e~ ~n pea~. As stated by the world’s minsters of educafic 

declaration on the occasion o~ the forty-rough session of the 

Conference on Education (Geneva, October 1994): 

Education policies have to con~bute to the development of underst~d- 

~g, solidarity and ~ole~ance among individuals and among 

soc[~, cultural and reli~ous groups and sovereign nation. 

Education shoh[d promote ~owIedge, v~ues, auimdes and s~!ls con- - 

ducive to respect roy human figh~s and to ~ acuve com~t~ent to 
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defence of such rights and m t~e building of a culture of peace and 
democracy.~4 

The declaration goes on to state that parents and society as a whole have 

the responsibility to 

work together with all those involved in the education system, and with 

non-governmental organizations, so as to achieve full implementation 
of the objectives of education for peace, human rights and democracy 
and to contribute in th~s way to sustainable development and to a cul- 

ture of peace,ss 

As indicated here, UNESCO has done much during the past two decades to 
promote both the theory and practice of peace education. It remains, how- 
ever, to systematically and comprehensively diffuse this information so 
that it is integrated into school curricula around the world. In a more gen- 
eral sense, positive peace, a~ any level, is a process, and efforts at peace 
and reconciliation, whether in workshops or through such means as tru’~h 

commissions, are also steps in the rigi~t direction--though hopefu!ly, such 
efforts can Become more proactive and not come only in the wake of pro- 
tracted and traumatic violent conflict. As Galtung has written, the many 
efforts at peacemaking in the world today should be seen as models of 
structural peace, that is, efforts to replace dysfunctional and violent pat- 

terns of behavior with alternative ways of dealing with conflict that are cre- 

ative and nonviolent. Nongovernmental organizations have, again, led the 
way in this area, and if the history of peace and human rights until now is 
any guide, it will very likely remain their task for the foreseeable future to 
keepthe relevant issues prominently on the global agenda. The "’good" 
news is, they have made significant progress already; the "bad" news is, 
there is a very long way to go before the pattern of world order facilitates 
rather than, as so often happens, frustrates the. emergence of truly peace- 
ful societies. 

Though many of these ideas are not new, in our time they have 
passed from the realm of ideals and aspirations into the realm of evolu- 

tionary challenge and necessity. If the world is indeed one system~ then 
world order can only be a positive-sum game~in the long run we all either 

together. The challenge for alI nations, states, and peoples is to 
put less emphasis on competing to win short-term, apparently zero-sum 

games and to start collaborating more effectively to win the onIy "game" 

ultimately matters: establishing a solid foundation for this planet’s 
lortg-term peace and prosperity. 
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Humanitarian 
]ntervention 
after Kosovo 
Richard Falk 

I n the aftermath of the Cold War, conflicts internal to states 

have captured center stage¯ in global politics. Numerous 
humanitarian catastrophes have occurred since I989, partly as a result of 

weak structures of governance, pr0dudng the phenomenon of "Iailed 
states,’" especially in sub-Saharan. Africa. Also, the emergence of human 
fights as a concern ranked rather h~ghly, although selectively, on the global 
policy ¯agenda has generated support for "humanitarian intervention."! 

This support also reflects the growing influence of TV and other global 
media in building public pressure to act in the face of severe humanitar- 
ian abuse. 

Such a background has challenged the capacities of the United Nations 
to provide politically acceptable and logistically effective responses.2 
Although not paralyzed by the earlier ideological stalemates of the Cold 
War, and globally engaged through ttle intricacies of an enveloping world 
economy linked by the Internet, permanent members of the uN Security 
Council disagree intensely about the proper.balance, in pa~cular situa- 
tions, between sovereign rights and humanitarian intervention. Moreover, 

:: geopolitical realities restrict an interventiona! option to circumstances in 

which the country involved is relatively weak or is disposed or induced to 
¯ ¯give consent. The whole pattern of response l~as also been affected in tl~is 

by the quality of global leadership provided by the United States, 
:i and the extent to which the nature of this leadership has been buffeted to 

fro by domestic political tensions, particularly as exhibited .by an 
g U.S. Congress, whose majority seems suspicious of, if not 

to, an active and effective United Nations, especially concerning the 
global security. 
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Such a set of circumstances poses a series of difficult challenges 

directed at the relevant international institutions and international law norms. It is partly a reatter of reconciling doctrine with practLce. It is also 

pa~y a matter of evaluating the effect on world order of these various moves 
reward a new humanitarian diplomacy that is being shaped by contradic- 

tory pressures--the postcoionial revival of imerventional diplomacy and 
tl~e emergence of support for the international implementation of minimum 
human rights in the face of severe governmental abuses and criminality. 

Many of these concerns are brought into focus by a consideration 

of the ~egal and world order controversy surrounding the NATO war in 

Kosovo, waged against the former yugoslavia in !999. 

A Point of Departure 
Perhaps more fundamentally than any recem international occurrence, the 
NATO initiative on behalf of the Kosova~s has provoked extremely divergent 
interpretations of what is truly a~ stake, about the prudence of what was 
undertaken, and about the bearing of law and morality on this course of 

events. This divergence of perspective can be suggestively framed by the 

positions adopted by two highly respected and morally engaged ~nterna- 
tional figures: Vaclev Hovel, acclaimed president of the Czech Republic, 

and Robert Fisk, renowned ¢orresi~ondent and feature writer for the British 
newspaper the Irtdepertdent. 

ACknowledging that the tactics adopted by NATO had given rise to 

controversy, Hovel, in an address to the Canadian Senate and House of 

commons on April 29, !999, went on to affirm wha~ was for him beyond 

controversy: 

But there is one thing nc reasonable person can deny: this is probably the 
~:st war that has r~ot been waged in the name of "national in~erests," 
but rather in the name o~ principles and values. If one can say o[ any 
war that it is ethical or that it is bein~ waged for ethical reasons, then 

it is tree o[ this war. Kosovo has no oil fields to be coveted; ne member nation in the alliance has any territorial demands on Kosovo; MiIosevic 
does not threaten the ~erritofial integrity of any member of the alliance. 
And yet the alliance is at war. It is fighting out of a concern lot the fate of 
others. It is fighting because no decent person can stand by 
the systematic, stare-directed murder of othe~ people. It cat~not tolerate 
such a thing. It canno~ fail to provide assistance if it is within, its power 

In do so,3 

Robert Fisk wrote with equal fervor in criticism 
done: "How much longer do we have to endure the folly of ~ 
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the Baikans.~ In its first fifty days, the Atlantic alliance failed in everything 
it set out to do. It failed ~o protect the Kosovo Albanians from Serbian war 

crimes. It failed to cow Slobodan MiloseviC. It failed to force the withdrawal 
of Serb troops from Kosovo. It broke international iaw in attacking a sover- 

eign state ~vithout seeldng a UN mandate. It killed hundreds of innocent 
Serb civilians in our name, of course while being too cowardly to risk a 
slngie NATO life in defense of the poor and weak for whom it meretriciously 

ciaimed to be fighting, NATO’s war cannot evenbe regarded as a mistake; 
it is a criminal act."4 Although written in the midst of the war, the essential 
lines of Fisk’s critical analysis remain untouched by subsequent events, 
except that Milosevic did eventually submit, although onIy in reaction to 
intensified and prolonged bombing and a diplomatic initiative, and after 
wresting several important political concessions from the Russian negotia- 
tors. This "diplomatic solution" has produced the withdrawal of Serbian 

military and police forces, the safeguarding of Kosov.o though the presence 
of a strong NATO-Ied international peacekeeping force, and a central post- 
conflict administration and reconstruction role for the United Nations. 

A difficulty of assessment arises because, in crucial respects, both 
these seemingly contradictory positions are persuasive. The Western mind, 
especiaIly in its legal dimensions, tends toward an either-or resolution of 
adversary lines of interpretation, as modeled through judicial litigation. 

However arbitrary in a particular case, there is always a winner and a loser 

in a judicial setting. It is jurisprudentially problematic both to regard ethnic 
cleansing as intolerable by the international community and to condemn 
the form and substance of the NATO intervention designed re prevent it. 
And yet, insr such a doctrinal tension seems to follow from the perspec- 
tives of international law and world order. My attempt here is to defend such 

a double condemnation as posing the essential normative challenge for the 
future: Genocidal behavior cannot be shielded by claims of sovereignty, 
but neither can these claims be overridden by unauthorized uses of force, 
clelivered in an e~’ccessive and inappropriate manner. 

The main line of argument can be anticipated. As long as a purely 
textual analysis of the relevant norms is relied on, no satisfactory way exists 
to reconcile the d~vergences between humanitarian imperatives and the 

~rohibition on military intervention force not authorized by the United 
Nations. The only mode of assessment that can. achieve a limited reconcil- 

)ends on a contextual analysis along the lines of "configurative 

~, ’" or the c/osety related "incidents jurisprudence." Of course, 

complexfty creates ample opportunity for sharply divergent lines 
~f factual and legal interpretation, as illustrated by th6 sharp controversies, 

those .who regarded themselves as adherents of a configurative 
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approach, ove~ the iegality of the American intervention in Vietnam. Nev- 
ertheless, wha~ the configurative approach enables--indeed, entails--is a 
comprehensive assessment that includes an embrace of complementary 
norms as well as an appraisal of wha~ has been done in the name of law, 
and an evaluation of whether preferable policy alternatives to the course 
taken were available to those with the authority to make decisions. For these reasons, the configura~ive orientation enhances the quality of legal 

to resolve the underlying legal contro- 
debate even if it is generally unable for a democratic society, 

gmhancing debate is particularlY important versy, arguably ties in the core societal commitment to resolve 
whose essence 
controversy by nonviolent communicative discourse. 

In the case of Kosovo, such a style of contextual assessment alone 

alloWS the double condemnation and yet helps to reveal a course of action 
that might have avoided both ethnic cleansing and recourse to warfare 
undertaken in a morally and legally dubious fashion. In this respect, the 
Kosovo precedem is critically examined to enable a more constructive line 
of response in the event of a comparable future challenge, or at minimum 
vo enco~age a more promising line of discussion and reflection. Admi;tedly, a retrospective contention that an alternative course of action might have 

outcome is an instance o[ counmrtacmal reasoning 
p~oduced a preferable uncertainty is unavoid- 
and, as such, necessarily highly speculative. Such 
able if the position taken, like Fisk’s, is one that is cfitica/of wha~ occurTed ATO auspices but does nov endorse the view that in this event 

uad.e.r ~N_,~ve should or could have been done about meeting the chat- 
homing e,~=~-~ cleansing. Attempting to fl~:d a preferable path of action for 
~enge of ethnic 
iuture responses to genocidal behavior and crimes against humanity in- 
evivablY involves an acceptance of hypothetical reasoning. This reasoning 
may itself be mo~e or less convincing depending on the integrity 

of its presentation of fac~s and legal considerations. 

Depicting the Fearful Policy Dilemma 

There is no reasonable doubt that the Albanian majority pop 

Kosovo was being placed in severe jeopardy by actions taken under the 
authority of the Milosev~c government in Belgrade        _, 1990s. 
policies involved fnndamental denials of h~man rights, 

to self_determinati°n of "a people." The essence of these denials 
aged Serbian atrocities designed to lntimidam Albanian Kosovars 
coerce their mass exodus, clearing the way for tess-obstructed Serb 
nance, which was the underlying goa! of ethnic cleansing. 
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one-sidedness is itself not entirely accurate, since the formation of the 
Kosovo Liberation Army [KLA), dedicated to waging an armed snuggle to 
achieve an independent Kosovo, involved a variety of violent provocations 
that provided an ongoing pretext and rationale for harsh 8erb security 
measuresP Considering the nine-to-one AIbanian ma~0rky in Kosovo, the 
Serbian pressure to intimidate was undoubtedly intense, but the result was 
one of unmistakable repression of the majority population, with a deliber- 
ate ethnic thrust that was genocidal in its overall effects. 

It was also reasonable in light of earlier Serb tactics in Bosnia, as epit- 
omized by severely abusive detention camps, numerous massacres and 
crLmes against humanity, and the brutal annihilation in 1995 of some 7,300 
Bos~an Muslim men and boys sheltered at the UN safe haven of Srebenica, 
that international action of significant magnitude was urgently needed if 
full-scale eflmic cleansing in Kosovo was to be avoided. The Serb massacre 
of forty persons in the Kosovo town of Racak, eighteen miles southwest of 
Pri~tina, in .Ianuary 1999, was widely portrayed by Europe and Washing- 
mn as the final warning bell and was so presented by the media,z Sources 
sympathetic with Serb viewpoints continue to insist that the "civilians" 
were actually KLA "fighters" killed in an encounter with 8erb security 
forces and Zhen made to appear as massacre "victims" by local Albanians. 
The dominant Eum-American perception was that something had to be 
done, and quickly, or else the Bosnian ordeal would be catastrophically 
reproduced in Kosovo, with damaging consequences for the future of Europe 
and the credibility of the trans-Atlantic alliance wi~h the United States. 

Beyond this, it was evident to many influential leaders and advisers, 
particularly in the United States, that the United Nations was ill suited for 
this mission. It was seen as having failed in Bosnia, in par[ because of the 
absence of political will by those who were committed to i~s peacekeeping 
mission there, and partly because of friction within the Security Council 
about the proper course of action to be adopted: whether one of neutrality 
and impartiality, or on behalf of the ethnic group being victimized,s In the 
comext of Kosovo these probIems seemed even more formidable than had 

case in Bosnia, In the months before the war, China and Russia 
any call for UN intervention, as well as any man- 

that conferred such a right on NATO or any other entity. In this respect," 
the only prospect for an effective humanitarian intervention appeared ro 

~end on actions outside the United Nations and in violation of the basic 
and spirit of its charter. Such an appearance was reinforced, but also 

by strong.independent pressures to endow NATO with 
and meaningful security roles in the emergent post-Cold 
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War setting of a Europe unthreatened by an extema[ adversary. Also 

apparent significance was the post-Cold War 0ppo~unity to reassert the 
hegemonic role of the United States in European securi~ po~cy. With°ut¯ 
archival access, which w~Ii not be available for years, the impact of these 

presages on shaping the response to ethnic cleansing and human rights 
abuse in Kosovo is impossible to evNuate, especiagy as long as their rele- 

vance is officially denied.        ¯ " 
. e ro-inte~en~on side mainta~ed that diplomaticremedies ¯ Also. th p ......... ,~ 1~ the United Nations ached Hol- 

had been e~auste~, u.~. amua~ Ch~s HflD had visited Belgrade repeatedly in 1998 and early 

brooke (a@ .... . ......... ~= omatic solution. The elements of 
1999 to ~uce Mlios~vtc tu a~=~ ~ ~1 
th~s solution consisted o~ ~e deployment of a NATO peacekeeping force in 
Kosovo, substan~al ~tefim autonomy ~or the province, ~d a com~tment 
to hold a referendum on the Nture o~ Kosovo in three years. This d~pIo- 

matic package was presented at R~bouille[ to the ~o~er Yugoslavia as a 
nonnegotiaNe set o[ demands. It was summarily rejected by Belgrade and 

only reluctantly accepted by the KLA after considerable arm twisting by 
Was~on, wNch insisted ~at K~ endo~emen~ of gmnboniHet was a pre- 
condition for mitita~ inte~enfion. The diplomatic faille at R~boulllet, 

together with ~e K~ willingness to sign on, was treated as a sufficient 
political m~date for subsequent NATO milit~ action, even wiNout UN 
security Council approval. In essence, recourse to mflitaU inte~ention 
ar~abty occu=ed ~er il reasonable opportunities for peaceN1 settlement 
had been sufficiently explored. Under these circumstances, NATO alleged 

that waiting ~Y lo~er would ~pose the endangered Kosov~ populatiop 

to grave risks and i~eversible herre¯and would make successfni humam- 

tarian inte~ention impossible.                   " 
The anti-inte~ention argument is comparably coherent? It takes 

the fundamental view that NATO’s recourse to war was legally ~accept- 

able without explicit authorization by the UN Security Council and that 
NATO could no[ validly act on its own in this setting,~° [t re~ects as legiisfic 

the ~extual claims that the NATO use of force was not dkected 
ritodal integrity or politicA independence" of the former Yugostavia and 
theregore was not prohibited by Article 2(4) of the UN Charter. The 
ime~entio~sts also reject ~e p~et contortion that NATO was not bound 

by ~icle 53 of the.cha~er since, as .an iltance, NATO was not lousily a 

Chapter ~II "reNonN org~fion,". ~d ~at ~ts ~de~g was not smcfly 
"an enlorcement action.:’ In this reading o[ the charter, all us~ 
fensive force ~e sN~Y con~olled by ~e UN Se~ Cocci!, 

the Security Council’s authority on ~e basis of a self-serving 
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prospective vetoes is unacceptably to take law in¯to one’s own hands. 

Indeed,¯ one justification for th~ veto is precisely to prevent uses ol force that 
are not responses to an armed attack, in~e absence of a political consensus 
among the permanent members. And here, with the initiative being one of 

collective action by the Western powers within NATO, the bypassing of uN 
authority is seen as a devastating blow at the conStitutionS a~thority of the 
United Nations, and a violation of the most basic prohibition inscribed in 

international law, governing states" recourse to force outside the domain of 
self-defense. NATO’s action is Iikely tO be viewed with particular alarm by 
China and Russia, which Understandably view their veto power ~ a protec- 

tion against threats of "a tyranny of the maiority" and as providing a mea- 
sure of insulation from United States "hegemoNc" claims. The NATO action 

concerning Kosovo also provides the Russian and Chinese governments 
with "a precedent" for their own contested clams to use force against dis- 
sident minority peoples and territorial units, as in Chechnya and Tibet.n 

Beyond these considerations against intervention, the anti- 
interventionists do not accept the argument that diplomatic means were 

properly used or exhausted. They point to the limits placed on Russian 
diplomatic partidpation before NATO’s recourse to war, the rigidity of the 
HolbrookeiRambouillet formula, the absence of any evident diplomatic 
effort to induce China and Russia to accommodate the Security Coundl 
majority by shifting their vetoes to abstentiot~s.12 Critics of ~e NATO inter- 

vention compare this pattern of prewar negotiation with the success of the 
war-ending diplomacy based on a major Russian role and on face-saving 
gestures offered Belgrade, which inciuded a willingness to "conceal" the 

:i::!: dominant role of the NATO-led peacekeeping force beneath a UN cover 
story. It is notable in this regard that the war-ending diplomatic text, Secu- 
rity Council Resolution 1244, barely mentions NATO and, if "innocently" 
read, would suggest that Kosovo is fundamentally subject to UN peace- 
keeping authority,is The contention is that flexible diplomacy might have 
protected the Kosovars along the lines of Resolution 1244 while avoiding - 

~.2!;::i: .war, and that had amore credible dipI0matic effort been made without 

yielding success, the subsequent recourse to force under NATO auspices 
would have seemed far more reasonabl~. Still, such reasonableness about 

::: !. recourse to war would not have met the objections relating to the modali- 
ties of force re!ied on by NATO, or altogether overcome the Article 2(4) pro- 

.:: hibition on nondefens~ve force. 

These obiections fueled a paraltel debate relating to the means cho- 
,::.:sen to conduct the war.!4 Those who d~fend NATO point to the outcome, 

!::.. WNch i~ viewed as subrNssion by Belgrade and, substaatively, the removal 
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of Serb military and police from Kosovo, as resulting in an acceptance of 
the essential features of the Rambouittet framework reinforced by the elim- 
ination of the Serbian coercive presence. NATO’s defenders also point to the 

political constraints that precluded other military options, such as reliance 

on ground troops or on a more Iocused bombing strategy, which would have 
subjected NATO aircraft to higher risks of damage from Yugoslav antiaircraft 

defenses. Public suppor~ in the NATO countries for intervention was suppos- 
edly conditioned on the prospect of minuscule casualties, m-,~ng recourse 

to higher-risk options politically unavailable to the leaders of NATO coun- 
tries, who felt themselves accountable re their respective electorstes-~s 

Also, as President Clinton acknowledged shortly after the suspension 

of the Kosovo bombing, his expectation had been that Milosevic wouid 

either give in to threat dip!omacy or, at worst, submi~ after a few days of 
bombing, which in this initial phase was in fact generally confined to mili- 

tary targets, reinforced by primary reliance on "smart" weaponry.16 In light 
if expert military advice, it was arguable that such an expectation on the 
parr of the NATO political leadership was reasonable, and that when this 
proved wrong, it was then necessary to carry on with the military effort, 
intensifying the attack until it reached its goals. To have abandoned the 

effort midway, ii is maintained, would have wrecked NATO’s credibility in 
relation to the future of European security and sent the wrong signals to 

future tyrants and oppressors. It would also have given a green light to the 
accelerated ethnic cleansing undertaken in Kosovo as soon as the war 

began--a response given guidance and direction by Belgrade. This latter 
assessment of complicity at the highes~ level of the Yugoslav government is 
reinforced by the May 1999 indictmem of Milosevic and his closest aides 

on various criminal charges by the United Nations International Criminal 
Tribuna! for the former Yugoslavia, which was the first time that a sittinl 

head of state has been fen-hotly indicted. 

Critics of the manner in which the NATO intervention was carried 
out see the situation very differently. They perceive alternative lines 

action as having been available and far preferable on humanitarian 

to a high-altitude bombing campmg~ In this regard they favored 
helping the KLA to secure an independent Kosovo or insisting_ on a 
strategy that combined ground assau!t with lower-altitude air 
NATO’s critics also rejected the extension¯ of NATO bombing 
failure to induce submission by Mi!osevic, especially the decision to 

key components of Serbia’s civilian .infrastri~cmre. The expansion 
bombing campaign resulted in heavy damage 

tricity systems, caused severe pollution through, the destmctic 
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factories and oil rehueries, and introduced such unacceptable weaponry and 
tactics as B-52 attacks,, cluster bombs, and depleted-uranium ordnance.~7 

Such critics also highlight the effects of the bombing: severe damage 
to Kosovo and its inhabitants, inducing a heavy flow of refugees (ap- 
proaching one miltionl ,the destruction of many cities and towns, and hun- 
dreds, if not thousands, of civilian deaths in Kosovo. These critics are also 
incIined re regard the Serbs" massive resort to ethnic cleansing by the most 
brutal means as largely an effect of the bombing rather than as merely the 
acceleration of a plan that would otherwise have been carried out in a 

more gradual manner. A related criticism [s that the severity of NATO’s 
strategy, combined with the Serb responses to it, has produced a set of cir- 

cumstances that is resulting in a second cycle of ethnic cleansing in Ko- 
sore, which is being carried forth successfully by Kosovar Albanians against 
Serbs and Roma under the supposedly protective gaze of the UN/NATO 

peacekeeping operation. 
Putting these two major lines of interpretation together leaves one 

with the disturbing impression that humanitarian intervention on behalf of 
Albanian Kosovars was r~ecessary but, under the circumstances, impossi~ 
hie. It was necessary to prevent a humanitarian catastrophe in the form of 
ethnic cleansing. It was impossible because of the political unavailability of 
an appropriate means. The selection of such a means was blocked by deep 

divisions among leading European states and by the resolve to insist on a 
NATO solution. It also reflected the refusal by the citizenry of the NATO 
countries, especially Germany and the United States, re be prepared to 
bear the considerable and uncertain human costs that might have followed 
from the adoption of a legally and morally more acceptabIe type of inter- 

vention. As this phrasing suggests, the most heipful form of legal appraisal 
is one of degree, conceiving of legality and illegality by reference to a spec- 
trum.. The more "rea~onable" a response, the closer to the legality end of 

the spectrum. Regarding Kosovo, the contention here is that plausible 
options were available to give the action1 taken a higher degree of legality 

(without compromising the humanitarian mission) and thereby improve 
its status as a precedent Ior the future. 

Rejectin~ Legalism 

:Although admittedly no jurisprudent~a/approach to legal analysis leaves 
entirely satisfying impression under the circumstances that existed in 

Kosovo, reliance on legalistic analysis is particularly unfortunate for the 

law. It puts international lawyers in the uncomfortable 
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role that Immanuel Kant accused them of playing in Perpetual Peace, 

namely, that of being "miserable consolers." There is no ultraliteralisfic 
reading of the UN Charter provisions that does not strain credulity about 
the intentions of the founders of file United Nations. The basic undertaking 
of the charter was to assign exclusive contro~ over nondefensive uses of 
force to the Security Counci! and to accept the limits on response that this 

entailed as a result of vesting the five permanent members with a right of 
veto. In file Gulf War setting, this charter framework was reaffirmed in the 

form of China’s agreeing to "’abstain"; an abstention, unlike a negative vote, 
is not treated as biocking a Security Council decision,t~ 

Also, the idea thai NATO can use force freely without the expected 

accountability of regional actors to the charter system, simply by refraining 
fxom denoting its undertaking as "an enforcement action," is to strain polit- 
ical and metal credtflity ~o the breaking point. It would appear ~hat a military 
alliance would be subject io greater constitutional constraints than would 

a regional organization as understood by Chapte~ VIII. Indeed, if NATO’s 
actions do not qualifY as "collective self-defense" under the charter, then 
the full weight of Article 2(4] would appear applicable. Such an ar~alysis 
bears directly on NATO, which was set up in 1949 as a means to 
tionaiize the defense of Europe against the threat of a Soviet attack, with . 

no indication of any claim ~o respond to intrastate strife even wifilin the 

a!~iance area, much less beyond it. 
Similarly, the legalistic comenfions of those who point to the domes- 

tic jurisdiction and veto powers as precluding humanitafia~ 
occupy untenable ground. It is correct that normal textual readings are on 
thei~ side and that the charter system canno~ be legally bypassed in 

manner that NATO attempted. Yet it is equally true that to reg~ 

real barriers tc humanitarian intervention.as decisive in the 
dal behavior is politically and morally unacceptable, especially 
fileincreasing qualifications imposed on unconditional c~aims 
ereigmY by the growth of an international human ri.ghrs tradition,t9 
true that the United Nations was no~ constituted in a setting 

the challenges of intrastate conflict, and indeed the 
the founders was that such an agenda would be treated as falling 

the "domestic jurisdiction" limitation on UN competence, to 
series of normative deve~opmems throughout the years has 

clarity of this distinction: The Genocide Convention, 

against humanity, the growing impact of human rights 
moral consciousness, the blurring of inside/outside distinctions 

ing the territorial state) under the various pressures of 
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the spread of democracy and of the media’s capacity to report human 

~ragedy in real time have generated a new global ethos of responsibility in 

relation to humanitarian emergencies.a0 Admittedly, this ethos is unevenly 

implemented on the level of political action, as the earlier experiences in 

Bosnia and Rwanda illustrate,.but in the setting of Europe and given the 

perceived failures of the response to ethnic cleansing in Bosnia during the 

early I990s, the pressure to act was legitimized in a manner that super- 

seded legalistic restraints. 

In essence, the textual level of analysis, upon which legalists rely, 

cannot give a satisfactory basis for NATO intervention, nor can il provide a 

suitable rationale for rejecting the humanitarian imperative to rescue the 

potential victims of genocidal policies in Kosovo. Nor does textualism help 

focus attention on whether the means chosen were legally acceptable in 

light of the goals being pursued. A more nuanced attention to context is 

required to reformulate the debate in a manner in keeping with the broad 

injunction to seek a global security.system that contributes to the achieve- 

ment of "humane governance" on a global scale. Otherwise, the self- 

marginalization of international law and international lawyers is assured in 

contemporary situations involving claims to use force, consigning their 

vocational fate to the demeaning role of "apologist" or "utopian." No iess 

demeaning is to centare law and policy by mechanically deferring re "prac- 

tice" and "effective power" as vindicating extensions of the notions of 

in.the use of force. 

.The Geopolitical Prerogative 

framework for assessment involves rationalizing special exemp- 
g impact of international law by reference to the 

special role of the United States as a self-anointed guardian of international 
order and thereby exempt from any inhibiting constraints of international 

United.States chose to act within the collective framework of 

is of mild relevance, suggesting some diminution of an essentially 

prerogative. Yet not ~oo much should be made of the 
NATO, because it is so overwhelmingly controlled by Wash- 

ReveaIingly, Richard Holbrooke reprints, in the text of his book on 

negotiations that produced the Dayton Agreement at the end 

the text of a letter he later wrote to President Clinton, in which he 
’ confh-med the prevailing view of NAXO as a U.S. l~awn: "Of the 

in the former Yugoslavia in the last five years, only 
s, the United States--has been respected. 
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Variations of this view have graced the pages of recent ~ssues of For- 

eiga Affairs, masquerading as a debate between two prominent American 
international law specialists, Michael Gtennon and Thomas Franck (with 
some additionM commentary from the respected former executive clirector 

of the United Nations Association of the United States, Edward C. Luck). 
Glennon grounds his argument on the premzse that the charter was drafted 
so cope with imersrate violence, whereas the contemporary world is beset 
with a series of intrastate challenges that can be met only by coercive 

forms of peacekeeping (that is, without the consent of the relevant govern- 

ment), or what he refers to as "the new interventtonism."zz In rationalizing the Kosovo initiative, Glennon perceives the basic isst~e 

as one in which "iustice (as it is now understood) and the UN Charter seemed to collide." He goes on immediately to contexmalize the claim of 

iustice by reference to what "enligl~tened states now be!ieve ¯.. to be iust°’ 

and then implicitly identifies this mandate wit’n a validation of the NATO 
response to Kosovo~x3 It seems unavoidable to wonder whether Glennon’s 

use of -enlightened" ls not a late-twentieth-century updating o~ the now- 
unfashionable "civilized"--the normative pretension seems indistinguish- 

abler Glennon does condition th~s affirma~mn with cautionary language 
about the risks o~ validation, given its ad hoc character and the vagueness 

of the guidelines, but concludes with the view that "the cost of abandoning 
the old anti-interventionist structure" is not as high as "it]he failings of the 
old system were disastrous." z4 The essence of G[ennon’s 

is that the currently mo st powerful Western governme~ts have an implicit 
authority to pursue lines of coercNe diplomacy that accord with their sense 

of iustice.Zs However, th~ viability of such diplomacy over time will depend 
on the capacity of such geopolitical actors to place "the new intervention~ 

ism" within an appropriate principled ~ramework of decision that comes to. 
be widely accepted by ti~e rest of the international communityz~ and 
thereby legitimized, tn effect, Kosovo was an acceptable first step 
reformulating the relationship ol power to iustice, positing an 

the anachronistic charter conception, but this approach will be 
vindicated only by overcoming its appearance of being an ad 

The response o~ Franck, also an evident supporter of the NATO .int-. 

tia~ive, is to contend that the char~er ~ramework is far more 
Glennon le~s on and that the charter can be dsed to address intrastate ~ 

. ¯ Council consensus exists; in this 

lenges whenever a Secunt~ ........... t ~rom the case presented 
intrastate conflicts are essenuany no u]-i[~tr-~ 
interstate violence, where the council can be paralyzed by a 

points to a series of well-known instances o~ coercive P~ 
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have achieved Security Council backing, such as in Bosnia, Somalia, 

Rhodesia, South Africa, Haiti, and Iraq.2~ He accepts the veto in this 

stance as but a trivial obstacle to NAT0 action nothing more than a cau- 

tionary indication of serious opposition to a geopolitically preferred course 

of action. For Franck the veto does not operate as an unconditional bar to 

such action. In his view, "NATO’s action in Kosovo is not the first time 

gal steps have been taken to prevem something palpably worse."a° The 

hegemonic power enjoys the privileged position of neglecting ~he restraints 

of international law for the sake of pursuing objectives that it deems of suf- 

ficient importance, as was the case in Kosovo. For Franck the basic charter 

framework continues to be a useful foundation for world order, although 

subject to a legifimized dynamic of geopolitical nullification. 

The debate between Glennon and Franck, while interesting, misses 

the essential feature of the Kosovo challenge, which is what I have earlier 

referred to as "the fearfu1 dilemma," By endorsing the Kosovo response as 

carried out by NATO, Glennon and Franck focus on finding an acceptable 

political rationale, and thus on what the United States should do in circum- 

stances where its preferred line of policy is being blocked by a veto in the 

Security Council Does one really want to encourage such a geopolitical pre- 

regative, even if softened, as in Glennon’s position, by an advisory that in 

the long term legality is important and can be achieved only through com- 

munity acceptance of some new framework of principled action? Such a 

world order precedent seems dangerous and irresponsible and must be 

tested by reference to the acceptability of comparable conceivable clmms 

that might be made in the future by a geopolitical adversary, such as Rus- 

sia or China. As earlier suggested, the invocation of Kosovo by the highest 

validate their brutality in Chechnya, is a reminder that 

geopolitical arguments for abandoning legal constraints can be turned m 

many directions. ?~ 

But even more centrally, both Glennon and Franck finesse the ques- 

modalities of the NAT0 response to Kosovo as casting consider- 

_able doubt on the central ciaim of an enactment of justice. They focus the 

on whether there was a fit occasion for an effective response to a 

challenge of ethnic cleansing, but without questioning the legally, 
. n and politically dubious nature of the response itself.~2 

The main problem with presupposing the validity of NATO’s response 

that it focuses exclusively on the iniustice of Milosevic’s policies m 

lot consider the moral objectmns to the NATO response, 

the decision to withhold reconstruction aid from Belgrade and to 

sanctions despite the likeiihood of widespread suffering by the 
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Serbian population. Unless this double ~niustice is placed in focus, no 
iurisprudential appraisal will be generakly convincing~ nor should it be. 
At most, such an appraisal will help those firmly within ~e NATO circ~ 
suppo~ ~o ~nd ~he mos~ satisfying world order ~pin for their preferred 
course of at[ion, and R will ~den the gap be[ween NATO’s critics and sup~ 

porters enough m render cons~ct~ve dialogue ~mpossible. ~d equally 
e~ror ~e lhose ~ho one-sidedly condemn NATO for bypassing the United 
Na~o~, de~ ~memational la~ app~cable ~o ~e use of ~orce, ~d 
ing legal [es~ram[s on the ini[la[ion and conduc[ of ~ar. They, ~oo, una¢- 
ceplably s~mpHfY the search for a conclusion, seemingly resig~ng them- 
selves to a response o~ helplessness and regressive insensR~iW to the 
h~a~[aN~ ch~lenge posed b~ the e[~ic cle~sing ~d sus~a~ned~ ~evere 
human rights abuse evident ~n Kosovo over a period cf ye~s and 

mg during 1998. 
Ag~nst ~hi~ bac~round is [he ve~ real need ~o ground a leg~ ap- 

praisal and an appeal [o~u~Nce on the conmxm~ reaIRy of Kosovo, which 
includes the inabilLty and unwill~ngness o~ NATO m fashion a response 
[hat was commensurate to the challenge or to craft a humanitarian poli~ 

~ha~ included Serbia. Because of this fundamental circumstance, no clear ]~ae of legal inference can be persuasively drawn on what was done: In 

effect, it was justifiable ~o act bu~ not in the manner undeK~en. Thus, 

Kosovo p~ecedent is flawed as a foundation for furore acridn-~ 

The argument being made is that an assessment of the NATO response to 

the humanitarian crisis in Kosow cannot be usefuRy resolved by a reRance ~j~ 
on positivist styles of legal appraisal, which, a~ most can be subjectively " 
bolstered b~ a combination of geopolitical and humanitari~ ctMms. 1 

reg~d the GIennoniFranck deoate as an instance ot positivist s~le. Both 
scholars New~e legal conVoversy from the perspective of its mle-0riented 
character, Glennon arguing that the cheer’s legal regime be cast aside as 
obsolete, Franck responding ~at the charter is s~ill useful but that in th~s 
instance it was accegtable to disregard its consuaint; a mo~e maN, early 

positivist style invoNes interfering the cheer’s roles as either allowing or ~(~ 
precluding ~e NATO [Ngative. In ~is sett~g, such lines o£ appr~sal c~not 
ill~mam ~e compleNW of decisions ~sing from the app~ent dile~a o~ 

’ ~ without appropriate legal authorization or watching.~, on .....~ 
e~ther mte~em~?, _.~_~ ~=~¢~n~ f vulnerable ethnic, rehgtous, and . 
the sidelines wrote em~ ~, ........ o o                   do is either to 
racial goups takes place. The bes~ that such an appraisal can 
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sev international law aside or to mount legalistic arguments on one side or 
the other by strained reasomng that is insensitive to the main doctrinal 
contradiction embedded in this factual context. To some extent, every set 
of circumstances that gives rise to factual controversy exhibits these fea- 
tures, but to varying degrees. In some settings the hierarchy among legal 
considerations is dear enough to gzve decisive weight to textual factors and 
positivist lines of reasoning, such as When Indonesia attacked East Timor 
in 1925 or when Iraq attacked Kuwait in i990.24 

Jurisprudential options, then, are to be considered tools of illumina- 

tion rather than as expressive of ontological truth and are to be evaluated 
primaNly by whether they engender constructive debate about policy 
choices and past decisions. In this regard, the role of international law and 
lawyers is to clarify decisional contexts, recommend prelerred options, and 
engender useful societal debate [n the setting of controversial issues of 

great public significance. 
With Kosovo, the analysis set forth here is based on respect for the 

charter framework relating to force, the acceptance of a humanitarian im- 
l~erative, and criticism of the manner in which the response was fashioned. 

It is now necessary to explain the main lines of criticism. 

The Failure to Pursue Diplomatic Remedies 

An authoritative assessment of whether a negotiated diplomatic solution 
for Kosovo was ever sought in good faith is not possible without unim- 
peded access to the minds and secre~ communications ol the principal 
players on both sides. Nevertheless, certain preliminary conclusions can be 
reached on the basis of available information and circumstantial evidence. 
Without entering into the factual detail needed to support such assertions, 
the diplomatic stance of the U.S, secre[ary of state, Madeleine AIbright, en- 
genders a strong sense that the U,S. governmenI was opposea to any sort 
of flexibiiity in dealing with Belgrade in the lead-up m the war and, further, 

was similarly opposed to entrusting the United Nations with any role relat- 
ing to an agreed-on process ol offering the people of Kosovo protection 
Such inflexibility was exhibited in a number of ways, including an insis- 

tence on the exclusive reliance on an American neootiator in discussions 
with Mitosevic, the exclusion of Russia and China from the effor~.m find a 
diplomafic solution based on a political compromise, and the drafting of 
conditions for the NATO peacekeeping role in Kosovo in such an uncompro- 

mising fashion as to ensure t_hat Belgrade could not possibly accept the final 
round of diplomatic proposals made in February t999 to representatives of 
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the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and of Kosovar Albanians at the Ram- 
bouillet Castle, a Prench former royal hunting ground near Paris. 

This impression of inflexibility revealingly contrasts with the approach 
accepted after the war strategy had failed to achieve either a prewar sur- 
render or the expected quick collapse of resistance in Belgrade. At this point 
a prominent Russian negotiator, Vladimir Chernomyrdin, was given a central 
role, along with the Finnish president, Martti Ahtisaari. This diplomacy 
resulted in a return to a set of arrangements that were at least nominally 

under the auspices of the United Nations and in which the Russians (despite 
being nonmembers of NATO) were given an active role in the Kosovo 
peacekeeping process. Even the Kosovars have not yet formally benefited 
from the submission of Belgrade. At Ramboufllet, Kosovo was promised 
immediate autonomy, with a referendum in three years allowing the popu- 
lation ~o decide its future status, including the option of secession and 

independence. Such a promise to apply the right of self-determination to 
Kosovo disappeared in the agreed-on Security Council Resolution 1244, 
although arguably the substantial attainment of de facto independence for 

Kosovo was a result of the war and could not have been otherv;ise achieved 
even if the Kambouiilet terms had been accepted. Also helpful to the Alba- 
nian Kosovar side was the removal of all Serb mikitary and paramilitary 

[crees and the reconstruction of the Kosovo police. 
The~e are several conjoined points here. First of all, flexible diplomacy 

was not pursued. Second, there are reasonable grounds for supposing that 
a more flexible approach might have averted ethnic cleansing wizhout re- 
course to war. Third and most important, whether or not flexible diplomacy 
would have succeeded, which we cannot know at this point, the failure 

even to attempt flexible diplomacy rinses serious doubts about the alleged 
necessity of the NATO initiative. This last point reqmres some clarification. 
We must recall that the basic undertaking of the UN Charter, as famously 

enunciated in its preamble, is "to save succeeding generations from the 

scourge of war." Arguably, the overriding ambition of imernational law in 
this century has been to take such a pledge seriously, although not ab- 

solutely, as the acceptance of a limited fight of self-defense and of an inter- 

national duty to prevent genocide and severe patterns of crimes .against 
humanity concedes. The recourse to war by NATO in these circumstances 
seems to have cast aside thelegal, moral, and political conmlitment to make 
recourse to war a lasr resort, that is, taken only after all reasonable attempts 

to achieve a peaceful setflemem have failed. This is a serious allegation 
from the perspective of both international law and world order, as 
respect for the UN system. Its seriousness is magnified by the 
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three permanent members of the Security Council, including the main 
architect of the United Nations, established this precedent under the full 
glare of the global media. 

Note that it is often argued that the failure of the United Nations itself 
to evolve a collective security system does justify greater latitude in inter- 
preting the occasions on which it is reasotzable for a state to use force,aa 
This latitude allows for uses of force to uphold a state’s vital security inter- 
ests or to serve the cause of humane governance that the charter appears, 

on its face, to foreclose. In this regard, Articles 2(4) and 51, although impor- 
tant guidelines, are no longer dispositive regarding inquiries about legality. 
However, recourse to force should be dearly presented as the conseq~4ence 
of an energetic and credible good-faith attempt, via flexible diplomacy, to 
find a peaceful solution, and the failure to do this severely compromises the 
normative status of the NATO initiative. This is so regardless of the legal 

rationale selected to justify NATO’s action. NATO’s way of proceeding also 
weakens the argument for bypassing the United Nations and the restrictive 
constraints of international law. The United Nations was justifiably criticized 

along comparable lines for its apparent unwillingness to uphold war preven- 
tion goals by reliance on flexible diplomacy in the setting of the Gulf crisis, 
which followed in 1990 upon the Iraqi invasion and occupation of Kuwait.~7 

The situation is somewhat less clear concerning the modalities of 
force. The widespread reliance on strategic bombing by the Allies in World 
War II appeared to flaunt the prohibition on indiscriminate military tactics, 
but also established a pattern of practice that was repeated to a substantial 
degree in the Korean and Vietnam wars and again in the first Gulf War, as 
weIt as in a range of.other war settings. At the same time, the NATO initia- 
tive was not a war in the conventional sense but was based on a claim of 
"humanitarian intervention." Thus, it would seem subject to stricter stan- 
dards of constraint on the use of force, especially with regard to civilian 
harm, and particularly so considering the population that was being pro- 
teeted. NATO’s style of high-altitude bombing after the first few days was 
to inflict heavy deliberate damage on civilian targets of a w~de variety, rely- 
ing on mastery of the air, "smart" weaponry, and a proclaimed intention to 

continue the bombing on an intensifying scale until Belgrade "submitted" 
to diplomatic demands without conditions. The magnitude and effects of 
such a bombing campaign are difficult to reconcile with the humanitarian 
claims made by NATO spokespersons. Such difficulty is compounded by 

NATO’s reliance on tactics of warfare that minimized the risk of harm to 
the intervening forces, while shifting such r~sks to civilians in the former 

Yugoslavia, including Kosovo. And in that sense the absence of casualties 
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among the military forces of NATO during the bon~bing campaign, when 
compared to the deaths of 2,000 or more civilians in Serbia and Kosovo, does 
seriously damage the humanitarian rationale tot the action. It also makes 
skeptical observers wonder whether the primary motives for hntervemion 
were other than those publicly voiced--for example, keeping NATO alive 

and testing new weaponry and war-fighting doctrine. An additional sub- 
mxt that seems to have been influential among American policymakers 
was ~o demonstrate that contrarY to the teaching of "the ~ietnam s~n- 
drone," internal wars can be fought and won at acceptable coats’as 

A Concluding Note 

Several ~elatively clear conclusions emerge from a configurative assess~ 

ment of the NATO initiative in Kosovo: 
m There ~sa strong burden of persuasion associated with the reiec- 

[ion of the U~ited Nations framework of legal res:ramt on the use 

of force as generally undetst°°d’~9 
it This burden can be initially met if there is a credible prospect of 

genocide or some distinct humanitarian catastrophe otherwise 

under way or inm~inent. 
m Such a burden cannot be discharged fully i~ diplomatic alterna- 

tives to war have not been fully explored in a sincere and convinc- 

mg maimer. m The humanitarian rationale is also sustained or undermined by 

the extent to whicE the tactics of warfare exhibit sensitivity to :. 

clviRan harm and by the degree to which intervenors 
shiRir~g the risks of war to the supposed beneEciaries o 

lion in order to avoid harm to themselves. 
~ The humanitarian rationale ~s also weakened if there were less 

destructive alternative means to protect the threatened 

than those relied upon. 
~ The humanitarian rationale is further weakened if 

sures are imposed on the adversary after a termination 

ties has been negotiated, especial!~ if all civEians 
to the extent possible and indiscri)ninate sanctions 

Tile postwar Kosovo experience will also inform our sense of 

precedent. It has been evident from the outset of its operations 
KFORiUNMtK peacekeeping process has been unable to prevent a 
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phase of ethnic cleansing, that is, a lethal coercive process by which the 
Serbs and Roma are induced to leave Kosovo or endure the deadly conse- 

quences of. remaining behind.4a It is also evident that NATO has not been 
fulfilling its responsibility for economic and social reconstruction, including 
the reintegration of returning refugees, as well as its offers of stability to ~e 
South Balkans as a region.~ It will also be important that KFOR remain a 
strong enough presence over a period of years, to ensure that Belgrade does 
not reimpose an oppressive structure of rule over Kosovo. And finally, it is 

important that NATO countries take responsibility for restoring the civilian 
infrastructure of Serbia, as UN.secretary-general Kofi Annan proposed in a 
June 20, 1999, speech to a meeting of.the Organization of Security and 
Cooperation in Europe (08CE), and to do so for the neighboring Balkan 
cotmtries as well. To have insisted, as Washington did, that as long as Milo- 
sevm remained in power, no assistance should be given to Serbia, was m 

dilute further and re~rospectively the humanitarian claim of the overall 
operation by making the Serbian people continue to bear the burdens of 
war in a period of nominal "peace." An even more draconian approach has 

cast a dark backward shadow on the first GuIf War, exacting a severe toll 
on the Iraqi civilian population by ~mposing sanctions over a period of 
twelve years.42 Of course, the events of late 2000 that resulted in the 
removal of Mitosevic from power ~mmediatety transformed the relation- 
ship of the European Union and the United States to the former Yugoslavia. 
Aid and diplomatic support were extended and the sanctions terminated 

even before convincing reassurances were received from the new Kostu- 
nice leadership about the future of Kosovo. 

In sum, unfortunately, the NATO initiative on behalf of Kosovo offers 
us a badly flawed precedent for evaluating future claims to undertake 
humanitarian intervention without proper UN authorization. Yet it must 
not be forgotten that the faiIure to act in Rwanda and Bosnia point in an 
opposite direction for the future of humanitarian intervention and form par~ 
of the background for reflection. Precisely because these flaws olthe Kosovo 
war are the subject o~ widespread critical commentary, it is possible that 
"the lessons of Kosovo" will exert pressure to view war in the future as more 

of a last resort and wilI be relied on to achieve the humanitarian character 
of a humanitarian intervention. The overall experience of the 1990s may 

. aim build support for providing the United Nations with independent en- 

forcement capabilities, for rethinking and restricting the veto, and for en- 
abling a more timely and effective response to some humanitarian catas- 

i:i trephes with a mimmum intrusion of geopolitical considerations. At this 
]point such an approach may seem far-fetched, given the hostility to the 
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United Nations that persists ~n Washington, but over time the efficiency 
and legitimacy of global governance would seem to depend on establishing 

)ust such a capability. 
Of course, even with such an enhanced UN capabilitY, the capacities 

to engage m humanitarian intervention would be exceedingly limited and 
should not be exaggerated. A political consensus of permanent members of 
the Security Council would still norma11~ be needed to provide the man- 
date. Such a consensus could be blocked for geopolitical reasons, as when 
[he events are situated within a state aligned to a powerful country. Also 
xelevam is the scale of the imerventional operation required. To protect or 
emancipate the peoples o~ Chechnya, Kashmir, or Tibet, for insxance would 
require military operanons of such magnitude as to be impracticable, as 
well as to pose too serious a threat of major, unmanageable warfare. 

The events in East TimoL following only months after Kosovo, also 

provide grounds for both concern .and hope. The concern a_rises from the 
UN failure to provide the population with greater security at tl~e time of a 
referendum on the future of Eas~ TimoL which had m~ expected outcome 
that should have been understood as quite likely to unleash an Indonesian 
backlash. The harshness o~ the indonesian response to the 9verwhelming 

vote for independence by the East Timorese, while greater than reasonably 
expected, should no~ have come as a surprise, given the Indonesian record 

o~ abuse during a period of almost twemy-five years. Bm East Timer also 
offers grounds ~or hope. A political mandate was agreed on in the Security 
Council, effective pressure to back down was exerted on 3akar~ao and an 
appropriate UN peacekeepjng and postconflict operation was pu~ into oper- 
ation quickly, with strong regional participation. It remains too soon to 
pronounce the UN effort in East Timer a success, but the effort seems at 
the vecy least to have rescued the >opulation from an extreme condition of 
ab~se and danger and moved significantly along the process of respecting 

the declared will of the people to have an independent 

East Timer. 
Each instance o~ humanitarian catastrophe presents the org, 

imernational commnnitY with a particular challenge based on an array o~ 

contextual ~eatures. There is no single overarching response 
variety of instances. The focus needs to be kep~ on the opporttmities to 

mitigate human suffering and injustice wblile taking due accoun~ of 
straints on effective acfion j3 At this stage~ the best tha~ can be 

a reluctance to engage in military intervention, combined w~th 
effort to build a consensus on response that enables the UN Security 

dl t~ determine whether humanitarian intervention is apI~ 
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event that such a consensus is not forthcoming despite best efforts, the 

burden of justification for an intervening state or coalition, with or without 

some sort of backing by a regional institution, is. particularly heavy. 
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Toward a More 
Integrated Approach 
Julie A. Mertus and Jeffrey W. Hetsing 

A t a meeting between conflict resolution practitioners and 

human rights advocates a few years ago, a human rights worker pointedly remarked in stressing the focus of international humani- 
tarian law, "My organization does not do peace. We believe that conflict is 

sometimes necessary so fight, but respect rights and fight within the taws 
of war... [Our role isl to denounce those who fight in violation of those 
laws. "~ Some years earlier, an anonymous United Nations official wrote m 

Human R~ghts Quarterly, "To end the war is the primary responsibility of 

The human rights fact-finder cannot expect to be 
an integral part of the peace negotiations. The work of the fact-fEnder is rel- evant, but should not become disruptive of, the process of negotiating 
peace."2 Anomer perspective was articulated by Jean Arnanlt of the UN 
Mission in Guatemala, who dectared that "human rights was central not 
only to the peace process, but to the very legitimacy that made the peace 

process possible..-3 

These three statements seem to indicate a belief.that the fields of 
human rights, international humanitarian law, and conflict resolution are 
¯ discrete disciplines, However, the contributors to this book show that there 
is a growing awareness of the complementarity of these fields. The success 

of those working to prevent, manage, or resolve conflict is enhanced by 

incorporating human rights advocacy into their efforts. At the same time, 
efforts to secure greater respect for human rights and humanitarian norms 
are furthered when coordinated with efforts to bufld peace by laying the 

foundations for a society that is not onIy just but also stable. 

As the chapters in this book indicate, international humanitarian law, 

human rights, and conflict resolution cannot be disentangled and treated 
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as dissimilar disciplines that complement and contribute to one another 
only occasionally and under certain conditions. All three are critical com- 

ponents of the process of creating a lasting and sustainable peace. It is not 
that the human rigl)ts worker quoted above sho~£d "do peace" but that he 
or sI~e m~zst do peace. Any actions taken to preserve human rights, resolve 
conflict, or protect the victims of war must consider how such efforts 
help ensure that violations, violence, and death at~.d suftering do not recur. 

In this concluding chapter, after first considering the rote of interna- 
tional humanitarian law vis-a-vis human rights and conflict resolution, we 
examine both the tensions and the complementarities in the rtynamic and 
complex interrelationship between ~hese three fields. Finatly, we touch on 

the growing influence of nonstate actors in the conflict resolution arena. 

Humanitarian Law as a Bridge between 
Conflict Resolution and Human Rights 

The violations of human dignity "that occur during violent conflicts cannot 
be resolved by any unitary approach that isolates human rights, conflict res- 
olution, or humanitarian law from the other approaches. International 
humanitarian law is always focused on armed conflict and the need to mit- 
igate the suffering of those touched by it; however, it does not deal with the 
causes of war or with questions of whether one conflicting party or the other 
is right. The focus in international humanitarian taw is on the conduct of 

the fighting and on the effects of the war. Human rights law, in contrast, 
focuses on the condition of all people under all circumstances, not just in 
wartime. Moreover, the lack o~ human rights is itself often a source of vio- 
lent conflict, making efforts to ensure respect for human fights critical to 
achieving long-term peace and stability. 

International humanitarian law can serve as a bridge betweenpeace 
negotiators and human rights advocates. Humanitarian Iaw provides a 
vehicle to get human rights concerns on the table. It is a human rights and 
legal too1 that peace negotiators can use ~o ~educe suffering and build con- 

fidence among v~ctims.. The successful implementation of humanitarian law 

can strengthen a peace process or agreement without necessarily disrupting 
the creation of a sustainable peace, by enha~acing the legitimacy of that peace, 
Humanitarian law cannot easily be politicized it does not take sides. Thus; 

a sense of equity is possible in securing peace, ~Secause the parties to a con- 

flict will ideally see that the application of the law is blind and punishes 
perpetrators regardless of what side they are on or whether they are part of 
the state structure. 

.l 

Toward a More Integrate~f Approach 

Also, as the nature of contemporary violent conflict increasingly 
shifts from a contest between nation-states to fights among substate actors, 
human rights advocates must move beyond a nation-state orienta6on and 
locus also ~n individuals and parastatal groups. In doing so, ~nternarionat 
humanitarian law becomes a critical tool for human rights. Humanitarian 
law may be used in addressing state misappropriations of assistance and 

may serve as both carrot and stick to substate groups. Further, establishing 

humanitarian cease-fires may be a valuable tool in peacebuilding. 

Tensions and Conflicts 

The interests of those who promote human rights, international humanitar- 

ian law, and conflict resoinnon are fundamentally complementary, espe- 
cially when viewed over the long term. Yet, unfortunately, they can often 
come into conflicr when short-term or narrowly focused objectives take 
center stage. For example, human rights principles can act as a lever f6r 

conflicting parties to come [o normative agreements in peace negotiations, 
but human rights ~nterests can also present a major obstacle to peaceful res- 

olution of conflict ~ the short term: They may exacerbate existing differ- 
ences between parties and contribute to the rejection of an agreement 

because a prkaciple of human rights is considered more important than the 

immediate concerns of halting violence or securing a peace agreement. 
That was the case, or so a UN official claimed, in September 1993 when the 

human rights community scuttled a potential 8osnian peace agreement.4 
As another example, international humanitarian relief efforts may 

exacerbate conflict or oecome an obstacle to achieving long-term peace. In 
the 1990s humanitarian organizations such as UNHCR were criticized for 

their neutrality, particularly in the case of Rwanda. if basic human rights 
are to be upheld, those guilty of war crimes or human rights violations 
must be brought to account and not feel that they can seek refuge in the 

neutrality of humanitarian.groups. Critics urged UNHCR to become iudg- 
me~tal, distinguish between right and wrong, and point fingers when neces- 
sary. UNHCR and other humanitarian organizations were accused of pro- 

viding momentum for the continuation of the war. Some argued that the 

UNHCR’s focus on assisting Hutus in Congo who had escaped from 

Rwanda risked undermining the efforts of the government to unify Congo 
and gain legitimacy, thus contributing to continued conflict and violation 
of human rights (by all sides). 

While human rights advocates generally promote using trials to 
establish postcouflict justice and accountability, this shorter-term measure 
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may not ultimately serve the ionger<erm shared goals of achieving both 
human dignity and security. Holding trials may reinforce the perceived vice 
tory or dominance of one group over another, but in.many internal conflicts 
what may be best for the nation or community is not that one side win but 
that both sides find a way to live togethen Human rights must be a critical 
component of such a shared future, but a truth commission may be more 
conducive to achieving a lasting peace between ~wo or more groups. 

As many conflict resolution practitioners have increasingly empha- 
sized, and as the case of Sierra Leone demonstrates, the peace resulting 
from agreements is dynamic and unpredictable. Once fighting stops, it is 
possible, and often desirable, to launch new efforts that will create better 
conditions for a sustainable peace. In Sierra Leone, as in a number of other 

conflicts, amnesties were key to getting a settlement and an end to fighting. 
Then, later, some amnesties were rescinded, or key violators of human fights 
were still brought to justice once conditions changed. Thus, peace agree- 
ments may serve as catalysts and frameworks for further societal reconcil- 

iation and human rights efforts, rather than being ends in themselves. In 
Guatemala, human rights efforts became effective only after real security 
was created and civil society institutions, the judiciary, and police were 
functioning independently.S 

Two examples of peace agreements that have been sustained for more 
than a decade are in Mozambique and Namibia. Yet neither settlement 
included human fights. On the other hand, the implementation ol the 
agreements and the postconflict transition phase incorporated human fights 
into the constitutions; as a result, human fights became embedded in these 

societies. In contrast, human fights concerns were critical to ending the.vio- 
lence in E1 Salvador and Guatemala and were incorporated into the peace 
settlements there. Some analysts of the conflict pointed our that govern- 

ment adherence to the human rights conditions in the p.eace agreement 
helped enhance confidence in ~e peace process and isolate spoilers. After 
civilian massacres in Xaman, the human rights provisions in the Guate- 

malan peace accord enabled the civilian leadership to asser~ greater control 
over the military, helping to strengthen peace and democracy there,s 

Thus, peace agreements, once the sine qua non of interest-based 
conflict resolution and crisis diplomacy, are not sufficient for sustainable 

peace. In defending the 1995 peace agreement ending the war in Bosnia, 
General Wesley Clark asserts, "’Dayton was the best agreement we could 
get at the time. It stopped the war."7 Robert Myers, who worked with Work- 
ers Aid, a British NGO in Bosnia and Kosovo, has argued that neutrality 
on the part of the United Nations and NATO in fact "directly assist~ed] the 
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ethnic cleansers.,,s His point is that neutrality undermined those who 
wanted to promote a multiethnic society, because the internanonal com- 

munity constantly defined the conflict as intercommunaland forced those 
interested in building peace into nationalist camps. In particutag the arms 
embargo had a terrible effect on moderate, multiethnic political forces in 
Bosnia. Some Bosnians have gone so far as to equate such neutrality with 

collaboration, according to Myers. As Jonathan Moore notes, citing the sit- 
uation in Afghanistan, a results-based humanitarianism will often tromp a 

rights-based humardtarianism; withholding humanitarian relief without im- 
mediately establishing women’s rights was counterproductive. In short, 

compromises are necessary, and in Moore’s words, "[B] eing serious about 
rransIating the humanitarian imperative into duty means we must make 
agonizing choices. ’" 

As Christine Betl points out, the primary mechanism by which con- 
flict is addressed is peace agreements, whether the conflict is internal or 

external in nature. The prospects for securing human rights depend on nego- 
tiations that create a sustainable peace that will not be rejected easily by 
one party or the other down the road. For negotiators and conflict resolu- 
tion practitioners, compromise is often at the core ~f such negotiations, just 
as ~ is often the turning point in the transition from violence and in the 

development of legal and po?itical institutions. 

Conflict resolvers tend to see human rights as an insmament of peace, 
a tooito help achieve a better that is, more sustainable peace. Many 
human fights advocates see human rights as a necessary condition of peace. 
No agreement will work--because it will not be iust--if it does not include 

human rights. Yet human fights cannot always be at the front of all efforts 
to make peace, nor can they be the only objective of postconfliCt efforts. 
No human fights advocate or organizationshould opt for human rights at 
the exclusion of peace or conflict resolution. This is a false choice. Peace 

efforts that incorporate the respect for and preservation of human rights 

will be more far-reaching; those that do not incorporate human rights win 
be iess effective and sustainable. Inclusion of group as well as individual 

rights and social and cultural fights, a!dug with political fights and liberties, 

wilt yield an environment more prone to.sustaining peace. Human rights 
advocates who do not work with a view to the larger needs in building a 
sustainable peace win be much iess effective, as in the case of Sri Lanka. 

InstiIutioualized respect for human nglts and the establishment ol the 
rule of law are two primary means of conflict prevention. Efforts to protect 
and implement human rights are essential to the constructive management 
of conflict. Justice cannot be traded away m a peace process; how and 
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when to push for and implement human rights can have a significant bear- 
ing on the prospects for successful peace negotiations, humanitarian assis- 
tance, and conflict prevention. Humanitarian law and a focus on crimes 
of war can be an immediate and effective way to reduce or resolve high- 
intensity violent conflict. The message of the authors in this book is that a 
complementary dynamic between peacebuilding and human rights and inter- 
national humanitarian law must be created; human rights will be strength- 
ened only if peace is viewedas more than a nonviolent state of human 
interaction or merely an environment in which human rights and laws of 
war can be better supported. 

An issue related to the role of human rights in peacebuilding is the 

need to incorporate the impact of refugees and displaced persons, in 
Uganda and elsewhere, into the long~term prospects for peace and stabil- 
ity. Those displaced by conflict are not simply collateral damage; they are 
consequences of conflict and, as such, will be greatly affected by peace 
agreements. They may even contribute to the spread of conflict elsewhere 

Tire needs of such refugees must be incorporated into peace agreements to 
help prevent further conflict. As Susan Martin and Andrew Schoenholtz 
emphasize, "[P] eace agreements themselves must include realistic frame- 
works for addressing displacement, including plans for return and reinte- 
gration of refugees and internally displaced persons. In developing differ- 
ent plans and scenarios {or peace, the negotiators should examine the 
impact of displacement, as well as the effects of various displacement sce- 
narios, on the likelihood that peace will be achieved." 

Intervention May Lead to.theViolation of Human Rights 

There is a critical ethical dilemma, as many authors in this volume note: 

Humanitarian intervention can both preven: and cause deaths. The peace 

process cannot ignore human rights and be concerned solely with ending 
violence; at the same time, human rights advocates must consider ending 
violence and beginning the process of peace as critical to embedding 
human rights in a society in transition from war to long-term peace. 

In fact, human rights may be violated in the name of humanitarian 

intervention. Richard Falk focuses on Kosovobeeause it had a resounding 
impact on both the human fights and the conflict resolution fields. There was 

no consensus on whether intervention in Kosovo was justified by the claim 

that genocide or ethnic cleansing had to be prevented. For many, the inter- 

vention was not conducted on the basis of international law or of human 

rights. Richard FaLk and Tom Weiss, while acknowledging both the potential 

meNts of humanitarian intervention and the need to adhere to certain 
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mora! standards--much along the lines of just-war theory--come to differ- 

ent conclusions about whether humanitarian intervention was lustified, 

Ram Manikka!ingam makes another point about risks: 

So universal standards and can~paigns may be drawn up that inade- 

quately consider the concerns of the very groups they apply to. This may 
lead io standards that are inappropriate for particulaz circumstances, 

however thoughtftfl or well intentioned they may be. Compelling adher- 

ence to these standards can disrupt the lives of people living in vulner- 
able communities. The sense that HR standards disrupt lives can also 

be shared by weaker subgroups such as women within a community, 
who may be the purported beneficiaries of these universal standards. If 

indeed groups as a whole reject standards that ought to apply to them, 

HR as a politicaI project risks becoming a coercive project imposed on 

those it i~ meant to benefit.9 

In grappling with the critical issues of how war is waged while pro- 
tecting civilians, John Cerone cites international humanitarian taw as an 

increasingly accepted and growing too! that governs military intervention 
and other uses of force. In some ways, Cerone’s arguments serve as a 
bridge between Faik and Weiss, because humanitarian law provides a frame- 
work for the use of force under conditions that protect the civilian popula- 

tion. But Falk also makes the point that intervention cannot simply be the 
use of force to halt another’s use of force. 2, need>based approach focuses 

on conflict transformatior~o nor just conflict management, by dealing with 
people’s need for economic and social development as well as their need for 

justice. Outside intervention must give strong consideration to the long-term 
consequences of such actions. This applies equally to military intervention, 
human rights advocacy, humanitarian relief, and third-party mediation. 
Efforts that do not address needs or work to create long-term sustainabiflty 
may be counterproductive and, from Faik’s perspective, immoral. Jordan 

Paust builds on this ethical dilemma, demonstrating that responses to ter- 
rorism can present another form of intervention and effort at conflict pre- 

vention. However, ignoring human fights can contribute to conditions that 
spawn violence and terrorism. 

International Law versus Nationa{ Sovereigmy 

One facet of the emerging international public order is the growing sense of 
entitlement of the internationa! community to ~ct. on behalf of human 
rights anywhere in the world. But such a right of intervention is a hotly con- 
tested issue, especially given the sacredness of sovereignty w~thin small 
countries with a history of colonization. As the nature of conflict and 
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combatants has changed, so, too, have the means of response to conflict. 
International humanitarian law has evolved as a result; with it, the sophis- 
tication and reach of human rights protection and advocacy have advanced, 
as have methods of preventing, resolving, and transforming conflict. Still, 
questions remain about the degree to which prospects for ensuring human 
rights and peacebuilding are limited by the continued central role of states. 
Currently states have only sporadically shown goodwill toward promoting 
human rights and peacebuilding. 

The International Criminal Court (ICC) provides an example of the 
codification and enforcement of human rights that represents a leap forward 
in international law. The ICC also represents an extension of international 

law’s reach to nons~a~e actors, but the lack of cooperation and recognition 
by many state actors may erode its effectiveness and credibility. In 2004, an 
interesting dilemma emerged in Uganda: Does an tCC investigation of war 

crimes hinder attempts at securing a peace agreement between the Ogan- 

dan government and the Lord’s Resistance Army? 
With the rise of intrastate conllicts and a greater focus on the rights of 

individuals, the role of the state comes into question, and the pressure on 
states to ensure rights and peace increases. Ultimately, will peace, humaw 
itarian assistance or protection, and the safeguarding of human rights 
remain in the hands of the state~. At some point, responsibility for the secu- 
rity anii rights of the local people wil! fall on the shoulders of a state and its 

governmental apparatus, regardless of the interventions of nonstate actors. 
Still, one can argue that ultimately human rights cannot be protected with- 
out sovereignty, unless they are provided (along with food. shelter, and so 
on) at the global level. Peacemakers and human rights advocates must be 
aware of the need ~o build up the capacity of state institutions responsible 

for ensuring peace,, rights, and security, while working to ensure a s~rong 

regime of international human rights. 

A H u man Right to Peace? 

The conflict resolution worker worries that some degree of peace is neces- 
sary in order for human rights to be embraced. But is peace, as Abdul-Aziz 
Said and Charles Lerche claim, a right? If peace is a prerequisite for human 
rights, then should we put more resources into peacebuilding and less into 
human rights, because the immediate priority must be peace and only then 
can human rights follow? As 3ack Donnelly notes, "Many human rights a~e 
protected and enjoyed even in times of war, let alone in the (sometimes 

rather lengthy] intervals of peace (understood as absence of war] we are 

abte to enjoy." 
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Where there is peace, human rights are morn likely to be enforced. 
Where human rights are upheld, peace is more likely to be achieved. Don, 
nelly adds, "’The fact that we have nor yet mcogrtized a human right to peace 
does not mean that it might not he done in the future. There is no logical 
reason why peace could not become an internationadly recognized human 
right. To establish a human right to peace, however, would require major 
changes m our moral, legal, and political practices." Unti! then, as the chap- 
ters in this book demonstrate, the achievemem of p~ace will make the en- 
forcement of human rights castor, more likely ro Iast, and.stronger. Incor- 
porating human rights into peace processes will greatly increase the 
likelihood that an agreed~0n peace is sustainable and that conflict is 
solved and transformed rather than simply managed or contained 

Justice, the Rule of Law, and Sustainable Peace 
International humanitarian la~v can be more than a powerful deterren~ for 
future behavior in a conflict; it can also heip to create an environment that 

allows for the developmem of.the rule of law, a necessary condition if a 
society is to move toward reconstruction and, potentially, reconciliation. 

As Susan Martin and Andrew Schoenholtz note, if the rule of law does not 
develop, terrorism and repression may instead replace it. This is particu- 
Iarly likely if impunity for criminals persists, a sense of injustice endures, 
and humanitarian emergencies continue in postconflict settings. Also, con-. 
flict resolution efforts must address the needs of internally displaced per- 
sons and refugees, while human rights and humanitarian Iaw are critical to 
their protection and assistance. 

For outside actors especially, how they work to bring about iustice or 
punish perpetrators profoundly affects the prospects for sustainable peace. 
Each intervention, whether it involves mediating a peace agreement, pro- 
riding shelter and relief, or establishing a truth and reconciliation commis- 
sion, has a rippIe effect throughout the affected society. 

For instance, the decisidn to hold war crimes trials either within the 
society where the crimes occurred and where the victims and perpetrators 
live or outside the society (as with the trials in The Hague of accused Bos- 

man war criminals) can have a significant impact on the outcomes of con- 
flier resolution efforts. Local communities need to see justice at work 
rather than just hear about justice in some distant~and foreign--capital. 

International justice should not be in competition with national or local 

justice processes, as, for example, in the competing agendas of the Imer- 
national Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda 0CTR) and the Rwandan-based 
gacaca process. 
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Richard Wilson raises the issue of whether a truth commission is 
more effective and less political if established transnationally rather than 
as a local entity. On one hand, the history and facts of the conflict can be 

established more objectively and con~cextually if the commissionis estab: 

Iished as a transnational entity; on the other hand, the long-term prospects 
for a sustainable peace wilt be hurt if there is no sense ol ownership of the 
process among the population of the affected society. Vasuki Nesiah notes 
that "the alienation of the Hague proceedings from civil society and the 
war’s enduring fissures in the Balkans" cast doubt on the likelihood of 
such trials inspi.ring long-term peace and reconciliation in the former 
Yugoslavia. As she notes, transitional justice is complex; there are many 
ways to seek justice for victims and to punish perpetrators. Those choices 

make a difference in long-term peace and stability. 
A peace agreement that includes an amnesty may significantly impede 

creation of a sustainable peace if it allows perpetrators to escape justice in 
the larger cause of ending violence. Reconciliation is less likely under such 
circumstances. As Lisa Schirch writes, human rights monitors and human° 

irarian laws can play a very powerful role in helping to prevent or reduce 
violence in the midst of conflict and war, by putting a spotiight on the 
behavior ol combatants or state and nonstate institutions and organiza- 

tions. But those focused on conflict resolution, such as Ellen Lutz, Alan 
Keenan, and Michael Lurid, caution that human rights NGOs can become, 
or at least be viewed as, parties or stakeholders in a conflict. The NGOs often 
want to.see a particular outcome, but such an objective can create situa- 
tions that hamper conflict resolvers’ efforts to engage conflicting parties in 
a meamngful process of peace. Human rights advocates, often using inter- 
national humanitarian law tools, can, as Lutz argues, "serve to harden par- 
ties’ positions, thereby making it more difficult for them ro explore ~heir 
real interests." Lurid contends that one cannot truly prevent conflict and 

achieve sustainable peace if violent conflicts are viewed as morality plays 

between good guys and bad guys. 

FromT~nsion to Harmony: Complementarity 

The tensions that clearly exist at the intersection of conflict resolution, 
humanitarian law, and human rights should lint blind us to the numerous 
coml~lementarities that are also present. Each of the three fields has 
matured in the past two decades and has much to contribute to the others, 
The international conflict resolution fieId has moved beyond a focus pn~ 
marily on negotiations (and hence beyond states as the only actors) to the 
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promotion of different phases of conflict management, from conflict pre- 
vention ro conflict transformation. Conflict and peace are therefore viewed 
and analyzed from a more comprehensive and long-term perspective. 

Peacebuilding is much more than the ending of hostilities and ~he start of 
negotiations. Sustainable peace is dependent oi~ the implementation of an 
agreement as well as on postconflict reconstruction and reconciliation~ 
Security must be ensured, civil society strengthened, the rule of law built 
or enhanced. New institutions and processes of governance must be built 

or rebuilt, and economic needs must be addressed. Whether in trying to 
prevent conflict or rebuild after conflict, addressing the root causes of ion- 
flict becomes very important. 

The contributors to this volume illustrate many of the .ways in which 
harmony exists between the work of human rights advocates and that of 

conflict resolution experts. Lisa Schirch notes that a growing awareness of 
competing ideas, criticism, and potential coordination between human 
rights and conflict transformation practitioners "is a good sign of growth for 
both fields. Each field needs the challenging questions raised ~by the other, 
for frustration and challenge are the mothers of innovation and improvisa- 
tion." Many in the conflict resolution field acknowledge ~hat human rights 
have been incorporated into peacebuitding plans on a regular basis, and 
practitioners or scholars who work with conflict resolution NGOs ignore 

human rights at their peril. 

As the conflict management field moves increasingly toward an em- 
phasis on "conflict transformation," justice and peace are viewed by some 
as critical to moving from conflict ro sustainable peace. Still others may 
view justice as merely a subjective concept. As Vasuki Nesiah illustrates, 
there are different approaches to justice in the human rights field itself: re- 
tributive versus restorative, punitive versus noupunitive. These create sig- 
nificant disparities in approaches to peacebuilding. Retribution and pun- ¯ 
ishment may be important for the victims of abuses and necessary for a 
society ro put abuses and inequalities into a process of healing, but they 
may also make resolution of conflict more difficult. Restorative justice may 
make it more possible to transform conflict. 

Many of the authors aIso acknowledge that human rights law and 

humanitarian law are increasingly valuable tools for mitigatin8 the worst 
excesses of conflict. As Christine BelI comments, international humanitar- 
ian law and human fights can contribute to a more sustainable peace when 
used to help shape a peace agreement or certain conditions of implemen- 

tation. And as Kevin Avruch notes, human rights are not just tools but 
form an important part of a universal discourse that.can in turn help shape 
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peaceful outcomes. The expansion of human rights dialogue to include 
cultural and indigenous rights has led conflict resolution practitioners to 
focus on important sources of maw o[ the violent intrastate conflicts ol the 
past fiReen years. Yet discussions of human rights may not be fruitful. In 
SrJ Lanka, divisions have emerged udthin the local human rights commu- 
nity, often revolving around issues of ethnic and religious identity. Thus, 
human rights norms have not become a central component of the Sr~ Lankan 

peace process despite strong consensus to make them so. The inability to 
cooperate on human rights, and for human fights advocates to make them- 
selves relevant to the ongoing peace process, has led to the marginalizafion 

of human rights in Sri Lanka. As many authors stress, human rights must 
be a significant part of attempts to create a sustainable peace, but at the 
same time human rights advocacy can, from a conflict resolution perspec- 
tive, complicate attempts to build peace. 

Nonsta~ Actor~ and th~ Widening of ConflictTechniques 

In some phases of violent conflict and peacemaMng, states may have the 
only tools necessary to end violence through agreed-on cease-fires and 
peace treaties--but nonstate actors often play roles in preventing violence, 
securing peace, and embedding it in a community or society. Many of the 
chapters in this volume address the role of civil society.and, specifically, 
human rights and humanitarian NG0s. These groups may not be able to 
resolve violent interstate or intrastate conflicts, but they can contribute to 
alleviating structural causes of conflict, facilitating communication among 
parties to the conflict, and bridging gaps between them. They may also help 
reduce the effects of war and violence, through humanitarian relief efforts 
and by bearing witness to crimes of war, ideally serving as deterrems as 
well. It is in this arena that the intersection of human rights, international 

humanitarian law, and conflict resolution is growing. 
Even though human rights and conflict management efforts increas- 

ingly complement each other, differences in approaches and priorities 
remain. Each approach has a different (intended and unintended] impact 
on power dynamics. Human rights advocatesoften prefer a "rights-based" 

rather than an "interest-based" approach to resolving conflict. For many 
practitioners, a sustainable peace is possible only when all parties to a con- 
flirt see that ending violent conflict is in their respective interest. Interest- 
based approaches to conflict resolution often are premised on a need to find 
common ground between the parties, whereby an end to violent conflict is 

perceived to be in the interest of all parties and agreement that will meet 
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their interests is possib]e. Negotiation, cooperation, and compromise often 
form the basis of such an approach. Rights-based tactics depend much more 

on taw and treaties to help sort out who is right or wrong. Some scholars 

charge that this means searching for a "right" or true, perhaps even "per- 
feet/’ peace. The challenge for human rights advocates is to show the con: 
flirting parties that the protection of human rights is in their mutual interest. 
Mohammed Abu-Nimer and Edy Kaufman illustrate that this can be done 

and that striving for human rights may lead to finding common ground. 

The widening range of conflict resolution teclmiques has been matched 
by an expansion of the range of actors interested in the intersection of 
human rights and conflict. Some authors included in this volume, such as 

Richard Fatk, Tom Weiss, Julie Mertus, and Main Carter Hallward, address 
debates over the role of the United Naflons and powerful states willing and 
able to act unilatera!ly; others address the role of noneiite contributions 
to peace education, as analyzed by Janet Lord and Nancy FIowers, and 
humanitarian assistance, as discussed by Susan Martin and Andrew Schoen- 

hottz. Nan Keenan emphasizes that to achieve long-term peace and iustice, 
civil society must be restored or developed, and that enlisting the efforts of 

grassroots advocates is often crNcal to that task. 
The effectiveness of nonstate organizations, however, depends a great 

deal on what the State and society alIow them to do. Hugo Slim argues that 
NGOs need to cultivate a sense of humanitarian duty in both state and 
nonstate actors so that political will includes a humanitarian approach. 

NGOs have been successful in mobilizing public opinion in certmn areas, 
particularly with respect to land mines and debt relief. The combi uation of 
publicity campaigns and measures for increased accountability comple- 
ments the desires of those in the conflict resolution ~ield who want ro see 
more open, transparent peace processes or negotiations. Such transparency 
forces negotiators to embrace elements.of society that will have to live 
with, and have a stake in, any cease-fire or peace agreement. Incorporating 
human rights into peacebuilding mechar~sms helps attract new and im- 
portant voices to the peace process. 

Many nonstate actors, from the human rights and conflict resolution 

fields alike, have become involved in some aspect of preventing or manag- 
ing violent conflicts that arise because of human needs that governments 

cannot or will not meet. Such NG0s reason that as long as needs are 

unmet, there is always the potential for renewed conflict. In undertaking tc 
address unmet human needs, NGOs are concerned with their own obli- 
gations, moral duty, accountability, evaluation, and best practices. This 
affects not only what should be done but how it is done. Many NG0s are 
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now fotlow[r,g codes of conduct that establish certain duties and obliga- 
tions in how to provide humanitarian assistance. These efforts bridge the 

gap between conflict resolution and human rights, and they are having an 
impact on how humanitarian relief and peacebuilding are conducted. 

Education and training programs at the local level can be a way to 
farNliarize participants with international human rights standards, impress- 
ing on local actors and civil society organizations the importance of human 
fights practice and principles. Because there are internationally accepted 
norms regarding human rights, even individuals living in societies where 

they cannot enioy their rights today are at least made aware of what those 
rights are and the legal basis from which they derive. As Janet Lord and 
Nancy Flowers make clear, the success of peace and human rights educa- 
tion del~ends on programs that. belong to locaI communities and address 

their long-term needs. 
Increasingly~ humanitarian and democratization NGOs are including 

human rights programs in their mandates. Human rights organizations, 
both indigenous and international, play a critical role in rapid response and 
in reporting lmman rights violations, even in the face of oppression and 
governmem .denial. They raise concerns about peace agreements lacking 
human rights provisions and can inform diplomats and conflict resolution 
practitioners about cultural practices and understandings of peace, justice, 
and reconciliation. In many conflicts, the only international presence in a 
war-affected country are the humanitarian agencies, but often their staffs 

are not consulted about peace negotiations, and their experiences regard- 
ing the local situations are ignored. Too often, the sources behind systematic 
human ngms violations (which often contribute slgnificandy to the violent 
conflict itself) axe not investigated or understood. Those sources must be 
uncovered, and options to prevent such violations in the future must be 
developed, if a sustainable peace is to be buflt, This is a critical intersection 
of human rights, international.humanitarian law, and conflict resolution 
interests, because many of those same root causes, must be addressed if 

a particular conflict is to be resolved, a stable peace created, and httman 
rights secured. 

An equally important role for the human rights and humanitarian Iaw 

fields {ies in the implementation of peace agreemems or cease-fire agree- 
ments. The need to monitor compliance is often fulfilled in part by human 
rights groups or by individuals who work to ensure that human rights are 
upheld by the combatants. Former NATO commander General Wesley eiark 
noted that for the NATO peacekeefdng mission m Bosnia, 
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are the greatest weapon we have not just legally but in terms of shaping 
people’s expectations.°’10 

Not only have emerging human rights organizations in societies in 
conflict been involved in rights promotion and enfomement; they have also 
served a cruciai function as civil society organizatior~s. By their mere eras- 

tence and operatdon, all ciN! society organizations, including those focused 
on human rights, can be integrated into a society. Through participation in 
civi( society, interest groups demonstrate their respect for the rule of law 
and the civil resolution of conflicts. In particular, human rights institutions 

can provide aparadigm and foster relationships that are conducive to con~ 
flier prevention. 

Conclusion 

A major goal of this book has been to lay out differences and commonal- 
ties within and between the fields of human rights, humanitarian law, and 

conflict resolution. The book introduces many of the practical issues and 
ethical dilemmas that policymakers, diplomats, aid and humanitarian 

workers, advocates, and even sol&ers, Peacekeepers, and civiiian po/ice 
face in conflict situations. For the people on the front lines of human rights 

advocacy and humanitarian relief as well as .those involved in peacemak- 
ing and peaceb.ullding, ethical dilemmas are not an abstraction out a daily 
reality. In this regard, the role of culture, education, humandtar~an aid and 
intervention, and a democratic civil society, as. well as the challenges of 
armed intervention, terrorism, war crimes, and displaced persons, all point 
to the need for more cooperative efforts in managing conflict and building 
sustainable peace. 

Much more remains to be done to explore human rights in conflict 
situations. Human rights accountabiIity on the part of enfurcers and non- 
sraxe armed groups is an important and, we think, underresearched issue 
of concern. The rote of the media warrants greater attention, given the in- 

creased ahiIity of reporters to be on the front lines of corff/icts and the dif- 

ferentials in transparency of communication in different states. It would be 
interesting to anadyze how diplomats raise human rights issues dining nego- 
tiations {both for cease-~es and for peace agreements). Another noteworthy 
dimension of analysis is the role of human rights investigations in a peace 
process and settlement. Much more could be done to examine the gender 

dimensions ~f conflicts as well as the role of people with disaNlities ~n con- 
Nets. As the fields of human rights and conflict resolution draw closer 
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together, the ways in which transnational ~rime creates challenges requir- 

ing different strategies from those used by the human.rights community 
should also be explored. 

¯ This book is an initia~ contribution to what we hope will be a much 
wider and deeper discussion about the interrelationship between conflict 
resolution, human rights; and international humanitarian law in conflict sit- 
uations. The relationship between conflict and human rights is compIex 
and dynamic, and it demands an equally dynamic response from those 

who work to protect human rights m~d who strive for peace. 

Notes 

1. Joe $aunders, "Bridging Human Rights and Confiict Resolution: A Dia- 

logue between Critical Gammunhies" (report on a Carnegie Council on Ethics 

and InternationaI At[ai~s workghopo July. 16~17, 2001), www.¢amegiecounciLo~g/ 

. 

2. Anonymous, "Human Rights in Peace Negotiations," Haman R~ghts ’ 

Qamrterly 18, no. 2 (May 1996): 256. 

:3. Jean Amault, How Can Human Rights Be Better Integrated into Peace 
Processes? conference report (Washington, DC: Fund for Peace, 1998), 18. 

4, Anonymous, "Human Rights in Peace Negotiations°’; for an exeetlent 

discussion of how the pro~ection and enforcement of human rights can lead to 

conflict, particularly in the South Africa case, see MJehelle Parlevliet, "Bridging 

tire Divide: F.aplar~ng the Relatiortship between Human Ngh~s and Conflict Man- 

agement," Track T~o 11, no. 1 (March 2002): 

S. See Tonya L. Putnam, "Human P, igh~s and Sustainable Peace," in End- 

ing CMl Wars, ed. Stephen Stedman, Donald Rothschild, and Elizabeth ¢ousens ¯ 

. 

¯ 6. For further analysis of the Guatemala case, see Kristine H6glund, Nego~ 

tiations amid Violence: F~xplaining Violence-Induced Crisis in Peace Negotiations 

Processes, inteyim Report IR-04-02 (Laxenburg, Austria: International Institute for 

Applied Systems Analysis, January 2004). 

.7. Wesley Clark (speech, Woodrow Wilson Center for International Schol- . . 

ars, Washington, DC, June 13, 2000). ¯ .:. :: ..i: 

8. Robert Myers, "The Fallacy o~ Neutral Humanitarianism in BostOn," 
Hma~z Rights D~alogRe 2, no. S (Winter 2001): 20. ¯ 

¯ :::.:’.: :5. 
:.::: ::": 

:::.. ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Global.Studies@mxp2.isis.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 2:32 PM 

For CIAS l?acu]~ <ciasfacu]ty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Save the Date! 

i~i Banner.JPG 

Save the Date! 
Join us for "War Stories" a semester long colloquium hosted by the 

curriculum in Global Studies. 
Hear leading journalists and researchers recount their experiences in war- 
torn regions across the globe. Discover the challenges confronting these 
nations with New Yorker correspondent Ion Lee Anderson, New York 
Times correspondent Helena Cooper and Stanford expert on 
democratization Larry Diamond. 
Brown Bag Discussion with lon Lee Anderson (for Global Studies 
faculty) 

February 3rd I Noon I FedEx Global Education Center, 4003 

Public Lecture with Jon Lee Anderson 
February 3rd I 5:30 PM I Carroll Hall 

Public Lecture with Helene Cooper 

March 22nd I 5:30 PM I FedEx Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium 
Public Lecture with Larry Diamond 
TBA I 5:30PM I FedExGIobalEducationCenter, Nelson MandelaAuditorium 

Jon Lee Anderson is one of the leading foreign correspondents of our 

time. Over the last decade he has reported frequently from Iraq and 
covered the conflicts in Afghanistan, Angola, Lebanon and elsewhere for 

The New Yorker. 

Anderson was born in California but raised and educated across the globe 
as the son of a diplomat. He began his career in journalism in :1979 as a 
reporter for the Lima Times in Peru, and in the following ten years covered 
Latin America for numerous news sources including Time Magazine, 
Harper’s, The Nation and 

His desire to understand and tell the stories of our time has led him to 
report from countless warzones, including Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, 
Liberia, El Salvador and Venezuela, where he has profiled with incredible 
intelligence and empathy the civilians whose lives had been destroyed by 
conflict, the active soldiers fighting these wars, and the regions’ leading 
political figures, such as Fidel Castro, Hamid Karzai, Augusto Pinochet and 
Hugo Chavez. His objective and incisive investigative reporting has won 
him several awards. Most recently, he received the Robert Spiers Benjamin 
Award from the Overseas Press Club for his article, "Gangland," which 
exposed the underworld of Rio de Janeiro. 

Anderson is also the author of four well-received non-fiction works, 
including the best-selling and definitive biography of Che Guevara, the 
Guevara: A Revolutionary Life, first published in 1997. He currently lives in 
Dorset, England with his wife and three children. 

Helena Cooper is a globally renowned journalist and the author of the 

acclaimed memoir The House atSugar Beach. She has reported from war- 
torn regions across the globe for The Wall Street Journal and now writes for 
the New York Times as their White House correspondent in Washington, 

D.C. 
Cooper was born in Liberia to a family descended from the American freed 
slaves that colonized the country. At age fourteen, she fled to the United 
States to escape the violence of a bloody coup. Graduating from UNC 
Chapel Hill with a degree in journalism and mass communication, Cooper 
began her career covering trade, politics, race and foreign policy. She later 
worked as a foreign correspondent and reported on conflicts from Europe 

to the Middle East. 
Known for her rigorous investigation and insightful reporting, Cooper has 



received significant praise for her work. She employed these talents in the 

research and writing of her two books: an edited collection of the work of 

her colleague Daniel Pearl, who was murdered by the Taliban in 2002, and 

the New York Times bestselling memoir The House at Sugar Beach, which 

traces her trajectory from a privileged child to a refugee to an American 

journalist while examining the violence and stratification that troubles her 

homeland Liberia. 

I.ar[¥ Diamond is one of the foremost experts on establishing 

democracy across the globe. He has served as a consultant to the U.S. 

Agency for International Development (USAID) and advised the World Bank, 

the United Nations and the State Department, among other organizations. 

Diamond is a senior fellow at the Hoover Institution and the Freeman 

Spogli Institute for International Studies, where he directs the Center for 

Democracy, Development and the Rule of Law. He is also the founding co- 

editor of the Journal oJ~Democrac~,, and serves as a senior consultant at the 

International Forum for Democratic Studies of the National Endowment for 

Democracy. 

During 2004, Diamond acted as a senior adviser on governance to the 

Coalition Provisional Authority in Baghdad. He has since written 

extensively on the challenges of stabilization and reconstruction in post- 

conflict countries. His latest book, The Spirit oj: Democracy,: The Struggle to 

Build Free Societies Throughout the World draws on this experience, as he 

explores the sources of democratic progress and stress and the prospects 

for future democratic expansion. 

Based out of Stanford University, where he is a professor in political 

science and sociology, Diamond has taught extensively on comparative 

democratic development and post-conflict democracy building. In 2007, his 

passion for his subject earned him the Dinkelspiel Award for Distinctive 

Contributions to Undergraduate Education for his popular classes, which 

according to students "transcend political and ideological barriers." 

Keep up to date with Global Studies news: Like UNC Global 

Studies on www.facebook.corn and follow UNCGIobal at 

htt p://twitter.corn/uncgiobal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 3:01 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Online Course Evaluation Information 

Dear Instructors 

Thank you so much for your patience and support during the implementation of the Online Carolina Course Evaluation System this 
fall. Here is some basic information about how the evaluations will be administered that you can share with your students. 

On Thursday, December 2, students in participating course should begin receiving the attached email invitation with instructions for 
using the system. The email send-out process could take several hours or all day. A few departments and courses have chosen a 
later opening date with a separate invitation. 

To complete the evaluations, students will click on URL in the invitation and enter their ONYEN when prompted. A page should 
appear with a link to each of their courses that are participating in the online process this fall. After finishing each evaluation and 
hitting "Submit," they will have the option of either evaluating another course or logging out and returning through the same URL to 
complete the other evaluations. 

Note that students who do not wish to respond to the questionnaire items for a particular course are encouraged to at least go into the 
evaluation and click "Decline." 

Three reminder emails will be sent to students over the next week. The system will officially close at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, 
December 11. 

Please add your own communications to encourage students to complete the evaluations. From our pilot tests, it appears that two 
factors are associated with a good response rate: 
(1) Encouragement from the course instructor - multiple announcements in class, emails, posting on Blackboard site, etc. 
(2) Providing students with examples of how prior term evaluation results have been used to improve the course or program. 

Instructors and department coordinators will receive summarized evaluation reports for each course in early January 2011. 

To report technical problems with the system, please contact the UNC Help Desk at ~!~..l.p.m~c.eda. 
Other questions about the evaluation process should be directed first to the department coordinator, who will work with the Office of 
Institutional Research and Assessment to respond as needed. 

Thank you once again for your great cooperation. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:/ilists.~mc.ed~/~(?id=32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n:T&l=afriafam&o=28225014., or send a 

blank email to leave-28225014-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.of.Women.Facul~.&.Professionals@mxp 1 .isis.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 1, 2010 3:06 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~vfpall] Reminder: December 8th 4p.m. AWFP Holiday reception 

2010AWFPHolidaylnvite.pdf 

Please join the Association for Women Faculty and Professionals for our annual holiday reception at the Carolina Inn, North Parlor, Wednesday, December 8th at 4 

p.m. Enjoy the Inn’s beautiful seasonal decorations and mingle with friends and colleagues. Details are on the attached invitation. 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

Beth Millwood for the AWFP Board 

President, 2010-2011 

www.unc.edu!awfp 

Elizabeth A. Millwood 

Outreach Coordinator 

Southern Oral History Program 

410 E. Franklin St., CB #9127 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9~27 

9~9.952.0560 

You axe subscribed to this list, awt~oall, because you have been identified as a [%maJe t?aculty or professional staJt’member who is eligible to join or pa~icipate in 
activities sIyonsored by the UNC Association [br Women Faculty mad Prot%ssiouals. We use this general li st ve~ sparingly only to invite you to the [bur or live events 

we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsub~ribed, please email anne whisnmag~#?.,unc.edu. 



PLEASE JOIN 

THE UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

ASSOCIATION FOR 

WOMEN FACULTY & PROFESSIONALS 

AT OUR 

JOIN US FOR A GLASS OF WINE OR HOT CIDER, TASTY APPETIZERS, AND PLENTY OF HOLIDAY CHEER AS YOU MINGLE WITH 

FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES AND SEE THE CAROLINA |NN’S BEAUTIFUL SEASONAL DECORATIONS. 

THE RECEPTION AND NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES ARE FREE. A CASH BAR WILL BE AVAILABLE. 

SPREAD THE WORD AND INVITE YOUR FRIENDS! YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE A MEMBER TO ATTEND, BUT 

AWFP MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE EVENT. DUES ARE $20 FOR 20 | 0" | 

PLEASE JOIN AND HELP SUPPORT THE ORGANIZATION~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

asnc- durhamcounty@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, December 1,2010 3:16 PM 

Durham Cty ASNC ~asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com>; Orange-Chatham Chapter of Autism Society 

<asncoc@ya]~oogroups.com> 

{ASNC- DurhamCounty} Autism Society of NC Bookstore position 

Sony this is a little late...if interested, please call Melanie immediately. 

Thanks, 

Autism Society Bookstore Sales Specialist, 25 hour,’week, opportunit!! 

ASNC is looking for a part-time Sales Specialist to work in their Bookstore, to provide bookstore sales and marketing support, as well as assist the Bookstore 

Manager with processing daily orders, receiving inventory, accounting ~sks and work ruth the inventory management software. Specific duties will include generating 

creative maxketing ideas, writing Bookstore email newsletters, blogging on ASNC’s site and social media ontlets, and coordinating and participating in Chapter and 

Advocate events, and generally promoting tx~okstore a~vareness. Representing the bookstore at ASNC fundmising events, cont~rence site sales, and other events will 
be required as well. 

A motivated, energetic, and organized self-starter with business and/or sales experience who can work with limited supervision is the ideal candidate. For more 
information or a full job description, please contact Melanie Adams-Borgen, r!~{!~.~!~.~29£g~)2~:~YJJ:i.~)2!~9.~i.~it..~;z)2~9.:9_~4.. All resumes and cover letters due by November 

28th 

http:/?~,~autism~cie~’-nc.org/index.php?op~io~com coutent&view article&id 78&itemid 652 Bookstore Website 

You received this message because you are snbscribed to the Google Crroups "ASNC-DurhamCounty" group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com. 

To unsubscribe farm this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty+ansubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

For more options, visit this group at http://groups.google.com/group/asnc-durhamcounty?N~en. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@WESLEYAN.EDU> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 9:24 AM 

APCG@I ,IST.UVM.EDU 

Newsletter Deadline is December 3 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is just a reminder that the deadline for submissions to our ne~vsletter is tomorrow (Friday), December 3 Please forward an?’ news items you have to mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 

Submissions may include (but are not necessarily limited to) information about: 
- New- publications 
- Grants 
- Jobs 
- Member career changes 
- Conference announcements 
- Other prot~ssiunal news and am~ouncements 

Best, 

Mike 
http://www africanpoliticsgroup.org/newsletters/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 
Assistant Professor, Department of Government 
Chair, African Studies Cluster 
Wesleyan University 
860685.3023 
mbnelson @wes leyan.edu 

http:i/www.michaelnelson info 
http://africa blo~s.wesl eyan. edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 10:03 AM 

Department listserv ~afliali~m@listser~7.unc.edu> 

[affM~m] Gmdnate Intbrmation Request 

Hello Colleagues 

I would like to flmnk those colleagues who responded to the Gradnate Committee’s request for information regarding your research interest, and areas of graduate 

teaching interest. I would like to encourage those who have not to do so as soon as possible. To that end, I have re-copied the original request below. 

Thanks 

Perry 

Date: Thn, 4 Nov 2010 08:06:14 -0400 

To: DepaJ~nent lis~tserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
From: Perry Hdtl <hallpa@e~nail.unc.edu> 

Subject: [afrial:am] Graduate Program: Important update from the Graduate Program Committee 

Lis~t-Unsubscribe: < mai~t~:leave-28~48936-3236~597.149a4fe4dcfbe~7d55b669b2c4e2de99~istserv.unc.edu > 

Reply-To: Depoa~m~ent listse~, <afriafam@listserv.unc.edtc, 
X-Lyris- Subscription-Info: You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallp@email.tmc.edu. 

X-Proofpoint-Virus-Version: vendo~fsecure engine~.50.10432:5.2.15,1.0.148,0.0.0000 

definitions 2010-11-04 05:2010-11-04,2010-11-04,1970-01-01 signatare~0 

X-Proofpoint-Spam-Detafils: role uncdefanlt notspan~ policy uncdefault score~) spamscore~) ipscore 0 

suspectscore~ phishscore 0 bulkscore 0 adultscore 0 classifie~spam 

adjust 0 reason mlx engine 6.0.2-1004200000 definitions mmn-1011040082 

X-MS-Exchange-Organ~ation-PRD: email.unc.edu 

X- MS- Exchange- Organ~ation- SenderIdResult: None 

X- MS- Exchange- Organization- AVStamp- Mailbox: MSFTFF; 1 ;0;0 0 0 

X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSomce: its- ms:&t 1 .ad.unc.edu 

X- MS- Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous 

Colleagues. 

Our gradtkate proposal has gone through an initial review by officials 
in the Gradnate School (the latest version of that proposal is 

attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add more 

details to our proposed curriculum offerings. On that score we are 

asking tbr you input in terms of course offerings. 

a) We would like each faculty member to formulate a short, 

bullet list, or description of their research interests, so we can 

construct a compendium of faculty expertise roster that reflects our 

intellectua2t breadth a~nd grounding. 

b) We are asking each colleague to compose a description (3-4 

sentences) ofm-o conrses you would be interested in developing and 

teaching at fl~e graduate level. The course should fit into one or 
more of the specialization areas. Pease indicate the specialization 

area in which you think fl~e course would fit best. Currently, the 

titles of the specialization areas are ("Race and Racism in the 

Modem World," "Political Economy of the Black World," "Gender, 

Sexually, and the Bo@" "Cultaral Production," and "Religion and 

Social Thought." 

The proposed course could be 

a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 

or 

b) a new course area encompassing a current or newly developed 

area of research interest. 

Please send your statement of research interests and your course 

descriptions to Agatha by November 22. 

Thank you 

Graduate Planning Committee 

-- You are currently subscribed to affia£am as: hallpa@emaAl.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?i~32361597.149a4fe4dcfbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n T&I afriafmn&o~8048936, or send a blank email to leave-28048936- 



32361597.149a4fe4dctbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 

~ Appendix B Proposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D. Final Draft.doc 

You axe currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: eunice@email xmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8230421 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28230421 - 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <contac@eventbrite.com> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Today ou The Story with Dick Gordon - VHR keynote interview 

Share VHR’s keynote interview with friends! 

Catch John Conroy today on The Story with Dick Gordon from our Visualizing Human Rights conference. The show airs at 1pro & 8pm on NPR or listen to the 
podcast online. John Conroy is a life-saving journalist who has exposed torture abroad and within the Chicago police department. 

Look forward to another Visualizing Human Rights November 2011. We’ll announce the date this spring. 

Cheeps! 

Center for Global Initiatives 

This email was sent by Eventbrite, your total online solution to publish, register, 

manage and promote events. Host Your Events With Eventbrite 
Registration powered by Eventbrite 

Click here to unsubscribe fiom events by "UNC Center for Global Initiatives." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@pambazuka.org> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 12:55 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 508: Crisis ofcapitalis~n: Exploitation, resis*ance and solidariU 

PAMBAZUI~\ NEWS 508: CRISIS OF CAPITALISM: EXPLOrFATION, RESISTANCE AND SOLIDARITY 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa 

PambaznkaNews (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Features, 2. Announcements, 3. Comment & analysis, 4. Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Books & arts, 6. Letters & Opinions, 7. African Writers’ 

Comer, 8. ttighlights French editio~, 9. ttighlights Portuguese edition, 10. Caxtoons 

1 Features 

CAPITALISM IN CRISIS: AN OBSOLETE SYSTEM 

Samir Amin 

With Samir Amin speaking in the UK this week, Pambaznka Press is pleased to announce the publication of three of his books, ’Enrocentdsm’, ’Global Histou: A 

View from the South’ and ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending Capitalism?’ In an interview with Zahra Moloo, Amin discusses capitalism in crisis, global 

financialisation and moving beyond capitalism. This interview is al~ available as an audio file 

( http:/iwww.pamb~uka.org/images/arficleg508/~mir amin interview zahra moloo.mp3 ) [mp3]. 

http:i/www.pamb~uka.org/e~r’categoryit~atureg69276 

RESISTANCE BEYOND BORDERS: IRISH LESSONS AND INTERNATIONAL WORKERS’ SOLIDARITY 
Horace Campbell 

With Ireland in the throes of pervasive pnblic- spending cuts follomng its financial bailout, Horace Campbell calls for solidarity and the need to ’intemationalise the 

resis~nce in order to change the system’. 

http:/,’ww~-.pambazuka.org,’en/catego~5~/features/69291 

BUILDING AFRICA’S TAX HAVENS 

Khadija Sharife 

From the Seychelles to Liberia, African countries are creating financial centres that demand little or no taxation. Khadija Sharife provides a ran-down of the places to 

hide money away from the ta:cman. 

http://wYwvv.pamba, zuka.org/er~/categor,i/featuresi69266 

ZIMBABWE, PRIVATE COMPANIES AND THE MAURITIUS MONEY 

Khadija Sharife 

While some have looked favourably on Es~r Afi-ica Holdings Ltd being selected as the pret}rred private corporation to take on 54 per cent of the Zimbabwe Iron and 

Steel Company (ZISCO), Khadija Sharife points out that it’s not all good news. 

http:i/www.pamb~uka.org/e~r/categoryit}atureg69296 

HAITIAN DIARY: FIVE YEARS IN DARKNESS 

Sokari Ekine 

Sokari Ekine is in Haiti for the next four weeks and roll be sending regtflar updates to Pambazuka. During her stay she will be meeting with women community 

organisers and members of youth groups with a view to documenting their work. Much has been written about the situation in the camps and neighbourhoods such as 

Cit6 Soleil and Bel Air, as well as those children and parents involved in SOPUDEP. 

http://ww~-.pambazuka.org/en/catego~5~/features/69258 

NO, HArFI SHOULD NOT BECOME A UN PROTECTOI~\TE 
AnthoW Morgan 

A closer look at Haiti’s history demonstrates ’how deeply problematic it is to think that the US and France should play any role in the governance and internal policy- 

malting of Haiti,’ writes Anthony Morgan. 

http:i/www.pambazuka.orNmr’categorw features/69270 



AMERICA’S PERMANENT WAR FOR PEACE 

GeraJd Caplan 

Gerald Caplan charts the bloodthirsty history of ’the most awesome milita~ power the world has ever known’. ’Look l’on~,a~cd to a futare of permanent war in the 

pursuit of peace,’ he writes. 

http://www.pmnbazuka.or~/en/categorv/features/69247 

KEY ISSUES AT THE CANCUN CLIIVIATE CONFERENCE 

Martin Khor 

Low expectations about the outcomes of Cancun show how far climate change has fallen on the world’s political agenda. ’And that is bad indeed/writes Martin Khor, 

’because the climate problem has got even worse.~ 

http://w~’.pambazuka.org/en/categow, /features/69297 

CANCUN: REDD WILL DESTROY INDIGENOUS FOREST CULTURES 

Subhankar Banerjee 

As the 10N Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change opens in Caaacun this week, Subhankea Baaae~ee explains M~y an agreement on the UN’s f~b2,DD 

pmgraanme would spell disaster for indigenous forest commm~ities. ’Is this the time to tinker with trading cmbon by’ taking away the forests from the indigenous 

inhabitants and then selling the credits to the polluters or is it possible to develop a common global vision of moving away from fossil fuel aJtogether mad worldng ruth 

forest dwellers on sus*ainable solutions?’ Banerj ee asks. 

http:i/www.pambazuka.orNe~/categor~;’features/69299 

WORLD AIDS DAY: RED RIBBON RIGttTS FOR ALL 

Joel Nana 
TwenW-two years after the first World AIDS Day, it’s time to acknoMedge that AI’rican gove~rm~ents have officiedly ’disappeared’ the exis~tence of three highly 

vulnerable populations - sex worker~ people who inject drugs, and gay and other men who have sex ruth men (MS M). It’s time for the deniaJ to stop, urges Joel 

Nana. 

http://www.pmnbazuka.o~/en/categorv/features/69246 

TIME FOR NEW DIRECTION IN FIGHT AGAINST AIDS 

Dibussi Tande 

In recognition of World AIDS Day, Dibussi T~nde brings a message t?om the AI~can blogosphere ’to think positive, and stand in solidaacity with those inI~cted and 

att~cted’. 

http://w~’.pambazuka.oWen/catego .ry/feat ures/69275 

REFLECTIONS ON THANKSGIVING IN AMERICA 
Alemayehu G. Mariam 

The quefftion isn’t ’whether Ethiopians in America have reason to be thankful for the blessings of liberty and the opportunities they have to make material progress’, it is 

whether they should be thankful to the US for providing billions of dollars to Zenawi’s repressive dictatorship, writes Alemayehu G. Mariam. 

http:i/www.pambazuka.orNe~/categor~;’features/69268 

TtIE UPRISING OF tIANGBERG 
Ru s~um Koza~n 

South Afi-ican poet and writer Rustum Koz~n reviews ’The Uprising of Haaagberg’, Dylan Valley and Aryan Kaganofs portrayal of two days of violence in Cape 

Town. Watch a clip from the documentary ( http://bit.lv/gl8vq6 ) ~d read a co,nmentary from fihnmaker Dylm~ Vgdey ( http:/ibit.lv/IVG25f ). ’][’his article firs~t 

appeared on the website of The Africa Report ( http://www.theafric~,eport.com ). 

http://ww~-.pambazuka.org/en/catego~5~/features/69250 

EGYPT’S ELECTION: POWER, ACTORS AND ... ’CHANGE’ 

Tarek Osman 

The iron rule of Hosni Mubarak has dominated Egypt tbr three decades. The regime he heads is preparing tbr the succession and seeking to channel Egyptians’ hunger 

for change imo a tool of retrenclmaent. The seculaac opposition is absorbed by the effort of staying in the political game; the Muslim Brotherhood has larger ambitions. 

What place does a parliamenta .iT election have in this landscape? T~,ek Osman provides an assessment fro,n C~firo. 

http://w~’w.pamha, zuka.org/era/category/features/69267 

OLD, BAD HABITS DIE HARD 
Khadij a Sharife 



As a new report reveals that global beverage company SABMiller uses no t~wer than 65 tax havens including Switzerland and Mau6tius, Khadija Sharit~ takes a 

closer look at the company’s hi sto~ in apartheid South Africa. 

http:,/www.pamb~uka.org/e~v’categoryit~atureff69274 

2 Announcements 

FAHAMU JOURNALIST STUDY TOUR TO INDIA 2011 

Deadline extended to 8 December 2010 

The Fahamu Emerging Powers in Al}ica Programme is pleased to announce a call for applications for its Journalist Study Tour to India. Four successful applicants roll 

be chosen to participate in a 6-day study tour. Ati-ican media prol~ssionals in print, broadcast, radio and online tbra throughout Africa are encouraged to apply tbr this 

study tour. Ati-ican lecturers fi~om journalism schools and media programmes on the continent may also apply. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~,/Am~o unce/69280 

3 Comment & analysis 

FEIVIALE GENITAL IVIUTILATION: SIERRA LEONE’S YOUTH CALL FOR END 

Chi Mgba£o 

Following her involvement in workshops and discussions aronnd female genital mntilation (FGM) in Sierra Leone, Chi Mgbeko relates her experiences of listening to 

the views ofyonng people them the country. 

http:i/www.pamb~uka.org/en/category/commen~/69257 

AIDS DENIALISM: THE LIE THAT HAS KILLED MILLIONS 

Oliver Meth 

Even with Mbeki gone, South Africa remains plagued by quacks selling ZAR80 juices they claim can cure a disease that only ARVs can treat, writes Oliver Meth. 

http:/,’~-w.pambaznka.org/en/categorv/comment/69271 

NEW ~PEOPLE AND PLANET SENSITIVE’ ECONOMY NEEDED - NOW! 

Muua Lakhani 

Economic gro~vth that fails to tg~e into acco~mt socia] and environmenta] impacts will not a]low us to ’tackle critica] globa] issues such as climate change poverty 

reduction. The focus shonld be on quaJity not quantity, writes Mnua Lald~ani. 

http:/’/www.pambazuka.orpJe~v’category/comment! 69284 

CONSCIENTISING EDUCATION IS BLACK YOUNG PEOPLE’S ONLY HOPE 

Veli Mbele 

South African blacks must pnt aside politica] al"filiations and work together if they are to develop schools that will pl~ovide their children with a good education and the 

freedom to decide their own destinies, writes Veli Mbele. 
http:i/www.pamb~uka.org/en/category/commen~/69279 

THE LAND OF PUNT: BEYOND LOSS AND INDIGNITY 

A call for reorganisation 

Winsan Cis~n~an Saalax 

Lamenting Somalia’s long-term problems, Warsan Cismaan Saalax stresses that it °is impo~’tant to begin triangled negotiations and dialogue bePa, een the TFG 

[Transitional Federal Govermnent], Puntland and Somaliland’. 

http:/,’~-w.pambaznka.org/en/categorv/comment,’69251 

PIES IN TIlE SKY FEED NO ONE 

Fungai Machirofi 

CaJling [br greater recognition of the fact that ~glob~]iscd’ action ignores the diversity of cultural, social, political and economic t~tors around the world, Fungai 

Machirofi underlines that ’we have to rea]ise that when we talk gender and development, we are t~]ldng about human beings.’ 

http:/’/www.pambazuka.orpJetv’category/comment! 69255 

AN OPEN LETTER TO PROFESSOR ANNA TIBAIJUKA 

Chambi Chachage 



Anna Tibaijuka, until recently the execulive director of the UN Habitat, has been appointed to the Tanzanian cabinet. Chambi Chachage writes to her and offers some 

sage axtvice. 

http:,/www.pamb~uka.org/en, catego .e//commenl/69259 

FIX THE ROADS, FIX THE DEMOC][L~_CY DEFICIT 

Olcachikv~d Dibia 
Okachikwu Dibia takes a roadtrip to a village in Nigeria and is appalled at the slate of the roads. 

http://~¥w.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/comment/69260 

/,,/’,//’,7~zV/’,,i\iV/\/VVi’,/’,/\//VVVi\iVV/VV’,,, /’,/’,/\//\ 

4 Advocacy & campaigns 

CYBER DIALOGUE ON STRUCTURES OF VIOLENCE 

Intersections of ,nilitarism and violence against women, 25 Nove,nber to 10 December 2010 

http:/’iisiswicce.wordpress.com/ 

Isis-WICCE will be actively parlicipating in the 16 Days of Activism by hosting a cyber dialogue on its newly revamped website. As an organisation, we have had the 

privilege of working with women’s activists globally. Therefore, we would like to call upon our networks to create a forum where members can share their thoughts, 

opinions, and statements on the theme of ’militarism and violence against women’. 

Participanks will be invited to contribute in the cyber dialogue which they can also sha~-e within their networks. The dialogue will commence on the first day of activism 

and con’dnue for 16 days with every other day providing a new engaging question. 

The theme of the 16 Days of Activism is pen nent to the work of Isis-WICCE. We have seen how conflict and post-conflict situations create a’anospheres and 

situations where ,nilitaris,n increases violence against women, especially taking into consideration the role the militaacy plays as either perpetrators of violence or as their 

mandated role in protecting them. Thus, it is i,nporta~t to open up a discussion on the structures of violence that do exist and navigate a way forwaard. 

’][’his is a call for all pasties who m’e interested to visit the Isis-WICCE Blog begi~ming on 25 November 2010 to participate in the dialogue. 

SOUTH AFRICA: FIGHTING CARTELS THROUGH FOOD SECURITY 
Nkosild~ulule Nyembezi 

The Children’s Resources Centre, Black Sash, COSATU (Western Cape), the National Consumer Forum and five individual bread consumers have launched the 

second class action ever undertaken in South AIiica. They are ~eking da~nages for consumers to recoup financial losses ti’om bread producers over the increa~ of 

bread p~ces. ’The outcome of the investigations by the Competition Authorities, upon M~ich the merits of our case are based, confirmed what we already suspected 

and feared: that the increase on bread prices was not some unfortunate occurrence caused by unpredictable weather patterns or the fluctuating price of fuel. Instead, 

the increase was the result of a series of i,nmoral decisions by companies less concerued about the livelihoods of consumers than about squeezing out competitors, 

breaking the law, and ,naking profit.’ 

http:i,%-vvw.pa~bazuka.org/enicatego~w,/’advocac,//69278 

URGENT APPEAL TO HIV/AIDS CIVIL SOCIETY IN UGANDA 
Kmnpala, 30 November 2010 

A group ofUgandan o~anisations and individuals have made an urgent appeal "to civil ~cie ,ty to support the inclusion of sexual mino~ties in national health policy. 

http://’www.pamb~uka.org/en/catego~’/advocacy/69261 

ZIMBABWE: PEACE ACTIVISTS REIVLA_NDED OUT OF CUSTODY TO 29 DECEMBER 2010 

WOZA 

The 83 members of WOZA (Women and Men of Zimbabwe Arise) arrested after a peaceful protest to mark International Peace Day appeared in a routine remand 

hearing in Hamre Magistrate’s Court on 1 December. They were further remanded out of custo@ to 29 December 2010. 

http:i/w~+w.pambazuka.org/en/categor,//advocacv, /69289 

/,,/’,//’,7~zV/’,,i\iV/\/VVi’,/’,/\//VVVi\iVV/VV’,,, /’,/’,/\//\ 

5 Books & arts 

A ’][’ALE OF DOUBLE ESTI~"dqGEMENT 

Review of Benj amin Kwal .~e’ s °The Other Crucifix’ 

Peter W. Vakunta 

Benjamin Kwakye’s latest book is ’the handiwork of a litemu virtuoso’, writes Peter W. Vakunta. 

http://www.pambazuka.orgier~’catego~h,/book,d69244 



TIlE RANSOM LETTERS (PART 1 OF 6) 

http:i/blogs.african- writing.conYchuma/archives’1147 
Writer Chuma Nwokolo recently launched a creative venture that mixes the power of blogging with story-telling, tte published a brand new sto~ on his blog, but the 
story was told in six letters, each of which he published daily throughout this week, with the fina] letter published on Saturday. The catch was that if the six parts got a 

hundred comments between them, he’d protnise his readers to start a brand-new serial on the following Monday. ’So if you want a new ta]e ne~’~ week - or if you 

sitnply want to put me through the torture of writing one under pressure - get comtnenling and send this link around your friends too!’ he wrote on his blog. Visit the 

blog to find out how the story went. 

THE UGLY FACE OF CAPITALISM IN AFRICA 

Udo W. Froese 

Patrick Bond’s ’The Elite Transition: From Apartheid to Neo-liberalism in South Afiica’ provides a useful framework tbr thinking about the ett~cts of the country’s 

economy policy on the poor, writes Udo W. Froese. 

http:i/~,w.pambazuka.or~/er~cate~orv/books/69290 

’UGANDAN ASIANS: THEN AND NOW’ 

Vail Jmnal 

Vali Jamal writes about his forthcoming book on Ugandan Asians. The book is called ’Ugandan Asians: Then and Now’ and should be available in July 2011. 

http://www.pambazuka.orgier~’categowibooks/69263 

6 I,etters & Opinions 

A ’SUPERB’ PIECE ON THE SAHI~WI 

Response to ’Western Sahara and Morocco’s physical and symbolic violence’ 

Matin Dewhurst 

Konstantina Isidoros’s article ’raises the bar, lifts the lid and exposes the follies of Morocco perfectly’ writes Maxtin Dewhurst. 

http://ww~-.pambazuka.org/en/categow/letters/69287 

PROTECT AFRICA FROM DOMINATION BY PRIVATE BANKS 

Response to ’Globol currency wars and US imperiaJism’ 

Ellen Du~m 

’There a,e two monetary syslems fighting for control of the global markets,’ writes Ellen Dunn. ’One system is controlled by US and westem European private banks 

using debt and the other is managed by sovereign s~ates.’ 

http://w~wvv.pamba, zuka.org/er~/categor>%ttersi69288 

IVV/VV\/iVV\,’fWV/\/\/’7/\,’\/\//V\,’\,’fv’~’Vi\/V’,!/\ 

7 AfiJcan V~ riters’ Comer 

TIlE OAK TREE ON TIlE ttILL 
Lemlem Tsegaw 

I am here 

I am here 

Screamed 

’][’he Oak tree 

http://~vw.pambazuka,org/en/catego~/African Writers,’69245 

/’,/’,//V\ zV /\i\iV /VVV i’,/’,/V /VVV i\iVV /VV\, /’,/’v’V /\ 

8 ttighlights French edition 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS 169: LE PROTOCOLE DE MAPUTO, 5 ANS APR~S 
/ / Otages, Areva, Total, Africo,n : Les enjeux cachds d’une occupalion ,nilitaire du Sahel ( http:/, wu~,.pambazuka.orp,/fi:/categor> comment!68964 ) 

Diagne Roland Fod4 

IVV/VV\/iVV\,’fWV/\/\/’7/\,’\/\//V\,’\,’fv’~’Vi\/V’,!/\ 

9 Highlights Portuguese edition 



PAMBAZUKA NEWS 34: NOVAS TECNOI,OGIAS AMEA~AM A SOBERANIA DA AFRICA 
Novas tecnologias e a ameaga fi soberania na Africa ( http:/ipamb~uka.org/pt, category/f~atures/69168 ) 

Firoze Manji e Molly Kane 

Biopiramria, o legime de pmpriedade intelectual e os meios de subsist6ncia em !~d’rica ( http:/ipa,nbazuka.org/pt/categorvifeamres/69164 ) 

Oduor Ong’wen 

/ Grande continente e pequena tecnologia: Nanotecnologia e ~frica ( http:/ip~anl~zuka.o~g/pt/categorv, features/69171 ) 

Kathy Jo ~Vetter 

Geoengenharia do planeta: o que estfi em jogo em ,AXrica? ( http:/ipambazuka.org/pt/categors;/features/69163 ) 

Diana Bronson 

A recuperaggo de sementes d posslvel? Uma his~dria ~zinda da aldeia de Kathulumbi, no Qu~nia ( http://pamb~uka.org/pt/category/features/69170 ) 

Anne Maina 

Eco-cerlificag~o: quem vigia os vigilantes? ( http://pan~bazuka.o ,mip~/categor~’/feamres/69166 ) 

Khadij a Sharlfe 

Ficg~ factual ou cientifica? ( http:/iNmba, zuka.org/pt/catego~w/featums/69169 ) 
Khadija Sharife 

O grande aperto: geopimteando os restos comuns ( http:i/pambazuka.org/pt/catego~5,ifeamres/69172 ) 

Pat Mooney 

InfraREDD e Inti~REDD, quando biodiversidade ~ reduz fi biomassa, o ambiente toma-se proplcio fi biopirata~ia ( ht*p://pambazuka.org/p~dcategoryitEatureg69174 ) 

Pat Mooney 

Por um Esmdo que proteja as criangas negras do apedrejamento moral no cotidiano escolar ( ht~p://pambazuka.org/pt/categor’~’/comment/69165 ) 

Eliane Cava]leim 

Dia Intemacional de Enfientamento b~ Viol6ncia contra as Mulheres: e,n defesa de nossas meninas candaces ( http://pambazuka.or,~/pt/categor~vco,nment/69167 ) 
Andrdia Lisboa de Souza 

Lobato e o pds-comunista Aldo Rebelo ( http://pambazuka.org/pt/catego~-~-/comment,’69211 ) 

Dojival Vieim 

Da viol~ncia da lei contra o sistemajtNNco e democrfitico angolano ( http:#pan~bazuka.org/p~ca~go~’commeng69204 ) 

Albano Pedro 

h~p:~www.pamb~uka.or~/e~categoryisummatypt/69298 
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10 Cartoons 

BLATTER AND CORRUPTION 1N FIFA 

Gado 

FIFA P~esident Sepp Blatteis talk of cleaning np the world’s governing body- belies its inherent corruption, suggests Gado. 

http:/iwww.pamb~uka.org/en/catego~/cartoons/69237 

F~hmnu - Networks For Social Justice 

http:/,’~x~x~v, falamnu, org 

Pambaznka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

© Unless otherwi~ indicated, a]l materials published are licensed under a Creati~ze Commons Atlxibution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 Unported 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@emailamc.edu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 4:49 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [a~JafaJn] Graduate Intbrmation Request 

Dear Perry: 
Thank you for your reminder. I propose to teach the ne×t two courses: 
1.The Swahili Language and Sock~ty 
Th~s course focuses on the cuh:ure of the Swahi~i-.speakk~g peonage, their perceptb:?n of being a human and ~)roduct~ve rnember of sodetv, and tradR~onal education 
~t cr’ystal~izes the parenting process ir~ Lerms of parents’ respons~b~fit~es toward (their) children. Children’s desired behaviors and attitudes toward (their) parents, 
peers, adults, and their ~Rlmediate comr~u~Jty are addresse& The contribution of the SwaNH use and deve[opRlent by children and the educational role of SwaN[i 
proverbs in edifying a responsible human beh~g are discussed. 
2.The Impact/kffluence of the Swah~l~ I_anguage and use on the Chr~stia]l Church tt~ East Africa and Central Africa 
The h~story of the 5wahH~ ~anguage and ~l:s use it~ the r~tual and ~)reach~ng act~vil:~es in East and Central African churches are d~scussed. 
The course w~ll include 1) the Catho~ic Church, Lhe Protestant Church and iLs denominsL~ons. Their rituals, pracLices, and impact on the spiritual perceptions of the 
ChrisL~an believers and values are discussed. 
Best regards, 
Alphonse 

From= Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa@email,unc,edu] 
$ent= jueves, 02 de diciembre de 20~0 ~0:03 
Te= Depa~ment 
Subject= [afriafam] Graduate Information Request 
Hello Colle~ues 

I would like to flmnk those colleagues who responded to the Gradnate Committee’s request for information regarding your research interest, and areas of graduate 

teaching interest. I would like to encourage those who have not to do so as soon as possible. To that end, I have re-copied the original request below. 

Thanks 

Perry 

Date: Thu, 4 Nov 2010 08:06:14 -0400 
To: Depm~t~ment listserv <al’riafam@listserv.unc.edw, 
From: Perry HaJl <hallpa@e~nail.unc.edu> 
Subject: [afrial:am] Graduate Program: Important update from the Graduate Program Committee 

Reply-To: DepaztmeN listserv <affiafam@listserv.unc.edn> 
X-Lyris- Subscription-Info: You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa@email.tmc.edu. 
X-Proofpoint-Virus-Version: vendo~fsecure engine~.50.10432:5.2.15,1.0.148,0.0.0000 
definitions 2010-11-04 05:2010-11-04,2010-11-04,1970-01-01 signature~0 
X-Proofpoint-Spam-Details: rule mmdethult notspam policy uncdeIhult scoreq) spanlscore 0 ipscore 0 
suspectscore~ phishscore 0 bulkscore 0 adultscore 0 classifie~spam 
adjust 0 reason mix engine 6.0.2-1004200000 definitions mmn-1011040082 
X-MS-Exchange-Organ~ation-PRD: email.mm.edu 
X- MS- Exchange- Organization- SenderldResult: None 
X- MS- Exchange- Organization- AVStamp- Mailbox: MSFTFF; 1 ;0;0 0 0 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: its- ms:Nt 1 .ad.unc.edu 
X- MS- Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous 

Colleagues. 

Our graduate proposal has gone through an initial review by otficials 

in the Graduate School (the latest version of that proposal is 

attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add more 

details to our proposed curriculum offerings. On that score we are 

asking for you input in terms of course offerings. 

a) We would like each faculb~ member to formulate a short, 
bullet list, or description of their research interests, so we can 

construct a compenNum of faculb~ expertise roster that reflects our 
intellectual breadt~ and grounding. 

b) We are asking each colleague to compose a description (3-4 

sentences) ofm-o conrses you would be interested in developing and 

teaching at the graduate level. The course should tit into one or 

more of the specialization areas. Pease indicate the specialization 

area in which you think the course would fit best. Currently, the 

titles of the specialization areas are ("Race and Racism in the 
Modem World," "Political Economy of the Black Worl&" "Gender, 

Sexually, and the Bo@" "Cultaral Production," and "Religion and 

Social Thought." 



The proposed course could be 

a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 

or 

b) a new course a~cea encompassing a current or newly developed 

area of research interest. 

Please send your statement of research interests and your course 

descriptions to Agatha by November 22. 

Thank you 

Graduate Planning Committee 

-- You are currently sub~ribed to affial"am as: hallpa@emaJl.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

clickhere: http://lists~unc.edt~/u?i@32361597.149a4fc4dcfbeO7d55b669b2c4e2de99&n r&l aft’iatNn&o~8048936, or send a blank email to leave-28048936- 

32361597.149a4fe4dctbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 

~ Appendix B Pro~:~sal to Authorize AFR1-AKAzM Ph.D. Final Draft.doc 

You are currently subscribed m afriat~m as: smu~ma~;email,unc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~istsamc.edu~u?id=3236~6~3~ec~5acb748a65c73~2679966d97f~6&n=T&~=afriafam&~=2823~42~ 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to afi~iafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http:/,"lists,unc.edu/u?id=32361608,e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=:T&l:::aN afam&o=28233395 

(It may be necessa~ m cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 4:54 PM 

ttall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sahle, Ennice N <eunice@emml.nnc.edu-~; Hall, Pemj A 

<tlAI ~LPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Grad Progr&m 

Hi Perry, Hi ~fl, 

I think the courses that have been proposed look very interesting and exciting. One potential concern is that they tend to focus on either Africa or the U.S. and we 

frdght wsrlt courses to cross bord*:_~rs a bit more (e.g. looking i~t African ~ND A~ricam~merican im:ellectuNs). 

My suggestion for next st~-_q)s would be to develo~ a list of (:ot~rses for each spec:i~lization, so we can s~-_~e what is (:ow-:~red so far 

Best, 

Kia 

From: Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, December 02, 2010 :[0:05 AN 
To; SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, Perry A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sabject: Fwd: Grad Program 

Hello Colleagues 

I am tbr~vaxding the zip file that Agatha sent me with the department lhculty’s responds to our request tbr research and graduate teaching interesks. I think there are five 

responses in the zip file. In addition, Michael Lambert sent a response directly to me, and not, apparently, to Agatha. I have copied his message below. I’m going to 

send out another reqnest for thculty who have not responded. In the meantime, could we review the responses we have, and make snggestions via email as to what our 

ne:d steps should be. Julius expects us to Inake a report to a Spring meeting of the department i:acul~. (I have also forwarded a message he sent to that effect.) 

Thanks 
Peny 

From: "Lambert, Michael C" <mlambert(tbemail.unc.edu> 

To: "ttall, Pen)., A" <HALLPA@EMAILMNC.EDI J> 
Subject: Re: [afriafa~n] Graduate Program: Important update ti~m the Graduate 
Pmgrmn Co~nmittee 

Thread-Topic: [afria£am] Graduate Progrmn: Importa~nt ulxtate from the 

Graduate Program Committee 

Thread-Index: AQHLfBjZn8VhFbS YyEKeNbGsTygKY5N 5qI ~ A 

Date: Fri, 19 Nov 2010 15:15:34 -0500 
Accept-Lm~guage: en-US 

X- MS- Exchange - Orgm~ization-AuthAs: Internal 

X- MS- Exchange - Orgm~ization-AuthMechm~ism: 04 
X-M S- F~xcha~age- Ovganizafi on-A utlaS ouvce: ITS- MSXttT3.ad.unc.edu 

X-MS-Has-Attach: 

X-MS- F~-;cha~age-Ovganizafion- SCL: - 1 

X-MS- TNEF-Correlator: 

Peny, Here are a couple of classes. I would guess that they would go under "Political Economy of the Black World.". The first is the one I taught in Cape Town 

second is new. 

Colonialism and its Critics. 

Dnring the first half of the twentieth centuD~ the Al~icma experience was deeply maxked by European colonialism. The concern of African intellectuals and politicians of 

this era with colonialism is reflected in their writings. This course will examine the works of intellectuals of the Black Atlantic who have written ?against? colonialism. 

This will include a snrvey of a wide range of authors a~d scholars such as Albert Memmi, Aime Cesaire, Frantz Fanon, Steve Bike, and Walter Rodney, among others. 

We will attempt to tmderstand the reasons for their opposition to colonialism and the way by which they believe that the peoples of At~ca can tra~scend the condition 

of being colonized. By examining this literatare we will deepen our understa~ding of Atiica, the Atiican Diaspora and one of the most importa~t bodies ofliteratare to 
have emerged out of the Afi-ican experience 

African Migrations: This course will examine current scholarship on migration in Africa. Among 
the topics to be addressed are urbanization, borders and frontiers, international migration 
policy, transnational communities, and african migration in the global economy. 

A few of my research interests are, Francophone West Africa, migration, political and 
economic anthropology, intellectual history. 

Mike 



Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, Ati-ican Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Atiican Studies and Anthrotx~log3~ 

Director of Undergraduate Studies tbr Ati-ican Studies 
University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx GlobaJ~ Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: "Buell, Agatha" <abuell@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

To: "ttall, Perry A" <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Subject: Grad Program 

Thread-Topic: Grad Program 
Thread-Index: AcuLS3EF2nfgndCSSa61HxJTrQm2OQ 

Date: Tue, 23 Nov 2010 15:17:28 -0500 
Accept-Language: en-US 

X- MS- Exchange - O~ganization-AuthAs: IntemaJ~ 
X-M S- Exchange- Organization-AutltMechanism: 04 

X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS- MSXHT0.ad.unc.edu 

X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 

X- M S - Exchange - Organization- S CL: - 1 
X- MS- TNEF- Correlator: 

Hi Pew, 
Plea~ find attached the items that people submitted about "the Graduate Program. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depaztment of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Depaxtment ofAt’rican & Afto-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UNvemi~ofNoOkCaxolina 
Chapel HilI, NC27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



ANATOMIES OF IEINVIIRONIMENTAL 
KNOWILEDGE AND RESISTANCE: 

DIVERSE CLIMATE JUSTICE MOVEMENTS 
AND WANING ECO-NEOLIBERALISM 

Patrick Bond and Michael K. Dorsey 
29 November 2010 

forthcoming in the Journal of Australian Political Economy 

’Climate Justice’ (C J) is the name of the new movement that best fuses a variety 
of progressive political-economic and political-ecological currents to combat the 
most serious threat humanity and most other species face in the 21 st century’. The 
time is opportune to dissect knowledge production and resistance formation 
against hegemonic climate policy making. One reason is the ongoing fracturing of 
elite power - including acquiescence by large environmental non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) - in era of extreme global state-failure and market-failure. 
The inability of global elite actors to solve major environmental, geopolitical, 
social and economic problems puts added emphasis on the need for a CJ 
philosophy and ideology, principles, strategies and tactics. One challenge along 
that route is to establish the most appropriate CJ narratives (since a few are 
contraindicative to core CJ traditions), what gaps exist in potential CJ 
constituencies, and which alliances are moving CJ politics forward. This can be 
done, in part, through case studies that illustrate approaches to climate injustice 
spanning campaigns and institutional critique. But it is through positive 
messaging and proactive traditions of CJ that the movement will gain most 
momentum for the crucial period ahead. 

Birthing a Climate Justice Movement 

CJ only arrived on the international scene as a coherent political approach in the 
wake of the failure of a more collaborative strategy between major environmental 
NGOs and the global capitalist managerial class. The first efforts to generate a 
climate advocacy movement in global civil society became the Climate Action 
Network (CAN). From 1997, CAN adopted as a strategy what proved to be a 
’false solution’, namely an emphasis on regular United Nations interstate 
negotiations aiming at minor, incremental emissions reductions augmented by 
carbon trading and related offsets. Along with corresponding national and 
regional legislation and the rise of emissions submarkets, this was meant to form 
the inevitable underpinnings of greenhouse gas regulation. The myth that this 
approach would solve the impending climate crisis was broken in practice by fatal 
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flaws in the European Union’s Emission Trading Scheme and by the refusal of the 
United States to participate in the Kyoto Protocol, as well as Canada’s withdrawal 
and the difficulty, in establishing targets for emerging-market economies like 
Brazil, South Africa, India and China (the BASIC group). For civil society, the 
cul-de-sac of CAN’s commitment to carbon trading was confirmed when Friends 
of the Earth International broke away in 2010, but already by the time of the 
December 2009 Copenhagen Conference of Parties (COP) 15, the critical short 
film ’Story of Cap and Trade’ (Leonard 2009) was launched and in nine months 
subsequently recorded a million downloads. CAN’s critics in the CJ community 
were able to make the case for an alternative strategy with sufficient force, that 
they gained half the space reserved for non-governmental delegations in 
Copenhagen’s Bella Centre. 

The Copenhagen Summit crashed on 18-19 December when, at the last moment, a 
backroom deal was stitched together by Barack Obama (USA), Jacob Zuma (SA), 
Lula da Silva (Brazil), Manmohan Singh (India) and Wen Jiabao (China), 
designed to avoid needed binding emissions cuts (MOller 2010). Instead, the 
Copenhagen Accord delivered business-as-usual climate politics, biased towards 
fossil-fuel capital, heavy industry, the transport sector and overconsumers. As the 
leading US State Department climate negotiator, Todd Stem, explained when 
asked about the growing demand for recognition of Northern ’climate debt’ 
liabilities, ’The sense of guilt or culpability or reparations - I just categorically 
reject that’ (AP, 9 December 2009). In doing so, Stem not only rejected the 
’polluter pays’ principle (which can apply to past environmental externalities) but 
also the principle of common but differentiated responsibility, a foundational 
principle of the climate governance regime. 

CJ activists had entered this terrain with demands that the global establishment 
would simply not meet: a 50 percent GHG emissions cut by 2020 and 90 percent 
commitment for 2050; payment of a rapidly rising ’climate debt’ (in 2010, 
damages to Pakistan alone amounted to $50 billion) (Klein 2009, Bond 2010); the 
decommissioning of the carbon markets so favoured by elites; and massive 
investments in renewable energy, public transport and other transformative 
infrastructure. As a result, the next stage of the CJ struggle was necessarily to 
retreat from the naively overambitious global reform agenda (politely asking 
Copenhagen and then Cancun delegates to save the planet) and instead to pick up 
direct action inspirations from several sites across the ~vorld - Nigerian and 
Ecuadorian oilfields, Australia’s main coal port, Britain’s coal-fired power 
stations and main airport, Canada’s tar sands, and US coalfields and corporate 
headquarters - where CJ was being seeded deep within the society. This 
represented the rise of ’poly-valent counter-hegemonic climate justice resistance 
movements’ (Dorsey 2010), under the loose banner of CJ politics. 

How did this transition from CAN’s insider-lobbying to CJ politics occur’? The CJ 
lineage includes 1990s environmental anti-racism (Dorsey, 2007); the late 1990s 
Jubilee movement against Northern financial domination of the South; the 2000s 
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global justice movement (which came to the fore with the December 1999 Seattle 
World Trade Organisation protest); environmentalists and corporate critics who in 
2004 started the Durban Group for Climate Justice (Lohmann 2006); the 2007 
founding of the Climate Justice Now! (CJN) network; the 2009 rise of the 
European left’s Climate Justice Alliance in advance of the Copenhagen COP; the 
ongoing role of Malaysia-based Third World Network in amplifying the critique 
by both South states and radical civil society in COP and related negotiations; the 
renewed direct-action initiatives that from 30 November 2009 generated the 
Mobilization for Climate Justice in the US and in 2010 drew in more mainstream 
groups like Greenpeace, Rainforest Action Network and 350.org; and, maybe 
most portentously, the Bolivian government-sponsored (but civil society- 
dominated) April 2010 ’First Peoples’ World Conference on Climate Change and 
the Rights of Mother Earth’ in Cochabamba. Shortly afterwards, the Detroit 
Social Forum began to consolidate a US movement led by people of colour. On 
October 12, 2010 (to counteract what in the US is known as ’Columbus Day’ but 
represents European invasion of the hemisphere), the European-based Climate 
Justice Action network coordinated direct-action protests against climate-related 
targets in two dozen locales. In Cancun from 28 November-ll December 2010, 
an International Forum on Climate Justice was established to unite international 
forces. 

Fused as CJ, these inter-related and often overlapping (although sometimes 
conflicting) traditions are mainly aimed at building (or serving) a mass-based 
popular movement bringing together ’green’ and ’red’ (or in the US, ’blue’) 
politics. This entails articulating not only the urgency of reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions but also the need to transform our systems of materials extraction, 
transport and distribution, energy-generation, production of goods and services, 
consumption, disposal and financing. While lacking 350.org’s mass activism 
(albeit in events that mainly refrain from challenging power) and consciousness- 
raising capacity, the CJ organizations and networks offer great potential to fuse 
issue-specific progressive environmental and social activists, many of which have 
strong roots in oppressed communities. To illustrate, in late 2010, a network based 
at Movement Generation in Oakland provided an impressive list of direct action 
events and resulting community organizing victories in the US over several prior 
months and years: 

Stopping King Coal with Community Organizing: The Navajo Nation, led by a 
Dine’ (Navajo) and Hopi grassroots youth movement, forced the cancellation of a 
Life of Mine permit on Black Mesa, AZ, for the world’s largest coal company - 
Peabody Energy. Elsewhere m tile u.s. community-based groups in Appalachia 
galvanized the youth climate movement in their campaigns to stop mountain-top 
removal coal mining, and similar groups in the Powder River Basra have united 
farmcrs and ranchers against the expansion of some of the world’s largest coal 
deposits. 

Derailing tile Build-out of Coal Power: Nemly two thirds of the 151 new- coal 
power plant proposals ti~om the Bush Energy Plan have been cancelled, abandoned 
or stalled since 2007 - largely due to community-led opposition. A recent example 
of this success is the grassroots campaign of Dine’ grassroots and local citizen 
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groups in the Burnham area of eastern Navajo Nation, NM that have prevented the 
creation of the Desert Rock coal plant, which would have been the third such 
polluting monolith in this small, rural community. Community-based networks 
such as the Indigenous Environmental Network, the Energy- Justice Network and 
the Western Mining Action Network have played a major role in supporting these 
cllbrts to keep the world’s most climate polluting industry at bay. 

Preventing the Proliferation of Incinerators: In the last 12 years, no new waste 
incinerators (which are more carbon-intensive than coal and one of the leading 
sources of cancer-causing dioxins) have been built in the US, and hundreds of 
proposals have been defeated by community organizing. In 2009 alone, members 
of the Global Alliance for Incincrator Alternatives prevented dozens of municipal 
waste incinerators, toxic waste incinerators, tire incinerators and biomass 
incinerators from being built, and forced Massachusetts to adopt a moratorium on 
incineration. 

Defeating Big Oil In Our Own Backyards: A community-led coalition in 
Richmond, CA, has, stopped the permitting of Chevron’s refinery expansion in 
local courts. This expansion of the largest oil refinery on the west coast is part of a 
massive oil and gas sector expansion tbcused on importing heavy, high-carbon 
intensive crude oil from places like the Canada’s Tar Sands. This victory 
demonstrates that with limited resources, community-led campaigns can prevail 
ovcr multi-million dollar PR and lobby campaigns deployed by oil companies like 
Chevron, when these strategies are rooted in organizing resistance in our own 
backyards. Rb;DOIL, (Resisting Environmcntal Destruction on Indigenous Lands) 
an Alaska Native grassroots network, has been effective at ensuring the Native 
community-based voice is in the forefront of protecting the Chukchi and Bem~lbrt 
Seas. Together with allies, REDOIL has also prevented Shell from leasing the 
Alaska outer continental shelf for offshore oil exploration and drilling. Advancing 
recognition of culture, subsistence and food sovereignty rights of Alaska Natives 
within a diverse and threatened aquatic ecosystem has been at the heart of their 
strategy. 

Stopping False Solutions like Mega Hydro: Indigcnous COlrm~unitics along the 
Klamath River tbrced Pacificorp Power company to agree to ~Undam the Klamath’ 
by the year 2020, in order to restore the river’s natural ecosystems, salmon runs 
and traditional land-use capacity. For decades, Indigenous communities have been 
calling out false solutions - pointing to the fact that energy technologies that 
compromise traditional land-use, public health and local economies cannot be 
considered climate solutions. 

Building Resilient Communities through Local Action: In COlrm~unitics all over the 
US, fi~ontline communities are successfully winning campaigns linking climate 
justice to basic survival: 

o In San Antonio, Texas, the Southwest Workers Union led the fight to 
divert $20billion dollars from nuclear energy into renewable energy and 
energy efficiency. In addition, they launched a free weatherization 
program for low-income families and a community run organic farm. 

o In Oaklm~d, California, the Oakland Climate Action Coalition is leading 
the fight for an aggressive Climate Energy and Action Plan that both 
addresses climate disruption and local equity issues (Movement 
Generation et al, 2010:2). 

Some activists and visionaries (e.g. those associated with the journals Capitalism 
Nature Socialism and Monthly Reviews’) anticipate that the linkage of red and green 
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struggles under the CJ banner will require society moving from a fossil-fuel- 
dependent capitalism to eco-socialism, which will entail: 

a transfolrnation of needs, and a prolbund shift toward the qualitative dimension 
and away from the qum~titative.., a wit2nering away of the dependency upon fossil 
~hels integral to industrial capitalism. And this in turn can provide the material 
point of release of "the lax~ds subjugated by oil flnpcrialism, while enabling the 
containment of global warming, along with other afflictions of the ecological 
crisis... The generalization of ecological production under socialist conditions can 
provide the ground for the overcoming of the present crises. A society of freely 
associated producers does not stop at its own democratization. It must, rather, 
insist on the freeing of all beings as its ground and goal (Kovel and Lo~% 2001: 3- 
5). 

Before such a vision can be properly articulated, several critical missing elements 
must be accounted for, including, amongst others: 

a stronger labour input, particularly given the potential for ’Green Jobs’ to 
make up for existing shortfalls (British eco-socialists have taken the lead 
with demands for a million green jobs) (Campaign Against Climate 
Change, 2009); 

a connection between climate justice and anti-war movements, given that 
military activity is not only disproportionately concerned with supplies of 
oil and gas (Iraq and Afghanistan) but also uses vast amounts of CO2 in 
the prosecution of war (Smolker, 2010); and 

a stronger presence of both environmentalists and socialists in many high 
emissions sites not yet suffused with grassroots CJ movements, from the 
Arab oil world to petro-socialist Venezuela. 

However, against eco-socialist orientations of the sort proposed by Kovel and 
Lowy, not only are anarchists in the CJ movement suspicious of central planning, 
but a bottom-up socialism would preferably generate such manifesto statements 
from actual practice and from generalized movement sensibility and demands, as 
opposed to top-down pronouncements. The forging of unity in movements that 
address climate and social justice from below is especially important during times 
(such as at present) of apparently intractable conflict and division, which may 
even disrupt and distract the immediate future of CJ politics. 

Climate Controversies and Wedge Issues 

There are at least five ideological positions that have variously sought to claim CJ 
but that are not oriented (first and foremost) to movement-building: 

a Rawlsian ’Greenhouse Development Rights’ technical calculation of per 
capita GHG emissions (by the NGO Ecoequity, with echoes in 
~Contraction & Convergence’ expansions/reductions and GHG ~budget- 
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sharing’) ~vhich aims to distribute the ’right to pollute’ (and then let 
underpolluters sell their surplus rights via some form of carbon trading) 

(Athanasiou and Baer 2010); 

an emphasis on South-North justice primarily within interstate diplomatic 
negotiations over climate, as advanced especially by the South Centre and 
Third ~Vorld Network, as well as the Bolivian government albeit with an 
awareness that the April 2010 Cochabamba meeting made demands on 
world elites far beyond their willingness to concede (Tandon 2009); 

an orientation to the semi-periphery’s right!need to industrialise, via the 
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA) 
(Jomo K.S. 2010); 

the use of CJ rhetoric by former UN Human Rights Commission director 
and Irish president Mary Robinson (2010), whose agenda for a new 
Dublin foundation appears solely situated within the ’elite’ circuitry of 
global governance and international NGOs, in which ’climate justice links 
human rights and development to achieve a human-centered approach, 
safeguarding the rights of the most vulnerable and sharing the burdens and 
benefits of climate change and its resolution equitably and fairly’; and 

attempts to incorporate within CJ politics a commitment to carbon 
markets, especially through the Reducing Emissions from Deforestation 
and Degradation (REDD) projects (Spash 2010). 

It may be premature to judge, but these latter strands, drawing upon varying 
degrees of technicist-redistributionist, Third Worldist, Keynesian, or global-elitist 
experiences and aspirations, do not hold out much opportunity for success. There 
is a simple reason: the adverse balance of forces at the world scale. Most of these 
latter five CJ projects’ ambitions play out at elite levels, primarily within UN 
negotiations. The problem for elite-level strategies is that the last time a sense of 
global-state coherence was achieved in addressing a world-scale problem was 

when the 1996 Montreal Protocol on chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) banned 
emissions outright, in order to prevent growth of the hole in the ozone layer. Just 
such an agreement is required today (Jomo K.S. 2010). But since then, there has 
been no progress on any other substantive top-down front, in part because of the 
decline of global social democrats (of the Willy Brandt type) and rise of 
neoliberals (1980s-90s) and then neoconservatives (2000s), and sometimes - as in 
the case of World Bank president Robert Zoellick, considered in detail below - 
their even more dangerous fusion. Hence we can label the current era as one of 
global-state failure, simultaneous with an historic failure of the financial markets 
that at one point eco-neoliberal technicists had relied upon, through carbon 
trading, to solve the climate crisis. 
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Nevertheless, for some eco-neoliberal specialists who carry out climate or 
development advocacy mainly within multilateral institutions or from 
international NGOs, especially in New- York, Washington, London and Geneva, 
commitments to top-down approaches are held with an almost religious fervor. To 
recall an analogy once evoked by George and Sabelli (1994), supranational, non- 
democratic, elite institutions have °doctrine, a rigidly structured hierarchy 
preaching and imposing this doctrine and a quasi-religious mode of self- 
justifications’ Unsurprisingly, the aforementioned five approaches to CJ are at 
times advanced directly at odds with grassroots forces which tired of the futility of 
global-scale reform. 

In February 2010, for example, a controversy broke out in civil society regarding 
one civil society group whose initial desire for a negotiating stance in Geneva 
included a petition with several controversial positions: promotion of the Kyoto 
Protocol (due to its common but differentiated responsibilities position) 
notwithstanding the treaty’s very weak emissions cuts; a 2 degree (not 1 degree) 
centigrade temperature rise (considered unacceptable within the CJ movement); 
and an implicit endorsement of offsets and other private sector financing 
arrangements in spite of the failures of private offset arrangements and the 
broader emissions market. The petition was changed after an uproar within the 
Climate Justice Now! network. 

By April 2010, the demands of CJ activists had strengthened. The Cochabamba 
conference adopted several that were anathema to mainstream climate politics, 
and the Bolivian government struggled to put these into official United Nations 
texts: 

50 percent reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2017 

Stabilising temperature rises to 1C and 300 Parts Per Million 

Acknowledging the climate debt owed by developed countries 

Full respect for Human Rights and the inherent rights of indigenous people 

Universal declaration of rights of Mother Earth to ensure harmony with 
nature 

Establishment of an International Court of Climate Justice 
Rejection of carbon markets and commodification of nature and forests 
through the REDD programme 

Promotion of measures that change the consumption patterns of developed 
countries 

End of intellectual property rights for technologies useful for mitigating 
climate change 

Payment of 6 percent of developed countries’ GDP to addressing climate 
change (Solon 2010). 

REDD proved amongst the most important wedge issues within the CJ 
community, for late in 2010, sharp controversies emerged over forest 
preservation, as major US environmental foundations attempted to resurrect 
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market strategies. The seeds of the controversy were sown in late 2009 and in the 
aftermath of Copenhagen. Several US-based, pro-REDD funders - ClimateWorks, 
David and Lucile Packard, Ford and Gordon and Betty Moore - came together 
under the auspices of the US based Meridian Institute, a mediator-oriented think- 
tank that periodically assembles ’government officials, business leaders, 
scientists, foundation executives, and representatives of nongovernmental 
organizations’ to ’facilitate intemal consensus’. These foundations committed to 
begin making grants in support of REDD projects under an umbrella group called 
the Climate and Land Use Alliance (CLUA) in early 2010. Other CJ groups, 
including the San Francisco-based International Forum on Globalization, also 
sought a ’consensus’ position, but one that excluded the Indigenous 
Environmental Network, which maintained a strong critique of carbon markets. 

Meridian’s corporatist approach had been tried before. In late 2006 and early 2007 
Meridian was the sole facilitating and mediating institution behind the creation of 
the US Climate Action Partnership. The Partnership assembled well over $200 
million to support efforts by pro-market environmental organizations and major 
corporations to advocate for market-based solutions within US climate change 
legislation (such as the 2009 bill proposed by Henry Waxman and Bill Markey), 
which subsequently failed to find traction in the Senate in 2010. No US national 
climate legislation is anticipated until at least 2013, in view of the election of 
numerous climate-denialist Members of Congress and Senators in November 
2010. 

The CLUA sphere of influence is not confined to the US. By June 2010 CLUA 
members, heads of state, influential ministers and representatives from 55 
countries convened in Norway for the Oslo Climate and Forest Conference. The 
conference aimed to endorse and launch the post-Kyoto REDD effort, dubbed the 
’Interim REDD+ Partnerships’. By the meeting’s end, with the largest 
contribution from the Norwegian government, some $4 billion was committed to 
support developing country involvement in REDD. Yet some argue that CLUA 
foundations and key actors that control the Interim REDD+ Partnerships process 
utilize a kind of divide-and-rule strategy. According to some sources, 
organizations that support and do not question any aspects of proto-REDD 
projects are lavished with funds; while those that have question REDD projects 
have been marginalized from even participating in many key of meetings on the 
matter. In a September 2010 letter, 34 non-governmental organizations from 20 
countries issued a complaint to the co-chairs of the Interim REDD+ Partnership: 

The modalities proposed so far by the Partnership do not satisfy the minimum 
requirements for effective participation and consultation, and therefore we urge 
that the workplan include a process to develop concrete and effective procedures to 
ensure proper participation and input to the Partnership initiatives. Simply using a 
mailing list t2nat has been put together randomly, including organisations that are 
not working on REDD and excluding key actors, notably indigenous peoples 
organisations, is not an acceptable way to pretend that stakeholders are engaged in 
an eft~ctive and fair manner. 
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In the US, tensions between the CJ approach and the group of NGOs comprising 
the Climate Action Network and 1 Sky continue, over whether legislative 
lobbying, social marketing and top-down coordination of consciousness-raising 
activities without further strategic substance (e.g. TckTckTck in 2009) are more 
appropriate advocacy methodologies than bottom-up linkage of organic climate 
activism. In a letter to 1 Sky in October 2010, a coalition self-described as 
°grassroots and allied organizations representing racial justice, indigenous rights, 
economic justice, immigrant rights, youth organizing and environmental justice 
communities’ criticized the vast expenditures on congressional lobbying, at the 
expense of movement building: 

A decade of advocacy work, however well intentioned, migrated towards false 
solutions that hurt COlrm~unities and compromised on key issues such as carbon 
markets and giveaways to polluters. These compromises sold out poor 
communities in exchange lbr weak targets and more smokestacks that actually 
prevent us from getting anywhere close to what the science - and common sense - 
tells us is required (Movement Generation et al, 2010:2). 

These struggles are not limited to seemingly rival grassroots social movements 
and mainstream organizations. Funders too, are also divided on which 
constituencies to support and at what levels; and variously divide and gather those 
same constituencies. While most foundations support the pro-market, corporatist 
CLUA effort described above, in September 2010 the Climate Equity Working 
Group of the Funders Network on Trade and Globalization committed to 
supporting ’fossil-fuel infrastructure resistance struggles and more broadly 
building the power of grassroots movements.’ 

Contrast this with the revelation at the 2009 US Environmental Grantmakers 
Association meeting in Alaska, that less than 2% of all recorded funds from US 
private foundations were spent on addressing unfolding climate change in Africa 
-- where many researchers concur that the adverse effects of climate change will 
be most severe.* Accordingly the battle for justice-based climate policy is as much 
a derivative of movement and organizational dynamics and struggles, as it is 
subject to passing whims, fads and frenzies of private foundation capital. 

Such strategic controversies and divergent funding strategies are logical to expect 
at a time huge, intractable pressures are mounting. North-South and environment- 
development tensions are often extreme. Neoliberal financial forces continue to 
dominate the mainstream elite framework. And CJ movements across the world 
have not solidified a coherent set of tactics, much less strategy, principles, 
ideology and foundational philosophy. This is not the space to explore that 
shortcoming, but suffice to say that the wedge between most of the movement- 
oriented CJ activities and those from the five other CJ approaches noted above, as 

A staffer from the Consultative Group on Biological Diversity, the ’premier proI~ssional 
association of foundation executives and trustees who make environmental grants’ revealed 
this in the Association’s meeting. 
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well as with CAN, could continue to grow, in part because use of carbon markets 
is one of the core differences between CJ and mainstream strategies. 

Failure of the Elite Model 

One reason for ongoing tension, as made clear by global climate negotiations 
since Bali in 2007, is that NGO investment of enormous lobbying efforts into elite 
processes is not effective. This is not merely a problem in the climate talks, for a 
scan of global governance reform efforts reminds us of consistent failure. The 
World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF) Annual Meetings were sites 
of merely trivial reforms (for example, subimperial countries’ voting power rising 
a bit in 2010, with most of Africa’s and other poor countries’ voting shares 
stagnating or actually falling). The reformers’ inability to budge the Bretton 
Woods ideological stcm~s quo was demonstrated when even a mild-mannered 
’Post-Washington Consensus’ gambit was introduced in early 1998, but within 
twenty months, its champion, Bank chief economist Joseph Stiglitz, was fired. 
Similarly, the UN Millennium Development Goals launched in 2000 proved 
illusory" especially for Africa, in no small part because the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO) and Bretton Woods Institutions were crucial intermediaries 
for MDG delivery. The WTO itself went into apparently terminal decline after the 
1999 Seattle summit meltdown, the overhyped 2001 ’Doha Agenda’ and the 
failed Cancun summit of 2003 - with no subsequent progress to report. 

On the global currency and credit fronts, in addition to failed World Bank and 
IMF reform (Goldman 2005, 2007), none of the five main processes designed to 
shore up a cracking international financial architecture mustered the clout 
required to control footloose financiers: the Monterrey Financing for 
Development summit in 2002; various Basel Bank for International Settlements 
risk and capital re-ratings during the late 2000s; the G20 global financial 
reregulation talkshops of 2008-09; Stiglitz’s 2008-09 United Nations commission 
on reform; and French-German advocacy of an international financial transactions 
tax (George 2009, 2010, 2011). Such reregulation can only be built in a sturdy 
way based upon state power over finance in national settings, but the two leading 
national capitals for world banking - Washington and London - were run by 
Democratic Party and New Labour Party deregulators during the periods of 
greatest financial industry vulnerability. As a result, there was only insubstantial 
regulation, as witnessed by the rapid return to superprofits and bonuses at 
Goldman Sachs and the other too-big-to-fail financial institutions from 2009. 
Indeed, as Europe’s national elites have shown - from Iceland to Greece to France 
to Britain to Ireland to Portugal in 2009-10 - there is still excessive banking 
power and a tendency to impose austerity policies on a citizenry that in each of 
these settings, has begun to wake from a slumber to again explore the practice of 
class and social movement politics. 

With climate change bound to generate more warring of the Darfur type, i.e., the 
kind where climate strained and stressed natural resource problems cyclically 
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exacerbate conflict, it is especially disturbing that global governance is also 
failing on the security front, with renewed wars in Central Asia and the Middle 
East starting in October 2001 meant to last, as former US vice president Dick 
Cheney confessed, apparently forever. German, Japanese, Indian, Brazilian and 
African attempts to widen the UN Security Council failed decisively in 2005. 
Meanwhile North-South ’global apartheid’ wealth gaps grew even more extreme, 
especially when G8 aid promises were broken; African countries hopes had been 
raised by the Gleneagles Summit of 2005, but then dashed when neither aid 
transfers nor debt relief were carried out with a genuine sense of shifting 
economic power. 

Finally, the most decisive blow to the idea of global governance was the failure of 
the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, as demonstrated by the 2009 Copenhagen Accord. The 
international carbon market was founded when, then US vice-president AI Gore in 
1997 at Kyoto effectively misled other global climate managers into thinking 
Washington would sign the Protocol if US firms were given permission to keep 
polluting at planet-threatening rates, through offsetting their emissions with trades 
and Clean Development Mechanism investments (Lohmann 2006, Spash 2010). 
Zoellick’s World Bank still strongly promotes carbon markets, even though they 
contain so much corruption, speculation and incompetence that the carbon price 
crashed from a high of �33/tonne in mid-2008 to �13 after the Copenhagen 
Summit, and on two European markets all the way down to �1.50 after yet more 
fraud scandals in March 2010 (Dorsey and Whitington 2010). 

Continued volatility on various intemational financial fronts is especially 
worrisome for those championing carbon market approaches. Indeed, as shown by 
the recent financial meltdown’s ongoing contagion into the European Union, there 
is not only a global-state regulator5, failure in financial markets but an 
extraordinary hubris still evident, insofar as Goldman Sachs and many other 
institutions harbour ambitions that a global carbon market can address climate 
change. In the early part of the 21St century, eco-neoliberals explained that the 
Emissions Trading Scheme’s repeated crashes, fraud and irrational features were 
because it was an ’immature’ market. However, as carbon markets mature they 
are increasingly characterised by crime, corruption, institutional malfeasance and 
incompetence. These problems increasingly appear to be systemic. Since the 
conclusion of the first phase of the world’s largest formal carbon market (the EU- 

ETS) in 2007, carbon market crime has cost the market no less than �5 billion. 
Since the last quarter of 2009, analysis from the Climate Justice Research Project 
at Dartmouth College reveals that nearly 90% of publicly-known incidences of 
fraud took place during the ’mature market’ stage after the end of phase one. 
Contrary to theoretical predictions and official proclamations, as the formal 
carbon market matures, without proper oversight, criminal activity, corruption and 
ethical malfeasance are on the rise (Figure 1) (Dorsey and Whitington, 2010). 

Fignre 1: Fraud and enforcement in carbon markets 
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Source: Dorsey and Whittington, 2010. 

These examples add up to a devastating conclusion: that the contemporau global 
dim cannot properly diagnose the extreme economic (trade/finance/migration), 
geopolitical, environmental and legitimacy crises that afflict the world, much less 
mobilize the political will and capital needed to fix the problems (Bond 2009). 
Efforts by the five teams of insider elite strategists, no matter their claim of CJ 
sensibilities or how talented they package the advocacy, will in this context 
inevitably bump up against a low ceiling, at least for the foreseeable future. At its 
most dangerous, elite jockeying in the realm of climate policy making runs the 
risk of marginalizing social movements, curtailing proverbial direct democracy 
and undermining social and political moves toward energy sovereignty. 
Increasingly the harms of broken carbon markets, off-set scheme frauds, inter 
alia, are socialized across and over tax-payers, while the benefits are privatized to 
a shrinking set of would-be climate-catastrophe profiteers. 

So it is to the more direct ways in which CJ activism confronts its targets that we 
turn for inspiration. While the international CJ movement rose rapidly and has a 
lifespan only as long as its activists stay focused, nevertheless it combines a 
varieW of political-economic and political-ecological theories, scale politics, and 
single-issue constituencies (Ziser and Sze 2007, Dawson 2009). The extreme 
challenge of mobilizing on an issue that in temporal and spatial terms is of great 
distance from the most implicated constituencies - the corporations, governments 
and citizens of Northern industrial countries - suggests the need for common 
targets, narratives, strategies, tactics and alliances. To this end, an example of a 
campaign that gained more from losing than it would have from winning is the 
effort in early 2010 to prevent the World Bank’s largest-ever project loan to the 
world’s fourth-largest coal-fired power plant, at Medupi. (Had the campaign 
against the World Bank won, the project would still have gone ahead with private 
financing.) The death of a campaign in South Africa in 2010 suggests potential 
areas for building CJ politics in years to come, especially against the single major 
financier of fossil fuel across the globe, the World Bank. 
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Defeat of a South African CJ Campaign 

We learn a great deal about the CJ terrain by examining a crucial campaign - 
unsuccessful in the short term - which entailed fighting the World Bank’s fast- 
growing coal portfolio. On April 8 2010, after nearly two months of strenuous 
lobbying against more fossil fuel credits, the Bank Board approved a $3.75 billion 
loan to the South African electricity utility Eskom. It’s main purpose (for which 
$3.1 billion was allocated) is to build a power station that will pump 25-30 
megatonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere annually, more than the output of 115 
countries. Paying for Medupi will require a 127% real price increase from 2007- 
12 for South African household electricity consumers (to nearly $0.15ikiloWatt 

hour). 

The loan was a last-minute request, as the 2008-09 global financial turmoil dried 
up Eskom’s potential private sector financing. As a result, it was only in 
December 2009 that South African civil society activated local and global 
networks against the loan, starting with a groundWork/]~arthlife briefing 
document in December 2009. Within three months, more than 200 organisations 
across the world had endorsed a critique of the loan 
(http:iiwww.earthlife.org.za/?p=858). South Durban activists launched the local 
public campaign on February 16 2010 with a spirited protest at Eskom’s main 
local branch. South Durban was an epicentre of protest against fossil fuels, given 
that it hosted the largest and least responsible petro-chemical firms south of the 
Niger Delta. With electricity prices soaring, many more residents in South Durban 
were being disconnected. They often reconnect illegally and as Eskom and the 
municipality clamped down, the result was more social strife, in a country with 
what is probably the world’s highest rate of community protest 
(http://www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs/default.asp?2,27,3,1858). To establish a campaign 
against an obscure World Bank loan so quickly, with the purpose of generating a 
profound crisis of confidence at the World Bank and in Pretoria, required clarity 
of message, an explicit demand (’stop Medupi financing’) and a variety of issue- 
linkages to pull various constituencies into a coalition. 

As always, the question is who wins and who loses? First, the source areas of the 
coal for Medupi are highly contaminated by mercury and acid-mine drainage, 
with air, land, vegetables, animals and people’s health at much greater risk. Forty 
new coal mines in impoverished areas of Limpopo and Mpumalanga provinces 
will be opened to provide inputs to Medupi and its successor, Kusile. This will 
create a few coal sector jobs (hence receiving endorsement from the National 
Union of Mineworkers), but a great many jobs in agriculture and tourism will be 
lost as a result of the invasive mining activity and downstream degradation. 
Medupi itself will be built in a water-scarce area where communities are already 
confronting extreme mining pollution and, even though an air-cooled model 
(Africa’s first) was chosen, the cost of supplying an additional water-cooling 
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supply amounted to hundreds of millions of dollars, given the long transport and 
pumping costs. 

Once the coal is burned and electricity generated, the winners and losers become 
even more divergent. Medupi’s main beneficiaries will be the world’s largest 
metals and mining corporations, especially BHP Billiton (Melbourne based) and 
various Anglo American subsidiaries (most reporting to London), which already 
receive the world’s cheapest electricity thanks to multi-decade deals. Anger soon 
grew about the huge discounts made when secret, tbrty-year ’Special Pricing 
Agreements’ were offered by Eskom during late apartheid, when the firm had a 
third too much excess capacity due to the long South African economic decline. 
These agreements were finally leaked in March 2010 and disclosed that BHP 
Billition and Anglo were receiving the world’s cheapest electricity, at less than 
$0.02/kWh (whereas the overall corporate price was around $0.05&Wh, still the 
world’s cheapest, and the consumer price was around $0.10ikWh). In early April, 
just before the Bank decision, Eskom announced that a small modification was 
made to BHP Billiton’s contract price but it was reportedly to the firm’s 
’advantage’. Finally, however, the Australian based mining house was sufficiently 
intimidated by the glare of publicity that in October 2010 Deutsche Bank mining 
analysts predicted BHP would dispose of Richards Bay assets. According to 
Business Day (2010) ’The reason for selling the aluminium smelters would be the 
scrutiny under which BHP’s electricity contracts have come amid demands for 
resource companies to use less power.’ 

An additional problem with BlIP and Anglo as beneficiaries is the outflow of 
profits to Melbourne and London, at a time South Africa’s current account deficit 
made it the world’s most risky middle-income country, according to 7he 
Economist (25 February 2009). Moreover, South Africa had an existing $75 
billion foreign debt, which would escalated by five percent with the Bank loan. 
The 1994 foreign debt was just $25 billion, and First National Bank projected that 
the ratio of foreign debt to GDP would by 2011 rise to the same level as was 
reached in 1985, when a debt crisis compelled a default (on $13 billion), a signal 
that business and banking were finally breaking ranks with the apartheid regime. 

Another controversial aspect of the loan was the Bank’s articulation of the 
privatization agenda. The confirmation that Eskom would offer private generating 
capacity to Independent Power Producers was established in loan documentation, 
in relation to the renewable component, advancing Eskom’s desire to privatize 30 
percent of generating capacity (including a 49 percent private share in Kusile, 
although no private interest had been expressed for Medupi). This component 
attracted explicit opposition from trade unions - especially the National Union of 
Metalworkers of South Africa - and consumers. 

Corruption was another feature that generated critiques of the World Bank by 
South African opposition political parties (especially the centre-left Independent 
Democrats and liberal Democratic Alliance, which subsequently merged) and the 
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influential liberal Business Day newspaper. These organizations opposed the loan 
because contrary to supposed Bank anti-corruption policies, it will directly fund 
African National Congress (ANC) ruling party coffers. Medupi will be built with 

Hitachi boilers that in turn kick back between $10 and $100 million (the anaount 
is still unclear) thanks to an ANC investment in Hitachi. As the Eskom-Hitachi 
deal was signed, Eskom chairperson Valli Moosa was also a member of the 
ANC’s finance committee. A government investigation released in March 2010 
found his conduct in this conflict of interest to be ’improper’. The ANC promised 
to sell the investment stake, but this dragged on and in late 2010 was still not 
complete. Ironically, in February 2010, the Bank had issued a major statement 
alongside its annual African Development Indicators, entitled ’Quiet Corruption’, 
in which it blamed African teachers and healthcare workers for moonlighting (a 
result of Bank structural adjustment policies). 

Finally, the matter of historic racial injustice could not be ignored. The World 
Bank’s financing of apartheid began just three years after the 1948 election of the 
Afrikaners’ Nationalist Party, lasting through 1967, and included $100 million for 
Eskom. During that period, the Bank financed the supply of electricity to no black 
households (who only began receiving electricity in 1980), and instead 
empowered only white businesses and residences (Bond 2003). 

Curiously, South African Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan argued, on April 1 
2010, that ’South Africa, in 16 years of democracy, never has had to take any 
loans from the World Bank... This is an opportunity for the World Bank to build 
a relationship with South Africa.’ Yet the Bank’s 1999 and 2008 ’Country 
Assistance Strategy’ documents show conclusively that Medupi is the 15th credit 
since 1994. As for ’building a relationship’, Gordhan also neglected that the Bank 
coauthored the 1996 Growth, Employment and Redistribution (homegrown 
structural adjustment) programme, whose orthodox strategies failed and which led 
South Africa to overtake Brazil as the world’s most unequal major country, as 
black incomes fell below 1994 levels and ~vhite incomes grew by 24% within 
fifteen years, according to official statistics. 

Indeed the Bank itself regularly bragged about its ’Knowledge Bank’ role in 
South Africa, and in 1999, for example, after Bank economist John Roome 
suggested to then water minister Kader Asmal that the government impose ’a 
credible threat of cutting service’ to people who cannot afford water, the Bank’s 
Country Assistance Strategy reported that its ’market-related pricing’ advice was 
’instrumental in t~acilitating a radical revision in SA’s approach’. As a result, the 
cholera epidemic the following year - catalysed by water disconnections near 
Richards Bay - killed hundreds. Predictions are easy to make, given the huge price 
increases faced by electricity customers, that parallel misery ~vill follow the 
Bank’s Medupi loan. 

It is here, in questioning the World Bank’s ability to reform away from its fossil 
fuel portfolio and extreme market-based orientation, that the CJ movement came 
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to the conclusion in 2010 that the Bank should have no role in climate-related 
financing. There are a great many socio-environmental rationales why the Bank 
should be boycotted - as documented by a coalition, ’World Bank out of Climate’ 
(http://w-ww.worldbankoutofclimate.org!) - but one obvious reason was the 
institution’s leadership, a model of climate injustice. 

Robert Zoellick as Exemplar of Elite Failure and Climate Injustice 

Robert Zoellick, the 58-year old World Bank president, replaced Paul Wolfowitz, 
who in 2007 was forced to resign due to nepotism. US foreign policy analyst Tom 
Barry (2005) recalled how, ideologically, Zoellick stood hand in hand with Dick 
Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, Richard Perle, Wolfowitz, John Bolton, John 
Negroponte and the other neoconservatives: 

Zoellick was perhaps the first Bush associate to introduce the concept of 
evil into the construct of Bush’s radical overhaul of US grand strategy. A 
year before Bush was inaugurated, Zoellick wrote: ’A modem Republican 
foreign policy recognizes that there is still evil in the world - people who 
hate America and the ideas for which it stands.’ 

Zoellick is of interest to the CJ movement not only as a neocon (given the 
relationship of militarism to climate change), but because he represents a global 
trend of Empire in crisis since the Millennium, featuring at least three traits which 
he brings to climate negotiations. First is the ideological fusion of 
neoconservatism and neoliberalism that Zoellick shares with his predecessor 
Wolfowitz. Both strains are bankrupt, by any reasonable accounting, given the 
failure of the Bush petro-militarist agenda of imposing ’democracy’, and the 
2008-present financial meltdown catalysed by neoliberal deregulation. 
Representing the former, Zoellick was at the outset a member of the Project for a 
New American Century, as early as January 1998 going on record in a letter 
coauthored with a score of other leading neocons to then president Bill Clinton 
that Iraq should be illegally overthrown. The petro-military complex is a major 
contributor to climate change via direct emissions, has a strong interest in the 
invasion (or imperial policing) of territories with fossil fuel resources, and has 
been the key source for financing climate denialism (Smolker 2010). It is 
therefore crucial for the CJ movement to reach out to a global anti-imperialist 
network that, notwithstanding failures to halt the US and allied invasions of Iraq 
and Afghanistan, did manage the world’s largest-ever anti-war protest, on 15 
February 2003, when more than fifteen million participated. 

As for the latter ideology, the ’Washington Consensus’, Zoellick had long 
advocated and practiced the core strategy of financial deregulation, no matter its 
devastating consequences. The extension of financial securitization into the 
climate, via carbon markets, was as prone to failure as the packaging of real estate 
loans and associated instruments. As a result, after the 2007-08 meltdown of 
securitized home mortgages in the US undermined neoliberalism’s ideological 
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hegemony, Zoellick and IMF managing director Dominique Strauss-Kahn spent 
2009 beating a hasty retreat from the austerity-oriented economics their 
institutions intrinsically favor, so as to maintain global effective demand with 
crony-Keynesianism during capitalist crisis. Yet by 2010 it was evident in sites as 
formerly wealthy as California, Greece, Ireland and Britain, that the Washington 
Consensus was only temporarily in retreat. Moreover, it was Zoellick’s embrace 
of eco-neoliberalism that would maintain Bank promotion of carbon markets, 
notwithstanding his attempts to disguise the financial agenda with triumphalist 
2010 speeches about ’Democratizing Development Economics’ and ’The End of 
the Third World?’ (Zoellick 2010a, 2010b). A final feature of neoliberal economic 
policy is the desire to lock in financialization and the resulting strategy of 
austerity, and it was therefore not out of character for Zoellick (2010c) to promote 
’gold as an international reference point of market expectations about inflation, 
deflation and future currency values .... Although textbooks may view gold as the 
old money, markets are using gold as an alternative monetary asset today.’ This 
view, according to University of California economist Brad de Long (2010), a 
Clinton-era Treasury official, was Zoellick’s ’play for the stupidest man alive 
crown’, because ’The last thing that the world economy needs right now is 
another source of deflation in a financial crisis. And attaching the world 
economy’s price level to an anchor that central banks cannot augment at need is 
another source of deflation--we learned that in the fifteen years after World War 
I.~ 

The second trait of interest to CJ politics is Zoellick’s inability to arrange the 
global-scale deals required to either solve climate crises or gracefully manage the 
US Empire’s smooth dismantling. This was witnessed in the World Trade 
Organisation’s (WTO’s) demise, on his 2001-05 watch as the US Trade 
Representative. Zoellick’s inability to forge consensus for capital’s larger agenda 
was on display at the Cancun ministerial summit in 2003, in disputes with the 
European Union over the US genetic engineering fetish, and in his insistence upon 
bilateral and regional alternatives to multilateralism, which generated durable 
anti-Washington economic sentiment across Latin America. Then, as one of the 

most senior Bush Administration officials in 2005-06, second-in-command at the 
State Department, Zoellick achieved practically no improvement to Washington’s 
wrecked image abroad. And as Bank president, appointed after Wolfowitz’s fall 
by Bush, Zoellick’s efforts during the 2008-09 G20 deliberations on the world 
economy and at the December 2009 UN Copenhagen climate summit were 
equally unsuccessful. If Zoellick continues clinging to the core financialization 
agenda of the US empire, the discarding of carbon markets in favour of genuine 
solutions to the climate crisis will take much longer. 

The third trait, at a more profound level, was Zoellick’s tendency to deal with 
economic and ecological crises by ’shifting’ and ’stalling’ them, while ’stealing’ 
from those least able to defend. As a theoretical aside, the shifting-stalling- 
stealing strategy (Bond 2010) is at the heart of the problem, and can be summed 
up in David Harvey’s (2003) phrase: ’accumulation by dispossession’. This stage 
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arrives when capital exhausts the options it usually has to address economic crises 
through traditional means: work speed-up (absolute surplus value), replacing 
workers with machines (relative surplus value), shifting the problems around 
geographically (the ~spatial fix’), and building up vast debt and blowing 
speculative bubbles so as to stall crises until later (the ’temporal fix’). At this 
stage, capital needs to also loot the non-capitalist spheres of society and nature 
through extra-economic, imperialist techniques, as described by Rosa Luxemburg 
(1913) a century ago in The Accumulation of Capital and more recently by Naomi 
Klein (2007) in Shock Doctrine. Carbon markets are a classic case of shifting- 
stalling-stealing, since they move the challenge of emissions cuts to the South 
(hence preventing industrialization), they permit a financialised futures-market 
approach - no matter how fanciful - to preventing planet-threatening climate 
change, and by ’privatising the air’ (through carving up the atmosphere to sell as 
carbon credits) the maintenance of an exploitative relationship between capital 
and non-capitalist spheres is crucial to Zoellick’s agenda. To shift-stall-steal in his 
various positions since achieving international prominence in 2001, Zoellick’s 
neocon-neolib worldview provided cover, yet only up to a point, which we now 
appear to be reaching. That point comes sooner than later in part because the 
institutions needed to keep the game in play are cracking up. 

To illustrate this problem of institutional incapacity’, consider the fate of several 
major US financiers: Fannie Mae, Enron, Alliance Capital and Goldman Sachs. 
These were all crucial US imperial financial institutions, instrumental in 
generating the fictitious capital in real estate, energy and other sectors which 
proved so important to the Clinton-Bush era’s internal displacement and eventual 
amplification of crises. First, Fannie Mae was led by Zoellick - its mid-1990s 
executive vice president - into dangerous real estate circuitry after his stint as a 
senior aide in James Baker’s Treasury, at one point Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
Financial Institutions Policy just prior to the 1988-90 Savings&Loan (S&L) crisis, 
itself a function of the financial-deregulatory era that gave us mortgage-backed 
securities. Fannie Mae was soon so far in the red due to subprime lending through 
those securities, that a massive state bailout was needed in 2008. (And Baker also 
found Zoellick invaluable when he served as the Texan’s main assistant during 
the notorious December 2000 presidential vote recount in Florida, destructive of 
those last vestiges of US democracy, thanks to the open racism and right-wing 
bullying of Zoellick’s assistants.) Enron, the second of these financial firms, 
which cracked in 2002, boasted Zoellick as a senior political and economic 
advisor in 1999. Records are not available as to how implicated Zoellick was in 
Enron’s gambles, so painful to Californians (subject to extreme electricity price 
manipulations) and investors (who suffered Kenneth Lay’s illegal share price 
manipulation). However, as Board member of the third finn, Alliance Capital, 
Zoellick was party to late 1990s oversight of its investments in Enron which led to 
multiple fraud lawsuits and vast losses for Alliance’s clients, including the state of 
Florida, led by Jeb Bush. 
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The fourth bank, Goldman Sachs, which Zoellick served as a leading international 
official in 2006-07, did well only through morally-questionable and allegedly- 
illegal deals, followed by crony-suffused bailouts linking Bush/Obama 
adminstration officials Hank Paulson, Ben Bernanke, Tim Geithner and Larry 
Summers. For the CJ movement this is important, not only because ’The world’s 
most powerful investment bank is a great vampire squid wrapped around the face 
of humanity, relentlessly jamming its blood funnel into anything that smells like 
money’, as Matt Taibbi (2009) put it: 

The new carbon-credit market is a virtual repeat of the commodities-market casino 
that’s been kind to Goldman, except it has one delicious new- wrinkle: If the plan 
goes forward as expected, the rise in prices will be govermnent-mandated. 
Goldman won’t even have to rig the game. It will be rigged in advance... The bank 
owns a 10 percent stake in the Chicago Climate Exchange, w-here the carbon 
credits will be traded. Moreover, Goldman owns a minority stake in Blue Source 
LLC, a Utah-based firm that sells carbon credits of the type that will be in great 
demand if the bill passes... Goldman is ahead of the headlines again, just waiting 
for someone to make it rain in the right spot. Will this market be bigger than the 
energy-futures market? ’Oh, it’ll dwarf it,’ says a former staffer on the ttouse 
energy committee. Well, you might say, who cares? If cap-and-trade succeeds, 
won’t we all be saved from the catastrophe of global wam~ing? Maybe -- but cap- 
and-trade, as envisioned by Goldman, is really just a carbon tax structured so that 
private interests collect the revenues. Instead of simply imposing a fixed 
government levy on carbon pollution and forcing unclean energy producers to pay 
*br the mess they make, cap-and-trade will allow- a small tribe of greedy-as-hell 
Wall Street swine to turn yet another commodities market into a private tax- 
collection scheme. This is worse than the bailout: It allows the bank to seize 
taxpayer money before it’s even collected... The moral is the same as for all "the 
other bubbles that Goldman helped create, from 1929 to 2009. In ahnost every 
case, the ve~~ same bank that behaved recklessly Ibr years, weighing down the 
system with toxic loans and predatory debt, and accomplishing nothing but 
massive bonuses for a few- bosses, has been rew-arded with mountains of virtually 
free money and govertmaent guarantees -- while the actual victims in this mess, 
ordinary taxpayers, are the ones paying for it. 

Under Zoellick, the World Bank remains the most important multilateral fixer of 
broken carbon markets, continuing to invest billions and spin-doctor the obvious 
flaws in the system. Simultaneously, internal Bank sources actively criticize and 
challenge the legitimacy of the Bank’s role in the carbon marketplace. A late 2010 
report from the Bank’s Independent Evaluation Group (lEG) poignantly reveals, 

The World Bank’s Carbon Finance Unit (CFU) has led, through its extensive 
activities in Clean Development Mechanism markets, to expanding the role of, and 
the infrastructure for, carbon trading between developed and developing nations. 
However, there has been criticism of the environmental quality of many projects 
that the WBG [World Bank Group] has supported, including industrial gases, 
hydro-power, and fossil (gas and coal) power plants, which may well have been 
either profitable in themselves or w-ere pursued prin~arily for the purpose of 
national energy diversification and security policies. In addition, although the CFU 
was promoted as a market maker that could act as a carbon offset buyer until the 
private market flourished, the WBG continued to build up its trading after that 
private market was :fully established. Finally, as a vehicle for catalytic finance and 
technology transl~r, the IEG finds the CFU’s record is at best mixed. The Panel 
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suggests that the WBG has a public responsibility to ensure that its behavior 
advances the quality of international institutions that regulate carbon finance 
markets, rather than acting principally as a pure market player profiting from 
expanding market scale. 

Partly as a result, in November 2010, four global civil society organizations - 
Jubilee South, Friends of the Earth International, ActionAid and LDC Watch - 
along with dozens of regional and national organizations reacted to Zoellick’s 
management of the environment, including the loan to Medupi, with a full-fledged 
international campaign to ban the Bank from climate financing: 

Many northern country govenwnents and the World Bank itself have been actively 
pushing lbr the World Bank to be given the mandate to be ’TILE’ global climate 
institution, or for it to play a central role m setting up and eventually managing "the 
governance and operations of a new- global climate fund. At the June UNFCCC 
inter-sessional negotiations in Bonn, Germany, "the Unitcd States submitted a 
proposal naming the World Break as the ’Trustee’ for the formation of the Global 
Climate Fund. On June 25th, on the eve of the G20 meeting in Toronto, the WB 
appointed a World Bank Special Envoy for Climate Change. The World Bank also 
recently hired Daniel Kamman as their clean energy czar. These are some of the 
latest of a series of moves since 2008 to secure this important mandate for the 
World Bank. Also included is the establishment of the WB-managed Climate 
Investment Funds, at the behest of the UK, US, and Japan. Regional development 
banks are also part of the governance and management system of these Climate 
Investment Funds (Jubilee South et a12010). 

In short, argue Jubilee South et al (2010), there should be no World Bank role in 
climate finance, for reasons that bring together several aspects of CJ politics: 

Financing must be public in nature, obligatory, predictable, additional, and 
adequate, must not come with or be used to impose conditionalities, should not be 
in the form of loans or other debt-creating instruments. Instrmnents for raising 
finance should not cause harm to people and the envhonment. These should not 
promote or reinlbrce false solutions. These mechanisms and instruments should 
also have a transformational effect on the economy and environment. A new 
Global Climate Fund is an essential institutional channel for north to south climate 
finance flow-s and ensuring equitable, fair, and appropriate distribution among 
countries of the South. Such an institution should have democratic governance and 
management structures with majority representation from South coumries, gender 
balance, and seats tbr civil socie .ty organizations. 

Conclusion 

Had the Kyoto Protocol and its arcane climate financing strategies succeeded over 
the past 13 years, and had centrist non-governmental organizations and 
environmentalists not themselves failed to offer visionary advocacy on what is the 
world’s most serious threat, there would not have been a need for the CJ 
movement to emerge and gel (Vlachou and Konstantinidis 2010). Had global 
governance firmly established itself in the 1990s-2000s, based on the Montreal 
Protocol’s example of decisive action in which global public goods were taken 
seriously, the kinds of subsequent elite gatherings that produced, at best, the likes 
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of a Copenhagen Accord would instead have had more legitimacy and efficacy. 
Had South African elites paid attention to the variety of extreme contradictions 
unveiled by the Medupi power plant and World Bank financing, the campaign that 
generated a South African CJ movement - so crucial ahead of the COP 17 in 
South Africa in November-December 2011 - would not have been necessary. 

Finally, Robert Zoellick’s background- his relationship to S&Ls, FannieMae, the 
Project for a New American Century (now formally defunct), Florida vote- 
counting, Enron, Alliance Capital, the WTO, Bush-era foreign/military policy (not 
to mention a million Iraqis and thousands of US soldiers), Goldman Sachs’ 
reputation, the World Bank, South African finances, and the climate - reveals his 
Zelig-like role in the interrelated failures of global states and markets. Instead of 
generating despair, what CJ observers need to understand is that Zoellick is little 
more than a key figure in a demonstrably corrupt actor-network defined by the 
consistent geopolitical, economic, environmental and diplomatic self- 
destructiveness associated with recent elite managerialism. Zoellick is merely a 
personification of the way global governance, neoliberal-neoconservative 
ideological fusion, frenetic financialisation, the failing green-market project and 
the responsibility for financing a transition from climate chaos are not capable of 
working under present circumstances. 

CJ marks a double effort to imagine other possible worlds and deliver them 
through straggle. Bolivian president Evo Morales (2009) offered his perspective 
on the movement’s momentum well before he convened the historic Cochabamba 
summit: ’We can’t look back; we have to look forward. Looking forward means 
that we have to review everything that capitalism has done. These are things that 
cannot just be solved with money. We have to resolve problems of life and 
humanity. And that’s the problem that planet earth faces today. And this means 
ending capitalism.’ Accordingly, only the continuing rise of CJ activism from 
below - notwithstanding an occasional defeat, and indeed spumed on by the 
knowledge and anger thereby generated - will suffice to reverse the course of 
fossil fuel consumption and, more broadly, of a mode of production based on the 
utterly unsustainable accumulation of capital. 
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SOUTH AFRICA PUSHED 
The political economy of change 
By HEIN MARAI$ 

TO THE LIMIT 

Praise for Hein Harais" latest book 

"An extraordinary achievement. This is, by a considerable margin, the best 
book yet on the political economy of South Africa. Marais combines an 
unrivalled knowledge of the literature with a prose style that is accessible, 
moving and witty. I know of very few authors who can discuss such complex 
issues while telling a story and engaging the reader. " 

John Sender, Emeritus Professor of Economics, School of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London, and Fellow of Wolfson College, University of Cambridge. 

"SOUTH AFRICA PUSHED TO THE LIMIT will become a classic. I doubt whether anyone can match Marais" 
grasp of where South Africa is at today. " 

Bill Freund, Professor of Economic History, University of KwaZulu-NaLal; author of THE MAKING OF 
CONTEMPORAR Y AFRICA. 

"Combining powerful analysis with a wealth of documentation, SOUTH AFRICA PUSHED TO THE LIMIT 
provides by far the best overview of political, economic and social change in post-apartheid South Africa. 
Essential reading for anyone trying to understand one of the great social experiments of our time. " 

Gfllian Hart, Professor of Geography and Chair of Development Studies at the University of California at Berkeley; 
author of DISABLING GLOBALIZATION: Places of power in post-apartheid South Africa, 

South Africa’s democratic government has worked hard at improving the lives of the black majority, yet close to 
half the population lives in poverty, jobs are scarce, and the country is more unequal than ever. For millions, the 
colour of a person’s skin still decides their destiny. In its wide-ranging, incisive and provocative analysis, South 
Africa Pushed to the Limit shows that although the legacies of apartheid and colonialism weigh heavy, many of 
the strategic choices made since the early 1990s have compounded those handicaps. The big winners of the 
transition, Marais demonstrates, have been the country’s conglomerates, especially those active in the finance 
sector. The basic structure of Africa’s biggest economy, however, remains largely intact and continues to serve a 
gilded minority, which now accommodates sections of the new political elite. The government, meanwhile, has 
squandered crucial leverage in a series of errors and miscalculations = at huge detriment to efforts to reduce 
poverty and inequality. The book explains why those choices were made, where they went awry, and why South 
Africa’s vaunted formations of the left - old and new - have failed to prevent or alter them. 

Building on his acclaimed book Limits to Change, Marais examines South Africa’s most pressing issues - from the 
real reasons behind President Jacob Zuma’s rise and the purging of his predecessor, Thabo Mbeki, and how the 
African National Congress replenishes its power, to piercing analyses of the country’s continuing AIDS crisis, its 
economic path, the changes wrought in the world of work, and the unfolding struggles over belonging and 
identity. South Africa Pushed to the Limit presents a riveting, benchmark analysis of the incomplete journey 
beyond apartheid. 



SOUTH AFRICA PUSHED TO THE! L,!H!T 

CONTENTS 

Introduction 
Chapter 1: 
Chapter 2: 
Chapter 3: 
Chapter 4: 
Chapter 5: 
Chapter 6: 
Chapter 7: 
Chapter 8: 
Chapter 9: 
Chapter 10: 
Chapter 11: 
Chapter 12: 
Chapter 13: 
Chapter 14: 
Bibliography 
Index 

The making of a polarised society 
Saving the system 
Contours of the transition 
Sticking to the rules: the evolution of post-apartheid economic policy 
All dressed up: the economy in the twenty-first century 
The world of work 
Poverty and inequality in the post-apartheid years 
The social protection system 
AIDS and TB: like ’waiting for a tidal wave to hit’ 
False starts: the health and education systems 
A South African developmental state? 
Last man standing: the Mbeki-Zuma battle 
Power, consent and the ANC 
Left behind: Challenge and protest 

ESSENTIAL READING FOR: 

* Analysts and researchers 
* Think tanks and research bodies 
* Development NGOs and donors 
* Policymakers, parliamentarians and state officials 
* Activists 
* Political and business journalists 
* Students and academics in the fields of sociology, politics, African studies, economics, development studies, public health, and 

history 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Writer HEIN HARAIS is widely regarded as one of the most trenchant and provocative analysts of South Africa 
today. 

David Welsh (Emeritus Professor at the University of Cape Town) has called him "probably the most intelligent and 
articulate author who writes about South Africa in a Marxist paradigm". His previous book, South Africa: Limits to 
Change - The political economy of transition (published in two editions) won wide acclaim in South Africa and abroad. 
It was praised as "a masterpiece" (Sean Jacobs, Assistant Professor at the New School, NYC) and deemed 
"essential reading" (Gillian Hart, Professor in Geography, University of California) for "break[ing] new ground 
both in its analysis and in its discussions of the options available to the South African left" (Adam Habib, Deputy Vice 
Chancellor, University of Johannesburg). South Africa: Limits to Change has been used in teaching curricula at all 
South Africa’s major universities and at universities around the world. 

As a writer and journalist, MARAIS has won admiration for his informed and incisive analyses of South Africa’s 
transition, his ability to upend convenient wisdoms, and his engaging style of writing. Since the early 1990s, when he 
was deputy editor of Work in Progress magazine, his numerous essays and articles have been published widely in 
South Africa and abroad. 

Marais has also written two benchmark studies on South Africa’s AIDS epidemic (To the Edge: AIDS policy in South 
Africa, and Buckling: The impact of AIDS), served as senior producer on SABC Radio’s AM LIVE, and is a former chief 
writer for the Joint UN Programme on AIDS. 

His latest book, South Africa Pushed to the Limit, presents arguably the most comprehensive and bracing account yet 
of how far South Africa has progressed in its unfinished journey beyond apartheid, and where it seems headed. 

Title: 

ISBN: 

Publishers: 

Retail Price: 

South Africa Pushed to the Limit: The political economy of change 
576 pages, soft cover 
978-1-91989-540-6 (southern Africa) 
978-1-84813-859-9 (international) 

UCT Press (Jura) (southern Africa) 

Zed Books (international) 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 5:19 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [aJ~afaJn] Graduate Intbrmation Request 

Dear Perry, 
I would like to add the following as a topoic for graduate lectures: 
[N.B. Both will have a focus on Africa ane the Diaspora]. 
:t. Globalization and Democracy. 

2. Peace movements in thw Post-Cold War Era. 
Bereket H. Selassie 

From= Mutima, Sinamenye A [smutima@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, December 02, 20:t0 4:48 PM 
To= Department listserv 
S,,bject= RE: [afriafam] Graduate Information Request 

Dear Perry: 

Thank you for your reminder. I propose to teach the next two courses: 

:l.The Swahili language and Society 

~his course focuses on the ctAture of the Swahi~i-speakmg people, ~:heir perception of being a human and producl:~ve member of sode~:y., and trad~l:Rmal educatb:}n. 

f~: crvs~:al~zes the parenting process h~ terms of paren~:s’ responsibilities toward (d~eir) children. Ch~ldrerCs desired behavb:~rs and a[:[:~tudes [:o~,ard (their) pare[lts, 

peers, adults, and their immediate community are addressed. The contribution o[: Lhe SwsNli use and development by children and the educational role of SwaMfi 

proverbs in edifying a responsible human being are discussed. 

2.The Impact!h~fluence of the Swahil~ Language and use oB the Christian Church h~ East Africa and Central Africa 

?’he h~s~:ory of the Swah~l~ language and ~ts use ~n the rRusl and preaching activities in Eas~: and Centra~ AfrR:an churches are d~scussed. 

The course w~ll include I) the Catho~k: Church, the Pro~:estant Church and ~ts denommatkms. Their rituals, practices, and impact on the sp~rRusl perceptions of the 

Christian believers and vak~es are discussed. 

Best regards, 

A~phonse 

From= Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= jueves, 02 de diciembre de 20~0 ~0:03 
To= Depa~ment 
Subject; [afriafam] Gradua~ Information Request 

Hello Colleagues 

I would like to thank those colleagnes who responded to the Graduate Committee’s request for infornmtion regarding your research interest, and areas of graduate 

teaching interest. I would like to encourage those who have not to do so as soon as possible. To that end, I have re-copied the original request below. 

Thanks 

PelD, 

Date: Thu, 4 Nov 2010 08:06:14 -0400 

To: Dep~xt~nent lislselv" ~afliaihln@listserv.unc.edu:> 
Frown: Penn Ha]l <h~Jlpa@email.unc.edt~ 

Subject: [afria£am] Graduate Program: Important update from the Chaduate Program Committee 

Lisl-Unsubscfibe: < mailto:leave-28048936- 3236159% 149a4fe4dcfbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99(?~listserv.unc.edu > 

Reply- To: Department listsew <aEiafam@listserv.unc.edu; 

X-Lyris- Subscfiption-hffo: Yon are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. 

X- Proot~ooint- Vires- Version: vendo~t?~ecure engine~. 50.10432:5.2.15,1.0.148,0.0.0000 

definitions 2010-11-04 05:2010-11-04,2010-11-04,1970-01-01 signature~0 

X-Proot~ooint-SDun-Deta~ls: rule uncdefault notspam policy uncdelhult score 0 spamscore~) ipscore 0 

suspectscore~ phishscore 0 bulkscore 0 adnltscore 0 classifie~spam 

adj ust0 mason mlx engine 6.0.2-1004200000 definitions main- 1011040082 

X-MS-Exchange-Organization-PRD: elnail.unc.edu 

X- MS- Exchange- Organization- SenderldResult: None 

X- MS- Exchange- Organization- AVStamp- Mailbox: MSFTFF; 1 ;0;0 0 0 
X-MS-Exchange-Ovganization-Aufl~Source: its- msxht 1 .ad.unc.edu 

X- MS- Exchange-Organization-Aut]aAs: Anonymons 

Colleagues. 

Our graduate propo~l has gone through an initial review by olticials 

in the Graduate School (the latest version of that proposal is 

attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add Inom 

details to our proposed curriculum offerings. On that scorn we are 

asking ibr you input in terms of course offerings. 

a) We would like each faculty Inember to formulate a she(t, 
bullet list, or description of their research interests, so we can 

construct a compendium of faculty expense roster that reflects our 

intellectual breadth and gl~otmding. 



b) We axe asking each colleague to compose a description (3-4 

sentences) of two courses you would be interested in developing and 

teaching at the graduate level. The course should fit into one or 

more of the specialization axeas. Pease indicate the specialization 

area in which you think the course would fit best. Currently, the 

titles of the specialization areas eae ("Race and Racism in the 

Modem World," "Political Economy of the Black World," "Gender; 

Sexuality, and the Bo@" "Cultural Production," a~d "Religion 

Social Thought." 

The proposed course could be 

a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 

or 

b) a new conrse area encompassing a current or newly developed 

area of research interest. 

Please send your statement of research interes~ts and your course 

descriptions to Agatl~a by November 22. 

Thank yon 

Graduate Plmming Committee 

- - You are currently sub~ribed to afrialhm as: hallpa@emall.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: ht~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id=:32361597.149a4fe4dcll)e07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n=:T&l=at?iafam&o=28048936, or send a blank email to leave-28048936- 

32361597.149a4tE4dclbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 

~ Appendix B Proposal to At~thorize ~’I~I-AFAM Ph.D. Final Draft.doc 

Yon a~ce currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: smntima?a)email.~mc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=:32361603.ec~l.5acb748a65c73fd2679966d97fl 6&n=T&]=affiat?m~&o=28230421 

(It may be neces~D to cut m~d paste the aN~ve URL if the line is broken) 

To unsubscfi~ click here: ht~p:/71ists.unc.ed~"u?id 32361610.83037494399Mb13b0db0fl ~843d7tT&n T&I al~afam&o~8233395 
(It may be neces~ m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emMl to leave-28233395 - 32361610.83037494399M b 13b0d b0fl a2843d7ff~listse~~.nnc.edn 

You are cu~ntly subscribed to aNafam as: eumce(F~email.uuc.edt~. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: http:i/lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:affiaIhm&o=28233678 

(It may be neces~o, m cut and paste the andre URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emafil m leave-28233678-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(eblistse~.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 10:45 PM 

ttall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sahle, Ennice N <eunice@emml.nnc.edu-~; Hall, Pemj A 

<tlAI J,PA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu> 

Graduate Progrmn 

Dear All, 
In addition to the suggestions that I sent in my previous email, I think it might also be a good idea,, to have the t~7eides" of the department meet separately to 

~Jiscuss the gr~duate Curr~cuh.H~L This m~ghL help ~n geLt~t~g peopk~ to t~l]~ ~]bout the curriculum m relat~ot~sh~p to Afrh::an and Afrh::an-.Americar~ Studies, Perhaps 
tNs couh~ h~ppen ~rior" to the dep~r~:met~bwkle meel:k~g. 
Best, 
Kia 

F~m~ Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:05 AN 
T~ SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwell, K~a L; Hall, Per~ A; Nzongola-N~laja, Georges 
Subje~t~ Fwd: Grad Program 
Hello Colleagues 

I am tbr~vmding the zip file that Agatha sent me with the department lhculty’s responds to our request tbr research and graduate teaching interests. I think there are five 

responses in the zip file. In addition, Michael Lambert sent a response directly to me, and not, apparently, to Agatha. I have copied his message below. I’m going to 

send out another reqnest for thculty who have not responded. In the meantime, could we review the responses we have, and make snggestions via email as to what our 

ne:d steps should be. Julius expects us to Inake a report to a Spring meeting of the department i:acul~. (I have also fol~w-arded a message he sent to that effect.) 

Thanks 
Peny 

From: "Lamberk Michael C" <mlambert(tbemail.unc.edu> 

To: "ttall, Perry A" <HALLPA@EMAILMNC.EDI J> 

Subject: Re: [afriafa~n] Graduate Program: Important update ti~m the Graduate 
Pmgrmn Co~nmittee 

Thread-Topic: [afria£am] Graduate Progrmn: Importaaat UlXtate from the 

Graduate Program Committee 

Thread-Index: AQHLfBjZn8VhFbS YyEKeNbGsTygKY5N 5qI ~ A 

Date: Fri, 19 Nov 2010 15:15:34 -0500 
Accept-Lm~guage: en-US 

X- MS- Exchange - Orgm~ization-AuthAs: Internal 

X- MS- Exchange - Orgm~ization-AuthMechm~ism: 04 
X-M S- F~-;cha~age- Organizafi on-A utlaS ouvce: ITS- MSXttT3.ad.unc.edu 

X-MS-Has-Attach: 

X-MS- F~-;cha~age-Organizafion- SCL: - 1 

X-MS- TNEF-Correlator: 

Peny, Here are a couple of classes. I would guess that they would go under "Political Economy of the Black World.". The first is the one I taught in Cape Town mad 

second is new. 

Colonialism and its Critics. 

Dnring the first half of the twentieth centuD~ the Al~icma experience was deeply maxked by European colonialism. The concern of African intellectuals and politicians of 
this era with colonialism is reflected in their writings. This course will e~mine the works of intellectuals of the Black Atlantic who have written ?against? colonialism. 

This will include a snrvey of a wide range of authors a~d scholars such as Albert Memmi, Aime Cesa~re, Fran~ Fanon, Steve Biko, and Walter Rodney, among others. 

We will attempt to nnderstand the reasons for their opposition to colonialism and the way by which they believe that the peoples of AfiJca can tra~scend the condition 

of being colonized. By examining this literature we will deepen our understa~ding of Afiica, the Atiican Diaspora and one of the most importa~t bodies of literature to 
have emerged out of the Atiican experience 

African Migrations: This course will examine current scholarship on migration in Africa. Among 
the topics to be addressed are urbanization, borders and frontiers, international migration 
policy, transnational communities, and african migration in the global economy. 

A few of my research interests are, Francophone West Africa, migration, political and 
economic anthropology, intellectual history. 

Mike 



Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, Ati-ican Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Atiican Studies and Anthrotx~log3~ 

Director of Undergraduate Studies tbr Ati-ican Studies 
University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx GlobaJ~ Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: "Buell, Agatha" <abuell@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

To: "ttall, Perry A" <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Subject: Grad Program 

Thread-Topic: Grad Program 
Thread-Index: AcuLS3EF2nfgndCSSa61HxJTrQm2OQ 

Date: Tue, 23 Nov 2010 15:17:28 -0500 
Accept-Language: en-US 

X- MS- Exchange - O~ganization-AuthAs: IntemaJ~ 
X-M S- Exchange- Organization-AutltMechanism: 04 

X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS- MSXHT0.ad.unc.edu 

X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 

X- M S - Exchange - Organization- S CL: - 1 
X- MS- TNEF- Correlator: 

Hi Pew, 
Plea~ find attached the items that people submitted about "the Graduate Program. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depaztment of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Depaxtment ofAt’rican & Afto-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

UNvemi~ofNoOkCaxolina 
Chapel HilI, NC27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

’Tet:B Mt:aa <rr~ikeoketx:h@~rr~ai{~t:err~> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 2:56 ~4 

Sable, Eumce N <euniceOemaiLunc, edu:, 

CCK’s Statement on The OS~ Qua[ity o~ Service Assesment and more.., 

[~ii Your Vacantly and Jobs 
Here ...... updates, powered by a~e Lhe FeedBtitz entail, updaLes for eun~ce@e~l~ai~, unc,edu 

F~edBIkz 

CCK’s Statement on The GSM Quatity of Service Assesment 

Wezesha Portat and Proqram to be Launched Today 

Yu-Cash now Linked to Equity Bank Accounts 

Otd Tech Stories 

Search Tech Mtaa 

CCK’s Statement on The GSM Quality of Service Assesment and more.o, 

CCK’s Statement on The GSM O.uality of Service Assesment 

On 26th November 2010, the Cornrnission tel.eased ~ts first.ever Assessmen~ Repor~ on the Quality of Service (QoS) 

offered by the four cellular mobite... 

V~5i ~ ht t p: / / ~:echml:aa, corn / ~ er more 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~, Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, ~, 

Wezesha Portal and Program to be Launched Today 

tCT Board of Kenya and the ministry. Ministry of tnlormation and Communications are set ~o [aunch a hmovative 

experiment in ~ettmg 1 

Visit ht:t:ptlttechqltaa.cemi for more 

Read the whore entw - 

~, Emait to a friend, Article Search, ~* 

Yu-Cash now Linked to Equity Bank Accounts 

You knew. every company now is think~nb’, o~ {aunching of a Mob.Re ~,Aeney t:rans~er system w~th E~u~ty Ban~. None 

thirddng of parl:nerin$ wit:h k(;g .... 

V~sit http:/itechrataa.com/for more 

Read the whore entw ,, 

~, Emai[ to a friend * Article Search * ~* 

Old Tech Stories 

Citizen TV Now Stops Airin,q Controversia[ XYZ Show 

HP and Clinton Hearth Access Initiative Partner to Acceterate Early Infant Diagnosis of HIV in Kenya 

Wikiteaks: US Government Apoto.qises to Kenya 

Access@Home Now Bundted With Home Insurance Cover 

GTI Launches Soda[ Media Monitorin8 in East Africa 
DSTV Launches Two New Features as it Celebrates 15 Years 

Nokia Now Uses Court Offidats to Intimidate its Accusers in Kenya 



Smart %/Launches and Makes DS%/Jittery 

Craft Silicon Launches New Bankin~ Solution 

CfC Stanbic Launches Online Stock Tradin~ 

Click here to safely unsubscribe now lfom ’Tecb ~ a~’ of change your subscription~ v~ew mailio~ archives or subscribe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-03-10 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.libunc.eduipatroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:               AUTHOR: Camay, Phiroshaw. 
Beyond racism : race and inequality Race, repression and resistance : a 
CALL NO: F2659.N4 B49 2001 CALL NO: JQ1981 .C363 2007 
BARCODE: 00019996756 BAR(2ODE: 00030084925 
Davis Library DUE: 12-06-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-06-10 

Terreblanche, Solomon Johannes. AUTHOR: Myers, Jason Conard 

A history of inequality in South Af Indirect rule in South Africa : tra 

CAIL NO: JQ1981 T4777 2002 CALL NO: JQ1931 .M94 2008 

BARCODE: 00022462924 BARCODE: 00030933009 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 12-06-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-06-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:56 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 7:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Katl~rine R Everett Law Libraiy 
CB#3385 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

12-03-10 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Ball, Howard, 
Prosecuting war crimes and genocide 
CALL NO: KZ6310 .B35 1999 
BARCODE: L00283670Q 
Law Libra,- Stacks DI~: 11-28-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:168 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

asnc- durhamcoun~@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

C. Nealy <cnealy@gmail.com~ 

Friday, December 3, 2010 8:40 AM 

A SN C- DurhamCounty <asnc- durhamcounty@googlegroups.com> 

{ASNC-DurhamCoun~} Re: grm~t for ipad 

Amazing offe!! Good find, TiIthne. 

;) 

On Dec 2, 10:02 pm, Tiffane Land <ausupportandadvoc ..@gmail.com> 
wrote: 

> http://www.hollyrod.org/#/holiday-2010/4545650338 
> 

> The HollyRod Foundation is giving away ipads this holiday season to children 
> who have autism Check out the link There is a grant application process 

> Tiffane Land 
> Executive Director 
> Autism Support and Advocacy Center919-251-9743 

> www.ausupportandadvocacy.com 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ASNC-DurhamCounty" group 
To post to this group, send emai[ to asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups com. 
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty+ unsubscribe@googlegroups.com 
For more optinns, visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/~roup/asnc-durhamcounty?hl en. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anne.phillips~duke .edu 

Friday, December 3, 2010 9:05 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; history@duke.edu 

TAAHC and Duke AAAS Working Group Meeting Today @ 4pm 

The Triangle African American HistoW Colloquium (TAAHC) and the Duke AIicican 
and African American Studies Working Group invite you to a joint meeting on 
Friday, December 3rd at Duke Universi~ Professor Adriane Lentz-Smith and 1VIA 
student Robert L Yoder will present their ~vork on "African American Soldiers, 
Citizenship, and the Chicago Defender during World War I" A catered reception 
will follow. 

Who: Adriane Lentz-Smith (Duke Umversity) & Robert L. Yoder (North Carolina 
Central Universi~) 
What: "Aiicican American Soldiers, Citizenship, and the Chicago Defender 
during World War I" 
"¢,qaen: Friday, December 3, 4:00pm - 7:00pm 
Where: 229 Carr (Histoly Department), East Campus, Duke Universi~z 
Map: http ://map. duke. eduicampus/east 

Reception follo~ving presentations and discussion, 6:00pm-7:00pm 

For more ilfformation or to submit an abstract for a presentation on a future 
program of the AAAS Graduate Student Working Group, please contact Anne 
Phillips (anne.phillips@duke.edu) or Cynthia Greenlee-DonneH 
(cgreend@duke. edu). 



Fl’om ¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 10:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Lunch Plm~s 

Eunice, 

I can have also lunch next Wednesday at 12:30 or I:00, instead of ~1:30. Just let me know which time you decide on. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 10:49 AM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [a~l~afaJn] Graduate Inti~rmation Request 

b1145c0.jpg 

Dear Perry, 

Sorry for replying late, but here is my response to your request for the gradusate prgoram: 

Areas of Research: 

African political history since 1955 
Conflict in t2ae Great Lakes Region 
Democratic and developmental governance in Africa 
Politics in DR Congo from 1885 to the present 

Proposed Courses for the Graduate Program: 

Africa in World Alt~firs 
Governance and Development 
Political Leadership in the Black World 
Racism and Society 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 

Professor o17 African Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel.. ~ 1 919 599 9839 

From: Perry Hall [haHpa,~email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:02 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Graduate Information Request 

Hello Colleagues 

I would like to thank those colleagues who responded to the Graduate Conmfittee’s request for information regarding your research interest, and areas of graduate teaching interest. I would 
like to encourage those who have not to do so as soon as possible. To that end, I have re-copied the original request below. 

Thanks 
Pel~y 

Date: Thu, 4 Nov 2010 08:06:14 -0400 
To: Department listser,~ <afriafam@listser~,~.unc.edu> 
From: Perly Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [afriafara] Graduate Program: Important update from ff~e Graduate Program Committee 

List-Unsubscribe: < mailto:leave-28048936-32361597.149a4fe4dcfl~e07d55b669b2c4e2de99(d~,distsep<~mc.edu > 
Reply-To: Department listsel~" <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
X-Lyris-Subscription-Imfo: You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. 
X-Proofpoint-Virus-Version:vendor fsecureengine 2.50.10432:5.2.15,1.0.148,0.0.0000 
definitions 2010-11-04 05:2010-11-04,2010-11-04,1970-01-01 signatures 0 
X-Proofpoint-Spam-Details: rule uncdefaultnotspam policy ~mcdefault score 0 spamscore 0 ipscore 0 
suspectscore 2 phishscore 0 bulkscore 0 adultscore 0 classifier spam 
adjust 0reason mlxengine 6.0.2-1004200000 definitions main-1011040082 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-PRD: email.unc.edu 
X-MS-F~xchange-Organization-SenderIdResult: None 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AVStamp-Mailbox: MSFTFF; 1;0;0 0 0 
X-MS-F~xchange-Organization-AuthS ource: its-msxhtl ad.uaac edu 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous 

Colleagues. 

Our graduate proposal has gone through an initial review by officials 
in the Graduate School (the latest version of that proposal is 
attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add more 
details to our proposed curriculum offerings On that score we are 
asking for you input in terms of course offerings 
a) We would like each faculty member to formulate a short, 
bullet list, or description of their research interests, so we can 
construct a compendium of faculty expertise roster that reflects our 
intellectual breadth and grounding 

b) We are asking each colleague to compose a description (3-4 
sentences) of t~vo courses you ~vould be interested in developing and 
teaching at the graduate level. The course should fit into one or 
more of the specialization areas. Pease indicate the specialization 



area in ~vhich you think the course would fit best. Currently, the 
titles of the specialization areas are ("Race and Racism in the 
Modern World," "Political Economy of the Black World," "Gender, 
Sexuality, and the Body" "Cultural Production," and "Religinn and 
Social Thought" 

’]?he proposed course could be 
a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 
or 

b) a ne~v course area encompassing a cmrent or newly developed 
area of research interest. 

Please send your statement of research interests and your course 
descriptions to Agatha by November 22. 

Thank you 

Graduate Platming Committee 
-- You are cmrently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. To ansubscribe 
clickhere:http:~,’lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361597.149a4fc4dcfbe07d556669b2c4e2de99&n T&I afriafam&o 28048936. or send a blank email to leave-28048936- 

32361597.149a4feddcfbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 

[Appendix BProposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAMPh.D. Final Draft.do] <file:/ic:’,cudorasettings\attachL~ppendix B Proposal%20to%20Authorize%20AFRI-AFAM%20Ph.D.%20Final% 
20Draft.dec> Appendix BProposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D. Final Dra~.doc <file://c:\eudorasettin~s\attach\Appendix B Proposal%20to%20Authorize%20AFRI-AFAM% 
20Ph.D.%20Final%20Dra~.doc> 

You are cm~ently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.anc.edu<rr~ailto:nzongola(~email.unc.edu>. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&.x~ T&I afriafam&o 28230421 

(It may be necessaw to cut and paste the above I~,L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28230421-32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv u~c.edu<mailto:leave-28230421- 
32361604 9392b42ciB020d674366e839be54cf6c@listserv.u~c.edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.uncedu~’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 28239229 or send a blank email to leave-28239229- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 11:04 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edtr~; Hall, Perry A <HAI,LPA@EM_AIL.UNC.EDU>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Crraduate Progra~n 

Dear Perry, 

In response to Kia’s concern, I would, in addition to the courses proposed in my earlier email, be glad to offer a course on Pan-Africanism 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:44 PM 
To: Hall, PenN A; Sahle, Eumce N; Hall, PelTry A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Graduate Program 

Dear All, 
In addition to the suggestions that I sent in lay previous email, I think it might also be a good idea to have the two "sides" of the department meet separately to discuss the graduate 

curriculum. This might help in getting people to talk about the curriculum in relationship to African and African-American Studies. Perhaps this could happen prior to the department-wide 
meeting 

Best, 
Kia 

From: Perry tIal[ [mailto:hallpa(@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:05 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, Perry A; Nzongola-Nlalaja, Georges 
Subject: Fwd: Grad Program 

Hello Colleagues 

I am forwarding the zip file that Agatha sent me with the department faculty’s responses to our request for research and graduate teaching interests I think there are five responses in the zip 
file. In addition, Michael Lambert sent a response directly to me, and not, apparently, to Agatha. I have copied his message below. I’m going to send out another request for faculty who 
have not responded. In the meantime, could we review the responses we have, and make suggestions vm email as to what our next steps should be. Julius expects us to make a report to a 
Spring meeting of the department faculty (I have also forwarded a message he sent to that effect) 

Thanks 

From: "Larabert, Michael C" <mlambett@err~ail.unc.edu<mailto:rr~larabert~,,eraail.unc.edu>> 
To: "Hall, Perry A" <HALLPA@EMAIL.I~2qC.EDU<mailto:HALLPA(&EMAIL.UNC.EDU>> 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the Graduate 
Program Conm~ittee 
Thread-Topic: [afriafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the 
Graduate Program Corcanittee 
Thread-Index: AQHLfBjZn8 \rbY~ S YyEKeNbGsTygKY5N5 qI+A 

Date: Fri, 19 Nov 2010 15:15:34 -0500 
Accept-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Internal 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthMechanism: 04 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT3.ad.unc. edu 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS -Exchange-Organization- SCL: - 1 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 

Perry, Here are a couple of classes. I would guess that they would go under "Political Economy of the Black World.". The first is the one I taught in Cape Town and second is new-. 

Colonialism and its Critics. 

During the first half of the twentieth century the African experience ~vas deeply marked by European colonialism. The concern of African intellectuals and politicians of this era with 
colonialism is reflected in their writings. This course will examine the wurks of intellectuals of the Black Atlantic who have written ?against’.’ colonialism. This will include a s~trvey of a wide 
range of authors and scholars such as Albert Memmi, Aime Cesaire, Frantz Fanon, Steve Biko, and Walter Rodney, among others. We will attempt to understand the reasons for their 
opposition to colonialism and the way by which the?- believe that the peoples of Africa can transcend the condition of being colonized. By examining this literature we will deepen our 
understanding of Africa, the Alicican Diaspora and one of the most important bodies of literature to have emerged out of the African experience 

African Magrations: This course ;vill examine current scholarship on migration in Africa. Among the topics to be addressed are urbanization, borders and frontiers, international migration 
policy, transnational communities, and alicican migration in the global economy. 

A few of my research interests are, Francophone West Africa, migration, political and economic anthropology, intellectual history. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, PhD. 
Director, African Studies Center 



Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Director of Undergraduate Studies for Afi-ican Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: "Buell, Agatha" <abuell@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Hall, Pelry A" <HALLPA@EMAIL.L~!C.EDU> 
Subject: Grad Program 
Thread-Topic: Grad Program 
Thread-Index: AcuL S3EF2r~fgndC S Sa6flLxJTrQm20Q 

Date: Tue, 23 Nov 2010 15:17:28 -0500 
Accept-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Exchange-©rganization-AuthAs: Internal 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthMcchanism: 04 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT0.ad.unc. edu 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS -Exchange-Organization- SC’L : - 1 
X-MS -TNEF-Correlator: 

Hi Per~, 
Please find attached the items that people submitted about the Graduate Program. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

I~ 919.9625824 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 11:47 AM 

Department listserv ~at~aliim@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [a~]dafaJn] Crraduate Inti~rmation Request 

Dear All: 

Thanks for sending us a reminder. Below are nay research interest and course proposals: 

Reserch interest: 
Islam in AIicica and the Diaspora, Sufi Islam in Senegal, Stlucture and fmactions of Wolof Suii oral narratives, and Wolof linguistics and pedagogy.. 

Course proposal: 

1. Narratives in Sufi Islam 
This course examines the rich corpus of Sufi oral texts and their function in Islam in Africa and the Diaspora. 
2. Islam, Globalizntion and the Black experience 
This course examines Sufi Islam as it is practiced in the Aticican continent and its Diasporas in the context of a globalizing world. 

From: Nzongola-Ntala~a, Georges [nzongola@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 03, 2010 10:48 ~M 
To:Department listsep~ 
Subject: RE: [afriafam] Graduate Id~formatlon Request 

[)ear Perry, 

Sorry for replying late, but here is lay response to your request for the gradusate prgoram: 

Areas of Research: 

African political history since 1955 
Conflict in the Great Lakes Region 
Democratic and developmental governance in Africa 
Politics in DR Congo from 1885 to the present 

Proposed Courses for the Graduate Program: 

Africa in World Affairs 
Governance and Development 
Political Leadership in the Black World 
Racism and Society 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of 5,-otth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Pclry Hall [hallpa@cmail.mac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:02 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Graduate Inl’ormatinn Request 

Hello Colleagues 

I would like to thank those colleagues who responded to the Graduate Conmxittee’s request for information regarding yore research interest, and areas of graduate teaching interest. I would 
like to encourage those who have not to do so as soon as possible. To that end, I have re-copied the original request below. 

Thanks 
Pelwy 

Date: Thu, 4 Nov 2010 08:06:14 -04(00 
To: Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc edu> 
From: Percy Hall <hallpa@email uric edu> 
Subject: [aticiafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the Graduate Program Committee 

List-Unsubscribe: < mailto:leave-28048936-32361597.149a4fe4dcibe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.uaac.edu > 
Reply-To: Department listsel~’ <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
X-Lyris-Subscription-Info: You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. 
X-Proofpoint-Vims-Version:vendor fsecureengine 2.50.10432:5.215,1.0.148,0.0.0000 
definitions 2010-11-04 05:2010-11-04,2010-11-04,1970-01-01 signatures 0 
X-Proofpoint-Spam-Details: rule uncdefaultnotspam policy uaacdefault score 0 spamscore 0 ipscore 0 
suspectscore 2 phishscore 0 bulkscore 0 adultscore 0 classifier spam 
adjust 0reason mlxengine 6.0.2-1004200000 definitions mam-1011(N0082 
X-irIS -Exchange-Organization-PRD: email unc.edu 
X-MS-Exchange-Orgainzation-SenderIdResult: None 



X-MS-[~xchange-Organization-AVStamp-Mailbox: MSFTI~’Y; 1 ;0;0 0 0 

X-MS-E×change-Organization-AuthSource: its-msxhtl .ad.unc.edu 

X-MS-[~xchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous 

Colleagues 

Our graduate proposal has gone through an initial review by ofl’icials 
in the Graduate School (the latest version of that proposal is 
attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add more 
details to our proposed curriculum ofl;erings. On that score we are 
asking for you input in terms of course ofl;erings. 
a) We would like each facul~ raember to formulate a short, 
bullet list, or description of their research interests, so we can 
construct a compendium of faculty expertise roster that reflects our 
intellectual breadth and grounding. 

b) We are asking each colleague to compose a description (3-4 
sentences) of two co~trses you would be interested in developing and 
teaching at the graduate level. The course should fit into one or 
more of the specialization areas. Pease indicate the specialization 
area in which you think the course would fit best. Currently, the 
titles of the specialization areas are ("Race and Racism in the 
Modern World," "Political Economy of the Black World," "Gender, 
Sexuality-, and the Body" "Cultural Production," and "Religion and 
Social Thought." 

The proposed course could be 
a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 
or 

b) a new- course area encompassing a current or newly developed 
area of research interest. 

Please send your statement of research interests and your course 
descriptions to Agatha by November 22. 

Thank you 

Graduate Planning Committee 
-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hallpa@email.nnc.edu To u~subscribe 
click here: http:/71istsnnc.edu/u?id 32361597.149a4fe4dcPoe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n T&I afriafam&o 28048936. or send a blank email to leave-28(;,48936- 
32361597 149a4feA-dctbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 

[Appendix BProposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D. Final Draft.do] <file://c:\eudorasettings’,attach’,Appendix BProposa1%20to%20Authorize%20AFRI-AFAM%20Ph.D.%20Final% 
20Draft.doc> Appendix BProposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D Final Drai’t doc <flle://c:\eudorasettings\attach’,Appendix BProposal%20to%20Authorize%20AFRI-AFAM% 
20Ph D.%20Final%20Drai’t doc> 

You are currently subscribed to aiiciafam as: nzongola@email.u~c edu<mailto:nzon~ola@email.unc.edu> 

To u~subscribe click here: http://lists nnc edu/u?id 323616C,49392642cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&~ T&I afriafam&o 28230421 

(It may be necessal)’ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28230421-3236~6~4.9392b42cI~20d674366e839be54cf6c@~istserv.nnc.edu<mai~to:~eave-2823~42~- 
32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c(h) liskserv, nnc edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: mseck@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists unc.edu/u?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6&n T&I afriafam&o 28239229, or send a blank email to leave-28239229- 
32361635 a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6@listserv unc edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.uncedu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afri~fam&o 28239665 or send a blank email to leave-28239665- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 12:02 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; t tall, Perry A <HAI,LPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<~ongola@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

I’ll t~z send my course descriptions next ~veek 

Best, 
Kia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, December 03, 2010 11:57 ~vl 
To: Hall, Perry A; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, Perry A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: 

Dear Perry, 

SotW for the delayed response tIere are two possible courses 

International political economy(IPE) and the Black World 

’]7his course would ~2~cus on core debates in ]2~E and their implications [’or political and economic processes in African social formations and communities of African-peoples in the Americas, 
France and the UK Issues to be studied will include epistemological debates in IPE, states’ politico-economic prc~jects, global govermentality, multinational corporauons and social 
movements 

Intellectuals and Social Change 

This course will examine key texts by leading Black intellectuals in Africa and Afriican I)iasporic con~nunities in the context of national and global developments. ’]’he texts will be drawn 
from traditions in social sciences and humanities. 

Research and teaching interests: 

International political economy and Internation Relations 
Social movements 
Political economy of cities 
ttistory of ideas and role of intellectuals in social change 
Philosophies of human rights, ethics and justice 
Political ecology 

Thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Pelwy Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu]\ 
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:04 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, Perly A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Fwd: Grad Program 

Hello Colleagues 

I am forwarding the zip file that Agatha sent me with the department faculty’s responses to our request for research and graduate teaching interests. I think there are five responses in the zip 
file. In addition, Michael Lambert sent a response directly to me, and not, apparently, to Agatha. I have copied his message beloxv. I’m going to send out another request for faculty who 
have not responded. In the meantime, could we review the responses we have, and make suggestions via email as to what our next steps should be. Julius expects us to make a report to a 
Spring meeting of the department faculty. (I have also fol~varded a message he sent to that effect.) 

Thanks 
Pelwy 

From: "Lambert, Michael C" <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Hall, Percy A" <HALLPA@EMA~L.L2qC.EDU> 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the Graduate 
Program Committee 
Thread-Topic: [afriafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the 
Graduate Program Cormnittee 
Thread-Index: AQHLfBjZn8 \rP, Fb S YyEKeNbGs~¥gKY5N5 qI+A 

Date: Fri, 19 Nov 2010 15:15:34 -0500 
Accept-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Internal 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthMechanism: 04 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT3.ad.unc. edu 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS -Exchange-Organization- SCL: - 1 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 

Perry, Here are a couple of classes. I ~vould guess that they would go under "Political Economy of the Black World.". The first is the one I taught in Cape Town and second is new-. 



Colonialism and its Critics. 

During the first half of the twentieth century the African experience was deeply marked by European colonialism The concern of African intellectuals and politicians of this era with 
colonialism is reflected in their writings. This course will examine the works of intellectuals of the Black Atlantic who have written ?against? colonialism [[’his will include a sup~ey of a wide 
range of authors and scholars such as Albert Memmi, Aime Cesaire, Frantz }"anon, Steve Biko, and Walter Rodney, among others We will attempt to understand the reasons J[~r their 
opposition to colonialism and the way by which the?" believe that the peoples of Al~ica can transcend the condition of being colonized. By examining this literature we will deepen our 
understanding of Africa, the African Diaspora and one of the most important bodies of literature to have emerged out of the African experience 

African Migrations: This course will examine current scholarship on migration in Africa. Among the topics to be addressed are urbanization, borders and frontiers, international migration 
policy, transnational communities, and african migration in the global economy. 

A few of my research interests are, Francophone West Africa, migration, political and econotnic anttuopology, intellectual history. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Ccntcr 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Antl~opology 
Director of Undergraduate Studies for African Studies 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

From: "Buell, Agatha" <abuell@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Hall, Pelry A" <HALLPA@EMAIL.L~!C.EDU> 
Subject: Grad Program 
Thread-Topic: Grad Program 
Thread-Index: AcuL S3EF2rKgndC S Sa6flLxJTrQrn20Q 

Date: Tue, 23 Nov 2010 15:17:28 -0500 
Accept-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Internal 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthMechanism: 04 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT0.ad unc edu 
X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-SCL: -1 
X-MS -TNEF-Correlator: 

Hi Perlsz, 
Please find attached the items that people submitted about the Graduate Program 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

i~ 919.9625824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 12:06 PM 

kmacqueen@lhi.org; Slocum, Kaxla <kslocum@unc.edu>; Tyson, Kaa~lyn D <kdtyson@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<ennice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Berger, Michele T <mtberge@email.unc.edu>; eseaton@unc.edu; Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edu> 

Michele Noms Booksigning 

Hi All, 
Michele Norris, the co-host of the NPR program "All Things Considered," will speak about her book The Grace of Silence at UNC’s Bulls Head Bookshop next Monday. The book 
looks at race in relation to the 2008 Presidential Election and in her own family. 

Here’s a link to the event: http://store:t07.colleqestoreonline.com/ePOS?this catec~~n~=3:t~~st~re=:~~7&~isttype=begin&f~rm=shared3%2fqm%2fmain%2ehtm~&desiqn=:t~7 
Best, 
Kia 



Canada-U,S. 
Joint Cross-border Sustainability Conference, June 2011 
Environmental sustainability issues are at the top of the U.S. and Canadian policy agendas. Vermont Law 
School, which has the pre-eminent environmental law faculty in the United States, and McGill’s Faculty of 
Law, which has long been Canada’s leading institution in the areas of comparative international law and 
sustainability, announce an interdisciplinary and comparative workshop on the challenges posed by sub- 
national, national, and international attempts to achieve environmental sustainability objectives in the face of 
growing climate change concerns. Read 

Defence and Foreiqn Affairs 
To Stand on Guard: A National Security Strategy for Canada 
In a report published by the Macdonald-Laurier Institute, Paul Chapin, a veteran of Canada’s foreign 
service and a specialist in international security affairs, takes a systematic, tough and fair-minded look at the 
key external and internal threats to Canadians, our core values, and what we can do to protect ourselves. 

Canada-Korea Forum Summary Report 
The 2010 Canada-Korea Forum, a "track two" mechanism for high-level discussion on bilateral relations and 
on global issues of interest to Canada and South Korea, was co-hosted by the Seoul Forum for 
international Affairs and the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada, and focused on the theme of enhancing 
G20 partnership and sought to advance cooperation and highlight areas for action on key aspects of the 
Canada-Koroa rolationship= __R___e_g_d_ 

Public Policy 
From the Birth of the Universe to the End of Life, the Canada Research Chairs Will Cover it 
Tony Clement, Minister of Industry, announced that the Government of Canada has made a major investment 
in the Canada Research Chairs Program, enabling Canada to strengthen its position as a world leader in 
university research and development, the Minister announced an investment of $275.6 million to fund 310 new 
or renewed Canada Research Chairs at 53 Canadian universities. The 310 chairholders included in the 
announcement will conduct research across a range of important fields, including water security, molecular 
neuroscience and globalization. Read 
For more information about the Canada Research Chairs program: http://www.chairs-chaires.qc.ca/. 

Time for a Regional Power Market in the Maritimes? 
Gordon Well of the Atlantic institute for Market Studies argues that there is a need for a regional power 
market in Atlantic Canada and gives kudos for the progress that has been made in recent months. Read 

Time Government Called "Time Out" on the Canada Health Act? 
In this commentary, Mark Rovere of the Fraser institute proposes a radical solution to Canada’s healthcare 
challenges: a five-year population-wide moratorium of the Canada Health Act, allowing governments to try out 
any number of new policies that are currently limited or even prohibited in Canada. The innovation and 
experimentation that would result could lead to long-lasting improvements in Canada’s health care system. 
Read 

Lessons in Toronto: What the Rob Ford Victory Says 
In this Commentary, Atlantic Institute for Market Studies Senior Fellow in Urban Policy Patrick Lucian 
takes a look at Rob Ford’s victory in the Toronto mayoralty race and suggests it’s about basic municipal 
services, or the lack of them. He argues that Toronto’s elite lost touch with the core services voters expect 
and are now demanding from their mayors and councils, and that the Toronto election was about finding 
politicians who understand the fundamentals of running a city. Read 

Econoiny 

Canada’s Balance of International Payments Widens in Third Quarter 2010: StatsCan 
Canada’s overall current account deficit widened by $4.6 billion to $17.5 billion in the third quarter, led by 
stronger imports of goods, according to data released by Statistics Canada. Non-resident investors 
continued to supply large inflows of funds to the economy through investment in Canadian securities, while 
Canadian investment abroad weakened in the quarter. Read 

Ener~qylEnvironment 
Smart Policies to Moderate Regional Economic Harm of Greenhouse Gas Reduction 
Policymakers have the policy tools needed to ameliorate the regional economic harm that taxing GHG 



emissions can cause, says a study released by the C.D. Howe Institute. In Taxing1 En#ssions, Not Income: 
How to Moderate the Re~lional Impact of Federal Environment Policy, authors Jotham Peters, Chris Bataille, 
Nic Rivers and Mark Jaccard recommend returning to the provinces the revenues collected through auctioned 

emissions permits, so that they may offer personal and corporate income tax relief, all to moderate the 
regional impact of GHG carbon policy. Read 

Briefing Note on UN Climate Negotiations in Cancun, Mexico 
A briefing note from the Pembina institute provides a general overciew of the issues on the table at the 
annual UN climate conference in Cancun, Mexico, and assesses the Government of Canada’s positions 
heading into the talks. Read 

News from Canadian Universities 
McGill Scientists Develop Game that Helps Drive Genetic Research 
Playing online can mean more than killing time, thanks to a new game developed by a team of 
bioinformaticians at McGifi University. Now, players can contribute in a fun way to genetic research. "There 
are some calculations that the human brain does more efficiently than any computer can, such as 

recognizing a face," explained lead researcher Dr. J~r6me Waldispuhl. "Recognizing and sorting the patterns 
in the human genetic code falls in that category. Our new online game enables players to have fun while 
contributing to genetic research." The game, ’Phylo’, can be played at http://phylo.cs.mc.qill.ca. Read 

industry Partner injects New Funding into World-Class U of A Virology Research Program 
Leading-edge virology research in the Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry at the University of Alberta received 
a major boost Thursday with a $5-million donation from international pharmaceutical giant GlaxoSmithKline 
Inc, a long-time industry partner of the university. The contribution is in recognition of the groundbreaking 
work and excellence of the virology team at the new Li Ka Shing Institute of Virology, and the U of A’s rising 
status as a world-class centre of research and teaching, said Paul Lucas, GlaxoSmithKline Canada 
president and CEO.._R__##__d_. 

"No Fish Left Behind" Approach Leaves Earth with Nowhere Left to Fish: UBC Researchers 
The Earth has run out of room to expand fisheries, according to a new study led by University of British 
Columbia researchers that charts the systemic expansion of industrialized fisheries. Read 

U of A Researchers Celebrate a Possible Glimpse into the Secrets of the Big Bang 
University of Alberta particle physics researchers are celebrating a possible breakthrough in divining the 
secrets of the Big Bang. The big break came at the Large Hadron Collider near Geneva, Switzerland. ’1 had 
just returned from the LHC when word came that we got a glimpse of one of the first steps in the eventual 
creation of the universe," said U of A physicist Roger Moore. Moore was part of the LHC’s international 
research team that crashed lead ions together creating a super heated gas called a quark-gluon plasma. The 
plasma is believed to contain the basic building blocks of matter= Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and 
universities. The articles in this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions 
expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the government of Canada. For comments or 
suggestions, please email us at academicrelations@canadianembassy.or.q. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew at Autism Speaks <editors@autismspeaks.org> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 12:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Mitochondria Dysfunclion may be More Common in Autism 

Children with autism may have more trouNe fueling the energy 

demands of their ceils due to dysfunctional mitochondria says a ..... 

new study released Wednesday in the Journal of the American 

Medical Association. Both lead researchers in the study, 

conducted by UC Davis, were funded by Autism Speaks¯ Read a 

personal story about [}3.[i!?.£i?.{!~?.{i~:[&i..@£g~:g£[: on our biog. 

Autism Speaks and the University of KwaZulu-Natal co- 

hostedAutism & Developmental Disabilities. the South Africa 

Context in Durban last month. The conference brought together 

more than 200 national and international researchers, advocacy 

groups as well as government representatives to launch GAPH 

South Africa. 

The Autism Speaks Family Services team interacts with families 

affected by autism on a daily basis Lots of families have shared 

stories, sought help, or asked questions about legal issues and 

how to become a better advocate for their loved one with autism. 

This month’s !~ ?_,,_’_..",_{L£~:~_~_{ii~{_’t_..’._{ 2b,_’~ :.~ i_~{ _t’,_.-_ is dedicated to helping 

families navigate a "complicated" legal system and provide a road 

map to empowerment 

Have you added your photo to the world’s largest digital puzzle? 

To celebrate the 12,000 puzzles already added, we’ve launched 

daily contests, t.’.~!!L(~:£..i:~av..’.!! every day for great prizes. Check back 

every day for great prizes. The rules are simple: whoever sells the 

most pieces each day wins a prize! It’s that easy !::~!iii!~..~i!~!ZL£!iktA[~! 

n." w and get in the running for great prizes like gift cards, iPods 

and DVDs. We challenge you to sell at least one piece! Ask your 

friends and family to buy a piece today! 

Every gift purchased through the Autism Speaks shopping portal, 

M~irkel:.~ iec.’-~ is a holiday "two-fer": delightful to the recipient and 

~recious to the Autism Speaks mission Get your 20 }0 

collection, do your ~[~t..~[}£~£j~}~ (or any other online shopping) in 

the Shx ~- {[~}’z~ area or give the gi~ of safety, visual scheduling, 

and numerous other businesses that give back through our 

{~!r!{a£~.-t.,..i~.i.{~c! to receive an e-mail containing the day’s stories. 

Don’t Teii Moni 1:ha 



I~ Thei~ Ow~s Wo~ds: Holiday Ca~d Lore 

In this week’s "iii T/seb Own v~v’eidsi’ Alison Dyer, whose brother 

has autism, shares the sometimes difficult process of creating a 

family holiday card. 

Co~-~-}i~ Soon 
December 4 

~::;~!..!!.e!~.~ ~..~.~:~! ...t!t!L~ .~ .Z.:.’:d :’~.’.~..~,,.!:i e~ 2. (Las Vegas, Nev) 

I 

This e-mail is only available in HTML format. If you cannot read HTML messages, just click the following link to 

view this e-mail in your browser: 

@ 2010 Autism Speaks, Inc, 

Please add $!~[!#~.~]¢~.:!g!j:ii::2:ii.t&:!i!:.:.:..Lti:t4 to your address book or safe sender list to ensure e-Speaks is delivered to 

your inbox 

Unsubscdbe from tbJs m~ilin~. 

Unsubscribe from all mailings fi~om Autism Speaks., 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, December 3, 2010 12:45 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia I, <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Pen%, A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 
Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: RE: [a£ria£aa~] Graduate hffonnation Request 

>X-Remote]P: 152.19.146 7 
>X-Group: O\,m~RRIDELIST 
>X-Policy: $B’~’t)ASS SBRS 
>X-MID: 11531219 
>X-SBRS: 53 
>DKN/i-Signature: v= 1 ; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; q=dns?;xt; 1=6723; 

> d=listsel~’.unc, edu;s=0427091ambada; 
> h=from : to : subject : date : message-id : content-~pe : 
> content-transfer-encoding : mime-version : list-unsubscribe : reply-to; 
> bh y0uXHN2if97/Zk[~’TvhkniVrTTT5d 93p/UWdQhPOfjw=; 
> b@xsghPQRreqggW09qUSmblppM4TuZ71LCu5DDQ?[>~nSXx0C5sSnq~0pzcB3xig ~/AhlZI30 
> ExNdD,~’\Vxy3h95h/6uJzC SvZrg38xcNM97 JsC JS zC~KCok Q bhgmPV’~V[~xWyB ["f[pq7apGA4bl 
> r0hmGoTqgWISaYBs23P2r]I t6esY=; 
>X-Remote]p: 172.27.172.154 

>X-Group: OVt~IRR]I)ELIST 
>X-Policy: $B’~-PASS SBRS 
>X-MID: 58337941 
>X-SBR S: None 
>X-IronPor t-Anti-Spam-Filtered: tree 
>X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: 
>AhSFANOt~ EysG 6ya/2dsb2JhbACiU 2 NxukyIZo~/IMgjwEiXqMEA 
>X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.59,294,1288584000"; d="scan’208";a="58337941" 

>From: "Seck, Mamarame" <mseck@email unc.edu> 
>To: Department [istserv <afriafam@listser~,.unc.edu> 
>Sut~iect: RE: [afriafam] Graduate INl)rmation Request 
>Thread-Topic: [afriafam] Graduate Information Request 
>Thread-Index: AQHLkjLCg DFpOLwX2EieSn5xEdQBrZOO3G GbgA}~LeFM= 
>Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 16:47:00 +0000 
>Accept-I.anguage: en-US 
>X-MS-Has-Attach: 
>X-MS -~INEt;-Correlator: 
>x-originating-iV [152.19.236.2] 
>List-Unsubscribe: 
><mailto:leave-28239665-32361597.149a4fc4dcfbe07d556669b2c4e2de99(~listserv.unc.edu> 
>Reply-To: Department listserv <afriafam@listsel~’.unc. edu> 
>X-Lyris-Subscription-h~fo: You are cm~ently subscribed to afiiafam 
>as: hallpa@eraail.unc.edu. 
>X-Proofpoint-Virus-Version: vendor=f secure 
>engine=2.50.10432:5.2.15,1.0.148,0.0.0000 
> definitions=2010-12-03 I1:2010-12-03,2010-12-03,1970-01-01 signatures=0 
>X-Proof point-Spare-Details: rule=uncdefault~otspam policy=uncdefault 
>score=0 spamscore=0 ipscore=0 
> suspectscore=8 phishscore=0 bulkscore=0 adultscore=0 classifier=spare 
> adjust=0 reason=mix engine=6.0.=- 1010190000 definitions=raain-1012030073 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT3.ad.unc.edu 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous 
> 

>Dear All: 
> 
>Thanks for sending us a rermnder. Below are my research interest and 
>course proposals: 
> 

>Reserch interest: 
>Islam in Africa and the Diaspora, Sufi Islam in Senegal, Structure 
>and functions of Wolof Sufi oral narratives, and Wolof linguistics 
>and pedagogy. 
> 

>Course proposal: 
> 

>1. Narratives in Sufi Islam 
>This course examines the rich corpus of Sufi oral texts and their 
>t)nction in Islam in Africa and the Diaspora. 
>2. Islam, Globalization and the Black experience 
>This course examines Staff Islam as it is practiced in the Ati~ican 
>continent and its Diasporas in the context of a globalizing world. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

>From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@email uric edu] 
>Sent: Friday, December 03, 2010 10:48 AM 
>To: Department listsel~’ 
>Subject: RE: [afriafam] Graduate Information Request 
> 

>Dear Percy’, 
> 

>Sorw for replying late, but here is my response to ?’our request 



>the gradusate prgoram: 
> 

>Areas of Research: 
> 

>~rican pulitical histop)~ since 1955 
>Conflict in the Great Lakes Regiun 
>Democratic and developmental governance in Africa 
>Pulitics in DR Congu from 1885 to the present 
> 

>Proposed Courses for the Graduate Program: 
> 

>Africa in World Affairs 
>Governance and Development 
>Political Leadership in the Black World 
>Racism and Society 
> 

>Best regards, 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Departraent of African and Afro-Araerican Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 
> 

>From: Perrg Hall [hallpa@emaihunc.edu] 
>Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:02 AM 
>To: Department listsel~" 
>Subject: [afriafam] Graduate Information Request 
> 
>Hello Colleagues 
> 

>I ~vould like to thank those colleagues who responded to the Graduate 
>Committee’s request for information regarding your research 
>interest, and areas of graduate teaching interest. I would like to 
>encourage those who have not to do so as soon as possible. To that 
>end, I have re-copied the original request belo~v. 
> 

>Thanks 
>Pel~- 
> 

>Date: Thu, 4 Nov 2010 08:06:14 -(;~0 
>To: Department listserv <afriafam@listserv uric edu> 
>From: PenN Hall <hallpa@email uric edu> 
>Subject: [afriafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the 
>Graduate tS-ogram Cormnittee 
>List-Unsubscribe: < 
>mailto:leave-28048936-32361597.149a4fe~dcfl~e07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu 
>> 

>Reply-To: Depaltment listserv <afriafam@listsel~’.unc. edu> 
>X-Lyris-Subscription-Info: You are currently subscribed to afriafam 
>as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. 
>X-Proofpoint-Virus-Version: vendor fsecure 
>engine 250.10432:5.215,1.0148,0.0.0000 
>definitiuns 2010-11-0405:2010-11-04,2010-11-04,1970-01-01 signatures 0 
>X-Pruofpuint-Spam-Details: rule uncdefaultnutspampolicy uncdefault 
>score 0 spamscore 0 ipscore 0 
> suspectscore 2 phishscure 0 bulkscure 0 adu[tscore 0 classifier spam 
> adjust 0 reason mlx engine 6.02-1004200000 definitiuns main-1011040082 
>X-MS-Ex change-Organization-PRD: email unc edu 
>X-M S-[~xchange-Organizatiun-Sender [dResult: Nune 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AVStamp-Mailbox: MSFTFF;1 ;0;0 0 0 
>X-M S-[~xchange-Organizatiun-AuthSource: its-msxhtl ad.unc edu 
>X-MS-Ex change-Organization-Auth As: Anunymous 
> 

> 

>Colleagues. 
> 

>Our graduate propusal has gone through an initial review by ol!ficials 
>in the Graduate S choul (the latest versiun uf that pruposal is 
>attached). Muving to the next stage will require us to add more 
>details to uur proposed curriculum ufferings On that score we are 
>asking fur you input in terms uf course ufferings 
>a) We would like each faculty member tu furmulate a shork 
>bullet list, or description of their research interests, so we can 
>construct a compendium uf faculty expertise ruster that reflects uur 
>intellectual breadth and grounding. 
> 

>b) We are asking each colleague to compuse a description (3-4 
>sentences) of two courses you would be interested in developing and 
>teaching at the graduate leveh The course should fit into one or 
>more of the specialization areas. Pease indicate the specialization 
>area in which you thirtk the course would fit best. Currently, the 
>titles of the specialization areas are ("Race and Racism in the 
>Modern World," "Political Economy of the Black World," "Gender, 
>Sexuali~’, and the Body" "Cultural Production," and "Religion and 
>Social Thought." 



> 

>The proposed course could be 
>a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 
>or 

> 

>b) a new course area encompassing a current or newly developed 
>area of research interest. 
> 

>Please send your statement of research interests and your course 
>descriptions to Agatha by November 22. 
> 

> Thap2~: you 
> 

>Graduate Planning Corcanittee 
>-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: 
>hallpa@cmail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 32361597.149a4feddcfbe07d55b66962c4e2de99&n T&I afria~am&o 28048936 
>, or send a blank email to 
> leave-28048936-32361597.149a4fe4dcfl~e07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

>[Appendix BProposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D. Final Draft.do] 
><file://c:\eudorasettin~s\attach~a.ppendix B Proposal%20to%20Authorize%20AFRI-AFAM%20Ph.D.%20Final%20Draft.doc> 
>AppendixBProposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D. Final Draft. doc 
><file://c:\eudorasettin~s\attach2a.ppendix B Proposal%20to%20Authorize%20AFRI-AFAM%20Ph.D.%20Final%20Draft.doc> 
> 

> 

> 

>You are cmTently subscribed to afriafam as: 
>nzongola@email.unc.edu<mailto:nzongola@email.unc.edu>. 

>To unsubscribe click here: 
>http://lists.uncedu~’u?id 32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&I afriafam&o 28230421 

>(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above L~R_L if the line is broken) 

>or send a blank email to 
>leave-28230421-32361604.9392b42ct3020d674366e839be54cf6c @listserv. unc. e du<mailto:leave-28230421-32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@listser~ unc. edu> 

>-- You are currently subscribed to afl-iafam as: mseck@email.unc.edu. 
>To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://listsunc edu/u?id 32361635.a22eA-7fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6&n T&I afriafam&o 28239229. 
> or send a blank email to 

> leave-28239229-32361635 a22e~7fda2f6ca 275dac07816c27bTd6@listser~ unc.edu. 
>-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: 
>hallpa@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://listsuncedu~’u?id 32361597.149a4fe~dc~e07d55b66962c4e2de99&n T&I afriafam&o 28239665 
> or send a blank email to 

> leave-28239665-32361597 149a4feA-dctbe07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perry, Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, December 3, 2010 12:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia I, <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 
Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: RE: [a£ria£a~] Graduate hffonnation Request 

b1145c0.jpg 

>X-RemoteIP: 152.19.146.5 
>X-Group: OVERRE)ELIST 
>X-Policy: $B’~-PASS SBRS 
>X-MID: 11514903 
>X-SBRS: 5.3 
>DK]2\A-Signature: v=l ; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxe&/relaxed: q=dns/txt; l=9121 ; 
> d=listserv.unc, edu;s=0427091ambada; 
> h=from : to : sut~ject : date : message-id : content-type : 
> m~ne-version : list-unsubscribe : reply-to; 
> bh=~j 1 SQMSt3uAWR[ tYgxjEnKLCw37Y2j t8cE/xsSbI[RKRS=; 
> b jyt48ziI2LhNaoRvUs7C fGmhjNADf4TIOicdj 5Pmnb85uE5 Q 1 fi-A6ddHE=~ i~_*;jj hLWd lwGCd0 
> r/B/7Qj41TN65TqTwTzhNjuHaulzsW5BOiebkgh0e2FScCQSQQabl cfF2f[’njgnsONOtr LOB 
> n3Z28gvfGgaWMT4bPuG ~ 0Vzh7M=; 
>X-RemoteIP: 172.27.17265 
>X-Group: OVERR[I)EL[ST 
>X-Policy: $BYPASS SBRS 
>X-MID: 58321798 
>X-S BRS: None 
>X-[ronPort-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true 
>X-IronPor t-Anti-Spam-Result: 
>AhSFAMO f~Ey sG6xB/2 dsb2 JhbACiU2NxuhylZoi\£v~gj wEhlyDHowQ 
>X-IronPort-AV: E=Sophos;i="4.59,294,1288584000"; 
>d="jpg’145?scan’145,208,145";a="58321798’’ 
>Frora: "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

>To: Department listserv <afiiafam@listset,<unc.edu> 
>Subject: RE: [afria~am] Graduate Itfformatinn Request 
>Thread-Topic: [afiiafam] Graduate Information Request 
>Thread-Index: AQHLkjLCwNdC3y7OpEGWzNrvmd5ZDpOO3 GGb 
>Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 15:48:33 +0000 
>Accept-Language: en-US 
>X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
>X-MS-TNEF-Cot~elator: 
>x-originating-iV [152.19.236.2] 
>List-Unsubscribe: 
><mailto:leave-28239229-32361597.149a4fc4dcfbe07d556669b2c4e2de99(~,’listserv.m~c.edu> 
>Reply-To: Department listserv <afriafam@listsel~’.m~c. edu> 
>X-Lyris-Subscription-h~fo: You are cm~ently subscribed to afiiafam 
>as: hallpa@eraail.unc.edu. 
>X-Proofpoint-Virus-Version: vendor=f secure 
>engine=2.50.10432:5.2.15,1.0.148,0.0.0000 
> definitions=2010-12-03 I0:2010-12-03,2010-12-03,1970-01-01 signatures=0 
>X-Proof point-Spare-Details: rule=uncdefaultf!otspam policy=uncdefault 
>score=0 spamscore=0 ipscore=0 
> suspectscore=8 phishscore=0 bulkscore=0 adultscore=0 classifier=spare 
> adjust=0 reason=mix engine=6.0 2-1010190000 definitiol~s=mam-1012030062 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT0.ad.unc.edu 
>X-MS-Exchange-Orgainzation-AuthAs: Anonymous 
> 

>Dear Perry, 
> 

>SorW f,ar replying late, but here is my response to ?’our request 
>the gradusate prgoram: 
> 

>Areas of Research: 
> 
>African political histoly since 1955 
>Conflict in the Great Lakes Region 
>Democratic and developmental governance in Africa 
>Politics in DR Congo from 1885 to the present 
> 

>Proposed Courses for the Graduate Program: 
> 

>Africa in World Affairs 
>Governance and Development 
>Political Leadership in the Black World 
>Racism and Socie~z 
> 

>Best regards, 
> 
>Georges 
> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
>rrofessor of Ali’ican Studies 
>Department of At’rican and Afro-American Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



>U SA 
>Tel. ~1 9195999839 
> 

>From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:02 AM 
>To: Department listserv 
>SubJect: [afriafam] Graduate In[’ormation Request 
> 
>tle[lo Colleagues 
> 

>I would like to that~ those colleagues who responded to the Graduate 
>Cormnittee’s request for information regarding your research 
>interest, and areas of graduate teaching interest. I would like to 
>encourage those who have not to do so as soon as possible. To that 
>end, I have re-copied the original request below. 
> 

>Thanks 
>Perry 
> 

>Date: Th~ 4Nov 2010 08:06:14 -0400 
>To: Department listserv <afriafam@listset,<unc.edu> 
>From: Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 
>Subject: [afriafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the 
>Graduate Program Corcanittee 
>List-Unsubscribe: < 
>mailto:leave-28048936-32361597.149a4fe4dcfl~e07d55b669b2c4e2de99(~listser,~.anc.edu 
>> 

>Reply-To: Department listserv <afriafam@listsel~’.anc. edu> 
>X-Lyris-Subscription-h~fo: You are cm~ently subscribed to afriafam 
>as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. 
>X-Proofpoint-Virus-Version: vendor fsecure 
>engine 2.50.10432:5.2.15,1.0.148,0.0.0000 
> definitions 2010-11-04 05:2010-11-04,2010-11-04,1970-01-01 signatures 0 
>X-Proofpoint-Spam-Details:rule uncdefault notspampolicy uncdefault 
>score 0 spamscore 0ipscore 0 
> suspectscore 2 phishscore 0 bulkscore 0 adultscore 0 classifier spam 
> adjust 0 reason mlx engine 6.02-1004200000 definitiol~s main-1011040082 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-PRD: email uric edu 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-SenderIdResult: None 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AVStamp-Mailbox: MSFTFF; 1 ;0;0 0 0 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: its-msxhtl ad.unc edu 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous 
> 

> 

>Colleagues. 
> 

>Our graduate proposal has gone through an initial review by officials 
>in the Graduate School (the latest version of that proposal is 
>attached). Moving to the next stage will require us to add more 
>details to our proposed curriculum ofl’erings On that score we are 
>asking for you input in terms of course offerings 
>a) We ~vould like each facult5’ member to formulate a short, 
>bullet list, or description of their research interests, so we can 
>construct a compendium of faculty expertise roster that reflects our 
>intellectual breadth and grounding. 
> 

>b) We are asking each colleague to compose a description (3-4 
>sentences) of two courses you would be interested in developing and 
>teaching at the graduate level. The course should fit into one or 
>more of the specializatinn areas. Pease indicate the specialization 
>area in which you think the course would :fit best. Currently, the 
>titles of the specialization areas are ("Race and Racism in the 
>Modem World," "Political Economy of the Black World," "Gender, 
>Se×uali~, and the Body" "Cultural Production," and "Religion and 
>Social Thought" 
> 

>The proposed course could be 
>a) a graduate version of what you teach at the undergraduate level 
>or 

> 

>b) a new course area encompassing a current or newly developed 
>area of research interest. 
> 

>Please send your statement of research interests and your course 
>descriptions to Agatha by November 22. 
> 
>Thank you 
> 

>Graduate Planning Committee 
>-- You are currently subscribed to aftiafam as: 
>hallpa@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361597 149a4fe4dc:Poe07d55b669b2c4e2de99&n T&I afria~am&o 28048936 
>, or send a blank email to 
> leave-28048936-32361597.149a4fe4dcfl~e07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

>[Appendix BProposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D. Final Draft.do] 
><file://c:\eudorasettin~s\attach2a.ppendix B Proposal%20to%20Authorize%20AFRI-AFAM%20Ph.D.%20Final%20Draft.doc> 
>AppendixBProposal to Authorize AFRI-AFAM Ph.D. Final Draft. doc 
><file://c:\eudorasettin~s\attach2a.ppendix B Proposal%20to%20Authorize%20AFRI-AFAM%20Ph.D.%20Final%20Draft.doc> 
> 



>You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: 

>nzongola@emai[.unc.edu<mailto:nzon~ola(a)email.unc.edu> 

> 

>To unsubscribe click here: 

>ht~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 323616049392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&I al?iafam&x~ 28230421 
> 

>(It may be necessat?~ to cut and paste the above Ij~L if the line is broken) 

> 

>or send a blap2~: email to 

>leave-28230421-32361604.9392b42 c f3020 d674366 e 839b e54cf6 c @lists err. uric. e du<mailto:l e ave- 28230421- 32361604.9392b42c ~ 020 d674366 e 839b e54cf6 c @ lists el~-. uric. edu> 
> 

> 

>-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: 

>hallpa@cmail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

> click here: 

>http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 32361597.149a4feddcfbe07d55b66962c4e2de99&n T&I afria~aru&o 28239229 

> or send a blartk eruail to 

> leave-28239229-32361597.149a4fe4dcfl~e07d55b669b2c4e2de99@listserv.unc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, December 3, 2010 12:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia I, <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Peny A <ttALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: RE: Graduate Program 

>From: "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@emaihunc edu> 
>To: "Cal&vell, Kia L" <klcaldwe@emaihunc.edu>, "Hall, PerlT A" 
>     <HALLPA@EMA1L.UN-C.EDU>, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uaac.edu> 
>Subject: RE: Graduate Program 
>Thread-Topic: Graduate Program 
>Thread-index: AcuSnBp9HB eI4biEQg+3Db JBLLrU7wAZ0 Yen 

>Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 11:03:50 -0500 
>Accept-Language: en-US 
>X-M S-Exchange-Organization-AuthA s: Internal 
>X-MS-E× change-Organization-Aut hMec hanism: 04 
>X-M S-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT3.ad unc.edu 
>X-MS-tlas-Attach: 
>X-M S-Exchange-Organization-SCL: -1 
>X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
> 

>Dear Perry, 
> 

>In response to Kia’s concern, I would, in addition to the courses 
>proposed in my earlier email, be glad to offer a course on Pan-Africanism 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel.. ~ 1 919 599 9839 
> 

>From: Cal&vell, Kia L 
>Sent: Th~sday, December 02, 2010 10:44 PM 
>To: Hall, Perry A; Sahle, E~mice N; Hall, Peny A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
>Subject: Graduate Program 
> 

>Dear All, 
> In addition to the suggestions that I sent in my previous email, 
> I think it might also be a good idea to have the two "sides" of the 
> department meet separately to discuss the graduate 
> c~trriculum. This might help in getting people to talk about the 
> c~riculum in relationship to Afiican and Afiican-American 
> Studies. Perhaps this could happen prior to the department-~vide meeting. 
> 

>Best, 
>Kia 
> 

>From: Perry Hall [mailto:hallpa(~,emaihm~c.edu] 
>Sent: Th~sday, December 02, 2010 10:05 AM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, PenT A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
>Subject: Fwd: Grad Program 
> 

>Hello Colleagues 
> 

>I am forwarding the zip file that Agatha sent me with the department 
>faculty’s responses to our request for research and graduate 
>teaching interests. I think there are five responses in the zip 
>file. In addition, iVlichael Lambert sent a response directly to me, 
>and not, apparently, to Agatha I have copied his message 
>below I’m going to send out another request for faculty ~vho have 
>not responded In the meantime, could we review- the responses we 
>have, and make suggestions via email as to what our next steps 
>should be. Julius expects us to make a report to a Spring meeting 
>of the department faculty (I have also forwarded a message he sent 
>to that effect) 
> 

>Thanks 
>PenT 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>From: "Lambert, ivlichael C" 
><mlambert@emaihunc edu<mailto:mlambert@email.unc.edu>> 
>To: "Hall, Percy A" <FL/ZLLPA@EMAIL.L2qC.EDU<mailto:HALLPA@EMA1L.L2qC.EDU>> 
>Subject: Re: [aticiafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the Graduate 
> Program Committee 
>Thread-Topic: [afriafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the 



> Graduate Program Committee 
>Thread-Index: AQt;rLI}3jZn8 VhI~’bS Yy[~KeNbGsrI~y’gKY5N5qI ~A 
>Date: Fri, 19 NOv 2010 15:15:34 -05(X) 
>Accept-Language: en-US 
>X-MS-Ex change-Organization-AuthAs: Internal 
>X-M S-[~xchange-Organization-AuthMechanism: 04 
>X-MS-Ex change-Organization-Aut h Source: ITS-MSXHT3.ad.unc.edu 
>X-MS-Has-Attach: 
>X-MS-Ex change-Organization-SCL: -1 
>X-MS-TNEF-Cot*elator: 
> 

>Per13~, Here are a couple of classes. I would guess that the?" would 
>go under "Political Economy- of the Black World.". The first is the 
>one I taught in Cape Town and second is new. 
> 

>Colonialism and its Critics. 
> 

>During the first half of the twentieth century the African 
>experience was deeply marked by European colonialism The concern of 
>African intellectuals and politicians of this era with colonialism 
>is reflected in their writings. This course will examine the ~vorks 
>of intellectuals of the Black Atlantic who ha’,~e written ?against? 
>colonialism. This will include a SUl~ey of a wide range of authors 
>and scholars such as Albert Menm~i, Ainre Cesaire, Frantz Fanon, Steve 
>Biko, and Walter Rodney, among others. We ~vill attempt to 
>understand the reasons for their opposition to colonialism and the 
>way by ~vhich they believe that the peoples of Africa can transcend 
>the condition of being colonized. By examining this literature we 
>will deepen our understanding of Africa, the ~adrican Diaspora and 
>one of the most important bodies of literature to have eruerged out 
>of the ~adrican experience 
> 
>African _’vhgrations: This course will examine current scholarship on 
>migration in Africa. Among the topics to be addressed are 
>urbanization, borders and frontiers, international migration policy, 
>transnational communities, and ati~ican migration in the global economy 
> 

>A few of my research interests are, Francophone West Africa, 
>migration, political and economic anthropology, intellectual histol3z. 
> 
>Mike 
> 

>Michael Lambert. Ph.D 
>Director, African Studies Center 
>Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
>Director of Undergraduate Studies for African Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>Campus Box 7582 
>3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> 
> 
> 
> 

>From: "Buell, Agatha" <abuell@email.unc.edu> 
>To: "Hall, PerO, A" <FLaLLPA@EMAIL.L~NC.EDU> 
>Subject: Grad Program 
>Thread-Topic: Grad Program 
>Thread-Index: Acul_,S 3 }{[~’2nfgndCS S a6 ff IxYI’rQm2OQ 
>Date: Tue, 23 Nov 2010 15:17:28 -0500 
>Accept-Language: en-US 
>X-MS-Ex change-Organization-AuthAs: Internal 
>X-M S-[{xchange-Organization-AuthMechanism: 04 
>X-MS-Ex change-Organization-Aut h Source: ITS-MSXHT0.ad.unc.edu 
>X-MS-Has-Attach: yes 
>X-MS-Ex change-Organization-SCL: -1 
>X-M S -rIN[~t~’-Correlator: 
> 

>Hi Perry, 
>Please find attached the items that people submitted about the 
>Graduate Program. 
> 

>Take care, 
>Agatha 
> 
> 

>Agatha Buell 
>Business Officer 

>I)epartment of Public Policy 
>217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

>Depaltment of At~ican & Afro-Aruerican Studies 
> 109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

>University- of North Carolina 
>C’hapel Hill, NC 27599 
>p. 919.962.2788 
>f 919.962.5824 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry, Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Friday, December 3, 2010 12:46 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Hall, PelD’ A <tIALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: 

>From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
>To: "Hall, Perry A" <tL/~LLPA@EMA~L.L~NC.EDU>, "Caldwell, Kia L" 
> <klcaldwe@email uric edu>, "Hall, Pel-W A" <HALLPA@EMA~L.L~NC.EDU>, 
> "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email unc.edu> 
>Subject: 
>Thread-Index: AQHLk~vo 8gt9 YSZy95E-7 SUDQbs~vbng 
>Date: Fri, 3 Dec 2010 11:57:36 -0500 
>Accept-Language: en-US 
>X-M S-Exchange-Organization-AuthA s: Internal 
>X-MS-E× change-Organization-Aut hMec hanism: 04 
>X-M S-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT0.ad unc.edu 
>X-MS-tlas-Attach: 
>X-M S-Exchange-Organization-S(X~: -1 
>X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
> 

> 

> 

>Dear Perry, 
> 
>Sorry ~2~r the delayed response. Here are two possible courses 
> 

> 

>International political economy(]l~E) and the Black World 
> 

>This course would focus on core debates in IPE and their 
>implications for political and economic processes in African social 
>formations and communities of African-peoples in the Americas, 
>France and the UK Issues to be studied will include epistemologica[ 
>debates in IPE, states’ politico-economic projects, global 
>govermentality, multinational corporations and social movements. 
> 

> 

>Intellectuals and Social Change 
> 

>This course ~vill examine key texts by leading Black 
>intellectuals in Africa and Afriican Diasporic communities in the 
>context of national and global developments. The texts will be 
>drawn from traditions in social sciences and humanities. 
> 

>Research and teaching interests: 
> 

>International political economy and Intemation Relations 
>Social movements 
>Political economy of cities 
>History of ideas and role of intellectuals in social change 
>Philosophies of human rights, ethics and justice 
>Political ecology- 
> 
> 

>Thanks. 
>Eanice 
> 

> 

> 

>From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu]\ 
>Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2010 10:04 AM 
>To: Sable, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Hall, Perry A; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
>Subject: F~vd: Grad Program 
> 

>Hello Colleagues 
> 

>I am forwarding the zip file that Agatha sent me with the department 
>faculty’s responses to our request for research and graduate 
>teaching interests I think there are five responses in the zip 
>file In addition, Michael Lambert sent a response directly to me, 
>and not, apparently, to Agatha. I have copied his message 
>belo~v. I’m going to send out another request for faculty who have 
>not responded. In the meantime, could we review the responses we 
>have, and make suggestions via email as to what our next steps 
>should be. Julius expects us to make a report to a Spring meeting 
>of the depaltment faculty. (I have also f,arwarded a message he sent 

>to that effect.) 
> 

>Thanks 
>Pela-y 
> 

> 

> 



> 

>From: "Lambert, M~chael (2" <mlamber@email.unc.edu> 
>Tu: "Hall, Perry A" <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 
>Subject: Re: [afriafam] Graduate Prugram: [mpurtant update J~;um the Graduate 
> Prugram Committee 
>Thread-Tupic: [afriafam] Graduate Program: Important update from the 
> Graduate Program Cummlttee 
>Thread-Inde×: AQt ILI}3jZn8 VhI~’bS Yy[~KeNb(is~I}!gKY5N5qI ~A 

>Date: Fri, 19 NOv 2010 15:15:34 -05(X) 
>Accept-Language: en-US 
>X-MS-Exchat~ge-Organization-AuthAs: Internal 
>X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthMechanism: 04 
>X-MS-Exchat~ge-Organization-AuthSource: ITS-MSXHT3.ad.unc.edu 
>X-MS-Has-Attach: 
>X-MS-Exchat~ge-Organization-SC’L: -1 
>X-MS-TNEF-Cot~elator: 
> 

>Perish, Here are a couple of classes. I would guess that the?" would 
>go under "Political Economy- of the Black World.". The first is the 
>one I taught in Cape Town and second is new. 
> 

>Colonialism and its Critics. 
> 

>During the first half of the twentieth century the African 
>experience was deeply marked by European colonialism The concern of 
>African intellectuals and politicians of this era with colonialism 
>is reflected in their writings. This course will examine the works 
>of intellectuals of the Black Atlantic who have written ?against? 
>colonialism. This will include a SUlWey of a wide range of authors 
>and scholars such as Albert Menm~i, Aime Cesaire, Frantz Fanon, Steve 
>Biko, and Walter Rodney, among others. We will attempt to 
>understand the reasons for their opposition to colonialism and the 
>way by which they believe that the peoples of Africa can transcend 
>the condition of being colonized. By examining this literature we 
>will deepen our understanding of Africa, the African Diaspora and 
>one of the most important bodies of literature to have emerged out 
>of the African experience 
> 

>African Migrations: This course ~vill examine current scholarship on 
>migration in Africa Among the topics to be addressed are 
>urbanization, borders and frontiers, international migration policy, 
>transnational communities, and ati’ican migration in the global economy 
> 

>A few of my research interests are, Francophone West Africa, 
>migration, political and economic anthropology, intellectual histolSz. 
> 
>Mike 
> 

>Michael Lambert. Ph.D 
>Director, African Studies Center 
>Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
>Director of Undergraduate Studies for African Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>Campus Box 7582 
>3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> 

> 

> 

>From: "Buell, Agatha" <abuell@email unc edu> 
>To: "Hall, Pen5’ A" <tIALI~PA@F.MA[L UNC [~DU> 
>Subject: Grad Prugram 
>Thread-Topic: Grad Prugram 
>Thread-Index: AcuLS3EF2nfgndCSSa6fHxJTrQm2OQ 
>Date: Tue, 23 Nuv 2010 15:17:28 -0500 
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>Agatha 
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>217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
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>109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mirimn Palacio <miriam@chi-cle.com> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 1:23 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

(kingo Next Door 

Gringonextdoor.doc; ATT00001 .htm; PastedGraphic-2.tiff; ATT00002.htm 



CHICLE Language institute 

i01 E Weaver Street 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

On the 3rd floor over Weaver Street Market 

Free and open to the public 

w~w.chi-cle.com 919-933-0398 chicle@chi-cle.com 

When Jack fears that his chickens are missing he turns on the only 
people he thinks to blame--the Hispanic neighbors, The solution is to 
hire immigrant labor to build a wall between the two homes. A 
hilarious web of miscommunication ensues in this wildly funny satire. 
Javier will talk about the making of the film and about his passion for 
films and film-making. 



Come to a special showing of the Gringo Next Door and discussion with filmmaker, Javier PaN)n, at 5 pm on Sunday, December 5th. 





Miriam Palacio 
CHICLE Language Institute 

101 East Weaver St., 3rd Floor, Suite G-1 
Carrboro, NC 27510 

Ph. (919) 933-0398 
Fx. (919) 933-1142 
www.cl~i-cle.com 

chicle@chi-cle.com 
miriam@chFcle,com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary. (;alvin <mgalvin@mail.ngo.za~ 

Friday, December 3, 2010 2:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

your meeting today with 

Dear Eunice 

I know you are meeting with             today. I have been thinking 
about ~vhat articles etc to send through or whether I can outline some 
ideas on SA etc. But I don’t have a sense of what              have 
developed, what direction the chapter is taking, to provide any useful 
input.. Maybe the?’ could send me an outline or draft and then I can be 
more useful? 

Thanks 
Mary 

eunice@email.unc.edu wrote: 

Thanks 

Dr. Galvin will be in touch with you and shortly. 

Looking forward to receiving the chapter at the latest first week of 
November. I have sent the chapter you wrote on Tanzania to Dr. Galvin. 
I think South Africa, Ghana and Uganda will be the additional cases, 
but I will leave Dr. G alvin with the task of working with you and 
on the modalities of the chapter 

I am ve~ excited that you will be co-authoring the chapter ~2~r the 
upcoming book. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

..... Forwarded message from benpierce3@gmail.com ..... 

Date: Mon, 4 ©ct 2010 19:29:42 -(MO0 
From: @gmail corn> 

Reply-To: ........ @gmail.com> 
SubJect: Re: Co-authoring a chapter on water with Dr. Mary Galvin 

To: eunice@email uric edu 

Professor Sahle, 

I spoke with and we are both very eager to work with Dr. Galvin 
m an?" 
way that she can use us and/or our research We look forward to 
hearing from 
you or her in the near future. Thanks! 

On Mon, Oct 4, 2010 at 6:09 PM. <e~mice@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear 
>> 

>> Greetings. 
>> 

>> I write to see if you would be open to co-authoring a chapter on 
>> water with 
>> my colleague Dr. Mary Galvin who has worked on the political economy of 
>> water and sanitation in Africa for a long time. The chapter would be 
>> included in an upcoming book that I am editing with Dr. Patrick Bond. 
>> 

>> If you can agree, Dr. Galvin ~vith lead you on the ~vay forward. 
>> Elements of 
>> your paper on Tanzania will be included, but I will leave the 
>> modalities of 
>> the chapter to Dr. Galvin. Kindly cotffirm asap. We are on a tight 
>> submission schedule but with your strong work ethic all will be well. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle 
>> 

>> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

........................................................................ 

Professor Sahle, 



I spoke with      and we are both ve~ eager to work with Dr Galvin 
in any way that she can use us and/or our research. We look forward 
hearing l?om you or her in the near famre Thanks[ 

On ?,/Ion, Oct 4, 2010 at 6:09 PM, <eunice@email.unc.edu 
< mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Dear 

Greetings. 

I write to see if you would be open to co-authoring a chapter on 
water with my colleague Dr. Male/Galvin who has worked on the 
political economy of water and sanitation in Africa for a long 
time. The chapter would be included in an upcoming book that I am 
editing with Dr. Patrick Bond. 

If you can agree, Dr. Oalvin with lead you on the way forward. 
Elements of your paper on Tanzania will be included, but I will 
leave the modalities of the chapter to Dr. Oalvin. Kindly- confirm 
asap. We are on a tight submission schedule but with your strong 
work ethic all will be well. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@WESLEYAN.EDU> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 3:15 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

Today is the last day tbr newsletter submissions 

Dear colleagues, 

I will ensure inclusion in the newsletter so long as I receive submissions by midnight today (regardless of timezone). Anything submitted after that might make it in .. but no promises! 

Best, 

Mike 
APCG Newsletter Editor 

Michael Byron Nelson 
Assistant PrnI~ssor, Department of Government 
Chair, African Studies Cluster 
Wesleyan University 
860.6853023 
mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 
http://www.michaelnelson.inJk~ 
http://aJ~zica.blogs.wesleyan.edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 3, 2010 4:32 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 
20101203162743913 .pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scan~er~mc.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, December 03, 2010 4:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 12.03.2010 16:27:43 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



educate the public regardingnecessa-7 reforms in the administration of the pen- 
alry and the arguments ,n favor of total abolition. The more effective death 
penaDy campaign will be placed in the context of overall refomls in the criminal 
jnsrice delivery system, and improved human rights enforcement. Finally, the 
Caribbean experience reinforces the obvious caution that the overall dlrectlon 
and pace of the campaign must be in the hands of those from the countries with 
the most at stake. 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

Democracy Organizations in Political Transitions: 

IDASA and the New South Africa 

Shaila Gugta and Alycia R’dIman 

I~ I996, ~a~Ns’r the backdrop of apartheid South Africa, Fredrick Van Zyl 

Slabbert and Mex Boralne resigned their positions as members of the South 

African Parliament. Their departure was a protest to the bankruptcy of govern- 

ment and the politics of exclusion, repression, and resistance fostered by the 

apartheid state. For Slabbert, the last straw was the betrayal he felt in ~985 when 

Foreign Minister Pik Bocha assured him that South African militaiy forces were 

no longer involved in the "desrabilization effort" a~inst the antiaparraheid gov- 

ernment of neighboring Mozambique. The frustration of SIabbert and his col- 

league Boraine, then chair of the Federal Council of the anti-apartheid 

Progressive Federal Party, ~vas the irrelevance of Parliament. The government’s 

so-called reform policy of a mcameraI parliament rhetorically exchanged the 

apartheid system for a unitary s~ate system. 

In the ~9gos, South Africa was a highly polarized and violent society. It was 

characterized by vast ignorance on the par~ of the white population about the 

situation of the black majority and its political organizations including the Afri- 

can National Congress (ANC), the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC), Inkatha, 

and the Azanian People’s Organization (AZAPO). Most whites unquestionably 

accepted the government’s description of the ANC as a violent terrorist group 

wi~out a domestic constituency. More geueradiy, the oppressive conditions of 

bIacks were almost entirely invisible to white South Africans. 

After traveling the country speaking wifl~ a wide cross section of political 



¯ leaders, both black and white over a period of eight months, Boralne and Slab- 

bert determined that in order to most effegtively participate in the struggle to 
end apartheid and usher a new society, there was a need to establish an indepen- 
dent institute with democracy as its major focus. That is how the Institute for a 

¯ Democratic Alternative for South Africa was born. IDASA opened its first office 

in Port Elizabeth on November t, ~986. IDASA was not founded as a political 
party, an advocacy group, or popular movement. Its aim was to generate discus- 

sion and engagement--the politics of negotiation--across a highly polarized 
society, and to work with forces for change toward .the ultimate god ofa nonra- 

cial democratic South Africa. 

IDASA was born out of a mission to educate, especially the white popula- 
tion, to counter a systematically imposed ignorance. It was an initiative of white 

people for white people with support from the largely black anti-apartheid 

movement. The theory was that change could occur if white resistance to change 
was overcome. IDASA stressed the strategic importance of involving the white 
community in the struggle for nonracid democracy out of their self-interest in 

change~ not mainly by moral gxhortation. IDASA sought to bring whites out of 
tileir insulation to create a commkment to ~he nonracial democratic goal, 

Immediately upon conception, it was subject to intense public criticism, 
both from the white dire and distrusting black commun,ties. The critics’ fre- 
quent charge of elitism suggested obliviousness to the grassroots commkmenrs 

of the organization. Yet, over the years, IDASA has been able ro prove itself as a 
worthy organization and make clear its commitment ~o democracy. 

IDASA has been able to adapt through extremely contenriou~ and volatild 

times. While mos~ nongovemmeatal organizations that existed before the transi- 
tion had to completely overhaul their staffs in order to shif{ from working 

against an oppressive regime to facilitating the establishment of a new govern7 
ment, 1DASA kept viztually its full leadership team with very little discontinuity. 

As a result, though IDASA currently focuses on vastly different ~ub}ecrs 

did when it was ~rst initiated, the spirit in which it operates has not changed. 
The uniqueness of IDASA and its ability to develop and adapt 

the circumstances in which k operates can provide valuable iessons ~or 

orga_dizations across the globe that wish m help bring about democratic ieform 

in their own countries. IDASA has shaped and reshaped its objectives and strate- 

gies many times throughout its history. Wtfile each organization will obviously 
have its ow~ individual political, economic, and social circumstances, 

development suggests that its institutional policy shifts cai~ be molded into 
general methodology for organizations that hope to facilitate transition and 
solidate democracy, both on the African continent and elsewhere. 

Democracy Organizations in Political Transitions 

Building a Climate for Democracy (~gg6-r99o) 

Between ~986 and ~99o, in its inifia3 years of existence, IDASA worked mainly 

toward establishing a climate for democracy. In order m accomplish this goal, 
IDASA first consolidated itself as an organization and estab[ished guidelines for 

its operations. In this respect, IDASA’s leadership created an institutional 
proach that was based on four major premises. 

First, the organization needed a realistic understanding of Sotith Africa and 
the fundamental issues facing the country then. [DASA thus committed itsdf 
from the our, set to constantly analyze the sodoeconomic and political situation 

of South Africa. D~ing the early months of~99o, IDASA in partnership with 
the Friedericb Naumann Foundation of\Yi’esr Germany hosted a three-day con- 
ference on the South African economy, .is growth, and iusfice. The conference 
was an.attempt m bring together political organizatmns, labor, and business m 
analyze and understand South Africa’s economic climare and forge an economic 
policy that delivered both justice and growth. A group of twenty-five top busi- 

~esspeople~ academics, stud ANC ddegates concluded early on that, % non- 
racial, democratic poiitical system would be meaningless without economic re- 

structuring.’’~ 
Second, the organization realized it had to devise strategies firmly based on 

the prevailing socioeconomic and political landscape. They argued that IDASA 
should seek ro establish dear priorities and stick ro them. However, the third 

premise mandated that strategy should never be elevated to principle. The orga- 
nization recogrfized that k must always be ready to abandon unsuccessful strate- 
gies to seek new ones. Last, IDASA aimed to be democratic not only in its 
goals, but also in the process of realizing those goals. This meant being dearly 

committed and ready to consult widely with other movements, commumfies, 
and organizations as well as seeldng consensus within IDASA itself2 These four 
premises still guide the or~nization today. 

During these years, IDASA’s main objectives were ro encourage South 
of ~11 races to reject apartheid and discover a nonracia! and democratic 

to provide forums, to encourage citizens to find democratic soh~tions 

.to Sonrll Africa’s problems, and finally to conduct research relating to a demo- 
alternative and to produce and pubiish this information.~ 

Toward these ends, IDASA’s first years were mari{ed by milestone meetings 
to create conversations and spaces for engagement and dialogue, sometimes in 

full public view, often behind the scenes, that would break down stereotypes 
and educate South Africans about each other across racial, economic, and ideo~ 

.".logical lines. There was so much hatl;ed, suspicion, misunderstanding, and fear 
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in South Africa at the time that it Was seen as vital to have all sides become 

acquainted and to tiear and discuss each other’s views on ways to induce change. 
The firs{ of these meetings was a major conference on democracy in May 

1987. More than 40o delegates from all over South Africa met in Port Elizabeth 

for a program of lectures, workshops, and general discussions. One of.the most 
striking features of r_he conference was the large component of delegates from 

.the black community, giving the conference a concrete sense of reality in a 
society ptagued by the illusions of"wit Baasskap.’’*. At the conference, the impli- 

cations of democracy were examined on sevefi ¯major areas of society: govern- 

ment, labor, business, education, law, media, and the ~Idurch. The conference 
gave focus to the work of the organization and helped to establish IDASA as a 

national movement. 

However, it was the dramaxic meeting in Dakar, Senegal, which gave 
IDASA the high profile it enjoyed after only a few months of existence. It was 
IDASA’s view that if discussions of democracy were to have any meaning, they 

had to take place between the major protagonists. In July I987, for the first time 
in history, a group of 6* white Stud: Africans inciuding leading scholars, busi- 

ness people, political, and ~hurch officials met with the outlawed ANC. In an 

intense three days of meetings, the two sides exchanged views and debated ques- 
tlons such as the role of viojence in the antiapartheld struggle. The conference 

was an attempt by IDASA ro demystifi! the South African government’s depic- 
tion of r.he ANC. The IDASA qonference helped to expose the myth of a terror- 

ist ANC that the apartheid regime used to justify emergency rule, 
In the October :~987 issue of Democracy iv Actian, Boraine gave two reasons 

for IDASA’s mission to Dakar. First, he states, "Our initiative arose out of deep 

concern for our country which is ~o hopelessly divided a~d the victim of escalat-..i 

ing violence.’’~ He concluded that the state hould not perp.erually operate in.a 

state o£emergency and that the ANC could by no means over{hrow the state 15, 
force alone.¯ Second, "the reason why we ,vent to Dakar arises from our 

cute.in taiking with leaders of the Black ~ommuniry and with organizations 
those communlties." The conference was a tremendous success and ended with 
the Dakar Comm.uniqu4 in which all participants unanimously           , 

preference for a negotiated resolution to the South African question and 

dared their commitment to the goal of a nonracial ¯democracy.. 

The realization Of IDASA’s inaugural goais was by no means 

out overcoming significant obstacles. Boralne documented in September 

that the "State President delivered a very scathing attack on IDASA 
Dakar meeting when he spoke in parliament recendy.’’s As a resuk ofthe 

meeting, the state issu;d a warning stating, "the state will have to 
granting passports to thos~ who wish to participate" in any further meetm 
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with the t~en exiled ANC.7 And finally, in late ~9~7, the state warned that the 

state president would consider cutting off all overseas funding for IDASA. 

Though much of the media attention focused on the dramatic meetings 

taking place outside South Africa, IDASA was also extremely busy inside the 

country at a grassroots level. There remained considerable suspicion within the 

black commtmity as to IDASA’s agenda. As a result, the organization was corn- 

palled to spend an enormous amoun~ of time and energy in meetings with 

various groups, attempting to establish a climate of trust. Beginning in 1987, 

IDASA s~arted to encourage and facilitate loca~ forums. The forums focused on 

a variety of issues, but each of them had the effect of bringing people together 

a~ld building confidence in the intentions of IDASA. 

An important initiative during this time was a national, conference on the 

Freedom Charter. The conference, The Freedom Charter and the Future: A 

Critical Appraisal, was held in Cape Town, July 15-16, t988, and ~vas attended 

by over 4oo delegates.~ The conference was intended to give wtfites an opporm- 

n!ty to gain a deeper understanding of the aspirations and anger of the South 

African majority, thereby allowing them to deal with their own fears and hopes 

for the future, while acquainting them with the i&as of the ANC Freedom 

Charter. 

Another significant process held by IDASA was the Constitutional Options 

debate. In March of~989, IDASA iaunched the "Options for the Future" debate 

series on consrimtionai proposals for South Africa at various forums and work- 

shops across the country. The question then facing South AFricans was not 

whether negotiations over power sharing were to take piace, but when they 

would take place, before or after war. Preventing violence ai3d wax by bringing 

all concerned parries to the ’negotiation ruble and jointly evaluating constitu- 

tional proposals for South Africa was the etho~ of the conference. As Boraine 

stated, IDASA stood squarely in the arena of negotiation politics wher~ it could 

urge people to negotiate away from apartheid toward a democratic society with 

real power sharing?                                                     ¯ - 

During this period of oppressive government, IDASA was guided by irs 

to sow the seeds of democracy. It based its operational policy on the 

to accomplish its objectives of constructing strategies for cha~ge, it 
m build national unity, estabiish areas of commonality, expose people to 

reality of the "other," address their fears and prejudices, and develop a 

destiny through holding debates on the future. 

Ally in the Transition t~99o-i993) 

z, 1990, the political circumstances in South Africa changed dra- 
peech to the Parliament, State President De Klerk unb~ned the 



liberation movements and allowed their leaders ro .return from exile. This his- 
toric development had profound effects on the work of IDASA, IDASA had 

grown into a fair-sized organization employing about fifty staff natior~ally. It 
operated six regional offices in Pretoria, Durban, Bloemfontein, Port Elizabeth, 

East Londor~, and Cape Town. In light of these new developments, the challenge 
for IDASA was to reevaluate its strategies and structures while at the same time 
avoiding operational paralysis. 

The changing poiitical face of South Africa and IDASA’s role in the transiJ 
lion process were scrutinized during a two-and-a-half-day staff workshop held 
at Gordon’s Bay in June oft99o. Directors and coordinators from all six regions 
ok" South Africa and members from the IDASA head office met and discussed 

political developments in the counttT and the goals and challenges faring the 
organization in the I99os. In light of the institution’s goals and objectives~ a 
broad worldng document merged. From then on, IDASA would engage in the 
following acnvities: promoting progressive and democratic ideals and practices; 
addressing the fears, prejudice, and anger in South African society as obstacles 
to the transition; strengthening "parting" between the major actors of South 
Al’rica; providing information to all groups on all levels on critical issues con- 
fronting South Africa; and faciiitating discussion of constitutional and develop- 
ment issues for a pos>apartheid South Africa?° 

Consequently, IDASA’s staff met in August ~99o and discussed the organ,- 
zation’s continuing role in the pursuit of a democratic alternative. They identi- 
fied six possible ways in which IDASA could continue to 

First, in a nine of competing loyalties and alliance building, it was exrremdy 
important that IDASA maintain its independence. As a critical ally of the transb 
lion process, IDASA, they argued, would be well positioeed to 
and decisions that could assist the transinon.process toward genuine negotiation.. 
This did nor mean sitting on the sidelines and criticizing, but rather seeking to. 
be a critical ally of the transition to democracy by working with any and every 
party, by any constructive means possible, m achieve this goal. 

Secondly, againsv a background of widespread confusion, fear, and uncer- 
tainty about the political situation, IDASA would take the role of inter 

seriously. Emphasis was placed on analyzing the political and historical 
putting them in perspective and distributing this information. The " 
of the inierpreter’s role for IDASA was highlighted by the government’s inabilil 
to educate its own people. 

Thirdiy, IDASA committed itself to continuing its innovative work. 

nizational ~lexibility at all dines would be necessaW in order to adapt 
and compevenrly to cha~ging situations. Pioneering work still needed to 
in order to assist the transition process. Fourth, IDASA would 
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role in the facilitation process. As Boraine stated, "IDASA is wel| placed to 

continue its work as a facilitator in this regard. Indeed, where breakdowns occur, 
as they will occur, IDASA may well be. asked to assume the mediating role 
between groups and individnals."~ Widespread skepticism, suspicion, distrust, 

and violence throughout the country made facilitation an urgent necessity. 
Fifth, IDASA committed itsdfto work in the field of education. [n particu- 

lar, IDASA saw itself as having a responsibility and an opportunity to give 
people at every level a greater understanding of what democracy meant; not only 
"in constitutional terms, but especially in how ir affects their daily Jives and the 
iestitutions of which they are a part o£ Last, IDASA made a commitment to 

become an active change agent. In the past, IDASA had stage-managed events 
and sought to ac~ yew much as a facilitator. IDASA’s Ieadership and personnel 
had.not been prime movers. IDASA explicitJy acknowledged that it would have 
to face the question as to whether or not it wouId go beyor~d the role of facilita- 
tor and begin activdy participating. These conclusions translated into IDASA’s 
guiding principles during this period. ~ 

Ir became apparent during z99o-x99i that if South Africa were to have a 

democratic future, it would not be enough to focus on high level talks. Every 
dement of society needed ro take part in, support, and understand the process. 
AdditionaJly, violence during the early ~99os hig!~lighted the need for civil soci- 
ety to take an active role. In respot~se, IDASA established in ~99z the Train.lug 
Center for Democracy in Johannesburg. The center enabled IDASA to tal<e its 
workshops, seminars, aa~d conferences a step fiar~er and offer in-depth training 
on the philosophy of democracy, its history and the skills necessary to devdop 
a democratic society. In other words, IDASA was devdoping a sustained and 

continuing focus on grassroors citizen education. "Centra) to IDASA’s work 
method has been the belief that people learn best about democracy through 

it," explains the Training Center’s brochure. As Alison Curry, tutor 
the Training Center stated, "We have lived so iong in a culture of blame. 

¯ it has become difficult to envisage guy other way of being.’’a~ 

Between ~99o andx993, IDASA.was involved in facilitating a large number 
.0f regional forums on issues concerning economic justice, education, human 

the media, and grassroots involvement. It encouraged both black and 
~lxite South Afiicans to take part in the political devdopment of the counttg. 
.In June ~99o, IDASA hosted a cgnference, "South Africa in Transition" at the 

Cape 7i’aining Center in Port Elizabeth. The conference was an undertak- 
by IDASA ro educate South Africans abour speci~c issues relating to the 

of rransltion and create a climate of openness, international speakers 
lessons leaxned from transitions in Eastern and Centra2 Europe, and 

Arnerica?~ 
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In addition to local forums to build a culture of democracy, IDASA also 

recognized that there was a need to ensure stability by beginning to transform 
the security forces. In May I99o, IDAS_A held a conference in Lusalia, Zambia, 
that brought togetheF a large group of white South Africans involved in the 
South African Defense Force (SADF) and members of tim military wing of the 
ANC, Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK). The focus of the meeting was on the future 
security and defense force in a new South Africa and was one of the first initia- 
tives to address tixe question of SADF/MK relations[ 

In I992, IDASA held a conference entitied Policing in South Africa in the 

I99os that brought together members of the South African Police Force (SAPF), 
political leaders, and inteilecmals to examine policing in the context of the 
transition. IDASA recognized that wbfile the SAPF had been an essential instru- 
ment for maintain~g white domination, it was the .only police force in South 
Africa, and to not engage it would be to invite anarchy. The conference aimed : 

to decrease the 5redibility gap between the police and communities in order to 
further the democratic transition. "It is in facing up to the truth that we ~vill be 
freed ro work towzrd a police force which will enjoy the confidenc~ and respect 
of all Smith Africans."l~ 

Continuing its role as an innovative change agent, IDASA became active in .[.: 

organizing programs for international visitors. Academic establishments such as 
North Park College in Chicago working with IDASA arranged for students arid 
professors to visit South Africa on a cultural exchange. These programs included.. 
visits to to~vnships and church services with community members. The uldmat~ 
goal for IDASA was to break down misconceptions on the international fronLi~ 

In the period before the first-ever free and fair dections in South 
IDASA saw itself as an organization within civil sodety that sought to be impar- :~ 

tial and yet not neutral. It sought .to be independent and thus abie to be forth- 
right in its criticism of any or al! political paxties and leaders who de!ayed 
=tempted m thwart the birth of a democratic sodety. IDASA’s 
pret the transitional process, to encourage and build, support for transitional 
mechanisms, and to articulate citizen needs and aspira:ions m the negotiat, ng 
partners, made it an invaluable ally of the transition process during this 
As Boraine noted, "If ordinary South Africans, who are fearful of 
and the furore of their children, and are fed up with the on/off ne " " 

can be galvanized into putting pressure on all political parties, . 
be democracy in action.’’xy 

Support for the Founding Elections (I993 ~995) 

In July 1993, Jannie Flofmeyr, an independent researcher, reported 

ings from a survey he conducted. The findings suggested 
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within the country with most South.Africans wanting to "escape." There ap- 
peaxed to be a reemergence of racial stereotypes between blacks and whites, and 
a feeling Of alienation among 41 percent of the African population who had no 

commitment to racial harmony[ It was within the context of these t]ndings that 

Hofmeyr stated that the only way to save the country was through the su’ength- 
ening Of the "middie group" that was still commi{ted, to forging a peaceful 
future,~ It was in this climate of uncertainty with the prospect of civil wax that 
IDASA moved into the third phase of!ts history. 

Though IDASA was ~ontinuously working to ensure stability and encour- 
age a peacefu! transition through dia!ogue aid educational initiatives, it was 

during the period leading op to the first election that the organization gained a 

new focus. From I993 to I995, IDASA worked to educate voters, including those 
within the military, and to create nonpartisan spaces that would build legitimacy 
for the electoral process. Free and fair elections were considered to be crucial to 

the devdopment of a democratic South Africa. As an institure based specifically 
¯ on dqmocracy, IDASA felt a particular responsibility to participate in this en- 
deavor. IDASA was involved in preparing fog the 1994 elections in a number of 
ways, from policy processes and the monitoring of electoral legislation to voter 

educatiort and observer training)9 It continues these activities today through.its 
Political Information and Monitoring Services (PIMS) to, among other things, 
build civic capacity to participate in democratic institutions. 

Ira.mediately after the t994 elections, the organization changed its name to 
the Institute for Democracy in South AJ:-rica, as it Was no longer necessary to 
seek a democratic"alternative," although it kept tlae WeIl&nown acronym 
IDASA. By this stage~ the organization had again doubled in size, employing a 

staffof over ioo and making k one of the larger NGOs in South Africa.Z0 Whiie 
the work of regional offices in the predection period had been characterized by 

a high degree of responsiveness to regional n~eds an d realities, in ~e postelection 
period IDASA pr.ojects began to converg~ toward a number of key themes 

duding government monitoring and training and civil society capacity building. 
IDASA recognized that mere elec~ons would not create a democratic soci- 

~ without sustained education and monitoring. It initiated a nunther of proj- 

to build democratic ideals. In 1993, to address the challenges facing South 

during the transition period and to simukaneously emphasize the role 
:ty, IDASA cohosted a seminar, "The Role of Civil Society in an 

[Emerging Democracy." The meet’ing 0f journalists, local academics, and NGOs 
to a distillation of factors that could threaten South Africa’s transition to 

These included the maldistributi0n Of socioeconomic wealth and 
i ethnic tensions and confIicts. Larry Diamond, senior research fellow at the Hoo- 

Institution in California stated, "The transition to democracy in South Af- 
" the most complex transition in the world.’’~ 

:. 



In light of the maW barriers to a smooth transition, [DASA felt that the 

most crucial need for South Africa was political will and leadership. As a tesuk, 

it org~a~ized public hearings with various groups of stakeholders to discuss the 

constitutional process, including specificallyyouth, women, religion, and labor. 

Drawing from examples such as Cambodia, vhe Training Center for Democracy 

continued working on voter education programs. The Center operated nnder 

the belief that effective voter education needed to be deepened beyond the erec- 

tion of voting mechanisms. Through project development and implementation, 

the Center began ro tackle fnndamental issues such as fear that could cloud the 

voting process.= 

Even though a large portion of IDASA’s transition work concentrated on 

national initiatives, the or~oizarion was worldng ro build capacity at the local 

level as well. In I993 in a meeting entitled "Conference on Peace, Development 

and Democracy," IDASA aimed to explore what peace, democracy, and devel- 

opment meani to those working at local levels. By promoting active informavion 

exchanges, the organization encouraged participants to interact with each other 

¯ and explore conference themes.2" 

In this short period, IDASA worked diligently ~o establish a nonpartisan 

space for civil society to discuss its views, to strengthen election bodies, to em~ 

power voters, and to contribute m flee and ¯fair elections. It saw its role as a 

facilitator of democracy that would help to consolidate and direcv the newfound 

optimism in the country. 

Building Democratic Institutions (3~995-I998) 

in I993, A~ex Boraine wrote, "We are convlncedvhat long after the first flee and 

fair election in South Africa has been held, t~tere will be a need for an organiza-... 
tion like ~DASA to continue ~o ~ocus on democratic values and thus to challenge:! 

auy possible abuse of power from whatever source.’’24 In the posr-election pc-. 
rind, this was precisely the direction in which IDASA turned. Rotifer than work- 

ing toward removing a repressive government, the organization now focused 
its energies toward building vhose democratic institutions that would hei 

strengthen a newly elected, but inexperienced, government, IDASA 
the mandate of the r~ew government, the leglstadve mov£ rol( of political 
ers, and the responsibilities of public instimdon~. Yet, its focus 
an understanding of democracy as involving the rhythms, pavtems, mrd 

of the broad array 9f institutions a~d communities in society--democracy as a 

way of life, no~ simply periodic elections. In order to do this, 
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cally restructured. There had to be a shift from being inimical, to government to 

a willingness to work with it. 
One of the main ways in which IDASA facilitated cooperation with 

ment was through its Public Information Center (PIC), established in March 

~995. The PIC’s mission was to collect, coil=e, analyze, and provide information 
on public policy with a view to enhancing government transparency, account- 
ability, and effectiveness. Mampheta Ramphele, who later went on co become 

managing director for the World Bank, headed the PIC. It attempted to break 
the tendency co adopt oppositional approaches m public policy quesnons and 
instead worked co foster a new civic ethos to constructively influence govern- 

ment and participate in public policy debates. 
The PIC was conceived as a project that would serve as an oily of change, 

providing the government of national unity with information, support and, 
where appropriate, criticism and feedback. Then executive director of IDASA, 

Wilmot James noted that access to information was key co good governmet~t. 
The voting public, he said, "’eiected as well as appointed public officials at at! 
levels of government, and actors in the wider South African society will be better 
served by an open l%w of reliable, in-depth information. The PIC is therefore 

ge~ed to bridge the information gap which exists in our society.’’~5 
In another attempt to work with the governmen~ in democracy building, 

IDASA began working on constitutional development issues. In a litde known 
effort of great importance, IDASA organized five high-level constiruuonal "safa~ 
ris" for drafters of the new South African C0nsdtudon. The group examined 

the constkudons of England, Switzerland, Portugal, the United States, Canada, 
India, :rod Australia. T.he purpose was to expose South African writers to fasci- 
nating lessons from other countries and emphasize the ~ac~ that constitutions 
were products of history. Basic elemenu such as bicameral versus unicameral 

parliaments, bills of rights, and voting processes were addressed. In Australia, 
for example, the place of the Aboriginal people’s had been a very sensitive one. 
TEey had been subject to policy and legislation determined by each stare. But 
in 1967, a nationwide referendum approved the inclusion of Aboriginal people 
in the census figures on which electoral ailocat, ons are based. It also established 
the principle that the commonwealth coo.ld legislate for all races. The lesson in 

Australia was that systems can manage to meet internal and exverna2 challenges 
~d that South Africans were fortunate in being able to learn from others and in 

~:::i having the will and creatMcy m design a system best-suited to their conditions.26 
Another initiative was Community Policing Forums. These were an extea- 

ready exisrlng work in the security fie~d. Community policing 
a 

phiIosophy or approach that guided the methodology of policing. Iv is based 
the assumprlon that the objective of policing--the provision and mainte- 



nance of safety and securiFy ~or all individuals and communities--can only be 

achieved through the collaborative effort of the Poli~e and the communities 

where they operate. Therefore, a major objective of the Community .Policing 

Forums was to establish an active partnership between the police and public 

through which crime problems conld be determined and appropriate solutions 

designed and implemented. IDASA was successful in establishing a community- 

policing forum in most South African policing districts. 

During this period, IDASA focused its work on assisting in the reconstruc- 

tion of the state, developing civic virtues, encouraging democratic practice, and 

procedures, and consolidating die new constitUfon. The regional offices, whose 

programs had begun m resemble each other and ~vhose locatons no longer 

reflected the new provincial divisions in South Africa, were closed and vw0 

amalgamated Democracy Centers were established, one in Cape Town and the 

other in Pretoria. 

Empowering Citizens 0998-z0oo) 

By ~998, South ,auCrica had undergone one democratic election and was quiddy 
approaching another. Though the ~rst free and fair election in a country has 
obvious significance, it is the second election that determines how firmly en- 
trenched democracy truly is. IDASA recognized the importance of the second 
election and sought to play as iarge of a to!e, if not a greater, than in the I999 
dections. IDASA coordinated ~65 workshops and ;rained dose to 45o 

educators in seven different provinces. It produced and published a voter educa- 

tor’s package, "Your Vote Counts," and distributed over 4,5oo copies across the 

The Curriculum Developmen~ and Citizenship Education Unit 
conciuded its Trair:ing for Democracy Educators project in I998. By the end 

I998, 380 community-based democracy educatoi’s had participated in an intense 
five-day training program. The CDCE also designed a groundbreaking course 

for traditional leaders as part of the KwaZulu-Nata! Democracy project, whi& 
aimed a~ enhancing democratic interactmn ar the local level.=r The 
marion Service (BIS) uni/was also worked on new and innovative 
~vouid ukimately lead to a more informed and empowered citizen. The Pro 

¯ cial Fiscal Analysis Project wirhir~ BIS established a provindal 
lure monitors that assisted in initiaring an exciting research program 
immediate responses to critical provincial finance issues.2~ 

In accordance with the theme of empowering citizens, IDASA 

many of" its ongoing projects into two new national program~ includlc 
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Local Government Center and the Citizen Leadership Programme. The Local 
Government Center sought to empower municipalities and local communities 
for effective and accountable governance and service deliverg. The Citizen Lead- 
ership Programme, which later became the Citizen and Colnmunity.Empower- 

menr Programme (CCEP), strengthened the capadty of civil society leadership 

to participate in policy development and implementation. 

Strengthening Capacity for Democracy (2ooo-zoo4) 

Though IDASA has worked diligently ’and determinedly toward its goals, the 
initial excitement and jubilation that marked ~he beginning of the transforma- 
tion process in South Africa is all bur forgotten. When asked to e@ress their 

views on the state of affairs in South Africa, most dtizens will refer to the 
high levels of crime and violence, increasing unemployment, poverty, and the 
perceived inability of the government to make things right. 

IDASA believes that many of these challenges are connected and can be 
addressed by dealing with certain weakriesses in sodety and deepening democ- 
racy by building the capaciD* of citizens and the stare. The organization’s pri- 
mary objective has become to build this capacity. IDASA’s current mission 
statement asserts that it is "an independent public interest organization commit- 

ted to promoting a sustainable democracy in South Africa and eisewhere by 
building democratic institutions, educating citizens, and advocating social jus- 
tice.’’~ To do this, the organization has decided to concentrate on buiiding 

and civic capacity for democracy .particularly through training and 

IDASA’s goal is to provide empowering and critical education, 

.~ . not merely the transmission of narrowly defined s[dils competence, 

In Order to achieve this objective, IDASA has identified three critical inter- 

¯ related competencies that must be strengthened. The first is "Enforcement and 
Consent," by which is meant the competency of the state¯to enforce all laws and 

:: the willingness and ability of people¯ to comply with these laws. The second is 

!’Representation and Participatlon," the ability of the state and government ro 

through all statutotT institutions the needs and interests¯¯ of people, 
willingness and ability of people to directly participate in processes to 

their own interests and needs. The last critical competency is "Delivery 
Demand," the ability £f the state to deliver social services and the rights 

ressed in Chapter z of" the Constitution and the willingness and ability of 

demands ba~ed on the Co~stltution. These three critical compe- 
form the theoretical framework thar IDASA’s programs, tDASA recog- 



nizes dlat there.is a connection between the competencies, and knows that while 
action is required in all three, action in one will affect the whole system. 

IDASA runs a number of programs serving both national and intemationM 

capacity building needs includ!ng the Budget Information Service, the Citizen 
and CornmunXy Empowerment Programme, the Community Safety Pro- 

gramme, the Governance and Aids. Programme, the Local Government Center, 
the Political Information and Monitoring Service, the Right to Know Pro- 
gramme, the Public Opinion Service, and the Southern African Migration. 
’Though these programs kre .aimed at strengthening vastly different capacities of 

disparate target groups, they all serve to reinforce IDASA’s long-term commi> 
. ment m promoting sustainable democracy. 

IDASA: A Movement Beyond South 2ffrica 

IDASA’s emergence as a professional institution has roots in the struggle for 
democ}acy in Sou~ 2M:rica. However, in the last several years, IDASA has b~- 
come increasingly involved in assisting democratic processes in other African 
countries as well as Other projects that cross borders. IDASA’s international 

programs are guided by the belief that democracy is a common struggle that 
must be met by ordinary citizens and leaders from all over the world. As such, 

the struggIe requires solidarity. For example, the Southern African Migration 
Project (SAMP) addresses the higEly controversial flow of migrants and refugees 
between many Southern African countries. SAMP is a network of institutions 

in eight countries in the Southern African Development Community (SADC) 
region. Ir includes a research program on migration and has helped organize 

international forums in whicl: migratiorl oftl.cials from all the Southern African 
countries meet with each other and with immigration advocacy and research 
groups. 

Created in zoot, IDASA’s Governanc~ andAids Program (GAP) is based on 
¯ e belief that the impact of HIV and AIDS poses a serious threat to democratic 
consolidation. It seeks to mobilize political leaders across Southern Africa to act 

coIIectively as legislators. Conducting brcaktl?rough research on the impIications 
of HIV/AIDS on elections, parrlcularty citizen participation and electoral mod- 

eIs, mid introducing original training programs targeted at government commu- 
nicators and speechwriters, GAPraises governance issues on HIV/AIDS at the 
various national levels. High-level leadership within the executiyg in South Af- 
rica and the ministers of health from Mozambique and Nanfibia has put GAP 
on the map as a leader in this field. 

Afrobarometer an IDASA flagship project working in the Public Opinion 
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Service (POS), is. one of the most effective go;cernance and democracy research 
tools on the continent. It recently received .the 2004 Data Set Award of the 
American Political Science Association’s Comparative Politics Section. Afroba- 

rometer is driven by the belief that capacity for democracy entails citizens that 
are knowledgeable about government and can demand their rights. It foilows 
the notion that democracy require~ elected government officiais, political pa}ties, 

and Civil s0dety organizations that can effectively represent citizens. POS moni- 
tors, researches, and disseminates information about popular opinion by con- 

ducting periodic attitude surveys, looking .at the development of African values, 
their assessmerlts of democratic institutions, their perceptions Of social justice in 

terms of how they are treated by those institutions, and their quality of life. The 
work of POS is to match its strategic sense of what is important and relevant 
with the perceptions of African citizens from tlfteen countries. Over rime, it will 

aim enable IDASA to measure the impact of democracy promotion work in 
Africa2~ 

As IDASA has expanded its Work in the rest o~ Africa, it has also taken 
on an increasingiy seif-conscious "African" identity and perspec:ive on what 
democracy means. Recent work in .Nigeria is i[lustrative. In 2o’o2 ][DASA, with 
two other partners, won a ewo-year USAID tender for a project in Nigeria tiried 

=The Parmership for Advocacy and Civic Empowermcnt" (PACE). The project 
aim was to strengthen and build capacity within Nigerian civil society in areas 
of electoi’al support, constitutional reform, transparency, and peace building. 

One of the first efforts was monitoring and responding to the potential violence 
that could have threatened the 2003 elections. Because IDASA was one of the 
few democracy organizations working on the continent, it worked [n partnership 
with churches and trade unions to estabIish an Alte’rnanve Information Net- 
work. As a result of tDASA’s dection observation work, the organization re- 

leased a statement after the polls closed saying that the election, while nor 

perfect, was definitely an advance. This judg.ment had a large impact on interna- 
tlonal opinion a.bout the dection’s credibility and could haveb~en a key factor 
in the government’s derision to hold the next round of eIections. 

The zooT~ elections in Kenya provided tDASA with another 6pportunity to 
contribute to’he building of democracy in Africa. Prior to the elections, Kenya 
embarked on.the process of producing a new democratic constitution to guide 
the election. The lack of politica! leadership to drivethe constitutional deba~es" 

left the country w!t.hout a democratic constitution. Forecasting uncertainty in 

. .the 2oo2.electlons and realizing the potential for change, IDASA took an assert- 
lye approach and inkiated discussions with a wide range of NGOs in Kenya. 
The dialogue focused on the potential f£r institutional capacity building and 

"Post-Democracy Political Skilis." The success of similar pro)ects in Zambia 
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and Zimbabwe reinforced IDASA’s belief that capacW building in times of 

contentious elections was not only possible but also necessary. !t is the under- 
standing that Kenya chat forms a building block to construct a democratic force 
in Africa that drives IDASA’s motivation and commitment to create this project. 

By making use 6f the South African experience and expertise working with 
co!leagues and parmers IDASA hopes to build, deepen, and strengthen democ- 
racy within Africa.~2 The question facing IDASA today is what strategic direc- 

tion it should take to continue being a leading Africa-wide democracy building 
organization. IDASA has always maintained that it does not represent civil soci- 

ety but rather operates as a professional institution. The road ahead can lead in 
one of two ways--either IDASA becomes a Pan-African NGO with offices in 
South Africa or it remains a South African NGO that operates select programs 

in other African countries. 

Relationships with External Parties 

Nearly all NGOs operating within the context of a donor-recipient relationship 
must answer the question of how those relationships contribute to st~engthenlng 
constituency bases, whether it is by enhancing horizontal linkages between au- 
tonomous actors, or vertical relations of depende3xce?~ The con~ex~ of a relation- 

ship is critical in defining autonomy: are these relationships based on individuals 

or organizations as agents of change, and are they based on personal relation- 

ships or results? " 
By empIoying a laissez-faire approach where horizontal rdatiouships are 

built on the organization as an enti~ and individuals within as agents of change, 
IDASA has maintained uI~ique relationships with inrerrtavional arid 
donor institutions. Throughout its history, the institution has been firm o~ 
setting its agenda while other organlzatio~s iD similar siruanons within and 

around South .Africa have become victims of donor dictated projects and 
grams.~4 While most organizations struggle with the question of autonomy o{ 
dependence, IDASA has cleariy maintained its freedom to determine its twit: 

strategic direction and development wi~out undue pressure from 

actors. 
The core component in preserving this leve[ of independence is the 

of creating an overall mission without reference to donors 
tion of IDASA has been to gollectively decide its mission, search for 
achieve the mission objectives, and seek funding opportunkies, tn 

masiy NGOs seek funding and then tailor their objectives accordingly. 

’~-7, - 
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ability to maintain its objectives despite donor intervention has allowed the 
organization to become more competitive in the fight for scarce resources. 

IDASA occasionally sets ~e donor agenda as well Through interaction at 

high policy levels and consultative processes, donor agencies have bestowed 
upon IDASA the standing of one that is well immersed in priorities within the 

South AFrican community. The combination of concrete objectives coupled 
with the diversity of funding by domestic and international donors has helped 
foster the lack of conformity to traditional donor-recipient relations (see Appen- 
dix A for IDASA’s current funding landscape). This independence does not 
preclude IDASA from participating in formal systems of accountability to do- 

nors, Reclpien~ orga~iizatiot3s are understandably concerned about ins~imtional 
development. The beauty of IDASA is that it has managed to work beyond 
accoun{ability systems put in place by donors. Some of these systems have on 
occasion have served ro undermine internal methods of control. 

The denning dis~inction of IDASA that lends itself m this autonomous 

relationship with donors is ks reputation as a productive orga. nization of high 
quality work with results-oriented projects and commitment to clmnge. What 
makes IDASA dxcepfional is the boldness, size, and muir!dimensions!try of its 

polk!ca[ approach for the twenty-first century. This reputation can be attributed 
co two key organizafioi~al characteristics: strong and inspiring leadership and 
groundbrealdng initiatives. 

From its cortceprmn, IDASA has been under the direction of strong and 
capable leadership. Boraine and Slabbert created an institution of change based 

on their credibility as policy makers, and with a clear vision for success. Boraine, 
a former president of the Methodist Church of Southern Africa, served twelve 
years in Parliament before creating IDASA. Slabbert, a social scientist and for- 

mer leader of the Opposition in. Parliament, brought with him expertise as the 
chairpersm~ of the Witwatersrand Metropolitan chamber and the University of 
Witwatersrand Graduate School of Business. The original board of trustees, kept 
intentionally largdy white to adhere to and execute IDASA’s mission, included 
members such as Andr~ du To!t, the founding editor of Die SuidaAfrikann 

James Learc, the former vice chancdlor and principal of the Univer- 
-sity of Natal, Stuart Sanders, the principal and vice chancellor of the U,fiversity 

.e Town, mid Archbishop Hurley, a former Catholic Archbishop of Du> 
{see Appendix B for a ful! list of original board members). 

For almost two decades, these qualities have conti~,ued to sustain IDASA’s 

Both past and fature leadership have uniformly managed the institu- 
air of openness and equality, creating a supporuve organizational 

~er~hip ~ecognlzes that producing an environment where evety- 
:.:~ne can express themselves and is treated equally is the key to sustainability. The 



low attrition rates within IDASA indicate the level of dedicariot~ and commit- 

ment the organization generates. The flexible nature of IDASA’s leadership 
change with die times in regards to community and internal needs has been a 

significant contributor re its reputation. After the ~994 elections, for instance, 

the need to develop leadership within the black commm~ity became apparent. 
Consequently, IDASA shifted its concentration from the distinct but small 

white power base to developing leadership programs within the black commu- 

nity. 
’ IDASA’s ability to create and sustain truly groundbrea!dng initiatives has 

also been vitaI to its success, The many successful projects and conferences 

IDASA has held over itslifetime directly contribute to the positive reputation it 

enjoys. The Dakar conference held in Senegal during its infancy launched 

IDASA as a national organization. In conjunction with that conference, IDASA 
was also critical in organizing a group of South African artists’ visit to exiled 
South African artists in Lusaka, Zambia,. and a group of South African women’s 
visit re exiled women in Harare, Zimbabwe. Beyond the scope of its 

mission and the Dakar conference, IDASA’s role in the first free democratic 
elections was also critical. Tb.e creation and full implementation of rNe Indepen- 

dent Electoral Commission (IEC) came only three months prior to the elections. 
The IEC therefore lac.kcd the ability to appropriately conduct all required dec- 
tier: duties. During these elections, IDASA acted as the election administrators " 

in absence era fully capacitated IEC. 

IDASA’s role in facilitating a peaceful dialogue between Zulus a~d Indians 

in KwaZulu-Natal in 2ooz was ano~er successfitl groundbreaking iniriatlve~ 

Many Indians, and some among the black community, continued to experience 
economic advancement in the early.i99os wb.ile the majority of the ZLflU tom-. 
munity experienced stagnant or even worsening economic conditions. To ad- 

dress the bitter divides between the two communities, IDASA decided to create 

a dialogue, in June 26-27, zooz, diverse civil society leaders in Durban pamc,- 
pared in a dialogue that inciuded a series of exposure tours with Indians 

Zulus going into each other’s communities. The tours were successful 

openers dispelling distorted ideas bo~h groups had about each other. 

4o0 participants in the conference, IDASA considered the dialogue a success. 
The achievements of these conferences and its capacity building work 

throughout Africa have brokered trust and peace between conflicted 

heiped built sustainable civil society organizations. It is this trust and 
which orgamzauons and individuals have granted IDASA that mal¢es these r. 

tionships so hopeftd and fi’uitful. 

Democracy Organ~zarlens in Political Transitions 

The IDASA Approach 

Throughout its history, IDASA has believed in and pracylced political tolerance 
and the engagement of government wich citizens. It considers the establishment 

of constitutiona! democracy, the building of democratic institutions, the habits 
and virtues of democratic citizenship, and increasing economic and social equal- 
try to be the best guaxanmrs of peace in a world where conflict is inevitable. The 
changing role of cM1 society is located in the context of an ongoing process of 
transformation in South Africa. [DASA’s histoi-y and development have been 

closely tied re the evolution of democracy ,n South Africa. While it has changed 
focus and strategy numerous rimes over the years, its commitment toward 
democratic ideal has never wavered. IDASA has been able to participate in 
ecrs and activities covering the widest spectrum of democratic ~rans,tion and 
consolidation. It has operated under the apartheid regime, a state of emergency, 

a transitional government, and two. democratically elected parliaments. 

IDASA’s strategm phrase is that it builds capadty for democracy. This 
means capacity of government and the capacity of citizens and civic institutions 
such as NGOs, community organizations, schools, and the press. Ir also includes 
the ideas of democratic governance, which is about the quality and cuiture of 
c~tizen~government interac~ion. Democratic governance involves .a culture of 
accountability, transparency, responsiveness, and permeabiiity of government 
and. civil society boundaries. Developing peopie’s sldlls thrones expanding their 
ability to engage wittx ochers across lines of racial, cultural, economic or ideologi- 
ca/differences to accomplisIa public tasks such as conflict resolution and prob- 
Iem solving. Through public work and deliberation, IDASA has developed these 

capacities. This emphasis represents an older understanding of politics as negoti- 
ation among a pl~dity of interests to accomplish public tasks, 

Politics, with its bad reputation around the world, is nonetheless che master 
language of decision making, goal setting, engagement of interests, and power 
in complex, diverse sodeties. When politics become increasingly professional-" " 

ized most people are shut out of the serious work of making critical decisions 
about their world. Citizenship either thins our or is reduced to righteous de- 
rereads and complaints. Perhaps most novd in a world where professionals 

creasingly dictate che terms and frameworks of politics, IDASA has sought re 
.!;:. retrieve the nonprofessioi~al tmdersranding of politics. In IDASA’s view, politics 

has always be!onged to the people~ 

IDASA’s approach to philosophically democratic and constructive polities 
¯ ]~as been formed by a quest to find i~s roots in AFrican traditions and experiences, 

imported from Europe or the United States. Explicit attention m 



nonpartisan politics that empowers citizens is apparent in the faith-based organ- 

izing networks developillg among low-income church communities in Johannes- 

burg, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Durban, and dsewhere. This approach has 

deep roots in older South African traditior~s that emphasized the everyday work 

of organizing, developing local leadership, and creating pgblic goods such as 

clinics and cooperatives like the Black Consciousness Movement of the z97os. 

The constructive politics that IDASA pioneers challenges "politics as usual" 

across the world. The world today is. confronted by large problemk that cannot 

be solved without governmenr, hut wlfich governments alone can never address. 

tDASA has understood, from the beginning a crucial truth of democracy build- 

ing in our age: to create flouris~ir~g democracies and a global environment 

pitable to such democracies will require deep respect for the interests, talents, 

and inteiligence of all stakeholders~ ~v-Tithout a doubt, each country has its own 

unique barriers to rhe elimination of in)ustices. But the institutional framework 

developed by IDASA offers good lessons. It is a model thai works to build 

national unity and seeks democratic alternatives through dialogue and work: 

shops and fays the groundwork for tree and fair elections, empowers citizens, 

and deepens the capacity of government and civil society. It provides a powerful 

example that organizations the world over can use to inform their own efforts 

to est~bllsh democratic reform. IDASA’s distinctive flexibility, its interest in 

innovative and creative projects, and its willingness to work with any actor 

commkted to the goal oi:democracy makes its operational philosophy a valuable 

and useful exampie for any organiz~6on working toward social justice. 

Appetadix A: IDASA’s Funding Landscape 

As evident from Figure I, much of the funding for IDASA came from sources 
external to South Africa. This was illustrative of a poor local philanthropic base 
and the difficulty of attracting domestic funding for humaa~ rights and democ- 
racy NGOs during apartheid. 

Appendix B: [DASA’s Original Board of Trustees 

D~’. Nthato Motlana was a leading community figure in Soweto and 

doctor. He was founder president and then honorary president of the 

Civic Association. Over the years he has played an important role in 

health care, small business devdopmenr, education and community-based pr6j 

ects. 

Democracy Orgamzations il~ PoliticaJ Transitions 303 

80%- 

Professor Andre du 7bin was professor of political studies at the University of 
Cape Town and deputy dean of the social sciences and humanities faculty. He 
was the founding editor of DieSuid-Afrikann magazine and has written numer- 
ous scholarly articles and authored severaJ books. 

i~rafessar .]-gmes Get~ve! performed duties as rector and vice chancellor at the 
University of the Western Cape. His primary tnrerest was the transformation of 
the education system in South Afi-lca and he held office with several education 

bodies. 

Dr. Alex Boraine, former executive director of Idasa, was president of the Meth- 

odist Church of Soutkiern Africa. He was a Member of Parliament for twelve 

years before founding Idasa. 

Dr, ffredric~ Van Zyl S~bbert, a social scientist and former leader of the opposi- 
tion in Parliament, was ~he director of policy and planning of Idasa. He also 
served as chairperson of the Witwatersrand Merropolitan Chamber, and a visit- 
iag professor at the Wits Graduate School of Business. 

Professor James Lea~ was vice-chancellor and principal of the University of Natal. 
has published widely in ~he fields of religious studies and applied ethics 

~nd works as a consultan~ ro various companies on industrial relations, dispute 

resolution and corporam social responsibility. 

Mr. ~no* Mabgza was Chief Minister of kaNgwane between z977 and r99I. 
~ected across the political spectrum in South Africa in i978 he founded the 



Inyandza Nationa] Movement. He was also part-time executive director of the 
Independent Development Trust and served on the boards of several major 
companies. 

Ms. Elizabeth Mokown8 was executive director of the Vocational Guidance and 
Education Center and Filuvukanl {a development agency) on the Reef. Her 
interests have been in development of women, children and conflict manage- 

Dr. Beyers Naude, a prominent religious ¯leader in South Africa, lived under a 
banning order between t977 and x984. He was honorary vice-president of the 
South African Coundl of Churches and was active in several organizations. As 
the first chairperson of Idasa’s Board of Trostees, he retired at the end of~99I. 

Pro~ssor Wiseman Nkuhlu, principal and vice chancellor of the University of 
Transkei, was very active in the field of economic development and served on 

the boards of the Development Bank of Southern Africa, the African Bank and 
the Independent Development Trust. 

Dr. Stuart Sounders was principal and vice chancellor of the University of Cape 

Town (UCT). He previously served as professor and head of the medical school 
a~ UCT, He is a past preside~*t of the South African Institute of Race Relations 

and has had links with a range of educational and health organizations.. 

Archbishop Denis Hurley retired in z99~ a~cer holding a position of the Catholic 
Archbishop of Durban for forty ye~s. The social application of the Christian 

gospel was h~s field of interest. He served onthe council of Diakonia and was 
chairperson of the Natal Church L~aders Group. 

Reverend Mteteldi De Villiers Soga was a minister of the Reformed Presbyterian 
Church in Port Elizabeth. He also served as chairperson of the Eastern Cape 
Council o Churches and was president of th~ Port Elizabeth branch of IDA- 
MASA (inter-denominational Africa~ Ministers Association of South Africa). 

Professor Peter Vale was codirector of the Center for. Southern African Studies at 
the University of the Western Cape, The author of over tooacademic publica- 
tions, he has taught and done research in the fleld of international relati0~s. 

Reverend Canon Z**ndu wa~ archdeacon of Diaz in Port Eiizaberh and chairper- 
son of the Eastern Cape Council of Churches. He was a member of the manage~ ~i 
men� committee of the Port Elizabeth Child Welfare and Family Life and a , 

:.: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

sahle@ema~l.unc.edu 

Friday, December 3, 2010 5:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: The decisions ~se in...HOLLYWOOD MEDIA INTERNSHIP 

ATT00001 .htm; HOLLYWOOD 2011 Syllabus2.rff 

..... Forwarded lnessage from mbancrof@email.unc, edu ..... 
Date: Fri, 03 Dec 2010 14:25:25 -0500 
From: molly bancroft <mbancrof@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: molly ban croft <mbancrnf@email un c edu> 
Subject: The decisions are in...HOLLYWOOI) i’~r~;r)IA INTERNSHIP 

To: sahle@email.unc.edu 

Dear 

Congratulations! ’]7he Department of Communicatinn Studies at UNC-Chapel 
Hill is pleased to inform you that you have been selected to 
participate in the 2011 Hollywood Media Industries Internship 

Attached is an information sheet/wllabus for the Internship program 
from Paul Edwards It describes many things you’ll need to know to beg~n 
thinking about your summer and coordinating times to meet with fellow 
interns, etc. 

There will be a prelimina® meeting :[’or all Hollywood Interns in the 
early part of the spring semester to discuss inl2mnation pertinent to 
travel, lodging and to entertain questions you might have about the 
internship, rll coordinate that with you via a listserv I create for 
you. There will also be a mandatolN meeting of all Hollywood interns in 
April 2011 with Paul Edwards, who will be back on campus to provide you 
with more specific irfformation about the program, as well as distribute 
your internship assigl~ents. 

rll create the intern listset’,~ early spring semester. You will receive 
an email confirming your addition to this listserv.It will be an 
important tool for you to receive occasional messages pertaining to the 
internship experience. It is also encouraged that all interns (Media 
and Performance) use the listserv as a means to keep in touch with one 
another, exchange useful irtfurmation, and getting together at regular 
intel~’als. 

Again, congratulations on being invited to be part of this 
program.~lPORTANT:Please cotffirm your acceptance of this offer to Paul 
Edwards            @yahoo.corn                   @yahoo.corn>) and 

"cc" me (mbancrof@email.tmc.edu <mailto:mbancrot~@email.unc.edu>)within 
2 weeks of receiving this letter. 

Finally, please send Paul E&vards the final copy of your updated resume 
(everyone!) to: _          @yahoo..com 

~@ahoo..com>ifyou haven’t already. 

Sincerely, 

Molly 

Molly Bancroft 
Con~aunication Studies Department 

113 Bi~gham, CB 3285 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 
Telephone:919-%2-4981 
Fax:919-%2-3305 

mbancrof@email.unc.edu 

http://comm.unc.edu/ 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

-Where there is a Will there is Way- 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Stmday, December 5, 2010 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-05-10 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Ashcroft, Bill, AUTHOR: 
Post-colonial transformation Marxism, moderni~z and postcolonial 
CALL NO: JV51 .A75 2001 CALL NO: PN98.C6 M37 2002 
BARCODE: 00019235025 BAR(2ODE: 00021632486 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTHOR: Ldpez. Alfred J.,     AI.Z[’HOR: Chrisman, Laura. 

Posts and pasts : a theory ofpostc Postcolonial contraventions : cultu 

CALl. NO: PN98 P62 L67 2001 CAl.], NO: YV51 .(;55 2003 

BARCODE: 00019397449 BARCODE: 00022467821 

Davis LibraW I)UE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:38 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH UniversiU Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Library Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Libraw 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-05-10 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Past the last post : theorizing pos The pre-occupation of postcolonial 
CALL NO: PR9080.5 .P38 1990 CALL NO: ~51 .P74 2000 c.2 

BARCODE: 00007309682 BARCODE: 00019669217 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library, DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTItOR: Gandhi, Leela,      A1,Yl’IiOR: 

Postcolonial theory, : a critical in Postcolonialism : critical concepts 

C±~,.LL NO: JV51 .G36 1998 CALL NO: JV51 P67 2000v.1 

BARCODE: 00015532434 BARCODE: 00019125992 

Davis LibraW I)UE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN[CE N SAt-]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BATFLE 

29:37 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-05-10 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Hiddleston, Jane. 
Understanding postcolonialism 
CALL NO: JV51 H53 2009 
BARCODE: 00033690523 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:41 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNCCH UniversiU Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

LibraW Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-05-10 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.libul~c.eduipatroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Postcolonialism and political theor The Routledge companion to postcolo 
CALL NO: JV51 .P665 2007 CALL NO: JV51 R68 2007 

BARCODE: 00028775246 BARCODE: 00030576154 

Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

A~IJTHOR: Ashcroft, Bill,      AITFHOR: McEwan, Cheul 
Post-colonial studies : the key con Postcolonialism and development 
CALL NO: JV22 .A84 2007 CALI~ NO: ]V51 .M38 20f)9 

BzYRCODE: 00030266113 BA[{CODE: 00033556063 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN’[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & A}:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:40 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librm?- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-05-10 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Hendricks, Fred      AUTHOR: 
Fault-lines in South African democr Contempora~z postcolonial theory, : 
CALL NO: JQ1981 F38 2003 CALL NO: PN771 .C595 1996 
BARCODE: 00023106639 BAR(2ODE: 00025359111 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTHOR: PalTy, Benim.       AITf’HOR: Venn, Couze. 

Postcolonial studies : a materialis The postcolonial challenge : toward 

CAL[~ NO: PR9080 [-’3.66 2004 CAI.L NO: .[V51 .V46 2006 

BARCODE: 00024208581 BARCODE: 00026320491 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MMMser 11 Organizing Committee <~mmmse@mail.201 liiisconferences.org> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 6:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CFP ~-~-~ Models a~d Modeling Methodologies in Science aJ~d Engineering 

Call For Abstracts, Papers, and Invited Sessions Organizers 

International Symposium on Qualitative, Quantitative and Hybrid 
Models and Modeling Methodologies in Science and Engineering: MblMse 2011 

www. 2011 iiisconferences.or,~’mnmase 
March 27th-30th, 2011 ~- Orlando, Florida, USA. 

In the context of The 2nd International Multi-Conference on Complexi~, 
Informatics and Cybernetics: INICIC 2011 (w~vw.201 liiisconferences.org/imcic) 

Submissions for face-to-face and virtual presentations are accepted and in both cases the respective final papers ~vill be included in the proceedings. 

Important dates 

Abstract/paper Submissions and invited sessions proposals: Jan 6th, 2011 
Acceptance notification: Feb 7th, 2011 
Final Papers Upload: Feb 22nd 2011 

Best papers: 

A best paper wi]l be selected for each session, and the best 20% of the papers presented at the symposium will also be published in the Journal of Systemics, Cybernetics, and Informatics 
(A]I papers to be presented at the corfference will be included in the conference proceedings) 

Reviewing 

Submissions will be reviewed in two-tier reviewing process: non-blind and double-blind reviewing. 

Invited sessions organizers 

Registration fees will be waived ~2)r EFFECTIVE invited session organizers. 

Purpose 

The purpose of M]VIMse 2011 ’s Organizing Comanittee is to bring together modelers in science and engineering 

1. to present qualitative, quantitative, or hybrid models and/or methods in 
Science and Engineering (authors are encouraged to present models 
related to the topics of the collocated symposia and conferences), and/or 
to the topics of the collocated symposia and conferences), and/or 

2. to share their reflections regarding modeling practice and methodologies, 
and/or 

3. to participate in informal conversational sessions (beside the usual 
sessions where the?" would present their accepted papers) with the 
objective of identifying 

a. synergic relationships among the difl;erent methodologies and 
ways of modeling in Science and Engineering; 

b. cormnon grounds of modeling in different disciplines, or with 
different raethods, so the identified conwnonalities would support 
inter-disciplinary communicational processes among modelers, in 
the different areas and through different methods, in Science 
and Engineering; 

c. similarities in diffcrent kinds of modeling which would support 
creative analogical thit~zing in this kind of thinking and 
practice. 

Suggested Types of Submissions: 

¯ Alticles related to Models and/or Reflective Practice in Modeling in 
Science and/or Engineering 

¯ Articles related to specific models presented as case studies, 
where the model is presented with a reflection on modeling raethod 
followed and its potential applicability in other disciplines or areas 

¯ Articles related to modeling methods and methodologies. 
¯ Articles related to Meta-Modeling: models of modeling processes, 
methods, and/or methodologies. 

° Articles related to differences among different kinds of modeling, their 

respective pros and cons, and/or the ways of synergistically combining 
or mixing them for specific purposes, as it is the case in some specific 
engineering problems. 

° Articles related to syncretistic, eclectic, or integrative methodologies 

in hybrid modeling 

MblMse 2011 Organizing committee 



If you wish to be removed from this mailing list, please send an emai[ to remove@mail.201 liiisconferences.org with REMOVE MLCONFERENCES in the subject line Address: Torte 
Profesional Ira California, Av. Francisco de M~randa, Caracas, Venezuela. 



l~rolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, December 6, 2010 12:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Man" Galvin <mgalvin@mail .ngo.zw-- 

Chapter on Water Rights 

water draft 1.docx 

Dr. SaNe and Dr. Galvin, 

I have attached a dra£t of nay portion of the chapter on water rights in Tanzania mad South Ai’rica. I realize that we will be using tbo~a~ites but I have n~t cha~aged the 
citations Ii~rmat yet.    and I are keeping our parts separate because we were unsure and wmated your opinion on how best to integrate them. Also, I am concerned 

that this paper sounds far too much like a research paper and lacks enough a~alysis. The main section in which I ~wy to use my own maalysis is the one titled Water is a 

Public Good, and l think that perhaps 1[ do not have enough evidence to substantiate some of nay claims. I welcome all of your criticisms and advice because I 

recognize that this paper is fax fio~n finished a~d I need some guidance to improve upon it. 

Looking ibla~’axd to hearing your thoughts, 

Best, 



NATURAL DISASTERS/HUMAN 
The list is endless: Southeast Asian tsunami of 2004, 

Hurricane Katrina, Sichuan earthquake of 2008, Haiti 

earthquake of 2010. All of these events conjure images of 

human suffering, shattered lives, broken communities, 

and heroic rebirths. With burgeoning global populations 

and increasing residential densities in hazard-prone areas, 

the frequency and seeming enormity of recent disasters 

have had a horrific toll. The speakers of the Provost’s 

series, drawn from experts in the media, government, 

arts, and other fields, will explore questions concerning 

planning, response, ethics, memorialization, history, liter- 

ature, logistics, and most of all, human impacts related to 

mitigating and responding to these recurrent tragedies. 

provosLduke.edu/speakeF_series 

RESPONSES 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2010 AT 5:15 PM 

SMITH WAREHOUSE 

THE GARAGE, C105 BAY 4 (FIRST FLOOR) 

Haiti: History Embedded in Amber 
EDOUARD DUVAL-CARRI~. 

HAITIAN ARTIST 

After the January 2010 earthquake, Haitian-born artist Edouard Duval- 

Carri~ established the Haitian Art Relief Fund and 

curated exhibitions of Haitian art. ~t,>" ~:.d>:.~ fa~,ti~e~~ 

}~ A I ] I L A B A N D T }~ E V i C. E P ,q" 0 V 0 :S T g (.’., ,q ] t-t E A ,q T S 



Assessing the 2010 Brazilian Elections and Lula’s Presidency: 

Nurturing Hope, Deepening Democracy, and Combating Inequalities 

Monday 6 December @ 4:00-5:30PM 

Room 130/132, Franklin Center (Duke) 

Dr. John D. French (Duke University) 

Dr. Alexandre Fortes (Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro) 

Reception to follow 

Sponsored by the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies in 

cooperation with the Gallatin Graduate and Undergraduate Council (NYU) 

For more information contact jdfrench@duke.edu 



Hostage Nation 

Colombia’s Guerrilla Army and the 
Failed War on Drugs 

December 7~, 2010 

5..’OOpm 

Rare Book Room, l’erMns Library 

Duke ~[~~ ~i~e~si~ 

Nation authors Victoria Bruce, Ka~in 
!!!ii!!!! ii I!!!!!11 !!!!!!!!!! !!!iill!i!!!!!!!!ii il!!!!iiili!i!l I Ha ~cs and 1o~ e Emic ue Botero 

a reception follows 

~~ //o~ N~go~ won the 2010 ~:012~/ Duke 
~ Book Award for best book in English about 
~ human fights in Latin Axnerica. On July 2, 
~~i 2008, M~en tlu’ee~nerican private contractors 

and Colombian presidential candidate Ingrid 
Betancourt were rescued after being held for 
more than five years by the Revolutionary 

~lned Forces of Colombia (FARC), the world was captivated by their 
personN n~rafives. But bem~een fl~e ~headlines a major sto~ was lost: 
Itosmge Nation rolls tiffs story by exploring fl~e complex ~d corrupt 
political and socioecono~Nc situations that enabled ~he FARC m gain 
unprecedented strength, influence, and impunit?.~ 

~~ D~e Human m~ts Center, me ~ct~ve for Humm~ m~ts, me Center t~r I~at~ Amefic~ 
~d C~ibbe~ Stumes, ~d a~e DN~e Omce of elob~ Suate~ ~d Pro~~ns 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 9:18 AIvl 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have class on Wednesday from 10-11, 12-1, and 2-4 so I am available at any other rime to meet. 

Best, 

On Mon, Dec 6, 2010 at 8:40 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear 

Thanks so much for sending your revised paper. I will review it by tomorrow and in this regard I am wondering if it would be possible to meet on Wednesday before :t2.00 
to discuss the way forward. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From:                 ~lmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 20:t0:12:08 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Co: Mary Galvin 
Subject: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. SaNe and Dr. Galvin, 

I have attached a dra~ of Iny portion of the chapter on water rights in Tanzania and South Africa. I realize that we will be using ibotnotes but I have not changed the 

citations format yet.    and I are keeping our p~xts sepaxate because we were unsure and wanted your opinion on how best to integrate them. Also, I am 

concerned that this paper sounds far too much like a research paper and lacks enough analysis. The main section in which I try to use my own analysis is the one 

rifled Water is a Public Good, and I think that perhaps I do not have enough evidence to substanriate some of my claims. I welcome all of your criticisms and advice 

because I recognize that this paper is far from finished and I need some guidance to improve upon it. 

Looking forward to hearing your thoughts, 

Best, 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 9:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. SaNe, 

I caJ~ meet practically auy time on Thursday and cm~ definitely do before 12am, since it is a study day I will just be sl~dying for my Friday exam but I can take a break 

to meet. Let me know what time m~d ifI should come to your office. 

Best, 

Ou Mon, Dec 6, 2010 at 9:27 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~bemaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear 

You have a tight schedule on Wednesday. Do you have time to meet before 12.00 on Thursday? If this is too much lees meet on Wednesday at 9.15am at Jack Sprat on East 
Franklin. 

Best wishes, 
DL SaNe. 

From:         _       @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 9:17 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have class on Wednesday from 10-11, 12-1, and 2-4 so I am available at may other time to meet. 

Best, 

On Mon, Dec 6, 2010 at 8:40 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 
Dear 

Thanks so much for sending your revised paper. I will review it by tomorrow and in this regard I am wondering if it would be possible to meet on Wednesday before 
12.00 to discuss the way forward. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From:                 @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 12:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Mary Galvin 
Subject: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. SaNe and Dr. Ga]vin, 

I have attached a drat~t of my lyortion of the chapter ou water rights in Tanzania and South Africa. I realize that we will be using footaotes but I have not changed 

the citations format yet.    a~d I are keeping our parts separate becau~ we were unsure a~d wanted your opinion on how best to integrate them. Also, I am 

coucemed that this paper sounds thr too much like a research paper and lacks enough analysis. The main sectiou in which I try to use my own maalysis is the one 

titled Water is a Public Good, and I think that peffiaps I do not have enough evidence to substantiate some of my claims. I welcome a]l of your criticisms and 

advice because I recognize that this paper is fro from finished mad I need some guidmace to improve upon it. 

Looking forward to hearing your thoughts, 

Best, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Global.Studies@mxp0.isis.unc.edu 

Monday, December 6, 2010 9:31 AM 

For CIAS l?acnl~ <ciasfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Recently Published Books 

Dear Faculty, 

We would like to celebrate the works of our joint, adjunct and affiliate faculty in Global Studies. We plan to start a small library to showcase faculty writings and as 

such, would appreciate it if could send us the titles of any books you have published in the last calendar year. 

We look forward to hearing from you soon, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.unc.edu!depts!ints! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 6, 2010 12:15 PM 

Department listserv <athalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriaI~m] FW: MaJm~ript Competition- African Diaspora - Vanderbilt 

Dem~ press release Dec 1 2010 (final flyer).doc 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan [mailto:hartlyn@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, December 06, 20:t0 9:49 AM 
To," Managers of Depts & Cr in Social Sciences 
Subject-" [ssmgrs] VW: Manuscript Competition- African Diaspora - Vanderbilt 
Importance-" High 
Dear Colleagaes: 

Please shme the flyer below with your faculty members in the fields of the Hum~ities m~d Social Sciences. 

Yoars, 
Hortense J. Spillers 

Gertrude Conaway Vanderbilt Professor of English 



Announcement: Manuscript Competition 
Issues in Critical Investigation (ICI) : The African Diaspora 

November 30, 2010-January 15, 2011 
Vanderbilt University 
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Intuit’s Vibe 

Slavery by Another Name 

By John Buff Smith 

SlavelT by Another Name: The Re-EnslaveInent of Black Americans from the Civil War to World War II is a book by Douglas A. Blackmon that unearthed a period 
th in American histoD~ covered over by myths about the 13 Amendment and ending American slavery. The longtime Atlanta burean chief for The Wall Street Journal 

used an enom~ons quantity- of existing scholaacship, interviews and archival records to tell the amazing stoly about how Southern s~tes reconfigured their judicial ~’stems 

follomng the Civil War to make them instruments of coercion, snppression and intimidation in order to force African Americans to comply ruth social customs and 

labor demands of whites, while setting the stage for the full diselffranchisement of blacks throughout the Sonth. 

Using personal accounts farm blacks snazed in the South’s interlocking wstems of racial exploitation that included "black code" laws that criminal~ed, disfranchised and 

re-enslaved t?eedmen; peonage or tbrced labor to pay offrigged debts; a t~e-based judicial system that manufactured crimes to produce tbreed laborers; and a convict 

leasing system that tortured and killed hnndreds of thousands of blacks serving time for petty or bogus charges, Blackmon’ treatise flew in the tiace of conventional 
history, by proving slavery did not end in 1865. 

Slavely by Another Name reflects BlackInon’s evolution from a kid born in the Mississippi Delta -- the belly of the beast into a man trying to understand the legacy of 

Southern slavery, and why after more than a century of freedom such deep disparities bem, een blacks and whites remained. It is a guide through a nightmarish hell 

where iNustice, pain, terror, torture and death of all descriptions are nnmasked by the author’s hones ,ly, research, good storytelling, and keen insight. 

Rummaging through a vast record of original documents and personal nazratives on a tireless prodigious seven year odyssey in attics and basements of courthouses, old 

county jails, storage sheds and local historical societies, Blackmon substantiated his thesis. "Almost as soon as the Civil War ended, powerful white politicians, 

pl~mtation owners and industrialists began re-instituting slave~ through laws that °criminalized black life." The sys~tem of forcing convicts to work offdebts ~md fines was 

justified by the 13th Amendment to "the U.S. Constitution (1865), which did not free slaves; instead it stipulated that "duly convicted" prisoners could be enslaved. 

Exposing the myth of the 13th Amendment, Blackmon showed that the judicial system was the mechanism used to re-enslave blacks across the South. Blacks were 

arrested on such charges as vagrancy, changing employers without perufission, disturbing females on railroad cars, abusive and obscene language and selling cotton 

after sunset. Exclusively reserved for black men, such charges drew fines of $5 to $10. State and county officials leased or sold prisoners that could not pay fines to 

large corporations, slnall tilne entrepreneurs and provincial faruiers; they worlced offtheir debt at "lmndreds of forced labor camps across the South. 

Alabama is a classic example of a justice syfftem organized to supply dirt-cheap labor to feed the ravenons appetite of plantations, sawmills, mines and other industries. 
Southern states saw black convicts as a captive docile work force, incapable of organizing and available when flee laborers went on strike. 



Emerging them the Civil Waa’, the South’s economy was in ruins. Southern states were addicted to slave laIx~r and saw using their penal systems to generate revenue by 

incaa’cerating hundreds of thousands of former slaves as their right. Leasing prisoners to private individuals or companies provided revenue. Sheritt?s, deputies mad court 

otticials were compensated from tees charged convicts tbr each step in their own arrest, conviction and shipment to private companies. Sheritt; also pocketed any 

savings from feeding prisoners as little as possible. 

Thousands of convicts died as a result of living in squalid conditions, poor medical treatment, scant food and frequent floggings. Entries on a Upical page from a 1918 
state report on causes of death aanong leased convicts i~mluded: "ldlled by convict, asphyxia from explosion, tuberculosis, pneumonia, shot by foreman, and gangrenous 
appendicitis." Annual mo~Iali~" rates among prisoners ranged from 3% to 25% and the numbers are indicative of the 4,000 fatalities reported by tim convict-board 
in1918. 

Blackmon’s perspective on histow clarifies why he pnrsned this stow. "According to many conventional histories, slaves were unable to handle the emotional 

complexities of freedom and had been conditioned by generations of bondage to become thieves. Sympathy for the victims, however brutally abused, was tempered by 

the fact that they were criminals. Moreover, most historians concluded that the details of what really happened couldn’t be determined." 

Once and for all Blackmon dispelled that bunkmn. "In Alabmna alone, hundreds of thousands of pages of pnblic documents attest to the arrests, subsequent sale, and 

delivery of hundreds ofthonsands of African Americans to mines, lumber camps, quaa-ries, fazms, and t?actories. More than thirty thousand pages related to debt slavery 

cases sit in fl~e tiles of the US Depextment of Justice at the National Atchives. 

Moving from one county courthouse to the next in Alabaana, Georgia, and Florida, I concluded that such assumptions were fundamentally flawed. That was a version of 

histoW reliant on a narrow range of ofticial smnmaries and gubernatorial archives created by the most dubious sources -- southern whites who engineered and most 

directly profited fiom the ~’stem. 

The judges and sheriffs who sold convicts to giant corporate prison mines also leased even larger numbers of African Americans to local farmers, and allowed their 

neighbors and political supporters to acquire still more black laborers directly from their courtrooms. Instead ofthonsands of true thieves and thugs drawn into the 

system over decades, the records demonstrate the capture and imprisonment of thousands of random indigent citizens, almost always under the thinnest chimera of 

probable cause or jndicial process. The total number of workers caught in this net had to total in the hundreds of thimsands. Instead of evidence showing black crime 

waves, the original records of county jails indicated thousands of arrests for inconsequential charges or tbr violations of laws specifically written to intimidate blacks. 

Repeatedly, the timing and scale of snrges in arrests appeaa-ed more attuned to rises and dips in the need tbr cheap labor than any demonstrable acts of crime. 

Hundreds of forced labor cmnps scattered tl~roughout the South were operated by state and coun~ governments, large corporations, small-time entrepreneurs, and 
provincial farmers. These bulging slave centers became a primaW weapon that suppressed black aspirations. The Ku Klux Klan terrorizing black citizens with ,nob 
violence and the return of forced labor as a function of government became a pervasive tixture of African American life. These were not unavoidable events, driven by 
invisible forces of tradition and histoU. The record is replete with episodes in which public leaders faced a true choice between a path toward complete racial 
repression or s~me degree of modest civil equality, and emphatically chose the former." 

Venue tbr an Artist 

The Chain (1839) 

By John Pimt,,ont 

Is it his da~ly toil, that w’fings 

From the slave’s bosom that deep sigh? 

Is it his niggard fare, that brings 

The tear into his down-cast eye? 

O no; by toil and humble fare, 

Eaxth’s sons their health and vigor gain; 

It is because the slave must wear 

His chain. 

Is it the sweat, from eveu pore 

That staxts, and glistens in the san, 

As, the young cotton bending o’er, 

His naked back it shines upon? 

Is it the drops that, from his breast, 



Into the thirsty furrow fall, 

That scald his soul, deny him rest, 

And turn his cup of life to gaJd? 

N o; for, that man with sweating brow 

Shall eat his bread, doth God ordain; 

This the slave’s spirit doth not bow; 

It is his chain. 

Is it, that scorching sands and skies 

Upon his velvet skin have set 

A hue, admired in beau~’s eyes, 

In Genoa’s silks, and polished jet? 

No; tbr this color was his pride, 

When roaming o’er his native plain; 

Even here, his hue can he abide, 

But not his chain. 

Nor is it. that his back and limbs 

Are scored with many a gory gash, 

That his heaxt bleeds, aJ~d his brain swims, 

And the MAN dies beneath the lash. 

For Baal’s priests, on Carmel’s slope, 

Themselves ruth ki~ives and lancets ,scow& 

Till the blood spirted, in the hope 

The god would hea~-, whom they adored; 

And Christian flagellants their backs, 

All naked, to the scourge have given; 

And martyrs to their stakes and rocks 

Have gone, of choice, in hope of heaven; 

For here there was an inward WILL! 

Here spake the spiri~ upward tending; 

And o’er Faith’s cloud-girt altaac, still, 

Hope hnng her rainbow, heavenward bending. 

But will mad hope hath not the slave, 



His bleeding spirit to sustain: 

No, he must drag on, to the grave, 

His chain. 

About Me: John Pierpont (1785-1866), born in Litchtield, Connecticut. had careers as an attorney, merchant, and then minister. He was instrnmenml in establishing the 
English Classical School of Boston in 1821 and gained national recognition as an educator. He published two of the better-known early school readers in the United 

States, The American First Class Book (1823) and The National Reader (1828). (Source: http:i/anfislaver’~l.eserver.org/poetr¥/antislaveswpoems) 

Now That It Is Known 

By John Burl Smith 

Returning in 1978 to Memphis State Universi~ (now Universi~ of Memphis), I was motivated by a desire to understand why aYter a centu~ of freedom the chasm of 

political and socioeconomic dispariW between black and white Americans remained. I researched the subject over the next several years and arrived at the inescapable 
th conclusion "slave~ never ended." That conclusion was based on Article I Section II (3/5 Compromise) and the 13 Amendtnent to the US Constitution. This thesis 

was met with incredulity among academicians and total disbelief in the general public, pas~ticularly by African Americans. Uat’ortunately, the US public’s unwillingness to 

accept what statis~tics and a careful reading ofU S history clearly reveal, I learned recesNy that these attitudes were also shared internationally. 

Responding to the decision (Februm3, 2010) by the United States to come under the United Nations Human Rights Council’s (UNHRC) Universal Periodic Review of 

human rights, I tiled a petitioned with the UNHRC requesting an opportunity to testif?~ on behalf of slave descendants about US violations of slave descendants’ human 

rights. This petition was a rebuttal to the US government’s report which ignored ~’stemic racism in the US as a violation of human rights. Slave descendants could not 

get a single NGO, civil righks group or black leader to suppo(t the charges in the peti~don which clearly show US government guilt in human rights violations. 

However, author and Wall Street Journal bureau chief in Atlanta, Douglas A. Blackmon’s Slavery by Another Name: The Re-Enslavement of Black Americans 

the Civil War to World Wax II, which eaxned him a Puli~er Prize (2009), posits a similar thesis. An excellent researcher and writer, Blackmon, a white man, says he 

undes~took his investigation because he, "grew up wondering about the disparities bem, een black and white Americans," but from a dift’erent perspective. Although he 

came at the subject from a different direction, our conclusions dovetail. 

After writing an article for the j ournal about U.S. Steel’s use of convict slave laborers and the graveyard filled with thousands of umnarked convict graves, B lacktnon 

says he asked himself, "What would be revealed if American corporations were examined through the stone sharp lens of historical confrontation as the one then being 

trained on German corporations that relied on Jewish slave labor during World War II and Swiss banks that robbed victims of the Holocaust of their fortunes?" 

Blackmon then concentrated on research that revealed Southern states like Alabama, between the Civil War and ~VW II "eviscerated black citizenship -- used convict 

labor and denied blacks access to education, voting rights and other benefits of citizenship." He argued that "this period amounted to decades of re-enslavement that 

stripped blacks of wealth and opportunities which accrued to whites," and "must be taken into account when assessing the damage done to Ati-ican-Americans by 

centuries ofinvolanta~ servitude." 

SlaveD’ by Another Name reveals that "Southern states, with a compliant US government, re-enslaved blacks in a system of convict-leasing, where state otticials 

contracted with companies such as Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co., which was acquired by U.S. Steel in a deal arranged by Wall Street banker J. l?ierpont 

Morgan to provide a specific nmnber of prisoners for labor. State officials supplied companies with large blocks of black men often hundreds at a titne who were 

state prisoners. Companies entered into separate deals with coun .ty sheriffs to obtain thousands more prisoners who had been convicted of misdemeanors. Of the 67 

counties in Alabama, 51 actively leased their convicts, according to a contemporaxy newspaper repos~t." 

The convict board’s records show that "Alabama’s forced-labor system generated nearly $17 million for state government alone between $225 million and $285 

million in today’s dollars from 1900 to 1920. The total amount collected by counties isn’t known." A newspaper in Birmingham reported (1908) that "U.S. Steel’s 

unit in Alabama paid Jefferson Count?- about $60,000 ($1.1 million in today’s dollars) for county convicts in that year. Revenues from neo-slave~ poured tens of 

millions of dollaJcs into the treasuries of Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Georgia, Florida, Texas, North CaJcolina, and South Carolin~M~ere more than 75 percent of 

the black population in the United States then lived." 

In recent years, German corporations that relied on Jewish slave labor during World War II and Swiss bankers who robbed Holocaust victims of their fortunes have 

faced tough questions about the debt owed descendants of slave labor. After lawsuits and intense diplomatic pressure from the U.S. and others, Gesman corporations 

have set up a $4.5 billion fund to pay victims of Nazi slave-labor during the 1930s and 1940s. Even Japanese manufacturers are receiving intense US criticism for their 

alleged use of forced labor during WW II. Swiss banks, at US insistence, agreed in 1998 to a $1.25 billion settlement of claitns related to the seizure of Jewish assets 

during the Holocaufft. 

Ending at the beginning of~,~ II, Blackmon’s documentation chronicles another chapter in the dark histo~ of corporate involvement in racial abuses of the last 

century. However, the petition I filed with the UNHRC continues through 2010 outlining US companies real-estate agents that helped maintain rigid housing 

segregation, insurers and other tinancial-services companies that red-lined minority areas as oft-limits, employers of all stripes that discriminated in hiring which 

helped maintain traditions of segregation into the 21 s t century. But recurring calls tbr reparations to slave descendants in the US are ignored even though the US is in 

the tbret]cont demanding repaJcations for Jews. Even President Barack Obama, who undoubtedly read Mr. Blackmon’s account, see no parallel between his support of 

reparations tbr Jews, but not for blacks, or contradictions in his opposition to a dialogue on race regarding US governmental actions that helped re-enslave blacks. 

Sadly, neither the United Nations nor individual countries, not even one African nation, is willing to speak up for slave descendants and demand America pay 

reparations, as they demanded for Jews. How is it possible for a book to mn a Pulilzer Prize that exposed the same injustice pointed out in my petition, yet the world 

turns blind eyes? Why was the Pulitzer given, if not for telling the truth? 

The re- enslavement or use of slave descendants as peonage labor began immediately after the Civil War ended, according to Mr. Blacl~non, and lasted through the 

time Jews became slave laborers (1933-1945), some 13 years compared to 86 years for slave descendants. Yet, slave descendants’ pleas for justice continue to be 



ignored. If this is not blatant international racism, what is it? Either the human rights of blacks have no value or slave descendants are not huma~ beings. Consequently, 

what happened to them during a time that even white people ret~r to as a dark chapter in American history does not matter. Now that it is known, as Mr. Blackmon 

has shown, slavery did not end in 1865 with "the 13th Amendment, how does one know that it has ended today, when the same conditions still persist? 

To read tl~e United Nations petition, go to www.thedish.org and click on Human Rights Petition. 

Hood Notes 

Ex-Cop Gets 6-Months for ’60s Murder 

James Bonard Fowler, an ex-Alabama state t~ooper, who recently pleaded guil~ to the civil rights-era killing of a black man, roll serve six months in jail near his home 

in Geneva County, rather than in a predominantly black Pen), Connty prison. Fowler, a 77-year-old white man said, referring to the Perry Coun~ black inmates, 

"They’d have killed me." 

However. in an interview Monday, Fowler revealed that being in the Geneva County Jail does not make him feel may safer. "There are more blacks in the jail than 

whites," he said. 

Tony Helms, chief deputy for Geneva Count, said safety is a concern for any imprisoned ex-cop, but tl~at his jail has safely housed former officers before. Upon his 

arrival, Fowler will be assessed to determine whether to place him in a private cell for high-risk inmates or in the low-risk dorm area. In an5’ event, Hehns does not 

anticipate a problem at the southeast Alabama jail, which normally holds 60 to 70 inmates. 

Fowler fatally shot Jimmie Lee Jackson on February 18, 1965, after a voting rights march in Marion erupted into violence. Witnesses said Jackson, 26, was trying to 

protect his grandfather and mother from being clubbed by state troopers. Fowler maintained Jackson hit him with a bottle and he fired to protect himself. Jackson’s 

murder helped galvanize the civil rights movement, inspiring another march in Alabama that was part of a series of protests that prompted Congress to pass the 1965 

Voting Rights Act. 

Cha~es were not brought against FoMer until Pen) County’s first black district attorney reopened the case and obtained a murder indictment in 2007. Fowler pleaded 
guilty to a reduced misdemeanor charge of second-degree manslaughter. He said he took the plea deal because his trial judge refused to move tl~e case from Pen3~ 

County; he did not believe he could get a fair trial in the west Alabama county. He said he spent more than $100,000 on his lega] defense and sold faru~land and cattle 

to pay the bills. "It broke tne," he said. 

Jackson was one of two black men Fowler mnrdered during his tenure as a trooper. He said both shootings were self-defense. But the FBI recently said its 

investigation of his 1966 shooting of Nathan Johnson in Alabaster remains open as part of its review of old civil rights era cases. 

Politics Y2K10 

Democrats’ Missing Convictions 

By Eugene Robinson 

Why did Republicans go to the trouble and expense of winning the tnidterm elections? It looks like tl~ey’re about to prove, once again, that yon can get your way in 
Washington mthout a congressional majority - if you have a firm sense of purpose. Maybe the Democratic Party will find one someday. Or maybe not. Sigh. 

What has me exercised - okay, frothing - is the ongoing fight over the Bush tax cuts for the wealthy, which are set to expire at the end of the year. By all rights, this 

shouldn’t be a tight at all. The Republican position is so ludicrous that it beggars belief. 

ttere’s what they argne: F~xtend the "tax cuts for the richest Americans - in t~ct, make them permanent. Doing so would increa.se the deficit by $700 billion over "the next 

decade, but this doesn’t matter. We did tell you that we’re the party of tiscal responsibility, however, so to prove it we’ll block the extension of nnemployment benetits 

tbr millions of jobless workers. Three weeks before Christmas. 

In other words, there’s no additional money in the national coffers for the victitns of the most devastating recession since the Great Depression. But to help invefftment 

bankers start the new year right, perhaps with a new Mercedes or a bit of sun in the Caribbean? Step right up, and we’ll write yon a check. 

And there’s more: Republicans contend that whatever the long-term impact of extending those tax cuts, it would be a mistake to let anyone’s taxes rise when the 

economy is still struggling to find its legs. Some economists agree. But it’s baaed to find any economist who believes that ending jobless benefits is a good idea. since this 

money gets spent almost immediately - recipients, after all, are without other income bnt still have to pay for housing, food, clothing, transportation and other 

necessities. That’s why unemployment payments pack snch a stimulative punch. Tax savings for the rich, by contrast, have a much weaker economy-wide impact; the 

well-to-do, whose basic needs are already met, may decide to skip the new car or the vacation and just put the money in the bank. 

So why is there even an argument? Certainly not because of any statement "the American people" might have made in last month’s election. Every poll I’ve seen 

indicates that the Democrats still have public opinion on their side. They also hold the presidency a~d big majorities in Congress - a~d even in Januaxy they’ll still contatl 

the White House and the Senate. Yet not only is there aaa a~gument over the tax cuts, but Republicans are also seen as having the upper hand. 

That’s because the GOP has been disciplined and purposeful in pursuit of its goals. I happen to think those goals are cynical, situational and ultitnately bad for tl~e 

country: Block the Democrats whenever and wherever possible, try to limit President Obama to a single term, and prevent any meaningful departure from the triclde- 
down economic philosophy that has left the nation’s finances in such a parlous state. I~’s an agenda that may lack noNlity, but not clarity. 

What is the Democratic Party’s bottom line? Who knows? 



The White House, lbr the umpteenth time, has approached a negotiation by signaling in advance its willingness, if pushed to the wall, to make major concessions - in 

this case, a temporary tax-cut extension for the rich. It doesn’t take a genius to recognize this as a fla~ved bargaining strategy. Voters may wm~t more bipartisan 

cooperation in Washington, but I believe they also want their president to tight for the principles that got him elected. 

Democrats in Congress are all over the map. Speaker Nancy Pelosi and the House leadership, predictably, are ready to have a fight on what they see as favorable 

politicaJ terrain. In the Senate, Democrats have to parse the implications ofa GOP threat to halt all business until the tax cut issue is dealt ruth. And everyone wonders 

whether the White House intends to stand tough, or has decided to give in, or has already caved - or, perhaps, has a specific preferred outcome in mind. If so, the 

White House doesn’t seem to have ~nade clear what the objective is, much less how to get there. 

Power without purpose, in fact, doesn’t get you a~tyu,here.. (Send comments to eugenerobinson~washpost.com ) 

News You Use 

Coming to PBS Fall 2011 

Historians have presented the lack of development a~d progress of slave descendants in America as the result of being genetically interior indolent brutes incapable of 

acquiring the characteristic oftrnly civilized hmna~ beings, rather tha~ being the result of centuries of forced bondage that deprived them of the rudimentau aspects of 

education and self sufficiency. These his’torians point readily to the fact that slaves were freed in 1865 and their descendants have had nearly 150 years of unrestricted 
freedom to close the gap between whites and black but continue to lag behind in education, social skills, political development and wealth formation. Alternative 

scenarios of racism, discriminatior~ disparate treatment and a hostile environment have been rejected in Favor of theories that blame slave descendants, most notably 

their lack of education and unwillingness to change. 

Finally, with the publication of Slaver>- by Another Name: The Re-Enslavement of Black People in America from the Civil War to World War II, a book by Douglas 

A. Blackmon, readers have been provided with factual information that documents the actual histo~ from that crucial period. More importantly, TPT National 

Productions is developing a 90-minute PBS prime-time television documentary of the 2009 Puli~zer Prize-winning book. This multi-part PBS special of Slavery by 

Another Name explores one of America’s most cherished assumptions: the belief that slavery ended with Abrahmn Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation of 1863. 

Recounting the years tbllowing the Civil War. this documentary lances the cover hiding the truth about insidious forms of tbreed labor that emerged in "the US that kept 

hundreds of thousands of African Americans in bondage, trapping them in a brutal system that would persist until "the onset of World Wax II. 

’][’he documentary is directed by noted filmmaker Sam Pollard (Eyes on the Prize, The Blues, When the Levees Broke). Also, the project will include educational 

outreach, in conjunction with Facing History and Ourselves and The Birmingham Civil Rights Institute, by providing a standards-based curriculum for high school 

educators and students nationwide, as well as a Viewer’s Guide for use by families a~d connnunity groups. PBS.org will offer an online interactive site using Web 2.0 

tools to share stories gathered in partnership with the oral histo~ o~ganization, Stor>’Corps. 

To learn more about Douglas Blackmon and his book Slavery by Another Name visit: http://w~-.slavervb,~-maothemame.com. To learn more about the National 

Productions department at Twin Cities Public Television visit: http://~’w.tpt.org/national. 

Disgruntled feels: Remorse! The US has provided ten years of tax cuts for the wealthy. And, if you really think about the tiact that "war is a racket," the principal 

beneficiaries of the Bush/Obama wars in Iraq a~d At~hanistan are the wealthiest Americans. Tax cuts, wars and an economic downturn that can be laid at the t~et of 

the gree@ on Wall Street have resulted in job losses, debt and deficits, rather than job increases. The economy has yet to recover from the worst economic downturn 

since the Great Depression. The November econo,nic outlook published on Friday drives home the point that the job market remains in deep trouble. If the 

Republicans are truly concerned about the combination of deficits and debt and putting Americans back to work then their argument against phasing out the tax cuts 

for the wealthiest AInericans makes absolutely no sense. In the final analysis, I am inclined to believe they simply do not care whether or not their voodoo economic 

argument makes sense, since they are rnnning interference for the rich. Say it long enough and give it plen~ of favorable press, then even people too poor to pay 

attention will repeat the nonsensical voodoo chants and think they are espousing intelligent arguments. Ironically, President Obama appears poised to go along in an 

inane gesture to appease Republicans that have vowed to insure he is a one-term wonder. If he does capitulate to the right, this will be one more cmnpaign promise that 

he has ditched, giving those who voted for him one more reason for buyer’s remorse. 

Disgruntled wants to know: This week, Kenyata Br>’ant, a 36-year-old DeKalb County man, was convicted of two counts of aggravated cruelty to m~imals. Accused 

of enticing Bo, his neighbor’s 9-year-old Lab- Dalmatia~ mix, with m~ a~ti- fieeze-laced bowl of chicken bones mad cornbread, Bryant was sentenced to tive years, two 

of which will be spent in custody, tle was also ordered to pay the vet bills and forbidden from thrther contact with his neighbor. In a s~tement following this conviction, 

District Attorney Robert James said, "We will not tolerate cruelty to animals in DeKalb Count. The horrific manner in which this animal was poisoned was beyond 

cruel." I agree that we cannot tolerate crnelty to animals. Having said thak it is strange that those found guil~ of killing people of color receive slaps on the wrists in 

comparison to the sentences meted out for killing dogs. For example, in the same count?,, a white ,nan killed a child of color and got a month in jail for vehicular 

homicide. A police officer murdered a fleeing suspect and faced no jail time, because "he felt threatened by the backside of a black man." At some point, one ,nust 

question how justice is meted out and asia is a dog more valued in US society- than a person of color? 

Disgruntled says: After operating on cruise control at 9.6% for the past three months, the national unemployment rate rose to 9.8°,/o in November. While no increase at 

this level ofjoblessness can be viewed favorably, the overall unemployment rate pales in comparison to the economic tsunami drowning the black communi~. For 

November, the black unemployment rate remained mired at 16%, nearly t~vice the rate of white Americans. Arguably, even this do uble-digit rate is conservative, 

because it fails to capture all black unemployed workers, ttowever, if one drilled deeper aJong demographic lines, these conservative statistics paint a~ uglier picture of 

US unemployment. The unemployment rate tbr black teens in November was 46.5%, more thm~ twice "the rate of white teens (20.9%). Although staack, these numbers 

fail to capture the reali~ of economic conditions tbr black Americm~s, who bear the brtmt of the worst socioeconomic mad political conditions in this country. Yet, when 

remedies axe fashioned to fix the national ills, the black human condition is never the foca2l point around which improvements are designe& even when the president is a 

black ,na~. Sadly, blacks must await a rising tide! 

Mailbox: E-Mails, Faxes and Telephone Calls 

Email w~-.L~;,.com/index.html...A white separatist drew complaints from neighbors and a visit from law enforcement officers after building a snowman shaped like a 

member of the Ku Klux Klan on his front lawn. Kootenai County- sheriffs deputies told Mark Eliseuson that he could be charged with a crime because the 10- foot-tall 



snowman was holding what appeared to be a noose. Depnties were called by neighbors who were appalled by the poinb~-headed snowman with two dark eyes. 

Eliseuson conld have been charged with creating a punic nuisance. Idaho law defines such a nuisance as anything "offensive to the senses" or that interferes with the 

comfort of an entire neighborhood. Eliseuson removed the noose and toppled the snowman after he talked with officers. Eliseuson told KXLY-TV of Spokane that he 

sees nothing wrong with the snowman. But other people did. "It’s such a message of hate," said Amber Caldwell, who saw the snowman while visiting her cousin in the 

neighbofl~ood. "My kids asked me about it and I had to explain what that symbol means." Eliseuson has angered neighbors in the past by flying A~Tan Nations flags at 

his home. At Halloween he passed out bullet casings after he said he ran out of candy. 

Email www.aic.com...Prosecutors: Woman says judge detailed racial bias...By Kate Bmmback...Federal prosecutors says a federal judge already convicted of drug 

possession may have shown racial bias when sentencing defendants earlier this year. U.S. Attorney Sally Yates says a woman who developed a relationship with 

former U.S. Senior Judge Jack Camp in May has told prosecutors he said he had a difficult time sentencing black men because they reminded him of someone he didn’t 

like. Yates says Camp has denied the Nas allegations and that her office will comply ruth requests from defendants who want a review of their cases. Authorities say 

Camp was arrested Oct. 1 after he handed an undercover law enforcement agent money for drugs that he intended to use with a stripper. Camp pleaded guil~ last 

month to some of the charges. 

Email www.wsbtv.com...Grego~ Annwood of Covington pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor count of vehicular homicide in DeKalb State Conrt. Armwood’s SUV 

struck and killed a 6-yeax-old girl just 12 days after her family moved to Clarkston t]com Nepal. Armwood will spend a month in jail tbr his crime. He admitted to 

illegally passing a stopped M~\RTA bus and hitting and killing Suk Maya Mager in 2009. As part of a plea deal, he will spend 30 days in jail and serve probation for a 

year. His driving license also will be suspended for a year. "This is one of those kinds of cases where nobody wins, eveubody loses," Judge Alvin T. Wong said just 

before deputies took Annwood away to begin serving his sentence. 

For comments, qnestions or to unsubscribe, email fl~edish@thedish.org 

You are subscribed as eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe please click here. 

If you would like to forward this page to someone, please click: Forward to Friend 

If you would like to Print this page, please click below: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 12:37 PM 

ttall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A 

<tlAI,LPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges q~ougol@email.unc.edu> 

Kids Graduate Course Information 

Kia GradCourses Fall2010.docx 

Dear All, 

H,-_~re are my course descriptions 

Best, 

Kia Caldwell 

Research interests: Intersection of race and gender, critical race theou; race in Latin America and other areas of the African diaspora; black femiNsm; health; 

HIV/AIDS. 

Black Feminist Theory and Praxis 

This course examiues black feminist thought aud theoU production in a wide range of geographical locations, including the United States, Africa. Latin America, tim 

Cazibbean, and Europe. Black t~minism will be interrogated as both a tbrm of political and intellectual pmxis and its implicatious tbr transtbrming contempora~ cultare 

and social formations will be emphas~ed. 

Race and Culture in the African Diaspora 

This course examiues "the dynamics of race and culture in Ati-ica~ Diaspora communities in Latin America, the Caribbean, the United States, and Europe. Emphasis 

will be placed on developmeuts during the 19th, 20th, aud 21 st centuries~ paxticularly with respect to the emmgence ofcontemporaW discourses aud practices of 

racism and anti-racism. 

Health and Hmnan Rights in the African Diaspora 
This course examines health in African Diaspora communities located in Latin America. the CafibbemL and tim United States. Emphasis will be placed on 

conceptualizing health as a human right and the relationship between health and wellness and structural inequalities. 



Kia Caldwell 

Research interests: Intersection of race and gender; critical race theory; race in Latin America and other 

areas of the African diaspora; black feminism; health; HIV/AIDS. 

Black Feminist Theory and Praxis 

This course examines black feminist thought and theory production in a wide range of geographical 

locations, including the United States, Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean, and Europe. Black feminism 

will be interrogated as both a form of political and intellectual praxis and its implications for 

transforming contemporary culture and social formations will be emphasized. 

Race and Culture in the African Diaspora 

This course examines the dynamics of race and culture in African Diaspora communities in Latin 

America, the Caribbean, the United States, and Europe. Emphasis will be placed on developments 

during the 19th, 20th, and 21s~ centuries, particularly with respect to the emergence of contemporary 

discourses and practices of racism and anti-racism. 

Health and Human Rights in the African Diaspora 

This course examines health in African Diaspora communities located in Latin America, the Caribbean, 

and the United States. Emphasis will be placed on conceptualizing health as a human right and the 

relationship between health and wellness and structural inequalities. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. SaNe, 

Sounds good, I roll see you at 11:15 on Thul~day in your office. 

Best, 

Ou Mon, Dec 6, 2010 at 9:35 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

How about 11.15am in 302 Battle Hall? 

See you then. 
Dr. SaNe. 

From:                 (@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 9:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. SaNe, 

I can meet practically any time on Thur~ay aM can definitely do betbre 12am, siuce it is a study day I will just be studyiug for my Friday exam but I ca~ ta~:e a 

break to meet. Let me know what time and ifI should come to your oIfice. 

Best, 

On Mon, Dec 6, 2010 at 9:27 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~,~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 
Dear 

You have a tight schedule on Wednesday. Do you have time to meet before 12.00 on Thursday? If this is too much let’s meet on Wednesday at 9.1Sam at Jack Sprat on 
East Franklin. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From:                 @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 9:17 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sable, 

I have class on Wednesday from 10-11, 12-1, and 2-4 so I am available at any other fime to meet. 

On Mou, Dec 6, 2010 at 8:40 AM, Sahle, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 
Dear 

Thanks so much for sending your revised paper. I will review it by tomorrow and in this regard I am wondering if it would be possible to meet on Wednesday before 
12.00 to discuss the way forward. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From:                 .@clmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2010 12:08 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~c: Mary Galvin 
Subject: Chapter on Water Rights 



Dr. SaItle and Dr. GaJvin, 

I have attached a drat~t of my porrion of the chapter on water rights in Tanzania a~d South Atiica. I realize that we will be using tbotnotes but I have not changed 

the citations tbrmat yet.     and I are keeping onr parts separate because we were unsure and wanted yonr opinion on how best to integrate them. Also, I mn 

concerned that this paper sounds fro too much like a research paper m~d lacks enough anaJysis. ’][’he ma~n section in which I t~3~ to use my own analysis is fl~e 

one rifled Water is a fhablic Good, and I think float perhaps I do not have enough evidence to substantiate some of my clai,ns. I welcome all of your criricisms 

a~nd advice because I ~ecognize that this paper is t:ar from finished and I need some guidance to improve upon it. 

Looking forward to hearing your thonghts, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy Rutledge <timsa~fford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 6, 2010 3:40 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Holiday Greetings! 

Description: C:\Documents and Settings\usford\My Documents\FC holiday card.jpg 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: ~a href "maJdto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu~!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

em~l to <a href "mailt~:~eave-28257362-36346~3.47f~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@~istserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-28257362- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

&snc- durhamcounb@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Lisa Townsend            ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, December 6, 2010 10:27 PM 

Durham Cry ASNC ~asnc-durhamcoun~@googlegroups.com>; Orange-Chatha~n Chapter of Autism Society 

<asncoc@yahoogronps.com>; Durham PTA-EC <durham-pta-ec@googlegroups.com> 

{ASNC-Durh~anCounF} new blogs from the Autism Socie~ of NC 

Two new blogs on the ASNC website: one about Partners in Policymaking (a great program!) and another about free iPads from the HollyRod 
Foundation for families with a child who is unable to communicate verbally... 
http:!/autismsocietyofnc.wordpress.com!2010/12/06/be-your-child%e2%80%99s-best-advocate-application-deadline-december-31 / This is a 
fabulous program--I highly recommend it! 
http:/iautismsocietyofnc.wordpress.comi2010/12/05/apply-for-a-free-ipad-for-communication-needsi This has been on numerous local groups, but 
in case you hadn’t seen it yet._ 
Lisa 

You received this tnessage because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ASNC-Durh~anCoun .ty" group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com. 

To unsubscribe from this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

For more options, visit this group at http:/igronps.google.com/group/asnc-durhamcoun~?hl~n. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University- <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <WILBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Monday, December 6, 2010 11:02 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

2nd CFP: Spring 2011 SERSAS/SEAN Meeting 

From: Todd Leedy, University. of Florida <tleedy@ufl.edu> 
Sent: 6 December 2010 

Africa Connected: Movement, Flow, al"~d Change 

28-29 Janua~z 2011 
Gainesville, FL 

The South Eastern Regional Seminar on African Studies (SERSAS) and the South East Africanist Net~vork (SEAN) are pleased to announce an initial call for papers for a joint conference to 
be hosted by the University of Florida and co-sponsored by University of North Carolina-Chapel Hilh 

The call for papers is open in terms of topics and methodologies to an?’ aspect and region of Africa, though the general theme for the conference will be "Africa Connected: iVlovement, 
Flow, and Change." Papers addressing issues such as migratiol~’remittances, regional/global capital flows, international assistance/development programs, information/communication 
technologies, and transnational forms of popular culture are particularly welcome. 

SERSASiSEAN invites the participation of advanced undergraduate and graduate students in addition to established scholars. Multi-media presentations will be facilitated and are 
encouraged SERSAS also awards the Jim Brown Prize :[’or the best paper presented by a graduate student at the corfference. This award is $100. 

Abstracts 

Interested scholars are invited to submit an abstract of approximately 250 words to the members of SERSAS and SEAN conference coordination committee: 

Kea Gordon, gordenk@cofc edu 
’]7odd Lee~dy, tleedy@cfl.edu 
Aran MacKinnon, amackinn@westga.edu 
Jeremy Rich, jrich@mtsu.edu 

Deadline [’or submission of abstracts: 15 December 2010 

R egi stration 
Registration fees are $20 :[‘or faculty and $10 for graduate students. These fees can be paid onsite at the conference 

Accommodation 
A limited number of rooms have been placed on hold for conference attendees at the UF Reitz Union Hotel and Holiday Inn University Center in Gainesville SERSAS/SEAN will pay 12~r a 
limited number of accommodations at these two hotels - first priori~" will be given to presenters appearing on the program Attendees must make individual reservations by contacting the 
hotel directly and using the appropriate group code with their own credit card. Please contact Todd Leedy (tleedy@ufl.edu) for further details. 

Reitz Union tlotel (group code IBA11 ) ph. 352392.2151 - resepCe by 12/27/10 

Holiday Irm 12niversi~" (;enter (group code ASG) ph. 352.376 1661 - resepCe by 1/6/11 

Itfformation on SEAN and meeting registration http:i/xveb.africa.ufl.eduiNews Eventsisean.html 

Itfformation on SERSAS http://wxvw.ecu.edv.’africal~’sersas/homepage.htm 

Todd H. Lee@, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 
Center for African Studies 
University of Florida 

427 Grinter Hall 
PO Box 115560 
Gaines~,qlle, FL 32611 

ph. 352.392.2183 

fax 352.392.2435 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary (;alvin <mgalvin@mail.ngo.za~ 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 2:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Hi Eunice: I also intend to read and make input, shall I wait for you to 
give yours first? I am busy ~vorking with auditors so Thurs/Fri or even 
weekend better for me. Thanks, May 

Sahle, Eumce N "vVl-ote: 
Dear 

Thanks so much for sending your revised paper I will review it by 
tomorrow and in this regard I am wondering if it would be possible to 
meet on Wednesday before 12.00 to discuss the way forward 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle. 

........................................................................ 

*From:* @gmail.com] 
*Sent:* Monday, December 06, 2010 12:08 AM 
*To:* Sahle, Eumce N 
*Cc:* Maly Oalvin 
*Subject:* Chapter on Water Rights 

Dr. Sahle and Dr Galvin, 

I have attached a draft of my portion of the chapter on water rights 
in Tanzania and South Africa I realize that we will be using 
foomotes but I have not changed the citations format yet.     and I 
are keeping our parts separate because we were unsure and wanted your 
opinion on how best to integrate them. Also, I am concerned that this 
paper sounds far too much like a research paper and lacks enough 
analysis. The main section in which I try to use my own analysis is 
the one titled Water is a Public Good, and I think that perhaps I do 
not have enough evidence to substantiate some of my claims. I welcome 
all of your criticisms and advice because I recognize that this paper 
is far from finished and I need some guidance to imprnve upon it. 

Looking forward to hearing your thoughts, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sharing Cultures 2011 <sc2011 @greenlines-institute.org> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 3:09 AM 

Call tbr papers - Sharing Cultures 2011 

Sharing Cultures 2011 
International Conference on Intangible Heritage 
Tomar - PORTUGAL 
3 - 6 July 2011 

Call for papers now open at: 

http://sc2011.greenlines-ins~titute.org 

- Title: Sharing Cultures 2011 

- Dates: 3 - 6 July 2011 

- Place: Tomar 

- Comm’y: Portugal 

- Scope: Sharing Cultures 2011 follows the path es~blished by the previous Conference on Intangible Heritage (Sharing Cultures 2009) and aims at pushing further the 

discussion on Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH), under the main topics proposed by the UNESCO Convention (please refer to the list of Topics). Now that the 

concept of ICH has gained its rightful place among the scientific communi~ and that a large number of research works axe recognised as fundamental pieces for the 
comprehension of human societies, organisations a~d ways of living, scientific events thatgather scholars, researchers and academics with on-going work on ICH are 

privileged moments to share expelience~ problems, questions and conclusions. Sharing Cultures 2011 aims at being one of those moments, gathering some of the most 

prominent researchers in this area, inviting all Delegates to share their recent work mad achievements. Furthermore, Shmdng Cultures 2011 will include a number of 

workshops on traditional crafksmanship, promoting some hands-on experience to a]l Delegate~ who will have the opportunity to learn ficom the rea] owners of 
traditiona] know-how. Authors intending to submit papers to Sharing Cultures 2011 are encouraged to address one of the topics of the Conference, making evidence 

of ongoing research work. The Conference roll welcome papers and presentations on field work, case studies and theoretical approaches to ICH. 

- Contact persons: 

Alberto Moreno (Mr.) - Secretariat - sc201 l~greenlines-ins~tute.org 
Sdrgio Lira (Prof.) - Co-Chairman - slim(~greenlines-ins~titute.o~;~ 

- Organiser: 
Green Lines Institute for Sustainable Development 

Av. Alcaides de Faria, 377, S.12 

4750-106 Barcelos 
PORTUGAL 

Telephone: ~ 351 253 815 037 

Fax: ÷ 351 253 824 730 

mail(rib greenlines- institute.ore 

- website of the event: http:/isc2011 .greenlines-insitate.org 

[Please excuse us lbr cross mailing] 

Sharing Cultures 20~1 

2nd ~nternational Conference on ~ntangible Heritage 

Temar - Portugal 
June-July 2009 
sharinqcultures2011@@<eenlines-institute.or@ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Multiply <~multiply@multiply.com> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 3:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Cirpala Nicolae invites you to keep in touch ou Multiply 

Your friend Cirpala would like to connect with you on Multiply, so 
that you can better keep in touch. To see his Multiply home page, or 
start your own, please COl~firm that Cirpala is your Iiciend here: 
http ://multiply c om/siAayqZ7GOanhiFgLj drzB+wg 

Personal message from Cirpala Nicolae: 

Find International & European Partner for business, Government, 
Education, Media, Nonprofit, Church, Spolt, Science, Health, Arts, 
travel 

Paltnerships Portal is the best place for:-Business looking for 
resellers or franchisee in anuther country. 
-Government organizatiun having tenders or are [uoking for 
international partners. 

-Nonprofit louking fur grants, sponsurs, vulunteers ur international 
prujects 

-Church [uoking fur interfaith or international partners 

-Sport urganization or club louking fur sponsors or internatiunal 
partners 

-Culture organizatiun looking for internatiunal partners to couperate. 

-Science organization ur laburatory louking J2~r intematiunal partners 
or proj ects. 

- Health, Arts, educatiun etc urganizations louking for international 
partners to network. 

Join the portal nuw: http://~ppd net 

Multiply isn’t like other networking sites you may have heard about. 
While those tend to emphasize connecting with strangers, Multiply 
fosters a new ~pe of conwnunication that makes it easier (and rnnre 
fun) to stay- in touch with those you already know-. 

Check in daily to see what people you know are sharing and discussing: 
the latest photos, videos, stories, events, movie and restaurant 
rcviews.., and more[ 

Take part, or just see what’s new. Please visit: 

http ://multiply. c on~Jsi/uyq Z7GOanhiFgL idrzB+wg 

If you never ~vant to be contacted by Multiply again, go to 
htt p ://raultiplv. c om/bl/uvcqZ 7GO anhiF~Li dr zB+w~ 
Report abuse: htt~://multiplv.corrdinfoiincluirv 
Privacy policy: http ://multiNv.com/itffo?privacv 

Multiply, 6001 Park of Connncrce Blvd, 
Boca Raton, FL 

Copyright 2004-2010 Multiply, Inc, All Rights Reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, December 7, 20:[0 8:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°466 

The British European Policy: is it l~loving Towards a "Euro-Pragmatic" Agenda 
Philippe Huberdeau 

Foundation : Support the Foundation I EUiUSA/Russia I Eb~ct~onsil<osovo Financial Crisis : 
German’r’ I Denmark I Spain I France I Greece I Ireland I Poland I Portugal I UK I SIovenia 
Sweden I WTO ~ I.JP~ I Hur=gart, E~re~ea~ ~il : EU-#.fdca ~issi~ : e4nvoldng I VAT I 
Cars Parliament : P.a~:ngs/Agencies j C:~:zens’ [nitiaHve Council : Agricu~ureiF:sher=es I 
Justicei~r:ter~or I transport I travellers I Diplomacy I C6te d’[voire Germany : Space I Defence 

~sraeliPales~i~e ~ Charlemagne ~ri~e ~ Dis~i~,:;l:io~vSch~uble Bulgaria : Gas Spain : ~beda/Bd~ish 
Airways ~ ~e~orms France : ~r:dia ~r~ce : ~mm~gration Hungary : EU-Pr~sidenc~ ~ F~ussia 
Poland ~taly : ~ompei The Netherlands : Frara;e Poland : Par~l:y ~ Ball:i,:; ~K ; Reforms Russia 
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Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Support the Foundatior= 

j Approved by the State by the decree on :[Sth January, :[992 published in the 
.~j photonon dispo Journal Officiel on 2:[st February, :[992, the Robert Schuman Foundation can 

receive donations from private persons and companies. Tax payers benefit from 
an income tax rebate equal to 66% of:the amount donated. It is limited to 20% 
of taxable income (art. 200-3 C.G.I). Companies liable to income tax or 
company tax benefit from a rebate of 60% limited to 0.5% of their turnover. 
(art. 238 bis 2 CGI). Private parties who pay solidarity tax on wealth can deduct 

75% of the total of their donation up to a limit of 50,000 euro (art 885-0 V his A C.G.I). Support the 
Robert Schuman Foundation - it works every day to improve understanding about Europe and 

facilitate access to it. You can make a secure, on-line donation on the Foundation’s site. 

EUiUSA/Russia 

j The Warsaw Economic Forum and the Centre for Transatlantic Relations of the 
photo non dispo Johns Hopkins Univesity are organising a seminar on 9th and ~0th December in 

Washington on the feasibility of "Forging a Transatlantic Consensus on Russia: 
Recommendations for Action." Jean-Dominique Giuliani, Chairman of the Robert 
Schuman Foundation, will speak on the theme "Political Values and Traditions: 

Commonalities and Differences." 

Eiectlons/Kosovo 

j According to the polls the Democratic Party (PDK) is due to take the lead and 
.~j photo non dispo consolidate its hold on Parliament on :[2th December next. The Democratic 

League (LDK) may record a decline and lose its place as second party of 
Kosovo. Without its leader Ramush Haradinaj, the Alliance for the future of 
Kosovo led by Uke Rugova is well placed according to the polls. Two other 

parties are due to make a breakthrough : the Movement for Self-Determination (Vetvendosje) and 
New Spirit (Fryma e Re). Whatever the result it seems that the general elections on :[2th December 
will renew in part the political landscape in Kosovo. 

Financial Crisis : 
ECB 

During its meeting on 2nd December the Governing Council of the European 
ii.~j photonon dispo Central Bank (ECB) decided that its main rates would remain unchanged: 

interest rates on main refinancing operations as well as those on the marginal 
lending facility and the deposit facility would remain at :[% and :[.75% and 
0.25% respectively. In 20:[0 the ECB reviewed its growth forecast in the euro 
area slightly upwards to :[.7%. in 20:[:[ growth is due to be :[.4% and inflation 
:[.8% ; in 20:[2 growth is due to be :[.7% and inflation :[.5%. ECB President 

Jean-Claude Trichet said that the economy was "improving gradually quarter after quarter." The ECB 
is also to continue its bond purchase programme said Mr Trichet who refused to say anything further 
about the amounts planned. The ECB decided to extend its refinancing facility at a fixed, unlimited 
rate over three months in support of banks until the end of March 20:[:[. 



] According to the forecast by the Bundesbank for 2011 and 2012, as published 
phot .... dispoj on 3rd D .... b ......... i ........ y in G ..... y is due t .... ti ....... the 

next two years with GDP growth of 2% in 2011 and 1.5% in 2012; 2010 growth 
is estimated at 3.6%. Unemployment in Germany is due to decrease again and 
total 6.9% in 2012. Consumer prices may rise in 2011 by 1.7% and by 1.6% in 
2012 on average. According to figures published on 30th November by the 
Federal Employment Agency (BA) the number of job seekers in Germany 

declined in November. Down by 14,000 (in gross data) in comparison with October the figure now 
totals 2,931 million (7%). 

Read ICtherlink iOIher link JOth,~Fiink 

j According to figures adjusted to seasonal variations published on 2nd December 
~:: photo non dispo by the national statistics institute, Statistics Denmark, the unemployment rate 

remained stable in October in Denmark at 4.2% of the working population. The 
number of unemployed did increase slightly though and lay at 115,700 said the 

institute in a press release. Gross unemployment in October was 170,300 people (6.2%) against 
169,100 (6.2%) in September. 

R.~ad JOther link                                                                                  I X I 

Spain 

j The number of unemployed rose in Spain by 24,318 people in November the 
.~j photonon dispo lowest increase over the last 12 months. In a press release on 2nd December 

Secretary of State for Employment Marl Luz Rodriguez indicated that this was 
not a cause for joy but the trend should be interpreted as a "normalisation in 
the labour market." 

j The unemployment rate in France remained stable at 9.3% on the mainland. 
~] photonon dispo Over one year according to figures published by the INSEE on 2nd December 

unemployment was up by 0.1% to 2,631,000 on the mainland. However 
unemployment amongst the 15-24 year olds has increased much more to reach 
24.2%. 

j On 2nd December the ratings agency Standard and Poor’s announced that it 

~:i photonon dispo was planning to reduce Greece’s long term debt rating because of creditor 
uncertainty over the EU’s plan for debt for countries in the euro area. The Greek 
State’s rating (BB+) was placed "under negative surveillance", this means that 
S&P is allowing three months to see whether the plan announced on 28th 
November will affect its solvency appreciation of the country. S&P forecasts that 

Greece "may be a candidate for additional funding" after 2013, "in addition to the funds already 
received from the IMF and other euro area governments". 

.heiand 

J On 1st December the Irish government published the document detailing the 

~:i photo non dispo rescue agreement which the EU/IMF adopted on 28th November for a total of 85 
billion euros. This is designed to reassure the markets and boost the Irish 
banks. Of the 85 billion euros in loans over three years, 35 billion will be given 
to the banking sector that is heavily indebted after the collapse of the real 

estate bubble which plunged the country into a recession and pushed the national public debt to new 
heights. 10 billion euros will be used for "immediate recapitalisation measures" and 25 billion for 
support measures to banks if necessary. The remaining 50 billion euros will be used to cover 
Ireland’s budgetary requirements. 

Poland’s GDP increased by 1.3% in the third quarter of 2010 in comparison with 
photo non dispo the previous quarter according to data adjusted to seasonal variations and by 

4.7% in comparison with the third quarter of 2009 announced the National 
Statistics Bureau on 30th November. 

The Portuguese government adopted a draft revision of the budgetary law on 
ii.~j photo non dispo 2rid December aiming notably to establish a limit to the deficit of 

administrations and to create an independent council on public finances. The 
draft law adopted in the council of ministers plans to define a limit to the deficit 
of public administrations in the budget so that Portugal’s commitments to 
Europe can be respected said the government in a press release. 

/[i~] The 2010 growth f ...... t ..... fficially revised upwards on 29th N .... berI 
photonon dispo which is good news for the British government. According to the Budgetary 

Responsibility Office, tile country’s GDP will increase by 1.8% this year whilst 
the previous forecast dating back to June counted on a rise of 1.2% only. 



j On 30th November the Slovenian Statistics Office announced a sharp slowing in 
.~.iI photo non dispo the GDP which recorded growth of 0.3% in comparison with 1% the previous 

quarter. The reason for this is the decline in investments and low consumption 
said the OFfice. Exports are still the main driver behind economic growth. The 
inflation rate, calculated according to the ECB’s harmonised European index lay 

at 1.6% in comparison with 2.1% the previous month. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

] The Swedish economy witnessed record growth in the third quarter of 2010. 

~ii: photo non dispo According to a press release from the Swedish statistics office on 29th J November the Swedish GDP increased by 2.1% in comparison with the 
previous quarter and by 6.9% over one year ie the biggest annual rise in 17 
years. According to a press release by the same office on 2nd December, in 
addition to this Swedish foreign merchandise trade increased sharply in the 
third quarter of 2010 in comparison with 2009. The rise in exports which 

reached a volume of 16.6% was especiallyt beneficial to the car industry which experienced a rise of 
42%. Imports experienced a rise of 19.2% which benefited all sectors particularly the mechanical 
and transport industries. 

~:!~:,ad I Other link 

W[O 

j According to the latest quarterly statistics published by the World Trade 
.~.iI photo non dispo Organisation (WTO) on December 1st the value of world merchandise trade only 

increased by 18% in the third quarter between 2009 and 2010, in comparison 
with 26% in the second quarter. With regard to the EU trade towards third 
countries increased more than intra-community trade. 

UN 

I According to a report published on 1st December under the title: "World 
i~iii phot .... dispo Economic Situation and Prospects for 2011" the UN estimates that a decline in 

economic recovery has been visible since the middle of 2010, and that a slowing 
in world economic activity is to be anticipated. The latter is evaluated at 3.1% in 
2011 and 3.5% in 2012 - levels which are too low to recreate jobs destroyed by 

the financial crisis. The report deplores the decline in the spirit of cooperation between the main 
economies and the "lack of coordination in monetary policies, which has become a source of 
turbulence and uncertainty on the financial markets." 

HLingary 
The rating agency Moody’s announced on 6th December that it had reduced 

i~iii phot .... dispo Hungary’s ....... ignty rating from Baal to Baa3 due to "i ...... lug ....... " 
over the mid and long term budgetary situation which may lead to a downturn. 
Moody’s may reduce this rating again "if the government does not succeed in 
stabilising its financial situation," indicates a press release. This decrease in the 

rating attributed to Hungarian bonds in foreign currency and forints - the local currency - was also 
decided because of the country’s greater vulnerability with regard to external shocks" in comparison 
with most of the other countries that are ranked notes the agency. 

European Council : 
EU-Afr=.ca 

African and European leaders who met on 29th and 30th November in Tripoli 
~iI photo non dispo adopted a joint three year action plan to stimulate investments, economic 

growth and create jobs. This plan also focuses on peace and security, 
democracy and human rights, trade and infrastructure, energy, immigration and 
employment. The 80 countries represented in this EU-Africa summit committed 

to a new rapprochement strategy in view of their next meeting in 2013. 

gt.~ad JOther li!~k                                                                                  I X I 

The European Commission would like to see the roll-out of electronic invoices 
i~iii phot .... dispo th ..... [which instead of paper invoi ...... Id .... 240 billi ............ ix 

years. In a communication dated 2nd December it stresses that it is necessary 
to guarantee legal security and harmonised norms with regard to electronic 
invoices in the EU. 

Read I Cthe! link 

VAT 

j The European Commission started a public consultation on 1st December that 

~:~:i photo non dispo will last until May 2011 to launch the reform of VAT. The goal is to give all of the 
parties involved the opportunity to express their opinion over VAT problems and 
the means to remedy them. After this consultation the Commission will offer a 
more stable, stronger, more effective VAT system for the future. 



On 4th December the Commission launched a website enabling public 
.~j photo non dispo authorities and all of those who want to act in support of the environment to 

choose the cleanest, most energy efficient car. The site provides information 
about European and national legislation with regard to clean, energy efficient 
vehicles, it enables access to the biggest European database of technical data 

about vehicles and facilitates joint procurement. 

Read I Cther ]ink 

Parliament : 
Ral:bgsiAg~.~ncies 

Europeans came to an agreement of principle to bring the ratings agencies 
~i photo non dispo active in the EU under the supervision of a pan-European authority that has 

investigational and punitive powers according to parliamentary and diplomatic 
sources. The agreement was reached on 1st December during a meeting of 
"three" between representatives of the European Parliament, EU governments, 

the European Commission said the parliamentary rapporteur-lean-Paul Gauzes (EPP, 

Citizens’ I!~itia~:ive 

I The representatives of tile Member States and the European Parliament came to 
~iI photo non dispo an agreement on 30th November on the outlines of the citizensI initiative that 

with 1 million signatures will oblige the Commission to look into a legislative 
issue. Until now the Commission had total power over the legislative initiative - 
ie the power to formulate proposals that are then submitted to Council and 

Parliament. But thanks to the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty citizens will now be able to 
influence directly the European legislative process, it should be noted that the admissibility of a 
request will be examined by the Commission’s legal services as soon as it is recorded. The 
signatories, who must be of voting age in European elections will have to come from at least one 
quarter of the Member States for a petition to be valid. The agreement still has to be approved 
formally by the Member States as well as by MEPs who will vote in the plenary session on 16th 
December. 

~ 

Council 
Ag r:culLureiFisher :es 

On 29th November the 27 Agriculture Ministers discussed the Commission’s 
~] photonon dispo communication entitled "The CAP in 2020" thereby opening the institutional 

debate on this issue. The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) must be reformed if 
sustainable food security and the rural economy are to be maintained. The 
debate over the CAP reform will be discussed during the European Council on 

16Lh and 17Lh December next. With regard Lo fishing Ministers came to a political agreement over 
fishing opportunities affecting certain deep-sea stocks in 2011 and 2012. They decided on slight 
quota restrictions on deep-sea fish. 

Read 

-lus~iceiI~ter :or 
] On 2nd December the 27 Ministers of-lustice adopted negotiation directives in 

i~ photo non dispo view of agreements with Australia, Canada and the USA on passengers’ 
J personal data which aims to prevent and fight terrorism. They decided to step 

up the control over air freight. They approved the simplification of divorce 
procedures in 14 Member States for transnational couples, enabling them to 
choose the legal regime of the EU which will govern their divorce. They also 
spoke about banning the manufacture and trade in Europe of mephedrone, a 

synthetic drug that resembles cocaine and ecstasy. Finally they approved a regulation to guarantee 
suspects the right to information in legal procedures. People accused of a crime will have to be 
informed of their rights in a language they understand. 

Read [ Other Ibk :: Oti~.~s link 

j From now on infringements committed on the road when drivers are abroad will 
.~j photo non dispo not go unpunished, notably with regard to the four most fatal crimes which are 

at the origin of 75°,S of deaths on the road: speeding, non-respect of traffic 
lights, the non-respect of wearing seat belts and drunk driving. This decision 
follows an agreement on the part of the 27 Transport Ministers on 3rd 

December. in addition to this the ministers discussed the creation of a single European rail transport 
area that is due to modernise the railway sector. Finally the German, Luxembourg, Belgian, Swiss, 
Dutch and French Ministers signed an agreement to create the Functional Airspace Block - Central 
Europe, a key stage in completing the Single European Sky. 

T!aw.qers 

The Council and the European Parliament ~’~hich met on 30th November within 

i~} phot .... dispo the Conciliation Committ ...... t .... g ...... t .... p ..... g .... ights in 
coach travel with regard to compensation and assistance in the event of an 
accident, non-discrimination, assistance for the handicapped or for those with 
reduced mobility, rights in the event of cancellation or delay, information to give 

to passengers and the processing of complaints. The agreement now has to be validated by the 
European Parliament (by the majority of votes cast) and by the Council (voting by a qualified 
majority) for the regulation to be adopted. 

~ 

Dipbrr!acy 
.lust after the official launch of the European External Action Service the High 

i~} photo non dispo Representative for Foreign Affairs and the Security Policy, CatherineAshton 
confirmed two new appointments in the EU’s diplomatic service on 2nd 
December. She appointed Robert Cooper as Counsellor to the European 
External Action Service and Agostino Miozzo as Managing Director for Crisis 

Response. The European External Action Service led by Pierre Vimont is due to be fully operational 
in 2011. 



Read JOther 

C6te d~lvoire 
On 3rd December the head of the EU’s diplomacy Catherine Ashton 

.~.iI photo non dispo ackno~’dedged the victory ofAlassane Ouattara in the presidential election in 
C6te d’Ivoire and issued a warning to the supporters of his adversary, Laurent 
Gbagbo. "I congratulate Mr Ouattara on his victory," indicated Ms Ashton in a 
declaration in which she "called on all parties in the electoral process to respect 

the will of the people" and to "accept the results, as certified by the special representative of the 
UN’s Secretary General Youn-jin Choi". On 4th December the President of the Commission, .los6 
Manuel Barroso re-iterated his support of Alassane Ouattara whom he considers to be the "legitimate 
victor" of the presidential election in C6te d’Ivoire. "I join with the messages of congratulations on 
the part of the international community sent to Mr Alassane Ouattara and I hail him as the legitimate 
winner of these democratic elections," he declared in a press release. 

Space 
On 30th November the German government adopted a new aerospace 

ii~iI photo non dispo strategy that aims to consolidate the German position in this technological 
sector. Economy and Technology Minister, Rainer BrQderle said, "Via this new 
strategy the government is highlighting the importance it is giving to 
aerospace - a key technology for the future of our country." 

J On 2nd December the Bundestag, the lower Chamber in the German 
~iI photonon dispo Parliament, extended three of the Bundeswehr’s mandates. These were the 

German army’s participation in the NATO operation, "Active Endeavour" in the 
Mediterranean (extended until end of 201~), operation "Althea" undertaken by 
the EU in Bosnia-Herzegovina as well as operation "Atalanta" off the Somalian 

coast also undertaken by the EU (extended by one year). 

IsraeliPi@.~s~ine 

j From 27th to 30th November German President Christian Wulff visited the Near- 
.~.iI photo non dispo East where he met his Israeli counterpart, Shimon Pereson 28th November. 

The two presidents stressed the close relations between Germany and Israel. 
On 30th November Mr Wulff spoke with the President of the Palestinian Authority 

Mahmoud Abbas. The themes of discussion ~’~ere the peace process in the Near East and German 
support of the establishment of State structures in Palestinian regions. 

j The President of the European Central Bank (ECB), 3ean-Claude Trichet is the 
~iI photo non dispo winner of the Charlemagne Prize 20:I.~ for his work in support of the stability of 

the euro in spite of the crisis that is ongoing in the euro area said the people 
who organise this German award on 4th December. The prize that will be 
delivered in Aachen was given "to this European executive" for having 

vigorously helped "in these difficult times towards the cohesion of monetary union, the stability of the 
euro and the maintenance of competitiveness in Europe," said the Charlemagne Prize organisation in 

D:sbnct=.oniSch~uble 

j On 6th December the Finance Minister of the German Federal Republic and 

~i photo non dispo Member of the Board of the Robert Schuman Foundation was appointed Finance 
Minister of the Year by a jury of economists interviewed by the Financial Times 

(FT). Right through the year the German minister "acted courageously" comments the newspaper 
which ranked the major Finance Ministers from 19 of the most important European economies for the 
Sth time running. On :l.st December the first "Grand Economy Prize" a rewards for the person "who 
embodies the most remarkable economic event" of the year was given in Paris by Val6ry Giscard 
d’Estaing together with his French counterpart Christine Lagarde. The distinction was awarded by the 
daily "Les Echos" and Radio Classique together with the Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer consultancy 
"for real action undertaken in the public domain, world affairs or the academic sphere in France or 
abroad," stressed the Echos press release. 

Bulgaria : 
Gas 

j The Bulgarian government announced on 30th November an agreement with 
i~ photo non dispo a Greek-Italian company for the construction of a gas pipeline linking the 

Bulgarian network to Greece by 2013 - this heralds a further step towards the 
security of gas supplies to the country. 

Spain : 
lber:aiBribsi~ Ai r’,*,~a ys 

The shareholders of the two airlines British Airways (BA) and Iberia approved 
.~.iI photonon dispo their merger in Madrid on 29th November. The new company was baptised 

"International Airlines Group" (lAG) but BA and Iberia will continue to fly under 
their own colours. The merger will be effective in January after the publication 
of all of the legal documents and its H~ will be in London. The merger should 



enable the generation of 400 million euros in annual savings. The transaction is to take the shape of 
an exchange of shares and provide around 55% of the capital of the new group to BA shareholders 
and 45% to those of Iberia - reflecting their respective weight in the stock exchange. 

j Spanish Prime Minister 3os6 Luiz Rodriguez Zapatero announced a "series of 

~i photonon dispo measures" designed to reduce the State’s Financial requirements in 20:1_1 down 
from 45 billion euros to 31. Amongst these feature the suppression of 
exceptional benefits for the unemployed who no longer have the right to 

payments (non-renewal as from February of the 426 euro benefit for long term unemployed), a tax 
reduction on SME’s, a rise in tobacco prices as from :[st ]anuary and a series of partial privatisations 
(49% of Aena - a company that manages 47 Spanish airports and up to 30% of the state lottery 
company). In addition to this anti-crisis arsenal Madrid is making a step towards an area which is 
dear to the IMF in particular: the reform of retirement pensions which it has been talked of for over a 
year. It also plans to delay the age of retirement from 65 to 67. 

India 

j French President Nicolas Sarkozy started a four-day working visit on 4th 
~iI photo non dispo December in india - Bangalore, New Delhi and Bombay to address issues 

related to the civilian nuclear industry and defence, india is the first G20 
country that he has visited since he took over the presidency. His visit marks 

France’s acknowledgement of the "second biggest driver behind world growth" after China (around 
9% growth per year). On 6th December in New Delhi the president spoke with indian Prime Minister 
Manmohan Singh and met President Pratibha Peril as well as the French community. France also 
signed two framework agreements with india for EPR type reactors in the west of the country. These 
agreements were signed by the leader of the French nuclear company, Areva, Anne Lauvergeon, 
and by the chair of the state company NPCIL (Nuclear Power Corporation of india Limited). 

P.,%d J Other li!~k :: Ot}~,~s link 

Irr!rr!igration 

/[ ]~]II 

Th .... ber of migrants who entered the EU illegally via the Greek-Turkish land 
photo non dispo border decreased by 44% in one month after the introduction of European 

border guards at the beginning of November according to the European agency 
responsible for monitoring the borders (Frontex). After the deployment of some 
"205 border guards From 26 EU countries as well as from iceland and 

Switzerland," at the beginning of November together with policemen from Greece the number of 
illegal crossings over the land border between Greece and Turkey was reduced by some 250 per day 
in October to :[40 in November declared the deputy director of Frontex on 30th November, Gil Arias 
Fernandez at a press conference in Athens. 

Read [ Cthe! link                                                                                  l<l 

Hungary : 
EL J-Presidency 

The Conference of Presidents of the European Parliament comprising the 
~i photonon dispo President of the European Parliament ]erzy Buzek and the leaders of the 

parliamentary groups travelled to Hungary on :[st December to discuss the 
Hungarian agenda for the presidency of the European Council that will start on 
3anuary 1st next. Mr Buzek was guest to Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban 
and Foreign Minister Janos Martonyi. On this occasion Mr Orban repeated the 
priorities of the Hungarian Presidency which include Croatia’s accession and 

Rome integration. 

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin was host to his Hungarian counterpart 
photo non dispo Viktor Orban on 30th November in Moscow. They stressed the close economic 

relations between Russia and Hungary, notably with regard to direct 
investments. 

Other li!~k                                                                                  ~ 

Poland 

j Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk hosted his Hungarian counterpart Viktor 
.~.iI photo non dispo Orban in Warsaw on 1st December. They discussed the priorities of the future 

Hungarian presidency of the European Council and European issues. They also 
discussed the Eastern Partnership. 

|’rely : 

j On 2nd December the UN’s Organisation for Education, Science and Culture 

~i: photonon dispo (UNESCO) dispatched a team of experts to Pompei to look into the state of 
conservation of the world heritage site after the destruction of certain historic 
monuments at the beginning and end of November. The team aims to define 
possible threats that weigh on other buildings on the site. The organisation 

announced that a report is due to be presented in June 20:[:[. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

The Netherlands : 



On the occasion of his visit to French President Nicolas Sarkozy on 29th 
.~j photo non dispo November Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte stressed his government’s 

commitment to greater cooperation with France in a bilateral and European 
agreement notably in terms of nuclear and wind-powered energy and 
immigration. 

Poland : 
Parity 

j The Diet, the lower chamber in the Polish Parliament, adopted a law on 3rd 
~iI photo non dispo December that guarantees women a 35% quota on candidate lisLs in elections - 

in part a response to the claim made by feminists who are demanding 50/50 
parity. The new law approved by 241 MPs in favour, 154 against also 
guarantees a minimum 35% of places for masculine candidates. 

Baltiic 

j On 5th December Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk met the heads of 
photo non dispo government of the Baltic States in Warsaw. During the meeting the four leaders 

advised on joint action with regard to energy security particularly as far as the 
nuclear power plant in Lithuania is concerned. The EU’s financial policy was also 
on the agenda. 

UK: 

j On 3rd December the British government published the progress made in 
~] photo non dispo November with regard to structural reform for each of the departments 

targeted. These measures were announced in June last by the new government 
and intend to eliminate the UK’s structural deficit left behind by the Labour 
Party. Tt should lead to savings on tens of billions of euros notably by reducing 

State intervention and the number of civil servants. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Russia : 

J On 6th December the Russian President Dmitri Medvedev arrived in Poland for 
.~j photo non dispo the first State visit in nine years. He spoke with his Polish counterpart Bronislaw 

Komorowski and Prime Minister Donald Tusk. During their talks they mentioned 
the Katyn Massacre, recently acknowledged by Russian MPs as being Stalin’s 
responsibility, they also discussed energy and defence. 

Read [ Other Hnk l. l 
Council of Europe : 

Bosnia-HarzegeHna 

j The Commissioner for Human Rights at the Council of Europe, Thomas 

~i photo non dispo Hammarberg spoke on :[st December about the discrimination that continues in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina with regard to national minorities. He called on the country 
to bring its legislation and practices into line with Human Rights. ~n spite of the 
adoption of a law against discrimination in 2009 together with the appointment 

of an ombudsman rifts continue to grow between the various ethnic groups notably in the schools 
where pupils of Bosniak origin who are separated off from their Croatian counterparts. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Human Riyi~ts 
] The EUIs membership of the Council of Europe’s Convention with regard to 

i~ photo non dispo the fight against human trafficking would guarantee "the uniform application 
of its high standards and its approach to Human Rights right across Europe," 
said participants in a Conference "Parliamants united against Human 
Trafficking" on 3rd December in Paris, organised by the Equal Opportunities 
Committee of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe ’PACE’. To 
this end participants decided to address this issue in their relations with the 

EU’s institutions particularly with the European Parliament." The final declaration highlights "the 
effective implementation of the Convention’s measures by the States is the main challenge to be 
met," and expresses the belief that "national parliaments must play an active role in monitoring its 
implementation." 

OSCE : 
Summit 

J The 56 member States of the Organisation for the Security and Cooperation in 
~] photonon dispo Europe (OSCE) which met in a summit in Kazakhstan on 1st and 2nd December 

did not succeed in adopting an action plan to enhance this institution because of 
disagreements over conflicts in the former USSR, notably over Georgia. The 
Kazakh President Noursoultan Nazarbayev announced the adoption of the 

"Astana Declaration" that "re-iterates" the OSCE’s principles to guarantee joint security. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

[urostat : 
GDP 

j During the 3rd quarter of 2010 the euro area GDP increased by 0.4% and that 
~iI photo nondispo of the EU by 0.5% in comparison with the previous quarter according to figures 

published by Eurostat on 2nd December. During the 2nd quarter 2010 the 
growth rate lay at 1%. 



l According to Eurostat figures published on 30th November unemployment lay at 
i~iii phot .... dispo :10.:1% in October 20:10 in the euro area against :10% in September. It lay at 

9.9% in October 2009. Tn the EU the unemployment rate totalled 9.6% in 
October 20:10 - stable in comparison with September. It lay at 9.4% in October 
2009. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Infla[ion 

J According to a rapid estimate published by Eurostat on 30th November the 
photo non dispo annual inflation rate in the euro area lay at :1.9% in November 20:10. In October 

the rate was also :1.9%. 

G:raduates 

j A new survey undertaken amonst employers in Europe shows that during 
.~j photo non dispo graduate recruitment the so-called "non-technical" competences are just as 

important as specific technical ones and IT. A major share of employers 
surveyed answered that a worker’s ability to work in a team (98%), his/her 
ability to adapt to new situations (97%), communication skills (96%) and 

knowledge of foreign languages (67%) played an important role in recruitment. Nearly half of the 
companies with a high profile on the international market believe linguistic skills as the main 
advantage for the future. 

Studies/Reports : 
Climate 

ambitions and details its expectations of the conference in Cancun that is taking 
place from 29th November to :10th December and which is due to lead to the adoption of a series of 
balanced decisions. 

j On 2nd December the Bertelsmann Foundation published a study by Guy 
.~j photonon dispo Verhofstadt, former Belgian Prime Minister, MEP and chair of the ALDE group 

entitled "How can we save the Euro?" which looks into the impact of the financial 
crisis in the EU. 

Read I Cthe! }ink 

j The Swedish Institute for European Studies has published a report by 
~iI photo non dispo Christophe Hillion on the EU’s enlargement policy entitled "The Creeping 

Nationalisation of the EU Enlargement Policy". 

Read 

GDP 

j The Center for European Studies (CES) published a study on 2nd December on 
.~j photo non dispo its site "GDP and its enemies. The questionable Search for a Happiness Index". 

Its author .]ohan Norberg speaks of the confidence crisis that is affecting the 
GDP at present - a traditional indicator to gauge growth and wealth of the States 
and shows the different attempts at putting forward other indicators that take 

into a account the well-being of society rather than the level of production alone. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Publications : 
Huma!~ Rk~ hl:s 

I The work entitled "The Council of Europe and Human Rights - an Introduction to 

~i photonon dispo the European Convention on Human Rights" has just been published. Author 
Martyn Bond explains via specific examples what Human Rights is and what the 
Council of Europe does to protect them. 

Read 

gurisdiction 

j The work by .]ean-Luc Sauron on "Proc6dure devant les juridictions de I’Union 
.~j photo non dispo europ6enne et devant la CEDH" has just been published. He shows via various 

summaries and tables all of these procedures. 



Cultore : 
Exh:.biL:oniHa mbur9 

The Kunsthalle of Hamburg is showing the first retrospective in 30 years 
ii.~.iI photo non dispo devoted to Philipp Otto Runge (1777-1810) unLil 13th March. This artist, was 

together with Caspar David Friedrich (1774-1840), one of the initiators of 
Romantic painting in Germany. Thanks to 35 paintings and 200 drawings the 
exhibition "Kosmos Runge" pays tribute to this genius and offers a vast 
overview of his work. 

J The Palazzo Ducale in Genoa is putting an exhibition entitled "Mediterranean: 

~i photo non dispo Corot, Monet and Matisse" until May 1st. The main theme of this exhibition - the 
Mediterranean - is represented in around 80 paintings undertaken by painters 
such as .]ean-Baptiste Corot, Claude Monet and Henri Matisse, Edvard Munch 

and Vincent Van Gogh. The works come from museums and collections the world over. 

ExhibitioniMcnddan 
/ The Pompidou Centre in Paris is offering a unique exhibition entitled 

~iI photonondispoj "Mondrian/De Stijl" until 21st March- the central theme is the work by the 
father of geometric abstract art - Piet Mondrian (1872-1944) the most famous 
figure of the De Stijl group of artists. The exhibition interlinks the artist’s life 
and the De Stijl movement and presents around 700 works and objects. 

Read 

Ex h =. bi ~ion,/Wh=.stJe r 

L I The Hunterian Art Gallery in Glasgow is putting on an exhibition "Blue and 
ii~ photo non dispo Silver: Whistler and the Thames" until 8th January. This exhibition brings 

I togeter oil paintings, drawings and prints by .]ames McNeill Whistler (1834- 

1903)and bears witness to this artist’s fascination with the Thames. 

Scala/Milan 
The 2010/2011 season at the Scala theatre in Milan will be launched on 7th 

~i photo non dispo December with the opera "The Valkyries" by Richard Wagner. On the 
programme this season are "Swan Lake" by Tchaikovsky, "Attila" by Verdi, 
"Death in Venice" by Britten and "The Magic Flute" by Mozart. 

The film "The Ghost Writer" directed by Roman Polanski won six awards 
.~.iI photo non dispo including that of best film in the European Cinema Prize ceremony on 4th 

December in Tallinm 

j The Museo del Novecento devoted to 20th century art in general and Italian art 
photo non dispo in particular, from futurism to arte povera, opened its doors to the public on 6th 

December at the Milan Cathedral Square. More than 400 works are on show. 
Entry will be free until 28th February 2011. 

J The extension of the Museum of Modern Art in Rome, the MACRO - an 

~:~:i photo non dispo audacious red and black building designed by French architect Odile Decq 
opened its doors to the public on 4th December. For a total cost of 27 million 
euros the MACRO (www.macro.roma.museum) that already existed within the 
old Peroni brewery - a classical building that was re-converted into a museum, 

offered itself an extension of 10,000 m2. The museum entrance that lies to the north of the Eternal 
City near the Porto Pia is evocative of a .]apanese Atrium garden. Thanks to this new wing the 
museum has tripled its exhibition surfaces to which can be added conference rooms, a library, a 
cafeteria and an underground car park. 

Agenda : 

6th December 
Eurogroup MeeLing 

6th-7th December 
"Employment, Social Policy, Healthcare and Consumer" Council 

7th December 
EU-Russia Summit 
"Economy-Finance" Council 



9th December 
"Foreign Affairs" Council (Defence) 

10th December 
Franco-German Ninisters Council 
"Competitiveness" Council 
EU-Tndia Summit 

12th December 
General Elections Kosovo 

13th December 
"Foreign Affairs" and "General Affairs" Council 

13th-16th December 
Plenary Session - European Parliament 

13th and 14th December 
"Agricultural and Fisheries" Council 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, .]ohanna KarI-Joubert ; Alain Bloedt, Fanny Dubray, Flavia 
[’4i, Peter Skopec, Pauline Wartel 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale Joannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. :It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. TL encourages, enriches 
and stimulaLes European debate Lhanks Lo its research, publications and Lhe organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr..lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamail.com> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 8:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Up to 25% offhotels throughout Cmmda 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~L~!¢~.~.~;. Departing O~awa; March I -,~ ............................................................ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 9:22 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr"~ 

Deal Eunice, 
I just sent an email (to @ema~l.unc.edu) asking hi~n if he was interested in recording a program in Febmaxy that the depaxtment is sponsoring. I don’t 

know if that is the email address he uses or what. So I’m asking you if you would please let him know that I sent him something. 

I thought email was supposed to be more efficient, but apparently it is sometimes more involved © 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. JaJaken 

Professor of AIi-o- American Studies 

Depa~;tment of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univel~i~ ofNort2n C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 9:37 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] Fall Semester Grades: AB, 1N, FA; Undergraduate m~d Graduate level grading system 

grade roll notice by listserv.doc 

Please see the attached memo. 
Carol 

CarolMc Donne4~ 
Student Services blanager 
University of N orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
The Friday Center for Continuing Edncation 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
carolrnc@unc.edu 
800-862-5669 
fax 919-962-5549 
Qul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.nnc.edu">ennice@emaJl.unc.edn<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "maJlto:leave-28263207- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-28263207- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu</a;, 



UNC 
TI-IE ~,~’ILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 

CENTER FOR CONTINUIN:G EDUCATION 

December 7, 2010 

Memo To: Carolina Courses Online instructors teaching Fall 2010 
Memo Fr: Carol McDonnell 
Memo Re: Grading System - AB, IN, FA; Undergraduate and Graduate level grades 

You should have already received notification that you will be entering grades in ConnectCarolina, 
for the Fall 2010 semester. 

Grade rosters will be available through Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina as of December 9, 
2010. So please, check this coming Thursday to make sure you can see your roster. 

Final grades are due no later than 72 hours after a class’s scheduled final exam. 

The entire grading policy memo can be found at 
http:iiregweb.oit.unc.eduiresourcesirpm24.php 

Important points about specific grades: 
(1) Regular Grades 

Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 
If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been attending 
classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. 

If you are teaching a course at the 400 level or above, please check to see ifa student is 

at the graduate level. If so they should be assigned a graduate grade. 

(2) Temporary Grades 
"IN" Instructors should assign an "IN" where the student took the final examination but 
did not complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if the 
assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" in an undergraduate student’s 
GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade 
is not cleared by eight weeks into the next regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" 
will revert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one 
year from the original examination. 

"AB" Must be given to a student who did not take an exam regardless of the reason, but 
might have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in 
an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the last day of class in the next 

Student Services 800-862-5669 fax 919-962-5549 



regular semester. For graduate students, an "AB" will revert to an "F*" (administratively 
assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

"FA" Failed and absent from exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate 
student did not attend the exam, and could not pass the course regardless of performance on 
the exam. This would be appropriate for a student that never attended the course or has 
excessive absences in the course, as well as missing the exam. 

Changing Grades 
To change a permanent grade or report the removal of a temporary grade, use the Official 

Report of Grade Change or Change of Temporary Grade Form. The University Regi strar, 

must receive this completed form. [Temporary grades of "IN" (Incomplete) and "AB" 

(Absent), unless assigned in error, are recorded as a part &the official record, but are not 

reflected on a student’s external official transcript after conversion to a permanent grade.] 

lfyou need help with this process, my office will be happy to assist you. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Carol McDonnell 
Student Services Manager 

Student Services 800-862-5669 lax 919-962-5549 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@ema~l.unc.edt~ 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 12:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

your phone is out 

I tried to call a couple of times, and got a message that "this 
number is temporarily out of order." 

I called to say my phone ~vould not be on vibrate because my last 
class is over before your last class begins. 

email if you’re earl?-. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

STA Travel <traveldeals@edeals.statravel.com> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 6:07 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

HalfOffCosta Rica Sale - One Day Only! 

This message contains graphics If you do not see the graphics, 

Ra.~ularly $849 8a|o $325* for 8 days 

Discover the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica 

Starting at 9am CST Wednesday December 8 

save 50% (one day only) on this eight-day 

adventure! From the bustling streets of San Jose 

to the warm waters of Puerto Viejo -surf, snorkel, 

cycle and hike. Hurry before it’s too late! 

COSTARICASALE> 

The Gift of Travel (and Giving Back) 

Want to give back to Mother Nature and hit some 

of Costa Rica’s highlights, too? Make a new year’s 

resolution to travel with purpose. Volunteer with 

sea turtles in Costa Rica then head to the Rara 

Avis Cloud Forest and enjoy the spectacular views ~:~ 

of the Arenal Volcano. 

TRAVEL WITH PURPOSE > 

Travel Packages Inspired by the Film 

See 777e 7bunst, in theaters December 10 then 

experience the adventure for yourself with a 

romantic, thrilling or adventurous travel package 

inspired by the movie Starting at $521" get a rail 

and hotel package in your favorite European city 

~ ~ V,EWTOURPACKAGES> 

Use your ISIC to Save on Shopping! 

The holiday season is upon us, which means 

shopping, shopping and more shopping! There’s 

no need to break the bank when your ISlC saves 

you on everything from clothes to cookware. 

Check out our ISIC Holiday Gift Guide to see all 

the ways you can save this season. 

~ ~    HOLIDAY SHOPPING GUIDE > 

*Eligibility restrictions, booking fees and taxes may apply. Prices subject to change without notice, and 

may not be available on all dates. Please visit statravel.com for more details on offers in this email 



communication. 

Sign Up i Unsubscribe I Update Preferences I Work for Us I Find a Store 

This email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu. 

Make sure your STA Travel emails always go straight to your inbox: 

Add travaldeals@edeals.statravel.com to your address book. 

(c) 2010 STA Travel, Inc. All Rights Reserved= CST#1017560-40 

750 State Highway 121, Suite 250; Lewisville, TX 75067 

About Us I Privacy Policy I Contact Us 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

John Pickles 

Pickles 

John 

University of North Carolina 

206 Saunders Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-3919 

E-mail: jpickles@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@WESLEYAN.EDU> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 10:37 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

Newsletter Issue 25 (Dece~nber 2010) 

APCG Newsletter 25.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

Dear Colleagues, 

Our new newsletter is attached to this emaih 

Best, 

Mike 

Newsletter Editor 



From the Chaho 
Corn mi~:tees ..................................................... 
No rain ations sough~: 
From d:}.e Editor 
Treasu.rer’s Repor~ 
APCG @ ISA ............................................... 
Calls ~or Papers 

.Job~, Grants, Ed.uca.~:iona~ 

Oppommkies ................................................ 
2010 A~van:b ................................................... 
Recent Publication 

MembeMflp Dues 

[)ear APCG colleagues: 

Ai?ican Studies Assodador~ cor~f~rence 
Fra~dsco. We had fou~ very successflff 
and a wdi-a~cended bush~ess mee~h~g. 

witt~ more d~a~ 40 people e~ (s&~g a deIiciou~ 
Irl(to~:tesia~ dimmer (appare~dy t}~e wh:te was 
good, ~oo!), Comh~g ou~ of our discu~s~(ms 
Sa~; Fra~.}.dsco, thc’r’e ar’e several hems ~-o shar~ 
with {:he ff~l[ APCG 

¯ ()fflcer tra~sh:io~:ts: At our business meei:ff~g 
(m November 20, Peter M)n Doepp cor~duded 
his two-year term as APCG c[,air and R~chard 
Marcus fh:fished his term as treasurec ARer 
more d-ml~ two years, Mamoudou Gazibo 

are deeply gmtefi.]l ~o Peter, R.k:[~ard, am1 
Mamoudou fi>r their dedicated service and 
tt~eh" successfi~ (ff~0rts in adva~ci~g d~e work 
of’ the APCG over the pas~ two years. 

proposals ~7br t},e 2011 APSA Am.s.u.a] Meeting 
ff~ Seatde are due (m December 15r.h, If" you 
wouid like you.r proposal to be 
[br inclusion on an APCG pared, iog 

M)~APSA (www.apsa~euorg), submh your 
proposal, a~:td select: APCG as a "Div~skm m’ 
~eh~ed group" choice. ()u~ APSA comm£tee 
wi[[ rev~.ew d-m proposals aAer the dead]h~e 
and put togeti~er ti~e APCG pane[(s). 

additi<m to the APC(} ]is~serv, which 
near]y 400 subscribers, we also J:~ave a google- 
groups dkcussi(m fi)rum d~a~ alIows members 
co be in touc[, wit[, o~e a~od-~er direcdy abou.~ 
upcoming co~ff~rences, research <[uestk)r~s~ arid 
othe~ ksues of common cor~<:em. It~you would 
like to join t:]:~e ~brum, go t:o tt~e APCG web- 
si~e (v,~v,~w:afi’icanpolidcsgroup.org)amd fd[ow 

Pa[ie~ APCG now [s (m Facebook too~ Searc]7~ 
(br ’~A{:~ica~; Po]k~.c8 Con(~rence Group" ar}d 
~’Iike" the page h:t order ~:o get: group postings 
and partkffpa~Ee hq onIine 

" Future bushtess mc’erM~ In San Frandsco, 
there w~s sign iflca~.~.c d~scussio~ about whether 
t:i~e APCG should move i~s maff~ business 
meet[zg (at which ,,,re h~st~[1 ~ew o[fic:crs and 
gbe ouc am~uaI awards) ~o the APSA instead 
o[’ ~he ASA eact~ yea~. Tt~ere are pros am:~ 
cons o~ this proposal, of’ course, a~d there 

coatin~ed on page 2 



Pierre Englebert (Chair} 
Pomona College 

Gina Lambright 
George WasNngten University 

Harvey GI}ckman 
Haverlord College 

Adrienne LeBas (ChNr} 
Amer}can University 

Oxford Univers}ty 

Susan Thomson 
l--lampsMre Colle,qe 

UCLAiMIT 

Lahra Smith 
Georgetown University 

Amy Roteete 
Concordia Unb~ersity 

~aoartan ~umphreys (Chair} 
Columbia UMversity 

Nicolas van de Wa~e 
Comell Univers}ty 

UC Berkeley 

Univers}ty of Montreal 

Ken ~enkhaus 
Davidson Colleqe 

K}m ¥i Dionne 
Texas A&M Universi[y 

continued on page 3 

h~stallation of’ o{Pficers bin ~sot the aw.;.ua~ 
awards) ~:or ~xampb), % be d~ar, regard- 

to hoid business meedn~s at bod~ co£- 

will use the AP(}(]; dbcussi<x:~ fi)rum m:~d 

Facebook ~() so]ich addhiona[ opini(ms 

No  ,-that 
APCG has estabIbihed an extensive net- 

work among Afficanist polidca~ sden.-. 

~hat he.york ~(> raise the profile of our 

sde~:tce more broad[~s Tb t:ha~ end, ~ sug- 

gest thac we con.drier devdoping some 

common research age~:tdas and 

rating cd[aboradve research 

I~.~. so doh~g~ we could bring ~ogec[~e~ 

APC(} members whh a wide range of 

expertise: qualitadve and qu.a~.~.dtadve 

analysts, junior and senior scholars, spe- 

da[ists (m d~ffcren~ countries throughou~ 

the region. In the shor~ term, ~esea~ch 

co][a[>orat[or~ may involve a 

pand with papers a]] addressh~g a similar 
research question in different countries~ 
Fo~ exampJe~ Down ~he road, it may iead 
~o topicdbcused wo~kh~g groups and 
(:win)oint publk:ath>ns o~ edked voi-- 
umes. I do not have any specific topics h~ 
mind at present, but wouk~ iike to hear 
,iou~ thoughts abou~ how ~o move ir~ ~his 
dh’ecdorn ] wi[[ star~ discussk}n threads 
(m the APCG ~brum and on Facebook to 
start excha~.~ging strategies arid ideas with 
respect to thb h~hiat:ive. 

, 2011 dues: APCG dues are ]ust $I0 
per calendar year (wha~ a 
A~.~7 dues paid now wii1 be applied to 
201 ]. Phase use the membership 
h~ this ~.~.ews[et~ev to pay }~ur dues 
Consider using PayPa[, wJ:fich is surpris- 
ingly simpIe and makes ~if~: a h>t 
{:or Care 

Best w~sh es to you a~.~.d -yours du rh~g th is 
holiday season! 

Beth 

The Best Graduate Smden.t Paper 

Award Committee is seeking nominations 
t:or d~e 2011 award, Papers presented at 
the 20]0 APSA, 2010 ASA, and 201l ISA 
meetings are digib]e, P~ease submit the paper 
abng with the nomination ~o amypo~eete@ 
gma]Lcom. A]so, p~ease note that students 
carmor ~omirtate papers, We wiJ] contact 
paper authors i~dividuaJ[}< 

Dissertation. hi African Polhics (2009- 

10), ’Yhe aw~ip~ c~irries a prize of 8500 
and is ir,.tended to recognize outstanding 
scholarship h~ Aft[can primes, Or@ one dis- 
sertatiort rrm7 be nomirm~ed per tiepin’rerant, 
[)eparm~en~s are requested re submit a letter 
of" nomination and a copy oi: the dissertation 

ro apcg.prize@gmaiLcom b7 Janua~7 22, 
201]. Dissertations tha~ were completed 
and accepted in the 2009 and 2010 caletxiar 
years are eligible fbr t}~s award. 



In many respects the ~ewsbtter has not 

changed much since its i~cepdon. 

believe it ata~:~ed as an web docurnen*, 

bur by the 5~h issue it was distributed as a 

PDF and by the 7th issue i~ was largely 

the .{:~rnmt that has persisted (with minor 

modL{:lcation}, Readers wi~[ notice righ~ 

awa), that I have rt~ade significant changes 

to the Jook o~" our newsJe~te~, The cha%es 
are meant to be more ~ha~:~ h~st superficial 

I hope dm* this is easier ~o ~ead and navi- 

gate and I look ibnuard to hearing your 

commen~s on these 

In the very {qrst issue o~: this 

newsle~em.[are] the sections on recem 
pub~icatkms d ADicar,. pdidcs and news 
~}’om members." ~ bdim, e that. this 

st[~[ the case ~odW: In {-e~ms of content, 
the mos~ striking aberration occurred 
the very first newsletter, the or,Jy one 
t:eature a ":Speaker% Corner". Its purpose 
was to provide ’~a drtua] Hyde Park tha~ 
eacourages a dialogue on issues 
est to Ai:F[cans and Afficanis~s expressing 
views r.hat are r.hose oi: d,e author a~one 
a~d not necessarily those o~" the Editor or 
t.~e APC{}.’~ Denis Vente% ~brmer direc- 

tor oi: ~he Africa h~sd~.ute oi: South Africa 
wrote abou~ NEPAD, M no other versio~ 
of" this newde~er have we pro~dded space 
fbr public corn 

This news]otter% success requires a col-- 
bctive ei:ftor~ on the pat:t oi: the member- 

ship. In my short dine, I have akead), 
discovered that quke a bk of work goes 
into co~bcting the news]etter~< core 
matk>n. Rdyh~g so~ely on member 
mun[cm.iort sometimes may yield as few 

as 5 or 6 re£tre~ces ~r our publication 
section~ Because of: this, past edkovs have 
akema~ed between rdyirtg on mentber 
submissions artd conducdi~g their 
research regarding publications, news, and 
other t;dcvan~ annour,.cements. 
the best issues oi: this nevcs]erte~ 
a~wai, s be those t}mr. ]r~clude d,e greatest 
amount of member-.genemted 
So p~ease condnue to send me your news~ 

T’he~e are a number o£" rewards 
accompany the editor"s task and chief" 
among them is discoverk,g wha~ a~ 
m), co][eagues ale doing: p[amfirtg 
ences, writing fhn~astic a~ddes a~d books, 
and discoverk,g their pm~-ssiorm~ paths. 

been impressed by d,e global scope oi:our 
£~l]ow members’ ac:dvMes and in how 
productive our researchers have been. 
f:ed ho~ored to be a wiumss ~o a]l of: 

Mike 

Jeff Conroy*Krutz 
Michigan State Un}versity 

OMo University 

Kate Ba{dwir~ 
Pdr~cetor~ UrdversityiUnive~sity of 
-Florida 

Steve Burgess 
US Air War College 

Aaro~ Hale 

Java Honke 
Freie Universit~t Berlin 

Laura Seay 
Morehouse Colbge 

Ngonidzashe ~unemo 
Williams Col{ege 

Fred~ir~e M’Oormack-Ha{e 
Setor~ Ha}l University 

Oemir~ika Kote~ 
University of Ctsicago 

Middlebury Cofige 



As d~e organization generates less tlmr,. $5000iyear k is expected 
cost $200 £~ ~egiste~ing rbe organization (550 to ~be s~atc, 5~50 
~o ~}~e £>deral government)~ Once ,be new status is established ,}~e 
APCG -will be a charitable organizatiom It will be exempt fi:om pay- 
ing taxes on its proceeds and donors will be abb to deduct contribu- 
tions ~}om their tax returrts. 

$[rtce a new accoun~ is not yet set up an extension ~o the transition 

time }~as beert agreed upon by the steering comrnktee (not to exceed 
2 

Wh have created a mecharfism t:or recor,.ciling the members list 

(mai ntained by the c}~air) and the ’I?easureA list of paying members. 

We now have the capacky to aler~ those members to whether they 

have paid or no~. We are werking rewards an automated en line 

mechanism. 

have any questions, please iust gNe me a call e~ emaih 

Richard R. Marcus 
APCG "[i’easurer (eutgoir~g)rmarcus@csulboedu 
562-985-4714 

APCG has two sponsored panels a~ lISA ~his yean 

TB [ 6: T}mrsday, [ 7 Marc}~ 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM 

Chair: ]essica Ro Piombo, Naval Postgraduate Schoel 

Discussant: Jessica R. Piombo, Naval Postgradtmte Schoo~ 



Submission Deadline: December 20, 201 Ill 

9--10 Ma}~ 201I> Universi0~ of Ottawa, 
Octa-wa, Canada, 

T}~e Atrrican Studies and Research 
Laborator> Universky of O~tawa, invites 
paper p~oposa~s ~br a day and a ball: work- 
sDop on ~Tbe [-{istory of State Power and 
the Potter of State Histories’, to be held 
MW 20] 1~ 

Studies o}’*he sm~e Dave bng 
A~}:]car,. studies scbolarsb[p,even [f at times 
eclipsed by od~er concerns such as resisrartce, 

soda[ fi>rces or structures. More recentl> 

on fragile states, f~ct[ona[ states, predatory 

states, sr.ar.es-.in-socie,y; sr.ates as 
partners or sta~e ownersl-@, to name a ~w~ 
At the heart o~.: mar,.y o.t: t.bese perspectives 
we find questions of: state power: how 
exercised; how ic changes; what constitute 
challenges *o sm~e power; and who, constb 

of the state ],>,e t}~eir role to play in how a 
state defines i~sdK its origins and evolution, 

;~< state histo*T; who wrkes sta~e history and 
w}~o challenges {t; what am state history’s 
robs and impacts? 

Our workshop cer,.ters on state power in 
Atrrlca, [ts exercise and mpresencadorts, 
~l] as the interconrtect{ons be~mceen 
power of s~a~es and state l-fistor[es. We 
interested in contributions tbac examir,.e 
}~ow the state and state actors constitute and 
exe~dse power; in work concerned with 
~esentations of che state, as well as in papers 
]ookir,g ac the ]ir,.ks between sta*e power and 

studies are welcome+ The Laboratory---as 
imen~isciplinao. 4orum------{nvhes con~ribu-- 
fions .{:?om a~] disc]p~hmry perspecfives~ 

The workshop w[][ be bilingual (English- 
French); proposals and papers may be de]~v-- 
ered in tither language. Inquiries may be 

made to the or%nizers: Maried~ve I)esrosiers 
(mdesros3(~uOttawa.ca) and Eric Allina 
(ea]linap@uo~tawmca) 

Those interested sDould send an abstract 
(maximum 500 words) out]inir,g theh: pro- 

and af}]liation details, *o Fernand N~yokindi 
(fifiyo033@uotmwa~ca). The worksDop is 

t[cipam.s~ Please note d~at the l..abora~.or), 
has lh~ited fimds 1o help defray some costs 
asaodated with partic~patiom 
The deadline fo~ subrnkting proposals is 20 
December 20 ~ 0, 

Submission Deadline: December 22, 2010 
Wcbsitc: http:/iwwwmai.uu.sc/ecas-4icono 

Cont%-rcncc Thcmc: A{>icm~ Engagcmcnts: 
On whose tcrms ? 

Submission Deadline: December 31, 2010 
The N~’.w kk~rk State Political Science 

Association is pleased to anr,.ounce the Call 
~br Papers ar,.d Participation i:or ,he 65tb 
Annual Cont~:rence, April 8-9. 20] i ar 
Niagara University (Lewiston NY)+ 

%Vc invite paper; pane.l~ and round- 
r.able submissions from academics, graduate 

practitioners~ The NYSPSA con~e~enc:e p~o-- 
tides an excellent venue i:or established ar,.d 
emerging scholars ~.o share arid discuss rhel~ 
work We invite paper and pond submissions 
from indbidtm]s working in political science 
ar,.d assoc[ated disc[pl[nes such as bistor> 
philosophy, sociolog> psycholog> gender 
studies, and econondcs. 
Go m: w><~v~ rvspsa.o. "~*> ~br more inf~rma- 
riot,, and online submission o.1: paper or 
rotmdmble proposals. 

%~;% have twelve very active Secdons cover-- 

(American Politics, Canadian Politics, 

Comparatbe Politics, Gende,; Race 

D[vers[t> History &: Polick’s, International 

Relations, Judicial Process ~ the La~ Law 

and Society, Political Theor> Public Policy 

& Publ[c Adrn]nis,rat[on, Sta~e and Local 

Politic’s, and "l?achlng and I,earning) buc 

acdvely seek papers and proposals from 

related disciplines like }-{[is~or5 Economics, 

Bus[hess, Soc’lolog)~ Social Work, Psycho]ogT; 

Commun{cador~s, to rmme just a i:ew. 

The deadline fbr submissions is December 

31st 2010 so please go to www>nyspsa.org 

soort and submit your online proposal 

Submissions due December 3I, 2010 
L;."t~ivclsity of l!{dinburg.h 
Ccntrc of A~)icm~ Studies 
2011 Intcrnatk)na~ Confk~rcncc 
May 3 ~, 20~ 1 

Confirmed keynote speakers: 

Dn DelaWo Dovlo, Department of Heakh 

Systems Governance, World [-{ealtb 

Organization 

Prot%ssor N[coli Nau.rass, D[recroa AIDS 

and Society Research Unk, Universky of 

Cape ~Ibwn 

Rationale: 

Heightened attention to both Millennium 

Dc~:lol.)mcnt (~oals (~’[D(~s) ].)crta[ning to 

}~cahh as wcll as to specific A[kican hcakh 
crises undcrscorc~ the importanc:c o/strength-- 
thing state capacities and gbbal hcakh gov- 
ernance norm.s, a.~ well as rct}~irxking poli- 
tics. T}~c relationship bctwccn capacities anti 
norms, howcvo; is undcr-d~corizcd, despite 

AJ&ouO~ g[obd }~cakt~ aid accounts i>r only 
6.5% of total heath expenditures for all of 
Sub-Sa]mran A:f}ica (SSA), r.his includes mo~:c 
t}~m~ 30% of coral }~cakt~ cxpcnditurcs among 
the poorcsr SSA statcs, 40-60% of the Kenyon, 
7knzanian, and Ugandan budgets, and ris- 
ing co as much as t-wo-t.}~irds of: chc national 
hca.ld~ buc[gct of Mozambique. The rcccnt 
proliferation of hcakh funding initiatives has 

continued on page 6 



underscored the importa.ncc of the c:al[~ in the 
2005 Paris Dcchradon on A~d E@~:cd.vcnc~s 
and 6c 2008 Accra Agenda .{bt: Action co 
strcngt}~cn country ownership, defined 
c:(crcisc o( cff~:c:dvc kadcrship over policy 
dcvSopmcnt, sr.rat.cgy and coordk:~adon. The 
2007 In~cmadona[ Hcdth Partnership 
dar]y aims to improvc owncrs}~ip &rough 
~ncrcas~ng donor coordination in d~c c:on~cxt 

upon national capacity arc unclcaL particu-- 
]arly when donor accountidlity is absent. 

and cmpmca.1 rca]ky o~ governance, owner-- 
ship and coordination, as wc[] a~ questions 

rcg~wding the proccs~ by which hcakh govcr- 
nancc norms arc dcvNopcd and ch~mgc 
time. It wil~ address such quc~tien~ 
t.hcrc a ncccssar7 tvadc-of~f~bcr.wccn owners.hip 
and our.comes? How can Rmding k,£cnd.vcs 
bc a~igncd wi& improving hcdth systcrns’ 
capacit> country ownership, and funding pro- 

Woic[ Hcahh Organization (WHO) and 
XX%r]d Bank (WB) to better realize 
goals ? Doc~ the inclusion o~ non-s~atc a.c wrs 
impRwc gov ca ~n~cn r. or dm ~o 
Do cun’cnt imding anti u’catmcnt ~cgirncs 
inculcate dependency a~ the individua~ 
national loved ~q:at ~bnT, s o£agcncy can and 

als, m~d cM] society members - c.xc*visc 

ics o~ specific African countries (alone o*: in 
cornpafisor0, o~ s~atoiu~cmationa[ orgauiza-- 
don relations, or of a.]~crnativc proposals fbr 
fi~nding, owners.hip, and coordination, 

Please send abstrac~ submissions of up to 300 
words as 

at And,v,,vLawrcncc@cd.ac.uk 
by Dcccmbcr 3 

Andrew Lawttcncc 

Edinburgh 

Submission Deadline: MidnighL Greenwich 
Mean Time, January 1, 20~ I 
%~lebs {re: hrtp:!!cshendr{x.@es.wo~dpress. 
corn!20 [ 01 ] 0/ccaps-ca[Jdbr-papers.pd~ 

~Mission and "Ii)pic: The goal of the Call 
fbr Papers is ~.o punish a rmmber 
papers on the links between climate change 
and security in Africa. The Ca]l fbr Papers 
seeks to f~ster innovative ADicar,. scholar- 

don between academics, p~act[tiouers, and 
poJ[c)q~akers it,. ADica, the Unked S~a~es, 

ph)Mca] exposure and the irn men se tidal] enp- 
es of’adapmdon, Africa is widely m~derstood 
to be one o~: t~e contir,.ents most vulnerable 
~.o c]hnate change. These eff~:crs are not ~ikdy 
to be uni£Kmly disu’ibumd, rtor are the 
po~en£a~ consequences clearly 
This Call i:or Papers seeks cor,.tributions 
that. fi~,’rher global undersr.anding of the 
]ikely ]ocadon oi: vulnerabi]ffies ir~ Africa, 
the potenda~ impacts o~ climate change on 
Af~:ica’s po]kica] stabi]ky or securi> and/ 

or strategies fiu’ addressing these challenges, 
The Ca]~ for Papers is open to subm~sskms 
from all disdpl~nes~ The paper c:a~ have 
con tMen ta] i:ocus~ a regk)nal fbcus, a coun try 
t%cus, a local submadorta~ t%cus, or a mix 
d~ese. The review committee pre£>~ submis-- 
sions that will be supported by case study 

The call fiu’ papers is opert exdusivdy 
scholars from and based in Africa, wffh the 

r.hese isstles and engaging African sr.akehold- 
ers more ir~ the CCAPS (Climate Change 
and Afiican Political Smbflhy) program This 
w@ be an atmua] inkiative, wit~ a 
enr. topic each ),ear, The first, through third 
prizes include pub]icatkm of’~he paper under 
the auspices of CCAPS, as well as research 
awards (up to 85,000) and 83,000 ~br trays 
~.o art in~ernationa~ cortf:erence. 

"f’he CCAPS team is very pleased ~o have 
d~e Pew Center on Globa~ C]imate Cha~ge 
and the Ir,.stkute fi)r Securky Studies as 

Submissk:,n Deadline: April 22, 2(t 11 
\Ti:bsitc: http:/’,/w’~v w;amdmcx~rg/ 
CALL FOR RAKERS ANK]CA MEDIA 
& DEMOCRACY CONFER~NC~ 
.... ACCRA 201[, T}~c Ai’ica Media & 
Democracy ~stitu~c invkcs papcr~ f~~r its 
annual Media and I)cmoc~:r~vy Conf~:rcncc~ 
(AMDMC) to bc }~c]d t:rom [Tt}>Igt}~ 

August 20[ 1, Accra-£;haua. T}~cmc: Media 
& Democracy towards sustamabk- ~tability 
Thc A MDMC Con~kYcncc is organ [sod annu- 
ally and takes placc in a sclcctcd At:rican 

made by distinguished scholars and individu-- 
,.~J.~ Dora Africa and d~c ~:cst oi~~ the worJ.& 
The theme fbr &c Accra Ceui:crcncc 201 [ 
is ~Mcdia & Democracy ~owards sus~ainabk 
s~abiiky2 ’]"1~c Conference aims vo cxamiuc 
d:~c b~:oad [mp;un: oi: t:hc modify, ou dcmocrac> 
BACKCROUND: At:fieFs emerging dcmoc-- 
racics in the las~ two decades have had to 
co-exist wkh a vib~:ant media contca:adon. 
]7]~c media J~a~ ~:dacivdy cmc~:gcd as a iw- 
midablc constkucnt as it vic ~b~ ]cgMmacy 
m rcprcscnaug d’*c broad masscs. This con-- 
tcstation provid.c~ tJ’~c fi:amcwork J}}v crkb 
cd cxarninatieu on hew t}~c media impacts 
eu t}~c democratic process. Thc Cou~ic~cucc 
thcrcR-,rc aims to ad&’css and c:~aminc various 
i~sucs oi: media in t]~c pr;u:t[~c of dcmoc~:rMc 
gevciuancc in AtTica. T}~c cvcnt is open ~o 
academics, media industry pro£-ssiona]s~ gov- 
cmmcnt agencies, po]icymakcrs, rcguiaaws, 
UN agcncics~ d.onox:s, civil society o~:ganisa- 
dons, iuc[cpcudcn~ consuRauts and *vsca~ch 
groups and students. GUIDELINES FOR 
SUBMISS[ON: ABSTRACTS & RAPER& 
Plcr~.sc cmai] ab~u:r~.cts (maximum ouc page) 
a~ong wit}~ cout~ict hgiormation and a 50G-- 
word bio to: Mfo@amdmcx)rg. A]i Abstracts 
must bc [a English, fiiJ. papcr~ may bc submit~ 
ted in ckhcr English or [[~:cuc]:~. Dcr~.dlinc }br 
rcccipt ot: abstracts: 22nd ApiiJ 201 [ Noticc 
o~ acceptance of absa’ac~: 22ud May 2011 
Deadline }br ~:cccipt oD~hl] pa{)c~:s: 22.nd june 
2(}1 ] Noti{~cation or: Acceptance o{" Paper/ 
PaucJi~;’%rkshop: 30th ]~]y 20I 1 For i:UKhcr 
inR-,rmath::m and othcr cuquirics pk-asc contac~ 
Conf’:fence T[:am. EN Q~:j lift 1}7.S HCYN21NE 
24HRS: MOBILE: -~- 233 0200723197 
or risk www;amdmcorg ONLY PAPERS 
DELIVERED £I" THE CONFERENCE 

MEDIA &: DEMOCRACY JOURNAL. 



.;ks chair of one of d~e two APCG--sponsored 

pa~els at ASA tb~s year~ I would like ~o 

t]~ank the other pand mer~bers fo~ ~]~eir fine 

p~pers. Ou~ pape~’~ blended togerhe~ very 

well on the ~heme of’n~srricdons being p~ced 

o~:~ civil society by At:F~can re~imes ~oday 

and how people have in ~he pas~ a~d can 

members i~:~cluded: Jeanne glone~ Phi) can~ 

d~date~ Johns l!-{op~h~s U~fiversib~; Wi~i~ia 

Bowman, Assistam. Professor, Universit), 

o~" Mississippi; and Carl L&&n, AMs~ant 

Pro[~ssor, American University. 

Bob Press, 

Assodare Profi:ssor of: Polidca~ Science, 

Univcrsi~y o~" Sout]~em Mississippi 

Studies, Ui~ivers~ty ofM~nbai, w]-~o joined 

us at our business meed.ng in San ~:randsco, 

As she i~dicated, the Affica~ Studies 

Associatio~ oi: lndia is seeking to blcrease 

its connections wi~h Afficanist scholars 

Nord~ America. x~<& bare .linked thdr web- 

site, www.afficansuidiesJn, to our own. We 

~Jso hope some o~ our members will ~ake 

oppommffy to submit and ~eview publica-- 

fions .{:br their two ~ouma~s, Affica Review 

arid Insight on Africa Those seeking 

details shou18 w~’ke ~o Pro~essor Biswaa ~t 

aparajitab@~om~ai~.corn~ or Pro~bssor A~ay 

E}ubai at a.kdubey@hotr~:~a~l.com. 

Joh~ E Cla~k (Florida Mternadonal 
University) invites fi:llow APCG members 
to attend a comCerence he is hosting on 
DRC on March 24--25,201 I. 
Location: GL 220, Modesto Maidique 
Campus. Florida Intematio~al U~fiversity 

,,vrougb~ by d~e Democratic Republic of" 
Congo (DRC)’s wars, which h>,e raged in 
t]-~e country continuously since 1996. From 
1996 to 2010, ~he I)RC wars ]~ave invdved 

d’~’~ intervention of’sew’A’;iI neighboring 

the er~:~ergence o[ rebel amfies d~at ha-re 
soug]~t to seize contro~ oI: resources and 
the state, and the ad.ven~ oiC]ocal militias ere-- 
ated ~r both predation and p~otecdon. The 
social costs have been devastatir~.g. T]~e 
fliers have caused more dearhs.------.esdmares 
range ~o over 5 miHior>-----d~art any 
conf]ic~ since T?i)rld War II. Meanw}~il< 
wars have s]~redded ~he socia~ and political 
t:abric of d,e eastern region, and has~ had 
ove~’wbdmingly destructive impacts on 
endue countrp: Socia~ and em&’onmenta~ 
devc~<tadon bare ~ed *o ,he emergence ot:new 
ff>rrns o~spiri~ug~Ji~-D new ~ec}miques flu’ 
viral amids~ chaos, ~md new pa~ems ofsmte-- 
society relations. The papers presented at 
tb~s conf’:fence shed light on d~e sodal and 
political tra~sf:ormations that have accomp> 
n~ed t}~e ]ong years of war ~n d~e DRC. 

From Cathari~te New-bury (Smith Cdlege) 
to APC.G members: 

Aft.or fi~u~ years as book review coeditors 
~br the Afiican Studies Review; in spring 
2010 David Newbury a~8 .{ handed over 
book ~eview responsibilities to a new editor. 
The ~ew book review editor is John 
Profbsso~ of English ~n. Moun~ Hdyoke 
Cdlege (asr-book@r~:~tHdyoke.eduL David 
and I wou~d like to thank t}~e APCG 
be*s who kind]), agreed to write book reviews 
during ou~" term as book review editors. 
appreciate your giving ~he time and tboug]~t 
to this important (H: ogten unrecognized) 
see’vice to Afi’[canis, sc}~o]ars}dp~ 

H:you would ~ike to serve as a book reviewer 
fbr ASR in the f:utme, please vMt the ASR 
web,ire and record there ),our willingness 
~o review books: }q)u wi]1 find a d~eck 
where }q)u may indicate }q)ur disdp~h~e~ the 
reg~onis of: Africa in which you am inter- 
es~ed, and the d~emes or ~opics on 
you work. It takes less t.ban f~ve minutes 
to enter the hti:ormatiort. Here is the 
h ttp://www4n~ass.edu ia~ thro/asribookre- 
views.h 

Of course, if’ you bare already entered your 
interests at the ASR website there is no need 
to do so again. Ho~ve,~ ~ er~courage m~ery- 
one who hasn’t risked d~e websi,e ~o go the~e 
a*:~d descdbe their expertise (even those w~o 
}~ave served as a reviewer in ~he past). This 
will blsum that the ASR ~e’Aewer database, 
and t}ms also d-~e new book review editor, 
-wi[] ]~ave accurate infbrmation abou~ your 

con~act i~ffomtation and the bt~es o£ books 
you are interested in reviewing. 

At~d when you publish a new book, please 
ask your publisher to send a review copy *o 
the ASR: 
Book Review Ed iron" 
Aft:lean Smd.~es Review 
Mourtt Holyoke Cdlege 
50 CdJege 
South HadlW MA 01075 

ed his Ph.D. ~t the Gradu~te Msfitute 
o~" Internadona~ and Devdopment S~udies, 
Geneva h~ September 2010. T]~e disse> 
ration is m~tit]ed: Gos~rrtance reform in 
Africa: Internationa~ and Domestic Pressures 
and Counter-Pressures. He is currendy 
Postdocmra.l Research Fellow at t]~e Centre 
for the Study o~ De’cdopme~, Suategies, 
Columbia Unive~’sit> unti~ August 201 ~, 
and. will then pursue a career it,. academia. 

John Harbeson (SAI& Johns Hopkins 
University) notes t}mt the new executive 
dh:ector oi: ASA, Kare~:~ .!e~:~kins, is very 
in~en~sred in srreng~heni~g ASA’s pn~sence 
i~ the DC anna. Tb that end, she is encou~- 
aging some special policy--centric panels 
and. round~ables. John has put roger.bet a 
DC-area email network t~)r this purpose. He 
encourages any interested DC area APCG- 
e~’s ~o contact hh~ (Jw}~arbeson@aol.com) 
so tHa, .be can add them to t]~e list. Ideas fi)r 
pa~els a~d roundtables are also wdcorrm. 

.Ken Me~kha~.s (I)avidson Cdlege) begins 
a fbur year term on d~e Boar<{ of’the Journal 

o~: Moder~ ADica~ Studies in Jar~uar> 

continued on page 8 



(2} changes in d~e competitiveness o£ dec- 

"]"he Dudby Seers award i)r the best 
publis.~,ed ]n tl~e Jourrm~ o~’ Deve]opmen, 
Studies durh~g 2009 (volume 45) Das beer,. 
awarded r.o Amy R. Poteer.e t{)r }~er article 
Devdopment Pad-, Dependent or 
A Reinterpmtatior,. o.f 
Des~bpmen~ irt Botswana," ]omna[ 
Devdoprnenr Sr.udies .45. no. 4 (April): 
544--- 

Mid~ael Schatzberg l~as recenJy pub- 
]ished ;aLes compbxitds de 
la F{d&atkm ougandaise de £}o~ba11 en 
~ant que ~polk>" Po]itique afi:icaine, 

language version o~’t}~is paper, akhough not 
a precise t,vns]adon, -was picked up by the 
web site oi: playtbegarne.o~g: 
pIay chega rne.orgl kn ovc]edge-.ba rtk i ar£ des! 
d-~e-.complexkies--o~L democra cy-.tDe--ugan-- 
dan-~botba~-associadon 
hmJ, He a~so has written ":Erhnograp}~y and 
Causalib< Sorcery and Popu~a~ Cuhure 
the Congo," in Edward Sc}m~z, ed., Pditica~ 
EthnograpDy: What hnmers]on 
r.o the Sr.udy o~Po]itics (C}~ica.go: University 
of: Chicago Press, 2009), 183-200. 

Theodore Mo VestaF~ book The Lion 
Judah in ~he New World: Emperor Haile 
Se]assie of" Ethiopia and d~e Shaping 
Amerkans’ A~dtudes toward ADica w]L~ be 
rclec~<ed in 2011 by ABC 

Bed~ WhitM~er was a 20110 finalist 
the Bank oi: America Award ~:~r Teaching 
Excellence at UNC Charlotte, the 
sity~ most p~estigious t:acuJty-wide award. 
She was delighted ~o be nominated by her 
students and to be a £nalist in Der first year 
o~ eligibility: Coincidental1D in the semester 
sDe was honored fbr her ~eaching, Be{}~ was 
on research leave fk)m UNC Charlotte 
woddng or,. a book about the politics of" 
immigration in 

(Pa.]gmve Ma<‘millan) <’omes out in paper- 
back d-~is month (December 2010)o 

Eacl~ summer, t:he Rift Valley Institm:e 
off;.xs t}~ree one week in,ensive f]e]d 

on Sudan, d~e Horn o~ 
and the Great I..akes~ These course bring 
toged~er a dozen top regional exper,s and 
40 course participan~s~ most of whom 
are mid--career pro£~ssionab in fbrdgn 
service, development, the UN~ tDe media, 
academia, t}~ink ranks, and r.he 
APCG member Ken Menkhaus serves 
director o.{: studies i:or tDe Horn 

course (o~Sred in earl)’ June in 
Kenya) and is happy *o field any ques- 
tions you may }~avc abou* *}~ese programs. 
The courses are an excdlem immersion 

experbnce [or graduate students or 
ulry looking to broaden or updam r.Deir 
regkmal expertise. Exac, da~es of" d~e 20 ] ] 
courses will be anr,.ounced soom For more 
in}~rmmion, see t]~e ]<VI webske at http:ii 
ww~st rifivalbymeU . 

The UaivershT ot~Ediabargh’s 

A@icas. Stsdies (CAS) - now approaching 

its i~f~ieth arm[versary- b£ngs 

vibrato., cutting edge postgraduate ceach-- 

ing, super~dsion and research on Africa, 

drawing upon expertise from all tl~ree of 

the UrJversit)?s col]egeso h. also supports 

cultural, acdvicies, works closely                                                       ~ocvern- 

men~ and local NGOs, and fbrges closer 

rdat]onslfips among Scodar~.d, AfT]ca, rind 

t}~e global Afl’i<‘anisr commtmic}t "Ii~<,o 

alumni £mcumd in a recen~ <top 50 influ-- 

endal Scots’ newspaper f.immre, and many 

o~he~s hm, e pursued suc<‘ess£J academic, 

r~or>pmt:ic and gos~rrimet~t careers. 

MSc i~ A@ica~. Su~dles 

dents wh}~ an in--dept}~ ~n~erd~scip]inary 

knowledge of Africa. It can be taken on 
a i:ulbtime (one year) or part-time 

year) basis. Ir.s students gain c~klcaJ skll]s 
co~tin~ed on page 9 



necessaW to analyse and interpret Africa 

a global conte~< and evak~are 

r~r7 debates~ hs core course~ The Po~hk:a~ 

Economy cd: Modern Afi:ica~ is taught 

Centre’s I)ircctm; Pro~ssor Pau.] 

expanded course opdons cover an array 

~gio~s, themes, and 

ScDo~arsDips and ~hnding sources fro: 

applicants include: 

Scotland’s Salt.ire Scholarships ar 

U~dversi0~ of Edinburgh (ww~:schohr-- 

slfips~ed~ac.ukiscot]andscholarship~bmO 

Marshall Scholars}~ips (wwv~zscho~ar- 

ships.ed.ac~uk!pos ~graduatei~nteme 

ma rs}~alkh~m) 
~ US Student Loa~s 

sl~ips.edmc.u kius[oans) 

Edinburgh Global Mas~er’s ScDolarsD~ps 

(www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departm en ts/ 

student-f~md]ngipos,graduate/b~,enm- 

riorml/masters) 

Centre of African Studies: www~cas.ed.ac.uk 

Postgraduate advisor: andrew~lawrence@ 

ed.ac~uk 

Dar~iel Ester (SIS, Amedc~ UnA~ershy) 
has created a usef’u~l resource f~r iob-.seekers: 
.http:!!dan ieb;ser, org/]obs! 

d:F0m ~:~’ed 8cDa;Tb~: 
Tl~e Department ot:Political Science a~ 
*}~e U~dveraky of Massac:Duse~ta Am~-~e~s~ 
(h~p:i/polsd,mwass,edui) seeks ,o fill a 
time ,eoure-~rack position a~ ~he 
Proi:esso~ ~es~l ir~ Global Polhics o~ US 
Fo~eig~ Policy to s~art in September 201 
The Department welcomes applications 
from all subfidds of’ po.litica.l science as 
as from rdaxed disciplines. 

Successfhl candidates rnus~ have the 
in hand by Sep~.ember 2(}[1 artd wi~ ~each 
courses in the Departnmnt~ gmdua,e artd 
undergraduate programs, as we11 as ~wo 
courses a year: (of’ fbur courses mtab open 
*o advartced undergradua, e honors sruden,s 
campus--wide. Sahry a~d c~edi~ ~owards 
*emue wi[~ be commensurate ~4d~ qualifica-- 

dons and experience. 

We are interested in candidates who spe-- 
c]~Jize in questions oi:gbbal politics or US 
fbre]gn rc]ations and who ]ink systemic- 

met}~odok)gica~ specia]izatkms are open, 
but ~he aucceasfhl car~.dida~e will be able 
engage in subsr.ant[~ debates t}m~ c*~ss sub-- 
field and merhodo]ogica~ lines. Within the 
d~eme of Global Politics, we a~e particularly 
interested in questions of’human securitD 
rmdona~ security, im-ernadona] po~itica~ 

eco~x)m> huma~ flows whhin and across 
borders, d~e envi~onmem., tmnahkma~ 
tic< ~nternafional law. human rights, and 
imer<ub.u~al flows and eschanges. W~rhin 
the t}~eme o~ US fb~dgn po}~c> we are 
particularly in,ercs~ed h~ the waya in wDkb 
t:oreign policies adopted by d~e governments 
o~: ~eadb~g countries like d~e USA affect and 
e~ic:k resp<mses not only from governments 
ot: od~er countries but a~so from a host 
r~or>governrnenra~ actors including popuh> 
based polkical movements, ethnic dk~sporas. 
business firms, scientific and proR~sk)na~ 

’zadons. BoJ~ themes empt~asize the 
irt which domestic and inrernadorta] 
interact, and candkiates may ~bcus on 
torkal as -wel~ as contemporary cases. 

This searct~ cm~tinues the departme~t% 
effbr~s to hire scDolars whose work spans 
traditiorm] fields of: po~itica~ science and 
deals with orm or more ot: these J~emaric 
emp~mses: a) global ~)rces (eco~omic:, reli-. 
g~ous, and demograpDic changes; social 
movemen,s: od~er globa]izing fbrces 
redefine national identity or redistribu, e 
po]kic:al and economic power); b) gover-- 
nar~ce ar,.d institutions (the origins or 
quertces of: po~irica~ ins~hutions or process- 

es~ [nch~d[ng pubJic po~iq, and adm[nisua-- 
t[on; d~e role of networks, infbrmadon and 
comm un kation techr,.o.logiea; tl~e in ~erp.lay 
ot:st~ucru~e and action; instkudonal et~t~c- 
t~veness; American, comparative m" globa~ 
po]kic:a] demelopmen0; and c) democrac> 
parfidpadon and citizens]tip (democratic 
irtsd~u,ions and practices; polhica] par- 
dc~pa, ion; migm, iom citizenship; conflic,s 
betwee~ political idea~s and social i~equa~i-- 

ties: variations in the meanings of’demoo 

cradc pracdce). 

The deadline i:or applications is 10 January 
2011 and w[]~ continue und] the position 
fiHed~ The department su’ongly prefi:rs 
appIican,s submit t}~eh" cover [ei*eg curricu-. 
lure vitae, and wr]ring sam pies in ebctron tc 
fbrm tDmug}~ the Academic Jobs Online 
websim at hrtps://academ ic~obson[i ne.org/ 
a[o and arrange fbr elec,ronic transmis-- 
sion o~.: tb tee .~etters of" 
ro tI~e same site. Altemari~ly, pr[nmd 
versions o}" the application materials 
be aen~ ~o "Dacy %~drym Dean’s Assismm-, 
Dean’s Off~.ce, 230 Draper EIa~L University 
of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 0~003. 
Inquiries abou~ t]-~e poskkm may be direc,- 
ed to positions@po~sci.umass.edu~ 

T}~e Lk~[versity of: MassacDuse~ts Amhers~ is 
a~ Afiqrmative Actkm!Equal Opportmdty 
employer. It and tDe I)epartmer,.t are 

sity ot:~(’icu]% students, and cur~icukm< 
and e~courage applications from women, 
rn]nork]es, and I£)BT candidates. 

h~ternationaI Re]atkms -- Economics 
MukiqTear Not>Ten ure 
Residence 
}~rtp:iiwwvs~american.edu!hriFt-Facuh)< 
cffn#ECON- 

contit, ued on page 10 



Internatk)nal~.Relats(’~ns - ]{nternadonal 

Organizations (Global Gover~ance)~ 

lTnuce-’]7ack Assistant Prof~sssor 

http:i!w~v~american~edu/b rlFt~Facu]ty~ 

cfin#IOGG 

The steering commicme would like to 

chank the award committees fbr chdr 

vice this past year: 

Bes~ Book Award: El~(:,t~ Green~ Omar 

McDoom> and Susanna Wi~g 

Bes~ Article A:wa~d: Richard Marcus, 

Rachel El[ect, ar~.d "{~son Roberts 

Best Graduate Stuc~ent Paper Award: Kevl 

Fridy, T{m Losgmas~ and Laura 

Tl~is year the Committee received 34 

nomirmtlon& more than the previous ~ea~) 

from a tom] oi: sixteen difi:e~em, presses. A 

large m~mber of" books were o~ very high 

quality~ rnakin~ our decision dif[~cult. 

As in p~evious years, we used the follow- 

ing criteria as benchmarks in making our 

decMon: OriginaliV of: rcsearcb~ evidence 

of exhaust{~a~ investigat{on, a compe]l{ng 

cion at~d anal)Ms using rigorous qualita- 

tive> quar~.titadve or m{xed metbodo]og% 

that. makes the argumer~t, important in 

revisiting existing theory or unexamined 

assumptions possibly openit~g up a 

ous]y underexpk)red but f~mdarnentally 

important area for subsequer~r, research, 

Finally, we also looked 

the bo(k not onJy engages but also con- 

tributes to the broadens non-At:F~car~.ist 

lit.erat.u~e h~ c’omparadve politics. 

Out of the 34 books 15 made it into a 

end round and six were chosen as exempla- 

r)~, namely Pierre Et~g]ebert"s Aft[ca: 

Soverei~;n tv ar~d Sorrow ~[ :trine Rien net); 

Lee Arm Fuj[?s Killing Ndghbours: 

NN~bs of Violence in Rwanda (Come]l 

Univcrs[ty Press); James Habyarimana, 

Marcatan Humphreys, Daniel Posner 

and jeremy XXfeinsr.ein~ Coethnici~y: 

Dive~si~7 and Di]emmas of Col]ective 

At:don (Russell Sage); A~o enema, The 

Po][tics of Proper~y R[ghts Institutions 

in At:rica (Cambridge Lk~[versity Press); 

Jessica Piombo, Institutions, Ethnicicy 

and Political Mobilization in South Africa 

(Palgrave); ar~.d Peter VonDoepp, Judicial 

Pohrics in New Democ~ades: Cases from 

Southern Afi’~ca (Lynne Rienner}. 

awards, An hono~aG, mention goes to Ate 

enema, T’he Politics of Property Rights 

Ir~.stitudons in Africa. The book [s a pro- 

t~)und concr{I-)ut{on co the literature 

property r{ghcs and development, which 

has long demot~sira~ed the need }br 

property rigbD; bur has generally failed 

identlfi/where and wh), such rights evolve 

irnemaH?,,; except to posit, a posMve 

donship between land scarcity and private 

property rights~ enema not onJy ques- 

tions t.h{s relat{onship but. develops a new 

theory of dynamic property rights institu- 

tions in d-~e Af~’ican context. He argues 

that property rights atte strengthened 

weakened in accordance wi~h ~he[r use by 

political elites who may in [;-tct see ben-- 



eflts iSx)m maintaining weak proper~y rigl~ts 

institutions. Onom£s argurnen~ is based 

ex~ens[ve ~]ddwork in Botswana, Ghana 

arid Kenya~ Onoma utilizes a variety of dam 

1:?ore his three cases to dernom;tm~e ~he valid- 

ard£val rna~erktL Moreover, the d[versky 

outcomes arnong his three cases strongly 

erogend0~ in c:ausaJ ana]yses of tI~e political 

rnuc}~ broader application tI~ar~ the book2 

The African Polkics Conference G~x)up% 

2010 Best Book Award, ~:or the be~t book on 

i~}~cae polidcs pub[island 

Pierre Engbbert’s Africa: UhitD Sovereignty 

arid Sorrow (14nr~.e Rienner), Er~glebert 

starts by asking a very importar~t questiort, 

namdy why Africa has had so £~w examples 

of secession compared to other: pa~tts 

world in the post<o]on[al period, and finds 

command" granted to African states d~rough 

the norms oi:ir~.ternat[onal sovere[gt~ty. [-{e 

claims that previous theories of Africa’s 

"secessionist deceit/’ hm, e t~cussed too much 

on tI~e ()AU, {-e~dtoria] natk)na]ism, ethnic- 

]ty and (:,t~er t:;~ctors ar~.d not enoug~ on 

how international norms o~: sovereignty have 

been translated into a ~)rrn 

rency" wI~ich disincentives secession across 

the 

Methodologically tt~e book is a rare 

o~’a study tl~a~ manages to combine quali- 

tative and. quantitative n~et.~,(xt(Jog[es 

a seam Jess wa}~ Eng]ebert uses regression 

analysis in C}~apte~ 2 ~o demonstrate Africa’s 

statistically signi.l:imnt secessiorfist deficit, 

data and Minorffies at Risk darn on ethnic 

group involvement [n civil conflict. 

quantitative results are both robust and 

striking, h~ subsequent c}mpters, however, 

Engleber~ largdy en@oy~ qua] ffative 

1o investigate the causal mechanisms behind 

AI:ricgs secessionist defick, thereby utiliz- 

ing tt~e strengths oi: bott~ quantitative and 

qualitative metIx)do]ogies to their upmost. 

Momove~< Englebert’s qualkat[w methodo]-- 

0%’ is in large par~ based on l£s field work 
in Cameroom the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, the Repubhc of Congo, Senegal, 
Uganda and Zamb[a~ The book expertly utY 

lines this field-~:k to sl~(:,w dmt Er@ebert~ 
concept o£ ~egal command [s truly cmss~ 
na£onal in ks importance, no~ only across 
di.l:t:~mnt parD; o~’ ~he cor~.tinent but also 
across the Fmncopt~one-Ang~ophone divide. 
Indeed, tt~e book is notable t~r tt~e way in 
which k uses copious amounts of secondary 
literatut:e it,. bod~ English and Frer,.ch from a 
varieU, of authors and disciplines, 

[n another example of" med-~odological 

sopl£sticadon Englebert not only discusses 

Affk’an states where ~egal command h~,s }~in- 

dered secession but, in the case of ~he Horn 

ot: Af}ica, where it has r~.ot. [n particular 

Englebert makes a convir,.c~ng a~gument that 

such stmes as Ethiopia, Somalia and Sudan 

are e~ceptional wit}tin Africa in d-~e wW 

certain dominator edmic groups "owt~" the 

sta~e, t}~ereby making [t impossible fi)r ot}~er 

minorky groups ~o gain access to legal con> 

mand and leading them instead to pursue 

secession r~ a viable option. 

Finall> Englebe,’t~ book concludes ,,vitl~ a 

variety of’policy suggestions that follow ~}om 

his academic analysis. These suggestior,.s are 

g[tintization" of’A~iican states suc}~ that more 
of them ndght £mc:don ]~ke Soma]i]and and 

exist on ,he basis of d~eir own ir,.ternal legid- 

rrmQ% His attempt to make his scI~olarsh[p 

usefu~ fbr policy makers and his willingness 

to chaHer~e c(mvendorml wisdom is both 

notable and pra~sewordV~ 

T’he Best Book c:ommitt~’.e warn@ con-- 

gratulates Pierre Er@ebert as it conf)-rs 

t£s book the Ai:rican Po[itics Conl%rertce 

Group’s award fi)*’ t}~e best book on African 

polhics published in 2009. 

The 2010 Best Article Awm’d Committee 

inck~ded Ric}~ard Marcus (C}~air), 

Roberts, and Rachd ElDtt The cornmk- 

tee received a humbert of nominations. 

additkm, tl~e committee identified articles 
on topics feinted to A£rican Polkics from 
20 ¢u%ica Area Studies and Politic:a] Sc:ieme 
~ourrm]s. The breadd~ o~’ outstanding work 
being done in t~is field made t~e selection 
process a c}~allenge. 

The awa,’d winner was I..eonat:do Arriola ~br 

his article "Patronage’ and Political Stabi[ky 

in Aft[ca." Comparative Polk[ca[ Studies voL 

42, no. 10 {2009): ~339--13S2. Using 

a novd ar~.d sophisticated methodological 

approac}~, this article realigns ex[sth~g litera- 

ture on the relationship between patronage 

and regime stability: The author is convinc:- 

]ng in 1£s argumer~.t tba~ intra-e]ke accorr> 

rnodat[on car~ germmte greater stabilky in a 

regime. The commktee was also convinced 

by Arriola’s claim that the implications 

this mode~i~]nd[ngs are impormn~ 

Africa. k is methodologically inrtova~ive and 

c:oncepmally mows the discipline ~)rward. 

There were tI~ree other "i:inalists" £?r this 

award. Catherine Boone’s "E]ectoral 

Populism Where Property Rights Are \X’%ak: 

Land Politics [n Contemporary Sub-Sal~aran 

Africa" (Compare.dye Politics, ]ammry 2009, 

VoL 41 Issue 2, p183-201, 19p) [s an art- 

fl~] case study on one specific aspec:~ of" 

the consdtutiona~ order - property rigbD;. 

Boone is abJe to move beyond ubiquitous 

and ovcr-.generahzed statements about the 

negadve ef}~cts of weak rub of law tha~ 

pepper the lheramrc on the Af~:ican sm~e. 

Anne PitcI~er, Mary H. Moran. and Mic}~ael 

.Johnston’s ’~Rethink~ng Patrimon[alism 

and Neopatrhnonia~ism ~n AfFk£’ (Af}ican 

Studies Review. Ap£l 2009, VoL 52 Issue 

[, p125~[ 56, 32p) successfiil]y unsetde tt~e 

problematic conceptualization of neopatrb- 

rnon~alism so common to our field~ 

in Soutt~ Affic:2’ (Journal of’SoutI~ern African 

Studies, VoL35, No. 1, March 2009) unpacks 

the stoO, behind a sinje piece of ~egislation 

of£~ring an e~};~ctive and innovative approach 

to case study analysis tadding broader que>- 

dons about the rdationship between tradi- 

tional authorities, the state, and dv[] socieg< 

The Comndttee congratulates Leo and all of" 



the finalists and, most importantly thanks 

o[ what makes a case study work~ wI~a~ we 

learn [~’om cross-national studie& and what 

odo]ogh’al approaches. 

At:ter solicking 1:or nominations in February 

fi)r graduate papers tha~ make a contribution 

to the study of’ African politics, demonstrate 

odgh~al]t/; in their research ;rod data~ have 

el:l~ctive arguments, arid are x~[~ situated 

in the schohfl7 literature the committee 

rccdved several nominations fi~r hi~b quality 

papers f~:om APCG members~ The subrnis~ 

sions ranged ~n qua]it), from great to exceb 

len~ so our task was a dff[~cult one° Af’tet: 

reviewing the submissions and discussing the 

strengths and weaknesses o~’ each whh Thaa 

Longrnan and I..aura Sea> t.~,e cornmit,ee 

decided that Kirn Yi Dionne’s paper present- 

ed at the 2009 American Political Science 

Association annual meeting and t[t~ed %oca] 

Demand f~)r a G~obal Intervention: Policy 

Priorities in ~he Time of AIDS" was t}~e most 

deserv[r~g oi: APCG recognMon. The top?c 

ofD~: Dionn& pape~ is d~e local demand fb~ 

a bee.[bd up response to the AIDS epidemtc~ 

I~ ~s a sectiort of her dissertation w}~ic}~ was 

d-~a~red by Dan Posner and completed at 

UCLA. Dr. Dionne’s paper is theoretically 

interesting, me,hodo~ogicall)’ sound, and 

important in the ma~ world sense. Many ir~ 

d~e West and non--profi~ community dffnk 

about Africa f~:st ar~.d fbmmc, st as a place 

sut:t:~fing 1:?ore AIDS. Yh~ D~:. Dionne ~nds 

that Malawians, who are suffering with the 

AIDS crisis more than most Africans, woukt 

like Eo reduce the emphc~<]s on HIViAIDS 

care as a public policy. Why the 

That is Dn Dk)nne:’s puzzle. She uses a mass 

survey o[" [k)tn: -villages, a separate study o[" 

village headman, and Ai:robarometer da*a 

to ~a~nture an answer. While money f:or 

HIViA~DS prevention and treauTten~ are 

not unwelcome, Dr. D](:,nne f~.nds that even 

people who had a ~ecen, household death 

likely flora AIDS, krmw someone who 

}-tlV2-p()sitive, and hare a rehtive who 

HIV-p(:,sidve would preli~r devdoprnen~ 

assistance ~o be fi.mneled to other areas 

povcr~y al]e~dation. Village headman 

pardc:ularly exalted abou~ d~e idea of cleaner 

-water th(:,ugh they also ranked generic health 

services, agricultural des~lopment, artd edu- 

cation as more important sectors fbr their 

communities to receive assistar,.ce in t~an 

HIViAIDS set-vices. Cor~.gratuladons to 

Kim Y] Diomm for creating such an excep- 

tional work. 

Adebajo, Adekeyeo 2010. UN [~2acel<’eping 

[rl Africa: From the Suez Crisis to 
the Sudar~ Conlqictso Boulder: 

Rienner. 

Alexander, Christopher. ’EmMa: Stability 

and rcfi)rm in the modern Maghreb. 

(Londmn Routledge, 2010). 

Andreasson, StenCh, 20 [ 0, Africa’s 
Developmer,.t impasse: ~Ii>,vards a polM- 

economy o~:t~ans~)rmations. I,ondon: 
Zed Books. 

Barurne, Albert K. 2010o [.and Rights oi: 

Indigenous People in Africa: With special 

fk:,cus on Central, Easterr~. ar~.d Southern 

AfF]ca~ Coper,hagen, ~GWIA~ 

Beckrnar~, Biorn, Bubhmgu, Sakhela and 
Sachikonye, Lloyd. 20[0, %’ade Uniorts 
and Party Po[Mcs: Labour moss, merits 
Africa, Cape lbwn: HSR(~ 

Bieri, Fanziska. 2010. From Blood 

Diamonds to the Kimberley Process: 

How NGOs Cleaned [.lip the GlobaI 

Diamond Ir~.dustry: Burlington: Ashgate 

Publishing 

Cam~od> P~idraig. 2010. Gk)balizadon in 

Africa: Recolonizatiort or Renaissance? 

Boulder: [~,,nne Rienner. 

Cockem Ricl~ard. 20[ 0. Sudan: Darf:ur and 

the fidhs.re ot: an African state. (New 

Haven, CT and London: "~hle University 

Crilly; Rob. 2010. Saving Darfim Eveb,one’s 
f’avourite Ai:dcan war. London: 
Reportage, 

[)eng, E Frontiers of:Unity: An experhnent 

in Ai:ro-Amb co-opc~ation, (London: 

Roudedgc, 20[ 0). 

Fol%: [allen E. 51)ur Pocket Is What Cures 

(New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgcrs 
Press, 20 ~ 

Foster. Noel. 2010, Mauritania: The Struggle 

fi)r Democracy: Boulder: I.ymm Rierme~ 

Fourie, P]eter and Melissa Meyer. 2010. 
The PolMcs of AIDS Denialism: South 
Africa’s Failure to Respond~ Burlington: 
Ashgate Publis.~Ang Compar,% 

Hounnikpo, Mathurin C. Guarding the 

Guardians: Chd]-rni]kary 

and democratic gos~rrmnce in At:des. 

(Farnham: kshga~e, 2010)~ 

L.ambright, Gins M.S. 2010. Decentralization 
in Uganda: Explaining Successes and 
Failures in Locgd Governance, Boulder: 

I.yn ne Rten net, 

Le,&sk}¢ Steven and Lucan A~ 
CompeE]E]ve At~thoritarianism: Hybrid 
Regimes Af:ter the Cold "~X,~m Cambridge 
University 
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Lurid, Chrisdan, 2010, Local Polhics ancl 

the Dynamics o}~ Property in Africa° New 

Ybrk: Cambridge Unh, e~tsit3i P~tesso 

Marcellim Sherry S. 2010. The Political 

Economy of.: Pharmaceutical Pa~ents: 

US Secdona~ Interests and the African 

G~oup at ,he WTO, Bud~ng~om Ashga,e 

Publishing Corn pany, 

Mbanaso, Michael U. and Chima Jo Korieho 
2010. Minorities and the Sta~e in Africa. 
Amherst, NY: Cambria Press. 

Meied~enrich, Jens. 2010o The i..egacies 
I.aw: I.ong-Run Consequences oi: I.egal 
Developmen~ in South Affica, I652 .... 
2000. New ’~bd< Cambridge Unive~sky 

Moo~e--HardL Alice~ 2010. Egypt% Af}ican 
Empire: Samuel Baker. Charles Gordon 
and d,e Creadon oi: Equatoria. East 
Sussex: Sussex Academic Press. 

Ogunsanwo, Ak~ba. 2010. China!s Policy in 
Africa ~ 958 ---- 71~ New ’~%rk: Cambridge 
University 

O]eleleye, Olukunie. 20[0. The Polidcs 

of" PostA~&r Demob]]]sation and 

Reh~tegra, ion in N~geria, Burlington: 

Ashga~e Publishing Comparty~ 

Patterson~ Amy S. 2010. The Church 
and AiDS in Africa: The Politics of 
Ambigui~}< Boulder: Ignne Riennero 

Piot, Charles. 2010. Nostalgia fbr the Future: 
\Test Africa aher d-~e Cokt War, Chicago: 
U}~ivet:sity of’ Ch ~cago Press. 

Sicurd]i, Daniela. 2010. The European 
Uk~ior,?s Africa Po]icies: Novrns~ Interests 
and Irnpac*. Burlington: Ashga~e 
Publishing Company. 

Smkh, Ma[inda S, 2010, Securing Africa: 

Pos>-9!1 1 discourses on ~errodsmo 

Farnham: Ashgateo 

Spears, hn S. 2010. Civil War in African 
States: The Sea:oh fbr Securi~’. Boulder:: 

TaFdor.    lan. 2010o The In~et:nadonal 
Relations of: Sub-Saharan Af:rica. 
Continuum. 

"ITipp, Afli Marl 2010. Museveni’s Uganda: 
Paradoxes of’ Power: in a Hybrid Re@meo 
Boulder: Ignne Rienner. 

:-~gyeman--LuaK Iron (Fditor). 20~0. 
P[lgrhns of’ the Night: Development 
Challenges and OpportunMes in Africa. 
Bou]der: I.ynne R]enner. 

All en, Ti m and Vlassen root~ Koen (Editors). 
The Lord’s Resistance Army: Myth and 
ready: (London: Zeal Books, 20~0). 

Bello, \;aleria and Geb~ewold, Belachew 
(EdkorsL A Global Sec:udty Triangle: 
European, Af.~:ican and Asian k,.teractiom 
(I,ondon: R.outJedge, 20] 

Besada, E[any (Editors). Craf’fing an African 
Security ArchhecRue: Addressing region- 
a[ peace and conflict in the twenty--first 
century° (Famham: Ashga~e, 2010)o 

Chachage, Chambi and Cassom Annar 
(Editors)° Affic£s Liberation: The legacy 
oi: Nyerere. (Cape Town and Oxford: 
Parnbazuka, 2010). 

Che~u, Fantu and Obi, Cyril (Edhors)o 2010. 
The Rise ot: China and India in Africa: 
Cha~]enges, oppo~nmhk~s and crh~ca~ 
]n,erver,.d.or,.8~ London: Zed Books, 

]Dktmer, Lowell and ’~11, George’l] (EdkorsL 
China, d~e E)eve]oping World and the 
New Globa~ Dynamic. (Bounden CO: 
Lynne Rienner, 20 ~ 0). 

Engel, Ulf and ]o Gomes Porr.o (Editors). 
2010o Affic:gs New Peace and Sec:udty 
Architecture:    Prom )thw Norms~ 
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Extravelganza Offer: Earn up to $__5__~_.0_L_’L,B_9~.’,_u_.:s_ 
~lan Miles this fall! ~ist~.~r no,,~. 

~’:_~_~j_ci:’:~_rj__.tt_,&31~2Lci_[!_Mjj::3~ for Maple Leaf Club 
memberships and Maple Leaf Lounge passes. 

t h~lS~t n~w 

]c:,in Aero!)lan for free n,:)w, 

Petal sat 

Best Hotels, Best Rates. Guaranteed. 

This week’s Top Value Hotels *: 

Hotel Le Cantlie Suites, Montreal ~ 

Ce~tury Plaza Ho~el ~mp; Spa, Vancouver    .~.~.~ 

New Hotel Charlemac~ne, ~n~ssels ~      ~3. 

Ci~rion Hotel, Copenhagen ~            ~~~ 

Enterprise Hotel, London ~                ~~ 

Aute~il Tour Eiffel Hotel, Par~s ~ 
~ Hotel rates subject to availability as of 
7, 20~0. 

Why book with us 

[1 Ch,:x:,se frc:,rn c, ver 7S 000 hotels worldwicie at 

B Lowest ~uaranteed and earn Aerc:,~)lan ~li~es 

* Hotels, ground transportation, sightseeing and 

attractions are provided by our travel partner WWTMS. 

You’ve Hit the Jackpot with Avis and up to 



Ae~-opl~ n Miles 

Earn ! 000 Aero!)lan Miies on weekly and weekend 
Avis Rentals 

~ $100 on your next Budget Rental 

Need a car for a month? 

You are subscribed to receive emails from Air Canada as eunice@emaii,unc.edu. ]:f you no longer wish to 
receive webSaver deals please click on the following link to unsubscribe: Unsubscribe from webS,~ver. [f you 
no longer wish to receive Air Canada promotional emails, including webSaver deals and onAir e-zine, 
please click on the following link: Unsubscribe f~’om all. You can also update or modify your email 
preferences by visiting our 

The webSaver fares advertised are intended to represent the lowest fares offered on 
aircanada.com at time of sending. However~ as fares may vary depending on travel period~ 
booking period~ availability and advance purchase~ other fares than those advertised may 
occasionally be found on aircanada.com. 

TERMS AND CONDTTTONS 

t- Baggage policy: A fee of up to $30 (USD) is charged for the second checked bag on flights between 

the US and Canada. See complete details on baggage allowance at aircanada.com/baggage. A different fee 
may be charged for checked bags by Air Canada partners on the flights they operate. 

All Fares shown are valid at time of transmission can be purchased at aircanada.com and apply to new 
bookings only. Tickets are non-refundable. Seats are limited and subject to availability. 

~ Fare shown is per person including base fare, navigational surcharge and U.S. Transportation Tax. Fare 
excludes September l:Lth Security Fee of $13 (USD) per enplanement up to $26 (USD) round trip, U.S. 
immigration User Fee of $7 (USD) and airport Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs) of up to $35 (USD) round 
trip. Fare is subject to other government taxes and fees of up to $185 (USD) based on destination. Total 
price may vary slightly based upon currency exchange at time of purchase. Seats are limited and subject to 
availability. Popular dates (e.g., school holidays) will fill quickly and Air Canada cannot guarantee availability 
on some dates. Some flights may already be booked and consequently have no seats available for this offer. 
Ticketing is required at time of reservation. Day-of-week, time-of-day restrictions may apply. 

Other conditions: Unless otherwise specified, flights will be operated by Air Canada, Jazz or Star Alliance 
member United Airlines or United Express carriers (SkyWest Airlines, Chautauqua Airlines, Shuttle America, 
Trans States Airlines, Go.let Airlines or Mesa Airlines) or member Continental Airlines or Continental Express 
carrier Express.let. This offer may not be combined with, applied to, or used in conjunction with any other 
discounts. Other conditions may apply. 
Note: Certain flights may not be offered on each day of the week. 

Hotel deals and city attractions and services are provided by our travel partner WWTMS. 
®Aeroplan is a registered trademark of Aeroplan Limited Partnership. 

Canadian destinations: 
*Purchase requirements: All fares are in US Dollars, per person, are one-way and include carrier surcharges 
and 7.5% U.S. domestic air transportation tax. Fares do not include other applicable taxes, fees and 
charges. All seats are limited and subject to availability. Fares apply to new bookings only. Price is subject to 
change without prior notice. Some conditions apply. All sales transaction must be completed by 23:59 
EST/20:59 PDT on the ticketing deadline date. Date restrictions and other conditions may also apply. 

Fares to Canada: * Fares indicated are one-way. Tickets must be purchased by 23:59 EDT and by 20:59 
PDT December 14, 2010 , unless otherwise indicated. Fares are valid for travel as indicated. Purchase in 
advance of travel, day-of-week restrictions and other conditions may apply. 

Fares to Tnternational destinations: 

Beijing (PEK)/ Shanghai (SHA): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $250 USD and a US 
Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares 
shown must be booked by December :]L4~ 2010. Fares are valid for departure from December 25, 2010 
until April 30, 2011. Minimum stay: 6 Days. Maximum stay: 3 Months. All travel to be completed by .June 16, 
2011. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. 
Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Hong Kong (HKG): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $150 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by 
December 14~ 2010. Fares are valid for departure from .January 1, 2011 until May 24, 2011. Maximum 
stay: 3 Months. Minimum stay: 7 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid 



Monday through Thursday departures, Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel 
date, 

Tokyo (I~IRT): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $262 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by 
January 12, 21)11. Fares are valid for departure from January 10, 20:[1 until April 24, 20:[:[. Minimum stay: 
None. Maximum stay: 6 Months. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday 
through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Sydney (SYD): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $250 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to :[SUSD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for Fares shown 
must be booked by December 14, 2(:110. Fares for departures are valid From January :[7, 20:[:[ until March 
30, 20:[1. Maximum stay: :[2 Months. Seats are limited. 



$~bjec~: 

FeedBtitz <feedbhtz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

’Tuesday, Det:e~’nl)er 7, 2010 11:41 

%hie, Eun~ce N <euniceOemaif,unc, edu:, 

Senior Accoun~an~ - Indirect Tax and 

[~] Your Vacanc3~ and Jobs 
...... updates, powered by a~e Lhe FeedBlitz emai/updaLes for eunice@emaiL 

F~edBllz 

Senior Accountant - Indirect Tax 

Cook, Assistant Cook and Kitchen General Assistant - Af.qhanistan 

Lo.qistics And Operations Vacancy 

Kenya Methodist University Jobs. 

UN HABITAT Database, Information Research ~t Collation and Report Writinfl Assistant Job Vacancy 

UNICEF Re.qional Adviser, Nutrition Job in Nairobi Kenya 

Zinduka Afrika HIV / AIDS Proiect Coordinator Job in Kenya (KShs 50,000) 

Old Vacancies 

Search Kazi Afrika 

Senior Accountant - Indirect Tax and more,°, 

Senior Accountant - Indirect Tax 

African Ba~dck Gold is an established t~.o/d producer eperaLin~ in Tanzania, and is a s~bsidiary of ~ar~ick Gold Corp, Lhe 

world’s largest 8old producer. A~rican garrick Gotd has 4 producin~ mines and._ 

Read the whole ent~ - 

~, Emai[ to a friend, Article Search. ~. 

Cook, Assistant Cook and Kitchen General Assistant - Afghanistan 

Our client: in Aff..’,hanist:an is ]ot)kinf..,, to re(:rbit cooks and assist:ant cooks ~rom East A~rk:a as below, ~osRionst]’i~[es 
,~Aonl:hiy salary bud!~e~: {Indusive Hardship Allowance) Quantb:y (:ook USD900 .., 

Read the whole entg ,, 

~ Emait to a friend ~ Articte Search ~ ~ 

Logistics And Operations Vacancy 

A local fl’eish~, and I.o$istics company is I.oekin$ for an eperaLions and [o$~stic pe~ son, Should have aL least 2 years 

experience in a busy [o~ist~(s company. Kh~dbt do send your CV w~th 2 referees 

Read the whore entH ,, 

~. Emait to a friend * Articte Search * ~. 

Kenya Methodist University Jobs. 

Kenya }?~et:ho~Ji~.~t: IJniversity, a chartered ecumenical ir~st:itut:ion of Mgher/earnin}; based ~n ~eru and with carnpbses in 

Nairobi, ~¢,ombasa, Nakuru, Nyeri and ~,aua w~shes ~o ~ec~u~t dynamic and 

Read the whole ent~ - 

~. Emai[ to a friend. Article Search. ~* 

UN HABITAT Database, Information Research 8 Collation and Report Writin~l Assistant Job 

Vacancy 



Organizat:iona~. Location: U~.IoHABt’[’A’~’Dut:y Station: l’~airobiFbr~:tiona[ Titte: hal:abase, h~formal:ien Research 

and Rapo~ t Writin~ AssistantO~ada: GSPos~. Dul’ation: 6 monthsClosing Date: 

Read the whole entry 

UNICEF Regional Adviser, Nutrition Job in Nairobi Kenya 

~ur~o.se of the Pos~tio~Yo~ wffl s~ppo~t a~d ad~,dse the Regio~a~ Dire(:te~ ~ the Regiona~ ~ana~ement Team a~d Country 

Ofl:~(:es 8rid Ge~ernmen~:s in developing ~e~cies~ stra~e~ies, p~ogrammes and systems,,. 

Read the whole entg - 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

Zinduka Afrika HIV / AIDS Proiect Coordinator Job in Kenya (KShs 50,000) 

Reportir~g Date: ImmediaLel.yReperLin~ to: Program M~nagerOrganiz~Lion: Zir~duka Ahik~Zinduk~ Aflika is Non- 

governmental Organizat}o~ (b~GO) has an opportun~W for HIV/AIDs ~oject Coo~dinato~ .Job... 

Read the whole entw. 

~, Email to a friend. Article Search, ~, 

O~d Vacancies 

Proiect Manager - Yei South Sudan 

Civil Asphalt Supervisor (Infrastructura[ development) 

Civi! Asphalt Supervisor (Infrastructura! development) 

Civi! Land Surveyor (Infrastructura! development) 

Technical Advisor 

Operations Manager 

Tour Consultant Job in Nairobi Kenya 

Accountant - Pastel Implementation Job 

Telecommunication Sales Managers Jobs 

Project Implementer Job in Kenya 

Click here to safely unsubscribe now ~f am "l~czi A.fr~ka" or change }/our subscription, v~ew mailin~ archives of subscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Confe~nce Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@UNCC.EDU> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 9:04 AM 

APCG@I ,IST.UVM.EDU 

Re: Newsletter Issue 25 (December 2010) 

This looks GRF~AT, Mike! 1 look forward to hearing what kind of feedback you get. I’m sure it will be very positive. Thanks for adding it to the dropbox APCG office (that really is a great 
tool! ). I’ll for~vard it on to Jeff" Paller to see ~vhat we can do about redesigning the ~vebsite along these lines (if it’s not too complicated). 

Happy holidays! 

Beth 

Beth Elise YVhitaker, Ph.D ] Associate Professor 
krqC Charlottei Depaltment of Political Science 
9201 Umversi~ City Blvd ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] Fax: 7(;,4-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc edu 

From: A[’rican Politics Conference Group on behalf of Michael Nelson 
Sent: Tue 12/7,’2010 10:37 PM 

To: APCG@LIST UVM EDU 
Subject: Newsletter Issue 25 (December 2010) 

[)ear Colleagues, 

Our new newsletter is attached to this emaih 

Best, 

Mike 
Newsletter Editor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@UNCC.EDU> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 9:07 AM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

apologies! 

Dear colleagues: 
I apologize for the message that I just sent to the full listserv. Obviously, it was intended for Mike Nelson. I’m still learning how to use all the APCG technology, so please just 
delete that message from your inbox! I hope you’ll agree with me, though, that the newly-formatted newsletter looks great. 
Best wishes, and apologies again, 
Beth 
Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pervin Bmau Gokariksel <banug@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 12:12 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pickles, John <jpickle@email.unc.edu>; Driscoll, Maack W <mdriscol@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Re: The end of democracy in Intemation~J~ Studies 

Wednesday 1-2 would work much better for me. How abom Jack Sprat? 

ganu 

Dr. Banu Gokariksel 

Department of Geography 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3220 

http:/Iveilin~qfashion u nc.edu 

On Dec 8, 2010, at 11:02 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear All, 

Monday or Wednesday 1-2pm would work from this end. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: John Pickles [ipickles~email.unc.edu| 

Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 7:02 PM 

To: Driscoll, Mark W 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Gokariksel, Pervin Banu 

Subject: Re: The end of democracy in International Studies 

Why don’t we aim for a cotiEe next week after classes end. 

What about M, Tu~ or W afternoon 1-2pm? 

Perhaps 206 Saunders, rather than a coltEe bar. We can grab cups at 
Daily Chind. 

John 

mdriscol wrote: 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 12:49 PM 

Goka~ksel, Pervin Banu <bm~ug@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Driscoll, Mask W <mdriscol@email.unc.edu> 

Re: The end of democracy in Intemation~J, Studies 

jpicldes.vcf 

Okay, Wed 1-2pm it is 
Let’s get coffee at Daily Grind and come to my office, as I wrote 
earlier. ! don’t think Jack Sprat is the place for this discussion 

Kevin ttewison might also be interested. 

want me to invite him or leave that discussion for another da’~’ ? 
John 

Do you 

On 12/8/2010 12:12 PM. Pervm Banu Gokariksel wrote: 
Wednesday 1-2 would work much better for me. How about Jack Sprat? 

Banu 

Dr Banu (3 okarlkse[ 
Department of Geography 
Unlversl~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3220 
http ://veilin~fashion.unc edu 

On Dec 8, 2010, at 11:02 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear All, 
>> 

>> Monday or Wednesday 1-2pro would work from this end. 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> Etmice. 
>> 

>> 

>> From: John Pickles [jpickles@email.~mc.edu 
>> <mailto:i pickle s(d~,,emaih ~mc. edu>] 
>> Scnt: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 7:02 P_’vi 
>> To: Driscoll, Mark W 
>> Cc: Sable, Eanice N; Gokariksel, Pcp,dn Banu 

>> Subject: Re: The end of democracy in International Studies 
>> 

>> ~2~y don’t we aim for a coffce next week aRer classes end. 
>> "A~at about M, Tu, or W afternoon 1-2pm? 
>> Perhaps 206 Sa~mders, rather than a coffee bar. We can grab cups at 
>> Daily Grind 
>> 

>> John 
>> 

>> mdriscol wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> Mark 

>> <winmail.dat> 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Dr. John Pickles 

Pickles 

Dr. John 

University of North Carolina 

206 Saunders Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-6814 

E-mail: jpickles@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mdriscol <mdriscol@email.unc .edu~ 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 2:29 PM 

Pickles, John <jpickle@email.unc.edu> 

Gokadk~l, Pervin Banu <banug@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr* 

Re: The end of democracy in Intemation~J~ Studies 

Dear all, 
I’m good for the meeting Wednesday at 1 as well John, I say to invited 
Kevin 

Chris Nelson is back and I will send an invite to him unless 
anyone objects. 
Mark 

On Wed, 08 Dec 2010 12:48:53 -0500, John Pickles <jpickIes@email.unc edu> 
wrote: 
> ()kay, Wed 1-2pro it is. 
> Let’s get coffee at Daily Grind and come to my office, as I wrote 
> earlier I don’t think Jack Sprat is the place for this discussion 
> 

> Kevin tlewison might also be interested. 
> Do you 
> want me to invite him or leave that discussion for another day? 
> John 
> 

> On 12/8/2010 12:12 P2% Per~dn Banu Gokariksel wrote: 
>> Wednesday 1-2 would work much better for me. How about Jack Sprat? 
>> 

>> Banu 
>> 
>> Dr Banu Gokarikse[ 
>> Department of Geography 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3220 
>> http :/iveilingfa shion.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> OnDec 8, 2010, at 11:02 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear All, 

>>> Monday or Wednesday 1-2pro would work from this end. 

>>> Cheers, 
>>> Eunice. 

>>> From: John Pickles [jpickles@emaih~mc.edu 
>>> <mailto :i pickles(~email.unc.edu>] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 7:02 PM 
>>> To: Driscoll, Mark W 
>>> Cc: Sahle, Em~ice N; Gokariksel, Pcrvin Banu 
>>> Subject: Re: The end of democracy in International Studies 
>>> 
>>> V~y don’t we aim for a coffee next ~veek after classes end. 
>>> "¢,qaat about M, Tu, or W afternoon 1-2pm? 
>>> Perhaps 206 Saunders, rather than a coIt?e bar. We can grab cups at 
>>> Daily Grind 
>>> 
>>> John 

>>> mdriscol ~Vl-Ote: 





Canada-U.S. 
2010 Congressional Research Service Report on Canada-U.S. Relations 
The Portal for North America highlights the Congressional Research Sewice’s report on Canada-U.S. 
Relations in 2010. The report begins with an overview of Canada’s political scene, its economic conditions, 
and its recent security and foreign policy, focusing particularly on issues that may be relevant to U.S. 
policymakers. This country survey is followed by summaries of current bilateral issues in the political, 
international security, trade, and environmental arenas.._R__#__a__d_. 

Washington State Should Look Next Door for Trade, Not Just Overseas 
Donald Alper, director of the Center for Canadian-American Studies and Border Policy Research 
institute at Western Washington University, writes that Washington State, like every other jurisdiction in 
North America, is fixated on increasing export and investment opportunities overseas. In the rush to build 
stronger business relationships with foreign trade partners, the state should not overlook its most important 
and historically most reliable neighbor-- Canada. It is especially well-positioned to realize benefits from 
greater interaction and partnerships with Canada. Read 

Defence and Foreign Affairs 
The Case for the Canada-Panama Free Trade Agreement 
This policy brief from the Canadian Foundation For the Americas (FOCAL) makes the case for swift 
ratification by Parliament of the Canada-Panama FTA. According to the brief, it would enable Canadian 
businesses to increase their competitiveness in this national market vis-i~-vis the U.S. and should create 
opportunities for more exports. Read 

PuNic Policy 
A Look Back on the Major PuNic Policy and Political Events of 2010 
A special edition of Po/icy Options, a leading Canadian public policy magazine produced by the institute for 
Research on Public Policy, looks back on 2010, focusing on the major public policy and political events of 
the year. Read 

Canadian Students Score Top Marks in Major OECD Report 
A report released by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shows 
Canadian students rank among the best in the world in reading, mathematics, and science. The OECD’s 
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is one of the most comprehensive international 
student evaluations ever developed. Read 

How to Re-Wire Canada’s Spectrum Licenses 
Canada’s licensing framework for cellular and PCS (personal communication systems) providers is in serious 
need of an overhaul. A paper released by the Atlantic Institute for Market Studies says these spectrum 
licenses should have strong property right characteristics and the license fee regime should be amended to 
provide clarity and certainty. Read 

Economy 
Canada’s Budget Triumph 
A federal government runs a large deficit. Deficits are so large that the ratio of federal debt to Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) approaches 70 percent. A constituency of voters has gotten used to large federal spending 
programs. Does that sound like the United States, asks David Henderson of the Naval Postgraduate 
School in Monterey, California. Well, yes. But it also describes Canada in 1993~ Yet, just 18 years later, 
Canada’s federal debt had fallen from 67 percent to only 29 percent of GDP. Moreover, in every year between 
1997 and 2008, Canada’s federal government had a budget surplus. Henderson’s paper is published by the 
Mercatus Center at George Mason University and his presentation at the Mercatus Center is online. Read 

the Report Watch the Lecture 

Canada’s Motor Vehicle Manufacturing industry: Profitability Turnaround 
The Conference Board of Canada reports that automotive industry restructuring is bearing fruit, as 
companies have returned to profitability. As sales recover further from their recession-induced lows, so too 
will profits. Improving Sales~U.S. vehicle sales are still very weak, but they are gradually recovering and are 
expected to reach their replacement rate in 2011 and expand further in subsequent years. __R__e__’_a__d_. 

Canada and the Next Financial Crisis 
How will the next financial crisis erupt? In this report, the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 
examines one of the potential financial crisis scenarios that Canada could face. _R_ _ ##_ _d_ . 



StatsCan Labour Force Survey for November 2010 
Employment edged up by 15,000 in November, according to data released by Statistics Canada. At the 
same time, there was a notable decline in the number of youths participating in the labour market. As a 
result, the unemployment rate fell 0.3 percentage points to 7.6%, the lowest since January 2009. Read 

A Suggestion for Reforms to Revive Asset-Backed Securities (ABS) Markets 
Reforms are needed to restore the ABS market, which suffered a major setback during the financial crisis 
that began in 2007, according to a study released by the C.D. Howe Institute. The study offers suggestions, 
from a Canadian perspective, for the restoration of a healthy ABS market. North American policymakers have 
readily acknowledged that this market must play a major role in the global economic recovery, and 
policymakers recently have moved from the urgent restarting of the ABS market to its reform. Read 

Doing Business in india: Success, Failure and the Prospects for Canada 
India is one of the world’s most promising markets, and the country is a priority both for the Government of 
Canada and for many of the provinces. Nevertheless, Canadian business and government have been slow to 
embrace the Indian market and need to wake up before it is too late, concludes a new study by Douglas 

Goold, from the Canadian International Council. Read 

News from Canadian Universities 
The Titanic’s Disappearing History 
The greatest piece of material evidence regarding the sinking of the Titanic--the wreck itsel~may soon be 
lost, says a Henrietta Mann, a Dalhousie University researcher who has been examining the bacteria 
eating away at the so-called "unsinkable ship" as it sits on the ocean bottom. Using DNA technology, Dr. 
Mann and researchers from University of Seville in Spain were able to identify a new bacterial species making 
a quick meal of the Titanic wreck. Read 

McGill Asked to Reinvent the Wheel 
Creating a wheel for some of the worst potholes known to humankind is just one of the extraterrestrial 
challenges a team of McGill University students and professors face in developing and testing a wheel 
prototype for the new Lunar Exploration Light Rover. The new Canadian rover will be used during lunar 
exploration to carry payloads, cargo and crew, as well as enable drilling and excavation, manipulator and tool 
integration, and vision and state-of-the-art communications systems. Read 

UBC Launches $13-million Research Program to Predict the Future of Oceans 
University of British Columbia researchers have launched a $13-million, nine-year research program with 
Japan’s Nippon Foundation to study the future of the world’s oceans and to monitor the impact of human 
activities on seafood resources. The program will bring together international experts in fisheries, climate 
change, environmental policy, geospatial modeling, marine ecology and socio-economics for research 
collaborations, capacity building and increasing public awareness about fish stock depletion. Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and 
universities. The articles in this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions 
expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the government of Canada. 

For comments or suggestions, please email us at acadernic[elations@canadianembassy~otg. 

Share this alert 

with others >> 

Sign up for alerts 

~ F ...... Facebook 1 1 ii~ii Foil ...... Twitter ~ 

Find 020 events on Upcoming Subscribe to 020 Feeds 

Manage your 

subscriptions 

Unsubscribe >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy Rutledge <timsa~fford@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 3:47 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot?ac] Do FERPA before doing grades! 

CCO Instructors- 

With classes ending today and final exams beginning on Friday, it will not be long until you will be entering students’ grades into ConnectCarolina. You should have 

received information (multiple times) on how to do this, but please remember that you must complete the FERPA training before you can get into 

ConnectCarolina. Here is the website for that training - 

_h___t__tx?_;//_gr_p___.__u___n___c_:~_d___u_ J__ 
Look in the box on the right and click on "FERPA Training." 

If you have not done this, you will not be able to enter students’ grades. PLEASE make sure you have done the FERPA training before you try to enter grades. 

Thanks! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<1i> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"m~filto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@etn~fil.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a bla~k <b~> 

emafil to <a h~e~’’m~lto:~eave-282745~6-3634613.47f~279ea659~aca3376d3589~8a959@listserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-282745~6- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



$~bjed;: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

Kazi Afrika. ~9~mail.com> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 11:55 PM 

Sable, gumce N <euniceOemaiLunc, edu:, 

Unit Nanager Rower Farm Kenya and more._ 

[~ii Your Vacancy and Jobs 
Here ...... updates, powered by a~e the FeedBlitz emai/updates for eun~ce®e~l~aiL Lmc,edu 

FeedBletz 

Unit Manaqer Flower Farm Kenya 

Food Beverage Manager Kenya. 

Danish Refuqee Council 

Marketing Communications Manager. 

Accountant Job - Pastel Implementation. 

Compliance Officer Post. Salary Kshs. 60,000. 

Nairobi Hospital Kenya. Senior Registrars Needed. 

Marie Slopes Kenya Vacancies. 

Old Vacancies 

Search Kazi Afrika 

Unit Manager Flower Farm Kenya and more,°° 

Unit Manager Flower Farm Kenya 

A/eadin~ rose if.owe~ p~oducer wishes to recruit a high cabber candidate for the position of a UNIT &~.~.tqAGER, reportint~ 

to top management and workin~ as part of management team. The posit~on entails... 

Read the whore ent~ ,, 

~. Emai[ to a friend * Article Search * ~. 

Food Beverage Manager Kenya. 

A st:ate corporation seeks to recruit SkEitab{e person ier the l’o[[owin}~ posi[:ion; FOOD AND BEV~:[~(}E MANAGE{< The 

indi~ddua~, wilt be repo~’Lin~ to the Genes’a[ Manager, Specific Dudes and.,~ 

Read the whole ent~ .. 

~. Emai[ to a friend. Article Search, ~* 

Danish Refugee Council 

Danish Refugee Council has been impternentinR the Restoration of Farm Infrastructure and Rura~ Livelihoods Project 

,~4o[o and Kuresoi Distri(:~:s in the R~I’t: Valley Pn:Mnce in Part:nership vvi[:h the.,. 

Read the whole entg ,, 

~. Emait to a friend. Artic[e Search. ~, 

Marketing Communications Manager. 

Our client is a market f.eader in the provision of ICT solutions for ~enera/business communication, Due to q~eneed to 

become more market facin~ and create increased awa~eness for its p~oducts, q~e._ 

Read the whole entry ,, 

~o Emait to a friend° Article Search° ~* 

Accountant Job - Pastel Implementation. 



Ac~:euntant iiobs Kenya, Job "Title: A(:coun~an~ - Pastel tmplement:atien Repo~ts t:e: Chiei Ac~:euntantComput:er skills: 

Hish proliciency in fT with extensive experience workin~ with accountin~ systems.., 

Read the whole entry ~ 

~ Emai{ Lo a friend ~ ArLicle Search ~ ~* 

Compliance Officer Post. Salary Kshs. 60,000. 

Our cfient~a telecommunication indusb’y is {ook~n~ for a dynamic, c~eative and se{f<~r~ven individual to fi~{ the vaca~q~ 

o~ comp/~an(:e eff~:ertinterna{ auditor Cemp{~an(:e offi(:er(~shs, 60,000) Jot)_. 

Read the whole entg - 

~ Em~it to ~ f~i~n~ ~ A~t~ct~ Se~cU ~ ~ 

Nairobi Hospital Kenya. Senior Re.~istrars Needed. 

Career Opportunity -. Senior RegistrarsThe Nairobi Hospital a leading health care institution ~n Eastern Africa has 

excellent career opportumties fo~ recentb/qualified Semo~ Registrars ~eading... 

Read the whole ent~. 

~, Email to a friend. Article Search, ~, 

Marie Stopes Kenya Vacancies. 

qua/b:y sexua{ and reproductive hea{~:h ca~e ($RH)~e ~oor, rnargina{ized (:ernrnunities._ 

Read the whole entw ~ 

~0 Emai{ Lo a friend, ArLide Search, ~, 

Senior Accountant - Indirect Tax 

Cook~ Assistant Cook and Kitchen General Assistant - Afghanistan 

Lo,gistics And Operations Vacano/ 

Kenya Methodist Universib/Jobs. 

UN HABITAT Database~ Information Research ~ Collation and Report Writing Assistant Job Vacancy 

UNICEF Regional Adviser, Nutrition Job in Nairobi Kenya 

Zinduka Afrika HIV / AIDS Project Coordinator Job in Kenya (KShs 50~000) 

Proiect Manafler - Yei South Sudan 

Civil Asphalt Supervisor (Infrastructural development) 

Civil Asphalt Supervisor (Infrastructural development) 

Click here to safely unsubscribe now .from ~’Kazi A~rfka" or chan~e your subscription, dew mailin,~ archives or subscribe 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 1:22 ~¢, 

Sable, Eumce N <euniceOemaiLunc, edu> 

A,~icroso~t Lync kaunched and more_. 

Your V .... c’y and Jobs 

updates, powered by 

FeedBllz 

Here a~e the FeedBtitz emai[ updates for eun~e@ema& unc,ed~ 

Microsoft Lync Launched 

Rupu and Zetu are Off-the oShetf Groupon Crones Bouqht for $499 

180 Younq Women Under ’Samsunq Rear Dreams Pro~Iram’ to Graduate 

Microsoft Gettin8 its Coo[ Back? 

Bardays Bank of Kenya Launches Ontine Ptatform 

Samsunq and Googte Unveils Nexus S Powered by Android 2.3 

Julian Assanqe Down But Not Out! Supporters Attacking "Enemy" Websites 

Broadcasters Crying Four Over SNnet Digitat Dear 

Tanzanian ReRu[atory Authority Disputes Net Subscriber Statistics 

Goos[e Trader Now in Ghana 

New Sendce for Kenyans in the Diaspora 

Inter to Increase Spending on Projects in Emergin~ Economies 

How to Access Wikiteaks Mirrors 

CCK’s Statement on The GSM Quatity of Service Assesment 

Wezesha Portat and Proqram to be Launched Today 

Yu-Cash now Linked to Equity Bank Accounts 

Citizen "Fv" Now Stops Airin~ Controversial XYZ Show 

Search Tech Mtaa 

Microsoft Lyric Launched and more... 

Microsoft Lync Launched 

A4&:rosoft: East and Southern Africa annobnced the general ava~L~bHiLy of t4k:rosoft Lyric hi the marMet, The suiLe was 

~ormerb¢ cared O~fi(:e Communk:atkms Server, Y~b can downk)ad a ~ria] copy eL_ 

Read the whole entH ,, 

~0 Emai[ to a friend, Articte Search, ~, 

Rupu and Zetu are Off-the -Shelf Groupon Clones Bousht for $499 

There has been talk of the new Groupon copy cats in the net with USA, Europe and even South Africa {eadin?, in the 

cloning business. OuF own boys have gone do~,~,,n to cloning and they are now buying... 

Read the whore entry .. 

~o Emai[ to a friend° Articte Search° ~* 

180 Youn8 Women Under ’Samsun~ Real Dreams Program’ to Graduate 

Sarasung EIectronk:s is not only un{east~in{~ the Waves and Galaxies bile {{)e marke[, T{)e mobi{e p#~one manbfacturer is 

a{so ~nto CSR. Under the p~o$ram Samsun~ Rea{ Dreams w~{{ be $~aduaLin~ another_. 

Read the whole entw .. 

~, Emai[ to a friend. Ardcte Search. ~ 

Microsoft Gettin8 its Cool Back? 

Aqcrosoft was havm~ an Open Door day today. The event was he{d at Sarit Centre and Westgate nlaU h~ Nab obL 

Microsoft displ.ayed a ranf;e of pub{k:it:y suites and products, The products are for 



Read the whole entry ~ 

~o Emai[ to a friend° Article Search° 

Barclays Bank of Kenya Launches Online Platform 

Barcfays Bank of Kenya Ltd (Bar(:iays Kenya) has unveiled a new tntentet b~nkin~ p[atfon~. Barcb]ys CEO~ Mr Adan 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

Samsun~ and Google Unveils Nexus S Powered by Android 2.3 

Samsun~ Electronics, a leading mobif.e phone provider and q~e No. I mobite phone provider1 in d~e U~S,~ ~nd Ooog/e r~ 

yesterday announced Nexus S~ the wo~{d’s first handset to feature the,,. 

Read the whole ent~. 

~. Emai[ to a friend. Articte Search. ~. 

Julian Assan~e Down But Not Out! Supporters Attacking "Enemy" Websites 

The conl:Foversial iounde~ of Wfldb~aks webs~te~ JuLian Assange~ was arrested ~n London today by the pohce on behal.~ of 

Swedish potice on ~ttempted r~pe aUe~ations, This ~s the time which b[og~ers,.. 

Read the whole ent~ ~ 

~. Emai[ to a friend * Article Search * ~, 

Broadcasters Crying Foul Over Signet Digital Deal 

#~edia owners in Kenya a~e now crying fo~i[ and have now susDended prov~sion of content to KBC fo~ (h~ta~ b~oadcastin~. 

The MOA are saying thai: the }~overnn~enl: is }~h4ng priority l:o foreign.,, 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

Tanzanian Regulatory Authority Disputes Net Subscriber Statistics 

TANZANIA Communications and Regulatory Aathority (TCRA} has d~spated a figure showin~ that the counuy has only 

520~000 h~ternet subscribers, TCRA disputes that the country ranks below Kenya wh~c:h 

Read the whore entw. 

Google Trader Now in Ghana 

Sometin~e in 2(Ii)9~ Googte ~.at~nched Googte Trader in Uganda. Ooog~e trader 

t~sers to seU prodtK:~s and services onhne. ~ have tested ~he system for the,.. 

Read the whole ent~ ~ 

~0 Emai[ to a friend, ArticLe Search, ~. 

New Service for Kenyans in the Diaspora 

Have you eve~ lived outside Kenya espec:ia[fy before mid 2000s? It was hard then and very expensive to calf home ~m]ess 

you had thin~s tike Net2Phone which were not retiabte unless you had 

Read the whole entry ,, 



~ Emait to a friend ~ Articte Search 

Intel to Increase Spendin.8 on Projects in Emer.~n.8 Economies 

mte[ Corl)or~dor~ is the world E.eader in computin8 im~ov~don~ Now the ~m~t chq) n)~ke~’ ~ Larsetm8 emer~in~ 

economies like Kenya by investin£ miKions of do[fats worth o� technology projects with.., 

Read the whore entH - 

~, Emait to a friend, Articte Search, ~ 

How to Access Wikileaks Mirrors 

Since Wikfleaks wh}ch is a(tua[fy our he~o he~e, is under attack, we think that it wou~d just be £ood to let you k~ow that 

the~e are !;o many mhTor {ird~s out: there which you can use to access,,. 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~, Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, ~ 

CCK’s Statement on The GSM quality of Service Assesment 

On 26th November 2010, the Commission released its first.ever Assessment Report on the qua[ity of Service (qoS) 

offered by the four (efbllal" mobife operators in the Kenya, The release of the,., 

Read the whore entry ,, 

~o Emait to a friend° Articte Search° ~ 

Wezesha Portal and Prosram to be Launched Today 

tC~" Bo~rd of Kenya and the minisl:ry, Ministry of ~nformatkm ~nd Communk:ations are set Lo {aunch ~ innovative 

experiment in geLLing 15,667 unK,ersity students through a pro£~am christened Wezesha 

Read the whole entw ,, 

~, Emait to a friend, Articte Search, ~ 

Yu-Cash now Linked to Equity Bank Accounts 

You kno~h, every compaml nov," is tldnkm~ of [amtchin~ of a Mobi{e Mo[~ey transfe~ system with Equ}ty Bank, None 

[hirddng of parl:nerin$ wit:h KCB~ CO-OP~ Conso{ida[ed, Barc[ays. Nationat or the... 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~, Emai[ to a friend, Articte Search, ~ 

Citizen TV Now Stops Airin8 Controversial XYZ Show 

Citizer~ TV has bowed to regionM and pol.itical, interests not to air an episode o~ X’(Z Show which from the {ook o~ things~ 

is ruffhng feathers, The V~deo starts with a session m par]iame[~t with,., 

Read the whore entH ,, 

~ Emai[ to a fMend ~ Articte Search ~ ~ 

Click here to safely unsubscribe now from ’7~ch Mtaa" or chan,~e your subscription, Wew mailin,~ archives or subscribe 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Campbell, Marie <m.c~Jnpbell@macmillan.co.uk> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 4:50 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Inde× Preparation Charge 

VNDWRR.PDF 

Dear Dr Sahle 
I am following up on our last month’s correspondence regarding invoice NB67953. 
I have attached another copy for your records and would appreciate if payment could be arranged before year end due to the age of the debt, 
Many thanks 
Marie 

DISCLAIHER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone who is 

not the original intended recipient. If you have ~eceived this e-mail in error 

please inferm the sender and delete it frem your mailbex er any ether sterage 

mechanism. Neither Hacmiiian Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accept 

liability fo~ any statements made which a~e clearly the sender’s own and not 

expressly made en beha]~ of Hacmil]an Publishers Limited er ene e~ its agent}s. 

Please note that neither Xacmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents 

accept any responsibility for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 

its attach~’ents and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

a~:~:achments (Jr any). Ne cerRxacts may be cenc~uded en behalf of Hacmi]]an 

Publishers Limited or its agents by means of e-mail colr~rlunication. Hacmillan 

Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with segistere@ number 785998 

Registered Office Brur~e] Road, HeLHidmills, Basingstoke RG21 6XS 



MACM IILI.&N INVOICE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
DEPT OF AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIE 
109 BTTLE HALL 
CHAPEL HILL 
NORTH CAROLINA 
275993395 
UNITED STATES 

Invoice Date: 
Invoice number: 
Payment Terms: 
Attention: 
Your reference: 

VAT No: 

Account No.: 

25-MAY-10 
NB67953 
IMMEDIATE 
EUNICE N SAHLE 

Macmillan Publishers Ltd 
Houndmills 

Basingstoke 
Hampshire 
RG21 6XS 

Tel: +44 (0) 1256 302640 
Fax: +44 (0) 1256 359141 

E-mail: nbsl@macmillan.co.uk 

Invoiced on behalf of: PALGRAVE MACMILLAN Vat no: GB 199 4406 21 
Registered office as above 

Our Reference: INDEX PREPARATION - PALGRAVE Registered no: 785998 England 
MACMILLAN 

PREPARATION OF INDEX FOR AUTHOR/TITLE: SAHIE - 
WORLD ORDERS, DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFORMATION - 1 285.00 285.00 0% 0.00 285.00 
ISBN 9780230221079 

GBP 

0.00 [ 285.00] 

TAX SUMMARY 

Out of scope S 285.00    0% 0.00 0.00 

Please make cheques payable to Macmillan Publishers Ltd 

Payments by transfer should be made to: 

National Westminster Bank PLC, 3 London Street, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG21 7NS 
Swift code : NWBKGB2L         Sort code : 60 - 02 - 49 

Sterling I BAN : GB43NWBK60024901932810 Account no 

US Dollars IBAN : GB96NWBK60730101800248 Account no 

Euros IBAN ¯ GB02NWBK60721306570895 Account no 



The countdown is on: Book hotels from $15/night 

We’ve rounded up big hotel discounts for end-of-the-year travels Hurry, these rooms 

book fast! Book by December t7; travel by December 31, 2010 [3ook now on 

~ ~: from $351night 

,~ .~.~)ff..~[!#A~’).~.: from $,~/night 

~ Foal:Ladder,ale: from $~3/night 

ii Going fast ... offers for the spontaneous traveler 

= Holi~’ ~o~e: Get $200 off you r next vacation! 

= ~[!#~3#.~: Soak up the sun from $691night 

= ~#R~.!#.95..o.#~.£~.: See the monuments from $70/night 

T~ Hotel ©eals 

Visit your favorite cit now 

=~R!?;: 3.5-star hotel by the Conference Center from $119/night 

=#os~o~: 3 5-star Theater District hotel from $t70/night 

=~#2LJ!.g.[~: 2.5-star Times Square hotel from $212/night 

Book together for the best savings in travel 

~..o.E.~.9~.~.: Flight + 3-nights from $212 

~: Flight + 3-nights from $359 

#.~.~2#[: Flight + 3-nights from $372 

Our favorite offers for the cruise seekers 

Departing from: Depart Date: 

Destination: Netum Date: 

{ ............................... 

Here are your favorite routes: 

12/18/2010- 12/21/2010 

12/18/2010- 12/21/2010 



= ~}£~.!y#}(: Sail from $169, plus FREE children’s book 

= L;~et-~it~te ~3¢ale: It’s never too late for a great cruise offer 

= }~.: 7-nt Caribbean cruise on Norwegian Epic from $599 

Handy 
Tools! 

Get a 360-degree view of hotels 

wit h o u r 

Find the best price and dates for 

your trip with our 

Let us send the best fares right to 

your desktop with ~a~e A~ert 

Use Hot~ O ~s for your 

inside scoop and user ratings 

Find the best hotel prices with our 

~ ~.L ~. ~.~#~.~ ~:. 

Concerts, shows, sporting events, and 

more--book nowto save time later 

12/18/2010- 12/21/2010 

::~:: Best 

Price 

Guarante 

e 

Get the lowest price with our 

Travel is better with friends¯ ~]i3~f¢.;:.l~jb. ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

An-Naim, Abdullahi A <a~nuaJm@emoiy.edu~ 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 8:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

you have my permission, but ask Brookings as publisher ofAbdullahi A. An-Naim and Francis M. Deng, Human Rights in AIiJca: Cross- 
Cultural Perspectives 

Dear Eunice 

How lovely to hear from you, and get your positive update. Congratulations on the finished book and good luck with the next. 

Yes, Kenya has given a~i of t~s hope, and confirms to me my bei~e[ ~n the ~ncremental success of A frR:an constil:utiona~isrn (as [ argtled m ~frh:a~ Consdtudon(2/~m, 

~ am delighted to grant permission as aLithor for ~ndusion o1: this chapter, but reques~ that you ask d~e grookings ~nstitution, the pt~b[isher of this volume, ~:or 

permission a~so~ P~ease share this message with them to confirm that the author grants permission 

Warm regards and hope to see you soon 

Abdu]~ah~ 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Thursday, December 09, 20[0 6:48 AM 

To~ An-Naim, Abdullahi A 
S~bject~ Abdullahi A. An-Na~m and Francis M. Deng (eds), "Problems of Universal Cultural Legitimacy for Human Righ~’~ in Abdullahi A. An-Naim and Francis M. Deng, Human 
Righ~ in Africa: Cross-Cultural Perspectives 

Dear Professor, 

Hope you are well and continuing to inspire the world. 

I thought a lot about your work on constitutions and human rights this year during my visits and participation in forums on the new democratic constitution in Kenya. I just 
returned from Kenya last week and was moved to see how the passing of the constitution has opened a new hopeful political imaginary where people are talking in the 
language of active-citizenship even by folks of my father’s generation who are in the late 80s. 

At any rate, after 3 or so years of being extremely busy - finishing a book in the international political economy field (World Orders, Development and Transformation) and 
going through the tenure process, etc, I finally have a window to wrap up an edited collection on political, economic and socio-cultural processes in our continent that I have 
been working with Professor Patrick Bond for quite sometime. I write to see if it is OK to seek permission from the publishers for the inclusion of the following seminar chapter 
(as it is) from one of your books: 

AbdullaN A. An-Naim and Francis M. Deng (eds), "Problems of Universal Cultural Legitimacy for Human Rights", in AbdullaN A. ~-Naim m~d Francis M. Deng, 
Human Rights in Africa: Cross-Cu~tura~ Perspectives 

Kindly let me know when you have a moment. 

With kind regards and respect, 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 8:48 AM 

Sable, Euuice N <eunice@email. unc.edu>; Maxkstein, Lara <laacam@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Ou the $500.00 

Eurlice 

Those fi~nds did expire when they weren’t taken up last academic year but let me authorize a one-time $500 research supIx~rt fi~nd which can be taken from our 2010- 

11 developmeut fuud. 

I do hop~ will be able to work it out this time 

best 

Andy 

On 12/9/2010 8:43 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Andrew, 

Greetings and it was good to see you last week. 

Kindly let me know if it is all possible to access the funds you kindly awarded me last year but there were difficulties transferring it the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies. I am in the process of seeking copy right permission for two works one by ProfessorAbdullahi A. An-Naim (Emory) and second by 
Professor Wisdom Tettey (Calgary) for a book I am editing and it would be helpful to have the funds to pay for the rights which the authors have gracious ly 
grated by the publishers have authorize after payment. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 9:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Confirming Lunch today 

Hey Eunice, 

I just wanted to see if we are still are on for today. If so great!!! If not, let’s look at next week. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 

CB 3056, 13C Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919~843.3200 (Direct Line) 
(Mobile) 

919.843.7022 (Fax) 
-_a___k #_r_~_t@__u__o__c::__e__d__u 
IM: oasisadamkent 

http://oasis,unc.edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 9:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Miller, Haeran <hrmille@email.unc.edu~ 

RE: On the $500.00 

Hi [!urfice, 

Thanks for coordinating this ---for future reference, Haeran will be coordinating these sorts of payments for all events and guest speakers (it’s easiest if she has all 

the info and tracks it from beginning to end). I have forwarded her your message, so she will follow up with I.ara and Andy. 

7a ~ e (:a r e ~ 

Ags ~:ha 

Agaha Buell 

Business 

Dep~me~ of P~d-dic Policy 

217 Abemefl~y HM1, CB #3435 

Deparlxner~ og A[iicm~ & At?o-A~nefican Studies 

109 Bal~e Hal~, CB #3395 

L;n~versJty of North Carolina 

Chape~ Hill NC 27599 

I)~ 919.962.2788 
[" 919.962.5824 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 09, 2010 

T0: Reynolds, Andrew S; Narkstein, kara 

Cc: Buell, Agatha; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: RE: On the 
Dear Andy, 

Thanks so much for your prompt response and generous re-authorization! 

We have a new Business Manager Agatha Buell (hello) and I am sure she will facilitate the process. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Andrew Reynolds [asreynol@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 09, 20:t0 8:47 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Markstein, Lara 
Subject: Re: On the $500.00 

Eullice 

Those fi~nds did expire when they welen’t taken up last academic year but let me authorize a one-time $500 research supIx~rt fi~nd which can be taken from our 2010- 

11 development fund. 

I do hope will be able to work it out this time 

best 

On 12/9/2010 8:43 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Andrew, 

Greetings and it was good to see you last week. 

Kindly let me know if it is all possible to access the funds you kindly awarded me last year but there were difficulties transferring it the Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies. I am in the process of seeking copy right permission for two works one by ProfessorAbdullahi A. An-Naim (Emory) and second by Professor Wisdom Tettey 
(Calgary) for a book I am editing and it would be helpful to have the funds to pay for the rights which the authors have gracious ly grated by the publishers have authorize after 
payment. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamail.com> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 9:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hotels under C$100/nt: Top holiday destinations 

iXi 3-star hotels under C$100: Fabulous holiday stays for less! 

Holiday Helpers:~3-Star Hotels Under C$10~0 

Ready for the family roadtrip. Can’t decide where to spend NewYear’s Eve. Here’s your chanceto score 

deluxe stays at some of the most sought-after holiday destinations across the U S. and Canada. 

[] .~’,.~’.-’.x ~!~.. ~ ~.~,~,..’..~.~...~.~,,.~..-’.~.i~.:~.~. 

ics s ....... O$S3/night O$56/night O$6OlNght /night OSTSlnight 

Don’t mtss me no~el Ioootes Take your seat along the Winter wouldn’t be complete ~ Take the Nmily to see A Enjoy children’s shows and 

aria wmaow atsplays3a rouie for Mickey’s Very wimoui a rw~n on ~ne ice at ChfistmasCarolatthe~po fireworks at the Winter 

decked out for the holidays Merry Chri~mas Parade Rockefeller Center Theater in Long Beach. Festival of Lights. 

x~ 

:::-:,~v:.: " ~ .s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 10:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr: 

RE: Continning L~mch today 

Looking forward to it. 

AK 

Adam Kent 
D~.,padrne, ntaf Mana,_qet 
Office of Ads & Sciences Infermation Services 
CB 3056, 13C Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919.843.3200 (Direct Line) 
Mobile) 

919.843.7022 (Fax) 

HVl: easisadamkent 

http:floasis.unc.edu/ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Thursday, December 09, 2010 .t0:~6 AM 

Te: Kent, Adam S 
S,,bject; RE: Confirming Lunch today 

See you at the Carolina Inn at noon. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Kent, Adam S 
Sent: Thursday, December 09, 2010 9:25 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
S..bjeet: Confirming Lunch today 

Hey Eunice, 

i]ust wanted to see if we are still are on for today. If so great!!! If not, let’s look at next week. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
CB 3056, 13C Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919.843.3200 (Direct Line) 
(Mobile) 

919.843.7022 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 

http:floasis.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L ~:klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 11:36 AM 

Department listserv ~atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [atiiafaJn] Fall 2010 (hades 

Hi Travis, 
I was wondering when grades are due for classes with exams on Tuesday, Dec. 11 I did not see that information listed. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 5:04 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [atldafam] Fall 2010 Grades 

TO: All Teaching Facul~ 

RE: FALL TERM GP~4DES 

DATE: December 8, 2010 

Below shows when exams are due Please also open and read the attachment for more information regarding grading Thank you. 

Our University is now entering its :first electronic grading period The purpose of this communication is to provide you with information that is usually sent at this time as it pertains to the 
new system. 

Grades should be entered no later than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To facilitate the timely reporting of grades, please ~bllow this schedule ~2~r entering and 
approving your grades: 

* Exams scheduled on Friday, Dec 10 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 13. 

* Exams scheduled on Saturday, Dec. 11 are due by 5:00 PM on Tuesday, Dec 14 
* Exams scheduled on Monday, Dec. 13 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday Dec. 16. 
* Exams scheduled on Wednesday, Dec. 15 are due by 10:00 AM on Monday, Dec 20 
* Exams scheduled on Thursday, Dec. 16 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec 20. 
* Exams scheduled on Friday, Dec 17 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec. 20. 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, Dec 13 

To assist with grading, the Office of the Universi~ Registrar’s hours of operation will be business days, Monday - t;riday from 8:00am to 7:00pro through December 21,2010 

The 72 hour deadline ~2~r reporting grades is critical We must be able to reliably determine academic eligibility irfformation to report to School Deans. This enables them to assess whether or 
not a student may continue enrollment for the next term. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc.edu/u? 
i~32361596 bfb5d999979b5aaglZ~57ab7fg13a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o 28275130. or send a blank email to [eave-28275130-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65@liskserv.unc edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 28279872. or send a blaak cmail to leave-28279872- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



$~bjec~: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz,com> o~ behalf of 

Kaz~ Afrika 9~mail,com> 

’D~ursd~W, December 9, 2010 1 ’~ :47 AA~ 

Sable, Eumce N <euniceOemaiLunc, edu> 

Audit Semor Vacancy ~n/a Kenyan Audit F~rm, and mere,_ 

[~;ii Your Vacancy and Jobs 
Here ...... updates, powered by a~e Lhe FeedBtitz emait updaLes for eun~ce@e~laaiL Lmc,edu 

FeedBllz 

Audit Senior Vacancy In A Kenyan Audit Firm. 

Sates Marketin~ Business Executive Vacancy 

Accountant Tours Company In Kenya. 

Food And Beverage Manager Opening Kenya. 

Accountant, HR~ Driver~ Sates Needed in Meru Kenya 

Category Channet Sates Devetopment Vacancies Kenya. 

Assistant Program Manager Kenya NGO 

Fadtity Manager Vacancy 

Unit ManaRer Rower Farm Kenya 

Food Beverage Manager Kenya. 

Danish Refuqee Coundt 

Otd Tech Stories 

Search Kazi Afrika 

Audit Senior Vacancy In A Kenyan Audit Firm. and more... 

Audit Senior Vacancy In A Kenyan Audit Firm. 

Our t:Uent is a n~pid[y (~rowin~ audit firm in need of an audit sen~o~, ’The sbccess~u] c~ndJdate wR{ be responsible for 

conduc[:~ng clients ~ud~ts, ~)repar~ng audi~: repor~:s and M~hU~;ht~n~ ~ssues,_ 

Read the whore entq ,, 

~0 Emai{ to a friend, Articte Search, ~, 

Sales Marketing Business Executive Vacancy 

Sa{es t~arketilN jobs Kenya, Pu~ pose of the rofe: Support a{t asgects of the sates process by 9residing the sa~es 

raarketmg strategy, expertise, socia~ marketing know]ed!~e~ and detai{ed understanding,_ 

Read the whore entW ,, 

~ Emait to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

Accountant Tours Company In Kenya. 

AccountantLecador~: NairobiOu~ ctient~ midd[e sized and ambitious Tour Operator based ir~ Nairobi is seekin~ to recruit 

~n accountant, The succesdu[ candidate wi~.[ be required to : 1. Raisin~._ 

Read the whore entW ,, 

~. Emait to a friend. Articte Search. ~. 

Food And Beverage Manager Opening Kenya. 

,lob Title: F~t B ~,A~na~er{,’eports to: G~out~ Procurement ~,Aana~er t4a~n {~espon~dbfl.b:~es The Restaurant Manometer wi~ be 

~espons~b{e for ensbrin}~ 1:~a1: the Rest~urant open~:es efficiently and profib~b{y_. 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~, Emait to a friend, Artic[e Search, ~, 



Accountant, HR, Driver, Sales Needed in Meru Kenya 

ob Ut[es: 1. mob~{e s~{es execuUve~ (2)2, S~ock cont~’oUe~’ ~ )3. B~anch ~es execudve~ (3)4, ~ccount~ a~n~ {~)5, 

FH Truck Drive~s (5) Repo~t to; Bra~ch Ma~age~ Location of job; Chuka, A~e~u:,., 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~ 

Category Channel Sales Development Vacancies Kenya. 

Jeb Descripti(~n - CCSD (Cat:e~ery Ct~annel Sa{es Deve{o~)men~) Mana~er - East A~dca)~eporl:~n~ to: Re~ona~ CCSD 

Manager Key ~ espons~b~[~ties:- Drive ~n~egrated Comme~c~[ P[annin~ process and._ 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, ~ 

Assistant Program Mana~ler Kenya NGO 

~io-lnnovate is a new multidisci])lmary competitive f~(firE~ mechai~ism for bioscie~ces and product orientated 

inn~:wa~:ion a(:Hvi~:ies in Eastern Afr~ca~ sup{~or~:ed by a ~rant of SEX 80m (USb 10,7rn)from.., 

Read the whore ent~ ,, 

Facility Manager Vacancy 

Our c~ient. B?¢t~AI. is headquartered in the Kinsdem of Bahrain an6 has inten~ationa[ operations spannin8 three 

constituents, B~ is a diversified ~etai{ and distribution and contract services a~d su])p~y.,, 

Read the who[e ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~ 

Unit Mana~ler Flower Farm Kenya 

to top m~n~}~ernen~ ~nd werkff~{~ as pa~t o~ m~n~}~emen~ team. "]]~e positk)n entail.s_, 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend, Articte Search, ~ 

Food Beverage Manager Kenya. 

A state corporatioI~ seeks to recru}t suitabte person for the fofLowin!~, position: FOOD AND BEVERAGE A~ANAGER The 

i~di~ddua~ wi[t be reporting to the Genera~ #4ana~er, Specific Duties a~d.,. 

Read the whole ent~. 

~ Emai[ to a friend. ArUc{e Search* ~ 

Danish Refu~lee Council 

Darfish Refugee Counci{ h~s been irnp~ementin$ the Restoration of Farm In~r~s~ ucture and Ru~a~ Live{ihoods Project 

,k,~o~,o and Kuresoi Districts in the R~ft Vat[ey Province in Partnership wiLh 

Read the whore entw >> 

~ Emaff to a fMend ~ Article Search ~ 



Old Tech Stories 

Marketin8 Communications Manager. 

Accountant Job - Pastel. Implementation. 

Compl,iance Officer Post. Sal,ary Kshs. 60~000. 

Nairobi Hospital. Kenya. Senior Registrars Needed. 

Marie Stopes Kenya Vacancies. 

Senior Accountant - Indirect Tax 

Cook~ Assistant Cook and Kitchen General. Assistant - Af.~hanistan 

Lo.~istics And Operations Vacancy 

Kenya Methodist University Jobs. 

UN HABITAT Database, Information Research ~t Col,l,ation and Report Writin~ Assistant Job Vacancy 

Click here to safely! unsubscribe now ~f e~r~ "Kaz~ A~r~k~z" or chan~e your subscriptiom v~ew mailin~ archives of sabscribe ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@~pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 12:38 PM 

pam "bazuka-news <pambazuka- news@pam "bazuka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 509: Post-election crisis in Cote d’Ivoire 

PAMBAZUI<L’k NEWS 509: POST-ELECTION CRISIS IN COTE D’IVOIRE 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa 

PambaznkaNews (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Features, 2. Comment & analysis, 3. Advocacy & cmnpaigns, 4. Letters & Opinions, 5. Ati-ican Writers’ Comer, 6. Highlights French edition, 7. 

Cartoons 

1 Features 

A CRITICAL LOOK AT THE IVORIAN POST-ELECTION CRISIS 

Kwadwo Appiagyei-Atua 

The African Union and the Economic Community Of West African States should move smf[ly to condemn the election hijack in Cote d’Ivoire and make sure they offer 

no legitimacy to Laurent Gbagbo, writes Kwadwo Appiagyei-Attka. 

http:i/www.pamb~uka.org/eg/categoryitEatureff69446 

COTE D’IVOIRE: LAURENT GBAGBO MUST f~BSPECT VOTERS’ WISHES 

Cameron Duodu 

As tensions persist in Cote d’Ivoire following the contested presidential election result of 28 November, Ca:meron Duodu calls on incumbent Laurent Gbagbo to accept 

defeat and respect the victo~ of opposition leader Alassane Ouattara. 

http:/,’ww~-.pambazuka.org,’en/catego~5~/features/69459 

HOPE AND CAUTION IN SOMALILAND 
Three months aIter the presidential elections, where are we? 

Steve Kibble and Michael Walls 

Somaliland’s ttargei~ government ’will need to be far more clear-sighted and long-tenn in its vision k~ obtain not just outside support but sustained momentum 
democracy and developme~ff, write Steve Kibble a~d Michael Walls, in an assesstnent of the firs~ few months of the new presidency. 

http:/’/w~v.pamba, zuka.org/er~/categor,i/featuresi69454 

OBIANG: THE SHAM HUMANITARIAN 

Abena Ampofoa Asare 

Thanks to international advocacy, attempts by Equatorial Guinean dictator Teodoro Obiang to sponsor a UNESCO prize have been thwarted. Abena Ampofoa Asare 

exa~nines how, despite a dreadful human rights record, Obiang has m~maged to avoid intemationa] condemnation lbr so long. 

http:i/www.pamb~uka.org/eg/category,’fEature~69447 

HUMAN RIGHTS, LIVELIHOODS AND UBUNTU FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY 
Horace Campbell 

We cannot separate °the question oflmman rights and Ubuntu our linked humanity a~d our peaceful coexistence with plmiet eaxth’ in the pursuit of °intemationa] 
peace and securig/’, writes Horace Campbell. 

http:/,’ww~-.pambazuka.org,’en/categols,/features,’69452 

ETHIOPIA’S TANGLED WEB OF LIES 

Alemayehu G. Masia~n 

WildLeaks has helped to shine a light on the web of lies and deceit surrounding US co~nplici .ty in the 2006 Ethiopian invasion of Somalia, writes Ale~nayehu G. Ma~iam. 

http:/’/wv~v.pamba, zuka.org/er~/categor,i/featuresi69451 

HAITIAN DIARY: SOPUDEP AND LOCAL ORGANISATION 

Sokari Ekine 



As she visits Haiti, Sokayi Ekine writes of the history behind the community-run SOPUDEP school, the ettbrts of local organisations to organise in response to the 

devastation of the country’s earthquake, a micro-credit scheme and people’s broad lack of faith in the power of the current elections to promote change. 

http:,/www.pambazuka.org/e~icategoryifeature~69448 

YOUTH, LEADERSHIP AND NON VIOLENCE 

A global education imperative 

Steve Sharra 

Fearfnl of a return to the days when ’party youths went wild beating up opposition politicians ruth impunity’, Steve Sharra asks what can be done to ’tame’ and 

’redirect’ Malawi’s young people ’toward peaceful, nonviolent expressions of their views and beliefs’. A discussion with a group of secondasy school students provides 

him with some inspiration. 

http:/iw~¥.pambaznka.oWen/categow, /featuresi69458 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: PHARMACEUTICALS, PUBLIC HEALTH AND SUBTLE EXPLOITATION 
John Christensen and Khadija Sh~ife 

International intellectual propel~~ rights are increasingly ser~’ing the needs of the global ph~maceutica1 industry, write John Chi-is~tensen and Khadija Sharife. 

http://w¥~v.pamba.zuka.org/er~/categor,i/featuresi69449 

AFRICA’S FAILINGS AND THE GLOBAL SYSTEM 

Samir Antin 

At 79, Samir Amin has lost none of his militancy. A leading thinker around ’Third Wofld-ism’, clo~ to particnlaJc ththers of independence like Modibo Keita and 

the author of some 50 works on politics and economics, he "tracks capitalism and interuational imperialism in all their forms. Interviewed by Christophe Champin, he 

discusses the last 50 years of relations between At~can states and the rest of the world. 

http://w~v.pmnbazuka.o~ien/categorvifeaturesi69440 

WORLD FORUM FOR ALTERNATIVES: NETWORK OF NETWORKS 

Samir Amin 

Third World Forum’s (TWF) director, Samir Amin, discusses the background to the World Forum for Alternatives (VvTA), ’a network of networks which orgm~ises 

its own activities ruth a view to contributing to the progress of a positive a]ternative to the dominant capitalist and imperialist system’. 

http:/iw~¥.pambaznka.oWen/category/featuresi69445 
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2 Comment & analysis 

CLIMATE LOAN S THREATEN RERUN OF COPENHAGEN 

Nick Dearden 

UK loans to low-income countries roll make the poor pay twice for climate change, writes Nick Dearden. 

http:i/¥x~vw.pambazuka.org/enicategor~dcomment!69456 

CARBON SINKING: Vv%ST EMITS WHILE THE TttlRD WORLD SINKS? 

Maurice O. Odhiambo 

It’s titne to say no to cambon emissions reduction schemes that prioritise the economic interests of the West over the development needs of the South, writes Maurice 

O. Odhiambo. 

http:l/’w~¥w.pambazuka.olg/enicatego~,i/commenti69467 

WHEN WILL SOUTH AFRICA TREAT WOMEN WITH RESPECT? 

Glenda Muzenda 
Despite high levels of sexual violence against women, South African society is curiously complacent abont tackling the issue, writes Glenda Muzenda. 

http:/iwww.pamb~uka.org/eifcategory/commenti69471 

’ODINGA SHOULD APOLOGISE OVER ANTI-GAY STATEMENTS’ 

Rasna Wamah 

Kenyan Prime Minister R~la Odinga showed scant knowledge of homosexaali~ in recent statements on the subject. Now is the ti~ne for full apology, says Rasna 

Warah. 

http:i/¥x~vw.pambazuka.org/enicategor~dcommenW69453 



ttUMAN RIGttTS VS ttUMAN V~rRONGS 

Iterating Melber 

As the world marks Human Rights Day on 10 December, Henning Melber a~gnes that it is time for people across the globe to taJ~e back the meaning of hunran righks. 

http://~ww.pambaznka.oig/enicatego~,i/commenti69455 

LIFE IMITATES ART IN ZIMBABWE 

Levi Kabwato 

Like ChiefNanga in Chinua Achebe’s ’A Man of the People’, today’s politicians in Zinlbabwe ’preach one thing and practice axaother’, writes Levi Kabwato. 

http:/ix~-w.pambaznka.org/en/categorv/commenti69463 

BRAZIL: AFRO-DESCENDENTS CELEBRATED WttILE RACIST SCHOOL BOOK DISTRIBUTED 

Eliane Cavalleim 

While the UN neaxs the beginning of the celebration of the International Yeas of Afto-Descendents, the Brazilian state should fuce fierce criticis~n for its mllingness to 

disntribute a ’classic’ children’s book featuring stereo~ped black characters in schools, writes Eliane Cavalleiro. 

http://www.pambazuka.or~/e~icate~ory/comment!69485 

OUTSIDE HELP: THE TRUE COST OF CONSULTANTS 
Norah Owaraga 

Uganda’s government departments would do better to listen to the internal voices of statt’and citizens than to "the advice of external consultants if they want to develop 

policies that benefit the people, writes Norah Owaraga. 

http:i/www.pamb~uka.or~/enicate~ory/commenW69460 

KENYA: HOW FUNERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS ’][’ELL WHAT TRIBES WE ARE 
Samuel Abonyo 

Admitting his ’staggering disappointment’, Samuel Abonyo reports that while ’occupation’ influences funeral announcements in Kenya, ’~ibe’ is the primary 

determinant. 

http:/iwww.pambazuka.ovg/en/catego .ry/commenti69444 
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3 Advocacy & campaigns 

25 YEARS OF COSATU 
Lesbian, gay, transgender, intersex and bisexual people say halala to COSATU! 

Lesbian and Gay Equality Project 

We as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and inter-sex people (LGBTI) activists salute the workers of South Africa as they celebrate 25 years of the Congress of 

South African Trade Unions (COSATU). 

http:/iwww.pamb~uka.org/e~fcatego~,iadvocacy/69443 

OUTRAGED ABOUT BRUTAL MURDER OF YOUNG LESBIAN, NCUMISA MZAMELO 
Musa Ngnbane 

Forum for the Empowerment of Women 

FEW, a Johannesburg based organisafion that advocates for lesbians’ rights, has strongly condemned the vicious attack of 21-yem-old Ncumisa Mzmnelo in an 
apparent hate crime. 

http:i/~w.pambazuka.org/enicategors~/advocacyi69469 

KENNEDY 12 TRIAL: FIVE NIL TO ABAHLALI BASEMJONDOLO 

Abahlali baseMjondolo press statement, Friday, 3 December 2010 

We wish to begin this statement by thanking all of those people and organisations that hm~e stood by our movement in the difficult tiInes that followed the attack and 

then this ongoing trial. Your solidari~ is much appreciated. 

http:i, ~vw.pan~bazuka.org/en/catego~y/advocac,/i69457 

SIGN-ON LETTER TO THE BILL & MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION 

Sponsored by AGRA Watch/Community Alliance for Global Jns~tice & La Via Campesina North America 



Although we share a recognition that hunger, tx)verty, and climate change axe inter-related through the medium of agricultural policie~ we am writing to express our 
strong concerns that the Fonndation’s approach to these issues directly and through its Alli~mce for a Green Revolntion in Atiica (AGRA) subsidiary is unlikely 
adequately address them and may well aggravate their underlying canses. 

http:/iwww.pamb~uka.org/en/categoWadvocacy/69470 

4 Letters & Opinions 

POLITICAL INSTABILITY IMPEDING ZIMBAB~%’S MACRO-ECONOMIC RECOVERY 
Dewa Mavhinga 
Calling utx)n international players such as SADC (Southern African Development Communi~) and the AU (At~ican Union), Dewa Mavhinga stresses that it ’is a waste 
of’dine to talk of a~ay meaningful socio-economic development in Zimbabwe in the absence ofa ~lid tbundation of political stabiliU.’ 
http:/iw~’.pambaznka.oWen/category/lettersi69442 

5 African Writers’ Corner 

I AM PROUD OF NAIJA 
Chika Ezeanya 
’The yearn was 1914. The Right Honourable Frederick John Dealtry Lugard, 1 st Baron of Abinger in the Count’ of Surrey, British soldier, explorer of Africa, able 
colonial administrator who~ present duty was to hold tbrt lbr His Majes~ King George V, in the part of Aliica known as the British Protectorate on the Niger River, 
sat at his desk in a most gloom? mood...’ 
http:i/www.pan~ <bazuka.org/’enicatego .~/At~caxl Writers/69468 

6 Highlights French edition 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS 170: COTE D’IVOIRE: L’IMPOSSIBLE FUITE EN AVANT DE GBAGBO 
COte d’Ivoim: <~Boribm~a~ ( http:/ipambazuka.orgifr/categorv/featuresi69303 ) 
Venmace Konan 

COte d’Ivoim: Le FMI, les socialistes t]canga~s et la mfondation ( http:i/www.pa~n’bazuka.orR]fr/categor?qfeatures/69302 ) 
Adjo Saabie 

Halte au lynchage mddiatique et du prdsident rddlu Gbagbo Laurent! ( http://www.pmnbazuka.o~g/fl:icategory/t}atures~’69404 ) 
Malick Ndiwe 

La Socidtd Civile Ivoirimme face fi Fimpasse actuelle ( http:/%~vw.paa~ba, znlca.org/fr/catego~sdfeatums/69308 ) 
N’Gonma Patrick 

Chaos et subversion: Les mssorts d’un mala£se sdndgalais ( htlp:/iwww.pambazuka.orNfricatego~-ifeatums/69301 ) 
Amy Niang 

,~\,~\,’ /’VV’,4,V’,/ V /VVV /\,~\,’V /’VVV/’,/ VV /VVV,’V\?,~ /’\ 

7 Cartoons 

IRELAND A ’FAILED STATE’? 
Gado 
While wanting to identi~ itself as a ’failed state’, the Irish govenmaent discovers that this is a reserved phrase, suggests Gado. 

http:i/~w.pambazuka.org/enicategorv/cartoons169441 

Fahamu - Nem, orks For Social Justice 

http:/iwww-, falaaanu, ona 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

~.~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed under a Creative Commons A~ibution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 Unported 

License. For further details see: http://www.pambazuka.orgien,’about.php 



Pamb~uka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( htlp://www.pamb~uka.org/en ) 

Edig~o em lingua Portuguesa ( ht’tp://www.pamb~uka.org/pt ) 

Edition f~’angaJ se ( http://www.pambazuka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at Ntp:i/~’w.pambazuka.ow, ier~/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, details of which can be obtafined here ( http://~a~-w.p~anl:xazuka.or?_/eniabout.php ). 



Useful Speech Study 
You and your child may be able to 
participate in the Useful Speech 
Study if: 

your child has been diagnosed with 
autism 

your child is between the ages of 24 
and 47 months and 

your child uses no words or very 
few words to communicate with oth- 
ers 

We are recruiting children with 
autism, and their parents, for a 
research study investigating 
questions about what things affect 
the development of useful language. 
Children who participate in this study 
will come to our site in Research 
Triangle Park with a parent for 6 
appointments over a 16-month 
period. 

For information about participating 
with your child in assessments of 
language, social, and play skills and 
for more information about the 

call or email the project 
coordinator. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L ~:klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 1:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

FW: PLAY TiX are now On Sale - To Buy the Sun: The Challenge of Pauli Murray 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks again for lunch yesterdag~ It was great to get together and see your HOUSE!! Here’s information about ~ pl~y on Pau~ Murray, Let me k~ow ~f you’re 

interes~:ed in 

Fmm~ Barbara Lau [mail~:balauOduke.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, December 08, 2010 3:51 PN 
To~ paulimurrayproject@duke.edu 

Subje~t~ P~Y TiX are now On Sale - To Buy the Sun: ~e Challem ~ of Pauli Murray 

TICKETS ARE NOW ON 
PERFORMANCE DATES: 
January 28-30, 2011 Hayti Heritage Center, WWWohaytioOrg 

February 4-5, 2011 Carrboro Arts Center, www.artscenterlive.org 

SALE 

Ce[ebrate her history; create our future. Join us as we commemorate the lOOth anniversary of 

Pau[i Murray’s birth with a new p[ay that exp[ores the [ife and [egac’y of one of North Carol.ina’s own. 

For Information: 
Barbara Lau 

Performance Sponsorships and Group Tickets 

919/613-6 67       balau~duke edu 

This project is supported by ~rants from the Paul Green Foundation and a mini ~rant from tma~fne Durham: 

Durham’s Results Based Accountability Initiative, www.dm’hamnc.go~/rba 

Barbara Lau 

Director, Pauli Murray Project 

w~x~x’.patdimtmwprqiect.o~g 

9~9/6~3-6~67 
To build a better Durham the Pau/i Murray Project engages a diversity of residents to lift up the vision 
and legacy of activist, scholar, feminist, poet, and Episcopal priest Pau/i Murray in order to tackle enduring 
inequities and injustice in our community. 

To join our mailing list, please send your email to balau@dukc.edu 

Look for us on Facebook 

Office Address: 

Smith Warehouse, Bay 5, ~st Floor 

~4 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durham, NC 777o~ 

Mailing Address: 

Box 9o4o3 

Durham, NC 777o8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L ~:klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 1:18 PM 

’intl- duncplas@duke.edu’ 

Study Abroad Program in Ati~o Latin America 

FIU’s African & African Diaspora Studies announces its stu@ abroad program in Afro Latin America stammer 2011, open to students from across the United States. Please click 
here<http://casgroup.fiu edu/africana/pages php?id 3186>for more mfomaat~on 
http://casgroup.fiu.edu/africana/pages.php?id 3186 

Contact: 
Dr ~amdrea Queeley: aqueeley@fiu.edu 

To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit: 
https://my.binhost.comilists/listinfo/aaasec slaca 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy Rutledge <timsa~fford@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 1:27 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] FW: online tutorial for grading now available 

COO h3structors- 

Here are some good resources for yo(a as you begin to enter st(adent grades into ConnectCarolina using the new process. 

As t noted in my messag~:_~ to you yesterday, p~ease be sure you haw~ com#eted the FEr~A ~:rain~ng before ~:@ng to enter gn~des. 

r~m 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Assodate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Contin~ing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

Schoo~ of hfformal:h:m & [.~brary Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina s[ Chape~ 

CB #1020 

Chapel H~, NC 2759%:[020 

9:1.9-962-2644 

919-.962-5549 (fax) 

F~m: Belier, Debra L [mail~:debra_beller@unc,edu] 
Sent: ~ursday, December 0% 2010 12:34 PN 
To: ~e studenLrecords_advisory mailing list, 
Subject: [studenLrecords_adviso~] online tutorial for grading now available 
Hello. The online tutorial in Blackboard for grading is now available: http:!/tinyurl.com!22txmh3 

There is written documentation here: 

http:/iregweb.unc.edu/train/traiNng!doc repository.h[m~ 

and here: 

Thanks. 

Debra 

Debra Be]ler 

Infonna~on Communica~on SMcMist 

ConnectCarolina 

E~~, ITS 

Universib’ of Noah Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

211 Ma~ng Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 

Email: debra beller,@,,unc.edu 

Web: htip:,’iconnecicmolina,~mc.edu 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"ma]lto:ennice@email.unc.edn">eunice@etna]l.nnc.edu</4>. To unsubscribe send a bla~nk <bl> 

ema]l to <a h~e~"ma]lto:leave-28280761- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28280761- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fairy God Brother Productions & Film Compmay, llc <millionsl 3@gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 1:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Black History Month 2011 "5 Teaching DVD’s" 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward email 

This email was sent to euniee@email.unc.edu by millions13C~qmail.com.               ~ 
U_p__.d_a_.t_e__P_l:o__f_i_Le_/__E_.r_n_.a_i!__A__d_.d_r_.e_s_.~. I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I l:_~__r_i_v___a__c_-_~_ 

Policy, 

FGBP Inc I Post Offic Box 32647 I Los Angeles I CA I 90032 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 3:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Report - Conference on the new democratic constitution in Kenya 

This is wonderful. Thanks. Barbara 

On 12/9/2010 6:18 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Barbara, 

I write to thank the AIicican Studies Center for its support of my recent participation at a constitution forum in Kenya. 

As promised last week, please find attached my report on the COl~ference. Please feel free to contact me if you need ti~rther information 

With best wishes, 
Eumce 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aiicican Studies Center 
Lect,ea-er, Department of African and Afro-.aa’o.erican Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.giubal un c edu~’africa 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 7:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-10-10 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 
Genocide : a comprehensive introduction / Jones, Adam, 
OVERDI~rE Davis Library 00027273806 .............................. $7.50 

TOTALS7 50 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
2d~’RICAN & A[:RICAN-~/LV;ER STUDIES 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:14 



Volume 2, Issue 1 

Cop 16 - Cancun, M~xico 
Climate Justice Views from Social Movements and Impacted Communities 

The Indigenous Environmental 
Network (IEN) in partnership with 
Indigenous Peoples and social 
movements from around the world, 
are in Cancun f-or COP16 fighting 
the false solution known as REDD 
(Reducing Emissions from Defor- 
estation and Forest Degradation). 
Through a variety of tactics, IEN is 
exposing REDD in all its forms as 
irrefutably flawed, bankrolled by 
big polluters, intrinsically linked to 
the carbon market, and quite possi- 
bly resulting in the largest land grab 
of all time. 

While most have lo~v expecta- 
tions f-or the outcomes of COP16, 
those of us here understand that we 
are debating a new global regime 
f-or forests. Over 1.6 billion peo- 
ples’ livelihoods depend on forests, 
but only nine percent of the world’s 
forests are legally owned by forest- 
dwelling and Indigenous communi- 
ties. People without land rights 
have no legal power to influence 
REDD projects. In order to protect 
corporate investments, REDD pi- 

lot projects have already encour- 
aged forest enclosures, arrests and 
evictions in Kenya, Congo and 
Papua New" Guinea. 

Photo: Orin LangeHe / GJEP ] 

Moreover, by allowing countries 
like the U.S. to offset their emis- 
sions with projects abroad, destruc- 
tive and polluting fossil fuel pro- 
jects in Indigenous, low-income, 
and people of color communities in 
the U.S. are allowed to continue - 

now with a "green" but false stamp 
of approval. 

Climate justice communities, or- 
ganizations, and networks are call- 
ing for real solutions that start at 
the grassroots and address the real 
drivers of climate change. In Can- 
cun, these climate justice champi- 
ons are supporting the government 
of Bolivia in upholding the Cocha- 
bamba Peoples Agreement and the 
rights of Mother Earth; calling for a 
second commim~ent period of the 
Kyoto Protocol in which industrial- 
ized countries commit to address- 
ing their historical responsibility; 
and stopping any agreement on 
REDDs. Representing various In- 
digenous Peoples of North Amer- 
ica and global allies, IEN is calling 
for rights. Not REDDs. 

For more infom~ation, please: see 
/ . / htrp:/! noredd.makenolse.org/ for 

the "No REDD, A Reader" publi- 
cation. 

-- Jihan Gearon 

Indigenous Environmental Network 

Recent release of confidential 
cables obtained by WikiLeaks re- 
veals that the United States used 
conditional funding promises, spy- 
ing and threats by their Central In- 
telligence Agency (CIA), and cyber 
warfare in order to ovetavhelm and 
strong arm countries opposing the 
controversial "Copenhagen Ac- 
cord", an unofficial document 
xvhose text xvas negotiated by a sub- 

set of the 194 member countries to 
the Convention in the final days of 
the Copenhagen conference in 
2009. 

The US diplomatic cables once 
again reveal that the altruistic, earth 
-saving rhetoric of many developed 
countries is merely a fagade, as they 
consistently pursue inadequate miti- 
gation commitments, shady funding 
practices and unrestricted access to 

developing nations’ economies via 
carbon markets and offsets. 

Full transparency and access to 
decision-making and text negotia- 
tion is once again in jeopardy in the 
UNFCCC climate change negotia- 
tions. Secret consultations and 
Notes by Chairs submitted to the 
Convention are clearly methods to 
subvert democratic decision mak- 

(14/ikiLeaks, Continued on page 2) 
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countries is no less important than 
ing and squelch dissent around the 
form of the future agreement and 
the role of carbon markets. 

We urge developing countries, 
particularly those who were 
blocked out of negotiations last 
year, to remember what happened 
in Copenhagen. It is time to stand 
up to developed countries that pur- 
sue unilateralism w-ith impunity. 

bet that your strength is in your 
numbers and climate justice advo- ~ial~nd~i~i~ali~stic~ 
cares and impacted community rep- 
resentatives are here to back you. ~lte~iE~ ~} n0~ ne)}~y re~! !he 

-- Shannon Gibson ne~w~rk~n~ibuto~lt~ 

Global Justice tcolo~ Project ~ ~ub~t ~ ~ ~{~ ~!~as) 
: : a : : 

"Chiapas Ecobus 100% Bio- the production and processing of 
biofuels produce much more CO2 
emissions per gallon than fossil fu- 
els? Have they not noticed the dev- 
astating global food crisis, caused in 
large part by biofuel production 
displacing and using food crops? 

In Africa, we’ve seen how bio- 
fuel plantations displace farmers 
and indigenous peoples, cut down 
rainforests, and drive corporate 
grabbing of our most fertile and 

diesel!" scream the sides of the 
buses that endlessly transport dele- 
gates between Cancun Messe and 
Moon Palace:. They’re saying it like 
it’s something to be proud of. As if 
biofuels were actually a real climate- 
friendly alternative to fossil fuels, 
instead of a social, ecological and 
climate disaster. 

Do COP organisers really not 
know that the science shows that 

agricultural land. Land that we ur- 
gently need to grow food. Yet the 
buses state proudly that "100 thou- 
sand hectares of Jatropha in Chia- 
pas" were used to grow the oilseeds. 

It seems that we’ve all been 
brought here by an unwieldy vehicle 
that promotes ~;alse solutions with 
disastrous social and environmental 
impacts, and is ~;ailing to address cli- 
mate change. Hmm, sound familiar? 

-- Anne Maina & Teresa Anderson 
African Biodiversity Network 

Apart from the strong-arm tac- 
tics being deployed by rich coun- 
tries in the formal negotiations, an- 
other form of maneuvering is tak- 
ing place in side events against de- 
veloping countries here in Cancun. 

A side event on Monday after- 
noon was particularly revealing. 
Lined up on the panel were 7 repre- 
sentatives from the Multilateral De- 
velopment Banks (MDBs), nomi- 
nally reflecting on the ’lessons 
learnt’ from their involvement to 
date in climate finance. Sadly, the 
event was more one of public rela- 
tions than of honest evaluation. 
Much was made of how these insti- 
tutions were uniquely positioned to 

mobilize and coordinate new 
sources of climate finance; and how 
they have already massively ex- 
panded their portfolio in this area. 
But there was no assessment of 
their track record of debt-creation, 
dirty development, and economic 
policy conditionalities that harm the 
poor. 

Nor was there any reflection on 
the appropriateness of forcing the 
xvorld’s poorest nations to pay 
twice for a problem they did little 
to create by taking on new loans for 
climate adaptation. And there was 
no discussion about the lack of de- 
mocratic accountability implicit in 
the channeling of climate: finance 

through donor-controlled agencies. 
The UN Adaptation Fund wasn’t 
mentioned once. 

The implicit ’lesson’ at this event 
is that the MDBs are the best chan- 
nels for climate finance. But a more 
honest review of their role to date 
would lead to the opposite conclu- 
sion; that the track record of the 
MDBs sugLgests they are, and would 
continue to be, deeply inequitable 
and undemocratic channels of fu- 
ture climate finance. As the saying 
goes; " don’t believe the hype", es- 
pecially here in Cancun. 

-- Julian Oram 

World Development Movement 



10 minute 
shuttle from 
CCS to ICC 

the heat is on! 

Civi! Soc~ety~ 
(CCS) at the University 

of KwaZulu-Natal .... : .... 
Homewood Campus ....... 

(with accommodation 
and meeting halls) 

CC 

Conference of the Parties 17 
- -Uurban, SA =, .ov-, Dec 2011 

other ~ate d~~ ~ow! sites ................ 

t5 minute 
shuttle from 

SDCEA to 
CCS or 

to lCC 

DC 
South urban Community 

Environmenta~ Alliance 
SDCEA) provides ’Toxic Tours’ of CO2 sites 





Newsdesk= 031 308 2332 

Durban set for the hottest " e cl mat = talks 

THIS 
time next year, the 

UN’s annual )~orld 
climate change 

smnmit spectacle, 

now under way in the Mexican 

coastal resort of Cancnn, will 

hit Dm~an. 

Howeve~ the talks arc 
expected to be bigger and 

"~hotmr’, with more reason to 
secure a climate ehange deal 

be~are the expiry of the Kyoto 

Protocol climate change 

agreement in ~)12. 

The summit- officially 

known as the 17th session of 

the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change 

Conference of the Parties 

(COP17)- could turn ont to be 
the biggest and most high- 

profile coiffe[~nee held in South 

~rica. 
More than 20 0~ 

international and local 

delegates- including heads of 

stam, government officials, 

Climate change activists, 

bns~ness leaders and med~a 
- are expected to descend on 

Durban. 

ff the figure doubles to 

40 ~0- as some politicians and 

co~et~nce industry leaders 

have speculated - it would 

require mammoth planning 

"World Cup-style", according 

Gerhard Patzeg regional 

chairman of the Federated 

Hospi~lity Association of SA. 

"COP17 could potentially be 

tnuch bigger than the World 

Cup was for Durban and we 

need to approach it in the same 

style we approached the World 

Cup. If up to 40 000 pa~tkfipants 

come here th~s t~me next year, 

then the planning must start 

now for the city to be ready All 

these people will be coining to 

one city so. unlike with the 

Wot~d Cup, most of the 

economic and exposure 

benefits accrue to Durban," ~he 

Wodd Wildlife Fund a~tM~t~ demon~te on the sidelines of the UN world climate change taik~ which are under w~y in Cancun, 
Mexico. Durban can expect similar demonstration~ dudng the conference next December.                    i ICn;kE: REUTERS 

sat& Municipal manager 
Michael Sutcliffe told 
The Mercu~~ before heading off 
to COPI6 in Caneun yesterdw 
that Durban was np to th.e 
challenge and planning was 
ak’eady under way with the 
national government 

"From what I am already 
hearing from government 
officials and those already in 
Cancun, all indications are that 

COP17 in Durban will be much 
bigger," said Sutcliflb~ "Some 

participants are already 

planning for Durban because 

many are not convinced th.ere 

will be a binding climate 

change deal sealed by world 

govermnents to reduce 

greenhouse gases in Cancun. 

They are looking to Durban and 

we have the capacity to deliver- 

so wlhether it’s 20 000 or 40 000, 

we will be read3~" he said. 
"Yes, we are looking at how 

we planned as a city fbr the 

World Cnp and want m rise 

some of those stmlctnres in 
preparing ~r COP17. The only 

d~l~nee for us is that we are 

not building any new 

i~lv~stnmmre like the stadium 

for the World Cup... We ha~e 

the ii~astructure in place ibr 

the event and that is the Inkosi 

Albert Luthuli hrternational 

Convention Centre (ICC) and 
surrounding precinct," 

Sutclfffe said. 

He said city planning 
meetings similar to the World 
Cup’s would start in January; 
with senior managers in key 

operational departments, The 
work streams would include 
teams dealing with key aspects 
suc[h as logistics and security 

Riot police stand guard outside the UN conference in Cancun, Mexico. With up to 
40 000 delegates, including climate change actM~, world government leaders, big business 
[eader~ and media expec~,d for ne~ y~r’s conference [n Durban, secufi~, wile be one of the 
major planning i~sues.                                                   PICTURE: AP 

]iiowever, Sutcliffb stressed 
that COP17 was a UN event and 
would be co-ordinated with the 
international body" as well as 
the Departrnent of 
Environmental Mi~irs, which 
would be the host on behaK" of 
the South ~Yican govermnent 

Mayor Obed Mlaba said 
work would "begin in earnest 
m get the flmdamentals in 
place" ~r the event. 

"Durban will be working 
together with the national 
government, the UN and even 
provincial authorities to 
prepat~ fbr the event A local 
organising coma ktee will be 
established to cleHver a first- 
rate conference," he said. 

"We are looking fo~ard to 
welcoming as many as 40 
partbipants for COP17 
Durban next December: The 
size of our ICC has given 
Durban the edge in winning 
fhis nmssive global con_fbrence 

against still" competition fYom 
Cape ’Ibwn and Joburg. We will 
do South Africa proud," Mlaba 
said. 

He said Durban was part of 
the govermnent delegation that 
had gone to COP16 in Cancun. 
As well as SutclKlb, deputy 
mayor Logic Naidoo; the head 
of eThekwini’s environmental 
planning and climate 
protection department, Debra 
Roberts; strategic project unit 
head Julie-May Ellingson and 
st~t f>om the ICC wel~ already 
in Cancun. 

James Seymoug CEO of the 
Durban-KZN Conventions 
Bureau, said COP17 would be 
the biggest global conference to 
have been held in South 

"The UN climate change 
surnmit is one of the biggest 
eo~brenees in the wo~ffd. 
COP15 in Copenhagen last year 
reportedly attracted mo~ than 
~ 000 people and 

unprecedented global publicity 
COP17 in Dnrban is likely to be 
huge," he said. 

He agreed that preparing for’ 
the event would require 
intensive planning at all levels 
of government and among 
NGOs. business and labour. He 
said [)urban was more than 
capable of pulling off C(-)P17, 
despite criticism from Cape 
Town that Durban did not have 
enough five-star hotels. 

He paid tribute to Sutcliffe 
fbr playing a leading role in 
securing the event fbr Durban, 
but said that another behind- 
the-scenes trump card in being 
awarded the bid was Roberts. 

"Sihe is a reeognised woHd 
leader’ in climate change, 
having authored and 
researched several papers and 
documents on the topic. 
Roberts has certainly also 
played a key role in Durban 
getting COP17," said Seymour. 

Local civil society,, 
SU~N NAIDOO & OLIVER METH 

AS I) URBAN prepares fbr the 

UN’s woHd climate change 
talks next yea<~ the city and 

South Africa’s "green" and 

climate change policies are set 

to be in the spotlight. 

Durban is noted for its 

vibrant civil society, climate 

change activism and local 

climate c[hange thonght leaders 

are already gearing up to [have 

their say" in their ow~ backyard 

in December 2011. The Mercury 

spoke to a few civil society and 

climate change leaders to 

canvass their views on the 

current climate change talks in 
Cancun and the expectations 

fbr COP17 in Dnrban. 
Clhnate campaigner 

Nkopane Maphiri of 

Greenpeace ,%frica’s office 

challenged the South ±M~r’ican 

government to build 

momentum for a strong climate 

deal at the climate talks in 

Cancnn. He said if a deal was 

not sidled in Cancun, Soutlh 

Africa needed to build 
momentum and keep the 

pressure on to ensure a legaIly 

binding clhnate c[hange deal 

was signed in Durban. 

"The South ±M~r’ican 
government nlust seize the 

opportunity of being the 

hosting country of the climate 

talks next year and take a 

[leadership role now. Sonth 

Aft:tea must not only push fbr a 

deal in the international 
negotiations, but inust also 

choose a sustainable pathway 

to a clean energy" future 

domesticallz" said Maphiri. 

"Our government must 

ensure that the country reduces 

its massive dependency on coal 

and creates a sustainable 

energy fnture for South 

Africans, based on the efficient 
use of energy and large-scale 

development of renewable 

energy The use of renewable 

energy will stimulate the 

creation of Kreen jobs and help 
end energ7 povertz" he said. 

Desmond D’Sa, 

activists 

environmental activist and 

chairman of the South. [hmban 
Community Environmental 

Alliance (SDCEA), welcomed 
the coifference as an opportune 

time to reflect on issues that 

had created a "climate 
catastrophe", currently 

experienced throughout the 

world. 

The alliance held pickets at 

and leaders get ready to raise their 

industrial sims across I)urban 

at th.e weekend as part of th.e 

Global Day of Action and 

Climate Change Action, which 

coincides with the talks now in 

Cancun. 
D’Sa said it was part of their 

effort in joining millions of 

people worldwide 

demonstrating fbr protection 

against tlhe disa strous impacts 

ROBERTS 

of climate change. ]ile said they 

would be organising such 

demonstrations next year when 

the talks took place in Durban. 

"We are already mobilising 

people in all levels of society 

across South Africa to prepare 

to make our voices heard when 

COP17 comes to Durban next 
yea~ We want our government 

to take a sand on climate 

BOND 

change, because we are already 
hearing that a binding 
agreement will not be sealed in 
Caneun. So there will be higher 
expectations at COP17 next 
year to secure a deal. South 
Af>ica’s role in this will be 
crucial," he said. 

Debra Roberts, the 
eThekwini municipality’s 
[head of the department of 

environmental planning and 
dhnate protection, said an 
urgent binding a~eement on 
climate c[hange and reducing 
gree~ouse gases was needed. 

She said it did not matter 
whether a deal was signed in 
Cancun or Durban, but all signs 
pointed to Durban in 2011 with 
the Kyoto Protocol ending in 
2f)12. 

"Negotiations will be at a 
critical point l:towever, this will 
also be a great opportunity to 
profile the challenges that cities 
like Durban face in terms of 
clinmte change. It will help us 
highlight the rob local 
govcn~ment need to play and 
ihow they need to adapt," she 
said. 

Roberts was among a select 
group of 831 scientists from 
around the world who have 
been chosen to write the UN’s 
latest expert report on the state 
of the world’s climate. Knox~=n 
as the Fifth Assessment Report, 
th.e voluminous final document 
will be published in 2014. 

voices 
"One of the big challenges is 

getting th.e local pnblic and 

business to be more mYare and 

responsive to the issue of 

climate change," Roberts said. 

Patrick Bond, director of the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal’s 

Centre tbr Civil Soeiet3~ said 
counter-summit action and 

protests that usually 

accompanied suc~h global-elite 

events as COP17, ~had been 
powe~ul ~n South Africa. 

"We saw this at the U~ 
World Corfference Against 

Racistn in Durban in 2(~1 and 

then the WoHd Summit on 
Sustainable Development in 

2002 in aoburg," he said. 

"South At>ica has been a 
major contributing fbree fbr 

carbon emissMns, largely dne 

to Eskom’s cheap power to 

mines and smelters and the 

government’s support for 

bmNrupt carbon mmNets. I 

predict a major showdown by 

civil society at COP17 against 

those responsible fbr climate 

change," added Bond. 

Celebrating securing two maior’green’ conferences for Duffoan -the UN% climate change conference next year and the World 
Forestry Congress in 2015 - are International Convention Centre staff, from left, chef John Moatshe0 Nara Sithole, Sal Pilla); Mala 
Dora~my, addng lCC CEO Jeremy Hurter, Lindiwe Ngcobe, Marlene Govender and Sandra le Bra~e.      PICTURE: MARILYN BERNARD 

Durban branches out again 
SUREN NAIDO0 

FOLLOWING on its UN 
climate change corfference 

coup, Durban’s International 

Convention Centre has won the 
right to be the venue of" the 14th 

World Forestry Congress in 

2015. 

The ICC made the 

announcement last week and 

said the evenffs ihost wonld be 
the Departlnent of Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fisheries on 

behalf of the South _&frican 
government 

Durban beat Hyderabad in 

India in securing the event. 

"COP17 is the hug(; one, but 

getting tlhis latest congress is 

yet another major event fbr us 

and adds to our growing list of 

upcoining world conference 

over the next few years," said 

Jererny Hurter; acting CEO of 

tire ICC. 
"It is one of the big ones 

because about 10 000 delegates 

f>om around the world will be 

attending, representing 

another conference bonanza for 

Durban." 
Topics to be discussed at the 

forestry conference include 

biodiversity and water in the 

context of climate change, 
emerging opportunities and 

challenges in fbrest finance and 

fbrest governance. 

James Seymour, CEO of 

the i)urban-KZN Convention 

Bureau, said the World 
Forestry Congress could have 
an economic impact of about 

R100 million 

’~1 hotels, rcs~urants and 
local businesses will benefit 
This will be a major 

opportnnity to showcase 

Durban and ~KZN to delegates 

through pre-and post- 

corfference tours," said 
Seymour 

Hurter said that the newly 

established Durban-KZN Con- 

ventions But~au assisted in 
securing the bkl. 

THE HighRoad page 
appears in The Mercury 
every Wednesday. 
Stories cover a wide 
range of issues 
relating mainly 
to development 

in KZN, social 
responsibility 
initiatives, 
economic plans, 
inner-city 
renewal. 
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OimateJustice in Durban: 
Climate Justice is the new global movement facing the greatest challenge in 
human history, because failure is the only way to summarize 16 years of talk 
by United Nations negotiators from national states influenced by fossil-fuel- 
dependent capital (and the big Environmental NGOs with which they work). 

As the world will learn, the South African state also exemplifies climate 
injustice. Vast CO2 emissions are caused by provision of the world’s cheapest 
electricity to the world’s biggest mining and metals corporations (BHP Billiton 
and Anglo American), which in turn permanently degrade our water resources 
and pollute the air. Opportunities for Green Jobs and renewable energy are 
ignored. Meanwhile, electricity disconnections affect millions of low-income 
people each year. And President Jacob Zuma was one of the five ’leaders’ who 
signed the unfair, unambitious and non-binding Copenhagen Accord last year. 

Yet from the standpoint of justice, the choice of the International Convention 
Centre in Durban, South Africa to host the Conference of the Parties 17 
(starting on 28 November 2011) is a good one, as some of the country’s 
leading environmental, social and labour struggles are underway here. 

Welcome to Durban, where activists’ critiques of incompetent global elites 
are well-rehearsed. The UN World Conference Against Apartheid and Racism 
was held in 2001 and attracted 15,000 protesters on August 31, because under 
Washington’s influence, the UN refused to put onto the agenda either Israeli 
racism/apartheid against Palestine or Western reparations for centuries of 
slaver),, colonialism and apartheid. 

Exactly a year later, at the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, 30,000 activists marched 12km to protest the UN’s 
commodification of nature: ’Bluewashing’ of corporate polluters through the 
Global Compact, ’Type Two Partnerships’ with multinational capital, 
promotion of neoliberal social and economic policies, and endorsement of 
water privatization and ’Clean Development Mechanism’ carbon trading. 

Other protests were held at the Durban ICC against the World Economic 
Forum and the neoliberal ’New Partnership for Africa’s Development’. 

The history of eco-social solidarity is rich. South Africans and our 
international allies fought racial apartheid until 1994. They next tackled denial 

What is Climate ]ustice? 
Principles and dem ands articulated at Rights of Mother Earth conference, Cochabamba, 2010 

¯ 50 percent reduction ofgreenhouse gas emissions by 2017 

¯ stubilising temperature rises to 1C and 300 Parts Per Million 

¯ acknowledging the climate debt owed by developed countries 

¯ ]hll respectforHuman Rights and the inherent rights of indigenous people 

universal declaration of rights of Mother Earth to ensure harmony with nature 

¯ establishment of an International Court of Climate Justice 

¯ rejection of carbon markets andcommodification of nature &forests through REDD 

¯ promotion of measures that change the consumption patterns of developed countries 

¯ endofintellectualpropertyrightsfortechnologiesusef!~lformitigatingclimatechange 

¯ payment of 6 percent of developed countries" GDP to addressing climate change 

build our movement for COP 17! 

of access to cheap anti-retroviral AIDS medicines by Big Pharma, the World 
Trade Organisation and the Clinton and Mbeki governments. 

History was made here even earlier. South Africa’s modern trade union 
movement began at Africa’s largest harbour in 1973. The rise of South 
Africa’s ’new urban social movements’ began in the Durban neighbourhood 
of Chatsworth in 1998. The first South African critiques of AIDS denialism 
took form atthe Durban ICC AIDS conference in 2000. 

Climate is a sore spot because of the intense emissions and air pollution 
in Durban. The Durban Group for Climate Justice was founded in 2004 and 
continues today as a source of critical information about ’false solutions’. One 
of the highest-profile fights against carbon trading was waged at Durban’s 
environmentally-racist Bisasar Road landfill (Africa’s largest) in the mid- 
2000s, resulting in a World Bank retreat from project financing in 2005. 

In 2009, a major climate summit was hosted by the South Durban 
Community Environmental Alliance, an activist group which also organized 
the first protests against the World Bank’s 2010 decision to fund the Medupi 
coal-fired power plant with its biggest-ever project loan ($3.75 billion). 
Activism continues in South Durban, one of the world’s most dangerous petro- 
chemical complexes, including one of the ’1000 Cancuns’ on December 4. 

The other main South African cities also have regular protests on climate, 
energy and related issues. On December 2 there were 14 arrests at an 
Earthlife Africa ]oburg protest against the state’s energy policy. Regular 
demonstrations are held at Eskom and Sasol, SA’s two largest emitters. 

South African activists founded Climate ]ustice Now! SA in 2009, and in 
early 2011 will announce hosting and activist strategies for the year ahead. 
The Centre for Civil Society at the University of KwaZulu-Natal is hosting 
several Climate Camps in 2011. SDCEA, groundWork, Earthlife eThekwini, 
350.org, the Diakonia faith and justice centre, Ecopeace and many allied 
community, environmental and labour groups will ensure that delegates to 
the COP 17 get the message: cut a genuine deal or face South Africa’s famed 
social protests, amongst the world’s most militant and prolific. 

Join us for a crucial moment in socio-environmental history! 
For more, see ccs.ukzn.ac.za, www.sdcea.org.za, www.groundwork.org.za 

Dermis’Brutus Fatima Meer 

Our local-global inspirations: 
Durban was home to eco-social justice 
visionaries who died in the past year: 

Dennis Brutus (26 December2009) and 
Fatima Meer (12 March 2010). Durban 

so cial movem en ts h eld several memo rial 
ceremonies in 2010. The two would have 

insisted on the most critical, vigorous 
engagements with the COP 17 elites. 
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Climate Justice Views from Social Movements and Impacted Communities 

Follo~ving a press conference 
Tuesday, youth activists led a pro- 
test out of the conference onto the 
front stairs of the Moon Palace, 
where Bolivarian Ambassador 
Pablo Solon spoke to the crowd 
and media frenzy. 

The press conference began with 
a statement evoking the name of 
Lee Kyung Hae, the South Korean 
farmer and member of La Via 
Campesina who committed suicide 
during protests against the World 
Trade Organization in Cancfin in 
2003. The moderator charged that 
it is now climate change that is kill- 
ing t:armers and other marginalized 
peoples, and that the UNFCCC has 
degenerated into the World Carbon 
Trade Organization. 

Speakers at the press conference 
included Delegates from the Para- 
guayan and Nicaraguan delegations, 
as well as Tom Goldtooth, of In- 
digenous Environmental Net~vork, 
Mary Rose Taruc of the the Asian 

Pacific Environmental Network 
and Grassroots Global Justice Alli- 
ance, Kari Fulton of Youth 4 Cli- 
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mate Justice, Josie Riffaud of La 
Via Campesina, Luis Enrique of the 
MST of Brazil, and Ricardo 
Navarro of Friends of the Earth 

International. 
After the march out, the youth 

activists went on to loudly de- 
nounce the inaccessibility and un- 
just nature of the talks and express 
outrage over having been repeat- 
edly denied permission to hold a 
youth delegation protest on the UN 
grounds. 

As the youth marched away, they 
were accosted by UN security, 
stripped of their badges, put on 
buses and evicted from the center. 

Contributors to Alter-ECO are 
appalled at these blatant actions by 
the UNFCCC to squelch dissenting 
voices. This protest xvas nominally 
disruptive and the action against 
the youth, whose voices should be 
heard more than any other as the 
generation who will have to t~:ace 
our inaction on climate change, 
were completely unwarranted. 

-- Anne Petermann 
Global Justice Ecology Project 

As supporters of the World Peo- 
ple’s Conference on Climate 
Change and the Rights of Mother 
Earth, xve are extremely concerned 
that the principles agreed upon in 
the Cochabamba People’s Agree- 
ment have been unilaterally re- 
moved from the LCA negotiating 
documents released on November 
24 and December 4. 

Equally alarming is the misrepre- 
sentation of the Copenhagen Ac- 
cord as a legitimate way forward in 

the LCA track, despite its wide- 
spread denouncement by civil soci- 
ety and its lackluster reception last 
year in Denmark, when the 
UNFCCC merely "took note of’’ it. 
Beyond the lack of transparency in 
the negotiation process, there are 
several concerns as to its content. 

First, the Copenhagen document 
gives full support for 
REDD (Reduction of Emissions 
from Deforestation and Degrada- 
tion). REDD, by generating 

"offsets" xvill alloxv industrial pol- 
luters to continue their practices 
virtually unabated, also threatens 
indigenous and land-based peoples 
with eviction and marginalization. 
It contains no safeguards, no guar- 
antee of rights, and a disturbing 
array of potential governance chal- 
lenges. Furthermore, it leaves the 
door ~vide open for the expansion 
of carbon markets tied to forests. 

Second, according to a recent 

(Cochabamba, Continued on page 2) 
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report by the )oumal, Nature, the 

mitigation commitments under the 

Accord are not sufficie, nt to pre, vent 

warming of 3°C or more. A rise in 

global temperatures of this magni- 

tude virtually condemns many is- 

land and lesser developed nations 

to death. Further the level of adap- 

tation funding promised in the Ac- 

cord is not enough to "close the 

mand full transparency in negotia- 
tions moving forward. 

-- Nicola Bullard 

Focus on the Global South 

merit", "revegetation" and more via 
the CDM (Clean development 
mechanism). 

Not only would the scope of 
CDM projects be expanded, but 
also the current limit on the 
amount of land-based project cred- 
its would be lifted. Those limits 
were put in place specifically due to 
doubts about the reliability of using 
lands as sinks - the flow of carbon 
in and out of landscapes is ex- 
tremely difficult to assess, and there 
is no ~vay to ensure "permanence" 
given the unpredictable impacts of 
fires, droughts, pests etc. 

So now-unbelievably, the pro- 

Decisions coming out of Cancun 
rest more than many realize, on the 
ground. Literally. 

Industrialized countries, Canada, 
Australia and US especially, are 
pushing fonvard proposals under 
"LULUCF (land use land use 
change and forestry) that would 
provide the "loophole of their 
dreams." The proposal will allow 
them to claim offsets through all 
manner of land "management" 
practices -not "just_" forests, but 
also those involving soils, agricul- 
ture practices, wetlands, 
"sustainable: forest management 
(aka logan,, "cropland manage- 

posal is to revise the permanence 
requirement. Countries could pur- 
chase offsets that may, or may not, 
actually sequester carbon, but would 
result in expanding use of GMOs, 
biochar, logging etc. Bolivia and 
others have bravely opposed this 
nonsense, but some countries have 
stated that their xvillingness to agree 
to the 2nd commitment period de- 
pends on access to cheap and unreli- 
able land offsets. Hence, those op- 
posing LULUCF risk in the end be- 
ing blamed for scuppering the entire 
KP. Between a rock and a hard 
place lies Bolivia, the lands, and our 
future. 

-- Rachel Smolker 
Global Forest Coalition 

Excerpt from Climate Justice 

Nor# ~qBI Intervention by Silvia 

Ribeiro~ ETC Group: 

Technology transfer should help 
developing countries access the 
technologies they need to confront 
the climate crisis, a crisis ironically 
caused mostly by these same com- 
panies and industrialized countries. 
An agreement on technology in 
Cancun that is not precautionary 
will launch untested and high-risk 

technologies on the global market 
place: carbon capture and storage, 
biochar, industrial plantations and 
other fom~s of so called "bio- 
energy". 

Multinational companies are 
stockpiling patents on "climate- 
ready crops", undermining the abil- 
ity of small-scale i~armers to adapt 
and strengthen their own resilience 
to climate change by making them 
dependent on multinational seed 
corporations. To prevent dumping 

of dangerous technologies and new 
patent monopolies on the South, 
any new Technology Mechanism 
must have: the mandate to evaluate 
the social and environmental im- 
pacts of new climate technologies 
and to fully include civil socielT, 
Indigenous Peoples and affected 
communities in its deliberations. 

Intellectual proper~ on all forms 
of life and on technologies to con- 
front climate: crisis has to be: radi- 
cally challenged. 



Sent: 

To: 

colman,hogan@utoronto.ca 

Friday, December 10, 2010 9:38 AM 

S~hle, Eunice N <eunice@emafil.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Wikileaks 

Greetings friends and colleagues: 

I’m circulating the Avaaz petition against the WikiLeaks crackdown, 
which I have just signed. You may be interested in supporting the 
campaign. 

Legal experts say WikiLeaks has broken no laws Yet politicians across 
the globe have called it a terrorist group and commentators have urged 
assassination of its staff (including former Harper adviser Tom 
Flanagan). It is surely a curious thing, and worthy of our concern, 
that silencing Wikileaks has become the unif~,!ing issue on which man?’ 
of the world’s major democracies and the world’s worst abusers of 
human rights (and promoters of state censorship) are unanimous. Would 
that they had demonstrated such unity last December in Copenhagen. 

Wikileaks has come under government and corporate attack for 
publishing information provided by a whistleblower And yet none of 
this attack has been directed at Wikileaks’ partners -- the NYT, the 
Guardian, Der Spiegel, Le Mi~nde, El Pais -- with whom it has been 
working to carefully vet the information published. 

The united, extra=iudicial intimidation of WikiLeaks is an attack on 
democracy 

Check out the link below and join me in signing: 

http:/iw~’.avaaz.org/en/wikileaks petitiorv96.php 

Trust all is xvell with you, Colman 
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Front Office Secretary Vacancy~ Resotution Flea[d~ East Aft ice. and more... 

[~ii Your Vacanc*/and Jobs 
Here ...... updates, powered by a~e Lhe FeedBl,itz email, updaLes for eunice@ernaiL unc.edu 

F~edBl~z 

Front Office Secretary Vacancy. Resol,ution Heal,th East Africa. 

Accountant Administrator International. School. Kenya Vacancies 

Production Supervisors Jobs Kenya. 

A~ricul,ture and Farm Vacandes in Coast Region 

Monitoring Eval,uation Vacancies In Kenya. 

Cl,ient Se~fice Executive Jobs Opening Kenya. 

Technical. Sal,es Engineers Kenya Vacancies 

Appl,ication Devel,oper Vacancy. Dotsawy Limited Kenya. 

Coffee Board of Kenya Legal, Officer Jobs. 

Publ,ic Rel,ations Vacancies. Tea Board Of Kenya. 

Accounts Assistant Mombasa Kenya Vacancy. 

Credit, Finance, Stocks, Marketing Kenya Vacancies 

Technical. Sal,es Representative - Nairobi 8~ Mombasa 

Age Khan Hospital,~ Mombasa Kenya Vacancies 

Githunquri Dairy Farmers Co-operative Society Vacancies 

Ministry Of Pubtic Heal,th And Sanitation Vacancies 

Ministry Of Publ,ic Heal,th And Sanitation Jobs 

Purchasing and Logistics Officer (sal,ary range Kshs20,000 - 25,000) 

Shop Manager (Satary Range Kshs.8~000/= ) 

Re~ionat Manager (Sal,ary Range Kshs.20,000/= ) 

Fiel,d Engineer (Tel,ecommunications) 

Key Account Manager (Tetecommunications) 

Cash For Work Program Officer 

Technical. Sal,es Engineers (2 positions) 

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS (2 POSITIONS) 

ACCOUNTANT (2 POSITIONS) 

GRANTS OFFICER (3 POSITIONS) 

ADMIN/ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT 

MCH/FP MANAGER (I POSITION) 

Consul,tent -Administration Officer 

Ol,d Tech Stories 

Search Kazi Afrika 

Front Office Secretary Vacancy. Resolution Health East Africa. a~d rnore,,, 

Front Office Secretary Vacancy. Resolution Health East Africa. 

Resof~tion Heal,th East Atrk:a Limited is a feeding A¢edicat h’,surance Provide~. W}th over 60.000 members in our fo~d~ 

we have ~earned to adapt in this constantb/chan~in~ society, and devetop products... 

Read the whore ent~. 

~. Emait to a friend. Article Search. ~. 

Accountant Administrator International School Kenya Vacancies 

Our chant, an ir~te~ r~ationa~ school, based in Nairebi seeks to recruit, an Accountant / Administl’ato~. Reporting 

Schoe[ Principal / Direc~.or~ the individual wil,[ be ~esponsib~e for ensurint~ that._ 

Read the whol,e entry ~ 

~o Emai~ to a friend° Article Search° ~, 

Production Supervisors Jobs Kenya. 



Our cher[t is a market feader ir[ the prod~iction of very fast n’tovh~g products i[~ the FMCG sector, Based just outside 

Read the whole entry - 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ ArticLe Search ~ ~, 

Asriculture and Farm Vacancies in Coast Resion 

Our client is ~ Le~din~ extensively integrated L~ scale, estate in the Coast re~ion o~ ~ny~. The Company is [ookin8 

Read the whole entH. 

~. Emai[ to a friend. ArticLe Search. ~. 

Monitorin8 Evaluation Vacancies in Kenya. 

"I’e(:hr~oSer,/e seeks ~:o~suLt:ants fo~ the £e~,dtio~s be~ow:M{tE Of~i~:ers {2 posiL~oas}Eaume~ators (sew~ra~ pesh:io~s) 1, 

Ovelview oF TechnoSe~ve and Yotmg Women in Enterprise:TechnoServe is a US-Uased_. 

Read the whole entw >> 

~. Emai[ to a friend * Article Search * ~, 

Client Service Executive Jobs Openin8 Kenya. 

PositioI~: CLient Service Exec~itive Compaml ProfiLe: A Graphic Design Corapany An ove~view or the specific roles of tfds 

posi[ion wfl.[ in(:hJ~Je; * £ro.ject A;~aaa{~emenL * CLieat [.h~soa* Research of cLieat,.. 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ ArticLe Search ~ ~, 

Technical Sales Ensiineers Kenya Vacancies 

echnicaL SaLes En$ineers (2 positions)Location: NairobiO~Jr CLient, a Leading provider of complete BorehoLe, Water 

pumpi~£ a~d Water Treatment solutions is ~ooking for Tech~ica~ Sa{es Engh~ee~s, 

Read the whole entH. 

~. Emai[ to a friend. ArticLe Search. ~. 

Application Developer Vacancy. Dotsavvy Limited Kenya. 

Do yeu Ieve to write code? Waat ~o wo~k sraa~teE’~ not ha~det?;Do yeuthEive 

wo~k en exci~iag aadcha[h~ngh~!~ #roIjects~ day ia and day out?:De you Hke 

Read the whole entH ,, 

~0 Emai[ to a friend, Art~cte Search. ~, 

Coffee Board of Kenya Lesal Officer Jobs. 

Coffee ~oard of Kenya. a State Corporation mandated to promote cornpetitiveness ii~ the product~om p~ocessh~ and 

branding of Kenya coffee and to regulate the Coffee ~ndustr% seeks to ~ ecruit a se{f.,. 

Read the whole entw ,, 

~ Emait to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~* 

Public Relations Vacancies. Tea Board Of Kenya. 



The Board wishes to recruit ~ highly driven office~ for,.. 

Read the whol.e entry >> 

~ Emai: to a friend o Ar~ide Search o ~ 

Accounts Assistant Mombasa Kenya Vacancy. 

East African Sto~a~e Company Ltd. a bulk {iquid Storage Company based in Mombasa~ invites app{i(:ations from suitabfy 

qt~a{ifietJ a~d experiel~ci~,d preie!~!~ie~als with ex(:e{{e~t (:rederfl:ials te ill.{ 

Read the whol.e entry ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

Credit, Finance, Stocks, Marketin.~ Kenya Vacancies 

CONTROLLERQ.ua{ffic:at~ons. SM]{s a~d Exper~e~ce~ Bache{o~s De~ree specialized e~ther,., 

Read the whole entw . 

Technical Sales Representative - Nairobi 8 Mombasa 

A we[: estaM.iahed medium six~!~ Engineering Company has the ~o:l.owh~g vac:ancies in Line w~th thei~ grewth strategy. 

’:~chnica~ Sa{es Represenb:tk~e - ~’~airobi & Mom~:asa Shoub:I be a persen 

Read the who{e ent~ >> 

~, Emai: to a friend, Artide Search, ~, 

Aga Khan Hospital, Mombasa Kenya Vacancies 

Aga Kha~ Hospitaf, Mombasa is aI~ in,stitutio~ of Aga Kha~ Heafth Service~ Kenya wh~chis pa~t of A~a Khan Development 

Network, ]t provides hea~th care ser~dc:es to the popu{at}on of the Coast Provmc:e.,. 

Read the who{e ent~ >> 

~ Ema:{ to a friend ~ Art:de Search ~ ~, 

Githun~.uri Dairy Farmers Co-operative Society Vacancies 

Githunguri DaiW Farmers Co-operative SocieLy LLd is the ma:ket [eade: in product~en, disL:ibut~en and ma:keting e¢ the 

most p~eferred Rea[ farm fresh d~iry products s~ch as Whe[e miik packed 

Read the who{e ent~ ,, 

~, Ema:{ to a friend, Artic:e Search. ~, 

Ministry Of Public Health And Sanitation Vacancies 

.kppticat:ior::: are invited l:tr()J’r~ st:itab{y q(EaUfied candidates fer the ~)U.owh:g Pos~s bnder ~he E(:or~omic Recovery and 

~everb¢ A~{evh~:~or~ Pregramme on three (:~) years (:orfl:ra(:~ 1:erms of ser~i(:e a~ .... 

Read the who[e ent~ ,, 

~ am:if to : fnen~ ~ ~:t:c:e Se::ch ~ ~, 

Ministry Of Public Health And Sanitation Jobs 

App[icaUons are invited from s~itabiy quaf.ified candid~Les fer the fell.owing PosLs under Lhe Economic Recovep/and 



~overty Aqe\datk)n ~Fo~ramme on t:~ree (~) years centn)ct terms 

Read the whole entry ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend, Articte Search, ~ 

Purchasing and Logistics Officer (salary range Kshs20,000 - 25,000) 

Our client is an established dealer and distributor for the ~eading mobile sop, does provider with an established network 

across the country primarily i~ the foUowing regions: {qa}~ob~ ~¢~t Kenya, Rift... 

Read the whole entw. 

~ Ema~{ to a friend. Articte Search, ~, 

Shop Manager (Salary Range Kshs.8,000/= ) 

OuF cUent is an esb~b~.ished dea~er and dist:Hbsl:o~ tbr the ~eading mobile services provider with an estab(ished neLwork 

across the country primarily 

Read the whore entw 

~ Emai{ to a friend, Article Search, 

Regional Manager (Salary Range Kshs.20,000/= ) 

Our cfient }s an established deafer asd dist~ibuto~ for the leading mobife services provider with an established network 

Read the whole ent~ .. 

~ Emai~ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~ 

Field Engineer (Telecommunications) 

Fiekl Engineer (Te~ecommurdcations) required by CA Gf~obat: Africa Positions, The position is based in .IohannesbuF~ 

Over,flew: Responsible for mstaUation wo~k, site stlpTeys, pro}oct mam~gement a~d.,. 

Read the whole entW . 

Key Account ManaRer (Telecommunications) 

Johannasb~ or Dubai Ovep, dew: Meat and exceed sales Queta PHmary point ef con~.ac~ for,,, 

Read the whol.e entry >> 

~ Email to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

Cash For Work Program Officer 

Job Description Job Tit{e : Cash For Work Program Oftice~ Departme~ / Pro.iect : SETTLE 2 Locatio~ : Ce~tral 

E:quateFia Stat:e, Jbba Cotmt:y {Fieh:{ Based) Super\riser t Tit:{e : _, 

Read the whole entry .. 

~ Emai[ to a friend, Article Search, ~, 

Technical Sales Engineers (2 positions) 

Location: tqairobiOur Cf.ient, a f.eading provider of cornp~ete Borehe~e> Wa~.er pumpin~ and Wate~ T~ea~rnen~ sotudons is 

looking ior Technica[ ~af.as Enginee;s, We are spacifica[(y [eokm~ let candidates_, 



Read the whole entry. 

~ Emai[ to a friend, Article Search 

SENIOR ACCOUNTANTS (2 POSITIONS) 

I.OC~:I’IOI’~: I.ODWAI~ ~:t- ISIOI.O Ensure~= that t:he finance ~el:~a~tmen~ ol t:he sub-re?>iona{ ofiiee function!; efik:ient:ly: sthe 

v~o~k~= in conjunction with the Financial ,~ana<~emenI: Specialis~ in 

Read the whole entry ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search 

ACCOUNTANT (2 POSITIONS) 

LOCATION: LODWAR 8: IStOLO Responsible fo~ ~oayrnent processir~, ~iquidation and assistin~ m preparation of monthbt 

office report and a~I related attachments, JOB REQ.UtRE~EN3%Professionat 

Read the whole entry ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend, Article Search ~ 

GRANTS OFFICER (3 POSITIONS) 

LOCATION: GARISSA, {.ODWAR [~. IStOI.O ~’~,e!~l)onsiM.e for su~-~rant Mnancia~ admh~stration and compliance as we~ as 

programmatic ~uidance and support, This mcb,~des review of new sub-grant,.. 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~ Ema~[ to a friend, Article Search ~ 

ADMINIACCOUNTS ASSISTANT 

LOCATIOIq: tSIOLO Rest)onsib[e for providing both administrative and (ogistica/support in the implementation of proje~:t 

a~:tivi~ies. ,JOB REQU~RE~EN’I’S{)ip~oma h~ Business Adminis~:ration or H:s.,, 

Read the whole entg ,, 

~ Ema~{ to a friend. Article Search ~ 

MCHIFP MANAGER (I POSITION) 

LOCATION: ]SIOLO Provides and rnobi[izes technica~ assistance to support developrnenL ol hea{th providers mana~in~ 

and impternentin~ materna{~ neonata{ and chi{d heafth (~CH} and famibl ptannin~ {FP),., 

Read the whole entry ,, 

~ Email to a friend° Article Search ~ 

Consuitant-Administration Officer 

’The I~rti~,r i~erttef [)emoeracy ~ro~raq~ 

A~ministration Officer Juba, Sudan 

’The Carte~ Center’s bemocra(:y ~ro~ram 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~. Emai[ to a friend. Article Search, 

Audit Senior Vacanc7 In A KenTan Audit Firm. 



Sales Marketin.~ Business E×ecuth, e Vacancy 

Accountant Tours Company In Kenya. 

Food And Bevera.~e Mana.~er Openin.~ Kenya. 

Accountant~ HR~ Driver~ Sales Needed in Meru Kenya 

Category Channel. Sal.es Devel.opment Vacancies Kenya. 

Assistant Pro.~ram Mana.~er Kenya NGO 

Fadl.ity Manager Vacancy 

Unit Manager Fl.ower Farm Kenya 

Food Beverage Manager Kenya. 

Click here to safely unsubscribe now .frnm "Kazi A~~ika" or chao~e your subscription, view mailing archives or subscribe 

Your requested content dek!ver~l powered b~l FeedBkitz> LLC, 9 fhoreau W~y, %dbur}’~ ,~s 0~776~ LISA, +1,978, ;q6,9498 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Personalibl Hotels <veply@personalityhotels.hoteltravelcheck-news.corn> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 12:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Swoop This: San Francisco 7 Day Sale 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 1:07 PM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] EmaJl to Students about Major/Minor 

Dear Colleagues, 

I’m forwarding an email that I just sent to my students regarding majors and minors in the dept. It may be a good way to increase awareness of the majors and 

minors that the dept. offers. Feel free to send or modify the email, if you find it useful. You’ll need to fill in your specific course number and possibly change Afro- 

American Studies to African Studies(depending on which courses you teach) in the first line. 

Best, 

Kia 

Dear Students: 

If AFAM 266 made you curious to learn more about African American life, history, and culture, we invite you to consider pursuing a major or minor in Afro- 

American Studies. 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies offers majors and minors in both Afro-American Studies and African Studies. For more information on the 

requirements, see: 

http:!/www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam/afro_american_studies! 

You axe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!i~_ig__e_@_e_~!’_a_i_l_=_u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.t~nc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8288011 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-28288011-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,~;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mirimn Palacio <miriam@chi-cle.com> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 2:23 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

[CttICLE Cine Club] cineclub 12/12 

From: Sharon Mujica <sharon@chi-cle,com> 
Date: November 30, 2010 1:53:13 PM EST 
To: ..c....hj~..c.[.e...-.~.c..!~.n.~..e.~.-...c.[.u....b.~@~9~.9.~[.e..~~..~.~.u..p~.s..:~..c.9~..m..~~ __s___h____a___r__9___n__@___c___h__!_-___c__[_e__:__c__9____m_. 
Subject: [CHICLE Cine Club] cineclub 12/12 
Miembros del cineclub de CHICLE - el 12 de diciembre a las 5 de la tarde nos vamos a rennir pm-a ver la pelicula chilena HISTORIAS DE[, FUTBOL. 

Es una pelicula muy diverlida y creo que les va a guslar. 

Nos vemos entonces, Sharon 

Hi m all CHICLE cineclnb members - on December 12 at 5pm we will get together to ~e SOCCER STORIES. It is ti-om Chile m~d is a reaJly fun film. 

See you then .............. Sharon 

TRIo: tlISTORIAS DE F! ;TBOL (SOCCER STORIES) 

Description: This fihn includes three stories about football° one of~e most important tw~tieth-cenmry rRuals. A thkd dn~ision player f~om Santiago de Chile is 

bribed, bat does ~(,~ *ealize tha~ his behavior b~ttays mor~ than the loyalty of his team-ma~es, A boy fi’om Calam;L Ctfile wi~s th~ local de*by pich~mg;L a soccer 

matcl~ tha can last all afternoon, but he losea the ~w pesoa he acquired by pawning bia motl~er’s last possessions. Francisco, a boy ~}’om the city, is stuck in a 

rc~ote come* of the soufftem island of Cbilod on flae day Nat Chile has to play its quali~’ing match tbr fl~e Wo*Id Cup. The onIy TV is in the l~ouse of the Serdn 

sisters. While the local male population ga[h~s to watch the match, the sisters decide which of them will mitia[e [he young Francisco into love. 

Subject: Social Lif; and Customs, G~nderiScxuaIib,, PolNcs/Human Rights, Drama 

Type: Feat~e Film 

Director: :MtNds Wood 

Country: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

asnc- durhamcouuty@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Lisa Townsend            ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 2:32 PM 

Durham Cry ASNC ~asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com>; Orange-ChathaJn Chapter of Autism Society 

<asncoc@yahoogroups.com>; Durham PTA-EC <durham-pta-e@g(×~glegroups.com> 

{ASNC-Durh~mCounty} Autism Society blog about kindergartner in FL 

Here’s an update on the little boy who was voted out of his class in FL... 

http:/iautismsocietvofnc.wordpress.com/2010i 12/10/is- 350000- enou~h-to- compensate- for- hnmilialio~/ 

Lisa 

You received th~s message because vou are subscribed to the Google (?roups "ASNC-DurhamCounty" group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhmncounty@googlegroups.com. 

To unsubscribe fa~m this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
For more options, visit this group at http://groups.google.comigroup/asnc-durhamc°unty?hl~en 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Friday, December 10, 2010 3:15 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Explore Seattle & "the Pacific Northwest During the AAG Annual Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~ AAGeogram Banner 

Explore Seattle & the Pacific Northwest 
During the AAG Annual Meeting 
AAG .~\rm~ai M~:~tir~,:~¯ ;~[Jril 12-1~, 2011 . S~t-t~. ’*~~,:s~ ~’~9~o~ " 

Dea~ ~un~ce, 

Field trips and excursions are an excellen~ way to mee~ and exchange 
ideas witt~ colleagues and friends while learning about Seattle and the 
Pacific Northwest. Visit the AAG site for a complete list of field trips 
being organized ~h~ugh AAG Iot this meeting and reserve your space 
today. 

Here are a just few examples of the field trips currently available: 

The Crossing-Over Place: h~digenous HL~;tories in!of Seattle 
Seattle Rail Transit and Transit-Oriented Development 

® Vancouver and Whistler, British Columbia: Seeking Sustainability 
~ Snequalmie Fails 

Member Rates* 
Contact Oscar Larsen at meefin~aa~.or~ ~f you would like to organize 
fieM tr~p.                                                           Regular: $265 

Student: $145 
Retired: $145 

RegisterEaflytoSave ~ Day Pass: $215 

Non-Members* 
Regular: $390 

About Seattle Student: $215 
Companion: $90 

Sea~tle en]oys the benefits of being surrounded by ~he 1 Day Pass: $215 
magnNcent PacNc Northwest wilderness while being [~:~ Space 

Needle 
access~Me via Seattle-Tacoma ~nternafional Airpo~ and 
an #ffema~ionN seaport. To ]eam more about SeaNe 

*Discounted rates 
and the Pacific No~lhwesl, see About Seattle for the 
~atest articles on the region, such as: above end March 9, 

2011. 

e The Native Renaissance of Washing~on’s Tribal Nations ::~:~:: Join Our Mailing Li~ 
~ WasMng~on State Wines 

Also see the Ma~ of Seattle for the locations of the meeting venues, 
hotels, and other po#ffs o~ ~nteresL 

About the ~G Annum Meeting 
Jo~n fe~]ow geographers, GIS specialists, and environmental scientists for 
the Annual Meeting ef the Association ef American Geographers 
Seattle for the ve~ latest ~n research and applications in geography, 
sus~a~naM]]~y, and GlSc~ence. Sessions are also being organized around 
specia~ 1homes, such 

e The Changing Roles of the Un~ve~ty ~n Society 
~ Geography and the Humanities 
~ Asian GeograpNes and Collaborations in Research and Education 
~ Space-Time ~ntegrafien h~ Geography and G~ocience 

The meeting program wi~ Nso feature: 

e Presentations and posters by ~ead#N schola~ and researchers 
from more 1hen 60 countries 

e ExMNts showcasing recent publications, new geographic 
technologies, and employment oppottunNes for geographers 



An international networking reception 
Field trips 1o explore [he rich eL~ltL~ral and physical geography of 
the Pacific Northwest 

The AAG Annual Meeting is an interdisciplinaRi forum open to anyone 
wi[h an interest in geography and rela~ed disciplines. 

R_.R._~x ister te Attend 

Where to Stay 
The Anm~al Meeting will take place at the ½,’ashington State Convention 
Center and the Seattle Sheraton Hotel. Disco~Jnted rooms are available to 
meeting a~tendees in four hotels conveniently located near the meeting 
sessions end events. 

PIe~ty of [oo~Bs a~e still available at these official AAG Annua~ 
I~eeting hotels: 

Sheraton Seattle Hotel 
Hilton Seattle 
Red Lion Hotel 
Crowne Plaza 

We look forward to seeing you in Seattle. 
8,h~cere~y, 

Oscar harson 
Association of American Geographers 

Connect with us: ~ ~ ~ 

Forward to a friend or collea(Jue 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by meetinq .@aaq.orq. 

Update ProfileZErnajlAddress I [nstant removal with Saf:eUnsubscribe" I Privacy 
Policy. 

Association of American Geographers I 1710 16th Street NW I Washington I DC I 20009 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, December 10, 2010 5:22 PM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

Carolina Black Caucus - HELP! 

Good day. I pray this note finds you in good health and spirits as we close out the semester. As the chair of the Carolina Black Caucus, I am writing to ask for your 

help. The steering committee has been working hard and smart over the past few months developing and nurturing relationships across campus. We feel that the 

spirit of the Caucus has been reenergized and we feel that your participation is critical to our ultimate success as a "welcoming and respected" comm unity here at 

UNC. The feedback from our meetings and initiatives has been very positive. In addition, the Chancellor has been informed on our progress and has been a great 

supporter of our numerous activities including our most recent plan of engagement to support the Black student-athletes. 

I will reach out to you by phone over the next two weeks. I sincerely hope that we can connect to share insight and feedback on Caucus activities and learn how the 

Caucus can assist you and your academic and professional efforts. 

Online membership is now available (www.unc.edu/cbc) and I truly hope to see you at the upcoming Holiday Social on this Friday, December 17, 2010 - 4:30 p.m. at 

the Carolina Club. (All Caucus members were sent special invitations.) We welcome your attendance (and guest) at the Social and you may also join the Caucus at 

that time. We are expecting another large turnout from the Caucus, the Chancellor and other university administrators as we celebrate our community, Dr. Archie 

Ervin’s service, and the holiday season. 

Continued Success! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Galatians 6:9 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Driscoll <mdri~ol@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 5:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Many thanks, etc 

See you next week? 
Mark 

On 2010/12/5 ~@ 10:46, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
tli Mark. 

Would this week work before we can get to exam mode or should we wait unti[ after the 17(my last exam)? 

> Cheers, 
> Eunice. 

> Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 9:09 AM 
> To: SahIe, Eunice N 
> Sublect: Re: Many thanks, etc 
> 

> Eunicet 
> thanks so much for those pictures, you are a global star. We absolutely 
> nmst get together for another diuner at One before the holidays start; let 
> me know what times might w-ork. Big hugs to you, 
> Mark 

> On Stm, 5 Dec 2010 12:50:45 +0000, "Sable, E~xice N"<etmice@email.~xc.edu> 
> xvrote: 
>> Dear friends, 

>> I write to express many thaaks for your generous contributions before and 
>> during the screening of "Talking Root." Sorry that this note took a long 
>> tinre because of respunsibilities underpinning recent travels to Germany 
> and 
>> Kunya. 

>> At any rate, your contributions made all the evunts link to the film 
>> xvunderful and inspiring. Students in both my classes unjoyed your 
> conm~ents 
>> during the panel session. 

>> Discussions following the screening of fihn in Kirinyaga Coun~ on Nov. 
> 24 
>> in Kunya - see photo no. 1 - runrinded me a lot about our paneh 

>> Other attached photos: 

>> No. 2- celebrating the ne;v constitution at a youth and constitution forum 

>> Nov 25 
>> 
>> No. 3 - At a dialogue on the new constitution: Kirinyaga Count?’ base 
>> communders, Archbishop Emeritus Dr. David Gitari - Nov. 25 
>> 

>> No. 4 - Outside St. James Anglican Church, Nairobi Nov 28 with the 
>> Archbishop and my brother Stanley- following a sermon by the Archbishop 
>in 
>> which he discussed debates emerging out of the 16 forums on the new 
>> constitution that he organized between October-November and called for 
>> grassroots organizing for the realizing of obligations of justice 
> embedded 
>> in the new constitution 
>> 

>> Cheers and in solidarity, 
>> Eunice. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 1 l, 2010 8:34 AM 

Dr. Sahle - Final exam, etc: AFRI416.001.FALl,2010 

Dem All, 

Please note that a study guide iudicaling the focus of the final exam and other important issues pertaining to the final is avai|able on Blackboard. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu;> 

Saturday, December 11, 2010 9:07 AM 

Dr. Sable - Final exam, etc.: 1NTS560.001 .FAI,L2010 

Dem All, 

While we discussed the modalities of the final exmn in our seminar this week, please note that a detailed study guide indicating the modalities of the exam and other 

important details is available on Blackboard. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

Kazi Aflika. ~gmail.com> 

SatuEJay, Decernber~l~ 2010 11:47 AM 

Sable, Eumce N <euaiceOemaiLunc, edu> 

Technical Adxdsor~ Deaf Child Worldwide aad more_. 

[~ii Your VacanW and Jobs 

Here ...... updates, powered by a~e Lhe FeedBlitz emai/updaLes for eunice@e~l~aiL unc.edu 
FeedBIkz 

Technical Ad\dsor, Deaf Child Worldwide 

Ushers Jobs in Kenya (KShs 40,000o45~000) 

HR Manaq;er 

Nutrition Nurse 

National Vulnerability Assessment and Mappin~ (VAM) Officer 

Pro.gramme Officer - (FAO Somalia Programme) 
Financial Controller 

GROUP CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER-BILINGUAL FRENCH 

Junior HR Consultant 

Project Officer 

Finance Officer 

Scientific and External Affairs Manager 

MESSENGER/TEAM ASSISTANT 

LOGISTICS OFFICER - Juba Main Office 

MEDICAL STORES OFFICER - Malualkon Field Office 

1. COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION COORDINATOR - Juba 

Old Tech Stories 

Search Kazi Afrika 

Technical Advisor, Deaf Child Worldwide and more,,~ 

Technical Advisor, Deaf Child Worldwide 

"I’ec:hni(:a] Adviso~Based in Nairol)i~ Ker~ya[.onf~ l:i~vm consultan(~i contract Dea~ ~2hi~d Wor~dwk~e ~s 1:he interna~:iona~ 

deveio~ment arm ot: 1:he Nat:iona{ Dea~ {:hik}~en~s Sociel:y, Deaf {:hik} Work}wide..~ 

Read the whole entg ,, 

~0 Emait to a friend, Article Search, ~. 

Ushers Jobs in Kenya (KShs 40,000-45,000) 

Do you have superb customer service experience? 

De you remember your cUents by name? 

Are you ab{e to cermet1: w~th c{~ents and meet: their needs hi a way d~a~: makes them (:ome ba(:k for fixture,,. 

Read the whole ent~ - 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ ~, 

HR Manager 

,lob PurpeseOur client is a Group ei companies aad a /eadin~ maaufacb~rer of a wide range of food i~ems and 

beverages. The Group is {ookin~ to flu two Human Resources Manager ])osit~o~s fo~ theft’... 

Read the whole entw . 

~. Emait to a friend. Article Search. ~. 

Nutrition Nurse 



improved nutrition inlon~adonldata n4n~gement in the },,’,d’~ ~md nutrition 

Read the whol.e entry >> 

~o Emai[ Lo a friend o ArLide Search 

National Vulnerability Assessment and Mapping (VAM) Officer 

WORLD FOOD PROGR~V£VAD, i~CY AR,,!OUNCE&~E~.IT WFP/27it0 Date of issue: 6 De(:embe~ 2010 

Read the whole entry - 

~ Email to a friend ~ Article Search ~ 

Programme Officer - (FAO Somalia Programme) 

Food and A~ficu[ture Organizadon ef the United Nations Professional. Vacanq Announcement Ne: Issued on: 06112/2010 

Dead{he For Ap~{kation: 22112t20t0 Position Tit{e: Prog~an’~me,., 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~. Ema~[ to a friend. Ardde Search ~. 

Financial Controller 

Position: Finalx:ia{ (:on~oI{~,~r Lo(:ation: Kil:~t,,e~ Zarnt:.ia P, es~)onsibi{iti~,~sPIan, organize and imp{ernen~ a(:count~ng 

Read the whole ent~ ~ 

~0 Emai[ to a friend, Article Search ~, 

GROUP CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER-BILINGUAL FRENCH 

BASED IN NAIROBI. KENYA ALios Finance ~s a t)ar~oafrk:an st)eda{ised fir~an(e company witt~ a mix of Festigious Aflican 

and European investors. We target $~Es~ nlu{tinationa{s and h~di~idua{s wRh.,. 

Read the who[e entw ,, 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~ 

Junior HR Consultant 

Adept Systems was estabf.ished in 19!~4 to provide ~ fuf.[ r~nge of ~,~an~gement �onsuf.tancy Ser~4ces in the ~e~s d 

Human Resources t~tana~ement> Business De~e[opment~ Information A~,anagement and Financial_. 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~. Emai[ to a friend. Article Search ~. 

Project Officer 

Jol) ~url)oseOur tz{ient is a regist:eri~,d Education (]lari{y de{iv~,~rin?> education ser~do~s to a dK~er!;e range of ~z{ients 

v~o~[dwkle, Tkds Notdk~r-P~ofit Organizatk}n w~shes t:o re(:rui~ a p~ofessiona[ to.., 

Read the whole ent~ ,, 

~. Emait to a friend. Article Search ~. 

Finance Officer 

Job Purl)oseOur d.ient is a registered education charity de[ivefin~ ectuc~tien se¢~ices te a diverse range of clients 



Read the whose entry - 

~ Emai[ to a friend. Article Search 

Scientific and External Affairs ManaRer 

Our ({ient is a global multinational Food ~ Beverage company, worldwide ~eade~ m most of ~ts catego~? portfolio. With 

g~oba] or ~oca~ specific brands and prod~(ts~ the core focus ~s to meet... 

Read the whole ent~. 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~, 

MESSENGER/TEAM ASSISTANT 

U~.ISACCO is a {eading SACCO with over 3.000 members from d~verse nati(~nal.ities and (:u~tu~a~ backgrounds with a 

vision o~ being the preferred financia~ service provide~. We aim to up[ift the... 

Read the who[e ent~ ~ 

~ Emai( to a friend. Artic[e Search ~* 

LOGISTICS OFFICER - Juba Main Office 

IRC is seeking qualified Sudanese nationals for foLfowing position: LOGISTICS OFFICER - Juba A~,ain OfficeThe Logistics 

Officer" s prirnasy responsibi]it:y is; te rnonit:or and coordinate vehic{e._ 

Read the whol.e entry - 

~ Emai[ to a friend ~ Article Search ~, 

MEDICAL STORES OFFICER - Malualkon Field Office 

tR� is seeking q~a{ified Sudaaese nationaf.s for fo{~c, wing pesition: A~EDICAL STORES OFFICER -- A,~,af.ua~kon FieM 

OfficeThe ACedk:a] Stores Officer is responsible for the day to day management of the... 

Read the whose entw . 

~ Emai[ to a friend. Article Search ~. 

I. COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION COORDINATOR - Juba 

(:O~V~,,~,UNF[’Y A~,OBtLfZA:TIOI’~ COORDINA’TOR - ,J(Eba ’The Comm(Enity A,~,o~)flization Coordh]ato~ 

coordination, management an~ imp[emeataLion of communiLy mobi[izaLion activities for the_. 

Read the whose entw ~ 

~ Emai[ to a friend . ArticLe Search ~, 

Old Te~h Stories 

Front Office Secretary Vacancy. Resol.ution Heal.th East Africa. 

Accountant Administrator International. School Kenya Vacancies 

Production Supervisors Jobs Kenya. 

Agriculture and Farm Vacancies in Coast Region 

Monitoring Eval.uation Vacancies In Kenya. 

Cl.ient Service Executive Jobs Opening Kenya. 

Technical. Sal.es Engineers Kenya Vacancies 

Appl.ication Devel.oper Vacancy. Dotsavw/Limited Kenya. 

Coffee Board of Kenya Legal. Officer Jobs. 

Publ.ic Rel.ations Vacancies. Tea Board Of Kenya. 



Click here to safely unsubscribe now .from ~’Kaz~ A~r~ka~’ or chan~e your subscription, v~ew mailio.~ archives or subscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Confe~nce Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@UNCC.EDU> 

Saturday, December 11, 2010 12:49 PM 

APCG@I ,IST.UVM.EDU 

F W: APSA 2011 deadline December 15 

Dear APCG colleagues: 
I would like to remind you one more time about the December 15 deadline for submitting proposals to participate in the 2011 APSA in Seattle (see instructions below). We 
hope to get many proposals for the APCG panel(s) through this system. 
Also, APCG member Bob Press wants to know if anyone is interested in forming a panel about political rights and activism in Africa, which addresses the overall conference 
theme. He has some recent research in this area on Kenya and would like to link up with others looking at these issues in Kenya or elsewhere. If you are interested, please 
contact him directly at bob.press@usm.edu. 
Happy holidays! 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City BIvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: African Politics Conference Group [mailto:APCG@LIST.U~,2VI.EDU] On Behalf Of ~Vhitaker, Beth 

Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2010 7:31 PM 

To: APCC~LIST LWM EDU 

Subject: Remh~der: APSA 2011 Proposals due December 15th 

Dear colleagues: 

The deadline for submitting paper or panel proposals for the 2011 APSA Annual Meeting in Seattle is December 15th The APCG has been allocated one panel for now-, but we have 
requested one to two more and are hopefbl that our wish will be granted (it is the holiday season, after all’.). 

To submit a paper or panel proposal, go to www.apsanet.org and login to MyAPSA. Find the link under 2011 APSA Almual Meeting for "Submit or edit your proposal" Follow the steps for 
submitting your proposal, and be sure to select the African Politics Conference Group as one of your "Division or related group" choices. Our APSA program committee will have access to 
these proposals after the December 15th deadline and will review them to put together the APCG panel(s). Let me know if you have an)’ questions. 

Best wishes, 

B eth ;Vhitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlottei Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-45271 Fax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitak er@uncc, edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia Newsletter <newsletter@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, December 12, 2010 3:44 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A Stocking Full of Tips for Note Taking, Analytical Writing, and Researching Viewtx~inLs 

ii.~.iI We’ll help you get ahead 

i~ Q&A 
Free trial 

Study Strategy: 

Make Note 
r 

Do you consider note-taking to be an annoying chore /:~.; 

or the true path to knowledge? It’s not good to be in ~ 

either camp, says one expert, because both         ~ 

approaches can result in a "garbled, non-understood / 

record" of a lecture, reading, or meeting. Instead, he / 

suggests, trythese effective note-takinq strategies. ~ 

~ Analyze This 
Knowing howto evaluate a published work and articulate your 

opinion of it can make this classroom or job assignment a 

breeze Just follow these expert suggestions for writin# a book 

review ~:iI Continue 

Matters of Opinion 
Whether you’re working on a research project or simply trying to #~ ~ ~ !!~I~ ~i~h 

g et a bette r u n d e rsta n din g of a pa rtic u l a r i ss u e o r sit u ati o n, it ca n 

be helpful to learn how other people weigh in on the subject. 

Check out these great opinion and perspective resources 

~i coot~ouo 

Study Habits: How and Where Do You Study? 
You probably have your "way" of studying that works for you 

Some people study at home, others in a coffee shop. Some like 

silence, others listen to music. Take this lighthearted sur,!ey and 

i~ Continue 
see how you stack up. Take the suI~/ey now ....... 

Follow Questia on Twitter 

........ f .... 

Facebook 
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Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

FW: Call tbr Papers: US4 

FYI 

From: africanstudies.india@gmail.com [mailto:africanstudies.india@gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, December 12, 20:t0 i::Ii AN 
To= asaindiaGmail 
Subject= Call for Papers: US4 

Call for Papers 
www.africansmdies.in 

Ir~ternati~r~al seminar ~n 
’h~dia-~f~ica Enduring Partnership: Emerging A~eas of Cooperation" 

at Ka)~na Campus, Numbai 
or~an~sed by 

Oent~e for A*rica~ Studies, U~ve~sRy o~ MumbN 
on 

2-~ g~rch 201 ~ 

At tim India-~ca Forum SummiL New DelN, hosted by India in April 2008 and attended by the heads of state of 14 countries and represen~mtives from the Al~can 

Union (AU), ~vo agreements were adopted. These were the Delhi Declaration and the Africa-India Framework for Co-o~ration. Both agreements offer a direction 

to I~do-~caJl relations in the coming yea~, and provide a framework for the establishment of a new-ty~, long-tenn and s~mble pa(tnership of equali~ and mutual 

~nefit ~veen India and ~ca, ~ well as a blueprint for India-~dca co-oNmtion in polificaJ, economic, social development mid oilier fields in furore. The Su~Nt 

marked the culmination of India’s renewed focus on N~ca. It was spurred largely by India’s desire to change the world’s perception of it - away from being a 

recipient to ~ing a donor - m order to boost its global-political ~sition. The Framework for Co-operation lists sevemJ areas (and sub-areas) for co-operation such 

as economic co-o~ratio~ politicaJ co-operation, science, technology and reseamh, sociaJ development, tonfism, and i~ffrastmc~re, and ener~’ and enviromnent. It 

lists a num~r of fi~cus areas therein, [br instance, agriculture, trade, regional integration, ~ace aa~d ~cufity, ICT, and culture. 

Ce~aJNy India’s a~mctiveness as an alternative development pa~er in ~ca has been widely noted. The strength of India’s relations with ~rican connMes and the 

source of much of its soft power are derived from more than j ust its recent gro~h in trade and investment. Throughout its hi stoW of co-operation with African 

nations, India has emphasized that it has "given what it could" in reims of financial aid and technical suppo~ and it continues to do so even as its abili~ to promote 

relations through economic incentives - primarily trade, tourism, and invesCment - has grown. India h~ actively pursned capaci~ building and a development agenda 

~1 ~ca. 

India has also taken an acfive interest in the debt relief of ce~in highly indebted African countries. It is also using militaW aid and promoting softer ties with the 

~Hcan countries with increased emphasis on education, science, culture, health and social as~cts to cement its relationship with the~ countries. These relationship 

building measures have ~en quite successful and al~ had Inajor spillover efl~cts on India’s inves~nent ~enm~o ~ well. 

One of the defining l~atures of India’s policy towards ~ca is the introduction of the Focus At~ca Program. Foreign ~licy observers often attribute this program 

and also its growing engagement in Afi~ca aJid other pa~s of the worl& to i~ use of"so~ Nwer" - diplomacy, foreign ~sis~nce, trade, and invesCment, and the view 

of India as a vast, potential market. Moreover, India’s interest in obtMNng supplies of ener~, ~d raw materials is the driving fome behind iB growing involvement in 

the economic expaJision of~rican countries. At present, a~ut a qua~er of India’s crude oil imams are being sourced from ~ca. Increased access to Afiica’s oil 

resources w~ profitably negotiated with the aforementioned countries for India’s state owned enterprises for exploration rights and stokes in ofl~hore blocks. Two 

way trades aJso impressively rose. 

Trade encourages investlnent. Africa accounted for 16% of India’s FDI and there are significant Indian private sector mve stlnents in various African countries. 

Tr~titionally, Indian investmenLs in Al~ca have been small to medium scale. But lately it has been obse~ed that there is a growing interest of Indian E~Cs in the 

~rican countries. ~though most of the FDIs are in oil and gas ~ctor, a large pmpol¢ion of Indi~ FDI has aJso gone into the i~rastmc~m, engineering, chemicals, 

sendces, truing ~d finance and IT and telecommumcation sector in ~fica. Indi~ pham~eutical com~nies were aJso able to make major inroads in ~ca. 

Moreover, the Indian diaspora plays a ve~ significant role in promoting India-A~fica relations . In East and Southern ADica, the large Indian diaspora, whose 

members have business ties with India and a good ~owledge of Affic& has played a sigmficant role in a~acting new investments from India to the ~fican continent. 

TNs is especially tree, given flint India is [lush with tbreign cuwency m~rve~ aJld the goveNllent h&s lifted regulations and contrails, to allow fi~s to go abroad. 

Against this backdrop, Centre for ~fican Shldies, Universi~ of Mumbai jointly with African Shldies Association of India would like to organize an international 

~d seminar on India- Africa Enduring Pa(tnership: Emerging ~e~s of Co-operation between India and the Al~can Countries, on March 2nd and 3 in Mumbai. The 

intemationoJ semina~ aJlns ~ facili~te a ~er understanding of tim sco~ of co-optation in ~e emeiging sectom of mull interest. 

The proposed ~mmar will tbetvfo~ Focus ot~ 1he R~llo~ mg sub-themes., though it will not necessarily ~ cot~[it~ed lo ~bem: 

l. Isst~es Ins ~ved in India-- Afiica Economic and Political Re]a~ ms in tM [~g cold war ~Iiod 
2. CaV~cib, Baildmg Ac~vities k~twcen India ~md fl~e zM}ic~ com~ies. 

3. The ~ope of cooperation on fl~e emerging sectors of~he areas of tnutt~a[ in~ercsts between India and Afl~cm~ coulNJes like ],nerg3, Agn>based [ndust~3, 
PBammceu~cN InN~:shT m~d heaifl~ care, Tourism, ICT, Education. Wmcr rea?urces, Science and Tec]mology. 

4. InNan Dia.~pora as a t~cmr in It~dia- Afdca Relafio,xs 

Please send ~om: Abstract in 200 words by 31 st Jatmatw 2011 . There will be no rer~.istmtiot~ E~es. I .ocaI hospitali{s" mas" be provided to a limited tmmber of scholars. 
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Recommendation - Due Monday, 12/13 

Hi Dr Sable, 
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Dec. 13 and then Wisconsin is due Wednesday, Dec. 15 
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onbehalfof+Millem~ium+lse.ac.uk@mmauscriptcentral.com on behalf of 

Millennium@lse.ac.uk 

Monday, December 13, 2010 3:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Reminde~ Millennium 

13-Dec-2010 

Dear Protl Sahle: 

Recently, you agreed to review- Manuscript ID MJIS-2010-0196, entitled "Development and World Order" The manuscript is located in your RetEree Center at 
http://mc manuscriptcentral.com/miis. 

This e-mail is simply a reminder that your revie~v is due in one ~veek You may access the manuscript and the reviewer form directly by clicking the following link: 

http:~/mc.manuscriptcentralcom/miis?URL MASK HKmFKcvm3YlwHCiX,~svxT 

I appreciate your help in accomplishing our goal of having an expedited revie~ving process. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of an?- assistance. 

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ioannis Papagaryfallou 
Depu~ Editor, Millennium 
Millennium@ [se.ac.nk 

Read us - http://mil sa~epub corn/ 

Join Millennium on Facebook - http://wv‘as~.faceb~nk.c~m/pa~es/?‘/h~ennium-Journa~-of-Internationa~-studies/~33241316700266 

Follow us on Twitter -http:i/twitter com/millenniournal 

Review [’or us through LibraryThing -http:i/www ]ibrarything com/catalog/MillenniumJourna] 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 7:41 AM 

pam~uka- news@pambazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 509: Links and Resources 

PAMB.a~ZUKA iN~E’vVS 509: LIN~,~S .AND RESOLrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Women & gender, 2. Human rights, 3. Refugees & fbrced 
migration, 4. Social movements, 5 Africa labour news, 6 Emerging 
powers news, 7. Africom Watch, 8. Elections & governance, 9 
Corruption, 10 Development, 11. Health & HIViAIDS, 12. Education, 13 
L GBTI, 14. Racism & xenophobia, 15. Envirol~ment, 16. Land & land 
rights, 17. Food Justice, 18. iVledia & fi’eedom of expression, 19. 
Confiict & emergencies, 20. [nternet & technology, 21. eNewsletters & 
mailing lists, 22 Fundraising & useful resources, 23. Courses, 
seminars, & workshops 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

ttighlights from this issue 

WOMEN AND GENDER: Urgent need to end political violence against women 
in Zimbabwe, says report 
ttUMAN RIGHTS: UN stifled 2004 report on Ivopf Coast death squads 
REFU~IEES AND FORCE[) M[GRATK)N: Urban refugee women depend on ingenuW 
for survival 
EMER(I]NG POWERS NEWS: The latest edition of the emerging powers newsletter 
ELECTIONS ANal) GOVERNANCE: Egyptian president should dissolve 
Parliament, says Independent Coalition :[’or Elections’ Observation; AU 
backs talks not sanctions in Ivory Coast 
CORRUPTION: Bribery charges filed against Cheney 
DEVELOPMENT: What role does Su&m’s external debt have on a possible succession? 
HEAI,Ttt AND ttIV/A]I)S: New test to transform TB treatment 
LGBTI: Public threaten to lynch suspected homosexuals; LGBTI members 
harassed in Zimbabwe 
ENVIRONMENt: Talks end in Cancun with compromise 
LAND ANal) LAND RIGHTS: Senegal in land lease talks with Saudi Arabia 
MEDIA AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: WikfLeaks exposes a wake up call for 
the powerful 
CONFLICT AND EMERGENCIES: Sudan governrnent says SLA a target 
1N2~RNET AND TECHNOLOGY: Irl search of a low-bandwidth Skype 
PLUS.. e-newsletter; Fundraising and Useful Resources; Co~trses, Seminars 
and Workshops. 

l\fih’\fl~iY i\iY\l lY\l\l l\l\Al l\Afl~i Ai\iY filY\l iY\l\l l\ 
1 Women & gender 

GLOB.4L: L~! OFFICIAL CALLS FOR GREATER ATTENTION TO JUSTICE FOR WOMEN 

http:i/xa~’w.nn.org/apps/news/stor¥.asp?NcwsID 36988&Cr women&Crl 

Access to justice for worrlen is often not given enough attention in 
both national and international judicial systems, a United Nations 
official has said, adding that the newly-created UN entib" for women 
will play an important role in promoting justice for women especially 
in post-corfflict situations. ’Justice for xvomen is still an 
afterthought,’ said Atme Marie Goetz, the Chief Advisor on Governance, 
Peace and Securi~ of the L~- Development Fund for Women (UNWEM) at a 
news conference at L~N" headquarters to highlight a report by- the 
Women’s Initiatives fi~r Gender Justice, an international 
non-governmental organisation, on gender issues at the International 
Crin~inal Court (ICC). 

SEiN~EGAL: E~Xff~ERTS FOCUS ON FISTULA AT 1NTERIN’ATIONAL EVENT 

http:I/bit N/dGniTg 

A new set of priorities for the global fight against obstetric fistula 
will be in fk~cus as specialists from around the world gather to 
discuss ways to eliminate the preventable childbirth injuU. ’There 
are more than 2 million women living ~vith obstetric fistula in the 
world, yet there are not enough skilled surgeons to operate on them,’ 
says Dr. Serigne Gueye, a leading fistula expert and one of the 
organisers of the Third Annual Conference of the h~ternational Society 
of Obstetric Fistula Surgeons (ISOFS) that will take place in Dakar 
from 7 to 9 December. 



SIERRA LEONE: SEARCHING FOR SOLUTIONS TO MATERNAL iVIORTALITY 

http://bit.N/hM6W9X 

’]?he Western African country of Sierra Leone is gradually emerging from 
a protracted civil war, which poses umque problems for mothers-to-be. 
In 2009, Amnesty International named the maternal mortality rate in 
Sierra Leone a ’human rights emergency’, which at 1/8 is one of the 
highest in the world. But recent changes in policy and support from 
NGOs like Life for African Mothers have increased the potential for 
markedly improving maternal and child health 

SOUTtt A[~.ICA: (IENDER BODY NAMES AND SHAMES FIRMS 

http ://www.iol.co. za/businessibusiness-news/~ender-b o dy-names-an d-shames-firms-1 998870 

The Comanission :[’or Gender Equality (CGE) has taken a hardline stance 
against Great Basin Gold, among the firms that tried to wriggle out of 
a summons to e×plain the slow pace of gender transformation in their 
operations. In an unprecedented show of strength, the CGE threatened 
legal sanctions against the gold mining company should it fail to make 
an appearance before the commission 

TANZANIA: MASS FGM CEREMONIES PLAB,~N~,D 

http://wavw.afrol.com/alticlesi37031 

YVhile Tanzania outlawed female genital rrmtilation (FGM) in 1998, mass 
FGM ceremonies are still going on, in particular in the 
November-January season. Activists expect over 5,000 girls to be cut 
’this holiday season’. The goverr~ment of Tanzania passed a law 
prohibiting FGM in 1998 and yet reports indicate that during the 
current holiday season, about 250 girls have alrea@ been cut and over 
5,000 girls are at risk of being genitally mutilated in Tarirne 
district of Tanzania’s Mara Region alone. 

UGANTDA: 120 SABINY GIRLS CIRCU~I(-’ISED 

http :i/w~vw.newvision. co. u~iD/8/12/740060 

Some cried. Some were confused. They looked on in disbelief as a local 
fcmale surgeon tried in vain thrice, probably using a very blunt 
knife, to cut offa girl’s clitoris. Once cut, the girl was pushed 
aside. Then seven other girls were circttmcised. The eight are part of 
over 120 girls who have been mutilated in Sebei region since the 
Female Genital Mutilation (FGh~ season kicked off in Sebei in eastern 
Uganda. The govermnent passed a law prohibiting FGM in December 2009 
but nobody in the FGiVl areas seems to care. 

UGANDA: FARM SCHOOLS ENGAGE WOMEN AND \IEN IN VIOLENCE PREVENTION 

http://bit.ly/gmOOuR 

Studies carried out in the north of Uganda point towards a strong 
correlation between fbod insecurity and incidences of violence. Unable 
to feed their families, men often turn to risk), coping behaviours like 
alcohol or dlqag abuse, while ;vomen may resort to sex in exchange for 
food and other goods. Disagreements on ho;v to manage limited household 
food supplies frequently escalate into violence as well The Food and 
Agriculture Organisation’s Farmer Field and Life Schools initiative 
aims to help address the root causes of gender-based violence. 

ZI[\ABAB\V[~: POLITICAL VI()LENCE AGAINST WOX~IEN IN ZIMBA[JWE 

http://www.kubatana.netthtml/archiveiwomen/101126rau2 asp?sector WOMEN 

A report by Idasa (Institute for I)emocracy in Africa), the 
International Center for Transitional Justice (ICTJ) and the Research 
and Advocacy Unit (RAU) recommends that there is an imperative need to 
end political violence generally in Zimbabwe, and the risks to women 
(and the families that the)’ care :[‘or) require urgent attention by the 
government and the political parties, not least for the purpose of 
promoting non-violent elections. It also states that indications about 
the extent of politically motivated rape require urgent attention from 



the government. 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 
2 Human rights 

.¢5"RICA: UN STIFLED REPORT ON IVORY COAST ’DEATH SQUADS’ 

http:i/cxrn.nr/cYU~l 

The United Nations Security Cotmcil suppressed a 2004 secret report 
detailing the abuses of Ivory Coast death squads for fear of 
disrupting the nation’s fragile ’peace process’ and upsetting the 
govert~’nent of President Laurent Gbagbo. This revelation proves 
especially- damning in light of the country’s current electoral crisis 
marked by the resurrection of these Gestapo forces that have 
brutalised the opposition, as Gbagbo, xvho was defeated in the recent 
Presidential runoff a few weeks ago, refuses to cede poxver. The report 
was suppressed at the insistence of South Africa’s former president, 
Thabo Mbeki, who was heavily involved in peace negotiations and has 
recently returned in the same failing role. 

KENYA: JUDGE SUSPENDS STATEMENT TAKING ON KENYA 

http://bit.ly/dZHXUO 

The process of statement taking from security chiefs has been 
suspended, meaning the Kewa chaos case will now be flied without 
their testimony. Judge Kalpana Rawal put the process on hold Tuesday 
to await the outcome of an application filed by the security bosses’ 
la’aTers at The Hague The la~vyers want assurances from the ICC that 
an)’ evidence provided by their clients ~vill not be used against them 
as the court’s prosecutor Luis iVloreno-Ocampo puts together his case on 
post election violence 

MADAGASCAR: US E~Nff~R F~SSES CONCERN" OVER HUMAN RIGHTS 

http://w~,~v.mg.co an/article/2010-12-02-u s-expresses-conc ern-over-human-rights-m-madagascar 

The United States is worried about a ’considerable deterioration’ in 
press and other freedoms in Madagascar. A sharply worded critique by 
the US Embassy expressed concern about ’the constant harassment of 
political dissidents and journalists’ on the Indian Ocean island The 
statement also referred to reports of arbitra~z arrests and 
mistreatment of suspects linked to a failed milita~z mutiny last 
month. 

NAMIBIA: IMPUNITY AT R~)OT OF HIJMAN RIGIITS PROBLEMS 

http ://bit.l~//ft~’kO Yz 

The NamRights 2010 human rights report for Namibia notes that 
experience has ’strongly shown’ that a systematic disregard for the 
democracy, human rights and good governance principles, rather than 
the absence of the law, consututes ’the biggest root cause of the 
multitude of the interrelated, intertwined and interdependent civil, 
cultural, economic, environmental, political and social problems 
al![licting the Namibian people.’ The report covers the period between 
10 December 2009 and 10 December 2010. However, it is only an interim 
report deliberately released for the purposes o:[’marking the 62nd 
Anniversary of the adoption of the United Nations’ Universal 
Declaration of Human R~ghts (UI)HR). 

ZAMBIA: AL-BASHIR INVITE I)RAWS CRITICISM 

http://wwwafricanewscom/site/ItRW chides Zambia over alBashir invite/list messages/36477 

Human Rights Watch (HRW) has expressed concern that Zambian President 
Rupiah Banda invited indicted Sudanese President Omar Hassan al-Bashir 
to participate in a regional conference scheduled for 15 December. 
Group spokesman Reed Bro@ said a majority of human rights groups 
across Africa have expressed displeasure over the invitation. ’We are 
hoping that this report is not correct and, if it is, we are hoping 
that the president of Zambia xvill eventually think better of it.’ 



ZIMBABWE: T[tE F.XPERIENCE OF VIOLENCE BY ZIMBAB\VEAN WOMEN 

http://www.idasa, or< za/ 

African democracy institute Idasa, with the Research and Advocacy Unit 
(RAU), the International Centre for Transitional Justice (ICTJ) and 
the Women’s Coalition of Zimbabwe (WCoZ) have conducted research on 
Zimbabwean xvomen’s viexvs on transitional justice, looking at how women 
in that country have been affected by- the elections, the inclusive 
government, transitional justice mechanisms and law enforcement, 
arrlongst other topics. The research was based on a SUlwey of more than 
2,000 woman, as well as discussion groups on the research finding. 

3 Refugees & forced migration 

EGYPT: THE RISKS TO MIGRA_NTS, REFUGEES, AiNTD AS "*~L L2Xcf SEEKERS IN EG’~PT AiNTD ISRAEL 

httl~://www.l-ur w. or~len/rer~orts/2008i 11 / 121sinai-1)er ils-0 

In this 90-page report, Human Rights Watch called on Egypt to halt the 
use of lethal force against border crossers and all deportations of 
persons to countries xvhere they risk persecution or ill-treatment. 
Israel should halt forced returns of migrants to Egypt, xvhere they 
face military court trials and possible unlawful deportation to their 
countries of origin Both countries should respect the rights of 
persons seeking asylum 

GLOBAL: U~’,B.&iX" YVOMEN REFUGEE S ik]EED INGENUITY FOR SURVIVAL 

http://ww~v.wtmrn.col~’newsi2010/11 10/11 29 10/112910 urban.htm 

Making ends meet is often difficult and dangerous for refugees living 
in cities, where paying rent and buying food can be a daily struggle 
and finding work is complicated. Most host countries do not allow 
refugees to work legally, so people find themselves forced to take 
jobs that pay ’under the table’. Refugees with no legal protection 
risk exploitation and abuse by their employers. Until recently, the 
imernational communitT has largely overlooked the needs of refugees 
in urban settings Today, more than half of the world’s 105 million 
refugees live in cities and towns, as compared to one-third who live 
in camps. 

KENYA: STOP DEPORTATIONS TO YVAR-TORN SOivIALIA 

http:h’www.reliefweb int/r*v/rwb nslYdb900S[D/VVOS-SBWSKJ?OpenDocum ent 

The Kenyan government should immediately stop deporting Somali 
nationals to war-torn Somalia and make a public commitment to protect 
and help them, Human Rights Watch has said The Kenyan authorities 
deported almost 300 Somalis to south-central Somalia on 15, 29 and 30 
November 2010, in violation of international law. Credible sources and 
witnesses to the deportations on 29 and 30 November told tluman Rights 
Watch that police in the Kenyan border town of Liboi used pickup 
trucks to drive 130 Somali asylum seekers back to the Somali border. 

NIGERIA: SIMMERING TENSK)NS CAUSE %Z~AV I)ISPLACEh,ff{N~ IN THE ’MIDDLE BELT’ 

http://bit.ly/h 6f[31 J 

In earl?" 2010, unresolved conflicts and simmering tensions between 
different social and ethnic groups led to renewed displacement in the 
city of Jos in the heart of the ’middle belt’ region of Nigeria. As in 
the rest of the country, no clear figures on the nmnber of internally 
displaced people (IDPs) were available for this latest incident of 
violence. Ad-hoc local registration exercises have hinted at the scale 
of displacement, but many people sought shelter and support from 
family and friends and so were not counted, says a December report 
form the Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre. 

SOUTH AFRIC’A: DEADLINE FOR ZNIBAB\VEANS WON’T BE F2xfTENDED 



http:i/xa’~’w, po lira. org. za/artic leideadline-for-zimb abweans-wont-b e-ext ended-dlarm ni-zuma-2010-11-24 

The 31 December deadline for Zimbabwean itmnigrants to apply for the 
necessary permits to allow them to stay in the country will not be 
extended, Home Affairs Minister Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma has said. 
Zimbabweans in South Africa who attempted to register for business, 
stu@ or work perruits after the deadline would not be processed, she 
said, speaking in Pretoria after nreeting representatives of the 
Zimbabxve Stakeholder Forum. 

SOUTH AFRICA: LOW STANDARDS AT DE DOORNS SAFETY SITE 

http://bit.l¥/hvHh52 

A report into conditions at the De Doorns safety camp, set up to house 
victims of xenophobic violence in the Western Cape to;vn, has found 
that conditions did not meet international guidelines for disaster 
victims. ’Too often have the narratives surrounding the xenophobic 
attacks in De Doorns centred arom~d the causes of the attacks, which 
has inadvertently lent some legitimacy to the an underlying opinion 
that xenophobic violence is justified in some cases, for some causes. 
This, in turn, seems to have given rise to the sentiment that the 
victims of these xenophobic attacks are not entitled to the same 
rights and assistance as other disaster victims.’ 

SOUTH AFRICA: PHOTO GALLERY SHOWS UNSEEN SIDE OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING EN" 
SOUTH AFRICA 

http ://mmia ~r~/p~st/spaces-p~aces-facesthe-unseen-side-~f-human-traffickin~-in-s~uth-africa/ 

The International Organisation for M~gration in South Africa has 
lam~ched ’Spaces, Places & Faces.. the Unseen Side of Human 
Trafficking’ a virtual photo gallery containing photographs with 
accompanying narratives that capture the trafficking story in 
pictures. ’]’he gallery features tree stories and pictures of four women 
who became victims of human trafficking in South African after being 
deceived with offers of a better life by their tra[’fickers. 

SOUTH A[*~ICA: VIOLENCE, EXPLOr]TAT[ON [%’kIL TO DISSUAUE [*]{MALE MIGRANTS 

http://ipsnews.net/newsTVE.asp?idnews 53782 

The findings of an ongoing study being conducted by the Domestic 
Workers Research Prqject (DWRP) at the University of the Western Cape 
confirm that migrant domestic workers suffer arduous working 
conditions for low wages and are olden sequestered behind their 
empl oyers’ high wails, cut off from family and friends for long 
periods. ’The regulations that the?’ lay down for you is not to bring 
anyone on the premises. I fek sometimes like I was in a prison cell,’ 
said Hester Stephens, president of the South African Domestic Workers 
and Allied Workers Union (SADSAWU). 

YEMEN: AGENCIES SCP, A_’vIBLE TO HELP STRANDED MIGR~adqTS 

http://wwxv. IRINnews.or£/repolt aspx?Reportid 91293 

The International Organisation for Migration (IOM) and hmnanitarian 
partners are scrambling to help over 3,000 African ruigrants stranded 
at the Yemeni border with Saudi Arabia, where 30 migrants have died in 
recent weeks. ’We are seeing a dramatic increase in migrants needing 
help,’ IOM Senior Operations Officer Bill Lorenz said in a press 
release on 3 Decenrbcr. ’Over the past xveek, the number of migrants 
being referred to IOM has jun~ped to about 76 a day.’ 

4 Social moveruents 

SOLm2H AFRICA: U~P TO 500 PEOPLE LEFT HO2v~LESS 1N CAPE TOV~£N FDE 

Abahlali baseMj ondolo Western Cape press statement 

’We do not accept that shack fires are natural disasters Shack fires 
are the result of the social abandol~rnent of the poor We will continue 



to politicise shack fires and we will continue to fight for our full 
social inclusion in this society’ 

http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicate~ory/socialmovements/69465 
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5 Africa labour news 

SOUTH AFRIC’A: YVILL COSATU STAND THE TEST OF TD¢IE? 

http:i/~’w, sac sis. org. za/site/articlei591.1 

As workers celebrate the 25th anniversalN of the Congress of South 
African Trade Unions (COSATL-), the ~vhisper of ’back to basics’ is 
gaining raoraenttm~, writes Ebrahim-Khalil Hassen. ’COSATU faces 
significant challenges in its continued long-term role. These 
challenges include an older union membership, new forms of econotnic 
activit7- that make organising difficult as ~vell as a more fluid 
environment with a multiplicity of voices on public policy issues. 
Thus, COSATU needs new forms of membership that it can utilise to 
mobilise sections of the working class that it has not traditionally 
organised.’ 
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6 Emerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGEX-G POWERS NEWS ROUND-UP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers 

http:Ii~vw~v,pambazuka.org/en/categorv/emplayersnews/69561 
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7 Africom Watch 

ALGERIA: .axMERICAN GEiN~ERAL VISITS 

http://www magharebia.com/cocoon/awi/xhtml 1/en GBlfeatureslawi/features/2OlO/12/OS/feature-02 

US Army- Africa Commander M[jor General David R, Hogg has praised the 
’leading’ role of Algeria in fighting terrorism in the S ahel region. 
Speaking at a 6 December press conference after his two-day visit to 
the country, the US military" official lauded the ’impressive progress’ 
that has been made ’AFRICOM and the Algerian armed :[’orces are 
co-operating, and that is the objective o:[’the visit. We are here to 
discuss what we can learn :[’rom one another,’ Hogg emphasised. 
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8 Elections & governance 

CAR: FAIR ELECTIONS KEY ~[D STABILITY 

http:ilwww,un,or~lapps/newslstop~asp?NewsID 36998&Cr central kafrican&Crl 

General elections in the Central African Republic (CAR) next year wil] 
be a crucial step towards restoring stability to the country through a 
democratic process, but the polls must be free, :[’air and transparent, 
the United Nations envoy to the African nation has told the Security’ 
Council ’The UN and our international partners have provided 
considerable technical and financial support to the Independent 
Electoral Commission entrusted with the implementation of the 
electoral process,’ said Sable Work-Zexvde, the Special Representative 
of the Secretary-Gencral to CAR. 

EGYPT: ELECTIONS A COMEDY AGAINST THE BACKGROI~rD OF RIGHTS VIOLATIONS 



http://www.fidh.or~iParliamentary-elections-E~vptian-c om e&/-a~ainst 

The parliamentary elections in Egypt have seen the large victory of 
the ruling National Democratic parry (NDP), amidst massive frauds 
reported by election monitors and the withdrawal of the main 
oppositmn parties in the run-off. According to prominent Egyptian 
political analysts, the NDP’s candidate selection process was marred 
by internal discord and suffered lack of sophistication, as the par~" 
allowed almost 800 candidates for 508 seats, with many candidates 
competing against each other in ’open constituencies’, while 
preventing par~" members whose candidate applications were 
unsuccessful from leaving the NDP to run independently-. 

EGYPT: PRESIDENT SHOULD DISSOL\~ PARLL%MENT 

http :/iwavw. w orldpress, org/Mideast/3 66 2. cfin 

’Serious challenges now strongly SUl~ound the legitimacy of the 
People’s Assembly if it is formed according to the announced results 
of the parliamentalT elections held on Noveraber 28 and December 5,’ 
says this statement from the Independent Coalition for Elections’ 
Obselwation. ’The elections were full of widespread violations that 
brought Egypt at least 15 years back. The elections were held in a 
political envirotwnent characterised by restrictions on public freedoms 
in a manner that does not allow for free and fair elections.’ 

ERITREA: DJIBOU~FI SEES ERITREA PRESIDENT AS ’LL~-ATIC’ 

http://www.afrol com/articles/37033 

The Foreign Minister of Djibouti, in talks ;vith the US Embassy, called 
President Issaias At%verki of neighbouring Eritrea ’a lunatic’. He also 
revealed Eritrea opposes any real Somali peace talks. According to US 
Embassy wires leaked by Wikileaks, Djibouti’s Foreign iVfinister 
Mahamoud Ali Youssouf in April 2008 widely distrusted the government 
of neighbouring Eritrea. 

IVORY COAST: AU BACKS TALKS NOT S~x~N(2TIONS 

http://www.trust.or¢/alertneffnews/t alks-not-sanctions-b est-for-ivorv-c o ast-african-union/ 

The African Union does not favour sanctions fbr now over a disputed 
presidential election in IVOlT coast and will instead stick to quiet 
diplomacy, the Union’s top secm-ity official said on Sunday A row 
over who won an election on 28 November has left Ivory Coast, the 
world’s top cocoa producer, in a state of paralysis with the president 
and his rival rum~ing parallel administrations, and many people fear 
an outbreak of violence. World leaders and regional bodies have 
recognised opposition challenger Alassane Ouattara as winner of the 
election on the basis of results :[’rom the election commission, which 
were backed by the local UN mission charged with certi:[’ying the vote 

IVORY (;()AS’]?: RIVAl, OUA~[~I’ARA TELLS GBAGBO TO LEAVE 

http ://*vv#a,.bbc.co.uk/news/world-affica-11977920 

The man widely recognised as winner of Ivory Coast’s disputed 
presidential poll has said incumbent Laurent Gbagbo must concede power 
to allow for talks. A spokesman for Alassane Ouattara said he did not 
oppose dialogue but no talks could take place until he was recognised 
as president by everyone. The African Union has suspended ]w)ry Coast 
while Mr (ibagbo stays in office 

SUDAN: FORVfER RI{BEL SPLMBACKS INDEPF.N]-)ENCE FOR SOUTtt 

http ://*vv#a,.bbc.co.uk/news/world-affica-11976784 

The governing party in southern Sudan - the SPLM - has for the first 
time publicly backed independence for the south, ahead of next nronth’s 
referendunx on the issue. The statement is at odds with the terms of a 
2005 peace deal that ended decades of civil war with northern Sudan. 
In that deal, the SPLM and the north’s governing part3,-, the NCP, 
agreed to work for uni _ty. 



ZIMBABWE: TSVANGIRAI SAYS NO ELECTION WITHOUT REFERENDUM 

http://www.mg.co.za/article/2010-12-07-tsvangir ai-s av s-no-election-without-referendura 

Zimbabwe Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai has said that elections 
could not take place in his country without reforms and a 
constitutional review, despite President Robert _’vfugabe’s threat to 
call one next year. Tsvangirai fom~ed a power-sharing goverrmrent with 
Mugabe after disputed 2008 elections, and both promised to work 
together to reforra the Constitution and organise a referendum to 
approve it be%re new elections. 
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9 Corruption 

KENYA: CORRL~TION COSTS C4)\,~RNMENT DEARLY 

http ://www bbc.co uk/news/world-africa-11913876 

The Kenyan government has said it could be losing nearly one-third of 
the national budget to corruption. Finance ministry officials told a 
parliamentaU committee the losses could be nearly $4bn (£2.5bn) a 
year. They said individuals ~vere taking huge sums meant for 
development projects 

IVL~_LI: GRAFT PAUSES MALI HEALTH AID 

http://w~vw.afrol corn/articles/37022 

Three projects fighting malaria and tuberculosis in Mali have seen 
their international funding suspended as government found ’evidence of 
misappropriation and unjustified expenditure’. This was reported by 
the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, the world’s 
dominant financier of programmes to :fight these diseases. 

NIGERIA: BRIBERY C} IARG ES FILED AGAINST DICK C} ]ENEY 

http://www bbc.co ulc, n ews/world-africa-11943192 

Nigeria has filed charges against former US Vice-President Dick Cheney 
over a scandal involving a former subsidiary, o:[’Halliburton energy 
firm. ’]"he case, brought by the countu’s anti-corruption agency, 
centres on engineering firm KBR, which admitted bribing officials 
Cheney’s lawyer has called the allegations ’entirely baseless’ Cheney 
was Halliburton’s chief executive before becoming vice-president to 
George W Bush in 2001. 

ZIMBABWE: WIKII F, AKS DOCUMENFS SHOW II,LICIT I)IAMOND ]-)EALS 

http://aEreuters.corrgarticle/topNews/id.MVJOE6B 80F820101209 

The illicit diamond trade in Zimbabwe has led to the murder of 
thousands, enriched those close to President Robert Mugabe and been 
financed in part by the central bank, according to US documents on 
WikiLeaks. In the classified documents that date from before the unity 
government came to power, US diplomats cite a well established British 
mining executive as saying those close to _’vfugabe, including his wife, 
’have been extracting tremendous profits’ from the Chiadmva mine in 
the eastern part of the country. 
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10 Development 

.A~’RICA: EL--AFRICA’ S SI_~¢LMIT PLANS LEFT IN" TATTERS 

htw:/icurol~africa a~et/2010/12i08/eu-africas-sumrmt-plans-left-in-tatters/#more-6614 

The build-up to the 29-30 Noveraber Africa-EU summit in Libya often 

felt like two continents perfecting their best laid plans. In the end, 

constant deviation from the script highlights why Europe-Africa 

relations require smaller, firmer steps rather than big, oversized 



strategic ambitions The conference adopted a modest focus - 
investment, jobs creation and economic growth but was dodged at 
ever?" turn by assorted thorny issues, including Europe’s perceived 
economic bad-faith. 

NIGERIA: UN SEEKS DEVEL(~PMI~N’]P ¯ SY;~IRGrbls’ ~kLONG B(~RDER 

http:/i,~vw.un.orgiappsinews/story.asp?NewsID 36984&Cr ni~eria&Crl 

United Nations officials have launched development effbrts to help 
cormnunities aff;ected by a Nigerian-Cameroonian boundary settlement 
that saw sevcral border modifications, including Nigeria’s transfer to 
Cameroon of the oil-rich Bakassi Peninsula. At the request of both 
Governments, the UN country tearus (UNCTs) in the two nations met 
during a meeting chaired by Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon’s Special 
Representative for West Africa Said Djinnit in the Nigerian capital, 
Abuj a, to identify ways to create development progranm~e synergies 
along the border, including in Bakassi and the Lake Chad area. 

SUDAN-: DWIDING THE DEBT 

htt~ ://~wzw. cffdev, orp~/content/’0ublications/detaili1424644/ 

This paper contributes to ongoing discussions about the role of 
Sudan’s $35 billion in extcrnal debt obligations both for a unified 
Sudan and a possible Southern secession. First, it examines Sudan’s 
existing debt @namics and the potential eligibility for traditional 
debt relief and multilateral debt relief initiatives. Second, it 
outlines potential options fbr dividing Sudan’s external debt 
obligations in the event of a Southern secession 

Z~dBABV~: HUGE DEBT BL,~,DEN THREAT 

http://bit.lv/fltsav 

As Zimbab~ve slowly staggers from an unrestrained decade of economic 
recession, the country’s huge debt burden totalling about US$7 billion 
in external arrears presents an albatross around the nation’s neck 
Figures recently released reveal that of the public and publicly 
guaranteed debt of US $6,4 billion as of 31 October, US $4,7 billion is 
in arrears. Put simply, every Zimbabwean owes external creditors 
US$500 

ZIMBABWE: SMALL SCALE C<3LD MLNERS SEEK SEAPORT 

http://bit, lvi~ZtdZR 

Small-scale gold miners have implored Government to support them to 
enhance productive capacity to ensure optimal use of the vast claims 
they hold The small miners said they had capacity to produce about 
1,2 tonnes of gold every month if supported with adequate financial 
resources and equipment. 
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11 tlea[th & HIV/AIDS 

DRC: DISEASE Ft;~%RS DUE TO INSECURITY 

http://bit.N/12SAln5 

Health oflScials’ fears that insecurity and a lack o:[’resources could 
lead to fresh outbreaks of preventable diseases are being proved 
painfully accurate in the Democratic Republic of Congo Polio - 
thought to have been eradicated in DRC five years ago has made a 
frightening reappearance in Central Africa. The World Health 
Organisation has officially recorded 139 cases in the country this 
year, but poor data collection means many more may have been missed. 

GLOBAL: NEW U~q-BACKED RAP1D TEST COU~LD TRANSFORM TUBERCL~LOSIS CARE Ai’~D COi’~FROL 

http://www.un.orgiapps/news/story.asp?NewslD 36989&Cr tuberculosis&Crl 



The United Nations World Health Organisation (\VHO) has endorsed a new 
rapid test for tuberculosis, which it says could revolutionize the way 
the disease is tackled by providing an accurate diagnosis in about 100 
minutes, compared to current tests that can take up to three ruonths. 
’This new- test represents a major ruilestone for global TB diagnosis 
and care. It also represents new hope for the millions of people who 
are at the highest risk of TB and drug-resistant disease,’ said Mario 
Raviglione, Director of YVHO’s Stop TB Department. 

S OIj~I’H AFRICA: BABIES MALNOURISHED \~rriEN THEY DIE 

http ://www.health-e.org.za/news/at ticle.php?uid 20033045 

At least a third of South African children who died in 2007 ~vere 
severely malnourished and a further 30 per cent were underweight for 
age while on average over half were known or suspected to be HIV 
infected These and other statistics are contained in the 2010 South 
African Health Revie~v (SAHR), an almual measure of the country’s 
health status. 

WEST AFRICA: NI:I~¥V VACCINE FOR MASS CAMPAIGN AGAIN-ST \~NINGITIS 

More than 20 million people will be vaccinated between now and the end 
of the year in Burkina Faso, Mall and Niger as a mass vaccination 
campaign using a ne~v conjugate vaccine unfblds across West Africa. 
Manufactured in India, MenAfriVac offers health authorities a po~verful 
weapon against a deadly disease Meningitis is an infection of the 
membrane that surrounds the brain and spinal column. It is most 
prevalent in a region kno~vn as ’the meningitis belt’, which extends 
across sub-Saharan Africa from Senegal in the ~vest to Ethiopia in the 
east. 
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12 Education 

LIBERL~.: ~UP JUMPS A GIRL L’XTf’O THE BOOK’ 

http ://w,~,as,.ips orb/africa/2010/12/liberia-up-i umps-a-~irl-into-the-book/ 

’]7he ]atest UNESCO figures show just five out of ten Liberian women 
over the age of 15 can read or write For men it is six out of ten. 
’]7he West African country now has one of the lowest literacy rates in 
the world, ranked in the bottom fifteen according to UNESCO. ’Standing 
before you, my name is Erica I am nine years old. I go to the 
Christian Ministry Fellowship international school,’ says Erica 
proudly. []rica is among a new generation of students in Liberia who 
are being taught to read using new techniques not seen in West Africa 
before. 

I~_LAWI: STL~DENTS PRO)vffSED MORE ELBOW ROOM 

http:i/uavw.ips.org/africai2010/11/promise-of-elbow-r oom-for-malaxvi-studentsi 

The atmounccment that 5,000 new classroorus will be built that.s to a 
$140 million World Bank loan xvould corae as welcorue news at the Chitowo 
Primal7 School if only- the children sitting on the floors, perched 
on doors and in windoxvs, even taking lessons in the dust beneath trees 
in the yard could hear it. The school, which offers eight priruary 
classes froru Standard One to Eigh in Dedza district, a 1.aral area in 
central Malawi, is bursting at the seams. It has 1,400 pupils and only 
five classrooms. 

UGANDA: iVLCI-LERERE P]q~&.SES O’Lrr 80 DEPARTi~IENTS 

http ://www.monitor. co. u~/News/Educatiorg-i 6883 36/l O67644/-/eO9qlu/-/index.htm1 

Makerere University has phased out 80 departments following its move 
to become a collcgiate institution next acaderuic year. The 88-year-old 
institution had 22 faculties, schools and institutes but will now 
operate under eight colleges and two schools after the Universi~ 
Council approved the recommendations last month James Okello, the 



deputy academic registrar in-charge of Senate, said the current 
structure was overloaded and the new development would help fight red 
tape, reduce duplication of roles and optimise the available 
resources. 
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UGANDA: RESIDENTS THREATEN TO LYNCH SUSPECTED HOMOSEXqJALS 

http:llwww,mask,org,za/residents-threaten-to-lvnch-suspected-homosexuals/ 

Securi~ of two suspected gay persons arrested and released from 
Makerere and Wandegeya police posts in Uganda is a major concern since 
Mitchell Hall Gradens’ residents, where they were arrested, believe 
lynching would be the perfect solution to stop their alleged 
homosexuality. Eye witnesses claim that the two were found engaging in 
’homosexual activities’ at around 10pm on Wednesday 8 December. ’The 
person who fom~d them, known only- as Tamale, called other hall 
residents and they arrested the two. The mob wanted to lynch them but 
the Hall sectuity intelwened and the two were taken to police,’ Adrian 
Jjuuko of Human Rights Awareness and Promotion Forum Uganda (HRAPF) 
stated. 

Z~dBAB\VE: POLICE ACTION AT BULAWAYO I~J-~CH CONDEI~!ED 

’GALZ deplores actions by the Zimbabwe Republic Police against Sexual 
Rights Centre, members of the LGBTI community and activists at a 
recent event organised by Musasa Prqi ect to mark 16 days of activism 
in Bula~vayo. The uninfbrmed and arbitral)’ decision to ask these 
members to leave the event 
only serves to reinforce the bigotry and discrimination of sexual 
minorities at a platform where organisations such as these are ~vorking 
tirelessly to eradicate sexism and its effects.’ 

http:ll~avw,pambazuka org/en/categol-~’/lgbti/69478 
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14 Racism & xenophobia 

SOUTH AFRICA: AUTHOR’S COMMENTS SPARK OUTRAGE 

Award-winning South African author Almelie Botes recently revealed in 
an interview with the Rapport newspaper that she dislikes and fears 
black South Africans Her comments have sparked outrage and debate. 
Commentaries like ’ttands o:ff Annelie Bores’ by Andile Mngxitama 
Chttp://www an~ co.z;~/article/2010-12-01 -hands-off-anneli-botes) and 
’Hiding in a Cave’ by Pierre De Vos 
Chttp://constitutionallyspeakinmcoza/hiding-in-a-cave/) have led to 
a discussion about race and racism in the country 
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15 Environment 

AERICA: AS \VOR],D WARMS, SOI2~Tf;%RN AFRICA SWELTf~R S 

http ://www ips.or~iafrica/2010/12/climate-change-a s-world-warms-so ut hern-afidca-swelters/ 

Africa will be amongst the hardest hit regions of the world as the 
climate heats up, threatening the continent’s ]2~od security, experts 
agree. If global temperatures rise 20 degrees C, southern Africa will 
warm an additional 1 5 degrees to a 3 5-degree increase on average 
Such temperatures could be reached as early as 2035. 

ALGERIA: RENEWABLE ELECTPJCITY PLAN" MOOTED 

http:Iiwww.africanews.corrgsite/Algeria to launch renewable electriciWilist messages/36516 

Algeria will launch a program of renewable energy development over the 
next 20 years, expected to increase its production of electricity from 



alternative sources such as solar or wind, Algerian Ennahar newspaper 
said on Monday. President Abdelaziz Bouteflika on Sunday ordered the 
government to present to the Council of Ministers in 2011, a ’genuine 
national development plan of new and renewable energy’. 

GLOBAI,: (Z,I[vIATE TALKS END W[T[t MODEST STEPS 

http:/7~w¢w, onn. corrgclimate/article/42108 

The world’s governments agreed on Saturday to nmdest steps to combat 
climate change and to give more nmney to poor countries, but they put 
off until next year tough decisions on cutting greenhouse gas 
emissions. Tire deal includes a Green Climate Fund that would give $100 
billion a year in aid to poor nations by 2020, measures to protect 
tropical forests and ways to share clean energy technologies. 

GLOBAL: INDIGENOUS PEOPLE THE NffSSING DELEGATE AT CANCUN 

http://bit.lyifSB SOK 

As nearly 200 delegates gather at the Cotffcrence of the Parties in 
Cancun, Mexico, writer Dermis Martinez points out that Indigenous 
peoples and their advocates have no official seat araong nations, and 
yet have experienced the worst impacts of climate change. To solve the 
problem, delegates of the ~vealthy nations have a climate-mitigation 
plan of choice - carbon offsets embodied in a program called Reduced 
Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD). But for 
healthy and stable ecosystems, Martinez finds that it fails to measure 
up to an overlooked method: continued indigenous stewardship 

GLOBAL: SL2v~dlT ENDS WITHOL~ SOLVING CLIMATE PUZZLE 

http ://vavw ipsnews net/ne;vs.asp ?idnews 53841 

A driving force of the UN-led negotiations for years has been the 
effbrt to attract the private sector, offering more and more 
opportunities for business in the still nascent ’green economy’. The 
inclusion of carbon capture and storage (CCS) systems alnong the 
financeable mechanisms fbr reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases 
is one example of that trend But man)’ environmentalists and 
scientists believe that the carbon market is getting ahead of itself 
’It is a further way of moving away from renewable energies, moving 
a;vay ficom mitigation, to some kind of teclmologT that would not solve 
the problem,’ Nigerian Nnimmo Bassey, chair of Friends of the Earth 
International (FOEI), told Tierram4rica. 

G] ,OBAL: ~ft I[£ EQUITABLE SI L%R]NG OF ATMOSPIt[£R[C AN[) DEVE] ,OPMENT SPACE 

http://bit ly/f.5aukw 

In the quest for an international climate agreement on actions to 
address the climate change crisis, three aspects have to be the basis 
simultaneously: the envirnnmental imperative, the developmental 
imperative, and the equity imperative, says this December policy brief 
from the South Centre. ’]"his formula requires that the different pieces 
of the climate negotiations be seen and addressed as a whole, in a 
holistic way. [n particular, setting the global goal for emission 
reduction has to take account of the environmental imperative. A 
global carbon budget of how much more emissions should be allowed 
between now and 2050 should be :fixed, and also how that budget should 
be allocated especially between developed and developing countrms. 

GLOBAI,: WORLD BANK D[bil~ENG IN CLIMATE bq.JNDS? 

http ://www.brett onwoodsproiect orb/art-567228 

A much awaited November report from the UN high level advisop)~ group 
on climate change finance (AGF) drew criticism for recon~’nending an 
increasing role for nmltilateral development banks (MDBs). The noise 
generated by the report also highlights concerns about the development 
of a nexv climate fund hoped to be decided in Cancun, additional trust 
funds announced at the Bank, and the continued roll-out of the 
Bank-housed climate investment funds (CIFs). 



Land & land rights 

SEiN~EGAL: SENEGAL IN- TALKS TO LEASE FARMLAND TO SAUDI ARABLe. 

htm://l:armlandarab.orai17612 

Senegal is in talks with Saudi Arabia to lease famxland to grow food 
of an area nearly four times the size of Manhattan, an official in 
Senegal involved in the deal told Reuters. Like other wealthy Gulf 
states Saudi Arabia has been buying farmland in Asia and Africa to 
secure food supplies after mt~ation had nearly- doubled the price of 
food in 2008. 

ZAMBIA: SAUDI BUSINESSMAN PLANS TO IN’VEST IN- FRUIT FARNI 

http://ihrmlandgrab.orgi17588 

A Saudi Arabian investor plans to invest in a 5,000 hectare farm and a 
fruit-processing plant in Zambia, the African country’s Finance 
Minister Situmbeko iVlusokotwane said. The contract will be signed in 
the next ttn-ee months for the land, which will be leased, Musokotwane 
told reporters in Rlyadh at a conference today. He didn’t identify the 
Saudi investor 
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17 Food Justice 

AFRICA: AFRICA CAN BE FOOD SELF-SUFFICNNT, STUDY SAYS 

http:I/w*vw trust or~lalertnet/news/africa-can-be-food-self-su.fficient-studyi 

African nations can break dependence on food imports and produce 
enough to feed a growing population within a generation despite extra 
strains from climate change, a stu@ said last Thursday About 70 per 
cent of A:[’ricans are involved in agriculture but almost 250 million 
people, or a quarter of the population of the poorest continent, are 
undernourished [[’he number has risen by 100 million since 1990. 

A[~!ICA: ]-)EVI{LOPING COI2N~IT([ES MUST ’IX)UBLE’ FOOD PRODUCTION 

http://ipsnews net/ne*vsTVE asp?idne*vs 53781 

Food production will have to increase by 70 per cent to feed the 
expected world population of 9 billion by 2050, says a report released 
by the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD). 
Agricultural output in developing countries will have to double, the 
report says This will have to be done when rural poverty is still 
widespread across many developing countries. 

MALI: Lg,~GENT NEED FOR LMPROVING FOOD SECLT-~ITY 

http://ww~v.monitor.upeace.org/innerpg.cfrn?id article 758 

The urgency and importance of all humans having a right to food 
security was spelled out by the 1948 Universal Declaratiun of Hun~an 
Rights stating that ’evelTone has the right to a standard of living 
adequate for the health and well-being of himseff" and of his family, 
including food...’ It~habitants of Bamako, Mali do not yet benefit frora 
these rights. Mall is araongst the one of the poorest countries in the 
world. With a population estimated at about 1,8 million people, Bamako 
the largest city and capital of Mali and it is currently believed to 
be the fastest growing city in Africa. 

NIGER: HERDERS FIGHT THE COST OF LIVESTOCK LOST 

http :~/w~vw~ips~rg~africa/2~ ~ ~/~ 2/niger-herders-c~unt-~sses-p~an-f~r-the-future/ 

Bacharou Gorel had 300 head of cattle before the food security crisis 
begali in Niger. Today he has only 53 left. From Tilab6ri in the ~vest, 
tl~rough the central region of Maradi, and into Diffa in the far east 



of the country, no region has been spared this massive loss of 
livestock, according to Harouna Abarchi, from AREN (the Association 
for the Revival of Livestock in Niger), a non-governmental 
organisation based in Niamey, the Nigerien capital 
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18 Media &freedorn of expression 

COTE D’ WOIRE: MEDIA REGULATOR BANS FOREIGN MEDL~ FROM COVEREX-G 
POLITICAL CRISES 

http://www.mediafonnd.or~iindex.php’.’option corn content&task~riew&id 596&Itemid 1 

The National Conncil for Broadcast and Communication (CNCA), a media 
regulatory body in Cote d’ Ivoire on 2 Decernber 2010 issued a 
directive banning all foreign radio and TV channels in the country 
from covering the ongoing political crises in the count~. Media 
Foundation for West Africa (MFWA)’s correspondent reported that the 
CNCA annonnced the ban in a corrmmniqu4 read by its secretat?, general, 
F41ix Nanihio, during a news broadcast on state-owned TV at 20 hours 
GMT. 

GLOBAL: IFJ CONDEb£qS US ~\,N(ILEAKS BACKLASH 

http :/,,’bit. ly/hufuEX 

The International Federation of Journalists (IF J) has condemned the 
political backlash being mounted against the whistle-blowing website 
WikiLeaks and accused the United States of attacking free speech after 
it put pressure on the website’s host server to shut down the site 
The website’s host Amazon.corn blocked access to WikiLeaks after United 
States officials condemned the torrent of revelations about political, 
business and diplomatic affairs that has given people around the world 
unprecedented access to detailed ilcformation from United States 
sources, much of it embarrassing to leading public figures. 

GLOBAL: W~r(ILEAKS EXPOS~,S ARE A ’WAKE-UP CALL FOR POYVERFUL REGIMES’, 
SAYS APC DIRECTOR 

http :Ii~vw~v.apc. orgien/newslwikileaks-exposes-are-wake-call-powerful-regimes-s 

The WikiLeaks Cablegate affair is making it clear to governments that 
they cannot so easily control what is secret and what is not, said 
Anriette Esterhuysen, executive director of the Association for 
Progressive Commnnication (APC), the ~vorld’s longest-running online 
progressive net~vork fbunded in 1990 If governments respond 
rationally, they will realise that it is cumbersome and expensive to 
keep in]brmation secret in a connected networked world and that they 
should only incur this expense when really necessary, she elaborated. 

MOROCCO: MOROCCO EYES GENZ)ER EQUALITY IN MEDIA 

http:i/www m a~harebia.con~,cocoon/awi/xhtml 1/en GB/features/awi/features/2010/12/06/feature-01 

Moroccan women are acutely underrepresented in the media sector, 
according to a recent report. National Moroccan Press Syndicate (SNPM) 
data show that women constitute just 26 per cent of journalists in the 
country. The SNPM revealed in its 23 November study that 1,755 men 
hold a professional j ournalist card l?om the [\/Iinistry of 
Comanunication, as opposed to 632 women 

SOMALIA: PRESS [~.EEDOM PRIZE GOES TO SON.L[ RADIO STA’IION RADIO SHABELLE 

http ://en.rs f orglsomalia-pr ess-fi-eedom-prize-g o es-t o-somali-10-12-2010,39003.html 

Reporters Without Borders has awarded its 2010 Press Freedom Prize to 
two symbols of courage, the jailed hanian journalist Abdolreza Tajik 
and the embattled Somali news radio station Radio Shabelle. ’This year 
we are honouring a courageous j ournalist, Abdolreza Taj ik, and a 
beleaguered radio station, Radio Shabelle,’ Reporters Without Borders 
secretary-general Jean-FranCois Julliard said. ’These laureates work 
into two countries, Iran and Somalia, where reporting the ncws is a 
constant battle.’ 



SOUTtt AFRICA: NEW AGE N[{WSPAPER FINALLY HITS ’]]]E ST[K[{ETS 

ht~p://wwwan~ co.~/artic~e/2~10-~2-~-new-a~e-newspaper-fina~b/~-hits-the-streets 

The New Age newspaper has finally hit the streets, with editor Hermf 
Jeffreys ]aunching into whether it was an African National Congress 
(ANC) mouthpiece. ’Contrapy- to popular [rrlainly the ruedia] opinion - we 
are not The New Agent,’ read a strapline preceding his maiden 
editorial. 
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19 Conflict & emergencies 

ALGERIA: KIDNAPPING, DRUG TRAFFI(-’KING DOMrNATE AQIM ACTIVITIES 

http:i/www,magharebia.com,’cocoon/awiixhtmll/en GB/f’eatureslawi/featuresi2OlO/12iOSifcature-O1 

When the narue al-Qaeda is ruentioned in the Maghreb, it is often 
cotmected to kidnapping, drug trafficking or the robbing of a bank. 
This lirtk between organised crime and terrorism has become so strong 
that some expe~ts now clairu that rather tl-lan committing crimes to 
finance terrorisru, al-Qaeda now uses terrorism as cover for their 
criminal activity. 

CAR: CLASH-DISPLACED NEED URGENT HELP, SAYS LrN- 

http://www, IRINne~vs.org/report.aspx?Reportid 91308 

Thousands of people who fled a 24 November rebel attack in the 
northeastern Central African Republic (CAR) town ofBirao, Vakaga 
Province, urgently need humanitarian assistance, says a L~,- official 
’The ~vhole population, about 8,000, stayed a week in the bush, with no 
access to drinkable ~vater, no protection from mosquitoes..’ said 
Jean-S6bastien IVfunie, head of the UN Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Afthirs (OCHA), m the CAR. 

DJIBOLrFI: BLACKWATER CLE.&P.ED TO KILL PIP~ATES 

http://vavw.aficol comlarticles/36991 

The government of Djibouti permitted the controversial private US 
sectu-ity firm Blackwater ’to operate an alrned ship from the port of 
Djibouti’ and to ’use lethal force against pirates’ The permission 
was given in February 2009, it is revealed in a cable from the US 
Embassy in Z~jibouti, published by WikiLeaks 

MOROCCO: MANY KILLED IN MOR£)CCO RAINS 

ht tp://english.alia zeera net/news/~[’ric a/2010/11/20101130135637853788.html 

At least 30 people have been killed in M0rroco following torrential 
rain and floods The dead included 24 people who were killed on 
Tuesday after their bus :[’ell into a flooded river near Bouznika city, 
40km south of the capital Rabat, police and the of[icial MAP news 
agency said. 

SUDAN: AP~M MILITIA TO CONTAIN LRA, SAY LOCAL I.EADERS 

http:i/wxvw irinnews.orziReport.aspx?ReportIZ) 91342 

Southern Sudan should ann the local Arrow Boys militia to protect 
civilians in Western Equatoria State (WES) against possible attacks by 
renmant Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) fighters during Januaty’s 
referendum on secession, say local leaders. ’We’ve told the 
government, "Let [the Arroxv Boys] be trained and armed, and they will 
defeat the LRA, and when the LRA dies, the Arrow Boys xvill give back 
the weapons",’ Western Equatoria governor Joseph Bakosoro told IRIN. 



SUDAN: GOVERN,’MENT SAYS SLA A TARGET 

http ://www.savedarfur. org/pa~esiclips/sudan-s ay s-sla-a-tar get-reioinin~-rebel-a[liesi 

Sudan’s army has said that rebel leader Minni MJnnawi’s Sudan 
Liberation Army (SLA) - the only Daffur insurgent group to sign a 
peace deal with Khartoum - is now a military target Ant’ clashes 
between the army and the SLA would be a severe major blow to Darfur’s 
stalling peace process, with other rebel groups sceptical of 
Khartoum’s willingness to honour any accord they may sign. 
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20 Internet & technology 

GLOBAL: WOULDiN’T YOUL~ TO HAVE A LOW BAND\rv~)TH VERSION OF SKYPE? 

http:i/xvwxv.kabissa, orgiblog/wouldnt-v ou-have-low-bandwidth-ver sion-skype 

Recently launched was a ’bespoke, low-bandwidth version of Skype for 
use in 120 hardship locations set~zed by UNHCR staff merubers around the 
world’. Many nexvspapers and blogs picked up on it, including Guardian 
Tech, Mashable, and the LA Tinres. Many friends directed nre to it, 
knowing that I aru always interested in tech developruents in Africa. 
Unfortunately, ’bespoke’ (I had to look it up) means designed and 
produced for particular customers. So that means this version of S~’pe 
is only available to UN~ICR staff’. It xvill not be available to anyone 
else for the foreseeable fut~e - even if they live in places with 
slow- Internet access. 
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21 eNe~vsletters & mailing lists 

TANZANJA: CORRUPTION TRACKER SYSTEbI NEWSLETTER AVA]LABLE 

http://www.cormptiontracker.or tz 

In the issue, you will find progress on the controversial purchase of 
radar for Tanzania and an exclusive media investigation linking 
Tanzania’s politicians to monet, laundering. There is also an article 
on corruption and poaching in Tanzania and an exposure of ho;v some 
government agencies may be flouting the law to engage in questionable 
commercial dealings 
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22 Fundraising & useful resources 

GLOBAL: NEW MANUAL ON HUMSXN R[GtITS-BASED APPROACH TO PROGRAMMING 

https: //www unfpa ora/public/home/news/pid/7021 

Harvard School of Public Health and UN[~’PA, the United Nations 
Population Fund, will release a new manual on 9 December on how to 
apply and promote human rights in all development work - including in 
humanitarian emergencies and difficult contexts. Designed for use by 
development workers and others, the manual provides practical tools 
for designing and implementing a human rights-based approach, and 
illustrates the benefits of using such an approach in development 
work. 

JUIX3ES \~%NTF.D FOR CHILD ESSAY CONTEST 

Men and women of African descent are wanted to judge essays written by 
children, aged seven to 16 years, from across Afiqca and the African 
diaspora for ’The Annual Essay Contest :for Children of African Descent 
2011’. Essays are written in English, French, Portuguese, Spanish and 
Sesotho. Judges wanted for all these languages. See how bright our 
children are as they tackle such issues as media censorship, 
biotechnology, corporate front groups and abuse of science, food 
sovereignty-, corporate abuse, racism, ethics and respect. 
Visit: ’Essay Contests’ at http://www.lornaiones.net/ 
Contact: email@lornajones.net or          ~yahoo.co.uk 



NEW REFERENC’E TOOL FOR YVOMEN HUMAN KiGHTS DEFENDERS 

http://bit. 1g/fL3pEv 

AWID has conrpiled a useful reference tool for women human rights 
defenders, in collaboration with the Wonren Htwaan Rights Defenders 
International Coalition. The compilation lists research materials 
dealing xvith the securib" and protection of defenders, resources that 
women activists can consult concerning their wellbeing and self-care, 
nranuals dealing ~vith how- to doctwaent and monitur violations of women’s 
rights, as well as manuals on the rights and mechanisms available to 
wonren human rights defenders at risk. 

OUT OF AFRICA: A ik,f GHT TO CELEBRATE SHORT FR,MS B Y KENYAN FILMMAKERS 

Submission deadline: 15 December 2010 

The Women in Film International Committee is pleased to present ’Out 
of Africa: A Night to Celebrate: Short Films by Kenyan Filmmakers’ 
being held at Universal Studios, in Los Angeles, California USA, on 5 
March 2011. 

http ://w~vw. pambazuka org/ela/category/fundraisingi6 9464 
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23 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

AFRICAADAPT CLN4ATE CHANGE SYMPOSIJ~rM 2011 

9-11 March 2011, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

If you are a researcher, policy-maker, donor, NGO or communW 
representauve, share your knowledge and experience at the AfricaAdapt 
Climate Change Symposium 2011. This landmark event is Afi-ica-focussed 
and fi-ee to attend. 

http://www.pamba’zuka.or~/en/categorv/courses/69466 

I & EAR: AUDK) MEDIA ]~,ITERACY, ACOUSTIC F.DUCAT[ON ANZ) PRODUCTION 

A skills training programme for audio media literacy & enhanced communication 

’I & EAR’ is a mobile training prograwane and adaptable educational 
service based on a methodology of listening developed through a 
creative pracuce by Claudia Wegener (ak.a radio continental drift). 
It assists conceptual development of cowanunication & conversation 
practices through acoustic education and production. 

SUMMF.R SCttOOL ON GOVERNANCE AND ]~)E’~,f~] ,OPMF.NT 

Mozambique, 4-8 April 2011 

http://wu~v.pambazuka.orgiimages/articles/509/applications.pdf 

The Mo Ibrahim Foundation in association with SOAS and the Centre of 
African Studies-University of London is urganising a Surmner School in 
Mozambique in April 2011 on the topic of ’Governance and Development 
in Africa’. The residential school is for 25 participants who are 
policy makers, academics, researchers or civil society representatives 
from any African cotmtry who will gain, through this training, new 
ideas and l~mwledge on the broad issue of governance and developruent. 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton./ib.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc 

I ,ibrary Notice 

VValter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circul at*on Department 

Umversity of North Carolina 
12-13-10 

Claapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
First          o         at: ~~rfo/ 
accumulate daily. Renew 
AUTHOR: Vema, Couze.        ALTfHOR: Camay, phiroshaw. 

The postcolonial challenge : toward Race, repression and resistance : a 

CALL NO: JV51 .Vd4 2006 CALL NO: JQ1981 C363 2007 

BARCODE: 00026320491 
BARCODE: 00030084925 

Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 
Davis LibraU DLrE: 12-06-10 

A1,Z[’ItOR:               AUT[tOR : Ashcroft, Bill, 
Postcolonialism and political theor Post-colonial studies : the key con 

CALL NO: JV51 .P665 2007 
CA11. NO: JV22 .A84 2007 

BARCODE: 00028775246 
BARCOD}~.: 00030266113 

Davis Library i)UI{: 12-08-10 
Davis Library I)UE: 12-08-10 

EUNICE N SAtlLE 
AERICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~FUDrES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

:48 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-10 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
Terreblanche, Solomon Johalmes AUTHOR: Parry, Benita. 
A history of inequality in South Af Postcolonial studies : a materialis 
CALL ix-O: JQ1981 T4777 2002 CALL NO: PR9080 .P366 2004 
BARCODE: 00022462924 BARCODE: 00024208581 
Davis Library DUE: 12-06-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTHOR: Hendricks, t;red      AUTHOR: 

Fault-lines in Suuth African demucr Contempurary postcolonial theuw : 

CALL NO: JQ1981 F38 2003 C~kJ_J, NO: PN771 .(3595 1996 

BARCODE: 00023106639 BARCODE: 00025359111 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRIC~N-AMER S~I~UDII~S 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:47 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Libm~Tr <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-10 

First Overdue Notice: The following irems are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Ashcroft, Bill, AUTHOR: 

Post-colonial transf,armation Marxism, moderni~z and postcolonial 

CALL ix,-(): JV51 .A75 2001 CALL ix,-(): PN98.C6 M37 2002 

BARCODE: 00019235025 BAR, ODE: 00021632486 

Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTttOR: Ldpez, Alfred J.,    A~Z[’ttOR: Chrisman, Laura. 

Posts and pasts : a theory o[’postc Postcolonial contraventions : cultu 

CALL NO: PN98 P62 L67 2001 CALL NO: ;W51 .(;55 2003 

BARCODE: 00019397449 BARCODE: 00022467821 

Davm Libraw DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IIIDIES 
CB# 3395 2()5 BATTLE 

:46 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-10 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Past the last post : theorizing pos The pre-occupation of postcolonial 
CALL NO: PR9080.5 .P38 1990 CALL NO: JV51 .P74 2000 c.2 
BARCODE: 00007309682 BARCODE: 00019669217 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUT[IOR: Gandhi, Leela,      AUT[IOR: 

Postcolonial theory : a critical in Postcolonialism : critical concepts 

CALL NO: JV5I .G36 1998 CALL NO: JV51 P67 2000v.1 

BARCODE: 00015532434 BARCODE: 00019125992 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IXIDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:45 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librm?- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-10 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:               AUTHOR: McEwar~ Che~q. 
The Routledge companion to postcolo Postcolonialism and development 

CALL NO: JV51 .R68 2007 CALL NO: JV51 .M38 2009 
BARCODE: 00030576154 BARCODE: 00033556063 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTHOR: Myers, Jason Conard.    AU’]]IOR: Hiddleston, Jane. 

Indirect rule in South Africa : tra Understanding postcolonialism 

CALL NO: JQ1931 X/194 2008 CALL NO: JV5I .H53 2009 

BARCODE: 00030933009 BARCOD}{: 00033690523 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 12-06-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EU]~’[CE N SAt]LE 

AF[<[CAN & AFRICAN-AMER ST[ID]I{S 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:49 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 13, 2010 10:37 AM 

Department listserv ¢~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] Countdown to Holiday Blood Drive - Tuesday, December 14th 

From: Katrina CoNe [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 20:~0 3:5:[ PM 
To: UNC Dept. Business Managers 
Subject: [business_managers] Countdown to Holiday Blood Drive next Tuesday, December 14th 

PLEASE FORWARD IN YOUR 

He]tp us reacl:~ our HMiday Blood Drive goal! Sig~ up *~day to g~ve blood at www.unc.edu/blood 

Our goal for the Woollen Gym Holiday Blood Drive scheduled for next Tuesday, December 14th from 7:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. is 400 units. As of 12/9/2010, we had 
exactly 400 appointments scheduled (349 Whole Blood m~d 51 Double Red Cell). I think we may be on target to MAK~ GOAL providing ~,e get a fe~, more 

donors on our schedule by 3:00 p.m. on Monday, 12/13 as some people make not keep their appointments or sickness will keep them away. Donors should eat 

and drink something prior to donating. We hope to beat last year’s record of 405 units at this particular drive. 

Come and be a paxt of this important public service event as the holidays are typically a time when blood donations decrease, yet the demand for blood at the healtl~ 

i:acilities in our region does not. 

Please conlinue to encourage people within your unit or in the community to sign up and KEEP THEIR APPOINTMENTS and/or their VOLUNTEER SHIFTS! 
Walk-ins roll be welcome, but appointments are recommended. 

Thanks, see you at the Blood Drive. 

Katrina Coble, Chair, Recruitment 

Ca~:olina Blood Drive Committee 

962-1801 

"In everything give tl’~anks-gratitude is the attitude that sets tl’~e altitude for living." 

¯ -- You ~:e currently subscribed to 

business mmmgers as: abuell(?~)email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28289354-23351052.88d152cd550c3fl 31 cdc33d20bf62acb@listserv.unc.edu 

You a~e currently subscribed to affial?am as: eunice@email.unc.e&,. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJalTarn&o~8301283 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28301283-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(/~)listserv.unc~edu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday 12:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Next Round 

Attach: .doc 

Dear Mwalimu - 

I hope you’re doing fine, m~d that the end of the semester is finishing smoothly. For my past, my recent research trip tc            has been put on hold with the 

election turmoil there. I shonld have known that planning a trip the month after the first elections in a decade was not a judicious decision... 

I wmated to write to otter a friendly reminder that the three letters of recommendation to the ~hools to which I am applying are due in the near future. By this point, I 

am well aware that being a few weeks late is not catastrophic, but I did want to remind you of their "due" dates, which are: 

: December 15 

December 31 

Janua~" 2 

You should have received notifications from each of them electronically, but I roll send them all again in just a few minutes. In case you need, I’ve attached my 

statement of purpose. 

As always. I appreciate your help and guidance so veo~ mnch. Please let me know if there is any favor that I can offer in return for eveo~thing you have done for me. 

Looking forward to hearing from you soon, 



Statement of Purpose 

Voting members of the African Union (AU) have historically come from five 
continental regions,i but in 2006 - during its quest to solidify Nkrumah’s "United States 

of Africa" - the AU named a sixth African region.: the African Diaspora~11 Despite 
assertions by scholars including K~vame Appiah1~ and Tommie Shelby~v that Black unity 
needs to find a more stable foundation than simple "racial" similarity, the African 
Union’s veneration of its Diaspora shows that the notion of Black solidarity continues to 
hold an unassailable place in the continental psyche as a tool for engendering political 
change. In today’s world of extreme interconnectedness, what role does the notion of 
Black solidarity play in the transnational relations of peoples of African descent, and 
what do these connections reveal about the nature of the Black experience today? 

In undertaking an Africana Studies Ph.D. at the University of Pennsylvania, my 
primary interest is Africana political thought (particularly on Black solidarity) and its 
historical and contemporary influence on transnational relations of African, Caribbean, 
and African-American peoples, states, and institutions. I would therefore elect to 
undertake a dual field of study: the first in African Diaspora Studies, and the second in 
African Studies, ~vhich respectively represent my current and historical areas of 
intellectual interest. Within the tradition of Africana philosophy, I am profoundly 
interested in all strains of Africana political thought, including those originating from 
Africans (Pan-Africanism, Afro-Ma~:ism, and precolonial philosophy), African- 
Americans (Black Power, Black Nationalism, and Black Marxism), peoples of the 
Caribbean (Rastafarianism and Pan-Caribbean political thought), as well as theorizations 

of the African Diaspora (N~gritude, Afro-Caribbean philosophy, and Black Feminist 
thought). Not vie~ving these paradigms in intellectual isolation, I am moreover interested 
in the mechanisms for political change that these philosophies have underwritten, such as 
NGOs (like the NAACP and UNIA), intergovernmental organizations (the Organization 
of African Unity and CARICOM), religious groups (Ethiopianism and Rastafariansim) 
and social justice movements (non-aligned, civil rights, and anti-apartheid movements). 

These discrete topics are situated under the arc of my broader interdisciplinary 
interests of critical race, postcolonial, and radical political theories ~vhere I seek to better 
understand Africana scholars’ understandings of the nexuses of race and social justice, 
hegemony and resistance, and power and knowledge production in both domestic and 
international spheres. At the most macro-level, I am curious about the role of race in 
intell ectual history; specifically, the extent to which the histories, thoughts and politics of 
the African Diaspora have been allowed to inform the disciplinary formations of the 
social sciences in the Western academy, as well as how- Africana Studies has attempted to 
incorporate them in instances of their exclusion. With this research agenda situated at the 
intersections of history, political science, and philosophy, the interdisciplinary nature of 
the University of Pennsylvania’s Africana Studies Ph.D. program is perfectly suited to 
my needs. 

My recognition of the deeply important linkages between Africana political 
thought and its impact on the practice of international politics was cultivated while 
pursuing my M.A. in African Studies at Yale, where I wrote my thesis on Western 
international relations theory and its utter inapplicability to Africa. I argued that because 

of a latent privileging of European and American ontological and epistemological 
assumptions embedded within Western political science, neither of its subfields of 
international relations nor political theory have incorporated Africa or its Diaspora in any 
meaningful ~vay. As a result, the discipline has thus forwarded false racist and imperial 



"universal" assertions about the international realm that both infantilize Africa and 
resultantly demand perpetual Western surveillance of the global south. In response to the 
yet-to-be-decolonized nature of political science, I created my own theory of interstate 
African relations. Drawing upon Africana political thought, I argued that when faced with 
the prospect of creating a new interstate order in the post-independence period, African 
leaders shrewdly transfigured the historically "racially" based philosophy of Pan- 
Africanism into a "statist" ideology that they then embedded into continental institutions 
such as the Organization of African Unity. Relying on a rhetoric of Black solidarity, these 
institutions then laid the ground rules for African international relations by protecting 
individual state sovereignty, forbidding interstate wars, and encouraging Diasporic 
cooperation to fight a perceived unjust world order. 

My deep interest in Africana political thought has also shaped my professional 
development into what one colleague has called an "Africana international relations 
specialist." Currently, I serve as a Sub-Saharan Africa analyst contracted to the U.S. 
Department of Defense, where I write and publish articles on African political and 
security issues, grounded in research derived from daily reviews of global media sources 
in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese. In my spare time, I also serve as a research 
assistant for Nigeria’s Ambassador to the United Nations, Dr. Joy Ogwu, with whom I 
have previously co-authored a U.N. monograph on the African Union’s understanding of 
sovereignty and secession. These activities follow from my experience both as an intern 
at the governance unit in the United Nations’ Development Program in Nigeria and my 
tenure as the editor-in-chief of the Yale Journal of International Affairs. 

More than just an Africanist, my background also includes work on the Diaspora 
as well. Having interned at both the Institute of Caribbean Studies and the noted African- 
American foreign policy lobby TransAfrica Forum, I am acutely aware of the role of the 
triangular connections between Africa, the Caribbean and African-Americans. One of my 
most substantial projects to date has been Caribbean-focused: a book-length manuscript 
on the political history of French Guiana that questions why, despite the proliferation of 
Rastafarian anti-imperial political thought amongst the territory’s Creole population, no 
movement has yet galvanized there to demand decolonization and independence from 
France. My other relevant published work on the African Diaspora includes an 
assessment of the parallels of racial and environmental injustice in Haiti and New 
Orleans, an examination of the dilemma of post-apartheid Pan-Africanism in 
transnational social justice movements, and an application of Marxi st (Gramscian) 
thought to African elites’ interactions with global development institutions. 

As these interests align with those of your faculty, I would be honored to work 
~vith Professor Adolph Reed on Africana political philosophy, Professor Tukufu Zuberi 
on methodologies of Africana Studies, and Professors Barbara Savage and Robert Vitalis 
on interrogations of the nexus of race and the study of international relations. To abet my 
pursuit of a greater understanding of the impact of Black solidarity on transnational 
relations, I hope that the committee will grant me the invaluable opportunity to j oin your 
Ph.D. program in the upcoming academic year. 

i These five regions included northern, southern, eastern, western and central Africa. 

i~ The African Union: Sixth Regional Afrikan Diaspora Facilitators~ Working Group in the Netherlands. 
"The African Union: Sixth Regional Afrikan Diaspora." 2010. Retrieved at http://www.au6tl~regionfwg.nli. 
iii Kwame Anthow Appiah, In My Father’s House: ~/kica in the Philosophy of Culture. Oxford, U.K.: 

Oxford University Press. 1992. 176. 



i, Tommie Shelby, We Ff~ho are Dark." The Philosophical Foundations of Black Solidarity. Cambridge, MA: 

The Belknapf Press of Harvard University Press. 2005.2 - 10. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ of Pennsylvania Graduate School o fArts <suppo~hobsous.com> 

Monday, 12:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Request for a Recommendation 

NOTE: This message was previously sent on 1 12:53:16 PM. 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

The applicant below is in the process of applying for admission to our institution, and has chosen ,you to provide a recommendation You may access the online recommendation form at the 
URL listed below. 

Name of Applicant: 
Email Address: ~mail. corn 
Department/Maj or: 
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy 
Click belo~v to complete the online Recommendation: 

Persunal Access Cude: 
Password: 
For security purpuses, please keep yuur Personal Access Code and Passwurd cunfidential and do not share with the applicant 

Ifyuu were nut able to login thruugh the above link, cupy and paste the URL below intu yuur bruwser. 
https://rec.applyyourself.cum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Embark Online Recommendalions <messages@nolification.embark.com> 

Monday, 12:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Online Recommendation 

You have been asked by             to complete an online 
letter of recommendation for Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. 

To access and complete your letter of recommendation, please go to: 

You ~vill have the option to change your password upon login 

SAVE THIS INFORMATION FOR FUTUP, E REFERENCE 

When you log into Online Recommendations, you will have access to the 
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences’s actual recommendation form, which you will be able to 
compose, review and submit online at your leisure. You will also be able 
to print a copy fbr your files. 

Completing your recommendation online is easy, reliable, and completely 
secure. Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences prefers online submission of recommendations 
as it streamlines the entire process. 

Remember to login at https://applv.embark.com/orecs/with the 
User ID and Password provided above. 

[[’hank you from and Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 

For technical support, please email support@embark corn 

************************************************************************** 

Do not reply tn this address. This is an auto-confirmation email sent by Embark from our Online Application System on behalf of our institutional partners For general admissions questions 
contact the institution directly (a free form response link may have been included in this email). For technical difficulties, login to your application, and consult the Help (;enter. ~fhis is a one- 
time administrative email, therefore you do not need to unsubscribe 
************************************************************************** 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:39 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Resume 

Atlach: resume.docx 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I hope >-ou are doing well I have sent, I believe, two online 
recommendation forms {?Ol:q graduate schools for you, if you don’t mind doing 

them. I’m attaching my resume in case you want to refer to it Thank you so 

much[ See you Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.tmc .edu~ 

Monday, December 13, 2010 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Travel Reilnbursemen~/Receipts! C~eetings, etc 

Hi Eunice, 

Thank you so much for hand delivering your receipts last Thursday 
afternoon to my office. I am off on Fridays and is starting to process 
your reimbursement to Kenya before I leave for the day. 

You gave me fbur receipts in Kenyan Shilling totaling $161 41 m us 
Dollars. Please fbrgive me fbr asking, but I just wanted to clari~z 
before I completed your reimbursement. Are you claiming per diems, 
lodging, airfare or aW other expenses that you did not mention to me or 
give me receipts fi~r’? Please note: we do not need receipts :[’or per 
diems, but would need receipts for your lodging and airfare. I will hold 
off" on completion of your travel reimbursement until I hear back from you. 

I did not see an email or any receipts J2~r your trip I copied Barbara 
Anderson on this email as a FYI. 

Thank you for your prompt reply!! 

Margaret Woods 

On 8/23/2010 10:43 AM; Barbara Anderson wrote: 
I)ear Eunice: 
We now have word on our revised budget l?om D.C. This is a vepf exciung 
prnject. In this academic year we have $1500 for Human Rights talks. 
Please be aware that Peter Landstrom is away on extended sick leave, so 
Margaret Woods will help you with finances [Margaret: this will come 
from budget line H.3 d.]. We should talk about how you would like to use 
the l~nds for this prolect (airfare, hotel accommodations, an 
honorarittm, etc.). Obviously this won’t be enough for what you have in 
mind, but will hopefully get the ball rolling. Wam~est regards, Barbara 

eunice@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Barbara, 
>> 

>> I hope you are ertioying your visit to the L~K. Looking forward to 
>> catching up with you when you return. 
>> 

>> I write today- to see if the Cunter can contribute towards a public 
>> event litfi(ed both Afri416 (human rights and social movements in 
>> Afiica) and INTS560 (human rights, ethics and global issues) focusing 
>> on the theme of environmental ethics and human rights this fall. The 
>> event would be the Chapel Hill viewing of Dr. Wangari Maathaai’s film: 
>> "Taking Root: The Vision of Wangari Maathai". The film is finally out 
>> and Mr. Kamqii Wachiira who 2 weeks ago participated in the national 
>> launch in Kenya and who is also featured in the film is open to 
>> leading a discussion following the viewing of the film. 
>> 

>> As you know, I appreciate the Center’s support of human rights courses 
>> especially your previous contribution to Afri416 conferences. I hope 
>> this wonderful tradition continues. 
>> 

>> Kind regards, 
>> Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 4:00 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Next Round 

Thanks Mwalimu! Please s~y well over the holidays! 

All best, 

On Man, 
No worries 

All the best, 
Mwalimu. 

at 3:00 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
The deadlines are very well noted in this week’s to do list. 

From: @qmail.corn] 
Sent: Monday, 12:42 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Next Round 

Dear Mwalimu - 

I hope you’re doing fine, and that the end of the semester is finishing smoothly. For nay paxt, my recent research trip to           has been put on hold with the 

election turmoil there. I should have known that planning a trip the month at~ter the tirst elections in a decade was not a judicious decision... 

I wanted to write to offer a friendly reminder that the three letters of recom~nendation to the schools to which I aa~ applying me due in the near future. By this poinL I 

am well aware that being a few weeks late is not catastrophic, but I did want to remind you of their "due" dates, which are: 

December 15 

December 31 

Janualy 2 

You should have received nolifications from each of them electronically, but I roll send them all again in jus~t a few minutes. In case you need, I’ve attached my 

statement of purpose. 

As alway~ I appreciate your help and guidance so veD’ much. Please let me kiaow if there is any thvor that I can ott~r in return tbr eveD~thing you have done tbr me. 

Looking fora.ard to hearing from you soon, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 13, 2010 6:56 PM 

Department listserv ¢~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriaJhm] Vacation... 

Dear All, 
I will be out of the office and away for vacation from December 16th through January 2nd. Have a lovely holiday season and please let Travis know if you have any 
questions while I am away. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agaflla Buell 
Business Ott]cer 
Depa~rtment of Public Policy 
217 Abemcthy Hall, CB #3435 
Department of_~M’ricaaa & Afro-Americml Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
University of Norfl~ Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edt~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriat~am&o~8304617 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-28304617-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicolai R6schert <n.roeschert@africavenir.org> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 5:24 AM 

Eunice Saleh <eunice~leh@gmail.com>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJ, l.unc.edu> 

Hello’. 

Hi Eunice! 

How are you? Did you have a nice journey to Kenya and back to the USA? 
Once again: Thank you so much for your inputs to our dialogue forum and the workshop in Berlin It was yew inspiring and I hope we keep in touch - especially also in regard to possible 
research projects. 
Since December I have entered the board of AfricAvenir in Berlin and occupy the post of chairperson besides Eric. Our plans for the coming years are ambitious but very interesting and 
hopefully rewarding. 

Best whishes, 
Nicolai 

Nicolai RSschert 
Chairperson 
AfricAvenir International e.V 
Kurftirstenstr. 33 
10785 Berlin 

Tel.: +49 (0)30 8544457 

Mobil: 

Mail: n.roeschert@africavenir, urg 

http:i/www africavenir ur~ 

Unterstt~tzen Sie unsere Projekte durch eine Spende: 

AfricAvenir Internatiuna[ e V. 

Badische Beamtenbank 

BLZ 66 09 08 00 

Kto 00 16 72 13 03 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 8:25 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@lis~tserv.unc.edw~ 

[smwg01 ] FW: L~kF Fellowship Deadline Approaching 

Emilio del Valle Escalante 
Assistant Professor of SpaNsh 

Romance Languages a~d Literatures 
U~iversity of North Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 
Webpa~je: h~p:/i~w¢,unc.edui~,,edelvall 

From: James Park (Ceder) [jpark@ulagos.cl] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 14,, 2010 7:31 AM 

To: ceder@ulagos.cl; postgrado@ulagos.cl; v.i.p@ulagos.cl; Alvarez-Santullano Pilau Arturo Vallejos; Bruno C~rdenas; Carcamo-Huechante, Luis E; Carlos Mora; Claudio 
Rivera; Devine Guzm~n, Tracy; Eduardo Barraza; Eduardo Castro; Egon Montecinos; del Valle Escalante, Emilio; Francisco R Mesa Mesina; Francisco qher; Gabriela Alvarez; 
Garda Marcos; Gonzalo de la Maza; Guillermo Diaz; Juan S~nchez; Karen Vazquez; Kiss Diana; Carlos Camino; Katherinne Osses; Luis Reyes Rodffguez; M6nica Espinoza 
P~rez; Orlando Alvarado Cardenas; Carla Hellwig Enriotti; Claudio Andres Gajardo Cortes; Daniel Rodriguez; Luis Miguel Borquez Pereira; Maria Olga Moreno F; Paula Salinas; 
Ester Nancy Leal; fngdd Solis; Leonel Soto; Mariela Moreira; Marjorie Polanco; Paola Muffoz Ferreira; Marcelo Tapia; Mariela Casas; Michel Duquesnoy; Michel Duquesnoy; 
Michel Duquesnoy; Nicolas S~ez; ONG Vertientes; Patricia ZONga; Patrick Puigmal; Pedro Alejandro Fuenzalida Rodffguez; Roxana Carolina Miranda Rupailaf; Sandra 
Hern~ndez; Sandra Rios - Ceder; Sergio Mansilla; Vergara Nelson; Victor Neira 
Subject: Fw: IAF Fellowship Deadline Approaching 

Estimados y Estimadas, 
Por si conocen a alguien, chileno o de otra nacionalidad de latino arn6rica, que est~ o haya estudiado un doctorado en una universidad de EEUU. y que necesite terminar su tests con trabajo 
en terreno, estfi este incentiw~. 
James 

........ Forwarded Message ........ 

From: I~XY~" Fellowship Program <ckasner@iie.org> 

To: jpark@uiagos.cl 

Sent: Mon, 13 Dec 2010 19:17:22 -0500 (EST) 

Sut~iect: IAF Fellowship Deadline Approaching 

The Inter-American Foundation 
Grassroots Development Fellowships 

Funding IPh.D. Dissertation Research 

Visit w~v.iie.or~iaf [br eligibili~’ criteria and how to apply. 

REMINDER APPLICATION DEADLINE: January 18th, 2011 

IAF Fellowships support dissertation research in Latin America and the Caribbean undertaken by students who have 
advanced to Ph.D. candidacy in a university in the United States. Fellows must be U.S. citizens or citizens of the 
independent Latin American countries. Proficiency in the language(s) appropriate to the research proposal is required. 

based on both development and scholarly criteria. Proposals should offer a practical orientation to field-based 
information on the following topics: 
,, Organizations promoting grassroots development among the poor; 
¯ the financial sustainability and independence of such otganizations; 
¯ trends affecting historically excluded groups such as African descendants, indigenous peoples, women and others; 
¯ transnational development; 
¯ the role of corporate social responsibility in grassroots development; 
¯ the impact of globalization on grassroots development; 
¯ the impact of grassroots development activities on the quality of life of the poor. 



The Fellowship includes: 
¯ round-trip international transpodation to the research site; 
¯ a research allowance of up to $3,000; 
¯ a monthly stipend of $1,500 for up to 12 months; 
¯ emergency health insurance; 
¯ expenses related to required attendance at a mid-year conference. 

For more information on this exceptional grant oppontunity, including application instructions and additional information on the 
deadline, visit www.iie.org/iaf. For more information on the IAF, visit t~,wv.iaLgov. 

if you would like to unsubscribe from th~s mailing list please click here. 

Forward to a friend 

"[o update your contact information click here. 

Sent by the Institute of International Education 

on behal[ of the IAF Pil.D Grassroots Deveiopment Feliowship Prog[arn 

~400 KSt NW 

Suite #650 

Washington DC 20005 

202.328.779~.=; 

iaffellowsh~ps@iie.org 

..... End of Forwarded Message ..... 

Open WebMail Project (http://puvehue.ulagos.cl) 

¯ -- You m’e currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blaaak etnail to leave-28307318-4140465.0c3d4556662f0045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 9:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CCO Spring 2011 revisions 

Hi Eunice, 

Just wanted to check up on the status of the Spring 2011 revisions for AFR11017 

Thanks! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919.962.7974 
jessa bliss@unc.edu 
._w_ _w_ _w__=_f_r_Ld___a_~_c___e__t~_t__e__t~=_~_t~___c_:__e__d___u__ 





Volume 2, Issue 4 

Cop 16 - Cancun, M~xico 
Climate Justice Views.from Social Movements and Impacted Communities 

Note: A4aggie Zhou of Climate 

SOS was to de#ver a press confer- 
ence today on the topic below, 

however she along with many 

other civil society members has 
had her badge re- 

voked for participat- 
ing in non- 

disruptive, yet 

"unsanctioned ", 
civil action inside the 

Moon Palace. 

On this 62nd Interna- 
tional Human Rights 
Day, the deafening 
silence on militarism 
in all the wrangling 
over climate finance 
is quite astounding. 

While the Copen- 
hagen Accord 
pledged $10 billion 
annually from 2010- 
20112 in fast start fi- 
nance and up to $100 billion by 
2020, the majority of these funds 
will come not as reparations and 
grants, but rather as loans, private 
investments and even recycled 
overseas development aid. Given 
that the developed countries of the 
world were able to mobilize tril- 
lions in 2008 to bail out global 
banks, it is shocking that the same 

effort cannot be made with regard 
to climate finance. 

Of course the elephant in the 
room in all this is that the world’s 
military budget is at least $1.5 tril- 
lion annually and by some ac- 
counts far higher. The USA alone 

Source: shtig(.net) 

spends well over $1 trillion annu- 
ally on military related expenses, 
magnitudes higher than the cli- 
mate ’assistance’ chicken feed. 
Even more appalling, President 
Barack Obama received the Nobel 
Peace prize exactly one year ago, 
although it has done nothing to 

stop him from increasing the 
U.S.’s military budget. 

Using military force to control 

access to oil and other resources, 

at the expense of millions of lives 
and countless misery, is a clear 
violation of human rights. Further, 
refusing to take strong action on 
climate change and repay climate 

debt directly threat- 
ens, with extinction- 
scale, global human 
rights violation (the 

UN high commission 
has recognized cli- 
mate change as a di- 
rect human rights 

threat). 
The US military is 

also the world’s larg- 

est institutional 
source of greenhouse 
gases, while causing 
massive ecosystem 
destruction world- 

wide. Meanwhile, 
climate change is pre- 

dicted to be a "threat 
multiplier’’, resulting 

in more ~vars and conflicts. 
A statement signed by over 70 

organizations (see climatesos.org) 
will be sent to COP 16 delegates 
today demanding a break in the 
war-warming cycle. It is time to 
demand a shift from oppression to 
cooperation for planetary suw’ival. 

Maggie Zhou, Ph.D. 
Climate SOS 

Concerns over broad definitions 

of "forests", finance mechanisms, 
unproven modalities for garnering 
carbon credits, and the prospect of 
"land grabbing" has many devel- 
oping countries balking at current 

LULUCF texts .... and rightfully 

SO. 

For example, ’no-till’ GM crops 
are seen as a serious threat to sus- 
tainable agro-ecological farming 
practices. Also, so-called ’carbon 
neutral’ bioenergy could result in 
high-carbon habitats such as for- 

ests, grasslands and wetlands be- 
ing destroyed and converted to 
bioenergy crops with no account 
made for biodiversity losses. Fur- 
ther, soil carbon management 
opens the door for unproven in- 
dustrial biochar with yet further 
demand for damaging tree planta- 

tions. 
Countries such as Tuvalu and 

Bolivia have submitted text pro- 
posals that remove ’no till’ GM 
crops and soil carbon sequestra- 
tion as credit-generating projects. 

Calls were also made for a revi- 
sion to the definition of forests. 
Unfortunately their proposals have 
been ignored. 

On Saturday the Chair proposed 
a non-paper in which the original 
contentious text was reinserted 
and then publicly commented that 
a deal was very likely. Despite 
Bolivia’s continued dissent, the 
session closed on Wednesday with 
general consensus to move for- 
ward on the basis of the Chair’s 

(LULUCF, Cot~tinued on page 2) 



ALT_ER-F 
Volume 2, Issue 4 

Cop 16 - Cancun, Mdxico 

(LULUCF, Continued~[kom fron0 

draft. 
LULUCF, by offering poten- 

tially unlimited and highly profit- 
able carbon credit, is definitely 
high on developed countries prior- 
ity list. Canada, Australia, the 
U.S. and even Europe are suggest- 
ing that there can be no agreement 
on furore mitigation efforts with- 
out LULUCF. 

tricky position.      If they consent, 
they accept large-scale land grabs ~imov~m~nt~andimp~i~mmuniti~ 
and corporatisation of their envi 
ronmental resources and agricul- 
tural systems. If they block, they 
risk being enemy #1 in the post- 
COP16 blame game for the break- 
down of the climate negotiations, view~ )~ ~he ~icipat~g ~rg~atioN) 

Deepak aughani ~ ~t ~ ~aa~ ~ ~ 
giofuelwatch 

busy planning to compartmental- 
ize, buy and sell every conceiv- 
able form of nature - its forests by 
REDD, its air by offsets, its water 
by green-washed big-hydro, and 
even its people at the altar of big- 
green-technologies. 

The Yucatan peninsula has such 
natural richness, it was here 65 
million years ago that an asteroid 
struck, leading to the extinction of 
dinosaurs and creating a niche of 
opportunity for the rise of Homo 
Sapiens. This was Nature at 

Cancun is generously endowed 
with nature’s gifts. Stark blue 
seas, lush flora and fauna, tropical 
weather, but anytime you try to 
get to these spots of ~natural 
beauty’ - you find walls, you find 
’ security guards’! 

Almost every place of natural 
wealth is privatized, parceled and 
sold to the wealthy, shunting out 
those who cannot pay the ’price’. 
In a way, it’s appropriate that 
COP16 is being held in Cancun, 
as government delegations are 

work, divining our path. Nature 
creating society so the two could 
exist as one. But over the last two 
centuries we have divided Nature 
and society. Now Nature is some- 
thing to be bought, sold and owned 
by the few powerful and rich. Sci- 
ence says technology is not enough, 
and we need major systemic 
changes, but as long as business is 
good - why should ’they’ listen? 

Till the day ....... 

Soumya Durra 
India Climate Justice 

At least some middle income 
developing countries are cau- 
tiously voicing support for 
’Nationally Appropriate Mitiga- 
tion Actions’ as an alternative to 
the CDM carbon market. 

The issue is that developing 
country governments have very 
little control over ad hoc CDM 
investment within their borders; 
they view NAMAs as a way to 
direct mitigation activities at the 
level of national economic plan- 
ning and to seek out more system- 
atic forms of finance. Indeed car- 
bon offset developers tend to view 
NAMAs as a direct threat to their 
business strategy because it opens 
their projects up to alternative 
forms of finance and because NA- 
MAs are meant to anticipate re- 

ductions commitments within a 
global regime. 

What CDM developers really 
dislike is the idea of having to 
work closely with national plan- 
ning agencies: they want the least- 
effort means to get in, earn their 
money, and leave. But the other 
side of this is that NAMA proj ects 
would be organized most likely 
through the very planning bodies 
that put together national develop- 
ment plans including the World 
Bank’s Poverty Reduction Strat- 
egy Papers (PRSPs). 

It is a choice between fast capi- 
tal globalization-style investment 
and the sort of ’soft’ neoliberalism 
the World Bank has increasingly 
defined over the past 20 years. 

A Malaysian delegate expressed 

to me the crux of this frustration. 
When donor countries start to in- 
sist on precise accounting of quan- 
tified reductions as a quid pro quo 
for mitigation finance, it turns NA- 
MAs once again into stark pay- 
ments for carbon reduction ser- 
vices: you consume, we reduce. 
That, for him, is where sovereignty 
is challenged. It is not a mater of 
infringement on sovereignty as 
when a foreign body takes on 
some of the role of the national 
government, but the subordination 
of one sovereign government to 
the prerogatives of another. 

Jerome Whitington, PhD 
Climate Justice Research Project 

Dartmouth College 



ITUC World Congress and ILO Conference outcomes: 
Spaces for real change or illusions of a dream permanently deferred 

COSATU perspectives on international work have always centred on the primacy of 
transforming the global reality in line with the progressive aspirations of working 
people. In making the decision to affiliate at the international level, COSATU was 
actively pursuing this noble objective in the same way that at national level we chose 
to be part of the tripartite alliance as the base upon which to mobilise the rest of 
society for fundamental social change. 

The objective was to be part of a global family of trade unions, which without doubt, 
was never going to be perfect and we definitely knew its objective and subjective 
limitations and were committed to playing our part towards its fundamental 
transformation into a weapon of class struggle. Having undergone these few years of 
our active participation in this regard, this may be the opportune time to reflect and 
pose questions, however uncomfortable they might be at times, as to how far have 
we gone in the journey towards the realisation of that historic commitment to 
transform this institution. In the same vein we need to further pose the question, 
what is the likelihood that we have become moderated in some way. 

There is no doubt COSATU has made an impact over the years and its presence 
has been felt in the international trade union arena. This is not to gratify ourselves, 
but to acknowledge hard evidence in front of us. That being the case, no space, 
however small, should be open to complacency about the enormity of the tasks 
ahead. Critical reflections are necessary to provide us with the requisite tools to 
reposition our momentum and internationalism on the road to profound global 
change. The e ILO Conference and the ITUC World Congress have sharply brought 
to the fore issues that have long been containing seeds of tension and explosion. 
These issues are about the relationship between the north and the south, particularly 
in the trade union movement and generally. 

It is now even clearer that the designs of the global political economy are such that 
all structures and institutions in the north serve and reinforce the agenda of the 
global ruling class. In this regard, even trade unions see their main responsibility as, 
first and foremost, about the protection of the capitalist system, except questioning 
its excesses. They scorn every attempt to question its legitimacy and call for its 
challenge. It was deliberately designed by imperialism that they must see their future 
as tied to the existence and success of the system. This is why they defend with 
passion all that is seen to threaten the core elements of the system. The defence of; 
the global markets and trade system that furthers our underdevelopment, the 
interests of their ruling classes in the Middle east, and their unfettered control over 
the international trade union movement and its related systems, all help to sustain 
the dominant system and protect it from those who are its victims and would want to 
see it removed . This is the basis for the ideological and political choices made by 
our comrades in the north in pursuing the trade union struggle. 

There is confusion around what is the meaning of trade union independence as 
articulated by some in the international circles. There is a tendency to confiate 
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organisational independence with class (ideological) independence of the trade 
union movement from the ruling classes or even to consider the two as synonymous. 

The ITUC emphasises on the former, which means organisational independence 
which is very important, but class independence has historically (and currently) taken 
the backseat. Whilst both are important, the ability of the working class to assert its 
class interests without fear is of crucial importance. 

Most European trade unions pass the first test, but dismally fail the second and more 
critical test. With a few exceptions, most of them have no working class agenda 
independent of their ruling classes, except a few concerns. In most instances, they 
unwittingly and unquestioningly follow their ruling classes, particularly as regards 
foreign and economic policy interests of their countries. Several unions in the south 
fail the first test for various reasons, some of which are linked to the fact that those in 
government today in many cases, were liberation movements or anti-imperialist 
forces of whatever sort, who forged common cause with the working class in the 
trenches against colonialism and imperialism, hence their being trusted by their own 
working classes, even when they have deviated in some respects. 

The ILO - Space for Class Struggle or a Forum to manage class 
contradictions? 

The 99th session of the International Labour Conference convened in Geneva, 
Switzerland this past June on the basis of the following agenda; decent work for 
domestic workers, which was a first year of standard-setting committee), HIV/AIDS in 
the world of work (second and final year of a standard-setting committee), which 
resulted in the adoption of a Strong Recommendation, a general discussion on the 
strategic objective of employment, and a review of the follow-up to the 1998 
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at work. 

The conference had major outcomes. The first amongst these is the 
recommendation on HIV and AIDS and the World of Work. Following intensive 
discussions raging over two years, workers won the day regarding mandatory 
testing, which employers were pushing for and workers felt it would open a flood 
gate for the discrimination of workers and deny them their rights to keep their status 
private. The other victory won by workers was on the Domestic Work Convention (to 
be included in 2011). This was not without resistance. Employers and even some 
governments raised convenient concern over the enforceability of the instrument. 
This was mainly aimed at weakening the instrument and challenging its necessity. 

The biggest setback for workers took place in the Committee on the Application of 
Standards (CAS). A report from the Committee of Experts was received and this 
summarised the violations of conventions by various states throughout the world. 
This usually is the key site of struggle between employers and workers every year. 

The main contention this year was around the UK and Colombia cases which 
employers wanted out of the agenda at all costs, to the extent that a walk out was 
threatened in the event of these cases being tabled. Workers also felt that 
Venezuela and Cuba should not appear before the committee for principally two 
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reasons. The first is that the ruling class often uses these cases to delegitimize 
attempts to develop anti-capitalist models of human development that liberate the 
people and natural resources from the ruthless power of global capital. To achieve 
this, capitalist often create and sponsor splinter unions to undermine these anti- 
capitalist routes. Sadly, in some cases, these rightwing unions are supported by 
ITUC. This is the case in Venezuela. In this regard, even genuine issues that we 
would also challenge in these countries, but for different reasons, are appropriated 
for narrow rightwing reasons The other reason was that the Committee of Experts 
had proposed that those countries that were discussed in the previous year and are 
not in the special paragraph would be better off not discussed to make way for other 
cases as the 25 limit is too small for a big world, and both Cuba and Venezuela had 
appeared before the committee last year. 

Eventually, the ITUC leadership gave in to the employers and we could not discuss 
both the UK and Colombia. Workers succeeded in getting Cuba off the charge list. 
No success was recorded with regards to our efforts on Venezuela. This fuelled 
frustration, anger and a feeling of betrayal, particularly from African and Latin 
American delegates 

Of all the 25 cases, only three countries or cases got to the level of the Special 
paragraph, which according to ILO language is the highest reprimand and call for 
attention. These countries are Burma, Central African Republic and Swaziland. 

ITU¢ = Confronting Global Capital or Giving it a Human Face? 

Held under the theme; Now the People - From the crisis to global justice, the 2nd 

World Congress of the International Trade Union Confederation convened in 
Vancouver, Canada on the 21st _ 25th June, 2010. The Congress took place in the 
midst of a deepening global economic crisis, though signs of a recovery abound. The 
impact is still being severely felt and is indeed deepening at all levels. Interestingly, 
the G20 summit convened in Canada almost around the same time, whose principal 
aim is to rescue capitalism from its death bed and renew its lease of life. 

There were 13 proposed or draft resolutions to which we made inputs. The structure 
of Congress was such that there was plenary at the main hall, where general 
speeches were made and then there was the Resolutions committee where each 
affiliate was represented by one or two people, which was the principal theatre of the 
ideological struggle where real contest over ideas and issues took place. It was here 
where evidence of northern domination was so nakedly at play. In the main or 
Plenary hall, COSATU also made various inputs into the discussions, particularly 
through our second Deputy President, Zingiswa Losi. 

The style of chairing and related proceedings created discomfort and concern, 
particularly the conduct and powers of the Secretariat. In indicating the next 
resolution and who has sponsored it, the chairperson would then allow the Secretary 
to guide the house how we shall proceed and the powers of the Secretary are so 
sweeping, his word is almost final even before discussions. 

Such sweeping introductory statements as, "we think this resolution is divisive, does 
not enjoy the support and consensus of affiliates and therefore must be rejected". 
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Others such as, "this resolution is not in tune with the traditions of the ITUC, it’s too 
ideological and therefore does not enjoy consensus of affiliates". These are some of 
the statements that the Secretariat would make to introduce a discussion on a 
resolution. Despite that, almost all COSATU amendments succeeded in making their 
way to the final documents, except the Palestine and gender amendments, with 
some having been toned down or changed to mean something else. The 
amendment on Palestine was accused of not being balanced by not treating Israel, 
(which in our view is the coloniser) and Palestine (the colonised) equally. The 
amendment on gender was accused of being ideologically rigid and divisive for 
emphasising the fact that women from the south are the worst victims than those in 
the north. 

Whilst the resolutions committee was involved in these intense battles, Plenary was 
proceeding. On the 22nd of June, 2010, Pascal Lamy, Director General of the World 
Trade Organization - WTO, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, Director of the International 
Monetary Fund - IMF and Mr. Rick Samans, Director of the World Economic Forum 
participated in addressing Plenary without space to challenge them sufficiently, 
which gave some amount of credence and legitimacy to their rightwing views that are 
essentially about attacking workers. It furthered their feeling of indispensability when 
even in our own forums they can feel free to assert their anti-worker views without 
fear or being challenged. 

In view of the then foregoing, COSATU-KCTU-CUT held a Trilateral to discuss 
issues of common interest and assess the then prevailing situation at the Congress. 
CUT also requested that we add lessons from hosting the 2010 World cup for their 
own in 2014, whilst KCTU requested that we add their hosting of the G20 in 
November, 2010. These were on top of the Joint Global Economic Justice 
Programme which we agreed to collaborate on in our last trilateral in India, Kochi in 
2008. 

The success of this trilateral meeting was echoed by Cde Joao Felicio of CUT when 
he said this discussion in both content and style far surpasses the whole Congress 
itself. The outcome of the discussion was summarised into a statement to be 
submitted to the ITUC General Secretary. However, it largely reflected on such 
issues as; the dominance of the north in the whole ITUC Congress, open flirting with 
anti-worker elements such as the World Trade Organisation, IMF and World 
Economic Forum; hostile attitude to revolutionary or radical resolutions, forging or 
consensus which mostly reflect the interests of the dominant unions, and the failure 
to use the opportunity of Congress to assess and reflect on the raging class 
struggles, particularly in the global south. 

The following observations are critical; 
There are four broad categorisations of western or northern trade unions; 

Firstly, there is the Big Four; AFL-CIO (US), DGB (Germany), TUC (Britain) and 
RENGO (Japan) - whose are the core custodians of the most conservative policy 
positions, particularly as regards maintenance of imperialism. These unions regard 
themselves as part of imperialism and thus have a responsibility to defend it at all 
costs. In many instances, the Big Four recites the foreign policy verses of their ruling 
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classes particularly as regards issues such as trade and underdevelopment of Africa 
as well as the Middle East. 

The second category consists of the Social democratic unions. This is the 
Nordic plus Dutch grouping. These unions agree with most of our views but are not 
eager to challenge the Big Four. In fact, there is danger that these unions might be 
reneging on some of their historically progressive positions. In this regard, they 
continue being a critical ally. They cannot however, be relied upon for the most 
deeply profound and fundamental battles, particularly on confronting 
underdevelopment, trade and anti-imperialism. A few years ago, you would not 
imagine one of them emphasising the security of Israel over that of the Palestinians 
in the way that the FNV did during the Palestine resolution discussion. 

Fourthly, Southern European trade unions which include the CGIL (Italy), CC.OO 
(Spain), CGT (Portugal). These unions have been historically progressive, 
possessing an anti-imperialist posture. There are recent signs of retreat. These 
unions are slightly more confident in challenging the Big Four in certain mild areas, 
but top toe on some major issues. 

Lastly, there are progressive individual unions that are part of federations that are 
not necessarily progressive. This is the case even within the Big Four. For instance, 
in the UK, some affiliates of the TUC such as Unite, UNISON, PCS and the Fire 
Brigades (which together make up more than two thirds of the British TUC), share 
many of COSATU’s perspectives on global matters such as Palestine, trade and 
Africa’s development. 

Strategic considerations en route to international policy repositioning 

The following factors should be critical in the discussion about the next step in our 
international roadmap; 

In its current form, the ITUC is unable to lead or co-ordinate a serious challenge to 
the global ruling classes and the capitalist system in general. In this sense, it has 
become a cooler box meant to contain radical working class struggles and in the 
process, entangle them onto the web of sophisticated designs that safeguard the 
interests of global capital. The worst victim in that regard, are the working classes of 
the global south who are on the receiving end of the viciousness of the global 
system. 

Despite much talk about trade union independence, the dominant affiliates of the 
ITUC are not independent of their ruling classes, even they organisationally seem to 
be, but they are politically tied to the ruling establishment, hence their vociferous 
defence of the system. Their claims of independence are daily being exposed as a 
smokescreen. As we talk, the Histandrut is a core part of the apartheid system ruling 
Israel and it’s tied to the system there, even in terms of its investments and 
economic interests. We are told, for instance, that Zim Lines, the ship that SATAWU 
refused to offload is owned by the union. These double standards must be exposed, 
particularly as we continue to note their vicious attack on Cuba and Venezuela for 
same reason, to justify supporting rightwing splinters wherever revolutionary unions 
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refuse to bow to imperialism. Worst still was the announcement that the current 
President of the ITUC, Michael Sommers immediately went back home after his 
election to Germany to launch a Pro-Israel organisation. This sends further 
problematic signals about the ITUC. This is additional to the most embarrassing fact 
that the Chairperson of the Histandrut, a racist institution and supporter of the 
occupation, Ofer Eini is now an Executive Board member of the ITUC as Vice 
President. 

A fair, evidence-based assessment of the ITUC and WFTU must be done to assist 
the discussion about options, which are neither sentimental nor orthodox. This must 
lead to a strategic and solid discussion by the leadership of the federation about 
what the picture means to the future of our international policy alignments. In this 
regard, the principle of uniting workers of the world must be held high and not allow 
artificial barriers and narrow interests of certain individuals to fragment workers. This 
means, the possibility of a new international trade union centre bringing together all 
workers of the world, as much as is possible, should be considered. 

The stranglehold of the Big 4 in the ITUC is not about to be relaxed, in fact, it is 
being tightened owing to the growing challenge by some unions, COSATU included. 
The fact that the leader of Histandrut, the apartheid union of Israel Ofer Eini was 
elevated to the ITUC’s 25 member Executive Board as well as its General Council as 
he is now one of the Vice Presidents, confirms the over-arching influence of the big 4 
and their intention to further control the organisation. It is just one example, which 
shows how power is used to exercise patronage and control. The other even more 
crucial example is that of their total rejection any fundamental critique of the global 
capitalist economy, instead preferring to call for its moderation and not fundamental 
change. Without generalisations, it does seem clear that transforming the ITUC will 
be work of decades (assuming it will finally succeed) and we may need to evaluate 
whether it will ultimately pay off or we rather focus our energies elsewhere. 

In the meantime, the centre of gravity of our international policy must be placed on 
organising the Global south, key to which shall be the African trade union movement 
into a mighty, militant and progressive movement, always acting in the best interests 
of workers and the continent’s intention to defeat underdevelopment and the 
stranglehold of global capitalism. SlGTUR has a huge potential to be such a 
strategic platform and must be harnessed effectively for that. This will also assist us 
interact with as many progressive unions as possible and not be limited by affiliations 
that sometimes expose us to reactionary unions, as is the case in Venezuela and 
Palestine where the ITUC affiliates are the counter-revolutionary unions. 

What is the potential for GUFs in the process of transforming the global trade union 
landscape, so that affiliates can effectively harness these in the interests of radical 
change. This requires effective co-ordination and maximum participation, more than 
lamentation. Once again, the south-south strategy will be the key anchor in that 
regard. 

What about the deployment of personnel to international trade union structures? We 
need to harness it for maximum results, because history has shown that it is not just 
enough to deploy, but there must be clarity of purpose and effective support 
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mechanism in the struggle against global bureaucracy and counter-revolution in 
most of the structures we deal with. 

It must be noted, even as we discuss these issues, that COSATU has always 
emphasised the unity of workers at a global level as a critical factor in the struggle of 
the international working class movement. In this regard, joining one of the 
international trade union centres did not mean abandonment of that important 
mission. In this regard, the question might not be this or that, but any chance for a 
unified global trade union movement that would unite all the various strands of the 
international trade union movement into a mighty wave. This might not bear 
immediate results, the disparities in ideological, historical and organisational 
orientations of the two major centres, which means we need to consider this as work 
in progress, but an immediate programmatic response linked to this long-term 
strategy is critical in determining the future. Such should be determined by the CEC 
and if possible through a task team to work out in future scenarios. 

COSA TU International Secretary, Bongani Masuku, 
published in COSA TU’s "The Shopsteward" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 12:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

risa ellovich@ncsu.edu; Pier, David <dpie@ema£unc.edu>; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

<hildebra~em~£unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L < klc~ldwe@em~£unc.edu> 

Re: Contuining one of Amfs tradition 

Dear Ennice: 

What a lovely idea! Thanks for the invitation, and I would be free for any of those times on the 25th. Warm regards, Baacbam 

On 12/14/2010 11:27 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

A Happy Holiday Season! 

I write to see if you would be open to joining me in continuing a tradition that was dear to our beloved Ann during the holiday season: having a meal at the 
Carolina Inn. In the years past we had breakfast at the Inn days before the 25. I promised her that I would do my best to keep up the tradition. So I am 
wondering if you have time to share a lunch, coffee or a late breakfast at the Inn on Tuesday the 2:tst. 

I know we are all very busy, but taking an inspiration from Ann it is great to live a little on the edge even in the midst of end of term madness. 

Kindly let me know when you have a moment. 

Cheers and warm regards, 
Eunice. 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Cente~, CB#7582 

3027 F~’lEx Giebal Eduoatio’n Cen~:e:E 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, December :[% 20:[0 :[2:27 PH 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°467 

Political Splits and Compromise in the European Parliament: how do the’,/vote 
in Strasbourg? (Part One) 
Thierry Chopin - Camille 

Foundation : FianceiGermany j Ele,:;tk)n~iK,:)s(;vo j ~elarus Financial Crisis : EuI(:,grc, up j Coun(:fl 

I Commission I ZMFI C~e:-many I Cypress I Denmark I Finland I F::-ance I Greece I HungarY I ireland 
~.seland I Z~aiy I I.aW~ I [.~l:huan~a I ~c,~~ugal Commission : Milk I Roaming I Danube I Ene~gy 
Parliament : Meldova Council : De,once I Emp~o~mentiSecia~ I Sudge~ I EU/Russ~a I @Jih’~d=~ 
Competitiveness Germany : F~anco-~e~man I Pc.h~nd I D~g~t~ I India I Eurc. Spain : ECB I industry 
Estonia : Lat~=~ Finland : Russ=~ France : Europe~w~ P~ents I Russia Hungary : Saltic Counw=es 
Zreland : i.~sw Poland : LISA I Getmany Romania : Pensions UK : Afghanis1:an I Univen~it~es 
Sweden : ~e~m~ny Croatia : ~:~:sLice Iceland : [cesave Norway : Nobe~ Russia : Poland 
Bela~usiKaaakhs~an Serbia : D..;~ Switzerland : PreskJency OECD : P[SA Eurostat : Trade 
Women I ~echnolo~es Studies/Reports : Cds~si$elztar~W I NA[O I ~ge~ng I ~U Budget Culture 

I Fest~v~li%u~gar~ 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 

J The permanent Secretary of the Moral and Political Science Academy, Michel 
.~.iI photo non dispo Albert also a member of the board of the Robert Schuman Foundation gave a 

speech on "the Frenco-German couple as seen from the Coupole" on the 
occasion of the academy’s annual public session. 

j According to still incomplete results the Democratic Party (DSK) of outgoing 

~i: photo non dispo Prime Minister Hashim Thaci won the early general elections in Kosovo on 12th 
December. He won 31% of the vote ie 3.3 points less in comparison with 17th 
November 2007. It came out ahead of its rival the Democratic League (LDK) led 
by the Mayor ofPristina, Isa Mustafa, whichwon 2S% of the vote (+2.4 points). 

The Movement for Self-Rule (Vetvendosje) led by Albin Kurti came third with 16% of the vote. It was 
followed by the Alliance for the Future of Kosovo (AAK) led by Ramush Haradinaj, at present 
imprisoned in the ICTY, which won 12% of the vote. However New Spirit (Fryma e Re) did not 
succeed in rising above the 5% threshold of the votes necessary to be represented in Parliament. 
Total turnout rose to 47.8% ie 7.7 points more than that recorded during the previous elections on 
17th November 2007. 

j 10 candidates have been retained to run in the election on 19th December but 
photo non dispo the matter is almost settled! Indeed Aleksander Lukashenko is standing for the 

fourth time running and given the nature of the regime he leads all observers 
believe that the other 9 candidates have little chance of asserting themselves. 

Financial Crisis : 
Eurogroup 

j The Finance Ministers of: the ~_6 Euro area members listened to a report by the 
.~.iI photonon dispo Director General of the IMF, Dominique Strauss-Kahn on 6th December with 

regard to the euro area’s economic, financial and monetary situation. The 
Eurogroup and the IMF observed major convergence in points of view with 
regard to growth prospects in the euro area. Ministers spoke at length on 

Ireland’s financial and budgetary situation, together with that of Spain and Portugal. With regard to 
~reece the decision to extend the length of repayment time of the loans granted to Greece was 
postponed until 2011. In preparation for the European Council on 16th and 17th December 
Eurogroup looked into the issue of enhancing economic governance generally and in the euro area in 
particular. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 



j The 27 European Economy and Finance Ministers confirmed on 7th December 

~:i photo non dispo that there would be financial aid to a total of 85 billion euros for ireland. This aid 
includes a restructuring of the irish banking system and ireland’s commitment 
to correct its budgetary deficit by 2015. Ministers came to an agreement to 
enable fiscal adminstrations to exchange data to reduce the risk of tax fraud in 

a context of increasing European mobility. They also adopted a directive maintaining the minimal 
VAT rate at 15% until 2015. Ministers took no decision over the management and prevention of 
crises contrary to market and iMF expectations. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j As part of its work in creating a more transparent and stable financial system, 

~:: photonon dispo the European Commission launched a consultation on 8th December on the 
review of the Markets in Financial instruments Directive (MiFID) which provides 
a comprehensive framework for investment firms offering services in relation to 
financial instruments, as well as rules to protect investors. To achieve this it 

intends to enhance transparency in the shares market and the supervision of raw materials 
derivated markets. The range of measures planned to counter this type of "scandalous 
hyperspeculation" means that traders will have to publish the investments they make, limit the 
highest investment positions on markets and regulators will be able to bring speculators to heel if 
they make food and energy prices rise too much. The Commission also adopted a communication on 
8th December on the means to enhance sanctions regimes in the EU’s financial services sector. At 
present the rules applied in the Member States vary greatly and do not provide the means for 
effective dissuasion to counter financial infringements. 

Europe’s economic situation is still "of great concern" because the consequences 
iii~iiI phot .... dispo of the crisi .... "far f ....... " w .... d the head of the IMF in G ....... 8th 

December, Dominique Strauss-Kahn. "The IMF’s director made an appeal "to 
rebuild" everything as quickly as possible. 

Read 

j On 6th December the German Finance Minister indicated in a press release that 
.~j photonon dispo the country’s public deficit in 2010 was due to be lower than forecast lying at 

3.7% of the GDP. Next year the minister is reckoning on a deficit reduction of 
92 billion euros ie around 17 billion less in comparison with the .]uly forecast. 
The minister is planning that the country’s public deficit will be brought down to 
3% in 2011. Moreover and according to data published on 8th December by the 

German statistics office, Destatis, Germany exported goods to a total of around 86.8 billion euros 
and imported goods to a total of around 72.6 billion euros in October. According to non-adjusted, 
year on year data exports in October were up by 19.8%. The trade surplus lay at 14.3 billion euros 
in data adjusted to seasonal variations. According to a Destatis press release on 9th December 
consumer prices rose in Germany by 1.5% in November 2010 in comparison with November 2009. 

J The Cypriot economy that has been badly affected by the international crisis 

~i photo non dispo seems to be recovering quicker than forecast said the Central Bank of Cyprus 
on 6th December - which is now expecting growth of 0.7% for 2010 and 1.8% in 
2011. "Growth forecasts in Cyprus’s GDP were reviewed upwards to 0.7% in 
2010 with an even better result in 2011 and 2012, when growth is due to reach 
1.8% and 2.4% respectively, declared the governor of the Central Bank, 
Athanasios Orphanides. 

Read [ Cther 

j The Central Bank of Denmark reviewed its growth forecasts upwards for 2010 

~:~:i photo non dispo and 2011 to 2% and 1.9% of the GDP respectively in comparison with 1.6% and 
1.7% in a previous estimation according to a provisional report by the bank 
published on 9th December. This report also indicates that in 2012 the bank is 

planning for 1.9% growth in Denmark. According to figures published on 9th December by Statistics 
Denmark, the trade surplus in Denmark dropped by 10.9% in October in comparison with the 
previous month down to 8.7 billion crowns (765 million euro). These figures have been adjusted 
according to seasonal variations and exclude ships and airplanes. 

Read [ Cther Jirfi< i OIher link J Oth,~F finis< [ Other link 

J According to figures published on 9th December by the national statistics 
~:~iI photo non dispo institute, Statistics Finland, the Finnish GDP increased by 3.7,0 in the third 

quarter in comparison with the same period one year ago. On a quarterly basis 
the GDP growth was 0.5% between July and September. Exports remained the 
same in the third quarter in comparison with the previous quarter but they have 

risen by 9.4% in one year. 

j The Bank of France raised its GDP growth forecast by 0.1% in the fourth quarter 
.~j photo non dispo to +0.6% according to its monthly economic bulletin published on 8th 

December. According to the Bank industrial activity increased overall in 
November. in services the outlook for the next few months are oriented 
towards continued growth. 



/[i~] On 10th D .... bet the Greek g ........ t I .... hed t .... popul .... F ..... that 
photo non dispo have been requested by the EU and the IMF - the liberalisation of the labour 

market and the reduction of salaries in state companies. The adoption of these 
reforms after a First set of austerity measures that aim to reduce the deficit, 
was set as a condition by the EU and the IMF For the payment - to be decided on 
in February - of the Fourth 15 billion euro payment of a total 110 billion euros 

granted to the country over three years in May to save the country From bankruptcy. 

R,~ad J Od’~er link 

J The Hungarian Parliament adopted the key Figures of the 2010 budget on 7th 
.~j photo non dispo December 249 votes in Favour, 83 against and no abstentions. The Finance law 

was adopted thanks to the two-thirds majority which Prime Viktor Orban’s party 
enjoys in parliament. According to Final Figures adopted on 7th December the 
Hungarian state can count on 13.151 billion Forints (47 billion euros) in revenues 

and is planning expenditure of 13.839 billion euros (49.4 billion euros). Budgetary deficit is therefore 
687 billion Forints (2.4 billion euros). In addition to this the Hungarian central statistics bureau 
announced on 9th December that the Hungarian GDP increased by 0.8% in the third quarter in 
comparison with the previous quarter. The Figures published confirm the country’s growth, which 
came out of recession in the First quarter of 2010. The bureau also said that in the second quarter, 
the economy grew by 0.4%. 

Irei~o.nd 

j On 8th December Prime Minister Brian Cowen gave a speech to the chamber of 

~i photo non dispo deputies (Dail) on the 2011 budget. On the previous day the Dail approved the 
technical measures which opened the way to the budget’s adoption. In his 
speech the Prime Minister recalled the need to adopt this budget that aims to 
attenuate the deficit (From 11.6% of the GDP to 9.4%) whilst attempting to be 

Fair to the Irish population. The adoption of the Irish budget should still take a Few weeks. The 
examination of the most sizeable piece of legislation - the Finance law - is only due to start mid- 
.]anuary and the process is not due to be finalised until then or the Following month. 

Iceland 

j On 8th December the Icelandic Central Bank reduced its main rate For the 

~i photonon dispo eighth time this year From 8.8% to 4.5% . In addition to this the Icelandic 
economy came out of recession in the third quarter For the First time since the 
collapse of its Financial system in October 2008 according to official statistics 
published on 7th December. AFter having declined For seven successive quarters 
- From the Fourth quarter of 2008 to the second quarter 2010 the Icelandic GDP 

rose between .]uly and October by 1.2% in comparison with the previous quarter said the National 
Statistics OFFice in a press release. 

J In his speech delivered on 10th December to the Italian Parliament the 
ii~iI photo nondispo European Commissioner For Economic AffairsOIli Rehn said that Italy had to 

reduce its public debt, improve employment and enhance growth via structural 
reform. He insisted on the need to eliminate bureaucracy and to promote the 
liberalisation of the labour market - vital measures to guarantee the country’s 
economic growth. In addition to this growth oFthe Italian economy was 
reviewed upwards to 0.3% in the third quarter in comparison with the previous 

one instead of a first estimate of 0.2% said the statistics institute Istat in a press release on 10th 
December. 

P..~ad J Other link :: Oth.~s Iqlk IxI 
Latvia 

i A relapse in the euro area crisis and delays in the adoption of the European 
.~j photo non dispo currency by Latvia could threaten the recovery of the Latvian economy - victim 

of one of the deepest recessions in the world said the IMF on 9th December. 
"The present dangers are much more serious than last year, but mid-term 
challenges are still valid For the adoption of the euro" said an IMF report with 

regard to this Baltic State of 2,2 million inhabitants. This referred to Latvia’s capability to reduce 
unemployment to two Figures, to maintain the pace of reform and to continue reducing expenditure. 

[.ithuanii~. 

I The Lithuanian Parliament adopted an austerity budget For 2011 on 9th 

~i photo non dispo December 73 votes in Favour, 86 against and 7 abstentions - which plans For a 
reduction in the public deficit down to 5.8% of the GDP just as the economy of 
this Baltic country is starting to recover. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Por~ugai 
The Portuguese national statistics institute announced on 9th December that 

ii.~j photo non dispo the country’s economy had grown by 0.3% in the third quarter and by 1.4% 
over one year. These Figures were welcomed with surprise by analysts who 
were expecting stagnation in the economy due to the effect of the austerity 
measures which entered into Force this summer. 



Commission : 

j On 9th December the European Commission submitted a draft regulation to 

~:i photonon dispo clarify contractual relations in the milk and dairy products sector. The texts 
suggests the enhancement of the dairy product manufacturer’s position within 
the supply chain to help stabilise the milk market and revenues, it gives greater 
negotiating power to producers, plans for specific rules applicable to inter- 

professional organisations and measures to enhance market transparency in this sector. The 
Commission also adopted a report on the same day on the dairy product market as part of the 
gradual abolition of the milk quota system. 

r~oaming 

J Mobile phone tarifs that are invoiced to the user during travel abroad are not 
~iI photo non dispo always competitive and the European Commission is thinking about how these 

can be reduced further, On 8th December it launched a survey to see what 
consumers, companies and telecommunications operators thought about this, 
The aim is to achieve a single market by 20:[5 in the telepone industry with an 

almost near to zero difference in domestic mobile communication prices and roaming abroad, 

J On 9th December the Commission presented the European strategy for the 
.~j photonon dispo Danube region that will benefit some :[:[5 million inhabitants who are already 

amongst the :[4 States committed to the cooperation process (Germany, 
Austria, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Romania, 
Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Moldova, Ukraine). This 

strategy encourages the development of the economic use of this river whilst protecting ecological 
balance and its cultural heritage. This strategy should play a vital role in enhancing sustainable 
transport, energy systems, and also in protecting the environment and water resources. Focusing on 
sustainable growth it will also represent a major contribution in the achievement of the Europe 2020 
goals. 

Energy 
1 On 8th December the European Commission presented a draft regulation that 

photonon dispoj aims to prevent market manipulation and insider trading in the wholesale 
energy market. The aim is to guarantee market transparency by obliging 
traders to abide by clear rules. From a wider point of view this proposal aims 
control the sector better since its prices are sensitive to production capability 
and transport availability, thereby often affecting the consumer. 

Read JOd’~er link 

Parliament : 
Moldova 

The President of the European Parliament ]erzy Buzek travelled to Moldova on 

i~} phot .... dispo :[0th D .... her in view of ....... ging th ..... try t .... tinue its ref ..... He 
said that Moldova had the potential to "become a modern, prosperous nation 
where young people could fulfil their dreams in their country and not only 
abroad." During this visit he notably met Moldovan Prime Minister Vlad Filat and 
interim President Mihai Ghimpu. He re-iterated the EU’s support for work 

undertaken by Moldova. 

Read J Od’~er link 

Council : 
Defence 

On 9th December the 27 European Defence Ministers agreed on stepping up 

i~} phot .... disp peration in th ...... f def ..... They wel .... d the text that G ..... y and 
Sweden addressed them in November "with satisfaction" for its contribution to 
thought on "the European imperative" that is "increasing military cooperation in 
Europe". They invited the European Defence Agency (EDA), to do more work to 

help pinpoint areas that may give rise to a pooling and sharing of resources." The training of a 
"group of experts" under the EDA’s guidance has been suggested by the Ministers. High 
Representative Catherine Ashton is due to deliver a report on the progress made by 
Catherine Ashton did not succeed in reaching a unanimous decision on the part of Ministers for the 
appointment of the EDA director. Frenchwoman Claude-France Arnould’s candidature was rejected 
by the Italian delegation who also has a candidate, Carlo Magrassi. 

Read I Od’ler link :: Other link I Other link                                                         I×1 

E m pioy ment/Sociai 

j The 27 Employment and Social Policy Ministers refused on 6th and 7th 
.~j photonon dispo December to extend maternity leave to 20 weeks as proposed by European 

Parliament. Ministers adopted two texts with regard to gender equality notably 
in the area of work and pay. They agreed on a regulation governing consumer 
information about foodstuffs. Finally Ministers addressed the healthcare systems 

in Europe and agreed to invest in medical staff. 

Read I Cther link i Other link I<l 
Budget 

j The Council finally approved the new draft 20:[:[ budget presented on 26th 
~:: photonon dispo November by the Commission. This decision opens the way for the budget’s 

final adoption by the end of the year. The issue is now in the hands of the MEPs 
who will vote on :[5th December during a plenary session in Strasbourg. This 
agreement will avoid the implementation of the provisional :[2th’s system which 

would have a notable effect on major policies and programmes. 



During the EU/Russia Summit on 7th December Russian and European leaders 

i~} phot .... dispo signed a protocol ag ...... t which heralded th .... pletion of bilateral 
negotiations over Moscow’s membership of the World Trade Organisation. The 
agreement settles the main bilateral trade disputes which still existed and 
prevented, from Europe’s point of view, Russia’s entry into the WTO. It notably 
plans for a reduction in customs duties regimes in the trade of wood and the use 
of the railways. After 17 years of negotiations Russia’s entry into the WTO may 

take place in the first half of 2011. The summit was however less productive in another area 
believed to be priority by Moscow. Indeed the President of the European Commission intimated that 
the abolition of visas for Russians was not on the immediate agenda since Europeans believed that 
Russia is still not up to speed with regard to border control or secure passports. 

P.ead J Other link                                                                                  Ixl 

EU/India 

j Progress was made during the 11th EU-India summit on 10th December. This 
.~j photo non dispo should lead to the signature of a free-trade agreement in 2011 which will have 

impact on 1.5 billion individuals. Progress was also made with regard to energy 
and cultural issues. The EU and India agreed to step up cooperation in the fight 
against terrorism and to refuse giving asylum to extremists, whilst New Delhi 

regularly accuses Pakistan of serving as a refuge for radical groups. 

Re.ad I Cther Hr!k 

j On 10th December the 27 European Ministers responsible for competitiveness 

~:i photo non dispo discussed the strengthening of European consumer rights. They hope to develop 
an innovative, integrated industrial policy. They adopted 50 proposals for the 
Single Act for the recovery of the European domestic market. They aim to 
improve work, companies and trade. Finally European leaders addressed the 

legal context of games and gambling in the EU enabling national authorities to check on the integrity 
of practices in sporting wagers generally, to analyse the impact on society and the effects on health 
and consumer behaviour. 

Read I Cther Hr!k i Other link 

J During the 13th Franco-German Council of Ministers on 10th December in 

~i photo non dispo Freiburg-im-Breisgau the governments of both countries discussed the 
strengthening of bilateral cooperation as well as the preparation for the 
European Council in Brussels on 16th and 17th December. Angela Merkel and 
Nicolas Sarkozy said they agreed with regard to the euro and the on-going 

reforms; they again said they were against the idea of European borrowing. The Chancellor said 
"Sharing interest rates and risks will not help us structurally," setting as a prior conditon "more 
political" integration and "coherence" with regard to economic policies. Nicolas Sarkozy 
added,"States must be made to feel responsible, and not the contrary" and he said it was necessary 
to have "more political integration". 

r£&.a.4                                                               ~ 

Poland 
German President Christian Wulff travelled to Warsaw on 7th December. He 

~iI photo non dispo reminded his Polish counterpart, Bronislaw KomorowsM of the importance of the 
historic gesture made by Chancellor Willy Brandt as he kneeled before the 
Memorial of the Jewish Ghetto of Warsaw in December 1970. He also discussed 

tile importance of the Warsaw Treaty for German-Polish reconciliation. They discussed tile meaning 
of history in the construction of the future between Poland and Germany to an audience of 60 
German and Polish pupils. 

Read [ Other link 

I During the fifth summit on TICs on 7th December nearly 700 political leaders, 
photo non dispo company heads and scientists met in Dresden together with German Chancellor 

Angela Merkel and the Vice-President of the European Commission, Neelie 
Kroes. Thought and debate focused on the implementation of the new German 
strategy in support of the digital economy (Deutschland Digital 

India 

i During a meeting on 11th December in Berlin Indian Prime Minister Manmohan 
~] photonon dispo Singh and German Chancellor Angela Merkel announced that Germany and 

India wanted to increase the volume of external trade to 20 billion euros by 
2012. The two leaders also said they were going to work closely together as 
non-permanent members of the UN Security Council in 2011 and 2012, to 

improve the effectiveness of the Security Council and to promote an extension of permanenet 
members of the Council. 

j In an interview with the Wall Street 3ournal on 11th and 12th December 
,~j photo non dispo Wolfgang Schauble, German Finance Minister intimated that Germany may 

accept additional steps to move towards fiscal Union in order to improve the 
governance of the euro area if it was necessary. He said he was totally decided 
to defend the euro which had helped Germany overcome the recessions of the 

recent past. On 7th December former German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt said that "Europe and the 
single currency are suffering a lack of leadership." 



Spain : 
ECB 

j On 10th December ECB President 3ean-Claude Trichet called on Spain to "step 
~:: photonon dispo up the reform of its labour market" and to reform its retirement system, "two 

vital details for the prosperity of the economy." "In all countries structural 
reform is vital not only to consolidate financial positions but also to raise growth 
potential," said Mr Trichet who was speaking in Madrid during the conclusion to a 

seminar on the central banks in Europe and Latin America. "]t is extremely important for the deficit 
goal to become a reality this year and next thanks to concrete steps," he added insisting on the fact 
that his ideas did "not just concern Europe". 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Industrv 

j The Spanish government announced a plan on 10th December to make industry 
~:: photo non dispo "a driver of growth and a creator of jobs" with an investment of 83 billion euros 

over the period 2011-2015 - which is spending that is compatible with the goal 
to reduce the deficit." The strategic plan which extends to 2020 "includes 24 
initiatives on the part of ten ministries in 26 areas associated with industry, with 

a direct budgetary impact estimated at nearly 83 billion euros over the period 2011-2015/’ a figure 
which correpsonds with the "financial effort to be made by the State administration" said the industry 
Ministry in a press release. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Estonia : 
Latvia 

On 10th December Latvian Prime Minister Valdis Dombrovskis met his Estonian 
~i phot .... dispo counterpart Andrus Ansip in Riga as part of the conference on cooperation 

between the two countries. They stressed the good relations shared by their two 
countries but they also said there was room for improvement in cooperation on 
all levels. 

Finland : 
Russia 

I Finnish Prime Minister Marl Kiviniemi travelled to St Petersburg on 10th 
~iI photo non dispo December. She spoke with her Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin with regard 

to economic and trade relations between Russia and Finland, the world 
economy, cooperation between the EU and Russia as well as themes associated 
with the sea and the Baltic. 

Read I Cthe! link i Other [ink 

j On 8th December France, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Lithuania, 

~i photo non dispo Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Slovenia and Sweden wrote to Brussels asking 
for the establishment of an enhanced cooperation agreement to create a 
"European patent" that will reduce costs to protect innovation in the EU which 
are ten times higher than those in the USA. They explain that "Europe is the 

only major economic area where companies do not have a single patent and this leads to high costs 
in protecting intellectual property. 

j On 8th and 9th December French Prime Minister Franqois Fillon undertook an 
~iI photo non dispo official visit to Moscow to take part in the 15th meeting of the Russo-French 

Committee for Bilateral Cooperation and to review the Cultural Year France- 
Russia with his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin. Economic exchange 
increased by nearly 38% over the first ten months of 2010 between the two 

countries. France went from being the ninth to the fifth foreign investor in Russia. Several Russo- 
French agreements and cooperation memoranda were signed notably in the area of aeronautics 
(Sagem D~fense S~curit~) and energy (Alsthom) including the creation of a Russo-French Centre for 
Energy Efficiency. 

Hungary : 

On the occasion of his visit to Riga and Vilnius on 10th December Hungarian 
.~.iI photo non dispo Prime Minister Viktor Orban met the leaders of the three Baltic States notably to 

discuss the Hungarian presidency of the Council of the Union in the first half of 
2011. 

Ireland : 
Law 

irish Parliament approved the decrease in the minimum salary, 79 votes in 
~:i photo non dispo favour, 74 against on 10th December together with a decrease in the wages of 

members of the government. The minimum hourly rate earned by around 
50,000 people in ireland will be reduced by one euro to 7.65euro. The law also 
confirms the decrease in the salaries of the Prime Minister and other members 

of the government by around 6% down to 214,000 euros and 181.000 euros per year respectively. 
The approval of this new law which follows the approval of several other budgetary measures this 
week will enable the 2011 budget to move onto a new stage in view of its final adoption. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 



Poland : 
USA 

I Polish President Bronistaw Komorowski was guest to his American counterpart 

~i photonon dispo on 8th December, Barack Obama at the Whitehouse. The two heads of State 
stressed the importance of the partnership between the USA and Poland, 
notably within NATO. Mr Obama thanked Mr Komorowski for Poland’s 
commitment in NATO’s military operation in Afghanistan. The two Presidents 

also said they were pleased with the new strategic idea for the Atlantic Alliance that was drawn up at 
the Lisbon Summit. 

Re.ad I Cthe! ]ink 

J During the 10th round of bilateral talks on 6th December in Berlin Polish Prime 

~:i photo non dispo Minister Donald Tusk and a majority of his government exchanged views with 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel and their German counterparts on on-going 
European issues. Ms Merkel said that with regard to major issues on the 
European political agenda Germany and Poland were aiming for the same goals. 

Donald Tusk declared after these talks that relations with Germany had reached a satisfactory level 
of confidence and friendship. 

j A reform raising the age of retirement in Romania was adopted on 7th 

~:i photo non dispo December by Parliament thereby responding to one of the IMF’s conditions in 
view of the payment of further aid to this country in crisis. The law plans for the 
age of retirement to rise progressively to 65 for men and to 63 for women by 
2015. Initially the text planned that both men and women would retire at 65 by 

2015 instead of 59 for women at present and 63 for men. 

UK: 
Afgha nista n 

j British Prime Minister David Cameron travelled to Afghanistan on 6th 

~i: photonon dispo December. He acknowledged the progress achieved in 2010 and spoke of 
withdrawing troops. Some 10,000 British soldiers are fighting in Afghanistan. He 
believed that troops would start withdrawal in 2011 and promised that all troops 
would be withdrawn by 2015. 

R~!.                                                               ~ 

J British Prime Minister David Cameron started up debate again on 8th December 

~:i photo non dispo with regard to the reform of university fees during a conference in London. He 
maintained that the rise in fees would be "acceptable, competitive and fair" and 
would lead to improvements in the quality of teaching and the dynamism of 
British universities. The reform put foward by the government plans for an 

increase in enrolment fees to unversity from £3000 to £9000 (3600 to 10,800euro). The day before 
this reform caused a violent exchange of opinion in the House of Commons between the Prime 
Minister and the Labour leader, Ed Miliband. The draft law on the increase in university fees was 
however adopted by a short majority on 10th December by MPs leading to clashes between the 
police and some students. 22 people were arrested during the fighting, particularly for attacks on 
policemen. The Prime Minister vehemently condemned the student violence. 

j On 8th December the German Chancellor Angela Merkel received Swedish 

~:i photo non dispo Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt in Berlin. The two leaders spoke of preparations 
for the European Council, an agreement over the 2011 budget as well as the 
creation of a permanent crisis management mechanism in the euro area. in 
addition to this they addressed the issue of the economic recovery of Germany 

and Sweden. in the press conference that followed with regard to the idea of the creation of 
European bonds Ms Merkel declared, "In my opinion this proposal does not create good economic 
incentives..., in our opinion it is not compatible with the treaties in force." 

Croatia : 

j Former Croatian Prime Minister Ivo Sanader fled his country on 9th December 
.~j photo nondispo just hours before the lifting of his parliamentary immunity. He led the Croatian 

government from 2003 to 2009 and is at present under suspicion of misuse of 
power. Following an announcement of an international arrest warrant the former 
Prime Minister was arrested in Austria on 10th December, He may be extradited 
to Croatia within the next few days. 

Iceland : 

j On 9th December iceland announced a full reimbursement as of 2016 of its 8 
~~: photo non dispo billion dollar debt (3.8 billion euros) to the UK and the Netherlands. This sum is 

equal to the amount the two countries have paid out in damages to citizens who 
fell victim to the bankruptcy of the icelandic on-line bank, Icesave. 



Norway : 
Nobei 

j The Nobel Peace Prize 2010 was symbolically placed on an empty chair during 
~] photo non dispo the award ceremony that took place on 10th December in Oslo. The winner, the 

former leader of the Tianamen movement in 1989, Liu Xiabo is at present 
serving an 11 year prison sentence for "subversion to State power" after co- 
writing the "Charter 08" - a text which demands the democratisation of China. 
The President of the Nobel Committee, Thorbjoern ]agland called on China to 

release the dissident. "Liu only exercised his civic rights. He did nothing wrong. He must be freed," 
he declared stressing that the Chinese Constitution officially guaranteed the freedom of expression 
and the right to criticise the State. Three people have missed the ceremony in the past - Andrey 
Sakharov in 1975, Lech Walesa in 1983 and Aung San Suu Kii in 1991. China does itself no service 
by refusing permission to Liu Xiabo’s wife to travel to collect the prize. 

I I 

Pr~ia nd 

j Russian President Dmitri Medvedev travelled to Poland on 6th and 7th 
~] photo non dispo December where he was guest to his Polish counterpat Bronisfaw Komorowski 

and Prime Minister Donald Tusk. The two presidents said they were pleased with 
the "new chapter" that had been started in Russo-Polish relations - which have 
been much more relaxed over the last few months. In this context they noted 

the recent work undertaken by Russia to throw light on the historic background to the Katyn 
Massacre in 1940; the Russian Duma has just declared that the murder of thousands of Poles near 
Smolensk was committed by the Stalinian regime. 

Read [ Othe:- Iir=k i Other hnl<                                                                     I. 1 
Belarus/Kaza khstan 

J The Presidents of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan signed a declaration on 9th ~] photonon dispo December in Moscow on the creation of a Common Economic Area. Other 
documents also adopted plan for the harmonisation of macroeconomic and 
monetary policies in these States. Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan created a 
Customs Union just one year ago aiming to do away with tarif barriers between 

the three countries. 

P..~ad J Other link 

Serbia : 
EL;P 

Following his meeting on 9th December with the European Enlargement 

i~] phot .... dispo Commissi .... Stefan Fule, Serb Prime Minister Mirko Cvetkovic said that Serbia 
wanted to achieve the status of candidate country in 2011. Mr Cvetkovic 
mentioned the measures the government is implementing as part of work for 
Serbia’s possible integration into the EU. The measures include a reform of the 

legal system and the finalisation of the Commission’s questionnaire- which is vital for the 
continuation of membership negotiations. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Switzerland ; 
Presldency 

[ ~ 
] On8thD ..... 

ber the Swiss Foreign Minister Micheline Calmy-Rey .... lected 
photo non dispo by Swiss MPs as President of the Helvetic Confederation 2011. She already 

assumed this role in 2007. Ms Calmy-Rey will take over from Doris Leuthard 
and will retain her post as Foreign Minister. 

Read 

OECD : 
PISA 

I The PISA 2009 survey undertaken by the OECD was published on 7th 

~i photo non dispo December. It assesses the competences of young 15 year-olds (in maths, 
science and reading) in 75 OECD Member countries or partners of the 
organisation. It assesses the acquisition of knowledge and vital know-how for 
daily life at the end of the obligatory schooling period. The results are not very 
good for France: its school system seems obsolete and does not rise adequately 
to the challenges of the 21st century. French 15 year olds have an extremely 

average school standard and there are major inequalities that increase depending on the social 
background. Finland is still the European winner and German and Portuguese pupils are improving. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

J According to Eurostat figures published on 10th December the EU’s current 
~iI photonon dispo account recorded a deficit of 25.5 billion euro in the third quarter of 2010 

compared to a deficit of 19.3 billion in the third quarter of 2009 and a deficit of 
37.1 billion in the second quarter of 2010. In the third quarter of 2010 the 
services balance in the EU revealed a surplus of 15.1 billion euro compared with 

a surplus of 15.4 billion in the third quarter of 2009 and 19.3 billion in the second quarter of 2010. 

I According to figures published by Eurostat on 7th December over the last 

~i photo non dispo decade the rate of unemployment of women aged 15-64 in the EU has 
decreased regularly dropping from 39.9% in 2000 to 35.7% in 2009 which 
means that five million women entered the labour market. Amongst the Member 
States the rate of unemployment for women aged 25 to 54 is lowest in Slovenia 
(12.1%), Sweden (12.9%) and Denmark (13%) and the highest in Malta 
(51.1%), Italy (35.5%), Romania (29.4%) and Greece (29%). 



According to figures published by Eurostat on 9th December in 2009 12% of EU 

:~] phot .... disp .... panies faced IT ..... ity i ..... b ....... f problems i .... puting 
equipment or software, incidents which led to the destruction or alteration of 
data in the wake of virus infection by malicious software or unauthorised access 
were reported by 5% of companies, In .January 2010 half of EU companies used 

strong password and token hardware for user authentification and identification, 

Studies/Reports : 

Cris;,si Solida r;,t y 

J The Center for Applied Policy Research (CAP) has published a study entitled 
.~j photo nondispo "Howa Permanent Crisis Fund can Promote European Solidarity". The author of 

this analysis Douglas Voigt stresses that the development of a permanent crisis 
management fund would have long lasting effect on relations between the 
Member States of the European Union, 

NATD 

J The Austria Institut for Europa-und Sicherheitspolitik (AIES) has just published a 
~iI photonon dispo paper on NATO and its new strategic concept in which author, Arnold Kammel 

describes the content of this concept and analyses what this means for the 
Euro-Atlantic security community. 

Ageing 

j The ageing of populations in the new EU Member States and Croatia is growing 
~] photo non dispo more acute according to a study published on 9th December by the World Bank 

which calls on these countries to take emergency steps to safeguard their health 
and social security systems. This document on Bulgaria, Croatia, Latvia and 
Poland presented in Sofia predicts a constant increase in the number of 

inhabitants aged 65 and over in the next few decades. In 2025 more than 20% of Bulgarians will be 
over 65 in comparison with 13% in 1990 whilst the average age in Slovenia will be around 47. 
Simultaneously the working population will decrease sharply. In Bulgaria in 20}_0 there are four 
workers per pensioner - in 2050 the ratio will be less than two to one. 

EU ?3udget 

j The Center for European Policy Studies (CEPS) has published a study entitled 

~:~:i photo non dispo "The EU Budget: Responsibility without accountability?". Author, Gabriele 
Cipriani, director for structural policy, energy and transport at the European 
Auditors’ Court looks into the issue of the "responsibility deficit" in the European 
budget and explores the factors that are at the root of this such as expenditure 

opaqueness and the irresponsibility of the bodies which manage the budget on a European level. 

Culture : 

j As part of the Franco-German Council on }_0th December German and French 
~] photonon dispo Culture Ministers Bernd Neumann and Frederic Mitterand awarded the first 

France-German Franz Hessel literary prize to Kathrin R~ggla, who received the 
award for her work entitled "Die Alarmbereiten" and Maylis de Kerangal for her 
novel "Naissance d’un Pont". The prize totalling }_0,000 euros and given by the 

Genshagen Foundation and the Villa Gillet aims to "enhance literary dialogue between Germany and 
France and encourage modern authors" explained the German Minister in a press release. 

European Bool< Prize 
The European Book Prize 20:1_0 was awarded on 8th December to Roberto 

.~j photonon dispo Saviano in the essay category and to Soft Oksanen in the novel category. The 
Italian writer was lauded for his essay "Beauty and Hell" whilst the Finnish writer 
who has already won the Femina Foreign prize and the Fnac novel prize was 

rewarded for her novel "Purge". The jury was chaired this year by German Film maker and writer 
Volker Schlond6rff. 

K~!. I ~!~}.~.E.liE.!~                                                       I- :1 

j The Turner Prize, awarded every year to a British artist under 50 was given to 
photo non dispo Scotswoman Susan Philipsz on 6th December for her work "Lowlands". For the 

first time ever this prize was given for a sound installation. Susan Philipsz is the 
fourth woman to win the Turner Prize. 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 

Exh:bit:.oniin nsbruck 

j The Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum in Innsbruck is exhibiting around 80 
.~iI photonon dispo pieces of work by .Johann Evangelist Holzer (}.7091}.740) l these include 

portraits, oil paintings, drawings and retables - one of the greatest masters of 
the }_Sth century. The "Johann Evangelist Holzer, painter of light" exhibition 
will be open until }_3th March 20}_}_. 



E>: h i bit i.~}niPi~, d u a 
The "From Canova to Modigliani, tile face of the 19th Century" exhibition is 

i~iii photo non dispo being held at the Zabarella de Padua Palace until 27th February 2011. It reviews 
the development and history of the portrait in art in the 19th century via the 

work achieved by Canova, Modigliani, Ingres, Tito, Appiani and Thorvaldsen in particular. 

F.~tiva I/St u t t ga !L 

I For the 12th year running the Short Film Festival (KuFiFe) in Stuttgart is being 
photo non dispo organised by the High School for Media (HDM) with films by young producers on 

show. On 17th December the public will choose- after having watched a 
selection of films selected by the festival’s organising committee - three of the 
best short films this year. 

R.~ad J Other li!~k                                                                                  ~ 

Agenda : 

13th December 
"Foreign Affairs" and "General Affairs" Council 

13th-16th December 
Plenary Session - European Parliament 

~.3th and 14th December 
"Agricultural and Fisheries" Council 

16th-17th December 
European Council 

19th December 
Presidential Election- Belarus 

20th December 
EU "Environment" Council 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, .lohanna Karl-.loubert ; Alain Bloedt, Fanny Dubray, Flavia 
Mi, Peter Skopec, Pauline Wartel 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale .loannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. :It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr..lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 12:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Contuining one of Ann’s tradition 

Eurlice, 

Thanks for organizin9 this. I would love to join you on the 21st. Any of those times are fine with me. 
best, 

Lydia 

On Dec 14, 2010, at 11:27 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

A Happy Holiday Season! 

T write to see if you would be open to joining me in continuing a tradition that was dear to our beloved Ann during the holiday season: having a meal at the 

Carolina Inn~ Tn the years past we had breakfast at the Inn days before the 25. T promised her that I would do my best to keep up the tradition~ So I am 
wondering if you have time to share a lunch, coffee or a late breakfast at the Tnn on Tuesday the 21st. 

I know we are all vePl busy, but taking an inspiration from Ann it is great to live a little on the edge even in the midst of end of term madness. 

Kindly let me know when you have a moment. 

Cheers and warm regards, 
Eunice. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.tmc .edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 1:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Travel ReilnbursemenlA),eceipts! (keetings, etc 

Eunice your travel reimbursement has been processed on T093052 
(departing on 11/21 and returning on 11/28 at a per diem rate of $83 per 
day for Mt. Kenya Area plus your receipts for other expenses Your 
total travel reimbursement is $82024 Please stop by my office 3112 
Global FedEx Education, sign and date your travel reimbursement. So I 
can move for~vard with getting approved before I leave for the holidays 
on Thursday, December 16th 

Thank you! 

Margaret 

On 12/14/2010 11:03 AM; Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
[)ear Margaret, 

It good to finally meet you too. Per diems is the only other reimbursement. 

Thanks so much and wishing you a Happy Holiday Season. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From~ Margaret ~Vo;ds [mww;od~@em~ilTun~edu~ 

Sent: Monday, December 13, 2010 3:15 PM 
To: Sahle, E~ice N 
Cc: Barbara Anderson 
Subject: Re: Travel Reimbursement/Receip~t Greetings, etc 

Hi E~ice, 

Thark you so much for hand delivering your receipts last Th~sday 
akernoon to my office. I am off on Friday-s and is starting to process 
your reimbursement to Kenya before I leave for the day. 

You gave me four receipts m Kenyan Shilling totaling $161.41 m us 
Dollars. Please forgive me for asking, but I just wanted to clarK} 
before I completed your reimbursement. ~e you claiming per diems, 
lodging, airfare or any other expenses that you did not mention to me or 
give me receipts for’.’ Please note: we do not need receipts for per 
diems, but would need receipts for your lodging and aiffare. I will hold 
off on completion of your travel reimbursement until I hear back fiom you. 

I did not see an email or any receipts for your trip. I copied Barbara 
Anderson on this email as a FYI. 

~atk you for your prompt replyt ~ 

Margaret Woods 

On 8/23/2010 10:43 ~ Barbara ~derson wrote: 
>> Dear E~ice: 
>> We now have ~vord on our revised budget from DC. This is a veW exciting 
>> prNect N this academic year we have $1500 for H~an Righ~ talks. 
>> Please be a~vare that Peter Landstrom is away on extended sick leave, so 
>> Margaret Woods will help you with finances [Margaret: this will come 
>> from budget line H3.d.] We should talk about how you would like to use 
>> the t~ds for this project (ai~3re, hotel accon~odations, an 
>> honorarim, etc.) Obviously this won’t be enough t~r what you have in 
>> mind, but will hopet~lly get the ball rolling. Wal~est regards, Barbara 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> eunice@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Hi Barbara, 
>>> 

>>> I hope you are eRioying your visit to the L~ Looking forward to 
>>> catching up with you when you return. 

>>> I write today to see if the Center can contribute towards a public 
>>> event li~ed both Afri416 (human rigNs and social movements in 
>>> Africa) and INTS560 @uman rights, ethics and global issues) t~acusing 
>>> on the theme of environmental ethics and h~an rights this fall. The 



>>> event would be the Chapel Hill viewing of Dr. Wangari Maathaai’s :film: 
>>> "Taking Root: ’l’he Vision of Wangari Maathai". ’l’he film is finally out 
>>> and Mr Kamofi Wachiira who 2 weeks ago participated in the national 
>>> launch in Kenya and who is also featured in the film is open to 
>>> leading a discussion following the viewing of the film 
>>> 

>>> As you know, I appreciate the Center’s support of human rights courses 
>>> especially your previous contribution to Afri416 conferences. I hope 
>>> this wonderful tradition continues. 

>>> Kind regards, 
>>> Eunice 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatka--~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 3:08 PM 

Department listserv ~ati-ialhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: December 27-31: Portion of Manniug Drive Closed 

Agatha Buell 
B usit~e,~;,~; Officer 
Dep~u’tme~* of Public Policy 
217 Abemcthy Hall, CB ~/3435 

Depx~me~ of African & Afi’o.-Ame~icm~ Studies 
109 Bat[le Hail, CB #3395 
U*fiversib" ofNo~fl~ Ca~olhm 
Chapel Hill, NC 2?599 
p. 919,962,2788 
fi 919,962,5824 

F~m= Kane, Claire (Public Safe~) [mailto:ckane@psafe~.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 14, 2010 2:17 PN 

Subjeet= December 27-31: Po~on of NanNn~ Drive Closed 

Parking Coordinaors, please forward this informaion: 
~e potion of Ma~ing Drive bebveen South Columbia Street and West Drive will be closed m all through 
tra~c Mondw - Ffidw, December 27 - 31 due m ~e insmllaion of fr~ework fbr ~e new pedestrian 
b~dge. Click hem m see a map of~e aff?cted area. 
Traffic will be detoured m Mason Fa~ Road south of~e parking decks during ~is time. 
Pedestfi~s will be m-routed sou~ of~e Mau Ellen Jones Building. 
~e Chapel Hill Transit and Triangle TransR bus stop in from of the Dogwood Parking Deck will be 
temporarily closed; riders should access eastbound tr~sit se~dce via ~e bus stop on East Drive adjacem to 
~e Jackson Parking Deck. For N~her detmls on Chapel Hill Tr~sR detours, visit the following link: 
hRp ://www.townofchapelh i ll.org/mde x.aspx ?page---15 6 3 
Call ~e Depamnem of Public Safety a 962-3951 during nodal business hours with other questions or concerns. 
7 ~ank you, 
The Dwartmem oJ’Publ~c Sc¢~{V 

You axe currently subscribed to afi’iaiZam as: eunice@email,tmc,e&~. 

To uusubscribe clickhem: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati{alTarn&o~8310243 

(It may be uecessaW to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28310243-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(g~)listsmw.uuc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberts, Joanna --~Joanna.Roberts@palgrave-nsa.com~ 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 3:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
Please allow me to introduce myself as an editorial assistant here at Palgrave Macmillan. I am writing to ask if you might be interested in taking a look at 
a book by Tracy Fisher (University of California, Riverside) we are considering for publication entitled ~’hat’s Left ofBlack~ess. A brief description follows 
below: 
~hat’s Left ofBlack~ess? anal3~es the political transfolrnations in black women’s socia]ly engaged commnnity-based political work in England fi’om the late 1960s 

until the 2000s. It situates these shifts alongside Britain’s political economy; and, against the diseourse and deplo>~ent of blackness as a political imaginary in which to 

engage in struggles for social justice. Weaving together ethnograpNc, historical, and theoretical "text~" 14"hat’s Left of Blackness? a~ues that mapping black women’s 

socially engaged political groups within Britmn’s changing sociopolitical economic context reveals the ways in which groups tmnslbrmed from mati-impenalis~t 

organ~ations to service provisioning groups all the wNle redefining and expanding the veD, domain of Maat constitutes "the political." Its interdiseiplinaq, approach will 

interest scholars, graduate students, and adv~mced undergraduate students of women’gt}minist studies; critical race studie~ Atiican diaspora studies, transnationa] 
studies of race and ethnicity; an& political, social and cultural antblopolog% 

Might you be interested in offering us a one-to-two-page evaluation of this project? The materials consist of a proposal, introduction, and 4 sample 
chapters. We would be happy to offer you a $:100 honorarium or S:lSO worth of our books, and we would expect to receive your comments in about three 

weeks’ time. If you decide not to review this project, might you suggest some names of colleagues in your field who may be interested in reading it? 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience if you are interested and able to read and to what address I should send the materials. I look forward to 
hearing from you! 
Kind regards, 
jo 

Jo Roberts 

h___t_t_#_: /_Lt_LS_:!]!2a__c__t_n__j_l_!_a__n__:££!]L/__P_2a__l_&E~!L~:_~A 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lain Carol Ann Markstein <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 4:01 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Global Studies Reappointment 

AP-2[1].doc 

Hi 

It turns out that your joint appointment with Global Studies has expired and we need to reappoint you. If you could fill out the attached AP-2 form and send that 

back to me along with your CV so I can initiate the action in EPAWeb, that would be fantastic. 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:I Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.u nc.edu!d epts!ints! 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
RECOMMENDATION FOR EPA PERSONNEL ACTION 

(Please type. See instructions on reverse side.) 
{ FORMCHECKBOX} INITIAL APPOINTMENT { FORMCHECKBOX} REAPPOINTMENT { FORMCHECKBOX} PROMOTION 
FORMCHECKBOX } OTHER (specify): { FORMTEXT } 

CURRENT INFORMATION TO BE COMPLETED BY NOMINEE 

Name: { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
Last First 

Address: { FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMTEXT 

} 

{ 
FORMTEXT 

} 
Middle 

Telephone No. 

Date of Birth: Birthplace: { FORMTEXT } Citizenship: { FORMTEXT } 
country 

Are you related by blood or marriage to any person now employed by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill? 

If yes, give the relative’s name, relationship and department name: (See back of form.) 
{ FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 
X}Yes { 
FORMCHECKBO 
X}No 

EDUCATION 

Baccalaureate 

Graduate or 
Professional 

Other 

EXPERIENCE 

Current 

Previous 

Name and Location of College or University 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Name of Employer 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Degree, Diploma, 
or Certificate 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Rank or Title 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Date Conferred 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Major 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Employment Dates 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMT 

Race: EXT } 
Code 

{ 
FORMTE 

Sex: XT } 
Code 

Attach curriculum vita including: (a) other professional experience and activities, (b) memberships in scholarly and professional organizations, 
(c) publications, and (d) contracts and grants received. (See back of form.) CV attached: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } 
No 

hereby certify that all information above is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. 

Signature: Date: 

TO BE COMPLETED BY INITIATING UNIT 

Is this position contingent on the availability of funds? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Date of nominee’s first UNC-CH EPA appointment: { FORMTEXT } Rank: { FORMTEXT } Department: { FORMTEXT } 

Position Title: { FORMTEXT } 

Base Unit 

Rank 

Date Action Effective 

Joint Unit 

Joint Rank 

Date Action Effective 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR EPA NON-FACULTY NOMINEE ONLY 

Date Action Effective -- Beginning: { FORMTEXT } 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR FACULTY NOMINEE ONLY 

Ending: { FORMTEXT } 

Present Appointment (if applicable) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } Ending { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Proposed Appointment 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } 

If the nominee is currently holding tenure to retirement, indicate the initial date tenured: { FORMTEXT } 

{ 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } { FORMCHECKBOX } FORMT 

Term Proposed: Tenure to Retirement Probationary term of EXT } years 

If initial appointment (including initial tenure track), interviewed by: { FORMTEXT } 

Letters of recommendation by: { FORMTEXT } 

RECOMMENDED BY 

This recommendation meets the University’s requirements as follows: Nepotism Policy: 
Affirmative Action Plan: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
Verification: { FORMCHECKBOX} 

Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Fixed term of { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } No { FORMCHECKBOX } Not Applicable     Credentials 



Signature: 

{ FORMTEXT } Title: { FORMTEXT } Date: 

Form AP2, Revised 05/01/07    Submit four (4) copies for: Chancellor, Employee Records, Dean/Director’s Office, Departmental Confirmation 



Form AP-2 Instructions 

An AP-2 form is to be completed for a new appointee who is Exempt for the Personnel Act (EPA) and to effect any subsequent changes in 
appointment, reappointment, or promotion. 

Line 3 RACE and SEX. Enter the appropriate numerical Race Code and the Sex Code as follows: 
Race Code 
1 = White (not of Hispanic origin). Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of 

Europe, North Africa, or Middle East. 
2 = Black (not of Hispanic origin). Persons having origins in any of the black racial groups. 
3 = American Indian or Alaskan Native. Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of 

North America. 
4 = Asian or Pacific Islander. Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far 

East, Southeast Asia, Pacific Islands (China, Japan, Philippines, Korea, American Samoa, 
etc.), or Indian subcontinent. 

5 = Hispanic. Persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American, or other 
Spanish origin or culture, regardless of race. 

Sex Code 
M = Male 
F = Female 

Line 4 A relative, in general, includes the following: 
Brother, Brother-in-law 
Daughter, Daughter-in-law 
Father, Father-in-law 
First Cousin 
Grandfather, Grandmother 
Grandson, Granddaughter 

Guardian or Ward 
Half-Brother, Half-Sister 
Husband, Wife 
Mother, Mother-in-law 
Nephew, Niece 

Sister, Sister-in-law 
Son, Son-in-law 
Stepdaughter, Stepson 
Stepfather, Stepmother 
Uncle, Aunt 

Line 7 a. List all post-degree training and/or experience 
c. Categorize publications under the following headings and list the inclusive page numbers, authors (in actual order), and 

publication (or in press) dates. 
Book Monograph 
Book Chapter Refereed* Article 
Book Review Other Article 
Dissertation Published Note or Abstract 

* Refereed Article: If in press, in addition to the above information, list the target publication date. Also, if the article has been 
submitted and/or accepted for publication, list the number of manuscript pages and date submitted and/or accepted. 

d. Provide titles or topics of contracts and grants for which you were Principal Investigator or Co-Principal Investigator, and 
identify funding agencies, beginning and ending dates, and total amount of awards. 

Line 10 Date of nominee’s first UNC-CH EPA appointment is the date of most recent continuous permanent or temporary appointment. 

Line 12 Complete the PRESENT APPOINTMENT section only if nominee is currently employed by the University and is recommended 
for reappointment, promotion, and/or an additional title as follows: 

Base Unit: Enter the name of the nominee’s present primary department, institute, or school. 
Rank: Enter the present rank held in the base unit. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of present appointment in base unit. 
Joint Unit and Joint Rank: Enter the name of each additional unit in which faculty rank is presently held and the 

corresponding rank. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of present joint appointment. 

Complete the PROPOSED APPOINTMENT section as follows: 
Base Unit: Enter the name of the nominee’s proposed primary department, institute, or school. 
Rank: Enter the proposed rank held in the base unit. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of proposed appointment in base unit. 
Joint Unit and Joint Rank: Enter the name of each additional unit in which faculty rank is proposed and the 

corresponding rank. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of proposed joint appointment. 

Term Proposed: Check the appropriate block. If a probationary term at the rank of instructor, assistant professor or associate 
professor, or if a fixed term appointment, enter the duration of appointment. 

Line 14 Letters of recommendation as required by divisional review procedures (Academic Affairs or Health Affairs). 

Line 15 Recommendation is initiated by the Department Chairman or Dean, as appropriate, and submitted to the appropriate 
Administrative Office for review and approval= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Contuining one of Ann’s tradition 

Hi Eunice, 

This is a great id~-:~a ! I’d love to (:om~?, but probably won’t be able 

~:o her t?r~joy and I’ll ~:ry to make? it th~-_~ n~-:~>’,t tim~-:~. 

Have a wonderful holiday! 

Frera-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 20:t0 1:1:27 AM 
To." risa_ellovich@ncsu.edu; Barbara Anderson; Pier, David; Boyd, Lydia C; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: ContuiNng one of Ann’s tradition 

Dear Colleagues, 

A Happy Holiday Season! 

z write to see if you would be open to joining me in continuing a tradition that was dear to our beloved Ann during the holiday season: having a meal at the Carolina Inn. In the 
years past we had breakfast at the 1nn days before the 25. I promised her that I would do my best to keep up the tradition. So I am wondering if you have time to share a 
lunch, coffee or a late breakfast at the Inn on Tuesday the 2:tst. 

I know we are all very busy, but taking an inspiration from Ann it is great to live a little on the edge even in the midst of end of term madness. 

Kindly let me know when you have a moment. 

Cheers and warm regards, 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RisaEllovich <risa ellovich@ncsu.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 7:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Re: Contuining one of Anffs tradition 

Thanks for the invitation and for carrying on a tradition about which I kne~v nothing. How very Ann to insert some sani~ and caring in the midst of insanity’ and mayhem. 

Unfoltunately, I shall not be in town on the 21 st I hope to get out of here ~vell before then to travel to Connecticut and be ~vith my mother. If the tradition continues, keep me in mind for next 

year 

Have a wonderful holiday, Eunice. See you in the new- year 

Risa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Driscoll <mdri~ol@email.unc.edup 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 9:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Will you have time to come to this? I ca~a pick you up 

SOLSTICE!! 

You and yours are WARMLY invited to mark the winter solstice with rituals of 
light and fellowship. For those who can stay tap that late, a lunar 
eclipse is 
prophesized for around midnight? 

Monday, December 20th 
8:~.)-ish of the o?clock 

there will be torches in the yard to light your way Look for the ]VfM on the 
wall. 

PLEASE BRING SOI’,/ff~;THING TO MGHT, BURN, ~KN[)/OR CONSUME. IVIATf~;Ri~%LS FOR MAKING 

BURNA[3LE Eb~FIGIES ~KN[) t,IRE WIJ_,L BE PROVIDED 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CIEE <newslette@ciee.org> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 7:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CIEE Sin@ Center in Dakar, Senegal 

Dear Eunice Sahle, December 15, 2010 

We recently sent you a postcard featuring our new Summer Senegalese Studies program the CIEE Study Center in 

Dakar, Senegal. We are very excited about this new program and want to make sure you have as much information 

as possible to best advise your students interested in studying abroad in Senegal. 

The Summer Senegalese Studies program at the CIEE Study Center at Suffolk University-Dakar Campus is ideal 

for students interested or majoring in French/Francophone studies, African studies, international relations, or 

development studies and are seeking an opportunity to live and study in a French-speaking West African country 

considered by many to be one of the most developed and democratic nations in that region. The program is geared 

towards students who want to learn firsthand about Senegalese society and explore issues such as education, 

politics, the impact of Islam, and development and globalization from a West African perspective 

Program highlights include: 

Innovative courses in Senegalese history, politics, literature, education, religion, and public health and 

development issues 

Experience Senegalese society firsthand through homestays with local families and community 

engagement opportunities at local NGOs and other organizations 

Explore Senegalese society and culture through special field trips and excursions to places such as Saint 

Louis, Toubab Dialaw, Gor~e Island, and local museums 

We hope that this information will assist you in advising students interested in studying abroad with CIEE on our 

Summer Senegalese Studies program in Dakar, Senegal. For more detailed information on this program, as well 

as others, please visit our website at ,;,~,’,’,~,’ ciae..)if#isl:udv You can also receive more information by speaking with 

the CI EE Institutional Representative for your area. Click hare to contact the representative for your institution. If you 

would like to order advising materials, please visit the F~ublica!:ii3ns C~!nl!?r and download an order form, or contact 

us by phone at 1.800 40.STUDY and we’d be happy to place an order for you 

Sincerely, 

CIEE 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages fiom this sender, please 

click ou the ibllowiug e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 



You will receive one additionaJ e-mail message confirmiug your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Margaret Woods <mwwoods@email.tmc .edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Re: Sign Attached T093052 

Eunice S~Ne T093052.pdf 

Good Morning Eunice, 
Attached is your travel reimbursement processed on T093052. Please sign 
and date the first sheet. Scan the first sheet only and sent back to 
me as an email attachment so I can process for payment today. Keep the 
copy :[’or your records. 

Mail the original signed sheet to me via campus mail (Margaret Woods, 
CB#7582). This way you won’t have to come over in the cold and I can 
get this processed before I leave [’or the holidays I copied Barbara on 
this email as a FYI 

Thank you so very much. 

Margaret Woods 

Administrative Business Associate 

Area Studies Center 

3112 Global FedEx Education Center 

CB#7582 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Telephone: (919) 843-9203 

Fax: (919) 843-2102 

mxwgoods@email.unc, edu 



Print Barcode 

UNC TRAVEL SERVICES FAX COVER PAGE 
TRAVEL REIHi]URSEHENT 

T093052 

Page I of 1 

U T T R P A R T 2 

T B T O 9 3 O 5 2 

Under penalties of perjury I certify this is a true and accurate statement of the city of lodging, expenses 
and allowances incurred in the service of the State and that I have not claimed reimbursement for 
expenses paid or to be paid by another organization. 

Traveler Signature/Date 

PREPARER’S NAME: Margaret Woods 

PREPARER’S PHONE: 8439203 

PREPARER’S EHAIL: 

TRAVELER’S NAME: Eunice Sahle 

TRAVELER’S PHONE: null 

TRAVELER’S EHAIL: eunice@email,unc.edu 

FAX COVER PAGE WITH ATTACHHENTS TO TRAVEL SERV~[CES 
919 962-2772 

Fax Server is not available from 2 AH to 4 AH Eastern Time, 

htIps:iiviewstar.unc.eduiUNCTravelWebServiceiGenerateBarzode.aspx?USAGE_TYp I2/14/2010 



Travel Print Preview Page 1 of 3 

Document IO: T093052 

Status: Work In Progress 

Travel Information: 
T~a~el~," ~’~: 709856210 

~: Eunice SaNe 
21220 

eunice@emait,unc,edu 
3287 - African & AfricamAmer Studbs 

Associate Professor 

T~avolCity: Mr. Ke£ya Area 

Tr~’~N S~ale: 

Trave~ Pur~o,~e: Tp ~ravel to Kenya to participate ~n aF 
event linked both Ari416 human dghts 
social movements ~n Africa 

~,~ a~: GSA $83 per n~ght (Kenan Sh}~ling) 

Reimbursement Details ...................................... 
!I!2I~’2010 

~reakfast Total Cost $0.00 

Lu~c~ 

~i~n~ Reg/Otr Expense Descriptio~ Cost 
Total Cost Total Cost $O00 

Total Day Cost 

!I;22/2010 

SubsistenceAdd Cost Trans Type From To D~scription Mileage Cos~ 
Breaht’as~ Total Cost $0.00 

mna~r Reg[Otr Ex penae Dose ript~o~ Coat 
Tota~ Cost Tota~ Cost $0.00 

Total Dap Cost 

11~23f20!0 

Sub$istenceAdd Cos~ Trans Type From To Oescrigtion 
~rea,~fest Other Regular Gas 
c~,~ ]-otN Cost 

To~al Cost. RegiOtr Expense Description 
Total Cost 

Mileage 

$ 

Cost 

$0.0o 

7oral Day Cost 

https:iiitsapps.unc.eduifrsitrvlprintpreview.do ?trvlFormHeaderIDRequest=3 88266 12/14/2010 



Travel Print Preview Page 2 of 3 

11t24120!0 

Tran~ ~ype 

To~a~ Cost 

Reg/OtrExpense 

Tota! Cost 

Cost 

$o.oo 

$o.0o 

Total Day Cosf < 

t 112512010 

SuSsistence Add Cost 

Breakfas~ 

Total Cost 

Trans Type 
Tota! Cost 

Total Cost 

Co~t 

$o,oo 

Cos~ 

$0.0o 

Total Day Cost 

1~12612010 

Subsistence Add Cost 

Lunch 

Total Cost 

Tra~s ~ype 
Ground 
Other 
Total Cosl 

Reg]Otr ~xpen~e 

Cost 

C onference 

To Description I’~ibage 
Hotel Taxi 1 

Super Gas 

Cost 

Cost, 

$o.oo 

Total Day Cost 

!I/27/2010 

Subsistence Add Cost 

t~unc~ 

bin~er 

Total Cost 

Traas Type 

Total Cost 

~teg/Otr ~x#ense 
Tota! Cost 

Description Cos~: 

$o.oo 

$o.o0 

!I]28!20!0 

Totat Day Cost = 

Br~a~fa~t Total Cost 

Totat Cost Tota~ Cost 

Cost 

$0,0o 

$o.oo 

https:iiitsapps.unc.edWfrsitrvlprintpreview.do?trvlFormHeaderIDRequest=388266 12/14/2010 



Travel Print Preview Page 3 of 3 

Object 
Account # Code Amo~tnt Vendor # 

5 39233 3132 S ..... 21220 

5 39233 3133 S ..... 21220 

5 39233 3135 S ..... 21220 

SAHLE, EUNICE 00 

SAHLE, EUNICE 00 

SAHLE, EUNICE 00 

$820.24 

Tota} Reimbursement Cost = $820.24 

Travel Summary 

https ://itsapps.unc. eduifi"sitrvlprintpreview, do ?trvlForrnHeaderIDRequest=388266 12/14/2010 



P.O Box 64258 ~ Tel: 020 - 6768056 
00620- Nairobi Murang’a Road 

(Park NationN Se~ices S~atio~ }, ~ 

~ 
PtN A0O~ 16C ..... ~ ’~ ...... ~’F ’" ...... 

Vehicle No ~ ~%g Or~r No 

KE 

OTHERS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 10:28 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Helpful Grading Hints 

Helpful Grading Hints 

Grade Changes can be made in the usual way, by completing a paper Grade Change Form and submitting it to 
our office for processing. 

Between 5-7pm the Registrar’s Office is a phone only operation. 

¯ You must be in "not reviewed" status to enter/edit grades. 

¯ If you are not the approver and you put your grade roster in "ready for review" status, you lose access to that 

roster. 

¯ If you cannot see all of your grades, you might try "unchecking" the "display assigned grades" box. 

¯ You know your grade roster has been posted when grades appear in the "Official Grade Column". 

¯ Eligibility will run the night of the 21st. 

Office ofthe University Registrar 

919 962-0495 

December14,2010 

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28314846 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28314846-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

members@africanstudies.org 

Wednesday, December 15,2010 12:27 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

U of Bremman Post-Doc Position 

This message has been sent on behalf of The Institute for Intercultural and International Studies (InIIS). For further information please contact Prof. 
Dr. Klaus Schlichte klaus.schlichte@iniis.uni-bremen.de or Sarah Biecker sarah.biecker@iniis.uni-bremen.de. 
CfA: Post-Doe position "African Police", University of Bremen (Feb 2011-Jan2013) 
The University of Bremen has an opening of one full=time research position (postdoctoral) at the Institute for Intercultural and International Studies 
(InIIS) within the Department of Social Sciences (FB 08) to work on a research project entitled "Isomorphism or Context? African Police between 
Global Expectations and Local Dynamics". Subject to the approval of the University, the position, which is based on a two-year contract with a 
possible extension, is to be filled as soon as possible. The project will investigate state police forces in selected African countries in order to see how 
these institutions react to global and local pressure. By comparing four African countries we would like to establish whether organizational structures, 
discourses, practices and the professional habitus of police forces have changed in a similar direction: Is there a tendency towards isomorphism in 
African police forces, or are they rather shaped by local contexts and dynamics? The successful candidate will work on police forces in two African 
countries. The cases of Uganda and Rwanda have already been chosen by another collaborator in the project, and the selection of the two other 
cases depends on the knowledge and research experience of the postdoctoral researcher. 
The project is part of the Priority Program "Adaptation and Creativity in Africa. Technologies and Significations in the Production of Order and 
Disorder" funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG). Applicants should have a PhD preferably in the fields of African history, colonial history 
and/or social sciences with a historical dimension. Furthermore, applicants must have a wide experience of field research in at least one African 
country and the willingness to conduct field research for several months. As the project is designed as a comparative investigation on long-term 
developments, the successful candidate must combine ethnographic methods with historical work. Fluency in both English and French or an official 
language of a Sub-Saharan African state is an advantage. Further tasks include the administration of the project, the coordination of activities within 
the project, participation in relevant activities of the Priority Program as well as the apprenticeship supervision of the PhD student involved in the 
project. 
Applicants must have a demonstrable commitment to publication in reputable academic journals. The position is full-time, funded initially for two years 
and the salary is based on the German public sector scale (TVL). The expected start date is February Ist, 2011, subject to financing approval by the 
DFG. The project will be located at the University of Bremen’s institute for International and Intercultural Studies (InIIS). 

Please submit your application letter no later than (15th December 2010) stating your preferred cases, a CV and contact information of two 
reference persons (only these three items, please) by email to klaus.schlichte@iniis.uni-bremen.de and kfeldman@uni-bremen.de. Please send only 
copies of your documents and no folders. Application documents will not be returned but destroyed after the application process has been completed. 
Application/interview costs will not be covered by the University. 
As the University of Bremen intends to increase the proportion of female employees in science, women are particularly encouraged to apply. In case of 
equal personal aptitude and qualification, disabled persons will be given priority. We welcome applications from scholars with a migratory background. 
Universit~it Bremen 
Fachbereich 8 
z.Hd. Frau Feldmann 
Bibliothekstra6e I 
28359 Bremen 
For further information please contact Prof. Dr. Klaus Schlichte klaus.schlichte@iniis.uni-bremen.de or Sarah Biecker sarah.biecker@iniis.uni- 
bremen.de. 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (members@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lain Carol Ann Markstein <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 12:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

World Orders, Development and Transformation 

Hi Eunice, 

We’re about to start a small library in the Global Studies reception area to showcase faculty writing. Given your close ties with the curriculum, we would love to 

have your newest book on display. We were wondering whether you might have a copy you would be willing to donate to Global Studies so that we can exhibit 

your work. 

Please let us know! 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:/iwww.unc.eduideptsiints/ 



Part Time Oceans Program Assistant 
Environmental Defense Fund 

Raleigh, North Carolina 

With world attention focused on both the environment and the economy, Environmental Defense Fund 

(EDF) is where policymakers and business leaders turn for win-win solutions. This leading green group, 

with programs from Boston to Beijing, has tripled in size over the past decade by focusing on strong 

science, uncommon partnerships and market-based approaches. You can be part of a vibrant workplace 

that welcomes diverse perspectives, talents and contributions, where innovation and a focus on results are 

a way of life. 

Position Description: 

EDF seeks a part-time (20 hours per week) Oceans Program Assistant for its Raleigh, North Carolina 

office. This is a temporary (through September 2011) position. This position will serve 10-20% time as 

assistant to the Director of the NC Office, and 80-90% time as program assistant to environmental 

program staff in the Oceans Program. The program assistant will report directly to the iLatin America & 

Caribbean Oceans Program Manager. This position handles sensitive and confidential information and 

must demonstrate an ability to meet strict deadlines, and have excellent interpersonal, communication, 

and organizational skills. 

Key Responsibilities: 

The Assistant will be responsible for the following: 

Document preparation to include word processing, spreadsheets, and presentations 

Conduct lnternet and library research and analysis on a range of environmental or other issues 

Proofread documents, edit and format documents, letters, and reports 

Photocopy, fax, develop and maintain filing systems 

Maintain calendar, schedule and organize meetings and conference calls for the Director and Oceans 

program staff as appropriate 

Manage event planning and meetings for the NC/Southeast Advisory Board and other events as 

needed. Assist with communications and appropriate activities between the Board and the Director 

Provide administrative assistance to the environmental program staff in the Oceans Program 

Assist in the management of program operational budgets including budget planning, tracking of 

expenses, and processing third party invoices in coordination with finance staff and program budget 

analysts 

File expense reports for the program staff and Director as needed 

Help coordinate projects among regional staff and the iDirector as needed to ensure timely attention 

and response 

Exercise individual initiative in solving organizational/operational problems 



Handle confidential and non-routine items and communications including legal documents and 
information relevant to SE regional board members, donors, and staff 
Various additional administrative and research tasks as needed 

Requirements 

Two years relevant office experience 

Bachelor’s degree preferred 

Excellent interpersonal, proofreading, tin~e-management and organizational skills. 

Strong verbal and written communication skills. 

Spanish language proficiency (basic written and oral) 

Self-starter capable of working independently 

Motivated team player, able to shift daily work plan as priorities change 

Effective coordinator with internal staff and key outside constituents 

Computer proficiency in Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point, and the Internet 

Ability to prioritize work and meet strict deadlines 

Meticulous attention to detail 

Demonstrated research skills 

Motivated by a commitment to the importance of the environment 

Compensation: Commensurate with experience. 

Term: This is a temporary (through September 201 l) position. 

Hours: This a part time position (20 hrsiweek). 

Application: Qualified applicants should submit their cover letter (including sala~ requirements) and 

resume to jobs@edf.org. 

Due to the volume of employment applications and queries received, EDF is unable to respond to each 

application individually. Applicants will be contacted directly if selected as a candidate. 

Environmental Defense is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

(]Vbvember 2010) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: Dratt 

Eunice 

This looks good I would add t~vo suggestions 

1. Change quick to quite in first sentence 

2. Add ’if joint faculty ~vant to -- they mat not, but at least they 
should be asked’ 

Best 
John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 15, 2010, at 2:18 PIVl. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.u~ac.edu> 
wrote: 

John, 

Below is a draJ~ of the note I plan to send to An@. Please feel 

free to add, delete, etc. 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 

Dear Andy, 

Greetings 

I have been reflecting quick a bit following our meeting on INTS210 
a couple of weeks of ago and just thought I would write to share 
some thoughts. 

I am wondering if it is at all possible to reconsider the decision 
to have only lecturers teach both sections of 210 and the honor 
class. While those o17 us who have taught these courses especially 
210 are aware of some the logistical and other tensions underpinning 
them, teaching them has been an important part of our sense o17 
building a community devoted to the study of global issues 

Personally, while I have developed and taught other courses for the 
Curriculum, I worry that eliminating the possibiliW for joint 
faculty teach these course may in the long run weaken their 
conmfitment to the Curriculum; a development that would be sad as we 
enter into an interesting debate concerning the meaning and mandate 
of the emerging field of Global Studies. May be all this development 
was discussed when I was away last year and if it was and there a 
consensus please forgive me. I just thought I would share my- 
thoughts on the matter given ray commitment to the curriculum and our 
students. 

Best wishes, 
Eanice. 

From: John Pickles [jpickles@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 12:48 PM 
To: Gokariksel, Pervin Banu 
Cc: Sable, Eanice N; Driscoll, Mark W 
Subject: Re: The end of democracy in International Studies 

Okay, Wed 1-2pro it is. 
Let’s get cofihe at Daily Grind and come to my office, as I wrote 
earlier I don’t think Jack Sprat is the place ibr this discussion 

Kevin Hewison might also be interested. He has expressed similar 
concerns to me about the sidelining of the Persom~el Committee. Do 
you 
want me to invite him or leave that discussion for another day? 
Jolm 

On 12/8/2010 12:12 PM. Pervin Bariu Gokariksel wrote: 
>> Wech~esday 1-2 would work much better for me How about Jack Sprat? 
>> 

>> Banu 
>> 



>> Dr Banu Gokarikse[ 
>> Department of (inography 
>> University of North Carohna, Chapel Hill 27599-3220 
>> http :/iveilin~fa shion.un c edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> OnDec 8, 2010, at 11:02 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear All, 

>>> Monday or Wednesday 1-2pro would work from this end. 

>>> Cheers, 
>>> Eunice. 

>>> From: John Pickles [jpickles@email.~mc.edu 
>>> <mailto :i pickles(~email.unc.edu>] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 7:02 PM 
>>> To: Driscoll, Mark W 
>>> Cc: Sahle, Etmice N; Gokariksel, Pcrvin Banu 
>>> Subject: Re: The end of democracy in International Studies 

>>> \Vhy don’t we aim for a cofi;ee next week after classes end. 
>>> YVhat about M, Tu, or W afternoon 1-2pm? 
>>> Perhaps 206 Saunders, rather than a coffee bar. We can grab cups at 
>>> Daily Grind. 

>>> John 

>>> mdriscol ~Vl-Ote: 
>>>> Eunice, Banu and John, 
>>>> I’ve been talking to people recently about International Studies 
>>>> and it’s 
>>>> increasingly obvious hnw much is has turned into a private fiefdom 
>>>> for Andy 
>>>> Reynolds. The new \IA in Global Studies was constructed ~vith velT 
>>>> little 
>>>> input from the joint appointments (let alone the Universi~ 
>>>> Professor in 
>>>> International Studies t). A similar process of disregarding the 
>>>> rest of us 
>>>> is happening with the new Senior hire where Reynolds hasn’t had the 
>>>> search 
>>>> con~rnittee meet even once yet He has controlled evelTthing 
>>>> related to the 
>>>> search: the wording of the ad and where the ad was placed. This is 
>>>> exactl~v 
>>>> what happened last year as the ad was placed exclusively in IR 
>>>> journals; 
>>>> Chris Nelson brought the ad to Michal’s attention and a t?~v of us 
>>>> went out 
>>>> of our way to go to all the talks and make sure she has a chance 
>~>> at ~he 
>>>> lectureship. 2myway, I know we are all busy at this time of the 
>>>> year, but 
>>>> I’m wondering if anyone has the energy, to draft something like a 
>>>> vote 

>>>> confidence in 2m~dy. Hope you’re all well, 

>>> <wmmail.dat> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Airtkre reimbursement - Cont~rence travel to Kenya 

Dear Eunice, 

I started processing your travel reimbursement request and I’d like to know the name of conference you attended in Kenya and if possible, please let me know the 

~:il:h~ of your paper presented ~:here. ~ need these ~nformation for the College’s Trawls] Grant app~k:ation 

Thank you 

Haer~m Mil~er 

Dept. ~:( P~biic P~[icy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-5~2-5824 
Depl ofk:[?ican & Afi’e American Studies 
Tel 919-f~d6-1295 
Mmillell ~email.unc. edu 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Tuesday, December 14, 2010 1:31 PN 

T~= Miller, Haeran 
Subject= AlrNre reimbursement - Con%fence travel to Kenya 

Dear Haeran, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I write to kindly let you know that I left an envelop with the receipt of the airfare of my recent conference travel to Kenya in your mailbox. Any help you can extend in facilitating 
a reimbursement for the amount will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Airfa~e reimbur~mem - Cont:erence travel to Kewa 

Dear Eunice, 

What about per diem? If you want, I can add per diem and we can request the total of $~,000 for this trip~ Please let me know, 

Haerm~ Miller 
AccL 
Depl 
Tel 9 
Fax. 

’]Te]. 919..966..1295 
hrmil]er(d~email unc.edu 

F~m= Hiller, Haeran 
Sent= Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:35 PN 

Te= SaNe, Eunice 
Subject= RE: A~rNre reimbursement - Con%fence travel to Kenya 

Dear Eunice, 

~ started processk~g your [ravel reimbursement reqt~e5[ and t’d li~e to know the name of conference you attet~ded it~ Kenya and if possible, please ~et me know the 

tide o[ your paper presented there. ~ need ~:hese #~[ormation tot the College’s Travel Grant ap~lication. 

Thank you. 

Haeran Mi~br 
Acct. 
Depl of Public 
Tel 919-9S2-4~I~4 
Fax. 
I)ept of" AJ]ican & 
TeL 919-96d- i 295 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
$ent: Tuesday, December 
Te: Miller, Haeran 
$ubjeCt~ Airfare reimbursement - Conference travel to Kenya 
Dear Haerao, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I write to kindly let you know that I left an envelop with the receipt of the airfare of my recent conference travel to Kenya in your mailbox, Any help you can extend in facilitating 
a reimbursement for the amount will be highly appreciated, 

Many thanks. 
Eunice, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 3:02 PM 

~gmail.com; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

CV for Firoze Manji 

IntroducingPamba.zuka News.docx; FIROZE MANJIshortcv.docx 

Hello dear Eunice, 
How are things with you? "¢~at are your plans for the Christmas 
break? I am attaching biographical notes for Firoze and an 
introduction to Pambazuka News to help you interest people at Chapel 
Hill in inviting him to speak in late March He told me that he could 
send me a short abstract fur a talk very soon. I thought it ~vould be 
good to have these in your hands now though so you could begin 
speaking ~vith your colleagues and friends. 
Will you be around uver the weekend? Maybe we could have a mure 
leisurely Skpe chat then? 
luve and sulidarity, 



PAMBAZUKA 

PAN AFRICAN FORUM FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Every Friday morning I wake up looking forward to reading the electronic 
newsletter. It is as if Pambazuka - which means ’awaken’ in Kiswahili - is the one 
that wakes me up. In a way it does.... I have been awakened to the fact that there 
is more to the ’pan-African world’ than meets the eye. It is a very complex mosaic 
of people of all shades and ideas. As such, Pambazuka News is not a melting pot of 
ideas ... what unites its readers and writers is not a singular idea of what Pan- 
Africanism is. Rather, it is how we can translate our contested ideas to liberate 
Africa and Africans. Chambi Chachage, University of Dar es Salaam. 

One can roam cyberspace in vain looking for informed public forums dedicated the 
causes of democracy, h uman rights and social justice in Africa, There just aren’t 
that many out there. In fact, I would wager to say there is only one: Pambazuka 
News. Alemayehu G. Mariam, lawyer and professor of political science at 
California State University, San Bernardino, U.S.A. 

In our age of dumbed-down sound-bites passing for informed commentary and 
information, a corporate monopolised media that has no more than a passing and 
sensationalised interest in the lives and struggles of the majoriO/ of humanity, and 
a dominant political culture marked by insatiable greed and cynicism, the 
continued survival and indeed flourishing of any progressive project should be 
embraced and celebrated. Pambazuka News is such a project and its tenth 
anniversary and 500th issue milestone is all the more remarkable given its 
location in, and key focus on, the most mawinalised and exploited of any part of 
our world: the African continent. Dale T McKinley, independent writer, 
researcher, lecturer and activist in Johannesburg, South Africa 



Introduction 

In October 2010, Pambazuka News (www.pambazuka.org) published the 500th 
issue of its English language edition. Founded in 2000, it celebrates its 10th 
anniversary in December. 

What originated as a simple idea of making information available to a cluster of 

human rights and advocacy organisations across Africa has grown rapidly into 
the most well-established platform for debate, discussion, reflection and actions 

about the struggle for social justice in Africa, "a force that is enabling Pan-African 
voices for freedom and justice to be heard around the world."1 In 2007 

Pambazuka News launched the French language edition (produced from 

Senegal), and in 2008 a Portuguese language edition was launched (produced 
from Brazil). Its website currently holds an archive of some 70,000 articles, news 

items, podcasts and videos. 

Published by the pan African not-for-profit organisation, Fahamu 

(www.fahamu.org), Pambazuka News is a platform, a space for critical analysis 
from a pan-African and emancipatory perspective, that informs and arms those 

engaged in the struggles for social transformation and that enables them to have 

their voices heard above the cacophony of the outputs of corporate media. It has 

actively sought to enable and sustain connections of solidarity across the 
continent and the African diaspora. It seeks to demystify ’development’ by 
exposing the exploitation of Africa’s people and natural resources by 

corporations, aid agencies, by the so-called ’emerging powers’, and by local 

elites. Numerous social movements and campaigning organisations - such as the 
campaign on the Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa, the Lesbian, 

Bisexual, Gay, Transgender and Intersex LBGTI) movements, farmers, 

shackdwellers and the landless, use Pambazuka News to popularise their cause 
and to advocate for relevant social policies. In encouraging debate and 

discussions on the critical issues of the day, Pambazuka News has published 
perspectives that counter the superficial caricature about Africa that is so 

prevalent in international media, while ensuring that diverse perspectives can be 

expressed. But above all, Pambazuka News portrays the people of Africa as 
agents of change, people who, despite all the constraints, write their own 

histories in their every day struggles. Pambazuka News reflects the debates and 

discussions within Africa about how its people can determine their own 
destinies. 

The articles published by Pambazuka News (with very few exceptions) are not 

generated by journalists, but by a large (and growing) community of over 2,600 

writers, academics, bloggers, activists, organisations and movements. In that 
sense, Pambazuka News is probably the most well-established, yet largely 

unacknowledged, example of citizen journalism - and the newsletter came into 
being well before that jargon passed into common usage. Yet it is more than just 

a site for citizen journalism. It is also a site for citizen debate, dialogue and social 

I http://adaretodiscover.blogspot.com/2010/11!pan-african-voices.html 



and cultural action. It is the means by which ideas are discussed, strategies 

developed, and campaigns for social transformation are conducted. 

History 

Pambazuka News has its origins in a survey conducted by Fahamu in 1998 of 
some 120 human rights and advocacy organisations in eight African countries to 

assess their information, communications and training needs. The majority of 
these organisations complained of the poor bandwidth and high costs of internet 

access which prevented them accessing and sharing information with others 
across the continent and beyond. As an act of solidarity, we decided to set up an 

email based facility to enable people to share information with each other, to 

enable them to receive updates on what was happening across the continent, and 
to stimulate discussion and the development of ideas based on the experiences 

of those seeking to create a just society. Little did we know what we were 

unleashing. Within a short time, the number of subscribers grew from a few 
hundred to several thousands. Whereas originally we published one opinion 

piece a week today we publish between 20-30 articles each week, most of which 
have been sent to us unsolicited. 

Amongst the 2600 authors are some of Africa’s leading intellectuals such as 
Samir Amin, Demba Moussa Dembele, Nawal E1 Sadaawi, Ayesha Imam, Ama 

Biney, Sylvia Tamale, ’Funmi Olonisakin, Mahmood Mamdani, Issa Shivji, to name 
but a few. At the same time, we actively encourage young people with little track 

record of publishing to contribute. 

Since its early days Pambazuka News has actively worked with a wide range of 

civil society alliances and social movements to enable them to produce special 

issues of the newsletter for their own campaigns. This approach has been critical 
for the growth of Pambazuka News and it is increasingly perceived by such 

movements as one of their own tools. Recent special issues have included 
subjects such as biotechnology, geopiracy, LBGTI, the Protocol on the Rights of 

Women in Africa, African perspectives on the Millennium Development Goals, 

China in Africa, the post-election crisis in Kenya, women and agriculture, etc. 

Perhaps the most well known achievement of Pambazuka News occurred around 

the struggle for the African Union’s Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa 
which was adopted in 2003. To come into force, the protocol had to be ratified by 

a minimum of 15 countries. When Pambazuka News joined the SOAWR 
(Solidarity with African Women’s Rights - www.soawr.org) coalition in 2004, 

only one country had ratified the protocol. By enabling the coalition to publish 
special issues in Pambazuka News, by making printed editions of each special 
issue available at AU Summits, by organising lobbying initiatives, training of 

journalists, popularising the protocol through using mobile phone text 
messaging, and by organising publicity across the continent in collaboration with 

members of the coalition, governments were persuaded to ratify the protocol. 

Within 18 months, the requisite 15 countries had ratified the protocol. As Alpha 

Konar~, then Chair of the AU Commission, said, this was the fastest ratification of 
any international instrument in the history of Africa. 



Over the last five years, Pambazuka News has experimented with the 
development of radio broadcasts and production of audio and audiovisual 
materials. Some 40 podcasts have been published and some 20 radio 
programmes have been produced, including broadcasts in French, English, 
Swahili, Portuguese and Wolof. We have also produced a 6-part radio comedy 
(’soap opera’) on women’s rights in English, French, Portuguese and Kiswahili 
which has been broadcast on a number of national and local radio stations. More 
recently, we have been involved in the production of three documentary films 
(all of which are available on DVD): A place in the city about the struggle for land 
of shack dwellers in Durban, South Africa; In the heart of resistance about the 
work of Women in Zimbabwe Arise (WOZA); and t~urden oj~peace, testimonies of 
women survivors of sexual violence in the post-election crisis in Kenya in 
2007/8. 

Pambazuka News has been voted several times as one of PoliticsOnline/World e- 
Democracy Forum’s "Top 10 sites that are changing the world of internet and 
politics." Pambazuka News has won numerous awards, including the Highway 
Africa award for the innovative use of new media by a non-profit, and other 
awards for using technology for advocacy and human benefit. 

Today, with a relatively small staff working in Brazil, Kenya, Senegal, South 

Africa and UK, Pambazuka News has a readership in excess of half a million, and 

over 26,000 subscribers to its email newsletter, with more than half the 
readership based in Africa. The equivalent approximately four full-time 

members of staff are responsible for the production of the English, French and 
Portuguese editions of Pambazuka News 

In 2007, Pambazuka News launched the French language edition. Although 
originally envisaged as being a translation of the English edition, it soon became 

clear that this approach was not tenable: the dynamics of the debates, the type of 
issues that were preoccupying social movements and civil society organisations 

in the French-speaking countries of Africa were very different to those in 

Anglophone Africa. We were soon producing effectively two distinct but related 
editions of Pambazuka News, with original articles appearing in the French, and 

occasionally (depending on the resources available) articles being translated and 

published in the English edition, as well as having selected articles from the 
English edition being translated and published in the French edition. In 2008, 

when we launched the Portuguese language edition, we had the same 
experience. In effect, Pambazuka News constitutes three distinct, but related, 

newsletters. 

In 2008, Pambazuka Press (www.pambazukapress.org), a pan-African book 
publishing house, was launched to complement the work of Pambazuka News. 
Some 18 books have been published in this period including topics such as aid 
and development, China’s role in Africa, the legacy of Nyerere, southern 
perspectives on global history, the economic and financial crisis, use of mobile 
phones in Africa and many others. Authors included figures such as Samir Amin, 



Tajudeen Abdul Raheem, Sokari Ekine, Yash Tandon, Hakima Abbas, Issa Shivji, 

Dani Nabudere and many others. 

Values & Mission 

Pambazuka News is a publication of Fahamu, a not-for-profit organisation 

registered in the UK, Kenya, South Africa and (shortly) in Senegal and Brazil. As 

such, Pambazuka News’ guiding vision and mission are those of the owning 
organisation, Fahamu: 

Fahamu has a vision of the world where people organise to emancipate themselves 
from all forms of oppression, recognise their social responsibilities, respect each 
other’s differences, and realise their full potential, 

Pambazuka News believes that Africa’s destiny should be determined by the 

peoples of Africa. We firmly believe in the creative potential of Africa’s people 
and believe that Pambazuka News will play a major role in helping to build a 

future based on justice and freedom. Pambazuka News encourages discussion, 
dialogue, and propositions for positive change from diverse perspectives. 

Pambazuka News strongly believes in the necessity for cooperation. We have 
actively sought to build alliances and undertake joint initiatives with a wide 

range of organisations. These have included the African Union, SADC, ECOWAS, 

World Forum for Alternatives, Third World Network, South Centre, SOAWR (the 
coalition on the AU Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa), PANOS-AO, ETC 

Group, ACORD, Stephen Lewis Foundation, Abahlali baseMjondolo, Bunge la 
Mwaninchi, and many others. The newsletter provides space for hundreds of 

organisations to promote their work, and every week Pambazuka News provides 

at least 100 summaries of actions and news across the continent. 

Pambazuka News does not pay authors for their articles - we rarely have the 

means for doing so, except when specific grants have been available for such 
purposes. In practice this means that our authors provide an in-kind subsidy to 

Pambazuka News that can be valued at around �300,000 annually on the basis of 
our publishing some 1200 articles each year. 

Objectives for the next period 

Pambazuka News has become an extensive community of writers, thinkers, 
activists, artists, bloggers and organisations, with a vast readership stretching 

across the continent and around the world. Pambazuka is now on the threshold 

of realizing much more of its rich and rare potential. Hitherto, the only way in 
which this community has been able to interact with each other is through 

submitting letters, articles and editorials, or by writing comments online. And 
occasionally, resources permitting, conferences, workshops and public meetings 

have been held. 

In the coming period, Pambazuka News plans to develop a new website that will 

enable greater interactivity and organising. We propose to open membership 



areas where individuals, organisations, media institutions, academic institutions, 
activists and social movements can establish their own web pages / blogs, 

submit articles for publication in the newsletter, organise online meetings, 

participate in campaigns, upload audiovisual materials, and set up special 

interest groups. We will organise regular online webinars that enable the 
community to interact directly with some of Africa’s leading intellectuals. In 

addition, members will be able to select the topics that they are most interested 

in so that they can have the newsletter and website tailor made to their own 
specific interests. This facility will enable the community to express its views and 

perspectives more directly than has hitherto been possible, and allow 
interactions, reflections, and forging of alliances on a wide range of issues. 

In the coming period, we will seek to develop further our French and Portuguese 
editions. The number of subscribers to these editions is relatively small compared to 
that of the English newsletter. In part this has been the result of poorer internet access 
in the French- and Portuguese-speaking countries of Africa, but it is also a reflection 
of the fact that Pambazuka News has only recently begun working in these countries. 
In the coming period, we will seek to connect with organisations and social 
movements in such countries to enable them to use more actively the facilities offered 
by Pambazuka News. At the same time, we will seek to find ways to break through 
the language barriers that prevent effective dialogue, discussion and cooperation 
between those in the different regions of the continent. As a pan-African entity, we 
have actively sought to connect the wider pan-African communities throughout the 
diaspora, including those in Latin America, Brazil, North America, Europe and 
elsewhere. Building of solidarity links between communities in these disparate 
regions of the world is likely to be an increasingly important dimension of our work 
in the coming decade as the peoples of the global south bear the brunt of the global 
economic crisis. 

Our ambitions are also to seek to develop an Arabic language edition of Pambazuka 
News: the degree of interactions between social movements and organisations in the 
north of Africa and the rest of the continent have tended to be limited. We will be 
seeking resources to enable us to develop greater interaction as well as to develop and 
Arabic edition. 

There are considerable pressures on us to begin publishing in some of the indigenous 
languages of Africa. In the next period we will seek to distribute materials in 
Kiswahili, and may consider publishing in other languages. Similarly, there have been 
calls for the production of a Spanish language edition for distribution in Latin 
America. The extent to which this will happen will depend on the resources available. 



FIROZE MANJI 

Firoze Manji, a Kenyan activist with more than 40 years experience in 
international development, health and human rights, is founder and 
former executive director (1997-2010) of Fahamu - Networks for 
Social Justice, a pan African organisation with bases in Kenya, 
Senegal, South Africa and the UK (vwwv.fahamu.org). He is the 
founder and editor-in-chief of the prize-winning pan African social 
justice newsletter and website Pambazuka News, produced by a pan- 
African community of more than 2500 citizens and organisations - 
academics, policy makers, social activists, women’s organisations, 
civil society organisations, writers, artists, poets, bloggers, and 
commentators, with a readership estimated at around 660,000 
(vcctw.pambazuka.org). He is also founder and editor-in-chief 
of Pambazuka Press (www.pambazukapress.org), the progressive 
pan-African publisher of voices from Africa and the global south. 

He has previously worked as Africa Programme Director for Amnesty 
International; Chief Executive of the Aga Khan Foundation (UK); and 
Regional Representative for Health Sciences in Eastern and 
Southern Africa for the Canadian International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC). He is a former Managing Director of TWIN 
and TWIN Trading (the fair trade organisation owned by producers), 
and served on the Board of TWIN for two years° 

He has published widely on health, social policy, human rights and 
political sciences, and authored a wide range of books on social 
justice in Africa, including on women’s rights, trade and on China~s 
role in Africa. He was a member of the editorial board of 
"Development in Practice", a founding member of the steering group 
on the campaign for the ratification of the protocol on the rights of 
women in Africa (Solidarity for African Women’s Rights), and is a 
member of the International Advisory Board of the Centre for the 
Study of Global Media and Democracy, Goldsmiths College, 
University of London. He is Visiting Fellow in International Human 
Rights at Kellogg College, University of Oxford. He holds a PhD and 
MSc from the University of London, and a BDS from the University of 
Newcastle-upon-Tyneo 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malinda S. Smith <malinda.smith@ualberta.ca> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 4:55 PM 

malinda.smith@ua]berta.ca 

Angela P Harris - Teaching Equity Matters: Race, space and the law, Pari I 

Teaching Equity Matters Race, space and the law, Part I 

Angela P. Harris, Berkeley Law School 
Guest Contributor 

Fedcan Equity Matters Blog, Wednesday- (15 December 2010). 
<http ://b~g fedcan.ca/2~1~/~ 2/~ 5/teaching-equit~-matters-%e2%8~%93-race-space-and-the-~aw-part-~>. 

These reflections are based on a workshop I conducted on "teaching 
race and the law" at the Umversi~z of Alberta this past October I 
hope these reflections will be useful to those teachers who are 
thinking through course goals, learning objectives, and expectations 
in different geographical and cultural spaces. Teaching happens in a 
lot of places and a lot of ways. I have been a classroom la~v teacher 
for the last twent5’ years So that’s a lived experience that I can 
speak from But as a person of color, and as a person raising kids of 
color, and as a person whose lover is white, I’m also teaching about 
race, and thinking about how- to teach about race, all the time. 
Similarly, all of you have likely had the occasion to teach about 
race, whether formally as professors or graduate student instructors, 
or informally in your hves. So I am approaching this discussion as a 
facilitator, not an expert 

I’d like to start by telling you a couple of stories about my own 
recent experiences in Jk~rmally teaching race and the law and some 
lessons that may be learned both from successful experiences and not 
so successful ones In Part I of this reflection I will offer some 
reflections on a successful story teaching race and the law. In Part 
II will offer some reflections on a less successful story teaching 
race and the law. 

The success story concerns a course that I co-taught with Denise da 
Silva, who teaches in the ethnic studies department at the Umversity 
of California, San Diego This was a course in a multi-university 
study-abroad program run by (;olin Crawford at Georgia State University 
and co-sponsored by Seattle University and the University of 
Tennessee. ’]7he program was housed at the Umversidade C’~ndido Mendes 
in Rio de Janeiro, Braml, and students at that universi~ took the 
courses in the program alongside the North American students. 

Read the Rest 

h ttp ://b log fedcan ca/2010/12/15iteaching-equi~’-m atters-%e2%80%93-race-spac e-an d-th e-law-part-i/ 

Malinda S. Smith, PhD 
Department of Political Science 
10-23 H.M. Tory Building 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H4 
Canada 
Telephone: 780.492.5380 
Fax: 780.492.2586 
http://www.uofaweb.ualberta.ca/polisci/index.cfm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu’- 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 6:33 PM 

geog s~lt~:li skserv, unc .edu; geogadj unc@listserv.unc.edu 

Geography Department New Year Party 

jpickles.vcf 

Congratulations on finishing the semester and best wishes for the winter 
break ahead. In the New Year, you are invited to a Department of 
Geography Begilming-of-the-Year Celebration. 

4.00-8.00pm 

Sunday 

January 9th, 2011 

Wt W.RE: 

IIOW TO GET ’]7}]ERE: 

For the cartographers: 

Families welcome. 

Best wishes, 
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John Pickles 

Pickles 

John 

University of North Carolina 

206 Saunders Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-3919 

E-mail: jpickles@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <~bakan@queensu.ca> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 9:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Checking in .... 

Dear Eunice: 

How- are you? I hope the end of the term and all it has entailed will allow 
you a little peace of mind and some restful days. 

I kno~v you have the chapter with Patrick Bond on your mind, so I’m not 
writing to remind you..But do let me kno~v if you think you could complete 
it soon, however that could be defined. I’m meeting with Ena on Friday to go 
over all the chapters, and I just need to be able to report on where you and 
Patrick are at. We’re looking forward to sending the completed ms to the 
publisher (we have interest from U of T Press at the moment, but also some 
other options) rm hopeful we can include your chapter of course, so just 
let me kno~v. 

Meantime, FYI, Yasmeen and I just heard that our application to Guggenheim 
was declined. This is of course disappointing, but not suiT)rising given 
all...I ~vanted to thank you for your very supportive response to our request 
for a letter I also know that the distraction of that application was 
antithetical to the chapter for the book (!), so please do feel free to 
blame me squarely for any delays! 

Much love and soun, 

Abbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 7:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Airt~xe reimbursement - Cont;erence travel to Kenya 

Oh, that’s good to know. 

By the way, I am still waiting for the name of the conference and the title of your paper presented~ Please forgive me in case you already gave me this information. 

Haenm Mffk!r 

Acct. Te(:h 
]Depl of Ptff?l[c Policy 
Te[ 9 
Fax. 

TeL 9] 9..966..1295 
hrmil]er(d}emaJl unc.edu 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Wednesday, December iS, 2010 5:34 PM 

Te: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: AirNre reimbursement - Con%fence travel to Kenya 

Dear Haeran, 

Thanks. The African Studies Center covered the per diem so that is OK. 

Many thanks! 
Eunice. 

From; Miller, Haeran 
Sent; Wednesday, December 15, 20:~0 2:57 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; b-W: Airfare reimbursement - Conference travel to Kenya 

Dear Eunice, 

What about per diem? If you want, I can add per diem and we can request the total of $:1,000 for this trip~ Please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Haenm Miller 

AccL Tech 
]Depl of Ptff?i[c Policy 
Te[ 9 
Fax. 919-’:;52-5’,Q4 

TeL 9] 9..966..1295 
hrmil]er(d}emaJl unc.edu 

F~m: Mil~er, Haeran 
Sent; Wednesday, December iS, 2010 2:35 PM 

Te: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: A~rNre reimbursement - Con%fence travel to Kenya 

Dear Eunice, 

~ started processing your trave~ reimbursement request and ~’d ~ike to know the name of conference you attended in Kenya and if possiMe, please ~et me know the 

tide o[ your paper presented there. ~ need t:hese ~n[ormation [or the College’s rrave~ Grant application. 

thank you. 

Haeran Mffbr 

Acct. 
Depl of])ub]ic ]>o]icy 
Tel 919-9d2-48~4 
Fax. 
I)ept of" AJ]ican & 
TeL 919-96d- i 295 
Nmiller@email tmc.edu 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2010 l:31 PM 

Te: Miller, Haeran 
Subje¢t: AirNre reimbursement - Con%fence trave~ to Kenya 

Dear Haeran, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I write to kindly let you know that I left an envelop with the receipt of the aiffare of my recent conference travel to Kenya in your mailbox. Any help you can extend in facilitating 
a reimbursement for the amount will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ennice SaNe, ~gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 8:36 AM 

~gmail.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: CV for Fimze Manji 

Hi Sis, 

Thanks for fl~is’. I roll begin conversa/ions today. 

More soon. 

Love, E. 

On Wed, Dec 15, 2010 at 3: 02 PM, (a)gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello de,at Eunice, 

How are things with you? What are your plans for the Christmas break? I am attaching biographical notes for Firoze and an introduction to Pambazuka News to 

help you interest people at Chapel Hill in inviting him to spea3c in late March. He told Ine that he could send Ine a short abstract for a toJk ve~ soon. I thought it 

would be good to have these in your hands now though so you could begin speoldng with your colleagues and friends. 
Will you be around over the weekend? Maybe we could have a more leisurely Skpe chat then? 

love and solidarity, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 8:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Airt~xe reimbursement - CorLf;erence travel to Kenya 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for sending me the information I’m looking for to complete the College’s Travel Grant application for your reimbursement. Most likely I will leave the 

form in your mailbox tomorrow around $]:30am and please sign the first two pages. 

Thanks. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2020 8:55 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Airfare reimbursement - Conference travel to Kenya 

Dear Haeran, 

Here are the details: 

Conference: New Democratic Constitution, Human Rights and Citizenship in Kenya. 

Dates: November 22-28 

Papers presented: 

~. "The struggle for human rights and the making of the new constitution in Kenya: 1963-20~0," 

2. "Human rights, citizenship and the youth in the context of the new constitution," 

3 "Citizenship, rights and responsibilities: The role of community leaders." 

Thanks for all your help, 
Eunice. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2010 7:27 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Airfare reimbursement - Conference travel to Kenya 

Oh, that’s good to know. 

By the way, I am still waiting for the name of the conference and the title of your paper presented. Please forgive me in case you ah-eady gave me this information. 

Thank you!! 

Naeran M~er 

AccL Tech 

Dept. of PuNk: Po~ic~ 

Tel. 9~.9-962-4854 

Fax, 9~9-.962-.5824 

Dept, of Al:r[can & Afro American Studies 

TeL 919-956-~ 295 

h r miller {memail.unc.ed u 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, December IS, 2010 5:34 PM 

T~: Miller, Haeran 
Subjeet~ RE: Airfare reimbursement - Conference travel to Kenya 



Dear Haeran, 

Thanks. The African Studies Center covered the per diem so that is OK. 

Many thanks! 
Eunice. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2010 2:57 PM 

To; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; FVV: Airfare reimbursement - Conference travel to Kenya 

Whal: abo~.d: pe~ diem? If you want, I can add per diem and we can request ~he total of $1,000 fo~ this trip Please ~e~ me 

Thank you 

Acct. Tech 

Dept of Public ~~olicy 

I-eL 9~9-9~2-4.~54 

Fax, 9~ 9-.962-.5824 

Dept. o~ Afr[c~n & Afl’o American Studies 

]ek 9~9-966-.~.295 

h r miller @)email.unc.ed u 

F~m: Miller, Haeran 
Se~t: Wednesday, December ~5, 20~0 2:35 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject~ RE: Airfare reimbursement - Conference travel to Kenya 

Dear Eunice, 

~ started processing VouF travel reimbursement request and Fd like to know the name of conference you attended ~n Kenya and if possiMe, please let me know" the 

t:it[e of your paper presented t:here, [ need these infoRT~ation fo~ the Co[le~e’s Traw~i G~’ant app[ication 

~{aeran Mil~er 

Acct. Tech 

Dep~. o[ Public Policy 

-[ek 9~9-962-4854 

Fax. 9Z9-962-5824 

Dept. of Aflffcan & Afro Ame[ffcan Studies 

Tel. 9~.9-966-~ ~95 

h r miller (~email.unc.ed u 

F~= Sahle, Eunice N 
Se~t~ Tuesday, December ~4, 20[0 ~:3[ PM 

T~t Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Alrfare reimbursement - Conference travel to Kenya 

Dear Haeran, 

Greetings and 1 hope you are well. 

I write to kindly let you know that ] left an envelop with the receipt of the aiffare of my recent conference travel to Kenya in your mailbox. Any help you can extend in facili~ting 
a reimbursement for the amount will be highly apprecia~d. 

Many than~. 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 9:47 AM 

Eunice Sable ~gmail.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: CV for Fimze Manji 

Thank you, dear Sis! 

we’ll talk soon, 

love, 

On 16-Dec-10, at 8:36 AM, Euuice Sable wrote: 

Thanks for this! I roll begin couversalious today. 

More soon. 
Love, E. 

On Wed, Dec 15, 2010 at 3:02 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Hello dear Etmice, 
])tow are thiugs with you? What are your plans for the Christma.s break’? I am attaching biographical notes tbr Fimze and an introduction m Pamb~uka 
News to help you interest people at Chapel Hill iu inviting him m speak in late March. He told me that he could send me a short abstract for a talk very 
soon. I thought it would be good to have "these in your hands now though ~ you could begin speaking with your colleagues and fiiends. 
Will you be around over the weekend? Maybe we could have a more leisurely Skpe chat then? 
love m~d solidarity, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 10:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Dr. Firoze Manji - Pambazuka News a~d Fahamu punishing (in Chapel ttill, March 2011 ) 

Wow, Sis! you are the best!! 

and we will get a chance to see each too’. How exciting! Don’t hesitate to ask your niece for help... 

much love, 

On 16- Dec- 10, at 10:18 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Sis, 

Below FYT. I will keep you posted. Please do not laugh at the Dr. thing (it is important)....and there is a typo on scholars but oh well... 

I will do what I can to organize a forum that includes Arturo and colleagues from Duke. 

Love, 
E. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December :t6, 2010 :t0::t2 AM 
To: Barbara Anderson; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: Dr. Firoze Manji - Pambazuka News and Fahamu publishing (in Chapel Hill, March 201 :t) 

Dear Barbara and Julius, 

Happy Holiday Greetings. 

As he moves to launch the North American wing of the acclaimed Pambazuka News, the famed Kenyan-British scholar-activist, Dr. Firoze Manji will be visiting 
the Triangle Region the last week of March. He has already launched a very successful Portuguese version of Pambazuka News and keeps publishing (through 
Fahamu publishing and Pambazuka News) important works by Africanists - our own distinguished Professor Selassie had a piece in Pambazuka recently - African 
diaspora schoolars. 

If at all possible, I think that it would be wonderful if he gave the March Carolina Seminar talk on the theme of media and social struggles in contemporary 
Africa. In addition, a dialogue with faculty in our department and graduate students and faculty from other departments working on African and Diasporic issues 
would be excellent. 

I am attaching his brief bio for easy reference. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on this when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 
<DR. FIROZE MANJIshortcv.docx> 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dr. Ma~ji’s visit - News t?om UNC’s At~can Studies Center 

lots of love, 

Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she tells me that yes, Comrade 
Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will even pay him a symbolic 
amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, 1 promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will also be sending a brief 
abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <editor@pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:31 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 510: WildLeaks: Itnplicalions tbr Afi]ca 

PAMBAZUI<L4 NEWS 510: WIK~bE~J<2S: IMPLICATIONS FOR .&FRICA 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne;vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Feattu-es, 2. Announcements, 3. Comment & analysis, 4. 
Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Books & arts, 6. Letters & Opinions, 7 
African Writers’ Comer, 8 Highlights French edition, 9. Cartoons 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\?,2,~/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
1 Features 

PAMBAZUKA N~E\VS TAKING A BRE~’k2K 
Pambazuka Ne~vs staf!! are taking a break lbr the next couple of weeks. 
We’ll be back bringing you the latest on the struggle Jk~r freedom and 
justice on 6 January 2011 Meanwhile we wish you all a restful 
seasonal break, a happy new year and look forward to your coming back 
ready to advance the cause of freedom in 2011. 

Editors 

WIKILE~’k2KS CABLES: ANTIDOTE TO CORRUPTION IN A[~ICA? 
Cameron Duodu 
As the fallout from the release of the WikiLeaks cables continues, 
Cameron Duodu considers the implications for addressing corruption in 
Afi-ica. 
http : //www pambazuka or~/en/cate~orv /geatures/69646 

WIKII EAKS AFRICA: CORRUPTION, COCAINE AND CIJ~kOS 
Dibussi Tande 
Shell’s itffiltration of the Nigerian governruent, cocaine trafficking 
through Ghana and Kenya’s strategy for dealing with the chaos in 
Somalia are among the topics this week’s selection of bloggers are 
talking about, following WikiLeaks’ release of US diplomatic cables on 
Africa. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/69640 

’CLI~vL4TE CAPITALISM’ WON AT CANCUN EVERYONE ELSELOSES 
Patrick Bond 
Positive spin about the global climate summit in Cancun is based on 
reaching international consensus and establishing instrmnents to 
manage the crisis using market-based strategies even though these 
are ’failing everywhere they have been tried’. Looking ’soberly at 
what was needed to reverse current warming and what was actually 
delivered, negotiators in Cancun ’failed by any reasonable measure,’ 
Patrick Bond xvrites from Mexico. 
httr~:/iwww.’oambazaka.or~/etgcateaolw/featuresi69649 

REGULATING LAN~D GRABBING? 
Samrnino Borras Jr and Jennifer Franco 
Previously reviled as ’land grabs’, international institutions 
increasingly paint the global land rush as ’large-scale land 
investments’, providing fertile ground fbr ’win-~vin’ development 
schemes But, caution Saturnino Borras Jr and Jennifer Franco, ’any 
scheme that guarantees only winners and no losers deserves our 
scepticism and a closer look.’ 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi69648 

LrN~’ACKKNG THE HOT AIR INDUSTRY 
Khadija Sharife 
The first priori~z for developing countries ~vhen it comes to climate 
change mitigation should be reducing poverty, but the market-based 
approach of carbon trading is doing little to alleviate imbalances in 
the system, writes Khadlja Sharife. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi69641 



IS CHINA GRF~Ei’~qG AFRICA? 

Stephen blarks 
Is China smartening up its environmental and social act in Africa? It 
celtainly wants to be seen as doing just that, writes Stephen Marks. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/featuresi69639 

G] .OB2d.ISING ECONOMIC APAR%[JEID 

Khad~ja Sharife 

Sanctions-busting was a game perfected by the apartheid regime, but 

mudern-day curporates are alsu adept at finding ways tu expluit 

Africa’s minerals, writes Khad~ja Sharife 

http : //www pambazuka ur~/en/cate~ury /~eatures/69606 

WILL OBA~\~% END UP LIKE TOUSSAINT 
Tax cut debates in the USA 
Hurace Campbell 
In failing tu challenge a US capitalist system geared exclusively to 
the economic interests u:[’a small elite, Barack Obama is in &roger uf 
repeating the errors uf ttaitian revulutiunary Tuussaint L’Ouverture, 
writes Horace Campbell. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/69653 

PRI)TEST POLITICS AND ATTACKS ON FOREIGN NATIONALS ]N SOUTH A[*~.ICA 
Makhosini Lucky Kunene 
Makhosini Lucky Kunene explores South Africa’s post-apartheid 
landscape of violent set.ice delivet?, protests, with a special focus 
on how foreign nationals have beconre targets in these attacks. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/er~catego1~//featuresi69605 

SOUTH AFRICA: STRUCTURAL OPPRESSION AND THE Fly-PURE OF DEMOCRACY 

Pedro Alexis Tabensky 
Following the ANC Youth League disruption of a UPM-convened public 
nreeting to discuss the water crisis affecting poorer areas of an 
Eastern Cape municipality-, Pedro Alexis TabenskN obsep,~es that ’sadly 
for our democracy, this sort of oppressive behaviom in the nanre of 
the ANC seems to be part of a general trend of violence exerted 
against social movements’ . 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/ergcatego1~//featuresi69657 

ETHIOPLa.: THE ANUAKS’ FORCrOTrEN GENOCIDE 
A conversation with Obang Metho 
Alemayehu G. Mariam 
In conversation with Obang Metho, executive director of the Anuak 
Justice Council and the Solidarity Movement for a New Ethiopia, 
Alemayehu G Mariam discusses the forgotten genocide of the Anuak, ’in 
solemn anticipation of the seventh almiversary’ of the massacres over 
the period 13 16 December. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi69647 

KENYA’ S ik~W PORT: THE END OF LA\g_?S CULTURAL HERITAGE? 

Zahra Moloo 
As the Kenyan govermnent continues its plans for multi-billion dollar 
port, oil and transport prqiect, Zahra Moloo considers the 
socio-economic and environmental effects on Lamu and the absence of 
news coverage on the topic. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi69659 

THE AGE OF POLIPRENELrRSHIP 
Dale T. McKinley 
Dale T. McKinley introduces a new ~vord into the political lexicon 
polipreneurship. The ~vord describes the idea of politics as business, 
but also the way in which politics is seen and approached. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka or~/el~/cate~orv/features/69604 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

2 Annuuncements 

’WE ARE THE SOLUTION’ 

Help fund African agru-ecolugical sulutions to the :good crisis 

http://~lobal~lving ur~/pruiects/we-are-the-sulutiun 

Fahamu is suppurting the ’We are the Sulutiun’ campaign to ensure that 

rural women’s associatinns have the skills tu improve, promote and 

share their traditional agricultural knowledge, ensuring that this 

rich knowledge is nut lost and is indeed promoted as an alternative to 



the Green Revolution methods 

’]?he three-year pan-African campaign, coordinated by ROPPA (Network of 
Farmers’ and Agricultural Producers’ Organisations of West Africa), 
launches in February 2011. 

Its objectives are to: 
- Strengthen the work of 12 rural women’s associations and their 
leaders through organisational and individual capacity building 
activities 
- Facilitate the participation of 75 rural women participants in nredia 
and advocacy activities so that they can engage in decision-nraking 
processes in local, regional and global campaigns 
- Mobilise and sustain an Africa-wide action oriented network of 1,000 
stakeholders for information sharing, partnership and advocacy. 

You too can support ’We are the Solution’: By nraking a donation 
through our globalgiving ( 
http://globalgiving.org/proiects/we-are-the-solution ) page, you’ll 
help ensure that West Africa’s women farmers can campaign for an 
African agro-ecological solution to the food crisis. 

http ://~vwa~< panrbazuka, org/erVcatego~/Announce/69660 

EMERGING POWERS DECEMBER EDITION NOW AVAILABLE 
A China-Africa Dialogue took place recently in China, organised by the 
Heimich B~ll Foundation, Beijing office in collaboration with the 
Institute of West Asian and African Studies under the Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences and the Institute of African Studies, Zhejiang 
Normal University. The first article of this edition, by Antony Otieno 
Ong’ayo, provides an overview of the implementation and the value of 
these Dialogues. 

The second article, by Chris Alden and Dan Large, looks at the 
existence of ’exceptionalism’ in China’s relations towards Africa. 
They trace the development of this exceptionalism in China’s foreign 
policy and the rhetorical manifestation of this in China’s relations 
with Africa. This is followed by an article focused on an important 
domestic issue in China, the rising price of food and access to food 
amongst Chinese workers. Finally, a report by ActionAid just released 
puts SABMiller in the spotlight. It reports that the company has 
avoided paying taxes in African coumries, as well as India. 

A number of important reports have recently become available, notably 
a series of Policy Briefs by the African Economic Research Consortium 
(AERC) collaborative research China-Africa Prqiect A list of links to 
these Briefs are provided in this edition of the newsletter ( 
h ttp://ww~ p a mb a zuka. o rg/ima g e s/Emerging % 20P o w er s %20news 1 e tier% 20D e c ember %202010/I s sue %204%2 ODe c emb e r% 202010. p d f 
) [pdf]. 

http ://wv~v.pambazaka. org/en/category/’Announcei69645 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\?’,/ /\A/\/ /’,i’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
3 Con~ment & analysis 

THE GO\~RN~NCE DECAY IN NIGERL~k’S BAYELSA STATE 
Uche Igwe 
Uche [gwe travels to Nigeria’s Bayelsa State and, despite an influx of 
oil dollars, finds appalling poverty, lack of infrastructure and a 
w~latile pre-2011 election period. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~ory/commem/69618 

COTE D’IVOIRE: LAURENT GBA(I BO AGAINST TIlE WORLD 

Uche [gwe 

’African leaders must learn to accept defeat with equanimib" and put 

national interest and continental prosperity above se]fish quest for 

power,’ writes Uche [gwe. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categoryicomment/69638 

WttAT NAT[iRE OF I)EMOCRACY IS }~I[i~ OF PO’~{RTY? 
Okelb Oculi 
Al~ican countries should look at the post-Cold War experiences of 
China, Japan, Indm, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore ’to produce our 
own intellectual infrastructure ~2~r development and progress with 
freedom and dignity’, writes Okello Oculi. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categoryicomment/69643 

ON ’THEY YVILL FRY THEMSELVES WITH THEIR O\~%" FAT’ 
’Watajikaanga na mafuta yao’ 
Isaac Newton Kini~" 
Reflecting on the words of former Kenyan president Daniel arap Moi, 
Isaac Newton KiniU- considers a slogan ’Watajikaanga na mafuta yao’ 
(’They- will fry themselves with their own fat’) that has puzzled 



Kenyans up to the present day 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/comment/69642 

NOBEL PEACE PRIZE 2010: NORWEGIAN DYNAi’,/fgI~E 

Annar Cassam 
Drawing on the histoU of Alfred Nobel’s legacy and the administratinn 
in Norway of his prizes, Annar Cassam considers the role of the head 
of the Norxvcgian Nobel Corrmfittee Thorbjorn Jagland in the selection of 
peace prize winners. 

http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/catego1T/comment/69644 

IVV IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
4 Advocacy & campaigns 

INTERNATIONAL DAY TO END "vIOLENCE AGAINST SEX WORKERS 
BHESP & KESWA 
On Friday, December 17, froru 9:00aru-5:00pru, the Bar Hostess 
Empowerment and Suppolt Program (BHESP), in collaboration with the 
Kenya Sex Workers Alliance (KESYVA) and other local women’s rights and 
human rights organizations, will commemorate International Day to End 
Violence against Sex Workers. 
http:llwww.pambazuka.orgienicategot~iadvocacyi69636 

SIGN PETITIONS 1N SUPPORT OF V~vLKILEAKS AND JULIAN AS SANGE 

The following are a selection of petitions available online in support 

of WikiLeaks and Julian Assange. 
http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/categow/advocacy/69662 

KENYA C4)’V’ER)xZvlENT TRASHES iN~EW CONSTITLrFION 
Mars Group Kewa 
Barely four months after passing Kenya’s ne~v Constitution, Kenya has 
entered a veQz dark hour. The peoples’ freedom of assembly has been 
violated by the police presumably on the orders of the President iVlwai 
Kibaki and Prime Minister Raila Odinga. Hen Eugene Wamalwa, ivlaina 
Njenga, Tony Gachoka and others were brutally beaten, teargassed as 
they attempted to enter the historic Kamukunji grounds fbr a rail)’ 
that had been licenced in ~vriting by the Goverlm~ent of Kenya through 
the Nairobi Police 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/69650 

VISION OF THE SUDANESE RE~P, EbTDLZvl 
SuWEP 
We members of SuX~,’EP from both sectors North & South met at Alhad 
University lbr Women in Khaltoum during the period from 12th to 13th 
of December, 2010 to discuss issues that affects women in the pre, 
during and post referendum periods. 
http :Ii~vw~v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/a dvocacv/69661 

STAND AGAINST RACISM IN BRAZIL’S EI)UCATIONAL SYSTEM 

Andr6ia Lisboa de Sousa 

http://www.ipetitionscom/petition~a~ainst racist books in brazil/ 

A new book that reinJk~rces racial prejudice against black women has 

been approved for distribution in the Brazilian education system Sign 

a petition demanding that the Brazil ’ takes appropri ate ac ti on in 

relation to racist books’. 

http ://www pambazuk a. or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/69658 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/Y\//VVV/\/\A//\Ai\iA/\/Y/\/VViV\/\//\ 

5 Books & arts 

IF AFRICAN WOMfiN DO NOT TELL Tt]EIR OWN N./x2&RATIVES, NO ONE ELSE WILL 
R asna Warah 
While male voices continue to dominate public discourse across the 
continent, Rasna Warah :finds that a new documentary and anthology of 
stories have allowed ~vomen ’to speak as honestly and as truthfully 
about their experiences as they can’. 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/categow/books/69637 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
6 Letters & Opinions 

SOMALILAND: JUSTICE DELAYED IS JUSTICE DENIED 

Response to ’Hope and caution in Somaliland’ 

Omer Hussein Dualeh 

The people of Somaliland have every right to statehood and mernbership 



of the AU and UN, writes Omer Hussein Dualeh. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~ienicategorgiletters/69654 

/\/\//VV\//\/V\//V\i\i/\/\/V/\,~/V/\/\/V/\/V\i/\/\/\//\ 
7 African Writers’ Corner 

SPE,~d< NO MORE LET US JUST MAKE MUSIC 

Arnira Ali 

Amira Ali’s ’Speak no more let us just make music’, originally 

published in issue (491) 

http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/categot~4African Writers/66103 is now 

available as a audio recording ( 

http:i/www.parnbazuka.org/images/articlesi510/let%20us%20make%20r~usic amira ali.mp3 

) [mp3]. 

BROUGHT TO YOU B Y P.~AIBAZLrKA NEWS 

* Please send conmncnts to editor@pambazuka.org or cormnent online at 
Pambazuka News ( http://www, pambazaka.org/). 

THE LITTLE BOY OF ADDIS 
Amira Ali 
As untamed fire ignites 
a world separated by 
pronouns, 
broken world brakin’n 
streets crack’d foot crak’d in 
mak’n a dwellin’ there.. 
http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/categot)4African Writers/69632 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V i \iVV /VVV /V\?\/ /\?,,/\/ /\i \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
8 Highlights French edition 

P.A~MBAZUKA NEWS 171 : CRISE IVO]R]ENNE ET IMPAIRS DE LA D]~NIOCRAT]E EN AFRIQUE 
Une tragicom6die ivoirienne ( 
http://,aa~’w.pambazaka org/fr/categor¥/features/69536 ) 
Venance Konan 

Napoldon Gbagbo ( http://wv~v.pambazuka.org/fr/categor¥/features/69538 ) 
Venance Konan 

La renaissance africaine en question ( 
http:/i}vww.pambazuka.orgifr/categorv/features/69539 

Adama Gaye 

Cette Afrique-lg: Une d6mocratie en dents de scie ( 
http://’~vww.pambazuka.orgifr/categorv/features/69537 
Ha&ya Tandian 

/VV/VVV /VV \I /V\/\// \i \/V I \IVV/?/VV /VV\/ /V \i \/ / \ 
9 Cartoons 

MORE WIKILEAKS AN[) THE US 

Gado 

Gado on WikiLeaks and the US. 

http://www pambazuka.or~/en/cate~or~//cartoons/69629 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/\/\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViV\/\//\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 

http://www.fah amu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

~ Un]ess otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-N0ncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazuk a or~/en/abo ut php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http://www.pambazuka org/en ) 
Edi~go em ltngua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.orgipt ) 
Edition flan~aise ( http://wa~w.pambazuka.orgifr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http:i/www.pambazaka.org/etdnewsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http : i/www, pambazuka, orA/etYabout.php ). 

To SI~-BSCRIBE or tTNSL-BSCR]~E go to: 



http://pambazuka.gn, apc. or~/c~i-bir~mailman/listinl’o/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pamba×uka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in At~ica providing cutting 
edge cormnentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 

http://i~ahamubooks.org/boolc,?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm raedmra email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazaka’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Corrm~ent & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
//twitter.com/pambazuka ( http:/;’twitter.com/pambazuka ~. 

* Pambazaka News has a Dehicio.us ( http://Del.icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of~M’ricat Visit httl~:/idelicious.com21~ambazaka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. Ma~ji’s visit - News t?om UNC’s At~can Studies Center 

that’s so great. How mm~y days total do yon think we should plan to be in the triangle? From what date to what date? 

~Kox 

Sis 

On 16-Dec- 10, at 12:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

It is great news Sis! 

The week is March 27 but the presentation is on Thursday March 31. 

Much love 

Sis. E. 

From:                   @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

HOORAY’.!! Comrade is also very excited’.! Tttank you so much! This will be great’. Please do continn on our behalt:..the abstract will ~bllow 

soon. 

loks of love, 

Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. Ijust heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she tells me that 
yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will 
even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will also be sending 
a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Dr. Ma~ji’s visit - News t?om UNC’s Afiican Studies Center 

Would that include something with Duke? 

On 16-Dec-10, at 1:09 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

For UNC purposes, a Wednesday arrival and Friday departure visit would work. 

Love, Sis. 

From:                   @cjmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 i:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

that’s so great, ttow many days total do you think we should plan to be in the trim~gle? From what date to what date? 

xNox 

Sis 

On 16- Dec- 10, at 12:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

It is great news Sis! 

The week is March 27 but the presentation is on Thursday March 31. 

Much love 
Sis. E. 

From:                   ~clmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

HOORAY!’.! Comrade is also vely excited!! THank you so much! This will be great! Please do confirm on our behalf...the abstract 

will follow soon. 

lots of love, 
Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she 
tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at 
the University...they will even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will 
also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent 
move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:29 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News t?om UNC’s AfiJcan Studies Center 

That’s perfect. I will keep the ma.’dmum tilne protected for now and will await your infftmctions. This is so exciting - and you my making it reaJ! ! what a wonderful 

collaboration for us my dear Sis~ter’. Thank you so Inuch... I think Firoze will be a big hit - and he will love the energy of you and your colnrades. I hope he gets a 

chance to speak with Arturo too.. maybe we could organize a smaller gathering with them as well. Shonld we ask Claire to do sometNng specific or just help spread 

the word? 

An~vay - how exciting.. I can’t wait 

lOVe, 

Sis 

On 16- Dec- 10, at 1:24 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Oummh, two options then: 

A Tuesday-Friday visit 
A Wednesday-Saturday visit. 

On Duke: I will be in touch with my comrade Anne-Makhulu to organize a talk. She is away at this moment but I should hear from her soon. 

Love, 
Sis. E. 

From:                   .~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:16 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Would that include sometNng with Duke? 

On 16-Dec-10, at 1:09 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

For UNC purposes, a Wednesday arrival and Friday departure visit would work. 

Love, Sis. 

From:                   @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

that’s so great. How many days total do you think we should plan to be in the triangle? From what date to what date? 

?~LXOX 

Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:59 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

It is great news Sis! 

The week is March 27 but the presentation is on Thursday March 31. 

Much love 
Sis. E. 

From:                   @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

HOOfLA.Y! !! Comrade      is dtso very. excited’.! THank you so much! This will be great! Please do confirm on our 

behalf...the abs~tract will follow soon. 

lots of love, 

Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. T just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies 
Center and she tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line 



surprised me given all the cuts at the University,..they will even pay him a symbolic amount of $500,00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by 
Monday and will also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in the near future, Being linked to the African Studies 
Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project, 

:[ am very excited! 
Love 
Sis~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:44 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. Ma~ji’s visit - News t?om UNC’s AfiJcan Studies Center 

perfect’.! lots of love to you! 

On 16-Dec-10, at 1:39 PM, S ahle, Eunice N wrote: 

It is excellent sis! 

As I mentioned, I will organize a forum that will include Arturo and other folks that are doing excellent work on the African-Latino front including Kia Caldwell 
who works on Afro-Brazilian issues. So no worries. 

Once we have the fliers out, Claire will be excellent in spreading the word out as will be the African Studies Center, UNC-Global etc. 

Love, 
Sis. E. 

From:                   ~cjmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

That’s perfect. I will keep "the maximum time protected for now and will await your instructions. This is so exciting - and you a~e making it real!! what a 

wondertid collaboration tbr us my dear Sister! Thank you ~ much... I think Firoze will be a big hit - and he will love the energy of you and your 

comrades. I hope he gets a chance to speak with Arturo too.. maybe we could organize a smaller gathering with them as well. Should we ask Claire to 

do something specific or just help spread the word? 

An?~-ay - how exciting.. I can’t wait 

love, 
Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 1:24 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Oummh, two options then: 

A Tuesday-Friday visit 
A Wednesday-Saturday visit. 

On Duke: I will be in touch with my comrade Anne-Makhulu to organize a talk. She is away at this moment but I should hear from her soon. 

Love, 
Sis. E. 

From:                   @clmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Would that include something with Dnke? 

On 16-Dec-10, at 1:09 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

For UNC purposes, a Wednesday arrival and Friday departure visit would work. 

Love, Sis. 

From:                   }gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:02 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

that’s so great. How ma~y days total do you think we should plan to be in the triangle? From what date to what date? 

NXOX 

Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:59 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

It is great news Sis! 

The week is March 27 but the presentation is on Thursday March 31. 



Much love 
Sis. E. 

From:                   .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 16, 2010 12:10 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UN¢’s African Studies Center 

HOORAY’.!! Comrade      is al~ ve~ excited’.! THm~k you so much! This will be great! Please do confirm 

on our behalfl..the abstract will follow soon. 

lots oflo~Te, 

Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s 
African Studies Center and she tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar 
on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will even pay him a 
symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, T promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the 
March 27 by Monday and will also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked 
to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <~bakana@queensu.ca> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 1:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Checking in .... 

I’m so glad to hear you are getting your strength back, after such a 
challenging time. 

As to the chapter. Submitting by Jan 15 latest is fine, and we can then 
move this volume through the next steps That will be a relief for me, as I 
need to make some progress with this to regain some control of my work (!), 
but also, I think, this ~vill hopefully make an important contribution to 
current debates on anti-racism (,which is sorely needed!) So I’ll mark Jan 
15 as the date and keep me posted 

And then, as to the application on the WCAR. Yes, disappointing., but 
Yasmeen and I have been writing on race in Israel/Palestine and finding that 
referees are quite favourable to our arguments So publishing is receptive, 
but fmaders are not, which is interesting.. We’re thinking this may be 
related, that precisely the controversial nature of this region and the 
various discourses around it compel serious scholarly investigation, but 
also generate challenges for funders. The next piece is coming out soon in 
Politikon, the journal of the South African Political Science Association, 
on "apartheid" as it applies to Israel/Palestine The reviewers and editor 
were very positive, and it’s moved smoothly through the review process, so 
that’s encouraging at least. Meantime, thank you Eunice, so very much, :[’or 
your encouragement on the application. I’ll keep you posted about that 
project too. 

When you come of up fi~r air, let’s think about a phone date if our paths 
don’t cross earlier. 

Hugs, 

Abbie 

Dearest Abbie, 

I was to send you a note early next week after the end of term madness. 

There has been a lot going on but I am beginning to feel a bit stronger. In 
ten:as of the chapter I have a window of opportunity to work on it l~;om next 
week with a plan of submitting in mid-January. 

I am very sorW to hear that your application was declined! The project is 
excellent and very" much needed givun what is going in the current conjuncture 
thus I hope other sources of ftmding emerge. 

In solidari~’, 
E~ice. 

From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2010 9:56 PM 
To: Sable, E~ice N 
Subiect: Checking in .... 

Dear Etmice: 

How are you’.’ I hope the end of the term and all it has entailed will allow 
you a little peace of mind and some restful days. 

I know you have the chapter with Patrick Bond on your mind, so I’m not 
writing to remind you...But do let me know if you think you could complete 
it soon, however that could be defined. I’m meeting with Ena on Friday to go 
over all the chapters, and I just need to be able to report on ~vhere you and 
Patrick are at. We’re looking forward to sending the completed ms to the 
publisher (we have interest from U of T Press at the moment, but also some 
other options). I’m hopeful we can include your chapter of course, so just 
let me know-. 

Meantime, FYI, Yasmeen and I just heard that our application to Guggenheim 
was declined. This is of course disappointing, but not surprising given 
all..I wanted to thank you for your veW suppoltive response to our request 
for a letter. I also kno~v that the distraction of that application was 
antithetical to the chapter for the book (!), so please do feel fi-ee to 
blame me squarely for an?’ delays! 



Much love and soon, 

Abbie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

isAISE 2011 <aise@mail.2011 iiisconferences.org> 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 4:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Academic Intbrming Science and Engineering 

Dear Eunice N Sahle: 

As you know, the environment complexity of Research and Education is increasing with an accelerated rate. Consequently, an adequate re-conception of academic activities (research, 
education, ands’or consulting) in the context of adaptive complex systems might very probably improve the elt’ectiveness of these activities. Complexity Science, Informing 
Science/Engineering, Cybernetics and Cyber-technologies could effectively support the re-conception and consequent re-design of academic informing activities, methodologies, and 
processes 

Complexi~z Science and Informing Sciences/Engineering are emerging academic endeavors that are supporting this kind of re-conception and re-design in different academic fields (see for 
example T. Grandon Gill’s "Informing Business: Research and Education on a Rugged Landscape") On the other hand, Ii~formatics and Cybernetics have a great potential in providing the 
conceptual and technological tools for the implementation of the newly conceived solutions and designs. 

Based on this emerging new reality’, IMCIC 2011 Organizing Committee decided to start the organization, in its context, of a series of international symposia on Academic Informing Science 
and Engineering with the purpose of bringing together academics and professionals to share their research and academic-practice-based reflections with other scholars and researchers 
concerned ~vith the effectiveness of any or all kinds of academic activities 

The first international symposium on Academic Informing Science and Engineering: isAISE 2011 (http ://wv~v.2011 iiisconferences org/aise), will be held in the context of IMCIC 2011 
(~vww 201 liiisconI?rences org/imcic), in Orlando, Florida, USA on March 27-30, 2011 

We invite you to participate and/or submit a paper/abstract to isAISE 2011. The deadlines for the first of this series of symposia are the following (check isAISE 2011 web site for possible 
extensions) You can also participate organizing an invited session (registration fee will be wmved for effective invited session organizers) and/or supporting the reviewthg process of 
submitted papers/abstracts. Check the conference web site for more details regarding these issues 

Abstract/paper Submissions and invited sessions proposals: Jan 6th, 2011 
Acceptance notification: Feb 7th, 2011 
Final Papers Upload: Feb 22rid, 2011 

All accepted and presented papers will be included in both: the printed and CD versions of the proceedings Details with regards to double-tier reviewing process, acceptance policy, 
selections of keynote speakers, best papers, and their publication in the Journal of Systemic, Cybernetics, and Informatics, can be found at the symposium web site, and resumed in the page 
titled "About the Symposium" 

Suggested Areas and Topics are the following 

¯ Informing via research and/or informing research (meta-research) 
¯ Informing via teaching (pedagogical methods and processes) anc~,or 
getting informed form students, as feedback for a more effective teaching 

¯ In~2~rming via consulting or practice anc~,or gethng informed form 
practice, as feedback for a more effective consulting 

¯ Relationships between research and teaching. Teaching via collaborauve 
research Researching via teaching or educational action research 
Relationships between research and practice or consultthg 
Relationships between teaching and practice or consulting 
Integrating research, teaching and consulting or practice 
Relationships between informing sciences and informthg engineering 
Integrating Informing Science and IN2~rming Engineering 
Action research applied to Academic h~forming 
Qualitative and hybrid research applied to Academic Informing 
Informing systems engineering 
Educational systems engineering 
Research design 
Research programs and proj ects engineering 
Curriculum Design and Engineering 
Organizational engineering applied to educational organizations. 

Best regards, 

isAISE 2011 Organizing Con~ittee 

If you wish to be removed from this ruailing list, please send an email to renrove@maih201 liiisconfe~ences.org with REMOVE MLCONFERENCES in the subject line. Address: Tol~e 
Profcsional La California, Av. Francisco de Miranda, Caracas, Venezuela. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Thursday, December 16, 2010 9:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hi Dr. Sable 

Hi Dr. S~Ne, 

I hope you are doing well and wrapping up the semester easily. I know I asked if you would be a reference for me recently but I have decided to postpone graduate 

school one year. If you roll be able to be a reference for me in a year, I would be yew grateful. Thauk you for being rolling to do this year. I am excited to still be 

learning and to hopefully prague a higher education soon. I hope you have a great break! 

Thanks! 

?b~gmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Firoze Manji <firoze@fahamu.org> 

Friday, December 17, 2010 4:26 AM 

~gmail.com> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Dr. MoNi’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Dear 

TNs is terrific news. 

Eunice, at long last the prospect of meeting you. Thank you so nmch tbr organising this. I will send you over an abstract as soon as it’s ready. 27 March is in my diary 

With warm regards, 

Firoze 

On 16 Dec 2010, at 17:10, wrote: 

HOORAY!!’. Comrade is also very- excited!! THank you so much! This will be great! Please do confirm on our behalf...the abstract will follow 

soon. 

lots of love, 

Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies Center and she tells me that 
yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will 
even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will also be sending 
a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

members@africanstudies.org 

Friday, December 17, 2010 9:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CCAPS Call for Papers 

Please do not reply to this email. For more information, please contact the CCAPS program at ccaps(~,strausscenter.org or by telephone at 1-512-471-6267~ 

Call for Papers for African Scholarson Environmental Security 

The Climate Change and African Political Stability (CCAPS) program at the Robed S. Strauss Center forlnternational Security and Law is issuing its first call for papers on its 
project theme, open exclusively to scholars from and based in Africa. The Call for Papers is co-sponsored by the Strauss Center, the Institute for Security Studies, and the 
Pew Center on Global Climate Change. 

Mission and Topic: The goal of the Call for Papers is to publish a number of working papers on the links between climate change and security in Africa. The Call for Papers 
seeks to foster innovative African scholarship on these issues and foster a conversation between academics, practitioners, and policymakers in Africa, the United States, and 
the international community. Given its physical exposure and the immense challenges of adaptation, Africa is widely understood to be one of the continents most vulnerable 
to climate change. These effects are not likely to be uniformly distributed, nor are the potential consequences clearly understood. This Call for Papers seeks contributions that 
further global understanding of the likely location of vulnerabilities in Africa, the potential impacts of climate change on Africa’s political stability or security, and/or strategies 
for addressing these challenges. The Call for Papers is open to submissions from all disciplines. The paper can have a continental focus, a regional focus, a country focus, a 
local sub-national focus, or a mix of these. The review committee prefers submissions that will be supported by case study research. 

Compensation: Up to three papers will receive a research stipend for case study or other field research, as well as travel support to attend an international conference. The 
author of the first-place paper will receive a $5,000 research stipend and up to $3,000 to attend an international conference. Authors of the second-and third-place papers will 
each receive a $2,500 research stipend and up to $3,000 to attend an international conference. In the event of a co-authored paper, the stipend will be split equally among 
authors, and the lead author will be eligible for the conference travel support. A condition for receipt of the research stipend is application to an international conference. If the 
author is accepted to the international conference, the author must make his/her own travel arrangements and will be reimbursed for travel costs up to $3,000. The research 
stipend will be issued upon the author’s completion of the publication-ready version of the working paper. 

Publication: The Strauss Center will have the prerogative to publish the winning papers as part of the CCAPS program’s Working Paper Series, with an intended publishing 
date of August 2011. All publishing is subject to the review and editing process. Authors must be available by e-mail and willing to edit their manuscript with the Strauss 
Center team before publication. After the paper is published in the CCAPS Working Paper Series, the author may publish the paper in journals or other venues upon 
notification to the Strauss Center. Prior to publication in the CCAPS Working Paper Series in August 2011, the paper cannot appear in print elsewhere, but it may be under 
review elsewhere. If the paper is published elsewhere after August 2011, the author is required to include the following attribution statement: "The Robert S. Strauss Center for 
International Security and Law contributed greatly to the production of this paper. A version of this paper was previously published as part of the Strauss Center’sWorking 
Paper Series on Climate Change and African Political Stability. This material is based upon work supported by, or in part by, the U. S. Army Research Laboratory and the U. 
S. Army Research Office under contract/grant number W911 NF-09-1-0077." 

Eligibility: Contributors must be from Africa and be currently based in Africa to be eligible for this Call for Papers. Contributors are not required to have a PhD to submit a 
paper. Preference will be given to authors from economically disadvantaged institutions and countries within Africa. The submitted paper cannot be previously published. The 
paper can be under review elsewhere, but cannot appear in print elsewhere prior to August 31,2011. 

Deadline for Submission: Midnight, Greenwich Mean Time, January 31,2011. 

Submission Guidelines: The paper and the author’s curriculum vitae must be submitted electronically to ccaps(~,strausscenter.org by the submission deadline. The paper 
should be no longer than 10,000 words including notes and bibliography. The paper must be a finished paper. The paper must be original work. Any work found to be 
plagiarized would result in the contributor’s stipend being canceled and travel assistance rescinded. 

Judging Process and Announcement of Recipients: The papers will be judged by a panel of experts from the University of Texas at Austin and leading academic institutions 
and think tanks in the United States and Africa. Recipients will be notified on March 1,2011. 

Sponsoring Entities: The Robert S. Strauss Center for International Security and Law at the University of Texas at Austin is a nonpartisan research center that engages the 
best minds in academia, government, and the private sector to develop unique, policy-r~levant solutions to complex global challenges= The Strauss Center’s pr~)gram on 
Climate Change and African Political Stability conducts research in three core areas, seeking to investigate where and how climate change poses threats to stability in Africa, 
identify strategies to support accountable and effective governance in Africa, and evaluate the effectiveness of international aid to help African societies adapt to climate 
change. 

The Institute for Security Studies is a pan-African applied policy research institute headquartered in Pretoria, South Africa with offices in Cape Town, South Africa; Nairobi, 
Kenya; and Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. ISS seeks to mainstream human security perspectives into public policy processes and to influence decision makers within Africa and 
beyond by providing timely, empirical research and contextual analysis of relevant human security issues to policy makers, area specialists, advocacy groups, and the media. 

The Pew Center on Global Climate Change is a non-profit, non-partisan, and independent organization established by the Pew Charitable Trusts to bring a new cooperative 
approach and critical scientific, economic, and technological expertise to the global climate change debate. The Pew Center informs this debate through wide-ranging 
analyses that add new facts and perspectives in four areas: domestic and international policy, economics, environment, and solutions. 

More Information: For more information, please contact the CCAPS program at ccapsL~,strausscenter.or.q. Climate Change and African Political Stability Program, Robert S. 
Strauss Center for International Security and Law, The University of Texas at Austin, 2315 Red River Street, P.O. Box Y, Austin, Texas 78713, USA Phone: +1-512-471-6267, 

Fax: +1-512-471-6961 ccaps(~.strausscenter.orq http://ccaps.strausscenter.orq 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (members@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 



To unsubscribe, please click on this link and fellow the instructions: 

Unsubscdbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberts, Joanna --~Joanna.Roberts@palgrave-nsa.com~ 

Friday, December 17, 2010 9:41 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

I)ear Dr. Sable, 

That’s great news[ Would you prefer mi electronic copy or a hard copy? If you would prefer a hard copy, please provide yonr mailing address. 

jo 
Jo Roberts 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, December :t7, 20:t0 9::t9 AM 

To: Roberts, Joanna 
Subject; RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Joanna, 

Thanks for the invitation. Yes, I can review Prof. Fisher’s material and the $100.00 hon. is fine. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: Roberts, Joanna [Joanna.Roberts@palgrave-usa.corn] 
Sent; Tuesday, December :t4, 20:t0 3::t8 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
Please allow me to introduce myself as an editorial assistant here at Palgrave Macmillan. I am writing to ask if you might be interested in taking a look at 

a book bv Tracy Fisher (University of California, Riverside) we are considering for publication entitled Whal’s Left ofBlack~ess. A brief description follows 

below: 
l~’hat’s Left (~Blackness? ~alyzes the political tra~stbrmations in Nack women’s ~cially engaged community-ba~d political work in England from the late 1960s 

until fl~e 2000s. It situates these shills alongside Britain’s political economy; and, against the discourse and deployment of blackness &s a political imaginary in M~ich to 

engage in struggles for social justice. Weaving togefl~er ethnograpNc, historical, and theoreticaJ "text~" l~’hat’s Left of Blackness? aques that mapping black women’s 

socially engaged political groups within Britain’s changing sociopoliticaJ economic context reveals flae ways in which groups tmnslbrmed from mati-impenalis~t 
organizations to sere’ice provisioning groups all the while redefining m~d expanding the very dotnain of what constitutes ’~the politicaJ." Its interdisciplinmy approach roll 

interest scholars, graduate students, and advm~ced undergraduate students of women’s/feminist studies; critical race studies, Africm~ diaspora studies, traa~snatiouaJ 

studies of race and ethnicity; an& political, social and cultural antblopolog% 

Might you be interested in offering us a one-to-two-page evaluation of this project? The materials consist of a proposal, introduction, and 4 sample 
chapters. We would be happy to offer you a $:100 honorarium or S:lSO worth of our books, and we would expect to receive your comments in about three 
weeks’ time. If you decide not to review this project, might you suggest some names of colleagues in your field who may be interested in reading it? 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience if you are interested and able to read and to what address I should send the materials. I look forward to 
hearing from you! 
Kind regards, 
jo 
Jo Roberts 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Roberts, Joanna --~Joanna.Roberts@palgrave-nsa.com> 

Friday, December 17, 2010 9:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

W9 Form.pdf; Reviewerguidelines.doc; REVIEWERLICENSE.pdf; REVIEWERPROFILE.pdf; Introduction November 2010.doc; 

Chapter One - London is the Place .doc; Chapter Three black diasporic feminisms Novelnber 2010 .doc; Chapter Four Rac(e)ing the 

Nation November.doc; Chapter 5 Blackness and Beyond.doc; Fisher book proposal November 2010 .doc 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to read and review What’s Left of Blackness, which we are considering for publication. Please find attached a proposal, 

introduction, and 4 sample chapters. As discussed, I would ideally like to have your thoughts on the manuscript by Tuesday, February 22rid, which gives 

you just about three weeks to read and complete the review. 

Attached with the manuscript materials, you will find "Guidelines for Reviewers," which is intended to help you structure your report. It would be helpful to 

us if you could address the specific questions it notes, in addition to giving us your general impressions of the manuscript. 

’][’here are some additional forms that ~e necessary to process your honorarium. Please complete the Reviewer License Agreement and the Reviewer Profile (please 

make sure to include your home address on the latter). 

Additionally, if you are a U.S. citizen, you will need to complete the W-9 form. If you are not a U.S. citizen, please disregard this form. 
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Introduction: London is the Place for Me1 

Prior to pursuing graduate studies, I remember having a conversation in the library with 

my long-time friend, Frank (who was a graduate student at the time) about race. We 

talked at length about the ways in which the discourse of race in the US is the lens 

through which many Americans talk about and analyze race in other parts of the world. 

His sophisticated and nuanced analysis compelled me to think more about race within a 

wider geopolitical context. Little did I know the significance of that di scussion and the 

ways in which it would later set the wheels in motion for this project. I had long been 

interested in race and gender, women’s grassroots activism, and cross-racial-ethnic 

alliances in the US. However, a defining moment for me that crystallized those interests 

was attending the "Black Women in the Academy: Defending Our Name, 1894-1994," 

conference at M.I.T. The historic three-day conference that attracted over two thousand 

attendees to the ice and snow covered streets of Boston in January 1994 was awe- 

inspiring. Simply put, I was charged. I was specifically encouraged by the scholar-activist 

work of US women of color and Third World women some of whom were at the 

conference while others were not. 

Nevertheless, by the time I entered my doctoral program, the sense of urgency to 

learn more about race, racism and anti-racism, racialized-gendered identities and activism 

outside of the United States was present. My long time fascination with England, 

alongside my scholarly pursuits led me to that country. My specific interests (and 

involvement) in grassroots activism, black feminism and black feminist theory, was 
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influenced particularly by Patricia Hill Collins’s foundational scholarship on Black 

feminist epistemology and knowledge production. Hill Collins’s work on race, class, and 

gender as "interlocking systems of oppression" in the United States compelled me to 

think more deeply about questions of race, class, and gender and the ways in which they 

unfold in the British context. I should point out that from the outset my investment in 

this project was not merely and an academic one. And, I make no pretense that this work 

is the result of some abstracted sense of objectivity, as many academic writers do. 

Instead, I fully embrace the ways in which my personal-political beliefs, my political- 

personal investments have shaped this project. Having said this, this book is not about my 

personal-political investments. Rather, it is one about community organizers, activists-- 

people concerned about inequalities, injustices-- it’s about people reimagining 

communities. 

The origins of this proj ect began on the US side of the Atlantic. Reading the 

ground breaking work, The Heart of the Race: Black Women’s Lives in Britain by 

Beverly Bryan, Stella Dadzie and Suzanne Scale (Virago, 11985) served as a starting 

point and raised several important overlapping questions for me. Why and how were 

black women able to organize across racial and ethnic lines? What had happened to all of 

the organizations discussed in 7he Heart of the Race? I first came across the book in 

1995, ten years after its initial publication. Why was there such a lack of published 

literature on black women’s organizations in Britain, in general? And, why did the 

literature out there seem come to an end in the mi d-1980s? I knew from the onset that this 

was much more than a "recover?- project;" nevertheless, my research and initial inqui~ 

began with those set of questions as my guide. Since many of the organizations that 
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existed in 1970s and 1980s were located in London, I chose that city as the site for my 

point of departure. 

I was based in London during my first reconnaissance to Britain in the summer of 

1996. I was very" fortunate in that I stayed with a graduate school friend’s brother and 

sister-in law (from Trinidad and Guyana, respectively) and their two (British-born) 

children in their spacious home in Eltham--a very green, suburban-like section of South 

East London. Stephen, Monica, Annika and Tyrone were simply wonderful. They opened 

up their lives to me with love and support; and, over the years have continued to do so. 

By 11996, Eltham had earned the reputation of being racist and dangerous for black people 

particularly since the April 1993 racially motivated murder of Stephen Lawrence, a 

sixteen year-old black youth stabbed and murdered (while waiting at a bus stop with his 

friend, a young black British teenager, Dwayne Brooks) by five white teenage boys who 

were never convicted of murder--due to among other things, a botched police 

investigation, corruption, incompetence, and numerous denials by the police that the 

murder was racially motivated--despite eyewitness accounts.2 

During that summer, I spent a considerable amount of time traveling by coach bus 

and/or by British rail throughout Britain visiting cities--such as, Bristol, Liverpool, 

Manchester, Leeds, and Birmingham--where there are a myriad of histories and stories 

to be told about black women’s grassroots activism in particular and/or long-standing 

black communities more generally. Visiting those places provided me with a sense of 

England’s landscape and also helped me to decide decisively on London as the primary, 

site for this research. Without a doubt, London is an exciting, global city; and, it also has 

the largest number ethnic minorities in Britain.3 Conceptual questions contributed to the 
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framework as to why I chose London as a field site. However, wha left an indelible mark 

on me (after my initial exploratory visit) was, perhaps, most significant in my decision to 

choose London as a site for fieldwork. People were enthusiastic and supportive of the 

project, even in its most nascent stages. More than this, during my reconnaissance field 

visits I was warmly embraced by, and felt the open-ness of, many community activists, 

my newly acquired family; and, by people I encountered long the way more generally. 

Who knew that the seeds were being planted for long-lasting friendships and 

relationships. The bulk of the research spanned the thirteen consecutive months I lived in 

London in 1998 and 1999; it was preceded by two preliminary research trips in 1996 and 

1997 and followed by subsequent research visits in 2000 and 2003. 

I learned very early in the proj ect that historically, the understanding of black, in 

post-World War II, post-imperial Britain differed considerably from the US. Blackrless in 

Britain has historically has been that of resistance and inventiveness--a practice quite 

contrary to an essentialized notion of blackness, or race, rooted in biology. When I 

learned this, my interests in how race and identity "play itself out" in Britain grew even 

further. I was interested in historically and ethnographically grounding blaclotess. 

Identity, a contingent and constructed category, is significant in social-cultural and 

politi cal life. While some contend that identity formation is an ongoing interaction 

between subj ective perceptions and changing local and global conditions. Others 

emphasize group histories and social change. Nevertheless, how we define ourselves 

affects whom we avoid, whom we court, just as these avoidances and engagements affect 

our self-definitions. Sometimes, identities are chosen; other times, they are imposed on 

us. On a basic level though, identity enters into the organizations we form, support, or 
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join and how we behave in these groups. As a US-born black woman I had already 

learned early on that identity works in complicated, at times confusing, not so neat and 

tidy ways. Living on military bases in the United States during the first thirteen years of 

my life (up until my father’s death) on both the East and West coasts exposed me to 

people of different races, ethnicities, and cultures and also shaped my own childhood 

sense of identity. Significantly, my awareness of class-consciousness, racialized- 

gendered inequalities and identities was shaped profoundly during my early years. 

My proj ect began specifically by analyzing the different social, political, and 

economic contexts in which people, and women in particular deploy and negotiate racial 

and ethnic identities. By so doing, I longed to address the lack of published literature; 

and, importantly, find answers to some of the conceptual questions (i.e., What happened 

to the black women’s organizations that were active in the 1970s and 1980s?) that 

brought me to England. The reconnaissance visits facilitated my speedy integration into 

the world of community activism in Britain and opened the door to links with former 

activists--most specifically those involved with of black women’s grassroots 

organizations in the 1970s and 1980s. I also developed relationships with then-current 

activists, many of whom were members of the Southwark Black Women’s Centre 

(SBWC)--a relatively small but well-known government-funded organization located in 

South London for roughly twenty years, until 2002.4 

Not long after I began this project, I quickly found that over the past few decades 

there have been interesting shifts in the way in which ethnic minorities in Britain have 

come to define themselves. In Britain, the political signifier--blac~ has, for many 

activists, lost the connotation of political solidarity amongst African, South Asian, and 
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Caribbean groups characteristic of prior decades. My book addresses this and asks such 

questions as: What has contributed to the decline in the use of black as a transracial 

political signifier? Why did it fragment or lose hold among activists? What are the ways 

in which the British state has shaped the use of this political category? These questions 

alongside the abovementioned shifts contributed to the scholarly imperative to expand 

my focus--from solely about identity formation--to a broader set of interrelated 

concerns, namely the historically situated transformations in community-based activism 

in Britain. 

In addition, I found that some black women’s organizations, such as the East 

London Black Women’s Organization, have a long-standing reputation and have been in 

existence since the 1970s. Several organizations, such as the Brixton Black Women’s 

Group were initially autonomous collectives and like many grassroots groups, were 

eventually supported by government grants under the Left-led Greater London Council in 

the 1980s. Policies under Margaret Thatcher, however, produced drastic cuts in 

government funding, causing some organizations to disband,s During these same years-- 

a time of conservative reduction in expenditure, heightened racial tension, demonstration, 

and urban unrest--the Southwark Black Women’s Centre was formally launched, it was 

precisely these sorts of tensions and developments--within the context of transformations 

in grassroots activism and within shifts in Britain’s larger political economic context-- 

that I was most interested in analyzing. Therefore, in my view, it is impossible to discuss 

the transformation of black women’s community-based activism in Britain without 

addressing blackness as a modality in which to engage in political struggles. Especially, 
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since it is so fundamental in my analysis of locating blackness in historically specific 

political economic contexts. 

What’s Left of Blackness? 

In Britain’s post-World War II years African, Asian, and Caribbean--Afro-Asian-- 

politi cal activists and academi cs reimagined blackness expanding and extending its 

meaning from the limits of a visual understanding of race based on the color of one’s 

skin--so that it came to signify a political imaginary of resistance, of struggle, of 

revolution, of liberation. The appellation blackness came to stand for an imagined 

political signifier informed by broad, global phenomena such as, Third World liberation 

and decolonization movements, antiracist and anti-imperialist struggles, and Black 

Power, on the one hand; and, historically specific and culturally contextualized 

differences and experiences of dehumanization in Britain, on the other. What’s Left of 

Blackness analyzes the political transformations in black women’s socially engaged 

community-based political work in England from the late 1960s until the 2000s. I situate 

these shifts within the context of Britain’s political economy; and, against the discourse 

and deployment of blackness as a political imaginary in which to engage in struggles for 

social justice. 

Taking together ethnographic, historical, and theoretical "texts," What’s Left of 

Blackness argues that mapping black women’s socially engaged political groups within 

Britain’s changing sociopolitical economic context reveals the ways in which groups 

transformed from anti-imperialist organizations to service provisioning groups all the 

while they redefined and expanded the very meaning of"the political." I argue that 
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blackness a political signifier that necessitates being located ~vithin the context of 

political economy and history--was produced in and through struggles. As a political 

proj ect and practice it had meaning, resonance; it reflected a politics of solidarity--what 

Chandra Mohanty has called in a transnational feminist frame a "common context of 

struggle" or an "imagined community of struggle." Blackness was a forceful unifying 

term that not only projected African-Asian-Caribbean--Afro-Asian--solidarities and 

their uncompromising demands for rights and an end to racism and discrimination, but 

also, disrupted the myths of a homogenous, white nationhood. In the broadest sense, my 

book is about the ways in which people of different racial-ethnic-gendered backgrounds 

re-evaluate the ~vorld around them, ho~v they see themselves "in relational terms;" and, 

thus transform their politics and their political activism (Mohanty 1991). 

Although Robin D.G Kelley’s term--black radical imaginatio~has been used 

specifically to describe the history of black radicalism in the US, it is also useful in 

understanding blackness in historically and politically specific British contexts. For 

Kelley, "the black radical imagination~., is a collective imagination engaged in an actual 

movement for liberation. It is fundamentally a proj ect of struggle, of victories and losses, 

crises and openings, and endless conversations circulating in a shared environment.’’6 

What I find important here is how Kelley’s term, black radical imagination, echoes the 

political connotation of (British) blackness that is central to my book. His definition 

mirrors the ways in which trans racial-ethnic gendered blackness (in the British context) 

was imbued with a radical, revolutionary tone; and, to the "decolonization of the mind" 

that was constitutive of anti-racist, anti-imperialist social justice-based politics. I find 

Kelley’s term black radica! imagination productive not because I am interested in 
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describing a group or person as "radical" in narrow or essentializing terms. Rather, I am 

more interested in blackness as a banner for people of color, blackness and its counter 

hegemonic effects, blackness as a way to call attention to entrenched forms of racism, 

discrimination, and inequality as well as the messy realities invoking the term. 

Despite what see I as the forward-thinking aspects of deploying blackness, it has 

come under much scrutiny and attack. It was heavily critiqued in the 1990s as a category 

that reified identity (Rattansi 1992) and smothered or rendered silent South Asians 

(Modood 1992; Hall 2000).7 For critics, the articulation of blackness reified and 

naturalized whiteness, reinforcing black-white binaries. The politics of blackness is al so 

central to the changing context of Thatcherism--when transracial-ethnic blackness and 

black coalition declined and fragmented, in favor of individualism and cultural and 

racial-ethnic particularisms. More than this, the splintering occurred within the context of 

and competition for resources from the state, and the potential for co-optation of 

difference. As Claire Alexander puts it, "the mid-eighties and nineties saw the seizing of 

cultural difference as a source of community pride and a convenient funding (or 

promotion) opportunity" (Alexander 2002: 555). While the usage of black as a political 

category in some activist circles still lingers8, by and large most academics have moved 

"beyond black.’’9 

For me, however, I see blackness, and to be more precise, the invocation of what 

call, racializedgendered blackness as an unfinished site of inquiry. By racialized 

gendered blackness, I mean to signal a political imaginary that both critiqued and 

embraced the politics of blackness as described above; by, for example, calling attention 

to gendered masculine representations and understandings of blackness, by laying claim 
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to the intersecting nature of racialized womanhood, and by underscoring gender and 

sexuality as salient aspects of blaclotess as a political imaginary. More than this, my 

desire to think through blackness in Britain stems from what I see as, one the one hand, 

the need to historically situate its deployment within the context of political economy; 

and, on the other hand, its inextricable ties to the transformation of black people’s 

community-based activity, more generally. 

By taking a critical race feminist approach to analyze the socially engaged 

political transformations and the shifts in the deployment of blackness my book reveals 

how the politics of national belonging are shaped, not only by state discourses of race, 

gender, and citizenship, but also by what I call vernacular epistemologies--ho~v people’s 

own categories of analysis, their sense of social and political worlds, and, their 

understandings of power inform theory, "ways of knowing," and knowledge production. 

This book is influenced by and builds upon the kind of analysis that has been taken on by 

U.S. and Third World women-activist-scholars who, for many years, have written about 

women’s community-based struggles and their linkages to racial-ethnic, gendered, and 

structural inequalities (see Alexander and Mohanty 1997; Naples 1998a, 1998b; Sudbury 

1998; Twine and Blee 2001). ~7~at’s Left of Blackness contributes to this activist- 

scholarship and also to conversations around the relationships between the constructions 

of political identities and local and global struggles, the challenges of organizing across 

racial-ethnic, gendered, and classed lines, and even more specifically, what constitutes 

activist work. Thi s study extends the realm of politics, as many feminist theorists have, 

beyond formal and/or traditional forms of political participation and activism (See 

Laslett, Brenner and Arat 1995, Sudbuu 1998, Bookman and Morgen 1988). This book 
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provides an exploration of racial-ethnic, gendered and politicized identities and this study 

addresses some of the most compelling questions of our time; namely, how do we 

experience our identities? And, how are those experiences shaped by our individual and 

collective relationships with other communities, by our politics of identification, and by 

our political engagement in struggles for social justice? Such questions bring into sharp 

relief the fact that black women’s community-based activism in Britain did not and does 

not emerge in a vacuum; and, further encourage us to resituate their political participation 

and mobilization within much larger frameworks. Drawing from a range of 

interdisciplinary "texts"--archival materials, pamphlets, newsletters, filmic, 

ethnographic, oral interviews and life narratives--~’hat ~’ Left of Blackness provides a 

much needed, transnational context for thinking through and beyond geopolitical and 

cultural boundaries of race andgender in the 21 st century. 

London is the Place for Me 

During my first reconnaissance to England I met the women of Southwark Black 

Women’s Centre. Interested in my research, they enthusiastically invited me to give my 

first, international public talk. While I was honored to receive such an invitation, I didn’t 

have a well-formulated proj ect and I was more than a bit hesitant to present my thoughts 

publically. But I did. And in end, I still feel honored to have done so. Many of the 

SBWC’s members attended my talk. They listened, asked questions, even provided me 

with invaluable contacts (in London and Liverpool) for my research proj ect. They 

demonstrated great pride in their organization and in their work changing people’s lives. 

More than this, they appreciated my presence. Meaning, for them, it was affirming that a 
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black woman from "the States" knew of the organization’s existence and had a deep 

interest in their day-to-day work (the kind of labor that often goes unnoticed). The 

affirmation was reciprocal. I loved that they were interested in my project and knew then 

that I was on to something. The next summer, I returned London to learn more about the 

organization and the people that sought its services. I also began to identify some 

archives. Then, one year later, I began my thirteen-month stay in London. In many ways 

it seemed natural to begin my research at the SBWC, where, by that time, I felt like a 

member. 

At the SBWC, I participated fully in the organization’s activities. These included 

organizational meetings (including board meetings), community-based meetings with 

other organizations in the borough, meetings with the local authority/local council, 

special occasion/end of the year award ceremony, "home visits" to those who sought 

services from the SBWC, and numerous social gatherings. 10 Getting to know the women 

in the organization enabled me to have countless informal conversations at the Centre and 

el sewhere--on buses, in cars, sometimes over lunches and dinners--and to conduct more 

structured interviews and oral histories. 

Through my relationship with the SBWC and its various connections to the larger 

society, I was able to garner interviews and have conversations with members and 

workers of Southwark’s local authority, too. In addition, through the SBWC, I conducted 

interviews and had conversations with people who, at the time, were actively involved or 

previously involved in community-based activism. Many of these people were not based 

in the borough of Southwark. 
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My affiliation ~vith the Department of Gender and Ethnic Studies at the University 

of Greenwich was one window through which I established relationships with activists 

who were actively involved in such groups as, the Organization of Women of Asian and 

African Descent in the 1970s and 1980s. Nearly all of my conversations, oral narratives 

and interviews with community organizers involved during those decades occurred 

organically--as many of the activists were so very generous in putting me in contact with 

others. 

These oral narratives played a significant role in directing the focus of the 

research and allowed activists to take part in re-telling and re-constructing history. 

Collectively these interviews, oral histories, and conversations reveal generational shifts 

and changes in black women’s organizations and the social, political, and economic 

conditions in the larger society that have helped shape individuals and their ideological 

and political beliefs. Importantly, they also shed light on processes of identity formation 

as well as tensions and contradictions that are more difficult to tease out through archival 

documents. 

Archival material was used to complement oral narratives, interviews, and 

conversations and enabled me to situate black women’s organizations, within the larger 

social, political and economic context. For example, to what extent have Britain’s state 

policies shaped the social and political mobilization of black women in England? 

Furthermore, through archival material I have been able to discern how changes in 

Labour and Conservative governments shaped black women’s grassroots organizations’ 

concerns regarding housing, healthcare, and employment. Specifically asking: How have 

these political transformations influenced organizational political mobilization and 
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participation? 

The Chapters 

In the following chapters I hope to demonstrate why analyzing racism and antiracism, 

struggles for social justice and transformation, and political solidarities is as urgent 

now--in the contemporary moment--as it was in the decades of the last century; 

especially in light of the contradictions of supposedly "post-racial" Western societies and 

in the "post-black" years of Britain’s neoliberal context. 

The rest of What’s Left of Blackness is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1, 

"Citizenship, Belonging and the Racialized State" begins with the 1959 murder of Kelso 

Cochrane and the 1958 "white riots" of Notting Hill as a way to provide a context for 

Britain’s racialized state as well as a backdrop to the community-based activi sm that I am 

concerned with in chapters two through five. This chapter frames Britain’s post-World 

War II racial landscape and underscores the ways in which Britain’s racialized state 

during those years was shaped by the contours of a circumscribed citizenship. By 

drawing attention to the complex and dialogic relationship between migration, 

citizenship, and race, Chapter One illustrates how the post-World War II period is the 

context for unprecedented numbers of migrants from the Engli sh speaking Caribbean to 

Britain; but, it is this specific milieu that also contributed to Caribbean migrants own 

understanding and reconfiguring of citizenship and belonging in Britain. The chapter also 

underscores the ways in which black migrants understandings of blackness were 

informed by overlapping legacies of slavery- and colonialism and by class hierarchies in 

the Caribbean. Importantly, blackness was shaped by racialized conditions in Britain; 
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and, was, intimately connected to obstacles in areas such as, housing and employment. 

The discourse of race during the post-World War II years was articulated through public 

discourse about Britain’s sociopolitical context. It discusses the ways in which the 

presence and settlement &black people in Britain was viewed as a "social problem" 

foisted upon Britain’s white population. And argues, in so doing, race, racism, and 

empire were severed from the country’s imperial-colonial history; and were also neatly 

segregated from one another yet normalized and embedded in whiteness. 

Chapter 2, "Revolutions of the Mind: Bandung-Style Politics of Change in 

Babylon," explores blackness as a transracial political imaginary by asking the question: 

What is specific about blackness that allows for an alternative political vision? Chapter 

Two sheds light on the ways in which African, Asian, and Caribbean people deployed 

black as a political signifier. It suggests that in so doing, these groups simultaneously 

demonstrated an Afro-Asian solidarity--an "imagined community of struggle"--that 

transcended racial-ethnic and cultural boundaries in the context of broader antiracist 

struggles. By drawing from the 1978 documentary Blacks Britannica, Chapter Two calls 

specific attention to state sanctioned violence, policing and assault on black communities 

in 1970s Britain. By exploring Afro-Asian struggles and "open door" immigration 

policies this Chapter takes into account the ways in which the policies vice-like grip 

played a key role in the Afro-Asian political struggles and the (re)creation of social, 

political, and cultural identities, it illustrates that despite formal de jure assurances of 

citizenship, diasporic subj ects from Commonwealth countries were denied full 

citizenship rights. 
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Chapter 3, "Transnational Black Diaspora Feminisms" puts forward a 

revisioning of politics and focuses on anti-imperial struggles and activism across 

racializedgenderedlines. How can we situate black women’s activism within 

resignifications of blackness and within the context of the policing of black bodies and 

other forms of state violence during the 1970s? What kinds of social justice struggles can 

one link to black women’s political mobilization? This chapter brings critique to bear on 

African diaspora scholarship and argues that gender is central to theorizations of such 

work. Chapter Three begins with the life and work of Caribbean-born black feminist 

Communist Claudia Jones--a radical anti-imperialist activist who lived in the US and 

was exiled from the US to London during the 1950s, the height &the Red Scare in the 

United States. This Chapter draws from archival materials and inte~wiews to highlight the 

formation of Black women’s groups such as Brixton Black Women’s Group and the 

Organization of Women of Asian and African Descent and the development of black 

diaspora feminism in Britain. Significantly and simultaneously, black diaspora feminism 

in Britain emerges during the 1970s and was in conversation with a number of political 

developments and tendencies. It was produced in and through a racializedgendered 

politics of blackness, within the politics of gender and sexualities, and of mainstream 

feminism in a Women’s Liberation Movement, and within a larger class struggle. I argue 

that this terrain, alongside a hostile sociocultural, political economic environment, gave 

rise to a growth in black women’s political activism and feminist politics. More than this, 

African, Caribbean, and Asian political activists were instrumental with dravdng our 

attention to the fault-lines of gender-neutral understandings of blackness’. 
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Chapter 4, "Rac(e)ing the Nation: Black Politics and the Thatcherite Backlash," 

examines black British women’s socially engaged activist work in the years following the 

fragmentation of the collective-political signifier black. It asks: In what ways do 

Conservative Thatcherite policies in Britain’s racialized state bear down on black 

women’s political activism in the 1980s? What are the complexities involved in talking 

about black women’s social justice/service provisioning work that operates alongside the 

state during the 1990s? What kinds of conversations can we have about black women’s 

socially engaged community-based work that occurred in the "post-black" years? This 

Chapter based on archival materials, interviews and ethnographic work, is framed 

specifically during and after the height of Thatcherism; it provides an account of how 

state initiatives such as community consultation were actualized at the community level. 

And, I analyze the seemingly entangled relationship between the state and community- 

based political work, the racialized-gendered tenuous connections between ~vhite Left 

and black community activists, and community organizations ties to state funding. 

Chapter 5: "Blackness and Beyond: State(d) Limits: Neoliberal Welfare and 

Women’s Politics" discusses the intersection of citizenship, service provisioning, and the 

complex yet valuable role of state-funded grassroots organizations; and, it explores the 

impacts of the rise of neoliberalism and U. S-style approaches to welfare reform on some 

poor and working class ~vomen of color in Britain and the role of the Southwark Black 

Women’s Centre to alleviate their hardships. This chapter poses two questions: What are 

the ways in which vernacular citizenships are being experienced "on the ground?" How 

might an intersectional framework inform our understanding of racialized-gendered 

citizenship and belonging in the twenty-first century? 
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Based on ethnographic work and interviews, Chapter Five provides a unique 

ethnographic perspective on studies of citizenship and intersectionality and reveals the 

ways in which black women’s community-based groups articulate new notions of 

citizenship, activism, and "the political" amidst shifting debates around "Englishness" 

and "Britishness" citizenship and nation, it reveals the ways in which understanding 

transformations in socially engaged community based mobilization can help us capture 

an even better understanding of racialized gendered citizenship and the politics of 

national belonging in England. I argue that community-based organizations in Britain, 

such as the Southwark Black Women’s Centre, struggle to exist in the aftermath of 

Thatcherism and try to survive within the context of a waning welfare state. And, I 

suggest that neoliberalization is neither uniform nor unilinear; it impacts unequally and 

differentially among particular classes, races, and genders. Furthermore, neoliberalization 

reinforces racial hierarchies and redefines the terms of citizenship to marginalize poor 

and low-income women of color and their families. 

1 "London is the Place for Me," Lord Kitchner accompanied by Freddy Grant’s Caribbean 

Rhythm, London is the Place for Me: Trinidadian Calypso in London, 11950-1956. 

Compact disc recording (London: Honest Jon’s Records, 2002). 

2 Within two months of the murder, the suspects--Jamie and Neil Acourt, Gary Dobson, 

David Norris and Luke Knight--were arrested, questioned and released on bail; two were 

charged with murder but the cases were dropped due to "insufficient evidence." This 

protracted, high profile case caught the attention of the media and the public; mostly, I 
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think, due to the perseverance of the Lawrence family. They refused to stop seeking 

justice. The Lawrence family launched a private prosecution, even though this eventuated 

in the suspects’ acquittal due to the judge’s dismissal of evidence and eyewitness 

testimony. This was followed up by a public inquiry (known as the Macpherson Inquiry) 

between 1997-1998 put into motion by then Home Secretary Jack Straw and carried out 

by former High Court judge Sir William Macpherson. The inquiry resulted in what is 

known as the Macpherson Report (1999)--a document that shed light on "institutional 

racism" in the Metropolitan Police. 

3 Ethnic minority is a term in the U.K. used descriptively to refer to people of color. Get 

figures on population here. 

4 Southwark pronounced "Suuthuck." I have retained the British spelling of this 

organization and many words. 

see Hall 1988a, 1988b; Hall and Jacques 1983; Hall and Jacques 1989; among others 

6 Robin D.G. Kelly Freedom Dreams: the Black Radical Imalzination 

7 Tafiq Modood argued that, among other things, the hegemonic notion of blackness was 

imposed upon Asians; and, as a racial categorization it smothered and rendered silent 

South Asian experience and cultural identity (1994). (see Modood 1994, Hall 1991) 

8 See work by A. Sivanandan 

9 Claire Alexander provides a good discussion of this by drawing attention to the two 

discourses that have emerged in the process of the splintering of black as a unified 

category of political activism. 

10 Borough refers to "mainly urban local authorities [councils] entitled to have a mayor 

(or provost) instead of a chairman of the council"(Byrne 2000: xii). Boroughs differ in 
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geographical size; outer ones tend to be larger. 

A council, also known as a local authority, is a group of people "who are elected to be 

councilors and form a council, a body which takes authoritative decisions for the local 

areas" (Byrne 2000: 240). The term "local authorities" is also frequently used when 

referring to a member of the local government. 
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Chapter One 

Citizenship, Belonging, and the Racialized State 

London is the place for me 

London, this lovely city 

You can go to France or America 

India, Asia, or Australia 

But you must come back to London City 

Well believe me, I am speaking broadmindedly 

I am glad to know my mother country 

I’ve been traveling to countries years ago 

But this is the place I wanted to know 

London, that’s the place for me 

To live in London you’re really comfortable 

Because the English people are very much sociable 

They take you here and they take you there 

And they make you feel like a millionaire 

So London, that’s the place for me1 

On June 8, 1959, reports of over one thousand people followed the funeral 

procession from St. Michael and All Angels Church along Ladbroke Grove and gathered 

together at the Kensal Green cemeter?- in London for the burial service of thirty-two year- 

old Kelso Cochrane. Whether crushed together underneath the trees, hanging on tree 
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branches, or balancing on tombstones, many people shed tears as the crowd began to sing 

the Christian hymns "Abide with me" and "Rock of Ages." Meanwhile, a young West 

African boy handed out a flier simply stating, "it could be you" referring to the racially 

charged murder of Kelso Cochrane.2 

In the early hours of May 17 1959, in the Notting Hill section of west London, 

thirty-two year-old, Antiguan-born Kel so Cochrane was fatally murdered. Between three 

and six young white men were believed to be responsible for the attack and the single 

stab wound to the chest that left Cochrane bleeding on the street and caused his death. No 

witnesses ever came forward to identify the assailants. Thus, to this day no one was ever 

tried or convicted for the murder of Cochrane; the murder is still unsolved) 

In a pattern that would later follow in the years to come with other racially violent 

murders, the state and other public officials rej ected the idea that C ochrane’s death was 

racially motivated and regarded his death as either an "aimless and wanton" crime, a 

random act of violence, and/or violence that was associated with theft and robbery. 

However, black communities in Britain believed otherwise. Cochrane’s murder shook 

black communities at the core and revealed to them that his murder was yet another 

example of racial terror in Britain’s racialized state. 

Less than one year before the murder ofKelso Cochrane, in August of 11958, 

there were a series of racist attacks by whites on Caribbeans in Nottingham. The August 

23, 1958 race "riot" in the St. Ann’s area of Nottingham, which initially began as pub 

fight, turned into full-scale violence involving thousands of whites attacking blacks as a 

result of a black man talking to a white woman (Paul 1997, 155; Pilkington 1988, 112). 

Within one week, the Notting Hill section of London was seething with mass racial 
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violence perpetrated by whites against black people. Beginning with racial slurs such as 

"White trash," "nigger lover" and "black man’s trollop" against a young white Swedish 

woman, Majbritt Morrison, who was married to a Caribbean black man, Raymond 

Morrison, mobs of 300 to 400 whites caused unrest and battles between blacks and 

whites. During the violence and mayhem of what would come to be known as the Notting 

Hill "riots" many whites used homespun weapons--bricks, iron bars, firebombs and 

petrol bombs, glass and wood--in a series of attacks against black people, their homes 

and businesses, while chanting ’Kill the niggers!’ Keep Britain white!’ (Pilkington 1988, 

6; See also pp. 1106-1124). 

On Parliament’s agenda the abovementioned violence highlighted "coloured" 

migration as the "problem" and the cause of the unrest. The violence, however, was 

ignited by several overlapping and complex factors such as, the rise in black migrants4, 

racial miscegenation (mostly between black men and white women), threats of 

unemployment, slum lord racketeering, as well as the rise of neofascist groups such as 

Oswald Mosely’s Union Movement (prior to WWII, known as the British Union of 

Facists prior to WWlI) and Colin Jordan’s White Defense League. These two acts of 

racial terror--the 1959 unsolved murder Kelso Cochrane and the 1958 "white riots" of 

Notting Hill mark a defining moment in racism, anti-racism and activism in Britain. The 

watershed events provide a window into the sociohistorical context of Britain’s post- 

imperial racialized state. The murder of Kelso Cochrane and the "white riots" of Notting 

Hill also disrupt post-World War II master narratives that tend to mark a shift in and 

characterization of the postwar years in Britain as a period of tolerance to intolerance. 

Equally significant, these acts of racial terror are far from the iconic image of the S.S. 
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Empire Windrush (the vessel that transported almost 500 English speaking Caribbeans 

from former British colonies to the British metropolis in June of 1948). In the popular 

imaginary, when the S.S. Empire Windrush arrived on the waterfront of Tilbury, Essex 

Oust outside London) in June of 1948 it included images of"smartly" dressed men from 

the various islands of the Caribbean and an impromptu lyrical performance by 

Trinidadian calypso singer Lord Kitchener (Aldwyn Roberts) singing "London is the 

Place for Me," a song he composed on the S.S. Empire Wmdrush ~vhile crossing the 

Atlantic. The racist climate did not cause a mass return migration to the Caribbean; in 

reality what happened thereafter was the opposite. In the wake of racial terror, the 

forthcoming black migrants’ fights for social justice would dra~v on long histories of anti- 

colonial and decolonization struggles, civil and human rights movements, to denaturalize 

racial categories, to challenge conventional definitions of national identity, and to 

mobilize new transracial solidarities. 

In recent decades, late-capitalist globalization has produced particular social, 

cultural and political-economic conditions such as the decline of a welfare state, 

governments shedding the responsibilities of a social safety net, deindustrialization, 

gentrification, and the erosion of citizenship rights. These developments have generated 

new interest in the effects of globalization as well as the politics of community. This 

book enters into this discussion by beginning with the premise that ~ve must take into 

account the historical and political economic circumstances in which different forms of 

activism take place while recognizing different forms and patterns of political activity. 

The rest of chapter 1 provides a context for Britain’ s racialized state and backdrop 

to the community-based activism that I am concerned with throughout the rest of my 
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book. In so doing, this chapter frames Britain’s post-World War II racial landscape and 

underscores the ways in which Britain’s racialized state during those years was shaped by 

the contours of a circumscribed citizenship. By drawing attention to the complex and 

dialogic relationship between migration, citizenship, and race, chapter 1, illustrates how 

the post-World War II period is the context for unprecedented numbers of migrants from 

the English speaking Caribbean to Britain; but, it is this specific milieu that also 

contributed to Caribbean migrants own understanding and reconfiguring of citizenship 

and belonging in Britain. The chapter also underscores the ways in which black migrants 

understandings of blackness were informed by overlapping legacies of slavery and 

colonialism and by class hierarchies in the Caribbean. Importantly, blackness was shaped 

by racialized conditions in Britain; and, was, intimately connected to obstacles in areas 

such as, housing and employment. The discourse of race during the post-World War II 

years was articulated through public discourse about Britain’s sociopolitical context. This 

Chapter discusses the ways in which the presence and settlement of black people in 

Britain was viewed as a "social problem" foisted upon Britain’s white population. And 

argues, in so doing, race, racism, and Empire were severed from the country’s imperial- 

colonial history; and were also neatly segregated from one another yet normalized and 

embedded in whiteness. 

Historicizing Race and Empire 

It was during the post-World War II years that discourses crystallized with regard to the 

making of national identities, the hierarchical ranking of populations, and the 

marginalizing of certain categories of person. Debates in relation to immigration and 

citizenship during the years between the First and Second World Wars foreshadowed 
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discourses that became highly contested after the Second World War. In other words, the 

debates in relation to immigration and citizenship that emerged in the wake of the Second 

World War were in many instances part of an older discourse, which began to take shape 

in the early part of the t~ventieth century. In particular, it was in the interwar years that the 

communities in the dockland areas became the target of scorn and disgust on the part of 

whites. Images of black people as creators and perpetrators of social decay were 

pervasive. Moreover, during this period racial difference became one of the key elements 

in the politics of immigration. 

The foundations for these new communities were laid during the nineteenth 

century. This was the time of the large-scale expansion of Britain’s shipping industry that 

was gendered and raced in so that it brought transient seaman from India, Africa, China, 

and the Caribbean as well as the Middle East. These seamen were employed primarily as 

unskilled manual laborers of seamanship in such j obs as, cooks and stewards, fireman 

and coal trimmers. The dockland communities, although growing, remained small. 

During this period Britain saw the expansion of its Royal Navy. Europeans were recruited 

to work as merchant mariners; while, many ships with black crews were assigned to 

government work. And, there was the formation of labor troops abroad for wartime 

service in Britain (Spencer 1997, 7). In addition, Britain recruited men from its colonies 

to work in munitions and chemical factories. The outbreak of the First World War further 

increased the numbers of Asian, African, and Caribbean people living in Britain. 

After World War I, Britain experienced a brief post-war employment expansion 

particularly in relation to occupations associated with the sea. Thereafter, it faced 

deindustrialization, declining employment, a lowering of wages and spreading fear of 
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redundancy. In some cases, unemployed men gravitated toward areas such as Cardiff and 

Liverpool, where there were brief post-war boom employment opportunities. 

In this context small groups of working-class and middle-class white 

communities began to perceive "coloured" seamen as both an economic threat and a 

problem (see St. Clair Drake 1965[1955]). s Black seamen recruited from the colonies 

were paid a lower wage than white British seamen; and as such they were perceived as 

competition. This fear was brought to the attention of some branches of the National 

Union of Seaman in Cardiff, Liverpool, and London. The "coloured" seamen could not 

be easily forced to return to the colonies. Since they were British subjects, there was no 

legal basis upon which these men could be sent home. 

Recent studies suggest that between the two world wars, "[Britain] applied a de 

faclo immigration policy which was specifically directed at limiting the growth in 

numbers of’coloured’ seamen, whose communities had already become established in a 

number of UK ports"(see Spencer 1997:8). 

As noted, "coloured" seamen were indeed British subj ects, meaning that, by law, 

they were entitled to work in Britain. Yet, within the National Union of Seaman, 

repatriation was viewed as the best way to eliminate them as competition. One of the 

primary ideas was to eliminate the "coloured" seamen from the labor market. As a result, 

there was union pressure on employers not to hire these seamen. In addition, it is not 

readily apparent whether these men could obtain other jobs. The inability of the state to 

repatriate the seamen legally, combined with their loss of employment, produced British 

"coloured seaman" who were ultimately dependent on poor relief for survival (Drake 

1965[1955], 199). 
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It is against this background that violence against black people in the UK in the 

early twentieth-century must be understood. In 1919 there were a series of riots 

throughout Britain in Cardift; Glasgow, Liverpool, London, Newport, and Barry. Small 

groups of whites attacked "coloured" seamen living in the above-mentioned dockland 

areas. At the root of the riots were the issues of ensuing competition and unemployment, 

fueled by fears of redundancy in the labor force. Competition for employment 

"transformed perceptions of the local black population as an important group of migrant 

workers into a scapegoat for the frustrations and anger of the white rioters" (Rowe 1998, 

53). As a result of the riots, there were five deaths, numerous serious injuries, and many 

people taken into protective custody (Spencer 1997, 9). All told, the riots are known as 

"the opening move in a chain of events leading toward the definition of the ’coloured’ 

seaman alien problem" (Drake 1965[1955], 1199). 

In addition to competition for j obs, there are three additional themes that arose 

during the 1919 riots (see Rowe 1998). Particular reference in these studies is made to 

Liverpool, but the themes were more widespread. They are:(1) fears of white women’s 

sexual relationships ~vith black men and miscegenation, (2) notions of citizenship and 

difference, (3)black migrants’ place in British society (Rowe 1998, 54). 

Although the media did not portray this as a primary explanation for the riots, 

white rioters’ fears of miscegenation were expressed in the "broadsheets." For example, 

On June 19, 1919, The Times of London reported that the intermarriage of black men and 

white women has "excited much feeling" In addition, a June 13, 1919 article from the 

Daily Herald entitled "RACE RIOTS: THE ROOT CAUSE," implies that race mixing 

should be resisted. Yet, race mixing did occur. As anthropologist Jacqueline Brown notes 
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in her study of race in Liverpool, African seamen are noted for setting into motion the 

institution of interracial marriage (1995, 301). In Brown’ s words, "during their careers at 

sea, African men commonly docked in Liverpool’s port, formed romantic relationships 

~vith local ~vomen, mostly white, and later married them, had children, retired from 

seafaring and settled in the city" (1995, 301). Moreover, as Brown further underscores, 

seafaring was a male-dominated sphere; thus, this gender-specific work created an 

absence of black ~vomen in the port communities (1995, 298-302). 

Nonetheless, during the period of the riots there were several newspaper articles 

that both directly and indirectly spoke of interracial relations, specifically the 

relationships between black men and ~vhite women, as problematic in the eyes of the 

rioters and the media. These arguments reinforced racialized-gendered social scientific 

and cultural discourses from the nineteenth century that upheld, among other beliefs, 

ideological beliefs associated ~vith the "cult of true womanhood," or the cult of 

domesticity. This ideology associated upper and middle-class white women with 

Victorian, virginal middle-class ideals, while black and working-class women with 

licentiousness and promiscuity, while defining black men as backward and subhuman. 

The race riots and tensions of 1919 in the dockland areas were intensified in the 

1920s and 1930s by a decline in employment in the British merchant shipping industry. 

Alongside assumptions about the propensity of dockside populations to crime and 

violence, local and national authorities emphasized the need to establish control. 

Therefore, policies were implemented to limit the number of"coloured" people settling 

in Britain. At the same time, ho~vever, "the imperial rhetoric of ’equal rights for all 

British subjects’" (Spencer 1997, 8) was upheld. 
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In the years following World War II, Britain experienced profound social, 

political, and economic changes. It was a country that faced financial strain and 

demographic crisis, as well as imperial insecurity and realignment. These changes 

challenged previous assumptions about national identity. Thus, the very notion of what it 

meant to be "British" came into question. 

The Fiction of British Citizenship 

In recent years, the concept of citizenship has been challenged on several fronts. Most 

British and U.S. reconceptualizations of citizenship challenge T. H. Marshall’s classic 

formulation that "Citizenship is a status bestowed on those who are full members of a 

community. All who possess the status are equal with respect to rights and duties with 

which the status is endowed" (1950, 28-29). Citizenship references rights and 

entitlements associated with membership in a collectivity/community. This idealized 

notion of citizenship--the ideal of equal participation in a democratic community--has 

never been a reality, but rather, afiction. There are implicit assumptions about the notion 

of community--a false universalism, a homogeneity--that often privilege assimilation 

while flattening voices and forms of politics that underscore difference, diversity, and/or 

dissent. Scholars such as Stuart Hall and David Held (1989) have shed light on the fact 

that racism and immigration have fueled citizenship debates for years. They describe the 

tension between citizenship’s basic premise rooted in ideals of universality and equality 

and the current emphasis on difference and diversity.6 One of the leading social theorists 

of citizenship, Ruth Lister (1997a, 1997b), asserts that overall, citizenship is a highly 

contested and significant concept that is often at the heart of struggles by those excluded 

from citizemy rights. Lister and social analysts of citizenship have convincingly argued 
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that the understanding of citizenship as a static bundle of fights and obligations is both an 

inclusionary and exclusionary mechanism--one that is imbued with power and rooted in 

masculinity (Li ster 1997a, 1997b; Walby 1994; Werbner and Yuval-Davi s 1999; among 

others) and whiteness (Glenn 2002; Hill Collins 1999; Lowe 1996; Paul 1997; Smith 

1997). 

In everyday life, citizenship intersects with various axes of stratification. Formal, 

legal-juridical aspects of citizenship often mask, rather than reveal, people’s differential 

access to resources, their structural inequalities, and the positioning of the people in 

political-economic, social, and cultural realms. More than this, such a focus often 

obscures the ways in which people experience citizenship in everyday life. For this 

reason, feminist scholars of citizenship (Lister 1997a; 1997b; Walby 1994; Werbner and 

Yuval-Davis 1999; Yuval-Davis 11997; among others) have made the case that the 

exclusionary tensions inherent in the notion of citizenship, which result in barring women 

from full citizenship, must be located within a gendered analysis and grounded in a 

framework that analyzes other forms of inequality (see also Dietz 1992; Young 1989; 

Feminist Review 57 1997). In other words, in order to understand the ways in which 

citizenship has shaped and has been shaped by for example, race, gender, and class we 

must analyze citizenship in relation to race, gender, and class in the larger social, 

political-economic context. 

As Evelyn Nakano Glenn’s (2002) work brilliantly illustrates, the formation of the 

U.S. serves as an example to underscore the exclusionary tensions that have served to 

exclude ~vomen, people of color, and the poor from full citizenship. Historically, people 

in the U.S. have been differentially racialized and categorized along the spectrum of 
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citizenship. This country has a long history of defining the characteristics of its citizens 

(and of citizenship) in terms of gender (as men, as masculine), race (as white), and class 

(as white "non-dependent" property owners). Citizenship defined access to and 

ownership of land. It also helped reinforce naturalized notions of territory and 

rationalized clear distinctions between "American" citizens (white propertied men) and 

"other" non-citizens (people &color, women, the enslaved, and the poor). Thus, 

citizenship was an interdependent construction defined against and gained meaning 

through the oppositional concept, the non-citizen (Glenn 2002, 20). Through colonial and 

imperial conquest, annihilation, coupled with labor that was imported and exploited, 

citizenship was simultaneously fixed and malleable in form, status, and practice. 

In June 1948, the United Kingdom Prime Minister Clement Atlee’s Labour 

government passed a British Nationality Act, a complex piece of legislation that 

emphasized the ideological notion of universal equality: the belief that all British subj ects 

should be treated the same, were to be known as equal subjects; and, were to enjoy equal 

rights and privileges (i.e., freely enter the United Kingdom, vote for Parliament when 

resident there, and take up employment). In other words, no matter where British subj ects 

resided within the Empire/Commonwealth, the universal equality of the British subj ect or 

common subjecthood, coupled with the allegiance to the British Crown, was the link that 

bound the Empire together (Paul 1997, 9-10; Nicol and Dummett 1990).7 Upon the 

passage of the Act, a new political entity was created--a shared common citizenship of 

the "United Kingdom and Colonies"--that signified a transracial, transnational allegiance 

to the Crown (Paul 1997, 17). Imperial subjects were to be formally equal but 

geographically separate. Thus, subj ects were to inhabit different communities of 
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Britishness and different spheres of nationality. 

Not long after its passage, the State began to implement labor recruitment, 

migration, and emigration schemes that privileged certain parts of the Empire (Europe 

and countries with substantial white settlement, e.g., South Africa and New Zealand) and 

its laborers (white European workers). In the process, Britain strengthened its imperial 

power geographically, politically, and spatially; thus, creating an imagined community of 

Britishness as white. However, when citizen-subj ects from the colonies began to arrive, 

settle, and reside in Britain (as they were legally-juridically guaranteed the rights to do 

under the 1948 British Nationality Act) the racially discriminatory underpinnings of the 

Act and of the Empire, coupled with the State’s various forms of racial hierarchy and 

subordination was revealed.8 Herein lies thefiction of British citizenship. 

While many would agree that the Act provided an expansive definition of 

Britishness, there are different interpretations of the British government’s logic in passing 

the Act. For example, some describe the post-war years and the British Nationality Act of 

1948 in economic market terms and have interpreted these years as the period of laissez- 

fair immigration by suggesting the market determined the movement of people (and 

labor) from the colonies and newly independent countries to Britain (See Foot 1965; Hiro 

1973). Others have cast a more critical reading of the period by arguing that Empire and 

imperial logic was a way to foster a shared sense of imperial identity and to codify this by 

law, Britain sought to create an imperial citizenship (Gorman 2006). With this in mind, 

the British Nationality Act of 1948 was neither a way to meet Britain’s post-war labor 

shortage, nor an effort to provide colonial subj ects the right to entry and settlement (See 

Carter, Harris and Joshi 1993; Paul 1997). Instead, the Act was passed so that the British 
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government could intentionally restructure the Empire as both an economic and political 

force (Carter, Harris, and Joshi 1993, 57; see also Paul 1997, 23-24); and, "curb colonial 

nationalism" (Carter, Harris, Joshi 1993, 57).9 All told, Britain’s seemingly moral stance 

prevailed and the government continued to emphasize the notion of imperial equality. 

Significantly, the British Nationality Act of 1948 was passed one year after Indian 

independence and the declaration of an Irish Republic; and, emerged two years after the 

passage of the Canadian Nationality Act of 1946 which, established a national citizenship 

independent from that of Britain. It was the Canadian government’s decisive move to 

create a national citizenship independent from that of Britain that challenged the idea of a 

singular imperial nationality--that, which had been in existence since the 1914 British 

Nationality Act. 10 In other words, with the institution of the Canadian Nationality Act of 

1946, Canada "reversed the emphasis on imperial nationality and [at the same time, 

made] British subjecthood a secondary status, almost a fringe benefit" (Paul 1997, 14). 

Citizenship, not subjecthood, became the collective identity throughout the country. 

Canadian residents "would still be British subj ects only by virtue of their Canadian 

citizenship rather than as members of the British Empire..." (Paul 1997, 14). 

This means that the 1948 British Nationality Act was passed at the same historical 

juncture that the voices for independence throughout the Empire/Commonwealth made 

themselves heard. Thus, as countries of the Empire began to secure to their independence, 

Britain, as a world power, was fearful of anti-colonial liberation movements (Carter, 

Green, and Halpem 1996, 143). 

It is precisely this kind of imperial logic that has shaped the contours of 

citizenship and belonging in post-imperial Britain. Although formal citizenship was 
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granted to racial-ethnic groups as subj ects under the rubric of imperial equality, the logic 

of Empire has laid the foundation for the hierarchal ranking of raced-gendered citizen- 

subj ects--what I have el sewhere called a hierarchy of belonging (Fisher 2001). The 

geographically widespread Empire, in addition to the expanded notion of citizenship, 

provided the context in which immigration and nationality laws were enacted in Britain 

(Carter, Green, and Halpern 11996, 138). This background enables us to understand 

migration flows to and from the United Kingdom. For it was during the post-war years 

that particular emigration and immigration patterns consolidated racialized patterns of 

migration and exclusion. As black migrants from the English speaking Caribbean 

migrated in a steady stream to Britain, many did so willingly on their own accord. While 

a whole host participated in cycles of poverty-driven migration due to the legacies of 

slavery and colonialism--the economic decline of the sugar plantations. Migration, 

alongside the larger racialized conditions of Britain reshaped certain imaginings of 

Britain and the British and also brought into sharp relief thefiction of British 

subj ecthood--which suggested that all British subj ects should be treated the same no 

matter where they resided in the Empire. 

Migration Schemes and Patterns 

World War II proved to be a significant moment in the history of Caribbean migration. 11 

During this time large numbers of workers from the Caribbean were recruited to Britain 

(and the U.S.) to work in designated employment areas and to sew’e in the British armed 

forces. Moreover, in response to the war, both the British government and the Merchant 

Navy accepted as volunteers several thousand colonial subj ects to work for milita~ labor 

battalions, munitions factories, and in naval service. 
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For the duration of the Second World War, Caribbean blacks primarily from 

Jamaica and Honduras were recruited for munitions and factor5, work, and many of them 

settled in the northwest region of Britain after the war (Thomas-Hope 1986, 23). 

Furthermore, "10,000 skilled tradesmen from Jamaica volunteered for the British armed 

forces, of whom 7,000 were enlisted in the Royal Air Force" (Thomas-Hope 1986, 23). 

Throughout these years, migration was shaped by contractual arrangements for workers 

and servicemen. This constituted a particular type of migration pattern that continued 

after the war (Thomas-Hope 1986: 22-23). Subsequently, Asian, African, and Caribbean 

people that had been based in many of the dockland communities grew rapidly, 

expanding to the industrial towns of the Midlands and the North as well as to the air 

bases of the South and the East (Spencer 1997, 14). Although the origins of these 

communities can be traced to earlier periods12, it was not until the Second World War and 

after that they became substantial in size and home to people who were committed to 

settle permanently. In other words, this particular historical juncture was critical to the 

development of African, Asian, and Caribbean communities in Britain. 

Black people from the British colonies ~vho migrated in this period experienced 

racism, discrimination and inequality; they were treated as inferior in comparison to their 

white counterparts who were recruited primarily from Eastern Europe (Paul 1997; 

Spencer 1997). During the War, the state limited the entry of black British subj ects 

altogether. The careful definition of boundaries meant that the colonial subject’s 

relocation to the "imperial motherland" was intended as a temporary one. World War II 

created conditions that were reminiscent of the First World War; there was a demand for 

sailors as well as other governmental workers in this time of imperial defense. Instead of 
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cutting off entry, the state (more specifically the Colonial Office), ~velcomed ent~, due to 

the demand for labor. But, for colonial subjects to serve the imperial motherland under 

the rubric of defense is not the same as migrating for work and permanent residence. 

Committed to the idea that colonial subj ects were not in the "imperial motherland" to stay 

permanently, the state kept the majority of these people under close surveillance (Paul 

1997, 113). The annual averages remained in the low thousands until 1954 when it is 

believed that the intake jumped most likely in response to the passage of the 1952 

McCarran Walter Immigration and Nationality Act, which limited Caribbean Migration 

to the U.S. Between 11954 and 11961, the numbers increased from 10,000 to 136,000~ 

In the case of Caribbean migration to Britain, family resources, economics, and 

employment opportunities shaped migration patterns that were differentiated by gender. 

Men outnumbered women during the early stages of migration~ Seven out of every ten 

migrants from the Caribbean from 1952 to 1954 were men (See Gmelch 1992, 51). 

Within just a few years this changed dramatically as the proportion of women and 

children increased at a steady rate. Nevertheless, most households, for example, could not 

afford to send their entire family to Britain. Men, perceived as the principle 

breadwinners, were sent first to see whether or not housing and employment conditions 

were favorable for the rest of the family. If so, then monies would be saved to send for 

their families. In general, many ~vomen remained behind to look after the children. 

Extended family and kin networks were highly significant during these 

migrations. Migrants often relied on financial help from extended family members in 

order to make the sea voyage to Britain. As John Rex and Robert Moore noted in their 

1960s sociological study of race relations in Sparbrook, Birmingham, over sixty percent 
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of the Caribbean migrants in their sample population received some form of support from 

friends and/or relatives in England or the Caribbean in order to make the voyage to 

Britain (11967: 100). Extended family members also proved to be helpful in terms of child 

rearing and in finding accommodation. In many cases mothers and fathers from the 

Caribbean were forced to leave their children, who were raised by grandmothers or other 

relatives. 

In general, black people had to cope with the lived experience of racism, 

discrimination, and imperialism in the minutia of everyday life, particularly after World 

War II. As noted below by Bryan, Dadzie and Scale (1985), inadequate accommodation 

was a serious problem. 

I was living in a small room, which was draughty and cold and had one 

little paraffin heater. If you slept with it on, the next day your nose would 

be blocked and you’d feel drowsy. The bathroom--and I was lucky to have 

one--had no heating at all. There was no [hot water] and you had to heat 

buckets of water if you wanted a bath (Anon. quoted in Bryan, Dadzie and 

Scale 1985, 130). 

Clearly, on another level, the survival techniques and networks of support "on the 

ground" were critical for black communities as they endured the lived experience of 

imperialism. With this in mind, we can understand the post-World War II implementation 

of the "Sou Sou" or "Pardner" System (Bryan, Dadzie and Scale 1993[1985], 131; see 

Williams 11993). An early form of collective action by Caribbean women, the Pardner 

System, usually run by a woman, was organized on a family basis and typically addressed 

families’ needs and priorities. Through this system, women collectively pooled funds on 
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a regular and rotating basis. Money was often used for mortgages as well as airline tickets 

for family members still living in the Caribbean. In the absence of friendly lending 

institutions, the Pardner system, contributed to the maintenance of black communities. 

The significance of this system lies in its ability to supply the support that the British 

government did not provide to many migrants entering the country after World War II. In 

all, the Pardner System gave Caribbean communities a social organization and networks. 

As noted by Bryan, Dadzie, and Scale, 

It was mainly women who set up the Pardners. Nine out of ten of the 

pardner schemes had a woman in charge &them. It was done on a village 

or family basis. [Whose ever] needs were greater, they got the deposit on 

the house, it was a woman who held [onto] the money and paid down the 

deposit, but still no home could be put in her name.. ~it helped to pay the 

mortgage, but it also provided us ~vith somewhere to go. That’s why they 

started (Anon. quoted in Bryan, Dadzie, and Scale 1985, 131). 

Housing and Employment 

For Caribbean migrants, housing and employment were two seemingly 

inseparable problems during the years following World War II. A vast majority of 

Caribbean migrants found accommodation through extended kin networks--they relied on 

friends and relatives--those who had recently migrated as well as those who had already 

established themselves in Britain (Ramdin 1987, 190-193). Several of the already 

established migrants opened their homes to ne~vcomers and in effect these dwellings 

became hostels for the new migrants. A small number arrived without an address and 

other Caribbeans who migrated found temporary accommodation in Salvation Army 
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hostels and through Welfare Officers from the Colonial Office, the London County 

Council, and the Red Cross. 

Overall, housing in London (North, West, and South) for Caribbeans was 

characterized by its dilapidated condition. The rooms and basements that Caribbeans 

rented were in advanced states of deterioration and decay (Ramdin 1987, 1191-192). On 

top of paying rents of approximately five-to-six pounds per week, many migrants lived in 

shared overcrowded, limited-space dwellings (Rex and Moore 1967, 101-102). Their 

one-room living space was used for cooking, eating, and sleeping. Because of landlord 

exploitation, Caribbeans often feared homelessness. Moreover, certain neighborhoods, 

such as those in the East End, were in effect off-limits to many Caribbeans. In the words 

of Ron Ramdin: 

West Indians could not find accommodation in the working class districts 

of the East End... because of the stability of the population and tenancies, 

and there was no room for sub-division. The ranks of the white working- 

class were effectively closed (1987, 192). 

In a related matter, Ramdin notes that as migrants continued to flow into Britain at a 

steady pace, social relations became strained between black and white tenants and 

landlords. As the competition for scarce resources increased, it created more tension, and 

blacks became the scapegoat for rent increases, overcrowding, noise, and poor 

accommodation (1987,194). 

Other forms of discrimination with regard to accommodation were noticeable and 

increasingly pronounced in the advertisements for vacant rooms. Not only were there 

"anti-coloured" advertisements for rented rooms; West Indians were suspicious of 
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advertisements for rooms labeled as "coloured only" or "coloured welcome," because of 

the commonly experienced exploitative relationships between white landlords and black 

tenants. A "coloured welcome" advertisement was, most probably, a clear sign of an 

inflated rent (Ramdin 1987, 195). 

Employment was a second major problem that West Indian migrants faced. 

Unlike the more overt discrimination with regard to accommodation, racism in the area of 

employment was subtle. Recruitment practices of British Rail, London Transport and the 

National Health Service reflected a government facing post-war labor shortages (Peach 

1986, 67-68). By 1958, for example, "London Transport employed almost 4,000 black 

workers, about one quarter of whom had been recruited directly from the Caribbean" 

(Walvin 11984, 1109). But London Transport was exceptional (Ramdin 1987, 197). In other 

places of employment, West Indians were treated with much hostility. For that reason, 

many Caribbeans had to take menial jobs, those designated for semi-skilled or unskilled 

laborers. In doing so, they often were confronted with doing work of lower occupational 

prestige than that of their previous job in the Caribbean (Ramdin 1987, 198). The 

ambiguity and contradictions in employment were apparent. While there was much 

hostility toward Caribbeans--for example, they were often referred to as slow and sloppy 

workers--some found work as nurses, barbers, tailors, cleaners, laundry persons, and 

shopkeepers (Ramdin 1987, 198). 

Reproducing Whiteness: Labor Recruitment, Migration and Emigration 

Alongside Caribbean migration during the post-war years, Britain witnessed (and 

initiated two of) three significant patterns of migration. All of which extended, 

maintained and reproduced Britishness as white. First, residents of the UK were 
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encouraged to emigrate to the Old Dominions--those with substantial white settlement, 

i.e., Australia, New" Zealand, South Africa, and Canada. This migration scheme as 

transporting British Stock occurred for about 15 years at an annual average imperial 

emigration rate of 125,000. Overall, the dominions received about 1.5 million emigrants 

from the United Kingdom (Paul 1997, 25). These migrations not only involved 

significant numbers, but also extended the imagined community of Britishness 

geographically, politically, and spatially. To be clear, "British stock" meant those British 

subj ects of European descent with white skin. Parliamentary debates are filled with 

language such as blood, kith and kin, family and British stock suggests that the "British 

way of Life" would be reproduced thru blood, culture and biology. Although this kind of 

migration had occurred in earlier decades, the obj ective behind the outward migration 

patterns during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was to provide paupers a new start 

and to improve the social and economic conditions of the United Kingdom. In the post- 

war era, by contrast, migration from the United Kingdom to other parts of the 

Empire/Commonwealth was enacted and supported by a government that wanted to 

strengthen its imperial ties. 13 Here the key role and responsibility white British women 

have as social, cultural and biological reproducers of whiteness and the white 

homogenous nation is especially important in extending the imagined community of 

Britishness. These migrations not only involved significant numbers, but also extended 

the imagined community of Britishness geographically, politically, and spatially. 14 

Second, soon after the war, Britain faced an acute labor shortage, especially in the 

area of agriculture, coal mining, textiles, health services and factory work. During this 

period, 345,000 European "aliens," also known as European Volunteer Workers, were 
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recruited from Europe for work and life and permanent settlement in Britain (Paul 1997, 

64). Polish veterans, for example, who served in the Second World War, were the first 

"alien" group to be considered by Prime Minister Atlee’s Foreign Labour Committee 

(FLC) as it searched for additional labor. The FLC was responsible for a resettlement 

scheme, which gave attention to post-war refugees and other displaced persons. 

One of the most significant of the labor recruitment schemes was known as 

"Westward Ho!" which was aimed at Bulgarian, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, 

Rumanian, Ukrainian, and Yugoslavian men between the ages of 18 and 44 and women 

between the ages of 18 and 49. Men were recruited for mining, agriculture, clay pits and 

steel; and women were wanted for domestic work, textiles, wholesale clothing, nursing 

and midwifery. All volunteers first underwent an interview to assess their potential and, 

upon passing, a medical exam. If selected, accommodation, financial assistance, food, 

and if necessary, clothing was arranged in Germany and Britain. 

Finally, Irish citizens migrated to Britain with unfettered access; and, during the 

post-war years, the Iri sh were the largest immigrant group to enter the country (Holmes 

1988, 216). By occupying an ambiguous position within British society--neither subj ect 

foreign nor alien--they found employment as construction workers, nurses, and domestic 

servants (Paul 1997, 99). More than this, policy makers’ language to describe the Irish 

demonstrates that they were, perceived to be "fit" in the hierarchy of Britishness and 

belonging. 

The Political Economy of Race and Racism in Britain: 1960s and Beyond 

Beginning with the passage of the Commonwealth Immigrant Act in 1962 the UK 

Parliament (more commonly referred to as the British Parliament) passed legislation 
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restricting and ultimately, bringing to a standstill, the flow of black and "coloured" 

migrants from former Commonwealth countries. By the 1970s, as inflation approached 

unprecedented levels, unemployment continued to rise, and Britain sank deeper into a 

global recession, racist logics about black migrants presence and settlement as the root of 

the country’s social problems (i.e., education and employment) and as ’dangerous’ grew 

exponentially and were reproduced in and through public discourses. Such logics 

interwoven with fears regarding so-called assaults on the English and British "body 

politic." In other words, through what Patricia Hill Collins calls "public transcripts," 

Engli sh and British identity, culture, and "way of life" were perceived to be under attack 

and in need of preservation. ~6 The state’s racist logics fueled "moral panic", were 

constitutive of the idea that there was "a crisis," and were used to make sense of the need 

to control and police racialized-gendered black bodies; thereby subjecting them to 

specific forms of repression and control through immigration, policy, and violence (Hall, 

Critcher, Jefferson, Clark 1978; CCCS 1986[1982], 21). This was particularly evidenced 

in rebirth of the 1824 Vagrancy Act--known as SUS Law or law of suspicion. SUS, 

known as, "Search Under Suspicion" or "Stop and Search" gave police the rights to 

search and arrest any person for crimes that were committed but also for crimes that they 

suspected mig~ht be committed. Caribbeans and young men, in particular, were 

disproportionately criminalized and harassed, stopped, searched and arrested. It was 

during this time that the political signifier black was rearticulated and deployed by 

African, South Asian, and Caribbean people and served as a key element in anti-racist, 

anti-imperialist politics. 
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Beginning in the late 1970s, former Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher by way of 

a neoliberal politics combined with upholding Victorian ideological values demonstrated 

her ability to dictate public policy as well as strengthen the central state. Attacking local 

government became a way for the Conservatives to cut public expenditure while at the 

same time reducing the public sector. Within the first two years of her administration she 

passed the British Nationality Act of 11981. The Act provides a clear example of how 

gendered racial nationalisms are reproduced, as it shifted the means by which citizenship 

was granted from an emphasis on geography within the Empire to that emphasized 

citizenship by jus sanguinis, racial purity. It is within this context that blackness as a 

political signifier fragments and splinters and the emphasis (again) on cultural difference 

occurred. 

In the final years of the twentieth-century and into the twenty-first century under 

Britain’s Labour Prime Minister, Tony Blair, Britain witnessed uprisings in several of its 

northern cities and in the post 9/11 "war on terror" years it experienced the London 

bombings (July 2005). It is here that earlier discourses of assimilation, integration, and 

immigration continue to be invoked. These discourses, couched in the language of 

culture, nationalism, and citizenship intersect with the moral forces of neoliberalism. 

1 "London is the Place for Me," Lord Kitchner accompanied by Freddy Grant’s 

Caribbean Rhythm, London is the Place for Me: Trinidadian Calypso in London, 1950- 

1956. Compact disc recording (London: Honest Jon’s Records, 2002). 
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2 The Times, June 8, 1959 

3 In 2003, at the request of Kelso Cochrane’s 75 year-old brother, Stanley, the case was 

reviewed. The case, however, was not reopened as the Metropolitan police found that 

there was insufficient evidence to convict anyone of Cochrane’s murder. See, 

http :iinews.bbc. co.uki2ihiiprogrammesi4871898, stm accessed March 2009. 

4 By using the term migrant, I follow Winston James’s argument. He states: [T]here have 

been relatively very few immigrants to Britain. Most of those that entered Britain in the 

twentieth century, including the postwar years were simply moving from one part of 

Britain to another as British citizens...Unless one is prepared to call Yorkshire men in 

London immigrants, then we should not call Barbadians entering London on British 

passports immigrants. The immigrant label attached to such persons largely developed in 

the 1960s largely to deprive black Britons of their citizenship rights." James argues that 

the terms settlers, migrants, or black Britons are preferred, as opposed to immigrant, 

especially when describing blacks in the postwar period. 

s See Drake, St. Clair, The Colour Problem in Britain: A Study in Social Definitions. 7he 

SociologicalReview 3:197-217, 1965[1955] 

6 in the aftermath of 9/11 and the London bombings, "difference"--especially around 

issues of race--is vectored in Britain’s state debates. To be specific, in the post-9/11, 

post-London bombings Britain there continues to be an onslaught of attacks on Briti sh 

Muslims, Muslim communities, and the religion of Islam. Anti-Muslim prejudice is a 

current manifestation of racism in Britain. 

7See Paul, Whitewashing Britain: Race and Citizenship in the Post-War Era, (Ithaca: 

Cornell University Press, 1997), 9-10; Ann Dummett and Andrew Nicol 
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Subjects, Citizens, Aliens, and Others: Nationality and Immigration Law (London: 

Weidenfield and Nicholson, 1990). Also, In The Commonwealth (1995), Patricia Larnby 

and Harry Hannan state: "The modern Commonwealth grew out of the former Briti sh 

Empire - it is the outcome of the decline and eventual demise of British Imperialism. If 

there had been no British Empire there would today be no Commonwealth. The origins of 

the Commonwealth association date back to the Durham Report of 1840 which initiated 

the gradual growth of self-government in the colonies of British settlement." The term 

Empire/Commonwealth or Commonwealth/Empire is used to denote the irony as well as 

the interconnectedness between the two classifications. Commonwealth countries are 

independent countries. 

8 Paul (1997) gives a penetrating account of these processes. 

9 The Nationality Act came under strong attack during parliamentary debate in 11948. 

While members of the Conservative party criticized the Bill for undermining imperial 

nationality, Labour party members argued for "imagined political community of 

Britishness" (Paul 11997, 22). 

1°The 1914 British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act identified the means by which 

members of the British Empire could attain nationality and become a British subj ect. This 

Act confirmed the existence of a universal status--that being British subj ecthood--and its 

uniformity throughout the Empire. The "code" by which one acquired subj ecthood was 

based on being born or naturalized in the Empire. One could be a British subject 

anywhere and everywhere within the Empire. Moreover, the Act ironed out ripples in 

Britain’s fabric of unity and put a stop to the dominions’ individual policies with regard 

to who is considered a subject or alien (Paul 1997, 11-12). 
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11 In my discussions of the Caribbean, I am referring to the English-speaking region. This 

area was colonized by the British and later became part of the Empire/Commonwealth 

and/or independent countries~ The countries include: Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad and 

Tobago, St, Lucia, St. Vincent, Guyana, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, Dominica, Grenada, 

Monserrat, British Virgin Islands, and the Turks and Caicos Islands. 

12 See Fryer (1984); Brown (1995); Gerzina (1995); Spencer (11997); 

13 Historian Kathleen Paul (1997) provides an excellent discussion of the outward 

migration schemes in Whitewashing Britain: Race and Citizenship in the Postwar Era, 

see Chapter 2, Emigrating British Stock, Pp 25-63. 

14 Paul notes that between 1946 and 1960 annual UK emigration averaged about 125,000. 

Overall, dominions with substantial white settlement such as Australia, New Zealand, and 

Canada absorbed eighty percent of the migrants. Overall, these dominions received at 

least 1.5 million UK residents (1997, 25). 

J s Polish veterans and their families responded to the 1947 Polish Resettlement Act, 

which provided financial provisions (i.e., pensions) as well as eased the transition into 

British society; ~vithin two years &the Act, at least 120,000 veterans and their 

dependents were living in Britain. Many found work in construction, agriculture, coal 

mining, and textiles (Paul 1997, 69). Together with other Eastern European groups, 

thousands settled in Lancashire, South Wales, and Scotland (Walvin 1984, 104). 

J6 Patricia Hill Collins refers to public transcripts as the "public discourses or knowledges 

of academia, government bureaucracies, the press, the courts, and popular culture~ 

Controlled by elite groups, this public discourse typically counts as legitimated 
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knowledge and often is grounded in false universals". Fighting Words: Black Women and 

the Search for ,htstice, p. 280 
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Chapter Three 

Transnational Black Diaspora Feminisms 

My context for understanding the radical black female subject is a particular formulation 

of the black radical tradition that combines intellectual and activist work in the service of 

one’s oppressed communities. 

The radical black subject, male or female, challenges the normalizing of state oppression, 

constructs an alternative discourse, and articulates these both theoretically and in 

practice. This is a resisting black subj ect.., resisting dominating systems organized and 

enforced by states, organizations, and institutions in order to produce a complicit and 

passive people and to maintain exploitative systems. 

--Carole Boyce Davies, Left of Karl Marx: The Political Life of Black Communist 

Claudia Jones (2008) 

In 1970, when the young women previously involved in Britain’s Black Power 

movement formed Brixton Black Women’s GroupI to address critical issues concerning 

black communities in Britain such as, sexism, work, childcare, housing, education, and 

police brutality, they did so by building on a much longer black radical tradition in 

Britain and in the African Diaspora. These young black women were building on a black 

radical tradition; particularly, that which the radical black feminist activist-intellectual, 

theoretician, writer and j ournalist, Claudia Jones, paved in prior decades. I begin this 

chapter with a brief discussion of Claudia Jones because she, as Carol Boyce Davies so 

rightly states, is "central to an early formulation of blackness in Britain" and is "the pre- 

text to current definitions of black British feminism as anti-imperialist in orientation" 

(2008, 54). In other words, the activist-intellectual-political work of Claudia Jones sew’es 
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as an important backdrop as it allows one to frame, situate and build upon black women’ s 

socially engaged political work in Britain in the 1970s and early 1980s from a different 

point of departure; that being, from an earlier formulation rooted in deliberate, radical 

intellectual-activist, diasporic and transnational work. 

This chapter then, sheds light on how black women in 1970s and 1980s Britain 

understood their experiences, identities, and social activism in relation to other black 

women throughout the African diaspora and to other women of color. I aim to draw 

attention to the ways in which a critical race feminist analysis is a central, critical lens 

through which to view and foreground racialized gendered formations in Britain’s 

African diaspora. Not only does Black women’s community based activism in the 1970s 

and 1980s Britain provide a rich context in which to think through black feminist 

possibilities. Rereading Black women’s community based activism in Britain through an 

intersectional approach helps to make the case for a critical rereading of Black/African 

Diaspora studies, an interdisciplinary rigor that challenges more traditional ways of 

research inquiry. An intersectional approach through feminist theorizing and activism 

about power, the social relations of power, agency and resistance, challenges the 

disciplinary boundaries of African Diaspora Studies. Despite recent interdisciplinary 

interventions by scholars such as Campt and Thomas (2008) and Guy-Sheftall (2003) that 

called for a consideration of gender in the context of diaspora, the gendered dimensions 

of Black diasporic experience have not been central to theorizations of the diaspora. More 

than this, by moving beyond the homeland-exile dialectic I think it is important to 

understand diaspora on three fronts. First, it is critical to understand diaspora as % 

process that generates subjects through negotiations arising from particular structural and 
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historical conditions that change over time" (Thomas and Clarke 2006, 13; See also 

Brown 1998, Campt 2004). Second, it is productive to understand diaspora not simply as 

an existential condition of displacement or dislocation but as a relation--one between and 

among counter/parts (Brown, 2009). Finally, within African diaspora political work, it is 

imperative to think about the transnational intellectual exchanges, political mobilizations 

and political consciousnesses that have been central to that political work. This is 

especially significant since African diaspora politics, "have been, historically, both global 

and local" (Ball, Pappademos and Stephens 2009, 2). 

Claudia Jones: Radical Black Feminist Communist 

Claudia Jones’s vibrant life of radical activist-intellectual work in London, England 

began not long there after she was criminalized, sentenced, incarcerated and, ultimately 

deported from the United States in December of 11955 under the Immigration and 

Nationality Act of 1952 (also commonly known as the McCarran-Walter Act); which 

served as the basis for state suw’eillance, political repression, harassment and deportation 

of African Americans and African diaspora peoples in the United States. 2 

Trinidad-born in 1915, Jones migrated to the United States at the age of eight, 

with her family, to the pulsating mecca of cultural-political life of early twentieth-century 

New York--Harlem Jones would then live in the United States for the bulk of her life 

until she was exiled. She was dedicated indefatigably to radical political-intellectual anti- 

capitalist work. it was these decades in US that shaped her unapologetically personal- 

political work, political philosophy and identification as a radical black woman 

communist grounded in Marxist-Leninist beliefs. For Jones, the lived experiences and 

understanding of racism, the denial of citizenship rights and freedoms for African 
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Americans and African diaspora peoples in the United States; and, her keen analysis 

regarding the "super" exploitation of black women as the most overworked underpaid 

laborers--that, even other exploited laborers benefit from--formed the basis of her 

political philosophy and writing as she theoretically fused together the intersections of 

race, class, gender, and anti-imperialism 

Claudia Jones’s activism and political positions were articulated through the 

conscious and deliberate act of writing--journalism, poetry, essays, articles, editorials 

and reviews. From her early years as a writer for a black news paper in Harlem, to her 

period as a j ournali st for the Young Communi st League’ s Weekly Review, to her "Half 

the World Column" which ran in the Communist Party USA’s Daily Worker, Jones 

established herself, at once, as a radical organizer and theoretician of anti-racism, anti- 

colonialism, anti-imperialism, political economy and feminism in a transnational frame. 

When Jones was deported to Britain she continued her activist-intellectual praxis and 

quickly immersed her life and work in Britain’s black community. She is, in fact, most 

known for her activist intellectual work in Britain from the 1950s until her untimely death 

in 1964. In truth, the launching and editorship of the West Indian Gazettes andAJ~’o-Asian 

Caribbean News in March of 1958, marks an important moment in the life of Jones. 

The Gazette (as it was more commonly known) was "anti-imperialist in 

orientation, Pan-Africanist in politics, feminist in its leadership and concern for women" 

(Boyce Davies 2008, 86). One of the earliest black newspapers circulated on post-War 

period, was not only "a community-based publishing effort" (Dawson 2007, 70) but also, 

a critical source of information for people interested in African diasporic and 

internationalist perspectives on racism, anti-imperialism, and feminism. The Gazette was 
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original, too. It’s articles and features were written outside of the journalistic conventions 

of the time. Meaning, it was concerned with making connections between seemingly 

disparate issues. Thus, the Gazette, under Jones’s direction, put the local (the black local) 

and the global (the global, political black Atlantic) in conversation with one another. For 

example, the Gazette juxtaposed stories that ranged from issues and concerns about the 

white riots in the neighborhood of Notting Hill to anti-colonial struggles in Africa, to 

cultural and political events in Harlem, to Civil Rights struggles in the US as a way to 

bring together seemingly disconnected realities in the broader African diaspora (Schwarz 

2003, 270-271). The Gazette not only kept Black Britons informed of the political 

happenings in the larger African diaspora (namely, the US, the Caribbean, and South 

Africa); as a political and cultural organ, it also provided an insightful analysis of the 

contours of British imperialism and racism. 

While the Gazette was launched just months before the white riots of Notting Hill, 

Jones’s next proj ect, at which she also worked tirelessly, was borne after the riots. The 

Caribbean Carnival in London, a precursor to what is known as the Notting Hill Carnival, 

came into being just months after the white riots of Notting Hill as a way to establish 

confidence in Britain’s black community in the wake of racial terror. Jones saw this as a 

way to bring together Caribbean migrants from diverse islands while at the same time 

create a popular-cultural-front envisioned carnival. In Claudia Jones’s words: 

If then, our Caribbean Carnival has evoked he wholehearted response from the 

peoples from the Islands of the Caribbean in the new West Indies Federation, this 

is itself testament to the role of the arts bringing people together for common 

aims, and to its fusing of the cultural spiritual, as well as political and economic 
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interests of West Indians in the UK and at home (Jones as quoted in Sherwood, 

Hinds and Prescod 1999, 157). 

Racialized Gendered Blackness, Black Feminist Formations 

In the 1970s, the development of a cross-racial-ethnic black feminism in Britain 

questioned the boundaries of a homogenous nation while expanding its notion of 

solidarity. Racialized gendered critiques of blackness as a political imaginary, of black 

power groups, of black nationalist groups, and of mainstream white feminist groups 

emerged as a racializedgendered blackness came to light and ushered in the formation of 

socially engaged community-based organizing around issues of racial and gender 

inequality. Racialized gendered forms of blackness developed within the context of 

various intellectual and activist currents and tendencies. It was articulated in light of the 

Women’s Liberation Movement and with increasing attention to mainstream--read as 

white-feminist politics. More than this, it called for a different articulation of gendered 

masculine representations of blackness, political consciousness, identity, and belonging; 

namely, by underscoring the intersectional relationship between, race, class, and gender. 

In its development and ~vith its focus on justice-based visions of social change, 

internationalism, issues facing black communities as a whole, this transnational black 

diaspora feminism disrupted what Chela Sandoval calls in the US context, "hegemonic 

feminism" (1991: page). A racializedgendered blackness then, critically thinks through 

the differences, the tensions, the problematics, and the messy realities of those solidarities 

that arise within the context of racial-ethnic-gendered relations of power and inequality. 

At least two issues converged to shaped what can be called, black feminism in 

England: (1) feminist theory and feminist organizations inadequately addressed the 
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racism experienced by black women; and, (2) black activist (previously kno~vn as black 

power) groups did not effectively address the gender-specific issues or concerns of black 

women such as sexism, and free, legal, safe abortions. Thus, the experiences of black 

women became a legitimate area in which they could organize as women (see Bryan, 

Dadzie and Scafe 1993 [ 1985]; Williams 1993). The viable solution for these women was 

the formation of organizations that recognized oppression on all fronts. Black feminism 

stood for: (1) multiple modes of consciousness that involve contestation, transformation 

and resistance; (2) attempts to redress, within one framework, race, class, and gender 

inequality; and, (3) the creation of racially gendered identities. 

During these years, black women’s organizations were formed in various parts of 

England--in the North (Liverpool Black Sisters), the Midlands (Birmingham Black 

Sisters, Nottingham Black Women’s Group), and in the South (Brixton Black Women’s 

Group, Organization of Women of Asian and African Descent, East London Black 

Women’ s Organization) (see Bryan, Dadzie, and Scafe 1993 [ 1985]). 

Brixton Black Women’s Group 

It came into existence [around] 1970. Some &the women, however, were 

functioning within the Panthers .... Actually there were two organizations. 

Women started various study groups (within the Black Panthers) and then 

the Black Women’s Group came out of that. In the study groups there 

were often discussions of Marx and Engels...and many people were trying 

to grapple with those writings. No white people were in these 

groups... [the organization was] modeled according to what [it] thought 

black people in the US were doing [that is, they were] Black Nationalist. 4 
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In 1970, a socially engaged community based women’s collective called Black Women’s 

Group (later formally known as the Brixton Black Women’s Group) was formed in 

South London. s Young black women who had been involved, actively, in the British 

Black Power Movement and the British Black Panther Party formed the Brixton Black 

Women’s Group (BBWG). The BBWG’s central aims were to address such issues as 

sexism, racism, work, childcare and police brutality. The quote above is taken from my 

interview with Caroline, who at the time of my research was a thirty-something former 

member of the Brixton Black Women’s Group.6 Caroline is originally from Jamaica. One 

important aspect of this quote is that it reveals significant information about the BBWG-- 

its founding members were involved, actively, in the British Black Power Movement. 

The BBWG came into being as a result of black women’s participation socially engaged 

community based groups, such as the British Black Panther Party. 

The British Black Panther Party was just one of many organizations in the larger 

British Black Power Movement. While blackness in Britain for many reflected a 

transracial political imaginary constitutive of Africans, South Asians, and Caribbeans, the 

British Black Po~ver Movement embraced pan-Africanism, black nationalism, and 

communism, and grew out of specific racialized and classed experiences of Afro- 

Caribbean people in Britain (Hiro 1973, 253; Ramdin 1999, 269). Coupled with this, the 

British Black Power Movement was influenced by global-transnational and Black 

diaspora politics; the Movement’s ideological inspiration was drawn from the US Black 

Panther Party and the broader Black Power Movement. This political-ideological position 

~vas reflected in the beginning of the Brixton Black Women’s Group for as it is stated 

above "no white women were in these groups.., it was modeled on what people thought 
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was happening in the US." 

In the Brixton Women’s Group, black was seen as political. People who 

were Asian and Caucasian (not white) were in the group. And people use 

to query why these people were there .... Women of the BWG worked 

with white women on issues concerning people of other countries...We 

worked with women in Ireland, because we felt a certain kinship, because 

they too were suffering from imperialism, as we saw it then, their 

struggles we thought were our struggles... We worked very closely with 

people like that...with [those] white women.7 

During my conversation with Caroline and Jessica, Jessica a forty-something 

Guyanese woman told me about some of her early memories as a member of Brixton 

Black Women’s Group. In so doing, she revealed some of the ways in which the BBWG 

appropriated and contested racial categories and meanings. She made it clear that the 

BBWG deployed black in the political sense especially with its membership that was 

inclusive of Asian and Caucasian women, but not white (read as Engli sh) women. Jessica 

provides us insight into the group’s analytical understanding of the flexibility of racial 

categories and meanings. She also gives us one example of how race and nation are 

constructed. As was clearly expressed above, the BBWG did not consider white women 

from Ireland, as white. In effect, by using black as a political imaginary while 

simultaneously recognizing Britain’s long-standing colonial dominance over Ireland, the 

organization categorically marked Irish women as different from, for example, white 

English women. In this regard, blaclo~ess and whiteness are understood within a critical 

racial frame in which historical experiences of colonialism and imperialism served as the 
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basis upon which gendered racial alliances occurred; rather than phenotype, race, or 

color. 

Many women became involved in the Brixton Black Women’s Group via other 

community-based organizations. As such, women were drawn in through their active 

participation in Black Power and Black Nationalist groups, while others had been active 

members of a women’s liberation group and were subsequently recruited by one of the 

BBWG’ s founding members. There were other women that explained their involvement 

with community-based organizations was something new. As one former member 

originally from St. Vincent explained, "well...working together as women was nothing 

new." She told me that because she had attended an all girls school in St. Vincent, and 

was, in addition, brought up in a family environment that encouraged working together as 

women, this form of collectivity (that is, with women) was not new. In contrast, she 

remarks, "’race’--now that was different... ’race’ was not a priority until I came to 

England." She came to London when she was 18 years old in the early 1980s, specifically 

to j oin her parents and attend university. While many black women’s community 

organizations during these years still had many veteran members it was during this time 

that a new generation of community-based organizers were politically active. 

Throughout the 1970s, many unknown or lesser-known women made significant 

contributions to black women’ s organizations and black women’ s organizing in England. 

It was during my interviews and conversations with women who were involved with 

black women’ s socially engaged community based groups in the 1970s that the name, 

Olive Morris, was remembered with both laughter and affection. Morris was the "big" 

person of five-foot stature who co-founded and/or worked tirelessly for collectives such 
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as: the Brixton Black Women’s Group, the Organization of Women of Asian and African 

Descent, and the Manchester Black Women’s Co-Operative. She was also involved, 

actively, in the squatter’s movements of the 1970s movement at Sabarr’s Bookshop, the 

first black bookshop in London. 

Born in 1952, Olive Morris went to live in Britain from Jamaica at the age of 

nine.8 Early in her life she embraced a radical, political ideology as exemplified by her 

involvement in the British Black Po~ver Movement and her membership in the British 

Black Panther Party. After the decline of the British Black Panther Movement, Morris’s 

activism did not cease. As one of the co-founders of the Brixton Black Women’s Group 

authors Bryan, Dadzie and Scafe stated these words about Morris: "the political 

perspective she brought to the group helped it to develop a coherent political ideology, 

based on the needs of ordinary Black people in the community, which made clear links 

with other anti-imp eri ali st struggl e s" ( 1993 [ 1985 ], 152 - 153 ). 

Olive Morris made unforgettable as well as immeasurable contributions to black 

communities throughout England, being active, for example, in Brixton and Moss Side 

(Manchester). Morris is also remembered for her commitment to education. As a student 

at the University of Manchester from 1975 to 1978, she was steadfast in furthering the 

right to education for black people and was involved transnationally with groups such as, 

the National Coordinating Committee of Overseas Students. Furthermore, while in 

Manchester, she was a tireless advocate for the gender-specific concerns of women. In 

this regard, she worked with the Manchester Black Women’s Co-Operative, helping 

mothers in Manchester improve the conditions and quality of education for their children 

by campaigning for a supplementary school as well as a black bookshop (Bryan, Dadzie, 
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and Scafe 1993 [ 1985 ], 153). As one of the founding members of Brixton Black Women’s 

Group, she helped launch the Organization of Women of Asian and African Descent 

(OWAAD). Formed in 1978, OWAAD was an umbrella organization for black women’s 

grass-roots groups (Bryan, Dadzie, and Scafe 1993[1985], 151-155). 

An important dimension in the work of Morris was her commitment to global 

struggles in other parts of the world. As observed by Bryan, Dadzie, and Scafe 

(1993 [ 1985], 153), Morris saw a connection between Third World peoples and those of 

the white working class; this insight developed further with her j ourney to China. 

Unfortunately, Morris died of cancer shortly after the formation of the OWAAD at the 

age of twenty-seven. Recently, there have been concerted efforts in South London to 

honor the labor, commitment, and memory of Olive Jones; there is now an Olive 

Memorial Collection at the Lambeth Archives. 

The Organization of Women of Asian and Afiqcan Descent 

In the late 1970s the Organization of Women of African Descent (OWAD) was 

formed by a small group &young students and community activists who came from 

black women’ s groups such as the African Students Union (UK), the Brixton Black 

Women’s Group, the Eritrean Women’s Study Group, and the Black Women’s Alliance 

of South Africa. Initially, the organization’s vision was to "engender support for 

liberation struggles in Africa" (Williams 1993, 159). This central concern shifted during a 

1977 conference in Coventry when a critical issue emerged--the need to include South 

Asian women in the organization. Similar to the Afro-Asian unity expressed in the 1960s, 

one of the m aj or elements was the recognition of shared historical experiences of racism, 

sexism, and colonialism between Caribbean and Asian women. Therefore, in less than a 
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year after the organization’s formation (in 1978) its name was changed to the 

Organization of Women of Asian and African Descent (OWAAD) (Bryan, Dadzie and 

Scafe 1993 [ 1985]; Williams 1993). 

The OWAAD was formed as a national network and some of its most significant 

aims were: (1) to oppose all forms of racism, sexism, and discrimination against black 

people;(2) to support working-class as well as all anti-imperialist struggles; (3) to build 

links with black women’s groups;(4) to foster a better understanding of the members’ 

experiences of racial, sexual, and economic exploitation (Williams 1993, 159; see also 

SPEAKOUT 1984). 

The politics of the period contributed to shaping the structure of organizations as 

well as their efforts to link theory and practice. During my interview with one of the 

founding members of the Birmingham Black Sisters (BBS), she told me, "there was a 

politics of the period...it ranged from Black Nationalism to a class-based Marxism" (22 

March 1999). My research revealed that much of black women’s grass-roots 

organizational commitment to link theory and practice stemmed from the left-based 

academic institutions where women were studying such as, the University of War~vick 

and the University of Birmingham. Most important perhaps is the political-economic 

context in which these organizations existed. 

Fortunately, both the Brixton Black Women’s Group and the Organization of 

Women of Asian and African Descent were two of the early black women’s 

organizations whose struggles and campaigns are documented in the organizations’ 

newsletters--SPEAK OUT (Brixton Black Women’s Group) and FO~AAD! 

(Organization of Women of Asian and African Descent). Despite the scarcity of archival 
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material, the life histories and intervie~vs revealed that there ~vas much cross-fertilization 

among organizations during these years. In London, women who were involved in the 

OWAAD were also involved in other organizations such as: Haringey Black Women’s 

Center, East London Black Women’s Organization, and Peckham Black Women’s 

Group. Elsewhere in England they belonged to such organizations as: Birmingham Black 

Sisters, Liverpool Black Sisters, Nottingham Black Women’s Group, and so on. This 

kind of cross-fertilization is regarded by some as one of the most important elements in 

black women’s organizations. Interaction kept women "on the pulse" of what was 

happening on a national, local and global scale. 

Coupled with this cross-fertilization was a well-developed diasporic awareness 

and identification with other women of color. Black women’s organizations embraced the 

concerns and issues of black people in a global context. In the second issue of FOWAAD! 

(September 1979, 7), for example, there is a human rights article about a 35 year-old 

black mother in the US--Dessie Woods--who was convicted for killing the white man 

who raped her. Although brief, the article also documented the high population of black 

men and women in the US prison system. In its December 1983 issue, the newsletter 

SPEAK OUT (1983, 13) calls for international solidarity with women in Namibia and E1 

Salvador in addition to criticizing the United States’ invasion of Grenada. At the same 

time, black women’ s organizations ~vere concerned with what was happening to ~vomen 

on the local and national front, embracing issues and campaigns in related to race and 

gender in Britain. 

These organizations were also concerned with class oppression, including that 

suffered by Irish women. Nor did they see the Irish struggle for the liberation of Northern 
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Ireland from England as irrelevant. While Jessica mentioned this in terms of the BBWG’s 

early beginnings, in the December 1983 issue of SPEAK OUT(December 1983, 13), for 

example, reports from the London Armagh Coordinating Committee which addresses the 

systematic practice of women’s strip-searches (in the presence of both men and women) 

in Armagh women’s prison in Northern Ireland. Also, there is a briefing on the Southall 

Campaign against the Police and Criminal Evidence Bill that enabled the police to "assert 

their authority.., through random harassment, arrest, detention and general coercion of 

the public" (SPEAK OUT, December 1983, 10). 

The state’s increased policing and criminalization of black youth in the late 1970s 

and early 1980s enraged generations of people in the black community. In particular, 

black youth were victims of the rebirth of a nineteenth century, vagrancy act. Those who 

were suspected of vagrancy or loitering were on the receiving end of "search under 

suspicion" operations (better known as ’SUS’). That means black youth were often 

arrested, found themselves charged--allegedly due to violating this act-- and subject to 

police brutality. Black women’s organizations were committed to the SCRAP ’SUS’ 

campaign which involved newsletters, a conference, and reports to newspapers. The 

ultimate objective was to inform the entire public about the ’SUS’ law (FOI4~AAD!, July 

1979, 3; Bryan, Dadzie, and Scafe 1993[1985], 160). 

FOWAAD!’s third newsletter (November 1979) drew marked attention to the 

newly elected Tory, government’s plan to make sweeping cuts in social services, 

education, and health care. The newsletter notes that conservative government policies 

would have a "devastating effect on the standard of living of both black and white 

working class" (FOI4~AAD!, November 1979, 3). For example, 
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The cuts planned for Education range from nurseries to adult evening 

classes. Young black mothers in particular will be badly affected by 

closures and cut backs in council-run nurseries, for these will effectively 

force them and other working mothers back into their home (their rightful 

place, according to the Tories)- unless they can afford to pay up to 20 

[pounds] per week for private nurseries, of course (FO WAAD!, November 

1979, 3). 

All told, these articles reveal the various concerns of black women’s organizations 

that ranged from a cross-cultural awareness and identification with women in an 

international context to addressing issues and concerns within the black community in 

London. 

Much of the organizing during these years centered on education and literacy. 

Education was and remains a critical element in the lives of black people. Most of the 

women in the black women’s organizations were university-educated women. As one 

former Brixton Black Women’s Group member states, "many women were trying to get 

their qualifications.., or heading that way.., it was certainly a catalyst for many people." 

9Moreover, it was education that seemed to link women together in different parts of 

England. Women’s networks often included friends who were attending universities 

throughout England and even in different parts of the world. For these black women, as 

for many today, education was seen and understood as a liberating force. 

Coupled with their emphasis on political education and literacy, black women’s 

organizations of the 1970s were seemingly marked by their commitment to link theo~ 

and practice, often through the framework of Marxist or socialist feminism. The emphasis 
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on education was demonstrated in study groups where women read Marx and Engels. It 

was also confirmed in the newsletters where books by such authors as Angela Davis, bell 

hooks, and Buchi Emecheta were reviewed. In Jessica’s words, 

There seemed to be so much that we had to take on and had to do. Today 

there are one-issue campaigns--like, Greenpeace. During the 1980s, there 

were political organizations that had a whole range of issues that we 

campaigned against. One of the strong points of the organizations then 

was the international dimension.., it is very different now. Women were 

involved in the African National Congress... and there were parallels to the 

US as well. And women were from all parts of the world.., and it kept the 

women on the pulse of what was happening in all parts of the 

world .... [T]he international perspective was very much part of the 

organizations...the governing bit.., it was a part of [our] politics 

(Interview, 29 March 1999). 

Coupled with linking theory and practice, as a the words of, Jessica--former member of 

the BBWG and the Organization of Women of Asian and African Descent--signal, the 

transnational and the black diasporic dimensions of socially engaged community-based 

activism of the 1970s and 1980s were integral to the organizations’ campaigns. She 

makes a distinction between the gendered-racial politics of the BBWG and the OWAAD 

and what she sees as the "one issue campaigns of today." 

For black women, there were other forms of organizing that, at times, included 

j oint participation with black men. During one of my conversations with Jessica and 

Caroline (former members of the Brixton Black Women’s Group), both remembered the 
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early combined efforts of both black men and women. In this instance men and women 

from the British Black Panthers and the Black United Freedom Party came together to 

establish the first black bookshop in London. 

There was a squatter’s movement. Olive [Morris] squatted the bookshop 

that turned into a movement. She was such a ’big’ person, considering she 

was only 5 foot (laughter). Basically it [Sabarr bookstore] was suppose to 

sell black literature, because no one else was doing it. Unfortunately, 

[there was] an inability to see .... we were laid back, we got into a terrible 

financial situation and in the end we had to pay [out of our pockets]. But 

before it died, Sabarr--it was the only black book shop in South 

London...it did its thing, it was run jointly [with men] and women had 

something to do with it (Interview n.d. March 11999). 

But, in the combined efforts of both males and females, particularly those associated with 

the British Black Power Movement (BBPM), black men often overshadowed black 

women. 

The OWAAD activists also campaigned against such issues as: police brutality, 

racist attacks, discrimination in housing policies, and institutional racism. Additional 

concerns on the OWAAD’s agenda were meaningful to black men as well as women; 

these included education, rape and domestic violence, deportation, immigration and law, 

school exclusions, and healthcare. Former OWAAD member explained to me: 

Black men were in prison; many of these were actually young boys. There 

was no time for navel gazing. [In those days,] Black women ...organized 

very differently. My life changed in the sense that I was more politicized 
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[than ever before]. 10 

This former OWAAD member speaks to the gendered racial concerns of black 

people in Britain in the 1970s and 1980s; but such concerns are of paramount 

importance today and have also been the concerns of black people in the US. The 

policing and criminalization of black youth, school exclusions and immigration 

are issues in Britain and elsewhere today. For example, prison construction has 

rapidly expanded and mirrors construction in Europe and North America, 

incarceration rates for women and people of color have exploded in recent years, 

there is increased surveillance and the "catch and convict" system is thriving (See 

Sudbury 2002, 2005). 

Most important, perhaps, the OWAAD provided black women with the opportunity to 

discuss, exchange ideas, and lend support to each other on a national level. Thus, it was 

the umbrella organization for many black women’s organizations nationwide. What is 

more, it served as the catalyst for the further creation of black women’s groups 

throughout Britain. 

The Fault Lines: The Organization of Asian and African Descent and the Brixton 

Black Women’s Group 

Despite these years of passionate political mobilization, the Organization of 

Women of Asian and African Descent had a notably short life span, folding in 1983, just 

five years after its formation. The OWAAD was one of the most influential organizations 

regarding the political empowerment of black women, yet there were difficulties within 

it. According to an editorial in SPEAK OUT (December 1983:3), the rifts and 

contradictions within the OWAAD began to reveal themselves between the second and 
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third national black women’s conferences sponsored by the organization in 1980 and 

1981. Several issues seemed to undermine this organization. 

One of the most controversial as well as difficult points of contention was how to 

organize across African, Caribbean and Asian communities (5"PEAK OUTDecember 

1983: 4; see also Bryan, Dadzie and Scafe [1993] 1985). 

[W]hilst we all recognized such unity as an objective reality, we were 

unprepared to deal with the kinds of differences between us, which 

resulted from our concrete experiences (SPEAK OUTDecember 1983:4). 

Organizing across African, Asian, and Caribbean communities created a complex 

situation in relation to grass-roots activism. A case in point was where to place priorities. 

Central to the women from South Africa, for example, were those struggles on the 

African continent for liberation from apartheid. At the same time, the organization was 

also concerned with focusing on the political struggles in Britain. In the end, African and 

Caribbean women realized that they could not address racism in Britain without 

responding to issues and concerns raised by Asian women. In the beginning this was one 

of the strengths of the organization but over time, it seemed to create a fault line. In other 

words, the OWAAD found it difficult to address the needs and concerns of all of its 

members. 

In one sense, we were all-embracing, but in another, more practical way 

we had not widened our base to consciously include all of those who could 

and should be involved (SPEAK OUT; December 11983:4) 

Second, as Williams (1993:159) has noted, the OWAAD faced criticisms from those who 

suggested that the organization was a divisive group within the black community--that it 
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was dissociated from the community, constituting a middle-class and not a working-class 

mobilization (Williams 1993; SPEAK OUT, December 1983: 5-6). A racially or 

ethnically homogenous working class is a contradiction in terms. In particular, women 

spoke of and alluded to the tensions in the understanding and interpretation of class that 

occurred between the women activists and other women--members of the community 

whom the organizations thought they were representing. In so doing, they clearly 

revealed that class and inequality ~vas a site of contestation. While at the same time, they 

also exposed the interrelatedness of class to complex, local and social processes. 

As a former member of the BBWG and the OWAAD Veronica explained it to me 

in this way: 

We found that we were working for working-class people’s rights but 

many of them thought we were a middle-class group of people. Actually, 

we were.., but we didn’t want to admit it. We refused to accept the label 

of middle-class. You know, it was a negative tenn.., and we were saying 

we identify with grass-roots women. At the same time, the grass-roots 

~vomen were saying ’You’re not like us... I couldn’t leave my family 

week after week and go meet somewhere. I have to cook the dinner, wash 

the clothes, feed my family, and you are not representing who I am.’ 

And... and it ~vas a hard thing to come to terms with. Well...it was only 

quite late that we began to come to terms with it and acknowledge who we 

were in reality because it j ust didn’t fit with our persona of the ’right-on’ 

activist ~vomen, you know, at the front line, working, campaigning, etc. 

etc. And that’s to do with a failure to acknowledge the personal. 
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(Interview with author, 11 May 1999). 

In contemplating the past while at the same time questioning my usage of the term 

"grass-roots," one former organizer gently reminded me that the OWAAD was full of 

young university educated, middle-class women. She suggested that this was a legitimate 

basis for criticism. During our conversation she told me, 

The OWAAD was full of middle-class women...we should not romanticize 

about that. These were university-educated women. You needed to have 

the ability, time and skills to coordinate. When you look at [the book] 

Heart of the Race: Black Women’s Lives m Brilain, all of the women who 

wrote it were university-educated women. 

The issue of class is echoed also in the work of Julia Sudbury. As quoted by 

Sudbury one of her interviewees states the following: 

It is easy for women who are well read or well educated, or are feminists to think they 

actually have the answers, to think they know better by virtue of their education to 

dictate to other women who are then silenced by the power of these women who are 

knowledgeable. And I think that knowledgability needs to be questioned and 

analy[z]ed more closely because it silences other women from the start, it’s also 

dictating what is good for other women[;] it’s a class issue that perhaps isn’t 

sufficiently acknowledged. When there’s too much focus on race one forgets the 

issues that might be different for women (Sudbury 1998, 170). 

More than this, she identifies the internal contradiction within organizations which both 

"campaign against black women’ s exclusion from the educational system and women 

who have achieved as suspect. This sort of ambiguity resulted in hostility and resentment, 
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educated black women becoming both a symbol of the movement’s success and of its 

compromise. 

What I want to point out in these passages above is the emphasis on class as an 

identity rather than as a political system of power and domination. Class in this instance 

was understood/experienced as part of one’s background i.e., working-class, middle 

class, rather than as relations of dominance and resistance. As a basis of difference, it 

obstructed coalition building. Therefore, there was a conflict between interpreting and 

experiencing class as part of one’s identity versus challenging and confronting it as a 

system of power and domination. While the members of the OWAAD understood class 

within the context of anti-imperialism and Mm~ism, non-OWAAD black women in the 

community revealed the social reality of class and its socioeconomic divisions. 

Third, issues in relation to gender and sexuality also played a role during 

OWAAD’s existence. The struggle for black women to define themselves within the 

context of battles against racism, imperialism, relations of production and gender, was a 

challenge to many traditions as well as cultural practices. As an organization, the 

OWAAD "placed gender relations and women’s oppression onto the political agenda of 

black organi[z]ations" (SPEAK OUT, December 11983, 5). Ultimately, the organization 

tried to understand sexuality in the context of race, class, and gender while at the same 

time it resisted the fault lines of making gender and sexuality the basis of organizing or 

divi sion. This approach relegated sexual preference to the "private" sphere and, among 

other things, contradicted the organization’ s tenets that both the public and private worlds 

were indeed one (SPEAK OU7’, December 1983, 5). In an article on the demise of the 

OWAAD it is noted that, 
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[W]hilst we all recognized such unity as an objective reality, we were 

unprepared to deal with the kinds of differences between us, which 

resulted from our concrete experiences (SPEAK OUT December 1983:4). 

This was further reinforced in my conversations with members of the BBWG and 

the OWAAD For example, very few women involved in the BBWG and the 

OWAAD had children. So, for the few who did there are a whole range of issues 

they most likely faced related to childcare, parenting, raising children, that were 

not central to the objectives of the OWAAD or the BBWG Part of this is due also 

to the fact that many of the women were very young, single college-age-students. 

The same silences were found regarding black women’s involvement in mixed- 

raced relationships. At least one member was involved in a mixed-race (black 

white) relationship and while reflecting on the OWAAD and the BBWG she 

noted that this was a part of her life--negotiating a mixed race relationship in her 

personal life with politically active life--that she would liked to have had open 

discussions about these sorts of issues within the organization(s). 

The Brixton Black Women’s Group did not dissolve until sometime between 

1986-88. My analysis suggests that the reasons for the gradual disintegration of BBWG 

were fourfold: (1) debates over state funding; (2) generational conflicts; (3) the need to 

address personal issues; (4) the rise of neoliberalism. First, in the early-to-mid 1980s the 

Brixton Black Women’s Group encountered difficulties related to the funding they 

received from the state. During these years the group purchased a house through funding 

from the Greater London Council (GLC) via the Lambeth Council. 12 The house was used 

to address the BBWG’s concern with literacy, serving as a site for workshops and reading 
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groups. Moreover, the BBWG allowed other community based groups to utilize the 

space. There was, however, much contention within the organization as to whether or not 

the BBWG should have accepted money from the state. One former activist noted that, 

much of the debate was about the inability of the BBWG to criticize the state, because the 

organization was using its funds. Proponents, on the other hand, claimed that the funding 

provided the group with the ability to put theory into practice; i.e., they could provide a 

creche for women. 13 After receiving the money for the house, the focus of the 

organization shifted from various activities and campaigns to running the center. 

Second, the dissolution of the BBWG can be attributed to the transformations in 

the nature of organizing within the group. The mid-1980s ushered in a new set of women 

who were committed to community activism. As former members of the BBWG 

explained, it was at this point that the BBWG encountered generational conflicts and 

problems due to divisions among members about organizational objectives. In addition, 

there were disagreements concerning how proj ects were to be carried out. One significant 

difference stemmed from the fact that many older members believed that the newer, 

younger members did not have a real understanding of history. A former member 

explained it as follows: 

It was time for many of the women of Brixton Black Women’s Group to 

leave and [as well as] the time for many new people to come in...It was 

always dynamic... [but] there was a different set of women coming in and 

there was some conflict. In the beginning there was a lot of continuity, but 

as new people came in it was, at times, like reinventing the wheel. The 

house seemed to usher in a new dynamic.., a new setting...there was the 
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GLC (Greater London Council) and there were Women’s Units and Race 

Units. Younger women began to come in... more radical women came in 

with the socialist feminists who were already there. Younger women who 

came in had no sense of the history...they were fresh out of college and 

they wanted to change the world... [T]hey expected the group to be a 

certain way [based on their personal beliefs] because [they thought it] 

should be... as opposed to the struggles that made it [the way it actually 

was]. That kind of appreciation was difficult.14 

Third, during the last years of the BBWG, women expressed the need to talk more 

about who they were as individuals on a personal level. Many women wanted to discuss 

their lives and experiences, as women with children, as lesbian women, as black women 

with white men.is As a result, the collective, Sisters in Struggle (SIS), developed as an 

offspring of the BBWG. It was meant to be a consciousness-raising group. The women 

tried to incorporate this group into their political activism but they were not as successful 

as they had anticipated. The SIS existed for approximately three years. 

Finally, the rise of neoliberalism, the role of the state and the overall context of 

what one former activist called a "flattening of the Left" in England influenced the 

gradual disintegration of the BBWG. 16 After the Tory victory, and especially under 

Thatcher, there was a substantial erosion of radical politics, which changed the way that 

organizations functioned. Much community-based activism began to fragment during this 

period. As Veronica former organizer told me, 

We were fighting a government that had increasingly turned a deaf ear to 

us and really didn’t need to listen to what we had to say... And, they kept 
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being elected. The Thatcher years were very dark years.., and when she 

kept getting re-elected, it was difficult to deal with.., it was very 

demoralizing for anybody who believed in a fair and just society... The 

Tories really did dismantle socialism in this country. [Ultimately] we felt 

that we could not continue to "buck" the system in the same way and we 

hadn’t solved all of the problems. 17 

There seems no question that the Britain’s political economic context--the rise of 

neoliberalism, a "flattening of the Left" and an erosion of radical politics--influenced the 

folding of the OWAAD, the Brixton Black Women’s Group, as well as other socially 

engaged community based organizations, specifically those that embraced an anti- 

imperialist approach to activism. In the next chapter, I discuss how this larger political 

economic context, "the dark years," that Veronica refers to above transformed, deeply, 

socially engaged community-based activism. 

1 This was initially named Brixton Women’s Group. 

2 For information on Claudia Jones, See Carole Boyce Davies, Left of Marx: The Political 

Life of Black Community Claudia Jones (Duke University Press, 2008) University 

She~-wood with Donald Hinds and Colin Prescod and Buzz Johnson 

3 Later the name was expanded to the West Indian Gazette and Afro-Asian Caribbean 

Ne~vs (Boyce Davies 2008, 92). 

4 (Interview (A) with author, 29 March 1999). 
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s Brixton, located in the South London borough of Lambeths, was a post-World War II 

locus for many African and Caribbean communities. After 1948, the year the first wave 

of immigrants arrived on the SS Empire Windrush, an increasing stream of West Indian 

migrants moved to Brixton and made it their new home. Not only was Brixton centrally 

situated in London, relatively inexpensive, and had numerous boarding houses that 

provided accommodation for West Indians, it was also near Clapham air-raid shelters. 

For a few years after 1948, these shelters served as temporary accommodation for many 

West Indians who arrived in London without lodging (Patterson 1961[1959], 55). 

6 I have used pseudonyms for all names. 

7 (Interview with author, 29 March 1999) 

8 See 

http ://news.bbc. co.uk/l ocal/london/hi/peopl e_an dA~laces/hi story/n ewsi d_8310000/83105 

79.stm 

9 (Interview with author, March 29, 1999). 

I0 (Interview with author, 17 March 11999) 

11 (Interview with author, 17 March 1999). 

12 1 provide a more detailed discussion of the GLC in Chapter IV. 

13 (Interview with author, 11 May 1999) 

14 (Interview with author, 29 March 1999). 

J s (Interview with author, 11 May 1999). 

16 A former activist that I interviewed used this term. I have retained its usage because it 

best describes the process by which a radical Left politics transformed in Britain. Later in 
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this chapter I begin a discussion of the flattening of a Left politics, which is explicated 

further in Chapter IV. 

17 (Interview with author, 11 May 1999). 
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What’s Left of Blackness? 

Book Prospectus 

Tracy Fisher 
Department &Women’s Studies, University of California, Riverside 

Overview 

What’s Left of Blackness analyzes the political transformations in black women’s socially 

engaged community-based political work in England from the late 1960s until the 2000s. It 

situates these shifts alongside Britain’s political economy; and, against the discourse and 

deployment of blackness as a political imaginary in which to engage in struggles for social 

justice. Weaving together ethnographic, historical, and theoretical "texts," What ~’ Left of 

Blackness argues that mapping black women’s socially engaged political groups within Britain’s 

changing sociopolitical economic context reveals the ways in which groups transformed from 

anti-imperialist organizations to service provisioning groups all the while redefining and 

expanding the very meaning of "the political." Analyzing racism and antiracism, struggles for 

social justice and transformation, and political solidarities is as urgent now--in the contemporary 

moment--as it was in the decades of the last century; especially in light of the contradictions of 

supposedly "post-racial" Western societies and in the "post-black" years of Britain’s neoliberal 

context. ~hat’s Left of Blackness, provides a sustained, nuanced, historicized, and critical race 

feminist reading of transracial-ethnic socially engaged political work in Britain produced at the 

intersection of race, gender, class, and sexuality; and, within a particular constellation of 

intersecting political economic and sociocultural circumstances. 

In Britain’s post-imperial years African, Asian, and Caribbean--Afro-Asian-- 



political activists and academics redefined, reworked, reframed, and reimagined blackness 

expanding and extending its meaning from the limits of a visual understanding of race based on 

the color of one’s skin--so that it came to signify a political imaginary of resistance, of struggle, 

of revolution, of liberation. The appellation blackness came to stand for an imagined political 

signifier informed by broad, global phenomena such as, Third World liberation and 

decolonization movements, antiracist and anti-imperialist struggles, and Black Power, on the one 

hand; and, historically specific and culturally contextualized differences and experiences of 

dehumanization in Britain, on the other. What’s Left of Blackness argues that blackness a 

politi cal signifier that necessitates being located within the context of political economy and 

histo~--was produced in and through struggles. As a political project and practice it had 

meaning, resonance; it reflected a politics of solidarity--what Chandra Mohanty has called in a 

transnational feminist frame a "common context of struggle" or an "imagined community of 

struggle." Blackness was a forceful unifying term that not only proj ected African-Asian- 

Caribbean--Afro-Asian--solidarities and their uncompromising demands for rights and an end 

to racism and discrimination, but also disrupted the myths of a homogenous, white nationhood. I 

am especially concerned with the solidarities generated by the invocation of what I call a 

racialized lzendered blackness, as my manuscript, 14’hat’s Left of Blackness, critically thinks 

through the differences, the tensions, the problematics, and the messy reality of those solidarities 

that arise within the context of racial-ethnic-gendered relations of power and inequality. By 

racializedgendered blackness, I mean to signal a political imaginary that both critiqued and 

embraced the politics of blackness as described above; by, for example, calling attention to 

gendered masculine representations and understandings of blackness, by laying claim to the 



intersecting nature of racialized womanhood, and by underscoring gender and sexuality as salient 

aspects of blackness as a political imaginary. 

What’s Left of Blackness begins with two acts of racial terror--the 1959 unsolved murder 

of thirty-two year-old Antiguan Kelso Cochrane and the 1958 "white riots" of Notting Hill. Both 

of the watershed episodes of racial violence serve as the backdrop of Britain’s post-imperial 

racialized state. Thus, the two examples of racial violence are far from the iconic image of the 

S.S. Empire Windrush (the vessel that transported almost 500 English speaking Caribbeans to the 

British metropolis in June of 1948) on Britain’s Path~ newsreel of post-World War II black 

migration to Britain. The racial violence, I argue, serves as a defining moment as it helped to 

define racism, anti-racism, and activism. The racial violence did not cause a mass exodus; 

instead what followed thereafter, in reality, was the opposite. In the wake of racial terror, 

Britain’s social, political, and cultural landscape changed as black migrants took measures to 

challenge and reconfigure exclusionary definitions of citizenship and belonging in Britain. It is in 

the first section that What’s Left of Blackness shows the complex and overlapping relationship 

between citizenship, migration, and race. As black people from the English speaking Caribbean 

migrated in a steady stream to Britain, many did so willingly on their own accord. At the same 

time, a whole host participated in the cycles of poverty-driven migration due to the economic 

decline &the sugar plantations and the legacies of slavery and colonialism. Migration, 

alongside the larger racialized conditions of Britain reshaped certain imaginings of Britain and 

the British and also brought into sharp relief the fiction of British subj ecthood--which suggested 

universal equality in the British empire, that all British subjects should be treated the same no 

matter where one resided in the empire. 



~71at’s Left of Blackness proceeds by exploring African, Asian, and Caribbean--Afro- 

Asian--antiracist political constellations and articulations against racism, state violence, 

repressive policing and immigration. Here I analyze how the 1970s political formation of 

collectives such as the Brixton Black Women’s Group through its activist-intellectual 

engagement and ability to link theory with practice, launched a powerful anti-imperialist critique 

of the state; and, mounted a searing critique of both white liberal-imperial femini sm and sexism 

within the antiracist movement. As Africans, Caribbeans, and South Asians mobilized to 

establish connections between Third World global, antiracist struggles and local struggles, they 

redefined and deployed the collective signifier black in a political sense. In the process, they 

denaturalized the boundaries of the nation-state; and, demanded "decolonization of the mind." 

Finally, I examine the rise of black British women’s socially engaged community 

activism from the 1980s through the 2000s. This activism focused on service provisioning work 

in the context of "multiculturalism," "post-blackness," and neoliberalism. In what ways do 

neoliberal policies in Britain’s racialized state bear down on black women’s socially engaged 

politi cal activism? This section sheds light on how we might better understand social justi ce 

struggles and political solidarities in the "post-black" years of Britain’s neoliberal context. In so 

doing, it demonstrates how Britain’s neoliberal state played a role in the fracturing of blackness 

as a political imaginary alongside the ways in which gendered racial community-based politics 

gets reworked in the context of neoliberalism. This final section examines the labor of SBWC--a 

London-based black women’s organization formed in the 1980s dedicated to service 

provi si oning. 

Methodology, Anticipated Audience, and Promotion 



~7~at ~" Left of Blackness takes a critical race feminist approach to analyze the socially engaged 

political transformations and the shifts in the deployment of blackness to reveal how the politics 

of national belonging are shaped, not only by state discourses of race, gender, and citizenship, 

but also by what I call vernacular epistemologies--how people’s own categories of analysis, 

their sense of social and political worlds, and, their understandings of power inform theory, 

"ways of knowing," and knowledge production. Drawing from a range of interdisciplinary 

"texts"--archival materials, pamphlets, newsletters, filmic, ethnographic, oral interviews and life 

narratives--What’s Left of Blackness provides a much needed transnational context for thinking 

through and beyond geopolitical and cultural boundaries of race andgender in the 21st century. 

This book is influenced by, builds upon, and engages with the kind of analysis that has 

been taken on by U.S. and Third World women-activist-intellectuals who, for many years, have 

written about women’s community-based struggles and their linkages to racial-ethnic, gendered, 

and structural inequalities (see Alexander and Mohanty 1997; Naples 1998a, 1998b; Sudbury 

1998; Twine and Blee 2001). My project seeks to contribute to this activist-scholarship and also 

to conversations about the relationships between the construction of political identities, local and 

global struggles, the challenges of organizing across racial-ethnic, gendered, and classed lines, 

and more basically, what constitutes activist work. Indeed, this study extends the realm of 

politics, as many femini st theori sts have, beyond formal and/or traditional forms of political 

participation and activism (See Laslett, Brenner and Arat 1995, Sudbury 1998, Bookman and 

Morgen 1988). What’s Left of Blackness builds upon but differs from the analysis offered by 

Julia Sudbury’s influential sociological study, ’Other Kinds of Dreams ’: Black Women’s 

Organiza#ons and the Pof#cs of Transjbrmation (Routledge, 1998) which addresses the erasure 



of black ~vomen’s collective agency and also explores heterogeneity within black communities in 

Britain. 

What’s Left Blackness intervenes through its interdisciplinarity in several different areas 

of study across the humanities and social sciences fusing women, gender and feminist studies 

with race and ethnicity studies, with anthropology, sociology, and history. The book will be of 

interest to a wide range of audiences. It should appeal to scholars and specialists in 

interdisciplinary" fields of study such as, Women’ s, Gender and Feminist studies; Critical Race 

and Ethnic studies; African diaspora studies; Transnational American Studies; and, Transatlantic 

Studies &Race and Ethnicity. The book will also attract the attention of those in more traditional 

academic areas such as, British history, political sociology, and, political, social and cultural 

anthropology. I envision that the book will be appropriate for a range of upper division 

undergraduate and graduate courses in each of these fields. 

In light of the interdisciplinary nature of What’s Left of Blackness, there are a number of 

professional associations (some of which I have membership) and meetings at which this book 

would attract interest; these include: the National Women’s Studies Association, the Association 

for the Study of the Worldwide African Diaspora, the American Anthropological Association, 

European Association for Social Anthropologists, the American Sociological Association; and, 

the American Studies Association. These associations have various list servs that would be 

useful in promoting the sales of the book. I am currently on the following list servs: the 

Association of Feminist Anthropology, the Association of Black Anthropologists, the Society for 

Urban, National, and Transnational Anthropology, and the Association &the Worldwide African 

Diaspora. Other web-based resources for promoting the book include: H-Net (Humanities and 

Social Sciences online). 
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Chapter Overview 

Chapter 1, "Citizenship, Belonging and the Racialized State" begins with the 1959 murder of 

Kelso Cochrane and the 1958 "white riots" of Notting Hill as a way to provide a context for 

Britain’s racialized state as well as a backdrop to the community-based activi sm that I am 

concerned with in chapters two through five. This chapter frames Britain’s post-World War II 

racial landscape and underscores the ways in which Britain’s racialized state during those years 

was shaped by the contours of a circumscribed citizenship. By drawing attention to the complex 

and dialogic relationship between migration, citizenship, and race, Chapter One illustrates how- 

the post-World War II period is the context for unprecedented numbers of migrants from the 

English speaking Caribbean to Britain; but, it is this specific milieu that also contributed to 

Caribbean migrants own understanding and reconfiguring of citizenship and belonging in 

Britain. The chapter also underscores the ways in which black migrants understandings of 

blackness were informed by overlapping legacies of slavery and colonialism and by class 

hierarchies in the Caribbean. Importantly, blackness was shaped by racialized conditions in 

Britain; and, was, intimately connected to obstacles in areas such as, housing and employment. 

The di scourse of race during the post-World War II years was articulated through public 

discourse about Britain’s sociopolitical context. It discusses the ways in which the presence and 

settlement of black people in Britain was viewed as a "social problem" foisted upon Britain’s 

white population. And argues, in so doing, race, racism, and empire were severed from the 

country’s imperial-colonial history; and were also neatly segregated from one another yet 

normalized and embedded in whiteness. 



Chapter 2, "Revolutions of the Mind: Bandung-Style Politics of Change in Babylon," explores 

blaclmess as a transracial political imaginary by asking the question: What is specific about 

blackness that allows for an alternative political vision? Chapter Two sheds light on the ways in 

which African, Asian, and Caribbean people deployed black as a political signifier. It suggests 

that in so doing, these groups simultaneously demonstrated an Afro-Asian solidarity an 

"imagined community of struggle" that transcended racial-ethnic and cultural boundaries in the 

context of broader antiracist struggles. By drawing from the 1978 documentary Blacks 

Britannica, Chapter Two calls specific attention to state sanctioned violence, policing and assault 

on black communities in 1970s Britain; and, it connects these forms &violence and policing to 

today’s context. By exploring Afro-Asian struggles and "open door" immigration policies this 

Chapter takes into account the ways in which the policies vice-like grip played a key role in the 

Afro-Asian political struggles and the (re)creation of social, political, and cultural identities. It 

illustrates that despite formal de jure assurances of citizenship, diasporic subjects from 

Commonwealth countries were denied full citizenship rights. 

Chapter 3, "Transnational Black Diaspora Feminisms" puts forward a revisioning of politics 

and focuses on anti-imperial struggles and activism across racializedgendered lines. How can 

we situate black women’s activism within resignifications of blackness and within the context of 

the policing &black bodies and other forms of state violence during the 1970s? What kinds of 

social justice struggles can one link to black women’s political mobilization? This chapter brings 

critique to bear on African diaspora scholarship and argues that gender is central to theorizations 

of such work. Chapter Three begins with the life and work of Caribbean-born black feminist 

Communist Claudia Jones; a radical anti-imperialist activist who lived a in the U.S. and was 



exiled from the U.S. to London during the 1950s Red Scare. This Chapter draws from archival 

materials and interviews to highlight the formation of Black women’s groups such as Brixton 

Black Women’s Group and the Organization of Women of Asian and African Descent and the 

development of a black diasporic feminism in Britain. Significantly and simultaneously, black 

diasporic feminism in Britain emerges during the 1970s and was in conversation with a number 

of political developments and tendencies. It was produced in and through a racializedgendered 

politics of blackness, within the politics of gender and sexualities, and of mainstream feminism 

in a Women’s Liberation Movement, and within a larger class straggle. I argue that this terrain, 

alongside a hostile sociocultural, political economic environment, gave rise to a growth in black 

women’s political activism and feminist politics. More than this, African, Caribbean, and Asian 

political activists were instrumental with drawing our attention to the fault-lines of gender 

neutral understandings of blackness. 

Chapter 4, "Rac(e)ing the Nation: Black Politics and the Thatcherite Backlash," examines black 

British women’s socially engaged activist work in the years following the fragmentation of the 

collective-political signifier black, it asks: What kinds of conversations can we have about black 

women’s socially engaged community-based work that occurred in the "post-black" years? This 

Chapter based on archival materials, interviews and ethnographic work, is framed specifically 

during and after the height of Thatcherism; it provides an account of how state initiatives such as 

community consultation were actualized at the community level. And, I analyze the seemingly 

entangled relationship between the state and community-based political work, the racialized- 

gendered tenuous connections between white Left and black community activists, and 

community organizations ties to state funding. 



Chapter 5: "Blackness and Beyond: State(d) Limits: Neoliberal Welfare and Women’s Politics" 

discusses the intersection of citizenship, se~wice provisioning, and the complex yet valuable role 

of state-funded grassroots organizations; and, it explores the impacts of the rise of neoliberalism 

and U.S.-style approaches to welfare reform on some poor and working class women of color in 

Britain and the role of the Southwark Black Women’s Centre to alleviate their hardships. This 

chapter poses the question: What are the ways in which vernacular citizenships are being 

experienced "on the ground?" Based on ethnographic work and interviews, Chapter Five 

provides a unique ethnographic perspective on studies of citizenship and intersectionality and 

reveals the ways in which black women’s community-based groups articulate new notions of 

citizenship, activism, and "the political" amidst shifting debates around "Englishness" and 

"Bfitishness" citizenship and nation. It reveals the ways in which understanding transformations 

in socially engaged community based mobilization can help us capture an even better 

understanding of racialized gendered citizenship and the politics of national belonging in 

England. I argue that community-based organizations in Britain, such as the Southwark Black 

Women’s Centre, struggle to exi st in the aftermath of Thatcherism and try to survive within the 

context of a waning welfare state. And, I suggest that neoliberalization is neither uniform nor 

unilinear; it impacts unequally and differentially among particular classes, races, and genders. 

Furthermore, neoliberalization reinforces racial hierarchies and redefines the terms of citizenship 

to marginalize poor and low-income women of color and their families. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <ctk@unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 17, 2010 10:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

MaJ~e A Holiday Gift That Empowers 

MAKE A GIFT THAT EMPOWERS 
Our approach is simple. We believe that talent is universal, but opportunity is not. We workwith the 

slum community of Kibera, Kenya to run programs that empower and equip local leaders to spark 

change in their community. 

This year, Carolina for Kibera reached more than 55,000 people in Kibera with healthcare, school 

scholarships, entrepreneurship training, financial literacy workshops, HIViAIDS testing and 

counseling, and peace-building forums. 

Your gift to CFK this holiday season will have a measurable impact in Kibera. Join us in developing 

leadership and creating lasting change in Kibera. 

Listed below are some examples of the impact your gift can make >> 

$2 5 treats 5 Patients with anti-malarial 
medicine 
CFK’s Tabitha Clinic provides free and low-cost comprehensive 

medical care to the community. This modern facility in the heart 

of Kibera treats up to 250 patients a day with services ranging 

from treatment of infectious diseases like malaria and cholera 

to reproductive health and planning services. ~.~_."_2~_’_~=_!~.~_.)_.}}~. 

$75 funds primary school scholarships for 
3 bright young students 
Getting an education is more than just passing the exams. Our 

Education Program provides holistic educational support 

through scholarships, mentoring, home and school-based 

monitoring, and career skills trainings to develop scholars ready 

to transform their commu nity._~!__V__~__~_Q_%~ 

$150 sponsors an entrepreneurship 
workshop for 10 small business owners 
Economic empowerment is critical to self-sufficiency. Partnering 

with local leaders and experts, we offer entrepreneurship 

training to small business owners to help them sustain and grow 

their business in Kibera. Local businesses offer everything from 

trash collection to up-cycled handbags. ~__!.~_=:=_____~_.£~_)~ 

Your Gift Makes a Difference PLEASE GIVE TODAY>> 

Carolina for Kibera I 301 Pittsboro Street CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I cfk~,unc.edu 

This message was sent from Carolina for Kibera to eunice@email.unc.edu. It was sent from: Carolina for Kibera, FedEx Global Education Center 

Pittsboro St, Suite 3002 University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill CB 5145, Chapel Hill, NC 27599. You can modify/update your subscription via the 

link below. 

[] To update/change your profile click here 

iContact - Try It 
Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

support@africa nstudies.o rg 

Friday, December 17, 2010 1:13 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Contribute to HIA’s 2011 special issue on ’Literacy" in honor of David Henige 

Dear member of the ASA, 

You are invited to submit a contribution to Histo.~, in Ajh’ca?s next issue, which will be a special issue in honor of David Henige, the founder 
of this journal. 

Contributions must, in line with the journal’s mission, discuss methodological dimensions of David Henige’s work, with a special attention for 

issues of literacy, a central theme in Henige’s work. Contribulions will be published together with a seleclion from the papers presented at a 
double-panel at the 2010 Annual Conference of the African Studies Association, tiffed "Literacy and historical analysis revisited -Essays in 
honor of David He*fige." 

Please note that, in order to be published in History in A.f!’fca 38 (2011) submissions must have been received before 31 January 2011. 
Contributors should also be prepared to follow a tight editorial production schedule in the period Febmaw-June 2011. If you are interested, 
please contact Jan Jansen (managing editor Histo~ in Africa) at jansenj@fsw.leidenuniv.nl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Firoze Manji <’firoze@fahamu.org> 

Saturday, December 18, 2010 9:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

~gmail.com:~ 

Re: Dr. Mm~ji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Dear Eunice 

We hardly met properly so I hope we can shoot the breeze for longer. I left the health field years ago and feel I am very much out of touch. 

Regarding the visit: might you be able to send me a tbmml email about visiting and speaking. Would be helpful for those who need evidence. 

ttope that’s ok 

Wannes~t 

Firoze 

Sent while out of the office. 

ww~-.pambazuka.org 

On 18 Dec 2010, at 13:26, "SaNe, Ennice N" <etmice~email.nnc.edu;, wrote: 

Dear Firoze, 

Folks here are very excited about your visit! 

On finally meeting.,, we met briefly in a crowded room when Patrick Bond attempted to bring together those us interested in social movements, The March visit 
offers a great opportunity for dialogue. 

Given your long standing interest in health issues would you like me to organize a forum focusing on contemporary health issues in East Africa with interesting 
folks in our School of Public Health? 

In solidarity and more soon, 
Eunice. 

From: Firoze Manji [firoze@fahamu.org] 

Sent: Friday, December 17, 2010 4:25 AM 
To: 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNCs African Studies Center 

Dear 

This is terrific news. 

Eunice, at long last the prospect of meefing you. Thank yon so much for organising this. I will send you over a~ abstract as soon as it’s ready. 27 Maxch is 

in my dial/ 

With warm regards. 

Firoze 

On 16 Dec 2010, at 17:10, wrote: 

HOORAY!!! Comrade is also ve~ excited!! THank you so much! This will be great! Please do confirm on onr behaJt:..the abstract 

will tbllow soon. 

lots of love, 

Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis, 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNCs African Studies Center and she 
tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line surprised me given all the cuts at 
the University...they will even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by Monday and will 
also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies Center is a very, very excellent move 



for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Firoze Manji <’firoze@fahamu.org> 

Saturday, December 18, 2010 2:37 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

@gmail.com:~ 

Re: Dr. Mm~ji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

No problem at aJl. Flexible to suit you. 

Firoze 

On 18 Dec 2010, at 16:15, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Firoze, 

Ooops, the week is the 27 but your talked is scheduled for Thursday March 

Sorry for the confusion. Kindly let me know if this O1( so that I can send the confirmation letter asap. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Firoze IVlanji [firoze@fahamu.org] 
Sent: Saturday, December :iS, 20:t0 9:3:t AM 

SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNC’s African Studies Center 

Dear Eunice 

We baldly met properly so I hope we cm~ shoot the breeze for longer. I left the heaJth field years ago and feel I am ve~ much am of touch. 

Regarding the visit: might you be able to seM me a formal email about visiting m~d speaking. Would be helpful for those who need evidence. 

Hope that’s ok 

Wm’mest 

Firoze 

Sent while out of the office. 

wu~,.pambazuka.ora 

On 18 Dec 2010, at 13:26, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice,@~email.unc.edu.; wrote: 

Dear Firoze, 

Folks here are very excited about your visit! 

On finally meeting.., we met briefly in a crowded room when Patrick Bond attempted to bring together those us interested in social movements. 
The March visit offers a great opportunity for dialogue. 

Given your long standing interest in health issues would you like me to organize a forum focusing on contemporary health issues in East Africa with 
interesting folks in our School of Public Health? 

In solidarity and more soon. 
Eunice. 

From: Firoze Manji [firoze@fahamu.or~l 
Sent: Friday, December :t7, 2010 4:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bjeet: Re: Dr. Manji’s visit - News from UNCs African Studies Center 

This is temfic news. 

Eunice, at long last the prospect of meeting you. Thank you so much for organising this. I will send you over an abstract as soon as it’s 
read?,. 27 March is in my diaD’ 

With warm regards, 



On 16 Dec 2010, at 17:10, Molly Kane wrote: 

HOORAY!!! Comrade      is also veu excited’.! THank you so much! This will be great! Please do confirm on our 

behalf...the abstract roll follow soon. 

lots of love, 
Sis 

On 16-Dec-10, at 12:03 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Sis~ 

Things are move wonderfully and quickly. I just heard from Barbara the Associate Director of UNC’s African Studies 
Center and she tells me that yes, Comrade Firoze can present at the Carolina Seminar on March 27. Her other line 
surprised me given all the cuts at the University...they will even pay him a symbolic amount of $500.00 for his talk. 

Anyway, I promised her that "I will be talking" to Firoze over the weekend and that I will confirm the March 27 by 
Monday and will also be sending a brief abstract of his talk in the near future. Being linked to the African Studies 

Center is a very, very excellent move for your upcoming project. 

I am very excited! 
Love 
Sis. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Firoze Manji <fimze@fahamu.org> 

Sunday, December 19, 2010 3:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Confirming your March 31, 2011 Public Lecture at UNC 

perfect, thanks Eunice 

On 18 Dec 2010, at 22:52, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Dr. Manji, 

Oops, the subject line should have read March 3:t, 2011 as indicated in the body of the email. 

Apologies. 

Eunice. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, December 18, 20:t0 5:50 PM 
To: Firoze Manji 
C¢: Lambert, Michael C; Barbara Anderson; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: Confirming your March 3:t, 20:t0 Public Lecture at UNC 

Dear Dr. Manji, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

Thanks for agreeing to give a public lecture titled "Media and Social Struggles in Contemporary Africa" at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill on March 
31, 20:tl. I write to confirm your lecture, which will be part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of 

Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

I am pleased to announce that the Director and Associate Director of the African Studies Center, Professor Michael Lambert and Barbara Anderson respectively, 
have offered to contribute $500.00 from the Center as an honorarium for your talk. I take this opportunity to thank them for supporting your visit. I will co- 
ordinate your visit to UNC, thus kindly get in touch with me if you need further information. Looking forward to receiving your talk’s abstract at your earliest 
convenience. 

Looking forward to your visit to the Triangle area and congratulations on the :t0th year anniversary of Pambazuka News! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 19, 2010 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Library Notice 

Stone Center for Black Culture & 
150 South Road, Room 310 
Sonja H. Stone Center, CB # 5250 12-19-10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5250 

Courtesy Reminder: The following itelns are due soon Please visit 
https:i/webcat.libunc.edu/patromr~’o-~S1 for detail~ or to renew. 

AUTHOR: 
Movers and shakers : social movemen 
CALL NO: H2~881 .M674 2009 c.2 
BARCODE: 00037437416 
Stone Center Libra~ DLrE: 12-22-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER STUDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BA’V[ ~E 

29:51 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor~;pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 9:12 AM 

pam~uka- news@pambazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 510: Links and Resources 

Pambazuka Ne~vs 510: Lilts and Resources 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTEix’TS: 1. A~mouncements, 2. Women & gender, 3. Human rights, 4. 
Refugees & forced migration, 5. Emerging powers news, 6. Elections & 
governance, 7. Corruption, 8 Development, 9. Health & HIV/AIDS, 10. 
Education, 11. LGBTI, 12. Envirol~ment, 13. Land & land rights, 14. 
Food Justice, 15 Media & freedom of expression, 16 Ne~vs from the 
diaspora, 17. Conflict & emergencies, 18. [nternet & technolog~q 19. 
eNewsletters & mailing lists, 20. Fundraising & useful resources, 21 
Courses, seminars, & workshops, 22. Jobs, 23. WikiLeaks and Africa 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

ttighlights from this issue 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS TAKING A BREAK 
Pambazuka News stalK" are taking a break for the next couple of weeks 
We’ll be back bringing you the latest on the struggle :for :freedom and 
justice on 6 Janua~ 2011. Meanwhile we wish you all a restful 
seasonal break, a happy new year and look lY~rward to your coming back 

rea@ to advance the cause of freedom in 2011. 

Editors 

* See our new section below containing WikiLeaks news from around the continent. 

WOMEN AND GENDfiR: End lashings against women in Sudan, hutnan rights 
bodies demand after video of beating circulates on the internet 
HUMAN R[GIITS: Death penalty remains common in Aftica 
REFUGEES AN’[) FORCED MIGRATION: Anger as Israel begins separa6on wall with Egypt 
EMER(I]NG POWERS NEWS: The latest edition of the emerging powers newsletter 
ELECTIONS AND GOVERNANCE: Tr~e latest from Cote d’Ivoire 
CORRUPTION: Donors press Tanzania on corruption after repolt shows an increase 
DEVELOPMENT: Africa needs a strategy" for emerging partnerships 
HEAL TH AND HIV/AIDS: Real Stories Gallery website airas to shift 
perceptions surrounding HIV and AIDS 
EDUCATION: V~rr~at happened to the Pan-African university 
LGBTI: Ban Ki-raoon deplores homophobia 
ENVIRONMENT: Frora Cancun to Durban, cliraate change negotiations cop out 
LAND AND LAND RIGHTS: Outsourced African farming threatens to alienate locals 
FOOD JUSTICE: Farmcrs fighting for diversity 
MEDIA AiNTD FREEDOM OF E~RESSION: In Norbcrt Zongo’s case, 12 years of impuni~" 
CONFLICT AiX© EMERGENC’IES: Darfur leader ’tea@ for battle’ 
INT2~RiX~ET AND TECHNOLOGY: New Africa-focused knowledge poltal launched 
WIKILE~4KS AND AFRICA: WikiLeaks news from around the continent 

I\I\h’\i\iY i\iY\I IY\I\I I\I\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iY I\IY\I iY\I\I I\ 
1 Announcements 

F~41KAMU REFUGEE LEGAL AID NEWSLETTER - JAiNKL4RY ISSUE 

Fahamu’s Refugee Programme is pleased to announce the January issue of 
the Fahamu Refugee Legal Aid Newsletter ( 
http :i,’www.pambazuka.orgiimages/articles/510/FRLANJanuarv2011 .pdf) 
[1.1 MB pdf], a monthly publication that aims to provide a forura for 
providers of refugee legal aid. With a focus on the global South, it 
aims to serve the needs of legal aid providers as well as raise 
a;vareness of refugee concerns among the ;vider readership of Pambazuka 
Ne;vs. 

This issue contains articles on: 
- UK age assessment: a new- approach 
- Towards a legal asylum system in Jordan 
- Witchcraft allegations and refugee protection 
- UNtICR’s role in Israel-Sudan returns 
- Transgendered women allowed to remain in the US 
- South Africa to return Zimbab;veans in 2011. 

’WE ARE THE SOLL~FION~ 

Help fund African agro-ecological solutions to the food crisis 



http://~ lobalgivin~.org/proiects/we-are-the-soluti on 

Fahamu is supporting the ’We are the Solution’ campaign to ensure that 
rural women’s associations have the skills to improve, promote and 
share their traditional agricultural knowledge, ensuring that this 
rich knowledge is not lost and is indeed promoted as an alternative to 
the Green Revolution methods 

’]?he three-year pan-Afi-ican campaign, coordinated by ROPPA (Network of 
Farmers’ and Agricultural Producers’ Organisations of West Africa), 
launches in February 2011. 

Its objectives are to: 
- Strengthen the work of 12 rural women’s associations and their 
leaders through organisational and individual capacity building 
activities 
- Facilitate the participation of 75 rural women participants in nredia 
and advocacy activities so that they can engage in decision-nraking 
processes in local, regional and global campaigns 
- Mobilise and sustain an Africa-wide action oriented netsvork of 1,000 
stakeholders for inforruation sharing, partnership and advocacy. 

You too can support ’We are the Solution’: By nraking a donation 
through our globalgiving ( 
http://globalgiving.org/proiects/we-are-the-solution ) page, you’ll 
help ensure that West Africa’s women farmers can campaign for an 
African agro-ecological solution to the food crisis. 

htt~ :/,,’w~w¢. pambazuka, or;ien/cate~orviAnnouncei69660 

EMERGING PO~Z, rERS DECEMBER EDITION NOW AVAILABLE 

A China-Africa Dialogue took place recently in China, organised by the 
Hei~ich BeSll Foundation, Beijing of~2ice in collaboration with the 
Institute of West Asian and African Studies under the Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences and the Institute of African Studies, Zhejiang 
Nolrnal Universi~z. The first article of this edition, by Antony Otieno 
Ong’ayo, provides an overview of the implementation and the value of 
these Dialogues. 

The second article, by Chris Alden and Dan Large, looks at the 
existence of ’exceptionalism’ in China’s relations towards Africa. 
They trace the development of this exceptionalism in China’s foreign 
policy and the rhetorical manifestation of this in China’s relations 
with Africa. This is followed by an article focused on an important 
domestic issue in China, the rising price of food and access to food 
amongst Chinese workers. Finally, a report by ActionAid just released 
puts SABMiller in the spotlight. It reports that the company has 
avoided paying taxes in African cotmtries, as well as India. 

A number of important reports have recently become available, notably 
a series of Policy Briefs by the African Economic Research Consortium 
(AERC) collaborative research China-Africa Prqject A list of links to 
these Briells are provided in this edition of the newsletter ( 
h ttp://ww~, p a mb a zuka. o r~/ima ~ e s/Emer~in~ % 20P o w er s %20news 1 e tier% 20D e c ember %202010/I s sue %204%2 ODe c emb e r% 202010. p d f 
) [pdf]. 

http : //www pambazuka, or~ienYcate~oryiAnnounce/69645 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

2 Women & gender 

SUDAN: [~N[) LASHIN(I; RfiFORM PUBLIC OR[)fiR RUL[~S 

http ://www.hrw org/en/news/2010/12/15/sudan-end-lashin~-reform-p ub lic-order-rules 

The arrest of more than 60 Sudanese women’s rights acuvists on 14 
December 2010, for peacefally protesting the lashing of a woman by 
police shows the urgent need to reform Sudan’s public order laws and 
practices, Human Rights Watch has said The system imposes 
illegitimate restrictions on a range of personal behavior and public 
expression and disproportionately targets women, ttuman Rights Watch 
said The lashing case, in a public place in Omdurman in November, 
garnered public attention as it was captured on a video clip, widely 
circulated on the intemet and in the media. Visit this link to read 
more and to watch the video 

KENYA: WOMEN REPRESENTATION IN- POLITICS KEY TO DEVELOPMENT 

http://www.ips.~rg/africa/2~1~/~2/gender-~v~ru~n-representati~n-in-p~itics-k~-t~-d~vel~pment/ 

Research has shown that xvoruen account for ruore than half of the 
population of any countly. This is reflected in the 2010 Census 
results, where there are slightly nrore women than ruen in Kenya. 
However, this large population of xvoruen is invisible in key 



decision-making processes, particularly in governance - at both local 
and national level Even though the trend is slowly changing in Kenya 
and there are now more women in the current Parliament than there have 
ever been, there is still a need for more women in political 
leadership 

ALGERIA: ALGERIA CONSIDERS GENDER EQL2,X~L ITY B~LL 

http:i/www.magharebia.com,’cocoon/awiixhtmll/en GB/features/awi/feattu:esi2010/12i15ifcature-02 

Algeria’s National Consultative Corrmrittee on the Promotion and 
Protection of Httman Rights (CNCPPDH) held a conference in Algiers on 9 
Decunrbcr on ways to implement civil rights legislation and enhance the 
role of women in politics. One hundred and fifty delegates, including 
ministers, UN agency representatives in Algiers, the two houses of 
parliament, members of diplomatic bodies in Algiers, along with 
representatives from the judicial police and national police force, 
took part in the conference, held to mark the 62nd anniversary of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

SOUTH AFRICA: FEW GOOD MEN? 

http:i/en~ lish. aliazeera.netiindepth/features/2010/12/20101210175411335878.hm-fl 

’He pulled me by my hair and dragged me to the entrance of the house. 
I knew he was taking me to the bedroom, and I knew what that would 
mean. His one hand pulled at my long hair, braided to my scalp while 
his other hand wrapped itself around my face, choking me, his fingers 
digging into my eyes ..I held on to the gate and refused to let him 
take me in - that was ~vhen he bit off half my ear’ Tl~ree weeks 
earlier, 46-year-old Gugu Mofbkung had left the shelter where she had 
been living for a year. Mofokeng’s story may sound shocking, but it is 
not unusual in South Africa. Gender activists have long argued that 
violence against women in the country is at ’epidemic’ proportions. 

SOU’TH AFRICA: STATE OF EMERGENCY ix,~EEDED TO END GENDER VIOLENCE 

Gender Links (GL) has called on the government to declare a state of 
emergency in the fight to end gender violence. In a press release to 
mark the close of the Sixteen Days of Activism Against Gender 
Violence, GL said that countless research studies now- show that the 
problem is overwhehning and the response is insufficient, especially 
when measured against the target of halving gender violunce by 2015 in 
the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development. 

DRC: Ctt2,LLENGING PORNOPI JOB]A AND MORAL BELIEFS OF CONGOLESE [vI[gDIA PRA CTITIONI~IRS 

http://bit, ly/hDonvm 

Francoise Mukuku from the youth organisation Si Jeunesse Savait 
reports on a cyberdialogue organised in the DRC around ICT’s and 
vinlence against women The online discussion, organised by 
Genderlinks as part of the 16 Days of Activism, was to be shared with 
all francophone countries connecting to the dialogue. ’Everything 
started with this question: What is our society missing economically 
when women are left out of technology development? Here we all agreed 
that it was like trying to clap with one hand, we miss the innovatinn, 
creativity and all the beautiful things that women could contribute’ 

DRC: GENDER INEQUALITY ANT) SOCIAL INSTrlX~’TIONS IN ’It r[i D[~C 

http://blt.b//~SxL6m 

This report from the Women’s International League :[’or Peace and 
Freedom (\V]LPF) says the analysis o:[’the current context in the 
Deruocratic Republic of Congo (DRC) makes obvious the existing 
persistence gender imbalance in all the domains of economical, social, 
cultural and political development. Access of women to decision making 
tables, as well as to national economical resources and production 
factors remains ve~ limited. The situation has deteriorated in latter 
years with the negative eft~cts of wars in repetition, to the current 
persistent insecurity. In fact, 61.2 pet cent of Congolese women live 
underneath the pover~ ttneshold. Fulthermore, in the DRC, the 
situation of gender-based violence; particularly domestic violence on 



women and young girls is very worrying. Collected national data on 
various forms of Violence Against Women (VAW) demonstrates how it 
strongly correlates with under-development (human, economic, social 

and infrastructure). 

GLOBAI,: THE REVIVAl. OF ZINA LAWS ]N MUSMM CONr[Iv.XTS 

http:/7xwzw.wtmm.conv’ncws/2010i12 10/12 13/121310 revivahhtm 

’Control and Sexuality’ by Ziba Mir-Hosseini and Vanja Hamzid exaruines 
zina laws in some Muslim contexts and conwnunities in order to explore 
cotmections betxveen the criminalisation of sexualib’, gender-based 
violence and xvoruen’s rights activism. It is hoped that the publication 
will help activists, policy-makers, researchers and other civil 
society actors acquire a better understanding of how- culture and/or 
religion are invoked to justify la~vs that criruinalise women’s 
sexuali~" and subject theru to cruel, it~human and degrading forms of 
punishment. 

3 Human rights 

GAMBIA: DEATH PENALTY ALIVE AiNTD WELL 

httl~:llwww.i~s, or~iafricai2O l OI12ideath-1)enaltv-alive-and-xvdl-in-the-aambiai 

The appeal by the Gambia’s former Chief of Defence against his death 
sentence for treason is being heard during December. An amendraent to 
the country’s drugs and human trafficking laws could mean man)’ more 
capital cases come before the courts Besides Lung Tombong Tamba and 
his seven co-accused, the countly’s death ro~v holds, among others, 
Sulayman Bah, convicted of killing his housemate in a dispute over 
money. 

KENYA: KEix,WAN N~NISTERS N.axX/IED AS SUSPECTS IN VOTE VIOLENCE 

http ://a£reuters. colr~article/ken~ aNews/idAFLDE6B E10G20101215 

The International Criminal Court prosecutor has named three Kewan 
cabinet ministers and a former police chief among six suspects behind 
the east African countr,v’s post-election violence in 2008. The widely 
awaited announcement has the potential to destabilise Kenya’s fragile 
coalition, or unity government, which was formed by President M~vai 
Kibaki and Prime Minister Raila Odinga to end the bloodshed and 
restore stability, Prominent among the six suspects were finance 
minister and deputy- prime minister LNuru Kenyatta, son of Kenya’s 
fom~ding father Jomo Kenyatta, and William Ruto, the higher education 
minister who has been suspended to fight a corruption case. 

SUDAN: KHARTOUM CONTINUES TO DECLARE WAR AGAINST ~[ItE WOX/;EN OF SUDAN 

On the morning of Tuesday 14 I)ecember, hundreds of women and men came 
on the streets in central Khartoum planning to walk peacefully to the 
Ministry of Justice to hand in a memo signed by a large number of 
Sudanese men and women protesting against the repressive and 
humiliating practices and laws constituted by the Sudanese Public 
Order Regime and to condemn the flogging of women. Prior to reaching 
the ministry, and while people were still gathering, a wave of arrests 
took place, ~vith approximately 41 women and five men snmmarily 
arrested. 

http : //www pambazuka org/en/cate~ory/rights/69630 

Z[MBA[3WE: REPORT EXPOSES ARMY R~XPE A[3USES 

ht*p://www.z/monlme.co.a~/Article asp× ?ArticleId 6494 

Zimbabwe’s soldiers and police have been fingered in an orgy of rape 
in which they worked with militia from President Robert Mugabe’s ZANU 
PF party" to allegedly sexually- assault supporters of the former 
opposition MDC over the past decade, according to a new report. The 
report that calls for a governmunt-led ’multi-sectoral investigation 
into politically motivated rape in Zimbabwe’ was jointly produced by 
the Harare-based Research and Advocacy Unit, Zimbabwe Association of 
Doctors for Httman Rights (ZADHR) and self-help organisation Doors of 
Hope Developmunt Trust. 



GLOBAL: HUMANITARIAN JOLNNAL LAL~CHES BLOG SITE 

http :/iwww.humanitviournal.org/blog 

The jottrnal Humani~" now has a blog that xvill feature debates about 
the big and small issues of human rights, hmnanitarianism and 
development. Current posts include: 
- Human rights as a form of idealism 
- The World Bank blog site 
- The velvet glove of hmnanitarian biomedicine. 

KENYA: iX~rLY DISCOVERED PAPERS SHED LIGHT ON EN~DEPEiX©ENCE STRUGGLE 

http ://bit.ly/gRAQAk 

Documents found in Lamu have exposed the understated role of Kenyan 
Asians in the struggle for independence, reports the Daily Nation. The 
files also shed light on the real reasons behind the detention of Jomo 
Kenyatta and fellow freedom fighters. ’The files are a real treasure 
as the?, explain in detail how the detainees were treated,’ says Athman 
Hussein, the National Museums of Kenya, assistant director in charge 
of Coast region. 
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4 Refugees & forced migration 

EG~,~PT: ISRAEL BUILDS SEPARATION WALL X~,ffTH EGYPT 

http ://vavw ipsnews net/ne~vs.asp ?idnews 53868 

After the separation barrier against Palestinian territories, Israel 
has begun to build a new wail, this one to keep migrants from Africa 
out The new wall is coming up on the Egyptian border, and with 
Egyptian support The Israeli government approved plans late last 
month to build a detention camp near its border with EgTpt to house 
illegal African imanigrants. Local activists decried the move, which 
they say :[lies in the face of internationally accepted human rights 
norms. 

SOI.7]Tfl AFRK;A: CONCERN OVER ZIM[3ABWEAN DOCUMENTATION PROCESS 

As the deadline for the Zimbabwean documentation process rapidly 
approaches, the Forced Migration Studies Programme (FMSP) has 
identified shortcomings at various Gauteng Department of ttome Affairs 
offices. FMSP’s research reveals a process that is not running 
effecuvely, despite claims to the contrary by Home Affairs. 

http : //www pambazuka or~/en/categor~’/refugees/69591 

SOUTH AFRICA: BUREAUCRACY COUI,D DELAY DEPORTATK)NS 

http:i/w~vw.iritmews.orgiRepot t.aspx?ReportID 91390 

South African bureaucracy - and the vast numbers of Zimbabxveans 
applying for a special permit to remain in the country - could delay 
the deportation of citizens from the neighbouring state for months. 
Home Affairs Minister Nkosozana Dlamini-Zuma reportedly told a meeting 
with the Zimbabwean Stakeholder Forunx on 14 December in Prctoria that 
’They [Home Affairs] have close on 40,000 applications still 
outstanding as we speak. So, clearly, they- will not be able to finish 
that backlog before the end of the month.’ The deportation of 
undocumented Zimbabwean nationals would only begin once all 
applications were processed, the minister said. 

GLOB.~L: 10N OFFICL~L S C’ALL FOR RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF MIGRANTS 

http://www.un.or~iapl~s/news/sto15,.asp?NewslD 37111&Cr Miarants&Crl 

With mounting unemployment spttrring discrimination and the politics of 
polarisation on the rise, United Nations officials have decried the 
hun~an rights violations, xenophobia, and exploitation faced by many of 
the world’s 214 million international migrants ’It is important to 
recall, particularly in these turbulent times, the fiandamental role 



that migrants play in strengthening the global economy,’ 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said in a message mafldng International 
Migrants Day, calling on the very many States that have yet to do so 
to ratify the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights 
of All Migrant Workers and Their Families 

5 Emerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWF.RS NEWS ROUND-UP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers. 

http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/catego154emplayersnews/69727 
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6 Elections & governance 

IVORY COAST: GBAGBO ALL1ES ’READY TO D~E’ IN IVORY COAST FIGHT 

http :i/a£reuters, conf atticle/topNewsiidAFJOE6B JOOG20101220 

Supporters of Ivory Coast’s Laurent Gbagbo have vowed to fight to the 
death to keep him as president of the world’s top cocoa producer as 
pressure grows for him to quit after a disputed election or face 
sanctions His rival Alassane Ouattara has won almost unanimous 
international backing after his eight-point lead in a 28 November 
presidential vote was overturned on grounds of alleged fraud by the 
Constitutional Council, led by a staunch Gbagbo ally 

IVORY COAST: DOix?T ATTACK PF~ACEKEFPERS, SAYS BAN AS RIGHTS VIOLATIONS RF~PORTED 

http:ilv, a~’w,un,orglappsinews/stol~.asp?NewsID 37114&Cr Ivoire&Crl 

Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon emphasised his warinng against attacks 
on the United Nations peacekeeping force in C6te d’Ivoire or attempts 
to obstruct their work, saying there will consequences for those 
responsible, as the Leg human rights arm reported ’massive violations’. 
In Geneva, the L~N High Commissioner for Human Rights, Navi Pillay, 
expressed deep concern over the growing evidence of massive violations 
of human rights taking place in C6te d’Ivoire since 16 December, and 
reiterated her determination to ensure that perpetrators are held 
accountable for their actions. 

SUDAN: SHARIA I,AW [[Y) BE TIGIITI~NED W SUDAN SPI,ITS, SAYS 

http ://w,~,~,, bbc, co, uk/news/w orld-agrica-12033185 

The north of Sudan will reinforce its Islamic laws i:[" the south 
secedes as a result of next month’s re:[’erendum, President Omar 
al-Bashir has said. Bashir said the constitution would then be 
changed, making Islam the only religion, Sharia the only law and 
Arabic the only official language. Correspondents say his comments are 
likely to alarm thousands of non-Muslim southerners living in the 
north 

TANZANIA: FOUR CIIALLf~NGES TO (IOV[~RNMENT, DONORS AND MPS 

http://twawez;~ orz/index.php?i 452 

Government, donors and Members of Parliament have been challenged to 
make decisions that will enable Tanzanians achieve better results from 
their tax and donor money. In a new policy brief, Uwazi at Twaweza 
presses for a more transparent budget process; iraplementation of the 
reconm~endations of the Controller and Auditor General (CAG), and a 
focus on learning in primary schools. The brief titled, ’Achieving 
Results: Four Challenges to Govert~ment, Donors and MPs’, says 
effective raanageraent of public resottrces remains elusive because the 
budget process is opaque, and citizens and oversight bodies lack a 
substantive voice in it. It notes further that eff’otts to improve 



primary education have disproportionately focused on increasing 
enrolment, failing to ensure that children actually learn while in 
school 
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7 Corruption 

MOROCCO: CORRIj’PTION RIFE IN MOROCCO, TRANSP.QR_ENCY EXJTERNATIONAL ALLEGES 

http :i/www.magharebia. com,’cocoon/awiixhtml l /en GB /featur es/awi/f’eattu: esi2010/12i16if cature-03 

Thirty-four per cent of Moroccans admit to having paid a bribe in the 
past 12 months, according to a recent study by Transparency 
Irlternationah For its 2010 Global ColTuption Barometer, released on 9 
December, the Berlin-based organisation interviewed more than 91,500 
people in 86 countries and territories. Nearly one thousand heads of 
household, including 483 women, participated in the survey. 

_-XrIGERIA: CHENEY CHARGES DROPPED 

http ://xvwaa~. bbc. co .uk/rlews/world-africa-12018900 

Nigeria has dropped charges against former US Vice-President Dick 
Cheney over a 1990s bribet?~ scandal, anti-corruption officials say-. 
The case focused on bribes paid by engineering firm KBR while it xvas a 
subsidia13~ of Halliburton, a firm headed by Mr Cheney at the time. 
Nigerian officials said Halliburton agreed an out-of-court deal worth 
$250m (£ 160m). The finn has not conmxented. 

TANZAE.’LA: DONORS PRES S TANZAE.’LA ON CORRLrPTION AS TI REPORTS AN INCREASE 

http://bit 1,,~iieizlL 

Donors continue pressing the Tanzanian government to fight against 
corruption as Transparency International’s global report indicated a 
dramatic increase in corruption worldwide, reports the Tanzania 
Corruption Tracking System. Speaking at the end of a week long Poverty 
Eradication Review and Anmaal Policy Dialogue, the General Budget 
Support (GBS) group of development Partners in Tanzania spoke tough 
against the government’s slow pace in the fight against corruption. 
Over 14 donors contribute to Tanzania’s budget through the GBS 
modality. 
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AFRICA: AFRICA NEEDS A STRATEGY FOR ’F.MERGING PARTNERS’ 

h ttp : / /www. un. or~/ecosocdev/ ~eninfo/afrec/vo12 4no4/emer~in~-partners.h tml 

The global development landscape is changing rapidly with the growing 
role of China, Brazil and other ’emerging’ economies In this new 
context, Afidcan countries have seen a significant increase in trade, 
foreign direct investment and official development assistance from the 
South. However, ’While some emerging economies have a strategy for 
Africa, Africa does not have a strategy, towards the emerging 
economies,’ notes a new report of the UN Office o:[’the Special Adviser 
on Al?ica (OSAA). So that both sides can gain from this relationship, 
African countries need to adopt a coordinated, coherent strategy and 
exercise greater ownership over their growing interactions with 
emerging economies, urges the report, ’Afi-ica’s Cooperation with New 
and Emerging Development Partners: Options ]2~r Africa’s Development’. 

DRC: CA[.L t~’OR BI]P BrLI,ITON TO HAI,T CON(?() SMI{LTER 

http ://www.intern ationalrivers orA/en/node/6058 

A group of civil society organisations have raised concerns about the 
adverse impacts of BtIP Billiton’s ongoing negotiations with the 
govelmnent of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) for a $5 billion 
aluminum smelter near the port of Banana on the Atlantic Coast to be 
powered by- the proposed Inga 3 hydropower scheme. ’In one of the 
world’s poorest and most corrupt countries, this purely commercial 
venture is set to reinforce existing poverty. Without due action, it 
will cost the Congolese people electricity-, jobs and development,’ say 
the organisations. 



AFRICA: EU, SADC TEA~MS MISS EPA DEADLINE 

http :/iv~vw.tr adenaarksa, orgk~ode/28 85 

SADC states and the European Union have missed the year-end deadline 
for the completion and signing of a full Economic Partnership 
Agreement (EPA), a target set in June and designed to bring finali~ 
to the complex process. Following the expit?~ of the Cotonou Agreement, 
the seven SADC states, Botswana among them, began lengthy negotiations 
for a nexv trade agreenrent, but the process eventually failed to meet 
the original December 2007 deadline enforceable by the World Trade 
Organisation. 

AFRICA: SOUTH AFRICA AND ik2GERIA BATTLE FOR BRIC STATUS 

http :/,,’bit l¥/eL3 syf 

South Africa is eager for elevation to the coveted Bric (Brazil, 
Russia, India and China) status of key emerging markets, but investors 
say Nigeria is a more probable African contender, even if promotion 
for either country is some way of£ Investment flows into Nigeria are 
tiny compared with South Africa. Nigeria saw equity fired flo~vs of just 
$216 million (R1 48 billion) for the first 10 months of this year, 
compared with $3.4bn fbr South Africa, according to fired tracker EPFR. 
Yet, while South Africa is the larger economy, Nigeria is expected to 
catch up in the next few years 

AFRICA: FUTURE DEVELOPMENT LIES lik- GREEN ENERGY GRID 

http://www, ips. ora/afric a/2010/12iafricas-futur e-lies -in-a -areen-enerav-~rid/ 

Development in Africa could falter as climate change grips the 
conunent, increasing the length and severity of droughts and floods 
by altering precipitation patterns, among other impacts. The region 
needs a malor shift in its economic development policies and thinking 
towards decentralised, green economic development, experts now say. 
’The world’s big economies are largely hying offfinancial 
transactions which are unconnected to development,’ warns Supachai 
Panitchpakdi, secretary-general of United Nations Conference on Trade 
and Development 

G] ,OBAL: FINANCIAL CRISIS? S YSTf~;MIC CRISIS? 

Council J2)r the Deve]opment of Social Science Research in Afi~ica 
(CODESRIA) lecture series 

The policies pursued by the collective imperialist triad (USA, Europe, 
Japan), which aim exc]usively at restoring the system to what it was 
before 2008, are bound to fail As a result, the North-South conflict 
mnves to the lk)refront. By taking independent initiauves, the 
countries of the South can take this opportunity to move ahead towards 
the construction of’the only effective and viable alternative ]2)r 
their liberation :[’rom the domination of imperialist monopo]ies 

http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/etgcategory/dcvelopment/69626 
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AFRICA: THE REAL STOR!ES t)N HIV/ANDS GALLERY 

http :i/uavw.real-stori es-g aller< orgi 

Real Stories GallelN is a conversation created by out visual arts and 
stories, to shift perceptions sutrounding HIV and AIDS. Today HIV 
affects the lives of nren, women and children on all continents around 
the world. Artists, poets, writers and storytellers from across the 
breadth and depth of out corcanunities, are invited to share their 
experiences, reflections and life-saving knowledge. By working 
together we will inspire a culture of conrpassion and acceptance for 
our neighbours whose lives are affected. To submit your contribution 
you will first need to ’Register’. Once this is done you will then 
’Add Your Contribution’ to the Gallery, by uploading a photographic 
iraage of your work and/or text in word document form. Poets, creative 
writers and storytellers will follow the same submissions procedure. 
As will those who would like to contribute nmsic or video submissions. 
You may choose to exhibit only or to sell your work. 



AFRICA: GETTING MEN TALKING A[3012717 CONDOMS 

http:i/www.pl usn ews. ora/Report.aspx?Repor rid 91321 

’Why, if condoms are available, is AIDS still spreading in Africa?’ 
asks Elkana Ong’esa, an elderly Kenyan man in the new documentary, 
Protection: Men and condoms in the time of HIV and AIDS. ’Because AIDS 
has not been s~ffficiently explained to people, and that if you use 
condoms you can prevent it,’ replies a young man participating in a 
baraza (coram~mity rneeting) called to discuss the dcvastating impact 
HIV is having on their village. 

Until 2007, when international medical NGO Mddicins Sans Frontiares 
(MSF) carrie to Swaziland to help the Ministry of Health in the response 
on HIV/AIDS and TB in the Shiselweni region, HIV/AIDS and TB treatment 
was not available at any of the region’s 21 clinics. Patients had to 
either travel to the Hlathikhulu Government Hospital or Matsanjeni and 
Nhlangano health centres. These centres were located in each of the 
towns of the different regions in the country. A health centre is a 
facility- that is smaller than a hospital with a few beds and does not 
have a theatre to do operations. MSF worked with government to bring 
set~zices to the clinics, but this was not enough because some patients 
were either too weak or too poor to reach even the clinics. 

ETHIOPIA: SAVENG THE LIVES OF RURAL MOTHERS 

http:/?www.ips.orgiafrica/2010/12/ethiopia -saving-rural-mothers8217-lives/ 

Nigist Abebe has grown in confidence over five years on the job Today 
she is one of 34,000 rural health extension workers at the heart of 
Ethiopia’s primary health care strategy. One of her most impoltant 
functions in Dengo Furda Kebele, the village she was born and raised 
in, is supporting women through pregnancy and childbirth. An estimated 
94 per cent of Ethiopian mothers give birth at home and in 2005, when 
the Health Extension program started, 720 mothers died per 100,000 
live births. 

AFRICA: SCW~NTISTS FOCUS ON NL&LE MOSQUITOES IN" BID TO CONTROL 

http ://bit.N&9U~XX 

After successfully suppressing scourges of fruit, tsetse and scre;vworm 
flies in the Americas, researchers are exploring whether the same 
sterilised insect technique can be used to control malaria, which 
kills some one million people every year, many of them in Ali*ica 
Entomologists and other researchers at the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) are testing whether sterilised insect technique (SIT) 
can be used to reduce popuhtions of malarial mosquitoes. Experiments 
are taking place at the agency’s laboratory facilities in eastern 
Austria, and researchers emphasise that their work is at an early 
stage 

GLO[3AL: NEW MANUAl. O[q:ERS KNOWLEDGE ~’MN[) SKILLS FOR YOUNG ADOLESCEhTS 

identib" - making decisions - peer pressure - values - HIV and AIDS - 
love - sex.. These are just a few of the topics covered by ’My Life - 
Starting Now’ This 80-page manual, no. 8 in the Called to (;are 
toolkit published by the Strategies for Hope Trust, focuses on 
knowledge and lifeskills for young people aged 10 to 15. 

http://www.pamba×uka ora/en/cate<orv/hivaids/69628 
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AFRICA: V~W-~ATEVER FIAPPENED TO THE PAN-AFRICAN LZNIVERSITY? 

http :i/www. scidev.net/en/featuresiwhatever-hap pened-t o-the-p an-african-tmiversitw--.html 

Plans for a universi~ that will stretch across Africa and be a 



’flagship institution of higher education’ will go ahead, despite 
political problems with two of its five planned centres, ~’,Yrican Uninn 
cotmnissioner and steward of the prnject, Jean-Pierre Ezin has 

insisted. The Pan-African University (PAU), which was proposed by the 
African Union (AU) in 2008, is expected to offer advanced graduate 
training and postgraduate research opportunities for "the cream of the 
crop" of African students, according to a draft concept note produced 
at the time. 

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DOMAINS AND THE SOCIAL ROLE OF IJI~g!VERSITIES IN ~%wRICA 

CODESRLa_, Lectures Series n° 5, 2010 

The CODESRIA Lecture Series is a major outlet for disseminating 
special lectures and keynote addresses emanating from various 
scientific fora provided by the Council for the Development of Social 
Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA). This series projects CODESRIA’s 
main thematic areas, covering Africa’s social, economic, political and 
intellectual development. The neoliberal domination and the 
prioritisation of the private ruled by the market have deeply affected 
the educational models, and produced significant alterations on the 
social role of higher education institutions in Africa. 

httl~ :/iwww.’0ambazaka. or~/en/cate~or~’/educationi69612 

UGANDA: TEA(~’HERS IN UGANDA GAIN A i’~EW BEST FRIEND 

http ://~’w.ips. ~rg/afri ca/2~ ~ ~/12/educati~n-meet-tessa-ug andan-teachers-best-friend/ 

BeaU-ice Namuzibira’s class of 90 pupils is not even considered a 
large one, compared to classes in other schools. Universal primary 
education has filled classrooms beyond capacity across Uganda, putting 
a strain on teachers But her teaching - and her home life - have 
received fresh inspiration, thanks to iunovative online modules for 
teachers offered by the Teacher Education tbr Sub-Saharan Africa 
project (TESSA), a network created to support effective teaching in 
every subject area. 
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AFRICA: HOMOPHOBIA PLAGIffES AFRICA 

AIDS-Free World has condemned statements by a prominent Ghanaian 
activist, citing the statements as further evidence of the alarming 
homophobia that is sweeping across Africa. The statement argued 
publicly tbr tJae Constitution Review Commission to limit Ghana’s 
definition of marriage to include heterosexual couples only. Read the 
full statement by clicking on the link provided. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/en/category/l~bti/69724 

GI~O[3AL: BAN KI-MOON DEPLORIffS HOMOPI IOBL~ 

hUp://il~a.org/il~a/en/ar ticle/mKmW3W41 la 

In an event on sexua[ orientation at UN Headquarters in New York, held 
in conjuncuon with Human Rights Day, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 
deplored discrimination against homosexuals and the violence of which 
the?" are often victims, for which the perpetrators escape punishment 
Ban recognised that social attitudes run deep and social change often 
comes only with time, but he highlighted the collective responsibility 
to stand against discrimination, to defend fellow human beings and 
fundamenta[ principles Ban noted that during his recent trips to 
Africa, he urged leaders to do away with laws criminalising 
homosexuality. 

Z][MBAB\V[ff: LGBT[ ACTIVIST ACQUIT’D[~;D 

http ://www.aranestv. or~/et~!news-and-updates/zimbabwe-c ourt-ac quits-lgbt-activist-2010-12-17 

Amnesty International has welcomed a Zimbabwe court’s decision to 
acquit a lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgcnder (LGBT) rights activist 
charged with possession of purnographic materials.Ellen Chademana, an 
administrative assistant at the prominent NGO Gays and Lesbians of 
Zimbabwe (GALZ), was acquitted by a magistrate’s court in Harare. The 
charges followed an armed police raid on the GALZ offices in Milton 



Park ttarare in M~y 
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12 Environment 

G] ,OBAE: [*~R()M CANCUN TO D[iRBAN, CLIMA’I~{ Ct IANGE NIiGOT[A’I~ONS COP ’OUT’ 

http:i/~a~’w, sac sis. org. za/site/articlei596.1 

South Africa is no stranger to hosting major United Nations (UN) 
events. In 2001 the World Conference Against Racism ~vas hosted in 
Durban and in 2002, the World Sun,’nit on Sustainable Developrnent (WSSD) 
took place in Johannesburg. In late 2011 the contentious climate 
change negotiations will continue at the 10N 17th Conference of the 
Party (COP 17) in Durban where the South African government is hoping 
they could clinch the deal for a ’fair, balanced and ambitious 
outcorne’, on clirnate change. Judging fiom the outconre of the recently 

concluded COP 16 in Cancun, Mexico; obtaining a multi-lateral 
agreement through which those nmst to blame for causing climate change 
take responsibility for the damage they are causing to those most 
affected by climate change, is unlikely- to happen, writes Michelle 
Pressend, ~vho coordinates the Trade Strategy Group (TSG) at the 
Economic Justice Network and Global Network Africa at the Labour 
Research Services in Cape To~vn. 

NIGER: GREENPEACE SOUNDS ALARM OVER RA~DIOACTIVE SP~LL 

http:/iwww.africasciencenews.org/asns/index.php?option comcontent&task~,dew&id 2632&Itcmid 1 

Reports sent to Greenpeace indicate that more than 200,000 cubic 
litres of radioactive sludge from three cracked waste pools have been 
leaking into the environment at the SOIVL~IR uranium mine in Niger since 
11 December 11, says Greenpeace. ’This new- leakage shows that the bad 
practices at the AREVA uranium mines in Niger continue to threaten the 
health and safety of people and the environment,’ said Rianne Teule, 
energy campaigner for Greenpeace Afidca. 

NA2vIIBL4: WHEN EVERY DROP COUNTS 

http://w~.panos org.uk/?lid 33741 

The Omusati Region of northern Namibia is on the margins of what an)’ 
farmer would consider arable land, with temperatures routinely- hitting 
40 degrees Celsius or more and rainfall seldom exceeding a pitiful 270 
millimeters per year. To make matters worse 83 per cent of the little 
rain that does fall evaporates as soon as it hits the ground. In a 
report to the United Framework Convention on Climate Change, the 
govermnent of Namibia has predicted global warming will cause a 
temperature rise of between two to six degrees Celsius in Namibia, 
while annual rainfall could diminish up to a further staggering 200ram 
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13 [rand & land rights 

AFRK;A: OI.Zf’SOI.JRCF, D AFRICAN FARi’,/ENG ’]7[JR[~ATENS TO AL[ENA~fIv. LOCALS 

http:i/farmlandgrab.or~/17765 

Ghana and Qatar’s announcement that they will jointly :[’ann 50,000 
hectares of land is the latest in a sweeping, but controversial, trend 
rolling across A:[’rica Cash-rich countries are securing land in poorer 
states, which the)’ hope will provide them with food security But 
critics warn that in the rush to secure food :[’or themselves, investors 
and African governments risk alienating large sectors of the 
populations, for whom land ownership ~s an ongmng, emotional issue. 

GI.()BA]~,: SAY][NG NO TO A BIOMASS ECONOMY 

http://www.youtube.com!view play [ist?p 5F4EBC94BFSOD270 

The world’s biggest corporations are rushing to grab and convert 
living plant nratter - called ’biomass’ - into fuel, chemicals, and 
other profitable products. This new ’biomass economy’ represents a 
trillion dollar industry but it will not feed the people or stop 
clirnate change. In order to shed light on this new economy, farm 
leaders from the global South participated in a public forum to share 
their reality and propose alternatives. This http://~vw~v.youtube.com 
page presents a series of videos frorn the forum. 



MOZAMBIQL~: SOIJ~FH .¢FRI(2AN F.CRMERS SETUP 1N MOZA~MBIQUE 

http :i/a£ reuters, com,~altic le/investingNcws/id.CF JOE6B C05 I20101213 

More South African fam~ers expect to receive land offers in Mozambique 
as they seek to expand across Africa amid ~certain~ over land reform 
at home, an official from a mostly white farmers group said on Monday-. 
South Africa - Africa’s biggest economy - has one of the most 
developed agricultural sectors on the continent and its farmers are 
looking to expand into other co,retries. Sorue 800 South ~¢frican farmers 
are alrea@ fal~ling in Mozambique. 
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14 Food Justice 

AFRICA: FAPdvlERS FIGHTING FOR DIVERSITY 

http ://w;vw fbodfirst org/en/node/3224 

Meeting the world’s futtu-e food needs is dependent on preserving the 
genetic d~versib~z of the plants ;ve grow and eat, as well as their 
’wild relatives’. While collecting and saving the world’s seed 
patrimony in ’gene banks’ or ex situ may be a worthy endeavor, a new 
FAO publication underscores the critical need for efforts that protect 
agricultural biodiversity on the farm itself or in situ This means 
supporting the millions of small farmers and peasants throughout the 
world ;vho manage diverse species of plants and animals in and around 
their fields. 

GLOBAL: ADDRESSING CONCEiX’FRATION ]N FOOD SUPPLY CHAEqS 

http:i/bit.ly/h78 VtL 

Concentration in the agrifood sector has been increasing over the past 
few years, with sometimes tragic consequences for small-scale farmers 
and agricultural workers In this new" briefing note, the UN Special 
Rapporteur on the Right to Food explores how the creation and abuse of 
dominant buyer power by global agribusiness firms can be addressed in 
competition law, and how developed and developing States can work 
together in this way. The note shows that global food supply chains 
wil l contribute significantly to the reduction of rural poverty only 
to the extent that such abuses are effectively combated through 
competition law regimes that are designed to be consistent with the 
obligation of States to protect the right to adequate food. 

GLOBA]~,: PU~Vf’ING URBAN G ARDENS ON T[tE MAP 

http://www.irinnews or~/Report.aspx ?R epor rid 91361 

Marne Penda Diouf talks over car horns and city bus engines as she 
shows o:ff potted lettuce, mint and potato plants at a traffic circle 
in the Senegal capital, Dakar. A trader and horticulture trainer, she 
says ruicro-gardening creates jobs and allows people to better feed 
their families. The UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and 
many other international and local institutions are pushing just that 
message that micro-gardening and other fom~s of urban horticulture 
can go a long way to boosting city dwellers’ food securib" and 
improving living conditions. 

KENYA: RESEARCHERS SAY TRADITION2CL X¢~GETABLES CAN LMPROVE FOOD SEC’:LNITY 

http:i/ipsnews.netinexvs.asp?idnews 53907 

According to Vision 2030, which is a governruent strategic plan on how 
to boost groxvth and development in Kenya, there are an estimated five 
million out of an estimated eight million households who depend 
directly on agriculture, despite the fact that agriculture continues 
to be one of the most under-budgeted ministries. Researchers have 
intensified research on crops that can grow in nmst parts of the 
country and which can be used to alleviate food insecuri~. This has 
led many Kenyans to accomruodate traditional vegetables that were 
earlier dismissed as the ’poor man’s crop’. 
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15 Media & freedom of expression 

BURK]NO FASO: ]N NORBERT ZONGO CASE, 12 YEARS OF ]2vIPI2NITY 

http://cpi.or~/blo~/2010/12/in-n orber t-zon~o-c ase-12 -y ears-o f-impunity php 

For Genevieve Zongo, ever), 13 December revives excruciating memories 
of the loss o:[’her husband Norbert Zongo, editor of the weekly 
L’IndSpendant. He was assassinated in 1998 while investigating the 
murder of a driver working at Burkina Faso’s presidential palace. More 
painful still is that the killers who ambushed Zongo’s car, riddling 
it with bullets and torching it, have never been brought to justice. 

DRC: REFORT REVEALS ALARM1NG PLIGHT OF JOL~ALISTS 

Journalist in Danger, partner organisation of Reporters Without 
Borders, on 10 December published its annual report revealing the 
disturbing state of press freedom in the Democratic Republic of Congo 
and the plight of journalists xvorking in the country/. The report, 
released on h~temational Human Rights Day, records in rainute detail 
every attack on the right to be informed and to inform the public 
throughout the year - 87 cases in 2010 compared to 75 in 2009. 

G.~x~ABIA: ECOWAS AWARDS DAMAGES TO JOL~d’~’ALIST 

http ://bit.lyiehRNn8 

The Ecowas Court of Justice in Abuja has declared the arrest and 
detention of Musa Saidykhan, a Gambian journalist, illegal and 
unconstitutional ’as it contravenes the Plaintifffs htunan right to 
personal liberty as guaranteed by Article 6 of the African Charter on 
Human and People’s Rights’. The Court also awarded the Plaintiff 
$200,000 as damages for the violations of his human rights by the 
Gambian authorities. 

GHANA: PIONEERING COMMJ~rNITY RADIO INITL~TIVE TAKES PLACE ~q GHANA 

An exciting new commtmi~ radio project is helping communities in 
Ghana to share valuable experiences of adaptation with other villages 
and towns, as ;vell as local decision-makers Researchers can also hear 
directly from these communities, giving an unprecedented picture of 
what women, men and children are alrea@ doing in their daily lives to 
adapt to a changing climate. 

http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/media/69732 

SIERRA LEONE: BULLYING OF JOURNALISTS CONI)EX~fNED 

http:i/africa.if] or~/en/artic~es/if~-c~ndemns-bu~lYin¢-behavi~ur-a~ainst-iournalists-in-sierra-~eone 

The International Federation of Journalists (IF J) has condemned the 
arrest on 16 December of Mohamed Daramy, a radio presenter and Ibrahim 
Farmer, technician :[’or KISS FM Radio in Bo, southern Sierra Leone by 
Police Assistant Inspector General (AIG) David Sesay who was acting on 
the order of Minister of Agriculture Dr Sam Sesay. According to the 
Sierra Leone Association of Journalists (SLAJ), an IFJ Affiliate, on 
16 December 2010, Mohamed Daramy and Ibrahim Farmer were arrested and 
detained overnight in a police cell, following an incident that saw 
the debate sponsored by the Ministry of Agriculture discontinued lk~r a 
pre-arranged radio programme paid lk~r by the mobile phone company, 
Afficell. 

SOMALIA: REPORT EXPOSES PRECARIOUS WORK OF SOMALI JOURNALISTS 

http://www.nusol .org/Somali%20 Journalists%20and%20their%20Precarious%20Work pdf 

To mark Intcrnational Human Rights Day, on 10 December 2010, the 
National Union of Somali Journalists (NUSOJ) released a groundbreaking 
repolt exposing the precarious working conditions endured by 
j ournalists in Somalia. The nationwide stu~’ey revealed how the hmnan 
rights of working journalists, particularly their labour rights, are 
grossly violated by ever)~ company and in every corner of the Horn of 
Africa country. 



http ://www.pamba’zuka. org/er~’categorwmediai69617 

SOUTH A[~!ICA: ZUMA SUES OVER CARTOON 

h ttp ://www.iol co.za: 80/news/crime-courts/ zuma-su es-ov er-cartoon-1.1001121 

President Jacob Zuma is suing Avusa Mcdia for R5-million for Zapiro’s 
La@ Justice rape cartoon, The Times reported on Tuesday. Zuma started 
proceedings against Avusa, the cartoonist Jonathan Shapiro and former 
Sunday Tirues editor-in-chief Mondli Makhanya in a surrmrons issued in 
the High Court in Johannesburg on Friday. 
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16 News from the diaspora 

SOL’IXqEP~N St-DAN: SO\~TNG THE SEEDS OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 

http ://www. scidev,net/en/f;catures/sowing-the-se eds-of-agricultural-r esearch-in-southern-sudan.htrnf 

After the sound of gunfire fell silent in Southern Sudan, ruarking the 
end of one of Africa’s longest rtttming civil wars, Pio Kowr Ding 
decided he would return home to the autonomous region to take up an 
agricultural research job with the government. With a masters degree 
in soil and land evaluation, and experience working for the 
Agricultural Research Corporation’s Land and Water Research Center 
(LYVRC) in Khartoum, Ding was keen to help the region rebuild its 
agricultural research. But when he arrived in 2008 he realised that 
the task was actually to start from scratch and the living conditions 
were tough. 
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17 Conflict & emergencies 

SUDAN: DARFIYR LEADER ’READY TO DO BATTLE’ 

http :/Jenglish aliazeera.net/news/africa/2010/12/20101213645 20272117,html 

Minni Minna;vi, the only Darfur faction leader to have signed the 
Darfur Peace Agreement [DPA] with the Sudanese govermnent, has 
declared the failure of the 2006 deal The announcement deals another 
blow to Khartoum, ;vhich faces the possibili~ of the southern portion 
of the count~7 seceding in an upcoming poll On Sunday, Milmawi 
accused the goverl~rnent of failing to implement the Darfur agreement, 
saying that he is ready to do battle Milmawi, the Sudan Liberation 
Army [SLA] faction leader, secured several official titles after he 
signed the peace accord ;vith Khartoum. 

WESTERN SAHARA: INFORMAL TALKS HELD IN" NEW YORK 

http :/ /~v,aas,,reliefweb,int/rw/rwb.nsf/ db9OOSID/JDUN-SCB4UR ?OpenDocument 

Delegations from Morocco and the Frente Polisario have attended a 
fourth round of inlbrmal talks in New York on ending the conflict in 
Western Sahara at the invitation of the personal enw)y o:[’the United 
Nations Secretary-GeneraL ~flne three-day meeting in Long Island, 
convened by the envoy, Christopher Ross, was also attended delegates 
from the neighbouring States, Algeria and Mauritania. The proposals of 
the two parties were again presented, but by the end o:[’the meeting, 
each party continued to r~ject the proposal of the other as a sole 
basis for future negotiations, the statement added. 

LIB YA: GADDAFI WANTS M[I LION STR~)NG Ab~RICAN ARI’,/W 

http://~vww,trust,or~lalertnet/newsi~addafl-proposes-l-mln-strong-african-armyi 

African nations should j oin :Forces to create a one-million-strong army 
to protect the continent and confront outsiders like NAT() and China, 
Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has said Gaddafi, well known for his 
forthright rhetoric, has acquired growing influence in Africa but his 
ambition to build a united states of Africa is not shared by the 
continent’s biggest po~vers. ’National militaries alone cannot save 
co~tries. Africa should have one army with one nrillion soldiers,’ 
Gaddafi said in a speech in the Senegalese capital. 

_NIGERIA: CORRU~PTION-FED UNREST IN" DELTA KEEPS CO~X/LX/II~PITIES IN TL~IOIL 



http:i/unvw.iritmews.orgiRcport.aspx?ReportID 91402 

As families cotmt the cost of another militat), operation against 
militants in the Niger Delta, analysts say up to now government 
efforts to quell violence are hampered by corruption and fail to get 
at the deep-seated causes of unrest in the region. Residents told IRIN 
hundreds of families are still displaced ruore than two weeks after the 
crackdown. According to the military’s Joint Task Force (JTF), the 1 
December attack by its troops on the village of Ayakoromor, 50krn south 
of Warri, was a plamxed operation, targeting suspected criruinals. But 
the Red Cross says thousands of people fled, many taking refuge in 
swamps, then heading to nearby villages. 

SOMALIA: ISLAMISTS AL-SHABAB ART) HIZBL~ ISLA2vl ’TO MERGE’ 

http ://www bbc.co uk/news/world-africa-12038556 

The t~vo Islamist groups fighting the weak Lqk--backed Somali government, 
al-Shabab and Hizbul Islam, are to merge, according to reports The 
two had been allies but have fallen out over the past year, with 
Hizbul Islam losing ground Some see the merger as a takeover by 
al-Shabab, which has links to al-Qaeda. 
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18 Internet & technology 

AFRICA: NEYV AFRICA-FOCUSED KNOWLEDGE PORTAL LALrNCIqED 

http://;vww.africapoltal.org/ 

The Africa Portal is an online knowledge resource for policy-related 
issues on Africa. An tmdertaking by the Centre for International 
Governance Innovation (CIGI), Makerere University (\IAK), and the South 
African Institute of International Atthirs (SAIIA), the Africa Portal 
offers open access to a suite of features including an online library 
collection; a resource for opinion and analysis; an experts directory; 
an international events calendar; and a mobile technology component 
-all aimed to equip users with research and information on Afl-ica’s 
current policy issues 

A[~’RICA: SOCIAL MEDIA BOOM BEGINS 

http://www un.or~iecosocdev/~enirffo/afrec/vo124m~4/social-media-boom html 

Africans are coupling their already extensive use of cell phones with 
a more recent and massive interest in social media Internet-based 
tools and platforms that allow people to interact with each other much 
more than in the past In the process, Africans are leading what may 
be the next global trend: a major shift to mobile Internet use, with 
social media as its main drivers. 

G LOB AL: (] OOGLE F, AR~[I t liNG INI{ £A UNCI t[{D 

http ://www.scidcv.net/en/news/google-earth-engine-1aunched-in-cancun.htrr11 

A satellite imagery tool that will make an unprecedented amount of 
environmental data available freely online has been launched at the UN 
Climate Change Comfercnce (COP 16), in Mexico. Earth Engine, launched 
by GoGgle on 3 December, aims to enable scientists to monitor and 
measure changes in the Earth’s environment, such as global land cover, 
and hopefully help slow deforestation in the process. 

GLOBAL: NEW EDITION OF GISWATCH EX~bfl~ES ICT SUSTAINABILITY 

http://www.giswatch, orgiblog-entryi3/new-edition-giswatch-how-sustainable-are-icts-really 

The latest edition of the Global Information Socieb" Watch questions 
the assumption that information and communications technologies (ICTs) 
will automatically be a panacea for climate change while also looking 
at the potential of ICTs to mitigate and adapt to climate change, as 
are the roles of international institutions, the global research 
agenda on ICTs and climate change and ’sustainability’ as an evolving 
concept. 



UGANDA: Sh4S ELECTION PLATFORM LALrNCHF2) 

http :i/www.ngopu lse. org/newsflash/ccedu-lau nches-elections-sms-platfbrm 

NGOs, under the Citizens Coalition for Electoral Democracy in Uganda 
(CCEDU), have latmched a short messaging service (SMS) platform to 
receive complaints regarding the ongoing elections Godwin Byamhanga, 
an official from CCEDU, says the campaign will involve appealing to 
the public to vote candidates basing on their ability to address 
social issues and not those who give them freebies. 
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19 eNewsletters & mailing lists 

AWAAZ IVL~kGAZINE ISSUE 3 AVAILABLE 

Contents of the latest edition include: 
- Cover Story: 
The plight of internally displaced people: A failure of social justice 
Case studies: Kenya: E×amining the plight of the IDP’s after the post 
election violence in 2007/8 
Afi~ica: Algeria, Burundi, Chad, Cote D’Ivoire, Eritrea, Ethiopia, 
Angola, Congo, Rwanda, Guinea, Nigeria, Senegal, Somalia, Sudan, 
Uganda, Zimbabwe 
Columbia: Internal displacement in Columbia by Bettina Ngweno 

- Regular Columns: 
Playing the Race Card by John Sibi-Okumu 
The Imperial Capital 1910 2010 by Ramnik Shah 

- Book Reviews: 
Becoming Indian by Pavan K Varma: Reviewed by Warris Vianni 
Burnt Shadows by Kamila Shamsie: Reviewed by Ramnik Shah 
Cheche; Reminicenses of a Radical Magazine by Karim tIirji (An announcemen0 
Dreams in a Time of War by Ngugi wa Thiongo: Reviewed by Chris Wanjala 
A Knight in Africa: Journey from Bukene by Sir An@ Chande: Reviewed by AwaaZ 
How to Euthanise a Cactus by Stephen Partington: Reviewed by John Sibi-Okumu 
Discovering the Vedas: Origins, Mantras, Rituals, Insights: by Fritz Staal 

AwaaZ Magazine 
P O Box 32843 - 00600 
Nairobi, Kenya 
Tel: Orange Wireless:020 2063405, 020 2431554, 
Mobiles:0722 344900, 0733 741085 
Email: editors@awaazmagazme.com 
Website: http ://ww~v. awaazmagazine, cam 

IDRC’S ’LASTING IMPACTS’ DECEMBER ISSUE NOW AVAILABLE 

http://pub~icwebsite.idrc.ca/EN/Res~urces/~ub1icati~ns/Pa~es/Artic1eDetai1s.aspx?Pub1icati~nID 417 

The December issue of the International Development Research Centre’s 
(IDRC) ’Lasting Impacts, Access to Water’ has been published. 
Articles, which can be read by visiting the website available through 
the link provided, include: 
- A home-based clean water revolution 
- Science helps to calm water conflicts 
- Recycling wastewater offers a solution to scarcity 
- Economic benefits flow from taps. 
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20 Fundraising & useful resources 

AFRICA: THE GOOGLE ANITA BORG \~MORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 

The Google Anita Borg Memorial Scholarship: Europe, the Middle East 
and Africa aims to encourage women to excel in computing and 
teclmology, and become active role models and leaders 

http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/fundraising/69625 
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21 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

COADY ~"ERNATIONAL INSTITUTE CERTWICATE IN ADVOCACY Ai~D CITIZEN" ENGAGEMENT 

30 May - 17 June 2011; 24 October 11 November 2011 

http://www coadv stfx.ca/educationicertificatesiadvocacv/ 

Wherever change needs to occur, advocacy has a role to play In this 



age of g]obalisation, development practitioners and civil society 
actors around the world are increasingly :finding the need to be 
actively engaged in influencing the policies, programs and laws that 
affect their work at the grassroots level. Whether the goal is to 
protect a threatened watershed, get funding for a health clinic, enact 
laws to make buildings accessible J2~r people with disabilities, or 
change laws which discriminate against women, advocacy can help to 
accomplish those goals This three-week certificate e×plores advocacy 
as a political act. It is designed to enhance the capacity of civil 
socie)- to influence decision-makers and policy makers by building the 
constituency for change and mobilising public opinion around issues of 
common concern. 

MASTER OF PI~BL IC ADNfllN’ISTRATION IN" INTERNATIONAL DEVEL OPMEixm2 

Tsinghua Universi)- 

The School of Public Policy and Management (SPPM) at Tsinghua 
Universi~ in Beijing, China is excited to announce that our Master of 
Public Administration in International Development (MID) Program is 
now accepting applications for Fall 2011 earollment. 

http://xwgw.pambazuka.orgienicategot~,,/coursesi69611 
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CALL FOR APPLICATIONS FOR A CONSLrLTANT(S) 

African Women’s Leadership Institute Tracer Stu@ 

Akina iVlama wa Afrika is an international Pa~African non-governmental 
development organisation for African women based in Kampala, Uganda, 
with a LrK/Europe Regional Office in London AMwA aims to provide 
development services for African ~vomen, serves as a research forum on 
African women’s issues, and provides a platform for African ~vomen to 
participate in policy and decision-making. AMwA also serves as a 
networking, information, advocacy and capacity building forum for 
African women and builds their leadership capacities to influence 
policy and decision-making. We are tendering for applications fbr 
consultants to conduct a Tracer Study on the African Women’s 
Leadership Institute. 

Closing date for applications: 15 January 2011 

AMwA welcomes all applicants and values diversity Suitable candidates 
within Africa are strongly encouraged to apply 

Please send your application to 
amwa@akinamamawaaficika orglchrist~ne@akinamamawaaficika org 

KAZI Ab~RIKA JOB LISTINGS 

http://bit, ly/h;2fY4 

Career blog Kazi Afrika has a comprehensive list o:[’job vacancies 
posted on their site. Some of the jobs include: 
- World Vision Africa Program Officer Nutrition Job Vacancy 
- College Principal Vacancy in Mombasa Kenya 
- Marketing & Communications Manager Job Vacancy in Kenya 
- New Kenya Co-operative Creameries Limited Jobs 
- Path:tinder International Jobs in Kenya 
- Social Assessment :[’or Indigenous People in Lake Victoria North Water 
Service Board 
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23 WJkiLeaks and Africa 

AFRICA: AFRICA FOCUS HKIHLI(IHTS \VIKIM2AKS 

http:llwww, arid calk~cus org/do cs 10/wl 1012 b,php 

It should be no surprise to anyone that South African diplomats been 
been frustrated both xvith Zimbabxvean President Robert Mugabe and with 
Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai, or that Kenya and the United States 
have enjoyed close militau to military ties despite vocal US 
criticism of the Kenyan government. Wikileaks cables released to date, 
such as the ones included in this AfricaFocus Bulletin, provide some 
nuances and may be embarrassing, but provide no ’smoking guns’ or 
startling revelations. This AfricaFocus Bulletin contains the text of 
two cables from late 2009, one reporting on conversations between 



Kenyan and US officials on disagreements about shipment of tanks to 
Southern Sudan, and the other a conversation between the US Ambassador 
to South Africa and the South Ali*ican Foreign Minister, including 
remarks about the sitution in Zimbabwe 

A[~’RICA: ALGERIA, MALI DISTRUST OVER AL QAEDA FK?}tT 

http:/7~wzw.afrol.com/articles/37047 

The goverrmrent of Mali is seen as the largest obstacle to conduct an 
effective fight against A1 Qaeda groups in the Sahara desert. Distrust 
between Algeria and Mali further hinder cooperation. Diplomatic cables 
from several US embassies, published by Wikileaks, reveal that the 
announced concerted fight against A1 Qaeda in the Sahara and Sahel 
region is moving ahead slowly. Algeria, Mali, Mauritania and Niger had 
announced a joint effort to hit back at the terrorists. 

http:iibit, lv/icfi JO 

Egypt xvas offcred nuclear weapons, material and expertise on the black 
market after the collapse of the Soviet Union, according to a senior 
Egyptian diplomat. President Hosni Mubarak turned down the offer, but 
the incident raises nexv questions over what nuclear sales were made by 
the other states or groups in the chaos of the early 1990s in Russia 
and the former Soviet republics. Maged Abdelaziz, the country’s 
ambassador to the UN, made the revelation to America’s top negotiator 
on nuclear arms control, Rose Gottemoeller, in a conversation reported 
in a leaked US cable in May last year 

GLOBAL: YV!KKbEAKS CABLES F~XPOSE US USE OF ESPIONAGE BEFORE THE 2009 
COPEETHAGEE," SUiVEVIIT 

http ://w~vw ciranda.neticiranda-mundi/artlcle/wikileaks-cables-reveal-how-u s 

Hidden behind the save-the-world rhetoric of the global climate change 
negotiations lies the mucky realpolitik: money and tl~reats buy 
political support; spying and cyberwaffare are used to seek out 
leverage. The US diplomatic cables reveal how the US seeks dirt on 
nations opposed to its approach to tackling global warming; how 
financial and other aid is used by countries to gain political 
backing; ho~v distrust, broken promises and creative accounting dog 
negotiations; and how the US mounted a secret global diplomatic 
offensive to overwhelm opposition to the controversial ’Copenhagen 
accord’, the unofficial document that emerged from the ruins of the 
Copenhagen climate change summit in 2009. 

MAURITIUS: BRrfISH ENVOY SUN/2MONED OVER CHAGOS 

ht*p://af.reuters com/ar tic [e/topNews/~dAFJOE6B20FV20101203 

Mauritius plans to summon Britain’s top diplomat in the country a:ffer 
a leaked US cable suggested a new marine park around the disputed 
Chagos islands was a ploy to stop uprooted islanders returning home. 
Mauritius’ Foreign A[’fhirs Minister Arvin Boolell was quoted in local 
newspapers as saying the classified document confirmed his 
government’s belief that the protected area was in ]’act a 
smoke-screen 

MOZAMBIQUE: US CONCERNED MOZAMBIQUE BECOM-[NG I)RUG HUB 

http://bit.B/-/iinRm 

The United States is concerned that Mozambique could become a 
narco-state because of close ties between drug smugglers and the 
southeastern African nation’s government, according to US Embassy 
cables released by WikiLeaks. The four cables released this week cite 
mmamed officials frora law enforcement, the ruling FRELIMO patty and 
business figures, as well as local media reports. The cables say 
cocaine, heroin and other drugs come in from South Arnerica and Asia, 
and are then flow to Europe or sent overland to neighbouring South 
Africa for sale. 



_NIGERIA: PFIZER ’PROBED NIGERL~2q OFFICIAL’ 

http:~,’english.al]azeera.net/nexvs/africa/2010/12/2010121061017861547.html 

US drugmaker Pfizer hired investigators to find evidence of corruption 
against the then Nigerian attorney-general to convince him to drop 
legal action against the company over a drug trial, the UK’s Guardian 
newspaper has reported, citing leaked US diplomatic cables. Nigeria’s 
Kano state sued the xvorld’s largest drugmaker in May 2007 for $2bn in 
damages over testing of tl-le meningitis drug, Trovan, which state 
authorities said killed 11 children and left dozens disabled. 

NIGERL~: SHELL’S GR!P ON iN~IGERIAN STATE RE’~ALED 

http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/d efault.asp?2,27,3.2184 

US embassy cables have revealed a top executive’s claims that Shell 
’kno~vs everything’ about key decisions in goverl~ment ministries. The 
oil giant Shell claimed it had inserted staff into all the main 
ministries of the Nigerian government, giving it access to 

politicians’ every move in the oil-rich Niger Delta, according to a 
leaked US diplomatic cable. The cache o:[’secret dispatches from 

Washington’s embassies in Africa also revealed that the Anglo-Dutch 
oil firrrl swapped intelligence with the US, in one case providing US 
diplomats with the names of Nigerian politicians it suspected of 
supporting militant activi~-, and requesting itfformation florrl the US 

on whether the militants had acquired anti-aircraft missiles 

SIERRA LEONE: ¥~,~<~ILEAKS CABLES REVEAL US CONCF.P~NS O\,~R TINfl2N’G OF 
CHARLES TAYLOR TRIAL 

http://~avw guardian co.ukiworld~’2OlO/dec/17/wikileaks-charles-taylor-trial 

Judges in one of the world’s most controversial war crimes trials have 
been deliberately slo~ving down proceedings, senior US officials 
believe, causing significant delays to proceedings. Secret cables 
reveal US doubts about the trial in The Hague of Charles Taylor, the 
former president of Liberia, amid allegations that one of the judges 
has manipulated proceedings so that she can personally give the 
verdict in the case. 

SUDAN: PRESIDENT ’SIPHOik~D OFF MILLIONS’ - ICC 

http ://ww~ bbc.co uk/news/world-africa-12025213 

Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir has been accused of siphoning offup 
to $9bn (£5.6bn; 7bn euros) of his country’s :funds by the chief 
prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC) Luis Moreno 
Ocampo told the BBC that President Bashir had hidden the money in 
personal accounts outside Sudan. Mr Ocampo’s suspicions originally 
came to light when a diplomatic cable obtained by Wikileaks was 
published by the Guardian newspaper. Su&m has forcefully denied the 
claims. 

TANZANIA: TANZANIA O}:[?ICIA[. INVESTIGATING BAE ’EF, ARS FOR HIS 

http://bit.l~//fJlQr S 

The Tanzanian prosecutor investigating worldwide misconduct by BAE, 
Britain’s biggest arms company, confided to US diplomats that ’his 
life may be in danger’ and senior politicians in his small African 
countp)~ were ’untouchable’ A leaked account of what the head of 
Tanzania’s anti-corruption bureau, Edward Hoseah, termed the ’dir~ 
deal’ by BAE to sell Tanzania an overpriced radar system, is revealed 
in the US embassy cables. 

TI~2NISIA: CENSORSHIP CONTINI~ES AS \:vffKR,EAKS CABLES MAKE THE ROUNTDS 

http:iibit.ly/l-lO3 VXZ 

Tunisian activists pounced on the latest Wikileaks US Embassy Cables, 
dedicating a new- website to republish and discuss the revelations 
related to their country, reports Global Voices. Tunileaks, was 
launched by Nawaat one hour after the whistle-blowing site unleashed 



the cables on 28 November. rI1qe first release contained 17 cables 

issued from the US Embassy in Tunisia. They mainly dealt with the 
neglect of human rights in Tunisia and the restricuons on freedom of 
e×pression 

http :/,’bit. 1y/hyptTn 

Ugandan President Museveni fears that Prime Minister Raila Odinga has 
thro~vn his weight behind his opponents. A leaked cable from the US 
embassy in Kampala says the Museveni government suspected Mr Odinga 
was working with the opposition because Mr _’vluseveni supported 
President Kibaki during the election dispute in 2007/8. The Orange 
Democratic Movement party-, which Mr Odinga leads, accused Uganda of 
sending soldiers to help quell anti-government protests in parts of 
Nyanza and Rift Valley- provinces in JanualT 2008. 

WESTERN SAHARA: WIKILEAKS REVELATIONS SPARK CO)~LMENTS 

htt~://M~ba~v~ices~n~ine.~r~/2~/~2/~4/western-sahara-~vikileaks-reVe1ati~ns-s~ark-c~mments/ 

Reactions to the diplomatic cables released by the whistleblower 
website Wikileaks continue to flourish all over the blogosphere. 
Revelations concerning the conflict over Western Sahara have sparked a 
few comments. Ali Amar is a Moroccan journalist. Writing on VoxMaroc 
[Fr], a blog hosted by the French daily Le Monde, he underlines the 
fact that although the leaked cables revealed Arnerican diplomats’ 
reselwations about bad governance and corruption in Morocco, they 
showed unwavering American support for the kingdom’s position on 
Western Sahara. 

ZIMBABWE: ZIM PAPER GETS MORE WIKILEAKS LA;VSUITS 

http://bit.lv/dMIDUQ 1 

Zimbabwe’s Central Bal~ governor Gideon Gono Saturday filed a US$12.5 
million lawsuit against a private ne~vspaper, which implicated him in 
diamond smuggling, citing Wikileaks cables The lawsuit is the second 
in the week against the Standard ne~vspaper, which was earlier landed 
with a US$15 million suit by First Lad,v Grace Mugabe over the same 
allegations. The paper, quoting Wikileaks cables, reported last week 
that Mugabe and Gono were among several top officials involved in 
diamond smuggling from newly discovered fields in the east of the 
country 

/’\/’\//VVV/VVV/VVV/’,/’,/V/I,A/VA/VV/’\/V\,i/V’,/’,/ /I, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fah amu.ora 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

~3 L’nless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-N0ncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http:/&vw~v.pambazuk a or~/en/abo ut php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http://www.pambazuka or~/en ) 
Edi9go em l{ngua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.or~ipt ) 
Edition franqaise ( http://www pambazuka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazuka ora/en/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://~vw~v.pambazuka org/en/about php ) 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http://pambazuka.gn, a pc. org/cgi-birdmailmardlistinfo/parnbazaka-nexvs 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazaka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 



Pamba×uka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current afl~irs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’]~;nding the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka tS-ess ( 
http://fahamubooks.org/boolc’?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter ]2~oter amin~crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’parnbazuka’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Corrm~ent & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for raore information: 
//twitter.com/pambazuka ( http:/;’twitter.com/pambazuka ). 

* Pambazaka News has a Dehicio.us ( http://Del.icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Africat Visit http:/idelicious.comYparnbazaka news. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 9:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-20-10 

Second Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
Terreblanche, Solomon Johannes AUTHOR: 
A histor,v of inequali~¢ in South Af Contemporai~’ postcolonial theor,v : 
CALL NO: JQ1981 T4777 2002 CALL NO: PN771 .C595 1996 
BARCODE: 00022462924 BAR(2ODE: 00025359111 
Davis Library DUE: 12-06-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTHOR: Parry, Benita       AUTHOR: Camay, Phiroshaw. 

Postcolonial studies : a materialis Race, repression and resistance : a 
CALL NO: PRg080 .P366 2004 CALL NO: JQ1981 .(;363 2007 

BARCODE: 00024208581 BARCODE: 00030084925 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-06-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:31 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday. December 20 2010 9:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Library Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-20-10 

Second Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https:i/webcat.lib unc.edu;patromnfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Postcolonialism : critical coacepts Marxism, modemi~z and postcolonial 
CALL NO: JV51 .P67 2000 v I CALL NO: PN98.C6 NB7 2002 

BARCODE: 00019125992 BARCODE: 00021632486 

Davis LibralT DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTttOR: Ldpe7. Alfred J.,     AIZ[’ttOR: Chrisman, Laura. 

Posts and pasts :a theory ofpostc Postcolonial contraventions : cultu 

CAL[~ NO: PN98 P621.67 2001 (2~.]. NO: JV51 .C55 2003 

BARCODE: 00019397449 BARCODI{: 00022467821 

Davis Librapf DU]_{: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AI,’R[CAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDg{S 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subie~: 

UNCCH Universi~ Libm~Tr <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 9:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

LibraU Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-20-10 

Second Overdue Notice: The following ~tems are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. Renew at: h_ttps:i/webcat.libu~c.edu,’patroninfo,-’ 
AUTHOR:               AUTHOR: McEwa~ Che~q. 
The Routledge compamon to postcolo Postcolonialism and development 

CALL NO: JV51 .R68 2007 CALL NO: JV51 .M38 2009 

BARCODE: 00030576154 BAR(2ODE: 00033556063 

Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-10 

AUTflOR: Myers, Jason C onard. 

Indirect rule in South Africa : tra 

CAlff~ NOt 3Q1931 M94 2008 

B~.CODE: 00030933009 

Davis Librar3: DUE: 12-06-10 

EUN[CE N S ktlLE 
AERICAI’~ & AFRICAN-AMER 
CB# 3395 2(55 BATTLE 

2:32 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Monday, December 20, 2010 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcbx~y&~email.unc.edtp 

Re: On tomorrow 

Oh, Etmice. I do hope you are feeling better soon. I look forward to seeing you in the new year. Wmrnest regards, Barbara 

On 12/20/2010 11:19 AM, Sahle, Ennice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara and Lydia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

I am not feeling well thus let’s kindly postpone breaking bread together tomorrow in Ann’s spirit. Let’s try and do this in the new year. 

Wishing both of you a joyous and restful Holiday Season! 
Eunice. 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

A~rican Stkldies Cent~’1, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

www. gl bba 1. L1 rK;. edu/af~ ica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 20, 2010 12:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: On tomorrow 

Dear Eunice, 
~ am sorry to hear you aren’t feeling well. Let me know if there’s anything I can do! Please get some rest. We’ll see you in the 
new year. 

best, 
Lydia 

On Dec 20, 2010, at 11:19 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara and Lydia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

I am not feeling well thus let’s kindly postpone breaking bread together tomorrow in Ann’s spirit. Lees try and do this in the new year. 

Wishing both of you a joyous and restful Holiday Season! 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc. 

Monday, December 20, 2010 12:47 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ Faculty] mes~ge from Aliica Libraadm~ 

Dear Colleagues: 

Below is a Inessage from Mohamed About E1 Seoud, the our new libra:dan for African and Middle East collections. Hease read and respond as you are able. 

Mohamed is very much intereffted in meeting the reseaacch and teaching needs of our facnl~. Warm regards, Barbara 

Dear all, 

To ti~lIow up with yon regarding to A@ca colIection; I wo@d like to let ?~3u know @a~ I am in the process ofta~tafing and moditS,ing the Libm~"s pIan wifla "Hoga~h" 

which is our main West At?ica materials’ vendor: In adNtion to lhat, I will al~nd fl~e Cairo Book Fair flais Jan~D~ in Egypt; fl-~ereti~re, it would be ve~’ helpl%l if we can 

meet a~ your conveniem any time be[bin Jam~a~’ 2~h-2011~ 

it is my pleasale lo hear l’rom you at~mt: wha’~ me you looldng ibi. wha’~ do you expect l’rom ::he ]ibra,y, yotlr teaching needs, as well as your speci,fl ivques*_s and 

suggas*_ions ibr purchasing t}~)ri~ the book l~ir. I wilt talk *o you also abotit file ]~ ,iNmy’s long-te,m plan regarding lo Al’rica ma*emfls, as well as the collaboration options 

and ~rvices @e Libi~uy ca~ provide. I anders’~and bow busy is evelyone at @at *_ime with vacation plm~s and won t~r ::he new ~mes~er. so please l’eet fiee lo 

indivrda~dty contact me to a,rmge a mee*mg when you caa~. 

Thmi you all in advat~ce, arid I am really looking lblward k~ meeling with yot~. 

All n~y best 

Mohamed Abou E1 Seoud 

Middle East & African Studies Librarian 

University Library 

Tel: 919-843-3859 

mseoud~e,nail.unc.edu 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

A~r~can St~ldies Cent~’~, CB#7582 

3027 F~’iEx Gieba] Eduoation Cen~:e:~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 

www. gl )ba 1. klnc. edu/af ~ ica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 20, 2010 1:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Hapw Holidays 

My veW best wishes to you as well, Comrade.. Let’s meet at the start of 
next 
semester, ok? I’ll be back Jan 3, am no~v in Davis, CA... 
un abrazo, 

arturo 

On Mon, 20 Dec 2010 18:07:12 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear Comrade, 
> 

> As 2010 come to a close, I would like to thank you for your friendship 
> during the ups and downs of 2010. 
> 

> Wishing you and a joyous and restful end of Advent period and 
Holiday 
> Season[ 
> 

> In solidariW, 
> Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@nnc.edu~ 

Monday, December 20, 2010 1:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Atiil01 - CCO Spring 2011 - Revisions attached 

Thanks [unite! I’ll let you know if I have any questions. 

Hope you have a very happy and warm holiday! 

.Jessa 

Frera: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 11:15 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: Afril01- CCO Spring 2011 - Revisions attached 

Dear Jessica, 

Greetings and apologies for the delay in sending the revisions. The body is taking longer and longer to recover from jet-lag in the midst of end of term. 

As promised, attached are the revisions for next term. 

Looking forward to working with you again. Let me know if you need further information or clarification. 

Happy Holidays to you and your family! 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mdriscol <mdriscol@email.unc .edu~ 

Monday, December 20, 2010 2:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Greetings 

You are always welcome! Might you consider coming by for an hour or so 
tonight? Some of your Department will be here. 
I can pick you up and ~ve will arrange a chauffeur for you back home; 
eye,zone knows you are really a "limousine leftist" anyway. Big hugs, 
Mark 

On Mon, 20 Dec 2010 18:10:23 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear Comrade Mark, 
> 
> Thanks for your friendship during the good and bad times in 2010. 
> 

> I wish you and a wonderful holiday season! 
> 

> In solidarity, 
> Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

support@africa nstudies.o rg 

Monday, December 20, 2010 3:29 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Transition to New Electronic Management Software 

Dear ASA members and friends, 

By the end of March 2011 the ASA will switch to new association electronic management software. The new software will enhance the 

ele~ronic capacity, hrtegrate databases with the web site, provide ftfformation in a more robust and h~teractive ma~rer, and better serve the 

ASA members, constituents and friends. 
As a membership organization, communication with a~d among the members and friends is vital to the ASA mission. The ASA Secretariat 

has been working long hours to make sure the transition goes as smoothly as possible. For tire next 6 to 7 weeks, there may be some 

information that is not up to date on the c~urrent web page or you may have difficulty logging on. While any frustrations are deeply 

regretted, it is hoped that the change will prove to be overwhelmingly positive. If you need assistance, please send a message to 

i~ffo@africanstudies.org and someone will respond withh~ 48 hours or on the Monday after a weekend. 

Sincere appreciation is extended for your conth~ued support of the African Studies Association. Please accept the best wishes of everyone at 

the ASA Secretariat for a prosperous and Happy New Year’. 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (support@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.uno.edu. 
To u~subsoribe, please click o~ this lii~k and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

onbehalfof+Millem~ium+lse.ac.uk@manuscriptcentral.com on behalf of 

Millennium@lse.ac.uk 

Tuesday, December 21,2010 3:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Reminder: Review Due Today - Millennium 

21-Dec-2010 

Dear Protl Sahle: 

Recently, you agreed to review- Manuscript ID 2~!JIS-2010-0196, entitled "Development and World Order." This e-mail is a reminder that your review- is no~v due. Please complete and submit 
your review via Manuscript Central - http://mc.manuscriptcentral com/miis. You may also access the manuscript and the reviewer form directly by clicking the following lil~: 

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/miis?URL MASK JJ9nkJCR5Ysns25i2ZRb 

Do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of an?- assistance. 

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ioam~is Papagaryfallou 
Depu~ Editor, Millennium 
Millennium@ lse.ac.uk 

Read us - http://mil sa~epub corn/ 

Join Millennium on Facebook - http://w~‘as~.faceb~ok.c~m/pa~es/M~ennium-Journa~-of-Internationa~-studies/~33241316700266 

Follow us on Twitter -http:i/twitter com/millenniournal 

Review [’or us through LibraryThing -http:i/www librarything corn/catalog/Millennium Journal 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary (;alvin <mgalvin@mail.ngo.za> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 6:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Chapter on Water Rights 

Dear Eunice 

Thanks for your email. 

I am really sorry that I let you down-- which is what I feel I cari read 
bet~veen the lines When I got out of hospital, you insisted that I 
could stay an author. I thought that was to make me feel better, as I 
stated that I was far from functioning[ You gave me a chance to send 
readings, but I had no idea what to send ~vithout more of a context 
Then there was a chance to read and send comments, but since you 
indicated you’d be able to read it before me, I thought I should wait 
until I read your con~nents so that we did not conflict or duplicate 

I do have some time over the holiday and can help with SA data., or 
will just give con~nent when you have reworked it. 

You know- that my main interest ;vas not to continue the uaacritical rah 
rah social movements as bastions of fighting neoliberalism, to add some 
nuance to the contradictions and to highlight some limitations of how 
stories are tuld. 

When will we see yuu in SA? WSF? I would really appreciate a persunal 
emai[ when yuu have time-- I find yuur very formal approach is a bit 
intimi dating an d distancing, if necessary! 

Best 

Mary 

SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Mary, 
> 

> After reviewing the material from Kara and Ben and meeting with Kara, we think that the best way forward is for me tu put the chapter tugether conceptually and otherwise. Further, for 
logistical and time management purpuses Ben and Kara will be responsible :[’or gathering any lhrther empirical material we need fur the Suuth Africa and Tanzania respectively Once I have a 
reworked chapter rea~dy I will share it with everyone for further cumment. ’]?he chapter will appear in a section titled "Debating human rights" which now has chapters by Distinguished 
Professor An-Na’im amung uthers 
> 

> Happy Holidays to everyune[ 
> Eunice. 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, December 2:[, 20:[0 :[:[:36 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°468 

The entire Letter team wishes you a Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year. We wish to thank 
you for your loyalty and invite you to read our next issue on 10th ,January 2011. 

Political Splits and Compromise in the European Parliament: voting in 
Strasbourg (Part Two), 
Thierry Chopin - Canaille L~piP, ay 

Foundation : Editorial I Donation I "Election"iBelarus I Women Financial Crisis : Cor:~mission I 
ECB I Ge!many I Belgium I CyF;rus I Denmark I Spain I Es~c.nia I Fi~a~x~ I Frar~,:se I Greece I 
Hungary I ireland I italy I Lstvia I ~o~and I ~o:-tu(:sl I Czech Republic I OECD European 6ouncil : 
Cc.nclusi,ar~ j F~nances Commission : Payments I 5:~ualiw j Pal:ent:s ~ Digital j C,,:)n~pe~itic.n I 
I::isca]it~, Parliament : Budget I Divorces I C~Lizens’ ~niti~t~ve I Control I AdverLish~9 I ~akharov 
Prize ~ounc[I : D[piomaay I Agricuil:ure/Fh~hedes I General A~fairs I Belayus ~ourt of J~stice : 
Drugs E~B : Capital 6ermany : Speech/Europe I Afghanistan I HeineiPH~e Spain : ~r~h~ Finland : 
T~air~ France : Spair~ Italy : Government Lithuania : Post Communism Poland : Euro 
~epu~lic : Res:gnat:.on U~ : Hea~Lhcare I ~nergy Sweden : AfghaRis~n U~raine : L~via ~o~il 
of Europe : Ireland O$~E : Belayus Eurostat : Employment I £~P:aLic.n I Trade I GDP I ]rfl:eE~e~: I 
Pov~rW Studies/~epo~ : Germany I PoverW P~bli~ations : Deve~opmen~ I Eu/~RLegration 
~ulture : Co~cerl:siV[enna I ~}~bitic.niR.ame I Vermee~i~xhibitk)n I ~xh~bitk)r~iNap.a~e.an I ].c,u~s 

DeHuc 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 

J In an editorial published on his site entitled "The Euro, Europe and the Markets", 
.~.iI photonon dispo lean-Dominique Giuliani looks into the crisis in Europe and the need for more 

assertive European integration. 

j Approved by the State by the decree on 18th .January, 1992 published in the 
.~.iI photo non dispo .Journal Officiel on 21st February, 1992, the Robert Schuman Foundation can 

receive donations from private persons and companies. Tax payers benefit get 
tax back equal to 66% of the amount donated. It is limited to 20% of taxable 
income (art. 200-3 C.G.I). Companies liable to income tax or company tax 
benefit can get 60% of this back, limited to 0.5% of their turnover. (art. 238 bis 
2 CGI). Private parties who pay solidarity tax on wealth can deduct 78% of the 

total of their donation up to a limit of 80,000 euro (art 888-0 V bis A C.G.I). You can make a secure, 
on-line donation on the Foundation’s site. 

"Election"iBelarus 

j As expected Aleksander Lukashenko won the pseudo-election that took place on 
.~.iI photo non dispo 19th December in the first round with 79.7% of the vote. He came out ahead of 

former Foreign Minister and European opposition leader Andrey Sannikov and 
poet and leader of the "Govori Pravdou" movement (Say the truth!)Vladimir 
Neklyev who won 6.1% each! None of the other seven candidates won over 8%! 

Turnout rose to 90.66% ie slightly below that recorded during the pseudo-election on 19th March 
2006 (-1.9 points). Many demonstrations took place in Minsk. The opposition was muted and 
imprisoned. The EU and the USA denounced the undemocratic attitude of those in power. 

j Whilst the draft Citizens’ Initiative created by the Lisbon Treaty has just been 
.~.iI photo non dispo approved by the European Parliament the Robert Schuman Foundation is 

launching in 2011 with the support of the European Commission and in 
partnership with the Karamanlis Institute and the Polish Robert Schuman 
Foundation work to raise awareness of this new tool amongst women in Europe. 

The site will be improved in the coming weeks to allow the greatest number to take part. The 
European Citizens’ Initiative will enable citizens to put forward new legislative measures directly to 
the Commission. To launch an iniative seven citizens from seven different countries rallied in a 
organisers’ committee will be adequate. To be admissible the initiative will then have to collate, 
within one year, at least one million signatures from European citizens of voting age from at least 
one quarter of the 27 EU Member States. 



Financial Crisis 

j The European Financial system is still weak and exposed to the danger of further 
~iI photo non dispo crisis in spite of recent signs of recovery on the markets estimated the 

European Commission on 14th December in its quarterly report on the Euro 
Area. "Although the dangers are less systemic and are more focused on specific 
EU Member States, the possibility of it spreading to extremely interconnected 

markets means that the EU’s financial system remains exposed as a whole." The Commission adds 
that economic recovery is more than ever before the condition to achieve maximum confidence on 
the European State debt market. 

Read 

ECB 

j The European Central Bank announced on 16th December the launch oF the 
~iI photonon dispo European Systemic Eisk Committee, an independent body responsible For 

monitoring Financial stability in the EU. It is chaired by lean-Claude Trichet, 
President oF the European Central Bank and its HQ will be in FrankFurt. its 
Deputy Chairman Mervyn King, governor oF the Bank oF England was appointed 

on 16th December- by the General Council oF the ECB. The creation oF this Financial surveillance 
committee was decided by the European Commission after the G20 summit in London last year. its 
task is to step up Imacro-prudential’ surveillance oF the European financial system to try and avoid a 
financial crisis such as the one that occurred in 2008. The First general meeting oF this committee will 
take place on 20th .January during its inaugural ceremony. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

j According to the latest data by the Economic Research Centre and the Research 
.~.iI phot ..... dispo Centre on European Economy (ZEW), growth is due to continue in Germany in 

2011. The ZEW spoke of positive economic development and stronger growth. 
Its six-monthly Forecast index rose by 2.5 points to reach 4.3 points in 
December. According to IFo the Germany economy will continue to recover at a 
strong pace and growth is due to lie at 2.4% in 2011. The unemployment rate is 

due to decline to 7%. 

Belgium 

~i phot .... dispo ~ 
J 

"Belgium’s economic results in 2010 were better than expected," concluded the 
annual IMF report published on 13th December. The Belgian economy, with a 
growth rate higher than the European average continues to recover from the 
shock of the financial crisis and the global recession, but in order to succeed 
Belgium must "immediately" stabilise its economic situation" says the IMF 

report, 

I Cypriot MPs adopted the severest budget in the island’s history on 16th 
photo nondispo December in order to bring its budgetary deficit below the 4.5% GDP mark as 

demanded by the European Union, Finance Minister Charilaos Stavrakis said 
that Cyprus was on the right road to reduce its 2011 deficit below the 4% GDP 
mark. 

J According to a press release by the Danish Finance Minister on 13th December 

~:~:i photonon dispo the Danish economy is recovering after the world economic recesssion. The 
ministry says that economic growth is returning and that - in comparison with 
other countries - the unemployment rate is still low. GDP growth in 2010 was 

reviewed upwards Lo 2%. It is due Lo continue with 1.7% in 2011 and 1.5% in 2012. The budgetary 
deficit in 2010 is estimated at 3.6% of the GDP- 4.7% in 2011 and 3.4% in 2012. In 2013 the 
ministry is forecasting a deficit below 3% of the GDP. According to a press release by the IMF on 
16th December Denmark is recovering after a deep recession. Moreover world economic recovery 
as well as the stabilisation of the financial markets have stimulated exports and confidence. 

Spain 

j The Spanish public administration’s debt reached 611.19 billion euros in the 
.~.iI photo non dispo third quarter ie 87.7% of the GDP, the highest proportion since 2000 according 

to figures published on 17th December by the Bank of Spain. in addition to this 
slow recovery started in Spain in the first half of 20:1_0 but growth is due to 
remain "weak" because of the necessary adjustments to the housing sector and 

the high level of private debt said the OECD on 20th December. in its latest forecasts the 
organisation is reckoning on a rise in the Spanish GDP of 0.9% next year, after a decline of 0.2% 
this year and on an unemployment rate of 19.1% after 19.8% in 2010. 

Read [ Othe:- hnk :: Othe:- link                                                                     I] .1 

j The international Monetary Fund (IMF) welcomed in its annual report on 13th 
.~.iI photonon dispo December Estonia’s success on its road to the euro which means that its 

moderate economic policy in application For the last two decades had been 
correct. Estonia’s membership of the Euro Area planned for 1st .]anuary 2011 
should not be a problem. On the contrary it will enable it to make more of 

investments, push aside the spectre of the devaluation of the Estonian currency and make the 
country more accessible to economic partners most of whom come from the Euro Area. 



Finland 
According to figures published on 14th December by the national statistics 

i~} photo non dispo insitute, Statistics Finland, the annual inflation rate lay at 2.5% in November in 
Finland in comparison with 2.3% in October. Consumer prices notably increased 
because of a rise in telephone costs and major fluctuations in air travel. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Fra nee 

i On 16th December French Parliament adopted the draft Finance law For 2011 
~iI photo nondispo that plans to bring the public deficit down to 7.7 ,o oF the GDP at the end oF 2010 

and to 6% at the end oF 2013. The 2011 budget will involve an unprecedented 
eFFort to control spending. 

On 17th December the International Monetary Fund (IMF)approved the release 
photo nondispo oF around 2.5 billion eurosas part oF the aid plan to Greece. According to the 

IMF the programme started well but diFFiculties continue notably in the public 
sector and investors are still reticent about Greece. The plan has reached a 
crucial stage. The IMF therefore stressed that the next decisions that the Greek 
government takes will be decisive For the success oF the aid programme. 

Hungaty 
On 14th December the Hungarian Parliament adopted a law that nationalises 

:~} phot .... dispo private pensions funds- 280 votes in F ...... 88 against and 43 abstentions; this 
should enable the country to improve significantly the state oF its public 
finances. The law gives the three million Hungarians who have been contributing 
to a private pension until the end oF February to decide whether they will join 

the state system with the money they have saved until now. 

IreiP.nd 

j The Irish Parliament approved the EU and IMF’s rescue plan 81 votes against 75 
photo nondispo on 15th December-it totals 85 billion eurosconcluded last month. For its part 

on 16th December the IMF’s executive bureau validated its contribution to the 
rescue plan to a total of 22.5 billion euros in the shape of a three year loan. 

Read I Other Ib’=k i Other hnk                                                                     ~ 

Italy’s public debt is one of the highest in the world in total values reaching a 
new record in October of 1.867 billion euros against 1.844 billion in September, 
its previous record announced the Bank of Italy on 14th December. The Italian 
debt which reached 115.8% oF the GDP in 2009 is due to rise to 118.5% this 
year according to government forecasts then to 119.2% in 2011 before 
dropping to 117.5% in 2012 and 115.2% in 2013. 

[.a~via 

J The International Monetary Fund and the European Commission asked Latvia to 

~i photo non dispo save more than planned in its draft budget 2011. The aim is to get below the 
3% GDP mark in 2012. Sudden developments in the crisis in the euro area and 
delays in adopting the European curency by Latvia may threaten the recovery 
of the Latvian economy said the IMF. This is why the IMF and the European 

Commission have asked "For additional structural measures of at least 50 million lats (70 million 
euros)" which "are still necessary to achieve the right adjustment For 2011." 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Polsnd 

j The Diet, the lower Chamber in the Polish Parliament, adopted the Finance law 
~:~iI photo non dispo 2011 on 16th December- reckoning on GDP growth of 3.5% and on public 

% finance deficit of 6.5 .o. The State budget was approved by 235 MPs, 187 against 
and three abstentions. Revenues are due to rise next year to 273.3 billion zlotys 
(68.33 billion euros) and spending to 313.5 billion zlotys (78.38 billion euros). 
The GDP in the third quarter of 2010 increased by 1.3% in comparison with the 

previous quarter and by 4.7% in comparison with the third quarter of 2009. The public Finance deficit 
expected in 2010 was revised by the Finance Ministry to 7.9% of the GDP. 

Read I Cther Hnk 

Portugal 
On 18th December the Portuguese government announced a series oF 

ii~;(iI photo non dispo measures to improve the competitiveness oF its economy and to enhance the 
control oF its public accounts. FiFty measures were planned For to make the 
labour market more Flexible, reduce company costs and to support exports. 



Czech Republic 
The Chamber of Czech Deputies adopted at third reading on 18th December an 

i~} photonon dispo austerity budget For 20:[:[, with a public finance deficit limited to 4.6% of the 
GDP. The text includes significant cuts in social spending as well as reductions in 
civil servants’ salaries and in the State’s bonus for holders of a savings account. 

The public deficit is expected to reach 8.3% in 20:[0. The government is hoping to bring it down to 
2.9% in 20:[3. 

~ 

OECD 
An OECD study published on :[3th December concludes that the euro area is 

~i photo nondispo emerging at present from recession which it experienced after the financial and 
economic crisis and is forecasting growth of :[.8% and 2% over the next two 
years. However according to the same report major economic, budgetary and 
financial imbalance has emerged, making it necessary to implement coherent 
reform programmes. [n addition to this the OECD report of :[8th December 
stresses a worsening in youth unemployment (18-29 age group) in spite of 

economic recovery. This is due to remain at :[8% in 20:[:[ ie more than twice the average 
unemployment out of all age ranges. The report invites governments to take precise action by using 
existing examples and by giving priority to young unqualified people who are of immigrant origin 
living in poor areas. 

Read I Cthe! link 

European Council : 
Ccncb.lsions 

The 27 heads of State and government of the EU who met on :[6th and :[7th 
~i photo non dispo December agreed to modify the Lisbon Treaty in view of creating a Permanent 

Rescue Fund to protect the Euro Area’s Financial stability as a whole. They called 
to step up the pace in work relative to economic governance and welcomed the 
Commission’s intention to present proposals with regard to a new multi-annual 

Framework by .June. With regard to the external policy they welcomed recent significant development 
with the Union’s strategic partners. They decided to grant Montenegro the status of candidate country 
which the country had been working towards since 2008. Condemning the violence that has occurred 
since the second round of the Presidential election in C6te d’[voire they called on all civilian and 
military leaders to place themselves under the authority of the democratically elected Alassane 
OuaLtara. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j Five European leaders Nicolas Sarkozy, Angela Merkel, David Cameron, Mark 
~iI photo non dispo Rutte and Marl Kiviniemi addressed a letter on :[8th December to the European 

Commission demanding a freeze in the EU budget in the name oF austerity. 
"European public spending cannot be exempted from significant eFFort by the 
Member States which are aiming to bring their public spending under control," 

write the five European leaders. "The implementation oF ambitious European policies at the service oF 
its citizens is possible but with a stable amount oF spending. [t demands a better use oF the funds 
available," they believe. [n real terms the Five leaders advise that "payment appropriations" do not 
increase "more than inflation ongoing during the period covered by the next multiannual financial 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 

j The generalisation of the single payment system in the euro area - SEPA (Single 
.~.iI photo non dispo Euro Payment Area) is to be stepped up said the European Commission on :[6th 

December as it gave its draft regulation to the Member States and MEPs. The 
Commission wants to plan For the establishment of deadlines across the EU For 
the abolition of the present national systems of credit transfers and direct debits 

to replace them by the new tools of the Single Payments Area (SEPA). This system will enable the 
reduction of payment costs, enhancement of competition by making cross-border payments as 
simple as national ones (ie a delay of one working day For credit transfers in Europe For no charge at 
all). 20 million companies and more than 500 million of citizens would be concerned by this 
development that may become a reality in 20:[2. 

Equaiity 

j On :[Tth December the European Commission launched a new equal 
~iI photo non dispo opportunities strategy For the period leading up to 20:[4. This strategy is based 

on three principles: developing a balanced labour force; promoting a more 
flexible working environment; ensuring the appropriation oF the strategy at the 
highest level. New goals will be established with regard to the number of women 

within the intermediary and higher management sector and For the recruitment oF women to 
adminstrator posts. Each Commission service will have to develop its own action plan to achieve 
these goals and regular reviews will be given by the human resources directorate general. 

Patents 

j On 14th December the European Commission presented a proposal opening the 

~i photo nondispo way to an enhanced cooperation agreement between the greatest possible 
number of Member States in view oF creating a single European paLent. This 
system of unified protection will help Member States who so wish to create the 
vital patent by way oF one request which will be valid in all parLicipating 

countries. Obtaining a patent at present is more expensive in Europe than in the USA because of 
naLional validation and translation costs. This situation has been indeed dissuasive for European 
research, development, innovation and competitiveness. 

Digitai 



j On 15th December the European Commission presented 40 measures in view of 
.~.iI photo non dispo improving access to on-line public services. Amongst these measures 

administrations will have to enable private parties and companies to register 
with the chamber of commerce, to ask for social and healthcare services, to 
enrol for university study or to make an offer as part of public procurement. 

According to the Commission on-line administration can enhance European competitiveness and 
enable State authorities to offer better quality, cheaper services in these times of budgetary 
restrictions. This programme is part of the digital strategy whose goal it is to bring the usage rate of 
on-line administrative services by citizens up to 50% and up to 80% by companies by 2015. 

Competltion 
With the adoption of new guidelines and two exemption regulations on 14th 

i~} phot .... dispo D .... her the European Commissi ..... iewed its rules f ..... peration 
agreements between competing companies- the so-called "horizontal 
agreements". The Commission hopes to help competing companies to join 
forces to achieve synergy or to manufacture at lower prices. This authorisation 

is part of the Europe 2020 strategy which aims to improve innovation and competitiveness. 

Fiscality 
On 20th December the Commission published a communication in which is lays 

~i photo non dispo out the most serious fiscal problems that Union citizens have to face in cross- 
border situations and announced its plans to remedy this. When individuals set 
up home, work and invest abroad they can be subject to double taxation and 
encounter other difficulties notably in requesting tax reimbursements or 

obtaining information about foreign tax rules. In its Communication the Commission plans for new 
measures to be taken both on an EU level as well as in the Member States so that citizens are no 
longer dissuaded in taking up cross-border activities. 

Parliament : 
Budge~ 

On lSth December the European Parliament adopted the Union’s 2011 budget 
.~.~ photo non dispo which it rejected last month. MEPs accepted a moderate increase of 2.gl ,o with 

regard to payment appropriations which total 126.5 billion euros, commitment 
appropriations (’which define future spending) totalling 141.8 billion. MEPs 
succeeded in securing their future participation in negotiations with regard to the 

financial prospects for the period 2014-2020, but this still has to be defined. They also said they ’were 
pleased with the holding of a debate in 2011 on the opportunity of creating new own resources. An 
agreement between Parliament, the Commission and the Council includes the release of additional 
Funds during the year to honour the EU’s legal obligations by means of corrected budgets~ 

/[i~} in virtue of th ...... gulation adopted by MEPs on 15th D .... ber int .... tional 
photonon dispo couples who divorce will soon be able to choose the legal regime of the EU 

which will govern their separation. These new rules will enable a Franco-German 
couple living in Belgium to choose which law - French, German or Belgian will 
apply to their divorce. Fourteen Member States (Belgium, Bulgaria, Germany, 
Spain, France, italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, Hungary, Malta, Austria, Portugal, 
Romania and Slovenia) which via an enhanced cooperation agreement between 

States have decided to implement these rules. Other Member States may join at any time. 

r&&~4 1 f~.~.[:.~r..]}.i’..~l I I 
Citizens’ I!~itia~:ive 

J European Parliament adopted the CitizensI initiative by a wide majority on 15tIq 
~iI photo non dispo December. Part of the Lisbon Treaty the Citizens’ initiative will enable European 

citizens to put forward new legislative measures for- the EU directly to the 
European Commission. To launch this initiative it will be enough for seven 
citizens from seven different countries to come together in an organisers’ 

committee. To be admissible the initiative will then have to collate in the space of one ’fear at least a 
million signatures from European citizens who are old enough to vote from at least one quarter- of 
the Unionls 27 Member States. Safeguards designed to prevent abuses and fraud have been planned 
for such as the ban on demeaning "European values". The Council is due to adopt the new legislation 
formally in the next few weeks. 

in line with the Lisbon Treaty the European Parliament consolidated its role as 

~i photonon dispo co-legislator by approving a new control mechanism on 17th December which 
will give it the right of scrutiny over the European Commission’s projects, if 
Parliament believes that a measure taken by the Commission goes beyond its 
competence it may oblige it to re-examine its text. This new mechanism will 

replace "comitology" (committees comprising representatives from the Member States) by two new 
procedures (advisory and examination procedures) that will apply when the Parliament and the 
Council intend to confer implementing powers on the Commission. This new mechanism is due to 
enter into force on March 1st 2011. 

Read J Other li!~k 

Adver~ish-:g 

j Consumers should be informed of new misleading, intrusive advertising 
.~.iI photonon dispo techniques used on the internet according to a resolution adopted by the 

European Parliament on 15th December. MEPs also asked for special measures 
to be taken to protect vulnerable groups. The framework of this directive on 
unfair trading practices dating back to 2005 now appears to out of date in the 

opinion of the MEPs because new practices have developed since then on the internet. This resolution 
which was supported by Philippe 3uvin (EPP, FR) asked for the insertion of the phrase "clearly legibile 
behavioural advertising" in on-line advertising as ’well as an information window explaining what this 



practice is. 

i in the ilk of the Nobel Peace Prize 2010 an empty chair also remained empty on 
~iI photo non dispo 15th September at the European Parliament during the award of the Sakharov 

Prize given to Cuban regime opponent Guillermo Farinas. The latter however did 
send NEPs a pre-recorded message. Director of the illegal agency Cubanacan 
Press and member of the illegal movement "Cuban Democratic Alliance" 

Guillermo Farinas, 48, is the third Cuban opponent to win the Sakharov Prize after Oswaldo Paya in 
2002, the Women in White, wives of political prisoners in 2005. 

Council : 
Dipbmacy 

I The 27 Foreign Affairs Ministers declared on 13th December that they were 
~iI photo non dispo ready to acknowledge the State of Palestine and to provide vital European aid 

for the recovery and economic development of Gaza. They also congratulated 
Alassane Ouattara on his election as President of C6te d’Ivoire and called for 
calm. They welcomed the completion of the enrolment procedure for voters in 

Sudan which is a major stage in preparation work for the referendum on self-rule in South Sudan 
that will take place on 9th January. Finally the High Representative Catherine Ashton informed 
ministers of the negotiations she had undertakn on behalf of France, Germany, the UK, China, Russia 
and the USA with the negotiator of the Tranian nuclear question on 6th and 7th December last. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Agr:cui{ureiFisheRes 

i The 27 European Agriculture I’qinisters reached a political agreement on 13th 
~{iI photo non dispo and 14th December on the fishing quotas for 2011, this notably involves a 

reduction of 10% in total allowable captures (TACs) with regard to turbot and 
sprat. They also planned for significant reductions for cod and herring, fish 
which have been over-fished for several years. Also [vlinisters accepted the 

Commission’s proposal allowing milk producers to meet to negotiate prices with industrialists. They 
debated the CAP on the horizon of 2020 welcoming the Commission’s proposal for an agricultural 
quality package. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

General Affairs 

J On ~_4th December European Ministers approved the 30th November agreement 

~:~:i photo non dispo on the Citizens’ initiative with the European Parliament. In its next meeting the 
Council plans to adopt a draft regulation. They discussed the enlargement 
policy, encouraging Turkey to continue negotiations for membership to the 
European Union. The Council also said that Croatia had reached the last stage in 

negotiations for the membership treaty. Finally they re-iterated their commitment for the economic 
and political stabilisation of the Balkans in view of EU membership. 

j The European Union firmly condemned the repression organised by the Belarus 
~iI photo non dispo authorities led by Lukashenko against the opposition that was the target of 

violence and who were almost all imprisoned (7 of the 9 other candidates). 

Read [Other 

Court of Justice : 
Dr~igs 

] For the very first time on 16th December the Court of Justice decided on 

photo non dispoj behalf of public safety and with the goal of fighting against drug terrorism to restrict the freedom of movement of European citizens, indeed it believes 
that the Dutch authorities have the right to ban foreign tourists entry to the 
"coffee shops". This restriction of freedom of movement was believed 
acceptable in that these products are illegal in other states. Non-residents in 
the Netherlands will not be able to benefit from this trade. The Court pointed 

to the practical aspects of checking identity with the Dutch court. 

ECB : 
Cap:{ai 

j On ~_6th December the European Central Bank decided to increase its 
~iI photo non dispo subscribed capital by 5 billion euros. Hence it rises from 5.76 billion eurosto 

10.76 billion as of 29th December 2010. The ECB’s Governing Council took this 
decision in line with the statutes of the European Central Banks System and the 
ECB as well as Regulation No 1009/2000 of the Council dated 8th May 2000 

which stipulates that the ECB can increase its capital to a maximum of this amount. 

gtead                                                                                                        ~ 

Speeci~/Europe 

J On the eve of the European Council, German Chancellor Angela Iterkel gave a 
~:: photo non dispo speech to the Bundestag in which she stressed "The euro is our joint goal and 

Europe is our joint future." She said she ~’~as confident that Member States 
would succeed in coming to agreement at the European Council over the 
adoption of a ne~’~ crisis management mechanism in the Euro Area. in addition 

to this she also declared that the euro had resisted quite well to the crises and that the single 
currency was stable. "Europe is a community of responsibility," continued the Chancellor saying that 
it was necessary to assume this responsibility together. 



A fg h a n i~si:a n 

I The government’s assessment report on the situation in Afghanistan has just ~iI photonon dispo been punished. It describes Germany’s commitment and goes over the three 
main areas in which the international community is being deployed~ security, 
governance and developmentl ’IAs part of the transfer of security 
responsibilities the government intends to reduce some military presence that 

will no longer be required by the end of 2011 - beginning of 2012 - without however being able to set 
a specific date," says the report. Defence Minister KarI-Theodor zu Guttenberg travelled to 
Afghanistan on 13th December and Chancellor Angela Merkel on 18th December. 

I I 
Heine/Prize 

] The Heinrich Heine Prize awarded by the town of D0sseldorf was attributed 

photo non dispoj this year to Simone Veil, former French Minister and former President of the 
European Parliament. "Tn line with Heinrich Heine’s approach Ms Veil has 
helped to give a soul to Europe," explained the Jury. During the award 
ceremony on 13th December Simone Veil expressed her thanks stressing the 
importance of Franco-German friendship. The prize is one of the most 
prestigious awards in Germany rewarding writers or public personalities. 

Spain : 
Train 

I The head of the Spanish government .los~ Luis Rodriguez Zapatero inaugurated 
~iI photo non dispo the new high speed line Madrid-Valence (LGV) on 18th December with King Juan 

Carlos; this should enable the country- which is in crisis- to become the 
European leader in this sector. 

K~!. I ~!~l~.E.!iE.!’~ I I 
Finland : 

On 12th December the Finnish President Tarja Halonen participated in the 
.~.iI photonon dispo opening ceremony of the new high speed train "AHegro" that shortens the 

journey time between Heiainki and St Petersburg by around 5.5 hours down to 
3.5 hours. The president went on board the train in Helainki and was joined by 

Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin in Vyborg, a Russian town in the North West. They continued 
their journey together Lo St Petersburg and discussed cooperation in the border area of Vyborg as 
well as economic and cultural relations. The Finnish Transport Minister Anu Vehvilainen said that 
Finland and Russia were entering a new era with the launch of the rapid train service. 

Spair= 
Mich~le Alliot-Marie, French Foreign Minister was the guest of her Spanish 

.~.iI photonon dispo counterpart Trinidad .limenez on 17th December. During this interview they 
addressed bilateral issues including cross-border cooperation as well as the 
European patent, economic governance, financial perspectives, the Union for 

the Mediterranean and enlargement. Topical international news was addressed also: the peace 
process in the Middle East, Sahel, Western Sahara and Afghanistan as well as issues of security and 
defence. 

Italy : 

] On 14th December the Italian Chamber of Deputies rejected the motion 
[~:i photo non dispoJ challenging the President of the Council Silvio Berlusconi thereby confirming 

the Senate’s vote that gave its confidence to the government 162 votes in 
favour, 135 against and 11 abstentions. The score was even tighter with 314 
MPs voting for, 311 against and 2 abstentions. Several demonstrations took 
place in Rome and elsewhere in the country on the same day in protest 
against the government. 

Lithuania : 

j The Foreign Ministers of Bulgaria, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania and the 
.~.iI photonon dispo Czech Republic addressed a letter on 14Lh December to the Vice-President of 

the European Commission, Viviane Reding to establish European legislation that 
will punish any negation of communist crimes as was the case with the 
Holocaust. They are asking for the "puNic approvaJ, the negation and 

banalisation of totaiitarian crimes" to be punishable by law whatever government was responsible. 
The negation the crimes committed by Nazi Germany is prohibited in many European countries but 
the six countries who signed the letter want new measures Lo be taken to include crimes committed 
by the Soviet Union and saLelJite communist regimes. 

Poland : 
ELiro 

j On 15th December Polish President Bronislaw Komorowski attended a meeting 

~:~:i photo non dispo of the Lower Chamber of Parliament on the draft amendment of the Constitution 
designed to simplify Poland’s future membership of the euro area. This draft put 
forward by Mr Komorowski revises the organisation of the Central Bank of 
Poland (NBP), its role, its independence as well as its participation in the 

European Central Bank system. When it joined the European Union in 2004, Poland committed to 
joining the euro area long term but no deadline was ever set. 



Czech Republic : 
Resignation 

i On 16th December the Czech opposition (CSSD) delivered a motion of censure ~iI photo non dispo against Petr Necas’ (ODS) government after a suspected corruption scandal 
within the Environment Ministry. Environment Minister Pavel Drobil (ODS) 
announced his resignation on 15th December after revelations whereby he is 
said to have asked for the destruction of compromising documents over the 

manipulation of calls for tender. The vote has been set for 22nd December~ 

UK: 

I The British government presented the next stages in the reform to the 
~] photo nondispo healthcaresystem on 15th December. This initiative comes after the publication 

of a White Paper in July 2010 and sets a timetable for its implementation. This 
reform suggests improving the performance of the healthcare system by 
simplifying administrative structures and by reducing waiting time. 

Energy 

1 The British government presented a series of proposals on the reform of the 

photonondispoj 
electricity market on 16th December. This should help the UKlaunch itself 
into the electricity investment competition, to Facilitate the development of 
industries using clean energy and to offer the best possible compromise to 
consumers. With regard to this David Cameron recalled that he wanted his 
country "to have clean, reliable, cheap energy." He notably promised to offer 
consumers prices that are lower than those pracicised on the present market. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Sweden : 
Afghanlstan 

] On 15th December the Swedish Parliament extended the Swedish troops’ 
~:i photonondispo] manadate in AFghanistan until the end of 2011. "The Swedish Forces in 

Afghanistan has an extended mandate of one year. Sweden is "placing a 
maximum of 855 people at the international Assistance and Security Force’s 
disposal," according to a decision by Parliament. 

Read JOd’~er link 

Ukraine : 

I Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovich travelled to Latvia on 15th December; he 
~iI photo non dispo was guest to his Latvian counterpart Valdis Zatlers in Riga who said he 

supported "unquestionably" the establishment of a free trade agreement 
between the EU and Ukraine. 

Read JOd’~er link 

Council of Europe : 
lr@and 

The European Court of Human Rights which was called upon on 16th December 

i~} photo non dispo to give a decision on the compatibility of the ban on abortion in ireland with the 
right to private and Family life, gave a nuanced opinion, in effect the judges 
believed that in both instances where the life of the mother was not directly in 
danger that the ban on abortion was not an infringement to their rights. 

Believing the case of a third mother suffering From cancer the judges did however believe that 
ireland was guilty. Indeed the irish Constitution allows abortion since 1983 if the mother’s life is 
directly threatened, but no law has yet been adopted to enable the implementation of this 
amendment. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

OSCE : 
Belarus 

i Belarus still has a "significant way to go" before elections are judged to be free 

~i photonon dispo said the OBCE on 20th December in its assessment of the election that was 
marked by the arrest of a number of opposition candidates. "This election did 
not help to give the country the new start it needed," regretted the head of the 
electoral observation mission of the OSCE in Europe, Tonly Lloyd in a press 

release. "The counting of votes lacked transparency" he stressed. 

j The number of people with employment remained stable in the euro area and in 
~] photo non dispo the EU in the third quarter of 2010 in comparison with the previous quarter 

according to provisional estimates published by Eurostat on 15th December. in 
the second quarter of 2010 employment increased by 0.1% in both areas. 
These Figures have been adjusted to seasonal variations. 



According to figures published by Eurostat on 16th December the annual 
.~j photonon dispo inflation rate in the Euro Area lay at 1.9% in November 2010, unchanged in 

comparison with October. One year ago it lay at 0.5%. The monthly inflation 
rate lay at 0.1% in November 2010. The EU’s annual inflation rate lay at 2.3% in 
November 2010 unchanged against October. One year ago it lay at 1%. The 

monthly inflation rate lay at 0.2% in November 2010. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Trade 

j According to figures published by Eurostat on 17th December the Euro Area 
~:: photo non dispo recorded an external trade surplus of 5.2 billion euros with the rest of the world 

compared with 4.8 billion more in October 2009. In October 2010 in comparison 
with September 2010 exports adjusted to seasonal variations decreased by 
0.1% and imports by 1.3%. 

GDP 

I According to statistics published by Eurostat on 15th December the GDP per 

~i photonon dispo capita varied in 2009 according to the I~lember States by between 44% and 
271% of the Union average. The GDP per capita in Luxembourg was two and 
half times higher than the EU average, This high level is partly due to the 
important share of border workers in total employment, A brief overview of 

these figures reveals that in 2009, Ireland, Austria and Denmark lay between 20% and 30% above 
the EU average whilst Sweden, Germany, Belgium, Finland and the UK were between 10% and 20% 
above the average. 

I 70% of European households now have access to internet. This figure was not 

~i photo non dispo above 50% in 2006; these are the revelations of the most recent Eurostat study 
published on 14th December with regard to the use of ICTs. Enormous disparity 
still remains. Hence although 91% of households in the Netherlands and 90% of 
households in Luxembourg have an internet access there are only 33% in 

Bulgaria, 42% in Romania and 46% in Greece. However says Eurostat if the 2010 data is compared 
with that of 2006 the level of internet access tripled in Romania and doubled in Bulgaria and Greece, 
likewise in the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia. The survey also covers other indicators such 
as on-line shopping, on-line administration, internet security and advanced communication and 
information services. 

I 116 million European citizens, ie nearly one quarter of the EU’s population were 
~iI photo nondispo threatened by poverty or social exclusion in 2008 according toa study published 

on 13th December by Eurostat. The European Commission has shown its aim 
via the EU2020 strategy to reduce the number of people facing the danger of 
poverty and social exclusion by ten million in ten years time. Amongst the 

Member States Bulgaria (45%), Romania (44%), Latvia (34%) and Poland (31%) have the greatest 
shares whilst the Netherlands, Sweden and the Czech Republic (15% each), Luxembourg and 
Denmark (16%) each have the lowest percentages. 

Studies/Reports : 

r ] The F ..... IG ..... Relations Studies Committee (CERFA)at [he F .... h 

[ photo nondispoj International Relations Insitute (IFRI) has just published a study by R~mi 
Lallement entitled "L’~conomie allemande en sortie de crise. Une surprenante 
r~silience". (The Germany economy emerging from the crisis. Surprising 
resilience). 

j The draconian austerity decided upon by the British government will throw 
.~j photonon dispo nearly one million people into total poverty said the Institute for Budgetary 

Studies on 17th December. By the end of 2014 900,000 people will be plunged 
into the "total poverty" category that includes families with a real revenue of 
less than 60% of the average 2010/11 revenue calculates the IFS. 

Publications : 
Developmen~ 

j New work on the EU’s external action entitled "European Development Aid" has 
~] photo non dispo just been published. Its author Corinne Balleix describes the functioning of the 

European cooperation development policy and its articulation with the various 
cooperation policies of the various Member States. She also looks into the aid 
goals that transcend the issue of development alone, aid that helps to defend 

trade, political and geostratetgical interests of the Union. 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 

ELII/IR Leg ration 

J Nomos publishing has released the 2010 book of European Integration 
.~j photo non dispo (.]ahrbuch der Europaischen Integration 2010), under the management of 

Werner Weidenfeld and Wolfgang Wessels. For the last thirty years this work 
has reviewed the major developments in European integration every year. 
Around 90 authors contribute to it. 



Culture : 
Concerts/Vienna 

j On 31st December and 1st ~]anuary the traditional New Year’s concerts will take 
~iI photo non dispo place in Vienna, organised by the Viennese Orchestra of Hofburg, The concert 

programme notably includes the best known music in waltzes and operettas by 
.]ohan Strauss as well as airs and duos from operas by Wolfgang Mozart. 

Exblbition/Rome 
The Farn@se Palace which is home to the Embassy of France in Rome is opening 

~i photo non dispo its doors to the public for four months to reveal the treasures of the Farn@se 
collection. This exceptional exhibition entitled "Palais Farn@se- De la 

Renaissance ~ I’Ambassade de France (Farnese Palace from the Renaissance to 
the Embassy of France) is showing around 150 works (drawings, sculptures, 

paintings and works of art)that belonged the Farn@se, a famous Roman family until 27th April. 

The National Galleries of Scotland are offering an exhibition "The Young 
photo non dispo Vermeer" until 13Lh March. This exhibition brings together three of the 36 

paintings that exist by the grand Dutch painter .Johannes Vermeer (1632-1675). 
This artist created three of the works between 16S3 and 1656: "Diane and her 
Nymphs", "Christ in the House of Martha and Mary" as well as the "Procuress". 

Reed 

L~:xh i bition,’ N a poleor] 

j The exhibition "Napoleon and Europe-the dream and Trauma" will be on show at 

~:~:i photo non dispo the Centre of Art and Exhibitions of the Federal Republic of Germany in Bonn 
until 25th April before moving to the Military Museum in Paris in 2012. This 

exhibition comes under the high patronage of German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French 
President Nicolas Sarkzoy. 

j The 68th Louis Delluc Prize was awarded on 17th December to the film 
.~.iI photo nondispo "Myst~resde Lisbonne" byFranco-Chilean film-maker Raoul Ruiz. ~nspired bya 

novel by Portuguese writer Camilo Castelo Branco - the feature film by Raoul 
Ruiz is particularly long since it lasts 4 hours 26 minutes, it looks into the fate of 

an orphan raised by a priest in Lisbon in 19th century. 

Agenda : 

December 20th 2010 
EU "Environment" Council 

January 1st 2011 
Membership by Estonia of the Euro Area 
Launch of European Volunteers’ Year 

January lOth 2011 
"Agriculture and Fisheries" Council 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, .]ohanna Karl-.]oubert ; Alain Bloedt, Fanny Dubray, Flavia 
Mi, Peter Skopec, Pauline Wartel 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale .]oannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. ~t encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr. 3ean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edward Levy @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 12:29 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

London Greetings From Edward Levy 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

My apologies for taldng so long to write you! I’ve just finished my last term 1 essay at SOAS. I have been having a wonderful experience in London. I’m t~king two 
core courses that are two terms long-- TheoD~, Practice and Policy of Development and Globalisation, Governance and Development. My option course this tem~ was 

"Issued in Forced Migration"-- veD~ interesting. In Janumy I roll either take one on Food Securi .ty or Middle East/North African politics... 

Chris Lee told me about Dr. Dtmbar.... That is incredibly sad and I feel terrible that I was in London during the memorial service. I am extraordinarily thankl"ul for 

eve .vzthing you all did to help me realize my UK opportunity. 

My plans Ii~r next yeax include hopefully getting a job in the UK or somewhere else in the UK... Or perhaps a masteis at LSE in International Relations. 

I an~ scheduled to be in Greensboro Dec 25th-Jan 7th but might be snowed in.. IfI make it and you have time I’d love to ~e you... 

All the best regardless, 

Edward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bellamy, Frank (Student Stores) <GFBELLAMY@store.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 2:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: AFAM 474 and Afi-il01 - spring 2011 

Good aI’ternoon, here’s the information you’ll need: 

"Matigari" ISBN 9780865439993 is from Aticica YVorld Press 1-609-695-3200 

"African Politics and Socie~" 9780534567699/[’from Cengage 1-800-354-9706 

"Notes From the Hyena’s Bell?-" 9780312289140 and "Neoliberalism and Globalization in Africa" 9780230607811 are both tlcom MacMillan 1-888-330-8477 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 
Thanks, Frank 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eumceCJ)email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 4:28 PM 
To: Bellamy, George F 
Sulziect: AFAM 474 and Afril01 - spring 2011 

Dear Frank, 

Greetings 

I write to kindly request in]2~rmation on folks to contact to get desk copies for in?’ courses [’or next term. 

Thanks for your help with my courses. 

Best wishes during this Holiday Season! 

Dr. SaNe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bellamy, Frank (Student Stores) <GFBELLAMY@store.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 2:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: AFAM 474 and Afi-il01 - spring 2011 

Oops! Missed those! Here they are: 

"Movers and Shakers"9799004180130 Brill Academic 1-800-337-9255 

"Women’s Organizations..." 9780299213848 U Chicago 1-800-621-2736 

"New Social Movements.." 9780230621497 and "Anti-Apartheid and the Emergence." 9780230234963 
Are both MacMillan 1-888-330-8477 

Thanks, Frank 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eumceCJ)email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 2:11 PM 
To: Bellamy, Frank (Student Stores) 
Su~iect: RE: AFAM 474 and Afril01 - spring 2011 

Thanks so much Frank! 

Kindly send me similar information [’or the AFAM474 when you have a moment 
Happy Holidays, 
Euthce 

From: Bellamy, Frank (Student Stores) [GFBELLAMY,~store.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 2:02 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: ./~F./~M 474 and Afri101 - spring 2011 

Good afternoon, here’s the information you’H need: 

"Matigari" ISBN 9780865439993 is from Africa World Press 1-(’I)9-695-3200 

"A[~rican Politics and Society" 9780534567699 if from Cengage 1-800-354-9706 

"Notes From the Ityena’s Belly" 9780312289140 and "Neoliberalism and Globalization in Africa" 9780230607811 are both from MacMillan 1-888-330-8477 

Please let me know if you need anything else 
Thanks, Frank 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 4:28 PM 
To: Bellamy, George F 
Subject: AFAM 474 and Afril01 - spring 2011 

Dear Frar~k, 

Greetings. 

I write to kindly request information on folks to contact to get desk copies for my courses for next term. 

Thaaks for your help with my courses. 

Best wishes during this Holiday Season! 

Dr. Sahle. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kendra A. McKinney <mckendra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 3:33 PM 

mckendra@email.unc.edu 

Summer Faculty Fellowship 

MURAP 2011 Faculty" Announcement.doc; MURAP 2011 Student Armouncement.docx 

Dear Colleagues: 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (ML,~,AP) invites 
applications from L~,-C-Chapel Hill faculty, in the social sciences, 
humanities and fine arts who would like to participate in our ten-week 
stammer research program (May 24-July 28, 2011) and serve as mentors to 
two students with matching academic interests. IVgFRAP seeks to prepare 
students from racially and ethnically diverse backgrounds or those with 
a proven commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic 
careers in the fields mentioned above. 

The twenty undergraduate students (rising juniors or seniors) from 
colleges and universities all over the nation who are selected to the 
program will work closely with ten faculty mentors who will guide them 
closely in their rigorous research experience 

Attached, you will find more detailed information about the application 
process for faculty fellowships, which carry an $8000 stipend, and a 
description of duties and responsibilities. ~IIIE DEADLINE FOR 
APPLICATIONS FOR FACUI,TY EE[~LOWSH]PS IS JANUARY 28, 2011. Additionally, 
we have enclosed a recruitment announcement to distribute to potential 
student applicants at Carolina and nationally We hope you use them to 
ensure that we have candidates ~n your specific areas of interest 
(student applications are due no later than February 4, 2011 ) 

Further details about the MURAP program can be found on our *vebsite: 
http://wwwuncedu/depts/murap/index.html If you have additional 
questions, please contact Ms. Kendra McKinney, ANninistrative 
Assistant, (mckendra@email uric edu) or Pro£ R osa Perelmuter, ]h-ogram 
Director, (rpperelm@email.unc.edu) 

Cordially, 

Rosa Perelrnuter 
and Kendra McKinney 



Announcement of Summer Faculty Fellowships 
May 24-July 27, 2011 

The Hoore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (HURAP) invites 
applications from faculty at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
who would like to serve as faculty mentors in our ten-week summer 
2011program. HURAP strives to foster the entrance of talented students 
from diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine 
arts into graduate school and eventually into faculty positions in colleges and 
universities in the U.S. At a broader level, the program seeks to increase the 
number of minorities, and others who demonstrate a commitment to 
diversity, who will pursue graduate work and hold faculty appointments 
within the academy. 

MURAP works to achieve its mission by identifying and supporting students of 
great promise and helping them to become scholars of the highest distinction. 
Through the program, talented undergraduates (rising juniors and seniors) 
are introduced to the professional work of university scholars and teachers 
while learning about the opportunities and challenges of graduate studies in 
the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts. MURAP student fellows work 
on intensive original research projects under the guidance of UNC-Chapel Hill 
faculty mentors. 

Faculty fellows carry out two major roles: they each direct two students in an 
independent research project from conception to completion, and they also 
work on the development of their own research projects. Hentors who join 
the program are expected to meet with two student advisees at least three 
times per week to provide regular and detailed feedback on students" 
projects, and to discuss various aspects of the profession and the professor’s 
own interests as a teacher and researcher. Tn addition, mentors must attend 
a three-hour seminar on Tuesday afternoons during each week of the HURAP 
program, when students and mentors come together to present and discuss 
their work. The MURAP stipend is meant to free mentors from summer 
teaching so that they can devote themselves to their research and their 
mentorship. Faculty mentors who still elect to teach in the summer are asked 
to consider the Tuesday 2-5 pm commitment when selecting their schedules 
for teaching and child care. 

For faculty mentors, the program will begin on Tuesday, May 24th and 
conclude on Wednesday, July 27th (students will arrive on Sunday, May 22nd 
and depart on Thursday, July 28th). MURAP faculty mentors must, therefore, 

(PAGE } 



be in residence in Chapel Hill throughout this period, and must be willing to 
participate in all required program components. Faculty mentors are also 
expected to attend the annual two-day HURAP academic conference, which 
will be held on Thursday and Friday, 3uly 21-22, 2011. 

The summer stipend for faculty fellows overseeing two students" independent 
research projects and participating in all aspects of the program will be 
$8000, subject to deductions for benefits and taxes. Stipends will be paid in 
two lump-sum supplements to regular faculty salaries. 

To apply please submit the following materials by January 28, 2011: 

1) 

2) 
3) 

4) 

A cover letter indicating your interest in sewing as a Fellow and 
your willingness and ability to follow the requirements listed above. 
A copy of your current curriculum vitae. 
A two-page description of your proposed research plan for the 
summer, including a list of research field/areas in which you would 
feel comfortable mentoring a student. 
A description of your previous experience serving as a research 
mentor for undergraduates as well as any professional activities 
that demonstrate your commitment to educational diversity. 

Faculty who have previously served as MURAP mentors are eligible and 
welcome to apply again. We also welcome applications from first-time 
applicants. In order to ensure that we receive student applications from 
candidates whose fields and interests are compatible with yours, we 
encourage you to help with our recruitment efforts by forwarding the 
enclosed Student Announcement to students and faculty with whom you are 
acquainted, both locally and throughout the United States. 

Students will be applying from a wide range of undergraduate institutions 
and majors; all of the successful applications will have competitive academic 
records. Every effort will be made to match faculty fellows and student 
applicants whose research interests overlap. 

Applications should be emailed to Ms. Kendra McKinney, MURAP’s 
Administrative Assistant (mckendra@email.unc.edu). If you would like more 
information about HURAP, please consult our website at 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/murap. 

Deadline for aDDlications is 5:00 Dm on Friday, January 28, 2011 

(PAGE } 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 22-July 28, 2011 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer fellowship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence in graduate school and 
eventually in academic ranks of minorities and others who demonstrate a 
commitment to eradicating racial disparities. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising 
juniors and seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. to the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill campus for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. Students are expected to develop a 20-page research 
project under the guidance of a faculty mentor with whom they are paired 
according to areas of study and research interests. In addition to meeting at 
least three times a week with faculty mentors, students will attend weekly 3- 
hour seminars where they will present and discuss their research with the 
entire cohort (all students, faculty mentors, and MURAP staff), receive 
required biweekly instruction in preparation for the Graduate Record 
Examination (GRE), attend biweekly writing and communication skills 
workshops, and a weekly graduate professional skills workshop. In addition 
there will be a variety of informative workshops, social events and a two-day 
academic conference. 

Participants will submit their final research paper based on their project and 
must receive approval through the signature of their faculty mentor. For a 
student to complete the program successfully and receive the entire stipend, 
participation in all of these activities and completion of the research paper 
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are required. A sample calendar of required activities and deadlines is 
available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive a stipend 
of $3500 (in the case of students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate 
Fellowships, they receive their summer stipend from their home institutions), 
an allowance for meals of $1450 and a travel allowance up to $500 to cover 
the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill. Additionally, students will 
be provided on-campus housing at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. 

Dr. Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS), will for the first time this year serve as mentor to one student 
whose proposed research project is related to the ethical, legal, or social 
issues involving genetic research. Students with backgrounds in sociology, 
anthropology or philosophy would be strong candidates. For more 
information on research projects that would be relevant, please go to the 
CGS website (http:i/genomics.unc.edu/genomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. 
Skinner (debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: February 4, 2011 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience which requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed 
or take classes while enrolled in the program. Student fellows are selected 
based on a variety of factors that may include their academic promise, clarity 
and quality of their statement of research interests, availability of an 
appropriate mentor match, their demonstrated commitment to increasing 
opportunities for underrepresented minorities in academic settings in the 
fields designated above, serious intent to pursue graduate (as opposed to 
professional) studies, and willingness and ability to participate in all aspects 
of the MURAP program. 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester of undergraduate work remaining when they enter 
MURAP. 

In completing the statement of research interests included in the application, 
students must demonstrate clearly their fit with and suitability for the 
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program given MURAP’s mission and selection criteria. For more information 
about the program and to learn how to apply please visit MURAP’s website 

Rising seniors applying to HURAP should consider applying simultaneously to 
the Associate Program of the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), 
sinc~if selected--participants will receive valuable help and counseling 
during the graduate school application process. For more information 
consult http://www.andover.edu/irt. 

{PAGE } 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bellamy, Frank (Student Stores) <GFBELLAMY@store.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 3:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: AFAM 474 and At?il01 - spring 2011 

Here are the fax #s: 

Af. World 1-609-695-6466 
Cengage 1-800-487-8477 
MacMillan 1-800-672-2054 
Brill 1-703-661-1501 
Chicago 1-800-621-8476 

Have a great holiday, Frank 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 2:48 PM 
To: Bellamy, Frank (Student Stores) 
Subject: RE: AFAM 474 and Aiid101 - spring 2011 

Dear Frank, 

No worries. 

Do you by any chance have fax numbers for the publishers ? I have called a couple and I have been told to send fax requests on UNC letter head letter. If you do have that would be great 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Bellamy, Frank (Student Stores) [GFBELLAMY, gstore.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 2:17 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AF~MM 474 and Afri101 - spring 2011 

Oops! Missed those! tlere they are: 

"Movers and Shakers"9799004180130 Brill Academic 1-800-337-9255 

"Women’s Organizations." 9780299213848 U Chicago 1-800-621-2736 

"New" Social Mnvements .." 9780230621497 and "Anti-Apartheid and the Emergence..." 9780230234963 
Are both MacMillan ] -888-330-8477 

Thanks, Frank 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 2:11 PM 
To: Bellamy, Fraak (Student Stores) 
Subject: RE: AFAM 474 and Afril01 - spring 2011 

Thartks so much Frank[ 

Kindly send me similar itfformation for the AFAM474 when you have a moment. 
Happy Holidays, 
Eunice. 

From: Bellatw, Frank (Student Stores) [GFBELL~MY@store.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 2:02 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AFAM 474 and Afril01 - spring 2011 

Good afternoon, here’s the information you’ll need: 

"Matigari" ISBN 9780865439993 is from Africa World Press 1-609-695-3200 

"African Politics and Socie~’" 9780534567699 if from Cengage 1-800-354-9706 

"Notes From the Hyena’s Belly" 9780312289140 and "Neoliberalism and Globalization in Africa" 9780230607811 are both from MacMillan 1-888-330-8477 

Please let me know if you need anything else 
Thanks, Frank 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 20, 2010 4:28 PM 
To: Bellamy, George F 
Subj ect: AFAM 474 and Afril 01 - spring 2011 

Dear Frail, 

Greetings. 



I write to kindly request information on folks to contact to get desk copies for my courses for next term 

Thanks for your help ~vith my courses. 

Best wishes during this Holiday Season’. 

Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jane Duncan <Jane.Duncan@ru.ac.za> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 7:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

pbond@mail.ngo.za 

Re: Finally...table of contents 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for this rm afraid I have too many deadlines between now and 
end Jan Could I get the revised chapter to you by end Jan? 

Regards, 

Jane 

Quoting "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc. edu>: 

Dear Jane, 

Thanks su much J2~r keeping in touch during a difficult time for me! 
All is well finally. 

At any rate, these are goud times - teaching and grading has ended 
here -frum a writing perspective and I am very delighted tu attach 
a rewurked and cumplete table of cuntents. The only outstanding 
chapters are: 
a) once that I have had to pay for rights after the authors give 
permissiun - the unes by Prufessors An-Na’im (Emury) and Tettey 
(Calgary). Permissiun should be granted shurtly. 
b) the chapter un water 
c) one that I am wrapping up with one uf culleagues Professor Perry Hall 
d) the intruduction 

All these shuuld be in by the time schuo[ starts in mid-January, 
then another 2 weeks uf putting the final tuuches and sending it off 
tu the publishers for peer review 

I [uok forwarding to receiving your great chapter. 

Wishing you a Happy Holiday Season! 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bamti Amisi --~amisi@ukzn.ac.za> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

pbond@mail.ngo.za 

Re: Your revised chapter on Energy and Big dean developlnent 

Dear Prof Eunice, 

Mm~y thanks for yonr e-mail and reqnest. 

Kindly give me a deadline for submission. Kindly aJso resend the file attached to your e-mail file as a word 97-2003 docnment. I could not open it. 

On a different note, is there any feedback for the chapter that we writing together on migration? 

Regards, 

Mr Baruti Amisi 
Researcher 
Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room 702, Memorial Tower Building, Durban 

4041 

Phone: 27 3~ 2603577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 
Cell: 
E-mail: amisi@ukzn.ac.za 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za!ccs 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 12/2F2010 5:54 PM >>> 

Dear Amisi, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

As I have been putting the manuscript together for the outstanding project with Patrick, 3[ realized that I have not received your revised chapter. I would be very grateful if you 
sent the chapter - along the lines we discussed in March following my review of the original chapter - as soon as possible. 

I apologize for the delay in being touch about this project. There has been a lot going but ~ have been working at for months to have it structured in a way that makes sense 
especially for students and trying to fill in the gaps with request from colleagues who have graciously contributed to the project in the last six months. To give you a sense of 
the project, please see the updated table of contents. 

Best wishes and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here- ->: htlp:i/~v.nkzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 9:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-22-10 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 
Indirect role in South Africa : tradition, modernity-, and the co 
OVE~RDLrE Davis Library 00030933009 .............................. $1.00 

A history of inequality- in South Africa, 1652-2002 / Terreblanch 
OVE~RDUE Davis Library 00022462924 .............................. $1.00 

The Routledge companion to postcolonial studies 
OVERI)UE Davis Library 00030576154 .............................. $0.50 

Postcolonialism : critical concepts in literary and cultural stu 
OVERI)UE Davis Library 00019125992 .............................. $0.50 

TOTALS3 00 

EUNK;E N SA[ tLE 

AFRICAN & A[¢RICAN-~LV2ER STUDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Reflections - tbllowing our INTS210 meeting 

Eunice 

Thanks for your note. 

I have to say I am a little confused. There has never been a decision that "only lecturers" could teach 210 or honors. Where did you hear that from? 

We actually asked joint t~culty if they wanted to teach 210 and no one stepped lbrward...I said at the last faculty meeting that we now had the capacity to have GLBL 

lecturers take the lead on 210 and honors but any joint t?aculty who wanted to teach those courses was certainly encouraged to do ~. There is no block on that at all. 

However, as I noted, this is the first time anyone has told me they wanted to teach 210. 

We have already scheduled courses through 2010-2011 but if you’d like to teach 210 (large or majors only) in 2011-2012, that would be wonderful, 

best for fl~e holidays 

led On 12/15/2010 5:32 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Andy, 

Greetings. 

have been reflecting quite a bit following our meeting on INTS210 a couple of weeks ago and thought that I should write to share some thoughts. 

Overall, I have been wondering if it is at all possible to reconsider the decision to have only Lecturers teach both sections of 210 and the honor class. While those 
of us who have taught these courses - especially 2:t0 - are aware of logistical and other issues underpinning them, teaching them has been an important part of 
our sense of building an intellectual community devoted to the study of a range of global issues. 

Personally, while I have developed and taught other courses for the Curriculum, I worry that eliminating the possibility for joint faculty to teach these courses 
may in the long run weaken their commitment to the Curriculum; a development that would be sad as we enter an interesting debate concerning the meaning 
and mandate of the emerging field of Global Studies, and the diverse talents of members of the joint faculty. Anyway, I think that joint faculty should at least be 
asked if they want to teach these courses: they may not want to do so, but it would be good to ask them. 

I was away last year and in the Spring semester this year, thus missed the Curriculum meetings where the decision to have only Lecturers teach these courses 
must have be agreed upon by joint faculty. Thus, please accept my apologies for bothering you on the matter. I just thought I would share my thoughts given my 
commitment to the Curriculum and our students. 

Thanks for your support. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Stu@ Abroad Recommendation Request 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I know you may not remember me, but my name is and I took 
your AFRI    class in the second summer session of I really loved 
your class, the material I learned, and the way you ~vere so accessible to 
talk to me before and after class regarding my grades, my friends, and how 
to get involved in the Sunmaer Undergraduate Research Fellowship. I even 
nominated you to be awarded for the excellence in teaching a~vard at 
Carolina 

But in order for me to study abroad this smnmer in          I would need 
a recormnendation from a fom~er professor at Carolina. I ~tidn’t really get a 

chance to know many of my professors personally here, but you are 
definitely one that I spoke to outside of class regarding academic and 
personal matters. So I was really hoping that you would be okay with me 
listing you as a recorrm~ender. If you are okay with it, please let me know 
so that I can notify the study abroad office and they will send you a 
recorrm~ender form. Thank you so much for your time and I hope you are having 
a wonderful break and holiday seasont 

Sincerely-, 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

onbehalfof-onbehalfof-manuscriptcentral.com@manuscriptcentral.com on behalf of 

onbehalfof@manuscriptcentral.com 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 11 : 19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Millenmum - Manuscript Centr~J Password Request 

22-Dec-2010 

Dear Protl Sahle: 

This e-mail has been generated by the entry of your email address into the ’Password Help’ box on your site log in page http://mc manuscriptcentral.com/miis. 

To set your permanent password please click the link below. Clicking the link will take you directly to the option for setting a new password. 

http :/Tmc .manu scriptc entral c orcdmii 

Sincerely, 
Mallermium Editorial Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

onbehalfof+Millem~ium+lse.ac.uk@mmauscriptcentral.com on behalf of 

Millennium@lse.ac.uk 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 11:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Thm~ you for submitting your review of Mmmscript ID MJIS-2010-0196 for the Millennium 

22-Dec-2010 

Dear Protl Sahle: 

Thank you for reviewing manuscript # MJIS-2010-0196 entitled "Development and World Order" for the Millermium. 

FREE ACCESS TO ALL SAGE JOURNALS! 

In recognition of your continued support, Millennium is pleased to offer you 30 days complimentaw online access to over 550 journals published by SAGE. Register at 
www.uk.sagepub, com/reviewersaccess to activate access to content from 1999-current for all SAGE titles including new issues published during the period 

On behalf of the Editors of the Millennium, ~ve appreciate the voluntaW contribution that each reviewer gives to the Journal We thank you for your participation in the online review 
process and hope that we may call upon you again to review future manuscripts. 

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ioannis Papagaryfallou 
Depu~ Editor, Millennium 
Millennium@ [se.ac.uk 

Read us - http://mil sa~epub corn/ 

Join Millennium on Facebook - http://wv‘as~.faceb~ok.c~m/pa~es/M~ennium-Journa~-of-Internationa~-studies/~33241316700266 

Follow us on Twitter -http:i/twitter com/millenniournal 

Review [’or us through LibraryThing -http:i/www ]ibrarything com/catalog/MillenniumJourna] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Global.Studies@mxp0.isis.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 11:59 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciast:aculty] As~ciate Profes~r Position Multidisciplinaty Search 

~ CV.pdf 

Dear Global Studies faculty, 

We are currently in the process of a multidisdplinary search to recruit an associate professor who will have teaching responsibilities in our planned MA program, 

but who will be tenured in his or her home department. We would like to invite you to attend the shortlisted candidates’ job talks and Global Studies faculty 

meetings, listed below. 

, Political Science 

Tuesday, January 11th 

12 Noon: Job Talk (Hamilton, 355) 

3:00pm: Global Studies Coffee, Global Education Center 

, Sociology 

Thursday, January 13th 

12 Noon: Job Talk (Hamilton, 271) 

Friday, January 14th 

12 Noon: Global Studies lunch (location TBA) 

, Geography 

Tuesday, January 18th 

12 Noon: Global Studies lunch (location TBA) 

Afternoon: Job Talk (location and time TBA) 

Political Science 

Thursday, January 20th 

12 Noon: Global Studies lunch (location TBA) 

2:00pm: Job Talk (Hamilton 355) 

Please RSVP if you plan to attend the Global Studies faculty events (coffees/lunches). CVs of shortlisted candidates are attached. We will email closer to the date 

with reminders and more concrete information. 

Happy holidays! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@hendersonJib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 4:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’South At~ca : the battle over the Constitutioff 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmaihhtml 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3047779 

Title: South At?ica : the battle over the Constitution 

Author: Gloppen, Siri. 

Series: Law, social change, and development series 

Published: Ashgate 

Publisher Location: Aldershot ;Brooklield, Vt 

Published: c 1997. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Constitutional law -- South Africa. 
Constitutional history -- South Africa 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1989-1994. 

Item Descripuon: 
xiii, 305 p. ; 23 cm. 
1855219220 ~hc) 
369949(N 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical re[erences (p. 284-301 ) and index 
Originally presented as the author’s thesis (doctoral--Umversl~ of Bergen, 1993) 

Locations at UNC: 
Law Library (1 copy available) 
KTL2070 .(159 1997(Law Library Stacks)Available 

...... ]VJai[ generated at Dec.22.2010 16:40:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 4:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information tbr ’Building representative democracy : South Atiica’s legislatures and the Constitution’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4594137 

Title: Building representative democracy : South Africa’s legislatures and the Constitution 

Author: Murray, Christina, 1956- 

Published: Parliamental5’ Support th-ograrmne 

Publisher Location: Cape Town 

Published: 2002. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1994- 
Democracy -- South Africa. 
Legislative bodies -- South Africa. 

Other Titles: 
South Africa’s legislatures and the Constitution 

Other Authors: 
N~imnk, Lia 
ParliamentaW Support Programme 

Item Description: 

1st ed. 

ix, 133p ;25 cm. 

0620289694 

49781620 

Notes: 
"Initial research by (I~[Z and Simeka Management Consulting." 
Includes bibliographical references. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

JQ 1981 M87 2002(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at Dec.22.2010 16:42:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@hendersonJib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 4:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC- CH Catalog information tbr ’Decisions on democracy : the politics of constitution- making in South Afi-ica, 1990-1996’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Linkto Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4318866 

Title: Decisions on democracy : the politics of constitution-making m South At?ica, 1990-1996 

Author: Strand, Per 

Published: Uppsala University 

Publisher Location: Uppsala 

Published: 2000. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Constitutiona[ history -- South Africa -- 20th century. 
Democracy -- South Africa. 

Item Description: 
325p ;25cm. 
9150613944 
47012931 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 315 -325). 

Locations at UNC: 
[)avis Library (1 copy available) 
KTL2101 .$77 2000(Davis Library)Available 

...... ]VJai[ generated at Dec.22.2010 16:42:34 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 4:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information tbr ’Constitationalism and political reconstruction [electronic re~urce]’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http://~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalog maihhtml 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R=UNCb6407987 

Title: Constitutionalism and political reconstruction [electronic resource] 

Series: International comparative social studies, 15684474; 14 

Published: Brill 

Publisher Location: Leiden, The Netherlands ;Boston, MA 

Published: c2007. 

Formats: eBook 

~n~me\ersi~n:Fu~textavai~ab~eviatheU2‘‘IC-Chape~Hi~Libraries(http://eres~urces~ibunc.edu/externa~ db/extemal database auth.html~A=P’/o7CF=N,oTCID=1405’47CREL=AAL,o 
7CURL=http://libproxy lib.unc.edu/lo~in ~url=http ://site.ebrar~: com/lib/uncch/Doc ~id=10270939) 

Subj ect Headings: 
Comparauve government. 
Constitutional history 
R~Ie of law. 

O ther Authors: 
A~iomand, Said Amir 

Item Description: 

1 online resource (vii, 391 p) : ill 

9789004151741 (hardback :alk. paper) 

ebr10270939 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index 
Prnvider: ebra~, Inc. 
Vendor-supplied catalog record. 

Table of Contents: 
Constitutional development and political reconstruction from nation-building to new constitutionalism / Said Amir A~iomand -- Nation-building, modernization and post-colonial 
reconstruction -- Regimes reinventing themselves : constitutional development in the Arab world / Nathan Brown -- Constitutions and political reconstruction? Israel’s quest for a 
constitution / Ruth Gavison -- A globalizing constitutionalism? Views from the postcolow, 1945-2000 / Julian Go -- ’]’he rule of law and politics of reform in post-revolutionary Iran / Keyvan 
Tabari - Post-colonial collages : distributions of power and constitutional models, with special reference to South Africa / Heinz Klug - Constitutional engineering and inrpact: the case of 
Fiji / Jill Cottrell and Yash Ghai -- Constitutional reconstruction since the fall of commanisra - Parlianrent and the political class in the constitutional reconstruction of Poland : two 
constitutions in one / Jacek Kurczewski -- Constitutionalism and th 
e presidency in the Russian Federation / Anders Fogelklou - Institutional innovations and moral foundations of constitutionalisnr in East Central Europe : coping with the past human rights 
violations / Gra?yna Skapska -- The constitution in the process of denationalization / Dieter Grirrmr -- Constitutional courts and the new constitutionalism -- The role of constitutional courts 
in the transition to democracy, with special reference to Hungary" / Laszlo Solyom - Constitutional negotiations : political contexts of judicial activism in post-Soviet Europe / Kim Lane 
Scheppele - Women and the cost of transition to democratic constitutionalism in Spain / Ruth Rubio-Marin - Dissolution of political parties by- the constitutional court in Turkcy : judicial 
delimitation of the political domain / Dicle Kogacioglu -- List of contributors - Index. 

...... Mail generated at Dec.22.2010 16:47:35 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 4:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information tbr ’Democratic reform in Ati~ca : its impact on governance & poverty alleviation’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5116959 

Title: Democratic reform in Africa : its impact on governance & povert5’ alleviation 

Published: James Currey; Ohio University Press 

Publisher Location: Oxford [England]; Athens, Ohio 

Published: 2006. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 
Democracy -- Africa 
Democratization -- Africa 
Africa -- Politics and government -- 1960- 
Africa -- Economic conditions -- 1960- 
Africa -- Social conditions -- 1960- 
Continental Organization for Global Co-operation Against Poverty in Africa 
Poverty -- Africa. 

O ther Authors: 

Ndulo, Muna. 

Item Description: 

xvi, 304p. : i11. ; 23 cm 

0821417215 (cloth :alk. paper) 

0821417223 (paper : a[k. paper) 

0852559453 (James Currey cloth) 

0852559461 (James Currey paper) 

9780821417218 (cloth: a[k paper) 

9780821417225 (paper : alk. paper) 

9780852559451 (James Cun-ey cloth) 

9780852559468 (James Currey paper) 

65820633 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p [276]-293) and index 

Locations at UNC: 
Undergrad Library- (1 copy available) 
JQ1879.A15 D39 2006(Undergrad Librat5, Resel~’es Reading Room)Available 

...... Mail generated at Dec.22.2010 16:53:07 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@hendersonJib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 4:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’Democracy in the time of Mbeki’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 

Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4859730 

Title: Democracy in the time of Mbeki 

Series: IDASA’S democracy index 

Published: IDASA 

Publisher Location: Cape Town 

Published: 2005. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Democracy -- South Africa. 
Mbeki, Thabo. 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1994- 

O ther Authors: 

Calland, Richard 

Graham, Paul, 1954- 

Institute for a Democratic Alternauve for South Africa. 

Rein Description: 

252 p ; 24 cm. 

1919798889 (pbk) 

60614576 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

JQ 1981 .IM53 2005(Davis Libraw)Available 

...... ]VJai[ generated at Dec.22.2010 16:54:27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 5:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information tbr ’Designing democracy : what cons~titufions do’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4017222 

Title: Designing democracy : what constitutions do 

Author: Sunstein, Cass R. 

Published: Oxford University Press 

Publisher Location: Ne~v York 

Published: 2001. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 

Constitutional law. 

Democracy. 

Item Description: 

280 p ; 24 cm. 

0195145429 (cloth : alk. paper) 

45698777 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 245-260) and index. 

Table of Contents: 
Introduction: Tales of democracy and law -- Deliberauve trouble -- Constitutional principles without constitutional theories -- Against tradition -- What should constitutions say? Secession 
and beyond -- Impeaching the President -- Democracy and rights: the nondelegation canons -- The anticaste principle -- Homosexuality and the constitution -- Sex equality vs. religion -- 
Social and economic rights? Lessons from South Africa -- Conclusion: Democracy’s constitution. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Libra~ (0 copies available) 
K3165. $86 2001 (Davis Library)Checked Out (due 05/01 ,’2011) 
Law Library (1 copy available) 
K3165 .$86 2001(Law Library Stacks)Available 

...... Mail generated at Dec 22.2010 17:02:25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 5:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’South At?ica retxm~ : building a new democracy’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3234884 

Title: South Africa reborn : building a new democracy 

Author: Deegan, Heather. 

Published: UCL Press 

Publisher Location: London 

Published: 1999. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1994- 
Democracy -- South Africa. 

Item Description: 
225 p : ill ; 24 cm 
1857287096 (hb) 
185728710X (pbk.) 
40553350 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographica[ references and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis l,ibra~ (1 copy available) 
JQ 1981 .D44 1999(Davis L/brapf)Available 

...... Mail generated at Dec 22.2010 17:09:13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 5:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’South At?ica retxm~ : building a new democracy’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3234884 

Title: South Africa reborn : building a new democracy 

Author: Deegan, Heather. 

Published: UCL Press 

Publisher Location: London 

Published: 1999. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1994- 
Democracy -- South Africa. 

Item Description: 
225 p : ill ; 24 cm 
1857287096 (hb) 
185728710X (pbk.) 
40553350 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographica[ references and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis l,ibra~ (1 copy available) 
JQ 1981 .D44 1999(Davis L/brapf)Available 

...... Mail generated at Dec 22.2010 17:10:18 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 5:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information tbr ’The democra’dc challenge : rethinking dem( cracy a~d democratization 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5972028 

Title: The democratic challenge : rethinking democracy and democratization 

Author: Net; Jorge. 

Published: Palgrave Macmillan 

Publisher Location: Basingstoke ;New York 

Published: 2009. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Democracy. 
Democratization. 

Other Authors: 
Reiter, Bemd, 1968- 

Item Description: 

viii, 186p. ; 24 cm. 

0230516890 (hbk.) 

0230516904 (pbk) 

9780230516892 (hbk.) 

9780230516908 (pbk.) 

244414786 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 172-183) and index. 

Ix)cations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

JC423 .N44 2009(I)avls Library)Available 

...... ]VJai[ generated at Dec.22.2010 17:18:59 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 5:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

UNC-Ctt Catalog infonna’don tbr ’Empire and imperialism : a critical reading of Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 

Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4724134 

Title: Empire and imperialism : a critica 1 reading of Machael Hardt arid Antonio Negri 

Author: Bordn, Atilio 

Published: Zed Books; Distributed in the USA exclusively by Palgrave Macmillan 

Publisher Location: London ;New York; New York 

Published: 2005. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Imperialism 
ttardt, M~chael. 
Negri, Antonio, 1933- 

Other Titles: 
Bordn, Atliio ]mperio & imperialismo. [~nglish 

Item Description: 
141p ;21cm. 
1842775766 (cased) 
1842775774 (pbk.) 
56730525 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p [125]-129) and indexes. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis l,ibra~ (1 copy available) 
JC359 .B6713 2005(Davis I,ibrary)Available 
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This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4536619 

Title: Constitutionalism and society in Africa 

Series: Contemporary perspectives on developing societies 

Published: Ashgate 

Publisher Location: Aldershot, Hants, England ;Burlington, VT 

Published: c2004. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Constitutional law -- Africa. 
Africa -- Politics and government -- 1960- 

Other Authors: 
Akiba, Okon. 

Item Descripuon: 
xiii, 172p. ; 25 cm. 
0754636402 (hardback : alk. paper) 
55016136 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographica[ references and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis l,ibra~ (1 copy available) 
KQC524 .(;658 2004(])avis Library)Available 
Law Library (1 copy available) 

KQC524 .(;658 2004(],aw Libraw Stacks)Available 
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Other Authors: 
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The outcomes of the COP16 climate negotiations, and the role of the EU 

UN climate negotiations (COP16) ended after two weeks of negotiations in CancQn, Mexico 
with agreement on a weak package of measures.1 Although the ’CancQn Agreement’ was 
supported by all parties, except Bolivia, it leaves the world further away from a just and 
strong agreement on tackling dangerous climate change. It is a package that has prevented 
collapse but has failed to deliver substance. 

This briefing analyses how the deal in CancQn measures up to what science and justice 
demand. It also looks at what the European Union must do over the coming year before the 
COP17 UN climate negotiations in South Africa to ensure progress towards an agreement 
on tackling climate change in line with what the planet and the people need. 

The CancQn agreement: 

Includes pledges that would put the world on track for a temperature rise of between 4 
and 5°C, risking catastrophic climate change 
Risks dismantling the system of binding emission reduction targets included in the 
Kyoto Protocol 
Fails to ensure that developing countries will receive adequate and appropriate 
support to deal with the impacts of climate change and develop sustainably 

Allows developed countries to continue avoiding making cuts in their greenhouse gas 
emissions by expanding the use of carbon markets and the use of international 
carbon offsetting 

Countries including Japan, Russia and the United States, have pushed for a deal that means 
rich industrialised countries including the EU can avoid meeting their obligations to cut 
domestic greenhouse gas emissions, and provide adequate and appropriate transfers of 
finance and technology to developing countries. These obligations form part of the "common 
but differentiated responsibility" that is clearly stated in the UN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change and the Bali Action Plan (agreed at COP13 in 2007) which sets out a 
consensus on the balance between developing and developed countries’ obligations.2 

The deal reached in CancQn does not build upon these clear and legally binding obligations, 
but weakens the obligations for developed countries to cut emissions, and imposes more 
obligations on the developing world. It also enshrines some of the outcomes of the failed 
Copenhagen climate conference.3 

1 The documents agreed in CancQn can be found at: http://unfccc.int/ 
2 The Bali Action Plan established two tracks to the negotiations. The Kyoto Protocol track would ensure that 

the countries who have done most to cause the climate crisis accept binding emission reduction targets. The 
Long-term Cooperative Action track should ensure that developing countries could benefit from support to 
adapt to the impacts of climate change, and develop in a sustainable way. Merging these two tracks risks 
allowing developed countries to escape their obligations: 
http ://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/climate/briefings/cancun01/TVVN.BP. Cancun01 .pdf 
3 "Copenhagen - what next", http://www.foe.co.uk/resource/briefing_notes/copenhagen.pdf 
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The EU was effectively sidelined in Copenhagen in 2009. The new Commissioner for 
Climate Action, Connie Hedegaard, has since injected some dynamism into the EU’s 
position, but the EU position in CancQn was full of conditions and was dangerously weak in 
many areas (e.g. overall emission reduction levels, the position on LULUCF, support for 
markets and offsets, lack of long term finance). 

In CancQn, the EU failed to take a leading role, and was content to hide behind inaction from 
other developed countries such as Japan, Russia and the United States. 

Instead of taking its historical responsibilities to reduce domestic emissions and provide 
appropriate climate finance, it pushed for an expansion of carbon trading and international 
offsetting - in effect shifting the burden to the poorest and most vulnerable countries. 

The EU must recognise that there is a massive gap between the emission reductions 
it has pledged, and what science demands. The EU must commit to reduce emissions 
by at least 40% by 2020, without offsetting. 

The EU must make an unequivocal commitment to a second commitment period of 
the Kyoto Protocol without loopholes such as international offsetting. 

The EU must provide transparent and appropriate finance, technology transfer and 
adaptation funding to developing countries. 

The EU Emissions Trading System must not be expanded by either linking with 
schemes outside of the EU or instituting sectoral trading with developing countries. 

Carbon markets cannot be a replacement for mandatory targets. 
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The CancQn agreement makes reference to the need to keep global temperature increases 
below 2°C. However, the reality is that the pledges made after Copenhagen could result in 
up to 5°C of warming.4This is a death sentence for hundreds of thousands of people in the 
countries most vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. More ambition is crucial. To 
avoid catastrophic climate change, developed countries, including the EU, must make cuts of 
at least 40% in their greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, without offsetting, based on 1990 
levels.5 

The EU remains committed to a reduction of 20% by 2020, with an option to move to 30% in 
case of comparable effort from other countries. This conditional offer has not been enough to 
trigger an increased ambition on the part of other countries. It also falls far below the 
emission reductions of at least 40% by 2020 that climate science and the historical 
responsibility of the EU require. The high level of international offsetting that is allowed will 
further weaken this target. 

As a result of the recent economic downturn, a 20% decrease in emissions by 2020 is little 
more than "business as usual" and the costs of reaching an increased target are now much 

was set. Research from Friends of the Earth lower than the estimates made when the target 6 

Europe and the Stockholm Environment Institute shows that domestic emissions reductions 
of at least 40% within Europe by 2020 are possible, and affordable.7 

Within the discussions on Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF)8, the EU is 
keen to agree accounting rules under which countries would set a "reference level" against 
which future emissions would be measured. This would mean countries are rewarded for 
increasing emissions (as long as this is below the reference level), allowing them to avoid 
making real cuts in emissions. 

The EU must recognise that there is a massive gap between the emission reductions 
it has pledged, and what science demands. 
The EU must reduce emissions by at least 40% by 2020, without offsetting. 
The EU must push for clear and effective accounting rules for LULUCF. 

4 "The Emissions Gap Report", http://www.unep.org/publications/ebooks/emissionsgapreport 
5 The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has made it plain that 25-40% emissions cuts in 

developed countries will only offer a 50% chance of keeping global temperature increases below 2°C. 
6 "Analysis of options to move beyond 20% greenhouse gas emission reductions and assessing the risk of 

carbon leakage", http://ec.europa.eu/clima/documentation/brief/eu/docs/2010 05 26 communication_en.pdf 
7 "The 40% Study, Mobilising Europe for Climate Justice", http://www.thebigask.eu/40percentstudy 

s http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/cop_16/application/pdf/cop16_lulucf.pdf 
and http ://unfccc.int/files/meetings/cop_16/application/pdf/cop16_lca.pdf 
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As well as lacking overall ambition, the CancOn deal relies upon a "pledge and review" 
system, under which countries are invited to make non-binding pledges to reduce their 
greenhouse gas emissions, which are subsequently reviewed. Pledge and review replaces 
the system established under the Kyoto Protocol which sets a clear overall aggregate target 
for total reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, based on the needs of climate science, 
and also sets binding emission reduction targets for developed nations. 

The pitfalls of pledge and review are that it is not binding - countries are not obliged to keep 
to their pledges; the review process is unclear- with no compliance mechanism; the baseline 
year against which cuts have to be made is not specified allowing for confusion and gaming 
of the system, and there is no aggregate target for the total level of cuts to be made by 
developed countries. The expectation that pledges will be made by developing countries also 
undermines the principle of "common but differentiated responsibility". This principle ensures 
that developed countries that have done most to cause the climate crisis cut their emissions 
first and fastest. 

The CancQn conference suffered an early blow from Japan’s announcement that it would not 
agree to make another commitment under the Kyoto Protocol. The conference never 
recovered from that blow and allowed blocking countries such as Russia to hide behind this. 
While the CancOn agreement has not killed off the Kyoto Protocol, the future of the protocol 
is uncertain. The agreement means there will be negotiations for a second commitment 
period to follow the first commitment period which comes to an end in 2012. But there is no 
reference to when these negotiations shall be concluded, nor do they ensure a second 
period. In fact, it leaves the door open to dismantle Kyoto. 

The European Union position for CancQn attached conditions to support for the continuation 
of the Kyoto Protocol. Instead of making a clear commitment, the EU gave mixed messages 
that it would prefer a single instrument to govern the international climate regime after 2012, 
but was willing to "consider" a prolongation of the Kyoto Protocol. The EU demanded efforts 
from every country, especially from the US and other major economies, but also flexibility 
and effort from developing countries. 

The EU must make an unequivocal commitment to a second commitment period of 
the Kyoto Protocol without loopholes such as international offsetting, or inadequate 
decisions on LULUCF accounting rules. 

In the absence of fair and legally binding aggregate emission reduction targets at EU 

or UN level, individual EU member states can meet their share of the climate 
challenge by setting legally binding targets for emission reductions through 
implementing strong and just national climate legislation.9 

9 More information on the Big Ask campaigns for national climate legislation: http://www.thebigask.eu 
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As well as cutting emissions at home, the developed world must provide adequate and 
appropriate transfers of finance and technology to ensure that developing countries can 
adapt to the impacts of climate change and develop sustainably. Any climate finance 
mechanisms must be designed to ensure human rights, including Indigenous Peoples’ rights 
are protected, false solutions are rejected, and governance structures provide transparency 
and accountability. 10 

The new ’Green Climate Fund’ has been welcomed as one of the greatest achievements of 
the CancL]n summit. However, the fund is currently empty and there is no indication of how 
the money will be collected and through which channels it will be delivered. The $100 billion 
proposed is far short of what is needed. The inclusion of funds from carbon trading and 
offsetting creates further problems, as the income is not reliable enough, and market 
mechanisms cannot be trusted to direct this crucial funding in the appropriate manner.11 

The World Bank was invited to have a fundamental role in this fund. Serious questions have 
been raised regarding the suitability of the World Bank to deliver on climate finance, as it is a 
major investor in fossil fuel projects, and lacks democratic control and accountability. 
Involving the World Bank in climate finance will also result in a significant part of climate 
finance flowing as loans, rather than grants, and will very likely come with conditionalities.12 

With reference to technology transfer, two new institutions to analyse the issue were created, 
but nothing was said in terms of where the funds for these institutions will come from.13 

The ELI used the first week of the CancOn negotiations to make a key announcement on 
’Fast Start Finance’, claiming it is on the way to delivering the �7.2 billion it pledged in 
2009.14 This is a first step to more transparency, but the figure is inadequate when compared 
to the scale of the challenge facing developing countries, and the historical responsibility of 
the ELl. 

The source of the money is also worrying. Much of the money being pledged is already 
counted as part of the official development assistance (ODA) commitment of ELl countries. 
By refusing to state clearly that fast start finance will be additional to ODA, the ELl is allowing 
member states to repackage existing pledges as "new". Member states can define their own 
rules on additionality since there is no common definition at ELl level. 

What’s more, half of this cash is being provided in the form of loans, not grants and will 
simply shackle developing countries with more debt. The ELl must also not be allowed to rely 

10 "The abc of climate finance", http://www.foei.org/en/resources/publications/pdfs/2OlO/abc-climate-finance 
11 "Clearing the Air", http://www.foe.co.uk/news/clearing air 26302.html 
12 "An Open Letter to the Governments Meeting at the 16th COP of the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in CancQn", http://www.worldbankoutofclimate.org/?p=29 
13 Parties have established a technology mechanism with a Technology Executive Committee and Climate 

Technology Centre and Network to increase technology cooperation to support action on adaptation and 
mitigation. 
14 http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/finance/international_faststart_en.htm 
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on money from carbon trading (either payments for offsetting, or auctioning revenue from the 
Emissions Trading System) to meet its obligations to provide climate finance. 

The EU also sees the World Bank clearly as one of the channels for the Fast Start Finance, 
despite the important concerns regarding its suitability for this role. 

The European Union must provide transparent and appropriate finance, technology 
transfer and adaptation funding to developing countries. 
Within Europe, EU structural and cohesion funds must be redirected to promote 
energy saving and renewable energy. Redirecting EU funds can simultaneously 

reduce emissions, modernise energy systems and provide geopolitical security in new 

member states. 
EU financing for climate change mitigation should be governed by the UNFCCC, not 
the World Bank or regional banks such as the European Investment Bank. The World 
Bank and the EIB are the wrong institutions to control any financing for climate 
change. 
The EU must ensure money for climate finance is additional to ODA, and come from 
public sources - not carbon trading. 

While the future of the binding emission reduction targets included in the Kyoto Protocol is in 
doubt, the market-based "flexible mechanisms" established under the Protocol look set to 
continue, and increase. These mechanisms, such as the Clean Development Mechanism 
(CDM) allow rich industrialised countries, and the most polluting industries, to avoid reducing 
their emissions by buying credits on the international carbon market. International offsetting 
does nothing to reduce emissions, simply shifting the burden from the rich countries to the 
developing world. In many cases, the projects financed have caused significant social and 
environmental problems in the developing world. Offsetting also removes any incentive to 
create a just transition to a more sustainable economy within Europe.~5 

The inclusion of forests in carbon markets would be particularly damaging, allowing 
developed countries to continue increasing emissions at home, in return for buying forest 
sector offsetting credits. 

Discussions in CancOn also prepared the ground for including Carbon Capture and Storage 
~6 (CCS) to be included in the CDM. CCS is an expensive and unproven technology, which 

could lock countries in to increased use of fossil fuel. Allowing international offsetting credits 
for CCS will subsidise fossil fuel industries with money that could have been used for 
renewables and small-scale efficiency programmes. 

~5 "A Dangerous Distraction", http://www.foe.co.uk/resource/briefing_notes/dangerous_distraction.pdf 
~6 http ://un fccc.intlfileslmeetingslcop_161application/pdflcop16_cmp_ccs.pdf 
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The Europe Union has been using international climate negotiations to push for the 
expansion of carbon markets, and international offsetting. 

The European Union Emissions Trading System (EU-ETS) is failing to deliver emission cuts 
due to the over-allocation of permits (many given to companies for free; the ability to bank 
permits, and the inclusion of offsetting loopholes.17 Yet, the European Union plans to link this 
scheme up with other national carbon markets including Australia, Japan, New Zealand, and 
eventually China and other developing countries. 

A single trading partnership assumes a free flow of emissions credits in a multinational 
carbon market - but standards within each regional and national system could be very 
different. This risks a race to the bottom: the country with the lowest standards (for instance 
high percentages of poorly verified offsetting) would effectively set the benchmark for 
everyone else. Any increase in the scale of the carbon markets is also likely to popularise 
the use of highly complex financial instruments - risking a burst carbon bubble with far 
greater economic, political and environmental consequences than the subprime crash.18 

The EU-ETS must not be expanded by either linking it with schemes outside of the 
EU or instituting sectoral trading with developing countries. Carbon markets cannot be 
a replacement for mandatory targets under a binding international climate agreement, 
and adequate and appropriate public funding for climate finance in developing 

countries. 
The most dangerous loopholes in the EU-ETS must be removed by excluding 
international offsetting credits, stopping free permits to polluters, introducing a much 
tighter cap, and preventing the use of banked permits from earlier phases of the EU- 

ETS scheme. 
The EU-ETS should not be used as an argument to prevent other policies such as 
binding energy efficiency targets, or to prevent other measures at national level such 

as national climate laws to tackle industry emissions. 
International offsetting credits should not be allowed to count towards the emission 
reduction targets set for companies or governments. Forests, CCS and nuclear power 
should not be used to generate international offsetting credits. 

"The EU Emissions Trading System: failing to deliver", 
http://www.foeeurope.org/climate/download/FoEE ETS Oct2010.pdf 

"Subprime carbon", http://www.foe.org/subprim~carb~n 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Bond "~ ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 6:55 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Lexington-UKZN project (this email has the attachment) 

Hiya! Getling Cmacun out of my system, now for Africa! 

Ok, can we skype in about three hours? Will devote 811 of tomorrow to worldng on al this... 

Hugs, 

Patrick 

On 2010/12/21 11:08 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 20:t0 12:06 PM 
To: pbond@mail.ngo.za 
Subject: Lexington-UKZN project 

Dear Patrick, 

Greetings. 

I have been steadily reviewing the various chapters submitted and filling in the gaps in an effort to get the manuscript to a place where it can be sent out for 
peer review by the two interested presses. As part of this process, I have concluded that after waiting for so long and based on failed responses to your 
requests, I do not think it right to keep including Samir Amin as an editor. I am sure he is very busy and gets upon all the time to contribute to various projects 
thus he most likely did not have time for the project. Further, I have organized the material thematically - see attached table of contents - to give the book a 
systematic structure and also to make it interesting for publishers and students (it is a book that my colleagues - 4 are contributors - plan to use in their classes 
at UN¢. 

I write to see if you can block 2 weeks from mid-January to review the completed manuscript so that I can sent it to the publishers by January 3L 

Best wishes for this Holiday Season! 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bamti Amisi --~amisi@ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 3:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

pbond@mail.ngo.za 

RE: Your revised chapter on Energy and Big dam development 

Dear Prof Eunice, 

Many thanks for your quick response. The chapter will be ready on 16/01/2011. 

May you have a Merry. Christmas 2010 and Prosperous 2011. 

Regards, 

Mr Baruti Amisi 
Researcher 
Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room 702, Memorial Tower Building, Durban 
4041 

Phone: 27 31 2603577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 
Cell: 
E-mail: amisi@ukzn.ac.za 

Website: www.ukzn.ac~za!ccs 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 12/22/2010 6:56 PM >>> 

Dear Amisi, 

Thanks for your note. Please send the revised chapter by January 16. 

In terms of the other paper, Professor Tettey is back after a being away on research leave and we will provide you an update on the project the first week of January. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Baruti Amisi [amisi@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 22, 2010 8:23 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢; pbond@mail.ngo.za 
Subject; Re: Your revised chapter on Energy and Big dam development 

Dear Prof Eunice, 

Many thanks tbr your e-mail and request. 

Kindly give me a deadline tbr submission. Kindly also resend the file attached to your e-mail file as a word 97-2003 document. I could not open it. 

On a ditt~rent note, is there any feedback for the chapter that we writing together on migration? 

Regards, 

Mr Baruti Amisi 
Researcher 
Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room 702, Memorial Tower Building, Durban 
4041 

Phone: 27 31 2603577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 
Cell: 

E-mail: amisi@ukzn.ac.za 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za!ccs 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 12/21/2010 5:54 PM >>> 

Dear Amisi, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

As I have been putting the manuscript together for the outstanding project with Patrick, I realized that I have not received your revised chapter. I would be very grateful if you 
sent the chapter - along the lines we discussed in March following my review of the original chapter - as soon as possible. 

I apologize for the delay in being touch about this project. There has been a lot going but I have been working at for months to have it structured in a way that makes sense 
especially for students and trying to fill in the gaps with request from colleagues who have graciously contributed to the project in the last six months. To give you a sense of 
the project, please see the updated table of contents. 



Best wishes and looking forward to hearing from you. 
Eunice. 

Please find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: ht~p:,/www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaJmer 

Please find our Em~fil Disclaimer here-->: http:i/~wwv.ukzn.ac.za/discl~fimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Baruti Amisi <amisi@ulczn.ac.za> 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

pbond@mail.ngo.za 

Re: SaNe-Bond manuscript- Table of contents that you could not open 

Dear Prof Eunice, 

Many thanks for the table of contents and guidelines. 

Regards, 

Mr Baruti Amisi 
Researcher 
Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room 702, Memorial Tower Building, Durban 
4041 

Phone: 27 31 2603577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 
Cell: 
E-mail: amisi@ukzn.ac.za 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs 

~- ~ SaNe, Eumce N <ennice@email.nnc.edu> 12,23,2010 2:44 PM >>> 

Dear Amisi, 

Please find attached the table of contents in word format. Hopefully you can open it this time around. 

As we discussed in March,a focus on big development discourses and practices and their effects on the environment and human security of local communities would be 
excellent. In that regard, a systematic focus on few case studies would strengthen your chapter. For instance a systematic and critical discussion of the literature on big dam 
development strategy with DRC as a case study would be enough. Patrick’s chapter addresses climate change at length and carbon trade, climate debate and resistance, thus 
there is not need to discuss these themes in yours. 

Feel free to send your chapter for comments before the 16. 

Wishing you and your family a Happy Holiday Season! 

Eunice. 

From: Baruti Amisi [amisi@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, December 23, 2010 3:36 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢; pbond@mail.ngo.za 

Subject-" RE: Your revised chapter on Energy and Big dam development 

Dear Prof Eunice, 
Many thanks tbr yonr quick response. The chapter will be ready on 16/01/2011. 

May you have a Merry Christmas 2010 and Prosperous 2011. 

Regards, 

Mr Baruti Amisi 
Researcher 
Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room 702, Memorial Tower Building, Durban 
4041 

Phone: 27 31 2603577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 
Cell: 
E-mail: amisi@ukzn.ac.za 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs 

>>> "SaNe, Ennice N" <eunice@emaJl.unc .edu~ 12/22/2010 6:56 PM >>> 

Dear Amisi, 

Thanks for your note. Please send the revised chapter by 3anuaPl 16. 

In terms of the other paper, Professor Tettey is back after a being away on research leave and we will provide you an update on the project the first week of January. 



Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Baruti Amisi [amisi@ukzmac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2010 8:23 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: pbond@mail.ngo.za 
Subject: Re: Your revised chapter on Energy and Big dam development 

Deax Prof Eunice, 

Many thanks for your e-mail m~d request. 

Kindly give me a deadline for submission. Kindly also resend the file attached to your e-mail file as a word 97-2003 document. I could not open it. 

On a different note, is there any feedback for the chapter that we writing together on migration? 

Regards, 

Mr Baruti Amisi 
Researcher 
Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room 702, Memorial Tower Building, Durban 
404:!. 

Phone: 27 31 2603577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 
Cell: 
E-mail: amisi@ukzn.ac.za 

Website: www.ukzn.ac.za/ccs 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 12/21/2010 5:54 PM >>> 

Dear Amisi, 

Greetings and 1 hope you are well. 

As 1" have been putting the manuscript together for the outstanding project with Patrick, 1" realized that 1" have not received your revised chapter. 1" would be very grateful if you 
sent the chapter - along the lines we discussed in March following my review of the original chapter - as soon as possible. 

1" apologize for the delay in being touch about this project. There has been a lot going but 1" have been working at for months to have it structured in a way that makes sense 
especially for students and trying to fill in the gaps with request from colleagues who have graciously contributed to the project in the last six months. To give you a sense of 
the project, please see the updated table of contents. 

Best wishes and looking forward to hearing from you. 
Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here- ->: http://u~,.ukzn.ac.za/disclai~ner 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here- ->: http://u~,.ukzn.ac.za/disclai~ner 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: htlp:iA%%~-a~kzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 9:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information tbr ’The democra’dc challenge : rethinking dem( cracy a~d democratlzat~on 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalo~mail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5972028 

Title: The democratic challenge : rethinking democracy and democratization 

Author: Nef, Jorge. 

Published: Palgrave Macmillan 

Publisher Location: Basingstoke ;New York 

Published: 2009. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 

Democracy. 

Democratization. 

Other Authors: 
Reiter, Bemd, 1968- 

Item Description: 

viii, 186p. ; 24 cm. 

0230516890 (hbk.) 

0230516904 (pbk) 

9780230516892 (hbk.) 

9780230516908 (pbk.) 

244414786 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 172-183) and index. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Libraty (1 copy available) 

JC423 .N44 2009(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at Dec.22.2010 17:18:59 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 9:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC- CH Catalog information tbr ’Decisions on democracy : the politics of constitution- making in South Aliica, 1990-1996’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalo~mail.html 

Linkto Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4318866 

Title: Decisions on democracy : the politics of constitution-making m South Aticica, 1990-1996 

Author: Strand, Per 

Published: Uppsala University" 

Publisher Location: Uppsala 

Published: 2000. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
Constitutional history -- South Africa -- 20th century. 
Democracy -- South Africa. 

Item Description: 
325p ;25cm. 
9150613944 
47012931 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 315 -325). 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 
KTL2101 .$77 2000(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at Dec.22.2010 16:42:34 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Millennium@lse.ac.uk 

Thursday, December 23, 2010 10:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Reminder: Review Due Today - i~lennium 

Dear Protl Sable, 

This is to confirm the receipt of your reveiw. Thank you for your time and precious collaboration. 
We will keep you posted on the outcome of the submission and we will be looking forward to ~vorking with you in the future 

Berst wishes of a happy Christmas from the Millem~ium Team, 

Francesca Obino 

Editor, Millenmum : Journal of International Studies (Vo140) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eumce@email uric edu] 
Sent: Wed 22/12/2010 16:41 
To: Millennmm 
Subject: RE: Reminder: Review Due Today - N/lillennium 

[)ear Mr Papagaryfallou, 

Thanks for inviting me review the piece Development and World Order. ~Ihis is cor~firm that I have submitted the review. 

Please acknowledge receipt of the review. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph D 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: onbehalfol}+ Millennium+ [se.ac.uk@manuscriptcentral cam [onbehalfof~MJllermium ~lse.ac.uk@manuscriptcentral.com] on behalf of Millennium@lse ac.uk [Millennium@lse ac.uk] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2010 3:45 AM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: Reminder: Review Due Today - Mallermium 

21-Dec-2010 

Dear Pro£ Sahle: 

Recently, you agreed to revie~v Manuscript ID MJIS-2010-0196, entitled "Development and World Order." This e-mail is a reminder that your revie~v is now due. Please complete and subrait 
your review via Manuscript Central - http:i/mc.manuscriptcentral.corrgmiis. You may also access the manuscript and the reviewer form directly- by clicking the following link: 

http:i/mc.raanuscriptcentral.cor~,miis?L~,2c MASK JJ9nkJCR5Ysns25i2ZRb 

Do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of any assistance. 

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ioarmis Papagaryfallou 
Depu~" Editor, Milletmium 
Millennium@lse.ac.uk 

Read us - http:/imil.sagepub.com/ 

Join Millennium on Facebook - http://www.faceb~k.c~m~pages/Mi~ennium-J~urna~-~f-Internati~na~-studies/~3324~3~67~266 

Follow us on Twitter - http:i/twitter.com/millenniournal 

Review for us through LibraryThing - http:i/www, librarvthin~, corr~’catalo~/MilletmiuraJournal 

Please access the attached hyperlirtk for an important electronic conwnunications disclaimer: http://lse.ac.~,’emailDisclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

das133@columbia.edu 

Sunday, December 26, 2010 11: 57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your paper - Tully conference paper 

M~y thanks Eunice ... 

Sent via BlackBelry by AT&T 

From: "Salale, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 
Date: Fri, 24 Dec 2010 15:22:41 +0000 

To: David Scott<das133@columbia.edu> 
Subject: Your paper - Tully conference paper 

Dear David, 

Greetings. 

Please find attached your paper pertaining to the Tully project. T enjoyed reading it and I have made very minor edits. 
I am busy working on my rethought paper and will sent it in January. Sorry for the delay. 

Kindly let me know that you received the piece when you have a moment. 

Wishing you a joyous and restful Holiday Season! 

Eunice. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 29, 2010 10:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CCO AFRI 101 test site: Spring 2011 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope you had a great holiday! 

Below is a link to the test site for CCO AFRI 101 for spring 2011. I have a few notes/questions for you as you review the site: 

1. The revisions were based on the original submission of the course material, which is pretty outdated. I worked with what I had and made the revisions that 

seemed appropriate for the most recent version of the course that you’ve taught (Spring 2010). For future semesters, you can just make your course 

revisions from the last offering of the course (directions are on our Faculty Handbook site: http~//fridaycenter.unc.eduifacu!ty/rev!sing_CCO=html#track). I 

can send the link to whatever archived course you need access to. 

2. The due dates for some of the assignments varied from the home page to the individual lesson pages, sometimes saying the assignment was due at 5 pm 

and in other places at 11:30 pm. I made it consistent with all assignments being due at 11:30 pm. Please let me know if you would like to change this. 

3. For Lesson 14, the final due date for the discussion forum assignment is Friday, April 22rid, but this is a University holiday. I therefore shortened the week 

to end on April 21st instead and included a note alerting students of the shortened week. However, if you would like to extend the assignment due date or 

if you have an alternative approach to this, just let me know. 

4. I also revised Lesson 15 to end on April 27th instead of the 29th since classes officially end on April 27th. We have been asked to follow the official 

University schedule for our CCO courses. Fortunately this was just a reading week, so it doesn’t take any time away from students completing their 

assignments. 

5. I rolled over the paper, map quiz, midterm, and final exam on the Blackboard site. I also set them up with the proper time parameters. You can review the 

exams and assignments via the Control Panel and make any changes as you see fit. Or you can let me know of any changes you have for them, and I can 

make the revisions. 

I think that’s everything for now! Please review the course site, along with the Blackboard site, and let me know of any changes you have for the course. If 

everything looks in place, please send me an e-mail to that effect. 

Test site: http://fridaycenter.unc.edu/_test/afrilOlatest/ 

Thanks again, Eunice. Happy New Year! 

Jessa 

]essa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
I00 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919.962.7974 
jessa bliss@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@nnc.edtP 

Wednesday, December 29, 2010 10:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO AFRI 101 test site: Spring 2011 

Hi Eunice, 

That’s strange! Let me resend you the link and see if that works. Please let me know if you continue having trouble. 

http://fridaycenter.unc.edui test/afrilOlates[i 

Thanks aga~n~ 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Wednesday, December 29, 2010 ~0:40 AN 

To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI ~0~ test site: Spring 20~ 

Dear Jessica, 

Thanks so much for your workl 

I thought I revised the course based on the Spring 2010 course. At any rate thanks for the information. 

Somehow I cannot access the test site. Kindly let me know what to do. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Bliss, .]essa 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 29, 2010 I0:28 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" CCO AFRI 101 test site: Spring 2011 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope you had a great holiday! 

Below is a link to the test site for COO AFR1101 for spring 2011. I have a few notes/questions for you as you review the site: 

The revisions were based on the original submission of the course material, which is pretty outdated. I worked with what I had and made the revisions that 

seemed appropriate for the most recent version of the course that you’ve taught (Spring 20:10). For future semesters, you can just make your course 

revisions from the last offering of the course (directions are on our Faculty Handbook site: http://frida¥center.unc.eduifacult¥/revising CCO.html#track). I 

can send the link to whatever archived course you need access to. 

2. The due dates for some of the assignments varied from the home page to the individual lesson pages, sometimes saying the assignment was due at 5 pm 

and in other places at 11:30 pro. I made it consistent with all assignments being due at 11:30 pro. Please let me know if you would like to change this. 

3. For Lesson :14, the final due date for the discussion forum assignment is Friday, April 22nd, but this is a University holiday. I therefore shortened the week 

to end on April 2:1st instead and included a note alerting students of the shortened week. However, if you would like to extend the assignment due date or 

if you have an alternative approach to this, just let me know. 

4. I also revised Lesson :15 to end on April 27th instead of the 29th since classes officially end on April 27th. We have been asked to follow the official 

University schedule for our CCQ courses. Fortunately this was just a reading week, so it doesn’t take any time away from students completing their 

assignments. 

5. I rolled over the paper, map quiz, midterm, and final exam on the Blackboard site. I also set them up with the proper time parameters. You can review the 

exams and assignments via the Control Panel and make any changes as you see fit. Or you can let me know of any changes you have for them, and I can 

make the revisions. 

I think that’s everything for now! Please review the course site, along with the Blackboard site, and let me know of any changes you have for the course. If 

everything looks in place, please send me an e-mail to that effect. 

Test site: http:/!fridaycenter.unc.edui...test/afri:[O:1atesti 

Thanks again, Eunice. Happy New Year! 

Jessa 

3essa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919.962.7974 

j_e___s___s__a__ b_!j__s__s__d~_~ Ln_C__,__e___d_~[ 

www.frida~/center.u nc~ed u 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 29, 2010 11:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO AFRI 101 test site: Spring 2011 

Great! I’ve made the correction. Please let rne know if anything else comes up before the semester begins. I’ll send you the course access information the week 
before classes start. 

7hanks a~aiF~ 

F~m: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 2010 ii:~0 AM 

To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 test site: Spring 2011 

Dear Jessa, 

Thanks so much. I was able to access the course material this time around. 

Kindly make this minor edit and then we will be ready to go: 

Section: "Course Overview" 

Lines 10-11 should read: 

"leading scholars, we will engage in critical and analytical reflections on historical and contemporary developments (both internal and external) that have influenced political, 
economic and socio-cultural processes in Africa." 

Many thanks for your help. 
Eunice. 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 2010 10:44 AlVl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 test site: Spring 2011 

HI Eunice, 

That’s strange! Let rne resend you the link and see if that works. Please tel me know if you continue having trouble. 

~-t-t--~--;~f-r-Ld-~-e--~t-~e---r--.~y~n--~-~-d---v~t-~e--~-~t-~r--~L~--~-t-~ 
Thanks again! 

Jessa 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 2010 10:40 AM 

T¢: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 test site: Spring 2011 

Deaf .lessica, 

Thanks so much for your work1 

I thought I revised the course based on the Spring 2010 course. At any rate thanks for the information. 

Somehow I cannot access the test site. Kindly let me know what to do. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Bliss, .]essa 
Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 2010 10:28 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: CCO AFRI 101 test site: Spring 2011 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope you had a 8reat holiday! 

Below is a link to the test site for CCO AFRI 1011 for sprin8 2011. I have a few notes/questions for you as you review the site: 

11. The revisions were based on the original submission of the course material, which is pretty outdated. I worked with what I had and made the revisions that 

seemed appropriate for the most recent version of the course that you’ve tausht (Sprin8 2010). For future semesters, you can lust make your course 

revisions from the last offerin~ of the course (directions are on our Faculty Handbook site: ~h~t~t~/~j~f~r!~d~a~c~e~n~t~e~r~;y~n~c~:~e~d~y/~f~a~c~y!~t~Wj~[~e~v~!~s~!~n~-~:~!~[9~). I 

can send the link to whatever archived course you need access to. 

2. The due dates for some of the assisnrnents varied from the home pase to the individual lesson pases, sometimes sayin8 the assi~nrnent was due at 5 pm 

and in other places at 111:30 pm. I made it consistent with all assisnrnents bein8 due at 111:30 pm. Please let me know if you would like to chanse this. 

3. For Lesson 14, the final due date for the discussion forum assisnrnent is Friday, April 22nd, but this is a University holiday. I therefore shortened the week 

to end on April 21st instead and included a note alertin~ students of the shortened week. However, if you would like to extend the assisnment due date or 

if you have an alternative approach to this, lust let me know. 

4. I also revised Lesson 115 to end on April 27th instead of the 29th since classes officially end on April 27th. We have been asked to follow the official 



University schedule for our CCO courses. Fortunately this was just a reading week, so it doesn’t take any time away from students completing their 

assignments. 

5. I rolled over the paper, map quiz, midterm, and final exam on the Blackboard site. I also set them up with the proper time parameters. You can review the 

exams and assignments via the Control Panel and make any changes as you see fit. Or you can let me know of any changes you have for them, and I can 

make the revisions. 

I think that’s everything for now! Please review the course site, along with the Blackboard site, and let me know of any changes you have for the course. If 

everything looks in place, please send me an e-mail to that effect. 

Test site: .h...t..t/?~:././..f...r.!..d..a.~y.c.~.e.~.n..t...e..r.:..u...n..c.:..e...d.~.u./..-t...e..s..t./..a.~.f~[~.~.~Z~ 

Thanks again, Eunice. Happy New Year! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919.962.7974 

www,fridaycenter.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 2, 2011 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-02-11 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Sembdne, Ousmane, 
TITLE: God’s bits of~vood 
CALL NO: PQ3989.$46 B613 1995 c.3 
BARCODE: 00031017845 
Davis LibralT Circ St DUE: 01-05-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:58 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norval, Aletta J <alett@essex.ac.uk> 

Monday, Janum3~ 3, 2011 6:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Greetings 

Dear Eunice, 

Great to hear from you. This must be telepathy, since I thought of you this mornin!! 

I recognise the sense you are speaking of - I’ve also had an extremely hectic Autumn term, and I’m afraid that the Spring term does not look ve~ different. I’m completely overcommitted at 
present, but rm resolved not to take on more until I’m through this term. (I’ve basically agreed to write a number of encyclopedia entries, which are ve~’ time consuming and I enjoy doing 
them, but they are kind of marginal to what I am supposed to be doing publication-wise On top of that I have about 3 PhDs to examine in the next couple of months...) Things should ease 
offby earl?’ summer for me, at ~vhich point rll be starting on a new collaborative and interdisciplinaW prRiect on identity and teclmology. 

Are you still planning to come to the UK at some point? If you do, please let me know. If you have time, I’d love to host a talk for you at Essex at a time that is convenient for you. I would 
also be delighted to think about doing a project together. What are you working on at the moment? 

We are hosting our annual Critical Political TheoW conference at Essex from 15-17th June 2011 - I’ll send you the call for paper in case you are around at that time The theme this year is 
’Global Challenged - Envisaging Alternatives’, something your work really speaks to. 

At any rate - it would be great to keep in touch. 

With best wishes for 2011. 

Aletta 

Frumi Sahle, Ennice N[eunlce@emalbnnc~edu] 
Sent: 31 December 2010 16:04 
To: Nurva[, AIetta J 
Sut~iect: Greetings 

[)ear Aletta, 

Surry for the silence ~2~1 [uwing your response tu my message. It has been a very hectic period 

At aW rate, I write tu wish you al[ the best ]2)r 2011! 

I lnnk forward to our continued dialogue. 

Warm regards, 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <~jweile~@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, Januao~ 3, 2011 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

reqnest 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this note finds you well and that you have had a nice holiday season. 

I have a request and I would be happy to bribe you with lunch if that would help. I am teaching the majors only version of Global Issues this semester and wanted 

to know whether you would be willing to make a guest lecture appearance, sometime in March, to discuss structural adjustment. 

The class meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11. Please let me know whether that might work. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Monday, JanuaD, 3,2011 3:48 PM 

The asc tbcalty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[ase thculty] library residency at IU tbr non-T6 ins~iutions 

Dear Colleagues: 

Below is a CFP for libra~cy residencies in Bloomington, targeted towards "thculty metnbers at Historically Black Colleges and Universities or at U.S. colleges / 
universities with limited Africa collections." Please circulate. Wam~ regards, Barbara 

Short-Te~rn Residential Fellowship Indiana University African Studies Collections 

Call for Proposals 

Indiana University’s African Studies Progran~ invites applications tbr a short-term residency to conduct research in IU’s Libraries/African Studies Collections. Indiana 

University’s Atiican Studies Collection ranks among the top tier of such collections in the U.S. It comprises more than 140,000 volumes of monographs and over 700 

serial subscriptions as well as materials in other formats (e.g. tx~sters, slide~ film/video, audio tapes, etc). The li~cus of the collection is on the humanities and ~cial 

sciences, supporting a wide range of students and facul~’ in such depe~tments as history, anthropology; fine a(ts, theatre & drama~ literature, folklore, ethnomusicology, 

co~nmunication and culture, linguistics, religious stddies, educatio~ political science, business, economics, journalism, and applied health science. 

In addition to the ~na~n libraw working collection, IU’s African Studies Collection also includes several special, archival collections, most notably among them: 

the Liberian Collections (for more information, see http://onliberia.orW ) 

the Somali Collection (for more information, see http:#x~a~av.indiana.edu/qibsalc/a£ricar~;Digital Somali Library/) 

The H.K. Banda Archive (for more intbrmation, see http:i/~¥w.libraries.iub.edu/index.php?pageld5261 ) 

Additional inibrmation about the 1U Libraries and its At~can Studies Collection may be fomad at: ht~p:/iwww.libraries.iub.edu/index.php?pageId 322. Questions may 

be directed to African Studies Librarian Dr. Marion Frank-Wilson (812-855-1481 or mi~ankwi(~indiana.edu); or to Liberian Collections Project Coordinator Dr. 

Verlon Stone (812-856-0782 or stonevl~indiana.edu). 

This faculty residency is intended for ihculU Inembers at Historically Black Colleges and Universities or at U.S. colleges / universities ruth limited Africa collections to 

use Indiana University’s libraries and special collections for rese~xch in support of curriculum development or publications. The successful applicant roll receive an 
awaxd that covers domestic travel, accommodations in Bloomington, and a modest per diem for a 2-3 week period of research, up to a maximum of $2,500. The 

awaxd must be nsed before Angust 15, 2011, and the recipient is expected to reside in Bloomington during the period of her/his a~-ard. 

There is no special application form. Applicants are asked to submit a curriculum vitae and a brief proposal. The proposal should include a) a description of the project 
and its intended outcome, b) the relationship of the IU Atiican Studies Collection and/or special collections to the projecL and c) "the length and preferred dates of the 

residency. The deadline tbr applications is February. 22, 2011. Awards will be announced by March 22, 2011. 

Applications may be submitted electronically to Ms. Marilyn Estep (estepm$~indiana.edu). 

Paper applications should be sent to: 

Libra .i~ Residency 

African Studies l?rogra~l 

Woodbum Hall 221 

Indiana University 

Bloomington, IN 47405 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Africa~ S~Nldies Center, CB#7582 

3@27 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc.edu 

www.cNebal.unc.eduiafrJca 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anne-Maria Makhulu <amakhul@duke.edu~ 

Monday, Januao, 3,2011 9:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Concilium Talk 

Hi Eunice, 
How are things? 

¯ In any event, no worries about the Concilium on Southern Africa, we’d be delighted to host you any 
time you think you can manage and yes, next year would be fine. Do let me know if there is anything I can do to help moving forward. 
My very best wishes 
Anne-Maria 
Anne-Maria B. Makhulu 
Assistant Prof. of Cultural Anthropology and African and African American Studies 
205 Friedl Building 
Campus Box 90091 
Duke University 
Durham, NC 27708 
919-668-5251 (o) 
919-581-8483 (0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University- <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Tuesday, Jmmary 4, 2011 6:32 AM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

CFP: Library Residencies, IUASC, Bloomington, Barbara Shaw Anderson 

From: Barbara Shaw Anderson, UN-C-Chapel Hill <banderson@unc.edu> 
Date: 4 Janualy 2011 

Dear Colleagues: 

Below is a CFP for library residencies in Bloomington, targeted towards "faculty members at Historically Black Colleges and Universities or at US colleges / universities ~vith limited Africa 
collections" Please circulate. Warm regards, Barbara 

Short-Term Residential Fellowship--Indiana Umversity African Studies Collections 

Call for Proposals 

Indiana Unlversi~is Aticican Studies Program invites applications for a short-term residency to conduct research in IU’s Libraries/African Studies Collections Indiana University’s African 
Studies Collection ranks among the top tier of such collections in the US It comprises more than 140,000 volumes of monographs and over 700 serial subscriptions as well as materials in 
other 12~rmats (e.g. posters, slides, fihn/video, audio tapes, etc). The focus of the collection is on the humanities and social sciences, supporting a wide range of students and facul~ in such 
departments as history, anthropolo©,, fine arts, theatre & drama, literature, folklore, ethnomusicology, communication and culture, linguistics, religious studies, education, political science, 
business, economics, journalism, and applied health science 
In addition to the main library working collection, ]U’s African Studies Collection also includes several special, archival collections, most notably among them: 

--the Liberian Collections (for more iNk~rmation, see http://onliberia or~/ 

--the Somali Collection (for more information, see http://www.indiana.edu/-libsalc/african/Digita[ Somali I,ibrary/ 

--’]’he tt.K. Banda Archive ([’or more information, see http://www.libraries.iub.edu/index.php?pa~eld 5261 

Additional information about the IU Libraries and its African Studies Collection may be found at: http://www libraries iub.edu/index.php?pa~eId 322. Questions may be directed to African 
Studies Librarian Dr. Marion Frank-Wilson (812-855-1481 or mfrankwi@indiana.edu); or to Liberian Collections Project Coordinator Dr. Verlon Stone (812-856-0782 or stonevl@indiana.edu). 

This faculty residency is intended for faculty members at Historically Black Colleges and L’niversities or at U.S. colleges / universities with limited Africa collections to use Indiana 
University’s libraries and special collections for research in support of curriculum development or publications The successful applicant will receive an award that covers domestic travel, 
accommodations in Bloomington, and a modest per diem for a 2-3 week period of research, up to a maximum of $2,500 The award must be used before August 15, 2011, and the recipient is 
expected to reside in Bloomington during the period of her/his award. 

There is no special application form. Applicants are asked to submit a curriculum vitae and a brief proposal. The proposal should include a) a description of the project and its intended 
outcome, b) the relationship of the IU African Studies Collection and/or special collections to the project, and c) the length and preferred dates of the residency. ~Ihe deadline for 
applications is February 22, 2011. Awards will be announced by March 22, 2011 
Applications may be submitted electronically to Ms. Marilyn Estep (estepm@indiana edu). 

Paper applications should be sunt to: 
Library Residency 
African Studies Program 
Woodb~n Hall 221 

Indiana Universi~ 
Bloomington, IN 47405 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Cunter 
Lectuxer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.tmc, edu,’africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

members@africanstudies.org 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 9:47 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AERC -Consortium’s Research Program Request for Candidates 

PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. The following message is being sent to all ASA members and associates. If you are interested and wish to respond to this 
request, please do so by contacting Gerald R. Bourrier directly at bici@sympatico.ca. Othe~Nise, please ignore this message. 

AERC is a not for profit Pan-African institution located in Nairobi, Kenya that is dedicated to enabling the advancement of economic policy research and training in Afric& 
AERC seeks a highly trained professional who will provide overall intellectual leadership and guidance for the Consortium’s Research Program. The successful candidate will 
have the following qualifications: 

a PhD in economics with at least 10 years experience in economic research 
graduate level experience in teaching economics in Africa ¯ demonstrated leadership and management skills 
strategic thinker with strong communication, interpersonal and networking skills 
excellent communication skills in written and spoken English 
ability to work in French would be an asset 

If you are familiar with the work of AERC and interested in the above position or know of individuals with the desired qualifications for this position, please contact Gerald R. 
Bourrier, P= Ag., Principal, Bourrier International Consultants Inc. by e-mail at bici@sympatico.ca, or by phone at 1=613-247-7291. Obviously, such approaches would be 

made in confidence. 

To find out more about AERC and this position, visit their web site at http://www.aercafrica.org 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (members@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscdbe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 4, 2011 10:56 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] One Health Course/Di~ussion Series 

Photo: IPRC/Nigel Dickinson 

<!--[endiq--> <!--[it’!wnl]--> 

Photo: J’nie Woosley (credits: Herald Sun) 

ONE WORLD, ONE 31EDICINE, ONE HEALTH 

<!--[if’.vml] ----~ 7 .~ ]<!-- [endil] --> 

One Health Intellectual Exchange 

Philosophy to Practical Integration of 

Human, Animal and Environmental Health 

A weekly discussion series, sponsored by the 

Triangle Global Health Consortium O~e Health Collaborative to enhance collaborations between physicians, veterinarians, researchers and other 
local/global health professionals by increasing public awareness of the interconnectedness of people, animals and the environment. 

(Also avaJlable for credit: See below). 

First Session - Tuesday, January 11, 2011 

5:30 - 7:30 p,m. 

Introduction to the Concept of One Health: 

Initiative, History, Relevant Institutions, Goals 

Panel Discussion led by Members o[ the TGHC One Health Collaborative Steering Committee: 

Larry Glickman, VMD, DrPH, (UNC) 

Barrett Slenning, DVM, MVPH (NC State) 

Cheryl Stroud, DVM, PhD, TGHC One Heath Collaborative Chair 

Chris Woods, MD, MPH (Duke) 

North Carolina Bioteclmology Center 15 T.W. Alexm~der Drive Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Directions: www.ncbiotech.org/directions/ 

Addyourselfto tkelis~tserve witk Liz Selisker, liz selisker~ncsu.edu 

For credit: Duke - comact Meredith Barrett, meredith.barret~duke.edu ; UNC- contact Mamie Sackey Ham~ msharris @med.unc.edu; NC State - 

contact Barrett Slenning, barrett slenning@ncsu.edu 

For Suggested Readings tbr JanuaW 11 go "to the One Health Collaborative page on 



the TriaJ~gle Global Health Consortium web site at http:i/triangleglobalhealth.ning.com/group/tghconehealthcollabom’tive 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 2:41 PM 

Sahle, Eunice I~| <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Just 2 days away! Now is the Time for an Arctic Nuclear Weapon Free Zone 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 
htt~.~h//ww~[ndustryn.~ai[~ut‘c~n.~/]ndu~try/~e~a~px?i~=248ra54&q=272:~58723&g~=67d2c7 

The Wal~er and Dm~can Gordon ]b"otmdatio~ in paxtnership with the Mva~k Selmol of 

Global Affairs invites you to attend tlae Arctic Security’ Symposinm on: 

Now is the Time for an Arctic Nuclear \Veapon Free Zone 

This s?’mposium, presented by Dr. Adele Buckley, examines the potential role of an Arctic 

Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (ANWFZ) as an element of elimination of nuclear weapons. In the 
Arctic, two major problems of our titne climate change and nuclear weapons have created 

exceptional opportunities for co-operation or coatlict, l?ressure frown many~ including the UN 

Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon, to abolish nuclear weapons supports the impetus to elitninate 

them north of the Arctic Circle, notwithstanding the presence of two nucleax weapons states 
bordering the Arctic Ocean. The climate change induced opening of the Arctic with its great 

upheavals in the way of life and business, tells us that "now is flrc time" for the ANWFZ. The 

Government of Canada, the Nordic count~y- governments and the Arctic Council are all potential 

champions for beginning negotiations on an Arctic Nnclear Weapon Free Zone treaty’. 

Dr. Adele Buckley is a physicist, engineer and environmental scientist. As a member, and past 

Chair, of the Canadian Pugwash Group, and a member of the Pugwash Coancil, she works to 

further the goals of the Pugwash ContErences on Science and World Affairs. Dr. Buckley’s 
presentations on peace and security~ include Arctic security, nucleaac renaissance, verification of 

performance, energy technology transfer, and freshwater availabiliU. She is also forn~erly a VP, 

Technology and Research, Onta~-io Centre for Enviro~m~ental Technology Advancement, and 

VP, Solarchem Environmental Systems, as well as a founding pmlner of Sciex, a division of 

MDS Inc. Dr. Buckley has been awarded an honorary DSc from the University- of Toronto. 

V~laat: Now is the Tinrc for an Arctic Nuclear Weapon Free Zone 

When: Thursday, JanuaD 6, 2011 at 1:00-2:30pm 

Where: Munk School of Global AtraJrs, University of Toronl,~ 

1 Devonshire Place, Room 108 North 
Toronto - Just East of St. George Street 

t lease RS VI online at: 

For additional information please contact Sara French at 

We look forward to seeing you on Thursday, Januau 6. 

Sincerely, 

The Gordon Foundation Team. 

w ww_c~ord o n fn_orc, 
Waiter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 

11 Church Street, Suite 400 

Toronto, Ontario 
N5E lWl 

Canada 

This email was created and de, livered using ’-,DdMs3£;, Ivl~ji¢~t 





Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 5, 2011 8:14 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: ttR Digest: January 4, 2010 

1411 HRF Employee Informatiou.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 04, 2011 5:09 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: January 4, 2010 

-I-O: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department{S}o 

¯ Full text of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

.Jan. ~.2: HR Facilitator Quarterly Meeting 

Jan. ~4: Tuition Waiver Deadline 

Jan. ~5: Service Awards Review to be completed by HR Facilitators 

Jan. ~7: Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday 

Leave Poli~ Changes (contact: Benefits Services, 962-~07~} 

New vacation accrual rates went into effect Jan. ~ for SPA employees. The Vacation Leave policy for SPA Employees has been updated to reflect the new accrual 

rates. In addition, also effective Jan. ~, the Voluntary Shared Leave policy was updated to reflect the addition of sick leave as an approved leave source. 

~actation Support Poli~ (contact: Benefits Services, 962-~07~} 

To comply with The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 20~0, the University has implemented a Lactation Support Policy. This policy is intended to assist 

working mothers with the transition back to work following the birth of a child by providing lactation support. A lactation support program allows a nursing mother 

to express breast milk periodically during the work day. Click here to review the Lactation Support Policy. 

Training Spotlight - Upcoming Classes Available (conta~: Training and Talent Development, 962-2550} 

Advanced Communication Skills 

Based on extensive research on effective communication and influencing, this course provides clear, practical principles and skills that participants can 

immediately put into action to build rapport and create more successful outcomes in key interactions and business relationships. 

You are currently subscribed to afiiafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8405026 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-28405026-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,~;listserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, January 4, 20 I0 

Jan. 1 4: Tuition Waiver Deadline 
Jan, 1 7: Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday 

Leave Policy Changes - Effective Jan. 1 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Vacation Leave for SPA Employees 
New vacation accrual rates went into effectJan. 1 for SPA employees. The Vacation 
Leave policy for SPA Employees has been updated to reflect the new accrual rates. 
Click here to review the updated policy. 

Voluntary Shared Leave 
Effective Jan. 1, the Voluntary Shared Leave Policy was updated to reflect the addition 
of sick leave as an approved leave source for shared leave donations. The policy on 
Voluntary Shared Leave has been updated to reflect this change. Click here to review 
the updated policy. 

Lactation Support Policy 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

To comply with The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 201 0, the University 
has implemented a Lactation Support Policy. This policy is intended to assist working 
mothers with the transition back to work following the birth of a child by providing 
lactation support. A lactation support program allows a nursing mother to express 
breast milk periodically during the work day. Click here to review the Lactation Support 
Policy. 



Training Spotlight - Upcoming Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

Advanced Communication Skills 
Based on extensive research on effective communication and influencing, this course 
provides clear, practical principles and skills that participants can immediately put into 
action to build rapport and create more successful outcomes in key interactions and 
business relationships. 

These skills are especially useful in working with people we perceive to be "different" 
than ourselves, and in "difficult" interactions. This very active approach to building 
rapport and communication skills is based largely on the change system 
Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP), and challenges many of our assumptions and 
common sense ideas about communication and relationships. 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1500-A 
Date: Thursday, Jan. 6 
Time: 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Instructor: Zemo Trevathan 

Don’t miss this opportunity to reserve your space-- call 962- 2550, oremail us. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, Janua~ 5, 2011 9:01 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [afriathm] Fa]12011 Schedule 

Hi Tmvis -- I ~nade it back’. 

In any case 3 of the courses that are listed for me (254, 396, and 190) were only on the schedule as part of study abroad. This fall I roll be back to my old schedule of 

just 293 in Stone Center 210 TR, 3:30-4:45. We’ll remm to Venezuela Summer 2012. 

On Jan 4, 2011, at 5:01 PM, Travis Gore wrote: 

Hello Fxeryone, 

I hope everybody had a nice break’. I will be working on the Fall 2011 schedule m~d I have attached the Fall 2010 schedule tbr you to rake a look at 
because my guess is that it will be veo, similar tbr Fall 11. 

Please em~l me at st~ore~email.unc.edu by next Sunday (01/09,/11) to let me know if eve .i2dhing looks fine or if there are changes that you would like 

to make. 

Thanks! 

You axe currently subscribed to aliia£am as: jt.iordan@emaiL unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32680868.60b47794cale3b374c71f827227482ce&n T&I afriafam&o~8402118 

(It may be necessary to cut and pas~e the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28402118-32680868.60M7794ca 1 e3b374c71Pg27227482ce(~listsela~.unc.edu 
<~AFAM .FALL 10 .xls><AFRI .FALL 10 .xls><LGLA.FALL 10.xls~ <SWAH.FALL 10.xls~ <WOLO .FALL 10 .~s> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n~,email u nc.ed u 

You a~re cunently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8405330 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28405330-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_ ~gmarl.com on behalf of 
Mai Truong <mai.truong@yale.edu-- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 5, 2011 2:38 PM 

Marl Truong <mar.truong@yale.edu> 

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS Yale Journ~J oflntemalional Affarrs, Spring/Summer 2011 Issue: Spotlight on Resources 

YJIA Call for Submissions Spring 2011 .pdf 

YALE JOURNAL OF 
INTERNATI ONAL AFFAIRS 

In Associa/lon wi/h: 

TI tE J ACKSON INSTITUTE FOR GLOB AL AFFAIRS 

THE WttITNEY AND BETTY MACMIM.AN CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL AND AREA STUDIES 

At Yale University 

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 

Deadline: March 18th, 2011 

DESCRIPTION 

The Ya/eJour~a/oflvter~atio~¢a/A~fairs (YJIA) is a graduate student-run academic journal that publishes articles, interviews, book revie~vs and 

op-eds by scholars, graduate students and policy praclilioners on topics pertinent to current international affairs. Past contributors to YJIA 
include: Tony Blair, Paul Collier, Joseph Stiglitz, Ambassador John Negroponte, MaU Kaldor, Nancy Birdsall, and Steven Walt, among 
others. To view the online version of our past issues, please visit our website: www.y~Ieioum~l.org. 

UPCOMING ISSUE: SPOTLIGHT ON RESOURCES 

From Chma’s leverage of rare earth mhaerals and alarming "land grabs" in Africa, to the exploration and development of the Arctic Ocean, 

and the feared prospect of "water xvars" m the near future, competition for resources ~vi]l create the flash points of many of the 21st century’s 

conflicts. The Spring/Summer 2011 issue of the ~leJoz4f~alofIntef~ationalA.fifairs will hold a spotlight on the theme of resources. ©ne-third 

to one-half of the articles included in this issue will explore tl~e role of both traditional and untraditional resources in international affairs. \Ve 

are now- putting out the call for submissions that focus on resources but we invite all international affairs submissions. 

SUBMISSIONS 

The Ya/eJou~a/ofI~te~a/iona/Ajf~b:~ accepts three tTpes of submissions: l) Articles (3,000 to 5,000 words), 2) Book reviews (2,000 words or 
less), and 3) Op-eds (800 ,vords or less). 

\Vhen sending your submission, please include Ihe following: 

Cover letter: Submissions must include a cover letter indicating the author’s name, institutional affiliation, contact information (including 
email address and phone number), and a brief biography. 

¯ Abslract: A 100-word abstract must accompany all submissions. 

Format: Submissions must conform to the conventions of the Chicago Manual of S .w, le, 16th Edition. Citatious must take the form of 

endnotes and be formatted according to the YJIA Style Guide, available on the "~.~IA website: ~vx~v.valeioumal.org/submissions-2/. 

Deadline: Submissions for the upcoming issue must be submitted electronically as Microsoft Word documents to 

mai.truong@yale.edu no later than March 18, 2011. Authors will be notified of tlse status of their submissions mid-April 2011. 

Please share ",his call for submissions xvilh appropriate facully, students and policy praclilioners. 



For Further Information, please contact: 

Mai Truong (mai.truong(~yale.edu), Editor-in-Chief, Ya/ejourna/oflnternationalAfl~irs 

34 Hillhouse Avenue; New Haven, CT 06511; ~wwv.yalejoumal.org 



YALE JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 
TH 

DEADLINE: MARCH 18 2Oll 

DESCRIPTION 

The Yale Journal of Internationa! Affairs (YJIA) is an academic and policy-oriented journal that publishes 

articles, interviews, book reviews and op-cds by scholars, graduate students and policy practitioners on 

important topics in current international affairs. Past contributors to YJIA include: Tony Blair, Paul 

Collier, Joseph Stiglitz, Ambassador John Negroponte, Mar), Kaldor, and Nancy Birdsall among others. 

To view YJIA’s archives, visit us online at www.y_a__!_~j___o____u331~4_l__:___o___r_g. 

UPCOMING ISSUE: SPOTLIGHT ON RESOURCES 

From China’s leverage of rare earth minerals and alarming "land grabs" in Africa, to the exploration and 

development of the Arctic Ocean, and the feared prospect of "water wars" in the near future, competition 

for resources will create the flash points of many of the 21 st century’s conflicts. The Spring!Summer 

2011 issue of the Yale Journal oflnternationalAffairs will hold a spotlight on the theme of resources. 

One-third to one-half of the articles included in this issue ~vill explore the role of both traditional and 

untraditional resources in international affairs. We arc now putting out the call for submissions that focus 

on resources but we invite all international affairs submissions. 

SUBMISSIONS 

The Yale Journal oflnternationalAffairs accepts three types of submissions: 1) Articles (3,000 to 5,000 

words), 2) Book reviews (2,000 words or less), and 3) Op-Eds (800 words or less). Details about these 

submissions can be found online at: ~2y..~.a..!..cj...~....u....r.R@...~.£~..s.‘..t.Lb..~j...s.‘..s.‘.!...~....n....s.‘..-....2.../... 

When sending your submission, please include the follmving: 

¯ Cover letter: Submissions must include a cover letter indicating the author’s name, institutional 

affiliation, contact info (including cmail address and phone number), and a brief biography. 
¯ Abstract: A 100-word abstract must accompany all submissions. 

Submissions must conform to the conventions of the Chicago Manud of Style, 16th Edition. Citations 

must take the form of cndnotcs. 

Deadline: Submissions for the upcoming issue must be submitted electronically as Microsoft Word 

documents to the Editor-in-Chief at Ln___~_:!__.__t_y_5_Lo__~g@___gg_l___e_::___e__~_l___u__: no later than March 18, 2011. 

For further information, please contact: Mai Truong (mai.truong@yale.edu), Editor-in-Chief 

Yale Journal of International Affairs ~ 34 Hillhouse Avenue; New Haven, CT 06511 . www.yalejournal.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 5,2011 3:42 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [afriafam] Fall 2011 Schedule 

Welcome back! I am sorry I couldn’t make it to Venezuela this time but I am happy to hear that you will be returning in 

Summer 20:12 because I think it will be easier for me to get away for a little bit in the summer time! I also want to 

really thank you for letting us use the Stone Center again for our departmental graduation! 

Travis 

From: Joseph Jordan [mailto:jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2011 9:01 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: Re: [afriafam] Fall 2011 Schedule 

Hi Travis -- I made it back! 

In any case 3 of the courses that are listed for me (254, 396, and 190) were only on the schedule as part of 
study abroad. This fall I will be back to my old schedule of just 293 in Stone Center 210 TR, 3:30-4:45. We’ll 
return to Venezuela Summer 2012. 
On Jan 4, 2011, at 5:01 PM, Travis Gore wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope everybody had a nice break! I will be working on the Fall 2011 schedule and I have attached the Fall 
2010 schedule for you to take a look at because my guess is that it will be very similar for Fall 11. 
Please email me at stgore@email.unc.edu by next Sunday (01/09/11) to let me know if everything looks fine 
or if there are changes that you would like to make. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: it]ordan@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32680868.60b47794cal e3b374c71 f827227482ce&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28402118 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28402118-32680868.60b47794cal e3b374c71 f827227482ce@listserv.unc.edu 
<AFAM.FALL~~.x~s><AFR~.FALL~~.x~s><LGLA.FALL~~.x~s><SwAH.FALL~~.x~s><w~L~.FALL~~.x~s 
> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



(919) 962-9001 
jfjordan@email.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beatriz Pdelkohl <rielkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011 3:48 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Sustainability and Innovation in Global Contexts: Feb 3&4, UNC 

Microfranchising in Emerging Markets: 
Innovation in Practice and Research 

February 3rd - 4th, 2011 

Societies across the globe are facing overpopulation, climate change, food crises, increases in energy costs, and a lack of health     ~ 
care. While these issues present extremely complex problem~ the need for innovative and sustainable approaches presents an 

opportunity for entrepreneurship and new business creation. 

The Microfranchising: Innovation in Practice and Re,arch program is the first in a new series of annuaJ Interdisciplinary Symposia on SustainabiliO, & 

Innovation in Global Contexts. The symposia are designed to raise awareness in the UNC and larger community about significant sus~inability issues the world 

i:aces and to present innovative approaches to solve those challenges. 

Future topics include: 

Natural Resources: Challenges & Opportunities 

Climate Change & Energy, 

SustainabilU & Innovative Health Care 

The program is co-hosted by tive of UNC’s Title VI centers, the Institute tbr the Environment, and the Center for Sustainable Enterpri~. 

For the schedule and locations ~e: http:/iwww.kenan-fla~ler.unc.edtr/KI/ciber/microfranchising/schedule.cfm 

Co-Sponsors 

UNC Center for International Business Education & Research (UNC CIBER) 
African Studies Center 

Ins~dtute for the Environment 
Center for European Studies 

Center for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies 

Center for SusIainable Enterprise 

Ins~titute for the Study of the Americas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Jannary 5, 2011 8:02 PM 

Department listserv <ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Book on ttmtian earthquake 

Colleagues, 

This book on the 2010 earthquake in Haiti may interest you. I am using it this semester in my class and have also requested that the library purchase it. 

best, 

Karla 

Haiti Rising: Haitian History, Culture and the Earthquake of 2010 

Edited by Martin Munro 

The earthquake that struck Haiti on January 12, 2010 thrust the nation 
into the public consciousness as never before. That terrible event 
piqued interest in a remarkable country with a rich history as both 
the first black republic in the world and the first country to break 
free of European imperialism in Latin America. Haiti Rising brings 
together more than 20 of the most prominent authorities on Haiti in to 
provide both a historical and cultural introduction to Haiti and a 
chance for earthquake survivors to testify to their experiences. 
Ranging widely across politics, society, history, art and culture, 
contributors such as Maryse Cond6, Yanick Lahens, Evelyne Trouillot, 
J. Michael Dash and Laurent Dubois illuminate this most extraordinary 
of countries and the tragedy that befell it in 2010. Haiti Rising will 
stand as a written document of this cataclysmic event in Haitian 

history and as a monument to the experiences of those who were in 
Haiti at the time of the earthquake. It is vital reading for anyone 
who wants to find out more about Haiti, and the prospects for its 
future. 

All royalties from the book will be donated to the Haitian Art Relief Fund. 

"...essential reading for scholars, students and general readers 
interested in Haiti. It will also be of use for those involved in 
consciousness raising around Haiti over the coming years. This is an 
urgently required volume that I will recommend widely for its varied 
yet coherently focused content." Charles Forsdick, James Barrow 
Professor of French, University of Liverpool. 

Contributors 

Marl~ne Rigaud Apollon* Beverly Bell* Madison Smartt Bell* Patrick 
Bellegarde-Smith* LeGrace Benson* Jean Casimir* Maryse CondO* J. 
Michael Dash* Leslie G. Desmangles* Bill Drummond* Laurent Dubois* 
John D. Garrigus* Leah Gordon* Jason Herbeck* R~gine Michelle 
Jean-Charles* Deborah Jenson* Yanick Lahens* Michel Le Bris* Elizabeth 
McAlister* Nad~ve M~nard* Raoul Peck* Matthew J. Smith* Thomas C. 
Spear* l~velyne Trouillot* Laura Wagner* 

*Published in Europe by University of Liverpool Press 

Price: £16.95; ISBN: 9781846314988 

http:!!www.liverpool-unipress.co.uk/html!publication.asp?idProduct=3993 

*Published in the U.S.A., Canada and the Caribbean by University of 
the West Indies Press 

Price: $25.00; ISBN: 9789766402468 

http~//uwipress.c~m/index.php?~pti~n=c~m-virtuemart~page=shop,pr~duct-detai~s&~ypage=sh~p.f~ypage&categ~ry-id=24&pr~duct-id=34~8~temid=50 

Martin Munro is Professor of French and Francophone Studies at Florida 
State University and the author, most recently, of Exile and Post-1946 
Haitian Literature (LUP, 2007) and Different Drummers: Rhythm and Race 
in the Americas (California, 2010). His latest edited work is Edwidge 
Danticat: A Reader’s Guide (Virginia, 2010). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Joseph Jordan <jtjordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, Janua~ 6, 2011 10:28 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afrialhm] Stone Center Programs for Spring 2011 : Attached and Listed 

Stone Center Programs for Spring 2011 .doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Stone Center Programs for 

Spring 2011 

Greetings colleagues and happy new year to all. Below you will find a listing of progrmns and events the Stone Center will be presenting over the course of the 

setnester. Formal announcements on our website, in our newsletter and in the press will be coming in the next couple of weeks but I wanted to give you advance notice 

for planning purposes. If you have questions please let me know. All Stone Center programs are fiee and open to the public. Spanish language translation and other 

D’pes of assistaa~ce are available upon request. All fihn screeNngs take place in the Hitchcock room at 7 pm. 

The semester begins with our annual He Was a Poem, He Was a Song M. L. King Program on Monday, 17 January in the Stone Center auditorium and features 

music, poetry and spoken word t?om the Ron Baxter Quartet, the African American Art Song Movement with Joy ttarrell and Marisa D’Silva, the Sacrificial Poets 

and others. This program is co-sponsored by the Carolina Black Caucus. 

On 3 Februaxy the exhibition The ~agical Real-Ism oJNmy Sherald opens at 7 pm in the Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Museum t~aturing new works by 

noted young artis~t Amy Sherald. The evening will feature a brief artist talk by Ms. Sherald. (an~yshemld.co~n). The exhibition continues through 22 April. 

The Diaspora l;estival of Black and Independent Film opens on Tuesday, 8 FebruaD" at 7 pm with a screening of Frederick Douglass and The ~I7tite Negro, a 

t:ascinating documentaD~ on Douglass’ sojourn in Ireland on the eve of the Great Faanine. The film focuses on the i~npressions Ireland had on him as well as the troubled 

relationships between African Americans and Irish Americans &~ring that period in his~tory. 

10 FebruaD~ open one of the m-o special sections of the festival. The first section, A Luta Continua, highlights three films. The first oftEring is Cuba: An Aj?ican 

Odyss’ey, filmmaker Jihan al- Tahri’s monumental and celebrated (2008) work on the Cuban internationalist mission in Africa. This screening covers Part One of the 

two-paxt documental and follows Che Guevara’s etti>rks in the Congo atter the fall of PaNce Lumumba and continnes with the Cuban role in countering the South 

Ati-ican invasion of Angola in the 1970’s. 

On FebruaD’ 17, the final films in this section will be shown as a double tEature. The short film Freddie Ilanga: Che% Swahili Translator, from filmmaJaer and Bamch 

College professor Katrin Hansing, follows Ilanga, a Congolese citizen who served as tl~e guide and translator for Che Guevara during his unsuccessful military tnission 

after tl~e fall of Patrce Larnumba. Ilanga returned to Cuba with Cuban tbrces in the ’60’s and has lived there for almost 50 years. The second film will be the 2001 

documentau, Amilcar Cabral, a biographical film on the iconic African revolutionary who is widely regarded as one of the mofft important theorists and African 

nationalists among the continent’s wrious revolutionary anti-colonial movements. 

The second special section is entitled Imaginh~g Haiti, and features two p~ovocative and moving treatmems of the histo~’ of that nation. On 24 February we will 

screen Michaelange Quay’s award-winning feature Eat, For This Is My Body, which has been characterized as both a hypnotic, non- narrative film, and as a 

psychological study focusing on the interrelationship between liberation, racism, colonialism and desire. Quay’s foray into psycho-history challenges audiences to 
exanfine Haiti’s complex relationship to the world. Rounding out this section on 3 March is celebrated director Raoul Peck’s~oloch Tropical, a retelling and re- 

casting of Russian director Aleksandr Sokurov’s Moloch. Peck places the tale in Haiti and uses the Caribbean setting to tell a sharply critical and cat~tioua~5., tale about 

aeo-colonialism and despotism. Ed@ Souft’rant, Associate Professor in Philosophy at UNC Chaflotle, will lead the discussions tier both screeniags. 

On 15 March, we screen the final fihn in the l~stiw~l. Mountains That Take Wir~g/Angela D~wis & Yuri Kochiyama: A Conversation on Life, Struggles & 

Liberation. This film was produced and directed by Arizona State University professors Helen T. Quan and Cry. s~l Griffith and features conversations between two 

tbnnidable women whose lives and political work re~naJn at the epicenter of the ~nost impo(taJ~t civil rights struggles in the US. Through the intimacy and depth of their 

conversations, we learn about Davis, an internationally renowned scholar-activist and 89-year-old Kochiyan~a, a revered grassroots community activis~t and 2005 

Nobel Peace Prize nominee’s shared experiences as political prisoners and their profound passion for justice. The filmmakers will be in attendance for discussions after 

the screening. This program is co-sponsored by the Department of Women’s Studies. 

Our annual African Diaspora Lecture will be held on 23 March and we will welcome Her Excellency Amina Harum Ali, Ambassador of the African Union to the 

United States. Ambassador Ali will deliver the 20th address in the Lecture series and participate in several other activities during her visit. 

Other prqiects for the term include a 3 part lunchtime series tbr undergraduate students interested in international s~tu@. The series will tbcus on non-governmental 

careers in international peace and advocacy work and will allow undergrads to have one-on-one conversations with representatives of peace and advocacy 

organizations. In April the Stone Center will host a 3-day co~fference of Youth from the African diaspora including delegations from Colo~nbia~ Ecuador, Venezuela 

and other nations. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebmn& Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 6, 2011 10:37 AM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [~ti-iafam] Book on Haitia~ e~Jdhquake 

Sound really interesting. Thanks for letting us know about it. -Reg 

From: Slocum, Karla [kslocum@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 05, 2011 8:01 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Book on Haitian earthquake 

Colleagues, 

This book on the 2010 earthquake in Haiti may interest you. I am using it this semester in my class and have also requested that the library purchase it. 

best, 

Karla 

Haiti Rising: Haitian History, Culture and the Earthquake of 2010 

Edited by Martin Munro 

The earthquake that struck Haiti on January 12, 2010 thrust the nation 
into the public consciousness as never before. That terrible event 
piqued interest in a remarkable country with a rich history as both 
the first black republic in the world and the first country to break 
free of European imperialism in Latin America. Haiti Rising brings 
together more than 20 of the most prominent authorities on Haiti in to 
provide both a historical and cultural introduction to Haiti and a 
chance for earthquake survivors to testify to their experiences. 
Ranging widely across politics, society, history, art and culture, 
contributors such as Maryse CondO, Yanick Lahens, Evelyne Trouillot, 
J. Michael Dash and Laurent Dubois illuminate this most extraordinary 
of countries and the tragedy that befell it in 2010. Haiti Rising will 
stand as a written document of this cataclysmic event in Haitian 
history and as a monument to the experiences of those who were in 
Haiti at the time of the earthquake. It is vital reading for anyone 

who wants to find out more about Haiti, and the prospects for its 
future. 

All royalties from the book will be donated to the Haitian Art Relief Fund. 

"...essential reading for scholars, students and general readers 
interested in Haiti. It will also be of use for those involved in 
consciousness raising around Haiti over the coming years. This is an 
urgently required volume that I will recommend widely for its varied 
yet coherently focused content." Charles Forsdick, James Barrow 
Professor of French, University of Liverpool. 

Contributors 

Marl~ne Rigaud Apollon* Beverly Bell* Madison Smartt Bell* Patrick 
Bellegarde-Smith* LeGrace Benson* Jean Casimir* Maryse CondO* .I. 
Michael Dash* Leslie G. Desmangles* Bill Drummond* Laurent Dubois* 
John D. Garrigus* Leah Gordon* Jason Herbeck* R~gine Michelle 

Jean-Charles* Deborah Jenson* Yanick Lahens* Michel Le Bris* Elizabeth 
McAlister* Nad~ve M~nard* Raoul Peck* Matthew J. Smith* Thomas C. 
Spear* l~velyne Trouillot* Laura Wagner* 

*Published in Europe by University of Liverpool Press 

Price: £16.95; ISBN: 9781846314988 

http://www.liverpool-unipress.co.uk/html/publication.asp?idProduct=3993 

*Published in the U.S.A., Canada and the Caribbean by University of 
the West Indies Press 

Price: $25.00; ISBN: 9789766402488 

http~//uwipress~c~m/index~php?~pti~n=c~m-virtuemart~page=shop.pr~duct~detai~s&~ypage=sh~p~f~ypage&categ~ry-id=24&pr~duct~id=3488d[temld=50 

Martin Munro is Professor of French and Francophone Studies at Florida 
State University and the author, most recently, of Exile and Post-1948 

Haitian Literature (LUP, 2007) and Different Drummers: Rhythm and Race 
in the Americas (California, 2010). His latest edited work is Edwidge 



Danticat: A Reader’s Guide (Virginia, 2010). 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:55 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Colectivo Situaciones, Notes on the Latin Americm~ Political Anomaly, Janua~ 14th 5:30, GEC, UNC 

Please Forward Widely! 

The Institute for the Study of the Americas presents: 

Notes on the Latin :~mierican political anomaly based on the Ar~entinem~ Experience 

A talk by Colectivo Situaciones 

~lanuary 14th, 5:30 PM, Global Education Center, UNC, Room 1005 

Reception to follow in GEC Ist lqoor Lobby 

During the last decade Latin America has been characterized by a wave of anti-neolibera] ~novements that implied a rapture with the direct command of the global 

elites. Colectivo Situaciones will analyze the current direction mid tome of these movements and the new playing field created by the appearm~ce of"progressive" 

governments throughout the region, with a paxticular focus on the Argentinean experience. 

Colectivo Situaciones is a militant research collective based out of Buenos Aires, Argentina with a long history, lies to Argenlinean social movements. Their mos~t recent 

book, Cot~versations in the Impasse is a series of conversations with intellecttmls worldwide on the ambiguous contempora~~ global political moment. The other work 

includes essays and bx~oks, most famously La ttipdtesis 891, mad Genocide in the Neighborhood (soon to appeaac in English). More of their work can be accessed on 

their website www.situaciones.org. 

This event is co-Sponsored by the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, The Social Movements Working Group, the Geo-graphing Justice Working 

Group, and the Counter Cartography Collective. 

~ema~l.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

book@theeduca donanddeconstmction.com 

Thursday, January. 6, 2011 9:25 PM 

A Book For Educators aJ~d Politica] History Bult?~ 

Dear All: 

I am pleased to announce that my book: "The Education and 
Deconstruction of Mr. Blnnmberg, How- tb_e Mayor’s Ectucatlon and Real 
Estate Development Policies Affected New Yorkers 2002-2009 Inclusive" 
is available at Amazon corn, bamesandnoble corn and borders.corn, among 
other online bookstores. 

Please visit my book blog at 
http://educationanddeconstruction com/?p 143 and 
https://wwwv2.xlibris.com/bookstore/bookexcerpt.a spx?bookid 81047 to 
read excerpts. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Sally A Frie&nan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

info@digitalme&sures.com on behalf of 

UNC-Chapel Hill Institutional Research & Assessment <gmh@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janua~ 7, 2011 5:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your Course Evaluation Results 

Course Evaluation 2009 - AI~R1416 Section 001 SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS.pdf; Course Evaluation 2009 - INTS 560 Section 

001 HUM RIGHTS ETHICS GLOBAL.pdf 

Your fall 2010 course evaluation results are now available and are attached to this message. You can also access them online with your UNC ONYEN at the following link: 

htt ps://www.di.qitalmeasu res.co m/Io.qin/u nc/faculty 

Please let me know if you have any questions about your results, or trouble accessing them. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn W~lliford 
I nstitutional Resea rch & Assessment 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
gmh@emaiLunc.edu 962-1500 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Dr. John Pickles 

Pickles 

Dr. John 

University of North Carolina 

206 Saunders Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-6814 

E-mail: jpickles@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              1:40 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Hello Professor Sahle! 

Introductory Resume.rtf 

Hello Professor SaNe! Hope your break went well. I’m not sure if you 
remember but I think we talked a little about the summer I spent in 

Upon returning, I have made it a promise that I would see as 
much of the world as possible while studying here at the University. When 
Jason Ward covered for your class for a few days, we went into great 
details bout how much I wanted to work for the Foreign Service or for the 
United Nations translating Arabic and working with ICJ. Fortunately, 
University offers a wonderful summer program in London, England where I 
will not only study at King’s College but also work as an intern with the 
British Parliament in the Foreign affairs and/or Human Rights committee. 
This is a highly competitive program whose application is opened at the end 
of December. I am currently filling out an application as we speak and it 
requires a teacher recommendation that attests to both the determination 
and curiosity of the student to want to pursue a career in International 
Relations. I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind writing my letter for this 
program. Though I have conducted many of these conversations with Jason, 
and had more than a few health problems I have recovered from (thankfully), 
I hope that my engagement in class whenever there or my somewhat 
unconventional thinking all summer gives a greater understanding of my 
general character and aspirations. I understand that it is the beginning of 
the semester (and I wish the application would have come out a bit sooner) 
so I understand if in light of time you don’t have the time. However, if 
you are able to write the letter, I would be extremely appreciative. After 
my trip to          I realized how much more of the world I need to see 
and I am willing to take advantage of any opportunity that will help me get 
to the United Nations one day. I will need a hard copy of the letter, 
sealed and signed as soon as possible - preferably by        . This is 
definitely not a large amount of time, I know, but the British Parliament 
requires all students be cleared by their Foreign Services before a 
decision can be made. If necessary, I have attached a copy of my resume to 
this letter to better assist you. Thanks so much in advance if you can 
write this letter for me! I’m so excited to find a program that allows me 
to put my dreams of a career in international service in motion, ff 
accepted I would also work as an               which will also enhance 
by knowledge and comprehension of the language. It’s a win-win situation 
that will benefit me for life. Please feel free to email me with any 
questions. Hope to hear from you soon. 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 7, 2011 1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CCO AFRI 101: Spring 2011 

Hi Eunice, 

Your AFRI 101 course and Blackboard sites are now available for Spring 2011. The course Web address and access information is as follows: 

http://fridaycenter.unc.eduiafrilOla/ 

username: afrilOla 

password: Connectg$ 

Since there are two sections of the course being offered this semester, the Web address and username both include the section "a" in them. 

You can access the previous offering of the course from Fall 2010 at the following Web address: 

http:i/fridaycenter.unc.edu/ccoarchivesiafrilOlflOi 

username: cco 

password: archives 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, l’m looking forward to a great spring term! 

Best, 

Jessa 

.I essa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
I00 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919.962.7974 

j__e___s__s___a______b_J_[_s___s_@__u_!_~__c_:__e_.__d___u_. 

www.fridaycenter.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Politics Conference Group <APCG~LIST.UVM.EDU> on behalf of 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@UNCC.EDU> 

Saturday, January 8, 2011 6:08 PM 

APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU 

I~EM1NDER: Inaugural APCG and Lynne Rienner Best Disse~tation Awmd 

***Please share this armouaacement widely and note the January 22 deadline*** 
The African Politics Conference Group (APCG) is pleased to invite submissions for the inaugural APCG-Lynne Reilmer Award for Best Dissertation in African Politics 2009-10 The award 
carries a prize of $500 and is intended to recognize outstanding scholarship in African politics Only one dissertation may be nominated per department Departments are requested to submit 
a letter of nomination and a copy of the dissertation to O)gmail corn by January 22, 2011. Dissertations that were completed and accepted in the 2009 and 2010 calendar years are 
eligible for this award 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 10, 2011 8:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-10-11 08:02AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Sembdne, Ousmane, 
TITLE: God’s bits of~vood 
CALL NO: PQ3989.$46 B613 1995 c.3 
BARCODE: 00031017845 
Davis LibralT Circ St DUE: 01-05-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:398 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweile~@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, Januao~ 10, 2011 8:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: request 

Dear Eunice, 
That sounds like good news - 
Yes, you may certainly focus on Africa and neo-liberalism. 
Let me look at my syllabus and figure out a good time of semester for that. 
My class ends at 12: J.5, 

Thank you. 

Jonathan 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, January 08, 20:ti 10:04 AM 
To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: RE: request 

Dear Jonathan, 

Sorry for this delayed response. 

Yes, lunch yes but if it is at haute bourgeoisie space...all in the name of living out the contradiction. Also have a seminar at :[2.30pm so I hope 2:t0 ends before then. 

I would rather discuss "Africa in the age of neoliberalism: effects and responses." 

If this is OK with you let me know and I will make suggestions on readings by Bond, Tettey and others. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Monday, January 03, 20:tl I:12 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: request 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this note finds you well and that you have had a nice holiday season. 

I have a request and I would be happy to bribe you with lunch if that would help. I am teaching the majors only version of Global Issues this semester and wanted 

to know whether you would be willing to make a guest lecture appearance, sometime in March, to discuss structural adjustment. 

The class meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 1:1. Please let me know whether that might work. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <~imsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, JanuaD~ 10, 2011 9:13 AM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cco[hc] start of classes 

CCO Instructors- 

Classes start today and I hope your courses begin in a positive way. Given the threat of snow and ice here in Chapel Hill, you may be fortunate that your class is not 

likely to be affected by wintry weather. 

As I do at the start of each semester, I’II be checking course enrollments late this afternoon. Any course that does not have at least three students registered is 

subject to being canceled for low enrollments. I hope that we won’t have to cancel any courses! I’II be checking the courses again on Wednesday, the third day of 

classes, and any course that does not have six students registered is subject to being canceled. There may be reasons to continue offering some courses even with 

low enrollments, and we’ll work with you if that is the case. 

Let me also mention that late registration for all UNC classes runs through this Friday, the :14th. This includes CCO courses and we expect 3-400 CCO registrations 

yet this week. That means that students may be joining your class late. I know that means extra work for you in trying to help such students get caught up, but we 

do ask that you try to work with these students as best you can. 

Thanks very much for teaching a CCO class. We appreciate your efforts! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #:1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~.020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul > 

<liv -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:ennice@email.unc.edn">euNce@email.nnc.edu</a~. To unsnbscribe send a blank 

email to <a hre~’’mailto:~eave-28433739-3634613.47fl~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-28433739- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d358918a959@listserv.unc.edu<a-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 10, 2011 11:41 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJaihm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[affiMhm] FW: Ja~uary Commuter News 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, January :tO, 20:t:t :t:t:24 AM 
Subject: January Commuter News 

P~king Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

If you’re experiencing problems with the new tbrmat you can view it in your browser by clicking here’. 

JANUARY COMMUTER NEV , S 

JANUARY TRANSIT SERVICE 

Z1PCAR AND ZIMRIDE IN THE NEW YEAR 

TRANSIT- THE, RE’S AN APP FOR THAT 

YA..N....P...~....~.....L...~..~..C..A...~..~....~-L....~..~.A..N....D....~..~.....R...E.. 

CAP MERCHANT NEWS 

iNVITE YOUR FAVORITE MERCHANT TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CAP PROGRAM ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

January Transit Service 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) Service Changes Effective January 10, 2011 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) has implemented schedule changes to improve service a~d efficiency throughout the transit system¯ CHT makes cha~ges to its schedules 

~-ice a year in response to ridership trends, changing traffic patterns, and growth in the area¯ These changes are made in Janua~ and August. 
the changes a~e: 

Weekday S: Extension of the 9:50 a.m. trip from the Hospita] to 54 Park and Ride, due to increased demand¯ This trip currently goes out of service at the 

ttospita1. 

Weekday MS: Discontinue the 6:15 p.m. trip, clue to low ridership. Trips roll still be available at 6:10 p.m. a~d 6:25 p.m. 

Weekday F and Saturday FG: Reverse the direction of the loop on Colony Woods Drive, Fountain Ridge Road m~d Landerwood Lane due to satbty 

;oncems. 

New schedules are on the website and on buses¯ 

FrianNe Transit 

Schedule Changes: 

Schedule Changes Effective January 10 Triangle Transit has made ~hedule chm~ges to several routes to improve on-time performance. Complete 

inli~rmafion is available at www.tfim~gletmnsit.org and ~.gotriangle.org. 



MLK Day Monday January 17: 

Chapel Hill Transit: 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will operate Saturday services on Monday, January 17, 2011, in observance of the Marlin Luther King, Jr. holiday. The following 

Saturday routes will operate: CM, CW. D, FG and JN. The Saturday U and NU routes will not operate. 

Fhe Regional Call Center will be open to provide schedule information from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Customers will be able to reach the call center by calling CHT’s 

customer service line at 919.969.4900 (press option 1 ). 

CHT administrative offices will be closed and will reopen on Tuesday, Janua~ 18th at 8:30 a.m. 

CHT will return to regular service on Tuesday, January 18th 

I’riangle Transit: 

Monday, Janum3~ 17 Triangle Transit will operate on a Saturda3, service schedule¯ Administrative offices will be closed for Martin Luther King, Jr¯ Day¯ The 

following routes will operate: 

Route 100 (Raleigh-RDU Ah’port-RTC) 

Serving: Moore Square Transit Station, ttillsborough St (NCSU), Meredith College, State Fairground~ RDU Aivpor~t (Terminal 1 & 2), Morris~ville Outlet Mall, and 

Regional Transit Center (RTC). 

Route 400 (Durham-Chapel tlili) 
Serving: Durham Statio~ DukeiVA Hospitals, South Square, Patterson Place, New Hope Commons~ downtown Chapel Hill, and UNC Hospitals. 

Route 700 (Durham-RTC) 

Serving: Durham Statior~ Durham Tech Com~nuni~ College, and Regional Transit Center (RTC). 

Route 800 (Chapel Hill-Southpoint-RTC) 
Serving: UNC Hospitals, UNC campus, Southpoint Mall, NC Hx~~, and Regional Transit Center (RTC). 

~Fhe Region’,fl C’,fll Center provides schedule inli~rmation. Cus~tomers may reach the call center by calling 919-485-RIDE (7433). The GoTriangle¯org website 

oilers a handy regional trip planner and all inti~rmation required to get around without a personal automobile. RedetineTravel.org is a site designed with students in 

mind. 

I’he Chapel Hill Transit Customer Service phone number is 969-4900 and the website is chtransit.org. Click !!_e_!2e_. to find a lis~ of common des~tinations 

accessible by Chapel Hill Transit. and ._h_e__r__e_ to access links to all route Chapel Hill Transit route ~naps and timetables. 

For complete detafils on route maps and time tables, call Chapel Hill Transit at 919-969-4900 or visit www.chtransit.or~. 

Frian~e Transit Customer Se~wice phone number: 485-RIDE. Their website is w~v.trim~gletransit.or~. Click here to see the Triangle Transit service calendar 

and here to access links to all Triangle Transit route maps and timetables. 

Friangle Transit operates regional service from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and ficom 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Saturdays. Triangle Transit does 

NOT operate bus or shuttle service on Sundays. 

Piethnont Authority for Reghmal Transportation serves the counties west of Orange CouWt.y. There is a wealth of intbnnafion about PART services here. 

For information about public transportation in Chatham County, please go to the Claatham Transit Network web site ._h__e_r__e_. 

Zipcar and Zimride in the New Year 

Up~’ade Your Ride! Carpool and Carshare in 2011! 

Save Money in 2011 by Carpooling! 
UNC Zimride matches you up with other Tar Heels going the same way. Make a new year’s resolution to spend less money on gas and parking in 2011 ! 

ht~p://zimridennc.edn 

Need a car this semester? Borrow a Zipcar! Zipcar is self-service car-sharing with vehicles available on campus, 24/7 to be reserved by the hour or day. Gas, 

insurance and roadside assistance are included with all reservations. Awone affiliated with UNC Chapel ttill only needs to be 18+ to join. Join today and get first 
annual fee reimbursed in driving hours. 

Need a car for business use? Tar Heel Zipcar Dept Accounts are Ft~EE! Save a little time, shave a little budget and steer clear of billing and driving headaches by 
signing up your whole department for FREE! 



Transit - There’s an App for that. 

GoTriangle is making transit transpaxent and opening all of the local area transit agencieg data files to the public’. This is a great opportunity for: 
Urban Planing s~tudeuts 

Computer Science tblks 
Friends of Transit 
YOU ’. 

2reate the app of your drean~s! If you are interested in creating a mobile app using GIS shape files and Google Transit Files, visit developers:gotriang!e:org: 

Carpools, Vanpools, and More 

Mebane Vanpooi Seats Available 

Seats: Mebane Vanpool (3) 

* Pick up: Lowes Food Plea in Mebane (Mebane Oaks Road) 

* Pull Out Time: 6:35a.m. Route: 1-85 to 1-40 onto Mm~tin Luther King Drive 

* First stop: Mason Farm Road near EPA building:7:05 a.m. 

* Second stop: UNC Cancer Hospital (7:08 a.m.) 

* Park: UNC Helipad Paxldng Lot across fm,n Dental School on Manning Drive(CG) 
* Leave time afternoon. 4:35 p.m. 

* Backin Mebane: 5:10 p.m.-5:15 p.m. 

* Full van price: Can be as low as $39.18/month if you axe a CAP MEMBER (full Van) 

Contact Polly Mebane -home, - cell, 919-842-3776- work 

Seats Available on Apex to UNC Van 

Seats available in ApexiCary to UNC vanpool 
Did your New Yeax’s resolutions include saving time? Saving money? Saving the planet? Joining a vanpool can help you keep those resolutions. Work hours for this 
vanpool are 8-4:30. Ema~l ~__.m_.Ln__i__r__e_@__u__r!_c_=_e__@_. for furtker inforn~ation about cost & meeting time,locations. 

Ywo Van opelfin~s - Graham to Chapd Hill 

Van leaves Lowe’s Foods in Graham at 6:30 a.m. and returns at 5:00 p.m. We drop off at Ambulato~T Care Center and the hospital/dentaJ school area around 7:10 

a.m. Van leaves the parking lot in ftont of the dental school to return to Graham at 4:20 pm. If CAPS participant, cost is $39.17/month. Please contact Deannie Holt 

at dholt,~;email.nnc.edu or 966-4260 if interested 

CAP Merchant News 

Chapel tlill Tire Car Caxe Center, a Grem~lus certified busines~ oflbrs complimenta ,ry pick up and deliveU at the North Chatham mad Southern Village park and 

dde lots. We also oflbr complimenm~ shuttle service to and from campus and the hospital. CAP discounts include $5 offoil changes and free fire rotations. Ask 
about our EnvimnmentaJly Friendly Oil Change (EFO). $2 fro,n evmT EFO sold is donated to purchasing carbon offsets from NC GreenPower.. Receive great 

monthly discounts by joining our E-VIP program. For more infbnnation, go to N:_@_~t~_l__I!i!~_tj__r__e_:_c_o_Ln_.. To make an appoint,nenk email us at 

_c_l?__c__ri_e3:_~_~@__c_[t_g_L~__!__h_j_l_!_t_i!_v_=_c_o_Ln_. or call 919- 960-6001. 

We appreciate our local CAP merchants. These merchants offer discounts to CAP folks with the display of the CAP Merchant ID Caacd. In these tough economic 

time~ that is coming in especially handy. Alternatively, "they donate prizes we use to snrprise CAP payticipants when they least expect it. In return, we thank our 

merchants publicly and often. 

l~hese merchants know that CAP participants are more likely to be out exploring and discovering "their shops or restaurants than axe those who drive here from 
another part of the region, park outside the office and drive home. Tbese merchants hope you’ll stop by. Please do, and don’t ~brget to sW hello for us. 

Fbe tbllowing merchants currently offer CAP discounts OR they have given us prizes for us to give away throughout the year. We use these donations to surprise 

CAP pm~tJ~cipants with special that,s, ’just because". 

As long as the merchant has a website up, we have a link to it below. To find out details on how each one of these merchants participates in CAP, visit the merchant 
list on onr website by clicking here. 

Bandido’s Mexican 
4-11 West Back Alley Bikes 

Cafb 

Bear Rock Cafe Ben and Jerry’s - discount Care Driade 
AND giveaway! 



Carolina Brevx err Carolina Inn ._Q!La_ _t~__j___}__t_jj_!_fi!__e- 

Cinco de Mayo Cup A Joe Cycle 9 

Fosters - in Chapel 

Groat tlarvest Bread Intemationa]ist 
............................................... I Love NY Pizza ................................. 

Co. Books 

Jack ~I~rat sC~fei [1 Jaluka Natural Bistro II 

Johnw T- Shi~: The 
MeNtet~nean Deli            Mez 

Carolina Store 

Open Eve Care Oriental Garden Panera Bread 

Qdoba Me×ican Grill SANDWHICH (New!)       Restaurant 
........................ 

Squid’> Restaurant Student Stores Tandoor Indian 

Restaura~at ........................ 

TCBY in Chapel 
The Loop Pizza Grill The Pita Pit 

tlill 

The Bicvcle Chain II The Clean Machine II Town Hall Grill 

Townsend Bertram. Wemzer Street 
............................................. Tril ussa la Trattoria ................................. 

and Co. Market 

Hill 

Thanks for supporting I~VC’s Commuter A lterTtative Program. 

Invite YOUR Favorite l~Ierehant to Be a CAP l~lerehant 

~Fo increa~ your likelihood of get~Jmg a surprise gilt for being in CAP or a discotmt where you normally shop, help us recruit merchants! Do you have a local 

restauraut or other business that you would like to see on thi s list? If m, contact us and we’ll send you a ve~ nice invitation to hm~d to the merchant next time you 
pay thmn a visit, fill have more impact coming from you - the customer. Just e,na~l us your name a~d campus address and we’ll get it right over to you in campus 

ma~l. 

Finally, if you want an online cow of.some of this alternative transportation news each month plus other Public Safety News, check the Department of Public Safety 

Home page at ~vw.dps.unc~edu. Click on the Weekly Updates entry located in the middle of the list on left hm~d margin of the web page. 
We hope this info~tation is helpful to your department. Please email cap,@~unc.edu or call the Deparmtent of Public Safety at 962-3951 with additional 

questions. 

You axe currently subscribed to afi-ia~am as: ._e__tL_m___c__e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_tLn__c_’_:_e___d__t!. 

To unsubscribe clickhem: ht~tp://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati{afarn&o~8435146 

(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28435146-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(?~)listsmw.unc~edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Bilhnan <bbillman~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 10, 2011 3:34 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; latinolist@duke.edu 

MOCHE-UNC Field School in Peru 

Flier 2011 2-page.doc 

Greetings, 

We are pleased to announce the 12th annual MOCHE-UNC Archaeological 
Field School in the Moche Valley, Peru. If you could annomace our field 
school in your classes and send out this note on listsers, I would 
greatly appreciate it. Attached is pdf of our flier. 

Students cari contact me directly at that email for more info. 

Brian R Billman <bbillman@email.unc.edu> 

12th Armua[ 
MOC[tE-UNC FIfiL]-) SCttOOL IN PERU 
Anth 453 Field School in South American Archaeology 
June 6 July 7, 2011 

Interested in spending a month in Peru excavating an ancient town? 

¯ Learn how to do archaeological excavation and lab analysis 

¯ Visit world world-famous archaeological sites and learn about the 
prehistory of Peru 

¯ Tour the north coast; visit the sites of El Brujo and Tficume; see the 
Lord of Sipan museum 

¯ Earn 6 semester hours of UNC-Chapel Hill credit for Anthropology 453 

¯ Or same program ~vithout credit at a reduced price Contact Brian 

Bil[man at: bbiHman@email.unc.edu 

¯ No prerequisites Spanish not required. Non-maJors accepted. 

PROGRAM The field school is designed to provide students with 
training in archaeological excavation and laboratol~ methods as well as 
instruction in the prehistory of Peru. The program begins with 
workshops on archaeological methods and the prehistory of Peru. After 
this, students work five days a week excavating an ancient town in the 
foothills of the Andes. Student live on the beach in Huanchaco, a quiet 
fishing village and resort, 300 miles north of Lima north. On 
Saturdays, we toms of archaeological sites, and Sundays are free. The 
last week of the program, we to~tr the north coast of Peru. 

Fieldwork involves the excavation of noble and corrmmner households at 
the site of Cerro Leon. The site was a Moche town dating to AD 400 700. 
It has well-preserved household compounds containing Moche fineware 
pottely, jcwelw, and metal objects. Ttnough excavation, analysis, 
readings, and group discussions, we examine how ethnicib-, class, and 
econotnic relationships are manifested in household remains. 

On Saturday-s we tour of local museums and archaeological sites, 
including Chan Chan, Huaca del Sol and Huaca de la Ltma, and Cerro 
Oreja. Sundays is m~scheduled free time. 

TRAVEL In addition to field and lab work, the program includes a 
3-day tour of the north coast and Saturday tours. 

INSTRUCTORS Brian Billman (Associate Professor, UNC-Chapel Hill), 
Jesfis Bricefio (INC Peru), and Jemaifer Ringberg, (PhD candidate at 
UNC-Chapel Hill) have more t2aan 70 years of archaeological experience on 
a wide range of sites in Peru and the US. 

LOCATION The field school is based in Huanchaco, a pleasant fishing 
village and beach resort just a few miles outside of Tmjillo, a large 
city- on the north coast of Peru. Students live in a rental house in 
Huanchaco and are provided with group meals six days a week Beaches 
are located across the street from the hotel, and the Andes Mountains 
are close by for free-time activities. 

ABOUT THE MOCHE ORIGINS PROJECT The field school is part of the Moche 
Origins Project directed by Professor Brian Billman, Jelmifer Ringberg 
(LrNC-Chapel Hill), Jesfis Bricefio (Instituto Nacional de Cultura). The 
project goal is to examine how highland-coastal relationships, social 
stratification, and warfare influenced the development of the Southern 
Moche state Beginning in 1997, the project involves household 
excavations, analysis of collections of hulnan remains, ceramic sourcing, 
pedestrian survey of the Moche Valley, and environmental reconstruction 
Flourishing from AD 200 800, the Southern iVloche state was a highly 
centralized, hierarchically organized political system in which leaders 



exercised considerable economic, military, and ideological power 
Leaders of the state directed the construction of some of the largest 
public monuments in the Americas, led the conquest of neighboring 
valleys, and organized the production of finely-crafted ceramics, 
textiles, and metal objects. Although one of the largest and most 
complex prehistoric politica[ systems in the Americas, the origins and 
socioeconomic structure of the Southern Moche state are poorly understood. 

COSTS For credit g4,060* non-creditfor$3,060* 
This covers instructional fees, application fees, lodging, three meals a 
day six days a week, all site and museura entrance fees, health 
insurance, and a 3-day tour of the north coast. Cost does not include 
aiffare to Peru, transportation to Huanchaco, meals on Stmdays, laundry 
set~zice, or personal expenses. 

APPLICATION Enrolhnent is open to students from any college or 
university. Out-of-state students pay the same fees and tuition as 
in-state students. No prerequisites. Spanish is not required. Space 
is limited to 14 students. 

APPLY OiN~LINEAT For credit program: http:i/studvabroad.unc.edu 

Non-credit program: bbillman@email.m~c.edu 

DEADLINE 12 February 2011. If not full, we continue to accept 
applications after deadline. We encourage students to complete their 
applications as soon as possible. 

CONTACT INFOR)¢IATION 

For program details: 
Professor Brian Billman 
Department of Anthropology 
CB#3115, 201 b Alu~mi 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-3115 
bbillman@email uric edu 
http :/ /rla. unc edu/Teaching/mopidefa ult htm 

For registration and administrative details: 
Landry Jones, Adviser 
Stu@ Abroad 
CB#3130, Fedex Global Education Building 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3130 
(919) 962-5078 
landry j ones@unc, edu 
http://studyabroad.unc, edu/programs, cfhr?pk 1750 

*The quoted cost is based on prices and exchange rates as of September, 
2010 The costs and details of the program itinerary are subject to change. 

all the best 

brian 

Brian Bilhnan 
Associate Professor 
University o:[’North Carolina 
Department of Anthropology 
Campus Box 3115 
401 Alumni Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

Office 919-962-9348 

Fax 919-962-1613 

http://www sayeth em oc h e or ~ 
http://rla.unc.edu/Teachina/mop/default.htm 

http ://www. rl a unc. edu/t eachin~/mocheicon/index .html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 11,2011 9:57 AM 

Dr. Sable Course outline:AFAM 474-2011:AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Welcome to AFAM474! 

Please note that the course outline is available on Blackboaacd. Further, because ofbndgetaiy issues course outlines are no longer printed out and distributed in class, 

thus print ont the course outline and bring to our first class. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Abou El Seoud, Mohamed H <mseoud@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January, 11, 2011 11:18 AM 

The asc t~ulty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t?aculty] Davis Libra,: recently added books 

Africa recently added Jan-2011 .doc 

Dear all, 

This is my pleasure to announce our new shipment from the African Studies vendor has been received and is now re~dy for your review. Please check the attached 

document for a list of titles, 

I hope you will take advat~[~lge o[ [hese recently added materials Should you have anv questions or need more ~nformaL~on about anv items you w~sh Lo ched~ 

plea~;e feel free to contact: me. 

I am looking forward to bearing ~:rom you. 

My best, 
Mohamed Abou E1 Seoud 
Middle East & A#ican S~dies Librarian 
Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Univcrsi~ Library 
Campus Box 3918 
Tel: 919-843-3859 
Fax: 919-~52-~50 



Africa 

Recently received materials 

January 1St 2011 

1. A-Fric (L’) (Cameroonian) 

2. Adversite, Source De Creativite Litteraire (L’) : Une Lecture De Morituri Et Timimoun 

(Cameroonian) 

3. Africa On The Move: Cultural Rooting And Sustainable Development: With Reference To 

The Bamileke People Of Cameroon (Cameroonian) 

4. Amour En Soi-iMeme(L’) : Poesie (Cameroonian) 

5. Bamileke De L’exterieur Et Leurs Paradoxes (Cameroonian) 

6. Cardinal Christian W. S. Tumi, Mgr Samuel Kleda: Une Enlgme Etemelle (Cameroonian) 

7. Cendres De La Cruaute (Les) (Cameroonian) 

8. Chaudron Des Sorciers Qui Tiennent Le Crayon Long (Le) (Cameroonian) 

9. Collier Du Mal (Le) (Cameroonian) 

10. Conditions De Vie Des Populations Et Profil De Pauvrete Au Cameroun En 2007: Rapport 

Principal De L’ecam 3 (Cameroonian) 

11 Conferences Theologiques Lie Et 12e Edition, Annees 2007 Et 2008: Theme General "En 

Marche Pour Le Second Synode Africain" (Cameroonian) 

12. Des Prenoms Comme Un Chapelet De Cauchemars (Nouvelles) (Cameroonian) 

13. Editions Cle (Les) : Enjeux Et Defis iDu Futur (Cameroonian) 

14. Emergence De L’eglise Protestante Africaine (Epa - Cameroun) 1934 - 1959 (L’) : Enjeux 

Linguistiques, Identite Kwassio Et Contextualisation De L’evangile En Situation Missionnaire 

(Cameroonian) 

15. English - Rufumbira Dictiona~~ (Ugandan) 

16. Environment And Development Frontier In Sub-Saharan Africa: Some Global Lessons (The) 

(Cameroonian) 

17. Essai Sur Le Postcolonlaisme En Tant Que Code De L’inegalite (Cameroonian) 

18. Etudes Sur L’afrique : Bilans Et Prespective (Nka’ Lumier : Revue Interdisciplinaire De La 

Faculte Des Lettres Et Sciences Humaines : Hors Resie No 1)) (Cameroonian) 

19. Evangelisation Du Cameroun Meridional (L’) : Centenaire De La Mission Catholique De 

Ngovayang Au Coeur De La Foret Ngumba (Cameroonian) 

20. Fables De Toutes Saisons Suivies De Fables Et Devineties De Mon Enfance (Cameroonian) 

21 Fables Du Sahel (Les) (Cameroonian) 



22. In The Chest Of A Women (Ghanaian) 

23. Lady With A Beard (The) (Cameroonian) 

24. Lamidat De Banyo (Le) : Epreuves D’hier Et Defis D’aujourd’hui (Cameroonian) 

25. Language, Literature And Social Discourse In Africa (Cameroonian) 

26. Miracules Du Boulevard Charles De Gaulle (Les) : Chroniques Des Jours 

27. Troubles De Mars 2003 iEn Centrafrique (Cameroonian) 

28. Oeuvre Des Seminaires En Afrique (L’) : Jusqu’a La Veille De Vatican Ii (Cameroonian) 

29. Paul Biya : L’appel Du Peuple : The People’s Call: Volume 3 (Cameroonian) 

30. Peuples De La Vallee Du Ntem Et Leur Specificite Par Rapport Aux Bulu (Cameroonian) 

31 Question Du Pouvoir En Afrique (La) (Cameroonian) 

32. Rencontres Devant La Face De iDieu : iLa Pastorale En Afrique: Theorie Et Pratique 

(Cameroonian) 

33. Terrorisme Et Piraterie: De Nouveaux Defis Securitaires En Afrique Centrale (Cameroonian) 

34. Testament Du Patre (Cameroonian) 

35. Voice Of A Dream (Ugandan) 

36. Who’s Who Au Cameroun: Recueil Biograpidque Des Personnalites Du Cameroun 

(Cameroonian) 

37. Afrique Darts UN Monde En Mutation (L’): Dynamiques Internes; Marginalisation 

Internationale? (Cameroonian) 

38. Afrique, Notre Projet (L’) (Cameroonian) 

39. Approche Du Sacrement De Mariage A Travers Les Coutumes Matrimoniales Des Bamileke 

(Une) (Cameroonian) 

40. Assassin Geoliers Du Fils De La Mere Singe (Les) (Cameroonian) 

41 Augustin Frederic Kodock : L’humaniste Camerounais (Cameroonian) 

42. Balancoires (Les) : Souvenirs Romances De Mon Enfance (Cameroonian) 

43. Bikutsi Du Cameroun (Le) : Ethnomusiclogie Des "Seigneurs De La Foret" (Cameroonian) 

44. Cameroun: Histoire D’un Nationalisme 1884 - 1961 (Cameroonian) 

45. Cameroun Sous Le iRegne Du Grand Camarade Pere iDe La Nation Ahmadou Aridjo 1958 - 

1982 (Le) (Cameroonian) 

46. Chretiens Et La Politique En Afrique D’apres Le Synode Africain (Quatorze) Ans De Marche 

Vers Le Deuxieme Synode) (Cameroonian) 

47. Confession Et Autres Nouvelles (Cameroonian) 

48. Congres Envers Et Contre Tout (Un) : Le Premier Congres De L’union Des Populations Du 

Cameroun A La Sortie De 36 Ans De Clandestinite (Cameroonian) 

49. Contralntes Des Temps (Cameroonian) 



50. Cri Muet (Le) : Roman (Cameroonian) 

51 Ecole Dans Les Societes Africaines En Mutation (L’) : Defis, Enjeux Et Perspectives 

(Cameroonian) 

52. Economie Camerounaise : Pour Un Nouveau Depart (Cameroonian) 

53. Essence De L’onomastique Dans La Civilisation Negro-Africaine D’hier Et D’aujourd’hui 

(Panacee De Reglement Des Conflits Sans Effusion De Sang) (Cameroonian) 

54. Flowers In The Desert (Cmneroonian) 

55. Hommes Aimem Les Brunes (Les) (Cameroonian) 

56. I’m Speaking To The Anglophone Community Of Cameroon (Cameroonian) 

57. Islam Et Christianisme En Afrique. (Can~eroonian) 

58. Je Veux iDevenir Blanche (Cameroonian) 

59. Nnlnong Drums: The Search For Identity Of Elum’ekambode (Cameroonian) 

60. Pays Inoubliable (Cameroonian) 

61 Possessions Demoniaques Et Exorcismes Dans Les iEglises Pentecotistes D’afrique Centrale: 

Une Relecture Du "Ministere De Delivrance" A Partir De L’evangile De Marc (Cameroonian) 

62. Pour Une Nouvelle Histoire : L’origine Basaa Du Ngondo Et Du Nom Sawa (Cameroonian) 

63. Pour Une Nouvelle Histoire : L’origine Basaa Du Nom Et Du Groupe Douala (Cameroonian) 

64. Racines De La Conscience: Poemes (Cameroonian) 

65. Regime De La Faune Sauvage Au Cameroun (Le) : Entre Conservation, Marchandisation Et 

Problematiques D’application (Cameroonian) 

66. Swamps (The) (Cameroonian) 

67. Three Plays: The Heiress The Song OfAyanta & Obsession (Cameroonian) 

68. Unpaid Dowry (The) (Cameroonian) 

69. Wisdom Of Polygamy (Can~eroonian) 

70. Actes Des Apotres En Pays Mafa: Les Debuts De L’eglise Catholique A Djlngliya Et A Koza 

(Diocese De Maroua-iMokolo, Cameroun) (Cameroonian) 

71 Africa In Depth: The Surroundings Of Birth And Death: With Special Reference To The 

Grassfield Lan Of Cameroon (Cameroonian) 

72. Au Fil Du Lointaln : Rencontre Avec Des Cultures Camerounaises (Cameroonian) 

73. Bandenkop (Les) : Histoire Et Anthropologie Culturelle (Cameroonian) 

74. Cameroun: L’offre Orange Pour L’alternance : Notre Legitime Ambition Pour Le Pouvoir, La 

Nouvelle Generation S’engage ~Vol. I)) (Cameroonian) 

75. Cameroun: Le Debar Virtuel : Entretiens Avec Les Hommes De Pouvoir (Can~eroonian) 

76. Cameroun: Nouveau Paysage Litteraire: New Literary Landscape (1990-2008) (Cameroonian) 



77. Dynamics Of Conflict, Peace And Development ha African Societies (The) = La Dynamique 

Des Conflits, De La Paix Et Du Developpement Dans Les Societes Africaines (Can~eroonian) 

78. Eglise Catholique Face A L’independance Du Cameroun Sous Administration Francaise (1949 

- 1960) (Cameroonian) 

79. Eglise En Afrique Au Liie Millenaire (L’) : Les Enjeux De La Visite Du Pape Benoit Xvi Au 

Cameroun (Cameroonian) 

80. Eglise En Afrique Au Service De La Reconciliation, De La Justice Et De La Paix (L’) 

(Cameroonian) 

81 Histoire De L’assoclation Chretienne Des Hommes iDe L’eglise Presb~erienne Camerounaise 

De 1948 A Juln 2009 (Cameroonian) 

82. Inculturation A Tout Prix? (L’): Essai Sur Le Christlanisme Post-Missionnaire En Afrique 

Noirc (Cameroonian) 

83. hldigenous Motivational And Value Statements (Zan~bian) 

84. Just Between Us : Hlghly Sensitive Matrimonial Love Leiters (Ghanaian) 

85. Maledicfion Des Jumeaux (La) (Cameroonian) 

86. Mosi 0 Tunya Sounds: Collection Of 97 Pieces Of African Poetu (Zambian) 

87. Out Of The Shadows (Cameroonian) 

88. Parole-Vertige: Essai Sur Les Proverbes Moundang (Cameroun - Tchad) (Cameroonian) 

89. Paul Biya: L’appel Du Peuple : The People’s Call: Volume I (Cameroonian) 

90. Paul Biya : The People’s Call: L’appel Du Peuple : Volume 2 (Cameroonian) 

91 Plus Sage Que Le Roi... Et Autres Contes Illustres (Cameroonian) 

92. Pour La Vole Africaine De La Non-Violence: Religion, Politique, Developpement Et 

Education A La Paix Dans La Societe Africaine (Cameroonian) 

93. Six Ecrits Sur Le Theatre (Cameroonian) 

94. Sociolinguistics, Literacy And Bmle Translation In Africa: Cultural Readings Of The Bmle In 

Africa (Cameroonian) 

95. Sollicltude Missionnaire Dans Le Trans-Faro (Cameroonian) 

96. Stolen Heart (Zambian) 

97. Traducfion De La Bmle Et L’eglise (La) : Enjeux Et Defis Pour L’afrique Francophone 

(Cameroonian) 

98. Troisieme Congres (Le) (Roman) (Cameroonian) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L ~:klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 11, 2011 11:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: Aliica mad visuaJizafion of global statistics 

FYI Thought this might be of interest 

From: H-NET Discussion List for African American Studies [H-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU EDU] on behalf ofAbdul Alkalimat [mcworter@ILLINOIS EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, Januaw 11,2011 11:29 AM 

To: H-AFRO -AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU 
Subj ect: Africa and visualization of global statistics 

http ://v~vw.flL’cxy.c o~200-c ountries-200-y e ar s-4-minu tes.htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 11,2011 1:00 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] system problems 

CCO Instructors- 

We need to make you aware that serious delays are being encountered getting students who are registering for your CCO courses into ConnectCarolina and then 

into BlackBoard. This is supposed to happen relatively easily, but we are finding that it can take 1-2 days for each step; hence even students who registered last 

Friday may not be active completely in your courses yet. And, as my message yesterday reminded you, the University allows late registration all this week. 

Students registering now will not have full access to your course until Friday or even next week unfortunately. Compounding all of this is the wintry weather which 

caused courses on campus to be canceled for a short time and which have kept many staff from getting to work today. Life is tough :) 

The gist of this is our request to you to help students get into your course materials and get caught up with their assignments as best you can. We know the extra 

work this means for you and the demands on the course as a whole, but the delays we are encountering are not the fault of the students and we would hate for 

them to be penalized simply because our computer systems are not functioning as efficiently as they should ~.. or because Mother Nature dropped an ice storm on 

us last night. 

Thanks for your understanding and your help. Let’s hope the rest of the semester goes more smoothly! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #:1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:1020 

919-962-2644 

929-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul > 

<liv -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:ennice@emaJl.unc.edn">eunice@email.nnc.edu</a~. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br:~ 

email to <a hre~’’mai~to:~eave-284447~2-3634613.47fl~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv~unc.edu’’>~eave-284447~2- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589[8a959@listserv.unc.edu~?’a-~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 11,2011 8:46 PM 

AtiJcan Politics Con[~rence Group <APCG@LIST.UVM.EDU>; African Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu> 

testing new APCG listserv 

Dear APCG members: 
Thanks to Jeff Paller, we have moved the African Politics Conference Group listserv from the University of Vermont to the University of Wisconsin. With the listserv and the 
webaite both being hosted by Wisconsin now, we won’t have to move things whenever there is a change in APCG officers in the future. 
I am sending this to both listservs, so you should get two copies of this message. If you only get one from apcg@list.uvm.edu, please check your spam filter to be sure 
that new messages from apc.q(~,lists.wisc.edu are not blocked. If you do this and still do not find the message from the new listserv, please let me know. All subsequent 
messages will be sent using the new Wisconsin-hosted listserv. 
Please let me know if you have any questions and, for those of you on the east coast, enjoy the snow/ice! 

Best wishes, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 
Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https:i/lists.wisc.edu/u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apc~&o 13219442 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste flae above URL ifflae line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave- 13219442-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e~b.lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 12, 2011 8:23 AM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

"testing new APCG listserv only 

Dear APCG members: 
I apologize for another mass mailing, but we may need a few more of these in order to get the listserv issues resolved. Many people (including mysel0 received my previous 
message via the UVM listserv but did not get a second copy from the new WlSC listserv. I am sending this message only to the new listserv. If you are one of the people 
who contacted me because you did not get a message via the WISC listserv but you do get this message, please let me know. Otherwise, if you get this message, you are 
fine because this is the listserv we will be using in the future. 
Thanks, and apologies again, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 
Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. j Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte j Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaiceSb~emaAl.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 13230424 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-13230424-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 12, 2011 11:56 AlVl 

Dr. Sahle (At~101 ): AFRI101.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Please note that Afril 01 course outline is available on Blackboard. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 12, 2011 4:27 PM 

Dr. Sable - Update on AFAM474:AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

It was great to meet you all yesterday. 

This is to let you know that after careful discussions, AFAM 474 roll be offered this semester with modifications to the course outline. One of the core reconfiguration 

is that there roll be there a final exam. The conference discussed yes*erday is also not viable. 

I was alto asked to let everyone know that the course will be offered in Summer 1 m~d in the Fall. 

I just received "the infonnafion m~d will be updating the cour~ outline and posting it by early tomomow morning. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dimma Houenon <dhouenot@email.unc.edu> on behalf of 
dhouenou@unc.edu 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 8:47 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

O.A.S.I.S. Sponsorship for Africa Week 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, JanuaU 13, 2011 11:24 AM 

AFAM474- Room change, etc.: AFAM474.001.SPRING2011 

Dear All, 

We have a new classroom: Peabody 306. 

Once additional readings for the days that were geared for research wrap up for our now eliminated conference are added - lates~t tomorrow - an updated course 

outline roll be available on Blackboard. 

See you soon. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 13, 2011 1:00 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Release of ~terod~tilo Nfimero 9 

Pterodactilo Nonnas editofiales.pdf 

From: Revista Pterodfictilo [pterodactilo@pterodactilo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2011 3:25 PM 

Dear Friends and Colleagues: 

Pterodfictilo is pleased to announce the release o17its fal[ edition, 
N0mero 9, and would like to invibe submissions [’or Nfimero 10 by 
Jant~aW 28, 2011 

Published each semester with the support of the Department of Spanish 
and Portuguese at the Umversity of Texas at ~ustin, Pterodfictilo 
treats a wide range of creative and critical materials focusing on the 
art, literature, linguistics and culture o17 the Spanish and Portuguese 
speaking worlds Included in its most recent number are submissions by 
Brad Epps, Jos~ Vilahomat, tI~ctor Domfnguez Ruvalcaba, Consuelo 
Martlnez-Reyes, and Margarita Pintado Burgos, among others; an 
interview conducted with Cristian Alarcdn; a round table discussion 
dealing with the centenary of the birth of Jos~ Lezama Lima with C~sar 
Salgado, Ingrid Robyn, and Omar Vargas; as well as a special section on 
indigenous literatures, with contributions from Odi Gonz~iles, Briceida 
Cuevas Cob, Leone[ Lienlaf, Rosa ChfiveT, and Roxana ]Vhranda Rupailaf. 

Detailed information (in English, Spanish and Portuguese) on submission 
requirements can be found in the attached document or at 
www.pter odactilo.com. 

Sincerely, 

Michael French & Cdsar Taboada 
Editors in Chief, Pterodfictilo 



Revista de m:te, literatura, l ing(ifstica y e~it~ra 
Depa~tment of Spanish and Portuguese 
The Ut~iversity of Texas at Au.stit~ 

EDITORIAL NORMS PTERODJtCTILO 

At Pteroddctilo we publish original academic and literary texts of all genres. The magazine accepts 

submissions year round, but will only consider materials received by January 28 for publication in 

our fall edition and by September ~5 for our spring edition. 

Shortly after receiving any material, we will notify the author that it has indeed been received. Since 

we are a peer reviewed journal, academic articles will then be reviewed by our Faculty Adviso~?: 

Board, after which we will notify the author via email whether we would like to publish the text 

without changes, pending slight alterations, or pending major changes. For creative texts, our 

Editorial Board will notify the author of the work’s acceptance within two months of our respective 

deadlines. 

We ask that all materials adhere to the following criteria: 

Archive Format: Please send written texts in Microsoft Word format (.doe) as an email 

attachment. Send photography, visual art or other types of images as a (.jpg), (.png) or (.tiff) file with 

a resolution of 72 dpi. For video submissions we ask that your film be no longer than lO minutes and 

that it be compatible with Apple Quicktime (.mov) or (.mp4). Due to the large size of many video and 

audio files, instead of sending us the file as an attachment, we would prefer that you send us either a 

link to your work housed remotely along u4th a brief description or a CD/DVD copy of your work. 

Language: We accept work in Spanish, Portuguese and English that considers any aspect of 

Iberoamerican art, literature, linguistics and culture, broadly understood. This includes Peninsular, 

Hispanic American, Portuguese and Luso-Brazilian texts, as well as those relating to the Chicano, 

US-Latino, Afro-Latino and Hispanophone and Lusophone African populations. 

Textual Format: please send all written work using Times New Roman ~2 pt. font, double spaced 

and justified. The first page of each submission should include an author bio in less than lOO words 

including first and last name(s), place and year of birth, occupation and/or university affiliation, 

email address and previous publications. For academic publications an abstract of at most 2oo 

words and 4 key words in the same language as the article should also be included on the title page. 

We strongly prefer that academic texts follow MLA citation and formatting guidelines; however, we 

u411 still accept other formats if they are preferred by your field or institution. 



Length: for poetry, we prefer collections of poems (minimum of 3 poems, maximum of 10). In 

prose, essays and other genres, send a minimum of one page and a maximum of 90. 

Submission: By email only: pterodactilo@pterodactilo.com 

NORMAS EDITORIALES PTERODACTILO 

En Pteroddctilo publicamos textos literarios y acad6micos in6ditos de todos los g6neros. La revista 

acepta contribuciones continuamente pero s61o se considerarSn aqu6llas contribuciones recibidas 

antes del 28 de enero para la publicaci6n en nuestra edici6n de primavera, y aqu6llas recibidas 

antes del 15 de sepfiembre para la publicaci6n en nuestra edici6n de otofio. 

Tras recibir cualquier contribuci6n nuestros editores enviar~n al autor un correo electr6nico 

acusando recibo de la misma. Por ser una publicaci6n arbitrada, los articulos acad6micos ser~n 

consignados de inmediato a nuestro Consejo Asesor para su lectura. Posteriormente se comunicar~ 

la decisi6n de publicar el texto sin cambios, con pocos cambios, o con alteraciones substanciales. 

Para las contribuciones creativas, nuestro Consejo Editorial avisar~ al autor sobre la publicaci6n del 

texto dentro de los dos meses siguientes de nuestra fecha limite. 

Solicitamos que todos los materiales sigan los siguientes criterios: 

Formato del archivo: envienos su texto como archivo adjunto en formato Microsoft Word (.doc) 

de un mensaje de correo electr6nico. Si desea enviarnos fotografia, arte visual u otros tipos de 

im~genes, pot favor, envielo como un archivo (.jpg), (.png) o (.tiff) con una resoluci6n de 72 dpi. Para 

enviar un archivo de video asegfirese de que no exceda los diez minutos de duraci6n y que sea 

compatible con Apple Quicktime (.mov) o (.mp4). Debido al tamafio de muchos archivos de video o 

de audio, en vez de enviarnos el archivo mismo preferimos que nos envie un vinculo a su obra 

almacenada en otto servidor o una copia en CD o DVD, junto con una breve descripci6n de la misma. 

Idioma: se aceptan trabajos en castellano, portugu6s e ingles siempre y cuando su tema se relacione 

con el a~e, la literatura, la lingiiistica o la cultura del mundo iberoamericano. Esto incluye estudios 

peninsulares, hispanoamericanos, portugueses, brasilefios, adem~s de estudios chicanos, latinos, 

afrolatinos y de la poblaci6n hispan6fona y lus6fona africana. 

Formato del texto: se deben enviar los trabajos en letra 12 pt. Times New Roman a espacio doble y 

justificado. La primera p~gina de cada trabajo deber~ incluir una identificaci6n personal (hombre, 

apellido(s), lugar y afio de nacimiento, ocupaci6n y/o afiliaci6n universitaria, correo electr6nico y 

publicaciones previas). Para las contribuciones acad~micas tambi~n se deber~ incluir un abst~°act de 

un m~ximo de 200 palabras con 4 palabras clave. Preferiremos que el formato de citaci6n de los 

articulos acad~micos sea el modelo MLA (de la Modern Language Assotiation); sin embargo, 

aceptaremos otros formatos si son corrientes en su campo o instituci6n. 

Extensi6n: en poesia, preferimos colecciones de poesia (minimo de 3 poemas, m~ximo de lo). En 

narrativa, ensayo y otros g~neros, aceptamos un minimo de una cuartilla y un m~ximo de 20 

cum~illas. 



Forma de envio: Por correo electr6nico: pterodactilo@pterodactilo.com 

NORMAS EDITORIAIS DE PTEROD~tCTILO 

Em Pteroddctilo, publicamos textos literfirios e acad fimicos de todos os gfineros. A revista aceita 

materiais continuamente, mas considerarfi apenas trabalhos recebidos atfi 28 de janeiro para a 

edic~o de primavera, e atfi ~5 de setembro para a de outono. 

Prontamente depois de nos enviar seu material, o autor receberfi uma mensagem confirmando o 

recebimento. Considerando que esta fi uma revista editada por estudantes de p6s-graduac~o, todo 

texto acadfimico serfi avaliado por nosso Comitfi Consultivo de Professores, ap6s o que seu autor serfi 

notificado por e-mail se seu trabalho foi aceito para a publicaq~o sem qualquer alteraq~o, ou se foram 

apontadas pendfincias, pequenas ou substanciais, a serem ajustadas antes da publicac~o. Para textos 

criativos, o corpo editorial da revista notificarfi o autor sobre a aceitaq~o de seu trabalho em atfi dois 

meses ap6s o prazo final de entrega. 

Solicitamos que todo material siga os seguintes critfirios: 

Formato de arquivo: Por favor, envie textos em formato Microsoft Word (.doe), como anexo de 

uma mensagem eletr6nica. Envie fotografia, ilustrac~o ou outro tipo de imagem em arquivo (dPg), 

(.png) ou (.tiff), tom resoluq~o de 72 dpi. Solicitamos videos corn n~o mais de lO minutos e 

compativeis tom Apple Quicktime, isto b., em formato (.mov) ou (.mp4). Devido ao tamanho do 

arquivo de muitos v~deos, preferimos que nos seja enviado um link a seu trabalho, hospedado 

remotamente, acompanhado de breve descriq~o do mesmo, ou uma c6pia em CDiDVD. 

Lingua: Interessam-nos trabalhos em portugufis, espanhol e inglfis que tratem de quaisquer 

aspectos relacionados a arte, literatura, linguistica e cultura Ibero-americana, entendida em sua 

abrangfincia mais ampla. Esse recorte contempla textos ligados ~ Espanha, 5 Amfirica Espanhola, a 

Portugal e ao Brasil, bem como ao "chicano", ao latino norte-americano e ao afro-latino, alfim das 

populac6es hispan6fonas e lus6fonas do Continente Africano. 

Formataq~o do texto: Os textos devem estar em Times New Roman, corpo 12, espaqo duplo e 

justificado. A primeira pfigina de cada texto deve incluir as informac6es pessoais do autor em atfi lOO 

palavras, incluindo sobrenome e nome, local e ano de nascimento, cargo e universidade ~ qual fi 

xdnculado, e-mail e publicaq6es anteriores. Textos acadfimicos devem tambfim vir acompanhados de 

um resumo de no mfiximo 2oo palavras e de quatro palavras-chave, tudo na mesma lingua em que o 

texto deve ser incluido na pfigina initial. Dfi-se preferfincia a textos que sigam o formato MLA; 

porfim, outros formatos acadfimicos ser~o aceitos, se este for o de preferfincia de sua instituiq~o ou o 

mais ajustfivel a seu campo de pesquisa. 

Extens~o: Para poesia, preferimos antologias (de 3 a lO poemas). Em prosa, ensaios e outros 

gfineros, envie no minimo uma e no mfiximo 2o pfiginas. 

Envio apenas por e-mail, para pterodactilo@pterodactilo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexa Markley. Greenpeace <usa-semester@greenpeace.org> 

Thursday, January. 13, 2011 7:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tell your students: Leadership Opportuni~ with Greenpeace! 

i.~.i Greenpeace 

Dear Professor Eunice SaNe, 

Happy New Yeox from Greenpeace! As we welcome 2011, the Greenpeace Student Training 
team has some updates about our program in the new yeax. 

¯ We have a new name. Formerly the 
Greenpeace Organizing Term, we have 

recently changed our name to Greenpeace 

Semester. The program you have come to 

know has not changed - we’ve adopted 
Greenpeace Semester because we think it 

expla~ns what we’re all about a litfle bit better: 

a semester at Greenpeace! 

¯ We have a new website. You may have 

noticed that the layout for our site has changed 

a bit. We now have a FAQ page specifically 

for universiW faculty. 

¯ We have new summer sessions. The Greenpeace Semester is introducing a five week 

training oll’ered twice this summer in Washington, DC. This is a great opportuniF tbr students 

who axe unable to take a full semester off of school but s~ill want to receive activist training t?om 
Greenpeace. 

Many of you have sent minouncements, ema~led students, hung fliers on your campus, and 

allowed our stalt’to come into your classrooms in previous semeslers. We really do appreciate 

your continued support. Looking ahead, we still have a lot of work to do: getting campuses 
across the countly to quit coal putting an end to corporate pollution, and continuing to convince 

elected officials to pass strong environmental legislation. 

The solution is simple; we need people to take action. 

We would love to work with students from your ca~npus who are ready to develop their 

leadership skills and become advocates for change! Can you forward the message below to 
students who might be interested in .joining Greenpeace tbr a semester? 

Students, 

The Greenpeace Semester is a great opportunity to receive hands-on training 

that will give you the skills you need to become an environmental leader. 

3if any students’Joel theyjus’t don’t have the skills’ to rally hundreds’ of their 

peers, have a big impact on corporations, or Joel they’re able lo pres’s’ure our 

elected ((]~cials’. During the Greenpeace Semes’ter, you will learn about 
current environmental issues and solutions. You’ll also be trained by experts 

in grassroots organizing, leadership, media, and campai,gqz strate,~,. 

Many students receive course credit for the semester through their university, 
and program stcff will work with you to obtain credit. 

Applications are current!F open.for our summer semesters, and our early 

deadline is approaching on February 7th! Historically, two-thirds’ of 
Greenpeace Semester students’ hm,e been early applicants’. Don’t wait, apply 



f!)r the Greenpeace Semester today.! 

To apply for one of our upcoming ternz~, click here! For more inf!)rmation 

on dates and locations, check out the Greenpeace Semester website. 

Contact us if you have any questions at usa-semester~greenpeace, o~. 

For the planet, 

Alexa Markley 

Recruitment Coordinator 

Greenpeace Semester 

usa-semester~@~greenpeace, org 

We are so excited to work with a new group of students in 2011 that is ready to be the 

next generation of leaders for the environm entM movement! If you are interested in 

becoming part of our exclusive Professor Network or have recently changed your contact please 

click here to be added to our list. You will be directed to a short survey where you can opt-in to 

our Network. If you are already paxt of our Network but your universi~ mailing address has 

recently changed, please fill out our short survey to update your contact infonnalion. Our 

P~ofessor Network receives updates from Greenpeace on a more regular basis: alumni success 

stories, news about the program, and materials to pass out to students. If you are in terested in 

being more involved ruth Greenpeace, sign up for our Network today’. 

For the planet, 

Alexa Maykley 

Recruitment Coordinator 

Greenpeace Semester 

usa- setnester@greenpeace.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 14, 2011 9:51 AM 

Social Movemems Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Gronp <smwg01@lislserv.nnc.edtp 

[smwg01] Event: Environmentalism ~d social protesl 

Dear colleagues, 
please mark your calendars for the following event: 

suc~essfl~ collective actJo~ kt the courdrys~de. -FREE Please Co~a~ack I~stkut~ fix ~]a~ Stud3 o:t’the Americas isa.~c.edu R)r m(,vc infixmati(m, 

Emilio del Valle Esca~an~ 
Ass~sNn~ Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Uteratures 
University of Noah Carolina a[ Chape~ Hill 
Webpage: 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak email to leave-28469198- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fl~57 fc7~,~]ist serv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 11:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: reimbursement check tbr Mr. Wachiira 

Dear Eunice, 
In case you haven’t read my email, I am sending this again to ask you if you want me to use FedE× again to send MR. Wachiira’s check. Or regular U.S. mail? Please let me 

know. 
Thanks! 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, January :t2, 20:t:t :t:05 PM 
To: Eunice SaNe 
Subject: reimbursement check for Mr. Wachiira 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope you are doing all right with the snow and ice.... © 

Finally, I received a reimbursement check for Mr. Wachiira in Canadian dollars and I am not sure if we want to send it to him by FedEx again. It is US$283.91 and 

FedEx charge will be about ~;13. 

Could you let me know? 

Thanks. 

Haeran IvIiller 

Acct Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
’]?el. 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-%2-5824 
Dept of African & Afro 2,rnerican Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 

hrmiller@emaiI.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 1:17 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: reimbur~ment check lbr Mr. Wachiira 

Dear Eunice, 
Thank you for your email. I fully understand how busy you are and 3[ just wanted to send this to him soon. Since Monday is a holiday, if I don’t send it today, it will be delayed 
longer so I kept bothering you. 
All right, I will FedEx it to him. 
Hope you have a great weekend! 

Thanks, 
Haeran 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: reimbursement check for Mr. Wachiira 

Dear Haeran, 

Thanks for this. It has been a very, very hectic week hence this delayed response. 

FedEx is better for safety purposes. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 11:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: reimbursement check for Mr. Wachiira 

Dear Eunice, 
In case you haven’t read my email, I am sending this again to ask you if you want me to use FedEx again to send MR. Wachiira’s check. Or regular U.S. mail? Please let me 
know. 
Thanks! 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2011 1:05 PM 
To: Eunice SaNe 
Subject: reimbursement check for Mr. Wachiira 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope you are doing all right with the snow and ice.... © 

Finally, I received a reimbursement check for Mr. Wachiira in Canadian dollars and I am not sure if we want to send it to him by FedEx again. It is US$283.91 and 

FedEx charge will be about 513. 

Could you let me know? 

Thanks. 

Haerm~ Miller 

Acct Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-962-5824 
Dept ofAIicican & Afro American Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 

t~millel1~email.~nc, edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 14, 2011 2:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Publication of Interest 

Hi Eunice, 

I was browsing past issues of the journal NACLA: Report on the Americas and saw that there was a special issue on Canadian involvement in Latin America. I 

thought you might be interested. The link is at: https:/inacla~org/volumeissues?volume=043 

Best, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone (919)962-0539 

Fax (9:19) 962-2694 

Mcaldwe@ernail.unc.edu 

www.unc.eduideptsiafriafam 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jesse HaMin <jahardin@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao, 16, 2011 5:08 PM 

Announcing Small Grants Funding farm IAAR: iaar.a~scon~rtium2008.grp 

SmallGmnt.png 

The purpose of the small grants funding opportunity is to support small 

research projects that can be camed out in a short period of time with 

limited resources. The research should be investigator-initiated 

research in an area of interest and competency that is also relevant to 

unders~nding the Atkican American experience. The small grants 

mechanism supports dittErent types of projects including pilot and 

tEasibility studies; seconda~ analysis of existing data; small, 

self- contained research projecks; development of research methodology; 

and development of new research technology. 

All investigator-initiated small grant applications will be assigned to 

an interdisciplinary review team. Applications will be evaluated on the 
basis of their intellectual relevance to key issues in the African 

American experience, research feasibility, and potential to make a 

significant contribution to the literature on Afiican Americans. 

Funded investigators will be Mtiliated with the Institute of African 

American Research during the tenure of the grant (Spling and Summer 

2011 ). Due to our limited funding, this small grant opportunity 

supports no more than $500 in direct costs. Ten awards will be made in 

early Spring 2011. Deadline is March 1,2011 for research between May 1 and September 1,2011. 

Requests for applications may be made by contacting the Institute of 

African American Research at iaar@unc.edu Be sure to write "Request for 

Small Grant Application" in the subject line of your e-mail. A pdf 
version of the application will be sent to you. Completed applications 

and the investigator’s bio sketch should be submitted as attachments to 

iaar@unc.edu Be sure to write "Completed Small Grant Application" in 

the subject line. Hard copies of the application tbm~ are available at 

the IAAR oIfice in Suite 305, 150 South Road, Stone Center Building. 

Fatimah Jackson 
Director 

Fatilnah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 
Professor of Biological Anthropology 

Director, Institute of African Anrcrican Research 

919-843-1898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu;> 

Monday, JanuaD, 17, 2011 8:47 PM 

Dr. Sahle - AFAM474 course and Agenda lbrTuesday Jan. 18th: AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Pleas~ note that onr npdated course outline is available on Blackboard. 

Agenda for Jm~. 18: 

Apartheid and black political agency: generations of black resistance 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 8:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-18-11 08:09AM 

Second Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Sembdne, Ousmane, 
TITLE: God’s bits of~vood 
CALL NO: PQ3989.$46 B613 1995 c.3 
BARCODE: 00031017845 
Davis Libraly Circ St DUE: 01-05-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:325 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marie-Josee Massicotte <Marie-Josee.Massicotte@uOttawa.ca~ 

Tuesday, January, 18, 2011 10:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Oaxaca soon 

Hi Eunice and happy 2011 to you! 
I am writing as I am finally preparing for Mexico, most probably Feb March in Df and oaxaca. 
I would like to know where you were staying when you were there and what are some good options that you can recommend me? T’d love to have access to a kitchenet+.e if 
possible and will probably be there with a student of mine from Ottawa. 
If you prefer to talk on the phone or meet over coffee, please let me know, OK? 

All the best, 
marie-Josee (de canada) 
Marie-Jos~e Massicotte 

Chercheure invitde, Visiting Scholm" 

.~mthropology Depaxtment (403A) and Institute for the Study of the America~s 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Professeure agrdg~Se, t:;cole d’dtudes politiques, Universitd d’Ottawa 

Associate Prot~ssor. School of Political Studies, Unive~.’sity of Otta~,a 

CoundeFetnail: massicot(i~)uortaw a. ca 

Suppose you had the revolution you are talking and dreaming about. Suppose your side won, and you had the kind of socieiy you wanted How would you 

live, you personally, in that society? Start living that way now! Whatever you wouM do then, do it no,,. When you run up against obstacles; people, or things 

that won’t let you live that way, then begin to think about how to get over or around or under that obstacle, or how to push it out of the way, and your 

po#tics will be concrete and practical. 

Paul Goodman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January, 18, 2011 1:10 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] [Fwd: The Black Atlantic ~md the Biographical Turn, February 24-26 at the National Humanities Center] 

The Black Atlantic and the Biographical Turn, Febmaxy 24-26 at the NationalHumanities Center.elnl.msg 

Please circulate widely. Apologies for cross-postings. 

The National Humanities Center is pleased to present a symposium on 

THE BLACK ATLANTIC AND THE BIOGRAPHICAL TURN: 

SLAVERY, MIGRATION, AND THE ORIGINS OF THE MODERN WORLD 

February 24 - 26, 2011 

National Humanities Center 

7 T.W, Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

In recem years, historians, writers, and others have begun to produce a surge of studies of the "black Atlantic" organized around partictflar life stories. Their approaches 

build on, and also suggefft the limitations o£ several waves of scholarship over the last generation. What are the opIx~rtunities and limitations of this biographical turn? 

This symposium brings together leading scholars in Atlantic, American, American, Caribbean, European, and African histo~ to discuss new works in progress and to 
consider the theoretical implications, possibilities, and dangers of the "biographical turn" for histories of the early modem and modem Atlantic world. 

The symposium will open with a public address by prize-winning novelis~t Cm-i1 Phillips and continue with two days of discussions. 

$35 registration fee includes all sessions and meals. 

Graduate students with a valid ID may register for free by contacting Martha Johnson at 919-549-0661 x110 

Participants include: 

¯ James Campbell, Stanford University 

¯ Vincent Carretta, University of Maryland 

¯ Laurant DuBois, Dnke Universi~ 
¯ Roquinaldo Femera, University of Virginia 

Sandm Greene, Comell University 

¯ Walter Ha~,Ahi~me, Michigan State University 

¯ Martin Klein, University of Toronto 

¯ Lloyd Kramer, University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

Sheryl Kroen, University of Florida 

¯ Jane Landers, Vanderbilt University 

¯ Lisa Lindsa55 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 

¯ Joseph Miller, University of Virginia 

¯ Caryl Phillips, Yale University 

¯ Cassandra Pybus, University of Sydney 

¯ Jo~o Josd Reis, Universidade Federal da Bahia 
¯ Jon Sensbach, Universi~, of Florida 
¯ Jmnes Sweet, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

¯ John Wood Sweet. University of North Cm-olina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 



I 
n recent years, historians, writers, and others 

have begun to produce a surge of studies of the 
"black Atlantic" organized around particular life 

stories. Their approaches build on, and also suggest 
the limitations of, several waves of scholarship over 
the last generation. 

Paul Gilroyg T~e Black Atlantic (] 993) set in motion a new interest in cultural 

cross-currents and transnational movements. The Transatlantic Slave -&ade 

Database (orig. 1999) documented the vast scale and complexity of the Atlantic 

slave trade by aggregating information about tens of thousands of slaving 

voyages. These two watersheds epitomize the best. of both the New Social 

History and the more recent cultural turn, and they have enriched our under- 

standing of the myriad tlows of captives, capital, and cultures around the early 

modern Atlantic. 

But the interconned.ed world they reveal can also seem abstract and anon~nous. 

In response, historians seeking to repopulate the Atlantic rim have increasingly 

been drawn to individual life stories as a way to evoke and analyze the human 

dimensions of vast and complex historical dynamics. A range of biographically 

based studies suggests that we are in a moment of intense concentration on the 

black Atlantic as lived experience. 

What are the opportunities and limitations of this biographical turn? This 

symposium brings together leading scholars in Atlantic, American, Caribbean, 

European, and African history to discuss new works in progress and to consider 

the theoretical implications, 

possibilities, and dangers of 

the "biographical turn" for 

histories of the early modern 

and modern Atlantic world. 

The symposium will open 

with a public address by 

prize-winning novelist 

Caryl Phillips and continue 

with two days of discussions 

of precirculated papers and 

the issues they raise. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 1:20 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Invitation from the Guardian 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2011 11:37 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: FW: Invitation from the Guardian 

Georges Nzongola published an article today in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the assassination of Patrice Lumumba at 
the invitation of the British newsletter THE GUARDIAN. 

rdia~.co, akiglobalodevel             ~omattersi2011/~i17ipaFiceoh,~mumbao50~d~oanniversarvoassassh~atio~? 
intcmp= 122 

Visit guardian.co.uk - newspaper website of the year 
www.guardian.co.uk www.observer.co.uk 

To save up to 33% when you subscribe to the Guardian and the Observer 
visit            mrdian.co.u~c/s~b scriber 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.unc.edulu, id-32361608.e87a9 ~ a58.~23 ~ 9540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l-afriafam&o-28494222, or send a 

blank email to leave-28494222-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu. 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Jm~uary 18, 2011 2:13 PM 

Department listserv <atiiathm@list~rv.unc.edtr~ 

[afi-ia£mn] FW: [tdmdeafs] Fwd: The Black Atlantic m~d the BiographicaJ Turn, February 24-26 at the NationaJ Humanities Center 

BlackAtlanticPoster r3-1 .pdf; Header 

From." triwideafs-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [mailto:triwideafs-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] On Behalf Of Craig Brookins 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 18, 20:[:t :t2:54 AM 
To-" triwideafs@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject-" [triwideafs] Fwd: The Black Atlantic and the Biographical Turn, February 24-26 at the National Humanities Center 

+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=* 

Reply Reque~ed: When Convenient 

>>> Don Solomon <dsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> :t/:t4/20:t:~ 4::L2 PM >>> 

Please circulate widely Apologies for cross-postings. 

The National Humanities Center is pleased to present a symposium on 

THE BLACK ATLANTIC AND THE BIOGRAPHICAL TURN: SLAVERY~ MIGRATION, AND THE ORIGINS OF THE MODERN WORLD 

February 24 - 26, 2011 

National Humanities Center 

7 T.W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

[In recent years, historians, writers, and others have begun to produce a surge of studies of the "black Atlantic" organized around particular life stories. Their approaches build 
on, and also suggest the limitations of, several waves of scholarship over the last generation. What are the opportunities and limitations of this biographical turn? 

This symposium brings together leading scholars in Atlantic, American, American, Caribbean, European, and African history to discuss new works in progress and to consider the 
theoretical implications, possibilities, and dangers of the "biographical turn" for histories of the early modern and modern Atlantic world. 

The symposium will open with a public address by prize-winning novelist _C___a_ryJ___P_~_!!]!p_s_ and continue with two days of discussions. 

$35 reg!stration fee includes all sessions and meals. 

Graduate students with a valid ID may register for free by contacting Martha Johnson at 929-549-0661 x120 

Participants include: 

.lames Campbell, Stanford University 

Vincent Carretta, University of Maryland 

Laurent DuBois, Duke University 

Roquinaldo Ferriera, University of Virginia 

Sandra Greene, Cornell University 

Walter Hawthorne, Michigan State University 

Martin Klein, University of Toronto 

Lloyd Kramer, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sheryl Kroen, University of Florida 

.lane Landers, Vanderbilt University 

Lisa Lindsay, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 

.loseph Miller, University of Virginia 

Caryl Phillips, Yale University 

Cassandra Pybus, University of Sydney 

.logo .los6 Reis, Universidade Federal da Bahia 

.ion Sensbach, University of Florida 

.lames Sweet, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

.lohn Wood Sweet, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 

You are cnnently subscribed to a£riafam as: eunice({~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists~unc.eduiu?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&l afria£:am&o~8494797 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-28494797-32361608,e87a91a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(a;listserv,nnc,edu 



I 
n recent years, historians, writers, and others 

have begun to produce a surge of studies of the 
"black Atlantic" organized around particular life 

stories. Their approaches build on, and also suggest 
the limitations of, several waves of scholarship over 
the last generation. 

Paul Gilroyg T~e Black Atlantic (] 993) set in motion a new interest in cultural 

cross-currents and transnational movements. The Transatlantic Slave -&ade 

Database (orig. 1999) documented the vast scale and complexity of the Atlantic 

slave trade by aggregating information about tens of thousands of slaving 

voyages. These two watersheds epitomize the best. of both the New Social 

History and the more recent cultural turn, and they have enriched our under- 

standing of the myriad tlows of captives, capital, and cultures around the early 

modern Atlantic. 

But the interconned.ed world they reveal can also seem abstract and anon~nous. 

In response, historians seeking to repopulate the Atlantic rim have increasingly 

been drawn to individual life stories as a way to evoke and analyze the human 

dimensions of vast and complex historical dynamics. A range of biographically 

based studies suggests that we are in a moment of intense concentration on the 

black Atlantic as lived experience. 

What are the opportunities and limitations of this biographical turn? This 

symposium brings together leading scholars in Atlantic, American, Caribbean, 

European, and African history to discuss new works in progress and to consider 

the theoretical implications, 

possibilities, and dangers of 

the "biographical turn" for 

histories of the early modern 

and modern Atlantic world. 

The symposium will open 

with a public address by 

prize-winning novelist 

Caryl Phillips and continue 

with two days of discussions 

of precirculated papers and 

the issues they raise. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 18, 2011 2:13 PM 

Department listserv <athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afdafaJn] FW: Academe Today: New Book Indicts College Teaching aJ~d Learning: a Special Report 

From: The Chronicle [mailto:daily-html@chronicle.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, January :tB, 20:t:t 5:00 AM 
To; The Chronicle 
Subject; Academe Today: New Book Indicts College Teaching and Learning: a Special Report 

Description: Imag ....... d by sender. Chronicle of Higher Education Description. image 
removed b,! sander 
subscribe now 

Academe Today 
Tuesday January 18, 2011 Subscribe to the. Chronicle.! 

Subscribe to this newsletter I Stop receh4ng this newsletter 

’Academically Adrift’: a Special Report 

New Book Lays Failure to Learn ot~ Colleges’ Doorsteps 
By David Glenn 

"Academically Adrift," which blames students’ lack of progress on weaknesses in the curricula, has 

earned fans and critics. 

Writing Assignments Are Scarce for ~i:I Description: image removed by sender 
Students in 2 Majors at Texas 
Colleges 

By David Glenn 

A CN’onicle analysis found that business and 

education majors ~ke few writ~g-mtensive 

courses, which experts say are crucial t~r 

cultivating critical ~i~g. 

Are Undergraduates Actually Learning 
Anything? 
By Ric’hard Arum and Josipa Roksa 
A significant percentage IM1 to develop the 
broad-based s~lls and ~owledge ~ey ought to 
master, ~o sociologists write in this exce~[ 
from "Academicalb’ Adr~L" 

Commet~tary: ’Trust Us’ WoWt Cut It 
Anymore 
By Kevi~ Car~v 

Igs the only answer colleges have when asked 

how much their students learn. And now it’s 

been shown to be empty of substance. 

More News 

Carnegie Classifications ~=pdate Shows Boom iu For-Profit and Pro~essional Education 

Australian Camtm~es, Swamped for a Week by Heavy Flooding, Prepare to Reopen 

The T~eker: News From ~round the 

Ho[oeaus~ E~lueational Foundation to Become Part o[’ Not’thwestet’n 

Kidnapping Prompts Boston I=. to Cancel Study-~broad Program in Niger 

From the Global Edition 

Ontario Government Announces a New Credit-Transfer System 
By Karen Birchard 

The government is paying for a centralized system that it hopes will save the substantial costs entailed 
when transfer students must repeat courses. 

WorldWise: Moving On From Critique 
Higher education needs to be rethought, and it’s time for action, writes Nige] Thrift. 

The Chronicle Review 

Student Reporters Take On the Mideast Beat 

Graduate students from the University of Southern California experience the life of the foreign 

correspondent. 

Brainstorm: Happiness and Kindness~Why ~ Am a Teacher 
While crafting a statement about his teaching philosophy, Michael Ruse discovered some surprises 
about himself. 

Brainstorm: Reproducing Anxiety 

Why are college kids so anxious and depressed? Maybe, Laurie Essig speculates, it’s because their 

parents are. 

Commentary 



~nnovations: Martin Luther King Jr. and SHence 
Marybeth Gasman urges us to speak out against injustice. 

Letters to the Editor 

Improve Student Services to Help Graduation Rates 

Career and Technical Colleges Can Help Retrain the Unemployed 

To Attract Students, Aging-Services Program Emphasizes Opportunity 

Shining a Light on Evangelical Scholarship 

Graduste-Program Outcomes Are Pnb[ie at Yale 

~dvice 

They Nade Me a Despot 

By Ms. Mentor 

A boss blames a bad temper on tardy faculty" members. 

ProfHacker: Disruptive Student Behavior (the Professor Edition) 

In another installment of the "Disruptive Student Behavior" series, we look at the professor’s 
responsibility in that bad behavior. 

ProfHacker: Alternatives to Delicious 
,~m introduction to social-bookmarking alternatives to Delicious, which Yahoo plans on selling off. 

From The Chronicle"s BIogs 

Arts & Academe 
dui~iard Fest Gives Voice to Contemporary Po~ish Concert Music 
Joel Sachs, founding director and conductor of the New Juilliard Ensemble, explains how Poland’s 

music culture thrived despite 20th-century atrocities and oppression. 

Buildings & Grounds 
Ni D~scdpt[on: imag~ r~mov~d ~y sender. 

Campus Architecture News ¯ 

The University of Alabama will complete its 

science complex without a $30-million earmark 

it had hoped to get from Congress; campus 

projects even urgent ones~re passed over in 

the budget submitted by Utah’s governor; and 

more. 

From Arts & Letters Daily 

Central bankers ~ere to be the austere, ever- 
watchful last line of defense against financial 

crisis. At that they succeeded and therein lies 

the problem. More 

Announcements 

2011 Fund-Raising Forecast: Trends and Techniques You Need to Know 
As the new year begins, fund raisers face the fourth consecutive year of raising money in an 

economic downturn. Join The Cka-onicle of Philamtu’opy and nonprofit experts to learn the trends, 

winning techniques, and cost-efl;cctive ideas nonprofits are using to bolster their donations, even in 
these challenging economic times. 

The Chro~ic]e’s Home Page i News [ {7~inkm [ Latest Jobs [ Carec~" Advice i B]ogs 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy. 
In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-mail newsietters on technology, community colleges, hiring, 

and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e-mail 

notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria. 

The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content For full access to the 
premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 

~4anage your account: 

Retrieve user name [ Reset your password [ 

(c) 2011 The Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 23rd Street NW 

Washington, DC 20037 

You are c~trrently subscribed to afi-iathm as: eL:*~ce@eme~l.unc.ed~. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:ht~p:,,,’iistsm~c.ed~/u?id 32361608.eS7aglatS32319540ei56adat’70a798d&n T&I afiiaf~un&o 2849,1~’98 

(It may be necessary to cut arid paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blatlk email to leewe-2849dt’98-32361608 e87a91a58323195 :C, ei56ad>:770a~’98d@listse:a,.unc edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Jm~uary 18, 2011 2:14 PM 

h~-duncplas@duke.edn; At?o- Latin American Working Group <a~-latinamerican@list~rv.unc.edtr~ 

The Black Atlantic and the BiograplficaJ Turn, February. 24-26 at the National Humm~ities Center 

BlackAtlanticPoster r3-1 .pdf; Header 

> > > Don Solomon <-d-~-s--~-J~-o---r~-~--o--t~-~@~t~--a-~-tj~-o--n---a-~b--u-~--m-~-a--n-~Ltj~-e--s--c--e-~-t~--t--e--r-~[g~> 1/14/2011 4:12 PM > > > 

Please circulate widely Apologies for cross-postings. 

The National Humanities Center is pleased to present a symposium on 

February 24 - 26, 2011 

National Humanities Center 

7 T.W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

[Tn recent years, historians, writers, and others have begun to produce a surge of studies of the "black Atlantic" organized around particular life stories. Their approaches build 
on, and also suggest the limitations of, several waves of scholarship over the last generation. What are the opportunities and limitations of this biographical turn? 

This symposium brings together leading scholars in Atlantic, American, American, Caribbean, European, and African history to discuss new works in progress and to consider the 
theoretical implications, possibilities, and dangers of the "biographical turn" for histories of the early modern and modern Atlantic world. 

The symposium will open with a public address by prize-winning novelist Caryl Phillips and continue with two days of discussions. 

~35 registration fee includes all sessions and meals. 

Graduate students with a valid ID may register for free by contacting Martha Johnson at 919-549-0661 x110 

Participants include: 

games Campbell, Stanford University 

Vincent Carretta, University of Maryland 

Laurent DuBois, Duke University 

Roquinaldo Ferriera, University of Virginia 

Sandra Greene, Cornell University 

Walter Hawthorne, Michigan State University 

Martin Klein, University of Toronto 

Lloyd Kramer, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sheryl Kroen, University of Florida 

Jane Landers, Vanderbilt University 

Lisa Lindsay, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 

Joseph Miller, University of Virginia 

Caryl Phillips, Yale University 

Cassandra Pybus, University of Sydney 

go~o gos~ Reis, Universidade Federal da Bahia 

gon Sensbach, University of Florida 

games Sweet, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

John Wood Sweet, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 



I 
n recent years, historians, writers, and others 

have begun to produce a surge of studies of the 
"black Atlantic" organized around particular life 

stories. Their approaches build on, and also suggest 
the limitations of, several waves of scholarship over 
the last generation. 

Paul Gilroyg T~e Black Atlantic (] 993) set in motion a new interest in cultural 

cross-currents and transnational movements. The Transatlantic Slave -&ade 

Database (orig. 1999) documented the vast scale and complexity of the Atlantic 

slave trade by aggregating information about tens of thousands of slaving 

voyages. These two watersheds epitomize the best. of both the New Social 

History and the more recent cultural turn, and they have enriched our under- 

standing of the myriad tlows of captives, capital, and cultures around the early 

modern Atlantic. 

But the interconned.ed world they reveal can also seem abstract and anon~nous. 

In response, historians seeking to repopulate the Atlantic rim have increasingly 

been drawn to individual life stories as a way to evoke and analyze the human 

dimensions of vast and complex historical dynamics. A range of biographically 

based studies suggests that we are in a moment of intense concentration on the 

black Atlantic as lived experience. 

What are the opportunities and limitations of this biographical turn? This 

symposium brings together leading scholars in Atlantic, American, Caribbean, 

European, and African history to discuss new works in progress and to consider 

the theoretical implications, 

possibilities, and dangers of 

the "biographical turn" for 

histories of the early modern 

and modern Atlantic world. 

The symposium will open 

with a public address by 

prize-winning novelist 

Caryl Phillips and continue 

with two days of discussions 

of precirculated papers and 

the issues they raise. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, January. 18, 2011 3:03 PM 

Ecolo~ and SociaJ Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] The Black Atlantic and the Biographical Turn, Februa~ 24-26 at the National Humanities Center 

Please circulate widely. Apologies for cross-postings. 

The National HumaniOes Center is pleased to present a symposium on 

THE BLACK ATLANTIC AND THE BIOGRAPHICAL TURN: 

SLAVERY~ MIGRATION~ AND THE ORIGINS OF THE MODERN WORLD 

February 24 - 26, 2011 

National Humanities Center 

7 T.W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

In recent years, historians, writers, and others have begun to produce a surge of studies of the "black Atlantic" organized around particular life stories. Their 

approaches build on, and also suggest the limitations of, several waves of scholarship over the last generation. What are the opportunities and limitations of this 

biographical turn? 

This ~mposium brings together leading scholars in Atlantic, American, American, Caribbean, European, and African histo~ to di~uss new works in progress and to 
consider the theoretical i~nplications, possibilities, and dangers of the "biographicaJ turn" for histories of the early ~nodem and modem Atlantic world. 

The sv~Ix~sinm roll open with a public address by prize-running novelis~ Carvl Phillips and continue ruth two days of discussions. 

$3S .r__e_~[_s_~r__a___t_!__o____n_. fee includes all sessions and meals. 

Graduate students with a valid ID may register for free by contacting Martha Johnson at 919-549-0661 x110 

Pa~icipants include: 

James Campbell, Stanford University 

Vincent Carretta, University of Maryland 

Laurent DuBois, Duke University 

Roquinaldo Ferriera, University of Virginia 

Sandra Greene, Cornell University 

Walter Hawthorne, Michigan State University 

Martin Klein, University of Toronto 

Lloyd Kramer, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sheryl Kroen, University of Florida 

Jane Landers, Vanderbilt University 

Lisa Lindsay, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 

Joseph Miller, University of Virginia 

Caryl Phillips, Yale University 

Cassandra Pybus, University of Sydney 

Jo~o Jos~ Reis, Universidade Federal da Bahia 

Jon Sensbach, University of Florida 

James Sweet, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

John Wood Sweet, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (organizer) 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5J.20 

TE L 9:19/962-250:1 FAX 9:19/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: eunice(a)email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:.I1t.~p://~ists.unc.edu/u?~d~2339823.6a9~b33~a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d~b23&n T&l africa&o 28495373 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emaJd to leave-28495373-22339823.6a91 b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23@Jistserv,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 3:22 PM 

Gibau, Gina (Sanchez)<gsanchez@iupui.edu>; mhunter@mills.edu; Tracy Fisher <~acy.fishe@ucr.edu>; renya@ucsc.edu; 

lok.sit~mail.utexas.edu; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Berger, Michele T <mtberge@email.unc.edu>; Bayo Holsey 

<bayo.holsey@duke.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu> 

ANcle on Women m~d Full Professorships 

Dear All, 

Someone recently sent me this article on women’s challenges achieving full professor status. It’s very enlightening, as well as sobering. 

http:/!www.aaup.orgiAAU Pipubsresiacademe/20:[ 1i.IF/feat/misr.htm 

Best, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 18, 2011 4:40 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Enrollment FYI 

Just wanted to let everyone know that the last day that I could enroll students online was Friday, 1/14 at 5pm. Add 

forms will have to be used now if you have students that you would like to add to your class. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a9 l a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28496481 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28496481-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.une.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 6:09 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Environmentalism a~d ~cial protes~t 

Environmentalism and Social Protest: The Contemporary Anti-Mining Mobilization in the Province of San Marcos 
and the Condebamba Valley, Peru 

A talk by Lewis Taylor 
University of Liverpool 

FedEx Giobal Education Center, Room 3024 

During recent years, a rapid expansion in large-scale mining activity has generated a host of pratests in Peru, as rural people have attempted to 
defend their livelihood and environment. This presentation examines the trajectory of one such mobilization in the province of San Marcos and 
neighboring Condebamba Valley, located in the northern Andean department of Cajamarca. The social movement’s internal organization, strategy, 
tactics and repertoires of struggle are analyzed. Practices inherited @ore the rondas campesinas [nightwatch patrols] are seen to have exercised 
an important influence in shaping its modus operandi, which contrasts in key respects from the behavior of other anti-mining protests in Peru. An 
assessment is made of how shifting power relations within the state might influence the chances of successful collective action in the countryside. 
FREE 

Emilio del Valle EscalanLe 
Assistan[ Professor of Spanish 

Romance Languages and Literatures 
Universib[ of North Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 

Webpage: h~p:ii,~’~w,unc,edui~ede~va~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 18, 2011 6:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: interesting article about as~ciate professorship 

Dear Eunice: See the article below. I thought this might of interest to you and thanks for attending my book signing. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Regester, Charlene B 

Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 8:37 AM 
_~aol.com 

Subject: FW: interesting article about associate professorship 

From: Groff, Diane G [groff@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 6:46 AM 

To: New Associate Professors 
Ce: Jack, Jordynn M; Foland, Jonathan 
Subject: RE:[newassocprofessor] interesting article about associate professorship 

Hi e vl-’_! ry o r~ e~ 

I hope you all had a wonderful hotid~y and h~d time to rest over the break. This article on the role that service and gender pay ~n promotion was ~osted on the 
[:acu~W governance news sent today. I thought the topic may be of interest to others. 
http:/!www.aaup.orgiAAU Pipubsresiacademe/20:[ 1iJF/feat/misr.htm 
Take care, 
D i a rt e 

From= Carole Blair [mailto:cblairi@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, November 08, 2010 8:~ AM 
Te= New Assoda~ Professors 
Ce= Jack, Jordynn M; Foland, Jonathan 
Subject= [newassocprofessor] ~o agenda items 
HI Eveo’one, 
I’m glad that there were so many great questions for Ron Strauss and Melanie Joyner on Friday. I thongN it was a good session. 
As I mentioned to you Friday, I had ~ nnex~cted "@~n~ge" added to a trip to California for the Natl. Commnmcation Association 
meeting. It ~rns out tAat I’m going to have be there throngh the ~heduled rime of our ne~ meeting, wNch is NovemL~r 19. We 
can’t substitute the ne~ week becau~ that’s Tha~sgiving weekend. So, it seems obvious dmt there are two choices: O~ION 1. You meet 
in my absence and continue with the intellect~] au~)Nographies. I would hate to miss any of them, but it may ~ the best option. 
Ira t~ir num~r of yon would like to do d~at, the meeting will ~ that ~y in the Seminar Room in Hyde Hall, where tbod m~d drink 
are (allegedly) prohibited. OPTION 2. We wait until December 3 to meet, and continue the intellect~] autoNograpNes then. I’d aJso like 
tbr us to be able to have a fox,yard loo~ng di~ussion of goals, action plans, a~d ~er mentorship. 
I hope you’ll email ~ne back to express a pret~nce for #1 or #2. 
AI~, just so you ~ow, I’m still pla~mng &e Decem~r 10 ~cepfion ~ the final moment of the seminm~-dme TBA. 
Second agen~ item: Some of you had mentioned that fl~em were so~ne issues wi& geeing a s~dy and resemch assig~ent 
a~m]ged. I dour that the problem is ac~ally cau~d by the lack of mention ofpdodb~ for associate professors in the le~er that 
goes out to depa~ment chairs e~h ye~ speci~-ing the nnmber of S~s available to Ms/her depamnent. It just may e~cerbate 
whatever problem is them to begin with. rm pre~ sure that will L~ co~ected ne~ rime, but that doesn’t help dgN now. So, jus~ 
for your info~atio& Fve done a (bad) cut and p~te job from the Chris Mamml on this topic ~low. I ho~ it’s help~l. If you continue 
to have any difficulty wid~ &i~ I ho~ yoff]l be in tonch with me an~or Dem~ Andrews. 
So, let me know about what your preferences are tbr November 19. Thanks’. Have a great week~ 

Carole 
SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR NEWLY PROMOTED ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
This program is designed to encourage the timely progress of each newly-tenured assodate professor toward promotion to full professor. 
Eligibility 
Beginning July 1,2006, eve~ Nculty member in the College, once she or he has been promoted to associate professor with tenure, will be eligible to 
pa~idpate in a sta~-up program for newly-tenured associate professors. Any former assistant professor in the College who earns promotion to associate 
professor (with tenure) beginning July 1,2006 will be eligible for this program. Faculty who were hired from other institutions to come to Carolina as 
associate professors are not eligible for this program, as such hires from the outside ordinarily receive sta~-up funding attached to their offer of 
employment. 
Program 
The suppo~ program will include: 

a guaranteed Research and Study Leave (RSL) assignment within the first five years of the associate professor’s tenure. The timing of 
this RSL assignment will be governed by the College’s standard eligibilJ~ rules for RSL assignments. Assistant professors who postpone their junior 
faculty research leaves until the last year of their probationa~ term or the first year of their tenure as associate professor may not receive their associate 
professor RSL assignment within the first five years of their tenure as associate professors. In all cases, normal eligibility rules for RSL assignments apply 
to these RSL allocations, which are drawn from the depa~ment’s regular RSL pool. 

a $6,000 one-time allocation to enhance the Nculty member’s research and/or teaching to be spent during the first five years of her or Ns tenure as 
associate professor; associate professors will be eligible for the research suppo~ in the fall after their promotion. 

an oppoAunity to paAicipate in an ongoing interdisciplinary faculty seminar, designed for associate professors under the direction of a 
senior faculty member. 
Procedure 
The Dean’s Office will ask the newly-appointed associate professors to complete a form to be subsequently signed by the depa~ment chair and sent 
to the Dean’s Office. This form will ask for the following information: 

a brief (one to two paragraph) summa~ of how their research fund will assist them with their scholarship; 
when they would like to take their RSL assignment; 
whether they wish to paAicipate in an interdisciplJna~ faculty seminar designed expressly for associate professors. Although eve~ newly- 



appointed associate professor is encouraged to participate in the one-semester, research-oriented faculty seminar, no one is obliged to do so. 
Example: Professor Jones receives notice from the UNC Board of Governors in the summer of 2008 that she has been promoted to associate professor 
with tenure. The College allocates a $6,000 one-time stipend to Jones, available from January 1,2009 through December 31,2013~ 
Associate Professor Jones received a Research and Study assignment in the fall semester 2005, while she was an assistant professor. Jones will be 
eligible for her Research and Study assignment as associate professor in the spring semester 2011. Should her unit’s teaching needs be such that a 
Research and Study assignment would not be advisable for her in the spring 2011, her chair is required to reserve for her a Research and Study 
assignment no later than the final semester of her fir[h year of tenure as an associate professor, i.e., the spring 2013. 
The Dean’s Office will establish new departmental accounts for each of the one-time stipends." 

You are currently subscribed to newassocprofessor as: g__m_l_t__!~i_e__r__n__~!:_u__!~c__:_e___d__u__.. 

(It may be necessm?, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28074190-28240207.71 ee88d73e9fd503369f21015a08bdM(F~listserv~unc.edu 

You are cnrrently snbscribed to newassocprofessor as: regesler~email.unc.edt~. 

To unsubscfibe click here: l~ttp:i/lists.unc.edu:t~?id~8240215.6b668de20649ad5f47e6f6bNaef6aac&n T&I newassocprofessor&o~8468043 

(It may be necessaD to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28468043-28240215.6b668de20649ad5t:47e6Nb~gaef6aac(a;listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 19, 2011 8:49 AM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: Janua~ 18, 2011 

011811 HR Elnployee hffonnation.pdf 

From-" Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, January :18, 20:t:t 5::14 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: January :18, 20:t:t 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformatio~" within your department(S}o 

¯ Full text of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

Feb. 2: New Postdoc Spring Orientation 

Mar° :[: A Baby! What Do I Do 

Mar. :[5: Teachers & State Employees Retirement Workshop 

Mar. 3:[: NCFlex Reimbursement Claims due 

Ir~forn~tk~n fo~ 

Upcoming Benefits Workshops {contact: Benefits Services, 962-307:[} 

Benefits Services in the Office of Human Resources is offering workshops on the following topics: 

Conversation Circles - Managers Circle (contact: Training & Talent Development, 962-2550} 

Conversation Circles are an approach to sharing ideas, addressing problems and thinking together about solutions or best practices in a group of people with 

common interests. The Managers Conversation Circle is an opportunity for faculty and staff with management or supervisory responsibilities to connect with other 

managers across campus to think and learn together and leverage their shared knowledge to improve individual management effectiveness. The Managers Circle 

will meet one time per month for six months. 

EPA Recruitment, Selection & EPA RecruitmentWeb {contact: Equal Opportunity/ADA Office, 

The focus of this class is how to conduct successful searches and the related processes. It includes an overview of Equal Opportunity recruitment and search 

procedures as well as general information about EPA RecruitmentWeb. Participants will receive guidance on developing recruitment plans, advertising, sourcing 

applicants, search committee responsibility and other important elements of conducting successful searches. 

Save up to 70% on Carolina Hurricanes Tickets {Click here} 

The Carolina Hurricanes are offering a discount for two designated Hurricanes home games through our limited-time New Year special offer. 

U NC..Ci~spei 

lO.:s .:’:,i~ ~,~’~ ©rive., Ca~rp~s }~ox :104"_,: 

Enasil: Christie davis@unc.edu 

Website: http:~ihr.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice,@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =at?iafam&o=28501517 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-28501517-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@ilistserv .unc.edu 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, January ! 8, 20 ! ! 

Feb, 2: New Postdoc Spring Orientation 
Mar. l" A Baby! What Do I Do 
Mar. I S: Teachers & State Employees Retirement Workshop 
Mar. 31" NCFIex Reimbursement Claims due 

Upcoming Benefits Workshops 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Benefits Services in the Office of Human Resources is offering workshops on the 
following topics: 

Teachers & State Employees Retirement Workshop 
This workshop is a comprehensive half- day program that takes the place of an 
individual counseling session, but promises the same personal attention in a group 
setting. Topics include retirement benefits, the paperwork process, Social Security, 
Medicare, financial planning and retiree health insurance. 

Location: Wilson Library, Pleasants Family Room 
Date: Tuesday, Mar. 15 
Time: Noon to 1:00 p.m. 
Sponsor: Benefits Services Dept. 

A Baby! What Do I Do? 
Having a new child can be overwhelming. This session is intended to provide you with 
some basic processes to follow to ensure continuation of your benefits, how FMLA 
works and what work!life programs are available to new parents. 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1 500- C 
Date: Tuesday, Mar. 1 
Time: noon to 1:00 p.m. 
Sponsor: Benefits Services 

Don’t miss this opportunity to reserve your space! Go to the Trainin,cj & Development 
website to register. For more information about the workshop, call 962- 2550 or click 
here to email us. 



Conversation Circles - Managers Circle 

FROM: Verita Murri//, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

Conversation Circles are an approach to sharing ideas, addressing problems and 
thinking together about solutions or best practices in a group of people with common 
interests. The Managers Conversation Circle is an opportunity for faculty and staff with 
management or supervisory responsibilities to connect with other managers across 
campus to think and learn together and leverage their shared knowledge to improve 
individual management effectiveness. The Managers Circle will meet one time per 
month for six months. 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1 500- C 
Date: Thursdays, Jan. 20, Feb. 24, Mar. 24, Apr. 21, Jun. 30, and Friday, May 27 
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 10:30a.m. 
Sponsor: Training & Talent Development 

EPA Recruitment, Selection & EPA RecruitmentWeb 

FROM: Rudy Jones, Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

The focus of this class is how to conduct successful searches and the related 
processes. It includes an overview of Equal Opportunity recruitment and search 
procedures as well as general information about EPA RecruitmentWeb. Participants will 
receive guidance on developing recruitment plans, advertising, sourcing applicants, 
search committee responsibility and other important elements of conducting 
successful searches. 

The session will also provide an overview on how to initiate searches, complete hires 
and other related processes using EPA RecruitmentWeb. Additionally, the session will 
provide information on reviewing and evaluating applications, interviewing and 
selection to ensure that searches meet UNC’s Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action 
requirements. 

This course is suited for individuals who have responsibility for EPA recruiting and for 
those seeking a better understanding of Equal Opportunity processes and procedures. 
._C_!_j_.c__.k____._h._e___r~..e__. to register for this class. 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, Room 1 500- C 
Date: Wednesday, Jan. 26 
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
Sponsor: Equal OpportunityiADA Office 



Save up to 70% on Carolina Hurricanes Tickets 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The Carolina Hurricanes are offering a discount for two designated Hurricanes home 
games through our limited- time New Year special offer. 

Select lower and club level seats are available for just $30, a savings of up to $65 off 
the game-week price, and select upper level seats are available at just $15, a savings 
of up to $30. 

Tickets are available on a first- come, first- served basis and are subject to availability. 
Offer expires online at 11:59 p.m. on Monday, Jan. 24. Limit of 9 tickets per account 
available for online purchase. If you need 1 0 or more tickets, please call 866- NHL- 

CANEs (866- 645- 2263). 

Click here to purchase online and enter special offer code NYSO (New Year Special 
Offer). This New Year Special offer is only available for one week only, Jan. 1 7 toJan. 
24. 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1 * BOSTON BRUINS 7 P.M. 

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1 6 TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS 7 P.M. 

* Brandon Sutter Bobblehead Night 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

EUNICE N Sahle <ennice@email.unc.edu;~ 

Wednesday, Janua~- 19, 2011 11:15 AlVl 

Dr. Sable - Week 2’s readings: AFRII01.001 .SPRING2011 

De,x All, 

Please note that readings for week two are posted to Blackboard - Course Documents. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. </imsanford@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 3:44 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Serving Studems With Disabilities 

CCO Instructors - 
If you did not receive this message from Provost Carney directly, please do take note We do occasionally have students taking CCO courses who do have disabilities and/or who approach 
their instructors about some special accon~modation for their academic work. The University wants to help them as described below 
Hope your classes are off’to a good start[ 

Tim 

Timothy R Sanik~rd, Ph.D 
Associate Director for Credit Programs 
Friday Center fbr Continuing Education 
Adjunct Associate Professor 
School of Information & Libraw Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, Nit? 27599-1020 
919-962-2644 
919-962-5549 (fax) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobo@@notil}’.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behal:[’Ofno reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, Januapf 18, 2011 9:00 PM 
To: SanJ2~rd, Timothy R. 
Subject: F()RM~XL NOTICE: Serving Students With Disabilities 

TO: AllFacul~, EPANon-Faculty and Staff’Employees 

FROM: Bruce W. Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

DATE: Janua~ 18, 2011 

RE: Serving Students with Disabilities 

’]7he University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill is committed to making its programs and facilities accessible to students with disabilities. 
Students who seek reasonable accommodation for disabilities are required to identi~ themselves to the Department of Disability Sep~ices whose staffwill inform and work with the students 
about the process to become eligible to receive assistance 

’]7he mission of the department is to work with faculty and staffto provide students with disabilities equal access to Umversity services, programs, and activities. 

In an e:[’fort to assist their students, individual faculty members and departments or pro:[’essional schools may want to provide accommodations to students who have not identified 
themselves to I)isability Sep~ices. 
When approached by a student who seeks an accommodation based on a disability or temporary medical condition, please refer the student to Disability Sep~ices who will work with you 
and the student to determine what, if any, accommodations would be reasonable, and assist with implementation 

Proctoring Examinations - in addition to proctoring examinations as an accommodation for students with disabilities, the Department is prepared to assist faculty in proctoring make-up 
examinations for students ~vho miss a scheduled examination due to unforeseen medical reasons, or in keeping ~vith the new policy, the observance of religious holidays (based on 
individual faculty examination make-up policy). 

The Department of Disability Services is located in Suite 2126 in the Student Academic Services Building (SASB), between the Rams Center and Morrison Residence Hall. The staff can be 
contacted at 919.962.8300 (Voice or 919-711 [NC RELAY]), email at disabilityservices@unc.edu, or through the ~veb at http://disabilit~ser~,dces.unc.edu. Jim Kessler is the Director. 

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance in this matter. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

-- You are currently subscribed to ccofac as: etmice@cmail.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blai,,k 
email to leave-28505680-3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listscp<tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

lgutierr <lgutierr~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 19, 2011 7:41 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd: Engaged Scholarship: A Graduate Forum 

Engaged scholarship ~nouncement.docx 

*Engaged scholarship: A graduate forum* 

Are you a graduate student in the social sciences with a desire for your 
research to have more public impact outside academia? Are you interested 
~n applying knowledge to solve social problems? Are you seeking ways to 
make your research more collaborative with community par ticipants? We 
will explore these questions in the three-part forum, "*Engaged 
scholarship*" during the Spring 2011 semester. This forum series is 
designed to generate dialogue and build relationships between 
anthropology, archaeology, and other social science graduate students, 
faculty, and cotranuni~ practitioners 

*Session #1: Thursday, Februa~ 24, 2011.5-6:30pm. Campus Y on the UNC 
Campus* 

What is engaged scholarship and why ~s it important? 

*Session #2: Saturday, March 26. 10am-12pro. Location TBA* 

How do you do conwnunity-based participatoW research? 

*Session #3: Satmday, April 23, 2011. 10am-12pm. Location TBA* 

Sustainability, exit strategies, and career opportunities 

*/To register for the forum series, please contact Hannah Gill, 
/**/hgill@email.~mc.edv.’* <mailto:hgill(~,email.unc.edu>*/by February 10, 
2011. Participants are strongly encoreaged to attend all three 
cmnulative sessions./* 

*/More information is available at http :/icira.unc. edu/i* 

*//* 

This forum is sponsored by- Collaborations for Integrating Research and 

Action (CIRA) and The Institute for the Stu@ of the Americas (ISA) at 
UNC’ Chapel Hill 

UNC Global 542*** +* 

You are currently subscribed to isa-grad axsd: lgmiel~@emaihunc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-28505706-20505303.5el db2af5bc974790bd3e73t~565b0814@listsel~’ uric edu 
--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email uric edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28507492-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.uaac.edu 



Engaged scholarship: A graduate forum 

Are you a graduate student in the social sciences with a desire for your research to have more public impact outside 

academia? Are you interested in applying knowledge to solve social problems? Are you seeking ways to make your 

research more collaborative with community participants? We will explore these questions in the three-part forum, 

"Engaged scholarship" during the Spring 2011 semester. This forum series is designed to generate dialogue and build 

relationships between anthropology, archaeology, and other social science graduate students, faculty, and community 

practitioners. 

Session #1: Thursday, February 24, 2011.5-6:30pm, Campus Y on the UNC Campus 

What is engaged scholarship and why is it important? 

¯ A history of "engagement" in anthropology and understanding ethical codes 

¯ Models of engaged scholarship 

Session #2: Saturday, March 26. 10am-12pm. Location TBA 

How do you do community-based participatory research? 

~ Getting started 

. Relationship building 

~ Best practices for a mutually beneficial project 

Session #3: Saturday, April 23, 2011.10am-12pm. Location TBA 

Sustainability, exit strategies, and career opportunities 

How do you sustain a project or create an exit strategy? 

. How do you turn your participatory work into a career? 

To register for the forum series, please contact Hannah Gill, hgill@email.unc.edu by February 10, 20II. 

More inj;ormation is available at http://cira.unc.edu/ 

This forum is sponsored by Collaborations for Integrating Research and Action (ClRA) and The Institute for the 

Study of the Americas (ISA} at UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 20, 2011 7:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Libraly 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

01-20-11 07:50AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily These items may not be renewed. 
AUTHOR: 

TITLE: Africa [videocassette] 
CALL NO: 65-V3086 v.3 
BARCODE: 00006502705 
Media Resourc DUE: 01-18-11 11:00PM 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

32:63 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 20, 2011 7:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Libra13z 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, Nt~ USA 27514-8890 

01-20-11 07:50AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily These items may not be renewed. 
.AUTHOR: 
TITLE: .aA’rica [videocassette] 
CALL NO: 65-V3086 v. 1 
BARCODE: 00006502689 
Media Resourc DUE: 01-18-11 11:00PM 

AITII IOR: 

TI’ILE: Africa [videocasset~e] 

CALL NO: 65-V3086v.2 

BARCOI)E: 00006502698 

Media Resourc I)UE: 01-18-11 11:00PM 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

32:67 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Thursday, January, 20, 2011 9:32 AM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

Carl LeVan <levan@american.edu>; lseay@morehouse.edu; nml @williaJns.edu; 

ASA 2011 call for proposals 

~yal~oo.com 

Dear APCG colleagues: 
The African Studies Association annual meeting will be in Washington, DC, on November 17-20,2011. The call for proposals is now, open and the deadline for paper and panel 
submissions is March 15,2011. The theme statement and additional information can be found on their website at wvcw.africanstudies.org. 
The African Politics Conference Group is guaranteed one panel at the conference, though we are in discussions to sponsor at least one more. If you would like your paper or 
panel to be considered for APCG sponsorship, submit your proposal to all three members of the ASA committee by 6:00 p.m. on February 26, 2011 (see names and 
email addresses below). This will give them time to review the proposals, make selections, and notify all candidates by March 12. You will then be responsible for submitting 
your own proposal directly to the ASA online system, along with paying your ASA membership and conference registration. 
Per APCG rules, and consistent with other organizations, you must be a paid APCG member to submit a paper or panel proposal. Dues are $10 per year. The 
committee will confirm with the treasurer, Carl LeVan (levan@amedcan.edu), before reviewing your proposal. For information about how to pay your dues using PayPal, see 
the most recent APCG newsletter posted on our website (vcww.africanpoliticsgroup.org). 
We are very grateful to the APCG members who have agreed to serve on the ASA committee. Again, please send your proposal to all three of them by February 25th: 
Laura Seay, Morehouse College, Iseayg~,morehouse.edu 
Ngoni Munemo, W~lliams College, nml@williams.edu 
Ft~dline M’Cormack-Hale, Seton Hall University,        @yahoo.corn 
We look forward to putting together some good APCG panels for the ASA conference in DC[ 

Best wishes, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 
Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaice@emaAl.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 13391771 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-13391771-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@mxp0.isis.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 20, 2011 10:15 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciastZaculty] Edmund Malesky Job Talk Today 

Dear Faculty, 

Edmund Malesky will be presenting a lecture entitled "The Adverse Effects of Sunshine: A Field Experiment Testing the Impact of Transparency on Delegate 

Performance in an Authoritarian Assembly," today at 2pm in Hamilton 355. 

A link to the paper is available here: http:i!papers.ssrn.comisol3ipapers.cfm?abstract id=:1642659 

This coming Tuesday, January 25th, Leslie Schwindt-Bayer will be presenting "Democratic Legitimacy, Electoral Gain, and Institutional Change: Why Countries Adopt 

Gender Quotas," at 2pm in Hamilton 355. 

We hope many of you will be able to attend. 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 9:19-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.u nc.edu!d epts!ints! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 20, 2011 5:43 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Trial to Readex’s African American Newspapers, 1827-1998 

From: Collier, Shauna D 
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2011 10:03 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Trial to Readex’s African American Newspapers, 1827-1998 

Hi Travis, 
Below is the information on the other thai that is also running right now so please share tNs information with the 

department. I’m not sure if this one is available off campus right now, I believe our IT people are working on that - but 

you can definitely access it on campus. Again, folks can contact me if there are questions and I definitely appreciate 

comments and feedback. 

Thanks, 

Shauna 

Shauna Collier 

Librarian 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

150 South Road CB# 5250 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-5808 phone 

911.9-962-4830 fax 

shauna.collier@ unc.edu 

wwwJib,unc.edu/stone 

Subject: Trial to Readex’s African American Newspapers, 1827-1998 

Hi Shauna, 

Your trial to Readex’s African American Newspapers, "1827-1998 digital collection is now available. To access, simply go 
to http://infoweb.newsbank.com and click on the link to African American Newspapers or use the direct URL below: 

http://infoweb.newsbank.com/?db=EANX&d collections=EANAAA 

The trial will be up and running through Friday, February "18th. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Best, 
Erin 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc, edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28516152 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28516152-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinnmn@enmil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January, 20, 2011 6:27 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Fwd: Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Info Session Jan 25, 5:30pm, Stone Center Theatre, Rm 103 

image003 .j pg; 2011 SU,- 1.dot 

FYI. 

http://www, unc .edwdepks/o ar/students/fellowship snpp/surEhtml 

.......... Fol-vvarded message .......... 

From: Monica Richard <mrich~acS~)email.unc.edu> 

Date: 2011/1/18 

Subject: Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Info Session Jan 25, 5:30pm, Stone Center Theatre, Rm 103 

The Office for Undergraduate Research is sponsoring an Information Session 

for our Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program (SURF), Tuesday, 
Jmmary 25, 2011 from 5:30pm - 7pm in the Stone Center Theatre, Rm 103. 

The SURF Progrm~ is open to all majors mid fellowship awards are $3000. 

The applicalion deadline is February, 24, 2010. 

Please find details below that you can forward to students regaacding the 
information session. The agenda is attached. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Pat Pukldla, Biology Professor and Associate Dean and Director of Office 
tbr Undergraduate Research 

Monica Richard, SURF Program Administrator 

SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP - INFORMATION SESSION 

Co,ne hear aaa overview of the SURF Program 

Receive advice from former SURF recipients on getting s~rted and 
lessons learned from their summer research experiences 

Learn how SURF Peer Advisors can help you strengthen yonr research 
pmposal 

Get expert advice from the Writing Center on craPting your 
proposal 

Tuesday, Janualy 25, 2011 

5:30 ~ 7:00 P.M. 

Stone Center Theatre, Rm 103 



Fellowships: $3000 

Please share this oppom~nity ruth others. 

Applications due February 24, 2011. 

For more inti~rmation: 

Web site: http:i/w~v.unc.edu/depts/our/studems/fellowship supp/suff.html 

Emafil: <maJlto:our(~unc.edu> ou~unc.edu 

Telephone: 843-7763 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Pat Pukkila, Associate Dean and Director 

Martha Arnold, Associate Director 

Monica Richar& SUIt’ Progra~ Ad~ninistrator 

Ginnie Hench, HHMI Program Coordinator 

Vaughn Stewart, Graduate Assistant 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

sej- faculU as: ~:a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</av. To unsubscribe send a blmak ~r> 

email to <a href "mafilto:leave-28516433-3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28516433- 

3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746tE9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a:~ 



O F F I C E F O R 

UNDERGRADUATE 

RESEARCH 
SURF Information Session Agenda 
Stone Center Theatre, Room 103 
January 25, 2011 
5:30 - 7:00pm 

5:30pm Welcome 
Overview of Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) 
Dr. Pat Pukkila, Biology Professor and OUR Associate Dean and Director 

5:40pm Student Panel: 
o Elaina Giolando, International & Area Studies 
° John Millett, History and Business 

o Adele Ricciardi, Chemistry-Biochemistry and Biology 

o Mayukh Sircar, Biology 

6:00pm Mini-Proposal Development Session 
Dr. Kim Abels, Writing Center Director 

6:20pm Introduction to the Peer Advising Program & SURF Peer Advisors 
Martha Arnold, OUR Associate Director 
Naomi Barlaz, SURF Peer Advising Liaison, Student Government 

6:30pm Q & A Session 
Dr. Pat Pukkila 

6:55pm Wrap-Up 
Dr. Pat Pukkila 

Additional Resources: 
SU RF Web Page: http:iiwww.unc.eduideptsiouristudentsifellowship_suppisurf.html 
SURF Proposal Writing Resources: 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/~ur/s~udents/fell~wship-supp/surf/pr~p~sal-res~urces.h~m~ 
SURF Peer Advisor Request: See link on SURF Webpage. 
OU R Web Site: http://www.unc.edu/depts/our/index.html 
OUR E-mail Box: our@unc.edu 

OIJ R Staff: 
Dr. Pat Pukkila, Associate Dean and Director, pukkila@bio.unc.edu 
Martha Arnold, Associate Director, msarnold@email.unc.edu 
Monica Richard, SURF Program Administrator, mrichard@email.unc.edu 
Ginnie Hench, HHMI Program Coordinator, ghench@med.uncoedu 
Vaughn Stewart, Graduate Assistant, vaughnrs@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

members@africanstudies.org 

Friday, January 21,2011 8:39 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS and MEMBERSHIP 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

2~)~ 1 MEN|BERSHIP RENEWAL 

The ASA 2011 Call for Proposals is Now Open! The 54$ Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association will be held 

November 17-20, 2011 at The Marriott Wardman Park Hotel in Washington, DC. This year’s Annual Meeting theme is: 

"50 Years of African Liberation" and this year’s Program Chair is Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University. To 

renew your ASA membership and/or pro-register to submit your proposal, you may log on at www.africanstudies.org. 

It’s time to join or renew your ASA Membership for 2011. Please visit the ASA website at www.africanstudies.org to Iogin 

to myASA for members or click on the word "Membership" at the top of the home page. ASA is please(| to announce the 

2~~11 membership rates are the same as last year wh~le the ~nc~me ceiliug was raised from $35,0~~0 to $50,000o ~n addition, 

the retiree and joint member categories were reinstated. In order to receive the pre-registration rate for members, please 

allow 24 hours for your membership payment to be processed before registering for the Annual Meeting. 

REMINDER: THE CALL FOR PROPOSALS DEADLINE IS MARCH 15, 2011! 

This e=mail was sent from African Studies Association (members@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 21,2011 8:43 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-21-11 08:42AIM 

Faculty Replacement Bill: The following replacement charges for 
overdue items are owed at the Circulation Desk. 
ITEM Amount 
Posts and pasts : a theory of postcolonialism/Ldpez, Alfr 
REPLACEMENT Davis Library 00019397449 ........................ $100.00 

Race, repression and resistance : a brief histo~- of South Afric 
REPLACEMENT Davis Library 00030084925 ........................ $100.00 

TOTALS200 00 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
2d~’RICAN & A[:RICAN-~/LV;ER STUDIES 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

13:12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 21,2011 8:43 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Library 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

01-21-11 08:42AIM 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 

Africa [videocassette] 
OVERDUE Media Resources Cent 00006502698 ...................... $22.00 

Africa [videocassette] 
Cent 0.;006502689 ......................... OVERDUE Media Resources c: $’~2 00 

TOTALS44 00 

EUNK;E N SA[tLE 

AFRICAN & A[~’RICAN-~LV;ER STUDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:114 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu~, 

Friday, Jannary 21,2011 9:41 AIVI 

The asc t~ulty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~ulty] 3 week access to Slave~, Atx?lition and Social Justice, 1490-2007 

Sha~u:a C oilier 

]i.ibrarian 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center got Black C@mre at:d History 

150 Soufl: Road CB# 5250 

Cl’:ape: Hi[:, NC 27599 

919.-843-5808 

shamaa, collier~unc, edu 

www.lib.unc.edu/stone 

Dear Shauna Collier, 

Many thanks for your email. As requested, I have set up a free IP trial of Slavery, Abolition and Social Justice, 1490-2007~ on the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s 
IP address range. The resource will be available to you at the following URL for the next three weeks: 

w, wv.slaverv.amdiqital.co.uk 

Please feel free to share these details with other colleagues at UNC Chapel Hill. 

You may also gain access to Slavery, Abolition and Social Justice, 1490-2007 via the green trial ’login’ box, which is located on the homepage of our website 
vvww.amedu.com. (Please ensure that you have selected the IP address as your Iogin type). 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

* P~ease ~ote that tf~e ’download et~tire documet~t i~ PDF’ option is .~}.g~ available d~ing four=week t~ials, However, you are still able to v~ew and p~int ~ma~es 
from the collections, 

Bazbara Shaw Andezson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lectu~e~, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Air,can Studies Centez, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hili, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b ande~son@unc.edu 

www. global, t:nc. edu/af z ica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu:, 

Friday, January 21,2011 11:49 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] As French as Fxeryone Else? "talk by Vincent Tibelj Feb. 3 

As French as Everyone Else? A Survey of French Citizens of Maghrebin, African, and Turkish Origin 

Thursday, February 3rd [ 12:00 - 1:30pm I FedEx Global Education Center Room 2008/2010 ] UNC Chapel Hill 

Dr. Vincem Tibelj will discuss his recent bookAs French As Everyone Else? (co-authored with SylvaJn Brouard), which sheds new light on integration and citizenship 

in France to reveal the ways in which immigranks do-and do not- shaxe the attitudes of the majority population. Challenging the usual crisis of integration, the book 

systematically compares the "new French" immigrants, as well as their children and grandchildren born in France, with a ~mple of the French general population and 
finds that despite existing differences, immigrants of Maghrebin, Afi-icar~ and Turkish origin shaxe a rode scope of commonality with other French citizens. 

Vincent Tiberj is Associate Research Professor l:2q SP at Sciences Po since 2002, where he specialises in comparative electoral behaviour (France, United States and 

Earope), the political psychology of ordinm-y citizens, the sociology of inequalities, the politics of immigration and integration and survey research and methodology. 

Please RSVP via email to europe(~unc.edu. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Lecture’s, Depar~:ment ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

A~rican StkKties Cent}~, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 ollice 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 

b ande~son@unc . 

www. gl ~ba 1. klnc. edu/af ~ ica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc> 

Friday, Jannary 21,2011 1:08 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ facul~,] Oxford Islamic Studies Online 

Frown our librarian, Mohamed Abou E1 Seoud: 

Dear all tiacnlly,, s~.affand sludei~ts, 

This is my p~east~re k~ atmouace flae starting of trail acce~e~ to {he O-::R~rd Islamic Studies Oali,~e (OISO). (.N~xd Manic Sit,dies Online (OISO) o~izrs tmrivaled ortIiae 

accesa to flae l~isto~5, and c@t~tre of Mare and provi&a .{?~ii- text access to gceat (~fbrd reference and sct~olafly worka inclnding The (.Nford }{acFazio~x:dia offlae 

Mo&m Islamic World. Yt}e OxfoN History of Iiam, Tt}e Oxlb~d Dicfio,~at? of Islam, taro clasaic i,~te~re~tiona office Qar’an, a Concordance of the Qm~an, What 

].ve~yo~e Needs l~ Know aboa islam, and 5e tbr@comi~g Ox~>rd Encyc]opeNa of@e Hamic World (&~e to p~b~is~ m 2008). 

To ;access p~ease visit: hRp://libpm~.lib.tmc.ed~login?url hRp://www.oMbrdislamicstudies.com 

A bNef s~mary fnr (OISO) content: 

Lncompassi~g over 5,000 A-Z rel~rence e~iries, chapters [?om ~ho~arly a~ad int~d~cto~y works. Qu~’anic materids~ pdma~y som~es, hnageg maps, a~@ ~ime~ines. 

()xf~)iv[ lsl~mlic Studies ()~flinc offers a multMayered mfbrence experie,~ce designed to provide a tirst sl,)p lbr anyo,~e needing mlb,~natK~n m~d co,~text o,~ Islam. The 

cNmnt corn conten~ ~fles include the fl)llowing: 

7~ Grov<~ ~i?~c~,c]opeda o#Islamic A ~"l ~ A mI,il~,cmr~, (Mmvh 2009), a three-volume reference won ofl~fing the most comprehensive coverage of Isl~ic m~ 

throughout tl~e wofl& beginNng with tl~e inceNon of Islam and confin@ng m the present &y 

77~e O.rNa:i~TncvcIove~%~ (~/ghe A’I~:mtic I’l,:%rld (March 2009), a new six-volume won covering the M1 geographicd and his~oficd e~ent of Islam 

IT,e O.r#~rdEnc>,clop~Ta ~ftk,~ Mogtc~,~ Ish~mic ~I%rM, avmlable in ~11 on the site ruth access m amNved m*icles fl~at have been up&ted in the new O~ord 

E*tcyclopeNa 4"the Islamic lgorld 

7~e Is’Iamic ~I~rh:fi" ?~as’t a~’dl>ms’<~m, an accessible A-Z mt}mnce covering key people, events m~d concepts in Islamic history 

7 ],e (.).~7%rdPict~o, taW q~Ls’/am, in addition to ~ing an integM pag of the cross- ~amhable site content, N12,500 entries in ~is authoritative qNck reference are free 

to the public. Anyone can access or cite Diclionao~ content by using fl~e on-site browse or major Web search engines 

77re O~:l{,rd l!ish)rt, ~?/Tsl{:¢m, a chaptemd won contaiNng authoritative esmys by leading Muslim m~d non-Muslim ~holazs on the origins of the fa~tl~ ~, ~ience~ 

and histoU to fl~e pmsent-&y station of Islam 

}I%at E~wa~o,~e ~£.<~ds ~) K,~ow Abo~¢t Islam, a question-~d- aaswer guide by John L. Esposito, in which he ms~nds to fl~e most commonly ~ked questions about 

Muslim cN~re and Islam with thotgh~l, unNa~d replies 

IFacI,mN LvIam, eNmd by Brmmon M. Wheeler for tim ~efican Academy of Religion’s TeacNng Religious Studies series, ~is won brings toge~er leading scholms 

to o~}r perspectives on how to teach Isl~ 

Two O~bN World’s Classics versions of the Quian: M.A.S. Ab&l HNeem’s The Qur%n, a prose translation, m~d ~]The Koran Inmprcmd, a renowned verse 

translation by A.J. ~W 

tlmma Kassis’ ( 7onco~z~l~ce ol’N# ~)z~ia,,~ 

Please foe1 {:tee to aharo Nis inlbrmation ~x, iN other fac@>’ a~ad e~adents and please sead me yot~r commeata a~ad fi:edback. 

Please nok:: Nis trial e,~pims on Feb. I8fl~ 2011. 

I hogx: you x~iil l:~ke a&’m~tage of Nis chance. Sho@d you l~m~e a~v ~lue~ioas or aeed morn inR~m~atio~ about OISO.. please feel free b contact me; I an looking 

Mohamed 

Mohamed Abou E1 Seond 

Middle East & African Studies Librarian 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
University Library 
Campus Box 3918 
Tel: 919-843-3859 
Fax: 919-%2-4450 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Dii~>stor, African Studies Centei~ 

Lecturer~ Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Cente~, CB#7582 

3027 F~’lEx Giebal Ed’ioation CenLei~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <~imsanford@unc.edu.; 

Friday, Jannmy 21,2011 2:11 PM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] ConnectCarolina unavailable 1/25 

CCO Instructors- 

Please take note of the message below about ConnectCarolina not being available starting at 6:00 next Tuesday evening, Jan. 25. This may not have much effect on 

you, your studet~[s, or ~’our couFse, but ~ wanted you to be aware just ~n case. 

r~m 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Assodate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Contin~ing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

Schoo~ of fn[ormatkm 8x [.~brary Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina s[ Chape~ 

CB #1020 

Chapel H~, NC 2759%:[020 

9:1.9-962-2644 

919-.962-5549 (fax) 

F~m: Relier, Debra L [mail~:debra_beller@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 21, 2011 11:53 AN 
To: ~e campus_contacts mailing list. 
Subject: [campus_contacts] Census Freeze message 
lm~o~nee: High 

FYI -this message is going out today to our various user listservs: 

Census ~reeze - log out of Conne~Carolina by 

Census will take place on the evening of Tuesday, Jan. 25. Due to the need to "freeze" the database to take the census snapshot, ConnectCarolina campus 

users will not be able to access ConnectCarol~na pages from 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Jan. 25. 

We request that all faculty and staff be logged out of ConnectCarofina by 6:00 p.m. on Jan. 25. 

Please let your faculty know about this. Faculty will not be able to access class rosters or perform graduate application evaluation during this time. 

Students will NOT be able to use self service for all functions during this time. 

NOTE: There is a possibility that census will be delayed by one day. General Administration (GA) has given system schools the option of delaying census 

due to last week’s snow. 

We will keep you ~nformed if there are any changes in this plan. 

For questions, please email 

Thank you. 

Chris Derickson 

University Registrar 

Debra Be]ler 

Infonna~on Communica~on SMcMist 

ConnectCarolina 

E~~, ITS 

Universib’ of Noah Carolina at Chapd Hill 

211 Ma~ng Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PH: 919-843-0477 

Email: debra bellel@unc.edu 

Web: http://connectcarolina.umc.edu 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"ma]lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@e,na~l.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a bla~nk <bl~ 

ema]l to <a h~eD’’ma~lto:~eave-28522592-3634613.47f~279ea659~aca3376d3589t8a959@listserv.unc.edu">~eave-28522592- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tga959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.e&~> 

Friday, Jannmy 21,2011 3:55 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

ira- gmd@listserv.unc.edu; ba- lta~n@lis~serv.unc.edu 

New Perspectives in Africm~ Americm~ History and Culture Conference 

The Triangle African American History Colloquium announces its Fifth Annual New Perspectives in African American History & Culture Conference, to be held Friday & 
Saturday, February 18-19, at the University of Nonth Carolina at Chapel Hill. Keynote address by Professor Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham: "Rewriting History: The New From 
Slavery to Freedom and the Legacy of John Hope Franklin." Free and open to the public. 

Full schedule and details at: http://taahc.web.unc.edu/schedule/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Wisdom Tettey <tettey@ucalga~’.ca> 

Friday, Jannary 21,2011 7:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Korbla Puplampu <puplampuk@macewan.ca> 

Resurrecting the Diaspora Book 

How is the going? Buu as usual, eh? Tell me about it!! 

Anyway, I am wondering whether we can have a quick "Sl~pe Meeting" this weekend (Saturday or Sunday) to talk about the book project. I am snre we are all 

concerned about the delay in getting things rolling and the disappoiutment that we may cause contributors. Please, think about the follomng, as we prepare for the 
meeting: 

1) What can we do to quickly get the book out? 

2) Do we need to reorganize the content~sections or do we maintain the suggested outline that I provided in emails to you from Durba~ (July 31, 2010). I have 

reproduced the proposed Table of Coutents below, in case you cannot find that email. 

Please, note that I have struck out a couple of papers because we did not hem back from the contributors, tbllowing the reviews. I would have struck out David Fir~ag 

as well, but he unexpectedly contacted me a few days ago to say that he was wrapping up his thesis and is able to get us a paper that reflects what we asked for by 

early February. I told him that I roll check with you, but that there may not be a problem if he could meet the following conditions: 

a) get the paper to us by early FebruaD, 

b) respond to any request for revisions asap. 

TRANSNATIONAL CITIZENSHIP AND THE AFRICAN DIASPORA: INTERROGATING POLITICS, PLACE, AND 
PARTICIPATION ACROSS SPACE 

Table of Contents 

Chapter 1: Introduction: Negotiating Place in Diasporic Locations and Leveraging Experiences in Transnational Circuits Eunice Sahle, 
Korbla Puplampu and Wisdom Tettey 

Section 1: Negotiating Place and Interrogating Representation in Diasporic Spaces 

Chapter : Civic (Non)Participation and the African Diaspora in Canada: Implications for the Articulation of Voice Eunice N. SaNe and 
Wisdom J. Tettey 

Chapter : Gender, Religious Transnationalism, and the African Diaspora in Canada Joseph Mensah, Christopher Williams, and Edna 
Aryee 

Chapter : Reconstituting Personal and Group Identities: The Experience of African Women in Alberta, Canada - Phil Okeke-Ihejirika 

Chapter : biegotiating Identity in a Transnational World: Self-Reflexive Autobiographical Narratives from the bie~v Aflican Diaspora in 
Australia Virginia Mapedzahama and Kwamena Kwansah-Aidoo 

Chapter : Africa@s), Disease, and Immigration in the Canadian Imagination: A Critical Ontology of Canadian Media Representation 
Allison Mullin and Wisdom J. Tettey 

Section 2: Rethinking Development Paradigms and Mobilizing the Diaspora 

Chapter : Shifting Trends in Development Discourse, Practice, and Actors: A Case for Inserting the African Diaspora in Development 
Partnerships Eunice N. Sable and Wisdom J. Tettey 

Chapter : Africa’s Application of the Migration-Development Model: Just in Time for the Eco-Industrial Revolution Rubin Patterson 

~Chapter : Exploring Transna[ional Ties and Housing Careers Among Ghanaian Immigrants in Toron~.o David Yirang 

Chapter : Diaspora Citizenship and Heart: The Story of a Ghanaian Nurse Jennifer M. Brinkerhoff 

Chapter : Challenges of Mobilizing the African Diaspora: Some Insights from African Diaspora Groups Wisdom J. Tettey and Korbla 
P. Puplampu 

Looking for~vard to hearing from you ~vith suggestions about when you may be available for the meeting. 

Best regards, 

Wizzy 

Wisdom J. Tettey, Ph.D 



Department of Com~minication al~d Culture 

University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Canada 

T2N IN4 

Phone~ /403) 220-4847 

Fax: (403i 282-6716 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 21,2011 8:25 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APSA Africa Workshop 2011 

Below please find information about the APSA’s fourth Africa Workshop, to take place in Nairobi this summer. Note that APCG’s very own treasurer, Carl LeVan, is one of the 
workshop leaders. Please circulate this widely among colleagues in Africa and PhD students in the US who might want to apply. 
Participant ApNications Now Being Accel~ted for APSA~s Fourth Africa Worksh~- Kenya 201 ~ 
The American Political Sdence Assodat~on (APSA) ~s accepting pa~dpant applications for ~ fourth Afdca ~brkshop, entitled "Representation 
Reconsidered: Ethnic Politics and Afdca’s Governance h~sflt~t~ons ~n Comparative Perspective." ~t wH~ take p~ace July 23 to A~gust 6, 2011 at the 
~nstffute for Development Studies (IDS) at the Urfiversffy of Na~robL 
The organizers, with a grant secured from the Andrew VV. Mellon Foundation, will cover aH the cos~ of pallicipation (travel, ~odging, mea~s, daUy 
stipend, and materials) for up to 23 qualified appHcan~ (20 African, p~us 3 based ~n the U.S.). Profess~ona~ fluency ~n English ~s absolutely 
required. Because the workshop wH~ have a strong cross.-reg~onal component, US.-based PhD students w~th expeR~se in e~ther Africa or Latin 
Amedca are encouraged to apply. 
The wod~shop leaders are Todd E~sens~adt (American UNvers~ty, USA), Carl LeVan (Arnerican University, USA), Josephine Ah~k~re (Makerere 
UNvers~ty, Uganda), and Karut~ Kany~nga (l~st~tute for Development Studies, Kenya). 
Program announcements, the 2011 Application Form, and more ~nformat~on about the workshop themes can be found online at the APSA Africa 
Workshop website, ~.apsanet.org/afr~caworkshops. 

Beth EHse Whi~aker, Ph D. [ Associate Professor 
UNC Charlolte ~ Department of Political Science 
9201 University C~ty B~vd. ~ Charlotte~ NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ~ Fax: 704-687~3497 
bwhHaker@uncc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to apcg as: _e___u_!!i_c_’__e_@_e___n_!_a_a__l_:__u_!!_c_:__e__@_. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-13422432-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(?~lists~wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marie-Josee Massicotte < 

Sunday, Januao~ 23, 2011 11:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

~uOttawa.ca~ 

Thank you very much, 

A bient6t 

De : Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Envoy~ -" Sunday January 23, 2011 8:02 AM 
~, : Marie-Josee Massico~e 
Objet : RE: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

Hi Marie-Josee, 

Please know that I am thinking of you and sending wishes of peace during this difficult time in your family. 

Take care, 
Eunice. 

From-’ Marie-Josee Massicotte [ 
Sent-’ Saturday, January 22, 2011 10:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ RE: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

_NuOttawa.ca] 

Thank ¥o~ so much Eunice Hope we have the chance to mee[: again soon, but may be alter my Me’,dco trip? 

Best to you, 

De : SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Envey~ : Saturday January 22, 2011 1:5;9 Ply1 
~, ,, Marie-Josee Massicotte 
6¢ : Escobar, Arturo 
Objet ,, FW: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

Hi Marie-Josee, 

Please get in touch with He is a great friend and will be excellent with suggestions. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From:                          .~gmail.com] 
Sent-’ Saturday, January 22, 2011 1:51 PM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject,, Re: A colleague - visit to Oaxaca soon 

Eullico, 

happy new year to you too. Of course we will take care of your colleague, Can you send me the approx dates so I can make suggestions? 

Cheers, 

2011/1/22 Sable, Eunice N <_e_ .u_!~_ig._e_~}_er_~_{_U_!:_u_!~c_:e__d_ _t_~ 

Hola 

Happy belated New Year! 

I hope you and other comrades at Unitierra are doing well. 

I write to see if you have suggestions pertaining to accommodation for a colleague of Arturo and ~ who will be visiting Oaxaca soon. Her name is Marie-Josee (hi) and she is 
currently a visiting scholar at UNC. 

Hoping to see you and others soon than later. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@pambazuka.org> 

Monday, January 24, 2011 8:19 AM 

pam~uka- news@pambazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 513: Links and Resources 

PAMBAZLT<A iN~WS: LINKS AikT3 RESOURCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. African Union Monitor, 2. Women & gender, 3 Human 
rights, 4 Refugees & forced migration, 5. Social movements, 6. 
Emerging powers news, 7. Elections & governance, 8. Corruption, 9. 
Development 10. Health & HIV/AIDS, 11 Education, 12. LGBTI, 13. 
Enviromnent, 14. Land & land rights, 15 Food Justice, 16. Media & 
freedom of expression, 17. Social welfare, 18 Ne~vs from the diaspora, 
19. Conflict & emergencies, 20. Intemet & technology, 21. 
eNewsletters & mailing lists, 22. Courses, seminars, & workshops, 23 
Publications, 24. Jobs, 25. WikiLeaks and A[’rica 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/V\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViVVV/\ 

tlighlights from this issue 

WOMEN AN][) GENT)ER: New report examines the rights of girls m urban and 
ICT contexts 
tIUMAN RIGHTS: Kenyan po]ice alleged]y execute suspects; Concern over 
detention of Sudanese rights defenders 
REFUGEES AND FORCED MIGR~.TION: Displaced Ivo~ Coast children at risk 
Ebff{R (lING POWfiRS NEW S: ’]"he htest emerging powers news 
S()CLM~, MOVEMI{NTS: Reports and papers from the Corfference of the 
Democratic Left in South Afi-ica 
ELECTIONS AND GOVERNANCE: Protests ~gainst interim Tunisian 
government; INuries in Algerian pro-democracy march 
CORRUPTION: Lega] cha]lenge to b]anket imanunity given to BAE over Tanzania deal 
DEVfiLOP]VIENT: Up to $1 -triffion in illimt financia] flows yearly, says 
IlEAL’Ill AND HIV/AIDS: Poor countries with l]’,/II~" loans divert aid from 
public health, says new Oxford University-led research 
EDUCATION: Wor]d Bank education plan fai]s because it does not see 
education as a human right, says commentary 
LAND AND LA%7) RIGHTS: New study on large scale investments in land 
MEDLa. AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSIDN: Trade unions launch carnpaign for 
responsible media in Africa 
CONFLICT AiNT9 EMERGENCIES: U~- reimforces peacekeepers in C6te d’Ivoire; 
Nigeria urges use of force in CSte d’Ivoire 
WIKILEAKS AND AFRICA: Africa’s uranitm~ hazard, Bongo’s rnillions, 
Mbeki’s Cope and Tunisia’s corruption.. 
PLUS.. Internet and Technology, e-newsletters and mailing lists, 
fundraising, courses and jobs.. 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
1 African Union blonitol 

KENYA: AU AiNTD ETHIOPIA ENDORSE KENYA’ S BID TO DEFER IUC CASE 

http :ll,a~xv.africareviexv. com/Newsi-/979180/10943 50/-/i697c6z/-/index.html 

Kenya has secured the suppolt of the African Union Corrm~ission and 
Ethiopia in its bid to have the h~ternational Crirninal Court defer the 
case against six Kenyans at the International Criminal Court and have 
them tried locally-. AU Conmxission chair Jean Ping endorsed Kenya’s 
request, saying it is within the realm of the rights of all ICC member 
states. Kenya’s Vice-President Kalonzo Musyoka has been on a tour of 
African states that the goverun~ent wants to back the country’s 
request. 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ Ai \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
2 Women & gender 

AFRICA: ~W REPORT EXAiMIN~ES THE RIGHTS OF GIRLS 

http://www w~mende~iver.~rg/updates/entrY/new-rep~rt-exammes-the-rights-~f-gir~s/ 

A new- report, released by Plan International, examines the rights of 
girls throughout their childhood, adolescence and as young women The 
’Because I am a Girl: The State of the World’s Girls 2010 - Digital 
and Urban Frontiers’ report looks at the prospects and perils facing 
girls on two of the 21st century’s fastest growing areas - the boom in 
city- populations and the explosion of IT and cormntmication technology 
While there are great opporttmities, prejudice and poverty, is 
excluding millions of girls ficom taking advantages of the 
possibilities on offer Urban pover~z, lack of proper housing and 
sexual harassment can make many girls feel tmsafe. 



AFRICA: STATEMENT ON GENDER. ECONOMIC AND CLIMATE JUSTICE BY AFRICAN" 
WOMEN ACTIVISTS 

http://unvw.pambazuka orb/images/articles/512/FINAL FINAL G[iEJ At,IRICA TI STATI~ff~NT ON (I[iNDER 2011 -Jan-I 8.pd£ 

’We are Young African women activists and feminists fi~om various 
countries who gathered in Accra, Ghana on 20-23 November 2010 Jbr the 
Regional Consultation and Training on Gender, Economic and 
Environmental Justice convened by Development Alternatives with Women 
for a New Era (DAWN) and Third World Network-Afidca. Recognising the 
challenges and uncertainties that the Africa region is facing in the 
context of systemic global crises, we affirm the central role of women 
in the resolution of these crises and the crucial need to address the 
gaps and fragmentation in the institutional and policy responses from 
governments and global governance institutions.’ 

AI:[~ICA: WORKING WK[’[t TRADITIONAI, LfiADERS ON (I[ffNDER JUSTICE 

http://www.eldisorA/Aoiwhat-s-new&id 57211&Wpe Document 

ttow can non-governmental organisations (NGOs) tackle social issues 
such as HIV, gender equali~ and violence in rural African 
communities? A number of them, including South African Sonke Gender 
Justice network, Ubuntu Institute, CARE International and Zarnbian 
Women for Change (\VFC) are working with traditional leaders as a 
gateway to reach the people in cormnunities thcy are targeting. 

GLOBAL: MATEP~Tf Y AND WORK, A REVIEW OF LEGISLATION 

http://www.eldis.org/goiwhat-s-new&id 57264&type Docttment 

Maternity protection for women workers is essential for ensuring 
women’s access to equality of opportunity and treatrnent in the 
workplace. This updated review of natiunal legislative provisions for 
maternity protection in 167 International Labour Organisation mernber 
states has a particular focus on how- well countries’ provisions 
conform to the ILO Maternity Protection Cunvuntion, 2000 (no. 183), 
and its accompanying reconm~endation (no. 191). It show-s that, over the 
last 15 years, there have been noticeable improvements in maternity 
protection legislation around the world. 

Z~dBAB\VE: POLITICALLY MOTIVATED RAPE OF WOMEN IN ZLMBABWE 

http:/i~v~a~’.kubatana net/html/archive/women/lO1209rau asp?sector WOMEN 

Politically motivated sexual violence against ~vomen in Zimbab~ve takes 
many forms These include extreme violence, gang rape and insertion of 
objects (bottles and sticks) into the women’s genitalia. This report 
from the Research and Advocacy Unit (RAU) and Zimbabwe Association of 
Doctors for Human Rights (ZADHR) is the first coming out of Zimbabwe 
focusing particularly on politically motivated rape; the aim of the 
stu@ was to provide a valid and reliable description of cases of 
politically motivated rape Since this was a clinical rather than an 
epidemiological study, there was no attempt to determine either the 
prevalence of political rape or to establish how representative the 
sample was. 

/,,/,,/ /\/\/v i’,ivv /vvv /vv,,/ /\?,~/\/ /’,i’,iv /,,/vv /vvv /\ 
3 Human rights 

BOTS;VANA: $3BN IVIL’~ APPRO’~D AS WATER RIGHTS CASE GETS Ulk~)ER;VAY 

http ://w~vw. smwivalint ernatiunal or~/’newsi6859 

Botswana’s government has green-lighted a massive $3bn mine in the 
Central Kalahari Game Reserve in the middle of the Kalahari 
Bushmen’s appeal against the Botswana authorities’ refusal to allow 
them access to water there. Gem Diamonds announced that its 
application to open a huge diamond mine near the Bushman community of 
Gope in the reserve has been approved. 

DRC: JURY STILL OUT ON [CC TRI~kLS 



http://www.irinnews or~/Report.aspx ?R epor rid 91672 

Almost two years into the trial o:[" Thomas Lubanga for war crimes by 
the International Criminal Court (ICC), several international justice 
experts and observers say the court has had a largely positive impact 
on the ground in the Democratic Republic of Congo, but some differ. 
Indicted for enlisting, conscripting and engaging children in armed 
hostilities in eastern DRC in 2002 and 2003, Lubanga, alleged leader 
of the Union of Congolese Patriots and of the Patriotic Forces for the 
Liberation of Congo, was detained by the ICC in 2006. His trial began 
in January 2009. 

KEiX~’A: ICC JLFDGES REJECT RLFFO CASE 

http://www.nation.co.keiNews/-/1056/1092114/-/1 lt~f~vpv~’-/index.html 

Judges at the International Crirninal Court at The Hague have rejected 
William Ruto’s application criticising its chief prosecutor’s 
investigations and seeking to bar sunmmns or arrest warrants over 
Kenya poll violence. Mr Ruto had filed an application at the corot 
arguing that chief prosecutor Louis Moreno-Ocampo failed to conduct 
proper investigations on the Kenya case and instead relied on reports 
by the Waki Corrmrission and the Kenya National Corrmrission on Human 
Rights (KNCHR). 

KENYA: POLICE EXECUTE 21qREE EdEN POINT BLANK 

http://bit.ly/gk7XPS 

Policemen were on Wednesday caught on camera executing three men in 
cold blood on a busy Nairobi street, reports the Daily Nation. A 
motorist who happened upon the confrontation between plainclothes 
policemen and alleged criminals in the morning traffic pulled out his 
camera and took photographs. All the three men had already surrendered 
and were lying on the tarmac on Langata Road near Wilson Airport. As 
they lay on the tarmac, a policeman in plain clothes was pointing a 
gun to their heads. 

KENYA: RF~LEASE POLITICAL PRISONERS TRUST STATEMENT ON EXTRA.FLrDICIAL EXE~CUTIONS 

The extrajudicial killings that were carried out along Lang’ata Road 
by the Kenya Police indicates to all Kenyans that the death squads are 
now completely out of control. It is now- clear to all that the Kenya 
Police have abandoned all pretext of any reform and are now operating 
totally outside the law 

http ://w~vw pambazuka or~/el~/cate~orviri~htsi 703 31 

MAIJRITAN[A: SLAVE ()WN’f~IR, R [GILTS ACTIVISTS CONVICTF.D 

http:i/www m a~harebia.con~,cocoon/awi/xhtml 1/en GB/feamres/awi/features/2011/O1/18/feature-03 

A Nouakchott court on Sunday (16 January) sentenced Outnoulmoumnine 
Mint Bakar Vall to six months in prison for enslaving two girls, ages 
10 and 14, in the city’s Ararat neighbourhood. Last week, three hut:nan 
rights activists were handed down six month sentences :[’or taking part 
in an unauthorised rally over the case. The verdict against the rights 
defenders, including Initiative J2~r the Resurgence of the Abolitionist 
Movement (IRA) head Biram Ould Dab Ould Abeid, was based on charges of 
assembling and disturbing the public peace, as well as using violence 
against police officers 

SOI.;rFf I At,T(ICA: ON ’HW. CASUAL BULLDOZING OF A St]EMBE TEMPLE ]N DUR[3AN 

http://www.sacsis org.za/site/ar ticle/606.1 

One of the many places in our society where the fracturing in who 
co~xts as a full rnember of our national public and who does not is 
mmxediately visible is Motala Heights near Durban. Motala Heights is 
nestled into a valley between the factories on the outskirts of 
Pinetown and a steep hill that leads up to the expensive suburb of 
Kloo£ Some of the people in the valley are poor and live in tin 
houses that they have built on rented land and some are middle class 
or wealthy and live in large suburban homes. There is also a shack 
settlement at the foot of the hill that leads up to Kloof. On Friday 
last week a bulldozer shuddered up the hill adjacent to the shack 



settlement, went straight to the Shembe temple and obliterated it. 
[[’here was no warning of what was about to happen, writes Richard 
Pithouse on The South African Civil Society Information Service. 

SUDAN: CONCERN O VER D}".[[I{N~IION OF t]I]MANR [GHTS I)E[~]{NDER S 

Open Letter to Mr. Mohammed Boushara Dossa, Minister of Justice 

http ://www. fidh.orgiDeep-c oncern-ab out-t he-continued-detention-of 

’The Obser,~atory for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders, a joint 
progranm~e of the International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) and 
the World Organisation Against Tolture (OMCT), strongly condemns the 
continuing detention of at least fourteen human rights defenders and 
call upon the Government of Sudan to release them immediately as their 
detention is arbitrary.’ 

ZIMBABWE: HUMAN RIGHTS FORL~vI WELCOMES SAD(; RULING ON TORTI~ff~E 

http:i/www.tnlbrun~zinr.coln/frames/inside frarue press.htm 

The Zimbabwe Hunran Rights NGO Forttm (the Forum) says it welcorues the 
judgment handed down by the Southern African Developruent Community 
(SADC) Tribunal on 9 Decenrber 2010 in the case of Gondo and eight 
others vs the Governruent of Zinrbabwe. The SADC Tribunal ruled that the 
Govemraent of Zirababwe violated Articles 4 (c) and 6 (1) of the SADC 
Treaty by failing to pay corapensation to the nine (9) @plicants who 
are all victims of organised violence and torture (OVT) ’The ruling 
also confilTnS what the Forum and other Zimbabwean c~vil society 
orgnisations have been saying over the years that one of the 
country’s main challenges is the flagrant disregard of court orders by 
the state and the absence of the rule of law’ 
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4 Refugees & forced migration 

AFRICA: ELNOPEAN COU~qTR!ES ASKED TO IN-CREASE SETTLEMENT PLACES 

http://ww~, unhcr org/4d385fa86 h~l 

UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Antdnio Guterres, on Wednesday 
called on European countries to increase resettlement places and 
support for refugees as a show of solidarity for the host countries of 
the ;vorld’s refugees, four fifths of whom live in developing 
cotmtries Guterres made a specific request to Switzerland to consider 
restoring their resettlement progranm~e. 

BURUN[N: LAND KEY OBSTACLE TO RELN’Kf*;GRA~IXON 

http:i/w~vw IR INnews.org/report aspx ?Reportid 91590 

After living abroad as refugees for years in some cases decades 
many o:[’the half-million people who have returned to Burundi since 
2002 are having to cope with a severe shortage of one of the tiny 
countpy’s most precious commodities: land. "]?he issue of access and 
entitlement to arable land on which to undertake subsistence :[’arming 
and of securing shelter [for the returnees] .. are among the most 
acute hurdles which continue to confront returnees,’ Hugues van 
Brabandt, associate external affairs officer :[’or the UN Refagee 
Agency, UR,’[tCR, told ]R[N 

ETHIOPIA: MO]x,’[TOR]NG ()I~" CONb~,ICT, HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS AND 
RESULTING DISPLACF, M[~NT STILL PROIBLEMA’IIC 

http:i/www.internal-displacement, orb/co untries/ethiopia 

An estimated 300,000 to 350,000 people remained internally displaced 
within Ethiopia in late 2010 There were reported displacements 
related to violence and human rights violations in Gambella and Sonrali 
Regions in 2010. Armed corNicts and localised episodes of violence 
have continued to cause displacenrent in various areas. In particular, 
govermnent forces have continued to fight insurgency groups including 
the Ogaden National Liberation Front in Somali Region and the Oromo 
Liberation Front in the south of the countly. 



IVORY COAST: DISPLACED IVORY COAST CHILDREN AT RISK OF SEXUAL E?(PLOITATION 

http :i/www.trust. ora/alertnet/news/displaced-ivory-c oast-childr en-at-risk-of-sexual-exploitatiolw’ 

Thousands of children xvho have fled violence in Ivory Coast are at 
risk of sexual exploitation or recruitment by armed forces, aid 
workers warned on Tuesday. They are particularly concerned about 
children who have become separated from their parents dttring the 
turmoil following the country’s disputed presidential elections in 
November. About 30,000 people, more than 75 per cent of whom are women 
and children, have crossed the border into neighbottring Liberia xvhile 
another 18,000 are internally- displaced in Ivory Coast. 

SOMALL4: FROiVI A LIFE OF FEAR TO A LWE IN LDdBO 

http://www.irim~ews org/Report.aspx?ReportID 91703 

Fleeing Somalia may mean an end to dodging bullets and living in fear, 
but for man)’ Somalis who manage to cross the border into Kenya, it is 
also the start of a long and difficult journey as a refugee. ’We have 
refbgees who have been in Kenya since 1991,’ said Salam Shah]n, 
registration officer with the 10N Refugee Agency (UNHCR) in Dadaab, the 
world’s largest refugee complex, home to more than 300,000 people, 
mainly Somalis. 
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5 Social movements 

SOUTH AFRICA: BU]LD1NG THE SOLID.&P, ITY ECONOi’~P[ FROMBELOW 

http :/,,’bit NigTzDfA 

The ecological and economic crisis of South Africa’s 
transnationalising capitalist economy is also reflected in increasing 
hunger, increasing food prices, unhealthy diets and polluting 
agro-processing Jk~od productiun. Advancing an Anti-Hunger and Feud 
Snvereign~ Campaign challenges this reality and puliticises the food 
questinn ~n a more cunsistent way. Such a campaign has to be advanced 
bottom up, through a participatory democratic logic ]’or demucratic 
leR politics These campaign notes, presented at a Cun]’erence of the 
])emocratic Left in South Africa, intend tu promote such a process and 
emerge out ufthe (iauteng ])emucratic Left conference held in March 
2010 

SOI.TI~[I A}:[Z]CA: DEMOCRAT]C LEFT ]-)EMANDS ON tIOUSING 

http :,’,,bit. ly/dXO3tc 

There is a need to outline a programme uf demands in the area uf 
housing Thruugh struggle in the Western Cape some demands have come 
to the :[’ore, and they might be considered to be elements uf a 
prugramme in the area uf housing. The discussion available thruugh the 
link pruvided, ftom the Con:[’erence of the Demucratic Left, held 
recently, may nut even include all the demands that have been raised 
by different communities in the Western (;ape, so should nut in any way 
be regarded as definitive even of recent Western Cape experience. 

SOUTH AFRICA: TD¢IE FOR A _NEYV DEMO(-’RATIC LEFT POLITICS 

http://bit.lg/gtl YFH 

It is time that the people take their destiny into their own hands, 
writes Mazibttko Jara. ’Can poor and working people, working with 
middle class people committed to social change, open the path to a new 
politics that can change this country? Can a modest national 
conference under an mnbrella of democratic left politics offer any 
hope for the majori~ and those interested in social change in this 
cotmtty? This 1st National Conference of the Democratic Left, which 
will follow two weeks after the celebration of the ANC’s 99th 
anniversary in January 2011, is a milestone in a maturing long-tem~ 
political process.’ 

SOUTH AFRICA: TOWARDS A UNITED DEMOCRATIC LEFT FRONT 

http://bit.ly/dREBVQ 



This paper, from the just-concluded Conference of the Democratic Left, 
presents a perspective and argument for organising the democratic left 
initiative as an anti-capitalist political front. It is anchored in 
the premise of maximising the unit?’ of social and ideological forces 
against post-apartheid and global capitalism To stimulate debate, 
discussion and resolution on the political J2~rm question :[’or the 
democratic left initiative this document covers the Jk~llowing themes: 
- A strategic approach to fronts; 
- Learning lessons from the history of political fronts; 
- The case for a United Democratic Left Front for South Africa; 
- Key issues for a Democratic Left approach to building a political 
front through struggle. 

6 Emerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWERS NEWS ROUND-UP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers .... 

http:Iiwww,pan:lbazuka,orglen/catego154emplayersnews/70337 
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7 Elections & governance 

ALGERL~: SE\~RAL LNJURED IN PRO-DEMOCRACY MARCH 

http ://ww~ bbc, co uk/news/w orld-africa-12258449 

Algerian police have broken up an anti-government demonstration by 
about 300 people in the centre of the capital, Algiers, calling for 
greater freedoms. Several protesters were injured and a ntunber are 
reported to have been arrested Seven police officers were also hurt, 
according to state media The leader of the opposition Rally for 
Culture and Democracy (RCD) said those held included its parliamentary 
leader. 

EGYPT: WILL 25 JANUARY BE THE DAY OF THE EG’~’PTIAN LNrTWADA? 

http :llglobalvoicesonline. org/2011/01123/egypt-will-ianu ary-25-b e-the-d ay-of-the-egyptian-intifada/ 

What is going to happen in Egypt on 25 Januaw? People are calling fbr 
demonstrations and sit-ins everywhere. V~nno is going to palticipate, 
and where? YVhat are their demands? Isn’t it possible that some people 
are against the whole thing? Global Voices wraps up the Egyptian 
blogosphere to find out answers to these questions 

]VIALAWI: LOCAL GOVERNMENT E[.ECTK)NS ON tIOLD 

http://~vww.ips or~/aftica/2011 i01/malawi-missin~-its-local-~overnment/ 

Malawi has only voted for local government representatives once since 
1994 when democracy was ushered in The country’s constitution demands 
that local elections be held in the year following the national 
general election Malawi has had general elections every five years 
since 1994, but local elections supposed to be held in 1995 and 2005 
never took place. ’]"he government has never explained why. This article 
from IPS Afidca explains the impact on ordinary citizens 

NIGER: CA]x?I)[]~)ATI~S SEEK TO DELAY PRESII)ENT[AL P()LL 

http ://a£reuters,comlarticle/topNews/idAFJOE70JO3J20110120 

Niger’s 10 presidential rivals have asked the ruling military junta to 
delay elections by three weeks to 20 February and to replace the 
electoral comnnission after problems with local polls held earlier this 
month The presidential elections are meant to restore civilian 
after a military coup in February 2010 toppled the former president, 
Mamadou Tandj a. 

SOMA_LIA: PI~I~IXFfLAix~D SHU~-S SOMALI GOVERNMENT 

http ://cnglish,aliazeera.net/news/africa/2011i01/2011118612134110.hWal 



The autonomous region of Puntland in Sorualia has announced that it 
will break with the federal government based in the embattled capital, 
Mogadishu. After a special meeting of Abdiratwaan Mohammed Farole’s 
presidential cabinet, the government issued a statement saying that 
the Transitional Federal Government (TFG) ’does not represent Puntland 
in international forums’ and that the United Nations Political Office 
for Somalia should ’reconsider its position and support for the TFG at 
the expense of other Somali stakeholders’. 

SUDAN: STATEMENT ON THE 2011 SO~N SIJW-DAN REFERENDUM PROCESSES 

The Sudanese Network for Democratic Elections (SuN’DE) and the Sudanese 
Group for Democracy and Elections (SuGDE) 

http :/i~v,~av.pambazuka.org/imagesiarticles/513iSudaneseRe£ pdf 

’The Southern Sudan referendun~ allowed the free expression of the ~vill 
of the people for self determination Turnout was massive, in a 
peaceful envirol~ment, and administrative procedtu-es met national legal 
requirements in an atmosphere of respect and cooperation. Though the 
counting and tabulation stages of the referendum have yet to be 
completed and the final results are still awaited, our obselwation 
showed that voter participation far exceeded the required 60 per cent 
threshold and indicated that the final official referendum results 
will sho~v that people chose a peaceful secession.’ 

TL~qlSIA: ELT SHOWS SOLIDARITY "9,CTH TUNISIA, QUIET ABOL~ THE REST OF NORTH AFRICA 

http ://euobserver.com/9/31653 

The European Union has offered to help organise elections in Tunisia 
following its democratic uprising that culminated in the flight of 

leader Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali to Saudi .axabia. However, asked whether 
this ’solidarity’ extended to other democracy movements across north 
Africa, the commission refused to be drawn regarding other regimes ~n 
the region.’We cannot speculate on situations that are not ongoing,’ 
said foreign affairs spokeswoman Maja Koc~jancic. 

TUNISIA: THOUSANDS RALLY AGAINST TUNISL~ INTERIM G()VERN]VII~NT 

http:i/www ma~harebia.con~,cocoon/awi/xhtmll/en GB/feamres/awi/features/2011/01/23/feature-01 

In renewed demonstrations against Tunisia’s government, thousands 
marched from Sidi Bouzid to downtown Tunis on Sunday (23 January), 
seeking the removal of Prime X/hnister Mohammed Ghannouchi’s interim 
administration. The ’Caravan of Liberation’, which left Sidi Boumd on 
Saturday, was just the latest in a wave of demonstrations protesting 
the continued presence of members of former President Zine El Abidine 
Ben Ali’s regnne. 

ZIMBABWE: STATE AGENTS COXKPILING DATABASE OF POTENTIAL VIOLENCE VICTIMS IN BINGA 

http ://www.swradioafrica. com,’news l 90111/stateagents190111 .htm 

A councillor in a remote district of Binga has revealed that state 
securi _ty agents are compiling a visual database of lx¢iDC officials that 
they- suspect are potential candidates in the next elections. The CIDs 
have already taken photographs of some councilors in Binga, but others 
have refused to be photographed, saying they- know that their iruages 
will be used to identify them ~vhen violence is unleashed during 
elections. SW Radio Africa spoke to Councillor Temba Toonse Kurtiulu, 
popularly l~mwn as TTK in his Jabuba ward in Binga, who described how 
he was recently approached by CIDs ~vho asked him if he would be 
rutming for a position during the next elections. 

8 Corruption 

TANZANfA: LEGAL CFLa~LLENGE TO BLAiNZKET ~¢IMLrNITY GIVEN TO BAlE SYSTEMS 

htto://www.thecornerhouse.or ~.uk/resource/le~al-challen~e-blanket-irmnunitv-~iven-bae-sv stems 

Campaign Against Arms Trade and The Corner House are challenging the 
blar~et irumunity from prosecution given by the Serious Fraud Office 
(SFO) to BAE Systems as part of its February 2010 plea bargain 
settlement with the company. In exchange for securing this immunity, 



BAE pleaded guilty to a relatively minor accounting offence in its 
complex scheme of offshore companies used to pass and make payments 
relating to its supply of a radar system to Tanzania. 

TUNISIA: COMPLAINT I AUNCttED IN }:RANCE OVER BEN ALI’S ASSETS 

http:i/bit, l~ihsLMvi 

The Arab Commission for Httman Rights, SHERPA and Transparence 
International France (TI France) has filed a complaint with the French 
public prosecutor (Procureur de la Rdpublique) against several members 
of Ben Ali and Trabelsi families. The obj ective is the opening of a 
judiciary inquiry into the assets they- own in France, which could have 
come from the embezzlement of public funds. Corruption inside Ben 
Ali’s regime has been revealed with the recent revelation by- Wikileaks 
of a diplomatic cable from the US embassy in Tunis. 

TLRNISIA: HOW PRESlDE_-’rP S WIFE ’FLED WITH $60M LN GOLD BLZLION" 

http:i/ind.pn/fJxkXI 

The final act of the kleptocracy by the Ben Ali family was to steal 
one and a half totmes of gold, with the president’s wife personally 
collecting the bullion from an initially reluctant but eventually 
browbeaten president of the country’s central bank, reports the UK 
Independent. Within hours the allegations denied by the central bank 

had been turned into slogans on the streets of Tunis in another 
demonstration, as protesters vented their fury at the %rmer first 
family 
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9 Development 

AFRICA: FIGHTING ELL ICIT FLOWS FROM DEW’ELOPING COUNTP, IE S 

http ://rethinkingfinance.~rg/~inkedar~ic~es/fighting-i~icit-~ws-de~e~ping-c~untries-what-next-eu-agenda 

Cross-border illicit financial flows from developing countries are 
estimated to range from US $850 billion to US $1 trillion each year 
Two thirds of these illicit flows are related to tax evasion and 
avoidance by multinational companies operating in the South As a 
result of tax dodging, poor countries lose massive financial resources 
which, according to the OECD, are larger than the amom~t received from 
Official Development Assistance (ODA) 

AFRICA: GROYVTH IS NOT ENOUGH TO MEET POVERTY TARGETS, LrN SAYS 

http:i/www.trademark sa orff/node/3298 

Africa’s economy isn’t growing fast enough to meet targets to reduce 
poverb" in the world’s poorest continent, the United Nations said. 
Per-capita income will probably expand 27 per cent in 2011 and 2.8 
pet- cent in 2012, lower than the 3 per cent ’minimum rate of growth to 
make a substantial dent in pover~’, the UN said in a statement 
released in Johannesburg Rising commodity prices, better halwests and 
investments in rail and energy projects will help lilk growth to 5 per 
cent in 2011 and 5.1 per cent in 2012, :from 4.7 per cent last year, 
the IjN said. 

A[~.ICA: INI,TtASTRUC’I~.JKE INVES~fE/iE~f’ DfIPRESSfiD DUE TO ECONOMIC CRISIS 

http ://www. theeastafric an co ke/business/-/2560/ l O94458/-/caxiff~’-/ 

Infrastructure finance in Africa is still struggling to claw back to 
the pre-2008 peak, just before the global :financial crisis A new 
supCey by audit firm PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC) shows traditional 
finance models have faltered in the wake of the recession, compounded 
by political and systemic obstacles that could derail a nascent 
recovery. 

.MvRICA: THE WORLD BAiN~K_’S ECONOMI(-’ OUTLOOK 

http:/iwww, affica%cus.or g/docs 11/wb 1101. php 



According to the World Bank’s Global Economic Prospects 2011, released 
on 13 January, the GDP growth rate for Sub-Saharan Africa is projected 
at 4.7 per cent for 2010, fi-om a 1.7 per cent low in 2009, increasing 
to 5.3 per cent in 2011 and 5.5 per cent in 2012 This compares to 
negative growth :[’or the United States in 2009 (-26 per cent) and weak 
recove~ in 2010-2012 (2.8 per cent, 2.8 per cent, and 29 per cent). 
The World Bank notes that the recovery is due in large part to trends 
in commodi~ prices, particularly for metals and minerals as well as 
for oil But it also stresses the significance of domestic demand and 
of expanding investment in the region, including in rnanufacturing and 
telecommunications selwice. This edition of At~dcaFocus Bulletin 
contains excel~ts frorn the report’s regional annex on Sub-Saharan 
Africa. 

EAST .%V’RICA: HURRY TO IMPLEMENT EAST .%V’RICAN SINGLE CURRENCY 

http://www.afroh com/alticlesi37101 

The five states making up the East African Commurfi~ (EAC) are in a 
hurry to prepare for their cormnon currency, which according to plans 
is to be introduced alrea@ next year. Experts now see how they can 
fast-track the process. Experts from the five EAC states on 17 JanuatTi 
embarked on a four-day meeting in Arusha, Tanzania, that sets the 
stage for negotiations for the East African Monetary Union. 

UGANDA: ;\,~IAT’ S ON THE AGENDA FOR MUSEVENI IN- SA? 

http ://bit. l¥/enHuxh 

Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni’s state visit to South Africa shows 
that he is already looking ahead to next month’s national election, 
which he is expected to win comfortably. With Uganda’s first oil 
exports expected to stalt flowing next year, as well as a growing 
set-vice sector and significant agricultural potential, opportunities 
for economic cooperation between South Africa and Uganda is likely to 
dominate discussions during the two day state visit, says the South 
African Institute of International Ait~irs. 
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10 Health & HIV/AIDS 

AFRICA: ENDLNG HJ~rNGF.R TO REACH MDGS 

http ://w~vw hea lth-e.org mq/news/article.php?uid 20033055 

The United Nations World Food Programme (V~rFP) and the United Nations 
Children’s Fund (UNICEF) have connnitted to ~vorking together to reduce 
child stunting in Eastern and Southern .aA’rica in an effort to reach 
the LrN Millennium Development Goals by 2015. UNICEF Eastern and 
Southern Africa Regional Director Elhadj As Sy and I~FP Southern, 
Eastern and Central African Regional Director Mustapha I)arboe signed 
an agreement prioritising both goals and acknowledged the progress 
that had been made to address the nutritional factors hampering 
children’s health. 

AFRICA: POOR COUNTRIES WK[’[t ]N’f[~" LOANS ’DIVER]7 AID FROM PUBLIC HEALTH’ 

http://bit [yifzlDoA 

Poor countries that borrow from the International Monetary Fund are 
spending just one cent in every dollar received in health aid on 
improving the medical care of their popuhtions, according to new" 
()x~k~rd University-led research. The study, published in the 
International Journal of Health Sepdces, said there were signs that 
the tough loan conditions imposed by the IMF were leading to health 
aid being diverted for other uses, reports the London Guardian. 

CI JAD: BEYOND ~[ItE CI I(~LERA EMt~IRGENCY 

http://wwxv.irinnews.ora/Report.aspx?ReportID 91671 

Cholera, though easily preventable, is one of the rnost deadly 
diarrhoeal diseases. Once someone is infected tl’uough contaminated 
food or xvater, the vibrio cholerae bacteria are present in faeces for 
one to two weeks, and without proper sanitation are likely to infect 
others. But proper sanitation facilities, as well as safe drinking 
water, are out of reach for most Chadians. And tackling this, experts 



say, must be the priority post-emergency. With the rate of infection 

slowing as of mid-December, Chad had 6,369 documented cases of cholera 

with 180 deaths, according to the UN Office for the Coordination of 

ttumanitarian Affairs 

]VIALAWI: BET’I]~;R PAfiDIArIRIC HIV SERVICES REDUCE INFECrIXONS 

http://’www.plusncws, orgiReport .aspx?Repor tId 91689 

More mothers and pregnant women in Malawi are attending antenatal 
clinics since the increased training of health workers in paediatric 
HIV care improved set’,,ices to prevent mother-to-child transmission 
(PMTCT) of HIV, and paediatric HIV testing and treatnrent. ’I was 
reluctant [about] going for the voluntary HIV [test] ~vhen I got my 
first pregnancy in 2007,’ said Fanny Yolamu, whose previous child had 
been delivered by traditional birth attendants. 

SOUTH .¢~FRICA: HOW BETTER ARV PRICES ~2~RE WON 

http ://www.ips. org/africai2011/01/south-africa-how-better-at~z-prices-were-won/ 

South Africa’s recently-awarded tender for antiretroviral drugs halved 
drug costs for the world’s largest ARV prograrrmre. Driven by a 
better-prepared and more aggressive government, the deal nray stand up 
to criticism better than initially thought. In a country with an 
estimated HIV prevalence rate of about 18 per cent, more than a 
million South Africans are currently on ARVs. South Africa will save 
an estimated 685 million dollars over the two-year life of the ne~v 
tender. 

ZIMBAB¥~,~: NEWBORN DEATHS AT HOPLEY SETTLE\4E~NT, ZI2vlBABV~rE 

http://~a~’w.kubatana.net/html/archive/hr/lO1202ail asp?sector HR 

In June 2010, Anmesty International fbund that pregnant women and 
girls at Hopley settlement, in Harare, are at risk of ill-health and 
even death due to inadequate access to essential health services. Both 
their o~vn lives and the lives of their ne~vborn babies are put at risk 
because of the govermnent’s failure to provide adequate levels of 
maternal and newborn care. Though there have been some recent 
investments to rehabilitate the health dehvery sel~zices in other 
con~munities in Harare after man)’ years of neglect, the situation at 
Hopley has remained precarious. 
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G] ,OBAL: ~[HE WORLD BANK AS A Nt~;W GI~OBAL EIKK;ATION M]NIS~fTtY? 

http ://www.brett onwoodsproiect.or~iar t-567384 

In early 2011 the World Bank will approve a new education sector 
strategy, amid trends that mean that international goals on education 
will not be met. Zoe Godolphin of the University of Bristol argues 
that the Bank’s proposed approach fails conceptually because it does 
not accept that education is a human right. It also fails 
pragmatically because ~t continues to advocate a template approach 
instead of supporting genuinely country-driven priorities in education 
planning 

SWAZILAND: }:R[gE PRIMARY EDUCATION GOES WITtt tJUNGER, POVI{RTY 

http ://www.ipsnews.net/news asp ?idnews 54172 

The new school year opened with hope - and hunger - in Swaziland this 
week: an estimated 140,000 orphans and vulnerable children are among 
the small, eager faces in the mountain kingdom’s classrooms. Poverty 
and the AIDS pandemic threaten to make an earl?" mark on the next 
generation. 

UGANDA: 1N2I~RNATIONAL LIWIVERSITY APPRO\rED 

http :i/xvwaa~. universits~w or1&~ews, corrgarticle.php ?sto15~ 20110123073604875 



Uganda has approved the setting up u:[" an internatiunal university that 
will partner with institutions frum aruund the wur]d to deliver 
accredited cuurses and degree prugrammes tu students in Uganda and 
uther East Afidcan cuuntries as well as Southern Sudan and Nigeria 
The five member countries uf the East A[’rican Cummunity, EAC, are 
Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda. 

WEST AFRICA: NEW BODY TO PROMOTE UNIVERSITY IDEAL S 

http :i/xvww. universits~w or1&~ews, corrgarticle.php ?sto15~ 20110121193813479 

The University of Ilorin in Nigeria has established the Association of 
West African Universities, AWAU, as a sub-regional body that will 
coordinate and promote the ideals of University education in West 
Afiica. According to a communiqu~ signed by Dr Matffouz A Adedirueji, 
deputy director of the Directorate of Information and Protocol in the 

vice-chancellor’s office, the association was established on 10 
January to strengthen and develop the capacity of leadership in 
universities in West Africa to address the challenges confronting the 
region. 
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CAMEROON: THE LGBTI SITUATION IN" CAMEROON 

http ://ilga. orglilga/erVarticlc/mNXcX &x146 

Cameroon continues to arrest and prosecute individuals under a law 
that criminalizes same-sex sexual activity This la~v has consequences 
for LGBT people beyond their unacceptable arrests and imprisonment It 
drives inequality within the justice system and promotes violence 

within families and commtmities. To combat these violations, in 
November IGLHRC launched the report, ’Criminalizing Identities: Rights 
Abuses in Cameroon based on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity.’ 
The report ~vas a collaborative effort with Human Rights Watch and the 
Cameroonian LGBT organisations Alternatives-Cameroun and l’Association 
pour la D~fense des Droits des Homosexuels. 

SOUTH AFRICA: CAPE TOV~rN PRIDE FESTIVAL GF~RS UP 

http://www.mask org.zailove-our-diversiry-at-this-vear’s-cape-town-pride/ 

Preparations for the popular Cape Town Pride, taking place from 24 
February to 6 March 2011 are underway in the Mother City and 
organisers have promised a remarkable event that will highlight the 
beaut?,’ of diversity and indicate the event is not only about beautiful 
bodies and drag queens but about gay families, normal gay businessmen, 
the transgender community and the unheard voices of 
’our sisters’ in the townships who often face intimidation and corrective rape 

ZIMBA[3WE: (IALZ STATEMENT ON tIIV PRISON RISK ASSESSMI~NT 

http:i/www pambazuka or~/images/artic les/5121GALZ pdf 

’GALZ applauds the Natiuna[ Aids Cuuncil for taking steps to carry out 
an assessment uf HIV prevalence and risk behaviours amung the prisun 
populations in Zimbabwe. We believe that men, wumen and children in 
these settings are vulnerable hence it is impurtant to ensure that the 
health of’those who constitute this population is protected, as the)’ 
are a part of’the broader community.’ 
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At"RICA: TtIE ]N~fP] ,K;AT[ONS OF CLZ[\~%TE CtIANGE FOR ttEALTIt 

http://www.eldis.urg/go/tupics/resource-guides/climate-change&id 57204&t~/pe Ducument 

Climate change is a significant and emerging threat to public health, 
says this pnhlication froru the Arid Lands Information Network. ’There 
is need for capacity- building and impleruentation of projects to 
strengthen the health system response to climate change and to ensure 
that health is appropriately considered in decisions ruade by other 
sectors such as energy and transport.’ 



RWAi’~TDA: FOREST CONSERVATION CALLS FOR CARROT AND STI(~’K 

http:i/w~.ips.urgiafrica/2011iO1/rwanda-forest-consel~’ation-calls-for-carrot-and-sticki 

Rwanda has made the protection of its remaining forests a priority, 
and set a target of increasing forest cover to 30 per cent by 2020 a 
goal it seems set to achieve well ahead of schedule. 
The country is still losing precious prirnaty~ forest the ahnost 
complete destruction of the Gishwati Forest in the northwest between 
by people displaced by the genocide is an exarnple but this is offset 
by the aggressive canrpaign against unsustainable use of forests while 
pronroting tree-planting across the country. 

SOUTH SUDAN’: MILLIONS iN~EDED FOR WAR-HIT WILDLIFE 

http://gurtong.net/ECiVf’Editorial/tabid,’124/ID/4717/Default, aspx 

South Sudan has appealed for investors to plough $140 million into its 
war-hit ~vildlife parks, seeking to kick-start a tourism industw and 
wean itself off" oil months ahead of its expected independence. The 
south has the ~vorld’s second largest migration of mammals, untamed 
wildernesses and vast herds of gazelles and antelopes, rivalling 
anything seen in Kenya, Uganda and other African holiday- hotspots, say 
experts. 
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GLOBAL: ~W STUDIES ON LARGE-SCALE 1NVESTIVIENTS IN LAND 

http ://w~v. landcoalition or~/news/cpl-stu dies-explore-large-scale-investments-land 

A new set of research studies available now on the International 
Land Coalition (ILC) website explores the growing wave of 
hrge-scale international and domestic land acquisitions and the 
factors that are driving demand :[br investments in land The studies 
examine how changes in demand for food, energy and natural resources, 
along with liberalisation of trade regimes, are making the competition 
for hnd increasingly global and unequal. 
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1 ~ Food Justice 

MALI: COTFON AND FOOl) SECURKf’Y CLOSELY I,INKF, D 

http://www.ipsor~/afi~ica/2011/01/mali-c otton-and-food-sec uriW-closely-link ed/ 

Many Malian farmers are boycotting cotton this year, instead planting 
cereals Cotton isn’t edible, but observers say that the shift could 
weaken food security. Discouraged by falling prices for cotton, and 
poor administration at the state-owned Malian Textile Company (known 
by its French acronym, CDMT), many Malian farmers are reducing the 
area planted with cotton on their farms or abandoning growing it 
altogether. 
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AFRICA: TRADE UNIONS LAUlX-CH (~’AMPAIGN FOR RESPONSIBLE MEDIA 

http:iibit.lv/hD~rKz3 

A new- carnpaign on the thenre, ’Socially- Responsible African Media’ has 
been launched in the Senegalese capital, Dakar, by a group of trade 
unions fighting for the rights of journalists and other rnedia workers 
in Africa. The group consisting of Federation of African Journalists, 
(FAJ), Uni Africa and their partners like the International Federation 
of Journalists (IF J) and nredia-related groups across the continent are 
leading the canrpaign over a three-year period. 

COTE D’IVOIRE: DOMESTIC MEDIA RAISE THE STAKES 

httl~ ://www.irinnews. or~/Ret~ ort. asl~x’.’Ret~or tD 91690 

Such is the concern about the role the Ivoirian nredia are playing in 
ramping up the tension in C6te d’Ivoire that L~’~" Secretary-General Ban 
Ki-moon recently warned that International Criminal Court (ICC) 
indictments could eventually be handed down on those inciting 



violence. Most of the lvoirian media is deeply polarised The 
state-run Radiot~l~vision ]voirienne (RTI), the most widely accessed 
source of news in the country, is an unwavering champion o:[’Laurent 
Gbagbo and a persistent vilifier of his internationally-backed rival 
claimant to the presidency, Alassane Ouattara. 

RWAi’~TDA: OPPOSITION TO PRISON TEP~MS FOR JOURNALISTS 

http:i/w~.ifex.urg/rwanda/2011/O1/12/uwimana sentencing/ 

The Cormnittee to Protect Journalists has issued a statement opposing 
prosecution demands for lengthy prison sentences for the editor and 
deputy editor of the independent weekly Umurabyo. State Prosecutor 
Agustin Nkusi requested a 33-year prison sentence for Editor Agn8s 
Uwimana and 12 years for her deputy, Saidati Mukakibibi, at a High 
Cottrt hearing in the capital, Kigali. The two, alvested in July 2010, 
face charges of incitement to violence, genocide denial, and insulting 
the head of state in connection with several opinion pieces published 
in rind-2010, according to news reports. 

SOUTH AFRICA: OPEN LETTER TO PRESIDENT JACOB ZUMA 

httr~:/iwavw.r2k.or~.za/updates/98-or~en-letter-to-president-iacob-zmna 

Following his address to the 99th ANC atmiversary" celebrations, The 
Right2Know campaign has written to President Jacob Zuma pointing out 
that he has ’failed to address a number of disturbing political 
developments that tineaten the free flow of information in South 
Africa.’The Protection of Information Bill the Secrecy Bill 
currently’ befbre Parliament would cast a shroud of secrecy over the 
workings of the state. This Bill would impose harsh penalties, up to 
25 years in prison, on whistleblowers, activists and journalists }vho 
expose reformation in the public interest We welcome your 
reassurances that the ANC will continue to promote and fight for media 
freedom, yet this Bill would be disastrous for media freedom in South 
Afidca.’ 

SOLrTH AFRICA: STATE BROADCASTER CEO GETS MULTI-MILLION PAYOUT 

http :/ /w}vw.timeslive co.za/Politlcs/article865 321 .ece/R3.4m-settlement-for-Mokoetle 

Embattled former SABC CEO Solly Mokoetle received a settlement of 
R3 4-million following his resignation on Wednesday, says the SABC 
’Mr Mokoetle }vas paid an eqmvalent of his 12 months’ salal3z which 
amounts to R3.4-million inclusive of leave and other entitlements as a 
full and final settlement,’ SABC spokesman Kaizer Kganyago said in a 
statement on Friday. 

TOGO: AITIIIORITIES SHITI’ DOWN THREE RADIO STATIONS 

http://~v,~,as,.ifex.or~ito~oi2011i01/18/stations shut down/ 

On 29 December 2010 Togolese authorities closed down three 
privately-owned radio stations in the capital, Lore4, c~ting 
aNninistrative reasons. A statement issued by the Post and 
Telecommunications’ Regulatory Authority and signed by Palouki 
Massina, its director general, said the decision was taken after a 
10-day joint review o:[’the stations, together with the High Authority 
for Broadcasting and Communication (HAAC), in November 2010. 

ZI[vI[3 ABWI{: SOLDIERS ’BAN~ X~SVIN(]O WI{EKLY NEWSPAPER IN (]UTU 

http://www.misaorz/cgi-bin/viewnews.c~i?categor~" 2&id 1295420081 

Soldiers li’om 42 Infantry Battalion in Guru on Friday 14 January 2011 
a]leged]y banned vendors from sel]ing Masvingo province’s weekly 
independent newspaper, ~fhe Mirror, after it published a story alleging 
that army personnel had beaten up people at Mupandaxvana growth point 
on Christmas Eve. 
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EG’xT’T: SURVEY OF YOI~2NG PEOPLE IN EGYPT 



http://www.popcouncil.org/pr oi ectsi234 Sm~cy YoungPeopleEgs~pt.asp 

Egypt is at a stage in its demographic transition with a marked ’youth 
bulge’, a period in which the proportion of youth in the population 
increases significantly compared to other age groups. Owing to the 
dearth of data on youth, the Population Council has recently conducted 
a comprehensive situation analysis of adolescents and youth in Egypt: 
’The Survey of Young People in Egypt (SYPE)’. The report updates 
knowledge on issues of health, education, employment, family 
formation, and civic participation. 

GHANA: BILLIONS NEEDED FOR WATER IN]:rRASTRIZ(~’T~J]~E 

http://ww~,africane;vs.comisite/Water Survival of the fittest in Ghana/list messages/37102 

Ghana has recently reached middle-income status but still struggles 
with a water deficit and widespread lack of sanitation. Despite 
challenges, Ghana is one of only four countries in sub-Saharan Africa 
on track to meet the Millelmium Development Goal for water by 2015. 
Govermnent estimates ~t will need to invest about $1.6 billion a year 
over 10 years for adequate infrastructure. 
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HAITI: RETURik~D EX-DICTATOR DUWAL IRR CHARGED 

http://www trust or~ialertnet/ne~vs/haiti-charges-returned-~-dictator-duvalier/ 

Haiti on Tuesday briefly detained former dictator Jean-Claude ’Baby 
Doc’ Duvalier, back flcom exile in France, and charged him with 
corruption, theft and abuses of power allegedly committed during his 
15-year rule. While a noisy crowd of his supporters protested outside 
the prosecutor’s office, Duvalier, 59, was questioned over accusations 
that he stole public funds and committed human rights abuses after 
taking over as president in 1971. 
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19 Corfflict & emergencies 

AFRICA: LAN~f)MIN[iS, THE tIIDD[iN T[tREAT 

http:i/www.~enderlinks.or~.za/article/landmines-the-hidden-threat-2010-08-19 

Esperanga Chidzinga lives in the rural town of Chicualacuala in 
Moz~mbique’s Gaza province. Accessible only by a train that comes 
twice a week, the town is isolated and under-serviced. When Chidzinga 
was nine years old she went into the forest with school friends to 
gather wood for a party and she stepped on a landmine and lost a leg. 
Her life has never been the same. ’! was at the hospital and my father 
came to see me,’ she said. ’l~,’nen he left I tried to follow him but 
when I got o:ff the bed I fell down That’s when I realised I had lost 
my leg.’ Chicualacuala is a typical example of the many areas in 
Mozambique still affected by landmines laid during the country’s civil 
war. 

COTE D’IVOIRE: OUATTARA CALLS FOR COCOA E?(PORT BAN- 

http:i/english.aliazeera.netinews/africa/2011/01/20111245575892515.html 

Alassane Ouattara, the internationally recognised president of the 
Cote d’Ivoire, has called for a month-long ban on cocoa exports, in an 
attempt to oust Laurent Gbagbo, who remains president despite being 
widely considered to have lost the disputed November poll. Anyone 
contravening the ban will be liable to sanctions, according to a 
statement issued on Sunday by the government nominated by Ouattara, 
who is holed up in a hotel guarded by L~’~" troops. 

C(~TE D’Iv’ONE: INN- REIN’FORCES PEACEKEEPERS, OFFICIALS WARN OF RISKS OF GENOCIDE 

http:i/~’w.tm.or~/a~ps/news/storv.asp?NcwsID 37311&Cr ivoire&Crl 

The United Nations has reinforced its nearly 9,000-strong peacekeeping 
mission in C6te d’Ivoire with extra peacekeepers and helicopters, as 
senior officials called for urgent action to prevent growing 
post-electoral violence from degenerating into genocide. In a 
unanimous resolution a dopted under Chapter VII of the Lrq Charter, 



which allows fi~r the use of J2~rce, the Security Council authorised the 
immediate deployment of an additional 2,000 troops and three armed 
helicopters in the West African country. 

MOZ}Y\~f[3[QUE: MOZ}Y\~f[3[QUE PREPARES FOR WORST [q,OOI)S IN ] 0 

http ://wxwz.ips.orgiafricai2011/01/mozarrlbique-prepares-for-worst-floods-in- 10-years/ 

Flood alelt levels are on orange in palts of Mozambique as disaster 
management services mobilise to respond to flooding potentially- as bad 
as the catastrophe in 2000. Hea~T doxvnpours are steadily swelling the 
Southern African country’s rivers, while authorities watch rainfall 
and water level indicators in countries upstream with a wao~ eye. Some 
people living in the Limpopo Rver basin in the south of the country 
have started moving to safer ground after warnings that some 7,000 
people could be affected if the river reaches the expected 2 metres 
above alert levels. 

MOZA_’vIBIQUE: SPE.~-IING OUT ON LAiNTDMLNES 

httl~://www.crnfd.or~/index.l~tm?olXion corn content&view article&id 136&catid 71&Itemid 154 

Digital stories are powerful narratives combining images witl-i first 
hand accounts of people most afi;ected by the topic at hand, in this 
case the ongoing impact of landmines in post-conflict Mozambique. 
Since many of the most affected areas are away from urban centres, 
these views and voices are sometimes forgotten. Con~’nunity Media for 
Development did four xvorkshops in which participants frorrl the 
communi~z recorded and produced a series of personal narratives that 
were distributed widely to demonstrate the ongoing human impact of 
landmines 

NIGERIA: NIGERIA URGES L~N TO AUTHORISE FORCE IN C~TE D’IVOIRE 

http://w~v.mg.co an/article/2011-01-24-nigeria-urg es-u n-t o-authorise-fk~rce-in-cte-divoire 

Nigeria’s fk~reign minister on Monday called on the United Nations 
Securi~z Council to authorise fbrce in C6te d’Ivoire as West African 
nations seek to further pressure strongman Laurent Gbagbo to quit 
power. Odein Ajumogobia, in an editorial published in Nigerian 
newspapers, said the crisis ’single handedly precipitated by 
Laurent Gbagbo. will inevitably- lead to anarchy and chaos, or 
worse, a fifll-blown civil war’ if not resolved 
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20 Internet & technology 

’NEXT GOOGLE ANI) [~’ACEBOOK tIAVE TO COMI{ FROM A[~?.ICA’ 

http:i/www iicd.orv/articles/201 cnext-~oo~le-and-facebook -h ave-t o-come-from-africa201 d 

[[’here are countless opportunities for the IT sector in Africa. [[’his 
was one of the conclusions drawn by Google Ghana’s Country Manager 
Estelle Akofio-Sowah and local Kenyan IT entrepreneur Kamal 
Budhabhatti. Both were speaking in the Netherlands at the Fill the Gap 
event, supported by Dutch organisations IICD and Hivos Fill the Gap 
is an annual event about ICT :[’or Development (ICT4D) with a different 
theme each year. [[’his year’s theme was: IT entrepreneurship in Africa. 

Ab~RICA: AI,T~[CAN CULTURI{ PROMOTED ]N AVv~XRD-WINN[NG 3D AN’[MATION 

http :i/iconnect-on hne.or~inews/african-cult ure-promoted-award-winnin~-3d-animation 

An African film company is gaining global attention by producing 
award-winning 3D animation titles made from an A[‘rican perspective. 
TransTales Entertainment was started in 2005 on a budget of less than 
5 000 dollars by Segun Williams and Obinna Onwuekwe, and is the :first 
film company to produce African themed 3D animation films to fill the 
void in animation with myriads of authentic African stories. 

.¢ffgRICA: CAN \TVIKILE.CJq.S AND SOCIAL MEDIA HELP FUEL REVOLUTIONS’.’ 

http://www.sacsis, org.za/site/article/607.1 



On 14 January 2011, Tunisian strongman Zine E1 Abidine Ben Ali was 
forced from office, and by some accounts he thereby became the first 
political casualty of the age of Wikileaks and social media, states 
this article. 

KENYA: NEW ICT DRIVERS OF T[tE ECONOMT 

http :/iwww.tr aden’larksa, orgk~ode/3 302 

A significant decline in agriculture, still considered by many to be 
the economy’s backbone, has seen the emergence of information 
comm~fication technologies (ICT) and telecormnunications as the nexv 
pillars of the economy. ’We have been getting requests to increase 
allocations to the agricultural sector. The ICT sector, including the 
numerous outsourcing ventures which employ mostly the youth, appears 
more attractive,’ Joseph Kinyua, treasmT permanent secretary told 
Financial Journal. 

UGANDA: BAN ON REFL~LBISHED COMPLWERS SP.~,KS THE LAW OF UNTNTENDED CONSEQUENCES 

httr~ ://w~vw. ba~ ancin~act-africa, c~m~,ne~vs/en/issue-n ~-5 3 7/t~-st~rv /u~anda-s-ban-~ n-refu/en 

The dir~" doxvnside of the ICT industry is that computers have to go 
soraewhere when they die and because they are full of potentially- toxic 
materials they cannot simply be dumped in landfills. Uganda’s 
Government has sought to tackle part of the problem by batming the 
import of secondhand computers and sparked the law of unintended 
consequences. Russell Southwood talked to Shakeel Padamsey of Camara 
and Kyle Spencer of the Uganda Linttx Group about what’s happened. 
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REJECT ONLLNE ISSUE 32 

http://www awcfs.org/newicomponent/content/article/3-newsflast~’821 -reiect-online-issue-32 

The latest issue of the Reject Online is now out. 
This issue’s highlights are: 
- Scavengers of the gold mine 
- Fear stalks ]DP camps as mothers lose babies 
- Child loses uterus through repeated sexual assault 
- The great iVlekatilili ~va Menza 
- Healer with a touch for broken hearts. 

THE ZIMBAB~,~E GNU V~5ATCH 

http://www.idasa, or~ za/ 

The Zimbabwe GNU Watch provides an overview, month by month, of 
political developments under the terms set out in the Global Political 
Agreement (GPA) The sections profiled in monthly outputs may vary 
depending on events and issues raised in that particular report. Where 
possible, the relevant article as stipulated in the GPA has been 
provided. 
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22 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

2011 APSA A[~ICA WORKSHOP 

http:i/~vw pambazuka org/images/articles/512/Call for pamcipants doc 

The American Political Science Association (APSA) and the Institute 
for Development Studies (IDS) Umversity of Nairobi, are pleased to 
announce a call for applications from individuals who would like to 
participate in a workshop on ’Representation Reconsidered: Ethnic 
Politics and Africa’s Governance Institutions in Comparauve 
Perspective’ from 23 July to 6 August 2011. The Workshop will be held 
at the Institute of Development Studies in Nairobi, Kenya. The 
organizers, with a grant secured from the Andrew- W. Mellon Foundation, 
will cover all the costs of participation (travel, lodging, meals, 
daily stipend, and materials) for up to 23 qualified applicants (20 
African, 3 U.S.). The working language of the workshop is English. 



CODt".SRIA C()£~fPARATFVE RESEARC[I NETWORKS CALL FOR PROPOSALS FOR 2011 

Within the framework o:[" its strategy :[’or building comparative 
knowledge on Africa produced from within the African continent, the 
Council :[’or the Development of Social Science Research in A[’rica 
(CODESRIA) invites proposals from researchers based in African 
universities and centres of research for the constitution of 
Comparative Research Networks (CRNs) to undertake studies on or around 
any of the themes identified as priority research themes within the 
framework of the CODESRIA strategic plan for the period 2007 2011. 

http://xwgw.pambazuka.orgienicategot~4coursesi70336 

FELLOWSHIPS FOR 21qREATE_-xrED SCHOLARS 

Call for Applications 

http ://www. scholarrescuefund, org/pages/for-scholars, php 

The IIE Scholar Rescue Fund (SRF) is pleased to aunotmce a call for 

applications for ttneatened academics whose lives and work are in 

danger in their home co~tries. Fellowships support temporaw academic 

positions at safe universities and colleges anywhere in the world. 

Professors, researchers, and lect~ers fiom any country or field may 

apply-. 

MASTER’S IN-IN~FERNATIONAL HL~IAN RIGHTS LAW (PART-TIME) 

University of Oxford 

http://humanrightslaw conted ox ac.uk/MStlHRL/index.php 

Oxford University’s Master’s programme in International Human Rights 
La~v is offered jointly by- the Department for Continuing Education and 
the Faculty of Law It is conducted on a part-time basis over 22 
months It involves t~vo periods of distance learning via the internet 
as well as two summer sessions held at New College, Oxford. The degree 
prograrmne is designed in particular for la~vyers and other human rights 
advocates who wish to pursue advanced studies in international human 
rights law but may need to do so alongside work or family 
responsibilities. The aim of the degree programme is to train and 
support future leaders in the field of international human rights law. 
A central obj ective of the course is to ensure that participants not 
only kno~v but can also use human rights law The curriculum places 
roughly equal emphasis on the substance of human rights law, its 
implementation, and the development of human rights advocacy skills. 

ROT.&RY PEACE FELLOWSHIP: NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 

The Rotary Foundation is now accepting applications :[’or the 
world-competitive Rotary Peace Fellowship. The fellowship provides 
academic and practical training to prepare scholars for leadership 
roles in solving con:flicts around the world 

http : //v, as, w pambazuka.orv/en/cate~oryicourses/70339 

SOUTtt-SOIZ[’[t COOPERATION: CI J~%RTING T[tE WAY FOR PEOPLE TO PEOPLE COLLABO[ZATION 

World Social Forum, Dakar, Senegal, February 2011 

The roundtable discussion is aimed at bringing together participants 
from African, Asian and Latin American civil society organisations and 
movements to discuss the concept of South-South cooperation from a 
peoples’ perspective The roundtable will interrogate the challenges 
and opportunities for people centered South-South cooperation in the 
context of Southern ’emerging powers’ and increased intergovernmental 
relations 

http://*vww.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/courses/70329 

UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE FOR TRALNIN-G Aix~D RESEARCH COLNSES 

http://wxvw.unitar.ora/event/bv/mdp 

The United Nations Institute for Training and Research has a number of 
courses available, including: 



- Mediation and Consensus Building for Efficient Diplomacy 
- N~gociation bilat~rale et multilat~rale : strategies et techniques 
- Climate Change Diplomacy 
- Multilateral Conferences and Diplomacy 
- Mediation Skills 
- United Nations Protocol 
- Information Session on the Structure, Retrieval, and Use of United 
Nations Documentation 

23 Publications 

LAUNCH OF THE AFRICAN WOMEN’S JOURi~’AL BY FEMN~ET 

http :l,,’w~’. fcrm~et.or.keicalendar.asp 

FEN!NET will be tmveiling the first issue of The African Wornen’s 
Journal on 20 January 2011 in Nairobi, Kenya. The first of its kind in 
the region, The African Women’s Journal will provide well researched 
and analytical articles on women, gender and developrnent issues in 
Africa. The theme for this first issue of the Journal is ’The African 
Women’s Decade (2010-2020): A Call for Action, Action and More 
Action’. 

POLITICAL THINK TANK BLOG AIMS FOR CHANGE 

http://radicalS.wordpress.corr~ 

RADICAL-8 is an open political thitfi( tank blog airning to trigger a 
global uprising against war, poverty, and miser)’ in Africa. It 
advocates a 180° directional change on the continent while 
simultaneously pushing for peace, progress, and prosperity for all. 
Ultimately, Radical-8 ambitions to change Africa fbr the better one 
day at a time, one intellectual battle at a time, and one mind at a 
time. 

SOLFI’H AFRICA PUSHED TO THE LIMIT: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CHANGE 

Hein Marais 

http://zedbooks.co.uk/book.asp?bookdetail 4378 

Building on his acclaimed book Limits to Change, Marais examines South 
Africa’s most pressing issues from the real reasons behind President 
Jacob Zuma’s rise and the purging of his predecessor, Thabo Mbeki, and 
how the African National Congress replenishes its power, to a 
devastating critique of the country’s continuing AIDS crisis, its 
economic path and its approach to the rights and entitlements of 
citizens South Africa Pushed to the Limit presents a riveting, 
benchmark analysis of the incomplete journey beyond apartheid. 

/I,/I,//\,i\,iV/’,/V’\//VVV/V\A//’\Ai\,iA/’,/V/I,/VViVVV/’\ 

24 Jobs 

GtIANA: CAPACITY BUII DING PROGRAM O}:[~’ICER 

Revenue Watch Institute 

[[’he Revenue Watch Institute (RWI) is a non-profit policy ~nstitute and 
grant-making organization that promotes the transparent, accountable 
and eff’ective management of oil, gas, and mineral resources for the 
public good RWI provides expertise, capacity building and funding to 
help countries maximize the long-term economic benefit o:[" their 
natural riches 

http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory/iobsi70330 

SE]xT[OR FELLOW/PART-’IIM[{ RI{SEA[<C[tE[< 

Berghof Coat]ict Research (BCR) 

There is cm~ently a vacancy at BCR for a senior fellow or a part-time 
researcher for a 2-year period. As a specialist in governance studies 
or irnpact research, the successful candidate will cany out 
collaboratively-funded research and coordinating work within BCR’s 
CORE tearn. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’categoryii obs/70181 



WOMEiVS HL~’VIAN RIGHTS HANDBOOK 

Interights 

http://bit.l¥ifBvifC 

INTERIGHTS is pleased to invite applications from lawyers for an 
internship as part of the development and implementation of its ~vork. 
This is a part-time or full-tinre placement (ttnee to five day-s per 
week) to begin ideally in the first week of February 2011 for six 
weeks. It will provide an opportunity- for a researcher with knowledge 
ofwonren’s human rights and relevant la~v to assist our prograrmne in 
developing a publication with: 
- Legal research on international and comparative human rights la;v and 
practice ;vith respect to the protection of women’s human rights; 
- Researching case law- and comparative and human rights standards on 
women’s human rights 
- Compiling indexes for the publication 
- Case summaries 

/,J,J /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ Ai’,iV /,JVV /VVV /\ 
25 WikiLeaks and Africa 

AFRICA: AFRICA OFFERS EASY b]~kNIUM 

http://indepthafrica.com/africa/africa-offers-eas,~’-uranium/ 

Wikileaks cables have revealed a disturbing development in the African 
uranium mining industry: abysmal safe~z and security standards in the 
mines, nuclear research centres, and border customs are enabling 
international companies to exploit the mines and smuggle dangerous 
radioactive material across continents. The Wikileaks cables reveal 
that U.S. diplomats posted in a number of African countries the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Tanzania, Niger, and Burundi, 
amung others have had direct knowledge of the pour safeb~ and 
security standards in these countries’ uranium and nuclear facilities. 

G,’Y[3()N: BONC<) POCKI{TfID M]L],K)NS IN EMBEZZLED I,"UNDS 

Gabun’s late president Omar Bongo allegedly pocketed millions in 
embezzled funds frum central African states, channelling some of it tu 
French pulitical parties in support uf Nicolas Sarku~’, accurding tu a 
US embassy cable published by El Pais 

SOUTtt AFRK;A: MBEKI’S POLICY FOR COPE 

ht~p://www.timesli~e.cu za/~uhticsArtic~e8506~ ece~WikiLeaks--Mbekis~p~licv-fur-COPE 

Former president Thabo Mbeki’s uffice has refused tu say whether he 
he]ped draft a key pulicy document for the Congress of the Peuple, 
insisting that the ousted head of state was still a member uf the AN(; 
According to a US diplomatic report leaked to the WikiLeaks website, 
former ANC spokesman Smuts Ngonyama told Universib" of South Africa 
professor Dirk Kotze in 2008 that Mbeki had helped to write a COPE 
policy draft. If this proved to be true, Mbeki could find himself in 
hot water with the ANC. 

TI~qISIA: LITTLE FAITH 1N TI~qISIAN OPPOSITION 

http://www.afrol.com/alticlesi37105 

A US Enrbassy cable from 2006 discussed the possible replacement of 
Tunisia’s Dictator Zine E1-Abedine Ben Ali. It left little faith in 
the opposition but in many ways foresaw PM Mohammed Ghannouchi’s 
attempt to consolidate the ruling party’s power and who will attempt 
to gain power. 

TLlX!ISL~: US IGNORED TL~-NISIAN CORRUPTION 

http://english aliazeera net/indeptlgopinion/2011/01/20111171299907176.html 



The Norwegian newspaper Aftenposten released a series of U S diplomatic 
cables from 2006 on mass~ve and pervasive corruption and nepotism in 
Tunisia and its effect on economic development and social problems 
The cables show that the United States government was fally aware of 
the dangerous and debilitating level of corruption in Tunisia, and its 
anti-democratic implications. 

Z~dBAB~£rE: AG PROBLNG TSVANGERAI O\q2R WIKILEAKS DISCLOSL~ES 

http :/iindepthafrica. c~m/news/s~uthern-africa/zm~babwe-ag-pr~bing-tsvangirai-~ver-wiki~eaks-disc~sures/ 

The attorney general in Zimbabwe has set up a team of lawyers to 
investigate whether Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai can be charged 
with treason or conspiracy related to revelations by- the website 
WikiLeaks. WikiLeaks published US cables saying Tsvangirai and his 
parb" leadership were planning with US diplomats for Washington to 
contribute to a fund to buy-off securib" service chiefs to achieve 
regime change in Zimbabwe. 

I’,I’,h",Y’,YY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,Y Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

(~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Nonconwnercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambamaka org/erdabout php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w;vw.pambamaka org/en ) 
Ediggo em lingua Portuguesa ( http:/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition frangaise ( http ://wwwpambam.tka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambamakaorg/el~/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.pambamaka org/erdabout php ) 

To SL~SCRYBE or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http :llpambazuka.gn. apc. org/cgi-bin/maihnan/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org ;vith the word SLrBSCRI]3E or 
UNSLrBSCRI]3E in the subject line as appropriate 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka Ne;vs or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka Ne;vs is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
ne;vsletter and platform for social justice in .aA’rica providing cutting 
edge commentalTt and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Znding the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka tS-ess ( 
http://fahamubooks.org/boolc’?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter By following ’pambazuka’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines fi-om our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as the?" are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more irfformation: 
//twitter.com/pambazuka ( http://twitter.com/pambazuka ) 

* Pambazuka News has a DeLicious (http://Del icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visit http://delicious.comJpambazuka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 24, 2011 8:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Socie~ 

Thanks ~unice, good iob. I’ll talk with Bob later today about it and then I will get back to you with the next steps plan. 

Best, 

Rodney 

confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Saturday, January 22, 201:~ :k27 PM 
To:     @mail.ngo.za 
~¢; Vargas, Rodney .]oaquin 
Subject: Summer 20~2 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Society 

Dear Patrick, 

It was good to touch base with you this morning. 

As Z mentioned, please find attached an updated proposal for the upcoming Study Abroad Program. 

Please forward key contact information at the Center especially for folks who will help with the logistics (for instance Helen) of the program as soon as possible so that my 
colleague Rodney and I can start putting final touches on our site visit plans in May. It would also be helpful to organize a group meeting with civil society community leaders - 
e.g. Orlean or others- to explore volunteer possibilities for students. 

Rodney (Hola): Patrick will still be in Berkeley during our visit but you can reach him via this email especially because he will be teaching the INTS405 course. At any rate, you 
will have a chance to meet him when he visits UNC in early Fall. Please feel free to share the attached outline with Michael as we discussed yesterday. 

Cheers, 
Eunice, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@mxp0.isis.unc.edu 

Monday, JanuaD~ 24, 2011 8:53 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Jon Lee Anderson at UNC 

Dear Global Studies Joint and Affiliate faculty, 

Jon f_e~:_~ And~:_~rson of the New Yorker i~.~ pre~.~enl:ing a free publk: h~cture on Feb 3rd in Carroll Hal~ a~: 5:30pm. Fee~ free to forward ~:o ~:hose you feel m~ght be 

inl:eres~:ed ~n at~:end~ng~ 

Best, 

Lara 

War Stories: Ion tee Anderson 

February 3rd ~ 5:30 PM ~ ~11 CarrNI Hall 

The Curriculum in Global Studies is pleased to present War Stories, a semester-long Global Studies speaker series. The first speaker is Jon Lee Anderson, one of the 

leading foreign correspondents of our time. Over the ~ast decade he has reported frequently from Iraq and covered the conflicts in Afghanistan, Angola, Lebanon 

and elsewhere for The New Yorker. 

His desire to understand and tell contemporary stories of our world has led him to report from countless warzones, including Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, Liberia, El 

Salvador and Venezuela, where he has profiled with incredible intelligence and empathy the civilians whose lives had been destroyed by conflict, the active 

sNdiers fighting these wars, and the regions’ leading pNitical figures, such as Fidel Castro, Hamid Karzai, Augusto Pinochet and Hugo Chavez. Anderson is a~so the 

author of four well-received non-fiction works, including the best-selling and definitive biography of the Guevara, ~he Guevem: A Revolutionery Life, first 

published in 1997. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, Marie <m.caJnpt~ll@macmillan.co.uk> 

Monday, JanuaD, 24, 2011 8:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

RE: Index Preparation Cha, ge 

Dear Eunice 
Please can you kindly provide a payment date for the May 2010 invoice NB679537 
You kindly advised in your attached email in December that the payment of £285 would be arranged by the end of the year but regrettably I have been unable to trace this in 
our cash books. Therefore could you provide details of any payments made or alternatively if the payment has not been issued please can this be arranged urgently 
I look forward to hearing from you and hope this can be swiftly resolved 
Kind regards 
Marie Campbell 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 09 December 2010 11:14 
To: Campbell, Marie 
Subject: RE: Index Preparation Charge 

Dear Marie, 

This will be done. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Campbell, Marie [m.campbell@macmillan.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, December 09, 2010 4:50 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Index Preparation Charge 

Dear Dr Sahle 
I am following up on our last month’s correspondence regarding invoice NB67953. 
I have attached another copy for your records and would appreciate if payment could be arranged before year end due to the age of the debt. 
Many thanks 
Marie 

D]SC.~AIHEP,: This e-mail is c)nfiderRlia] dnl :shekl]d not: b} used by anyon} whe Js 

not the original intended recipient. If you have received this e-maii in e~ror 

please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox or any other storage 

mechanism. NeJ the/L Macmiiiar~ Publishers LJmJ Led nx any ef i Ls agents acce~t 

] iability fer any statements made whioh are c]ea/Lly the sende/L~s ewn arid not: 

expressly made on behali of Hacmiilan Publishers Limited or one oi its agents. 

Please note that neither Macmillan Publishers Li’~ited no~ any of its agents 

aooept any it }spei3sibJ ] J Ly fx virL]ses Lhat may be contain}d in thi s e-mail er 

its attachments and it is you5 responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Hac’-illan 

Publishers Limited o~ its agents by means of e-mail co’~srtunication, Hacmillan 

Publ~sh}rs LimJ Led R}gistered in England arid Wales with regist}~}d tKlmber 785998 

Registered Office Brunel Road~ Houndmills, Basingstoke RG21 6XS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Confident Sales Academy <salesacadem~Q@tmewan.co.za> 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 10:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Confident Presentation Skills 

Sell Yourself First 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

equaloppormni~@tmc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 1:01 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Invitation to Self-Ident@ under the University’s Americans with Disabili~ Act (ADA) and Veteran’s Programs 

To: All University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill E~nployees, 

Subject: Invitation to Self-Identify nnder the University’s Americans with Disability Act (ADA) a~d Veteran’s Programs 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill is an Equal Oppommity Employer with a commitmem to recruitment and retention of a diver~ and inclnsive campus 

community. This commitment extends to qualified disabled individuals and veterans. We maJmtain an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Program lbr Individuals 

with Disabilities a~d Veterans. 

http ://equalopportunity- ada. unc .e&iameri cans- with- di~bility/atfirmative- action- progrmn/index.hm~ 

Federal regnlations require that we solicit a~d report intbnnation on disability and veteran status tbr complia~ce reporting purposes. We ask your assistance in meeting 

this commitment by p~xticipating in this voluntmy, self-identification pmgrm~. You may inform us of your desire to benefit under the program at this time or a~ime in 

the furore. Sub~nission of this information is volunm:¢" and refusal to provide it roll not subject you to any adverse treatment. The information you provide roll be kept 

colNdelNa] mid roll be used only in ways consifftent with the regulations. 

Please click here to answer survey 

If you have already self-identified under the program, you do not have to do so again. If yon have any questions, please contact the Equa] OpportunityiADA ONce at 

919-966-3576. 

Sincerely, 

Ann E. Penn, Equal Opportuni~/ADA Officer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:43 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd: Di~bility Studies a’t UNC - Initial interest meeting Wed. 

disability studies flyer.lxtf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [anthro] Disability Studies at UNC - Initial interest meeting Wed. 
Feb 2 
Date: Mort. 13:45:11 -0500 
From: ~gmail.com> 
To: "The anthro mailing list" < anthro@listserv.unc, edu> 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

A new interdi sciplinap)~ group of scholars engaged in Disabili~ Studies is 
currently fi~rming at UNC. We are reaching out to colleagues across campus 
to 
draw together a dynamic and diverse network for activities moving forward. 
If your research or personal interests dovetail with the broad spectrum of 
Disability Studies*, or, if you would just like to l,mow more, we would love 
to see you at our ~naugural meeting[ 

Please join us on *Wednesday, Feburary 2nd at 5pm in room 3203 of the 
Student Union** *’]’he meeting will sepCe as forum to gauge interest and 
calculate further acuon 

Possible outcomes include: 
-a listsel~’e to cormnunicate related research, speakers, ftmding 
opportunities, and events 
-a reading group/xvorking group for UNC scholars to work through relevant 
themes, explore intersections, share works in progress 
-an awareness campaign to encourage the integration of disability 
perspectives into UNC diversity conversations 
-a chance to meet like-minded scholars on campus 
-etc 

Please forward this message as you see fit (apologies for cross-posting). 
If 
you will not be able to attend the meeting, but would like to be included 
in 
a listselwe and,’or be involved going forward, please email 

~emaih uric. edu. A meeting announcement flyer is 
attached. 

Looking forward to seeing you next Wednesday-![ 

*¥Vhat is Disability Studies? Disability Studies is a changing, 
interdisciplinary field that takes the category of ’disability’ as a lens 
(in much the way that gender, race and sexuality have in respective fields) 
to reexamine human experience. Situated bet~veen humanities, social 
sciences, and sciences, DS seeks to engage activist platforms that decouple 
diagnoses and stigma, and to challenge and resituate assumptions about what 
is ’normal’ A leading professional organization in the field, the Society 
for Disability Studies has gracefully articulated that a Disability Studies 
agenda "seeks to augment understanding of disability in all cultures and 
historical periods, to promote greater awareness of the experiences of 
disabled people, and to advocate for social change."*** Don’t agree? 
Please 
get involved’. At the core, we are seeking an academic con~aunity interested 
in exploring and sharing ideas about social aspects of bodily and mental 
difl’erence in an interdisciplinary arena. 

**Directions to Room 3203: Enter the Student Union (next to Davis Libra,-) 
at the main entrance near "The Pit" The elevator is located at the rear 
of 
the ground floor atrium (where Alpine Bagels is located) behind a partial 
wall near the information desk. Take the elevator to the third floor [if 
you take the stairs it is only one floor up Iicom the lobby]. Turn right 
out 

of the elevator, and then take an immediate right into a hall~vay Room 
3203 
is the second door on the left 

--- You are currently subscribed to anthro as: ~email unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blank 



email to 

leave-28538597-16747227.2de2cbffb836813dcl OOa86626ee3116@listserv unc.edu 

--- You are currentl?, subscribed to smwgO1 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28542269-4140465 Oc3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fl~57fc7@liskser~,.unc edu 



be rt 

come to an 

of an interdisciplinary conversation: 

inaugural meeting 
at 5pro in Student 

on Wednesday, 
Union Room 3203 

or email ~email.un¢.edu for more information 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Falimah Lc Jackson <falimahj@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 24, 2011 9:12 PM 

Commemoration of WilminTton 10 - 4lYth anniversary on Feb 2, 2011: iaar.aasconsortium2008.grp 

Wilmington 10 Program revised.png 

Dear Colleague, 

Please j oin us Feb 2, 2011 at 6:30 pm in the Stone Center Auditorium to commemorate the 40th anniversa~- of the Wilmington 10 and to acknowledge with thanks the 

sacrifices made by these individuaJs to push forward the fftmggle for civil and human rights in this country. Bring a friend when you come and please especially 

encourage the young people to come and hear Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr. and other members of the Wilmington 10 whose sacrifices and straggles helped created 

opportunities tbr all of us. 

We’ve posted a coW of the flyer for the commemoration on the "Course Documents" section of the Con~)rtium Blackboard site. 

With best wishes, 
Falimah 



P A 
Welcome and introduction 

Dr. Jo:sef~h Jorda:n, Director, Stone (:enter, 

Dr. Fati~mah ~a~kson, Prefes:so:r a~nd 

Ins.t:it:ute of Af:ri:~an Ame r~:~an Resea~r:d~, U 

Vocal.Performance: ,His eye is on the 
Dr. Louise Top[pi n, R.e nown .$.o.[prano and Professor 

:C hair, Voi~.e .A.r.e a~, M u:s i:~: De pt:. U. 

Introduction to Keynote Speaker and 

Commentary on the Witmington 10 
Dr. Kem~e~h Janke~., Profe:ssor 

Keynote Address 

Dr, B.e njam~ Cha~is., J t, 

Nat~ona[~ CMI and Numan Ri~ghts Leader 

Member of: the W~Im~ngto:n ~0 

Ques tion an d Arts wet Sess ion end 

Presen ration ofA ~wards to the Wilmington 10 
~ r. LarW Re n[ Thoma~s., l~,lode rator and Author 

A 
Welcome and Introduction 

Dr. Jose|:~h ~ordan, Director~ Stone ¢:ent:er, UNC 

I nstit ute of: Afr~ca~ A me r i~ ~za~n Re s.e a rc h, U N ~. ( H 

A~irmation 

Re p r.e se ntative f ro m t:h e U! n i t.e d ¢ h u r~: h of ~t h r i:s~" s 

J us.t i~.e and W it:no ss M i ~ i:st ri.es 

Vocal Per~formance: "~His eye is on the sparrow" 
Dr. Louise Toppin, $opra::~o and Professor 

Cha:[r,, Vo:~:ce Area, ~lu:si~: Dept. UNC: 

tn troduction to Keynote Speaker an d 

Commentary on the Wilmington i 0 
Dro Kenneth Janl<:e~% Professor 

Af r~an and Afro-Ame r~can :Studies De pt:. U N¢: 

Keynote Address 

"~Th:~ L~g~:~y ~f the Wilmington 

Dr~ Be nja 

Na:.t[ona~l ~M~ a~nd H uman Right:s: Lea.~Jer 

Me m be r.o~ t he W 

Ques tion and Arts wet Session and 
.Presentation o~’Award$ to: the Wilmington 10 

M r. Lar~ Re n[ Thoma~s, Nloderator and Author 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

&snc- durhamcounb@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, Jmmary 24, 2011 10:46 PM 

ASNC Google Group <asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com> 

{ASNC-Durh~nCounty} Rock The Pulse Music TheraW 

RTP Rock the Pulse 01.2011 .doc 

Titthne Land 

President 

Autism Society of North Carolina, 
Durham Coun .ty Chapter 

www.durh~n - autism.ora 

Abilitatio~~s Childre~~’s Therapy & Well~ess Center 

A music therapy rock band 

CASTING CALL FOR MEMBERS 

(AGES 10-18 YEARS OLD) 

WHEN: WEDNESDAYS, FEB 2ND - MARCH 9TM 2011 @ 6:15-7:15 

WHERE: REALITY MINISTRIES, 916 LAMOND AVE., DURHAM, NC 27701 
COST: $90 

CALL (919)844-6611 TO JOIN THE BAND OR FOR MORE INFORMATION. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ASNC-DurhamCounb~" group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com. 

To unsubscfibe from this group, send email to asnc-&~rhamcounty+unsubscribe@googlegmups.com. 

For more options, visit this group at http://groups.google.com/group/asnc-durhamcounty?hl~en. 



.AB~L.I.TAT~ONS CHILDREN’S THERAPY & WELLNESS CENTER PR.ESEN~.~S 

A MUSIC THERAPY ROCK BAND 

CASTING CALL FOR MEMBERS 
(AGES 10-18 YEARS OLD) 

WHEN: WEDNESDAYS, FEB 2y~ - MARCH 9TM 2011 @ 6"15-7"15 
WHERE: REALITY MINISTRIES, 916 LAMOND AVE., DURHAM, NC 27701 

COST: $90 

CALL (919)844-6611 TO JOIN THE BAND OR FOR MORE INFORMATION. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

asnc- durhamcoun~@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Tiffa~ae Lmad <durhamautism@gmaiLcom~ 

Monday, Jmmary 24, 2011 10:54 PM 

ASNC Google Group <asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com> 

{ASNC- Durh~anCoun~} Chapter Meeting Reminder 

Reminder: January 25th ASNC Durham County Chapter Meeting 

6:30 - 8:30 at the Watts Street Baptist Church 

Presentation on CAP Waiver Updates - recent chmNes that tnay apply to you 

o Presented by Terry Ames, Development~l Disabilities Speci~2lis~t frown The Durham Center 

o This discussion will cover the purpose of the CAP Waiver and explain the recent changes and updates that have occurred. It will also provide parents ruth 

information on how to gain access to a CAP Waiver. 

Tiflhne La~d 

President 

Autism Society of North Caxolina, 
Durhaa~ County Chapter 

w~v.durham - autism.o~g 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ASNC-DurhmnCounly" group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhamcoun~@googlegroups.com. 

To unsubscribe from this group, send email to asnc-durhamcoun~+unsubscribe@googleg~oups.com. 
For more options, visit this group at http://groups.google.com/group/asnc-durhamcounty?hl~n. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Campbell, Marie <m.c~mpbell@macmillan.co.uk> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 4:38 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Miller, t taem~ <lmniller@email.unc.edtp 

RE: Invoice NB67953 

Many thanks for the update I will inform you when the payment has been received 
Regards 
Marie 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 24 January 20.ti 16:06 
To: Campbell, Marie 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: FW: Invoice NB67953 

Dear Marie, 

Thanks so much for patience and reminders on this account! 

My wonderful colleague Haeran has finally help me access funds from my research funds that I had planned to use for this job when the bill was first sent. There were 
problems transferring the monies from my other academic unit for a long time but the matter is now all sorted out (many, many thanks Haeran). 

Haeran is moving forward with paying the bill right away. 

Once again thanks for your patience with this matter. 

Sincerely, 
Eunice. 

From: Campbell, Marie [m.campbell@macmillan.co.uk] 
Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 7:35 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Invoice NB67953 

Dear Prof Sahle 
Please find attached a copy of invoice NB67953, dated May 2010. 
The invoice relates to the preparation of index charge for the title ’~/orld Orders, Development and Transformation" and was issued for £285 pounds sterling. 
Unfontunately the invoice is still outstanding for payment and therefore I would appreciate if you could kindly arrange payment to settle this invoice, alternatively if payment has 
already been made then #ease provide full details and I will endeavour to trace this in our cash books. 
Kind regards 
Marie Campbell 
NBSL Controller 
******************************************************************************** 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential ar’d should ~ot be used by a~yor’e who is 

net the original in~:e~ded /~.sipient. I~ y~’] have rece~veJ this e-ma~] in errer 
please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox or any other storage 
mechanism. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited no< any of its agents accept 
liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender’s own and not 
expiEessly made on behalf ef Macmillan Pub]JsheiEs Li[mited er one of its egents. 
Please note that neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents 
accept any responsibility fo< viruses that may be contair’ed in this e-mail or 
its attechnents and Jt is your respeE~sibil:[ty ~:e scan th} e-mail and 
attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 
Publishers Limited o< its agents by means of e-mail co~yr~unication. Macmillan 
Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with registe<ed nm~’ber 785998 
Regist}£ed Office B:E’inel Reed, Houndmills, Basingsteke RG2] 6KS 
******************************************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamail.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 8:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

St%v in the world’s best cities tiom C$44/night 

............................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Bookthe bestdea~s aerossthe United States. 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com> 
Tuesday,               9:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Commemoration of: Wilmington l0 - 40th anniversary on : iaar.aasconsortium2OO8.grp 

please send a limousine and will be there...lolU 

email add.        @hotmail.com 
regards 

.~hotmail.com 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
To        ~hotmail.com;     ,~email.unc.edu 
Subject: FW: Commemoration of Wilmington 10 - 40th anniversary on 

Date: Tue,          09:30:18 +0000 

iaar.aasconsortium2008.grp 

Hi folks, 

You are invited. I need email to send the invitation. 

Is this event Professor Kenneth asked to film? 

Love y’all. 

From: Fatimah Lc .]ackson [fatimahj@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              9:12 PM 
Subject: Commemoration of Wilmington :[0 - 40th anniversary on Feb 2, 20:[:[: iaar.aasconsortium2008.grp 

Deaac Colleague, 

Please join us at 6:30 pm in the Stone Center Auditorium to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the Wilmington 10 and to ackmowledge with thanks the 

sacrifices made by these individuals to push forward the struggle for civil and humm~ rights in this country. Bring a fiiend when you come and please especially 
encourage the young people to come and heaac Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr. aJ~d other members of the Wihnington 10 whose sacrifices and struggles helped created 

opportunities lbr all of us. 

We’ve posted a coW of the flyer tbr the commemoration on the "Course Documents" section of the Conmrdum Blackboaacd site. 

With best wishes, 
Fati,nah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 9:03 AM 

Department listserv ~afiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat~m] PrograJn to mark 40fl~ mmiversary of the Wilmington Ten 

Wilmington 10 Progrmn revised.pd£ Wilmingtonl0 pos~ter for Chapel Hill program - final.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

The IAAR, the Stone Center, and our departmem is sponsoring a program on Feb 2, 2011 at 6:30 pm in the Stone Center Auditorium to commemorate the 40th 

anniversaD~ of the Wihnington 10 and to acknowledge mtla thanks the sacrifices made by these individuals to push forward the struggle for civil m~d humm~ rights in this 

countD’. I hope you can make it. Please tell your students about the program, too and let them know that Dr. Benjamin F. Chavis, Jr. will be giving the keynote address 

and "that other members of the Wilmington 10 will be pre~nt also. 

I’ve attached copies of both the program and the promofional flyer. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

Professor of Afro-Americm~ Studies 
Department of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of NoNa Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 

You axe currently subscribed to afi-iM:am as: ._e__t_[__m___c__e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_~__n__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafarn&o~8545332 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28545332-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listserv.unc~edu 



P G A 
Welcome and lntro.duc’tion 

Dr, .J~:oseF~h ~ordan~ Direrto.to Ston~ Center~ U~C:: 

Dr, Fatimah ]a~kson, Professo:r and D~ector, 

Institute :o~ A~r~can Amer~ca~n Re:sea~ch, UNC-C:H 

A~irn~ation 
Representative from the Ut~it.ed ~hur.~h o~ (:.hn.~.t .s 

][~s.tiee and W[tnes.s Ministries: 

Vocal Performance: "His eye is on the s 

Dr. Loui se Teppb~, R:.et~own Soprano and Profess.or 

~::hair, Voice Area, Music Dep.t. UN( 

Introduction to Keynote Speaker 

Commentary on the Wilmington 20 
Dr. Kenneth Jlanken, Pro~essor 

Afri.~an and .Afre-Ame ric:a:n Studies Dept. 

Keynote.Address 

National ,Civil=‘ a~:d H~uman R[gh ts [eader 

Member of the W~lmb~gton 

Question and.A ns we.r Session and 

Presentation era wards to the Wilmington 1.0 

Mr. Larry Reni Thomas., Modera~tor and Author 

Vocal Per:form:once: "~H.is eye is on the sparrow" 
Dr~ Louise ~o:p:[~in:, Soprano and Pro:~essor 

Introduction to Keynote 5peeker 
Co:mment~ry on the Wilmington 

Dr. Ke n~eth Jan:k:e n~ 

Af r~(:;a n: a nd Af re. A me rk:;a n S,t u,d[ e.s De 

Ques tion :and A ns wet 5:ess ion an d’ 

Presentation o~ A wards to the Wilmington 

Iv1 r, Larry R.e~i Thomas;, [vlode rater an.c~ Author 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@mxp0.isis.unc.edu 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 10:09 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciast~ulty] Leslie Schwindt-Bayer Talk Today 

Dear Faculty, 

Leslie Schwindt-Bayer, , will be presenting a talk entitled "Democratic Legitimacy, Electoral Gain, and 

Institutional Change: Why Countries Adopt Gender Quotas" at 2pm in Hamilton 355. We hope many of you will be able to attend. 

Michael Tsin also let us know that Dr. Amna Khalid,                                                                is giving a talk this Thursday, January 

27th in Hamilton Hall 271, entitled "The Colonial Behemoth: Cholera Epidemics, Public Health and the Kumbh Mela, c. 1867-1900." 

All the best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 9:19-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/ints/ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 25, 2011 12:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: Summer 2012 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Socie~ 

Dear Eunice, 

I spoke with Bob and he likes your outline for this new study abroad program and we can proceed. Congratulations! Now the real challenge begins, but 

this is my job in putting together a proposal for review by the different committees. 

Please take a look at the information for faculty that we posted in our study abroad website. There is a section explaining the information that is needed 

to create a new study abroad program at: 

http://studyabroad.unc.eduifaculty.cfm 

In the next few months you can begin to send me the following pieces of information that I need to write the full proposal: 

1- A section describing the Rationale for the Program 

2- A section explaining the Program structure and content 

3- A section indicating the Partner (s) we will work with 

4-The last section should include the anticipated program dates, requirements (GPA, Juniors, etc.) and size. 

I hope this helps and I very much look forward to working with you on this initiative! 

Please feel free to ask me any questions. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, incl’~kiJng attachments, is for the so3e use of the intet~ded recipient(s) and may contail~ 

confJ dentJ al 

information. Any ’~inauthorized review, use, dJsclosare, or distrib’~itJon is 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, January 22, 20:[:[ :[:27 PM 
To:     @mail.ngo.za 
C¢: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject: Summer 20:[2 Study Abroad Program - Centre for Civil Society 

Dear Patrick, 

It was good to touch base with you this morning. 

As I mentioned, please find attached an updated proposal for the upcoming Study Abroad Program. 

Please forward key contact information at the Center especially for folks who will help with the logistics (for instance Helen) of the program as soon as possible so that my 
colleague Rodney and [ can start putting final touches on our site visit plans in May. [t would also be helpful to organize a group meeting with civil society community leaders - 
e.g. Orlean or others- to explore volunteer possibilities for students. 

Rodney (Hola): Patrick will still be in Berkeley during our visit but you can reach him via this email especially because he will be teaching the INTS405 course. At any rate, you 
will have a chance to meet him when he visits UNC in early Fall. Please feel free to share the attached outline with Michael as we discussed yesterday. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teddy Ebner <teddy~ebnel~nancialgroup.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 1:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Invitation to Lunch 

Professor Sahle, 

By way of introduction, my name is Teddy Ebner and I’m aware of some of the good work you do at U NC. I’m a Carolina alum and have always held U NC professors 

in high regard. 

I work with EBNER Financial Group (a company founded by my father). We are a comprehensive financial services and insurance company. I personally specialize in 

working with professors like yourself. My aim is to meet successful professors and provide professional and objective services. Rest assured we are not a ’hard- 

sell’ operation. I do think we have something truly unique, but I will let you be the judge of that. I understand you likely already have advisors in place--my 

primary goal is to meet you. 

May we stay in touch with the hope of getting a chance to meet you? If you have the time, I would love to bring you to lunch at the Carolina Club (my treat) or 

simply stop by your office sometime. It would truly be my privilege. Would sometime during the next few weeks work for you? If so, would you mind suggesting a 

couple dates/times? 

Hopefully, you will take me up on the offer and I will get a chance to meet you in person. 

Sincerely, 

Teddy Ebner 

EBNER Financial Group 

4220 Apex Highway, Suite 230 

Durham, NC 27713 

919-753-8340 P 

888-20:1-89:10 F 

www.ebnerfinancialgroup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 9:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Play 

Hi Eunice, 

Unfortunately, I will not be able to attend the Pauli Murray play next Friday (Feb. 4). I will be able to go this Friday or Saturday. It will be in Durham on both days. 

Let me know if either day would work for you. 

Best, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone {9:19)962-0539 

Fax (9:19) 962-2694 

Mcaldwe@ernail.unc.edu 

www.unc.eduideptsiafriafam 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Air Canada webSaver <news@email.~Jrcm~ada.com> 

Wednesday, Janumy 26, 2011 12:26 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Hats off to Double Miles and other great deals 

Make sure you receive your webSaver emails. Add r!ews~email aircana,’!,a.com to your address book 

Top deals 

]-~[?j~-~y-L~-e-~f-~-a--[~-e~-9-~‘-~-1~-~1~t&~r-~--d-.~1e--~9~.: Great value and first checked bag is free1-. Book by 
January 31, unless otherwise indicated. 
.,’_j::%_~3j_}j~_j_~! Kick off the New Year with our best hotel rates worldwide. 
Get out of town with ~.E~1~.~..~L‘~.-s-..~:~L1~..[:]-:qEi.~!L%...[~£,~-~!j.i..~L~-d-~..~)~.-s-.~9..~.i.~!~..~.L%[~)~.~.i.~...~.~.~jD.~.~j~[~.: 

Travel until March 10, 2011, 
Book by February 1, 2011, 
It’s back! Earn ~ to Double Aer(&elan Mik~B with our Winter E>:traw~lqanza~ Register and fly on 
select flights within Canada and around the world by April 30th. [!.~:9 

Make your webSaver work for you. ~ 

~el~e~d et the #es[ lfi~res to 

your inbox weekly. 

Sample ONE-WAY Tango Plus fares,                        A!r ~anada E!!gh~ Passes ~or 
¯ Purchase in advance of travel may apply. 

¯ Travel dates may vary: most fares are valid for travel by 

March 10, 2011. 

u Ottawa A~. u Montreal 

~ Vancouver ~.#.~.~ u Calgary ,~.#.~.~ 

a Charlottetown ~.~Z B Victoria $3~8 ....................... ....................................................... 

INTERNATIONAL 

¯ Higher levels f ..... kend depart ......... HaM ..... ther 
dates. 



Other conditions may aiso apply. 

Book by .]ailllal~ 31, 20:1.1, unless otherwise indicated. 

Boston - Seoul 

Atlanta - Seoul 

New York (EWR) - Hong Kong 

Los Angeles - Hong Kong 

Boston - Hong Kong 5.~ 

San Francisco - Tokyo (NET) 

Los Angeles - Tokyo (NRT) 

Washington (DCA) - Tokyo (NET) 

Portland - Tokyo (NRT) 

Seattle - Sydney (SYD) .~_~ 

New York (LGA) - Sydney (SYD) 

New York (EWR) - Sydney (SYD) .~_~ 

New York (EWR) - Zurich _~__2__~__9_. 

Chicago - Zurich 

San Francisco - Geneva _~__3___5___2_. 

New York (EWR) - Paris 

Los Angeles - Paris _~__3__~__5_. 

Boston - Paris 

New York (EWR) - Brussels _~__2__~Z~ 

Boston - Brussels 

WOW! Our Winter Extravelganza is here! ~# y~# #h ~# ~#~5~ i~ 
Register and fly by April 30th to earn up to [~?.~.~.[~. 

~.~:~#J.~!~__~_[[~ for travel on select flights within 
Canada and between Canada and the U.S., Europe, 
Israel, Asia and South America~ Plus, register, fly Air 
Canada and drive with Avis and get an additional 
Double Aeroplan Miles on eligible airport rentals. 

~o earn Bonus Aerc,~)hn ~lik~s ~or every dollar spent 
when you book eligible flights or Flight Passes at 
ai ..... d ...... [ ........... 

2~ L 

Redeem Aero$%n Mikes for Maple Leaf Club 
memberships and Maple Leaf Lounge passes. 

;c4n Aerc,~)hn for flee now.                               ~iR~i~ 

~##~# #~#i~i~ ~ ~b~ ~) ~ 

.................................................................................................................. 

Best Hotels, Best Rates. Guaranteed. 

This week’s Top Value Hotels *: 

The SLit:ton Place, Torc, nto ~ 

~-~otel de la Montagne, ~lontreal ~ 

Cascadia Hotel & Suites, Vancouver ~ 

Sheraton Heathrow , Lon,:don ~ 

]op Hotel Carmen~ Nunid’~ ~              ~~ 

Nom)andy Ho~el, Paris ~                A~A~ 

Park Inn Zuricl’~ Airport, Zurich ~ 
~ HoLel raLes sub,eeL Lo availabiliLy as 

~ Hotels, g .... d t .... portati .... ightseeing and 

attractions are provided by our travel partner WWTMS. 

Why book with us 

~ Lr_,:_.’j~ _r? j ~jj_ ~ _&o_.n_i :_ 



Earn double miles on your ne:d~ ~ort rental ’,^;i~h 

~EJ_~ after you’w registered and qualified for the 
Air Canada Winter Extravelganza offer by April 
30th. 

You’ve Hit the Jackpot with Avis and up to ~.:~.~ 

~![:[~..:$.~£L~.Q.~.~:zq~LL~.[~J.[~#.~ on weekly and weekend i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Avis Rentals 

Save M.q ~Q A&J~!#. on your next Budget Rental 

Need a car for a month? ~#.~.~9.f~..~.{~#..#..##.f~2~z~.[..~[~#.E[ 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

e 

You are subscribed to receive emails from Air Canada as eanice@email.anc.edu. If you no longer wish to 
receive webSaver deals please click on the following link to unsubscribe: Unsubsc!iae from webSave!, ff you 
no longer wish to receive Air Canada promotional emails, including webSaver deals and onAir e-zine, 
please click on the following link: :_d__0_’_s_’_a_]2_s_£L!#_.’~_~:.2_o__rZ!__a__[!. You can also update or modify your email 
preferences by visiting our Preference Cen[.re. 

The webSaver fares advertised are intended to represent the lowest fares offered on 
aircanada.com at time of sending. However~ as fares may vary depending on travel period~ 
booking period, availability and advance purchase, other fares than those advertised may 
occasionally be found on aircanada.com. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

!- Baggage policy; A fee of up to $30 (USD) is charged for the second checked bag on flights between 

the US and Canada. See complete details on baggage allowance at aircanada.com/baggage. A different fee 
may be charged for checked bags by Air Canada partners on the flights they operate. 

All Fares shown are valid at time of transmission can be purchased at aircanada.com and apply to new 
bookings only. Tickets are non-refundable. Seats are limited and subject to availability. 

Transborder Travel (between U.S. and Canada) 
~ Fares are one-way per person and include carrier surcharges and 7.5% U.S. domestic air transportaLion 
tax. Fares do not include Flight Segment Fee of $3.70(USD) per leg, U.S. ~mmigration User Fee of $7 (USD) 
and airport Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs) of up to $4.50 (USD) per enplanement, maximum $~8 (USD) 
for a round trip. Fares shown also exclude the September 11th SecuriLy Fee is $2.50 (USD) per U.S. 
enplanemenL, maximum $10 (USD) for a round-trip. Fares are subject to other taxes, fees and charges. 
Total taxes, fees and charges are of up to $185 (USD) based on itinerary. Total price may vary slightly 
based upon currency exchange at time of purchase. Seats are limited and subject Lo availability. Popular 
dates (e.g., school holidays) will fill quickly and Air Canada cannot guarantee availability on some dates. 
Some flights may already be booked and consequently have no seats available for this offer. Ticketing is 
required at time of reservation. Day-of-week, time-of-! day restrictions may apply. Other conditions. 



Certain flights may be operated by other carriers on a codeshare basis. Unless otherwise specified, flights 
will be operated by Air Canada, Jazz or Star Alliance® member United Airlines or United Fxpress carriers 
(SkyWest Airlines, Chautauqua Airlines, Shuttle America, Trans States Airlines, GoJet Airlines or Mesa 
Airlines) or member Continental Airlines or Continental Fxpress carrier FxpressJet. 

Hotel deals and city attractions and services are provided by our travel partner WWTMS. 
® Aeroplan is a registered trademark of Aeroplan Limited Partnership. 

Canadian destinations: 
~ Purchase requirements: All fares are in US Dollars, per person, are one-way and include carrier 
surcharges and 7.5% U.S. domestic air transportation tax. Fares do not include other applicable taxes, fees 
and charges. All seats are limited and subject to availability. Fares apply to new bookings only. Price is 
subject to change without prior notice. Some conditions apply. All sales transaction must be completed by 
23:59 FST/20:59 PDT on the ticketing deadline date. Date restrictions and other conditions may also apply. 

Fares to Canada: ~ Fares indicated are one-way. Tickets must be purchased by 23:59 FDT and by 20:59 
PDT February 11 2011, unless otherwise indicated. Fares are valid for travel as indicated. Purchase in 
advance of travel, day-of-week restrictions and other conditions may apply. 

Fares to International destinations." 
International Travel (between U.S. and other countries via Canada) 
Fares are each-way per person, must be purchased on a ROUND-TRIP basis and include carrier surcharges. 
Fares do not include U.S. Transportation Tax of $16.10 (USD) each way, $32.20 (USD) for a round-trip, U.S. 
Immigration User Fee of $7 (USD) and airport Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs) of up to $4.50 (USD) per 
enplanement, maximum $18 (USD) for a round trip. Fares shown also exclude the September 11th Security 
Fee is $2.50 (USD) per enplanement, maximum $10 (USD) for a round-trip. Fares are subject to other taxes, 
fees and charges. Total taxes, fees and charges are of up to $185 (USD) based on itinerary. Fares may be 
subject to government approval. 

Beijing (PEi{)/Shanghai (SHA): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $260 USD and a US 
Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares 
shown must be booked by January 311 2011. Fares are valid for departure from January 26 until April 30, 
2011. Minimum stay: 6 Days. Maximum stay: 3 Months. All travel to be completed by June 16, 2011. Day-of- 
week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are 
limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 
Hong I{ing (HI{G): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $160 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by 
January 31i 2011. Fares are valid for departure from January 26 until May 24, 2011. Maximum stay: 3 
Months. Minimum stay: 7 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday 
through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 
Tokyo (NRT): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $262 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by 
January 311 20:[:[. Fares are valid for departure from January 26 until April 24, 2011. Minimum stay: None. 
Maximum stay: 6 Months. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through 
Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 
Sydney (SYD): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $250 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Da ~-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by January 311 2010. Fares for departures are valid from April i until June 8, 2011. 
Maximum stay: 12 Months. Seats are limited. 
Santiago (SCL): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $205 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Da ~-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by February 2, 2010. Fares for departures are valid from March i until March 31, 2011. 
Minimum stay is 1 Sunday, Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 
Zurich (ZRH): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $340 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $32.60 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Da ~-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by February 1, 20:10. Fares for departures are valid from January 26 until March 31, 
2011. Maximum stay: i Months. Seats are limited. 
Geneva (GVA): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $340 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $32.60 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Da ~-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by February 1, 2010. Fares for departures are valid from January 26 until March 31, 
2011. Maximum stay: 1 Months. 
Paris (CD6): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $340 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $32.60 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Da ~-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by February 1, 20:[0. Fares for departures are valid from January 26 until March 31, 
2011. Maximum stay: 1 Months. 
Brussels (BRB): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $340 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $32.60 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Da ~-of-weel< restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by February :[i 20:[0. Fares for departures are valid from January 26 until March 31, 
2011. Maximum stay: 1 Months. 
Munich (MUC): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $340 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $32.60 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Da ~-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by February :[i 20:[0. Fares for departures are valid from January 26 until March 31, 
2011. Maximum stay: 1 Months. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

CPVP o.s. <cpvp@cpvp.cz> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 3:38 AM 

intb@pmguesummerschools.o~ 

Prague Summer Schools 

First of all, we would like to thank evelyone who helped us to disseminate the information about Prague Summer Schools 2010. We have received a large number of 

applications and were pleased to welcolne a group of 84 outs~tanding students from all over the world in Prague last summer. 

We are now latmching Prague Summer Schools 2011 and contacting you once again ruth the information, which might be of interest to yot~ your colleagues and 
students. We would be grateful, if you could forward the information bellow to those who might be interested. 

The Prague’s Centre tbr PuNic Policy (Ceatmm pro verejnou politiku - CPVP) is plea~d to announce the tb(thcoming Prague Smnmer Schools 2011 on the 

following topics: 

1. European Summer Institute on the Future of Europe: Lobbying in Brussels 

2. Smnmer School on Crinle, Law and Pscycholo~v 

3. Smnmer School on CulturM Dimensions of Politics in Europe 

4. Summer School on ,,Clfina: a \Vorld Superpower - Myth or Reality?" 

\Vhere? Summer Schools will take place in Prague, Czech Republic 

\¥hen? ,]uly 2-9, 2011 

\¥hy? The Prague Summer Schools are delivered as seven-day academic programs designed to bring together undergraduate and graduate students of various 

nationalities and academic backgrounds to enjoy their summer holidays in the unique academic and cultura~ environment. 

We invite you to visit our new website www.plaguesummerschools.ora to discover the details about the upcoming events. The website contains a brief description 

about each program, adlnission deadlines and on-line application. It will also direct you to the separate website of the summer school of your interest for the detailed 
information on academic content, guidelines to application process, practicaJities, photos and alumni feedback. 

We also suggest students to submit their applications to Prague Summer Schools by Early Bird Application Deadline of April 29, 2011. The Final Deadline is May 13, 

2011. 

Should you have any questions regarding the Prague Summer Schools or application process, please do not hesitate to contact us at: 

Prague Summer Schools 

Center for Public Policy 

Vyjezdova 510 

190 11 Prague 9 
Czech Republic 
Tel: +420 737 679 605 
E-mail: info~praguesummerschools.org 

We are looking forward to your applicalion!! ! 

Kind regards, 

Egle tlavrdova, Ph.D. 

Program Director 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Owen D. -~owen@soton.ac.uk> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 5:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Smith G.M. <g.m.smith@soton.ac.uk> 

Schol~rsNp in development for young African woman 

Dear Eunice, 

Nice to meet you at tlae Jim T event. Given you*- networks m Africa, if you know of candidates f,ar whom this scholarship would be laelpful please encourage tb_em to apply 

The Caroline Thomas Memorial Fund has been established to further research into human security in developing countries by supporting females of outstanding merit and research 
potential from the African continent who would otherwise not have the opportuni~z or financial resources to do undertake such work 

’]7he Caroline Thomas Studentship is now live on our website: 
http://www.southampton.ac.uk/socsci/politics/fundin~/cthomas.html 

And on the corporate site: 
http://www.jobssoton.aculc’soton~iobboard/JobDetailsaspx? [D *1725CAFSEC147FF1 

Best 
David 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 8:01 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @lislserv.unc.edw~ 

[smwg01 ] TOMOIL~OW: Environmentalism m~d social protest 

A ta~k by Lewis Taylor 
Ut~iversi& of Liverpool 

Thursday, January 27, 2011,5:30 pm 

FedEx Global Education C~nter, Room 3024 

During recent years, a rapid expansion in large-scale mining activity has generated a host of protests in Peru, as rural people have 
attempted to defend their livelihood and environment. This presentation examines the trajectory of one such mobilization in the province 
of San Marcos and neighboring Condebamba Valley, located in the northern Andean department of Cajamarca. The social 
movement’s internal organization, strategy, tactics and repertoires of struggle are analyzed. Practices inherited from the rondas 
campesinas [nightwatch patrols] are seen to have exercised an important influence in shaping its modus operandi, which contrasts in 
key respects from the behavior of other anti-mining protests in Peru. An assessment is made of how shifting power relations within the 
state might influence the chances of successful collective action in the countryside. FREE 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak e~nail to leave-28553886- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Programme Afrique Subsalmrienne Ifii <magnani@ifri.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 8:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Confdrence processus dlectoraux en AIiique - Ifri 

A ~’atlenlion de : {Civi~i~} 

Le programme Afrique sub~aharienne de 1’!~[! e~t heureux de vous inviter ~ la conf$renceod~bat : 

Los processus ~lectoraux on Afrique, 
vecteur de d~mocr~tisation ou d’instabilit~ ? 

~tudes de ~s : Cdte d’lvoim, Guin~e, Kenya 

autour de 

Nicholas Cheeseman 

Chercheur au Centre d’~t~des Nr~cames d’0xford 

Nat~ie~ Nerino 
Chercheur CREPAO-CEAN~ Charg~ de missions d’obser~’ation ~lectorale 

Gilles Yabi 
Directeur du Bureau de Dakar de I’ln~ematio~m~ Crisis Group 

Pr6sidence 

A~Nn AnN / Vincent Darracq 

ResponsaNe du programme AfrNue subsahar~enne de ~’~fr~ / Chercheur ~nvit~ ~ I’~ff~ (Programme TAP~R) 

Au d~but des ann6es 1990, ~es dynam~ques engagCes en AfrNue avNent conduit ceRa~ns 

obse~ateurs ~ annoncer une ~ vague de d~mocratisat~on >> qu~ devait entrNner ~’mstaurat~on du pluralisme 

po~tique, ~conomique et synd~ca~ et ~’orgaNsation d’¢lections concurrentieHes. PrOs de 20 ans #us tard, on 

constate que los ~lections se sont impos~es comme ~a procedure ICgitJme de ~a competition po~iflque et que 

le vocabu~aire de ~a d~mocratie est aujourd’hui largement repros et plCbisc~t6 par la majorit¢ des dirigeants 

africains a~nsi que par ~es institutions tggionNes. La communaut6 ~nternationa~e a contribu~ ~ ~a diffusion de 

cede no~e d~mocratique en r¢c~amant et finan~ant padois ~ grand frays I’organisat~on de scru~ins ~ec~oraux 

sur le continent. 

Toutefois, mNgr~ que~ques succ~s, on pout aujourd’huJ se demander si ~es ¢~ecflons en Afrique sont 

r6e~lement un vecteur de dCmocratisation, notamment Iorsqu’eHes son~ entach6es d’irr~gu~arit6s et ne se~enl 

qu’~ ~g~timer des pouvoirs sem~ autorita~res, ou ~orsqu’eHes sont g6n~ratr~ces de violences pO~tiques. Le 

pass~ r~cent nous enseigne que ~om de p~eJnement r~pondre ~ ~’id~al d~mocratique, ~es processus 

�~ectoraux peuvent pado~s pdncipalement seNir aux pro~agoNstes ~ jauger ~eurs forces avant ~a nCgoc~ation 

d’accords de gouvernement souvent bancals (~es dern~ers scrutins au Kenya et au Zimbabwe), ou encore 

engendrer des s~tuations de cruse, comme en a~este I’actua~it~ ivoir~enne. 

VEUILLEZ CLIQUER ICl POUR ACCEDER AU FOR~ULAIRE D’INSCRIPTION EN LIGNE 

:i ;:~:~:ii!~:~i~:::i! Victor Ma~nani cout#d : nmgnani(~..ifd.o~[l ou i~i : 01 40 61 60 8~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 8:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-26-11 08:36AM 

Faculty’ Bill Adjustment: The following items were returned and the 
replacement charges on your account have been reduced accordingly. 
ITEM                                Amount 
Posts and pasts : a theory of postcolonialism/Ldpez, Alfr 
OVERDI~rEX Do~As Library 00019397449 ............................ $13.50 

Race, repression and resistance : a brief histo~- of South Afric 
OVERDI~rEX Do~As Library 00030084925 ............................ $14. 50 

TOTALS28 00 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
2d~’RICAN & A[:RICAN-~/LV;ER STUDIES 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

14:11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 8:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-26-11 08:36AM 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 

God’s bits of ~vood / Semb~ne, Ousmane, 
OVE~RDUE Davis Library Circ S 00031017845 ....................... $350 

TOTALS3 50 

EI~JNICE N SA[ tLE 
~/’d~’RICAN & AFRICAN-~/L\/;ER STUDIES 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:35 



Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS - DUE 1 APRIL 2011 

The College of Arts and Sciences has committed a total of $120,000 for two years, from 
1 July 2011 through 30 June 2013, to encourage and fund the development of 
interdisciplinary teaching and research initiatives in three areas: 

Conferences. Grants are available to support on-campus interdisciplinary 
conferences that will benefit the research and/or teaching of College faculty in 
two or more units. Proposals that specify how the support has the potential to 
advance interdisciplinary research and/or teaching on campus on a more sustained 
basis will be more competitive. Grants ordinarily will not exceed $10,000. 

Research initiatives. Grants of up to $10,000 are available as seed money to 
teams of 2 or more faculty that develop interdisciplinary research initiatives. Any 
such initiative must have a clear rationale and a demonstrable goal and 
outcome(s). Proj ects with a strong potential for external funding will be 
especially competitive. Faculty may use a grant for research support, including 
summer salary and benefits. 

Team teaching initiatives. Grants are available to teams of 2 or more faculty 
that wish to develop interdisciplinary undergraduate or graduate courses. 
Proposed course(s) must be offered during the regular academic year and must be 
taught at least twice. The chairs &the units in which the faculty team members 
are appointed must approve the course(s) and teaching schedules of the faculty 
involved. The grants, which may not exceed $16,000, may be used in a variety of 

ways (e. g., salary and benefits for graduate assistance, supplies, travel expenses, 
or summer salary and benefits for the faculty). The size of the awards will vary 
according to the needs of the applicants. 

Selection Process 

Beginning in the spring of 2011, a selection committee of 5 tenured faculty members 
appointed by the Dean from various departments in the College will review all 
interdisciplinary proposals for the academic year 2011-2012. As of 1 May 2011 the 
committee will advise the Senior Associate Deans as to the merits and level of funding 
the committee recommends for the most competitive proposals. Grants will be awarded 
as of 1 July 2011. Faculty awarded grants will report to the Dean on the use and 
outcome(s) of their grant no later than 30 June 20112. 

This schedule for applications, review, and awarding of grants will be in force for the 
subsequent two years of the program. The Interdisciplinary Initiatives program will be 
assessed in the spring of 2013. 



Application Process 

Only proposals from tenured or tenure-track faculty or senior lecturers will be 
considered. Proposals must contain a proj ect description and rationale (no more than 
1,500 words total) to be funded by the grant as well as a one-page budget. All proposals 
must also carry an endorsement from the chairs of the unit(s) in which the faculty who 
submit the grant are appointed. 

The deadline for Interdisciplina~7 grants proposals is 1 April 2011. Proposals should be 
submitted in both hard copy and electronic form to Tiffany Clarke, College of Arts and 

Sciences, CB 3100; tiffany_clarke@unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Polio&, Delia <polloek@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 8:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Marie Garlock ~ @gmail.com>; Seeger, Friederike M <I~eeger@unc.edu>; Cline, David P <dpcline@email.unc.edtr~ 

Burch seminox 

Butch Kenya brochure.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

Eunice--helio! Marie tells me you are developing a justice center                    in south Kenya. I am sorry to jump so quickly on her leaked info (!) but I am excited to hear this news 
and to hear more about it Perhaps Marie has mentioned that I wil[ be in Kenya this summer, so very happily accompanied by Marie.. I thought I’d sent a brochure [’or the Burch Seminar 
I’m co-leading but perhaps it went awry Another (actually, a more current version) is attached Please share it with an?’ students you think might be interested and certainly encourage those 
for whom you think this would be especially beneficial. I gather the costs cited are the maximum possible, including personal expenses; need-based scholarships are apparently not too 
difficult to obtain 
Will you be in Kenya this summer’? I wonder whether we can connect in some way’? Let’s be sure to connect on this. All very best, Della 



The Butch Field Research Seminar in Kenya is a six-week program 
designed to use the practice of oral history -- and the many uses of 
oral history in performance, policy creation, and histoo~ gathering 
- to engage students in the history, culture, and challenges facing 
the rural poor in Kenya. Working with partners at the University 
of Nairobi, we will be listening to and recording oral testimonies in 
Coast ProxTince, Kenya, where local residents have been affected by 
the incursion of large-scale mining and agriculture in an area that 
has traditionally been defined by small-scale, family farming and the 
distinctive Swahili culture of the Kenyan coast. 

We will begin with a week in Nairobi with an orientation to the 
project, introduction to the city, and coursework on Kenyan histoD" 
and culture. ~,%re will then travel by historic rail, passing through 
game parks along the way, to Mombasa, Kenya’s second largest city. 
Students will spend the next four weeks taking two courses, Oral 
History in Practice and Performance and Contemporary Aflrica: 
Culture, HistoD’, and Challenges of Kenya. Each day will include time Eli 
for coursework and either fieldwork or processing of fieldwork. During 
the first two weeks, students will live in a guesthouse just minutes 
flrom, the sands of Diani Beach, south of Mombasa. This portion of 
the program will also involve travel to the beautiful Swahili island of 
Lamu for a few days of intensive Swahili language and cultural study. 
Students will then spend a week living and working with local families 
in the nearby Kwale or Kinango districts. Before returning to Nairobi 
for a final week of evaluations and presentations, we will travel to a 
game reserve for several well-earned days among the animals. 



The program, will be led by Professor Della Pollock 
(Performance and Cultural Studies, Department of 
Communication Studies) and Dr. David Cline (Southern 
Oral History Program). Students on this program will 
receive six graded UNC-CH credits for the following two 
courses: 

Oral Histow in Practice and Performance 
HNRS 356, 3 credits 

This course will introduce you tothe field of oral histow, 
preparing you to conduct original fieldwork in Coast 
Province, Kenya. We will explore how oral historians 
and performers and performance scholars use oral 
histories and public performance to create a "li,~qng 
history" as a means of understanding and responding to 
contemporary issues. You will acquire and build a wide 
range of skills including active listening, dose reading, 
anal~ic thinking, self-awareness, and teamwork. You 
will also learn to develop responsible, respectful, and 
mutually productive relationships with local people and 
research partners. 

Contemporaw Africa: Culture, History, and Challenges 
of Kenya 
HNI~S 353, 3 credits, major credit in African Studies 
(AFRI 52o) 

This course is designed as a lecture series with the 
goal to provide you with a deeper understanding of 
contemporaryKenya: itspeople, culture and development 
challenges. Through interactions with Kenya-based 
scholars, University students and comrnunity leaders 
in the research location, the course will prepare you for 
field work in the Coastal region of Kenya. The goal of 
the course will be achieved through presentations and 
discussions on issues related to culture, development 
studies, politics, gender, environment, ethnicity, HIVi 
AIDS and regional cooperation. These topics will be 
offered by a team of selected professors from the relevant 
units within the University of Nairobi. 

Students will also be stu@ng Kiswahili in Nairobi and 
Diani and participate in an intensive seminar on Swahili 
language and culture on the beautiful island of Larau. 

This Burch Seminar is run in eollaboration with the University of Nairobi. During the first week, in 
Nairobi, you will stay at the Central YMCA Guesthouse on State House Road. The Guest House is 
in a safe part of town, features shared rooms and apartments, full dining facilities, and a swimming 
pool. The YNCA guest house is a five-minute walk to the campus library and lecture halls at the 
UniversiD~ of Nairobi and is within easy access of central Nairobi via public transport. In Kwale, you 
will stay at the University of Nairobi field station hostel in Diani Beach less than ~o minutes south 
of Mombasa. During the third week of the program, you will have the oppm~unib~ to live with local 
families in Kwale and Kinango Districts. 
The program includes a number of cultural events, visits to museums, a two-day safari, and an 
excursion to the island of La~nu for intensive study of Swahili language and culture. You will get 
to know Kenyan students and faeulD~ during your fieldwork and will be able to experience Kenyan 
culture by 1Mng with Kenyan families. 



Della Pollock 

Bank of America Professor 

Director of Graduate Studies 

Department of Communication Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

pollock@email.uncoedu 

Director 

Marian Cheek Jackson Center for Saving and Making History 

www.jacksoncenter.info 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweile~@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:38 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Dear Eunice, 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you. Would you be available to come to my class on either February :17 or February 22nd? If not, then perhaps sometime after 

Spring break. Let me know what might work for you. 

I hope your semester is going well. 

Jonathan 
Dr. Jonathan Weiler 
Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 
CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweile~@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, Jannary 26, 2011 1:46 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: hi 

Dear Eunice, 

No problem~ 

I will be in touch soon with possible dates 

Jonathi~n 

Dr. Jonathan We~er 

Director of Undergraduate SLudges 

Globa~ Studies, UNC Chapel 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-3263 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Wednesday, Janua~ 26, 20~ ~:~4 PN 

Te= Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: RE: hi 

Dear 

Thanks for your note. 

Unfortunately I have very tight submission deadlines by the first week of March, Thus, a visit after Spring break would work best. 

All the best, 
Eunice. 

From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:38 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: hi 

Dear Eunice, 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you. Would you be available to come to my class on either February 17 or February 22nd? If not, then perhaps sometime after 

Spring break. Let me know what might work for you. 

I hope your semester is going well. 

Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Bond ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 26, 2011 3:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Urgent: Visit to the CSS 

I am 99% sure it’s ok, and we’ll get final word tomorrow, about who will be there as core contacts. 

And I’m sure il’ll go great, and we’ll ensure temfic tours and discnssions, perhaps ruth me via skype. 

Ciao, 
Patrick 

On 2011/01/26 10:33 AM, S ahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

Please send the contact information asap so that we can finalize details concerning our site visit which is now scheduled for May 9-:t2. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



H av!ngt r oub!e ~e~d!ngt N s ema!!~ G!!~k here to ~ea on!! ne 

Features 
Bridging Distances: Past and Future Perspectives on Canada-US Relations 
Western Washington University’s Center for Canadian-American Studies will host a conference in 
Bellingham, WA, on April 29, focusing on border security, trade, environmental, management, energy and 

geopolitical shifts affecting the future of Canada-U=S. relations= The event - part of a 40th anniversary 

celebration of the Center--will also feature Ambassador David Jacobson, the U.S. Ambassador to Canada on 
April 28th. Read. 

Niagara Moot Court: Case Concerning Arctic Waters 
The 2010-11 Niagara Moot Court problem, "Case Concerning Arctic Waters," focuses on issues of 
sovereignty, international environmental law, and law of the sea related to regulation of commercial fishing, oil 
exploration, and transit in the Northwest Passage and other arctic waters. The Canada-United States Law 
institute administers the Niagara International Moot Court Competition, an international law moot that draws 
fifteen to thirty teams from law schools in Canada and the United States. Read. 

Canada-U.& Border 
Perimeter Step Toward More Border Efficiency 
Later this month, the Canadian and American governments are expected to jointly announce a new deal on 
border security. Writing for the Windsor Star, Alexander Moens, a senior fellow with the Fraser institute and 
a professor of political science at Simon Fraser University, weighs in on what the agreement should 
include. Read 

The Americas 
What Troubles Citizens of the Americas? 
A ~port by Elizabeth Zechmeister and Mitchell Seligson of the Canadian Foundation for the Americas 
answers this question through the presentation and analysis of public opinion data from the 
AmericasBarometer, a periodic survey of voting-age adults in 26 countries of the Americas. Read 

Energy~Environment 
Putting Transportation on Track: A Comparison of Road and Rail Emissions in Toronto 
A study authored by Cherise Burda of the Pembina Institute looks at the potential implications of an 
ambitious program by the Ontario Government to build new rapid transit infrastructure and shift car trips onto 
transit in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area. Read 

Critics of Hydro/Government Plans for Bipole Ill Lack Credibility 
Hydroelectric power is one of the most valuable assets owned by the people of Manitoba. Errol Black and 
Lynne Fernandez of the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives examine a proposed transmission line, 
cautioning that decisions around hydro expansion have consequences that will be felt for decades. Read 

Economy 
Cut Spending Now 
Finance Minister Jim Flaherty recently indicated that the upcoming federal budget will present a plan to 
balance the budget, something he called "very important in attracting investment into Canada." Jason 
Clemens and Niels Vledhuis of the Fraser Institute argue for an even more aggressive approach to reduce 
spending. Read 

Shadow Banking System Needs More Transparency, Not Re-Regulation 
The shadow banking system needs more transparency - not ~-regulation - to help prevent futur~ financial 
turmoil, says a study authored by Christian Calm~s and Raymond Th6oret of the C.D. Howe Institute. Read 

Chinese State investments in Canada: Lessons from the Potash Saga 
The blocking of the BHP Billiton bid for Potash Corp. in November 2010 shocked the global investment 
community and raised questions about the challenges and potential impacts of Chinese state investments in 

Canada, examines Pascale Massot of the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada. Read 

Public Policy 



Reversal of Fortunes or Continued Success? 
Aneta Bonikowska and Feng Hou of Statistics Canada have r~leased a report examining the earnings and 
educational attainment among children of immigrants. The study shows that successive cohorts of childhood 
immigrants who arrived in Canada during the 1960s through the 1980s had increasingly higher educational 
attainment than their Canadian-born peers by age 25 to 34. Read 

Ethical Consumption 
Martin Turcotte of Statistics Canada explores consumers’ propensity to choose or boycott products based 
on ethical criteria. The study compares the evolution of citizens’ ethical consumption to other types of 
political participation and provides information on the persons most likely to base their purchases on ethical 
considerations. Read 

News from Canadian U~iversities 
Federal=Provincial Business Tax Reforms 
As the federal and provincial governments look to create jobs and attract business investment, productivity= 
enhanced business tax structures are in high order. A r~port by Duanjie Chen and Jack Mintz of tt~e 
University of Calgary’s School of Public Policy examines tax policy in Canada over the past several years 
and offers suggestions for reform. Read 

Researcher Battles Contamination in Northern Regions 
With levels of mercury increasing in Arctic marine mammals, traditional Arctic diets that rely on the liver or 
blubber of these mammals could be putting Northerners’ health at risk, explains researcher Feiyue Wang of 
the University of Manitoba. Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and universities The articles in 

this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the 

government of Canada. 

For comments or suggestions, please email us at academicrelations@canadianembass¥.or~ 
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Siqn up for alerts 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 4:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Play 

I understand, Good luck with your work! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 20.ti 8:46 A~Vl 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Play 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks so much for your efforts. 

I have a couple of submission deadlines that I need to meet by Monday. Thus, I have blocked the weekend to wrap up the material that needs to be sent off and will not be 
able to attend the play this weekend. My apologies. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 20~.:~ 9:27 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Play 

Hi Eunice, 

Unfortunately, I will not be able to attend the Pauli Murray play next Friday (Feb. 4). I will be able to go this Friday or Saturday. It will be in Durham on both days. 

Let me know if either day would work for you. 

Best, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone (9:19)962-0539 

Fax (9:19) 962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc~edu 

www~unc.edu/depts/afria Jam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_c}email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: book and recommendations 

I get done with class at 12 pm on Thursday and ~vas actually planning on 
taking the bus back to        at 12:40 I can stay until 3:30 if 
necessary, but would it be possible for me to pick up the book either at 
aroua~d 9 am or 12:15 pm tomorrow? Perhaps you could leave it in your box? 
If you do so, please let me know where your box is located Thanks! 

On Wed,           20:54:50 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Thanks 
> 
> You can pick up the book in lay office at 3.30pm. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr SahIe. 
> 
> 
> 

> From: ff!email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 3:20 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Sut~iect: book and recommendations 
> 

> Hi, 
> 

Also, can you bring the book you mentioned tomorrow? Where can ! pick it 
up? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: book and recommendations 

I’m hying at home in       this semester and I normally only come to 
campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays. I can pick up the book at your office 
tomorrow at 3:30 as you originally mentioned; it’s not a problem See you 
tomorro~v’. 

On Wed,           21 : 14:31 +0000, "Sahle, Eumce N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> I will leave it in the main office after my afternoon classes and you can 
> pick up on Friday. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr SahIe. 
> 

> 

> 

> Frum: ~!email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday 4:08 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: buok and recommendatiuns 
> 

> I get dune with class at 12 pm un Thursday and was actually planning on 
> taking the bus back tu        at 12:40. I can stay unti[ 3:30 if 
> necessary, but would it be possible for me to pick up the bouk either at 
> around 9 am or 12:15 pm tomorruw? Perhaps yuu cuuld leave it in yuur 
bux? 
> If you du so, please let me know where yuur bux is located. Thanks! 
> 

> On Wed, 20:54:50 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
> < eunice@em aikunc, edu> 
> ~vrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> You can pick up the book in my office at 330pro 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 3:20 PM 
>> To: Sable, Eanice N 
>> Subject: book and recommendations 
>> 

>> Hi, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>t 
>> 

>> 

>> Also, can you bring the book you mentioned tomorro~v? Where can I pick 
it 
>> up’.’ 
>> 

>> That~zs[ 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 5:29 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
[afriafam] FW: Study in Kenya this summer! 

Burch Kenya brochure.pdf 

You can mention this to your students! 

From: Seeger, Friederike M 
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 2011 9:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject: Study in Kenya this summer! 

Burch Seminar in Kenya: Oral History and Performance 
New! Summer 2011 only 

Locations: Nairobi, Diani Beach, Lamu island 
Program dates: May 27 -July 10, 2010 (6 weeks) 
Faculty directors: Professor Della Pollock (Communications Studies) and Dr. David Cline (Southern Oral History 
Program) 
Application deadline: February 10, 2011 (extensions for recommendation letters are possible) 
Eligibility: all UNC-Chapel Hill undergraduate student with a 3.0 GPA or higher 
For more information and to apply, please go to http://studyabroad.unc.edu/programs.cfm?pk=2095. 
Contact: Ms. Friederike Seeger, Director of Butch programs and Honors Study Abroad at fseeger@unc.edu or 919- 
962-9680. 

Program overview: 

The Butch Field Research Seminar in Kenya is a six-week summer program designed to use the practice of oral 
history -- and the many uses of oral history in performance, policy creation, and history gathering - to engage 
students in the history, culture, and challenges facing the rural poor 
in Kenya. Working with partners at the University of Nairobi, we will be listening to and recording oral testimonies 
in Coast Province, Kenya, 
where local residents have been affected by the incursion of large-scale mining and agriculture in an area that has 
traditionally been defined by small-scale, family farming and the distinctive Swahili culture of the Kenyan coast. 

We will begin with a week in Nairobi with an orientation to the project, introduction to the city, and coursework on 
Kenyan history and culture. We will then travel by historic rail, passing through game parks along the way, to 
Mombasa, Kenya’s second largest city. Students will spend the next four weeks taking two courses, Oral History in 
Practice and Performance and Contemporary Africa: Culture, History, and Challenges of Kenya. Each day will 
include time for coursework and either fieldwork or processing of fieldwork. During the first two weeks, students 
will live in a guesthouse just minutes from the sands of Diani Beach, south of Mombasa. This portion of the 
program will also involve travel to the beautiful Swahili island of tamu for a few days of intensive Swahili language 
and cultural study. 

Students will then spend a week living and working with local families in the nearby Kwale or Kinango districts. 
Before returning to Nairobi 
for a final week of evaluations and presentations, we will travel to a game reserve for several well-earned days 



among the animals. 

Academic coursework: 

The program will be led by Professor Della Pollock (Performance and Cultural Studies, Department of 
Communication Studies) and Dr. David Cline (Southern Oral History Program). Students on this program will 
receive six graded UNC-CH credits for the following two courses: 

Oral History in Practice and Performance 
HNRS 356, 3 credits, major credit in Communication Studies 
Instructors: Prof. Della Pollock, Dr. David Cline, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Contemporary Africa: Culture, History, and Challenges of Kenya 
HNRS 353, 3 credits, major credit in African Studies (AFRI 520) 
Instructor: Prof. Peter Wasamba, University of Nairobi 

This Butch Seminar is run in collaboration with the University of Nairobi. During the first week, in Nairobi, you 
will stay at the Central 
YMCA Guesthouse on State House Road. The Guest House is in a safe part of town, features shared rooms and 
apartments, full dining facilities, and a swimming pool. The YMCA guest house is a five-minute walk to the campus 
library and lecture halls at the University of Nairobi and is within easy access of central Nairobi via public transport. 
In Kwale, you will stay at the University of Nairobi field station hostel in Diani Beach less than 30 minutes south of 
Mombasa. During the third week of the program, you will have the opportunity to live with local families in Kwale 
and Kinango Districts. 

The program includes a number of cultural events, visits to museums, a two-day safari, and an excursion to the 
island of Lamu for intensive 
study of Swahili language and culture. You will get to know Kenyan students and faculty during your fieldwork and 
will be able to experience Kenyan culture by living with Kenyan families for two weeks. 

The program will only be offered this summer and provides an opportunity that should not be missed! 

Friederike M. Seeger 
Director of Butch Programs and Honors Study Abroad 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3510, 230 Graham Memorial 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3510 
Phone: 919-962-9680 
E-mail: fseeger@unc.edu 
Skype: friederike.seeger 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) 
and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28559239 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28559239-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



The Burch Field Research Seminar in Kenya is a six-week program 
designed to use the practice of oral history -- and the many uses of 
oral history in performance, policy creation, and history gathering 
- to engage students in the history, culture, and challenges facing 
the rural poor in Kenya. Working with partners at the University 
of Nairobi, we will be listening to and recording oral testimonies in 
Coast Province, Kenya, where local residents have been affected by 
the incursion of large-scale mining and agriculture in an area that 
has traditionally been defined by smal!-scale, family farming and the 
distinctive Swahili culture of the Kenyan coast. 

We will begin with a week in Nairobi with an orientation to the 
project, introduction to the city, and coursework on Kenyan history 
and culture. We will then travel by historic rail, passing through 
game parks along the way, to Mombasa, Kenya’s second largest city. 
Students will spend the next four weeks taking two courses, Oral 
History in Practice and Performance and Contemporary Africa: 
Culture, History, and Challenges of Kenya. Each day will include time 
for coursework and either fieldwork or processing of fieldwork. During 
the first two weeks, students will live in a guesthouse just minutes 
from the sands of Diani Beach, south of Mombasa. This portion of 
the program will also involve travel to the beautiful Swahili island of 
Lamu for a few days of intensive Swahili language and cultural study. 
Students will then spend a week li’dng and working with local families 
in the nearby Kwale or Kinango districts. Before returning to Nairobi 
for a final week of evaluations and presentations, we will travel to a 
game reserve for several well-earned days among the animals. 



The program will be led by Professor Della Pollock 
(Performance and Cultural Studies, Department of 
Communication Studies) and Dr. David Cline (Southern 
Oral History Program). Students on this program will 
receive six graded UNC-CH credits for the following two 
courses: 

Oral History in Practice and Performance 
HNRS 356, 3 credits 

This course will introduce you to the field of oral history, 
preparing you to conduct original fieldwork in Coast 
Province, Kenya. We will explore how oral historians 
and performers and performance scholars use oral 
histories and punic performance to create a "living 
history" as a means of understanding and responding to 
contemporary issues. You will acquire and build a wide 
range of skills including active listening, dose reading, 
anabtic thinking, self-awareness, and teamwork. You 
will also learn to develop responsible, respectful, and 
mutually productive relationships with local people and 
research partners. 

Contemporary AMca: Culture, History, and Challenges 
of Kenya 
HNRS 353, 3 credits, major credit in African Studies 
(AFR~ 520) 
This course is designed as a lecture series with the 
goal to provide you with a deeper understanding of 
contemporaryKenya:itspeople, cultureanddevelopment 
challenges. Through interactions with Kenya-based 
scholars, University students and community leaders 
in the research location, the course will prepare you for 
field work in the Coastal region of Kenya. The goal of 
the course will be achieved through presentations and 
discussions on issues related to culture, development 
studies, politics, gender, environment, ethnicity, HIV/ 
AIDS and regional cooperation. These topics will be 
offered by a team of selected professors from the relevant 
units within the University of Nairobi. 

Students will also be studying Kiswahili in Nairobi and 
Diani and participate in an intensive seminar on Swahili 
language and culture on the beautiful island of Lamu. 

This Burch Seminar is run in collaboration with the University of Nairobi. During the first week, in 
Nairobi, you will stay at the Central YMCA Guesthouse on State House Road. The Guest House is 
in a safe part of town, features shared rooms and apartments, full dining facilities, and a swimming 
pool. The YMCA guest house is a five-minute walk to the campus library and lecture halls at the 
University of Nairobi and is within easy access of central Nairobi via public transport. In Kwale, you 
will stay at the University of Nairobi field station hostel in Diani Beach less than 3o minutes south 
of Mombasa. During the third week of the program, you will have the opportunity to live with local 
families in Kwale and Kinango Districts. 
The program includes a number of cultural events, visits to museums, a two-day safari, and an 
excursion to the island of Lamu for intensive study of Swahili language and culture. You will get 
to know Kenyan students and faculty during your fieldwork and will be able to experience Kenyan 
culture by living with Kenyan families. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: book and recommendations 

That sounds perfect! See you at 12:25 tomorrow-! 

On Wed,           22:07:54 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email nnc edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> If you stop at Peabo@ room 306 about 12.25pm you can pick up the text 
> before my class begins. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. SaNe 
> 

> 

> From: ~!email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday 4:47 PM 
> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: book and recommendations 
> 

> I’m living at home in this semester and I nonnaHy only come to 
> campus on Tuesdays and Thursdays I can pick up the book at your office 
> tomorrow at 3:30 as you originally mentioned; it’s not a problem. See 
you 

> On Wed,           21:14:31 + 0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
> <eumce@email.unc. edu> 

>> I will leave it in the main ol!fice after in?’ afternoon classes and you 

>> pick up on Friday. 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr SaNe. 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 4:08 PM 
>> To: SaNe, Ennice N 
>> Subject: RE: book and reconm~endations 

>> I get done with class at 12 pm on Thursday and was actually planning on 
>> taking the bus back to        at 12:40. I can stay until 3:30 if 
>> necessary, but would it be possible for me to pick up the book either at 
>> arurmd 9 am or 12:15 pm tomorrow? Perhaps you could leave it in your 
> box? 
>> If you do so, please let me know ~vhere your box is located. Thanks! 

>> On Wed,           20:54:50 +0000, "SaNe, Ennice N" 
>> <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> You can pick up the book in my office at 3.30pro. 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Dr. SaNe. 

>>> From: .~)email.nnc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday 3:20 PM 
>>> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
>>> Subject: book and recormnendations 

>>> Hi, 

>>> Also, can you bring the book you mentioned tomorrow? V~ere can I pick 
> it 



>>> up? 

>>> Thanks! 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 27, 2011 8:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp; ~mail.ngo.za 

RE: Urgent: Visit to "the CCS 

Thanks, 1 am delighted! 

Rodlley 

W~@,~ : http : / / studyabr oad. unc. edu 

confidential 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 20:t:t 3:46 plVl 
To:      _~mail.ngo.za 
Co: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Visit to the CCS 

Thanks Patrick and looking forward to the contact details, possible tours and discussions - Rodney will be delighted. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Patrick Bond [.              _~gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond 
Sent: Wednesday, January 26, 20:t:[ 3:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject: Re: Urgent: Visit to the CSS 

_Nmail.ngo.za] 

I am 99% sure it’s ok, mad we’ll get final word tomonow, about who will be there as core contacts. 

And I’m suie il~ll go great, and we’ll ensuie ten-ific tours and discussions, perhaps with me via sl~pe. 

Patrick 

On 2011/01/26 10:33 AIVl, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

Please send the contact information asap so that we can finalize details concerning our site visit which is now scheduled for May 9-:t2. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Amy Cooke <acooke@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 27, 2011 11:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

chaJ~ula na ingine 

Hello Eunice! 

So we need to sit down and have lunch together (or coffee), sindlyo? 

I’m also searching for a french speaker for a paper I’m thinking about 
writing/researching on the Global Land Grab, thod securits’ and 
biodlversi~z conservation. If you are interested, lets talk 

amy 

Am?’ Cooke, PhD 
Curricuium for the En-,~irormaent andEcolo~~ CB#3275 
University of Nolth Carolina-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Personality Hotels <veply@personali~hotels.hoteltravelcheck-news.corn> 

Thursday, Janua~ 27, 2011 4:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

snuggie + celebrate in SF "this valentines 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Thursday, January 27, 2011 7:50 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

CFS: "500 Years Later: Reverberations of the Transatlm~tic Slave Trade," Leslie Birdwell ShoNidge 

From: Leslie Birdwell Shortlidge <shortlidge 2@osu.edu> 
Date: 27 Janua~z 2011 

"500 Years Later: Reverberations of the Transatluntic Slave Trade" 

There is little doubt that from its origins in the 16th century through its end in the 19th century the transatlantic slave trade dramatically shaped the traj ectories of man?’ millions of lives on 
at least four continents (Africa, Europe, North America, the Caribbean, and South America ). YVhether, in what forms, by what meuns, and to ~vhat effect the slave trade continues to leave 
social, cultural, institutional, familial and personal impressions in the present day are matters of considerable debate and even tension in the former slave-trading and slave-hosting nations, 
in West and Central Africa, but also in countries whose involvement was less obvious. 

Guest editor David Anderson Hooker, Director of Research and Training for Coming to the Table: Taking ~vnerica (USA) Beyond the Legacy of Enslavement, and the editorial staff of 
Race/Ethnici~: Multidisciplinary Global Contexts , invite submissions for the first issue of its fifth volume, entitled "500 Years Later: Reverberations of the Transatlantic Slave Trade." 

The Transatlantic Slave Trade most immediately touched societies and lives in France, Great Britain, Portugal and Brazil, the Netherlands, North America, the Caribbean, West Africa and 
Central Africa We especially welcome analyses, criuques, reflections, and documentation by actiwsts, communi~’-based organizations, and others living and working in these countries and 
regions or working on issues that implicate developments and dynamics in these places. ()f course, the work of scholars, advocates, activists and practitioners in all disciplines working 
elsewhere are also welcome. 

Topics of inquiry can include but are not limited to: 

(1) In what ways do the effects of the Transatlantic Slave Trade continue to ripple through the lives of particular people, ~nsututiuns, communities, and societies? With what impact? How do 

(2) What narratives prevail about the linkages between the slave trade and its historical impacts, un one hand, and contemporary racial meanings and conditions, on the other? 

(3) How pronounced are calls for racial "healing" and reconciliation? What are their sources? What efforts have been tried and with what success? Failures? 

(4) Do reparations movements do more gund or more harm -- under what circumstances and in what respects? What are the potential dangers and pitfalls of demands [’or reparatmns [’or the 
descendants of slaves’? What would a truly beneficial approach to reparations look like? 

(5) How has the slave trade shaped contemporary notions of "whiteness" and "blackness," whether locally or globally? What effect does it continue to exert on other identities? What 
reparative work is needed, if any, to fashion more constructive concepts of racial identi~" and meaning? Or are we at a point in time where notions of race no kruger serve a beneficial effect; 
and, if so, what, if any thing would "replace race" 

(6) What current efforts seek to link the descendants of former slaves, slave traders, and slave holders? What are their aims, mechanisms, and outcomes? 

(7) What current efl2~rts seek to link former countries and regions that participated most actively in the slave trade? What are their aims, mechanisms, and outcomes? 

See our suggested S~’le Guidelines (v~,vw.raceethnicity.org/styleguide.html) and please feel free to contact our managing editor, Leslie Shortlidge (shortlidge.2@osu.edu), with any 
questions or concerns about submitting your work. 

Submission of artwork for the cover that relates to the theme of the issue is welcome. See website at http://www.raceethnicitv.or~/coverart.html for submission guidelines. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaikunc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:37 AlVl 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

La Vida Loca, by Carlos Mmmel, 9 pm Fri. 1/28, 8 pm Sat 1/29 

The Solo Takes On: 2 Festival & the Teatm Latina/o Series present 

La Vida Loca, an apolitical in-your-face odyssey ofa Me~cm~ immigrant 

Written by & starring Carlos Manuel 

UN C - Chapel Hill 

Swam Hall 

9pm Fri 1~28.11 

8pro Sat 1.29.11 

La Vida Loca is a monologue stufI~d full oflit~. In a performance carefully constructed to both heroize and expose the author/performer, his "crazy" life is revealed 

through a quilt of~nemories, fantasies, dialogues, ~d excerpts from pop culture. 

Carlos is currently the Director of the Theatre Program and an Assistant Pl~ofessor at Bellam~ine Universi~. As a playwright, his work focnses on the "US/Latino 

Experience" and on "social jnslice" issnes. Carlos has penned many 10-minutes, one-acts, children’s plays, one-man shows, and full-length plays and is the creator 

and producer of"Tea~ro Latino Conversations," a monthly podcas~t dedicated to Latina/o theatre artists. 

More information about Carlos MaJ~uel can be fom~d on his website: ~,.carlosmanuel.com. 

Sponsored by the Teatro Latina/o Series. fire Department of CommuNcation Studies, the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies, and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dan~defenddemocracy.org@reply.bronto.com on behalf of 

Dana Murphy <dana@defenddemocracy.org> 

Friday, Janua~ 28, 2011 9:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

NOW ACCEPTING Applications for 2011 FDD Fellowship 

Dear Professor: 

Knowing of your interest in conflict issues and the Middle East, I arn writing to inform you that the Foundation for the Defense of Democracies now is 

a ccepting applies lions for its a nnual Academic Fellows Terrorism studies program, 

This unique program which provides university prof)ssors with a detailed understanding of the terror threat that faces our nation and sister 

democracies is centered on a lO-day course taught m conjunction with Tel Aviv University, The program takes place entirely in Israel and runs June 

11th to June 22nd, 2011 (travel inclusive), Participants interact with academics, diplomats, military and intelligence officials, and politicians from Israel, 

,Jordan, India and the United States, They also visit militat2i bases, border zones and other security installations to learn the practical side of deterring 

terrorist attacks, All expenses are paid by FDD, The deadline for applications is March 25, 2011, 

For more information on the program, please click here, 

Or you may feel free to contact rne at dana(a)detknddemocracy,org, 

Best regards, 

Dana Murphy 

Academic Fellows Program Coordinator 

Unsubscribe from futut~ marketing messages from FDD 

[ ii.~.iI Emai, marketing delivered by Bronto j 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 28, 2011 10:56 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @lislsew.unc.edu> 

Lambert, Valefie L <vlambert@email.unc.edtv~; Fosler, Tol <ta£osler@email.unc.edu>; Kidwell, Cl~xa Sue ~ckidwell@email.unc.edu>; 
Lowel% MaJinda Maynor ~mmaynor@email.nnc.edt~>; Denniso~ Jean Marie --~jemadennison@unc.edtp> 

[smwg01 ] Event: Mapuche Literature and Politics 

Publication2.pdf 

i apologize for double posti~gs. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please mark your calendar for two talks on Mapuche Literature and Politics (see attached flyer). 

February 17, FedEx Global Education Center, Room 1009.5:30 p.m. 

"Poetics and the Politics of Origin in Contemporary Mapuche Poetry" by Luis Carcamo-Huechante (University of Texas at Austin), 

and 

"Discourse, Territory and Modernity: Interdiscipline in the Butavvfllimapu" by James Park (University of Los Lagos, Chile). 

Best 

Emilio del Valie Escalante 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 
University of ~’qorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Webpage: http:i/w,Tw,,,u nc,ed ui~edelvall 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28572273-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b261657fc7~listserv.nnc.edn 



MAPUCHE LITERATURE 

POLITICS 

AND 

Poetics and the Politics of Origin 

in Contemporary Mapuche Poetry 

Luis Carcamo-Huechante (University of Texas at Austin) 

AND 

Discourse, Territory and Modernity: Interdiscipline in the 

Butawiliimapu 

By 

James Park (University of Los Lagos, Chiie) 

Sponsored by UNC-CH’s 

Department of Romanoe Languages and LJteratures 

The Institute for the Study of the Amerloas 

The Center for Global Initiatives 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 28, 2011 11:06 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriaJ?am] Faculty Meeting - Wed Feb 2 

Dear All, 
We will be having a faculty meeting on Wednesday, February 2nd at 2pm in the main office. Please send any agenda items to Travis by the end of the day on 
Monday. 
See you there! 
Agatha 

Agaflla Buell 
Business Ott]cer 
Depa~rtment of Public Policy 
217 Abemcthy Hall, CB #3435 
Department of_~M’ricaaa & Afro-Americml Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
University of Norfl~ Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edt~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u T&I afriat~am&o~8572361 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-28572361-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, January 28, 2011 12:37 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Haiti Lab Weekend Event--t~aturing tbrmer Kreyol instructor, Gaspard Louis 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Haiti Lab Weekend Event--featuring former Kreyol instructor, Gaspard Louis 

Date:Fri, 28 Jan 2011 12:12:02 -0500 

A Benefit Perii~rmance lbr ttaiti featuring 

Gaspard&Dancers 

Saturday, January 29, 2011 at 8:00 pm 

Sunday, January. 30, 2011 at 4:00 pm 

Reynolds Theater 
Reserved Seating 

$3O Adult 

$24 Duke Employee (2 per ID) 

$15 Duke Student (2 per ID) 

$15 Non- Duke Student (2 per ID) 

$10 Youth (5-17) 

Free Youth (under 5) 

$25 Groups 10+ (at the Adult rate) 

Duke Haitim~ Students Allimice is proud to present "Gasp~rd&Dancels" for a benefit performance for Haiti. Gaspard&Dancers will present 3 new works, two of which 

are world premieres. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fogle, Ashley D <fogle@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 28, 2011 2:51 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly mmouncement <cwc announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc am~ounce] CWC Februa~ event calendar 

CWCcalenda~0211 .pdf 

Colleagues, 

Attached please find a copy of the Carolina Women’s Center’s February event calendar. We hope to see you at some of our upcoming programs! 

Ashley Fog[e, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Carolina Women’s Center 

The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hi[[ 

215 W. Cameron Avenue, CB# 3302 

Chapel Hi[[, NC 27599-3302 

Phone: 919-962-8305 

Fax: 91%843-5619 

The Carolina Women’s Center pursues gender equitg at the Oniversit~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary 

research, we build brid~es and enhance the intellectual liJ’e and public engagement mission of the university. 



Carohna ...... 

Busing Out is a disarmingly honest and intimate exploration of our society’s fascination with women’s breasts. Directors 

Strickwerda and Spe~lman Smith unflinchingly delve into the h~smry and pohtics of breast obsession in the US. From breast-cra~ 

men shouting"Flash those r~cks~" to the fears of breast c~ncer and the dispa~te attitudes of cultures worldwide, the directors 

leave no stone unturned in their quest to demysti~ the American breast. 

Wednesday, February 2 ~ 5:30 pm I KouryAuditorium 

De~ jim Dean welcomes Eh~be~h A. Duke, UNC ~lum~a ~nd member o~ the Feder~ Reserve ~o~rd’s ~o~rd o~ Governors ~s 

pa~ of Kenan-Flag~er’s annual Dean’s Speaker Series. RSVP at <kfbsrsvp~unc.edu> or by ca[hng 919-843~7787. Free parking will 

be available in ~he business school parking deck~ 

University Awards for the Advancement of~/Vomen 
Monday, February [ 4 . 3:30 pm ¯ CampusY, F~cu[ty Commons 

join us in reco:g:~:~pg ~he faculty, s~aff, ~nd students whose work has .... 
of women at ~ ~bnsored by ~e O~ces of ~e Chdnceflor and the 

C~b~et Night 
Tu esd ~y, Feb ru ~ [ 5 * 7 p m. C~roii. a U n i o n C~b~r~ ......... ...... .... 
Got Gender. is a week of prog~mming chac fosters and i~s impae:~ ~n ~[~ ~ ~bare~ Nigh~ 
explores [his ~heme fl~ough [he medium of peffor’mance:]~n ~:S fo~ ~ ~:i~ing evening of spoken w6~ ~ffo~ance pieces, 

Wednesday, February 16, 12ol :30 pm ¯ 039 Graham M~oriM 
Communication scholar Sut Jhalb" applies ~rv~ng Goffman’s ~ab~ak~ ~y~i~ o~ ~dw~ ~o ~h~ ~o~~y 

~nd How to Get Liberated 
Wednesday, Februa~ [ 6 * 7 pm ¯ Ch~pma~ I ~5 .... 
Award-w~nn~ng author and b~o~er Cou~ney E. ~a~in exp~o~ ~e o~ the ways in which men and wome~ ~re bo~h limited 
by ~d~o~ id~ o~ ~, ~d how w~ ~ h~ ~ ~k~ i~ b~ ~ ~d ~i~i~ ~o~ ~h~ ~w~. ~ wi~ ~o~ 

................ .... 
Fireside Ch~ wi~h ~olde~Thorp .... ...... 
Thursday, February ~ 7. ~ ~ ~m ¯ C~mpusY F~cu~y Commons ...... .... 

Join us at the end of the week to tell us about your e~peHences ~nd continue th6::di~B~ ~S6:~:~::~ender at UNC~ Light 

Nr~cipate in our Daily Ch~llenges~ Learn more at <womenscenter.unc.edulgotgender> or on foll~ us on A~i~er: @UNCWomensC~. 

GenderViolence and the Phenomenon of Femicides in the Americas 

Thursday, February 17 [ 4 pm [ Room 5046, UNC School of Law 

Violence against women has increased throughout ~exico and in other Latin American countries. Law enforcement officials have 

o~en failed or refused to undertake investigations and prosecutions, creating a climate of impunity for perpetrators and denying 

victims/survivors of violence and their families access to truth and justice. As part of a feminist effort to categorize violence 

rooted ~n gender power structures as a violation of human rights, this panel will explore the analytical framework and response 

to the escalation of violence against women in Latin America during the past two decades.     To ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 

. : {.:,~l:~ 0 ~,~ ~ :~"~ Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3302 

’~::~.:~;~:N~ C~:.NF’~.h~ cwc~unc.edu ~919-962-8305 ~womenscenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Friday, January 28, 2011 4:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

Bolvian constitution 

Dr. SaNe, 

I finally got the english version of the Bolivian constitution and other books tfiat might help your research. I can bring them to your office sometime between today and 
tomorrow so that you can have time to look at them over the weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:44 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Chancellor’s Open House on Diversity 

Dear African & Afro-American Studies, 
On Monday,               at 4:3o p.m., Chancellor Holden Thorp and the Student Advisory 
Committee to the Chancellor will partner with the Black Student Movement to bring you the second 
Chancellor’s Open House of the year. This event will be in the Upendo Lounge (SASB North) on South 
Campus. This is an opportunity for students to meet face-to-face with the Chancellor and other top 
administrators. All students, staff, and faculty members are encouraged to attend. 

Chancellor Thorp will speak about a number of issues including: the academic plan, budget & tuition, 
innovation at Carolina, and Diversity initiatives. Diversity is particularly important because we know 
that for this to be the best Carolina, it must be a diverse Carolina. 

We hope that your organization will join us on Monday,. 
SASB North. 

at 4:3o p.m. in the Upendo Lounge of 

Feel free to invite your members, supporters, and partnering organizations to attend. The more 
students in attendance, the stronger the impact. 

Best, 

Student Advisor to the Chancellor 
@email.unc.edu 

President, Black Student Movement 
@email.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28575236 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28575236-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

RieikoN Muniz, Bealriz S <rieflcoN@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannmy 28, 2011 6:03 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Reminder: Talk by Cardinal Roger Mahony on Immigration Reform 

Cardinal Roger Mahony of Los Angeles, an advocate of immigration reform, will speak at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday (Feb. 2) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. Mahony, the highes~t ranking archbishop in tl~e U.S. Catholic Church to speak about im,nigration reform, will title his speech "For Goodness Sake: Why America 
Needs Immigration Reform." He will discuss what he thinks should be done to change U.S. immigration policy a topic President Bamck Obama mentioned Tuesday 

(Jan. 25) in his State of the Union speech. "CaKlinal Malaony has been deeply engaged in immigration issues throughout his ministry," said Jacqueline Hagan, Ph.D., a 

sociology professor and one of the event organizers. "On the eve of his retirement, he is coming to UNC to discuss his perspective on the imIx~rtance of immigration 

reform." 

Mahony heads the nation’s largest Roman Catholic archdiocese, the 5- million member Catholic Archdiocese of Los Angeles, which is 70 percent Latino. A consultaat 

to the U.S. Bishops’ Committee on Migration, he has been interested in the treatment of immigrants and workers since he was a young priest and close tiiend of labor 

organizer Cesar Chavez in the 1960s. ’°ttuman digni~ and equality axe principles deeply held by all Americans," Mahony has said. °’If laws reflect our principles, then 
something is terribly wrong with our laws on immigration. Because of our broken imtnigration system, millions of individuals and families axe regnlaxly exploited, 

demeaned and dehumanized." 

Campus sponsoring units include the College of Arts and Sciences, Institute for the Stady of the Americas, Parr Center for Ethics in the philosophy department, Center 

for Global Initiatives, political science and religious studies departments and the Center for the Study of the American South. 

Background: For more information about Mahony, visit http:i,’~v.archdiocese.lw’archbishop,’profilel~tml or his blog at 

http:/icardinalrogermahonyblogsla.blogspot.com,’. 

For more information: 919-966-1484 

The t?ee public talk will be t?om 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the FedEx Global Education Center (301 Pittsboro Street) at McCauley and Pittsboro streets in Chapel 

Parking available in the McCauley Deck directly underneath the building stmnting at 5:00 p.m. Overflow space available for both parking and seating. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~dl.unc.edu> 

Friday 6:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Treatment Action Campaign - re.arch tx~ssibility 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I believe that I could find those for you I’m assuming you would want me 
to email you PDFs; would you want me to check books out from the library or 
give you the names? I have a fe~v articles already on my computer from my 
research project for your class. If you have an?’ specific angle you want me 
to focus on, please let me know I’ll start looking tonight 

Thanks for thinking of me’. 

On Fri:           21:44:17 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N’ 
< eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Greetings 
> 

> I write to see if you have time to spare - may be 6 hours between now and 
> next Wednesday - to gather material - books, articles - focusing on the 
> Treatment Action Campaign ]2~r a comparative project that I am working on 
> pertaining to themes of constituti onalism, fi-eedom and citizenship in 
South 
> Africa and Bolivia. Compensation would be $1000 
> 

> Kindly let me know when you have time If this is not possible PLEASE do 
> not worry about it. 
> 

> Best wishes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~dl.unc.edu> 

Friday 9:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Treatment Action Caanpmgn - research tx~ssibiliU 

Hi Dr Sable, 

Anytime on Monday other than from 2-3 would be fine with me. For getting 
books from libraries, as an undergrad I can only check books out for three 
weeks. Would you still want me to get them for you? I don’t know how long 
you need them. Thanks! I’m enjoying looking tbr articles/books. 

On Fri,           23:52:21 +0000, "Sable, Etmice N’ 
<eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Thanks 
> 

> Citizenship making through collective action - using the frames of 
> rights/3ustice - is a crucial angle In addition to the ways which 
citizens 
> view/utilize democratic constitutions in their struggles ]2~r recognition 
as 
> citizens. 
> 

> Scholarly articles in pd[’- please forward them and if you could check 
> books on the topic/s and then let me know when we can meet on Monday or 
> Tuesday so that ] can pick them up that would be great. 
> 

> Thanks ]2~r your help with this prc~ject! 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> From: ~¢)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 6:34 PM 
> To: Sah]e, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Treatment Action Campaign - research possibi]i~ 
> 

> I)ear Dr SaNe, 
> 
> I believe that I could find those for you. I’n’~ assttming you would want me 
> to email you PDFs; would you want me to check books out from the library" 
or 

> give you the names’ I have a few articles alrea@ on my computer from my 
> research project for your class. If you have an?" specific angle you want 
me 
> to focus on, please let me know. I’ll start looking tonight. 
> 

> Thanks for thinking of m!! 
> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, 21:44:17 +0000, "Sahle, Em~ice 
> <ounice@emaihm~c. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> Greetings. 
>> 

>> I write to see if you have time to spare - may- be 6 hours between now 
and 
>> next Wednesday - to gather material - books, articles - focusing on the 
>> Treatment Action Campaign for a comparative project that I am working 
on 
>> pertaining to themes of constitutionalism, freedom and citizenship in 
> South 
>> Africa and Bolivia. Compensation would be $1000 
>> 

>> Kindly let me kno~v when you have time If this is not possible PLEASE do 

>> not WOl~,V about it. 
>> 

>> Best ~vishes 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannmy 28, 2011 9:13 PM 

Tuesday - Collective Action in Egypt: AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Greeting. 

Please note that questions pertaining to tim ongoing collective action in ED-pt am posted to Blackboard. We roll discuss these qnestions in the first part of our seminar 

on Tuesday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~dl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Treatment Action Caanpmgn - research tx~ssibili .ty 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I’m sor~¢, but I can’t come at 2. Would 1:30 or 3 work for you on Monday? 

On Sat,           02:14:56 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
<eunice@emaihunc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> Thanks Let’s plan to meet at 200pm in my ofiice. 3 weeks is more than 
> enough because ! have to submit the piece in about 2 weeks. 
> 

> See you on Monday. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr SaNe. 
> 

> From: }email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 9:12 PM 
> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: Treatment Action Campaign - research possibili~" 
> 

> Hi Dr SaNe, 
> 

> Anytime on Monday other than from 2-3 would be fine with me. For getting 
> books from libraries, as an undergrad I can only check books out for 
three 
> weeks. Would you still want me to get them for you? I don’t know how long 
> you need them Thankst I’m enjoying looking for articles/books. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, 23:52:21 ~0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
> < eunice@em aihunc, edu> 
> xvrote: 
>> Thartks 
>> 

>> Citizenship making ttnough collective action - using the frames of 
>> rights/justice - is a crucial angle. In addition to the ways which 
> citizens 
>> view/utilize democratic constitutions in their struggles for recognition 
> as 

>> citizens. 
>> 

>> Scholarly articles in pdf - please forxvard them and if you could check 
>> books on the topicis and then let me kmow xvhen we can meet on Monday or 
>> Tuesday so that I can pick them up that would be great. 
>> 

>> Thanks for your help with this projectt 
>> Ea. Sable. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: ~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 6:34 PM 
>> To: SaNe, Etmice N 
>> Subject: Re: Treatment Action Campaign - research possibility 
>> 

>> Dear Dr. SaNe, 
>> 

>> I believe that I could find those for you I’m assuming you would ~vant 
me 
>> to email you PDFs; would you want me to check books out from the libraW 
> or 

>> give you the names? I have a few articles alrea@ on my computer from my 
>> research project for your class. If you have any specific angle you want 
> me 
>> to focus on, please let me know. I’ll start looking tonight. 
>> 

>> Thanks for thinking of met 
> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, 21:44:17 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
>> <eunice@emaihunc.edu> 
>> wrote: 



>>> Dea~ 

>>> Greetings. 

>>> I write to see if you have time to spare - may be 6 hours between now 

> and 

>>> next Wednesday - to gather material - books, articles - J2~cusing on 

the 

>>> Treatment Action Campaign for a comparative project that I am working 

> on 

>>> pertaining to themes of constitutionalism, freedom and citizenship in 

>> South 

>>> Africa and Bolivia. Compensation would be $10.00 

>>> Kindly let me know when you have time. If this is not possible PLEASE 

do 

>>> not worry about it. 

>>> Best wishes 



FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES (FLAS) FELLOWSHIP 

Deadline: Friday, January 28, 2011 (for Summer 2011 and Academic Year 2011-12) 

Applications must be RECEIVED by the application deadline. NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Applicants should review the following U.S. Department of Education stipulations: 

Academic Year FLAS Fellows must be enrolled in both a language course and an area studies 

course as part of their program of study in BOTH semesters. 

¯ Summer awards must be for intensive language training in an approved summer program. 
¯ Undergraduate FLAS awards are not available for beginning language study. 

¯ Only U.S. citizens and permanent residents are eligible for FLAS Fellowships 

First Name: 

Last Name: 

PID: 

Perm. Phone: 

Cell Phone: 

UNC Email: 

Perm. Email: 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Emergency Contact 

Contact Name: 

Contact Phone: 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Current Affiliation 

Degree Program currently enrolled in (BA, MA, PhD): { FORMTEXT } 

Anticipated Graduation Date: { FORMTEXT } 

Department/Major: { FORMTEXT} 

Institution: { FORMTEXT } 



Academic Year 2011-2012 Affiliation (if different from above) 

Degree program enrolling in (BA, MA, PhD: { FORMTEXT } 

Anticipated Graduation Date: { FORMTEXT } 

Department/Major: { FORMTEXT} 

Institution: { FORMTEXT } 

Permanent Mailing Address 

Street Address 1: { FORMTEXT } 

Street Address 2: { FORMTEXT } 

City: { FORMTEXT } 

State: { FORMTEXT} Zip: { FORMTEXT} 

Local Mailing Address (if different from above) 

Street Address 1: { FORMTEXT } 

Street Address 2: { FORMTEXT } 

City: { FORMTEXT } 

State: { FORMTEXT} Zip: { FORMTEXT} 

Please note that you may apply for both an academic year and summer FLAS with this single 
application. Residency status does not affect eligibility. 

Proposed Language: { FORMTEXT } 

} 
Are you an N.C. resident for tuition purposes: { FORMTEXT 

Are you applying for a Summer FLAS (Yes/No): { FORMTEXT } Academic Year FLAS (Yes/No): { 

FORMTEXT } 

Previous study of this language (Number of years/semesters): { FORMTEXT } 



If applying for an academic year FLAS, list the two language courses (including course number) you 

intend to enroll in: 

1) { FORMTEXT } 

2) { FORMTEXT } 

If applying for an academic year FLAS, list two area studies courses you might enroll in (per semester 

or quarter): 

1) { FORMTEXT } 

2) { FORMTEXT } 

If applying for a summer FLAS, what is your proposed country of destination (including U.S., if 

applicable): { FORMTEXT } 

Names and contact information of advisors/faculty writing letters of support 

(Reference 1) 

Name: { FORMTEXT } 

Email Address: { FORMTEXT } 

Institution: { FORMTEXT } 

Department: { FORMTEXT} 

(Reference 2) 

Name: { FORMTEXT } 

Email Address: { FORMTEXT } 

Institution: { FORMTEXT } 

Department: { FORMTEXT} 



Name and contact information of lan~instructor corn letin the lan ua e assessment form 

*Note: language assessment form is not required for those proposing beginning language study 

Name: { FORMTEXT } 

Email Address: { FORMTEXT } 

Institution: ~ FORIVITEXT ~ 

Department: ~ FORMTEXT~ 

Please include with this application two letters of recommendation, the language evaluation form, 

your current CV, and a copy of your undergraduate and (if applicable) graduate transcripts. Unofficial 

transcript is permissible for UNC students, in addition, please include the information requested 

below. If applying for both summer and academic year, you will only need one essay. 

Academic Year Applicants: 

Submit an essay (no more than 3 pages, single spaced, :~2 pt font, :~ in. margins) describing how the 

proposed language study fits in with your thesis, dissertation research project or degree program, 

how you intend to use the language, and how the language and area study will contribute to your 

ultimate career goals. Please also describe your previous language learning experiences (formal and 

informal. 

Summer Intensive Language Study Applicants: 

Please complete the following information about the language program you anticipate attending: 

Program Name: { FORMTEXT } 

Location: { FORMTEXT } 

Program dates or duration of program in weeks: { FORMTEXT } 

Contact Hours: { FORMTEXT } 

Program web address (if applicable): { FORMTEXT } 

Estimate of tuition costs: { FORMTEXT }    Estimate of room and board costs: { FORMTEXT } 

Expected level of language study (beginning, intermediate, advanced): { FORMTEXT } 

Submit an essay (no more than :1 page, single spaced, :12 pt font, :1 in. margins) explaining how the 

proposed language study fits in with your overall course of study and how this will contribute to your 

ultimate career goals. 



Complete Application Checklist 

( FORMCHECKBOX ) This completed Application Form 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Transcript(s) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX ) Language Evaluation Form (This form is available on our website and is not 

required if proposing 

beginning language study) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Two letters from faculty advisors in sealed envelopes 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Essay 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } CV 

Contact Information 

African Studies Center, Stacey Sewall, (919) 962-:1522, Room 3:104 GEC, { HYPERLINK 

"mailto:sewall@email.unc.edu" } 

Deliver completed application packet in any of the following ways: 

In Person: Room 3104, Fedex Global Education Center (if no one is there, under the door is fine) 

USPS/Postal Mail: 

Fedex/U PS/DH L: 

ASC, UNC-Chapel Hill, Attn: Stacey Sewall, CB 7582, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ASC, UNC-Chapel Hill, Attn: Stacey Sewall, Fedex Global Education Center, 

Room 3:104, 30:1 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill, NC 275:16. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to equal opportunity for all persons and supports protection 

available to applicants and employees under Federal Law. The University will not practice or permit discrimination on the 

basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, age, disability, or veteran status. 

Please note that FLAS awards are contingent upon receipt of funds and program 

officer approval from the U.S. Department of Education ** 

Signature 

I certify that the information entered above is correct. 



Signatu re: Date 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January, 29, 2011 12:40 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriaJ?am] AFRIiAFAM Colloquium 

Dear Colleagues: 

Happy New- Yeax! I hope this finds you well. All my apologies for what might look like a sho(t notice to you but Kia mad I have been working on putting together the spring 
calendax for the AFRFAF,A2vl colloquium and also malting sure the progrmn is as at*xactive and diverse as possible. We have four presentations from eaxly February to 
mkt-April. 
Onr first presentation will take place on Thursday Februar3" 3 at 4PM in the Global Education Center (GEC) room 1009 and will be followed by a Happy Hour. We 
have a guest speaker whose name is John Njenga Ka~ugia, from Kenya. Jolm is a Visiting Scholar in the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute at Duke University. He is a PhD 
cmadidate and a researcher at the Reseaxch Academy Leipzig and Institute of African Studies in the research stndy group "Transnationalisation and Regionalisation t~om 
the 18th Century to the Present" in the University of Leipzig, Germany. He holds a Masters degree in Global Studies and a Bachelor of Education (Arts: German and 
English lLiteratnre) degree. He has taught seminaxs on ’China in Africa’ at Africma Studies Institute, German a~s a foreign lmaguage to international students of the Global 
Studies Master in Leipzig as well as Kiswahili and Kiku.’a~ languages iu the Institute of Afi’ican Studies in Leipzig. Apart from that, he has worked previously as a teacher 
at the Germma School Nairobi. John’s doctoral work focuses on Chinese Migration to Africa; ’lhe Case of Tmazania. 
Presentation title: "Chinese Migration to Ta~a~nia; Strategies of Interaction Amongst Chinese Migrants and Tanzania~ns". 
Abstl~act: 
’In order to live in harmony with each other, Chinese migrants and Tanzanians interact in specific ways to ensure each one is benefiting and that peace is maintained 
despite their different linguistic and cultural backgronnds and also despite competition. I will attempt to briefly discuss some insights from field research findings.’ 
Forthcoming: 
Feb. 24 at noon. "Race and Place Identities among Okldnoma’s ’All Black Towns’ in the 21st Century." By KaJ:la Slocnm from AFAM aJad Anthropology 
Best regards, 
MaJnarame 

You axe currently subscribed to afiJalZam as: ._e__t_[__m___c__e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_t__n__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriat~am&o~8576657 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-28576657-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Saturday, 2:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: RE: video-recording that you do for AFAM 

..... Forwarded message from krjanken@email uric edu ..... 
Date: Sat,           00:50:51 +0000 
From: "Janken, Kelmeth R" <l~ianken@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Janken, Kenneth R" <krjanken@emaihunc.edu> 
Subject: RE: video-recording that you do for AFAM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

I’m sor~z that no one has gotten back with you. When you told me you 
were interested, I passed your name on to the person who was arranging 
the video He had the names of professional videographers and 
filmmakers as well, so my guess is that he ;vent with one of them I 
don’t l~ow, because I was not involved in the selection beyond giving 
h~n your name. 

I hope you can make it to the program. It is            night, 
at 6:30, in the Stone Center auditorium I think it will be a good one. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB113395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (15x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://wv, as,.umass eduiumpress/spr 97/ianken.html 
http : //uncpr ess. unc. edu/books/T-8059 htm[ 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

From: @email.m~c.edu [    ~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:22 PM 
To: Jar~zen, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: video-recording that you do for AFAM 

He?" Kenneth, 

I was wondering if you still need me to fihn for the ? 

Quoting "Jai,,ken, Kenneth R" <krj aaken@emaihanc.edu>: 

Dear 

Thanks for getting back to me. I’ll cotnnmnicate your interest in 
doing it to the other folks who are planning the event. And then 
I’ll back to you. It may not be ~mtil the week after next, so hang 
in there. 

Kelmeth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (lhx) 

..... ©riginal Message ..... 
From ~)email.unc.edu [mailte @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                  10:38 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Re: video-recording that you do for AFAM 



Hey Professor Kenneth 

Sorry for the late reply, the holiday season has been hectic to say the 
least. I would love to do this and if you are free I can meet you next 
week. If that sounds good? 

Quoting "Janken, Kenneth R" <klj anken@emaih unc. edu>: 

>> Seat 
>> 

>> In case you don’t recognize tW name, rm the guy who works with 
>>      and who you used to see in the Student Recreation Center. I hope 
>> your semester is finishing welh 
>> 

>> I’m writing you to find out about the video recording you do for AFA_M 
>> events. We’re having an event on the evening of           to mark 
>> the                of the events in Wihnington that le~ to the 

>> Wilmington Ten. The Institute of African American Research would 
>> like to record it. Is this something you might be interested in 
>> doing? If it is, I’d like to talk with you a bit about it. I’m 
>> available much of this week; I’ll be out of town next week, and back 
>> in town after that for the rest of the month. So if you are 
>> interested, let’s pick a time that is convenient for you. And if you 
>> are not, well, then that’s OK, too. 
>> 

>> I look forward to hearing from you. 
>> 

>> Kenneth 
>> 

>> 

>> Kenneth R. Jariken 
>> Professor of Atlco-American Studies 
>> Department of African arid Afro-American Studies 

>> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
>> Universi~z of North Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>> 

>> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
>> (919) 966-2694 (ihx) 
>> 

>> 

-¥Vhere there is a Will there is Way- 

-Where there is a ~ ill there is Way- 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

-Where there is a Will there is Way- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe ~eunice@email.unc.edu;" 

Saturday, Januau 29, 2011 11:19 AM 

Update: At~101 - Dr. Sable: AFRII01.001.SPRING2011 

Dea~ All, 

Please note that I have updated our course outliue to reflect where we are and the way forward. 

Bes~t wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~¢: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu;> 

Saturday, JanuaU 29, 2011 11:46 AM 

Week 6 and crisis in Egypt: AFRI101.990.SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Greetings. 

In light of the fact that we roll be engaging ruth a reading on Egypt in week 6, do the best you can to take notes - there is extensive media coverage of the ongoing 

social protest in the countu - of the follomng in anticipation of our future discussion: 

1) What tx~li’dcal and economic grievances are the tx)litical actors in the streets of Cairo and elsewhere articulating? 

2) How does the ongoing social protest challenge the dominant ’representation’ of Egypt’s tx~litical-economic development trajectory (See Timothy Mitchell reading 

insights on this question. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 

1/29/2011 4:45:57 PM 

÷PID@ unc.directory.lists.no.email.invalid 

Undeliverable: Week 6 and crisis in Egypt: AFRI101.990.SPRING2011 

Week 6 and crisis in Egypt: AFRI101.990,SPRING2011 

Your message 

Subject: Week 6 and crisis in Egypt: AFRI101.990.SPRING2011 

Sent: 1/29/2011 4:45:55 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

+PID@unc.directory.lists.no.emailoinvalid 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the 
problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~¢: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu;> 

Saturday, JanuaU 29, 2011 11:46 AM 

Week 6 and crisis in Egypt: AFRI101.990.SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Greetings. 

In light of the fact that we roll be engaging ruth a reading on Egypt in week 6, do the best you can to take notes - there is extensive media coverage of the ongoing 

social protest in the countu - of the follomng in anticipation of our future discussion: 

1) What tx~li’dcal and economic grievances are the tx)litical actors in the streets of Cairo and elsewhere articulating? 

2) How does the ongoing social protest challenge the dominant ’representation’ of Egypt’s tx~litical-economic development trajectory (See Timothy Mitchell reading 

insights on this question. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Saturday, Januao, 29, 2011 3:07 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Seattle Hotel Reservations, Discount Rates Available 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~? AAG~)gram B ..... 

Seattle Hotel Reservations, Discount 
Rates Available 
AAG Alx~ai b*..’~e, tir~g- ,"~pSI i?..-1~’,’., 2.0tl -,Sealtle~,:s=~ ...... ~9<,= 

Dear Prof, Eunice Sable, 

Now that the preliminary program is available online, this is ~he periecl 
time to make your hotel tesewations and lock in your AAG Annual 
Meeting discount rate. Reserve a room at any of the official AAG hotels 
and stay close to the meeting activities. The AAG has arranged for deep 
discounts a~ all hotels for anyone attending the conference. 

Where to Stay 
The Annual Meeting will take place at the Washington State Convention 

Center and the Seattle Sheraton Hotel, Discounted rooms are available to 

meeting attendees in Iour hotels conveniently located near the meeting 

Crowne Plaza 
Red Lion Hotel 
Hilton Seattle 
Sheraton Seattle Hotel 

In This Issue 

Where te Sts 

View ti;e Preiimina~’ji 



Traveling to Seattle 
Seaitle is easily accessible by air, car, rail, or bus, AAG has arranged 
special discount tales for annual meeting attendees through Amtrak, 
American AMbles, ~nd Av~s ~nd He~z car rentals, V~s~t the 
~[:~D_9~_£A#![#£~ Page ibr delaY,s and available offers, 

Many airlines also offer special web-only low fares to Seattle. Check with 
your Iavorite travel site and airline for the la~est deals~ Here aa~ some of 

the estimated low Iares* found on the IniemeL 

Atlanta: $341 
Boston: $289 
Chicago: $362 

Dallas: $277 
Denvea: $235 
DetroiL $356 
Houston: $289 
Los Angeles: $227 
New Yoak City: $384 
Philadelphia: $391 

Phoenix: $305 
Raleigh: $341 
San Diego: $244 

San FrancL~co: $186 
Washington, DC: $341 

*Seu[ce: Fly.com. Retrieved January 29, 20! 1. Ail rares ale subject to ci~ange. 

Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply These fares reflect round trip travel on April 
and ,April W, 20~ 1 

Seattle Geographies 
Pro-order the new book Senile Geograp!#es and you’ll receive vour copy 
when you check-in at the AAG Annual Meeting. 

Edited by 9eographeas Michael Brown and Richard 

Morrill, oeattle Geogn~phies examines the ciiy’s broad ::~ Seattie 
Geographies 

range of social, economic, political, environmental, Book Cover 
and cultural geogaaphies - the dynamics ~hat define 
Seattle and make it a unk#~e and vibrant place. 
Contributors tackle issues as diverse as gentdfication, 
the £%rro protests, P-Patches, Grunge, and the 
geographical knagination. Guided by a s~rong sense el 
accountabiNty to the region, the authors aim to assess the city’s 
strengths and weaknesses, identify problems and propose solutions, and 
ira doing so help Sea~fle to grow in positive, sustainable ways. 

Use the conference registration form to order the book when you register 
for the An~ua] Meeting, or use the form to add the book after you register. 
__D__9___w__0_!_?_’_a___d___t_[ Le____R__~ g Ls_’_t_La__!j_?_ LLF___o__r_[ ~. 

More About Seattle 
See the About Seattle page online for AAG New~letter 
articles on Sea,tie and the Pacific Northwest. Also see 
the Map of Seattle for the locations of the meeting 
venues, hotels, and other points of interest. 

Needle 

Geography in Focus Photo Competition 
Enter the AAG Geography in Focus photo competition 
to celebrate geography and geogaaphem. Pho~ographs 
may be submitted ira any of lha~e categories: Careem 
in Geography, Diversity and Inclusion within 
Geography, and Unique Landscapes and Places. 

i.~ World in 
H~nds 

Entries are due by February 21, 2011 
Learn more about submission guidelines and available prizes at 
~:_a_za_~:__o__~/~_h__o__t__o__o___o_E~p__~_t_t!i_o__r_~., 

About the AAG A~nual Meeting 
Join fellow 9eographeas, GIS speciafis~s, and environmental scierflis~s Ion 
the Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers in 
Seattle for the very latest in research and applications in geography, 

Member Rates* 
Regular: $265 
Student: $145 
Retired: $145 
1 Day Pass: $215 

Non:Members^ 
Regular: $390 

Student: $215 
Companion: $90 
1 Day Pass: $215 

*Discounted rates 
above end March 9, 
2011. 

Join Our Mailing List 



sustainability, and GIScience, Sessions are also being organized around 
special themes, such as: 

The Changing Roles of the University in Society 
Geography and the Humanities 
Asian Geographies and Collabol’ations in Research and Education 
Space-Time Integration in Geog~phy and GIScience 

The meetin9 program will also feature: 

P[esentations and posters by leading scholars arid researchers 
from rno~ than 60 coun[ries 
Exhibits showcasing recenl publications, new ~eo~raph~c 
technologies, and employment oppo~unities fo[ geographers 
An in~emationa~ netwo~’kin9 reception 
F~eld trips to e>:#lore the dch cultur~] ~nd physicM geography of 
the Pacific No~hwest 

The AAG Annual Meeting is an interdisciplinary I0rum open to anyone 
with an inlerest in geography and related disciplines, 

..R..~:,g i~! ~’!:!.q..d.t! ~:.~:!.~. 

We look forward to seeing you in Seattle, 
Sincerely, 

Oscar Lsrson 
Association of Amedcan Geographers 

Connect with us: ~ ~ ~ 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by meetinq@aaq,orq i 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address £nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Association of American Geographers:: 1710 16th Street NW ::Washington :: DC 20009 



Re: Federal Tax Changes for 2011 

FICA TAX WITHHOLDING CHANGE 

The FICA rate for calendar year 2010 was 7.65% for both the University and for each employee. The rate 

is comprised of a Social Security tax withholding rate of 6.2% and a Medicare tax withholding rate 1.45% 

of wages paid. 

There will be a change in the FICA tax for University employees effective for calendar year 2011 payrolls. 

The Tax Relie~, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 2010 (TRA 2010) 

provides a two percentage point payroll tax cut for employees, reducing their Social Security tax 

withholding rate from 6.2% to 4.2% of wages paid. This reduced Social Security withholding will have no 

effect on the employee’s future Social Security benefits. 

TRA 2010 makes a major change in the withholding of Social Security taxes from employees’ wages by 

reducing the employee share of Social Security tax from 6.2% to 4.2% for the first $106,800 of wages 

paid in 2011. The maximum that can be withheld will be $4,486, a $2,136 decrease from the 2010 

maximum of $6,622. 

The University will continue to pay the full 6.2% of their employees’ wages paid in 2011 for the 

employer’s share of Social Security taxes. The Medicare tax withholding rate remains at 1.45% for all 

wages paid in calendar year 2011 for both the employee and the University as employer. 

The reduction in the employee’s Social Security tax withholding rate to 4.2% of wages paid will be 

effective with Biweekly Payroll 14 to be paid 01/14/2011 and with the Monthly Payroll to be paid 

01/31/2011. 

FEDERAL INCOME TAX WITHHOLDING 

The Internal Revenue Service recently released the 2011 federal income tax withholding tables. These 

2011 Percentage Method Tables for federal Income tax withholding resulted from the recently passed 

TRA 2010 and will be used effective with Biweekly Payroll 14 to be paid 01/14/2011 and with the 

Monthly Payroll to be paid 01/31/2011. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 31, 2011 6:38 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: an unusual African film project at Tare Britain, London 

elmina-poster.jpg; art-review-elmina-small.jpg; time-out-elrnina-smaller.jpg; guardian-guide-elrnina-srnall.jpg 

From: Douglas Fishbone         ~hotmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 4:58 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: an unusual African film project at Tare Britain, London 

Dear Dr. Regester: 

I hope all is well 

I thought I would send you some information about the new film proiect which I have until just recently had on view at Tare Britain in London which I hope may prove of interest. 

Elmina is a fuIMength feature filmed entirely on location in Ghana, in which I play a local Ghanaian farmer fighting corruption and the exploitation of the community by a 
Chinese multinational corporation. Written and produced by one of Ghana’s leading production companies, with a cast of well-known Ghanaian and Nigerian actors, it is a 
whopping melodrama full of witchcraft, murder, greed and intrigue, and is going to be released both on DVD throughout Africa and as a limited edition in the art world here. 
The film aims to bring together two groups and cultural economies that normally have little overlap - the Western art world, and the West African popular film industry. What 
allows it to cross over between the two worlds is my unexplained and totally inappropriate presence in the lead role of a domestically produced African feature - a white Jewish 
man from New York playing a role that would normally be played by a black West African actor. No reference is ever made to this oddity of casting, which in a quietly radical 
way completely overturns conventions of race and representation in film, and offers a new perspective on globalization, neo-colonialism, and the relativity of audience 

engagement. 
You can see the trailer for the project here: 

http ://wvav.yout ube com/watch?v 3 VdcYpSneDg 

and more information about it on the Tate website here: 

http:i/tate.org.uk/britairvexhibitions/dougfishbone/default.shtm 

The piece was made with the support of three collectors who acted as Executive Producers, and it will be available at low cost to viewers throughout Africa, challenging the way 
normally financed, collected and distributed. 
It received an excellent response at the Tate, where it had its world premiere, and I will be exhibiting the piece at Montevideo in association with the Stedelijk Museum in Amstet 
February. It will also be shown at a number of mainstream film festivals in the next few months, including Rotterdam, Goteborg, and the Pan African Film Festival in LA, the larg, 
film festival in the US. 

I am fon~varding the poster for the film, as well as some recent press clips for your reference. 
I would be happy to send you a viewing copy of the film if you would like. 

With best wishes, 

Doug Fishbone 



Most Popular Places 

Take a winter trip[qand take 30% off your stay in our most popular destinations. Find 

hotels from $60 and vacation packages from $305 Book by February 8; 

travel by February 28,2011. Book ~ow o~ ~egia 

hotel from $55/night 

3.5-star hotel from $75/night 

9,0,: 4-star hotel from $t32/night 

Going fast [] offers for the spontaneous traveler 

~t.!#~.~.: Hotels from $541night 

~.~E.~:E~£!~.£: Hotels from $83/night 

~: Hotels from $89/night 

ii Visit your favorite cit 
now 

~: 3-star hotel from $59/night 

~{9.v£%~[~: 4-star hotel from $941night 

Oah~: 3 5-star hotel from $1731night 

Book together for the best savings in travel 

=b]iar~: Flight * 4 nights from $456 

~#~las~Ft, Worth: Flight + 4 nights from $529 

L~IiilIQ~IQ:~II!: Enter for a chance to win a $1 l,eI! trip~ 

Our favorite offers for the cruise seekers 

Departing from: Depart Date: 

Destination: Return Date: 

Here are your favorite routes: 

02/09/2011 - 02/12/2011 

02/09/2011 - 02/12/2011 

02/09/2011 - 02/12/2011 

$299 



p ~ter C~ise Sale: Save up to 75% on cruises worldwide 

CarBival ¢~’ais~ Li~,: Free cabin upgrades 

~ 
~.9~’#.!.~A[’!.~.#.~#~3: 

Get upto $100 onboard credit 

i~-~ Handy 
Tools! 

Get a 360-degree view of hotels 

wit h o u r 

Find the best price and dates for 

your trip with our Fare Calendar. 

Let us send the best fares right to 

your desAop with 

Use ~.#~..~h.~.~#.~#.~#. for your 

inside scoop and user ratings 

Find the best hotel prices with our 

Concerts, shows, sporting events, and 

more--book now to save time later 

To~rs & $ig~tseeiag 

ThankYou(r) 

Travel is better with friends¯ Sha~a ibis ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 31, 2011 8:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

RE: Week 6 and crisis in Egypt: AFRI101.990.SPRING2011 

Hi Eunice, 

This means that one student in your course needs to update their e-mail address via the UNC directory. I’m forwarding this e-mail onto Janice Durham ~r~ our 

Studet~[: Services de]:H~f[met~[ She’]~ (:ot~[~:[ [he s[ude]~t d~rectly to let them know they r~eed to ug~da[:e thek mforrnat~or~ 

"Fha~ks for lettk~g me know~ Hope you had a great weekend.., 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, January 29, 2011 11:52 AM 
To: Bliss, .]essa 
Subject: RE: Week 6 and crisis in Egypt: AFRI101.990.SPRING2011 

Dear ,]essa, 

Greetings and hope your semester is going well. 

I sent an email to students and received the email below. Kindly let me know what I need to do. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Mail Delivery System [MAILER-DAEMON@mxip2i.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, January 29, 2011 11:45 AM 

+PID@unc.directory.lists.no.email.invalid 
Subject: Undeliverable: Week 6 and crisis in Egypt: AFRI101.990.SPRING2011 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 
+PlD@unc d rectoy sts no ema nva d 

A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, January 31,2011 9:01 AM 

pam "bazuka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 514: Links and Resources 

PAMB.a2,L~ i’~EWS 514: L~S .AND RESOLrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Action alerts, 2 Ammuncements, 3 Zimbabwe update, 4. 
African Union Monitor, 5. Women & gender, 6 Human rights, 7. Refugees 
& forced migratiun, 8. Africa labour news, 9. F~merging powers news, 
10 Elections & governance, 11 Corruption, 12. Development, 13 
Health & HIV/AIDS, 14. Education, 15. LGBTI, 16 Environment, 17. Land 
& land rights, 18. Media & fi-eedom of expression, 19 Social wel:[’are, 
20. Conflict & emergencies, 21. Intemet & technology, 22. 
eNewsletters & mailing lists, 23 Fundraising & useful resources, 24. 
Courses, seminars, & workshops, 25 Publications, 26. Jobs, 27. 
WikiLeaks and Africa 

/\/\//VVV/VVI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/VVV/\/V\i/V’,/’,/ /I, 
tligh]ights from this issue 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Pamba×uka News condolence page for David Kato 
ZI]k,f[IABWE UPDATE: Groups report surge in political violence 
AFRICAN UNION MONITOR: Eyebrows raised as Obiang takes AU chair 
WOMEN AND GENDER: Women face disadvantages in agricultural employment, 
~nter-agency report says 
ttUMAN RIGHTS: Amnes~ report shows brutality of Tunisian securib~ force 

REFU(IEES AND FORCED MKIRATION: Questions over treab, to address 
climate change-related movement 
E]k,ffiR (lING POWfiRS NEW S: ’]"he latest emerging powers news 
ELECTIONS ANal) GOVERNANCE: Protestors stand their ground in Egypt 
CORRUPTION: Arrest warrant issued R~r Tunisia’s Ben-Ali 
DEVELOPN~fENT: Major powers push on Doha round 
HEALTtt AND ttIV/A]DS: AU urged to implement monitoring on 14 per cent 
health pledge 
LGBTk Museveni told to denounce murder 
ENVIRONMt~;NT: Carbon market fi-ozen after hack attacWShell accused of 
misleading stateraents on Nigeria oil spills 
MEDIA AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: Egyptian media block condenmed 
CONFLICT AND EMERGENCIES: C6te d’Ivoire reraains partioned 
WIKK, EAKS AND AFRICA: WikiLeaks docttments show close US relationship 
with Egyptian power players 
PLUS.. Internet and Technology, e-newsletters and mailing lists, 
fundraising, courses and jobs.. 

>>>>MONITORING EGYPt>>>> 
Links to Egyptian news from Pambazaka News and elsewhere 

- The Battle over Qasr al-Nil (VIDEO) 
http://pulscmedia.orf~/2011/01/31 ithe-battle-over-q asr-al-nil/ 

- Twitter tags: Follow Egypt 
http ://w,~v. ianalanp auh c orrgfoll owe~,i- pt/ 

- Facebook group: The Egyptian uprising 
http :/iwww. facebook.corrgelshaheeed, co.uk?v wall 

- Egypt: Mega protest planned 
http://cn~lish, ali azeera.nct/ncws/middleea st/2011/01/20111316148317175.html 

- WikiLeaks cables show close US relationship with Mubarak 
http://www guardian.co.uk/world/2011/’lan/28/wikileaks-cairo-cables-egypt-president 

- Egyptian media block condemned 
http://english.aliazeera.net/ne~vs/middleeast/2011/01/201113023414787871 h~nl 
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1 Action alerts 

BRUTAL MURDER OF GAY LTGAik~)AN HUMAN RIGHTS DEFEix,~DER DAVID KATO 

Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMUG) 

Following the brutal murder of acivist David Kato, Sexual Mhnorities 
Uganda (SIVIL’G) and the entire Ugandan lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender and intersex community stand together to condemn the 
killing and call for the Ugandan government, civil socie~ and local 
con~munities to protect sexual minorities across Uganda. 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/actiun/70432 



DAVID KATO: OUR COURAGEOUS QUEER AFRICAN MARTYR 

South African social justice organisations mourn Ugandan comrade 

Lesbian and Gay Equality Prqject, Treatment Action Campaign and Section27 

The Lesbian and Gay Equality ProJect ( http://wwxv.equality.orv za ), 
Treatment Action Campaign ( http://www.tac.or~.za ) and Section27 ( 
http://www.alp.or~ za ) are saddened and outraged to learn of the 
brutal murder of comrade David Kato in Kampala, Uganda yesterday, 26 
January 2011. We join activists in Africa and across the world in 
condolences to fellow comrades in Uganda, his loved ones, family and 
friends. 

http : //www.pambazuka org/en/cate~orv/action/70473 

AN URGENT CALL: RE~[IIRN FORMER PRESIDEN’]7 JEAN-BERT[~.ND ARIST]I)E TO HAITI 

Jean-Bertrand Aristide 

( http:h’picasaweb.google.con~,inaciogz/Artabra21 #5429912549655883922 ) 
In support of former Haitian president Jean-Bertrand Aristide 
(currently in exile in South Africa), hundreds of signatories to a 
petition have demanded that the United States, the United Nations and 
the Haitian government stop blocking the leader frora returning to the 
land of his birth. A letter from Aristide himself precedes this call. 

http :/iwww.pambazuka. org/en/categol54action/70417 
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2 Announcemunts 

PAMBAZLT, LA NEWS COiNTDOLENCE PAGE FOR DAVID KATO 

http :llwww.pambazuka. orgicnicategolTiaction/70432 

Pambazuka News has set up a condolence page for David Kato, the 
murdered Ugandan gay activist. Visit 
htto://www.1)ambazuka.or~icnicate~orviaction/70432, xvhere you can leave 
messages of love and solidarity. Please also spread the xvord about 
this page. Please note that the comments are moderated so your message 
may- take a little time to appear. We are currently posting all the 
organisational statements that we have from GALZ, GALCK, G-Kunya, 
Afra, ISHTAR, AMSHER, LGEP, UAF etc. Please add statements if you come 
across others. 

REQLrEST FOR FRENCH ENGLISH ARTICLE TRANSLATION 

Do you have experience translating articles in French into English? 
Would you be able to volunteer to translate an article for us? Please 
drop us a line at editor@pambazuka.org if so 

REQUEST FOR SPANISH ENGLISH .a~RTICLE TRANSLATIDN 

Do you have experience translating articles in Spanish into English? 
Would you be able to volunteer to translate an article for us? Please 
drop us a line at editor@pambaz~ka.org if so. 

WORLD SOCL&L FORLrM MEETING ON AID EFFECTIVENESS 

The African Women’s Development and Communication Network (FEIVIN~ET) has 
partnered with AWID and WIDE to organise a women’s consultation on aid 
effectiveness at the World Social :forum in Dakar Senegal, as part of 
preparing for the Fourth High level Forum (tlLF4) on Aid E[’fectlveness 
which will be held in Korea sometime in November this year We do not 
have lhnds for this activity because we have just been invited to 
co-host the event with AWID and WIDE. To that effect, we are inviting 
members who alrea@ have funding to go to the World Social Forum to be 
part of this consultation Please confirm with us as soon as possible 
if you are going to the World Social Forum and you already have 
funding from other sources, so that we can invite you to be part o:[" 
this consultation. 



French version: 

Le R4seau de D4veloppement et de Comanunication des Femanes Africaines 
(FEMNET) est entr4 en partenariat avec AWID et WIDE pour orgamser un 
forum de consultation des femmes sur l’Efficaclt4 de [’Aide au Forum 
Social Mondial ~ Dakar, S4n4ga[, comme pattie des pr4paratiJ~ du 
Quatri~me Forum de ttaut mveau (4&he b~fIN) sur l’Efl’icacit~ de l’Aide 
qui se tiendra en Cor4e quelque part en novembre cette ann4e. Nous ne 
disposons pas de fonds pour ces activit4s car nous venons juste d’4tre 
invit4es ~ co-organiser l’&~dnement avec AWID et W1DE. A cet effet, 
nous invitons les ruembres qui ont d4ig un financement pour se rendre 
au Forum Social Mondial de faire partie de cette consultation. 
Veuillez nous confim~er aussit6t que possible si vous irez au Foruru 
Social Mondial ct que vous avez d~i~ le financement en provenance 
d’autres sources, pour que nous puissions vous inviter ~ faire partie 
de cette consultation. 

Dans l’attente de vous 1ire, nos sinc4res remerciements. 

African Woruen’s Developruent and Comanunication Network (FE2~fNET) 
R4seau de D&’elopperaent et de Corrmmnications des Ferrm~es Africaines 
P. O. Box 54562, 00200, Nairobi, Kenya. 
Behind KUSCCO Centre, Kilimanjaro Avenue, OffMara Road, Upper Hill 

Tel: +254 20 2712971/2; 20 2341516/7 (Wireless) 
Cell: + (254)725.766932 
Fax: +254 20 2712974 
E-ruaih corcanunic ation@ femnet, or .ke 
Website: htt’0 :/i’~vw. fcmnet, or.k 

3 Zimbabwe update 

ZIMBABYVE: GROUP REPORTS SURGE IN POLITICAL VIOLENCE 

http://mg.co.za/articlei2011-01-31-z~mbabwe-group-repor ts-surge-in-political-violence 

Zimbabwe has seen a surge in political violence and intimidation as 
the goverl~ment prepares for national elections, an independent 
advocacy group said. The Southern Africa Coalition for the Survivors 
of Torture said in a new- report on Sunday that tensions rose markedly 
in January. They reported mob attacks, threats, assaults, questionable 
arrests by police and at least one shooting in the capital of Harare 
and its suburbs. 

ZIMBABWE: VIOLENCE AND REPRESSION CON2TNL~ TO DOVfINATE, SAYS RIGHTS REPORT 

http :llw;vw, s;vradioafrica.com/Documentslzimsectionofnumal~rightsrepolt.pdf 

Two years into Zimbabwe’s po;ver-sharing government, President Robert 
Mugabe and the Zimbabwe African National Union- Patriotic Front 
(ZAETU-PF) have used violence and repression to continue to dominate 
government institutions and hamper meaningful human rights progress, 
says the Zimbabwe section of the World Report 2011 issued by Human 
Rights Watch ’The :[’ormer opposiuon parb~, the Movement :[’or 
Democratic Change (MDC), lacks real power to ~nstitute its political 
agenda and end human rights abuses. The power-sharing government has 
not investigated widespread abuses, including killings, torture, 
beatings, and other ill-treatment committed by the ann)’, ZANU-PF 
supporters, and officials against real and perceived supporters o:[’the 
MDC’ 
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4 African Union Monitor 

A[~,ICA: TRACKING T[tE CONTINENT’S PEER REVIEW i’,/E~;Ct IANISM 

http://www.saiia, or~.za/feature/trac kin~-the-africa-peer-review-mechanism.html 

The theme R~r the 16th African Union Summit in Addis Ababa is ’Towards 
Greater Unity and Integration through Shared Values’. Arguably, the 
success story of South-South cooperation around shared values is the 
African Peer Review Mechanism, says the South African Institute o:[" 
International Alt~irs. It is the continent’s home-grown governance 
tracking system and will be re-e×amined when African leaders meet on 
the summit margins. Key agenda items Jk~r the APRM :[’orurn include 
Liberia’s accession as the APRM’s 30th member, the much-anticipated 
peer review of Ethiopia, and progress reports on the National 
Progranm~es of Action (NPoAs) froru South Africa, Lesotho and Nigeria. 

COTE D’IVOIRE: AU NOW SOFTENS STAND ON COTE D’IVOIRE 



http://www.africareview.comJNewsi-/979180/1097728/-/i671b9z/-/index.html 

’]?he African Union has backed off from its earlier position on a 
possible militaD’ intervention in Cote d’]voire if the incumbent 
president Laurent Gbagbo does not hand over to Alassane Ouattara, who 
has been recognised internationally to have won the elections last 
November. Instead, the AU has agreed to set up a panel of:give Heads 
of State to find a sett]ement with a month 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA: OBIANG BECOMES CHAIRMAN OF AU 

http://ww~v, afric arevie~v, corn/News/-/979180/1098176/-/i66gkg 7d-/index. hm-ll 

Malawi President Bingu wa Mutharika has officially- handed over the 
chairmanship of tl-le African Union to his Equatorial Guinea colleague 
Theodore Obiang Nguema Mbasogo. As President Obiang takes over, man), 
must be wondering the wisdom of the African leaders in their selection 
of the boss of the continental bo@. 

S OIv~_LIA: L2X! AND AFRICAN UNION TO MEET ON PEACE PROCESS 

http:i/www.un.or~/a~ps/news/stor<as~?Ne~vsID 37382&Cr Somali&Crl 

The United Nations and the African Union will hold a high-level 
meeting in a few days to review efforts to achieve peace, securib" and 
reconciliation in strife-torn Somalia, ~vhich has been suffering 
through two decades of coaflict and numerous humanitarian challenges. 
The meeting will be held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, on the sidelines of 
the African Union Summit. 

ZIMBABWE: AU URGED TO PUSH ZE’dBABWE ON ELECTORAL REFOPd~,IS 

Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition Statement 

Sham elections across Africa have been a major cause of insecurib~z, 
instabilitT and violent conflict; recent examples include Kenya, 
Zimbabwe and IvolT Coast. The Aficica Union (AU) must be robust and 
resolute in promoting shared values and best practices in the 
management of elections for purposes of political stability, good 
governance and sustainable socio-economic development. As 
representatives of Zimbabwe’s civil socieb~z, ~ve are convinced that at 
present, the countlT has not carried out sufficient institutional and 
legislative reforms to enable the country to hold credible elections 
free of violence and intimidation 

http:/i~v~av.pambazuka.orgienicate~orv/aumonitoff70522 
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5 Women & gender 

ETIIIOPIA: PASTORALISTS BATT],]NG FG]’,/I 

http://www.irinnews or~/Report.aspx ?R epor rid 91732 

Pastoralist communities in two distric ts of northeastern Ethiopia have 
outlawed female genital mutilation/cutting (FGM/C), saying it causes 
serious health problems to the women and is against their culture, a 
local official said. The two districts are Amibara and Awash-Fentale 
in Afar region. ’We are very happy to declare the abandonment of this 
horrible act on women,’ the head of women’s a:ffairs in Amibara 
district, Fatuma Ali, said. ’We would like to thank the elders, our 
community and all our partners.’ 

(ILO[IAL: UN REPORT tII(IIILI(IttTS DISADVANTAGES [~’ACE]-) BY WOX/2EN IN 
AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT 

http:i/www.un.org/apps/newsistopcasp?NewsID 37334&Cr rura]&Crl 

Women continue to reap less benefits from employment in agriculture 
than men in rural areas, and the recent global financial and food 
crises have sloxved down progress towards gender equality in 
farming-related labour, three United Nations agencies said in a joint 
report. The report entitled ’Gender dimensions of agricultural and 
rural employment: Differentiated patl-lways out ofpover~’ notes that 
women need access to education, training, credit, markets, tectmical 
assistance and labour protection. They also need equal, secure access 
to land and other assets and ’social capital’, including the ability 



to participate equally in farmers’ organisations. 

KENYA: SC[tOOLING TII[{ PO] ,ICE ON ABO[ZTION, LAVt7, AND MOP~%L ITY 

African Women and Child Feature Service 

http://bit.ly/gKF3es 

Abortion reruains a thorny issue in Kenya today-. It was one of the 
divisive topics that generated emotive debates during the discourse 
preceding the referenduru to enact the new constitution. The issue of 
right to life and when a pregnancy should be terminated took centre 
stage to the point that it was tearing this country apart. However, 
whether it is ethical or not; ruoral or not, abortion remains an issue 
that catmot be swept under the carpet. Many woruen in their 40s and 50s 
and teenage girls who get unwanted or unplanned pregnancies die evelT 
day as they procure unsafe abortions. 

MOROCCO: IJ~rDERAGE M~aJ~RIAGES INCREASE 

httl~://www.ma~harebia.com!cocoon/axvi/xhtmll/en OB/featuresiawiifeatures/2011/01/26/feature-03 

Despite the provisions of the Family Code, child marriages are on the 
rise in Morocco. The Moudawana raised the minimtmr marriage age from 14 
to 18 and required a judge’s approval for nuptials with a minor. 
Still, five years after the Faruily Code became law-, 33,253 feruales 
beloxv the age of 18 tied the knot. 

S OU~f-I AFRICA: NEW, AS SERTIVE VVOiVIEiX? S VOICES Ilk-LOCAL ELECTIONS 

http://ipsne~vs.net/news asp ?idnews 54270 

Noncedo Pulana lacks many things, but she is certainly not short of 
confidence as she prepares to stand for election as Khayelitsha ward 
councillor. She feels her long years as an activist in the spra~vling 
township have prepared her to do a better job Khayelitsha is reputed 
to be the largest township in South Africa. Created in 1985 to 
accommodate an influx of black labour to Cape Town, in 20 years its 
population gre~v beyond 400,000. Seven~ percent of residents still 
live in shacks of wood and con-ugated metal; one in three must walk 
200 metres or more to the nearest public water point 
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6 Human rights 

AFRICA: APPEAL FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AiX,~D DEMOCRACY IN ARAB YVORLD 

In the aftermath o:[ the Tunisian rew)lution, and the beginning of a 
popular uprising in EgN. pt, more than 2,200 Arab scholars, politicians, 
and activists - from over 20 Arab countries - have issued an appeal 
for the defense and consolidation of human rights and democracy in the 
Arab World. 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,category/ri~hts/70519 

EGYPT: VIOI ENT REPRESSION OF PEACE[¢L~’L DEMONSTRATIONS 

Wor]d Organisation Against Torture press release 

’]?he World Organisation Against Torture (OMCT) condemns the excessive 
use of 12)rce and violence against the protests that have started on 25 
January 2011 in different governorates to denounce poverty’, corruption 
and po]ice brutality, which led to the death of at least seven 
protesters and one policeman, leaving hundreds inured and about one 
thousand protesters arrested. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~,category/rights/70513 

GLOBAL: FEES AT THE EIJ~ROPEAN COI~RT OF HL~IAN RIGHTS A BARRIER TO YUSTICE 

http:/iv~vw.interights.org/refonn-European-Court-of-Human-Rights-fees 

INTERIGHTS’ have signed a statement opposing the introduction of fees 
at the European Court of Human Rights. Imposing a fee on applicants to 



the European Court o:[’Human Rights may deny victims uf human rights 
violations access tu justice, based on their abili~ tu pay, says the 
organisation. Administering a fee system could drain the Cuurt uf 
human and financial resuurces while deterring individuals - based on 
their ecunumic standing - w~th well-fuunded human rights claims frum 
seeking redress before the Court. If you are an NGO, a Bar Assuciatiun 
or a law firm and wuuld like tu sign the petition oppusing the 
introductiun uf fees, please email Amnesty Internatiunal at 
Europeigoteam@anmesty.org with the narne and country of the 
organisation and your narne and email address. 

IVORY COAST: AL- CALLED ON" TO FAC’E RESPONSIBILITIES 

http :/iwww.fidh.ora/The-African-Union-must-face-its-responsibilities 

While the African Heads of State and Government are preparing to 
discuss African shared values during the 16th Summit of the African 
Union (AU), ’concrete responses are awaited frorn the continental 
organisation for dealing with the crisis and conflict situations in a 
manner respectful of Human Rights’, stated Souhayr Belhassen, 
International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) president. FIDH calls 
on the AU to adopt a firm attitude in the case of IvotT Coast, in 
order to avoid an electoral conflict degenerating into a bloody cM1 
war, at the same time creating a dangerous precedent for democracy in 
Africa at a time when 19 presidential elections are to be held in 
2011. 

KENYA: PM DISOWNS OFFENSIVE AGAINST THE HAGUE TRIALS 

http://bit.ly/gUAWYVv 

Prime Minister Raila Odinga has disowned the shuttle diplomacy 
spearheaded by Vice-President Kalonzo Musyoka to seek the support of 
African Union to defer Kenya’s case at the International Criminal 
Cotu-t. Mr Odinga, at a ne~vs conference in Nairobi, said what Cabinet 
had agreed on was the referral of the cases involving the masterminds 
of the post-election violence suspects to the International Criminal 
Court and not to defer them. 

MOROCCO: REPORT CONFIRMS ’KILLING OF 352 SAHARAWIS’ 

http://vavw.aficol corn/articles/37118 

The Royal AdvisolT Council for Human Rights (CCDH) ofiVlorocco in a 
unique report confirms the killing of 352 ’disappeared’ Saharawis from 
1958 to 1992. Out of these, over 200 died in militalT bases and secret 
detention centres, including children 

RWANDA: REBfi[. LEAI)ER CALL[XTE i’,/ff:~ARUSHIMANA SEN’]7 TO ICC 

h ttp ://*vv#s,. bbc. co. uk/news/w orld-aff ica-12277378 

The head uf a Rwandan rebel group accused o:[" comanitting war crimes in 
Democratic Republic of Cungu has been extradited frum France tu The 
tIague. Callixte Mbarushimana was arrested in Paris hst October, 
folluwing a request from the Internatiunal Criminal Court. ~Ilqe IJutu 
rebel leader has denied accusations that he urdered his FDLR fighters 
to kill and rape civilians. 

SOUTtt A[~ICA: JOURNO TAKES ON ISRAfiLI AITI~[JORITIES 

http:/Tma.co.~/article/2011-01-28-saqournu-takes-on-israeli-authoritiesi 

The only South A:ffican passenger un the Mavi Marmara, une u:[’the 
(iaza-bound ships intercepted at sea by the lsraelis in May last year, 
has laid a ]brmal cumplaint with the natiunal director of public 
prosecutions abuut her alleged suffering at the hands u:[’the Israeli 
army. If the National Prosecuting Authori)- acts on the complaint of 
Oadija Davids, a Cape Town-based journalist, top Israeli politicians 
and soldiers could face arrest if they visit South Africa. 

TL2NISIA: AMNESTY REPORT SHOWS BRUTALITY OF SECURITY FORCES 



http://bit.]¥/frBUpJ 

Amnesty International has revealed disturbing new evidence of the 
brutal methods used by Tunisian security forces to try to quell 
anti-Government protests in recent weeks An Amnesty International 
research team which has just returned from Tunisia Jbund that security 
forces used disproportionate force to disperse protesters and in some 
cases fired on fleeing protesters and bystanders. Doctors’ testimonies 
seen by the Amnesty International research team show that some 
protesters in Kasserine and Thala were shot from behind, indicating 
that they were fleeing. Others in Kasserine, Thala, Tunis and Regueb 
were killed by single shots to the chest or head, suggesting 
deliberate intent to kill. 
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7 Refugees & forced migration 

GLOB.~L: QUESTIONS OVER TREATY TO ADDRESS CL12~TE CELMNGE-RELATED MOVEMEN~F 

http ://iirl. oxfordiournals.orgicontent/23/1/2.abstract 

An alticle from the International Journal of Refugee Law argues that 
advocacy for a new treaty to address climate change-related movement 
is presently misplaced for a number of reasons. It queries the utility 

and, importantly, the policy consequences of pirating ’solutions’ 
to climate change-related displacement on a multilateral instrument, 
in light of the likely nature of movement, the desires of communities 
affected by it, and the fact that a treab" will not, without wide 
ratification and implementation, ’solve’ the humanitarian issue. 

GLOBAL: THE GLOBAL RISE OF ANTI-RF~JGEE RF~ORM 

Call fbr abstracts 

The Centre for Refugee Studies (CRS) Student Caucus is pleased to 
announce that the Armual Student Conference will take place on 29 and 
30 April at York University, Toronto, Canada. This event offers 
graduate and undergraduate students across disciplines with a keen 
interest in migration and refugee issues the opportunity- to present 
and discuss their research ideas with fello~v students, academics, 
professionals, flcontline practitioners, researchers, scholars and all 
those interested in forced migration issues 

http :Ii~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categolT/refugeesi705 59 

SOL~Ft-I AFRICA: HIGH COURT FRUSTRATES REFUGEES’ HOPES FOR HOME AFFAIRS INTERDICT 

http://westcapene~vs.comi?p 2670 

Hopes for an urgent interdict against the Depaltment of Home Affairs’ 
issuing of fines to refugees and asylum seekers for the late renewal 
of their permits, and the confiscation thereof, were dashed in the 
Cape ttigh Court last Wednesday.The application for an urgent interdict 
was filed by the University of Cape Town’s (UCT’s) Refugee Rights 
Project, which is representing eight applicants on behalf of a further 
59, on 6 December last year in a bid to Jbrce tlome Affairs to 
re-document affected refugees and asylum seekers. 

SOl,TIt I AFRICA: TIIE Z[MBA[3WEAN I)O(AJMENTATK)N PRI)CESS: LESSONS LEARNI~;]b 

http &’bit Iy/dRVSU~v 

Between 20 September and 31 December 2010, the Department of Home 
Afl’airs (DHA) carried out the Zimbabwe Documentation Process (ZDP) In 
the period leading up to the documentation process, civil society 
organisations began w~icing concerns about the short timeline provided 
and the management of the process. These concerns continued as the 
process got underway In light of these concerns, and in order to 
identify any obstacles as the?, emerged, the African (;entre for 
Migration and Society (ACMS) formerly the Forced Migration Studies 
Programme began sending researchers to observe the situation The 
findings from this monitoring provide a picture of how the process 
worked and highlight impoltant problem areas. This report presents the 
key lessons learned, with suggestions for calTying out future 
regularisation measures. 

SOUTH .¢~’RICA: XENOPHOBIC ATTACK VICTEMS FACE EVICTION 



http:iibit.lv/fsYkBn 

The Socio-Economic Rights Institute (SERI) of South Africa is 
representing 71 people facing eviction from a temporary refugee 
shelter in Randfontein. The occupiers are all people displaced from 
their communities during the xenophobic attacks of May 2008. The?" were 
taken to the Reit Shelter and promised they would receive assistance 
to re-integrate into South African society- or to resettle outside 
South Africa. The shelter failed to provide the assistance promised, 
despite being contractually obliged to do so. SERI is defending the 
occupiers against eviction and has brought a counter-application 
seeking an order corapelling the shelter to comply with its contractual 
obligations. 
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8 Africa labour news 

SOLTFH AFRICA: JOB S BEFORE DEBATE O’~fflR ’DECENT WORK’ 

http:/i;vww.trademarksa orginode/3389 

The government wants to focus on job creation, not spend time debating 
whether it is ;vorthwhile creating jobs that do not meet certain 
standards, says Labour \finister Mildred Oliphant. Her continents 
reinforce those last ;veek of African National Congress 
secretary-general Owede Mantashe, who said demanding that new jobs 
should be decent was ’putting the cart before the horse’ - a departure 
from President Jacob Zuma’s promise in 2009 that the ’creation of 
decent work will be at the centre of our economic policies’. 

Z~dBABWE: NO MONEY FOR PUBLIC SECTOR ~VAGES 

http://www IRINnews.or~/Report.aspx?ReportId 91687 

Zimbabwe’s fiscal cupboard remains bare and the unity government will 
struggle to meet its wage bill for public sector workers in January 
2011, :finance minister Tendai Biti told the inaugural Global Poverty 
Summit in Johannesburg on 19 January. Public sector unions are 
threatening a national strike and have refused an 18-26 per cent 
salary increase offer by government that would increase the 
lowest-paid worker’s monthly income :[’rom $128 to $160. ’]"he unions are 
demanding a minimum monthly wage of $500. 
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9 Emerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWERS N[~\VS R£)UNDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers .... 

http : //www.pamba×uka org/en/categor~,/emplayersnews/70511 
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Elections & governance 

EGYPT: %IEGA PROTEST’ PLANNED 

http://cnglish, ali azeera.nct/ncws/middleea st/2011/01/20111316148317175.html 

Egyptian protesters have called for a massive demonstration on Tuesday 
in a bid to force out president Hosni Mubarak froru power. The 
s o-called April 6 Movement said it plans to have more than a million 
people on the streets of the capital Cairo, as anti-government 
sentiment reaches a fcver pitch. Several hundred demonstrators 
remained camped out in Tahrir square in central Cairo early on Monday 
morning, dewing a curfew that has been extended by- the army. 

EGYPT: CAN() PROTESTERS STAND THEN GROUND 

http :i,’english.aljazeera.net/newsimiddleeast/2011/01/201113033817859936.htra1 

Egyptian air force fighter planes buzzed lo~v over Cairo, helicopters 
hovered above and extra troop trucks appeared in a central square 



where protesters were demanding an end to President ttosni Mubarak’s 
rule State television said that a curfew has been imposed in the 
capital and the military urged the protesters to go home. But the 
thousands of protesters in Tahrir Square chose to stay on Sunday The 
show of defiance came as Egypt entered another turbulent day following 
a night of deadly unrest. 

EGYPT: OBA_’vfA QUIET ON EGYPTIAN PROTESTS 

http :/,,’bit. ly/htlf2v 

In the State of the Union speech, Barack Obama did get applause for 
saying that the US stands with the people of Tunisia. Now-, he didn’t 
mention the two decades of support the US had given the dictatorship, 
notes this article from Alternet. The President did not have anything 
to say about Egypt - where thousands of people, inspired by Tunisia, 
were taking to the streets to protest their own repressive government 
- another one the US has backed for years. Secretary of State 
Clinton’s official word is that the Egyptian government was ’stable’. 

NIGERIA: BORN() POLITICIAN GU~BIO SHOT DEAD 

httl~ :/iw~wz. bbc. co. ulc,’news/w orld-africa-123105 36 

A candidate for governor in the north-eastern Nigerian state of Borno 
has been shot dead, officials say. Modu Fannami Gubio and at least 
funr other people, including a 10-year-old child, were killed by men 
on motorbikes after Friday prayers in Maiduguri city. Mr Gubio was the 
candidate for the opposition All Nigeria People’s Party (ANPP) in 
April’s elections. 

SOUTH AFRICA: ANC LOSING V~L&R_DS Ilk- LOCAL ELECTIONS, SAYS NGO 

http://www.ngopulse org/newsflashianc-losin~-wards-local-electiuns-ngo 

The latest survey by the South African Institute for Race Relations 
(SAIRR) has fbund that the African National Congress (ANC) has lost 38 
wards in local government elections over the past fbur years. The 
stu@ also found that between the previous local government elections 
in 2006, and up until August 2010, the ANC managed to hold 306 ward 
seats, gain 17, and lose 55. SAIRR researcher, Marius Roodt, predicted 
the ANC is likely to lose support in the upcoming local government 
elections. 

SUDAN: SOUTHERN SU~)AN CHOOSES TO SECEDE 

http:i/~vw ali*ic areview corn/New s/-/979180/1098142/-/i66;n 8 z,,-/index.htm I 

Close to 99 per cent of south Sudanese chose to secede from the north 
in a landmark January 9-15 referendum, according to the first complete 
prelimina~ results announced on Sunday. Earlier partial results had 
put the outcome of the wXe beyond doubt but official figures were 
announced publicly for the first time during a ceremony attended by 
president Salva Kiir in the southern capital Juba. Chan Reec, the 
chairman of the Southern Sudan Referendum Bureau in charge of polling 
in the south, said a whopping 9957 per cent of those who w~ted in the 
south chose secession 

Z~MV/BIA: POVERTY I:UELS SECI{SSION BID B Y WESTERN PROVINCE 

http://www.irinnews or~/Report.aspx ?R epor rid 91721 

High poverty levels and the skewed distribution of resources in 
Zambia’s poorest prov~nce is surring secession talk - with an ethnic 
dimension. ’The tensions in Western Province are a consequence of the 
neglect that the place has suffered in terms of socio-economic and 
infrastructure development,’ Thomas Mabwe, head of Development Studies 
at the Zambia Open University, told IRIN. ’Poverty levels in Western 
Province are the highest in the country, and there is very little to 
shoxv in terms ofitffrastmcture dcvelopmunt. So, to some extent, 
people are just reacting to that under-development of their region,’ 
he said. 
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11 Corruption 

(ILOBAL: N~EW REPORfP MEASURES (;()ST OF CRIME, CORRUPTION, AN’[) T[biDE MISPRICING 

http://www.Afip.orA/index.php?option content&task view&id 364 

Global Financial Integri~" (GFI) has released its annual analysis of 
the cost of crime, corruptinn, and trade mispricing on developing 
countries. The report, ’Illicit Financial Flows from Developing 
Countries: 2000-2009,’ finds that approxinlately US$6.5 trillion was 
removed from tile developing world from 2000 tl-trough 2008. Tile report 
shows the annual outflows for each country and breaks outflows down 
into two categories of drivers: trade mispricing and ’other’, which 
includes kickbacks, bribes, ernbezzlerrlent, and other foi~ls of official 
corruption. 

GLOB.CL: TACKLE CORRL~PTION TO U;Lrr EARTHQUAKE DEATHS 

http :i/www.scidev.net/en/opinionsitackle-corruption-t o-cut-earthquake-deaths.html 

Countries that -Pace corruption problems and have a history of severe 
earthquakes should take steps to regulate their construction 
industries to prevent unnecessary deaths in such disasters, argue 
Nicholas Ambraseys and Roger Bilham on http:i/xvwxv.scidev.net Over the 
past ttuee decades, 83 per cent of all earthquake fatalities have 
occurred in poor countries that are more corrupt than is expected 
considering their level of income per capita, they- say. 

TANZANIA: O~ER 50 PER CENT OF TANZANIAix." PUBLIC OFFICIALS 5’~T TO DECL.~MRE ~¢~ALTH 

http://bit.lv/gZcSrb 

It is now official that almost half of Tanzania’s public servants and 
politicians are yet to declare their wealth as required by the law 
According to the 1995 public servants ethics code and act all public 
servants are required to declare their wealth 30 days within their 
election and appointment. Thereafter they are required to continue 
declaring their ~vealth annually. 

TL, J~qISL~: ARREST WARRANm2 ISSUED FOR EX-PRESIDENT BEN- .&LI 

http : //wv,~v. bbc. co. uldnews/w orld-africa-12286650 

Tunisia has issued an international arrest warrant for ousted 
President Zine al-Abidine Ben All and his family, the nation’s justice 
minister has said. Lazhar Karoui Chebbi said the interim goverrm~ent 
had asked members states to work via Interpol to detain Mr Ben All, 
who fled to Saudi Arabia on 14 JanuaW. \@ Chebbi said \@ Ben All was 
accused of illegally acquiring property and assets and transferring 
funds abroad. 
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AFRICA: £~J()R TRAD[N(I POWERS TO PUSH FOR JULY TRADE DEAL 

http://www.tralac.or~/c~i-bir~,~i~a.c~i?cmd cause dir news item&news id 98244&cause id 1694 

Major trading powers agreed on Friday to push J2~r an outline deal in 
the decade-o]d Doha trade talks by July as world ]eaders appealed for 
al] nations to make concessinns or risk losing the opportunib" for 
years. European Uninn Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht said the 
ministers from seven key economies had also agreed to instruct 
officials to negotiate a deal in the Doha round across the board and 
leave the trade-ofi~ for ministers to tackle to a minimum 

AERK;A: UNEQUAL DEVELOP£/2ENT LEVEl ,S COUID tIAMPER EAST At,IZ[CAN INTEGRATION 

http://bit.l¥ifkiJse 

Most Kenyans are not aware that 2012 is not just a critical election 
year, but also tile year that will usher in a major change in tile 
financial landscape of the country and Eastern Africa, writes Rasnah 
Warah in the Daily- Nation. Next year, the East African Con~nunity is 
set to adopt a cormnon c~trrency in the five member states (Burtmdi, 
Kenya, Rxvanda, Tanzania and Uganda), which is expected to reduce the 
cost and risk of doing business in the region. V~nile the EAC is 



determined tu gu ahead with plans tu adopt a common currency, sceptics 
are not sure whether the currency will be viable, especially as the 
regiun’s variuus members experience vastly differing socio-econum~c 
cunditions, which cuuld hinder the sustainability uf the monetary 
umon 

GL OB.4L: DAVOS, AN UN~,EAL ISTIC VIEYV FROM THE MOLrN~AIN 

http :i/www.guardian. co. uk/business/2011 iiani31/davos-economics-crisis-comment 

The therue of Davos this year was ’shared norms for the new realib", 
one of those phrases where the words can be rearranged in any order 
and remain utterly vacuous, says this article in the London Guardian 
about the just-concluded World Ecunomic Forttrn. ’Business leaders, 
policy leaders and the world’s smartest academics had five days in the 
high Alps to xvork out what this actually meant. Despite much head 
scratching not one of them could.’ 

S OL~2H AFRICA: DEVELOPMENT AID AGENCY LAL ~-NCHED 

httr~://bit.lvidJ83Gf 

South Africa has ammunced that it will launch its own development aid 
agency in 2011 - the South African Development Partnership Agency. 
This move places South Africa ahead of other emerging dunors such as 
India and China, who have yet to create separate agencies to dispense 
aid, reports Centre for Global Development. 

S OL~b]F~N AFRICA: REGION MOVES TO SET UP FREE TRADE AREA 

http://w~vw.tralac.or~/cgi-bin/giga.cgi?cmd causedir news~tem&newsid 98150&cause id 1694 

The year 2011 will move southern Africa another step closer to 
becoming a regiunal cormnunity, as one of the building blocks of a 
united Africa with its Afi’ican Economic Cormnunity. Southern Africa is 
expected to take this step towards deeper regional and continental 
integration when three Regional Economic Communities (RECs) 
encompassing 26 countries in eastern and southern Africa ahnost half 
of all African countries approve a plan this year to establish a 
Grand Free Trade Area (GFTA). 

TANZANIA: TANZANIA RECORDS DISMAL SCORE ON MDGS FOUR 5’~ARS TO DEADLIN~E 

With four years to go, Tanzania still lags behind other East African 
cuuntries tuwards the realisation of the Millennium Development Goals 
(MDG s), says the latest report by the Centre fi~r Global Development 
(CGD) ~flne US-based think-tank puts Tanzania at fuurth pusit~on, 
having une out uf eight puints, unly surpassing war-torn Burundi which 
has 0.5 puints on the eight cure MI)G targets of ridding extreme 
puverty, hunger, impruving education, ensuring gender parity, reducing 
child mortality’ and maternal mur tality, l~IV/Aids, and attaining 
su[’ficiency in water pruvision. 
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13 Health & HIV/AIDS 

AERICA: ANTI-GAY ATTACKS WILE I,t;~XD TO RISE IN HIV CASES, Vv%XRNS C}]R[ST[AN Aft) 

The increasingly targeted attacks on gay peuple in a number of African 
countries, which are thought to have tu led the murder this week uf 
uutspoken Ugandan gay activist, I)avid Katu, will cuntribute tu an 
increase in HIV infections, says Christian Aid. Kato, whose name and 
phutograph recently appeared on the fi-ont page of anti-gay 
Kampala-based newspaper Roiling Stune, under the headline ’Hang Them’, 
was beaten tu death in his home, Ugandan pulice cur~firmed Nina 
O’Farrell, Head uf ttIV at Christian Aid, said: ’It is vital to defend 
the rights of specific groups who are particularly- vulnerable to HIV 
irffection, including gay people, who also suffer from heightened 
stigma and discriruination, which in many cases makes them less likely 
to access to HIV treatment, care and support.’ 

http :/iwww. palnbazuka, org/ergcategory/hivaids/7 05 25 



AFRICA: AU Ij.~RGED TO D¢IPLEMENT MON~ITOR2NG MECHANISM 

http:iibit.lv/eSiff4 

The African Union (AU) has been charged to set up a mechanisnr to 
monitor the decisions taken by its various authorities to ensure 
iraplementation, D4sir~ Assogbavi, an official of the Oxfam NGO said 
Saturday in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. ’AU holds at least two ordinary 
summits and several high-poxvered meetings eve1T year. Important 
decisions come out from them for African populations but only ten per 
cent of the total of those AU nreasures are applied in the end. We must 
get out of this situation,’ Mr. Assogbavi, who is the director of 
Oxfarn liaison Office to the African Union said in a PANA interview. 
The African Union member countries have agreed to devote ten per cent 
of their public spending to agriculture and 15 per cent to the health 
sector. 

AFRICA: PREGNANT AFRICAN WOMEN STILL VULNERABLE TO IVlALARIA 

http://w;vw.alidcasciencenews.orgiasns/index.php?option comcontent&task~iew&id 2656&Itemid 2 

Millions of pregnant ;vomen still lack adequate access to 
insecticide-treated be&~ets and intermittent preventive treatment 
despite belligerent efforts in the past decade, a stu@ published in 
the Lancet shows. The stu@ published Wednesday- in the Lancet 
Infectious Diseases Journal shows that Intermittent Preventive 
Treatment (IPTp) and Insecticide Treated Nets (ITNs) are not being 
fully utilised to protect pregnant women from malaria in sub-Saharan 
Africa (SSA) The study, which reviewed national control strategies 
from 47 countries across Sub- Saharan Africa, showed that 23 million 
pregnancies in 2007 were unprotected 

ANGOLA: BOOST FOR POLIO CA2vIPAIGN 

http://ww*v.irinnews or~/Report.aspx ?R epor rid 91729 

The Angolan government is preparing to renew efik~rts to eradicate 
polio with support from global partners, including the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation, which has made polio eradication its top 
priority Angola succeeded in stamping out polio for three consecutive 
years at the beginning of the century,, but a strain of the virus 
prevalent in India reappeared in 2005 and has since spread to the 
neighbouring countries of Namibia, the Democratic Republic of Congo 
and the Republic of Congo. 

GLOBAL: FFVE COUNTRIES TO WATCtl ON HFWAIDS IN 2011 

http:/iwww.p[usnews, or~/R eport asp× ?Reportld 91758 

Things are generally more positive on the global ttIV front: the number 
of new infections is down, treatment figures are up and headway is 
being made in the fight to end discrimination against people living 
with HIV. However, there is still work to be done and progress in the 
fight against the pandemic has not been even. IRIN/PlusNews lists five 
co~xtries that could determine the future of the pandemic this year: 
South Africa, Russia, Haiti, Uganda and India. 

SOU~H AFRICA: CHOLEP~. CAUSING MORE DEATHS, EXPERTS L~GE VACCINATION 

http:i/xvwxv.trust.oraialertnet/newsicholer a-c ausing-more-deaths-expert s-urge-vaccination/ 

The cholera bacterium has undergone important mutations in recent 
years, causing longer outbreaks of the disease xvith increased 
fatalities, researchers reported on Wednesday. In a package of papers 
published in the journal PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases, they said 
nrass vaccinations should be considered as a solution even after 
outbreaks have begun. 

SOUTH .¢5"RICA: REPORT ON IINWESTIGATION LNTO INFAB.m2 DEATHS AT CHARLOT!’E 
MA_XEKE HOSPITAL RELEASED 

http:/ibit.ly&MDXy 1 

Social justice group SECTION27 has welcomed the release of a report on 
the investigation into the tragic deaths of six infants on 18 May 2010 



at the Charlotte Ma×eke Academic tIospital in Johannesburg. The report 
raised serious concerns about the extent to which the Gauteng 
Department of Health and Social Development adheres to norms and 
standards related to human resources, and the consequent overcrowding 
~n public health facilities in the province The expert medical pane[ 
that conducted the investigation found that the neonatal unit at the 
Hospital ’ha[d] been under severe pressure for a long time’ 

S OIj~I’H AFRICA: STREET DRUG CRAZE THREATENS ARV SUPPLY 

http ://bit.l¥ig 1 Crsw 

South Africa is in the grip of a dangerous new drugs craze that could 
tineaten the country’s battle against AIDS. The street drug called 
’whoonga’ is a cocktail that includes the anti retroviral (ARV) 
medication prescribed to people xvith HIV. Demand for the substance has 
prompted a wave of thefts of AIDS drugs across the country, reports 
Sky News. 
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14 Education 

GHANA: E-READERS FOR SCHOOLS 

http:i/mashable, corn,’2011/01/26iworldreader-educ ation-ahan a/ 

Worldreader.org is testing the idea that e-readers are libraries you 
can fit in yotu pocket. The non-profit is piloting a new campaign that 
would deliver e-readers, like Amazon’s Kindle, to children in Ghanaian 
schools. The e-readers will function as all-purpose textbooks by 
providing instantaneous access to the thousands of books now digitally 
available. 

SOMALIA: FREE F, DLTCATION ’TOO EXPENSIVE’ FOR SOIVL&LILAiX~) 

http://www.irim~ewsorg/Report.aspx?ReportID 91719 

The self-declared republic of Somaliland has introduced free education 
at primary and intermediate levels and doubled teachers’ salaries but 
these decisions will be hard to sustain and could affect the quality 
of public education, say experts. ’We need to ask ourselves, does the 
Somalilund goverl~ment have the capacity to handle this [salary] 
increase? The short answer is "no",’ Saeed Osman, a Uganda-based 
researcher in Somaliland’s education development, told IRIN 

S OU~bl AFRICA: VARSITIES BRACED FOR DELUGE 

htt~:~/www timeshve~c~za/sundaytimes/artic~e88146~.ece/Varsities-braced-fi~r-de~u~e 

A dramatic spike in physical science distinctions is expected to cause 
a flood o:[" last-minute applications :[’or the medical, engineering and 
commerce faculties when the country’s universities open fi~r the new 
academic year. Statistics released exclusively to the Sunday Times 
show there was an enormous increase in the number of physical science 
distinctions - from 999 m 2009 to 5962 last year - in what experts 
have described as ’very surprising’. 
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’DENOUNCE GAY M[£RDER, MUSEVIIN[’ 

http://www.timeslive.co.za/sundaytim esiarticle881434.ece/Denoun ce-~ ay-murder-Museveni 

South African organisation Health4Men has called on Ugandan President 
Yoweri Museveni to publicly denounce the violent murder of the gay 
rights activist David Kato. Kato, an outspoken member of Sexual 
Minorities Uganda who spoke out against pre1 udice, intimidation and 
violence against men who have sex with men, was beaten to death on 
Wednesday. 

S OL’I~I AFRICA: GOVERN~MENT MUST DECLARE CORRECTIVE RAPE A HATE CRLME, 
SAYS CAMPAIGN 

http:~/www~mask~r~za~g~vermnment-must-dec~are-c~rrective-rape-a-hate-crime,~/ 



In a desperate effort to bring the plight of corrective rape to the 
fore, a Cape Town gay rights NGO Lulekisizwe is petitioning the South 
African government to have corrective rape declared a hate crime and 
combated. More than 141,317 signatures supporting the petition have 
been collected worldwide, calling for the harshest sentences to 
perpetrators of corrective. 

SOUTH .%~’RICA: PICKET IN PRETORL~ 

1 February 2011 

On Tuesday 1 February, the Lesbian and Gay- Equali~ Project, the 
Treatment Action Campaign, Section27 and various other civil socie~7, 
faith-based and cormntmity organisations will stage a protest at the 
Department of International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO) 

http : /i~vww.pambazuka. orgienicateg orv, /lgbtii7 0514 

UGANDA: ACTIVISTS WARN ROLLING STOik]E 

http ://w~vw.ma sk.org za/a ctivists-wam-rolling-stone-on-outing-homosexu als/#more-3269 

Ugandan gay rights activists have dared Rolling Stone Editor Guiles 
Muhame to continue outing gays and lesbians in that country, warning 
that he may be up for a surprise that could end his career or land him 
in jail. This after Muhame vo~ved to continue publishing articles 
outing Ugandan homosexuals despite a recent court ruling that 
permanently barred the newspaper from publishing such articles and 
even instructing the Rolling Stone to pay three plaintiffs damages of 
over 1.5 million Ugandan Shillings. 

UGANDA: STOP TfI[{ I)fiPORTATION OF BRfiNDA NAh/f[GADDE 

http ://bit ly/hBpU40 

Ugandan lesbian Brenda Namigadde has been granted a temporary 
last-minute reprieve, and will not be deported back to Uganda li’om the 
United Kingdom Word came down from the High Court judge as Namigadde 
was being escorted to the airport this evening. Visit 
http://www.allout.or~ to send an email, tweet or Facebook post in 
support o:[" Namigadde, 
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G LO B AL: CARB O N MA[<KET G O NT~ IN A PU}:[~" 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cif-~reen/2011/iani24/carbon-market-credits-tradinA 

Carbon credits can be traded in the EU’s emissions trading scheme 
(ETS), but unlike other comanodity markets, it’s not clear that carbon 
credits are tied to something that will have value tomorrow, or next 
year. Can the credits be owned, like a piece of properb~, or can they 
j ust disappear into thin air? And disappear the)’ may The entire EU 
trading system was shut down recently, with credits worth 628m missing 
following a series of highly effective cyber attacks, reports the 
London Guardian. 

GLOBAL: EUROPEAN COMMISSION EXTENDS CARBON 2~z~.2E T FREEZE IN©EFLNITEL Y 

http://bit.lyifyvk]L 

The European commission’s emergency suspension last week of trading in 
carbon allo~vances to put a halt to rampant theft of credits by hackers 
has been extended indefinitely until countries can prove their systems 
are protected from fttrther fraud. While the suspension had been 
expected to end last night, Brussels no~v says that the freeze in 
trades had been imposed to give the commission executive some 
breathing space to figure out what to do. 

NIGERLA: SHELL ACCUSED OF NffSLEADING STATEMEix~2S ON SP1LL CRISIS 

http ://bit. ly/hZ lz\Vb 

Amnesty International and Friends of the Earth International have 



filed an official complaint against oil giant Shell [’or breaches of 
basic standards for responsible business set out by the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The orgamsations 
claim that Shell’s use of discredited and misleading information to 
blame the majority of oil pollution on saboteurs in its Niger Delta 
operations has breached the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises. The complaint was filed with UK and Netherlands 
government contact points for the OECD 

SOUTH AFRICA: (-’ABINET _’vlLZVI ON AC~Z) MINE DRAINAGE REPORT 

http://wxvw.iol.co.za/business/cabinet-mum-on-acid-mine-drainage-report- 1.1017927 

A report on the management of acid mine drainage in Gautung has been 
put to the cabinet but details of its recon~’nendations will not be 
released until Water and Environmuntal Affairs Minister Edna Molewa 
approves it. The report, driven by her departrnent but drawn up by a 
team of experts, apparently seeks ways to draw private sector mining 
companies that are still operating in Gauteng into the process of 
extracting the acid mine water and cleansing it. The level of the 
underground acid water is now 500m below the surface, 50m higher than 
in the trfiddle of 2010. 
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17 Land & land lights 

GLOBAL:NEW STUTD~ES EXPLORE LARGE-S(-’ALE INVESTMENTS IN LAND 

http:llfarmlandgrab.org/post/view/18037 

A new set of research studies available now- on the International 
Land Coalition (ILC) website explores the growing wave of 
large-scale international and domestic land acquisitions and the 
factors that are driving demand for investments in land. The studies 
examine how changes in demand for food, energy and natural resources, 
along with liberalisation of trade regimes, are making the competition 
for land increasingly global and unequal 
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18 Media & freedom of expression 

http :/ /unglish aliazeera.net/newsimiddleeast/2011/01/201113023414787871 .hm~l 

International press institutes have come out strongly against Egyptian 
authorities’ suppression of the media, following the withdrawal orAl 
Jazeera’s license to broadcast from the North African country The 
Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) condelrmed on Sunday the 
information ministlT’S move to shutdown A1 Jazeera’s bureau in the 
country-. The CPJ described the move as an attempt to ’disrupt media 
coverage by AI Jazeera and calls on them to reverse the decision 
immediately’. 

G] ,OB/’,L: BRIBERY OF JOURNALISTS AROUND THE WOR[~D 

ht tp:/izuni a. or~/postic ash-for-c overage-bribery-of-iournalis ts-ar ound-the-worRL’ 

Not only do journalists accept bribes and media houses accept paid 
material disguised as news stories, but all too often, reporters and 
editors are the instigators, extorting money either :for publishing 
favorable stories or [’or not publishing damaging ones. With all the 
organised efJk~rts to support media development and defend press 
freedom around the world, there has been remarkably little done in any 
concerted way to reduce the problem of corrupt journalism, says this 
report. 

G] ,OBAE: PRESS },T~V.E D()M UNDER Tt ]REAT IN THE AGE OF W[KILEAKS 

http:i/ipsnews.netinexvs.asp?idnews 54245 

Freedom of the press could be seriously irapacted across the world in 
the xvake of the ongoing political revelations brought about by 
whistle-blowing websites such as Wikileaks, one of forerrmst 
constitutional law experts in the US has said. Speaking at a Personal 
Democracy Folurn event, at New York Universi~-, veteran First Amendment 
lawyer Floyd Abrams warned governments could use the controversy 
surrounding the recent release of thousands of confidential diplomatic 



cables as an excuse to crack down on journalists and publishers. 

MALAWI: iVEVX)[A BAN LAW PASSEl) 

http :/ /indepthafrica. comlnews/east-africa/malawi-passes-media-ban-law/ 

Malawian President Bingu wa Mutharika has signed a new law- that allows 
his infom~ation minister to ban publications deemed ’contrary to the 
public interest’, an official said on Wednesday. The new law gives 
powers to the information minister to ban a publication if he has 
’reasonable grounds to believe that the publication or importation of 
any publication would be contralN to the public interest’. 

RWAiNTDA: UN HL~IAN RIGHTS COUNCIL (L2KJHRC) I~flEMBER STATES DISCUSS RWANDA 

ARTICLE 19 press release 

The UN Human Rights Council (U2NHRC) member states are set to discuss 
the human right situation in Rwanda for the first time, at the 
upcoming Universal Periodic Review (UPR), that will be held on 24 

Januazi 2011 in Geneva. ARTICLE 19’s submission to the UN Human Rights 
Co~cil in July 2010 highlights three areas of concern which the 
organisation hopes to see reflected in the upcoming rcview. These 
include (1) limits on freedom of expression through restrictive media 
law and criminal defamation (2) harassment and attacks on jottrnalists; 
(3) genocide ideology legislation. 

http :i/www.pambazuka. org/etgcatego1)qmedia/70 5 21 

SOIVL&LILAik~3: DISMAY AT THREE-hEAR JAiL SENTENCE FOR EDITOR 

http ://en.rsf org/somalia-dismay-at-three-year-iail-sentenc e-23-01-2011~39376.htm1 

Reporters Without Borders says it is ’dismayed’ by the three-year jail 
sentence and fine of six million Somaliland shillings (around 1,000 
dollars) that a court in Hargeisa, the capital of the breakaway 
northwestern territolT of Somaliland, has passed on Mohamud Abdi Jama, 
the editor of the independent newspaper Waheen, for allegedly 
libelling local officials 

SOLTrH AFRICA: DEADLINE EXTENDED ON COikTENTIOUS IikTORDL~TION BILL 

Parliament threw \~s debating the contentious Protection of 
Information Bill a lifeline on Friday with a last-minute extension of 
their deadline. The mandate of the ad hoc comanittee set up in March 
last year to process the bill was due to expire on Friday. But the 
chain:nan, ANC MP Cecil Burgess, said at the last scheduled sitting 
that though he could not cite the rule making it possible, he had been 
assured that the speaker, Max Sisulu, would announce an extension 
before the current mandate ran out tie told reporters later the 
deadline had been extended to March 31 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,A/VA/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

19 Social welfare 

SWAZI],AND: ORPHANS’ DOOMSDAY SCENARIO FALLS TO MATERIALISE 

http://ww*v.IRINnews.or~/Reportaspx?ReportId 91741 

Orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) comprise a fifth of Swaziland’s 
roughly one millinn people, 80,000 more than predicted in a doomsday 
scenario back in 2004, but a social meltdown feared by some, has not 
happened. [n 2004 the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) prqjected a grim 
future for the landlocked country as a consequence of the world’s 
highest ttlV prevalence rates - 26 1 per cent of people aged 15-49 are 
living with the virus - but aKhough the nation is struggling, it is 
managing to cope. 

20 Conflict & emergencies 

COTE D’WOIP, E: FEAR DESCENDS ON THE NORTH 



http://www.IRINnews.or~/report.aspx?Reportid 91756 

With no sign at present of an end to the political deadlock in C6te 
d’]voire, the country remains partitioned. The economic repercussions 
of the crisis are being felt in both south and north. In Abidjan and 
the south, where Laurent Gbagbo and his administration are still in 
control, in the ~ice of regional and international condemnation and 
isolation, prices of key commodities have risen dramatically. In the 
north -long held by former rebels Forces Nouvelles, and providing the 
main support base for Alassane Ouattara, internationally recognized as 
the elected president - livelihoods are being crippled and basic 
services reduced to a rainimum in regions which have been ruarginalized 
for decades. 

LIBERIA: L]BERIA’S EX-COMBATANTS 1N COTE D’IVOIP, E 

http:i/www.ihr.caiblog/2011/01/fighting-%r-survivaMiberias-ex-combatants-in-cote-divoire/ 

The phenoruenon of regional warriors in West Africa is rearing its head 
again today, as Cote d’Ivoire hovers on the brip£K of civil war. 
Thousands of combatants roam this fragile region from conflict to 
conflict, fighting as a means to survive in some of the poorest 
nations on earth, where peace without proper reintegration has brought 
not happiness but rather a life of idle deprivation for some former 
fighters, many of whom were coerced to take up alTtls as children. 

SOMALIA: U2q SEEKS WIDE CONSULTATION FOR POST-TFG RL2.E 

http://www irirmews.org/Report.aspx?Report]D 91749 

Consultations on the post-transitional govermnent process in Somalia 
have started, and will involve all stakeholders and the international 
con~munity, the Special Representative of the United Nations 
Secretary-General to Somalia said. ’There ~vas unanimous agreement, 
both inside and outside Somalia, that the transitional period has to 
end in August as envisaged under the Djibouti Peace Agreement,’ 
Augustine Mahiga told a ne~vs conference in Nairobi. ’In the meantime, 
consultations are under way to develop a consensus on ho~v to end the 
transition and on the nature of post-transition political 
arrangements’ 

SOMALIA: U~N TO STEP trP BATPLE ON PIRACY 

http://www ips org/africai2011/01iun-to-step-up-battle-a~ainst-somali-piracv-m-indian-ocean/ 

Alarmed by the increase in piracy, the United Nations has proposed the 
establishment - for a transitional period - of a Somali 
extra-territorial jurisdiction court in the Tanzanian citT of Amsha 
to deal just with piracy cases. Jack Lang, the Special Adviser on 
Legal Issues related to Piracy, told reporters the estimated costs of 
setting up a court would be around 25 million dollars This, he 
pointed out, was ’a relatively modest expense compared to the 
estimated seven billion dollars’ that is the current cost of piracy, 
including the multi-million-dollar ransoms extracted by pirates in the 
high seas. 

SOUTtt AFRICA: F[X)OD DEA~fII TOLI. RISES AS (IOVERNMF.NT I)ECLARES 33 DISAST[gR ZONES 

http ://www.guardian.co. uk/world/2011/iar~’24/south -africa-flood-death-toll 

Flooding in South Africa has killed more than 100 people, forced at 
least 8,40(i from their homes and prompted the government to declare 33 
disaster areas. With unusually hea,qr rainfall forecast until March, 
the UN has warned that almost every country in southern Africa is on 
alert for potentially disastrous flooding. 

SU]-)AN: DARt,"UR RETURNING ’TO PAST PATTF.RNS OF VIOLENCE’ 

http://wwxv.iriunews.ora/Report.aspx?ReportID 91762 

Fighting between government and rebel groups in North and South Darfur 
in western Sudan has displaced tens of thousands of people and 
hindered access by humanitarian workers to sorue affccted areas, 
sources said. ’While the international corumunity remains focused on 
Southern Sudan, the situation in Darfur has sharply deteriorated,’ 
said Daniel Bekele, Africa director at Human Rights Watch (HRYV). ’We 



are seeing a return to past patterns of violence, with both government 
and rebel forces targeting civilians and committing other abuses.’ 

/’\/’\//VVV/\/VV/VVV/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/VV/V’,/’,/ /I, 

21 Internet & technology 

A[~ICA: COMMUNICATION TECttNOLOGIES AN[) POLITICAL CHANGE IN TflE N/2[DDLE 
EAST AND AFRICA 

http:i/xa~’w.polis.cam.ac.ulc’cghr/research newmedia.htrnl 

The spread of digital technologies in the Middle East and Africa has 
generated the view that ’new- media’ open up political spaces for 
dissent, activism and emancipation. In October 2010, a conference ’New 
MedialAlternative Politics’ brought together researchers, academics, 
activists, journalists and policy makers to discuss whether and how 
new media empower an alternative politics and mobilises political 
change. The first working paper, ’New media, same old regime politics: 
Resisting the repression of media freedom in Zimbabxve’ by Amanda 
Atxvood and Bey Clark fiom the Kubatana Trust of Zimbabwe is now 

available. 

ALGERL~: MAGHREB DIGITAL LIBRARY LAUNd’HED 

http:i/www.maaharebia.com,’cocoon/awiixhtmll/en GB/features/axvi/featttresi2011/01/26/feature-02 

Algeria launched the Maghreb Digital Library on 23 January in an 
effort to expand access to information. The initiative was part of a 
j oint endeavour between the Algerian Ministry of Higher Education and 
US-based NGO Civilian Research and Development Foundation (CRDF) The 
Maghreb Digital Library will help the UniversitT of Algiers open to 
the scientific field through different partnerships; something that 
would give the sector access to technological media that provide 
researchers with information and documents needed in their work. 

EG’,~PT: GOVER2x2vlEN~2 TPdES TO BLOCK SOCIAL MEDIA 

http://bit.l¥/fnXmvG 

The protest movement in E~zpt has mobilised the young and the middle 
classes using the Internet and social net~vorks in a challenge to the 
authorities that has seen both Twitter and Swedish video-streaming 
site Bambuser blocked. NIobile phones too ~vere unable to get a signal 
on Tuesday in Tahrir Square in the centre of the capital Cairo, which 
has been a rallying point for thousands of protesters. Pro-democracy 
activists countered on Wednesday by disseminating technical advice to 
overcome these obstacles to enable the mobilisation to continue. 

EGYPT: ON TWITTER, TttE SEARC[ t FOR W2,IK, GI tONIM 

http ://~lobalvoicesonline or~/2011/01/31/e~ypt-on-twitter-the-search -for-wael-vhonim/ 

On Twitter, fi-iends express concerns for Egyptian blogger and Google 
Middle East staffer Wael Ghonim, who has been missing since Thursday. 
(ihonim, who studied in Cairo and is now Head of Marketing at Google’s 
UAE office, had tweeted his intent to be at the 25 January protests. 

/’\/’\//VVV/\/VV/VVV/’,/’,/V/I,A/VA/\/V/’\/VV/V’,/’,/ /I, 
22 eNewsletters & mailing lists 

SETSI SA MOSADI 

Newsletter of Khawa College Women’s Centre, Issue No. 2 -December 2010 

http://k han’¢acolle~e or~.za/sites/default/files/ssm-newsl etter2 pd[" 

The latest edition of this newsletter contains information on: 
- Building solidarity across borders 
- N(IO re[’en-al meeting 
- The right to choose: a short play 
- Home-based care 
- innomlc ements. 

2S Fundraismg & useful resources 



(IBOBAL: COMMOXrWEA]~,Ttt FOUNDATION’S CIV]J_, SOCIETY RESPONSIVE GRA,NTITS 

http://bit.b//e9BkpN 

’]?he Commonwealth Foundation is an inter-governmental organisation 
supported by Commonwealth governments to provide support towards 
strengthening of civil socie~" for sustainable development, democracy 
and intercultural [earning within the commonwealth countries. It has 
grantmaking programmes [’or NGOs specifically for suppomng activities 
that involve intercultural exchange. 

GLOBAL: INTERNATIONAL IBSEN SCHOLARSHEPS FOR IN~DI\rlDUALS OR ORGAiN’ISATIONS 

h ttp://www.fundsforn~s.~rg/sch~larships-2/internatiuna~-ibsen-sch~arships-individua~s-organizati~ns 

The Nor~vcgian Government is accepting applications for the 
International Ibsen Scholarships for the year 2011. This is the foulth 
time that the Govert~’ncnt will be handing out the scholarships meant 
for individuals, organisations or institutions from around the world. 

IVV IVVV IVV’,I IVVV /’,i’,IV /’,/~/V /?/VV /VVV /V’,i’,i /’, 
24 Courses, seruinars, & workshops 

CODESRLA AND FESPACO WORKSHOP ON AFRICAN FILM 

27 -28 February 2011, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso 

The Cotmcil for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa 
(CODESRIA), in partnership with the Pan African Film and Television 
Festival (FESPACO), is pleased to announce a two day workshop on 
’African Film, Video & the Social Impact of New Technologies’ that it 
is organising in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, on 27th-28th March 2011 

http://w~,;v.pambamaka.org/en/categorv/courses/70462 

LA VIA CAMPESINA AT THE WORLD SOCL&L FORUM 1N DAIC&R 

The intematiunal peasant’s movement La Via Campesina will join the 
World Social Forum in Dakar, Senegal from February 6 to 11 More than 
70 farmers’ representatives from Africa, Asia, Europe and the Americas 
will take part in this forum, a place ;vhere social movements and civil 
organisations are going to debate alternatives for a better world, 
pursuing their thinking, formulating proposals and sharing their 
experiences. 

http ://vavw pambazaaka.orgienicategorv/coursesi70517 

MASTER IN LAW IN INTfiRNATIONAI~ CRIb!fiNAl. JUSTICE (LLM ICJ) IN AERICA 

The ()pen University of Tanzania 

The International Criminal Law Centre (ICLC) of the Open UniversW of 
Tanzania (OUT) proudly announces the :first and only Master in Law in 
Internatmnal Criminal Justice (LLM ICJ) in Af’rica. 
Taught in Arusha, in close proximity to the International Criminal 
Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), the programme is fie×lble and intended for 
individuals who are unable to attend a more traditional residential 
course. 

http://*vww.pamba’zuka.or~/en/categor,,,/courses/70524 

]VIAS’I~;R!S IN IN~7£~;RNATIONAL t;rUMAN RIGHTS LAW (PART-TIME) 

Universi~ of Oxford 

Oxfi~rd Universib"s Master’s programme in [nteruational Human Rights 
Law is offered jointly by the Department for Continuing Education and 
the Facu]ty o[’Law. It is conducted on a part-time basis over 22 
months. It involves two periods of distance learning via the internet 
as xvell as two summer sessions held at New College, Oxford. The degree 
prograrcane is designed in particular for lawyers and other human rights 
advocates who wish to pursue advanced studies in international hmnan 
rights law but may need to do so alongside work or l:amily 
responsibilities. The aim of the degree progranmxe is to train and 
support furore leaders in the field of international human rights law. 
A central obj ective of the course is to ensttre that participants not 
only know but can also use human rights laxv. The cumculum places 



roughly equal emphasis on the substance of human rights law, its 
implementation, and the development of human rights advocacy skills 

N[g\V R[gSEARCtt IN GENDER, VK)LENCE AND HIV 

(;ape Town, 28-29 March 2011 

http://ww~v.pambazuka.orgiimages/articlesi514/Gender Violence and HIV 

syraposium 201 lpostcr.pdf 

The two-day Symposium will review and debate the state of the art in 

research, policy and practice to support ongoing and emerging research 

that makes difference. 

REFUGEE LAW COL~)-~SES FOR 2011 

International Institute of Humanitarian Law 

http://ww~v.iihl.org/Default, aspx?pageid page5103 

Refugee La~v Courses at the International Institute of Humanitarian Law 
are organised by- the International Institute of Httmanitarian Law- in 
cooperation with the Office of the United Nations High Corumissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR). They are supported by the Swiss Federal Office 
for Migration, the US State Department (Bureau of Population, Refugees 
and Migration) and the Italian Nfinistry of Foreign Affairs. 
Participants in the courses ~vill have the opportunity to interact with 
practitioners and experts in the field of refugee/IDP protection, who 
will facilitate various thematic sessions of the programmes Dift’erent 
learning methodologies are used to encourage participants to apply 
knowledge and skills acquired in operations in a practical and 
pragmatic manner. The five general international refugee law courses 
will be conducted in French, English (2), Spanish and Arabic. 

SLrMMER COURSE ON RF~FUGEE ~ND FORCF~D MIGRATION 

Centre for Refugee Studies at York University, Toronto, Canada, 8-15 May, 2011 

http://crs.yorku.ca/summer/ 

The Summer Course on Refi~gee and Forced Migration Issues is an 
internationally acclaimed eight-day course for academic and 
field-based practitioners working in the area of forced migration It 
serves as a hub for researchers, students, practitioners, selwice 

providers and policy makers to share information and ideas. The 
Summer Course is housed within the Centre for Refugee Studies (CRS), 
York University 

/’\/’\//VVV/\/VI,//VVV/’,/’,/V/I,&/V/\/\/V/’\/VV/V’,/’,//I, 

25 Publications 

BI[3LIODIVI~RSITY PU[3LISH[NG AN’D GLOBALISATI(~N 

http:/iwavw.pambazuka, orgiimagesiarticles/514/Press release - 
Corcanuniqud Bibliodiversib’.pc~" 

The creation of’Bibliodiversity Publishing and Globalisation’, 
rests on three preliruinary acl~mwledgments. The notion of 
bibliodiversity, despite its rapid spread and significant potential, 
remains scantly explored, insufficiently discussed, poorly grasped, 
and even misused reduced at times to a simple slogan. It was 
important to save the notion from becoming even more depleted. 
Furtherraore, the two co-publishers the International Alliance of 
Independent Publishers along with Double Ponctuation wish to 
contribute to original research, the development of intellectual and 
functional tools, and the collection of testimony that could help us 
understand the changes occurring in the world of books and publishing. 
Finally, there is not yet much space available in which to stu@ these 
changing phenomena with a perspective that is simultaneously 
international, intercultural, and interdisciplinary. 

GENDER & DEVELOPMENT 

Call for papers 

http://www.genderanddeve~pment.~rg/Ca~%2~fbr%2~papers%2~Citizenship%2~Fina~ pdf 



The November 2011 issue of the international journal Gender & 
Development, (published for Oxfam 
GB by Routledge/Taylor and Francis) will focus on Citizenship. 
Development and feminist policymakers and practitioners, and academic 
researchers, are all invited to share insights from research and 
experience of Citizenship-focused development/humanitarian work in 
particular country contexts, which has direct relevance to development 
policy and practice. 

MAKIN-G HISTORY IN- MUGABE’S ZIMBABWE: POLITICS, IN~£ELLECTUAL S Aix~3 THE MEDLA 

Book launch: 21 February, 2011, Bmnei Suite, SOAS, London, WC1H 0XG 

h ttp : //b it. lv igOs6nI 

This book traces the role of politicians and public intellectuals in 
media, cM1 society and the academy in producing and disseminating a 
politically usable historical narrative concerning ideas about 
patriotism, race, land, human rights and sovereignty. It raises 
pressing questions about the role of contemporary African 
intellectuals in the making of democratic societies. In so doing the 
book adds a new and rich dimension to the study of African politics, 
which is olten diluted by the neglect of ideas. 

/’\/’\//VVV/VVI,//VVV/’,/’,/V/I,A/VA/VV/’\/VV/V’,/’,/ /I, 

26 Jobs 

GHANA: CAPACITY BUILDING PR~)(IRAM O[;F[CER 

Revenue Watch Institute 

The Revenue Watch Institute (RWI) is a non-profit policy institute and 
grant-making organization that promotes the transparent, accountable 
and e:[’fectlve management of oil, gas, and mineral resources for the 
public good. RWI provides expertise, capacity building and funding to 
help countries maximize the long-term economic benefit of their 
natural ri ches. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~,categop¢ij obs/70452 
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27 YVikiLeaks and Africa 

EGYPT: US OFFICIALS BACKED REBELS PLAN2NING EGYPTIAN U-PRISING IN 2008, 
SAYS VV~ILEAKS 

http:/ibit. N&JlqLH 

Even as they were officially- supporting Egyptian President Hosni 
Mubarak, American officials were secretly helping dissidents 
interested in using social media to overthrow his regime, a secret 
dispatch from the US embassy in Cairo has revealed. The cable, dated 
30 December 2008 and recently released on the Wikileaks website, also 
describes a plot to oust Mr. Mubarak in 2011, which it dismisses as 
’umealistic’. 

EG’iT)T: YVIKK~EAKS CABLES SHOW CLOSE US RELATIONSHIP WITH EGYPTIAN PRESIDEiN~F 

http:i/wxvw.guardian.co.uk/world/201 l(ian/28/xvikileaks-cairo-cables-egypt-president 

Secret US embassy cables sent from Cairo in the past two years reveal 
that the Obama administration wanted to maintain a close political and 
military relationship with the Egyptian president, Hosni Mubarak, who 
is now facing a popular uprising A ficank briefing note in May 2009 
ahead of Mubarak’s trip to Washington, leaked by WikiLeaks, reported 
that the Egyptian president had a dismal opinion of Obama’s 
predecessor, George Bush 

SOLrTH AFRICA: WIKILEAKS EXff~OSES SA SPY BOSS 

http ://;vww.ne;vs2 4 com/SouthAfrica/News/¥Vikileaks-exposes-S A-s p y-bo ss-20110123 

An explosive WikiLeaks cable claims that spy boss and President Jacob 
Zuma confidante Mo Shaik threatened to expose the ’political 
skeletons’ of Zulna’s enemies and reveals that he ~vas cultivated by the 
Americans as a key intbrmant within the Zuma camp. The fresh 
revelations are likely to shake the Zuma administration as they 



involve one of the president’s key allies and the man tasked with 
running the country’s secret service 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fi~h amu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

¢~ Un]ess otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-N0ncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazuk a or~/en/abo ut php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http://www.pambazuka or~/en ) 
Edi~go em lingua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.or~ipt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http://www pambazuka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazuka or~/en/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
derails of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.pambazuk a org/en/abo ut php ) 

To SI~BSCRIBE or "LTNSL~BSCRJ~E go to: 
http://pan~bazuka.gn, a pc. org/cgi-bir#rr~ailn~ar#listinfo}parabazuka-news 
or scnd a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazaka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazaka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weckly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in At~ica providing cutting 
edge cormnentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
htth://i~ahamubooks.or~/boolc,’?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm raedmra email&utrn campaian amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’parnbazuka’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Corrm~ent & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
//twitter.com/pambazuka ( http:/;’twitter.com/pambazuka ~. 

* Pambazuka News has a Del icio.us ( http://Del.icio us/) page, where 
you can vie~v the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
the pulse of Africa[ Visit http:/idelicious com/pamba2:uka ne~vs. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Monday, January 31, 2011 10:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice I~| <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Update from the Munk-Gordon Arctic Security Conference 2011 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

http: //w~ind~stryma~ut~m~ndu~try/View‘asp~id= 2532 72~‘q= 27997:~329&r~z=6 :14~77 

Dear colleagues, 

This email is distributed to friends and partners of the Gordon Foundation to update 
you on recent news from the Foundation. 

Thank you to all who participated in the Munk-Gordon Annual Arctic Security 
Program Conference. The day was a great success with a wide range of opinions 
presented for consideration. The ideas coming out of the Conference will serve to 
guide the work plan of the program over the next four years. To watch the webcast, 
please click here.The next annual conference will be held January 17-18, 2012 on 
the subject of The Arctic Council: Its Place in the Future of Arctic Governance. 
Please ~[i#.l~..b.g.[#. for more information about the next year’s conference. 

We are delighted to share with you a few of the more than a hundred news articles 
from around the world covering the recently released "Rethinkinq the Top of the 
World: Arctic Security Public Opinion Survey," conducted by Ekos Research 
Associates Inc. 

Warmin~t up to the Arctic 
Editorial: Calgary Herald 
January 27, 2011 

Published: Edmonton Journal 
January 26, 2011 

Arctic security means mere than Arctic severeiq~ nty 
By: Tony Penikett 
Published: The Globe and Mail 
January 26, 2011 

Outlet: BBC News Canada and US 
January 25, 2011 

The Arctic Council is the best way for Canada to resolve its territorial 

By: Janice Gross Stein and Thomas S. Axworthy 
Published: Globe and Mail 
January 25, 2011 

Arctic security: Fi~htin.~ for the True North 
Published: Globe and Mail 
January 25, 2011 

Outlet: CBC 
January 25, 2011 



Tory focus on Arctic sovereignty buoys 
By: Randy Boswell 
Published: Montreal Gazette 
January 25, 2011 

By: Jill Mahoney 
Published: Globe and Mail 
January 24, 2011 

Arctic Secudty International Media 2.pdf 
Arctic Security International Media 3.pdf 

We welcome and encourage your feedback on these articles. 

Check out our web page for more Foundation related news and updates: 

Regards, 

The Gordon Foundation Team 

www.wdqf.ca 
Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 

11 Church Street, Suite 400 
Toronto, Ontario 

IVlSE ~. W :1_ 
Canada 

This email was created and delivered using .,’ndustry Maiielit 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cambridge University Press <us~x~x~v@cambridge.org> 

Monday, JanuaD, 31,2011 10:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

New International Relations textbooks available 

Cambridge University P .... 

Cambridr4e University iinternaUonal OrqanizationsI The Poiitics of Human 
P.£#A~.~qF!#. I Politics Textbooks ::.~j:[~ 

much-needed addition to the field of i#ternatio~a~ 
Hurd explores the key theoretical and practical issues concerning 

international organizations in a wefl-wdtten, engaging, and 

comprehensive manner," 

- .]on Pevehouse, University of Wisconsin 

Paperback 
978052ii47378 

International Organizations 
Politics, Law, Practice 

Ian Hurd, 
NoF~hw~St~FR UR/V~FS/~y 

Features 

Offers a fresh approach in which each chapter 
provides a detailed account of the most 
important international organizations 
Combines insights from politics and law 

Topical and extensive case studies show students how each 

international organization works in practice 

Each chapter ends with a list of discussion questions to guide 

student discussion 

i6 illustrations 
296 pages 

December 20i0 

has a consistent voice, and introduces students to quantitative 
approaches to the global, comparative study of human Hghts, Chapters 

conclude with suggestions for further reading, relevant websites and 
films ~ aft with valuable annotations by the authors," 

Paperback 
978052i6i4054 

- David Cingranelli, Binghamton University, SUNY 

The Politics of Human Rights 
The Quest for Dignity 

Sabine C. Care¥ 
University Mannheim, Germany 

Mark Gibne¥ 
University of North Carolina, Ashevi!le 

Steven C, Poe 
University of North Texas 

Features 

¯ Focuses on real-word events to demonstrate 
applicability and encourage students to connect 
theory with practice 

¯ Each chapter provides a list of films and novels 
linked to the topics covered, providing a 
resource for instructors to engage students with 



13 illustrations 
2 maps 
4 tables 
256 pages 

December 2010 

the topics in a novel way 

¯ Discusses not just human rights violations, but 
how repression and its aftermath can be dealt 
with, making students aware of the ways 
progress can be made 

This is a commercial message. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, Januao~ 31,2011 10:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

EMy Warnings For Spring: Janua~ 31 - Maxch 4 

OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE 
EDUCATION 

Yo~duate Co~~rs 

From: ~gn[h~a Deme~r~ou, Retention Coordinator 

Date: January 31, 20~ 

RE: ACADEMIC EARLY WARNINGS FOR SPRING 2011 

The Office of Undergraduate Education is currently in the process of developing a new Academic Early Warning system witNn ConnectCarolina. This 

system will give instructors the opportunity to ~dentifg and communicate with students when they show earl~ signs of academic distress. 

TNs new system will be a significant ~mprovement over the previous paper-based format. The system will be in an online, comment-based format that will 

allow ~nstructors to provide specific, constructive feedback to struggling students. 

It is going to take some t~me to transition from the paper-based system to the online system. As part of our transition process, there w~l be n~ paper- 

based early warning rosters this spring. It is projected that the online system will be available soon. In the meantime, we want to be sure that no 

students who couM benefit from an early warning "fall through the cracks." To that end, if there are any students in your course(s) you are concerned 

about and for whom you would normally submit an early warning, please email your course name and number as well as the student’s name and PID to 

5tudentsuccess~unc.edu between 

The last day to drop a course for the spring 2011 semester is March 14, 2011. 

W~ will follow-~ wi~ all s~uden~s fo~ whom emails a~e submitted. We will ma~e ~den~s awa~e of ~ou~ ~o~ns a~d sug~es~ ~esou~es fo~ improving 

thei~ academic performance. 

Thank Vo~ fo~ ~o~ support as we t~ansition to this i~p~oved s~ste~. 

Cvnthia Demet~iou 

Retention ~oo~dinato~ 

Frequently Asked Questions 

WHAT IS AN EARLY WARNING? 

Academic ea~l~ warnings ~e ~ ~ool fo~ i~s~o~s ~o ~omm~i~a~e wi~ s~uden~s exhibi~in~ ea~l~ sig~s of a~ademi~ distress. Instructors may submit the 

names o~ students who a~e not meeting academic expectations in thei~ course(s) to the Office of Undergraduate Education (b~ emailing 

studen~success~unc.edu) du~ing the 4th through 7th weeks of the semester. The Office of Undergraduate Education will ~o~a~ each of ~se ~d~n~s 

concerning thei~ academic performance. 

WHY SUBMIT AN EARLY WARNING? 

WNle submi~in~ ea~l~ warnings is vol~n~a~ ~a~l~ wa~i~s a~e a helpful ~ool ~o p~ovide students with feedbacE on thei~ academic performance ea~l~ in 

the semester. 

E~il ~h~ ~ollowing ~o studentsuccess@unc.edu between January 3~, 2011 and Ma~ch 4, 20~1: 

]. Student’s Name 

2. Student’s PID 

3. Cou~se Name 

4. Course Numbe~ 

WHAT IS THE CRITERIA FOR SUBMI~ING AN EARLY WARNING? 

The ~i~e~ia ~o~ submi~i~ a~ ea~l~ wa~ni~g is determined by the instructor. An instructor may consider submitting an early wa~nin~ if a student is not 

¯ Assignment o~ Homework Performance 

¯ Quiz or Exami~atio~ ~e~o~mance 

Attendance 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN EARLY WARNING? 

Students who ~eceive earlv warnings a~e encouraged to: 

strategies fo~ improvement. 

2. ~eet with an academic adviso~ to discuss thei~ strategies fo~ success in the course and, if necessary, d~oppin~ the course. 

Oynthia Dem~triou 
R~t~ntion Ooordinator 

Offioe of Undergraduate Education 

3008 ~t~l~ Building, OB# 3504 

(9~ 9) 843-50~ 5 

~v.fi~l~eneralion 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, Januao, 31, 2011 11:16 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Course Development aM Research Grants from the ASC 

Dear Colleagues: 
As part of our continued Title VI funding from the US Department of 
Education, the African Studies Center ~vill be providing several course 
development grants to UNC faculty this year Grants may be used to 
travel in Africa, to purchase materials and resources, or as summer 
salad’. Application reformation can be found at: 
http://africa.unc.edu/funding/faculty/faculty funding main.asp 

In addition, there are limited Ihnds to support facul~z research that is 
not course-related Preference here will be for projects that are in 
some mamaer related to "Islam in Africa" or to "Su stainability," with 
likelihood of publication 

The deadline for proposals is March 1. If you have any questions, 
please feel free to contact me. Regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Afi-ican Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fi~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: eunice@emaikunc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emai] to leave-28587448-9518753 bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listser~, unc edu 



From: ephos~epnet.com 

Sent: Monday, Januao~ 31, 2011 11:23 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subje~: TAC article 

Attach: 15212569.pdf 

Comments: 

Dr, Sahle, Here’s the one that was too large, Kate Locke 

Record: 1 

Title: 

Auflio~: 

Source: 

Document 
Type: 

Subject 
Terms: 

Geographic 
Terms: 

Abstract: 

Author 
Attiliations: 

ISSN: 

DOI: 

Accession 
Number: 

Persistent 
link to this 
record 
(Penn alink): 

Cut and 
Paste: 

Database: 

’Long Live Zackie, Long Live’: AIDS Activism, Science and Citizenship after Apa~Jrcid. 

Robins, Steven1 sh@sun.ac.za 

Journal of Southern African Studies; Sep2004, Vol. 30 Issue 3, p651-672, 22p 

Article 

*AIDS (Disease) 

*ACTIVISM 

*AIDS activias 

*APARTIiEID -- South AIiJca 

*POST-apartheid era 

*GLOBALIZATION 

SOUTH Africa 

This article analyses the complex cultural politics of HIV/AIDS in SoMa Africa. It focuses on how AIDS ~dissident ~ science impacted on policy 

discourses and how AIDS activists, together ruth scientists, the media and health professionals, responded. It also shows how the HIV/AIDS debate 

and straggles over access to treatment were framed by his~torically embedded cultural and political interpretations of AIDS that were a product of 

South Africa’s apartheid and post-apartheid history. However, rather than adopting a cultural nationalist response to this historical legacy, activists 

ti~om the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) deployed a class-based politics that concentrated on access to anti-retroviral drugs rather than debates 

on the complexities of AIDS causation. This approach contrasts ruth attempts by AIDS activists in the United States to influence the production of 

scientific knowledge on AIDS directly, tbr example, research funding and protocols tbr trials. The article discusses how TAC and its parlJ~er 
organisatior~ Medicins Sans Fronti [] res (MSF - Doctors without Borders), strategically positioned themselves in the sWdggle for access to AIDS 

drags, and how new forms of health citizenship, gendered identities and political subjectivities emerged in the corase of these straggles. For exaa~ple, 

i&as of bodily autonomy associated with liberal individualist conceptions of citizenship collided with pat6archal cultural ideas and practices that 

prevent many women from accessing biomedical interventions (for example, contraception, HIV testing and treatment). The biomedical paradigm that 

underpinned TAC/MSF campaigns also had to contend ruth local tmderstandings of misfortune and illness. While TAC’s strategies included 

networking ruth global civil socie~ organisations snch as MSF, Health Gap, and Oxfam, they also involved gmssroots mobilisation and an engagement 

ruth local socio- cultural realities. This brand of health activism p~oduced solidarities that straddled local, national and global spaces, resembling what 

Arjun Appadurai and others describe as [] globaJisation fi~om below []. [ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR] 

CoRyright of Journal of Southern African Studies is the property of Routledge and its content may not be copied or emailed to multiple sites 

or posted to a listsen, without the copyright holder’s expre~ss’ written permit,s’ion. However; users may print, download or entail articlesJbr 

individual use. This abstract may be abridged No warranty is given about the accuracy of the copy. ~Ls’ers should refer to the original 
published version of the materialJbr the Jhll abstract. (Copyright applies to all Abstracts.) 

1Depaxtment of Sociology and Social Anthropology, Lettere & Wyshegeerde A Building, Steflenhosch University, Private Bag XI. Matieland 7602, 

Western Cape, South Africa 

03057070 

10.1080/0305707042000254146 

15212569 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, JanuaD~ 31, 2011 11:25 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] ttUPS reminder 

CCO Instructors- 

Please remember that our academic advisors are here to help if you have students in your CCO courses that are not participating. HU PS stands for Helping Under 

Participating Students, and our advisors will call any student you refer to them as not participating in your course. Please don’t refer students who have just missed 

one assignment or from whom you haven’t heard anything for a day or two; these should be students who have been totally absent from your course for several 

assignments over a week or ten days. Our advisors (Jennie Brooks or Margaret Stumpf) will call these students and explain that their lack of participation has been 

noticed by their instructor. They will encourage the students to contact you and to get back into the course, or to go ahead and drop the course officially if that is 

their desire. They will let you know the outcome of their attempts to reach the student. 

To contact Jennie or Margaret, send an e-mail message to ceadvising(~unc.edu or you can call them at 919-962-3449. 

Please note that we send an e-mail letter, also, to any student you tell us is not participating in your class through the Class Role Verification. We think doing both 

things is advisable to help students return as active participants in your courses. 

I hope your courses are going well. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul > 
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ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:ennice@emaJl.unc.edn">eunice@email.nnc.edu</a~. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br:~ 

email to <a hre~’’mai~to:~eave-28587552-3634613.47fl~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv~unc.edu’’>~eave-28587552- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589[8a959@listserv.unc.edu~?’a-~ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@email.unc.edu 

Monday, Januao~ 31, 2011 1:06 PM 

For CIAS l?acuI~ <ciasfacuIb~@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasDculty] Jon Lee Anderson this Thursday! 

,loin u3 for: 

War Stories: Jon Lee Anderson 
February 3rd I 5:30 PM I 1~[~1 Carroll Hall 

The Curriculum in Global Studies is pleased to present War Stories, a semester-long Global Studies speaker series. The first speaker is Jon Lee Anderson, one of the 

leading foreign correspondents of our time. Over the last decade he has reported frequently from Iraq and covered the conflicts in Afghanistan, Angola, Lebanon 

and elsewhere for The New Yorker. 

His desire to understand and tell contemporary stories of our world has led him to report from countless warzones, including Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, Liberia, El 

Salvador and Venezuela, where he has profiled with incredible intelligence and empathy the civilians whose lives had been destroyed by conflict, the active 

soldiers fighting these wars, and the regions’ leading political figures, such as Fidel Castro, Hamid Karzai, Augusto Pinochet and Hugo Chavez. Anderson is also the 

author of four well-received non-fiction works, including the best-selling and definitive biography of Che Guevara, Che Guevara:A Revolutionary Life, first 

published in 1997. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Antonio Arce <ama2@duke.edu> 

Monday, Januau 31, 2011 1:17 PM 

tb-residents@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Anne Deruyttere: Indigenous Peoples and Development Feb.3 

Please join us as the Duke Center for International Development 

presents the first Rethinking Development Policy Lecture of the Spring Semester. 

"Indigenous Peoples and Development: From Victims to Partners" 
Speaker: Anne Oeruyttere 
Our Guest: Anne Deruyttere has more than 30 years of experience with indigenous peoples, community development and and social safeguards, mostly at the Inte~Americ~n Development Bank where she 

was Chie~ o~ the Indigenous Peoples and Cornmunitg Development Unit. She authored and coordinated the prepor~tion o~ IDB~s policies on involuntary resettlement and on indigenous peoples and 

spearheaded innowtive projects ~t the ~ntersectio~ o~ culture ~nd development. Currently’ she is one of three members o~ the Asian Development Bank’s independent Compli~nce Review Panel which 

investigates potential policy ~iolations by the ADB. She has been consulting with the World Bank, IF~ IFAD, GTZ, pri~ate sector companies ond several universities. She holds graduate degrees m economics 

and in anthropology ~rom the Catholic University of Leuven (Belgium) and the University o~ Edinburgh 

When: Thursday, February 3, 20~ 

Where: Sanford 03, Sanford School of Public Policy 

Time: 5:30pm-7:00pm 
Light refreshments will be served. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmM.com on behalf of 

~emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:45 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: "Ca£d Brasil: conversation in Po~uguese"/peer tutoring 

CONVERSATION HOURS 

"Car8 Brasih conversation in Portuguese" 

Do you want to practice your Portuguese in an informal environment? Come join us--instructors, portuguese volunteers and students-- every Monday at 

Student Union (nearby Alpine Bagel), from 02:30PM to 3:30PM at UNC campus, Caf~ Brazil starts on until You can invite your 

friends who speak Portuguese! 

Also contact our Portuguese volunteers: 

E-mail: 

and schedule coffee time! 

(by appointment) 

PEER TUTORING 

Contact our Portuguese tutors: 

e-~nail: ~email.unc.edu 

Days: Tuesdays and Wednesdays-6-9 p.m. 

Classroom: Dey 201 and 203. (2nd floor) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberts, Joanna --~Joanna.Roberts@palgrave-nsa.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 31,2011 2:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Your peer review was due on Janualy 22nd. Please send it in at your earliest convenience. 

Thanks, 

jo 

Editorial Assistant 
Palgrave Macmillan 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December ~7, 20:10 ~:58 PM 

To: Roberts, Joanna 
Subject: RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Joanna, 

This is to acknowledge receipt of the material. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: Roberts, Joanna [Joanna.Roberts@palgrave-usa.corn] 
Sent: Friday, December :~7, 20~0 9:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to read and review What’s Left: of Blackness, which we are considering for publication. Please find attached a proposal, 

introduction, and 4 sample chapters. As discussed, I would ideally like to have your thoughts on the manuscript by Tuesday, February 22rid, which gives 

you just about three weeks to read and complete the review. 

Attached with the manuscript materials, you will find "Guidelines for Reviewers," which is intended to help you structure your report. It would be helpful to 

us if you could address the specific questions it notes, in addition to giving us your general impressions of the manuscript. 

There are some additional fom~s that are necessa~ to pl~ocess yonr honorarium. Pleas~ complete the Reviewer License Agreement and the Reviewer Profile (please 

make sure to include your home address on the latter). 

Additionally, if you are a U.S. citizen, you will need to complete the W-9 form. If you are not a U.S. citizen, please disregard this form. 

Please send me an electronic version of your review so that we can (blindly) send it to the author. 

Thank you so much for your help[ I would appreciate it if you sent the review electronically and I will look for your tax and freelancer forms in the 

mail. Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have, and I look forward to reading your comments. 

Kind regards, 

Jo Roberts 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 20:t0 9:44 AM 

To: Roberts, Joanna 
Subject: RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Joanna, 

E-copy is fine. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: Roberts, Joanna [Joanna.Roberts@palgrave-usa.corn] 
Sent: Friday, December :17, 20:10 9:40 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 



Dear Dr. Sahle, 
That’s great news! Would you prefer an electronic coW or a hard cow? If you wotdd prefer a hard copy, please provide your mailing address. 

Thanks~ ’. 
jo 
Jo Roberts 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 20:t0 9::t9 AM 

To-" Roberts, Joanna 
Subject-" RE: Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Joanna, 

Thanks for the invitation. Yes, I can review Prof. Fisher’s material and the hon. is fine. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe. 

From: Roberts, Joanna [Joanna.Roberts@palgrave-usa.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, December :t4, 20:t0 3::t8 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Invitation to Review "What’s Left of Blackness" 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
Please allow me to introduce myself as an editorial assistant here at Palgrave Macmillan. I am writing to ask if you might be interested in taking a look at 

a book by Tracy Fisher (University of California, Riverside) we are considering for publication entitled l/Vhat~ Left ofBlackness. A brief description follows 
below: 
I!/hat’s Left of Blackness? analyzes the political transformations in black women’s socially engaged communib~-based political work in England from the late 1960s 

until the 2000s. It situates these shifts alongside Brita~n’s political economy; and, against the discourse and &ployment of blackness as a political ilnaginaxy in which to 

engage in straggles for social justice. Weaving together ethnographic, historical, and theoretical ’~text~" lVhat’s Left of Blackr~ess? argues that mapping black wolnen’ s 

socially engaged political groups mtNn Britain’s changing sociopolitical economic context reveals the ways in which groups transformed from anti-imperialis~ 

organizations to service provisioning groups all the while redefiNng and expanding the ve~ domain of what constitutes "the political." Its interdisciplinary, appl~oach roll 

interest scholars, graduate students, and advanced undergraduate sl~dents of women’s/feminist studies; critical race studies. African diaspora sl~dies, transnational 

studies of race and ethnicity; and, political, social and cultural anthropology.. 

Might you be interested in offering us a one-to-two-page evaluation of this project? The materials consist of a proposal, introduction, and 4 sample 
chapters. We would be happy to offer you a     honorarium or     worth of our books, and we would expect to receive your comments in about three 
weeks’ time. If you decide not to review this project, might you suggest some names of colleagues in your field who may be interested in reading it? 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience if you are interested and able to read and to what address I should send the materials. I look forward to 
hearing from you! 
Kind regards, 
jo 
Jo Roberts 
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Advancing health equity in the global marketplace: How human rights can help":2 
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ABSTRACT 

The WHO Commission on Social Determinants of Health (CSDH) ascribed health disparities within and 
between countries to "a toxic combination of poor social policies and programmes, unfair economic 
arrangements, and bad politics." This article anafyzes the relevance of the international human rights 
framework (IHRF) to the Commission’s goal of reducing health disparities with reference to both social 
scientific and legal scholarship. We begin with an overview of the IHRF, demonstrating its potential as 
a challenge to the normative foundations of the emerging global economic order. We then survey the 

research literature on mechanisms to ensure accountability for realization of hea~th-related rights, 
emphasizing the potential effectiveness of making human rights enforceable through the courts, and the 
special need for mechanisms to hold countries and international institutions accountable for obligations 
related to the human right to health. We conclude by identifying three key directions for further 
research, policy and advocacy: comparative human rights litigation, specifically the willingness of courts 
to address broad policy and budgetary issues; the conditions under which governments legislate or 
constitutionalize economic and social rights; and how rich, powerful countries affect economic and 
social rights outside their borders. 

© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

Introduction 

The report of the WHO Commission on Social Determinants of 
Health, Closing the Gap in a Generation, challenged the international 
community to eliminate the "toxic combination of poor social 
policies and programmes, unfair economic arrangements, and bad 
politics" that results in health inequities (Commission on Social 
Determinants of Health, 2008). A background paper for this 
Commission identified the international human rights framework 
(subsequently IHRF) as "the appropriate conceptual structure 
within which to advance towards health equity through action on 
SDH" (Solar & Irwin, 200Z p. 8), but the Commission did not explore 
this approach. Subsequently a post-Commission report to WHO 
also recommended use of the IHRF as a priority for further study 
(0stlin et al., 2009). 

In this article we first provide an overview of the IHRF and 
demonstrate its value as a challenge to the normative foundations 
of the emerging global economic order. We then survey the 
research literature on mechanisms to ensure accountability for 

~ Research partially supported by Canadian Institutes of Health Research D’ant 

no. 79153. 

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 613 562 5800: fax: +1 613 562 5659. 

E-mail addresses: tschrecker@sympatico.ca, tschreck@uottawa.ca (T. Schrecker). 

0277-9536/$ see front matter ~’~ 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

doi: 10.1016/j.socscimed.2010.06.042 

realization of health-related rights, focusing on the national level 

but also addressing supranational institutions, and conclude by 

identifying key areas for further investigation, This article 

contributes to the literature by elaborating on the little-studied 

question of how the IHRF can contribute to addressing the conse- 

quences of economic globalization and its associated norms of 

"market fundamentalism" hy way of the social determinants of 

health. 

Background: the imernational human rights framework 
(IHRF) 

A human right to health exists in international law by way of 
a series of treaties, the most expansive and important of which is 
the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (ICESCR). Article 12 of ICESCR (United Nations, 1966) 
recognizes the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of physical and mental health (subsequently, 
for convenience, the right to health) and mandates that states 
parties - countries that have ratified the instrument - provide for 
maternal and child health; improve environmental and industrial 
hygiene: ensure prevention, treatment and control of "epidemic, 
endemic, occupational and other diseases"; and "create conditions 
which would assure to all medical service and medical attention in 
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the event of sickness". Of special relevance to SDH are other 
provisions of ICESCR, related inter alia to rights to healthy and safe 
working conditions; social security; protection and assistance to 
the family; the right to an adequate standard of living including 
food, clothing and housing; and the benefits of scientific progress. 
Provisions relevant to health and SDH can also be found in other 
global human rights treaties such as the International Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (United 
Nations, 1965), the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (United Nations, 1980) and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (United Nations, 1990), as 
well as in a series of regional human rights treaties. 

Under international law, primary responsibility for imple- 
menting human rights rests with national governments, although 
their duties may extend outside their own borders, notably through 
the obligation under Article 2(1) of the ICESCR to extend "inter- 
national assistance and co-operation, especially economic and 
technical". Ratification means that states are responsible to respect, 
protect, and fulfill the rights set out in the relevant treaties 
(Maastricht Conference, 1998, p. 694). Understandings of the right 
to health have broadened over time, led by the UN Committee on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), a treaty monitoring 
body that receives and comments on periodic reports from states 
parties and interprets the provisions of ICESCR by way of (non- 
binding) general comments. In 2000 the Committee issued General 

Comment 14 (GC 14) on Article 12 (Committee on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights, 2000), which interprets the right to health as 
extending beyond the availability of timely and appropriate health 
care to incorporate access to underlying determinants of health 
such as access to safe and potable water and adequate sanitation, an 
adequate supply of safe food, healthy occupational and environ- 
mental conditions, and access to health-related education and 
information, including sexual and reproductive health (Committee 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 2000, ¶ 11, 17). GC14 
further emphasizes the special obligations of the state to provide 
for the satisfaction of the health needs of those whose poverty, 
disabilities, or background make them the most vulnerable 
(Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 2000, 
¶ 20-27). Relevant to health, the Committee also adopted a general 
comment on the right to water (Committee on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights, 2003) the importance of which cannot be 
overstated: diarrhoeal diseases killed more than a million children 
each year c~rca 2000, and lack of safe drinking water and sanitation 
contributes to the high incidence of numerous diseases among both 
children and adults (PrOss, Kay, Fewtrell, & Bartram, 2002). 

Like all human rights treaties, the rights contained within 
ICESCR are established as universal, meaning that they apply to all 
persons in all places as a means to promote a life of human dignity. 
While some moral/cultural relativists dispute the possibility of 
achieving a universal conception of human rights, it is noteworthy 
that approximately three-quarters of the world’s sovereign states, 
a total of 160 countries (as of April 2010), have ratified ICESCR 
(United Nations, 2010), including most of the Asian countries 
whose political leaders (but not civil society advocates) have 
sometimes claimed that human rights are anchored in Western 
liberal values. The universaliW of economic and social rights also 
rests on their role in grounding a minimum set of prerequisites 
(capabilities) that are essential to human functioning, of which 
social determinants of health such as adequate nutrition, safe water 
and shelter are among the most basic (Nussbaum, 2000, chapter 1). 

Realization of economic and social rights is unavoidably 
contingent on the availability of resources. This point is recognized 
in ICESCR Article 2(1 ), which requires each state party "to take steps 
... to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to 
achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized 

in the present Covenant." This is often referred to as the progressive 

realization principle. However the Committee has stipulated that 

states parties have an immediate obligation to fufill some obliga- 

tions, including to ensure the satisfaction of a "minimum core 

content" of each economic, social, and cultural right (Committee on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1990, ¶ 10). GC14 has an 

extensive list of core obligations related to the right to health, 

insisting that that "a state party cannot, under any circumstances 

whatsoever, justify its non-compliance with the core obligations ... 

which are non-derogable" (Committee on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights, 2000, ¶ 47). Implementing these core obligations 

even - perhaps especially - in a low- or middle-income country 

would "require an activist, committed state party, with a carefully 

honed set of public policies related to the right to health" 

(Chapman, 2002, p. 205). 

Market fundamentalism and human rights 

This view of states’ obligations for respecting and protecting 
human rights, including the right to health, contrasts dramatically 
with contemporary economic policy wisdom. Over the past few 
decades, most countries have become integrated into a global 
marketplace characterized by reduced barriers to trade in goods and 
services and dramatic increases in the volume and speed of cross- 
border investment flows. Production has been reorganized across 
multiple national borders (Dicken, 2007), leading to intensified 
interjurisdictional competition for foreign direct investment and 
contract production, and the worldwide financial marketplace has 
exposed governments, especially those of low- and middle-income 
countries, to destabilizing disinvestment and capital flight 
(Schrecker, 2009b). In response both to external pressure, exem- 
plified by the structural adjustment conditionalities of the World 
Bank and International Monetary Fund and the "implicit condi- 
tionality" (Griffith-Jones & Stallings, 1995) demanded by investors, 
and to the interests of powerful domestic constitutencies, policies in 
countries rich and poor alike have been shaped by a set of doctrines 
variously described as neoliberalism, neoliberal globalization or 

market fundamentalism (Somers, 2008), the term used here. 
Market fundamentalism presumes that markets are the appro- 

priate basis for organizing most areas of economic and social life, 
and assigns a heavy burden of proof to those who propose alter- 
native social arrangements (Harvey, 2005; Somers, 2008). 
Numerous illustrations can be found in the policy prescriptions of 
the World Bank (Akin, Birdsall, & de Ferranti, 1987; Holzmann & 
J6rgensen, 2001; World Bank, 1993, chapter 3), an agency that 
has been an active promoter of the global marketplace in its role as 
provider of development finance and source of technical expertise 
on development policy issues (George & Sabelli, 1994: Goldman, 
2007; Lee & Goodman, 2002). Market fundamentalism also repre- 
sents an algorithm for restructuring state institutions, at levels 
ranging from the national to the local (Peck & Tickell, 2002; Ward & 
England, 2007), in ways that make them more ’market-friendly’. 
The idea of a global self-regulating market governing social and 
economic affairs shifts responsibility for social provision away from 

the state and towards individuals and households (Hacker, 2004), 
legitimizing the reduced role of the state and the elimination of 
even limited entitlements by redefining citizenship in terms of 
labour market participation and ’responsible’ consumption 
(Ruiters, 2006, 2009). Thus, market fundamentalism challenges not 
only the existence of particular economic and social entitlements 
apart from market relations, but also the extent to which a "right- 
to-have rights" (Somers, 2008) is recognized. 

Some countries (such as China and India), although not all, have 
achieved impressive rates of economic growth as a result of 
embracing the global marketplace. In theory, this should make 
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resources available for widely shared improvements in population 
health; in some cases, this appears to have happened at least in the 
sense that governments such as China’s that had accumulated large 
fiscal surpluses were able to cushion the worst effects of the 
financial crisis of 2008 by financing major stimulus programs 
(Morrison, 2009). More generally, market fundamentalism has 
proved inimical to health equity in multiple ways (Chapman, 2009; 
Labont~, Schrecker, Packer, & Runnels, 2009). Years of financial 
austerity have led to a situation in which, in the words of a recent 
WHO report, health systems "are on the point of collapse, or are 
accessible only to particular groups of the population" (World 
Health Organization, 200?), often as a consequence of pressure 
from the World Bank and International Monetary Fund to make 
health systems "sustainable" by way of cost recovery through user 
fees (Lister, 2005; Waitzkin, Jasso-Aguilar, & Iriart, 2007). It has also 
led to increases in poverty and economic inequality in some 
regions, resulting both from the growth of insecure and precarious 
employment and from a retreat from social protection (Labont~ & 
Schrecker, 2007; Schrecker, 2009a). The potential health benefits 
of substantial poverty reductions in countries like China and Viet- 
nam were undermined by simultaneous marketization of their 
health systems, which has reduced access to health care for much 
of the population (van Doorslaer et al., 2006; Dummer & Cook, 
2008; Sepehri, Chernomas, & Akram-Lodhi, 2003; Sepehri, 
Chernomas, & Akram-Lodhi, 2005; Tang et al., 2008), although in 
2009 it was reported that China was planning to create a universal 
health care system (Morrison, 2009). 

Perhaps most strikingly in view of the consistent historical 
contribution of scientific and technological progress to the 
improvement of population health, econometric analysis carried 
out for the Commission using data on 136 countries suggested that, 
on a worldwide basis, the effects of market-oriented economic 
policies between 1980 and 2000 cancelled out much of the prog- 
ress towards better health (as measured by life expectancy at birth) 
that would have resulted from medical progress if social and 
economic trends had continued their 1960-1980 trajectory 
(Cornia, Rosignoli, & Tiberti, 2008; Cornia, Rosignoli, & Tiberti, 
2009). In two regions, sub-Saharan Africa and the transition 
economies exposed to full rigours of the global marketplace after 
the fall of the Soviet Union, such policies contributed to a substan- 
tial decline in life expectancy relative to this counterfactual, and in 
the case of sub-Saharan Africa only half of the loss was explained by 
the HIV epidemic, itself not unconnected to globalization. Despite 
data limitations, the authors concluded that "the negative associ- 
ation found between liberalization-globalization policies, poor 
economic performance and unsatisfactory health trends ... seems 
to be quite robust" (Cornia et al, 2008, p. 79). 

For these reasons, serious tensions and conflicts have been 
identified between market fundamentalism and protection of 
human rights (Berthelot, 2007; Chapman, 2009; Eide, 2005; G6mez 
Isa, 2005; O’Connell, 2007;). Because human rights "are predicated 
on the intrinsic value and worth of all human beings" and "are 
considered to be universal, vested equally in all persons regardless 
of their gender, race, nationality, economic status, or social posi- 
tion" (Chapman, 1993, p. 21), the idea of a human right loses 
meaning if its realization is contingent on an external criterion such 
as current or future income or purchasing power. This point has 
important implications for health in a world in which more than 
a billion people are chronically undernourished (United Nations 
Food and Agriculture Organization, 2009) and a much larger 
number struggle daily for survival. In contrast to market-oriented 
policies, for a human rights approach: "The litmus test ... is the 
extent to which the rights of the most vulnerable and disadvan- 
taged individuals within the community are assured" by any set of 
policies or institutional arrangements" (Chapman, 1993, p. 23). 

Crucially, from a human rights perspective the wealth and health of 
a growing ’middle class’ in no way offset or excuse persistent 
poverW, rising economic insecurity or lack of access to health care 
elsewhere in a society. This strongly egalitarian characteristic of the 
human rights perspective is one of the most important reasons to 
consider it central to efforts to advance health equity, especially 
against the background of abundant evidence that the rising tide of 
growth in an internationally integrated economy does not neces- 
sarily, quickly or automatically lift all boats in ways that are 
conducive to improving health outcomes (Birdsall, 2006; Cornia 

et al., 2009; Deaton, 2006). 

Realizing health-related human rights: domestic performance 

How seriously do national governments take their responsibility 
for discharging the human rights obligations they have accepted? A 
recent study of 194 countries identified 72 indicators of the extent 
to which health systems and policies incorporated "right-to-health 
features" (Backman et al., 2008). The study found, for instance, that 
only 56 of the 160 countries that have ratified ICESCR had legally 
recognized the right to health, and 88 countries "did not have in 
place an adequate health information system for maternal deaths, 
suggesting that their health systems are seriously deficient in terms 
of both the right to health and relevant WHO building blocks." 
Serious deficiencies were found not only in monitoring and 
accountability mechanisms at the national level, but also - for 
many indicators - in the availability of necessary data. 

This finding underscores the importance of investigating the 
effectiveness of mechanisms of accountability (Putts, 2008; Riedel, 
2009; Yamin, 2009) in ways that generate improvement in reali- 
zation of rights. Such human rights mechanisms exist at the 
international, regional, and state levels, but they often lack the 
capacity to impose effective sanctions for violations and non-real- 
ization of obligations. However, many governments have 
entrenched human rights in legislation in a form that is justiciable 
(enforceable through the courts) in response to claims by individual 
rights-holders (Eide, 2007; Gloppen, 2008). A rapidly expanding 
literature addresses economic and social rights litigation and its 
effectiveness, Human rights litigation to improve access to essential 
medicines in 12 countries was found most likely to be successful 
when relevant principles were entrenched in domestic legislation 
or in national constitutions, directly or by explicit incorporation of 
relevant treaty provisions (Hogerzeil, 2006; Hogerzefl, Samson, 
Casanovas, & Rahmani-Ocora, 2006). A study (Gauri & Brinks, 
2008) of litigation related to the right to health and education 
(with cases involving health far more numerous) in South Africa, 
Brazil, India, Nigeria and Indonesia concluded that "legalizing 
demand for [social and economic] rights might [sic] well have 
averted tens of thousands of deaths in the countries studied in this 
volume and has likely enriched the lives of millions of others" 
(Brinks & Gauri, 2008, p. 303). Another compilation surveyed the 
justiciability of economic and social rights in 13 countries across 
the income spectrum, reaching less categorical conclusions but 
nevertheless emphasizing the potential value of justiciable 
economic and social rights (Langford, 2008b). 

Writing rights into law may be a necessary condition for effective 
implementation, but it is unlikely to be sufficient. The effects of 
litigation depend on a complex of factors involving not only the 
legislative background but also the receptivity of courts, the political 
history of economic and social rights claims, and the mobilization of 
civil society. Even when litigation is successful in the sense that the 
issue is resolved at least partly in favour of rights claimants, direct 
impact may be limited. In the widely cited Grootboom case in South 
Africa, involving resistance to forced resettlement, the reluctance of 
the court to direct the government to execute its decision, 
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compounded by governmental resistance to implementation, meant 
that five years "after the judgment [the litigants] are still located in 
crowded, unsanitary conditions ... with highly inadequate services" 
(Liebenberg, 2008, p. 99; Berger, 2008, p. 76-81), reflecting 
a frequent contrast between the impact of a court decision on liti- 
gants and its broader consequences. In another widely cited South 
African case, courtroom success in obtaining a ruling directing 
public provision of antiretroviral therapy was met by prolonged 
intransigence on the part of the government, requiring a national 
campaign and a variety of subsequent court actions to enforce 
compliance (Liebenberg, 2008). 

Where justiciability of economic and social rights is established 
as a matter of law, courts may hesitate to render decisions that will 
have major policy and budgetary implications for government. In 
South Africa, which despite extensive economic and social rights 
provisions in its constitution has not ratified ICESCR, courts have 
rejected the applicability of minimum core obligations, claiming 
that they "are not institutionally equipped to make the wide- 
ranging factual and political enquiries necessary" to intervene in 
larger issues of public policy (Liebenberg, 2008, p. 82-86). This 
recurrent theme in the literature on economic and social rights 
litigation can be interpreted in at least two ways, which are not 
mutually exclusive. It may reflect judicial deference to the priorities 
of elected, and therefore presumptively legitimate, governments. 
(Interestingly, the argument that courts should defer to legislative 
enactments is seldom encountered with respect to the property 
rights that are central to market fundamentalism.) Alternatively, 
courts may be unwilling to challenge existing concentrations of 
wealth and privilege as required by the human rights perspective’s 
emphasis on the rights of the most vulnerable and disadvantaged. 

Legal action may nevertheless have important consequences for 
broader policy directions. A discussion of the Grootboom case, for 
example, points out that it "led to the establishment of emergency 
housing funds in many municipalities and was used to protect large 
numbers of informal settlers from eviction orders" (Brinks & Gauri, 
2008, p. 339). Other cases, including a series of education rights 
cases in Indonesia that indirectly contributed to a substantial 
increase in government spending on education and midday school 
meals in several Indian states provided as a response to right-to- 
food litigation, as well as the rollout of the South African AIDS 
treatment program, provide indications of substantial impact 
(Brinks & Gauri, 2008, p. 324-325). These findings are fully 
consistent with earlier comparative research findings that the 
policy significance of human rights treaty ratification depends on 
domestic political institutions and on the role of civil society 
organizations (Neumayer, 2005). 

Realizing health-related human rights: international 
mechanisms 

The protective effects of legislative entrenchment of social and 
economic rights may link domestic outcomes and national 
governments’ relations with supranational institutions. A series of 
rulings by the Hungarian Constitutional Court found that many 
elements of an austerity program implemented by the Hungarian 
government, in response to conditionalities attached to an IMF loan 
sought in order to facilitate rescheduling of external debts (many 
incurred before the collapse of the Soviet bloc in 1989), were 
impermissible under the terms of the Hungarian constitution. 
Scheppele (2004) argues that the rulings not only reduced the 
adverse effects on social determinants of health as felt by the poor 
and otherwise economically vulnerable, but also shifted bargaining 
power away from the IMF and towards the domestic opponents of 
Fund conditionalities. The IMF, a staunch advocate of the "rule of 
law," could hardly continue to insist on austerity programs that had 

been ruled unconstitutional. "Strong court decisions on social 
rights can provide elected politicians with bargaining chips in their 
negotiations with IFIs," also increasing the perceived legitimacy of 
those politicians in new and fragile democracies (Scheppele, 2004, 
p. 1924). The transferability of this finding remains to be tested, but 
it serves as an important counterpoint to research on the more 
proximal consequences of social and economic rights litigation, 
especially because IMF conditionalities have been implemented in 
a one-size-fits-all fashion in most low- and middle-income coun- 
tries irrespective of country specificities and existing conditions. 

Such examples aside, if mechanisms of accountability are weak 
at the national level, they are even more fragile and inadequate 
internationally. Especially striking is the emergence of a set of 
supranational institutions - the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
and its dispute resolution bodies - for enforcing trade rules while 
international human rights institutions often remain confined to 
’naming and shaming.’ The contrast is disturbing because of the 
accumulating evidence that trade policy can have significant 
negative effects on health, in terms not only of access to essential 
medicines - the most widely publicized area - but also of financing 
of health systems, access to livelihood, and loss of public revenues 
(Blouin, Chopra, & van der Hoeven, 2009; Labont6, Blouin, & 
Forman, 2009; Smith, Chanda, & Tangcharoensathien, 2009; 
Smith, Correa, & Oh, 2009). Periodic review by CESCR of reports 
submitted by states parties has historically been compromised by 
the superficiality and biased nature of information provided by 
national governments (when they comply with their treaty obli- 
gations at all) and by the limited evidence base available to the 
Committee, which is reliant on submissions by UN specialized 
agencies and from civil society organizations given its lack of an 
independent research capacity (Chapman, 1996). 

A second mechanism for achieving accountability at the inter- 
national level, likewise for the moment only by way of moral 
suasion, involves the designation of independent experts or special 
rapporteurs by the UN Human Rights Council (before 2006 the 
Commission on Human Rights) to interpret and investigate the 
status of particular rights and make recommendations on measures 
to improve their performa nce. These thematic "mandate holders," in 
UN terminology, have included special rapporteurs on globalization 
and human rights, the right to the health, the right to food, adequate 
housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of 
living, effects of the illicit trade in toxic wastes, and human rights 
obligations related to safe drinking water and sanitation as well as 
independent experts on human rights and extreme poverty and on 
the effects of foreign debt on economic, social and cultural rights. 

Paul Hunt, the first special rapporteur on the right to health 
(2000-2008), repeatedly emphasized the importance of engaging 
with economic policy - for instance, by insisting on the need to 
develop assessment tools to ensure compatibility between the 
provisions of trade agreements and the health-related human rights 
obligations of WTO member countries (Hunt, 2004, 2006). A former 
special rapporteur on education was especially critical of the impo- 
sition of user fees for primary education, and engaged in an ongoing 
dialogue with the World Bank about its support for such policies 
(Tomasevski, 2005). She also linked high levels of external debt with 
inadequate resources for education and argued that human rights 
obligations must be integrated into negotiations on debt relief 
(Tomasevski, 2002, ¶ 17). A former special rapporteur on the right to 
housing argued that macroeconomic factors - including limited 
returns from trade liberalization, financial volatility, increased land 
speculation, austerity measures demanded by the World Bank and 
IME and privatization of public services - compromised "the role 
and capacity of States to provided adequate resources and other 
provisions which are often necessary in fulfilling economic, social 
and cultural rights" (Kothari, 2002, ¶ 51; see web Table 1 for 
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additional illustrations). Recently, the independent expert on 
extreme poverty and the special rapporteur on housing have 
emphasized that governments must not use the financial crisis as 
a justification from retreating from human rights obligations, and 
indeed that the crisis underscores the importance of such obligations 
(Rolnik, 2009; SepOlveda Carmona, 2008). Indeed, investment in 
human rights such as employment and education has the potential to 
redress not only the negative effects of the crisis, but also the crisis 
itself by stimulating aggregate demand and economic activities that 
can result in economic recovery and growth. Although the degree of 
reliance on social science research varies, collectively these docu- 
ments assemble valuable evidence of the effects of the global 
marketplace on health-related human rights (Wilson, 2009). 

Directions for research, policy and advocacy: what is to be 
done? 

We have identified three directions for future research, policy 
and advocacy. First, if courts are meaningfully to recognize 
economic and social rights related to health, they will need to 
trespass on the sacred ground of governments’ budgetary priorities, 
the political terrain on which "the maximum of available resources" 
is ultimately defined, thereby challenging state invocation of 
resource limitations (Yamin, 2009, p. 13). Multidisciplinary 
methods for audits of public policies by civil society organizations 
to assess their compliance with obligations related to economic and 
social rights have already been developed (Balakrishnan & Elson, 
2008), and the 2007 annual report of the UN High Commissioner 
for Human Rights emphasized the need for scrutiny of budgetary 
processes and priorities (United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, 200Z ¶ 57-75). In the context of a general need 
for more comparative research on human rights litigation 
(Gloppen, 2008, p. 21), special attention should be paid to influ- 
ences on courts’ willingness to direct other branches of govern- 
ment. Relatedly, research is needed on why few cases challenging 
broad policy directions on human rights grounds appear to have 
been brought before courts, notably regarding privatization of 
health care and health-related social services (Langford, 2008a, 
p. 18-19; Forman, 2008). It is possible to posit the existence of 
negative feedback loops in which judicial caution discourages such 
challenges, and the resulting policy choices are thereby exposed to 
critical scrutiny neither in the courts nor within the broader 
political process that is ultimately determinative of the extent to 
which human rights are realized in practice. 

Second, more research is needed on the conditions under which 
governments incorporate economic and social rights into legisla- 
tion and constitutional provisions. Forman (2008) has applied 
a three-stage model from the international relations literature, in 
which norm emergence is followed by broad acceptance ("norm 
cascades") and then norm internalization (Finnemore & Sikkink, 
1998), to the gradual expansion of the right of access to essential 
medicines in the face of patent harmonization under the WTO 
regime. However neither this model nor a five-stage "spiral model" 
(Risse, Ropp, & Sikkink, 1999) that has been applied to the extension 
of so-called civil and political rights in developing and transition 
countries is necessarily adequate to explain the legislation of 
economic and social rights. Certainly the role of external influences 
varies depending on the case at hand. Even if one accepts the 
contentious conclusion that US foreign policy has often acted as 
a positive influence on the diffusion of civil and political rights 
(Risse et al., 1999), this cannot be said of economic and social rights. 
The US has not ratified ICESCR and has consistently opposed 
recognition of, for instance, access to food as a human right (United 
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, 2002, Annex II). Indeed, 

the development policy wisdom promoted by the United States in 
the 1980s, widely referred to as the Washington Consensus, 
reflected a policy orientation "essentially contemptuous of equity 
concerns" (Williamson, 1993, p. 1329). Further, many jurisdictions 
in which litigation involving economic and social rights has been 
most extensive, such as South Africa, Brazil and Indonesia, 
entrenched such rights as part of new or extensively revised 
constitutions during transitions from authoritarian rule. The 
transferability of these countries’ experiences to the larger universe 
of countries may be limited by the difficulty of constitutional 
revision in the context of less dramatic political changes; this 
represents yet another important area for future inquiry. 

Third, given the recent history of global economic integration, 
more research is needed on how the acts, policies and omissions of 
rich, powerful countries affect economic and social rights outside 
their borders. Against an historical background of the destructive 
consequences of structural adjustment policies, this point is illus- 
trated by a controversy that erupted circa 2003 over public 
expenditure ceilings (notably for health care and education) 
included in multi-year macroeconomic plans prepared by low- 
income countries for World Bank and IMF approval, in order to 
secure financing both from those institutions and from other 
sources (Hammonds & Ooms, 2004; Ooms & Schrecker, 2005). The 
rationale for these requirements, the widespread use of which was 
documented in an IMF report released in 2007 (Independent 
Evaluation Office, International Monetary Fund, 2007), was that 
such "fiscal expansion" might be inflationary and lead governments 
to run deficits if the aid financing temporarily available to support 
them were to dry up in the future. A human rights perspective, in 
contrast, would assess World Bank and IMF policies in light of the 
international assistance obligations specified in Article 2(1) of 
ICESCR. This implies, most immediately, an obligation on the part of 
shareholder governments, notably the G7 governments that hold 
close to an absolute majority of votes at both the World Bank and 
the IMF (Buira, 2004), to oppose Bank and IMF policies that might 

interfere with that realization (Hammonds & Ooms, 2004). Over the 
longer term, it is important to consider more far-reaching gover- 
nance reforms: for example, linking market access to compliance 
with core labour standards in a way that does not permit disguised 
protectionism on the part of the high-income countries (Barry & 
Reddy, 2006), or establishing a dispute resolution procedure 
under which countries would be exempt from trade sanctions 
under the WTO regime or any other bilateral or regional trade 
agreement if they could defend an otherwise impermissible trade 
policy with reference to their human rights obligations. 

The market fundamentalist paradigm is now in tatters at the 
intellectual level. The financial crisis of 2008 highlighted the ruiner- 
abilities associated with financial interconnectedness and lack of 
regulation in the financial sector, threatening to undo the modest 
gains of the preceding decade or more with respect to poverty and 
under-nutrition (Ruel, Garrett, Hawkes, & Cohen, 2010; United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2009; United 
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, 2009). Meanwhile, the 
contrast between such outcomes in a world of unprecedented 
abundance and the formal protections available under human rights 
law emphasizes the ironic paradox that such protections are often 
least likely to be available where they are most desperately needed. 
However, the contrast does not demonstrate the irrelevance of 
human rights to the objectives of the Commission on Social Deter- 
minants of Health. Rather, it serves to emphasize their theoretical 
strength as a challenge to the norms of the global marketplace and the 
importance of collaboration between those working in human rights 
and in social determinants of health to define common objectives and 
develop research programs and advocacy strategies for moving from 
compelling theory to effective practice. 
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Appendix. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in 
the online version, at doi:10.1016ij.socscimed.2010.06.042. 
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h4obilising and h4ediating Global h4edicine and Health 
Citizenship: The Politics of RIDS Kno~uledge Production 
in Rural South Rfrica 

Steven Robins 

Summary 

The paper investigates the ways in which global health messages and forms of 

health citizenship are mediated by AIDS activists in rural South Africa. It focuses 

on how international health agencies and NGOs engage with local communities 

through AIDS prevention and treatment programmes. Some critics regard such 

global health programmes as conduits for the medicalisation of social life and 

social problems. From this perspective global medicine is an all-encompassing 

process that results in systematic normaiisation, depoliticisation and dis- 

empowerment of patients and citizens. However, this case study draws attention 

to the agency of the ’targets’ of biomedicine, it also highlights the observation that 

AiDS activists and treatment literacy practitioners are not only concerned with 

biomedical matters, but are also committed to recruiting new members into their 

biopolitical projects and epistemic communities. These mobilisation processes 

involve translating and mediating biomedical ideas and practices into vernacular 

forms that can be easily understood and acted upon by the ’targets’ of these 

recruitment strategies. However, these processes of ’vernacularisation’ or 

Iocalisation of biomedical knowledge often occur in settings where even the most 

basic scientific understandings and framings of medicine can not be taken for 

granted. This ethnographic case study shows that global health programmes, and 

their local NGO and social movement mediators, often encounter considerable 

’friction’ not only from powerful national state actors, who may view such 

programmes as challenges to national sovereignty, but also from the most 

marginalised village-level actors, 

Keywords: HIViAIDS; mediation; global health; citizenship; knowledge 

production; South Africa. 
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Local Global 
preface 

Working Group 

LUorking paper series on Citizen Engagements in a 
Globalising LUorld 

Around the world, globalisation, changes in governance and emerging 

transnational social movements are creating new spaces and opportunities for 

citizen engagement. Indeed, some would argue that citizenship itself is being 

deqinked from territorial boundaries, as power is becoming more multiqayered 

and multi-scaled, and 9overnance increasingly involves both state and non-state 

actors, which often are transnational. 

One of the research programmes of the Development Research Centre on 

Citizenship, Participation and Accountability, the Workin9 Group on Citizen 

Engagements in a GIobNisin9 World explores the significance of these changes to 

poor and disenfranchised citizens. In particular, the group’s work explores how the 

diffusion of power and governance resultin9 from 91obalisation gives rise to new 

meanings and identities of citizenship and new forms and formations of citizen 

action. The research programme is asking questions across local-national- 

regional scales related to 

The dynamics of mobilisation, paying particular attention to new forms and 

tensions of alliance-building and claim-making; 

The politics of intermediation around representation, legitimacy, accountability; 

The politics of knowledge around framing issues, the power to frame, 

dynamics of contestation across forms of expertise and ways of knowing; and 

The dynamics and processes of inclusion and exclusion to examine who 

gains and who loses. 

The group’s work is a unique contribution to a vast literature on transnational 

citizen action in the way in which each project examines the vertical links from the 

local to the global from a citizen’s perspective, looking up and out from the site of 

everyday struggles. And while much normative and conceptual literature examines 

the concept of global citizenship, few studies of the theme are actually grounded 

in empirical study of concrete cases that illustrate how global reconfigurations of 

power affect citizens’ own perceptions of their rights and how to claim them. 

The group is made up of 15 researchers carrying out field projects in India, South 

Africa, Nigeria, Philippines, Kenya, The Gambia, Brazil and South Africa, as well 

as other cross-national projects in Latin America and Africa. The projects examine 

new forms of citizen engagement across a number of sectors, including the 

environment, trade, eduation, livelihoods, health and HlViAIDS work and 

occupational disease, agriculture and land - and across different types of 

engagement, ranging from transnational campaigns and social movements, to 

participation of citizens in new institutionally designed fora. 

The working papers in this series on Citizen Engagements in a GIobalising World 

will be available on the Citizenship DRC website www.drc-citizenship.org, as they 

are completed. The Citizenship DRC is funded by the UK’s Department for 

International Development. 
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Introduction 
In recent years a number of observers have written about the dramatic expansion 

of antiretroviral therapy (ART) in Africa and elsewhere in the Global South. Vihn- 

Kim Nguyen (2005), for example, describes ’antiretroviral 91obalisation’ in Africa as 

an intervention on a scale similar to that of colonialism. Similarly, I have written 

elsewhere about how AIDS activists in South Africa have become part of a global 

health movement that has introduced new ideas about rights to health care as 

well as new forms of health citizenship (Robins 2004). This paper is concerned 

with how these global biomedical interventions are mediated by a group of AIDS 

activists in the rural villages of Lusikisiki District in the Eastern Cape Province, 

South Africa. It focuses on how AIDS activists, as ’true believers’ of AIDS science 

and medicine, seek to ’convert’ rural villagers into acceptance of the fundamentals 

of AIDS science through recourse to rhetorical strategies that are not that 

dissimilar to those deployed by Christian missionaries (see Niezen 1997). Similar 

to the missionaries before them, AIDS activists, and health professionals, have 

had to resort to persuasive arguments, rhetorics, and translations that resonate 

with local idioms and discourses on illness and healing. 

Although the global expansion of biomedicine in the developing South has been 

taking place for decades, the ’antiretroviral revolution’ and HlViAIDS prevention 

programmes have dramatically extended biomedicine’s reach. This has been 

facilitated through the massive injections of resources from international agencies 

such as the Global Fund, PEPFAR, the Gates and Clinton Foundations, WHO, the 

World Bank, UNAIDS and many others. In addition to the infusion of these global 

health resources, there has been a dramatic expansion of NGOs, community- 

based organisations and globally connected health social movements such as 

South Africa’s Treatment Action Campaign (TAC). These social movements, 

together with NGO allies such as Medecins San Frontieres (MSF or Doctors 

Without Borders), mediate these new biomedical technologies of health citizenship 

in ways that can, under certain conditions, contribute towards the promotion of 

innovative forms of agency, citizenship and solidarity (Robins 2004). But this is 

clearly not a seamless narrative of scientific and biomedical progress and citizen 

empowerment. The case study discussed in this paper suggests that activist 

mediators of AIDS knowledge regularly encounter ’small acts of resistance’ in their 

daily attempts to disseminate ’scientific facts’ and ’medical solutions.’ The study 

highlights the forms of ’friction’ encountered when global processes ’land’ in local 

spaces. 

There is a longstanding critical intellectual tradition within the social sciences that 

makes the argument that the medicalisation of social life and social problems is 

an all-encompassing process that results in systematic normalisation, 

depoliticisation, disempowerment and the production of ’docile bodies’ (Freidson 

1970; Ehrenreich and Ehrenreich 1971; Zola 1972; Illich 1975; Armstrong 1983; 

Butchart 1998).1 However, there have also been cogent critiques of the seamless 

application of medicalisation and Foucauldian critiques of biomedicine. For 

example, Megan Vaughan (1991) suggests that the individualising and 

normalising ideas and practices of Christian missionary medicine in Africa had 

limited reach and impact in terms of shaping African subjectivities. Scholars, 

drawing on Foucauldian conceptions of biopower, have in turn argued that the 
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medical interventions of colonial states were more concerned with the control and 

surveillance of colonised populations rather than the production of subjectivities 

through modernist forms of biopower (Kistner n.d.). This recognition of the limited 

reach of the state seems to have even more salience in many contemporary, post- 

colonial settings where public health systems are either chronically dysfunctional 

or extremely thin on the ground. In other words, it would seem that such post- 

colonial state interventions are seldom as hegemonic and totalising as 

biomedicine’s critics imply. Although these observations converge quite closely 

with broader critiques of claims about the homogenizing effects of globalisation, 

this paper is specifically concerned with the confluence of globalisation and 

medicalisation processes and how these impact upon the agency and political 

subjectivities of citizens and members of social movements. 

While recognising the salience of aspects of the medicalisation critique, including 

its emphasis on individualisation and normalisation, this paper focuses on how 

public health interventions and grassroots health activism in South Africa (and 

elsewhere) can, under certain conditions, produce new forms of political agency 

and active health citizenship.2 These forms of agency may include rejections or 

reinterpretations of biomedical discourses as well as the embrace of its scientific 

explanations and medical technologies. In other words, the expansion of the 

global reach of biomedical discourses and products in the South has generated 

both rejections and suspicion of ’Western’ medicine as well as the promotion of 

new desires and expectations amongst the Third World poor who are increasingly 

demanding that they too deserve access to life-prolonging medicines. Similarly, 

the ’conversion’ of people living with AIDS into activists and ’true believers’ of 

modern science and medicine can be understood as evidence of the potentially 

empowering and ’redemptive’ consequences of access to biomedical resources. 

Alongside this heroic and emancipatory narrative of the progress of biomedicine 

and science in Africa, there is of course considerable evidence of colonial legacies 

of distrust and scepticism of scientific expertise (Robins 2004; Steinberg 2008a; 

Cassidy and Leach 2007). There is also the phenomenon of contemporary forms 

of globalised technocratisation and medicalisation that are generating their own 

resistances as part of emergent regional modernities and nationalist politics 

(Melissa Leach, pers. comm). These responses include nationalist assertions of 

For comprehensive reviews of critiques of the (bio)medicalisation literature see Clarke et aL (2003) 

and Lupton (1997). Both scholars draw a[teniion to [he agency of the subjects and paiienis of 

biomedicine. For instance, Clarke et aL conclude that ’We refuse interpretations that cast 

biomedicalisation as a technoscientific tsunami that will obliterate prior practices and cultures. Instead 

we see new forms of agency, empowerment, confusion, resistance, responsibility, docility, subjugation, 

citizenship, subjectivity, and morality’ (Clarke et aL 2003: 184-5). Lupton provides an equally 

compelling critical analysis of Foucauldian critiques of medicalisation. 

In her account of ihe politicisaiion of paiienihood in the US, Lisa Diedrich (2007: 38-9) draws aiteniion 

to the vibrant challenges to medicalisation that were spearheaded by the women’s health movement 

of the 1970s. For instance, feminist health activists challenged the transformation of childbirth into an 

increasingly technological experience (Diedrich 2007: 37). They also challenged wha[ they referred to 

as Cancer Inc. and the Cancer Industrial Complex (Ehrenreich and English 1974). Some of these 

forms of health activism were later re-appropriated and recast by gay men in mobilisations against the 

AIDS pandemic in [he US in [he 1980s and 1990s (Epstein 1996). 
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postcolonial sovereignty in the face of the expanding reach of transnational health 

programmes, donors and NGOs. Such a response was evident in South Africa 

where former President Mbeki3 and his health minister sought to contest AIDS 

science orthodoxy and promote ’African solutions’ to HIV. This diversity of 

reactions to modern medicine has been very evident in responses to HIV 

programmes throughout the Global South. This paper is particularly concerned 

with the responses of AIDS activists, citizens and ’targets’ of these global health 

programmes. 

The paper is divided into two sections. Section I focuses on the global and 

national dimensions of HIV/AIDS programmes in South Africa. Section II of the 

paper provides an ethnographic perspective on the everyday experiences, 

interactions and rhetorical strategies of community-based AIDS activists involved 

in treatment literacy and HIV prevention programmes in rural villages in the 

Eastern Cape Province. This ethnographic case study suggests that global health 

programmes, and their local NGO and activist mediators, often encounter 

considerable ’friction’ and contestation from national state actors, who may view 

such donor driven programmes as challenges to national sovereignty, as well as 

from village-level actors who may subscribe to alternative conceptions of illness 

and healing. The paper’s conclusion draws attention to both the limits and 

possibilities of these grassroots activist mediations and translations of global 

health messages, practices and technologies. 

Section 1 

1.1 Global health and AIDS activism in South Africa 

In 2002, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM or 

Global Fund) was launched as a private-public partnership that aimed at financing 

treatment programmes to fight these three killer diseases. A year later, in October 

2003, following almost five years of concerted AIDS activism, the South African 

government finally agreed to provide free antiretroviral therapy (ART) to the 

5-6 million people living with HIV who could require treatment within the public 

health system. By then there had been drastic reductions in ARV prices, again 

largely due to activist pressure. Responding to this shift in the government’s AIDS 

treatment policy, the GFATM agreed to provide R430 million rand over five years 

to support the Western Cape Province’s Department of Health in its ARV rollout 

programme. The highly successful MSF-Western Cape Department of Health ART 

programme established in Khayelitsha in Cape Town in 2001 was one of the first 

recipients of this donor funding~ By June 2006, over 20,000 people were receiving 

ART treatment in the Western Cape Province, and by 2008 over 350,000 people 

were on ARVs in South Africa’s public health system.4 

In September 2008, former President Mbeki was recalled by his party and replaced by Presiden[ 

Kgalema Motlanthe. President Motlanthe appointed a strong supporter of the TAC, Barbara Hogan, as 

the new Minister of Health. 
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While donors such as the Global Fund contributed significantly towards funding 

the South African national ART programme, which is now one of the largest in the 

world, the Department of Health has never been reliant on this donor funding. 

Unlike the situation in many other African countries, there have been no signs of 

financial dependency in terms of the relationship between international donors 

and the South African state, if anything, donors have operated in South Africa 

under conditions determined largely by the South African 9overnment. The South 

African National AIDS Council (SANAC) under the former Vice-President Jacob 

Zuma was meant to regulate relationships between donors, civil society and the 

state. Due to the ongoing tensions resulting from the former President Mbeki’s 

AIDS dissident position, SANAC remained ineffectual and paralysed until quite 

recently. 

While SANAC, as the Country Coordinating Mechanism (CCM), was meant to 

facilitate a culture of participatory governance, it found itself caught in the crossfire 

of a highly conflictual AIDS politics. Notwithstanding these ongoing tensions, the 

South African Government’s HIV policies have been influenced by the strong 

emphasis of both activists and global health agencies such as UNAIDS, WHO and 

the Global Fund on human rights and the non-discrimination of people living with 

AIDS (PVVAs). For instance, the South African government did not seriously 

consider compulsory notification, and confidentiality and Voluntary Counseling and 

Testing (VCT) were prioritized in HIV policies, protocols and programmes. In other 

words, human rights concerns were at the centre of these public health inter- 

ventions from the onset. However, rather than focusing on the role of SANAC, the 

Global Fund and other actors in mediating human rights discourses and 

relationships between the state, international health agencies and civil society 

organisations, this paper is specifically concerned with the role of community- 

based AIDS activists as grassroots mediators of global forms of health citizenship 

and scientific knowledge about HIV and treatment. 

In South Africa, the political landscape after apartheid created new opportunities 

for citizens and social movement activists who were capable of activating the 

country’s ’cutting edge’ democratic Constitution. Nowhere was this more visible 

than in the asset[ions of health citizenship made by AIDS activists fighting for 

access to antiretroviral drugs and better health care. Yet, these political demands 

and rights claims were somewhat clouded by former President Mbeki’s AIDS 

dissident views and his persistent denial of the scale of the pandemic. It became 

increasingly clear from the former President’s speeches that he believed that 

AIDS discourses, including those of health professionals and AIDS activists, 

reproduced racist and colonial assumptions about disorderly and undisciplined 

African bodies and sexualities (Robins, 2004; Fassin 2007; Steinberg 2008a). The 

former President’s dissident position, and his reluctance to respond to calls for the 

provision of antiretroviral therapy in the public health sector, also resonated with 

those black South Africans who had learnt to distrust colonial and ’Western’ 

science and medicine (Robins 2004). For the latter, AIDS, and the biomedical 

The estimated number of people needing [reatment (children and adults at Stage 4 wi~.h CD4 counts 

below 200) in South Africa was 764,000 by the middle of 2006 of which a total of 353,945 (46 per 

cent) were enrolled in the ART programme (,~.tac.org.za/communitylkeystatistics), 
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responses to it, were associated with the excesses of colonial domination and 

white minority rule. So, on the one side there were newly acquired rights to health 

care that Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) and MSF activists, health 

professionals and NGOs had won through tenacious global, national and 

community-based mobilisation in the courts, on the streets and through the media. 

On the other side, there was a political response ’from above’ that undermined the 

activists’ campaigns for access to AIDS treatment. 

What emerged in the course of this David and Goliath battle for AIDS treatment 

was a creative reinvention of anti-apartheid political traditions and strategies of 

mobilisation. These included strategies of litigation, spearheaded by NGOs such 

as the Legal Resources Centre (LRC) and the AIDS Law Project (ALP), alongside 

grassroots mobilisation in churches, township streets, shebeens (taverns), 

universities, schools, trade unions, at funerals and so on. The TAC was also 

responsible for global mobilisation in their struggles against the international 

pharmaceutical industry as well as the state’s initial reluctance to provide treat- 

ment. Mobilisation also involved international health and human rights agencies 

and NGOs and social movements that were sympathetic to the AIDS activists’ 

cause. This transnational AIDS alliance, along with grassroots campaigns, 

contributed to the successes of the TAC, MSF and their allies. 

TAC contributed towards politicising health care in South Africa in ways that were 

unprecedented and these democratic gains have diffused into the public health 

sector and influenced NGOs and community-based organisations involved in 

health matters. In the past few years, I have become increasingly interested in 

community-based off-shoots from TAC. These include the community and nurse- 

driven MSF treatment programme in rural Lusikisiki in the Eastern Cape Province, 

as well as Khululeka, a support group for men living with HIV in Cape Town 

(Robins 2008; Colvin and Robins 2008a and b). Both of these initiatives draw 

attention to the shifting terrain of AIDS activism and health citizenship in South 

Africa. They also draw attention to the immense difficulties of translating and 

mediating global health messages in local spaces. They foreground the 

contentious politics of knowledge and competing ways in which health, illness and 

disease are framed by differentially situated actors. This paper focuses on the 

Lusikisiki case study which highlights how a global health programme was 

translated and mediated by MSF and TAC activists and health professionals in 

rural villages in which health resources and scientific knowledge about AIDS were 

very thin on the ground. The case study locates this translation process within the 

context of South Africa’s national antiretroviral therapy programme. 

The Lusikisiki case study discussed below investigates the ways in which global 

health messages and forms of health citizenship were mediated by AIDS activists 

who were not only concerned with changing the lives of people living with AIDS so 

they could better manage biological conditions associated with their seropositive 

status. Instead, they were also committed to recruiting new members into their 

biopolitical projects and epistemic communities. These mobilisation processes 

involved translating biomedical ideas and practices into vernacular forms that 

could be easily understood and acted upon by the ’targets’ of these recruitment 

strategies. However, these processes of translation and ’vemacularization’ of 

biomedical knowledge often occurred in settings where even the most basic 
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understandings and framings of medical science could not be taken for granted. 

The Lusikisiki case study shows that global health programmes and their grass- 

roots mediators often encounter stiff opposition from the most powerful political 

actors as well as the most marginalised. 

1.2 Global me¢licine in local places: the contentious politics of ~qlDS 
knousledge 

HIVtAIDS has become a window and a mirror onto global inequalities between 

the North and the South (Benatar 2001,2002; Farmer 20041 Schoepf 2001). 

Whereas since the late 1990s, HlViAIDS increasingly became a manageable 

chronic illness in the North, it remains a harbinger of death and devastation in the 

South where 90 per cent of those living with HIV and AIDS live. At the start of the 

new millennium an estimated 19 million people had died of AIDS, and more than 

36 million were infected. Some 70 per cent of those infected, an estimated 27 

million people, were Africans (Schoepf 2001: 335). With limited and uneven 

access to anti-retroviral therapies in Africa, notwithstanding recent international 

efforts to make ARVs available, it was estimated that the vast majority of people 

living with AIDS (PWAs) in 2000 would have died by 2006. In other words, in the 

North people can live with AIDS, while those in the South die. These were the 

stark realities of global health inequalities at the beginning of the twentyfirst 

century (see Benatar 2001 ; Bastos 1999; Schoepf 2001 ; Iliffe 2006). It was within 

this context that international health and development agencies became involved 

in AIDS interventions in the South. 

Like most forms of globalisation, the processes of embedding and translating 

biomedical discourses in particular places are anythin9 but straightforward or 

stable. Former President Mbeki’s dissident science position on AIDS,5 as well as 

the President of The Gambia’s claims to use ’seven herbs named in the Koran’ to 

cure AIDS (Cassidy and Leach 2007), suggests that the global hegemony of 

Western medicine and science is often vulnerable to challenges from political and 

religious leaders (see Nattrass 2007; Fassin 2007; Epstein 2007). Similarly, it 

should not be surprising that the increasing involvement of international health 

agencies in health programmes in the South has periodically unleashed back- 

lashes from governments claiming that these humanitarian interventions represent 

’foreign interests’ and constitute ’Western’ threats to national sovereignty. 

Mbeki’s persistent questioning of the authority of mainstream biomedicine and 

scientific orthodoxy is a particularly striking example of such challenges to 

scientific expertise and global medical hegemony (Robins 2004; Fassin 2007; 

Nattrass 2007). This has tended to take the form of a knowledge politics in which 

senior officials, primarily the former President and his Health Minister, contested 

the findings of the scientific establishment for instance by challenging statistics on 

5 For accounts of the politics surrounding President Mbeki’s position on HIV see Fassin (2007), Nattrass 

(2007) and Robins (2004), It is important to bear in mind that most ANC leaders, including the ANC’s 

trade union and Communist Party alliance partners, did no~. appear to share the President’s 

controversial dissident views on AIDS. 
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AIDS mortality and morbidity, and questioning the efficacy and safety of ARVs. It 

has also taken the form of the government support for scientific trials and the 

promotion of ’African solutions’ for AIDS such as Virodine (an industrial solvent), 

’traditional medicines’ such as Ubejane, and an ’alternative diet’ of garlic, lemons, 

African potatoes and olive oil advocated by the Health Minister, Manto Tshabala- 

Msimang~ These challenges to scientific orthodoxy have at times taken on the 

form of anti-imperialist and anti-racist rhetoric and arguments about the imposition 

of Western hegemony and the undermining of ’African culture’ and the national 

sovereignty of African countries (Fassin 2007).6 

These national level challenges to global biomedicine also often connected in 

complex ways with local expressions of distrust, scepticism and opposition to 

’Western’ medical interventions (Steinberg 2008a). Such responses are often 

based on alternative indigenous understandings about the causes of illness, for 

instance African beliefs in witchcraft (Ashforth, 2000, 2005; Rodlach 2006, Epstein 

2007). They may also involve consumer preferences for alternative and 

complementary treatment such as traditional African medicine, New Age treatment 

or homeopathy. The fear and shame associated with HIV may also trigger a 

refusal to test or even accept the existence of the disease. This rejection of the 

scientific authority and claims of global biomedicine were also evident in the South 

African Minister of Health’s support for Matthias Rath, an AIDS dissident and 

wealthy multivitamin manufacturer who claimed that ARVs were dangerously toxic 

and who promoted his own vitamin products as effective treatment for Hl\Lrelated 

illnesses.7 

In South Africa there are many examples of government officials and ordinary 

citizens expressing deep suspicion of the motivations of practitioners and 

advocates of Western science and biomedicine (Robins 2004). South Africa is of 

course not unique in this regard. Similar responses elsewhere in Africa include 

conspiracy theories and popular myths about the dangers of modern medicine 

ranging from resistance by Islamic clerics in West Africa to ’Western’ immunisation 

programmes to the promotion of ’alternative cures’ for HIV by political leaders and 

healers in The Gambia (Cassidy and Leach 2007). In South Africa, official 

challenges to the findings of the mainstream scientific establishment have also 

involved direct government interference in the institutional arrangements of key 

medical bodies. This has included government attempts to influence the 

composition and positions of the South African National AIDS Council (SANAC), 

Elizabeth Mills also suggests that this distrust of scientific expertise could have emerged from 

historical uses by the colonial and apartheid stale of science and biomedicine to control and reduce 

the black population through the use of depo-provera and distribution of condoms among black South 

Africans (personal communication November, 2007). The revelations that emerged at the Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission (TRC) of the apartheid state’s biological warfare programmes under the 

notorious Dr Wouter Basson have no doubt also contributed towards this distrust. 

The controversial Ra[h Foundation sough[ to establish ’trials’ in Cape Town’s A[rican [ownships to 

show that whereas ARVs produced toxic side-effects, Rath multivitamins were a safe and effective 

way to treat AIDS. The TAC took the Rath Foundation to court on a number of occasions, claiming that 

the government was not moni[oring Rath’s ’trials’ adequately, and that his unverified claims to con[ain 

and reverse the trajectory of HIV infection constituted a violation existing medical regulations. 
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the Medical Research Council (MRC) and the Medical Controls Council (MCC). 

Some of the most visible clashes between government officials and AIDS activists 

have been in international forums such as AiDS conferences. These public 

conflicts have generally been between government officials, especially the Health 

Minister, and TAC and MSF activists. They have also involved UNAiDS’ 

outspoken representative Stephen Lewis and, to a lesser degree, officials from the 

Global Fund and other international funding organisations. While much of the 

attention of the media and scholarly analysis has focused on AiDS politics at the 

national and global levels, less is understood about the local dimensions of global 

AiDS interventions in South Africa. 

There seems to a strong link between national level AiDS politics and the 

obstacles encountered by activists and health workers at the clinic level (Dr 

Herman Reuter, personal communication)~ There is, for instance, considerable 

evidence that confusion about the safety of ARVs and the causality of HIV have 

contributed towards difficulties in convincing South Africans to participate in 

Voluntary Counseling & Testing (VCT) and ART programmes. The relatively low 

uptake of HIV services, especially amongst men, in certain provinces reflects 

these ongoing difficulties that health workers, NGOs and activists encounter on a 

daily basis. Whereas the ANC local government and provisional leadership in the 

Western Cape actively supported MSF and TAC campaigns for the provision of 

ARVs in the public health sector, the political leadership in most of the other 

provinces were far more ’loyal’ to what they perceived to be former President 

Mbeki’s position on HIViAiDS. For example, prior to 2003, Eastern Cape and 

Mpumalanga provincial political leadership vehemently opposed TAC and MSF 

activists and health professionals who advocated for ARV programmes. These 

national and provincial political battles were played out at the local clinic level in 

these provinces and elsewhere in the country. 

AIDS activists and health professionals operating at the clinic level also routinely 

encounter social and cultural obstacles that raise questions about the taken4or- 

granted assumptions about female bodily autonomy, individual rights and freedom 

of choice that animate rights-based public health approaches and HIV prevention 

and treatment programmes.8 For example, as a result of the entrenchment of 

patriarchal cultures, especially in the rural areas of the former homelands, women 

often do not have autonomy to decide for themselves whether to test for HIV or 

whether go onto antiretroviral therapy (ART) should they require treatment. 

Whereas my earlier research focused on the individual agency and rights-based 

politics of AIDS activists (Robins, 2004), the case study discussed below 

highlights some of the social and cultural limits on individual agency and health 

messages predicated on an individualist rational choice model. These constraints 

and obstacles are discussed in relation to attempts by MSF and TAC activists to 

broker and translate global biomedical messages in settings where there are 

deeply entrenched alternative conceptions of health, illness and agency that are 

grounded in local social and gender relations. 

I observed similar obstacles to treatment access during visits to rural clinics in Mpumalanga, Eastern 

Cape and Limpopo Provinces. 
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Section 2 

2.1 MSF’s biomedical foot-soldiers in Lusikisiki 

In 1971 a small group of French doctors and journalists established MSF in 

response to the perceived inadequacies of humanitarian responses to the Biafran 

war in Nigeria. This new humanitarian organisation, unlike the International 

Committee of the Red Cross (the ICRC), strove to be fully independent and not 

limit itself through the conventions of state boundaries. By 2006, MSF had grown 

into a massive humanitarian organisation that had field missions and advocacy 

positions in 83 countries and over 1,500 expatriate and 13,000 national staff.9 

Typically MSF intervenes in contexts defined by the breakdown in state health and 

welfare services, often precipitated by war, famine, population displacement, 

disease, drought and natural disasters. Generally these interventions involve 

providing emergency health and welfare services to meet physical survival rather 

than providing more long-term needs. This form of medical intervention is 

characterised by the ’humanitarian kit’- a mobile repository of medical logistics 

designed for rapid action in the field (see Redfield 2007)~ Redfield also describes 

MSF’s modus operandi as an evolving tradition of temoignage (witnessing) in 

which NGOs ’now play a central role in defining secular moral truth for an 

international audience’ (Redfield 2006: 3). This form of collective advocacy and 

’motivated truth’ aims to leverage resources and shame states and international 

agencies into action in settings demanding immediate humanitarian aid. Redfield 

argues that by integrating medical expertise and public advocacy, MSF 

participates in producing and mediating scientific and technical knowledge that 

can be used for ethical ends. 

MSF’s response to AIDS in South Africa fits in with the overall ideology of the 

organisation. It aimed to ensure, through activist strategies of state blaming and 

shaming, that the public health system benefited from the fruits of the 

’antiretroviral revolution.’ This involved not only ensuring that state clinics were 

stocked with ARVs, but also promoting community-based treatment literacy 

programmes and scientific understandings about HIV amongst the general 

population. From the staR, MSF’s aim was to catalyse, and perhaps shame, the 

South African state into action by showing that it was indeed possible to provide 

ARVs to people living with AIDS in Africa. MSF’s Lusikisiki project, like its parLner 

project in Khayelitsha in Cape Town, was integrated into the country’s public 

health system at the primary health care clinic level. It was specifically designed 

as a short-term intervention that would be handed over to the Department of 

Health after three years. However, by establishing ARV programmes in South 

Africa, MSF ended up committing itself to more long-term involvement than its 

more typical short-term modes of humanitarian intervention. 

October 2003 the National Department of Health gave the green light for MSF 

See Redfield (2005, 2006) for excellent accounts of the emergence of MSF and its evolving ideas and 

practices. 
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to provide ARVs in Lusikisiki and on 10 December 2003 the programme was 

officially launched by ex-president Nelson Mandela. By mid-2006, less than three 

years later, approximately 2,500 people had been started on ARVs, and 46,039 

had been tested (MSF 2006: 4). The programme’s treatment success rates were 

recorded in medical journals and celebrated at international AIDS conferences, 

and Lusikisiki received considerable positive attention in the national and 

international media. This extraordinarily successful community and nurse-driven 

AIDS programme involved voluntary counseling and testing (VCT), condom 

distribution, prevention of Mother-to-Children Transmission (PMTCT) of 

HlVtTB integration, and Antiretroviral Therapy (ART). It included doctors, 

pharmacists, nurses, adherence counsellors, pharmacy assistants, community 

care givers, support groups, community clinic committees, activists, and people 

living with HIVtAIDS. The October 2006 MSF Report on Lusikisiki describes the 

workings of this innovative decentralised ART programme and the various roles of 

the health staff: 

The traditional model of community care givers is to do community-based 

health promotion. In Lusikisiki they work in the clinics, taking on some of the 

nurses’ workload (including VCT, opening of HIV folders with social history, 

transferring lab results into folders, conducting support groups). Given the 

nature and magnitude of the HIV epidemic, it is critical to educate service 

users to empower them to take responsibility for their own treatment, rather 

than relying on the community health worker going to the community to 

enforce directly observed therapy (DOT). Defaulter tracing is done by support 

group members who come from the same rural village as the person who 

missed their appointment. These support group members are appointed by 

the adherence counselors and are given training on approaches to ARV 

adherence. 

(MSF 2006: 11) 

The Lusikisiki programme was involved in a close partnership with a social 

movement (TAC) and the state’s public health system. This partnership 

represented a significant departure from typical humanitarian interventions, which 

tend to be defined by sudden population displacements or disease outbreaks in 

which the immediate goal is to arrive on site as rapidly as possible with sufficient 

equipment to be effective (Redfield 2007: 4). By working closely with both a social 

movement and the state, MSF was able to redefine its usual mode of operation, 

and it became increasingly involved in more long-term processes of policy 

engagement as well as programme implementation. MSF and the TAC were also 

able to leverage access to state health resources by legally challenging the 

pricing and patent protocols of the global pharmaceutical industry,10 as well as by 

deploying the South African Constitution to legally challenge the state for its initial 

refusal to provide ARVs in the public health sector. These forms of legal activism 

and social mobilisation, which resonated with the 1980s political traditions of anti- 

apartheid activism of the United Democratic Front (UDF) (see Robins 2004), 

10 This particular legal challenge to the global pharmaceutical indus[ry was launched [ogether with the 

South African government, 
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contributed towards the emergence of new forms of health citizenship that have 

migrated beyond AIDS activism to include health mobilisations around cancer, 

mental health, and disability. In addition, the culture of health activism promoted 

by TAC and MSF has also diffused into the broader South African society and the 

public health system. 

2.1.1 From Brussels to Khayelitsha to Lusikisiki 

In an interview a few years ago, Dr Eric Goemaere from MSF-Belgium told me 

about his first attempt in 1999 to persuade South African Department of Health 

(Doll) officials to establish a national antiretroviral (ARV) treatment programme. 

His meetings with Doll officials in Pretoria went nowhere. It became clear quite 

early on that there was no political commitment for establishing such a 

programme. Government’s arguments against treatment included the high cost of 

antiretroviral drugs as well as assertions by some senior members of the political 

leadership that these drugs were toxic and ineffective. Given the lack of 

government interest in such an initiative, Dr Goemaere decided to visit Cape Town 

for a few days before returning to Belgium. it seemed to be a clear-cut case of 

’mission unaccomplished.’ However, in Cape Town he met Zackie Achmat, a Cape 

Town-based AIDS activist from the newly emerging social movement, Treatment 

Action Campaign (TAC). Many TAC media campaigns, demonstrations and court 

cases later, the global pharmaceutical industry was eventually convinced that 

defendin9 TRIPS and brand drugs was not only morally flawed but also 

detrimental to profit margins. Later, as a result of concerted AIDS activist 

campaigns, the South African government was ordered by the courts to provide 

antiretroviral drugs to pregnant mothers to prevent the vertical transmission of HIV 

from mothers-to-children. In October 2003, with the anti-AIDS drugs prices 

dramatically reduced as a result of successful campaigns spearheaded by MSF 

and TAC, the South African Government finally agreed to establish a national ARV 

programme. The rest is history (see Nattrass 2007). 

The success story of South African AiDS activism provides insights into the 

workings of global health citizenship in the twentyfirst century. However, focusing 

on this extraordinarily heroic account of a David and Goliath struggle against the 

might of ’Big Pharma’ and the South African Government, can also obscure the 

more mundane aspects of the fight against the pandemic. The following account 

describes the story of how ARVs arrived in Pondoland. 

2.1 o2 Bringing ~F~Vs and hope to Pondoland 

ARVs were seen as a key aspect of HIV care as it is an extremely effective 

intervention that can be targeted in a relatively small 9roup of the community, 

thus creating a sense of optimism in an otherwise depressive atmosphere of 

the worsening HIV epidemic. ARVs are also medically speaking the best 

intervention as treatment for OIs [opportunistic infections] improves the quality 

of life; however it is only ARVs that really extend life. 

(MSF 2004: 3) 
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Before I was very weak and sick° I was a skeleton° I weighed only 43kgso I 

didn’t know what was wrong with me. I went to the [Lusikisiki] cfinic and they 

told me I have HIV. Then, my CD4 count was 24. Today, I am 66kg and my 

CD4 is 375. 

(Nozibele Mditshwa, one of the MSF programme’s first ARV patients, upon 

receiving her certificate for treatment adherence; Health-e News Service, 

31 October 2005) 

When MSF doctors and nurses and TAC activists began their ARV treatment ’trial’ 

in 2000 in the Xhosa-speaking working class township of Khayelitsha in Cape 

Town, they were fully aware that they had their work cut out for them. Government 

and public health sceptics seemed to have concluded that the public health 

system would not be able to implement what was portrayed as an unaffordable, 

complicated and inappropriate ’First World’ AIDS treatment regimen. By 

implementing an ARV programme in an urban African context, MSF doctors and 

nurses hoped to challenge this claim. As the findings of the studies of the efficacy 

of the Khayelitsha programme began to be released it became clear that ARVs 

could work in Africa (Coetzee et aL 2004). Sceptics were still not satisfied. The 

next problem they posed was whether it would be possible to replicate an urban- 

based ARV programme in a rural site. Influential public health professionals and 

academics argued that a dysfunctional and under-resourced public health system, 

along with rural poverty and inadequate sanitation and poor nutrition and poor 

transport infrastructure in most rural areas, meant that the Khayelitsha ART 

programme could not be reproduced in most parts of the country. Whereas the 

Health Minister’s prescriptions of garlic, African potatoes and olive oil as 

alternatives to ARVs could be dismissed on strictly scientific grounds, the dire 

conditions in underdeveloped rural areas had to be taken seriously. It was with 

this in mind that MSF and TAC identified the Eastern Cape Province health district 

of Lusikisiki in Pondoland as their first rural ARV site. 

MSF’s first line of attack at Lusikisiki was opportunistic infections. Prior to the 

arrival of MSF, nurses knew extremely little about HlViAIDS, and had no training 

on treating people with HIV with the drugs already in their clinics. Patients who 

presented typical HIV symptoms at the clinics were routinely sent back to their 

home villages and told to prepare themselves for death. With the arrival of MSF, 

clinic nurses were empowered with knowledge and drugs to treat thrush and a 

range of other opportunistic infections. Treatment of opportunistic infections 

dramatically altered popular perceptions about this dread disease~ This created a 

new sense of confidence amongst nurses, volunteers, counsellors and ordinary 

villagers. Suddenly HIVtAIDS was no longer a death sentence. Even though ARVs 

were not yet available in the local hospitals and clinics, there was a palpable 

sense of hope amongst AIDS activists and health professionals. I was told that 

once nurses learnt that it was possible to treat HIV/AIDS, those diagnosed with 

HIV were no longer seen as the ’walking dead.’ By the time national government 

announced its national ARV treatment programme in October 2003, Lusikisiki 

health workers were trained and ready. 

Fast-forward to February 2004 and a group of Lusikisiki HIV counsellors 

discussin9 their experiences working in the area. Many of these HIV-positive 

counsellors spoke of the initial disbelief amongst villagers when they began to 
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publicly disclose their status. Villagers claimed that the MSF counsellors were 

paid to say they were HIV-positive. How could they be HIV-positive when they 

looked so healthy? The treatment of opportunistic infections had created a 

dilemma for these counsellors. As one counsellor recalled of her early counselling 

sessions: ’Some of the villagers would say to me, ’You look so fat and beautiful, 

and your skin looks so smooth, how can we believe that you have this thing?’. 

Another counsellor based at St Elizabeth Hospital spoke of how a taxi-load of HIV- 

positive Umtata residents who had heard about MSF’s treatment programme 

arrived at Lusikisiki demanding to be treated: ’Dr Themba [Reuter] examined 

them, gave an appropriate prescription for their problems but told them that they 

should go back to Umtata and demand ARV treatment from Umtata clinics which 

are designated ARV sites.’ For MSF the problem was no longer that of challenging 

government over AIDS policies, but rather applying pressure on the state’s public 

health services to ensure that treatment policy was implemented properly. 

The accounts from the counsellors revealed that the treatment of opportunistic 

infections had contributed significantly towards breaking the silence and stigma 

surrounding HIVlAIDS. Dr Reuter, the nurses and the counsellors all spoke of the 

dramatically increased demand for treatment from Lusikisiki residents. The 

demand for AIDS testing too was up, as was the treatment of opportunistic 

infections. TAC Treatment Support Groups were flourishing and HIV-positive T- 

shirts were visible in the streets of Lusikisiki town. This relative openness was 

largely the result of MSF’s policy of encouraging, if not insisting upon, disclosure 

in their counseling approach. Before someone was tested they were asked who 

they would disclose their status to. 

Another catalyst for this open attitude towards HlViAIDS in Pondoland was the 

Cape Town ’Stand Up For Our Lives’ march on Parliament in 2003. A large 

contingent from the newly formed TAC branches in Lusikisiki came back from the 

Cape Town march highly motivated and aware that they were part of a national 

social movement. Many of the key HlWpositive TAC activists realised that their 

personal experiences were similar to thousands of other South Africans. They 

were no longer alone. In just over a year, Lusikisiki had been transformed from a 

place where HlViAIDS was a taboo topic, to a place where hundreds of HIV- 

positive people were open about their status and flocking to the clinics. Rather 

than promoting the protection of privacy and confidentiality about HIV, MSF and 

TAC chose to push the disclosure line. All of this took place in a rural setting 

portrayed by government officials as characterised by conditions of chronic 

poverty, illiteracy and ignorance. Government and public health sceptics had 

assumed that these were insurmountable obstacles to the implementation of ARV 

programmes. 

Post-apartheid South Africa provided MSF with an ideal opportunity to challenge 

mainstream biomedical and public health approaches to HIVlAIDS in the Third 

World. The emergence of TAC as a grassroots-based social movement created 

the conditions for MSF’s empowering vision of health citizenship. TAC’s massive 

support base provided MSF with the necessary political legitimacy and credibility 

to inte~,ene in South Africa. This NGO-social movement partnership was 

extremely effective in rural Eastern Cape and elsewhere in the country. Whereas 

MSF has often had to appear neutral and non-partisan, the conditions in South 
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Africa, and its partnership with a relatively militant social movement, obliged the 

NGO to take on a more overtly political stance. Given TAC’s civil disobedience 

campaigns, court cases and street demonstrations, MSF could not afford to treat 

its South African mission as ’business as usual’. These developments draw 

attention to how global governance processes, including the role of transnational 

NGOs such as MSF, are mediated by the particular national and local political 

conditions and trajectories. It remains to be seen to what degree the experiences 

gained from this MSF-TAC alliance in South Africa will translate in MSF strategies 

and practices elsewhere in the world. What is clear, however, is that individual 

MSF activists developed extraordinarily sophisticated ways of mediating global 

health technologies and messages in these local settings. 

During a visit to Lusikisiki I attended a MSF and TAC sex education workshop. At 

the workshop an openly gay AIDS activist from East London shocked the moral 

sensibilities of the young, mostly female and heterosexual, group of Xhosa- 

speaking AIDS activists by regaling to them accounts of homosexual practices 

that most of them never knew existed - as a woman told me afterwards, ’1 am 

completely traumatised;’ a lesbian activist attending the workshop told me that if 

she were to be open about her lesbianism in Lusikisiki’s rural villages she would 

probably be killed for being umthakati, a witch. The East London visitor departed 

leaving many of the activists dazed and bewildered. There is probably a 

significant difference between doing AIDS activist work and sex education in rural 

Lusikisiki and the more cosmopolitan urban townships of Cape Town, Durban and 

Johannesburg. Yet, even in ’liberal’ and cosmopolitan Cape Town, lesbian and gay 

couples are attacked for being open about their sexual orientation, and a young 

TAC AIDS activist was killed in 2005 by her rapist after she revealed her HIV- 

positive status. AIDS activists, it would seem, are mediators of potentially 

dangerous and empowering knowledge about sexuality and sexual rights. 

These accounts of the daily practices and experiences of South African AIDS 

activists in rural Pondoland draw attention to the difficulties of translating the ’HIV 

scientific truths.’ i.e., ideas associated with global health programmes about HIV 

transmission, prevention and treatmenL These epistemological and cultural 

challenges are of course not unique to Pondoland or South Africa. A number of 

anthropologists have written about the tensions between biomedical and ’lay’ or 

indigenous interpretations of illness and healing. However, few have investigated 

the rhetorical strategies of activists as brokers of biomedicine. 

2.~.3 Brokers of biomedicin~ and medical 

There are of course a number of studies that have focused on the role of 

missionaries as mediators and translators of modern medicine. For example, 

writing about the Cree of the James Bay region in northern Quebec, Ronald 

Niezen (1997) compares biomedical interventions amongst indigenous peoples in 

Canada with religious conversion and the imposition of Christian beliefs amongst 

these colonised peoples. He describes the various ways in which ’medical 

evangelism’ undermined indigenous Cree ideas and practices relating to illness 

and healing. Whereas Christian missionaries and medical evangelists depended 

on some degree of indigenisation in their mediations of modern medicine 
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(Comaroff 1985), the independent medical administrations that followed on their 

heels resorted to prohibition and more coercive methods of persuasion ’to attempt 

to transform native behavior into a more consistent reflection of biomedical belief’ 

(Niezen 1997: 464). In some respects, AIDS activists in South Africa can also be 

seen as medical evangelists. In rural Pondoland, AIDS activists drew on rhetorics 

of persuasion that were in certain respects similar to those deployed by medical 

evangelists in Canada and other former colonies. 

The AIDS dissident debate and the persistent questioning of the efficacy and 

safety of ARVs by former President Mbeki, as well as a plethora of ’AIDS myths,’ 

obliged TAC and MSF activists to acknowledge and respond to lay interpretations 

of illness. These locally embedded lay explanations included the blaming of AIDS 

on witchcraft, and AIDS conspiracies and beliefs, for instance, that AIDS was 

invented by ’whites’ who want to limit black population growth; doctors and nurses 

inject patients with AiDS when they go for tests; free government condoms are 

laced with HIV-infected ’maggots’; pharmaceutical companies seek to create 

markets for their drugs in Africa; Africans are used as guinea pigs for scientific 

experiments with AIDS drugs; sex with virgins, including infants, can cure AIDS; 

and anti-retrovirals are dangerously toxic (Robins 2004). This plethora of popularly 

held ’AIDS myths,’ as well as the stigma, shame and silence associated with 

AIDS, has contributed towards widespread AIDS denial. It is within this 

generalised context of AIDS myths, folk epistemologies and denialism that MSF 

and TAC activists attempt to deploy scientific authority and rhetorics of persuasion 

to promote the objectives of HIV/AIDS programmes. 

The discussion below is based on fieldwork done during visits to the MSF 

programme in Lusikisiki. It focuses on the role of MSF and TAC lay counsellors 

(LCs) and treatment literacy practitioners (TLPs) who sought to mediate scientific 

discourses on HIV in the rural villages of Pondoland~ These pedagogical and 

epistemological interventions hoped to produce ’scientific’ ways of understanding 

the body, disease, sexuality and treatmenL These forms of medical activism and 

knowledge politics, it will be argued, are revealing in terms of what they can tell us 

about the globatisation and Iocatisation of tt~ese discourses on science, medicine, 

and citizenship. 

2.2 Mediators of global medicine and contested ’facts’ 

At a TAC Congress in Cape Town a couple of years ago, a veteran AIDS activist 

told me that the fundamental goal of TAC was to convert members to ’a scientific 

world view.’ This would, he believed, shift people away from attributing illness and 

misfortune to witchcraft and the ancestors. The Treatment Literacy Practitioners 

(TLPs) and Lay Counsellors (LCs) that I met in Lusikisiki appeared to share this 

absolute faith in science and modern medicine. They seemed unquestioning and 

unwavering in their belief in the importance of disseminating the ’scientific facts’ 

about AIDS to ’the masses’. They themselves had acquired these ’facts’ during 

the course of numerous TAC and MSF workshops on AIDS awareness, sex 

education and treatment literacy. In addition, a significant number of them had 

acquired their scientific and biomedical literacy as a result of being HIV-positive 

and being on anti-retroviral therapy. 
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Notwithstanding their deep commitment to the ’scientific facts’ about HIV and 

AIDS, activists encountered numerous obstacles and challenges during their daily 

attempts to implant these ’facts’ in the hearts and minds of residents in the small 

towns and rural villages in which they worked. These obstacles included age and 

gender hierarchies and sexual taboos. For example, local teachers questioned the 

scientific knowledge and authority of these youthful AIDS activists, especially 

young women who spoke about sex, condoms, AIDS science and biology. Older 

people were particularly offended by ’sex talk’ from young people. For instance, 

activist educators found it difficult to identify culturally appropriate words for 

genitalia and sexual intercourse. Other challenges came from members of the 

community who questioned the actual existence of HIV and AIDS, and who 

attributed illness and death to sorcery and witchcraft (umthakati). Some claimed 

that what activists and health workers referred to as HlViAIDS’ opportunistic 

infections were simply pneumonia, diabetes or TB, and that these were therefore 

’not new diseases’. Similarly, certain OIs and HIV-related illnesses were identified 

as twasa, which was widely understood as being a sign that the ill person had 

been chosen by the ancestors to become a sangoma (diviner)~ The following 

section examines the experiences and rhetorics of conversion deployed by two 

TAC activists, Anna and Sipho.11 Although global health programmes can be seen 

as standardised global assemblages, the responses of the mediators and targets 

of these programmes can contest the truth claims of these biomedical discourses. 

Like the Christian missionaries before them, in the face of scepticism and 

alternative conceptions of illness and healing, activist mediators of these 

biomedical discourses strive to develop convincing scientifically based rhetorics of 

persuasion. 

2.2.1 Latter day Livingstones and ~he gospel of global medicine 

These accounts of village workshops, discussions and arguments about science, 

medicine, ancestors and witchcraft, resonate with the welFknown narrations of Dr 

Livingstone’s attempts to convince African chiefs and rainmakers that it was God, 

rather than the ancestors, that delivered rain, wellbeing and health. In the cases 

below, AIDS activists deployed the authority of science and medicine, rather than 

God, to fight a pandemic widely attributed to ancestors, witchcraft and other ’non- 

scientific’ cause& Activists such as Anna fought these epistemic battles by 

drawing on the authority of science and medicine as well as their personal experi- 

ences and testimonies of illness, treatment and the harrowing passage from ’near 

death’ to ’new life’ (see Robins 2006). As Anna told me, ’In my work as a 

treatment literacy practitioner I preach the gospel of AIDS prevention and 

treatment based on my own experiences.’ 

Contrary to the universalistic and decontextualised scientific language of 

mainstream public health discourses (e.g., family planning, and AIDS education 

manuals, curricula and guidelines), the specificities of gender; age and education 

influenced the encounters between AIDS activists and community members in 

11 These are not their real names. 
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Lusikisiki. For example, Anna, a 20-something year old HIV-positive Xhosa- 

speaking woman, spoke of how, during the AIDS awareness workshops at 

schools, some teachers challenged her about her knowledge of science and 

biology: ’Sometimes they’re kind of confusing you ... They’re happy when you 

don’t understand more biology than them. They only want to prove the point that 

they know more about biology than you.’ These age, gender and educational 

barriers were especially visible when it came to ’sex talk’: 

Anna: Ja, we do have that challenge more especially when you go to the rural 

areas where you cannot teach old men how to use condoms because they 

will tell you ’You’re not going to teach me how to have sex with my husband 

or my wife. How can you teach me about sex because you’re so young, it’s 

really unacceptable? ... When I use penis in Xhosa I say ipipi. Then elders 

say ’No, you’re not supposed to say that.’ 

My discussions with activists such as Anna revealed that they experienced 

concerted challenges ’from below’ in the course of their treatment literacy and 

AIDS awareness workshops and discussions with villagers. There appeared to be 

myriad ways in which the power of science and medicine was contested in places 

like Pondoland. For instance, Anna spoke of how she attempts to convey the 

’scientific facts,’ which include references to HIV transmission, viral loads, CD4 

counts, the immune system, drug regimes and resistance. These ’facts’ were 

mediated through accounts of her own experiences as an HIV-positive woman 

who uses ARVs. She conceded, however, that not everyone was persuaded by 

these ’facts.’ Alternative explanations of illness included claims that opportunistic 

infections such as shingles were simply due to stress or twasa, a condition 

believed to be a sign that the ancestors wanted the ill person to become a 

sangoma or diviner: 

Anna: Ja, ja, there are people who don’t believe in HIV and AIDS. They ~’ill 

tell you that you that ff you’ve got shingles it’s because you’ve got stress, and 

that people who always get shingles are the same people who always have 

stress and that its not AIDS ... If you’re losing weight, you’ve got shingles and 

,vou’ve got peripheral neuropathy and you don’t want to wear shoes because 

},our feet are always paining, people will always tend to think that you are 

twasa. We tell them if you’ve got these opportunistic infections then you can 

go and become a sangoma [diviner] but at least go to the clinic and do HIV 

tests and see what the results are. Then ff your results are positive it means 

you’ve got HIV, you’re not a sangoma [laughter]. 

It was also quite common for people to refuse to believe that TAC and MSF 

activists and treatment literacy practitioners (TLPs) such as Anna were 

themselves HIV-positive. It was often said that they looked too healthy to have 

AIDS and that they were being paid by NGOs to make false claims about their 

status. In addition, many discussions between these TLPs and villagers focused 

on claims that symptoms of ’oppoRunistic infections’ such as diarrhoea and 

physical wasting were in fact a result of witchcraft and the actions of jealous 

neighbours. Anna claimed, however, that with the increasing availability of AIDS 

treatment it was becoming easier to persuade ill people to 9o to the clinics for 

testing. Yet, if clinics were overcrowded, understaffed and at some distance from 

peoples’ homes, villagers would tend to seek help from sangomas instead. 
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o.. People [in Lusikisiki] were denying that there is this virus because they 

wanted to believe that they have been bewitched and they were saying it was 

from ukudlisa, which is like being poisoned. And they wanted to believe that 

because when you’re being bewitched or poisoned, you’re getting thin and 

you have got a running stomach and then it’s really similar to the opportunistic 

infections of HIVi But now people are starting to go to the clinic to do VCT. 

Sipho, a 20-something Xhosa-speaking TAC activist in Lusikisiki, attributed this 

rejection of the ’scientific facts’ to elders’ beliefs in ancestors, witchcraft and the 

efficacy of traditional medicines (mud). According to Sipho, they were also 

extremely suspicious of doctors and modern medicines, and claimed that ’whites 

are the people trying to kill us coming here with their pills.’12 By contrast, the 

younger generation, according to Sipho, subscribed to modern science and 

medicine. Sipho recalled how he grew up with his grandparents’ and neighbours’ 

suspicion of modern medicine and ’modern diets’. The elders, he claimed, blamed 

these modern drugs and foods for making the younger generation weak and 

susceptible to illness. 

The grandmothers and grandfathers don’t want any person to take the ARVs 

or any tablets from the hospital When ! was young I wasn’t fed eggs and 

drinking milk, I was eating maize only. The old people told us that eggs and 

eating the nice food of the whites event day is why we’re getting sick o.o They 

tell us that the HIV is coming here because we’re eating eggs, eating cheese 

and everything, that’s why we’re getting sick° ’If you’re getting sick, 

umtwanam [my child], I can’t take you into hospital. The only thing I can do is 

go into the forest and dig for roots and make muti. This can make you strong, 

father than using the tablets. 

Both Anna and Sipho concluded that rural villagers in Lusikisiki resorted to 

traditional healers and sangomas because they did not have easy access to 

clinics and medicines, or because the nurses were rude and disrespectful towards 

patients. This, they argued, increased the numbers of those who turn to traditional 

healers for help. Anna thought that better resourced and more accessible clinic 

services would bring more patients to the clinics, and ultimately win them over to 

’scientific medicine.’ In other words, from Anna’s perspective, it was not 

necessarily belief in treatment efficacy alone that determined whether someone 

went to a clinic or a traditional healer. Accessibility, she argued, was the key 

factor. 

Sipho and Anna spoke also extensively about ’AIDS myths’ that circulated in 

Lusikisiki, These included the belief that sex with a virgin could provide a cure for 

AIDS by allowin9 the infected person to expel the virus through sex, This belief 

also mitigated against the use of condoms, which would ’block’ the expulsion of 

12 It is possible that this scepticism of science and modern medicine is connected to forms of neo- 

traditionalism associated with ’Red’ and ’School’ orientations amongst Xhosa-speakers (see Mayer 

1961 ). It is also likely that this scepticism and suspicion is being fuelled by [he President and his 

Health Minister’s questioning of mainstream AIDS science and their claims that anti-retroviral drugs 

are toxic. The turn to ’traditional medicine’ and ’alternative therapies’ by the Health Minister, and her 

tacit support of Dr Mat[hias Raths’ vitamin ’solution’ is probably also fuelling these local responses. 
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the virus. Sipho tried to convince people in Lusikisiki that the virus was not 

confined to the penis. He did this by pointing out that HIV tests were done by 

taking blood from the finger or some other part of the body, 

Sipho: There are other bad stories about youth ~/ho think ff you have sex with 

a virgin, ffyou’re HIVpositive, the HIVis going out ... Some believe it but we 

tried to tell them that the virus is in the whole body, it’s not in the penis. 

Because they think the HIV and aids is staying in the penis [and] not going 

anywhere else. Because they think that’s’wh~4 ff you have sex without a 

condom, you take the virus is not staying in the vagina and the penis. It can 

go out. But we convince them, no man, ff this thing is riving in the penis, why 

if you’re going to test your blood, maybe the drop of blood is taken from your 

finger, then ,vou test positive. If ever this thing was staying in your penis or in 

the vagina I think the blood test should be done in the vagina or the penis. 

Steven Robins (SR): So they have a very different understanding of the 

disease, where it is located and how it works ... How do you explain what the 

virus is ? 

Sipho: We try" to tell the people, the virus is like a germ. Then we’re IMng with 

a germ in the body .o. 

Sipho was convinced that the major obstacle to scientific understanding in 

Lusikisiki was the ’backwardness’ of the traditionalist elders, a theme that he 

repeated throughout our discussions. It is also quite plausible that Sipho’s positing 

of a generational divide - between modern, scientifically literate youth and 

traditionalist elders - is also reflective of a sharp rural-urban divide in terms of 

access to health resources. Rural areas tend to be at a significant disadvantage 

when it comes to the availability of trained staff and access to medicines and 

equipment.~3 This may account for the widespread use of traditional healing in 

rural areas. Although TAC activists such as Anna and Sipho appear to subscribe 

to a totalising scientific worldview that has no place to ’things traditional,’ it is not 

inconceivable that, were they to experience difficulties in accessing to modern 

medicines, they too could be driven to seek the services of traditional healers. 

However, given TAC’s stridently scientific worldview, which could perhaps be 

described as a form of ’techno-fundamentalism’, TAC activists may be reluctant to 

acknowledge in interviews or at TAC branch meetings, that their beliefs and 

behaviours, like those of ’the elders’, may not always conform to a strictly 

scientific rationality. These activists’ mastery of the basics of AIDS science and 

treatment literacy allowed them to imagine themselves as modern subjects rather 

than docile objects or ’targets’ of biomedicine. Yet, this access to scientific and 

biomedical literacy and modern subjectivity did not necessarily preclude them 

from appropriating the same ’traditionalist’ beliefs and practices that they 

attributed to ’the elders.’ Yet, in the face of government lethargy in relation to 

supporting AIDS treatment, as well as AIDS dissident thinking within government 

and unsubstantiated claims by traditional healers that they could ’cure AIDS,’ 

13 Similar disparities in access to health resources exist beb~veen provinces, with the Western Cape 

Province being considerably better resourced than [he Eas[ern Cape (Chris Colvin, personal 

correspondence). 
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many TAC and MSF activists seemed to be driven towards an intransigent 

techno-fundamentalist position in relation to AIDS science. 

The political fallout surrounding HlViAIDS was a serious obstacle to the spread of 

the ’scientific facts’ in Pondoland, as it was in other parts of South Africa. Anna 

and Sipho blamed former President Mbeki and his Health Minister Manto 

Tshabalala-Msimang for ’confusing people’. Anna mentioned that some people in 

Lusikisiki interpreted the Health Minister’s ’anti-AIDS’ nutritional diet of African 

potatoes, garlic, lemon and olive oil, as an alternative to ’dangerous ARVS.’ 

Anna’s mother, who was a nurse in Lusikisiki, was sympathetic to the Health 

Minister’s ’African solutions.’ As a result Anna was given this ’mud’ when she 

became seriously ill as a result of HIV. She was also sent conventional allopathic 

medicines by her uncle, who at the time was a senior official in the Department of 

Health. Anna eventually confronted her mother, and subsequently joined TAC and 

was selected for the MSF ART programme in Lusikisiki. Her own life experiences 

as a person living with AIDS infused her approach to AIDS awareness and 

treatment literacy programmes. The excerpt below draws attention to the highly 

personalised, and at times quite improvised, rhetorics of persuasion and evidence 

that are deployed by activists in their responses to scepticism towards medical 

science, ARV treatment and AIDS messages: 

A: Yes, some people are saying that they don’t believe in HIV and AIDS 

because it’s the [former] President who’s saying that [it doesn’t exist]. What 

we always do is to educate them about HIV ... But when they ask about the 

African potato and stuff, obviously I won’t have good answers for that 

because I’m not sure. But the only thing I alwa,vs say is, ’I’m sure what anti- 

retrovirals are doing because I’m using anti-retrovirals. So that’s the only thing 

I can tell you about’ .o. I cannot just say. ’Go and use garlic because it’s 

good’° It is not approved [so] ! cannot promote that ... 

SR: ... How do you deal with people who say nutn’tion is more important than 

ARVs? 

A: Ja, I tefl them that I agree that nutrition is important, but nutrition doesn’t 

lower the viral load in the body. Nutrition can boost your immune system, but 

when we deal with the virus, then we deal with the viral load as ~’ell as the 

CD4 count. And that’s when you need nutrition and you need treatment. And 

then, let’s say you’ve got oesophageal thrush, it’s not easy to eat because 

you are in pain. Then that’s where you need treatment to treat oesophageal 

thrush so that you can be able to eat. That is why I strongl,v believe that they 

~’ork hand in hand. they work together, you need nutrition and you need 

treatment, ,vou see. 

Sipho also spoke about the widespread scepticism, questioning, suspicion, 

rumours and open opposition that he encountered in response to his treatment lit- 

eracy and ’safe sex’ messages. He also spoke of popular beliefs that government 

condoms were contaminated with ’maggotsq4 and HIV, a topic that was widely 

discussed amongst clients at shebeens or taverns.~5 

S: ... In my location there’s a tavern ~’here young girls are drinking beer and 

brandy and they get into love with older people who are maybe HIV positive 
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..o They often say that ff you have sex with a condom you’re wasdng your 

time. Both the men and the women say they don’t want condoms. They will 

say, ’No, I want flesh to flesh.’ The other one’s telling you ’You can’t eat a 

sweet with the paper wrapping. ! want flesh to flesh.’ They will tell you it’s nice 

to have sex without a condom. But I tell them the condom is protecting ,vou 

not from the virus only, but even from pregnancy, because some of the girls 

are teenagers but they alread,v have two children o.. People are also saying 

the free condoms from government have maggots o.o T, hey say it’s better to 

not use condoms because they are scared of these [government] condoms. 

My brother was telling me, it’s better to use a plastic bag than to use a 

condom from the government ... If you’re HlV positive, you have the virus but 

you may not have AIDS. You are riving with the virus. But most people think 

that if you are HIV positive you already" have AIDS and you’re going to die 

immediately ... 

Sipho’s reflections on sexuality, including the widespread antipathy to the use of 

condoms, are supported by Jonny Steinberg’s (2008a) observations in Lusikisiki. 

Steinberg found that young men avoided testing because they felt that if they 

tested positive no women would want to marry them and risk having children with 

them, and they would thus lose their reproductive and sexual capacity. In other 

words, the virus and an HIV-positive status was perceived to be a direct assault 

on a man’s virility and ’his capacity to have children who would bear his name and 

thus on his permanence beyond the grave’ (Steinberg 2008b). It was this 

combination of social and cultural factors, which included profound fear and 

shame associated with a potentially fatal disease, that threatened to stymie AIDS 

interventions in Lusikisiki. 

Sipho also identified the churches in Lusikisiki as a serious obstacle to AIDS 

activists’ attempts to make people more aware of HIV and AIDS and treatment. 

He claimed that Christian religious ideas presented major barriers to HIVtAIDS 

and sex education efforts in Lusikisiki. Far from being part of a biomedical 

juggernaut, the attempts of activists such as Sipho to mediate these AIDS 

messages encountered constant questioning, evasion and resistance from 

villagers they encountered in Pondoland; religious beliefs, beliefs in witchcraft, 

itwasa, AIDS dissident science, conspiracy theories and myths all contributed 

towards this friction to the dissemination of biomedical truth. As Sipho put it: 

S: The churches here also don’t understand [HIV and AIDS] easily ... I was 

trying to educate the church elders about HIV and they told me, ’This is a 

church, don’t talk like a sinner because here we are praying for each other 

each and every day. If you’re getting sick come in front and pra,v, God can 

14 

15 

During a visit with MSF and TAC activists [o a Lusikisiki tavern Lo demonstrate Lhe femi-condom, a 

number of inebriated clients told us that if you poured hot water into the condom you could see these 

’maggots’. It appears that they were referring to the lubricant in condoms. 

In September 2007, 20 million government condoms had to be recalled as a result of the nationwide 

distribution of ’reject condoms.’ The government’s decision followed allegations that quality control 

officials were bribed to pass these flawed contraceptives. This has no doubt heightened fears and 

suspicions about government condoms. 
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help you no matter what happens.’ Last month the reverend died of AIDSo No 

one from the church wanted to attend the funeral because he died badly, from 

AIDS. AIDS is a big disgrace in this place ... A big reverend [in Lusikisiki] told 

me ’if I attend this funeral God can punish me.’ ... So we need to destroy this 

discrimination in the chumhes o.. 

Those who are not ’true believers’ of medical science may be profoundly 

ambivalent, uncertain and sceptical, if not outright hostile, towards scientific 

explanations of HIV and ARV treatment. Even those who claim to have been 

’converted,’ and who appear to accept the truth of biomedicine may waiver in the 

face of evidence of its failures and vulnerabilities. For instance, given that not all 

those who undergo ARV treatment survive, people in places such as rural 

Lusikisiki watch closely for signs of treatment success or failure.16 There appears 

to be an agnostic and experimental attitude towards both modern medicine’s 

’magical drugs’ and the claims of traditional healers and diviners. In other words, 

people in places like Lusikisiki do not necessarily fully buy into either, and instead 

may demand concrete, observable evidence of their efficacy. For instance, 

whereas nurses in Lusikisiki diagnose shingles as an HIV-related opportunistic 

infection, it is widely believed that shingles is the result of the malevolent actions 

of someone using witchcraft (Steinberg, personal communication). If the nurses 

are seen to be able to effectively treat shingles, and another person with shingles 

goes to an inyanga and is not cured or dies, then the popular interpretation could 

be that nurses and doctors have more powerful muthi than the traditional healers 

and diviners. People living in areas of high HIV prevalence often closely observe 

and follow the progress or regression of those who go onto ARVs. For example, 

when an HIV-positive person who is asymptomatic becomes visibly ill because of 

ARV side-effects, this often leads to lay interpretations that that the drugs brought 

there by ’the whites’ are dangerous and toxic. Deaths and side-effects that are 

seen to be associated with ARVs can of course seriously setback treatment 

programmes. Yet, if a seriously ill person is seen to go through a Lazarusqike 

recovery as a result of ARVs, this can dramatically shift the balance of power in 

favour of modern medicine at the expense of traditional healing. Given the 

precarious and risky nature of AIDS treatment, the rhetorics of persuasion 

deployed by activists and health workers require the production of sound 

arguments and hard evidence. These mediators of global health are called upon 

to embed the ’scientific facts’ within local conceptions of truth, power and 

evidence. 

3 Conclusion 
This case study from Lusikisiki has drawn attention to the agency of the ’targets’ 

of biomedicine. It also showed how AIDS activists and treatment literacy 

16 Jonny Steinberg’s recent (2008) book Sizwe’s Test tells the sto~/of a young man in Lusikisiki who 

refuses [o test even though he has extensive knowledge about HIV and ARVs, and he himself 

expends great energy persuading his neighbours to take an HIV test. Steinberg shows how Sizwe’s 

avoidance of testing is the result of the extraordinary/fear and shame associated with HIV. 
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practitioners engaged with both biological and biomedical concerns and the 

recruitment of new members into their epistemic communities. These social 

mobilisation processes involved translating and mediating biomedical ideas and 

practices into vernacular forms that could be easily understood and acted upon by 

the ’targets’ of these recruitment strategies. However, these processes of 

’vernacularisation’ or Iocalisation of biomedical knowledge occurred in contexts 

where even the most basic scientific understandings and framings of medicine 

could not be taken for granted. It was therefore not surprising that these brokers 

of biomedicine encountered ’friction’ and contestation in their interactions with the 

’targets’ of these biomedical interventions. 

The paper has argued that AIDS activists from MSF and TAC can be seen as part 

of a modernist vanguard of foot soldiers responsible for mediating global 

discourses on biomedicine, science, rights and responsibilities. They can also be 

seen as cultural translators and catalysts for the creation of globally connected 

epistemic communities and new forms of solidarity and social belonging amongst 

people living with AiDS (see Robins 2004, 2006). Although the long-term 

outcomes of these activist interventions are far from predictable, this paper has 

questioned assumptions by critics who bemoan the disempowering effects of an 

all-powerful and depoliticising biomedical industry. Instead, the Lusikisiki case 

study suggests that the scientific authority of the activist ’foot soldiers’ of modern 

medicine and public health is often fragile and routinely contested. This 

contestation, it would seem, is particularly visible in places like Pondoland, 

situated as they are in the heartland of the rural periphery of southern Africa. 

These TAC and MSF AIDS activists are of course not the first wave of modernist 

reformers to embark upon sexual education in Pondoland. In Reaction to 

Conquest, a path breaking ethnography of Pondoland published in 1936, Monica 

Hunter (1936: 180-6) described the partial successes of attempts by Christian 

missionaries to outlaw premarital sexual practices of Mpondo youth such as 

ukumetsha, izitshotsho or amagubura.17 Family planning, AIDS prevention and 

sex education materials and interventions have become remarkably globalised 

and standardised since the colonial era interventions of the Christian missionaries 

that Monica Hunter writes about. Yet, like the first wave of Christian reformers, 

today’s reproductive health, sex education HIV practitioners also have to take 

cognisance of the small acts of resistance to these conversion processes. Not 

surprisingly, the biomedical ideas and practices associated with the forms of 

health citizenship promoted by MSF and TAC continue to encounter ’friction’ in the 

rural hinterlands of South Africa and beyond. 

17 Hunter (1936: 180-6) writes, ’Girls bet’ween the ages of 8 and 12, and boys between 9 and 14 begin 

to go to izitshotsho or amagubura, gatherings of unmarried girls, boys, and young men, for dancing 

and sweetheartening (ukumetsha). The young people of one small local district ... gather in the 

evening and sing, then pair off to sleep together. The couple lie in each other’s arms, but the hymen of 

the girl must not be ruptured. If it is, the boy responsible is liable to a heavy fine ... Alongside the 

Pondo law and custom governing the relations of unmarried persons are another set of ideas 

introduced by Christian missionaries. The churches have condemned ukumetsha, and forbid their 

members to allow their children to attend young people’s dances. Children of church members do not 

normally attend dances, but ukumetsha is commonly practiced among them ...’ 
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The case study is a helpful antidote to studies that treat globalisation as a 

juggernaut that simply sweeps aside all forms of local agency and cultural 

autonomy that it finds in its path. instead, this study suggests that there is no 

necessary and inevitable linear trajectory or teleology in relation to the outcomes 

of interventions by 91obal health agencies such as the Global Fund, UNAIDS, 

PEPFAR etc. Neither can there be any predictability concerning the relationship 

between these globalising/biomedicalising 9overnance initiatives and local citizen 

engagement. In other words, the scientific knowledge regimes, practices and 

technologies of global biomedicine can be contested, circumvented, 

accommodated or embraced dependin9 on specific social and cultural settings 

and national and local political histories. So, in conclusion, global health initiatives, 

like other 91obalising processes, seldom result in the seamless imposition of 

global epistemiologies, assemblages and forms of therapeutic citizenship. Instead, 

these global health interventions, in which local health workers and activists 

routinely act as foot soldiers and mediators, often result in complex citizen 

responses and contested forms of knowledge politics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebruaW 1,2011 5:55 AM 

Dr. Sahle - Class today (Urgem): AFRI101.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

For seveM days now, I have been fighting a homble flu. I am still not feeling well. Thus, with deep regret I write to let you that have to cancel our class today. 

Thursday agenda: 

We will di~uss the material for this week focusing on nationalist movements except the film which will have to wait. 

My apologies tbr canceling our class. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebruaW 1,2011 6:03 AM 

Dr. Sahle - (urgent) - our class today: AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

As some of you who have be touch know, I have been fighting a miserable flu. Unfortunately, because of this development I have to cancel our AFAIVI474 seminar for 

today. 

Thursday agenda: 

We roll wrap all the material tbr’this week except the viewing of the scheduled fihn. 

My deep apology for canceling our class m~d see you all on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Februaw 1,2011 6:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Today 

I’m sorW you’re not feeling well. Perhaps you should get checked out. 

ph 

At 06:10 AM 2/1/2011, you "vVl-ote: 

>Hi Professor, 
> 
>Unfortunately, I have been feeling ~vell since Sunday and it got 
>worse yesterday. Thus, I have had to cancel my classes for today. 
> 

>Have a good day. 
>Eumce 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamail.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 1,2011 8:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Vacation Deals tbr Valentine’s, Family Day and Easter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, February :L, 20:L:L 9:35 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°472 

The European Citizens’ Initiative: not such a good idea? 

Foundation : EUiCris[s I CiLizen.%i~ip ] Hediterranean Financial Crisis : ]N]F I EBRD I C~e!many 
Belg:.um ~ $pMn ~ Finland I France ~ X~land I Luxembourg ~ Poland I UK Commission 
D~aryiChnst~n Hog,days ~ HunD~r’i/~ed~a [ Pub~cProcurement ~ Energy I Research Parliament 
Patents Council : Agdcd~ture Diplomacy : Tunisia Germany : Cornmiss:.on ~ Af@’~an:.stan 
Auschwitz Austria : S,,v~tzedand Belgium : ResignsLion j Russia Denmark : Nor@c Spain 
Retirement ] Unemployment ~ Dehc~L France : 
German Greece : HonLenegro ~reiand : Fianna Fai~ 
Afghan:.stan ~ X~n Poland : [tuc~ear I Cur~e Year Romania : Rema UK : Beiarus ~ Food Slovakia 
Citizenship Albania : CHsis ~oldova : V~sas Russia : ]reatviS[ARY Serbia : Resignation 
Switzerland : Ecenom:.c Fcwum ] Germany Council of Europe : Future ] Kosovo ~ ECHR 
Eurostat : Mdustry I Debt ~ ~n~estr:~enL Studies/Repots : EU/Wedd ~ Space Publications 
Eurc.peiLusUger Culture : ~xh~b~l:[,:)niLausa~wa~ ~ 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
EU./Crisis 

I On 7th February the Chairman of the Robert Bchuman Foundation, 
.~.iI photonon dispo Dominique Giuliani, will be taking part in a dinner-debate organised on the 

theme of "The European Union and the Economic and Financial Crisis." 

J The .lean Monnet Centre of Excellence in Rennes and the Association Europe 
~iI photonon dispo (Rennes 3S) together with the Robert Schuman Foundation are organising a 

series of conferences entitled "Rendez-Vous d’Europe". For its 8th edition the 
Rendez-Vous d’Europe is devoting this year’s series of conferences to 
understanding the history of European integration and the place this holds 
amongst the States and citizens. Thierry Chopin, Studies Director at the Robert 

Schuman Foundation will be hosting the conference on 7th February next. His speech will focus on 
"Referendums in European integration: what comes next after the citizens have voted?" 

I On 10th February and 3rd March the Tnternational Agency for Diplomacy and 
~iI photo non dispo Public Opinion (AIDOP) together with the Catholic Institute of the Mediterranean 

and the Robert Schuman Foundation are organising two debates on the theme 
of: "The Mediterranean, yesterday and today, cultural convergence and 
difference." The Chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation .lean-Dominique 
Giuliani will be taking part in the debate on 3rd March on the theme of "The UN, 

the EU and the Mediterranean, which cooperation agreements for peace?" 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Financial Crisis : 

I The TMF published two reports on 25th January: a first on economic recovery 
~iI photonon dispo and a second on financial stability. With regard to the economy the document 

observes a "two-tiered recovery". To be more precise it distinguishes three 
situations: that of the advanced countries where growth is slow and 
unemployment high, that of the emerging countries where activity is high but 
where there might be overheating because of a massive inflow of capital and 
finally the developing countries which are mainly experiencing vigorous growth. 

The report plans for an average global growth rate of 4.% in 201:L which is an improvement in 
comparison with forecasts made in October 2010. In the second report the TMF highlights the 
dangers that continue to weigh on financial stability. It insists on the need to stabilise the base of the 
financial sector and adopt new international regulatory reform in this area. 

Read J Od’~er li!~k 

EBRD 

j The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) Forecast 
.~.iI photonon dispo average growth of 1.9% in 2011 for the economies of the Balkans thereby 

giving a more optimistic forecast in comparison with that previous :L.6%. Apart 
from Bosnia-Herzgovina for which there was an unchanged forecast of 2.2% in 
growth, the EBRD is forecasting better recovery for the six countries of South 

Eastern Europe in comparison with previous Forecasts. 

Read I Cl:he! link 



j According to the monthly report by the Federal Finance Ministry published on 

~:~:i photo non dispo 28th January the German economy was able to catch up on most of its GDP in 
2010 after the crisis with the greatest GDP increase since German reunification. 
The business climate barometer IFo - the main confidence index in Germany 
rose to 110.3 points in January against 109.8 in December according to a press 
release published on 21st January by Ifo. According to first estimates published 

on 27th January by the Federal Statistics Office, Destatis, the consumer price index in January had 
risen by 1.9% over one year in Germany. In comparison with December prices had declined by 
0.5%. 

B.Hgiu m 

J In comparison with the previous edition of the economic budget (September 

~i photo non dispo 2010), growth estimates For Belgian GDP in 2010 were revised upwards - From 
1.8% to 2%. Outlook For growth in 2011 was also reviewed upwards by 0.3 
percentage points with an estimate now lying at 2%. Last year employment 
increased by 28,500 units and is due to rise again by 37,600 units in 2011 

(yearly averages). Due to raw materials price increases inflation in Belgium, gauged on a national 
consumer price index, will rise from 2.2% in 2010 to 2.7% in 2011. As For the current account 
balance (balance of payments) it will remain positive. 

Spai!~ 

j On 24th January Spain demanded an extra effort to recapitalise the savings 

~i photonon dispo banks - the weak link in its financial system. The total requirement For the 
additional recapitalisation of the savings bank is estimated at 20 billion euros 
according to the Bank of Spain. The savings banks have until autumn to 
undertake recapitalisation supervised by the Bank of Spain. On 28th January 

seven savings banks, including the oldest, Caja Madrid, announced the transfer of their liabilities and 
their assets to a new bank born of the merger. The new bank called Banco Financiero y de Ahorros 
will be used to "harmonise the financial and trading policies of: the banks involved and to pool 100% 
of the profits." On the same day the Caixa, Spain’s leading savings bank started its transformation 
into a bank - an operation that may serve as an example For other savings banks which have been 
asked by the government to refund urgently. 

Read [ Cther link i OIher 

J According to figures published on 25th January by the Finnish statistics office, 

~:~:i photonon dispo Statistics Finland, the unemployment rate in Finland rose to 7.9% in December 
2010 against 7.1% in November. Over one year unemployment remained stable 
in comparison with December 2009. In 2010 the unemployment rate lay at 
8.4% against 8.2% in 200% 

j The number of job seekers in mainland France including those working part time 
.~j photo non dispo increased in December by 32,600 in comparison with November to a total 4,081 

million ie a rise of 8.3% over the whole year of 2010 said the French Labour 
Ministry on 26th January. IF the departments overseas are added to this 4,309 
million people featured on these lists at the end of December. 

R~!. I ~;}3.~.E.LLE.!’~                                                          I: :1 
ireland 

j The irish Parliament has approved the 2011 Finance law which will be decisive in 

~i photo non dispo obtaining international aid From the IMF and the EU. On 27th January irish MPs 
of the Dail approved the law by a narrow margin. The Senate adopted it on 29th 
January. The law has to be promulgated by irish President Mary McAleese. 

Read [Other 

j On 31st December 2010 the number of unemployed in Luxembourg lay at 
photo non dispo 15,704 said the Luxembourg Economy and Trade Ministry on 26th January. The 

unemployment rate in December 2010 lay at 6.5% against 6.3% in December 
2009. 

Poland 

j Poland’s GDP grew by 3.8% in 2010 in comparison with 2009, in constant 
.~j photo non dispo average prices, according to an estimate by the National Statistics Bureau(GUS) 

% published on 28th January. In 2009 GDP growth lay at 1.7 .o in comparison with 
2008. 

LJK 
] The British economy recorded an unexpected contraction of 0.5% in the fourth 

[~:i photonon dispoJ quarter in comparison with the third according to an estimate published on 
28th January by the Statistics Office. 



Commission : 

~iI photo nondispo "young people think critically". Distributed free of cost for- the last seven years 
in over 3 million copies in 27 EU countries this year’s diary rather strangely 
ommitted the Christian holidays! A petition was then launched on 12th ]anuary 
on the internet and received 32,000 signatures in 7 languages in one week. The 

French minister for European Affairs, Laurent Wauquiez spoke to the European Commission on 12th 
3anuary to see how this error could be corrected rapidly. On 23rd 3anuary the European 
Commissioner for Health and Consumer Protection ,]ohn Dalli promised to include the Christian 
holidays in the new version of the diary. A supplement will be added to the copies that have already 
been printed. 

R.~ad J Od’~er link 

Hungary/Media 

j In a letter to the Hungarian government sent on 24th 3anuary European 
.~j photo non dispo Commissioner, Neelie Kroes, who is in charge of the Hungarian media law file 

believes that after examining the subject her services have serious doubts 
about the law’s conformity with European legislation. She gave Budapest "two 
weeks" to explain how it intends to dissipate these doubts if it does not want to 

be subject to a procedure for the infringement of the freedom of expression which would be 
unprecedented action in Europe. 

J Public procurement accounts for roughly 17% of the EU’s GDP. ][n times of tight 

~i photo non dispo budgets and economic difficulties in many Member States, public procurement 
policy must ensure the most efficient use of public funds, with a view to 
supporting growth and job creation. This would require flexible and user-friendly 
tools that make transparent and competitive contract awards as easy as 

possible for European public authorities and their suppliers. With these objectives in mind, the 
European Commission launched a consultation on 27th .January. This open debate with interested 
parties will focus on the modernisation of the rules, tools and methods for public procurement to 
deliver better on these goals. 

Energy 

j Biofuels, electricity and methane may enable the EU to replace fossil fuels 
.~j photo non dispo progressively as alternative fuels in the transport sector by 2050 according to a 

report published on 25th January by the European Commission. The EU will 
need energy sources other than oil and which barely produce any CO2 for 

transport by 2050 to reduce the effects on the environment and to settle concerns related to energy 
supply security. According to this report "it would be possible to meet demand estimated for all types 
of transport," by this date using a combination of alternative Fuels. 

I The European Commission adopted measures on 24th .January that aim to 

~i photo non dispo simplify the funding of research and innovation by the EU. This simplification of 
administrative Formalities will enable savings and make the EU both more 
attractive and accessible for researchers and SMEs. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Parliament : 

On 27th January proposals ’with regard to the implementing of enhanced 

i~] phot .... disp peration ag ...... ts to take f ..... d the single patent in the EU as 
requested by 12 Member States last year were approved by MEPs and the 
Committee for Legal Affairs. Although all of the Parliament and the Council 
approve this action the Commission is due to deliver two legislative proposals - 

one on the linguistic regime and the other on the establishment of the single patent. 

Council : 
Agr=.cuiture 

j On 24th January the 27 Agriculture and Fisheries Ministers adopted a directive 
.~j photo non dispo establishing new rules with regard to the late payment of commercial 

transactions. They also announced that by the end of the year the European 
Commission was going to launch a European monitoring programme on the 
death of honeybees in the EU in order to estimate better the phenomenon and 

come up with explanations. After the scandal caused by the dioxin contamination in Germany 
Ministers announced measures in addition to those announced by Germany to tighten up on safety 
on food additives for animals in order to win back consumer confidence. 

Diplomacy : 
Tunisia 

J On behalf of Catherine Ashton, the EUIs High Representative for Foreign Affairs 
~iI photo non dispo and Security Policy and Vice-President of the European Commission, an EEAS 

mission was sent on 26Lh ,]anuary to Tunisia. Led by Hugues Mingarelli, Director 
General for the Middle-East and the EU’s southern neigbours this mission met with the transition 
authorities as well as representatives of political, civil society and the unions. The EU is prepared to 
provide support to democratic transition in Tunisia with regard to policy, legal, technical and material 
areas. 



j On 25th January the German Chancellor Angela Merkel spoke with the President 

~:i photo non dispo of the Commission, Jos6 Manuel Barroso in view of preparing the next European 
Council. Discussions focused on energy policy and the euro. With regard to the 
euro they notably spoke of reducing the debt of European states; the future of 
the Stability and Growth Pact as well as measures to take to improve 

competitiveness in the EU were also discussed. 

R.~ad J Other li!~k 

Afghan:s~an 

j On 28th January German MPs extended the deployment of a maximum of 5,350 
.~.iI photo non dispo soldiers as part of the International Assistance and Security Force in 

Afghanistan until 31st January 2012. MPs approved the motion 420 votes in 
favour, 116 against and 43 abstentions. 

/[ I~III 

Speaking From the f ...... Nazi camp Auschwitz on 27th J ..... y the G ..... 
photo nondispo President Christian Wulffand Polish President BronislawKomorowski called for 

vigilance given the ~’~idespread exactions that still take place around the world. 
"Since the Second World War, there has not been one single day ~’~ithout war in 
the ~’~orld. We are still witnessing assassinations, genocide based on race, 

religion or language," declared Mr Wulff. Mr Komorowski said "we have the right to wonder ho~’~ 
can protect the world against crime, hate and the contempt of human rights. We o~’~e it to those who 
perished in Ausch~’~itz but also to those who died not so long ago in the Balkans and else~’~here." The 
meeting took place on the 66th anniversary of the camp’s liberation. 

Read I Cl:he~ link i OIea~r link J Oth.~r link 

Austria : 

On 26th January the Austrian Chancellor Warner Faymann met the President of 

~i photonon dispo the Helvetic Confederation Micheline Calmy-Rey at the World Economic Forum 
in Davos. They discussed the economic situation in Europe, the lessons that 

could be drawn from the economic crisis, relations between the EU and 
Switzerland as well as bilateral relations. Ms Calmy-Rey said that Switzerland 

wanted to continue the "bilateral route" with the EU. According to a press release published on 26th 
January by the Federal Department for Foreign Affairs the Federal Council was continuing a 
coordinated approach in terms of European policy. 

Belgium : 

j After 232 days of intense negotiations and various approaches that have all 
.~.iI photo non dispo failed Belgium is still in the midst of the most serious political crisis it has ever 

known. For want of "any hope of progress" ombudsman Johan Vande Lanotte, 
responsible for bringing together the points of view of the Dutch and French 
speaking parties with regard to the future of the Belgian Federal State 

presented his resignation on 26th January for the second time in less than one month. This time the 
king accepted before starting further consultations in view of asking one of the Belgian political 
leaders to undertake a new mission or to convene new general elections. 

R.~ad J Other li!~k :: Oti~.~s link 

[ 
] Belgian Prime Minister Yves Le[ ....... guest to Russian President Dmitri 

[~ photonon dispo Medvedev and Prime Minister Vladimir Putin on 26th January in Moscow with 
whom he discussed the growing economic cooperation between the two 
countries, particularly with regard to energy and the Russian giant Gasprom. 

Nordic 

J During a meeting of the Nordic Council on 25th-26th January in Finland, Dane 

~:i photonon dispo Henrik Dam Kristensen revealed the programme of the Danish Presidency of 
the Nordic Council in 2011. Denmark intends notably to step up the decision 
making process within Nordic Council to create "a Nordic voice" in European 
cooperation and to establish a global Arctic strategy. 

Spain : 

J On 28th January the government approved the retirement age at 67 against 65 
.~.iI photonon dispo at present. The agreement negotiated with the unions and approved by the 

Council of Ministers plans for retirement at 67 but with a possibility for 
employees who have contributed for 38 and a half years to leave at 65. "This is 

a major agreement because it tries to address a major problem in Spanish society, economic 
recovery and the creation of:jobs," declared Alfredo Perez Rubalcaba whilst one Spaniard in five is 
unemployed, the highest unemployment rate amongst the industrialised countries. 



Uner~spioyment 
Unemployment started to rise again in Spain reaching 20.33% at the end of 

i~} phot .... dispo 2010 its highest level in 13 y ...... d ...... d .... gst industrialised .... tries 
easily rising above the level set by the government. Since mid-2007 the 
unemployment rate only decreased during one quarter - the third quarter of 
2010, when it dropped briefly below the symbolic level of 20% (19.79%)above 

which it rose at the beginning of the year. 

Defiait 
According to provisional Figures released on 25th January which only concern 

o ~i photo non dispo the central State the Spanish budgetary deficit lay at 5.07 Yo of the GDP in 2010, 
o better than the goal of 5.9 Yo which had previously been set. Spanish Economy 

Minister Elena Salgado is Forecasting a final overall deficit for last year below 
the 9.3% mark of the GDP. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Russia 

J On 25th January France and Russia signed an intergovernmental agreement 
~iI photonon dispo that plans for the manufacture of four French Mistral class LHD’s (Landing 

Helicopter Dock), two made in France and two in Russia. This agreement 
qualified as "historic" by the Elys@e will enable the completion of the biggest 
project ever undertaken by Russia and a vvestern country in this area. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

J France adopted a law relative to a balanced representation of men and women 
photo non dispo on the boards of companies and with regard to professional equality. The law 

2011-103 dated 27th January 2011 was published in the Journal Officiel on 28th 
January. 

Read 

Ddence 

j French Defence Minister Alain Jupp@ travelled to Brussels on 27th January to 
.~.iI photo non dispo reiterate the need to develop European Defence. He met several high EU and 

NATO authorities including Herman Van Rompuy, President of the European 
Council, Anders Fogh Rasmussen, Secretary General of NATO, Jos@ Manuel 
Barroso, President of the European Commission, Michel Barnier, European 

Commissioner for the internal Market and Services. During his talks he said that "European Defence 
was necessary", in his opinion "Europe cannot pretend to play an international role if it did not have 
the capacity to guarantee its own security." 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

j The French and German European Ministers Werner Hoyer and Laurent Waquiez 

.~j photonon dispo celebrated the Franco-German Day on 25th January in Paris. According to the 
German Minister France and Germany clearly intend to show that there was no 
alternative either to European integration nor the euro. They will do everything 
they can to defend the single currency, which is "a vital factor in rising to the 

challenges of globalisation," declared Mr Hoyer. Mr Waquiez said that "our interests are not always 
the same. But what makes things different in our relationship in comparison with all other European 
countries is that we are determined to come to a consensus that is balanced in terms of our national 

j During an informal meeting of Foreign Ministers from the countries of South 
~] photo non dispo Eastern Europe on 28th January in Budva Greek Foreign Minister Dimitris 

Droustas declared that "Montenegro’s near future and that of the whole Western 
Balkan region was within the European family." He met his Macedonian 
counterpart Antonio Milososki. The meeting came one week before the start of 
discussions over the name of Macedonia, planned for 9th February in New York 

under the aegis of the UN ombudsman Matthew Nimetz. 

Ireland : 
Fianna Fail 

j On 26th January the Fianna Fail which governs ~reland at present elected as its 
~] photonon dispo head former diplomatic chief, Micheal Martin who is due to take over the 

management of the general election campaign which will be difficult for the 
party - since it has fallen victim to the discontent caused by the international 
rescue plan. 50 year old Mr Martin was appointed after a secret vote. The 
election was organised quickly after the resignation of present Prime Minister 
Brian Cowen from his post as the party’s leader. Mr Cowen will stay as head of 

government until the next general elections the date of which still has to be set - it may occur on 
25th February. 

Italy : 
Demogra piw 



j The Italian population is ageing and the number of births is continuing to fall but 
.~.iI photo non dispo the country has witnessed an increase in the number of its inhabitants - to 60.6 

million - thanks to immigration says the national statistics institute, :[star, in a 
press release published on 24th January. According to statistics for 2010 people 
the over 65’s represent 20.3% of the population in comparison with 18.4% in 

2001. :In this cateogry the over 85’s represent 2.8% of the population against 2.2% ten years ago 
whilst the over 100’s have tripled during this time rising from 5,400 people to over 16,000. At the 
same time the number of under 14’s has declined dropping from 14.3% in 2001 to 14% in 2010. The 
number of births continues to decline; in 2010 there were 557,000 births ie 12,000 less than in 2009. 

The Netherlands : 

Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte travelled to London where he met his British 

~i: photonon dispo counterpart, David Cameron, on 24th .lanuary. Discussions notably focused on 
the European budget in Afghanistan. 

I On 28th .lanuary Dutch MPs approved the dispatch of a mission of 848 men and 

~i photonon dispo women to Afghanistan for the period 2011-2014 that aims to train policemen, 
six months after the withdrawal of Dutch soldiers form the country. "We must be 
sure that if we train people to become members of the police force they will 
obviously be deployed as such," said the Prime Minister Mark Rutte. 

Read J Od’~er li!~k i Othe! link IxI 

.~.iI phot .... dispo J 

A Dutch-:[ranian, Zahra Bahrami was executed by the :[ranian authorities who 
still seem to employ methods that belong to another age. The Netherlands 
therefore announced on 29th 3anuary the ’freezing’ of their contacts with :[ran 
after the execution - Ms Bahrami faced accusations of drugs trafficking - the 
Dutch government has condemned this "act which was committed by a barbaric 

regi me". 

Poland : 

j ":[nvestments in nuclear energy which Poland wants to develop over the next 
.~.~ photonon dispo two decades will reach 100 billion zlotys (25.8 billion euros) said Polish Prime 

Minister Donald Tusk on 28th .]anuary, after a government meeting devoted to 
the nuclear sector. These investments will be assumed mainly by investors and 
not by the Polish State said the Prime Minister. Poland, which does not have any 

nuclear power stations at present and produces 94% of its electricity using coal, wants to build two 
3,000 megawatt power stations. The first reactor is due to be ready for use in 2020 said Mr Tusk. 
The project for the first station is due to be prepared in 2014-2015 and its construction will be 
launched in 2016 said the head of government. 

The Polish Senate adopted a resolution on 27th January in the presence of the 
photo non dispo President of the French Senate, Gerard Larcher that establishes 2011 the "Year 

of Marie Sklodowska-Curie" thereby celebrating the centenary of the award of 
the Nobel Prize for Chemistry to the Franco-Polish scientist. :[n 2011, also 
declared by the UN as the ":International Year of Chemistry" a series of events 
is planned in both countries to celebrate Marie SModowska-Curie: exhibitions, 
congresses, symposium, films. 

Roma 
The protection of Roma rights and their integration is not just the responsibility 

.~.iI photo non dispo of their country of origin. "Cooperation and support on an international level on 
the part of pan-European institutions such as the Council of Europe were 
necessar," declared Romanian President Trajan Basescu on 27th ~anuary as he 
spoke to the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. 

Read IOthe:’li:’:k                                                                            I.~ I 

UK: 
Belarus 

j :[n a joint article that was published on 28th 3anuary the heads of Germany and 
~iI photo non dispo British diplomacy, Guido Westerwelle and William Hague called on the European 

Union to be extremely firm with the Belarussian regime thereby guaranteeing 
the people their support. "We must act. At the next meeting in Brussles on 
external relations we shall demaind greater sanctions on the part of the EU 

against Belarus and additional measures against the Lukashenko regime," wrote the two ministers in 
the SL]ddeutsche Zeitung and the Wall Street Journal. 

Read IOthe:’li:’:k                                                                            I.~ I 

Food 

j Changing our eating habits, putting an end to wasting resources and food, not ~iI photo nondispo depriving ourselves of GMO technologies- a report published on 24th ]anuary 
by the British government draws up some recommendations on how we can 
feed our planet in 2050. The world’s population is due to rise to 8 billion in 2030 



and 9 billion in 2050 - a major challenge whilst humanity is already struggling to 
Feed the existing 7 billion recalls the report. 925 million people do not get enough to eat today. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink 

Slova kia : 
Ci1:izenshi!) 

J On 26th January the Slovakian government led by ]:veta Radicova announced it 

~i photo non dispo had approved an amendment modifying the controversial law on dual 
nationality, which has been a source of dispute since last year between Slovakia 
and Hungary. According to this amendment which will soon be voted on in 

Parliament Slovakian citizens will only give up their nationality if they so wish it". Adopted at the end 
of May 2010 under the former government led by Robert Fico and which entered into force in July, 
the present law automatically deprives any Slovaks who have a passport of another country of their 
Slovakian citizenship. Bratislava was reacting at the time to a law that had been adopted in Budapest 
that enabled 3.5 million ethnic Hungarians living in a neighbouring country, mainly in Slovakia and 
Romania, to take Hungarian citizenship as well. The new Slovakian amendment also stipulates that 
"anyone who has lost his citizenship will be able to recover it." 

Read ~ Cthe~ ]ink                                                                                  [~l 

Albania : 
Crisia 

On 26th January Albanian Prime Minister Sail Berisha was host to Miroslav 
~i photo non dispo Lacjak, the director of the European diplomatic service for the Western Balkans; 

the visit intended to try and settle the latent political crisis maintained by the 
opposition since the last general elections in 2009 - since they are refusing to sit 
in Parliament and take part in the voting whilst also international organisations 

such as the OSCE have validated the results. A bad loser, opposition leader Edi Rama encouraged 
his supporters in demonstrations that degenerated into violence. "We want an end to the violence 
and the end of all escalation," declared Miroslav Lacjak. He deplored the violence that was noted 
during the anti-government demonstration on 21st January in Tirana which led to three deaths. 

Moidova : 

The European Commissioner for Internal Affairs, Cecilia Malmstr~m, presented 
i~iii phot .... disp ..... tion plan for the liberalisation of the vi .... gime to Mold ..... Prime 

Minister Vlad Filet during a visit from 24th to 26th January. This plan establishes 
all of the technical conditions that have to be met by Moldova to enable the 
establishment of a visa exemption regime. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Russia : 

j The Russian Parliament, the Duma (the Lower Chamber) and the Council of the 
~i photo non dispo Federation (Upper Chamber) finally approved the draw law ratifying the 

Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START-3) on 25th and 26th January. Signed in 
April last by Dmitri Medevedev and Barack Obama the START treaty provides 
for a maximum of 1,550 nuclear heads deployed to each of the countries ie a 
reduction of 30% in comparison with the level set by the Nuclear Disarmament 
Treaty signed on 24th May 2002 in Moscow. Altogether this treaty is considered 

as fair. On the one hand it enables the US to develop its anti-missile defence system (ABM), on the 
other the agreement enables Russia to develop its nuclear forces so that the ABM system is no 
longer a threat to it. 

Serbia : 
PesignaLio~ 

1 On 28th January the Serb Health Minister Tomica Milosavljevic resigned. 
[]~,s.] phot .... dispoj p ...... I ............ given to justify this decision. 

Switzerland : 

After five days of meetings the annual World Economic Forum in Davos closed 
.~.iI photo non dispo its doors on 30th January. During his speech French President Nicolas Sarkozy 

recalled France’s priorities for the presidency of the G20; he supported the 
European currency stressing that the "euro is a magnficent symbol of durable 

peace". German Chancellor Angela Merkel warned of complacency with regard to the dangers of 
another financial crisis saying that "all international mechanisms necessary to prevent another 
accident were still not set in place." Finally the speech by the President of the European Council 
Herman Van Rompuy focused on the situation in Europe and on common values; he presented 
comments on the reform of the international monetary system. 

On 24th January the President of the Helvetic Confederation Micheline Calmy- 

i~iii phot .... dispo Rey t .... lied to Berlin for her first official visit abroad. Sh ........ ived by 
German President Christian Wulff and also spoke with German Chancellor 
Angela Merkek The two leaders notably addressed the theme of taxation, 

EU/Swiss relations as well as the means to making institutional improvements with regard to bilateral 
cooperation. 

K.e.~..d.. I Z!~JJ.~.:..LLZ :: C~.~2.e...’..J.:..0..k: 



Counci! of Europe : 
Future 

j Speaking at the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe on 24th 
.~.~ photoaon dispo ,January Secretary General Thorbj~rn ,]agland insisted on the role played by the 

Council of Europe in policies to bring European states closer together. Taking 
note that "a cold wind was blowing over Europe" he added that the Council of 
Europe’s mission was to "preserve the moral and legal foundations of European 

unity, not only between States but more importantly between people, cultures and religions." With 
regard to this he emphasised the work undertaken in the area of intercultural dialogue, and recalled 
his determination to ensure that there were no "second class citizens" in Europe. 

j The Parliamentary Assembly for the Council of Europe (PACE) adopted a 
.~.iI photo non dispo resolution requesting the launch of international inquiries into the crimes 

committed after the conflict in Kosovo. This resolution is based on a report 
undertaken by Swiss MP Dick Marry which notes "numerous indications" which 
claim that organs were taken form Serb prisoners in secret detention centres 
held by the Kosovo Liberation Army (UCK) that lay in Albanian territory. These 

organs were then used in international trafficking. The report invites the Albanian and Kosovar 
authorities to work unreservedly with the EULEX mission, it asks for a clear explanation of the 
existence of these centres as well as the disappearances associated with the war and on the 
"collusion, that has so often been denounced, between organised criminal groups and political 
circles." it also insists on the need to take steps to guarantee the protection of witnesses whose life 
might be in danger. 

ECHR 
] The European Court of Human Rights released a book on 28th .January 

photo nondispo entitled "The Conscience of Europe 50 years of the European Court of Human J Rights" which marks the end of two years of celebrations devoted to the 50th 
anniversary of the Court in 2009, and the 60th anniversary of the European 
Convention on Human Rights in 2050. The book brings together photographs 
and eye witness reports on the first part of its history, it also opens the way 
for the future of the Court by bringing together a series of proposals to 

modernise it. 

gt’~a d                                                                                                        ~ 

EUFOStaL : 

/[I~III 

A .... ding to fig .... published by E .... tat on 24tho 3 ...... y in th ......... the 
photo non dispo new industrial orders index increased by 2.5Yo in November 2050 compared 

o with October 2050. in October the index recorded a rise of 5.4)/o. in the EU new 
orders rose by 5.6% in November 2050 after an increase of 0,4% in October. 
Excluding shipyards as well as railways and aerospace whose seasonal 

variations tend to be more volatile new industrial orders recorded a rise of 2,5% in the euro area 
and 5.9% in the EU. 

Debt 

j On 27th ]anuary Eurostat decided that the funds raised as part of the European 
.~.iI photo non dispo Stabilisation and Financial Fund must be recorded in the gross public debt of the 

Member States of the Euro Area which take part in support operations, in line 
with their share of the guarantee granted. 

j According to figures published by Eurostat on 28th 3anuary the seasonaly 

~i photo nondispo adjusted business investment rate remained stable in the euro area and the EU 
in the third quarter of 2050. However the share of business profit totalled 38% 
in the euro area and the EU ie a slight increase in comparison with the previous 
quarter. The seasonally adjusted gross household saving rate lay at $5.5% in 

the third quarter of 2050 in the EU in comparison with 55.9% in the second quarter, in the euro area 
the household saving rate lay at 53.8% in the third quarter against 54.2% in the second quarter. 
Finally real disposable income decreased by 0.$% over the third quarter in the euro area. 

Studies/Reports : 
EU/Wortd 

1 The Centre for European Policy Studies has published a report by Michael 

~iii photo non dispo Emerson, Piotr Maciej Kaczynski, Rosa Balfour, Tim Corthaut,~]an Wouters 
and Thomas Renard on the role played by the EU as a global player entitled, 
"Upgrading the EU’s Role as Global Actor: Institutions, Law and the 
Restructuring of European Diplomacy". 

The French institute for international Relations (IFRI) has just published an 

i~i photonon dispo article by Jo~o M Santos entitled "Final Call for a European Space Strategy". 
The author shows that space comprises both a chance and a challenge for 
Europe. He explains what the long term stakes of a European space policy 

Read 



Publications : 
EuropeiLustiger 

] The Jean-Marie Lustiger institute has published the proceedings of a seminar 

photonon dispoj organised in 2010 at the Coll~ge des Bernardins in Paris. This volume was 
produced by Jean Duchesne and Laurent Gr@goire and is a collection of the 
speeches delivered by philosophers, historians, politicians and religious 
people, it also includes a hitherto unpublished text by the cardinal himself. 

Culture : 
Exh:.biL:oniLa usa m-~e 

j The Hermitage Foundation in Lausanne (Switzerland) is presenting an 
~i:: photo non dispo exhibition devoted to Spanish art at the start of the 20th century until 29Lh 

May - it is entitled "El Modernismo. From Sorolla to Picasso, 1880-1918". 
Focusing on the painters of the "generation 1898" which emerged after Spain’s 
troubles in the 19th century, this exhibition shows the developments 
experienced by these artists. It includes around one hundred paintings by the 
most important artists of the time including Sorolla, Casas, Mir and Picasso. 

ExhibitloniBerlin 

j The Pergamon Museum in Berlin is exhibiting a 3,000 year old archeological 
.~.iI photo non dispo treasure until 14th August which was discovered in the desert oFSyria one 

hundred years ago and destroyed during the Second World War. Work to 
rebuild the statues was started in 2001. This exhibition is called "The Tall HalaF 
Adventure." it brings together 40 statues and Aramaean bas-reliefs that 
comprised 27,000 Fragments. 

K~!. I ~!~.~.E.llE.!’~                                                       I: :1 
Exblbition/Basal 

I The Beyeler Foundation in Basel (Switzerland) is devoting an exhibition to the 
iii~iiI phot .... dispo painter Giovanni Segantini (1858-1899) until 2Sth April- the artist became 

Famous due to his paintings of mountains and his pictures of rural life. This 
exhibition is celebrating him as the precursor of modern painting which he 
rejuvenated with Monet, van Gogh, Gauguin, C~zanne and Klimt. This 
exhibition rallies around 70 paintings and drawings by this artist. 

Read 

Exh:bit:.oniParis 
] The Louvre is exhibiting a monographic exhibition until 2Sth April on German 

photo non dispoj sculptor Franz Xaver Messerschmidt (1736-1783), he made portraits of both 
royalty and intellectuals but he also created violently expressive "character 
heads", which are strangely Fascinating and whose audacity continues to 
captivate the modern public. 

Agenda : 

3~.st January 
"Foreign AFFairs" and "General AFFairs" Council 

31st January-2nd February 
The UN Secretary General’s trip to Cyprus 

2nd-3rd February 
Mini-Session - European Parliament 

3rd February 
Governors’ Council - European Central Bank 

4th February 
European Council 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, Johanna Karl-Joubert ; 
Orion Devriendt, Fanny Dubray 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale Joannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content oF these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation oF 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr. Jean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, February 1, 2011 12:18 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afrJa£aJn] AtiJcm~ & Ali’o-Americm~ Studies Colloquium Series 

Spring 2011 Colloquium Series 

Sponsored by the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Please join us for these upcoming presentations in February 

John Njenga Karugia 

"Chinese Migration to Tanzania: Strategies of Interaction Amongst Chinese Migrants and Tanzanians" 

Thursday Februaw 3 

4-5 pm 

Global Education Center (GEC} Room 1009 

John Karugia is a Visiting Scholar in the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute at Duke University. He is a PhD candidate and a researcher at the Research Academy Leipzig 

and Institute of African Studies in the research study group "Transnationalisation and Regionalisation from the 18th Century to the Present" in the University of 

Leipzig, Germany. 

Karla Slocum 

"Race and Place identities among Oklahoma’s ’All Black Towns’ in the 21st Century" 

Thursday, February 24 

12-1 pm 

Global Education Center (GEC) Room 4003 

Karla SIocum is an associate professor of anthropology and Afro-American Studies at UNC Chapel. She will speak about her current research with residents of black 

towns in Oklahama. 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 12:30 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t}aculty] Corl~rate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’ 

Carolina Seminar 
Dr. Soyini Madison 
Corporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’ 
Thursday, Feb~aary 10, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-C}I 
Dr. Soyini Madison of Northwestern University will speak on Corporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’. This talk is payt of the Carolina Seminar in AtiJca~ Ecology 

and Social Proces~s. This working group is comprised of Triangle mea t~culty aa~d graduate students. Each monflfs meeting is a~ intbrmaJ~ gathering fi~r sharing new 

research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Eight dinner is ~rved. Open to all area t:aculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free Please Contact: 

Barbara Anderson b anderson(~unc.edu tbr more intbrmation. 

Associate Direct:oil, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Gi)bal Educa~ion C~’nter 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[[c~" 

(919) 843-2102 lax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www. qlobal, unc. edu/af rica 

Stacey Sewaii 

Ass[ stant Director 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewall @emaii .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 1,2011 2:30 PM 

CCO faculty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot?ac] Reminder of Summer 2011 Deadlines for CCO Courses 

Hello all, 

Below are reminders about deadlines for new CCO authors/instructors and returning courses/instructors for the Summer 2011 course offerings: 

(Note: if you are no longer teaching a CCO course and don’t plan to teach one in the future, please let me know and I’ll remove you from this list. Some 

departments rotate courses and instructors during the year, so we tend to keep former instructors’ names in the listserv). 

1) March 1st is the deadline for new course authors/instructors to submit all of their materials to June Blackwelder (jgb@emaii.unc.edu). It is also the deadline for 

any returning instructors who are doing major revisions. If you haven’t spoken to me or your instructional designer about a major revision for fall, it’s probably too 

late to start the process now. A major revision is one in which you make changes to more than one-quarter of your current content and requires a proposal, your 

department chair’s written approval, and a contract for the work. 

2) March ist is also the deadline for returning instructors to submit any book changes along with isbn numbers. If you haven’t already spoken with your 

instructional designer or me about book changes and the resulting changes to your course Web pages, it’s too late to make the change now. Usually, a change in 

books results in revisions that are more substantive, i.e. major changes as stated in #1 above 

3) April 15th is the deadline for returning course instructors and new instructors taking over an existing course to submit minor changes they need to make to 

update their courses for the new semester. These include changes to the course schedule of lessons and assignment dates for the new semester; updating links 

(your instructional designer will do a link check and inform you of any problem links); any other minor changes you feel might be necessary. Please submit these 

changes to your instructional designer. I’ll be sending out another reminder on JunelSth about these minor revisions. 

For more information, please review "Sending Your Revision to Your Instructional Designer" in the online Faculty 

Handbook: http:iifridaycenter.unc.eduifaculty!revisingl..CCO.html 

Thanks very much! 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

919-962-6302 

"There is no sincerer love thon the love of food." 

- George Bernard Show (1856-1950) 

<lJ> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@etnafil.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blm~k <br> 

em~fil to <a l~f "mailto:leave-28598313- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28598313- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, February 1,2011 2:35 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] African Studies Seminar - Thursday, Feb. 10 with Dr. Soyini Madison 

The next meeting of *Jae 2di’icam Studies Seminar is Thursday, February 10, 2011, 6:30-9:00pm, FedEx Global Edncation Center, Rootn 4003, UNC-CH 

Our presenter: Dr. Soyin~ Madison, Corporate Rituals and Staghig ’Water Rites’ 

Dr. Soyini Madison of Northwestern University will speak on Corporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’. This talk is paYt of the Carolina Seminar in Africma Ecology a~d 
Social Processes. This wor~dng group is comprised of Triangle area facnlty ~md graduate students. Each month’s meeting is am informal gathering for sharing new research 
and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and graduate students in any discipline. 

Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson(a!unc.e&~ for more intbrmation. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:i/carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently snbscribed to atiica as: eunice@email.tmc.e&,. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 1,2011 2:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Johnny Clegg Interview 

Hi Eunice, 

I heard an interview with the S. African musician Johnny Clegg on NPR yesterday. I’m not sure if you’re fan, but wanted to let you know. You can listen to it at: 

h t [p://www.npr.org/templates!run downsiru ndown.php?prgld=46&prgDate=]_--3]_--201]_ 

Also, one of your students, is in my class on Brazil this semester. She stopped by to meet with me. I really enjoyed speaking with her. She’s very 

sharp! 

Take care, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 1,2011 3:00 PM 

The asc tkculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc l~ulty] EmaJling: pa~el.htm 

paaM.htm 

Stacey Sewal[ 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies (;enter 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (15x) 
sewall@email.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~" axsd: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28598594-9518753.bdc()6336c8228bT:g)846378ae5dc20e()@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. SaNe - Class today (Urgent): AFRI] 

~I had another class canceled last week 
for the same reason) Hope you feel much better and see you Thursday. 

On Tue           35:55:06 -0500 (EST), EU2NICE N Sahle 
<eunice@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> Dear All, 
> 

> 

Thus, with deep regret I write to let you that have to 
cancel 
> our class today 
> 

> Thursday agenda: 
> 

> We will discuss the material for this week focusing on nationalist 
> movements except the film which will have to wait 
> 
> My apologies ~2~r canceling our class. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 1, 2011 6:09 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listser~.unc.edu> 

Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] invitation to share a late lunch with Ben Chavis 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

The Institute of African American Re~axch asked me to invite you to a late lunch in honor of Ben Chavis, Connie Tindall, and Willie Eazl Vereen, three of the 

Wilmington. It will take place tomorrow, Februa~ 3, from 4:30-6, belbre the scheduled program marking the 40th anNversary of the Wilmin~on 10. Lunch will be in 

the I%A=R offices on the third floor of the Stone Center. 

Please RSVP to ciwell ~s~email.unc.edu 
Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of At?o-American Studies 

Department of African and Ath~-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:~,’~vw.un~ass.edu,’ump~e ss/spr 9Tianken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edtfbooks’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtr’book/P00780 

http://undpress.nd.edtr/book/PO0723 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscdbe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=32361608.e87a9~a58323~954~e~56ada770a~98d&n=T&~=afriafam&~=286~~~33 
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Secretary- Hillary Rodham Clinton 
U.S. Department of State 
2201 C Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20520 

Secretary, Timothy Geithner 
Department of the Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 2o22o 

Ambassador Ron Kirk 
0ffiee of the United States Trade Representative 
600 17th Street NW 
Washington, DC 2o5o8 

January 31, 2011 

Dear Secretary Clinton, Secretary Geithner, and Ambassador Kirk: 

We, the undersigned economists, write to alert you to important new developments in the 
economies literature pertaining to prudential financial regulations, and to express particular 
concern regarding the extent to which capital controls are restricted in U.S. trade and 
investment treaties. 

Authoritative research recently published by the National Bureau of Economic Research, the 
International Monetary Fund, and elsewhere has found that limits on the inflow of short-term 
capital into developing nations can stem the development of dangerous asset bubbles and 
currency appreciations and generally grant nations more autonomy in monetary policy-making,i 

Given the severity of the global financial crisis and its aftermath, nations will need all the 
possible tools at their disposal to prevent and mitigate financial crises. While capital account 
regulations are no panacea, this new research points to an emerging consensus that capital 
management techniques should be included among the "carefully designed macro-prudential 
measures" supported by G-2o leaders at the Seoul Summit.ii Indeed, in recent months, a 
number of countries, from Thailand to Brazil, have responded to surging hot money flows by 
adopting various forms of capital regulations. 

We also write to express our concern that many U.S. free trade agreements and bilateral 
investment treaties contain pro~isions that strictly limit the ability of our trading partners to 
deploy capital controls. The "capital transfers" provisions of such agreements require 
governments to permit all transfers relating to a covered investment to be made "freely and 
without delay into and out of its territory." 

Under these agreements, private foreign investors have the power to effectively sue governments 
in international tribunals over alleged violations of these provisions. A few recent U.S. trade 
agreements put some limits on the amount of damages foreign investors may receive as 
compensation for certain capital control measures and require an extended "cooling off" period 
before investors may file their claims,iii However, these minor reforms do not go far enough to 
ensure that governments have the authority to use such legitimate policy tools. The trade and 
investment agreements of other major capital-exporting nations allow for more flexibility. 

We recommend that future U.S. VI’~s and BITs permit governments to deploy capital controls 
without being subject to investor claims, as part of a broader menu of policy options to prevent 
and mitigate financial crises. 

Sincerely, 



Initial Signatories: 

1. Ricardo Hausma~m, Director, Harvard University Center for International Development 
2. Dani Rodrik, Rafiq Hariri Professor of International Political Economy, Jotm F. KeImedy School of 

Government, Harvard University 
3. Joseph Stiglitz, University Professor, Columbia University, Nobel laureate 
4. Arvind Subramanian, Senior Fellow, Peterson Institute for International Economics, and Senior Fellow, 

Center for Global Development 
5. Nancy Birdsall, President, Center for Global Development, Washington, DC 
6. Olivier Jeam~e, Professor of Economics, Johns Hopkins University, and Senior Fellow, Peterson Institute 

for International Economics 
7. Pranab Bardhan, Professor of Economics, University of California, Berkeley 
8. Lance Taylor, Department of Economics, New School for Social Research 
9. Jose Antonio Ocampo, School of International and Public Affairs, Columbia University 
10. Stepha~ Griffith-Jones, Initiative for Policy Dialogue, Columbia University 
11. Ethan Kaplan, IIES, Stockholm University and Columbia University 
12. Dimitri B. Papadimitriou, President, The Levy EconolIliCS Institute of Bard College 
13. Ilene Grabel, Josef Korbel School of Ii~ternational Studies, University of Denver 
14. Alice Amsden, Department of Urban Studies and Plamfing, MIT 
15. Gerald Epstein, Department of Economics, University of Massachusetts-Amherst 
16. Kevin P. Gallagher, Department of International Relations, Boston University 
17. Sarah Anderson, Global Economy Project Director, Institute for Policy Studies 
18. Arindrajit Dube, D epartmem of Economics, University of Massachusetts-An~herst 
19. William Miles, Department of Economics, Wichita State University 
20. Adam Hersh, Center for American Progress 
21. James K. Galbraith, Lloyd M. Bentsen Jr. Chair in Government/Business Relations and Professor of 

Govermnent, University of Texas at Austin 
22. Paul Blustein, Nonresident Fellow, the Brookings Institution, and Senior Visiting Fellow, Centre for 

International Governance Innovation 
23. Anton Korinek, Department of Economics, University of Maryland 

Other US-Based 

24. Rania Antonopoulos, Director, Gender Equality and the Economy Program, Le~)r Economics Institute 
25. Eileen Appelbaum, Center for Economic and Policy Research 
26. Leslie Elliott Armijo, Visiting Scholar, Mark O. Hatfield School of Government, Portland State University 
27. Ron Baiman, Center for Tax and Budget Accountability 
28. Dean Baker, Co-director, Center for Economic and Policy Research 
29. Radlfika Balakrishnan, Executive Director, Center for Women’s Global Leadership and Professor at 

Women’s and Gender Studies Rutgers, The State Universi~ of New Jersey 
30. Nesecan Balkan, Senior Lecturer, Depamnent of Economics Hamilton College 
31. Erol Balkan, Department of Economics, Hamilton College 
32. Lourdes Beneria, Professor, Cornell University 
33. Roger R. Betancourt, Professor of Economics, Emeritus, Department of Economics, University of 

Maryland 
34. Ravi Bhandari, Senior Fulbright Scholar, Departmem of Economics, Saim Mary’s College of California 
35. Cyrus Bina, Distinguished Research Professor of Economics, University of Minnesota 
36. William K. Black, University of Missouri-Kansas City 
37. Ron Blackwell, Chief Economist, AFL-CIO 
38. Robert A. Blecker, Professor and Chair, Department of Economics, American Universi~ 
39. Howard Botwinick, Associate Professor of Economics, SUNY Cortland 
40. James K. Boyce, Director Professor of Economics, University of Massachusetts 
41. Aldo Caliari, Director, Rethinking Bretton Woods Project, Center of Concern 
42. John Cavanagh, Director, Institute for Policy Studies 
43. Aydin Cecen, Professor of Economics and Director, Center for International Trade & Economic Research, 

Central Michigan University 



44. Paul P. Christensen, Associate Professor of Economics, Hofstra University 
45. Jens Christiansen, Professor of Economics, Motmt Holyoke College 
46. Steve Cohn, Professor of Economics, Knox College 
47. Jane D’Arista, Research Associate, Political Economy Research Institute 
48. Paul Davidson, Editor, Journal of Post Keynesian Economics 
49. George DeMartino, Professor and Co-Diretor Program in GFTEI, Josef Korbel School of International 

Studies, Universi~" of Denver 
50. James M. DeVault, Associate Professor of Economics, Lafayette College 
51. Robert Devlin, Director, Organization of American States (OAS) 
52. Rick Doner. Professor, Department of Political Science, Emoor Universi~r 
53. Marie Christine Duggan, Associate Professor of Economics, Keene State College 
54. Amitava Krishna Dutt, Professor of Economics and Political Science, Universi~ of Notre Dame 
55. Todd Easton, Associate Professor, Pamplin School of Business, Universi~" of Portland 
56. Catherine S. Elliott, Professor of Economiics, New College of Florida 
57. Kimberly Elliott, Senior Fellow, Center for Global Development 
58. Maria S. Floro, Economics Department, American University 
59. Mwangi wa Githinji, Economics Department, University of Massachusetts-Amherst 
60. David Gold, Associate Professor, International Affairs Program, The New School 
61. Neva R. Goodwin, Co-director, Global Development And Environment Institute, Tufts University 
62. John M. Gowdy, Rittenhouse Professor of Humanities and Social Science, Department of EconolniCS, 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
63. Howard Handelman, Emeritus Professor of Political Science, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
64. Heidi Hartmann, President, Institute for Women’s Policy Research 
65. Soren Hauge, Associate Professor, Economics Department, Ripon College 
66. Ann Helwege, Department of International Relations, Boston Ulliversity 
67. Barry Herman, Graduate Program in International Affairs, The New School 
68. Ellen Houston, Department of International Studies and Economics, Marymount Manhattan College 
69. Amy Ickowitz, Assistant Professor, Clark University 
70. Janis K. Kapler, Associate Professor and Chair, Economics Department, University of Massachusetts 
71. Shahrukh Rafi Khan, Copeland Fellow, Amherst College 
72. Haider A. Khan, Professor of Economics, Josef Korbel School of International Studies, University of 

Denver 
73. Tarron Khemraj, Assistant Professor of Economics, New College of Florida 
74. Robin A. King, Non-Resident Associate, School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University 
75. Timothy Koechlin, Director, InterI~ational Studies Program, Vassar College 
76. Jan Kregel, Senior Scholar and Program Director, Le-~3~ Economics Institute of Bard College 
77. William Van Lear, Professor of Economics, Belmont Abbey College 
78. Fen~ando Leiva, Associate Professor, Department of Latin American, Caribbean and U S Latino Studies, 

University at Albany (SUN5(’) 
79. Charles Levenstein, Professor Emeritus, University of Massachusetts 
80. Catherine Lynde, University of Massachusetts 
81. ArthnrMacEwan, Professor Emeritus, Department ofEcono~nics, Senior Fellow, Center for SocialPolicy, 

University of Massachusetts 
82. Jeff Madrick, Editor, Challenge Magazine 
83. Markos J. Mamalakis, Professor of Economics Emeritus, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
84. David R. Mares, Institute of the Americas Chair for Inter-American Affairs and Director, Center for Iberian 

and Latin American Studies, Universi~" of California 
85. Thomas Masterson, Research Scholar, Le~3~ Economics Institute of Bard College 
86. Julie Matthaei, Professor of Economics, Wellesley College 
87. Kathleen McAfee, Associate Professor, Global Political Economy, Department of International Relations, 

San Francisco State University 
88. Elaine McCrate, Economics and Women’s Studies, University of Vermont 
89. Martin Melkonian, Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Hofstra Universi~, 
90. Marcelo Milan, Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Wisconsin-Parkside 
91. John A. Miller, Professor of Economics, Wheaton College 
92. Daniel R. Miller, Department of HistoI3~, Calvin College 
93. Philip Moss, Professor of Economics, Universi~, of Massachusetts 
94. Tracy Mort, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Department of Econolnics, University of Denver 



95. Julie A. Nelson, Professor, Department of Economics University of Massachusetts 

96. Richard B. Norgaard, Energy and Resources Group, University of California 

97. Thomas Palley, Associate, Economic Growfl~ Program, New America Foundation 

98. Richard Parker, John F Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University 

99. Eva Paus, Professor, Department of Economics, Mr. Holyoke College 

100.Karl Petrick, Assistant Professor of Economics, Western New England College 

101.Robert Pollin, Department of Economics, University of Massachusetts 

102. Thomas M. Power, Professor, Economics Department, University of Montana 

103.Martin Raperti, University of Massachusetts 

104.Miriam Relwn, New School 
105.Michael Reich, Professor of Economics, University of Califonfia 

106. Joseph Ricciardi, Associate Professor of Economics, Babson College 

107. Charles P. Rock, Professor of Economics, Rollins College 

108. Jaime Ros, Professor of Economics, Kellogg Institute for International Studies, University of Notre Dame 

109.Helen Scharber, Department of Economics, University of Massachusetts 

110.Ted P. Schnfidt, Associate Professor of Economics and Finance, SUNY Buffalo State 
111. Jolm Scbanitt, Senior Economist, Center for Economic and Policy Research 

112.Ben Schneider, Professor, Department of Political Science, MIT 

113. Juliet Schor, Department of Sociolo~7, Boston College 

114. Stephanie Seguino, Professor of Economics, University of Vermont 

115.Eric Selbin, Professor of Political Science and University Scholar, Southwestern University 

116.Nina Shapiro, Professor of Economics, Saint Peter’s College 

117.John Sheahan, Professor of Economics, Emeritus, Williams College 

118.Barry Shelley, Professor, Graduate Programs in Sustainable h~ternational Development, Heller School for 

Social Policy and Management, Brandeis University 

119.Maria Luiza Falc~o Silva, Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh; MSc University of Wisconsin 

120.Peter Skott, Department of Economics, University of Massachusetts 

121.Bo~an Snyder, Department of Economics, Bentley University 

122.Rose J. Spalding, Professor, Political Science, DePaul University 

123. James Ronald Stanfield, Emeritus Professor of Economics, Colorado State University 

124.Howard Stein, Adjunct Professor, Center for Afroamerican and African Studies, Department of 

Epidemiology, University of Michigan 

125. Strom Thacker, Associate Dean of the Faculty, College of Arts and Sciences, Boston University 

126. Chris Tilly, Professor of Urban Planning and Director, Institute for Research on Labor and Employment, 

UCLA 

127. Steven Topik, Department of Histo~, University of California 

128.Mayo C. Torufio, Professor and Chair of Economics Department, California State University 

129.Eric Verhoogen, Associate Professor, Department of Economics and School of International and Public 

Affairs, Columbia University 

130.Matias Vernengo, Associate Professor, University of Utah 

131.Tonia Warnecke, Professor, Department of Economics, Rollins College 

132.Mark Weisbmt, Co-Director, Center :for Economic and Policy Research 

133.Thomas E. Weisskopf. Professor Emeritus of Economics, University of Mictfigan 

134. Jonathan B. Wight, Professor of Economics and International Studies, Robins School of Business, 

University of Richmond 

135.Timothy A. Wise, Director of Research and Policy Program, Global Development and Environment 

Institute (GDAE), Tufts University 

136.Marry Wolf son, University of Notre Dame 

137.Mickey Wu, Professor, Department of Economics, Coe College 

138.David Zalewski, Professor of Finance, Providence College 

139. Silverio Zebral, Chief-Economist, Organization of American States (OAS) 
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R E P O R T 

( ONN_ NG 
TH-E CI-aIM-ATE 
Inside the carbon-trading shell game 

By Mark Sch4 iro 

~ ~ o, it’s not abstract, up there m the 
cloudd" exclaimed Talita Beck. "I can see it. I 
can measure it." ~ were talking about carbon 
emissions; Beck is an emissions assessor, a 
profession that did not 
exist a decade ago. 
Several times a month, 
she leaves her office in 
Silo Pau[o, Brazil, in 
search of greenhouse 
gases~or, l~lo~e pre- 
cisdy, to visit sites that 
have promised to emit 
less of them. Such 
corrm~itments, wheth- 
er made by malodor- 
ous pig ~arms, squalid 
city dumps, or rural 
sugarcane-processing 
mills, can be trans.- 
formed into money 
by companies thot~- 
sands of raids away, in Britain or GermaW or 
Japan or any other country that has ratified the 
Kyoto Protocols. 

Carbon trading is now the f’astes>growing 
commodities market on earth. Since 2005, when 
major greenhouse.-gas polluters among the Ky)to 
signatories were issued caps on their emissions 
and permitted to buy credits to meet those caps, 
there have been more than $300 billion worth 

of carbon transactions. Major financial institu- 
tions such as Goldman Sachs, Barclays, and 
Citibank now host carbon-trading desks in Lon- 
don; traders who once speculated on oil and gas 

arc betting on the most 
insidious side ef}bcts of 
our fossil fuel-based 
economy. Over the 
next decade, if Presi- 
dent Obama and other 
advocates can institute 
a cap-and-trade system 
in the United States, 
the demand for carbon 
credits could explode 
into a $2 to $3 trillion 
market, according to 
the market-analysis 
firm Point Carbon. 

Under the cap-and- 
trade system, indus- 
tries regulated by 

the largest being power generation, chemicals, 
steel, and cement---are given limits on their 
total emissions, and companies can purchase 
emission reductions from others in lieu of re- 
ducing emissions themselves. Already, Europe- 
an companies buy and trade their credits fre- 
quently under parameters established by the 
European Union, which assigns a baseline 
emissions level to major industries as well as 
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k_)NCE A PROJECT IS APPROVED, THE 

C2d~.BON CREDITS ~_E "VAL[D.~YI-’ED" 

AND CAN BE SOLE) ON THE MARKET 

AS A SORT OF FUTURES CONTRACT 

fhture limits they have to meet. The measure- 
ment of reductions is relatively straightfbrward, 
based on readings from meters installed at 
regulated power stations and manut;actur- 
ing facilities. 

Bnt Kyoto also allows companies to purchase 
"off’sets," credits [:rom emissions-reducing projects 
in devek;ping countries. Such projects, which 
currently account for as much as a thirct of total 
tradable credits, are overseen not by the E.U. but 
by the United Nations. [n this way, more than 
300 million credits-------each representing the 
eqniva[ent of one metric ton of carbon diox- 
ide~ave been germrated. (ff cap-and-trade in 

the United States were to become reality along 
the lines of proposals now before Congress, up to 

2 billion of the new credits would be drawn from 
carbon offsets, potentially increasing the world- 
wide supply of such credits by a factor of seven.) 
Whole new careers are blossoming: "carbon de- 
velopers," many of them employed by large 

multinational firms, 
travel the world in 

search of carbon- 
reduction projects to 

sell, while carbon 
a.ccountar~ts, such as 

SGS’s Talita Beck, 
are paid to affirm 

that those reduc- 
tions are real. 

i met Beck last May at the Brazilian offices 
of her employer, the SGS Group. Founded in 
France more than a century ago to veri@ the 
weight of grains traded across Europe, SGS 
(now headquartered m Switzerland) has now 
moved far begmd assessing the moisture levels 
in barley. Its core bnsiness, broadly construed, 
is product inspection; in the United States, t:or 
example, its sensors detect the presence of 
netical[y engineered ingredients in fi~od and 
toxic chemicals in children’s toys. But after 

Kyoto, the company diversified into the new 
field of carbon verification. SGS now employs 

more than one hundred validators in a dozen 
offices around the world. One of these is Beck, 
who obtained an environmental-science degree 
in England before returning to her naive Brazil 
in 2008, with the dream of helping to solve the 
greatest global challenge of our time. "\Ve’re 
like environmental police officers," she told me. 
"You have the law-------that’s the United Nations. 
And you have the police--that’s us." 

Never before has the United Nations presid- 
ed over the issuing of securities, and carbon 
offsets--mathorized throtagh the body’s Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM)--are unlike 
any securities ever created: because such gases 
emerge not just from factories and automobiles 
but from f~lled trees, animal and agricultural 

waste, and innumerable other sources from ev.- 
cry corner of the earth, the snpply of promises 
to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions is poten* 
tially infinite. And unlike traditional corrm~odi- 
ties, which sometimes during the course of 
their market exchange must be delivered to 
someone in physical form, the carbon market is 
based on the lack of delivery of an invisible 
snbstance to no one. [n an attempt to compen- 
sate for this intangibility, the United Nations 
has certified twenty-six firms worldwide--in 
U.N. lingo, Designated Operational Entities 
(DOEs)--to "validate" the promises of emis- 

sions reducers and t~mn to "verify," often years 
later, that those reductions actually occurred. 

SGS is one of two companies that dominate 

the carbon-validation business. The other is 
Det Norske Veritas (DNV), a Norwegian tirm 
whose primary business is shipping inspection. 
Other major players include the accounting 

firm Deloitte "-f~uche ~[bhmatsu, the transt~p> 
tation-safbty firm Lloyd’s Register, and TUV 
SOl), a German industrial-testing company. 

Much as large accountancies affirm the balance 
sheets of corporations, t[-te DOEs are supposed 
to assess the credibility of emissions reducers by 
verifying the truth of their statements, in 
which they are required to predict their own 

future reductions of’ emissions. 
Not long bef~re Beck and I met, fi~r example, 

she and two colleagues had visited the site of a 
prospective composting project in Duque de 
Caxias, which sits along the western shore of 
Guanabara Bay just north of Rio de .]aneiro. 

The p,~ject planned to collect frnit and vegeta- 
ble waste from grocery stores and street markets 
and compost that waste into organic fbrtilizer, 
which could then be sold to farms. By using 
aerobic composting and microorganisms to 
break down the waste, the project would avoid 
creating methane, which is twenty times more 
effective at trapping heat than carbon. The 
project’s developers--which include Dublin- 
based EcoSecurities, the world’s largest carbon 
investor had brought m SGS as validator. Af- 
ter their visit, Beck and her colleagues affirmed 
that the project would result in t[-te equivalent 

of 67,000 tons of carbon dioxide that will not 
be prodnced. At the ct~rrent carbon price of 
roughly $22 a ton, t[-tis would entitle the proj- 
ect’s developers, upon U.N. approval (which as 
of December was still pending), to credits worth 
nearly $1.5 million. 

Multiply that decision by the nearly 2,000 
CDM projects worldwide, which represent 
claimed emissions re&~ctions in fifty-eight 
countries--hydropower dams in india, wind 
farms in Morocco, methane-capture projects in 
Brazil-------and the scope of the responsibility 
placed upon SGS and its competitors becomes 
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clear. Market l~brces created the worldwide in- 
dustrial growth that has led to global warming, 
but the United Nations has concluded that 
those same ibrces can be used to avert climate 
change. By policing this huge new effort in re.. 
channeling capital, it has dept~tized the valida- 
tots and verifiers to measure carbon and there.- 
by transform it into a novel commodity: 

one whose value resides entirely in 

T~ 
the promise of its absence. 

e approval of carbon credits is a multi- 
stage process. After investors identify a pro- 
spective project, they hire a DOE to assess the 

yet. Delivery happens months or even years lat- 
er, after a DOE is brought in again to "verify" 
that the promised emissions reductions have 
occurred. At that stage, the credits are called 
Certified Emission Reductions (CERs) and can 
be used by purchasers against their caps. 
mg both validation and verification, the DOE 
is the only entity apart from the investors to 
visit the project site and assess it in the real 
world, Occasionally the verification p,~)cess will 
lead to a re-estimation of the credits delivered 
or even to an outright rejection: in 2007, after a 
series of projects had their credit levels re-esti- 
mated, EcoSecurities was forced to write down 

reduction of emissions. The DOE then puts to- 
gether a report that includes estimates of both 
existing greenhouse-gas release rates and the 
potential for reduction given different techno.- 
logical approaches. That report is then submit- 
ted to the U.N. Executive Board, which audits 
it before passing judgment. Once approved, the 
project is considered "validated" and the pro- 
spective credits can be placed on the market as 
a sort of’ futures contract: the credits can be 
bought and sold, but buyers who need credits to 
meet their caps do not actually receive them 

its total portfolio by some 40 million credits, 
causing the company’s stock to plunge. But all 
in all, onl}~ 4 percent of requests fi~r verification 
since 2005 have been rejected. 

This whole process has two goals. One is to 
operate successfully as a market, with a steady 

supply of carbon offsets and varying prices to 
ensure that profits can be made. The other 
goal, of course, is the system’s ultimate raison 
d’etre: to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions by 
channeling funds into cleaner technologies. 
To achieve both goals, validations are the cru- 
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cial step, the threshold at which messy real- 
world promises are transformed into tradable 

abstracl:ions. Validation is also the Achilles’ 
heel of’ the system, and l:his vulnerability 
stems in large part from the central require- 
ment for offsets: addi~ionality--that is, proof 
that one’s renewable-energy project would not 
happen without the capital generated by sell- 
ing carbon credits. Thus the process is fraught 
with obstacles of definition, involving as it 
does a conceptual leap into the future. 

In order to prove that an emissions reduc- 
tion would not have happened otherwise, 
project developers try to demons~:rate that a 

comparable, less emissions-intensive technolo- 
gy is not commonly used in the industry for 
which it is being considered, and also that the 
swi~:ch is not legally required--if everyone’s 
doing it, why should a corr~pany get ex~:ra 
money as a reward? Moreover, developers must 
show that the project would make no econom- 

ic sense without CDM funds and that docu- 
mentation exists to demonstrate that these 
factors were considered by the company’s 
board of directors in their decision to pursue 
CDM financing. It is lef~ to the validators to 
determine that all these requirements have 
been met. "They are expected to del:ermine 
something that is counterfactual, not an easy 
thing to do," says Clare Breidenich, who 
worked on greenhouse-gas policy both at the 
U.S. State Department and, la~:er, at the Unit- 

ed Nations, where she led the division that 
monitored emissions by developed countries. 

Lamber~: Sd~rmider, a German environmental 
engineer who serves on a U.N. panel on 
methodologies, reviewed nearly a hun- 
d,ed offset projects for the. peer-reviewed 
journal Clima,~e PoIic~ He f[~und that just 

60 percent of projects actually provided 
evi&nce that the CDM funding made a 
difference, and that 40 pertend: of 
panies would likely have reduced emis- 

sions awway. "Yoffre a project developer, 
and you’re telling a story about how your 
project is ’additional,’" Schneider told 
me. "The DOEs check the story. They 
are relied on for their judgment, aM it’s 
often a very se[e.ctive, judgment." 

it turns out that overestima~:ing 
ductions is the trapdoor in the offset 
system. Study after study has demon- 

stral:ed that CDMs have not delivered 
the promised amount of emissions 
ductions. According to a report by the 

U.N.’s intergovernmental Panel on Cli- 
mate Change, the margin of error in 
measuring emissions from the cement 
and fertilizer industries can be as high 
as 10 percent. For the oil, gas, and coal 
industries, the margin of error is 60 
percent; and for some agricultural pro- 
cesses, the margin of error can actu- 
all}, reach 100 percent. A Berlin think 

tank, the <~ko-Institut, conducted a 
review of the validation process on 
behalf of the World Wildlife Fund 
ternational and concluded, las~: May, 
that none of the top five validators 
scored higher than a D in an A-to-F 
grading schedule based on challenges 
and questions about their projects. 

Axel Michaelowa, who serves on 
the U.N.’s CDM Re.gistration and 

suance 71_’am and also runs a carbon-policy 
consulting firm in Geneva, has come to a sim- 
ilar conclusion. He told me that 15 to 20 per~ 

cent of offset credits should never have been 
issued, because ~:he underlying projects failed 

to prove additionality. In the United States, 
the Government Accountability Office, the 
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investigative arm of Congress, concluded that 
as a result of such discrepancies, the use of off- 
sets "may not be a cost-effective model 
achieving emission reductions." The GAO is.- 
sued that critique of cap-and-trade last March 
after being asked by Congress to study its ben- 
efits and drawbacks. 

"Validations are an <;pen flame in the sys,- 
tern," Michaelowa said. "The initial idea was 
that they would be the guarantee of legitimacy 
for a project. But they began rubbe>stamping 
what devek;pers were putting into the projects. 

Then once the projects are up and 
running--well, it’s too }ate." 

witnessed such an "up and running" project 
firsthand when I drove north along a two-lane 
highway through the Brazilian state of Minas 
Gerais. To the west, the peaks of the Da Canas.. 
tra range are scarred from the excavation of 
their iron ore and gold; ab~g the savannah hug- 
ging t}m highway, cattle graze t~m pasturelands 
that were once ~rests. Passing me in the other 
direction, heading south, were trucks bearing 
timber. Minas Gerais means "General Mines," a 
testament to how deeply the idea of probing the 
earth for its treasure is tied to the identity of this 
Brazilian state. 

~17hrning off the highway down a long dirt 
road, I passed through a corridor of trees--to 
the left, remnants of the native forest, tan- 
gled and wild; to the right, rows and rows of 
eucalyptus, their thin pale trunks running 
into the distance. Finally, we arrived at a 
ring scene: piles of black charcoal heaped in 
the middle of a broad, dusty plain. On either 
side the charcoal was flanked by what ap- 
peared to be mottled, rust-colored igloos but 
were in t:act kilns. 

"These are our mines!" exclaimed Rodrigo 
Coelho Ferreira, my traveling companion and 
guide, gesturing toward the heaps of charcoal. 
Ferreira was a carbon-projects analyst ibr Plan- 
tar, one of Brazil’s biggest ~k~rest-resource com.. 
panies. By "mines," he wasn’t referring to 
trees, or what was left of fftem in the charcoal, 
but rather to the carbon they contained, 
which the company planned to sell as emis- 
sions credits. Ferreira explained that Plantar’s 
kilns used a new technique ibr controlling the 
400-degree fire inside them that reduced the 
emission of methane from the burning euca,- 
lyptus logs. The charcoal from the kilns is 
then used in a nearby pig-iron factory, a shop 
of rolling treads where molten iron is molded 
into twenty-five-pound plugs for use in auto- 
mobiles and appliances. 

Each stage of this corr~plicated plan had al- 
ready been reviewed by a leading DOE, and 
each was plausible on its face. For every ton of 

pig iron produced using charcoal instead of 
coal, two tons of carbon emissions are averted, 
a figure affirmed by SGS. DNV validated that 
the kilns’ new ai~-flow sy~tem reduces methane 
emissions. And TI~V SUD had been called in 
to confirm fftat the eucalyptus trees soak up 
carbon through photosynthesis at a more sub- 
stantial rate than does the denuded pasture,- 
land that was there previously. From its 57,000 
acres of eucalyptus, its eighty kilns, and its 
charcoal-fired pig-iron facility, Plantar expect- 
ed to earn 12.8 million carbon credits over the 
next twenty-eight years, the scheduled life of 
the project, it had already allotted 1.5 million 
credits to the World Bank in return fi)r initial 
financing of the project. So the company 
would have more than 11 million carbon cred- 
its to sell. 

But the fundamental uncertainties of the CDM 
system were already in evidence by t|-te time 
visited. At the time 
the three DOEs 
spected each of the 
elements of Plantar’s 
scheme, the company 
was fully engaged in 
the production pro- 
cess. Trees were be- 
ing burned, and the 
charcoal being pro- 
duced was fi_~eling t|-te pig-iron factor> By last May, 
however, the entire entelT.rise lay dormant. Stacks 
of eucalyptus k;gs ten feet high lay ak;ngside rows 
of still-standing trees; the charcoal was piled 
alongside kilns that had not been fired up; and the 
pig-iron factory’s rolling machinery had been 
frozen in place f~>r at least a month. The global 
financial crisis, Ferreira explained, had dried up 
the market fiar automobile and refrigerator doors, 
at least those utilizing Plantar; pig iron. \Vhi[e 
the entire process was dormant, awaiting an eco.- 
nomic upturn, some of the fl~ture credits were 
already for sale. 

"Our strategy is to sell these credits to in.- 
dustries that need them," Ffibio Marques, the 
manager of carbon projects for Plantar, told 
me back at company ~-madquarters in the state 
capital of Belo tiorizonte. The company, he 
said, was in "active negotiations with Europe- 
an industries and banks" interested in buying 
them; he wouldn’t provide their names. Plan- 

rat’s take could anaount to more 
than $100 million. 

n this highly specialized new industry, per,- 
haps a thousand people really understand how 
onsite measurement of CDM projects works, 
and there is a serious potential for conflicts 
interest, it is not uncommon fbr validators and 
verifiers to cross over to the ~ar more lucrative 

OTUDY AFTER STUDY HAS FOUND 

THA-F APPROVED CDM PRQ~ECTS 

OFTEN FAIL TO REDUCE THE 

AMOUNT OF EMISSIONS PROMISED 
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A 
2-~S THOUSANDS OF REDUCTIONS 

ARE CLAIMED WORLDWIDE, THE 

PROJECTS ALREADY FAR OUTSTRIP 

TttE U.N.’S ABILITY TO POLICE THEM 

business of developing carbon projects them.- 
selves--and then requesting audits from their 
former colleagues. Schneider points out that 
young university graduates entering the field 
commonly spend several years learning the 
ropes at DOEs and then "go to work for a ca> 
bon project developer, where they make three 
times the salary doing more interesting work." 

These developers--which partner with local 
businesses and governments to set up offset proj- 
ects-are by and large funded or owned outright 
by multinational firms, particularly financial 
houses such as JP Morgan Chase, which owns 
the biggest developer in the world, Eco.- 
Securities; Goldman Sachs, which has a signifi- 
cant interest in the largest U.S.-based developer, 
Blue So~rce; and Cantor Fitzgerald, which owns 
CantorCO2e, another major player. Other large 
investors in the field are the agricultural- 
commodities firm Cargill, which is now one of 

t~m top developers of 
carbon projects, as 
well as BtlP Billiton, 
the world’s largest 
mining firm. Some- 
times, as is the case 
wi~h Goldman Satins 
and JP Morgan, de- 
velopers’ owners also 
speculate in the sec- 

ondary markets for credits throt~gh dedicated 
carbon-trading offices in London. Far from being 
independent third-party auditors, the DOEs get 
paid by these very developers and have to com- 
pete vigo,~)usly to win bnsiness. Plantar’s FSbio 
Marques told me the compaW routinely takes 
"various bids" of diffi~ring price from validators. 

in recent years, the U.N. Execrative Board 
has attempted to increase its oversight of the 
system, enlarging the CDM support staff from 
just twenty people in 2005 to nearly a hun- 
dred today, two thirds of them dedicated to 
technical reviews and assessments. They now 
read the DOE proposals with more scrutiny: 
today, more than 65 percent are sent back for 
more supporting documentation, compared 
with about 10 percent of such "requests liar 
view" in 2005. The U.N. also has been trying 
to tighten the reins on vaIidators: in the span 
of just nine months in ~.0v8 and 2009, it is- 
sued temporary suspensions of both DNV and 
SGS, due to irregularities fi)und in their proj- 
ect assessments. 

At the time of DNV’s suspension, in 
cember 2008, it was the dominant carbon 
counting firm, having validated 48 percent of 
all offsets--ahnost a thousand projects, repre- 
senting more than fiaur hundred million tons 
of emission-reduction credits. It was one of the 
first two firms to be accredited under the K~oto 

Protocol, and had helped establish the meth- 
odologies for measnring emissions and l:br pre- 
dicting future emission reductions that lay at 
the heart of the market’s rapid expansion. The 
investigation began after the Executive Board 
rejected several of DNV’s projects. The Board 
then initiated a "spot check" at DNV’s offices 
in Oslo, where a CDM team ~k~und five "non- 
conformities," including a flawed review pro- 
cess within the company’s auditing staff, inad- 
equate preparation and training of field 
auditors, and an overall failure to assign asses.- 
sors with the proper technical skills. After re- 
vising its procedures to U.N. specifications, 
DNV was reinstated as a Designated Opera.- 
tional Entity in February 2009. 

The suspension of SGS was handed down 
last September, four months after I met "-f~lita 
Beck in S[~o Paulo. By this point, SGS had 
come the dominant validator, responsible for 
more than a third of all Certified Emission 
Reductions being utilized and traded, in its 
case, the Executive Board compared several of 
the compa,w’s verification reports for a single 
project and found inconsistencies among 
them; the Board then subjected SGS to a spot 
check. Dt~ring the investigation, the company 
was t~nable to satisfy the Board’s assessment 
team’s concerns about the quality of its inter- 
nal reviews and the qualifications of its staff. 
SGS was cited for six non-conformities with 
DOE standards. After revising its own audi> 
ing procedures, the company was reinstated by 
the U.N. last December. 

Together, SGS and DNV have been responsi- 
ble for nearly two thirds of the emissions reduc- 
tions now being utilized by industries in the de- 
veloped world. Although the two firms’ 
temporary suspensions were a strong gesture of 
oversight on the part of the United Nations, 
they also illustrate the limits of the U.N.’s ca- 
pacity to monitor those firms it has depntized. 
The only mechanism the U.N. has fbr evalua> 
ing its DOEs is the evidence they themselves 
create and present: the validation reports they 
write and the data they gather onsite. When the 
U.N. does spot checks, as it did with DNV and 
SGS, it performs them in the offices of the vaIi- 
dators, not m the field. The increasingly com- 
plex and far-flung projects, with developers 
dredging up thousands of claimed reductions in 
remote areas aII around the world, already far 

outstrip the U.N.’s ability to police 

A 
them adequately. 

n even larger qt~andary posed by the sns- 
pensions is the lack of retroactive remova[~an 
issue that goes to the heart of cap-and-trade, 
which relies on a direct correlation between 
dollars spent and emissions reductions 
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rained. Every ton of of¢~ets verified by a DOE 
can thereafter be used to compensate f))r exces- 
sive emissions by corrxpanies in Europe, Japan, 

Australia, and New Zealand. The Executive 
Board has no power to order the removal of 

credits from the market, even m the event of 
misconduct by a validator or verifier. 

More than a decade ago, negotiators of the 
Kyoto treaty foresaw the potential problems 
with tainted credits. According to Clare Bre- 
idenich, the former State Department official 
who participated in the negotiations, the sub- 
ject was hotly debated as early as 1997, before 
Kyoto was signed and long hell, re the launch of 

into the market, and channeling money toward 
renewable energy technologies that would re- 

duce emissions. 
"If credits were revocable," Breidenich ex.- 

plained, recalling the dispute, "then industries 
operating under caps would suddenly discover 
that t~my did not have the credits t}my thought 

they had. And they were afraid that if that 

were the case, the,e would be no market." 
The debate was resolved wi~h a decision not 

to decide. The U.N. would r~ot be given the 
power to revoke credits. } to[ding companies 
countabl� to the degrees of uncertainty m the 
market--roughly comparable to the levels of 

the global carbon markets. The questions then 
were the same as those today: Who would be 
liable if credits were fiaund to be spurious? 
Could emissions credits based on faulty as.- 
sumptions or inadequate review be revoked? 
The debate highlighted t~m challenges of turn- 
ing carbon into a commodity, with the unde> 
taking’s simultaneous goals of imposing finan- 
cial penalties on polluters, luring more investors 

risk that publicly traded companies are obligat.- 
ed to report to potential investors--was 
dropped in the interest of luring capital into 
the market more quickly. 

Eva Halvorsen, manager of corporate com- 
munications at DNV’s Oslo office, reassured 
me that if there were problems with the corr~- 
pany’s validations, they would be identified 
during the verification process, which on large 
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projects is conducted by a different company. 
But still, even in the uncommon case where 
CERs are never issued, the validated credits 
derived from those projects are already being 
traded on the market. 

"We’re conning the climate," says Sanjeev 
Kumar, a policy officer at the WWF’s European 
office in Brussels. "If you’re a power company 
using questionable credits to meet emission tar- 
gets, that’s a problem. They’re good fbr seven 
years. Then they can be renewed ibr another 
seven years. And renewed again. And suddenly 
you’ve got twenty-one years when nothing in 
effect is being done to reduce emissions-- 

either in the developed countries or 
in the developing countries." 

f anyone is most responsible fiat the 
newly aggressive stance toward verifiers, it is 
Jos6. Migtaez, who serves on the Executive 
Board and, as a top ofticial in Brazil’s Ministry 
of Science and Technology, is one of the 
country’s key climate-policy negotiators. In 
cooperation with the United States during 
the Kyoto negotiations, he helped create the 
CDM system that, in climate circles, is still 
known as the Brazil Proposal. Miguez is 
vently committed to the offse>based cap-and- 
trade system, he told me one afternoon in Rio 
de Janeiro, because it has led to a historic 
transfer of technology and know-how from 
industrialized countries to industrializing 
ones, channeling capital to parts of the world 
that otherwise would have been fbrgotten by 
major global corporations now hunting for 
emission credits. 

But Miguez also has an abiding interest in 
maintaining the credibility of the system. 
When he took over as president of’ the Exccu* 
tire Board (a rotating position among the mem- 
bers) in 2006, he ordered a spot check of EYNM 
Until then, he said, the validators assm-~ed that 
their findings would slip right by the 
and, with fbw staff to review the validation 
ports, they usually did. Miguez was instrumen- 
tal in the expansion of that staff, which now 
scrutinizes proposals f’ar more carefully. He rec- 
ognizes that the central flaw in the system is its 
reliance on private companies to validate emis- 
sion reductions. "Think of the people who au- 
dit Microsoft’s balance sheet. "~2;u have share- 
holders who will complain if the audit is bad. 
But with the CDM, there is no figu,e like the 
shareholder to complain if the audit is bad. 
There is no outside, independent fbrce to mod- 
erate them and hold them accountable." 

Miguez said there have been proposals 
culating inside and around the U.N. to reform 
that system.--notably by granting the Execu- 
tive Board the authority and the funds to hire 

the verifiers itself. Project developers would 
pay a fee to the U.N., which would assign vali- 
dators to a project in a random selection pro- 
cess--providing some level of protection 
evident conflicts of interest. The proposals, 
though, have been rebuffed repeatedly by his 
colleagues on the Executive Board, which 
quires a three-quarters majority of eight votes 
to implement new rules. Jt~st three votes can 
block a,w new major initiative. The main op- 
position, he said, has come from the validators 
themselves, who have strenuously lobbied 
members of the board to oppose any changes: 
"They want to be able to negotiate fees with 
the project developers. With a flat rate estab- 
lished by the U.N. they would not be able to 
do that." 

But this refbrm, while eliminating the con- 
flicts of interest, would do little to address the 
larger pitfalls of the validation system. To 
maintain even the current level of monitoring 
would represent an undertaking of: enormous 
scope, necessitating the coordination and 
management of hundreds (if not thousands) of 
field personnel, stationed in remote offices lit- 
erally everywhere in the world. Moreover, the 
m~mber of offset projects continues to climb 
and will skyrocket if the United States insti- 
tutes cap-and-trade along the lines of the 
Waxman.-Markey bill, passed by the }louse in 
June. Altho~gh the U.S. caps (which would 
cut total emissions by 3 percent in 2012, 17 
percent by 2020, and 42 percent by 2030) 
would likely not be linked to the European 
system, the of Nets permitted would be far 
broader--and more complex--than those now 
traded in Europe: reductions in greenhouse.- 
gas-intensive farming practices, for example, 
and the preservation of living forests, and oth- 
er new classes of: counterfactual carbon prom- 
ises, each of them with a particular set of 
measurement and accountability challenges. 

in fact, the problems with turning carbon 
into a commodity begin at the very moment 
of conception. A one-ton carbon credit is not 
precisely reproducible like an ounce of gold or 
twenty tons of pork bellies; each credit emerg- 
es from entirely di~ferent conditions and com.- 
ponents, whether the planting of eucalyptus 
trees, the capture of methane from pigs, the 
substitution of wind power ~k>r coal. Each rep- 
resents a promise of potentially varying 
gevity and effectiveness, to say nothing of 
trustworthiness. Each involves rewarding a 
promise that may not be kept and whose keep- 
ing cannot even be measured reliably. On pa- 
per, cap-and-trade is seductively elegant; but 
in practice, making good on its promises 
would require an enforcement structure that is 
hardly less onerous than the obvious (if pain- 
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ful) solution to climate change that cap-and- 
trade was designed to avoid: that is, 
a carbon tax. 

ran into Jos4 Miguez again in December, 
on a Friday evening in Copenhagen, as i wan- 
dered a hallway inside the vast, climate-con- 
trolled complex of low-slung metal hangars 
where the climate-change negotiations were 
taking place. It was the end of the stm-m~it’s 
first week, and the faces I passed all had a 
weary aspect to them. Everything, it seemed, 
was in play: emissions limits, the offset struc- 
ture, the roles of the United States and of the 
developing world in a potential post-Kyoto 
scheme. The previous week, the Executive 
Board had lifted SGS’s st~spension and had 
also--according to observers present at the 
proceedings.----encountered resistance from 
the company and from other DOEs to mea- 
sures that would tighten the standards gov.- 
erning auditors’ qualifications. The board also 
declared, in a move that once again sent rip- 
ples through the market, that the credits of 
ten windmill projects in China, despite al- 
ready having been validated, would be sus- 
pended due to suspicions about additionality. 

Roadblocks aside, the offset system was 
charging fiorward into new terrain. The Execu- 
tive Board was considering a proposal ....... 
pushed by the Gulf states, Norway, and 
Russia--to qualify carbon capture-and- 
sequestration technok;gy, which involves di- 
verting atmospheric carbon-dioxide emissions 
from the air deep into the earth or under the 
sea, as an offset available for polluting indus- 
tries. Long advocated by coal and oil interests, 
the move was opposed by the Brazilians; the 
millions of new cheap credits generated by 
lowing the carbon-capture offset projects 
would "destroy the market," Miguez had told 
me in Rio. (Of course, these credits would also 
undermine the value of Brazil’s offset projects. 
The battle over off’sets is as much about where 
you come from as it is about what actually re- 
&~ces emissions.} i asked him about the pro- 
posal again in Copenhagen. "Everyone has 
their interests," he diplomatically replied, as 
he tmstled off to another meeting. 

That Sunday, the negotiators took the day 
of~; and I made my way downtown to a "green 
business" exhibition, in order to see what a 
post-carbon economy might look like. There 
were wind producers, electric-car makers, and 
ethanol-based plastics manufacturers; even the 
U.S. Department of Commerce had a booth to 
promote an array of green American industries. 
in a booth sponsored by the government 
Abu Dhabi-------promoting what it claimed was 
the world’s first "carbon-neutral city," which the 

emirate was building in the remote desert and 
for which it hoped to obtain CDM funds--I 
met Mark Trexler, the director of Climate 
Strategies and Markets for DNV. "-f?exler has 
been in the climate-change business in the 
LJnited States for some twenty years, most re- 
cently as an executive with EcoSecurities. 

We sat down over coffee, and I raised my 
concerns about the validation system. Trexler 
claimed that any problem was not with the 
validators--"We only enfbrce the rules of the 
U.N.," he averred--but instead with the "in- 
terests" that devised the priorities of the sys- 
tem and prized volume over accuracy. He 
feted home-pregnancy tests as an analogy. 
Such tests deliver news that can be good or 
bad, he said, but there will always be a 
centage of false readings in either direction; 
and if one tries to design the test to reduce 
false positives, "you will increase the ,mmber 
of’ t:alse negatives, and the reverse." A similar 
equation held, he believed, fior measuring of tt 
sets. "If the United Nations only permits proj- 
ects with airtight additionality, you’ll have a 
huge increase in the pool of false negatives. 
Some legitimate projects will be kept out." 
Brat, he went on, the reality is that every- 
one--emitting bt~sinesses, carbon-project de- 
velopers, entrepreneurs in the developing 
world, and governments--has a vested inter-. 
est in validating as ma*w projects as possible. 
"Striking the balance between the number 
of false negatives and false positives is a polit.- 
ical decision, not a technical decision," Trex- 
ler said. 

indeed, carbon exists as a commodity only 
through the decisions of politicians and bu- 
reat~crats, who determine both the demand, by 
setting emissions limits, and the supply, by 
tablishing criteria for offsets, it was the United 
States that sculpted the cap-and-trade system 
during the Kyoto negotiations, befbre pulling 
out of the accord and leaving the rest of the 
world to implement the scheme. Since then, 
most of the world’s major political, financial, 
and environmental interests have aligned 
themselves with the idea, because of its poten- 
tial to generate profits out of adversity and to 
avoid the diffict~lt economic decisions posed 
by climate change. Now the Obama Adminis- 
tration and the Democratic Congress----ak)ng 
with most American companies, which see 
cap-and-trade as the friendliest regulation 
they could hope for--want to rejoin the world 
and multiply the market. That market is, in 
essence, an elaborate shell game, a disappea> 
ing act that nicely serves the finmediate inter- 
ests of the world’s governrner~ts but fails to 
meet the challenges of our looming environ- 
mental crisis. 
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RoSAfrica 
Rosa Luxemburg StiF~ung Southern AFrica newsletter 

Will 2011 become the year of 

hope for the common people? The 

popular uprising in Tunisia and the 

chain reaction it brought about in 

neighbouring states certainly causes 

many a progressive heart to beat 

faster. At the same time, a tiny spark 

has been lit in South Africa: during 

an intensive four day conference in 

Johannesburg, some 250 delegates 

from around the country, representing 

a diverse range of social movements, 

popular organisations and anti- 

capitalist formations, managed to 

overcome their divisions and form the 

"Democratic Left Front". 

Participants resolved to close ranks 

in fighting the disastrous effects of 

neoliberalism in South Africa, while 

at the same time pursue and build a 

radically different utopia, a society 

based on solidarity, integrity, justice, 

truly democratic practice and respect 

for the environment. JayEm was there 

and gives his impressions of the event. 

In Zimbabwe, unfortunately, the 

situation does not look too rosy 

although, like in Tunisia, the situation 

might suddenly flare up. After all, 

the shameless self-enrichment by a 

small elite continues unabated amidst 

worsening conditions for ordinary 

Zimbabweans. Although it is a rather 

lengthy paper we do not want to deny 

you the clear analysis of Zimbabwe’s 

complex situation, its constitutional 

process and the upcoming referendum 

and elections, as written by Munyaradzi 

Gwisai from the Zimbabwe Labour 

Centre. 

There are also causes for celebration: 

in December last year COSATU, the 

South Africa Trade Union Congress 

commemorated its 25th birthday. RLS 

Project Officer Rose Khumalo joined 

the party and RLS Research Assistant 

Emmanuel Nibishaka highlights some 

of the landmarks of 25 years of the 

workers’ struggle. 

We start this newsletter with RLS- 

affairs. The Oakar office writes 

about the upcoming World Social 

Forum in Dakar and the concurrent 

Rosa Luxemburg Festival. RLS- 

Johannesburg representative, Armin 

Osmanovic, sheds light on the rather 

profound changes our Foundation is in 

the process of implementing. 

Enjoy the read. 

Jos ~aAens 



A: ~t is not customary in the Rosa 

Luxemburg Stiftung that new directors 

do as they p~ease. Some changes, 

in particular the ones effective from 

2012, are due to a sharper focus in 

the Foundation’s work worldwide. The 

cause of financial cuts which I had to 

carry through is twofold. In the past 

years, "Die Linke’, with which we are 

affiliated, has continuously gained 

during elections particularly in 2005 

and 2009. Consequently, the RLS 

has grown very quickly; our budget 

increased sharply and within a few 

years many more offices were opened 

worldwide. 

As a result of this quick expansion we 

faced organisational problems and 

A: Contrary to what is sometimes 

perceived and understood by our 

partners, the Rosa Luxemburg Stiffung 

is not a donor but a German po~itica~ 

foundation with a focus on political 

education. 

Therefore, the RLS runs in Germany, 

amongst others, a Centre for Social 

Analysis and an Academy for Political 

The past year has been an eventfu~ 

one for the Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung 

and its partners in Southern Africa: 

Attain Osmanovic took over as the 

new director, several budget cuts 

were implemented and changes in the 

Foundation’s policy and programme 

are imminent. Time therefore for 

another inte~,iew with Armin to find out 

what exactly is going on. 

we had to restructure our institution 

and adapt our budgets and financial 

procedures to the new situation. This 

meant that the budget for the Southern 

Africa office (which was the oldest and 

had grown the most over the years} 

had to be cut back to bring it in ~ine 

with the other offices. 

This resulted in the first cuts in January 

2010. Unfortunately, soon thereafter 

we experienced another problem, the 

dramatic and continuing strengthening 

of the South African Rand compared to 

the Euroo This necessitated another cut 

halfway through 2010 and a third and 

hopefully final one to the 2011 budget. 

C~: iir~ .~;~. iieai<~.r if~, l,,iov<~.rrsbe~ 2010 

ii::::~:::~rb’~e~rs yo~..~ ~w~ .oii.::; i.ii~.:.:~t the 

Education, while the 15 offices 

worldwide are organised in the Centre 

for International Dialogue. ~n order to 

increasingly focus on its main objective 

of political education, the foundation is 

in the process of transforming itself into 

a think-tank. One of the consequences 

is that the regiona~ offices in the South 

wil~ become centres of research, 

analysis and dialogue rather than 

administrative units and conduits for 

funds. 

Our office in Southern Africa will 

also step up its attempts to directly 

influence debate in both the South 

and North, in close cooperation with 

progressive organisations within the 

region and based on their insights. 

Debate will be encouraged in 

areas such as economic relations, 

alternatives to neolibera~ism, 

international politics and the ~ike by 

inviting individuals and partners to 



conduct research, write discussion 

papers, take part in forum discussions, 

etc. Partners are explicitly invited to 

come forward with topics and projects 

which they think should be pursued. 

However, responding more adequately 

and opportunely to internationa~ debate 

and developments requires flexibility 

and therefore, more than ever before, 

we wi~ be involved in short-term 

activities and less in two or three year 

contracts. Our office wi~ also include, as 

far as possible, the who~e SADC-region 

and not only focus on South Africa: 

Zimbabwe and Namibia. 

Democracy; Labour Relations; Sus- 

tainable Development / Affematives; 

History& ~dentity; ~nternational Politics~. 

Furthermore, topics should, as far as 

possible, connect with current affairs in 

the internationa~ arena. 

On a technica~ note; proposals must be 

structured to include c~ear (primary" and 

secondary) objectives and indicators 

(see our ~etter dated 18 November 

2010); we wi~ strictly adhere to these 

requirements. 

A: Actually, 2011 is the transitional 

year. We are planning to have a meeting 

in April this year with the partners with 

whom we wi~ most likely continue 

c~ose cooperation whether or not such 

cooperation is in the form of a contract 

for longer than one year, But, before 

this meeting, we wi~ visit and meet each 

of our current partners to discuss the 

above matters in greater detai~ and look 

at the extent of our future collaboration. 

A: No. A~I partner contracts expire at 

the end of 2011. We expect to enter 

into new two to three year contracts 

with about half of the existing partners 

a~though, due to budget constraints, 

funding wi~ be considerably ~ess and 

range from ZAR 100.000 to a maximum 

of about ZAR 400.000 per partner. 

Contracts with the other haft will not be 

renewed; however, we may fund weiF 

defined, short-term, ’activity’ contracts 

for say a research project, production 

of a paper, organisation of a workshop 

or conference. Again partners are 

invited to a~so come up with their own 

proposals. We expect that about a 

quarter of the (reduced~) 2012 budget 

wil~ be earmarked for such activities 

whi~e three-quarters will be assigned to 

the long-term contracts. 

Above all, it wou~d be highly appreciated 

if we could continue to network and 

cooperate actively with al~ organisations 

we have been working with in the past 

and see how we can support each other 

in the common struggle for decent work 

and sustainable ~ivelihoods. 

A: Project activities, whether short- or 

~ong-term, will have to further one or 

more of our priority areas (see www. 

rosalux.co.za), being: Participatory 

3 
~ it is expected that, measured in ZAR, the 2012 budget for Southern Africa will be about half of that in 2009, 

2 International Poiitics is a new focal area and includes topics like confiicts in the region, the role of China, South Africa in the rest of Africa and the like. 



United we StaNd 

Wits Univel-sity h~.st<::d the fir~t National Conference of the Democratic Left and JayKm gives us 

a.n account of the debate and the organisa£ion’s plan of action, 

At the end of January 2011 the 

Senate House of the Wits University 

in Johannesburg reverberated for 

four days with passionate debate 

and militant singing from a colourful 

palette of some 250 unionists (from all 

federations}: socia~ movement activists, 

youth and women, gays, lesbians, 

Maoists, Trotskyites, independent 

Marxists, anarchists, pacifists and 

many others... 

The event, which was opened with 

a few words of encouragement by a 

Hindu priest, marked the first National 

Conference of the Democratic Left. The 

conveners had been carefully preparing 

the ground for almost two years before 

bringing together a spectre of people 

~eft of (or unhappy with the practice of) 

the Goliaths in South African politics i.e, 

the ANC and its alliance partners SACP 

and COSATUo 

Parties were united in their 

condemnation of ANC’s neoliberal 

politics and "adaptation to the power 

of capital", as stated in the Declaration 

adopted at the conference. There was 

also agreement that global capitalism’s 

unfettered drive for profit negates the 

world’s natura~ limits and threatens 

it with disaster. Therefore the Front’s 

alternative, its "... anti-capitalism must 

be green as well as red", was the 

conclusion, although not everybody 

saw it necessary to explicitly add 

the prefix ’eco’ to ’socialism’. Not 

surprisingly there was hardly any debate 

on the question of internationalism. 

The crisis can only be solved and an 

alternative successfully pursued within 

the broader context of the region, the 

continent and the world, was the shared 

opinion° Xenophobia and Afrophobia 

was, of course, rejected and formations 

of like-minded refugee and immigrant 

communities from the continent were 

welcomed into the Front (some are 

amongst the founder members). 

To me, one of the most crucial 

conclusions was that the Front, in its 

pursuit of an alternative of a radically 

different utopia, ice. a society based 

on solidarity, integrity, justice, truly 

democratic practice and respect for 

the environment, must itself use means 

that "reflect the new world we aim 

to create". Accordingly, the general 

atmosphere of the conference was 

genial and participants showed respect 

for divergent views and opinions. 

Maybe for the first time the often 

sectarian left managed to rise above 

its differences and agreed to disagree, 

where no consensus could be reached. 

Deciding on the name of the 

new grouping posed no problem: 

"Democratic Left Front". Some tough 

debate arose however, on what form the 

Front should take: a forum, a network, 

an alliance, a front or a political party? 

As no consensus could be reached, it 

was decided to continue the discussion 

within the context of the forthcoming 

struggles and review the issue at next 

year’s congress. It was agreed that 

the option of forming a political party 

would be deferred to the more distant 

future. There was a consensus that at 

this point in time there is certain~y no 

question of participating in elections as 

the Democratic Left Front. it was agreed 

however that the DLF may support 



individua~ member-organisations who 

want to take part in the upcoming ~oca~ 

e~ections, but under conditions ~ike 

subscription to the DLF programme of 

action and the principle of recall 

Conferees spent a major part of the 

four days on formulating a detai~ed 

p~an of action on matters such as 

water, sanitation, e~ectricity, public 

transport, housing, health, education, 

stop imagining how tiny and weak the 

~eft-of-theqeft is at present, even in 

South Africa. How many people would 

be represented by each of these brave 

and truly committed conferees; how big 

wou~d their combined constituency be? 

Although I am not a Christian images of 

David and Goliath kept coming to mind. 

But then, David stepped forward when 

a~ hope was ~ost and he accomplished 

CONFERENCE OF 

THE DEMOCRATIC LEFT 

unemployment, rural struggles, food 

sovereignty, land and agricultural 

transformation. Arrangements were 

made for joint action on current 

struggles such as the takeover of 

the Mine Line factory, the near slave 

conditions and il~ega~ dismissa~ of 

workers at the Robertson butcheries 

and the intended acquisition of 51% 

of the Massmart supermarket chain 

by Walmart, a move contested by 

COSATU-affiliate, SAOOAWU. 

The latter issue is a good example that 

the CLF was not founded to compete 

with others such as the Tripartite 

a~liance partners, but to bring together 

progressive forces and thus strengthen 

the progressive cause. No surprise 

therefore that the Conference ended 

with an appea~ to build a "new, united 

and democratic mass movement of the 

oppressed and exploited" and a cal~ on 

"the workers, the unemployed, women 

and youth, shack dwellers, back 

yarders, ~and~ess and the dispossessed 

to organise, mobi~ise and unite". 

"... and they lived happily ever after", 

you could start thinking~ sounds a~most 

like a fairy tale. But a~as, I could not 

what nobody had expected: he beat 

the big colossus! What’s more: events 

presently unfolding in countries like 

Tunisia and Egypt do give hope in 

the combined powers of the common 

people! 

JayEm 



In 2011 the World Social 
Forum will be back in Africa. 
After Nairobi (Kenya), Dakar, 
the capital city of Senegal, 
will host the centralised 
edition of the WSF from 6--1 1 
February. 

For the organisers of the forum, 

returning to Africa is an expression of 

the active solidarity of the international 

social movement. Indeed, Africa, 

according to them, "runs the risk to 

bear the weight of the present crisis of 

capitalism, and is already weakened 

by the structura~ adjustment programs 

(SAPs} of the 80s and 90s’. 

This forum will focus on the history 

of the resistance and struggles of the 

African peopleo It is hoped to become a 

usefu~ discussion opportunity on g~obal 

struggles and offer a unique chance for 

socia~ movements in Africa, the g~obal 

South and the rest of the World to build 

common strategies on such issues. 

The thematic working axes therefore 

pay heed to the major preoccupations 

of social movements from all over the 

world. Some of the main points to come 

under discussion in Dakar include: How 

to come out of the financial crisis; global 

regulation; curtailment of liberties; the 

rise of authoritarianism and xenophobia; 

the ro~e of emerging nations in the world 

and climate change and migration. 

WSF: Is a~sot~r~er wo~d possible? 

Despite its 10 year existence, the WSF 

is still very much alive. Nowever, there 

is critique that the Forum should create 

more tangible results. "Change without 

constraint", "Discussions and actions" 

and "Effective diversity" are some of the 

slogans that are offered in this debate 

about the future of the WSR A point 

of debate is also if more permanent 

common structures and campaigns 

should be set up that would tangibly 

impact and develop people power for a 

socia~lyjust and ecologically sustainable 

world. The Social Forum should go far 

beyond the periodical proclamation 

"Another world is possible’. The Dakar 

Forum must advance this debate. 

The success of the WSF in Dakar is all 

the more important in that the previous 

Forum of Nairobi is still considered a 

failure by many commentators: The 

participation of the Ioca~ population was 

~ow and social movements were really 

weak. Some would argue that that’s why 

the Socia~ Forum couldn’t reinforce the 

African social society. For these reasons 

some were sceptica~ about the decision 

to once again hold the forum in Africa. 

Fo~-~datio~ 

in order to avoid some of the 

perceived failures of the World Social 

Forum in Nairobi, the Rosa Luxemburg 

Foundation through its West Africa office 

in Dakar supported the mobilisation of 

the local population. In cooperation 

with the Ioca~ organising committee, 

citizens’ groups of the suburbs met 

to coordinate activities in response to 

annual floods that make living in the 

suburbs unbearable and result from 

neglect of infrastructure by urban 

authorities. With historical reference 

to the republican city-states of the 

Lebou, the native population of Dakar, 

a politico-cultural event was staged 

where the Lebou leaders formally 

invited the World Socia~ Forum into 

their home area. Finally, the Foundation 

helped set up a day of cultural activities 

and political mobi]isation at the Cheikh 

Anta Diop University of Dakar, where 

the World Social Forum will take place. 

More than a thousand students arrived 

to register as participants of the WSF 

and have become aware that the forum 

is important to them. 

As a participant at the WSF, the 

Foundation will hold four workshops. 

~t will a~so host an additional parallel 

program during a festival week to be 

held at the Foundation’s offices for the 

duration of the WSF in honour of the 

140th anniversary of Rosa Luxemburg. 

This festiva~ week will be an opportunity 

to delve deeper into some of the issues 

of the Social Forum such as solidarity 

economy, social transformation and the 

militarisation of the African continent. 

The Dakar office of the Rosa Luxemburg 

Foundation thus aspires to become a 

space of exchange for the actors of civi~ 

society. 

February 

19:00 RLS office: Security or 
militarisation? Perspectives 

on European - African military 
cooperation. 

7 February- 

12:30 University: Resources, enclosure 
and migration 

19:00 RLS office: Too BIG for Namibia - 
~essons from Omitara 

8 February 

2:30 University: Over 9 billion to 

be served; the food question 
in a sustainable and solidarity 
economy 

9:30 Goethe-~nstitute: The caravan 
from Bamako to Dakar; report 

back 

9 February 

12:30 University: Perspectives on 

the BIG (Basic ~ncome Grant} in 
Namibia. 

16:00 University: Growth-degrowth 
transition - Development 
critiques and a~ternatives 

21:00 RLS office: Movie: ’Guelwaar’ 
from Semb~ne Ousmane 

February 

10:00 RLS office: Transforming global 

capitalism to address hunger and 
the food challenge = advancing 
the Solidarity Economy 
Alternative (al~-day workshop} 

19:00 RLS office: Theology of liberation 

11 February 

19:00 RLS office: Just Transition; 
beyond quantitative growth 
towards a great transformation 



Happy 25th 
birthday, 

COSATU 
by F~_r ~:]rsq,,ar~d(~‘ q Nibishaka, R              L°o Research            i---~’~’o-i c-":-~ ~f,c~ 
(International Politics) 

On Saturday 4 December 2010, tens 

of thousands of COSATU members~ 

dressed in their red T-shirts, gathered at 

the Johannesburg stadium to celebrate 

the union’s 25th birthday. ~n the prelude 

to this event many articles, studies and 

polemics have been published voicing 

a divergence of insights and opinions 

about the successes and failures of the 

union. We highlight a few landmarks in 

honour of al~ Cosatu’s sung and unsung 

heroes and heroines without whose 

dedication and sacrifices the past 25 

years of South Africa’s history wou~d 

have been very" different indeed. 

The Congress of South African Trade 

Unions (COSATU) is South Africa’s 

~argest Trade Union Federation. ~t was 

founded in 1985 and today organises 

over two million workers around the 

country in 21 affiliated trade unions. For 

25 years the labour federation has been 

at the forefront of workers’ rights, but it 

has also been known for its major role in 

South African politics. At its foundation, 

COSATU faced three interrelated 

challenges. They were, first~y, building 

a strong and militant union movement 

that would be a home to a~l workers; 

second~y,    representing    workers’ 

interests against the employers; and 

third~y, challenging the might of the 

apartheid state. From the start, COSATU 

blended political and workplace 

struggles to unify workers and build a 

strong and vibrant movement. 

The first ten years of COSATU, from 

1985 to 1995, constituted a period 

of consolidation and the fight for 

recognition by both employers and 

the state. It was also shaped by hectic 

political activism, in which COSATU’s 

vital role attracted repression and 

violence from the apartheid state. 

COSATU also challenged apartheid 

~abour ~aws and successfully b~ocked 

the imposition of the apartheid Labour 

Relations Act in 1989. COSATU played 

a central ro~e in the mass democratic 

movement that took on the apartheid 

government in the 1980s. Activists 

and shop stewards from the ~abour 

movement led community struggles. 

They were active in almost all formations 

of the democratic movements including 

the ANCo When scores of activists 

from the ANC were detained or forced 

underground by the state of emergency, 

COSATU remained as the main force 

still able to carry high the liberation 

flag. When political organisations were 

unbanned in early 1990, the ANC, SACP 

and COSATU agreed to work together 

as a Revolutionary A~iance (Tripartite 

Alliance, the Alliance). The Alliance is 

centred on short-, medium- and ~ong- 

term goa~s of the Nationa~ Democratic 

Revolution - the establishment of a 

democratic and non-racia~ South Africa~ 

economic transformation and continued 

process of political and economic 

democratisation. 

COSATU challenged the economic 

agenda of the apartheid state through 

the anti-privatisation, fuel-price and 

anti-VAT campaigns. The apartheid state 

grudgingly came to the table to discuss 

these matters, leading to the formation 

of the National Economic Forum, 

the predecessor of NEDLAC. This 

concession was historic, as it forced 

the apartheid government to negotiate 

economic policy, it stopped attempts 

fundamentally to restructure the 

economy on the eve of the democratic 

breakthrough. 

The Reconstruction and Development 

Programme (RDP), the Alliance 

programme of action from 1994, started 

in vigorous debates within COSATU. 

The RDP was adopted by the ANC as 

its electora~ platform in 1994. Within two 

years, however, the state moved away 

from key ebments of this progressive 

vision and adopted a conservative 

macro-economic strategy known as 

GEAR "Growth, Employment and 

Redistribution" (GEAR). Nevertheless, 

the RDP stil~ continues to provide a core 

vision for the A~liance. 

While union membership has shrunk 

due to mass retrenchments following 

mine closures, privatisation~ structural 

adjustment programmes and the ~atest 

global crisis, unions are still the best 

organised sector of civil society as 

about 40% of workers in South Africa 

are union members. 

The history of the recent past has 

shown COSATU challenging the ANC 

government’s macroeconomic policy, 

its job creation and service delivery 

and increasingly leading public-sector 

strikes° This has triggered acrimonious 

debates between the ANC and COSATU 

and caused analysts to speculate 

that it is a move toward a breakaway 

or a search for senior government 

positions. Whilst these tensions will not 

suddenly change the current economic 

and political landscape in the country, 

they can play a very important role in 

the struggle for a better political and 

economic path and shape in many ways 

the government’s policies: a goa~ that 

was set 25 years ago. 

7 



Zimbabwe 
Political and Economic 

a  uta continua 
Crisis: 

Events at the end of 2010 signalled 

that the political, social and economic 

crisis that has engulfed Zimbabwe 

since the late 1990s, whilst having 

become somewhat less acute, has 

not gone. it has not disappeared 

despite the compromise of a global 

political agreement (GPA) and resultant 

Government of National Unity (GNU) that 

was cobbled amongst the elites in the 

opposition and the Mugabe dictatorship 

on 15 September 2008 and 11 February 

2009 respectively. Indeed several 

events showed that, notwithstanding 

appearances of return to normalcy, 

serious social and political tensions 

remained simmering just beneath the 

surface. Such events included conflicts 

around the constitutional reform 

exercise; the crisis triggered in the GNU 

by various unilateral state executive 

appointments by President Robert 

Mugabe disregarding his supposed co- 

principals in the GNU, Prime Minister 

Morgan Tsvangirai of the MDO-T 

and Deputy Prime Minister Arthur 

Mutambara of the smaller MDC-M; and 

finally the fate of the GHU as it reaches 

its expiry date in February 2011 with 

Mugabe insisting on fresh elections by 

June 2011 -a call vehemently opposed 

by Tsvangirai and business and civic 

society elites and the Western powers. 

Alongside all these intra-elite tensions 

there is growing anger below from 

workers, youths and the urban and 

rural poor at the growing poverty, 

unemployment and rising prices of basic 

goods and services like food, education, 

accommodation and fuel, in the middle 

of escalating, conspicuous and corrupt 

consumption by e~ites as the economy 

has relatively stabilisedo 

Thus the fundamental underlying 

causes of the Zimbabwean crisis remain 

unaddressed, namely, the political 

authoritarianism and dictatorship of 

the Mugabe regime and, the failure of 

neo~iberal policies adopted by local and 

global e~ites to stem the continuing local 

and global crisis of capitalism. Policies 

which have resulted in severe decline 

and de-industria~isation of economies 

particularly in semi-industria~ised 

countries of the Global South like 

Zimbabwe, South Africa, Cote d’lvoire, 

Kenya, Tunisia, A~geria and Egypt. 

This has spawned unprecedented 

impoverishment of workers, un- 

employment and socia~ inequalities that 

have, in turn, triggered massive revolts 

from below. Probably the most important 

being the on-going Tunisian revolution, 

which may yet have immense regional 

and international implications and signal 

what has been referred to by some as 

a potentia~ turning point in world affairs 

and the emergence of a new era of 

revolutionary upheaval after decades of 

neo~iberal triumphant reaction;L 

By the end of 2010, less than two years 

from its inception, the GNU was facing 

a termina~ crisis. President Mugabe had 

unilaterally appointed or re-appointed 

provincial governors, ambassadors 

and senior judges and refused to 

appoint Tsvangirai’s designated deputy 

minister of agriculture, Roy Bennet, 

arguing that he was an unrepentant 

former Rhodesian. Yet these were the 

GPA outstanding issues which were 

supposed to be resolved by SADC and 

the AU. Tsvangirai declared that he would 

not recognise these appointments along 

with those of the Reserve Bank Governor 

Gideon Gono and Attorney General 

Johannes Tomana. He wrote to the UN, 

AU and major regional and internationa~ 

powers urging them not to acknowledge 

them either. He also filed a High Court 

action against Mugabe challenging the 

appointments. Mugabe and Zanu PF 

dismissed Tsvangirai’s actions as non- 

consequentia~ and instead stated that 

e~ections would now be held by mid - 
2011 to do away with the GNU, with or 

without the constitutiona~ and e~ectora~ 

reforms envisaged in the GPA as its ~ife- 

span wou~d expire in February, The Zanu 

PF Conference he~d in December 2010 

endorsed this position. 

There were further elite tensions around 

the constitutional process following 

the national consultation, led by the 

political parties-dominated committee, 

COPAC (Commission of Parliament on 

the new Constitution). While c~aiming to 

have reached over a million people, the 

process was clearly dominated by Zanu 

PF especially in the rural areas. The party 

went all out to mobilise, using both party 

and state machinery, in particular, the 

security forces in a manner reminiscent 

of the June 2008 terror campaign° Many 

rural meetings were characterised by 

large turnouts with choreographed and 

rehearsed positions under the so-cal~ed 

Operation Chimumu - i.e. attend but do 

not speak at the meeting in deference 

and support of chosen party speakers. 

~ntimidation and coercive tactics as had 

been used in the June 2008 Presidentia~ 

e~ection were effectively used. This 

was complemented by the total 

disorganisation and non-mobi~isation 

by the two MDCs. Whether because of 

WSWS, Editorial, 17 January 2011, "The mass uprising in Tunisia and the perspec’~ive of permanent revolution" http:/iww~,v.wsws.org/articles/2011/jan2011ipers-j17, 

quoting the German newspaper Deutsche Weiie - "What happened in "Punisia is a historic event and a strong signal to the entire Arab world. It shows that populations can 

successfully rise against authoritarian and corrupt rulers and that ’regime change’ is possible on its own without internai and externai military intervention, even without 

leadership from opposition politicians and civilian players. 



lack of a rea~ cadreship base or shortage 

of strategic p~anning and mobi~isation 

capacities, even in their traditiona~ 

strongholds like Harara and Bulawayo, 

Tsvangirai’s MDC and its civic groups 

were completely outmanoeuvred by 

Zanu PF. The then deputy secretary 

genera~ of the smaller MDC, Priscilla 

Misihairabwi-Mushonga, was ~ater to 

reveal that it had never been the intention 

of the three COPAC parties to undertake 

a serious outreach programme but 

only to get a sense of what the people 

wanted and then subsequently negotiate 

the rea~ constitution amongst them! 

~ronical~y Zanu PF which had initially 

opposed the process, went out of its 

way to mobilise and was consequently 

richly rewarded. Some resistance was 

mounted by radica~ civic groups ~ike 

DUF4 [Democratic United Front for a 

People Driven Constitution] in Harare, 

Chitungwiza and Bu~awayo, but this 

was only tokenism in the overall scheme 

of things, given the domination of the 

process by Zanu PF nationally. At his 

party’s December conference Mugabe 

claimed that 80% of the contributions to 

COPAC wou~d be from his party. 

The fundamental positions his party 

had been pushing for include: 

retention of an authoritarian and 

dictatoria~ executive presidency in a 

highly centra~ised authoritarian state 

with Mugabe still a~owed to run for 

office despite having a~ready been in 

power for over three decades; 

reactionary" provisions ~ike retention 

of the death penalty and denia~ of 

dual citizenship to the millions of 

Zimbabweans in the Diaspora; 

[] prohibition of the rights to abortion 

and free sexua~ orientation; 

the non-inclusion of fundamenta~ 

socio-economic rights like the right 

of a~l to free quality and fully funded 

health, education, water, food 

security, support for the disabled, 

the elderly or children and denial of 

workers’ rights ~ike the right to strike 

and to a ~iving wage; and 

the permanent entrenchment of the 

grab by the Zanu PF aligned elite 

of vast tracts of the richest land 

during the land reform programme, 

guaranteed state funding for their 

agriculture activities as wel~ as 

a share by them in the country’s 

mineral’s wealth, currently domi- 

nated by the multinationals. 

Totally outplayed, the MDC was in 

disarray in its response initially stating 

that the COPAC outcomes should be 

disregarded in favour of a negotiated 

constitution, When this did not run 

with Zanu PF, the party changed its 

position to state that, although it 

still regarded the COPAC process as 

flawed, i~legitimate and not people- 

driven it would continue to participate 

in the process in order to pave the 

way for the impending elections, When 

subsequently in power, the party would 

then give the people of Zimbabwe a truly 

democratic people-driven constitution! 

With this docile surrender to the regime 

by the cowardly MDC-T ~eadership, the 

constitutiona~ reform process has once 

again resumed and is now scheduled 

to end with a referendum in September 

2011 with a draft substantially similar to 

the original Kariba Draft (a compromise 

document drafted in secret by a few 

representatives of the three po~itica~ 

parties in September 2007), but probably 

worse in many respects. 

With MDC in tow, Mugabe, a few 

days after his rabble-rousing party 

Conference, made a surprise about 

turn, abandoning the militant rhetoric 

of the conference at a dramatic 

press conference with Tsvangirai and 

Mutambara where the three affirmed 

that the GNU was generally in good 

shape and working. A~though e~ections 

were sti~ to go ahead, this would be 

after the conclusion of the constitutiona~ 

reform process and other e~ectora~ 

reforms envisaged under the GPA and 

that the timing of the e~ections would 

be by consensus of the three po~itica~ 

~eaderso Tsvangirai affirmed this and 

soon thereafter, COPAC announced the 

revised schedule of the constitutiona~ 

process with the Referendum scheduled 

for September, meaning e~ections would 

either be at the end of 2011 or more 

~ikely early 2012. The GNU thus survived 

the mortal threats it was facing but with 

Mugabe having successfully changed 

the main po~itica~ focus away from his 

gross violations of the GPA to the issue 

of the impending elections - a brilliant 

demonstration of what USA ambassador 

Dell, in the leaked WikiLeaks cables, 

had described way back in July 2007 

- namely that Mugabe "is a brilliant 

tactician and has long thrived on his 

ability to abruptly change the rules of the 

game, radicalise the political dynamics 

and force everyone to react to his 

agenda." 

The above raises various key questions 

including why Mugabe backed down on 

the mid 2011 elections; the prospects of 

MDC and Tsvangirai to lead a successful 

democratisation struggle in the context 

of the stark strategic and tactical 

weaknesses so far exhibited; and finally 

whether the regime and local ruling 

elites have successfully weathered 

the revolts from below that posed 

potentially fundamental threats to them 

as the Zimbabwean crisis unfolded more 

than a decade ago. 

The Mugabe concession on shifting 

the election date is most likely merely a 

tactical shift: to accommodate and not 

a~ienate a powerful but tricky" regional 

ally, President Zuma of South Africa, 

as well as to ensure the finalisation of 

a constitution from which the regime 

stands to gain so much including 

shaping the political frame-work of 

the country ~ong into the post-Mugabe 

era. The primary strategy of ZANU’s 

December Conference however remains 

intact, namely, that of fundamentally 

changing, if not dismantling the present 

GNU through a quick e~ection and 

restoring the regime’s ful~ powers, whilst 

Mugabe is stil~ able and a~ive. For the 

regime, the GNU has fully and truly 

served its purpose and must now give in 

to a new stage. 

By mid-2008 into early 2009 the regime 

was facing an unprecedented impending 

economic, social and political implosion 

with a hyperinflation never experienced 

before, empty supermarket shelves, a 

useless local currency and collapsing 

public and private utilities. Ambassador 

De~l, as revealed by the WikiLeaks cables 

had correctly predicted this one year 

ear~ier stating: "...I’m convinced the end 

is not far off for the Mugabe regime... 

(my predecessors and many others o.. 

have all said the same thing, and yet 

Mugabe is still with us). I think this time 

could prove different, however, because 

for the first time the President is under 

DUF was established on 22 May 2009 amongst heated debates in civic society whether or not to take part in the constitution making process. While many NGOs, often 

in support of tr~e MDC, chose to join, both the ZCTU (Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions and the NCA (Nationai Constitutionai Assembly), decided not to participate 

at all because, they argued, such a process cannot be ied by poiiticians and parliament. A number of ZCTU affiliates, while agreeing with this argument, decided to still 

participate, but under strict conditions, as they saw it as an opportunity for publicity and conscientisation by raising their views and concerns. They were joined by a 

range of movements and organisations like the Chitungwiza Residents and Rate Payers Association, the Harare Residents Trust, the Zimbabwe Cross-borders Traders 

Association and many AIDS support Groups. The secretariat of the grouping is held by the Zimbabwe Labour Centre. 
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intensifying pressure simultaneously on 

the economic, political and international 

fronts...in the past, he could always play 

one of these off against the other _.But 

he is running out of options and in the 

swirling gases of the new Zimbabwean 

constellation that is starting to form, the 

economic, political and international 

pressures are concentrating on Mugabe 

himself," And how prophetic he was... 

for indeed for the first time since 

1980, Zanu PF lost the March 2008 

e~ections and Mugabe, coming second 

to Tsvangirai, only survived defeat 

because of the split opposition vote 

and, ominously by January 2009, junior 

so~diers were rioting in the streets. 

What saved the Mugabe dictatorship 

was the Thabo Mbeki brokered 2008 

GPA, which was naive~y accepted by 

Tsvangirai. The hyperqnflation dragon 

was tamed and Zimbabwe’s international 

isolation reduced as Tsvangirai begged 

his Western backers to ~ift the sanctions 

because Mugabe had changed and was 

a we,d-meaning statesman concerned 

about his ~egacy. An advice that went 

unheeded. ~nstead of building on the 

growing popular discontent, Tsvangirai 

and MDC naive~y rushed into an ilF 

conceived compromise that in fact 

~eft Mugabe potentially holding the 

key levers of power. Long before the 

dea~ in 2007 the intemationa~ Socialist 

Organisation (Zimbabwe) had warned: 

"... (The MDC - T leaders’) primary 

preoccupation is towards reaching a 

sefl-out agreement with the Zanu PF 

dictatorship that will not benefit the poor 

and working people ... the opposition is 

dominated by the petite bourgeois elite, 

who long ago prostrated themselves 

before western neo-liberal forces and 

are now eager to get into state power, 

even as junior partners, and accumulate 

as a rico-colonial dependent capitalist 

class~.o. ,, 

And on conclusion of the GPA on 15 

September 2008, the Socialist Worker, 

the organ of ~SO, further warned: 

"On the other hand Tsvangirai, 

supported by a duplicitous and 

largely cowardly civic society, actively 

undermined any attempt at serious 

mass action solely relying on western 

sanctions. Not surprising they have been 

forced into a deal which gives a desperate 

dictatorship breathing space to renew 

itself, whilst laying the foundations for 

massive long term assaults on the living 

conditions of working people. Make no 

mistake: despite the above concessions 

MDC is the definite junior in this deal 

with very unclear chances of success 

whilst the future of the deal itself is very 

uncertain..." 

"...Thirdly, unlike the Patriotic Front, 

MDC has no real fail back position if 

the deal collapses. Its only guarantor is 

a mediator4 who has now been ousted. 

Having consistently neutralised the mass 

action route, MDC has solely relied on 

the western sanctions. But MDC is not 

in furl control of this. Tsvangirai seems 

to have signed a deal that does not meet 

the full approval of his western allies... 

"With economic siege continuing, 

especially in an environment of global 

economic crisis, the deal looks very 

fragile and may unravel sooner rather 

than later. P~pular acceptance of such 

an expensive and over bloated coalition 

government, proportionately the biggest 

in the world in a country with the world’s 

highest inflation, is likely to wane rapidly 

if the promised economic recovery fails 

to take place, with the draft national 

constitution a possible flash point. At 

such stage Mugabe’s continued control 

of the security apparatus, the state 

and treasury will be decisive and the 

opposition’s nakedness and foolishness 

in signing such deal exposed.~’" 

The WikiLeaks cables confirm that 

around the same time, but for different 

reasons, the American imperialists were 

a~so deeply worried about Tsvangirai and 

MDC’s ~eadership qualities. Ambassador 

De~ wrote that Tsvangirai was a "brave, 

committed man...But Tsvangirai is also 

a flawed figure, not readily open to 

advice, indecisive and with questionable 

judgment in selecting those around 

him. He is the indispensable element 

Gwisai M. Revolutionaries. Resistance and Crisis in Zimbabwe: Anti neoiiberal struggles in periphery capitalism, 2rid ed {ISO, Harare, 2007} p 47. 

The text refers here to Thabo Mbeki’s resignation as South Attica’s President on 21 September 2008. alter his recall by the National Executive Committee of 

the ANC, 

Socialist Worker October 2008 Special Supplement, 



for opposition politics, but possibly 

an albatross around their necks once 

in power, tn short, he is a kind of Lech 

Walesa character: Zimbabwe needs 

him, but should not rely on his executive 

abilities to lead the country’s recovery." 

According to De~L Zimbabwe’s oppo- 

sition was "far from ideal" needing 

massive handho~ding and more could 

have been achieved by the time he ~eft 

if they had been better ~eaders. "With 

few exceptions (Tendai Biti and Nelson 

Chamisa), the talent is thin below" the top 

ranks." 

We now seem to be reaching the point 

ISO predicted when, with a relatively 

stabi~ised economy and Tsvangirai 

having demobilised his base, Mugabe 

no ~onger needs the GNU and is again 

flexing his muscles. 

Despite polls showing him ~osing again 

in a free election, Mugabe and Zanu 

PF hard~iners believe they can win an 

e~ection held within the next year. Their 

confidence arises from the COPAC 

constitutiona~ outreach programme 

where they were able to successfully 

~aboratory test their e~ection strategy 

based on the system they put in p~ace 

with devastating consequence in June 

2008. A Mugabe and Zanu PF victory 

wi~ be founded on massive intimidation 

of the rural population. Moreover, they 

calculate, the indignation behind the 

protest vote for the opposition arising 

from the massive economic crisis of 

2008, then attributed to ZANU, has 

abated. Concurrently, the neolibera~ and 

anti-poor policies and activities of the 

MDC T in government, nationally and in 

~ocal authorities have sparked growing 

discontent with MDC’s performance, 

in particular the activities of Finance 

Minister Biti who is being portrayed as 

denying civi~ servants decent wages 

and farmers inputs and MDC councils 

attacking vendors. 

Clearly, even if defeated in e~ections, 

Mugabe and Zanu PF have no desire 

to ~eave power soon or peacefu~iy. 

Securing their takings in the mining 

of the ~arge diamond deposits in the 

country, in the reviva~ of agriculture 

and in the economic indigenisation 

programme will require an appropriate 

enabling po~itica~ framework that can 

only be provided by untrammel~ed Zanu 

PF control of the state. The coming 

elections will therefore be characterised 

by state orchestrated violence, intimi- 

dation and the manipulation of the 

results to ensure a Mugabe victory, no 

matter what, with ample ~essons ~eamt 

from Gbagbo in Cote d’lvoire. Both 

the Minister of Oefence, Emmerson 

Mnangagwa and Police Commissioner 

Augustine Chihuri have declared that 

the party will not relinquish power 

even if it loses elections, because it 

brought independence through the gun 

and could not surrender to a Western- 

sponsored party through a ball point 

pen which costs less than 5 cents! Their 

resolve has been strengthened by the 

WikiLeaks confirmations of MDC’s ties 

and subordination to the major Western 

powers. 

Today Zanu PF has gone into war mode 

to win the constitutiona~ referendum and 

the e~ections at al~ costs. Thereafter they 

may co-opt sections of the opposition in 

a more watered down GNU. Candidates 

for this are likely to be the MDC-M and 

the revived ZAPU~, ~t is in anticipation of 

this that at the MDO-M Congress of 09 

January 2011, Arthur Mutambara was 

ousted from the presidency and replaced 

by secretary general Welshman Ncube. 

This was done to bo~ster its regional 

and ethnic appea~ in its only stronghold, 

Matebeleland, and counter the potential 

threat from the revived ZAPU, which is 

a~so fishing in the same waters. With his 

son married to Zuma’s daughter, Ncube 

could be in a strong position to push for 

credibility of such a Zanu PF controlled 

GNU with Zuma, helped by the likes 

of ANC Youth League president Julius 

Ma~ema. Again Dell was spot on when 

he described Ncube as a deeply divisive 

and destructive player in the opposition 

ranks and of use to the regime and 

South Africa. 

An alternative to this scenario, 

favoured by sections of local and 

international capitalists, is a post- 

Mugabe coalition between the moderate 

and West-friendly faction of a ZANU PF 

led by Vice President Joyce Mujuru and 

her husband, General Solomon Mujuru 

with Tsvangirai’s MDC. This remains a 

possibility but a less likely one than the 

earlier one in view of the rapid pace of 

events and tightening of Mugabe’s grip. 

A complicating factor is the struggle 

within ZANU PR It is seriously divided 

between the Mnangwagwa faction of 

hardliners and securocrats who want 

to go the Burma generals route of an 

open dictatorship backed by mineral 

resources, and the more moderate 

Mujuru faction that wants to protect the 

wealth of the business and po~itica~ e~ites 

by arranging a cress-party arrangement 

with the MDC backed by business and 

the West. Only Mugabe seems to have 

authority over both factions acting as a 

unifying force that can stop the two from 

going for each other’s throats. But at 

nearly 87, Mugabe cannot be in effective 

contro~ for much longer. This is why the 

hardliners are pushing for an election 

now, so that ZANU PF can confront 

the opposition as a united force under 

Mugabe, but based on the coercive 

strategy of the hardliners, who then, 

after having grabbed the victory, should 

be rewarded with succession. Should 

Mugabe die in office earlier than that 

or before resolving the factiona~ fight, 

there is a real possibility of the hard 

~ine faction making a quick pre-emptive 

strike against its enemies both in ZANU 

and the opposition to seize power. 

Anything other than this will see power 

being surrendered to the bigger Mujuru 

- Tsvangirai a~liance. 

Either way, a~l the above intra e~ite 

scenarios imply that the struggle for 

democracy in Zimbabwe is far frem being 

won. Clear is that Tsvangirai and MDC-T 

have no viable plans for countering 

the above strategies of the regime as 

they continue to vacillate, waver and 

place faith in the regime’s institutional 

processes and indeed in government 

being at the forefront of spearheading 

neo~iberal attacks on workers and the 

urban and rura~ poor as shown by Biti’s 

latest budget. Their biggest weakness is 

their failure to organise and mobilise for 

resistance to defend an electoral victory 

or countering an electoral theft in the 

streets. ~nstead they rely on the Western 

powers to do the job for them. 

A ~ta continuua; a ~}r~ited ffo~-~t a~ainst 

What is needed is a working class- 

led united front of movements and 

organisations of working people, the 

socialist left, anti-capitalists and radical 

progressive democrats grounded 

in the two Matabeieland provinces which it previously dominated, ZAPU and ANC have maintained close ties as the party’s military wing, ZIPRA. trained and 

operated alongside the ANO’s military wing, Ul~khonto weSizwe. Though Mugabe had not recognised the break-away ZAPU. in June 2009 Jacob Zul~a invited them to 

his rural viiiage to celebr’ate his ascendency to the Presidency, while not inviting ZANU-PR 
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in revolutionary socialist politics to 

independently build and renew both 

political and economic struggles against 

the Zanu PF dictatorship as well as the 

neo~ibera~ capitalist agenda of the ruling 

c~ass in Zimbabwe, the region and the 

West. 

Despite appearances, the regime is 

in fact vulnerable, ff has no solutions 

to the continued de-industria~isation 

and decline of the economy and the 

resultant massive unemployment, 

impoverishment of vast layers of the 

population and huge socia~ inequalities. 

These arise not only from the siege on 

the economy from the Western sanctions 

and the systematic ~ooting by the e~ite, 

but most fundamentally from the failure 

of the neolibera~ capitalist economic 

policies sti~ being pursued. Thus the 

economic recovery since GNU has 

been fragile and uneven with increasing 

impoverishment of workers, youth and 

the urban and rura~ poor, who are simply 

fai~ing to cope under the dollar economy. 

The towns are once again heaving under 

the weight of huge numbers of hungry, 

angry and barely surviving informa~ 

traders and unemployed youths sel~ing 

mobile phone recharge cards. Recently 

Finance Minister Tendai Biti even joked 

that "we are now a juice card economy" 

without realising how distasteful and 

offensive his remark was. 

The regime is completely a~ienated 

from workers, the youth and the urban 

poor, who despise and hate it intensely. 

As events in Tunisia have shown, in 

such circumstances the situation could 

rapidly and unexpectedly unfold. Today 

and probably in the immediate future, 

persisting false expectations about 

Tsvangirai and MDC as well as the 

haunting memories of the economic 

horrors of 2007-2008 might still hold 

back open rebellion. But the possibility 

of such an uprising wi~ increase over 

time as the economic situation and 

social inequality deteriorates, together 

with growing recognition and daily 

felt reality of the total inability and 

bankruptcy of Tsvangirai and the MDC 

to offer an effective solution. Currently; 

civil servants are on the verge of a 

major strike against broken promises by 

Prime Minister Tsvangirai and Finance 

Minister Biti to give them decent wages. 

Moreover, important sections of radica~ 

middle c~asses and trade union ~eaders 

are beginning to pursue an independent 

~ine, in particular the NCA-ZCTU~ A~iance 

that boycotted the COPAC process. 

Their steadfastness in continuing with 

the boycott and not being pu~led back 

under Tsvangirai’s skirts as in the past 

has been impressive. These are the 

kind of forces that must now begin to 

coalesce ahead of the Referendum in 

a united front to campaign against the 

imminent anti-democratic and anti- 

working people draft bi~, which is 

supported by a~ the major parties, civic 

groups and local and internationa~ e~ites 

ostensibly to facilitate the next elections, 

but which in reality will ~ay the basis for a 

continued attack on the poor. 

To succeed, such a united movement 

must not have any i~lusions about the 

MDO-T or MDC-M, whose ~eaders 

have shown themselves not only to be 

greedy, serf-interested and cowardly 

junior partners of the dictatorship, but 

also overzealous promoters of massive 

neolibera~ policies that continue 

violating ordinary people. The proposed 

Referendum should be used as a launch- 

pad for a bitter and long-term fight that 

goes beyond the constitutiona~ reform 

process and against the entire system 

of neolibera~ism, tyranny and above 

capitalism in favour of a fair, just society 

and which can only be achieved through 

the mobilisation on the ground of the 

organised working class and the poor. 

The National Constitutional Assern~3iy (NO#’,) 

was formed in 1997 with the Zimbabwe Council 

of Churches and the Zimbabwe Congress 

of Trade Union, ZCTU, as the principal and 

founder mern~3ers. The NCA then embarked on a 

nationwide consultative process to get a popuiarly 

drafted ~ew constffut~on adopted through a 

referendum. M~gabe forestsJ~ed th~s by organising 

his own referendum which was consequently 

rejected in Februa~ 2000, In 2009 both NCA and 

ZCTU chose not to take par in the constitution 

making process on the grounds that ~t should not 

be ied by politicians and parliament. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu7 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 8:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Wilmington 10 event 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ss~ ~r .f Afto- Amecic~n Studies 

Departmen~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~can St~dies 

109 t-~ attle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([?~x) 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesdag, Februa~ 02, 2011 7:12 AN 
To: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Wilmington iO event 

Dear Kenneth, 

Greetings. 

It is with deep regret that I write to let you know that I will not make it to the Wilmington 10 event today. 

I was really looking forward to the event 

All the best, 
Eunice. 
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i~i Hotels from C$741night: Our top 3 picks 

Spontaneity Pays Off: Last-Minute Hotels from C$74 

Take a look at our top picks for last-minute savings. Nightly rates start at just C$74"’but don’t delay; the best 

rooms fill fast 

[] Book ~c.,,,’,,’ on Exordia,ca 

Quebec 

C$74inight 

Vancouver 

ii CS87!night 

Toronto 

CS~2/night 

[] [-}OOk :lOW 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bisese, Am~e <abisese@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 8:41 AM 

CCO Midterm Evaluations 

Dear Instructors, 

Please remind students in your CCO course that mid-term evaluations are available for them to complete. Their input provides information about the process of 

registration, purchasing books and accessing the course. Midterm evaluations will close February 6th, however students can complete final evaluations throughout 

the semester. 

Thank you, 

Anne 

Anne Bisese 

Distance Education Program Assistant 

Self-paced Courses 

919-962-2645 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 1:54 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] HUPS & PID numbers 

Colleagues - 

When you refer non-participating students to our advisors (via ceadvising@unc.edu) for HUPS assistance, could you please include the student’s PID number? That 

would be a help. 

We were gratified that six of you referred students to us the same day I sent out the message about HUPS being available. We’re glad to help. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<liv -- You are cunently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: -~a href "maAlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu-~!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave-28606899- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28606899- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589[8a959@listserv.unc.edu~?’a-~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Bond < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 2:00 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edtr~; Shauna Mottiar <Mottiax@ ukzn.ac.za>; ttelen Poonen <poonenh@u~n.ac.za>; Dndu 

Khumalo <Khumalod@ukzn.ac.za>; orlean naidoo < ~yahoo.co.uk> 

Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and Odean (there may be more people to help ont). I won’t be there on those days bnt 

I’m veD~ confident it roll all work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 
details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I 
would really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 2:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Thanks Eunice, for moving this forward and for not choosing to do this program in Cairo! 

I have been dealing with the social revokJtion in Egypt and the evacuation of our students there for over a week now. You can imagine! 

As soon as things calm down., ~ w~ follow t~ with our contacts in South Africa. Thanks lot your patience 

Rodnev 

F~: SaNe, EuNce ~ 
S~tt Wednesday, ~brua~ 02, 20M 2:25 PH 

@mail.ngo.za; Shauna No~iar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
C¢~ Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject: RE: Concrete conMcts for May 9-~2 
~mpo~ance: High 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 20:t2 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who 
will be there to meet with Rodney (Hola[) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of 
the summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus 
visit) concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services 
will also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Patrick Bond               @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond I 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 02, 20:tl 1:59 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject; Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-:t2 

For sure! 

@mail.ngo.za] 

For those details, let me cc to Shamm and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu m~d Orlean (there may be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but 

I’,n very confident it will a]l work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

i am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact details for 
folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would really appreciate your 
response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Wednesday, February 2, 2011 4:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice I~| <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Munk-Gordon Speaker Series: Whitney Lackenbauer on Arctic Sovereignty 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 
http~www~ndustryma[~ut~c~m/[nrjustry/~iew~asp~?[d=253834&q=2~1293883&q~=ff4~a:t 

The Walter a~d l)unca~ Gordo~ Foundation in association with the Canada Centre for 
Globa2l Secufi~ Studies at the ~:~.~,~!g~.~.g!!~!:.~[.~!:A~i~r~ invites you to a presentation by 

one of Canada’s most acclai~ned Arctic- focused scholars, Dr. Whitney Lackenbanec where he 

will challenge our perceptions of Arctic security. 

Over the last few years the term "Arctic securib," has become a buzzword in tlrc media and 

among politicians, sloMy permeating the Canadian conseionsness. Dr. Lackenbaner will oftbr 

insight into this hotly debated topic while shining the light on tlrc challenges that we face in the 

21st century. 

This month’s Mank-Gordon Speaker Series is being moved from the first Thursday to the 

second, Thursday, February 10th at 2 p.m. This lecture will be held in Room 11~ at Victoria 

College mad is in conjunction with a lyost-graduate course being conducted by Dr. John English 

mad the tbrmer Minister of Foreign Affairs, Bill Graham. The Mank-Gordon Speaker Series will 

resume at its nom~a3 time and place in March. 

Dr. Whitney Lackenbauer, l?h.D. (Calgary, 2004), is associate professor and chair of the 

depa~ment of history at St. Jerome’s Universi~ at the Universi~ of Waterloo. He is also a 

fellow with the Laurier Centre for Military Strategic and Disarmament Studies, the Centre for 
Militury and Strategic Studies, the Centre for International Governance Innovation, and the 

Arctic Institute of North America. Dr. Lackenbaner specializes in Arctic security and sovereignty 

issues, modem Canadian milit~ and diplomatic history, and Aboriginal-military relations. 

As a Canadian International Council Research Fellow in 2008-09, Dr. Lackenbauer completed 

a report entitled From Poker Race to Poker Saga: An Integrated StrategyJbr Canada and 

the Circumpolar World (July 2009). His recent books include Arctic Front: Defonding 

Canada in the Far North (with Ken Coates, Bill Morrison, and Greg Poelzer, 2008) (winner 

of the 2009 Donner Prize for the best book on Canadian public policy); and most rece~Ny: 

Canadian Forces andArctic Sovereignty: Debating Roles, Interests, and Requirements, 

1968-1974; Battle Grounds: The Canadian Military andAboriginal Lands (2007); and 

A boriginal Peoples and the Canadian Military: Historical Perspectives (2007). 

His current research includes s~dies of the Canadian Rangers, the Distant Early Warning 

(DEW) Line, high modernism and social science in the Cold War Arctic, Aboriginal- milima?’ 

relations in British settler societies during the Second World War, and a comparative study- of 
Native blockades and occupations. 

V~hat: Arctic Sovereignty with Dr. Whitney Lackenbauer 

V~hen: Thursday-, Febrnary 10, 2011 at 2:00 P.M. 

Where: Victoria College, University of Toronto 

91 Charles St. West, Room 115 

Toronto, ON M5S 1K9 

Please RSVP online at: h~tp:/imuak-;aordo~,~13eakerseries.eve~tbritc~com/ 

For additional information please con’tact Kalson Abdi at kal son(g~gordonfi~.org 



We look tbrward to seeing you on February lOth. 

Sincerely, 

The Gordon Foun&tion Team. 

www.wdclf.ca 
Waiter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 

11 Church Street, Suite 400 
Toronto, Ontario 

NSE 1W1 
Canada 

This email was created and de.livered using 

LJ                                                  I~ 



Defence and Foreign Affairs 
The Politics of Security in the Arctic 
Writing for the Centre d’Etudes des politiques ~trang~res et de securit~ at the Universit~ du Quebec ~ 
Montr6al, Lori Crowe of York University argues that the Canadian government must do more to engage the 
Inuit on issues of Arctic sovereignty and security. Read 

Will the West Stand Up For What’s Right in Egypt? 
The Canadian International Council’s Tamir Moustafa writes that if Canada and the U.S. support 
democracy and human rights, they must call for Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak to step down and give 
way to free and fair elections. Read 

Can Black Swans Lead to a Sustainable Arab-israeli Peace? 
Writing for Foi’eign Policy, Mohammad Fadel, Canadian Research Chair for the Law and Economics of 
Islamic Law and a professor at the University of Toronto, reflects on the unpredictability of recent events in 
Egypt and draws parallels with events leading to the financial crisis of 2008. Read 

Rethinking the Top of the World 
The Canadian Centre for Global Security Studies at the University of Toronto has published a report 
tracking global public opinion on Arctic security issues. The current study provides a timely empirical 
perspective on one of the salient emerging issues of the 21 st century. The study addresses questions such 
as: How do various publics understand the issue of Arctic security? How does the public understand and 
frame Arctic issues? What guidance would the public offer decision makers as to their preferences and 
priorities, and what would they emphasize for consideration in policy making? Read 

Americas 
Reaching the "Cocobai": Reconstruction and Persons with Disabilities in Haiti 
It is estimated that roughly 800,000 Haitians were living with disabilities before the January 2010 earthquake, 
a number which has risen dramatically following the quake, putting an even greater strain on an already weak 
infrastructure. Cassandra Phillips of the Canadian Foundation for the Americas (FOCAL) offers 
recommendations to address the main inclusion gaps with regard to health, justice, education, employment 
and access to public buildings. Read 

EnergyIEnvironment 
The Uncertain Prospect of Oilsands Exports to Asia 
In a recent analysis by Nathan Lemphers and Danielle Droitsch of the Pembina Institute, the authors argue 
the prospects for exporting oil sands to Asian markets in the next five to ten years are low, and that the 
approval of the Keystone XL pipeline in the U.S. stands as the dominant driver for near term expansion of oil 
sands production in Canada. Read 

Economy 

Gross Domestic Product by Industry 
Real gross domestic product rose 0.4% in November after growing by 0.2% in October, according to 
Statistics Canada. Oil and gas extraction led the way, followed by wholesale and retail trade, real estate, 

and the finance and insurance sectors. Read 

What Governments Should Do in Mortgage Markets 
The federal government’s role in the mortgage market is greater than necessary, contends Finn Poshmann of 
the C.D. Howe Institute. Read 

Five Reasons to Say No to More Corporate Tax Cuts 
With debate over mor~ corporate tax cuts dominating pr~-budget speculation, Canadian Centre for Poficy 
Alternatives Senior Economist Armine Yalnizyan lays down five economic reasons to say no to more tax 
breaks: jobs, investment, costs, opportunity costs, and the need for working capital. Read 

Corporate income Tax: Stay the Course 
Undoing reductions made over the past decade to Canada’s corporate income taxes would be an enormous 
mistake, argues Jason Clemens of the Macdonald-Laurier institute. Such a move would both fail to 
improve the country’s finances and imperil futut~ economic growth= Read 



Public Policy 
We Need More Nova Scotians 
The number of Nova Scotians has hovered around 940,000 for the past five years, and in ten years it has only 
increased by 4,000. While a stable population might not be a bad thing, the numbers conceal two problems, 
argues Bill Black in an Atlantic institute for Market Studies commentary. Read 

The Standing Committee System and How Members of Parliament View its Work 
A paper by Alison Smith of the Institute on Governance p~vides a discussion of the current state of 
Canada’s committee system= Based on a sur~ey of MPs conducted in April 2010, the study finds that there 
is a slight disconnect between the most important stated goals of MPs and the ability of the committee 
system to allow MPs to achieve those goals. Read 

The Quebec Unionization Model: Correcting the Anomaly 
Louis Fortin and Michel Kelly-Gagnon of the Montreal Economic institute (MEI) examine Quebec’s 
unionization model, calling it an anomaly when compared to the situation that exists in most comparable 

democratic societies. Read 

News From Ca~adian Universities 
World on the Move: Unpacking Migration 
This year’s International Week at the University of Alberta, "World on the Move: Unpacking Migration," 
features films, presentations, discussions and exhibitions and gives the University an opportunity to discuss 
issues that affect societies worldwide= Read 

Celebrating Fifty Years of Stem Cell Research 
Fifty years ago, two young scientists, Dr. James Till and Dr. Ernest McCulloch, published accidental findings 
that proved the existence of stem cells. Earlier this week, the "fathers of stem cell science" were honored at 

the University of Toronto for their pivotal discovery. Read 

A Second Language Gives Toddlers an Edge 
Learning a second language gives toddlers an edge over their unilingual peers, according to a study from 
Concordia University and York University in Canada and and the Universit6 de Provence in France. The 
results were recently published in The Journal of Experimental Child Psychology. Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and universities. The articles in 

this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the 

government of Canada. 

For comments or suggestions, please email us at academicrelations@canadiarlembass¥.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Febrnary 2, 2011 8:30 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: MaU Turner Lane Awaxd 2011 - application 

mt12011 .docx 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope you are well I’m writing to ask you to consider nominating students for the Mary Turner Lane award It is our departmental award :[’or feminist undergraduate work. Unfortunately, the 
deadline is around the corner, but if one of your students a senior fits the bill, please encourage them to submit their work There is a monetary prize and recognition at the Chancellor’s 
award ceremony. 

Take care, 
Tanya 



The UNC Department of Women’s Studies 
requests nominations from faculty in all departments 

for the Tenth Annual 

for Excellence in Research on Women’s Issues 
by a Senior 

Established in Spring 2001 by the Curriculum in Women’s Studies and Mary Turner 
Lane, a tireless feminist, advocate, and educator, this award recognizes original 
scholarship and creative/artistic production on gender/feminist issues by seniors in any 
discipline. 

Previous award recipients have explored definitions of "sex" and "gender" in law; North 
Carolina women’s club work during World War II; "Fighting Traditions" in Thailand (a 
film); understandings of gender among Iroquois and English women in New England, 
1600-1783; and eugenics and sterilization in North Carolina.. Your student can continue 
the legacy of engaging with women’s and feminist issues while expanding our collective 
knowledge base. 

To have your student considered: 
Submit a nomination letter. Seniors must be nominated by a UNC faculty member 
whose letter of support explains the significance of the project. We invite nominations 
from faculty in all disciplines. 
Submit research. The faculty nominator must submit a copy of the student’s research 
project along with the nomination letter. Research is broadly defined as original research 
papers, artistic presentations that resulted from significant analysis, contributions to 
feminist theory, or analytical essays. Students are encouraged to use chapters of their 
honors theses or revise significant research. The work submitted must be entirely 
student-authored. 

**I~DLn~: FRIDAY, F~BRUARY 18, 2011 ~ 

Faculty members should deliver submissions to: Joanne Hershfield, Chair, Department of 
Women’s Studies, CB# 3135. 

B~ PB~~D ATTB~ CHAN~J.OR’S AWARDS (~t~_~MO1V~ IN ~ 2011. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen < @ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 12:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Eunice 
Trust you keeping well, please let me know how 3[ could be of assistance~ 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> Patrick Bond < 
For sure! 

@mail.ngo.za> 2011/02/02 08:59 PM >>> 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and Orlean (there may be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but I’m very 
confident it will all work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 
details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would 
really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen < @ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 12:49 AN 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Eunice 
Apologies only just seen your e-mail as it went automatically to my junk e-mail. Anyway, I will look into your query below and respond a.s.a.p. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc~edu> 2011/02/02 09:24- PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS40S - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Patrick Bond [              @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond 
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject: Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

~mail.ngo.za] 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu m~d Oflea~a (there ,nay be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 
very confident it will ~Jl work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 
details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would 
really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen < @ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 12:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Lungi 
Please book the CCS seminar room for 9th-12th May. 
Warm Regards 
Helen 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/02/02 09:24- PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Bummer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and 3[ between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary~ Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Patrick Bond [              @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject-" Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

~mail.ngo.za] 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu m~d Oflea~a (there ,nay be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 
very confident it will ~Jl work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 
details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would 
really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen < @ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 3:42 AN 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Vargas, Rodney .]oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Eunice 
Please could you advise a possible date as to when the students will be arriving as we need to obtain quotes from the place of accommodation. They will add a percentage to 
this year’s price for quotes 2012. 
We will also need to know if the students will be requiring transport from the airport to the place of stay return and from their accommodation to campus daily. Will the students 
be going on reality tours to the townships?. If so, here to, we will need to draw up a budget on costs once we receive a quote from our taxi driver. 
PS; We are hoping to have estimate costs of accommodation/transportation prior to your arrival. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/02/02 09:24 PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From-" Patrick Bond I              @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [ 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject; Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

@mail.ngo.za] 

For sure! 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MmnaDudu and Orle~J~ (there may be more people to help ont). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 

very confident it will ~]1 work ont! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 
details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would 
really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/!www.ukzn.ac.za!disclaimer 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Thursday, February 3, 2011 5:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Ireland: early general elections 25th February 

The Robert Schuman Foundation has just published: 

"’Ireland: early general e~ectiens 25th l=ebruary’’ 

On 1st February the Irish government, which is extremely unpopular, was 

forced to convene early general elections set for 2Sth February, in spite 
of it being almost certain that the party in office will suffer an overwhelming 

defeat (Fianna Fail) likewise outgoing Prime Minister Brian Cowen. 

After the announcement of this snap election by the irish authorities the Robert 
Schuman Foundation has published a unique analysis by Corinne Deloy who explains 
how the economic and financial crisis has struck ireland full on and brought down 
Brian Cowen’s government; the latter has had to face the anger that came in the 
wake of a series of austerity plans that have been increasingly draconian, She 
reviews the electoral campaign and deciphers the political forces at work. 

Author: 

Corinne Deloy : Studies Assistant at the CERI and author of the European Elections 

Monitor for the Robert Schuman Foundation 

Te read Corinne Delay’s analysis, ¢l_jC._k.___h._e__r_.._e_!_ 

Publication Director: Pascale 3oannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is the 

main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its policies 

and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, enriches and 

stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of conferences. 

The Foundation is presided over by Hr. Jean-Dominique Giuliani. 

www,robert-sch uma n ,eu 

Unsubscribe 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 6:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Hi Eut~ice, 

I am very impressed with your contacts. [ will contact them as soon as I can and continue the dialogue. Tha~ks for getting in touch wkh them. 

Rod ney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin Americ~l, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study ~road OffJ ce 

2@16 FEDSX Global Education Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North C~lro]ina at Chapel HJli 

Chapel Hi] I 

NC 2%~599-3i3@ 

US A 

Tel: + 1 919 962 ’/@@2 Fax: + ~ 919 962 2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole ase of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentJai 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

sender by reply e-m~?Jl and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m: SaNe, [un~ce N 
Sen[: Thursdag, ~ebrua~ 03, 2011 6:~3 AN 

T~: Vargas, Rodneg Joaqu~n 

Subject: ~: Concrete con~cta for Nag 9-~2 

Hi Rodney, 

FYI. Helen and others at CCS are very professional and I cannot wait for you to meet her. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Helen Poonen [       @ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 20:M :t2:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-:t2 

Deax Lungi 

Please book the CCS seminar room for 9th- 12th May. 

Warm Regards 

Helen 

>>> "Sable, Eunice N" <enrfice@email.~mc.edu> 2011/02/02 09:24 PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 20:t2 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-:t2. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the :t5-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Patrick Bond [              @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond I 

Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 20:t:t :t:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject: Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-:t2 

For sure! 

@mail.ngo.za] 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and Orlem~ (there may be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 

ve~y coat]dent it will aJ1 work out! 



Cheers, 

Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact details for folks 
at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would really appreciate your 
response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our tEmail Disclaimer here-->: Iltlp://w~,~,.t~kzn.ac.z~disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@tmc,edu~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 3, 2011 8:23 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Mary Turner Lane Award 2011 - application 

Dear Eunice, 

Early March sounds good. I have returned to teaching and it has been a brutal reali~z check, so I would appreciate the oasis of your company! 

Thanks and take care, 
Tanya 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, February 03,2011 5:57 ~A2vl 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
Su~iect: RE: Mary Turner Lane Award 2011 - application 

Dear Tanya, 

Thanks for this and at least 2 other emails in the last year or so 

Anyway, I am trying to catch up on a number uf fronts but ifyuu are aruund let’s plan to have a lunch early March 

It is really goud to hear frum you fur I have been looking forward to recunnecting with you 

All the best to you and yuur fiamily 
Eunice. 

Frum: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 8:29 PM 
Tu: Sahle. Eunice N 
Subject: t’~: Mar?, Turner l.ane Award .011 - applicatiun 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope yuu are well I’m writing tu ask you tu consider nominating students for the Mary Turner l.ane award It is our departmental award :[’or feminist undergraduate work. Unfortunately, the 
deadline is aruund the corner, but if une of your students a senior fits the bill, please encuurage them to submit their wurk There is a monetary prize and recugnition at the Chancellor’s 
award ceremuny. 

Take care. 
Tanya 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Varga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edtc, 

Thnrsday, February 3, 2011 8:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Mambo fresh to you too, Eunice! 

After things calm a bit in Egypt and I return from my site visit to Israel, I leave day after tomorrow, we can plan for that cup of coffee~ 

Rodr~ey 

Rodney 7. Vargas 

~atin ~terica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2@16 FEDEX Globa3 Edlcation Center 

3@I Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi]l 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

rI’ei: + 1 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

Confidentiality Notice: rI’his e-meil message, including ettac!m.ents~ is for the sole use o~ the intended recipient(s) end may contain confidential 

informetion. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

~rohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contect the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

~m: SaNe, ~uNce H 
Se~t: Thursday, Februa~ 03, 20M 6:59 AN 

To= Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
S~bject= RE: Concrete con~cta for May 9-~2 

No worries Rodney. I am just delighted that we have great partners to work with this around. 

Cheers and wishing life will be Mambo fresh for you soon given what is going in Cairo. 
Eunice. 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2012 6:56 AM 

T~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-:~2 

I-ti Eunice, 

I arn very impressed with your contacts. I will contact them as soon as I can and continue the dialogue. Thanks [:or getting in touch with them. 

Best, 

Rodney 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 03, 2011 6:53 AN 

T~: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 

Subjeet: ~: Concrete con~cts for Nay 9-22 

Hi Rodney, 

FYI. Helen and others at CCS are very professional and I cannot wait for you to meet her. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Helen Poonen I       @ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011:12:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Deax Enngi 

?lease book the CCS seminar room for 9th- 12th May. 

Wa~sn Regaxds 



Helen 

>>> "Salale, Etmice N" <em~ice(r-~email.unc.edu> 2011/02/02 09:24 PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 20:~2 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-:t2. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the :t5-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From; Patrick Bond               ~gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [ 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 02, 201:t :t:59 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject-" Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-:~2 

For sure! 

~mail.ngo.za] 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDndu and Oflean (there may be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 

veo, confident it roll all work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact details for folks 
at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would really appreciate your 
response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our tEmail Disclaimer here-->: htlp://ww~,.ukzn.ac.z~disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Thursday, Februa~ 3, 2011 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; lydia.boy@unc.edu 

FW: MaU Turner Lane Awaxd 2011 - application 

mt12011 .docx 

FYI. This award is oIt’ered to undergrads who have done research on women’s studies topics. The submissions are due soon. 

From: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: Wednesday, Februaiy 02, 2011 8:15 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: FW: Mary Turner Lane Award 2011 - application 

Dear Kia, 

I hope yuu are well I’m writing tu ask you tu consider nominating students fur the Mary Turner Lane award It is our departmental award for feminist undergraduate work. Unfurtunately, the 
deadline is aruund the corner, but if une of your students a senior fits the bill, please encuurage them to submit their wurk There is a monetary prize and recugnition at the Chancellor’s 
award ceremuny. 

Take care, 

Tanya 



The UNC Department of Women’s Studies 
requests nominations from faculty in all departments 

for the Tenth Annual 

for Excellence in Research on Women’s Issues 
by a Senior 

Established in Spring 2001 by the Curriculum in Women’s Studies and Mary Turner 
Lane, a tireless feminist, advocate, and educator, this award recognizes original 
scholarship and creative/artistic production on gender/feminist issues by seniors in any 
discipline. 

Previous award recipients have explored definitions of "sex" and "gender" in law; North 
Carolina women’s club work during World War II; "Fighting Traditions" in Thailand (a 
film); understandings of gender among Iroquois and English women in New England, 
1600-1783; and eugenics and sterilization in North Carolina.. Your student can continue 
the legacy of engaging with women’s and feminist issues while expanding our collective 
knowledge base. 

To have your student considered: 
Submit a nomination letter. Seniors must be nominated by a UNC faculty member 
whose letter of support explains the significance of the project. We invite nominations 
from faculty in all disciplines. 
Submit research. The faculty nominator must submit a copy of the student’s research 
project along with the nomination letter. Research is broadly defined as original research 
papers, artistic presentations that resulted from significant analysis, contributions to 
feminist theory, or analytical essays. Students are encouraged to use chapters of their 
honors theses or revise significant research. The work submitted must be entirely 
student-authored. 

**I~DLn~: FRIDAY, F~BRUARY 18, 2011 ~ 

Faculty members should deliver submissions to: Joanne Hershfield, Chair, Department of 
Women’s Studies, CB# 3135. 

B~ PB~~D ATTB~ CHAN~J.OR’S AWARDS (~t~_~MO1V~ IN ~ 2011. 



UNC 
SUMMER SCHOOL 

Request for Proposals for Online Courses 
Through Summer School in 2012 

BACKGROUND: In 2009 Summer School made its first request for applications to 
convert seated courses to a five-week online format. Four faculty members entered the 
pilot proj ect and taught their converted courses in summer 2010. Another three faculty 
members will teach online in summer 2011. To develop this program, Summer School 
has partnered with LEARN NC in the School of Education and the Center for Faculty 
Excellence, along with UNC Libraries and Information Technology Systems-Teaching 
and Learning (ITS-TL). Out of this program, the Center for Faculty Excellence has 
developed two online courses on best practices for online teaching at the university level. 

Professor Joe Lowman in Psychology, one &the four selected for 2010, had his 
online course fill with 20 students within four days. In one email he noted: "I’ve realized 
that by taking an online course seriously, you get all sorts of ideas that can easily be used 

to enrich the same course taught in a face-to-face format." 

THE PROJECT:    Proposals from five full-time faculty members will be selected. 
The program will provide faculty members with the resources, including time with an 
instructional designer and assessment expert, to develop courses that provide a 
stimulating learning environment and achieve desired learning outcomes. Faculty 
selected will receive a $3,000 stipend paid in second summer session 2011. In spring 
2012, faculty also will receive a contract to teach their courses online in summer 2012. 

To gain the skills needed to develop an online course, faculty selected will take 
two online courses, one in late May-early June and one in July 2011. The courses will run 
four weeks each and will require four to six hours of time each week. In fall 2011 and in 
spring 2012, faculty will work one-on-one with instructional designers from ITS-TL to 
determine the appropriate course delivery methods. CFE will do an assessment of the 
online versus the seated version of the course. 

ELIGIBILITY:     Full-time faculty can apply to adapt into an online setting a course 
they have already taught face to face. For this ro’ect faculty should not~ose to 

convert courses already offered through Carolina Courses Online or a new course that 
would require School approval or departmental and Administrative Board approval in the 
College. Experience in teaching online courses is not required. Teaching assistants are 
not eligible to apply, even though they teach in Summer School. 



Faculty can propose to teach a course developed as a part of the 2+2 Initiative 
through the University of North Carolina Online. Courses available are listed at 
http:iionline.northcarolina.eduisubjectlistc.php. 

APPLICATION:    Each applicant should complete the form at the end of this 
information. It must be signed by the applicant’s chair or dean. Supporting material such 
as syllabi for the existing face-to-face course can be included. Send completed 
applications to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, 134 E. Franklin Street, Room 200, 
Campus Box 3340, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340, or jyopp@email.unc.edu. 

DEADLINE: March 4, 2011, in the Summer School office. 

SELECTION:      Applications that have the following will be viewed more 
favorably: proposal from full-time faculty (either 9- or 12-month appointments); content 
adaptable to an online learning environment (a course that requires specific laboratory 
equipment would not); expected enrollments of 12-20 students; and a course that satisfies 
General Education requirements 

Five faculty members will be selected, and all applicants will be notified by 
March 27. Selection will be made by a committee that includes representatives from the 
College of Arts & Sciences, the Center for Faculty Excellence and Summer School. 

TIMELINE: 

Feb. 4 
March 4 
March 27 
May/June 
July 

Fall 
Spring 2012 

Summer 2012 

RFP made available to UNC-Chapel Hill faculty 

Deadline for applications in Summer School office 
Notification to all faculty members who apply 
Faculty take first online course 
Stipend paid in two installments; 
faculty take second course 
Faculty work with instructional designers 
Faculty work with instructional designers; 
get summer teaching contract 
Courses taught through Summer School 

SUSTAINABILITY: With knowledge of how to construct and teach online courses, 
faculty members can continue to teach the specific course developed or convert/create 
another online course offering. Their work will add to the depth and breadth of online 
courses at UNC-Chapel Hill. Faculty will retain rights to the courses they develop. 

Courses selected and implemented could become part of a unit’ s summer 
offerings in subsequent years. The list of summer 2011 courses can be viewed at 
http ://summer.unc.edu/courseofferings. 

Please direct questions to Dean Jan Yopp at j yopp@email.unc.edu. 



Faculty Development Grant Proposals 
for Summer School Online Courses in 2012 

[your name] (email) school/dept. 

1. Title and number of the course (and cross-listings) that you are proposing to adapt 
and General Education requirements, if any, it satisfies. 

2. How often do you teach this course in the academic year (once each year, each 
semester, ever?- other year) and in which semester (fall, spring, both)? 

3. Have you taught this course in a five-week, face-to-face summer session? 

If so, when was the most recent offering and enrollment? 

4. Why do you want to adapt this course to online learning? 

5. Briefly give any highlights of this course that would make it particularly valuable 
in an online environment for our students. 



6. As you envision the online course, will it be asynchronous online or hybrid (both 
synchronous and asynchronous in design? 

If synchronous, what technology tools are necessary, such as videoconferencing, 
chat, etc.?(please specify) 

7. What types of assessment, other than exams, do you use in this class as currently 
taught to determine whether students are achieving learning outcomes? 

8. How many students would you anticipate in the class? 

9. Do you have any experience in teaching online? 

If no, what are your concerns, if any, about teaching online? 

By your signature below, and that of your Chair/Dean, you each certify that this course is 
suitable for adaptation to an online learning environment and that the credit and grades 
earned for this course would meet the usual standard in your Department/School. You 
also are willing to offer and teach this course in summer 2012 through Summer School. 

Signature instructor Signature Chair/Dean 

Return to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, 134 E. Franklin Street, Room 200, Campus 
Box 3340, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3340, or jyopp@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor~;pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 11:42 AM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 515: Egypt: A revolution reflected 

PAMBAZLrKA NEWS 515: EGYPT: A REVOLUTION REFLECTE~D 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Features, 2. Comment & analysis, 3. Advocacy & campaigns, 
4. Books & arts, 5 African Writers’ Corner, 6 Highlights French 
edition, 7 Cartoons 

/’J’J /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /VV’J /\A/\/ /V’,iV /’JVV /VVV /\ 
1 Features 
EC[tOES [~OM rI~JNIS]A AND EGYPT: RI~V(~LUT[ONS WITHOUT SELF-PR~)C[~A[MED 
REVOLI.JFIONARIES 
Horace Campbell 

With decentralised organising structures and the absence of a 
leadership vanguard, events in Egypt and Tunisia point to an emergent 
mode of revolutionary organisation, argues Horace Campbell, one which 
provides new lessons for mobilisation around progressive change and 
non-violence 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory /[eatures/70670 

EGYPT: A REVO]~ UT[ONRI~}:[.ECT[~D 
Patrick Burnett 

Twenty-four hour network coverage, activist videos, Twitter, Facebook 
and blogs have all mashed together to convey the Egyptian rew~lution 
to the world, writes Patrick Burnett. 
http ://www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory/[eatures/70631 

MOVEMENTS INEGYPT: THE US REALIGNS 
Sarrm Amin 

With Hosni Mubarak on a tentative footing, a US which once propped him 
up would now turn to a Muslim Brotherhood (MB) it regards as 
’moderate’, writes Sarair Amin. But with the f~damental econotnic 
conditions which produced the social unrest in the first place 
unlikely- to change much, and with the ~vorking-class and peasants’ 
movement yet to be fully involved, the same problems will remain, Arnin 
concludes. 

http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/ergcategory/featuresi70615 

MILITARY AND IN~’ELL IGENCE AT EGYPT S DEMOCRATIC DAWN 

Mozn Hassan 

If Egypt’s milita~ is ever to be a legitm~ate national force, it must 
side with the protesters against Mubarak’s thugs and the police, 
writes Mozn Hassan. 
httl~:/iwww.,oambazaka.or~/er~cateao1~v/featuresi70669 

EGk3-)T: ’AL-YOM YA MESP~ YELA YELA MESR! ’ 
Melakou Tegegn 

Following developments in Tunisia and as Egypt’s extraordinary scenes 
continue, Melakou Tegegn stresses that the ruling classes across the 
region are shuddering at the power of the revolts 
http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/categorg/featuresi70660 

IDEOLOGY LN A TIME OF CRISIS: EGYPT, VtL~SHINGTON AND THE TV NETWORKS 

Adrian Crewe 

The dubious coverage of events in Egypt reveal the extent to which 
Western media outlets remain mere neoliberal cheerleaders, incapable 
of conceiving that the Eg3,-ptian people have both the right and 
capacity to determine their own direction, writes Adrian Cre;ve. 

http ://w;vw pamba zuka org/el~/category/features/70663 



TRANSFORNIATION IN THE ARAB YVORLD 
Mazin Qumsiyeh 

Slogans won’t be enough to build a new- Egypt. Mazin Qttmslyeh gives 

some tips un how Egyptians can recover from dictatorship. 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,category/features/70602 

UNPACKING REVOLUTION 

Khad[ia Sharife 

Khadija Sharife cunsiders the rule played by the WikiLeaks US 
diplomatic cables in the revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt. 

http ://www pambazuka urg/en/cate~urW[eatures/70671 

EGY[~[’: LOG ON TO TIlE REVO] UTION 
Khadija Sharffe 

While the Egyptian authurities have sought tu disrupt the country’s 

cowanunicati ons thruugh turning uff internet traffic, people in Egypt 

are able to post a ’vuice tweet’, writes Khadija Sharife 

http : //www pambazuka ur~/en/cate~urv /~eatures/7065 5 

Tt]Ii I)EATH OF DAVID KATO 
LGBTI Ugandans mourn loss and fear for own lives 
Sokari Ekine 

Responses to the brutal murder of Ugandan LGBTI activist David Kato 
and Egypt’s inspiring revolution are the key topics covered in this 
week’s round-up of the African blogosphere, compiled by Sokari Ekine. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/el%,’categor.i/features/70600 

ASLEMA YA TUNIS, AU REVOIR BEN" ALI 

Melakou Tegegn 

It’s crucial for the Ethiopian people to dra~v lessons frora the 
Tunisian revolution in their struggle for freedom and democracy, 
writes Melakou Tegegn, as sirailar events could ’take place in our 
country too sooner or later.’ 
httr~ :/iwww.,oambazaka. or~/er~ cateao1~v /featuresi7065 7 

\VHY LAND iVLa.TTERS TO AFRICANS REGARDLESS OF AGRICULTURE 
Chambi Chachage 

Agriculture is back on the international agenda on Africa, but at the 
heart of the matter is the question of land use and control, writes 
Chambi Chachage 

http ://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi70601 

THE HIDDEN GOLD IN-ENTTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
Khadija Sharff’e 

Privatised seed corporations are grabbing the market in basic food 
staples. Khadija Sharife explains how they pay nothing for the market 
dominance 
http ://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi70603 

LL2vIUMBA, GBAGBO AND KI-MOON 

Okello Oculi 

UN Secreta~z General Ban Ki-moon’s failure to understand the workings 
of communal democracy in Aficica put him in a weak position to 
negotiate for peace in C6te d’Ivoire, argues Okello Oculi 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/featuresi70651 

SWAZI MEDIA CO]VfN’fENTARY: T[{LL]NG TIlE TRIYIXI ABOUT SWAZILAND 
Peter Kemvurthy 

Richard Ruoney’s online Swam Media Cummentap), is a rare example uf 
ubjective, progressive news and juurnalism in a cuuntry burdened with 
biased reporting and censurship, writes Peter Kenwurthy. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/70617 



BLACK (OR WtIIrfI{?)tIISTORY 

Chika Enzeanya 

Black tIistory Month ’allows Africans to tell their "his-story" 

starung only from the period when they set :foot on the enslaver’s 

soil and became subjected to his "civilising" el!torts’, argues Chika 

Ezeanya. 

http : //www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory /features/70629 

PAMBAZUKA SAMIR A[vI]N AWARD 

Pambazaka News is pleased to announce the call for submissions for the 
first atmual Pambazuka Samir Aruin Award. This award, launched to mark 
Sa~rm: Arnin’s 80th birthday in 2011, pays tribute to the extraordinat?~ 
contribution Samir Amin has made to our tmderstanding of the 
exploitation of the peoples of Africa and the global South. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/70604 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\fii / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
2 C’ormnent & analysis 
FREE SANITARY PADS WON’T STOP VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
Glenda Muzenda 

Tough measures to tackle gender-based violence are more iraportant to 
South African women than government distribution of free sanitat?~ 
pads, argues Glenda Muzenda. 
htt~:i/www,~ambazuka.or~/en/cateaorv/comment/70608 

PEOPLE OF C~TE D’P,!OIRE: KEEP LUCIDITY 
Bernard Founou-Tchuigoua 

The people of C6te d’Ivoire must be supported in their efforts to 
bring the country’s political crisis to a peacefM conclusion, ~vhile 
all talk of milita~ intel~,’ention must be resisted, writes Bernard 
Fmmou-Tchuigoua. 
http://www.pambaz~ka.orgien/category/comment/70612 

PERISCOPING NIGERIA’ S NEITI ACT 2007 

Uche Igwe 

While the passing of the Nigerian Extractive Industries Transparency 
Initiative (NEITI) Act in May 2007 ’sent vel?,’ positive signals about 
Nigeria’s desire to sustain its leadership in the global initiative to 
the world’, NEITI needs to be subject to a number of new amendments, 
writes Uche Ig~ve. 
http://www.pambaz~ka.or~ien/categorv/comment/70613 

IF AFRICAN" POLITICS WAS THIS. 
Sanya Osha 

Africa has a wealth of leadership outside o:f state politics. Sanya 
Osha g~ves some examples. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~oryicomment/70587 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

3 Advocacy & campaigns 
AU Ct IAIRMAN OBIANG ]VIIJST UPItOLD AU PRINC]I°LES IN EQUATORIAL G~2[NEA 
Press Release 

Equatorial (iuinea president Teodoro Obiang’s appointment as the new 
chairperson of the African Union :focuses attention on areas in his 
country where African Union principles have been ignored, says a 
rights group 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/catezo~,/advocacyi70614 

tIOW G] .OBAL AII.IES SHOULD [<[{SPOND TO rf][;r[{ N/I{iRDER OIl" DAVII) KATO 

Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMUG) has issued a stateruent showing how 
solidarity groups can help following the murder of David Kato on 26 
January 2011. Kato was an advocacy officer and a longtime leading 
activist for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) httman 
rights. 



http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/category/advocacy/70668 

INTERNATIONAL COiX£~IUNITY MUST ENSURE RIGHTS OF EG’~7)TIANS ARE UPHELD 
Urgent appeal from International Civil Society 

We, civil society organizations from across the world, strongly urge 
all governments, as well as regional and international organizations, 
to clearly and unequivocally denounce the ongoing violent crackdown 
against the public protests and demands for democratic reform and 
government accountability that have been occurring across Egypt since 
the 25th of January. 
http ://www.pambazu.ka. or~ienicate~on4advocacvi7 066 2 

SOLIDARITY YVITH THE PEOPLE OF EGYPT[ EQUALITY FOR LGBTI PEOPLE IN- AFRICA! 
The Lesbian and Gay Equality Project 

This Friday, COSATU, ~vith people from organisatiuns and groups around 
Gauteng will protest outside the Egy. ptian embassy in Tshwane to raise 
their voices in support of the demands of the Egyptian people: Bread, 
Jobs, Education, Dignit’y, Democracy, Freedom of Expression. Join 
workers and people of Egypt and South Africa Show- your support. 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/70658 

SOUTH AFRICA: DEMO LN SUPPORT OF EGYPTIANS 
Cosatu 

The heroic masses of Egypt have risen up against the decades-old 
corrupt dictatorship of Hosni Pfubarak Over the next weeks, a number 
of activities will be held in solidarity with these struggles 
throughout South Africa. These activities will kick off with a 
demunstration outside the Egyptian embassy in Pretoria, with South 
Africans repeating the calls of our Eg)’ptian comrades: "Bread! Jobs’. 
Education! Dignity". Democracy! Freedom of Expression! 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. or~/en/cate~orv/advocacv/70661 

STA’KiMtiNT ON DEVELOPMENTS IN TttE M]I)D].E F, AST 
PEN International 

In the wake of the welcome and peacelhl move towards democracy in 
Tunisia, PEN International notes with great concern the violent 
response to anti-government protests elsewhere in the region, notably 
Egypt, but also in Yemen and Syria. 
http : // www pambazuk a.or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/7 065 2 

SU]DAN: PRO’KiSTS SPAR~K 113 ARRESTS AND ONE DEATtI 

Inspired by events in Tunisia and Egy. pt Youth of 30 January Jf~r 
Change Alliance in Sudan has mobilised thousands in protest. 
http://www pambazuka.or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/70649 

U[KG ENT CALL b~R£)M T[tE E(I YPTIAN DEMONS~ITKATORS 

Defending their country, and for their right to live a free respectable life 

April 6 Youth Movement 

We appeal to all human rights organizatiuns and to all the defenders 
of freedoms and human rights and all the free honourable media inside 
and outside Egypt to interfere inmxediately and support our peaceful 
demonstrations from the savage attack of the security against the 
demonstrators using all kinds of weapons... 
http://www.pambazttka.or~.ienicategot~,~iadvocac./i70659 

4 Books & arts 
A SK~£vffNG FLIGHT OVER MOZAMBICAN MEMORY 
Review of ’Memdrias em V6o Rasante’ 
Wilson Gomes de Almeida 

The memoirs of Jacinto Veloso, Frelimo supporter and former general, 
are a rich introduction to Mozambican history by a knowledgeable man 
with ’plenty of stories to tell’, writes Wilson Gomes de Almeida. 

http :/iwww.~ambazaka. or~/en/cateaorv/books/70605 



5 African Writers’ Corner 
DEAR MR PRESIDENT 
Nebila Abduhnelik 

’This poem is inspired by the events that unfolded in Tunisia recently 
but also born out of frustrations ~vith our so-called leaders all 
across the globe who spare no expense in putting their interests first 
but don’t think twice about the needs of their people. Mr President is 
an umbrella term for all the presidents male and female generals, 
prime ministers, and all who seem to role our world ~vith iron fists,’ 
writes Nebila Abdulmelik. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/African ~Vriters/70597 

I AM NOT DUALITY 

Amira Ali 

Who we are is a question that requires constant inward contemplation 
merged with the outside - negotiating between t~vo worlds - fbr knowing 
is paramount in affirming our existence and freedom. "¢~q~o we are is a 
self-orientation of where we have been and the directiun we are 
heading in, realizing that we cannot be anything unless (Sartre: 2007) 
others acknowledging us as such or may be nut. The big business in the 
quest uf identity - sucially cunstructed, contingent, and 
perfi~rmatively cunstituted - is in fact shaped by personal 
experiences, the furmation of oneself within hegemunic social 
cunditions undistinguished between the persunal and the political or 
between private and public spaces 

http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicate~uryiAfrican Writers/70598 

T[I]NK]NG ]NSII)E T[;% BOX 
Khad[ia Sharife 

she said i’m not 
altogether there 
grasping at bits of myself 
like playduh 
that just won’t come together. 
http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicate~uryiAfrican Writers/70611 
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6 Highlights French edition 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS 176 : COMMEi’~F SORTIR LA SOMALIE DU CHAOS 

Y a-t-il une solution at~x probl&nes de la Somalie? ( 
http:/iwavw.pambazuka.orgifricategory/features/70591 ) 

Sarrm Amin 

France-Monde arabe: La politique de l’horrm~e providentiel en question ( 
http:/iwavw.pambazuka.orgifricategory/features/70596 ) 

Rend Naba 

Pourquoi le Gouverneur de la BCEAO ne devait pas d&nissionner ( 
http:/iwavw.pambazuka.orgifricategory/features/70592 ) 

Jean Paul Dias 

Sdn~gal : Corrm~ent contraindre FEtat ~ se mettre au sel~’ice des 
populations ? (http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/fr/cate~otvifcatures/70594) 
Sidy Diop 

Que faire pour que le S~n8gal renoue avec le progr~s ’.’ ( 
http:/iwavw.pambazuka.orgifricatego~/features/70595 ) 

Sidy Diop 

/VV/VVV/VV,J/V\/\//’,i’,A/I,JVVA/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//,, 

7 Cartoons 

ASSETS SEIZURES lik- Cd)TE D’IVOIRE AND ZEvlBABYVE 

Gado 

Negotiations in both C6te d’Ivoire and Zimbabwe remain hands-on, says Gado. 
http://w~vw pambaza~ka.orgienicategoryicartoons/70607 

CHANGE INTHE ARAB ;VORLD 



(]ado 

(]ado wonders about the depths to which Arab leaders are prepared to change 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/cartoons/70610 

IMPUNITY GRINS 

(]ado 

With the African Union approving Kunya’s request for a one-year 
suspension of the International Criminal Comt (ICC) trials, Presidunt 
Mwai Kibaki grins with impuni~’, says Gado. 
http ://www. pambazuka, orgienicategot~icartoons/7 0609 

IvfUB.~,AK TO LEAVE OFFICE 
Gado 

With Egypt in the throes of deep social protest and calls for change, 
Hosni Mubarak xvants out, says Gado. 

http:/iwww, parnbazuka.org/en/category/cartoons/70606 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.faharau.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

© Unless other~vise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 

http://www.pambamaka org/en/about php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w~vw.pambazuka org/en ) 
Edi~go em lingua Portuguesa ( http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http ://vavwpambam.tka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazukaorg/el~/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.pambamaka org/en/about php ) 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http :llpambazuka.~n. apc. org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org ~vith the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the su~iect line as appropriate 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka Ne~vs or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s %nding the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka tS-ess ( 
http://fahamubooks.org/boolc’?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter By following ’pambazuka’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines fi-om our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as the?" are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more m[’ormation: 
//twitter. com/pambazuka ( http://twitter.com/pambazuka ) 

* Pambazuka News has a DeLicious (http://Del icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visit http://delicious.com~pambazuka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uucc.edu> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 12:20 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

Nominations for APCG Best Book in 2010 Award 

The APCG Best Book Award committee invites nominations for the Best Book in 20J.O award. To be eligible books must have been published in English in 20J.O and 

must include an analysis of some aspect of African politics using techniques regarded as appropriate by any subgroup of contemporary political scientists. Edited 

volumes are not eligible. Translations of books written in a foreign language qualify if the translation was published in 20:10. 

Copies of nominated books must be sent to each member of the committee (see below) no later than end March 201:1 for full consideration. 

Pierre Englebert (chair) 

Centre d’Etudes d’Afrique Noire 

Institut d’Etudes Politiques 

1:1 AIl~e Ausone 

33607 Pessac Cedex FRANCE 

Harvey Glickman 

191 Presidential Blvd., #930 

Bala Cynwyd, PA 

Gina Lambright 

Dept. of Political Science 

George Washington University 

2115 G Street NW, Suite 440 

Washington, DC 20052 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~ema~l.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltps:i/lists.wisc.edtiu?id=40299565.f18b558a010cd189c01"d76e7dcfl)b22e&n=T&l=apcg&o=13695862 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anne Aghion Films @gmail.com> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 3:32 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sale: Acclaimed Documentaries on Rwanda’s post-genocide justice. DVD & Streaming 

%i Photos from the Gacaca film series 

Save 25% on any film in Anne A.qhion’s award winning Gacaca film series about post- 

genocide Rwanda, or save 45% when you buy the entire four film set. We also offer 

streaming rights and special pricing for high schools and public libraries. Between them 

the Gacaca films have won an Emmy, the Fellini Award from UNESCO, and the Nestor 

Almendros Award from Human Rights Watch. The latest film, .~..~.~....~.~..&Lq..h...b...o.!L..~....K..i!.!#.!i 

was an official selection of the Cannes, San Francisco, Mumbai, Hamptons and dozens 

of other festivals. It continues to be shown in festivals, museums, universities, and other 

venues around the world. 

Save 25% on ~~ Kil~e~ ~nd other Gacaca films > 

Use coupon-code MNMK2011 at .qacacafilms.com 

The Gacaca films offer a unique insight into the aftermath of the genocide in Rwanda. 

Unlike many films on the subject, they are not about why or how it happened, but about 

what the people of Rwanda are doing afterwards to cope and move forward. 

Gacaca (Ga-TCHA-tcha), which literally means "justice on the grass," is a form of 

citizen-based justice which Rwandans decided to put into place in an attempt to deal 

with the crimes of the 1994 genocide. Filming for over a decade in a tiny rural hamlet, 

director Anne Aghion has charted the impact that this experiment in transitional justice 

has had on survivors and perpetrators alike. 

The series began with Gac~ca, Living "}’~.. "th.e~ ~’~.b’~.~f~ I~ Rwranda? (2002) (Fellini 

Award), followed in 2004 by ~ Rw~n~ We ~ that does t~t sbe.~k 

~!~2, (2005 Emmy winne0 and concluding in 2009 with the dual release of the shor~ "~#. 

~.9~.~.9.9.~....o.[..~.9.~[~ and the feature -~..~!.~.L~:~L.-~..~!.!!~[ (Nestor AImendros 

Award). All of the Gacaca films have received excellent reviews ranging from The 

Washington Post, Variety, The New York Times, and Le Monde, to Educational Media 

Online, Video Librarian and the BBC. You will find links to reviews on our web site, but 

we are highlighting The New York Times profile of Anne Aghion and her work. 

Praise for My Neighbor My 
Killer 

The Gacaca films have been pumhased by hundreds of academic institutions around the world, including Harvard, 

Princeton, Stanford, Univ. of V’@oming, Univ. of Ottowa, La Trobe Univ., etc. They are used for courses in a wide variety of 

disciplines including: Genocide Studies, African Studies, Anthropology, Political Science, International Law, and Peace 

Studies. 

Use coupon-code MNMK201f at .qacacafilms.com. 

There are f:~1t~!?.!it.!~!~.~!Z!~.!~!:~.!.1i~!~.!L~:!!~:!~.~i~.!:~.!~;?~!~.~it.!?.~!.~}~!~.!?.!!Z~!.!~!~&~:~.~i~ and we offer b:~!Le..~!~iI.(}~[.£!g.!3~ for schools wishing 

to make the films available to students online. Streaming fees vary based on time frame, which ranges from one semester 

to lifetime rights. All rights come directly from the filmmaker, which allows us to work with institutions on a streaming 

model which best suites their needs. Please contact us directly for information on streaming licenses. 

Visit gacacafilms.com to watch the trailer, link to full reviews, and find detailed information on the Gacaca film series. 

Anne Aghion Films 



PO Box 1528 
New York NY 10275 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gleam Towe~y- @gmafil.com> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 3:47 PM 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

UCLA Screen’s Glenn Towery’s Documentary "Loug Live The Spirit Of The Million Man March" Feb 15, 2011 Free to the public 

home tilm jpg 

The Ralph Bunche Center for African American Studies 

Academic Advancement Program 

U C L A Young Research Library 

Presents 

"IMAGES OF BLACKNESS" 2011 Film Series 

"LONG LIVE THE SPIRIT OF THE MILLION.~/IN MARCH" 

(A Pla~i~mm Empixx Award win~ing d~cmnemary. ) 
Directed By lVIultiple Award Winning director, Glenn Towery 

DATE: February 15, 2011 



TIME: 6 PM 
LOCATION: Haines Hall 135 

The Di~’ector Glem~ Towe~’y will make a pe~’s~ appeara~ce and speak at fi~e sc~’eeni~g, 
F~L>~ -~E-V-[EW -[A~k: htq~:iiv~-w.eurweb.comi?p=37022 

Glenn Towery, 

Director / Producer 

CEO, Fairy God Brother Productions & Film Company, LLC 

California Corporation,) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Thursday, Februao, 3, 2011 3:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Past President to Address Human-Environment Interactions 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__[i.r_Fff your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~? AAO~ogram B ..... 

AAG Past President to Address 
Future of Human-Environment 
Interactions 
AAG Annuai Meeti.."..9 - April 12q6, 20t 1 - Se~lte, 

Dea~ Prof, ~un~ce 

In her upcoming Past President’s Address at the 2011 AnnuN Meeting, 
Carol Harden will examine how, over time, geog[aphe[s have changed the 
ways in which they flame studies of the complex interrelationships that 
link people and places. "Framing and Re-framing Questions of Human- 

Environment Interactions" will build on Mel Marcus’ 1979 AAG 
presidential address by reviewing and extending the history of physical 
geography over the past cepturj. Read on 

Where to Stay 
The Annual [Vlee~ing will ~ake place at the Washington S~a~e Convention 
Center and the Seattle Sheraton Hotel. Discounted rooms are available ~o 
meeting attendees in four hotels cenveniently located near the meetin.( 
sessions and events: 

Crowne Plaza 
Red Lion Hotel 
Hilton Seattle 

In This Issue 

Where to Sta 

View ti;e F~reiimina~’~t 



Member Rates* 

~i~w ~!!~ ~!i~i~ ry ~eg~m Regular: $265 
Student: $145 
Retired: $145 

Traveling to Seattle 1 Day Pass: $215 

Seattle is easily accessible by air, car, rail, or bus. AAG has arranged 
special discount rates ~or annua~ meeting ~ttendees through Amtr~k, 

American Airlines, and Avis and He[tz ca~ ~entals. V~sit the Regu~: $390 
Transpo~afion p~ge fo~ deta~s and a~’ail~b]e offers. Student: $2~5 

Companbn: $90 
Check witf~ your favorite ~r~vei site for the ia~est dea~s. Here are some of 1 Day P~ss: $2~ 5 
the estimated low f~res feund on the Intemet: 

U.S. Ai~ Fa~es* *Discounted rates 
Atlanta: $341 above end March 9, 
Boston: $386 2011. 
Chicago (ORD): $361 

Dallas (D~Z): $302 
Denver: $230 ::~:: Join Our Mailing Li~ 

Delro~t: $356 
Houston (AH~ $273 
Los Angeles: $227 

New York (JF~: $384 
Philadelphia: $391 

Phoenix: $310 
Raleigh: $351 
San D~ege: $239 

San Francisco (SFO): $186 
Washington (B~%8): $351 

T[ain Fa~es** 
Eugene: $98 
Los Angeles: $208 

Portland. OR: $60 
Salem: $78 
Tacoma: $26 
Vancouver, BC: $72 

*Source: Fly.com. Retrieved February 2, 2011 All ~res are subject to change 
Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply These fares reflect round trip travel on April ! 1 
and April !7, 20! 1. 
**Source: Amtr~k com. Retrieved February 2, 20! 1. A~I fares are s~bject to change. 
Restrictions, t~xes, and fees may ~pply. ]hose fares reflect round trip travel on April ! 1 
and April 17, 2011. 

Seattle Geographies 
Pro-order ~he new book Sea~le Geo~mphies and you’~ receive your copy 
when you check-~n at the ~G Annum Meefing~ 

Edited by geographers M~chael Brown and R~chard 

Merrill Seattle Geographies examh~es 1he aity’s b~oad ::~ 
GeograpMes 

range of social economic, po~ifiaa], enwonmental, Sook C~er 
~nd cultu~M geographies - the dynamics that define 
Seattle and make ~t a unique and v~bran~ place. 
Centribulers tackle issues as diverse as gentrificaflon, 
the ~O protests, P-Patches, Grunge, and the 
geographical ~mag~nat~on. Guided by a strong sense of 
accountability to the ~egion, ~he authors a~rn to assess the city’s 
strengths and weaknesses, identit~ proMems and propose solutions, and 
~n doing so help Seattle to g~ow in positive, sust~h~able ways. 

Use the conferenae registration form le order the book when you register 
for the Annua~ Meeting, or use the form to ~dd the book after you register. 

More About Seattle 
See the About Seattle page online for AAG Newsletter 

a~c]es on Seattle and the P~c~fic No~hwest. A~so see [~ ..... Space 
Needle 

the Ma~ o[ Seattle for the locations of ~he meeting 
venues, hotels, and other points ef inte~esL 

Geography in Focus Photo Competition 



Enter the AAG Geography in Focus photo competition 
~o celebrate geography and geographers~ Photographs 
may be sub~qitted in any of three categories: Careers 
h~ Geography, Diversity and Inclusion within 
Geography, and Unique Landscapes and Places. 

Hands 

Entries are due by February 21, 2011 
Learn more about submission guidelines and available prizes at 
~:_’_a__a_g_:_o__r_gZ p_~Lo__!_o__£_o__r_D~o e t i t i o n. 

About the AAG 
Join fellow geographers, GIS specialists, and environmental scientists for 
the Annual Meeting ef the Association ef American Geographers in 
Seattle for the very latest in research and applications in geography, 
sustainability, and GIScience. Sessions are also being organized around 
special ~hemes, such as: 

The Changing Roles of the Univei~ity in Society 
Geography and the Humanities 
Asian Geographies and Collaborations in Research and Education 
Space~Time Integration in Geography and GlScience 

The meeting program will also feature: 

Presentations and posters by leading scholam and researchers 
from more than 60 countries 
Exhibits showcasing recent publications, new geographic 
technologies, and employment oppo[tuni~ies for geographers 
An international neJworking reception 
Field trips to explore 1he rich cultural and physicaJ geography of 
the Pacific No~hwest 

The AAG Annual Meeting is an interdisciplinary forum open ~o anyone 
with an interest in geography and related disciplines. 

We look forward to seeh~g you in Seattle. 
.Sincerely, 

Association of Ame[ican Geographers 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu b~,, meetinq@aaq.or~ :: 
._U_.r!d__’_a_t__e____P_r_o__fjj_e_LE_LT!_a_jj__A___d__d_r__e_s_’~ Instant removal wiLh _S__a__fle__U__0__s__u__b__s__c_Ej_b__e_" _P_rj_v__a__c_’~L__P__o_LLc_~:. 

Association of American Geographers:: 1710 16th Street NW ::Washington :: DC 20009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, Februa~ 3, 2011 4:36 PM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

Caucus - Black History Month 

CBC Read-In 2011 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

Good day. To add to our celebratory events for this month, the Carolina Black Caucus is hosting an inaugural "Read-ln" to celebrate Black History Month 

(see attached flyer). What we are looking for is faculty, administrators, and staff (of all ethnicities) to read a meaningful passage relative to African 

American culture and the Diaspora. This passage should be meaningful to you. It doesn’t have to be long...just meaningful and impactful. No more than 4- 

5 rains. 

If you are interested in reading, please send a note to cbcinfo@unc,edu before February 17th. Online memberships available at www.unc.eduicbc 

Please consider joining the UNC Black community and friends as we gather to fellowship on the 25th! 

THANK YOU! (Sincere apologies for duplicate emails.) 

Please pass the word - communication counts! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:[9.843.0336 

::X:: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Friday, February 4, 2011 12:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Concrete contacts for Nay 9-12 

Dear Eunice 
Noted thanks, will start working on the quotes. Mama Dudu & Orlean pass their love and everyone is looking forward to seeing you again. 
PN,, Have a wonderful week-end and we looking forward to meeting Rodney too!. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/02/03 01:51 PM >>> 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your prompt reply! 

Here are responses: 

1) tentative arrival and departure dates: May 15 and June 30 respectively. 
2) transport (yes) - from the airport to accommodation site. Students will most likely return to the USA on different dates so they may not required organized transportation to 
the airport. Nonetheless, may be it is a good idea to have an estimate just in case. 
3) Daily transport to campus - Yes if the accommodation is far from campus. If it is within campus this would not be necessary. But outside campus, I think it would necessary for 
security reasons. 
5) Reality tours to townships: Yes. 

Many thanks for your help with this program Helen. I really look forward to seeing you in May and working with you on this project. 

Warm regards and greetings to your CCS colleagues. 
Eunice. 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 3:41 AM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Co-" Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject; RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Dear Eunice 
Please could you advise a possible date as to when the students will be amving as we need to obtain quotes fiom the place of accommodation. They will add a 

percentage to this year’s price for quotes 2012. 

We will al~ need to know if the students will be requiring translyort farm the airport to the place of stay return a~d ti’om their accommodation to ca~npus daily. Will the 

stadents be going on reali~ tours to the townships?. If so, here to, we will need to draw up a budget on costs once we receive a quote ti’om our taxi driver. 

PS: We axe hoping to have estimate cosks of accommodatio~r/transportation prior to your arrival. 
Warmest Wishes 

Helen 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/02/02 09:24 PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (HNa!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and [ between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil society groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice, 

From: Patrick Bond [              ~gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond 
Sent= Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 PM 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna IVlottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
Subject-’ Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

For sure! 

@mail.ngo.za] 



For those details, let me cc to Shauna and Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and Orlean (there may be more people to help out). I won’t be there on those days but I’m 

veD, confident it roll all work out! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

T am sore! to bother you again, but it would be vee! helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact 

details for folks at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus T would 
really appreciate your response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Plea~ find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: ht~p:i/www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaJmer 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/!www.ukzn.ac.za!disclaimer 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, February 4, 2011 6:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: Meeting 

M,Na]imu - 

I’ve got written down 10:30 at Jack Sprat. Unless I hear otherwise, I’ll plan on meeting you there then. 

All best, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, February 4, 2011 9:00 AM 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@u~n.ac.za>; Sable, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Thanks Helen. I am looking forward to meeting you soon too! 

Have a wonderful weekend too! 

[~odney 

Confidentiality Notice: ri’his e-meii message, including ettacZm.ents, is for the sole <me of the intend.ed recipient(s) 

informetion. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

~m: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh@u~n.ac.za] 
Se~t: Friday, Februa~ 04, 2011 12:24 AN 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce= Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject= Concrete con~cts for May 9-12 
Dear Eunice 
Noted thanks, will sta~ working on the quotes. Mama Dudu & Orlean pass their love and eve~one is looking fo~ard to seeing you again. 
~= Have a wonderful week-end and we looking fo~ard to meeting Rodney tool 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/02/03 01:51 PM >>> 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your prompt reply! 

Here are responses: 

end may contain confidential 

1) tentative arrival and departure dates: May 15 and June 30 respectively. 
2) transport (yes) - from the airport to accommodation site. Students will most likely return to the USA on different dates so they may not required organized transportation to 
the airport. Nonetheless, may be it is a good idea to have an estimate just in case. 
3) Daily transport to campus - Yes if the accommodation is far from campus. If it is within campus this would not be necessary. But outside campus, I think it would necessary for 
security reasons. 
5) Reality tours to townships: Yes. 

Many thanks for your help with this program Helen. I really look forward to seeing you in May and working with you on this project. 

Warm regards and greetings to your CCS colleagues. 
Eunice. 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 3:41 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
(::¢: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

Deax E unice 

Please could you advise a possible date as to when the students will be amving as we need to obtain quotes from the place of accommodation. They will acid a 

percentage to this year’s price tbr quotes 2012. 

We will also need to know if the students will be requiring transport from the aiiport to file place of stay return mid from their accommodation to campus da~ly. Will the 

students be going on reality tours to the townships?. If so, here to, we will need to draw up a budget on costs once we receive a quote from our taxi driver. 

PS: We are hoping to have estimate costs of accommodatior~/transportation prior to your arrival. 

Warmest Wishes 

Helen 

>>> "SaNe, Ennice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/02/02 09:24 PM >>> 

Dear Shauna and Helen, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 



UNC-Study Abroad office is in the final stages of organizing a site visit for the 2012 Summer (six weeks) Program at the CCS. As Patrick knows, we need details of folks who will 
be there to meet with Rodney (Hola!) UNC representative from Study Abroad office and I between May 9-12. 

Beyond discussing the academic requirements - Patrick will be teaching one of the courses INTS405 - Political Economy of Development with a focus on Africa for purposes of the 
summer program - meetings with leaders of civil socie~ groups where students might volunteer will be necessary. Another item on the agenda will be discussions (plus visit) 
concerning possible accommodation sites - including costs - for the 15-20 students participating in the program. Lasting, payments to CCS for logistics and other services will 
also be discussed: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From-" Patrick Bond               ~gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 02, 2011 1:59 Plvl 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Shauna Mottiar; Helen Poonen; Dudu Khumalo; orlean naidoo 
$..bject." Re: Concrete contacts for May 9-12 

For snre! 

@mail.ngo.za] 

For those details, let me cc to Shauna m~d Helen, and to at least MamaDudu and Orlem~ (there may be more people m help ont). I won’t be there on those dws but I’m 
very confident it will aJ1 work ont! 

Cheers, 
Patrick 

On 2011/02/02 10:06 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Patrick, 

I am sorry to bother you again, but it would be very helpful as my colleague Rodney and I finalize the proposal and travel arrangements to have concrete contact details for folks 
at CCS who will be meeting with us in May. There all sorts of administrative deadlines and requirements associated with the program, thus I would really appreciate your 
response as soon as possible. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

Please find our Elnail Disclaimer here-->: .[i_tLtp_i:’:iy_2v_!~2_u___k_~__n_:~Z:_a__{_~J_i_~_cJ_’_a_~__n_!g!2 
Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: [~ttp://vcNw.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Wiley <steve wiley@ncsu.edu> 

Friday, February 4, 2011 10:57 AM 

CRTNET@natcom.org; CULTSTUD-L@comm.unm.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu; crdm-grads@lists.ncsu.edu; crdm- 

thcnlty@lists.ncsu.edu 

Postdoctoral position in Internationg~ Studies at North Carolina State 

**apologies for duplications** 

Deaac Colleagues, 

We have a post-doc position in intematioual studies open fi)r 2011-2012; please see the position mmouncement below. Applications axe being reviewed as they are 
received, so please respond quickly if yon are interested. 

The successthl caMidate will be someone whose m-eas of expertise align with one or morn of the graduate programs in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
at NC State (see http://u~,w.chass.ncsu.edu/academics/gmduate/for a list of master’s and doctoral programs). 

As Director of the interdisciplinaxy doctoral program in Communication, Rhetoric, and Digital Media, I would be hapw to respond to inquiries from potentia1 

applicants with expertise in international s~dies mad digita1 media, including cmididates with a background in rhetoric, communication research, media s~dies, and/or 
critical!cultural s~dies. 

For morn information abont the CRDM PhD program, please visit our website (http:/icrdm.chass.ncsu.edu/) and student blog (http://cMm.wordpmss.comi). 

Regards, 
Steve Wiley 

Stephen B. Crofts Wiley 

Associate Professor, Department of Communication 

Director, PhD Program in Commnnicatioi~ Rhetoric, and Digital Media 

Faculty- Member. Science, Technology, and Society’ Program 

North Carolina State Universi~ 
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA 

http:/itgc ulty. chass, nc su. edu/wiley 

steve wiley~b~ncsu.edu 

(919) 302-6418 

International Programs and International Studies 

Postdoctoral Teachh~g Scholar (position # 102081) 

NC State Universi~, Raleigh, NC 

NC State University invites applications tbr a Po~octoral Teaching Schi~laz position in International Programs and International Studies beginning August 16, 2011. 

The successful candidate preferably will have experience as a teaching aasis~tant or instructor, mentoring students, and a specific reseazch agenda that aligns with one of 

the graduate degree granting departments. Motivation to teach, Inentor, conduct mad publish reseaacch and/or scholarship is expected. 

The Postdoctoral Teaching Scholar will teach one class per semester in international studies mad/or their respective detmrtlnent, as well as an intmductoly international 

selninar per semester (for a total teaching load of two courses per semester). 

The successful candidate will also pursue their own individual resemvh agenda and be gnided by a faculty mentor in their respective field. A research presentation in the 

Spring semester of each yeaac roll summarize progress in this arena m~d should result in one or more publications. 

In addition, menmring will be pazt of this position’s responsibilities in temps of working with either m~dergraduate/gradnate studenks during office hours and at other 

appropriate times outside of classroom instruction. 

Qu’,flifications: Ph.D. in one of the graduale degree graining departmenls of the college or closely related field awarded no more than five years t~om date of 

postdoctora1 appointment. 

How to apply: NCSU now requires all applications to be initiated electronically. To Apply, visit http://iobs.ncsu.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind 89420 and 

click "Apply to this vacanw." Application materials to upload include a letter of interest, curriculum vitae, and teaching evaluations (if available, post trader Other Doc 

(1)). In addition, three letters of recommendation should also be submitted to: 



Allen Emo~, Program Search Assistant 

College of I][umanities mad Social Sciences, North Caxolina State University, CB 8101 

Raleigh, NC 27695- 8101. 

Review of candidates will begin January 30, 2011 ~d will continue until the position is filled. 

AA/EOE. In addition, NC State welcomes all persons mthout ~egard to sexual orientation. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 4, 2011 12:43 PM 

The asc t~calty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t?aculty] Representing Race: the Queen ofSheba’s t~te in the Middle Ages 

Dr. Lynn Ramey, Associate Professor of French at Vanderbilt University,, will presem a lecture entitled "Representing Race: tl~e Queen of Sheba’s fate in the Middle 

Ages." Sponsored by the Detmrtanent of Romance Languages, The Carolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, the African Studies 

Center. and the Center for Global Initiatives. 

When    Feb 15, 2011 
from 05:00 pm to 07:00 pm 

Where    Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 

Contact Name Sahar Amer 

Contact Phone 962-0112 

In her lecture, Dr. Ramey roll reflect upon tl~e ways in which color difi~rence was understood, questioned, ~nanipulated, and/or erased in medieval French literature. 

She will discuss the medieval association of race with skin color and the ways in which tl~e Queen of Sheba was represented in both literature and art as black because 

of her association with the East. As she presents and analyzes different port~aits of Sheba, both verbal and pictorial, Dr. Ramey roll offer some conclusions about the 

ways in which a black woman was perceived in the ~nedieval West. 

Dr. Ramey is a well-established scholar who works on cross-cultural (Muslims and Christians) encounters in the Middle Ages. on questions of hybridity, race, and 

miscegenation in medieval French literature and film. She has published Christian, Saracen and Genre in Medieval French Literature (New York: Routledge, 2001) and 

co-edited several volumes and collections of essays, including Race, Class, and Gender in "Medieval" Cinema (New York: Palgrave, 2007). She is currently 
completing a bx~ok entitled "Race" and the European Middle Ages (under contract, University of Florida Press). 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tighe, Bevin <~bevin@unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 4, 2011 3:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Global Americm~ South cont~rence March 19 

Given your interest, I thought you’d like to know that UNC is hosting another Global American South conference this spring on Saturday March 19. The topics are 

exciting and diverse, and the conference is free with lunch included. 

For more details on the presentations and how to register, please visit http:i!globalsouth.unc.eduiregistration 

And please let me know if you have any questions. I hope to see you again. 

Best regards, 

Niklaus 

I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL ~NIT~AT~VES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I slope: niklaus_steiner 

[~ttp;//cg!~unc~du l h_!t!p://facebook.corn/unccgi l http://twit~er.corn/unccgi 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://amzI~ corn/0415772990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garcia, David F <daga@ad.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 4, 2011 3:26 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

UNC’s Charanga Carolina at Talulla’s tomorrow night! 

Charanga Carolina begins the spring semester with a performance at Talulla’s this Saturday, February 5. Doors for dancing open at :tOpm. $5 admission. 

Charanga Carolina will perform two sets of salsa, merengue, and songo/timba featuring guest artists Nelson Delgado, Jaime Roman, Pako Santiago, Ramon Ortiz and Alberto 
Carasquillo. 

Talulla’s is located at 456 W. Franklin St. in Chapel Hill. 

Please join our Facebook page "UNC’s Charanga Carolina" at http://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/paqes/UNCs-Charanqa-Carolina/187483327947830 

Also, please attend our Facebook event at http:/!www.facebook.com/?ref=home#!/event.php?eid=:t86874678000846&index=:t, and invite your FB friends to do the same. 

Finally please take note of our performance schedule for this spring: 

Saturday, February 5, Talulla’s, 456 West Franklin Street, Chapel Hill. 

Saturday, February :tg, Carolina Jazz Festival, Memorial Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill with the UNC Jazz Band directed by Jim Ketch, 8:00-:tO:OOpm 

Friday, March 25, Student Latino Initiative, Kenan Music Rehearsal Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill, 7:00pro 

Saturday, March 26, Charanga Carolina and Orquesta GarDel with Mambo Dinamico Salsa Dance Party, Kenan lvlusic Building, UNC-Chapel Hill. Time to be announced. 

Thank you and hope to see you on Saturday! 

David Garcia, Director 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodt~ey Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc,edu~’~ 

Monday, Februao’ 7, 2011 6:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr’~ 

Automatic repl?’: Concrete con "tacts [br May 9-12 

I am away from the office on a site visit through Feb 10, 2010, but will still be cbecking email. If you need immediate assis~tance, please call the UNC CH s~@ abroad 

office main line at 919o962-7002. For emergencies occmring after-hours, please contact Campus Security at 919.962.8100. 

Thanks for your message. 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, Februaly 7, 2011 8:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Foreign Aid Books mad Conference 

Hi Mwalimu ~ 

So great to meet with you on Friday. 

I wanted to let you know that I’ll be dropping off all of my foreign aid tx3oks at your office sometime today. Take as long as you need with them. 

Als~, I wanted to see if you could send me the name or specifics of the Pan-African conl~rence that you had suggested I attend in Tanzania in April. I’ve tried to 

Google it, but with no success. 

Thanks very much, and if you’re around, I’ll see you later today. 

All best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, ILia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 7, 2011 9:41 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] Feb 15: Edwidge Dantical, "Writing Tragedy, Writing Hope" - Provost’s Lecture Series at Duke 

promo flyer Danticat.pdf 

The next installment of the Duke Provosl’s Lecture Series roll featule Haitian American writer Edwidge Danticat in a talk entited "VCriting Tragedy, Writing Hope: 

Haitian Writers at Home & Abroad Respond to the January 12, 2010 Earthquake." The lecture will take place on Tuesday, Februa~3, 15, 2011, 5:lSpm at 

the Franklin Humanities Institute "Garage" (C105, 1st Floor, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse, on Buchanan Blvd, south of Main St in Durham). Please see more details 

in the e-flyer below & PDF attached. 

Questions should be directed to susan.booth@duke.edu. Please help spread the word!! 

ii~iI Danticat flyer 

for Inole inib, contact: 



Susm~ F. Booth 

Program Coordinator 

ONce of the Provost 

Duke University 

Box 90005 

Durham, NC 27708 
919-668-2596 phone; 684-4421 fax 

You are currently subscribed to afiiafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.tmc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=:T&l=atiia~Cam&o=28635896 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.~:.e..-.~.2.~.S.~.6..‘.~}...5...8..-.~6..-~3..2~3..~..~6..(.!..8.:..e~8.Z.@..12.a.~.S.~.‘.~}..2~3..~.~..4.~!.~7~2~i.~:~2u~:~~ 



provost.d~ke.edu/$peaker_serie$ 

NATURAL DISASTERS/HUMAN RESPONSES 
The list is endless: Southeast Asian tsunami of 2004, 

Hurricane Katrina, Sichuan earthquake of 2008, Haiti 

earthquake of 2010. All of these events conjure images of 

human suffering, shattered lives, broken communities, 

and heroic rebirths. With burgeoning global populations 

and increasing residential densities in hazard-prone areas, 

the frequency and seeming enormity of recent disasters 

have had a horrific toll. The speakers of the Provost’s 

series, drawn from experts in the media, government, 

arts, and other fields, will explore questions concerning 

planning, response, ethics, memorialization, history, liter- 

ature, logistics, and most of all, human impacts related to 

mitigating and responding to these recurrent tragedies. 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2011 AT 5:15 PM 

SMITH WAREHOUSE 

THE GARAGE, C105 BAY 4 (FIRST FLOOR) 

Writing Tragedv, Writing Hope 
Haitian Writers at Home and Abroad Respond to 

the January 12, 2010 Earthquake 

EDWIDGE DANTICAT 

Edwidge Danticat will examine ways 

in which writers both in Haiti and in 

the Haitian dyaspora have responded 

creatively to the earthquake, and 

will also read excerpts from her own 

work. Two of Danticat’s titles, Brother, I’m Dying and Create 

Dangerously: The Immigrant Artist at Work, will be available 

on site for purchase. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

support@africa nstudies.o rg 

Monday, February 7, 2011 9:58 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Position Announcement - Michigan State 

This message has been sent on behalf of The Department of Linguistics and Germanic, Slavic, Asian and African Languages, Michigan State University. 

The Department of Linguistics and Germanic, Slavic, Asian and A~ican Languages at Michigan State University seeks to fill a one-year renewable, fixed-terns, fi~ll-lime 

position at the Assistant Professor level in African languages to begin on August 16, 2011. The language area is open but preference roll be given to a southern African 

language, e.,g., isiZulu or isiXosa. Teaching duties will include a 0.5 appointment teaching one of the African languages olt~red in the depmlment and a 0.5 appointment 

coordinating a learner-oriented, on-demand, program ensuring the availability of languages needed by students for all major regions ofAt~ca. F~-;perience with distance- 

learning courses and technology is pret~rred. The successful candidate will be able to build the Afi-ican Languages program and will benefit from a suptx~rtive language 

communi~ that includes the MSU Atiican Studies Center, a newly eslablished language support center, expanding Less Commonly Taught Language programs, world- 

renowned study abroad initiatives and a strong Second Language Studies doctoral program. Ph.D. required by time of appointment. Review of applications will begin 

on March 11, 2011. Send letter of application describing 5’our teaching and research interests, vita, three letters of recommendation to: Thotnas Lovik, Chair, A-615 

Wells Hall, Department of Linguistics and Germanic, Slavic, Asian and African Languages, Michigan State Universi .ty~ Easl Lansing, M148825-1027. Applications 

may also be subtnitted electronically to Cathy Fields (.t_i__e_!~’ i~)__rg_!~_t_~:__e__d_t!). Persons with disabilities have a right to request and receive reasonable accotnmodation. 

Wotnen and tninorities are encouraged to apply. Michigan State University is an AA/EOE institution. 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (support@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu= 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



2010 Workshops 

Cultural Sensitivity, Cultural Competence, or Cultural Humility? 
Facilitated by Trude Bennett and Samruddhi Thaker 

In this workshop, we will survey the differences between cultural sensitivity, cultural 
competence, and cultural humility, and discuss the most useful and appropriate applications of 
these concepts to the experiences awaiting students. Students will describe the settings they will 
be visiting, their hopes and fears, and the cultural challenges they anticipate. As an example, we 
will discuss the tremendous diversity of the Asian region and sub regions, and the vast variations 
between and within countries. Exploring experiences in the US and other home countries of the 
students, we will challenge the idea of any culture being monolithic. Role play and response to 
scenarios will be utilized as tools for understanding and avoiding cultural misunderstandings, 
while acknowledging that "outsiders" cannot and should not deny their status which can also 
provide useful insights and promote communication. 

The Journey of a Thousand Miles Starts from Where One Stands: Embarking on the Path 

of Global Citizenship 

Facilitated by Richard Harrill 

Rapid globalization has led to the proliferation on non-state actors engaged in transnational 

activism and civil society. You are one of those actors. As you embark on a summer research 

project in Latin America, or a study abroad program in South Africa, or a human rights 

internship with a non-governmental organization in the Balkans, you are stepping into a rapidly 

evolving "system" of transnational civil society and global citizenship. Be cognizant of where 

you stand; be excited where you are going. What are tangible ways you might prepare for this 

experience while still stateside? How can you maximize the experience while abroad? And how 

can you bring this experience back home, integrate it into your remaining time at UNC and 

leverage it in your search for a job after graduation? Come to this session ready to engage with 

your peers and the workshop facilitator, who can share his previous perspectives as the director 

of an internati onal human rights organization and a former Peace Corps Volunteer in Central 

Europe. 

Crossing Cultnres - Health, Safety and Culture: Successfully Juggling the Tensions 
Facilitated by Mamie Sackey Harris 

When does respecting culture impact on your health and safety? How do you say no and still 

show respect? How does transparency in your work impact your safety? 

This workshop looks at how vve bring our identities into cultural experiences and how to 

maintain our health and safety while embracing different cultural experiences. Cultural 

immersion should include balancing the tension between our social awareness and our personal 



safety and health. Through varied forms of dynamic interaction students will explore these 

issues and identify value-based decisions. 

Being an American Abroad 
Facilitated by Joseph Jordan 

This session will focus on our understandings of what it means to be a U.S. citizen while 

studying or traveling in another country. The session will examine some of the attitudes and 

situations you might encounter and will also consider your role in shaping those encounters. We 

will review some commentary from other students who reflect on their experiences, as well as 

consider the advice of those who have studied international perspectives on the U.S. and its 

citizens. 

Although we will refrain from offering a set of hard and fast rules, we will collectively develop a 

set of guidelines and encourage participants to develop a set of skills that will help them become 

more comfortable interacting with their hosts, and more adept at understanding the sources of 

their attitudes and ideas. The session will use interactive strategies including small group 

interaction and brief role playing activities. 

The Power of the Camera: Responsibilities and Ethics of Photography and Videography 
Facilitated by Alex Lightfoot and Leilani Ogan 

This session will engage students in thinking about their roles and responsibilities using 

photography and/or videography in the context of their experience living and working in another 

culture. Questions we will explore include: What should you consider in taking photographs in a 

culture or community not your own? In using images once you return? When it is appropriate (or 

inappropriate) to take photographs? Are there ethical dimensions to consider? What does consent 

mean in this context and when and how do you get it given potential language or cultural 

barriers? This workshop will explore these questions in an interactive format, using real 

examples drawn from students’ overseas experiences to frame the discussion. 

International Internships: Strategies for Maximizing the Value of an Internship Experience 

Abroad 

Facilitated by Friederike Seeger, Lauren Teegarden and Diana Iglesias 

International internships offer students a unique opportunity to engage with the host society and 
to contribute to that society through their work. However, working in a developing country can 
also provide unique challenges that are difficult to prepare for. This workshop is designed to 
provide tools and exercises to help students maximize the impact of their internship experience 
abroad. Participants will learn how to set learning goals, navigate cultural differences, and think 
critically about their role as Americans working in a developing country. This session will also 
help students learn how an international internship can provide opportunities to develop skills 



that are relevant to their professional goals and help them market those skills. UNC students who 
participated in internships in Mexico and South Africa last year will provide their perspective on 
strategies to create an internship experience that is mutually beneficial to the intern and the host 
organization. 

Coping with and Processing Violence 
Facilitated by Donna LeFebvre 

This workshop focuses both on managing day-to-day cultural challenges you will experience in 
the African country you’ll be studying in, as well as how to manage and respond to the stories 
that you’ll hear of grief, loss, destruction, injury, and death resulting from recent wars, conflicts, 
or government oppression. 

We will look at different fact situations and decide what YOU would have done if faced with 
particular day-to-day challenges that are typical in the experience of UNC students who live in 
African countries. In addition, many African countries have experienced tragedy and suffering as 
a result of conflict or government policies, and people there will want to tell you their stories. 
We will talk about how" to respond to those stories and the range of strategies you can use to help 
you cope. Students who were in the Rwanda study abroad program last summer will assist in the 
facilitation of this workshop. 

Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Experience 

Facilitated by Emily Burrill 

This workshop will address the important issue of gender identity in cross-cultural travel. Social 

norms and expectations of women as travelers and social participants vary widely across 

different cultures. For this reason, it is important to develop a gendered self-awareness as a 

traveler to a new culture. We will explore some of the reasons why these are important 

considerations for student travelers, and discuss the ways in which students can devise culturally- 

appropriate behavior and expectations around the issues of gender. The goal is to encourage 

students to think of cross-cultural experiences as an opportunity to explore and pay attention to 

the different ways in which "being a woman" takes shape across cultures and contexts. Issues to 

explore ~vill include religion, sexuality, the body and different treatment/adornment/dressing of 

the body, notions of gendered oppression and liberation, and the value of woman-centered cross 

cultural experiences. 

Cultural and Ethical Considerations for Doing Research in International Settings 

Facilitated by Sandy Smith-Nonini 

In this workshop, we will talk about how anthropologists think about situating and framing a 

field research project, including the role of local informants and participant observation as a 

research methodology. We’ll also discuss issues of po~ver in doing research. We will address 

IRB considerations in an interactive exercise in which workshop participants are put in the 

position of informants, and are asked what rules they would want followed if they were being 



studied. Drawing from my experience on an IRB committee, from teaching ethnography and 

from advising a number of student theses, I will explain and help clarify the rationales and rules 

of the IRB for students. There is much that falls outside of the IRB focus as well, and many 

things worth studying that would raise flags for funders or IRB committees, it is important for us 

to situate the IRB process historically including how oral histories and journalism, for example, 

are usually outside the purview of the IRB, and we will talk about those issues. 

Personal and Patient Safety Issues in Health Care Settings in Developing Countries 
Facilitated by Doug Morgan 

In this workshop, we will focus on global health rotations in developing nations from a broad 

perspective. The session will use the case study format, with ample time for questions and 

interaction. We will discuss the various types of international health experiences: service 

rotations, education electives, and research projects. Personal health and safety issues will be 

covered. Particular focus is the role of U.S. students and faculty in international health care 

facilities, from hospitals to clinics to households. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, February 7, 2011 12:47 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: RSVP lbr seminar wi Jorge Huerta, "Comedy in Chicana/o Theatre: Who’s Langhing Now?" 

[ Forwarded on behalf of organizers ] 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:please advertise to your list-servs 

Date:Sun, 06 Feb 2011 16:57:21 -0500 
From:sean me~ger <sme~zger(a)duke.edu> 

To:Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw~b~duke.edu>, christina chia <christina.chia@duke.edu>, Maxyscot Mullins <maryscot.mnllins@duke.edu>, Miriam Sauls 

<mm~uls@duke.edu> 

The Duke Theater Studies department mid the Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South in conjunction with UNC-Chapel Hill is pleased to presem an open 

seminar with Professor Jorge HuelIa. 

COMEDY 1N CHICANA/O THEATRE: WHO’S LAUGHING NOW? 

T, Feb 15, 9:30- ll:30am, PAGE 106 

Jorge Huerta is a leading attthori~ on Chicana/o theatre and a professional director. He has pnblished a~athologies, bx)oks and many articles atx)ut Chicana/o and 

Latina/o theatre and has directed in regional theatres thronghout the United States. fie has lectured and conducted workshops throughout the U.S., Latin America 

Western Europe. 

Please RSVP to Sean Metzger at smetzger~)duke.edn to reserve a space and to obtain readings. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Professor John Pickles 

Pickles 

Professor John 

Chair, A&S Council of Chairs 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-3919 

E-mail: jpickles@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, Februaw 7, 2011 1:49 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc .edu> 

Fihn request 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for my Afril01 class: 

"Mau Mau", 65-V24:t7" 

Tuesday, Feb. 8 

PID 
African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, Februaw 7, 2011 2:44 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in At?ica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: AtiJc~m Studies Seminar Feb. 10 with Dr. Soyini Madison 

Reminder: The ne~ meeting of the ~4~i~ican Studies Setninar is this Thursday, Febraary 10, 2011, 6:30-9:00ptn, FedEx Global Education Center, Roo~n 4003, UNC-CH 

Our presenter: Dr. Soyini Madison, Corporate Rituals and Staghig ’Water Rites’ 

Dr. Soyini Madison of Northwestern University ~,ill speak on Corporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’. This talk is part of the Carolina Se~ninar in ~4~?icm~ Ecology and 
Social Processes. ’lhis working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. Each month’s meeting is am i~’ormal gathering for shaxing new research 
and discussing conteinporary issnes in Africa. Light dirmer is selwed. Open to all area t~aculty and graduate students in amy discipline. 

Please Contact: Ba:rba:ra Anderson b auderson]~unc.edu tbr more intbrmation. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are cunently subscribed to africa as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=~2339823.6a91 b330a6c98266a6da464ffe5d 1 b23&n =:T&l=a frica&o=28638826 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~Al to leave-28638826-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da4641IE5dl b23~listseI~.anc.eda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaW 7, 2011 2:49 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Save the Date: 

Forwarded message on behalf of organizers. Please contact them directly with questions. 

Global American South Conference: http:/iglobalsouth.unc.edu/prog~’ean/ 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is pleased to mmounce its fifth interdisciplinary conference on the globalization of the southern United 

States, focusing on the effects of the 2007- 2008 economic crisis on the region. 

The conference in March 2011 will bring together academic~ policy makers, and practitioners fi~om North Carolina, the southern region, and beyond. 

A collaboration between the Ce!~ter t[rr (~lobal hfitiatives, the Global Research h~stitute~ and the Center fi3r the Stt~ty of the American South at UNC, the goals of the 

coat’erence are to identify, a~a[vze, and engage the key problems arising from or associated with the crisis, mad to further the development of appropriate policy 

responses. 

CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 

tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
http;//c_qj.unc.edL! I http://facebook.com/unccqi I http://twitter.com/uncc~i 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Professor John Pickles 

Pickles 

Professor John 

Chair, A&S Council of Chairs 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-3919 

E-mail: jpickles@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 7, 2011 4:09 PM 

Department listserv ¢~aflJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafaJn] FW: Februau Commuter News 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 07, 20:t:t 4:02 PM 
Subject: February Commuter News 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute the following information: 

If you’re experiencing problems with the new fi~rmat you can view it in your browser by clicking here’. 

FEBRUARY COg INIUTER  NEW," S 

FEBRUARY TRANSIT SERVICE 

ZIPCAR AND ZIMRIDE 

TRANSIT INFO ONLINE 

..v.A..N...P....~....~.....L...s..~....c..-A~..~....~.....L....s..~.A..N...E..M.....~....R....E.. 

TAKE A BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN SURVEY 

CAP MERCHANT NEWS ........................................................................... 

INVITE YOUR FAVORITE MERCHANT TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CAP PROGIqb\M 

February Transit Service 

Chapel Hill Transit 

PX Route 

) The Towns of Chapel Hill, Canboro and the University of North Caacolina are committed to operating the t X roate through August 14, 2011. Chapel Hill Transit 
) stalt’to is working with interested stakeholders to develop service options for continuing the PX route beyond August 14, 2011. ’][’he importance of the t X route tis 

unders~tood. Chapel Hill Transit is we are committed to keeping riders updated on the future ofPittsboro - UNC transit. 

Should you have any questions or commeats, please contact our customer service department at 919.969.4900 or chrransi~townofchapelhill.o~a. Thank you for 

,’our continued support of the PX Route. 

qew Stop 

A new bus stop has been added to the t tU route (southbound) to accommodate customers. The bus stop is located on Finley Golf Course Road near the 

intersection of Raleigh Road/t tv~T 54 at the UNC Hospital Imaging and Spine Center. 



the Region’,fl C’,fll Center provides schedule infi~rmation. Cus~tomers may reach the call center by calling 919-485-RIDE (7433). The GoTriangle.org website 

oilers a handy regional trip planner and all intbrmation required to get around without a personal automobile. RedefineTravel.org is a site designed with students in 

mind. 

Fhe Chapel Hill Transit Custoruer Service phone number is 969-4900 and the website is chtransit.org. Click here to find a lisl of common destinalions 

accessible by Chapel Hill Transit. and ._h_e__r__e_ to access links to all route Chapel Hill Transit route ~naps and limetables. 

Friano,_Je Transit 

For complete details on route maps and lime tables, call Chapel Hill Transit at 919-969-4900 or visit wvx~v~chttansit.oro_. 

Frian~e Transit Custoruer Service phone number: 485-RIDE. Their website is www.triangletransit.or~. Click here to see the Triangle Transit service calendar 

and here to access links to all Triangle Transit route maps and timetables. 

Friangle Transit operates regional service from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and t]com 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Saturdays. Triangle Transit does 

NOT operate bus or shuttle service on Sundays. 

Other Transit Providers 

Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation serves the counties west of Orange County. There is a wealth of infolmalion about PART services !)__ej2e_.. 

For i~ffonnation about public transportalion in Chatham Count3/, please go to the Chatham Transit Network web site here. 

Zipcar and Zimride 

Zhnride 

~his Valentine’s Day, share the ride with the one you love, or meet someone new using UNC Zimride! Long distamce relationship got you driving out of town? Add 

~our ride and split the cost ruth classmates going to visit their significant others. Need a ride? Find a ride tbr half the cost of a bus ticket and enjoy the drive with 

mother Tar Heel! 

Add your ride today: .t_ !__t__tR:__i_i_~ _’q_tLn_’_d_ ~:_u__!~ _c_’:__e_d_u_: 

Need to get the chess team to a match? Bowling club running late for the lanes? Grab a Zipcar! They’re right on your campus, ready to go for an hour or a day. Join 

now and make club carpools a little easier. 

All February long, Zipcar is celebrating student organizations on our Facebook page. Log in, like us and let us how your organization cam use Zipcar. One deserving 

entry will win FREE Zipcar memberships tbr every person in their organization*. Visit our Facebook page to see the rules and submit your story. 

Zipcar is car sharing, an alternative to car rental and car ownership that gives you the ti~eedom to take a car M~en you want it, and put it back when you’re done. 

Best of all, insurance and gas are on us. 

Here’s the lowdown on Zipcax membership: 

You have to be 18+ years-old 

Eveiy trip includes gas, insurance and 180 free miles 

Intemalional driver’s licenses are accepted 

fyou’re not yet a member, sign up today. You’ll be zipping around on (and oil) campus betbre you know it. And don’t tbrget to check us out on Facebook for a 

chance to win t~ee prizes all month long. 

See you on the road soon, 

rhe temn at Zipcar 

* Up to 20 free memberships. The contest begins on 2/8 and concludes on 2/21. 

Transit Info Online 

GoTriangle joins GooNe Transit 

Ooogle and the GoTriangle thmily of services are pleased to announce that the Google Transit trip planner (~a~a~’.google.com/transit) now includes all local transit 

schedules and routes tbr the Triangle region. The GoTriangle t?~nfily of services include Capita] Area Transit (CAT), CaD" Transit (C-Tran), Chapel Hill Transit 
(CHT), Durhaan Area Transit AuthoriF (DATA), North Carolina State Universi~ Wolfline, and Triangle Transit. The addition of GoTriangle trip planning sere’ices 

to Google marks the begimfing of the full regional technology program, GoLive, which roll also include a regional real-lilne systeln and an open-source data 

warehouse. 



In 2003, GoTriangle launched a Transit Trip Plam~er at gotriangle.org so that transit riders can find a best match for their next trip. Triangle commuters can enter 

destination inlbrmation in "tiom" mad "to" tields t?om the GoTriangle.o~ home page. Using all of the local transit schedules, the trip planner calculates the length of 

time the trip will take and suggests the quickest, most etficient route. Cuslx~mers can select not oNy transit but also a combination of biking and walking. 

To learn more about the project go here. 

Chapel Hill Transit Social Media 

CHT is now providing information to our customers via Facebook (www.facebook~com/chtransit) and Twitter (www.twittcr.con~,’ch~’emsit). CHT is utilizing these 

sites to provide cus~tomers with nolificalions/information such as: 

significant delays alt~cting a route long enough to interrupt service 
reroutes which may force a route to skip at least one stop 

tempora~ changes in bus stop location 

schedule changes due to weather, holidays or other closures 

safety" reminders 

how to ride the bus info 

meeling notifications 

Carpools, Vanpools, and More 

Seats Available on Burlin~on to UN C Van 

2 seats available on a van fiom Burlington to Chapel Hill. Leaving Burlington at 6:30 a.m., 1 stop on HwT 54 and arriving in Chapel Hill at 7:10 a.m. Leaving Chapel 
Hill at 4:20 p.m. and arriving back in Burlington at 5:05 p.m. 

If interested please Peggy Pickard at 919-962-0285. 

Van opening - Graham to Chapd Hill 

Van leaves Lowe’s Foods in Graham at 6:30 a.m. and returns at 5:00 p.m. We drop off at Ambulatory Caxe Center and the hospital/dental school area m~aund 7:10 

a.m. Van leaves tile parking lot in front of the dental school to return to Graham at 4:20 p.m. If CAPS pmticipant, cost is $39.17hnonth. Please contact Deannie Holt 
at ._d_!!~2_l__t_@__e_Ln_gi!=_tLn__c_’=_e_d__g" or 966-4260 if interested. 

Grahaln Vanpool Opening 

Vanpool leaves Graham Municpal parking lot at 6:35 a.m. Second stop is Alexander Wilson School at 6:45 a.m. Vanpool arrives at UNC Health Care at 7:10 a.m. 
Second stop is at the AmbulatoU Care Center around 7:20 a.m. Vanpool leaves Ambulatory Care Center at 4:25 p.m. and arrives at UNC Health Care at 4:30 
p.m. Vanpool arrives at ALexander Wilson School in Graham at 5:05 p.m. and then arrives at Grahmn Municipal parking lot at 5:15 p.m. If you are interested 
)lease call Phillis Perkins at 919-843-6695 or 335-229-5163 

Take a Bicycle/Pedestrian Survey 

<[CDOT is conducting a survey to collect citizen feedback on statewide bicycle a~nd pedestrian safe~ issues. 

Fhe survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete and will assist NCDOT in assessing tile public’s needs and concerns regarding bicycle and pedes~trian 

safe~. You can find the suv~,ey !)__e_!2_e_.. 

the results will be used as a primer to for a series of roundtable discussions ~heduled for later this year and will be helpful in determining the level of punic support 

for future investment in the state’s bicycle and pedestrian network. 

~Fhe survey is being administered in partnership between NCDOT Division of Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation and the Institute tbr Transportation Research 

and Education Bicycle and Pedestrian Programat North Carolina State University. For more intbnnation, please contact Sarah O’Brien at skworth(tbncslLedu. 

CAP Merchant News 

Hill Tire Car Care Center 

Free shuttle sere’ice to and from the campus and hospital. 
Free pick up and delivery of vehicles at park and ride lots. 
Discounts and promotions on regular services. 
Appointments to save you time. 

1These are all benefits available to CAP participants fi’om Chapel Hill Tire Car Center, the area’s only 58 year old family owned car care business. Go to 
www.chapelhilltirc.con~ or ema~l cpcrcw(?~chapelhilltire.com for more information. 

We appreciate our local CAP merchants. These merchants offer discounts to CAP folks with the display of the CAP Merchant ID Cmd. In these tough economic 

time~ that is coming in especially han@. Alternativeb; they donate prizes we use to surprise CAP pa~icipants when they least expect it. In return, we thank our 



merchants publicly and often. 

Fhese merchants know that CAP participants are morn likely to be out exploring and discovering their shops or restaurants than axe those who drive here 
another part of the region, park outside the ottice and drive home. These merchants hope you’ll stop by. Please do, and don’t tbrget to say hello tbr us. 

][’he following merchants currently offer CAP discounts OR they have given us prizes for us to give away throughout the year. We use these donations to surprise 
CAP participants with special thanks, "just because". 

As long as the merchant has a website up, we have a link to it below. To find out details on how each one of these merchants participates in CAP, visit the merchant 
list on our website by clicking here. 

Ban&do s Mexican 
4-11 West Back ~Ylle5_" Bikes Cafe 

Bear Rock Care Ben and Jerry’s - discount Cafe Driade 
AND giveaway! 

Daily (kind FMng Burrito 

Great Harvest Bread 
I Love NY Pizza 

Co. 

Jack Sprat’s Cafe; Jalnka Natural Bistro 

~ ~? ! Lr--m-- 3-2 ]2----~-[t-i--r-l- L 2l-i-lLe- 
Mediterranean Deli 

Carolina Store 

Care II Oriental Garden Open Eye 

Qdoba Meyicm~ Grill ,, SAN DWHJCH (New{) 

Chapel Hill Tire 

Fosters - in Chapel 

Internationalist 
Books 

Jersey Mike’s 

Mez 

Panera Bread 

SpankT’s 
Restauran t 

Squid’s Restamant Student Stores Tandoor Indian 

Restanrant 

]~}__h__~__.in Chapel 
The Loop Pizza (~ll The Pits Pit 

Hill 

Tov~ nsend Bertram.                               Weaver Street 
Trilussa la FraVu)ria 

and Co. Market 

Whole Foods-Chapel 

ITtanks for supporting l~}VC’s Commuter A lte~v~ative Program. 

Invite YOUR Favorite Merchant to Be a CAP Merehant 

Fo increase your likelihood of getting a surprise gift for being in CAP or a discount where you no~mally shop, help us recruit ,nerchants! Do you have a local 
restaurant or other business that you would like to see on this list? If so, contact us and we’ll send you a very nice invitation to hand to the merchant next time you 
pay them a visit. Ifll have more impact coming fi~om you - the customer. Just email us your name and campus address and we’ll get it right over to you in campus 
mail. 

Finally, if you wmat oa~ online coW of ~me of this alternative transportation news each month plus other Public Sa~}~ News, check’the Deparl~nent of Public Sa~}ty 

ttome page at ~a~’w.dpsamc.edu. Click on the Weekly Updates entry located in the middle of the list on left hand margin of the web page. 

We hope lhis inf!)rmation is helpfid lo your department. Please email cap(~b~mc.edu or call the Department of Public SaJ~ly at 962-395 l with additional 

questions. 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/n?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =at?iafan~&o=28639697 

(It may be necessary to cut m~d paste the atx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to [.e..a.~:.e..-...2..~..6.~2~}.-.~.Z.-...3..2...3..~..~...6..(.!..8.:..e...8.Z.~.t.~.1d.a.~.~..2...3..~.~R~..4..(.!..e..~...5..~.’.a.~7.~2~i.~.~L~2u~:~.~.~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lems, Lucy W <lMems@emaila~nc.edu;, 

Monday, Februaw 7, 2011 7:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Thanks tbr agreeiug to t~ilitate workshop’. 

GO! Facilitator Guide 2011 .doc; GO! Workshop Facilitator Fonn.docx 

Hi Eunice, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to facilitate this GO! workshop. I would be happy to meet with you at your earliest convenience to discuss the GO! event and 

workshop. I am attaching two documents that we are providing to all workshop facilitators -one to assist you and one to assist us! 

The first is a Guide for GO! Workshop Facilitators which provides suggestions for structuring and facilitating your workshop. 

The second is a Workshop Facilitator Form. It would be helpful if you could return this to me by next Monday, February :14. This year we want to provide the 

workshop info in all the pre-registration and registration materials, thus the earlier deadline. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Thanks again for agreeing to facilitate this important topic, and I look forward to hearing from you 

what would be a good date and time to meet. 

Lucy 962-2084 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 07, 20:1:1:1:29 PM 
To: Lewis, Lucy W 
Subject: RE: Eunice - request to facilitate GO! workshop 
Dear Lucy, 

Thanks and yes. 

Let’s be in touch before then to discuss the modalities of the forum. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Lewis, Lucy W 
Sent: Monday, February 07, 20:1:1:1:1:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Eunice - request to facilitate GO! workshop 

Dear Eunice, 

I am writing to invite you to be a workshop facilitator for the Saturday, April :16 GO! Global Orientation on Ethics and Culture at the UNC Global Education Center. 

All of my GO! colleagues and I believe that you would be an excellent workshop facilitator for Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Experience (or a different 

title of your choice), so I am sincerely hoping that you are interested and available on that date. 

I’m not sure how familiar you may be with the GO! Initiative. GO! was developed in 2008 in response to the growing number of UNC undergraduates who are going 

abroad to Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Middle East with little programmatic guidance or preparation beyond safety and logistical information. GO! tries to 

better prepare students for ethical and cultural challenges as they engage in global service, service-learning, research and internships in developing communities 

in these regions. GO! is organized by the Campus Y, APPLES, Center for Global Initiatives, Burch!Honors Study Abroad, Institute for Global Health and Infectious 

Diseases, Study Abroad, Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, African Studies Center, institute for Study of the Americas, Carolina for Kibera, Carolina 

Center for Public Service. For more information about GO! you can visit http:!icgi.unc.eduigo 

This year GO! will follow a format similar to that developed last year. The day will begin with a undergraduate student panel on the Ethics of Working in 

Communities facilitated by Joseph Jordan. The panel will be followed by regional break-out groups, led by UNC faculty. Following a boxed lunch, UNC faculty will 

then offer two sets of 55-minute workshops, ranging from Ethics of Health Care Delivery and Ethics of Photography and Videography to Conducting a Successful 

Internship. 

Last year Emily Burrill from the Women’s Studies Department led a workshop on Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Experience, exploring different roles and 

attitudes towards women in other cultures and countries. Emily is off-campus this semester, and we think that you would be a terrific facilitator for this important 

workshop. (I have attached a list of workshops from last year, including the description for the workshop that Emily led). Based on feedback in 2009 and 20:10, there 

is significant interest in helping students be sensitive to, think about and prepare for gender-related issues in their summer travel and work. 

If you are interested and available on April :16, I would be happy to set up a time at your convenience to discuss this further, as well as send you a GO! Workshop 

Facilitator Guide and a Workshop Facilitator Form. Please let me know as soon as possible if this is something that you can consider. 

Thank you so much for your consideration of this request. I am looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best always, 

Lucy Lewis 

Campus Y 

962-2084 



Guide for GO! Workshop Facilitators 

We have selected the general topics for these workshops based on student interest and on the 
challenging situations students encountered last year. We expect that each workshop will raise 
important issues and give students strategies for addressing issues and related situations they 
may encounter. We hope these workshops will be lively and interactive and will encourage 
students to become more thoughtful about the time they will spend in other countries. 

You have been selected as a workshop facilitator because of your experience and expertise with 
your topic, and we know that many of you have valuable teaching experience. For those of you 
who would like to consider ways to structure and facilitate an interactive 45 minute workshop, 
we offer the following suggestions: 

A note about workshop participants: The students participating in your workshop are UNC 
students and undergraduates primarily. All are planning to go to Asia, Latin America or Africa 
either this summer or next fall, and they will be doing at least one of the following: service- 
learning, research or service projects. Some have in-country experience; others do not. Based on 
last year’s participants, the students are very interested in learning and in discussing issues 
relevant to their upcoming international experience. Please allow time for questions and 
discussion either throughout your session or during the final 15 minutes. 

1. Opening the session 

¯ Introduce yourself, and if you have brought student co-facilitators, introduce them or have them 
introduce themselves. 

¯ Briefly give participants an overview of your experience, your perspective on the subj ect and 
why you think the workshop topic is an important one for students to think about. 

¯ Give students a brief overview of how you have planned the workshop time, highlighting the 
interactive sections including questions and discussion. 

¯ You may also want to establish a general sense of who is attending your session by asking 2-4 
general questions. For example, you might ask a question with a raise of hands on how many 
have traveled previously to the country/countries to which they are going and/or several 
questions that let you know how much experience and information students may have with your 
topic. 

¯ You may want to engage students with the main issues or concepts from the start by asking 
problem-based questions that you will address or ask them to think about throughout your 
session. 



2. Focusing your information, concepts and ideas 

We know that the time allotted for these workshops is challenging given the weight of the topics. 
As you develop your workshop, consider what you actually can accomplish in a 55 minute 
session and focus on a short list of learning outcomes. Two worthy outcomes of any of these 
workshops would be (1) students will increase their awareness and appreciation of complexity, 
and (2) students will think more about how they will approach challenging situations while 
abroad. Regardless of the outcomes you choose for your workshop, you likely will include: 

¯ key points, important ideas, current thinking and the context of your workshop topic 
¯ ethical issues 
¯ suggested strategies that students might consider when confronting situations related to the 
topics 
¯ illustrations of concepts through visuals, stories, examples, etc. 
¯ perspectives of student or international co-facilitators 

3. Integrating interaction in the workshop 

We suggest that you integrate ways for students to think actively about the issues throughout 
your session. This can be done in a variety of ways including (1) practice situations or case 
studies; (2) question and answer; (3) discussion of situations; and (4) problem solving based on 
concepts or tenets of ethical practice. 

4. Wrapping up the session 

In addition to discussion and questions, we recommend that you leave at least several minutes at 
the end for the group to reflect on the session and summarize the main ideas, the questions they 
still have, and possibly ways for students to follow up after the session. You can provide the 
reflective summary and/or ask students to contribute learning points, concepts, new ideas, new 
perspectives, questions, etc. 

5. Handouts 

You may want to develop a handout of workshop exercises, resource lists for students, important 
information on your topic, etc. 

If you would like us to make copies of your handout, please submit your doc file to one of the 
GO! team members by April 4, 2011. You can pick up your handouts when you check-in at GO! 
on April 16, 2011. 

6. After the workshop 

We would like to post your workshop handouts, links to resources, PowerPoint slides and any 
other information on the resource page of the GO! website. We will be in touch with you after 
the event to collect these documents. 



Thank you again for agreeing to facilitate a workshop for GO! Global Orientation on Cultnre 
and Ethics on Saturday, April 16, 2011 in the FedEx Global Education Center. 

The workshops will provide an opportunity for participants to learn about a variety of ethical and 
cultural dimensions as they relate to their upcoming international experiences in developing 
communities in Asia, Africa and Latin America. To learn more about GO!, please visit 
http :iiww~v.unc. eduigoi. 

GO! registration begins in March; however, in order to give participants an understanding of the 
available sessions, we need your help. Please complete the form below - keep in mind students 
will select workshops to attend based on the title and description you provide. 

We encourage you to invite a student - someone who has had experience with the topic you are 
discussing - to help facilitate your workshop session. If you don’t know any students you can 
ask, but would like to work with a student co-facilitator, please indicate that below and we can 
connect you with a student. 

Please submit your completed form by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4. 

FACILITATOR INFORMATION 
Name: 
Email: 
Department/Unit: 
Region Focus:    Africa       Asia        Latin America 
Bio: (focus on your international experience versus degrees as well as any unique information that will 
appeal to participants) 

Student Co-Facilitator (if applicable): Emaih 

WORKSHOP INFORMATION 
Please include key questions you will cover as well as interactive strategies you will utilize. 

Workshop Title: 
Workshop Description for Publication (300-word limit): 

Preferred Workshop Time: l:00-2:00pm 2:00-3:00pm Available either time X 



The Institute for the Arts and Humanities presents the 

2011 MARY STEVENS RECKFORD MEMORIAL LECTURE IN EUROPEAN STUDIES 

An Agonlstlc Approach 
re of Europe 

Delivered by Special Guest Lecturer 

ff÷ 

A workshop, "Space, Hegemony and Radical 

Critique," will be held in the Hyde Hall 

Incubator for graduate students and faculty 

February 11 from 2 to 4 p.m. Register by 

February 3 by contacting Sarah Sharma at 

srsharma@email.unc.edu. 

Professor of Political Theory 

Centre for the Study of Democracy, 
University of Westminster 

Free and open to the public 

Thursday, February 10 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Hanes Art Center auditorium 

115 S, Columbia Street 

For more information, visit: 

h~://~ho~¢o÷~ 

Chantal Mouffe is a political theorist educated at the universities of Louvain, Paris, 
and Essex. She has taught and held research positions at universities in Europe, 
North America and Latin America. Her publications include: with Ernesto Laclau, 
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic Politics (London, 
1985), and, most recently, On the Political (London, 2005). 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lgutierr <lgulierr@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februaw 8, 2011 7:29 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd:Post-doc oppor[llni~ at the Latin America Institute in Berlin (lbr disciplines within Social Sciences and Humanities): 

..... Mensaj e reenviado .... 
De: Sigrid < _ _ ~gmail.com> 
Para: chupacabra@utlists ute×as edu 
]b;m,iado: mar, febrero 8, 2011 12:41:38 ~\I 
Asunto: Post-doc opportunity at the Latin 2,merica Institute in Berlin ([’or 
disciplines within Social Sciences and Humanities): 

Requirements 
* An excellent PhD degree (concluded not more than 5 years ago) in one of 

the 
IRT~’~’s participating fields of sturdy (ttistory, Cultural Anthropology, 
Sociology, 
Political Sciences, Economy, Literary and Cultural Sciences) 

* A thematically relevant research project 
* Very good Spanish/Portuguese and English language skills 

The application must be accompanied by the following documents: 
* Certified copy of Magister, Master or state examination certificate; PhD 

certificate 
* Curriculum vitae (in Spanish or English), including list of publications 
* Synopsis of platmed post-doctoral project (approximately 10 pages, 

including 
timetable and selected bibliography) and an abstract (1/2 page in Spanish 
or 
English) 

* Abstract of the PIeD dissertation (5 pages) 
* Letter of recorrm~endation from a university teacher 

It is expected that the successful applicants will reside in the 
Berlin/Potsdam 
area and will adapt theraselves to participation in a structured study 
program 
and a longer stay abroad. Travel and material costs and family and 
childcare 
subsidies xvill be paid in accordance with DFG guidelines. Applications frora 

abroad are expressly welcome. Freie Universit~t Berlin seeks to increase 
its 
proportion of women and explicitly- encourages women to apply. Handicapped 
persons will be given preference if equally qualified. 
Applications xvill be accepted in German, Spanish or English. Applications 
in 
German must be accompanied by a CV and an abstract of the synopsis in 
Spanish or 
English. 

Applications may- be submitted in written and electronic format (PDF) until 
FeblqaaI3~ 20, 2011: 

Internationales Graduiertenkolleg ,Zwischen R~umen" 
Dr. Ingrid Simson 
Zentralinstitut L ateinamerika-Institut 
Freie Universit~t Berlin 
ROdesheimer Str. 54-56 
14197 Berlin 
e-mail: entre-espa cios@lai fu-berlin de 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email uric edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28644206-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, February, 8, 2011 11:02 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.uuc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Zakeria ould Ahmed Salem talk Feb 16 (Duke) 

Zekeria ould Alm~ed Salem flyer.pdf 

From Brace Hall: 
Professor Zekeria ould Ahmed Salem from the Depaltment of Political 
Science at the Universit~ de Nouakchott in Mauritania ~vill be speaking 
at Duke Universi~z (East Campus, 229 Carr) at 12:00 on Wednesday, 
February 16 His talk is entitled "Challenging Social Inequality and 
Debating Islam: Ethnicity, Belonging and Muslim Politics in Mauritania." 
It focuses on efforts by former slaves (haritin) in Mauritania to win 
the right to act as imams in mosques A pre-circulated paper for the 
talk is available upon request by contacting Brace Hall 
(bruce.ha]l@duke. edu). 

Professor Zekeria ould Ahmed Salem obtained his Phi). from the 
Universit~ de Lyon in 1996. He is author ofLes Trajectoires d’un 
Etat-Frontidre: Espaces, Evolutions politiques et transformations 
sociales en Mi~uritanie (])akar: CODESRIA, 2004). tie will be speaking 
about research for a forthcoming book to be published this year by 
Karthala in Paris entitled Pc~cher dans le D6sert: Savoirs, Violences et 
Changement social en R~publique Islamique de Mauritanie. 

Lunch will be sepCed at the talk. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fi~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.globahunc, edu/africa 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: em~ice@email.anc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28645747-9518753 bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listser~ unc edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 8, 2011 11:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edtr~; Berger, Michele T <mtbe~e@email.unc.edu> 

Chantal Mouffe at UNC on Feb. 10 

~cmAttmntV.aGoo; 2011 Recld’ord Lectme Flyer.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Please see a~achedflyer.. 



The Institute for the Arts and Humanities presents the 

2011 MARY STEVENS RECKFORD MEMORIAL LECTURE IN EUROPEAN STUDIES 

An Agonlstlc Approach 
re of Europe 

Delivered by Special Guest Lecturer 

ff÷ 

A workshop, "Space, Hegemony and Radical 

Critique," will be held in the Hyde Hall 

Incubator for graduate students and faculty 

February 11 from 2 to 4 p.m. Register by 

February 3 by contacting Sarah Sharma at 

srsharma@email.unc.edu. 

Professor of Political Theory 

Centre for the Study of Democracy, 
University of Westminster 

Free and open to the public 

Thursday, February 10 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Hanes Art Center auditorium 

115 S, Columbia Street 

For more information, visit: 

h~://~ho~¢o÷~ 

Chantal Mouffe is a political theorist educated at the universities of Louvain, Paris, 
and Essex. She has taught and held research positions at universities in Europe, 
North America and Latin America. Her publications include: with Ernesto Laclau, 
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic Politics (London, 
1985), and, most recently, On the Political (London, 2005). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 8, 2011 1:49 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: CALL FOR PAPERS: NCAIS Graduate Student Cont~rence, July 29-30, 2011 

2011 NCAIS GradConference CFP.pdf 

The Newberry Consortium in American Indian Studies 

Graduate Student Conference, July’ 29-30, 2011 
The Ne~vbelxy Libraly 
Chicago, Illinois 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Graduate students from NCAIS ruember institutions are invited to present papers in an?" academic field relating to American Indian and Indigenous Studies. We encourage the submission of 
proposals for papers that examine a wide variety of subjects relating to Aruerican Indian and Indigenous history and culture broadly- conceived. 

The conference ~vill take place in conj~mction with the NCAIS smnmer institute on July 29-30, 2011. NCAIS faculty liaisons in attendance have agreed to provide feedback on individual 
presentations relevant to their expertise. First-tirue presenters are encouraged. 

To propose a paper, please send up to one-page proposal, a stateruent explaining the relationship of the paper to your other work, and a brief C.V. to mcnickle(~newberr<urg. The deadline 

for submission is Jane 1,2011 

If you are interested in proposing a paper and have questions, please contact conference coordinator and Director of the McNickle Center, Dr. Scott Manning Stevens at 
stevenss(~newberrv, or~. 

NCAIS is unable to provide f~ds for travel or lodging, but can assist in locating discounted accorcanodations. 

If you would like to receive ammuncements and updates about NCAIS programs or to subscribe to the NCAIS ruailing list, send an email request to mcnickle~newbcrrv.or~ or call McNickle 
Center at (312) 255-3564. 

D’Arcy McNickle Center for American Indian and Indigenous Studies 
The Newberry Library 
60 W. Walton St. 
Chicago, ~b 60610 
(312) 255 -3564/mcnickle@newberry.org 
www. newbel~ ,v. or g/mcnickleidarcyhome, html 

Please circulate. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak email to leave-28647546-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26Ib57fc7~listserv.nnc.edn 



The Newberry Consortium in American 

Graduate Student Conference, July 29-30,2011 
The Newberry Library 
Chicago, Illinois 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Indian Studies 

Graduate students from NCAIS member institutions are invited to present papers in any 

academic field relating to American Indian and Indigenous Studies. We encourage the 
submission of proposals for papers that examine a wide variebT of subjects relating to 
American Indian and Indigenous histoU and culture broadly conceived. 

The conference will rake place in conjunction with the NCAIS summer institute onJuly 29- 
30, 2011. NCAIS t~acul~7 liaisons in attendance have agreed to provide feedback on 
individual presentations relevant to their expertise. First-time presenters are encouraged. 

To propose a paper, please send up to one-page proposal, a statement explaining the 
relationship of the paper to your other work, and a brief C.V. to mcnickle@newberry.org. 
The deadline for submission is June 1, 2011 

If you are interested in proposing a paper and have questions, please contact conference 
coordinator and Director of the McNickle Center, Dr. Scott Manning Stevens at 
stevenss@newberry.org. 

NCAIS is unable to provide funds for travel or lodging, but can assist in locating 
discounted accommodations. 

If you would like to receive: announcements and updates about NCAIS programs or to 
subscribe to the NCAIS mailing list, send an email request to mcnickle@newberry.org or 
call McNickle Center at (312) 255-3564. 

D’Arcy McNickle Center for American Indian and Indigenous Studies 
The Newberry Library 
60 W. Walton St. 
Chicago, IL 60610 
(312) 255-3564imcnickle@nexvberry.org 

~ / / ~x~vw.ne,a berry.org/mcnickle/darcyhome.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 8, 2011 3:17 PM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiMhm] Request for Depaxtmental Newsletter Submissions 

Dear Colleagues: 

On behalf of Kenneth Janken and myself, I am writing to request your ideas and submissions for the next edition of the departmental newsletter. We 

would like to include information on recent faculty publications, grants, awards, and conference participation. Professional activities and publications 

completed between May 2010 and May 2011 will be included in the newsletter. We are also seeking stories on the accomplishments of our students and 

alumni, as well as information/stories on speakers and events that faculty organized during the 2010-2011 academic year. 

We are planning to include two special items in the newsletter in addition to updates on departmental faculty, students, and alumni: 

The second item focuses on the department’s 40th anniversary celebration. We will follow up with faculty who were involved in planning the 40th 

anniversary celebration, so items about the department’s history and the role of student activism in founding the department can also be included in the 

newsletter. 

If you have any other ideas or suggestions for newsletter stories, please let us know. 

The deadline for submissions is February 28th. Please send your submissions to Kenneth and me as a Word document. 

Best regards, 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to affiafam as: eunice@ernail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: http:/ilists.t~nc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8648348 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-28648348-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,~;listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February. 8, 2011 3:59 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] Admin updates and chaJ~ges 

Dear All, 

AS I mentioned in at the Faculty meeting last week, due to continuing budget cuts we are making a few administrative changes. Please see below for the details 

that we discussed -sorry again for the bad news! 

1) Copy Machine - each person will be given a copy machine code so that they can make their own copies and scans, rather than having Travis do this. Along 

with this, each person will be allotted 250 copies per semester. If you use more copies than this, you will be asked to repay the department through other 

funds or personal funds. Everyone is encouraged to use Blackboard and other systems that rely on less paper copies. (FYI - scanned documents are not part 

of the count, only copies that use paper). 

2) Letterhead and Envelopes -the department will no longer be using hard letterhead. You will find attached the electronic letterhead that you can type 

directly onto and print out. This has become very common throughout the College. We will continue to have dept envelopes available in the main office, 

and we will soon order more that actually stick! 

3) Phones -we will be discontinuing phone service for everyone in the department, except for the main office and the Chair’s Office. Those with 

professorship funds or grant funds who would like to pay for a phone are welcome to do so - please let me know which account to use. If you do not have 

other funds that can be used for phone service, and you feel that a phone is critical to your work, please talk to Julius about having an exception made for 

you. Phones will be discontinued as of 4/1/2011, so please make your arrangements by March ist at the latest. 

4) Supplies -we have funds to by office supplies and materials. We plan to allocate 5 reams of paper and 2 toner cartridges to each faculty member -this is 

your allocation for the year, until this time in 2012. If you would prefer to have some other type of supply INSTEAD of paper and toner, or no supplies at all, 

please let Agatha know by March ist. 

5) Summer School books -if you are teaching a summer school course and need a few books to make the course happen, please email the exact title, author 

and ISBN to Agatha by March ist. She will order them directly, so please do not buy them yourselves. 

6) NEW ANNOUNCEMENT-I forgot to mention this during our meeting - UNC has changed the policy about reimbursements. Effective immediately, no one 

may be reimbursed for office supplies (such as Staples, Office Max, etc). If you need supplies and have funds for them, please coordinate this with Travis, 

and he will order through a UNC contract account. 

Sorry for all of this detailed bad news.., have a lovely week! 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departlnent of,4~?icm~ & Afro-A~nerican Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afiiafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atiiafam&o=28648739 

(It may be necessa~ to cul mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-28648739-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@ilistserv .unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 8, 2011 7:40 PM 

The asc t~ulty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Fwd: FW: Symposium on Women Agency in Atiica: Call tbr Papers, UCLA, May 20-21 

Forwarded Message 

The African Activist Association at UCLA 
Invites you to submit abstracts for the 

6th Annual African Studies Graduate Student Symposium 

"Women Agency in Africa: Ro~e, Motivation, and Voice" 
Tentatively Scheduled May 20-21, 2011 at UCLA 

Africa is a continent with rich culture and natural resources. However, women of this continent for a long time have faced severe challenges that have affected 

their well-being, health, and effective participation in the continent. Such challenges include infant and maternal mortality, female genital mutilation, gender 

violence, gender discrimination in the business world as well as in the political arena, etc. 

The aim of this conference is to shed more light on women agency in Africa and their roles in mitigating the issues facing women, men and children in Africa. The 

conference seeks to bring together scholars and students who specialize in a variety of fields (e.g. economics, political science, history, women studies, public 

health, world arts and cultures, language, etc.), and members of the community who are interested in the issues women face and women’s roles in mitigating 

issues that are not only peculiar to women in Africa, but to all of Africa. 

We welcome submissions from a variety of disciplines and fields including but not limited to: 

Public Health 

Religion/Philosophy 

History 

Arts 

Education 

Political Science 

Social Welfare 

Economics 

Agricultural Science 

Psychology 

Sociology 

Linguistics 

Geography 

World Arts and Cultures 

Ethnomusicology 

Urban Planning 

Women’s Studies 

Public Policy 

Social Justice/Social Issues 

Abstracts and papers must be submitted in English. Individual presentations may not exceed 15 minutes. Please submit abstract of 250-500 words by email to: 

a frica nactivists@gmail.com. 

Submit the abstract no later than April 1, 2011. The body of the email should contain the title of the presentation, your name, institutional affiliation, address, 

email address, and phone number. The abstract should be sent as a Microsoft Word attachment. Participants will be notified of acceptance via email. 

Everyone is welcome to submit and we look forward to hearing from you. 

-The African Activists Association at UCLA 

QUESTIONS? Contact the African Activist Association (AAA) at: africanactivists@gmail.com 

About the African Activist Association (AAA} at UCLA: 

AAA was started over 35 years ago by activist graduate students at UCLA and is one of the oldest Africanist student activist organizations in the US. Currently, the 

mission of AAA is to provide a forum through which Afdcanists across disciplines can collaborate to increase awareness of issues concerning Africa. AAA aims to 

encourage positive and productive discourse about Africa both within the UCLA community and beyond. 

Information forwarded by the UCLA African Studies Center (ASC) -international.ucla.edu!africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 8, 2011 8:03 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Corl~rate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’ 

Please join us tbr fltis upcoining event: 

Carolina Seminar 

Dr. Soyini Madison 
Corporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’ 

Thursday, February 10, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CII 

Dr. Soyini Madison of Northwestern University will speak on Corporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Riteff. This talk is payt of the Caroliua Seminar in AtiJca~ Ecology 

and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle aJcea t~culty aa~d graduate students. Each month’s meeting is a~ intbrmaJ~ gathering fi~r sharing new 
research and discussing contemporoi9~ issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. ’]7’his month’s dilmer will be provided by Vimala’s Curryblossom C~£e. Open to all area 

I:acul~ a~d graduate students in any discipline. Free Please Contact: Baacbm-a Anderson b anderson~!unc.edu for morn infom~alion. 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Ceerdi natx 

Airican Studies Center 

UNC-CP apel Hill 

(919) 962-i522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (~ax) 

sewail @email .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

members@africanstudies.org 

Wednesday, February 9,2011 10:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Message for ASA Members and Friends from ASR Editors 

Dear ASA Members and Friends: 
The editors of the African Studies Review write to solicit your nominations for a newly-established, ASR-sponsored lecture to be given at the 2oll ASA Annual Meeting in 
Washington, D.C. This ASR-sponsored lecture will be an annual event funded by the African Studies Association, with the topic and lecturer to be chosen yearly by the editors of 
the @ican Studies Review. We warmly welcome your suggestions and nominations for both the topic and the lecturer for the inaugural lecture at this fall’s meetings. 
Time is short, and we would appreciate your response by February 25. Please email all nominations and suggestions to the ASR Editors at asrl~)anthro.umass.edu with the phrase 
"ASR Lecture" in the subject line. 
MaW thanks for your help and advice, 
The Editors of the African Studies Review: 
Ral ph Faulkingha m 
Elliot Fratkin 
Mitzi Goheen 

Sean Redding 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (members@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Laura Reynolds <lreynold@uniteforsight.org > 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 4:04 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Global Health & Innovation Conl~rence at Yale 

Hello, 

You and your colleagues may be interested in attending or presenting at the Global Health & Innovation Conference at Yale, which is the world’s largefft global health 

conference as well as the largest social entrepreneurship conference. For those interested in presenting at the conference, we are currently accepting ,social enterprise 

pitches. We would appreciate it if you could please forward this announcement to those who may be interested in attending or presenting. The regifftration rate 

increases after February 15. 

GH/Innovate 2011 
Global Health & Innovation Conference 

Presented by Unite For Sight, 8th Annual Conference 
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA 

Saturday, April 16 - Sunday, April 17,2011 

"A Meeting of Minds"--CNN 

Registration & Details 01egistration rate increases after February 15): http:/iwww.unitetbrsight.oWconl~rence 

200 speakers, including keynote addresses by Ken Cook. Victoria ttale, Jett?cey Sachs, mad Sonia Sachs. Social innovation sessions by CEOs and Directors of Save 
The Children, Ashoka. Endeavor~ mothers2mothers, VillageReach, Water.org, and Ina~y others. The conference schedule can be seen at 

http:/iwww.unite forsi~ht.org&olfference 

The conference convenes Inore than 2,200 students a~d professionals from 55 countries who are interested in global health and international development, punic 

health, medicine, social entrepreneurship, nonprofits, filmmaking m~d photography; social media, philanthropy, microfinance, human rights, m~thropology, health policy, 

advocacy, punic service, environmental health, m~d education. 

Interested in presenting at the conference? 

Call For Soda] Enterprise Pitches: Do you have an innovative idea or a new program in development? Submit your idea tbr presentation. Social enterprise 

pitches are accepted on a rolling application deadline, and the first quality pitches will be accepted tbr oral presentation. When the socia] enterprise pitch 

spots are filled to capacity, applications will no longer be accepted. See social enterprise pitch instructions on the colfference website. 

Keynote Speakers 

"Igniting Social Advocacy Throu~ Social Media," Ken Cook, President, Environmental Worldng Group 

"Pharmaceuticals For HumaniU," Victoria Hale, PhD, Founder of Medicines360; Foun&r and Chair Emeritus, OneWorld Health 

Jeffrey Sachs, PhD, Director of Earth Institute at Columbia University; Quetelet Professor of Sustainable Development, Professor of Health Policy and Management, 

Columbia UniversiU; Special Advisor to Secretary- General of the United Nations Ban Ki- moon 

Sonia Ehrlich Sachs, MD, MPtt, Director ofttealth, Millennmm Village Project, Earth Institute at Columbia University 

200 Featured Speakers, including: 

"Evaluation of Traumatic Neurological Injury Care in Ecuador Using the IATSICiWtlO Essential Guidelines for Trauma Care," Michel B. Aboutanos, 

MD, MPH, Director, International Trauma Systems Development, Virginia Commonwealth University Medical Center 

"How Do You Know "v~]len You’ve Revolutionized .Am lndusta’y?: Ashoka’s Approach to Assessing Impact," Karabi Acharya, ScD, Change Leader, 

Ashoka 

"Workshop - Social Entrepreneurs: Systems Thinking in Action," Karabi Acharya, ScD, Change Leader, Ashoka 

"Evaluation of a Public Private Partnership to Improve Mental Health Se~wices in Northern Uganda: Output, Metric, and Outcome Data," Stephen 

Alderman, MD, Peter C. Alderman Foundation 

"Design Education in the Ilumanitarian Sphere: Designmatters Best Practices," MaNana Amatullo, Vice President. Director. Designmatters Depa~ment. 

Art Center College of Design 

"Readying Orphans For Their CommuniD-: Models For Taking Orphans Out Of Isolation," Jane Aronson, MD, CEO and Founder of Worldwide Orphans 

Foundation; Clinical Assistax~t Professor of Pediatrics, Comell Weill Medical College and Columbia University 

"Health Education Strategies in Rural Villages," Ernest Awiti, OD, Optometrist, C~ystal Eye Clinic, Ghana 



"Doctors as Storytellers: Using Our Stories For Social Change," Neal Baer, MD, Ins~titute for Photographic Empowerment at USC’s Annenberg School of 

Communications; Executive Producer, Law and Order: Special Victims Unit 

"Workshop - New, Media For Global Health," Neai Baer, MD, Institute tbr Photographic Empowerment at USC’s Annenberg School of Communications; 

Executive Producer, Law and Order: Special Victims Unit 

"A New Approach to tlIV Prevention: Cash Transfers and Risk Reduction Among Adolescent Girls," Sarah Baird, Assistant ProtEssor, George 

Washington University 

"Investing in Adolescent Girls - The Transition to Adulthood," Wendy Baldwin, Vice President, Poverty, Gender and Youth, Population Council 

"Itigh-Impact Social Entrepreneurship" Elmira Bayrasli, Director of Communications, Peace Dividend Trust 

"Social Entrepreneurship Workshop," Elmira Bayrasli, Director of Communications, Peace Dividend Trust 

"Global Approaches m Global Iteaith: Lessons Learned From The Global ttIV Vaccine Enterprise," Alan Bernstein, PhD, Executive Director, Global 

HIV Vaccine Enterpri~ 

"Mobile Potential: Scaling Health Access," Matthew, Berg, ICT Coordinator, Millennium Villages Project 

"A Pivotal Moment: Advocating for Big Drea~ns in Ditlicult Tinges," Natasha Bilimoria, President, Friends of the Global Fight 

"Enterprise Solutions to Sustainable Social Change," Ron Bills, Chairman & CEO, Envimfit International 

"Global Health Innovation Partnerships - Accelerating Access to Medical Technologies in Tanzania," Jeffrey Blander, ScD, President, Bienmoyo 

Foundation 

"Asking The Right Questions: Lessons Learned From The Cuban Health System," Peter Bourne, MA, MD, Visiting Scholar, Oxtbrd University; Vice 

Chancellor Emeritus, St. George’s University; Formerly Special Assis~nt to the President of the United States tbr tlealth Issues; Chair, Medical Education 

Cooperation ruth Cuba (MEDICC) 

"Workshop - hnproving Organizational Performance in Low-Income Settings," Elizabeth Bradley, PhD, Professor of Public Health, Division of Health Policy 
& Administration; Director, Health Management Program; Director, Global Health Initiatives, Yale School of Public Health 

"Doctors With Borders," Michael Brennan, MD, American Academy of Ophthalmology Past President, Alamance Eye Center 

"Itinerant Physicians and Shifting Moral Economies: Cuba’s International Medical Programs," P. Sean Brotherton, PhD, Assistant Professor. Department 

of Anthi~oIx~logy, Yale University 

"Orchestration of the tlost Immune Response by Malaria Parasites," Richard Bucala, MD, PhD, ProtEssor of Medicine, Pathology and Epidemiology and 

Public Health, Yale University School of Medicine 

"Innovations and Technologies for Resource Constrained Settings: Opportunities and Strategies," Thomas F. Burke, Chief, Division of Global Health and 
Human Rights, Massachusetts General Hospital; Departn~ents of Emergency Medicine and Pediatric~ MGH; Division of General Pediatrics, Children’s Hospital 

Bos~ton; Assistant Professor of Surgery, Haa~’a~d Medical School; Associate Professor, KCA University and Victoria Institute for Science and Technology, Kisumu, 

Kenya 

"Storytelling for Action: How Nonprofit Journalism Can Empower Staff, Supporters and Beneficiaries," Roger Burks, Senior Writer, Mercy Corps, Co- 

Founder, Pictographers 

"Maternal Health and Societal Development," Sharon Camp, President and CEO, Gnttmacher Institute 

"Vision Research Advances and Opportunities in Global tIealth," Deborah Carper, Deputy Director, National Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health 

"Strategies to Prevent Maternal Mortality in Latin America and the Caribbean," Arachu Castro, PhD, MPH, Assistant Pro~ssor of Social Medicine, 
Progra~ in Infectious Disease and Social Change, Department of Global Health and Social Medicine, Harvard Medical School; Partners in Health 

"Li~4ng Goods: A Sustainable System tbr lmpro~4ng Clfild Survival Through Avon-Like Networks of Women Health Promoters," Molly Christiansen, 

Manager, Health Practices and Business Development, Living Goods 

"Meet The Editor: How To Write For Global Health Journals," Jocelyn Clark, Senior Editor, PLoS Medicine 

"Reaching The Poorest of the Poor," Jmnes Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Crystal Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

"Global Health Education Field Experiences: Learning From Local Healthcare Professionals," James Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, 

Crystal Eye Clinic, Ghana; Unite For Sight Partner 

"Randomized Trials in Malaria: Questions, Answers and More Questions," Jessica Cohen, PhD, Assistant Professor of Global Health, Harvard School of 

Public Health 

"The Impact of Impact Investing," Josh Cohen, Managing Partner, CiU Light Capital 



"Proof of Sustainable Eye Care Systelns in Africa, The Only Way To V2020," Kate Coleman, BSc, PhD, Consultant Ophthalmologist. Executive Chairman, 

Right To Sight 

"Telling the Story: Docmnentm3~ Photography for NGOs," Thatcher Cook, Documentary Photographer, Pictographers 

"Accelerating Impact: Incubation and Skill-Building For Social Change," Cindy Cooper, Director, Social hmovation Incubator, School of Business 

Administration, Portland State Universi~ 

"Public Health Aspects of Surgical Care," Scott Corlew, MD, Chief Medical Office~; Inte~plast 

"Evolving Best Practices for KAP Sur~’eys," Pierre Cremieux, President, Medical Aid Committee 

"Can Business Really Make a Lasting Difference in Commmfities? The Case for People-Centered Development," Dean Cycon, Founder and CEO, 

Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co. 

"Outcome Mapping Measures Knowledge and Behavior Changes Due To T. Solimn Education," Care Dewey, Prot~ssor of Epidemiology and ttealth 

Management; Chair, Department of Popalation Medicine, University of Guelph 

"The Evolution of Development and Urgent Need for a Genetic dump," Mark Dybnl, Distinguished Visiting Schol~x and Co-Director of the Global Health 

Law Progrmn, O’Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law. Georgetown University; Inaugural Global Health Fellow, George W. Bush Institute 

"Global Mobile Surveys," Nathan Eagle, CEO, txteagle Inc; Visiting Assistant Professor, MIT Media Lab; Research Assistant Professor, Northeastern Cotnputer 
Science; Omidyar Fellow, Santa Fe Institute 

"Innovation Partnerships in Public Health," Robert Fabricant, Vice President of Creative, Frog Design Inc. 

"Enterprise Solutions to Poverty," Michael Fairbanks, co-Founder, SEVEN 

"The Demand Side: Social Innovation and Gaps in Global Health," Gene Falk, Co-founder and President, mothers2mothers 

"Good Technology, Bad Implementation: Designing Effective Tools For Global Health," Heather lqeming, Catapult Design 

"Mobile Technologies for Global Health," Rich Fletcher, PhD, Research Scientist, MIT Media Lab 

"Pediatric Vision Screening in Western Hmmn Pro~mce," Susan Forster, MD, Associate Clinical Professor, Director of Medical Studies, Yale School of 

Medicine; Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Science Chief of Ophthalmology, Yale UniversiF Health Services 

"Collaborative Development of Open Source Medical Record Systems in Developing Countries: The OpenMRS Experience," Hamish Fraser, 

MBChB, MRCP. MSc, Director of Infommtics and Telemedicine, Partners in Health; Assis~nt ProI~ssor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School; Associate 
Physician at Brigham and Women’s Hospital 

"Energy for All: Powering the ~,llllennium Devdopment Goals," Robert Freling, Executive Director, Solar Electric Light Fund 

"Tempting Food Links to Global ’Cklrative’ Traps," Martin Gordon, MD, FAiL’kS, Emeritus Chairman and Lifetime Tmsntee, Cushing/Whitney Medical Library 

Board; Prior Clinical Professor of Medicine, Yale Universi .ty School of Medicine 

"Fighting Fistula: The Power of Partnerships," Kate Grant, Executive Director. The Fis~la Foundation 

"Scaling Up Clean Off-Grid Lighting Solutions For Base of P3a’amid," Ganrav Gupta, Partaker, Dalberg Global Development Consultants 

"Barriers to Treatment Uptake in Africa: Giancom a Experiences From Ghana," Michad Gyasi, MD, Ophthalmologist, North Western Eye Centre, Ghana 

"Perspectives From Ghana: Critical Research in Global Health Ddivery," Michael Gyasi, MD, Ophthahnologist, Norih Western Eye Centre, Ghana 

"X¥irdess Adherence Mordtoring Technology," dessica Haberer, MD, MS, Research Scientifft, Harvard Institute for Global Health; Assistant in Health Decision 

Sciences, Massachusetts General Hospital; Ins~tmctor, Harvard Medical School 

"The Effect of Cooking Stoves on Health: Evidence From A Randomized Experiment in India," Rema Hamaa, Assistant Professor of Public Policy, Harvard 
Kennedy School 

"A View from a Death in flae Morning: Emergent Disease in Kenya’s Emerging Democracy," Rebecca Hardin, PhD, Associate Professor, Depaxtment of 

Anthropology and School of Natural Resources and Environment. University’ of Michigan 

"Anthropological and Cultural Perspectives in Global Health Education," Rebecca Hardin, PhD, Associate ProI~s~r, Depariment of Anflaropology and 

School of Natural Resources and EnvironmenL University of Michigan 

"Improving _Aid for Health and the Critical Role of Ministries of Healfli," Cecil Haverkamp, Coordinator of Global Health Practice, Harvard University, 

School of Public Health 

"The Impact of Surgical Interwention in Nepal: A Case Study of an Integrated Reconstructive Surgery Program," Susan Hayes, President and CEO, 
Interplast 



"Not Everyone Cares: Marketing Your Cause in a Cluttered Marketplace," Scott Henderson, Principal at CauseShift and Campaign Manager of 

WeCm~EndThis.com 

"Workshop - Breaking Thru The Clutter: How to Market Your Cause and Att~-act New Champions," Scott Henderson, Principal at CauseShitt and 

CaJnpaign Manager of WeCanEndThis.com 

"Making a Public Health Difference at the CommuniD" Leveh The Peace Corps Experience," Carrie Hessler-Radelet, Depu~ Director~ Peace Corps 

"Global Health Education: Policies, Practices, and Innovations in Organizations and Systems," Brian Heuser, M.T.S., Ed.D., Assistant Professor of the 

Practice of IntemationaJ Education Policy, Depal~tment of Leadership, Policy and O~ganizations; Peabody College, Vanderbilt University 

"Proceedings From The African Glaucoma Summit;" Leon Herndon, MD, Associate Professor of Ophthalmology, Glancoma Service, Duke University Eye 

Center 

"Myths and Realities of Starting a Nonprofit," Maurice Segall and Rick Itobish, JD, Pro Bono Par~tnership, Inc. 

"BOPportunities: Ne~, Business Models for Prevention," Paul tindnut, Global Social & Sustainable Enterpri~ Program, College of Business-Colorado State 

University; Founder and Director, Envirofit International 

"Global Infertili~- and the Mfllemfial Challenge of Reproductive ’Tourism,’" Marcia lnhorn, MPH, PhD, William K. Lanman Jr. Professor of Anthropology 

and International Affafirs Chafir, Council on Middle East Studies 

"Free mHealth eHealth Software For Rural Hospitals," Bobby Jefferson, Health IT Project Manager, Fntures Group 

"Farlners First: Scaling a Permanent and Sustainable End To Hunger," Tony Kahn, Director of Business Development, One Acre Fund 

"Global Iteaith Disparities: Closing The Gap Through Good Governance," Enku Kebede-Francis, PhD, MS, MEd, Assis~nt Prot~ssor, Tufts Universi~ 

Medical School 

"Making Universal Access to MDR-TB Treatment a Reality: The Path Forward," Sabnaan Keshavjee, MD, PhD, Assistant Prot~ssor, Department of 

Global Health and SociaJ Medicine, Harvaxd Medica~ School 

"Food ]h~dustry’s Role in Finding Solutions to Global Nutrition Challenges," Mehmood lO~a~, CEO, Global Nutrition Group, Chief Scientific Office~; 

PepsiCo 

"Ethical Challenges With Short-Term Global Health Research Projects," Kaveh K~oshi~ood, PhD, Assistaaat Professor in Public Health Practice, Division of 

Epidemiolo~- of Microbial Diseases, Yale School of Public Health 

"I of the Needle," Marc Koska, Founder, Sat~point Trust 

"Making Sure Your Solution Fits The Social Problem," Marc Koska, Fonnder, Sa~point Trust 

"Ecological Sanitation in Emergencies: Turning Wastes into Resources in Post-Earthquake Haiti," Sasha Ka’ainer, Sustainable Organic Integrated 

Livelihoods (SOIL) 

"The Road To Hell: Good Intentions and Ethics in Global Health & Disaster Response," Gregor.v Luke Larkin, MD, Professor & Chief, Section of 

International Emergency Medicine & Global Health, Depart~nent of Emergency Medicine, Yale School of Medicine 

"How To Create a Social Venture," Moses Lee, Managing Editor, NextBillion.net; Entrep~eneurship Academic P~ogram Manager and Lecturer in Social 
Entrepreneurship, University of Michigan 

"Itow Do You Know V~at An NGO Is Achieving: Setting The Ga~ld Standard in Vetting," tIarry Leibowitz, Founder, World of Children 

"Ne~v Initiatives to Proinote Locally-Driven Solutions," Neal Lesh, Creative Director of Special Projects, Dimagi, Inc. 

"Using Social Media and Documentao- to Maximize hnpact," Jeremy Levine, Producer, Good Fortune; Filmmakers, Transient Pictures 

"Film Screening: GOOD Fortune," Jeremy Levine, Prodncer, Good Fortune; Filmmakers, Transient Pictures 

"Dollar Enterprise - $1 Can Change The World," Kathleen Liang, Professor, University of Vermont 

"Next Generation Base of the Pyramid: Fortune-Creating With The Poor," Ted London, PhD, Senior Research Fellow. William Davidson Institute and 

Faculty, Ross School of Business, UNversit.~ of Michigan 

"Ziich: The Power of Zero in Business," Nancy Lublin, CEO, Do Something 

"Building \Videspread Political Support for Newborn, Child and Mate~al Health," Charles MacCormack, President and CEO, Save The Children 

"Better Language For Better Health," Bob McKinnon, Founder and President, YELLOWBRICKROAD Communications 

"Accessing Enterprise Aspects in Traditional International Development Programs," Da~4d McGinty, Director, Deep Spring International 



"HIV Prevention - V~]lat Progress Toward A Vaccine? ~M~d V~hen?’’ John McGoldrick, JD, ChaJrma~L Zimmer Holdings, Inc., and Special Advisor, 

International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) 

"Collective Rights to IHV Prevention: Human Rights for the Public’s Health," Benjantin Mason Meier, JD, LLM, PhD, Assistant Professor of Global 

Health Policy, Department of Public Policy, University of NortJ~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"The Power of Social Entwepreneurship to Change an Industry," Jeff Mendelsohn, CEO, New Leaf Paper 

"Workshop - The Power of Social Entrepreneurship to Change an Industry," Jeff Mendelsohn, CEO, New Leaf Paper 

"Health and Microfinance: Leveraglng The Strengths of Two Sectors to :Mleviate Poverty-," Marcia Metcalfe, Director, Microfinance and Health, 

Freedom From Hunger 

"Scale-Up of a Pilot Intervention to hnprove hnmunization Coverage in Northern Mozam bique: Use of Impact Evaluation and Cost Study for 

Advocacy," Becca Miller, VillageReach 

"Rescuing The Bottom Billion Through Control of Neglected Tropical Diseases," Neeraj Mistry, MD, MPH, Managing Director, Global Network 
Neglected Tropical Diseases, Sabin Vaccine Institute 

"Blindness Prevention in Developing Nations: A Pictorial Narrative," Nader Moinfar, MD, Mag~-ader Eye Institute and UniversiF of Central Florida School 

of Medicine, Orlando, Florida 

"Market-Based Innovations in Healthcare Delivery: A Case Study of LifeSpring Hospitals," Tricia Morente, Head of Stlategy and Marketing, LifeSpring 

Hospitals 

"Poor Architecture: New Models of Design Practice and Empowerment Through the Resource Constrained Built Environment," Michael Murphy, 
Executive Director and Co-Founder, MASS Design Group 

"(.lean Energy - A Key to Health and Development," Anne Murray, Senior Development Officer, E+CO 

"The Production of MakaPads Sanitary Pads as a Social Economic Enterprise," Moses Musaazi, PhD, Professor and Fo~aner Head, Electrical Engineering 

DetmrtInent. Makerere UniversiF; Founder and Managing Director of Technology for Tomorrow Li~nited; Developer of Makapads sanita~ pads 

"Partnerships Abroad: Cheaper, Smarter, Khuler," Steve Nagler, Director of Global Partnership Initiative, Hole in the Wall Camps 

"Health and Wealth: Empowering Vulnerable Women in Ethiopia," Gwenel~ O’Dormell-Blake, Senior Teclmical Officer for Food Security, Project 

Concern International 

"Photonics Based Telemedicine Technologies Toward Smart Global Health Systems," Aydogan Ozcan, PhD, Assistant Prot~ssor, Electrical Engineering 

Department, CaliIi~rnia NanoSystems Institute, UCLA 

"Know ~**qhat I Really Need? Participatory Medical Device Design and Implementation," Kristian R. Olson, MD, MPH, DTM&H, Inpatient Clinical 

Educator Se~wice, MGH; Program Leader, CIMIT Global Health Initiative; Executive Co~nmittee, MGH Center for Global Health; Instrnctol; Haxva~d Medical School 

"Electronic Medical Records: On Becoming a Digital Doctor," Matthew Paul, MD, Danbuly Eye Physicians and Surgeons 

"Advocating for the Best Solutions in Global Health & Education, and Getting Results," Ken Patterson, RESULTS Educational Fund, Global Grassroots 

Manager 

"Pharmaceutical CSR - The Shift Towards Shared Value," Kyle Peterson, Managing Director, FSG Social Impact Advisors 

"Workshop - Design Global Change," Natacha Pogglo, Assistant Prol~s~r, University of Harttbrd 

"Empowering Women to Have The Children They Want Safely," Malcolm Potts, MB, BChir, PhD, FRCOG, Bixby Professor, School of Public Health, 

University of California Berkeley 

"Project Eirefly: Next-Generation Inf,’mt Phototherapy for Developing Countries," Timothy Prestern, CEO, Design That Matters 

"Bottom Up Entrepreneurship," Iqbal Quadir, Founder and Director, Legatum Center for Development and Entrepreneurship, MIT 

"Health Systems Strengthening in Fragile States - What Do We Know? Examples From MSH Work," Jonathan D. Quick, MD, MPH, President & CEO, 
Management Sciences Ii~r Health 

"e-Vouchers and Mobile Payments for hnproved tIealth Outcomes in Zambia," Mike Quinn, CEO, Mobile Transactions 

"Leveraging Online Data for Decisions and Impact," Suzanne Rainey, Fol-um One Communications 

"Bioethical Considerations in Surgical Volmiteerism," Aron Rose, MD, Associate Clinical Professor, Yale University School of Medicine, Depaxtment of 

Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences 

"Microbicides for HIV Prevention: New Science, New Hope," Zeda Rosenberg, CEO, International Partuership for Microbicides 



"YOUTH ZONES: A Film and Poetry Initiative on Young People from Conflicts and Natural Disasters," Lisa Russell, MPH, Fihnmaker 

"Low Cost, Easy To Use, Point of Care Diagnostics For The Developing World," Una Ryan, OBE, PhD, DSc, CEO, Diagnostics For All 

"From Taking IJves to Saving Lives: Training Male Health Providers in Family Planning and Reproductive Iteaith in Conflict-Prone Afghanistan," 
Taraneh Salke, Executive Director; Family Health Alliance 

"A Rapid Communi~-Based Maternal Mortali .ty and Obstetric Eistula Prevention Project," Anders Seim, MD, MPH, Founder, Health & Development 

International 

"Start With Why," Shnon Sinek, Sinek Partners, Renowned Leadership Expert and Author of Start With Why 

"Maternal and Child Health Care Training and Routine Practices ~Mnong Health Care Facilities in Rwanda," Heather Sipsma, Associate Research 

Scientist, Yale University School of Public ]Ileal th 

"Access to Essential Technologies for Safe Childbirth in Africa and Asia," Jonathan Spector, Pediatrician and Neonatologist, Massachusetts General 

ttospital, ttm~ard Medical School, ttarvard School of Public tIealth 

"WE CARE Solar - Bringing Light to Maternal Health Care," Laura Stachel, MD, MPH, UC Berkeley School of Public Health; Co-Founde~; WE CARE 

Solm 

"First Do No Harm: Taclding Disrespect and Abuse of Women During Childbirth," Mary Ellen Stanton, USAlD Senior Maternal Health Advisor 

"Innovation & Outcomes: Evidence-Based Global Health Delivery Strategies," Jennifer Staple-Clark, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, Unite For 

Sight 

"Breaking The Cycle of .Aid Dependency: Empowering Rural Ugandans With Education and Prevention," Jessie Stone, Directoc Soft Power tlealth 

"Empowering Better Care: An Innovative Economic Strengthening Model for OVC Caregivers," Brian Swarts, Technical Advisor Microfinance, Salvation 

Arnly World Service Office 

"Spurring Im~ovation to Make Historic Leaps in Development: New Challenges and Opportunities," ~Vendy Taylor, Senior Advisor, Innovative Finance 

and Public Private Partnerships, USAID 

"Sustainable Development Through Carbon Finance and Social Enterprise: Case Studies in Kenya, Rwanda, and Afghanistan," Evan A. Thomas, Phi), 

P.E., Executive Vice President, Manna Energy Limited 

"Patient Adherence to Glaucoma Medications: Current Concepts," James C. Tsai, MD, Rober~t R. Young Protbssor and Chamnan, Department of 

Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Yale University School of Medicine; Chief of Ophthalmolo~y, Yale-New Haven ttospital 

"Overcoming Barriers to Lam~ching Student-Initiated Health Enterprises," Jill Tucker, Senior Program Officer, Lemelson Fonndation 

"Global HIV Prevention," Sten Vern~und, MD, PhD, Director~ Vanderbilt histitute for Global Health 

"Global Strategies and Innovation to Ensure Drug Safe~, for Patients," Prashanth Visweswaran, Vice President Corporate Strategy, Drug Safe~, Alliance 

"It’s How You Play The Game: h~tegrafing Learning Games For Girls Into Savings Groups of Mothers," Ellen VorderBrnegge, Trustee, Reach Global 

"Innovations in Professionalizing Humanitarian Assistance," Peter Walker, Rosenberg Protbssor of Nutrition and tIuman Securi~; Director of the Feinstein 

International Center, Tufts University 

"Hearing The Unheard Cry: Strategies to Save Newborn Lives at Scale," Steve Wall, Senior Newborn Health Reseaxch Advisor, Save The Children 

"Strategies For Rural Clinics: How To Reach More Than 65,000 Rural Patients Per’ Year," Seth Wanye, MD. t hD, Ophthalmologis~t~ Friends Eve Clinic, 

Ghana 

"From Volun~e to Value: Paths to Sustaining at Scale," Rebecca Weintraub, Executive Director, Global Health Delivery Project 

"WaterCredit: Driving Financial Innovation in Water Supply & Sanitation For The Poor," Gary White, Executive Director and Co-Founder, Water.org 

"Design For Inclusion," Jocelyn Wyatt, Social Innovation Lead, IDEO 

"Workshop - Design Thinking," Jocelyn \Vyatt, Social Innovation Lead, IDEO 

"Narrowing The Gap Between Evidence and Action in Global Health," Gavin Yan~ey, MD, IvIA, MRCP, Lead, Evidence to Policy Initiative (E2Pi), Global 

Health Group 

"Filter Paper as an Appropriate, Low-Cost Medium for’ Spectrophotometric Detection of Blood Hemogiobin Concentration," Jasper Yah, Researcher~ 
Beyond Traditional Borde~, Rice Universi~ 

"ECOfashion: An ECOpreneur’s Journey to Transforn~ the Global Textile Industry," Marci Zarnff, Founder and CEO, FASE; Founder, Under the Canow 



In addition to the sessions with featured speakers, the conference also includes "Social Enterprise Pitch" Sessions and "Student 
Leaders in Global Health" Sessions. 

This e-mail was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by Laura Reynolds. 
Unsubscribe from Unite For Sight Conference Announcements. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 9:45 PM 

Afro-Latin American Working Group (at?o-latinamerican@listserv.tmc.edu); intl-duncpla@duke, edu (intl-duncpIas@duke.edu) 

Talk by Joselina da Silva on Aliican Brazilian Movement 

JoselinaSilva.pdf 

A Social History of the African Brazilian Movement: 

Twentieth-Century Perspectives 
Professor Joselina da Silva 

Department of Sociology 

Federal University of Cear~, Brazil 

Tuesday, March :~, 

5:30-7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sponsored by the Department of African & Afro-American Studies, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black History and Culture, the Institute of African 
American Research, and The Institute for the Study of the Americas 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 9:50 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Talk on African Br~ilian Social Movement 

JoselinaSilva.pdf 

A Social History of the African Brazilian Movement: 
Twentieth-Century Perspectives 

Professor Joselina da Silva 

Department of Sociology 

Federal University of Cear& Brazil 

Tuesday, March :1, 20:1:1 

5:30-7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sponsored by the Department of African & Afro-American Studies, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black History and Culture, the Institute of African 
American Research, and The Institute for the Study of the Americas 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak email to leave-28659040-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b2611~57fc7~,~Jistserv.nnc.edn 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sandy Smith-Nonini <scsmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 10:49 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] FW: Enviro Justice & hog thrms- panel- Feb. 17 

flyer-EnvironmentaJ Injuffdce a~ld Industfia~ Food.doc 

All are welcome! 

Environmental injustice and industrial Food: 

Engaged Public Health & Hog Farms in North Carolina 
A Panel followed by Discussion 

Featuring Gary Grant, of Concerned Citizens of Tillery, and Steve Wing, UNC associate professor of epidemiology, on their experience in an academic and 

community collaboration to expose the health risks of factory farms 

Thursday February :~7th 2 pm - 3:30 pro, 2:~5 Phillips Hall 
Global industrialization of agriculture has fueled loss of family farms and pollution from factory farms in eastern North Carolina, which has one of the 

highest densities of swine production in the world. Factory hog farms tend to be located on the coastal plain and disproportionately affect low-income 

communities of color. Industrial hogs are routinely fed antibiotics to increase weight gain, which promotes antibiotic resistance that can spread via water, 

air and insects. These operations release ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and bioaerosols that impact the health and quality of life of neighboring 

communities. Industrial chicken farms, with similar pollution problems, are expanding in the same region. State and federal authorities with close ties to 

agribusiness have failed to protect rural communities, so grassroots organizations are partnering with supporters from urban areas to advocate for better 

agricultural practices, with goals of justice for rural communities, more sustainable agriculture, and healthier food. 
GARY GRANT founded the Black Farmers and Agriculturalists Association, is Executive Director of Concerned Citizens of Tillery, director of the National Land Loss Fund, and Co- 
Director of the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network. Reared on a family farm in Halifax County, Mr. Grant has appeared on CBS’ 50 Minutes in "Pork Power," on North 
Carolina Public Television, and has published widely on corporate hog farms and the decline of Black farmers. Mr. Grant gave the 2009 commencement address at the UNC School of 
PuNic Health, and was featured in the March 20~0 PBS show "Environmentol Heroes/~ 
STEVE WING is associate professor of epidemiology at the University of North Carolina School of Public Health and conducts research on occupational and environmental health. He 
is the author of many publications on health and the environment. His recent work has focused on health impacts of ionizing radiation, industrial animal production, and 
environmental injustice. He is a founding member of the North Carolina Environmental Justice Network. 

Sponsored by a Ueltschi Service Learning Grant for ANTH 539 "Environmental Justice" 
AI~ are we~co~ne; Genera~ discussion will follow the panel presentations 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,~;email,unc,edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to ]eave-2865916,4-4140465,0c3d4556662f6045bfd361626[b57f/c7@listse~a~.mac.edu 



VSo 

Environmental injustice and Industrial Food: 
Engaged Public Health & Hog Farms in North Carolina 

A Panel followed by Discussion 
Featuring Gary Grant, of Concerned Citizens of Tillery, and Steve Wing, UNC associate 

professor of epidemiology, on their experience in an academic and community 

collaboration to expose the health risks of factory farms 

Thursday February 17th 2 pm - 3:30 pro, 215 Phillips Hall 

Global industrialization of agriculture has fueled loss of family farms and pollution from 

factory farms in eastern North Carolina, which has one of the highest densities of swine 

production in the world. Factory hog farms tend to be located on the coastal plain and 

disproportionately affect low-income communities of color. Industrial hogs are 

routinely fed antibiotics to increase weight gain, which promotes antibiotic resistance 

that can spread via water, air and insects. These operations release ammonia, hydrogen 

sulfide, and bioaerosols that impact the health and quality of life of neighboring 

communities. Industrial chicken farms, with similar pollution problems, are expanding 

in the same region. State and federal authorities with close ties to agribusiness have 

failed to protect rural communities, so grassroots organizations are partnering with 

supporters from urban areas to advocate for better agricultural practices, with goals of 

justice for rural communities, more sustainable agriculture, and healthier food. 

GARY GRANT founded the Black Farmers and Agriculturalists Association, is Executive Director of 

Concerned Citizens of Tillery, director of the National Land Loss Fund, and Co-Director of the North 

Carolina Environmental Justice Network. Reared on a family farm in Halifax County, Mr. Grant has 

appeared on CBS’ 60 Minutes in "Pork Power," on North Carolina Public Television, and has published 

widely on corporate hog farms and the decline of Black farmers. Mr. Grant gave the 2009 commencement 

address at the UNC School of Public Health, and was featured in the March 2010 PBS show 

"Environmental Heroes. " 

STEVE WING is associate professor of epidemiology at the University of North Carolina School of Public 

Health and conducts research on occupational and environmental health. He is the author of many 

publications on health and the environment. His recent work has focused on health impacts of ionizing 

radiation, industrial animal production, and environmental injustice. He is a founding member of the 

North Carolina Environmental Justice Network. 

Sponsored by a Ueltschi Service Learning Grant for ANTH 539 "Environmental Justice" 
All are welcome; Genera~ discussion wi~ follow the pane~ presentations 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 10, 2011 11:05 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: [clasp] JOB ANNOUNCEMENT: Epigraphy & Latin American Indigenous Languages Position 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subje~t: [clasp] .fOB ANNOUNCEMENT: Epigraphy & Latin American Indigenous Languages Position 

Date:Thu, 10 Feb 2011 09:56:42 -0600 
From:Valerie McGinley Ivlarshall <vmcgmar~mlane.edu~ 

To:CLASP List <clasp@ utlists.utexas.edu> 

Job Description for Epigraphy!LCTL teaching 

The Stone Center for Latin American Studies at Tulane UniversiW invites applications ~br a three-year Visiting Assistant Pro~ssor position in anthropology 

and linguistics, to begin July 2011. Ph.D. is required at the time of appointment. We seek 1) expertise ira the indigenous writing systems of Mexico and/or 

Central America and 2) fluency in one or more contemporary indigenous languages from this same area. The successflxl candidate will be expected to teach 

both undergraduate and gradume courses on ancient Mesoamerican writing systems as well as language courses in their particular language of expertise. 

Review of applications will begin immediately and will continue until the position is filled. The successfi~l candidate must have a Ph.D. in anthropoloE~’, 

archaeolo~’, or linguistics with demonstrated expertise h-t reaching language. 

Please provide a letter of application and curriculum vitae. Send names and contact information of three references, examples of publications (PDF format is 

desirable), mad teaching evaluations, if available directb/to Valerie McOin[ey Marshall, Stone Center for Latin American Studies, Tulane Universiw, 100 

Jones Hall, New Orleans, LA 70118 or submit via e mail to <vmcgmar@tulane.eduY. 

7"ulane University is ma Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. 

Please feel free to contact me for more information. 

Regards, 

Valerie 

;;~ie~fe l\4cGiniey 

Stone Center for [.ati~ Amedcsn 8tudies 
Tu::ane Un::ve~sit2 

iO0 Jones Hs:d 

New Orieans LA 

(504) 865-5284 FAX (504) 865..6}’29 

CEL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wisdom Tettey <tettey@ucaJga~’.ca> 

Thursday, Febma~ 10, 2011 11:50 AM 

Korbla Puplampu <puplmnpuk@macewan.ca>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Job Announcement: CRC in International Development Studies 

Job A3~nouncement - CRC in International Development Smdies.pdf 

Hey Bmda and Sis: 

Interested???? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Job Announcement: CRC in International Development Studies 

Date:Thn, 10 Feb 2011 12:40:14 -0400 
From:Ryan Isakson ~GMAIL.COM> 

Reply-To:Ryan Isakson ,@~GMAIL.COM> 

To:CCUPIDS~LISTS.MCGILL.CA 

Deal Colleagues, 

Saint Mary’s University has an opening for a Tier II Canada Research Chair in International Development Studies. Please see the attached advertisement and forward it 

to those who may be interested. 

Best, 

S. Ryan Isakson 

Assisiant Professor 
International Development Studies 

Saint Mary’s University 

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 3C3 

Tel: 1.902.491.6224iFax: 1.902.491.8622 



Advertisement 

Saint Mary’s University 

Tier II Canada Research Chair 
International Development Studies 

Saint Mary’s University has a longstanding and extensive record of excellence in 
International Development Sl,Mies at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. As 
part of its strategy to expand and strengthen its interdisciplinary approach to international 
development issues, the University now- invites applications and nominations for a Tier II 
Canada Research Chair in International Development Studies (IDS). 

We are particularly interested in a candidate whose research promotes linkages with 
wide-ranging interdisciplinary and internationally oriented scholarship underway in the 
Faculty of Arts. The area of specialization is open, but we will give special attention to 
candidates whose research is very broadly located within the political economy approach 
to the social, economic, political and cultural dimensions of development issues. 
Applicants’ research should have a regional focus on Latin America, Africa, or Asia, but 
with global relevance. 

The Government of Canada funds the Canada Research Chairs program to promote 
world-class research in Canadian universities. According to the guidelines for Tier II 
Chairs, the successful candidate will have completed her or his PhD sometime in the past 
ten years and will have accumulated a record of significant published research relating to 
one or more of the fields related to International Development Studies. The candidate will 
al so have a demonstrated capacity to work with an interdisciplinary community of 
scholars. The successful candidate is expected to make a significant contribution to the 
building and consolidation of interdisciplinary research within the broader international 
development research program at Saint Mary’ s University. The University grants a 
considerable teaching load reduction to CRC appointees, but applicants must nonetheless 
demonstrate successful teaching at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Subj ect to 
review and approval of the Canada Research Chairs Committee in Ottawa, the 
appointment to Saint MalS" s University will be made at the rank of Associate Professor 
and will include cross-appointment bet~veen International Development Studies and an 
appropriate academic department in Saint Mary’s University. 

Saint Mary’s University is committed to serving the local, regional, national and 
international communities, a commitment it realizes through a broad spectrum of 
outreach activities, well-focused research programs, and contributions to life-long 
learning. Its international character is reflected in its proportion of international students 
and success in securing funding for international proj ects and related research. Saint 



ManeT’S has collaboration agreements with universities and educational agencies around 
the world. Scholars in the Faculty of Arts play a key role in these strategic priority areas 

of research, and their interdisciplinary curriculum and research supervision serves both 
undergraduate honours and MA degrees~ 1DS is the largest Faculty of Arts graduate 
program at the University with approximately 60 students actively engaged in IDS 
graduate research. Faculty members associated ~vith IDS are involved in a broad range of 
externally-funded proj ects, and their research has been extensively published. 

Applicants are asked to submit a curriculum vitae, an example of recently published 
work, a teaching dossier, a comprehensive outline of their proposed research program, 
and should supply the names and contact information of three potential references. 
Applicants are responsible for ensuring that their files are complete. Review of 
applications will begin March 31,2011 and will continue until the position is filled. 
Applications, as well as reference letters, should be sent to: 

Dr~ Anthony Holland O’Malley 
Coordinator 
International Development Studies 
Saint Mary’s University 
923 Robie Street 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 3C3 

This advertisement is directed in the first instance to Canadian citizens or landed 
immigrants. Saint Mary’s University is committed to the principles of employment equity. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payue@email.uuc.edtc, 

Thursday, February’ 10, 2011 1:20 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in At?ica Seminar <africa@listserv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: Al~ican Studies seminar tonight with Dr. Soyini Madison 

Reminder: The next meeting of the Ati%an Studies Se~ninar is tonight- Thursday, Februa~ 10, 2011, 6:30-9:00pm, FedEx Global Education Center, Rootn 4003, UNC-CH 

Our presenter: Dr. Soyini Madison, Corporate Rituals and Staghig ’Water Rites’ 

Dr. Soyini Madison of Northwestern University ~,ill speak on Corporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’. This talk is part of the Carolina Se~ninar in ~4~?ican Ecology and 
Social Processes. ’lhis working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. Each month’s meeting is am i~’ormal gathering for shaxing new research 
and discussing contetnporary issnes in Africa. Light dirmer is selwed. Open to all area ~aculty and graduate students in amy discipline. 

Please Contact: Ba:rba:ra Anderson b anderson]~unc.edu tbr more intbrmation. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are cunently subscribed to africa as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=~2339823.6a91 b330a6c98266a6da464ffe5d 1 b23&n =:T&l=a frica&o=28664236 

(It may be necessaryto cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~Al to leave-28664236-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da4641IE5dl b23~listseI~.unc.edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 10:50 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; The official list~rv of the UNC PrograJn in Latina/o Studies <uncjprogram in latina o studies@listserv.unc.edtr"~ 

Art Opening & Artist Talk March 1,2011 : Trayectos de PapeliPaper Trajectories by Cayolina Loyola Garcla 

CLG poster.pdf 

Trayectos de Papel/Paper Traj ectories 
Featuring a series of works on paper by Carolina Loyola Garcla 

Opening Reception & Artist Talk: Tuesday, March 1,2011 5-8 pm at The Carolina Latma/o Collaborative 

Exhibit ruaas March 1 - June 1,2011 
Hours: Monday - Friday, 10 am - 7 pm; closed Saturday & Sunday 

Carolina Loyola Oarcla is a Chilean media artist working in the US, whose work reflects upon such issues as biculturalism, language, technology, and post-colonialism, among others. Her 
work ranges from single-channel videos to video installations or 2D digital prints, and has been exhibited in festivals and art shows nationally and internationally. Formally, she explores the 
possibilities that digital media offers for layering as a means to communicate various levels of discourse She studied theatre, film and video in Chile, and received her MFA from Carnegie 
Mellon Universi~. 

For directions visit clc unc.edu 

For more inJ2~rmation contact unc-clc@unc.edu 
Visit Carolina Loyola Garcia’a website at http://wwwcarolinaloyolagarcia.net/arte/carolina lovola-~arcia html 
View an artist statement and bio at http://www.art cfa cmu.edu/people/2498-CarolinaLoyolaGarcia 

Sponsored by the CLC, the UNC Program in Latinaio Studies, and the UNC Art Department 



Trayectos e    e /Paper Tra]ecto 
an art exhibit of works on paper by Carolina Loyola Garcia 

March 1 - June 1,2011 
Opening Reception & Artist Talk: Tuesday, March 
at The Carolina Latina/o Collaborative 
Hours" Monday - Friday, 10 am - 7 pm; closed Saturday & Sunday 
For directions visit clc.unc.edu 
For more information contact unc-clc@unc.edu 

Encuentros Bizarros, 2009 
by Carolina Loyola Garcia 

1,2011 5-8pm 

Geograf[as Internas, 2011 
by Carolina Loyola Garci~a 

Sponsored by the CLC, the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies, and the UNC Art Department 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Friday, February 11,2011 12:54 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Mon and Tues: Latino/a Studies events 

Please join us for these TWO GREAT EVENTS on Monday and Tuesday of next week... 
(see the Latino/a Studies website http://latino.aas.duke.edu//for more info on these and many other events) 

]. ] .This first event is geared toward undergraduates. All are welcome! 

2. 2.This second event is geared toward faculty, grads, and interested undergraduates. RSVP and request readings from Pmf Sean Metzger (sean.metzger@duke.edu) 



Jenny Snead Williams 
Executive Director 
Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South 
Duke University, Box 90441 
122 Friedl Building, East Campus 

Durham, NC 27708 
Le__n__r_~y__s_w__@__d__u___k_~_~__d__u_. 

http://latino.aas.duke.edu// 
919-684-4375 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interlink Publishing <newsletter@interlinkbooks.com> 

Friday, February 11,2011 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edm* 

Mideast News fbam Interlink PuN ishing 

CF.ck here if you’re having trouble viewing this email 
To ensure our emails reach your inbox, add newsletters©interlini,:booi,:s.corn to your address book. 

F"~.’b~ ~u~ r y 2011 

INTERLINK PUBLISHING 
Middle East Newsletter 

From {:}~e Publisher 
February Issue 

Pubiisher 

Egyptiat; 
Literature 

Awards 
Press 

Codection 

Yesterday, in response to Mubarak’s pathetic speech, the Egyptian 
people in Tahrir Square waved the bottom of their shoes in disgust 
and sent him a clear message to step down. Ny feisty grandmother, 
had she been alive, would have been enormously proud of the so- 
called Facebook generation. In anger, she would have thrown her 
slipper hitting Nubarak’s face on the TV screen. But she would have 
saved the other slipper for President Obama and would have sent 
him a Tweet saying "Shame on you!"A breathtaking people’s 
movement is sweeping Egypt and the rest of the Arab world yet our 
president doesn’t seem to get it either. This uprising--the most epic 
in Egypt’s contemporary history--has proven that America’s 
messed-up, decades-old Middle East policy of supporting 
authoritarianism, dictatorships, and occupations is no longer 
working. Thankfully, the Middle East is spinning out of America’s 
control. We stand in solidarity with the pro-democracy and freedom 
movements in Egypt, Tunisia, and elsewhere in the world and look 
forward to the day when repression, humiliation and hopelessness 
are no longer words that describe the conditions of communities in 
the Middle East. 

Michel Moushabeck 
Publisher 

interlink Mourns the Loss of the Talented Art Director & Photographer 

‘]uliana Spear died in Boston on Friday, .]an. 14, 2011 after 
a brief illness. 

For the past twelve years, .]uliana shaped the image of 
Interlink Publishing. Beyond designing our loges, catalogs, 
and the books themselves, she was also a very gifted 
photographer, and photographed such books as Caf@ Life 
New York, Caf~ Life Paris, Romantic Paris, Steeped in the 
World of Tee, The Turkish Cookbook, and Unexpected New 
York. 

She will be greatly missed, both for her irreplaceable 
contribution to our books, and as a friend. 

Please contact us if you would like to contribute to the charitable donation to be 
made in her name. 

Books Photographed by Juliana Spear 

Phyllis Bennis’ Coverage of Lhe Recent Democratic Revolutions in the Middle East 

Phyllis Bennis’ Coverage of Egypt’s 

Democratic Revolution~ and the role of the 
United States: 

Mubarak’s Defiance (02/11/11) 

Egypt on the Brink- And the U.S. on the 
Wrong Side (02/09/11) 

Tunisia’s Spark & Egypt’s Flame: the Middle 
East is Rising: The Arab World Plays 

Dominoes with Empire (01/31/11) 

Read the ArUcles >> 



Phyllis Bennis is a fellow of the Institute for Policy Studies in Washington, D.C. and 
the Transnational Institute in Amsterdam. She is a long-time analyst of U.S. policy in 
the Middle East, particularly regarding the Iraq war and Israel-Palestine conflict. Ciick 
here to view books by Phyllis Bennis. 

Challenging Empire 
A Traveller’s History of Egypt 
The Search: Personal Papers Latifa Zayyat 
Seen & Heard: A Century of Arab Women in Literature and Culture 

WHtings frora Egypt 

Specters 
Radwa Ashour; translated from the 
Arabic by Barbara Romaine 

WINNER OF THE CAIRO INTERNATIONAL 
BOOK FAIR PRIZE 

"As tens of thousands of protesters take to the 
streets in Egypt and authorities respond with 
violence and by attempting to excise Egypt 
from the digital world, I offer this excerpt from 
the Egyptian novelist Radwa Ashour’s most 

recent novel to be translated into English, Specters. As we’ve been hearing the 
recent reports of protests and their repression in Tahrir Square in downtown Cairo 
(among many other places), I thought of Ashour’s work, which gives a sense of the 
history of popular protest in the same square." (From a blog post by Pamela 
Thompson, Editorial Director of Interlink & Clockroot Books) 

War in the Land of Egypt Ysuf aI-Qa’id 
Seeds of Corruption Sabri Moussa; trans, by Mona N. Mikhail 
The Novel Nawal El Saadawi; trans, by Omnia Amin & Rick London 
The Owner of the House Latifa Zayyat; trans, by S.Bennett 
The Sl~e’~ Bre~ Nabil Naoum Gorgy; trans, by D. Johnson-Davies 

O~~ Traditio~al Dese~"t Life & the Power of the Ht~man 
Spirit 
.;nteriink Au~_hor Wins the A[ab Novel Award 

The Bleeding of the Stone 
Ibrahim aI-Koni~ translated from Arabic by May 
~layyusi and Christopher Tingley 

At the closing ceremony of the fifth round of the Cairo 
Novel Conference, prominent Libyan author Ibrahim al- 
Koni was chosen from 23 competitors to receive the Arab 
Novel Award, whose value is 100,000 Egyptian pounds 
($18,000), which he chose to dedicate to the children of 
the Tuareg tribes, from which he originates. 

One of the Arab world’s most important writers, Ibrahim 
aI-Koni has been called a master of magical realism and 
the evocation of the desert. He has distinguished himself 
for being brilliantly able to create so many ramifications 
around the simple world of the desert in Western Libya, 
proving as few have that human nature and the human 

condition are the same everywhere. 

:[brahim aI-Koni was born in 1948 in Ghadames, Libya. He is the author of over 60 
works of fiction and has been translated into 35 languages. He has received 
numerous prizes and awards, including the prestigious Swiss State award in 1995, 
the Libyan State Award in 1996, the Japanese Translation Committee Award in 1997, 
the Libyan national award in 1999, the Moroccan Award for the Arab Novel in 2005, 
the French Order for Literature and Arts in 2006, and the Sheikh Zayed book award 
in 2007-2008. 

Saudi author Abd aI-Rahman Munif received the first Arab Novel Award, which is 
given every two years. 

Other Boo~ts Sy Arab Novel Award-.Wh:~:ers 

Endings Abd aI-Rahman Munif; trans, by Roger Allen 
6iris of Alexandria Edwar AI-Kharrat; trans, by Frances Liardet 

The I::teriini, P:.iblisblH9 ek~ctro::ic i-:ewslettei" is Jistributed Free of thai’go, in this 

t~s 201.I intedini< Put.iishing All !igh~s reserved 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao, 13, 2011 11:00 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smYvg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

LamberL Valefie L ~vlambert@email.unc.edtv% Fosler, Tol <~£osler@email.unc.edu>; Kidvvell, Clma Sue ~ckidwell@email.unc.edu>; 
Lowely, MMinda Maynor ~mmaynor@email.nnc.edu>; Denniso~ Jean Mmie <jemadennison@unc.edt~> 

[smwg01 ] This week: Mapuche Literature and Politics 

Sorry for do~ble postings, 



¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: edelv~Jl~em~fil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28572273-11615809.75~bf8b77d55e0685f372blec67e888c~)listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28680623-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 





provost.d~ke.edu/$peaker_serie$ 

NATURAL DISASTERS/HUMAN RESPONSES 
The list is endless: Southeast Asian tsunami of 2004, 

Hurricane Katrina, Sichuan earthquake of 2008, Haiti 

earthquake of 2010. All of these events conjure images of 

human suffering, shattered lives, broken communities, 

and heroic rebirths. With burgeoning global populations 

and increasing residential densities in hazard-prone areas, 

the frequency and seeming enormity of recent disasters 

have had a horrific toll. The speakers of the Provost’s 

series, drawn from experts in the media, government, 

arts, and other fields, will explore questions concerning 

planning, response, ethics, memorialization, history, liter- 

ature, logistics, and most of all, human impacts related to 

mitigating and responding to these recurrent tragedies. 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2011 AT 5:15 PM 

SMITH WAREHOUSE 

THE GARAGE, C105 BAY 4 (FIRST FLOOR) 

Writing Tragedv, Writing Hope 
Haitian Writers at Home and Abroad Respond to 

the January 12, 2010 Earthquake 

EDWIDGE DANTICAT 

Edwidge Danticat will examine ways 

in which writers both in Haiti and in 

the Haitian dyaspora have responded 

creatively to the earthquake, and 

will also read excerpts from her own 

work. Two of Danticat’s titles, Brother, I’m Dying and Create 

Dangerously: The Immigrant Artist at Work, will be available 

on site for purchase. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 14, 2011 9:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Update 

Eunice, 
Thanks for the update. Tt’s good to hear that you submitted the commentary. That will help things to move along. 

Best, 
Kia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 14, 20:tl 9:42 AM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Update 

Hi Kia, 

A detailed 4 single-page commentary has been sent. 3[n the original letter, the publishers indicated that 3[ had until Feb. 22 to wrap the commentary. Our colleague Professor 
Sula Beloved can follow-up. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <’b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, Februao, 14, 2011 10:26 AM 

The asc t~calty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] CFP for West Atiica Review 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

"Rethinking the Philosopher-King": A special issue of West Africa Review 

(Guest-edited by Akin Adesokan, Indiana University, Bloomington.) 

One of the more spectacular tbatures of anti- colonial nationalism was the figure of the political leader as a thinker, an intellectual, and most particulm-ly a "Big Man." 

Politicians like Kwame Nkrumah, L6opold S6dar Senghor, Nnmndi Azikiwe, Obafemi Awolowo, and Ahmed Sekou Tour6 were not content to be leaders of 

independence political movements or parties. In addition, and often collusively with their political trajectorie~ they wrote politico-philosophical treatises, 

"autoNographies," °’live~" and "odysseys," implicitly theorizing homologies of the political self and the national destiW. They displayed their unlbrgettable honofifics, 

too: "Osagyefo," "Awo," "Zik ofAfric&" et cetera, et cetera. This idea was crucial in the consolidation of the postcolonial state as "national-masctllinis%" that is, the 

gendered character of nationalism and its role in the acquisition and actual exercise of power. Although African political leadership is still predominmNy male, and 

personality continues to control the political process, there has been a noticeable fading of the figure of the leader as a pllilosopber-king since the last two decades of 

the 20th century. The difl’erent components of this anthority figure are being redistributed to other formations: the scholar is assuming intellectual leadership, the celebrity, 
absorbing strains of the "personality-cult," the emergence of well-trained teclmocracy promises to undermine the personalization of bureaucratic power. The list is not 

exhaustive. Are these changes decisive or merely indicative of a generational amnesia? What are the aesthetic, intellectual, and political values oftbe vas~t but under- 

appreciated texts in the genres favored by these fignres? Beside the institutional forces enabling the new kinds of snbjectivity diasporicity, globalization, 

democmtizatio~in what other regards can the phenomenon of the philosopher-king be said to have met its nemesis? Are there ways that these forces shape new 

tbrms of"philosopher-kings"? We invite contributions that exanaine all aspects of these questions (or pose additional ones) in such fields as political science, history, 

literary studies, performance studie~ anthropology, economic~ psychology, public policy, fine arts, and the like. 

We invite abstracts of 150-200 words to be sent by e-mail to the guest editor at adesokan(~indiana.edu no later than March 15, 2011. Completed essays of between 
5,000-7,000 words in length are due on June 30, 2011. 

West Africa Review [W,AJ£] is an interdisciplinary peer-reviewed journal, devoted to research on the countries, societies, and peoples from Cape Verde to 

Cameroun. It provides a much-needed forum for original work and works of synthesis being done by scholars of West Africa in and outside of the region. West A~Hca 
Review facilitates productive exchanges among seholars of the region wherever they may be. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lectu~e~, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

A~r~can St~ldies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chape] Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b ande~son@unc.edu 

www. global. LI r](;. edu/af~ ioa 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 12:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

January 2011 Report 

6-30057 Asso Prof Sahle.xlsx 

Dear Eunice, 

I attached your January 2011 report for your review. In case you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Haeran Ivliller 

Acct Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
’]?el. 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-%2-5824 
Dept of African & Afro 2,rnerican Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 

hrmiller@emaiLunc.edu 



A 

1 Report Date: 1/31/2011 

2 

3 Sahle, Eunice 

4 6-30057 

5 Associate Professor Research Fund 

6 End Date: 6/30/2014 (No add’l fund) 

7 

8 11/10/2009 

9 11/19/2009 

10 1/27/2010 

11 2/10/2010 

12 9/24/2010 

13 1/26/2011 

14 1/26/2011 

15 



B 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 Budget 

9 T060820 (Return to NC for trip to France?) 

10 T194672 (Ticket for trip to Durban, S. Africa) 

11 T066751 (Travel Advance for trip to Durban, S. Africa) 

12 K918448 (Reimb. For books) 

13 JE (#0190575) to move $500 from Acct #6-34153 (Global Studies) for Book Indexing costs 

14 Wire transfer to publisher in London for Book Indexing 

15 REMAINING BALANCE 



c 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 6,ooo.oo 
9 (567.21) 

10 (1,406.70) 

ii (3,712,50) 
12 (292.13} 

13 500.00 
14 (460.90) 

15 60.56 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penn, Frank (Student Stores) <FLPENN@store.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 14, 2011 1:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI - Summer 2011 Texdx~ok Request 

The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Student Stores Textbook Department 

Re: Summer 2011 Textbook Requests 

Professor SaNe, 
Please pardon the intrusion. This is a friendly reminder that, according to our records, we have not yet received the book order(s) for your courses for Summer 2011. Please 
take a moment to review the course listings and send us your list of books to be adopted and ordered (or kindly inform us there will be no textbooks). Our records show these 
courses include: 
Summer I1: 

AFRI 101      sections 001,003 
The result of your submission allows Student Stores to offer students the best monetary value for the ever increasing prices on textbooks. We work to lower the cost of course 
materials to students, both at the time of purchase (by having as large a selection of used textbooks as possible) and at buyback (by paying students the highest price 
possible for their books). We would be unable to accomplish this goal without your course adoption requests. The earlier we have adoptions, the earlier we can go to 
wholesale book companies to buy short supply used textbooks for resale, increasing the number of used titles to sell. And, the earlier the adoption, the more frequently we 
can pay students the highest price at buyback, 50% of retail, which also increases the number of used titles to sell. 
At UNC Student Stores, we are proud to be a part of the UNC Campus Community. All earnings go to student scholarships. 
You can place your order in one of 6 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http://vwwv.store.unc.edu/textbooks/ 
2) Fax your order to: 962-3334 

3) Email: 
Textbook Office textbooks@unc.edu 
George Morgan g[E]_o__[g’_a__r_k@_s_t__o__r___e_:__u__n___c_~_e___d___u_. 
Frank Bellamy fbellatny @ernaiLu nc.ed u 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 2nd floor, Student Stores 

6) Reply to this reminder. 
Regards, 
Frank Penn 
UNC Student Stores - Textbooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 14, 2011 6:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Newsletter Tribute to 

Eunicel 

We would like to include a tribute to Ann in the next edition of the newsle~er. I know you played a key role in organizing her memorial service. Please let me know if you have 

suggestions for the best way to follow up with people who might want to share pieces for the newsle~er. ]It would be espedaiiy nice to include at least part of the eulogy that 

the minister shared during the memorial service. 

The deadline for submissions is Feb. 28. 

Thanks, 

Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebruaU 15, 2011 8:27 AM 

Today’s AFAM474: class discussion thrum reminder: AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dear All, 

As you prepare to come to class ready to discnss insights from today’s readings, feel free to bring your te~book and any notes yon have taken on the material if you 

think this will strengthen yonr contributions to our in-class discussion forum following my commentmy on key conceptual issues. 

Best wishes and see you soon. 

Dr. Sable. 



Rates Rates Dollar Percentage 
Description FY 2010-201! FY 201t~2012 increase increase 

Immunization Services 
immunization Review ..... 45.00 50.00 5.00 t 1 ,I t% 
influenza Vaccinations 25.00 25.00 - 0.00% 
Other Vaccinations ($35.00 + cost of vaccine) 35.00 35,00 0.00% 

Physical with Respiratory Exam 

Respiratory Protection 100,00 110,00 10,00 t0.00% 

Asbest0~ .ph,.ysica! 300.00 300.00 0.00%! 
SCBA Physicat 200.00 200.00 * 0.00% 

Physical Wi{h~{ Ae~p,!ratory Exam 

Law En’~orcement (Pre-Employment Physical) i55.00 155.00 -~- " 0,00% 
TEACCH t55.00 155.00 0,00% 
Frank Porter Graham Physical 75.00 80.00 5.00 6,67% 
DLAM I55.00 !55.00 . 0,00% 
1ACUC Animal Review 25.00 25.00 0.00% 
PPD 25.00 25.00 - 0.00% 
Travel ’i’~ st Visit fee (’$7~) + cost of vaccine/prescription) 75.00 75.00 - 0.00% 
Travel (2nd Visit fee ($35) + cost of vaccine/prescription) 35,00 35.00 ~ 0.00% 
Remote Area ($35.00 + cost of labs, vaccine, prescription) 35.00 35.00 0.00% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universily of North Carolina Press <mary blaiue@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Febma~ 15,2011 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New paperbacks from UNC Press--perfect tbr your courses’. 

New UNO Press logo 

Dear Professor, 
UNC Press has iust released three paperback books for your courses in African American Studies, 

History of Civil Rights, American Political Parties and E~ectoral Process, 20th-century 
America, History of tf~e American South, African American Studies, ancl LLS. Soc~M and 
Cultural History. Follow the ~inks below to read more about each book, preview an excerpL scan the 
table of contents, and mere. 

The Senator and the Sharecropper 



The Freedom Struggles of James O. Eastland and Fannie Lou Hamer 
Chris I~lyers Asch 
Liber[y Legacy Foundation Award, Organization of American Historians 
McLernore Prize, Mississippi Historical Society 
Mississippi Authors Award in Nonfiction, Mississippi Library Association 
~’A welloresearched, incredibly detai~ed ~ook at the DoRa and 

Asch offers a fresh look at the South’s troubled ties to the cotton industry, 
the long struggle for civil rights, and unrelenting social and economic 
injustice through the eyes of Fannie Lou Hamer and James O. Eastland, 
two of the era’s most important and intriguing figures. 
392 pp., 19 illus. 
ISBN 978-0-8078-7202-4 $24.95 paper 
20% discount price: $t9.98 
Examination copy price: Free! + $6.00 shipping 

hope you’ll consider adopting shy or all of these fine books for your courses. 

To order an examination copy on~ine for $6.00, first email us your contact information and the 
name, anticipated enrolh:qent and semester of the intended course. Then go to the book page on our 

website, click on +ADD PAPER, and, a~ checkout, enter 0I~XA~ in tire Discoun~ Code box. 

To order an exam copy by mail, use our Exam Copy Order Form. 
To purchase these books at a 20% discount, go to the book page on our website snd enter 
Discoun~ Code 01ENEW at checkout. 

look fo~,*~ard to hearing from you, and thank you for your interest in UNC Press titles. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Blaine 
Direct Mail Manager 
Ln_/a__r_y_ _b_ J#_ j_n__~ @ u nc .ed u 

University of Nor[h CaroD~a Press 
116 Sou[h ~oundary S~reet 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-3808 

This is a commercial message, 

If you would prefer not to receive fi~rther messages fi~m this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teachers College Press <tcp@tc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 12:11 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc edu> 

Celebrate Black History Month with a New Book 

Click ~£~ if you’re having trouble seeing this email. 

1~::: Teachers Coliega Prass, Teache~ Coliega, Columbia Universit,,~ 

Use ~-~3upon ~-~3de LOYJAN2011 and receive a 20% discount on these new books. 

i.~.i Cover image 

[] 

[] 
i.~.i Cover image 

Troubling the Waters 

Fulfilling the Promise of Quality Pubiic Schooling for Biack Chiidren 

By Jerome Morris 

"In an ’either-or’ world of structural versus symbolic, liberal versus conservative, and segregated versus 

desegregated, Jerome Morris elucidates a ’third way’ approach to analyzing the plight of African 

Americans as they seek educational opportunities to enhance their lives." 

--Gloria Ladson-Billings 

Black Yoatl~ Rising 

Activism and Radicai Healing in Urban America 

By Shawn Ginwright 

"Brilliant, shocking, tender, full of poetic fury, Black Youth Rising probes deep into the tender, aching 

hearts of Urban America’s neglected young people." 

--Susan L. Taylor, Essence Magazine 

"Read this book if you’re ready to take action for change." 

--Pedro A. Noguera 

Learning in a Burning House 

Educationai Inequaiity, ideology, and (Dis)Integration 

By Sonya Douglass Horsford 

Foreword by Marian Wright Edelman 

This is the first book to offer a historical look at the desegregation dilemma with clear recommendations 

for what must be done to ensure Black student success in today’s schools. 

::~:: Cover image 

Cover image 

Pedagogy, Policy, and the Privatized City 

Stories of Dispossession and Defiance from New Orleans 

By Kristen L. Buras, Jim Randels, Kalamu ya Salaam, and Students at the Center 

Foreword by Robin D.G. Kelley ! AftePword by Zeus Leonardo 

"This book is more than a compelling, inspiring read. It was forged in the wake of capitalist dreams to 

expropriate poor black folk, eliminate public housing, privatize public schools, and turn New Orleans into 

neoliberalism’s model city." 

--From the Foreword by Robin D. G. Kelley 

Teach Freedom 

Education for Liberation in the African-American -tradition 

Edited by Charles M. Payne and Carol Sills Strickland 

Foreword by Charles E. Cobb Jr. 

"This volume brings African American educational history alive and identifies implications for roads yet 

traveled." 

--Harvard Educational Review 



i.~.i Cover image 

i ::~:~ i Cover image 

The Educational Thought of W,L~,B, Du Bole 

An Intellec[uai History 

By Derrick P. Alridge 

"A remarkable book .... AIdridge succeeds in not only discussing DuBois’s educational philosophies and 

approaches, but interweaves them within the historical context for African Americans and other people of 

color in the 19th and 20th centuries." 

--Journal of African American History 

Beats, Rhyr~es, and C~assroom Life 

Hip-Hop Pedagogy and the Pelitics of identity 

By Marc Lamont Hill 

Foreword by Gloria Ladson-Billings 

"This book is invaluable for anyone interested in hip hop-culture, identity, education, and youth." 

--Henry Giroux 

Ta~kia Black Talk 

Language, Education, and Social Ci~ange 

Edited by H. Samy Alim and John Baugh 

Aftervvord by Geneva Smitherman 

Contributors: Neville Alexander ¯ H. Samy Alim ¯ John Baugh ° Charles E. DeBose ° Sharroky Hollie ° 

Sonja Lanehart ° Noma LeMoine ° Angela Rickford ¯ Sonia Sanchez ¯ Geneva Smitherman ¯ Arthur K. 

Spears 

Order any of the above books by February 28, 201 ! with coupoa code BHM2011 a~d receive a 20% discount! 

Professors: To request exam copies, please go to: ~t__~p_L/_~y_{_\~_~(:~£.~__~&s_~_:_c_2_r_,_!_/_f_gg__m__~_:_~Lm__! 

Free Membership! Sign-up to receive invitations to book parties, author events, plus a 20% discount on all TC Press new 

releases! Go to: ._h__t_t~!/__s__t__o__Le_Lc_p__r__e_b:_s_:#__o_~L,_m___e___m___b__~_q. 

Teachers College Press 
~v.tcpress.com. 800.575.6566 
Teachers College, Columbia University 

1234 Amsterdam Ave., NewYork, NY 10027r~ 

he.hip 

Follow us on Twitter 

This is a commercial message 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here [or e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 2:30 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Stone Center Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent film this Thursday 

Please join the Stone Center’s Diaspora Festivdl of Black and Independent Fihn for a double feature this Thursday at 7pm. 

Thursday, February 17 at 7:00 p.m. (double feature) 

Freddy llanga: Che’s Swahili Translator (2009) 
Director: Katfin Hansing 

24 minutes 

l~iI Freddy Ilanga: Che’s Swahili Translator 

This short documentary is about Freddy Ilanga, an Africa~l Inan whose life was abruptly transformed through a chalice encounter with one of the great icons of the 20th 

Century and which has predominantly been determined by the power straggles of the Cold War and the Cuban Revolution. It is a stoly about migration and 

displacelnent mad the high human costs of exile and fmnily separation. 

Amilcar Cabral (2000) 

Director: Ana Ramos Lisboa 

52 minutes 

[ I~:~ Amilcar Cabral 

A biographical film on the iconic African revolulionaxy who is widely regarded as one of the most importm~t theorists and Aliican nationalists a~nong the continent’s 

vaxious revolationaxy anti- colonial movements. 

http:/’isoni al~aynesstonectr.unc .edu/ 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global EducaLion C~’nter 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[ic~" 

(919) 843-2102 lax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www. qlobal, unc. edu/af rica 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 2:49 PM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat~m] FW: HR Digest: Feb. 15, 2011 

021511 HR Elnployee hffonnation.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 2:26 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Digest: Feb. 15, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ P~ease forward the attachment titled "HR Employee information" within your department(sl. 

¯ Full te×t of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hrounc.edu/news-events/items. 

Mar. ~: "A Baby! What Do I Do" workshop 

Mar. ~5: Teachers & State Employees Retirement Worksho~ 

Mar. 32: NCFlex reimbursement claims due 

Apr. 22: Spring Holiday 

Tax Filing Assistance Programs (contact Vita Services: 

The Volunteer income Tax Assistance Program (VlTA) offers free tax assistance to low and moderately low-income individuals who need assistance in preparing 

their tax returns. Certified volunteers sponsored by various organizations receive IRS training to help prepare tax returns in communities across the country. VlTA 

sites are generally located at community and neighborhood centers, libraries, schools, shopping malls, and other convenient locations. All locations offer free 

electronic filing. To locate the nearest VITA site, call 800-829-~040. Here are a couple of local programs in this area: 

Office: 

Em~h Christie davis@unc.edu 

Webs~te: http:/!hr.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice,@email.uac.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28697563-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, February ! 5, 20 ! ! 

Mar. I:"A Baby! What Do I Do" workshop 
Mar. 1 5: Teachers & State Employees Retirement Workshop 
Mar. 31: NCFlex Reimbursement Claims due 
Apr. 22: Spring Holiday 

Tax Filing Assistance Programs 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program (VlTA) offers free tax assistance to 
low and moderately low- income individuals who need assistance in preparing their 
tax returns. Certified volunteers sponsored by various organizations receive IRS 
training to help prepare tax returns in communities across the country. VlTA sites 
are generally located at community and neighborhood centers, libraries, schools, 
shopping malls, and other convenient locations. All locations offer free electronic 
filing. To locate the nearest VlTA site, call 800- 829- 1040. Here are a couple of 
local programs in this area: 

UNC VITA 

UNC- Chapel Hill VITA is a pro bono student group at the UNC School of Law that is 
dedicated solely to preparing free tax returns to low income individuals who meet 
our guidelines. We can e- file taxpayers’ federal and all of their state tax returns. 
All volunteers are all IRS- certified, 

Taxpayers are eligible if they meet the following criteria: make less than 
$60,000/yr for a family of four or less than $49,000 for individuals. We service all 
those who qualify and are not limited to residents of the Carrboro- Chapel Hill 
area. 

Our site is open from Feb. 3 through Apr. 3. (except for spring break from Mar. 4- 
1 3) and all sessions are located at the law school (Van Hecke-Wettach Hall) in 
room 3031. 

Hours of operation: 
Thursdays- 5p.m. to 7p.m. 
Saturdays- noon to 3 p.m. 



Sunday- noon to 3p.m. 

Clients must make an appointment by going to the UNC VITA website. 

State Employee Credit Union Volunteer Income Tax Assistance 
The SECU has also partnered with the Internal Revenue Service to offer 
VlTA services. This program is available to help taxpayers with a 
household income of $49,000 or less complete and electronically file basic tax 
returns. SECU’s trained employees are available to assist qualified participants 
by appointmentJan. 20 through Apr. 1 8. Schedule an appointment with your 
local State Employees’ Credit Union office. Please see the attached flyer for 
additional information about eligibility and items to bring to your appointment. 



YOU 
may qualify for 

(Vdunteer Income Tax Assistance) 



Form 1040 EZ 
Form 1040 A 
Form 1040 
Schedules A, B, C-EZ, D, EIC & R 

Form 2441 (Child and Dependent Care Credit) 
Form 8863 (Education Credits) 
Form 8812 (Additional Child Tax Credit) 
Form 8880 (Saver’s Credit) 
Form 8889 (Health Savings Accounty 
"Qualified contributions & distributions only 

Please note, SECU tax preparers cannot complete forms containing: Income from states other than North Carolina; Self-employment 
income that requires a Schedule C; Rental income; Farm income; Military income; Adoption credits; Foreign income; Complicated or 
advanced Schedule D (Capital Gains and Losses). You must be a fuji year resident of North Carolina to qualify for tax preparation° 

SECU members who do not qualify for free tax preparation through VITA may be eligible for SECU~s low cost tax 
preparation service. See a credit union representative for more information. SECU members may also utilize 
TurboTax at a discounted price through WWWoncsecuoorg. 

Picture JD 
Social Securi~ cards for yourself and all ~nd~v~duaJs on your re�urn (spouse and dependents) 
Your 2009 tax return 
All income documents including W-2s, 1099s and other documents 
Documentation of higher education expenses including tuition paid and student Joan interest 
paid 
Daycare expenses and daycare provider’s name, address and tax JD number 
Documentation to support itemized deductions if applicable -includes mo4gage loan interest 
paid, charitable contributions, property taxes paid (home & auto) and medical expenses. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David McDonald <dm23@queensu.ca> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 4:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

review of maJmscript? 

Hi Eunice, 
How are you? Your name came up last week while I was at the World Social Forum in Dakar. I gather you and Patrick Bond are doing a project of 
some kind together? 
The reason I am writing is to see if you might be available to review a manuscript of a book I have co-edited on "Alternatives to Privatization". Our 
editor at Routledge just wrote to me saying that one of the reviewers has not met the deadline and asked if l could suggest someone else on short 
notice. Since your name came up last week you were in my mind! 
Any chance you could do it? If so I’ll send Routledge your name and contact details. 
Cheers, 
David 

~h,m3il: dm23L~.queensu.ca 

,c.~z?i4 ct v~,~L.~;it,~,: www.municipalsetvicesproiect.or~q 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febma~- 16, 2011 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

02-16-11 05:00AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfo-~S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Attfield, Robin      AUTHOR: MacDonald, David Brace 
The ethics of the global environmen Identity, politics in the age ofgen 
CALL NO: GF,42 .A88 1999 CALL NO: HV6322 7 .M33 2008 

BARCODE: 00018030337 BAR(2ODE: 00030280847 
Davis Library DUE: 02-19-11 Davis Library DUE: 02-19-11 

AU~II IOR: 

Genocide and human rights : a philo 

CALL NO: }-1V6322.7 (3453 2005 

BAR(;OI)E: 00025679579 

Davis Library I)UE: 02-19-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER S~IXIDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:41 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Takken, Renee <r.takken@palgrave.com> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 5:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
This is so nice of you - thank you very much for agreeing to read this for us! Would two weeks be enough time for you? 
It is very important to us that publishing with Palgrave Macmillan is a positive experience for our authors. I hope we can remedy the troubles caused in a satisfactory manner. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 15 February 2011 23:22 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Renee, 

Thanks for the invitation to review the project on Kenya. I am delighted to provide a review and thanks for the guidelines. 

I will sent all the corrections tomorrow. It is sad that we have to revisit the book, but I guess it is better late than never. I cannot thank you enough for working with me on this 
matter! 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 11:32 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
I hope you are well. The corrections for the introduction are with our Production department and I hope to hear from them soon. I look forward to receiving the other corrections 
whenever they are ready. I hope you will not find me too forward when I ask you if you would be interested in reviewing a proposal for us. I am having trouble finding a reading 
for a proposal from Kempe Ronald Hope Sr entitled The Political Economy of Development in Kenia. We are considering it for the IPE series and Tim Shaw recommended 
your expertise. The proposal consists of a 6-page synopsis of the project, together with two sample chapters. Ideally I would wish to receive your comments within a couple of 

weeks. I can offer a readers fee of £45, or twice that amount in books from the Palgrave Macmillan list. I have taken the liberty to attach the materials to this email. I have also 
attached our Reader Guidelines to this email, which you may find helpful. 
If you are able to help out perhaps you could let me know as soon as possible. If however your other commitments would not allow you to do so I would be grateful if you 
could suggest any other readers in the field who might be able to assist. 
Many thanks for considering this request and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

Tel: ~-44 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone wl~:o is 

nDt the original intenied recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 

please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox cr any other storage 

mechanism° Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accep~ 

liability for any statemeR~s made which are clearly the seRder’s own and not 

expressly made on behalf of Macmillan PubIishers Limited or one of its agents. 

Please note tl~:at neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its aqents 

accept any respcnsibiiity for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 

its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any)° No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, FebmaU 16, 2011 7:45 AM 

Public Lecture at UNC -Aliican Br’~ilian Social Movement: AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Below is i~fformation of an upcoming public lecture. The theme of the lecture is linked to one of the movemeuts will be studying after the Spring Break. 

Hope to see you there. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

A Social His~toU of the African Brazilian Move,nent: 
Twentieth-Century Perspectives 

Professor Joselina da Silva 

Department of Sociology 

Federal UniversiF of Cear~, Brazil 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 
5:30 [1 7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 
UNC-Chapel tlill 

Sponsored by the Department of Afi-ican & Afro-American Studies, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center ibr Black Culture and History., the Infftitute of African American 

Research, and The Inslitute for the Study of the Americas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David McDonald <a:lm23@queensu.ca> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: review of manuscript? 

Great, thanksl I’ll tet them know. 
How are things with you? 
David 

From: SaNe, Eunice I/[mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: February 16, 2011 12:35 PM 
To: dm23@queensu.ca 
Subject: RE: review of manuscript? 

Hi David, 

Good to hear from you. I had planned to be in Dakar but duties at UNC made it difficult. 

Sure, I would be delighted to review your manuscript. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: David McDonald [dm23@queensu.ca] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 4:15 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: review of manuscript? 

Hi Eunice, 
How are you? Your name came up last week while I was at the World Social Forum in Dakar. I gather you and Patrick Bond are doing a project of 
some kind together? 
The reason I am writing is to see if you might be available to review a manuscript of a book I have co-edited on "Alternatives to Privatization". Our 
editor at Routledge just wrote to me saying that one of the reviewers has not met the deadline and asked if l could suggest someone else on short 
notice. Since your name came up last week you were in my mind! 
Any chance you could do it? If so I’ll send Routledge your name and contact details. 
Cheers, 
David 

< m:~dL dm23@queensu.ca 

~:-~oc~ webs]~e: ~.muNc~palsew~ces~ro[ect.or~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Weissman, Deborah M <weissman@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, Februaqr- 16, 2011 8:54 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Femicides Panel- Gender Violence in The Americas 

Please forward widely- the main panel event is this Friday, 2/’18 at noon at the UNC Global Ed Center. 

t e Ame c a s 
N 109765 

of Fem.2 ddes 

A Conversation with Scholars, Attorneys, and Human Rights Activists 

February ~7, 2on 4 p.m., UNC School of Law Room 5046 
Panel Discussion 

February ~8, 2on, Noon, Room 4oo3, 
Global Education Center, 3m Pittsboro Street 

(Reception to follow) 
C~thia ~ara~o Rosa-ki~da Fr~goso Marc~a kagard~* 

Department o~ Criminal Justice Latin American & Lodno Studies Department o~ Anthropology 

New Mexico State University University o~ California, Santa Cruz Notional Autonomous, 

University o~ Mexico 

Hi~da Morales Tr@l~o,~ A~torney Deborah Weissman 
Guatemala’s Network.for Non-Violence University of North Carolina School of Law, 

Against Women Chapel Hill 

Violence against women has increased throughout Mexico and in other Latin American countries. Law enforcement 

officials have often refused to investigate or prosecute these crimes, creating a climate of impunity for perpetrators and 
denying victims/survivors of violence and their families access to truth and justice. In ~oo9, the Inter-American Court of 
Human Rights issued a judgment against the Mexican government for its failure to investigate the feminicides in Mexico. 
The ~67-page decision included evidence of government negligence, corruption, torture and the obstruction of justice. 
As part of a feminist effort to categorize violence rooted in gender power structures as a violation of human rights, this 
panel will explore the analytical framework and response to the escalation of violence against women in Latin America 
*two presentation in Spanish. 

Sponsored by: 

UNC School of Law Immigration!Human Rights Policy Clinic UNC School of Law 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives 

UNC Institute for the Study of the Americas 

UNC School of Law Domestic Violence Advocacy Project 

Deborah M. Weissman 

Reef C. Ivey II Distinguished Professor of Law 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

Van ttecke-Wettach Hall, 
CB#33~0 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3390 

(direct mail: ~02 Ridge Road, 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514) 

(919) 962-3564 

(919) 962-3375 (fax) 

email: weissman@ email.unc.edu. 

Carolina Wonf~rCenter 

UNC School of Law Immigration Law 

Association 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Confirmation on INTS 560 

Hi Eunice, 

I noticed that INTS 560 is scheduled- can you confirm all this is correct and desirable: 

INTS 560 

TiTh 3-3::15pm 

Phillips 0328 

Enrollment capacity 30, no consent 

Thanks so much! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@emaiLunc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/ints/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Montasir <info@goodfortunefilm.com> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

"Good Fortune" African Documentary 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I just wanted to drop a note about Good Fortune, a new and award-winning documentary that may be of interest for your African Studies students at UNC Chapel Hill. 

Good Fortune explores how massive international efforts to alleviate poverty in Africa may be undermining the very communities they aim to benefit, Through intimate portraits of 

two Kenyans battling to save their homes from large-scale development organizations, Good Fortune presents a unique opportunity to experience foreign aid though the eyes of the 

people it is intended to help. 

Our Educational DVD is licensed for unlimited academic exhibition for your school’s library. Receive two shorter versions of the film (perfect for a classroom screening) along with a 

copy of the theatrical film, supplemental videos, and a guide specially designed to stimulate classroom discussion. Please visit http:/iwww goodfortunefilmcom/education for more 

information or to purchase. 

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 

Best regards, 

Jenny Montasir 

Outreach Coordinator, Transient Pictures 

Office: 646-257-259o 

in fo (~goodfortunefihn.com 

www.goodfortunefi~m,eom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 10:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Surpris!! Another chapter 

Fall 10 Chapter 2.docx 

Hi Professor 

In Chapter 1 I deconstructed literacy and covered the establishment 
ofslaveW. The attached chapter 2 is the one containing the 
discussion of racial modernity That part your read earlier, but I 
expanded it significantly during the summer, and I don’t think you 
read that version. 

It’s long so you can read it, if you want, at some point you want to relax. 

your colleague 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarksteilL Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 11:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Confirmation on ]NTS 560 

Oh no! Hope you’re feeling better! 

As for the class- apologies for the typo- yes- confirmed for 2-3,I5pm 

Best, 

kara Marl~stein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 3Oil Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

U NC Chapel Hill 

Chapel H~il, NC 27599 

ph. 9~9-962--5~72 

laram@emaikunc.edu 

http:!/www.unc.edu/deptsih~ts! 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 16, 2011 1~:33 AN 

Te= Nar~tein, Lara 
Subject~ RE: Confirmation on ]NTS 560 

Dear Lara, 

Thanks for the email and I will drop the form you requested before Friday. 

It should be 2.00-3.15pm. 

Many thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent= Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:28 AM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Confirmation on INTS 560 

Hi Eunice, 

I noticed that INTS 560 is scheduled- can you confirm all this is correct and desirable: 

INTS 560 

TiTh 3-3:15pm 

Phillips 0328 

Enrollment capacity 30, no consent 

Thanks so much! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5~42 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www~unc.edu!depts!ints! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mdriscol <mdriscol@email.unc .edu~ 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 11:39 AM 

Goka~ksel, Pervin Banu <banug@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu> 

Re: The end of democracy in Intemation~J~ Studies 

Conspiratorial Con~rades, 
I’ve pasted resignation notice to An@ below He was 
frustrated during the recent search that there was neither a vote of the 
people on the INTS Personnel Advisory Comm, nor any consultation solicited 
from those of us actually in the Curriculum who attended the talks. Some of 
us think it’s a violation of UNC rules to offer a job without some kind of 
w~te among the faculty in a Dept. It seems like An@ is about to offer the 
job to one ( 

(neither doing 
interdisciplinary work) without consulting any of us and while ignoring his 
own Personnel Comm Any thoughts? 
Mark 

Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 7:40 PM 
To: Reynolds, Andrew S 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sut~iect: Personnel Advisory Committee 

Dear An@ 

I haven’t heard any more from you on the role of the Advisory Committee in 
making joint appointments. 

I have been a member of this conwnittee for the duration of your tenure as 
Chair, and it has never met nor provided any advice as a corrm~ittee to you 
as Chair. 

You will recall that I first asked about the Advisory Committee several 
months ago and you responded that you knew nothing of the cormnittee. That 
situation was resolved some time ago but the corcanittee continues to be 
ignored. 

As I ~mderstand it, there have been several appointments to the Curriculum 
with no consultation with yore advisory corcanittee. In these circumstances, 
I see no point to being a member of a corcanittee that exists in name only. 

In recent days, I took the search for a tenured Associate Professor 
seriously and met with each candidate and attended three of the talks. 
feel that that effort was wasted. 

Please treat this email as my resignation from the committee. As I was 
appointed to the committee by the then Senior Associate Dean, this email is 
copied to Dean Hartlyn. 

Sincerely 



On Wed, 8 Dec 2010 12:12:26 -0500, Pervin Banu (3 okarlkse[ 
<banug@email. unc edu> wrote: 

Wednesday 1-2 would work much better for me ttow about Jack Sprat? 

Banu 

Dr. Banu Gokariksel 
Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina, Chapel till[ 27599-3220 

http :i/veilin~fashion unc. edu 

On Dec 8, 2010, at 11:02 ~M, Sahle, fiunice N wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear All, 
>> 

>> Monday or Wednesday 1-2pro would work frora this end. 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> Eunice. 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Jol~ Pickles [jpickles@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 7:02 P_’vl 
>> To: Driscoll, Mark W 
>> Cc: Sable, Eanice N; Gokariksel, Pcp,~in Banu 

>> Subject: Re: The end of democracy in International Studies 
>> 

>> ~2~y don’t we aim for a coffee next week aRer classes end. 
>> "A~at about M, Tu, or W afternoon 1-2pm? 
>> Perhaps 206 Sa~mders, rather than a coffee bar. We can grab cups at 
>> Daily Grind. 
>> 

>> John 
>> 

>> mdriscol 
>>> Etmice, Banu and Jotm, 
>>> I’ve been talking to people recently about International Studies 
>>> and it’s 
>>> increasingly obvious how much is has turned into a private fiefdom 
>>> for Andy 
>>> Reynolds. The new- MA in Global Studies was constructed with very 
>>> little 
>>> input from the joint appointments (let alone the University 
>>> Professor in 
>>> International Studies!) A similar process of disregarding the rest 
>>> of US 

>>> is happening with the new Senior hire ~vhere Reynolds hasn’t had the 
>>> search 
>>> committee meet even once yet. He has controlled everything related 
>>> to the 
>>> search: the wording of the ad and ~vhere the ad ~vas placed. This is 
>>> exactly 
>>> what happened last year as the ad ~vas placed exclusively in IR 
>>> journals; 
>>> Chris Nelson brought the ad to attention and a few of us 
>>> went out 
>>> of our way to go to all the talks and make sure she has a chance at 
>>> the 
>>> lectureship Anyway, I know- we are all bus?- at this time of the 
>>> year, but 
>>> I’m wondering if anyone has the energy, to draft something like a 
>>> vote of no 
>>> confidence in An@. Hope you’re all well, 
>>> Mark 

>> <winmail.dnt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~reges~e@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febmaly 16, 2011 12:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: "Good Fortune" African Documentaty 

From: Jenny Montasir [info@goodfortunefilm.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 20:~1 10:20 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; "Good Fortune" African Documentary 

Dear Professor Regester, 

I just wanted to drop a note about Good Fortune, a new and award-winning documentary that may be of interest for your African Studies students at UNC Chapel Hill. 

Good Fortune explores how massive international efforts to alleviate poverty in Africa may be undermining the very communities they aim to benefit, Through intimate portraits of 

two Kenyans battling to save their homes from large-scale development organizations, Good Fortune presents a unique opportunity to experience foreign aid though the eyes of the 

people it is intended to help. 

Our Educational DVD is licensed for unlimited academic exhibition for your school’s library. Receive two shorter versions of the film (perfect for a classroom screening) along with a 

copy of the theatrical film, supplemental videos, and a guide specially designed to stimulate classroom discussion. Please visit http:flw’ww.goodfortunefilmcom/education for more 

information or to purchase. 

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have. 

Best regards, 

drenny Montasir 

Outreach Coordinator, Transient Pictures 

Office: 646-257-259o 

info @ ~oodfortun efilrn, corn 

www.~oodfortunefilm.co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lewis Lucy W <lwlewis(~ema~l unc edu;~ 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 1:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Eunice- reminder re GO! workshop info 

GO! Facilitator Guide 2011 .doc; GO! Workshop Facilitator Fonn.docx 

Hi Eunice, 

I know how very busy you are, and am so pleased that you are committed to better helping our students prepare for their time abroad and have squeezed GO! ~nto 

your schedule. 

~h~s ~s a reminder that we need the workshop descdp~:~on, mchJd~ng your b~o, and the name(s) of any students that w~ll be co.-fadl~tating with you, ASAP. We are 

trv~ng hard to get ~:hat info from each of the fadfitators so tha~: we can finNize and post the GO~ schedule on the website and begin pre-reg~stration. 

~ am happy to answer any questions [hat you may have, to meet with you, or anyth~n~ else that m~ht be use~:ul. ~ hope that you can get sometMn~ to me this 

week, and thanks 

Eucy 

962- 

F~m= Lewis, Lucy W 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 07, 2011 7:00 PN 

Te~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Than~ for agreeing to facilitate workshop[ 

Hi Eunice, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to facilitate this GO! workshop. I would be happy to meet with you at your earliest convenience to discuss the GOJ event and 

workshop. I am attaching two documents that we are providing to all workshop facilitators -one to assist you and one to assist us] 

The first is a Guide for GO! Workshop Facilitators which provides suggestions for structuring and facilitating your workshop. 

The second is a Workshop Facilitator Form. It would be helpful if you could return this to me by next Monday, February 14. This year we want to provide the 

workshop info in all the pre-registration and registration materials, thus the earlier deadline. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. Thanks again for agreeing to facilitate this important topic, and I look forward to hearing from you 

what would be a good date and time to meet. 

Lucy 962-2084 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ 07, 2011 1:29 PN 
Te~ Lewis, Lucy W 
Subject~ RE: Eunice - request to facilitate 60! wor~hop 
Dear Lucy, 

Thanks and yes. 

Let’s be in touch before then to discuss the modalities of the forum. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice, 

From: Lewis, Lucy W 

Sent: Monday, February 07, 2011 11:58 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Eunice - request to facilitate GO! workshop 

Dear Eunice, 

I am writing to invite you to be a workshop facilitator for the Saturday, April 16 GO! Global Orientation on Ethics and Culture at the UNC Global Education Center. 

All of my GO! colleagues and I believe that you would be an excellent workshop facilitator for Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Experience (or a different 

title of your choice), so I am sincerely hoping that you are interested and available on that date. 

I’m not sure how familiar you may be with the GO! Initiative. GO! was developed in 2008 in response to the growing number of UNC undergraduates who are going 

abroad to Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Middle East with little programmatic guidance or preparation beyond safety and logistical information. GO! tries to 

better prepare students for ethical and cultural challenges as they engage in global service, service-learning, research and internships in developing communities 

in these regions. GO! is organized by the Campus Y, APPLES, Center for Global Initiatives, Burch/Honors Study Abroad, Institute for Global Health and Infectious 

Diseases, Study Abroad, Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, African Studies Center, institute for Study of the Americas, Carolina for Kibera, Carolina Center 
for Public Service. For more information about GO! you can visit _h___t__tj2__[i_L’___c_g!_:__u___n__c_:_e___d___u_/_g__o- 

This year GO! will follow a format similar to that developed last year. The day will begin with a undergraduate student panel on the Ethics of Working in 

Communities facilitated by Joseph Jordan. The panel will be followed by regional break-out groups, led by UNC faculty. Following a boxed lunch, UNC faculty will 

then offer two sets of 55-minute workshops, ranging from Ethics of Health Care Delivery and Ethics of Photography and Videography to Conducting a Successful 

Internship. 

Last year Emily Burrill from the Women’s Studies Department led a workshop on Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Experience, exploring different roles and 

attitudes towards women in other cultures and countries. Emily is off-campus this semester, and we think that you would be a terrific facilitator for this important 

workshop. (I have attached a list of workshops from last year, including the description for the workshop that Emily led). Based on feedback in 2009 and 2010, there 

is significant interest in helping students be sensitive to, think about and prepare for gender-related issues in their summer travel and work. 

If you are interested and available on April 16, I would be happy to set up a time at your convenience to discuss this further, as well as send you a GO! Workshop 

Facilitator Guide and a Workshop Facilitator Form. Please let me know as soon as possible if this is something that you can consider. 

Thank you so much for your consideration of this request. I am looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best always, 

Lucy Lewis 

Campus Y 

962-2084 



Guide for GO! Workshop Facilitators 

We have selected the general topics for these workshops based on student interest and on the 
challenging situations students encountered last year. We expect that each workshop will raise 
important issues and give students strategies for addressing issues and related situations they 
may encounter. We hope these workshops will be lively and interactive and will encourage 
students to become more thoughtful about the time they will spend in other countries. 

You have been selected as a workshop facilitator because of your experience and expertise with 
your topic, and we know that many of you have valuable teaching experience. For those of you 
who would like to consider ways to structure and facilitate an interactive 45 minute workshop, 
we offer the following suggestions: 

A note about workshop participants: The students participating in your workshop are UNC 
students and undergraduates primarily. All are planning to go to Asia, Latin America or Africa 
either this summer or next fall, and they will be doing at least one of the following: service- 
learning, research or service projects. Some have in-country experience; others do not. Based on 
last year’s participants, the students are very interested in learning and in discussing issues 
relevant to their upcoming international experience. Please allow time for questions and 
discussion either throughout your session or during the final 15 minutes. 

1. Opening the session 

¯ Introduce yourself, and if you have brought student co-facilitators, introduce them or have them 
introduce themselves. 

¯ Briefly give participants an overview of your experience, your perspective on the subj ect and 
why you think the workshop topic is an important one for students to think about. 

¯ Give students a brief overview of how you have planned the workshop time, highlighting the 
interactive sections including questions and discussion. 

¯ You may also want to establish a general sense of who is attending your session by asking 2-4 
general questions. For example, you might ask a question with a raise of hands on how many 
have traveled previously to the country/countries to which they are going and/or several 
questions that let you know how much experience and information students may have with your 
topic. 

¯ You may want to engage students with the main issues or concepts from the start by asking 
problem-based questions that you will address or ask them to think about throughout your 
session. 



2. Focusing your information, concepts and ideas 

We know that the time allotted for these workshops is challenging given the weight of the topics. 
As you develop your workshop, consider what you actually can accomplish in a 55 minute 
session and focus on a short list of learning outcomes. Two worthy outcomes of any of these 
workshops would be (1) students will increase their awareness and appreciation of complexity, 
and (2) students will think more about how they will approach challenging situations while 
abroad. Regardless of the outcomes you choose for your workshop, you likely will include: 

¯ key points, important ideas, current thinking and the context of your workshop topic 
¯ ethical issues 
¯ suggested strategies that students might consider when confronting situations related to the 
topics 
¯ illustrations of concepts through visuals, stories, examples, etc. 
¯ perspectives of student or international co-facilitators 

3. Integrating interaction in the workshop 

We suggest that you integrate ways for students to think actively about the issues throughout 
your session. This can be done in a variety of ways including (1) practice situations or case 
studies; (2) question and answer; (3) discussion of situations; and (4) problem solving based on 
concepts or tenets of ethical practice. 

4. Wrapping up the session 

In addition to discussion and questions, we recommend that you leave at least several minutes at 
the end for the group to reflect on the session and summarize the main ideas, the questions they 
still have, and possibly ways for students to follow up after the session. You can provide the 
reflective summary and/or ask students to contribute learning points, concepts, new ideas, new 
perspectives, questions, etc. 

5. Handouts 

You may want to develop a handout of workshop exercises, resource lists for students, important 
information on your topic, etc. 

If you would like us to make copies of your handout, please submit your doc file to one of the 
GO! team members by April 4, 2011. You can pick up your handouts when you check-in at GO! 
on April 16, 2011. 

6. After the workshop 

We would like to post your workshop handouts, links to resources, PowerPoint slides and any 
other information on the resource page of the GO! website. We will be in touch with you after 
the event to collect these documents. 



Thank you again for agreeing to facilitate a workshop for GO! Global Orientation on Cultnre 
and Ethics on Saturday, April 16, 2011 in the FedEx Global Education Center. 

The workshops will provide an opportunity for participants to learn about a variety of ethical and 
cultural dimensions as they relate to their upcoming international experiences in developing 
communities in Asia, Africa and Latin America. To learn more about GO!, please visit 
http :iiww~v.unc. eduigoi. 

GO! registration begins in March; however, in order to give participants an understanding of the 
available sessions, we need your help. Please complete the form below - keep in mind students 
will select workshops to attend based on the title and description you provide. 

We encourage you to invite a student - someone who has had experience with the topic you are 
discussing - to help facilitate your workshop session. If you don’t know any students you can 
ask, but would like to work with a student co-facilitator, please indicate that below and we can 
connect you with a student. 

Please submit your completed form by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4. 

FACILITATOR INFORMATION 
Name: 
Email: 
Department/Unit: 
Region Focus:    Africa       Asia        Latin America 
Bio: (focus on your international experience versus degrees as well as any unique information that will 
appeal to participants) 

Student Co-Facilitator (if applicable): Emaih 

WORKSHOP INFORMATION 
Please include key questions you will cover as well as interactive strategies you will utilize. 

Workshop Title: 
Workshop Description for Publication (300-word limit): 

Preferred Workshop Time: l:00-2:00pm 2:00-3:00pm Available either time X 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 1:56 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: [wmst] Mary Turner Lm~e Awaxd - Deadline this Friday! 

mt12011 .docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [wmst] Mar?- Turner Lane Award - Deadline this Friday! 

Date:Wed, 18:35:25 +0000 

From: ))email.nnc.edu~ 

Reply-To:The wrest mailing list <wmst,~list~rv.m~c.edu> 

To:The wrest mailing list <wmst,~list~rv.unc.edu> 

The UNC Department of Women’s Studies 
requests nominations from faculty in all departments 

for the Tenth Annual 

TURNER LANE 
for Excellence in Research on Worn en’s Issues 

by a Senior 
Established in Spring 2001 by the Curriculum in Women’s Studies and Mary Turner Lane, a tireless feminist, advocate, and 
educator, this award recognizes original scholarship and creative/artistic production on gender!feminist issues by seniors in 
any discipline. 
Previous award recipients have explored definitions of "sex" and "gender" in law; North Carolina women’ s club work during 
World War 1I; "Fighting Traditions" in Thailand (a film); understandings of gender among Iroquois and English women in 
New England, 1600-1783; and eugenics and sterilkation in North Carolina. Your student can continue the legacy of 
engaging with women’ s and feIninis[ issues ~vhile expanding our collective kno~vledge base. 
To have your student considered: 

~Submit a nomination letter. Seniors must be nominated by a UNC faculty member whose letter of support explains the 
significance of the woject. We invite nominations from faculty in all disciplines. 

~Submit research. The faculty nominator must submit a copy of the student’s research project along with the nomination 
letter. Research is broadly defined as original research papers, artistic wesentations that resulted from sigIfificant analysis, 
contributions to fen~fist theory, or analytical essays. Students are encouraged to use chapters of their honors theses or 
revise significant research. The work submitted must be entirely student-authored. 

~* ’E ~E" D~ADLIN~. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY~ ! 8, ~01 !*~ 

Facult5~ members should deliver submissions to: Joanne Hershfield, Chair, Department of Women’s Studies, CB# 3135. 

THE MARY TURNER LANE AWARD R~C!P!ENT W!LL~ R~C~IV~F~ A MONETARY PRIZE TO BE PRESENTED AT 

THE CttANC~LLOR’S AWARDS CEREMONY IN APRIL, ~01 l. 
<ul > 

-qi> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

wmst as: <a hre~"mailto:klei~unan~emaJl.nnc.edu">kleinmm~emaJl.unc.edu</a~. To unsubscribe send a blank <brv 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-28705448-201657.accbcf60842ce62529647c1867127961~listserv.unc.edu">leave-28705448- 

201657.accbcf60842ce62529647c 1867127961 ~listserv.nnc.edn</a;, <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-t~culty a~s: -<a href "mafilto:eunice@email.unc.edu">ennice@email.unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a bla~k <br> 

emaJl k~ <a hre~"mmlto:leave-28705594- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746tE9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28705594- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~w.unc.edu<i~> 



The UNC Department of Women’s Studies 
requests nominations from faculty in all departments 

for the Tenth Annual 

for Excellence in Research on Women’s Issues 
by a Senior 

Established in Spring 2001 by the Curriculum in Women’s Studies and Mary Turner 
Lane, a tireless feminist, advocate, and educator, this award recognizes original 
scholarship and creative/artistic production on gender/feminist issues by seniors in any 
discipline. 

Previous award recipients have explored definitions of "sex" and "gender" in law; North 
Carolina women’s club work during World War II; "Fighting Traditions" in Thailand (a 
film); understandings of gender among Iroquois and English women in New England, 
1600-1783; and eugenics and sterilization in North Carolina.. Your student can continue 
the legacy of engaging with women’s and feminist issues while expanding our collective 
knowledge base. 

To have your student considered: 
Submit a nomination letter. Seniors must be nominated by a UNC faculty member 
whose letter of support explains the significance of the project. We invite nominations 
from faculty in all disciplines. 
Submit research. The faculty nominator must submit a copy of the student’s research 
project along with the nomination letter. Research is broadly defined as original research 
papers, artistic presentations that resulted from significant analysis, contributions to 
feminist theory, or analytical essays. Students are encouraged to use chapters of their 
honors theses or revise significant research. The work submitted must be entirely 
student-authored. 

**I~DLn~: FRIDAY, F~BRUARY 18, 2011 ~ 

Faculty members should deliver submissions to: Joanne Hershfield, Chair, Department of 
Women’s Studies, CB# 3135. 

B~ PB~~D ATTB~ CHAN~J.OR’S AWARDS (~t~_~MO1V~ IN ~ 2011. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email,unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:12 PM 

The official listserv of the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies <unc~0rogram in latina o studies@listserv.unc.e&t>; intl-duncplas@dnke.edu 

Berry, Diane C <dberry@email.unc.edu> 

"Children of the Road" Ma~ Lou de Leon Siantz Februa~ 21,2011 3-5 pm 

2011 MVS - Dr de leon Sia~nlz Flyer for Commnni~ Talk (12-08-2011 ).docx 

The School of Nursing at UNC-Chapel }{ill presents the 2011 Ethnic Minority Visiting Scholar Lecture 

"Children of the Road" 

presented by 
Mary Lou de Leon Siantz, PhD, RN, FAAN 
Assistant Dean of I)iversity and Cultural Affairs 
Umversity of Permsylvania School of Nursing 

3-5 pin February 21,2011 
UNC-Chapel Hill Schoo[ of Nursing 
Fox Auditorium, Carrmgton Hall 
Parking available in the Dogwood Visitors Deck 
http ://carolinanursin gnews.comicate~org/upcomin g-event si 
for more information emai[ Dr. Diane Berpf at dberpf@email unc.edu 

MaW Lou de Leon Si antz is currently the Assistant Dean of Diversity and Cultural Aft’airs at the Umversity of Pennwlvania School of Nursing. In this role, she leads the planning and 
nnplementation of the strategic goals in diversity throughout the research, education, and practice missions which are a top prior~ both for the University and for the School of Nursing 
partnering with facul~, staff; students, and the healthcare enviroument. Dr. de Leon Siantz chairs the Advisory Task Force on D~versity and Cultural Competence, the Master Teachers 
Taskforce for Cultural Competence Education, and is faculty advisor ~2~r the ]Vhnorities in Nursing (MNO) a student nursing organization that support and represent minorities in the Schooh 

Dr. de Leon Siantz is internationally recognized for her research on risk and resilience ~vith Hispanic migrant/irrmrigrant children and their families fur~ded by the National Institutes of Health 
as well as the Depaltment of Health and Human Set, rices and recognized by the Texas Migrant Council for her contributions to the mental health of migrant preschool children and families. 

Dr. de Leon Siantz has a strong background in set’,dce and scholarship. She is a founding member and former President of the National Association of Hispanic Nurses. She is also a fom~er 
member of the National Academy of Science and Institute of Medicine Corrmrittees on the Health Status of Mlmigrant Children, Patient Safe~" and the World’orce Envirorwaent, as well as a 
Consultant to the Committee on Workforce diversity in the Health Professions. She is a former member of the Secretary of Health and Human Services AdvisolN Cotlm~ittee on Infant 
Moltality, appointed to serve two terms during the Clinton and Bush Administrations. She has also served on the National Advisory Council of the National Institute for Nursing Research, 
and has served on the Children and Families Study Section, Center for Scientific Review. She was also awarded a Senior Fellowship by the Fundacion Solaridad Mexicano Americano in 
Mexico Ci~’, 2003. She served on the Research Cotlm~ittee of the California/Mexico Health Initiative and collaborating with the Instituto Nacional de Psiquiatria Ramon de la Fuente Muniz of 
Mexico. 



The School of Nursing at UNC-Chapel Hill presents 

The 2011 Ethnic Minority Visiting Scholar Lecture 

CHILDREN OF THE ROAD 

PRESENTED BY: 

Mary Lou de Leon Siantz, PhD, RN, FAAN 
ASSISTANT DEAN OF DIVERSITY AND CULTLrRAL AFFAIRS 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL OF NURSING 

A BO grT THE SPEAKER: 

February 21, 2011 
3:00 pm- 5:00 pm 

Reception to Follow 

Location 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
School of Nursing 
Fox Auditorium 
Carrington Hall 

Questions 
Dr. Diane Berry 

dberry@email.unc.edu 

Directions 
School of Nursing Website 

Parkin~ 
Dogwood Visitors Deck 

May Lou de Leon Siantz is currently the Assistant Dean of DiversiW and 
Cultural Affairs at the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing. In this 
role, she leads the planning and implementation of the strategic goals in 
diversity throughout the research, education, and practice missions which are a 
top priority both for the University and for the School of Nursing partnering 
with faculty, staff, students, and the healthcare enviromnent. Dr. dc Leon 
Siantz chairs the Advisory Task Force on Diversity and Cultural Competence, 
the Master Teachers Taskforce for Cultural Competence Education, and is 
faculty advisor for the Minorities in Nursing (MNO) a student nursing 
organization that support and represent minorities in the School. 

Dr. de Leon Siantz is internationally recognized for her research on risk and 
resilience with Hispanic migrant/immigrant children and their families funded 
by the National Institutes of Health as well as the Department of Health and 
Human Setazices and recognized by the Texas Migrant Council for her 
contributions to the mental health of migrant preschool children and families. 

Dr. de Leon Siantz has a strong background in service and scholarship. She is 
a founding member and former President of the National Association of 
Hispanic Nurses. She is also a former member of the National Academy of 
Science and Institute of Medicine Committees on the Health Status of 
Immigrant Children, Patient Safety and the Workforce Environment, as well as 
a Consultant to the Committee on Workforce diversity in the Health 
Professions. She is a former member of the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services Advisory Committee on Infant Mortality, appointed to serve two 
terms during the Clinton and Bush Administrations. She has also served on the 
National Advisou Council of the National Institute for Nursing Research, and 
has served on the Children and Families Study Section, Center for Scientific 
Review. She was also awarded a Senior Fellowship by the Fundacion 
Solaridad Mexicano Americano in Mexico City, 2003. She sela~ed on the 
Research Committee of the California/Mexico Health Initiative and 
collaborating with the Institnto Nacional de Psiquiatria Ramon de la Fuente 
Muniz of Mexico. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@ems]l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 16, 2011 9:36 PM 

Pickles, John <jpickle@email.unc.edu> 

Gokarik~l, Pervin Banu <banug@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: The end ofdetnocracy in International Studies 

the joint faculty have not been consulted and neither has anyone on the Global Studies pers comm I went to all the scheduled talks as did and Reynolds didn’t seem to want to hear 
anything. At one point he had told people he was just going to let the Departments (Sociolo~z and Poll Sci) decide between and not consult anyone at all in global 
studies, this seems to be a procedural disaster, no input from the faculty, not discussion, and no vote. this has to be in violation of UNC by-laws, no? 
Mark 

From: Jolm Pickles [jpickles@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~’ 16, 2011 1:29 PM 
To: Driscoll, Mark W 
Cc: Gokariksel, Pervin Banu; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: The end of democracy in International Studies 

ttave the joint faculty not been consulted on the interviews, or at least 
those that attended talks and met with candidates? I was away for all 
but       so I wasn’t particularly expecting to be asked I did send 
~n a paragraph of thoughts on 

Best, 
John 

On2/16/2011 11:38 AM, mdriscolwrote: 

> 

> Conspiratorial Comrades, 

> I’ve pasted                 resignation notice to An@ below. He was 

> frustrated during the recent search that there was neither a w~te of the 

> people on the INTS Personnel Advisory Comm, nor any consultation solicited 

> from those of us actually in the Curriculum who attended the talks Some of 

> us think it’s a violation of UNC roles to offer a job without some kind of 

> vote among the faculty in a Dept It seems like Andy is about to offer the 

>job to oriel 

>                                                 (neither doing 

> interdisciplinary work) without consulting any of us and while ignoring his 

> own Personnel Comm. Any thoughts’.’ 

> Mark 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: 

> Sent: Tuesday, February- 15, 2011 7:40 PM 

> To: Reynolds, Andrexv S 

> Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

> Subject: Personnel AdvisolT Committee 

> 

> Dear Andy 

> 

> I haven’t heard any more from you on the role of the Advisory Con~’nittee in 

> making joint appointments. 

> 

> I have been a member of this coramittee for the duration of yore tenure as 

> Chair, and it has never met nor provided any advice as a conmfittee to you 

> as Chair. 

> 

> You will recall that I first asked about the Advisory Corrm~ittee several 

> months ago and you responded that you knew nothing of the committee. That 

> situation was resolved some time ago but the committee continues to be 

> ignored 

> 

> As I understand it, there have been several appointments to the Curriculum 

> with no consultation with your advisor’ committee In these circumstances, 

> I see no point to being a member of a committee that exists in name only. 

> 

> In recent days, I took the search lk~r a tenured Associate Professor 

> seriously and met with each candidate and attended three of the talks I 

> feel that that effort was wasted 

> 

> Please treat this email as my resignation fcom the committee. As I was 

> appointed to the committee by the then Senior Associate Dean, this email is 

> copied to Dean Haltlyn. 

> 

> Sincerely 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> On YVed, 8 Dec 2010 12:12:26 -0500, Pervin Banu Gokariksel 
> <banug@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Wednesday 1-2 would work much better for me. How about Jack Sprat’.’ 
>> 

>> Banu 
>> 

>> Dr. Banu Gokariksel 
>> Department of Geography 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3220 
>> http :/iveilingfa shion.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Dec 8, 2010, at 11:02 AM. Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 
>> 

>>> Dear All, 
>>> 

>>> Monday or Wednesday 1-2pm would work from this end. 

>>> Cheers, 
>>> Eunice. 

>>> From: Jolm Pickles/jpickles@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, December 07, 2010 7:02 PM 
>>> To: Driscoll, Mark W 
>>> Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Gokariksel, Per,An Barm 
>>> Sul~iect: Re: The end of democracy in International Studies 

¯ > ;Vhy don’t we aim for a coffee next week after classes end 
>>> What about M, Tu, or W afternoon 1-2pm? 
>>> Perhaps 206 Saunders, rather than a coffee bar We can grab cups at 
>>> Daffy Grind. 

>>> John 

>>> mdriscol wrote: 
>>>> Eunice, Banu and John, 
>>>> I’ve been talking to people recently about International Studies 
>>>> and it’s 
>>>> increasingly obvious how much is has turned into a private fie[’dom 
>>>> for Andy 
>>>> Reynolds The new MA in Global Studies was constructed with ve~ 
>>>> little 
>>>> input from the joint appointments (let alone the Umversity 
>>>> Professor in 
>>>> International Studie!!) A similar process of disregarding the rest 

>>>> is happening with the new Senior hire where Reynolds hasn’t had the 

>>>> cotmnlttee meet even once yet. He has controlled evewthing related 

>>>> search: the wording of the ad and where the ad was placed This is 

>>>> what happened last year as the ad was placed exclusively in ]R 
>>>> journals; 
>>>> Ctnis Nelson brought the ad to         attention and a few of us 

>>>> of our way to go to all the talks and make sure she has a chance at 

>>>> lectureship. Anyway, I know we are all busy at this time of the 
>>>> year, but 
>>>> I’m wondering if anyone has the energy to draft sornething like a 



>>>> confidence in 2m~dy. tIope you’re all well, 

>>> <wmmail.dat> 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Professor John Pickles 

Pickles 

Professor John 

Chair, A&S Council of Chairs 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-3919 

E-mail: jpickles@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalaute, Emilio <edelvall@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 17, 201 ! 9:23 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @lislserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] TODAY: Mapuche Literature and Politics 

Sorry for double postings. 



¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: edelv~Jl~em~fil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28572273-11615809.75~bf8b77d55e0685f372blec67e888c~)listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28712494-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 17, 2011 11:10 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] The Fight Against Black Discrimination in Cuba Today - Monday @ UNC 

February 21: The Fight Against Black Discrimination in Cuba Today. A Talk by Tom~s Fernandez Robaina. FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003.5:30 p.m. 

Tom~s Fernandez Robaina* is a leading authority on Afro-Cuban culture and author of many studies, including *La prosa de Guillen en defensa del negro cubano* (:t982), *El 
negro en Cuba (:t990)*, *Hablen paleros y santeros* (2008) and, most recently, a novel based on the life of Reinaldo Arenas, *Misa para un ~ngel* (20:t0). 

A researcher at la Biblioteca Nacional in Havana, Tom~s Fernandez Robaina is a prolific author on Afro-Cuban issues. Among his many publications is El negro en Cuba :t902- 
:t958: Apuntes para la historia de la lucha contra la discriminacion racial Ohe Blacks in Cuba :t902-:t958: Notes on the history of the struggle against racial discrimination). He 
is a member of UNEAC (the Cuban Union of Artists and Writers) and of the Cuban National Committee on Slave Routes. Over the past two decades he has toured the United 
States several times speaking on university campuses about the role of Afro-Cubans in Cuban Society. 

You a~e curreufly subscribed to afi’ia~am as: ._e__t_L_m___c__e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e___d__~_l.. 

(It may be uecessau to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28713414-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(F~listserv.uuc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, Februa~ 17, 2011 11:52 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ facul~] Duke: ’Doing Africd: Adventure, Travel and Learning to Love Attica 

The Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) cordially invites you to: 

"’Doing Africa’": Adventure, Travel and Learning to Love Africa 

A Lecture by Kathryn Mathers, Visiting Scholar, Cultural Anthropology 

Wednesday, February 23rd, 2011 

Noon- 1.15 pm 

225 Friedl Building 

Duke East Campus 

Safaris and township tours; cameras and guns; adventure and observation -this presentation examines how American travelers 

experience Africa and how their expectations shape those experiences. It will explore how gazing on and penetrating Africa 

appropriates it as the ideal place for Americans to discover themselves. 

Light lunch served: RSVP - nancy.robbins@duke.edu 

Sponsored by the Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) 

Free and Open to the Public 

For more info: nancy.robb[ns@duke.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

I~ec:tu~’~, Department ~f ~r~c:an and Alto-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 ollice 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 

www. ql )ba 1 . unc. edu/af~ ica 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, February 17, 2011 3:30 PM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [at~iat~m] Honoring Charlene 

Congratulations Charlene. Great job!!! 
Margaret 

From: Gore, Travis [stgore@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2011 10:48 AM 
To-" Department listserv 
Subject; [afriafam] Honoring Charlene 

The TRAIL BLAZER AWARD, will be conferred on our esteemed colleague, CHARLENE REGESTER as part of the closing session of the Ha~i Heritage Film Festival that will be 
taking place all this weekend at the HAYII HERITAGE CENTER, 804 Old Fayetteville Street, Durham, NC. 2770:t. The award ceremony will be Sunday, February 20th at 4PM. 
Congratulations are in order for this well-deserved recognition of Professor Regester’s path breaking work on black cinema. 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28713196- 32361602.0f47d9cb54cM65aee30529a6f2e272c(?~listserv.uuc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edtl. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u=T&l=:al¥iaiiam&o=28715688 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-28715688-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 17, 2011 4:37 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cco[hc] Instructor BmNuet - save the date! 

CCO Instructors- 

You will be receiving an invitation to the Instructor Appreciation Banquet, but I want to let you know it will be held the evening of April 13 from 6-8:00 here at the 

Friday Center. Please reserve that date and do plan to join us! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 
emafil to <a h~e~"mafilto:leave-28716239- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589[ga959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28716239- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589~a959@listserv.uuc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February 17, 2011 11:55 PM 

’intl- duncplas@duke.edff 

Maxch 1 : Presentation on Atiicm~ Br~ilim~ Movement 

JoseliuaSilva.pdf 

A Social History of the African Brazilian Movement: 

Twentieth-Century Perspectives 
Professor loselina da Silva 

Department of Sociology 

Federal University of Cear~, Brazil 

Tuesday, March :~, 20:~1 

5:30-7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Sponsored by the Department of African & Afro-American Studies, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, the Institute of African 

American Research, and the Institute for the Study of the Americas 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Chapel Hi~l, NC 27599 

Phone (9:19)962-0539 

Fax (919) 962-2694 

klcaldwe ~2"o email.u nc.ed u 

__w____w____w__:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_Z_d___e_~__t___sZgtrj_~[~__n_~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kia Lilly Caldwell <klc~ldwe@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 18, 2011 1:41 AM 

fisa ellovich@ncsu.edu 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Tribute to Ann Dunbar 

Dear Risa, 
I am writing at the suggestion of my colleague, Eunice Sable. I am 

working on a ne~vsletter for the Depaltment of African & Afro-American 
Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill and would like to include some of the 
reflections that ~vere shared during the memorial service for Am~ Dunbar. 
It would be great to have 1-2 people who gave remarks during the 
service submit something in written fOlrn. I thought you might be 
interested in doing this and also ~vanted to include the reflections that 
Reverend Dr. Jill Edens shared 

We are hoping to get the submissions in late February/early March. 
Please let me know your thoughts on including this material in the 
newsletter I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 
Kia Caldwell 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

CB 3395, 208 Battle Hall 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 
Phone: 919-962-0539 

http ://www unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Africa <rroberts@cambridge.org> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 9:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Celebrate the publication of AfiJca with Cmnbridge 

.~i Africa 

...With FREE access to the 
entire special issue 

Dear Colleague, 

We are delighted to announce the online publication of 
the Africa special issue .~i.~?~..gT~!!.~g~.~:~’~,~.~..[~i~i.~3#~!.i.~.~,~ 

This is the first issue of ~(’~’,7~. to be published with 
Cambridge Journals and focuses on the role of print and 
visual culture in constituting public spheres and 
nationalisms. This issue reflects the importance of the 
geo-political arena of the Indian Ocean region across an 
array of disciplines. 

,. and an invitation to the launch 
event 

Whe~: Monday 28 February 2011, 6pm 
Whe~’e: Brunei Gallery, School of Oriental and African 

Studies (SOAS) 
~VP to Stephanie Kitchen, .:’.4~.~.~.~.¢~.~’.~;~~£,.~ 

Stay up to date with the latest key research from 
Africa, ~.ii~.~ ~.~:.~.!~;~:~i.~..~i~.!~..~..~ ~.~ ?.~!~. 

Kind regards, 

Becky Roberts 
Cambridge Journals 

Africa 

Published on behalf 
of the ~.~;!-."-.~~.~:~.~i~.~!. 

[ i~ill Africa Bibliography 

Stay up to date with 
Africa 

~~~ £onteot 

i~i ~ubscript 

Also of interest 

....i.~.i Jnl of Modern African 
Studies 

.~i Cambridge University Press 

If you would prei~r not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

an?’ text: 



Click here tbr e-nmil 

You will receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming )’our removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 10:16 AM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] Duke ContErence on Feb. 25-26 

Hi All, 
Duke is having an interesting conference on Feb. 25 and 26. Many of the speakers are African-American Studies scholars. 
For more information, see: htto://librarv.duke.edu/atelier/schedule.html 
Best, 
Kia 

You are currently subscribed to aJ2riaI~m as: eunice~emai].unc.edu. 
Tounsubscribeclickhere:http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriati~m&o~8720747 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-28720747-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 12:05 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Fwd: FW: [aalstaB] New in E-Research Tools: Atiican American Newspapers, 1827-1998 

One new resource has been added to the E-Research Tools site: 

African American Newspapers, 1827-1998 

Details are below. Please alert interested students, faculty, and staff. 

Thank You! 

~hauna 

Librarian 

Sor~ja ~-Iayr~e5 Stor!e Center for Biack Cuiture and 

tJniversib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel 
150 South [{oad Cg# 5250 

Chape~ HIll, NC 27599 

919-8d 5-5808 ptnene 
9zg-gs2-.d 8B0 fax 

www.l~b.unc.edu!stone 

African American Newspapers, 1827-1998 provides online access to approximately 270 U.S. newspapers chronicling a century and a half of the African 

American experience, This unique collection features papers from more than 35 states--including many rare and historically significant 19th century 

titles. Newly digitixed, these newspapers published by African Americans can now be browsed and searched as never before. 

African American Newspapers, 1827-1998 offers researchers valuable primary sources for such diverse disciplines as cultural, literary and social history; 
ethnic studies and more. Users can compare and contrast African American views on practically every major theme of the American past. 

Coverage spans life in the Antebellum South; the spread of abolitionism; growth or the g~ack church; the Emancipation Proclamation; the Jim Crow Era; the 

Great Migration to northern cities, the West and Midwest in search of greater epportunity; rise of the N.A.A.C.P.; the Harlem Renaissance; the Civil Rights 

movement: political and economic empowerment and more. Teachers and students will find firsthand perspectives on notable Americans from Frederick 
Douglass and Booker T. Washington to W.E.B. Du Bois and Martin Luther King, Jr., as well as obituaries, advertisements, editorials and Hlustrations. 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vv~ Press <m~Jle~response@emailcounts.com> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 2:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Edition! A Nickel and A Prayer by Jane Edna Hunter 

A Nickel and A Prayer 
.lane Edna Hunter 

Edited by Rhondda Robinson Thomas 

A Nickel and A Prayer is the second book in Regenerations: African American 
Literature and Culture, a new series edited by 3ohn Ernest, West Virginia University 
and .]oycelyn K. Moody, University of Texas at San Antonio. 

Virtually unknown outside of her adopted hometown of Cleveland, Ohio, Jane Edna Hunter was one 
of the most influential African American social activists of the early-to-mid-twentieth century. In her 
autobiography A Nickel and a Prayer, Hunter presents an enlightening two-part narrative that 
recollects her formative years in the post-Civil War South and her activist years in Cleveland. First 
published in 1940, Hunter’s autobiography recalls a childhood filled with the pleasures and pains of 
family life on the former plantation where her ancestors had toiled, adventures and achievement~ in 
schools for African American children, tests and trials during her brief marriage, and recognition and 
respect while completing nursing training and law school. When sharing the story of her life as an 
activist, Hunter describes the immense obstacles she overcame while developing an interracial 
coalition to support the Phillis Wheatley Association and nurturing its growth from a rented home 
that provided accommodations for twenty-two women to a nine-story building that featured one 
hundred and thirty-five rooms. 

This new and annotated edition of A Nickel and a Prayer includes the final chapter, "Fireside 
Musings," that Hunter added to the second, limited printing of her autobiography and an 
introduction that lauds her as a multifaceted social activist who not only engaged in racial uplift. 
work, but impacted African American cultural production, increased higher education opportunities 
for women, and invigorated African American philanthropy. This important text restores Jane Edna 
H unter to her rightfld place among prominent African American race leaders of the twentieth 
century. 

Jane Edna Hunter (1882-1971) founded the Phillis Wheatley Association (PWA), an organization 
that offered housing, job training, and recreational activities to thousands of black women and girls 
who sought better opportunities in the North during the Great Migration. She gained recognition 
through her work at the PWA, National Association of Colored Women, National Association for Lhe 
Advancement of Colored People, Ohio State Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs, and the 
Republican Party. 

Rhondda Robinson Thomas is Assistant Professor in the Department of English at Clemson 
University in Clemson, South Carolina, where she teaches African American and Early American 
Literature. 

A Nickel and A Prayer 

3ane Edna Hunter 

Edited by Rhondda Robinson Thomas 

February 2011 = 224pp 

Pa: 978-1-93~202-64-8 $22.95 

Ha: 978-i-933202-65-5 $68.95 

To request a review or examination copy, to find out more information about this title, or to arrange 
publicity or events with the author or editor, please contact: 
Abby Freeland, Marketing Manager 
West Virginia University Press/139 Stansbury Hall! PO Box 6295/Norgantown, £W/26505/USA 
T: +001 304 293 8400 x 33509 
F: +001 304 293 6585 
E: abby.freeland @mailxwu.ed u 

TMs email was sent by WVU Press, 139 Stansbury Hall, PO Box 6295, Morgantown, WV 26505, using Express Email Marketing. You were added to this list as eunice@email.unc edu on 11/11/2009. 

Express Email Marketing supports permission-based email marketing. You can change your ~L#!.~L~]?.£2.& or ~!]?.~=[~::~.£L!~?/~ from this mailing list at any time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 2:19 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Save the Date: Turning the Tide on the Global Problem of Tuberculosis 
February 25th 

heels-in-the-field-poster.pdf 

Turning the Tide on the Global Problem of Tuberculosis 

February 25th I 12:00 PMto 1:00 PM I FedExGIobal Education Center, Conference 

Room 2008/2010 

Annelies Van Rie, MD, PhD, will discuss critical trends in the epidemiology of 

tuberculosis (TB) and new approaches for controlling the disease in high TB/HIV risk 

areas. Dr. Van Rie’s research focuses on community-based control of tuberculosis and 

HIV. An active member of the Stop TB Department of the World Health Organization 

and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and Lung Diseases, her work has 

highlighted the public health importance of the disease in high burden settings. Dr. 

Van Rie has studied extensively the role of community transmission of multidrug- 

resistant tuberculosis and the impact of primary care clinic based integrated 

tuberculosis and HIV care. 

This talk is part of the Heels in the Field: Global Health Discussion Series, a semester- 

long discussion exploring the critical issues, current controversies and innovative solutions hosted by the Curriculum in 

Global Studies and the UNC Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases. 

Sharing their personal experience with global research and programs, UNC leaders and experts in the field will discuss 

key local and international health challenges and facilitate an exploration of the complexities involved in improving 

health. Learn how together we can make a difference to communities around the world. Bring your own lunch. Drinks 

and light snacks will be provided. RSVP to laram@email.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28722616 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28722616-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Friday, February 18, 2011 3:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Honora~ Geographer Barry Lopez to Highlight Geohumanifies Sessions 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__[i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~? AAO~ogmm B ..... 

Honorary Geographer Barry Lopez to 
Highlight Geohumanities Sessions 
AAG Alx~ai b*..’~etir~g- &pSI i?..-1~’,’., 20tl -Sealtle~,:s=~ ...... ~9<,= 

Dear Prof, Eunice Sable, 

The AAG is pleased to announce ~hat author Barry Lopez has been 
named the AAG’s 2011 Honorary Geographer, Lopez will receive the 
honor and deliver a presentation on the evening of April 15 at the 201 
AAG Annual Meeting in Seattle, Barry Lopez is a writer known for his 
evocative podrayNs ol people living in close communication with nature. 

In This Issue 

Where to Sta 

View ti;e 

His presentation is part of a special set of sessions on new 
#fferdisciplinary research and practice taking place a~ the intersections 
geography and the humanities, Read on.,. 

Where to Stay 
The Annual Meeting will take place at the Washington State Convention 
Center and the Seattle Sheraton Hotel. Discounted rooms are available ~o 
all meeting altendees 



Traveling to Seattle 
Seattle is easily accessible by air, car, rail, or bus. AAG has arranged 
special discount rates for annual meeting a~tendees through Amt[ak, 
American Airlines, and Avis and Heflz car rentals. VJs~ theTranspodafion ~ember Rates* 
page for deta~s and available offers. Regular: $265 

Student: $145 
Be su[e to check wi~h your ~avor~te ~rave~ site for the ~atest deals on Retired: $145 
a~dare and lra~n fare. 1 Day Pass: $215 

Seattle Geographies 
Regular: $390 

Pro-order the new book Sea#le Geographies and you’~ receive your copy 
Student: $215 

when yo~ check-~n st the AAG Am~ua~ Meeting. 
Compan~om $90 

Edited by geographers M~cha81 Brown and R~chard ...... 
1 Day Pass: $215 

Morri~, oeatt~e Geographies examines the c~ly’s broad ::% Seattle 
Geographies 

range of social, economic, political, environmental, Book Cover 
and cultura~ geog[aphies - the dynamics ~hat define *D~scoun~ed rates 

Seattle and make ~t a unk~ue and v~brant place, above end March 9, 

Cont[ibuto[s tackle issues as diverse as gent[ificafion, 2011. 

~he ~O protests, P-Patches, Grunge, and the 
geographical imagination. Guided by a s~rong sense of 
accountability to the region, the authors a~m to assess the city’s Join Our Mailing Li~ 

strengths and weaknesses, identify proMems and propose solutions, and 
~n do~ng so help Sea~fle to grow in positive, sustainable ways. 

Use the conference reg~st[afion fon~ to older the book when you register 
for the A~nual Meeting, or use the fo[m to add the book after you [eg~ster. 

Download the Registration Form. 

~ere About Seattle 
See the About Seattle page online fo[ ~G Ne~,slette[ . 
articles on oea~fle and the Pacific NoAhwest. A~so see 

~:: Space 
Needle 

the Map of Seattle for 1he bcafions of the meeting 
venues, hotels, and other points of interest. 

Geography in Focus Photo Competition 
Enter the ~G Geography in Focus photo competition . 
to celebrate geography and geographers. Pho~ographs ix World in 

Hands 
may be submitted in any of lhree categodes: Caree~ 
~n Geography, D~vers~ty and ~nclusion witMn 
Geography, and Unique Landscapes and Places. 

~ntdes a~e due by February 21, 2011 
Learn mere abo~t submission g~de~nes and available prizes at 

About the AAG A~ual ~eeti~g 
Jo~n fellow geographe[s, G]o spec~afis~s, and env~ronrnenta~ scientists 
the Annual [,~eefing of the Association of American Geographers ~n 
Seattle for the ve~ latest in research and applications in geography, 
susta~naM~Jty, and G]oc]ence~ ,>essions are also being organized around 
special themes, such 

~ The Changing Roles of the University ~n Society 
~ Geography and the Humanities 
e Asian GeograpMes and Collaborations Jn Research and Education 
~ Space-Time ~ntegrafion ~n Geography and G~Science 

The meeting program wi~ a~so feature: 

~ P[esen[a[bns and poste~ by ~ead~ng scholars and researchers 
from more than 60 countries 

~ ExMb]ts showcasing recent p~bl~cations, new geographic 
~echno~ogJes, and empioymen~ opportunities for geographers 

~ An international networkh~g reception 
~ Field trips to explore the rich cultural and physica~ geography of 

the Pacific No~hwest 

The AAG Annual Meeting ~s an interdisciplinary ~orum open to anyone 
w~th an ~nlerest ~n geography and re~ated disciplines. 



We look forward ~o seein9 you in 

Oscar L~rson 
Association o~ American Geograp~e~s 

Connect with us: ~ ~ ~ 

Forward to a friend or colleaclue 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by meetinq@aaq,orq i 
_U_~__d__a__t__e__!!r_o__f_LL_ej!_n_La_LL__A__d__d__Le__s__s. £nstant removal with ,_S__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_L_b__e_" /_~_rzLv__a__c_y___F_!o_Jj_c_y__. 

Association of American Geographers:: 1710 16th Street NW ::Washington :: DC 20009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stevie <slarson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 18, 2011 3:33 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] reminder: SMWG meeting Feb. 28 

Hello folks, 

This is just a friendly reminder that our next Social Movements Working 
Group meeting will be on Monday, Februa~’ 28th, Iicom 5 : 15 to 7:15 pm in the 
Fedex Global Education Center (room TEA) Parking at the Center is free 
after 5 pm. 

Alvaro Reyes, Cassandra Hartblay, and I (Stevie Larson) will be 
facilitating the discussion at the meeting. Our working title is "Black 
Cormnunism and Non-Productive Bodies: Threats to Capitalism in the 
Post-Obama Moment" We will be distributing a few- readings for eye.one at 
the beginning of next week, which should start to delve into some of the 
complexities, challenges, and potentials for radical struggle and movements 
in the US today 

Looking forward to seeing yuu all un February 28th! 

Stevie Larson 
R oyster Society of Felluws 
Department of Geography 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email tu leave-28723188-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fl~57fc7@liskserv.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RieikoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 18, 2011 4:49 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

2011 Summer Reseazch Fellowships for College Teachers: Call tbr Proposals 

2011 Summer Research Fellowships for College Teachers.doc 

THE CONSORTIUM IN LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES 

at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University 
2011 SUMMER RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS FOR COLLEGE TEACHERS 

The UNC and Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies announces its 2011 competition for Summer Research Fellowships. With funds from the US 

Department of Education, the Consortium will award at least three fellowships of up to $1,000 each to faculty from four-year colleges, community colleges, and 

HBCUs to use the Duke and UNC libraries and other campus resources. 

PURPOSE, ELI61BII.ITY, AND PRIORITIES-The fellows will be chosen in a competition targeting regional faculty from institutions of higher education in the 

Southeast and Mid-Atlantic, with preference for regular faculty from four-year colleges, community colleges, and HBCUs. The project must hove o clear focus on 

Latin America or the Caribbean. We will give priority to proposals to create a new course or add substantial content to an existing course at the candidate’s 

institution. The project should take place between June 1-August 14, 2011, and the length of stay should be at least one week. The awardees will be assigned to 

one of the two campuses. Fellows will have access to both library systems regardless of where they are based: the campuses are only nine miles apart, and regular 

bus service joins the two. The award has no other program participation requirements. The award pays a stipend of up to $1,000 to cover travel, living, and 

incidental expenses. Applicants should be US citizens or permanent residents. Applicants must be employed as faculty at an institution of higher education in fall 

2011. Students, faculty, and staff of Duke or UNC are not eligible to apply. 

ABOUT THE CONSORTIUM AND ITS LIBRARIES -The Consortium is a National Resource Center for Latin American Language and Area Studies funded by the US 

Department of Education. The Consortium conducts a range of activities for the campus communities and beyond, and it has a strong outreach component. The 

focus of this outreach is to create meaningful partnerships with K-12 schools, community and four-year colleges, HBCUs, and other organizations to assist these 

institutions in meeting their curricular goals. This is accomplished through professional development workshops, in-service training institutes, a lending library of 

film and curriculum material, a speaker’s series, traveling exhibits and Web-based materials. 

HOW TO APPLY: - Candidates should submit a complete application as an attachment via email as indicated below. Complete applications must include a cover 

letter explaining how this fellowship will further professional and institutional development, the attached data form, a two-page description of the project, a 

current CV, and a letter from their dean or department chair endorsing the application and verifying employment. The deadline is April 1,1011, and awards will be 

announced by May 2. 

For more information, contact Beatriz Riefkohl MuNz at the UNC Institute for the Study of the Americas (3203 Fed Ex Global Education Center, CB#3205~9~ 

_r_!~_f_l_<___o___h_!_~__e____m___a__!!:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_) or Natalie Hartman at the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (Room 140 Franklin Center, Box 90254, 681-3983, 

nih@duke.edu ). Please submit all application materials as e-mail attachments (Word or PDF) to both addresses above. 

Beatriz Riefkohl Mu~iz 

Associate Director 

Institute for the Study of the Americas 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street (corner of McCauley and Pittsboro) 

Campus Box 3205 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3205 

919-966-1484 (main) 

919-962-2418 (direct) 

919-962-0398 (fax) 

http:!!isa.unc.edu 



THE CONSORTIUM IIN LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES 
at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University 

2011 SUMMER RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS FOR COLLEGE TEACHERS 

The UNC and Duke Consortium in Lain American and Caribbean Studies announces its 2011 competition for Summer 
Research Fellowships. With funds from the US Department of Education, the Consortium will award at least three 
fellowships of up to $1,000 each to faculty from four-year colleges, community colleges, and HBCUs to use the Duke and 
UNC libraries and other campus resources. 

PURPOSE, ELIGIBILITY, AND PRIORITIES - The fellows ~vill be chosen in a competition targeting regional 

faculty from institutions of higher education in the Southeast and Mid-Atlantic, with preference for regular faculty from 

four-year colleges, community colleges, and HBCUs. The project must have a clear jbcus on Lati~ America or the 

Caribbean. We will give priority to proposals to create a new course or add substantial content to an existing course at 

the candidate’s institution. The project should take place between June 1-August 14, 2011, and the length of stay should 

be at least one week. The awardees will be assigned to one of the two campuses. Fellows will have access to both libra, 
systems regardless of where they are based: the campuses are only nine miles apart, and regular bus sel~’ice joins the two. 

The award has no other program participation requirements. The award pays a stipend of up to $1,000 to cover travel, 
living, and incidental expenses. Applicants should be US citizens or permanent residents. Applicants must be employed 

as faculty at an institution of higher education in fall 2011. Students, faculty, and staff of Duke or UNC are not eligible to 
apply. 

ABOUT THE CONSORTIUM AND ITS LIBRARIES - The Consortium is a National Resource Center for Latin 
American Language and Area Studies funded by the US Department of Education. The Consortium conducts a range of 
activities for the campus communities and beyond, and it has a strong outreach component. The focus of this outreach is 
to create meaningful partnerships with K-12 schools, community and four-year colleges, HBCUs, and other 
organizations to assist these institutions in meeting their curricular goals. This is accomplished through professional 
development ~vorkshops, in-service training institutes, a lending libraD of film and curriculum material, a speaker’s series, 
traveling exhibits and Web-based materials. 

The libraries of Duke and UNC rank among the top institutions in North America. The two Latin American collections 
together total close to 700,000 volumes. Our Latin American collections are designed to be complementaD~. Both 
libraries acquire materials needed for general instruction, and more specialized research resources are purchased 
cooperatively. UNC is primarily responsible for Argentina, Brazil (humanities), Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela, 
and the Spanish- and French-speaking Caribbean; Duke covers the Andean countries, Mexico, Brazil (social sciences), 
Central America, and the English- and Dutch-speaking Caribbean. Numerous electronic resources on Latin America and 
the Caribbean are also available, and there are notable rare book and special collections: Discove~ and Exploration, 
George Stuart Maya Studies, and Latin Americanist Artists’ Books Collections at UNC, and the Pdrez de Velasco (Peru) 
and the Leonardo Mufioz (Ecuador) collections at Duke. The Duke Archive for Human Rights also contains many Latin 
America-related collections including the Center for International Policy records (Colombia, Cuba, drug trafficking), the 
Coletta Youngers papers (Peru and the Andean region), the Marshall T. Meyer papers (Argentina) and the Washington 
Office on Latin America records, 1962-2008. More detail at: http:iiguides.libra~.duke.eduilainamericanstudies, 
http://guides.libraD.duke.edu/human_rights, and http://www.lib.unc.edu/davis/gras/lair/. 

HOW TO APPLY: - Candidates should submit a complete application as an attachment via email as indicated below. 
Complete applications must include a cover letter explaining how this fellowship will further professional and 
institutional development, the attached data form, a two-page description of the project, a current CV, and a letter from 
their dean or department chair endorsing the application and veri~ing employment. The deadline is April 1,2011, and 
a~vards will be announced by May 2. 

For more information, contact Beatriz Riefkohl Mufiiz at the UNC Institute for the Study of the Americas (3203 Fed Ex 
Global Education Center, CB#3205, 962-2418, riefkohl@email.unc.edu) or Natalie Hartman at the Duke Center for Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies (Room 140 Franklin Center, Box 90254, 681-3983, njh@duke.edu ). Please submit all 
application materials as e-mail attachments (Word or PDF) to both addresses above. 



Applicant Name 

Social Security # 

Permanent Home 
Address 

Telephone Numbers 

Current Position 

Institutional Affiliation 

Office Address 

2011 SUMMER RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS 
Application Data iForm 

**Application deadline: April 1, 2011"* 

E-mail address 

Maj or Teaching Areas 

Maj or Field of Research 

Project Title of Project 

Proposed Dates of Proj ect 

How would you describe your Spanish language proficiency? (Check one.) 

__ None __ Beginning __ Intermediate __ Advanced __ Native 

How would you describe your Portuguese language proficiency? (Check one.) 

__ None __ Beginning __ Intermediate __ Advanced __ Native 

Other language: 

Have you participated in a past college teacher workshop organized by the Carolina and Duke Consortium in Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies? 
If yes, when: 

Do you have a preference of cmnpus assignment:       Duke __ UNC __ Either __ 
(Note: campus assignment is up m the selection committee, but we will take your request into account.) 

Submit all application materials as e-mail attachments (Word or PDF) to Beatriz Riefkohl Mufiiz at the UNC Institute for 
the Study of the Americas (riefkohl@email.unc.edu) and Natalie Hartman at the Duke Center for Latin American and 
Caribbean Studies (njh@duke.edu). 



Climate Justice in Durban: 
Climate Justice is the new global movement facing the greatest challenge in 
human history, because failure is the only way to summarize 16 years of talk 
by United Nations negotiators from national states influenced by fossil-fuel- 
dependent capital (and the big Environmental NGOs with which they work). 

As the world will learn, South Africa also exemplifies climate injustice. 
Vast CO2 emissions are caused by provision of the world’s cheapest electricity 
to the world’s biggest mining and metals corporations (BHP Bflliton and Anglo 
American), which in turn permanently degrade our water resources and 
pollute the air. Opportunities for Green Jobs and renewable energy are 
ignored. Meanwhile, electricity disconnections affect millions of low-income 
people each year. And President Jacob Zuma was one of the five ’leaders’ who 
signed the unfair, unambitious and non-binding Copenhagen Accord in 2009. 

Yet from the standpoint of justice, the choice of the International Convention 
Centre (ICC) in Durban, South Africa to host the Conference of the Parties 17 
from 28 November-December 9 is a good one, as some of the country’s most 
intense environmental, social and labour struggles are underway here. 

Welcome to Durban, where activist critiques of incompetent global elites 
are well-rehearsed. The UN World Conference Against Racism was held here 
in 2001, and 15,000 demonstrated against the event at the ICC because under 
Washington’s influence, the UN refused to put onto the agenda either Israeli 
racism/apartheid against Palestine, or Western reparations for centuries of 
slaver5,, colonialism and apartheid. 

Exactly a year later, at the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, 30,000 activists marched 12kin to protest the UN’s 
commodification of nature: ’Bluewashing’ of corporate polluters through the 
Global Compact, ’Type Two Partnerships’ with multinational capital, 
promotion of neoliberal social and economic policies, and endorsement of 
water privatization and ’Clean Development Mechanism’ carbon trading. 

Other protests were held at the Durban ICC against the World Economic 
Forum and the neoliberal ’New Partnership for Africa’s Development’. 

This history of international eco-social solidarity is rich. South Africans 
and our overseas allies fought racial apartheid until 1994, and then demanded 

What is Climate Justice? 
Principles and demands articulated at Rights of Mother Earth conference, Cochabamba, 2010 

¯ 50 percent reduction of!lreenhouse Has emissions by 2017 

¯ stubilisin!t temperature rises to 1C and 300 Parts Per Million 
¯ acknowledging the climate debt owed by developed countries 

¯ fidl respectforHuman Rights and the inherent ri!thts ofindi!tenous people 

¯ universal declaration ofriyhts of Mother Earth to ensure harmony with nature 

¯ establishment of an International Court of Climate Justice 

¯ rejection of carbon markets andcommodification of nature &forests through REDD 

¯ promotion of measures that change the consumption patterns of developed countries 

¯ end~finte~ectua~pr~pertyril~htsf~rtechn~iesusefidf~rmiti~atin~c~imatechanl~e 

¯ payment of 6 percent of developed countries" CDP to addressing climate change 

build our movement for COP 17!* 
* "Conference of Polluters; held in 2009 in Copenhagen and 2010 in Cancun 
access to anti-retroviral AIDS medicines by Big Pharma, the World Trade 
Organisation and the Clinton and Mbeki regimes, winning in 2004. 

Political history was made here with resistance by Zulu King Shaka to 
British settlers in the early 1800s and with Mahatma Gandhi’s political 
development in the early 1900s. The modern trade union movement began 
here, in Africa’s largest harbour, with the 1973 dockworker strike. The rise of 
South Africa’s ’new urban social movements’ began in the neighbourhood of 
Chatsworth in 1998. The first critiques of Thabo Mbeki’s AIDS denialism 
took form atthe Durban ICC, atthe International AIDS Conference in 2000. 

Climate is a sore spot because of intense emissions and air pollution. The 
Durban Group for Climate Justice was founded in 2004 and continues today 
as a source of critical information about ’false solutions’. One of the highest- 
profile fights against carbon trading was waged at Durban’s 
environmentally-racist Bisasar Road landfill (Africa’s largest) in the mid- 
2000s, resulting in a World Bank retreat from project financing in 2005. 

In 2009, a major climate summit was hosted by the South Durhan 
Community Environmental Alliance, an activist group which also organized 
the first protests against the World Bank’s April 2010 decision to fund the 
Medupi coal-fired power plant with its biggest-ever project loan ($3.75 bn). 
Activism continues in Sou th Durban, one of the world’s most dangerous petro- 
chemical complexes, including one of the ’1000 Cancans’ in December 2010. 

The other main South African cities also host regular protests on climate, 
energy and related issues. In December 2010 there were 14 arrests at an 
Earthlife Africa loburg protest against the state’s energy policy. Regular 
demonstrations are held at Eskom and Sasol, SWs two largest CO2 emitters. 

South African activists founded Climate lustice Now! SA in 2009, and in 
early 2011 will announce hosting and activist strategies for the year ahead. 
The Centre for Civil Society at the University of KwaZulu-Natal is hosting 
several Climate Camps in 2011. SDCEA, groundWork, Earthlife eThekwini, 
Timberwatch, 350.org, the Diakonia faith and justice centre, Ecopeace 
and many allied community, environmental and labour groups will 
ensure that delegates to the COP 17 get the message: cut a genuine deal or face 
South Africa’s famed social protests, amongst the world’s most prolific. 

Join us for a crucial moment in socio-environmental history! 
For more, see ccs.ukzn.ac.za, www.sdcea.co.za, wn~w.groundwork.org.za 

Our local-global inspirations: 

M 
Durban was home to eco-socialjustice 

visionaries who died recently: 
Dennis Brutus (26 December2009) and 
Fatima Meer (12 March 2010). The two 
would have led protests against COP 17. 
Dermis’Brutus                 Fatima Meer 



Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal School of Development Studies 

Durban, 4041, South Africa 
Telephone: +27 (0) 31 260 3195 Fax: +27 (0)31 260 2502 

E-mail ccs@ukzn.ac.za Website ccs,ukzn,ac.za/ 

The Harold Wolpe Lecture 
at the UKZN Centre for Civil Society presents 

Climate Teach-In 
with Blessing Karumbidza, Siziwe Khanyile, 

Bongani Mthembu, Molefi Ndlovu, Bobby 
Peek, Alice Thompson and others 

19 February 2011 
10am-3pm (climate videos from 9am) 

Venue: Howard College Auditorium and 
Memorial Tower Building, UKZN 

With the Durban Conference of the Parties 17 
(COP17) to be held[rum November 28 - December 9, 
it is important for community, environment, student, 

labour, women and other activists to share 
knowledge and concerns at this early stage. 

(support from the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation and the SA 
Lottery Board gratefully acknowledged) 

CLIMATE TEACH-IN SCHEDULE 
In collaboration with 

Climate Justice Now!KZN and 
the Democratic Left Front (DLF) 

9-10:15am: Videos about climate (by Discovery 
Channel, Rehana Dada, Aiobheann O’Sullivan, Annie Leonard) 

10:15-10:30am: Introduction (Patrick Bond) 
10: 30am- 12:30pro: Presentations, Q&As 

Climate change intro (Alice Thompson, Earthlife) 
Energy and climate challenges (Bobby Peek, groundWork) 
Keeping oil in the soil (Bongani Mthembu, SDCEA) 
The COP17 and Committee of 17 (Siziwe Khanyile, C17) 

Resistance to REDD (Blessing Karumbidza, Timberwatch) 
Communicating climate, bottom-up (Molefi Ndlovu, CCS) 

12:30-2pm: Lunch (MTB courtyard) and 
Small Group Discussions (to be announced) 

2-3pro: Climate ideology (ecocapitalism, ecosocialism?) 
Panel to include CJN!KZN and DLF 

Southern African temperature rises 1 degree: it’s getting hot! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu;> 

Saturday, FebruaU 19, 2011 10:08 AM 

Dr. Sahle - Reminders Ati-i 101 : AFRI101.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Pleas~ note that the following items are posted to Blackboard as promised: 

a) Folder - Study guide (reviewed in class) for Exam 1 

b) Folder - "promised slides" (1. on the concept of’representation system’ and 2. corn arguments - modernization theow (Political dimension). 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



African Studies Assuciation 

Rutgers University - Livingston Campus 
54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 

Piscataway, Ni! 08854-80~5 

Tel: 732-4�5-8173 ~ F~o~ 732-445-1366 

www.africanstudies.org 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS FOR 2011 ANNUAL MEETING THEME: 

50 YEARS OF AFRICAN LIBERATION 

Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, DC 
November 17-20, 2011 

Program Committee Chair: Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University 

DEADLINE: MARCH 15, 2011 

The African Studies Association (ASA) invites proposals for panels, papers, and roundtables 

that examine current scholarship and debates in all areas of African Studies. The Program 

Committee welcomes submissions from Africanist professionals and scholars at all stages of 

their careers. Proposals are particularly encouraged that focus on this year’s theme of "50 

Years of African Liberation." 

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBMISSION 
Membership dues and the pre-registration fee or the non-member pre-registration fee 
must be paid for ALL participants before a panel, paper, or roundtable proposal can be 
submitted. 

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING PANEL, ROUNDTABLE AND PAPER PROPOSALS 
Each individual may make only one presentation on a panel orroundtable. Individuals may 

serve as a discussant or chair on a panel or roundtable in addition to making a 

presentation on a panel or roundtable. The Program Committee will review only complete 

proposals. All co-authors must be included at the time of submission. 

SUBMISSION PROCEDURES: 

All proposals must be submitted online. We are unable to accept proposals sent by 
email, hardcopy, or fax. 

PAN EL PROPOSALS 
A panel typically has a chair, three or four paper presenters, and a discussant. A panel 

proposal consists of the panel title, the panel abstract, and titles and abstracts for each 

paper presenter, including their contact information (institutional affiliation, email address, 

telephone number, and address). The panel abstract should consist of a statement about 

the topic and a brief summary of the main argument(s) to be explored (no more than 250 

words). The quality of the panel abstracts is the main criterion for acceptance; a panel with 

a weak abstract or with two or more weak paper abstracts is unlikely to be accepted. 

Please note that all participants on a panel must be preregistered before the panel proposal 

can be submitted, including the panel chair and discussant. 

PAPER PROPOSALS 
The online Paper Proposal should be completed for each paper that is being proposed for 
individual submission (see above for papers that are part of an pre-constituted panel). The 



paper abstract should consist of a statement about the topic, the nature and extent of the 

research on which the paper is based and a brief summary of the main argument(s) (a 

maximum of 200 words). The quality of the paper abstract is the main criterion for 

acceptance. The Program Committee will create panels from individual submissions with 

common themes and identify a panel chair and a discussant. 

ROUN DTABLE PROPOSALS 
A roundtable typically consists of a chair and three to five presenters. A roundtable 

proposal consists of a title, abstract, and the names of proposed roundtable participants, 

addition to their institutional affiliation, email address, and telephone number). The 

roundtable abstract should consist of a statement about the topic and a brief summary of 

the main issues to be explored (approximately 250 words). The quality of the roundtable 

abstract is the main criterion for acceptance. All participants on a roundtable, including the 

chair, must be preregistered before they can submit their proposal. 

DISCUSSANTS AND CHAIRS 
We are always in need of scholars who are willing to serve as discussants and chairs. 

Please indicate your willingness to serve in that capacity on the submission form. Be as 

specific as you can when you list your areas of expertise so that the Program Committee 

can best take advantage of your expertise. You may be on one panel or roundtable in 

addition to serving as discussant or chair. 

INDICATING A SUBMISSION CATEGORY 
All proposals should designate the category/categories for which the proposal is most 
appropriate. There are two types of categories listed: those within the general program 
theme and general categories for proposals that are not specific to the conference theme. 
All proposals are reviewed by the Section Chair(s), who, together with the Program Chair, 
constitutes the Program Committee. 

COORDINATE ORGANIZATION PROPOSALS 
ASA Coordinate Organizations may submit one proposal for panels or roundtables to be 
accepted without review by the Program Committee. Coordinate organizations may also 
organize submission of additional panel or roundtable proposals that will be evaluated by 
the Program Committee like other submissions. All proposals must be submitted on or 
before the Call for Proposals deadline of March 15, 2011. 

ASA POLICY ON PROPOSAL ACCEPTANCES 
The Program Chair, working with the Program Committee, has final responsibility for 

accepting or declining Annual Meeting proposals in accordance with guidelines that have 

been established by the ASA Board of Directors. All paper proposals will be reviewed 

separately, whether they have been submitted individually or as part of a panel. 

NOTIFICATION 
Accepted proposals will be listed in the Preliminary Program, which will appear on the ASA 
website, ...w.....w...w.........a...f..r.j..c....a....n....s...t..~...d.j..e....s...:...~....r.g by June 15, 2011. Notification that the Preliminary 
Program has been posted to the website will be sent via email. We ask all panel and 
roundtable chairs to review the Preliminary Program and communicate any changes to the 
Secretariat. 

AFRICA RESIDENT REQUESTS TO PAY ONSITE 
Africa residents who experience difficulty in paying their pre-registration fees online may 
request to pay pre-registration onsite. Payment for membership dues cannot be made 



onsite at the Annual Meeting and must be paid in order to receive member benefits 

including the discounted member pre-registration rate. Member benefits will be active only 

after membership payment has been received and processed. The pre-registration rate will 

be based upon the membership status at the time of the request. 

All requests to pay pre-registration fees onsite from African residents are automatically 

granted upon receipt of the required information, which can be found, along with 

instructions for submission, at: http:!/www.africanstudies.org/p/cm/Id/fid=46 . Other 
prospective participants who do not reside in the US may contact the Secretariat at 

members@africanstudies.org if they are unable to submit funds from overseas because of 

difficulties in obtaining foreign currency. 

Individuals submitting a proposal should submit their request on or before March 15, 
2011, to be considered. All requests will be reviewed and processed. Upon approval, 
individuals will receive a confirmation. Individuals from Africa who are not submitting a 
proposal and cannot pay the pre-registration fees online must submit their request on or 
before September 30, 2011, 

LETTERS OF INVITATION 
The ASA will provide a Letter of Invitation to assist individuals in expediting visas and 
securing funding. A request for a Letter of Invitation can be made by sending an email to 
annualmeetinq@africanstudies.orq with "Letter of Invitation" in the subject line. If you 
need a letter of invitation, you should submit a request at the same time that you submit 
your paper/panel/roundtable proposal. Please note: The ASA will honor such requests 
until September 30, 2011. 

CO-AUTHORS RESIDING IN AFRICA 
Co-authors who reside in Africa and who cannot attend the Annual Meeting are not 
required to pay pre-registration fees. Requests to waive payment for a non-attending 
Africa resident co-author will be granted upon receipt of written contact via email with 
"Non-Attending Africa-Resident Co-Author" in the subject line at 

members@africanstudies.org or via fax at 732-445-1366. Please include the co-author’s 
full name, institution or affiliation name, and contact information. Requests to waive 
payment for a non-attending Africa resident co-author must be submitted on or before 
March 15, 2011. 

REFUND POLICY 
Individuals whose paper, panel, or roundtable proposal has been declined and who cannot 
attend the meeting may requesta refund of theirpre-registration fee. These requests 
must be made in writing via email to members@africanstudies.orq or via fax at 732-445- 
1366. We are unable to refund membership dues. Membership dues and preregistration 
fees are not transferrable. 

NON-ATTEN DANCE/WTTH DRAWALS 
Presenters should notify the Secretariat in writing as soon as possible if they are unable to 
attend the meeting. The information will be included in the Final Program or in the Final 
Program addendum, Replacement presenters cannot be added after the Call for Proposals 
has closed, 

REPLACEHENT CHAIRS 
If a person who is assigned as a Panel or Roundtable Chair cannot attend the Annual 
Meeting, the replacement chair will be selected from the other panel/roundtable presenters 



on the basis of alphabetical order by last name. Efforts will be made to contact the chair of 
the panel affected by a change when it is made. 

ACCESS POLICY 
The African Studies Association is committed to ensuring that its services and meetings are 
accessible to all Africanists. If you have any special needs or require special assistance to 
participate in an ASA event, please contact Kimme Carlos, Program Manager, Annual 
Meeting Services, at 732-445-8173, x15 or by email at Kimme.carlos@africanstudies.orq . 

AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT 
Due to the rapidly increasing costs charged by hotels for AV equipment, the ASA is unable 
to provide projection or sound equipment. However, each meeting room will have a screen 
and presenters are welcome to bring their own equipment. The ASA understands the 
importance of AV support for many presenters and the Association is working to develop 
strategies to facilitate AV support for future conferences. 

GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER PRIZE 
The ASA Board of Directors established the Graduate Student Paper Prize in 2001 to 
recognize the best graduate student paper presented at the previous year’s Annual 
Meeting. All papers presented by graduate students at the Annual Meeting are eligible for 
the prize, which is awarded at the subsequent Annual Meeting. The editors of the African 
Studies Review will coordinate an expedited peer review process for possible publication of 
the prize-winning paper. Graduate students may submit their paper with a letter of 
recommendation from their advisor postmarked on or before April 1 of the year 
following the Annual Meeting to: Graduate Student Paper Prize Competition, African 
Studies Association, Rutgers University, 54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue, Piscataway, NJ 08854- 

8045, USA, or emailed as a PDF attachment to publications@africanstudies.orq. 

ASA 2011 ANNUAL MEETING THEME 

"50 Years of African Liberatior~" 

Carol B. Thompson, Program Chair 

The period 1960-1961 marked a watershed in Africa, as the largest number of countries 

gained independence. These transformations signaled the beginning of five decades of 

struggle for democracy and development. There is much to celebrate: Today, Africa has the 

highest number of democracies since 1960; institutionalized apartheid has been eliminated 

in southern Africa; and women are emerging as political actors. There is much that we can 

learn from Africa’s experiences. At the same time, the fifty year mark provides us with an 

opportunity to reflect critically on the complex ways that history has unfolded on the 

continent. We invite proposals to the 54th ASA Annual Meeting to reflect on the many 

achievements, challenges and disappointments the past five decades have heralded. 

Africans leading the independence sweep knew well that raising a flag did not equate to 

liberation or freedom. Those goals would take much longer and be even more difficult. 

Prominent reminders came in early 1961, when newly elected Prime Minister Patrice 



Lumumba was assassinated, throwing the vibrant Congo asunder into military rule and 

foreign intervention for decades. Albert Luthuli, the first African to receive the Nobel Peace 

Prize in 1960, could only accept the award a full year later, delayed by the apartheid ban 

against him. That same year the Sharpeville massacre killed 69 peaceful demonstrators, 

many shot in the back while trying to flee the wanton gunfire of the apartheid regime. 

While the early struggles sought national self-determination, as the decades unfolded, new 

struggles emerged to demand more inclusive polities and to expand rights for women, 

ethnic minorities, the economically marginalized and landless, and most recently, even for 

gays and lesbians. Struggles over national self-determination remained unsettled in many 

countries long after the first wave of independence ended, as evident in the continuation of 

civil strife in southern Sudan, Somalia, and Western Sahara. Even in countries where 
liberation was decisive, to this day, the memories and histories of national liberation 

struggles are hotly contested. The upcoming ASA meeting provides an opportune moment 

to examine both the promise and the disappointments that came with transformations of 

the late 1950s and early 1960s in Africa. 

Panelists and roundtables might contrast some of the competing visions of power that have 

emerged with the rise of liberal democracy and multipartyism. Many have witnessed the 

divisive consequences of elections, which in as much as they promise individual freedom, 

they also separate winners from losers. This has resulted in new calls for consensus building 

in Africa, where many have argued that consensus provides an essential context for 

elections. Papers might critically evaluate the success of such efforts at consensus building. 

We are especially interested in encouraging panelists to consider how have Africa’s 

musicians, writers, artists, filmmakers, and dramatists fared since independence? How have 

the arts evolved? How have they integrated their vision of a new Africa in their work? 

Both the pulse and hemorrhaging of fifty years of transformation are regularly recorded by 
the United Nations, Panelists might explore what accounts for some of the differences in 
development outcomes? Because of gains in education and public health, Ethiopia, 
Botswana, Benin and Burkina Faso are among the "top movers" of 135 countries for 
improving their ranking within the Human Development]:ndex(HD]:). At the same time, 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Zambia, and Zimbabwe are the only countries with lower 
HD]: now than in :[970 when the index was developed. 

Panelists might also ask: what has been learned from the enormous health challenges the 

continent has endured over the past decades? What can we learn from some of the 

successes? For example, the average infant mortality rate in Africa fell by almost half 

between 1960 and 2009. HIV infection rates fell by 17.4 percent between 2001 and 2008, 

partly as a result of improved sex education in schools. 

Panelists might examine why women have made strides in political representation, yet after 

50 years have barely made a dent in industry or science? Scholars now know that the single 

best way to promote health and nutrition is to educate the girls through grade six, and 

Africa is educating more girls than ever before. Yet the same studies show that a gender 

gap in education remains at the secondary and tertiary levels. Panelists might consider why 

it has taken so long to address these kinds of gaps in education. 

Across peoples, cultures and ecological zones, African diversity offers many lessons over the 

last 50 years. The current dire circumstances of many facets of planet earth, such as global 

warming, are particularly acute in Africa. The annual meeting offers opportunities to 



investigate ecological pasts in order to better understand how to conserve and enrich future 

diversities. 

We encourage reflection in the panels on the ways in which Africa’s intellectuals, both 
academic and activist, have shared new ideas with the world. What are the new 
understandings of human rights that have emerged, particularly regarding the importance 
of collective economic, social and cultural rights? The meeting allows us to explore the 
compatibility in African theory and practice between the individualistic freedoms of liberal 
democracy with social consensus, acceptance, and collective responsibility. 

The past five decades have seen the rapid spread of the effects of globalization throughout 
Africa. Globalization is often discussed in terms of the limitations of boundaries, based on 
the assumption that we are all richer if goods, services and capital can move freely across 
them. Panels might explore some of the historical dimensions ofglobalization, giventhat 
African societies never measured boundaries by lines drawn on a map, leading to centuries 
of ever expanding movements of people and commodities across the continent and seas. 

The futures of the United States and of the African continent are as inextricably linked as 

their pasts. The African Studies Association annual meeting in Washington, D.C., offers an 

important opportunity to further explore these complex linkages, particularly how US-Africa 

relations have evolved in the context of Africa’s relations with its former colonial powers and 

newly emerging foreign powers. 

As the loss of genetic diversity threatens industrial agriculture, panelists might ask to what 

extent do African farmers offer alternative models of farming that preserve this diversity. 

How does one weigh the growing pressure for a "green revolution" in Africa against 

demands for food sovereignty, and the sharing of local control over lands, waters, seeds 

and indigenous knowledge? Panelists might also examine what has been learned about local 

forms of knowledge as African women farmers continue to feed the continent by breeding 

and conserving (in situ) heirloom seeds, proven adaptive to climate changes, and as they 

champion the planting of multiple varieties of indigenous sorghum and millet that can 

withstand drought and is more nutritious than maize. 

These are just a few of the themes that the ASA meeting might touch on as we reflect over 
the experiences over the past five decades of independence. 

We invite panel, roundtable and paper submissions on the meeting theme: 

1) Contested Memories of Independence 

2) The Arts and Cultural Expression Since Independence 

3) Unfinished Liberation Struggles: Gender, Ethnicity, Class 

4) Independence and Sovereignty in a Global Economy 

Proposals are also invited for general themes with an eye towards future directions in 
research : 

5) Agriculture and Food Sovereignty 

6) Culture (music, performance, dance literature, language, and folklore) 

7) Education 
8) Economics 

Continued next page 



9) Environment 
10) Health and Healing 

11) History 

12) Human Rights and Legal Change 

13) Gender and Women 
14) Policy and Politics 

15) Peace and Security 

16) Religion and Spirituality 

17) Youth: Visions of the Future 

18) Other 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malinda S. Smith <malinda.smith@ualberta.ca> 

Sunday, Februaw 20, 2011 12:41 PM 

malinda, smith@ ua] berta.ca 

Equi~ Matters Blog - Indigenous series a~d mulficulturalism/tolemnce/intercultura]ism series 

Colleagues: 

Re: (i) Indigenous kno~vledge/education series and (ii) 
Multiculturalism!tolerance / interculturalism series 

I want to dra~v your attention to two series I am rurming on the Equity 
Matters Blog, part of the Equity Issues Portfolio at the Canadian 
Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences: 
<http ://blog.fedcan. ca/categorv, iequity-matters/>. 

1. One series is on Indigenous knowledge/education, with postings 
ever?- Tuesday and hopefully continuing until Congress, when the Equity 
Issues progranzming will focus on, "TransfolTning the Academy: 
Indigenous Education," with AFN National Chief Sha~vn A-in-chut Atleo 
as the Big Thinking Equity Issues Keynote <http://congress2011 .ca/> 

(This follows 2010’s prograrmning focus on the 40th anniversary of the 
Royal Commission on the Status of Women and the Bird Report, with a 
keynote by Donna Brazile and the 2009’s focus on the 25the annlversar?’ 
of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women and the Abella Report, 
with a keynote by Supreme Court Justice Rosalie Silberman Abella ) 

<http://blo~ fedcan.ca/tag/commission-r(wale-denq u ete-sur-la-situation-de-la-f:emane-au-canada/>. 

There are five entries in the 2011 Indigenous series: Jell" Comtassel 
(UVic); Jean-Paul R estoule (U of Toronto); Dwayne Donald (U of 
Alberta); Jo-Ann F, piskenew (Regina); and Lynn Gehl (York). The sixth 
entr?" will be by Chris Anderson (Alberta), with many others to follow 

To view the Indigenous entries in this Equity Issues series: 

<http :i/blo~. fedcan, ca/tab/indigen ous-education/>. 

2. A second series, with postings on Thursdays, takes up varmus 
debates on multiculturalism, tolerance, interculturalism, and 
pluralism. There are a number of recent entries in this series, 
including by Kwame Anthony Appiah (Princeton, USA), "Reflections on 
culture, identi~ and hmmm dignity"; Phil Ryan (Carleton), 
"Multiculturalism, Multicultiphobia and Pluralism"; and Frank Furedi 
(Kent, UK), "Beyond multiculturalism: Reclaiming tolerance and human 
j udgment" Many more entries to follow. 

To view the various entries in this Equity Issues series: 
<http://blog.fedcan.caitagiinterculturalism-and-pluralism/>. 

3. If you wish to contribute to either of the above series, on or any 
equity matter, please do not hesitate to contact me or Karen 
Diepeveen, Policy Analyst at the Federation (kdiepeveen@fedcan.ca) or 

media@fedcan.ca. 

Malinda Smith, PtzD 
(VP, Equity, CFHSS) 

Email: malinda, smith@ualbert a. c a 

For your convenience, the 2011 Indigenous entries include: 

* Jeff Corntassel @Eric). "Indigenizing the academy: Insurgent 
education and the roles of Indigenous intellectuals." 

Fedcan Equity Matters Blog (12 Januar?- 2011 ). 
<http://blog.fedcan.ca/2011/01/12iindigenizing-the-aca demy-insurgent-educ ation-and-the-roles-of-indigenous-intellectualsi~fl~nore-993> 

* Jean-Paul Restoule (OISE/U of Toronto). "Everything is alive and 
ever?-one is related: Indigenous knowing and inclusive education" 

Fedcan Equity Matters Blog (25 January 2011). 

<http://blog fedcan.ca/2011/01 i25/everything-is-alive-and-ever¥one-is-related-indigenous-knowing-a nd-inclusive-edu cation/> 

* D~vayne Donald (U of Alberta) "On making love to death: Plains Cree 
and Blackfoot wisdom." 



Fedcan Equity’ Matters Blog (1 Februapf 2011). 

<http://blog fedcan ca/2011/02/01/on-makin~-love-to-death-plains-cree-and-blackfoot-*visdom/> 

* Jo-Ann Episkenew (Regina) "Indigenizing university administration 
or T~waw ci? (Take 2)" 

Fedcan Equity Matters Blog (10 FebruaW 201 ] ) 

<http ://b[og.fedcan.ca/2011/02/10/indigen~zing-umversits,-administration-or-tawaw-ci-take-2/#more- 1042>. 

* Lymx Gehl (York). "Indigenous knowledge, symbolic literacy and the 
1764 Trea~" at Niagara." 

Fedcan Equity Matters Blog (15 Febmaty~ 2011). 

<http://blog.fedcan.ca/2011/02i15/indigenous-knowledge-symbolic-literac~,~-and-the- 1764-tr eaty-at-niagarai>. 

Malinda S. Smith, PhD 
Department of Political Science 
10-23 H.M. Tory Building 
University of Alberta 
EcLmonton, Alberta T6G 2H4 Canada 
Telephone: 780.492.5380/Fax: 780.492.2586 
httl~://www.uofaweb.ualberta.ca/polisci/index.cfm 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Sunday, February 20, 2011 1:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Draft.doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, FebruaD~ 20, 2011 9:06 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat~m] Itinera ,ry tbr Alas~ne Fall - MONDAY/TUESDAY 

Schedule Feb21-22.doc 

Dear All, 
Please find attached the itinerary for 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Bnell 
Business Officer 
Depm-lanent of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 
Department of Africa~n & Afro-America~n Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
1~ 919.962.5824 

a candidate for the Wolof Lecturer position. He will be here on Monday and Tuesday. 

You are currently subscribed to ai’dat~m as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_p_~:{,_/_[~_~_t__s_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t_~:{__u_i~_i__d____3___2__._3___6__!~__6__0_8__:_e___8_7_~_9___1_~ ~__S_’___3_2_ ~_l__~_~__4_0__e___l_ ..5~6..@.~7.~.7..(.!~7.~.8~d~&..~.r.L~!2..&~.~.~.n....~.~.~.~.r..n.~9~ ~ ~ ~=3 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28732053-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



ITINERARY 

Monday~ Februa~ 2011 

Arrive RDU on US Airways    at 12:09pm. Take airport taxi to Carolina Inn, 
*Note: Please save all receipts to be reimbursed after your trip. 

Arrival at the Carolina Inn, (919) 933-2001, 211 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill, NC 27516, Room 
Confirmation Number:,       Reservations are in            name, billing directly to the 
Public Policy Department for Room and Taxes. Cancel by 4 pm hotel time, 24 hours prior to scheduled 
arrival to avoid i night penalty. Check-out is at Noon. 

**It is now a requirement that a Faculty member on UNC payroll pay for the meal to be reimbursed at a 
later time. It is also required to submit a detailed receipt showing what was purchased {luring the meal. 
Under no circumstance shouhl the invited guest be asked to pay for the meal. Remember alcohol should be 
paid for on a separate, personal bill. 

3:00 pm 

5pro 

6:30pm 

Check in at Carolina Inn 

Free Time 

Campus Tour w/ Mamarame Seck 
*Note: Mamarame Seck will meet you in the Lobby of the Carolina Inn at 5pm 

Dinner w/Mamarame Seck 

Tuesday, Februarv 22, 2011 
Before 10am      Check Out at Carolina Inn 

Note: You will be departing from the Carolina Inn for the airport at 4pm, you will 
be able to leave your luggage at the front desk at the Inn for the day, 

10:00 - 10:20 Meet wl Tim McMillan (Associate Chair), Battle Hall, Room 109 

10:20 - 10:45 Prepare for Teaching Demonstration, Battle Hall, Conference Room 
*Note: Travis will walk you to your 11am teaching demonstration 

11:00 - 12:00 Teaching Demonstration, Stone Center, Room 210 
*Note: Travis will walk you to Battle Hall for your 12:00 lunch 

12:00 - 1:30 

1:30 - 2:00 

Lunch wl Julius Nyang’oro (Department Chair) 

Meet w/ Battle Hall 

2:00 - 3:00 Meet w/Hiring Committee, Battle Hall, Conference Room 

3:00 - 3:15 

4:00pm 

Meet wl Haeran Miller, Battle Hall, Room 109 
*Note: to submit travel receipts and complete some brief paperwork. 

Depart for RDU, Carolina Inn 
*Note: Taxi’s are available at the Carolina Inn. Please request one at the front desk. 



US Airways Flight Departs at 6:20pm 

Please direct all itinerary questions to Agatha Buell at abuell@email.unc.edu 

Mail anv receil~tS for reimbursement directlv to: 
The Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

c/o Agatha Buell 
CB# 3395, 109 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, Februao~ 20, 2011 9:35 PM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

CBC Read-In FRIDAY, Feb. 25 

CBC Read-In 2011 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

Hi Faculty Member. The inaugural Read-In will be held this Friday, February 25 at 6:00 p.m. at the Stone Center. We have a great evening planned and the 

participation across campus is wonderful! As always, we welcome your attendance and support! 

Online Caucus membership is available at www.unc.edu/cbc 

Respectfully, 

~ The CBC Read-In Steering Committee ~ 

i.~.i CBC Read-In 2011 FINAL Flyer jpg 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com~ 

Monday, FebruaD~ 21, 2011 1:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: t~f: Invitation ti~om ASA 

AWESOME. I’m not sure thele’s enough of you to go around! At this point you might need an assistaa~t to help you with all your bookings. I’ll forwmd you my resume 

haha. Keep the updates coming. 

Best, 

On Sun, Feb 20, 2011 at 7:56 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.e&t~ wrote: 

So Washington I go, although I was planning to be in Malawi for a week to finish research on a chapter I have to include in upcoming book. 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, February :t9, 20:t:t :t:i:2:t plVl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Invitation from ASA 

Dear Eunice, 

Congratulations on your latest book on world orders (yes[) and development. I also appreciate and own the book on the legacies of 
Mwalimu; it’s excellent. I work and teach in IPE and in the political economy of the global environment, as it relates to food production. I 
definitely will look into the world orders book for a text. Thank you for your work! 

I am writing to invite you to be the Section Chair for "Independence and Sovereignty in the Global Economy" for the ASA Annual Meeting 
in Washington, DC in November. Your task would be to evaluate whole panels that are submitted as well as to constitute panels of 
individual papers. The major time commitment would be from March 20 through April. The ASA office has changed the software and the 
preliminary program will be out on time! 

Your dean and provost would receive a letter from the ASA Board about your professional service, and you would have gratis registration 
for the ASA meeting. 

I hope you can seriously consider this professional endeavor, and of course, I will call you and send you many more details if you are 
interested. Attached is the theme statement and call for papers. 

I look forward to working with you. Thank you! 

Carol Thompson 

ASA Program Chair, 2011 

USA 

Tei: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@~pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, February 21,2011 7:45 AM 

pam~uka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 517: Links and Resources 

PAMB.a2,UKA iN~E’vVS 517: LEk~(S AND RESOLIRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Zimbabwe update, 2 Women & gender, 3 Human rights, 4. 
Refugees & fbrced migration, 5. Africa labour news, 6. Emerging powers 
news, 7. Elections & governance, 8. Col~cuption, 9. Development. 10. 
Healfl~ & HIV/AIDS, 11. Education, 12. LGBTI, 13. Environment, 14 Land 
& land rights, 15 Food Justice, 16. iVledia & freedom of expression, 
17 Social welfare, 18 Ne~vs fi’om the diaspora, 19 Conflict & 
emergencies, 20. Internet & technology., 21. eNewsletters & mailing 
lists, 22. Fundraising & useful resources, 23. Courses, seminars, & 
workshops, 24. Wil~i]~,eaks and Afi-ica 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

Highlights from this issue 

ZIX,fBABWE UPDAT[S: AU demands free and :[’air polls 
WOX,ffV.N AND GF, NDER : Women excluded from Egyptian constitutional committee 
HUMAN RIGHTS: (;all for release of ])jibouti human rights leader 
REt~’U~?F,[SS AND FORCF, D MIGRATION: Many still displaced three years after 
Kenyan poll violence 
EMERGING POWERS NEWS: Latest edition of emerging powers news round-up 
ELECTIONS AND GO VERNANCE: Latest news from protest situatkm in 
Algeria, Djibouti 
CORRUPTION: Call for action on illicit Egyptian wealth transfers 
DEVELOPMENT: Billions lost to state co:ffers through tax dodging 
HEAL~IZI AND HIV/AIDS: Obama plans increase in East A:[’rican health aid budget 
LGBTI: Letter on gay rights from leading academics and acuvists 
FOOD JUSTICE: G 20 ministers urged to tackle rising food prices 
),,ffV.DIA AN’[) tiR[~EDOM OF EXPRESSION: Call for fi’eedom of expression 
re:[’orms in Tunisia 
CONFLICT AND EMIIR£}ENC]I{S: Latest news from Libyan revolt 
PLUS. Internet and Technology, e-newsletters and mailing lists, 
fundraising, courses and jobs.. 

Libya: Social media links 

- Twitter 

Overall Twitter hashtag: #libya 

Users Txveeting about Libya: 

libyan41ife 

shabablibya 

changeInLibya 

alarabiyaeng 

Phone to Tweet service: 

Alive in Libya: Transcribing the voices of Libya 
httl~ ://alive.in/libya/ 

- Online Video 

Save Libya Youtube channel: 

http :/iwww.youtube. com/SaveLibya@piu/O/A7pyOccWYGU 

- Other Links 

Live chat stream: 
http ://www.hvestream. co~r~libv a l 7 feb 

Live news feed (Arabic): 
http://www aliazeera.net/channel/livestreaming?GoogleStatl]3 32 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V i \iVV /VVV /V\?\/ /\?,~/\/ /\i \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
1 Zimbabwe update 

ZIMB.&B¥~,~: AU DEIVL~kNDS FREE, FAIR Z~4BABWE POLLS 

http://~’w.theindependent.c~ zw/~ca~/29737--au-demands-free-fair-zimbabwe-p~1s- htm1 

The Aficican Union Cormnission is opposed to elections in Zimbabwe this 
year and is no~v trying to persuade President Robert iVlugabe to postpone 
them to 2013 to allow for necessary, reforms that can ensure 
violence-free, credible, free and fair polls, top officials in the 



cotmnission revealed this week. In separate intep~iews with the 
Zimbabwe Independent, senior officials in the Political Alt~lirs’ 
Department of Human Rights, Elections and Peace and Security of the AU 
Commission, who preferred anonymi~ because they are not authorised to 
speak to the media, said the commission was planning to send an AU 
assessment team to Zimbabwe to find out if conditions were right for 
elections. 

ZIMBABWE: M~%RCH FOR LOVE IN BULAYVAYO 

http:i/wozazimbabwe.orf~/? p 840 

One thousand eight hundred women and men, members of Women and Men of 
Zimbabwe .~rise (WOZA) turned out for the ninth edition of the 
Valentines Day protests, the biggest protest since WOZA began these 
protests in 2003. The huge mass of singing protestors completely 
closed off 9th avenue for over 30 minutes. 

Z~dBAB\~E: ZAi’IL; PF FORCE VILLAGERS TO SIGN ANTI-SANCTIONS PETITION 

httr~:/iw~’.kubatana.net/html/archive/hr/110127zpr~.asp?sector HR 

ZAi’~b- PF Member of Parliament for Gokwe Central Dorothy Mhangami with 
the help of war veterans and parb" youths on Tuesday 26 Januat?~ 2011 
fierce marched villagers to attend a rally- at Gokwe Centre where she 
told scores of people in attendance to come in their numbers and sign 
a petition calling for the removal of sanctions. This is part of a 
ZANU PF campaign to have more than a million signatures throughout the 
countcz against the targeted sanctions imposed by the West on 
President Robert Mugabe and his allies endorsed on a petition. 

http :/Tw~vw. swradioafrica, com/news 180211/zuma 180211 htm 

South African President Jacob Zuma’s facilitation team is due to 
travel to Harare, to meet with representatives fi’om Zimbabwe’s three 
main political parties Zuma’s international advisor, Lindiwe Zulu 
confirmed the trip, saying the parties had given her ’people to ~vork 
with’. She explained that her team would meet ~vith the parties 
separately, and collectively, to draw up a framework and discuss what 
is to be included in the roa&nap for elections. 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\?’,/ /\?,,/\/ /’,i’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
2 Women & gender 

AFRICA: MACH~L TALKS UP AFRICAN" BUSIN~ESSWOMEN 

http://www businessda~,,.co.za/articlesiContent.aspx?id 133855 

Graca Machel, president of the Foundation lk~r Community Development of 
South Africa has said the most important revolution that African women 
have to get invo[ved in is the economic one. Machel also said women 
have to be agents and builders of peace in their respective countries. 

Ab]~ICA: WOMI~S iVg([TING POWI~IR COMING INTO OWN 

http :,’,,bit. ly/dJQSuU 

Women writers are coming into their own in African contemporary 
literature, dominating the shortlist - with nine out of 12 - for the 
Cotmnonwealth Writers’ Prize 2011 Jk~r best book and best first book 
from Africa According to South Afi-ica-based editor and writer ttelen 
Mol![’et, a new generation of A[’rican women writers is dabbling in a 
gamut of subjects like chick lit lk~r the educated working women, 
thrillers, crime, humour, women’s issues and social reahties. 

EG’~?T: SUZANNE MUBAP~q. HELD WOMEN BACK, SAY ACTIVISTS 

http ://bit.l,c/flgiG6 

On Sunday, 13 February -just 48 hours after the resignation of Hosni 
Mubarak as president of Egypt in response to 18 days of street 
demonstrations - physician, novelist and former political prisoner 



Nawal E1 Saadawi welcomed 12 other women’s rights activists into her 
Cairo apartment. They joined to celebrate and look Jk~rward and 
backward. ’We need to guarantee that there is no abortion nfthe 
revolution,’ she told Women’s eNews, adding that she had alrea@ been 
in touch with women and men as to how to proceed in this new Egypt. ’! 
have confidence in the revolution. I am optimistic by nature. ! 
believe in the collective power of women and men.’ 

EG’~7)T: YVOMEN EXCLUTDED FROM CONSTITUTIONAL COM)¢ffTTEE 

’The institutions and organisations below have signed this staternent 
in disapproval of the criteria and formation of the Constitutional 
Corcanittee, whereby the committee does not include a single female 
expert. Advancing with a corcanittee like this, triggers fears and 
suspicions xvith regards to the future of Egypt and the transitional 
phase.’ 

http :/iwww. pambazaka, org/en/categols,/wgender/71060 

KENYA: EDUCATION BOOST FOR GIRLS IN ML~qlJ RL- BAY 

htt~:i/uavw.iritmews.or~iRel)ot t.as~x?Rel)ort~D 91959 

Carol Gor, 36, thought her chances of obtaining a secondary education 
ended 11 years ago when her parents, who rely on fishing along Lake 
Victoria, failed to raise the fees. She stayed at home for a few 
years, got pregnant and xvas soon married. But in 2009, Gor sat the 
Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) alongside her 
second-eldest son. Her oldest son was completing secondalT school 
then She has since joined an NGO-sponsored, girls-only secondaJT 
school in Muhuru Bay, where students are on full scholarship. 

MAUP, ITANIA: BEAUT~,~ S BIG PROBLEM 

http://www.irim~ewsorg/Report.aspx?ReportID 91956 

While aesthetic standards are slo~vly shifting and some women refuse 
the destructive practice of forcing weight gain, traditionally in 
Mauritania a plump figure on a woman signifies wealth and well-being. 
For generations families f,arce-fed their daughters litres of cow’s or 
camel’s milk daily in part to improve their marriage prospects. But in 
recent years, despite health warnings, some girls and ~vomen are 
voluntarily turning to other methods, like taking cortisone products - 
including one designed to make cattle gain ~veight; appetite-inducing 
syrups; and psychotropic medicines. 

SOUTHERN At,IRK;A: MAKIN(I WOMEN’ S VOICES COUNT IN DISASTER RISK Rfi[3UCTK)N 

When disaster strikes as it has recently in Southern Africa, everyone 
is affected Last week the United Nations Food and Agriculture 
Organisation (FAO) warned that during the next two or three months 
parts of Southern Africa will likely experience some of the worst 
flooding seen in more than 20 years But for women, the impact can be 
far greater, and have longer-lasting consequences. Natural disasters 
are often considered a ’gender neutral’ topic that is, something 
which affects evewone equally. However, according to Indian author 
and activist Atmnu Joseph, ’every issue has a different impact on 
different sections of the population, this includes women.’ 

http : //www.pambazuka org/en/cate~orv/w~ender/710 57 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/Y\//\/VV/\/\A//\Ai\iA/\/Y/\/\/ViV\/\//\ 

3 Human rights 

DJIBOUTI: CALL FOR RE] ,EASE ()[~" tlUMAN R[GIITS ACTIVIST 

Imernational Federation for Human Rights 

http:i/w~vw.fidh.org/Call-for-t he-irrur~ediate-and-unconditional-release 

Jean Paul Noel Abdi, President of the Ligue Djiboutienne des Droits 
Humains, has been arrested on 9 February 2011 and is detained at the 
prison of Gabode. Jean Paul Noel Abdi is unfairly accused of 
’participation in an insm*ectionalT moverr~ent’ on the basis of 
Articles 145 and 146.4 of the Diiboutian Penal Code for having carried 
out his activities as httman rights defender by denouncing the 
repression, on 8 February 2011, of a student demonstration by the 



security J2~rces. 

EQUATOK[AL GUINEA: WRIT[~R STARTS HUNGER STRIKE 

http://www.egjustice.org/?q equatoguinean-writer-luan-tomfi s-fivila-laurel-initiates-hunger-strike 

Equatoguinean writer Juan Tomfis ~.vila Laurel began a hunger strike on 

Friday, 11 Februat?~ and issued an open letter to protest the regime of 
Equatoguinean president Teodoro Obiang - who has 1.aled Equatorial 
Guinea for more than 30 years - and to push for political and social 
reforms inside the country’. On Monday, 14 February, Mr. ~.vila left 
Equatorial Guinea due to concerns for his safety and traveled to 
Barcelona, Spain, where he is currently residing. 

GHANA: RAR.¥VAY DWELLERS ix~E .%R THE END OF THE LINE IN" ACCRA 

http :i/xvwaa~. ikm ca/blog/2011/02/railwa’~-dxv ellers-near -the-end-of-the-line-in-accra/ 

In Ghana’s capital city, Accra, a corrmrotion stirs along the train 
tracks near the central railway station. Dozens gather to hear the 
news - that soon, their homes and workplaces will be razed for a new 
rail system. ’Last year we came to warn you to leave the rail~vay 
lands. Last week we came again. And today, too, we have conre,’ Accra’s 
nrayor, Alfred Vanderpuije, tells the crowd in Twi, a local language as 
he tours the site. ’I can’t tell you if" I will conre tomorroxv or 
tomorrow next. But we will corae and we xvill demolish all of the 
structures.’ 

GLOBAL: RESTORATIVE JUSTICE AND CHILDRF~N 

http://w;vw.unicef-irc.org/publications/pdf/iwp2010 15.pdf 

There is growing interest in the role that restorative justice can 
play in addressing mass atrocities. This UNICEF paper describes the 
associated principles and practices within juveinle justice systems 
and in societies emerging from mass violence It also examines the 
meaning, opportunities and limitations of restorative justice in 
transitional societies, particularly in relation to the needs of young 
victims and offenders 

GLOBAL: VOTE AGAIN’ST DEATH PENALTY PRAISED 

http://www p ena1ref~rm.~r~/news/mai~ritv-c~untries-w~r~d-wide-unite-universa1-m~rator~um-death-pena1t~. 

On 21 December 2010, a third landmark resolution calling for a 
universal moratoriuln on the use of the death penalty- received 
unprecedented w~tes at the United Nations General Assembly (I_fN GA), 
reports Penal Re]k~rm [nternationah 109 countries voted in favour of 
the resolution, 41 voted against, 35 abstained, and 7 were absent 
’]?his is a significant wXe in that it reaffirms the continuing trend 
towards international abolition, PR! says. 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

4 Refugees & [’orced migration 

K[gNYA: MANY STILL DISPLACED THREE YF, ARS A[~’TF, R POLL VK)LENCE 

http://www.irinnews or~/Report.aspx ?R epor rid 91967 

Orchestrated violence following hotly contested presidential election 
results in December 2007 led to the displacement of hundreds of 
thousands of people. Many are still struggling to rebuild their lives 
in their new homes, despite a government compensation scheme. 

SOUTH Ab~RICA: REEUGEES SUE POLICE OVER 2008 AT[IACKS 

http:/iwestcapenews.com/?p 2720 

Closing arguments in a civil case initiated by foreign natinnals 
seeking compensation from the state fi~r damages suff;cred during the 
May 2008 xenophobic attacks xvere heard in the Western Cape High Curtrt 
last Thursday. A group of 11 Somali, Ethiopian and Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC) nationals are suing the Safety and Security Ministry, 
clainring police did not protect thenr during the 2008 attacks. 



SOUTHERN SUDAN: RETI~,NEES ATTAC~D ON THEIR WAY SOUTH 

http://xvwxv.wutm~.corn,,’newsi2011/02 11/02 14/021411 sudan.htm 

IDPs (Internally Displaced Persons) travelling to Southern Sudan 
before and after the recent referendum on independence have faced 
difficulties during and after their journey. Between Novernber 2010 and 
January 2011, arotmd 200,000 Southern Sudanese IDPs living in the 
north returned to the south. There have been various reports of 
convoys of returning southerners being attacked in the disputed region 
of Abyei during and in the weeks following the Januat?~ referendun~, 
according to some reports by Misseriya tribal militias loyal to the 
government in Khartoum 

TL~qlSIA: DEAL REACHED OVER TUI~FISIA EXODLTS 

http://english, a li azeera.net/news/europe/2011/02/201121513182181420.html 

Tunisia and Italy have agreed to work together to counter illegal 
immigration after thousands of people amved on the tiny island of 
Lampedusa According to Tap, Tunisia’s official news agency, an 
agreement between Italy’s fbreign minister and Tunisia’s interim prime 
minister was made late on Monday night Under the deal, Italy ~vill 
give Tunisia practical aid including a ’network of radars and fast 
boats that will be operated by Tunisians’, the agency quoted Franco 
Frattini, the Italian minister, as saying 

/,J,J /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ Ai’,iV /,JVV /VVV /\ 
5 Africa labour news 

MOROCCO: LABOLrR RELATIONS REVIEWED 

http://www.magharebia com/cocoon/awi/xhtmll/en GB/[eaturesiawi/features/2011/02/14/feature-03 

Morocco will address labour concerns and unemployment by providing 
’solutions as quickly as possible’, according to Communications 
Minister Khalid Naciri. ’The labour situation is worrying. Wages are 
still frozen at a time when prices are skyrocketing. Unemployment is 
rising We must enter into serious discussions As unions, our role is 
to prevent the countp)~ from getting into difficult situations,’ said 
Abdelhak Azzouza, General Secretaw of the Democratic Labour 
Federation 

SOU~F[J AI,T([CA: UNION TO D[gCIDE ON ~[RUCKING PAY I)F, AL 

http://w~as~.times~ve co.za/h)cal/article926~72.ece/Satawu-to-decide-~n-pay-dea~ 

The SA Transport and Allied Workers’ Union (Satawu) would be meeting 
with members to decide whether to accept an industry wage deal The 
union had agreed to the revised offer in principle Jbr its freight 
worker members on Sunday. The offer included a nine percent increase 
across the board Jbr 2011 and 85 per cent lbr the second year. 

I’,I’,I i\i\iV i’,iVV IVVV IVV’,/ /\Ai\i /’,i’,iV /’,/VV iVVV /\ 
6 Ernerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWERS NEYVS ROL~-NDLrP 

In this week’s edition of the Ernerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other erncrging powers... 

http://www.pambazuka.orgienicategor~iemplayersnewsi71056 

IVV IVVV IVV’,I IV\i\i /’,i’,A/ /’JVV A/VV /VV\i /V’,i’,i /’, 
7 Elections & governance 

ALGERIAN: LEADERSHIP PRONffSES LIPTING OF EMERGENCY LAWS 

http:i/en~ lish. ali azeera.netinews/africa/2011/02/20112148175219570.html 

The Algerian govertm~ent has said it will end its 19-year-old state of 
emergency ’within days’. Mourad Medelci, the foreign rninister, rnade 
the annotmcement on Monday, echoing a similar promise made by 
Abdelaziz Bouteflika, the president, earlier this month A state of 



emergency has been in place in Algeria since 1992 and the government 
has come under pressure to remove the laws J2~llowing popular uprisings 
in Egypt and Tunisia. 

C6TE DTVOIRt".: ]VOR]AN FORCES KILL TttREE, AU MI*;ETS 

http://afi reuters, c orrgartic le/t opNew s/icLafi~" JO E71 K01 H20110221 

Ivorian security forces killed at least three civilians when they 
opened fire to disperse gatherings in an Abidjan district on Sunday, 
and African leaders ended meetings to resolve a three-month 
post-election stand-off. There were no organised protests, but 
security forces fired bursts of live rounds to prevent groups from 

DJIBOUTI: OPPOSITION PROTESTS AGAIN-ST PRES~)ENT 

http :i/bloom.bgig 7xMpm 

Bloomberg reports that Djiboutian authorities released tl-tree 
opposition leaders as opponents of President Ismail Ouelleh clashed 
with police in the second day of protests against his rule, a party 
head said. Mohamed Daoud Chehem, head of the Djibouti Party for 
Development; Ismael Ouedi Hated, president of the Union for a 

Democratic Alternative; and Aden Robleh Axvaleh, leader of the National 
Democratic Party, were detained yesterday morning (18 February), 
Awaleh said in a telephone interview frora the capital, Djibouti. 

DJIBOUTI: PROTESTS \4HT WITH REPRESSION 

http://w~,;v.afrol.com/articles/37330 

As further protests in Djibouti are announced, government is cracking 
down on civil society and the opposition. There are fears foreign 
police forces may be used against protesters. Since 29 Janual%’, E~zpt 
and Yemen-inspired protests have been noted in Djibouti, calling for 
Djiboutian President Isma~l Omar Guelleh to respect the country’s 
constitution and not seek a third term in office in the upcoming April 
elections. 

IVL4LAWI: GOVERNMENT PRESSURED BY PROTESTS, DONORS 

http://v~vw.aflcol corn/articles/37321 

As a wave of social protests started on 14 Februaw in Malawi, the 
impoverished countly’s main donors are ;vitl~olding aid over repressive 
media and anti-gay laws. ’]?he long announced anti-government protests 
kicked off in Malawi’s capital Lilongwe and in the northern town of 
Mzuzu. The main demand was for goverr~nent to address high fuel prices 
and shortages, causing a large black :fuel market in Malawi 

MOROCCO: PR()Tf~STS f][vI[£R~IE 

http ://globalvoicesonline. or~/2011/02i20/morocco-in-man-akech-destruction-am idst-peaceful-pr otest/ 

Across Morocco, peaceful protests have emerged, with thousands taking 
to the streets from Tangier to Fes. In the southern city of Marrakech, 
however, reports that the protests turned into chaos emerged, with 
claims of vandalism and attempts by protesters to storm police 
headquarters 

SOUTH Ab~RICA: I,t".[~’T t,T(ONT CALLS FOR JOBS, ENiD TO POOR SERVICE Df~LIVERY 

’On 1S and 19 February 2011, the National Steering Committee of the 
Democratic Left Front (DLF) held its first meeting after the historic 
DLF’s founding conference held last month at Wits University. This 
committee meeting was held in eThekwini as part of initiating the 
latmch and growth of the DLF process, campaigns and structures in the 
province of KwaZulu-Natal. The meeting was held in the ircanediate 
aftermath of the people’s revolutions for democracy and wealth 
redistribution in the countries of the Maghreb and the Arab world, 
President Jacob Zttma’s State of the Nation Address, the forthcoming 
municipal elections and the cttrrent wave of worker and conmmnity 



protests as we have seen with the recently-ended truck driver’s 
strike, the Equal Education Campaign’s protest outside parliament 
concerning the crisis in the Eastern (;ape education system, and the 
community protests in Grahamstown, Ermelo and others bubbling 
elsewhere’ 

http:/iwww pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory/elections/71065 

UGANDA: MUSEVENI W]IX-S DISPUTED PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 

http ://a£reuters. c orrdar ticle/topNews/icka.FJOE71 JOCD20110220 

Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni, one of Africa’s longest ser’,~ing 
leaders, won election to a fomth term in office by- a huge margin on 
Sunday but the opposition rejected the outcome. Electoral corcanission 
results handed Museveni 68 per cent of the vote against challenger 
Kizza Besigye’s 26 per cent. 

8 d’ormption 

EGYPT: CALL FOR ACTION ON WEALTH ILLICITLY TRANSFERRED FROM EGYPT 

United Nations Convention against Corruption (I~Jm,-CAC) Coalition statement 

The UNCAC Coalition, a group of over 240 civil society organisations 
in more than 100 countries, including the Afro-E~,’ptian Human Rights 
Organisation (AEHRO) and NADAFA-Egyptians against corruption, is 
deeply concerned about public wealth illicitly transferred out of 
Egypt. A report by Global Financial Integrity released in Januaw 2011 
finds that Egypt is losing more than US$6 billion per year - US$57.2 
billion m total from 2000 to 2008 - to illicit financial activities 
and official government corruption Earlier this week, allegations 
were published about the wealth of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak 
and his family. This ;vealth should be thoroughly investigated, and if 
illicitly transferred should be immediately frozen and then 
repatriated. 

9 Development 

AFRICA: B]LLIONS LOST TO STATE COFFERS DUE TO TAX LENIENCY 

http :l/www ips. or~/africa/201 ll021africa-billions-lost-to-state-coffers-due-to-tnx-leniencw’ 

Bad governance and the persistence of the tax avoidance industry allow 
billions of dollars of profit to be siphoned out of Africa, untaxed, 
ever), year. For the past 25 years, tax revenues in most African 
countries have missed even the low target of 15 per cent of gross 
domestic product, far less than rich countries’ average of 35 per 
cent, according to a recent report of the Tax Justice Network’s Atldca 
section. 

A[~.ICA: CIVIL SOCIETY ENSURING DEVt~;LOPN~f[{XT£ STAYS ONEPA AGENI)A 

http:llwww.ips.org/africai2011i02itrade-civll-society-ensuring-development-stays-on-epa-agenda/ 

In an unusual move, West and Central Afi-ican civil society 
organisations have participated in the negotiations between their 
countries and the European Union on the economic partnership 
agreements (EPAs). The organisauons stress developmental concerns 
while assisting under-resourced African governments with trade 
expertise. Civil society organisauons ((;SOs) have also taken to the 
streets to persuade governments not to sign interim EPAs, J2)r example 
in Mall. 

Ab~RICA: SOUTH-SOUTH TI~%DE BOOMING DESPrrE HIGH TR~k!)E BARRIER S 

http://’www.tralac.org/cgi-bir~/giga.cgi?cmd=cause dir news item&news id=99102&cause id=1694 

South-South trade is growing fast, but barriers among dcveloping 
countries are still up to seven times higher than those imposed by the 
developed world, a representative from the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) said. Speaking at a Frontier 
AdvisolN seminar at the JSE, OECD Development Centre director Mario 
Pezzini said that South-South trade had experienced tremendous growth 
in recent years, with exports from developing countries now 
constituting 37 per cent of global trade, of which about 50 per cent 



related to South-South trade 

EG ~-PT: ]MF WAYS COULD BE SI tO~, ~’N rf7 tE IX)OR 

http:i/www.ips org/a:fiica/2011/02/egypt-takes-a-step-back -from-imf-ways/ 

Egypt could soon be looking for a new- economic nrodel one that will 
be different front the traditional systenr that has been pronroted for 
years by international financial institutions such as the World BarN, 
the IMF, and the US Agency for International Development (USAID), 
under the reign of ousted president Hosni Mubarak. Since the mid 
1980’s, the World Bank, the LMF, and USAID have sought to encourage 
policies that limit the role of governruent in the economy, cut budget 
deficits, and give more influence to the private sector and 
corporations. 

GLOBAL: ’GROUPTHLNK’ I~flc SLA_NflVIED FOR )¢ffSTAKES BEFORE CRISIS 

http ://www.brettonwoodsproiect.org/art-567577 

The Independcnt Evaluation Office (IEO) has fo~d nrajor IMF lapses in 
judgement before the financial crisis, including the promotion of 
’light-touch regulation’, casting doubt on the Fund’s ability to 
contribute to taming global finance. As the banking crisis has been 
transformed into crises of public finance, and while the financial 
sector returns to business as usual, the LMF has grown increasingly 
vocal about the insufficient attention being paid to regulation and 
refoml. 

GLOBAL: AX~ DESCENDS ON US OVERSEAS AID 

http://wwwips.org/africa/2011 i02iaxe-d esc ends-o n-u s-over sea s-aid/ 

With US President Barack Obama’s release of his Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 
foreign affairs budget and a proposal currently in the US House of 
Representatives for mass~ve cuts in 2011 international spending, the 
fight to sustain US aid abroad is intensifying. Development and 
foreign policy analysts largely praised the administration’s fimding 
appeal for reflecting conscientious adjustments in this constrained 
economic environment and fbr maximising returns by focusing spending 
on strategic areas such as global health, food security and climate 
change. 

LIBYA: LEAKED DOCLrMENT SHOYVS GADDAFI’S LOANS TO AFRICA 

http ://af\reuters. cor~’article/topNewsiidAFJO E7180G420110209 

Libya has handed out more than $2 billion in loans to dozens of 
governments across the globe, according to an internal document that 
shows the oil exporter’s diplomatic ambitions and its struggles to 
recover its debts. The biggest debtor mentioned in the document is 
Libya’s neighbour Sudan with an outstanding balance of $1 287 billion, 
part of Sudan’s debilitating external debt of almost $40 billion. 

TANZANIA: BULK OF ?,/lINING TAXES COMES FROM WORKERS 

http://bit.ly&fhiSd 

Despite claims of a boom in Tanzania’s mining industry, the bulk of 
taxes paid to the government comprises deductions from the workers’ 
wages and not levies on extracted minerals, it has been revealed At 
least 545 per cent of the taxes collected from mining, gas and oil 
companies in the country is being paid by ordina~ workers in form of 
various taxes, according to a new report released here yesterday by 
the Tanzania Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (TEITI). 

I’,I’,/ iVVV i’,iVV IVVV /V\AI I\AiV Ai’,iV I’,IVV iVVV /\ 
10 Health & HIV/AIDS 

EAST AFRICA: OBAMA’S BL~)GET SEEKS .MD INCREASES 

http:iibit.lv/hlm2Hg 

President Barack Obama’s proposed budget for fiscal 2012 includes 



sizable increases in funding for development, health, military and 
anti-narcotics initiatives in East Africa, reports The East African. 
The contrast between overall austerity and proposed funding increases 
for Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda highlights the priority the White House 
assigns to a sub-region deemed of strategic importance to the United 
States. All the East African countries are in line for significant 
increases in health programmes that include anti-Aids efforts. 

GLOBAL:MANY HIV/AgDS PATIENTS SUFFER PAIN NEEDLESSLY, SAYS HL2x~IAN RIGHTS YVATCH 

http:i/www.hl~’.orgien/newsi2011/02i15/raan~,~-hivaids-patients-suffcr-pain-needlessl~,~ 

Recently released global data by UNAids points to enormous progress in 
preventing and treating HIV. More people than ever before now live 
with HIV as a chronic disease, rather than @ing frora it, because they 
are getting antiretroviral treatment. Kenya is a good example. Over 
the past year, the number of people taking the drugs has risen by 25 
per cent. But a central issue has been absent from the debate. The 

optimistic figures gloss over the enormous pain suffered by millions of 

HIV patients - needless suffering that can be prevented 

KENTTk: HIV-POSITfVE FOP, Iv.ST EVIC[[I{ES STRUGGLE TO ACCESS ARVS 

http:i/www.plusnews.orv/Report.aspx?ReportId 91955 

Wesley Kipkoech*, 21, may be illiterate and speak only his native 
Ndorobo tongue, but he understands all too well that if’he does not 
have regular access to his ttIV medication, he is likely to die. 
Kipkoech is one o:[" hundreds of internal ly displaced people living on 
the edges of the Mau Forest Complex in Kenya’s Rift Valley Province 
after the government began evicting them in 2009, in a bid to 
rehabilitate the forest after decades of farming, charcoal burning and 
other hamfful activities. 

SOUTH AFRICA: HIV PATIENTS GO MISSING BEFORE TREATMENT 

http:iAaa~’w.plusnews, org/Repot t .aspx?ReportId 91965 

A study has found that about 55 per cent of HIV patients in South 
Africa who are not eligible for treatment at the tinre of diagnosis 
will disappear from clinics within a year of initial monitoring, 
leaving a serious gap in HIV care and prcvention, say researchers. 
Most patients in South Africa nmst have a CD4 count - a measure of the 
immune system’s strength - of 200 or less to be eligible for 
antiretrovirals (ARVs), but previous research has shown that about 
two-thirds of people will not meet ARV treatment criteria at 
diagnosis. 
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11 Education 

ALGERIA: U~!IVERSITY SYSTEM CAUSES CONTRO\~RSY 

http://www magharebia.com/cocoon/awi/xhtmll/en GB/features/awi/features/2011/02/20/feature-01 

Algerian students staged a two-day sit-in last week outside the higher 
education ministry in Algiers in order to demand that authorities not 
lessen the value of their degrees under a new system The sit-in, 
which ended on Thursday (17 Februar,v), sought greater prestige for 
engineering degrees by granting them the same status as a Level 2 
masters degree, enabling students who hold them to progress to PhD 
studies. 

/,J,J /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ Ai’,iV /,JVV /VVV /\ 
12 LGBTI 

AFRICA: LETTER ON GAY RIGHTS IN AFRICA 

http://,aavw.~uardian.co.uk/~vorld/2011/feb/11 &av-riahts-in-africa 

’We the undersigned condemn in the strongest possible terms the murder 
of Mr David Kato, the Ugandan gay rights campaigner We wish to state 
emphatically that homosexuality- is neither a sin nor a social or 
cultural construct It is a biological given. Homosexuals are hun~an 
beings like everybo@ else. Scientific research has been helpful in 
clearing the fog of ignorance entrenched by some religious texts in 
regards to homosexually. Our opinions of homosexualib" must change 



for the better, I ust as our opinion o:[" slavery has changed, even 
though it was endorsed by those same religious texts All violence 
against gays and people deemed to be gay in Africa must cease 
forthwith’ 

BOTSWANA: NATIONAL ASSEMBI,Y SPEAKER BLAS[[I{D FOR tIOMOPIIOBIC COM~/f[fNTS 

http :/iwww.mask. org. za/botswana-g av s-lambast-national-assembly-speaker-for-homophobic-conm~entsi 

Infuriated gays and lesbians of Botswana have fired back at Deputy 
Speaker of Botswana’s National Assembly Pone Moathlodi, who recently 
told a delegation on HIV prevention that he would ’never tolerate’ 
gays and lesbians, stating that he (Moatlhodi) must think thoroughly 
before speaking and evaluate the potential impact his utterances might 
have in the lives of other people. 

MALA~2~rI: HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS SLAM NEYV BILL 

http:/7~w~avanask.~rg.za/ma~awi,s-anti-lesbianisra-bi~1-threatuns-rights-t~-privacy/ 

Human Rights defenders are outraged after Malawian President Bingu wa 
Mutharika passed a Bill outlawing lesbianisnr. The new Section 137A, 
titled ’Indecent practices between females’, states that any female 
person who, whether in public or private, conm~its ’any act of gross 
indecency with another female’, shall be guilty of an offence and 
liable to a prison terra of five years. 

NAM]]BIA: GAY RIGHTS ORGANISATION ESTABLISHED 

http://~vww.mask.~rg.za/~utright-narmbia-t~-amp~5~-v~ices-~f-namibian-1gbti-pe~p1e/ 

A gay rights organisation has been established in Namibia aiming to 
ampli~ voices of the country’s lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender 
and intersex (LGBTI) people who often face human rights violations 
such as social homophobia, lack of access to public health and loss of 
employment due to their sexual orientation OutRight Namibia (ORikr) was 
formed in March 2010 by Namibian LGBTI, MSM and WSW activists It 
prioritizes leadership development, htunan rights, emancipation of 
movement building as well as health and legal refbrm as its main 
strategic areas of f;acus. 

SOL~H AFRICA: ONLIix]E ’CORRECTI~ff[ RAPE’ CAMPAIGNS AND PETITIONS 

Triangle Prctiect statement 

http://w~.trian~le.or~ za/news/2011/02/online-corrective-rape-campai~ns-and-petitions 

’Since the beginning of this year, we have been aware of several 
online ’corrective rape’ petitions and campaigns. We have made a 
deliberate decision not to sign or endorse these petitions. Our 
position and core concerns regarding these campaigns are as follows. 
The public exposure of bruised and battered faces and bodies of 
surwvors is unethical and sensationalist Many seem to assume that 
these petitions have been driven at least in part by survivors 
themselves I:[’you read carefully through the online peutions and the 
articles associated with these campaigns, you will find that the 
voices of surviw~rs are largely absent. Once again black women in 
Africa are being cast as w~iceless victims, as voiceless :[’aces No 
consideration seems to be given to the wide-ranging emotional and 
social impact that this kind of global and local exposure might have 
on survivors. The harm that this kind of sensationalist exposure is 
likely to have on survivors, their families and extended networks 
seems to have been overlooked.’ 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

13 Environment 

A[~.ICA: ENVIRONMENT LOBBYISTS HOPEFUI, OF WTO FIStI DEAl. 

http:/iw~’.tralac.or~/cgi-bil~,’giga.cgi?cmd cause dir news item&news id 99151&cause id 1694 

Environmental activists are hopeful that negotiations at the World 
Trade Organisation (WTO) to curb fisheries subsidies, especially those 
on fuel, can produce a deal that will help end overfishing. Agreenrent 
would not only help reverse the alarming depletion of global fish 
stocks and contribute to a broader trade deal in the WTO’s 
long-running Doha round, but would provide a template for tackling 



global problems such as climate change that have a trade dimension 

AFRICA: THE WORLD S()CIA[. FORI.~M AN[) THE BATTLE FOR COPI 7 

http :/ /ww*v.redpepper. org ulc, the-world-social-forum-and-the-battle-for-cop17/ 

These are strategic weaknesses that global anti-capitalist civil 
socie~ has to coAfront as part of the build up to COP17 in South 
Africa, says this Red Pepper article. ’...the build up to COP17 has to 
harness global public opinion around the alternatives represented by 
Bolivia and anti-capitalist civil society. The role of global pubic 
opinion, of over 6 billion hun~ans on the planet, is crucial to 
democratise the climate change negotiations.’ 
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14 Land & land rights 

ETHIOPIA: ’SACRED FORESTS’ SOLD TO LNDIAN TEA PRODUCER 

http:Iifhrmlandgrab.orgipost/view/18190 

Despite opposition from Ethiopia’s president and envirot~’nental 
authorities, a rainforest area providing livelihood to an indigenous 
people has been leased out to make tea plantations. In a rare move, 
the Solidarity Movement for a Nexv Ethiopia (SMN~E) has been able to 
acquire government documents describing the straggle of the Mazenger 
and other indigenous people to protect their ancient forest-covered 
lands along tributaries to the ~2~nite Nile. 
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15 Food Justice 

AFRICA: G20 FINANCE MI~XSTERS URGED TO TACKLE FINANCIAL SPECULATION ON FOOD 

http://www~vdm~rg uk/ne~vs/g2~-finance-ministers-urged-tack~e-financia~-specu~ati~n-f~d 

Over 100 European and international organisations are calling on the 
G20 Finance Ministers to rein in speculation on f;aod prices by banks, 
hedge funds and pension funds. The finance ministers will be 
discussing responses to the record food prices which are at 
’dangerous’ levels according to the World Bank with 44 million more 
people pushed into poverty since last June 

GLOBAL: BT COTTON YIELDS COME AT HIDDEN" COST TO FARMERS 

http :i/ww}v.scidev.net/en/news/bt-c otton-vields-come-at-hidden-c o st-t o-falrners-studv- 1.htlnl 

Bt cotton has increased crop yields for small falrners in southern 
India, a study has confirmed. But the increase is less than claimed by 
some studies, is unlikely to be sustainable and has come at a 
substantial cost to the farmers. 

MADAGASCAR: RICE IS ’BECOM-[NG A LUXI.JRY’ 

http:llwww,irinnewsor~/Report.aspx?ReportID 91934 

The price o:[’rice, the staple Jk)od in Madagascar, has doubled in the 
past two years, forcing residents in the capital, Antananarivo, to 
halve their consumption. ’At almost 2,000 ariary (US$1) a kilogramme, 
rice has become a luxury item,’ Tiana Randrianirina, a rice seller at 
the main market in the capital, told IRIN. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IY\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

16 Media & freedom of expression 

GAMBIA: RADIO STATION RESUN/2[gS BROADCASTS 

http:i/www.mediafotmd.org/indcx.php?option corn content&task~’iew&id 623&Itemid 1 

Taranga FM. a privately-oxvned local language radio station which was 
shut down on 13 January 2011, has reopened after the Gambian 
authorities issued a warning to the station’s management to stop 
reviewing what the?" described as ’opposition’ newspapers. Media 
Foundation for West Africa (2vflvWA)’s sources reported that the station 
is noxv back on air without its popular ’Xibari besbi’, news and 
current affairs programme that reviewed newspapers in the Wolof 



language J2~r must uneducated Gambians. 

RWANDA: CALL FOR X~fEDIA LAW REFORM 

http ://bit [¥ig6Z7Mr 

The International Federation of Journalists (IF J) has backed calls for 
rcform of the media la~v in Rwanda follo~ving the ruling of the High 
Corot in Kigali which sentenced the editor and a journalist of the 
private newspaper, Umurabyo, to lengthy jail terms for ’ethnic 
discrimination, genocide ideology, defamation and inciting civil 
disobedience’. ’The need for reforming the Rwandan media law to 
decriminalize press offences is urgent in the light of this harsh 
ruling against the two journalists,’ said Gabriel Baglo, Director of 
IFJ At~rica Office. 

SOUTH AFRICA: EDITORS SLA_’vI DA JOURNALIST BLACKLISTING 

http ://~vww.times1ive. c~.za/P~litics/artic~e9~6 792. ece/Sanef-s1ams-DA-b~ack~isting 

The South African National Editors’ Forum and the Press Gallery 
Association have condemned the DA’s decision to take Sowetan reporter 
Anna Maja-,m offtheir mailing list in protest against her reporting. 
’The move by the DA against reporter Atma Maj ava flies in the face of 
the DA’s founding liberal values, including corrmfitment to press 
freedom,’ Saner chairman Mondli Makhanya, who is also editor in chief 
of Avusa, said in a statement. 

SOUTH AFRICA: PARLL~kMENT SHOULD BE L’qVESTIGATING THE ANTI-DEMOCRATIC 

PROVISIONS OF THE SECRECY B~LL 

http :/,,’bit l¥igrldwk 

The Parliamentary Communication Services has issued a statement 
condemning the Right2Know’s behaviour as ’particularly unseemly’ and 
threatening to apply the ’fhll might of the law’ against our 
supporters. This is in response to an incident on Tuesday, when five 
Right2Kno;v supporters silently dolmed masks depicting Minister of 
State Security- Siyabonga Cwele during a sitting of the parliamentary 
committee dealing with the Protection of Infblrnation Bill (the Secrecy 
Bill). 

SUDAN: THREE EIVIPLO’,~ES OF OPPOSITION WEEKLY FREED, THREE OTHFRS STILL HELD 

http:/i~vw~v.ifex or~/sudan/2011/02/15ithreeiournalists released/ 

Reporters Withuut Borders says it is relieved that three employees of 
the oppusitinn weekly ’AI-Midan’, who had been arrested on 2 February 
2011, were released on 12 February. But it is very concerned abuut the 
three who are still being held The detainees have been beaten and 
subjected tu turture, including electric shucks and sleep deprlvatinn. 
They were arrested because ufthe coverage that ’AI-Midan’, the 
Sudanese Cummunist Party’s mouthpiece, gave tu street protests un 30 
January 

TUNISIA: ’~{EATY RATWICAT[ON MU ST BE ACCO,N~fPANIE]-) B Y t,T([gE]-)O M OF 

EXPRESSION REt~’ORMS 

Press statement 

ARTICLE 19 has welcomed the announcement by the new Tunisian 
government uf the endorsement uf maj or intematiunal commitments 
relating tu human rights and calls on the government to swiftly 
pruceed with these plans. ’We urge the Tunisian guvernment to change 
their dumestic legislation to create an enabling environment for media 
and civil suc~ety, in cumpliance with international legal standards un 
freedum of expressiun,’ says Dr Agnes Callamard, ARTICLE 19 Execuuve 
Director. ’ARTICLE 19 stands ready to provide suppolt in raaking such 
rcfotrus a reality’.’ 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/el’~,’category imediai7093 5 

ZA_MBIA: GO\~Rffx~IENT REFUSES TO ALLOW COh£vfUNITY P~DIO STATION TO GO BACK ON AIR 



http:i/www.misa.orgicgi-binJ~4ewnews.c~i?catcgory 2&id 1297340030 

On 3 February- 2011, Minister of Information and Broadcasting Set’,4ces 
(MIBS) Lieutenant General Ronnie Shikapwasha said government would not 
re-open Radio Lynrabai in Mongu until investigations into its alleged 
involvement in the broadcast of seditious nraterials regarding the 
Barotseland controversy were conrpleted. On 14 January 2011, Radio 
Lyanrbai was forced off air when police confiscated equipment that 
enables the station to be on air. 
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17 Social welfare 

NAM]E~IA: PILOT PRO~rECT SETS OUT TO PROVE THE VALUE OF A BASIC IN-COME GRANT 

http://ww~ips.org/africa/2011 i02/namibia-basic-income-~rant-let-other s-taste-what-we-have-t asted/ 

Bertha Hamases is a tall, lank?- woman with a weathered face and a 
friendly sparkle in her eyes. A few years ago she was one of the many 
people circling the drain in Otjivero, a dead end settlement one 
hundred kilometres from the capital Here evicted farm workers 
gat2aered in misery For Hamases, a single morn with four kids aged 
between 9 and 16, life. looked hopeless. Until a coalition of civil 
society organisations picked Otjivero for a privately-funded pilot 
project to show that a universal basic income grant can make all the 
difference. 
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18 News from the diaspora 

HAITI: SUPPORTERS IN EL4ITI MAKE READY FOR ARISTIDE 

http ://mg.co za/article/2011-02-16-supporters-in-haiti-make-readv-for-aristide/ 

Supporters beat drunks in the slums while workers spruced up his 
private villa as Haitians prepared on Tuesday fur the pussible return 
of Jean-Bertrand Aristide with feverish anticipation ’Some people are 
cleaning the streets, uthers are getting the residence ready, and we 
are making preparations fur a beautiful party,’ Rene Civil, a die-hard 
follower of Haiti’s first demucratically elected leader, told Agence 
France-Presse. 
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19 Curfflict & emergencies 

C(~TE I)’IVOIRE: },T(OM BAD [[Y) WORSE 

http:i/www irinnews.orgiReport.aspx?ReportlD 91924 

With the world’s attentiun Jbcusing un mass mobilization and histuric 
shifts uf power in Tunis and Cairu, the crisis in C6te d’lvoire has 
faded intu the background but remains completely unresulved. There has 
been no face-to-face meeting between Eaurent Gbagbu and his lung-time 
political rival Alassane Ouattara, while both men, backed by their 
respective camps, continue to lay claim to the presidency 

LIBYA: REVOLT DEEPENS 

http://ind, pn/greGJ0 

In a a sign that the first cracks are starting to show in the Libyan 
reginre, Colonel Muammar Gaddafi’s son warned in a lengthy and ranrbling 
address broadcast live last night that the overthrow of the regime 
would lead to civil war and the break-up of the co~try, reports the 
UK’s Independent. The address by Sail Gaddafi, who is viewed as 
reform-minded in the West, came as the first major anti-govertm~ent 
protests spread to the capital, Tripoli, striking at the heart of the 
rcgime and ruaking Colonel Gaddafi’s 42-year hold on power appear 
increasingly precarious. 

LI]~YA: UNREST SPREADS DESPITE DIRE QADDAFI 

http :i,’~vwa~.l~’er 1. or~/content/afiica/2315460 .htnrl 

Uncotffim~ed reports from sources in Libya - where reliable information 
is notoriously difficult to conre by- - suggested more than 60 people 
died in violence in the capital on 21 February Network A1-Jazeera 
also claimed at least one govermnent building had been torched in 



Tripoli, a report that also could not be independently verified. 
Unconfirmed reports from sources in Libya suggested more than 60 
people died in violence in the capital on 21 February. Network 
AI-Jazeera also claimed at least one govemmem building had been 
torched in Tripoli, a report that also could not be independently 
verified 

LI]~YA: VIOLENT PROTESTS BREAK OUT IN LIBYA 

http:i/english.aliazeera.netinews/africa/2011/02/20112167051422444.html# 

Protesters have clashed xvith police and government supporters in the 
eastern Libyan ci~ of Benghazi, reports say. Demonstrators gathered 
in the early hours of Wednesday morning (16 February) in front of 
police headquarters and chanted slogans against the ’corrupt rulers of 
the country’, A1 Jazeera’s sources said. Police fired tear gas and 
violently dispersed protesters, the sources said without providing 
further details. 

SOMALIA: DEADLY SUIC]DE CAR BOMB ROCKS MOGADISHU POLICE CA2v~ 

http ://xvwaa~.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-12521423 

A suicide car bomber has attacked a police training camp in Somalia’s 
capital Mogadishu, killing at least six people, officials say. The 
blast is reported to have happened near the Darwish Camp, which is 
next to a police academy. There are fears the death toll will rise. 

SOUTH AFRICA: ANC REJECTS MBEKI’S ’TI~rb,’ISL~ DAY’ CLAEvI 

http ://w~vw bu sinessd av.co.za/alticles/Content.aspx?id 134436 

The African National Congress (ANC) has disputed predictions by 
political analyst Moeletsi Mbeki that the South African government 
would face a Tunisia-style revolt, on the same day police fired live 
ammunition to disperse residents who took to the streets over poor 
service deliveQz in Mpumalanga Mbeki predicted in an opinion piece 
published in Business Day that SA would face a civil revolt arotmd 
2020, ~vhen the government would no longer be in a position to sustain 
the welfare progran~mes ’it uses to placate the black poor and to get 
their votes’. 

SUDAN: MILITIA BLAMED FOR SUDAN %IASSACRE’ 

http:/Yen~lish aliazeera.net/news/africa/2011/02/2011215142515982217.html 

A cabinet minister has accused a renegade militia in Southern Sudan’s 
Jonglei oil state of killing at least 211 people, doubling earlier 
esumates of the death count. James Kok Ruea, the humanitarian affairs 
and disaster management minister, called the killings a ’massacre’. 
Renewed violence has sparked concerns for the security of the 
underdeveloped south where voters last month overwhelmingly voted to 
declare independence from the north in a referendum. 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

20 Intemet & technology 

BLOGGING ON DEVtiLOPMI*;NT POLICY CONTEST 

http ://ww~v. comrninit com/ergnode/3 285 81/bbc 

The Communication Initmtive (The CI) and the BBC Wor]d Service Trust 
(WST) invite entries :[’or their first contest on the role of media in 
democratic development This contest solicits persuasive critiques and 
encouraging discussion on the relationship between media, 
cotranunications, and international development policy. C! Network 

members :[’rom around the world (as well as those who wish to become C! 
Network members) are requested to submit their opinion pieces to the 
collaborative blog at Communication, Media, and Development Policy 

GLOBAL: TECHNOLOGY AND VIOLENCE AGA1NST YVOMEN 

http:/ibit.l,c/g0XCwa 



’]7his briefing relies on new research into how new technologies are 
being used by abusers and by women fighting back The cases were 
uncovered in research commissioned by the Association for Progressive 
Communications (APC) in 12 developing countries in 2009, unless an 
additional website reference is included. 

GLOBAL: WHY SHOIj~LD WE CARE ABOL~ INTERNET RIGHTS? 

Because internet rights are human rights, says APC 

http :i/www. a pc. org/en/pubs/briefs/why-should-we-care-about-internet-rights-bec ause-i 

Fif~" years ago the international comm~fi~" agreed upon a set of 
rights to which everyone is entitled. As the internet has becorue more 
important in o~ everyday lives and as ~ve’ve seen in Egypt and Tunisia 
in the last few- day-s, a critical means for people to defend their 
rights and to fight for them, the rights enshrined in the Universal 
Declaration of Htunan Rights should apply evety,where and at all tirues 
including when people are communicating online, says the Association 
for Progressive Cowanunications. 

ZL’vIBABWE: SLNx;~Y REVEALS INCREASE IN INWERNET 

http ://w~w¢.swradioafrica.com,’news180211 isurcev 180211 .htm 

Twenty four per cent of adults living in urban centres are now using 
the internet, according to the latest Zimbabwe All Media Products and 
Services Survey (ZAMPS). The figure represents a two per cent increase 
in the last three months alone. 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V i \iVV /VVV /VV\/ /\A/\/ /\i \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
21 eNewsletters & mailing lists 

ROSA LU)~MBLrRG FOLrNX)ATION E-NEWSLETTER AVAILABLE 

http:/’/www.rosalux.co.zai?pageid 5938 

Issue one of the 2011 Rosa Luxemburg Fotmdation Southern Africa 
ne;vsletter is now available. Visit their page to read the newsletter 
and to sign up for forthcoming editions. 

/VV/VVV /VV \I /V\/\// \i \/V I \IVV/?/VV /VV\/ /V \i \/ / \ 
22 Fundraising & useful resources 

AFRICAN BIODIVERSITY ix,~ T~VORK LAU~!CHE S NEW YVEBSITE TO RAISE VOICES FROM 
THE GROUN© 

Press statement 

A coalition of over 35 African grassroots organisations, known as the 
African Biodiversity Network (ABN), has launched a new website to 
raise the voices of those working across the continent in the 
development sector. The website shares the work of partners across 
Africa who are working together to find local, African-led solutions 
to the challenges they face. 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categoryifun draisin~/70937 

/\/\//VVV/VV\//V\i\iI\I\/V/\A/VA/VV/\/V\i/V\/\/ /\ 
23 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

(UR) 2010 TRANSFORMA’IION AUDIT MEDIA BRIEFING 

I JR Statment 

’]?he Trans~brmation Audit, which annually tracks matters of social 
justice in the South African economy, will be launched in Cape Town 
later that evening, with Auditor-General, Terence Nombembe, as keynote 
speaker Titled ’Vision or Vacuum?’, this edited volume focuses on the 
quality of economic and political governance in South Africa and how 
they impact on the achievement of shared prosperity for all South 
Africans. 

http :/iwww. pambazuka.org/en/categor~icourses/71064 

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR APSA’S FOLgRTH AFRICA WORKSHOP 



Kenya 2011 

The A~nerican Political Science Association (APSA) is accepting 
participant applications for its fo~trth Africa Workshop, entitled 
’Representation Reconsidered: Ethnic Politics and Africa’s Governance 
Institutions in Comparative Perspective.’ It will take place 23 July 
to 6 August, 2011 at the Institute for Development Studies (IDS) at 
the University of Nairobi. The organisers, with a grant sectued frora 
the Andrew- W. Mellon Foundation, will cover all the costs of 
participation (travel, lodging, meals, daily stipend, and ruaterials) 
for up to 23 qualified applicants (20 African, plus 3 based in the 
US). Professional fluency in English is absolutely required. Because 
the workshop ~vill have a strong cross-regional component, US-based PhD 
students with expertise in either Africa or Latin .~erica are 
encouraged to apply. African scholars of all social science fields 
with a graduate degree and limited professional experience are welcome 
to submit applications 

Application forms and additional information is available at: 

http : / /www apsanet org/ -africaw orkshops/ 

NIGERIA: BA2~LSA STATE EARTH RIGHTS COiN~FERENCE 2011 

3 March 2011 

The conference will highlight what happens to a people and its 
environment ~vhen land access falls into the hands of speculators. What 
landlords and land speculators do is to hoard land by holding onto 
them for many years without developing them, hoping that someday the?- 
can be sold at a veQz good profit. 

http ://w~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/courses/70934 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

24 \VikiLeaks and Africa 

GABON: DICTATOR t:UND[gD b-Rb;NCI I POLITIC2.L PAR;]TII{S, SAYS W][KILEAKS 

http://bit.ly/fcBSSw 

Gabon’s late president ()mar Bongo al]egedly lined his pockets with 
money from a 37-million-dollar (28-million-euro) bank embezzlement 
scheme and funneled some of it to French political parties and 
President Nicolas Sarkoe)~, according to a classified US embassy cable 
published in Spanish daily El Pais. 

LIBERIA: CttARI.ES TAYLOR MAY ttAVE $400 N~f[LLION OUT OF RF.ACtt - WIK[[.EAKS 

http:i/bit l,v/fEp5 q I 

Charl es Taylor, the former Liberian president, could have as much as 
$400 million hidden away out of reach of prosecutors, according to 
leaked US diplomatic cables. A leaked cable sent from US officials in 
the United Nations in October 2007 reported the concerns of Stephen 
Rapp, who was the Special Court for Sierra Leone prosecutor at time, 
about Mr Taylor’s alleged missing millions. 

SOUTH .¢FRICA: ANC A ’COMPLETE MESS’ 

http :i/xaa~’w.news2 4. com/SouthAfricaiPoliticsiANC-a-complete-mess-WikiLeaks-20110220 

The ANC is a ’coruplete mess’ and its young cadres have no interest in 
histot% but simply want access to j obs and personal emichment, 
according to a United States embassy cable obtained by Cit7 Press 
ttnough the whistleblower website WikiLeaks. According to the cable, 
the ANC’s Gauteng spokesperson Dumisa Ntuli told a US diplomat that 
crippling divisions were plaguing the ruling par~. 

UGANDA: GAY RIGHTS ACTIVIST ’MOCKED’ AT RIGHTS SEMINAR_ SAYS \~ffKILEAKS 

http:i/www.~uardian.co.uto’world/2011/feb/17iwikileaks-cables-~av-ri~hts-u~anda 

Murdered gay rights activist David Kato was mocked at a UN-backed 
debate on Uganda’s anti-homosexuality bill, according to a US diplomat 
in Kampala in a leaked American embassy cable. The diplomat said Kato, 



who was bludgeoned to death near his home in the capital, Kampala, 
last month, delivered a well-written speech against the bill, but his 
words were almost inaudible due to ’his evident nervousness’ 
Throughout his talk a member of the Ugandan tluman Rights Commission 
’openly joked and snickered’ with supporters of the bill, the diplomat 
claimed in the cable. 

I’,I’,h",~i’,~iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,~i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http :i/www.f ahamu, org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

(¢~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Nonconm~ercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For furthcr details see: 
http://www.parubazuka.org/er~about.php 

Pambazaka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http :llwwav,pambazuka. orgien ) 
Edi~go cm lingua Portuguesa ( httr~:/iwww.~ambazaka.or~/~t ) 

Edition fran~aise ( htt~:/;’~,,a~zw.~ambazaka.or~/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at htt~://www.pambazuka.or~/el~,’newsfeed.~h~ 

Pambazaka News is published with the suppolt of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.parubazuka.org/er~about .php ). 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http :llpambazuka.gn. apc. org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambaz~ka.org ~vith the word SkrBSCR~E or 
UNSkrBSCR~E in the sul~iect line as appropriate 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka Ne~vs or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka Ne~vs is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
ne~vsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commental?,’ and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Alicica. 

Order Samir ~min’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka th-ess ( 

http://fahamubooks.or~/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm me&urn email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukane~vs’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as the?- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
Iltwitter,com~pambazukanews ( http : //twitter com/pamba×ukanews ), 

* Pambazuka News has a DeLicious (http://Del icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of At’rica! Visit http://delicious.com~pambazuka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Sher~yl Kleinmaa <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 21,2011 10:21 AM 

Social mad Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] Fwd: Invisible Americans: Seeing While Colorblind, Thursday, 6pm 

Invisible Americans: Seeing While Colorblind 

Join varions campns organizations as we participate in a compelling di scussion of"tx)stracialism’’ in America. 

With the help of the Black Student Moveme~ffs Political Action Committee in collatx~ration with Young Democrats, UNC-NOW, Student Action with Workers, UNC 

Students for a Democratic Society, Feminist Students United, and the UNC Department of Aiiican & Afro-American Studies, we will Ibrge together to give a voice to 

where we as a society stand in regards to postracialisln. 

’][’his event roll t~ke the form of an interactive tbmm combining panelists, campus interviews and screening of popul~x clips, as well as our overo]l presentation. We hope 

for this event to challenge the conception that many of us typically shaxe in the face of postmcialism, and to amve at an edacated itfference about its existence. 

When: February 24, 6-8pm 

Where: SASB North Upendo Lounge 

http:/iwww, facebook.com,’# !/event.php?eid~ 130847823652139 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej- faculU as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@emofil.anc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsabscribe send a blank <br> 

em~fil to <a l~f "mailto:leave-28735843- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28735843- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 21,2011 5:43 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] 2011 Fall Schedule 

Fall 2011 AFAM.xls; Fall 2011 AFRI.xls; Fall 2011 LGLA.xls; Fall 2011 SWAH.xls; 
Fall 2011 WOLO.xls 

Dear All, 

I have attached your Fall 2011 courses. Please let me know of any changes by Wednesday, 2/23 at 11:59 PM 

I have included a link http://www.hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm?fuseaction=classroom.classroom where you can see the 
classrooms and what features they have. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28739455 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28739455-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



GA 0105 

GA 0105 

GA 

BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

EXPERIENCE I 

0105 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

MU 0304 AFAM SEMINAR 

GA 0105 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

AR 0218 0143A-A BLACKWOMEN IN US 

SC 0201 

Title Subject Course Section Num Instructor 

BLACK EXPERIENCE I AFAM 101 001 MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 

AFAM 101 002 

AFAM 101 

HILDEBRAND,REGINALD F 

CALDWELL, KIA L 

HILDEBRAND,REGINALD F 

Max Enrollment Start Time 

66i11:00 AM 
,/ 

668:00 AM 8:50 AM M 

.................................... ~°~!9:30 AM 10:45 AM 

6611:00 AM 11:50 AM M 

203:00 PM 5:50 PM 

6012:30 PM 
472:00 PM i3:15 PM 

32:00 PM 3:15 PM 

153:00 PM 5:50 PM 

4:50 PN 10i2:00 PM 

" ........................................................................ ’i"~ ’~’i’6’6’ PM 5:50 PM 

256:00 PM 8:50 PM 

301:00 PN 1:50 PN 

402:00 PM 3:15 PM 

AFAM 398 
001 

395 001 MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 

INDEPENDENT STUDIES 

........................................ 
KEY ISS/AFRI/AFRO L 

SC 0209 0449A-A iBLACK WOMEN 
"BLACKS & POP CULTUR 

DE 0301 ] ,i~FYS DEFINING BLACKNESS 

Ga o3o8 cIvI~ RIG~-m 
SC 

MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 

AFAM 190 001 

001 BOWLES,JOHN PARISH 

Mon Tue Wed Thu 

T R 

w 

End Time 

i12:15 PM 

iW 

T R 

PE      0218 

iPH 0212 TOPICS IN AFAM STUD 

WI 0107 0555A-A AFRICAN AMERART 

!5:50 PM 

10:50 AM M 

53:00¯ PM 5:50 PM 

243:00 PM 3:50 PM M 

2010:00 AM 10:50 AM M 

242:00 PM 3:15 PM 

5oi6:OOPM 9:00PM 
4:45 PM 





Building Room Combined Section Id Title 

i~ ii~’~’~’]’ "~i~fi~.ODUC-i]ON TO AFRICA 

FB F009 I, 
,iINTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

PE 0218 INTRODU~ON TO AFNCA 

................................................................................................................ TOPICS IN AFN STU 

AFRI 101 

Section Num Instructor 

001 

GL 0321 KEY ISS/AFRI/AFRO L 

AFRICAN LITERATURE 

G L 526A 
,~ ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ~ ~ - ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,INDEPENDENT,,STUDIES 
!INDEPENDENT STUDIES 

VN G307 AFRICAN WOMEN 

CP 0201 AFRICAN BELIEF 

EAST AFRICAN SOCIETY 

262 

AFRI 261 

AFRI 263 

AFRI 521 

001 

001 

001 

002 

001 BOYD,LYDIA C 

001 BOYD,LYDIA C 

L 

001 NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 

Max Enrollment StartT~me End T~me Mon 

6810:00 AM 10:50 AM M 

6811:00 AM 12:15 PM 

5011:00 AM 12:15 PM 

502:00 PM 2:50 PM M 
.......................... 

301:00 PM 1:50 PM 

PORTER, ROBERTS 106:00 PM 8:50 PM 

352:00 PM 2:50 PM 

102:00 PM 4:50 PM 

103:00 PN 

3012:30 PM 

502:00 PM 3:15 PM 

21o:oo AM lO:5O AM 
3013:00 PN 

3:15 PN SA 0104 CENTRAL AFRICA iAFRI 523 001 NZONGOLA-NTALAJA, GEORGES 
MU 0304 ,NORTH-EAST AFRICA AFRI    524     001 SEL~SSIE,BEREK~- H 

FYSKINGSPRESIDENTGENERAL AFRI 50 

GA 0308 ,i INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA AFRI 

NW 0219 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

WI 0217 ,,iSENEGALESE SOCIETY 

AFRICAN COLLOQUIUM 

0002A-F 

001 

951 

OO5 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

990 

I SELASSIE,BEREKET H 

PORTER, ROBERT S 

SECK, MAMARAME 

SAHLE,EUNICE N 

MAGEE,CAROL L 

MAGEE,CAROL L 

CASHION,JODY W 10 

302:00 PM 
~ 

302:00 PM 3:15 PM 

2411:00 AM 12:15 PM 

506:00 PM 

503:00 PM 3:50 PM 

3512:00 PN 12:50 PN 







iMU 

iGM 

cw 

NT 

Subject Course Section Num Instructor Max Enrollment Start Time End Time Mon 

0204 ELEMKISWAHILII SWAH 401 001 MUTIMA, SINAMENYEA 2511:00AM 11:50AM M 

0038 iELEM KISWAHILI I SWAH 401 002 Reilly, Kathleen Louise 251:00 PM 1:50 PM M 

0208 INTERMED KISWAHILI SWAH 403 001 MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 209:00 AM 9:50 AM M 

0106 INTERMED KISWAHILI SWAH 403 002 191:00 PM 1:50 PM M 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disabili~ Services <disabili~services@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 6:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tests Scheduled lbr 

Test(s) Scheduled for 

Test Day: 
Test Time: 2:00 pm - 3:15 pm (3:52 pm) 
Student’ 
Co u rse: AFRI - 
Exam Delivery to DDS: email to hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 
Exam Return to Professor or TA: student return to Teacher’s office 

Dear Professor, 

The above student(s) are scheduled to take an exam at Disability Services on the date and time listed. 

Options for sending the exam are as follows: 

1) Upload it to our secure dropbox at https:i/disabilityservices.unc.edu/dsportal!dropbox 

2) Email the exam to Ms. Cynthia Hopkins, hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

3) Let us know should you prefer a different method of delivery or have made alternate arrangements with the student. 

Also, please indicate what, if any aides are allowed and how the exam should be returned to you upon completion if different than above. 

It is the student’s responsibility to communicate all requests for accommodations to the faculty within a reasonable time frame. Students are required 
to schedule exams to be taken at Disability Services at least 3 business days prior to the date of the exam. 

Disability Services at the University of North Carolina 

h tt p://d i sa b ilityservices, u n c. ed u 

This email was sent to you as a professor of a student or students registered with the Office of Disability Services at UNC Chapel Hill. If this email was 
sent to you in error, please send an email to disabilityservices@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:21 AM 

Dr. Sahle, AFAM    . Today’s class - responding to a request: AFAM. 

Dem All, 

Some of you have expressed interest in viewing the film concerning t~e Green Belt Movement - which is mentioned quite a bit in the reading for today and was 

originally schednled for our class. 

Upon further reflection and given the core claims that are put forward in today’s reading, I will make plans for ns to view ,some chapters - my apologies, but we simply 

do not have time to watch the whole film - from the film once we wrap up items on our scheduled agenda. 

Best wishes. 

Dr. Sahle. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 22, 2011 9:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Invitation farm ASA 

Great! I’ll back to you shortly...Carol 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 2:39 AM 
To; Carol Thompson 
Subject; RE: Invitation from ASA 

Dear Carol, 

Thanks for your kind note and invitation. Yes, I would be delighted to chair the section. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Carol Thompson [Carol.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2011 11:21 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Invitation from ASA 

Dear EunJce, 
Congratulations on your latest book on world orders (yes!) and development. I also appreciate and own the book on the legacies of Mwalimu; 
it’s excellent. I work and teach in IPE and in the political economy of the global environment, as it relates to food production. I definitely will 
look into the world orders book for a text. Thank you for your work! 
I am writing to invite you to be the Section Chair for "Independence and Sovereignty in the Global Economy" for the ASA Annual Meeting in 
Washington, DC in November. Your task would be to evaluate whole panels that are submitted as well as to constitute panels of individual 

papers. The major time commitment would be from March 20 through April. The ASA office has changed the software and the preliminary 
program will be out on time! 
Your dean and provost would receive a letter from the ASA Board about your professional service, and you would have gratis registration for 
the ASA meeting. 
I hope you can seriously consider this professional endeavor, and of course, I will call you and send you many more details if you are 
interested. Attached is the theme statement and call for papers. 
I look forward to working with you. Thank you! 

Carol Thompson 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 
C~Fci 3. Thompson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tettey@ucalga~.ca 

Tuesday, Februa~ 22, 2011 9:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

On Reseaxch Leave 

I am on research leave until June 30, 2011, and it may take me a ~vhile to respond to messages I will, ho~vever, endeavor to respond as quickly as I can. 

Please, note that this is an automatic response, and does not mean that I have seen your message 

Thanks 
Wisdom Tettey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 10:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Request tbr Recommendation 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

Hi, I hope you’ve been doing well this semester so far. I’m stu@ing abroad 
in¯             ~ right now-, and am taking an International Politics class 
that has similar themes as the class I took with you last semester’. 

I’m writing because I was wondering if you would do me a huge favor and 
possibly ~vrite a recormnendation for me for this summer? 

] would be so appreciative if you would write a letter of recommendation 
for me. 

P]ease let me know what you decide. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, February 22, 201:[ :[:[:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°475 

EU=Western Balkans Relations: the European Bermuda Triangle? 
Ga~lle P&rio 

Foundation : irelan,:~iEie.~:Li.~ns I C.~nfe!ence I ~4ediLerranean Financial Crisis : Eurcgrcup ] G20 ~ 
Germany I Austr:~ I Belgium I C’yprus I Spain I Finland I France I Greek I ~reland I ]La[y I ]he 
Netherlands I PortL~gal I ~Lomania I UK European Council : Baltic States Commission : Europe 

~ iranspo:-t ~ Medicines ~ ~uss[a ~oen~il : Education ~ Citizens’ Initiative ~ Econom?iFh-~nce ~ 
Rehgion Diplomacy : [~liddie East Auditors Court : Development Germany : Bundesbank I 
Exchsn(:e ~ Women Belgium : N~ss~on Estonia : Ge:-many France : Court/Accounts Hungary : 
Ned~a italy : $50 years/URiW Pola.d : Lithuania The Netherla.ds : France Czech Rep.blic : 
Pensions UK : £oc~a~ I ~eferendLm’: Slovakia : Visegrad Icela.d : [cesaw~ Serbia : Resignation 
Space : Arlene OECD : S~oven:s Eurobarometer : [Rfo~ma~ioRiEU Eurostat : Growth ~ [rsde 
Studies/Reports : CHmate I le:-rorism ~ Armaments Publications : EuropeiChsnging I Germsny 

I World/2030 I OECD I s.ac~al Law Culture : Trade I Carnaval/Ztaiy I ~<~x:,/son~ [ 
Exb~bit~on/B=-ussels I Exhib~ion/HHsml<i I Exb~bition/Os~o I Exb~bit~on/V~enna 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Ireland/Elections 

On 1st February the President of the Republic of Ireland, Mary McAleese 
i~iii phot .... dispo dissolved the Oi .... htas (Parli .... t) on the request of Prime Minister Brian 

Cowen (Fianna Fail, FF) and convened a snap election (about one year ahead of 
time) for 25th February. Fianna Fail has been credited with :[2% of the vote by 
the most recent polls by MillwardBrown Landsdowne, published in the daily The 

Irish Indepedent on :[6th February. Fine Gael is in the lead with 38% of the vote (78 of the :[66 seats 
in the chamber of representatives) and would thereby become the country’s main party for the first 
time in its history. The Labour Party is due to win 23% of the vote; Sinn Fein, :[0% of the votes and 
the Greens :[%. Those who are undecided (which represents around 20%) will determine whether 
the next government will be formed by Fine Gael alone or by a coalition with the latter and the 
Labour Party. 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 

j The Strategic and International Relations Institute (IRIS) is organising the third 
.~.iI photonon dispo Europe Meetings in Enghien on the theme of "The European Union and the 

Crises: What are the answers?" on 5th March together with the Robert Schuman 
Foundation. ~]ean-Paul Betb~ze, chief economist of the Crddit Agricole and 
member of the Foundation’s Scientific Committee, together with ]oachim 

Bitterlich, Executive Vice-President for International Affairs for Veolia and Member of the 
Foundation’s Scientific Committee, will take part in the round-table. It is obligatory to enrol. 

[ ] TheAg .... 
Int .... [ionale Diplomatie et Opinion Publique (AIDOP) 

~ photo non dispo (International Agency for Diplomancyand Public Opinion)together with the 
Catholic Institute for the Mediterranean is organising a debate with the 
support of the Robert Schuman Foundation on the theme of: "La M~dterran~e, 
convergences et differences culturelles". The Chairman of the Robert 
Schuman Foundation, Jean-Dominique Giuliani will take part in the debate on 
the theme of "Organisation des Nations Unies, Union europ~enne et 

M~diterran~e, quelles cooperations pour la paix?" 

Financial Crisis : 
Eurogroup 

J On :[4th February the :[7 euro area Finance Ministers looked into the latest 
.~.iI photo non dispo economic developments with regard to financial stability in the euro area. They 

decided to double the weight of the future Support Funds to countries in 
difficulty to 500 billion euros thereby reassuring the market of their ability to 
respond to the debt crisis at a time when fears are on the rise again. Moreover 

ministers analysed work by Cyprus and Finland to put an end to their excessive debt situation. 
Ministers chose a new member of the Board for the European Central Bank, a position which will 
become vacant in March 20:[:[. The person chosen is Peter Praet, director of the Belgian National 
Bank. 

G20 
The Finance Ministers of the G20 who met in Paris on 18th and 19th February 

:~:iI phot .... disp ided setting any restrictive goals to red ....... Id ...... ic i mbal .... 
prefering to recommend "simple guidelines" in the face of opposition on the part 



of China. They adopted several economic performance indicators that are 
supposed to measure world imbalances. The first two indicators will measure 
internal imbalance (deficit and public debt on the one hand, savings and private 
debt on the other). The third indicator will measure external imbalance 

(comprising the trade balance and net flows of investment revenues and transfers, which include the 
balance of current transactions, "taking full acount of exchange rates and budgetary, monetary and 
other policies). 

The German Gross Domestic Product increased by 0.4% in seasonally adjusted 

~i photo non dispo data in the fourth quarter of 2010 said the federal statistics office, Destatis on 
18th February; this confirms that German growth for the entire year lay at 
3.6%. In an article published in the daily "Die Welt", Economy and Technology 
Minister Rainer Br0derle said that German growth had expanded and stabilised. 

"Employment is at its highest level since reunification," he added. According to Destatis on 17th 
February the number of people in paid work in Germany had reached a record 41,04 million in the 
fourth quarter of 2010. This figure increased by 1% (+422,000 people) in one year. 

According to provisional figures published by the Austrian institute for Economic 

~i photo non dispo Research (Wifo) on 18th February, Austria’s GDP increased by 0.6% in the 
fourth quarter in comparison with the third. Growth therefore slowed in 
comparison with the previous two quarters which showed increases of 0.9% for 
the third and 1.2% for the second respectively said the institute in a press 

release. Over 2010 as a whole Austria recorded growth of 1.9%. 

l in 2010 Belgium recorded growth of 2% according to the annual report 
~iI photo non dispo published by the National Bank on 16th February. Belgian exports increased by 

10% after a decline of 11.4% in 2009 whilst inflation rose sharply to 2.6%. in 
2010 unemployment lay at 8.4% whilst the debt level lay at 97.8%. On 18th 
February the National Bank also published a table of the country’s main 

economic indicators. 

j Recovery might gather pace in Cyprus in 2011 where economic growth may 

~i photo non dispo reach 2°/,.o of the GDP according to the IMF. "A progressive economic recovery is 
ongoing with growth that is due to reach 1.8 Yo to 2 ,o this year and there is a 
favourable outlook for this to continue in 2012," declared the IMF. But this 

outlook is subject to risk, particularly because of the "financial turbulence" that other countries in the 
euro area are experiencing, which has included the Republic of Cyprus since 2008. After a decline of: 
1.7% in 2009 Cypriot GDP growth was estimated at 0.8% 2010. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Spain 

j The Spanish national statistics office announced on 16th February that GDP 

~:~:i photo nondispo growth had risen by 0.2% in the fourth quarter of 2010 but that it remained in 
the negative for the whole of 2010 recording a decline of 0.1%. Spain is 
therefore one of the three euro area economies to have declined in 2010 with 
ireland and Greece. 

Finland 

J According to a press release by the Finnish statistics institute, Statistics Finland, 
.~.iI photonon dispo published on 18th February, employment and unemployment in 2010 remained 

almost the same as in 2009 in Finland. The employment rate lay at 67.8% and 
had decreased by half a point in comparison with 2009. The number of people in 
employment totalled 2,447,000 in 2010 (-10,000). inflation in Finland reached 

3% in January over one year in comparison with 2.9% in December announced Statistics Finland on 
18th February. Over one month, from December to .January the consumer price index increased by 
0.4%. 

j France’s GDP increased by 0.3% in the fourth quarter 2010 in comparison with 
.~.iI photonon dispo the three previous months. Lower than expected this figure limits growth to 

1.8% over the entire year 2010 according to initial national accounts figures 
published on 18th February by the INSEE. This slight rise in the GDP for 2010 is 
also very much below German growth estimated at 3.8%. 

G r e .~ k 

j The Greek GDP contracted by 1.4% in the fourth quarter of 2010 in comparison 
.~.iI photo non dispo with the third quarter and by 6.6% in comparison with the last months of 2009 

according to figures published on 15th February by the Greek statistics 
authority. The average annual decline in growth now lies at 4.5% and growth is 
falling rapidly for the third consecutive year. The decrease in consumption has 
contributed to the decline in the GDP whilst the improvement in the trade 

balance partially compensated for these negative effects. Moreover the Bank of Greece (BdG) is 
forecasting a further decrease in Greek revenues of nearly 5% in 2011 after a 9% decline recorded 
in 2010 according to estimates published on 15th February in its annual report on the country’s 
economy. 



Ireland 

] The Irish government published a revised version of the 2011 public services 
phot .... 

dispoj spending plan. Thed ...... t now provid ...... detail ofth ...... tsthat 
will be allocated for each sector. Principally spending is to be devoted to 
social protection (38%), healthcare (27%) and education (16%). 

Read ICth~rlink 

Italy 
I Growth in Italy slowed to 0.1°o in the fourth quarter of 2010 and rose to 1.1°o 

~iI photo non dispoJ over the entire year of 2010, a figure lower than the government’s forecast of 

1.2% according to preliminary figures published on 15th February by the 
statistics institute, Istat. The Italian GDP rose by 1.3% over one year in the 
fourth quarter after 1.2% in the third (revised). Over 2010 the GDP grew by 
1.1% after a contraction by -5.1% in 2009. The country’s trade deficit soared 
to 27.3 billion euros last year marking a record high. In December 2009 the 

deficit lay at 5.9 billion euros. 

The Netheriands 

j The Netherlands’ GDP was up by 2.4% in the fourth quarter of 2010 in 

~:i photo non dispo comparison with the same period in 2009 and increased by 1.7% in 2010 
according to the Central Statistics Office published on lSth February. The 
Netherlands’ trade surplus totalled 32 billion euros in December 2010 ie +1.2 
billion euros in comparison with the same period in 2009. 

~:!ead I Other link 

Portugai 
The Portuguese’ budgetary deficit had decreased by 58.6% in 3anuary in 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo comparison with the same period one year ago said Prime Minister 
Socrates on 19th February who implemented a stringent austerity plan in order 
to stabilise the country’s public finances. Moreover the Portuguese economy 
recorded growth of 1.4% in 2010 in spite of the decline in the GDP of 0.3% in 
the Fourth quarter said the national statistics institute ’INE’ on 14th February. 
However the unemployment rate in Portugal reached 11.1% in the last quarter 

of 2010 against 10.9% in the previous quarter with a rising number of unemployed +9.9% over one 
year said the INE on 16th February. 

j Romanian Prime Minister Emil Boc declared on 17th February that the 
.~.iI photo nondispo government’s goals were to emerge from the recession and to achieve growth 

of at least 13% to 2%. He said he was confident, believing that the end of the 
economic crisis was possible as of April. However Romania’s economy recorded 
a contraction of 1.2% in 2010 suffering a second consecutive year of recession 

indicated the national statistics institute on 15th February (INS). 

!\~!. I ~!~I~E..ll;~.!,~                                                       I: :1 
UK. 

j According to statistics published on 16th February the unemployment rate 

~i photonon dispo reached a record level amongst young Britons rising to 20.5% in comparison 
with a rate that mainly remained stable at 7.9% for the entire population. The 
number of unemployed lay at 2.49 million at the end of December. The 16-24 
year old group is the hardest hit representing 965,000 unemployed, a record 

since the start of the compilation of statistics in 1992. 

European Council : 
Balt:c S~ates 

] On his visit to the three Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) on 17thand 
i~ photo non dispo 18th February the President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy 

spoke with the Latvian and Estonian Prime Ministers, Valdis Dombrovskis and 
Andrus Ansip and also with Lithuanian President Dalia Grybauskaite. Herman 
Van Rompuy notably mentioned Europe’s economic situation and the main 
measures that will be necessary in order to face the present crisis. 

Commission : 
Eumpe 2020 

J On 17th February the Commission launched an action plan advising universal 
.~.iI photo non dispo access to quality pre-school education. The Commission’s proposals aim to 

contribute to two of the headline targets of the Commission’s ’Europe 2020’ 
strategy - reducing the share of early school leavers to under 10% and to lift at 

least 20 million people out of the risk of poverty and social exclusion. On the same day MEPs 
adopted a joint resolution on the "Europe 2020" Strategy calling for stronger economic governance, 
budgetary commitments in support of real action and more quality jobs for Europeans. 



] On 18th February the European Commission published two reports on 

photo nondispo progress made by Romania and Bulgaria with regard to the cooperation and J verification mechanism. It insisted on analysing the reform of the judicial 
system and the fight to counter corruption which may impede the effective 
application of legislation, the implementation of a new legislative framework 
as witness in cases of high level corruption and suggests the establishment of 
close cooperation between the various political and judicial players. In a joint 

declaration on 16th February the Romanian and Bulgarian parliamentary Foreign Affairs committees 
both said that they wanted to join the Schengen Area. 

Digital 
On 18th February the European Commission launched a public consultation on 

i~] photo nondispo electronic signatures, identification and authentication. It aims to lead to the 
establishment of safe, reliable and easy to use on-line services in the EU’s 27 
Member States in order to contribute to the completion of a single European 
digital market. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Cl’P, ldrer~ 
On 15th February the European Commission presented the EU’s programme 

~iI photo non dispo that aims to enhance children’s rights by way of implementing the principles 
mentioned in the EU’s fundamental rights charter. This programme includes a 
series of specific measures whereby the EU can provide added value to policies 
governing children’s well-being and security, notably by aiming to promote a 

legal system that is better adapted to children - by providing better information to children with 
regard to their rights and making the internet safer for them. Moreover MEPs of the Civil Liberties 
Committee declared on 14th February in a series of amendments to the EU’s rules that any 
pedopornographic content on the internet had to be removed at its source in all EU countries. 

Italy 
On 20th February the EU launched an aid operation for Italy to help it face the 

~i photo non dispo inflow of migrants from Tunisia, notably on the island of Lampedusa - to monitor 
the borders said the European Commission. "The Frontex (the European border 
surveillance agency) Operation Hermes is being deployed to help the Italian 
authorities manage the flow of migrants from Northern Africa and in particular 

those coming from Tunisia to the island of Lampedusa," said European Commission, Cecilia 
Malmstr6m who is responsible for this issue. Frontex experts are being deployed to help the Italian 
authorities receive and interview the migrants on their arrival. Frontex is also providing naval and air 
support to monitor the borders. 

Read [Od’~er link 

Parliament : 

On 15th February the European Parliament approved the use of the enhanced 
i~] phot .... disp peration p .... dure t ..... t ........ ity patent system. In D .... her 

2010 12 Member States said they wanted to use this procedure that enables 

some countries in the EU to move forward with new common rules, after 
observing that all 27 Member States could not agree on the implementation of a 

system for the European patent. All of the Member States except for Italy and Spain finally decided 
to take part. These two countries will be able to take part in the initiative at any time if they so wish. 
The report on the European patent was adopted 471 votes in favour, 160 against and 42 abstentions. 

J On 17th February MEPs approved the most ambitious free trade agreement ever 
~iI photo non dispo negotiated by the EU: 465 votes in favour, 128 against and 19 abstentions. This 

vote comes after Parliament negotiated safeguard measures guaranteeing the 
protection of European industry as well as a guarantee on the part of Seoul that 
a new Korean law on CO2 emissions by cars would not damage EU car 

manufacturers. This vote concludes 30 months of negotiations; it finalises the ratification procedure 
of the agreement which will enter into force on 1st July 2011. 

Read [Od’~er link 

Croatia 
On 16th February MEPs adopted a resolution on the progress report on Croatia 

.~j photo non dispo 548 votes in favour, 43 against and 52 abstentions, indicating that membership 
negotiations with Croatia may be finalised by the end of 2011 if Zagreb 
continued its reforms. They stressed that "major progress" had been 
accomplished but recalled the need for work in terms of international judicial 

cooperation. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j After accepting the Strategy and Action Plan for the Danube Region on 14th 
~iI photo non dispo February which was presented by the Commission in December 2010 MEPs 

adopted a resolution on 17th February 549 votes in favour, 41 against and 18 
abstentions in order to ask the Member States to adopt real measures for its 

implementation in June. The SDR plans for the establishment of better coordination and 
sychronisation in projects cofunded by the EU in neighbouring areas, multi-level cooperation and 
improved strategic investments in Central and Eastern Europe. 



j On 15th February MEPs adopted a regulation on bus and coach passenger rights 
.~.iI photo non dispo which will cover all regular long distance services, both national and 

transnational (250km and more) as of spring 2013. The new legislation notably 
plans for compensation to a total of 50% of the purchase price in addition to the 
full reimbursement of the ticket if the operator cancels a service and cannot 

honour his transport contract if there is more than a 2 hour delay in departure. Moreover beyond a 
90 minute delay passengers will have to be offered snacks and refreshments. 

On 16th February MEPs approved 569 votes in favour, 12 against and 7 

~i photo nondispo abstentionsa new directive that aims to prevent counterfeit medicines entering 
the legal supply chain. Sales on the internet will be covered by the new 
legislation that also introduces new safety and traceability measures as well as 
sanctions against counterfeiters, with the aim of preventing the sale of 

counterfeit medicines to EU citizens. 

J On 17th February MEPs adopted a resolution which reveals their concern about 
~iI photo non dispo the growing number of human rights infringements in Russia and the lackof 

independence of the Russian legal system. The resolution particuarly mentions 
the questionable conviction of the former head of the Yukos oil company, 
Mikhail Khodorkovski and his associate Platon Lebedev. MEPs asked for an 
independent legal investigation into the appeal procedure. They said they were 
worried about the repeated arrests of opposition members and the non-respect 

of the right to rally peacefully. Finally they called for questions linked to democracy and the rule of 
law to play a leading role in the new partnership and cooperation agreement between the EU and 
Russia that is being discussed at the moment. This vote comes just one week before the arrival of 
the main Russian ministers in Brussels - including the head of government Vladimir Putin for a 
meeting on energy and trade. 

Council 
Education 

On 14th February the 27 Education, Youth, Culture and Sport’s Ministers 
~iI photo nondispo stressed the role of education and training in the implementation of the Europe 

2020 Strategy and the European Semester. They invited Member States to 
undertake national reform programmes and to enhance horizontal cooperation 
to exchange experiences and good practice. With regard to enhanced 

cooperation for a European patent, the Council decided to ask for the consent of the European 
Parliament. They adopted at first reading a draft directive modifying the 1999 directive with regard 
to the tolls applicable to heavy goods vehicles (Eurovignette). 

Read 

Cit=.zens’ InK:afire 

j The Council formally adopted the regulation relative to the citizens’ initiative on 
~iI photonon dispo 14th February. It defines the procedures and conditions with regard to the 

implementation of the citizens’ initiative. In particular a proposed initiative must 
feature amongst the EU’s competences and fall within the Union’s values. This 
year the Robert Schuman Foundation is undertaking awareness raising work 

amongst women in Europe with the support of the European Commission and in partnership with the 
Karamanlis Institute and the Polish Robert Schuman Foundation. Three conferences are being 
organised on this theme: 7th March in Warsaw, 6th May in Athens and 21st September in Brussels. 
You may also complete our on-line questionnaire on the citizens’ initiative. 

On 15th February the 27 European Finance Ministers presented their conclusions 

~i photo non dispo on the European Semester the aim of which is to define macro-economic and 
budgetary guidelines necessary to put a halt to the debt crisis in the EU Member 
States. They also adopted a directive that aims to enhance administrative 
cooperation with regard to taxation in order to counter fraud in the EU; they 

defined their priorities for the future adoption of the 2012 budget. 

Religicn 

J On 21st February the 27 Foreign Ministers re-iterated that the EU ’was resolutely 
~iI photonon dispo attached to the promotion and the protection of religious freedom and belief 

without the slightest notion of discrimination. Religious freedom or belief is 
intrinsically linked to the freedom of opinion and expression as well as other 
Human Rights and fundamental freedoms which together contribute to the 

establishment of pluralist, democratic societies. 

~ 

Diplomacy : 
Middle Eas~ 

J The EU’s High Representative for Foreign Affairs, Catherine Ashton travelled on 
.~.iI photo non dispo 14th, 15th and 16th February to Tunisia then to the Middle East (Israel, 

Palestine, .]ordan and Lebanon). In Tunisia she indicated that the Union supports 
the population’s hopes for greater freedom and more democracy. In israel and 
Palestine she recalled the importance of re-establishing stability in the region. In 
Lebanon she called on the leaders to facilitate the formation of a representative 

government and re-iterated the EU’s support to a "sovereign, independent, democratic, peaceful and 
stable Lebanon". 

Read [ OU’ter link :: Other link IxI 



Auditors Court : 
DeaelopmenL 

J The European Commission is distributing its development aid rather too Freely 
~] photo non dispo and without any clear criteria nor adequate assessment oFneeds; it is paid 

directly into the budgets of poor countries and this was deplored on 16th 
February by the European Court oFAuditors in its report. 

1 German Chancellor Angela Merkel appointed one of her main advisors, 3ens 

photo non dispo Weidmann 42, as successor to Axel Weber in the position of president of the J Bundesbank, the German central bank on 16th February. lens Weidmann is 
due to be seconded by Sabine Lautenschlager oFthe banking regulation 
authority, Bafin, who is due to become the Bundesbank’s Vice-President. 

/[i~} On 15th Feb .... y Deutsche B6 ..... d the NYSE E ...... t ........ d their- 
photo non dispo merger to create the First "global exchange group, creating the world leader in 

derivatives trading and risk management, and the largest, most well known 
venue For capital raising and equities trading." The new entity will have two HQ’s 

one in New York and the other in Frankfurt/Main and will be owned by 
Deutsche B6rse shareholders to a total of 60% and by 40% of Euronext shareholders. The two 
operators believe that this merger will generate cost synergy to a total of 300 million euro as well as 
major growth opportunities in turn over. 

On 15th February for the first time ever a woman was appointed to the board of 

i~} phot .... dispo the G ............ Fact .... Daimler. Christine Hoh .... -Dennhardt wh .... 
a judge at the Constitutional Court will be responsible For the respect of "law 
and integrity". This appointment comes just as the debate over the possible 
introduction of quotas of women into German companies is in Full swing. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Belgium : 
Mission 

I On l~th February King Albert X extended Didier Reynders’ information mission 

~i photo nondispo until 1st March; the outgoing Finance Minister was mandated to do this on 2nd 
February. ~ust a Few hours prior to that Mr Reynders who is responsible For 
Finding possibilities oF an institutional agreement presented his report to the 
king. The next two weeks are to "enable the completion and greater definition oF 

his report." Belgium has been without a government since the general elections on l~th ~une 2010, 

Estonia : 

J Estonian Foreign Minister Urmas Paet travelled to Berlin on 16th February where 

~:i photo non dispo he met his German counterpart Guido Westerwelle. They said that Estonia and 
Germany agreed on the necessary steps to take to guarantee the stability of the 
euro. Mr Paet reiterated the Estonian government’s opinion that Germany 
should be amongst the new permanent members of the UN Security Council. 

Ministers discussed recent developments in North Africa and in the Middle East. 

Read [ Od’~er link IxI 

j The Court oF Accounts published its annual public report on 17th February. The 
~] photo non dispo report draws up a list oF observations made by the legal jurisdictions and 

analyses the answers which have been provided. It addresses finances, 
management, and public policies. With regard to public finance the situation oF 
which is believed to be "worrying" the report observes that there has been a 

durable decrease in revenues, made worse by inadequate reductions in spending. As a result it 
suggests "more ambitious rules and goals" For the period 2014-2020, likewise an increase in 
obligatory payments, the decrease in spending and the implementation oF more rigorous rules. 

Hungary : 
Media 

j The Hungarian government accepted the amendment of its law governing the 
~iI photonon dispo media on 16th February. On the same day the European Commission’s Vice- 

President responsible for digital strategy, Neelie Kroes, said she was pleased 
with this decision. The amendments concern four points noted by the 
Commission and deemed contrary to European legislation: the creation of a 

surveillance committee, and particularly its members; the obligation imposed on the various 
Hungarian media, including bloggers to provide "balanced coverge" of news; demands in terms of 
the registration of the media with the new media authority deemed "out of proportion" and rules 
regarding offending individuals. However the main Hungarian daily ’Nepszabadsag’ still believes that 
this is not totally satisfactory. 

Read [ Od’ler link                                                                                  I×1 

Ytuly : 



j On 18th February the Council oF Ministers Finally reached agreement and they 
photo nondispo decreed that 17th March would now bea holiday in commemoration oFthe 150 

years of Italy unity. On 17th March 1861 Victor-Emmanuel II was proclaimed 
King of Italy thereby becoming the First head of a unified Italian state. 

Poland : 

On 16Lh February Lithuanian President Dalia Grybauskaite hosted her Polish 
~:~iI photonon dispo counterpart Bronislaw Komorowski in Vilnius. They discussed economic and 

cultural cooperation. The two heads oF State agreed that their governments will 
cooperate in view oF seLLing out real proposals to put to the European 
Commission with regard to Funding a gas pipeline and electricity networks 
between Lithuanian and Poland. 

R.~ad J Od’~er li!~k 

The Netherlands : 

~iI photo non dispo Rosenthal spoke on 14th February in support of the "creation of a European 
border guard system" in order to improve the control of illegal immigrant flows. 
The two ministers said that "various situations encountered today on the EU’s 
external borders plead in favour of stepping up the governance of the Schengen 
Area whether this means an increased role For the FronLex agency or the 

creation oFa European Border Guard system." With regard to any future enlargements oFthe 
Schengen Area they said they wanted a European framework that defined clear stages that had to 
be fulfilled and which could be checked in the Field. 

Read [ Cther Hnk 

Czech Republic : 

I The Czech governrnent announced on 18th February a new pension reform 

~i photo nondispo establishing the participation of private funds."I can confirm that we have come 
to a Framework agreement on a new stage in the reform of pensions that mainly 
comprises the establishment of a fund system," declared Prime Minister PeLt 
Necas. The new system will enable people under 38 to contribute 3% of their 

social insurance into private funds. The over 35’s will be able to opt For this new regime until the end 
of 2012. The government also decided to harmonse the VAT rate to 20% to reduce the present 
distribution system - only the reduced rate of 10% will be maintained on basic foodstuffs. 

UK: 
Soc:a] 

j British Prime Minister David Cameron gave a speech on 17th February on the 
.~.iI photo non dispo reform oFthe social protection system; this came on the same day as the law 

was presented by his government. He defended the establishment of a 
simplified system that will protect the most vulnerable and the most needy 
better and which will support those who want to work and Find employment. In 

exchange the Prime Minister is expecting British citizens to adopt a responsible attitude. 

Read [ Cther Hnk i Other [ink 

j A referendum to change the electoral system in the UK will be organised on 5th 

~:i photo non dispo May after the adoption of a draft law authorising the consultation on this issue 
by the House of Lords on 16th February. At present British MPs are elected by a 
majority single list vote in one round (first past the post system). The 
referendum will suggest the country passes over to an alternative vote or 

preferential vote -a means of voting in which the voters rank the candidates in order of preference. 
The votes taken by the candidate with the least votes are then redistributed between the best placed 
candidates. British Prime Minister David Cameron is calling to vote "No" whilst his Deputy Prime 
Minister Nick Clegg is calling For people to vote "Yes". 

Slova kia : 
Visegrad 

j The leaders of the Four "Visegrad Group" countries (Hungary, Czech Republic, 
.~.:: photo non dispo Slovakia, Poland) opened a summit on 14th February in Bratislava devoted to 

European issues on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the group’s creation. 
Iveta Radicova, the Slovakian Prime Minister who is chairing the group at 
present welcomed her Hungarian Polish and Czech counterparts, Viktor Orban, 

Donald Tusk and Petr Necas. They adopted the Bratislava declaration. On 18th February the meeting 
was extended to German Chancellor Angela Merkel, Austrian Chancellor Werner Faymann and 
Ukrainian Prime Minister Mykola Azarov. Six leaders (Germany, Austria, Hungary, Poland, Czech 
Republic, Slovakia) denounced the regime of Belarussian President Aleksandr Lukachenko in a 
declaration on 18th February in Bratislava; they called on Minsk to "Free and rehabilitate all political 
prisoners and put a stop to the repression of the opposition, independent media and civil society." 

Iceland : 

1 On 16th February Icelandic MPs approved the agreement to reimburse the UK 
photonondispoj and the Netherlands to a total 5 billion $ (3.8 billion euro) linked to the 

bankruptcy of the Icesave Bank. London and Amsterdam covered the losses 
of British and Dutch savers after the collapse of the on-line bank Icesave in 
October 2008 and have been trying since then to recover what they spent 
From Reykjavik. On 20th February the Icelandic President, OlaFur Ragnar 
Grimsson convened a referendum on the new agreement concluded with 



London and The Hague. 

P..~ad J Other link 

Serbia : 

1 The Serb Deputy Prime Minister and Economy and Development Minister, 
[~] photonondispoj Mladjan Dinkic resigned on :].8th February in anticipation of his dismissal by 

Prime Minister Mirko Cvetkovic. The latter had communicated his lassitude 
vis-Mvis criticism of the Deputy Prime Minister. Mr Dinkic’s resignation will be 
looked into by Parliament. His resignation will be confirmed if 126 MPs 
approve it. 

On 16th February Ariane 5 took off from the European Spaceport in Kourou 

ii~] photonon dispo on its 200th flight to deploy the European Space Agency’s (ESA) second 
automated transfer vehicle (ATV) named "Johannes Kepler". This unmanned 
supply vessel is on a four month mission to service the International Space 
Station. 

OECD : 
SIovenia 

j The OECD published a report on :].8th February on the economic situation in 
~] photo non dispo Slovenia. The document analyses the way the country is progressively 

emerging from the crisis. It puts forwards measures to stimulate long term 
growth such as retirement reform, improving education, the promotion of 
innovation and the establishment of a better environment for Foreign direct 

investment. 

R,~ad J Od’ter link 

lnformatloniEU 

/[i~] 

Europ ...... y they are badly inf ...... d ..... i ............ ing European policy. 
photo non dispo Hence nearly 3/4 of Europeans (73%) believe that citizens in their country are 

badly informed about European issues. This observation is strongest in Spain 
(85%), Cyprus (85%), France (81%), Greece (81%), in the Netherlands (81%), 
and in Sweden (80%). Luxembourg is an exception with 55% saying they 

believed that the country’s inhabitants were well informed. Moreover the decline in positive opinions 
about the benefits of belonging to the EU is continuing. 50% of Europeans believe that their country 
benefited from belonging to the EU, ie a decline of 3 points in comparison with the spring of 2010. 
The most dramatic declines were recorded in the UK (-9 points), Spain (-9), in Ireland (-8) and in 
Greece (-8). 

Earostat : 
Grr_~w~h 

j According to figures published by Eurostat on [8th February the GDP in the euro 
oz o photo nondispo area grew by 0.3,o and in the EUit grew by 0.2Yo in the Fourth quarter of 20Z0 

in comparison with the previous quarter. Over the entire year 20:~0 the GDP in 
the euro area and the EU grew by 1.7%. 

Trade 

j According to Eurostat estimates published on :tSth February for December 2010 
~iI photo non dispo the euro area recorded an external trade deficit of 0.8 billion euros with the rest 

of the world. In 20~_0 the euro area recorded an external trade surplus of 0.7 
billion euro against ~6.6 billion in 2009. The EU recorded a deficit of 143.3 billion 
in 20~_0 against a deficit of 108.1 billion in 2009. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Studies/Reports : 

J The Centre for Stategic Analysis (CAS) has published a paper entitled "De 
.~j photo non dispo Kyoto ~ Durban: I’invention d’une nouvelle coop@ration climatique" by 

Dominique Auverlot and Blandine Barreau. The authors notably look at the 
Cancun agreement signed in December 20:~0 and at the priorities of the next 
climate talks. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j The German Institute for International Policy and Security has published a study 
~] photo non dispo by Annegret Bendiek on the transatlantic fight to counter terrorism entitled "An 

den Grenzen des Rechtsstaates: EU-USA Terrorismusbekampfung." Amongst 
other subjects the author addresses problematic issues in this transatlantic 
cooperation. 



In spite of the economic recession that marked 2009 the combined arms sales 
photo non dispo of the 100 biggest armaments companies increased by 14.8 billion dollars since 

2008 reaching 401 billion dollars in 2009 ie an increase of 8% in real terms 
according to new data published on 21st February by the Stockholm 

International Peace Research Institute(SIPEI). 

E:.:ropeiChangmg 

j The Chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation, lean-Dominique Giuliani has 
~iI photo non dispo published an article entitled "Constantly Changing Europe" in the new issue of 

"Constructif". 

[ ] In hi .... k "qui son[ les All .... ds?" (Wh .... the G ...... ?) published by 
pho, .... dispoj Editions Max Milo, lean-Louis de la Vaissi~re d ..... pict .... f G ..... y and [ its population 20 years after reunification. Film maker Volker Schl6ndorff 

wrote the preface to the book on "Identit@ allemand: un itin@raire 
singulier." (Germany identity: a unique journey). 

Read 

’�,’Grid/2030 

j In a book entitled "Le Monde ~ I’Horizon 2030" and published by Perrin - Nicolas 
photo non dispo Ten~er give us his version of the world in 20 years time. 

OECD 

j The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) published 
photo non dispo its report "National Accounts at a Glance" on 15th February for 2010. This work 

makes it possible to compare OECD countries based in indicators that reflect the 
wealth of the national accounts beyond the GDP alone (revenues, spending, 
output, capital). 

Read 

Sociai Law 
The book "Droit social europ~en et international" written by Sylvie Hennion- 

ii~iI photo non dispo Moreau, Muriel Le Barbier-Le Bris and Marion Del Sol has just been published 
in the series "Th~mis" by the Presses Universitaires of France (PUF). It aims 
to address the various facets of law governing the mobility of people in the EU 
when this leads them to work abroad and call on social protections systems of 
the various Member States. 

Culture : 
Trade 

j 28 transnational cultural projects supported by the EU were presented on 15th 
~] photo non dispo February in Brussels on the occasion of the conference "Culture in Movement: 

Pathways to EU2020." The EU’s programme for culture provides for an 
investment to a total of 400 million euros for the period 2007-2013 in order to 
promote the mobility of people working in the cultural industry in Member 

States. This sector represents 2.6% of the EU’s GDP at present. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Carnavali~taly 

j The Carnavals of Venice and Rome will take place this year from 26th February 
.~j photo non dispo to 8th March. In Venice the carnaval will pay tribute this year to the unification 

of Italy and to women. The theme will be "The 19th Century - From Senseo to 
Sissi - The City of Women". On 4th March the traditional carnaval of Verona 
(Bacanal del Gnoco), which dates back to the Middle Ages, is presenting a 

sumptuous parade in the streets of the historic centre. 

Read I Cther link i OIher link 

Ex po/Bon ~ 

j The National Centre for Art and Exhibitions in Bonn will host the exhibition 

~:i photo non dispo "Classics in Bonn:Arp, Beckmann, Munch, Kirchner, Warhol ...The Unknown 
Collection from Bielefeld" until 27th March. A selection of 120 pictures, work 
on paper, sculptures, photographs, films and some creations dating from 
between 1904 and 2007 are on show. 

E ~(i~i bit i.an I’B r uss.M s 
The Beaux-Arts Palace (Bozar) in Brussels is presenting an exhibition of 75 

photo non dispo works by Flemish artist Luc Tuymans until 8th May; the latter is known for his 
work on the Holocaust, post-colonialism, the attacks of :Llth September 200:1. - 
quite a disillusioned vision of the world. 



ExhibitioniHeisini,:i 

/[ I~III 

In part .... hip with the Van Gogh N1 ...... f Amsterdam the At ..... M ..... 
photo non dispo of Helsinki is presenting the exhibition "Illusions of Reality - Naturalist Painting, 

photography and cinema 1875-1918" until 15th Nay. This exhibition explores the 
various aspects of naturalism via various themes. It shows works of art 
(paintings, photos and films) amongst others by Jules Bastien-Lepage, Pascal- 

Adolphe-]ean Dagnan-Bouveret and Emile Friant, which come from 31 museums and private 
collections in the USA. 

Exh=bit;.oniOslo 

j The National Gallery in Oslo is offering visitors an exhibition "Rubens, van Dyck, 
.~.iI photo non dispo .]ordaens. Baroque Painting of Anvers" until 22nd May. The paintings show 

various themes including Counter-Reformation imagery, mythological and 
allegorical motives, portraiture From Antwerp, still-life motives, and genre 
paintings including representations of landscapes, cities and the sea. In addition 
to Rubens, Van Dyck and .]ordaens 18 other painters are on show amongst 

which are -]an Breughel the Elder, .]an Flit, Theodor Rombouts and Frans Snijders. 

E ~(h i bit i.:)ni~’ie n na 
~ The Belvedere Palace in Vienna is presenting an exhibition devoted exclusively 

~(iI photonon dispo to portraits and self-portraits by Expressionist painter Egon Schiele (1890- J 1918) until 13th .June. 98 canvasses of which 22 are on show for the first time 
in Austria review Schiele’s artistic development. 

Agenda : 

21st February 
Foreign Affairs and General Affairs Councils 

21st-22nd February 
Agriculture and Fisheries Council 

22nd-23rd February 
Informal "Sport" Council 

24th-25th February 
.]ustice and Internal Affairs Council 
Informal "E)efence" Council 

24th February 
EU-Russia Meeting in Brussels 

25th February 
Early general elections in Ireland 

28th February 
"Transport, Telecommunications, Energy" Council 

3rd March 
Debate "l~editerranean, Past and Present, Convergence and Cultural Differences", Paris 

5th March 
"The Europen Union and the Crises" European Interviews, Enghien les Bains 

6th March 
General Elections in Estonia 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :N1agali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, .]ohanna Karl-.]oubert ; 
Thalia Bayle, Orion Devriendt, Fanny Dubray, Philippine Lef~vre 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale .]oannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr..lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 22, 2011 11:38 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afrial:am] This Thursday: Depar’~nental Colloquium ruth Ka~la Slocum 

Spring 20~1:[ Colloquium Series 

Sponsored by the Department of African & Afro-American Studies, UNCoChapel Hill 
Please ~it~ us f~r these upc~n~ing presentations: 

Karla 51ocum 

"Race and Place Identities arnong Oklahoma’s ’All Black lovvns’ in the 21st Century" 

Thursda% Februar~ 24 

:[2-1 pm 

Global Ed~cation Center (GEe) Room 400~ 

Karla 5~ocum ~s an assodate professor of anthropology and Afro-American Studies at [JN[ Ct~apel. 5he will speak about t~er current research with residents 

of black towns ~n Okiahoma. 

Kenneth ~anken 
"The Several ~aces of Black Power ~n Eastern North Carol~na: I-he Case of the Wilmington 

Thursday, March ~7 

4--5 pm 

Globa~ Education Center {G[C) Room rBA 

Kenneth Janken is a professor of A~ro-Amer~can Studies at UNC Chapel His research focuses on 20d~ 

currendg worldng on a research project on W~lmington len. 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.m~c.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=al¥iaiiam&o=28743772 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.~..e..-..2~.8..7~4.:.3..7...7...2~-:.3...2.~.(.}.!~..@~8..:.e..~..7.~.a.~.~...a...5~8.~3..~:.3...~..~.~.~.~}~.~!~.~2~@~istser~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 11:58 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc l?aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

nuhu yaqub           @yahoo.com:q ar alxtnllah@nsaxt£ot,g 

[asc facul~] Nuhu Yacub Ca~rolina Seminm March 3 

Carolina Seminar 
Dr. Nuhu Yaqub 

Values Education and Governance in Nigeria: How Would the Comltry Get the Right Balance? 
Thursday, March 3, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Fedex G|ob’,fl Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-Ctl 
Dr. Nuhu Yaqub, Fulbright Scholar in Residence at Wake Forest University will address values education and governance in Nigeria. This talk is pal~t of the Carolina 
Seminar in Afiican Ecology and Socia] Proces~s. This working gronp is comprised of Triangle m’ea t~culty m~d graduate students. Each month’s meeting is an intbrmal 
gathem~g tbr sharing new re,arch a~d discussing contemporary issnes in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open "to all area facnl~ and graduate students in any di~ipline. 

Free Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.edu for more infom~alion. 

Associate Dii~>stor, African Studies Centei~ 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Cente~, CB#7582 

3027 F}lEx Global Eduoation Cen~ei~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebmaD’ 22, 2011 1:21 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

This Wednesday on The Global Music Show t}atures David Garcia and Nelson Delgado 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, February 21, 2011 5:28 PM 
To; UNC Area Studies 
Subject: [areastudies] This Wednesday on The Global Music Show: 
On this month’s edition of The Global ~vl~sic Show, WXYC DJ Rober~ V~lliams and special guests David Gamia (UNC Assistant Professor in the Degaltmenl or" Music), 

presen~ "Charanga Carolina and Orquesta GarDel: Making Salsa and T~mba Music 
the Tr~angleY Tune in at 9 PM to hear a selection d recordings from both of these ensernNes. 89.3 FM / ~_¢_,9_[~ to stream, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 2:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice I~| <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Munk-Gordon Speaker Series: Canada’s Arctic Policy and the Narrowing of Human Security 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

I’~/View,as x 7id = 257~ 7 :t &eL= 288679575.&(±z= 4a 8990 

The Wal~er ~m~l Du~ac~m Gor~lon Four,clarion in association with the Cm~ada Centre for 
Glob~2l Securi~ Studies at the ~i~?:~g~}A.~.5~!~!=~[.~.[.r3~i~£~ invites you to a presentation by 

Wilfl-id Greaves titled: 

For ~’]lom, From V~]lat? Canada’s Arctic Policy and the Narrowing of Human Securi~ 

The broad concept of human security- offers a revolutionary approach to the theory and practice 

of ’secnrity-’ in the post-Cold War world. Since its inception in the 1990s. humma securi~’ has 

become incorporated into Canadian foreign and security policy. In fact, Cmaada is widely 

credited as a human securiU pioneer for having propagated a uniquely °Cm~adian approach’ to 

hum~ securi~, in globaJ politics. 

However, rather thaaa tbcusing on the socio-economic ditnensions of well-being inherent to 

broad understandings oflrama~ security, the Canadian approach is dislinguished by a focus on 

prevention of violence as the definitive condition oflmman securib’. Tiffs privileged focus on 

violent threats has allowed Canadim~ policy to retain a principal emphasis on the use of military 

force as the central means of p~otecting humm~ securily. This narrow approach thus disciplines 

the radical reconceptualization of secnriiy that lies at the heart of the broader human securiU 

project. 

Canada’s naxrow approach to hnman security is particularly relevant to contemporau policy 

discussions because of current debates regaxding the Canadian Arctic. Climate cha~ge m~d other 

enviro~maental ch~mges are catalyT, ing a range ofh~ards to human security, broadly conceived, 

across the circumpolar North. Physical changes such as increased lake temperatures; thawing 

pem~afrost; stress on the size, health, aaad migrato~ patterns of pla~t a~d anitnal populations; and 

the melting of glaciers and sea ice all have serious current a~d future implications for the lives, 

lifes~’les, and overall well-being of no~lhern Canadians. 

As a result of Canada’s narrow view of hnman securiU, however, current government secnrity 

policy in the North focuses overwhelmingly upon militau defence to conventional securiU 

threats. As such, not only does cnrrent Canadian ’securiU’ policy fail to reflect the emancipatory 

potential of the original broad concept of human security-, it sus~ins the militarization oftbe 

Arctic and reflects the dominance of southern C~madian strategic priorities over the human 

security’ concerns of the people who live in the North. 

Wilfrid Greaves is a PhD candidate in the Department of Political Science at the University of 

Toronto. His research examines humm~ security m~d environmental change, particularly in the 

Canadian Arctic, and some of his recent work has been published in The Pearson Papers and 

through the Centre for Foreign Policy Studies (forthcoming 2011). A graduate of the UniversiU 

of Calgar! and Bishop’s UniversiU, his other research interesls include security theo .ry~ Canadiaaa 

foreign policy-, multilateral peacebuilding, and the international mission in Afghanistan. 

V~hat: For Whom, From What? Canada’s Arctic Policy and the Narrowing ofHumm~ Securi~’ 

V~hen: Thursday, March 3, 2011 at l:00-2:30pm 

Where: Munk School of Global Affairs, UniversiU of Toronto 

1 Devonshire Place, Room 108 North 



Toronto - Just East of St. George Street 

To RSVP online, please ~!_i_~!L__h_Kr___e_. 

For addilional infom~ation please contact Ryan Dean at rZ{g~.~?~i2~2!~c.!.gj~.~..:t?~ 

We look forward to seeing you on March 3. 

Sincerely, 

The Gordon Foundation Team. 

Waiter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 

11 Church Street, Suite 400 
Toronto, Ontario 

M5E 1W1 

Canada 

This email was created and de, livered using 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stevie <slarson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 2:24 PM 

Social Movemen’ts Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] readings t~r ne~ week’s SMWG meel~ng 

James - The Dead Zone.pdf; MitchellSnyder - Disability as Mullimde.pdf; Shepm~t - DIY Politics m~d Queer Activism.doc 

Hello eye,zone, 

As promised, attached are the readings for the SNf\VG meeting on February 
28th We wanted to keep the reading load on the lighter end so that 
everyone has a chance to get through them all. 

James, J. (Stammer 2009) "The Dead Zone: Stumbling at the Crossroads of 
Par~z Politics, Genocide, arid Postracial Racism." South Atlantic Quarterly 
108:3; pp 459-81 
Mitchell, D & Snyder, S. (2010). "Disability as Multitude: Re-working 
Non-productive Labor Power" Journal of Literary & Cultural Disability 
Studies 4:2; pp. 179-93. 
Shepard, B (2010). "DIY Politics and Queer Activism" In Uses of a 
Whirlwind: Movement, Movements, and Contemporary Radical Currents in the 
United States, Team Colors Collective (eds) (2010). Oakland: AK Press. 
(sorry - no PD}:) 

We may have a few additional readings to distribute at the meeting, but 
these three essays are plenty rich enough for starting a good discussion. 

See you then! 

Stevie Larson 
R ny ster Societ’5’ of Fellows 
Department of Geography 
l.Jniversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email unc edu To unsubscribe send a blank emai[ to leave-28745139-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



Joy James 

The Dead Zone: Stumbling at the Crossroads of- 

Party Politics, Genocide, and Postracial Racism 

In traditional African thought, there is no concept of 

history moving forward towards a future climax .... the 

future does not exist beyond a few months, the future 

cannot be expected to usher in a golden age, or a radi- 

cally different state of affhirs. 

-John Mbiti, African Religions and Phi!osophies 

The further the Negro gets from his historical anteced- 

ents in time, the more tenuous become his concep- 

tual ties, the emptier his social connections, the more 

superficial his visions. His one great and present hope 

is to know and understand his African-American reali- 

ties in the United States more profoundly. Failing that, 

and failing to create a new synthesis in history and the 

humanities, and a new social theory, he will suffer the 

historical fate of intellectual subterfuge. 

--Harold Cruise, quoted in James Turner, "Africana 

Studies and Epistemology" 

All the women are white, all the blacks are men, but 

some of us are brave. 

--Gloria T. Hull, Patricia Bell-Scott, and Barbara 

Smith, All the Women Are White, All the Blac!~s Are Men, 

but Some of us Are Brave: Blacl¢ Women’s Studies 

South Atlantic Quarterly ~o8:3, Summer 2009 

Do~ ~o.~z~5/oo382876-zoog-oo3 © 2009 Duke University Press 



46o Joy James 

Introduction: At the Crossroads, Charging Genocide 

The genocide of Darfur shames the conscience of us 

all. 

--Barack Obama, Berlin, July 24, 2008 

A critique of political thinking in Africana thought brings us to a cross- 

roads. At this intersection, passing trajectories meet. Moving in oppo- 

site directions, they send contradictory messages concerning democracy, 

racism, and political violence. 

One trajectory pursues the accomplishments of Afficana intellectual, 

artistic, economic, and political elites. That trajectory culminates in the 

campaign of Barack Obama--the first black presidential candidate in a 

major U.S. party and the first black president-elect since the fbunding of 

this slave nation turned Paltering empire. The other trajectory tracks the 

misery of the local and global black masses. It also traces minority group 

repression by global capitalism, as well as the potential and real possibilities 

of racial genocide in democracies through state violence and neglect. The 

intersection of these two diverging lines produces a conceptual dead zone,1 

one that is marked by the absence of analysis engaging antiblack racism 

and genocide in Western democracies and the resilience of elite thinkers to 

disavow such analyses. Even though it holds the challenges of transforma- 

tive thought and action, this arena is dead to conventional thought because 

the nexus at which black achievement meets black genocide appears as 

a conceptual void. Thus it is avoided. In Western democracies, rarely are 

"black achievement" (e.g., the Obama campaign and election) and "black 

genocide" (e.g., the racially fashioned prison industry and foster care sys- 

tem) discussed in the same breath. This essay explores issues at the edge of 

conventional thought in order to expand critical thinking. 

William Patterson and the Civil Rights Congress’s I95I petition to the 

United Nations, We Charge Genocide, is notable for drawing international 

attention to crimes against African Americans such as mob lynchings and 

police brutality, economic exploitation and electoral theft, and substan- 

dard schooling, housing, and medical care." Yet We Charge Genocide offers 

neither a discussion of the political and economic achievements of black 

Americans, nor a discussion of how black elites, like their white counter- 

parts and mainstream America, may either oppose or ignore (and thereby 

be complicit in) antiblack genocide.3 Nor does the document mention 

"autogenocide" or violence internal to black communities (in fact, its sex- 
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ism and misogyny prevent it from doing so).4 From its progressive, radical 

standpoint, it is incapable of theorizing the nexus, the convergence, and 

then the separation of black elites and the disposable dispossessed. 

National and international Africana elites occupy influential posts in pres- 

tigious universities and colleges (whose billion-dollar endowments rival the 

gross national product of some nations). Yet even within these halls of secu- 

rity, or perhaps because of them, our critiques of state violence are rare. 

Often we criticize the policies of political parties or leaders. Also criticized 

are sectors ostracized in civil society such as the poor, unwed mothers, 

absentee f~thers, prisoners, and criminals. Clearly, black achievement and 

pathology or victimization routinely commingle in political thought. For 

instance, black liberals or radicals note the role of legislation and punitive 

policies in tile disruption or amelioration of collective black life and well- 

being. Black conservatives and neoconservatives highlight moral failings 

on the part of individual blacks and generalize a collective social pathology; 

they view these as the consequences of a black proclivity toward entitle- 

ment, immorality-, and (sexual) predation. (Supposedly, these are traits that 

only black conservatives or neoliberals have managed to escape;5 black con- 

servatives offer few opportunities to dissect and depart from white conser- 

vatives, as their unoriginal parallel racial views dictate that blacks mirror 

neoconservative whites.) 

Since the postbellum origins of the "talented tenth," elites have dispro- 

portionately shaped Africana thought and have offered themselves as role 

models dispensing cautionary, constructive, or caustic advice and guidance 

to impoverished, "dysfunctional," or criminal(ized) blacks. Historically in 

Africana thought, black achievers disseminate commentary critical or sup- 

portive of black underachievers, citing reasons for their and our failings. 

Rarely do tile criticisms by nonelites of the affluent influence a nation. 

Equally rare are radical or structural critiques that enter conventional 

thought and speech. More often, state perfbrmance of racial neutrality is 
scrutinized, and claims for racial diversity that overshadow calls tbr racial 

equality are rejected as coherent radical critique that leads to sustained 

resistance. The dead zone has a gravitational pull that slows down radical 

critiques just as it slows down time. Thus "change that we can believe in" 

is presumed to come disproportionately from elites who have no struc- 

tural critiques of capitalism, white supremacy, or heteronormative patri- 

archy, nor any time line on which to chart struggles against the predatory 

structures. 



Consider that few traditional media outlets have labeled the invasion and 

occupation of Iraq as "racist." That discussion of racial predation in foreign 

policy was virtually dead in the fall 2oo8 U.S. presidential debates between 

Republican contender John McCain and his Democratic rival. Theoretically, 

McCain could still garner white votes if he were to introduce the American 

citizenry to general racism and the specific anti-Arab and anti-Muslim ani- 

mus embedded in U.S. foreign policy--a surreal scenario, given this par- 

ticular candidate and the attack campaign he chose to run with Sarah Palin. 

Candidate Obama could give a stirring speech on the topic and, likely, sub- 

sequently slide down and out of the polls into political retirement. How 

he deploys his moral authority as president remains to be seen--although 

Obama’s silence during the December 2008 Israeli invasion of Gaza that 

left thirteen hundred dead registers as a moral absence. 

Consider the public’s response to Reverend Jeremiah Wright’s severe 

denunciations of the United States. First from his pulpit and later f?om 

a media podium, Obama’s former pastor derided no particular policy or 

official but an entire nation and its state apparatuses. Before his coerced 

retirement, Wright served as a marine and then in the medical corps for 

President Lyndon Johnson and later as reverend of one of Chicago’s most 

influential (celebrity) churches that addressed black poverty. Wright may 

be one example where black achievement intersects with black misery and 

genocide to produce an analysis from the dead zone. Obama’s denuncia- 

tions of Wright--without addressing the valid content in his diatribes-- 

exemplify how to avoid being dragged down into a zone in confrontation 

with white supremacy. 

Traditional media and pundits are more outraged by the assertion ofU. S. 

racism culminating in genocide than by the terrifying loss of and damage to 

(civilian) lif~. What infuriates the mainstream is the attribution of genocide 

to their democracy. Millions such as McCain and Palin’s "pro-Americans" 

reject criticisms that their democratic support--through representatives, 

deregulation of human rights, xenophobia, and ignorance--fbsters racial 

genocide. Despite the official lies about Iraqi weapons of mass destruc- 

tion, no one will be impeached or forced to resign from office. Add to this 

outrage the destruction of Iraq’s infrastructure, the death and maiming of 

nearly-one million people, and the displacement of millions more as inter- 

nal and external refugees. Mainstream Americans can forgive a wealthy, 

conservative white man for condemning this practice but will curse a black 

man and deride his party for its audacity to condemn U.S. human rights 

violations. 
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The party spokesperson must have no historical antecedents rooted in 

racial repression to remind a state of its foundation in white supremacy. 

There must be no context that points to a larger systemic crisis in humanity, 

no dead zone to drag the nation into a place where its certainty in itself 

as "exceptional" might collapse alongside its idealized identity. Not being 

McCain but instead a carrier of racially fashioned historical antecedents 

such as enslavement and antiblack genocide, Obama by necessity engages 

in "intellectual subterfuge": speak in generalities, announce the ideological 

conflicts that led to a cultural crisis as over, and posit new challenges to 

be collectively met by a nation that has not relinquished racial supremacy 

or imperial yearning. With the historical antecedents of the conqueror, 

McCain will never charge the United States with racial genocide. With the 

historical antecedents of the conquered and as the ultimate symbol of black 

achievement, Obama will never charge the United States with genocide. 

Such rhetoric would end his political lit~. And, many would argue, what 

would be the point? If the dead zone appears to share the traits of the twi- 

light zone, then this indeed would be a futile, politically suicidal gesture. If, 

however, this speech act stimulated us to think critically and politically in a 

world marked by violence and deception, then this could work as a precon- 

dition for an imaginable future. But if the pragmatic present constitutes the 

realistic future, why bother to dream outside the framework of American 

fantasy? 

Of course, political leaders, their parties, voters, the opposition, and 

nonvoters discuss genocide. That painful topic is also studied and debated 

in Africana thought, academia, media, and policy forums. Yet the topic of 

genocide is usually restricted to foreign policies and foreign countries or 

past histories from which we have evolved. When it comes to contempo- 

rary expressions of repression, histories are forgotten or curtailed, while 

the current context is vaguely rendered. For example, in the United States, 

calls for reparations to offset enslavement and apartheid are thought of as 

revisiting the past and as "divisive" and "counterproductive" to "going tbr- 

ward." Those who tbrget that past centuries of enslavement and colonialism 

shape contemporary Af~icana crises reject Harold Cruise while embracing 

John Mbiti: when it comes to black disenfranchisement and exploitation, 

only the present day (villain) matters. 

Among nonvictims, genocide is an inflammatory subject because there 

is no ideological or moral justification for the continuance of a state that 

countenances genocide. The citizenry complicit in it is considered to be 

aberrant to the civilized world. The charge of genocide is the touchstone for 
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allegiance or rebellion. A genocidal state is not only immoral and unlawful, 

but it has regressed to savagery. According to international law and the U.S. 

Constitution, it must be disciplined and restored to the "rule of law." 

Few speak of U.S. policies as genocidal because the dominant tendency 

is to analyze national policies as the byproduct of specific administrations 

or political parties not as the consequence of a state apparatus built on 

and seeped in racial animus. In the land of the First Amendment, one is 

free to argue that, irrespective of the political party, the state manifests 

an antiblack (or anti-indigenous) animus that promotes premature social 

and physical death for its most marginalized peoples. However, in a land 

in which (neo)liberalism and (neo)conservatism dominate intellectual 
thought, that argument opens one up to being caricatured as paranoid or 

a buffoon--a Jeremiah Wright with tbotnotes. The trajectories in Afficana 

thought are clearly delineated as they intersect and clash, and are repudi- 

ated as they take leave of each other. Prominent Africana writers such as 

Orlando Patterson and William Julius Wilson embody black achievement 

and shoulder a discourse that normalizes and validates the state by ignor- 

ing the context and its murderous excesses. One can critique legislation, 

party politics, and elected leaders and the legislative promises or debacles 

they sponsor without ever uttering the incendiary word genocide.6 Harvard 

scholars have published tracts on the word nigger, tracing the etymology 

and reflecting on emotional connotations. Yet genocide, which has a much 

more fearful impact on national consciousness and material well-being, is 

less rigorously analyzed as part of the black condition. 

If you don’t name it and shun the language, then you veil the phe- 

nomenon. What is also obscured is state violence, as conventional lan- 

guage maintains that only dictatorships, not democracies, practice racial 

genocide. Convention assumes that electoral democracies have a tSilsafe 

mechanism--an enlightened and empowered citizenry--that prevents 

their participation (except as liberators) in genocidal practices. It is thus not 

surprising that those most targeted by historical and contemporary state 

excesses are those most likely to crash into its apparatuses: racially f~sh- 

ioned policing and the prison industrial complex, homelessness, substan- 

dard schools and housing, foster care for children marred by indifference, 

inadequate oversight and resources, the poverty draft into an immoral war, 

and "shoot-to-kill" edicts for (black) survivors of New Orleans’s substan- 
dard levees designed by the Army Corps of Engineers.7 It’s no wonder that 

some stumble at the intersection where elites undertheorize contradictory 
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conditions marked by class and opportunity (or opportunism, more prop- 

erly phrased) as they are carried offby the trajectory of black achievement 

and greater America’s expanding embrace. 

In the United States, we are routinely asked to fall and genuflect at the 

crossroads: to acknowledge the positive in U.S. and global "race relations" 
without dwelling on the negative--the continuance of racial repression 

and disenfranchisement. But 9.oo8 is the first time that we may likely 

(in)voluntarily stumble from our own frustrated desires and longings. For 

the ascendancy of a liberal black to the U.S. presidency must mean some- 

thing protbund, if democracy’s future is to cuhninate in a "golden age" and 

blackness is to have a place at tile table. If antiblack genocide remains a 

feature of that utopian democracy, tile profbund becomes profbundly dis- 

appointing--although, of course, not tbr everyone in a democratic state. 

Racial genocide has been a historical fixture in Western democracies as 

citizens amassed existential wealth (white privileges) and material wealth 

(capital and militarism) through antiblack policies. But those realities tend 

to be muted in public discourse, where blacks and other people of color are 

invited to sit at the table of accumulation as national and global narratives 

note progress. 
Before the Democratic National Convention in August 9.oo8 that would 

officially name him the Democratic standard-bearer for president, Obama 

engaged in a whirlwind campaign tour. His speech on July 9.4, delivered 

in Berlin, was historic and moving, and it drew a multiracial mass of two 

hundred thousand. Obama charged those gathered and viewers around the 

world to build a global "more perfect union" (reprising his March speech 

in Philadelphia on race, in which he "cleaned up" his political gaffe about 

white bigotry and antiblack voters). The presidential candidate repeatedly 

challenged witnesses to act on behalf of humanity’s needs and political 

agency: "Will we stand fbr the human rights of the dissident in Burma, 

tile blogger in Iran, or the voter in Zimbabwe? Will we give meaning to 

tile words ’never again’ in Darfur?"80bama also ret~renced the site at 

which he delivered his address as a historical context that pointed toward 

tile challenges of the future, the wall dividing east and west, the signifi- 

cance of reconciliation and reconstruction (among the Germans, within the 

former Soviet bloc, and within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and 

between the North and the South). 
Given the targeted audience "globally" and in the United States--the 

Obama campaign toured Europe and the Middle East, not Africa, Latin 



America, and the Caribbeang--implicit in his address was the defining 

metaphor of World War II, the "last good war." The Obama speech ref- 

erenced the camps and contemporary genocide. Germany, of course, is 

synonymous with genocide. Yet there was a broader context that remained 

unexplored. With the exceptions of its world wars, Nazism, and Stalin- 

ism, European imperial powers have played out their genocidal intent on 

the geographies they colonized and racially fashioned. The genocides that 

resulted were distilled into World War II and Nazi Germany. Those crimes 

against humanity led to the UN convention banning genocide: 

In the present Convention, genocide means any of the tbllowing acts 

committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethni- 

cal, racial or religious group, as such: 

(a) Killing members of the group; 

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the 

group; 
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated 

to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; 

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the 

group; 
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group)° 

Proving "intent" is the challenge. Antidiscrimination cases are difficult for 

plaintiffs to win because they must prove intent, that is, that the violator 

intentionally discriminated against you because of gender, race, sexuality, 

or religion. This takes place in a legal framework. One must prove motive, 

even though the end result should be determinative. Noting that not only 

blacks are harmed by antiblack genocide, Jo~o H. Costa Vargas argues in 

Never Meant to Survive: Genocide and Utopias in Black Diaspora Communities 

tbr a radical critique: 

The ongoing marginalization and premature, preventable death of 

disproportionate numbers of Black persons in the African Diaspora 

create the very conditions tbr the revolutionary transformation of our 

societies. Anti-Black genocide generates the imperatives of liberation 

and revolution. We either begin to address, redress, and do away with 

what make possible the multiple facets of anti-Black genocide, or We 

succumb to the dehumanizing values that produce and become repro- 
duced by the systematic and persistent disregard for the lives of Afro- 

descended individuals and their communities.~ 
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Because it is not the consequences that are punished but the intent to harm, 

the burden of proof is placed on the victimsJ2 

President Ronald Reagan signed and enacted the genocide treaty in 1988 

(after it was amended by the U.S. Senate allegedly in order to restrict its 

usage by Native American and African American human rights advocates). 

Genocide is still considered to be a phenomenon practiced by uncivilized, 

rogue states (i.e., non-Western democracies); it is rarely thought of as 

applicable to the United States. Seeking its "golden age," the "postracial" 

America13 obscures repressive realities; thus, it mutes and deflects a gen- 

eral awareness of the full impact of racism on the lives of people. Sever U.S. 

racism t?om its logical conclusion--genocide--and matters become even 

more confusing and sadly satirical.~4 

Electing a Black President in Postracial America 

The anticipatory moment of relishing the "defeat" of racism through a U.S. 

presidential election (followed globally, given U.S. imperial ambitions) ren- 

ders Barack Obama the iconic harbinger of a hopeful future. White candi- 

dates making the same antiwar speeches have not amassed multiethnic 

followings throughout the world. Yet, Obama delivers a mixed message, 

shaped by either racial codes or racial indifference. In a 2oo8 speech seek- 

ing to shore up a primary victory over his Democratic rival Hillary Clinton, 

he said, "We are the party of [Thomas] Jefferson."~ With his mixed-race 

child-mistress and enslaved progeny bastards at home and rabid antiblack 

policies in the nation’s capital and abroad, President Jefferson teeters. 

Despite his insistence in Notes on the State of Virginia that blacks are bio- 

logically inferior and unfit for democracy (while Native Americans are only 

culturally inferior and, hence, with proper training could be potential citi- 

zens), his political DNA has established a black legacyJ6 With a mixed- 

race "bastardized" heritage and Ivy League education, Obama stands firm: 

knowing Jefferson’s racial pathologies, he avoids denouncing them by exit- 

ing the dead zone to embrace (presumably without satire) the founding 

fhther and his followers. 

It is unclear how the twenty-first century’s new multicultural legacy will 

distance itself from Jefferson’s eighteenth-century genocidal politics since 

multiculturalism refuses to name them. Is the Jeffersonian legacy of racial 

domination amid racial commingling failing, or is it our legacy of radical 

antiracist resistance that falters? If the state has relinquished its genoci- 
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dal policies, then blacks should logically support it, since it promises the 

"future" golden age of freedom from material want, fear, and repression. 

If the state continues to practice antiblack racism, then what is logical, as 

opposed to self-serving, in support of it, and what is the moral relevancy 

of Africana thought that avoids this crisis? Multicultural white supremacy 

can transform electionworthy blacks into Jefferson’s romanticized "Native 

Americans"--the ideal non-European politically" conditioned to further the 

interests of white elites. If this is the case, we’ve come full circle, despite 

the specifics of policy proposals to bring about change. The Jeffersonian 

ideological t~rvor and mandate f6r superior and inferior races are unchal- 

lenged while progressive legislation is put forward by multiracial liberal 

candidates. "Civil rights" becomes the conceptual t~amework and lingua 

franca ~br redressing wrongs. It is a linguistic taboo to name racial geno- 

cide; of course, if you cannot speak it, you cannot abolish it--this, the most 

extreme, logical expression of racial repression. Progressive legislation is 

important, of course. But how can it be sustained if it refuses to articulate 

context, to point to the crossroads and its dead zone that we repeatedly 

revisit? Civil rights, as opposed to human rights or antiracist legislation, 

can be whittled away by successive administrations because the default 

mechanism of white supremacy remains in place. How is such legislation, 

or its promissory note, a "postracial" America, sustainable if the general 

consciousness of the citizenry refuses and fails to comprehend antiracist 

struggles? 

Electioneering rather than sustainability is the driving force in party 

politics. During the 2oo8 Democratic primaries, both Clinton and Obama 

supported liberal agendas protecting "minority" interests. Their campaign 

Web sites are studies in the use of language to channel political literacy 

while garnering votes. Clinton offered no rubric for "civil rights" under her 

"Issues" icon, although there was a category for women. Under the subject 

of strengthening democracy, her Web site requested that people submit 

online ~brms to her "voter protection team" if they had "seen or heard of 

any issues with voting or people trying to keep others from voting." The site 

was also in Spanish.17 In turn, on his Web site under "Issues," Obama has 

a civil rights category. His progressive agenda included acts to strengthen 

civil rights enforcement, criminalize job discrimination, expand the scope 

of hate crimes statutes, end deceptive voting practices, end racial profiling, 

reduce crime recidivism by providing "ex-offender" support, eliminate sen- 

tencing disparities, and expand the use of drug courts.~ Obama’s hope for 
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reconciliation of various social sectors into a functional democracy, a more 

perfect union, resides in some part in the ability to revive the cM1 rights 

project, or at least its symbolism, in which "content of character" rather 

than "color of skin" measures civic virtue. In a September 28, 2oo7, speech 

in Washington, D.C., at the historically black Howard University, Obama 

introduced his "Plan to Strengthen Civil Rights": 

The teenagers and college students who left their homes to march 

in the streets of Birmingham and Montgomery; the mothers who 

walked instead of taking the bus after a long day of doing somebody 

else’s laundry and cleaning somebody else’s kitchen--they didn’t 

brave fire hoses and billy clubs so that their grandchildren and their 

great-grandchildren would still wonder at the beginning of the twenty- 

first century whether their vote would be counted; whether their civil 

rights would be protected by their government; whether justice would 

be equal and opportunity would be theirs .... We have more work 

tO do.19 

The candidate evokes the movement, the trauma, the sacrifice, and the com- 

mitments to justice. Then he calls for more: vote.2° Because Obama is the 

solution. Do not simply "vote" in the civil rights abstract--vote for him. The 

work to be done follows only those avenues delineated within legal strate- 

gies: no protests, civil disobedience, or lawbreaking in their various social 

and political forms. The campaign defines the "problem" to be overcome as 

a litany of injustices,21 which in the absence of specific language can hardly 

be considered by the general public to be traceable to white supremacy or 

predatory capitalism. Social problems and injustices were delineated by 

the campaign, and promises were made to solve those problems.22 Again, 

no context was given about how racism and disenfranchisement became 

structural components of our collective past, present, and future lives, and 

no mention was made of Cruise’s "historical antecedents." If mainstream, 

traditional (white) voters desired antecedents and context, then these would 
have been provided in order to garner their votes. But to provide antiracist 

discourse in the absence of an expressed desire for it or in the i~ace of strong 

antipathy toward it would have effectively killed the presidential campaign 

of the first major party black candidate. Winners stay out of the dead zone 

so that they do not falter or fail with the majority. Losers are another story. 

Of course, the victims of genocide, such as communities in the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo, stiffer the greatest losses. 
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Continuing to confront the role of racial repression in genocide becomes 

more complicated with the political desire and emerging language for a 

"postracial" America. Of course, this penultimate golden age can also be 

racist. Postracial is not antiracist; rather, it is a desire to be perceived as 

nonracist, to not be flawed by moral and political failings. Postracial is 

supposedly a reference for being beyond antiblack racism and beyond 

"black racism" (given the lack of institutional power that blacks hold over 

whites and nonblacks, "black racism" is more accurately defined as chau- 

vinism). Postracial is not synonymous with postwhite supremacy. White- 

ness retains its hegemonic normativity. The ability to decide to "go beyond 

race," which in conventional language is not leaving whiteness behind but 

leaving behind a blackness repressed by whiteness, is a power that most 

nonwhites do not wield. Those elite blacks who decide that discussions of 

white supremacy are anachronistic derive their authoritative voice t}om the 

institutional power of white patronage; they have no independence outside 

of that context to issue such a call, for it is not borne out in public or social 

policy or practice.23 

The postracial politics of the 2oo8 campaign was shaped in part by the 

successes of the civil rights movement. During Clinton’s and Obama’s 

iockeying in the 2oo8 Democratic primaries, Reverend Martin Luther 

King Jr. remained the premier symbol for a successful national transition 

toward a postapartheid state now understood to be "postracialist." As Clin- 

ton and Obama sparred, each claimed to be the heir to King’s legacy and 

their opponent to be a poser. Invoking (inter)national transformation of 

race relations, which they interpreted as based in elected officials or "grass- 

roots" organizations, neither referenced civil disobedience and uncivil and 

criminal acts against apartheid and discrimination. Their observances sug- 

gested the evolutionary movement toward a final destination, marked by 

the progress from the apartheid and Jim Crow eras that preceded the activ- 

ism for black and Af?icana studies in the i96os and the electoral clout that 

has helped to create Barack Obama. 

The racial-sexual constructs put forward in the postmovement era 

acknowledge an entrenched black and Africana presence, but one bound 

by its entertainment value to whites. In a February 21, 2008, V¢~ll Street 

Journal op-ed, Daniel Henninger writes, "The Democratic Party is under- 

going the greatest seismic shift since Bill Clinton came out of Arkansas 

in ~992."24 Henninger lists the names and ages of male black Democratic 

politicians that he views as "cut more or less from the same mold": Illinois 
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Senator Barack Obama; Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick; Newark 

Mayor Cory Booker; Washington, D.C., Mayor Adrian Fenty; and Harold 

Ford It., a Tennessee politician. In a bipartisan spirit, Henninger also lists 

prominent black Republicans: former Maryland Lieutenant Governor 

Michael Steele and former Oklahoma Congressman ]. C. Watts complete 

his list. 

These leaders follow in the wake of the "postracial" politics that Hen- 

ninger dates to The Cosby Show and its fictive heteronormative upper-class 

family.2~ The all-American black Huxtables supposedly ushered in the 

"postracial" politics that mark our present-day encounters. President Rea- 

gan also cited the popularity of the show with whites as indicating that the 

civil rights movement was no longer needed. Henninger, a Clinton sup- 

porter, seems to applaud Obama, and his cohort group, as having moved 

blackness out of the "other" category of pathology and racial resentment. 

He writes: "Right now, Barack Obama is the most t?mous symbolic man in 

America, and in one area of the nation’s life where symbolism still matters. 

Is this enough to make someone president? No."26 The piece concludes 

by suggesting the true heirs of the King legacy: "Barack Obama may be 

taking his country to a new place on racial politics. His party’s politics 

looks like a higher mountain."27 For Henninger, the Democratic Party was 

synonymous with its (then-)dominant leadership, the Clintons. Barack and 

Michelle Obama, as a high-powered, highly successful American family 

who "worked" for their wealth while placing their children’s needs as cen- 

tral, are likely to be considered the "new" Huxtables by some Americans. 

That appeal could help to derail old party politics?8 

One hundred eighty degrees removed from the Wall Street Journal is the 

Black Agenda Report (BAR). The journal’s managing editor, Bruce Dixon, 

writes in the February 2o-26, 2oo8, issue: "In this year of symbolic opti- 

mism, when a Black man is a leading contender in the presidential race, as 

well as being a leading recipient of contributions ~?om Wall Street, from big 

insurance and from military contractors, the need to measure and describe 

life as it is actually lived by millions of African Americans has never been 

greater."~9 Dixon rei~rences the economy and racially driven policing and 

incarceration as they reflect the most impoverished sectors (again a 1So- 

degree turn from blackness or racial politics embodied in the fictive Hux- 

tables, the ultimate black achievement narrative): "As recently as 1964, a 

majority of all U.S. prisoners were white men. But since 1988, the year 

Vice President George H. W. Bush rode to the White House stoking white 
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fears with an ad campaign featuring convicted Black killer and rapist Willie 

Horton, the black one-eighth of America’s population has furnished the 

majority of new admissions to its prisons and jails."3° Here, incarceration is 

not an afterthought or footnote but rather the "criminal justice complex" is 

woven into the national political economy and its racial politics. (The Wash- 

ington, D.C.-based Sentencing Project notes that the majority of drug con- 

sumers are white but the majority of those incarcerated are black or Latino 

because of disparities in racial profiling, policing, and sentencing.)31 

The indicator of black well-being and, thus, the meaning of politics are 

measured, in BAR’s estimation, by the most disent?anchised. As a result, 

readers encounter BAR’s continuing criticisms of Obama due to the poli- 

tician’s presentation of racial politics (including his rhetorical embrace of 

Ronald Reagan, a bipartisan move also criticized by Hillary Clinton) and 

his literal embrace of white men, identified by BAR as the most racially 

reactionary and conservative sector of American society. However, BAR 

does not mention that black women are the fastest-growing population 

among the incarcerated and the sector of society most at risk for HIV/ 

AIDS. (When NewsHour’s Gwen Ifill moderated the 2oo4 vice presidential 

debates, she posed questions about black women and HIV/AIDS to both 

Vice President Dick Cheney and Senator John Edwards; both candidates 

were ill-informed on the issue.)32 

The postracial politics of the presidential election, like the postracial poli- 

tics of the academy-, will not be easily tethered to a black liberation agenda. 

"Intellectual subterfuge" might permit us to attempt to peacefully coexist 

with the invisible woman, that is, to continue to profit from her presence 

in labor or service to more dominant sectors. The Huxtables have provided 

a reassuring fictional future that has more attraction than futuristic novel- 

ist and MacArthur Grant recipient Octavia Butler’s damaged and danger- 

ous heroines. The Huxtables posit the lack of imagination on the political 

landscape and so t5cilitate (white) "normalcy" as oppositional to (colored) 

"pathology" projected onto an alien blackness embedded in criminals, radi- 

cals, and anarchist-activists. The political trajectories toward being main- 

streamed suggest the promise of the climax, one that in time will reward 

centuries of struggle, even if the promise might be imaginary. It doesn’t 

matter how brave we are. In the absence of conventional time that works 

for us, it matters only that a community of scholars and activists provides a 

container that holds us as we seek to confront bondage without the promise 

of liberation. What seems most important is our immediate experience to 
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expand moments of possible freedom through interrogation and critique of 

the conceptual, political frameworks that constitute our constructive "past" 

and promised "future" and foster the invisibilities that constitute our blind 

spots. 

Conclusion: The Future of Africana Studies 

Inspired by the multidimensional concept of genocide 

suggested by Patterson and his collaborators in ~95~, 

I [argue] . . . the necessity of coming to terms with 

the deadly, often state- and society-sanctioned, yet sel- 

dom overt contemporary campaigns against peoples 

of African descent. Approached from various angles, 

genocide allows us to understand seemingly disparate 

phenomena as they relate to each other, contributing 

to the continued oppression and death of Black people 

in Africa and its diaspora .... [We require] a heuristic 

framework around which we can not only recognize 

but also combat the multiple forms that anti-Black 

genocide has acquired in late capitalist polities. 

-Jo5o H. Costa Vargas, "Genocide in the African 

Diaspora" 

Remove the knife from the five-year-old’s throat. The 

universe will take care of itself. 

--Kofi Busia, Omega Institute, July 28, zoo8 

In The Black, dacobins, C. L. R. James remarks of historians, "They write so 

well because they see so little."33 What is often unspoken and so unseen is 

the pervasiveness of violence. If genocide is taken off the table for discus- 

sion, then there is no immediacy in the struggle. Here’s the point: time 

does not exist, but genocidal violence does. The golden age is American 

mythology. There is no evolutionary future, only the immediate struggle. 

Resisting violence is a mandate. If our writing suffers because we see more 

than we can articulate, that’s fine. At least we tried. Residing in the dead 

zone, at the nexus where the flight from violence meets the deeper immer- 

sion within it, our only achievernent will be to stop fetishizing achieve- 

ment and romanticizing or condemning dysfunction and despair. The 

crossroads’ dead zone becomes a threshold, a potential site tbr working for 

emancipation. 
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Crossing back and forth over the threshold, thought is freed from a 

prevalent cultural drug, U.S. exceptionalism. Globally exported as the deifi- 

cation of democracy abstracted from context, U.S. exceptionalism is justi- 

fied by some by money and militarism; the more thoughtful point to the 

U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Yet either rationalization posits the 

religious belief that democracy is an evolutionary trek toward freedom.34 

Given the Thirteenth Amendment, the convict lease system, and the mod- 

ern prison industrial complex, the United States has never known democ- 

racy severed from captivity.3s Yet democracy is rarely contextualized within 

systems (e.g., socialism, capitalism, consumerism, or [rnultiracial] white 

supremacy). As a freestanding idealization, it issues its own mandate: his- 

tory must usher in its own golden age. Thus, the training of a truncated 

political imagination begins. U.S. exceptionalism positions party politics 

and the transcendent political leader to overshadow the agency of genoci- 

dal survivors and political resistance. Is there anything more exceptional 

than a nation of white supremacy deigning to elect a black man as its chief 

executive? 

Hence, at the place where black achievement intersects with black geno- 

cide, there is a void that elicits little analytical interest among academic 

achievers. Most ignore the presence of the intersection, looking past the 

void with its supposedly- obscure or muted signals--there are no yellow, 

orange, or red flares to indicate national black security threats--of state vio- 

lence or state-incited genocide in Western democracies. Thinkers see only 

what is intellectually compatible with our paradigms, shaped and filtered 

by the dominant ideologies of the "dominant culture" (the latter phrase 

used by Jeremiah Wright elicited derision within mainstream media).36 

In Africana thought, some ask: how could a black or Africana man ascend 

to the presidency while antiblack racism and genocide flourish? Despite or 

because of George W. Bush’s 2000 presidency as a bequest from the U.S. 

Supreme Court fbllowing t~lon disenfranchisement, racially driven intimi- 

dation at the polls, and faulty voting machinery tbr impoverished neigh- 

borhoods, people more clearly see the process of electing a progressive 

black president in the United States. Most seem befuddled by the process 

through which antiblack racism leads to genocide. In an era in which a black 

man can be elected president in a non-African nation founded on slavery 

and white supremacy, what is the meaning of black genocide embedded in 

domestic and foreign policies, and how might multiracial white supremacy 

mask that meaning? 37 
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American exceptionalism has infikrated Africana thought. This seman- 

tic infiltration shapes a discourse of entitlement. Americans and Afri- 

can Americans, including the newly arrived immigrants from Africa and 

the diaspora, are entitled to a future that appears to look like the future 

that whites sought to craft under capitalism and racism and sexism--the 

"American dream." In a democratic state, the entitled are those (deserving) 

Americans and blacks, whose coronation occurs through the electoral pro- 

cess. John Mbiti could point out that such a concept of time (and space) 

is localized and not universal (quantum physics and Vedanta philosophy 

concur). Harold Cruise could warn that fbr African Americans to forget 

historical antecedents--steeped in genocidal policies implemented by a 

democratic state--would mean essentially the loss of our souls if not our 

minds. But neither of these arguments has much impact on politics in con- 

temporary Africana thought. 

The academy’s neoliberal mandate underscores black and Afficana 

studies as well as other critical studies (ethnic, women and gender, queer, 

community engagement). Afficana thought that circulates as intellectual 

property is largely- produced and disseminated in university or college pro- 

grams and departments, part of the government or corporate sectors, or 

all of the above. Given the endowments of elite colleges and universities, 

Congress has increasingly questioned whether such schools deserve tax- 

exempt status. Of course, state universities are extensions of the govern- 

ment and are regulated as such. Africana studies and thought may function 

as political parties in an academic environment with our own versions of 

the Republican National Committee, the Democratic National Committee, 

and the centrist Democratic Leadership Council, which attempts to emu- 

late the past victories of archconservatives and reactionaries in the Grand 

Old Party. 

Academics embedded in "political parties" (that is, political agents oper- 

ating only within the confines of systems dominated by elites) often do not 

reject achievement or Mbiti’s "concept of history moving fbrward towards 

a future climax." In the absence of an intellectual promise or progress cul- 

minating in tangible liberation, there is no apparent (political) purpose or 

mission statement for Africana thought, outside of gathering more data 

for those dedicated to alleviating suffering, intellectual investigations, or 

"opportunities" and career advancement. Grappling with the issue of black 

genocide outside of a liberal framework is seen as the kiss of death for 

career-minded academics. 



The real and symbolic battles waged during the ~008 primaries have 

spun out symbolic gestures and performances that captivate a global audi- 

ence and inspire loyal followers.3~ Yet how do the loyalists--the new politi- 

cal class--perceive and respond to antiblack genocide in all of its nuanced 

and blatant manifestations? 

Sacrifices and struggles to create, institutionalize, and preserve Afri- 

cana studies would promise, one hopes, a future, stable ground for further 

movement toward liberation. Yet we might be living in a sci-fi novel, one 

in which--as in the works of Butler, whose stumble on a Bay Area curb 

yielded yet another ancestor--we find the convergence of the scientific and 

the imaginative, of the empirical and the theoretical. All have the possibility 

ofIhshioning f?eedom. Resisting party politics and postracial racism, Afri- 

cana thought may (re)invent itself acknowledging a past that cannot be fully 

celebrated, a present that cannot be adequately explained in conventional 

terms, and a future that cannot be fully trusted to promise anything like a 

utopia. Dystopia? As Butler’s work suggests, dystopia is entirely possible. 

Yet in terms of liberation in the pursuit of (re)invention, we shall find that 

it is impossible to adequately contextualize any of this if, as Some of Us 

Are Brave asserts, the invisible woman sitting squarely in the crossroads 

remains unseen.39 

Admittedly, this essay stumbles. The intersection is unlit. The center, 

corners, curbs, and crossing lines are shadowed. In those shadows reside 

presidential party politics and genocidal policies. In full circle, "historical 

antecedents" offer both departure and arrival points as we repeatedly cross 

our own past while projecting a real and imagined future as critical thought 

radically- invents meaningful engagement. 

Notes 

This essay is based on a paper presented at Cornell University on March 4, 2008, and updated 

following the November 4, 2008, election of Barack Obama as president-elect. My thanks to 

Grant Farred for his editorial insight. 

~ These divergent lines intersect out ofnecessity. There is a shared condition of"blackness" 

as alienated and suspect in a white-dominated state and society. The intersection is often 

jarring, for there is no shared ideological narrative or political will to confront this alien- 

ation. I do not assume that the reader agrees that U.S. policies have historically promoted 

racial genocide. Perhaps, as a friend and colleague has observed, only" the "extreme Left" 

would use this terminology. Even the Kerner Commission report on civil rights and civil 

disturbances and riots, a report that would be considered "radical" by today’s political 

norms, did not issue that charge. This failure of recognition could be critiqued as part of 
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the ideology of nationalism or as an expression of genocide itself.’ if it does not exist, then 

we are innocents. 

Elsewhere I have discussed the UN Convention on the Prevention and Elimination 

of Genocide and racial bias in U.S. domestic and foreign policy. See Joy James, Resisting 

State Violence: Radicalism, Gender, and Race in U.S. Culture (Minneapolis: University of 

Minnesota Press, ~996). 

William Patterson, ed., We Charge Genocide: The Historic Petition to the United Nations for 

Reli~£from a Crime of the United States Government against the Negro People (New York: Civil 

Rights Congress, i95i). 

For analyses of conditions that are relevant to the United Nations’ definition of genocide 

against blacks in the United States, see the following: Douglas A. Blackmon, Slavery by 

Another Name: The Re-enslavement of Bla& People in America from the Civil War to World 

War II (New York: Doubleday, 2008); Dorothy E. Roberts, The Shattered Bonds: The Color 

of Child Wdfare (NewYork: Basic Books, zooz); Dylan Rodriguez, Forced Passages: Impris- 

oned Radical Intellectuals and the U.S. Prison Re, me (Minneapolis: University of Minne- 

sota Press, 2006); Jo~o It. Costa Vargas, Never Meant to Survive: Genocide and Utopias 

in Black Diaspora Communities (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2oo8); and 

Harriet A. Washington, Medical Apartheid: The Dark History of Medical Experimentation on 

Black Americans from Colonial Times to the Present (New York: Harlem Moon, zoo8). 

For those who disdain or refuse the term genocide, despite the compatibility of black 

conditions with the standards of the UN Convention on the Prevention and Elimination 

of Genocide, one mu st ask, "What language would you use ?" 

Tragedy fatigue is a term used in zoo6 by a BBC correspondent to refer to black Aboriginal 

men who raped an infant who then had to be stitched together after the assault. The cor- 

respondent coined the term to reference genocidal violence inflicted on the indigenous 

population and the recycling of that violence among the same population generations 

later. No mention was given to the state’s continual violence against Aboriginal Australi- 

ans. Phil Mercer, "Abuse Rife at Aboriginal Camps," BBC, May ~6, zoo6, http://news.bbc 

.co.uk/z/hi/asia-pacific/4984986.stm. 

That Bill and Camille Cosby’s son was murdered in the x99° s while changing a car tire in 

Los Angeles (the killer was an Eastern European immigrant) and that Bill Cosby himself 

has been accused of multiple sexual assaults on women appear to have not penetrated 

the consciousness of television, university, and community hall interviewers or audi- 

ences attending lectures promoting his book coauthored with Alvin Pouissant, Come On, 

People. See William H. Cosby Jr. and Alvin F. Pouissant, Come On, People: On the Path 

from Victims to Victors (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, ZOOT). 

In the postwar era, U.S. presidents and lawmakers have directed the focus on genocide 

onto international enemies, using epithets such as "t {itler," "Stalin," or the "evil empire" 

during the Reagan administration’s cold war with the USSR, and the "axis of evil" under 

the administration of George W. Bush and its battles with North Korea, Iran, and Iraq. 

Pavlovian moves for the electorate cheapen not only memories of historical atrocities but 

contemporary terrors. 

For additional information on these areas of social decline, see South End Press Collec- 

tive, What Lies Beneath: Race, Katrina, and the State of the Nation (Cambridge, MA: South 
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End Press, 2007); Prison Policy Initiative, www.prisonpolicy.org (accessed October 28, 

zoo8); and Dorothy E. Roberts, Shatte!vd Bonds: The Color of Child Welfare (New York: 

Basic Books, zooz). 

8 "Obama’s Speech in Berlin," transcript, New Yorl~ Times, July z4, zooS, www.nytimes 

.com/~oo8/o7iz4ius/politics/~4text-obama.html. See also "Transcript: Barack Obama’s 

Speech on Race," National Public Radio, March 18, 2oo8, www.npr.orgitemplatesistoryi 

story.php?storyld=88478467. 

9 That mainstream news outlets such as the New Yort~ Times found the Republican presi- 

dential candidate’s early tour of Latin America puzzling and anticlimactic reveals how the 

global citizen remains weighted with hierarchies of value. 

United Nations, "Convention on the Prevention and Elimination of Genocide," A/Res26o 

A (III), December 9, 1948; available from www.un.org/Deptsidhliresguideiresins.htm 

(accessed November 7, zoo8). 

II Vargas, Never Meant to Survive, x. 

lZ Amari Sekou, a doctoral student in anthropology at the University of Texas at Austin, 

maintains an e-mail advocacy group for organizing against antiblack genocide, tte also 

heads the student committee of the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement in New York. In 

a July zoo8 message to the advocacy group, Sekou noted the following: given that UN 

documents are fairly inaccessible to people, the naming process of genocide, the evalua- 

tion of the investigation of it, and the adj udication or punishment of it belong largely in 

the hands of non-African elites. In addition, in the U.S. consciousness, genocide seems to 

be the historical property of Europeans as white perpetrators and victims. The question 

becomes how will Africana thought provide clear, simple definitions and examples of 

genocide in terms of a contemporary tragedy, one played out in bourgeois democracies. 

Sekou argues that people believe they need to be validated by the very in stitutions and 

authorities that are destroying them: "The use of the UN definition produces an air of 

officialness." If the language of Africana thought also produces an air of authority, the 

dependency web widens. 

13 Genocide is more clearly seen and more often ad&essed in the African context, even 

if, as in the case of Rwanda, after the fact. In racially fashioned global consciousness, 

Africa depicts a visceral portrait of the trek off the golden path into a hellish quagmire. 

Celebratory democratic moments, such as the presidential elections of Nelson Mandela 

(199z, 1996) and Thabo Mbecki (zooo, zoo4) in South Africa are heralded as great 

achievements. They are; well, at least Mandela’s election was. Despite electoral gains, 

black mass poverty, misery, and violence remain entrenched. Propaganda informs that 

genocide preceded the African National Congress’s entry into government but did not 

follow the ruling party into office. 

14 Following the ethnic cleansing in the former Yugoslavia in the 199° s, the United Nations 

designated rape as a "war crime." In Sudan, rapes of girls, women, and boys and their 

mutilations or branding are part of ethnic cleansing, and this even extends to attacks 

against black Muslims. Africana thought must address "autogenocide," which would 

include domestic violence and the neglect or abuse of children and women. If we expand 

our definition of"political violence" (what some have referred to as "politicide"), we can 

take trauma seriously without personalizing it. Much as Veteran Administration hospi- 
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tals, the federal government, and the military had to lmderstand that soldiers’ posttrau- 

marie stress syndrome was not about their personal (psychological) weakness, theorists 

and activists for political change will have to reconceptualize or frame language. For such 

violence should be understood not merely in terms of personal "weakness" but also in 

terms of political violence against a member of a subordinate group. In economic neglect 

and physical coercion or abuse, children are subordinate to adults, women to men. This is 

all a form of political violence. As such, it is a surrogate of state and corporate genocidal 

violence. 

Africana thought sufficiently politically engaged but also somewhat psychologically 

detached will not be overwhelmed by genocidal violence; that is, paralysis will not result 

from either indifference or despair. Progressive action requires that black people rou- 

tinely confront external and internal genocide without collapsing under the weight of 

indifference, despair, self-abuse, political apathy or defeatism, or anger directed against 

the victims (including self-anger). By expanding the scope for struggle rather than shrink- 

ing it in an attempt to manage crises, the chaotic, 1restructured nature of violence reveals 

itself to a fuller extent. The UN "manages" genocide by having an "acceptable" ~umber of 

dead and displaced before rhetorical intervention is made; military intervention with UN 

peacekeepers, if it happens at all, tends to occur well after the start of violence. Exactly 

how does one quanti~, genocide? If we situate antiblack genocide in the global economy 

of arms trade speculation (China in Africa) and the destruction of global food markets, 

the theft of natural resources and labor, and the expansion of repressive penal industries, 

then we have a presidential policy that encompasses the domestic and foreign arenas. 

"This primary season may not be over, but when it is we will have to remember who we 

are as Democrats, that we are the party of Jefferson and Jackson, of Roosevelt and Ken- 

nedy, and that we are at our best when we lead with principle, when we lead with convic- 

tion, when we summon an entire nation to a common purpose and a higher purpose." 

"Transcript: Senator Obama’s Remarks in N.C.," New Yort~ Times, May 6, 2008, www 

.nytimes.com/zooS/os/o6/us/politics/o6text-obama.html?scp=I&sq=Barack%zo 

Obama%zo%zzWe%zoare%zothe%zoparty%zoof%zoJefferson%zz&st=cse. 

Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia (Washington, DC: Thomas Jefferson 

Memorial Association, 19o5). 

Hillary Clinton Web site, http://clinton.senate.gov/issues/women/ and http://dinton 

.senate.goviissues/civili (accessed November 4, zooS). 

Barack Obama Web site, "Civil Pdghts," http:iiorigin.barackobama.comiissuesicivil_ 

rights (accessed November 6, ~oo8). 

"Remarks of Senator Barack Obama: Howard University Convocation" (speech deliv- 

ered at Howard University, Washington, DC, September 28, zooT), www.barackobama 

.comizoo7io9/~8/remarks of senator_barack_obam_z6.php (accessed November 5, 

zooS). 
If party politics simplify narratives and "reality" is spun for electoral advantage and eco- 

nomic gain, then despite their differences ideologues tow the same party line. Even the 

Republican and Democratic Party elites have more in common than disenfranchised 

groups seeking admittance. The Democratic National Committee’s failure to contest 

voting irregularities in zooo in Florida and in zoo4 in Ohio and a report that one out 
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of seven black votes is routinely thrown out suggest that increasing the voting rolls has 

more to do with increasing (or, for Republicans, decreasing) the electoral advantage of a 

particular party, not the expansion of black rights under white supremacy. 

The following is from Obama;s campaign Web site: 

Pay Inequity Continues: For every $I.oo earned by a man, the average woman 

receives only 77 cents, while African American women only get 67 cents and Lati- 

has receive only 57 cents. 

Hate Crimes on the Rise: The number of hate crimes increased nearly 8 percent 

to 7,7oo incidents in 2oo6. 

Efforts Continue to Suppress the Vote: A recent study discovered numerous orga- 

nized effbrts to intimidate, mislead and suppress minority voters. 

Disparities Continue to Plague [the] Criminal Justice System: African Americans 

and Hispanics are more than twice as likely as whites to be searched, arrested, or 

s ubdued with force when stopped by police. Disparities in drug sentencing laws, like 

the differential treatment of crack as opposed to powder cocaine, are unfair. 

Barack Obama Web site, wwwv.bara&obama.com. 

The following quotes from Obama’s campaign Web site list both problems and 

solutions: 

Strengthen Enforcement of Civil Rights 

Obama will reverse the politicization that has occurred in the Bush Administration’s 

Department of Justice. He will put an end to the ideological litmus tests used to fill 

positions within the CMI Rights DMsion. 

Combat Employment Discrimination 

Obama will work to overturn the Supreme Court’s recent ruling that curtails racial 

minorities’ and women’s ability to challenge pay discrimination. Obama will also 

pass the Fair Pay Act to ensure that women receive equal pay for equal work. 

Expand Hate Crimes Statutes 

Obama will strengthen federal hate crimes legislation and reinvigorate enforcement 

at the Department of Justice’s Criminal Section. 

End Deceptive Voting Practices 

Obama will sign into law his legislation that establishes harsh penalties for those 

who have engaged in voter fraud and provides voters who have been misinformed 

with accurate and full information so they can vote. 

End Racial Profiling 

Obama will ban racial profiling by federal law enforcement agencies and provide 

federal incentives to state and local police departments to prohibit the practice. 

Barack Obama Web site, "Civil Rights." 

The prison and policing systems are prime examples of a nation failing to go beyond race; 

racial and class bias are instrumental in arrests, sentencing, and executions in the United 

States, where the majority of those who commit illegal acts are white but the majority of 

those incarcerated are not. 

Daniel Henninger, "Obama and Race," Wall Street Journal, February zi, zoo8. 
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z5 Ibid. 

z6 Ibid. 

z7 Ibid. 

z8 Michelle Obama’s more moderate and mollified language and the accompanying visual 

images increasingly evoke the more comforting image of the fictive Claire Huxtable, who 

presents the more suitable demeanor of a First Lady, even one who is bla&. Zillah l~isen- 

stein has written extensively on race, feminism, and controversy concerning Michelle 

Obama. See Zillah Eisenstein’s writings online at www.ithaca.eduizillahiproiects.htm 

(accessed October zg, zooS). 

z9 BruceDixon,"AfricanAmerica--Masslncarceration,"Blacl~AgendaReport, Februaryzo- 

z6, zooS. 

30 Ibid. 

31 See the online Sentencing Project reports at www.sentencingproject.org (accessed Octo- 

ber zg, zooS). 

"Text of Cheney-Edwards Debate: Vice President and N.C. Senator Clash in Cleve- 
land," CBS News, October 5, a°°4, w~v~v.cbsnews.c°m/st°ries/z°°4iI°/°5/p°litics/ 

main64757o.shtml. 

33 James, The Bla&jacobins, x. 

34 Just as Christianity materialized as an imperial program, as did Judaism through Israel, 

so, too, have Western or bourgeois democracies emerged as imperialist in the postcolo- 

nial era. 

35 Analyzing the Thirteenth Amendment, which codifies enslavement to the prison indus- 

try, I argue this position at length in "Introduction: Democracy and Captivity," in The 

New Abolitionists: ( N~o)Slave Narratives and Contemporary Prison Writings, ed. Joy James 

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2oo5), xxi-xlii. 

36 Wright’s angry "paranoia" and incivility is viewed by only a few as a radical analysis of 

structural repression in U.S. imperial and racial polices. Wright seemed to sanction the 

9/Ii terrorists by citing United States-sponsored terrorism. His widespread condemna- 

tion in the media failed to reference state violence--the Central Intelligence Agency’s 

assassination-prone practices, the School of the Americas’ training of Central American 

death squad leaders, Iran-Contra scandal revelations of illegal funding for Contras, C IA 

involvement in southern Africa and Latin America in violation of the Bolin Amendment, 

international drug cartels, and covert funding of counterrevolutionary paramilitaries’ tar- 

geting of civilian populations using intimidation and torture. 

37 For a discussion of"multicultural white supremacy," see Rodriguez, Forced Passages; and 

Joy James, "Democracy and Captivity." 

38 During the 2008 primaries, Brown University’s Web site proclaimed that Hillary Clinton 

led Rhode Island in votes. Brown gained national recognition in zooi with the appoint- 

ment of the first black president to head an Ivy" League university. "R.I. Survey: Clinton 

Leads Obama in Democratic Presidential Field," Brown University, September io, 2007, 

http:i/news.brown.eduipressreleasesizooTio9/clinton-leads-obama. 

39 Gloria T. ttull, Patricia Bell-Scott, and Barbara Smith, All the Women Are White, All the 

Blacks Are Men, but Some of Us Are Brave: Black Women’s Studies (New York: Feminist 

Press, iggz). 
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Disability as Multitude 

Re-working Non-Productive Labor Power 

David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder 
Temple University and Independent Scholar 

People with disabilities are often relegated to the status of "non-productive labor power"as 

a key aspect of their social depreciation. Marxist tradition situates potential and unemployable 

workers as members of the"surplus labor force"(those who embody potential labor and 

therefore exert downward pressure on wages and job security), but this designation fails 

to adequately capture those situated essentially outside of Capitalism. While theorists must 

continue to critique the ravages of poverty that result from chronic unemployment, the article 

employs Hardt and Negri’s concept of multitude as a means of imagining alternative value for 

"non-productive bodies" (Empire)--particularly in their ability to form alternative networks of 

existence and resistance to normative relations of consumption, competition, and class conflict. 

Such an active engagement with concepts of corporeality (i.e. the body as active mediator of the 

world rather than passive surface of imprintation) is critical to a more fully politicized realization 

of disability as instrumental to what Spinoza called the"radical potential of true democracy:’ 

Beyond Surplus Labor Power 

One significant contribution of Disability Studies to the field of Cultural Studies 

has been in charting transformations in historical understandings of human 

variation. Whereas the term handicapped marked individual bodies as insuf- 

ficient, disability re-orients critique away from individual malfunction and 

toward interactions of bodies with inadequately adapted environments. Further, 

the term disability also identifies material bodies (the corporeal) ad)usted to 

approximate norms, average capacities, and subjective aesthetic standards. Dis- 
ability moves away from late eighteenth-century ideas of individual incapacity 

(and, ultimately, social Darwinian "unfitness") toward populations that experi- 

ence socially produced exclusions based on sensory, cognitive, and/or bodily 
"typicality:’ In other words, as a result of Disability Studies scholarship and mod- 

ern day disability movements, disabled people have shifted from modernity’s 

exception (a lineage of defect to be isolated and eradicated) to postmodern 

exceptionality (failing bodies resuscitated by an increasingly medicalized state). 

In the latter state, the ontology of disability retrieves a formerly fallen object and 

makes it newly available for cultural rehabilitation. While rehabilitation often 

refers to a productive process of recovery, leading to a return to employmem 

Journal of Literary & Cultural Disability Studies 4.2 (2010), 179-194 © Li ve rpool Unive rsity Press 

ISSN 1757-6458 (print) 1757~6466 (online) doi:10,3828/jlcds.2010.14 
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and the activities of civic life, here the term suggests something less optimal 
yet equally significant. Cultural rehabilitation refers to normalization practices 
through which non-normative (i.e. non-productive) bodies become culturally 
docile. This process accomplishes its task of adjustment through the exercise of 
neo-iiberal power that is both benign and disciplinary. 

Rather than social pariahs, disabled people increasingly represent "research 
opportunities" in the sense that medical sociologist Aihwa Ong means when 
she argues that "treating" ill and disabIed Cambodian refugees in the U.S. 
increasingly "became the justification for state and local clinics to obtain much- 
needed funding from the federal government" (96). Rather than a former era’s 
economic "burden;’ then, disabled people have become objects of care in which 
enormous sectors of post-capitalist service economies are invested. In the terms 
of recent theories of political economy, disability has been transformed into a 
target of neo-liberal intervention strategies. Disabled people, once thrown out 
of the labor system because of their lack of productivity in a competitive labor 
market, now find themselves "at hand for [the] purposes of accumulation at 
a later point in time. Put in the language of contemporary postmodern polit- 
ical theory, we might say that capitalism necessarily and always creates its own 
’other’" (Harvey, 141). The historical production of others situates bodies in a 
position tantamount to un(der)explored geographies: they come to be recog- 
nized as sites for the exercise of the primitive accumulation that fuels capitalism. 

While such developments arrive, inevitably, with their own contradictions, 
they also provide opportunities for re-thinking disability, not only as socially 
but also as materially produced subjectivities. In turn, people with disabilities 
produce their own alternative navigations that provide opportunities for both 
analyzing their further integration within networks of late capitalism (that 
which Michael Hardt calls "affective labor"), and also attendant modes of resist- 
ance to dominant models of consumption, family, sexuality, labor, functionality, 
etc. In other words, this article is an initial foray into ways in which we might 
actively think disability into the picture of the production of social networks, 
forms of community, and biopower. For as Hardt explains, the two orders of 
engagement are not mutually exclusive: 

In the production and reproduction of affects, in those networks of cukure and com- 
munication, collective subjectivities are produced and sociality is produced. Even if 
those subjectivities and that sociality are directly exploitable by capital This is where 
we can realize the enormous potential in affective labor. (Affective Labor) 

We want to begin thinking about new horizons of disability in a multicultural, 
transnational, and post-imperialist world. To apply the prefix post- to these 
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historical movements is not to suggest their "end." Each continues a dynamic 
legacy of exploitation, travesty, and domination that reverberates in the after- 
math of a lengthy period of military and cultural subiugation. However, like 
other dynamos (the term Henry Adams used to represent the cl~urning engine 
of industrial capitalism at the end of the nineteenth century) they must come 
to rest of their own inertia or metamorphose into a new hegemonic amalgam: 
one made of the scraps of the old imperial machine and alternative formations 
of resistance now co-opted; a newly minted, prostheticized, even if ultimately 
compromised social organization. As Hardt and Negri argue, rather than feeling 
doomed about the saturation of imperial power through networks of capitalism 
we might also see room for potential: "The immediately social dimension of the 
exploitation of living labor immerses labor in all the relational elements that 
develop the potential of insubordination and revolt through the entire set of 
laboring practices" (Empire, 29). 

International movements of disabled persons have managed to cultivate 
forms of insubordination within global capitalism by leveraging pressure for 
social equality and accessible public commons with reference to other move- 
ments demanding similar objectives. In ~000 a group of disabled women in 
South Korea protested a dangerous lift by setting up tents in an underground 
subway; a Bosnia-Herzegovina disabled student-led campaign made pedestri- 
ans aware of curb cuts for wheelchair users by painting them bright yellow; and 
a Russian disability group blocked entrance to the Moscow underground rail 
system to hinder others from entering as they were excluded due to a lack of 
alternative forms of ingress. In each of these examples, people with disabilities 
staged their protests by seeking to produce parallel experiences of exclusion in 
others who took their own ease of entry in public spaces for granted. Global 
disability movements have waged their campaigns around concepts of univer- 
sal access to collective areas while also calling attention to the dwindling exist- 
ence of the commons under neoliberal privatizatioa schemes. 

Xhe creativity of these civil disobedience tactics turns exclusions on their 
head. In Marxist terms, disability protest makes people who are not identified 
as disabled see the world as if through a camera obscura. They use the produc- 
tion of temporary inaccessibility for non-disabled users in order to point out 
the daily impediments faced by people with disabilities. Even in the midst of 
protesting structural barriers disabled activists are narrated as "fragile" and as 
taking unnecessary chances with their already too fragile health. However, as 
Mike Davis points out in Planet of Slums (2oo6), a proper systemic anatysis 
needs to invert the terms of this recognition by placing the blame for vulner- 
ability in its appropriate place: "’Fragility’ is simply a synonym for systematic 
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government neglect of environmental safety" 025). Additionally, within dis- 

ability collectives we find alternative discourses to consumption, standardiza- 

tion, and belonging that offer important possibilities for collective political 

action on a global scale. 

Theories about new forms of political resistance bear a great deal of signifi- 

cance for Disability Studies and global disability movements. This is not only 

because the forms of political resistance now operative might allow a new 

assessment of disability bio-politics on a global scale (witness the recent pas- 

sage of the 2006 United Nations charter on global disability rights), but because 

international disability movements may serve as key examples of Hardt and 

Negri’s controversial formulation of postmodern militancy: 

The multitude designates an active social subject, which acts on the basts of what sin- 
gularifies share in common. The multitude is an internally different, multiple social 
subject whose constitution and action is based not on identity or unity (or, much less, 
indifference) but on what it has in common, (Multitude, loo) 

Within this definition of coordinated yet non-unified insurgencies, Hardt and 

Negri have most consistently cited the Zapatista movement and the "spontan- 

eous" uprisings of protestors during meetings of the GS. The sociology of these 

resistance groups reveals the participation of members who do not align them- 
selves primarily on the basis of foundational social identities such as race, class, 

ethnicity, or gender. Rather, contemporary resistance movements bring with 
them alternative values of living that oppose corporatist, consumptive models 

of everyday life. They specifically attack late capitalist culture in terms of "the 

productive dimension of biopower" wherein lifestyles of over- and under-con- 

sumption operate as false universals (Empire, ZT). 

It may seem strange to cite disability movements in the context of a definition 
of multitude that is not based on identity. After all, disability seems to mark a 

horizon of contemporary identity-based politics based on variable bodily cap- 

acities, appearances, and experiences of stigma developed without common 

community institutions or practices of everyday life. For Negri, "the multitude 

is the power of the singularities that are brought together within cooperative 
constellations; and the common precedes productioff’ ("Kairos;’ 215). 2his 

characterization better captures the productive multiplicity that characterizes 

movements of disabled people’s goals at a micro and, ultimately, macro level. 
First, disability does not constitute a shared social condition. Instead, dis- 

abled people recognize the intense differences that constitute their bodies (what 

Negri calls "resistant singularities") as their greatest commonality. The embrace 

of idiosyncrasy, functional diversity, and aesthetic impropriety across bodies 
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has both an empirical and socially derived utility. This embrace is empirical in 

the sense that disability movements contest inadequate universalist categories 

of medicine and rehabiiitation. According to Disability Studies, the imprecision 
of medical taxonomies of deviance simultaneously pathologizes and groups 

disparate experiences as shared when they may in fact be disparate in a phe- 

nomenological sense. The embrace is socially derived because the "unity" of 

disabled people fighting for their rights seeks a radical edge that is essent~.al to 

revolutionary politics: 

The [multitude], the producers of the common formula from ~vhich they are--none- 
theless-excluded, are the motor of the materialist teleology, because only the mul- 
titude of the poor can construct the world under the sign of the common, pressing 
forth relentlessly beyond the limit of the present. (Negri, 185) 

As explained above, cross-cultural efforts by disability groups to seize the com- 

mons in the name of universal accessibility for all bodies contests the neo- 

liberal state’s justification of privatization. Disability movements, as opponents 
to "accumulation by- dispossession;’ play a critical role in the expos~ of neo- 

liberal practices that disenfranchise people from access to shared public space 
(Harvey, 43). 

Beyond these two important applications of Disability Studies to critiques of 

postmodern capitalist containment strategies, disability may also be approached 

in a manner that, perhaps, no other political theory allows. Rather than focusing 

on more traditional Marxist obiects of resistance--such as the "worker" or "the 
masses" or "class conflict"--Hardt and Negri expand the boundaries of effective 

political culture not only beyond identity (particuIarly that of nation), but also 

beyond the critical Marxist category of surplus labor power. Whereas surplus 
labor power denotes a concept of an ever available pool of laborers that assists in 

keeping wages down, iob security tenuous, scab labor a prevalent threat against 

worker agency, and a misdirection of identification between the proletariat, 

potential proletariat, and the bourgeoisie, the category leaves entire populations 

outside of the definitions of resistance. Negri puts the question in this manner: 

But can those who are excluded from work still be considered part of a living labor? 
Of course, since even the excluded are part of the common. And the poor person, 
who is more excluded than anyone, i.e. the singularity at the greatest risk at the edge 
of being--at the point where Power closes offthe teleological striving towards the to- 
come--the poor, therefore, are the most common. For if it is only the common that 
produces production, those who are excluded but participate in the common are also 
the expression of living Iabor. ("Kairos;’ ~-5) 

In order to create a less exclusionary definition of subjects beyond notions of 
labor and surplus labor (both remain tied to definitions of competitive markets), 
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Negri uses "living labor" to suggest forms of creativity that cannot be reduced to 
an economic value. His definition of resistant subjects does not simply expand 
outwards to include those who occupy "non-productive bodies;’ but rather 
takes its lead from those whose capacities make them "unfit" for labor as the 
baseline of human value. In fact, the more ’Msk" individuals experience within 
capitalism, the less likely they are to feel invested in its continuance. As those 
cultural constituencies left out of the loop of potential labor, non-productive 
bodies are inoculated against participating in the misdirected destabilization 
of workers as so often characterizes the activities of those in the surplus labor 
ranks) 

The Work of"Non-Productive Bodies" 

Who are the inhabitants of "non-productive bodies"? What do they have to do 

with disabled people? Why have they existed below the radar of radical labor 

theory for so long? Non-productive bodies are those inhabitants of the planet 

who, largely by virtue of biological (in)capacity, aesthetic non-conformity, and! 

or non-normative labor patterns, have gone invisible due to the inflexibility 
of traditional classifications of labor (both economic and political). They rep- 

resent the non-laboring populations--not merely excluded from--but also 
resistant to standardized labor demands of human value. As many recognize, 

the term disability was first coined in the mid-18oos to designate those incapa- 
ble of work due to injury. This grouping identified disabled veterans of the Givil 

War as eligible for various governmental supports: a pension, prosthetics, life 

training, etc. Likewise, the diagnostic category of feeblemindedness in the same 

period defined those who, due to congenital "feature;’ were incapable of par- 

ticipating in a competitive market-based economy. This group also qualified for 

levels of public support largely received in centralized, carceral forms of insti- 

tutional care. As we argue in Cultural Locations qfDisabitity (2oo6), member- 

ship in this latter classification group resulted in the coercion of individuals to 

exchange their liberties for social supports. This designation as "non-productive" 
developed in spite of the tact that many institutional residents participated in 

laboring economies developed within institutional societies: residents farmed 

1. In Thus 5pake Zarathustra, Nietzsche’s philosopher-protagonist, Zarathustra, gets tired of human- 
it),, and takes up a life among the ironically titled, "higher men"--those who have been excluded from 
dominant culture due to their discordant bodies, behaviors, and appearances, We analyze this alter- 
native social formation of disabled people in chapter 3 of Narrative Prosthesis: Discourses qfDisability 
(zooo). 
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the institution’s land, provided housekeeping services to fellow inmates and 
administrators, supervised each other on behalf of the institution, produced 
products for the state--brooms, clothing, baskets, etc.--at excessively low wage 
rates. In many cases nothing more w, as provided in exchange for their labor’s 
beyond the "benefit" of living an excluded life within the walls of the institution. 

Within this context of disability as non-productive bodies lay an unseen net- 
work of labor practices where the presumably "insufficient" provided for them- 
selves within the walls of an undetected economy. Institutions often operated as 
if they were small city-states that actively rendered the labor of the non-labor- 
ing classes invisible, tn many cases by the early twentieth century, a majority of 
institutions could claim themselves as "self supporting’ Ironically, such claims 
in effect disproved the theory upon which institutions were based: those who 
could not compete in a labor market should be sheltered from its demands in an 
institutional world that functioned as a closed circuit of dependency and care. 
Instead, institutional residents made an ideal labor force--those who could effi- 
ciently meet the needs of their own segregated society--when conditions could 
be adjusted according to the principle: from each according to their ability to 
each according to their need(s). The realization of Marx’s famous formulation 
in his ~875 Critique of the Gotha within institutions consequently posed a threat 
to reigning orders of capitalism operating beyond the walls of the institution. 
In fact, historically, capitalists and bourgeoisie alike have sought remedies 
in legislatures across the country against institutional labor practices. Blind 
broom-makers in downtown Chicago were shut down because their efficiency 
undermined the ability of other broom manufacturers to make a profit during 
~91o. These workers with visual impairments, in turn, went on strike and forced 
the city to re-open their place of employment on the basis of their status as an 
exceptional class of laborers,z This is one of the great ironies of institutional life 
for those who were deemed "non-productive" on the basis of physical, sensory, 
and/or cognitive incapacity. 

The identification of hordes of people designated as "non-productive bod- 
ies" and located on the outermost fringes of productive economies replaces 
now antiquated categories such as "the masses." The potential for widespread 
civil unrest proved compromised because workers found themselves engulfed 
within networks of capital that kept them enthralled. Further, as modernity 
gave ,ray to post-modernity, the antagonistic divisions between workers and 

2. The history of this early disability identiW-based labor protest and other conducted by deaf work- 
ers in ~9o3 can be found in the Chicago Disability History Exhibit that ran from April 2o-September 

~5, ~oo6 at the National Vietnam Veterans Art Museum in Chicago. We believe these may be the first 
labor movements by self-identified workers with disabilities. 
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capitalists that were anticipated to fuel revolution became increasingly blurred. 

No longer did one participate in a simple, agonistic division of labor, but, for 

Hardt and Negri, David Harvey, Frederic Jameson, and other political theorists, 

late capitalism now saturated every nook and cranny of life and became increas- 

ingly confused with the natural order of things. One could find no outside to 
capitalist production given that the network of exchange had grown so diffuse 

and pervasive (here we find Hardt and Negri’s concept of biopolitics, borrowed 

from Foucault). Capitalism’s power came to be increasingly located in its ability 

to naturalize its own artificial economic context within every social interaction. 
This marked the birth of what Marx anticipated as social capitalism. 

¯ he critical question asked by today’s theorists of postmodern political econ- 

omy is that which Negri poses to himself in his essay, "Kairos, Alma Venus, 

Multitudo: Nine Lessons to Myself": "how can this biopolitical (intellectual and 

co-operative) mass, which we call ’multitude; exert ’governance over itself’?" 

(209). In other words, where does resistance manifest itself once a concept of 
the workers revolution no longer seems tenable and how will this resistance 
govern itself without the institution of new hierarchies of inequality? 

In order to formulate responses to Negri’s question as articulated further in 
his writings with Michael Hardt, Empire, Multitudes, and Commonwealth, we 

must unpack it in as literal a way as possible. Biopolitical represents the degree 
to which every aspect of living is ensnared by late capitalism: economic, social, 
artistic, cultural, etc. Whereas modernity’s capitalism saw division and segrega- 

tion as its strategy of divide and conquer among laboring parties in a strategic- 

ally segmented labor production process (i.e., the prior economic production 

mode of Fordism), Postmodern capitalism elevates cooperation across spatially, 
geographically, and culturally diffuse network that place individuals in contact 

with each across disparate geographies. "Multitude" replaces "masses" in that 

a multitude is defined as productive singularities (bodies) that cannot be col- 
lapsed into a universal formula of normative labor identity. And here we will 

make our claim: within this formulation of resistant "bodies" Hardt and Negri 

essentially recognize forms of incapaciU as the new galvanizing agent of post- 
modern resistance. 

"Non-productive bodies" represent those who belong to populations desig- 

nated "unfit" by capitalism. Thus, whereas traditional theories of political econ- 

omy tend to stop at the borders of the laboring subjects (including potential 

laborers), the concept of non-productive bodies expansively rearranges the 

potentially revolutionary subject of leftist theory. If one is "wired" into the 

system in some manner--and, for Hardt and Negri, there is no such thing as 

an outside to this formulation--then one actively participates in the global 
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give and take of biopolitical life. While such a claim may seem to deflate the 
potential for significant political action, given the seemingly boundless abil- 
ity of capitalism to produce subjectivities advantageous to its own livelihood, 
the alternative proves equally accurate: those whom Frantz Fanon designated 

"the wretched of the earth" come into greater contact with each other through 
immaterial communicatior~ networks characteristic of modes of production in 
affective labor markets and opportunities for "collective" action increase. We 
now offer a brief description of how disability collectivities may be recognized 
as the paradigm of this alternative formula of resistance. 

Disability as’Deconstructive" Method 

By the end of the nineteenth century, efforts to segregate, restrict, and oppress 
populations, identified variously as "feebleminded;’ "subnormal;’ "deviant;’ 
etc., went increasingly trans-national. Eugenics, the social engineering project 
that sought to eradicate defective traits from a nation’s hereditary pool, went 
g!obal. Scientific collectives were formed, restrictive policies were translated 
from one cultural context to another with relative ease, categories of patho!- 
ogy proliferated, and parallel populations found themselves increasingly the 
subjects of incarceration practices. Policy-makers, scientists, psychiatrists, and 
institutional administrators referenced the effective restrictions at work in other 
nations in order to put pressure on their home legislatures to adopt "firm meas- 
ures:’ In other words, modern capitalism recognized the utility of international 
markets in segregation strategies toward disabled people (and others deemed 
non-normal) and activety traded in their dissemination (there are echoes of 
Homi Bhabha’s "DIS-semi-nation" here). In Cultural Locations of Disability, we 
point out that a profound and devastating irony was at work in the progressive 
period: as the discourse of disciplinary eugenics became increasingly mobile 
and international, disabled people--the very subjects of that discourse--found 
themselves increasingly immobilized. Their labor was not absent, but rather cor- 
doned off and contained within the parameters of the modern-day institution. 

A fully Foucauidian network burgeoned within this period with disabled 
people as the gtobal objects of its efforts. Within the U.S., Canada, west- 
ern Europe, and Australia, nations argued a logic of racial improvement and 
purity; in Russia the old czarist tines were disqualified as "inferior" due to 
the eugenics concept of "inbreeding"; in Asia entire countries such as Korea 
found themselves "disabled" by virtue of another (Japan in this case) colonizing 
power’s emasculation of the country. In other words, the discourse of eugen- 
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ics, applied unevenly and non-uniformly, functioned as a meta-disqualifier of 
entire populations whose differences (perceived or actual) served as the source 

of their inferiority. Here we find the historical roots of a global effort to classify 
bodies as non-productive and therefore outside of capitalist competitive labor 

markets all together. 

The modern-day disability-rights movement, consequently, is not essential- 
ly European or American or "Western" by necessity of the fact that wherever 

the discourse of eugenics could be found (in one form or another), counter- 

insurgent forces arise. 2hese resistance strategies increasingly surface within 

populations designated as "non-productive;’ but, for Hardt and Negri, "non- 
productive bodies" prove imminently productive because they occupy outposts 

of alternative biopolitical discourses, lives imagined and realized in contrast 
to, even counter-posed against, more dominant discourses of consumption, 

productivity, family, and nation. In part these insurrectional communities of 

non-productive bodies begin with a "deconstructive method" in that they cre- 

ate group conceptions founded on theories of the malleability--the necessary 
mutancy even--of strict borders, classifications, and social relationships. 

The introduction of this strategic fluidity proves critical to the creation of 

counter cultural formations as they rely upon the expos~ of the artificiality 

of late capitalism’s "naturalness" as their political alternative. Disabled bod- 
ies, as definitively multiple forms of embodiment that cannot be universal- 

ized even within ~’conditioff’ groups, rely for their insurrectional force on the 
aor~-transcendental nature of their difference. This is the impetus for upsetting 

medical and rehabilitation-based models of pathology that transect the globe. 

Disability movements function as counter-discursive resistance efforts at the 

global level while sustaining--and even honoring--local differences. This is 

one of the powerful lessons that Jim Charltoffs Nothing About Us Without Us 

(2ooo) has brought to Disability Studies with its comparativist, international 
interview methodology. 

Meet Me at the Global 

We draw to a conclusion with a laundry list of ways in which disability groups 
produce a viable counter-narrative of biopolitics. 

Disabled persons are made, willingly or not, into the legitimate "non-workers" 

--those who refuse to participate not in productivity but in the productive net of 
capitalism that ensnares all in the seemingly infinite practice of consumption as 

synonymous with life. The disabled people that we know are some of the worst 
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consumers on the planet because they have neither the means, the interest, nor 
the gullibility of mistaking meaning with market. For instance, disabled artists 
in the U.S. live some of the most sparingly non-consumptive lives and, yet, this 
is what we admire about them the most. 

Those who identify as non-disabIed often strain to occupy the increasingly 
common forms of prosthetization that supplement failing bodies trying to nav- 
igate late capitalist environments. To a great degree this prosthetic discomfort 
comes about for those still inhabiting narratives of the natural body. Disabled 
people, in turn and by necessity, have surrendered this artificial nostalgia for a 
version of their bodies as natural, pure, and unsupplemented. In this manner 
they become, truly, the quintessential project of postmodernity. 

Global capital increasingly relies on the development of workforces that can 
manipulate immaterial data across an ever-expanding array of communication 
networks. Such labor often involves a variety of skills such as: (t) the ability to 
sit in rooms with others for hours on end; (2) the capacity to performatively 
represent oneself in cybernetic space through non-visual or oral forms of com- 
munication; (3) the ability, and even willingness, to function in virtual locations 
that are not subject to aesthetic criteria of appearance that so often result in 
exclusions of disabled people from employability; (4) substantial amounts of 
leisure time that goes relatively uninterrupted by the nuisance of family, friends, 
or love interests (we mean this only partially as tongue-in-cheek); and (5) a 
willingness to be devoted to one’s job because so much of what counts as an 

"outside life" has already been rendered unavailable (the inaccessibility of rec- 
reation, religion, or geographies beyond an immediate space). We are increas- 
ingly approaching a time when all that formerly passed as the undesirability of 
life in a disabled body proves increasingly "advantageous" from the standpoint 
of an immaterial labor market. 

However, and perhaps even more importantly, even outside of the formal 
workforce disabted people find themselves manipulating data of a political 
nature across national boundaries, Disabled people’s organizations and dis- 
abled individuals now routinely exchange survival strategies and political tac- 
tics with other non-productive bodies in formerly unreachable locations. Thus, 
the international participation of eugenics discourse in the earlier part of the 
last century has been met by an increasingly globalizing discourse of counter- 
eugenic efforts. Disability rights movement leaders now exchange policies and 
solutions with each other in order to pressure their own legislatures into adopt- 
ing "human rights platforms" based upon comparisons with other policy- and 
rights-based actions. These efforts effect~vdy turn eugenic-based strategies on 
their heads and can be fueled by commerce across global cybernetic net~vorks. 
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Following out the logic of non-productive bodies allows us ways of conceiv- 
ing of disability as a potentially effective political foundation for new forms of 
resistance, particularly in that disability (as those who refer to "TABS" [the tem- 
porarily able-bodiedl remind us) potentially cuts across all marginalities. Yet, 
its founding recognition of unity based in difference (i.e. what we have called 
in another context, the politics of atypicality or intensive individual singulari- 
ties that cannot be neatly collapsed in a coherent identity) could prove more 
effective than those diagnosed by Ladau and Mouffe and Zi~ek as balkaniz- 
ing identity-based approaches to difference that undermine more spontaneous 
forms of collective action. 

Of course we do not mean to overlook the fact that disability collectivities 
have discovered creative ways of fracturing their own collectivities, particularly 
on the basis of unproductive debates over who is "disabled" and who is "not- 
disabled;’ disability hierarchies, tokenism, marginalization of expressive modes 
(i.e. putting the pragmatics of policy over arts), the neglect of disabled people of 
color, old boys and old girls networks of power brokering, and so on. But there 
is also a series of productive ways to organize political constituencies that we 
owe to the creativity of disability movements around the world--namely, since 
disability movements continue to operate at the meta-national level, disabled 
people without borders. 

To return to Hardt and Negri’s thesis explicitly, we stress that disabled bod- 
ies prove so integral to late capitalism because the model upon which capital- 
ist exchange rests has shifted so dramatically. Disability may present the best 
intervention object of all in that it provides an opportunity to renew capital in 
new geographies of the body. Because disabled bodies persist throughout his- 
tory, and in militarized economies we produce them in great numbers at "home" 
and "abroad;’ market economies increasingly reference them among their tar- 
get audiences. 

Marketing Imperfect Identities 

Nearly all of capitalism now finds itself pitched toward impe@ction as the 
standard with product supplementation as the solution--diuretics, impotency, 
indigestion, mobility aids, depression, manias, hearing loss, vision correction, 
chronic fatigue, etc. The body has become a multi-sectional market; whereas 
Fordist capitalism cultivated divided worker populations by hierarchicalizing 
the assembly line; postmodern capital divides us within our own bodies. We are 
now perpetual members of an audience encouraged to experience our bodies 
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in pieces--as fractured terrains where the "bad" parts of ourselves are mul- 

tiple. Whereas disabled people were trained to recognize their disabled parts as 

definitely inferior, late capitalism trains everyone to separate their good from 
bad--a form of alienation that feeds the market’s penchant for "treating" our 

parts separately. The body becomes a terrain of definable localities, each colo- 

nized by its particular pathologies dictated by the medicalized marketplace. 
This late capitalist litany of bodily frailties, imperfections, and incapacities gluts 

advertising networks as the hegemonic product pitch strategy of today. Within 

this environment disability rapidly becomes synonymous with a humanity that 

we are all seeking to overcome. The imperfect is our standard. 
The rise to legitimacy of "comfort industries" results as the twentieth century 

closes. We are all sub)ect to disciplinary regimens of the therapies that have now 
transcended their subordinate position within health science and medicine to 

become our cultural training gurus. Even more than Medicine, the Therapies 

have now gone "cultural" and encourage our mass dedication not to perfection 

but to the infinite pursuit of "improvement," Once relatively isolated disabil- 

ity rehabilitation regimens are now applicable to all citizens, )ust as all citizens 

grow increasingly responsible for policing their own well being. Therapy is the 

market, and the degree to which one resists therapy is the degree to which one 
resists greasing the market. Refusal of our bodies as perpetual objects of profes- 

sional labors provides a model of resistance wherein the ways our bodies func- 

tion does not lead us to fall prey to regimes of standardization. We now find 

ourselves encouraged not to conform to a general norm but rather condition- 

based norms that others who presumably share our disability group establish. 
This is really nothing but a move from a medical model based on an dusive 

average body to a therapy-based norm of an elusive average disabled body. 

Today late capitalism thrives on the production of "new spaces" for exploit- 

ation--the promotion of the exotic as a strategy of consumption rather than 

the promise of the homogeneous amid locales of difference. The body itseIf has 

become an outpost for this strategy. An "intensive interior" is now cannibalized 

as new "erogenous zones" of intervention. To combat this tendency, disability 

culture rises as a counter-valuing mechanism; one that cannot afford to mis- 
take its own artificial productions as more "natural;’ but rather, following Hardt 

and Negri, as a self-acknowledged product that seizes the biopolitical terrain as 
revisable. "Non-productive bodies" work a revolution within the conception of 

worker subjectivity. The non-productive body is not simply a body incapable 

of working within the narrow standardization efforts of capitalism, but rather, 

as Hardt and Negri explain, it represents "the way some deviants perform dif- 
ferently and break the norms" in doing so (Multitude, 2oo). These differences 
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may result in a rigid exclusion from dominant economic networks but they 
continue to produce and, in turn, be produced: thus, postmodernism may be 
generally described as a culture of manufactured sentience: one that wires the 
life of feeling and flesh directly into the circuitry of prosthetic supplementation 
(i.e. prosthetics from sip ’n puff systems to Xbox cyber realities). 

Democracy and Disability 

A true democracy based on variation cannot be collapsed into a totalizing 
essence/identity/unity. Based on their multiple formulas of difference, disability 
organizations help to expose transcendence as a false dream of market com- 
pensation. If we conceive of disability as a material expression of variation, then 
embodied difference may be recognized as a paradigm for true democracy. Spe- 
cifically, those made expendable by late capitalism on the basis of a congenital 
or acquired incapacity serve as an active recognition that normalization func- 
tions as little more than a faqade that disguises humanity’s defining heterogene- 
ity. A "truer" disability-based model of social production is better understood 
as the interdependency of intense singularities working for common goais-- 
rather than the obverse which is the functioning logic of capitalism: intense 
singularities suppressed by common goals and imposed by corporations upon 
those who produce products and profits from which they do not adequately 
benefit. 

Politicized alternative disability-based social organizations have tended to 
situate their counter-discursive productions at both the macro and micro levels 
of experience. At the micro-level differences proliferate and disability dedicates 
itself to unearthing the lack of duplication from one body to another; at the 
macro level disability draws together socially debilitating experiences (i.e. lack 
of employment, ouster from sexual circuits of interaction, exclusionary archi- 
tectural standards, etc.) and identifies the degree to which globaJ oppression 
operates on disabled people across cultural contexts. As a result, bands of dis- 
abled people have produced viable alternatives to the consumptive models of 
capital and the expulsion of bodily imperfection in order to envision a meaning- 
ful contrast of lifestyles, values, and investments adapted to life as discontinuity 
and contingency. This is a material, albeit thoroughly subjective, realization of 
the World Social Forums rallying slogan A Different World is Possible. 
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DIY Politics and Queer Activism 
Benj amin Shepard 

On October 10, 2009, the President of the United States spoke at a gala dinner for the 
Human Rights Campaign (HRC). Simultaneously, the office of HRC was vandalized. 
Those responsible dubbed their gesture an act of "glamdalism." They explained their 
gesture in a "Communique from the Forgotten": 

The HRC is not a democratic or inclusive institution, especially for the people 
who they claim to represent. Just like society, the HRC is run by a few wealthy 
elites who are in bed with corporate sponsors who proliferate militarism, 
heteronormativity, and capitalist exploitation. 1 

HRC is known for its support of a strict gay political agenda, including militarism 
(repealing Don’t Ask-Don’t Tell), marriage (the fight of gays to marry), and law-and- 
order social policies (hate crimes legislation). Queer activists have described this ’holy 
trinity’ of assimilationi st gay organizing as a rej ection of the movement’s roots in anti- 
capitalism, sexual liberation, and critiques of militarism. Yet, for as long as there has 
been gay activism, there have been assimilationist-minded gays who have clashed with 
queers for suggesting there is something bigger and brighter to life than this. 

"Queerness," argues L.A. Kauffman, "[is] more a posture of opposition than a simple 
statement about sexuality. It [is] about principles, not particularities.., queerness is about 
acknowledging and celebrating difference.’’2 While HRC gets press coverage and 
receives corporate sponsorship, queer activists embrace a do-it-yourself (DIY) approach 
to activism and queer world-making, which aspires to create a space for difference, 
democracy, self-determination, and something richer and more glamorous with urban 
living. 

This essay examines recent episodes in the decades-old clash of queer cultures. It 
considers the struggles of activists to create a more authentic and vibrant image of queer 
life than the glossy, bland, commercialized image of citizenship offered by groups like 
HRC. The essay highlights efforts of groups such as Radical Homosexual Agenda, the 
Sylvia Rivera Law Proj ect, and others in the queer direct action lineage spawned from the 
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) and gay liberation. Further, it explores 
queer efforts to create an alternate public commons via DIY approaches to community 
building, including zine making, direct action zaps, music, poetry" readings, and 
storytelling .These efforts speak to a clash of discourses, with identity-based models of 
politics favored by the HRC in conflict with an identity-bending queer politics that favors 
a universalizing view of human interaction, based on care, connection and support for 
social outsiders, as well as a connection to broad struggles for social justice. 

1       . Quoted in: Laurie Essig, "Queers Attack Gays and Lesbians. It’s about Time. Class Warfare," 
October 12, 2009, http:/ltrueslant.com/laurieessig/2009/10112/queers-attack-ga~,s-and-lesbians-its-about- 
lime (accessed November 11, 2009). 
2 . L.A. Kauffman, "Radical Change: The Left Attacks Identig~ Politics," Village Voice June 20, 
1992, 20. 



The Problem with the Human Rights Campaign 
I was walking down Smith Street in my Brooklyn neighborhood in the spring of 2009 
when a young man with a clipboard stopped to ask me if I was interested in gay rights. 
Looking around, I noted that we were standing in front of Starbucks, the symbol of urban 
monoculture; this was the place where these two attractive and coifed young gay men had 
picked to canvass. I looked up at the mermaid on their logo, remembering the rack 
Starbucks had taken a few years earlier when they tried to remove her nipples. What was 
wrong with the logo? activists had asked, accusing the coffee chain of de-sexing the 
symbol.3 As I stood there, it occurred to me that HRC was doing the same thing with gay 

rights. Was I for gays? Sure. But not this agenda. 

"You’re from HRC?" I asked the young man. 
"Yes," he nodded, earnestly. 
"But does HRC support gays when they are busted in vice sweeps?" 

"No," the man nodded. 
"Does HRC protect bath houses when they are getting shut down?" 
"No," the man nodded, with the same banal facial expression. He did not get where this 
was going. 
"Then what do you support?" 

As if on cue, he started listing the holy trinity. 
"There is more to it than that," I argued, and I began to talk about the legacy of 
Stonewall, the roots of gay liberation in sexual freedom and queer anti-militarism I was 
starting to rant at this guy, who continued looking at me earnestly. Fighting these guys is 
like throwing darts at Jello. I walked off. 

I first heard about HRC in the mid-1990s, when they started angling support away from 
AIDS activism towards their holy trinity of military service, marriage, and hate crimes 
laws. In 1998, the group famously endorsed Republican A1 D’Amato for Senator in New 
York and held their assimilationist-oriented Millennium March on Washington in 2000, 
with little to no support from the grassroots.4 Activists called it "a march without reason." 
All the while, HRC was pushing support for gay rights with policies such as the 
Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA), a 2007 bill banning workforce 
discrimination based on sexual orientation but not gender identity, at the expense of the 
trans-inclusive Gender Expression Non-Discrimination Act (GENDA). These kinds of 
battles--between assimilationist gays and queers hoping for more--had become a driving 
force in queer activism.5 

Over the years, ’zapping’ HRC fundraisers has become something of a yearly ritual for 
queer activists. According to Joe Kennedy, such actions are best understood as "direct 
actions which confront oppressors." "The incessant ’zaps’ of groups such as Gay 

3 . Bill Taleu, l$~at ShouldI do ~i’the Reverend Billy is in my Store? (New York: Free Press, 2003). 
4 . For a brief discussiou of the march see: Benjamiu Shepard, "The Queer/Gay Assimilationist 
Split: The Suits Vs. the Sluts," Monthly Review 53, no. 1. 
5       . Benjamin Shepard, Queer Political Performance and Protest." Play, Pleasure and Social 
Movement (New York: Routledge, 2009). 



Liberation Front and the Gay Activist Alliance forced gay and lesbian concerns onto the 
public agenda for the first time.’’6 Members of the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power 
zapped President Clinton when he spoke at an HRC dinner in 1997. In 2004, the 
anarchist-inspired Queer Fist zapped HRC’s fundraising event in New York. ACT UP’s 
co-founder Larry Kramer was on hand with a sign asking, "What have you done with all 
that money?" 

Four years later, New York’s Radical Homosexual Agenda (RHA) zapped two more of 
HRC’s fundraisers. I drafted a few notes for one of these actions, under a working draft 
called "A Few Creepy Things about the HRC (Why queers should be war5, of the 
assimilationi st Human Rights Campaign)": 

1) They reji¢se to defend pleasure. While the GLBTQ movements are rooted in 

defense of sexual self-determination, you will never hear the HRC say anything 

about pleasure. In a world with war, violence, and hatred, many queers rightfully 
recognize the transformative political possibilities of pleasure. Today, as the New 
York Department of Health has stirred up hysteria to generate another round of 
bath house closures, you will not hear the HRC say a thing about the importance 

of these vital institutions for queers. 

They don’t defendpub#c sexual culture. For as long as many can remember, pubs, 
molly houses, movie theaters, gay bars, baths, and even cruising spots have 
provided a context for queer possibilities and cultural development. They helped 
constitute queerness as a way of being in the world. As such, attacks on 
homosexual venues served as an attack on gay identity. Gay liberation began in 
the late 1960s with the recognition that official intimidation constituted all too 
regular a feature of gay and lesbian social life. Liberation meant queers would 
fight back. Flashpoints included the police raids and ensuing riots at California 

Hall in San Francisco in 1965 and the Stonewall Inn in New York in 1969. In the 
end, assaults on queer spaces spurred the call for gay liberation. Yet today, the 
HRC rarely support the fights of queers to converge in public commons such as 
the Christopher Street piers, bath houses, and clubs. 

3) 14’hile queerness represents" d~[ference, HRC represents" homogenization. "We are 

just #ke you, "HRCpleads to straight people. For HRC, queer sexuality is 
something to keep quiet about or apologize for. For liberationists, gay sex was 
something to revel within and create global solidarity around; "Perverts of the 
world unite!" was a central gay liberation anthem. Liberationists recognized that 
while many homosexuals claimed they were just like everyone else, dominant 
culture did not see them that way. Gay liberation, in alliance with women’s 
liberation, created a vision of sexuality as cultural transformation. Autonomy of 
the body from the state was a central principle of both movements. Both 
movements questioned basic tenets of family structure and patriarchal authority in 

6       . Joe Kennedy, Summer of!977: The LastHurrah of the GayActivistAlliance (Westport, Ct.: PPC 

Books, 1994). 



America. Over the years, the distance between HRC and these sentiments has 
only become wider and more pronounced. 

4) They support the logic of crime and punishment, marriage, war, and patriarchy. 

In the year after Matthew Shepard’s death, queer groups nati onwide took 
positions on recommending or rej ecting the death penalty for Matthew Shepard’s 
killers (Log Cabin Republicans for, National Gay and Lesbian Task Force and 
Lambda against), but HRC refused to take a position; their spokesman explained 
that debates over social justice issues were "not germane" to their mission. 

5) 7hey do not represent your interests. In 1998, the HRC endorsed anti-choice 
Republican A1 D’Amato for the U.S. Senate. The endorsement of a man who had 
supported Reagan’s budget cuts, the repeal of abortion fights, and criminal neglect 
of the AIDS carnage was an act of profound political amnesia. HRC maintains the 
1998 endorsement of Reagan-loving, tax-cutting, anti-queer D’Amato and the 
2000 Millennium March were part of a pragmatic strategy designed to see their 
agenda enacted into law, but the group has few results to show for this strategy. 
ENDA did not make it through the Senate; the homophobic Defense of Marriage 

Act was signed into law by their hero, Bill Clinton. 

Instead of supporting solidarity among queer people, HRC dumped transgender people 
from ENDA. Publicly, HRC executive director Joe Solmonese said, "We absolutely do 
not support, and, in fact, oppose legislation that is not absolutely inclusive.’’7 Behind the 

scenes, Solmonese eliminated trans protections to make the bill more palatable to straight 
people. Though ENDA failed in the Senate, HRC hailed the bill as a "victory" because 
they got a majority of House members to support "gay rights." The real victory was that 
360 LGBTQ groups--including all national groups except the Log Cabin Republicans 
and Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation--opposed ENDA, telling HRC that 
they could not turn some into second-class citizens so others can get ahead. 

Still the HRC pushes its holy trinity. HRC never came close to securing anything 
resembling justice for people who are gay and in the armed forces, but they accepted the 
premise of an imperial military. Despite heavy lobbying, they failed to beat the 
pernicious Knight ballot in California in 2000, codifying exclusive recognition of hetero 
marriage.8 Activists are left wondering what HRC has done with their millions of dollars 

gained from fundraisers in gay communities, while many have argued that HRC is 
pushing the wrong agenda. 

After gay marriage lost in a legal fight in New York--one of many similar defeats-- 
seminal gay historian and activist John D’Emilio penned an essay in which he challenged 

7      . Ethan Jacobs, "ENDA Vote Postponed.," Bay lVindows, October 4, 2007, 
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the logic of shifting the movement away from a critique of patriarchy, marriage, and 
heteronormative institutions such as the military: 

Please, can we speak the truth? The campaign for same-sex marriage has been an 
unmitigated disaster~ Never in the history of organized queerdom have we seen 
defeats &this magnitude. The battle to win marriage equality through the courts 
has done something that no other campaign or issue in our campaign has done: it 
has created a vast new body of anti-gay laws. Alas, for us, as the anthropologist 
Gayle Rubin has cogently observed, "Sex laws are notoriously easy to 
pass... Once they are on the books, they are extremely difficult to dislodge.’’9 

Rather than push heterosexuals to respect queers as different, D’Emilio worried that 
assimilationist gay groups like HRC embraced a counterproductive strategy, failing to 
challenge people to integrate lessons and rich examples of queer experiences in their 
lives. This was what RHA was thinking when it chose to zap HRC. 

On February 23, 2008, members of the RHA brought noise, drums, chants, and three- 
foot-tall pink cardboard middle fingers to greet an HRC fundraiser at the midtown Hilton 
Hotel. Others passed out stickers that said "Can’t Spell LGBT with HRC" in response to 
HRC’s long-running neglect of trans issues. Inside the fundraiser, two women from RHA 
disrupted HRC head Solmonese’s address, throwing fliers and unfurling their banner 
reading "Can’t Spell LGBT with HRC !" with a pink middle finger. "it’s remarkable that 
HRC celebrates a legacy of protest, yet they are very quick to stamp out dissent when 
called out for betraying their community," noted one participant after she was escorted 
out. 10 

For critics such as RHA, the HRC’s betrayal of trans people is one of many reasons to 
rej ect the group’ s work. HRC isn’t just derailing the needs of the maj ority of the queer 
community, as RHA members argued through the zap; they are also narrowing our vision 
of the potential of queer relationships. 

A Historic Split 

Conflicts between assimilationist groups and more radical groups date back to the earliest 
days of gay liberation, and even earlier. Queer pioneer Harry Hay was kicked out of the 
homophile Mattachine Society in the 1950s because of his organizing history with the 
Communist Party. In the days after the Stonewall rebellion in 1969, activists who wanted 
to focus exclusively on gay issues broke off from the multi-issue Gay Liberation Front to 
form the Gay Activist Alliance. 11 The split would ebb and flow but would never quite 
fade away. By the 1970s, Harry Hay worried that gay culture was so focused on bar 

9       . John D’Emilio, "The Marriage Fight is Setting Us Back," Ilarvard Lesbian and Gay Review, 
November-December 2004, http://www.glreview.com/issues/13.6/13.6-demilio.php (accessed December 2, 
2009). 
10     . RHA, "Action Report: Radical Homosexual Agenda Flips HRC the Bird, Demands Trans 
Rights," .h..t..t..p.~;/./3~3y~y~:~r...a..~..i...c...a..~...h...~..~..m...~..~s...~.2x..~!.a..g.e..1Ld..~L.~..1.g/..~!.r..c..~?~..-.~..~:~ (accessed March 1, 2008). 
11 .DonTeal, The Gqw~Jilitants (New York: St. Martins Press, 1995[1971]). 



culture and intertwined in the day-to-day ins and outs of capitalist social relations that the 
unique liberationist impulse of past struggles was becoming obscured, if not lost entirely. 
So he formed the queer group Radical Faeries, who are still active today. 12 

The split between social justice-minded queers who speak out for social and sexual civil 
liberties and gays who j ust want to fit in was particularly glaring during the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of Stonewall in 1994. Many worried that, rather than critique a social system 
that supports war, patriarchy, and racism, the GLBT movement was increasingly drifting 
toward a detente with the status quo. Some activists, including Harry Hay, formed their 
own counter-march to challenge the gay movement’s drift away from struggles for sexual 

.    .    13 freedom and social justice. ~ 

If there is one New York activist who has been an eye witness to this split, it is AIDS 
Coalition to Unleash Power icon Bill Dobbs. A veteran of Michigan’s chapter of Gay 
Liberation Front, ACT UP, Quee~atch, and New York City’s SexPanic!, he marched 
with Harry Hay during Stonewall Twenty-Five, with activists challenging the Millennium 
March in 2000, with New York’s Queer Fist zapping HRC in 2004, and Radical 
Homosexual Agenda in 2008. When the New York Public Library held an exhibit on the 
fortieth anniversary of GLF and Stonewall, Dobbs wrote a few observations: 14 

The cry was Freedom, Gay Power, Lesbian Power, Liberation. Looking through 
the exhibit, there are very few references to what is nov,, the ubiquitous gay brand, 
Equality. Equality is an important touchstone, but in a single short word, it has 
people asking for more of the same. Equality or change? GLF [Gay Liberation 
Front] stood for radical social change. Equality is the status quo in lavender 
wrapping, the empty equals sign of Human Rights Campaign. Alas, our collective 
dreams have shrunk. From sexual outlaws, visionaries, revolutionaries, and 
liberationists to the HRC chapter of the Rotary Club in a few decades. How did 
that happen? 

Yet, as Laurie Essig points out, "Queers are still out there -- making connections 
between homophobia and patriarchy and racism and capitalism. They still think that 
liberation is not serving in an imperialist army or the mimicry of the heterosexual 
bourgeoisie in marriage." She continues, "You can hate queers and wish they’d shut up, 
like the HRC probably does. Or you can love queers and wish more of them would 
glamdalize the dreary world of ’freedom=being like everyone else,’ like I do. 
Many of today’s queers build on the lessons and history of the liberation movement. 
Peter Tatchell, co-founder of queer direct action group OutRage and former member of 
the GLF, similarly mused about the meanings of the Stonewall era for his activism. 

12     . Michael A. Brmkksi, "The Real (Radical) Haw Hay," Z,~fagazine, 
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Our vision was a new sexual democracy, without homophobia and misogyny. 
Erotic shame and guilt would be banished, together with socially enforced 
monogamy and male and female gender roles. There would be sexual freedom 
and human rights for everyone -- queer and straight. Our message was "innovate, 
don’t assimilate." GLF never called for equality. The demand was liberation. We 
wanted to change society, not conform to it. 16 

Shortly before President Obama was to speak at the HRC’s dinner in October, 2009 
a group called Queerkidssaynotomarriage posted a call for queer activists to expand 
an agenda beyond marriage toward issues which actually impact their lives. 

It’s hard for us to believe what we’re hearing these days. Thousands are losing 
their homes, and gays want a day named after Harvey Milk. The U.S. military is 
continuing its path of destruction, and gays want to be allowed to fight. Cops are 
still killing unarmed black men and bashing queers, and gays want more policing. 
More and more Americans are suffering and dying because they can’t get decent 
healthcare, and gays want weddings. What happened to us? Where have our 
communities gone? Did gays really sell out that easily? 17 

The critique is not new, yet advocacy for the HRC holy trinity continues to 
dominate a national GLBT agenda. 

During their February 2008 HRC zap, RHA was quick to point out that there are 
alternatives to the holy trinity. Rather than throw" away their dollars to a group 
which fails to show progress or success on their agenda, queers should support local 
groups who provide vital services and win real victories, like ACT UP or the Sylvia 
Rivera Law Project (a trans legal group that I discuss later in this essay). Better yet, if one 
does not like what HRC does, RHA suggested that queers get together and start a 
grassroots group to fight for justice or create community. "HRC will keep trying to out- 
shout us with their money and advertisers," argued RHA. la But they never represented 
authentic queer experience, and they never will. It is up to queers to do that. The DIY 
spirit the RHA refers to speaks to a vital ethos of queer world-making: more than putting 
energy into a critique, generations of queer activists have worked to create a richer, more 
colorful approach to living of their own invention. 

Do It Yourself for a New" Queer World 

The idea of just going out and doing it, or as it is popularly expressed in the 
underground, the do-it-yourself ethic... Doing it yourself is at once a critique of 
the dominant mode of passive consumer culture and something far more 

16 Peter Talchell, "Our Lost Radicalism," The Guardian London, June 26, 2009, 
hllp://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2009/jrm!26/gay-lgbt- victimhood- 
stonewall?commentpage= 1 &commentposted= 1 (accessed June 17, 2009). 
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important: the active creation of an alternative culture. DiY is not just 
complaining about what is, but actually doing something different. 

Stephen Duncombe. 19 

Throughout the last four decades, queers have found their way into countless social and 
cultural movements. Through do-it-yourself culture, activists create different kinds of 
spaces for democratic engagement through embodied community building. "The DIY 
movement is about using anything you can get your hands on to shape your own cultural 
identity, your own version of whatever you think is missing in mainstream culture," 
writes Amy Spencer.2° "You can produce your own zine, record an album, publish your 
own book; the enduring appeal of this movement is that anyone can be an artist or a 
creator. The point is to get involved." Those involved help create alternate spaces with 
~vhatever tools one has. Within such spaces, use is valued over commercial exchange. 
Participants play with new social realities, creating a space for life, reflection, and 
pleasure outside of commerce. "DIY as a form of activity creates value outside of 
capitalism," Ben Holtzman and others explain.21 

Much of this creativity took shape within a public commons of the movement’s own 
creation. This included bath houses, punk venues, clubs, underground parties, activist 
groups, organizations, and cultural outlets including publishing houses, a gay press, films, 
pamphlets, and self-published zines. "The best zines, whatever their subj ect, do not 
inhabit a ready-made world; they create one unto themselves," explains zine historian 
Fred Wright. Queer zines, including Fag~gols andFaggotty, Diseased Pariah News, 
Faggo-cytosis, Ouqmnk, Homocore, JD ’s, Swallow IZour Pride, IZELL, and Larry-Bob’s 
Holy Titclamps, have found readership around the world.23 Lar~-Bob explains what 
makes this form of publishing distinct: 

There is no apostrophe in zine. Zine is not short for magazine. A magazine is a 
product, a commercial commodity. A zine is a labor of love, producing no profit, 
and frequently a loss, of time at least. In a magazine, information is just another 
ingredient, thinly sliced layers to keep the cream filling of advertising from 
sticking together. Information is the reason a zine exists; everything else, down to 
the paper it’s printed on, is there to convey information.24 

Building on the sci-fi zines, beat poetry, and homophile newsletters of the 1950s, the 
underground magazines of the 1960s, the punk zines of the 1970s through 1990s, and the 
blogs and guerilla news that followed, a movement to create a democratic information 
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exchange built on a similar impulse. Amy Spencer describes this DIY ethos as "the urge 
,,25 to create a new cultural form and transmit it to others on your own terms. Much of this 

new cultural form began with the simple desire to communicate a message. 

Larry-Bob notes that it is important for queers to make their presence known in many 
communities, not just the ones on the coasts. "Oh, and you’re still stuck in your Outweek 
’everything-ends-at-the-Hudson-river’ perspective. What about the fags and dykes stuck 

~ ¯ ,~,,26 in small-town ~menca.~ he asks in his zine, proceeding with a challenge to queers: 

Disrupt strip-mall fashion shows with do-it yourself glamour. People are 
ignorant--they don’t have any concept of what is humanly possible, and the shock 
will hopefully kill them. But remember, the primary purpose isn’t to shock 
breeders--who gives a shit about them, anyway--but to wake up potential queers, 
~vho may be scared to death of you this week, but ~vill be improvising their own 
outfits next week. Victory is assured; we’ll be the heroes of a generation of 
queers, by which time we’ll also be cynical enough to make a buck off them.27 

Implicit in the manifesto is a push to create a new, defiant queer public, with a jigger of 
humor, sarcasm, camp, and "do-it yourself glamour." 

The effort to create this queer world took place in many venues and DIY cultural 
projects. For example, from the 1970s through the 1990s, queers and punks shared this 
impulse to build their own scene and by extension, a world of their own creation. Queer 
bands such as the Germs, the Killer Banshees, Bikini Kill, and Pansy Division, as well as 
the Riot Grrrl and Queercore scenes, helped invent a space for alternate forms and 
understandings of power, sexuality, and culture.28 Building on movements extending 
back to Dada and Emma Goldman’s anarchism, these groups helped create a space "to 

¯ "~9 challenge accepted boundaries.’’" 

A critique of repressive social mores churned through the mix of passion, bodies, sweat, 
play, violence, and pathos that characterized the punk scene. "Punk," writes Stephen 
Duncombe, "was not just a music; it was an attitude, an ethic, and a sense of 
community." For Duncombe, punk was a music for outsiders. A sociologist by trade, 
activist, and occasional musician, Duncombe describes the world-making thinking behind 
the practice of building a punk scene. "Punk’s prime ethic is Do-It-Yourself. This value 
put on self-sufficiency came largely from necessity." Duncombe started his first band in 
1980, and through this experience he learned a profound lesson about cultural resistance 
and resiliency. "DIY...is an ideal that transcends immediate need. It’s an ethic that 
guides the punk outlook on the world, encompassing not only the logistics of a music 
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scene, but also artistic creation and political action." Music, play, and cultural production 
serve as a basis for a community of resistance. "The scene is a place ~vhere punks can 
practice DIY most intimately, in constructing a community by and for themselves that 
offers up a system of values, aspirations, and behaviors in rebellion against those of the 
mainstream society." From here, punk builds on cultural movements aimed against 
monoculture, dating back many decades. "The scene gives the support and reinforcement 
necessary to stand up and against the daily onslaught of the hegemonic culture. It’s a safe 
space to experiment ~vith new ~vays of being and doing." Within such a movement, 
activists find support to play and experiment with new practices in living. "it’s a place to 
reinvent yourself. It is a haven in a heartless world .... It allows for the nuances and 
variations that necessarily arise through the practices of punks doing-it-themselves as 
they rebel against local powers .... ,30 

In their own way, each punk show, zine, poem, film, zap, piece of art, gesture of direct 
action, and form of guerilla media that followed them helped spread the word about a 
queer sensibility. Gradually, even academics came to echo this messy message about all 
things queer. Queer, writes Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, involves "the open mesh of 
possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning 
[that occur] when the constituent elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality 
aren’t made (or can’t be made) by signifying monolithically .... "Here, queer extends into 
an urban panorama of"drags, clones, leatherfolk...fantasists...feminist men ... 
masturbators...people able to relish, learn from, or identify with such .... Work around 
’queer’ spins the term outward along dimensions that can’t be subsumed under gender and 
sexuality at all." More than anything, it implies "same-sex sexual object choice, lesbian 
or gay .... Given the historical and contemporary force of the prohibitions against every 
same-sex sexual expression, for anyone to disavow those meanings, or to displace them 
from the term’s definitional center, would be to dematerialize any possibility of queerness 
itself.’’3J Queer serves as "the discursive rallying point for younger lesbians and gay men 
and, in yet other contexts, for lesbian interventions and, in yet other contexts, for 
bisexuals and straights for whom the term expresses an affiliation with antihomophobic 
politics," argues Judith Butler."That it can become such a discursive site whose uses are 
not fully constrained in advance ought to be safe-guarded not only for the purposes of 

continuing to democratize queer politics, but also to expose, affirm, and rework the 
specific historicity of the term.’’3" 

More than anything, queer was born of a DIY approach to activism. Two decades after 
the first meetings of ACT UP, one of its founders described the group’s DIY ethos: 

You must know, we must never forget, that every single treatment for 
HIViAIDS is out there because of gay AIDS activists, led by ACT UP 
chapters across the country and Project Inform in San Francisco. They did 
not come from the government. They came because gay people fought like 
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tigers and screaming banshees to get the system that hates us to deliver them 
to us .... This achievement, the obtaining of these drugs, I believe is the single 
greatest achievement gay people have accomplished in all of history, and we must 
be remembered for it. The lesson should be clear. The lesson should be obvious, it 
should show us what we are capable of achieving when we put our minds and 
hearts and brains and bodies together and work together, all together, as brothers 
and sisters and one big family. There is not one person here today who is not 
capable of being such an activist.33 

A generation of activists was born of this disposition, including the Church Ladies for 
Choice, the Lesbian Avengers, Queer Nation, Housing Works, Gay Shame, SexPanic!, 
Outrage, Radical Homosexual Agenda, Fed Up Queers, and the list is long of additional 
groups whose lineage extends back to ACT UP. Each year, different queer groups are 
born in this milieu where the challenge has been figuring out ho~v to build on this highly 
creative, abundant approach to activism, community building, and world-making 

From Street Trans Action Revolutionaries to Sylvia Rivera Law Project 

Queer direct action groups arise in an environment in constant flux. As groups are born, 
the social environment changes, needing different kinds of tactics and strategies. Today, 
this includes a need for activists to contend with an assertive anti-activist set of legal 
structures. When trans direct action group Bash Back! dropped a banner stating "it’s 
Okay To Be Gay! Bash Back!" inside the Mount Hope Church in East Lansing Michigan 
in 2008, they were following in the tradition of ACT UP’s famous 1989 Stop the Church 
Action. Unlike ACT UP, they were hit with federal charges for violating the Freedom to 
Access Clinics Act.34 When Radical Homosexual Agenda organized a parade to New 
York City’s City Hall without a permit in 2007, one of the organizers was gang-tackled 
by members of the New York City Police Department. In 2009, a New York activist was 
arrested in Pittsburgh and had hi s files confi scated for twittering 3s Much of the 
controversy accompanying these actions seems to stem from an awareness that a network 
of activists have been engaged in a number of defiant and risqu6 forms of direct action 
with an explicit queer and anarchist politic. As the years continue, more and more 
anarchist queer direct action groups face restrictions on their activist practices. 
Sometimes they are charged with disorderly conduct or violations of the Patriot Act, and 
sometimes they are preemptively charged before crimes or acts of civil disobedience have 
even taken place. It is hard to describe these offenses as anything but "thought crimes." 
Yet the ways these groups respond suggest their queer activi sm remains a vital 
contribution to movements for social change. 
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A case in point is trans activist Dean Spade’s response to his arrest during the World 
Economic Forum (WEF) meeting in New York City in 2002. Spade, a lawyer and veteran 
of queer direct action organizing, was going to the bathroom in the men’s room after a 
large march during the WEF meeting. It was a freezing day in February, and Spade had 
been outside all day. When he walked into the men’s room at Grand Central Station, a 
policeman followed. "As I was looking to see what stalls were open, he approached and 
asked for my ID. I explained that I was in the right bathroom, that I am transgender and I 
understood the confusion, but I was just going to use the bathroom and leave," Spade 
wrote in a mass email sent out after the event.3(s The officer continued with questions 
about why Spade, a trans man, was in the men’s room. Two of Spade’s friends soon 
attempted to intervene. All three were arrested and processed separately in three 
precincts. Spade recounts: 

The most emotionally challenging part for me was the transphobia I encountered 
from the court attorney who represented me at my arraignment. He came to the 
cell around noon yesterday (2/3/02), read the police statement on my court 
documents, and asked why I was in the "men’s" room. I explained that I am 
transgender and I customarily use "men’s" rooms, and that I go by a male name 
and pronoun. He wrinkled up his face and said with a very dismissive and 
disapproving attitude, "That is your business. I don’t care." He then asked me 
what my genitalia are. I asked, "Why do you need to know that?" 

The lawyer pushed his case, and Spade was left with the degrading feeling of having to 
provide private information in order to receive basic legal services: 

The attorney took offense to my questioning the relevance of his inquiry about my 
genitalia, and communicated that if I would not cooperate with him, that was my 
problem. Because I was unsure about what would happen to me if he would not 
advocate for me vigorously, and because I feared being given a bail I could not 
meet, I ultimately suffered the indignity of having to satisfy his curiosity about 
my genitalia by explaining it. Even then, he said dismissively about my 
transgender, "Well, that is your personal business," and left without giving me 
any information about what would happen in the courtroom. For the next several 
hours, I was deeply concerned about the quality of representation I would get in 
the courtroom, and whether I would be released on my own recognizance. 

Spade had no idea what was going to happen. "You can’t get a good lawyer in this town," 
Spade thought to himself throughout the morning.37 Eventually, he went before a judge 
and was comforted by what greeted him: "Much to my relief, I discovered upon entering 
the courtroom that it was filled with friends and allies wearing ’Living Trans is Not a 
Crim’e stickers. Having them there, I knew that I would be safe." All charges were 
ultimately thrown out. 

After this experience, Spade reflected on the lessons of what had happened: 
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First, I am outraged, of course, by the double-bind in which gender segregation of 
bathrooms leaves transgender, transsexual, gender variant, and genderqueer 
people. Like many people, each time I use a public bathroom I face the fact that 
no matter what choice I make, I may encounter harassment and potential violence 
and arrest. My level of bathroom anxiety, of course, is increased by the weekend’s 
events. However, I am hopeful that the increased visibility of this problem 
afforded by the media coverage of the arrests and the organizing we ~vill continue 
will result in policy changes about bathroom segregation. I hope that this arrest 
will spark campaigns to provide safe, non-gendered bathroom options for all 
people in all public spaces. I intend to continue vigorously advocating on this 
issue.38 

In the following weeks, Spade started organizing, helped write a zine about the event, 
Piss and Vinegar, distributed by the Anti-Capitalist Tranny Brigade, and helped create a 
training video called "About Trans Issues." Spade’s activism was a clear example of a 
queer translation of anger into action, a part of the legacy of ACT UP. In the months after 
his arrest, Spade continued this work, ]eventually starting a legal clinic for trans people 
called the Sylvia Rivera Law Project (SRLP). The aim was to create a different kind of 
organization which rej ected a gendered welfare model.39 Rather than coerce or control 
those engaged in services--which has often been the case with social services--Spade 
hoped to create an organization that focused on promoting social change.4° SRLP 
explicitly acknowledged the limits of the non-profit industrial complex.41 Therefore, 
rather than repli cate the co-optation witnessed in many LGBT organizations, SRLP 
sought to create something more participator?- and consumer-driven. To do so, the group 
established a collective governance model that encouraged leadership by trans people and 
people of color. Spade argued this could offer a model for emerging queer and trans 
organizations.42 Along the way, Spade and company helped link the law project with a 
number of movement-building questions and strategies. As the organization grew and 
racked-up wins, they continued to grapple with the inherent challenges of providing 
services outside of traditional models of organizational development. Rather than 
reinforce stigma and social control, they asked questions about power, heath, care, and 
freedom, and invited many to help answer them. 

The organization’s namesake, Sylvia Rivera, had grappled with such questions for 
decades. She was the founder of the Street Trans Action Revolutionaries (). At the time 
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of her death, Rivera was referred to as the grand dame of trans activism.43 1 met Rivera 
when we were both arrested in 1998 during the Matthew Shepard political funeral (a 
public memorial service that directly connects the politics of oppression to the death of an 
individual). Throughout the post-action organizing, Rivera talked about her concern for 
other trans folks who suffered a similar fate as Matthew Shepard but without the 
headlines. 

An icon of the earliest days of gay liberation, Rivera made a striking comeback in the 
final years of her life, re-forming STAR and organizing a political funeral for Amanda 
Milan, a trans person killed in New York.44 Throughout this organizing, Rivera 
articulated a concern for those whose experiences failed to match the heavily marketed, 
commercialized image of gay living seen in the gay glossies or represented by Human 
Rights Campaign in the late 1990s.45 Rivera’s experience as a queer person--who 
suffered from chemical dependence and bouts of homelessness, in addition to 
contributing to movements for Gay and Puerto Rican Liberation--never herself 
conformed to this image of gay life. "One of our main goals now is to destroy the Human 
Rights Campaign," argued Rivera shortly before she died. "I’m tired of sitting on the back 
of the bumper. It’s not even the back of the bus anymore--it’s the back of the bumper. 
The bitch on wheels is back.’’46 Sadly, Rivera would not live long enough to see such a 
change. 

In the months after her death in 2002, several groups formed to continue her agenda. 
Projects such as Sylvia’s Place, a shelter for queer youth in Manhattan, and Sylvia Rivera 
Law Proj ect bridged a gap between direct action and direct services, harm reduction, and 
legal advocacy for trans folks, who had to navigate an unforgiving system involving 
criminal justice, transphobia, and a gendered welfare state. Spade’s SRLP led this wave 
oftrans action. Part of their work was to articulate an agenda for trans people not seen in 
mainstream GLB and "fake T" groups, like HRC, most of whom have neglected trans 
people. Through aggressive legal advocacy, the project carved out a series of legal 
victories for trans people. It also helped to articulate a queer politics that extends beyond 
the limitations of the HRC holy trinity of military service, marriage, and hate crimes. 

In 2009, for example, the State Assembly in New York introduced a version of the 
Gender Employment Non-Discrimination Act (GENDA) which included provisions for 
hate crimes. In response, SRLP drafted a smart policy statement with a coalition oftrans 
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advocacy groups, including New York City’s Fabulous Independent and Educated 
Radicals for Community Empowerment (FIERCE) and the Audre Lorde Proj ect: 

We are excited and heartened by progress on this front, as many of us have 
struggled to end discrimination against trans people for years. Unfortunately, the 
GENDA bill also includes gender identity and gender expression as a "protected" 
catego~ under the NY hate crimes statute. We want and deserve legal protection 
from discrimination in the workplace, in housing, and in public accommodations. 
Transgender people in New York are frequently fired from j obs; kicked out of 
housing, restaurants, restrooms and hotels; and harassed in schools and public 
institutions. It is essential that we have legal recourse to take action when trans 
people are discriminated against in this way. It is also essential that this form of 
discrimination is publicly declared unacceptable--in our state, in our society, and 
across the world. It pains us that we nevertheless cannot support the current 
GENDA bill, because we cannot and will not support hate crimes legislation. 

Rather than serving as much needed protection, the hate crimes provisions in the law 
would expose trans communities to additional threats, the groups argued: 

If a particular crime is deemed a hate crime by the state, the supposed perpetrator 
is automatically subj ect to a higher mandatory minimum sentence. For example, a 
crime that would carry a sentence of five years can be "enhanced" to eight years. 
As GENDA is currently written, if passed it would further expand this law, 
providing additional grounds for penalty enhancement. 

As a nation, we lock up more people per capita than any other country in the 
world; one in one hundred adults are behind bars in the U.S. Our penalties are 
harsher and sentences longer than they are anywhere else on the planet, and hate 
crime laws with sentencing enhancements make them harsher and longer. By 
supporting longer periods of incarceration and putting a more threatening weapon 
in the state’s hands, this kind of legislation places an enormous amount of faith in 
our deeply flawed, transphobic, and racist criminal legal system. The application 
of this increased power and extended punishment is entirely at the discretion of a 
system riddled with prejudice, institutional bias, economic motives, and 
corruption. Trans people, people of color, and other marginalized groups are 
disproportionately incarcerated. 

The statement noted that such policies represent a form of bait-and-switch, whereby 
liberal-leaning politicians can claim legitimacy by backing a policy that appears to 
address concerns about discrimination, while simultaneously increasing sentence 
enhancement to justify creating more prisons. The authors continue: 

Hate crime laws foreground a single accused individual as the "cause" of racism, 
homophobia, transphobia, misogyny, or any number of other oppressive 
prejudices. They encourage us to lay blame and focus our vengeful hostility on 
one person instead of paying attention to institutional prejudice that fuels police 



violence, encourages bureaucratic systems to ignore trans people’s needs or 
actively discriminate against us, and denies our communities health care, 
identification, and so much more. 

Anything that expands the power of a system that damages our communities so 
severely is against our long-term and short-term interests. Any legal weapon 
that’s created to make our justice system more harsh and punitive cannot be 
trusted in the hands of institutions that have shown their prejudices and corruption 
time and time again. Because of the way this legislation has been turned against 
the communities they were intended to protect, we regard "sentence 
enhancement" hate crime laws as one of the greatest follies of late-20th-century 
liberal politics.47 

The statement ended by offering a set of alternative policy solutions. It called for New 
York to offer substantive protections for gender non-conforming and trans populations 
without expanding the powers of an already deeply flawed, discriminator5, criminal 
justice system. In many ways, the statement was years in the making. 

Queering the Hate Crimes Discourse 

My practice-based introduction to queer direct action came when I was arrested October 
19, 1998, during the political funeral for Matthew Shepard.48 At the time, many queer 
activists fought the impulse to call for the death sentence for Shepard’s murderers. 
Assimilationist-minded gays called for enhanced punishment with hate crimes legislation, 
while justice-minded queers called for a different kind of thinking, linked with a message 
of liberation and social justice.49 Many rej ected the idea of calling for policies that 
strengthen the criminal justice system. "I don’t think we should be increasing the scope 
of power in that way," explained Bill Dobbs in a radio interview in January of 1999. 
Dobbs, who opposes the death penalty across the board, explained his position vis-i~-vis 
hate crimes legislation: 

If somebody says, the penalties for murder are inadequate, or for robbery or 
sexual assault, I’m willing to listen to that argument. But I find troubling some of 
these arguments that are advanced to support hate crime legislation. For 
example...some of these arguments try to highlight some crimes against others, 
but fail to take into account that crimes, in general, are not a good thing. Crimes 
against people are not a good thing. And paradoxically, again, using a Michigan 
example, there the number one agenda item on the gay and lesbian community list 
is hate crime legislation, yet gross indecency there is a felony. And I am very 
concerned that those kinds of sex laws are resulting in prosecutions that send 
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people away for long periods of prison time, and yet we are still, as a community, 
asking for more law and order when we haven’t even gotten rid of our own 
outl aw status.-~° 

The year after the Shepard political funeral witnessed a series of iconic actions. In 
February 1999, Fed Up Queers, who had organized the Shepard political funeral, initiated 

the first of a wave of over a thousand acts of non-violent civil disobedience after unarmed 
African immigrant Amadou Diallo was shot by the New York Police Department. A few 
weeks later, the same cohort helped organize another political funeral when a gay man in 
Alabama, Billy Jack Gaither, was burnt in a pyre of tires. At the time, queer activists 

called for an end to a culture of violence, not for enhanced sentences for hate crimes~ The 
following decade included a number of these gruesome attacks and a debate about how 

best to respond. 

This history ran through my mind when I read about the fate of Jorge Steven Lopez 
Mercado, a gay man beheaded and dismembered in Cidra, Puerto Rico on November 13, 
2009. This act was seen as a response to his being gay. "Thousands of New Yorkers 
Gather for Vigil In Memoriam of Jorge Steven Lopez Mercado, Victim of Hate Crime," 
read a call for a response listed on Facebook and posted on several queer list serves. 
"Why must it always come down to hate crimes legislation?" was the question I posted to 
the RHA list-sew" when I read the call. 

Upon arriving at the vigil I encountered Bill Dobbs, who argued against the death penalty 
for Matthew Shepard’s killers in 1999. He carried a sign reading "Repeal Hate Crimes," 
and handed me another sign declaring "Justice Not Vengeance." "I could not agree 
more," one woman noted when I held up the sign. Dobbs explained the argument against 
hate crimes to inquirers. Instead of pushing for a lump of flesh, it would be useful, he 
said, to let the dust settle. Everyone has a visceral response to violence, which has to be 
acknowledged. But there are other solutions, including laws already on the books, which 
serve as antidotes to additional law-and-order social policies. Others on hand for the rally 
talked about alternatives: education, information, changes in social attitudes, and even 
harm reduction approaches. Society cannot rehabilitate someone, they argued, by 
enhancing criminal sentences. 

But at a later point in the vigil, New York City Councilwoman Christine Quinn stood up 
to make the case that this was a hate crime. Watching Quinn rally the emotionally raw 
crowd, I thought about the scene of Peter Lorre rallying himself against a vigilante mob 
in Fritz Lang’ s M, set in Weimar Era Berlin. With Quinn leading the charge, the crowd 
seemed to be pushed to vengeance. 
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Observing these events, New York activist Panama Vicente Alba wrote about Mercado’s 
murder, noting that there were some 811 homicides in Puerto Rico in 2009, mostly 
related to drugs.52 "As heinous as the murder of Jorge Steven Mercado is, it is not the 
first ’hate crime’ in Puerto Rico. In spite of this, no one has ever been prosecuted under 
the Puerto Rico Hate Crimes Statues," argued Alba. "The murder of Jorge Steven Lopez 
Merdado cries for justice--Puerto Rican justice." He noted, "There are those who are 
aware of this case and consider calling on the U.S. Justice Department to prosecute this 
case under Federal Hate Crime Statutes. They include the Death Penalty under its 
sentencing guidelines .... The Death Penalty is a crime against humanity. Colonialism is a 
crime against humanity." For Alba, a veteran of the Young Lords and National Congress 
for Puerto Rican Rights, as well as labor and harm reduction movements, hi s lifetime of 
activism was about connecting the dots between movements and causes, rather than 
seeing particular injustices--such as Mercado’s murder and other ’hate crimes’--as 
isolated ’gay issues.’ Queer activism functions within a similar ethos, always seeking 
connections within a broad multi-issue politics. 

For a short while in the early 1970s, Sylvia Rivera was also a member of the Young 
Lords, a group that fought for sovereignty for Puerto Rico and its people transplanted in 
the United States. What linked this work with her support for gay liberation was an 
overarching struggle for human freedom. Rivera’s work with STAR, Gay Liberation, and 
the Young Lords helped connect this vision of global solidarity. These were all direct 
action groups, favoring a DIY approach to creating solutions rather than more j ail cells. 
Throughout the years of her activi sm, Sylvia Rivera maintained that spirit. She 
considered the Matthew Shepard political funeral--where she spent the night in j aft--one 
of the best demonstrations she ever attended. Yet she also considered sleeping in the 
street to protest cutbacks on homeless services--as she did with me in January of 2000-- 
just as important. She understood that no one was free until everyone was free, and lived 
her life and her politics in support of all oppressed people. The challenge of sex and 
gender liberation requires building spaces for countless genders and identities on a 
foundation of sexual freedom, autonomy, and sociality, rather than falling back on 
oppressive systems like ’criminal justice’ as the best our collective imagination can offer. 

Conclusion 

In October 2003, I was invited to speak on a panel for the thirtieth anniversary of Gay 
Community News (GCN) at the New York LGBT Community Services Center. The panel 
was titled, "What Did We Mean by Queer Activism in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s, and What 
Do We Mean Today?" Each panelist was invited to write a short bio for the event. 
"Benjamin Shepard never read GCN," mine read. "But he always cruised the obits in the 
Bay Area Reporter in San Francisco as the AIDS health crisis decimated lives from a 
cross section of outsiders in American life, in ways that forced him and countless others 
to reconsider just what queer life, activism, and community mean." Speaking to this 
group of older organizers, I talked about a generation of queer activists staking a path in a 
different model of organizing, based on something outside of social identity. From the 
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battle for healthcare, HIV housing, and syringe exchange, to the anti-war and global 
justice movements, I noted that some of the best queer organizers of the era had linked 
their work with broad-based, social justice-oriented universalizing discourses. Three 
decades after GCN, queer thinking was re-embracing questions the movement first 
contended with aider Stonewall. Some involved rej ecting militari sm, crime, and 
punishment; others involved rejecting hard-and-fast social categories in favor of a 
liberated sexuality for everyone. 

Such queer thinking borrowed from ideas ranging from Freud to Foucault, Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick to Patrick Califia. The latter three found strict delineations around sex and 
identity completely silly; identities blur as do politics. In the early 1990s, Judith Butler 
beckoned the question: 

Is it possible to maintain and pursue heterosexual identifications and aims within 
homosexual practice, and homosexual identifications and aims within 
heterosexual practices? If sexuality is to be disclosed, what will be taken as the 
true determinant of its meaning: the fantasy structure, the act, the orifice, the 
energy, the anatomy? And if the practice engages a complex interplay of all of 
these, which one of these erotic dimensions ~vill come to stand for the sexuality 
that requires them all?s3 

Here, social and sexual identity becomes far more fluid. Foucault described living in a 
world which embraced "an infinity of sexualities" rather than binary categorizations. Just 
as sexual roles can be approached as performative gestures within a continuum of desires, 
queer politics offers a politics that embraces a multiplicity of approaches to engagement, 
outside of hard-and-fast identity-based social categories. This is ~vhat marks the multi- 
issue organizing born of Gay Liberation Front.54 

In this essay, I have highlighted an interplay between di scourses, with identity-based 
models of politics favored by the HRC in conflict with an identity-bending queer politics 
that favors a universalizing view of human interaction, based on care, connection, and 
support for social outsiders. Such queer thinking extends through a huge range of issues, 
from private to very public concerns. It also involves core questions about organizing. At 
its most ambitious, queer post-identity models open spaces for new kinds of coalitions 
and modes of organization, offering spaces based in less coercive models of participation. 
At its worst, these politics occasionally replicate old power dynamics involving insider 
and outsider status, bias, and favoritism, as Gay Liberation Front experienced after 
Stone,vail. Queer activism is still a work very much in process, often driven by 
personality clashes and affinities that mark other forms of activism. A review of the 
inte~v’iews in the ACT UP Oral History Proj ect confirms that the group occasionally 
resembled a high school, with its own cliques and popularity contests. Yet ACT UP’s 
queer message of a broad struggle opened space for countless forms of engagement for a 
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generation of activists.55 More often than not, good things have come from this 
ambitious thinking and activism. 

In the years after Stonewall, gay liberationists linked their movement with broad-based 
liberationist movements around the world. Throughout this period, queers argued that 
queerness offered richer, more colorful approaches to living. They created a public 
commons, opened bath houses, wrote zines, started gay papers, generated a highly 
experimental approach to public sexuality, and openly critiqued heteronormative 
institutions of marriage, militarism and monogamy. Much of this activism was born of a 
desire to create something bigger and better than this mess of a world, and so looked to 
Do-It-Yourself approaches to direct action and community organizing. By the 1990s, 
when assimilationist minded gays pushed away from this agenda, queer activists 
responded critically, arguing that liberation was a far more compelling option than t~ing 
to fit into a flawed system. Others pushed to create alternative groups, counter-publics, 
public policies, and programs based on reducing harm, creating connection, and 
rethinking social notions of gender, pleasure, and self-determination. In the years since 
the 1999 Seattle alter-globalization demonstrations, queer organizers re-linked their 
struggles with global movements for social change. "Despite the discomforts of the 
weekend’s events, I have hope that much good will come from these arrests," Dean 
Spade wrote in the zine Piss & Vinegar after his arrest at the World Economic Forum.56 
"I think that it is a step forward to have anti-capitalist activists and movements 
considering transgender issues and participation." Rather than favor one identity or 
another, much of queer organizing is practiced intersectionally, between movements and 
organizational cultures, insistent on expanding imaginations and cultivating radical 
sentiments that so many of us have in common. As the movement churns forward, such 
activism offers a route toward a richer, more democratic, and more meaningful 
experience of queer living for everyone. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 2:31 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@listserv.anc.edu> 

[africa] African Studies Seminar March 3 with Dr. Nuhu Yaqub 

Friends, 

t?lease join us on Thursday, March 3, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM for the next meeting of the African Studies Seminar. 

Dr. Nuhu Yaqub will speak on "Values Education and Governance in Nigeria: How \¥ould the Country Get the Right Balance?" Dr. Nuhu Yaqub, 

Fulbright Scholar in Residence at Wake Forest University, will address values education and governance in Nigeria. 

Location: FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH 

This talk is pa(t of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. Each 

month’s meelmg is an informal gathering for sharing new research and discussing contemlx~mD~ issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty- and 

graduate students in any discipline. Free 

Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@nnc.e&t for more information. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~edu/n?id=¢2339823~6a91b33~a6c982b6a6da464~e5d1b23&n=~T&l=africa&~=~28745~ 89 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !..e..a.~:.e..-...2..~..7~4...5..!~..8.~.-~2..2~3.:.3...9...8~2~3.~..6..9.~.~...~?~..3~..~.L6...c.~.8...2...b.~}.‘.a.~..@-~.~.~.~.~.~i.~£~.Z~!1~:.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lems, Lucy W <lMems@emaila~nc.edu;, 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 5:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hi Eunice, 

I belatedly took your message off my phone, but when I called got a message that your mailbox couldn’t take any calls at this time. Thus my email. 

¯ No, it is not too late to participate in GO! We are asking for bios and workshop 

info now because we may need to make some edits for length or clarity, and then send back to the facilitator for an OK, and there may be some back and forth¯ And 

our current goal is February 28 to finalize the process¯ But we can add your workshop info at the last minute, or add it late if necessary. 

So - Don’t worry.           . And then send me your form ASAP. In that order¯ 

Thanks again for agreeing to do this workshop, and                              ! 

Lucy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 6:14 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] Feb. 28 - Deadline for Newsletter Submissions 

Dear Colleagues: 
This is a friendly reminder that submissions for the departmental newsletter are due by February 28. Please send your submission to Kenneth and me. Kenneth’s email address 
is: kdanken@email.unc.edu. 
We are seeking information on faculty members’ professional activities and publications and student!alumni news. 
Best, 
Kia 

You are currently subscribed to aJTrialhm as: eunice~emai].unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8746780 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28746780-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cpiot <cpio@duke,edu~ 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 11:23 PM 

YousufA1-Bulushi <yousut~.,unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Hi & Invitation 

Hi You sul’, 

Sorry for the delay in getting back. It’s been a craW week. 

Yes, I’d be glad to participate in this (though not sure ~vhat to contribute 
to a discussion of social movements, which are sorely lacking in most of 
West Africa, but I’ll have much to say about the contempoary 
context/neoliberalization-NGOization/etc - if that fits with your intent) 

Best, 
Charlie 

--On Monday, Febmapf 21,2011 12:20 AM -0500 Yousuf AI-Bulushi 
<yousuf@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Charlie, 

Hope you are doing well and that the semester ~s going well for you at 
Duke. I’m writing to let you know that we will have a visit from Firoze 
Ma@ from Pambazuka this semester at UNC. He will give a public lecture 
on the evening of March 31st about social movements in Africa, and 
Professor Bunice Sahle (AAAS and International Studies) and I are 
organi75ng a round table to coincide with his visit on Friday April 1 st. 
We wanted to invite you to participate in the round table, which will be 
a discussion of African Social Movements in a Global Context The latest 
round of rebellions in North Africa has certainly set the stage nicely 
for this conversation, and we will certainly touch upon these upheavals 
and revolutions But we also wanted to take the oppormm~ to consider 
the issue of social movements more broadly in the African continent 
Possible themes of discussion include the role of neoliberal 
globalization, the non-profit sector, civil socie~, ecology and climate 
change, evelNday life and lirninal spaces of resistance, race, class and 
gender, urban vs rural movernents, Empire and the Ne~v Imperialism, the 
legacy of Pan-Africanism, the non-aligned movement, and the anti-colonial 
struggle, and arrned vs. non-violent movements. 

We hope you will be able to join us for the round table. I look forward 
to hearing frorn you and to catching up soon. 

Best, 
Yousuf 
yousuf@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

02-23-11 05:00AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: O’Byme, Darren J 
Human rights : an introduction 
CALL NO: JC571.029 2003 
BARCODE: 00024613081 
Davis Library DUE: 02-26-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:39 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 7:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Coltbe 

Hi Eunice! 

I kind of guessed you were h~ hectic times. Same here, 

Today I haw:_~ lots of meel:ir~g, but I cat~ escapee to Jades at 3 pro. Would that work) 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin ~erica, Africa and the Middle East Prograns Director 

2@16 FEDEX }lobai Ed~ca~ion Center 

Unive~slty of North ~arolina a~ Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: { I 919 962 7@@2 max: } 1 91@ @62 2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, incl Iding attachments, Js for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential 

information. Any Inauthorised review, use, disclosure, or dJstribltion is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 23, 20~ 6:~ AN 
To: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject: Coffee 

Hi Rodney, 

It is has been a hectic period hence the silence. I am on campus today and I write to see if you can spare 20 or so meet for a coffee chat pertaining to the May site visit. We 
can meet at Jack Sprat anytime between LOOpm-3.3Opm. 

Let me know. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 9:09 AM 

Department listserv <atHalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat~m] FW: HR Digest: Feb. 22, 2011 

022211 HR Elnployee hffonnation.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2011 3:18 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Digest: Feb. 22, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department{S}o 

¯ Full text of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

Mar. ~: "A Baby! What Do I Do" workshop 

Mar. ]5: Teachers & State Employees Retirement Worksho~ 

Mar. &5: ULEAD applications due 

Mar. 25: OLED award nominations due 

Mar. 32: NCFlex reimbursement claims due 

Apt. 22: Spring holiday 

Un{versi~ keadersNp Educat{on & L3eve{opment Program accepl#~g nom{na~:ions (Click here) 

The University Leadership Education and Development Program (ULEAD), a 10-week educational program for middle managers, is now accepting nominations for 

its next session, which begins in September. The program includes six core classes, a 360 leadership assessment, peer coaching, and team projects that are 

designed to have a significant impact on improving the effectiveness of our institutions. Classes include Crucial Conversations, negotiations, ethics, strategic 

thinking, and the business of higher education. 

Star Heels Awar(t Program {C~ick here) 

Attached are award allocations for the 2010-2011 Star Heels program, listed by department number. This award program is designed to allow University 

departments to recognize and reward excellent employees. 

OELD AWARD 2012 {Click here) 
The Office of Human Resources at Chapel Hill is now accepting nominations for the 2011 Outstanding Encouragement of Learning and Development Award for a 

deserving manager or supervisor. Nominations will be accepted through Friday, Mar. 25. Click here for the nomination form. 

Ema~k Christie davis@unc.edu 

Webs~te: http:iihr.unc.edu 

You a~ce currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: eunice@email.tmc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht[p:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atH afam&o=2874.9597 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.~:.e..-...2..~..7-4..?...5.2.7.:..3..2-3..~..~-6..(.!..8.:..e-8-7..@..!2.a.~.~.~3.~.~!.~.~.~.~.~i~i.~.~:~2u~.~.~! 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, February 22~ 20 ! ! 

Mar. I:"A Baby! What Do I Do" workshop 
Mar. I 5: Teachers & State Employees Retirement workshop 
Mar. ! 5: ULEAD applications due 
Mar. 25: OLED award nominations due 
Mar. 31: NCFIex reimbursement claims due 
Apt. 22: Spring holiday 

University Leadership Education & Development Program accepting 
nominations 

FROM: Verita Mufti//, Training & Talent Deve/opment 
Office of Human Resources 

The University Leadership Education and Development Program (ULEAD), a 10- 
week educational program for middle managers, is now accepting nominations for 
its next session, which begins in September. The program includes six core 
classes, a 360 leadership assessment, peer coaching, and team projects that are 
designed to have a significant impact on improving the effectiveness of our 
institutions. Classes include Crucial Conversations, negotiations, ethics, strategic 
thinking, and the business of higher education. 

C.__!_i__._c__.k____..h_.e__..r_..e_. to view more information about ULEAD and the application process. 
Interested applicants are encouraged to note the criteria for eligibility. Applications 
will be accepted through March 1 5. Forms are available online. 

If you have any questions or comments regarding the University Leadership 
Education and Development program, please contact William Frey in OHR at 962- 
9685. 



Star Heels Award Program 

FROM: Aimee Krans, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

Attached are award allocations for the 2010- 2011 Star Heels program, listed by 
department number. This award program is designed to allow University 
departments to recognize and reward excellent employees. 

Award recipients will receive a $30 Visa gift card, as well as a certificate. 

Click here for more information on this award program or to access the 
submission form. 

We appreciate TIAA- CREF, the sole sponsor of this award program, for their 
continued support of this valued campus- wide program. We would also like to 
recognize the efforts of both the Star Heels winners and the HR Facilitators. 

If you have questions, contact Aimee Krans in Benefit Services at or 962- 6008. 

OELD AWARD 201 I 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources at Chapel Hill is now accepting nominations for the 
2011 Outstanding Encouragement of Learning and Development Award for a 
deserving manager or supervisor. Nominations will be accepted through Friday, 
Mar. 25. Click here for the nomination form. ...................................... 

The Chancellor’s Task Force for a Better Workplace created this award to recognize 
supervisors who encourage their staff to engage in learning activities within the 
framework of an effective workplace. 

The OELD Award is open to both SPA and EPA managers who have at least one year 
of continuous University service. The award is presented annually to one manager 
and includes 24 hours of paid time off, automatic nomination for a Chancellor’s 
Award in the category of Human Relations and a plaque. 

For questions, comments, or nomination form, contact .___W____i__l__!j__a______m_______F____r___e__y in the Office of 
Human Resources at 91 9- 962- 9685. 



Star 
I oral 

Awards 

2201:Chancellor 1 

2204:Ombuds 1 

2205:CarolinaCt 1 

2213:Counsel 1 

2219:VC Fin&Adm 1 

2221:VC Unv Adv 3 

2223:AVC Ser 1 

2224:Diversity 1 

2225:Equal Opp 1 

2226:AVC Financ 1 

2228:Human Res 2 

2229:Asset Mang 1 

2231:Controller 1 

2233:Travel 1 

2235:Acctg Ser 2 

2236:SponRes 2 

2237:Payroll 1 

2238:DisbSvc 1 

2240:Budget 1 

2242:FINC&T 1 

2248:Stu Acct 1 

2254:1nt Audit 1 

2260:PurchSvc 1 

2261:RiskMgmnt 1 

2264:Res Comp 1 

2304:Alumni 1 

2315:lnst Res 

2318:Fac Govern 1 

2370:FacPlann 1 

2371:Hlth/Safe 2 

2372:Eng/Info 1 

2373:Facplan 1 

2374:Constmgmnt 1 

2375:Propoff 1 

2401:VC Stu Aff 1 

2403:1nfo Tech 1 

2404:NewStuPgm 1 

2406:Std Office 1 

2407:Campus Y 1 

2413:Stu Act Fu 1 

2417:Placement 1 

2423:Stu Union 2 
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2426:Campus Hit 144 1 2 3 

2432:Admissions 44 1 1 2 

2438:Registrar 36 1 1 2 

2448:Stu Aid 34 1 1 2 

3100:Provost 3 1 0 1 

3101:Acad Aff 7 1 0 1 

3102:AcadlntUBC 3 1 0 1 

3103:1TS 393 1 6 7 

3105:Ackland 20 1 0 1 

3113 :Techdev 13 1 0 1 

3114:SonyaCtr 6 1 0 1 

3116:Sum Sch Ad 2 1 0 1 

3118: Inst Env 35 1 1 2 

3119:Pub Ser Ct 6 1 0 1 

3120:Gen Colleg 39 1 1 2 

3122:Worldview 7 1 0 1 

3125:Wmnctr 3 1 0 1 

3126:AdvMat 3 1 0 1 

3127:RENCI 58 1 1 2 

3130: UNC Global 24 1 0 1 

3131:Fac Excel 10 1 0 1 

3132:Hunt Inst 14 1 0 1 

3133:Indian Ctr 2 1 0 1 

3134:Trio Prog 2 1 0 1 

3135:Global Stu 4 1 0 1 

3140:Dev Scnce 14 1 0 1 

3145:Amer South 10 1 0 1 

3146:Dir Arts 16 1 0 1 

3201:College As 33 1 1 2 

3203:Honors 10 1 0 1 

3204:Art 34 1 1 2 

3206:Peace W&D 1 1 0 1 

3207:Drama Art 23 1 0 1 

3211:Arts&Human 5 1 0 1 

3212:Music 42 1 1 2 

3214:SucAcdCoun 14 1 0 1 

3215:Communicat 38 1 1 2 

3216:Ctr Euro 6 1 0 1 

3219:Ugrd Edu 6 1 0 1 

3220:Classics 17 1 0 1 

3221:Humanities 5 1 0 1 

3225:ENGL & CL 91 1 2 3 

3226:Am Stu Cur 13 1 0 1 

3228:Linguistic 8 1 0 1 

3229:German 13 1 0 1 

3231:A&S Inf Sr 25 1 0 1 

3232:Appl, Sci 1 1 0 1 



3234:Writ Ctr 5 1 0 1 

3235:Learn Ctr 6 1 0 1 

3236:UgrdRes 2 1 0 1 

3237:AsiaCtr 4 1 0 1 

3238:Philosophy 26 1 1 2 

3239:Afr St Ctr 1 1 0 1 

3240:Muslim Civ 2 1 0 1 

3241:Relig Stdy 17 1 0 1 

3244:Romance Lg 67 1 1 2 

3248:Slavic Lg 7 1 0 1 

3249:Slav Eur 3 1 0 1 

3251:Study Amer 3 1 0 1 

3252 :Ast ud ies 31 1 1 2 

3255:Botan Grdn 24 1 0 1 

3258: Psychol ogy 85 1 2 3 

3261:GEC Oper 2 1 0 1 

3262:Marine Sci 22 1 0 1 

3264:Ecology 3 1 0 1 

3265:Chemistry 93 1 2 3 

3266:Stdy Abrd 17 1 0 1 

3267:Biology 98 1 2 3 

3268:Geo Sci 16 1 0 1 

3270:Phys-Astro 59 1 1 2 

3276:Comp Sci 61 1 1 2 

3278 :Statistics 25 1 0 1 

3279:Pub Policy 17 1 0 1 

3282:Mathematic 47 1 1 2 

3283:Women Stdy 9 1 0 1 

3284:Anthroplgy 33 1 1 2 

3286:Lab Archae 4 1 0 1 

3287:Af&Afro Am 19 1 0 1 

3288:City&Reg P 19 1 0 1 

3289:Economics 39 1 1 2 

3290:Geography 25 1 0 1 

3291:History 57 1 1 2 

3292:Ex Sci 57 1 1 2 

3294:Poli Sci 46 1 1 2 

3296:Sociology 32 1 1 2 

3298:Nrotc 1 1 0 1 

3301:Business 283 1 4 5 

3317:SBTDCKFBS 4 1 0 1 

3401:Education 97 1 2 3 

3402:LearnNC 13 1 0 1 

3501:Journalism 83 1 2 3 

3601:Law 117 1 2 3 

3701:Libr Sci 44 1 1 2 

3801:Soc Work 129 1 2 3 



3901:Grad Sch 21 1 0 1 

3902:DICE Centr 1 1 0 1 

3904:Res Devel 2 1 0 1 

3905:VC Res 30 1 1 2 

3906:lnfo/Com 8 1 0 1 

3908:ClinTrials 9 1 0 1 

3909:Ethics 18 1 0 1 

4101:Health Aff 8 1 0 1 

4201:Med Sch Ad 144 1 2 3 

4202:CtrWomen 10 1 0 1 

4204:Cell&Dev 58 1 1 2 

4205:MatlnfHeal 8 1 0 1 

4206:CarVac 11 1 0 1 

4208:Microbiol 67 1 1 2 

4210:Toxiclgy-M 1 1 0 1 

4212:Biochemstr 75 1 1 2 

4216:Pathology 148 1 2 3 

4217:BRIC 9 1 0 1 

4218:Genetics 73 1 1 2 

4219:Genome 21 1 0 1 

4220:Pharmacolg 59 1 1 2 

4222:Heart Ctr. 21 1 0 1 

4223 :Cysfibrosi 57 1 1 2 

4224:Physiology 53 1 1 2 

4225:Envir Med 16 1 0 1 

4226:Cancer Res 408 1 6 7 

4227:Heart Inst. 43 1 1 2 

4228:Medicine 503 1 7 8 

4229: Derm atolgy 31 1 1 2 

4230:Neurology 46 1 1 2 

4232:Family Med 105 1 2 3 

4233:Neurosrgry 16 1 0 1 

4236:0bgyn 144 1 2 3 

4238:0tolaryngy 58 1 1 2 

4244:0phthalmgy 38 1 1 2 

4248:Pediatrics 232 1 4 5 

4256:Psychiatry 206 1 3 4 

4257:Teacch 145 1 2 3 

4260:Radiology 70 1 1 2 

4262:Rad Oncol 47 1 1 2 

4264:Surgery 157 1 3 4 

4265:0rth Surg 25 1 0 1 

4266:Emrgncy Md 66 1 1 2 

4268:Anesthesio 89 1 2 3 

4269:UncKidney 6 1 0 1 

4270:Lab Anim M 130 1 2 3 

4272:Con Med Ed 8 1 0 1 



4273:Allied Hlt 101 1 2 3 

4274:Hiv Stds 33 1 1 2 

4275:Bio Eng 19 1 0 1 

4276:Gene Ctr 38 1 1 2 

4277:Molec Bio 35 1 1 2 

4278:Aging 4 1 0 1 

4281:Neuro Ctr 31 1 1 2 

4282:Alcohol St 28 1 1 2 

4283:Ctr Gastro 52 1 1 2 

4284:Meal Educ 44 1 1 2 

4285:Arthritis 17 1 0 1 

4287:lnst for DD 34 1 1 2 

4290:Social Med 30 1 1 2 

4295:Ocme/Fsn 1 1 0 1 

4296:Physmedreh 18 1 0 1 

4299:TraCS Inst 60 1 1 2 

4301:Dentistry 56 1 1 2 

4305:Dent Ecol 41 1 1 2 

4315:Clinic Aff 55 1 1 2 

4320:Endodontic 10 1 0 1 

4330:Op Dentist 19 1 0 1 

4335:Diag Sci 29 1 1 2 

4340:Oral Surgy 24 1 0 1 

4345:Orthodont 24 1 0 1 

4350:Peal Dent 24 1 0 1 

4355:Periodont 11 1 0 1 

4365:Prosthod 27 1 1 2 

4375:Dental Rs 52 1 1 2 

4401:Nursing 180 1 3 4 

4501:Sch Pharm 176 1 3 4 

4601:Public Hit 29 1 1 2 

4603:Sph Info T 20 1 0 1 

4605:Envhlth 2 1 0 1 

4610:Hit Policy 49 1 1 2 

4620:Biostats 110 1 2 3 

4622:Nutri Inst 13 1 0 1 

4626:Nc Ins Ph 66 1 1 2 

4630:Envir Sci 67 1 1 2 

4635:Epidemiolg 110 1 2 3 

4640:Hit Behav 34 1 1 2 

4645:Mat&Chld 40 1 1 2 

4655:Ph Nursing 3 1 0 1 

4660:Nutridept 67 1 1 2 

4670:Ph Leader 11 1 0 1 

4835:AHEC Cmc 30 1 1 2 

4910:Pop Center 104 1 2 3 

4921:1OA 14 1 0 1 



4935:Nchcap 4 1 0 1 

4950:Sheps Ctr 95 1 2 3 

4974:Injury Ctr 14 1 0 1 

4977:Hazards 2 1 0 1 

4985:Hit Prom 37 1 1 2 

5140:DFP 20 1 0 1 

5210:lrss 16 1 0 1 

5215:Urban Stdy 16 1 0 1 

5220:Marine Ins 36 1 1 2 

5235:Psychom Lb 1 1 0 1 

5245:FPG 218 1 3 4 

5301:Friday Ctr 45 1 1 2 

5350:H Safe Res 39 1 1 2 

5367:Disab Trng 2 1 0 1 

5380:WUNC-FM 43 1 1 2 

5401:Sch Govt 139 1 2 3 

5505:Univ Lib 249 1 4 5 

5507:Trln 4 1 0 1 

5520:Law Lib 22 1 0 1 

5525:Hth Af Lib 59 1 1 2 

7110:Facil Serv 19 1 0 1 

7120:House Svcs 403 1 6 7 

7130:Bus Oper 59 1 1 2 

7140:Grounds 79 1 2 3 

7150:Bldg Svcs 256 1 4 5 

7160:D&CSVCS 102 1 2 3 

7170:Energy Mgt 13 1 0 1 

7602:Pub Safe 96 1 2_ 3 

8120:Auxil Ent 27 1 1 2 

8121:Onecard 5 1 0 1 

8130:EnergSvc 141 1 2 3 

8215:Housing 45 1 1 2 

8230:Ps Hou Sec 5 1 0 1 

8411:SS-Admin 3 1 0 1 

8412:SS-Acctg 4 1 0 1 

8413:SS-Data En 3 1 0 1 

8416:SS-Operatn 7 1 0 1 

8420:SS-Caduceu 7 1 0 1 

8422:SS-Txtbook 7 1 0 1 

8423:SS-Bu11’S 6 1 0 1 

8424:SS-Sales F 9 1 0 1 

8425:SS-Warehse 1 1 0 1 

8432:SS-Mechand 1 1 0 1 

8471:SS-Snack 2 1 0 1 

8505:Logistics 12 1 0 1 

8515:P&D 33 1 1 2 

8911:Morehead P 33 1 1 2 



8915:Playmakers 12 1 0 1 

8931:Laundry 1 1 0 1 

8952:Airport 1 1 0 1 

8986:Ps T/Park 99 1 2 3 

9801:Ath Dir 12 1 0 1 

9810:Ath-Bus Of 7 1 0 1 

9811:Finley GIf 15 1 0 1 

9812:Ath Fac Op 28 1 1 2 

9813:Ath-Equip 3 1 0 1 

9814:Ath-Ticket 6 1 0 1 

9816:Ath-Game 4 1 0 1 

9821:Acad Cousl 4 1 0 1 

9822:Sports Inf 9 1 0 1 

9823:Sports Pro 12 1 0 1 

9824:Phys Dev 8 1 0 1 

9825:Ath-Asst D 1 1 0 1 

9830:Educ Fdn 23 1 0 1 

9831:St Act Ctr 3 1 0 1 

9835:Football 25 1 0 1 

9840:Basketball 10 1 0 1 

9845:Baseball 6 1 0 1 

9850:Track & Xc 5 1 0 1 

9855:Tennis 5 1 0 1 

9865:Swimming 5 1 0 1 

9870:Lacrosse 3 1 0 1 

9875:Soccer 4 1 0 1 

9880:Wrestling 3 1 0 1 

9885:Fencing 3 1 0 1 

9890:Womens Ath 35 1 1 2 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 23, 2011 10:30 AM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

LAST CALL: ASA 2011 call tbr proposals 

As detailed below, the deadline to submit panel and paper proposals for possible APCG sponsorship at the 2011 ASA Annual Meeting is this Friday, February 
25th. The committee has only received a few proposals to date, so we hope that many of you have been waiting until the last minute! 
Dear APCG colleagues: 
The African Studies Association annual meeting will be in Washington, DC, on November 17-20,2011. The call for proposals is now open and the deadline for paper and panel 
submissions is March 15,2011. The theme statement and additional information can be found on their website at www.africanstudies.or.q. 
The African Politics Conference Group is guaranteed one panel at the conference, though we are in discussions to sponsor at least one more. If you would like your paper or 
panel to be considered for APCG sponsorship, submit your proposal to all three members of the ASA committee by 6:00 p.m. on February 26, 201t (see names and 
email addresses below). This will give them time to review the proposals, make selections, and notify all candidates by March 12. You will then be responsible for submitting 
your own proposal directly to the ASA online system, along with paying your ASA membership and conference registration. 
Per APCG rules, and consistent with other organizations, you must be a paid APCG member to submit a paper or panel proposal. Dues are $10 per year. The 
committee will confirm with the treasurer, Carl LeVan 0evan@american.edu), befot~ reviewing your proposal. For information about how to pay your dues using PayPal, see 
the most recent APCG newsletter posted on our website (www.africanpolitics.qroup.or.q). 
We are very grateful to the APCG members who have agreed to serve on the ASA committee. Again, please send your proposal to all three of them by February 25th: 
Laura Seay, Morehouse College, Iseay@morehouse.edu 
Ngoni Munemo, Williams College, nml@williams~edu 
Fredline M’Cormack-HNe, Seton Hall University,        ~,yahoo.com 
We look forward to putting together some good APCG panels for the ASA conference in DC! 

Best wishes, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You m’e cm~ntly subscribed to apcg as: eunice~)ernafil.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edtvn?idM0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&l a~cg&o 14107083 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ4 to leave- 14107083-40299565.1718b558a010cd189c017d76e7dct0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



Lomonosov Moscow State University 

Faculty of Global Studies 

UNESCO Chair on global challenges 

IIIIII 

With the participation of 

Commission of the Russian Federation for UNESCO 

international Global Research Association 

Russian Academy of Natural Sciences 

Russian Philosophical Society 

The Congress is dedicated to the 300th Anniversary of the eminent scientist Mikhail Vasilyevich 

Lomonosov, who initiated the foundation of Moscow State University, in addition to the 50th 

Anniversary of the First Manned Space Flight, performed by Yuri A. Gagarin on the April 12 1961. 

Moscow, 1-51 Leninskiye Gory, Humanitarian Building 

May 18-22th 2011 



Dear Colleagues, 

Welcome to the Second International Scientific Congress "Globalistics-2011". 

Hosted by Lomonosov Moscow State University (MGU) and originally developed as a project by the 

University’s Global Studies Faculty, the Congress enjoys support of the Russian Academy of Natural 

Sciences, the Russian Philosophic Society, the Russian National UNESCO Commission and the 

International Global Research Association. 

The organisational committee of the Congress is chaired by Viktor Antonovich Sadovnichiy, the Rector 

of Lomonosov Moscow State University, Vice-President of the Russian Academy of Sciences, a 

member of the Russian Academy of Sciences. 

Academic supervisor of MGU’s Global Studies Faculty, Professor Igor’ Ishenaliyevich Abylgaziyev PhD 

is the Co-Chairman of the committee. 

The Dean of the Global Studies Faculty llya Vyacheslavovich Ilyin is the Deputy Chairman of the 

committee. 

The international organisational committee includes: 

Roland Robertson - Professor of the University of Aberdeen (UK); 

An’ Tsin’an’ - Professor of the Chinese People’s University (Beijing, China); 

William Hough-Dev - Consultant and researcher in financial globalization (the Netherlands); 

Irene Hermann - Professor of the University of Geneva (Switzerland); 

Li Dingsin - Head of Department at the Yunnan University of Economics and Finance (Kunming, China), 

Co-Director of the International Centre for Global Studies in the Asia-Pacific Region; 

Lyu Fantsyan’ - Professor, Dean of the Economics Faculty at the Southwestern University of Finance 

and Economics (China); 

Norman Graham - Professor of Michigan State University (USA); 

Parviz Norewedge - Professor of the State University of New York (USA); 

Tam~s Bauer - Professor of Johann Wolfgang Goethe University (Frankfurt am Main, Germany); 

Including other prominent researchers and academics from around the world. 



The Congress is a platform for exchange of opinions about vital issues and challenges facing the 

humanity, and helps create an international expert network to facilitate study of global socio-natural 

concepts. The aims of the Congress include analysis, generalisation, and comparative assessment of 

global processes based upon the views expressed by leading academic researchers in the field. 

Both organisers and participants of the Congress are aware of the importance of finding answers to 

the current global challenges and solutions to multiple global problems in the interests of peace and 

sustainable development. 

The cross-disciplinary nature of globalistics has defined the scale and structure of the Congress, which 

will help the participants to focus on the latest issues of academic research into globalization, its 

challenges and global processes. 

impressive achievements in economic integration, the emergence of the global transport network and 

the growth of international commerce, as well as steady advances in information and communication 

technologies have brought about the global interdependencies on levels yet unseen. New global 

tendencies have emerged, which reflect far-reaching phenomena and unexplored processes, it is 

because of this, that we invite researchers of different levels and academic distinction, from 

interested students to internationally renowned scholars, who have no difficulty exchanging useful 

information thanks to the variety of technologies available today. 

The first international Academic Congress "GIobalistics 2009: Ways to exit the global crisis and models 

of world order" took place in the immediate aftermath of the global financial 2007-2009, when the 

world plunged into recession, which highlighted the interdependencies of countries and regions. The 

Congress welcomed over 500 researchers and academics, as well as experts from the largest 

international centres of education, public and commercial organisations. Leading Russian politicians, 

academics and explorers were joined by the President of the Foundation for a Culture of Peace 

Federico Mayor Zaragoza in their opening speeches to participants of the Congress. 

The discussions and resolutions of the first Congress inspired a series of studies and monographs, 

including Modelling of Non-Linear Dynamics of Global Processes (Global Studies Faculty, MGU & 

Faculty for Non-Linear Processes, Saratov State University), Evolutionary Globalistics (I.V.llyin, 

A.D.Ursul), Theoretic and Methodological Bases ofG/oba/istics (I.V.Ilyin). Also, the Congress paved the 

way for the international Global Research Association and the Moscow Club academics and 

consultants’ society. 

it is the intention of MGU’s Global Studies Faculty to make the Congress to become a traditional 

event. The Faculty was founded on application from the University’s Rector in 2005, and its academic 

focus is on the study of key processes in the area of politics, economics, philosophy, sociology, 

business, geography, ecology etc., which affect global dynamics. 

The Faculty prides itself on being the country’s leading research and competence centre in globalistics, 

and a precursor to the global studies department in the Russian Academy of Science. It sponsors the 

biannual Vek Globalizatsii magazine and The Journal of Globalization Studies in English. 

in support of international academic collaboration in research of global processes, MGU’s Global 

Studies Faculty is an enthusiastic promoter and participant of international projects like the 

international Encyclopaedia of Globalistics (Moscow, 2003 and Moscow, Saint-Petersburg & New 

York, 2006), WHO IS WHO & WHAT IS WHAT IN GLOBALISTICS, which are designed to provide 



accurate, exhaustive and up-to-date information including schedules of relevant events devoted to 

global studies (http://globalistics.org). 

We are happy to acknowledge the contribution of the UNESCO’s Department for Global Social and 

Ethnic Challenges at the Global Studies Faculty to organisation of the 2011 Congress. The department 

was established in 2010, which was a result of MGU’s joining UNiTWIN (UNESCO’s international 

program of additional higher education). There are over 700 UNESCO departments in more than 120 

countries across the word, and this unique project at MGU is supported by the Moscow City 

Government. UNESCO was among the first organisations to acknowledge and research into the 

growing challenges facing urban populations. This new department was established on 28TM 

September, 2010 by the head of the UN culture agency irina Bokova on her first visit to Moscow in her 

official capacity, and by the Rector of Lomonosov Moscow State University Viktor Sadovnichiy. We 

further enjoy good support and cooperation from GUNI (Global University Network for innovation) 

and the Global Studies Consortium. 

Global processes have long become a part of our life, and the challenge for today’s academics is to 

create accurate assessments of these processes of these as possible. We hope that the Congress will 

become a good tradition at the Global Studies Faculty and in MGU, and that it will provide an efficient 

up-to-date platform for discussions of global issues. We wish all participants of the Congress to have 

fruitful panel- and round-table discussions. 

ANNEX 

Pr_K~r~mme 

Wednesda 18 Ma 2011 

Arrival and check-in of participants 

Preliminary organisational meetings 

Thursda 19 M~ 2011 

10:00- Registration of participants 

12:00 - Festive opening ceremony and keynote addresses, 

14:00 - Lunch 

15:00-18:00 Individual sections: 

Section 1 Philosophical aspects of globalisation and global processes 

Section 2 Global educational problems and training of specialists in the sphere of global 

studies: principles, programmes and employment opportunities 

Section 3 International politics and global geopolitics 



Section 4 Global financial crises and economic recessions: lessons to learn, outlook for 

economic recovery and new challenges 

Section 5 Mathematic modeling in the study of global historic processes: success and 

potential 

18:00- Reception 

During the evening there will be a cultural programme. 

Fr~ 20 Ma 2011 

10:00: Individual sections 

Section 6 Technosphere and environment: challenges for global geoeco~ogy and 

environmental management 

Section 7 Issues of the global socio-cultural development. Globalisation, regionalisation and 

glocalisation 

Section 8 Global research: tendencies, problems and prospects 

Section 9 New threats for sustainable development and mechanisms of guaranteeing global 

security 

14:00 - Lunch 

15:00 up to 18:00: Panel and round-tables discussions 

Discussion: Perspectives of balance power changes and transferring to the new world order: 

multipolarity traits 

Discussion: A human in a globalised world: issues of the global humanitarian strategy 

Discussion: A social base of modernisation: International and Russian experience. The social 

and political aspects of the Russia’s transition to innovative technologies 

Discussion: Non-governmental organisations in the development of global strategy 

Round-table: Global problems in the Asia-Pacific Region: preparing for the 2012 Summit 

During the evening there will be a cultural programme. 

Saturda 21Ma 2011 

9-00- 13-00: Individua! sections 

Section 10 Megalopolises and globalizing world challenges 

Section 11 Forecasting and other methods of Future Foresight 



Section 12 Complex System Analysis and forecasting of global dynamics 

!4:00 - Lunch 

15:00 - I7:00 Discussion: Who is who and what is what in globalistics: definitions, theory, 

methodology 

!7:00-18:00 Congress summing-up and closing ceremony 

18:30 - 20:00 Festive programme: celebration of MGU’s Global Studies Faculty anniversary, 

World Day for Cultural Diversity, and the closing of the Second International Scientific Congress 

"Gobalistics-2011". 

Sunda 22 Ma 2:011 

Departure of Congress participants 

On the Conqress Sessions and Contributed Papers 

1. On the Sessions and Discussion 

Each of the twelve topical congress sessions are opened with a presentation by a 

distinguished international scholar, followed by four contributed papers and then plenary 

discussion. 

Five main panel discussions will focus on interdisciplinary problems. Moderators in a short 

briefing will announce issues to be discussed. To enter the panel discussion one should 

announce one’s intention to participate during the registration. 

Each session will also include presentations given by reputable research students and 

postgraduates. The Congress Organizing Committee regards it a priority to encourage young 

and upcoming academics in the field of global studies. Participating in "GlobaEstics-2011" offers 

such "up and coming scientists" a unique opportunity to meet distinguished scholars in the field 

from all over the world. It introduces them to a broad range of perspectives in state-of-the-art 

research in the field of Global Studies. 

2. Contributed papers. 

The emphasis of contributed papers may be on ground-breaking and insightful empirical 

research and policy studies from a global perspective, but also on data issues or on innovative 

methodological topics. In all conference papers and presentations, attention to policy 

relevance is strongly encouraged. Papers may be global in perspective. But papers exploring 

more local issues set in a context of globalization are equally welcome. The Organizing 

Committee hopes that some of the contributed papers will deal with the position and future of 

Russia in a globalizing world. There may well be researchers, policy analysts and policy makers 



involved in subjects which, in their view, are highly relevant to the study of globalization or to 

policy approaches to globalization, which do not match specific Congress session topics, they 

are nevertheless encouraged to propose a paper. The Organizing Committee welcomes such 

initiatives, and it will seriously consider these proposals. They may, for example, decide to 

organize one or more additional parallel sessions to accommodate such topics. Students 

aiming at presenting in sessions may be nominated by a member of their faculty, they may also 

apply directly without such nomination. 

3. Practical Guidelines for Contributed Papers. 

Prospective authors must submit an abstract by March 15th 2011, which is no 

greater than 700 words. 

Notifications of acceptance will be sent by April 1st 2011. 

The requirement of preparation of translators means that, unfortunately, this 

deadline cannot be extended. Late submission of papers may therefore be only 

at the discretion of the Organizing Committee. 

By April 30th, authors must submit a slide show presentation supporting their 

session 

presentation. This deadline is required by the conference translators. Slide show 

presentations must not exceed 10 slides. Slide dimensions must be 4x3, and a 

suitable size for an auditorium presentation must be used. 

Abstract and full papers must be submitted by e-mail in the format of 

OpenOffice.org 

.odt or Microsoft .doc files. Slide presentations, similarly, must be submitted by 

e-mail in format of .odp or .ppt. 

To facilitate effective and proper translation, in the weeks prior to the 

conference, 

authors must be prepared to answer any e-mailed questions and requests for 

clarification put by the translators 

Selected Congress papers will be eligible for publication in a special issue of the 

bi-annual Journal of Globalization Studies, published under the auspices of the 

Faculty of Global Processes of Lomonosov Moscow State University. 

The Organizing Committee has the right to reject materials which do not meet 

the required scientific standart. 

4. Conference Working Languages 

The official working languages of the Congress will be Russian and English. 



Translation services will be provided if necessary. Authors wishing to present in another 

language must notify the Organizing Committee prior to submitting an abstract. Every effort 

will be made to accommodate other such languages, but this cannot be guaranteed. 

5. Informal networking 

In addition to the formal day-time Congress sessions, and in line with the well-established 

tradition, the Organizing Committee will once again organize a comprehensive social 

programme for the evening. 

Registration Forms and Fees 

1) Congress Registration Forms 

All prospective Globalistics-2011 Congress participants, both presenters of papers and other 

attendees, must complete a short Congress registration form. Prospective Congress participants 

who do not yet have a copy of the registration form may obtain one by request, kindly e-mail 

message to the Organizing Committee. Please see below for the Congress e-mail address. 

In order to be able to meet the deadline for the visa application procedure (see below), 

completed registration forms must be received by the Organizing Committee not later than 

March 15th 2011. 

2) Congress Registration Fees 

Registration fees for the participants at "Globalistics-2011" are waived. 

Accommodation 

Lomonosov Moscow State University can offer low-cost on-campus hostel accommodation 

for Congress participants within the Main Building. This on-campus accommodation is 

characterized by relatively modest and traditional academic levels of comfort and service. 

The Organizing Committee can further assist in finding hotel accommodation in Moscow 

for Congress participants. 

Organizing Committee. Contact Details and Further Information 

Organizing Committee of the Congress "Globalistics-20~11": 

Chairman: Academician Viktor A. Sadovnichy 

Rector of the Lomonosov Moscow State University and Vice-President of the Russian Academy 

of Sciences. 



Co-chairman: Professor Igor I. Abylgaziev 

Research Supervisor, Faculty of Global Studies, Lomonosov Moscow State University. 

Vice-Chairman: Professor Ilya V. Ilyin, Acting Dean of the Faculty of Global Studies, Lomonosov 

Moscow State University. 

Executive Officers: 

Ruslan (3. Gabdulin - Dean Deputy, Faculty of Global Studies, Lomonosov Moscow State 

University. 

Vladislav M. Bashkirov - Head of International Cooperation Department, Faculty of Global 

Studies, Lomonosov Moscow State University. 

Contact Details and Further Information regarding "Globalistics-20:[:[": 

Telephone: + 7 495 939 4323 

Fax: + 7 495 939 4323 

Please clearly mark any fax messages for the attention of "Globalistics-20:[:[" 

E-mail: globalistika20:£[@gmail.com 

http://fgp.msu.ru, http://globalistics.org 



International Scientific Congress 

"Globalistics-2011" 

Moscow, Lomonosov Moscow State University, 

18-22 May 2011 

Application for participation 

Surname, given name and middle name 

(in full) of the author/authors. 

Position, academic degree and academic 

title. 

3. Name of the organisation or higher 

educational institution. 

4. Full address including postal code of the 

organisation or higher educational 

institution. 

5. Telephone (with full international dialling 

codes). 

6. Fax (with full international dialling 

codes). 

7. E-mail address. 

8. The title of your report. 

9. Type of participation (oral report, power- 

point presentation, publication only). 

:10. Session, which you wish to have your 

report submitted. 

:11. Accommodation requirements 

(hotel/hostel) and required dates. 

:12. Copy/scan of passport enclosed (if visa 

needed) 

Email: globalistika2011@gmail.com 

{ PAGE \~" MERGEFORMAT} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Bealriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 11:47 AM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; isa-gra&~listserv.unc.edu; ba-ltam@liskserv.unc.edu 

FW: Register today’. CommuNcating Across Cultures: China m~d Broil - A UNC CIBER workshop 

Communicatino Across Business Cultures: China and ISrazil 

gus~ness ~s bush~ess, and ~[ everyone speaks E~glish proficiently, cu~tura~ differences won’t matter very much, R~ght? Wrong~ If your bush~ess activities take 

you across cuRures, you need Lo develop cross-culLural skills ~n order to ensure success. 

Attend this haW-day workshop and you wi]~ leave w~th practical strategies to use in cross-cultura~ buslness situat~ons~ especlal]y those re~at~ng to China and 

Brazil This workshop is geared towards ~oca] and regional bus~ness people who want to work more successfully across cultures, w~th a spedfic focus on China 
and Brazil. 

$55 (regular) 

A ~Z,o~]ram of the UNC Center for International BuNne~ Edoca~on and Researca(UNC CIBER) 
at the ~;~ank Mawkms Kenan institute of Private Enterprise., Kenan-~/agier gus~ness School, The Unlvers~ty of Noah Caro/ina at Chapel M~ff 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febmmy 23, 2011 12:32 PM 

cpiot <cpio@duke.edu:~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Hi & Invitation 

Charlie, 

I’m ver,v happy to hear you’ll be able to join us on April 1 st. The 
topics you list sound perfect: contemporary neoliberal context and 
NGOization of resistance in West Africa. 

I’ll be in touch as the dates near and our program is finalized. We 
will ask round table participants to send around an abstract or 
outline of the main points of their talk about a week before the 
event (so by March 25, since the event is April 1 ). This will make 
sure there won’t be too much repetition in the different talks, and 
will also allow us to prepare in advance for the conversation in the 
Q&A. 

I’ll be in touch with more information in the coming weeks. 

Thanks for agreeing to take part. Looking forward to catching up. 

Yousuf 

On Feb 22, 2011, at 11:23 PM, cpiot wrote: 

tli YousuJ; 

Sorry ]2~r the delay in getting back. It’s been a cra~" week 

Yes, I’d be glad to participate in this (though not sure what to 
contribute to a discussion of social movements, which are sorely 
lacking in most of West Africa, but I’ll have much to say about the 
contempoary context/neoliberalization-NGOization/etc - if that ]’its 
with your intent). 

Best, 
Charlie 

--On Monday, Febt~_laty 21,2011 12:20 AM -0500 Youstff A1-Bulushi 
<yousuf@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Charlie, 
>> 

>> Hope you are doing well and that the semester is going xvell for 
>> you at 
>> Duke. I’m writing to let you know that xve will have a visit front 
>> Firoze 
>> Manji from Pambam.tka this semester at UNC. He will give a public 
>> lecture 
>> on the evening of March 31st about social rrlovements in Africa, and 
>> Professor E~xice Sable (AAAS and International Studies) and I are 
>> organizing a rotmd table to coincide w-ith his visit on Friday- 
>> April 1st. 
>> We wanted to invite you to participate in the round table, xvhich 
>> xvill be 
>> a discussion of African Social Movements in a Global Context. The 
>> latest 
>> round of rebellions in North Africa has certainly’ set the stage 
>> nicely’ 
>> for this conversation, and we tvill certainly touch upon these 
>> upheavals 
>> and revolutions. But we also wanted to take the oppoltunity to 
>> consider 
>> the issue of social movements more broadly in the African continent 
>> Possible themes of discussion include the role of neoliberal 
>> globalization, the non-profit sector, civil society, ecology and 
>> clnnate 
>> change, evelTday life and liminal spaces of resistance, race, 
>> class and 
>> gender, urban vs rural movements, Empire and the New- Imperialism, the 
>> legacy’ of Pan-Africanism, the non-aligned movement, and the anti- 
>> colonial 
>> struggle, and armed vs non-violent movements 
>> 

>> We hope you will be able to join us for the round table I look 
>> Ibrward 
>> to hearing from you and to catching tap soon. 
>> 

>> Best, 



>> Yousuf 
>> yousuf(~)unc, edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 2:46 PM 

Department lis~serv <~atiialiim@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afdMhm] FW: IAAR Small Crrant program 

Application Fom~ IAAR small grants.pdI) Application Form IA2d~. small grants.docx 

Colleagues: 

Fm sending this in case you have not heard of it yeL 

Keaneth 

Ke~meth R. J~mken 

Pro[(ssor of’Afto-American Studies 

Depa~men~ of A fiican and A fio-AmeHca~ S t~die~s 

109 Battle HaIL CB# 3395 
University ofNorJ~ Carohna 

Chatd [ {~IL NC .... 9, . 3 ,~ 

(9I 9) 962.- 1519 (voice) 

(9I 9) 966.-2694 (ii~x 

F~m= Jesse A. Hardin [mailto:jahardin@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Februa~ 23, 20~1 I:SS PN 
T~= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= ~R Small Grant program 
Dear Kenneth, 

Here’s a copy of the advertisement aid the text for our Small Grants. t lease dislribute mnong any who might find these useful in their research. The only 

limitations axe that the recipient Inusl be University Affiliate, but could be at any level: Professol; Graduate Student, etc. 

Jesse 

small grant digital poster 

The purpose of the slnall grants fnnding opportunity is to support small research projects that can be camed out in a short period of time with limited resources. 

The research should be investigator-initiated research in an area of interest and competency that is also relevant to understanding the African American 

experience. The small grants mechanism supports different types of projects including pilot and feasibilib" s~dies; seconda~ aualysis of exishng data; small, self- 

contained research projects; development of research methodology; and development of new research technology. 

All investigator- initiated small gram applications will be assigned to an imerdisciplinasy review team. Applications will be evaluated on the basis of their 

intellectual relevance to key issnes in the African American experience, research feasibiliU, and potential to make a significant contribution to the literature on 



African Ame6 cans. 

Funded investigators will be affiliated with the Institute of At~can American Reseaxch during the tenure of the grant (Spring and Summer 2011 ). Due to our 

limited funding, this smaJl grant opportunity supports no more than $500 in direct costs. Ten awards will be made in early Spring 2011. 

Requests for applications may be made by contacting the Institute of African American Research at iLa0~£_u__%c_:__e__d_t! Be sure to write "Request for Small Grant 

Application" in the subject line of your e-mail. A pdfve~ion of the application will be sent to you. Completed applications and the investigator’s bio sketch 

should be submitted as attachments to i~!~2~__u_!!_c_:__e__d_t! Be sure to write "Completed Small Grant Application" in the subject line. Hard copies of the application 
form are available atthe IAAR office in Suite 305, 150 Sonth Road, Stone Center Building. 

Fatimah Jackson 

Director 

Fatimah L.C. Jackson, Ph.D. 
Professor of Biological Anthropology 

Director, Institute of African American Research 

919-843-1898 

.7~sse A. Hardin, Ph.D. 

Institute of Af~ioan American Researoh 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hi__ 

150 South Road, Suite #30b CB#3393 

Chagel Hill, NC 27599-3393 

Phone: 919.843.2882 

Fax: 9i9.8d2.9407 

email : j ahardin@email, unc. edu 

You are cnrrently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(tbemail.unc.edu. 

To 
unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_p_~ :!,_/_!_%t__s_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d___t£_u_i~j__d__- _3___2_~3___6J~_@_8__:_e___8_7_£9___l_~_~£_2_~ _l__~_~__4___0__e___l_ ..5~6..@.£7.~.7..(.!£7.~.8~d~&..~.r.ki!2..&~.~£~.n.}.~.~.~.r..n...&..~?~ ~ ~_!)~!. 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28752300-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.t~nc.edu 



Application Form 
Small Grants Program 

Institute of African American Research 
NAME TODAY’S DATE 

RANK AT UNC EMAIL 

ADDRESS 

DEPARTMENT TELEPHONE 

NUMBER 

AMOUNT 

REQUESTED 

MAILING 

ADDRESS 

TITLE OF 

PROJECT 

PROJECT 

ABSTRACT 

EXPECTED 

OUTCOMES 

RELEVANCE TO 

AFRICAN 

AMERICAN 

STUDIES 

APPLICANT 

SIGNATURE 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

N~NiNE ~! E W D ATEi N~!~! ~$!~ N D 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Application Form 
Small Grants Program 

Institute of African American Research 
NAME TODAY’S DATE 

RANK AT UNC EMAIL 

ADDRESS 

DEPARTMENT TELEPHONE 

NUMBER 

AMOUNT 

REQUESTED 

MAILING 

ADDRESS 

TITLE OF 

PROJECT 

PROJECT 

ABSTRACT 

EXPECTED 

OUTCOMES 

RELEVANCE TO 

AFRICAN 

AMERICAN 

STUDIES 

APPLICANT 

SIGNATURE 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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O~E!~EUS ~NE ~!E D ATEi N~!~!~A~!~ND 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 4:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu~> 

Fwd: Robertson Collaboration Fund Grants 

too bad, but hopefully between the ditt}mnt departments, centers and and CGI we should be aJ~right. 

-y 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Helen Faison <faison~,robertsonscholars.orq> 

Date: February 23, 2011 3:10:44 PM EST 

To: Yousuf AI-Bulushi <yousuf~,unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Robertson Collaboration Fund Grants 

Hi Yousu£ 

Thales for your interest but unfol~unately the program is no longer funding the Collaboration Fund. 

Helen Faison 

Program Assistant 
Robertson Scholars Program 

faison~robertsonscholars.org 

(919) 843-5494 (UNC) 

(919) 668-1438 (Duke) 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: YousufA1-Bulushi [maJlto:yousuf@anc.e&t] 
Sent: Wednesday, FebruaW 23, 2011 2:49 PM 

To: info~robertsonscholars.org 
Subject: Robertson Collaboration Fund Grants 

Dear Robertson Scholar Program, 

I am part of a group that is hoping to plan a ,series of events at 

Duke and UNC examining contemporaD~ African social movements in a 
global context in light of the current mobil~ations spreading 

throughout North Afiica. We were hoping to apply "to the Robertson 

Collaboration Fund Crrant, but I cam~ot find any intbrmation about the 

grant process on your website. Can you plea~ inlbnn me of the 

process and how we might go about applying for collaboration funds? 

Thales, 

YousufAl- Bulushi 

Department of Geography 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

yousu~%unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pdb6 <jdritx~@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 8:45 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Art Opening & Artist Talk March 1,2011 : Trayectos de PapeliPaper Trajectories by Caxolina Loyola Garda 

Trayectos de Papel/Paper Trajectories 
Featuring a series of works on paper by Carolina Loyola Garcia 

Opening Reception & Artist Talk: Tuesday, March 1,2011 5-8 pm at The Carolina Latinaio Collaborative 

Exhibit runs March 1 - June 1,2011 
Hours: Monday - Friday, 10 am - 7 pm; closed Saturday & Sunday 

Carolina Loyola Garcia is a Chilean media artist working in the US, whose work reflects upon such issues as biculturalism, language, technology, 
and post-colonialism, among others. Her work ranges from single-channel videos to video installations or 2D digital prints, and has been exhibited 
in festivals and art shows nationally and internationally. Formally, she explores the possibilities that digital media offers for layering as a means to 
communicate various levels of discourse. She studied theatre, film and video in Chile, and received her MFA from Carnegie Mellon University. 

For directions visit clc.unc.edu 
For more information contact unc-clc@unc.edu 
Visit Carolina Loyola Garcia’a website at http:iiwww.carolinaloyolagarcia,netJarteicarolina_loyola-garcia.html 
View an artist statement and bio at http:/!www.art.cfa.cmu.edu!people!2498-CarolinaLovolaGarcia 

Sponsored by the CLC, the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies, and the UNC Art Department 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibraU <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 24, 2011 6:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

02-24-11 06:26AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 

accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 

AUTHOR: Attfield, Robin      AUTHOR: MacDonald, David Bruce 

The ethics of the global environmen Identity, politics in the age ofgen 

CALL NO: GE42 .A88 1999 CALL NO: HV6322 7 .M33 2008 

BARCODE: 00018030337 BAR(2ODE: 00030280847 

Davis Library DUE: 02-19-11 Davis Library DUE: 02-19-11 

AITU IOR: 

Genocide and human rights : a philo 

CALL NO: HV6322.7 G453 2005 

BARCODE: 00025679579 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 02-19-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tracy carhart <~tracy.carhart@duke.edtc, 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 8:48 AM 

literature@duke.edu; romance@duke.edu; ~tk3@dnke.edu; friedlstatt@duke.edu; latinolist@duke.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY: Opening & Reception: Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building 4 - 6 PM: photographs t?om Latin America and the Caribbean, 2004 - 

2010 

sheep 
Argentina.JPG 

February 24th 4:00pro to 6:00pro, artist reception and panel discussion, l;rederic 3a~neson Gallery 

A new photography exhibit spanning two campuses and entitled al margen (or "Living on the Margin") is the resnlt of seven years of work by Petra Baxth in South 

America, Central America and the Caribbean. The exhibit mll be on display from 17 Januaxy 1 May2011. Itiscomposedof70gelatin silver prints mounted in two 

campus venues. Forty prints are on view at the Frederic Jameson Gallery in the Friedl Bnilding on East Cmnpus (open daily 8:00am to 6:00pm), and an additiona] thirty 

prints are on exhibit in the Special Collections Gallery in Perkins Library on West Campus (Monday-Friday 8:00am to 9:00pm, Saturday 9:00am-9:00pm, Sunday 

10:00am-9:00pm). 

An opening reception roll be held on Thursday, FebrnaD" 24, from 4:00pm to 6:00pm in the Frederic Jameson Galle~. The reception roll include a panel of Duke and 

UNC faculty who will discuss issues of pove~V, tnarginalizatioK environmental degradation, and responses to disasnter and crisis in Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Panelis~ts include Dermis Clements, director of the Center for Latin America and Caribbean Studies at Duke, who also serves in Duke Children’s Pri~nary Ca:re and the 

Duke Global Hea]th Institute; Erika Weintha], associate professor of Environmental Policy at the Nicholas School of the Environment, and Sandy Smith-Nonini, adjunct 
assistant professor of authropolo~- at the Universi~’ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The panel will be followed by a reception and gallery tonr by Petra Barth. 

al margen was organized by the Archive of Documentary Arts and the Archive for Hnman Rights in Duke’s Rare Book, Mannscript, and Special Collections LibraD’. 

The exhibit is sponsored by the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the Department of Cnltural 

Anthropology, International Compa;ative Studies, and the Duke ttuman Rights Center. 

BaN~’s photography aims "to tell stories about the everyday lives of people living on the margin their s~trnggles and their dreams." In her own words: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 24, 2011 8:55 AM 

Department lis~serv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] TODAY: Pre~ntafion on Black Towns in OklaJ~oma by Karla Slocum 

Sponsore~ b~/t~e Debarment of African & Afro-American Stu~es~ 

"Race and Place Identities amor~g Oklahoma’s ’All Black Yowrls’ ~n the 21st Centupi" 
Thursday, February 2~ 

Global Educakion Ce~4ter (GEC) Room ~003 
Kada SIocum ~s an associate professor of a~4thropology and Aflo--,¢metica~4 Studies ak UNC Chapel. She w~l speak about her current research 

with residents of b~ack towns in Oklahoma. 

You aze cun~nfly subscribed to a~afam as: emfice~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscfi~ clickhere: h~p:/ilists.unc.eddu?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8756205 
(It may be neces~- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is brokeu) 

or send a Nauk email to leave-28756205-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listsen,.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tracy carhart <~tracy.carhart@duke.edtc, 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 9:24 AM 

literature@duke.edu; latinolis@duke.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu; romance@duke.edu 

call for proposa] s - Bremen Research Scholarship 

Bremen Reseaxch Scholaxship CALL.pdf 

~ ~please see attached.[or details 

"The Bremen Research Scholarship supports students and young academics [’rom abroad to engage in a rese~ych 

visit to the University of Bremen." 

Application deadline: May 15, 2011 



Universit&t Bremen 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

Bremen Research Scholarship 

Description 

The University of Bremen is a young and dynamic university with top league research programs. 

Interdisciplinary research at the University of Bremen transcends the borders of traditional 

disciplines and is structured into six high-profile areas: Ocean and Climate Research, Material 

Science, Information-Cognition-Communication, Social Sciences, Health Sciences, and Logistics. 

The Bremen Research Scholarship supports students and young academics from abroad to 

engage in a research visit to the University of Bremen. The scholarship is for carrying out an 

ambitious and innovative project in one of the research areas of the university. The aim is to 

develop and maintain international research connections through sharing innovative and 

excellent scientific expertise. The scholarship amounts to 625 � per month for Bachelor and 

Master students (maximum duration: 6 months) and 1024 � per month for doctoral students 

(maximum duration: 4 months). In addition, a fiat rate will be provided to cover travel expenses 

to and from Bremen based on the DAAD rates. 

We welcome proposals for funding research visits to the University of Bremen. The call is open 

to candidates of all disciplines who have completed basic college studies (usually Bachelor 

level). Female students or researchers are particularly encouraged to apply. 

Applicants are requested to obtain a letter of endorsement from a scientist of the University of 

Bremen prior to the application. In this letter, the scientist should state that she or he is willing 

to host and advise the applicant during her or his research visit to Bremen and comment on the 

proposed project. 

Selection Criteria 

Applications will be evaluated under the auspices of the Deputy Rector for Research and Young 

Academics of the University of Bremen on the basis of: 

detailed research proposal and rough schedule 

motivation statement for the research visit, including a description of its connection to 

Bremen 

complete curriculum vitae including transcripts / certificates 

letter of endorsement of the research plan by the host at the University of Bremen 

letter of reference (should contain information on applicant’s academic abilities) 

Application Deadline 

The closing date for applications is 15 May 2011. Later applications will be considered if funds 

are available. Please email your application to scholarship@uni-bremen.de 

The author of the reference letter should mail her or his letter directly to this address. 

Alternatively, application and reference letter may be sent to 

Bremen Research Scholarship 

c/o Julia Gantenberg 

Cartesium 3.47 

Enrique-Schmidt-Str. 5 

28359 Bremen 

Germany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_c}email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Today’s test 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

I am regrettably emailing you in reference to today’s test. I ~vill not be 
able to take the test today. 

exam Please. 
I am asking that I can reschedule the 

I hope you can understand my s~tuation and allow me 
to reschedule my exam Thank you for your time, and I am son5’ Jk~r any 
trouble. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hurrah, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edus, 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 12:35 PM 

SEANC 25 Email LisZt <seanc@lis~tserv.anc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Your Livelihood Is Under Attack 

To: Employees of UNC and UNC Healthcare (non-students) 

Re: What roll you do? 

Today public employees face an unprecedented attack on our livelihoods. Mauy are losing the punic sector careers they’ve worked so hard to build. We face the 

prospect of pay cuts, higher costs for health insurance, and erosion of longeviU pay and pension benefits. 

The puNic sphere is filled with lies about us. Probably the biggest lie is that we are overcompensated compared to the private sector. The realiU is, when apples ale 

compared to apples, we are not overcompensated. PuNic employees earn more because we are better educated. The war being waged against us is also a war on the 

social contract that investment in educatiou pays 

Sometimes lilE presents us with choices even wheu we don’t ask tbr them. Now you thce these choices: 

1.. Go it alone. Wage your own campaigu to influence the General Assembly to allow you to keep your job, salary, and benefits. 

2. Do nothing. Be a free rider. Let others do all the hemT lifting and hope that the benefits will spill over to you. 

3. Join with others who are employing professionals to help do the heavy lifting. Even those professionals won’t be able to do it all by thelnselves. ~lliey’ll s~till need 

you to make phone calls, write letters, etc. But at least you’ll have the benefit of their time and expertise. Your eflbrts will be magnified by the efforts of others, 

and all eflbrts will be talgeted in the right direction. You’ll also have the satisfaction of knowing you’ve coutributed your share. 

#1 will cost quite a lot in your own time aud energy and money. 

#2 costs nothiug. 

#3 costs less than 30 cents per day. 

You, your livelihood, and "the welthre of your thmily axe under attack. Is it worth 30 cents per day to improve your odds? What will you do? 

htlps:iiwww.seanc.orgimeml~rshipii~de’~.aspx 

SEANC District 25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Assoc.of.Women.Faculty.&.Professionals@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 1:51 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~vfpall] A~FP mid-year membership drive 

Dear Colleague, 

On behalf of the Association for Women Faculty and Professionals (AWFP) here at UNC, I’m writing to encourage you to join the association during our 

special, mid-year membership drive. (If you are already a paid member of AWFP for the 2010-11 academic year, thank you very much for your 

membership and support.) 

Perhaps you have heard of our group. AWFP is a diverse, vibrant group of women from departments and units across campus. Since 1978, the 

organization has provided a venue for researchers, administrators, instructors and other professional staff to come together and be in touch with the 

challenges and opportunities we share as women in academia. We advocate for women and women’s issues, provide networking and social 

opportunities, organize panel discussions on pressing topics, and honor individuals with outstanding contributions to the lives of women at UNC- 

Chapel Hill. 

AWFP also offers its members the opportunity to meet other interesting and accomplished women from across the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. To learn 

more about AWFP, please visit our website at _h___t_t_p_jJ__i_w__EE:__u___n___c_:__e_d___u_/__a____w___f~. 

AWFP receives no financial support from the University and relies on modest dues to support its activities. Our loyal membership includes women 

from every college and school across the University. 

For this special, mid-year membership drive, we are now offering part-year memberships for $10. These part-year memberships will expire in June, 

but they will entitle you to a discount at our spring luncheon and they will help support our year-round activities for women. 

To make joining more convenient for you, we have added an option to pay dues with a credit or debit card, using PayPal on our website at 

h~p;i/www=ung:~du/aw~p. You can also use the traditional membership form posted on our website and send a check to our treasurer. 

Coming events include our spring program and spring luncheon. The annual spring luncheon is scheduled for Thursday, April 28, at the Carolina Inn, 

and we expect it to be one of our best. 

Please consider this invitation both to join AWFP and to be with us at our spring events. 

Sincerely yours, 

Elizabeth Millwood 

AWFP President, 2010-2011 

Elizabeth A. Millwood 

Outreach Coordinator 

Southern Oral History Program 

410 E. Franklin St., CB #9127 

Universitg o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919.962.0560 

You a~e subscribed to this list, awt~oall, because you have been identified a~s a [~maJe thculty or professional sta2[t’member who is eligible to join or pa~icipate in 

activities slx~nsored by the UNC Association [br Women Faculty m~d Prot~ssiouals. We use this general li st ve~ sparingly only to invite you to the [bur or live events 

we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsub~ribed, please email anne whisnm~V~,,unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, February 24, 2011 1:55 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.anc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: AtiJcan Studies Seminar March 3 with Dr. Nuhn Yaqub 

Friends, 

Reminder: Please join us on Thursday, March 3, 20111, 6:30-9:00 PM for the next meeting of tlae African Studies Seminar. 

Dr. Nuhu Yaqub will speak on "Values Education and Governance in Nigeria: How \gould the Country- Get the Right Balance?" Dr. Nuhu Yaqub, 

Fulbright Scholar in Residence at Wake Forest University will address values education and governance in Nigeria. 

Location: FedEx G|obal Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH 

This talk is part of the Cayolina Seminar in AtiJcan Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle a~ea thculty and graduate stndents. Each 

monflfs meeling is an informal gathering for sharing new reseaych and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is sere’cal. Open to all ~:rea i:acul~ and 

graduate students in any discipline. Free 

Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.eda for more information. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:!!carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: ._e__t_L_m___c__e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.t~nc.edt~/u?id~2339823~6a9~b33~a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d~b23&n T&l africa&o 28758543 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28758543-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(i~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, FebmaU 24, 2011 2:41 PM 

isa-grad@liskserv.unc.e&t; ba-ltaJn@liskserv.unc.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: TIME CRITICAI,: Translation assignment 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D [mailto:jmolich@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~z 24, 2011 7:23 AM 
To: Nydia Fors; Edwards, Erica Elizabeth; Kinsella, Tanya E; Riefl,:ohl MuniT~ Beatriz S; Julia Kruse; jane.moss@duke.edu; Flood, Timothy E 
Cc: Paula.Dickerson@internationa hgc ca 
Subject: TIME CRITICAL: Translation assignment 

Please circulate among your students 

Durham-based company looking for translation of English-language website and web survey into French ~[’or Qu~b~cois) and Spanish. Translation experience and familiarity with 
agricultural language and/or su~’eys desired. Tight turn-around. Contact <akennedy@foodlogiq.com> by Friday, 2/25/2011. 

Jacqueline M Olich, Ph.D 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Slavic, Eurasian,& East European Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel ttiH 
CB��5125, 3108 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

O]t]ce: 919.962.0355 
Mobile: 

global unc. edu/slavic 

http ://www. unc.edu/depts/slavic/people/Olich/index htrnl 

http ://www.linkedin. com/m/olich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 8:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

02-25-11 08:02AIM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
Pogge, Thomas Winfried Menko 
Politics as usual : what lies behin 
CALL NO: HC79.P6 P655 2010 
BARCODE: 00037974415 
Davis Library DUE: 02-15-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:8 



CALL FOR PROPOSALS: 

Support for Scholarship, Creative Activity or Research in the 
Humanities and Fine Arts 2011-2012 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities, in parmership with the Of/ice of the Vice Chancellor for Research and 

Economic Development at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, announces a call for proposals for 
scholarship, creative activity or research in the humanities and fine arts. 

AWARD INFORMATION 

Applications are invited for a limited number of awards to support scholarship, creative activity or research in the 
humanities and fine arts. Funds can be used for summer salad" support, payment of research assistants, travel, art 
supplies, research materials, equipment or any other properly justified expense of scholarly or artistic endeavor. 

Most awards will be for $5,000 or less. However, applicants may request up to $10,000. One or two especially 
meritorious projects may be funded at that higher level. If you request more than $5,000, indicate whether you 
would like to be considered for funding at the lower level if your application is not selected for a major award. 

ELIGIBILITY 

Applications may deal with any topic or subject matter in the arts or humanities. Any full-time EPA faculty 
member whose primary appointment is in the humanities or fine arts, and who holds any professorial rank in the 
College of Arts and Sciences, is eligible for these awards. Full-time EPA faculty members holding professorial rank 
and employed in other disciplines or in a professional school are eligible if they demonstrate conclusively that their 
work employs the methods of the humanities or fine arts and deals with subject matter relevant to one or more of 
those disciplines. 

Applicants may simultaneously hold extramurally funded awards or fellowships. They may smmltaneously be the 
recipients of small grants from the University Research Council or Faculty Development Awards from the Office of 
the Provost, as long as they submit budgets that justif~v the need for additional, unduplicated funding. 

HOW TO APPLY 

To apply, submit a letter of no more than three pages, including a detailed budget up to $5,000 ($10,000 if you wish 
to be considered for one of the major awards). In your letter, describe the scholarship or creative activity for which 
you are seeking support. Emphasize the importance of the work to your discipline, to a set of disciplines or, if 
relevant, to the public. Explain what makes your work novel, original or creative. Describe the work product you 
intend to produce, whether a book, a sculpture, a series of paintings, journal articles, musical compositions, or the 
like. If your work will be curatorial, provide documentation that you have access to exhibit space in a recognized 
venue. If your work is an artistic performance, provide documentation that you have access to performance space in 
a recognized venue. If your work depends on access to rare source documents or a special collection, provide 
documentation that you have permission to access and study the materials. Documentation of access does not count 
as part of the three-page limit on letters of application. 

In addition, please have your department chair provide a statement of support of the proposed work. 

Submit letters of application, a proj ected budget, support from your department chair and any required 
documentation of access electronically to iahapply@unc.edu. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

For proposal or eligibility questions, contact Bill Balthrop (wvb@email.unc.edu. 843-2657). 

Please note that lhis jhnd is separate from the MH Innovalion Fund, outlined at http.//iah, unc. ecN,)nnovation/£flp. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, February 25,2011 9:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Thanks Eunke. The plan looks perfect! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin ±~l~erica, Africa and the Hi,idle East Programs Director 

Study zZioroad Office 

2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 

301 Pittshoro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27b99-3i30 

USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

From: Sahle, gunice N 

Sent: Friday, February 25, 20:t:t 8:4:t AM 
To: Helen Poonen 
Cc: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin; pbond@mail.ngo.za 
Subject: May 9-:t2 visit 
Importance: High 

and may contain confidential 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your work pertaining to our visit. 

Rodney and I meet on Wednesday and here are updates: 

May visit Schedule: 

Arrival from the USA: May 8. Is it possible for you to organize transportation from the airport once we send you our flight details? 

Day :t (May 9): Meeting with staff at the Centre for Civil Society (CCS) to discuss: 

a) modalities of the upcoming program, cost and payment arrangements for services provided by CCS. As we prepare for this meeting kindly let us if Professor Bond’s payment 
for teaching INTS450 will be included in the invoice from CCS or he will negotiate it directly with Rodney. 

b) Campus tour - libraries, seminar rooms, etc. 

Day 2: (May J.0) - Reality tour (morning) - Inanda. Afternoon: Visit the 2 sites recommended for 2012 accommodation. 

Day 3: (May :t:t) - Reality tours - Chatsworth and Toxic Tour. Final meeting with CCS staff to sort out any outstanding matters. 

Day 4: (May 12) - Departure (Rodney returns to USA). I most likely will stay a few more days but will confirm this soon. 

You will make arrangements (we will pay for them) for the reality tours, right? 

Accommodation: Do you have suggestions of suitable accommodation close to UKZN? Any help you can extend on this front will be highly appreciated. 

Warm regards, 

Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mirimn Palacio <miriam@chi-cle.com> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 1:31 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

"talk at CHICLE on Sunday, at 5 

Migration Now.doc; ATI’00001 .htm; PastedGraphic-2.tiff~ ATT00002.htm 





Migration and community ties between Guanajuato, Mexico and Chape~ Hill, North Carolina: results from a cross-border survey of 

social networks, Ted tv~ouw 

Ted Mouw is a sociologist at the University of North Carolina who studies social inequality, labor markets, and immigration. 

The talk will focus on the role of participation in the transnational network connecting Chapel Hill v~ith Guanaiuato on the desire for permanent 

residence, adaptation to US. society, happiness, and the effect of separation from friends and family. 



Miriam Palacio 
CHICLE Language Institute 

101 East Weaver St., 3rd Floor, Suite G-1 
Carrboro, NC 27510 

Ph. (919) 933-0398 
Fx. (919) 933-1142 
www.cl~i-cle.com 

chicle@chi-cle.com 
miriam@chFcle,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fogle, Ashley D <fogle@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 25,2011 4:02 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly mmouncement <cwc announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc am~ounce] Carolina Women’s Center March 2011 event calendar 

CWCcalenda~0311 .pdf 

Colleagues, 

Attached please find a copy of the Carolina Women’s Center’s event calendar for March 2Oll. We hope to see you at some of this month’s programs! 

Ashley Fog[e, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Carolina Women’s Center 

The University of North Carolina-Chapel Hi[[ 

215 W. Cameron Avenue, CB# 3302 

Chapel Hi[[, NC 27599-3302 

Phone: 919-962-8305 

Fax: 91%843-5619 

The Carolina Women’s Center pursues gender equitg at the Oniversit~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary 

research, we build brid~es and enhance the intellectual liJ’e and public engagement mission of the university. 



this month at the Carolina 
Women’s 

cwc Faculty Scholar Presentation Cen ter 
"Naming aTaboo, Recognizing a~ Identity:The Challenges of Homosex~al~y i~ ~he Arab World Today" 

T~esd~y, ~arch I ( 3:30 pm lToy Lounge, Dey Hall 

Spr~ng 201 I CWC Faculty Scholar S~harAmer explores the status of lesbianism ~n the contemporary Arab world and 

investigates potential connections between lite~ry and a~st~c Arabic produc0on on lesbians, h~stor~c~l represen~0ons of 

alternative sexual p~ctices ~n the A~b world, and Western models of homosexuality. 

Wednesday Brown Bag Film Series 

~ed~esd~y~ ~arch 2 I 12-1:30 pm I039 Graham ~emori~l 

This spring we are continuing our focus on "Gender ~nd the ~ed~a," with an emphas~s on media messages about body image.The 

conversation resumes this month with America the ~eoutifuL Every yearAmericans spe~d an average of $12.4 billion (yes, b~ll~on~) 

on cosmetic surgery procedures.Why ~re we be~n~ conditioned not to like the w~y we Iook~ Award-w~nn~n~ filmmaker D~rryl 

Robe,s ~oes on a five-year journey to unea~h the origins ~nd deadly risl~ of our nation’s quest for physical perfection. 

4th Annual Elder in Residence Public Lecture featuringAda Deer, I~ISW 
~lednesday, l~larch 16 16 pm I Alumni Hall l,The Carolina Club, G.W. HilIAlumni Center 
Ada E. Deer ~s ~ nationally recognized soc~al worke¢ community organize~ activist ~nd political leader. Born and ~ised on the 

~enom~nee Indian Reservation in centr~lW~sconsin, she has lived a life of"firsts": firstAmerican Indian woman to ~raduate from 
the University ofW~sconsin-~adison, flrst Amer~can Indian to graduate from the Columbia University School of Social W~rk, 
first wom~n Ch~r of herTr~be, firstAmerican Indian woman to run for statew~de o~ce (Wisconsin’s Secret~ry of State) and 
firstAmerican Indian to win a partisan political primary for a federal office (Wisconsin’s 2nd Congressional D~strict). This public 
lecture is pa~ of the American Indian Center’s Elder in Residence Pro~m, which brin~s to campus every sprin~ a n~tionally- 
known American Indian leader. Sponsored by fl~e American Indian Cente~ w~h support ~rom ~e School o~ SocialWork and the Carolina 

Women ~ Center. 

To B~y the Sun:The Challenge of Pauli 

Fifteen years before ~osa Parks refused to stand, Pauli ~ur~y refused to sit ~n the back of the bus; 20 years before the 
Greensboro sit-ins, she organized restaurant sit-downs in the nation’s cap~l. Durham native P~uli ~urray not only lived 
the edge of history, she seemin~ly"pulled it ~lon~ with her."A champion for human rights, P~uli ~urr~y’s stru~les and 
resonate powerfull~ i~ our times. Joi~ Hidden %ices, the Pauli ~ur~ Project, ~nd the Duke Human ~i~hts Center as we 
commemo~te the 100th anniversary of P~uli ~urray’s bi~h with ~ new play that explores the life ~nd legacy of one of 

Carolina’s own. Co-sponsored b~ the Sonj~ ~oynes Stone Cen~er for ~lock Culture ~nd Histor~ C~rolin~ Women~ Cen~e~ Women~ 

Center of Chapel Hill, Feminist Studen~ United, Social ~nd Econom~c jus~ce ~ino~ Deportment of Women ~ Studies, Office of D~versi~ 

and M ulticu~urol A~airs, Southern H~smrical Collection, Carolina Union Acg~vi~es goard, Department of African and Aria-American Studies, 

LGBTQ Cente¢ La~nalo Studies, Carolina ~lack Caucus, and the lns~tute for African American Research. 

New Central Asia: Policy Challenges 20Years Later 

Hatch 25-26 I FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003 

Join us for a two-day conference about a new and changing CentralAsia and Caucasus region. Academic and professional 

experts will share their fieldwork and research experiences in three panels: Ethnicity and Politics, Energy and Environment 

and Gender a~d Human R~hts. N~e presentations ran~in~ fl’om a~alysis of the recent conflict ~n Kyr~stan, to envwonmental 

actMsm ~n Kazakhstan, to female self-~mmolation in Uzbek~stan will be followed by d~scuss~on sessions allowin~ panelists and 

pa~icipants to share reflections and opinions. Re~ister for this free event at <centralasiaconnect.web.unc.edu/re~istration/>. 

Co-sponsored by the UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies, d~e Carolina Cen~er for the Study of d~e MMdle East and 

Muslim Civilizations, the Duke Program in the Study of Sexuuli~es, and the Carolina Women~ Center 

L~chJng On screening and discussion 
Tuesd%y, ll~larch 29 [ 5pro I Blue Cross Blue Shield Auditorium, 0001 l~lichael Hooker Research Center 

Latching On (2010, 36 min.) offers a quirky look at the politics of breastfeeding in America. After filmmaker Katja Esson’s sister 

gave birth in Germany, she was able to breastfeed her baby anywhere and at any time. Returning home to NewYork, Esson 

found that breastfeeding was ~.rely practiced and largely unseen. Her wide-~.ng~ng, frequently funny documentary highlights the 

intersecting economic, social, and cultu~l forces that have helped replace mother’s m~lk with formula produced by a billion dollar 

i~dustry, and reveals the challenges a~d re%~rds for wome~ who buck the trend. Discussion to follow. Directions to the School of 

Public Hea~ available ut <w~.sph~unc~edulschoollfo~v~s~tors 48 7215.h~I>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, Februmy 25,2011 8:48 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[~c l?aculty] Duke: TUESDAY 3/1: "Servicing a Racia] Regime"- A Lecture by Bridget Kenny 

From our friends at Duke UniversibT: 

The Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) cordially" invites you to: 

Servicing a Racial Regime 
The labour of South African white women shop workers in building a nation, 1940s - 1970s 

A Lecture by Bridget Kenny, Associate Professor in Sociology, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South 
Africa. Kenny has published widely on the South African retail industry, precarious labour and gender. 

Tuesday, March 1st, 2011 

Noon - 1.30 pru 

225 Friedl Building 

Duke - East Campus 

Working class white women served as shop workers in South African department stores from the 1940s to the 1970s. This paper will 
examine how a particular construct of mcialised feminimty and domesticity within service work on the Rand became core to 
experiences of constunption and urban modernity there. 

Light lunch served: NSVP - nancv.robbins@duke.edu 

Sponsored by the Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) 

Free and Open to the Public 

For more ill[O: nancv.robbins@duke.edu 

Directions to the Friedl Building: http://maps.oit.duke.edu/building!138 

i.~.i COSA-Iogo-email 

Nancy Hare Robbins 

Assistant Director 

Duke Universi .ty Center for Intemation~J Studies 

Program M~ager COSA 

2204 Erwin Road, Box 90404 

Dnrham NC 27708-0404 

919.684.6454 (o); 919.684.8749 (f) 
~ tm tcF. rob b ins~ chtk e. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, Februmy 25,2011 8:55 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] March 1 : talk by Sahax Amer 3:30pm 

CAROLINA WOMEN’S CENTER FACULTY SCHOLAR PRESENTATION: 

"Naming a Taboo, Recognizing an Identi~7: The Challenges of Homosexuality in the Arab SVorld Today" 
Dr. Sahar Amer, Dept. of Asian Studies 

Tuesday, March 1 

3:30 pm] Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 

Spring 2011 CWC FaculU Scholar Sahax Amer explores the status oflesbimlism in the contempora~ Arab world and investigates potential connections between 

literal and artistic Arabic production on lesbians, historical repre~ntations of alternative ~xual practices in the Arab world, and Western models of homosexua]ity. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lgutierr <lgutierr~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 25, 2011 10:26 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; jfishe@highpoint.edu 

[stnwg01 ] Reminder SMWG meeting Monday 

[)eat- all: 

’]7his is a friendly reminder that the first SMWG meeting will be this coming 
Monday, February 28th from 5:15 to 7:15 pm at the Global Education (;enter 
(Fede× Building) in the 4th Floor, Conference room 4003. The meeting will 
be discussing some of the complexities, challenges, and potentials [’or 
radical struggle and movements in the US today. The working title is "Black 
Communism and Non-Productive Bodies: Threats to Capitalism in the 
Post-Obama Moment ": 

What a better time to discuss these topics given all the recent 
mobilization in Wisconsin and around the country in support for workers’ 
rights to collective bargain. 

I have attached the suggested readings 

Hope to see you on Monday[ 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [stmvg01] readings for next week’s SM~NG meeting 
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2011 14:23:56 -0500 

From: Stevie <slarson@email.unc.edu> 
To: "S ocial Movements Working Group" <smwg01 @listserv. ~mc. edu> 

Hello evewone, 

As promised, attached are the readings for the SM~NG meeting on February 
28th. We wanted to keep the reading load on the lighter end so that 
everyone has a chance to get through them all. 

James, J. (Summer 2009). "The Dead Zone: Stumbling at the Crossroads of 
Party Politics, Genocide, and Postracial Racism." South Atlantic Quarterly 
108:3; pp. 459-81. 
Mitchell, D. & Snyder, S. (2010). "Disability as Multitude: Re-working 
Non-productive Labor Power." Journal of Literary & Cultural Disability 
Studies 4:2; pp. 179-93. 
Shepard, B. (2010). "DIY Politics and Queer Activism." In Uses of a 
Whirlwind: Movement, Movements, and Contemporary Radical Currents in the 
United States, Team Colors Collective (eds.) (2010). Oakland: AK Press. 
(sorry - no PDF) 

We may have a few additional readings to distribute at the meeting, bm 
these three essay-s are plenty- rich enough for starting a good discussion. 

See you then! 

Stevie Larson 
Royster Society of Fellows 
Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: lgutierr@email.unc.edu To 
unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-28745139-22463152.cbb76f6838e6b55tbe8476c94be3797c@listserv.unc.edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28766615-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26Po57fc7@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, FebmaD’ 26, 2011 5:50 PM 

Dr. Sahle - Exam 1 oNce hours (Monday): AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

As promised in the last week or so, please note that in light of our e~m 1, I roll be holding additional once hours next week. I encourage you to stop by my oNce if 

you have questions pertaining to the exam. 

Hem am the details: 

Exam 1 oltice hours: 2-4.30pm, Battle Hall, Room 302. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

aescobar <aescobar@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 27, 2011 4:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Tibetan Buddist Center 

Pacifico Event Flyer Dmfl.docx 

No problem, Comrade 

Pls. take a look at the enclosed flyer for an event ~vith the afro-Colombian 
activists 
on March 25. We’ll have a dimaer that evening, and I hope you’ll be able 
to come, 
and your sister will be welcomed as well. 
un abrazo, 

ar[uro 

On Sun, 27 Feb 2011 17:06:05 ~0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
< eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> tli Arturo, 
> 

> Thanks for the information on the Center 
> 

> While I will miss today’s open house events because of prior engagements, 
I 
> will drop by the Center during the upcoming Spring Break. 
> 

> Peace and solidarity, 

> Eunice 



UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American Studies / LAPI Working Group 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Department of Anthropology, Social Movements Working Group 

Center for Global Initiatives, CGI 

Territory, Life, and Freedom in the 
Pacific Rainforest Region of Colombia and Ecuador. 
A mini-workshop on culture, ecology and politics 

Friday, March 25, 12:30- 3:30 pm. 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

Global Education Center 

Part I: Environment, conflict and culture in the Pacific Region-Territory (12:30-1:45) 

Libia Grueso, Process of Black Communities (Bogota): Culture and biodiversity 

Juli Hazelwood, Geography, National University of Ireland: Post/extractivist development 

Ulrich Oslender, Global and Sociocultural Studies, FlU: Geographies oj~terror 

Carlos Rosero, Process of Black Communities, Bogota: Politics and ethno-territorial organizations 

Amanda Romero, Corporaci6n Agencia Afrocolombiana Hileros (Bogota): Social poficy and the State 

Arturo Escobar, LAPI/SMWG: Introduction 

1:45-2:00: Coffee break 

Part II: Racism, Rights, and Solidarity in Colombia and the Americas (2:00-2:50} 

Charo Mina Rojas, Process of Black Communities (Washington, DC): Sofidarity organizing in the US 

C~sar Rodriguez Garavito, Universidad de los Andes (Bogota): Institutional and academic contexts 

Gimena S~nchez, WOLA: Influencing US policy on Afro-Colombian/Ecuadorian issues. 

Joseph Jordan, Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History: Hemispheric context 

of Afro-Latin American struggles. 

2:50-3:30: Discussion 

Brief description of the event: The Pacific rainforest region of Colombia and Ecuador is known as one 

the hot spots of biodiversity in the world. However, it’s been destroyed rapidly by resource extraction 

and "development" projects. Learn about this important region from activists of the region’s social 

movement of black communities and from academics specializing in the area. They will discuss the 

current situation, responses by social movements, and the elements of an international campaign in 

defense of this important world region. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 28, 2011 7:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Library 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

02-28-11 07:59AM 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 
Black gold [videorecording] 
OVERDUE Media Resources Cent 00033030595 ...................... $10.00 

TOTALS10 00 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-~LV2ER STUDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:172 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 28, 2011 9:05 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[aliJafam] ECRT Ema~l 

Dear All, 

Many of you will shortly receive an email from ECRT-Help@UNC.edu. This is the new Effort Reporting System, where you verify the time that you spent working on 

various projects (as per the contracts and grants that you worked on or provided some of your salary). This is similar to papers that you were asked to sign in the 

past that included your name and various % and funding sources -they’ve moved this system online. 

I am just learning the system myself, so I hope to get you more detailed info later this week. Additionally, I am able to double check each of your reports and see 

that they match my records (from payroll, etc). In the long run you will need to go into the system and ’certify’ your time. You are welcome to do this now, but you 

may also wait until next week when I have been able to get you more info about what you should be looking for, etc. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depaxtment of Public Policy 

217 Ab emethy Hall, C B #3435 

Department of Africa~a & At~o-.~anerica_n Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nor~2q Cm’olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f; 919.962.5824 

You a~e currently subscribed to ati-iaiZam as: eunice@email.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafarn&o~8773254 

(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28773254-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(gJ)listse~w.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 10:42 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: New in E-Research Tools: Baltimore Afro-American Historical 
Newspaper 

From: Collier, Shauna D 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 10:40 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: New in E-Research Tools: Baltimore Afro-American Historical Newspaper 

Hi Travis, 
More good news! Please share on the I[stserv. 

Thanks[ 

Shauna 

5hauna Collier 

Librarian 

Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

:~50 South Road CB# 5250 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-843-5808 phone 

919-962-4830 fax 

shauna,collier@ unc,edu 

wwwJib,unc, edu/stone 

A new resource has been added to the Black Studies Center Database & to the E-Research 
Tools site: 

Baltimore Afro-American Historical Newspaper 

Details are below. Please alert interested students, faculty, and staff. 

Thank You! 

Founded by former slave John Henry Murphy, Sr. when he merged three church publications, The Baltimore Afro- 
American became one of the most widely circulated African-American newspapers on the Atlantic Coast. In addition to 
featuring the first black female reporter (Murphy’s daughter) and female sportswriters, the paper’s contributors have 
included writer Langston Hughes, intellectual J. Saunders Redding, artist Romare Bearden, and sports editor Sam Lacy, 
whose column influenced the desegregation of professional sports. Through the decades, the newspaper fought for 
equal employment rights, urged African-American participation in politics, and advocated state-funded higher education 
for blacks. In the 1930s, The Afro-American launched ’The Clean Block’ campaign, which is still in existence today, to 



clean up inner-city neighborhoods and fight crime. It stationed correspondents in Europe and the Pacific during World 
War II, providing first-hand reports to readers. In the 1950s, working with the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People, the newspaper’s efforts contributed to the outlawing of public school segregation. 
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UNC 
TItE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Februai?z 28, 2011 

Memo To: Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online Summer Session 2011 

Memo Fr: Carol McDonnell 

Summer Registration begins: March 22, 2011 

Enrollment information is at our web site at http:!/www.fridaycenter.unc.edu!cp!cco/enrollment.htm 
Students can submit their enrollment requests online, by fax, by mail, or in person. 

Number of spaces in each course 
Section 990 - 15" spaces for UNC-CH full-time students 
Section 991- 10" spaces for off-campus students 
Section 992 - 1 space reserved for university employees 

*In special circtm~stances we will adjust this number depending on the instructor or their depamnent’s preferences. 

ConnectCarolina - students cannot register in this system for these online courses. All students, 
including UNC-CH full-time students, must officially register at the Friday Center web registration site. 

Tuition: Students pay tuition to the University Cashier. There is an addition tuition charge for these online 
courses for full-time students. 

Waitlist: Once the sections are full, we let additional students waitlist with the Friday Center. They will be 
added if spaces become available. 

Instructors should not give students permission to enroll. Please forward any student requests to the Friday 
Center. 

ConfirmingRe~istration to students 
Once students are enrolled, the Friday Center will mail written confirmations to students. This includes the 
course web site, user name and password. E-mail notifications, in addition to written confirmations, will be 
sent to students who register a few days before class starts and during the late registration period. 

Late enrollment requests 
May 11 is the last day to register for classes. After this date, we ask students to contact you by email for 
permission to add. You should make a decision based on whether there is still time to make up missed work. 

Students who want to drol2_vour course 
All students receive information from us about how to drop and withdraw. So if students discuss this with 

you, please refer them to us at the Friday Center. Students must notify" us in writing (or email) to drop a 

course or withdraw from the term. The CCO web site also contains a withdraw form. 
http ://fri day center, un c. edu/cp/cco/i ndex. htm 



Class Rolls/ConnectCarolina 
Once registration begins, all instructors will have access to their online class rolls through ConnectCarolina 

http ://accesscarolina.unc. edu/dt 

Grade Rolls 
You will be submitting your final course grades in the ConnectCarolina system. The Carolina Course Online 

office will help you complete grade rolls if necessary. 

Blackboard 
If students register late, some may experience a delay in accessing Blackboard for quizzes and the discussion 

forum. We urge new students to create their onyens ASAP so that our office can populate them into 

Blackboard. Please refer students to our office if they have problems. 

March 22 
May 9 
May 10 
May 11 
May 12 

May 30 
July 4 
July 19 
July 21-22 

Early registration begins 
Last day to cancel your registration 
Courses begin; Late registration begins 
Last day to late register at 5 PM 
Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a partial 
refund. 
Holiday 
Holiday 
Last day of classes 
Exams 
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Disability as Multitude 

Re-working Non-Productive Labor Power 

David T. Mitchell and Sharon L. Snyder 
Temple University and Independent Scholar 

People with disabilities are often relegated to the status of "non-productive labor power"as 

a key aspect of their social depreciation. Marxist tradition situates potential and unemployable 

workers as members of the"surplus labor force"(those who embody potential labor and 

therefore exert downward pressure on wages and job security), but this designation fails 

to adequately capture those situated essentially outside of Capitalism. While theorists must 

continue to critique the ravages of poverty that result from chronic unemployment, the article 

employs Hardt and Negri’s concept of multitude as a means of imagining alternative value for 

"non-productive bodies" (Empire)--particularly in their ability to form alternative networks of 

existence and resistance to normative relations of consumption, competition, and class conflict. 

Such an active engagement with concepts of corporeality (i.e. the body as active mediator of the 

world rather than passive surface of imprintation) is critical to a more fully politicized realization 

of disability as instrumental to what Spinoza called the"radical potential of true democracy:’ 

Beyond Surplus Labor Power 

One significant contribution of Disability Studies to the field of Cultural Studies 

has been in charting transformations in historical understandings of human 

variation. Whereas the term handicapped marked individual bodies as insuf- 

ficient, disability re-orients critique away from individual malfunction and 

toward interactions of bodies with inadequately adapted environments. Further, 

the term disability also identifies material bodies (the corporeal) ad)usted to 

approximate norms, average capacities, and subjective aesthetic standards. Dis- 
ability moves away from late eighteenth-century ideas of individual incapacity 

(and, ultimately, social Darwinian "unfitness") toward populations that experi- 

ence socially produced exclusions based on sensory, cognitive, and/or bodily 
"typicality:’ In other words, as a result of Disability Studies scholarship and mod- 

ern day disability movements, disabled people have shifted from modernity’s 

exception (a lineage of defect to be isolated and eradicated) to postmodern 

exceptionality (failing bodies resuscitated by an increasingly medicalized state). 

In the latter state, the ontology of disability retrieves a formerly fallen object and 

makes it newly available for cultural rehabilitation. While rehabilitation often 

refers to a productive process of recovery, leading to a return to employmem 

Journal of Literary & Cultural Disability Studies 4.2 (2010), 179-194 © Li ve rpool Unive rsity Press 

ISSN 1757-6458 (print) 1757~6466 (online) doi:10,3828/jlcds.2010.14 
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and the activities of civic life, here the term suggests something less optimal 
yet equally significant. Cultural rehabilitation refers to normalization practices 
through which non-normative (i.e. non-productive) bodies become culturally 
docile. This process accomplishes its task of adjustment through the exercise of 
neo-iiberal power that is both benign and disciplinary. 

Rather than social pariahs, disabled people increasingly represent "research 
opportunities" in the sense that medical sociologist Aihwa Ong means when 
she argues that "treating" ill and disabIed Cambodian refugees in the U.S. 
increasingly "became the justification for state and local clinics to obtain much- 
needed funding from the federal government" (96). Rather than a former era’s 
economic "burden;’ then, disabled people have become objects of care in which 
enormous sectors of post-capitalist service economies are invested. In the terms 
of recent theories of political economy, disability has been transformed into a 
target of neo-liberal intervention strategies. Disabled people, once thrown out 
of the labor system because of their lack of productivity in a competitive labor 
market, now find themselves "at hand for [the] purposes of accumulation at 
a later point in time. Put in the language of contemporary postmodern polit- 
ical theory, we might say that capitalism necessarily and always creates its own 
’other’" (Harvey, 141). The historical production of others situates bodies in a 
position tantamount to un(der)explored geographies: they come to be recog- 
nized as sites for the exercise of the primitive accumulation that fuels capitalism. 

While such developments arrive, inevitably, with their own contradictions, 
they also provide opportunities for re-thinking disability, not only as socially 
but also as materially produced subjectivities. In turn, people with disabilities 
produce their own alternative navigations that provide opportunities for both 
analyzing their further integration within networks of late capitalism (that 
which Michael Hardt calls "affective labor"), and also attendant modes of resist- 
ance to dominant models of consumption, family, sexuality, labor, functionality, 
etc. In other words, this article is an initial foray into ways in which we might 
actively think disability into the picture of the production of social networks, 
forms of community, and biopower. For as Hardt explains, the two orders of 
engagement are not mutually exclusive: 

In the production and reproduction of affects, in those networks of cukure and com- 
munication, collective subjectivities are produced and sociality is produced. Even if 
those subjectivities and that sociality are directly exploitable by capital This is where 
we can realize the enormous potential in affective labor. (Affective Labor) 

We want to begin thinking about new horizons of disability in a multicultural, 
transnational, and post-imperialist world. To apply the prefix post- to these 
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historical movements is not to suggest their "end." Each continues a dynamic 
legacy of exploitation, travesty, and domination that reverberates in the after- 
math of a lengthy period of military and cultural subiugation. However, like 
other dynamos (the term Henry Adams used to represent the cl~urning engine 
of industrial capitalism at the end of the nineteenth century) they must come 
to rest of their own inertia or metamorphose into a new hegemonic amalgam: 
one made of the scraps of the old imperial machine and alternative formations 
of resistance now co-opted; a newly minted, prostheticized, even if ultimately 
compromised social organization. As Hardt and Negri argue, rather than feeling 
doomed about the saturation of imperial power through networks of capitalism 
we might also see room for potential: "The immediately social dimension of the 
exploitation of living labor immerses labor in all the relational elements that 
develop the potential of insubordination and revolt through the entire set of 
laboring practices" (Empire, 29). 

International movements of disabled persons have managed to cultivate 
forms of insubordination within global capitalism by leveraging pressure for 
social equality and accessible public commons with reference to other move- 
ments demanding similar objectives. In ~000 a group of disabled women in 
South Korea protested a dangerous lift by setting up tents in an underground 
subway; a Bosnia-Herzegovina disabled student-led campaign made pedestri- 
ans aware of curb cuts for wheelchair users by painting them bright yellow; and 
a Russian disability group blocked entrance to the Moscow underground rail 
system to hinder others from entering as they were excluded due to a lack of 
alternative forms of ingress. In each of these examples, people with disabilities 
staged their protests by seeking to produce parallel experiences of exclusion in 
others who took their own ease of entry in public spaces for granted. Global 
disability movements have waged their campaigns around concepts of univer- 
sal access to collective areas while also calling attention to the dwindling exist- 
ence of the commons under neoliberal privatizatioa schemes. 

Xhe creativity of these civil disobedience tactics turns exclusions on their 
head. In Marxist terms, disability protest makes people who are not identified 
as disabled see the world as if through a camera obscura. They use the produc- 
tion of temporary inaccessibility for non-disabled users in order to point out 
the daily impediments faced by people with disabilities. Even in the midst of 
protesting structural barriers disabled activists are narrated as "fragile" and as 
taking unnecessary chances with their already too fragile health. However, as 
Mike Davis points out in Planet of Slums (2oo6), a proper systemic anatysis 
needs to invert the terms of this recognition by placing the blame for vulner- 
ability in its appropriate place: "’Fragility’ is simply a synonym for systematic 
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government neglect of environmental safety" 025). Additionally, within dis- 

ability collectives we find alternative discourses to consumption, standardiza- 

tion, and belonging that offer important possibilities for collective political 

action on a global scale. 

Theories about new forms of political resistance bear a great deal of signifi- 

cance for Disability Studies and global disability movements. This is not only 

because the forms of political resistance now operative might allow a new 

assessment of disability bio-politics on a global scale (witness the recent pas- 

sage of the 2006 United Nations charter on global disability rights), but because 

international disability movements may serve as key examples of Hardt and 

Negri’s controversial formulation of postmodern militancy: 

The multitude designates an active social subject, which acts on the basts of what sin- 
gularifies share in common. The multitude is an internally different, multiple social 
subject whose constitution and action is based not on identity or unity (or, much less, 
indifference) but on what it has in common, (Multitude, loo) 

Within this definition of coordinated yet non-unified insurgencies, Hardt and 

Negri have most consistently cited the Zapatista movement and the "spontan- 

eous" uprisings of protestors during meetings of the GS. The sociology of these 

resistance groups reveals the participation of members who do not align them- 
selves primarily on the basis of foundational social identities such as race, class, 

ethnicity, or gender. Rather, contemporary resistance movements bring with 
them alternative values of living that oppose corporatist, consumptive models 

of everyday life. They specifically attack late capitalist culture in terms of "the 

productive dimension of biopower" wherein lifestyles of over- and under-con- 

sumption operate as false universals (Empire, ZT). 

It may seem strange to cite disability movements in the context of a definition 
of multitude that is not based on identity. After all, disability seems to mark a 

horizon of contemporary identity-based politics based on variable bodily cap- 

acities, appearances, and experiences of stigma developed without common 

community institutions or practices of everyday life. For Negri, "the multitude 

is the power of the singularities that are brought together within cooperative 
constellations; and the common precedes productioff’ ("Kairos;’ 215). 2his 

characterization better captures the productive multiplicity that characterizes 

movements of disabled people’s goals at a micro and, ultimately, macro level. 
First, disability does not constitute a shared social condition. Instead, dis- 

abled people recognize the intense differences that constitute their bodies (what 

Negri calls "resistant singularities") as their greatest commonality. The embrace 

of idiosyncrasy, functional diversity, and aesthetic impropriety across bodies 
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has both an empirical and socially derived utility. This embrace is empirical in 

the sense that disability movements contest inadequate universalist categories 

of medicine and rehabiiitation. According to Disability Studies, the imprecision 
of medical taxonomies of deviance simultaneously pathologizes and groups 

disparate experiences as shared when they may in fact be disparate in a phe- 

nomenological sense. The embrace is socially derived because the "unity" of 

disabled people fighting for their rights seeks a radical edge that is essent~.al to 

revolutionary politics: 

The [multitude], the producers of the common formula from ~vhich they are--none- 
theless-excluded, are the motor of the materialist teleology, because only the mul- 
titude of the poor can construct the world under the sign of the common, pressing 
forth relentlessly beyond the limit of the present. (Negri, 185) 

As explained above, cross-cultural efforts by disability groups to seize the com- 

mons in the name of universal accessibility for all bodies contests the neo- 

liberal state’s justification of privatization. Disability movements, as opponents 
to "accumulation by- dispossession;’ play a critical role in the expos~ of neo- 

liberal practices that disenfranchise people from access to shared public space 
(Harvey, 43). 

Beyond these two important applications of Disability Studies to critiques of 

postmodern capitalist containment strategies, disability may also be approached 

in a manner that, perhaps, no other political theory allows. Rather than focusing 

on more traditional Marxist obiects of resistance--such as the "worker" or "the 
masses" or "class conflict"--Hardt and Negri expand the boundaries of effective 

political culture not only beyond identity (particuIarly that of nation), but also 

beyond the critical Marxist category of surplus labor power. Whereas surplus 
labor power denotes a concept of an ever available pool of laborers that assists in 

keeping wages down, iob security tenuous, scab labor a prevalent threat against 

worker agency, and a misdirection of identification between the proletariat, 

potential proletariat, and the bourgeoisie, the category leaves entire populations 

outside of the definitions of resistance. Negri puts the question in this manner: 

But can those who are excluded from work still be considered part of a living labor? 
Of course, since even the excluded are part of the common. And the poor person, 
who is more excluded than anyone, i.e. the singularity at the greatest risk at the edge 
of being--at the point where Power closes offthe teleological striving towards the to- 
come--the poor, therefore, are the most common. For if it is only the common that 
produces production, those who are excluded but participate in the common are also 
the expression of living Iabor. ("Kairos;’ ~-5) 

In order to create a less exclusionary definition of subjects beyond notions of 
labor and surplus labor (both remain tied to definitions of competitive markets), 
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Negri uses "living labor" to suggest forms of creativity that cannot be reduced to 
an economic value. His definition of resistant subjects does not simply expand 
outwards to include those who occupy "non-productive bodies;’ but rather 
takes its lead from those whose capacities make them "unfit" for labor as the 
baseline of human value. In fact, the more ’Msk" individuals experience within 
capitalism, the less likely they are to feel invested in its continuance. As those 
cultural constituencies left out of the loop of potential labor, non-productive 
bodies are inoculated against participating in the misdirected destabilization 
of workers as so often characterizes the activities of those in the surplus labor 
ranks) 

The Work of"Non-Productive Bodies" 

Who are the inhabitants of "non-productive bodies"? What do they have to do 

with disabled people? Why have they existed below the radar of radical labor 

theory for so long? Non-productive bodies are those inhabitants of the planet 

who, largely by virtue of biological (in)capacity, aesthetic non-conformity, and! 

or non-normative labor patterns, have gone invisible due to the inflexibility 
of traditional classifications of labor (both economic and political). They rep- 

resent the non-laboring populations--not merely excluded from--but also 
resistant to standardized labor demands of human value. As many recognize, 

the term disability was first coined in the mid-18oos to designate those incapa- 
ble of work due to injury. This grouping identified disabled veterans of the Givil 

War as eligible for various governmental supports: a pension, prosthetics, life 

training, etc. Likewise, the diagnostic category of feeblemindedness in the same 

period defined those who, due to congenital "feature;’ were incapable of par- 

ticipating in a competitive market-based economy. This group also qualified for 

levels of public support largely received in centralized, carceral forms of insti- 

tutional care. As we argue in Cultural Locations qfDisabitity (2oo6), member- 

ship in this latter classification group resulted in the coercion of individuals to 

exchange their liberties for social supports. This designation as "non-productive" 
developed in spite of the tact that many institutional residents participated in 

laboring economies developed within institutional societies: residents farmed 

1. In Thus 5pake Zarathustra, Nietzsche’s philosopher-protagonist, Zarathustra, gets tired of human- 
it),, and takes up a life among the ironically titled, "higher men"--those who have been excluded from 
dominant culture due to their discordant bodies, behaviors, and appearances, We analyze this alter- 
native social formation of disabled people in chapter 3 of Narrative Prosthesis: Discourses qfDisability 
(zooo). 
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the institution’s land, provided housekeeping services to fellow inmates and 
administrators, supervised each other on behalf of the institution, produced 
products for the state--brooms, clothing, baskets, etc.--at excessively low wage 
rates. In many cases nothing more w, as provided in exchange for their labor’s 
beyond the "benefit" of living an excluded life within the walls of the institution. 

Within this context of disability as non-productive bodies lay an unseen net- 
work of labor practices where the presumably "insufficient" provided for them- 
selves within the walls of an undetected economy. Institutions often operated as 
if they were small city-states that actively rendered the labor of the non-labor- 
ing classes invisible, tn many cases by the early twentieth century, a majority of 
institutions could claim themselves as "self supporting’ Ironically, such claims 
in effect disproved the theory upon which institutions were based: those who 
could not compete in a labor market should be sheltered from its demands in an 
institutional world that functioned as a closed circuit of dependency and care. 
Instead, institutional residents made an ideal labor force--those who could effi- 
ciently meet the needs of their own segregated society--when conditions could 
be adjusted according to the principle: from each according to their ability to 
each according to their need(s). The realization of Marx’s famous formulation 
in his ~875 Critique of the Gotha within institutions consequently posed a threat 
to reigning orders of capitalism operating beyond the walls of the institution. 
In fact, historically, capitalists and bourgeoisie alike have sought remedies 
in legislatures across the country against institutional labor practices. Blind 
broom-makers in downtown Chicago were shut down because their efficiency 
undermined the ability of other broom manufacturers to make a profit during 
~91o. These workers with visual impairments, in turn, went on strike and forced 
the city to re-open their place of employment on the basis of their status as an 
exceptional class of laborers,z This is one of the great ironies of institutional life 
for those who were deemed "non-productive" on the basis of physical, sensory, 
and/or cognitive incapacity. 

The identification of hordes of people designated as "non-productive bod- 
ies" and located on the outermost fringes of productive economies replaces 
now antiquated categories such as "the masses." The potential for widespread 
civil unrest proved compromised because workers found themselves engulfed 
within networks of capital that kept them enthralled. Further, as modernity 
gave ,ray to post-modernity, the antagonistic divisions between workers and 

2. The history of this early disability identiW-based labor protest and other conducted by deaf work- 
ers in ~9o3 can be found in the Chicago Disability History Exhibit that ran from April 2o-September 

~5, ~oo6 at the National Vietnam Veterans Art Museum in Chicago. We believe these may be the first 
labor movements by self-identified workers with disabilities. 
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capitalists that were anticipated to fuel revolution became increasingly blurred. 

No longer did one participate in a simple, agonistic division of labor, but, for 

Hardt and Negri, David Harvey, Frederic Jameson, and other political theorists, 

late capitalism now saturated every nook and cranny of life and became increas- 

ingly confused with the natural order of things. One could find no outside to 
capitalist production given that the network of exchange had grown so diffuse 

and pervasive (here we find Hardt and Negri’s concept of biopolitics, borrowed 

from Foucault). Capitalism’s power came to be increasingly located in its ability 

to naturalize its own artificial economic context within every social interaction. 
This marked the birth of what Marx anticipated as social capitalism. 

¯ he critical question asked by today’s theorists of postmodern political econ- 

omy is that which Negri poses to himself in his essay, "Kairos, Alma Venus, 

Multitudo: Nine Lessons to Myself": "how can this biopolitical (intellectual and 

co-operative) mass, which we call ’multitude; exert ’governance over itself’?" 

(209). In other words, where does resistance manifest itself once a concept of 
the workers revolution no longer seems tenable and how will this resistance 
govern itself without the institution of new hierarchies of inequality? 

In order to formulate responses to Negri’s question as articulated further in 
his writings with Michael Hardt, Empire, Multitudes, and Commonwealth, we 

must unpack it in as literal a way as possible. Biopolitical represents the degree 
to which every aspect of living is ensnared by late capitalism: economic, social, 
artistic, cultural, etc. Whereas modernity’s capitalism saw division and segrega- 

tion as its strategy of divide and conquer among laboring parties in a strategic- 

ally segmented labor production process (i.e., the prior economic production 

mode of Fordism), Postmodern capitalism elevates cooperation across spatially, 
geographically, and culturally diffuse network that place individuals in contact 

with each across disparate geographies. "Multitude" replaces "masses" in that 

a multitude is defined as productive singularities (bodies) that cannot be col- 
lapsed into a universal formula of normative labor identity. And here we will 

make our claim: within this formulation of resistant "bodies" Hardt and Negri 

essentially recognize forms of incapaciU as the new galvanizing agent of post- 
modern resistance. 

"Non-productive bodies" represent those who belong to populations desig- 

nated "unfit" by capitalism. Thus, whereas traditional theories of political econ- 

omy tend to stop at the borders of the laboring subjects (including potential 

laborers), the concept of non-productive bodies expansively rearranges the 

potentially revolutionary subject of leftist theory. If one is "wired" into the 

system in some manner--and, for Hardt and Negri, there is no such thing as 

an outside to this formulation--then one actively participates in the global 
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give and take of biopolitical life. While such a claim may seem to deflate the 
potential for significant political action, given the seemingly boundless abil- 
ity of capitalism to produce subjectivities advantageous to its own livelihood, 
the alternative proves equally accurate: those whom Frantz Fanon designated 

"the wretched of the earth" come into greater contact with each other through 
immaterial communicatior~ networks characteristic of modes of production in 
affective labor markets and opportunities for "collective" action increase. We 
now offer a brief description of how disability collectivities may be recognized 
as the paradigm of this alternative formula of resistance. 

Disability as’Deconstructive" Method 

By the end of the nineteenth century, efforts to segregate, restrict, and oppress 
populations, identified variously as "feebleminded;’ "subnormal;’ "deviant;’ 
etc., went increasingly trans-national. Eugenics, the social engineering project 
that sought to eradicate defective traits from a nation’s hereditary pool, went 
g!obal. Scientific collectives were formed, restrictive policies were translated 
from one cultural context to another with relative ease, categories of patho!- 
ogy proliferated, and parallel populations found themselves increasingly the 
subjects of incarceration practices. Policy-makers, scientists, psychiatrists, and 
institutional administrators referenced the effective restrictions at work in other 
nations in order to put pressure on their home legislatures to adopt "firm meas- 
ures:’ In other words, modern capitalism recognized the utility of international 
markets in segregation strategies toward disabled people (and others deemed 
non-normal) and activety traded in their dissemination (there are echoes of 
Homi Bhabha’s "DIS-semi-nation" here). In Cultural Locations of Disability, we 
point out that a profound and devastating irony was at work in the progressive 
period: as the discourse of disciplinary eugenics became increasingly mobile 
and international, disabled people--the very subjects of that discourse--found 
themselves increasingly immobilized. Their labor was not absent, but rather cor- 
doned off and contained within the parameters of the modern-day institution. 

A fully Foucauidian network burgeoned within this period with disabled 
people as the gtobal objects of its efforts. Within the U.S., Canada, west- 
ern Europe, and Australia, nations argued a logic of racial improvement and 
purity; in Russia the old czarist tines were disqualified as "inferior" due to 
the eugenics concept of "inbreeding"; in Asia entire countries such as Korea 
found themselves "disabled" by virtue of another (Japan in this case) colonizing 
power’s emasculation of the country. In other words, the discourse of eugen- 
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ics, applied unevenly and non-uniformly, functioned as a meta-disqualifier of 
entire populations whose differences (perceived or actual) served as the source 

of their inferiority. Here we find the historical roots of a global effort to classify 
bodies as non-productive and therefore outside of capitalist competitive labor 

markets all together. 

The modern-day disability-rights movement, consequently, is not essential- 
ly European or American or "Western" by necessity of the fact that wherever 

the discourse of eugenics could be found (in one form or another), counter- 

insurgent forces arise. 2hese resistance strategies increasingly surface within 

populations designated as "non-productive;’ but, for Hardt and Negri, "non- 
productive bodies" prove imminently productive because they occupy outposts 

of alternative biopolitical discourses, lives imagined and realized in contrast 
to, even counter-posed against, more dominant discourses of consumption, 

productivity, family, and nation. In part these insurrectional communities of 

non-productive bodies begin with a "deconstructive method" in that they cre- 

ate group conceptions founded on theories of the malleability--the necessary 
mutancy even--of strict borders, classifications, and social relationships. 

The introduction of this strategic fluidity proves critical to the creation of 

counter cultural formations as they rely upon the expos~ of the artificiality 

of late capitalism’s "naturalness" as their political alternative. Disabled bod- 
ies, as definitively multiple forms of embodiment that cannot be universal- 

ized even within ~’conditioff’ groups, rely for their insurrectional force on the 
aor~-transcendental nature of their difference. This is the impetus for upsetting 

medical and rehabilitation-based models of pathology that transect the globe. 

Disability movements function as counter-discursive resistance efforts at the 

global level while sustaining--and even honoring--local differences. This is 

one of the powerful lessons that Jim Charltoffs Nothing About Us Without Us 

(2ooo) has brought to Disability Studies with its comparativist, international 
interview methodology. 

Meet Me at the Global 

We draw to a conclusion with a laundry list of ways in which disability groups 
produce a viable counter-narrative of biopolitics. 

Disabled persons are made, willingly or not, into the legitimate "non-workers" 

--those who refuse to participate not in productivity but in the productive net of 
capitalism that ensnares all in the seemingly infinite practice of consumption as 

synonymous with life. The disabled people that we know are some of the worst 
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consumers on the planet because they have neither the means, the interest, nor 
the gullibility of mistaking meaning with market. For instance, disabled artists 
in the U.S. live some of the most sparingly non-consumptive lives and, yet, this 
is what we admire about them the most. 

Those who identify as non-disabIed often strain to occupy the increasingly 
common forms of prosthetization that supplement failing bodies trying to nav- 
igate late capitalist environments. To a great degree this prosthetic discomfort 
comes about for those still inhabiting narratives of the natural body. Disabled 
people, in turn and by necessity, have surrendered this artificial nostalgia for a 
version of their bodies as natural, pure, and unsupplemented. In this manner 
they become, truly, the quintessential project of postmodernity. 

Global capital increasingly relies on the development of workforces that can 
manipulate immaterial data across an ever-expanding array of communication 
networks. Such labor often involves a variety of skills such as: (t) the ability to 
sit in rooms with others for hours on end; (2) the capacity to performatively 
represent oneself in cybernetic space through non-visual or oral forms of com- 
munication; (3) the ability, and even willingness, to function in virtual locations 
that are not subject to aesthetic criteria of appearance that so often result in 
exclusions of disabled people from employability; (4) substantial amounts of 
leisure time that goes relatively uninterrupted by the nuisance of family, friends, 
or love interests (we mean this only partially as tongue-in-cheek); and (5) a 
willingness to be devoted to one’s job because so much of what counts as an 

"outside life" has already been rendered unavailable (the inaccessibility of rec- 
reation, religion, or geographies beyond an immediate space). We are increas- 
ingly approaching a time when all that formerly passed as the undesirability of 
life in a disabled body proves increasingly "advantageous" from the standpoint 
of an immaterial labor market. 

However, and perhaps even more importantly, even outside of the formal 
workforce disabted people find themselves manipulating data of a political 
nature across national boundaries, Disabled people’s organizations and dis- 
abled individuals now routinely exchange survival strategies and political tac- 
tics with other non-productive bodies in formerly unreachable locations. Thus, 
the international participation of eugenics discourse in the earlier part of the 
last century has been met by an increasingly globalizing discourse of counter- 
eugenic efforts. Disability rights movement leaders now exchange policies and 
solutions with each other in order to pressure their own legislatures into adopt- 
ing "human rights platforms" based upon comparisons with other policy- and 
rights-based actions. These efforts effect~vdy turn eugenic-based strategies on 
their heads and can be fueled by commerce across global cybernetic net~vorks. 
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Following out the logic of non-productive bodies allows us ways of conceiv- 
ing of disability as a potentially effective political foundation for new forms of 
resistance, particularly in that disability (as those who refer to "TABS" [the tem- 
porarily able-bodiedl remind us) potentially cuts across all marginalities. Yet, 
its founding recognition of unity based in difference (i.e. what we have called 
in another context, the politics of atypicality or intensive individual singulari- 
ties that cannot be neatly collapsed in a coherent identity) could prove more 
effective than those diagnosed by Ladau and Mouffe and Zi~ek as balkaniz- 
ing identity-based approaches to difference that undermine more spontaneous 
forms of collective action. 

Of course we do not mean to overlook the fact that disability collectivities 
have discovered creative ways of fracturing their own collectivities, particularly 
on the basis of unproductive debates over who is "disabled" and who is "not- 
disabled;’ disability hierarchies, tokenism, marginalization of expressive modes 
(i.e. putting the pragmatics of policy over arts), the neglect of disabled people of 
color, old boys and old girls networks of power brokering, and so on. But there 
is also a series of productive ways to organize political constituencies that we 
owe to the creativity of disability movements around the world--namely, since 
disability movements continue to operate at the meta-national level, disabled 
people without borders. 

To return to Hardt and Negri’s thesis explicitly, we stress that disabled bod- 
ies prove so integral to late capitalism because the model upon which capital- 
ist exchange rests has shifted so dramatically. Disability may present the best 
intervention object of all in that it provides an opportunity to renew capital in 
new geographies of the body. Because disabled bodies persist throughout his- 
tory, and in militarized economies we produce them in great numbers at "home" 
and "abroad;’ market economies increasingly reference them among their tar- 
get audiences. 

Marketing Imperfect Identities 

Nearly all of capitalism now finds itself pitched toward impe@ction as the 
standard with product supplementation as the solution--diuretics, impotency, 
indigestion, mobility aids, depression, manias, hearing loss, vision correction, 
chronic fatigue, etc. The body has become a multi-sectional market; whereas 
Fordist capitalism cultivated divided worker populations by hierarchicalizing 
the assembly line; postmodern capital divides us within our own bodies. We are 
now perpetual members of an audience encouraged to experience our bodies 
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in pieces--as fractured terrains where the "bad" parts of ourselves are mul- 

tiple. Whereas disabled people were trained to recognize their disabled parts as 

definitely inferior, late capitalism trains everyone to separate their good from 
bad--a form of alienation that feeds the market’s penchant for "treating" our 

parts separately. The body becomes a terrain of definable localities, each colo- 

nized by its particular pathologies dictated by the medicalized marketplace. 
This late capitalist litany of bodily frailties, imperfections, and incapacities gluts 

advertising networks as the hegemonic product pitch strategy of today. Within 

this environment disability rapidly becomes synonymous with a humanity that 

we are all seeking to overcome. The imperfect is our standard. 
The rise to legitimacy of "comfort industries" results as the twentieth century 

closes. We are all sub)ect to disciplinary regimens of the therapies that have now 
transcended their subordinate position within health science and medicine to 

become our cultural training gurus. Even more than Medicine, the Therapies 

have now gone "cultural" and encourage our mass dedication not to perfection 

but to the infinite pursuit of "improvement," Once relatively isolated disabil- 

ity rehabilitation regimens are now applicable to all citizens, )ust as all citizens 

grow increasingly responsible for policing their own well being. Therapy is the 

market, and the degree to which one resists therapy is the degree to which one 
resists greasing the market. Refusal of our bodies as perpetual objects of profes- 

sional labors provides a model of resistance wherein the ways our bodies func- 

tion does not lead us to fall prey to regimes of standardization. We now find 

ourselves encouraged not to conform to a general norm but rather condition- 

based norms that others who presumably share our disability group establish. 
This is really nothing but a move from a medical model based on an dusive 

average body to a therapy-based norm of an elusive average disabled body. 

Today late capitalism thrives on the production of "new spaces" for exploit- 

ation--the promotion of the exotic as a strategy of consumption rather than 

the promise of the homogeneous amid locales of difference. The body itseIf has 

become an outpost for this strategy. An "intensive interior" is now cannibalized 

as new "erogenous zones" of intervention. To combat this tendency, disability 

culture rises as a counter-valuing mechanism; one that cannot afford to mis- 
take its own artificial productions as more "natural;’ but rather, following Hardt 

and Negri, as a self-acknowledged product that seizes the biopolitical terrain as 
revisable. "Non-productive bodies" work a revolution within the conception of 

worker subjectivity. The non-productive body is not simply a body incapable 

of working within the narrow standardization efforts of capitalism, but rather, 

as Hardt and Negri explain, it represents "the way some deviants perform dif- 
ferently and break the norms" in doing so (Multitude, 2oo). These differences 
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may result in a rigid exclusion from dominant economic networks but they 
continue to produce and, in turn, be produced: thus, postmodernism may be 
generally described as a culture of manufactured sentience: one that wires the 
life of feeling and flesh directly into the circuitry of prosthetic supplementation 
(i.e. prosthetics from sip ’n puff systems to Xbox cyber realities). 

Democracy and Disability 

A true democracy based on variation cannot be collapsed into a totalizing 
essence/identity/unity. Based on their multiple formulas of difference, disability 
organizations help to expose transcendence as a false dream of market com- 
pensation. If we conceive of disability as a material expression of variation, then 
embodied difference may be recognized as a paradigm for true democracy. Spe- 
cifically, those made expendable by late capitalism on the basis of a congenital 
or acquired incapacity serve as an active recognition that normalization func- 
tions as little more than a faqade that disguises humanity’s defining heterogene- 
ity. A "truer" disability-based model of social production is better understood 
as the interdependency of intense singularities working for common goais-- 
rather than the obverse which is the functioning logic of capitalism: intense 
singularities suppressed by common goals and imposed by corporations upon 
those who produce products and profits from which they do not adequately 
benefit. 

Politicized alternative disability-based social organizations have tended to 
situate their counter-discursive productions at both the macro and micro levels 
of experience. At the micro-level differences proliferate and disability dedicates 
itself to unearthing the lack of duplication from one body to another; at the 
macro level disability draws together socially debilitating experiences (i.e. lack 
of employment, ouster from sexual circuits of interaction, exclusionary archi- 
tectural standards, etc.) and identifies the degree to which globaJ oppression 
operates on disabled people across cultural contexts. As a result, bands of dis- 
abled people have produced viable alternatives to the consumptive models of 
capital and the expulsion of bodily imperfection in order to envision a meaning- 
ful contrast of lifestyles, values, and investments adapted to life as discontinuity 
and contingency. This is a material, albeit thoroughly subjective, realization of 
the World Social Forums rallying slogan A Different World is Possible. 
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The Dead Zone: Stumbling at the Crossroads of- 

Party Politics, Genocide, and Postracial Racism 

In traditional African thought, there is no concept of 

history moving forward towards a future climax .... the 

future does not exist beyond a few months, the future 

cannot be expected to usher in a golden age, or a radi- 

cally different state of affhirs. 

-John Mbiti, African Religions and Phi!osophies 

The further the Negro gets from his historical anteced- 

ents in time, the more tenuous become his concep- 

tual ties, the emptier his social connections, the more 

superficial his visions. His one great and present hope 

is to know and understand his African-American reali- 

ties in the United States more profoundly. Failing that, 

and failing to create a new synthesis in history and the 

humanities, and a new social theory, he will suffer the 

historical fate of intellectual subterfuge. 

--Harold Cruise, quoted in James Turner, "Africana 

Studies and Epistemology" 

All the women are white, all the blacks are men, but 

some of us are brave. 
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but Some of us Are Brave: Blacl¢ Women’s Studies 
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Introduction: At the Crossroads, Charging Genocide 

The genocide of Darfur shames the conscience of us 

all. 

--Barack Obama, Berlin, July 24, 2008 

A critique of political thinking in Africana thought brings us to a cross- 

roads. At this intersection, passing trajectories meet. Moving in oppo- 

site directions, they send contradictory messages concerning democracy, 

racism, and political violence. 

One trajectory pursues the accomplishments of Afficana intellectual, 

artistic, economic, and political elites. That trajectory culminates in the 

campaign of Barack Obama--the first black presidential candidate in a 

major U.S. party and the first black president-elect since the fbunding of 

this slave nation turned Paltering empire. The other trajectory tracks the 

misery of the local and global black masses. It also traces minority group 

repression by global capitalism, as well as the potential and real possibilities 

of racial genocide in democracies through state violence and neglect. The 

intersection of these two diverging lines produces a conceptual dead zone,1 

one that is marked by the absence of analysis engaging antiblack racism 

and genocide in Western democracies and the resilience of elite thinkers to 

disavow such analyses. Even though it holds the challenges of transforma- 

tive thought and action, this arena is dead to conventional thought because 

the nexus at which black achievement meets black genocide appears as 

a conceptual void. Thus it is avoided. In Western democracies, rarely are 

"black achievement" (e.g., the Obama campaign and election) and "black 

genocide" (e.g., the racially fashioned prison industry and foster care sys- 

tem) discussed in the same breath. This essay explores issues at the edge of 

conventional thought in order to expand critical thinking. 

William Patterson and the Civil Rights Congress’s I95I petition to the 

United Nations, We Charge Genocide, is notable for drawing international 

attention to crimes against African Americans such as mob lynchings and 

police brutality, economic exploitation and electoral theft, and substan- 

dard schooling, housing, and medical care." Yet We Charge Genocide offers 

neither a discussion of the political and economic achievements of black 

Americans, nor a discussion of how black elites, like their white counter- 

parts and mainstream America, may either oppose or ignore (and thereby 

be complicit in) antiblack genocide.3 Nor does the document mention 

"autogenocide" or violence internal to black communities (in fact, its sex- 
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ism and misogyny prevent it from doing so).4 From its progressive, radical 

standpoint, it is incapable of theorizing the nexus, the convergence, and 

then the separation of black elites and the disposable dispossessed. 

National and international Africana elites occupy influential posts in pres- 

tigious universities and colleges (whose billion-dollar endowments rival the 

gross national product of some nations). Yet even within these halls of secu- 

rity, or perhaps because of them, our critiques of state violence are rare. 

Often we criticize the policies of political parties or leaders. Also criticized 

are sectors ostracized in civil society such as the poor, unwed mothers, 

absentee f~thers, prisoners, and criminals. Clearly, black achievement and 

pathology or victimization routinely commingle in political thought. For 

instance, black liberals or radicals note the role of legislation and punitive 

policies in tile disruption or amelioration of collective black life and well- 

being. Black conservatives and neoconservatives highlight moral failings 

on the part of individual blacks and generalize a collective social pathology; 

they view these as the consequences of a black proclivity toward entitle- 

ment, immorality-, and (sexual) predation. (Supposedly, these are traits that 

only black conservatives or neoliberals have managed to escape;5 black con- 

servatives offer few opportunities to dissect and depart from white conser- 

vatives, as their unoriginal parallel racial views dictate that blacks mirror 

neoconservative whites.) 

Since the postbellum origins of the "talented tenth," elites have dispro- 

portionately shaped Africana thought and have offered themselves as role 

models dispensing cautionary, constructive, or caustic advice and guidance 

to impoverished, "dysfunctional," or criminal(ized) blacks. Historically in 

Africana thought, black achievers disseminate commentary critical or sup- 

portive of black underachievers, citing reasons for their and our failings. 

Rarely do tile criticisms by nonelites of the affluent influence a nation. 

Equally rare are radical or structural critiques that enter conventional 

thought and speech. More often, state perfbrmance of racial neutrality is 
scrutinized, and claims for racial diversity that overshadow calls tbr racial 

equality are rejected as coherent radical critique that leads to sustained 

resistance. The dead zone has a gravitational pull that slows down radical 

critiques just as it slows down time. Thus "change that we can believe in" 

is presumed to come disproportionately from elites who have no struc- 

tural critiques of capitalism, white supremacy, or heteronormative patri- 

archy, nor any time line on which to chart struggles against the predatory 

structures. 



Consider that few traditional media outlets have labeled the invasion and 

occupation of Iraq as "racist." That discussion of racial predation in foreign 

policy was virtually dead in the fall 2oo8 U.S. presidential debates between 

Republican contender John McCain and his Democratic rival. Theoretically, 

McCain could still garner white votes if he were to introduce the American 

citizenry to general racism and the specific anti-Arab and anti-Muslim ani- 

mus embedded in U.S. foreign policy--a surreal scenario, given this par- 

ticular candidate and the attack campaign he chose to run with Sarah Palin. 

Candidate Obama could give a stirring speech on the topic and, likely, sub- 

sequently slide down and out of the polls into political retirement. How 

he deploys his moral authority as president remains to be seen--although 

Obama’s silence during the December 2008 Israeli invasion of Gaza that 

left thirteen hundred dead registers as a moral absence. 

Consider the public’s response to Reverend Jeremiah Wright’s severe 

denunciations of the United States. First from his pulpit and later f?om 

a media podium, Obama’s former pastor derided no particular policy or 

official but an entire nation and its state apparatuses. Before his coerced 

retirement, Wright served as a marine and then in the medical corps for 

President Lyndon Johnson and later as reverend of one of Chicago’s most 

influential (celebrity) churches that addressed black poverty. Wright may 

be one example where black achievement intersects with black misery and 

genocide to produce an analysis from the dead zone. Obama’s denuncia- 

tions of Wright--without addressing the valid content in his diatribes-- 

exemplify how to avoid being dragged down into a zone in confrontation 

with white supremacy. 

Traditional media and pundits are more outraged by the assertion ofU. S. 

racism culminating in genocide than by the terrifying loss of and damage to 

(civilian) lif~. What infuriates the mainstream is the attribution of genocide 

to their democracy. Millions such as McCain and Palin’s "pro-Americans" 

reject criticisms that their democratic support--through representatives, 

deregulation of human rights, xenophobia, and ignorance--fbsters racial 

genocide. Despite the official lies about Iraqi weapons of mass destruc- 

tion, no one will be impeached or forced to resign from office. Add to this 

outrage the destruction of Iraq’s infrastructure, the death and maiming of 

nearly-one million people, and the displacement of millions more as inter- 

nal and external refugees. Mainstream Americans can forgive a wealthy, 

conservative white man for condemning this practice but will curse a black 

man and deride his party for its audacity to condemn U.S. human rights 

violations. 
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The party spokesperson must have no historical antecedents rooted in 

racial repression to remind a state of its foundation in white supremacy. 

There must be no context that points to a larger systemic crisis in humanity, 

no dead zone to drag the nation into a place where its certainty in itself 

as "exceptional" might collapse alongside its idealized identity. Not being 

McCain but instead a carrier of racially fashioned historical antecedents 

such as enslavement and antiblack genocide, Obama by necessity engages 

in "intellectual subterfuge": speak in generalities, announce the ideological 

conflicts that led to a cultural crisis as over, and posit new challenges to 

be collectively met by a nation that has not relinquished racial supremacy 

or imperial yearning. With the historical antecedents of the conqueror, 

McCain will never charge the United States with racial genocide. With the 

historical antecedents of the conquered and as the ultimate symbol of black 

achievement, Obama will never charge the United States with genocide. 

Such rhetoric would end his political lit~. And, many would argue, what 

would be the point? If the dead zone appears to share the traits of the twi- 

light zone, then this indeed would be a futile, politically suicidal gesture. If, 

however, this speech act stimulated us to think critically and politically in a 

world marked by violence and deception, then this could work as a precon- 

dition for an imaginable future. But if the pragmatic present constitutes the 

realistic future, why bother to dream outside the framework of American 

fantasy? 

Of course, political leaders, their parties, voters, the opposition, and 

nonvoters discuss genocide. That painful topic is also studied and debated 

in Africana thought, academia, media, and policy forums. Yet the topic of 

genocide is usually restricted to foreign policies and foreign countries or 

past histories from which we have evolved. When it comes to contempo- 

rary expressions of repression, histories are forgotten or curtailed, while 

the current context is vaguely rendered. For example, in the United States, 

calls for reparations to offset enslavement and apartheid are thought of as 

revisiting the past and as "divisive" and "counterproductive" to "going tbr- 

ward." Those who tbrget that past centuries of enslavement and colonialism 

shape contemporary Af~icana crises reject Harold Cruise while embracing 

John Mbiti: when it comes to black disenfranchisement and exploitation, 

only the present day (villain) matters. 

Among nonvictims, genocide is an inflammatory subject because there 

is no ideological or moral justification for the continuance of a state that 

countenances genocide. The citizenry complicit in it is considered to be 

aberrant to the civilized world. The charge of genocide is the touchstone for 
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allegiance or rebellion. A genocidal state is not only immoral and unlawful, 

but it has regressed to savagery. According to international law and the U.S. 

Constitution, it must be disciplined and restored to the "rule of law." 

Few speak of U.S. policies as genocidal because the dominant tendency 

is to analyze national policies as the byproduct of specific administrations 

or political parties not as the consequence of a state apparatus built on 

and seeped in racial animus. In the land of the First Amendment, one is 

free to argue that, irrespective of the political party, the state manifests 

an antiblack (or anti-indigenous) animus that promotes premature social 

and physical death for its most marginalized peoples. However, in a land 

in which (neo)liberalism and (neo)conservatism dominate intellectual 
thought, that argument opens one up to being caricatured as paranoid or 

a buffoon--a Jeremiah Wright with tbotnotes. The trajectories in Afficana 

thought are clearly delineated as they intersect and clash, and are repudi- 

ated as they take leave of each other. Prominent Africana writers such as 

Orlando Patterson and William Julius Wilson embody black achievement 

and shoulder a discourse that normalizes and validates the state by ignor- 

ing the context and its murderous excesses. One can critique legislation, 

party politics, and elected leaders and the legislative promises or debacles 

they sponsor without ever uttering the incendiary word genocide.6 Harvard 

scholars have published tracts on the word nigger, tracing the etymology 

and reflecting on emotional connotations. Yet genocide, which has a much 

more fearful impact on national consciousness and material well-being, is 

less rigorously analyzed as part of the black condition. 

If you don’t name it and shun the language, then you veil the phe- 

nomenon. What is also obscured is state violence, as conventional lan- 

guage maintains that only dictatorships, not democracies, practice racial 

genocide. Convention assumes that electoral democracies have a tSilsafe 

mechanism--an enlightened and empowered citizenry--that prevents 

their participation (except as liberators) in genocidal practices. It is thus not 

surprising that those most targeted by historical and contemporary state 

excesses are those most likely to crash into its apparatuses: racially f~sh- 

ioned policing and the prison industrial complex, homelessness, substan- 

dard schools and housing, foster care for children marred by indifference, 

inadequate oversight and resources, the poverty draft into an immoral war, 

and "shoot-to-kill" edicts for (black) survivors of New Orleans’s substan- 
dard levees designed by the Army Corps of Engineers.7 It’s no wonder that 

some stumble at the intersection where elites undertheorize contradictory 
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conditions marked by class and opportunity (or opportunism, more prop- 

erly phrased) as they are carried offby the trajectory of black achievement 

and greater America’s expanding embrace. 

In the United States, we are routinely asked to fall and genuflect at the 

crossroads: to acknowledge the positive in U.S. and global "race relations" 
without dwelling on the negative--the continuance of racial repression 

and disenfranchisement. But 9.oo8 is the first time that we may likely 

(in)voluntarily stumble from our own frustrated desires and longings. For 

the ascendancy of a liberal black to the U.S. presidency must mean some- 

thing protbund, if democracy’s future is to cuhninate in a "golden age" and 

blackness is to have a place at tile table. If antiblack genocide remains a 

feature of that utopian democracy, tile profbund becomes profbundly dis- 

appointing--although, of course, not tbr everyone in a democratic state. 

Racial genocide has been a historical fixture in Western democracies as 

citizens amassed existential wealth (white privileges) and material wealth 

(capital and militarism) through antiblack policies. But those realities tend 

to be muted in public discourse, where blacks and other people of color are 

invited to sit at the table of accumulation as national and global narratives 

note progress. 
Before the Democratic National Convention in August 9.oo8 that would 

officially name him the Democratic standard-bearer for president, Obama 

engaged in a whirlwind campaign tour. His speech on July 9.4, delivered 

in Berlin, was historic and moving, and it drew a multiracial mass of two 

hundred thousand. Obama charged those gathered and viewers around the 

world to build a global "more perfect union" (reprising his March speech 

in Philadelphia on race, in which he "cleaned up" his political gaffe about 

white bigotry and antiblack voters). The presidential candidate repeatedly 

challenged witnesses to act on behalf of humanity’s needs and political 

agency: "Will we stand fbr the human rights of the dissident in Burma, 

tile blogger in Iran, or the voter in Zimbabwe? Will we give meaning to 

tile words ’never again’ in Darfur?"80bama also ret~renced the site at 

which he delivered his address as a historical context that pointed toward 

tile challenges of the future, the wall dividing east and west, the signifi- 

cance of reconciliation and reconstruction (among the Germans, within the 

former Soviet bloc, and within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and 

between the North and the South). 
Given the targeted audience "globally" and in the United States--the 

Obama campaign toured Europe and the Middle East, not Africa, Latin 



America, and the Caribbeang--implicit in his address was the defining 

metaphor of World War II, the "last good war." The Obama speech ref- 

erenced the camps and contemporary genocide. Germany, of course, is 

synonymous with genocide. Yet there was a broader context that remained 

unexplored. With the exceptions of its world wars, Nazism, and Stalin- 

ism, European imperial powers have played out their genocidal intent on 

the geographies they colonized and racially fashioned. The genocides that 

resulted were distilled into World War II and Nazi Germany. Those crimes 

against humanity led to the UN convention banning genocide: 

In the present Convention, genocide means any of the tbllowing acts 

committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethni- 

cal, racial or religious group, as such: 

(a) Killing members of the group; 

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the 

group; 
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated 

to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; 

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the 

group; 
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group)° 

Proving "intent" is the challenge. Antidiscrimination cases are difficult for 

plaintiffs to win because they must prove intent, that is, that the violator 

intentionally discriminated against you because of gender, race, sexuality, 

or religion. This takes place in a legal framework. One must prove motive, 

even though the end result should be determinative. Noting that not only 

blacks are harmed by antiblack genocide, Jo~o H. Costa Vargas argues in 

Never Meant to Survive: Genocide and Utopias in Black Diaspora Communities 

tbr a radical critique: 

The ongoing marginalization and premature, preventable death of 

disproportionate numbers of Black persons in the African Diaspora 

create the very conditions tbr the revolutionary transformation of our 

societies. Anti-Black genocide generates the imperatives of liberation 

and revolution. We either begin to address, redress, and do away with 

what make possible the multiple facets of anti-Black genocide, or We 

succumb to the dehumanizing values that produce and become repro- 
duced by the systematic and persistent disregard for the lives of Afro- 

descended individuals and their communities.~ 
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Because it is not the consequences that are punished but the intent to harm, 

the burden of proof is placed on the victimsJ2 

President Ronald Reagan signed and enacted the genocide treaty in 1988 

(after it was amended by the U.S. Senate allegedly in order to restrict its 

usage by Native American and African American human rights advocates). 

Genocide is still considered to be a phenomenon practiced by uncivilized, 

rogue states (i.e., non-Western democracies); it is rarely thought of as 

applicable to the United States. Seeking its "golden age," the "postracial" 

America13 obscures repressive realities; thus, it mutes and deflects a gen- 

eral awareness of the full impact of racism on the lives of people. Sever U.S. 

racism t?om its logical conclusion--genocide--and matters become even 

more confusing and sadly satirical.~4 

Electing a Black President in Postracial America 

The anticipatory moment of relishing the "defeat" of racism through a U.S. 

presidential election (followed globally, given U.S. imperial ambitions) ren- 

ders Barack Obama the iconic harbinger of a hopeful future. White candi- 

dates making the same antiwar speeches have not amassed multiethnic 

followings throughout the world. Yet, Obama delivers a mixed message, 

shaped by either racial codes or racial indifference. In a 2oo8 speech seek- 

ing to shore up a primary victory over his Democratic rival Hillary Clinton, 

he said, "We are the party of [Thomas] Jefferson."~ With his mixed-race 

child-mistress and enslaved progeny bastards at home and rabid antiblack 

policies in the nation’s capital and abroad, President Jefferson teeters. 

Despite his insistence in Notes on the State of Virginia that blacks are bio- 

logically inferior and unfit for democracy (while Native Americans are only 

culturally inferior and, hence, with proper training could be potential citi- 

zens), his political DNA has established a black legacyJ6 With a mixed- 

race "bastardized" heritage and Ivy League education, Obama stands firm: 

knowing Jefferson’s racial pathologies, he avoids denouncing them by exit- 

ing the dead zone to embrace (presumably without satire) the founding 

fhther and his followers. 

It is unclear how the twenty-first century’s new multicultural legacy will 

distance itself from Jefferson’s eighteenth-century genocidal politics since 

multiculturalism refuses to name them. Is the Jeffersonian legacy of racial 

domination amid racial commingling failing, or is it our legacy of radical 

antiracist resistance that falters? If the state has relinquished its genoci- 
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dal policies, then blacks should logically support it, since it promises the 

"future" golden age of freedom from material want, fear, and repression. 

If the state continues to practice antiblack racism, then what is logical, as 

opposed to self-serving, in support of it, and what is the moral relevancy 

of Africana thought that avoids this crisis? Multicultural white supremacy 

can transform electionworthy blacks into Jefferson’s romanticized "Native 

Americans"--the ideal non-European politically" conditioned to further the 

interests of white elites. If this is the case, we’ve come full circle, despite 

the specifics of policy proposals to bring about change. The Jeffersonian 

ideological t~rvor and mandate f6r superior and inferior races are unchal- 

lenged while progressive legislation is put forward by multiracial liberal 

candidates. "Civil rights" becomes the conceptual t~amework and lingua 

franca ~br redressing wrongs. It is a linguistic taboo to name racial geno- 

cide; of course, if you cannot speak it, you cannot abolish it--this, the most 

extreme, logical expression of racial repression. Progressive legislation is 

important, of course. But how can it be sustained if it refuses to articulate 

context, to point to the crossroads and its dead zone that we repeatedly 

revisit? Civil rights, as opposed to human rights or antiracist legislation, 

can be whittled away by successive administrations because the default 

mechanism of white supremacy remains in place. How is such legislation, 

or its promissory note, a "postracial" America, sustainable if the general 

consciousness of the citizenry refuses and fails to comprehend antiracist 

struggles? 

Electioneering rather than sustainability is the driving force in party 

politics. During the 2oo8 Democratic primaries, both Clinton and Obama 

supported liberal agendas protecting "minority" interests. Their campaign 

Web sites are studies in the use of language to channel political literacy 

while garnering votes. Clinton offered no rubric for "civil rights" under her 

"Issues" icon, although there was a category for women. Under the subject 

of strengthening democracy, her Web site requested that people submit 

online ~brms to her "voter protection team" if they had "seen or heard of 

any issues with voting or people trying to keep others from voting." The site 

was also in Spanish.17 In turn, on his Web site under "Issues," Obama has 

a civil rights category. His progressive agenda included acts to strengthen 

civil rights enforcement, criminalize job discrimination, expand the scope 

of hate crimes statutes, end deceptive voting practices, end racial profiling, 

reduce crime recidivism by providing "ex-offender" support, eliminate sen- 

tencing disparities, and expand the use of drug courts.~ Obama’s hope for 
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reconciliation of various social sectors into a functional democracy, a more 

perfect union, resides in some part in the ability to revive the cM1 rights 

project, or at least its symbolism, in which "content of character" rather 

than "color of skin" measures civic virtue. In a September 28, 2oo7, speech 

in Washington, D.C., at the historically black Howard University, Obama 

introduced his "Plan to Strengthen Civil Rights": 

The teenagers and college students who left their homes to march 

in the streets of Birmingham and Montgomery; the mothers who 

walked instead of taking the bus after a long day of doing somebody 

else’s laundry and cleaning somebody else’s kitchen--they didn’t 

brave fire hoses and billy clubs so that their grandchildren and their 

great-grandchildren would still wonder at the beginning of the twenty- 

first century whether their vote would be counted; whether their civil 

rights would be protected by their government; whether justice would 

be equal and opportunity would be theirs .... We have more work 

tO do.19 

The candidate evokes the movement, the trauma, the sacrifice, and the com- 

mitments to justice. Then he calls for more: vote.2° Because Obama is the 

solution. Do not simply "vote" in the civil rights abstract--vote for him. The 

work to be done follows only those avenues delineated within legal strate- 

gies: no protests, civil disobedience, or lawbreaking in their various social 

and political forms. The campaign defines the "problem" to be overcome as 

a litany of injustices,21 which in the absence of specific language can hardly 

be considered by the general public to be traceable to white supremacy or 

predatory capitalism. Social problems and injustices were delineated by 

the campaign, and promises were made to solve those problems.22 Again, 

no context was given about how racism and disenfranchisement became 

structural components of our collective past, present, and future lives, and 

no mention was made of Cruise’s "historical antecedents." If mainstream, 

traditional (white) voters desired antecedents and context, then these would 
have been provided in order to garner their votes. But to provide antiracist 

discourse in the absence of an expressed desire for it or in the i~ace of strong 

antipathy toward it would have effectively killed the presidential campaign 

of the first major party black candidate. Winners stay out of the dead zone 

so that they do not falter or fail with the majority. Losers are another story. 

Of course, the victims of genocide, such as communities in the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo, stiffer the greatest losses. 
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Continuing to confront the role of racial repression in genocide becomes 

more complicated with the political desire and emerging language for a 

"postracial" America. Of course, this penultimate golden age can also be 

racist. Postracial is not antiracist; rather, it is a desire to be perceived as 

nonracist, to not be flawed by moral and political failings. Postracial is 

supposedly a reference for being beyond antiblack racism and beyond 

"black racism" (given the lack of institutional power that blacks hold over 

whites and nonblacks, "black racism" is more accurately defined as chau- 

vinism). Postracial is not synonymous with postwhite supremacy. White- 

ness retains its hegemonic normativity. The ability to decide to "go beyond 

race," which in conventional language is not leaving whiteness behind but 

leaving behind a blackness repressed by whiteness, is a power that most 

nonwhites do not wield. Those elite blacks who decide that discussions of 

white supremacy are anachronistic derive their authoritative voice t}om the 

institutional power of white patronage; they have no independence outside 

of that context to issue such a call, for it is not borne out in public or social 

policy or practice.23 

The postracial politics of the 2oo8 campaign was shaped in part by the 

successes of the civil rights movement. During Clinton’s and Obama’s 

iockeying in the 2oo8 Democratic primaries, Reverend Martin Luther 

King Jr. remained the premier symbol for a successful national transition 

toward a postapartheid state now understood to be "postracialist." As Clin- 

ton and Obama sparred, each claimed to be the heir to King’s legacy and 

their opponent to be a poser. Invoking (inter)national transformation of 

race relations, which they interpreted as based in elected officials or "grass- 

roots" organizations, neither referenced civil disobedience and uncivil and 

criminal acts against apartheid and discrimination. Their observances sug- 

gested the evolutionary movement toward a final destination, marked by 

the progress from the apartheid and Jim Crow eras that preceded the activ- 

ism for black and Af?icana studies in the i96os and the electoral clout that 

has helped to create Barack Obama. 

The racial-sexual constructs put forward in the postmovement era 

acknowledge an entrenched black and Africana presence, but one bound 

by its entertainment value to whites. In a February 21, 2008, V¢~ll Street 

Journal op-ed, Daniel Henninger writes, "The Democratic Party is under- 

going the greatest seismic shift since Bill Clinton came out of Arkansas 

in ~992."24 Henninger lists the names and ages of male black Democratic 

politicians that he views as "cut more or less from the same mold": Illinois 
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Senator Barack Obama; Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick; Newark 

Mayor Cory Booker; Washington, D.C., Mayor Adrian Fenty; and Harold 

Ford It., a Tennessee politician. In a bipartisan spirit, Henninger also lists 

prominent black Republicans: former Maryland Lieutenant Governor 

Michael Steele and former Oklahoma Congressman ]. C. Watts complete 

his list. 

These leaders follow in the wake of the "postracial" politics that Hen- 

ninger dates to The Cosby Show and its fictive heteronormative upper-class 

family.2~ The all-American black Huxtables supposedly ushered in the 

"postracial" politics that mark our present-day encounters. President Rea- 

gan also cited the popularity of the show with whites as indicating that the 

civil rights movement was no longer needed. Henninger, a Clinton sup- 

porter, seems to applaud Obama, and his cohort group, as having moved 

blackness out of the "other" category of pathology and racial resentment. 

He writes: "Right now, Barack Obama is the most t?mous symbolic man in 

America, and in one area of the nation’s life where symbolism still matters. 

Is this enough to make someone president? No."26 The piece concludes 

by suggesting the true heirs of the King legacy: "Barack Obama may be 

taking his country to a new place on racial politics. His party’s politics 

looks like a higher mountain."27 For Henninger, the Democratic Party was 

synonymous with its (then-)dominant leadership, the Clintons. Barack and 

Michelle Obama, as a high-powered, highly successful American family 

who "worked" for their wealth while placing their children’s needs as cen- 

tral, are likely to be considered the "new" Huxtables by some Americans. 

That appeal could help to derail old party politics?8 

One hundred eighty degrees removed from the Wall Street Journal is the 

Black Agenda Report (BAR). The journal’s managing editor, Bruce Dixon, 

writes in the February 2o-26, 2oo8, issue: "In this year of symbolic opti- 

mism, when a Black man is a leading contender in the presidential race, as 

well as being a leading recipient of contributions ~?om Wall Street, from big 

insurance and from military contractors, the need to measure and describe 

life as it is actually lived by millions of African Americans has never been 

greater."~9 Dixon rei~rences the economy and racially driven policing and 

incarceration as they reflect the most impoverished sectors (again a 1So- 

degree turn from blackness or racial politics embodied in the fictive Hux- 

tables, the ultimate black achievement narrative): "As recently as 1964, a 

majority of all U.S. prisoners were white men. But since 1988, the year 

Vice President George H. W. Bush rode to the White House stoking white 
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fears with an ad campaign featuring convicted Black killer and rapist Willie 

Horton, the black one-eighth of America’s population has furnished the 

majority of new admissions to its prisons and jails."3° Here, incarceration is 

not an afterthought or footnote but rather the "criminal justice complex" is 

woven into the national political economy and its racial politics. (The Wash- 

ington, D.C.-based Sentencing Project notes that the majority of drug con- 

sumers are white but the majority of those incarcerated are black or Latino 

because of disparities in racial profiling, policing, and sentencing.)31 

The indicator of black well-being and, thus, the meaning of politics are 

measured, in BAR’s estimation, by the most disent?anchised. As a result, 

readers encounter BAR’s continuing criticisms of Obama due to the poli- 

tician’s presentation of racial politics (including his rhetorical embrace of 

Ronald Reagan, a bipartisan move also criticized by Hillary Clinton) and 

his literal embrace of white men, identified by BAR as the most racially 

reactionary and conservative sector of American society. However, BAR 

does not mention that black women are the fastest-growing population 

among the incarcerated and the sector of society most at risk for HIV/ 

AIDS. (When NewsHour’s Gwen Ifill moderated the 2oo4 vice presidential 

debates, she posed questions about black women and HIV/AIDS to both 

Vice President Dick Cheney and Senator John Edwards; both candidates 

were ill-informed on the issue.)32 

The postracial politics of the presidential election, like the postracial poli- 

tics of the academy-, will not be easily tethered to a black liberation agenda. 

"Intellectual subterfuge" might permit us to attempt to peacefully coexist 

with the invisible woman, that is, to continue to profit from her presence 

in labor or service to more dominant sectors. The Huxtables have provided 

a reassuring fictional future that has more attraction than futuristic novel- 

ist and MacArthur Grant recipient Octavia Butler’s damaged and danger- 

ous heroines. The Huxtables posit the lack of imagination on the political 

landscape and so t5cilitate (white) "normalcy" as oppositional to (colored) 

"pathology" projected onto an alien blackness embedded in criminals, radi- 

cals, and anarchist-activists. The political trajectories toward being main- 

streamed suggest the promise of the climax, one that in time will reward 

centuries of struggle, even if the promise might be imaginary. It doesn’t 

matter how brave we are. In the absence of conventional time that works 

for us, it matters only that a community of scholars and activists provides a 

container that holds us as we seek to confront bondage without the promise 

of liberation. What seems most important is our immediate experience to 
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expand moments of possible freedom through interrogation and critique of 

the conceptual, political frameworks that constitute our constructive "past" 

and promised "future" and foster the invisibilities that constitute our blind 

spots. 

Conclusion: The Future of Africana Studies 

Inspired by the multidimensional concept of genocide 

suggested by Patterson and his collaborators in ~95~, 

I [argue] . . . the necessity of coming to terms with 

the deadly, often state- and society-sanctioned, yet sel- 

dom overt contemporary campaigns against peoples 

of African descent. Approached from various angles, 

genocide allows us to understand seemingly disparate 

phenomena as they relate to each other, contributing 

to the continued oppression and death of Black people 

in Africa and its diaspora .... [We require] a heuristic 

framework around which we can not only recognize 

but also combat the multiple forms that anti-Black 

genocide has acquired in late capitalist polities. 

-Jo5o H. Costa Vargas, "Genocide in the African 

Diaspora" 

Remove the knife from the five-year-old’s throat. The 

universe will take care of itself. 

--Kofi Busia, Omega Institute, July 28, zoo8 

In The Black, dacobins, C. L. R. James remarks of historians, "They write so 

well because they see so little."33 What is often unspoken and so unseen is 

the pervasiveness of violence. If genocide is taken off the table for discus- 

sion, then there is no immediacy in the struggle. Here’s the point: time 

does not exist, but genocidal violence does. The golden age is American 

mythology. There is no evolutionary future, only the immediate struggle. 

Resisting violence is a mandate. If our writing suffers because we see more 

than we can articulate, that’s fine. At least we tried. Residing in the dead 

zone, at the nexus where the flight from violence meets the deeper immer- 

sion within it, our only achievernent will be to stop fetishizing achieve- 

ment and romanticizing or condemning dysfunction and despair. The 

crossroads’ dead zone becomes a threshold, a potential site tbr working for 

emancipation. 
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Crossing back and forth over the threshold, thought is freed from a 

prevalent cultural drug, U.S. exceptionalism. Globally exported as the deifi- 

cation of democracy abstracted from context, U.S. exceptionalism is justi- 

fied by some by money and militarism; the more thoughtful point to the 

U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Yet either rationalization posits the 

religious belief that democracy is an evolutionary trek toward freedom.34 

Given the Thirteenth Amendment, the convict lease system, and the mod- 

ern prison industrial complex, the United States has never known democ- 

racy severed from captivity.3s Yet democracy is rarely contextualized within 

systems (e.g., socialism, capitalism, consumerism, or [rnultiracial] white 

supremacy). As a freestanding idealization, it issues its own mandate: his- 

tory must usher in its own golden age. Thus, the training of a truncated 

political imagination begins. U.S. exceptionalism positions party politics 

and the transcendent political leader to overshadow the agency of genoci- 

dal survivors and political resistance. Is there anything more exceptional 

than a nation of white supremacy deigning to elect a black man as its chief 

executive? 

Hence, at the place where black achievement intersects with black geno- 

cide, there is a void that elicits little analytical interest among academic 

achievers. Most ignore the presence of the intersection, looking past the 

void with its supposedly- obscure or muted signals--there are no yellow, 

orange, or red flares to indicate national black security threats--of state vio- 

lence or state-incited genocide in Western democracies. Thinkers see only 

what is intellectually compatible with our paradigms, shaped and filtered 

by the dominant ideologies of the "dominant culture" (the latter phrase 

used by Jeremiah Wright elicited derision within mainstream media).36 

In Africana thought, some ask: how could a black or Africana man ascend 

to the presidency while antiblack racism and genocide flourish? Despite or 

because of George W. Bush’s 2000 presidency as a bequest from the U.S. 

Supreme Court fbllowing t~lon disenfranchisement, racially driven intimi- 

dation at the polls, and faulty voting machinery tbr impoverished neigh- 

borhoods, people more clearly see the process of electing a progressive 

black president in the United States. Most seem befuddled by the process 

through which antiblack racism leads to genocide. In an era in which a black 

man can be elected president in a non-African nation founded on slavery 

and white supremacy, what is the meaning of black genocide embedded in 

domestic and foreign policies, and how might multiracial white supremacy 

mask that meaning? 37 
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American exceptionalism has infikrated Africana thought. This seman- 

tic infiltration shapes a discourse of entitlement. Americans and Afri- 

can Americans, including the newly arrived immigrants from Africa and 

the diaspora, are entitled to a future that appears to look like the future 

that whites sought to craft under capitalism and racism and sexism--the 

"American dream." In a democratic state, the entitled are those (deserving) 

Americans and blacks, whose coronation occurs through the electoral pro- 

cess. John Mbiti could point out that such a concept of time (and space) 

is localized and not universal (quantum physics and Vedanta philosophy 

concur). Harold Cruise could warn that fbr African Americans to forget 

historical antecedents--steeped in genocidal policies implemented by a 

democratic state--would mean essentially the loss of our souls if not our 

minds. But neither of these arguments has much impact on politics in con- 

temporary Africana thought. 

The academy’s neoliberal mandate underscores black and Afficana 

studies as well as other critical studies (ethnic, women and gender, queer, 

community engagement). Afficana thought that circulates as intellectual 

property is largely- produced and disseminated in university or college pro- 

grams and departments, part of the government or corporate sectors, or 

all of the above. Given the endowments of elite colleges and universities, 

Congress has increasingly questioned whether such schools deserve tax- 

exempt status. Of course, state universities are extensions of the govern- 

ment and are regulated as such. Africana studies and thought may function 

as political parties in an academic environment with our own versions of 

the Republican National Committee, the Democratic National Committee, 

and the centrist Democratic Leadership Council, which attempts to emu- 

late the past victories of archconservatives and reactionaries in the Grand 

Old Party. 

Academics embedded in "political parties" (that is, political agents oper- 

ating only within the confines of systems dominated by elites) often do not 

reject achievement or Mbiti’s "concept of history moving fbrward towards 

a future climax." In the absence of an intellectual promise or progress cul- 

minating in tangible liberation, there is no apparent (political) purpose or 

mission statement for Africana thought, outside of gathering more data 

for those dedicated to alleviating suffering, intellectual investigations, or 

"opportunities" and career advancement. Grappling with the issue of black 

genocide outside of a liberal framework is seen as the kiss of death for 

career-minded academics. 



The real and symbolic battles waged during the ~008 primaries have 

spun out symbolic gestures and performances that captivate a global audi- 

ence and inspire loyal followers.3~ Yet how do the loyalists--the new politi- 

cal class--perceive and respond to antiblack genocide in all of its nuanced 

and blatant manifestations? 

Sacrifices and struggles to create, institutionalize, and preserve Afri- 

cana studies would promise, one hopes, a future, stable ground for further 

movement toward liberation. Yet we might be living in a sci-fi novel, one 

in which--as in the works of Butler, whose stumble on a Bay Area curb 

yielded yet another ancestor--we find the convergence of the scientific and 

the imaginative, of the empirical and the theoretical. All have the possibility 

ofIhshioning f?eedom. Resisting party politics and postracial racism, Afri- 

cana thought may (re)invent itself acknowledging a past that cannot be fully 

celebrated, a present that cannot be adequately explained in conventional 

terms, and a future that cannot be fully trusted to promise anything like a 

utopia. Dystopia? As Butler’s work suggests, dystopia is entirely possible. 

Yet in terms of liberation in the pursuit of (re)invention, we shall find that 

it is impossible to adequately contextualize any of this if, as Some of Us 

Are Brave asserts, the invisible woman sitting squarely in the crossroads 

remains unseen.39 

Admittedly, this essay stumbles. The intersection is unlit. The center, 

corners, curbs, and crossing lines are shadowed. In those shadows reside 

presidential party politics and genocidal policies. In full circle, "historical 

antecedents" offer both departure and arrival points as we repeatedly cross 

our own past while projecting a real and imagined future as critical thought 

radically- invents meaningful engagement. 

Notes 

This essay is based on a paper presented at Cornell University on March 4, 2008, and updated 

following the November 4, 2008, election of Barack Obama as president-elect. My thanks to 

Grant Farred for his editorial insight. 

~ These divergent lines intersect out ofnecessity. There is a shared condition of"blackness" 

as alienated and suspect in a white-dominated state and society. The intersection is often 

jarring, for there is no shared ideological narrative or political will to confront this alien- 

ation. I do not assume that the reader agrees that U.S. policies have historically promoted 

racial genocide. Perhaps, as a friend and colleague has observed, only" the "extreme Left" 

would use this terminology. Even the Kerner Commission report on civil rights and civil 

disturbances and riots, a report that would be considered "radical" by today’s political 

norms, did not issue that charge. This failure of recognition could be critiqued as part of 
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the ideology of nationalism or as an expression of genocide itself.’ if it does not exist, then 

we are innocents. 

Elsewhere I have discussed the UN Convention on the Prevention and Elimination 

of Genocide and racial bias in U.S. domestic and foreign policy. See Joy James, Resisting 

State Violence: Radicalism, Gender, and Race in U.S. Culture (Minneapolis: University of 

Minnesota Press, ~996). 

William Patterson, ed., We Charge Genocide: The Historic Petition to the United Nations for 

Reli~£from a Crime of the United States Government against the Negro People (New York: Civil 

Rights Congress, i95i). 

For analyses of conditions that are relevant to the United Nations’ definition of genocide 

against blacks in the United States, see the following: Douglas A. Blackmon, Slavery by 

Another Name: The Re-enslavement of Bla& People in America from the Civil War to World 

War II (New York: Doubleday, 2008); Dorothy E. Roberts, The Shattered Bonds: The Color 

of Child Wdfare (NewYork: Basic Books, zooz); Dylan Rodriguez, Forced Passages: Impris- 

oned Radical Intellectuals and the U.S. Prison Re, me (Minneapolis: University of Minne- 

sota Press, 2006); Jo~o It. Costa Vargas, Never Meant to Survive: Genocide and Utopias 

in Black Diaspora Communities (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2oo8); and 

Harriet A. Washington, Medical Apartheid: The Dark History of Medical Experimentation on 

Black Americans from Colonial Times to the Present (New York: Harlem Moon, zoo8). 

For those who disdain or refuse the term genocide, despite the compatibility of black 

conditions with the standards of the UN Convention on the Prevention and Elimination 

of Genocide, one mu st ask, "What language would you use ?" 

Tragedy fatigue is a term used in zoo6 by a BBC correspondent to refer to black Aboriginal 

men who raped an infant who then had to be stitched together after the assault. The cor- 

respondent coined the term to reference genocidal violence inflicted on the indigenous 

population and the recycling of that violence among the same population generations 

later. No mention was given to the state’s continual violence against Aboriginal Australi- 

ans. Phil Mercer, "Abuse Rife at Aboriginal Camps," BBC, May ~6, zoo6, http://news.bbc 

.co.uk/z/hi/asia-pacific/4984986.stm. 

That Bill and Camille Cosby’s son was murdered in the x99° s while changing a car tire in 

Los Angeles (the killer was an Eastern European immigrant) and that Bill Cosby himself 

has been accused of multiple sexual assaults on women appear to have not penetrated 

the consciousness of television, university, and community hall interviewers or audi- 

ences attending lectures promoting his book coauthored with Alvin Pouissant, Come On, 

People. See William H. Cosby Jr. and Alvin F. Pouissant, Come On, People: On the Path 

from Victims to Victors (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, ZOOT). 

In the postwar era, U.S. presidents and lawmakers have directed the focus on genocide 

onto international enemies, using epithets such as "t {itler," "Stalin," or the "evil empire" 

during the Reagan administration’s cold war with the USSR, and the "axis of evil" under 

the administration of George W. Bush and its battles with North Korea, Iran, and Iraq. 

Pavlovian moves for the electorate cheapen not only memories of historical atrocities but 

contemporary terrors. 

For additional information on these areas of social decline, see South End Press Collec- 

tive, What Lies Beneath: Race, Katrina, and the State of the Nation (Cambridge, MA: South 
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End Press, 2007); Prison Policy Initiative, www.prisonpolicy.org (accessed October 28, 

zoo8); and Dorothy E. Roberts, Shatte!vd Bonds: The Color of Child Welfare (New York: 

Basic Books, zooz). 

8 "Obama’s Speech in Berlin," transcript, New Yorl~ Times, July z4, zooS, www.nytimes 

.com/~oo8/o7iz4ius/politics/~4text-obama.html. See also "Transcript: Barack Obama’s 

Speech on Race," National Public Radio, March 18, 2oo8, www.npr.orgitemplatesistoryi 

story.php?storyld=88478467. 

9 That mainstream news outlets such as the New Yort~ Times found the Republican presi- 

dential candidate’s early tour of Latin America puzzling and anticlimactic reveals how the 

global citizen remains weighted with hierarchies of value. 

United Nations, "Convention on the Prevention and Elimination of Genocide," A/Res26o 

A (III), December 9, 1948; available from www.un.org/Deptsidhliresguideiresins.htm 

(accessed November 7, zoo8). 

II Vargas, Never Meant to Survive, x. 

lZ Amari Sekou, a doctoral student in anthropology at the University of Texas at Austin, 

maintains an e-mail advocacy group for organizing against antiblack genocide, tte also 

heads the student committee of the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement in New York. In 

a July zoo8 message to the advocacy group, Sekou noted the following: given that UN 

documents are fairly inaccessible to people, the naming process of genocide, the evalua- 

tion of the investigation of it, and the adj udication or punishment of it belong largely in 

the hands of non-African elites. In addition, in the U.S. consciousness, genocide seems to 

be the historical property of Europeans as white perpetrators and victims. The question 

becomes how will Africana thought provide clear, simple definitions and examples of 

genocide in terms of a contemporary tragedy, one played out in bourgeois democracies. 

Sekou argues that people believe they need to be validated by the very in stitutions and 

authorities that are destroying them: "The use of the UN definition produces an air of 

officialness." If the language of Africana thought also produces an air of authority, the 

dependency web widens. 

13 Genocide is more clearly seen and more often ad&essed in the African context, even 

if, as in the case of Rwanda, after the fact. In racially fashioned global consciousness, 

Africa depicts a visceral portrait of the trek off the golden path into a hellish quagmire. 

Celebratory democratic moments, such as the presidential elections of Nelson Mandela 

(199z, 1996) and Thabo Mbecki (zooo, zoo4) in South Africa are heralded as great 

achievements. They are; well, at least Mandela’s election was. Despite electoral gains, 

black mass poverty, misery, and violence remain entrenched. Propaganda informs that 

genocide preceded the African National Congress’s entry into government but did not 

follow the ruling party into office. 

14 Following the ethnic cleansing in the former Yugoslavia in the 199° s, the United Nations 

designated rape as a "war crime." In Sudan, rapes of girls, women, and boys and their 

mutilations or branding are part of ethnic cleansing, and this even extends to attacks 

against black Muslims. Africana thought must address "autogenocide," which would 

include domestic violence and the neglect or abuse of children and women. If we expand 

our definition of"political violence" (what some have referred to as "politicide"), we can 

take trauma seriously without personalizing it. Much as Veteran Administration hospi- 
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tals, the federal government, and the military had to lmderstand that soldiers’ posttrau- 

marie stress syndrome was not about their personal (psychological) weakness, theorists 

and activists for political change will have to reconceptualize or frame language. For such 

violence should be understood not merely in terms of personal "weakness" but also in 

terms of political violence against a member of a subordinate group. In economic neglect 

and physical coercion or abuse, children are subordinate to adults, women to men. This is 

all a form of political violence. As such, it is a surrogate of state and corporate genocidal 

violence. 

Africana thought sufficiently politically engaged but also somewhat psychologically 

detached will not be overwhelmed by genocidal violence; that is, paralysis will not result 

from either indifference or despair. Progressive action requires that black people rou- 

tinely confront external and internal genocide without collapsing under the weight of 

indifference, despair, self-abuse, political apathy or defeatism, or anger directed against 

the victims (including self-anger). By expanding the scope for struggle rather than shrink- 

ing it in an attempt to manage crises, the chaotic, 1restructured nature of violence reveals 

itself to a fuller extent. The UN "manages" genocide by having an "acceptable" ~umber of 

dead and displaced before rhetorical intervention is made; military intervention with UN 

peacekeepers, if it happens at all, tends to occur well after the start of violence. Exactly 

how does one quanti~, genocide? If we situate antiblack genocide in the global economy 

of arms trade speculation (China in Africa) and the destruction of global food markets, 

the theft of natural resources and labor, and the expansion of repressive penal industries, 

then we have a presidential policy that encompasses the domestic and foreign arenas. 

"This primary season may not be over, but when it is we will have to remember who we 

are as Democrats, that we are the party of Jefferson and Jackson, of Roosevelt and Ken- 

nedy, and that we are at our best when we lead with principle, when we lead with convic- 

tion, when we summon an entire nation to a common purpose and a higher purpose." 

"Transcript: Senator Obama’s Remarks in N.C.," New Yort~ Times, May 6, 2008, www 

.nytimes.com/zooS/os/o6/us/politics/o6text-obama.html?scp=I&sq=Barack%zo 

Obama%zo%zzWe%zoare%zothe%zoparty%zoof%zoJefferson%zz&st=cse. 

Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia (Washington, DC: Thomas Jefferson 

Memorial Association, 19o5). 

Hillary Clinton Web site, http://clinton.senate.gov/issues/women/ and http://dinton 

.senate.goviissues/civili (accessed November 4, zooS). 

Barack Obama Web site, "Civil Pdghts," http:iiorigin.barackobama.comiissuesicivil_ 

rights (accessed November 6, ~oo8). 

"Remarks of Senator Barack Obama: Howard University Convocation" (speech deliv- 

ered at Howard University, Washington, DC, September 28, zooT), www.barackobama 

.comizoo7io9/~8/remarks of senator_barack_obam_z6.php (accessed November 5, 

zooS). 
If party politics simplify narratives and "reality" is spun for electoral advantage and eco- 

nomic gain, then despite their differences ideologues tow the same party line. Even the 

Republican and Democratic Party elites have more in common than disenfranchised 

groups seeking admittance. The Democratic National Committee’s failure to contest 

voting irregularities in zooo in Florida and in zoo4 in Ohio and a report that one out 
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of seven black votes is routinely thrown out suggest that increasing the voting rolls has 

more to do with increasing (or, for Republicans, decreasing) the electoral advantage of a 

particular party, not the expansion of black rights under white supremacy. 

The following is from Obama;s campaign Web site: 

Pay Inequity Continues: For every $I.oo earned by a man, the average woman 

receives only 77 cents, while African American women only get 67 cents and Lati- 

has receive only 57 cents. 

Hate Crimes on the Rise: The number of hate crimes increased nearly 8 percent 

to 7,7oo incidents in 2oo6. 

Efforts Continue to Suppress the Vote: A recent study discovered numerous orga- 

nized effbrts to intimidate, mislead and suppress minority voters. 

Disparities Continue to Plague [the] Criminal Justice System: African Americans 

and Hispanics are more than twice as likely as whites to be searched, arrested, or 

s ubdued with force when stopped by police. Disparities in drug sentencing laws, like 

the differential treatment of crack as opposed to powder cocaine, are unfair. 

Barack Obama Web site, wwwv.bara&obama.com. 

The following quotes from Obama’s campaign Web site list both problems and 

solutions: 

Strengthen Enforcement of Civil Rights 

Obama will reverse the politicization that has occurred in the Bush Administration’s 

Department of Justice. He will put an end to the ideological litmus tests used to fill 

positions within the CMI Rights DMsion. 

Combat Employment Discrimination 

Obama will work to overturn the Supreme Court’s recent ruling that curtails racial 

minorities’ and women’s ability to challenge pay discrimination. Obama will also 

pass the Fair Pay Act to ensure that women receive equal pay for equal work. 

Expand Hate Crimes Statutes 

Obama will strengthen federal hate crimes legislation and reinvigorate enforcement 

at the Department of Justice’s Criminal Section. 

End Deceptive Voting Practices 

Obama will sign into law his legislation that establishes harsh penalties for those 

who have engaged in voter fraud and provides voters who have been misinformed 

with accurate and full information so they can vote. 

End Racial Profiling 

Obama will ban racial profiling by federal law enforcement agencies and provide 

federal incentives to state and local police departments to prohibit the practice. 

Barack Obama Web site, "Civil Rights." 

The prison and policing systems are prime examples of a nation failing to go beyond race; 

racial and class bias are instrumental in arrests, sentencing, and executions in the United 

States, where the majority of those who commit illegal acts are white but the majority of 

those incarcerated are not. 

Daniel Henninger, "Obama and Race," Wall Street Journal, February zi, zoo8. 
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z5 Ibid. 

z6 Ibid. 

z7 Ibid. 

z8 Michelle Obama’s more moderate and mollified language and the accompanying visual 

images increasingly evoke the more comforting image of the fictive Claire Huxtable, who 

presents the more suitable demeanor of a First Lady, even one who is bla&. Zillah l~isen- 

stein has written extensively on race, feminism, and controversy concerning Michelle 

Obama. See Zillah Eisenstein’s writings online at www.ithaca.eduizillahiproiects.htm 

(accessed October zg, zooS). 

z9 BruceDixon,"AfricanAmerica--Masslncarceration,"Blacl~AgendaReport, Februaryzo- 

z6, zooS. 

30 Ibid. 

31 See the online Sentencing Project reports at www.sentencingproject.org (accessed Octo- 

ber zg, zooS). 

"Text of Cheney-Edwards Debate: Vice President and N.C. Senator Clash in Cleve- 
land," CBS News, October 5, a°°4, w~v~v.cbsnews.c°m/st°ries/z°°4iI°/°5/p°litics/ 

main64757o.shtml. 

33 James, The Bla&jacobins, x. 

34 Just as Christianity materialized as an imperial program, as did Judaism through Israel, 

so, too, have Western or bourgeois democracies emerged as imperialist in the postcolo- 

nial era. 

35 Analyzing the Thirteenth Amendment, which codifies enslavement to the prison indus- 

try, I argue this position at length in "Introduction: Democracy and Captivity," in The 

New Abolitionists: ( N~o)Slave Narratives and Contemporary Prison Writings, ed. Joy James 

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2oo5), xxi-xlii. 

36 Wright’s angry "paranoia" and incivility is viewed by only a few as a radical analysis of 

structural repression in U.S. imperial and racial polices. Wright seemed to sanction the 

9/Ii terrorists by citing United States-sponsored terrorism. His widespread condemna- 

tion in the media failed to reference state violence--the Central Intelligence Agency’s 

assassination-prone practices, the School of the Americas’ training of Central American 

death squad leaders, Iran-Contra scandal revelations of illegal funding for Contras, C IA 

involvement in southern Africa and Latin America in violation of the Bolin Amendment, 

international drug cartels, and covert funding of counterrevolutionary paramilitaries’ tar- 

geting of civilian populations using intimidation and torture. 

37 For a discussion of"multicultural white supremacy," see Rodriguez, Forced Passages; and 

Joy James, "Democracy and Captivity." 

38 During the 2008 primaries, Brown University’s Web site proclaimed that Hillary Clinton 

led Rhode Island in votes. Brown gained national recognition in zooi with the appoint- 

ment of the first black president to head an Ivy" League university. "R.I. Survey: Clinton 

Leads Obama in Democratic Presidential Field," Brown University, September io, 2007, 

http:i/news.brown.eduipressreleasesizooTio9/clinton-leads-obama. 

39 Gloria T. ttull, Patricia Bell-Scott, and Barbara Smith, All the Women Are White, All the 

Blacks Are Men, but Some of Us Are Brave: Black Women’s Studies (New York: Feminist 

Press, iggz). 



DIY Politics and Queer Activism 
Benj amin Shepard 

On October 10, 2009, the President of the United States spoke at a gala dinner for the 
Human Rights Campaign (HRC). Simultaneously, the office of HRC was vandalized. 
Those responsible dubbed their gesture an act of "glamdalism." They explained their 
gesture in a "Communique from the Forgotten": 

The HRC is not a democratic or inclusive institution, especially for the people 
who they claim to represent. Just like society, the HRC is run by a few wealthy 
elites who are in bed with corporate sponsors who proliferate militarism, 
heteronormativity, and capitalist exploitation. 1 

HRC is known for its support of a strict gay political agenda, including militarism 
(repealing Don’t Ask-Don’t Tell), marriage (the fight of gays to marry), and law-and- 
order social policies (hate crimes legislation). Queer activists have described this ’holy 
trinity’ of assimilationi st gay organizing as a rej ection of the movement’s roots in anti- 
capitalism, sexual liberation, and critiques of militarism. Yet, for as long as there has 
been gay activism, there have been assimilationist-minded gays who have clashed with 
queers for suggesting there is something bigger and brighter to life than this. 

"Queerness," argues L.A. Kauffman, "[is] more a posture of opposition than a simple 
statement about sexuality. It [is] about principles, not particularities.., queerness is about 
acknowledging and celebrating difference.’’2 While HRC gets press coverage and 
receives corporate sponsorship, queer activists embrace a do-it-yourself (DIY) approach 
to activism and queer world-making, which aspires to create a space for difference, 
democracy, self-determination, and something richer and more glamorous with urban 
living. 

This essay examines recent episodes in the decades-old clash of queer cultures. It 
considers the struggles of activists to create a more authentic and vibrant image of queer 
life than the glossy, bland, commercialized image of citizenship offered by groups like 
HRC. The essay highlights efforts of groups such as Radical Homosexual Agenda, the 
Sylvia Rivera Law Proj ect, and others in the queer direct action lineage spawned from the 
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) and gay liberation. Further, it explores 
queer efforts to create an alternate public commons via DIY approaches to community 
building, including zine making, direct action zaps, music, poetry" readings, and 
storytelling .These efforts speak to a clash of discourses, with identity-based models of 
politics favored by the HRC in conflict with an identity-bending queer politics that favors 
a universalizing view of human interaction, based on care, connection and support for 
social outsiders, as well as a connection to broad struggles for social justice. 

1       . Quoted in: Laurie Essig, "Queers Attack Gays and Lesbians. It’s about Time. Class Warfare," 
October 12, 2009, http:/ltrueslant.com/laurieessig/2009/10112/queers-attack-ga~,s-and-lesbians-its-about- 
lime (accessed November 11, 2009). 
2 . L.A. Kauffman, "Radical Change: The Left Attacks Identig~ Politics," Village Voice June 20, 
1992, 20. 



The Problem with the Human Rights Campaign 
I was walking down Smith Street in my Brooklyn neighborhood in the spring of 2009 
when a young man with a clipboard stopped to ask me if I was interested in gay rights. 
Looking around, I noted that we were standing in front of Starbucks, the symbol of urban 
monoculture; this was the place where these two attractive and coifed young gay men had 
picked to canvass. I looked up at the mermaid on their logo, remembering the rack 
Starbucks had taken a few years earlier when they tried to remove her nipples. What was 
wrong with the logo? activists had asked, accusing the coffee chain of de-sexing the 
symbol.3 As I stood there, it occurred to me that HRC was doing the same thing with gay 

rights. Was I for gays? Sure. But not this agenda. 

"You’re from HRC?" I asked the young man. 
"Yes," he nodded, earnestly. 
"But does HRC support gays when they are busted in vice sweeps?" 

"No," the man nodded. 
"Does HRC protect bath houses when they are getting shut down?" 
"No," the man nodded, with the same banal facial expression. He did not get where this 
was going. 
"Then what do you support?" 

As if on cue, he started listing the holy trinity. 
"There is more to it than that," I argued, and I began to talk about the legacy of 
Stonewall, the roots of gay liberation in sexual freedom and queer anti-militarism I was 
starting to rant at this guy, who continued looking at me earnestly. Fighting these guys is 
like throwing darts at Jello. I walked off. 

I first heard about HRC in the mid-1990s, when they started angling support away from 
AIDS activism towards their holy trinity of military service, marriage, and hate crimes 
laws. In 1998, the group famously endorsed Republican A1 D’Amato for Senator in New 
York and held their assimilationist-oriented Millennium March on Washington in 2000, 
with little to no support from the grassroots.4 Activists called it "a march without reason." 
All the while, HRC was pushing support for gay rights with policies such as the 
Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA), a 2007 bill banning workforce 
discrimination based on sexual orientation but not gender identity, at the expense of the 
trans-inclusive Gender Expression Non-Discrimination Act (GENDA). These kinds of 
battles--between assimilationist gays and queers hoping for more--had become a driving 
force in queer activism.5 

Over the years, ’zapping’ HRC fundraisers has become something of a yearly ritual for 
queer activists. According to Joe Kennedy, such actions are best understood as "direct 
actions which confront oppressors." "The incessant ’zaps’ of groups such as Gay 

3 . Bill Taleu, l$~at ShouldI do ~i’the Reverend Billy is in my Store? (New York: Free Press, 2003). 
4 . For a brief discussiou of the march see: Benjamiu Shepard, "The Queer/Gay Assimilationist 
Split: The Suits Vs. the Sluts," Monthly Review 53, no. 1. 
5       . Benjamin Shepard, Queer Political Performance and Protest." Play, Pleasure and Social 
Movement (New York: Routledge, 2009). 



Liberation Front and the Gay Activist Alliance forced gay and lesbian concerns onto the 
public agenda for the first time.’’6 Members of the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power 
zapped President Clinton when he spoke at an HRC dinner in 1997. In 2004, the 
anarchist-inspired Queer Fist zapped HRC’s fundraising event in New York. ACT UP’s 
co-founder Larry Kramer was on hand with a sign asking, "What have you done with all 
that money?" 

Four years later, New York’s Radical Homosexual Agenda (RHA) zapped two more of 
HRC’s fundraisers. I drafted a few notes for one of these actions, under a working draft 
called "A Few Creepy Things about the HRC (Why queers should be war5, of the 
assimilationi st Human Rights Campaign)": 

1) They reji¢se to defend pleasure. While the GLBTQ movements are rooted in 

defense of sexual self-determination, you will never hear the HRC say anything 

about pleasure. In a world with war, violence, and hatred, many queers rightfully 
recognize the transformative political possibilities of pleasure. Today, as the New 
York Department of Health has stirred up hysteria to generate another round of 
bath house closures, you will not hear the HRC say a thing about the importance 

of these vital institutions for queers. 

They don’t defendpub#c sexual culture. For as long as many can remember, pubs, 
molly houses, movie theaters, gay bars, baths, and even cruising spots have 
provided a context for queer possibilities and cultural development. They helped 
constitute queerness as a way of being in the world. As such, attacks on 
homosexual venues served as an attack on gay identity. Gay liberation began in 
the late 1960s with the recognition that official intimidation constituted all too 
regular a feature of gay and lesbian social life. Liberation meant queers would 
fight back. Flashpoints included the police raids and ensuing riots at California 

Hall in San Francisco in 1965 and the Stonewall Inn in New York in 1969. In the 
end, assaults on queer spaces spurred the call for gay liberation. Yet today, the 
HRC rarely support the fights of queers to converge in public commons such as 
the Christopher Street piers, bath houses, and clubs. 

3) 14’hile queerness represents" d~[ference, HRC represents" homogenization. "We are 

just #ke you, "HRCpleads to straight people. For HRC, queer sexuality is 
something to keep quiet about or apologize for. For liberationists, gay sex was 
something to revel within and create global solidarity around; "Perverts of the 
world unite!" was a central gay liberation anthem. Liberationists recognized that 
while many homosexuals claimed they were just like everyone else, dominant 
culture did not see them that way. Gay liberation, in alliance with women’s 
liberation, created a vision of sexuality as cultural transformation. Autonomy of 
the body from the state was a central principle of both movements. Both 
movements questioned basic tenets of family structure and patriarchal authority in 

6       . Joe Kennedy, Summer of!977: The LastHurrah of the GayActivistAlliance (Westport, Ct.: PPC 

Books, 1994). 



America. Over the years, the distance between HRC and these sentiments has 
only become wider and more pronounced. 

4) They support the logic of crime and punishment, marriage, war, and patriarchy. 

In the year after Matthew Shepard’s death, queer groups nati onwide took 
positions on recommending or rej ecting the death penalty for Matthew Shepard’s 
killers (Log Cabin Republicans for, National Gay and Lesbian Task Force and 
Lambda against), but HRC refused to take a position; their spokesman explained 
that debates over social justice issues were "not germane" to their mission. 

5) 7hey do not represent your interests. In 1998, the HRC endorsed anti-choice 
Republican A1 D’Amato for the U.S. Senate. The endorsement of a man who had 
supported Reagan’s budget cuts, the repeal of abortion fights, and criminal neglect 
of the AIDS carnage was an act of profound political amnesia. HRC maintains the 
1998 endorsement of Reagan-loving, tax-cutting, anti-queer D’Amato and the 
2000 Millennium March were part of a pragmatic strategy designed to see their 
agenda enacted into law, but the group has few results to show for this strategy. 
ENDA did not make it through the Senate; the homophobic Defense of Marriage 

Act was signed into law by their hero, Bill Clinton. 

Instead of supporting solidarity among queer people, HRC dumped transgender people 
from ENDA. Publicly, HRC executive director Joe Solmonese said, "We absolutely do 
not support, and, in fact, oppose legislation that is not absolutely inclusive.’’7 Behind the 

scenes, Solmonese eliminated trans protections to make the bill more palatable to straight 
people. Though ENDA failed in the Senate, HRC hailed the bill as a "victory" because 
they got a majority of House members to support "gay rights." The real victory was that 
360 LGBTQ groups--including all national groups except the Log Cabin Republicans 
and Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation--opposed ENDA, telling HRC that 
they could not turn some into second-class citizens so others can get ahead. 

Still the HRC pushes its holy trinity. HRC never came close to securing anything 
resembling justice for people who are gay and in the armed forces, but they accepted the 
premise of an imperial military. Despite heavy lobbying, they failed to beat the 
pernicious Knight ballot in California in 2000, codifying exclusive recognition of hetero 
marriage.8 Activists are left wondering what HRC has done with their millions of dollars 

gained from fundraisers in gay communities, while many have argued that HRC is 
pushing the wrong agenda. 

After gay marriage lost in a legal fight in New York--one of many similar defeats-- 
seminal gay historian and activist John D’Emilio penned an essay in which he challenged 

7      . Ethan Jacobs, "ENDA Vote Postponed.," Bay lVindows, October 4, 2007, 

http://www.thetaskforce.org/TF in news/07 1009/stories/25 enda vote postponed~pdf (accessed January 

10, 2010). 
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the logic of shifting the movement away from a critique of patriarchy, marriage, and 
heteronormative institutions such as the military: 

Please, can we speak the truth? The campaign for same-sex marriage has been an 
unmitigated disaster~ Never in the history of organized queerdom have we seen 
defeats &this magnitude. The battle to win marriage equality through the courts 
has done something that no other campaign or issue in our campaign has done: it 
has created a vast new body of anti-gay laws. Alas, for us, as the anthropologist 
Gayle Rubin has cogently observed, "Sex laws are notoriously easy to 
pass... Once they are on the books, they are extremely difficult to dislodge.’’9 

Rather than push heterosexuals to respect queers as different, D’Emilio worried that 
assimilationist gay groups like HRC embraced a counterproductive strategy, failing to 
challenge people to integrate lessons and rich examples of queer experiences in their 
lives. This was what RHA was thinking when it chose to zap HRC. 

On February 23, 2008, members of the RHA brought noise, drums, chants, and three- 
foot-tall pink cardboard middle fingers to greet an HRC fundraiser at the midtown Hilton 
Hotel. Others passed out stickers that said "Can’t Spell LGBT with HRC" in response to 
HRC’s long-running neglect of trans issues. Inside the fundraiser, two women from RHA 
disrupted HRC head Solmonese’s address, throwing fliers and unfurling their banner 
reading "Can’t Spell LGBT with HRC !" with a pink middle finger. "it’s remarkable that 
HRC celebrates a legacy of protest, yet they are very quick to stamp out dissent when 
called out for betraying their community," noted one participant after she was escorted 
out. 10 

For critics such as RHA, the HRC’s betrayal of trans people is one of many reasons to 
rej ect the group’ s work. HRC isn’t just derailing the needs of the maj ority of the queer 
community, as RHA members argued through the zap; they are also narrowing our vision 
of the potential of queer relationships. 

A Historic Split 

Conflicts between assimilationist groups and more radical groups date back to the earliest 
days of gay liberation, and even earlier. Queer pioneer Harry Hay was kicked out of the 
homophile Mattachine Society in the 1950s because of his organizing history with the 
Communist Party. In the days after the Stonewall rebellion in 1969, activists who wanted 
to focus exclusively on gay issues broke off from the multi-issue Gay Liberation Front to 
form the Gay Activist Alliance. 11 The split would ebb and flow but would never quite 
fade away. By the 1970s, Harry Hay worried that gay culture was so focused on bar 
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culture and intertwined in the day-to-day ins and outs of capitalist social relations that the 
unique liberationist impulse of past struggles was becoming obscured, if not lost entirely. 
So he formed the queer group Radical Faeries, who are still active today. 12 

The split between social justice-minded queers who speak out for social and sexual civil 
liberties and gays who j ust want to fit in was particularly glaring during the twenty-fifth 
anniversary of Stonewall in 1994. Many worried that, rather than critique a social system 
that supports war, patriarchy, and racism, the GLBT movement was increasingly drifting 
toward a detente with the status quo. Some activists, including Harry Hay, formed their 
own counter-march to challenge the gay movement’s drift away from struggles for sexual 

.    .    13 freedom and social justice. ~ 

If there is one New York activist who has been an eye witness to this split, it is AIDS 
Coalition to Unleash Power icon Bill Dobbs. A veteran of Michigan’s chapter of Gay 
Liberation Front, ACT UP, Quee~atch, and New York City’s SexPanic!, he marched 
with Harry Hay during Stonewall Twenty-Five, with activists challenging the Millennium 
March in 2000, with New York’s Queer Fist zapping HRC in 2004, and Radical 
Homosexual Agenda in 2008. When the New York Public Library held an exhibit on the 
fortieth anniversary of GLF and Stonewall, Dobbs wrote a few observations: 14 

The cry was Freedom, Gay Power, Lesbian Power, Liberation. Looking through 
the exhibit, there are very few references to what is nov,, the ubiquitous gay brand, 
Equality. Equality is an important touchstone, but in a single short word, it has 
people asking for more of the same. Equality or change? GLF [Gay Liberation 
Front] stood for radical social change. Equality is the status quo in lavender 
wrapping, the empty equals sign of Human Rights Campaign. Alas, our collective 
dreams have shrunk. From sexual outlaws, visionaries, revolutionaries, and 
liberationists to the HRC chapter of the Rotary Club in a few decades. How did 
that happen? 

Yet, as Laurie Essig points out, "Queers are still out there -- making connections 
between homophobia and patriarchy and racism and capitalism. They still think that 
liberation is not serving in an imperialist army or the mimicry of the heterosexual 
bourgeoisie in marriage." She continues, "You can hate queers and wish they’d shut up, 
like the HRC probably does. Or you can love queers and wish more of them would 
glamdalize the dreary world of ’freedom=being like everyone else,’ like I do. 
Many of today’s queers build on the lessons and history of the liberation movement. 
Peter Tatchell, co-founder of queer direct action group OutRage and former member of 
the GLF, similarly mused about the meanings of the Stonewall era for his activism. 
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Our vision was a new sexual democracy, without homophobia and misogyny. 
Erotic shame and guilt would be banished, together with socially enforced 
monogamy and male and female gender roles. There would be sexual freedom 
and human rights for everyone -- queer and straight. Our message was "innovate, 
don’t assimilate." GLF never called for equality. The demand was liberation. We 
wanted to change society, not conform to it. 16 

Shortly before President Obama was to speak at the HRC’s dinner in October, 2009 
a group called Queerkidssaynotomarriage posted a call for queer activists to expand 
an agenda beyond marriage toward issues which actually impact their lives. 

It’s hard for us to believe what we’re hearing these days. Thousands are losing 
their homes, and gays want a day named after Harvey Milk. The U.S. military is 
continuing its path of destruction, and gays want to be allowed to fight. Cops are 
still killing unarmed black men and bashing queers, and gays want more policing. 
More and more Americans are suffering and dying because they can’t get decent 
healthcare, and gays want weddings. What happened to us? Where have our 
communities gone? Did gays really sell out that easily? 17 

The critique is not new, yet advocacy for the HRC holy trinity continues to 
dominate a national GLBT agenda. 

During their February 2008 HRC zap, RHA was quick to point out that there are 
alternatives to the holy trinity. Rather than throw" away their dollars to a group 
which fails to show progress or success on their agenda, queers should support local 
groups who provide vital services and win real victories, like ACT UP or the Sylvia 
Rivera Law Project (a trans legal group that I discuss later in this essay). Better yet, if one 
does not like what HRC does, RHA suggested that queers get together and start a 
grassroots group to fight for justice or create community. "HRC will keep trying to out- 
shout us with their money and advertisers," argued RHA. la But they never represented 
authentic queer experience, and they never will. It is up to queers to do that. The DIY 
spirit the RHA refers to speaks to a vital ethos of queer world-making: more than putting 
energy into a critique, generations of queer activists have worked to create a richer, more 
colorful approach to living of their own invention. 

Do It Yourself for a New" Queer World 

The idea of just going out and doing it, or as it is popularly expressed in the 
underground, the do-it-yourself ethic... Doing it yourself is at once a critique of 
the dominant mode of passive consumer culture and something far more 

16 Peter Talchell, "Our Lost Radicalism," The Guardian London, June 26, 2009, 
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important: the active creation of an alternative culture. DiY is not just 
complaining about what is, but actually doing something different. 

Stephen Duncombe. 19 

Throughout the last four decades, queers have found their way into countless social and 
cultural movements. Through do-it-yourself culture, activists create different kinds of 
spaces for democratic engagement through embodied community building. "The DIY 
movement is about using anything you can get your hands on to shape your own cultural 
identity, your own version of whatever you think is missing in mainstream culture," 
writes Amy Spencer.2° "You can produce your own zine, record an album, publish your 
own book; the enduring appeal of this movement is that anyone can be an artist or a 
creator. The point is to get involved." Those involved help create alternate spaces with 
~vhatever tools one has. Within such spaces, use is valued over commercial exchange. 
Participants play with new social realities, creating a space for life, reflection, and 
pleasure outside of commerce. "DIY as a form of activity creates value outside of 
capitalism," Ben Holtzman and others explain.21 

Much of this creativity took shape within a public commons of the movement’s own 
creation. This included bath houses, punk venues, clubs, underground parties, activist 
groups, organizations, and cultural outlets including publishing houses, a gay press, films, 
pamphlets, and self-published zines. "The best zines, whatever their subj ect, do not 
inhabit a ready-made world; they create one unto themselves," explains zine historian 
Fred Wright. Queer zines, including Fag~gols andFaggotty, Diseased Pariah News, 
Faggo-cytosis, Ouqmnk, Homocore, JD ’s, Swallow IZour Pride, IZELL, and Larry-Bob’s 
Holy Titclamps, have found readership around the world.23 Lar~-Bob explains what 
makes this form of publishing distinct: 

There is no apostrophe in zine. Zine is not short for magazine. A magazine is a 
product, a commercial commodity. A zine is a labor of love, producing no profit, 
and frequently a loss, of time at least. In a magazine, information is just another 
ingredient, thinly sliced layers to keep the cream filling of advertising from 
sticking together. Information is the reason a zine exists; everything else, down to 
the paper it’s printed on, is there to convey information.24 

Building on the sci-fi zines, beat poetry, and homophile newsletters of the 1950s, the 
underground magazines of the 1960s, the punk zines of the 1970s through 1990s, and the 
blogs and guerilla news that followed, a movement to create a democratic information 
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exchange built on a similar impulse. Amy Spencer describes this DIY ethos as "the urge 
,,25 to create a new cultural form and transmit it to others on your own terms. Much of this 

new cultural form began with the simple desire to communicate a message. 

Larry-Bob notes that it is important for queers to make their presence known in many 
communities, not just the ones on the coasts. "Oh, and you’re still stuck in your Outweek 
’everything-ends-at-the-Hudson-river’ perspective. What about the fags and dykes stuck 

~ ¯ ,~,,26 in small-town ~menca.~ he asks in his zine, proceeding with a challenge to queers: 

Disrupt strip-mall fashion shows with do-it yourself glamour. People are 
ignorant--they don’t have any concept of what is humanly possible, and the shock 
will hopefully kill them. But remember, the primary purpose isn’t to shock 
breeders--who gives a shit about them, anyway--but to wake up potential queers, 
~vho may be scared to death of you this week, but ~vill be improvising their own 
outfits next week. Victory is assured; we’ll be the heroes of a generation of 
queers, by which time we’ll also be cynical enough to make a buck off them.27 

Implicit in the manifesto is a push to create a new, defiant queer public, with a jigger of 
humor, sarcasm, camp, and "do-it yourself glamour." 

The effort to create this queer world took place in many venues and DIY cultural 
projects. For example, from the 1970s through the 1990s, queers and punks shared this 
impulse to build their own scene and by extension, a world of their own creation. Queer 
bands such as the Germs, the Killer Banshees, Bikini Kill, and Pansy Division, as well as 
the Riot Grrrl and Queercore scenes, helped invent a space for alternate forms and 
understandings of power, sexuality, and culture.28 Building on movements extending 
back to Dada and Emma Goldman’s anarchism, these groups helped create a space "to 

¯ "~9 challenge accepted boundaries.’’" 

A critique of repressive social mores churned through the mix of passion, bodies, sweat, 
play, violence, and pathos that characterized the punk scene. "Punk," writes Stephen 
Duncombe, "was not just a music; it was an attitude, an ethic, and a sense of 
community." For Duncombe, punk was a music for outsiders. A sociologist by trade, 
activist, and occasional musician, Duncombe describes the world-making thinking behind 
the practice of building a punk scene. "Punk’s prime ethic is Do-It-Yourself. This value 
put on self-sufficiency came largely from necessity." Duncombe started his first band in 
1980, and through this experience he learned a profound lesson about cultural resistance 
and resiliency. "DIY...is an ideal that transcends immediate need. It’s an ethic that 
guides the punk outlook on the world, encompassing not only the logistics of a music 
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scene, but also artistic creation and political action." Music, play, and cultural production 
serve as a basis for a community of resistance. "The scene is a place ~vhere punks can 
practice DIY most intimately, in constructing a community by and for themselves that 
offers up a system of values, aspirations, and behaviors in rebellion against those of the 
mainstream society." From here, punk builds on cultural movements aimed against 
monoculture, dating back many decades. "The scene gives the support and reinforcement 
necessary to stand up and against the daily onslaught of the hegemonic culture. It’s a safe 
space to experiment ~vith new ~vays of being and doing." Within such a movement, 
activists find support to play and experiment with new practices in living. "it’s a place to 
reinvent yourself. It is a haven in a heartless world .... It allows for the nuances and 
variations that necessarily arise through the practices of punks doing-it-themselves as 
they rebel against local powers .... ,30 

In their own way, each punk show, zine, poem, film, zap, piece of art, gesture of direct 
action, and form of guerilla media that followed them helped spread the word about a 
queer sensibility. Gradually, even academics came to echo this messy message about all 
things queer. Queer, writes Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, involves "the open mesh of 
possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning 
[that occur] when the constituent elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality 
aren’t made (or can’t be made) by signifying monolithically .... "Here, queer extends into 
an urban panorama of"drags, clones, leatherfolk...fantasists...feminist men ... 
masturbators...people able to relish, learn from, or identify with such .... Work around 
’queer’ spins the term outward along dimensions that can’t be subsumed under gender and 
sexuality at all." More than anything, it implies "same-sex sexual object choice, lesbian 
or gay .... Given the historical and contemporary force of the prohibitions against every 
same-sex sexual expression, for anyone to disavow those meanings, or to displace them 
from the term’s definitional center, would be to dematerialize any possibility of queerness 
itself.’’3J Queer serves as "the discursive rallying point for younger lesbians and gay men 
and, in yet other contexts, for lesbian interventions and, in yet other contexts, for 
bisexuals and straights for whom the term expresses an affiliation with antihomophobic 
politics," argues Judith Butler."That it can become such a discursive site whose uses are 
not fully constrained in advance ought to be safe-guarded not only for the purposes of 

continuing to democratize queer politics, but also to expose, affirm, and rework the 
specific historicity of the term.’’3" 

More than anything, queer was born of a DIY approach to activism. Two decades after 
the first meetings of ACT UP, one of its founders described the group’s DIY ethos: 

You must know, we must never forget, that every single treatment for 
HIViAIDS is out there because of gay AIDS activists, led by ACT UP 
chapters across the country and Project Inform in San Francisco. They did 
not come from the government. They came because gay people fought like 
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tigers and screaming banshees to get the system that hates us to deliver them 
to us .... This achievement, the obtaining of these drugs, I believe is the single 
greatest achievement gay people have accomplished in all of history, and we must 
be remembered for it. The lesson should be clear. The lesson should be obvious, it 
should show us what we are capable of achieving when we put our minds and 
hearts and brains and bodies together and work together, all together, as brothers 
and sisters and one big family. There is not one person here today who is not 
capable of being such an activist.33 

A generation of activists was born of this disposition, including the Church Ladies for 
Choice, the Lesbian Avengers, Queer Nation, Housing Works, Gay Shame, SexPanic!, 
Outrage, Radical Homosexual Agenda, Fed Up Queers, and the list is long of additional 
groups whose lineage extends back to ACT UP. Each year, different queer groups are 
born in this milieu where the challenge has been figuring out ho~v to build on this highly 
creative, abundant approach to activism, community building, and world-making 

From Street Trans Action Revolutionaries to Sylvia Rivera Law Project 

Queer direct action groups arise in an environment in constant flux. As groups are born, 
the social environment changes, needing different kinds of tactics and strategies. Today, 
this includes a need for activists to contend with an assertive anti-activist set of legal 
structures. When trans direct action group Bash Back! dropped a banner stating "it’s 
Okay To Be Gay! Bash Back!" inside the Mount Hope Church in East Lansing Michigan 
in 2008, they were following in the tradition of ACT UP’s famous 1989 Stop the Church 
Action. Unlike ACT UP, they were hit with federal charges for violating the Freedom to 
Access Clinics Act.34 When Radical Homosexual Agenda organized a parade to New 
York City’s City Hall without a permit in 2007, one of the organizers was gang-tackled 
by members of the New York City Police Department. In 2009, a New York activist was 
arrested in Pittsburgh and had hi s files confi scated for twittering 3s Much of the 
controversy accompanying these actions seems to stem from an awareness that a network 
of activists have been engaged in a number of defiant and risqu6 forms of direct action 
with an explicit queer and anarchist politic. As the years continue, more and more 
anarchist queer direct action groups face restrictions on their activist practices. 
Sometimes they are charged with disorderly conduct or violations of the Patriot Act, and 
sometimes they are preemptively charged before crimes or acts of civil disobedience have 
even taken place. It is hard to describe these offenses as anything but "thought crimes." 
Yet the ways these groups respond suggest their queer activi sm remains a vital 
contribution to movements for social change. 
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A case in point is trans activist Dean Spade’s response to his arrest during the World 
Economic Forum (WEF) meeting in New York City in 2002. Spade, a lawyer and veteran 
of queer direct action organizing, was going to the bathroom in the men’s room after a 
large march during the WEF meeting. It was a freezing day in February, and Spade had 
been outside all day. When he walked into the men’s room at Grand Central Station, a 
policeman followed. "As I was looking to see what stalls were open, he approached and 
asked for my ID. I explained that I was in the right bathroom, that I am transgender and I 
understood the confusion, but I was just going to use the bathroom and leave," Spade 
wrote in a mass email sent out after the event.3(s The officer continued with questions 
about why Spade, a trans man, was in the men’s room. Two of Spade’s friends soon 
attempted to intervene. All three were arrested and processed separately in three 
precincts. Spade recounts: 

The most emotionally challenging part for me was the transphobia I encountered 
from the court attorney who represented me at my arraignment. He came to the 
cell around noon yesterday (2/3/02), read the police statement on my court 
documents, and asked why I was in the "men’s" room. I explained that I am 
transgender and I customarily use "men’s" rooms, and that I go by a male name 
and pronoun. He wrinkled up his face and said with a very dismissive and 
disapproving attitude, "That is your business. I don’t care." He then asked me 
what my genitalia are. I asked, "Why do you need to know that?" 

The lawyer pushed his case, and Spade was left with the degrading feeling of having to 
provide private information in order to receive basic legal services: 

The attorney took offense to my questioning the relevance of his inquiry about my 
genitalia, and communicated that if I would not cooperate with him, that was my 
problem. Because I was unsure about what would happen to me if he would not 
advocate for me vigorously, and because I feared being given a bail I could not 
meet, I ultimately suffered the indignity of having to satisfy his curiosity about 
my genitalia by explaining it. Even then, he said dismissively about my 
transgender, "Well, that is your personal business," and left without giving me 
any information about what would happen in the courtroom. For the next several 
hours, I was deeply concerned about the quality of representation I would get in 
the courtroom, and whether I would be released on my own recognizance. 

Spade had no idea what was going to happen. "You can’t get a good lawyer in this town," 
Spade thought to himself throughout the morning.37 Eventually, he went before a judge 
and was comforted by what greeted him: "Much to my relief, I discovered upon entering 
the courtroom that it was filled with friends and allies wearing ’Living Trans is Not a 
Crim’e stickers. Having them there, I knew that I would be safe." All charges were 
ultimately thrown out. 

After this experience, Spade reflected on the lessons of what had happened: 
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First, I am outraged, of course, by the double-bind in which gender segregation of 
bathrooms leaves transgender, transsexual, gender variant, and genderqueer 
people. Like many people, each time I use a public bathroom I face the fact that 
no matter what choice I make, I may encounter harassment and potential violence 
and arrest. My level of bathroom anxiety, of course, is increased by the weekend’s 
events. However, I am hopeful that the increased visibility of this problem 
afforded by the media coverage of the arrests and the organizing we ~vill continue 
will result in policy changes about bathroom segregation. I hope that this arrest 
will spark campaigns to provide safe, non-gendered bathroom options for all 
people in all public spaces. I intend to continue vigorously advocating on this 
issue.38 

In the following weeks, Spade started organizing, helped write a zine about the event, 
Piss and Vinegar, distributed by the Anti-Capitalist Tranny Brigade, and helped create a 
training video called "About Trans Issues." Spade’s activism was a clear example of a 
queer translation of anger into action, a part of the legacy of ACT UP. In the months after 
his arrest, Spade continued this work, ]eventually starting a legal clinic for trans people 
called the Sylvia Rivera Law Project (SRLP). The aim was to create a different kind of 
organization which rej ected a gendered welfare model.39 Rather than coerce or control 
those engaged in services--which has often been the case with social services--Spade 
hoped to create an organization that focused on promoting social change.4° SRLP 
explicitly acknowledged the limits of the non-profit industrial complex.41 Therefore, 
rather than repli cate the co-optation witnessed in many LGBT organizations, SRLP 
sought to create something more participator?- and consumer-driven. To do so, the group 
established a collective governance model that encouraged leadership by trans people and 
people of color. Spade argued this could offer a model for emerging queer and trans 
organizations.42 Along the way, Spade and company helped link the law project with a 
number of movement-building questions and strategies. As the organization grew and 
racked-up wins, they continued to grapple with the inherent challenges of providing 
services outside of traditional models of organizational development. Rather than 
reinforce stigma and social control, they asked questions about power, heath, care, and 
freedom, and invited many to help answer them. 

The organization’s namesake, Sylvia Rivera, had grappled with such questions for 
decades. She was the founder of the Street Trans Action Revolutionaries (). At the time 
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of her death, Rivera was referred to as the grand dame of trans activism.43 1 met Rivera 
when we were both arrested in 1998 during the Matthew Shepard political funeral (a 
public memorial service that directly connects the politics of oppression to the death of an 
individual). Throughout the post-action organizing, Rivera talked about her concern for 
other trans folks who suffered a similar fate as Matthew Shepard but without the 
headlines. 

An icon of the earliest days of gay liberation, Rivera made a striking comeback in the 
final years of her life, re-forming STAR and organizing a political funeral for Amanda 
Milan, a trans person killed in New York.44 Throughout this organizing, Rivera 
articulated a concern for those whose experiences failed to match the heavily marketed, 
commercialized image of gay living seen in the gay glossies or represented by Human 
Rights Campaign in the late 1990s.45 Rivera’s experience as a queer person--who 
suffered from chemical dependence and bouts of homelessness, in addition to 
contributing to movements for Gay and Puerto Rican Liberation--never herself 
conformed to this image of gay life. "One of our main goals now is to destroy the Human 
Rights Campaign," argued Rivera shortly before she died. "I’m tired of sitting on the back 
of the bumper. It’s not even the back of the bus anymore--it’s the back of the bumper. 
The bitch on wheels is back.’’46 Sadly, Rivera would not live long enough to see such a 
change. 

In the months after her death in 2002, several groups formed to continue her agenda. 
Projects such as Sylvia’s Place, a shelter for queer youth in Manhattan, and Sylvia Rivera 
Law Proj ect bridged a gap between direct action and direct services, harm reduction, and 
legal advocacy for trans folks, who had to navigate an unforgiving system involving 
criminal justice, transphobia, and a gendered welfare state. Spade’s SRLP led this wave 
oftrans action. Part of their work was to articulate an agenda for trans people not seen in 
mainstream GLB and "fake T" groups, like HRC, most of whom have neglected trans 
people. Through aggressive legal advocacy, the project carved out a series of legal 
victories for trans people. It also helped to articulate a queer politics that extends beyond 
the limitations of the HRC holy trinity of military service, marriage, and hate crimes. 

In 2009, for example, the State Assembly in New York introduced a version of the 
Gender Employment Non-Discrimination Act (GENDA) which included provisions for 
hate crimes. In response, SRLP drafted a smart policy statement with a coalition oftrans 

43 Benjamin Shepard, "Sylvia and Sylvia’s Children: A Battle for a Queer Public Space," in That’s 
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advocacy groups, including New York City’s Fabulous Independent and Educated 
Radicals for Community Empowerment (FIERCE) and the Audre Lorde Proj ect: 

We are excited and heartened by progress on this front, as many of us have 
struggled to end discrimination against trans people for years. Unfortunately, the 
GENDA bill also includes gender identity and gender expression as a "protected" 
catego~ under the NY hate crimes statute. We want and deserve legal protection 
from discrimination in the workplace, in housing, and in public accommodations. 
Transgender people in New York are frequently fired from j obs; kicked out of 
housing, restaurants, restrooms and hotels; and harassed in schools and public 
institutions. It is essential that we have legal recourse to take action when trans 
people are discriminated against in this way. It is also essential that this form of 
discrimination is publicly declared unacceptable--in our state, in our society, and 
across the world. It pains us that we nevertheless cannot support the current 
GENDA bill, because we cannot and will not support hate crimes legislation. 

Rather than serving as much needed protection, the hate crimes provisions in the law 
would expose trans communities to additional threats, the groups argued: 

If a particular crime is deemed a hate crime by the state, the supposed perpetrator 
is automatically subj ect to a higher mandatory minimum sentence. For example, a 
crime that would carry a sentence of five years can be "enhanced" to eight years. 
As GENDA is currently written, if passed it would further expand this law, 
providing additional grounds for penalty enhancement. 

As a nation, we lock up more people per capita than any other country in the 
world; one in one hundred adults are behind bars in the U.S. Our penalties are 
harsher and sentences longer than they are anywhere else on the planet, and hate 
crime laws with sentencing enhancements make them harsher and longer. By 
supporting longer periods of incarceration and putting a more threatening weapon 
in the state’s hands, this kind of legislation places an enormous amount of faith in 
our deeply flawed, transphobic, and racist criminal legal system. The application 
of this increased power and extended punishment is entirely at the discretion of a 
system riddled with prejudice, institutional bias, economic motives, and 
corruption. Trans people, people of color, and other marginalized groups are 
disproportionately incarcerated. 

The statement noted that such policies represent a form of bait-and-switch, whereby 
liberal-leaning politicians can claim legitimacy by backing a policy that appears to 
address concerns about discrimination, while simultaneously increasing sentence 
enhancement to justify creating more prisons. The authors continue: 

Hate crime laws foreground a single accused individual as the "cause" of racism, 
homophobia, transphobia, misogyny, or any number of other oppressive 
prejudices. They encourage us to lay blame and focus our vengeful hostility on 
one person instead of paying attention to institutional prejudice that fuels police 



violence, encourages bureaucratic systems to ignore trans people’s needs or 
actively discriminate against us, and denies our communities health care, 
identification, and so much more. 

Anything that expands the power of a system that damages our communities so 
severely is against our long-term and short-term interests. Any legal weapon 
that’s created to make our justice system more harsh and punitive cannot be 
trusted in the hands of institutions that have shown their prejudices and corruption 
time and time again. Because of the way this legislation has been turned against 
the communities they were intended to protect, we regard "sentence 
enhancement" hate crime laws as one of the greatest follies of late-20th-century 
liberal politics.47 

The statement ended by offering a set of alternative policy solutions. It called for New 
York to offer substantive protections for gender non-conforming and trans populations 
without expanding the powers of an already deeply flawed, discriminator5, criminal 
justice system. In many ways, the statement was years in the making. 

Queering the Hate Crimes Discourse 

My practice-based introduction to queer direct action came when I was arrested October 
19, 1998, during the political funeral for Matthew Shepard.48 At the time, many queer 
activists fought the impulse to call for the death sentence for Shepard’s murderers. 
Assimilationist-minded gays called for enhanced punishment with hate crimes legislation, 
while justice-minded queers called for a different kind of thinking, linked with a message 
of liberation and social justice.49 Many rej ected the idea of calling for policies that 
strengthen the criminal justice system. "I don’t think we should be increasing the scope 
of power in that way," explained Bill Dobbs in a radio interview in January of 1999. 
Dobbs, who opposes the death penalty across the board, explained his position vis-i~-vis 
hate crimes legislation: 

If somebody says, the penalties for murder are inadequate, or for robbery or 
sexual assault, I’m willing to listen to that argument. But I find troubling some of 
these arguments that are advanced to support hate crime legislation. For 
example...some of these arguments try to highlight some crimes against others, 
but fail to take into account that crimes, in general, are not a good thing. Crimes 
against people are not a good thing. And paradoxically, again, using a Michigan 
example, there the number one agenda item on the gay and lesbian community list 
is hate crime legislation, yet gross indecency there is a felony. And I am very 
concerned that those kinds of sex laws are resulting in prosecutions that send 
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people away for long periods of prison time, and yet we are still, as a community, 
asking for more law and order when we haven’t even gotten rid of our own 
outl aw status.-~° 

The year after the Shepard political funeral witnessed a series of iconic actions. In 
February 1999, Fed Up Queers, who had organized the Shepard political funeral, initiated 

the first of a wave of over a thousand acts of non-violent civil disobedience after unarmed 
African immigrant Amadou Diallo was shot by the New York Police Department. A few 
weeks later, the same cohort helped organize another political funeral when a gay man in 
Alabama, Billy Jack Gaither, was burnt in a pyre of tires. At the time, queer activists 

called for an end to a culture of violence, not for enhanced sentences for hate crimes~ The 
following decade included a number of these gruesome attacks and a debate about how 

best to respond. 

This history ran through my mind when I read about the fate of Jorge Steven Lopez 
Mercado, a gay man beheaded and dismembered in Cidra, Puerto Rico on November 13, 
2009. This act was seen as a response to his being gay. "Thousands of New Yorkers 
Gather for Vigil In Memoriam of Jorge Steven Lopez Mercado, Victim of Hate Crime," 
read a call for a response listed on Facebook and posted on several queer list serves. 
"Why must it always come down to hate crimes legislation?" was the question I posted to 
the RHA list-sew" when I read the call. 

Upon arriving at the vigil I encountered Bill Dobbs, who argued against the death penalty 
for Matthew Shepard’s killers in 1999. He carried a sign reading "Repeal Hate Crimes," 
and handed me another sign declaring "Justice Not Vengeance." "I could not agree 
more," one woman noted when I held up the sign. Dobbs explained the argument against 
hate crimes to inquirers. Instead of pushing for a lump of flesh, it would be useful, he 
said, to let the dust settle. Everyone has a visceral response to violence, which has to be 
acknowledged. But there are other solutions, including laws already on the books, which 
serve as antidotes to additional law-and-order social policies. Others on hand for the rally 
talked about alternatives: education, information, changes in social attitudes, and even 
harm reduction approaches. Society cannot rehabilitate someone, they argued, by 
enhancing criminal sentences. 

But at a later point in the vigil, New York City Councilwoman Christine Quinn stood up 
to make the case that this was a hate crime. Watching Quinn rally the emotionally raw 
crowd, I thought about the scene of Peter Lorre rallying himself against a vigilante mob 
in Fritz Lang’ s M, set in Weimar Era Berlin. With Quinn leading the charge, the crowd 
seemed to be pushed to vengeance. 
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Observing these events, New York activist Panama Vicente Alba wrote about Mercado’s 
murder, noting that there were some 811 homicides in Puerto Rico in 2009, mostly 
related to drugs.52 "As heinous as the murder of Jorge Steven Mercado is, it is not the 
first ’hate crime’ in Puerto Rico. In spite of this, no one has ever been prosecuted under 
the Puerto Rico Hate Crimes Statues," argued Alba. "The murder of Jorge Steven Lopez 
Merdado cries for justice--Puerto Rican justice." He noted, "There are those who are 
aware of this case and consider calling on the U.S. Justice Department to prosecute this 
case under Federal Hate Crime Statutes. They include the Death Penalty under its 
sentencing guidelines .... The Death Penalty is a crime against humanity. Colonialism is a 
crime against humanity." For Alba, a veteran of the Young Lords and National Congress 
for Puerto Rican Rights, as well as labor and harm reduction movements, hi s lifetime of 
activism was about connecting the dots between movements and causes, rather than 
seeing particular injustices--such as Mercado’s murder and other ’hate crimes’--as 
isolated ’gay issues.’ Queer activism functions within a similar ethos, always seeking 
connections within a broad multi-issue politics. 

For a short while in the early 1970s, Sylvia Rivera was also a member of the Young 
Lords, a group that fought for sovereignty for Puerto Rico and its people transplanted in 
the United States. What linked this work with her support for gay liberation was an 
overarching struggle for human freedom. Rivera’s work with STAR, Gay Liberation, and 
the Young Lords helped connect this vision of global solidarity. These were all direct 
action groups, favoring a DIY approach to creating solutions rather than more j ail cells. 
Throughout the years of her activi sm, Sylvia Rivera maintained that spirit. She 
considered the Matthew Shepard political funeral--where she spent the night in j aft--one 
of the best demonstrations she ever attended. Yet she also considered sleeping in the 
street to protest cutbacks on homeless services--as she did with me in January of 2000-- 
just as important. She understood that no one was free until everyone was free, and lived 
her life and her politics in support of all oppressed people. The challenge of sex and 
gender liberation requires building spaces for countless genders and identities on a 
foundation of sexual freedom, autonomy, and sociality, rather than falling back on 
oppressive systems like ’criminal justice’ as the best our collective imagination can offer. 

Conclusion 

In October 2003, I was invited to speak on a panel for the thirtieth anniversary of Gay 
Community News (GCN) at the New York LGBT Community Services Center. The panel 
was titled, "What Did We Mean by Queer Activism in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s, and What 
Do We Mean Today?" Each panelist was invited to write a short bio for the event. 
"Benjamin Shepard never read GCN," mine read. "But he always cruised the obits in the 
Bay Area Reporter in San Francisco as the AIDS health crisis decimated lives from a 
cross section of outsiders in American life, in ways that forced him and countless others 
to reconsider just what queer life, activism, and community mean." Speaking to this 
group of older organizers, I talked about a generation of queer activists staking a path in a 
different model of organizing, based on something outside of social identity. From the 
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battle for healthcare, HIV housing, and syringe exchange, to the anti-war and global 
justice movements, I noted that some of the best queer organizers of the era had linked 
their work with broad-based, social justice-oriented universalizing discourses. Three 
decades after GCN, queer thinking was re-embracing questions the movement first 
contended with aider Stonewall. Some involved rej ecting militari sm, crime, and 
punishment; others involved rejecting hard-and-fast social categories in favor of a 
liberated sexuality for everyone. 

Such queer thinking borrowed from ideas ranging from Freud to Foucault, Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick to Patrick Califia. The latter three found strict delineations around sex and 
identity completely silly; identities blur as do politics. In the early 1990s, Judith Butler 
beckoned the question: 

Is it possible to maintain and pursue heterosexual identifications and aims within 
homosexual practice, and homosexual identifications and aims within 
heterosexual practices? If sexuality is to be disclosed, what will be taken as the 
true determinant of its meaning: the fantasy structure, the act, the orifice, the 
energy, the anatomy? And if the practice engages a complex interplay of all of 
these, which one of these erotic dimensions ~vill come to stand for the sexuality 
that requires them all?s3 

Here, social and sexual identity becomes far more fluid. Foucault described living in a 
world which embraced "an infinity of sexualities" rather than binary categorizations. Just 
as sexual roles can be approached as performative gestures within a continuum of desires, 
queer politics offers a politics that embraces a multiplicity of approaches to engagement, 
outside of hard-and-fast identity-based social categories. This is ~vhat marks the multi- 
issue organizing born of Gay Liberation Front.54 

In this essay, I have highlighted an interplay between di scourses, with identity-based 
models of politics favored by the HRC in conflict with an identity-bending queer politics 
that favors a universalizing view of human interaction, based on care, connection, and 
support for social outsiders. Such queer thinking extends through a huge range of issues, 
from private to very public concerns. It also involves core questions about organizing. At 
its most ambitious, queer post-identity models open spaces for new kinds of coalitions 
and modes of organization, offering spaces based in less coercive models of participation. 
At its worst, these politics occasionally replicate old power dynamics involving insider 
and outsider status, bias, and favoritism, as Gay Liberation Front experienced after 
Stone,vail. Queer activism is still a work very much in process, often driven by 
personality clashes and affinities that mark other forms of activism. A review of the 
inte~v’iews in the ACT UP Oral History Proj ect confirms that the group occasionally 
resembled a high school, with its own cliques and popularity contests. Yet ACT UP’s 
queer message of a broad struggle opened space for countless forms of engagement for a 
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generation of activists.55 More often than not, good things have come from this 
ambitious thinking and activism. 

In the years after Stonewall, gay liberationists linked their movement with broad-based 
liberationist movements around the world. Throughout this period, queers argued that 
queerness offered richer, more colorful approaches to living. They created a public 
commons, opened bath houses, wrote zines, started gay papers, generated a highly 
experimental approach to public sexuality, and openly critiqued heteronormative 
institutions of marriage, militarism and monogamy. Much of this activism was born of a 
desire to create something bigger and better than this mess of a world, and so looked to 
Do-It-Yourself approaches to direct action and community organizing. By the 1990s, 
when assimilationist minded gays pushed away from this agenda, queer activists 
responded critically, arguing that liberation was a far more compelling option than t~ing 
to fit into a flawed system. Others pushed to create alternative groups, counter-publics, 
public policies, and programs based on reducing harm, creating connection, and 
rethinking social notions of gender, pleasure, and self-determination. In the years since 
the 1999 Seattle alter-globalization demonstrations, queer organizers re-linked their 
struggles with global movements for social change. "Despite the discomforts of the 
weekend’s events, I have hope that much good will come from these arrests," Dean 
Spade wrote in the zine Piss & Vinegar after his arrest at the World Economic Forum.56 
"I think that it is a step forward to have anti-capitalist activists and movements 
considering transgender issues and participation." Rather than favor one identity or 
another, much of queer organizing is practiced intersectionally, between movements and 
organizational cultures, insistent on expanding imaginations and cultivating radical 
sentiments that so many of us have in common. As the movement churns forward, such 
activism offers a route toward a richer, more democratic, and more meaningful 
experience of queer living for everyone. 

5s See oral histo~ interviews with Ann Northrop and Kate Barnhardt in the ACT UP Oral History. Project, 
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research interests; (b) curriculum vitae; (c) a transcript; (d) two letters of recommendation; (d) a 

copy of a published article or working paper. All application materials should be sent to: Ignacio 

Marvin, Director, Divisi6n de Estudios Politicos, email: ingreso.politicos@cide.edu. The application 

deadline is March 31, 2011. 



CONVOCATORIA PARA OCUPAR UNA VACANTE DE PROFESOR VISITANTE EN 

LA DIVISION DE ESTUDIOS POLITICOS DEL CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION Y 

DOCENCIA ECONOMICAS (CIDE) 

La Divisi6n de Estudios Politicos del Centro de Investigaci6n y Docencia Econ6micas 
(CIDE) convoca al concurso pot una plaza de profesor visitante por un afio a comenzar en agosto 

de 2011. E1 firea de especializaci6n estfi abierta, sin embargo, se requiere que los aspirantes 
cuenten con una s61ida formaci6n en teoria y m~todos de investigaci6n y trabaj en temas relevantes 
al estudio de M~xico yio Latinoam~rica. Se aceptan solicitudes de candidatos de otras fireas de las 
ciencias sociales relacionadas con la ciencia politica. Se espera que el candidato contratado 
termine su estancia en la Divisi6n con un producto a publicar en una revista arbitrada o imparta un 

curso especializado en su ~rea de investigaci6n~ Es requisito para participar en el concurso contar 
con el grado de doctor. E1 idioma de trabajo en el CIDE es el espafiol, pot lo que el candidato 
deber~ poderlo manej ar fluidamente. 

E1 CIDE es un centro pt~blico de investigaci6n especializado en ciencias sociales. La 
Divisi6n de Estudios Politicos cuenta con diecis~is profesores que trabajan en las siguientes ~reas: 
partidos politicos y sistemas de partidos, instituciones politicas, relaciones ejecutivo-legislativo, 

gobiernos estatales y locales, poder judicial, procesos de democratizaci6n, movimientos sociales, 
economia politica comparada, psicologia politica, modelos formales, teoria politica e historia del 
pensamiento politico. Se ofrece un salario en pesos mexicanos. Se recomienda a los interesados 
consultar la pb~gina www.cide.edu para obtener mayor informaci6n del Centro y la Divisi6n. 

Los interesados deberfin presentar los siguientes documentos: a) una carta en la que 
expliquen sus lineas de investigaci6n, b) curriculum vite, c) copia de sus calificaciones oficiales, 

d) dos cartas de recomendaci6n, y e) copia de un articulo publicado o muestra de trabajo escrito. 
Toda correspondencia deber~ dirigirse a: Ignacio Marv~n, Director de la Divisi6n de Estudios 

Politicos, email: ingreso.politicos@cide.edu. La recepci6n de solicitudes deber~ set pot 
correspondencia electr6nica y se cerrarfi el 31 de matzo de 2011. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28, 2011 7:57 PM 

Alii 101- March 1 and beyond: AFRI101.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Hem are some npdates: 

a) Requests for an extra credit assignment: I will reflect on this request and send an email later in the week. So please no morn emails on this question...unless you do 
not heaac from me by Friday. 

b) As I promised a tEw week~ after careful reflection I decided m drop one theme (the material on Rwanda) so that we call keep up with our schedule. March 1 then 
marks the begiiming of our discussion on globa]ization. 

c) Exam 1 grades: I will post them to Blackboa~rd by Sundw. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow. 

Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaU 28, 2011 8:02 PM 

AFAM 474 Exam 1: Important: AFAM474.001.SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

On tomorrow: 

1) Please remember to bring a Blue book. 

2) Do not write your name on Blue book. We roll do so in class. 

Best wishes and you tomorrow, 

Dr. Sable. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Education Degree Source <EducationDegreeSource@email.degreetree.com> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 6:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Online Degrees: Invest In Your Education 

i~i Education DegreeSou rce.com 

Invest Your Future 

Open doors with an advanced degree 
EARN YOUR DEGREE~ ONUNE 

Associate Degrees 
Medical Billing, Accounting, 

Criminal Justice 

Bachelor’s Degrees 
Business, Religion, Political 

Science 

Master’s Degrees 
MBA, Religion - Divinity, 

Education, Social Work 

Doctorate Degrees 
Educational Leadership, 

Business Admin, Public Policy 

Certificate Degrees 
Technical, HR Management 

Project Management 

Business Degrees 
Business Administration, e-Business, 

Communications 

Criminal Justice Deqrees 
Criminal Justice, Fire Science, Homeland 

Security 

Education Degrees 
Teaching -- Eady Childhood, 

Elementary, Secondary 

Healthcare Degrees 
Nursing, Human Services, Medical 

Assisting 

Psychology Degrees 
Counseling, Marriage & Family, Crisis 

Management 

Find Out More! 



AFAIMI474: EXAM 1, MARCH 1, 2011 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

1) Please answer questions in ALL the sections. 
2) PLEDGE: The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign 

a pledge on all written work. ("On my honor, I have neither given nor received 
unauthorized aid on this assignment.") Violation of the Code will have 
significance consequences. 

3) Please note that, it is mandatory that you switch off and place on top of your desk 
all electronic devises (cell phones, pagers, and computers) during the duration of 
the exam. 

4) Remember: Paying attention to the suggested length is important, but as 
scholars, please remember that it is the content of your responses that matters. 

5) All responses should be single-spaced 

SECTION 1 : DEBATING SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND GLOBALIZATION 
1. As the reading by Stekelnebury and Klandermans asks, why do people protest? 

Answer this question drawing on core claims from the following theories of social 
movements: Classical, Resource Mobilization and Social constructivistic (Length: 
3 paragraphs) 

2. Define the concept of ’political opportunity structures’ and using examples from 
lectures and readings, highlight political opportunity structures that led to the 
globalization of social movements in the post-1945 period. (Length: 2 
paragraphs, single-spaced). 

3. Discuss three examples of social movements in contemporary Africa drawing on 
the typology of movements articulated by Habib and Opoku-Mensah (Length: 3 
paragraphs, single-spaced). 

4. From a neo-liberal theory of world economic development, the global trading 
system is free and fair. Drawing on extensive examples from Edward Osei 
Kwandwo Prempeh’s reading and the film, Black Gold, discuss the limitation of 
this argument. (Length, 1 page). 

SECTION 2: GLOBALIZATION OF THE ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT 
1. Discuss the media representation of Sharpeville collective active and the core 

factors that influenced this representation. (Length 2 paragraphs). 
2. Compare and contrast the responses of the British and Swedish states to the 

South Africa’s apartheid system. (Length: 2 paragraphs) 
3. Using three detailed examples from the film, Have you heard from 

Johannesburg?: apartheid and the club of the west, discuss "the forms of protest" 
that African-Americans and their University student movement allies mobilized in 
their anti-apartheid mobilization. Highlight the 1986 core achievement of the 
USA anti-apartheid movement. (Length: 3 paragraphs). 

SECTION 3: Gender and social movements: South Africa 
1. Define the concepts of strategic and basic gender interests. What is the 

significance of women’s movements involved in struggles for strategic gender- 
interests? (Length: 1 paragraph) 

2. Using detailed examples from the film Defiance Campaign Hopes on the Horizon 
insights from the Hassim’s chapter s focusing on "The ANC in Exile: Challenging 
the Role of Women in National Liberation" and "From Mothers of the Nation to 
Rights-Bearing Citizens: Transition and Its Impact on the South African Women’s 
Movements", discuss the political agency of South African women in the anti- 
apartheid struggle and the obstacles they faced during this struggle. (Length: 1 
page and half). 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 10:50 AM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot~c] Carolina Courses Online - teaching status 

To: All instructors currently teaching for spring 2011 and teaching for summer 2011 

Please let me know about any changes in your address or other contact information. 

Are you graduating this May 2011? If so, I’d like that information as well. 

Thanks. 

CarolMc Donnell 
Student Services Manager 

University of N orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

carolrnc@unc.edu 

800-862-5669 

fax 9~19-962-5549 

<li~ -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

~’ul> 

ccothc as: -~a href "maSdto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu-~!a:< To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave-28781510-3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28781510- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589Pga959@listserv.unc.edu~?’a-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, March :L, 20:L:L :L:L:52 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°476 

Dependency Care in the EU 

Florence ~arnette 

Foundation : Ed:tor:ai I ELFO I [~led:.terranean I EuropeiCr:.sis I Poland I EiecLionsilreiand I 
Eiections/Estonia I ?~lections/k’osovo Financial Crisis : ESPI,e, I ~MF: I Ge:-many I ~}elgium I Spab’: I 
Finland I France I Greece I ~taiy I Luxembourg I ~4aka I Portugal I UK I Switzerland European 
Council : Libya I Czech Republic I Buiga:-ia/Romsn~a Commission : SME I [:-ade I Transport I 
D:.gi~a~ I Russia 6o..~il : Diplomacy I Agr:culture/Eisher:es I Jusecei[nter:or ~ Hea~thcsre 
Biplo~a~y : Middle East Germany : Cyberdefence Bulgaria : Denmark Gree~e : Germsny I 
Finland France : Reshufl:~e I Turkey Hungary : Law/Media Ireland : Elections Italy : Germany I 
~mmigrsLion Luxembourg : Near East Poland : Czech Republic Czech Republic : Democrscy UK : 
Reform ~ Women ~l~.i~ : [neugura~:or~ I~ela.d : Referendum Kosovo : d~o~ernmen~ 
~onte.egro : Dip~omsct, Serbia : ~CYY I Germsny ~krai.e : EBRDOECD : rrsde E.rostat : 
Regions I ~nfla~icm St.~ies/Repo~s : Defence I Cris~s I Nor~:h A~dca Pu~li~tio.s : Armament I 
EconomyiEU 6~lture : Exhib~tioniBssel ~ Exhibit~oniHan’:burg ~ Exhibition/London ~ Exh~bitioni~ladrid 

I Exh~b~ic,~/Rc.me 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Ed:Lor:a] 

The Chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation, 3ean-Dominique Giuliani has 
~iI photonon dispo published an editorial on his site entitled "The Mediterranean is Waiting for 

Europe." 

On March 1st the Finnish Institute for International Affairs is organising a 
:~:iI phot .... disp .... f ........ the p ..... t ...... ic turbul .... in Europe and on the fur .... f 

the euro area. The Chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation, Jean- 
Dominique Giuliani will speak on the French and European outlook. 

Read 

] On 3rd March the International Agency for Diplomacy and Public Opinion 

photo non dispoj (AIDOP) together with the Catholic Institute of the Mediterranean and the 
Robert Schuman Foundation are organising two debates on the theme of: 
"The Mediterranean, yesterday and today, cultural convergence and 
difference." The Chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation .lean- 
Dominique Giuliani will be taking part in the debate on 3rd March on the 
theme of "The UN, the EU and the Mediterranean, what cooperation 

agreements for peace?" 

Europe/Crisis 
The Institute of International and Strategic Relations (IRIS) is organising the 

~:{:i photo non dispo third European Interview of Enghien on 5th March together with the Robert 
Schuman Foundation on the theme of "L’Union europ6enne face aux crises: 
quelles r6ponses?" (The EU and the Crises: what answers can we provide?). The 
Chairman of the Foundation, lean-Dominique Giuliani will present "The State of 

the Union 2011. Robert Schuman Report on Europe" published by Lignes de Rep@res (to be published 
at the beginning of March). It is obligatory to enrol. 

Poland 
As part of the ’Women and the Citizens’ Initiative’ project the Polish Robert 

~iI photonon dispo Schuman Foundation is organising a conference in Warsaw on this theme 
together with Agnieszka Pomaska, MP, Adam Bielan, MEP and Krzysztof 

Iszkowski of the Centre for Democratic Studies (SWPS). 

J The Irish placed Fine Gael, led by Enda Kenny, as the winner of the general 
ii~iI photo non dispo election on 2Sth February. The party won 36.1% of the vote and 70 seats 

(+19), but it failed however to achieve the absolute majority (the Dail Eireann, 
the lower chamber of Parliament, comprises 166 seats). Eamon Gilmore’s 



Labour Party came second with 19.4% of the vote and 36 seats (+16). 

Outgoing Fianna Fail was decimated winning 17.4% of the vote and 18 seats 

60) the lowest score in its history. The other party in the outgoing government 

coalition, the Green Party, was also sanctioned since with 1.8% of the vote it lost its 6 seats in the 

Daft Eireann. The independents won 12.6% of the vote. The nationalist far left party Sinn Fein won 

9.9% of the vote and 13 seats (+9). Turnout rose to 70.1% ie more than the figure recorded in the 

election of 24th May 2007 (+2.8 points). 

Read 

EiecLioT~siEator¢.a 
The Estonians are being called to ballot on 6th March next to renew the 101 

~iI photo non dispo members of the Riigikogu. The latest poll by Faktum-Ariko shows that the 
Reform Party is due to win in 7 of 12 of the country’s constituencies and is due 
to ’win 39% of the vote and 47 seats in Parliament. The Centre Party is due to 

win 5 constituencies and take 25% votes and 28 seats; the Pro Patria Union-Res 
Publica, is due to win 14% and 15 seats and the Social Democratic Party 11% and 11 seats. The 
independent candidates are credited with 8% of the vote. The Estonian People’s Union is due to win 
2% and the Greens 0.4%; both of these parties are not due to be represented in the Riigikogu. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Eiecbons/Kosovo 

j On 22nd February Behgjet Pacolli (Alliance for a New Kosovo, AKR) was elected 
~iI photo non dispo president of the Republic of Kosovo by the Kosovar Parliament. 

He won 84 votes during the First round of voting and 88 votes during the second 
round ie below the 80 necessary (2/3 of the members of Parliament) to be 
elected in the first two rounds. He was therefore appointed in the third round 
with 62 votes. 67 MPs only were present to vote since the opposition members 

chose to boycott the presidential election. Moreover Hashim Thaci (Democratic Party PDK) was re- 
elected by Parliament as Prime Minister. Apart from the Democratic Party Hashim Thaci’s 
government rallies the New Kosovo Alliance, the party of President Behgjet Pacolli and the 
Independent Liberal Party (SLS) the main party of the Serb community in the country. This coalition 
is the first in which a Serb has been given the post of Vice-President. Uk@ Rugova, son of the former 
President of the Republic (2002-2005), Ibrahim Rugova - recently split from the Democratic League 
and stood under the label of the Alliance for the Future of Kosovo in the general elections on 12th 
December last and also integrated the government coalition. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Financial Crisis : 
ESMA 

The ESMA supervisory board- the new European Securities and Markets / I 
|ii~ phot .... dispoI authority hasappointedG ..... V ..... R ...... its DirectorG ..... h Shewill 
L be responsible for the daily management of ESMA for a 5 year mandate 

(renewable once). At present she is the director of the international division of 
the Financial Service Authority (FSA),the British Market Regulation Authority. 

Read 

On 25th February the new director for Europe at the IMF, Antonio Borges 
~iI photo non dispo declared that Europe urgently needed to build up its competitiveness and 

restore growth and create jobs. 

Read 

J Detailed figures released by the Federal Statistics Office (Destatis) confirmed on 
.~.iI photo non dispo 24th February that the country’s GDP had increased by 0.4% in the fourth 

quarter of 2010 ie for the 7th consecutive month. Moreover the German public 
deficit rose to 3.3% of the GDP announced Destatis on the same day. In 
addition to this according to a press release by Ifo published on 21st February 
the Ifo Index, the business climate baromater in Gemany improved for the 9th 

consecutive month in February. 

Belgium 

j The monthly economic barometer of the Belgian National Bank published on 
.~.iI photo non dispo 22nd February increased in February for the eight consecutive month. Overall 

activity continued to recover but in the manufacturing industry and services to 
companies entrepreneurs are now slightly more reserved about the future 
development of demand. This scepticism comes after an upward turn in outlook 

observed over the last few months said the national bank. Luc Coene was appointed for a five year 
mandate on 25th February by the Belgian government as governor of the Belgian National Bank of 
which he is the present Deputy Governor that will start in April said Prime Minister Yves Leterme. 

Spai!~ 

j Following the oil price rises the Spanish government announced on 25th 
.~.iI photonon dispo February that it was going to take energy savings measures. Amongst these 

feature notably speed limits on the motorways and express roads and the 5% 
reduction in the price of train tickets for local and middle distance trips. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Finland 



The unemployment rate in Finland lay at 8.2% of the working population in 
.~j photonon dispo January announced the Finnish statistics office, Statistics Finland, on 22nd 

February. This rate decreased by 1.4% since January 2010. In January 2011 
215,000 people were unemployed in Finland. 

j According to statistics published by P61e Emploi and DARES on 24th February 
~ photo non dispo the number of job seekers who had no work at all had declined by 0.7% in 

January in comparison with December ie 2,703 million people (19,300 people 
less). Over one year, the number had increased by 1.4%. In all the number 
people registered with P61e Emploi lay at 4,045,200 in mainland France at the 

end of January 2011. 

K~!. I ~!~l~.E.!iE.!’~                                                       I: :1 

On 24th February members of the European Commission, the European Central 

~i photo non dispo Bank (ECB) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) presented their third 
report on the progress of the economic action programme in Greece the aim of 
which is to restore financial stability, re-establish competitiveness and create 
the necessary conditions for durable growth in the country. Amongst the work 
that was highlighted was fiscal adjustment toa total of 6% of theGDP reducing 

the deficit to 9.5% of the GDP in 2010. The representatives of the Greek government were invited to 
continue their work to guarantee stability and effectiveness of the banking system notably by way of 
tools deployed by the Eurosystem to generate liquidities. Approval of the conclusions of this third 
report should lead to a new payment of 15 million euros $0.9 million of which will come from the 
Member States of the Euro Area and 4.5 million from the INF. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Italy’ 

¯ ..... ...... j In January 2011 consumer prices in Italyoincreased by 0.4 ~/o in comparison with 
:IX:: photo non dispo the previous month and were up by 2.1 Yo in comparison with the same month 

in 2010 said the Italian national statistics institute (ISTAT) on 23rd February, 
However the index adjusted to consumer prices decreased in January 2011 in 
comparison with December and increased by 1,9% in comparison with the 
same month a year previously. According to ISTAT the Italian consumer 
confidence index rose from 105.9 to 106,4 in February 2011. The improvement 

is due to greater optimism about the future of the country’s economic situation and the family whilst 
the present climate index declined. 

In February Luxemburg consumer confidence declined, after adjustment to 

~i photo non dispo seasonal variations, said a press release by the Luxembourg Central Bank on 
23rd February. Consumer anticipation with regard to the general economic 
situation in Luxembourg had definitely improved in comparison with January. 
However the "financial situation of households" declined somewhat in February 

whilst their ability to save also suffered severe decline. As far as the future development in 
unemployment was concerned the figure remained stable. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Malta 

j According to data published on 24th February by the National Statistics Bureau 
~] photonon dispo the unemployment rate declined by 12.4% in January 2011 in comparison with 

the same month in 2010. In January the country had 6 797 officially registered 
job seekers ie a reduction of 961 over one year. 

Portugal 
In February 2051 the Portuguese economic climate index declined in line with 

i~] photo non dispo the trend that started in July 2010 according to data published on 24th February 
by the national Statistics Institute. However the consumer confidence index 
recovered in February thereby cutting the downward trend that had been 
ongoing since November 2009. Moreover the Portuguese State’s budgetary 

deficit decreased by 31.4% in January in comparison with the same period last year thanks to an 
improvement in revenues of 14.4% and a decrease in spending of 2.6% said the Finance Ministry on 
21st February. 

I I 
U ~’:: 

I 1 In the UKbad ...... i ........ ti .... to pour in - th ..... try is torn 

~i phot .... dispoj bet ..... drasti .... terity pl ............ ise in pri ..... d the collapse of [ the GDP since the end of the 2010 which proved to be worse than the 
beginning of the year. The Office for National Statistics now estimates the 
contraction of the GDP in the fourth quarter of 2050 at 0.6% in comparison 
with the previous quarter whilst last month it had been counting on 0.5%, it 
announced on 25th February. The ONS also reviewed the GDP figures 

downwards for the fourth quarter over one year - now estimated at $.5% against $.7% previously. 

[ 1 On 24th Feb .... y the Federal Statistics Office (OFS)said that the quarterly 
phot .... 

dispoj indicat .... 
f the employment b ..... terin Switzerland ..... led a significant [ increase in employment in the fourth quarter of 2010 from an annual point of 

view, According to employment statistics (STATEN) the total number of jobs 
had increased by 1.2 ,o over one year, 



Read 

European Council : 
Libya 

On 23rd February the President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy, 

~i photonon dispo firmly condemned the repression employed by the Libyan regime against the 
popular uprising and called for an immediate halt to violence that was 
happening there. He also announced that the EU was going to adapt its 
neighbourhood policy and help enhance democratic institutions in the countries 

of the south. On the same day High Representative Catherine Ashton also denounced the violence 
employed by the Libyan authorities. On 26th February the Security Council unanimously approved 
sanctions against the Libyan authorities. On 27th February Catherine Ashton supported the resolution 
adopted by the UN Security Council. She announced that the EU was going to set up a series of 
restrictive measures such as the freezing of assets, the prohibition of visas against Mouammar 
Kadhafi and his acolytes as well as an embargo on arms. 

Read ICtherlink iOther link JOth.~Fiink 

Czech Republ=,c 

j After his meeting with Czech Prime Minister Petr Necas on 23rd February and in 
~:~iI photo non dispo view of the next European Council meeting on 24th and 25th March, the 

President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy recalled the need to 
introduce true economic coordination of the euro area. He said that it was vital 
to enhance convergence in the area of competitiveness, establish a viable 

retirement system and strict budgetary regulation. He encouraged the countries external to the euro 
area to take part in the economic coordination process. Moreover he recalled the main objectives of 
the Eastern Partnership launched in 2009, such as the establishment of good governance and 
democratic regimes that were respectful of human rights in the partner countries. He said that the 
Eastern Partnership comprised a key tool to enhance the Union’s commitments with regard to 
Belarussian civil society whilst maintaining its critical position with regard to the government in office. 

Bulgaria/F:c, mania 

I On the occasion of his visit to Romania and Bulgaria on 28rd and 24th February 
~iI photo non dispo the President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy, congratulated his 

counterparts on the progress they had made with regard to budgetary deficits 
and economic stabilisation. He recalled that the conditional entry by the two 
countries into the Schengen area was a priority of the Hungarian Presidency and 

encouraged them to continue work to meet the required criteria. Mr Van Rompuy said that the 
integration of the Roma was a prioity issue for the EU and hopes that Romania and Bulgaria will take 
active part in this. From a strategic point of view he highlighted the need to enhance the Oriental 
Partnership that was set up in 2009 in view of facilitating dialogue with Moldova, Ukraine and to 
enhance the presence of the EU in the Black Sea area. 

Commissio. : 
SME 

j As part of the Europe 2020 Strategy the European Commission published a 
.~j photonon dispo report on 23rd February assessing its privileged instrument to enhance SME’s, 

the Small Business Act, launched in 2008. Between 2008 and 2010 this strategic 
framework enable the implementation of work designed to lighten the 

administrative charges and facilitate SME access to funding and new markets, in this same period 
100,000 SPIEs made use of the financial instruments included in the framework programme for 
innovation and competitiveness; this also led to the creation of 100,000 jobs. 

I On 24th February the European Commission adopted a proposal relative to the 

~i photo non dispo interconnection of trade registers within the EU. This proposal aims to facilitate 
electronic cross-border access to vital information on companies such their legal 
status, capital or where their HQ is. These improvements should facilitate the 
work of companies who want to open a branch in another Member States, do 

business with companies in other Member States or offer services on a cross-border basis in the EU. 
The proposal will now be examined by the Member States and the European Parliament. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

J On 21st February the European Commission announced the projects selected to 
~:~:i photo non dispo receive a total of euro170 million of trans-European transport network (TEN-T) 

funds to build and upgrade vital transport infrastructure across the European 
Union. The grants, which stem from the 2010 TEN-T annual and multi-annual 
calls published on 19 May, will help Member States to build missing transport 

links, remove bottlenecks and increase the safety and security of transport, with a special focus on 
making transport more sustainable, promoting the interconnection of different transport modes, 
accelerating and facilitating the implementation of projects and providing support for public-private 
partnerships. Moreover it announced on 25th February that a new step will be made in the 
implementation of the European Single Sky by 2012. 

R.~ad [ Od’~er link 

I More people across the EU now have access to public services online, according 
.~j photonon dispo to Europe’s 9th e-Government Benchmark Report released on 21st February. 

The average availability of online public services in the EU went up from 69% to 
82% from 2009 to 2010. The Member States with the best results in this area 
are Austria, Ireland, Italy, Malta, Portugal and Sweden. As part of its digital 

strategy for Europe the EU wants one person in two and four companies in five to be using online 
administrative services by 2018 in the EU. 



/[i~} During .... ring bet .... the European Commissi .... d the Russian 
photo non dispo government on 24th February, energy, trade and a new enhanced cooperation 

Framework were the main themes addressed. The meeting led to the signature 
of Four conventions in the area of energy, including the updating of a previous 
agreement in virtue of which Russia promises to warn the EU of any possible 

cuts in supply. 

Council 
Dipiomacv 

J On 21st February the 27 EU Foreign Ministers condemned the repression of the 
.~.iI photo non dispo demonstrations in Libya and have promised their support towards the 

democratic transition that will result from the popular uprising in North Africa 
and the Near East (Tunisia, Egypt, Bahrein, Yemen). They were concerned 
about the violence and the possibility of an influx of illegal immigrants From 

North AFrica. A "General Affairs Council" on the same day convened and prepared the European 
Council on 24th and 25th March on the economic governance of the EU, they mentioned the impact 
of the First "European Semester", the annual examination of growth, various national reform plans on 
the part of the Member States, Finally they reviewed work on the Future European stability 
mechanism (ESM). Finally they looked at the Fifth report on economic, social and territorial cohesion. 

Read ICtheriink 

Agr:cui~ureiFisheRes 

i On 22nd February the 27 Agriculture and Fisheries Ministers held a third debate 
~iI photonon dispo on the Commission’s communication with regard to the CAP in 2020. They 

agreed on the draft regulation on the labelling of Foodstuffs, With regard to 
Fishing partnership agreements they adopted a decision which allows the 
Commission to open negotiations on behalf of the Union For the renewal of the 

protocol with the Republic of Mozambique and the Kingdom of Morocco, They also adopted a decision 
modifying the regulation concerning the use of alien and locally absent species in aquaculture. Finally 
the Council was informed by the Hungarian presidency of the results of the 9th Session of the UN 
Forests Forum. 

~lusticei]nterior 

J On 24th and 25th February the 27.]ustice and Interior Ministers adopted 

~i photonon dispo conclusions with regard to the role of the Council of the European Union to 
guarantee the effective implementation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of 
the EU which has been legally binding since December 2009. They asked For the 
introduction of a new judicial Framework based on an overall approach with 
regard to the protection of personal data in the EU. Moreover they recalled the 
enhancement of cooperation between the EU and Turkey For the control of the 

borders as part of the readmission agreement between the EU and Turkey and they welcomed the 
European Commission’s communication on the "EU’s internal security strategy". Finally two visa 
waiver agreements were made with Brazil For three month stays over a period of six months. 

I I 

I On 28th February the Council approved the amendemnts made by the 

photo non dispoj European Parliament with regard to a draft directive that aims to Facilitate 
safe, quality access to cross-border healthcare and to promote cooperation 
with regard to healthcare between the Member States. 

Diplomacy : 

J ~n a joint declaration published on 24th February on North AFrica and the Middle 

~i photo non dispo East the EU’s High Representative For Foreign AFFairs and Security Policy, 
Catherine Ashton and Russian Foreign Minister Serguey Lavrov "condemned the 
use of military Force to disperse peaceful demonstrations - they also condemned 
any other Form of violence," insisting on "the need For an immediate halt to this 
type of activity". Expressing their support of the "people in Arab countries and 

their hopes For a Fairer and more prosperous life," they added that "the EU and Russia are prepared 
to provide economic assistance on the request of the countries concerned." A Fair settlement to the 
Israeli-Arab conflict is a vital element in work to stabilise and to develop long term the region as a 

whole," said the two leaders. 

CyberdeFence 

j The German government unveiled a "national cyberdeFence strategy" on 23rd 
photo non dispo February to protect infrastructures and sensitive industrial sites. :It also decided 

to create "a national cybersecurity council" comprising Secretaries of State who 
will meet to discuss IT security issues. These new bodies should enable 
Germany to respond more rapidly to criminal or terrorist attacks over the 

internet - the aim For example is to protect the :IT systems of nuclear power stations. 

Bulgaria : 



On 22nd February the Bulgarian Foreign Minister Nikolai Mladenov travelled to 

ii~iI photonon dispo Denmark where he met his Danish counterpart Lena Espersen. In a joint 
declaration indicating that Denmark and Bulgaria will celebrate the 80th 
anniversary of their diplomatic relations this year - they stressed that they 
were to step up political dialogue between the two countries. Moreover they 
discussed Bulgaria’s membership of the Schengen Area as well as issues 
related to the priorities of the Danish Presidency of the EU Council in the first 

half of 2012. 

P..~ad J Othar link 

Germany 
On 22nd February Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou travelled to Berlin 

i~iii phot .... dispo t .... t G ..... Ch .... Ilor Angela Merkel. After thai .... ring she wel .... d 
the reform work undertaken by the Greek government. In her opinion the 
government is proving that it intends to lead Greece to sustainable 
development. 

Read I Cther ]ink i OIher link                                                                     I~1 

FirflaT~d 
Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou travelled to Finland on 23rd and 24th 

~iI photo non dispo February where he discussed the economic situation in Europe, the 
enhancement of economic policy coordination and the stability of the European 
Financial system with Marl Kiviniemi. Mr Papandreou promised that his country 
would pay back the loan given by European countries to save Greek public 

Finances "interest included". 

P..~ad J Othar link :: Oti~.~s link 

J French President Nicolas Sarkozy announced a ministerial reshuffle on 27th 
photo non dispo February as he spoke on TV and the radio. Mich6le Alliot-Marie was replaced by 

Alain .lupp~ as Foreign and European Minister, whilst he was replaced by G6rard 
Longuet at the Ministry for Defence and Veterans. Claude Gu6ant was appointed 
Minister for the Interior, Overseas, Territorial Communities and Immigration. 

J French President Nicolas Sarkozy visited Turkey on 25th February where he 
~iI photonon dispo spoke with his counterpart Abdallah GQI and Turkish Prime Minister Recap 

Tayyip Erdogan. The French president’s journey was mainly devoted to G20 
issues of which France is ensuring the presidency at present. Mssrs Sarkozy and 
Erdogan exhcanged views on the reform of the international monetary system, 
the excessive volatility of prices and the issue of innovative funding. Their 

discussions also focused on relations between Turkey and the EU. 

R.~ad J Other li!~k :: Oth.~s link IxI 
Hungary : 
Law/Media 

I On 23rd February the Hungarian government made amendments to three points 
~iI photonon dispo in its controversial media law after the agreement made with the European 

Commission on 16th February. The modifications involved the demand for 
’balanced’ information, the issue of the media having to register as well as 
sanctions involving media based in another EU country. Viktor Orban’s 

government gave in to pressure and accepted to review the law on the media deemed to be an 
attempt to impede freedom by its critics and the adoption of which had damaged the government’s 
reputation; it was also weighing on the country’s presidency of the EU. The Hungarian Parliament 
was to approve this modification to the law on 28th February. 

Read I Cther link 

Ireland : 

J According to the latest results Fine Gael, the main opposition party in Ireland 

~i photonon dispo won 36.1% of the votes cast thereby easily winning the general elections on 
25th February. Labour came 2nd with 19.4% ahead of the outgoing Fianna Fail 
(17.4%). The nationalist party Sinn Fain won 9.9% whilst the independents 
made their breakthrough with 12.6%. The Green Party only won 1.8%. 

R.~ad [ Other li!~k I×I 
~taly : 

J On 24Lh February the Italian and German Presidents, Giorgio Napolitano and 
~iI photo non dispo Christian Wulff discussed European integration, the euro as well as the situation 

in North Africa and the Arab world. With regard to the present situation in these 
countries Mr Napolitano said that greater action on the part of the Union was 
necessary to counter emergency situations and to open up new cooperation 

opportunities. "This demand for greater European unity is also necessary with regard to consolidating 
our economies, our finances and our single currency," he added. 

Read [ Other li!~k 

j On 23rd February six interior Ministers (Italy, Cyprus, France, Greece, Malta 
.~.iI photo non dispo and Spain) met in Rome to look into the situation in the countries of the 

Mediterranean and the migratory flows towards Italy and Europe, They called on 
their European counterparts to re-establish a common, durable asylum system, 
to agree on an overall approach and to step up the EU’s ability to act and 



anticipate with regard to migration. 

Near Eas~ 

j Luxembourg Foreign Minister 3ean Asselborn travelled to the Near East from 

~:i photo non dispo 22nd to 26th February. In Turkey he was guest to President Abdullah GQI, Prime 
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan and European Minister Egemen Bagis. He also 
met his Turkish counterpart Ahmed Davutoglu For a bilateral discussion during 
which they exchanged views on the state of negotiations for Turkey’s accession 
to the EU and on the role played by Turkey in the Near East. Then Mr Asselborn 

travelled to Israel and the Palestinian Territories and to Egypt. During his meetings he mainly 
addressed the regional situation and the effect of the recent upheavals in the Arab world, notably in 
Libya. 

Poland : 
Czech 

j On 22nd February Polish President Bronislaw Komorowski travelled to the Czech 
.~j photo non dispo Republic with his wife on an official two-day visit. During a joint press 

conference with his Czech counterpart Vaclav Klaus he said that Czech-Polish 

cooperation would be key in 2011, both from a political and economic point of 
view and he said he hoped that the two States shared the same interests, within 

the EU and in terms of their bilateral relations. Mr Komorowski also met Czech Prime Minister Petr 
Necas to discuss issues relative to the Union and notably the Eastern Partnership, the economy and 
the situation in North Africa. 

Read I Od’~er link I×1 

Czech Republic : 

J In an interview with the agency CTK on 22nd February Former Czech President 
~iI photo non dispo Vaclav Havel, the craftsman of the fall of communism in former Czechoslovakia 

in 1989 compared the uprising ongoing at present in several Arab countries to 
the fall of the ’Iron Curtain’ in Europe more than twenty years ago. "These 
authoritarian Arab regimes are the product of the same decades as the Iron 

Curtain," stressed Mr Havel. Just like twenty years ago in the communist countries no one was 
expecting the Fall of these regimes," he added. In his opinion the West should look For an approach 
with regard to this uprising in the Arab world which would place the accent on Human Rights and 
Freedom and yet respect the specific nature of these States. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

UK: 

J In an article in the Daily Telegraph published on 21st February British Prime 

~i photo non dispo Minister David Cameron gave his vision of the reform of the public services in 
the UK. He spoke of the need For a complete change in the management of 
schools, hospitals and other services in order to offer users better quality. 
Amongst these reforms David Cameron suggests the opening of the 

management of some public services up to private companies such as the management of roads and 
some specialised schools or some treatment undertaken in hospitals. The Prime Minister is to deliver 
a report on the subject in about Fifteen days time. 

I On 24th February the British government welcomed the official report which 

~i photo non dispo recommends measures in view of increasing the share of women on the boards 
of major companies without however calling for the introduction of quotas. This 
report written by former Secretary of State for Trade, Lord Davies establishes a 
damning view of male/female equality within Britain’s main companies. "At the 
present rate it would take 70 years to reach sexual equality on the boards of 
British companies," he observes. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Albania : 

I Albanian Prime Minister Sail Berisha inaugurated the new information centre on 

~i photonon dispo the EU in Shkodra on 22nd February. During the ceremony he insisted on the 
feeling of the population with regard to the Union explaining that Albania is "the 
only country in which 95% of the population supports European integration." 
This centre supported by the national authorities as well as by the Union aims to 

inform Albanian citizens about the institutions, policies and even about European integration. 

Iceland : 
F~eferendu rp 

j The Icelandic referendum on the financial agreement Icesave convened by 
~iI photo nondispo President OlaFur~rimsson will take place on 9th April announced the Icelandic 

government on 28th February. According to a poll published on 28th February 
by the daily Frettabladid 61.3% of those who had an opinion on the agreement 
think they will vote "yes", and 38.7%% think they will opt for "no". Most of the 
electorate is still undecided. 



On 22nd February the Kosovar Parliament elected the building trade tycoon 

.~.iI photo non dispo Behgjet Pacolli as the new President of Kosovo after three rounds of voting. Mr 
Pacolli was the only candidate remaining after a coalition was Formed with the 
Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK) of outgoing Prime Minister Hashim Thagi. The 
latter was re-elected as Prime Minister in spite of international pressure that 
came in the wake of a scandal over the trafficking of organs. In a joint 

declaration on 23rd February the EU High Representative For Foreign AFFairs and the Security Policy, 
Catherine Ashton and the Commissioner For the European Neighbourhood Policy SteFan FQle said 
they were pleased with the election of Behgjet Pacolli as President of Kosovo and the establishment 
of the new government. 

Read I Cther ]ink i OIher 

Dipiomacy 

j On 22nd February the head of Montenegro’s mission at the EU, Aleksandr 

~i photo non dispo Andrija Pejovic and the Deputy Secretary General of the European External 
Action Service (EEAS) Maciej Popowski signed an agreement establishing the 
Framework For Montenegro’s participation in EU crisis management operations. 
Mr Popowski said that this agreement would help to enhance and strengthen 

cooperation between the country and the EU notably in terms of the Common Foreign and Security 
Policy (CFSP). Mr Pejovic also stressed that this legal Framework, together with the recent 
agreement on the exchange and protection of data should lead to greater participation by 
Montenegro in the Union’s Foreign policy. 

Raad IOtherlink 

Serbia : 
ICTY 

j On 23rd February Trial Chamber II of the ICTY declared that Vlastimir 
.~.iI photonon dispo Dordevic, Former Serb Assistant Interior Minister, leading police official and 

head of public security guilty of crimes against humanity and of war crimes 
committed against Albanian civilians of Kosovo in 1999; he was sentenced to 27 
years in prison. Mr Dordevic was Found guilty of having undertaken a joint 

criminal enterprise which aimed to modify the ethnic balance of Kosovo in order to guarantee 
permanent Serb dominance over the province, as well as taking part in crimes of expulsion, 
assassination, murder, Forcible transfer and persecution in 13 towns that were included in the 
indictment. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j On 22nd February the German Foreign Minister Guido Westerwelle was host to 

~iI photo non dispo Serb Deputy Prime Minister Bozidar Delic in Berlin. They notably addressed the 
rapprochement of Serbia and the European Union. Moreover the two ministers 
discussed the opening of dialogue between the governments of Belgrade and 
Pristina. 

K~!. I ~!~l~.E.!lE.!’~                                                       I: :1 
Ukraine : 
EBRD 

] On 24th February Ukrainian Economy Minister, Andriy Klyuyev and Vice 
phot .... dispo President of the European Bank For- R ..... tructi ..... d Development (EBRD) J Jan Fischer signed an agreement on a contribution of 10 million euros by 

Ukraine to the Eastern Europe Energy EFFiciency and Environment Partnership 
(ESP). From now on ESP can start work and grant subsidies to the Ukraine, as 
well as to Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia and Moldova. ESP is a Fund 
of 90 million euros managed by the EBRD. 

I: :1 
OECD : 

J According to Figures published by the OECD on 24th February growth in the 
photo non dispo goods trade gathered pace in the fourth quarter of 2010 in most of the major 

economies with record levels on the part of China. Total exports of the so-called 
BRICS countries and the G7 increased by 8% in the fourth quarter whilst 
imports into these countries rose by 7%. 

Eurostat : 
Region~ 

j According to Eurostat Figures published on 24th February the regions that came 
.~.iI photonon dispo out ahead in the ranking of regional GDP per capita expressed in terms of 

purchasing power standards in 2008 were Inner London in the UK (343% of the 
EU average), the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg (279%) Brussels (216%), 
Groningen in the Netherlands (199%), Hamburg (188%) and Prague (172%). 
The regions with the lowest GDP per capita were all in Romania and Bulgaria, 

the lowest being in the region of Severozapaden in Bulgaria (28% on average). 

Inflation gathered pace in the euro area, rising to 2.3 Yo over one year said the 

~i photonon dispo European statistics office, Eurostat on 28th February. In December consumer 
prices rose by 2.2%. Inflation rose beyond the 2% threshold For the second 
consecutive month - this is monitored by the European Central Bank,since the 
latter is responsible for watching over price stability and aims to maintain mid- 

term inflation slightly under 2%. The EU’s annual inflation rate lay at 2.7% in January 2011, 
unchanged since December 2010. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 



Studies/Reports : 
De~ence 

I In November 2010 France and the UK committed to a new era of cooperation in 

~i photo non dispo DeFence. In his paper"Franco-British Military Cooperation: a New Engine For 
European DeFence?, published by the EU Institute For Security Studies, Ben 
]ones studies the reasons For the signature in November 2010 of the Franco- 
British treaty. He explains how this new cooperation will Function and what its 

effect on the European DeFence policy will be. 

Crisis 

j The Swedish Institute For European Policy Studies (SIEPS) has published a 
~iI photo non dispo paper by Henry Montgomery entitled "The Financial Crisis- Lessons For Europe 

From Psychology". 

Read 

j The Bertelsmann Foundation has just published a study by Christian-Peter 
photo non dispo Hanelt and Almut MOiler entitled "How the European Union can Support Change 

in North Africa." 

J The 2010-2011 winter issue of the review "S~curit~ Globale" has just been 
~iI photo non dispo released byChoiseul publishing. It includesa file on "Armements: contr61er, 

d~sarmer?" and addresses the following issues: controlling conventional arms in 
Europe, the fight against the distribution of light and small calibre weapons, 
negotiations over the Arms Trade Treaty as well as on the Non-proliferation 

Treaty on nuclear weapons. 

g’..~ad [ Other li!~k                                                                                  IXI 

Econe.myiELI 

j "Economica" publishing has just released a book by Marie-Annick Barthe entitled 
.~.iI photo non dispo "Economie de I’Union europ~enne." The author looks at European economic 

governance and the new challenges created by the economic and financial crisis 
For the Europeans. Which governance and crisis management mechanisms 
should be introduced in the euro area? What kind of social and fiscal 
convergence will make monetary Union durable? 

Culture : 
Exhlbition/Basel 

j The exhibition "From Daumier to Degas. French 19th Century prints" devoted to 
ii,~,iI photo non dispo the lithography and prints of the great French 19th Masters is on show at the 

Kunstmuseum, Basel until 17th July. 

Read 

Exh:bit:.oniHa mburg 

j Two exhibitions are at presented devoted to the famous German artist Gerhard 
photo non dispo Richter in Hamburg. Until 22rid May the Hamburger Kunsthalle reviews his work 

on and his influence on modern art ("UnscharF.Nach Gerhard Richter"). The 
Bucerius Kunst Forum reviews the 1960’s with "Pictures of an Era" (Bilder einer 
Epoche); this exhibition will be open until 15th May. 

E>:hibilic,!~/Londc.n 
Until 30th May the National Gallery is offering the public an exhibition of 

~iI photo non dispo paintings by Flemish artist ]an Gossaert (1478-1S32) entitled "]an Gossaert’s 
Renaissance". The exhibition shows 80 works by the artist including "Virgin and 
Child" which dates back to 1~27. 

E>:hibilic,!~/= ladrid 

/ From March 1st to 29th May the Prado National Museum of Madrid, is offering 
Xi photonondispo] the public an exhibition devoted to the French painter lean-Simeon Chardin 

(1699-1779). 57 still life and genre paintings are on show in this exhibition that 
covers the most important stages in the artist’s career. 

Exhlbitior~/Ror:~e 



From 2nd March to 12th ~]une the Scuderie del Quirinale in Rome is devoting a 
.~.iI photonon dispo major retrospective to the work of ~talian artist Lorenzo Lotto (1480-1556) a 

major figure of the Venetian Renaissance. This exhibition takes visitors on a 
discovery of his major religious works and his portraits. 

Agenda : 

28th February 
"Transport, Telecommunications, Energy" Council 

March 1st 
Conference at the Finnish Institute for international Relations on the economic turbulence in 
Europe, Helsinki 

3rd March 
Debate "Mediterranean, Past and Present, Convergence and Cultural Differences", Paris 

March 3rd 
Board of Governors - European Central Bank 

5th March 
"The Europen Union and the Crises" European interviews, Enghien les Bains 

6th March 
General Elections in Estonia 

7th March 
’lEmployrnent, Social Policy, Health and Consumer-" Council 
Conference on the Citizens’ initiative and Women - Warsaw 

7th- ].Oth March 
Plenary Session of the European Parliament - Strasbourg 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, .]ohanna Karl4oubert ; 
Thalia Bayle, Orion Devriendt, Philippine Lef~vre 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
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The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. it develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr..lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



For more information 
contact: 
ROML Department-Portuguese 

Patricia Fuentes: 9:19.308.5698 

fuentesl@email.unc.edu 

MUSIC Department 

David Garcia: 9:19.843.2093 

~@email.unc.edu 

~here: KEN:AN REHEARSAL HALL: 

Whe n: Th u rsd a~ M ~a~,’~::h.::.:::.~.3~:;~.~’~:,8:: 12 P M 

***This event i~ia han:ds-on..workshep and cEIEbr~tign. WE will reevE, sin[t and": 
~Janee fEr the largest par~ ~[ ~, plEasE dress aEeErdingly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 1:03 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Dr. Nuhu Yaqub, Values Education and Governance in Nigeria 

Please join us for flits upcoining event: 

Carolina Seminar 

Dr. Nuhu Yaqub 
Values Education and Governance in Nigeria: How Would the Country Get the Right Balance? 

Thursday, March 3, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CII 

Dr. Nuhu Yaqub. F@bright Scholar in Residence at Wake Forest University will address values education and governance in Nigeria. This talk is part of the Carolina 

Seminar in African Ecology and Social Proces~s. This working group is comprised of Triangle area t:aculty and graduate student, s. Each month’s meeting is an informal 
gathering ibr sharing new research and discussing contemporo%~ issues in Africa. Light dilmer is sela~ed. Open to rill area faculty and graduate studems in any discipline. 

Free Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.edu for more infonnalion. 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Ceerdi natx 

Africa~ S~N~d~’s Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 8~3-2102 (£ax) 

sewail @email .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

support@africa nstudies.o rg 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 1:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA CALL FOR PROPOSALS and MEMBERSHIP 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS 2011 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL The ASA 2011 Call for Proposals is Now Open! The 54th Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association will be 
held November 17-20, 2011 at The Marriott Wardman Park Hotel in Washington, DC. This year’s Ann ual Meeting theme is: "50 Years of African Liberation" and this year’s 
Program Chair is Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University. To renew your ASA membership and/or pre-register to submit your proposal, you may log on at 
www.africanstudies.org. It’s time to join or renew your ASA Membership for 2011. Please visit the ASA website at vwvw.africanstudies.org to Iogin to myASA for members or 

click on the word ’Membership" at the top of the home page. ASA is pleased to announce the 2011 membership rates are the same as last year while the income ceiling was 
raised from $35,000 to $50,000. In addition, the retiree and joint member categories were reinstated. In order to receive the pre-registration rate for members, please allow 24 
hours for your membership payment to be processed before registering for the Annual Meeting. REMINDER: THE CALL FOR PROPOSALS DEADLINE IS MARCH 15,2011 ! 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (support@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 3:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 
today 

Hi Em~ice, 

I can’t make it today unfortunately because I have to have office 
hours for my TAship. Do you know if the money got transfered between 
the Barbara’s? I’ll try and stop by the office later today to check 
in with the Geography Barbara 

I still need to come up with the poster, which I’ll work on. 

Let me know if there’s anything else in the mean-time. 

I am heading to Egypt on Friday, and return on Monday March 14th. 

-Yousuf 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 3:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Early Registration Discount Ends March 9 - Register Today for the AAG Annual Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~? AAO~ogram B ..... 

Early Registration Discount for AAG 
Annual Meeting Ends March 9 
AAG Am~ai b*..’~etir~g- ,"~f;~il i~-1~, 2.0tl -Se~@~~,:t~=~ ...... ~9<,= 

Dear Prof, Eunice Sable, 

Register by March 9,201 I, to attend the annual meeting el the 
Association ef American Geographers in Seattle and save on your 
registration fee. 

Before After March 
Category 

March 9 9 

Regular Member $265 $315 

Member 
$145      $185 

Student/Retired 

Non-Member $390 $435 

Student Non-Member $215 $235 

Companion/Spouse $90 $140 

One Day Pass $215 $235 

For more information about the annual meeting program and events, visit 

In This Issue 

Where to Staz 

\;iew ti;e ~reiirnina~’~t 

Abeut the Am~ua~ 

....... ks~lt~nt,.~ .......................................................... 



v~vw.aa.q.org/annualmeetin.q or re.qister to attend, 

Where to Stay 
The discou~ted hotel rooms are going fast. Reserve you~ roo~r~ 
today to save! 

The Annual Meeting will take place a~ the Washington State Convention 
Center and the Seattle Sheraton Hotel. Discounted rooms are available to 
meeting attendees conveniently located near the meeting sessions and 

events. 

Sheraton Seattle Hotel = Main Conference Ho~el 
Hilton Seattle - SOLD OUT* 
Crowne Plaza - SOLD OUT* 

*The AAG group discount at this i~otel has sold out 

Member Rates* 
Regular: $265 

Student: $145 
Retired: $145 
1 Day Pass: $215 

Non-Members* 
Regular: $390 

S~uden~: $215 
Companion: $90 
1 Day Pass: $215 

~ister Now 

View t h tel ira in Prog ram On I in *D~soeu nted rates 

~.~.~ Join Our Mailing hi~ 

Tra~elin~ t~ 
Seattle ~s easily acaess~Me by a~r, car, rai~, or bus. ~G has arranged 
special d~scount rates for annua~ meeting ~ttendees through Amtr~k, 

Amedcan A~d~nes, and Av~s and Hedz ca~ ~entals, V~s~t the 
Transpodafion page for deta~s and available effers. 

Check with your favodte tr~ve] site for the ~atest dea~s. Here are some of 
~he estimated low fares found on ~he Interact: 

U,$, Ai~ Fa~es* 
Atlanta: $354 
Boston: $301 
CMcage (ORD): $371 

Da~as (DAL): $291 
Denver: $235 
Delroit: $387 
Houston (AH~ $289 
Los Angeles: $204 

New York (JFK): $356 
PhiladelpMa: $391 
Phoenix: $329 
Raleigh: $344 
San D~ege: $235 

San Francisco (OAK): $164 
W~sh~ngton (~AD): $341 

Eugene: $98 
Los Angeles: $208 

Pe~tland. OR: $73 
Salem: $78 
Tacoma: $29 
Vancouver, BC: $72 

*Source: Fly.com. Retrieved February 28, 201 I. All fa~es a=e subject to change. 
Restrictions, taxes, and lees may apply. These fa~es reflect round trip bawl on April ! 1 
and April !7, 20! 1. 
**Source: Amt~k com. Retrieved February 28, 2011 Al~ fares are subject to change. 
Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply. These fa~es reflect round trip t~svel on April 11 
and .&pd~ 17; 2011 

About Seattle 
See ~he About Seattle page online for ~&G Near, letter . 
articles on oea~tle and the Pacific No~hwest. Also see X:: Space 

Needle 
the Map of Seattle for 1he ~ecafions of the meeting 
venues, hotels, ~nd other points of interest. 

About the AAG Annual Meeting 
Joh~ fellow geographers, G~S specialists, and env~ronmenta~ scientists for 
the Annual Mee[ing of the Associa[ion of American Geographers ~n 
Seattle fe~ the very ~atesl in research and app~aafions ~n ~ eographv 
susta~nabHJty, and G~Sc~ence. Sessions are also being oFganJzed around 
specia~ themes, such 



The Changing Roles of the University in Society 

Geography and the Humanities 

Asian Geographies and Collaborations in Research and Education 

Space-Time Integration in Geog~phy and G~Science 

Census Bu[eau Sessio~]s 

The meeting program will also feature: 

The Latest Research o Presentations and pos~e~s by leading 
scholars and researchers from more than 60 countries 
Specia~ Guest Speakers - ~nc~uding Bar~ Lopez, David 
Lowen]haL T~mothy Tra~nor, and more 
Exhibit Hail - Booths and exhibits showcasing recenl 
publications and new geographic technologies 
Caree[ a~d Networking Opportunities -A Jobs in Geography 
Center Mghlight~Rg the ~atest emp~oymen~ opportunities for 
geographers and career deveJopment sessions 
Special Eve~ts - An internationsi networking reception, WorJd 
Geography Bowl and Awards ~uncheon 
FJeJd Trips - Explore the r~ch cuJtu[a~ and physical geography of 

1he PacFic No~hwest 

The AAG Annual Meeting is an interdisciplinary forum open to anyone 
with an interest in geography and related disciplines. 

We look forward to seeing you in Seattle. 
8,incerely, 

Association of American Geographers 

Forward to a friend or cogea,que 

this email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by meehn~j ~’~aaq, orq :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address ~nstan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

Association of American Geographers:: 1710 16th Street NW ::Washington :: DC 20009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 3:24 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.anc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: AtiJc~m Studies Seminar March 3 with Dr. Nuhu Yaqub 

Friends, 

Reminder: Please join us on Thursday, March 3, 20111, 6:30-9:00 PM for the next meeting of tlae African Studies Seminar. 

Dr. Nuhu Yaqub will speak on "Values Education and Governance in Nigeria: How \gould the Country- Get the Right Balance?" Dr. Nuhu Yaqub, 

Fulbright Scholar in Residence at Wake Forest University will address values education and governance in Nigeria. 

Location: FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CII 

This talk is part of the Cayolina Senrinar in AtiJcan Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle a~ea thculty and graduate sttdents. Each 

monflfs meeling is an informal gathering for sharing new reseaych and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is sere’cal. Open to all ~:rea i:acul~ and 

graduate students in any discipline. Free 

Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.eda for more information. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:!!carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: ._e__t_L_m___c__e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.t~nc.edt~/u?id~2339823~6a9~b33~a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d~b23&n T&l africa&o 28783741 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28783741-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dlb23(i~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 3:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 
barbards & mouey update 

Hi Em~ice, 

I just spoke with Barbara Taylor Davis (at geography) and she said 
she hadn’t heard back from Barbara at African Studies She called 
her, and Barbara at African Studies said it ~vasn’t her job to do the 
money transfer, and the person they hired is ne~v to do that, Agatha, 
and asked her to email Agatha. So Barabara (at geography) emailed 
Agatha. She said she ~vill let me know if she hears back from her and 
is able to get the money transfered. 

-Yousuf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yousuf AI-Bulusl’6 <yousuf@unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, March 1,2011 4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Fwd: $$$ 

barb.vcf; ATT00001 .htm 

looks like the money is now transferred. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Barbara Taylor Davis <barb~,unc.edu> 

Date: March 1, 2011 3:40:53 PM EST 

To: yousuf <yousuf~,email. uric edu> 

Subject: $$$ 

It’s DONE’. 

:) 

Have a great time in Egypt! 

Barbara 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Barbara Taylor Davis 

Davis 

Barbara Taylor 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

205 Saunders Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-8903 

E-mail: barb@unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@emaikunc.edu 

Wednesday, March 2, 201 l 9:08 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciastZaculty] Spring 2012 Cour~ Scheduling 

Dear Faculty, 

Please let us know what courses you will be teaching in the Spring of 2012 as part of your commitment to the Global Studies Curriculum. 

If you are interested in teaching a special topics course (INTS 390), email me your preferred days/times/room and the topic you will be teaching. 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.u nc.edu!d epts!ints! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 2:46 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affM~m] FW: Cape Town a~nouncement 

Honors Cape Town 2011 flyer.pdf 

Study and intern in South Africa this Fall’. 

Program page: l’attp:i//studvabroad.unc.edu!’programs.cfin?pk=398 

Eligibility: All UNC undergraduate students with a GPA of 3.0 or higher 

Application deadline: Extended to March 11, 2011 

The Honors Semester in Cape To~vn aims to immerse you into the living histot)" of South Africa by directly involving you in institutions that are helping to 

create a democratic civil socieD~. On this program, you will work three days a ~veek ~vith a non ~vernment or ~vernment a~ncy that best suits your interests 

and skills. Internships are available in the gollowing fields: 

Public Health, Children’s rights, Education (incl. special schools), Public Policy, Conflict Resolution, Legal Advocacy/Human Rights, Development: A~ncies, 

Media/Journalism, Environmental/’Conset~ation/Ecology, City Planning, Gender based Progrnms, and the Arts 

The 2011 program xvill be led by Dr.Michael Lambe~, Associate Pro~bssor of Afiican and A~o ~nerican Studies, Email: ml~mbert(~email.unc.edn. 

You will receive >velve, graded credits for this program. Your grades will be factored into your GPA. ~e credit that you will receive will be issued as followvs: 

HNRS 353 01S / AF~ 474: Intellectual Currents of the Black Atlantic (3 credits). Taught by the faculD~ director Dr. Michael Lambert. Beyond the North 

Atlantic Connection. 

HNRS 353 02Fi AFRI 520: Contemporary Southern Africa (3 Credits). 

Lecture Series on the History and Politics of South Africa. Beyond the North Atlantic connection. 

HNRS 357/AFN 296: Practicum in African Studies (3 Credits). Internship. 

ttNRS 296iAFN 396: Independent Study (3 Credits). Research Component of 

Internship, including weekly journal and term paper 

Education majors wbo will be juniors in t:be Fall 2011 can fv~lfill their major requirements on the education track of t:be program. 

This is an exciting opportunity that should not be missed! 

For more information and to apply go to: http:iistudyabroad.unc.edu/programs.c~)~a?pk=398 

For additional information on this progrmn, please contact Friederike See~r, Director of Butch Programs and ttonors Study Abroad, Email: 

Friederike M. See~r 

Director of Butch Programs and Honors Study Abroad 

UniversiV of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3510, 230 Graham Memorial 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3510 

Pbone: 919 962 9680 

E mail: fsee~r@unc.edu 

Skype: friederike.seeger 

Confidentiality Notice: This e mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e mail and 

destroy all copies of the ori~nal messa~. 

You a*e cunvnfly subscribed to aNafam as: emfice~emml.unc.edu. 

(It may be neces~ly m cut aM paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



Since the 1980’S, South Africa has witnessed sweeping 
changes in its’ political and cultural landscape. Once 
stigmatized as a racist regime, it is now celebrated as a 
nation with one of the most progressive constitutions 
in the world. While Pretoria is the seat of the South 
African government, Cape Town is the location of 
parliament, and it is this magnificently beautiful city 
nestled between sandy beaches and gorgeous mountain 
tops that will provide the setting for this Honors Study 
Abroad program. 

Honors Semester in Cape Town aims to immerse 
you into the living history of South Africa by directly 
involving you in institutions that are helping to create 
a democratic civil society. On this program, you will 
work four days a week with a non-government or 
government agency that best suits your interests and 
skills. Internships are available in the following fields: 

Public Health, Children’s rights, Education (including 
special schools), Public Policy, Conflict Resolution, 
Legal Advocacy/Human Rights, Development Agencies, 
Media/Journalism, Environmental/Conservation/ 
Ecology, City Planning, Gender-based Programs and the 
Arts (other fields are also available). 



HNRS 352 i AFR1474: Intellectual Currents of the Black Education classes will be taught and supervised by Dr. 

Atlantic (3 credits). Taught by the faculty director, Professor Suzanne Gulledge (Department of Educatio~O. Credit will be 

Michael Lambert. Major credit in African Studies. issued as follows: 

HNRS 353 o2Fi AFR1520: Contemporarg Southern Africa 

(3 credits). Lecture Series on the History and Politics of South 
Africa. Beyond the North Atlantic connection. Major credit in 
African Studies. 

HNRS 352 / AFR1474: Intellectual Currents of the Black 
Atlantic (3 credits). Taught by the faculty director, Professor 
Michael Lambert. Beyond the North Atlantic Connection. 
Major credit in African Studies. 

HNRS 357iAFR1296: Practicum in African Studies (3 
cq’edits). Internship. 

HNRS 296iAFR1396: Independent Study (3 credits). 
Research Component of Internship, including weekly journal 
and term paper 

Education track: 
Students majoring in education will be able to satisfij their 
major requirements by enrolling in courses traditionally 
taken in the first semester in the teacher education program. 

HNRS 353 o2F/ AFR1520: Contemporary Southern Africa 

(3 credits). Lecture Series on the History and Politics of South 
Africa. Beyond the North Atlantic connection. 

HNRS 350 i EDUC 465: Introduction to Teaching. This 
course will be taught during the first four weeks of the 
program. 

HNRS 357 / EDUC 466 (2 credits): Planning fi)r Teaching. 

HNRS 357 / EDUC 467 0 crediO: Internship in education. 

The program is based at the University of Cape Town, where you will have computer, gym and librar?; 
privileges. In addition to your eoursework, you have the opportunity to attend lectures and briefings by local 
academic, business and political leaders. 

You will live at the Hillcrest Manor Guesthouse in Tamboerskloof, a residential neighborhood near the city 
center with easy access to transportation to the University of Cape Town campus. All bedrooms, which will be 
shared with one or two students, have en-suite bedrooms, a television, ceiling fan and heater. The guesthouse 
has common dining and lounge areas, as well as a private swimming pool and deck overlooking the city and 
mountain. The guest house is in walking distance to restaurants and shopping. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malinda S. Smith <~malinda.smith@ualberta.ca> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 5:19 PM 

malinda, smith@ ua] berta.ca 

Onowa McIvor (UVic) - Indigenous #7 - Lit~ and death of Cmmda’s founding la~guages (and not the two you think) 

All: 
Belo~v is the latest entry -- by Onowa McIvor, Director of Indigenous 
Education, Faculty of Education, UVic -- in the Indigenous 
knowledge/education series I am running on the ’Fedcan Blog-Equity 

Matters’ <http ://blog fedcan, ca/c ategorv/equity-matt ers/> 

To vie~v all of the Indigenous knowledge/education entries please check 
out the below link (and Tweet it, Link it, etc) and share it with your 
networks. 
<http ://blog. fed can. ca/tag/indigenous-edu cation/> 

Man?’ thanks. 

Malinda S. Smith 
VP, Equity, CFHSS (wwv.fedcan.ca) 

Life and death of Canada’s founding languages (and not the two you think) 

Onowa McIvor, University of Victoria 
Guest Contributor 

Fedcan Blog - Equity Matters (2 March 2011 ) 
< http://Nog.fedcan.ca/2011/03/02/life-and-deat h-of-canadas-fo unding-lang 
uag es-and-n ot-the-two-you-t hink/>. 

Most Indigenous languages in the land now called Canada are on the 
decline. I have seen the language die in my family in one generation 
through the premature deaths of both my maternal grandparents. My 
grandparents chose not to pass their language Muskego-Nihlyaw (Swampy 
Cree) to their children either due to their own learned disregard for 
the language or a belief that their children would truly be better off 
without it, or both. I fear I will witness the death of most of the 
first languages of this land within in?’ lifetime. 

Many factors have contributed to the devastation of Indigenous 
languages, particularly over the last 100 years. Of course, this 
varies depending on the region as each territory has its own stoty. 
For instance, some parts of Canada have had much longer sustained 
contact with settlers (east coast versus the west coast). Further 
still, some languages appear to be safer from extinction due to 
population size and vast reach of territory (such as the Anishnaabe 
and the Cree) or due a more remote location (many Inult communities) 

However, man?" of the factors that have contributed to the decline of 
Indigenous languages are cormnon across Indigenous nations, such as the 
effects of contact with Europeans in the form of disease (some nations 
had 50-80 percent of their population wiped out by contact with 
European-introduced diseases to which they had no immunity), warfare, 
the creation and enforcement of colonial la~v barming cultural, 
spiritual and goverlm~ental practices (all of which were impoltant 
vessels for continuing the language), and lastly, the erosion of land 
and ~vater-based sustenance lifes~les due to the diminishment (through 
various means) of tel~itory. 

In addition, there are many contemporaW contributors to the continued 
and further devastation of the first languages of the land now known 
as Canada. They- include the (unofficial) promotion of monolingualism 
in Canada through the lack of support or encouragement for a 
state-supported multilingual society; the globalization, expansion and 
pronrotion of English worldwide; a plethora of competing and pressing 
issues facing First Peoples’ communities due to the lingering effects 
of colonization such as poverty, addictions, mental health issues, 
physiological health issues, treaty negotiations/struggles, 
(re)building self-governance, and relentlessly new and reoccurring 
environnrental battles with governnrent and industry. 

Listen to Onowa McIvor discuss Academic contributions of Indigenous scholars 

Read the rest of this entry at: 
<http://blog.fedcan.cai2011/03/02/life-a nd-death-of-ca na das-founding-lang 
u ag es-and -not-the-two-you-think/>. 

Read other Indigenous entries at: 
<http ://blog. fedcan, caita g/indigenous-education/>. 



Malinda S. Smith, PhD 
Department of Political Science 
10-23 HM. Tory Building 
University of Alberta 
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H4 Canada 
Telephone: 7804925380 
Fax: 780.492.2586 
http:i/www uofaweb.ualberta.ca/po lisciiindex cfin 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 6:04 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t?aculty] UNC Cape Town Program: An opportunity tbr Your students 

Cape To~vn Honors Stu@ Abroad Program 

Deadline extended to March 11 

Program Dates and Cost: ¯ Aug. 25 - Dec. 2, 2011 . Estimated cost: $14,980 
Financial Aid can be applied to the program cost and need based 
scholarships are available. 
Eligibility: All UNC undergraduate students with at least a GPA of 30 
or higher. 

Contacts: 
¯ Friederike Seeger, Honors: fseeger@email uric edu 
¯ Lori Rezzouk, Stu@ Abroad lorirezzouk@unc.edu 
° Pro£ Make Lambert, Faculty Director: mlamber@email uric edu 

Since the 1980’s, South Africa has witnessed sweeping changes in its’ 
political and cultural landscape. Once stigmatized as a racist regime, 
it is now celebrated as a nation with one of the most progressive 
constitutions in the world. While Pretoria is the seat of the South 
African government, Cape Town is the location of parliament, and it is 
this magnificently beautiful city nestled between sandy beaches and 
gorgeous mountain tops that will provide the setting for this ttonors 
Study Abroad program tIonors Semester in Cape Town aims to immerse you 
into the living histop)~ of South Africa by directly involving you in 
institutions that are helping to create a democratic civil society’. On 
this program, you will work four days a week with a non-government or 
government agency that best suits your interests and skills. Internships 
are available in the following fields: 

Public Health, Children’s rights, Education (including 
special schools), Public Policy, Conflict Resolution, 
Legal Advocacy/Iiuman Rights, Development Agencies, 
Media/Journalism, Environmental/Conservation/ 
Ecology’, City Planning, Gender-based Programs and the 
Arts (other fields are also available). 

To Apply Online: www.studyabroad.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: eunice@email.~mc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-28791850-9518753.bdc06336c8228b7I’0846378ae5dc20e0@listse1~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

EUNICE N Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 6:26 AM 

Dr. Sahle: On Today and AFAM474 Research Assignment: AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Please note the following: 

1) Today’s class time - as highlighted at our first meeting and in the course outline, this time is geared to providing you ruth ahead start on your research paper wNch is 

due April 11. 

2) Topics: They are posted m Blackboard and as you will see, the topics are mainly drawn from two of required textbooks in an eflbrt to thcilitate your reseaacch. 

Best wishes on this research day, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

members@africanstudies.org 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 8:59 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

U of Pretoria - Request for Candidates 

PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. If you are interested and wish to respond to this request, please do so by contacting Professor Johan Bergh at johan.bergh@up.ac.za, +27-$ 2-420 
3749/+27-83 9688229). Otherwise, please ignore this message. 

University of Pretoria 

Faculty of Humanities 

Department of Historical and Heritage Studies 

Post-Doctoral Fellowship 

With support from the Oppenheimer Memorial Trust and the Faculty of Humanities, the Department of Historical and Heritage Studies is able to offer a 

two-year Post Doctoral Fellowship. The Fellowship runs from April 20:[:[ to March 20:[3. 

As one of South Africa’s most prominent centres of historical research, the Department of Historical and Heritage Studies is joint host of a major 

international research project on "The Making of Modern Southern Africa, :[867- :[899: Local and Global Perspectives". Encompassing established 

historians at leading universities in South Africa, Europe and the United Kingdom, the project seeks to recruit an outstanding young scholar interested in 

researching and writing on any aspect of its wider aims. The successful candidate will enjoy every opportunity of working with members of the 

international network in the course of developing her/his own research. 

Remuneration: R:[90 000 per annum. 

Applicants must hold a doctorate in History {obtained in the last five years) or provide a supervisor’s letter indicating that a result is expected before the 

end of April 20:[:[. Applications should include a covering letter, a :[ - 2 page explanation of what the applicant hopes to contribute to the project, a CV, 

and the names of three academic referees. 

For further details, contact Professor Johan Bergh (johan.bergh@ up.ac.za, +27-:[2-420 3749/+27-83 9688229). 

Closing date: 3:[ March 20:[:[ 

This e-mail was sent from African Studies Association (members@africanstudies.org) to eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe, please click on this link and follow the instructions: 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.of.Women.Faculty.&.Professionals@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 11:23 AM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~4"pall] Call tbr nominations-- Mary Turner Lane Award 

2011MTLAwardC allforNominations.doc 

Dear Colleague, 

Attached is the call for nominations for the 2011 Mary Turner Lane Award. Please consider nominating one of the many outstanding women who work, teach and 

lead on this campus. The deadline for nominations is Tuesday, March 29, 2011. 

Beth Millwood 

President, AWFP 2010-11 

www.unc.edu/awfp/ 

Elizabeth A. Millwood 

Outreach Coordinator 

5outhern Oral History Program 

410 E. Franklin St., CB #9127 

University of North Carolina at Chape! Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919.952.0560 

Yon a~e subscribed to this list, awt~oall, because you have been identified a~s a t~male thculty or professional staJt’member who is eligible to join or pa~icipate in 
activities slyonsored by the UNC Association tbr Women Faculty mad Prot~ssionals. We use this general li st ve~ sparingly only to invite yon to the tbnr or live events 

we sponsor throughout tile year. If you would like to be unsubscribed, please elnail anne whisnant@unc.edu. 



2011 
Cal  for Nominations 
Mary Turner Lane Award 

We invite nominations for the Mary Turner Lane Award, given annually by the Association for Women 
Faculty and Professionals to a woman who has made an outstanding contribution to the lives of women 
on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. 

"Outstanding contribution" is interpreted broadly, touching all areas of the lives of women, including 
students, faculty, staff, and administrators, on our campus. It includes, but is not limited to, 
achievements that enhance women’s lives through the following: scholarship, teaching, leadership, 
health services, social services, political activism, professional advancement, program development, and 
staff support. 

The award is named to honor Mary Turner Lane, founding director of the Curriculum in Women’s 
Studies and the first recipient of the award. 

The nomination deadline is Tuesday, March 29, 2011. Please send nominations by email to Ruth 

Moose at rumoo@email.unc.edu that include: 

The nominee’s name 

A paragraph (or two) describing the nominee’s contributions to women at UNC and why she is 
deserving of the award 

Nominator’s name, department name and contact information (email, phone) 

This year’s recipient will be honored at our annual AWFP Spring Luncheon, ~vhich will be held on 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Carolina Inn, Old Well Room. 

2010 Etta Pisano 
2009 Laurie McNeil 
2008 Elmira Mangum 
2007 Jan Boxill 
2006 Diane Kjervik 
2005 Bernadette Gray-Little 
2004 Linda Dykstra 
2003 Sue Estroff 
2002 Anne Dellinger 
date unknown Marsha Collins 
date unknown Noelle Granger 
1997 Laurie Charest 

1996 Jane Brown 
date unknown Carol Reuss 
1994 Barbara Harris 
date unknown Margaret Anne O’Connor 
1992 Laura Gasaway 
19911 Beverly Whitaker Long 
11990 Shirley Weiss 
1988 Judith Wegner 
date unknown Mary Ellen Jones 
date unknown Patricia Wallace 
1986 Mar5, Turner Lane 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 11:38 AM 

Research day -: AFAM474.001.SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Just to clarify: 

the research day is for individual research efforts on the AFAM474 term paper. Thus our class will not meet today. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable. 



Call for Proposals IAH INNOVATION FUND 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities (IAH), in partnership with the 
Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development 
and with support from the Hyde Family Foundations, is pleased to 
announce the creation of a $100,000 Innovation Fund for projects 
in the arts and humanities, 

INNOVATION IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES 

The IAH Innovation Fund exists to support faculty work that fails within the broad outlines of the roadmap for innovation 

at UNC, available online at .~:..//!.~###~#~. 

The IAH Innovation Fund will support projects that venture beyond traditional practices in arts and humanities research 
and teaching. It encourages work that engages with new methods of working, learning and teaching and embarks in 
knowledge creation with diverse publics within and beyond the academy. 

We encourage projects, collaborative or individual, from faculty across the university as long as the work is within the 
presented guidelines. In short, we encourage proposals that imagine possibilities, that transform what the arts and 
humanities can do in our culture and in our world. 

ABOUT THE FUND 

Faculty may submit proposals for projects that are for a short duration or that extend for several years. Proposals 
may also be for projects that require minimal financial support or that envision substantial amounts. The IAH will 
provide funding for up to $50,000 and sustained project support for up to three years. Successful applications will 
receive an initial "seed" grant of up to $5,000 for planning and preliminary work. The Institute will work with 
successful applicants to define the specific resources (both monetary and non-monetary) necessary for a project’s 
success, to locate these resources within the university and/or community, and to establish measurable 
benchmarks to ensure its successful completion. 

Funds may be used for summer salary support, payment of research assistants, travel, supplies, research materials, 
equipment or any other properly justified expense of scholarly or artistic endeavor. 

PRIORITIES FOR SELECTION 

Innovation in the arts and humanities comes in many forms and has a variety of goals. Priority will be given to: 

Work that is multidisciplinary and collaborative, although work by individual faculty will be considered. All work 
must describe projects that fit clearly within the framework of the arts and humanities; 

Work that utilizes--and experiments in--new forms of communication and new ways of disseminating 

scholarly work; 

The creation of new curricular forms, including inquiry-based courses organized around a question or a problem; 

Work that makes efforts to bridge the gap between academic knowledge and activities in the non-academic 

world--cultural, economic, political and global--to which that knowledge can make a contribution; 

To APPLY 

Application criteria and forms are available at ~..,’./Z!~.~#!~[~[~:~#:~.~.~!.~f~. Proposals must be submitted 
electronically on the IAH website by midnight on April 8. Announcement of awards will be made by May 20, 2011. 

If you would like to discuss your proposal, please contact IAH Interim Director Bill Balthrop (vwb@email.unc.edu, 843- 
2657) or Executive Director Megan Granda (mgranda@unc.edu, 843-2653). 



O{.I~ Educational DVD is licensed 

for {~niimited academic exhibition 

for you~ school:s ~ibra[y. Receive 

two sho~ter ~e~s~ons (~}e~fect fo~ a 

classroom screening) along wi[h a 

copy of the theatrical film, 

supp~ementa~ v~deos, and a g~ide 

specially designed to stimulate 

classroom d~sc~ss~on 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 4, 2011 11:35 AM 

Department listserv ~’atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat?am] FW: One Lmae Closure on Portion of Pittsboro Street During Spring Break 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2011 11:14 AM 
Subject: One Lane Closure on Portion of Pittsboro Street During Spring Break 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 
One Lane Closure on Portion of Pittsboro Street During Spring Break 

One lane of PiLtsboro will have to be closed on PiLtsboro Street from Cameron Avenue to Manning Drive from Monday, 
March 7 - Friday, March 11. 
The lane closure is for the purpose of staging maintenance equipment so that Duke Electric, in concert with the Town 
of Chapel Hill, can trim tree limbs away from overhead power lines. 
The bus stops at the Credit Union and at University Drive may shift very slightly for short periods during this time. 
Transit users will be able to access the buses. 
Some traffic delay and congestion can be expected during the lane closures. Please use caution or choose an 
alternative route during this time. 

Thank you jot your understanding and cooperation / 

~.,5~Y7 Pub lic ~fb ty 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriaIiam&o=2880214.3 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.~..e..~..2-8..8~2...~...4..‘.3...-:.3...2.~.(.}.!~..@~8..:.e..~..7.~.@~...a...5~8.:3..~:.3...~..~..~.~.~}~.~!).~2~@~istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Pdb6 <jdritx~@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 4, 2011 6:56 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

"The Other Latin@" by Lorraine M. Ldpez, 6 PM, Monday, March 28, 2011 

Lolraine Ldpez.pdf, ATT00001 .htm 

The UNC Latina’o Cnltures Speakers Series presents: 

The Other Latin@: Writing Against a Singulax Cnlmral IdentiF 
Lorraine M. Ldpez from Vanderbilt Universi~’ 

6 PM, Monday, March 28, 2011 

Institute tbr the Arks & ttumanities, University Room of Hyde ttall, UNC - Chapel 

For directions, visit: Ntp://iah.unc.edu/contacVdirections/directions 

Q & A and book-signing to follow 

Lorrofine M. L6pez’s firs~t book Soy la Avon Lady mad Other Stories won the inaugural Miguel Mea~n61 Prize. Her second book Call Me Henri was awarded the 

Paterson Prize, and her novel The Gifted Gabalddn Sisters was a Borders/Las Comadres Selection. Ldpez’s Homicide Survivors Picnic and Other Stories was a 

Finalist for the PENiFaulkner Prize. She has edited a collection of essays titled An Angle of Vision: Women Writers on Their Poor or Worldng-Class Roots 

(UNversi~~ of Michigan Press. 2009). Her forthcoming works inclnde a novel, "The Realm of Hnngry Spirits" and an edited collection of essays, ’q~he Other Latin@." 

Sponsored by the UNC Program in Latina,’o Studies, the Institute for the Arts & Hnmanities, and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor~;pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 7:16 AM 

pam~uka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 519: Links and Resources 

PAMBAZUKA iN~EWS 519: L IikZ4 S .AND RESOLrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2. Zimbabwe update, 3. Women & gender, 4 
Htunan rights, 5 Refugees & forced migration, 6 Emerging po~vers news, 
7. Elections & governance, 8 Corruption, 9 Development, 10 Health & 
HIViAIDS, 11. Education, 12. LGBTI, 13 Racism & xenophobia, 14. 
Enviromnent, 15. Land & land rights, 16 Food Justice, 17. Media & 
freedom of expression, 18. Conflict & emergencies, 19. Internet & 
technology, 20. eNewsletters & mailing lists, 21. Fundraising & useful 
resources, 22. Courses, seminars, & workshops, 23. Publications, 24. 
Jobs, 25. World (;up 2010, 26 WikiLeaks and Africa 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\IIVVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\IVViVVV/\ 

1 Announcements 

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS: MOVING WALLS GROll2P P[tOTOGR~%PHY EXt]~IBITION 

The Open Society Foundations invite photographers to submit a bo@ of 
work for consideration in the Moving Walls 19 group exhibition. 
Application deadline is April 1,2011. 

http ://wv, as,. pambazuka, or~/en/cate~ory/Announce/71262 

/\/\//VVV/VV\//V\i\i/\/\/V/\&/V/VVV/\/V\i/V\/\//\ 

2 Zimbabwe update 

Z IMB ABWI~: ANO~I][ ;rER I)IS S IDE NT ARRE S TED, TORTURE]-), LAZAr Yt~;R S SA Y 

http:~/mg.coza/article/2011-03-01-another-zim-dissident-arrested-tort ured-law~ers-s ag 

Police have arrested and tortured another dissident critic of Zimbabwe 
President Robert Mugabe’s regirae as the government escalated a 
clampdown against a perceived plot to stage mass demonstrations 
against the leader, la~3,-ers said late on Monday (01 March). Job 
Sikhala, the leader of a small offshoot of Prince Minister Morgan 
Tsvangirai’s Movement for Democratic Change (MDC), was arrested on 
Friday in connection with an alleged plan to stage demonstrations like 
those in Egypt. 

Z~qBAB\~E: MUGABE THREATENS FOREIGN FIR_MS 

http:i/english.aliazeera.netinews/africa/2011/03/20113341948280934.html 

Zimbabwe’s president has threatened to seize foreign firras and boycott 
their products in retaliation for Western sanctions against him and 
senior members of his ruling ZAiN%--PF party. Robert Mugabe raade special 
nrention on Wednesday of British-controlled banks and businesses, 
saying they controlled 400 businesses in the fomaer British colony in 
southern Africa. 

Z~/IBABV~: P~ACE TO SLTCCEED ’AILING’ MUGABE 

http://www timeshve.co.zaisundaytimes/article949836.ece/Race-t o-suc ceed-ailing-Mugabe 

As anxiety grows about President Robert Mugabe’s health, &visions in 
Zanu-PF have worsened, with the two main camps angling to succeed the 
veteran leader intensifying their internal battle for control of the 
party Mugabe’s health concerns escalated last week when he was rushed 
to Singapore fbr ~vhat spokesman George Charamba said was ’the last 
review on his minor cataract operation’. 

/VV/VVV /VV \I /V\/\/’ / \i \A/ I \IVV A/VV /VV\/ /V \i \/ / \ 

3 Women & gender 

AFRICA: FA2vlEDEV AWARDS GA\ICOTI~4P GEiN~DER AWARD 2011 



http ://thep~int~m/africa/~ambia/artic~e/famedev-awards-gamc~trap-gender-award-2~11 

The Executive Director of GAMCOTRAP, Dr Isatou Touray, is one of the 
recipients of the Africa Gender Award 2011 by FAMEDEV (Femme et media 
et Development) headed by a Gambian, .~mie Joof-Cole based in Dakar, 
Senegal. Dr Touray is amongst other prestigious awardees such as the 
Senegalese President, His Excellency Abdoulaye Wade Imam Baba Muhtarr 
Leigh, received the a~w~rd on behalf of Dr Touray. 

A}:RICA: NO DECENT WORK FOR CROSS-BORDER TRADERS 

This week marks 100 years o:[" International Women’s I)ay with a theme 
that mentions the need for a pathway to decent work for women Despite 
the ]’act women cross-border traders make huge contributions to African 
economies, their path to decent work is still strewn with difficulty 
and danger. A recent United Nations Development Fund for Women 
(UNIFEM) report surveyed 700 cross-border traders in Southern Africa 
and J2~und that most women traders had reported sexual abuse and 
harassment. ~flqis exposes women traders to HIV infection and other 
sexually-transmitted diseases, yet nobody seems to take action 

http://www.pambazuka.or~ienicate~ol~iwgender/71476 

DRC: CAPTURING THE VOICES OF WOMEN 

http ://www.w~menf~rw~men. ~rg/news-w~m~n-f~r-w~men/assets/files/dr-c~ng~-rep~rt-2~1~.pdi~ 

Despite the signing of international peace agreements, a deadly 15 
year war continues in Eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). 
Women shoulder a disproportionate burden of the conflict. Women in 
Eastern DRC, face threats of violence and pervasive insecurity, lack 
of livelihoods, educational inequalities, and poor health and 
wellbeing. This document from Wonren for Women International captures 
the voices of women in North and South Kivu in Eastern DRC. 

KENYA: ONE WOMAN’S TURBL~LENT JOLT-~NEY TO SUCCESS 

http:i/www.il)s.oraiafrica/2011/03/keiwa-one-womans-turbulent-iournev-t o-suc c es si 

Mount Elgon in Western Kenya is one of the most marginalised regions 
in the countu. It is so nrarginalised that it is the only area where 
not even an inch of tarmac road has been constructed. The area is 
characterised by violent cmfflicts over land, as well as retrogressive 
cultural practices such as female genital mutilation (FGM) and early 
child marriages. It is frora these harsh conditions that Jennifer Masis 
has risen, against great odds, to be a fblrnidable force in the fight 
fbr ~vomen’s empo~verment. 

LI]3ERL4: \{ATERNITY YVAITING HOMES LAU~!CHED 1N LIBERIA 

Liberia is one of the most dangerous places in the world to be 
pregnant - one in 20 women will die during pregnancy or childbilth. 
But the goverl~ment is launching new projects to deal with the problem. 
One such project began in Februar,v, with the opening of the first of 
seven ’maternity waiting homes’ in Bong Count?,’, in north-central 
Liberia. A ’maternity waiting home’ is a facility, within easy reach 
of a hospital or health centre, that is equipped with medical supplies 
and provides antenatal care with skilled birth attendants and 
emergency obstetric care. 

NORTH AFRICA: REVOLTS BYPASS DOMESTIC WORKERS 

http://en ~lish aliazeera net/indepth/featur es/2011/03/201132152843118869 html 

The uprisings sweeping the Arab world have been provoked by long 
injustice, low income, police brutality, and lack of social security. 
While the world looks at this, the suffering of up to three million 
maids across the Arab world remains wrapped in silence Victims of 
abuse, confinement and rape, migrant domestic workers are often 
invisible because they suffer in places that remain hidden to the 
public eye, mostly private homes. 
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4 Human rights 

EGYPT: A FIRST STEP TOWARDS PROSECU~TIONS? 

http ://en~lish a]iazeera.net/indeptl~’spotli~ht /anger-in-e~,.ypt/2011/03/2011368410372200.html 

The protesters who stormed the of[’~ces of’Egyptian state security this 
weekend say the buildings are proof of ’the greatest privacy invasion 
in history’, filled with transcripts of phone conversations, 
surveillance reports and stark reminders of the torture carried out 
inside.Hundreds of protesters seized the state security building - a 
prominent symbol of the Egyptian govermnent’s bl.atality - after hours 
of protests. Protesters say they hope the documents are used to 
prosecute state security officers. 

EGYPT: HI~IAN RIGHTS ORGANISATIONS COi~T.DEMiX~ MILITARY COL~T TRIALS 

The signatory organisations to this statemunt have stressed that 
civilians are not to be prosecuted and tried for nun-nrilitary crimes 
before military tribunals coraposed of military officers, which is 
contrary to the basic rights of citizens to a fair trial. This follows 
the conviction ofAt~ Abdallah Abd el-Rasoul el-Beheiry on 1 March on 
charges of assault of an officer and breaking curfew. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/er~,’categor¥irightsi71375 

EGYPT: MUBARAK REG~vIE ’PROVOKED’ ATTACKS ON CHRISTIANS 

http://www.ips.or g/africa/2011i03iegypt-mubarak-regirne-8216provoked8217-attacks-o n-christians/ 

Analysts say there is growing evidence that Egyptian securi~ fbrces 
planned attacks on Christian churches and clergT, or allowed them to 
happen. The apparent purpose of the attacks was to reinforce the idea 
to sympathetic Western governments that without Mubarak, radical 
Islamist groups would gain a foothold in Egypt and wage a holy ~var on 

its Christian communi~ 

KENYA: STATE RESPONDS TO ICC CRqL SOCIETY DRIVE WITH TWO-2vfILLION 

SIGNATURE EFFORT 

http://mstandardmediaco.ke/headlines.php?id 2000030117 

A competition has broken out between Government and civil society 
groups opposed to the deferral of International Criminal Court cases. 
Government fi]nctiunaries have launched a bid to collect two milliun 
signatures from Kenyans to prove that the deferral bid has popular 
support. This is a direct response to civil society groups that 
announced they would collect a million signatures to oppose the 
deferral drive. 

KENYA: VICE PRESli~ENT O},~F FOR ICC ]bE}:ERRAL MISSION 

http :i/www africareview com/News/-/979180/1120070/-/hqk3J\vz/-/index htm[ 

Kewan Vice-President Kalonzo Musyoka started a second round of 
shuttle diplomacy on Sunday to lobby :[’or International Criminal Court 
deferment of Kewa’s post election violence case by a year. Musyoka 
left the country R~r a meeting with UN secretary general Ban Ki Moon 
on Tuesday and US officials on Wednesday. 

T_.IBYA: GENiR?.L ASSEMBLY SUSPENDS LIB’~)\ FROM RIGHTS BODY 

http:/iwww.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?Newsli) 37656&Cr ]ibya&Crl 

The General Assembly suspended Libya from the United Nations Human 
Rights Council on 1 March R~r ’gross and systematic’ human rights 
violations because o:[’ President Muammar Al-Qadhafi’s violent 
repression of peaceful protesters demanding his ouster. The wXe by 
the 192-member Assembly, for which a two-thirds majority was required, 
followed a request frora the Geneva-based Council itself that it 
suspend the North African country one of the top L2XT right’s 
47 elected members and was passed by- acclamation. 



SUDAN: RIGHTS GROU~PS CRITICISE KI~C~RTOUM CRACKDOYVNS 

http://www.irinnews.or~/Report.aspx?ReportID 92031 

Anti-government protesters, who have taken to the streets of Khartoum 

and other Sudanese cities over recent weeks, r~ the risk of sexual 
assault, torture and detention, say human rights workers and 
demonstrators. ’We corffirmed five cases of women who were sexually 
assaulted during or after the protests,’ said Rania Rajji, Amnesty 
International’s Sudan researcher, adding that there had also been 
cases of torture, and injured people being denied medical care while 
in detention. According to Anmesty, some 60 people who took part in 
protests are in the custody of security forces. 

I’,I’,h",2,~iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,~i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
5 Refugees & forced migration 

AFRICA: DREAMS OF A BETTER LWE AiN~D THE REALITY OF TRAFFICKING 

http ://bit.N/fHdgP1 

Dreams of a decent hying as well as good paying jobs and working 
conditions have gripped the lives of many young people ficom Somalia, 
Ethiopia as well as nolthem Kenya. Youth aged between 20 to 40 years 
are being lured with promises of relocation to the developed world and 
other countries within the region like South Africa. However, ~vhile 
many youth leave home dreaming big, the dreams have ended up turning 
into nightmares and harro~ving tales for the young men and women as 
they- travel from various destinations to the capital city of Nairobi 
and Mombasa This article ficom the African Woman and Child Feature 
Service examines the issue 

AFRICA: EU MIGRATION POLICY AND SUPPORT FOR DICTATORSHIPS 

http://ww~v.miareurop or~/articlel 817html 

While protest movements are develuping against dictaturial regunes in 
northern Africa and the Middle East, the statements and actiuns by 
European governments are mere rheturic when it is a matter of 
reaffirming the necessity of a closure of burders that undermines 
fundamental rights, says this article. Thus, while Gaddafi brandishes 
the spectre o:[" a migratury invasion by threatening Eurupean states uf 
putting an end tu any ’cuoperatiun in the field of the fight against 
irregular immigratiun’, the EU, thruugh the words of its 
representative :[’or fureign affairs, Catherine Ashton, claims that it 
does not want tu give in to blackmail. At the same time European 
budies continued to negutiate, less than a week ago, Libyan 
participauon in their policy tu secure the Mediterranean space 

CHAD: MBYA UNREST (XTI’S ’CRITK;AL’ AID ROUTE 

http://ww*v.irinnews ur~/Repurt.aspx ?R epur rid 92071 

Unrest in Libya has cut off a 3,000km supply route the World Fuod 
Prugramme has used since 2004 to bring food tu tens uf thuusands uf 
Sudanese refugees and displaced Chadians in eastern Chad. ’WFP used 
the Libya corridur for abuut 40 per cent uf its loud aid to Sudanese 
refugees and displaced Chadians,’ Jean-Luc Siblot, WFP representative 
in Chad, told IRIN. V~nen unrest erupted in Libya, 11,000 tons of 
cereals and pulses were ready for discharge at Libya’s Benghazi port 
to be transported to eastern Chad. The two vessels carrying food have 
since been re-routed to Port Sudan, Siblot said. 

C(~TE D’IVOIRE: ’DRAMATIC INCREASE’ IN’REFUGEES FLEEING 

http://xvwxv.trust, org/alertnet/news/dranratic-increase-in-refugees-fleeing-ivot~,~-c oast 

Thousands more refugees are fleeing an escalation of political 
violence in the Ivory Coast, repolts children’s charity Plan 
International. Uno~tTicial figures suggest that up to 40,000 people 
have crossed the border into neighbouring Liberia. ’The number of 
refugees entering Liberia has increased dramatically in the last week, 
due to an outbreak of fighting in our neighbouring country, Ivory 
Coast,’ says Mohammed Bah, Plan Intematiunal’s Countly Director in 
Liberia. 



LIBYA: FEARS FOR THE SAFETY OF RF~JGEES 

http ://ww~v. unhcr, org/4d6 393eO6.html 

The L~.- refugee agency has said it is ’increasingly concerned’ about 
the dangers for civilians inadvertently caught up in the mounting 
violence in Libya, especially asyluln-seekers and refugees ’We have no 
access at this time to the refugee community Over the past months we 
have been trying to regularise our presence in Libya, and this has 
constrained our work,’ Melissa Fleming, U~PICR’s chief spokesperson, 
told journalists in Geneva. 

LIBYA: 2vfIGRANTS’ PLIGHT ’DESPERATE’ 

http :/Yen~lish aliazeera.net/news/africa/2011/03,’20113 5165632260669.html 

More than 191,000 people have fled the violence in Libya, according to 
a report by the UN’s Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs (OCHA), citing figures from the International Organisation for 
Migration. People fleeing Libya for Tunisia said the)’ had to pass 
through dozens of checkpoints on their way ficom Tripoli, the capital, 
and that they had been robbed by Gaddafi’s security fbrces 

SOMALIA: THOUSANDS D[SP],ACE]-) [N Ot,~[~’ENS[VI{ AGAINST MILITANTS 

http:i/www irinnews.or~iReport.aspx?ReportID 92070 

An o:[’fenslve by pro-Somali government troops and Ethiopian forces 
against Al-Shabab militants in the western Somali town ofBulo ttawo 
has forced thousands of people to flee their homes there and in the 
nearby Kenyan town of Mandera, say wimesses and officials One 
resident of Bulo ttawo, nonnally home to some 60,000 people, and also 
close to the Ethiopian border, said much of the now nearly deserted 
town had been destroyed ’aJffer days of shelling’. 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 
6 Emerging powers news 

LA’H{ST EDITION: fiM[{RGING POWERS NEWS R£)UN]-)UP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, h~dia and other emerging po~vers... 

http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/catego154emplayersnews/71452 
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7 Elections & governance 

ANGOLA: SOLDIERS PATROL OVER THREATS OF PROTESTS 

http :i/w~vw.africareview. cotr~News/-i979180/11203 96i-/hqk111z,’-/index.hmfl 

Soldiers patrolled the Angolan capital Luanda on Sunday as Angolans 
watched to see if plans for a Monday mass protest against the 31-year 
rule of President Jose Eduardo dos Santos would materialise. Since 
last month, rttmours have been circulating on the Internet of north 
Africa-style protests scheduled to begin on 7 March. 

COTE D’DJOIRE: .~’TER 21qE ELECTIONS 

http ://www. chathamhouse org. uklpublications/papersiview/-/id/l O09i 

Chatham House’s Africa Programme hosted an expert discussion in 
Februaly’ 2011 with a representative for Alassane Ouattara to discuss 
the post-election crisis, its impacts and prospects for a resolution. 
The paper available through the lil~ provided is a summaly’ of the 
event ’As the political stand-off between incumbent President Laurent 
Gbagbo and elected President Alassane Ouattara remains unresolved, 
ordinary Ivoirians have suffered the consequences, and impacts of the 
impasse are increasingly being felt in the region and 
internationally,’ says Chatham House’s ~vebsite. 

EQUATORIAL GL~qEA: NEW REPORT HIGHLIGHTS FA~LUR F~S LN CITIZEN PARTICIPATION 



http://www e~justice.org/?q e~-iustice-pub lishes-new-report-citizen-palticipation-equatorial-~uinea 

Citizens in Equatorial Guinea t~’ing to take advantage of the 
government’s pledge to allow greater citizen participation continue to 
face serious obstacles that hinder their efforts, EG Justice says in a 
ne~v report The country was delisted from the Extractive I~dustries 
Transparency Initiative (EITI) - a voluntalT international effort to 
strengthen governance in resuurce-rich countries thruugh impruved 
transparency and accuuntabili~" - in April 2010 fur its failure tu 
cumply with the EITI’s requirements, including failing to alluw 
unfettered civil suciety engagement. Nearly une year later, the 
Equatoguinean guvernment has nut implemented the necessaiT re%rms tu 
guarantee ciuzen participation and tu increase the likelihood that 
the cuuntry will be readmitted tu the EITI. The 37 page repurt, 
’Disempuwered Voices: The Status of Civil Socie~ in Equatorial 
Guinea’, identifies systematic failures on the part of the 
Equatuguinean government to allow the :gull and independent 
participation of civil suciety urganisatinns. 

ERI~IREA: OPPOSITION FORCE C2,I.LS FOR EGYPT-STYLE UPRISING 

An exiled Eritrean upposition force has called for Egypt and 
Libya-type mass protests tu end the rule of the east African nation’s 
guvernment, which is led by president Isaias A[’ewurki The Eritrean 
leader has been in power since 1991, fulluwing 30 years uf armed 
struggle that led tu the country’s independence. 

_NIGERIA: THREE KILLED LN EXPLOSION AT ELECTION RALL Y 

http://af.reuters.corr~article/worldNe~vs/idAFTRE72251K20110303 

Ttnee people were killed and 21 injttred by an explosive device thrown 
from a car at an election rally near Nigeria’s capital Abuja on 
Thursday, the latest act of political violence ahead of nationwide 
polls next month. The device missed the centre of the ruling People’s 
Democratic Pait-v (PDP) rally in the town of Suleja, on the 
northwestern edge of Abuja, but landed close to where street traders 
were working, police said. 

SOUTH AFRICA: MALEMA SWg)ES AT ZUMA, GUPTAS 

httt~://wxvw.ansa-africa.net/index.l~ho/views/news viexv/malema swipes at mmxa ~ut~tasi 

ANC Youth League leader Julius Malema has taken a thinly veiled swipe 
at President Jacob Zuma and the Gupta family, saying the youth must 
protect the ANC from being used by ’families’ to enrich themselves 
Speaking at the launch of the ANC’s municipal elections manifesto, at 
the Royal Bafokeng stadium, in Rustenburg, Malema dre;v huge applause 
when he said democracy ;vas not for people who exploited the resources 
of the country to em-ich themselves in the name of freedom 

SOUTHERN AFRICA: iN~ERVOUSNES S OVER REVOLT THREATS 

http ://bit N/l~rn?-2LG 

The Arab revolt fever could be spreading across the southern African 
region with Zambia, Angola, Zimbab~ve and Swaziland reportedly on the 
edge over a possible mass protests And the leaders of those countries 
are not taking chances They have openly warned against an?- kind of 
revolt 

LTGANDA: 18 OPPOSITION SUPPORTERS STILL DETAIN]ED 

http ://www.munitorcu.u~/SpecialReports/Elections/-/859108/1117334/-/k 34mne/-iinde× .html 

At least 18 members uf upposition pulitical groups are still under 
detention by the government, weeks after the presidential elections. 
Accurding tu the uppositiun, several suppurters were still under 
detention while others are missing. Inter-Party Cooperatiun (IPC) 
chairman Ken Lyukyamuzi said the government is especially harassing 
supporters of the Democratic Party and Furum fur Democratic Change and 
uther parties in the IPC in different parts of the cuuntry. 



8 Cormpuon 

SOUTH 2d~’RICA: IIANDS OFF ’IITE PUBLIC PR~)TECTOR! 

http://bit.ly/gp4sGW 

The investigation into alleged iraproper conduct and l~mladministration 
perpetrated by the National Conmxissioner of South African Police 
Service (SAPS), Bheki Cele, and the Minister of Public Works (PW), 
Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde has been completed and a coraprehensive report 
submitted. It is now- up to the National Prosecuting Authori _ty (NPA) to 
urgently nrove the process forward, says the Social Justice Coalition. 
It is in the interest of the Rule of Law and our faith in the Justice 
system that the case against General Cele and Minister 
Mahlangu-Nkabinde be brought before the comts, says the Coalition. 

TANZAiX~A: MINISTERS STILL ACCOMMODATED IN HOTELS 

http ://bit.lWdOpfiX 

The goverm’nent is losing millions of shillings in accon~’nodation bills 
for newly appointed ministers and their deputies. The problem is 
cmnpounded by the former ministers’ continued stay in the ministers’ 
residences. It is not yet clear why former nrinisters and their 
deputies continue to cling to government houses when they had five 
years to organise their oxvn accommodation. 
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9 Development 

AFRICA: IN( STOPS DEVELOPMENT AlE) 

http:llwww.bbc co.uk/news/uk-politics-12599969 

The government has outlined plans to stop direct development aid to 16 
countries and freeze the level of assistance given to India. In a 
statement, a representative told the House of Commons: ’We have 
decided to focus British aid more tightly on countries ~vhere Britain 
is well-placed to have a significant long-term impact on povel~7.’ 

GLOBAL: INTERNATIOE,LAL DAY OF ACTION DFMANDS WORLD B.Aix.’K E5,~) FOSSIL FUEL FUNDING 

http://www.bicusa or<ien/Article 12365.aspx 

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and activists ficom arom~d the 
world held rallies on Tuesday, 1 March, in London, Paris, Berlin, 
Johannesbm-g, and elsewhere, in tandem with a ~vorldwide social media 
campaign to demand that the World Bank finally put an end to fossil 
fuel lending. Dressed as prisoners chained to lumps o:[" coal, activists 
demanded that the Bank halt its highly controversial fossil fuel 
financing that led to last year’s $3 75 billion loan to one of the 
world’s largest coal plants, in South Africa. 

SOI.TITf JERN AFRICA: A REGION OF WINNERS AND LOSERS, NOT PARTNERS 

http://www.tralac.or~lc~i-bir~,~i~a.c~i?cmd cause dir news item&news id 99518&cause id 1694 

As Southern Africa prepares itself for another year of economic 
partnership agreement (EPA) negotiations with the European Union, 
trade analysts say any deal should be about more than just liberalised 
trade A December 2010 deadline that the SAI)C-EPA configuration set 
itself has come and gone. With EPA negotiations set to continue in 
Lesotho in March, African negotiators take the long view. ’It is no 
longer necessau to negoti ate an interim EPA,’ Namibian trade minister 
Hage Geingob told IPS. ’Instead we will move straight ahead with 
negotiations for a final EPA but this includes agreeing on contentious 
clauses such as the "Singapore issues". While the parties would like 
to reach an agreement this year, I don’t think that target will be 
nret.’ 

TANZANIA: TAX HOLIDAYS COSTING ECOB,-OIv~~ HI~,JDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

http:/ibit.l~ifpT2BP 



The government’s generous tax exemption regime could be robbing the 
region’s second biggest economy of millions of dollars, a new survey 
has revealed The :findings by ttlvos/Twaweza East Africa con-oborate 
recent comments by several donor partners on Tanzania’s unwarranted 
tax exemptions The report says that while the Tanzanian parliament 
carefully scrutinizes the government’s budget, tax exemptions, on the 
other hand, do not receive the same attention, thus making them hidden 
expenditures 

10 Health & HIV/A~DS 

C.%R: STRUGGLING FOR HEALTHCARE 

http:ll~w.irimxews.ora/Report.aspx’.’ReportID 92069 

After decades of political violence, displacement and insecurity 
caused by clashes between rebel groups and government forces, as well 
as armed bandits, thousands of people in Central African Republic 
(CAR) are vulnerable to disease and have little access to health 
see, rices, aid agencies say. According to the UN Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), many health centres in 
the north and southeast of CAR are either looted or not operational 
because medical workers are often corapelled to leave the area. 

KENYA: CIVIL SOCIETY DEFENDS ACCESS TO GENERIC DRUGS 

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp ?idnews 54657 

Access to aft’ordable medicine for millions of people in the South 
could be at risk if the production and distribution of generic 
medicine from India is restricted. Campaigners say both Kenyan 
legislation and a European Union-India trade agreement to be concluded 
this year will block access to affbrdable drugs. 

S OL~bI AFRICA: SECTION27 AND THE TAC WELCOME THE INCRF~ASED BUK~ET FOR HEALTH 

http://bit.ly/h2zSJP 

SECTION27 and the TAC have welcomed the proposed increases in health 
expenditure outlined in the budget tabled by Minister of Finance 
Pravin Gordhan on 23 Februa~z 2011. ’However, we are concerned that 
the additional R11 billion available for 2011/12 will not necessarily 
translate into improvements in the delivery of health care services in 
the absence of a reasonable plan to address endemic and systemic 
problems with budgeting and expenditure ~vithin health departments at 
all spheres of government,’ said a statement. 

SWAZILAND: CONSULTING THE ANCESTORS ON ARVS 

http:/iwww.plusnews, or~/R eport aspx ?Report[d 92066 

Most Swazis go to traditional healers if the)’ feel ill, but in a 
country with the world’s highest HIV prevalence rate healers are 
struggling to cope Thabile Xaba, 37, a healer who has been diagnosed 
tt]V-posiuve at a clinic, told IRIN about her experiences ’I was 
almost done with high school when our traditional healer told me the 
ancestral spirits wanted me to become a healer. He did this by reading 
the "bones", which is what I can now do too A person who is chosen 
must agree or there will be misfortune, like an illness will strike 
you You must accept your ]’ate It is like being chosen as one of’the 
king’s wives. You accept it.’ 

TANZANIA: REPORT REVEALS HEALT[t S YSTf~;M All MENTS 

http://www ansa-africa.netiindex.php/views/news view/this is what ails tanzanias health system/ 

While Tanzania’s health indicators in some key areas have shown 
improvement, challenges abound within the health system, a new stu@ 
show-s. The report lists 36 f~actors impeding the development of the 
health sector in the co~try. Limited financial and human resources, 
administrative shortcomings and unfulfilled plans and promises are 
among the reasons. Giving local authorities some mandate on 
decision-making, functional responsibili~ and resources from central 
to local govertm~ent authorities also contribute to the sector’s 
underpefformance. The ’Tanzania Health System Assessment 2010’ report 
reveals that there has been a laycr of complexity arising fiom the 



managerial ability of staff to coordinate across different ministries 
and fulfil their roles within the Ministry of Health and Social 
Welfare and the Prime Minister’s Office, Regional Administration and 
Local Governments (RALG), administration structures 

ZIMBAB\V[~: Z[MBA[3WEANS TURN TO ]NDI(IENOUS ]VII~D[CJNE 

http:/iadmin.pambazuka.org/newsletter/a a&nin.php?action new-form 

Zirnbabwe’s government recently announced that the countlN had run out 
of the critical painkiller morphine. It was just the latest 
development in a debilitating health care crisis that has seen 
hospitals turn away patients because of drug shortages. In the absence 
of even a basic drug such as paracetamol, desperate patients like 
44-year-old asthma sufferer Susan Pamire have turned to traditional 
herbs. 
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GLOBAL: .%RMED CONFLICT BLOCKING EFFORTS TO ACHIE\~ UNI\~RSAL PRExvIARY SCHOOLING 

httt~:llwww,un,or~iapl~s/newslstol"v.asl~?NewsID 37650&Cr education&Crl 

Armed cotfflict is robbing 28 million children of an education by 
exposing thera to widespread rape and other sexual violence, targeted 
attacks on schools and other hmnan rights abuses, according to a 
United Nations report. The number accounts for 42 per cent of the 
primalN school age children globally not emolled in school and living 
in poor countries aft’ected by conflict, the UN Educational, Scientific 
and Culttu-al Organisatiun (LrN~ESCO) warned in its 2011 Global 
Monitoring Report 
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12 LGBTI 

MALAWI: ACTIVISTS SLAM CHURCH OVE~R SUPPORT FOR ANTI-LESBIANBILL 

http://www~mask ~rg.za/christianitV-sh~u1d-n~t-be-used-t~-a1ienate-diversitv-activists/#m~re-3893 

Malawian civil society organisations have lashed out at religious 
lea ders in support of the new bill outlawing lesbianism in Malawi, 
stating, ’Christianity as a religion should not be used to alienate 
diversity, people in Malawi come ftom different backgrounds and have 
different beliefs and traditions.’ This came after Malawian Council of 
Churches (MCC) Chairperson Bishop Joseph Bvumbwe said same-sex 
practices ’threaten the family unit’ and ’contradict Malawi’s rich 
traditions, culture and its spirituality as a God fearing nation’. 

MOZAMBIQUE: MIN[STf*;R PRAISED FOR STATEMt".NT ON HOMOSEXIYAI,ITY 

http:llwww,mask or;,za/praise-for-reco~nition-that-~av-sex-not-ille~al/ 

’]?he Mozambican Association for the Defence of Sexual Minorities 
(LAMBDA), the only orgamsation in the country working for gay, 
lesbian and transsexual citizens, has praised Justice Minister 
Benvinda Levi :[’or her categorical statement that homosexuality is not 
illegal in Mozambique Levi was speaking in Geneva on 1 February at 
the review of Mozambique’s human rights record under the Universal 
Periodic Mechanism of the UN Human Rights Council 

UGANDA: VII]EO LAUNC[tf~D ON LESB[~KN, GAY AND ~I~[~ANS(I[~NDt".R ASYLUM 

http ://www.uAandans4ri Ahts. or~ivideo template.php 

On 11 Febmap),, 2011, the Refugee Law ProJect (RI,P) in collaboration 
with the Ugandan Civil Society Coalition on tIuman Rights & 
Constitutional Law launched a revealing documentary on the realities 
of lesbian, gay and transgender asylum This video captures remarks 
made by Professor Ben Twinomugisha, Dean of Law, Makerere University 
during the panel discussion after the launch. Copies of the 
docttmentary will be available in a couple of weeks. Please email 
iufo@refugeelawproject.org to book a copy. 
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SOUTH AFRICA: MANUEL SL.axMS MANYI 

http :i/rng.co.za/ar ticle/2011-03-02-ruanuel-lashes-racist-man¥i 

Government spokesperson Jimmy Manyi on Wednesday said he would not 
comment on an open letter by Minister in the Presidency Trevor IManuel 
in which he was labelled a ’racist’. h~ the open letter, which was 
published in the Mercury newspaper, Manuel hit out at IManyi over his 
comments on coloured people. ’I want to draw your attention to the 
fact that your stateruents about "an over-concentration of coloureds" 
are against the letter and spirit of the South African Constitution, 
as well as being against the values espoused by the Black Managernent 
Forum since its inception,’ Manuel wrote in the letter. 
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14 Environment 

AFRICA: REVEALED - THE COST OF ELECTRICITY FROM COAL 

http ://westcapenews. com/?p 2736 

The hidden costs of generating electricity from coal have been 
calculated in groundbreaking research by Harvard Medical School’s 
Centre for Health and Global Environment The results of the study 
’Full Cost Accounting f;ar the Life. Cycle of Coal’ released by 
co-author Dr Paul Epstein in Boston reveal that the health, 
environmental and other costs of using coal costs the United States 
500 billion dollars per year 

AFRICA: L~N AGENCY PUBLISHES FIRST IN- SERIES OF BOOKS ON ’ GREEN 
ECONOMY’ FOR DEVELOPMENT 

http://’~vw~v.un.or~/apps/news/stolw.asp?NewsID 37655&Cr unctad&Crl 

The United Nations agency tasked with promoting industrial development 
has published the :first in a series of books focusing on ’green’ 
economic growth, which entails a low-carbon, resource-efficient 
approach to sustainable development, while combating climate change 
and conserving biodiversity. 
The volumes are intended to give practical expression to the concept 
of sustainable development adopted at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de 
Janeiro, the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) said 

BURUNDI: BURUNDI INX.S LANDMARK NILE BASIN AGREEMENT 

h ttp : i/www africareview com/News/-/979180/111676~4/-/hr2axrz/-/index.html 

Burundi has became the sixth country to sign a new draft agreement on 
the management of the River Nile, ending nearly 12 months of doubts 
about the future of the agreement and of the Nile Basin Initiauve 
(NBI). The N~BI is a regional partnership that seeks the best ways of 
developing the continent’s hmgest river. Burundi’s decision to sign 
the agreement now leaves DR Congo, EgTpt and Su&m as the only 
countries yet to do so 

SOLm2H AFRI(-’A: ABILITY TO SE(-’LZZE CLLMATE DEAL QUERIED 

http :/iwww.businessdas~.co.za/articlesiContent.aspx?id 136065 

SA’s preparations to host the United Nations (UN) climate change 
corLference in Durban in Noveruber have been heavily criticised by- the 
European Union (EU). Judith Sargentini, a Dutch forrner anti-apartheid 
activist now- responsible for fostering SA-EU bilateral relations, said 
SA had neither the capacity nor the strategy to secure a deal on 
climate change as hosts of the UI’N conference. 

SOUTH AFRICA: CALLS FOR ’INFORMED PARTICIPATIO~ IN" ULI?vIATE CHANGE POLICY 

htto://www.idasa.ora.zaiour oroducts/resourcesioutoutiidasa calls for inforrned 1)articioatiol~’ 

Idasa’s submission to FebrualT’S National Cliruate Change Response 
Green Paper, on behalf of the Electricity Governance h~itiative of 
South Africa (EGI-SA) which it co-ordinates, has pointed out that the 
challenges of climate change need diff;erent approaches to development 
than in the past, and may require difficult tradeoffs Idasa stresses 
the importance of transparent, accountable and inclusive processes to 



work through such trade-off’s 
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15 Land & land rights 

CAMI*;R©ON: BILl.ION DOLLAR PLANTATION ]bEAt. ON TIIE CAR!)S 

http ://a£reuters.corrgarticle/investingNews/idAFJOE71R00R20110228 

Malaysia’s Sime Darby is considering a $2.5 billion plantation 
expansion deal in Cameroon, the Financial Times reported, signalling 
the global grab for land is well under~vay as food prices soar. The 
Financial Times quoted Sime Darby Chief Executive Mohd Bakke Salleh as 
saying the project in the West African state will involve 300,000 
hectares (741,300 acres) of oil palm estates although discussions have 
so far led to ’nothing conclusive’. 

\~ST AFRICA: COiX~t’ERENCE DELIBERATES THE CAUSES OF PASTOP~CLIST COiN~FLICTS 

http://~w.panrbazuka.org/images/articles/519iConm~uniqu4 - 

Agropastoralist ~vorkshop.pdf 

As palt of its mission of collaborative peacebuilding, the West Africa 
Network for Peacebuilding 
(WANEP) organised a regional workshop at the PACIFIC hotel in 
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso on 
22 and 23 February 2011. After two day-s of discussions and exchange of 
experiences, the 50 participants frora Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote 
d’Ivoire, Ghana, Mall, Niger, Nigeria and Togo developed raechanisras 
and solutions for sustainable and more effective actions, and 
identified the different actors and organisations for the 
implementation of the actions. 
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Food Justice 

COTE D’IVOIRE: COCOA FARMERS SUFFER FROM EXPORT BAN- 

http ://bit. l¥/dZfH7p 

Cocoa farmers in Cote d’Ivoire are bearing the brunt of a ban on the 
export of cocoa beans, reports FaiTh Radio Weekly. On Jamaary 23 this 
year, Alassane Ouattara called for a month-long ban on cocoa and 
coffee exports His aim is to starve Laurent Gbagbo of the funds that 
are keeping him in po~ver 

SOLTFH AFRICA: FIGHTING HUNGER WITH TRADITIONAL SEED STORAGE 

http ://bit 1y/dlW2 SF 

Lindiwe Zono is a member of the Phadima Agricultural Association in 
the Sekhukhune District of Limpopo province, in northwestern South 
Africa The association has started a seed bank to preserve and 
increase their supply of traditional food plants, reports Farm Radio 
Weekly. Zono says that seed saving was once an almost sacred duty 
among the Pedi, the largest ethnic group in the province. ’]"he seed 
bank builds on this tradition. It aims to make use of and promote 
traditional crops such as sorghum, millet, cowpeas, maize, and 
pumpkin. It began in 2000 and covers seven villages. 
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17 Media & freedom of expression 

ANGOLA: JOURNAI,IST GETS YI~AR IN PRISON FOR DEt"AMATK)N 

http://www, cpi.org/2011/03/anAolan-io urnalist-Aets-year-in-prison-for-defamat.php 

A court in Angola’s southwestern province o:[’Namibe sent a journalist 
to prison without due process over his coverage of a sexual harassment 
scandal that implicated the province’s top judicial ol!ficial, 
according to local j ournalists and news reports. Judge Manuel Araujo 
sentenced Arnrando Jos8 Chicoca, a freelancer who reports for US 
government-funded broadcaster Voice of A~nerica (VOA) and private 
Angolan newspapers such as Folha 8, Agora, and O Apostolado, to one 
year in prison and a fine of 200,000 kwanza (US$2,100), according to 
news reports. 



GLOBAL: ORGANISED CRIME AND THE MEDIA 

http ://en.rs£ orgiIMG/pdf/organized crirue.pdf 

A total of 141 journalists and media workers were killed during the 
decade of the 2000s in attacks and reprisals blamed on criminal 
groups. Mafias and cartels today pose the biggest threat to media 
freedom worldwide, says this Reporters Without Borders document. 

MOZA~MBIQIJ~: LAUN(~’HING MA_DJUBA, QIJ~ST FOR THE TALISMAN 

Mozambique’s first adventure-fantasy serial radio drama will soon be 
hitting the airwaves. ’Madjuba: Quest for the Talisman’ is an 
a ction-packed 13-part radio drama available in Portuguese, Changaan, 
and Sena, initiated by UNESCO with support from SIDA, produced by CMFD 
(Community Media for Development) Productions Follow the tale of a 
con~munity that gathers nightly around the fire to hear a wise 
storyteller weave a tale of adventure and fantasy Little do the?- know 
that the magic of the story has transported their stubborn neighbour 
Arlindo to a far off fantasy world where he has become the unwitting 
long-awaited hero, Chamwari As Chamwari seeks the talisman that will 
transform the land, the village listeners realise that they too have 
the power to speak up and help make the changes in their community 
they want to see. Over the cotu-se of the story the hero, along with 
his allies, travel though dift’erent lands, each ~vith a task or problem 
to overcome related to key governance issues: accountability/ 
transparency, civic participation and the need for a strong civil 
socie~z, freedom of expression, and political intolerance The 
large-scale production involved over 50 local actors and recordings 
took place in IVfaputo and Beira. The script was drafted by talented 
scriptwriter Evaristo Abreu, who has over 25 years experience in the 
field of drama 

For more information, visit http://ww~cmfdorg 

SEN~[~;GAL: Tt ]RI{E SEN~[~;C~ALESE !MMONG 20 BEST 

http:i/bit, lyleSii0a 

A Senegalese journalist, Basile Niane and his three cumpatriut 
students have been selected among the 20 best bloggers uf the 
Mundoblog competitiun, urganized by Radio France Internatiunal, a 
press release from RF[, made available to PANA said. In all, 100 
francuphone bloggers participated in the competition and the 20 best 
bloggers designated through a week-long training session in Dakar, the 
Senegalese capital, or Yaound6, Cameroon 

SOMALIA: R~%DIO KULR~fIYI~ RESUMES OPERATIONS 

http://*vww.raxanreeb com/?p 85665 

The Natiunal Union of Somali Journalists (NUSOJ) has welcomed the 
resumption of the Radiu Kulmlye of its nurmal operauons on 4 March 
2011. The radio statiun had been off air :fur at least 48 hours 
following a letter ordering the radio tu gu tempurarily uff air li’um 
the National Securi~ Agency. The radio imruediately went off air upon 
receiving the letter. The resttmption came after the Minister of 
Itfformation, Posts and Telecommunication, Dr. Abdulka&eeru Jarua 
authorised the radio back on air, according to the Kuhniye Radio 
Director, Osman Abdullahi Guure. 

TI~qlSIA: TUNISIANS (~’RITICISE STATE-RUN MEDIA 

http:i/www.magharebia.cora,’cocoon/awiixhtmll/en GB/features/awi/featuresi2011/03/01/feature-03 

The National Syndicate of Tunisian Journalists (SNJT) met last week to 
discuss the state of the nation’s media in the post-Ben Ali era. ’It’s 
hardly a change,’ said Soukaina Abd Samad, SNJT executive office 
member and Tunisian television journalist. ’The changes in the media 
did not keep pace with the democratic changes in the country.’ 
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18 Cotfflict & emergencies 

C~)TE D’IVOIRE: CRISIS YVORSENS AS POLICE LOOT HOMES OF NE~V CABLNET 



http://www.~uardian.coukiworld/2011/mari06iiw~r~,-coast-crisis-worsens?CMP twt ~u 

Police backed by gangs of youths have ransacked at least 10 houses 
belonging to ministers and other allies of the internationally 
recognised president of Ivory Coast, according to witnesses The raids 
came amid worsening tensions between Alassane Ouattara and the sitting 
president, Laurent Gbagbo, whose refusal to step down has pushed the 
west African count~ to the brink of civil war. Fighters loyal to 
Ouattara said the?’ captured the western town of Toulepleu, but 
Gbagbo’s military said fighting continued. 

C~TE D’IVOIRE: FEARS OF A CIVIL WA~R IN~FENSWY 

http://wxvw.boston.cor~/bigpicturei2Oll/O3/ivoli, coast continued tmrest.html#photo4 

The three-month long conflict in Ivory Coast has entered a 
particularly bloody stage. Nearly 400 people have been killed in the 
west African country, including 32 on 3 March alone, almost all of 
them men who had voted for opposition leader Alassane Ouattara, 
according to L~N" figures. The photographs on this page provide an 
illustration of recent events in the country. 

DRC: ARRESTS FOLLOW DRC ’COL~P ATTEMPT 

http:i/ena lish. ali azeera.netinews/africa/2011/03/20113112364134218.html 

Authorities in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) have arrested 
more than 30 people after an attempted coup in the country over the 
weekend. According to Lambert IVfende, the country’s information 
minister, seven people were killed in fighting that followed Sunday’s 
attack on the Kinshasa residence of President Joseph Kabila. 

GLOBAL: PREVEixFfLNG APO~ED VIOLENCE 

http:/?www.relief\veb.int/1w/rwb nsffdbgOOsid/KHII-SEKSH4/$File/fullreport.pdf 

Over the past decade, there has been growing international momentum to 
conceptualise, document and address the various manifestations of 
’armed violence’. To date the discourse has focused largely on the 
causes and effects of armed violence and explored the range of 
available programming options to prevent and reduce it. Discussions on 
the Arms Trade Trea~z (ATT) CUlTently underway in the United Nations 
(UNr) provide an important opportunity, to examine armed violence in the 
context of decisions concerning international transfers and the export 
and import of conventional arms used in armed violence, says this 
document from the International Action Network on Small Arms and 
Amnesb’ International. 

LIBYA: COUN~fP, Y BRAC[ffS FOR PROLON(I fiD CONt:L[CT 

http://en~lish aliazeera net/news/middleeast/2011/03/20113723758787883.html 

Opposition forces in Libya are bracing :[’or a prolonged campaign in 
their bid to nverthrow the regime of Muammar Gaddafi, the country’s 
long-time leader, as their fighters battle to repulse ferocious 
assaults by government soldiers. Forces loyal to Gaddafi have attacked 
several rebel-held cities along the country’s coastline in a bid to 
halt the anti-government fi~rces’ rapid advance to the capital Tripoli. 
Dozens have died in a dramatic escalation of’the conflict gripping the 
oil-rich North African nation 

LIBYA: ISRAEL COMPANY RI{CRU[TIN(I GAD[tAFI MERCENARIES 

http:i/bit.ly/eFm4mA 

An Israeli company is recruiting mercenaries to support Moammar 
Gadhafi’s efforts to suppress an uprising against his regime, an 
Israeli news site said Tuesday. Citing Egyptian sources, the 
Hebrew-language news site Inyan Merkazi said the company was run by 
retired Israeli artW con~’nanders. 

LIBYA: MAP SHOWS CHANGING T~DES OF THE CONFLICT 



http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/interactlve/2011/feb/27ilibva-tripoli-unrest-~addnfi-map 

This map shows fighting in Zawiyah, Misrata, Bin Jawad and Ras Lanuf 
as the Tripoli government tries to claw back gains made by the rebels. 

LIBYA: VIDEOS EXtKDSE (IADD.~d~’I VIOLENCE 

http:/iglobalvoicesonline.orgi2011/03i06/lib~,~a-video s-expose-ga ddafis-violent-riposte/ 

As pro-democracy forces advance toward Gaddafi’s main strongholds, the 
dictator of Libya is stepping up efforts to retake regions lost to the 
rebellion. Amidst an almost complete Internet and media blackout, 
videos still manage to be leaked, giving us a glimpse of what’s 
happening on the ground. This post from Global Voices contains a 
round-up of the videos that emerged. 

MOROCCO: RIOTS ERLrPT AFTER WESTERN SAHARA CONCERT 

http://www.magharebia.com!cocoon/a~vi/xhtmll/en GB/featuresiawiifeatuxes/2011/02/28/feature-01 

Violent clashes broke out in the early morning ho~trs of Sat~day (26 
Febma~) in the cib" of Dakhla. The unrest left two dead and 14 
injured, according to Moroccan officials. V~nile Moroccan authorities 
blamed supporters of the Polisario for the latest events, Sahrawi 
activists were just as quick to accuse Moroccans. ’Armed militias of 
Moroccan origins,’ were behind the events, the Collective of Sahrawi 
Human Rights (CODESA) claimed. 

SEix,~G.4L: THREE SOLDIERS DIE LN CASAMANCE 

http://bit l¥igWiWgB 

Senegal Saturday (27 Feb) lost three more soldiers in Casamance 
(southern region), dnring violent clashes against fighters of the 

Movement of Democratic Forces of Ca samance (N~DC) in nolthern Sindian 
near the Gambian border, PANA learnt here from militalT sources. 
According to the sources, the clashes also left seven other soldiers 
wounded, including one whose legs were cut offby an anti-personnel 
mine 

SUDAN: VIOLENCE RAISES FEARS FOR SOIdTH 

http://www.trust. ~r~/a~ertnet/news/rebe~-c~ashes-rei~nite-fears-f~r-sudans-s~uth/ 

Clashes in two Sudanese flashpoints left scores dead, officials said 
on Wednesday, reigniting fears for the stability of the cotmtry’s 
oil-producing south in the countdown to its independence Arab nomads 
and militias :fought southern police in the contested north-south 
border area of Abyei on Wednesday (3 March) killing at least six 
people, the latest in a series o:t" clashes, officials said. Renegade 
militia fighters clashed with south Sudan’s army on Sunday in the 
southern oil state of Jonglei, where French oil giant Total is due to 
start exploring, both sides said 

UGANDA: LRA ATTACKS P()PU[.ATED AREAS 

http://ww*v.unhcr.or~/4d6d24e06.html 

The I_TN refugee agency said Tuesday (02 March) it was alarmed by an 
upsurge in violence against civilians by a rebel Ugandan group in 
north-eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo A particularly 
worrying development is that the Lord’s Resistance Arm)’, or LRA, 
appears to be targeting more populated areas. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IY\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

19 Intemet & technology 

TANZAiNXA: NEW HEALTH COLLABOR~A.TION WEBSITE 

http ://www. iicd. orgiarticles/tanzanian-network-t est s-new-health-collaboration-website 

Afya Mtandao, Tanzania’s national ICT for Development (ICT4D) health 
network, is testing a new social health website. With the website, 
hospitals and health institutions using ICT tools can share their 



experiences and read news about ICT in the health sector The website 
was set up together with Dutch IT company InterAccess by using the 
Ning platform (an online platform for people to create their own 
websites and social networks). 

Z~M\’f[3IA: MIN[STI{R USES FACEBOOK TO ANNOUNCE C<3VERNMfINT POLICIES 

http ://bit. NieINnYo 

Zarnbia’s education minister Dora Siliya who is also paling Movemunt 
for Multiparty Democracy (_’vflMD) spokesperson, has in the last few 
months used Facebook to make important government policy announcemunts 
as well as part3,- matters, reports Global Voices. A few days ago, 
Siliya announced changes in the educational system on Facebook and, as 
usual, attracted a lot of cormnunts, both positive and negative frora 
some of her 4,950 unline ’friends’. 
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20 eNewsletters & mailing lists 

NORDIC AFRICA INSTITU~"E DIGITAL NEWSLETTER 

http :i/www.nai. uu.se/r~ressinew sletter/ 

The digital newsletter of the Nordic Africa Institute is aimed at all 
those who wish to receive regular information on the activities of the 
Institute, its research, publications and various events on issues 
related to modern Africa. The newsletter contains comments on current 
events of importance to Africa and an overview of the Institute’s 
activities as well as its products. The newsletter is published 
approximately eight times per year To subscribe please visit the 
website available through the address provided 

ZIMBABWE: YOUTH ELECTORAL BU~LETL’q 

http://www.pambazuka.org/images/articles/519/Youth Electoral Bulletm.doc 

The Youth Electoral Bulletin froln Youth Alliance for Democracy (YAD) 
aims to fill an information gap that exists in cormntmities ahead of 
possible elections and a referendum following the manipulation of the 
national broadcaster to sel~’e the interests of a single political 
party-. The Bulletin will be issued on a weekly basis 

IVV/VVVIVV,JIV\I\//’,i’,AII,JVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//,, 

21 Fundraising & useful resources 

AFRICA: TOOLKIT ON WOME~S RIGHTS AiN~D FREEDOM OF INTORDL4TION 

http://bit.ly/hzrAsF 

’Freedom of Information and Women’s Rights in Africa’ is a toolkit 
guide published by the A:[’rican Women’s Development and Communication 
Network (FEMN~ET) with the support of UNESCO. The bunk provides 
guidance for women’s organisations in A:[’rica on how to organise around 
freedom of information It has compiled :[’~ve case studies from :[’~ve 
African countries, namely, Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya, South Africa and 
Zambia under different scenarios. 

CAM. FOR APPLK;ATIONS 

Peace and Security Fellowship :[’or African Women 

http://www.pambazuka.or;/ima<esiarticles/519/AI,CPeaceandSecurityFellowshipsforAfricanWomen2011 pdf 

’]?he African Leadership Centre (ALC) *w~s established in Kewa in June 
2010 as a joint initiative of King’s College London and the University 
nf Nairobi. The ALC is pleased to armounce a call for applications for 
the Peace and Security’ Fellowship for African Women for 2011/2012. 
’]?his Fellowship is an intellectual and financial award to those who 
have demonstrated obvious or potential capacity- to make a change in 
their field. Please note that the Fellowship does not lead to an 
academic qualification, rather it is a postgraduate non-degree 
progratmne. 

THE DAG HAM2vL4RSKJOLD SCHOLARSHIP Flor!D FOR JOURNALISTS 



http ://uniournalisrrffellowship.org/nodei565 

The Dag HarmnarskjOld Journalism Fellowship is open to individuals who: 
are native of one of the developing countries of Africa, Asia, South 
America or the Caribbean. Applicants must demonstrate an interest in 
and corrm~itrnent to international affairs and to conveying a better 
understanding of the United Nations to their readers and audiences. 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
22 Courses, serninars, & workshops 

CALL FOR 2011 WORKSHOP FELLOWS 

’Representation Reconsidered: Ethnic Politics and Africa’s Governance 
Institutions in Comparative Perspective’ 

The American Political Science Association (APSA) and the Institute 
for Development Studies (IDS) UniversitT of Nairobi, are pleased to 
announce a call for applications ticom individuals who would like to 
participate in a workshop on ’Representation Reconsidered: Ethnic 
Politics and Africa’s Governance Institutions in Comparative 
Perspective’ from 23 July to 6 August 2011. 

http :llww;v,pambamaka. org/en/categorv/courses/71376 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

54th Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association 

The Aticican Studies Association (ASA) will hold its 54th .amnual 
Meeting in Washington, DC, 17-21 November 2011, at the Mamott 
Wardman Park Hotel We are soliciting proposals for papers, panels, 
and roundtables, especially relating to the theme ’50 Years of African 
Liberation’, ~vhich will reflect on Aiicican experiences over the past 
five decades when African nations began to win independence from 
colonial role. 

http : // v#s, w pambazuka,orvlen/cate; ory icourses/7145 3 
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23 Publications 

T[tE DILIV.MJMA OF LAN’D GRA[3S AND ’]7f JE IMP[.ICATIONS FOR SUSTAINA[3I],ITY 

Development volume 54.1 out now 

http:i/bit.ly/hzi 17F 

The :[’~rst issue of Development 54 starts the one year debate on 
sustainability by looking at the dilemma of the current global land 
grabs in Africa, Asia and Latin America It engages academics and 
researchers of the Land Research Action Network and of the Umversity 
of Utrecht in a hot debate on land speculation today. The journal 
issue tackles land, commodity and food speculation It explores the 
implications ~2~r an equitable and sustainable development and looks at 
how to ensure that any benefits from foreign land development are 
passed on to local people 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
24 Jobs 

AFRICA PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

International Rivers 

International Rivers supports civil society groups and conwnunities 
around the world xvhich seek to stop destructive dams and promote 
better methods of meeting energy and water needs. We are looking for 
an experienced, skilled, dynamic director of our AtYica Program. The 
position will be based at our main office in Berkeley or at a 
strategic location in Africa (such as Nairobi, Johamxesburg, or 
Accra). 

httl~ :Iiwww.,0ambazaka.or~letgcatep.olw/i obsi71449 

DIRECTOR 

Tuliwaza Program, Fahamu 



The mission of Fahamu’s Tuliwa za Program is to generate and share 
knowledge towards a liberated Africa based on the needs and input of 
African social movements using progressive, feminist and 
people-centred approaches and methods. 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorg/iobs/71250 
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25 World Cup 2010 

SOL~H AFRICA: WORLD CUP SPER~DING PUTS PE LN RED 

http ://w~vw thestar co.za/world-cup-sp ending-put s-pe-in-red- h 1036702 

A dire cash flow shortage in Nelson Mandela Bay, the sprawling 
municipality that includes Port Elizabeth, Despatch and Uitenhage, has 
resulted in an RS00 million cut in spending on key service deliveo’ 
projects in the municipality - including a project to put an end to 
the undignified bucket system. The council’s financial woes are mainly 
due to World Cup spending that was not recouped, and a drop in the 
revenue collection rate 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

26 WJkiLeaks and Africa 

KENYA: DIPLOMATIC CABLE REVEALS FI~’~.RS ()F A RAILA PRESIDENCY 

http://bit.ly/gcdDq A 

Fears of Prime Minister Raila Odinga ascending to the presidency after 
the 2007 general election by close confidantes of President Kibaki 
have been revealed in a diplomatic cable released by WikiLeaks, 
reports the Daily Natinn. A Cabinet minister warned a US embassy 
official that Mr Odinga was likely to turn into a dictator if he ~w~n 
the hotly disputed general election. 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

(~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Noncon~’nercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-rlported License. For furtl-lcr details see: 
http://w~vw.pambazuka.org/er~about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://www.pambazuka.orgien ) 
Edi~go cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pan’lbazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http:/;’xwzw.pambazaka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://wxvw.pambazuka.org/el~,’nexvsfeed.php 

Pambazaka News is published xvith the suppolt of a nun~ber of funders, 

details of wl-lich can be obtained here ( 
http://wxvw, pambazuka.org/er~about .php ). 

To SL~BSCRIBE or UNSI~TASCRIBE go to: 
httl)://~an’lbazaka.~n.al~c.or~ic~i-bin/mailn’lan/listinfo/l~ambazuka-news 

or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the xvord SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka Netvs or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka Netvs is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
netvsletter and platform for social justice in .aA’rica providing cutting 
edge commentaly’ and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Aiicica. 

Order Samir .~min’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka th-ess ( 

http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm sotu-ce PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanetvs’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Feattu-es’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more intbrmation: 
/itwitter.col~’pambazukanews ( http ://twitter com/pambazukanews ). 



* Pambazuka News has a Del icio.us ( http:/iDel.icio us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse ofAfi~ica! Visithttp://delicious com/pambazuka news. 





EABERonewsletter mailing list 

EABER.newsletter@anu.edu.au 

http:iimailmanoanu.edu.auimailman/listinfoieaber.newsletter 



From: Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, March 7, 2011 8:45 AM 

To: CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [ccofac] CCO Snmmer Revisions Reminder 

Attach: summer 2011 assig~m~ents-instmctor list.docx; CCO Materi~] Submission Definitions and Deadlines.doc 

Hi All, 

This is a reminder for those of you who will be teaching a CCO course this summer. 

April 15th (even earlier would be better!) is the deadline for new and returning course instructors to submit minor changes they need to make to update their 

courses for the new semester. These include changes to the course schedule of lessons and assignment dates for the new semester; updating links (your instructional 

designer will do a link check and inform you of any problem links); and any other minor changes you feel might be 

necessary~ 

See attached Materials Submission document for distinctions between minor and major revisions. It’s too late to submit textbook changes or anything more than 

minor revisions at this point unless you’ve already contacted us about doing a substantive minor revision. 

See the attached spring assignments for a list of instructional designers and their course assignments. You should send your revisions directly to your instructional 

designer and copy me as well. Please review "Sending Your Revision to Your Instructional Designer" in the online Faculty Handbook 

We welcome all of the new instructors teaching this summer and welcome back all of our returning instructors. We hope that you will all enjoy teaching your online 

course and will actively engage with your students throughout the semester. Let us know if you have any questions or need our help in any way. 

Enjoy the ACC and NCAA Tournaments. GO HEELS! 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

919-962-6302 

"There is no sincerer love than the love of food." 

- George Bernard Sh~w (1856-1950) 
<ul > 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:ennice@email.unc.edn">euNce@emaila~nc.edu</a~. To unsnbscfibe send a blank 

email to <a hre~’’mai~to:~eave-288~9652-3634613.47fl~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv~unc.edu’’>~eave-288~9652- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d358918a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



Carolina Courses Online 
tl Assi nments 

ummer 

ANTH 446 
ART 106 
ART 151 

COMP 380 
DRAM 120 
ENGL 125 
ENGL 131 
ENGL 313 

MATH 381 
MATH 551 

RELI 207 

SPAN 330 
SPAN 405 

AgTR 102 

BIOL 202, secl 
BIOL 202, sec2 
BUSI 106 
COMM 1 O0 
HIST 259 
HIST 364 
INLS 200 
PHIL 101 
PHIL 165, sec 1 
PHIL 165, sec2 
PHYI 202, sec 1 
PHYI 202, sec 2 
POLl 215 
SOCl 130 

DRAM 116 
DRAM 284 
E N G L 130 
GEOL 101 ASTR 101L 
GEOL 105 COMM 523 
HIST 140 ENGL 123 

~i!~iiii~i~ GEOG 120 
LING 101 GEOG 259 

~i~i!iiiii~i~ GEOL 159 
PSYC 101 

~~ PHIL 155 

RELI 140 

SOCl 123 
SOCl 412 

Courses in red are new. Courses in brackets [ ] are tentative. 

ANTH 102 

COMM 120 

COMM 224 

ENGL 121 

POLl 101 
POLl 271 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

CCO Course Materials Submission: Definitions and Deadlines 

New Courses: all materials, textbook lists (including ISBN numbers), and requests for course flyers, axe 
due no later than: 

a. June 1st for a fall course offering 
b. October 1s~ ~br a spring course offering 
c. March 1st for a summer offering. 

Major Revisions: follows the same schedule as # 1 above. A major revision represents changes of more 
thazl one-quarter of a new course (or more than $1000 in compensation). In this case, it’s very importm~t 
to start the process at least three months before the materials deadline. We’ll need a proposal and your 
department chair’s written approval. Once we have these we’ll write you a contract. If you send us a 
major revision at the last minute without having followed this process, we’ll most likely have to 
postpone the revision until the following semester. 

Regular semester updates or minor revisions: These consist of changes to the course schedule of 
lessons and assignment dates for the new semester; updating links (your instructional designer will do a 
link check and inform you of problem links); an?, other minor chazlges you feel might be necessa%~. The 
due dates follow: 

a. July 15th for the fall 

b. November 15th for the spling 
c. April 15th for sunm~er 

Note: All textbook changes must be submitted according to the major revision dates even if the 
changes associated ruth theln are minor. Usually, but not always, textbook changes necessitate a 
major revision. Contact Judith or your instructional designer well in advance if you’re not sure if your 
changes are major or Ininor. 

Setting up e-reserves: When you give the library your list of items to place on e-reserve fbr your course, 
library, staff quickly begin the process of requesting permission to use it. If they do not receive a 
response from the publisher by the time the semester stats, they assume that perrmssion will be granted 
and place the item on e-reselve, ttowever, it can easily happen that permission is denied or that the fee 
for using the item is too costly. In these cases, the library, must remove the item from e-reserve with very 
little notice. 

Submit your e-reserve lists to the library’ staff far enough in advance so that publishers have time to 
respond to requests to use the nlaterials, ttere are the deadlines requested by library staft~ 

o Fall semester: July 1 
o Spring semester: November 1 
o Sulraner term: April 1 

When you complete the e-reserve request form, make sure you identify yourself and your 

course as part of the CCO program and include the name and campus address of your 

instructional designer along with a note asking that we be notified along with you of any 
changes as the semester proceeds. (Our campus address is CB# 1020 The Friday Center.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 8:55 AM 

Dr. Sahle, Afri 101 CCO - Interim grade reports (Lessons 1 - 7): AFRI 101.990.SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Gmelings. 

Please acknowledge receipt of your interim grade reports (Lessons 1-7) for the discussion forum by March 15. 

Have a great break. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 10:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Bill linked to the 15]1 thrum on enviromnental rights, etc 

Dear Eunice, 

I am so sorry for the cor~fusior~ asking; you to pav the extra expense for Mr~ Wachiira after the chair person has committed to take care of it. Since it is rea~Jy ~ot 

~or you to pay tNs out of ~o(:ket, ~ sp.:)~e to Agatha about this and she fully understands that depar~:met~: shouh~ pay tNs because chair already ~rornised to pay. So 

you dot~’t have to worry about: 

Please understand ~hat ~ cou~dn’~ say yes when we were on the phone w~thout check~ng w~th ~gatha. 

Thank you so much for your understanding. 

Haer;m 
Acc~ :[’~c}~ 
]:)e[~t oJ’ Public Policy 
Tel ~ 
Fax. 
Dep~ of" African & Afro American Stud~e~; 
Tel 919.-966.-1295 
hr miller(fi~email unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2011 9:41 AN 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Bill linked to the Nil forum on environmen~l righN, etc 

Dear Haeran, 

Thank you for clarifying developments since the forum was held. It is very helpfully information for future events. 

As I indicated, I will pay the outstanding bills by the end of the term as you requested. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David McDonald <dm23@queensu.ca> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 1:29 PM 

’almar cassam’ < ~hotmail.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Nyerere Book 

Dear Ar]nar, 

Thanks for your email, and congmts on your book on Nyerere. Unfortunately, t have onfy one copy left of our book, so I’m afraid I cannot send you 
one. I’ve copied my co-.editor into this .- Eunice SaNe ---. to see if she has any extra copies she could send you. 
If not, you coufd try Africa ~#bdd Press, in Trenton, New Jersey, in the USA. 
Best regards, 
David 

1~1:~-1 ((sl 3) 533.,C9C2 

< ~ ,’.,:~il: dm23!~queensu.ca 

t?rogioi,m,~’,~0 wobsi[o: wv~v.queensu.ca/devs 

p,q:tii~ci ’,",’el~ ii~!~: _v_~._r_[_’l_U__L’ij__c_[p_~_J_s_’__e_~Lo___e__s_’~_r_Q~_e__o_’_t_:Q_r_fl 

From: annar cassam [mailto @hotmail.com] 
Sent: March 7, 2011 3:00 PM 
T~: dm23@queensu.ca 
Cc: chambi chachage 
Subject: Nyerere Book 
Dear Professor McDonald, 

I have recently heard from Chambi, my co-editor on our book of tributes to Mwalimu published by 
fahamu press, that you yourself co-edited a book on the same subject some years ago. 
So I am writing to ask you to be good enough to send me a copy to Geneva where I live. I should be 

most interested to read it. 

With many thanks and best wishes, 

Annar Cassam (Ms) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: article and thesis 

Biofuels in Africa-updated .docx 

H~ 

Here is the updated version of the article. Besides general editing of 
structure and vocabulary, I included a little more il~fo on the 
envirol~aental impacts of biofuels and I updated it to reflect the fact that 
the Tanzanian government finally published guidelines on the investment in 
bioti~els. It still doesn’t have much of an intro because it was my 
understanding that you were going to include a discussion of relevant 
theory before my part. Is that still the case? Let me know if I need to 
make further changes, such as more discussion of the new guidelines. I 
still have to fi~rmat the bibliography, which I’ll send later today or 
tomorrow Also let me know if you’d like to meet this week; I’m in Raleigh 

and don’t have any plans other than working on my thesis 

On Fri 15:03:56 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 

> Congratulationst This is great news and I am very delighted for you. 
First 
> your M~. and then off to your Ph.D... 
> 

> Take care, 
> Dr Sahle. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:48 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: article and thesis 
> 

>Hi, 
> 

> I’nr really- sorry that I still haven’t sent you ray edits to the biofuel 
> article. I’ve been working on it, but it’s taking longer than expected, 
> and I’ve been veW busy in the past month with nry classes, internship, 
and 
> thesis. I don’t have any other plans over spring break, so I believe I 
can 
> finish the article by this weekend and my thesis (except for some 
editing) 
> by the end of break. I hope this hasn’t caused any problems for you. 
> 

> In other news, the director of the MA in Latin American Studies at 
> e-mailed to ofl;er me admission and a Foreign Language and Area Studies 
> Fellowship that covers tuition and provides a $17,000 stipendt t I still 
> haven’t received tW official letter of acceptance or heard from 
> but there’s a very good chance that I will be going to in the 
~all. 
> Thar~ks again for your letter of reconwncndation. 
> 

> SorW again about the article, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 
RE: article and thesis 

I can meet awtime on Tuesday after 2:00. "¢~q~at works for you? 

On Mort, 19:26:47 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear 
> 
> Thanks for the update! 
> 

> Yes, I am responsible for situating the chapter within debates about 
human 
> security and providing an introduction. Hold off further comraentalT on 
the 
> new guidelines and let’s plan to meet next Tuesday if you have time 
> 

> Best *vishes for the break 
> Dr. Sable 
> 

> 

> Frum: ~!email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Mi)nday, 2:20 PM 
> To: Sable, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: article and thesis 
> 

> Hi, 
> 

> Here is the updated version o17 the article. Besides general editing uf 
> structure and vocabulary, I included a little mute info un the 
> environmental impacts o1! biofuels and I updated it to reflect the fact 
that 
> the Tanzanian government finally published guidelines on the investment 
in 
> biufuels. It still doesn’t have much ufan intro because it was my 
> understanding that yuu were going tu include a discussion of relevant 
> theury befure my part. Is that still the case? Let me knuw if I need to 
> make further changes, such as more discussiun ufthe new guidelines. I 
> still have to format the bibliugraphy, which I’ll send later today ur 
> tumurrow. Alsu let me knuw if you’d like tu meet this week; I’m in 
Raleigh 
> and don’t have any plans other than working on my thesis. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, 15:03:56 +0000, "Sahle, Etmice N" 
<eunice@ernail.unc.edu> 
> xvrote: 
>> Dear 
>> 

>> Congratulations! This is great news and I am very- delighted for you. 
> First 
>> your MA and then off to yo~ Ph.D... 
>> 

>> Take care, 
>> Dr. Sahle. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: @email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, 9:48 PM 
>> To: Sable, E~xice N 
>> Subject: article and thesis 
>> 

>> Hi, 
>> 

>> I’m really SOTW that I still haven’t sent you my edits to the biofuel 
>> article. I’ve been working on it, but it’s taking longer than expected, 
>> and I’ve been very- busy in the past month with my classes, internship, 
> and 
>> thesis I don’t have any other plans over spring break, so I believe I 
> can 
>> finish the article by this weekend and my thesis (except for some 
> editing) 
>> by the end of break. I hope this hasn’t caused any problems for you 
>> 

>> In other news, the director of the \IA in Latin American Studies at 
>> e-mailed to offer me admission and a Foreign Language and Area Studies 
>> Fellowship that covers tuition and provides a $17,000 stipend!! I still 
>> haven’t received my official letter of acceptance or heard ticom 
>> but there’s a very good chance that I will be going to in the 
> fall. 
>> Thanks again for your letter of recommendation 



>> 

>> Sorry again about the article, 

>> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@uncc.edu> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 3:22 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Group ~apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APCG events at ISA Montreal 

Dear APCG members: 
For those of you planning to attend the International Studies Association conference in Montreal next week, I am including below information about: 1) the APCG social event; 
2) the two APCG-sponsored panels; and 3) other panels that may be of interest. We will not have a business meeting, but we hope you will connect with other APCG 
members through these various opportunities. Let me know if you have any questions, and safe travels! 
Best wishes, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

1) APCG Social Event 
The APCG dinner/social event will be at 8:00 p.m. on Friday, March 18th, at Le Taj (http://www.restaurantletai.com), an Indian restaurant located at 2077 rue Stanley in 
downtown Montreal. We need to let the restaurant know how many to expect, so if you plan to attend, please RSVP to Amy Poteete (amypoteete@gmail.com) by Tuesday, 
March 15th. 

2) APCG-Sponsored Panels 
Thursday, March 17, 2011 

8:15 AM (TA57) 
Crisis, Violence and Extremism in Africa and African Solutions 

Chair: Harbeson, John W. (Johns Hopkins University) 

Discussant: Magnusson, Bruce A. (Whitman College) 

Bovcon. "Presidential Election in C6te d’lvoire in 2010" 

Glickman. "lslamism in Black Africa: Three Cases" 

Kouadio. "The Ivorian Socio-Political Crisis in Comparative Perspective" 

Malbrough. "Democratic Decentralization in Sub-Saharan Africa: Explaining Variations in Local Government Effectiveness" 

Purkitt. "Environmental Security in Africa: Western and African Perspectives" 

10:30 AM (TB16) 
Beyond the State: New Dimensions of African Security Challenges 

Chair: Piombo, Jessica R. (Naval Postgraduate School) 

Discussant: Piombo, Jessica R. (Naval Postgraduate School) 

Autessen~. "Seeing Like a Peacebuilder: An Ethnography of International Intervention" 

Lischer. "Forced Displacement in Africa: Challenges for Human Security and International Security" 

Lyons. "Governance and Security: The Politics of Civil War Onset, Endurance, and Resolution" 

Menkhaus. "Part of the Solution and Part of the Problem: State-Building, Stabilization, and Humanitarian Intervention in Threat Reduction Strategies in Africa" 

3) Other panels of interest to APCG members 
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 

8:15 AM (WA39) 
Lessons from European and Chinese Security and Development Policies towards Africa 

Chair: Gegout, Catherine (University of Nottingham) 

Discussant: Pupavac, Vanessa (University of Nottingham) 

Curtis. "The International Politics of Chinese Peacekeeping and Insecurity in the Democratic Republic of the Congo" 

Gegout. "EU and Chinese Policies towards African Continental, Regional and National Security Institutions: A Common Approach?" 

Himno= "Policy and Practice of China’s Peacekeeping in Liberia" 

Suzuki. "Do the EU and China Compete in Africa? The Case of Developmental Aid in Africa" 

Leitt. "Both Elites And Comrades? The (Competing) Identities In China’s Peacekeeping Policy" 

10:30 AM (WB48) 
Choosing the Fight." Research on Who Participates and Why 

Chair: Rinehart, James F. (Troy University) 

Discussant: Cheng, Christine S. (University of Oxford) 

Calouro. "Corruption, Greed & Lost innocence: DR Congo’s Deadly Historical Structure" 

Grubb. "Social Structure Reexamined: A Relational Approach to Civilian Communities’ Influence on Violence" 

Jentzsch. "Civil Militias and the Dynamics of Civil Wars" 

Samset. "Postwar Violence in Angola" 

Velitchkova. "Muslims and Political Violence in Sub-Saharan Africa" 

10:30 AM (WB62) 
Governing War Crimes: Politics and Practice of the International Criminal Court (ICC) 

Chair: Mills, Kurt (University of Glasgow) 

Discussant: Schiff, Benjamin N. (Oberlin College) 

Discussant: Powell, Emilia Justyna (University of Alabama) 

Brown and Sriram. "The ICC, Kenya, and Complementarity" 

Leonard. "Obama and the Promise of Global Governance: The Case of the ICC" 

Mills. "Africa and the ICC: Darfur and Disenchantment" 

Schiff. "Convergence of Responsibility or Divergence of Culpability? The ICC and Responsibility to Protect (R2P)" 

Sundar. "Sri Lanka Versus The international Community: Is Neo-Regionalism The Answer?" 

10:30 AM (WB40) 
Human Rights, Democratic Accountability and the Legitimation of Global Governance 

Chair: Campbell, Patricia (American Public University) 

Discussant: Eckert, Amy E= (Metropolitan State College of Denver) 

Burke. "The Market and Humanitarian Assistance" 

Jackson. "Questioning Global Governance through the Invisible Hand: Neoinstitutional Economics, Ungovernable Governmentality and the Chad-Cameroon Petroleum 
Development Project" 

McNeal. "The Globalization Complex and the Universalization of Liberal-Modern Values: Ideology, Changing Norms and Challenges to/of Democratization" 

Wahlrab. "Democracy Promotion and Global Security in the Era of Obama" 



Whelan. "Is a Sustainable, Developed, and Post-Ethnic Rwanda Reliant on Democratic and Human Rights Deficits?" 

1:45 PM (WC30) 
Regional Governance in Southern Africa 

Chair: Hancock, Kathleen (Colorado School of Mines) 

Discussant: Jetschke, Anja Elisabeth (University of Freiburg) 

Hancock. "Governance Structures in Regional Integration Agreements: The Case of the Southern African Customs Union (SACU) " 

Josefsson. "The Authority of Global Nature Conservation Networks: Poor Peoples’ Advocates in Rural South Africa" 

Klotz. "Out of Africa: The Roots of South African Ambivalence toward Regional Governance" 

Lorenz. "Does Political Authority Have a Regional Address? The Regionalization of Global Governance in Southern Africa" 

Swatuk. "Reflections on the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Pr~)tocol on Shared Watercourses: Toward Good Regional Water Governance?" 

4:00 PM (WD26) 
Twentieth Century African Political Thought: Challenges to Political Authority 

Chair: Opondo, Sam O. (University of Hawaii at Manoa) 

Discussant: Opondo, Sam O. (University of Hawaii at Manoa) 

Jones. "Race and Emancipation: Engagements with Negritude and Pan-Africanism in the Lusophone African Liberation Struggles" 

Malik. "21st Century Nation-States, 20th Century Solutions: Leopold Senghor and Socialism" 

Sabaratnam. "Situated Critique: Re-Imagining Political Subjecthood in Anti-Colonial Thought" 

Sandor. "Opacity and Audience: Resistances to French Colonial Rule in Algeria" 

Thursday, March t7, 201t 

8:15 AM (TA56) 
Negotiated Peace Agreements and the Challenges of Peacebuilding 

Discussant: Curtis, Devon E. (University of Cambridge) 

Curtis. "Transforming a Rebel: Peace and Post-Conflict Governance" 

Dzinesa. "Peace Agreements and the Reform of Africa’s Security Sector" 

Fern~ndez-Sola. "Is There Any Opportunity for International Governance in Somalia?" 

Srinivasan. "The Politics of Negotiated Peace in Africa: Contested Ideas and Institutions" 

Sriram and Vandeginste. "Power-Sharing and Transitional Justice: A Clash of Paradigms?" 

10:30 A M (TB34) 
Africa’s International Relations 
Chair: Frankowski, Pawel K. (Maria Curie-Sklodowska University) 

Discussant: Victor, Jonah 
Briggs. "ODA and Elections: Aiding Incumbents?" 
Frankowski. "Ten Years After: The Cotonou Agreement and the EU Policies towards Sub-Saharan Africa" 
Odoom. "China as a Development Partner in Africa?: Interrogating China’s Rise in Africa" 
Samphansakul. "The United States Bilateral Foreign Economic Aid and Economic Performance of African Recipient Nations between 2001 and 2008" 

1:45 PM (TCS0) 
China’s FDI and Trade with Africa: An Assessment 

Chair: Claar, Simone N. (Goethe University Frankfurt) 

Discussant: Claar, Simone N. (Goethe University Frankfurt) 

De Soysa and Krishna Chaitanya. "Resource Drain or Genuine Interest for Dirt Poor? Chinese FDI Abroad and Human Rights: Is Ther~ a Connection?" 

Jackson. "Textile Tsunamis and "Ching-ching" Goods: China’s Trade Position in African Countries, 1980-2008" 

Sackeyfio. "Redefining Economic Governance in Contemporary Ghana: China and the Scramble for Markets and Power" 

Tung and Brea. "A League of Dictators? Non-interventionism, Political Regime, and Trade between China and Sub-Saharan Africa" 

Friday, March 18, 20tl 

1:45 PM (FC30) 
Governing Post-Coloniallties 

Chair: Turcotte, Heather M. (University of Connecticut) 

Discussant: Turcotte, Heather M. (University of Connecticut) 

Charbonneau. "Imperial, Anti-Colonial, Global Ideologies: The Contested Terrain of Francophone African Worlds" 

della Faille and Laberge. "The Crumbling of Empires: Dynamics of Immediate Post-WWII French and Belgian Colonialism in Africa and Asia" 

Sandor. "On Colonial Mimicry: France, Security and the Governance of Postcolonial Suspect Communities" 

Warner. "Locating Homo Sacer in the Orient" 

4:00 PM (FD66) 
African Dynamics 
Chair: Ferreira-Pereira, Laura Cristina (Technical University of Lisbon) 

Discussant: Samarasinghe, Stanley W. (Tulane University) 

Clayton. "Female Labor Force Participation and Political Involvement in Rural Kenya " 

Mart. "Rethinking Urbanity in a Time of Crisis: A Comparative View of City-ness in Africa and America’s Midwest" 

Sharlach. "Gold, Glory, God and Global Governance: The Re-Colonization of Kenya and Zimbabwe?" 

Speight. "Peace-Making or State-Making? Authority and Institutional Selection in Post-Conflict Cote d’lvoire" 

Saturday, March 18, 2011 

8:15 AM (SA21) 
Africa and WoHd Order 
Chair: Hasenkamp, Miao-ling Lin (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg) 

Discussant: Richey, Lisa Ann (Roskilde University) 

Captain. "Opportunities and Constraints in Sub-Saharan Africa: New Developments in Partnerships" 

Fernandez McCann. "Namibia and the United Nations: The Role of the United Kingdom" 

Kim. "The Effects of Regionalism on Economic Development" 

Moreno. "United Nations Denial of Hybrid Political Orders: The Case of Somaliland " 

Prosser. "The Road to Global Nuclear Zero? Why the Nuclear Powers Are Unlikely to Follow in South Africa’s Footsteps" 

8:15 AM (SA63) 
Gender Mathstreamthg in Peace and Security Sectors in Africa 

Chair: Abrahamsen, Rita (University of Ottawa) 

Discussant: Patton, Charlotte G. (City University of New York) 

Basini. "Women’s Experiences of Diarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR) in Liberia: Preliminary Findings" 

Drumond= "A Critical Perspective on Gender Mainstreaming and UN Peacekeeping: Lessons From the UN mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo" 

Hudson. "A Non-Hegemonic Feminist Challenge to the Liberal Gender Politics of Contemporary Peacebuilding" 

Mageza-Barthel. "Between Global Imperatives and Local Demands: Gender Politics in Rwanda after Genocide" 



Medie. "Explaining the Policy Implementation Deficit: Violence against Women Policymaking in Post-Conflict Liberia" 

8:15 AM (SA57) 
Po/itical Authority in Transition: New Private Sector Actors in Africa 

Chair: Opoku, Darko (Oberlin College) 

Discussant: Sandberg, Eve (Oberlin College) 

Handley. "Private and Public Sector Responses to Crisis: HIV/AIDs in Botswana, South Africa, Kenya, and Uganda" 

Opoku. "State-Business Relations in Ghana since the 1990s: Evolution and Change" 

Sandberg. "Theorizing the Evolving African State-Private Sector Relations" 

Taylor= "Influence without Organization: Improving Business-State Relations in Africa by Bypassing Formal institutions" 

10:30 AM (SB45) 
African Transitions and Transformations: Promise, Practice, and Possibilities 
Chair: Henderson, Errol A. (Pennsylvania State University) 

Discussant: Henderson, Errol A. (Pennsylvania State University) 

Edozie. "New Frames in African Democratic Politics" 

Mokhawa. "Southern African Regional Security: Towards A ’Sustainable Security’ Framework" 

Rabesahala Horning. "Forests, Farmers and Foreigners: Conservation Politics in Africa" 

Soyinka-Airewele. "Colonial Legacies: Ghosts, Gulags, and the Silenced Traumas of Empire" 

1:45 PM (SC24) 
China Rising? 

Chair: Hasenkamp, Miao-ling Lin (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg) 

Discussant: Sanborn, Howard (Virginia Military Institute) 

Behrndt-Eriksen. "China’s Energy Strategy in Latin America: A Challenge to US Interests?" 

Conteh-Morgan. "China in Africa: Implications for Democracy Promotion" 

Corcoran. "China’s Oil Quandary: Investment in the African Continent and US Foreign Policy" 

McNeal. "China’s Tactical Uses of North Korea’s Bellicosity: How Beijing’s Explicit Policy Stance Masks its Long-term Aims and its Vulnerabilities" 

Tesi= "China, Africa, and the West: An Inquiry into the Surge of China’s Influence in Africa and what that Means to the West’s Foreign Policy Strategy in the Region" 

4:00 PM (SD03) 
Alternatives to State Sovereignty in an Era of Softened Sovereignty 

Chair: Knopf, Jeffrey William (Naval Postgraduate School) 

Discussant: Patrick, Stewart M. (Council on Foreign Relations) 

Arias. "Armed Conflict and Political Order in Medellin, Colombia" 

Clunan and Trinkunas. "Alternatives to State Authority or Ungoverned Spaces?" 

Mandel. "Global Security Upheaval: Armed Non-state Groups as Stability Enhancers" 

Menkhaus and Shapiro. "Reassessing Security Threats in Ungoverned Spaces: AI Qa’ida, Shabaab, and the Horn of Africa" 

4:00 PM (SD57) 
Neoliberal Trade Reform in Developing Countries: EU Policy and the African, Caribbean and Pacific Bloc 

Chair: Payne, Tony (University of Sheffield) 

Discussant: Hankla, Charles (Georgia State University) 

Bishop. "Beyond Sugar? Implementing the EPA in Trinidad & Tobago, Jamaica and the Dominican Republic" 

Cho. "The Durability of Political Goods? Evidence from Africa’s New Democracies" 

Heron= "Economic LiberNisation, Preference Erosion and Neoliberal Adjustment in Lesotho and Swaziland" 

Mohammed. "Increasing the Caribbean Community Exports under the EPA Policy Considerations for Building Regional Competitiveness" 

Richardson. "Trade Adjustment in the Caribbean: EU Aid and the Restructuring of its Sugar Industries" 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D= I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-887-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You a~e currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:hrtps://~ists.wisc.edv’~u?~d~299565.~l8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dc~b22e&n T&] apcg&o 14353432 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-14353432-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 11:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Chapter 

tm~sitiong~j ustice.docx 

Dr. Sahle, 

Here is my part of the edits for the chapter I wasn’t sure just how 
detailed I should be in discussing specific fi-oms of transitional 
jusuce, so I am afraid that I went into too much detail So, it" 
there is anything specific that you want me to focus on more than the 
rest of the information I have there, I can go back to edit and cut 
things down. 

Also, I wanted to let you know that I have started to hear back from 

number of other schools I have yet to hear from I will definitely 
keep you up to date 

Hope you are having a good spring break[ 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: ThaJ~k you 

Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are doing well, and I apologize for not keeping in better touch this semester per the research for the book chapter; I have been busy with my honors thesis 

which I defend in two weeks. Perhaps after that time I will be able to continue refining the work we have done; please let me know the s~tas of this project. 

Also, I really appreciate you writing letters of recommendation for me and thus far I have gotten accepted to 

Fha~k you so much lbr your help during this application process. 

Besk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday 4:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N 4eunice@email.~tnc.edtr~ 

DRC GBV part 

A gendered political economy of the Congo.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
He~e’s my section for tl~e paper. I hope it is what you were thinking. I included a brief outline of the currem conflict, which might not be necessmy-. I tried to keep 

theory out of the discussion of the political economy to keep it focused and simple, but feel free to add to it if you think its needed. I tried to make some sort of 

transition into        discussion, I’m not so sure how well it transitions realb’ tl~ough. I tried to keep it brief, but sometimes that’s hard, so feel free to cut mashing. 

Let me know if you need anything else, or want ~my substantial changes. 

Thanks lbr eve ~rything, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agaric <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 5:28 PM 

Department lis~serv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] FW: ttR Digest: Maxch 8, 2011 

030811 HR Elnployee hffonnation.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2011 5:16 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Digest: March 8, 20:[1 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

* Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department{S}o 

* Full text of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

Mar. 9: information Technology (iT) award nominations due 

Mar. 15:Teachers & State ~mp!oyees Retirement workshop 

Mar. 25: OLED award nominations due ................................................................... 

Mar. 31: NCFlex reimbursement claims due 

Ma[. 31: U LEAD applications due (dead~k~e extended) 

Apr. 22: Spring holiday 

Even#~g Activities-Sa[ety/Secur~:y Considerations (CHick here) 

This memo serves as a reminder for faculty, staff, and students who attend classes and other campus and community activities at night or work alone in campus 

buildings after regular business hours. 

Final Notice: Claims incurred during calendar year 20~0 must be filed with Aon Consulting no later than Mar. 3L Failure to submit claims for 20~0 by Mar. 3~ will 

result in forfeiture of any funds remaining in your account. 

~nformat{on Technology {~T} Award Nom~na~:k)ns (C~ick here) 

Nominations foF the Annual IT Awards aFe now open] Links and infoFmation on the ~ndivMual OF team nominations aFe available on the ~_~_~.~_.and aFe due by 
Wednesday, MBF. 9. 
Filing Your State Taxes Correctly and O~ T~me ~ Make Sur~ You Take Adwntag~ of Tax Credits {Click here} 

The 20~1 tax season is underway. The N.C. Department of Revenue offers the following tax tips to make sure you fi~e your taxes correctly and on time. 

Ems~: Christie davis@unc.edu 

Webs~te: http;iihr.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atH afam&o=28818566 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-28818566-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@ilistserv .unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, March 8, 201 ! 

Mar. 9: !..n...f..9...r.-m..~.a..~j.9....n.~...T-e....c....h.~.n.....~.j....~..gy.~.(!...T.)~.a..~[~.~.~.m~!.~j.~.E~. d u e 
Mar. 1 ~-.T..e..a.~.c.~.h.~.e.~.r.~.s...~.~5~.t.~.a~.t.~.e...E...m.p..!~.~..y.~.e.~.e.~..~!.~m~L~k~.b~p 
Mar. 25: OLED award nominations due 
Mar. 31: NCFlex reimbursement claims due 
Mar. 31: ULEAD applications due (deadline extended) 
Apr. 22: Spring holiday 

Evening Activities- Safety/Security Considerations 

FROM: Chief Jeffrey McCracken 
Chair, Campus Security Committee 

This memo serves as a reminder for faculty, staff, and students who attend classes 
and other campus and community activities at night or work alone in campus 
buildings after regular business hours, 

See Something? Say Something! Emergency Call Boxes are located across 
campus on black poles with blue lights on top. University police respond to 
the call box location as soon as the call box is activated, even if you do not 
speak. Click here for more information. In an emergency, or if you notice 
anything suspicious, notify University Police by using a call box or by 
calling 962- 81 00 (routine calls) or 911 (emergency calls). 

Lock Your Doors! Secure doors to rooms, residences, and offices when 
you’re occupying them and also when you’re leaving, even if it’s just for a 
short time. 

SafeWalk provides a male- female pair of DPS- trained student walkers to 
accompany students at night between any on- campus locations, including 
Granville and most Greek housing, as well as select off- campus locations. 
SafeWalk operates Sunday- Thursday; 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. Call 962- SAFE 
(7233) or submit a ticket .__o____n__!!___n____e__. 

RaveGuardian is a free service that allows registrants to activate a virtual 
escort with their cell phones when crossing campus after dark. Register for 
the service .._o___n_!.!_D_.e_. and access other safety features. 



Now UNC Mobile and Rave are offering Smart911, a free opt- in system 
through which UNC community members can register their phones and 
create personalized profiles by adding a photo, local address, relevant 
medical conditions and other information. Smart911 protects your 
information and ensures it gets only to the people who need it and only 
when they need it (your profile is only visible when you call 9- 1- 1). For 
more information on how to register your cell phone free of charge with the 
Smart911 system click here. 

When walking at night, plan the route in advance so you can stay in well- lit 
areas; stay alert to your surroundings at all times; and never walk alone. Tell 
someone where you are going and when you expect to return. 

In the late afternoon or at night, use fare- free Chapel Hill Transit services. 
The "U" and "RU" routes circle campus in both directions between 7 am and 
8 pm on weekdays. _C____l__i____c__l__(_______h___e____r____e_. to see when the next bus will arrive and 
reduce your outside wait time. Safe Ride Routes are also offered to serve 
parts of campus, Chapel Hill, and Carrboro. Click here for more for 
information. 

The P2P Express service runs a fixed route every 1 5 minutes from 7 pm to 3 
am seven days a week when the dormitories are open during the academic 
semesters. Riders must show a UNC OneCard or University ID to board. For 
an Express map and more information on all P2P services (including a Law 
School shuttle, Student Health Service / UNC Hospitals’ Emergency Room 
transportation, a Library SafeRide Shuttle, and Sunday service to the PR Lot) 
visit click here. ..................................... 

P2P also transports students to open campus buildings as well as providing 
rides for students, faculty and staff to campus parking lots between dusk 
and dawn, seven days a week, excluding University holidays. To arrange a 
ride, call 962- 7867 (TDD 962- 7142 for hearing impaired only). 

Flexible Spending Accounts 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Final Notice: Claims incurred during calendar year 2010 must be filed with Aon 
Consulting no later than Mar. 31. Failure to submit claims for 2010 by Mar. 31 will 
result in forfeiture of any funds remaining in your account. 

You can check your balances online .__h____e____r___e__. or call Aon Consulting at 877- 371- 
2926. Download the claim form from the NCFlex website or fax your claim form(s) 
to Aon at 866- 892- 8063. If you fax a claim form, be sure to keep the fax 
confirmation number and a copy of all submitted claims for your records. If you 
have questions, call Benefit Services at 962- 3071. 



Information Technology (IT) Award Nominations 

FROM: 2011 IT Awards Committee 

Nominations for the Annual IT Awards are now open! Links and information on the 
individual or team nominations are available on the website and are due by 
Wednesday, Mar. 9. 

We invite you to recognize someone who has given you outstanding technical 
support by nominating an individual or team for an Information Technology (IT) 
Award. This award honors any type of information technology support on campus, 
from staff (permanent employee) who provide computing support, write code, or 
administer a network, to teams working together to provide specific technology 
services for a department or the University. 

A nomination is an excellent way to let your IT support staff know you appreciate 
what they do. Please provide specific information that will tell this year’s 
committee how the nominee or team stands out. 

Winners will be announced at the Annual IT Awards Ceremony, Tuesday, Apr. 1 2, 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Carolina Club. Event registration for the IT 
community will open at a later date. 

Please note that last year’s award winners are listed on our website and are not 
eligible for this year’s awards. 

Filing Your State Taxes Correctly and On Time - - Make Sure You Take 
Advantage of Tax Credits 

FROM: NC Department of Revenue 

The 2011 tax season is underway. The N.C. Department of Revenue offers the 
following tax tips to make sure you file your taxes correctly and on time. 

Plan to file your taxes electronically: filing your taxes electronically is fast, 
convenient and more accurate than paper filing. Plus, you receive a 
confirmation that your return and/or payment have been received. Direct 
deposit of your state income tax refund is available only if you e- file. If you 
owe additional tax, you can make payments electronically on the agency’s 
website by bank draft, Visa, or MasterCard. Just visit the North Carolina 
...D.....e..p.....a....r...t.....m.....e.....n....t......~....f......R....e.....v....e....n.....u....e... website, click on Electronic Services for Individuals 
and then D- 400V, Individual Payment Voucher. 

The opportunity to e- file for free is available for those that meet certain 
eligibility requirements. More information about e- filing, including free and 



other low cost filing options, is available by clicking the e- file link on the 
front page of the agency’s website, 

You may qualify for the earned income tax credit: the state Earned Income 
Tax Credit increases this year to 5 percent of a taxpayer’s federal credit. 
Check your eligibility for the federal and state earned income tax credits. If 
you qualify for the federal credit, you qualify for the state credit. 

Don’t file photocopies of tax forms: if you file using paper forms, please use 
preprinted forms or forms you download from the department’s website. 
Photocopies of forms may not scan correctly, which could delay the 
processing of your return or cause errors that would require you to file an 
amended return. 

Taxpayers can get tax forms mailed to them free of charge by calling 
877- 252- 3052 during regular business hours or by writing to the 
department. Taxpayers can also order forms from the ..d....e.p.....a..r...t.....m.....e....n...t..~...s.-...w-e...b....s...!..t....e... 

Make sure you include your correct address: thousands of state tax refunds 
are returned each year because taxpayers put an incorrect address on their 
returns. Double check your personal information - - including your current 
address-- before you send in your return. 

Make your check out to the N.C. Department of Revenue: some taxpayers 
send checks made out to the Internal Revenue Service for their state taxes. 
If you owe any state tax, make your check out to the N.C. Department of 
Revenue. 

You may qualify for free tax preparation and filing: taxpayers with low- to 
moderate incomes may qualify for free tax preparation and filing assistance 
through the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program sponsored by the Internal 
Revenue Service. For more information on VlTA programs available for Carolina 
employees, click here. For more information please call the Taxpayer Assistance 
and Collections Center at 877- 252- 3052. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 6:10 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

David I.owentha] to Address Geography a~d ttumanities Interactions During the AAG AnnuaJ Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_j.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~? AAO~ogram B ..... 

David Lowenthal to Address Geography and 
Humanities Interactions During AAG Annual 
Meeting 
AAG Armuai Meetir~g ¯ A(~ri112-1~, 2011 . Se~4-tle, W~sim~gtor~ 

Dea~ Prof, Eunice Sable, 

The AAG Annual Meeting program will feNure a special plenary 
presenlafien by David Lowentha~ titled, "From Scientism to 
Humanism: Geography and the Two Cultures," on April 13 at 6:30 
p.m. His presentation ~s part of a specMI track of sessions addressing 
h~teracfions between geography and 1he humanities. 

Lowenthal, a towering figure in geography and a professor emeritus at 
University College London, has infk~enced humanistic research on 
landscape tasles and perceptions, the relationships belween history and 
cultural heritage, the history of geographic thought, and the conservation 

In This Issue 

~ist~Mion 

Where to Sta~ 

V~ew 1he Pre~k~naw 

About the AnmJa~ 



Regular Member S265 $315 ’ 

Member Student/Retired $145 $185 
, 

Non-Member $390 $435 

Student Non-Member $215 $235    ’ 

Companion/Spouse $90 $140 

One Day Pass $215 $235 ....... ~ .......................................................... 

Not registered to attend? You have until temerrow, [vlarch 9, to receive 
the discounted registration rate. Re.qister to attend. 
Already registered? Thank you for registering and cong[a[u[at[ons on 
receiving the early registration d[sceunL ~t~y no1 tell a fdend or colleague 

~ember Rates* 
there’s stilt time to register at the tower rate? 

Regular: $265 

Netire6: $] 45 

Featured Sessions, Themes, and Tracks 
~ Day Pass: $215 

Several key themes and tr~cks will higM~ght the ~nn~al meeting, gF~ing 
Non=~embers* 

a~tendees a unique opportunity to Jnterac~ w~h renowned scholars and 
Regular: $390 

administrators from both ~ns~de and oulside of ~ eo~ raphv. Here are a few 
Student: $215 

h~ghHghts of the planned sessions and events: 
Companion: $90 
1 Day Pass: $215 

~ The Changing Roles of the University ~n Society 
~ Geography and the Humanities 
e As~an GeograpMes and Collaborations h~ Research and Education 

*Discounted rates 
~ Space-Time ~ntegrsfion h~ Geography and G~Science 
e The Ro~e of Geography Jn Census 2010 and ~he Census Bureau 

above end March 9, 
2011. 

The meeting program w~ a~so feature: 

~ Join Our Mailing Li~ 
e The Latest Research - Presentations and posters by bading 

scholars and researchers flora more than 60 coun~rbs 
~ Specia~ Guest S#eakers - ]nck~ding BarB, Lopez, David 

LowenthsL T~mothy T[a~nor, and more 
e Exhibit Hall - Booths and exhJMts showcasing recen~ 

puM~cafions and new geegra#hic technelog~es 
. Caree[ and Networking Opportunities -A Jobs in Geography 

Center Mghlight~ng the ~atest empbyment oppo~un~ties for 
geographe~ and career devebpmen~ sessions 

~ Special Events ~ An ~nternafiena] networking reception, WoHd 
Geography Bowl and Awards luncheon 

e FJeJd Tr~ps ~ Expbre the rbh cu~tura~ and physical geog[aphy of 
1he Pacific Ne~hwest 

For more ~nfo[mat~on about the annual meeting program and events, visit 

Where te Stay 
The d~scou~ted hotel rooms are go~ng fast. Reserve your room 
today to save~ 

The Annual Meeting w~H take p~ace a~ the ~%asMngton orate Converflbn 
Center and the Seatlle Sheralen HeleL D~scounted rooms are avaHaMe to 
meeting attendees conveniently ~ocated near the meeting sessions and 

~ Sheraton Seattle Hotel - Ma~n Conference Hole~ 
~ Hilton Seattle - SOLD OUT* 
e Crowne Plaza - SOLD OU~ 

Viewth e limina~ rog~am Online 

Traveling to Seattle 
Seattle ~s easily accessible by ~ir, car, rai~, or bus. ~G has arranged 
special d~sco~nt rates for annual meeting attendees through Amtrak, 

American A~H~nes, and Avis and Hertz cat [eRtals, V~sJt the 
Transportation page fer deta~s and avaHaMe effects. Be sure to also check 
w~th your favorite travel s~te for the latest deals. 

About Seattle 



See the About Seattle page online for AAG Ne~,sletter 
articles on Sea,tie and the F’acific Northwest. Also see 
the Map of Seattle for the locations of the meeting 
rescues, hotels, a~d other points of inlerest. 

About the AAG Annual Neeting 
Join fellow geographers, GIS specialists, and environmental scierflis~s 
the Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers in 
Seattle for the ver~, latest in research and applications in geography, 
sustainability, and GIScience. The AAG Annual Meeting is an 
interdisciplinary for’urn open to anyone wi~h an interest in geography and 
related disciplines, 

VVe look forward to seei~xg you in Seattle. 

$i~cere~y, 

Oscar La[son 
Association of American Geographers 

Connect with us: ~ ~} @ 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

This email was sent ~o eunice@email,unc.edu by meetinq@aa#.orq :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Mstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’ Privacy Policy. 

Association of American Geographers:: ~710 I6th Street NW ::Washington i DC 20009 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Saturday , GO! Panel 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I should be able to help out. "¢,qaat time would our panel be? 

Thanks, 

On Tue, 22:30:01 -0500, ~ @gmail.com> wrote: 
> .......... Forwarded message .......... 
> Subject: Saturday GO’. Panel 
> To: .2~gmail corn> 
> Cc: @gmail.com" ~gmail.com> 
> 

> 

> 

> Dear 
> 

> ttope your break is going well 
> 

> I recently had a conversation with (thanks) asking her to join me on 
a 
> panel at this year’s GO[ forum organized by varinus units at I_YNC. Our 
panel 
> would focus on the gendered dimensions of cross-cultural experiences 
> drawing 
> on examples from our time in Tanzania and Mexico. Last year’s panel on 
this 
> theme was titled "Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Experience" and 

> can use the same title or generate our own All the panels will be 55 
> minutes. 

> You would be excellent on the proposed panel hence this email I hope 
you 
> can join us Below is a description of the (iO! forum Let me l~ow if you 
> can join us as soon as possible. 

> _Many thanks. 
> Dr. Sable. 

> GO! was developed in 2008 in response to the growing nmnber of L~’~’C 
> undergraduates who are going abroad to Asia, Africa, Latin America and 
the 
> )~hddle East with little prograrmnatic guidance or preparation beyond 
safety 
> and logistical infom~ation. GO[ tries to better prepare students for 
> ethical and cultural challenges as they engage in global service, 
> service-learning, research and internships in developing cormnunities in 
> these regions. GO! is organized by the Campus Y, APPLES, Center for 
Global 
> Initiatives, Burch/Honors Study Abroad, Institute for Global Health and 
> Infectious Diseases, Study Abroad, Office of Institutional Research and 
> Assessment, African Studies Center, institute for Study of the Americas 
> Carolina for Kibera, Carolina Center for Public Service. For nrore 
> inforraation about GO[ you can visit http ://c~i.unc.edui~o 
> 

> This year GO! will follow a format similar to that developed last year. 
> The 
> day will begin with a undergraduate student panel on the Ethics of 
Working 
> in Communities facilitated by Joseph Jordan. The panel will be followed 
by 
> regional break-out groups, led by UNC faculty Following a boxed lunch 
> UN-C 
> faculty will then offer two sets of 55-minute workshops, ranging Iicom 
> Ethics 
> of Health Care Delively’ and Ethics of Photography and Videography to 
> Conducting a Successful Internship 



From: ~gmail.com~, 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:09 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: recommendation due 

Hello! 

I jnst wanted to make sure to remind you that the recommendation I requested from you for the 
is due one week from today, on 

If you’ve already submitted it, please disregard this e-mail (this organization doesn’t notifs.~ me when they’ve received recommendations, so I jnst don’t l~ow!). 

Here’s the link to the online recommendation folrn: 

And here’s infbrmation about the f~llowship progra~n: 

Thank you again ~or all o[’your support, m~d I should s~art hea~ing ~me final decisions from other programs soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:14 AM 

roberts@eastcoast.co.za 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu>; Lungile Keswa 
< Keswa @ul<zn.ac.za > 

Accommodation Booking 

Dear Marlene 
Confirming our telecon of this morning, please could you book two single rooms with breakfast for the following people:- 

1). Rodney Vargas - check in on 7th May 2011 (flight arrives in DBN at 20H00) 
check out on 12th May 2011 

2). Eunice SaNe - check in on 8th May 2011 (time will be confirmed) 
check out on 12th May 2011 

PSi: Note that the bill for the above accommodation will be se~le directly with you. Take care and thanks again!. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 
The Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZu/u-Nata/ 
Room F196, Memorial Tower Building 
Du~ban 

4041 
Tel: 27 31 2603195/3577 

Fax: 27 31 2602502 

http ://ccs. uk~m ac.za 
"The secret of health for both mind and body is not to mourn for the past, nor to worry about the future, but to live the present moment wisely and earnestly". 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: h_L~:/iw~,wuukzn,ac,z~disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 4:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney .]oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu>; Patrick Bond 
<pbond@mail.ngo.za>; Shauna Mottiar <Mottiar@ukzn.ac.za> 

May 9-12 visit 

U N C. DOCX 

Dear All 
Please find attached a draft schedule pertaining to Rodney!Eunice’s trip which is self-explanatory. Please feel free to forward any amendments you wish to make. 
Warm Regards 
Helen 

Please find our Em~fil Disclaimer here-->: ~_g__tp2’:Sy_2v_!~i:_u_k_~__n_:~=z_=a__{_c_l_i_~_c_!_~__n_)__e_!2 



Date Programme Time/Venue Remarks 
7th May Arrival - Rodney Booked at U’rban 
8th May Arrival - Eunice Elephant (5/House. 

Taxi driver Hassan cell: 

9th May 09HO0 

10th May 

11th May 

12th May 

Notes: 

Meeting with CCS staff 

at their seminar room 

(MTB602) ie. Shauna, 
Amy, Lungi, Ma Dudu, 

Orlean & Helen 

Campus Tour - 

Libraries/seminar 

rooms, canteens et c 

Reality Tour (1) 

Visit: 2 sites 

(accommodation) 

Final meeting with CCS 

Staff. 

Reality Tour (2) 

Reality Tour (3) 

Rodney/Eunice 

Departure 

11H30 

08H30 

12h30 

09HO0 

10H30 

13H00 

To discuss modalities 
of upcoming prog, 

costs, payment etc. 

CCS OJfice number: 

27 31 2503577. 

Libraries/seminar 

rooms, canteens et c 

Inanda tour- Ma Dudu 
will fetch you from 

your B&B. (Dudu: cell- 

Ansteys Backpackers 

(Tash) 
Hippo Hide Lodge & 

Backpackers (Michelle 

CCS Seminar Room 

(MTB602) 

Sdcea (Des: cell- 

Chatsworth (Orlean: 

Taxi driver Hassan cell: 

Accomodation at Urban Elephant Guesthouse ( bill will be settled directly by Rodney/Eunice). 
Rodney: check in on 71~ May 2011 - check out on 121~ May 2011 
Eunice: check in on 8th May 2011 - check out on 12th May 2011 

Reality Youl~s’: stipend for tour (Des, Orlean & Ma Dudu) plus transport costs (Hassan & Ma Dudu) will 
be settled directly by RodneyflZunice. 

Return airport #~an~sfers trips to campus and aJay other additional costs will be settled directly by 
Rodney/Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 4:14 AM 

Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Site Visits: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Eunice/Rodney 

Please note that both Ansteys Backpackers and Hippo Hide Lodge are aware of your visit. There wonlt be a specific person available to show you around but 

staff whom are working on that day, will be well aware that you are visiting and need to be taken around the place etc. 

Contact details:- Ansteys backpackers - Tash 

Hippo Hide Lodge & Backpackers: Michelle - 

Kind Regards 

Helen 

Plea~ find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: htlp:i/wwwa~kzn,ac,za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 9:00 AM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

REMINDER: APSA Africa Workshop 2011 

NOTE THAT THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS NENZI’ WEEK (MARCH 14). 
Below please find information about the APSA’s fourth Africa Workshop, to take place in Nairobi this summer. Note that APCG’s very own treasurer, Carl LeVan, is one of the 
workshop leaders. Please circulate this widely among colleagues in Africa and PhD students in the US who might want to apply. 
Participant ApNications Now Being Accepted for APSA’s Fourth Africa Worksho~- Kenya 201 ~ 
The American Political Sdence Assodat~on (APSA) ~s accepting pa~dpant applications for ~ fourth Afdca ~brkshop, entitled "Representation 
Reconsidered: Ethnic Politics and Afdca’s Governance h~sflt~t~ons ~n Comparative Perspective." ~t wH~ take p~ace July 23 to A~gust 6, 2011 at the 
~nstffute for Development Studies (IDS) at the Urfiversffy of Na~robL 
The organizers, with a grant secured from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, will cover al~ the cos~ of participation (travel, lodging, rnea~s, dally 
stipend, and materials) for up to 23 qualified appHcan~ (20 African, p~us 3 based ~n the U.S.). Profess~ona~ fluency ~n English ~s absolutely 
required. Because the workshop wH] have a strong cross<eg~onal component, US~based PhD students w~th expe~se in e~ther Africa or Latin 
Amedca are encouraged to apply. 
The wod~shop leaders are Todd E~sens~adt (American UNvers~ty, USA), Carl LeVan (Arnerican University, USA), Josephine Ah~k~re (Makerere 
UNvers~ty, Uganda), and Karut~ Kany~nga (l~st~tute for Development Studies, Kenya). 
Program announcements, the 2011 Application Form, and more ~nformat~on about the workshop themes can be found online at the APSA Africa 
Workshop website, ~.apsanet.org/afr~caworkshops. 

Beth EHse Whi~aker, Ph D. [ Associate Professor 
UNC Charlolte ~ Department of Political Science 
9201 University C~ty B~vd. ~ Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ~ Fax: 704-687~3497 
bwhHaker@uncc,edu 

You axe currently subscribed to apcg as: bwhitaker~2~__uj!_c__c_’_:_e___d___u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: https://lists~wisc.edu,’u?idM0299616.e4c88f3e0035e3dd77c3b6b924b97bTf&n T&I apcg&o 13422432 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave- 13422432-40299616.e4c88[3e0035e3dd77c3b6b924b97b7t~,%lists.wisc.edu 

You me currently subscribed to apcg as: ._e__~k__m___c__e_2~i__e_!Ln_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e___d__~!. 

To unsubscribe click here: _l!t__t_ps://’lists.wisc.edu/u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I aI~Ng&o 1439152(11 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 14391520-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0622e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 11:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Durban site visit 

Just to confirm, you’d like me to get this purchased for you, right? If so, T’II cc you on the exchanges with the travel agent. B 

On 3/9/2011 7:4-7 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

Greetings. 

My travel and research plans for the summer are clear now. Thus, here are details as requested: 

Departure Schedule: 

May 6: RDU-Atlanta (Delta Airlines - they are in partnership with South African airlines- to comply with the Fly America Act) 

Atlanta-Johannesburg 
Johannesburg-Durban 

Arriving in Durban, South Africa sometimes on lvlay 7. 

Return Schedule: 

lvlay 14 (early in the morning) depart Durban for Johannesburg). 

May 28: Depart Johannesburg-Atlanta 

May 29: Atlanta-RDU. 

Prior to my return on the 29, T will be carrying out research on constitutionalism and justice in Kenya. 

Many thanks for your support. 

Kind regards, 
Eunice. 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2011 3:21 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Durban site visit 

Hi Eunice: 

Perhaps the easiest way is for you to tell me the days you would like to fly, and I can use our traYel agent and pay for the ticket through CABS. In 

addition to complying with the Fly America Ac’~ I will need to fill out the Travel Approval Request ruth the federal govenmaent. But you may be going 

elsewhere as well??? Just let me know, and we’ll work on it. Thanks. Barbara 

) On 2/28/2011 3:10 t M, Vargas, Rodney Joaquin wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Good news: I spoke with Bob on Friday and he approved our site visit to Durban this May. For the cost of this site visit, we will 

find a way, we always do. For example, Barbara will help us with some of the expenses for the site visit. So, for your fiiBhts 

to/from Durban, please Bet in touch with Barbara to fill out some forms, her ~rant will cover your ticket fare, so Ion~ as your ticket 

complies with the Fly America Act. A~reed? 

Thanks and let me know if you have any questions. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin ~ul~erica, Africa and the Hi,idle East Programs Director 

Study ~2~road Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27%99-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 



may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Barbara Shaw Andersen 

Associate Director, African Stb~dies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-~%k~erican Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Globa~ Education Center 

University of N~rth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b andc rSOEL@llnc . edll 

~,~,~.,..r. gk~bal, unc o ede/africa 

Barbara Shaw An@erson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2~02 fax 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 11:31 AM 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle ILDU/Durban May 6/14/28 

Dear Kim: 

Hope this finds yon well. Could you please make arrangements for the following flights for Dr. Eunice SaNe? You nmy need address and legal name, etc. from her 

(can’t remember if you’ve done her travel before. I am cc-ing our new business manager. Trace?, Cave, on this so that she can give you a T# for the CABS. ~Vhen you 

have the ilinerau with flight numbers and price, let me l, mow so that I can fill ont the TAR for this. [This will come from budget line C.3.a.]. Thanks so much! Barbara 

Departure Schedule: 

May 6: RDU-Atlanta (Delta Airlines - they axe in par*mership with South Ati-ican airlines- to comply with the Fly America Act) 

Atlanta- Johannesburg 

Johannesburg-Durbaa~ 

Arriving in Durba~ South Africa sometime on May 7. 

Return Schedule: 

May 14 (early in the morning) depart Durban for Johannesburg. 

May 28: Depart Johalmesburg-Aflanta 

May 29: Atlanta-RDU. 

Barbara Shaw An@erson 

Associate Directoi~, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Glottal Education Center 

University of Nerth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-~406 office 
(919) 843-2102 Eax 
b anderson@uric, edu 
www. qlobal, uric. edu/af rica 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 12:21 PM 

Barbara Ander~n <b anderson@unc.edtr% Kim Fehr <KKFehr@manpintravel.com> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SaNe PA)U/Durban May 6/14/28 

Ba r ba ra~ 

I believe when Kim books the ticket, she will also need: 
¯ Name as it appears on the passport 
¯ Date of birth 
¯ Male/Female 

Tracey will also need the home address and whether or not they have a soda~ security # to set them up ~n the UNC system ~n order to process the CAB #. 
Shelley 
Sheiie2~ Clar~e 

Business Hanager 

The Institute for the Study of the Americas 

The University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3206 Fed Ex Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street, Campus Box #3205 

Chapel Hili NC 27599-3205 

Phone - (919) 962-6879 

Fax    - (919) 962-0398 

~: Barbara Anderson [mail~:b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Se~t: Wednesday, March 09, 20~ M:~ AH 

¯ e: Kim Fehr 
~¢: SaNe, Eunice H; Cave, Tracey; Clarke, Shelley 
S~jeCt: SaNe RD~/Durban Hay 6/~/28 

Deo~ ~n: 

Hope this finds 5~u well. Could V~u please m~ke a~angemenN for ~e iBllowing fligh~ for Dr. Eunice S~Ne? You may need addless ~d legal nmne, etc. from her 

(can’t lemember if you’ve done her travel before. I am cc-ing our new business In~ageL Tlacey Cave, on tiffs so that she can give you a T# iBr the CABS. When you 
have the ifinerau with flight numbers and price, let me ~ow so thin I can fill out the T~ for this. ~Ns will come from budget line C.3.a.]. ThaWs so much~ B~b~a 

Departure Schedule: 

May 6: RDU-Atlanta (Delta Airlines - they are in partnership ruth South African airlines- to comply ruth the Fly America Act) 

Atlanta- Johannesburg 

Johannesburg- Durban 

Amving in Durba~ South Africa sometime on May 7. 

Return Schedule: 
May 14 (early in the morning) depart Durban for Johannesburg. 

May 28: Depart Johannesburg-Atlanta 

May 29: Atlmata-RDU. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecture’s, DeparLment ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chape] Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 ollice 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 12:42 PM 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sahle RDU/Durban May 6/14/28 

Thanks, Shelley. Eunice, if you’ll provide Kim with name and dob, that would be great. Eunice is tenured facnlty, so she should already be in the system. More later. B 

On 3/9/2011 12:20 PM, Clarke, Shelley wrote: 

{~arbari~, 

I believe when Kirn books the ticket, she wilt also need: 
<[--[if !snpportLists]-->* <’.--[endif]-->Name as it appears on the 

<~--[if ~snp~Lis~s]-->* <’.--[enNO-->{)ate of b~rth 

<~ - - [if ~ snp~Lis~s] - ->* 
Tracey will also need the home address and whether or’ ~ot ~hey have a social secur’ity # to set them up in the UNC system in order to process the 

Shelley 
Shelley ClaLke 

Business Hanager 

The Institute fer ~he Study ef the An}~icas 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3206 Fed Ex Glottal Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street, Campus Box #3205 

Chapel HJ]l NC 27599-3205 

Phone - (919) 962-6879 

Fax (919} 962-0398 

Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2021 ii:3i AN 
To: Kim ~ehr 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Cave, Tracey; Clarke, She[le~ 
Subject: SaNe RDO!Durban May ~/~4/2~ 
D~y ~m: 

Hope tMs finds you wall. Could you please m~e a~angemems for the following flights for Dr. Eunice Sa~e~ Yon may need address and legal name, etc. 

from her (can’t ~mem~r ifyoffve done her travd before. I am cc-ing ore new bnsiness m~ageL Tracey Cave~ on this so that she can give you a T# for 

the C~S. When yon have the ifinera~ with flight numbers and pfice~ let me ~ow so that I c~ fill om the T~ for tMs. [TMs will come ~om budget line 

C.3.a.]. Thanks so much’. Barbara 

Departure Schedule: 

May 6: RDU-Atlanta (Delta Airlines - they are in partnership with South At~ican airlines- to comply with the Fly America Act) 

Atlanta- Joharmesburg 
Joharmesburg-Dnrban 

An-iving in Durlmn, South Africa sometime on May 7. 

Return Schedule: 

May 14 (early in the morning) depart Durban for Johannesbmg. 

May 28: Depart Johannesburg-Atlanta 

May 29: Atlanta-RDU. 

Barbara SPaw Anderson 

Associate" Directer, Afzica:~ Studies C}nter 

Lecturer, Department of Ai~ican and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

iJniversity of Nxth Care]ina 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(9~9) 8~3-2102 fax 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Depa>tment of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africa~ S~Nld~es Center, CB#7582 

3@27 FedEx Global Education Center 

Unive>sity of North Ca>olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www~ ~ lobal, unc. eduiaf r ica 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:24 PM 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <etmice@email.unc.e&m; Clarke, Shelley <sclaJcke@email.unc.e&~> 

Re: I~NV: SAHLE/EUNICE 06MAY RDU 

Dear Ennice: 
SorO, to bother one more time, but there’s a bit more infom~ation that Kim needs to book the flights. Thanks. B 

Tracey/Shelley: 

When she has a reply from Eunice, can yon go aJ~ead and process this tbr Kim? Thanks. B 

On 3/9/2011 2:11 PM, Kim Fehr wrote: 

I have the [light~; on hold. [:are is $1976.92 plus; $2{5 
The i~[ormation I need for TSA ~s 

Name as ~t appears on passport 

Passport number 

Date of Mrth 

Passport exp~ratkm date 

Country of bsue and cit~zensMp ~]: oLher tha~ USA 

Thsnks~ 

~= NAUP[N ~VEL, [NC. (AGEN~D00768555) [ma~to:emailse~er2@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Se~t= Wednesday, March 09, 20M $:08 PM 
Te= Kim Fehr 
$~bject= SAHLE!EUN[CE 06NAY RDU 

SAHLE/EUNICE 06MAY RDU 

SERVICE DATE FROM 2’0 

DELTA AIR LINES 
DL 1077 
L ECONOMY 

DELTA AIR LINES 
DL 200 
L ECONOMY 

06HAY RALEIGH DUR NC ATLANTA GA 400P 527P 
FRIDAY RALEIGH D HARTSFiELD JAC 

TERH±NAL 2 TERMINAL S 
NON SMOKING 

RESERVATION CONg’IRMED 
AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DONGLAS) MD-88 

06MAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG             745P 

FRIDAY HARTSFiELD JAC O.R. TAHBO INT 

TERMINAL S 

DINNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

500P 

TERHINAL A 

RES ER\;AT iON CONFIRMED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 
SA 579 
W ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R, T_~<iBO INT KING SHAKA INT 

TERHTNAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

SOUTN AFRICAN AIRWAYS 14HAY DURBAN 

SA 570 

27 ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 455P 

SATURDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. TAHBO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBNS INDUSTRIE A319 

605P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

DELTA AIR LINES 14HAY JOHANNESBURG ATLANTA GA 820P 640A 
DL201 SATURDAY O.R. T~,{BO INT HARTSFIELD JAC 15MAY 



U ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

TERHiNAL A 

DINNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

TERHINAL S 

RESERVATION CONFTRHED 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1294 

U ECONOMY 

15HAY ATLANPA GA 

NON SMOKING 

RALEIGH DUR NC 841A 

SUNDAY HARTSFIELD 6AC RALEIGH D 

TERMINAL S 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) HD-88 

1010A 

TEH~IINAL 2 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DL/GBNPHP SA/ZUYG9I 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLTNE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKHYTRTP.COM/CHTSERVSET?R ZNYG9I&L US&N SAH~E 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africa~ S~x~d~es Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[[ce 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc.edu 

www.cNobal.unc.eduiafrJca 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Durban Elephanl @gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Accommodation Booking 

Hi Eunice, 
Thmiks for the email mad we are holding a morn for you fioln the 7th. Please let us know once you are able to confirm your amvaJ date (mid time). 

We look forward to meeting you at a lime when Durban is at its best in terms of weather! 

Regards 

Marleen 

On Wed, Mar 9, 2011 at 11:50 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Dear Marlene, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill. 

There is a possibility that I may arrive on the 7th. I will confirm this next week when my University reopens following our Spring Break. 

Many thanks Helen for all your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh.@. ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:13 AM 

To: roberts@eastcoast.co.za 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N~ Vargas, Rodney .loaquin; Lungile Keswa 
S..bject: Accommodation Booking 

Dear Marlene 

Confirming our telecon of this morning, please conld you book two single rooms with breaklhst for the following people:- 

l). Rodney Vargas - check in on 7th May 2011 (flight arrives in DBN at 20H00) 

check out on 12th May 2011 

2). Eunice SaNe - check in on 8th May 2011 (time will be confirmed) 

check out on 12th May 2011 

PS.~ Note that the bill tbr the above accommodation will be settle directly with you. TaJ~e care and th~mks again!. 

Wannest Wi shes 

Helen 
The Centre for Civil Society 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Room F106, Memorial Tower Building 
Durb~n 

4041 
Tel: 27 31 2603195/3577 
Fax: 27 31 2602502 

http:/iccs.~k~n.ac za 
"The secret of health for both mind and body is not to mourn for the past, nor to worry about the future, but to live the present moment wisely and earnestly’: 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-- : http:i/~a~av.ukzn.ac.za disclaimer 

This message was scanned by East Coast Access and is believed to be clean 

Click here to report this message as spam 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 2:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Barbara Anderson <b~nderson@unc.edu>; Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu-~; Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

Return changed to 14MAY morning DUR--JNB and 28/29MAY JNB to RDU 

Fare is best if we rui~ separate ticket for Deka and Sou[h African, ~I870.9g plus $35 

Thanks! 

KkT~ 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 20:t:[ :1:50 PM 
To: Kin Fehr 
Subject: SAHLE/EUNICE N.IERI 06MAY RDU 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1077 

U ECONOMY 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 200 

U ECONOHY 

06HAY RALETGH DUR NC ATLANTA GA 400P b27P 

FRIDAY RALEIGH D HARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL 2 TER~INAL S 

NON SHOKING 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIRC~FT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-88 

06MAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG             745P 

FRIDAY NARTSFiELD JAC O.R. TAMBO INT 

TERMINAL S 

D~NNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

500P 

TEU’Z~INAL A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

07HAY 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 579 

G ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

DURBAN 7OOP 

SATURDAY O.R. T~4BO TNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRA~’T: BOETNG 737-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 14HAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

G ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 7OOA 

SATURDAY KING SHAKA TNT O.R. T~4BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

DELTA AIR LTNES 

DL 201 

U ECONOMY 

28MAY JOHANNESBURG ATLANTA GA 

SATURDAY O.R. TAMBO iNT HARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL A 

NON SHOKING DINNER 

820P 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

640A 

TERMINAL S 

29MAY 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1294 

U ECONOHY 

29HAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SHOKING 

RALEIGH DUR NC 84]A 

SUNDAY NARTSFIELD JAC RALEIGN D 

TERMINAL S 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-88 

I010A 

TE~4INAL 2 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DL/GBNPMP SA/ZUYG9I 



CLICK THE, FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 3:01 PM 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SAHLEiEUNICE NJER106N~kY RDU 

Tracey and I will work on getting you a T# tomorrow, I believe Tracey has a training class all morning, but we w~ work on it :].st th~ng ~n the afternoon, 
~heHey 
Shelley Clarke 

Business Manager 

The ~nstitute for the Study of the Americas 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3206 Ned Ex G1}hal 8duca~:~on Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street, Campus Box #3205 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-320b 

Phone - (919) 962-6879 

Fax    - (919) 962-0398 

From: Kim Fehr [mailto:KKFehremaupintravel.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 09, 20M 2:53 PM 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
~c= Barbara Anderson; Clarke, Shelley; Cave, Tracey 
Subject= ~: SAHLE/EUNICE NJER106HAY RDU 

Fa~e is best i~ we ~~n separate tk:ke~: ~o~ ~)eka and ~o<~th ~flk:an ~1870,93 ~lus ~35 

Thanks~ 

From-" MAUPTN TRAVEL, ZNC. (AGENT£D00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 09, 2011 1:50 PM 
To; Kim Fehr 
Subject-" SAHLE!EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1@77 

U ECONOHY 

DELTA AIR LTNES 

DL 2@0 

U ECONOHY 

06HAY RALEIGH DUR NC ATLANTA GA 4OOP 527P 

FRIDAY RALEIGH D HARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL 2 TE~’~!INAL S 

NON SMOKING 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

AIRCRA~’T: BOETNG (DONGLASi MD-88 

06MAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG             745P 

FRIDAY HARTSF~ELD @~C O.R. TAHBO INT 

TERMINAL S 

DINNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

500P 

TERMINAL A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

07HAY 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07MAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 579 

G ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R. TAMBO iNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 73’7-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 14HAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

G ECONOHY 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

SATURDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. T~BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

DELTA AIR LINES 28MAY JONANNESBURG ATLANTA GA 820P 640A 



DL 201 

U ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

SATURDAY O.R. TAMBO iNT HARTSFKE~,D JAC 

TERMINAL A 

f~INNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 

T E FqM I NAL S 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1294 

U ECONOHY 

29HAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SHOKING 

RALEIGH DUR NC 84]A 

SUNDAY HARTSFIELD JAC RALEIGH D 

TERMINAL S 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-88 

] 0l 0A 

TE~ilNAL 2 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

RESERVATION NUMBER (S) DL / GBNPMP SA/Z UYG91 

CI, ICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 3:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: May14-28 trip to Kenya 

Hi Eunice! 

i would be happy to help with those flights. What would like you like to do? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 3:33 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: ~ay2~28 trip ~ Kenya 
~mpo~ance: High 

Dear Kim, 

t write to see if you can book a separate ticket for my field research in Kenya. This trip is linked to the other one, buy I would paying for this portion of the trip. If it is too 

complicated no worries. Let me know when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 3:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: May14-28 trip to Kenya 

Just looked at the flights and here is what I see. Cheapest would be on Kenya Airways and its not very cheap! You might want to check and see ~f you ca~ get it 

5/:~4 
Leave JNB ~Sam arrive Nakobi 420pro 

leave Na~robi 9t0am ~rrb~e JNB t220pm 

Fare ~s ~700 round tri~ South Afrk:an bi~5; s~m~lar round trip fare but their re~:urn fl~ght on 5/28 ardve~; into JNB too late to catch the connection on 

Thank~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 20"11 3:40 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject-" RE: May14-28 trip to Kenya 

Thanks Kim. 

Here are the details: 

Departure: ,lohannesburg-NairoN: May 14. (Following my arrival from Durban). 

Return: Nairobi-.lohannesburg: May 28 (To catch my return flight). 

If it is cheaper to book them on my own kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 3:36 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: May14-28 trip to Kenya 

Hi Eunice! 

I would be happy to help with those flights. What would like you like to do? 

K i rn 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 3:33 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: May14-28 trip to Kenya 
Iml~ortance: High 

Dear Kim, 

I write to see if you can book a separate ticket for my field research in Kenya. This trip is linked to the other one, buy I would paying for this portion of the trip. If it is too 
complicated no worries. Let me know when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



Canada-U.S. Conversations and Relations 
This month’s Policy Options, the flagship publication of the institute for Research on Public Policy, 
examines a wide range of Canada-U.S. issues, from management of the border to airport security, from 
innovation to clean energy, and from cultural differences between Canadians and Americans to the 
differences in our television news. The publication is being launched in conjunction with the "Conversations 
and Relations" conference, organized by the McGill Institute for the Study of Canada and which will be held in 
Montreal on March 24-25= 

The Canada Gambit: Will it Revive North America? 
Christopher Sands, a Senior Fellow at the Hudson institute and a member of the Research Advisory Board 
of the Macdonald-Laurier Institute, has published a briefing paper on U.S=-Canadian border cooperation in 
which he explores the implications of the recent bilateral summit between Prime Minister Harper and 
President Obama. Read 
Sands has also published a commentary for the Macdonald=Laurier ~nstitute in which he t~futes several 
myths regarding the bilateral relationship that the summit brought to the fot~. Read 

Security and Prosperity in the Canada - U.S. Relationship: Two Sides of the Same Coin 
In a recent speech published by the Canadian Defence and Foreign Affairs institute, Thomas d’Aquino, a 
prominent policy strategist and leading global business ambassador, examines the history of Canada-U.S. 
border initiatives since September 11,2001. Read 

Ambassadors Open Canada Center at Clemson University 
Gary Doer, Canadian Ambassador to the U.S., and David Wilkins, former U.S. Ambassador to Canada, 
celebrated the opening of the Clemson Canada Center, South Carolina’s first university-based center 
dedicated to the study of U =S. - Canadian relations. The Clemson Canada Center aims to coordinate and 
expand research collaboration between professors at Clemson University and Canadian universities, and to 

increase students’ opportunities to study in Canada. Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and universities. The articles in 

this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the 

government of Canada 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.of.Women.Faculty.&.Professionals@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 6:13 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <awfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpall] Prot~ssional Development Optx~m~nity tbr l,eaders ] ULEAD 

ULEAD one page (2).docx 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please see below an important professional development opportunity. If you have questions, please contact Vedta Murrill, by phone 9:19-962-9683 or email 
Verita_Murrill@unc.edu. 

Beth Millwood 
President, AWFP 
20:10-20:1:1 

From: Murrill, Verita L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 20:11 3:38 PM 

To: Millwood, Elizabeth A 
C¢: Church, Brooke M 
Subject: Professional Development Opportunity for Leaders I ULEAD 

Good Afternoon, Beth: 

I am forwarding this announcement to you with a request for distribution to the AWFP membership. If you have questions regarding the announcement, p~ease 

contact me by replv~ng to this message or by caH~ng 9:1.9-962-9683, 

7baulk you, 

Verita Murr~l 

The Training & Talent Development team within the Office of Human Resources is pleased to offer another iteration of the University Leadership Education and 

Development program (ULEAD) this year. 

Training & Talent Development sponsors and adminBters the ULEAD program for University managers who are directly responsible for at least one supervisor or 

who manages a University-wide enterprise. Emerging leaders will greatly benefit from the educational content and from the networMng opportunities w~th other 

leaders within the UNversity and from NC Central University. Please see the attachment for program details and schedule. 

The application deadline is Thursday, March ~l so, do not hesitate to nominate a manager or to apply for ULEAD. The online application may be found at: 

If you have questions or want more information, please contact: 

Verita Murrill, Senior Manager 

Training & Talent Development 

Verita murriH@unc.edu 

(9~9) 962-9683 

Or 

Will Frey, Assistant Manager & ULEAD Coordinator 

Training & Talent Development 

Will rrey@unc.edu 

(9~9) 962-9685 

Thank you, 

Verita Murrill 

You a~e subscfi~d to &is li& awt~ll, because you have been identified &s a [~ma]e t~culty or professional s~XTmember who is eligiNe ~) join or paAici~te 

activities s~nsomd by the UNC As~ciation for Wo~nen Faculb~ and Professionals. ~re U~ t~s go£e~l list Ve~ sps~ngly o£1y to invite you to &e four or 

we sponsor tN’oughout &e year. If you would like to be unsub~d~& please e[nai] anne whisnan~@unc.edu. 



University Leadership Education and Development 

Leadership is acting in a way that defines, influences, and models the mission, vision, culture, values, and 

goals of an organization. Leadership ability can be refined and improved through a coordinated 

combination of study and experience. The University Leadership Education and Development (U-LEAD) 

program provides an opportunity to develop highly skilled and motivated leaders prepared to meet the 

challenges of the University’s changing environment. 

Leadership development in the university setting is a collaborative process. Participants learn from our 

world-renowned faculty and from each other. They gain the practical insight, knowledge, skills, and 

confidence needed for leadership effectiveness, through classroom sessions, active assessments of 

leadership characteristics, and participation in an intensive, practical project that addresses a major 

campus issue. Then they apply what they’ve learned in the real laboratory of the workplace - in the office 

the next morning. 

Program Description 

The Office of Human Resources has designed a ten-week comprehensive program that addresses core 

characteristics and skills needed to lead effectively in an academic environment (see Program Schedule). 

The program includes: 

Classroom sessions will be held once per week, covering topics such as Communication & Conflict 

Management, Negotiations, Ethics, the Business of Higher Education, and Strategic Thinking. One day 

will be devoted to simulations for practicing what has been learned. Time will also be focused on 

creating a leadership development plan and on assessing project reports. 

A project targeting a key higher education leadership issue will be completed in teams in between 

classroom sessions. 

Peer coaching will enable the practice of coaching and listening skills, promote networking, and 

provide support and feedback for other participants. 

Prior to Orientation in September, the following prerequisites must be completed through the Office of 

Human Resources: 

® Managing Interactions with Your Employees 

o Myers-BriggsType Indicator 

o Leadership Mirror 360 multi-rater assessment and coaching session 



Eligibility 

A total of :18 applicants will be accepted, :15 from UNC Chapel Hill and 3 from NC Central University. Each 

applicant will be a manager who is directly responsible for at least one supervisor or who manages a 

University-wide enterprise. Applicants must have a nomination letter from their manager and signoff from 

the appropriate Dean, Vice Chancellor, or designee. 

Program Schedule for 2011 

Application 

Submission 

Application 

Review 

Acceptance 

Prerequisites 

Completed 

Kickoff/ 
Orientation 

Class 1 

Class 2 

Class 3 

Class 4 

Class 5 

Team Project 

Class 6 

Applications accepted from candidates 

Applications reviewed by committee 

Announce accepted participants & assist in 

completion of prerequisites 

Prerequisites completed by participants: 
o Managing Interactions with Employees 

o M BTI & 360 

Orientation 
Leadership Development Plan 

Introduce Peer Coaching & Projects 

Crucial Conversations© 
(Communication & Conflict Management) 

Negotiation 

Building relationships through political acumen 

Business of Higher Education 

Ethics 

Strategic Planning 

Managing Change 

Business Simulations 

Unstructured time to work on team projects 

Project Reports 

Revise Leadership Development Plan 

Graduation 

February i to March 15 

OHR 

March 16 to March 31 

OHR 

April 1 

UNC-CH & NCCU 

September 2_ 

OHR 

September 7 

1:30-4:30pm 

Friday Center 

September 13-14 

8:30am-4:30pm 

Friday Center 

September 20 

8:30am-4:30pm 

Friday Center 

September 27 

8:30am-4:30pm 

Friday Center 

October 6 

8:30am-4:30pm 

Friday Center 

October 11 

8:30am-4:30pm 

Friday Center 

October 12 to 

November 14 

November 15 

8:30am-4:30pm 

Friday Center 

Questions 

If you have any questions or comments regarding the University Leadership Education & Development 

program, please contact William Frey in OHR at 962-9685 or will_frey@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malinda S. Smith <~malinda.smith@ualberta.ca> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 8:54 PM 

malinda, smith@ ua] berta.ca 

Dr. Rodriguez de France (UVic) - Beyond ’beads a~d t~athers’: Indigenous knoMedge and pedagogies - Equity Matters blog 

Dear All: 
Here is the latest entry in the series I am ruuning on Indigenous 
education on the Federation’s Equity Matters blog: 
<http://blog.fedcan.ca/categoryiequity-matters/>. Please consider 
contributing and encourage others to do so. 

To read all the Indigenous entries: 
<http ://blog. fed can. ca/tag/indigenous-edu cation/> 

All good ~vishes Malinda Smith 
(vp, equi~ issues, cflass) 

Beyond ’beads and feathers’:Indigenous knowledge and pedagogies 

Maria del Carmen Rodr~guez de France, Umversity of Victoria 
Guest Contributor 

Fedcan Equity Matters Blog (9 March 2011) 
<http://blo~.fedcan ca/2011/03/09/beyond-%e2%80%98beads-and- feathers%e2%80%99-indi~eno us-knowled~e-and-peda~o~ies/>. 

"My hope emerges from those places of struggle where I witness 
individuals positively transforming their lives and the world around 
them," writes bell hooks. "Educating is always a vocation rooted in 
hopefulness. As teachers we believe that learning is possible, that 
nothing can keep an open mind from seeking ~t’ter knowledge and finding 
a way to know." Like bell hooks in Teaching Community: A Pedagogy of 
Hope, my own hope emerges from the places and the spaces in which 
uncertmnty, confusion, and chaos renders me with opportuniues to 
change and trans~2~rm life Such spaces and places of struggle are 
found most often within the universi~, in the cl assrooms where I 
facilitate courses on Indigenous knowledge and pedagogy 

Although I am an Indigenous woman (Kickapoo nation), I am also an 
immigrant, a visitor on this land that I now call home. A land whose 
history I explore and try to understand through facilitating courses 
that I teach At a personal level, courses on Indigenous knowledge, 
education, and epistemologies render me with possibilities to reflect 
on my own Indigenous heritage and my identi~ As a teacher and 
facilitator, these courses offer me challenges and opportuniues to 
think of my role within a Teacher Education Program where most of the 
students are non-Indigenous and are required to take a course on 
Indigenous Education as part of their program of study. 

For several years now, every student teacher in the elementary, 
secundary, and Post Degree Professional Programs has experienced with 
a common course on Indigenous education. The topics within this 
common course include ways to address the learning and teaching 
requiremunts of Indigenous children, youth, and adults through the 
appreciation of Indigenous peoples’ relationships with the land, 
language, and the communi~. 

Read the rest of this entry ~ 

<http://blog.fedcan.ca/2011/03/09ibe’~’ond-%e2%80%98beads-and-feathers%e2%80%99-indi~enous-knowledge-and-pedagogies/>. 

To read other Indigenous education entries: 
<htt p :i/blog. fedcan, ca/tag/indigenous-education/> 

To read the series on intercultural[sin, multiculturalism, pluralism 
<htt~://blo~.fedcan.caita~iinterculturalism-and-r~luralism/>. 

Malinda S. Smith, PhD 
Department of Political Science 
10-23 HM. Tory Building 
University of Alberta 

E&nuntun, Alberta T6G 2H4 Canada 
Telephone: 7804925380 
Fax: 780.492.2586 
http ://www uof a~veb, ualberta, ca/polisci/index cfm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 9:47 PM 

Driscoll, Maxk W <mdriscol@email.unc.edu>; dmnelson@duke.edu; Janet Conway <jconway@brocku.ca>; Lee Cormie 

<lee.cormie@utoronto.ca:~; Marie-Josee Massicotte <Marie-Josee.Massicotte@uottawa.ca:~; Gufierrez Escobar, Laura Maria 
<lgutierr@email.unc.edu>; Gomez CorreaJ, Diana <gomezco@email.unc.edtr~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~; Escobar, 

Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

event March 25 and dinner, can you colne? 

FLIERPAZIFICO.pdf 

Dear friends: 

Some of you know about the event on the Colombian/Ecuadorima Pacific that will take place here March 25-28. The public 

event is on Friday 25 march, 12:30-3:30. See enclosed flier (don’t worD’ about the typos and look, it’s still a draft). 

You do NOT need to come to the event to come to dinner (of course, I hope some of you will come to both). 
I mean, we’d like to invite you for dinner, will be at Pacific& catered by Vimala (locaJ Indian foo& great). 

Please let me know if you can make it (olong with the speakers and a few others). 



pmiiiiiN~ls(m Mand~l~ A~di~rimn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Eunice 
Many thanks, will arrange for Hassan to transport you when you arrive at DBN [nt. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/03/09 10:09 PM >>> 

Dear Helen, 

Greetings again. 

Here are my flight details: 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07MAY JONANNESBURG DURBAN 700P 

SA 579 SATNRDAY O.R. T~XBO INT KING SHAKA INT 

G ECONOPNf TERMINAL B 

NON SHOKING SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTN AFRICAN AIRWAYS i4MAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

G ECONOHY 

Thanks. 

Eunice. 

NON SHOKiNG 

JONANNESBURG 700A 

SATURDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. TAMBO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS iNDUSTRi8 A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 2:23 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Vargas, Rodney _1oaquin 
Cc: Lungile Keswa 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 

Dear RodneUEunice 
ONy a pleasure’.. Please note that our ta~ driver Hassan will wait at amvals (DBN International airport) with your name on a board. He will transport you directly to the 

B&B. 

Eunice, once we receive your confirmed flight detail,s, we roll immediately fom-ard to Has,san. 

PS: Hassmfs contact number is Note also that your accommodation has been booked and confirmed. 

Warmest Wishes 

Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 2011/03/08 03:29 PM >>> 

Thanks so much for all the very helpful information! 

P~ease mske my reservation from the evening of Msy 7 to Msy I2, I just noticed Lhat my flight from Dakar arrives on Lhe 7th. Thanks. 

Here is my ~:Hght ~nformation ~:or airport pickup and hotel reservations: 

S~turday ~4ay 7 -South African Airways SA 0579 departing from Johannesburg ~t 7 pm ~nd arriving in Durb~n at 8:00 pm 

Thursday May I2 -South African A~rways SA 0578 departing from Ourban ~t 5:40 pm 

rha~ks a~am ~or your he~p and I look forward to going back to South Mrk:a~ 



Rodney 3. Varg~ts 

Latin ~l~erica, Afric~t and the Middle E~lst Programs Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2@16 FEDEX GlobaJ Edlc~ltion Center 

3@I Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina ~lt Chapel HiJl 

Chapel HJ li 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tei: + ~ 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 9~9 962 2262 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attaci~aents, is for the sole use of the intended recipJent~s) 

information. Any unalthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution Js 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 201~ 8:14 AM 
To: Helen Poonen 
~c: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin; pbond@mail.ngo~za; Lungile Keswa; Dudu Khumalo; Shauna Mottiar; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy; 
Subject: RE: May 9-12 visit 

and may contain confidential 

@yahoo.co.uk 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for your email! It is very helpful. 

In terms of accommodation, kindly book 2 single rooms for us. We will both leave and depart from Durban the same days. We will send flight details soon~ Here are the details: 

Guesthouse: Urban Elephant Guesthouse 
Arrival: May 8th. 
Departure: May 12. 

Warm regards and many thanks. 

Eunice~ 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here- ->: htlp:/iwwwx~kzn.ac.z~disclaimer 

Please find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: htlp:,/wwwa~kzn.ac.za/diselaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 
Thursday, March 10, 2011 1:42 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney.]oaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

May 9-12 visit 

Dear Eunice/Rodney 
Please note contact details for Ansteys Backpackers: 
- Tash ¯ 
Kind Regards 
Helen 

Plea~ find our EmaJl Disclaimer here-->: Nlp:i/wwwa&zn.ac.za/disc/aimer 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 8:54 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Travel 

Eunice, 

Tracey and I are working on your travel right now. neglected to ask you for your PID #. Need this asap. 

Thank you, 

Shelley 

She1 icy Clarke 

The institute for the Stud}~ of the Amez±cas 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3206 Fed Ex G1)hal Educat:~on Center 

301 Pittsbo~o Street, Campus Box #3205 

Chapel X~ll NC 27599-320b 

Phone - (9i9) 962-6879 

Fax (919) 962-0398 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 9:43 AM 

Kim Fehr <KKFeh@maupintravel.com>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu-~ 

RE: SAHLEiEUNICE NJER106I~kY RDU 

Good morning Kim, 

Shelley and I have received T099704 for Eunice’s travel to SA. It has not been approved (will be done in the ne×t few hours). We would like to take this time to 

double check the final cost/dates so we can move forward upon approval. 

?’hand, s for being ~Hd:~ent wRh me, it% rny second week here ~n the office. 

..[racey 

F~m= Clarke, Shelley 
Sent~ Wednesday, blarch 09, 20M 3:01 PN 
Te~ Kim Fehr; SaNe, Eunice N 
~¢~ Barbara Anderson; Cave, Tracey 
Su~ject~ ~[: SAHLE/E~NIOE NJERI 06NAY RD~ 

Kim, 

7racer and I will work on getting you a T# tomorrow. ~ believe Tracey has a training class all morning, but we will work on it 1.st t:hlng in the afternoon. 
Shelley 
Sheiiey Claz£e 

The institute for the Study of the Americas 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3206 Fed Ex G1)hal Educat:~on Center 
301 Pittsbozo Stzeet, Campus Box #3205 
Chapel Nili NC 27599-3205 
N~one - (9i9) 962-6879 
Fax    - (91:~) 962-0398 

~: Kim Fehr [mailto;KKFehr@maupintravel,com] 
Se~t: Wednesday, Hatch 09, 20M 2:53 PH 
Te: SaNe, Eunice H 
¢¢: Barbara Anderson; Clarke, Shelley; Cave, Tracey 
Subject: ~: SAHLE!EUNICE NJER106MAY RDU 

Reb.Er~ chat~ged to 14MAY morning DU~.-JNg and 28i2961AY JNg to RDU 

Fare is best if we run separate dcke~ [:or Deka and South African, ~870.98 @us $35 

Thanks! 

Kim 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 20:[:[ :[:50 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: SAHLE!EUNICE N3ERI 06MAY RDU 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1077 

U ECONOMY 

06MAY RALEIGH DUR NC ATLANTA GA 400P 527P 

FRIDAY RALEiGN D NARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL 2 TE~’~!INAL S 

NON SMOKING 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

AIRCFk~FT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) HD-88 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 200 

U ECONOHY 

06MAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SMOKING 

JONANNESBURG             745P 

FRIDAY HARTSFTELD 8~C O.R. TAHBO INT 

TERMINAL S 

DINNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

500P 

TERMINAL A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

07 MAY 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07MAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 579 

G ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R. TAMBO iNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 



SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 14HAY DURBAN 

SA 53@ 

G ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

SATURDAY KING SHAKA iNT O.R. TAMBO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 201 

U ECONOHY 

28HAY JOHANNESBURG ATI, ANTA GA 

SATURDAY O.R. T~BO INT NARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL A 

NON SHOKING DINNER 

820P 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

640A 

TE~4INAL S 

29HAY 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL ~294 

U ECONOMY 

29MAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SMOKING 

RALEIGN DUR NC 841A 

SUNDAY HARTS~’IELD JAC RALEIGH D 

TERMINAL S 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) HD-88 

10i0A 

TERMINAL 2 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) DL/GBNPHP SA/ZUYG9I 

CLICK TNE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKHYTRIP.COM!CMTSERVLET?R ZUYGgI&L US&N SAHLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 9:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Ulxtate: South Atiica tfp 

Hi Eunice! 

f will make th,-_~ switch to h-_~ave Durban on the 12 

Another note, ~ tried pridng ew~rvthing as through fares to mCh.Ede the Nakobi flights bu~: pricing was terr~ble~ 

Wou~d you styli conth~ue onto N~irobi on the 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, March 10, 2011 6:17 AM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: Update: South Africa trip 

Hi Kim, 

Our site visit activities will wrap earlier than I expected. Thus, kindly book me on an early flight from Durban to Johannesburg on the morning of May 12 (rather than the 14). 

Many thanks for all your help. 
Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 3:49 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: May14-28 trip to Kenya 

.Just looked at the ~Jights and here is what t ~;ee. Chea~est would be on Kenya Airway~; and Rs not w~ry (:heap~ You might w~nt ~:o check and see ff you can ge~: i1: 

cheaper. 

5/I4 

Leave JNB lI15am arrive Na~robi 42Opm 

Leave Nakobi 91Oam arrive JNB I22Opm 

Fare ~s ~7OO round trip. South Afdc~n has s[rn~k~r round trig) [are but t:heir return flight on 5/28 arrives into JNB too late to catch the connectk)n on Delta 

Thanks~ 

Kim 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 3:40 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: May14-28 trip to Kenya 

Thanks Kim. 

Here are the details: 

Departure: Johannesburg-NairoN: May 14. (Following my arrival from Durban). 

Return: Nairobi-Johannesburg: May 28 (To catch my return flight). 

If it is cheaper to book them on my own kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 3:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: May14-28 trip to Kenya 

Hi Eunice! 

would be happy to help with those [lights What would like you ~ke to do? 

Kim 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 09, 20~ 3:33 PM 
To= Kim Fehr 
S~bject= May~28 trip to Kenya 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Kim, 

I write to see if you can book a separate ticket for my field research in Kenya. This trip is linked to the other one, buy I would paying for this portion of the trip. If it is too 
complicated no worries. Let me know when you have a moment. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RietkoN Muuiz, Beatriz S <rietkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 12:58 PM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; isa- grad@listserv.~mc.edu 

FW: African Diaspora Studies Symposium 

Africau Diaspom-Booldet.pdf; ATT00001 ..txt; 2011 ADSS Schedule.pdf; ATT00002..txt 

Message being forwarded. Apologies for double postings 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Nadel, Joshua [mailto:jnadel@NCCU.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2011 10:07 AM 
To: Rielkohl Muniz, Beatriz S 
Subject: African Diaspora Studies Symposium 

Hnla Beatriz - 

I hope that this emai[ finds you well. I’m wondering if you can post the schedule/program [’or NCCUs African Diaspora Studies Symposium to the ISA [ist-servs; there are some interesting 
panel s happening 

Thanks, 

Josh 

’]7his email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System. 
For more information please visit http://wwwmessagelabs.com/emai[ 



North Carolina Central Universify 

c o n s p ic u o u s ly u nse e n; i nvisibil~’ty & 





North Carolina Central University 

Deparfmen of istory 
The Department of History forms the core of the liberal arts at North Carolina Central Univer- 
sity. Faculty and students in the department are involved in teaching and learning history 
through innovative research, exciting courses, student projects, and service learning. An 
award-winning faculty of 12 scholar-teachers offers instruction in American, African-Amer- 
ican, African, Latin American, European, African Diaspora and public history. Programs of 
study present undergraduate students with opportunities to teach history at the secondary 
level, practice public history, pursue graduate or professional study, or enter into a variety of 
careers. The Department of history at NCCU continues to produce more students who go on 
to earn the Ph.D. in History than any other Historically Black College or University. 

Keyhole 
peaker 

Marika Sherwood 

Hungarian-born Marika Sherwood has lived 
in many parts of the world. In England she 
taught in schools, before undertaking 
search on aspects of the history of black 
peoples in Britain, more particularly the 
Iitical activists of the past hundred years or 
so. In 1991, she co-founded the Black and 
Asian Studies Association, which campaigns 
on various issues with a focus on education; 
she edited the BASA Newsletter until 2007 
and is currently BASA"s vice-chain The author 
of a number of books and articles, her most 
recent books are After Aboiifion; Britain, The 
Slave Trade and Slaveo/from 1J62 to the 
1880s, Origins of Pan-Afficanism; Henry Syl- 
rester Williams, Africa and the African Dias- 
pora; and Malcolm X: Travels Abroad (20 i 1)o 



North Carolina Central University 

3 African Diaspora Studies Symposium Schedule 
Ma~’ Townes Science Building 
March 1 ? - 20, 2011 

Welcome: Carlton Wilson, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts 

Empowering Diasporic lctenifies in Latin America 
"Trabajando como negro: Working Negritud in Caracas," 
Giles Harrison-Cornwill, Duke University 

"Cimarronaje cultural: Toward a Counter-Cartography of Blackness in Mexico," 
Talia Weltman-Cisneros, Wayne State University 

"Nation and Naci6n: Strategies of Belonging Among Afro-descendants in Cienfuegos, Cuba 
circa 1898," 

Bonnie Lucero, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Moderator: Cristina Cabral, North Carolina Central University 
9:30 a.m.- I0:45 a.m., Room 12;21 

Llnrovefing Blockness in Germony: Literature, Film, and Constructions of Self via Narrative 
"Muh@rero riK6rera: The Construction of Blackness in German Colonial Children’s Literature," 
James Blackwell, North Carolina Central University 

"Re-Framing German Racism in Black and White in Paul ~v’erhoeven’s TV Movie Goftes Zweite 
Garniture," Michelle R. Eley, Duke University 

"Telling their Truths: Afro-German Women’s New Diasporic Traditions in West Germany," 
Tiffany FlorviI,University of South Carolina 

Moderator: So Marina Jones, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
11 aom.- 12:15 p.m., Room 12:21 

How Do We (Dis) Appear?: lnvisibil~, Hate, and Discrimination in Brazilian PoliticaJoCuffural 
Practice 
"Media Apartheid: An Expos@ of Racist Practices in Brazilian Soap Operas," 
Monique Ho Ribeiro, University of Texas at Austin 

"Talking about Violence: Black Body and Black Communities in Brazilian Discourses," 
Luciane de Oliveira, Rocha, University of Texas at Austin 

"Racism and Aesthetic Judgment: A Journey Through YouTube Comments," 
Maria Andrea Soares, University of Texas af Austin 

Moderator: John D. French, Duke University 
11 aom. - 12:15 p.m., Room 1111 



12:15 p.m.- 1:30 p.m. LUNCH 

Lunchtime Panel Discussion: IntangibIe Cultural Heritage: Authentic Cacao Production in an 
Afro-VenezueIan Community 
Kelsey Moeslinger, University of North Carolina af Chapel Hill 

Janae Edvvards, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ellen Louis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Moderator: Joshua Nadel, North Carolina Central University 
12:30 p.m.- 1:30 p.m., Room 1221 

Afro-Andean Realities: Yesterday and Today 
"Afro-Bolivia: Researching the Silenced Past in the Eastern Andes, 1555 fo the Present Day" 
Lolifa Brockingfon, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"The Story of Afro-Peru," Amadou Shakur, Center for the African Diaspora, Charlotte, NC 

"Afro-Andean Oral Tradition: Insurgent Narratives of Re-existence and Place," 
gavier Pab6n, St. Augustine’s College 

Moderator: Natanya Duncan, Clark Atlanta University, and Franklin Humanities Institute Fellow 
1:4,5 p.m.- 2:45 p.m., Room 1221 

Race, Religion and RevoiutJon in the French CoionJai World 
"Rise of the Black Jacobins: The Haitian Revolution’s Impact," 
Jerome Teelucksingh, University of the West Indies - Trinidad & Tobago 

"Vincent Oge and Julien Raimond: African Presence in France in the Age of Revolution?," 
Andrew Maginn, Nodh Carolina Central University 

"On the Black Jac’ Millitary Cult: Cosmology, Metaphysics, and Feminist Elisions in Haytian 
Constitutionalism," Solomon Burnette, North Carolina Central University 

Moderator: Laurent Dubois, Duke University 
1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m., Room 1111 

Blackness at Point Zero: Beouty on the Other Side of Loss 
Demetrius Noble, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 

Sara Cervenak, University of North Carolina af Greensboro 

Brian Carey Sims, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 

Moderator: Demetrius Noble, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 
3 p.m.- 4 p.m., Room 1221 

AIDS in the Diaspora: Film & Presentation 
Khafre Abif, Cycle for Freedom 

3 p.m. - 4 p.m., Room 1 111 

"BJack Britain: the Pan-African Conference of 1900" 
Marika Sherwood, Co-Founder, Black and Asian Studies Association and Senior Research 
Fellow, Institute of Commonwealth Studies 

Introduction: Carlton Wilson, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts 
4:15 p.m.- 5:30 p.m., Room 1221 



Sundc(y, Mc~¢h 20, 2011 
Race-B~indness: Frameworks ~or U~ers~ing ~ce ~n ~rope 
"lnvisibiliz~ng Racism in Germany," Nafasha Kelly, Humboldt University, Berlin 

"Race Blindness in France," Trica Danielle Keafon, Vanderbilf University 

"Psychological and Emotional Ramifications of Race/Racism in the EU," 
Medea Brooks, DePaul University 

’25 years of Black movement’ - Invisibility and Denial of Black Studies in Germany," 
Nadine Golly Leuphana Universif@t LOneburg 

Moderator: Claudia Becker, North Carolina Central University 
9 aomo- 10:15 a.m., Room 1221 

Messages in Movement & Music: Notions of Self and Gender in Latin America 
"iA Favela @ Funk e o Funk @ Favela!": Funk Carioca and Favela Hierarchies of Respectable 
Identities," Seana Monley, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"Pa’ los que bacilan: Exploring Messages in Contemporary Afro-Colombian Hip-Hop," 
Guesnerth gos0e Perea, AfroColombia NY 

"Negotiating Gender in Dance: the Congo Ritual of Panama," 
Regina Fuller, Wofford College 

Moderator: David Garcia, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
10:30 a.m.- 11:45 a.m., Room 1221 

"it’s Not Where You’re At, it’s Where Your Head’s At: Double Oiasporic Processes" 
"Circulatory Practice and the Invention of Tradition in a Yoruba Revivalist Community: Bata 
Drumming at Oyotunji Village, South Carolina," Colin Townsend, University of South Carolina 

"Unsettled Identifies’ in the Young Afro-French Diaspora: Searching for a National identity, 
Building Transnafional Culture,"Michele Sulny, Trinity Western University, Vancouver, Canada 

"I’d Rather be in Trinidad: Rudder, Remittances, and Remembrances," 
Alison McLefchie, University of South Carolina 

"Celebrating West Indian-American Identify in the Southeastern United States" Daina 
Nafhaniel, Queens University - Charlotte, and Alison McLefchie, University of South Carolina 

Moderator: Debra Boyd, North Carolina Central University 
10:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m., Room 1111 

12 p.m.- I p.m. lunch / Break 

Fighting for Recognition, Fighting for Space: Human Rights, Solidarity, and the Afro-Latino 
Struggle 
"On the Invisibility of Afro-Mexicans’ Human Rights," 
Jean-Philiberf Mobwa Mobwa N’djoli, National Council to Prevent Discrimination, 
Mexico City 

"Another Hue of African Diaspora Citizenship: Countering the Embodied Invisibility of Chile’s 
Forgotten African Descendents," Sara Busdiecker, Texas A&M University 

"i...Y yo soy negro fambi6n! (...and l am Black Too!); Dominican Diasporic Notions of 
Blackness, Racial Identification and Black Solidarity," 
Rafael G6mez, State University of New York at Albany 



Moderator: Marco Polo Hernandez Cuevas, North Carolina Central University 
I pore,- 2:15 p,m,, Room 1221 

Images and Narratives of the Diasporic Past 
"Paying Homage: Arturo Alfonso Schomburg’s Academic Impact of Academic Bibliophiles 
and Historians throughout the Diaspora and the Development of the Harlem Renaissance," 
Timur A. Davis, Essex County College/Maplewood Memorial Library, Ng 

"Seeing is Believing: Archival Imagery, and (Re) Telling Counter Narratives," 
Sean Eversley Bradvvell, ithaca College 
"Mobile Hopson, An Enigma of Identity and Race," Russell B. Hopson, Independent Scholar 

"Dem@s de @stos hay muchos mulatos..o" images of Mulattos in 18th century Castas 
Paintings, from Peru and Mexico," Caroline Garriott, Duke University 

Moderator: Sylvia Jacobs, North Carolina Central University 
I p.m. - 2:15 p.m., Room 1111 

"Build Me a World: African American Families, Diaspora & Survival" 
LaVie Leasure, Winston Salem State University 

ginaki Abdullah, Winston Salem State University 

Yuri Latif, Winston Salem State University 

Moderator: Soncerey Montgomery, Winston Salem State University 
2:30 p.m.- 3:30 p.m., Room 1221 

ShiJts in the Construction of Black Identities 
"Black Mosaic: Changing Contours of Black Identify and Black Politics," 
Candis Watts, Duke University 

"invisible by Design: the Absence of African-American Muslim Voices in the National 
Conversation about Islam as Religious ’Other’," Ibrahim Hanif, Wofford College 

"Decolonization, Cultural Citizenship, and Black Liberation in the Caribbean," 
N. Fadeke Castor, Texas A&M University 
Moderator: Lydia Lindsey, North Carolina Central University 
2:30 p.m. = 3:30 p.m., Room 1111 

"! Am Scan Bell": Film, Workshop & Panel 
Rashida James-Saadiya, Crossing Limits 

Mya Hunter, SpiritHousei Youth Noise Network Alumna 

Demetrius Noble, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 

Brian Carey Sims, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 

Moderator: Youssef Carter, North Carolina Central University 
3:45 p.m.- 5:15 p.m., Room 1221 



Acknowledgemen$s 
Program Co-Chairs Youssef Carter and Joshua Nadel, NCCU Department of History, NCCU 
College of Liberal Arts, NCCU Global Studies Program, University Honors Program, the Earlie 
E. Thorpe Historian Society, CoA. Jones History Club, WNCU, NCCU Office of Public Relations, 

Jamaica Jamaica. 



Schedule 3rd African Diaspora Studies Symposium 
North Carolina Central University 

Mary Townes Science Center 

March 19-20, 2011 

Saturday / March 19 2011 

8:30am - 9am R÷gist~atio~: ~’,/ls~y lownes Science Center Lobby 

9am - 9:15am Welcome: Cailton Wiison~ Dean ol: the Coilege of Liberal Arts 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

9:30am - 10:45am 

11am- 12:15pm 

11am- 12:15pm 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 
"Trabajando como negro: Working Negritud in Caracas, "Giles Harrison-Cornwill, Duke University 

"Cimarronaje cultural: Towards a Counter-Cartography of Blackness in Mexico, " Talia Weltman- 

Cisneros, Wayne State University 

"Nation and Naci6n: Strategies of Belonging among Afro-descendants in Cienfuegos, Cuba circa 

1898" Bonnie Lucero, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Moderaton Cristina Cabral, North Carolina Central University 

Unr~-weli~g ~lack~÷ss in Ger~s~any: Lit÷~at~r÷0 Fi~m~ and Co~st~uctions of S÷~f via Na~~ativ÷ 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

"Muh~rero riK~rera: The Construction of Blackness in German Colonial Children’s Literature," James 
Blackwell. North Carolina Central University 

"Re-Framing German Racism in Black and White in Paul Verhoeven’s TV Movie Gottes Zweite 

Gamitur," Michelle R. Eley, Duke University 

"Telling their Truths: Afro-German Women’s New Diasporic Traditions in West Germany," Tiffany 

Florvil, University of South Carolina 

Moderato~ S. Marina Jones, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1111 

"Media Apartheid: An Expose of Racist Practices in Brazilian Soap Operas," Monique H. Ribeiro, 

University of Texas at Austin 

"Talking about Violence: Black Body and Black Communities in Brazilian Discourses," Luciane de 

Oliveira Rocha, University of Texas at Austin 

"Racism and Aesthetic Judgment: A Journey Through YouTube Comments," Maria Andrea Soares, 

University of Texas at Austin 

Moderator: John D. French, Duke University 

12:15pm - l:30pm LUNCH 



12:30pm- l:30pm 

1:45pm - 2:45pm 

1:45pm - 2:45pm 

3pm-4pm 

3pm-4pm 

4:15pm - 5:30pm 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

Kelsey Moeslinger, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Janae Edwards, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ellen Louis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Moderator: Joshua Nadel, North Carolina Central University 

Afro-A~de~n Reslities; Yesterday 8r~d Today 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

"Afro-Bolivia: Researching the Silenced Past in the Eastern Andes, 1555 to the Present Day," Lolita 

Brockington, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"The Story of Afro-Peru," Amadou Shakur, Center for the African Diaspora, Charlotte, NC 

"Afro-Andean Oral Tradition: Insurgent Narratives of Re-existence and Place," Javier Pab6n, St. 

Augustine’s College 

Moderator: Natanya Duncan, Clark Atlanta University, and Franklin Humanities Institute Fellow 

~.ace, Religior~ arid Revolu~ior~ i~ the I:re~¢h Colo~fial World 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1111 
"Rise of the Black Jacobins: The Haitian Revolution’s Impact," Jerome Teelucksingh, University of the 

West Indies - Trinidad & Tobago 

"Vincent Oge and Julien Raimond: African Presence in France in the Age of Revolution?," Andrew 

Maginn, North Carolina Central University 

"On the Black Jac’ Millitary Cult: Cosmology, Metaphysics, and Feminist Elisions in Haytian 

Constitutionalism," Solomon Burnette, North Carolina Central University 

Moderator: Laurent Dubois, Duke University 

Black~ess at Poi~t Zero: Beauty o~ the Othe~ Side of Loss 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

Demetrius Noble, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 

Sara Cervenak, University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

Brian Carey Sims, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 

Moderator: Demetrius Noble, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University 

BIV / AIDS i~ t~e Diaspora: Film & ~-~rese~tatio~ 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1111 

Khafre Abif, Cycle for Freedom 

’~Black B~itai~; the Pa~Afric~ Co~de~e~¢’.,e of lg00~ 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

Marika Sherwood, Co-Founder, Black and Asian Studies Association and Senior Research Fellow, 

Institute of Commonwealth Studies 

Introduction: Carlton Wilson, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts 

Sunday / March 20, 2011 



9am - 10:15am 

10:30am - 11:45am 

10:30am - 11:45am 

Race-Bii/’~d/’~ess: YI’amewoi’ks fo/ Linde~standilsg Race i~~ 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 
"lnvisibilizing Racism in Germany," Natasha Kelly, Humboldt University, Berlin 

"Race Blindness in France," Trica Danielle Keaton, Vanderbilt University 

"Psychological and Emotional Ramifications of Race/Racism in the EU," Medea Brooks, DePaul 

University 

"’25 years of Black movement’ - Invisibility and Denial of Black Studies in Germany," Nadine Golly 

Leuphana Universit~t Leneburg 

Moderator: Claudia Becker, North Carolina Central University 

Messages i/’~ [’,iio~ement & M~.~sic: Notiolss of Seit alsd Gelsder its Latils Ameiica 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

"iA Favela ~ Funk e o Funk ~ Favela!": Funk Carioca and Favela Hierarchies of Respectable 

Identities," Seana Monley, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"Pa’ los que bacilan: Exploring Messages in Contemporary Afro-Colombian Hip-Hop," Guesnerth 

JosQe Perea, AfroColombia NY 
"Negotiating Gender in Dance: the Congo Ritual of Panama," Regina Fuller, Wofford College 

Moderaton David Garcia, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

’~lt’s Not Wisere Yo~.~/e At~ it’s Whe/e Your Head’s At: Do(lble DiaspoIic Processes" 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1111 

"Celebrating West Indian-American Identity in the Southeastern United States", Daina Nathaniel, 

Queens University - Charlotte, and Alison McLetchie, University of South Carolina 

"Circulatory Practice and the Invention of Tradition in a Yoruba Revivalist Community: Bata Drumming 

at Oyotunji Village, South Carolina," Colin Townsend, University of South Carolina 

"’Unsettled Identities’ in the Young Afro-French Diaspora: Searching for a National Identity, Building 

Transnational Culture," Michele Sulny, Trinity Western University, Vancouver, Canada 

"I’d Rather be in Trinidad: Rudder, Remittances, and Remembrances," Alison McLetchie, University of 

South Carolina 

Moderator: Debra Boyd, North Carolina Central University 

12pm- lpm Lunch / B~eak 

1pm-2:15pm ~::ighti~s{l IoI Recognitions, Fi{lhtir~g for Space: Huma~ Rigi~s. SeiidaIity, a~d the Af~o..Latino Strug{lle 
Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

"On the Invisibility of Afro-Mexicans’ Human Rights," Jean-Philibert Mobwa Mobwa N’djoli, National 

Council to Prevent Discrimination, Mexico City 

"Another Hue of African Diaspora Citizenship: Countering the Embodied Invisibility of Chile’s 

Forgotten African Descendents," Sara Busdiecker, Texas A&M University 

"i...Y yo soy negro tambi~n! (...and I am Black Too!): Dominican Diasporic Notions of Blackness, 
Racial Identification and Black Solidarity," Rafael G6mez, State University of New York at Albany 

Moderator: Marco Polo Hern~ndez Cuevas, North Carolina Central University 



1pm-2:15pm 

2:30pm - 3:30pm 

2:30pm - 3:30pm 

3:45pm - 5:15pm 

Images and Narratives of the Diaspodc Past 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1111 
"Paying Homage: Arturo Alfonso Schomburg’s Academic impact of Academic Bibliophiles and 

Historians throughout the Diaspora and the Development of the Harlem Renaissance," Timur A. 

Davis, Essex County College/Maplewood Memorial Library, NJ 

"Seeing is Believing: Archival Imagery and (Re) Telling Counter Narratives," Sean Eversley Bradwell, 

Ithaca College 

"Mobile Hopson, An Enigma of Identity and Race," Russell B. Hopson, Independent Scholar 

"DemOs de 6stos hay muchos mulatos..." images of Mulattos in 18th century Castas Paintings, from 

Peru and Mexico," Caroline Garriott, Duke University 

Moderator. Sylvia Jacobs, North Carolina Central University 

’~Build I’~iie a World: AfIical] Ameiicai~ bamiiles~ Diaspo/a & Sur~4val" 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

LaVie Leasure, Winston Salem State University 

Jinaki Abdullah, Winston Salem State University 

Yuri Latif, Winston Salem State University 

Moderator. Soncerey Montgomery, Winston Salem State University 

Shiff.s ii~ the Consti’uction of Biack ider~tities 
Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1111 

"Black Mosaic: Changing Contours of Black Identity and Black Politics," Candis Watts, Duke 

University 

"Invisible by Design: the Absence of African-American Muslim Voices in the National Conversation 

about Islam as Religious ’Other’," Ibrahim Hanif, Wofford College 

"Decolonization, Cultural Citizenship, and Black Liberation in the Caribbean," N. Fadeke Castor, 

Texas A&M University 

Moderator. Lydia Lindsey, North Carolina Central University 

"i Am Sea~ Bell": Fiim, Wo~kshop & Group Discllssio~ 

Mary Townes Science Center, Room 1221 

Rashida James-Saadiya, Crossing Limits/Wild Seed Films 

SpiritHouse/Youth Noise Network 

Demetrius Noble, North Carolina A&T State University 

Brian Carey Sims, North Carolina A&T State University 

Moderator. Youssef Carter, African Diaspora Studies Symposium Co-Chair 
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Pambazuka News 520: C6te d’Ivoire: On the brink of civil war 

PAMBAZUI<LA NEWS 520: C(~TE D’IVOIRE: ON THE BR]NK OF CIVIL YVAR 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Action alerts, 2 Armouncements, 3. Features, 4 Comment 
& analysis, 5. Advocacy & campaigns, 6. Pan-African Postcard, 7. Books 
& arts, 8. Letters & Opinions, 9. Afidcan ;Vriters’ Corner, 10 
Highlights French edition, 11 Highlights Portuguese edition, 12 
Cartoons 

/\/\//VVV/VV\//V\i\i/\/\/V/\,~/V/VVV/\/V\i/V\/\//\ 
1 Action alerts 

JOIN LONDON PROTEST TO S UPPORT ZIMBABWEAN ACTIVISTS ON TRIAL FOR TREA SON 
Six socialist activists in Zimbabwe face the death penalty for 
watching a video about the revolt in Eg3,pt Munyaradzi Gwisai, 
ttopewe[l Gumbo, Antonater Choto, Welcome Zimuto, Eddson Chak uma and 
Tatenda Mombeyarara are charged with treason. Treason is punishable by 
death. 

Please j oin the protest outside the Zimbabwean embassy this Friday 1 l 
March, 12 noon 1.30pro, Zimbabwe Embassy, 429 Strand, London, WC2R 
0JR. 
http ://www. pamb a×uk a or~/en/c a te~or~,/ac ti on/71610 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/V\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViVVV/\ 

2 Announcements 

NO LAND[ NO tIOUSE! NO VOTE[ VOICES FROM SYMPttONY WAY 
In 2007 hundreds of families hying in shacks across the new 
’integrated’ township of DelR in Cape Town were moved into houses 
they- had been waiting for since the end of apartheid. But soon they 
were told that the nrove had been illegal and they were kicked out of 
their new- honres. The), built shacks next to the road opposite the 
housing project and organised themselves into the Symphony Way 
Anti-Eviction Campaign. Written toward the end of the struggle on the 
pavements, this anthology is testimony, poetry and an expression of 
the fight to bring about change. Hear an interview with Synrphony Way 
residents (http://fahanmbooks.org/t~ook/?GCOI 90638100888310&fa complements 
) on the Pambazuka Press website. 
http ://wwa~. panrbazuka, org/erVc ategory/Announc e/71611 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
3 Features 

COTE D’IVOIRE: THE LOGIC OF THE AB S’LN_D? 
Piet~e Sand 
The worst-case scenario for C6te d’Ivoire outside ofmilita~ 
intervention seunrs to have been ruled out, but the West’s 
alternative strategy for ousting Laurunt Gbagbo econonric and 
financial sanctions will also destroy the country, argues Pierre 
Sand. Is it a question of ’imposing Alassane Ouattara at all costs’, 
no matter what the true outcome of the election might have been? 
http :Iiwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1~/fbaturesi71588 

COTE D’IVOIP, E: ON THE BRIX~ OF CIVIL WAR 
Sokari Ekane 
The lack of media coverage on C6te d’Ivoire doesn’t mean the situation 
has improved, writes Sokari Ekine, in this week’s review of protests 
across the continent, which also features Egypt, Libya, Matu-itania and 
Zimbabwe 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi71557 

OIL, DESPOTISM ANn2) PHILANTHROPIC TOKENISM 
Nnin~mo Bassey 

’Without doubt’, the crude oil business ’is the stuff that oils the 
machinel7 of despotism’ and that ’blinds the world to the bloods that 
flow on the streets as people fight fbr liber~’, writes Nnimmo 



Bassey 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/71550 

SA[~UT[NG fix tE R[ffVOLUTIONAR Y WOMEN OF EGYPT ON []x,~JFERNATIONAL WOMEN’ S I)A Y 
Horace Campbell 
Honouring the struggles of women all over the world against patriarch?’ 
and oppression in the week of the 100th anmversary of International 
Women’s Day, Horace Campbell focuses on the instrumental role of key 
women activists in the E~’ptian protests. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/71607 

THE ’MUBARAKING’ OF GADDAFI, ~IKI, MUGABE AND OTHERS 
Patrick Bond 
Taking inspiration from the late South African anti-apartheid 
poe~activist Dermis Brutus’s verb-play, Patrick Bond discusses the 
’mubaraking’ currently faced by a number of dictatorships across 
Africa. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/71572 

YVESTERN SAHARA: 35 5’~.~xff~S OF COLONISATION AND EXILE IS ENOUGH 

Peter Kenworthy 
Recognised and supported by an extensive range of governments and 
countries across the globe, Western Sahara’s colonisation and 
exploitation at the hands of Morocco must come to an end, writes Peter 
Kenworthy. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/71578 

IMPERIAL DUPLICITY AiXTD THE ’COLOUR REVOLUTIONS’ 
Nicholas H Tucker 
Who defines true liberation? Watch out for the role of the global 
elite in manipulating the outcome of the Middle East and North Afi’ica 
revolutions, writes Nicholas H. Tucker. 
http ://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi71540 

SILENCEqG TH~ TO.OL S OF REVOLUTION 2 0 

Dibussi Tande 
Cameroon’s Biya regime has embarked on a ’futile battle it ~vill never 
win’, writes Dibussi Tande, fbllowing the government’s attempt to 
silence digital activists by banning a mobile Twitter service. 

http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/71581 

TALKING ABOL~ THE M~4RKET 
Saner Atom 
Begim~ing by praising the work of Rod Hill & Tony IVlyatt and Ha-Joon 
Chang, Samir Amin highlights the complete absence of adequate critical 
reflection across contemporary economics ’The true aim of the 
"science" of conventional economics’, he writes, ’is simply to divest 
it of its political aspect and pretend it is something "neutral", 
hence "objective". ’]"he result is the annihilation of the capacity 
critical thinking and reducing the citizen to being a mere spectator 
of history.’ 
http : //www pambazuka org/en/cate~ory /[eatures/71606 

UN SECURITY COI2NCIL AN’D MBYA: COURTING MURDERERS 
Tim Murithi 
Has the UN Securi~ Council cynically deflected its responsibility to 
the International Criminal Court through its referral of Muamnnar 
Gadd~fi and his regime to the court? Tim Murithi critiques the 
decision. 
http : //www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory ,Teatures/71541 

THE CRISIS FOR US POLICY IN NORTH ~k!~’RICA 
Imperial anxieties 
Vijay Prashad 
’The slow US support for the uprising in Egypt, the cautious tone with 
Bahrain and Yemen, and the strident language against Libya are of a 
piece: The US is not driven by the popular upsurge but by its desire 
to control the events in nolth Africa and the Gulf to accord with the 
three pillars of its foreign policy in the Arab world, writes V[iay 
Prashad. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/71608 

SOUTH .¢5"RICA: THE HISTORY AND CHARACTER OF ’BLA(-’K ECONO)¢ffC EMPOYVER_’vIENT 



Dale McKinley 
[)ale McKinley explains how black economic empowerment in South Ali’ica 
has come to be associated with elite accumulation, corruption and 
extreme inequality’. 
http://www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory/features/71539 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

4 Comment & analysis 

AFRICAN REFUGEES IN LIBYA: \~IOSE RESPONSIBILITY’.’ 
Nunu Kidane 
Why are Africa’s leading regional bodies not stepping up to protect 
and defe¢~d refugees and migrant workers in Libya, asks Nunu Kidane. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/category/comment/71569 

DISEMPOYVERED VOId’ES: THE STATUS OF CI\rlL SOCIETY IN EQUATORIAL GLrIN~,A 
EG Justice 
Equatorial Guinea must amend laws that hinder effective civil society 
mobilisation and activism inside the country, says a new report ( 
http:iibit.lv/fl4 ) by advocacy group EG Justice. The report 
highlights ’the gaps that exist between the government’s conm~immnts 
to regional and international covenants that promote basic civil 
liberties’. 
htt~:i/www.~ambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/comment/71558 

ETHIOPIA: DEFORM OR REFORM THE EPRDF? 
Elyas Mulu Kiros 
Capturing an online exchange between several young Ethiopians, Elyas 
Mulu Kiros wonders whether the countly’s ruling EPRDF (Ethiopian 
People’s RevolutionalT Democratic Front) part?,’ needs to be reformed or 
deformed. 
http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/categ ory/comment/71586 

FROM CRITICAL TROUBADOR TO THE POLITICS OF ENIANCIPATION 
A tribute to Dennis Brutus 
Patrick Bond 
’The memory of Delmis Brutus will remain everywhere there is stluggle 
against injustice,’ writes Patrick Bond, in a tribute to the late 
South African poet and freedom fighter, which ~vas presented at the 
Centre for the Advancement of Non-Racialism and Democracy in FebruaQz. 
http ://www.pambaaaka. orgien/categ ory/comment/7156 2 

THE REVOLT OF SOUTH .4FRICA’S LrNTOUCFIABLES 
Pedro Alexis Tabensky 
The ’only existing alternative’ left to South Afidca’s poor is to 
’take matters into their own hands’, writes Pedro Alexis Tabensky .~Xmd 
in ’increasing numbers, and with increasing levels of sophistication, 
the poor are coming together, ganging up against the common foe 
responsible fi~r their shameful predicament’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~owicomment/71559 

NGOLIBA: THE PLACE WHERE KENWATTA DI.f~fPED SQUATKf~;RS 
John Kamau 
John Kamau travels the Thika-G arissa highway in Kenya and finds a 
collapsed settlement scheme :[’rom nearly 50 years ago that showcases of 
’the misuse of power, might and money’. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~ory/commenu’71570 

OIL, GAS, ALGERIA, LIB ~)k AND ’KfE~ EMPIRE 
Sukant Chandan 
If Libya goes the way of Western interests, it will be next stop 
Algeria, says Sukant Chandan. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~ory/commem/71571 

/\/\//VV\//\/V\//V\i\i/\/\/V/\,~/V/\/\/V/\/V\i/\/\/\//\ 

5 Advocacy & campaigns 

CELEBRATING 100 "~ARS OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 
FEiVLNET 
The centenat?~ year theme for International Women’s Day, ’Equal access 
to Education, Training and Science and Technology’: Pathway to decent 
work for Women’, could not have come at a better time, says FEMNET, as 
’limited access to quality education and training opportunities 
continues to hinder women’s equal participation in decision making, 
leadership and in the economy.’ 



http : // www pambazuk a. or~/en/cate~or~//advocac y/71598 

EQI.IAI, ACCESS: PArIItWAY TO DECblN~£ WORK FOR WOh,ff~N 
Gays and I,esbians of Zimbabwe 
As part of a statement on International Women’s Day, Gays and Lesbians 
of Zimbabwe ((IALZ) underlines the importance of women’s access to 
education and employment. 
http ://www.pambazuka.orgienicategot~iadvocac¥i71568 

LWE EXPECTANCY IS JUST 33.5 YEARS FOR Z~dBABWEAN WOMEN 
This and other facts on Women’s Day 2011 
Sokwanele 
Marking International Women’s Day on 8 March, Sokwanele sets out some 
stark statistics about life in Zimbabwe. 

http :/iwww.parabazuka.org/en/categor~/advocacy/71595 

SOUTH AFRICA: ISSUES CONFROiN~ING THE NATION 
Somh African Municipal Workers’ Union (SAMWU) 
Although the South African Municipal Workers’ Union resolved to 
support the ANC in the forthcoruing local elections at its last 
congress, ’a number of recent developments have ruade the 
implementation of this resolution difficult to enforce’, it has said 
in a recent statement. 
http ://www.pambazttka.or~ienicatep~ots,iadvocacvi71592 

URGENT ACTION: CRACKDOYVN ON ACTIVISTS IN ZLMBABWE 
Amnesty International 
Human rights and political activists in Zimbabwe are facing a major 
clampdo~vn, with over 60 currently held in detention and many allegedly 
tortured, writes Amnesty International. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/71609 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
6 Pan-African Postcard 

THE (NOT-SO) CURIOUS CASE OF COLONEL GADD.a~u’I 
H. Nanjala Nyabola 
Is Gaddafi crazy, as the Western media would have us believe, asks H. 
Nanjala Nyabola, or merely good at manipulating a deeply flawed system 
for his o~vn benefit? 
http:/i~v~v.pambazuka.org/e~’categorv/panafricala/71567 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
7 Books & arts 

’THE BOTTOM B]LLIOET: DEFENDING NEOLI~ERALIST SHOCK THFP. APY 
Erik S. Reinert 
’Putting Paul Collier, the former chief economist of the World Bank 
and one of the architects of this :folly, in charge of explaining what 
went wrong with globalisation is akin to putting Attila the tIun in 
charge of the Ministry of Roman Reconstruction,’ writes Enk S. 
Reinert in this review of’The Bottom Billion’ 
http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/cate~ory/books/715 74 

/\f\//VVV/VVI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/VVVf\/V\i/V’,/’,//I, 

Letters & Opinions 

OPEN LETKf~;R TO OUR BROTtIER, PRI~SIDEN~£ JF~%N-Bt".RTRAND ARISTIDE 
Rainbow PUSH Coalition 
’As people of faith, we know that the road to democracy and justice is 
not an easy one. These years of enforced exile have been painful not 
only J2~r you and your family, but for the people of ttaiti We join the 
call from all over the world for this exile to end,’ writes the 
Rainbow PUStt Coalition. 
http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicate~oryiletters/71565 

WHY i~f~ OPPOSE ’Kf;% ANTMCC CA]VfPAIG N 
Letter to the High Corrm~issioner for India 
Kenyan Asian Formn 
In a lettcr to Sibabrata Tripathi, the High Commissioner for India, 
the Kenya Asian Foruru (KAF) expresses its ’deep concern regarding the 
spirited efforts being made by one of the Coalition partners in the 
Government of Kenya to have the UN Securib" Council defer 
International Criminal Court’s cases against six Kenyans suspected to 
be behind the 2007/8 Post Election Violence @EV).’ 



http : //www.pambazuka org/en/cate~op,,/le[ters/71601 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IY\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\I\IViVV\//\ 

9 Al?ican Vv~-iters’ Corner 

PKFALS OF PRrDE 
Billene Seyoum Woldeyes 
Mama, don’t put me under the kmife 
Give not to culture 
A slice of my precious life... 
http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/categot~4Al’rican Writers/71560 

I\I\h’\i\iY i\iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iY I\IYV iYV\I I\ 
10 Highlights French edition 

PAMBAZLTKA NEWS 180 : C6TE D’IVOIRE : L’ABSI~ffZDITE2, DES SANCTIONS 
I~CONO_’vffQUES ET FL’qANCII~RES 

C6te d’Ivoire : la logique de (, l’absurde ~ ? ( 

http :/ipambazuka. orgifr/categorv/features/71499 ) 
PietTe Sand 

Togo : Atteintes au droit ~ l’information et rdpression ( 
htt~ :/ipambazuka. or ~ifr/cate~orv/features/71503 ) 
Bernard Bokodiin 

Deruande de r~parations pour l’esclavage : Nalvet8 du vaincu ou 

diver sion ? ( http:i/pambazuka.or~ifricate~orvifeatur es/71502 ) 

Bernard Founou-Thuigoua 

Libye : Que sont les centres de tri devenus ? ( 
http :lipambazuka. org/fricategorv, /comment/71500 ) 
Amadou Amath 
http://www pambaza~ka org/el~/categorv/summarvfr/71561 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V i \iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ Ai \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
Highlights Portuguese edition 

P.&MBAZUKA ix,~WS 36: ELEI~)ES EM CABO Z’ERDE & BALAN~O DO FdRUM SOCL&L MLrNX)IAL 
Contus6es e desafios da democracia em Cabo Verde ( 
http ://w~vw pamba zuka org/pt/categor¥/features/71296 ) 
Re@ Wilson Lima, Aquilino Varela, Quintino Tavares 

Poderl o Ocidente aprender? ( 
http :llw~vw pambazuka org/pt/categor¥/f eatures/71302 ) 
Boaventura de Souza Santo 

FSM no Senegal termina afirmando importgncia geopolitica da ~ficica ( 

http ://w~vw pambazuka or~/pt/categorv/f eatures/71300 
Bia Barbosa 

Discurso do presidente Lula no FSM em Dacar ( 
http :llw~vw pambazuka or~/pt/cate~orv/f eatures/71412 
Luh 

Mudou Lula ou mudou o FSM? ( 
http ://www pambazuka or~/pt/cate~org/features/71305 
fim~r Sader 

/\/\//VVV/VV\//V\i\i/\/\/V/\A/VA/VV/\/V\i/V\/\//\ 

12 Cartoons 

A[~’RICAN UNION TO [Z[gPLACE GADDA[~’I 

Gado 

If Gaddafi goes, who’s going to bankroll the African Union, wonders Gado 

h ttp ://www. pambazuka, or~/en/categop,,/cartoons/7156 3 

GAI)DAFI, KI{NYA AN][) ~IItE 

(iado 

Gado wonders if a bit of mutual support between Gaddafi and Kenya’s 

leaders might arise 

h ttp ://www. pambazuka, org/en/categop,,/cartoons/71564 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http :i/www.f ahamu, org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 



(¢~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Nonconm~ercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For furthcr details see: 
http://www.pambazuka.org/er~about.php 

Pambazaka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w,~v. p amb azuka, orgien ) 
EdiCgo cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/pt ) 
Edition franCaise ( httl~:/;’www.l~ambazuka.or~/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at httt~://www.l~ambazuka.or~/el~,’newsfeed.t~ht~ 

Pambazaka News is published with the suppolt of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.pambazuka.org/erVabout .php ). 

To SI_,~SCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http ://pambazuka.gn. apc. org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambaz~ka.org ~vith the word SkrBSCRIBE or 
UNSkrBSCRIBE in the sul~iect line as appropriate 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka Ne~vs or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka Ne~vs is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
ne~vsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commental)’ and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Aiicica. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka tS-ess ( 

http://fahamubooks.or~/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukane~vs’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as the?- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
//twit~er.com~pambazukanews ( http : //~witter cum/pambazukanews ). 

* Pambazuka News has a Del.iciu us (http://Del icio.usi ) page, where 
yuu can view the various websites that we visit tu keep our fingers un 
thepulse ufA[’rica! Visit http://deliciuus.com~pambazuka news. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 2:54 PM 

Social a~d Ecouomic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] FILM on TUES. (Angela Davis & Yuri KochiyaJna) 

From STONE CENTER: 

March 15, 7 p.m. "Mountains That Take Wing: Angela Davis & Yuri Kochiyama - A Conversation on Life, Struggles & 
Liberation" (2009), concludes the Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film. Tiffs fihn is an inspiring, historically rich and unique 
documentary featuring conversations that span thirteen years between two formidable women who share a profound passion for justice. 
Through conversations that are intimate and profound, we learn about Davis, an internationally renowned scholar-activist and 88-year-old 
Kochiyama, a revered grassroots communi~ activist and Nobel Peace Prize nominee. Their shared experience as political prisoners and 
their dedication to Civil Rights embody personal and political experiences as well as the diverse lives of women doing liberatory cultural 
work. The film’s directors/producers will lead a post-screening discussion. <ul> 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej- facNty as: <a hle~"mailto:etmice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.uuc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br~ 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-28828575- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28828575- 

3692316.5edd0I] 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv. uuc.edu-</a> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Thursday, March 10~ 2011 3:19 PM 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@emml.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

H I Tracey 

This is .~:[907A.5 

Thanks! 

KifT~ 

T~: Kim Feh~ 
$~¢~: SAHLE/EUNICE N]ERI 06MAY RDU 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1077 

U ECONOMY 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 200 

U ECONOHY 

06HAY RALETGH DUR NC ATLANTA GA 400P b27P 

FRIDAY RALEIGH D HARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL 2 TER~INAL S 

NON SHOKING 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIRC~FT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-88 

06MAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG             745P 

FRIDAY NARTSFiELD JAC O.R. TAMBO INT 

TERMINAL S 

D~NNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

500P 

TEU’Z~INAL A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

07HAY 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 579 

G ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

DURBAN 7OOP 

SATURDAY O.R. T~,iBO TNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRA~’T: BOETNG 737-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12HAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

L ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 7OOA 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA TNT O.R. T~4BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

DELTA AIR LTNES 

DL 201 

U ECONOMY 

28MAY JOHANNESBURG ATLANTA GA 

SATURDAY O.R. TAMBO iNT HARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL A 

NON SHOKING DINNER 

820P 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

640A 

TERMINAL S 

29MAY 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1294 

U ECONOHY 

29HAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SHOKING 

RALEIGH DUR NC 84]A 

SUNDAY NARTSFIELD JAC RALEIGN D 

TERMINAL S 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) MD-88 

]010A 

TE~4INAL 2 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DL/GBNPMP SA/ZUYG9I 



CLICK THE, FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Thursday, March 10~ 2011 5:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email. uuc.edu> 

I~NV: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 061V~kY-28MAY f~DU-JNB-RDU Delta electronic ticket confinnation/iuvoice 

Thank 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTIDO0768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent-" Thursday, lvlarch 10, 2011 4:04 PM 
To; Kim Fehr 
Subject; SAHLE!EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

ACCOUNT NUHBER 

SERVICE DATE FROM TO 

DEI, TA AIR LINES 

DI, 1077 

U ECONOMY 

06MAY RALEIGH DUR NC ATLANTA GA 4OOP 527P 

FRIDAY RALEIGH D HARTSFIEI, D JAC 

TERMINAL 2 TEF~INAL S 

NON SHOKING 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) HD-88 

SEAT    2iD    NO    SMOKING CONFIRHEI 

DELTA AIR L~NES 

DL 200 

U ECONOMY 

06MAY ATLANTA GA JOHANNESBURG 745P 500P 

FRIDAY HARTSFiELD JAC O.R. TAMBO INT 

TERMINAL S                        TERMINAL A 

NON SHOKING DINNER 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200I, R 

07HAY 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SEAT 50D NO SHOKING CONFIRHEE 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 201 

U ECONOMY 

28MAY JONANNESBURG ATLANTA GA 

SATURDAY O.R. T~BO INT HARTSFIELD JAC 

TERMINAL A 

NON SMOKING DINNER 

820P 

AIRCP~FT: BOEING 777-200LR 

640A 

TERHINAL S 

29MAY 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SEAT 49D NO SMOKING CONFIRHEE 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 1294 

U ECONOHY 

29HAY ATLANTA GA RALEIGN DUR NC 841A 

SUNDAY HARTSFTELD d~C RALETGH D 

TERMINAL S 

NON SMOKING 

AIRCRAg’T: BOETNG (DONGLAS) MD-88 

1010A 

TERMINAL 2 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SEAT 21D NO SMOKING CONFIRHEI 

AIR FARE 1616.@@ 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) 

TICKET PAYMENT: CA 

HCO PAYHEN! 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) 

DL/GBNPMP 

DL/GBNPHP 

TAX 

SA!ZUYG9I 

SA/ZUYG9I 

123.44 AIR TOTAL USD 

SAHLE/EUNiCE NJERI 



AHLEiEUNICE NJERI 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUHENTATION I~HEDiATELY.*** 

HAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCTES NOTED HORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY MAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

MAUPiN    TRAVEL    IS    PLEASED    TO    FURNISH    THE    FOLLOWING 

TOLL    FREE    NUMBERS    FOR    YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 83@AM-530PH 

FOR EHERGENCY HELP *ONLY~ AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS NSE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES YAY APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNHENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK TN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE HAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKHYTR~P.COH 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

CLICK THE ~’OLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ~TINERARY: 

WWW~C~ECKHYTRIP~CO~/CHTSERVLET?R ZUYG9I&L US&N S~LE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Thursday, March 10~ 2011 5:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email. uuc.edu> 

I~W: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South Africm~ electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

From-" MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID0076855:t) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent; Thursday, March :t0, 20:t:t 4:04 PM 
To." Kim Fehr 
Subject-" SAHLE/EUNTCE NJER107lvlAy JNB 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUHBER 

SERVICE DATE FROM 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 579 

G ECONOHY 

NON SHOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R. T~BO INT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING )’37-800 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12HAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

I, ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA    INT    O.R.     TAMBO    INT 

SNACK 

AIRC~FT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR FARE 61.00 

RESERVATION NUMBER (S) DL/GBNPHP SA/Z UYG91 

PAYMENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX5381 

RESERVATION    NUHBER(S) 

ETKT:SA 083 8635616781 

DI,/GBNPMP SAiZUYG9I 

SAHLE!EUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNMENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ’ONLY 

~PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUHENTATION I)~EDIATELY.*** 

MAUPiN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUHENTS WHETHER BY FAX!ELECTRONIC DOCUHENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

HAUPiN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NNHBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 HONDAY - FRIDAY 830AH-530PM 

FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

~ADDITIONAL FEES MAY APPLY FOR THESE CALLS~ 

GOVERNHENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR ATRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CIIECKMYTRi~ .COM 

TICKETS ARE NON REFNNDABLE 

CLICK THE, FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

TAX 10’7.02 AIR TOTAL USD 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 7:42 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t?aculty] Steve Radelet- Emerging Atiica: ttow 17 Countries axe Leading the Way 

Please join us tbr fltis upcoining event: 

Steve Radelet 
Emerging Africa: How 17 Countries are Leading the Way 

Thursday, March 24, 2011, 1 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CII 

Steve Radelet, Chief Economis~t at USAID, and former Senior Advisor on Development to Secreta~ Clinton, will be giving a talk based on his book, Emerging 

AJ?ica: How l 7 Countries are Leading rite Way. He will also be discussing development career oplyom~nities and new directions at USAID. Free. Please Contact: 

Stacey Sewall 962-1522 ~wall,~email xmc.edu liar more information. 

S ~acey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coor@inator 

Africa~ S~Nld~’s Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 8~3-2102 (£ax) 

sewai 1 @ bmail . u~K:. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 
Friday, March 11, 2011 5:57 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Re: My arrival and departure date 

Hi, Eunice 
No problem, will advise Hassan using the details below. Hassan’s fax machine is still not working so we have not as yet faxed him. 
Enjoy your week-end!. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 2011/03/11 12:34 PM >>> 

Hi Helen, 

Greetings. 

I noticed that there was an error (she had my return date as the 14 rather the 12) on my return date after I sent it your way. The travel agent addressed the error yesterday and 
here the correct dates. Kindly update Hassan when you have a moment. 

SERVICE DATE FROH TO 

DE PART ARRIVE 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07MAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 5"79 

G ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R. TA~{BO INT KING SHAKA INT 

TERHINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12MAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

L ECONOMY 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. TAMBO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS iNDUSTRIE A319 

8i0A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

]Please find our Em~l Disclaimer here- ->: [Lt_t_p_._,i~%%,__._@_<~_r~=a_£:~_’_a_!__d_i#__c_!~!A_e__r. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dan~defenddemocracy.org@reply.bronto.com on behalf of 

Dana Murphy <dana@defenddemocracy.org> 

Friday, March 11,2011 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

NOW ACCEPTING Applications for 2011 FDD Fellowship 

Dear Professor: 

Knowing of your interest in conflict issues and the Middle East, I arn writing to inform you that the Foundation for thc Defense of Democracies now is 

a ccepting applies tions for its a nnual Academic Fellows Terrorism studies program, 

This unique program which provides university professors with a detailed understanding of the terror threat that faces our nation and sister 

democracies is centered on a lO-day course taught m conjunction with Tel Aviv University, The program takes place entirely in Israel and runs June 

11th to June 22nd, 2011 (travel inclusive), Participants interact with academics, diplomats, military and intelligence officials, and politicians from Israel, 

,Jordan, India and the United States, They also visit militat?i bases, border zones and other security installations to learn the practical side of deterring 

terrorist attacks, All expenses are paid by FDD, The deadline for applications is March 25, 2Oll, 

For more information on the program, please click here, 

Or you may feel free to contact rne at darmda)delknddemocracy,org, 

Best regards, 

Dana Murphy 

Academic Fellows Program Coordinator 

Unsubscribe from futu~ marketing messages from FDD 

[ ii.~.iI Emai, marketing delivered by Bronto j 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, March 11,2011 11:26 AM 

firoze@t~hamu.org 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.m~c.edu> 

Re: Connecting you with Barbara Anderson, Associate Director (UNC-African Studies Center) 

Dear Dr. Manji: 

Many thanks to Prof. Sahle for our introduction. As she indicates below, please send me the information requested below, either in a fax to the number in my signature 

file, or as a pdfin an ema£ We are ve~’ much looking forward to having you with ns at the end of the month. Warm regards, Barbara Anderson 

On 3/11/2011 10:24 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Dr. Manji, 

Greetings. 

I write to introduce to my colleague, Barbara Anderson, Associate Director, African Studies Center at UNC. As the Center is the main sponsoring unit of your visit, 
she needs crucial information in order to facilitate your stipend, etc. In that regard, she needs your visa-status, a copy of your passport and visa, home address, 
USA social security number (if any), and so forth. 

Thanks so much. Kindly get in touch with her as soon as possible. 

See you soon. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-Amesican Studies 

African Studies Cente~, CB#7582 

3027 F~’~Ex Giebal Eduoatio’n Cen~:e:~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amber Dunn <ambe@africarising¯org> 

Friday, March 11,2011 12:49 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Africa Rising, March Madess and You 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

March Madness is here! You can 

compete in a March Madness bracket 

colnpetition and support Africa Rising 

at the saa~e time. Here’s how it works: 
1¯ Register now at GoodBrackets and 

,select Africa Rising as your donation 

recipient. 

2. Fill ont your bracket on March 13 

3. Watch games and see if your 

bracket wins $50,000 tbr Ati-ica Rising. 

As one of GoodBrackets’ t~atured non-profits, Aii-ica Rising would 

love at least 100 paxticipants at the minimum suggested "tax- 
deductible donation of $10 each¯ Recruit your friends, co-workers, 

and other fellow basketball fans to participate with you! To get 

started, just click here for GoodBrackets’ registration page. 

Brackets roll go live after the tournament selection show on Mmch 

13. 

Africa Rising Trip Allows Learning and Sharing 

Below is a message th~m Jo~ph Sekiku, tbnnder of Ati-ica Rising 

member organization FADECO in Tanzania (pictured below 
standing beneath part of his radio transmitter that reaches 5-6 million 

people)¯ On March 4-6th he hosted 9 members of the Africa Rising 

network at his organization. 

"I am hapw that you are visiting 

me and I am happy to be your 

host. I am only a very simple 

person and what I have really is 

to sha~e my lit~ and experiences. 

I expect to learu morn from you 

but I hmze one oppo~umty: 

.... ~ COMM[~ITY ~DIO. 

~ ~ ’~:;:} Through ~is I a~ sending wo~ 
}~ ’~[:" ’ across to our listeners that, veD~ 

~,; soon I am receiving a delegation 

~ from Uganda and Kenya to visit 
me This mes~ge is going ~ 

some 5-6 million ears across the 

groat lakes region¯ TNs way, your visit is not oNy that of a small 

group orgamzed by AFRICA RIS~G, bnt one with an interuational 

and regional nature. 

The study trip to Kamgwe will comtx)se of a field site visit to some 
areas in Karagwe and open discussions. Due to the advantage of 

radio, I am giving an opportunity to aJ1 pa(ticipants to share your life 

experiences (and of course your countly and work). 

I would reques~t you to prepare a presentation about your work 
(organization and counW) since you will have or will be allocated at 

least 15-30 Minutes radio airtime each. This will be broadcast on 

radio for all to hear about yoursel£" 



On April 13-15 m-elve MBA students in the Sustainabili~ 

f,eadership Immersion course at UNC Kenan Flagler Business 

School will be hosted in Kenya by a leadership team fa)m Kilisa 

Village. The course is designed to engage students in real-world 

business problems through experiential learning. The delegation from 
Kilisa Village will present their water suslainabili~ cha]lenges and 

work ruth the sta&nts to design an implementation plan for 

resource management. Africa Rising fo:med tiffs connection and is 

providing facilitation supIx~rt on both the US and Kenyan side to 

provide a rich and transformative interaction for both paxties. 

Africs~ Risin.~} == PO Box 98574 ] Ralei.~tb NC 27624 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

tsed Africans as slaves long before they perfected the massive 
across the Atlantic, Moorish Spain, for example, made 

1slaved labour, and the trade which developed between 

Muslim Mediterranean saw slaves move back and 
other. For centuries trans-Sahara slave routes had 

Africans via Timbuktu to Morocco. and thence into S pain. 

to thrive in Spain long after it was in decline in northern 

in the legal code Siete Pa.,’tidas of the ~z6os. That 

slavery in the Spanish Americas until the nineteenth 
in transmuted form. However, slaves in Spain and 

were not solely African. Merchants in 

Cadiz sold black slaves, and by the mid-fifteenth 

pockets of blacks in Barcelona. Seville and 

’a common sight in the great Italian trading 

No::~e~ce a~d Venice. Indeed in the late fi~eenth centu~" 
~ and the numbers of 

g~e~e~ in fl~e M~slim ~ocie~ies of the southern and 
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trading and communication links with black Africa. This supply of African 
slaves to the Muslim world continued into the twentietlq cenmu.~ Of course 

Africa provqded many other commodities sought by outside traders besides 
slaves, notably gold - especially when a number of European states adopted 
gold currency. But in time black slaves were to become as sought-a~er as 
gold itself. 

The European urge to make direct ma~time contact with black Af~ca - 
or to circumnavigate the continent - faced serious navigational and 
cartographical problems. But the growing information about black Af~ca 
and its apparent commercial potential, proved a powe~l spur to European 
merchant adven~rers and their backers. The Po~ese conquest of Ceuta 
in ~4,5 (the end of~e line for a number of caravan routes to Africa) helped 
to persuade the Pom~ese and O~eir monarch, Henu the Navigator, of the 
need to seek direct sea routes to West Africa. With this in mind HenU 

established a base in the south-west of Po~gal, dose to the expanding 
port of Lagos, from which he could mastermind the maritime exploration 
of the West African coast, u~izing ~e latest improvements in map-maMng, 
ship ~onsm,ction and navigational expertise. %king first the islands of 
Ma:~eka a~d ~en the Azores, the Po~ese explorers pressed on and 
~emmed wit~ i~cal art~facts and produce (and black people) to offer their 

mo~arc~: Eae~ ~ue~essive :venire made it clear that trade, commodities 
and profits migh~ ~e ~ad ~n abundance along the coast. As were black 
slaves. 

Porm~ese sailors and merchants moved ever fu~her south, 
with more and more Africans, often taken in surprise, piratical 
which were all licensed by the Crown. For their part, coastai 
began to resist these kidnappings. Gradually the Portuguese were 
to purchase Africans (who had normally been enslaved by warfare) 
other Africans who realized there was a market to be had. By 

Portuguese had built their first slave castle on Arguin Isiand, ....... 
its main rob was to be an entrep6t for gold. From the 
locations to the south, Africans were fed back to Madeira~ ................... 
and to Po~gal. ~ey came from a coas~ 
m the Gambia rivers {a~d from ~he interiors .......... 
pa~ed to the vas~ and 

was an existing 
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and in the city itself they formed an estimated 7 per cent of the population. 
Though they were sold publicly on the streets, local authorities allowed 
them to meet and socialize in public. Between i48z and ~516 some zSoo 
African slaves were imported through Valencia (possibly for work in the 
regional sugar industu). But in Spain - as in Lisbon - male and female 
slaves were generally owned and worked in small numbers, not in large 

{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{{{{{~ar side of the Atlantic: plantations producing sugar with a labour force 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!~at consisted primarily of enslaved Africans. The island suffered, 
iiiiii!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!~wever, from the great disadvantage of distance from the European 
i~i~i{i~ii{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{{~arkets for its produce. The sugar ships took an eternity to battle their 
{i~iii~i~iSiSi~i~i~i~<a¥ against prevailing winds and current northwards to the Portuguese 

: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

zooo slaves worked there (out of a total population of between ~5,ooo 
~8,ooo).~ Sugar plantations were also established in the Canaries - g~ant~ 

to CasC~lle after ~479 and by the early s~x-teenth cenmp. Africa 

being imported there for plantation work, although they worked 
local, Spanish and free labourers. Even in Atlantic settlements 
unsuitable for sugar cultivation (the Azores and the Cape 

Africans were imported for a nurnber of local tasks: coaon 
production and food cultivation. 

The transformation which was to be most 
islands of S~o Tom6 

islands of the eastern Atlantic. They even began to make 

in northern Europe. 
also to be found in England and Scotland in the sixteenth 

almost certainly having got there via Spain or Portugal. 

as human items of decoration at Court and in fashionable 
as reflections of their owners’ status and power, and 

musicians ~ roles which were to be repeated time 
centuries. Such occ.asio~al e×amptes were, 

to those major movements of 

For the time beinR 
eastern Atlantic; 
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By the early sixteenth centu~’, then, a distinct pattern had begun to 

emerge. Europeans had developed the habit of turning to parts of West 
Africa for enslaved African labour. They did not venture there initially in 

the hope of finding slaves, but rather to advance their general trading well- 
being, and to push ever further along and round the African coast. But 

Europeans quickly adopted local habits, first from Islamic Africans and 
later from dominant African nations and cultures, of acquiring African 
slaves, and selling them on, to other Africans for profit, or removing them 

to distant regions where labour was needed. All this happened before the 
labour demands of the New World made themselves felt, 

More than that, Europeans - led by the Portuguese - had learned the 

remarkable material benefits to be derived from that distinctive mix of 

colonial ~ade and domination. Portugal’s rise to power was linked to its 

expansive ~ade and settlements in Africa, South America, India and South- 
east Asia. Throughout the Crown was actively involved, deriving in return 

a substantial part of its income from overseas sources,s The mercantile 
communit3/which emerged in Lisbon to mastermind and benefit from 

this trade was drawn from across Europe. Though Portugal led the way, 
commercial interests across the rest of western Europe quickly appreciated 
the way forward; Moreover, so many signs of maritime and commercial 

prosperity pointed to Africa. The ’commerce of Guinea’, w~ote a 

royal advisor in ~53o, ’yields us gold, ivory, wax, hides, sugar; 
it would produce other reta~rns if we sought to explore it further.’~ 

also becoming dear that the trade in African humanity formed a 
business. 

The Pom~guese involvement in African slavery was e~s~d by a 

of religious and moral provisions which lent a veneer of civi!ity 
proceedings. The Portuguese Crown secured papal 

of slaves in Lisbon (and in some cases at sea), and royal 

prescribed strict conditions for the treatment and ba~ 

included the branding of Africans with a Christian cross) 

in the case of Kongo, the Portug 
trading pawners a~d clients 
littie *o the men 
a~d me,chains, whose 

Brazil seemed a poor investment in men and effort. Settlement 

outposts on the coast and local Indians proved less 
productive than the handfft[ of Portuguese 

peoples were culturally ill-equipped for the purposes 

for profit or surplus) demanded. The 
{and the Churchj tried a variety of tactics to secure 

them from their tribes and anchoring them 

wage labour culture; by enslaving them. 

was made worse 
production using 
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they settled in the Americas. Soon after the first European incursions into 

the Americas, sugar cane quicldy followed. 
Christopher Columbus had lived in Madeira and had worked for a 

Genoese company in the sugar business. On his second voyage in ~493, 
he took sugar cane for planting in the Americas. Sugar did not thrive in 
the new settlements until it took offin Santo Domingo early in the sixceenth 

century. Even then, its cultivation failed to develop in the Spanish 
settlements of the Caribbean, largely because the Spaniards were more 

attracted to the greater potential of settlement and prospects on the 
American mainland. But, after early experiments, sugar was firmly 
established in Brazil in the ~53os and ~54os, using expertise and skills 

imported from the Atlantic islands. Portuguese settlement henceforth 

thrived in those regions where the_figalctos (noblemen who were created 

estate proprietors by the monarch) turned to sugar cultivation, and where 
they were able to forge amicable relations with local Indians.~s 

Sugar began to prosper in the north-east of Brazil, through a potent 
mix of factors: royal Portuguese support, interested European capital and 
technical expertise acquired on piantations in the Atlantic islands. At first 

the Brazilian sugar plantations were generally small, and they operated 
without Africans. In the ~55os and ~56os ’there were virtually no African 

slaves at the Northeast sugar mills’. Thirty’ years later, however, there were 
an estimated 2ooo African slaves working on 66 local sugar plantations. 
Wherever historical scrutiny has fallen on particular plantations ~r su 

regions, a similar pattern unfolds; the mid-sixteenthocenmry reliance 
local Indian labour gave way to an ever-greater use of African 

Thus the process of shipping Africans, which had already 
commercial and social attractiveness in both the Iberian 

the Atlantic, was effectively transplanted to the Americas. In 
seems inevitable that the labouring and artisan 

islands would be shifted across the Atlantic, especially when 

sugars began to yield profits in European markets, and offered 
of still more to come. 

Africans were transported to Brazil for us:e as ;simp~ 
but they were 

in the sugar fields. By the last quarter of the sixteenth 

~ system was in place- the sugar industD’ of north-east Brazil - 
small-scale and rudimentapi, was to transform the face of 

¯ European settlers, financiers and shippers had laid 

sugar caltivation on plantations. But for this they needed 
pped across the Atlantic. 

perhaps only about zooo to 3000 African slaves in 
ooo in ~59o, and perhaps to ,5,ooo in i6oo, 

:numbered by Indians and matched 

half-century, the figures changed 
shipped to the buoyant sugar 

for African tabour had 
possible 
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was shorter than for any other comparable route from the Americas to 
Europe. It was also faster than the routes from Africa. This served to 

cheapen the Brazilian slave/sugar system. Moreover, Lisbon provided 
access to a mercantile and financial communib’ dravm fiom across Europe, 

which was already experienced (through trade to the Atlantic islands) in 
the peculiarities and benefits of the sugar business. 

Portugal’s Atlantic trade was, inevitably, periodically disrupted by warfare 

and privateering (especially by the efforts of the English and the Dutch to 

tap into the lucrative sugar trade). But Brazilian sugar continued to thrive, 
thanks in part to an Atlantic convoy system. By the end of the sixteenth 

century, Brazil was producing about ro,ooo tons of sugar a year, a massive 

increase over all previous sugar producers. ~e signs of the Brazilian sugar 

boom were all around. Sugar and slave ships crowded the harbours of 

Recife, Bahia and Rio, Portugal’s smaller ports joined in what had 
previously been a Lisbon monopoly, and PorVaguese merchants linked up 

with other European parmers for shipping and capital. The technology of 
sugar production was simplified and became cheaper, enabling men of 

humbler station to establish themselves as Brazilian sugar planters. 
~583 there were an estimated ~5 sugar mills: by ~6z9 the 35o mills were 

disgorging upwards of zz.ooo tons of sugar annually.~6 
There were some obvious beneficiaries from Brazilian sugar. 

on it pro;tided the Porkuguese treasury with perhaps 4o per cent of its 
income. Brazil began to attract migrants and Portuguese sett!ers 

across the Atlantic to join in the sugar boom. But their 

of4ooo a year pale into in significance when we took at 

By ~63o there were 50 ooo to 60.000 Africans in Brazil: Brazilian 
had developed an appetite for African slave iabour. Moreover, 

Portuguese slave-traders were supplying other Europeans with 
slaves, and were Vransporting perhaps ~o.ooo to ~5,ooo Africans 

Portuguese. Brazilian and independent merchants fairly buzzed 

the southern Atlantic trading New World produce for 
to work in the cultivation and production of those same 

To recruit Africans in such 

their presence and techniques of trading 
faced growing 

iii{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~itment, enslavement and shipment of Africans from Luanda to Brazil 
men at ease with local African customs and languages; often they 

~{~~ing l~e~ o,ooo A~cans a year were lea~qng from the Angola region. 
~{~{{{{{{{~N~ ~ffect of this Portuguese presence on the African coast was that, by 

{{~{{{{{{{{~d ~6oo, ~ey exercised an effbctive monopoly on ~e supply of A~can 

’~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:{{N{~ating ever N~her from ~e coast v~a their agents and freelance slave- 

~{~{~{~{~ Portuguese Crown and state. But they made even more money f?om 

~asters for the native peoples throughout the region 
}~istorians continue to argue about the levels of damage 

European diseases swept through peoples ~vho had 

resistance, and European cavalry and firepower completed 

microbes began. Native populations eve~’here collapsed 
advance of the Spanish. But the Spanish sought to put the 

Some were forced to work on Spanish encomienda, and 

of precious metals, many as slaves. The early settlements 
Cuba and other islands were jeopardized when 

firmly towards the Central and South American 

had already yielded wealth in its traditional form of 

a scale which dazzled all who saw or heard about it. 

both the Church and royal officials had grown alarmed 
peoples. 

void left by the Indians in Spanish America. Some 

on the early voyages of exploration, alongside the 

Spanish speakers from the Atlantic islands). 
se~tements, ~ey were often skilled slaves 

upations or trades. As demand for 

into Spanish America 
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because they exported only small amounts of sugar back to Spain. 
Moreover, it was difficult to defend those isolated island plantations against 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~fl be found in towns and cities across the regionJs They were highly 

iiiii{iiiiiiiiiiii{i!i!i!~!~g~ized people, but they also worked in mining (for silver- and panning 
the privateers who were lured into the Caribbean by the fabled wealth of i~ii{{{{{{{{{~{i~)!~!d) in agriculture (both food and tropical export crops), in logging 

the Indies. Spanish fleets were organized around the return to Spain of iiiiiiiiiii!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!~!!!~ ga~sport, by both land and water. They had in effect been in~]ltrated 
precious metals- not sugar- and plantation produce came a poor second :::!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!N~!!!mos{ corners of the economy and socie~/of Spanish America. Despite 
in their transport arrangements. 

Most serious of all, however, was the flight of Spanish settlers away 

from Cuba and Santo Domingo to Central America and Peru. For a long 
time the S paniards effectively controlled only small pockets of settlements 
there. The hinterlands remained free territory for Indians and runaway 

Africans, and Spanish settlers were often harried by a mix of Indians 

and Africans dose to hand, and by French and English privateers from. 
the sea, and sometimes by both combined. Blacks who knew the terrain 

and the regimes of the Spanish transport system helped privateers 
siege to the invaluable mu!e trains hauling precious metals across 

isthmus to the treasure and silver fleets destined for Spain. There were 
then, good reasons for the Spanish to feel uncertain and to worry 

thrther imports of Africans. Could they trust them to stay at their 

and not to ally with the enemies of Spain? At times the Africans 
more like an enemy within Spanish America than a necessary hurnan 

for its development. 

Not surprisingly, then, the import of slaves into Spanish America 
small compared to Brazil: perhaps only 36,000 in the 4° },ears to z 

(though many were imported ’illegally’ and do not show in official S 
records). But the numbers soon rose dramatically - as many 

~68,ooo - many obtained from PorOaguese traders operating 
asiento system. By the early seventeenth century, more Africans 

entering Spanish American lands than Spaniards. 

the physical face of Spanish America and came to form a 

proportion of the settler population. Half of Cuba’! 
in ,6~o were slaves. There and elsewhere they formed t:he 

local labouring and skilled occupations. ...... 
The sale of Africans into the Amedcas 

for the Spanish Crown 

attempts to prevent it, it was inevitable that Africans, Indians and 

would mix, socially and sexually, creating new populations 

ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:~{~ gore the distinctive physical (and social)~h~t~i~ti~ of th~i~ 
~}~i parentage. Many Africans were able to secure their freedom, ~us 

"~{~i~g ~}ee black communities rather than just a self-sustaining slave 

se~lers in the Ame~cas turned to Africans from ~e Atlantic 

increasingly, from Africa itself; for solutions to their vario’qs 

settler difficulties in the Americas. In this they were 

a Spanish Crown which saw the licensing of Atlantic slave- 
"or source of income. Naturally enough, the Portuguese 

keen to oblige, though as demand from the Americas 
~ often had to sub-con~a~ their slave licences to others be~er 

the Af?icans. ~ere were plenW ofo~er European traders 

and keen to involve themselves in what was dearly a 
endless trade. ~e result was that by the mid- 

. about a third of a minion Africans had been imported 

erica. Though slaveU within Spanish Ame~ca 

~eve!s of importance it was to reach in Brazil, the West 

America, it helped to prompt the expansion and 
slave trade. On the African coast, at sea, at the 
(and in the royal courts and counting-houses of 

slave trade established itself as a major and 

1 ~ade. ~ere were some (clerics 
about ~e a~endant e~ical and religious 

su~ worries were swamped by the obvious 
m e~eUone involved - excepting, of course, 

the Portuguese 
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with tacit backing from their governments at home) began to swarm into ’’’’’’’" 

the slave zones, buying and selling Africans, raiding Spanish settlements, 
seizing Spanish treasure. They buzzed like flies over the decaying carcass 

of Spain’s great imperial venture in the Americas, but they found even 
more attractive the trade in African slaves. 

Privateers had been drawn to the Iberian slave system from its earliest 

days. After all, who was to say that nations should carve up whole regions 

of the globe, together with vast global trading systenqs, for themselves to 
the exclusion of others? French and English ships, often with g 
bacldng, were making periodic attacks on Spanish arid Portuguese ships 

and settlements by the early six~teenth century. Trade to and from Africa 

and on to the New World, was a tempting prospect to northern Euro 
Ships from Calais, Honfleur and La Rochelle, and later Bordeaux, tra& 

to West Africa and on to the Americas. Inevitably the English were 
involved, led by William Hawkins in the ~3os. Thomas Wyndham 

to the Gold Coast and Benin in ~, returning with gold and pep[ 
London merchants financed a voyage by ]ohn Lok to West Africa in ~ 

he returned home with gold, ivou, pepper and ’certaine blacke 
whereof some were tall and strong men, and could wel agree with 

meates and drinkes’. Not surprisingly, however, it was reported that, 
colde and moyst aire doth somewhat offend them.’;~ 

In the next three years William Towerson made ~;,o similar vo 

displaying a growing English interest which worried the Portugues< 

imagined the region to be theirs alone. But it was john Hawkins, 
the new monarch Elizabeth 1, who fbrrnally initiated the Eng 

trade with his voyage of ~z. He had already made various voyages 

Canaries where, among other things, he learned 

that Negros "#ere veU good merchandise in Hispaniola, 

Negros might easily bee had upon the coast of Guinea, 

hirnselfe to make triall thereof .... 

With backing from friends and from commercial in~e~eg~s .... 
sailed his small fleet .................. 
to Sierra. . 

led to Hispaniola, where he sold his English goods and some of his 
finally selling the remainder, 

3. places by way of exchange such quanfitie 
that hee did not onely lade his owne 3. shippes with hides, 

ars, and some quantitie ofpearles, but he fraighted also ~o 
¯ hulkes... 

home in September ~563 ’with prosperous success and much 

[e and the aforesayde adventurers’.~° Despite the diplomatic 

, and notwithstanding Elizabeth’s initial concern about the 

: of Africans, such a commercial success was bound to generate 
Hawkins himself promptly embarked on another voyage 

istocratic and mercan~le support), selling 4oo Africans in 
and returning loaded with valuables and a reported profit 
When Hawkins was knighted, he appropriately used an 

on his crest.~* Hawkins’s third voyage, on an even larger 
in disaster and he (and the young Francis Drake) barely 

life. 

century; English privateers made serious 

the Portuguese Atlantic trade, attacking and seizing slave 
ships, though a new Portuguese convoy system 

some of the damage. Most ominous of all for the 
h~wever, was the grox~4ng presence of the Dutch in the .atlantic 

onwards. Despite an initial domestic reluctance to 

g, individual Dutch merchants and captains began 
Iberian slave system, their profitable returns proving 

for other cornmercial interests in that remarkably 

From the ~59os to the ~6zos, however. Dutch 
and ad hoc. Thereafter, the Dutch West India 

though initially on a small scale. 

~637 were they able to become serious 
shipped only about 5000 

dave~r. 
me :maj¢:r giiayer~ in the Atta.ati~ system with their 
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and Dutch money had tmderpinned a great deal of Pormgqnese settlement 
and development in Brazil. Now, however, Dutch power waxed as Iberian 
power and empire waned. Indeed, the Dutch took over great swathes of 
the old Portuguese empire in Africa, South America and South-east Asia: 
By the mid-seventeenth century, the Netherlands was the world’s greatest 
trading nation, its merchantmen the dominant force in the seas from 
’Archangel to Cape Town and from New Amsterdam to Nag~ 
global trade was masterminded by the two great Dutch j " 
companies: the United East Indian Company (VOC) and the West Indi~ 
Company (WIC}. The latter was to prove crucial in the Atlantic slave 

The Dutch in Brazil needed more Africans, to ensure adequate 
regular supplies of which they had to secure reliable ~ading posts or fi 
on the African coast itself. They attacked the Portuguese posts 
eventually drove them from Elmina from S~o Tom~ and Annabon, 
from the coastal stations at S~o Paula and Benguela. Wq’ten they 
in ~64z, the Dutch had finally established themselves as the 
presence on the West African coast. However, their grip on Brazil 
always tenuous and unsure, and it reverted to the Portuguese in ~6~ 
uncertainw - which reflected the changing political troubles in 
itself- prevented the Dutch from consolidating their entry, to 
slave trade. Between ~63o and ~65~ the Dutch took an average of 
Africans a year to Brazil, compared to the Pot ~-tuguese, who shipped 
to 4000. Yet these years, the very apogee of Dutch power, saw them 
to maintain their toehold in Brazil. The West India Compan) 
problems; it was fissured by policy splits and, in any case, 
enough settlers to migrate to Brazil. The Dutch su 
commerce, not in colonization.~4 

Despite the upheavals in control - the switch from Portugal ~o 
and back to Portugal - Brazilian slavery thrived on the back 
After ~65o the numbers of slaves increased (in the range of 
~oo,ooo), but about a quarter of their number were 
the sugar industry. Black slavery, designed for suga~ 
slipped into a~l corners of the Brazilian rural 
pa~em which was m be 
D~ch, l~oki~g 

colonies in the Caribbean in the ~ 6z o s. They were destined to 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~{{~emed impossible to imagine, when looking at the deserted island 
and the tiny island of St Kitts in the early ~6zos, that these 

be the pacesetters in the transformation of the whole 
y did so under English control. However, even before the 

the Atlantic slave system seriously, huge numbers of 
been uprooted from their homelands and scattered 

the Atlantic world, from Lima to London. 

D~e Siave Trade: The Hi;to~?, of the Atiantic Slave Trade, ~44o-~87b 
Chapter 3- 

~ those of john Hunwi&, ’Black Africans in the Med{terranean 
a neglected aspect of the African diaspora’, and Ralph A. Austen, 

Islamic siave trade out of Africa: a tentative census’, in Elizabeth 
~e Human CommoditF: Per.spec~ives on the Tra~,s-Saharan Slave Trade 

~,.e Histo~T of a Continent (Cambridge, ~995), PP- IZ7-3o. 
Slave Trade, p. ~9. 

The Making of Nmv’ World Slave~T: From the Baroque to the Mode~, 

~997), PP* ~o8-~4. 
~ Rise and Fall of th~ Plantation Complex (Cambridge, 

p. 
still remains, C.R. Boxer, The Portuguese Seaborne Empire (London, 

Sugar P~,an.a.~on,~ ’: ° in the Formation of Brazilian Society Bahia 

P. 35, 

smallpox, sources and populations’, 
{h~ fignares in D. E. Smnnard, 

I-tis~oq~ ~" Hum,.~ Disec~se 



18 Making ~he Black Atlantic 

Johannes Menne Postr,,.’~a, 7~he D~tch in the Atlantic S~,e Trade, 16oo-i815 (Cambi-idg< 
~99o), P. z4~ 
C. R. Boxez-, ~e Dutch Seaborne. Empire, ~6oo-~8oo (London, ’973), P. 94- 
Postma, The D~,tch in the Atia~.tic SIa~,e Trade, pp. zz-4. 

relatively late to the world of Atlantic slaveU. In the 
the British established themselves as major figures, 

o,ooo Africans had already been shipped out of Africa.~ 
tempted to describe such figures as small - tiny 

what was to follow. But we always need to remind 
behind the statistics: not merely the lives of the wretched 

squalor of the Atlantic ships, but the dislocation, 
grief they left behind among kinsfolk, friends and 

to see how historians can hope to capture this 
ng process of devastation in Africa. Moreover, 

~ uprooted, we need to recall 
- small scale at first - heralded a dramatic 

~e British proceeded to transform 
vhey transformed themselves by 

for ~he Spanish were 

......... 
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were therefore Creole, and constituted the foundation for the subseque~:t 

and much larger numbers of captive Africans arrMng in the Americas in ~he 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Turning to Latin America, atthougb no{ necessarily an exhaustive discus- 

sion of cut{ure, Gonzalo Aguirre Bel~ran s La po.,lacmn negra de M&ico, 

i5~9-~&o: Estudio etnohist6rico, which looks at early Mexico, dearly es- 

tablishes a significant and ethnolinguistically differentiated Mrican sen, lie 

13opulation in treat territou. Colin Palmer’s intervention, Sta~es of the 

God, builds upon this work il~ innovative ways that, in striking fashion, 

dress cultural issues, establishing an enduring and vital Mrican presence 

cultural practice in early Mexico. Additional works, indeed fo 

works supporting the t~rican thesis in Latin America, are often 
to considerations of slaveu, but nonetheless shou)d be cited. They 

Fernando Ortiz’s Hampa a~o-cubar~a: Los ~egros bruios; Raymundo 

Rodrigues’s Os africanos ~o BrasiI; and Arthur Ramos’s O negro 

gthnograp!iia, religiosa, e psycha~alyse. The extent to which some    : ....... 

early literature coming out of the Spanish-speaking and Lusophone .......... 

embraces the African thesis is dubious, however, i~ that some held 

cu}tural continuities to be the basis for social and economic dis} 
among communities of the Mrican-descended. Supplementing 

is Mieko Nishida’s Staveo’ aM Identity: E*hnidff, Ga~&r 

va~or, Brazil, a~q inquiu into the ways in which race and g 

in Bahia, along wi~h materials on other par~s of Latin 

elude Winthrop Wright’s Cafd co~ lecher Race, Class and 

~n~tMa, Peter Wade’s Blackness and Race Mixture, and 

iv~ Latin America; and Richard Graham’s The Idea of Race 

\.x,q~ateve~ the position on culture among the enslaved 

it is ofter~ not far from the related question of 

culbare itself is chert presented as a form of 
no       t.miVe~:sa]Iy held. °:lb tim 

Michael 4. Gomez 

o: ever~ eradicate African cry/rural practices among the e::daved, the 

i~sisteuee upon retaining those practices was cJeady a manifestation 

On the other hand, the enslaved necessariJy fell back upon 

paeems of familial bonding, child-rearing, horticuituraJ skills, 
architecture, and so forth, just ~o live, and repetition of Affirm> 

pa~ems in the Americas did not, by Jtsdf, constitt~te a poli~ica} 

the ear~ies~ and clearly incontestable expressions of resistance 

was the "maroon" socieq~. As early as ~5o~. nslave~ Africans were ~l~no popujaiio~ of Hispaniola and fleeing to fl~e 

maroons, and by 1556 ~he maroon threat in Panama 

I~ Cuba, maroon communities were aJso formed in mountain 

confiscations from neighboring estates, and trade 
d third parties) of such products as honey and 

to outsiders i~ exchange for weapons, gunpowder, tooJs, 

There were hundreds ofpalenques ~hroughout Ct~ba. 

of a maroon socie~, depended upor~ a mm~ber of factors, 
of :he native population. An accommodation wifl~ 

adjacent but independent seRlements, or it could 

{hose commlmities, including intermarriage There 

~ pressures from colonial a~d slaveholdi~g in- 

had to return runaway slaves in exchange for 

ple of the maroon communiN, was "Palmares" 

/shed in ~6o5 and lasting until’~694 One of the 
studies on Palmares (aJo~g with other maroo~ 

article Pahnares: An African State in BmziI," 

Maroo~ Societies: Rebe! Slave Communities 

accurate ~o ~hink of Palmares as an ~ndepen- 

Bye peoples ir~ the New World. I~ the 

was one of ten rnaior quilombos 

B~aziL a~d of fl~e 



runaways. Distinctions between those from .,~rica and those born in Brazil, 

the crioulos, became less significant over time. Friction be~’een the Portu- 

guese and Palrnares intensified as individuals increasingly fled the surrcmn, 

ing engenhos (sugar mills aud adjacent lands) for the qmlombo~ The 

destine{ion of Palmares came after a siege of forW-four days, after which 

PMmares ruler was captured and decapitated, his head publicly displayed 

dispel belief in his immortali~,. 

The maroons of Jamaica have Mso a~raeted scholarly interest, 

much more work remains ~o be done. Mavis Campbell’s The 

Jamaica ~s one such example. With the instabiliW of the transition 

role in ~$5, some ~,Soo of the enslaved formed independent 

formed by ~iean cultures (especially Akan, or the so-called Con 

Kromanti from ~he Gold Coast) iu the mountains, and eventually 

Windward and Leeward groups. Nanny Town was ~he former’s center~ 

after a woman skilled in war and obeah (the practice of mani~ 

tual forces to inflict harm). Works on Nanny include Alan ~Fuelon’s 

Maroon Chie£tainess’; and Lucille Mathurin-Mair’s arc 

Rebel Woman in the British West Indies durJn~ Sla~eO,. Around 

Maroon War broke out be~,veen the maroons and the British~ 

the Leeward group, while the Windward sector, initially 

trol, was marshaled by Cuffee following Nanny’s planter-ins~i 

around ~733. The war ended a~er both groups signed a series 

the British in 

~ean Fouchard’s L~s masons de [a libe~ brings the 

islands controlled by the French, where maroons w, ere 

frand mawona~e. The former involved small groups 

plantation for several days, only to return. Grand 

volve small numbers, bu{ was characterized by the fairly 

the stay and was t~erefore of greater concern. In Saint 

famous maroon society was le Maniel, w~ich owed 

location on the border with the Spanish-held eastern 

which it received support against the French. 

the most famous of Saint Domingue’s 

Michael A. Gomez 

knowledge of both medicinal and injurious properties ofp!ants and 

developed a following of undetermined size. He was arrested in 

and after a brief but sensational escape, he was recaptured and 
stake. 

places throughout the Caribbean, ,Africans and indigenous 

gaged in a complex set of relations. Some merged commu- 

began with seventeenth-centu~, shipwrecks, suctn as the 

of St. Vincent, whose descendants were later taken to Belize, 

Honduras, ~’,’here they’ became the Carifuna nation (or Gari- 
to name themselves); and the "Zambos Mosquitos" of 

Coast. 

maroons in ~vhat wonld become the United States, scat- 

swamps, forests, and mountains of Florida, Louisiana, 

Georgia, V Irgmm, and the (,~arohnas between lo7; and 

s elsewhere in the Americas, they were often ephem- 

smaller. In Florida, tnowever, z~ricans and Seminoles 

establishing a fortified position called Fort B!ount. 

among the Seminoles rose so dramatically that the 

mounted a military campaign in ~8~6 that evolved 

Wars, which lasted until ~8~8. Works on ,~rican 

include .lack Forbes, Black A~icans and Native 

Black Indians: A Hidden Heritage~ 

aroon formation developed ~n the Guyanas. 

©uvana were eradicated by the end of the eigh- 

name continue to the present, representing 

r~,e }mndred },ears. Formerly ca!led "Bush Negroes," 
] plantations of Suriname in the late seven- 

es and moved into ~he interior. Principally 

comprised various groups, with the ,luka 

~he most prominent. An interesting article 

is de @root’s "’Maroon Women as 
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The formation of maroon communities was but one expression ofresistance to 

slaveD,. Open revolt was another, concerning which there is a rich literature. 

In Prom Rebellion to Revolution: Afro-American Sla~e Revolts in the 

of the Modem World, Eugene @el~OVeSe places slave revolts within suco 

categories ~hat begin with attempts to recreate ".&#tics" in the early 

of s}avery in the Americas and end with more matnre insurrections {ha~ ................ 

much more informed by Enlightenment principles in the lacier s~ages. 

revolts do not always fall nea@ into these categorizations, bu~ some do. 

maroon societies of sixteen0>cenhl~y Hispaniola, for example, were 

consequence of rev’o]L and were probably heavily inflnenced by 

bian cultural pa~erns. The U36 conspiracy in Antigua also 

Agican influence, and is the subject of David Caspar’s 

A Cas~ Stt~dy oyMaster-S[av¢ Relatior~s i~, Arztigua. Led by Court 

and %mboy, an ~an speaker and a Creole, respectively, and 

~Abaa and Queen, both Akan women, preparation for the revolt 

a "Damnation Oath," an ~<an-derived ceremony that invol 

rooster blood, cemeteU dirt, and rum; and Court’s coronation as 

Coromantees," which in turn was based upo~ an ~an 

traditionally preceded war, 

Decades later, ~he insurgency in Antigua was [bl}owed by ......................... 

and revolts throughout the circum-Caribbean: Bermuda and 

Suriname in U6z, ,763, and ~768-~77z; British Honduras in 

~773; Grenada in 1765; Montserrat in ,768; SL Vincen~ 
in U7o, ~77~, and ~77~t; St. Croix and SL Thoma.s 

in ~778, in jamaica in ~76o, another Tackey, 

mod~er Abena, ~ed a six-month revol~ involving over 

~ain, the revolt was Akan-based and saw participants 

to {he ~736 Anfiguan "Damnation Oath." Ironically, 

Windward maroons who, in compliance 

side the planters ~o end the revolt. They 

~76~ ~76~, and ~766, all Akand:ed 

.g4ickael A. 

usses SOme of these, Wherea~ Ste!la Dadzie’s "Searching 

Far the 
~bman: &avery and Resistance in Jamaica" addresses the 

Jamaica. A broader perspective regarding women a~d resistance 
in Rosa/yn Terbog_Penn,s "Black WOmen in Resistance: A Perspective." 

of the eighteenth century saw an important development 

~iona~ acfivi~-. Although led by Cu~, yet another Akan- 
~ this time saw signi~cant invOiVement by several 

perhaps Suggesting a heightened awareness °fsimilarides 

red and movement away !}ore speci~c -N}ican groups to a 
~rican-derived idenff~,, in 1831_1832, SOme 2o,ooo slaves 

backgrounds, together with the Jamaican-born or 

Widespread war against tl~eir slavery, representing the cub 
developments. The best Oganized of a)t Jamaica} s~ave 

be the most cos@ to repress, and was a critical Factor s~aveo~ in the British Caribbean, as were maior 
in ~8~6 and Demerara (presenbda), Cuyana) in 

~i da Costa} Crowns o[Glo~, Tear~ o/-Blood: Tke 

New Yor~ ~,, s~mf~ Grm~ o~ ~e~fst~nee were 
¯ ~:an were prominenL Be~veen ~7oo and ~774, 

of the enslaved imported into the cib, were ,~rican- 

t Came from the Caribbean a~d other areas 
with t~ousa~ds arriving from Barbados and 

percent came direc@ from -~rica, the res~t a~er ~7~o, When Spanish markets were closed 

.    New York and o~ber Engiish 
a~d other Caribbean locations would 

~rest in the islands; some had in fact 

eir Participation. ~ is ~o~ SUrprising, 

in ~he New Ybr~ Ci~, rebellion 

....... 
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}o5o los4 Reis’s disc~).ssion of slave revolt in Brazii, Sla~,e Rebellion in 
Brazil, also features A[rican actors and culh~e as important components, ~ 

represents a disruption of the Genovese thesis, however, in *ha{ a~hough 

was primarily ,~rica-oriented, it took place in the nineteenth centup/as 

posed to much earlier. As in Iamaica, revolt in Brazil tended to be 

along ethno~inguistic lines. In particular, ~he northeastern provin 

was notorious ~br slave revolts in the firs~ half of the nineteenth centu~ 
it is ~here tha~ a multiplici~’ of identities arising from the intersection 

varie~, of elements, including racial intermixing, free versus slave 

~:rbaa versus rural settings, and religious adherence, can be discerned. 

Nausa, Muslims from what is now northern Nigeria, had been im 

revolts for many years, and in ~8o7 the Hausa near {he ciey o 

again accused of a conspiracy to capture ships and sail to West 
continued from 18o9 to *835, invoNing Hausa and "Nag6s" ( 

what are now northern and southwestern Nigeria, respectively. 

I~ was in *835 ~hat the insurrection of the so<:alIed "Males" 
Mai@s being African Muslims who were by ~hen mostly Nag6s 
Hausa. Islara had become an important religion in Bahia, 

dominant religion among blacks, nor were aB Nag~s Mus/im~ In 

~835, up ~o five hundred .~rican.s, enslaved and free, mos@ 
to the streets of Salvador under Muslim leade,ship. Betrayal 

spirators ~o the premature iaunch of a plan tha~ envision, 

surrounding pin>rations. The revoh was bru~alty repressed. 
Concerning Saint Domingue (the French colo~y on 

Spanis}>control~ed area of the is~a~d was called Santo 

single most fa>reachiug revoh in the New S~brld, the 

ports and cot~tradicts the Genovese thesis, C. L. R. ]ames’s 

the classic work on the ~aitian Revolution, which 
reading into fhe analysis, emphasizes ff~e influence o[ the 

upon the leadership of Haiti’s iasur,ec~ion- In contrast, 
i~g of Haiti focuses on an approach referred to as 

features the activities of {he masses, lot whom 

SpeviBc a~atytica[ 

y the slaveocracy and colonialism, and is the onIy revolt that 

directly. News of the revohltion sent shock waves a~l over ti~e 

slaveholders throughout. 

began i~ ~.79z and was led by Du~, Boukman, a voodoo 

:ois; and Georges Biassou. The ~rst ~vo apparen@ had some 

qbussaint L’OuverK~re, the eventual leader of the revolu- 

affra~dW (a ca*ego@, consisting of free blacks and persons of 

coachman. Women p~ayed importan~ roles as well, the mos~ 

C4cile Fatiman, a voodoo high priestess who, along wi~h 

at a solemn voodoo ceremony for the conspirators i~ 
an, a ceremony not unlike the "Damnation Oath" in 

again demons~ati~g the ten*rail>/ofMrica~ religio~ns. 

ion would take many unpredictable turns and shifts. 

different forms in the south and west where, in contrast 

were not as organized or cohesive, and were over- 

of the free blacks and gerzs de cou&ur (free people of 

groups teamed up to 5ght white planters in the south, 

enlisted to fight o~ both sides. The combination of 

~ Britain, ~’rance, and Spain led the French 

t Domingue on October 3~, ~793- bbr the 
changed for the ex-slaves. 

t had emerged as leader of the forces in 

Dessalines, Henri-Ghris{ophe, his brother Paul 

By ~798, %ussaint had forced the evacua- 

year, he had defeated Rigaad, leader of the 

invaded Spanish Santo Domingo and freed the 

~he entire island, Lared to France, where he 

in ~8o3, ?)ussaint was succeeded 
the French and declare independence 

ican mainland. A striking 
i a, hen a contingent took up arms ~wenb, 

througJ-~ the 

~o the 



; details the murder of white plantation owners, and the 

by dragoons, during Nat Turner’s rebellion in Virginia 

preacher and slave, ciaimed he had received visior~s 

and seven of his ,%How slaves stole ir~to his master’s 

2!, and killed the entire family. When the}’ had finished, 

their numbers eventually growing to around 

people were killed before Turner and his associates were 

)!e in authority blamed the killings on the spread of 

Southern states, and introduced strict iaws forbid- 

form of education, including teaching them to read or 

on November 11, 1831. 
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Beyond revo}t and maroons, there were other ~))rms of resistance. Pla~ 

and overseers were sometimes killed, ofte~ poisoned, or seriously iniured 

maimed. There were work slow’downs and stoppages, the sabotage of e( 

ment and torching of fields, and the confiscation of food and provisions. 

There are also accounts of mothers ailezedly. _.~ . killing their                  ~y°ung 

or even choosing no~ to have cbi]dre~ (or sex)--demonstrating that 

slaves saw survival as resistance, while underscoring the re]ative and mu 

nature of opposition. ’v~,~-~i]e infanticide remains an open question, less 

to debate is the use of birth control often accomplished by 

lactation 0-~rough breast~t~eding, and abortion, practiced throu 

Americas and especia[ly in the Caribbean, where knowledge of it 

derived from African procedures and involved the use of herbs, 

roots, and so forth. Slaveholders in ~be Caribbea~ believed                                                ensmved~’ 
::::::::::::::::::::: 

induced miscarriages, turning to older women and obeah 1: 

assistance. Use of abortitCactants may bare been a deliberate 

the slaveocracy the labor it needed. 

Perhaps the most fundamental expression of resista~ce was 

widespread throughout the Americas and the first step to 

many headed for such commu~ities, others made their way to 

ies, where they could possibly achieve anonymib.’ and ply their 

of the more striking cases involved newly arrived Africans 

coast, or towards some body of water, apparently intending to 

or some other place. And yet there was another, far more drai 

cide was common throughout the Americas, among men as 

African-born as well as Creole. Reference in the folklore ~o 

is often a enphemism for suicide. 

Various abohtio~ist efforts in the Americas and E~_~rope 

slave resistance ~o bring slavev)~ to an end. Throughou~ 

were those who opposed the slave ~rade and/or slaver? 

destruction by way of publications 

ratives) and government petitions, seeking 

Michael A. COmez 

~775, were in eve.w state b-ore Massacht~setts to Virginia by 

similar forces in Britain. In ~8o8 the U~ited States outlawed 
sl~ve trade. Though ~he trade continued illegally in parts 

States, Britain gradually commi~ed its naval capabilities 

trade, with some success. The real effect of the ban in 

~he acceleration of the domestic slave trade via wes~’~rd 

ilte~ature 
includes the important publication of Olaudah 

Narrative of the Li~ of Oldudak Equiano; such 
am LIoyd Garrison’s Lifiera¢or, first appearing in 

ses suc~ a~.. ~lames G. Birney’s !2~er to the Churches: 

Elders of the Pres@terian Church in Kentucl), o~ the 

arm ~he Du~, of immediate Emancipation, and in 

Bible ~air~st Slave~. Black abolitionists had their 

~ding the first b~ack newspaper, Freedom} 

Russwurm and Sanmel Cornish. Others included 

published by Heno, Highland Came{ and 

Norzh Star, begun by Frederick Douglass ~n ~8~7" 

included Do~glass’s own stoo,, first pt~b~isbed in 
while tI~e most prominent antislavery novel 

S Uncle ~m } Cabin. 

abolitionist movement in Brazil, which be~bre ~85o 
independence leader ]osd BonifScio de Andrada 

es were created in the late ~86os, led by 

Frederico de Castro Alves. in ,88o, Josd d~ 

~strumenta/in the creation of the Abolition_ 
more eIite Brazilian Anti-Slaveo, Socieg, was 

and intetfectual Andr~ Pinto Rehouses i;~ the 

a medical pro~bssor, was also a force 

......... activities are discussed in Kim But~er’s 

:’ended to At-rice also grew otlt of 
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Th~s ooster aoveR~ses Harrtet Beecher Stowe’s hove!. Uncle. ~ Tom’s~ . . , an abotit~on~st writer wp.,o was msp~reu tu We!d. 
1852. SLowe was .    +~ ~<siaverY campalgper , heodore 

a~ter h~afing a speech Dy ,u~ 

Cabin was qrst se,,at~zed ~ the aDoiittonist newspaper Nafiona~ Era, 

interested in using returnees as commercial agents, while many 

inited States saw repatriation as a means of strengthening slave17 by 

free blacks. 

~tever the motivation, repatriation to ,~M~rica from Britain and Canada 

~787 and centered on the British settlement at Sierra Leone. These 

would be ioined, beginning in the nineteenth centu~’, by cap- 

from slavers bound for the Americas, the result of the British el- 

the trade. Sierra Leone received thousands of such recaptives, 

in the ~84os. In the United States, the American Coloniza- 

wa, founded in ~8~7, and in ~8= began a colony in Monrovia, 

more than ~5,ooo blacks participated in {his return, to whom can 

liberated from slavers by the American navy. 

i~-ricans and their descendants returned to the continent by 

and British governments and private assistance, others 

way. In North America, Paul Cuff< possibly of Akan (but 

Native American) descent, carried blacks back to 

~g the entire enterprise himseK ~l’here were also those 

B~azi! and Cuba to West ,~rica, particularly to what is 

Nigeria and Benin. Those not sent back as consphators 

of cdbildos (in Cuba) and innandades’ (Brazil), fra- 

based upon purported membership in etbno!inguistic 

s pooled their resources to pay for such return roy- 

Pierre erger s Trade Relations begvee~ the Bight of 

an important source on such developments. 

in. the Americas took place over a Iong stretch of 

to~. Haiti freed itself in ~.793, followed by the colonies 

where wars of independence were organized as early 

soldiers contributed heavily. Slavery was ofiqcially 

~ countries of Centra! America, and Mexico in ~Sa3, 

but not tmti] ~852 in Colombia. Ecuador for 

and Uruguay (~853), Peru and Venezuela 

(~869). 
Parliament passed the Emancipation Act of 

which ushered in the Apprenticeship period. 



Under these provisions, children ~mder six years of age became ~kee, while 

all others were to work for their former slaveholders for another four 
after which all would be emancipated in ~838. SlaveD’ in Canada, a 

institutio*~ in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Lower Canada, was 
s~royed by Par}iament’s ~833 Act, following ks demise in Upper Canada 

Ontario) in ~793. Slaveu in what remained of the F~ench- and 

Caribbean was abolished in ~848, while the Dutch afforded abolition to 

colonies in !863. It would take a maior civil war, however, for tee 
~o be abolished in the United States. LincoJn’s Emancipation 

effective ~anuau *, t863, applied only to those in the Confederacy, 

not emancipate the enslaved in states loyal to fire Union or in {erritou 

Union occupation. I~ was not unti! the war’s end and ~he ratif 
Thirteenth Amendment on December ~8, ~865, that the former}y 

were freed. 
in the remaining Spanish-held territories of Puerto Rico 

slavery was abolished in Ore former in ~873, and in the latter in 1886 

siderable participation of Cuban blacks in anticotonia} wars 
Excellent works on the Cuban experieace Mc}ude Rebecca 

Emancipation in Cuba; and Ada Ferret’s Insurgent Cuba: Rac~, 

Revolution, ~86&’898 Brazi} was the last to abolish daveq, 

the Golden Law in ,888. 
There are many stories and multiple narratives associated 

tou of the Americas a~er Columbus. Certainly the ~ao0on 

extension of Enlightenment ideals, the ongoing exper~men~ 

the spread of capitalism, and the triumph of science 

most cdebrated elements of O~e narrative associated 
United States. Undergirding that particular ~arrative 
ebrated acconnts, a~] of which were inextricably cc 

the decrease of the autochthonous populations, th 

exploitation of millions of working~dass 

teenff~ and twentieth centv~ries, the sub 
class aspirations throughout the Americas. 

and opportunib’ throughout 
most, of the~c: eloseb,’ rdated 4ories, ~ 

Michael A. Goraex 

in both North America and Europe, was the institution of slaver,/. 

importance, modern scholars have not yet achieved a satisfacto~, 

of its histo~,, nor have they arrived at a mature comprehension 
{uences. 
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tsed Africans as slaves long before they perfected the massive 
across the Atlantic, Moorish Spain, for example, made 

1slaved labour, and the trade which developed between 

Muslim Mediterranean saw slaves move back and 
other. For centuries trans-Sahara slave routes had 

Africans via Timbuktu to Morocco. and thence into S pain. 

to thrive in Spain long after it was in decline in northern 

in the legal code Siete Pa.,’tidas of the ~z6os. That 

slavery in the Spanish Americas until the nineteenth 
in transmuted form. However, slaves in Spain and 

were not solely African. Merchants in 

Cadiz sold black slaves, and by the mid-fifteenth 

pockets of blacks in Barcelona. Seville and 

’a common sight in the great Italian trading 

No::~e~ce a~d Venice. Indeed in the late fi~eenth centu~" 
~ and the numbers of 

g~e~e~ in fl~e M~slim ~ocie~ies of the southern and 
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trading and communication links with black Africa. This supply of African 
slaves to the Muslim world continued into the twentietlq cenmu.~ Of course 

Africa provqded many other commodities sought by outside traders besides 
slaves, notably gold - especially when a number of European states adopted 
gold currency. But in time black slaves were to become as sought-a~er as 
gold itself. 

The European urge to make direct ma~time contact with black Af~ca - 
or to circumnavigate the continent - faced serious navigational and 
cartographical problems. But the growing information about black Af~ca 
and its apparent commercial potential, proved a powe~l spur to European 
merchant adven~rers and their backers. The Po~ese conquest of Ceuta 
in ~4,5 (the end of~e line for a number of caravan routes to Africa) helped 
to persuade the Pom~ese and O~eir monarch, Henu the Navigator, of the 
need to seek direct sea routes to West Africa. With this in mind HenU 

established a base in the south-west of Po~gal, dose to the expanding 
port of Lagos, from which he could mastermind the maritime exploration 
of the West African coast, u~izing ~e latest improvements in map-maMng, 
ship ~onsm,ction and navigational expertise. %king first the islands of 
Ma:~eka a~d ~en the Azores, the Po~ese explorers pressed on and 
~emmed wit~ i~cal art~facts and produce (and black people) to offer their 

mo~arc~: Eae~ ~ue~essive :venire made it clear that trade, commodities 
and profits migh~ ~e ~ad ~n abundance along the coast. As were black 
slaves. 

Porm~ese sailors and merchants moved ever fu~her south, 
with more and more Africans, often taken in surprise, piratical 
which were all licensed by the Crown. For their part, coastai 
began to resist these kidnappings. Gradually the Portuguese were 
to purchase Africans (who had normally been enslaved by warfare) 
other Africans who realized there was a market to be had. By 

Portuguese had built their first slave castle on Arguin Isiand, ....... 
its main rob was to be an entrep6t for gold. From the 
locations to the south, Africans were fed back to Madeira~ ................... 
and to Po~gal. ~ey came from a coas~ 
m the Gambia rivers {a~d from ~he interiors .......... 
pa~ed to the vas~ and 

was an existing 
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and in the city itself they formed an estimated 7 per cent of the population. 
Though they were sold publicly on the streets, local authorities allowed 
them to meet and socialize in public. Between i48z and ~516 some zSoo 
African slaves were imported through Valencia (possibly for work in the 
regional sugar industu). But in Spain - as in Lisbon - male and female 
slaves were generally owned and worked in small numbers, not in large 

{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{{{{{~ar side of the Atlantic: plantations producing sugar with a labour force 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!~at consisted primarily of enslaved Africans. The island suffered, 
iiiiii!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!~wever, from the great disadvantage of distance from the European 
i~i~i{i~ii{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii{{~arkets for its produce. The sugar ships took an eternity to battle their 
{i~iii~i~iSiSi~i~i~i~<a¥ against prevailing winds and current northwards to the Portuguese 

: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

zooo slaves worked there (out of a total population of between ~5,ooo 
~8,ooo).~ Sugar plantations were also established in the Canaries - g~ant~ 

to CasC~lle after ~479 and by the early s~x-teenth cenmp. Africa 

being imported there for plantation work, although they worked 
local, Spanish and free labourers. Even in Atlantic settlements 
unsuitable for sugar cultivation (the Azores and the Cape 

Africans were imported for a nurnber of local tasks: coaon 
production and food cultivation. 

The transformation which was to be most 
islands of S~o Tom6 

islands of the eastern Atlantic. They even began to make 

in northern Europe. 
also to be found in England and Scotland in the sixteenth 

almost certainly having got there via Spain or Portugal. 

as human items of decoration at Court and in fashionable 
as reflections of their owners’ status and power, and 

musicians ~ roles which were to be repeated time 
centuries. Such occ.asio~al e×amptes were, 

to those major movements of 

For the time beinR 
eastern Atlantic; 
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By the early sixteenth centu~’, then, a distinct pattern had begun to 

emerge. Europeans had developed the habit of turning to parts of West 
Africa for enslaved African labour. They did not venture there initially in 

the hope of finding slaves, but rather to advance their general trading well- 
being, and to push ever further along and round the African coast. But 

Europeans quickly adopted local habits, first from Islamic Africans and 
later from dominant African nations and cultures, of acquiring African 
slaves, and selling them on, to other Africans for profit, or removing them 

to distant regions where labour was needed. All this happened before the 
labour demands of the New World made themselves felt, 

More than that, Europeans - led by the Portuguese - had learned the 

remarkable material benefits to be derived from that distinctive mix of 

colonial ~ade and domination. Portugal’s rise to power was linked to its 

expansive ~ade and settlements in Africa, South America, India and South- 
east Asia. Throughout the Crown was actively involved, deriving in return 

a substantial part of its income from overseas sources,s The mercantile 
communit3/which emerged in Lisbon to mastermind and benefit from 

this trade was drawn from across Europe. Though Portugal led the way, 
commercial interests across the rest of western Europe quickly appreciated 
the way forward; Moreover, so many signs of maritime and commercial 

prosperity pointed to Africa. The ’commerce of Guinea’, w~ote a 

royal advisor in ~53o, ’yields us gold, ivory, wax, hides, sugar; 
it would produce other reta~rns if we sought to explore it further.’~ 

also becoming dear that the trade in African humanity formed a 
business. 

The Pom~guese involvement in African slavery was e~s~d by a 

of religious and moral provisions which lent a veneer of civi!ity 
proceedings. The Portuguese Crown secured papal 

of slaves in Lisbon (and in some cases at sea), and royal 

prescribed strict conditions for the treatment and ba~ 

included the branding of Africans with a Christian cross) 

in the case of Kongo, the Portug 
trading pawners a~d clients 
littie *o the men 
a~d me,chains, whose 

Brazil seemed a poor investment in men and effort. Settlement 

outposts on the coast and local Indians proved less 
productive than the handfft[ of Portuguese 

peoples were culturally ill-equipped for the purposes 

for profit or surplus) demanded. The 
{and the Churchj tried a variety of tactics to secure 

them from their tribes and anchoring them 

wage labour culture; by enslaving them. 

was made worse 
production using 
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they settled in the Americas. Soon after the first European incursions into 

the Americas, sugar cane quicldy followed. 
Christopher Columbus had lived in Madeira and had worked for a 

Genoese company in the sugar business. On his second voyage in ~493, 
he took sugar cane for planting in the Americas. Sugar did not thrive in 
the new settlements until it took offin Santo Domingo early in the sixceenth 

century. Even then, its cultivation failed to develop in the Spanish 
settlements of the Caribbean, largely because the Spaniards were more 

attracted to the greater potential of settlement and prospects on the 
American mainland. But, after early experiments, sugar was firmly 
established in Brazil in the ~53os and ~54os, using expertise and skills 

imported from the Atlantic islands. Portuguese settlement henceforth 

thrived in those regions where the_figalctos (noblemen who were created 

estate proprietors by the monarch) turned to sugar cultivation, and where 
they were able to forge amicable relations with local Indians.~s 

Sugar began to prosper in the north-east of Brazil, through a potent 
mix of factors: royal Portuguese support, interested European capital and 
technical expertise acquired on piantations in the Atlantic islands. At first 

the Brazilian sugar plantations were generally small, and they operated 
without Africans. In the ~55os and ~56os ’there were virtually no African 

slaves at the Northeast sugar mills’. Thirty’ years later, however, there were 
an estimated 2ooo African slaves working on 66 local sugar plantations. 
Wherever historical scrutiny has fallen on particular plantations ~r su 

regions, a similar pattern unfolds; the mid-sixteenthocenmry reliance 
local Indian labour gave way to an ever-greater use of African 

Thus the process of shipping Africans, which had already 
commercial and social attractiveness in both the Iberian 

the Atlantic, was effectively transplanted to the Americas. In 
seems inevitable that the labouring and artisan 

islands would be shifted across the Atlantic, especially when 

sugars began to yield profits in European markets, and offered 
of still more to come. 

Africans were transported to Brazil for us:e as ;simp~ 
but they were 

in the sugar fields. By the last quarter of the sixteenth 

~ system was in place- the sugar industD’ of north-east Brazil - 
small-scale and rudimentapi, was to transform the face of 

¯ European settlers, financiers and shippers had laid 

sugar caltivation on plantations. But for this they needed 
pped across the Atlantic. 

perhaps only about zooo to 3000 African slaves in 
ooo in ~59o, and perhaps to ,5,ooo in i6oo, 

:numbered by Indians and matched 

half-century, the figures changed 
shipped to the buoyant sugar 

for African tabour had 
possible 
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was shorter than for any other comparable route from the Americas to 
Europe. It was also faster than the routes from Africa. This served to 

cheapen the Brazilian slave/sugar system. Moreover, Lisbon provided 
access to a mercantile and financial communib’ dravm fiom across Europe, 

which was already experienced (through trade to the Atlantic islands) in 
the peculiarities and benefits of the sugar business. 

Portugal’s Atlantic trade was, inevitably, periodically disrupted by warfare 

and privateering (especially by the efforts of the English and the Dutch to 

tap into the lucrative sugar trade). But Brazilian sugar continued to thrive, 
thanks in part to an Atlantic convoy system. By the end of the sixteenth 

century, Brazil was producing about ro,ooo tons of sugar a year, a massive 

increase over all previous sugar producers. ~e signs of the Brazilian sugar 

boom were all around. Sugar and slave ships crowded the harbours of 

Recife, Bahia and Rio, Portugal’s smaller ports joined in what had 
previously been a Lisbon monopoly, and PorVaguese merchants linked up 

with other European parmers for shipping and capital. The technology of 
sugar production was simplified and became cheaper, enabling men of 

humbler station to establish themselves as Brazilian sugar planters. 
~583 there were an estimated ~5 sugar mills: by ~6z9 the 35o mills were 

disgorging upwards of zz.ooo tons of sugar annually.~6 
There were some obvious beneficiaries from Brazilian sugar. 

on it pro;tided the Porkuguese treasury with perhaps 4o per cent of its 
income. Brazil began to attract migrants and Portuguese sett!ers 

across the Atlantic to join in the sugar boom. But their 

of4ooo a year pale into in significance when we took at 

By ~63o there were 50 ooo to 60.000 Africans in Brazil: Brazilian 
had developed an appetite for African slave iabour. Moreover, 

Portuguese slave-traders were supplying other Europeans with 
slaves, and were Vransporting perhaps ~o.ooo to ~5,ooo Africans 

Portuguese. Brazilian and independent merchants fairly buzzed 

the southern Atlantic trading New World produce for 
to work in the cultivation and production of those same 

To recruit Africans in such 

their presence and techniques of trading 
faced growing 

iii{iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~itment, enslavement and shipment of Africans from Luanda to Brazil 
men at ease with local African customs and languages; often they 

~{~~ing l~e~ o,ooo A~cans a year were lea~qng from the Angola region. 
~{~{{{{{{{~N~ ~ffect of this Portuguese presence on the African coast was that, by 

{{~{{{{{{{{~d ~6oo, ~ey exercised an effbctive monopoly on ~e supply of A~can 

’~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:{{N{~ating ever N~her from ~e coast v~a their agents and freelance slave- 

~{~{~{~{~ Portuguese Crown and state. But they made even more money f?om 

~asters for the native peoples throughout the region 
}~istorians continue to argue about the levels of damage 

European diseases swept through peoples ~vho had 

resistance, and European cavalry and firepower completed 

microbes began. Native populations eve~’here collapsed 
advance of the Spanish. But the Spanish sought to put the 

Some were forced to work on Spanish encomienda, and 

of precious metals, many as slaves. The early settlements 
Cuba and other islands were jeopardized when 

firmly towards the Central and South American 

had already yielded wealth in its traditional form of 

a scale which dazzled all who saw or heard about it. 

both the Church and royal officials had grown alarmed 
peoples. 

void left by the Indians in Spanish America. Some 

on the early voyages of exploration, alongside the 

Spanish speakers from the Atlantic islands). 
se~tements, ~ey were often skilled slaves 

upations or trades. As demand for 

into Spanish America 
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because they exported only small amounts of sugar back to Spain. 
Moreover, it was difficult to defend those isolated island plantations against 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~fl be found in towns and cities across the regionJs They were highly 

iiiii{iiiiiiiiiiii{i!i!i!~!~g~ized people, but they also worked in mining (for silver- and panning 
the privateers who were lured into the Caribbean by the fabled wealth of i~ii{{{{{{{{{~{i~)!~!d) in agriculture (both food and tropical export crops), in logging 

the Indies. Spanish fleets were organized around the return to Spain of iiiiiiiiiii!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!~!!!~ ga~sport, by both land and water. They had in effect been in~]ltrated 
precious metals- not sugar- and plantation produce came a poor second :::!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!N~!!!mos{ corners of the economy and socie~/of Spanish America. Despite 
in their transport arrangements. 

Most serious of all, however, was the flight of Spanish settlers away 

from Cuba and Santo Domingo to Central America and Peru. For a long 
time the S paniards effectively controlled only small pockets of settlements 
there. The hinterlands remained free territory for Indians and runaway 

Africans, and Spanish settlers were often harried by a mix of Indians 

and Africans dose to hand, and by French and English privateers from. 
the sea, and sometimes by both combined. Blacks who knew the terrain 

and the regimes of the Spanish transport system helped privateers 
siege to the invaluable mu!e trains hauling precious metals across 

isthmus to the treasure and silver fleets destined for Spain. There were 
then, good reasons for the Spanish to feel uncertain and to worry 

thrther imports of Africans. Could they trust them to stay at their 

and not to ally with the enemies of Spain? At times the Africans 
more like an enemy within Spanish America than a necessary hurnan 

for its development. 

Not surprisingly, then, the import of slaves into Spanish America 
small compared to Brazil: perhaps only 36,000 in the 4° },ears to z 

(though many were imported ’illegally’ and do not show in official S 
records). But the numbers soon rose dramatically - as many 

~68,ooo - many obtained from PorOaguese traders operating 
asiento system. By the early seventeenth century, more Africans 

entering Spanish American lands than Spaniards. 

the physical face of Spanish America and came to form a 

proportion of the settler population. Half of Cuba’! 
in ,6~o were slaves. There and elsewhere they formed t:he 

local labouring and skilled occupations. ...... 
The sale of Africans into the Amedcas 

for the Spanish Crown 

attempts to prevent it, it was inevitable that Africans, Indians and 

would mix, socially and sexually, creating new populations 

ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:~{~ gore the distinctive physical (and social)~h~t~i~ti~ of th~i~ 
~}~i parentage. Many Africans were able to secure their freedom, ~us 

"~{~i~g ~}ee black communities rather than just a self-sustaining slave 

se~lers in the Ame~cas turned to Africans from ~e Atlantic 

increasingly, from Africa itself; for solutions to their vario’qs 

settler difficulties in the Americas. In this they were 

a Spanish Crown which saw the licensing of Atlantic slave- 
"or source of income. Naturally enough, the Portuguese 

keen to oblige, though as demand from the Americas 
~ often had to sub-con~a~ their slave licences to others be~er 

the Af?icans. ~ere were plenW ofo~er European traders 

and keen to involve themselves in what was dearly a 
endless trade. ~e result was that by the mid- 

. about a third of a minion Africans had been imported 

erica. Though slaveU within Spanish Ame~ca 

~eve!s of importance it was to reach in Brazil, the West 

America, it helped to prompt the expansion and 
slave trade. On the African coast, at sea, at the 
(and in the royal courts and counting-houses of 

slave trade established itself as a major and 

1 ~ade. ~ere were some (clerics 
about ~e a~endant e~ical and religious 

su~ worries were swamped by the obvious 
m e~eUone involved - excepting, of course, 

the Portuguese 
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with tacit backing from their governments at home) began to swarm into ’’’’’’’" 

the slave zones, buying and selling Africans, raiding Spanish settlements, 
seizing Spanish treasure. They buzzed like flies over the decaying carcass 

of Spain’s great imperial venture in the Americas, but they found even 
more attractive the trade in African slaves. 

Privateers had been drawn to the Iberian slave system from its earliest 

days. After all, who was to say that nations should carve up whole regions 

of the globe, together with vast global trading systenqs, for themselves to 
the exclusion of others? French and English ships, often with g 
bacldng, were making periodic attacks on Spanish arid Portuguese ships 

and settlements by the early six~teenth century. Trade to and from Africa 

and on to the New World, was a tempting prospect to northern Euro 
Ships from Calais, Honfleur and La Rochelle, and later Bordeaux, tra& 

to West Africa and on to the Americas. Inevitably the English were 
involved, led by William Hawkins in the ~3os. Thomas Wyndham 

to the Gold Coast and Benin in ~, returning with gold and pep[ 
London merchants financed a voyage by ]ohn Lok to West Africa in ~ 

he returned home with gold, ivou, pepper and ’certaine blacke 
whereof some were tall and strong men, and could wel agree with 

meates and drinkes’. Not surprisingly, however, it was reported that, 
colde and moyst aire doth somewhat offend them.’;~ 

In the next three years William Towerson made ~;,o similar vo 

displaying a growing English interest which worried the Portugues< 

imagined the region to be theirs alone. But it was john Hawkins, 
the new monarch Elizabeth 1, who fbrrnally initiated the Eng 

trade with his voyage of ~z. He had already made various voyages 

Canaries where, among other things, he learned 

that Negros "#ere veU good merchandise in Hispaniola, 

Negros might easily bee had upon the coast of Guinea, 

hirnselfe to make triall thereof .... 

With backing from friends and from commercial in~e~eg~s .... 
sailed his small fleet .................. 
to Sierra. . 

led to Hispaniola, where he sold his English goods and some of his 
finally selling the remainder, 

3. places by way of exchange such quanfitie 
that hee did not onely lade his owne 3. shippes with hides, 

ars, and some quantitie ofpearles, but he fraighted also ~o 
¯ hulkes... 

home in September ~563 ’with prosperous success and much 

[e and the aforesayde adventurers’.~° Despite the diplomatic 

, and notwithstanding Elizabeth’s initial concern about the 

: of Africans, such a commercial success was bound to generate 
Hawkins himself promptly embarked on another voyage 

istocratic and mercan~le support), selling 4oo Africans in 
and returning loaded with valuables and a reported profit 
When Hawkins was knighted, he appropriately used an 

on his crest.~* Hawkins’s third voyage, on an even larger 
in disaster and he (and the young Francis Drake) barely 

life. 

century; English privateers made serious 

the Portuguese Atlantic trade, attacking and seizing slave 
ships, though a new Portuguese convoy system 

some of the damage. Most ominous of all for the 
h~wever, was the grox~4ng presence of the Dutch in the .atlantic 

onwards. Despite an initial domestic reluctance to 

g, individual Dutch merchants and captains began 
Iberian slave system, their profitable returns proving 

for other cornmercial interests in that remarkably 

From the ~59os to the ~6zos, however. Dutch 
and ad hoc. Thereafter, the Dutch West India 

though initially on a small scale. 

~637 were they able to become serious 
shipped only about 5000 

dave~r. 
me :maj¢:r giiayer~ in the Atta.ati~ system with their 
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and Dutch money had tmderpinned a great deal of Pormgqnese settlement 
and development in Brazil. Now, however, Dutch power waxed as Iberian 
power and empire waned. Indeed, the Dutch took over great swathes of 
the old Portuguese empire in Africa, South America and South-east Asia: 
By the mid-seventeenth century, the Netherlands was the world’s greatest 
trading nation, its merchantmen the dominant force in the seas from 
’Archangel to Cape Town and from New Amsterdam to Nag~ 
global trade was masterminded by the two great Dutch j " 
companies: the United East Indian Company (VOC) and the West Indi~ 
Company (WIC}. The latter was to prove crucial in the Atlantic slave 

The Dutch in Brazil needed more Africans, to ensure adequate 
regular supplies of which they had to secure reliable ~ading posts or fi 
on the African coast itself. They attacked the Portuguese posts 
eventually drove them from Elmina from S~o Tom~ and Annabon, 
from the coastal stations at S~o Paula and Benguela. Wq’ten they 
in ~64z, the Dutch had finally established themselves as the 
presence on the West African coast. However, their grip on Brazil 
always tenuous and unsure, and it reverted to the Portuguese in ~6~ 
uncertainw - which reflected the changing political troubles in 
itself- prevented the Dutch from consolidating their entry, to 
slave trade. Between ~63o and ~65~ the Dutch took an average of 
Africans a year to Brazil, compared to the Pot ~-tuguese, who shipped 
to 4000. Yet these years, the very apogee of Dutch power, saw them 
to maintain their toehold in Brazil. The West India Compan) 
problems; it was fissured by policy splits and, in any case, 
enough settlers to migrate to Brazil. The Dutch su 
commerce, not in colonization.~4 

Despite the upheavals in control - the switch from Portugal ~o 
and back to Portugal - Brazilian slavery thrived on the back 
After ~65o the numbers of slaves increased (in the range of 
~oo,ooo), but about a quarter of their number were 
the sugar industry. Black slavery, designed for suga~ 
slipped into a~l corners of the Brazilian rural 
pa~em which was m be 
D~ch, l~oki~g 

colonies in the Caribbean in the ~ 6z o s. They were destined to 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~{{~emed impossible to imagine, when looking at the deserted island 
and the tiny island of St Kitts in the early ~6zos, that these 

be the pacesetters in the transformation of the whole 
y did so under English control. However, even before the 

the Atlantic slave system seriously, huge numbers of 
been uprooted from their homelands and scattered 

the Atlantic world, from Lima to London. 

D~e Siave Trade: The Hi;to~?, of the Atiantic Slave Trade, ~44o-~87b 
Chapter 3- 

~ those of john Hunwi&, ’Black Africans in the Med{terranean 
a neglected aspect of the African diaspora’, and Ralph A. Austen, 

Islamic siave trade out of Africa: a tentative census’, in Elizabeth 
~e Human CommoditF: Per.spec~ives on the Tra~,s-Saharan Slave Trade 

~,.e Histo~T of a Continent (Cambridge, ~995), PP- IZ7-3o. 
Slave Trade, p. ~9. 

The Making of Nmv’ World Slave~T: From the Baroque to the Mode~, 

~997), PP* ~o8-~4. 
~ Rise and Fall of th~ Plantation Complex (Cambridge, 

p. 
still remains, C.R. Boxer, The Portuguese Seaborne Empire (London, 

Sugar P~,an.a.~on,~ ’: ° in the Formation of Brazilian Society Bahia 

P. 35, 

smallpox, sources and populations’, 
{h~ fignares in D. E. Smnnard, 

I-tis~oq~ ~" Hum,.~ Disec~se 
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Johannes Menne Postr,,.’~a, 7~he D~tch in the Atlantic S~,e Trade, 16oo-i815 (Cambi-idg< 
~99o), P. z4~ 
C. R. Boxez-, ~e Dutch Seaborne. Empire, ~6oo-~8oo (London, ’973), P. 94- 
Postma, The D~,tch in the Atia~.tic SIa~,e Trade, pp. zz-4. 

relatively late to the world of Atlantic slaveU. In the 
the British established themselves as major figures, 

o,ooo Africans had already been shipped out of Africa.~ 
tempted to describe such figures as small - tiny 

what was to follow. But we always need to remind 
behind the statistics: not merely the lives of the wretched 

squalor of the Atlantic ships, but the dislocation, 
grief they left behind among kinsfolk, friends and 

to see how historians can hope to capture this 
ng process of devastation in Africa. Moreover, 

~ uprooted, we need to recall 
- small scale at first - heralded a dramatic 

~e British proceeded to transform 
vhey transformed themselves by 

for ~he Spanish were 

......... 
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Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Friday, March 11, 2011 5:32 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~cnl~] possible meeting with South Sudm~ rep 

De~r Colleagues: 

Susan Caroll, of the Duke UNC Rotary Cet:ner for Intemat:ional Studies in Peace and Confliet Resolution, has informed me that they are bringing Lt. Col. 

Africano Mande to campus at the end of the month. The African Studies Center will not be able to host an?thing ~Srmal, but if f~culD~ would be interested in 

hnving Mr. Mande to their class or ~i~r private conversation, please contact Susan directly at susan.carroll(a~duke.edu. He is currently free on Wednesday, 

March 30, after 4pro and on Thursday be~x,een 11am and 5pro. Regards, Barbara 

Lt. Col. Africano Mande 

Afficano Mande was born in Maridi County, Western Equatoria State in Southern Sudan. He is an active duty Lt. Col. in the Sudan People’s 

Liberation Army and is currently undertaking a Master Degree in National Security Studies with a focus on Defense Decision Making and 

Planning at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey California. In addition to the various Military trainings, Lt. Col. Africano Mande also holds a 

BA (lions) in International Relations from the United States International University - Africa. tte attended other trainings to include trainings at 

the Institute for Security Studies in Pretoria (South Africa), International Institute for Humanitarian Law in San Remo (Italy) and the University of 

Birmingham (UK). Lt. Col. Africano Mande has served in various field command position, as an officer’s Instructor and as a Head of the 

Department of Military Planning and Research at the SPLA GHQs, in Juba. 

You ean g~x~gle him and read more. Here are a couple of interesting links: ht:tp:i!www.voanews.comien~lish!newsiafl:icaieastiSoutbern Sudanese Prepare 

[~r Re ferendurn 113016484.bmal ard http.’//~vw~urton~or~/resoar’e’en.      . ........... er/ ~ ) "urner ts, ~eatures/fi~t~re~            _ for_y)x .h~s~ 
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and N’lao’land, ~hey were employed on tobacco farms, while in Louisiana they 

grew sugar cane. Enslaved ,~?icans and their descendants consfitu[ed a sizable 

portion of ~he population of New York, Philadelphia, Charleston, and New Of 

leans, and t}~ey were found in numerous towns. I~deed, enslaved ~ficans were 

almoa eyeD,where t~at European settlement was found, so that slaves worke~ 

farms and plantations in upstate New ~rk, Rhode Island~ and New jerse 

only in the South. Moreover, any reasonably prosperous hmily had 

domestic se~an~, whether in Qoebec, Boston, Virginia, or New Orleans. 

The ~vo most important co~.centrations of enslaved ~ffrica~s in 

America, the fidcwater area of Virginia and Maryland and ~he lowlan, 

South Carolina and Georgia, accounted for at least gvo4hirds of the 

brought into North America before the end of legal imports of enslaved 

ca~ in ~8o8.~ On ~be basis ofda~a on fl~e voyages of slave ships, k 

to assess the scale and direction of this migration 

The largest number of ,~ricans in the lowlands of the Cam] 

Georgia came from the Bantu-speaking areas of west-central ~@hiea, ................... 

senting perhaps one-third of the total number of~}ican immigra~s 

there (34 percent). A substantial number, perhaps 2o percent, came ...................................... 

area of Senegambia, while the Gold Coast and Sierra Leone each 

for about 14-15 percent of tbe total number of enslaved immig 

were also substantial numbers of people from the Bight of 

Windward Coast. By contrast, the grea~es~ number of slaves in 

areas of Virginia and Ma~qand came from the Bight of 

counted for approximately 39 percen~ of immigrants whose 

are known. Senegambia accounted for perhaps 2~ 

the tidewater, while ano[her ~7 percent came from 

central ,~rica. The Oo~d Coast was also important, wi~h 

of immigrants coming from there.       - ............................................................. 

Paul E. Lo~,ejoy 



Se~negam~a ~9 753 

19,8~ 2.134 720 ~, 
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Gd~d C~st 
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Bigm d Beam 
2 97t 1.966 1 9~ 6,921 

B~gh~ of B~afra 
I3,370 28.542 

~7 585 11,072 1.629 60 

G ~: 47 249 8,~97 

@~gia unknown ........................... .................................................................. ~ 56~ 22,8~ 328 755 

of Biafra; these people were most|y lgbo and Ibibi-o in or;gins, or 

o~ the Atlantic crossing became associated with these predom]~t 

W5~lc people from the Bight of Biafra were found i~ both the 

and th:e tidewater, fl~ey were pmpo~6onate~y more numerous in Virgi~fia 

Mawla~d. wl~ere they. constituted the largest singI~e group. The 

group~ approximatdy ~3 percent, came from the Gold Coast, 

the common ~anguage. and most people were ~dentified as 
there was a considerable co~centrafio~ of people from S 

mately }.o percent of all ~rican immigrants, hut they were 
concentrated in the lowlands o~ the Carolinas a~d Georgia. 

Several distinctive pa~erns emerge from this 

though only the b;oad contours a~e under~tood, beea~e 

of a substantial number of immigrants, approxm~ately o~e~hi,d 
grang, arc not known. Nonetheless the regio*~ o~f vve~ 

out; this large [egi<m t~ad a 
was 

Paul E. Lo~,eioy 

y represented in the African population of large parts of the Ameri- 

Brazil. Hence, North America conformed to this pattern, and 

that a significant proportion of arrivals in North America whose 

not known also came from west central .’Africa. The predominance 

~sely related Bantu-speaking peoples had an important impact on 

and culture of the enslaved population in North America and 

the Senegambia region was prominent in North America, much 

virtually anywhere else in the Americas, with the possible ex- 

small French islands in the Caribbean. Since Senegambia was 

influenced by Islam, more so than any other coastal area 

enslaved ’Africans, there appear to have been more Muslims or 

been exposed to 1stare in North America than anywhere else 

, except for Bahia and other parts of Brazil. The importance 

was especially pronounced in Louisiana, since many people 

and Mandingo went to Louisiana, but they were also 

in both the tow countD’ of the Carolinas and Georgia and 

of Virginia and Maryland. Among those African ira- 

5e identified as coming from Senegambia, adult Muslim 

prominently. Indeed, there are very_.’ few references to 

,~bid~ reflects what is known about the slave trade in the in- 

where exports to the coast from the interior were almost 

had a considerable concentration of people from 

were substantial numbers of Biafran immi- 

Georgia too. It is likely, moreover, 

whose ,ffrican origins are not known 

s~rme British trade grew substantially 

centaur3.;, and Britain was the biggest 

/through transship- 

~~ae size o~ the population 
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relatively high numbers of women in comparison with al! other parts of the 

Mrican coast. Wbmen from the Bight of Biafra were particularly important 

giving birth to a new generation in the Americas, in sharp contrast with 

virtual lack of women from Muslim areas. 

The fourth concentration of peoples inch~ded those from Sierra 

and adjacen~ parts of the so-called Windward Coast. They were heavity 

cen~rateO in ~he tow country’, and especially in areas of rice cultivation. 

~here were some people from ~his stretch of~he ,~rican coast in 

region, they were relatively few in number and probably not enough ~o 

as strong an impac~ on culture and change as in the Carolinas and .................... 

Noticeably absent or of minor importance is the region of 

Coast"-the Bight of Benin--even fl~ough ~his was o~e of the most 

sources of enslaved Mricans for the A~]antic crossing. The region 

Yomba, EweiFoni~lada (so-called Gbe languages) and other 

from the in~erior, including Muslims, and the fact ~hat almost none 

people were to be }5und in North America marks an important 

be~veen the origins of,~}icans in North America and elsewhere. 

Bigh~ of Benin accounts for some immigrants, they are very few by 

son with their substantial importance in Cuba, Trinidad, and Bra~ 

Although the demographic figures are revealing in maW 

statistics alone disguise tl~e odys~e)undertaken by each individna! 

forced ~o cross the Atlantic on a slave ship. Ethnic and regional 

provide a setting in which ~o examine {he dave trade, but 

ties of individuals are essen~ia! h~ examining {he ~mpaet o~ 

slaver}, on socieb,, both in Africa and in ~he Americas. 

experience of,qrican Americans as they became 

America. It is fortunate that autobiograpt~ica~ and 

been recorded for several ~housand 

late 0~e experiences of individuals ~n 

accounts of individuals born in Africa i~a 

our understanding of the defi~i~g 

presents ~he voices o~ 

Paul E. Lovejo), 

and probate records Biographies provide information on the 

pact of the transatlantic slave trade on people. 

discussion of Muslims is enhanced by several biographies that have 

For example, Muhammad Kaba Saghanughu of Jamaica lived on 

Spice Grove, From U77 until his death in ~84F. He was the 
Muslim communi~, in jamaica, at least since the ~8~os,. and was 

of an important treatise on praye~ that reaffirms the allegiance of 

Muslims to the ~adirigya brotherhood. Similar biographical 

have sundved from North America, Trinidad, and Brazil. 

thnic components to various rebellions and acts of resis- 

to be put in the context of the African background, See, for 
resista~ce that had clear%thmc’ " dimensions, such 

{lion, Cabriel’S Rebellion, the Bahia Muslim uprisiug of 

Domi~gue revolution, with its Kongo background. Similar 
to resistance existed elsewhere. Therefore, the maior 

international slave trade, and especially the place of 

t~ade, are complex. Because of the scale of the migra- 

o~ the individual experiences that made up that 

~ summa~iz.e. However, with respect to North America, 

~rade t~ North America, as between ?ffrica and 

including the slaw trade in the 

.... ~’,~o~}d at the same time, trea~ed human 

selling individuals like any other 

; ~m~vever, metal distinctions were 

the Americas, with 



degree of power concentrated in the hands of slave owners meant .............. 

the enslaved could be worked harder and longer than other lahore 

Such exploitation was decidedly to the disadvantage of the health .............. 

welfare of the enslaved M~ricans, who received no wages, minimal 

ing and housing, and often had to work overtime to grow food or 

enough to buy food. 

The degree of power concentrated in the hands of slave owners 

America, as was the case in all slave-based societies, allowed 

degrees of corporal punishment, the perpetuation of sexual abuse 

exploitation, and disregard for kinship, especially in not 

relationships arising from patemi~. The status of children 

slave status of the mother, no matter who the father was. 

Methods of social control were intri~sically associated with racial 

tions, although how racialism developed and how it differed ..................... 

and place are important considerations. In North America, any 

of identifiable African descent, no matter the degree of"white" 

was deemed "colored," "Negro," or "black," thereby constitutin: 

caste, but in other parts of the Americas, racial distinctions 

more complex. 

’Fhe interests of slave owners were in the maximization of 

resulted in treating enslaved people as chattels. 

times further exacerbated by psychopathic behavior, social 

and political expediency that increased the arbitrariness 

relations. 

The most enduring consequence of the migration 

selves and for the receiving communities was the 

which affected the evolution of a sense of a~l M-rican 

with its particular cultural manife.,:tations, 

legacy is apparent in music and art. with 

cuisine, and language. A literary tra:difion~ which bega:~ i.~:~ mug 
is also noteworthy. 
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and economy were caused by involvement in enslavement, slave-tradin~ 

fl~e use of sl~ves locally within ~rica. Places of refuge for those a~em 

to escape enslavement were developed on such islands of safety as Ganvie 
community built on stilts in the midd|e of Lake Noue on the lag 

Bight of Benin. An enduring legacy oi" redsta~xce cart be seen in the 

and art of ~rican imm~grantso and in their identificatiort with ethnici~, 

g~on, and race, reflecting common bonds ,vith the cultures of the people 

remained in .Africa. 
The cultural and religi~ot~s irrtpact of ,~rican immigration 

slave~, era affected music and expression. It is know~ that music 

and r[ythms are old. and while the evolution of new stwles and 

ins~rumentatmn have affected music, the interconnection of the 

world shows that migrations involve peopl e but also culture. A F 

does i ustice to {he ~rican 5ackgrotmd o~ the modern wo dd dei 

"American" culture ~s r~o~: "European" or "AiCdcan.’’ but its own form, 

in a political an:d economic context of inequaliB:" and oppressmn 

diverse ethnic and culiura] irtflnences can be discerned* Moreover, 
fl~at influel~ces were both European arid Mrican. and in some 

indian. Undoubtedly, the aansafla~tic slave trade was the defi,~ing 

that shaped the African Diaspora. It did so through the pcopIe 

especially the women who were to g~*e birth to chiI&en of the 

American population. In North America, ~hose women i~c 

can be identified as "Igbo" o~ "Ibibio7 but almost none who 
or Hausa, who constituted the slave population leaving fl~e Bight 

There were a considerable number of women in the 

central Africa, so that "Bantta" women, from 
a considerable port,on of the feRiTte population of slave 

immtgrant population from Sierra Leone also appears 

high proportion of [emales. which was 

the women who gave bir~h to ~rican Amenca~’! 
The interpretative issues fl~at need ~o be gisc~s~ed in 

theme of the transatlantic slave ~ade ~o {lae 

include re~ponsibilib’, 

Paul E. Lo~’eio), 

in ,~riea, and whether this enslavement was done through means 

ght to be legal or illegal, whether during acts of war artd the tab 

prisoners, or in kidnapping and arbitrary* seizure arising from 

perceived to be witchcraft. Responsibili~ must also be assessed in 

merchants and government officials who knowingly or unwittingly 

as slaves for transport across the Atlantic or the Sahara to dis- 

unknown hardships and suffering. Responsibility also rests on 

of the merchants and ship crews who carried enslaved Africans 

under barbaric and cruel conditions onboard ship, and on the 

owners and others whose economic prosperib’ depended upon the 

of slave labor. Ultimately, in the period of slavery and the slave 

world that included North America arose on the shoulders 

and its development, achieved in the context of slaver), and 

had a clear effect on the modern world economy. 
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THF. "M[DDLt PAssAGE" 

ca. 1445 The portuguese introduce slavery to the Madeiras, and by i50i there are 2,000 siaves 
working on sugar plantations ou the islands. 

1490 
The portugucsc and Kongo/ese nobles begh~ to c~@iva~e sugar on ~he island of S~o ~;~.............. 

Thorn& using ~ffrican ~laxcs from Kougo. ............. 

1491 
~e C~st~iians begh~ ~o grow sugar ca the GanaB¢ Islands, at first u~sing ~ 

n~tives, sad later e~slaved Africans acquired from the Po~uguese. .............. 

1501 
Nicolas de Ovando, the colonial governor of Hispanida. receives autbo~ 

e S ~amsln Cro~ n ~o tarpon enslaved Mricar~s; tbe fi~st group arrives ~he fo!io~4ag th ~ p 

1506 

1510 

1~21 

1542 

1619 

1621 

1629 

1630 

ca. 1660 

1672 

1700 

1750 

1778 

1787 

1807 

1807-08 

1814 

1817 

1817 

1820 

yea,;J. Using s~a v’e labor, the Spanish begin to produce suga~ m the Greater Antd}es 

.... , Africans to B;azil tc labor on sugar 

"~ first r~corded m:cide;~t of a slave mst~r~ecOo~ in 

Spahn ouriaws ~he endavemem o~ Amerindians, and as a res~t. 

trade w, tcnsi~es. 
August: ~h:e first b~aeks arrwe a~ ~he Britisg colon), of Iamesto:w~. A}tho~ 

aw ~o~ ~ermed "sbves," tbc, are caaddered to be wa~ capm.’es and :bus 

mdefimte ~e,v,tude. 
Wfl/em [ sse] ~x and ofiqer D~c}~ merchants charter the Dutch West India 

The French b~:gin w impor~ m,:s~aved Nhicans i~to SL gitts. 

E~@ish se~lers use enslaved A~ica.ns ro culfi~:a~e sugar o~ Barbados- 

~[ h~:r¢ am appr~sixnatek ~00,000 enslaved Afrmm~e~ i~ the ~k’s{ h~dies but 

5.000 ~n :he N:orfi: Ame:wa:~ mairdand colonies. 
T[ac Royal Mrican Gompan? s grante4 a monopoly over the 

A:: es~i:-namd 2B,0~)g cnslavd/~rica:~s are m ~he British Nt~th Ame, 

The g6t~sh North Amet ~c’a~ colonies have appsox:mateIy 236.000 daves- 

A ,~pecia: commissio~ es,ab~ shed by the British parliament begins 

conduc~ of the transatlantic dave t~ade. 

Unde~ A;t~e}e i. Sec~xm~ v o~ fl?e U.S. Gonsti~tlon, fl~e ~ansa}lant~:c 

ptob{hi:ted a~ ~f 1 

British Parliament prohibits the transatlantic slave tram{e; ~he 

Match 1. ~808. 

The U.S. Congress bans ~fe t~-a~ssa~lantic s}ave a’ade to ~hc 

territories ~he ba~ {akes effect o~ tanua~v 1, [808. 
F!~e Nettler{studs official}y ends i~s involvement m the 

~2 ~he prompting of {he Bri.tish government, Spare 

Fhe French ~,ovcrnmen~ o~.cia~v m~ds 

Mexico abolishes slaveU. 

Brazil signs a treat?.,, witfi Great Britaia a~d Portuga! ending i~s participation in t~he 

slave trade south of the equator; the treab, is not consistently enforced. 

August 1: The British Parliameat passes the Emancipation Act, abolishing s~aveD 

throughout fl~e British Empire. Within five years all slaves in British colonies-but 

not British ]~rritofies~are freed. 

Under fl~e Palmers~on Act, tfie British Royal Nnvy ia given the righ~ of search and 

seizure of ships suspected d caruing c~slaved z~ricans; subsequent negotiations 

wi~h individual countries, including Portugal, the United States, and others, extend 

this right of search to Portt~guese vessels and ships of other countries suspected of 

care, lug slaves to the Americas. 

The French governmen~ abdishes slaveV in all its colonies, but s~ave~’ co~finues 

unabated in French ,%tries. 

The Queir6z Law outlaws the Mrican s]ave ~rade to Brazil. 

’r~e Netherlands enacts a stam~e abolishing s]ave~T in a~! Dutch colonies: the 

{akes effec~ in i863. 

transatlantic slave ~rade, in ope,a~ion since i502, ends when the ]as~ shipload of 

can s~aves arrives {n Cuba. I~ is estimated ff~at a total of 12 million ~ricans were 

to ~h:e New World as slaves. 

government abolishes s]avep/in Puerto Rico. 

abolishes s?aveD’ in Cuba. 

~?: brazil is the las~ conntD, in the western hemisphere to end slavery; the L~i 

(Calder Law) frees approximately 7S0,000 Brazilian slaves. 

to abolish s)ave~y first began in various countries in the eightee~fh 

~g was outlawed by Crest Britain and the Un.ited States in ! 807 

British colonies in !838, slave.7 was dec)ared iltega:l by various states ia 

witi~ Vermoat in 1777., before it was ~,aal)y abolished throughout tfie 

a~,~d before drayed, was abolished in Brazil in 18881 

people in modern Ghana, including Asantc {As!~an{i), Forte, and others 

southwes,ern Nigeria, R@ublique du Benia, and Togo; 

ave Coast." 

River deita and the Cross River basic, of southeastern 

used as mop, ey in \Vest fdtica, and also used 



Gbe. A linguistic term referring to severa! related languages i:3 the Bight of Benip,, 

Fon (Dahomey), k3iada, Ewe, and Mahi. 

Gold Coast. ~qe region of modem Gha~a, named because of gold available in the interior. 

lihad. Muslim holy wa;, spedficaliy the wavs of the eighteenth and nh3etec~ffh ............. 
West ,M~ica, ncludi~g 0-~ose foundh~g the states of Fnta jallon, F~ta ’lbro, and Sokoto.: 

"Middle Passage." A re~ere,~ce to the transatlantic crossm~ o ....... ’ ................. 
"Mina" Coast. A term referring to the "Slave Coast" or Bight of Benin and the Gold 

named after Elmina Castle, built by the Portuguese in 1482 for ase h-~ gold t~ade 

Senegambia. ’[~e ~egjon i~eorpora’~h~g the Segegal a~d Gambia Riv:e~s ~n the western 

"Slave Coast." 3~e are~ o{ West .~fica from whaV is now Ghana to 

i750. 

Barbara Krauthamer 

essay discusses the his~o(y of African/African American and 

interactions and relations in North America from the eiah- 

through the present day. it provides an introduction to this 
traces the contact between newly arrived :M-ricans and the 

of Nortl-~ America in the British and Spanish colonies. 

important moments for relations be~,,een the two groups 

rtineteenth centuries as well as the present day. The 
a summary’ of the extensive scholarly litera- 

¯ from ~he earliest works by Carter G. Woodson to recent 

e~ffical legal theory, and contemporary art. Over 

emerged in studies of,affrican American/ 
and the works discussed in this essay examine the 

are dra,,v~ mainh’ from 
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were therefore Creole, and constituted the foundation for the subsequent .............. 

and much larger numbers of captive :%leans arriving in the Americas 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Turning to l,atin America, although not necessarily an exhaustive 

sion of culture, Gonzalo Aguirre Beftrgn’s La poblacidn negra de Estudio et~ohi~*drico, which looks at early Mexico, 

~5~9-~8~o: .... 
¯ - -... 

population in that territory’. Coli~ Pal ’ ’    ’ ’ 
God, builds upon this work i~ innovative ways that, m striking 

dress cultural iss:ues, establishing an enduring and vital Mrican 

cultural practice in early Mexico Additional works, indeed fou 

works su!aporting the ~M:rican thesis in Latin America, are often r 

to cox~siderations of slavery, but tmnetheless should be cited. 
Fernando Ortiz’s Hampa a~ro-cubana: Los negros bru~os: 

Rodrigues’s O,s a{ricanos no Brasi/: and Arthur Ramos’s O 

gthnographia, rdigiosa, e ps.~chana.lyse. The e~tent ~o which 

early literature coming out o~ the Spanish-speaking and 

embraces the .~frica~a thesis is dubious, however, in 

cultural contilmities to be the basis for social and 
among communities o~ the ~rican-descer 

is Mieko Nishida’s Slavery and Identity: Ethniciff, 

vador, Brazil, an inquiry’ into the ways in which 

in Bahia, along with materials on othe~ parts of 
elude Winthrop Wrig\-~t’s Ca~ con ~che Race, Ctas~ 

Ve,wzuela; Peter Wade’s Blackness a~d Race 

in Latin America; and Richard G~aham’s 

Michael A. Gomez 

eradicate African cultural practices among the enslaved, the 

upon retaining those practices was clearly a manifestation 

On the other hand, the enslaved necessarily fell back upon 

of familial bonding, child-rearing, horticultural skills, 

and so forth, just to live, and repetition of African- 

in the Americas did not, by itself, constitute a political 

and clearly incontestable expressions of resistance 

" society. As early as ~5o3, enslaved Africans were 

population of Hispaniola and fleeing to the moun- 

and by ~556 the maroon threat in Panama had 

maroon communities were also formed in mountain 

as palenques or cumbes. Life was supported by a 

confiscations from neighboring estates, and trade 

parties) of such products as hone}’ and virgi~ 

s in exchange for weapons, gnr~po~ der, tools, 

hundreds of paIenques throughout Cuba. 

socie>i depended upon a number of factors, 

populatio~. An accommodation with 

but independent settlements or it could 

including intermarriage. There 

from colonial and slaveholding in- 

runaway slaves in exchange for 

communiff was "Pahnares" 

tmtil ~694. One of the 

(a~:~ng with othe~ maroon 

State in Brazil," 

Commu~ities in 

’!~depen- 



runaways- Distinctions bet~’ee~ those from Mriea and those born 

~he c~oulog, became less significan~ ore; time. Friction be>veen 

guese and pah~ares m~en~ified as h~dividuals increasingly fled the sur 

~ng eng~mhos vst~gar mills a~d ad~acm~ lands} fo; the ~ilombo. Tbe 
destmcuon af palmares came after a siege of ~o~-fou* days, after wh 

Palmares m~e~ was captured and decapitated, l-fi~ head p,~bliely disp 

dispe~ belief in his immor~£i~’. 
The maroons of ~amaiea bare also a~aeved scholarly i~aterest, 

much more ,~o~k remains m be done. Mavis Campbell’s Th~ 

~a.ma~ca is o~e such e~ample. With {he ins~abili~’ of the transitimq same ~,~oo of the enslaved fo;med independen~ 
m~e i,~ ~655, g especiall3~ ,@m~, or ~he so-called 
formed by ~ri:can cultures ¯ - 

Kromanti {ram the Gold Coast) in ~he mountains, and eventually 

Windward and Leeward groups. NanW Town was the 

a~er a woman skilled in war and obeah~ (then p~ac~me 

~ua! topees ~o inflicl barrel Works on Nan Y i~clud:e 

Ma:roo~ Chie~ainess’; and LuciBe Mathu~m-Mair’s. 
~be! Woman in th~ ~ ~tish Wes:t I~di~s during SIa~’e .- 

Maroon War broke o~ between the maroons a~d the 
the Leeward group, while the windward sector, initially 

b’ Ctff[ee [oltowi~g Nmmy’s 
~ol. ~as marshaled 
arouaa ~v33. The war ended a~er both groups signed a 

the British in ~738-~v39" 

lean Foucha~d’s ~* masons & Ia 
islands controlled by 0~e F~e~ch, where 

grand ma~onage. The {o~mer involved 
p~m~tation [or several days, on}y m 

vo~ve small numbers, but was 

the stW arid was 
[amous maroon 

Michael A. Gomez 

ge of both medicinal and injurious properties of plants and 

developed a following of undetermined size. He was arrested in 

and a~er a brief but sensational escape, he was recaptured and 

places throughout the Caribbean, Mricans and indigenous 

in a complex set of relations. Some merged commu- 

~n with seventeenth-centu~’ shipwrecks, such as the 

Vincent, whose descendants were later taken to Belize, 

where they became the Garifuna nation (or Carl- 

to name themselves}; and the "Zambos Mosquitos" of 

Coast. 

maroons in what would become the United States, scat- 

ps, forests, and mountains of Florida, Louisiana, 

¯ gin, Virginia, and the Carolinas between ~67a and 

e~ewhere in the Ame~ica~, they were often ephem- 

~n Florida, ho~,e~.~er, Africans and Semin01es 

e~tab~i,~ing a fortified pmition called Fort Blount. 

the Seminoles rose so dramatically that the 

miti~ary campaign in 18~6 that evolved 

w:hieh lasted until ~858. Wbrks on African-- 

~ack Forbes, Black A/?icans and Nati~,e 

Heritage. 

developed in the Cuyanas. 

by the end of the eigh- 

present, representing 

y called Bush ~ ’egroes, 

in the l:a~e seven- 

in~eri~r~ Principally 

g~u~s, wi~h 

a~Sde 

as 



The formation of maroon communities was but one expression of resistance to 

slavery’. Open ~evolt was another, concerning wbieh there is a rich literature. 

In From Rebellion ~o Revolution: A~’o&merican Slave Revolts in the Ma~ing 

o[the Modern Wodd, Eugene Genovese places slave revolts within successive 

categories that begin with attemp~ to recreate ",~rica" in the early phases 

ofslaveu in the Americas and end with more mature insurrections that { ........ 

much more informcd by Enlightenment principles in the la~er stages. 

revolts do not alwaxs fall neatly into these categorizations, but some do. 

maroon societies of sixteenth-centuu Hispaniola, for example, were o~en 

consequence of revolt, and were probably heavily i~fluenced by ............ 

bian cultural patterns, The ~736 conspiracy in A~tigua also demonstra~e~ 

Mrican influence, and is the sub~ect of David Gaspar’s Bondsmen 

A Case Stud), of Master-Slave ReIations in Antigua. Led by Cou~, 

and ]bmboy, an Akan speaker and a Creole, respectively, and by 

(Aba) and Queen, both Akaa women, preparation for the revok 
a "Damnation Oath," an Akan-derived ceremony that involved 

rooster blood, ceme~eo~ dirt, and rum; and Court’s coronation as "king 

Coromantees," which in turn was based upon an ~an i~em c 

traditionally preceded war. 

Decades later, the insurgency in Antigua was followed by 

and revolts throughout the circum-Caribbean: Bermuda and 

Suriname i~ ~76a, ~763, and ~768-~77z; British Honduras in ~765, 

~7~-; Grenada in ~65; Montserrat i~ ~768; St. Vincent in /1) , 

in ~77o, ~77~, and ~774; St. Croix a~d St. Thomas i~ 

in U78. In ~amaica in W6o, another %ckey, accompanied 
mother Agena, ~ed a six-month ~evok invo~vigg over 

0ae revok ~s Aka~>based and saw participants 

to tlne 

Michael 

some of these, whereas Stella Dadzie’s "S, 
Woman: Slavew and Resistance in Iamaica" addresses the 

Jamaica. A broader perspective regarding women and 
in Rosalyn Terborg-Penn’s "Black Women in 

Perspective." 

end of the eighteenth centu~, saw an important 

insurrectionaU activi~< .~tbough led by Cu~,, ye~ another Akam 

~he revo]~ ~his time saw signifiean~ involvement by several 

perhaps suggesting a heightened awareness of 

endaved, a~d movement away from specific Mriean groups to a 
of ,~rican-derived identib,. In 1831-1832, some 2o,o~ ~lave~ 

backgrounds, together with the Jamaican~born 

a widespread war against their slave~*, represenSng the 
flaese developments. The best organized of al! J maven s slave 

to be the most costly to repress, and was a crilical 

coliapse of slaveU in fl~e British Caribbean, as were 

~os in ~8~6 and Demerara (p~esent-day G u) an:a) in 
Vio~i da Costa’s Crowns of Glory, %ars o/Blood: 

~D’ New ~k Cio¢ similar forms of resistance were 

the ~an were prominent. Be~veen ~7oo and ~774, 
:he enslaved imported into the ci~, were 

7o percen{ came from the Caribbean and o0~er areas 

with ihousands arriving from Barbados and Ja- 

,7o percent came directly from M;ica, the 

~er ~75o, when Spanish markets were closed 

flooded New York and other English colonies 

and ofl~er Caribbean locations would 

in 0~e isiands; some had in fae~ 

pa~{ie{pation, k ~s not surprising 
New ~%rk City 
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.1o~o los~ Reis’s discussion of slave revolt in Brazil, SMve Rebellion in 

Bra.zit, also features African actors and culture as important components. 

represents a disruption of the Genovese flaesis, however, in that although 

was primarily Africa-oriented, it took place in the nineteenth century as 

posed to much earlier. As in ,~amaiea, revolt in Brazil tended to be or 

along ethnolinguistic lines. In particular, the northeastern province of Bahi 

was notorious for slave revolts in the first half of the nineteenth century, 

it is there that a multiplicib, of identities arising from the intersection of: 

variety. of elements, including racial intermixing, free versus slave 

urban versus rural settings, and religious adherence, can be discerned. 

Hausa, Muslims from what is now northern Nigeria, had been imt 

revolts for many years, and in ~8o7 the Hausa near the ci~, of 

again accused of a conspiracy to capture ships and sail to West ?ffrica. 

continued from ~8o9 to ~83~, involving Hausa and i ’agos (or Yoru~a’t 

what are now northern and southwestern Nigeria, respectively, 

it was in ~835 that the insurrection of the so-called "Mal~s" took 

Mal~s being African Muslims who were by then mostly Nag6s rather 

Hausa. Islam had become an in~portant religion in Bahia, thougl~ 

dominant religion among blacks, nor were all Nag6s Muslim. In 

1835, up to five hundred Africans, enslaved and free, mostly Muslim, 

to the streets of Salvador under Muslim leadership. Betraya! forced 

spirators to the premature launch of a plan that envisioned recr~ 

surrounding plantations. The rew)lt was brutally repressed. 

Concerning Saint Domingue (the French colony on 

Spanish-controlled area of the island was called Santo Domingo), 

single most far-reaching rew)lt in the New World, the literature 

ports and contradicts the Genovese thesis. C. L. R. james’s Bta& 

the classic work on the Haitian Revolution, which " 

reading into the analysis, emphasizes the influence 

upon the !eaders:hip of Haiti’s insurrection. In contrast, 

lug of Haiti focuses on an approach referred t~ as 

fea~r~ 

ly the slaveocracy and colonialism, and is the 

directly. News of the revolution sent shock 

alarming slaveholders throughout. 

)n began in ~79~ and was led by Du~. Boukma 

gois; and Georges Biassou. The first ~’o .... 

Toussaint L’Ouverture, the eventuM leader ~: .............................................. 

:~anchi (a catego~, consisting of free blacks and 
a coachman. ~’bmen played important roles as well, 

,g G~cile Eatiman, a voodoo high priestess 
at a solemn voodoo ceremony for 

~is-Caiman, a ceremony not unlike the "Damnation ~ 

again demons~ating the centrali~# of Mrican 

Revolution would take many unpredictable turn~ and sl~ift~ 

d different forms in the south and west where, in co~ras~ 
the enslaved were not as organized or cohesive, and were 

politics of the free blacks and gens de                                              couleur {tree’~ people of 

groups teamed up to fight white planters in the 

enlisted to fight on both sides. The combination of 

conflicts between Britain, France, and Spain led the French 

throughout Saint Domingue on October 3~, U93. Fbr the 
changed for the ex-slaves. 

Toussaint had emerged as leader of the forces in the 

*en, ed Dessalines, Henri-Christophe, his brother Paul, 

Mo?:se. By ~798, Toussaint had forced the evacua- 

~he next year, he had defeated Rigaud, leader of the 

he invaded Spanish Santo Domingo and freed the 

fl~e emire island. Lured to France, where he 

in ~8o3, ~bussaint was succeeded 
French and declare independence 

nd, A striking 



American War of Independence. Blacks fought on both sides of the war with 

~he hope of en~uri~g their ~reedom, so it is no~ inaccurate ~o characterize 

~heir pa~icipatio~ as a s~ave revolt coinciding with, or taking advantage of, 

a~icolonial struggle. As a resu}t of Virginia governor Lord Dunmore’s ............ 

declaration, freeing all s~aves and indentured servan~ who bore arms on 

side of the British, i{ is esbmated fhat Geor~m lost 7~ percent of its 

pop~!a!Jon (of xh,ooo), while Viqinia and South Carolina combined 

have ~ost s(~i:ne 5 ~,ooo slaves~ 

The Augus~ ~8oo revolt of Gabriel Prosser and lack Bowler saw over 

of{he en,laved march on Richmond, Virginia, only to be 0~warted by 

and b:e~aya~s, The Denmark Vesey conspiracy of ~Sza also developed 

urban settiag, Charleston, and demonstrates the interconneetedness 

~rican Diaspora by {he early nineteenth centuu. Vesey, born 

Caribbean or.Mrica, was a fi~-~ve-year-old seafarer who had purchased 

freedom in ~8oo. Orgaaizing a revolt by forming columns of distinct 

such as ~he Igbo and Gullah (West Central Nricaas and/or Cola 

Mrica), Vesey im’oked the Haitian Revolution, maintaining that help 

arrive from that island and from ,~rica itself, if only those in 

Charleston would take the initiative. Made aware of the conspiracy 

man~s, white av0~orities preempted the revolt; suspects were e~her 

or deported. There is a discussion o~ the use o~ source materials 

the Vesey conspiracy in "Forum: The Making of a Slave Conspiracy~’ 

William w~d Mac Qua~erly. 

David Walker may have been in Charleston at ~he time 

spiracy; in any event, his ~829 antislavery Appeal... to the 

the g~,hrld.., called for a general uprising. Walker died in Bostoi~ 

suspicious circumstances the following year, but 

ally answer his summons, launching a large,scale revolt 

Southampton, Virginia. Captured on October ~o,, 

November l~. In October b59 }ohn Brown and 

ins several blacks, raided 

exam~e 

Michael A. Comez 

the murGer of white Plantation owners, and the 

dragoons, Qur~ng Nat Turne-’s rebellion ;- Virgima 
preacher and slave, claimed ne had received visions 

an~ se~,en of h~s fellow s~aves s[o~e into his master’s 

, &rid kdled the entire family. When they had finisheG. 
next e,o:use, meir numz)ers eventuatfy growing to around 

People were k]liec before Turner and ms associates were 

authority blamed me kHhngs on the soread of 

~.rn states, and intro~uce~ strict !aws forbia- 

:~or, including teaching them [o rea~ or 

No’vember 11 i831. 
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Beyortd revolt and maroons° there were other forms of resistance. Planters 

and overseers were sometimes killed, often poisoned, or seriously injured and 

maimed. There were work sto~downs and stoppages, fl~e sabotage of equip- 

ment and torching of ~dds, and fl~e confiscation of food and provisions. 

There are also accounts of mothers allegedly killing their young 

or eve~ choos:ing not to have children {or sex} demons~ating 

slaves saw surviva] as resfs{a~:ce, while underscoring the relatNe and mutable 

nature ~ op:posltion~ Whi~e infan~cide remains a~ open question, less 

to debate i:s the ~se :of bird~ control often acev~mplished by 

lactation thmn:gh bma:st&eding, and abortion, practiced throughout 

Amer{cas m~d especi:a]ty ia the Caribbean, ~&e~e knowledge of it was 

derived from African pmecdure~ and invoDed the use o~ herbs, shrubs, 

roots, and so forth. Slaveholde~ in fine Caribbean bdieved 

induced mi.scarria~e~, ~aruing to older women and ob~ah 

assistance. Use of aborti.faetants may have been a deliberate strate~ 

the slaveocracy the labor it needed. 

Perhaps the most fimdamental expression of resistance was 

widesp:read throughout the Americas and the first step to marronage. 

many headed for such co mmunities, olhers made their way 

ies. where they could possibl9 achieve anommib~ and ply their 

of the more striking cases involved newly arrived ,~ricans 

coast, or towards some body of water, apparently intending to return 

or some other place. And ~ et there was another, far more drastic 

cide was common throughout the Americas, among men as well 

,~rican-born as well as Creole. Reference in the 

~s often a euphemism for suicide. 

Various abolitionist efforts in the Americas and Europe 

slave resistance to bring slaveu to an end. 

were those who opposed the slave trade and/or ,laveq’ 

d es tr u cti on by u’a y of p ublicafio n s ~ pamph!ets, n ewapapers. 

ratives ~ mad 

North America. 

Michael A, Gomez 

in ~775, were in eyeD, state from Massachusetts to Virginia by 1792, 

with similar forces in Britain. In ~8o8 the United States outlawed 

antic slave trade. Though the trade continued illegally in parts 

States, Britain gradually committed its naval capabilities to 

the trade, with some success. The real effect of the ban in the 

was the acceleration of the domestic slave trade via westward 

literature includes the important publication of Olaudah 

The lntewsting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano; such 

William Lloyd Garrison’s Liberator, first appearing in ]anuap,, 

~gious treatises such as ]ames G. girney’s Letter to the Churches: 

and Elders of th~ Presbyte6an Church in Kentuc&, on the 

:Slaves and the D~O, of immediate Emancipation, and in ~937 
The Bible Against Slaveo,. Black abolitionists had their 

including ~he first b]ack newspaper, Freedom} ]oumal, 

~8z7 by John Rnsswurm and Samuel Cornish. Others included 

published by HenLy Highland Comet and William 

and the North Sta~, begun by Frederick Douglass in ~847. 
included Dougtass’s own stoo,’ first pubhshed in 

revised, while the most prominent antislaveo, novd 
~owe’s Uncle Tom } Cabin. 

an abolitionist movement in Brazil, which before ~85o 

of independence leader ]os( gouif~c/o de Andrada 
societies were created in the late ~86os, led by 

F~ederico de Castro Alves. in x88o, Jos6 d£ 

tal ~n the creation of the Abohtion- 

e elite Brazilian Anti_Slaveo, Socie~ was 

mad intellectual Andr6 Pinto Rebou~as in the 
a medica~ professor, was also a force 

activities a~e discussed iu Kim Butler’s 

{~ Africa aIao g~ew out of 



This poster advertises Harriet Beecher Stowe’s no~el Ueetd 

in 1852. Stowe was an abolitionist writer who 

after hearing a speech by the antislavery 

Cabin was first serialized in the abolitionist newspaper 

interested in using returnees as commercial agents, while many 

~nlted States saw repatriation as a means of strengthening slavery by 

free blacks. 

the motivation, repatriation to Africa from Britain and Canada 

U87 and centered on the British settlement at Sierra Leone. These 
would be ioined, beginning m the nineteentln centuu, by cap- 

from slavers bound for the Americas, the result of the British el- 

the trade. Sierra Leone received thousands of such recaptives, 

in the ~84os. In the United States, the American Coloniza- 

was founded in ~8~7, and in ~Saa began a colony in Monrovia, 

~ore than ~5,ooo blacks participated in this return, to whom can 

liberated from slavers by the American 

~ricans and their descendants returned to the continent by 

and British governments and private assistance, others 

way. In North America. Paul Cuffe. possibly of Akan ~ but 

afire American) descent, carried blacks back to Africa in 

~g the entire enterprise himself. There were also those 

~rom Brazil and Cuba to West Africa. particularly to what is 

Nigeria and Benin. Those not sent back as conspirators 

cabildos {in Cuba) and irmandades Brazil), fra- 

~ based upon purported membership in ethnolinguistic 

pooled their resources to pay [or such return roy- 

Pierre Verger’s Trade Relations betu,een the Bight 

important source on such developments. 

in the Americas took place over a long stretch of 
freed it, elf in U93, followed by the colonies 

wt~’mre wars ~ independence were organized as early 

heavity. Slavery was officially 

:~li::e ~m~:tries of Central America. and Mexico in ~823, 

Colombia. Ecuador fol- 

g~ay {~853 ~, Peru and Venezuela 
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Under these provisions, children under six years of age became free, 

all others were to work for their former slaveholders for anofl~er four 

a~er which all would be emancipated in ~838. Slavery, in Canada, a 

institutiou in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Lower Canada, 

stroved by Parliament’s ~833 Act, following iLs demise in Upper Canada 

Ontario) in ~793. Slavery in what remained of the French- and 

Caribbean was abolished in ~48, while the Dutch afforded abolition to 

colonies in ~863. It would take a major civil war, however, for the 

to be abolished i~ the United States. Lincoln’s Emancipation 

effective January ~, 1863, applied only to those in the Confederacy, 

not emancipate the enslaved in states loyal to the Union or in territory 

Union occupation. It was not until the war’s end and the ratification 

Thirteenth Amendment on December ~8, 1865, that the formerly 

were freed. 

In the remaining Spanish-held territories of Puerto Rico and 

slaveU was abolished in the former in ~873, and in the latter in 

siderable participation of Cuban blacks in anticolonial wars 

Excellent works on the Cuban experience include Rebecca Scott:s 

Emancipation in Cuba; and Ada Ferret’s Ir~surgent Cuba: Race, 

Re-~olution, ~868-~898. Brazil was the last to abolish slavery, with 

the Golden Law in ~888. 

There are many stories and multiple narratives associated with 

toO, of the Americas after Columbus. Certainly" the r~ofion of 

extension of Enhghtenment ideals, the ongoing experimen 

the spread of capitalism, and the triumph of science have 

most celebrated elements of the narrative associated with t~e 

United States. Undergirding that particular narrative were other, 

ebrated accounts, all of which were inextricably.connected, 

the decrease of the autochthonous populations, the massive ..... 

exploitation of millions of working-class Europeans and 

teenth and twentieth centuries, the 

class aspirations throughout the Americas, 

and opportunib thro:u~l~out 

mo~t~ of ~hese 

Michael A. Gomez 

both North America and Europe, was the institution of slavery. 

)ortance, modern scholars have not yet achieved a satisfactoD, 

of its history,, nor have they arrived at a mature comprehension 

g consequences. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu~> 

Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:51 PM 

AFAM474- Important updates (Dr. Sahle): AFAM474.001.SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

I hope you are having a great Spring Break. 

Here are quick updates as we embark on the last leg ofonr seminar: 

1) Exam 1: 
I an1 en route back m Chapel Hill and will post your grades to Blackboard by Sunday night and bring your blue books to class on Tuesday. 

2) Schedule tbr the reminder of the term: 
Over the break, I updated our syllabus in aa~ efibrt to among other things, offer a~l oppoi’tunity for extra credit as requested by some of you aa~d to make room lbr a 
guest lecture by a socM movemem scholar and publisher (African m~d African Diaspora socia] movements scholarship) during his visit to UNC between Mamh 31- 
April 3. He will visit our class on March 31 to oflEr a discussion of contemporaiy social movemems in Nortk Attica and Middle East. 

Best wishes and see soon. 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <newsletter@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:30 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tested tips tbr harvesting creativity 

Some people always seem to be able to come up with ~ 

a bright idea Rather than simply envying how they’re praised by 

professors or prized in the workplace, you can join their creative ranks. 

Just master the simple idea-qeneratinq strateqies they use 

~ :*:~ iI Continue 

~ H old that Thought 
Where’s a great idea when you need it? If you follow the practice 

of many professional writers, you might find it in your idea file. 

Learn why and how to make this resource work for you. 

Explore Big Ideas 
There are lots of idea generation inspiration online One 

resource we like tells fascinating stories about ideas that 

became realities. To get your own creative juices flowing, check it 

I i~ Follow Questia on Twitter 

f .... 
Facebook 

ou~t. II’~ Continue 

[~ R ...... h Wizard 

~ Questoids 

16 March, 1959 - Fidel Castro becomes the leader of Cuba after 

Fulgenico Batista is overthrown. 

25 March, 1964 - Cassius Clay (Muhammad Ali) is crowned 

heavyweight champion of the world 

27 March, lg00 - The British Labour Party is founded. 

i i~i Questia Search Widget Questia RSS Feed 
Have yore" 

These free webmaster tooB are 

Sifln u~ br a FRE~ TidalI Search [he Questia Librar~ I Send [o a Fdend 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson ~:b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, March 13, 2011 4:59 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] African Union Ambassador to Speak at Stone Center March 23 

African Union ambassador to speak 

Monday, FebruaD, 28, 2011 

The ambassador to the United States for the Ati-ican Union, which includes Egypt and Libya, will speak on March 23 at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

A~nina Salum Ali is expected to discuss recent and current events in those countries, m,o of the union’s 23 member states, as well as decisions at the recent 16th AU 

Summit held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

The Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History at 150 South Road, will host the free public address at 7 p.In. as its spring African Diaspora Lecture. 
All will take qneslions from the audience after her talk. 

All also advocates for women and children, having founded the Zanzibar Women Welfare Trust. The trust helps women and childlen in straggles agains~t heaJth 

problems from HIV/AIDS. Ali has served the Tanzanian government in Paxliamant and a number of ministries. 

African Union website: http:/A~v.auinl/ 

Stone Center contact: Joseph Jordan, (919) 843-2671, jt.iordan@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Leoturer, Department e~ Af:~i.sa:~ and A~ro-American Studies 

Ai~ican Studies Center, CB#7982 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of Nor~h Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

www. qlobal, unc. edu!af rica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.org> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 7:16 AM 

pam~uka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 520: Links and Resources 

PAMB~a~Z, UKA iN~EWS 520: LIN~.~S AND RESOLrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Action alerts, 2 Am~ouncements, 3 Zimbabwe update, 4. 
Women & gender, 5 Human rights, 6. Regugees & forced migration, 7 
Social movements, 8. Emerging powers news, 9. Africom Watch, 10. 
Elections & governance, 11 Corruption, 12. Development, 13. Health & 
HI’g/AIDS, 14 Education, 15. LGBTI, 16. Racism & xenophobia, 17 
Environment, 18 Food Justice, 19. Media & freedom of expression, 20. 
Confiict & emergencies, 21. lnternet & technology, 22. eNewsletters & 
mailing lists, 23 Fundraising & useful resources, 24. Courses, 
seminars, & workshops, 25. Publications, 26 Jobs, 27 WikiLeaks and 
Africa 

/\/\//VVV/VVI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/V/I,&/V/VVV/\/V\i/V’,/’,//I, 
tligh]ights from this issue 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: No land! No house! No w~te! Voices :[’rom Symphony Way 
ZIMBABWE I_2PDATE: Court frees 38 over Egypt s~le protests, but two 
others arrested 
WOMEN AN][) GENDER: ls the revolution sidelining Egyptian women? 
HUMAN RI(IItTS: Intimidation to stop protests in Angola, Tunisia 
disbands state security service 
RI~tq_~GEES AN[) FORCED MI(IRATION: Alarm over Libyan refugee cns~s 
EMERGING POWERS NEWS: Read the latest edition of the emerging powers newsletter 
ELECTIONS AN][) GOVF.RNANCE: News from Ango]a, Benin, Diibouti, N~ger, 
Nigeria and South Africa 
CORRUPTION: The top 44 oil companies and corruption 
DEVELOPMF.NT: Why Africa should stand up for tax justice 
HEALTtI AN’[) HIV/AIDS: Kewan budget too small to cover health needs 
EDUCATION: Continent urged to strengthen research ties 
L(IBTk Lack of funds impedes fight against homophobic bill 
ENVIRONMENT: Alarm over acid mine drainage threat 
FOOD JUSTICE: Agro-ecology and the right to food 
MEDIA AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: News raedia and the dangers faced by- woraen 
CONFLICT AND EMERGENCIES: The latest from C6te d’Ivoire, DRC, Libya and Sudan 
PLUS.. Internet and Technology, e-newsletters and mailing lists, 
fundraising, courses and jobs.. 

fifih’\fiiV i’,iVV IVVV Al\Al l\Afii Ai’,iV filVV iVVV A 
1 Action alerts 

JOIN LONDON PROTEST TO SUPPORT Z~vIBAB~£~AN ACTIVISTS ON TRIAL FOR TREASON 

Six socialist activists in Zimbabwe face the death penal~ for 
watching a video about the revolt in Egypt. Munyaradzi Gwisai, 
Hopewell Gumbo, Antonater Choto, Welcome Zinmto, Eddson Chakuma and 
Tatenda Mombeyarara are charged with treason. Treason is punishable by 
death. 

Please j oin the protest outside the Zimbabwean embassy this Friday 11 
March, 12 noon 1.30pm, Zimbabwe Embassy, 429 Strand, London, WC2R 
0JR. 

http ://www. pambazuka, or p.icnic at efforviaction/71610 

IVV/VVVIVV,JIV\I\//’,i’,AII,JVV/?IVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//,, 

2 Announcements 

NO LAik~D! ix,-() HOUSE! NO VOTE! VOICES FROM Sk~dPHONY WAY 

(http:/Ifahamubooks.or~/book/?GCOI 90638100888310&fa complements ) In 
2007 hundreds of families living in shacks across the new ’integrated’ 
township of Delft in Cape Town were moved into houses they had been 
waiting for since the end of apartheid. But soon they were told that 
the move had been illegal and they were kicked out of their new homes. 
They built shacks next to the road opposite the housing project and 
organised themselves into the Symphony Way Anti-Eviction Campaign. 
Written to~vard the end of the struggle on the pavements, this 
anthology is testimony, poetry and an expression of the fight to bring 
about change. Hear an interview with Symphony Way residents ( 
http://fahamubooks or~/book/?GCOI 90638100888310&fa complements ) on 
the Pambaza~ka Press website. 



http ://www pambazuka, or~ienJcate~oryiAnno unce/71611 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IY\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\I\IViVV\//\ 

3 Zimbabwe update 

ZI]VIBABW[~: ANTI-SANCTIONS CAMPAI(IN KICKS OFF 

http:i/www.iritmews.orgiRepott.aspx?ReportID 92090 

Thousands of Zirnbabweans attended a rally- organised by President 
Robert Mugabe’s ruling ZANU-PF part~- on 3 March in the capital, 
Harare, to rnark the launch of an anti-sanctions carnpaign. The aim is 
to collect at least two million signatures on a petition against the 
sanctions, which Mugabe has blamed for the countly’s dire economic 
situation and prolonged food insecurity. 

ZLMBABWE: COLN_T FREES 38 OVER EGYPT REVOLUTION TALK 

http :i/rng.co.za/ar ticle/2011-03-07-cour t-frees-38-zimbabweans-charged-over-egypt-talk 

A Zimbabxvean magistrate’s court has freed 38 activists charged with 
treason for discussing the mass protests in Egypt that toppled 
president Hosni Mubarak, a lawyer said. ’Of the 46 xvho were in 
custody, 38 have been released completely after the state agreed with 
us that they had no case to answer,’ their attorney Alec Muchadehama 
told Agence France-Presse. But eight others, including Munyaradzi 

Gwisai, a universi~" lecturer and former lawrnaker from Prirne Minister 
Morgan Tsvangirai’s Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) party, 
remained in custo@ after the court denied them bail. 

ZIMBABWE: POLICE ARREST T~VO HL2vI~AN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS i%" CHINHOYI CHURCH 

http :/ /ww~, S}Vl-adioaflcica.com/news090311/policearrest090311.htm 

The wave of arrests in Zimbabwe continued on Wednesday (9 March) when 
police in Chinhoyi disrupted a workshop and arrested two human rights 
activists, in a church. The event had been organised by the Zimbabwe 
La}vyers for Hun~an Rights (ZLHR) and the United Church of Christ 

Zimbabwe (UCCZ). 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V i \iVV /VVV /V\/\/ /\?,~/\/ /\i \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
4 Women & gender 

EGYPT: IS THE REVOLU’FION S~DFL1%~’qG WO\~N? 

http://livewire anmestv.or~/2011/03i08/e~vptian-revolution-sidelinin~-women/ 

In Egypt, where the cotmtry begins to look toward its future, women 
are in danger of being sidelined again. ’Incredibly, despite decades 
of discrimination and inequality, women are being denied a role in the 
creation of a new Egypt. ~flney are being excluded by both the caretaker 
government and the international community. Most recently, a new 
natinnal committee ]2~rmed to write the new Egyptian constitution was 
composed only o:[’men. This is not acceptable,’ says Widney Brown, 
Amnesty International’s Senior Director of Law and Policy 

EGY~’[’: L[£AVING WOMI~IN BEtIIND 

http://www.ips.org/africa/2011 i03/the-new-e~yp t-leaving-women-behind/ 

Just one woman has been included into the newly sworn-in cabinet. 
Essam Sharaf, Egypt’s new prime minister, has instead announced the 
creatinn of a committee that deals with the advancement o:[" women, 
formed under the supe~’isinn of the cabinet Throughout the uprising, 
women were at the forefront of the street protests ttowever, they have 
largely kept quiet about their gender rights in a country where the?" 
have :[’aced rampant discrimination and received little legal protection 
against widespread violence and sexual abuse 

GLOBAL: ’BREAKL’qG BARRIERS: WOMEN IN A MAi’~’S WORLD’ 

Panos Media Pack 

http://www.panos.org.uto"?lid 33807 



To mark the centenary year of International Women’s Day on 8 March, 
Panus Lundun has pruduced a case stu@ media pack prufiling 
extraurdinary wumen frum aruund the world who have taken on roles 
previously deemed just fur men. ’Breaking Barriers: Women in a Man’s 
Wurld’ is a shuwcase of exceptiunal wumen whu are breaking stereutypes 
to change their uwn lives and inspire uther women and girls around 
them. 

GLOB.4L: EQUAL LAN~D RIGHTS FOR WOb~N WORLDYVIDE 

FLAN International Press Release 

On the centenalT of International Women’s Day 2011, FIAN calls for 
equal land rights for women worldwide. Access to and control over land 
is one of the most impoltant rneans for rnen and women in rural areas to 
realise their right to food. Discrirninatory practices, however, have 
driven women into increased marginalisation, especially when it cornes 
to access to resources such as land, water or seeds. As a consequence, 
women are disproportionately affected by hunger and rnalnutrition. 

http ://www.pambazuka. orgienicategoryiwgunder/71538 

GLOBAL: GEN~DER INEQUALITY IN HEALTH, EMPOWEPdV[ENT AXeD LABOUR 

htt~://hdr.undp.or~/en/mediacentre/news/announcemunts/title,22853,en.html 

Gender inequalitT remains a rnajor barrier to human development. The 
2010 Human Development Report introduced the Gender Inequalib" Index 
to meet the challenge of measuring the disadvantages faced by women 
around the world. The Gender InequalitT Index is a composite measure 
reflecting inequality in achievements between women and men in three 
dimensions: health, empowerment and the labour market. Visit the web 
site for a comprehensive break down of the results. 

t-~NYA: REFLECTING ON THE STRLTGGLE FOR EQUALITY IN-KENYA 

http:/?www.ips, orgiafrica/2011 i03/womens-day-reflecting-o n-struggle-for-equalit¥-in-kenva/ 

The situation of women in Kewa, as is the case in maW other 
com~tries in Africa, leaves a lot to be desired. Women remain the 
sult’ering face of HIV/AIDS in the world. Statistics from the Kenya 
Aids Indicators Starve)’ show women constitute three of every five 
people living with HIV. The issue of feminisatlon of poverty remains a 
reali~z for many women especially in the agricultural sector. 
According to Vision 2030, a government economic blueprint, five out of 
a total eight million households are engaged in agriculture. It is 
estimated that 80 per cent of labourers are ~vomen 

LIBERIA: W©MEN IN MBfIRIA M©BII,ISE F©R PI{ACE 

http://www.tmst.~r~/a~ermet/b~s/aid-w~rker-diaries/w~men-in-~iberia-m~bi~ise-fur-peace/ 

Fe*v peuple are a*vare that a gruup of wumen - calling themselves the 
Peace Women - were instrumental in bringing peace tu Liberia. ~I1qeir 
stury, which begins with the simple act of sitting alung the streets 
fur munths under the hot sun or tun-ential rains uf Liberia, led tu 
the exile uf alleged warlord Charles Taylur in 2003, nuw awaiting his 
verdict in ~I1qe tIague In 1998, women united in their cummon gual for 
an end to viulence, and phyed an essential rule in the 
decummissioning uf young rebels to install peace and democracy ~n a 
war-torn country The movement tuok place under the auspices of the 
West Ali*ica Network for Peacebuilding (WANBP) Tuday the wurk of these 
Peace Wumen continues. 

M©ROCC(): W©RKPLACE DISCRIM]NATI()N A[q:ECTS M©R©CCAN WO£/;EN 

http://www.magharebia cum/cocuon/a*vi/xhtmll/en GB/t’eaturesiawi/features/2011/03/08/feature-04 

For Moroccan wornen, the International Women’s Day on 8 March provided 
an opportunity to evaluate the status of their rights. Wornen still 
suffer frorn discrirnination and have yet to achieve much-desired 
equality in the workplace, officials and experts say. According to the 
economy and finance ministry, the level of women’s employrnent in the 
civil service is 36 per cent. Wornen account for 14 per cent of senior 
ernployees, constituting 10 per cunt of division heads and 16 per cent 
of department heads. 



NIGERIA: AFRICAN STATES URGED TO FAST-Tf-L~CK ~PLEMEiX~fATION OF AU 
GENDER PROTOCOLS 

http:iibit.lv/f5r5Mw 

African countries, which have not ratified the various African Union 
protocols regarding gender and the rights of wonren, should urgently do 
so to preserve gender equality and equal access to education for ~voruen 
and girls. The Alliances for Africa, a Nigeria-based civil society 
organisation, said on Tuesday (08 March) that this year’s 100th 
anniversat?, celebration of the International Wonren’s Day, ~vas also 
critical because it nrarked the start of the AU Decade of Woruen 
(2OLO-2O2O). 

UGANDA: B LE.aAK FUTURE FOR FOPdvlER FEMALE FIGHTERS 

http://www.irinnewsorg/Report.aspx?ReportID 92122 

Women and girls returning to northern Uganda from fbrced conscription 
into the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) straggle to resettle in their 
home communities because of stigma and a severe shortage of 
reintegration facilities tailored to their needs, say analysts and 
returnees. After leaving the LRA, former female combatants return to 
their villages with children forcibly fathered by LRA commanders and 
delivered in the bush. The), are often shunned by their families and 
stigmatised as ’bush ;vomun’ by their connnnnities. 
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5 Human rights 

AFRICA: HUMAN RIGHTS, EASIER SAID THAN DOik]E 

http://www humanri;htsinitiative, or~i 

’]?he promotion, protection and reMisation of human rights still do not 
regularly factor into the behaviour of Commonwealth members of the UN 
Human Rights Conncil, both domestically and at the Council, says a new 
report from the Commonwealth ttuman Rights Initiative called ’Easier 
said than done’. The findings of the report said there was an Manning 
lack o:[" adherence by Commonwealth countries to the domestic human 
rights cotmmtments. 

AFRICA: SEX WORKERS PROTEST HIJMAN RIGt ITS V[OI,ATIONS 

http :/Tm~.co.z~/article/2011-03-03-sex-workers-pr o test-human-right-violations 

Sex workers and civil society groups across Ali’ica took to the streets 
on Thursday (03 March) to demand access to health care services and an 
end to the violation of their human rights Several African countries 
held marches including Botswana, Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria, and 
Zimbabwe to mark International Sex Workers’ Rights Day. In South 
Africa, people marched in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Mussina. The 
march was led by the Sex Workers’ Education and Advocacy Task Force 
(Sweat) and Sisonke Sex Workers Movemunt, which are organisations that 
seek to ensure htnnan rights for sex workers. 

ANGOLA: INTLMIDATION CAMPAIGN TO STOP PROTEST 

http:/iu~vw.htw.orgicn/newsi2011 i03/09ian~ola-intinridation-campaign-st op-prot est 

The Angolan government carried out an intiruidation campaign in 
connection with an announced anti-govemnrent deruonstration that was 
inspired by events in Egypt and Tunisia, Human Rights Watch has said. 
The government warned in the weeks leading up to the protest, which 
was announced for 7 March 2011, that anyone who joined would be 
punished for inciting violence and attempting to return the country to 
civil war. Police arrested several demonstrators and journalists the 
night before the event. 

KENYA: ICC SHOULD ALSO IS SI~ YVARRANTS FOR BUSH AND BLAN 

http :,’ ,’bit.lv/dSROxl 



’]?he International Criminal Court (ICC) has two ironclad reasons to 
issue arrest warrants :[’or George W Bush and Tony Blair, according to 
this article. Firstly, they are accused by the United Nations of being 
co-conspirators in kidnapping and torture; and, secondly, the 
governments of the United States and the United Kingdom have no 
intention of prosecuting their former leaders 

KENYA: KALONZO )vffSSION FA~LS TO WOO US 

http :/iwww.nation. co.ke/News/-i1056/1122366/-/110nwixz/-/index.htrnl 

Vice President Kalonzo Musyoka has apparently failed in his mission to 
the United States. Soon after Mr Musyoka met in Washington on 
Wednesday (09 March) with DepuW Secretary- of State James Steinberg, a 
State Departnrent official told the Nation.co.ke that ’xve do not 
support a UN Security Co~xcil resolution to defer the ICC Kenya 
investigation’. 

NIGEPJA: LEAD POISONING K~LLS 400 MORE CHILDREN 

htw:/ireut.r s/hl6Rir 

Lead poisoning linked with illegal gold mining has killed a further 
400 children in northern Nigeria since November, the National 
Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) said. Reuters reports that the 
latest figures suggest the death toll front the crisis in the northern 
state of Zamfara is rising after the United Nations said lead 
poisoning in the region had killed at least 400 children between March 
and October last year 

TUNISIA: STATE SECURITY DISBAN~DED 

http://english.allazeera.net/news/africa/2011/03/2011382051641249.html 

Tunisia’s interim authorities have disbanded the country’s feared 
state security apparatus, notorious for human rights abuses under the 
ousted president Zine E1 Abidine Ben Ali Seeking to assert their 
authority and gain legitimacy in the eyes of protesters who forced Ben 
Ali to flee in Januau, the authorities appear to be attacking the 
remaining vestiges of his 23-year role, one-by-one. 

UGANDA: ACTIVIST RECOGNISED AS A ’TRUE HERO’ FOR WOMEN 

http://w~vw mask.~r~ za/u~andan-activist-rec~nised-as-a"true-her~,,-for-w~men/~hn~re-3982 

As the world celebrates hundred years of the cormnemoration of 
lmernational Women’s Day on 8 March Ugandan human rights defender 
Kasha Jacqueline has been nominated as one of the top hundred most 
inspiring people who have delivered for girls and women worldwide by a 
global advocacy organisation Women Deliver. According to Women Deliver 
the list of a hundred most inspiring people recognises individuals who 
have committed themselves to improving the lives of girls and women 
around the world and comprises of women and men, both prominent and 
lesser known. 
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6 Refugees & forced migration 

AI:R[CA: REI~’UGEES HIRED TO BUILD EENCE TO KEEP MIGRANTS OUT OF ISRAEl, 

http ://bit [yiePzuf[’ 

The Israeli government is empkuing Eritrean asyl um seekers to help 
build a border fence designed to keep out other migrants seeking to 
enter the country from Africa via the Sinai Peninsula. A man who gave 
his name as August, one of]bur Eritreans working for a contractor 
along the fence route, said he had sought work for a long time beJ2~re 
he was told a construction job was available near Eilat 

C(~TE D’WOIRE: UN SAYS 450,000 ILa_VE FLED 

http ://~vww. bbc. co .uk/news/world-africa-12718544 

More than 450,000 people have fled their homes because of the crisis 



in Ivopf Coast, the UN refugee agency says. Some 370,000 people have 
fled their homes in Abidjan, while a further 77,000 have crossed into 
neighbouring Liberia, according to the UNIICR It said the ’unfolding 
tragedy’ in Ivory Coast had been overlooked while international 
attentinn has been focused on North Afi-ica. 

EGYPT: OUT OF LIBYA INTO JOBLESSNESS 

http:i/www.iritmews.orgiReport.aspx?ReportID 92152 

When violent uurest erupted in Libya recently, Al-uned al-Agou7~ 25, was 
doing casual work in the Libyan city of Sabha. Realizing he had to 
flee, he managed to reach the Tunisian border, where he eventually 
boarded a plane to Cairo. But returning to his home village in the 
Egyptian Nile Delta Governorate of Sharqia, nolth of Cairo, has made 
one thing abundantly clear to al-Agouz and tens of thousands of other 
returnees: There simply are no jobs back home. 

GLOBAL: BOOST FOR RIGHTS OF PERSONS LWING \VITH HIV/AIDS IN ELNOPE 

httl~ :/iwww.interi~hts. or~/kivutin 

On 10 March 2011, in the case of Kiyutin v Russia, the European Court 
of Human Rights held that refusing a residence permit to a foreign 
national solely- on the basis of their HIV-positive status amounted to 
unlawful discrimination, says this Interights statement. ’This 
landmark case is a significant boost to the rights of persons living 
with HIV/AIDS (PLHIV) in Europe, as the judgment contains t~vo 
impoltant "firsts": not only has it explicitly recognised that PLHIV 
are protected as a distinct group against discrimination in relation 
to their fundamental rights; but it has also recognised that PLHIV are 
a "vulnerable group" and any restriction of their rights attracts a 
higher degree of scrutiny on the part of the European Court.’ 

GLOBAL: MIGRANT WORKERS START SENDING MORE MOik~Y HOME IN 2011 

http:/’/www.ifad org/media/press/2011/18.htm 

Migrant workers around the world started out 2011 by sending home 
significantly more money than the?- did in 2010, according to the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (lEAD) Each year, 
migrant workers send a total of more than US$ 330 billion to their 
home communities 

LIBYA: ITALY TlETOES ONLIBYA DUE TO ENERGY, IRADE, MIGRANTS 

http:i/www reuters.corn/article/2011/03/07/us-libya-italy-idUS’KRE7261 P320110307 

Italy, which did more than an)’ other country to legitimise Libya and 
its mercurial leader, is going through a foreign policy nightmare as 
civil strife in its :[’ormer colony threatens its energy supplies, 
international image and the stability of some of its blue chip 
companies Italy imports about 80 per cent of its energy needs. About 
32 per cent of Libya’s oil output goes to Italy - making up about 25 
per cent of Italy’s imports - and about 12 per cent of Italy’s gas 
comes from Libya 

LIBYA: UN ALARMED AT RIiPORTS OF VIOLENCE AGAINST SUB-SAHARAN MIGRANTS 

http:i/wwwtehrantimes.com/index Viewasp?code 237238 

The United Nations refugee agency has voiced alarm at increasing 
accounts of violence and discrimination in Libya against sub-Saharan 
Africans in both the rebel-held east and the Govermnent-controlled 
west, including the reported rape of a 12-year-old girl. ~flne UN tligh 
Commissinner :[’or Refugees (UJx’[tCR) ’reiterates its call on all parties 
to recognize the vulnerability of both refugees and migrants from 
sub-Saharan Africa and to take measures to ensure their protection,’ 
spokesman Adrian Edwards told a news briefing in Geneva. 

LIBYA: keg CLAIMS 1 MELION \VILL _-FEED AID 

http://bo.st/glSR08 



Up to one million foreign workers and others trapped in Libya are 
expected to need emergency aid because of fighting in the North 
African nation, aid officials said as tl-ley sought $160 million to deal 
with the crisis. UN officials say that amourlt is only for the next 
three months - and they expect the crisis to go on longer than that. 
The L~N" is also eff;ectively frozen out of sections controlled by leader 
Moan~’nar Gadhafi’s forces and is only seeking humanitarian aid for 
opposition-controlled areas. 

NORTH AFRICA: FRESH REFUGEE INFLUX HITS LAMPEDUSA 

http://english.aliazeera.net/news/europe/2011/03/201137114544806744.html 

More than 1,000 illegal immigrants escaping political turmoil in north 
Africa arrived on the southern Italian island Lampedusa in the 
Mediterraneal~recently So far, none of the illegal irmnigrants were 
believed to have left from Libya, but Italian officials fear an exodus 
from its fbrmer colony if the situation worsens. The new- arrivals on 
Lampedusa come on top of a previous ;vave of refugees who flooded the 
island five days ago, when around 350 migrants ficom Tunisia arrived by 
boat overnight. 
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7 Social movements 

SOUTH AFRICA: T~VO LOST TO SHACK FIRES IN GR~4HA2vfSTOWN 

The Unemployed People’s Movement (UPM) reports that two people from 
the eThembeni shack settlement died in a fire. The organisation said 
the community could not successfully fight the fire on their own as 
the taps are veiN few and very far away. The fire brigade could not 
get into the settlement because there is no road leading in to it The 
fire came as the UPM held a vigil. One of the reasons fbr the vigil 
was to highlight ’concern at the criminalisation of our struggles and 
movements’. 

http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicategury/sucialmuvements/71700 
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8 t".merging powers news 

LATI{ST EDITION: fiM[{RGING POWERS NEWS R£)UN]-)UP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
cumprehenslve list uf news sturies and upiniun pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers.. 

http : //www.pamba×uka ur~/en/cate~or~,/emplayersnews/71698 
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9 Al~icom Watch 

DJIBOUTI: US FORCES ~fRAIN I)J[BOUTI FORCES 

http:/iww~v.usara£am’ly.mil/NEWSiNEWS 110308 DJIBOUTI RAPID REACTION.I-Itml 

Under an overcast sky, nearly 200 merrlbers of the Diiboutian Army’s 
elite 1 st Rapid Action Regiment honed their irffantry skills, mentored 
by nrembers of the US AiTny National Guard’s 2nd Combined Arms 
Battalion, 137th Infantry Regiment. The training included instruction 
on squad movements, convoy operations, contact drills, camp security 
and marksmanship. 
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10 Elections & governance 

AFRICA: ASSES SING THE SPREAD OF POPI~LAR PROTESTS IN AFRICA 

http ://euobserver.com/7/31901 

’It is true that the immediate trigger for Arab uprisings is failed 
internal governance, but sub-Saharan African regimes have also been 
spared the extra layer of Middle Eastern geopolitical conrplications 
which so discredited Arab regimes widely seen as repressive yet 
impotent,’ argues this article in assessing the extent to which 
popular protests in North Africa xvill spread to the rest of Africa. 
’More crucially, sub-Saharan states are more ethnically- pluralist, 
lacking in the linguistic and relative ethnic homogeneity- that have 
underpegged mass mobilisation of popular Arab action’ 



ANGOLA: MASS PROTESTS FA]I. BUT ANGOLAN ACTIVISTS REMAIN DEFIANT 

http://www ips org/africai2011/03imass-protests-fail-but-angolan-activists-remain-defiant/ 

An attempt to organise a mass protest against the government in 
Angola’s capital Luanda may have fallen fiat, but there is no doubt 
that a fuse has been lit among people who for so many years have not 
dared to challenge authori~ In the days leading up to the protest, 
the planned action was the main topic of conversation across all tiers 
of socie~, from the top floors of skyscraper office blocks to the 
mud-level slums on the peripheries of the cities. 

BENTN: PROTESTERS X~qik- VOTE DELAY 

http://w~v.afrol.com/articles/37526 

Benin last month saw mass protests, demanding a delay of the elections 
planned for 27 February as 1.4 million voters were missing in the 
electoral roll. The Constitutional Court of Benin ruled in the favour 
of the country’s opposition -backed by crowds of protesters -and 
delayed the presidential elections for another week, to 13 March, in 
order to expand the electoral roll further 

DJIBOUTI: US fiLECTION MISSION" SUSPENT)ED 

http://www.ftcom/cms/s/O/52ccbb2e-4bfb-11 e0-9705 -00144feab49a h~nl#a×7zlG YBhI Ip]k 

I~jibouti has told the United States that an independent election 
observer mission is ’illegal’ and suspended its parmership with the 
US-[’unded mission. Djibouti’s foreign ministry sent a diplomatic note 
to the US Embassy dated 2 March requesting the end of the partnership, 
alleging it had participated in and supported a violent 18 February 
opposition rally in which at least one person was killed, accusations 
the group denies. 

GLOB.~L: THE.~,AB REVOLL’I’IONS AN~D P.~LESTINE 

http://~wzw.palestine-studies.org/columndetails.aspx?t 4&id 33 

In this episode of Palestine Studies TV, Dr. Leila Farsakh discussed 
the implications of the protest movements in the Arab world on 
Palestinian politics and the Arab-Israeli conflict. Dr. Farsakh is a 
professor of political science at the University of Massachussetts, 
B oston, and a member of the editorial committee of the Journal of 
Palestine Studies. 

_NIGER: VOTE GETS THUMBS UT’ FROM REGIONAL OBSERVERS 

http:i/www.reuters.cotr~’article/2011/03/13/ni~er-election-idUSLDE72C00020110313 

Niger’s presidential run-off election was fiee and fair and the two 
candidates should respect its verdict, regional observers said on 
Sunday. Nigeriens voted on Saturday, a year after soldiers ousted 
~’x-president Mamadou Tandja for outstaying his term in office in the 
uranium-producing state. Provisional results frora the poll, which pits 
opposition leader Mahamadou Issoufou against a Tandja par~z ally Seyni 
Oumarou, are due on Monday. 

NIGERIA: YOUTH ORGANISATIONS ASK NTGERIAN PRES]I)ENnfIAL CAND]I)ATES, 
’WHAT ABOUT US?’ 

http ://www. sleevesup, org/wan-pr ess-release.html 

Building on momentum from a mass voter registration drive, a coalition 
of several youth empowerment groups and blogs, including Vote or 
Quench, Enough is Enough Nigeria, Sleeves Up, and Nigerian Leadership 
Initiative, are calling for the first-ever presidentia 1 youth centered 
debate in Nigeria. Looking ahead to the April elections, the debate 
would focus on the key issues affecting a critical voting demographic, 
with the age group of 30 and trader representing 70 per cent of the 
population. 



SOUTtt ~k!~’RICA: VAVI WARNS OF b~JR~fI tER UNREST O Vt".R ECONOMIC JNEQU2d.ITY 

http:i/bit, l ,v/hXv52 Y 

South Africa is waiting ]br another 1976 uprising to happen, Cosatu 
General Secretapf Zwelinzima Vavi said on Wednesday. Vavi said the 
level of violent protests over selwice delivelT showed people’s 
fiustrations with a lack of irnplementation in solving rampant 
unemployment, poverty and lacking itffrastructure. ’Sorncbody used the 
term that Johatmesburg is living between a ring of fire with people 
barricading their streets everywhere to say- we’ve had enough.’ 
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11 Corruption 

AFRICA: THE TOP 44 OI2. COMPANIES AND CORRU~PTION 

http:/ibit.l¥/hChC9u 

Oil and gas companies have improved the transparency of how they 
report revenues and inforrnation about anti-corruption programmes but 
should take bolder actions to stop corruption, according to a new 
report by Transparency International (TI) and Revenue Watch Institute 
(RWI). The 2011 ’Report on Oil and Gas Companies’, which is based on 
research conducted in 2010 and is an expanded version of a report 
published in 2008, rates 44 companies on the public availabiliu- of 
inforrnation on their anti-corruption prograrmnes and how they report 
their financial results in all the countries where they operate. By 
disclosing anti-corruption measures and key organisational and 
financial data, especially on a country-by-country level, companies 
demonstrate their commitment to stop the misappropriation of revenues 
In particular, detailed publication of fiscal payments allows citizens 
to hold governments to account. 

SOLrTH AFRICA: VAVI THROWS DO~rN GALrN~2LET TO ZUIVLA 

http :l,/}v,aav. iol. co. za/news/vavi-thr ows-down-~auntlet-t o-zun~a- 1.1033284 

Cosatu general secretary Zwelinzima Vavi has called on President Jacob 
Zulna to take ’stem action’ against national police chief Bheki Cele 
and Public Works Minister Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde over the 
controversial R500 million lease for new SAPS headqualters. Public 
Protector Thuli Madonsela’s report described as unlawfifl actions by 
both departments in procuring the Sanlam Middestad building in 
Pretoria. 
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Development 

A[~’RICA: SEVEN A[~ICAN COU]x.~P, IES CUT FROM DUTCtt AID 

http:/iunvw.rnw.nl/africalarticleidutch-aid-7-afidcan-countries-ou t 

The Netherlands is ending its development relationship with seven 
African countries [[’he partnership with the DR Congo, Senegal, Burkina 
Faso, Egypt, Tanzania, Zambia and South Ali*ica wil] be terminated, 
Dutch newspaper Trouw is reporting [[’he new ]ist of partner countries 
contains 15 countries, ten of which are African. 

AFRICA: WIIY A[~ICA SttOULD STAND UP FOR TAX JUSTICE 

http:i/bit ly/[QZvzC 

A report recently released by Tax Justice Network-Africa, ’Tax Us If 
You Can: Why Africa should stand up :for tax .justice’, addresses both 
domestic and international challenges facing African countries in 
their efforts to raise domestic resources to finance development. ~Ilqe 
report emphasises the importance of tax noting that, ’In Africa, tax 
revenue will be essential for establishing independent states of free 
citizens, less reliant on foreign aid and the vagaries of external 
Capital.’ 

AFRICA: WORLD BANff( IDENTIFIES FIVE POOR STATES AS ’GROWTH POLES’ 

http:i/ipsnews.netinexvs.asp?idnews 54738 



Africa faces an unprecedented opportunity to transform itself, says 
the World Bank. Its new strategy for the continent aims to leverage 
growing South-South investment to ensure ruore inclusive development, 
while identifying five poor states as ’Growth Poles’. The Bank says 
its new- plan will prinritise employruent and competitiveness, while 
also addressing the problems that make African countries particularly 
vulnerable to disaster, disease and climate change. 

AFRICA: WORLD BANK OUTLINES RISKS FOR NEW AFRICA STRATEGY 

http://mg.co.za/articlei2011-03-03-wor ld-bank-outlines-risks-for-new-africa-strategy 

The World Bank’s new Africa strategy, which ~vas unveiled on Thursday 
(03 March), carries three mare risks, including a volatile global 
economy, political violence and conflict, and inadequate resources 
The new- strategy will focus on the three main pillars of 
competitiveness and employment; wfinerabilit7 and resilience; and 
governance and public sector capacity. 

GLOBAL: MICROCREDIT CRITICS SAY DEBT DOESN’T EQUAL EMANCIPATION 

http://ipsnews net/news.a sp ?idne;vs 54596 

In response to a pelting critique ficom academics, economists and 
grassroots organisers worldwide, the 2011 ’State of the iVficrocredit 
Summit Campaign Report’ plans to address the controversies surrounding 
a development scheme that man)’ believe to have failed. A tempest of 
questions, censures and confusions has battered at the doors of Micro 
Finance Institutions (ivff~Is), whose small-scale loans man), are calling 
’micro band-aids’ on the wound of inequali~7 that the world is 
currently nursing. 

SOUTtIERN A[~!ICA: NON-][’ARWF ’IXU’d)E BARRIER S SPRINGING UP 

http://ipsnews net/news.asp ?idnews 54812 

Despite regional initiatives that even include the eventual 
pussibility of a ’Cape-tu-Cairo’ free trade area, protectionist 
impulses have caused non-tariff barriers to spring up acruss Suuthem 
Africa. Zambian trade cunsultant Juhn Kasanga cites cuuntless examples 
uf nun-tari:ff barriers acruss the reginn: ’Zambia protects its sugar 
industry, from cheaper imports :[’rum Zimbabwe by demanding that all 
imported sugar be furtified with vitamin A. Zimbabwe, in turn, has 
blucked Zambian strawberries by stipulating that an)’ shipment of this 
fragile fresh pruduce must be at least a massive one tun’ 
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A[~’RICA: US FUNDING TO ’]"RAIN 140 000 AFRICAN t flgA[2ItICARE WORKERS 

http:f/mg.cuza/article/2011-03-C9-u s-funding-t o-train- 140-0(X)-aJ’rican-healthcare-workers 

A nexv programme, funded largely by the United States President’s 
Emergency Plan for Aids Relief (Pepfar), will provide $130-million in 
grants to African institutions, xvith the aim of strengthening medical 
education and research training. Dr Francis Collins, director of the 
National Institute of Health (NIH), said the goals of the Medical 
Education Partnership Initiative (Mepi) are armbitious. ’The intention 
here is, over five years, to train no less than 140 000 healthcare 
workers and to provide a real platform for a wide variety- of research 
activities going forward. This is not something that has been 
attempted before,’ he said. 

ETHIOPIA: HOSPITAL BIRTHS ST1LL UNPOPULAR 

http:/i,~vw.plusncws.or<iReport.aspx?ReportId 92142 

Ethiopia is boosting its health worker numbers, building thousands of 
health centres and working with donors to prinritize the prevention of 

mother-to-child HIV transmission (PM’TCT). Even so, most women still 
prefer to have their babies at home. An estimated 2.4 per cent of 
pregnant women in Ethiopia are thought to be HIV-positive - rising to 
3.5 per cent in the 15-24 age group. The national average is just over 
2 per cent. About 20 per cent of children born to HIV-positlve mothers 
annually are also infected with HIV, according to goverl~ment 



statistics. 

KENYA: BUD(IF, T TOO SIVI~’kLI, TO COVIiR II[iALTH N[fEDS 

http ://ipsnews.net/newsTVE.asp ?idnews 54793 

Professor Anyang Nyong’o might have guessed that a trip to the United 
States for treatment for prostate cancer would provoke a furore: he is 
the Minister for Medical Services. Health activists are outraged that 
high-profile politicians are able to access world class facilities, 
whilst ordinary Kenyans can only- dream of accessing such health care. 
’We are glad that the minister is back and is exuding good health. But 
what choices does the ordinary Kenyan have at accessing quality 
treatnrent?’ asks Nairobi resident, Milka Ondiek. 

S OI~H AFRICA: GOVEP~!ENT ACKNOWLELX?,ES RLrDE STAFF A~ND DIRTY (~’L~’ICS 

http ://www.health-e.org.za/news/at ticle, php?uid 20033105 

The South Africa government is extremely concerned about the continued 
dissatisfaction of patients who often face rude staff; long queues as 
well as dirty and unsafe clinics and hospitals, the Director General 
of Health acknoxvledged at a meeting on healthcare standards and 
quality. Dr Precious Matsoso said South Africa’s healthcare outputs 
were very poor in relation to its inputs. 

SOL~H AFRICA: LNSU~,ANCE PRODUCTS FOR PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV 

http:/’/www.section27 org.za/2011/03/04/insurance-pro ducts-for-people-living-with-hiv/ 

Many people living with HIV continue to face unfair discrimination in 
various aspects of their lives, says social justice organisation 
SECTION27. ’SECTION27 often receives reports from people ~vho are 
denied access to insurance products solely on the basis that they are 
HIV positive, or are offered cover at what appear to be highly 
inflated prices The practice of denying cover has gone on for more 
than two decades, with little change And yet the implications of HIV 
inf’ection for health status and life expectancy have changed 
dramatically over the same period.’ 

UGANDA: CASH CRUNCH DELAYS SHWT TO ~rftO-RECOi’,/D~ENDED PMTCT REGINNN 

http:/i~vww.plusne~vs.org/Report.aspx?ReportId 92043 

A shortage of money means Uganda is unlikely to shift its prevention 
of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT) programmes to a more efficient 
UN World Health Organisation (WHO) regimen soon, say government 
officials. In 2010, WttO recommended two equally effective options for 
PMTCT. The first, Option A, is fairly similar to the system Uganda 
c urrently uses. It involves single-dose antiretroviral (ARV) drugs Jk~r 
the mother - f[’her CD4 count is over 350 - fi’om the 14th week, as 
well as ARVs during labour, delivery and one week post-partum 
Pregnant women with CD4 counts below 350 are advised to start taking 
ARVs for their own health. Option B involves triple therapy ARVs from 
the 14th week of’pregnancy until one week after breast:[’eeding has 
ended, which can be up to one year. The Ugandan government has 
expressed its intention to shift to Option B, which is simpler lk~r 
health providers and mothers to implement than Option A However, an 
alrea@ stressed ttIV budget may make this impossible. 

Z~’L\’f[3IA: Mt,’.DICINt*; ALLIANCE FI(IHTING CORR~[1PTION IN ZA]k,ffIIA 

http ://www.ips orb/africa/2011/03/medicine-alliance-fightin g-corruption-in-zambia/ 

There is a ray of hope for millions of poor Zambians - thanks to the 
unwavering anti-corruption eflk~rts of many orgamsations like 
Transparency International Zambia (TIZ) and the Medicines Transparency 
Alliance (MeTA). Supported by the UK’s development agency DFiD, since 
2008, the international initiatives have been spearheading a prqiect 
aimed at helping to increase access to essential medicines by low 
inconre and disadvantaged people in Zambia. MeTA and TIZ want to 
improve transparency and accountabili~ in the selection, procurement, 
sale and distribution of essential medicines in Zanrbia. And it 
involves the key sectors in government, the pharmaceutical industry, 
civil society and the donor conmmnity. 



ZAMBIA: T[t]IKD-LINE ARVS AVAILABLE SOON 

http:i/www.pl usn ews. orafReport.aspx?Repor rid 92124 

After months of lobbying and campaigning by Zambian actiwsts, the 
government has announced that it will provide free third-line 
antiretroviral (ARV) drugs to people living with HIV. This week the 
government invited bids for supplying the drags, which they- at first 
had said were too expensive, and the number of people needing them 
still too small. It is expected that the drugs will be available by 
mid-2011. More than 300,000 people receive ARV treatment at over 1,400 
counselling and testing sites across Zambia. 

ZIMBABWE: LIFE EXPECTANCY FOR WOMEN AT 33.5 "FE.QRS, SAYS SOKWANELE 

http :i/www. sokxvanele, c omithisis zimbabwe/ar chives/6446 

Life expectancy is just 33.5 years for Zimbabwean women the lowest 
in the world; at least 18 per cent of the population lives with HIV 
and AIDS and of the 1,6-millinn Zimbabweans with HIV, 55 per cent are 
women. This is according to activist group Sokwanele, although no 
source was provided with the information. 

14 Education 

AFRICA: CONTINENT URGED TO STRENGTHEN RESE.&RCH T~S 

http:~www~scidev~net/en/news/african-c~untries-urged-t~-strengthen-research-ties htm~ 

African academics are backing a drive to establish closer research and 
higher-education ties between countries on the continent to boost its 
development. The vision is set out in a document finalised in January 
by the Association for the Development of Education in Africa (ADEA) - 
with the support of the African Union and the Association of African 
Universities - and recently seen by SciDev.Net. 

SOUTH AFRICA: UCT 1N V~L4R OVER ’BANTU EDUCATION’ 

http ://mg. co.za/articlei2011-03-11-uct-in-war-ov er-bantu-educati on 

The spectre of ’bantu education’ has risen to haunt the University of 
Cape To;vn (UCT) again 
Controversy is erupting as UCT’s administration moves in on the 
university’s reno;vned Centre for African Studies (CAS) What these 

moves should be called is itself contested - the ’closure’ of CAS, as 
some outraged students and staff see it; its ’disestablishment’ and 
’merging’, as the administration prefers 

SUDAN: GRADUATES PRO’I~;ST IN SUDAN OIL AREA 

http : / /afireuters.comf article/topNews/idAFJO E72908G20110310 

More than 200 unemployed graduates took to the streets to demand jobs 
in the main oil-producing state of northern Sudan on Thursday (10 
March), witnesses said, a rare display of dissent in a politically 
sensitive area. ~fhe police have swiftly crushed a series of small 
protests in north Sudan this year, some seeking an end to the 
21-year-rule of President ()mar Hassan al-Bashir and inspired by 
uprisings in the Arab world. 

TANZ>’,NIA: NGO ~[D CONDUCT CttILDREN LEARNING ASSESSMENT 

http://*vw*v.ansa-africa.net/indexphp/vie*vs/news viewingo to conduct children learning assessment/ 

At least 80,000 households in 133 districts are expected to be covered 
by research aimed at testing reading and basic arithmetic capacity of 
children aged between five and 16 years. ’We are embarking on the 
second annual assessment after the release and dissemination of the 
findings from the maiden one in 2010 where xve covered 38 districts,’ 
the Uwezo Research Manager, Dr Grace Soko said. 



15 LGBTI 

DRC: LACK OF t:UNDS IMPEDES FIGtIT AGAINST ANT]-tIOMOSEXUALITY BILL 

h ttp :/’/www m a sk o r~. z a/’] a c k-o f-fu n d s- imp e d e-effo rt s-t o- o p p o s e-dr c’s-an t i- h om o s e x u ali ty-bil 1/ 

Almost five months after the anti homosexuality bill was tabled berate 
the National Assembly o:[" the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), 
Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Transsexual (LGBT) organisations and 
activists say they have not had the opportuni~ to mobilise or even 
undertake any action to oppose the bill due the lack of funding to 
support the activities. Jean Bedel Kaniki ofHirondelles Bukava, an 
LGBTI organisation in the DRC, said organisations had solely depended 
on financial support promised by an international funder, which the), 
did not get. 

SOUTH AFRICA: GOVERNMENT REFUSES TO SACK UGANDAN AMBASSADOR 

http://,~vw.mask.org, zaisa-governraent-b acks-"homophobic"-colutnnist/ 

Following a statement issued by the Democratic Alliance on 31 Janual~/ 
this year, calling for the axing of controversial columnist, no~v South 
African A~nbassador in Uganda, Jon Q~velane from his post, govemraent 
has responded in full support of Qwelane stating he ~vill occupy his 
cutrent position despite any opposition. Clayton Monyela, spokesperson 
of the Department if International Relations and Cooperation said ’the 
issue of those people asking for the removal of Ambassador Q~velane is 
not up for debate, the arabassador shall remain as arabassador as 
appointed by the President himseli". 

16 Racism & xenophobia 

SOUTH AFRICA: ANC RAPS IVLANL~L AND DISSIDENTS 

http://w~vw citypress.co za/Politics/News/ANC-raps-Manuel-and-dissidents-20110313 

The ANC’s national executive committee (ik]EC) has rapped i~finister in 
the Presidency Trevor Manuel over the knuckles fbr his open letter 
criticis~ng government spokesperson Jin~my Manyi for his remarks on 
coloureds.Manuel wrote an open letter to Manyi fbllowing comments the 
government spokesperson made in a TV interview- a year ago that 
coloureds were ’over-concentrated’ in the Western Cape. 

17 Environment 

ETHIOPLA: AGRIBUSIR~ES S BOOM THREATENS KEY AFRICAN YVILDLIFE MIGRATION 

http://falrnland~rab.or~/post/view/18271 

The Ethiopian region of Gambella is home to Ali’ica’s second-largest 
mammal migration, with more than a million endangered antelope and 
other animals moving through its grasslands. But the government has 
now leased vast tracts to foreign agribusinesses who are planning huge 
farms on land designated a national park. Unreported, an environmental 
tragedy is unfolding in a remote corner of Africa, on the borders of 
the newly-designated state o:[" South Sudan, that could imperil the 
second-largest mammal migration on the African continent 

SOllfrftI At:RICA: AI.ARM OVER ACID MINE ]DRAINAGE PROBLEM 

h ttp ://’bit.ly/h[.tlLM 

’Fighting the scourge of Acid Mine Drainage becomes not only a matter 
of environmental importance, but also one o:[’protecting vulnerable, 
local communities that depend upon South Africa’s :finite natural 
resources,’ says this article from the Consultancy Africa Intelligence 
newsletter published on the Sangonet website. ’The AMD scourge may 
place undue stress upon the country’s resources and industries, and 
potentially undermine the overall stability of the country.’ 

SOUTH AFRICA: JAPANS NUCLEAR DISASTER AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN THREAT 

’We call upon the nuclear industry, and the South African govermnent, 
to take this disaster seriously, and abandon all nuclear plans for our 
cout~try,’ says Earthlife Africa Cape Town in response to the impact of 



the Japanese earthquake on that country’s nuclear power stations. 
’Given that proposed sites are all along the cuast, we believe that 
this gamble is unacceptable. Not only are sustainable and safe 
alternatives cheaper than nuclear puwer, but the?’ are alsu better 
solutions to the creation of decent work and energy security, as well 
as the best sulutiuns to limit climate change’ 

http://www.pambazuka.urgienlcategur¥/environment/71673 

TANZANIA: BIOFIj~EL PROJECT’S B.Cd~,EN PROMISE 

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp ?idnews 54783 

An ambitious project to produce clean energy for the Netherlands and 
Belgium has degenerated into a controversial abuse of natural 
resources in Africa. Bioshape, a clean energy_ company based in Neer, 
the Netherlands, is going through bankruptcy proceedings after 
spending 9.6 nrillion dollars on a failed biofuel prqiect in Tanzania. 
In 2006, the company agreed to lease 80,000 hectares of coastal 
woodland in the southern district of Kilwa to grow j atropha, a stnub 
whose seeds contain an oil that can be processed into green fuel. 

18 Food Justice 

GLOBAL: AGROECOLOGY AND THE RIGHT TO FOOD 

http:/ibit, lyif6Sn 1Z 

On 8 March, Olivier De Schutter, the United Nations Special Rapporteur 
on the Right to Food, presented his new report ’Agro-ecology and the 
right to food’ befbre the U~" Human Rights Council Based on an 
extensive review of recent scientific literature, the report 
demonstrates that agroecology, if sufficiently supported, can double 
food production in entire regions within 10 years ~vhile mitigating 
climate change and alleviating rural poverty. The report therefore 
calls States for a fundamental shift towards agro-ecology as a way for 
countries to feed themselves while addressing climate and poverty 
challenges. 

SOUTH AFRICA: GIVIO CROP AREA Ilk- SA RISES, SLOW GROWTH FOR AFRICA 

http ://mg.co.za/articlei2011-03-03-gmo-cr op-area-in-s a-rises-slo~v-~rowth-fbr-aftica 

South Aftica’s genetically modified crop area for the 2010/11 season 
rose 6 per cent but perceptions make it hard for other African 
countries to adopt the practice, the deputy agriculture minister said 
on Thursday (03 IVfarch). South Afidca, the world’s seventh-largest 
producer of GM crops but Africa’s biggest, has seen a rapid increase 
in gene-altered crop output since it started growing GM farm produce 
in 1998. 
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19 Media & freedom of expression 

CAME[ZOON: NETI~ENS REACT TO SMS-TO-~[~&TEET BAN 

http://ffloba[voicesonline, orff/2011/03/101cameroon-ne tizens-reac t-t o-sms-t u-tweet-b an/ 

International Wumen’s Day 2011 wil] be remembered in Cameruon fi~r more 
technolugical reasuns Bouba Kaele, a marketing manager at the South 
African M~IN telecom company in Cameroon, announced un social network 
Twitter that the Cameroonian (iovemment banned access to twitter via 
SMS fi~r M’IN custumers. This news caused anger among the Cameruonian 
online cummunity 

(;0~IZ~; D’IVO]RE: NO N[g\VSPAPER S ON SALE AS A RESULT OF POLI~IICAL CRISIS 

http://en.rsf org/cute-d-lvuire-n o-newspapers-on-sale-a s-a-result-11-03-2011,39778.html 

No newspapers were distributed on Friday in C6te d’Ivoire, where the 
protracted political inrpasse is creating an extreruely grave if not 
inrpossible situation for journalists and news nredia. As the country 
seems to head steadily towards civil war, with casualties every day-, 
journalists are being exposed to threats, arrests and reprisals, and 
often have to risk lives to report in some neighbrutrhoods, says RSF. 



GLOBAL: iX~E\VS MEDIA .ad~D THE DANGERS FACED BY WOMEN 

http:/ien.rsf.org/news-media-a-men-s-preserve-that-07-03-2011,39674.htm1 

To mark International Women’s Day on 8 March, Reporters Without 
Borders released a report on the problems of women who work as 
journalists. It reaffirms several important principles, contains 
intcl~’iews with women journalists throughout the world and describes 
all the different problems they encounter, ranging from evet?~day 
discriruination to the most tragic forms of violence. 

GLOBAL: RSF ISSLriES iX]EW ’ENF)~qiBS OF THE INTTEI~NE~T’ LIST 

http ://en rsf.org/nawa at-reporters-~vithout-bor ders- 11-03 -2011,39776.html 

Reporters Without Borders has carried out a new survey of online 
freedom of expression fbr World Day Against Cyber-Censorship, marked 
on 12 March. ’One in three of the world’s Internet users does not have 
a ccess to an unrestricted Internet,’ Reporters Without Borders 
secretal)’-general Jean-Francois Julliard said. ’Around 60 countries 
censor the Internet to yawing degrees and harass netizens At least 
119 people are currently in prison just for using the Intemet to 
express their views fi’eely. These are disturbing figures.’ 

LIBYA: AL-JAZEERA JOURixL4LIST KILLED AND ANOTHER WOLrN~)ED 

http ://www cpi or~/2011/03/in-libva-al-iazeera-iournalist-killed-and -another.php 

Unidentified gtu~men killed an A1-Jazeera cameraman and ;vounded his 
colleague near the eastern rebel-held city of Benghazi in an ambush on 
Saturday, according to the Qatar-based satellite station. This is the 
first COl~firmed death reported in the Libyan conflict, the Committee 
to Protect Juurnalists has said. 

SOMALIA: WA2&R[N(I MILITIAS RANDOMLY ’ARREST’ JOIIRNALISTS 

h ttp://www, li’eeafric anmedia, c um/art~c le/2011-02 -24-sumalia-warrin;-militias-ran dumly-arres t-i uurnal i s ts 

Since 1992, 34 juumalists have been killed in Somalia, accurding tu 
the Committee to Protect Juumalists. ’]?his doesn’t take into accuunt 
juurnalists whu die in car accidents, but only instances where deaths 
are wurk-related ]n 2010 two Somali journalists were killed as a 
direct result of their wurk, Sheikh Nur Muhamed Abkey, whu wurked ~br 
state-run Radiu Mugadishu, was gunned down near his hume, and Barkhat 
Awale, directur uf tlurma cummuniW radiu, was killed by a stray bullet 
frum nearby :fighting. No Sumali journalists have been killed this year 
- su far Death is the must extreme example of the many dangers facing 
journalists in Sumalia. Alrea@ this year, twu juumalists have been 
captured by militia gruups, ahhuugh both have been released 
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20 Curfflict & emergencies 

COTE D’IVOIRE: RIVAL FORCES FACE-OFF 1N ABIDJA~ S TENSE ABOBO DISTILICT 

http :i/rng.co.za/ar ticle/2011-03-14-rival-forces-faceoff-in-abidians-tense-ab ob o-district 

At the top of a tatted road in this tense Abidjan district, forces 
loyal to internationally recognised president Alassane Ouattara ruan a 
roadblock. At the other end, troops backing strongruan Laurent Gbagbo 
stand guard. In between lie two bodies, the latest casualties of a 
bloody stand-offbetween the rival camps. 

C~)TE D’IVOIRE: IS WAR THE ONLY OPTION? 

http :/,,’bit. l~,idNqGiv 

ECOWAS member states should armounce that rnembers of the unrecognised 
Gbagbo government and his entourage are ’persona non grata’ in their 
territol?, and break all econoruic and financial ties ~vith public or 
semi-public companies, particularly in the oil and energy sectors, 
controlled by that regirne. This is according to a report ftom the 
International Crisis Group. C6te d’Ivoire is in crisis after Laurent 
Gbagbo refused to step down after he lost the November 2010 
presidential election 



DRC: SECUff~ITY DETER!ORATES 1N UEL~ DISTR!CTS 

http://www irirmews.org/Report.aspx?ReportID 92166 

The presence of Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) rebels has led to 
deteriorating security conditions for aid workers and civilians in the 
northern Democratic Republic of Congo’s two Uel~ districts, where 31 
attacks took place in January alone as many as in the last three 
months of 2010 On 6 March, six World Food Progranzme (~rFP) trucks were 
ambushed by a group of 30 men a few kilometers south of Banda, on the 
road to Ango, in Bas Uel~ district. The vehicles were part of a 
17-strong convoy. The attackers made off~vith sacks of flour and 
drivers’ personal effects. 

GLOBAL: US APPROVED $40-BILLION ]N 2009 PRP,YATE AR2vIS SALES 

http :f/m~.co za/article/2011-03-12-u s-approved-40billion-m-2009-private-arms-sales 

The US government approved $40-billion in worldwide private arms sales 
in 2009, including more than $7-billion to Madeast and North Afl-ican 
nations that are struggling with political upheaval, according to 
newly released government figures. [~’rom 2008 to 2009, the US 
amhofised increasing sales of military shipments to the now-toppled 
Egyptian government of ttosni Mubarak and the embattled kingdom of 
Bahrain. 

LIBYA: AU PANEL WELCOMED. ARAB LF.AGUE SLAMMt{D 

http://af.reuters, com/ar tic le/topNews/idAF JOE72D01 L20110314 

Libya said on Sunday it welcomed an African Union panel Jbrmed to tW 
to end the Libyan crisis and said it would facilitate its work, while 
condemning an Arab League resolution calling J2~r a no-fly zone over 
the country The African Union announced on Friday the leaders o:[" 
South Africa, Uganda, Mauritania, Congo and Mali would form a panel 
that will travel to Libya shortly. 

LIBYA: REBELS FLEE GADDAFI ADVA~NCE 

http :~,’cnglish.aliazeera.net/news/africa/2011/03/201131310173990383 3.html 

Libyan armed forces loyal to Muammar Gaddafi have cleared ’armed 
gangs’ from the oil-rich town of Brega in the east, an army source 
told state television on Sunday. ’Brega has been cleansed of armed 
gangs,’ the militacy source was quoted as saying. The report could not 
irmnediately be verified. State television has in the past issued false 
reports claiming territolN. But the claim comes amid a string of 
setbacks for the rebels who have lost several cities in the east to 
pro-Gaddafi forces. Brega’s fall into the hands of Gaddafi loyalists 
would deal a further blow- to the opposition’s morale and momenturn. 

SUDAN: ARMY, DARFL~�~ REBEL CLASH KILL S 17 

http :i/a£reuters.cor~,’articleitopNews/idAF JO E72905P20110 310 

Darfi~r rebels attacked a Sudanese army supply convoy in the 
insurgents’ mountainous Jabel Malta stronghold, leaving at least 17 
people dead, the milital3,- said. No one ~vas inzmediately available for 
comment from the rebels group named by the military - a fa ction of the 
Sudan Liberation Army (SLA) loyal to Abdel Wahed al-Nur which ~valked 
out of peace talks in 2006 and has refused to return 

WESTERN SAHARA: PARTIES TO DISPUTE CONCLUDE ANOTHER ROLrN~D OF LrN-CONVENE~D TALKS 

http:/i;vw;v.un.org/apps/news/stor¥.asp?NewsID 37724&Cr western+sahara&Crl 

Representatives of the parties to the Western Sahara dispute, Morocco 
and the Frente Polisario, have wrapped up another round of talks, 
during which both sides continued to reject each other’s proposal as a 
sole basis fbr future negotiations, United Nations envoy Christopher 
Ross said ’The proposals of the two parties were again presented,’ 
said a communiqu~ read by Mr Ross, the Secreta~-General’s Personal 



Envoy for Western Sahara at the end of the two-day meeting, held ~n 
Malta. ’By the end of the meeting, each party continued to r~iect the 
proposal of the other as a sole basis for future negotiations,’ it 
added. 
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21 Internet & technology 

AFRICA: GOOGLE SEARCH REQUESTS GROW-LNG 50 PER CENT EACH YEAR 1N AFRICA 

http:/ibit, ly/f’qP 1 oZ 

Google is recording record growth in sub-Saharan Africa, benefiting 
from 50 per cent annual growth in search requests coming from the 
region. At a conference in Senegal hosted by the search engine giant, 
Business Dcveloprnent Associate Ayite Gaba also revealed that four out 
of eveu 10 Google search requests come from a mobile phone. 

AFRICA: MEDL~. RIGHTS GROIJ~P HA~S TIj~ffSIA, EG’~7)T ONLINE PROGRESS 

h ttp :iib it.lv /eg B Xv6 

A press freedom watchdog took Egypt and Tunisia off its online 
censorship blacklist following their recent revolutions and awarded a 
web rnedia award to Tunisian news bloggers. In Egypt, ’the heavy- 
filtering (of Internet sites) at the height of the revolution has 
reportedly ended,’ said Reporters Without Borders (RSF) in an annual 
report on the eve of its World Day Against Cyber-Censorship. 

GLOBAL: CHANGING THE WORLD ONE MAP AT A Tevflff 

http ://irevolution.net/2011/03/06/changing-world-map/ 

This blog post points to the exciting potential created by vohmteers 
from thousands of miles away using social net~vorking platforms and 
free, open source software to create live crisis maps ’.. thanks to 
today’s easy mapping platforms, volunteers can help respond to a 
crisis from thousands of miles away by collaborating online to create 
a live map that can be used to support humanitarian operations They 
can use social net~vorking platforms to connect, organize, recruit and 
train’ 

NORTH AFRICA: HOW MUCH DOES 1NTEI~NE~T ACCESS IWLATTER? 

http ://adv~cacv.~1~ba~v~ices~n1ine. ~r~/2~1~ /~3/~ ~/h~w-much-d~es-internet-access-matter/ 

Amidst the ongoing debate of the role of social media in revolutions 
across the Middle East and North Africa lies another question: to what 
degree does [ntemet access matter in determining the role of the 
Imernet and social media in these revolts? In EgT. pt and Tunisia, many 
attribute an important role to online tools while others debate their 
worth; most observers fall somewhere in the middle, recognising the 
value of the Internet but remaining realistic about its limitations. 
This blog post assesses various aspects of the debate 

SOI.TIII AFRICA: PIRATf~D DVI)S IN A SOUTH AbI[~ICAN TOV~NSHIP MEAN ACCESS TO 

CULTURE ANI) SOCIAL INCLUSION 

http :/ /www.apc. or~/en/news/pirated-dvds-south-afiican-township-mean-access-cu 

While the South African Department of Trade and Industry has stepped 
up criminalisation of pirated books, movies, and music, consumer 
patterns show that obtaining pirated media is widely accepted. In 
fact, a case sturdy in Hanover Park, a poor neighbourhood outside Cape 
Town where the Association of Progressive Comanunication investigated 
CD piracy, most residents made no distinction between pirated and 
legal goods. Some people interviewed found the concept of piracy 
completely fi~reign, and all respondents felt that their use of pirated 
goods xvas legitimate, given their econotnic situation. Average 
consumers feel they- have no choice but to turn to cheaper alternatives 
because the price of original goods is simply too high for them to 
afford. 
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22 eNewsletters & mailing lists 



AFRICAN PEOPLES .4DVOCACY (APA) NEWSLETTER 

http:i/xvwxv, apadvocac¥, org/p/african-peo p les-advoc ac¥-newslettcr.html 

The latest newsletter from African Peoples Advocacy (APA) contains 
articles on the plight of migrants in Libya, the situation in Cote 
d’Ivoire, the Ugandan elections and further information about events 
and activities. 

THE N’~%LENI XrEYVSLETTER 

Industrialised food production: the base of the junk food system 

http://www.weleniorg/?lang en&lang fixe ok 

The Nyeleni Newsletter is now available online in three languages: 
English, Spanish and French This edition of the newsletter has a 
special on factoly’ farming The newsletter is published evecz two 
months on the http://w~.m/eleniorg ~vebsite. Each newsletter comes 
with an additional document - a list of reports and more references 
that can be downloaded from the same website. 
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23 Fundraising & useful resources 

AFRICA: WORLD SOCIAL FORL2vl Ilk-DAI<L&R. THE STRUGGLE FOR ANOTHER WORLD 

http ://www.kontext-tv. de 

The independent ne~vs magazine Kontext TV, supported by Noam Chomsky 
and others, was at the World Social Forum in Dakar, Senegal in 
February and has produced a series of broadcasts on the occasion of 
the Forum’s 10th am~iversary The first programme is now online in 
English and German versions under http://ww~kontext-tvde The 
programme reports about some of the key issues at the Forum such as 
the impacts of the revolutinns in North Africa and the formation of a 
worldwide movement for climate justice and land grabbing Another 
broadcast focussing on Ali*ica is going to follow. 

EGYPT: DOCUMENTING T[IE R~[*IVOLI2T[ON 

http ://iamian25.com/ 

http://iam]an25 corn i s an online video and pho tographic archive 

documenting the Egyptian revolution. 

HELP O XFAM SHAPE T[tEIR NF, W WI{B SITE FOR DEVI{LOPMENT AND HUMANITARIAN 
PROFESSIONALS 

In 2011 Oxfam will launch a new section of its website aimed at 
development and humanitarian professionals. The new site aims to share 
Oxfam’s policy, practice and research with development practitioners, 
researchers, advocacy and campaign organisations, and policy formers 
worldwide. This site will replace the current Oxfam Publications 
website http://www.oxfam.urg.uk/publications 
Oxfam needs your help and your input by completing a short survey to 
help influence the development of the nexv site so that it can better 
support your work. This sm~zcy is an important part of building the 
new website, and we would be grateful if you could take a few minutes 
of your time to fill it in. The sm’,~ey will take no more than 10 
minutes to complete and your input is extremely valuable. If possible 
please share this sur,~ey with colleagues and pass it on to your xvider 
networks. The closing date for completion is 25 March. This is the url 
for the sm~zcy: 

http ://qnr.sul~’eyshack. com/s/EvHfs, ohUrqxFv8 T 

SOCL4L CONFLICT 1N AFRICA DATABASE ~2~rEB TOOL FOR RESEARCHERS 

httl~ :/ic ca~s. strausscenter, or~/scad,’conflicts 

The Social Conflict in Africa Database (SCAD) is a resurtrce for 
conducting research and analysis on various forms of social and 
political unrest in Africa. It includes over 6,000 social corfflict 
events across Africa ficom 1990 to 2009, including riots, strikes, 
protests, coups, and cormntmal violence 



24 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

CALL OF INTEREST: ADVANCED DIPLOIVLA ]ix- CHILD PROTECTION IN F2~F~GENCIES 

Child Protection ;Vorking Group (CPWG) 

The Advanced Diploma in Child Protection in Emergencies aims to 
address the gaps in child protection in emergencies staff capacity, as 
identified in the recent scoping stud?- carried out on behalf of the 
CP;VG in October 2010. 

http ://v~vw pambaza~ka, orgienicateg orv /coursesi715 5 2 

THE IVLACHEL MANDELA INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME 

Deadline: 23 March 2011 

The Brenthurst Foundation is inviting app]ications from young 
graduates for the newly established Machel Mandela Internship 
Programme, named in honour o:[’former South African President Nelson 
Mandela and his wife (iraca Machel The Machel Mandela Internship 
programme aims to be the most prestigious of its kind in Africa It 
will help sharpen the Brenthurst Foundation’s J2)cus on Af’rica’s 
burgeoning youth population and help nurture Africa’s future leaders 

http://~vww.pamba’zuka.or~/en/categor.,,/courses/71665 

TWAS FELLOWSttIPS: 2011 CALL FOR APP[.ICATIONS 

Postgraduate, postdoctoral, visiting scholar and advanced research 
fellowships available to scientists from developing countries 

TWAS Fellowships: 2011 Ca]l for Applications 
Postgraduate, postdoctoral, visiting scholar and advanced research 
fellowships available to scientists from developing countries 

TWAS, the academy of sciences for the developing world, is now 
accepting applications for its postgraduate, postdoctoral, visiting 
scholars and advanced research fellowship programmes. 
The fellowships are offered to scientists frora developing countries 
and are tenable at centres of excellence in various countries in the 
South, including Brazil, China, India, Kenya, Malaysia, Mexico, 
Pakistan and Thailand. 

Eligible fields include: agricultural and biological sciences, medical 
and health sciences, cheruistty, engineering, astronomy, space and 
earth sciences, mathematics and physics. 

Please see http://www.twas.org > Progranm~es > Exchange > Fellowships 
(http ://twas.ictp. it/prog/exchangeifclls/fells-ovcrvie~v) for the 
latest irfformation regarding all these programmes, including 
eligibility criteria, deadlines, etc, and to download the application 
fom~s and guidelines. 

Women scientists are especially- encouraged to apply-. 

25 Publications 

FIRST ISSUE OF THE OXFORD 2vIONITOR OF FORCED MIGRATION (OXMO) NOW AVAILABLE 

http:I/f~m-cab.blo~spot cona/201 li03/inau~ural-issu e-of-oxmo.html 

The first issue of the Oxford Monitor of Forced Migration (OxMo) is 
now available This new- student-rtm publication offers 11 short 
essays, personal accounts and academic articles. Titles include: 
- The Politics of Social Exclusion: Asylum Support Provisions in the 
LTK’s Draft Imrmgration Bill 2009 
- An Epic Journey towards a Refhgee Visa 
- A Culture of Disbelief" or Denial? Critiquing Refugee Status 
Determination in the United Kingdom 
- ’Come, we kill ;vhat is called "persecution life"’: Sudanese Refugee 
Youth Gangs in Cairo’. 

SPECIAL ISSUE: STRENGTH OF A WOMAN 



http :llbit,Iyl~UAreH 

African Women and Child Feature Service has produced a 24-page special 
newspaper that looks at the gains, challenges and obstacles women have 
faced - particularly in relation to advancing in leadership and 
education. ’Strength of a Woman’ takes stock of women’s progress 25 
years ~fter the Nairobi Forward Looking Strategies and 16 years after 
the Beijing Platform for Action. 

26 Jobs 

.%~RICA PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

International Rivers 

International Rivers supports civil society groups and conm~unities 
around the world xvhich seek to stop destl.active dams and promote 
better methods of meeting energy and water needs. We are looking for 
an experienced, skilled, dynamic director of our Africa Program. The 
position will be based at our main office in Berkeley or at a 
strategic location in Africa (such as Nairobi, Johannesburg, or 
Accra). 

htm :Iiwww,t~ambazuka.or~lergcateaol"v/i obsi71449 

I’,I’,h",,i’,,iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,,i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
27 YVikiLeaks and Africa 

CAR: BOZIZE ’WAi’~PED CL’I’ OF US ROAD CASH 

http://bit. N/gzNf~’ 

A tussle over a road gave a glimpse of the inner ;vorkings of the 
Central Afi’ican Republic goverlnnent with a leaked US cable suggesting 
that President Francois Bozize had sought to personally profit from 
money set aside for the project. The $2.75 million USAid-funded 
proj ect would have been an integral part of an east-west road that 
directly responded to the Central African government’s o;vn poverty 
reduction strategy paper. But according to new WikiLeaks cables, a 
frenzy of meetings with Mr Bozize and his cronies ahead of the 
scheduled 26 October 2009 launch of the road works left the US 
ambassador with the impression that the President was ’personally 
interested in the monetal)- benefits that international development 
money brings’. 

EG’~q~T: CAIRO THREATENED TO USE FORCE OVER THREATS TO iNgLE WATERS - WIKILEAKS 

http :l lwww theeastafrican, co.ke/news/-/25 58/1115466i-lo 5nsuuz/-/ 

The government of the ousted Egyptian strongman, Hosni Mubarak, at one 
time considered the use of force if upstream countries threatened its 
historical rights to the use of the Nile waters. The administration 
was incensed by riparian states insistence on using the Nile for 
~rrigauon and other water consuming projects. According to 
confidential cables, sent to Washington, by American diplomats based 
in Cairo, the Mubarak administration viewed access to its quota o:[" 
Nile waters as a national security issue, ’and a creation of a system 
that threatens this quota will be seen as an existential threat’. 

KENYA: PRESIDENT ’ SET PM UP’ IN MIGINGO ISLAN~D DISPUTE 

http ://bit Iy/hd[t4K7 

Kenya’s President Mwai Kibaki did not take strong action against 
Uganda :[’or ’grabbing’ Mrgingo Island to politically undermine Prime 
Minister R aila Odinga. ’]"hat was the thinking by US embassy officials 
in Nairobi, as revealed by secret diplomatic cables made public by 
whistleblower website WikiLeaks. The cable analyses the background to 
the tin)’ disputed island on Lake Victoria, the way it has impacted on 
Kenya-Uganda relations and also become a political dispute in Kenya. 

NIGERIA: PRESIDENT THREATENS TO SUE NEWSP.@ER O\~R W’fl(.1LEAKS’ REPORT 

http ://bit.154hJZwff 

Nigeria’s President Goodluck Jonathan has threatened to sue a local 
newspaper, NEXT, over its report on Sunday that he voted four times 



during the 2007 general elections, when he was a state governor and a 
v~ce presidential candidate under the ruling Peoples Democratic Part?’ 
(PDP). Accusing the newspaper of waging a ’malicious campaign of 
falsehood and calumny’ against him, the President also demanded a 
retraction of the story, which the paper credited to whistleblower 
website Wikileaks. NEXT, quoting Wikileaks, said the disclosure that 
Jonathan, then the governor of oil-producing Bayelsa, w~ted several 
times was made by the Governor of southern Edo state and former labour 
leader Adams Oshiomhole to US PolEicai Officers (pololt~), who 
visited him shortly after the court victory in his election petition. 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.org 

Pambazaka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

© Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Conm~ons Attribution-Noncorrm~ercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For fulther details see: 
http : i/~vw~v, pambazaka, org/en/about, php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 

httl~:/,,’w~’.l~ambazaka.or~/en ) 
EdigSo era lingua Portuguesa ( htt~://www.~ambazuka.orai~t ) 
Edition frangaise ( htt,0 ://wa~w.,0ambazuka.or~ift ) 
RSS Feeds available at htt~:i/www.~ambazaka.or~/etgnewsfeed.~h~ 

Pambazaka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http : i/~vw~v, pambazaka, org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSU~SCRIBE go to: 
http:I/pambazuka,gn.apc.org/cgi-birgmailman/listinfo/pambaz~ka-news 

or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in tJ~e subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-Ailcican electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samtr Amin’s ’Ending tJ~e Crisis of Capit.nlism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 

http://ihhamubooks.or~/boolc/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambaz~ka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines licom our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS Visit our Twitter page for more in]2)rmation: 
//twitter com/pambazukanews ( http://twitter.con~,pambazukanews ) 

* Pambazuka News has a Del icio.us ( http://Del,icio us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse ofAfidca! Visithttp://delicious com/pambazuka news. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 10:41 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Please help the AfiJcan Studies Center with grant reporting 

Hello everyone, 

As you may be awaxe, the UNC African Studies Center is required to gather and report data annually on Africa-focused courses, graduate placements, and faculty 

publications. We’ve been very. excited to be renewed by the Depaxtment of Education for another 4 year Title VI funding cycle. As an Africanist faculty member, your 

publications and conference presentations are particularly of interest to us as we report to the DOE on Africa-related research at UNC in the past year. 

The main categories that we are required to report on axe: 

Conference Presentations 

Authored Books 

Book Chapters 

Edited Books 
Journal Articles 

Working Papers 

Assessment Materials 

A/V and Podcasts 

We need to provide a co mat of the number of each of these categories completed by our facul~ in the reporting period of Fall 2009 - S ummer 2010. In particular we 

are counting publications ~md presentations which relate directly to AfiJca. If you would either emaJl me your CV, or simply reply with a number beside each of these 

categories (an estilnate is fine), that would be great. If your CV is available on your depoxtlnent website and you prefer we use that. can you take a moment to check 

that the Inost up to date version is available there? 

Thank you very. much for your help. We appreciate it, as always. 

Warm regards, 

Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 11:09 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Upcoming Pre~ntations on Latina Immigrants and Cit~enship 

Coll March 23.pdf 

Please ~oin us for two upcoming presentations: 

Kathleen Col~, Stanford University 

Remaking Citizenship: Lati~a ~mmigrants and New American Politics 

(~lobM E:ducat~on Cen~:er, Room 
5:30 ~ 7:00 pm 

Weavh~g the stories of Mexican and Central American women with h~tory and a~lysis of the m~tMmmigra~t upsurge in :{990~ California, Kath~ee~ Coil w~H d~cuss 

the impact of reform ~egisl~t~on on ind~vidua~ women’s ~ve~ and their e~gagement ~ grassroots po~tica~ organizing. Drawing on {.afi~ ~mm~grant~’ ~ccounts of 

person~l~ and pol~tic~l~ [r~H]sformati.a{?, Coil argues [or ~1 reformu~lt{.:N] of our de~{?H:{or~s of cH:{zer~ship and politics. 

Sponsored by the Curriculum ~n Won~en’5~ Studies, the D~versity Incentive }:und, the h~stRute for ~:he Study of the ~n~edcas, and the UNC Program ~r~ Latina/o 

Studies. 
Kathleen Col~ ~nd g~a C~{dwe~l 

Reflections on Collaborative Feminist Research on Cit~zensNp 
~a~ch 24, 2012 

(~lobM Education Cen~:er, Room 

KsLh]een Col{ and Kia CaldweH w~H discuss their ~nvolven?erlt in the klter--Urlivers~ty Working Group orl Gender and Cultural CitizerlshJp 

collaborative femh~ist research. Co~ m~d Ca~dwe~] are co-editors of Gendered (:Ytizenships: Transnr~tiona! Perspectives on Culture, Activism, and Knowledge 

Production (Palgrave Macmillan, 

~’l’he time of th~s presentation has been changed from 4:00 pn~. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(t~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28841315-4140465.0c3d4556662t5045btLt361b26fl)57fc7@lis[serv.unc.edu 



Wednesday, March 23, 2011 
5:30 - 7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

Weaving the stories of Mexican and Central Amer- 
ican women with history and analysis of the anti- 
immigrant upsurge in 1990s California, Kathleen 

W0menisStudiesitheDiversi~ Coll will discuss the impact of reform legislation 
n centi~ ~ 

Institute forthe Study of the on individual women’ s live s and their engagement 
ArnericasiandtheUNCPr0gramin in grassroots political organizing. Drawing on La- 

tatina~0Studies! tina immigrants’ accounts of personal and political 
transtbrmation, Coil argues for a retbrmulation of 
our definitions of citizenship and politics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 11:29 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
[afriafam] FW: the diaspora festival of black and independent film 

DavisKochiyamaPDF08 sized.pdf; ATT00001.c 

15 MARCH AT 7 PM HITCHCOCK ROOM * STONE CENTER * UNC 

MOUNTAINS THAT TAKE WING - 
ANGELA DAVIS & YURI KOCHIYAMA: 

A CONVERSATION ON LIFE, 
STRUGGLES AND LIBERATION 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joseph Jordan [ ] 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:12 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: hV~ :/i~istsamced~i~?id=32361608e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afri~am&o-28841525, or send a 

blank email to leave-28841525-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu. 



15 MARCH AT 7 . PM HITCHCOCK ROOM ¯ STONE CENTER ¯ UNC 

MOUNTAINS THAT TAKE WING - 
ANGELA DAVIS & YURI KOCHIYAMA: 

A CONVERSATION ON LIFE, 
STRUGGLES AND LIBERATION 

Mountains That Take Wing: Angela Davis 
& Yuri Kochiyama - A Conversation on 
Life, Struggles & Liberation (97 mins./2009), 
is an inspiring, historically rich and unique 
documentary featuring conversations between 
two formidable women who share a profound 
passion for justice. Their shared experience as 
political prisoners and their dedication to human 
rights embody personal and political experiences 
as well as the diverse lives of women doing 

Join us for a discussion with directors/ 
producers CRYSTAL GRIFFITH AND HQ QUAN 
after the screening. 

Sponsored by the Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
Co-Sponsored by the The Department of Women’s Studies 

The Stone Center ¯ 150 South Rd., UNC at CH ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5250 
For ~nformation: {919) 962-9001 or visit ~son’ah~&bAyenesstonectr.unc.edul 

Limited Free Parking is Available in the Parking Deck behind the Stone Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <~jweile~@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 14, 2011 11:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

checking in 

HI Eunice, 

I hope you had a nice Spring Break. 

I was emailing to see whether you would still be willing to come speak to my class about Africa in the 21st century. 

As a reminder, the class meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11am, and except for March 22nd, I am totally flexible as to dates. Whenever you can make it (if you 

can), I know the students will get a lot out of it. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Erailio <edelvall@eraail.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 147 2011 12:10 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <srawg01 @lislserv.unc.edu> 

[srawg01 ] Militarized Masculinities, US Iraperi~Jisra & Transpacific Encounters 

Puerto Rica~ ~oldiers in the Korean Wah l~BO~l~B$ 

The Ci~, Uftivet’siZy of New York 

In August of 1950, two months after the oulbreak of the Korean Wah the 65th I nfantly Regiment --- an aHwo]unteer Puerlo Rican regimenl of the UMled States Army ---was 
d~spatched to fight ~n what wi~ be (d~s)~emembered as the "forgotten wah" ~t was precisely in this war, which woukJ set the tone fer US Cok~ War policy ~n the Pacific, that "The 
Bodnqueneers" (a nickname for the 65th Infantry Regimen[) bec~me recognized as brave and ~oya] Amedc~n so~die~s. Consequen[ia~y, ~n ~ts preceding wars overseas, the US 
mi~i[a[)’ wo~Hd rely heav~fy on i[s se~on~a~ subjesl:s k~rned national soldiers. How dkJ {he Korean War ~)rovkJe the necessary 9eopoli[ical condi~ien fer [he [ransformation of 
susped coloMal sl~b~ecls h~to brave ~atriotic national sold~ers’P ~t~al is the ~elation between US neoimperial policy ~n Sol~th Korea and ils colonial rule of Pl~e[to Rico’? This 
talk will address these ques[iens by focusing on the multiva~ent rela[ionship between military labor and mascufine sexuali[y in ~he overlapping con[exts o~ c~asdracial 
stralMsalien, the ~lrbanization and prirnitiw~ acctmlWation of Puer[o Rico under the 9uise ef modemiza[ien, the riaing lransna[ional an[icornrn~lnism, and lhe neoso~onizin9 
capitalist k~gis of US policy h~ Asia. The ~irat pad of lhe talk will analyze the US state’a role in [he mobilization ef cok)nial work~ng-clasa male sexuality as m~l~ta~y labor, and 
the second parl, w~H exp~o~e Em~o Diaz Va~c6rceFs ~te~a~,¢ represenlafions of Puerlo Rican mH~lary ~abo~ ~n the Korean Wah ~n paMcu~ar his sho~t stodes "E~ so]dado 
Dam~n Sanchez" and "Proceso en diciembre". 

Sponsored by UNC-CH’s Latinalo Studies Speakers Series and the Institute for the Study of the Americas 

¯ -- You ~xe currently subscribed to 

srawg01 as: eunice@era~Jl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank eraail to leave-28841928-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361626fb57fc7(~listserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 12:12 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Militarized Ma~ulinities, US Imperialism & Transpacitic Encounters 

Junyoung Verdnica Kim 

The C~Zy University of New York 

Thursday, March ~1, 5:30 pm 

tn August ol 1950, two months aI~sr the outbreak of the Korean War, the 65th Infantry Regiment - an N~wo]un[eer Puerto Rican regiment o~the United States Army - was 
d~spat(:hed to f~}~l: ~n wh~t wi~ be (d~grernembered as [he ’~orge[l:e~ war." ~1: was precisely in 1:Ms war, whish weu~d set [he kme ~o~ US Co~d War pe~cy ~n [he PasNs, [hat 
Bod~queneers" (a nick~ame fer the 65th h~fant~y Regiment) became recognized as brave and byN Amedcan sok~ie[~. ConsequentiN~y, ~ ~ls preceding wars overseas, the US 
military wou~d rely heavily on ~ts co~oni~ subjects turned national soldiers. Iqow did the Korem’~ War p~ovide the ~eeessa~y 9eopoINca~ 0on6~1~o~ 1o~ the tra~sformat~on 
suspe~X solon~al s]lbjects ~nte brave pattie~c ~atiena~ soldiers? ~&Nat is ~he rela~km between {JS neem~per~al po~isy ~n Seuth Korea and ~ts coleMal ruR~ of Puer[o Rico? "FMe 
talk w~l address these question, s by focusing on the multivNent relationship belween military labor and masculine sexuality h~ 1he overlapping contexts of c]asdrac~al 
stratification, [he urbanization and primi[ive accumulation of Puerto Rico under the guise of modernization, the dsing tmnsnational anticommun~sm, and the neoco~oNzing 
capita~isl ~o9~c of US policy ~n Asia. The firs~ pad o[ the ta~k will aaabize the US state’s ro~e ~n the mobil~za[ion of co~onia~ wo~’k~ng-class mNe sexuN~ty as m~lapi labor, and 
the sesond pa~t, w~l e>:pk~re Em~o Diaz Va~c~r~)e~’s ~lerary representatk)ns o~ Puerto Rican rnH~taty ~aber ~ lhe Korean Vv~r, ~n particular Ms short stories "E~ sekJade 

Dare,an Sanchez" and "Proceso e~ diciemb~e’k 

Sponsored by UNC-.CH’s Latinaio Studies Speakers Series and the Institute for the Study of the Americas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Amelia DeFosset <damelia@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 12:21 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[ase facnl~] March Events in Afi-ican Studies 

Please Join us for these upcoming events." 

Li~4ng Kibera 

Opening Reception 

Thursday, March 17, 2011, 6:00-8:00PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Atrium, UNC-CII 

Living Kibera brings the communi~ of Kibera, a slum on the outskirts of Nairobi, Kenya, to lit~ on the campus of UNC-Chapel Hill. The opening reception includes 

interactive activities for adults and children to i~nme~se themselves in the viblant culture of Kibera. The exhibik running until July 15, features art created exclusively by 

Kiberans in a variety oftnediums including photoglaphy, dm_wing~ poetcy’, paintings, textiles, hand-made objects, and video. The goal of Living Kibera is to open a 

dialogue around perceptions, misconceptions, and realities of life in dense urban communities. The themes of work, play, home, dream, and self explore the different 

t:acets of life in Kibera through the perspectives of people living there today. 

Living Kibem is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, Center for Global INtiatives. Department of Woman’s Studies, Curriculnm in Global Studies, Depaxtment 

of Art, and Carolina for Kibera. Free. Please Contact: Maggie McDowell         ?))gmail.com for more information. 

Curriculum in Global Studies presents 

A Public Lecture with Hdene Cooper 
Tuesday, March 22, 2011, 5:30PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditurium, UNC-CII 
Helene Cooper is a globally renowned journalist ~ld the author of the acclaimed memoir Ihe House at Sugar Beach. She has reported from war-tom regions across 

the globe for The Wall Street Jouma1 and now writes for the New York Tilnes as their White House colrespondent in Washingtor~ D.C. 

Known for her rigorous inves~tigation and insightful reporting, Cooper has received significant praise for her work. She employed these talents in the research and 

writing of her two books: an edited collection of the work of her colleague Daniel Pearl, who was Inurdered by the Taliban in 2002, and the New York Times 

bestselling memoir The House at Sugar Beach, which traces her tmjectoD~ from a privileged child to a refugee to an American jonmalist while examining the violence 

and stratification that troubles her homeland Liberia. Free. Please Contact: Lara Markstein laram~email.nnc.edi~ for more information. 

Peace Corps Interest Session 
Wednesday, March 23, 2011, 6:30pm-7:30pm 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 1005, UNC-CII 
Representatives will be on hand to answer questions abont the Peace Corps program and application process. Free. Please Contact: Stacey Sewall 

sewall@email.unc.edu tbr more intbrnmtion. 

Spring African Diaspora Lecture 

Her Excellency Amina Salmn All 
African Union ambassador to the United States 
Wednesday, March 23, 2011, 7:00-9:00PM 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, UNC-CH 

The ambassador to the United States for the African Union, which includes Egypt and Libya, will speak on March 23 at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. 

Amina Salan~ All is expected to di~uss recent and current events in those countries, two of the union’s 23 member states, as well as decisions at the recent 16th AU 

Summit held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. All will VaJae questions l]com the audience a£ter her talk. 

ttosted by The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, at 150 South Road. Free. Please Contact: Joseph Jordan j .t]ordan,~email.unc.edu tbr more 

intbrmation. 

Steve Radelet 
Elnerging Afi’ica: How 17 Countries are Leading the Way 
Thursday, March 24, 2011, 1 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-C~I 

Steve Radelet, Chief Economis~ at USAID, and former Senior Advisor on Developmem to Secretary Clinton, will be giving a talk based on his book, Emerg#tg 

AJ~ca: How 17 Cou~tries are Leading the Way. He will also be discussing developnrcnt career opportunities and new directions at USAID. Free. Please Contact: 

Stacey Sewall 962-1522 sewall~email,unc,edu for more information. 

Carolina Seminar 
Dr. Firoze Manji 

Media and Sodal Struggle in Contemporary Africa 
Thursday, March 31, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH 

Dr. Firoze Manji, of the Pan~b~.zuka News, will speak on media and social straggle in contemporary Africa. This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology 

and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty, and graduate s~dents. Each montlfs Ineeting is an infom~aJ~ gathering for sharing new 

research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free. Please Contact: 

Barbara Anderson b anderson~unc.edu for more information. 



Amelia DeFosset 

Program Assistant 

African Studies Center 

3114 NedEx Global 8ducation Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Hart, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 1:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Last chance 

Dear ONE Member, 

The Senate is making decisions now on 
whether to cut key programs that fight 
extreme poverty in developing countries. 
We’re hours away from delivering our 
petition of more than l:tO,O00 
signatures to every Senator on Capitol 
Hill. This is your last chance to make 
sure your name is included, 

Automatically add your name now: 
http: //www.one.orq/us/actnow/20 t :1. 
id = 2200- 709283=0R3 r2vxS~t = 2 

LAST CHANCE TO 
ADD YOUR VOICE! 

Our petition reads: 

Dear ~ena torsr 

Please do not cut cost-effective, proven programs that fight HIV/AIDS, 
hunger and preventable disease in this year’s budget. These programs-- 
which make up less than 1% of the budget=save millions of lives, 
strengthen our national security, and help lift people out of poverty for 
the long-term. 

We’ll bring you news on their decision when it happens. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 1:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Book Requests 

Hi Eunice, 

Could you let me know what books you will be requiring for INTS 560 next semester so I can submit a course materials request form for you-- 

All the best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1_ Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!/www.unc.edu/depts/ints! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Migoel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 1:44 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.e du <intl- duncplas@duke.edu> 

Political Ecologies of Post- Exlxactive Development in Ecuador. March 

julihazlewood.pdf 

TtIr~hTy; N Jat-ff~ 24 ~a. 1,33 John t {qye Frm!din Cmtm ~94 F~vin Road Dtke 1_ ~vers~. 4.O0fxt~ 

Political Ecologies of Post-Extractive Development in Ecuador 
Hope or of Dis(ex)tractions? 

Geographies of 

Tt~.e Ecuadorian people and much of tt~.e world seem to be celebrating post-extractive and "anti-imperialist" development (because of the Yasuni- 
ITT and the recent ruling on the Chew’on-Texaco case) in the Ecuadorian Amazon Region, Yet, the p~rpose of this talk is ~,o-fold. 

~ It asks if these p~st-extractive actions in the Amazon are anything m~re than a d~s(ex)traction ~om the ways that the gcuadorian state 
continues v~oient and extractive CO2lonial processes within the Afro-descendant and Indigenous territories of the Pacific Region? 

> It underscores the agro-ecological and cultural l~fe practices and the inter-ethnic networks through which the ancestral peoples of 
Northwest Pacific Region construct and sustain "geographies of hope" amid landscapes characterized by Nllen forests, poisoned rivers, 
social conflicts, and a sea of oil palms. 

By ]ulianne ttazlewood, Geography Department, National University of Ireland, Galway 

Preparatory talk for the Workshop: 
"Territory, IAfe, and Freedom in the Pacific Rain Forest Region of Colombia and Ecuador," ~.2q(7-CH March 2,5-27, 2011. 

Event organized by the (?enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke University and the Working Group on Political hnaginaries (LAPD 

More information:las@duke.edu (919) 681 3883 

Julianne Hazlewood. PhD., Kentucky (Geography); MA University of California at Davis (Native American Studies); MA University of Florida (Latin American 

Studies). She has worked and conducted research in Northwestern Ecuador with Indigenous (Chachi and Awa) and Afro descendant communities since 1997. Her 

research focuses on critical development and conservation studies, and in particular, post colonial political ecologies of global climate change. She insists that the 

cultural practices and knowledge of the people with whom she collaborates in her research offer alternative, more sustainable ways to approach the world. 

h the world. 



i.~.i Description: julihazlewood 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff, coN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 1:46 PM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; isa- grad@listserv.,,mc.edu 

FW: ~minar: HIV in Guatemala 

Messsge bei~g forw,~rded~ 

Thursday, March t7 
HIV in Guatemala: Social, Structural, and Behavioral Factors, Dr. Clare Barrington, Assistant Professor, Health Behavior and Health Education Department, 12:00-1:00pm, 
Room 1301, McGavran-Greenberg Hall, Gillings School of Global Public Health, UNC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 3:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; crprice@email.unc.edu; laurie.mcintosh@duke.edu; Bayo ttolsey (bayo.holsey@duke.edu); 

William Dari~ (mlliam.darity@duke.edu); Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I:W: A Study of Unde~represented Minority Faculty (URM) in Resemeh Universities-Warned Resemeh Pmlicipants 

Stress for Success -study description 2011 .doc 

Dear All, 
I am forwarding information about a study that is being conducted on stress, mental and physical health, and academic life at research universities. The study is seeking faculty 
who are members of underrepresented minority groups. 

Best, 
Kia 

From-" Berger, Michele T 
Sent; Sunday, March 06, 2011 10:35 AM 
To-" Pearce, Lisa D; Tyson, Karolyn D; Lucas, Ashley E; Pollock, Della; Caldwell, Kia L; Strom-Gottfried, Kimberly J; Jackson, .lerma A; Deguzman, Maria; Fisher, Rebecka 
Rutledge; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Perelmuter, Rosa; jmterry@unc.edu; Slocum, Karla; Williams, Lyneise E 
Subject-" A Study of Underrepresented Minority Faculty (URN) in Research Universities-Wanted Research Participants 

Dear Coih:,agu e~.b 

I’m writing to ask your help wid~ identifying faculty members from underrepresented groups to participate ~n a research study on stress, mental and physical 

health and academic life at research universities. Bonnie Thorton D~IL noted sociologist and current president of the Nationa~ Women% Studies Assodation w~J~ 

come to campus to ~nterv~ew indMdua~s on Ma~ch 2~ ~nd Ma~ch 22. She ~s the co4nvest~sator of tNs project and is very ~nterested to speak with UNC f~cuffy (but 

please {ee~ free to forward th~s ~:o Duke co~leas~es and others in your network). She w~J~ conduc~ ~:he m~:erviews at UNC a~ld w~JJ 8h~dly pr’ovR~e dinner or Junch to 

respondents. Bonnb~ has asked me to assist her m her recruitme]~t efforts of th~s t~atk)nM stt~dy. 

ff you have chance, please consider being s respondent and/or forwardh~g th~s reques[ to your networks. The con[act info [o [he Faculty Research Assistant ~s 

below, the co-4nvestigator’s emai] ~s in the s[tachrnent, but p~ease [:ee~ free to ema~l me as we~ for any assistance. Thanks for your atter~tion------espec~a~ly during 

spring bream 

Best, 

IV)R:hele BerBer 

From: Laura Logie [mail~: ~hotmaiLcom] 
Sent Friday, Februa~ 21, 201~ ~:~ PN 

To: Bonnie Dill; BerBer, Michele T 
Cc: Ilogie@umd.edu 
Subject: RE: NC Visit 
Good Afternoon Michelle. 

On behalf of Bonnie Thornton Dill, it is nice to meet you over email and we are extremely grateful in your assistance on our research project: A Study of Underrepresented 
Minority Faculty (URN) in U.S. Research Universities. 

I am attaching a brief description of our project. 
I just wanted to touch base with you know in preparation of the end of March for Bonnie’s visit to give you a clearer picture of the project and help you in the assistance of 
identification of these participants. 

Thank you, and I will be contacting you shortly with more information. 

Best, 
Laura 

Laura A. Logie, PhD 
Faculty Research Assistant 

Assistant Director, 
The Consortium on Race, Gender, and Ethnicity 
University of Maryland 
1208 Cole Student Activities Building 
(Located in the David C. Driskell Center through 
the glass gallery doors). 
College Park, MD 20742 
301-405-1651 
lauraa[ogie@hotmail.com 
b~ p_;_!Z~:__c_r_g__e_:__u___m___d__=_e_~!_u__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Liz Shesko <elizabeth.shesko@duke.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 3:48 PM 

intl-duncplas@du ke.edu 

April 1-2 Conference on military labor in Latin America and the Caribbean 

Mark your calendars to join us on April 1-2 for this year’s Latin American Labor History Conference on military labor in Latin America and the Caribbean. Please 

see the schedule below for details or check out our website: http://clacs.aas.duke.edu/program//conferences/2011LALHC.php 

Beyond the Battlefield: 

The Labor of Military Service in Latin America and the Caribbean 

Duke University 

John Hope Franklin Center, Room 240 
1-2 April 2011 

All papers are pre-circulated. For copies, please contact Liz Shesko at ems19@duke.edu 

Friday April I 

3:00-4:45: Session One 
Paper- One: Barry Gaspar, Duke University. "With ’the Aid of a Compulsive Law’: Recruiting Slave Labor at St. Kitts for the British Invasion of Martinique (1762)" 
Paper Two: Dalea Bean, University of the West Indies, Mona. "’Doing their little bit’: Jamaican Women’s Non-military Work in World War I" 

Commentary: Lara Putnam, University of Pittsburgh; Marjoleine Kars, University of Maryland-Baltimore County 

5:00-6:15: Keynote followed by reception 

Peter Beattie, Michigan State University. "The Troop Trade: Reframing Soldiers as Workers by Way of a Brazilian Penal Colony, 1830-1898" 

Saturday, April 2 

9:30=11:15: Session Two 
Paper One: Matthew Barton, University of Chicago. "The Military’s Bread and Butter: Food Production in Minas Gerais, Brazil during the Paraguayan War" 

Mike Hurter, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. "Men and Women of Burden: Military Labor in 19th-Century Paraguay, 1850-1870" 

Commentary: Thomas Whigham, University of Georgia; John D. French, Duke University. 

11:30=12:15: Roundtable with military historians 

12:45: Lunch 

1:OO=2:45: Session Three 
Paper One: Robert Smale, University of Missouri at Columbia. "Conscription, Class, and Ethnicity in Oruro, Bolivia before the Chaco War" 
Paper Two: Bridget Chesterton, Buffalo State College. "General Juan Belaieff and Scientific Labor on the Chaco Frontier" 
Comment: Rene Harder Horst, Appalachian State University; Gabrielle Kuenzli, University of South Carolina 

3:00-4:45: Session Four 
Paper One: Harry Franqui-Rivera, Marist College. "Soldiers of Modernization: Military Institutions and the Drive Towards a Modern Industrial Puerto Rico" 

Paper Two: Lourdes Hurtado, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Notre Dame. "Literacy, Military Service, and Nationalism in Peru (1960s-1970s)" 

Commentary: Jocelyn Olcott, Duke University; Brian Selmeski, USAF Culture and Language Center 

The accompanying multimedia exhibit by Liz Shesko, "Boots, Guns, and Tractors: United States Civic Action Programs in 1960s Latin America," can be viewed at 
the LINK in Duke’s Perkins Library from 7-8 am, 1-2 pm, and 7-8 pm during the months of March and April. For an updated schedule see, 
https://wiki.du ke.edu/display/LMW/Current + Exhibits 

We gratefully acknowledge support from the Trent Foundation, the Triangle Institute for Security Studies, and Duke University’s Graduate School, Program in 
American Grand Strategy, History Department, and Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Parking: 
Those who plan to attend the first panel on Friday should park in the hospital garages (Clinic Parking Garage on Trent Dr. or Hospital Parking Garage on Erwin 
Rd). Limited parking vouchers will be available; please see Liz Shesko or Reena Goldthree. For those arriving after 4:00 on Friday and those attending 
Saturday sessions, free parking is available in the Pickens Lot, across from the John Hope Franklin Center on Trent Dr. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Global.Studies@email.unc.edu 

Monday, March 14, 2011 3:58 PM 

For CIAS l?acnl~ <dasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfacul~] NEW DATE: Invitation to March 30 LAC Workshop 

joint lac workshop flyer.pdf 

Dne to a scheduling problem between the two campuses, we’ve had to move the LAC workshop to Wednesday, Malch 30. 

Could you please resend the annonncement below mad/or attached flyer to faculb, and graduate students in your department? 

I sincerely aIx~logize for the inconvenience. 

Thank you, 

T~mya 

PROMOTING 2nd LANGUAGE RESEARCH 
Dr. Suronda Gonz~ez (LxC, Binghmnton University) 

Dr. Tanya Kinsella (LAC, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

A joint videoconferenced workshop open to graduate students and faculty 
interested in the use of world languages in disciplines across the curriculum 

At UNC: 
Room 08F Peabody ttall 

Space is limited; email lac(tb unc.edn to attend. 

At Binghaanton: 

Academic A G05 Space 
is limited; email !,_c_£~__b_i__n_g[%r__n__t£%_e_st___u- to attend. 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Un@ergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Cente~ fer Ek~repean Studies, CB# 3~9 

FedEx Global Education Center, Ri2 3213 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

global.unc.eduieurope           (Center for European Studies) 

www.unc.edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

www.uno.edLlic~ephs/euroDe/-,a~c)r (EURO Majer) 

Visit us on Facebook: 

UNC Languages Across the Curriculum Program 

UNC Ce~R~empora~y Ek~repean Studies Major 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 14, 2011 4:00 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

CFP: LASA Panel on Inclusion/Exclusion tbr Migrants 

Call for Sabm~ssi~ms 
Latin American Studies Associat~,)n, Annual Meetings 2012 
May 2:~--26 San Francisco, CA 
Proposed Panel: 
Organizers: Jennifer Bickham Mendez (jbmend@wm.edu) and Lise Nelson (l~se@uoregon.edu) 
New Borderlands in Las Amdricas: The Dynamics of Inclusion and Exclusion in Recent Sites of Migrant Reception 
Recent chmges in "the global economy, the long-term eftbcts of neoliberal political-economic policies (eg free "trade agreements), and the increased militarization and 
enforcement of geographic borders have spurred shitts in international migration flows within the Americas. Patterns of migration have become more diffu~, extending 
to include changing geographical sites of origin, destination and tra~sit. As a result ofthesechanging pattern~ communities that have not heretolbre experienced 
migration processes contend with the influx of culturally distinct newcomers, who may settle tbr extended periods of time or travel through on their way m final 
destinations. These localities have become sites of socioeconomic a~d cultural s~tmggle in which migrants, "native" residents and various ins~titutional actors define, 
enforce, a~nd challenge the parameters [borders] of social membership. As such, they can be theorized as "new bo~vlerla~ds," crosscut by social and cultural boundaries 
that divide, mmginalize m~d generate conflict, but are also challenged and transcended. 
We are seeking submissions for a panel that addresses broad questions regmv~ing the dynnnfics of inclusion and exclusion within "new borderlands" in the Americas. 
For example, how do processes of"othering’ in recently constituted "borderlands" give rise to new forms of exclusion and patterns of state and civil violence? In what 
ways do these processes build on or exacerbate pre-e~sting social cleavages? How do migrants and "native" residents alike undersland, confront, and challenge these 
divisions? Papers that draw on a variety- of theoretical, methodological and anal~ical perspectives will be considered. Comparative analyses axe especially welcomed. 
Please submit abstracts of no more than 250 words (include word count) to organizers by Friday, March 25. 
Please reply to: "Mendez, Jennifer B" <j.b__.m__..e_n._d._@.w.__.m__;._e_.d__..u__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 4:42 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Join the Conversation on Water 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

www,industr ~ma[Iout.com                  }x?id= 26:[733&( =294723LGG0&c z=bS:Ebf8 

The Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation along with and Livin~ Lakes Network 
Canada, is presenting Canada Water Week (CWW) from March 14 to 22 where 
individuals, organizations, and governments are organizing a variety of water 
education events. 

One specific event that the Gordon Foundation is directly organizing on behalf of the 
InterAction Council of Former Heads of State and Government--an association of 
former world leaders co-chaired by Jean Chr~tien--is a high-level expert group 
meeting on the "Global Water Crisis: Addressing an Urgent Security Issue." 

This event will be the culmination of our commitment to CVWV, as leaders like 
Olusegun Obasanjo (President of Nigeria, 1999-2007), Dr. Franz Vranitzky 
(Chancellor of Austria, 1986-1997), and Mr. Chr~tien exchange views with noted 
water experts like Dr. Zafar Adeel, Director of the United Nations University, Institute 
for Water Environment and Health; and Ad¢le Hurley, Director of the Program on 
Water Issues at the Munk School of Global Affairs University of Toronto. Ontario 
Premier Dalton McGuinty will open the expert meeting, which is being held on March 
21 to 23 at Munk School. 

On the morning of Tuesday, March 22 there will be a public panel on the theme, "Will 
the next wars be fought over water?" and the leaders and experts will take questions 
from the floor. To promote this interaction from Tuesday, March 15 to March 19, I will 
be writing five blogs on the main areas the conference will cover: peace and 
security, public health, development, governance and economic opportunity. 

Each of these short pieces will conclude with a question. We invite you to answer 
and post your own comments or questions on the subject of the day. A sample of 
these responses will be chosen to be put to the former leaders and experts as the 
conference begins on March 22. 

We will only get better water policies in Canada and the world with an aroused and 
involved citizenry. Join us in the conversation during CVWVand help us pose the right 
questions as we seek to speak water "truth to power." 

Thomas S. Axworthy 
President & CEO 
Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 

Waiter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 
11 Church Street, Suite 400 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5E 1W1 
Canada 

This email was created and de, livered using ~ndustr/, Na[!out 

JD 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <ctk@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 14, 2011 5:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Rye Barcott’s Book - The Inspiring Story of How CFK Started 

Co-founder Rye Barcott’s Book and 26-City Tour 
A 26-dry national book tour launches in Chapel Hill, NC on March 

29th. Tell your friends and join us on the book tour:.> 

We’ve always known that 

Rye "Omosh" Barcott has led an 

interesting life -- from serving as 

a Marine in difficult places like 

Iraq to co-founding CFK with 

Tabitha Atieno Festa and Salim 

Mohamed. 

But now we have proof. 

In his 2011 memoir, it Happened 

on the Way to War: A Marine’s 

Path to Peace (B[oomsbury), 

Barcott explores the contrasts 

of community development in 

Africa and counter-insurgency in 

the Marines as they clashed and 

converged in his head and 

heart. He recounts his experiences building and learning from 

leaders in unlikely places - from the Kibera slum of Hairobi, Kenya 

to the bomb-strewn streets of Fallujah and beyond. Eschewing 

notions of top-down, command-and-control management, he shows 

the impact that small, diverse groups of committed people can have 

in the world. 

Want to know more? Watch the book trailer>> 

Learn more about CFK Visit our website>> 

LIVING KIBERA: the exploration of work, play, home, 

dream and serf in a slum of NairoN 
Join us for this special interactive art exhibit highlighting the 

creative voice of the slum community of Kibera. 

Opening Reception 

Thursday, March 17, 2011, 6:00-8:00PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Atrium 

301 Pittsboro Street, Chapel HiR, NC 

LIVING KIBERA brings the community of Kibera, a slum on the 

Pre-Order The Book 
before the March 29th reMase 

I xi 

iEarly Praise for It Happened 

iOn The Way To War 

i"A tremendous story of the power of 

friendship, love, and the 

itransformin~ y]race of God." - 

iArchbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu, 

qobet Peace Prize Laureate 

i"Rivetin~. A beautifully written 

~emofr that reads like a novel and 

~eveals ~undamental truths about 

~ood, evil, and our common 

humanity."= ishmae~ Beah, author of 

~ LONG WAY GONE 

~’Rye Barcott’s en~a~in~ and candid 

~emoir on the cata/ytic power 

~ar~c~patory development shows u~ 

~hat, whether we are in the Mum~ 

pf the world’s bi~e~ cities, 

~ural Ha~t~, or on college campuses, 

~e can learn...about how ~o 

~xtreme privation and br~n~ about 

’astin~ chan~e." - Dr. Pau~ Farmer, 

~rofessoU Harvard ~ed~cat Schoot~ and 

:o-founde~ of Partners In HeNth 



outskirts of Nairobi~ Kenya~ to life on the campus of UNC-Chapel 

Hill. The openin!~ reception includes interactive activities for adults 

and children to immerse themselves in the vibrant culture of 

Kibera. The exhibit, runnin!~ until July 1 5, features art created 

exclusively by Kiberans in a variety of mediums includin!~ 

photo!~raphy, drawinss, poetry~ paintinss, textiles, hand-made 

objects, and video. The ~oal of LIVING KIBERA is to open a dialosue 

around perceptions, misconceptions, and realities of life in dense 

urban communities. The themes of work, play, home, dream, and 

self explore the different facets of life in Kibera through the 

perspectives of people livin8 there today. 

LIVING KIBERA is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, Center for 

Global Initiatives, Department of Women’s Studies, Curriculum in Global 

Studies, Department of Art, and Carotina for Kibera. 

Our First-Ever Interactive Annual Report 
See the stories of CFK come to life. Embedded video and siideshows 

in this year’s annual report offer a sneak peak into the everyday life 

of CFK’s pro!~ram and the people that they reach. 

View the report now> > 

Carolina for Kibera I 301 Pittsboro Street CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I +1 (919) 962-6362 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pulddla, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 5:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

a tlUGE t?avor--please reply asap’. 

SURF Rubric.pdf 

Dear Eunice, 

One of the reviewers for the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee had to withdraw due to a death in her family. Is there any 

chance that you would be available to serve this year? I have pasted more details below. Please let me know one way or the other ASAP, THANKS. 

I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee this year. We have 62 

applications (2 pages each) in the Social Sciences category this year, and I hope that we will be able to fund around 20 of these. I have attached a rubric for proposal 

evaluation which we posted as a guide for the students and which we hope will facilitate the selection process. Would you be willing to serve on a small panel to 

review the applications? If you agree, we will bring the copies to your office tomorrow. We will plan to convene as a panel for a 2 1/2 hr meeting on March 29 to 

make the decisions (there will be two "experts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natural Sciences, and two in the Arts & Humanities, although in the past we have 

all enjoyed the multidisciplinary nature of the panel discussions). If you would like more information about the proposal requirements and past projects, please 

visit http://www.unc.edu/depts/our/students/fellowship_supp/surf.html Please let me know one way or the other if you are willing to take on what many of us 

feel is a very enjoyable task-thanks. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 

Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 



SURF Rubric for Spring 2011 Proposals, Office for Undergraduate Research, UNC-CH 

The SURF Selection Committee will use this rubric to assess proposals so this should be a guide for you as 

you develop your proposal. Please remember that a Level 1 proposal puts you in the running for funding but 
does not guarantee funding. As with most fellowships, the number of awards is determined by our funding. 

Level 1 Proposal (high priority for funding): 

. The proposal has a research question that is interesting, fresh, and significant for an undergraduate, and the 
student explains his or her ideas in an organized and compelling way. 

o The research question is appropriate for this student, lit is feasible in scope, and the student gives 
convincing evidence that she/he can carry out the project successfully: excellent grades in relevant courses, 

independent investigation and background knowledge and skills (including artistic skills or language skills 

when relevant), awareness of IRB issues, important contacts established, etc. 

The student describes "research methods" that are appropriate to the discipline and the project. 

o The faculty research advisor support letter strongly indicates that the research project is significant and 
gives good evidence that the student has the qualifications to carry out the project successfully within the 
summer time period. The facul~ expertise is a good match for the proposed project and the mentoring plan 
is appropriate. 

Level 2 Proposal (acceptable for funding, but lower priority): 

o The proposal has a research question that is interesting, but may or may not be particularly original or 
significant, and/or the student explains his or her ideas in an organized, but not particularly compelling way. 

¯ The research question may or may not be appropriate for this student. It may or may not be feasible in 
scope, and the student may or may not provide enough evidence of her/his preparation to carry out the 
project. 

The student description of "research methods" may be incomplete. 

o The faculty advisor support letter indicates that the research project is interesting and but may or may not 
give good evidence that the student has the qualifications to carry out the project successfully within the 
summer time period. The area of faculty expertise may be outside of the main focus of the project. 

Level 3 Proposal (unacceptable for funding): 

° The proposal does not have a research question or the question is one that has already been addressed. The 

ideas in the student’s proposal are difficult to follo~v. 

o The research question is not appropriate for this student. It may not be feasible in scope and/or the student 

may give no evidence of having done preliminaw planning or of being prepared to carly out the project 
successfully. 

° The student does not identify a "research method" or describes a method that is not appropriate for research 

question. 

The faculty advisor support letter is general and gives little indication that the research project is important 
or that the student has the specific qualifications to carry out the project within the summer time period. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Monday, March 14, 2011 7:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Symposium to Focus on Space-Time Integration in Geography and GIScience During AAG Annual Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~? AAO~ogram B ..... 

Symposium to Focus on Space-Time 
integration in Geography and GIScience 
During AAG Annual Meeting 
AAG ,~\rm~ai Meetir~g ¯ April 12-1~, 2011 . Sea, t-tie, W~si~mgtor~ 

Dea~ Prof, Eunice Sable, 

A special Symposk~m exploring ~cen~ advances and research needs of 
space-time integration, modeling and analysis in geography and 
GIScience has been organized within the AAG Annual Meeting, Nearly 
60 sessions are scheduled on four concurrent ~racks from Wednesday° 
Fdday of the conference featuring geographers, GlScientists, modelers, 

In This Issue 

Resep,,e Your Room 

T~velill~.~ te Sea~ie 

Abeut Seattie 

computer pro.( rammers, GPS/GIS scientists, climate change scientists,    . .................................................... 
epidemiologists, ecologists, planners, transportation experts, and ethers 

The Symposium will open with a "Space-Time kflegration in Geography 
and GIScience: Opening Plenary,," on Wednesday morning, April-13, at 

8:00 am. (Grand Ballroom ABCD - Sheraton Hetel. Second Floor), TMs 
plenary will include presentations on current research trends by 
prominent ~heorists and pioneers in space4ime GIScience and 
technology research, inck~ding Michael Goodchild, Mei-Po Kwan, and 
Temoki Nakaya. 



Concurrent sessions are organized into four tracks: 

1. Dive~se Perspectives on Advancing Theory, Modeling, and 

Methods; 
2. Developments in Key Topical Areas; 
3. A Focus on the Environment: and 
4, Historical GIS arid Gazetteers. 

A concluding session, "Space-Time Integration in Geography and 
GIScience Discussion: Trends and Directions," will be held on Friday, 

April 15 at 1:45 p.m. (Willow B - Sheraton Hotel, Second Floor). 
For details on this special session track, v~s~t 

~w,aag.orglannualmeetingltrackslgiscience 

For’ more information abou~ the annual meeting program and events, visit 
vwvw.aag.org/annualmeeting or register to attend. 

Reserve Your Room Before Time Runs Out 
Stay at the Seattle Sheraton, the headquarters hotel for the AAG Annual 
Meeting, 1o be close to the special events, activities, people, and 
sessions. But you better hurry. The deadline fer rese[vations is March 21. 

Reserve Your Room Today! 

View the Program Online 
The searchable program includes an agenda of sessions, plenary 
speakers, and specialty group meetings. You can browse the program by 
presenter, keyword, ~itle, or special~y grouF You can also view sessions 
by (Jay using the calendar of events, 

View the program. 

Traveling to Seattle 
Seattle is easily accessible by air, car, rail, or bus. AAG has arranged 
special discount rates for annual meeting a~tendees through Arntrak, 

American Airlines, and Avis and Hertz car rentals. Visit the 
Transportation page for details and available offers. 

Check with your favorite travel site for ~he lates~ deals. Here are some el 
the estimated low fares found on the Interne,:: 

U.S. A# Fa[es* 

From Rate From Rate From Rate 

Atlanta $362 Detroit $481 Phoenix $358 

Houston 
i Boston $304 (IAH) $341 Raleigh $371 

i Chicago 
(ORD) 

$402 Los Angeles $252 San Diego $269 

San 
Dallas New York 

i(DFVV) 
$279 (EWR) $391 Francisco $189 

(OAK) 

Denver $217 Philadelphia $281 Washington 
(BW) 

$421 

*Source: Fly.com. Retrieved Marc~ 14, 201 !. All ta~es are sub~ect to change. 
Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply These fares reflect round trip travel on April ! 1 
and April !7, 20! 1 
T~’ain 

From Rate From Rate 

Eugene $98 Salem $78 

Los Angeles $262 Tacoma $26 

Portland $60 Vancouver, BC $72 

**source: Arn~[ak com. Retrieved Mulch !4, 2011. Ali fares are subject to change. 
Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply, lhese ta~es reflect round trip t~avel on April ! 1 
and April 17, 2011. 

About Seattle 
See ~he About Seattle page online for AAG New, letter 
articles on Seattle and the Pacific Northwest. AL<~o see 
the Map of Seattle for the locations of the meeting 
venues, hotels, arid o~her points of interesL 

Space 

Needle 

About the AAG Annua~ Neeting 
Join fellow geographers, GIo specialists, and environmental scientists Ior 

Member Rates 
Regular: $315 
Student: $185 
Retired: $185 
1 Day Pass: $235 

Non-i’,~embers 
Regular: $435 

Student: $235 
Companion: $140 
1 Day Pass: $235 

Join Our Mailing List 



the Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers in 
Seattle for ~he ve~’ la~est in reseamh and applications in geography, 
sustainability, and GIScience. Sessions are also being organized around 
special themes, such as: 

The Changing Roles of ~he Univemi~y in Society 
Geog[aphy and ~he Humanities 
Asian Geographies and Collaborations in Research and Education 
Space-Time Integ~ation ~n Geography and GIScience 
The 2010 Census and Beyond 

The meeting program wi[[ also feature: 

The Latest Research - Presentations and posters by leading 
scholam and researchers Item more ~han 60 countries 
Specia~ Guest Speakers - hrc[uding Barry Lopez, David 
Lowenthal, Timothy Tra~no~, and mo~e 
~xhib~t Hag - Booths and exhiMts showcasing recent 
publications and new geog[aphic ~echnologies 
Career ~nd Networking Opportunities -A Jobs in Geography 
Center highlighth~g the ~atest employment oppo~un~ties for 
geographe[s and cat.or development sessions 
Special ~vents - An ~nternaflona~ networking reception, Wodd 
Geography Bowl, and Awards luncheon 
Field Trips - Explore the ~ich cu~tu[al and physical geogrsphy of 
the Pacific Northwest 

The AAG Annual Meeting is an interdisciplinary forum open to anyone 
with an interest in geography and related disciplines. 

R~e(~ister to Attend 

We look forward to seeing you in Seattle. 

Sincerely, 

Oscar La[son 
Association of American Geo.~raphers 

Connect with us: ~ ~ @ 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

This email was sent ~o eurfice@email,ur~c.edu by meetinq@aa~.orq :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant ~emevalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

Association of American Geographers:: ~710 16th Street NW ::Washington i DC 20009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pulddla, Patricia J <Pukkila@bio.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 7:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PdchaJcd, Monica L <mrichar@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

THANKS, this is great I have cc’d Monica Richard (OL’R Program A&ninistrator) on this reply. She will arrange to have copies of the proposals delivered to your office on Tuesday 
Regarding the meeting, it is scheduled to begin at 10am on March 29 in Graham Memorial 011. We can plan to discuss the Social Science applications first (although we hope you will stay as 
long as possible) Will that work for you? If not, we could explore the possibili~z of starting earlier Please let us know, and also please kno~v how grateful I am f,ar your willingness to 
participate in the selection process this year, especially at such sholt notice’. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:55 PM 

To: Pukkila, Patricia J 

Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

Sure Patricia. IIowever, I teach on Tuesdays, thus I am only available between 8.30am-12 00pro 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

[)ear Eunice, 
One of the reviewers for the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee had to withdraw due to a death in her family. Is there any chance that you would be 
available to serve this year? I have pasted more details below Please let me know one way or the other ASAP, THANKS. 
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee this year. We have 62 applications (2 pages each) in the 
Social Sciences categop)~ this year, and I hope that we wil [ be able to fund around 20 of these I have attached a rubric for proposal evaluation which we posted as a guide for the students 
and which we hope will facilitate the selection process. Would you be willing to serve on a small panel to review the applications? If you agree, we will bring the copies to your office 
tomorrow. We will plan to convene as a panel [’or a 2 1/2 hr meeting on March 29 to make the decisions (there will be two "experts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natural Sciences, and 
two in the Arts & Humanities, although in the past we have all e~ioyed the multidisciplinary nature of the panel discussions). If you would like more iN2~rmation about the proposal 
requirementsandpastprojects,p~easevisithttp://www.uncedu/depts/~ur/students/fe~owship supp/surf.html Please let me know one way or the other if you are willing to take on what 
many of us feel is a ve~ enjoyable task-thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 





Richard White Lecture Hall 
Room 107, East Campus 

Sponsored by the Department of Romance 
Studies, the Center for Latin American and 
Caribbean Studies, and the Program in the 
Arts qf the Moving Image (AM/) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:54 AM 

Dr. Sahle - Class today (Urgent): AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Greetings. 

Due to a connecting flight delay yesterday, I roll be arriving in Chapel Hill at 1.15pro this afternoon. Thus, I suggest you use our class time today to catch up ruth the 

readings for tkis week. 

When we meet on Thursday, we will cover material for Tuesday and Thursday. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon! 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:49 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] AFRFAFAM Colloquium Reminder!!! 

Spring 2011 Colloquium Series 

Spousored by the Department of Afi-ican & Afro-Americmi Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Please join us for this upcoming p~esentation with: 

Kenneth danken 

"The Several Faces of Black Power in Eastern North Carolina: The Case of the \Vflnfington Ten." 

Thursday, March 17 

4-5 pm 

Global Educatinn Center (GEC) Room 3009 

Kenneth Jaaaken is a professor of Afro-American Studies at UNC Chapel. His research focuses on 20th cenm~ African Americaaa histo~. Professor Janken is 

cmreutly working ou a rese~:rch project on Wilmington Teu. 

Mameaame Seck 

Assistant proi~ssor 

Department of African and African-American Studies 

CB#3395 106 Battle Hall UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:afriaihm&o=28847781 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-28847781-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <lim sanford@unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:21 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot?~c] FW: UNC Employees Use UNC E-nN1 

CCO Instructors - 
Please see the new policy, below, which mandates that University faculty, staff, and student-employees must use UNC e-mail accounts for work related e-mail communication. Most of you 
do use your UNC e-mail ID, but a fe~v do not, and we must ask everyone to use their UNC account - this would be your e-mail ID ending in either "email uric edu" or simply "unc.edu". 
Thanks for your help ~vith this. Hope your courses are going well’. 

Tim 

Timothy- R Sanford, Ph.D 
Associate Director for Credit Programs 
Friday Center fbr Continuing Education 
Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Librar~v Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-1020 
919-962-2644 
919-962-5549 (fax) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobo@@notil}’.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\’.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:25 PM 
To: Sanford, Timothy R. 
Subject: FORMAl. NOTICE: New Campus Email Address and Domain Policies 

MEMO RANDUM 

TO:Deans, Directors, and Department tteads 

FROM: Lal~, Conrad Leslie Chambers Strohm 
VC for IT and C[O VC and (i eneral Counsel 

DATE: March 15, 2011 

SUBJECT: New Campus Email Address and Domain Policies 

The Umversity must maintain control of the inl2~rmation it creates and receives and be able to provide legally required inl2mnation for discovery and public records purposes 

Two new policies governing email use were recently approved by the Vice Chancellors. These new policies spell out the following requirements: 
* All faculty, staff, and student-employees must use university owned, 
managed, or approved email addresses for all work-related email correspondence All faculty, staff and student-employees must maintain a university email address in the campus directory; 
*    Faculty, stall’, and student-employees may not automatically 12~rward 
email :[’rom campus email systems to external non-unwersity managed email systems (such as Yahoo, Gmail, or ttotmail); 
* Any university department desiring to outsource management of 
department email set.ices to an external entity must first have a contract in place that has been approved by the Office of University Counsel; and 
* Email systems owned or managed by university depaitments must meet 
certain raanageraent criteria as identified in campus Information Security Policies and have a completed and signed raemorandmn of understanding on file with the campus Information 
Security Office. 

The policies apply to all f~aculty, staff’, and student-employees at UNC-Chapel Hill, as well as to all email systems owned and/or managed by- UNC-Chapel Hill. The policies can be fom~d on 
the University IT Policies Page at: http://its.tmc.edu,’ITS/About ITS/ITS Policies/index.htm. 

Thank you for your continued assistance in reducing information security risks at UNC-Chapel Hill and in helping the University meet its legal obligations. 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Sel~Aces and Office of University Counsel 

--- You are cttrrently subscribed to ccofac as: em~ice@email.m~c.edu. To unsubscribe send a blarf~ 

email to leave-28848065-3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Upcoming Presentations on Latina Immigrants and Citizenship 

Coll March 23.pdf 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope ,¢ou are well and had a good spring break. My colleague Kathleen Coil will be here next week to give a couple of presentations. We co-edited the (~endered 

Citizenships book. l’l~ writh~g to h~vite you to have dinner ~uith us after her talk next Wednesda,/(around 7:~0). Please confirm by next Monday. ~ hope Vou can 

make it~ 

Please joit~ us for two upcort~ing presenta~bns: 

~athleen Cot~, Stanford University 

Remaking Citizenship: Latina ~mmigra~ts and New American 

March 2:~, 2011 
Globa~ Educafio~ Center, Room 400:~ 

5:30 - 7:00 pm 

Weaving [he stories o[: Mexican and Central American women with history and analysis of [he anfi--k~?migrsnt upsurge in 1990s California, Kath~een Col~ 

the impact of re~:orn~ ~egislatbn on individual women’s ~ives and their engagen~ent in grassroots pofitica~ organizk~g. Drawing on Latina imn~igrants’ accounts of 

persona~ and pol~tica~ transforl~ation, Coil argues for a reforl~u~ation of our definitions of citizenship and politics. 

Sponsored by the Curriculum ~n Women’s Studies, the Dkersity Incentive Fund, the institute for the 5tud,¢ of the ;~rner~cas, and the UNC Progran~ in Latina!o 

Studies, 

Kath{een Cot[ and Kia CaJdwe[{ 

Ref{ectbns o~ Collaborative Femh~st Research o~ Ot[ze~ship 

March 24, 2011 

Gbba~ Educatb~ Center, Room 3009 

Kath~een Co~ sf~d Kis Csldwel~ w~l disctss thek ~nvolw~z~ent i~ ~:he ~nl:er-University Workin8 (:~roup on Gender sf~d GIttxal Cil:~zensh~p and the dyna~z~ics of 

collaborative ~:en~hist resesrch. Cot~ and Ca~dwe~ are co-editors of d4e~,re~ Citizenships: Tro~s~e~iond Perspectives o~’~ 

Productio~’~ (Pa~rave Macn~i~lan, 2009). 

~The time of th~s prese~tatbn has been changed fro~ 4:00 



Wednesday, March 23, 2011 
5:30 - 7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

Weaving the stories of Mexican and Central Amer- 
ican women with history and analysis of the anti- 
immigrant upsurge in 1990s California, Kathleen 

W0menisStudiesitheDiversi~ Coll will discuss the impact of reform legislation 
n centi~ ~ 

Institute forthe Study of the on individual women’ s live s and their engagement 
ArnericasiandtheUNCPr0gramin in grassroots political organizing. Drawing on La- 

tatina~0Studies! tina immigrants’ accounts of personal and political 
transtbrmation, Coil argues for a retbrmulation of 
our definitions of citizenship and politics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Ostel~viel <osterwei@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:34 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Talk THURS 12noon: Gala (?iuliaJai, Race in the Pacitic 

"Assigning color in the Pacific: for a racialised political anthropology of settler colonialism" 

Dr. Gaia Giuliani, University of Bologna, Transforming Culture Research Center, Sydney. 

Thursday March 17. 12-:[:30pm 

Fedex GEC Rm 3009 

Gala Giuliani is currently working in Colonial and postcolonial studies at the Dept. Politica Istituzioni Storia of the University of Bologna (Italy). She is also Associate 

Visiting scholar at the Transforming Culture Research Centre (University of Technology Sydney, 2008-20~1). Her publications include:Beyond curiosity. Jomes Mill e 

la noscita del governo coloniale britonnico in Indio (Aracne 2008), several journal articles and book-chapters in Italian and English on the colonial imaginary entailed 

in British imperial experience, on the contemporary debate on race and racism, and on Fascist bio-politics from the viewpoint of Whiteness Studies and Critical Race 

Theory. She has translated various works into Italian, including in Italian R. Guha and G.C. Spivak, Selected Subaltern Studies (Ombre Corte 2002) and more recently 

Talal Asad, On Suicide Bombings (Raffaello Cortina 2009). She is member of the editorial board of the Italian academic journal 4<Studi Culturalb>. Her research fields 

also include GenderStudies and Feminist theories: she has recently published on the ~<Feminist Review>> (2008) and translated in Italian the American philosopher 

Judith Butler’s Subjects of Desire (Laterza 2009). 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-28848689-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <ldcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

P-,F~: Upcoming Pre~ntations on Latina Immigrants and Citizenship 

Thanks, I understand, We’ll have to get coffee soon. My days are pretty crazy, because the kids have soccer 2x/week in the afternoons, I’m not sure when VII get 

work done 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March :[5, 20:[:[ :[2:~8 PM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Upcoming Presentations on Latina Immigrants and Citizenship 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for the invitation and it was good to see you today. Unfortunately, I will be attending the Stone Center event that evening. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice, 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, March :[5, 20:[:[ :[:[:3:[ AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Upcoming Presentations on Latina Immigrants and Citizenship 

Hi Eunice, 

hope you are well and had a good spring break. My coUeague Kathleen Coil will be here next week to give a couple of presentations. We co-edited the Gendered 

(:iti~tn:;h.to:; book. Frn wril:~ng to ~nv~te you to have dinner with us aft:at her ~:alk next Wednesday (around 7:30). ~tease confirm by next Monday, ~ hope you can 

Best, 

I~Jease joi~ us for two upcoming preser~tations: 

Kathlee~ Col~, Starfford 

Remaking Citizenship: katina ~mmigrar~ts a~d New American 

~a~ch Z-~, 20t~. 

GIoba~ Educalion Center, Room 4003 

5:~0 - 7:00 pm 

Weaving d~e stories o~: Mexican and Central American women with h~stoW and analysis of d~e ant~--~rnmigrant ~ps~rge in ~990s California, Kathleen CoU wU~ d~scuss 

th~ impact of reform ~egislat~on on i~d~vidua~ women’s ~v~s and the~ ~ngagement ~n 8rassroots pol~tica~ org~n~z~ng~ D~awh~g on l.ath~a ~mm~gra~ts’ accounts of 

persona~ and pol~tica~ tra~sformation~ CoU a~gues for a reformu~atio~ of out d~finitions of cititenship and pol~tics. 

Sponsored by t:he Curriculum ~n Women’s Studies, the D~versity Incentive Fund, the k~sUtute for the Study of the Amerh::as~ and t:he UNC Program m Latinalo 

~ath~ee~ Col~ a~d ~a 

March 2¢ 2011 
G~oba~ Education Ce~ter, Room 

KatMeen Co~ and Kis CsldweU will discuss their involvement in Lhe ~nter-Un~versity Working Group on Gender and C~lt~ral Cit~zensMp and the dynamics 

coUaborat~ve ~:eminist research. Cot~ and Ca~dweU are co-editors of Get,dared Citizenships: Tro~}s~}~don~/Pe~’spectives on Cuitu;e, Adivism, ~nd KnowMdg# 

Production (Palgrave MacmiUa~; 2009). 

~The time of th~s presentation has been changed from 4:00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:09 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

nancy.robbins@duke.edu 

[asc faculty] Duke Mo~rch 24 "Student tblilics: The role of teachers in the student demonstrations in SA 

From onr friends at Duke: 

The Concilitm~ on Southern Africa (COSA) cordially invites you to: 

Student Politics 

The role of teachers in the student demonstrations in South Africa, from the early 1970s to 1976 

A Talk by Tshepo Moloi, Post-Doctoral Fellow in the Local Histories and Present Realities Program, University of the 

Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa. Moloi has published widely on South African student politics. 

Thursday, March 24th, 2011 

Noon - 1.30 pm 

225 Friedl Building 

Duke - East Campus 

This paper will examine the role played by teachers in politicising and radicalising students, leading to the student 
demonstrations in 1976. 

Light lunch served: RS’VP - nancy.robbins@duke.edu 

Sponsored by the Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) 

Free and Open to the Public 

For more info: nancy.robbins@duke.edu 

Directions to the Friedl Building: http://maps.oit.duke.edu/building/138 

iNi COSA-Iogo-email 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Aizican Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University ef NorLh Cazelina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

www.qlobal.unc.edu!africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 1:26 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~ulty] Helena Cooper - The ttouse at Sugar Beach 

The 
.c__u_.r_r_!Eg_[._u__r._n__j_.n___..G__[.o__..b_a_[_..S_t_._u_..d_j..e_~" is proud to present 

A Public Lecture with Helene Cooper 

March22nd I 5:30PM I FedExGIobalEducationCenter, Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

Helene Cooper is a globally renowned journalist and the author of the acclaimed memoir The House at Suqer Beech. She has reported from war-torn 

regions across the globe for The Well Street Journal and now writes for the New York Times as their White House correspondent in Washington, D.C. 
<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]--> 

pP~oblt~=ty_ Cooper was born in Liberia tea family descended from the American freed slaves that colonized the country. At age fourteen, she flea to 
.i~ the United States to escape the violence of a bloody coup. Graduating from UNC Chapel Hill with a degree in journalism and mass 

communication, Cooper began her career covering trade, politics, race and foreign policy. She later worked as a foreign correspondent and 
reported on conflicts from Europe to the Middle East. 
Known for her rigorous investigation and insightful reporting, Cooper has received significant praise for her work. She employed these 
talents in the research and writing of her two books: an edited collection of the work of her colleague Daniel Pearl, who was murdered by 

the Taliban in 2002, and the New York Times bestselling memoir The House et Sugar Beech, which traces her trajectory from a privileged child to a refugee 
to an American journalist while examining the violence and stratification that troubles her homeland Liberia. 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Ceerdi natx 

Airican Studies Center 

UNC-CP apel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (~hon~’) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

s 6w~ i 1[ ~ eKL~ i i. u ~c. 6 du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, March 15, 20:[:[ :[:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°478 

The Question of European Fiscal Strategy 
Alain Fabre 

Foundation : Wc, rr!en I Referendum/iceland Financial Crisis : Euro AFea I Germa!~y I AusLria 
Beig:.um I spain I Estonia I FraRce I Greece I lcelaRd I i~h~ I PortL:gal European Cou.cil 
Ubya/Med~e:-ranesn Commission : Chms~e I T:-ade ~ Consumers ~ Borders P~rli~ment 
@~argemen~ I ~n8L:s~ry I Ubs~a ~ P.nances ~ Roma ~ Weme~ I Be~a~us Council : L:.bye ~ Pa~en~ 
Competitiveness Diplomacy : Serbia/Kosovo I .mpan Germany : Finances Bulgaria : France 
Austr;.a Denmark : Reshu~11e France : L;.bya Greece : [uH<ey I Frsnce Hungary : Med~aiLaw 
Ireland : Gove:-nrnenL Italy : X~stice Lithuania : Norway I Resignation Malta : ~Lal}, Poland : 
Spain Romania : ForL:m UK : Pensions Slove,ia : FraRce I Referendum Serbia : Government I 
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Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 

j Whilst the Irish government has just been appointed and that Denmark has 
.~.iI photo non dispo reshuffled its executive we simply observe that parity is far from being the rule 

amongst the governments and the trend is unfortunately on the decline (the 
European average fell from 26.07% to 25.45%). This trend which is slight of 

course has occurred since the renewal of the Irish (Dail Eireann)and Estonian 
(Riigikogu) Parliaments: the rate has declined from 24.22% to 24.2~%. The Foundation has 
published three tables with regard to women’s representation in Europe. Less than one week after 
the celebration of Women’s Day, it is a hard truth that emerges. Marvellous speeches are forgotten 
as fast as they are delivered. We wonder whether it might not be better to celebrate women’s day 
every day! 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

RefereRdu m/IcelaRd 

j On 20th February last the Icelandic President Olafur Ragnar Grimsson 
~iI photo non dispo announced the organisation of a referendum on the new Icesave agreement law 

adopted by the Althing, the only chamber of Parliament, four days previously, 
44 votes in favour out of 63. This referendum is the second organised on this 
issue. On 6th March 2010 an overwhelming majority of Icelanders (93%) 
rejected the first law on the Icesave agreement approved at the end of 

December 2009. Polls forecast the victory for the "yes" vote in the referendum on the Icesave 
agreement law which will take place on 9th April. A poll undertaken at the end of February for the 
daily Frettabladid and the TV channel No2 revealed that 61.3% of Icelanders were about to vote in 
favour of adopting the new law on the Icesave agreement. Roughly one third (38.7%) say they will 
reject the text. Three people interviewed out of ten (29.6%) were still undecided. 

Financial Crisis : 

J On 11th March the 17 Heads of State and government of the euro area agreed 
~iI photo non dispo to increase the effective lending capability of their financial aid Fund From 250 

billion euro to 440 billion euros. The permanent crisis mechanism will succeed 
this as of mid-2013 and will be provided with 500 billion euros. They also 
accepted the reduction of the interest rates on European loans granted to 

Greece as part of the international rescue plan and to extend the deadlines within which the country 
has to reimburse the loan. However they refused to do the same for Ireland because the latter 
refuses to raise its business tax rate. The euro area welcomed the additional budgetary austerity 
measures announced on the same day by Portugal. An agreement was found to enhance the defence 
of: the euro area. This pact plans for the 17 countries to enhance their competitiveness by reforming 
their economies, by promising to limit their deficits and debt and by promoting wage moderation in 
the public sector. 

] The Bundesbank is forecasting economic growth in Germany to a total of 

i~ photo non dispo 2.5% in 2011 against 2% previously, said its Chair Axel Weber on 8th March 
during the conference on the annual results of the German Central Bank. The 
Bundesbank is therefore more optimistic than the government which is 
forecasting growth of 2.3% in 2011. In ]anuary Germany exported to a total 
of 78.5 billion euros, ie a rise of 24.2% in comparison with 3anuary 2010 
according to provisional figures published on 10th March by the federal 

statistics office, Destatis. Imports totalled 68.4 billion euros over the same period thereby rising by 
24.1% over one year. The trade surplus lay at 10.1 billion euros. According to figures published on 
8th March by Destatis, France was still Germany’s main trading partner in 2010 with trade to a total 
of 152.4 billion euros against 134.6 in 2009. 



According to final figures published by WiFo on 10th March Austria’s GDP rose by 

i~} photo nondispo 0.8%in the Fourth quarter of 2010 against the previous quarter and by 2.7% in 
comparison with the same period in 2009. in the Fourth quarter of 2010 Austria 
benefited from a dynamic export market again (+1.2%) and "investments 

started their recovery", up by 2.8% said the institute in a press release. The national statistics 
institute, Statistik Austria indicated on 11th March that the total imports by Austria in 2010 rose to 
113.45 billion euros against 109.19 billion For exports. Imports and exports increased by over 16%. 

Read JOther link 

Belg=.u m 

j According to data published on 9th March by the Belgian National Bank in terms .~j photo nondispo of volume adjusted to seasonal variations the GDP increased by +0.5% in the 
Fourth quarter in comparison with the previous quarter. Over the entire year 
2010 economic activity developed by +2.1% compared to a contraction of - 
2.7% in 2009. This recovery was generated by external demand and resulted in 

the creation of jobs For some 28,000 people, ie an increase of +0.6%. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Spaha 

J The Spanish bank needs 15.152 billion eUFOS to recover a healthy situation said ~:~iI photo non dispo the Bank of Spain on 10th March. According to the Central Bank twelve financial 
entities need additional capital to rise to new government requirements in terms 
of solvency set by the decision of 18th February and which enters into Force on 
10th March. Moreover the indexing agency Moody’s took the country’s sovereign 

rating down a notch. 

Estonia 

r ] ,n 2010 Estonia’s GDP .... by 3.1% i .... pari .... ith 2009 ..... ding to 

[ photonondispoj provisional data from the statistics bureau published on 11th March. With 
regard to the fourth quarter of 2010 the Estonian GDP rose by 6.7%. 

Read 

Fra nee 

i The Bank oF France is maintaining its growth Forecast For the French economy in 
~] photo non dispo the First quarter oF 2011 at 0.8% which ’would be its highest rise since it 

emerged From recession in the spring 2009, according to a Forecast published 
on 8th March. The government is counting on an acceleration oF 2% this year 
after 1.8% in 2010. 

Unemployment in Greece rose again in December over one year to 14.8% 
photo non dispo against 10.2 Yo a year previously; this is the highest level in at least Five years. 

It is particularly affecting the 15-24 year olds 40 Yo of whom are without work 
said the Greek statistics authority, ESA, on 9th March. in November 
unemployment totalled 13.9% of the country’s working population. 

Iceland 
Iceland’s GDP contracted by 1.5% in the fourth quarter of 2010 in comparison 

~i photo non dispo with the previous quarter when the Icelandic economy had recovered growth For 
the First time since the crisis according to official statistics published on 8th 
March. In 2010 the Icelandic GDP contracted by 3.5% after a decline of 6.9% in 
2009. 

Read IOtherlink 

1~aly 

j Italian growth slowed to 0.1% in the Fourth quarter and rose to 1.2% over 2010 
ii~iI photo non dispo as a whole as planned by the government according to a Final estimate 

published on 11th March by the national statistics institute Istat. 

Portugal 

/[]~}            Portug .... Fi ..... Minister F ...... do Teixeira dos Sant .......... d or] 11th photo non dispo March that there would be more measures to consolidate the budget to 

guarantee a reduction in the public deficit down to 4.6 ,o of the GDP in 2011. 
These measures that will notably affect the healthcare sector, public companies 
and social allowances are "precautionary measures" that will lead to an 

"additional adjustment of around 0.8% of the GDP," he said. The Minister also re-iterated his 
government’s commitment to reducing public deficit down to 3% of the GDP in 2012 and to 2% in 
2013. 



European Council : 

Lib,/aiMed[~erranean 

j In a joint declaration adopted during an extraordinary European Council of: the 
~:: photonon dispo 27 Heads of State and government European leaders stepped up pressure on 

Mouammar Khadafi. They accepted dialogue with his opposition and spoke 
prudently of a military option to protect the civilians in Libya, even though they 
are greatly divided with regard to this perspective. As a consequence they 
decided to look into "all possible options". A tripartite summit is to be held soon 

between the EU, the African Union and the Arab League. With regard to Tunisia, the European 
Council said it was glad that an election in the view of selecting an constitutive assembly had been 
announced for 24th July 201:[. The European Council supports the democratic transition of Egypt. 

K:e. ~Ld..                                                               ~ 

Commission : 
Climate 

On 8th March the European Commission adopted a Roadmap for transforming 
.~.iI photo non dispo the European Union into a competitive low carbon economy by 2050. The 

Roadmap describes the cost-effective pathway to reach the EU’s objective of 
cutting greenhouse gas emissions by 80-g5% of :[990 levels by 2050. At the 
same time three goals have been set for 2020: reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions by 20%, bringing the use of renewable energies on the part of Europeans up to 20% and 
achieving 20% energy savings across the entire EU~ In order to achieve the final objective the 
European Commission adopted on the same day "a European plan for energy efficacy" in order to 
limit energy dependency of the EU whilst reducing emissions. 

On 10th March the European Commission adopted its first report on obstacles to 
i~iii phot .... dispo trade and i .... tment, It ..... Is the major impediments t .... ket ....... f the 

six strategic economic partners of the EU: China, India, Russia, Japan, the 
MERCOSUR countries (notably Brazil and Argentina) and the USA, Moreover the 
report puts forward real measures such as the launch of an initiative for the 

opening of public procurement and a better use of high level forums such as the Transatlantic 
Economic Council and trade dialogue tools with China, This report will be presented to the European 
Council on 24th and 25th March, 

/[ I~III 
On llth March the European Commission published th ............. kets’ 

photo non dispo scoreboard. It provides real information about the Functioning of the internal 
market for European consumers. This edition reveals that the consumer 
situation has recovered in nearly all Member States after its sharp decline in 
2009. It also confirms that national e-trade is continuing to grow (36% of 
consumers against 34% in 2009) whilst transnational e-trade has barely taken 

off (9% of consumers against 8% in 2009), mainly due to the inertia of supply in this domain. 

Read JOther li!~k 

Borders 

j On :[0th March the European Commission put Forward the modification of the 
.~.iI photo non dispo "Schengen Borders" code 2006 in order to facilitate the circulation of people 

crossing the internal and external borders of the EU. The proposal is mainly 
focused on improving cooperation between the EU and third countries, the 
acceleration of border control and the reduction of superfluous formalities. 

Parliament : 
Enlargement 

j Two distinct resolutions on the progress made in membership negotiations by 

~:~:i photo non dispo Turkey and Montenegro were adopted on 9th March. The Cypriot/Turkish 
stalemate, the lack of dialogue between the Turkish political parties and the 
questions over the freedom of the press and other Fundamental rights in Turkey 
are the main stumbling blocks that are slowing EU membership negotiations said 

rapporteur Ria Oomen-Ruijten (EPP, NL). MEPs also said they were pleased with regard to the official 
candidate status of Montenegro in spite of concerns over corruption, organised crime, discrimination 
and restrictions on media Freedom. 

Read I Cthe! link [ I 
Industry 

j On 9th March MEPs adopted an initiative report supporting the European 
~iI photo non dispo Commission’s initiative with regard to sustainable industrial policy. The 

Commission launched this initiative in November 20:[0. The European 
Parliament pointed to the structural and economic problems experienced by 
European industry and put forward :[40 recommendations- :[5 of which were 

said to be key by the rapporteur Bernd Lange (S&D, DE). In particular MEPs suggest using European 
bonds (Eurobonds) to fund investments in industrial structures and innovation, to review the 
definition of "small and medium sized enterprises" and to create a European patent fund. MEPs also 
asked for a guarantee of reciprocity in external public procurement access. 

Libya 

J On :[0th March Following a debate with the High Representative Catherine 

~i photo non dispo Ashton, MEPs adopted a resolution by a wide majority (S84 votes in favour, :[8 
against and :[8 abstentions) on Libya asking Member States to prepare 
themselves for a Council decision by the UN Security Council with regard to 
additional measures including the possibility of establishing an exclusion zone. 



Moreover the European Parliament called on the High Representative to establish relations with the 
National Interim Council to start an official acknowledgement process. 

Read ICthe!iink                                                                                  I :’¢~1 

j On 8th March the European Parliament adopted 529 votes in favour, ~_27 against 
~:~iI photo nondispo and 19 abstentions an initiative report on the world-scale innovative funding of a 

tax on financial transactions. The most controversial point was an amendment 
calling on the EU to promote a similar tax worldwide and failing that across 
Europe to fund European projects. At the same time the Economic and Monetary 

Affairs Committee approved a report on 7th March promoting stricter regulations on "Short Selling 
and certain aspects of Credit Default Swaps". These financial tools were questioned during the 
sovereign debt crisis. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink                                                                                  [ :"¢~ I 

J The 10 to 12 million Roma living in the EU should benefit from European 

~:~:i photonon dispo measures in order to promote their social, cultural and economic integration 
said MEPs on 9th March. The European Parliament’s resolution adopted by 576 
votes in favour, 32 against and 60 abstentions, is trying to influence the 
Commission’s future strategy for Roma integration; it is also calling for greater 

protection of fundamental rights and better use of EU funds. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

J On 8th March during the plenary session the European Parliament adopted a 

.~.iI photo non dispo resolution written by Mariya Nedelcheva (EPP, BG) on male/female equality. The 
resolution insists on the following points: the need to reduce the difference in 
remuneration between men and women, to increase female representation in 
decision making posts, to improve female employment. The importance of 
improving childcare structures and parental leave was also highlighted. Finally if 
employment rates, part time work and female productivity were similar to that 

of men the GDP would increase by 30% stresses the resolution. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

j In a resolution adopted on 10th March MEPs invited the EU’s competent 

.~.iI photo non dispo institutions and partner countries to look into extending the scope of the 
restrictive measures so that these include prosecutors, judges and KGB agents 
involved in Human Rights infringements in Belarus if repression does not 
stopped immediately. The resolution refers to the cases of Ales Mikhalevich, 

former presidential candidate imprisoned after the post-electoral demonstrations and who was only 
released when he promised in writing to work with the KGB, and Natalia Radina, the creator of an 
opposition internet site who was arrested for having organised and taken part in massive 
demonstrations after the elections who was also freed but forced to stay in her town of residence 
until the inquiry involving her was finalised. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink                                                                                  [ :"¢~ I 

Council : 
Libya 

j On the occasion of an extraordinary meeting on 10th March the 27 EU Foreign 

~i photonon dispo Ministers debated events in Libya and the strategy drawn up by the European 
Commission and the External Action Service to support countries in the region. 
At the same time the High Representative Catherine Ashton announced that she 
had met representatives of the National Transition Council of Libya in 
Strasbourg. Ministers also unanimously decided to extend restrictive measures 

to five Libyan financial entities that are central to the State. Mustafa Zarti was also added to the list 
of 26 people believed to be responsible for the violent repression inflicted on the civilian population 
since 15th February, and whose assets have been frozen. Defence Ministers who met on 10th March 
agreed to step up NATO’s maritime presence in the Mediterranean. 

J On 10th March the Council of the European Union authorised the start of 
~iI photonon dispo enhanced cooperation between the Member States in view of the creation of 

unitary protection via the patent. All Member States except for Spain and Italy 
supported the use of this procedure for the creation of the single patent which 
will be valid in all participating States. The main obstacle to a unanimous 

agreement came from a controversy over the linguistic regime applicable to the future patent 
system. It will be based on that in application at the European Patents office where the official 
languages are English, French and German. On 8th March the European Union’s Court of .Justice 
delivered a negative opinion to this agreement. 

Read [ Cthe! link                                                                                  1;¢ 1 

J On 9th March the 27 Ministers responsible for industry, the internal market and 

~:~:i photo non dispo research adopted the conclusions of the interim assessment of the 7th 
framework programme for research including the funding mechanism in risk 
sharing. They also drew up conclusions on preparatory work in ivew of the 
European innovation partnership project for active ageing and good health. 

They adopted conclusions on the way to rise to the challenges set by primary commodities and basic 
products markets. They set a priority of attenuating the excessive volatility of prices and the 
establishment of guarantees against the danger of cuts or reductions of supplies. Finally with the 
European Council of 24th and 25th March in view the Ministers debated the "annual survey on 
growth" as part of the European Semester. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 



Diplomacy : 
Serbia/Ke~ovo 

j The Serb and Kosovar delegations continued their dialogue on 9th March 
~iI photonon dispo discussing practical aspects such as air traffic and telecommunications. The 

head of the Serb delegation Borko Stefanovic explained that he had chosen to 
debate real subjects whilst his Kosovar counterpart Edita Tahiri wanted to speak 
about differences in terminology in their discourse. He recalled that this dialogue 

may affect the Future EU membership discussions but confirmed the Serb refusal to acknowledge 
Kosovo. 

Japan 
In the wake of the earth quake and the tsunami that struck Japan on llth March 

i~iii phot .... dispo th .... ious EU instituti ..... p ..... d their support to the Jap ..... g ........ t 
and people, in a joint message of solidarity the President of the Commission Mr 
Barroso and President of the Council Mr Van Rompuy expressed "solidarity and 
condolence on behalf of the EU to the people, families and government of 
Japan." They also said that they were "ready to help in any way that was 
possible." The heads of State and government expressed their support and 

asked the Commission and the High Representative to mobilise all appropriate surplus aid that may 
remain. Finally the Commission launched, on Japan’s request, the community civil protection 
mechanism in order to provide aid notably with search and rescue teams for ongoing operations. 

I: :I 

j On 8th March the Federal Finance Minister Wolf:gang Schauble hosted his 
.~.iI photo non dispo American counterpart Timothy Geithner in Berlin. They spoke of the 

implementation of international Financial market reform that was started as part 
of: the G20 and they agreed on the management of imbalance in global 

economic development. Moreover the two ministers addressed upcoming decisions with regard to the 
development of: the euro area and the EU. Mr Geithner said that the USA are confident that Germany 
and its European partners would take all the necessary steps to stabilise the euro area and prevent 
further debt crises. 

B.Igaria : 

On 9th March the French Foreign Minister Alain Jupp~ hosted his Bulgarian 
i~iii phot .... disp ..... terpart Nikolai Mlad ..... That ....... -iterated their desire t .... tinue 

dialogue notably on the rewriting of the European neighbourhood policy; they 
also discussed the Union for the Mediterranean as well as upcoming Financial 
perspectives for the Union and the common agricultural policy. The two 

ministers also spoke of Bulgaria’s accession to the Schengen area recalling on this point that 
although a great deal of work has been done more progress still has to be made before any Further 
steps can be taken. 

On 8th March Austrian Chancellor Warner Faymann hosted Bulgarian President 
i~iii phot .... dispo G .... gui P ....... in Vi ..... They notably di ...... d ...... ic i ........ h as 

tax on Financial transactions, the Nabucco gas pipeline project, as well as 
Europe’s competitiveness. Mr Parvanov thanked Mr Faymann for Austrian 
support towards Bulgaria’s European integration. 

Read [ Cther link 

[[ ::i~i:: The Danish Minister for Refug .... immigration, Integrati .... d Religion, 
photonon dispo Birthe Ronn Hornbech was dismissed from office on 8th March. She was 

replaced by Soren Pind who will remain Development Minister. The title 
"Minister of Religions" goes to Per Stig Moiler. Moreover the Tax Minister 
Troels Lund Poulsen succeeded Former Education Minister Tina Nedergaard 
who had announced her resignation from her post for personal reasons. Peter 
Christensen has taken the post of Tax Minister. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Libya 

I On 10th March French President Nicolas Sarkozy and British Prime Minister ~i photo non dispo David Cameron addressed a joint letter to the President of the European 
Council Herman Van Rompuy expressing their position with regard to the 
violence that Libyan civilians are falling victim to. They stressed that the Libyan 
regime "had lost all legitimity that it might have had". Nicolas Sarkozy and 
David Cameron denounced the deliberate use of military Force against civilians 

and qualified it "as absolutely unacceptable." They also announced the acknowledgement by both 
countries of the National interim Transition Council based in Benghazi. The two men launched a clear 
call asking "Mouammar Gadhafi and his clan to leave". Finally they spoke of the possiblility of setting 
up a no-fly zone that will now require a resolution on the part of the UN Security Council. 

j On 8th March Greek Foreign Minister Dimitris Droutsas met his Turkish 
~i: photo non dispo counterpart Ahmet Davutoglu. Discussions Focused on Greek/Turkish 

cooperation notably in the economic area but also on the situation in Libya and 
the Middle East. They also addressed the issue of illegal immigration and the 
role played by Turkey in this area. Finally they reviewed the possibility of 
abolishing visas for Turkish citizens across all of Europe. 



Read JOd’~er link 

1 On 10th March French President Nicolas Sarkozy hosted Greek Prime Minister 
~ photonondispoJ George Papandreou. They discussed the decisions to take as part of the 

extraordinary European Council on the situation in Libya and with regard to 
the Mediterranean; they also discussed the euro area summit. AFter their 
meeting Mr Papandreou said that Europe had to support the rebuilding of 
economies and help with the democratic transition in North AFrica and in the 
Arab world. 

Hungary : 
[’qedia/Law 

j On 7th March the Hungarian Parliament adopted the amendments to its 
.~j photo non dispo controversial media law after criticism on the part of the EU. Amendments were 

approved by ~58 MPs of the ruling party - the Fidesz led by Prime Minister 
Viktor Qrban. The oppostion voted against (65 votes) and the Far right .lobbik 
abstained. In spite of this the representative of media freedom of the 

Organisation For Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Dunja Mijatovic re-iterated its criticism 
on 8th March believing that the text still infringed the commitments taken by 56 member countries 
with regard to the Freedom of the media. On 9th March the International Press Institute (IPI) said it 
believed that the Hungarian law was still a threat, The European Parliament adopted a resolution on 
10th March asking the Hungarian government to suspend the law "that should be the subject of 
urgent review." 

Ireland : 

j Fine Gael Enda Kenny, winner of the general elections on 25th February was 
ii~iI photo nondispo sworn in on 9th March as Prime Minister oFIreland (Taoiseach) as head oFa 

coalition government which will have the hard task of guaranteeing the 
country’s recovery after the ruin of the crisis. Labour is in charge of Five of 15 
ministries; its leader Eamon Gilmore is Deputy Prime Minister as well as 
Foreign and Trade Minister. The post of Finance Minister has gone to Former 
party leader of Fine Gael, Michael Noonan but a new ministry has been created, 

that of Public Spending and Reform which will be managed by Brendan Howlin. 

Read J Other link :: Oti~er link IxI 
Italy : 
Justice 

] On 10th March the Italian government unanimously adopted a draft 

phot .... disp .....j titutional reF .... f the legal system t .... trict magistrates’ p .... gati .... 
Amongst the reforms notably feature the clear separation of careers between 
public prosecutors and the bench, the introduction of civil responsibility on the 
part of judges who might personally have to pay damages and interest if 
errors are made and the limitation of penal action on the part of the court. 
Moreover the Higher Magistrates’ Council will be divided into two bodies, 

reduced down to being administrative entities. Although Mr Berlusconi qualified this reform as being 
"historic" it still has to be approved by parliament and undergo referendum. 

Read I Cther link 

Lithuania : 

On 8th March the Lithuanian President Dalia Grybauskaite hosted Norwegian 

~i photo nondi~po Foreign Minister Ion Gahr Store. During their meeting discussions Focused on 
the preparation For the State visit oF the President oF Lithuania on 5th-6th April 
and on several issues relative to bilateral and international cooperation. Mr 
Store also met his Lithuanian counterpart Audronius Azubalis with whom he 

discussed his country’s relations with the Baltic and Nordic countries. After the meeting the ministers 
said they wanted to step up economic relations and dialogue between the two countries. Finally Mr 
Store spoke to students at the University oF Vilnius. 

I: :1 

Lithuanian Economy Minister Dainius Kreivys resigned on 8th March after being 

~i photo non dispo accused oF conFusing public and private interests while participating in making 
decisions related to companies whose main shareholder is his own mother. 

Read [Od’~er link 

~alta : 
ltaly 

1 On 8th March the Maltese Foreign Minister Tonio Borg met the Italian 
~i phot .... dispoj S .... tary of State For the Medit ......... SteFania Craxi. They exchanged 

views on possible European sanctions against Libya as well as with regard to 
the ministerial "5+5" meeting in Naples and the "5+5" summit of heads of 
government that will take place in Malta in June. They agreed on the fact that 
sanctions decided against Libya should not affect its citizens in any way. Mr 
Borg also recalled the continuity of humanitarian aid offered by Malta stressing 

however that the country must not be used as a military base since it is neutral. 

Poland : 
Spare 



Spanish Prime Minister Jos~ Luis Zapatero hosted his Polish counterpart Donald 
,~,iI photo non dispo Tusk on 9th March for the 7th Hispano-Polish summit. Apart from questions 

relative to the revolutions in the Arab world and the international crisis the two 
heads of government exchanged views on the future Polish presidency of the 
Council of the European Union that will start on Zst July next and the means to 
improve European economic governance. 

Read I ether link 

On 8th March Romanian President Traian Basescu inaugurated the "Economic 

~i phot .... dispo Forum GCC-Romania Business Opportunities in Central and South Eastern 

Europe" together with many Romanian personalities and members of the Gulf 
State Cooperation Council (GCC). The Forum would like to promote the 
investment and trade possibilities between the various participating states and 

plans different areas of work together: energy and natural resources, infrastructures and real estate, 
tourism, healthcare, investment promotion, trade and information, as well as agriculture. According 
to the first estimates put forward by the organisers, the total value of the projects put forward by all 
Romanian companies would total some 10 billion euros. 

Read [ Od’~er li!~k 

UK: 
Pensions 

An in depth reform of the public sector pension scheme in the UK was put 
i~iii phot .... dispo f ..... d on 10th March i .... fficial report which immediately led to a 

protectionist reflex on the part of the civil servants’ unions who said they were 
determined to counter this project. The report written by John Hutton former 
Secretary of State under the Labour government recommends that public sector 

pensions no longer be calculated according the salary at the end of a civil servant’s working life - an 
extremely advantageous system for the latter - but that it should be based on their average salary 
across their entire career which would decrease the amount. The report also suggests to align 
retirement age of civil servants (variable according to status) with that of the normal regime which is 
due to rise to 66 in 2020 for all Britons, instead of 65 for men and 60 for women right now. Fireman, 
policemen and soldiers would be able to retire at 55-60 years. 

Read [ Od’ler li!~k                                                                                  I×1 

/[ I~III 
F .... h President Nicolas Sarkozy and SI .... ian Prime Minister Borut Pahor 

photo non dispo signed a strategic partnership agreement between France and Slovenia 
designed to enhance their bilateral cooperation, notably with regard to major 
European issues. Nicolas Sarkozy stressed the "importance of the signature" of 
this document for France as well as the support it gave to "the work done by 

Slovenia to modernise". For his part Mr Pahor said he was pleased that France and Slovenia’s 
positions on major European and international subjects were "very similar" and he stressed the 
importance of the "necessary leadership" on the part of France and Germany within the euro area. 

On 11th March the Slovenian Constitutional Court validated the principle of a 
i~iii phot .... dispo ref .... d .... th .... t ....... ial ref .... f reti ..... t pensi ...... jecting a 

request by the government against this popular consultation. According to the 
dailies Delo and Dnevnik the Court is due to announce its decision officially next 
week. 

Read [ Cther Hnk i Other [ink 

1 Serb Prime Minister Mirko Cvetkovic revealed his reshuffled government on 
phot .... dispoj 8th .... h which will h ....... duced number of minist .... The g ......... t 

which comprises 17 ministries and 21 members has to be approved by 
Parliament. The previous government had 21 ministries and 27 members. 
Apart from the function of Prime Minister Mr Cvetkovic is also going to take 
charge of the Finance Ministry. 

Read 

Council of Europe 

j On 7th March the Serb Prime Minister Mirko Cvetkovic met the President of the 
.~.:: photo non dispo Parliamentary Assembly of Europe (PACE), MevlOt cavusoglu in Belgrade. He 

welcomed PACE’s adoption of Dick Marty’s report explaining that the 
acknowledgement of crimes undertaken during the war between Serbia and 
Bosnia was a vital state before reconciliation in the region could take place. 

Moreover the Prime Minister pointed to the reforms undertaken by the Serbs in view of European 
integration and Mr Cavusoglu re-iterated the Council of Europe’s support in the accession process as 
official candidate country to the Union welcoming the Serb contribution to the regional reconciliation 
process. 

OECD : 
h-#lation 

The OECD announced on 8th March that inflation remained stable in 2010 within 

~iI photo non dispo the OECD area at a rate of 2.1 ~/~ - the same as in 2009. Although inflation has 
o o gathered pace in the UK (4 Yo in comparison with 3.~ Yo in December) and in 

Germany (2% compared with 1.7%), it remained stable elsewhere with annual 
rates of 2.3% in Canada, 2.1% in Italy, 1.8% in France, 1.6% in the USA and 
0% in Japan. 



Parity 
On the occasion of International Women’s Day on 8th March the Secretary 

~iI photonon dispo Genera] of the OECD Ange] Gurria announced the launch of a new OECD 
initiative for parity. It aims to overcome the obstacles that are blocking the way 
for parity between men and women in education, employment, entreneurship 
and the development of indicators to measures progress. This action was 

supported by the Ambassador of the USA at the OECD Ms Karen Kornbluh who declared that it was 
"vital to give women increased economic perspectives so that they could rise to the challenges that 
exist in world economies at a time when we are emerging from the world crisis". 

J According to the first Eurostat estimates for the fourth quarter 2010 the EU 
~iI photo non dispo recorded a deficit of 30.4 billion euros compared with a deficit of 4.9 billion 

euros in the fourth quarter of 2009. In the same period the balance of goods in 
the entire EU revealed a deficit of 28.4 billion euros whilst that of the serivces 
balance presented a surplus of 15 billion euros. 

lndush’y 

j According to data published by Eurostat on 14th March industrial production 
.~.iI photonon dispo adjusted to seasonal variations increased by 0.3% in the euro area and by 

0.6% in the EU in January 2011 in comparison with December 2010. In 
December 2010 production increased respectively by 0.3% and 0.2%. In 
.January 2011 in comparison with .January 2010 industrial production progressed 

by 6.6% in the euro area and by 6.8% in the EU. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Studies/Reports : 
~hesion 

j The Centre for European Policy (CEP) has published a paper by Claire Dh~ret 

~i photo non dispo on the EU’s cohesion policy. The author criticises the present approach that is 
focused on the GDP level as an indicator for the allocation of cohesion funds and 
advises on "the development of a more holistic approach placing the well-being 
of citizens (measured by various indicators) at the heart of the cohesion policy. 

Pu LuIe,/EU 

J The French Institute for International Relations (IFRI) has published another 
.~.iI photo non dispo edition in its series "Visions franco-allemandes" entitled "Un leadership par la 

credibilitY- Prospectives franco-allemandes sur I’avenir de I’UE", written by 
Andreas Marchetti and Louis-Marie Clouet in which four future scenarii for the 
EU’s future on the horizon of 2010 are put forward. 

J The French Centre for Strategic Analysis has published a study by Etienne 
photo non dispo Beeker entitled "Les gaz non-conventionnels: une r~volution ~nerg~tique nord- 

am~ricaine non sans consequences pour I’Europe." 

Ptead 

] The Institute for Security Studies in the EU has published a report on "The 

[~ii: photonon dispo wave of Arab democracy: how can the EU take up this opportunity?" The 
authors aim to pinpoint the impact of these democratic revolutions on the 
various countries in the region, the main challenges to a successful democratic 
transition and which priorities the Union should adopt. 

Fina!~c,%iEU 

I The Centre for European Policy Studies has published a paper on the European 
~iI photo non dispo financial stabilisation mechanism entitled "On the Tasks of the European 

Stability Mechanism" and written by Stefano Micossi, ]acopo Carmassi and 
Fabrizia Peirce. This paper clarifies the role financial assistance role of the EU to 
the Member States that faced debt crises and lays out the tasks that the new 

European mechanism would have to be able to implement to establish an effective crisis 
management system for the euro area and the EU. 

UK 

J The Federal Trust for Education and Research published a paper entitled :’The 
.~.iI photo non dispo European Union Bill. A Federal Trust Briefing" in which author Andrew Blicl< 

describes and analyses the draft law on the EU in the UK. 



The Swedish Institute for European Studies has just published a study by 
.~j photo non dispo Nicolas.]abko on economic governance in the EU, entitled "Which Economic 

Governance for the European Union?" in which the author looks into shared 
sovereignty issues. 

J The Economic Analysis Council has published a report by lean-Paul Betb&ze 

~:i photo non dispo (member of the Foundation’s scientific committee), Christian Bordes, .]~zabel 
Couppey-Soubeyran and Dominique Plihon on central banking after the crisis. 
This report addresses the necessary development in the vocation of central 
banks in response to the financial crisis. 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 

Publications : 
Defence 

j The International Institute for Strategic Studies has published a book entitled 
.~j photo non dispo "The Military Balance 20:L1" in which military capabilities and the defence 

economies in 170 countries are analysed. 

T r.~a Lyl’Lisbcn 

J Euroeditions have published a book on the Lisbon Treaty and the charter of 
~] photo non dispo fundmental rights with an introduction by Enrique Baron Crespo and a preface 

by Herman Van Rompuy. 

Read 

Culture : 
E>’hibiticniChagaii 

J The Grenoble Museum is presenting an exhibition until 13th June "Chagall et 
~iI photo non dispo I’avant-garde russe," in which 150 works from collections of the National Modern 

Art Museum enables visLors to review a particularly fruitful period in the history 
of 20th century art - the Russian avant-garde. The leitmotif is the fascinating 

world of Marc Chagall (1887-1985). 

Read I Cther ]ink 

Exhlbition/Utrecht 

j Until 11Lh May the "Catharijneconvent" Museum in Utrecht is dedicating an 
photo non dispo exhibition of the artistic treasures of Macedonia entitled "Unimagined Beauty 

Icons From Macedonia". It includes more than 50 icons made as of 11th 
century, a golden mask of the 500BC as well as a unique collection of 
Christian reliefs in terracotta. The exhibition reviews the rich culture of 
Macedonia of 4000BC until the 19Lh century. 

Read 

Ar t,/[’~laast rici~ L 

j The 24th edition of the grand art and antiques fair, "The European Fine Art 
photo non dispo Fair" (Tefaf) in which 260 people take part will be opening its doors in Maasticht 

on 18th March. Arts traders and antique’s dealers from 16 countries are 
exhibiting until 27th March with nearly 30,000 pictures, sculptures, furniture, 
porcelain, clothes and notably some precious manuscripts on offer. 

j From 17th to 20th March the Leipzig Book Fair will take place with an expected 
~] photo non dispo 2,071 exhibitors from 39 countries. 

Read 

j On 18th March the Paris Book Fair will open its doors for the 31st year running. 

~:i photo non dispo This year it pays tribute to Scandinavian writers with around forty guest 

authors; the detective novel is also at the centre of the fair likewise the town of 
Buenos Aires, the World Book Capital 2011. The fair will end on 21st March. 

~ From 16th-19th March "Les Fallas " the art and culture festival of Valencia will 

[~ photo non dispoj bring the streets are alive with fireworks displays, music bands, artistic 
lighting, street performances, parades... Every part of the town orders work 
from artists. The main work of art "falla" is surrounded by "ninots" which 
shape the festival’s message which is always satirical. 



Agenda: 

14th March 
Eurogroup Meeting and Environment Council Meeting 

14th and 15th March 
Meeting of G8 Foreign Ministers 

15th March 
Economy and Finance Council 

17th-18th March 
Agriculture and Fisheries Council 

20th March 
Informal "Trade" Council 

21st March 
"General Affairs" and "Foreign Affairs" Councils 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, .]ohanna KarI-Joubert, Camille L~pinay ; 
Thalia Bayle, Orion Devriendt, Mairi Friesen, Philippine Lef&vre, Marie Vaugeois 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale ]oannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr..lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxd, Mort]ca L <mrichar&~}email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: a HUGE tZavor--please reply asap! 

Dr. Sahle, 
Where are you located? 
We would like to deliver your SUPd7 packet today. 
Thanks, 
Monica 

Monica Richard I Program Administrator I Office for Undergraduate Research I (919) 843-7763 I mrichard@email.uaac.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:50 AM 
To: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Patricia, 

can stay until 12 10pm My first seminar is at 12.30pm. If we could start earlier that would be great but if not I will be there at 10 00am. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: b’ukkJla, Patricia J 

Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:21 PM 

To: Sahle, Bunice N 

Cc: Richard, Monica L 

Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

THANKS, this is great I have cc’d Monica Richard (OUR Program Administrator) on this reply. She will arrange to have copies of the proposals delivered to your office on Tuesday 
Regarding the meeting, it is scheduled to begin at 10am on March 29 in Graham Memorial 011. We can plan to discuss the Social Science applications first (although we hope you will stay as 
long as possible) Will that work for you? If not, we could explore the possibility of starting earlier Please let us know, and also please know how grateful I am for your willingness to 
participate in the selection process this year, especially at such short notice! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:55 PM 
To: Pul&ila, Patricia J 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

Sure Patricia. IIowever, I teach on Tuesdays, thus I am only available between 8.30am-12 00pro 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Etmice, 
One of the reviewers for the Surmner Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee had to withdraw due to a death in her ~amily. Is there any chance that you would be 
available to set~e this year? I have pasted more details below. Please let me know one way or the other ASAP, THAi’~S. 
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to ser~e on the Sunm~er Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection COlrm~ittee this year. We have 62 applications (2 pages each) in the 
Social Sciences category- this year, and I hope that we will be able to fund around 20 of these. I have attached a rubric for proposal cvaluation which we posted as a guide for the students 
and which we hope will facilitate the selection process. Would you be willing to serve on a small panel to review the applications’.’ If you agree, we will bring the copies to yore office 
tomorrow. We will plan to convene as a panel for a 2 1/2 hr meeting on March 29 to make the decisions (there will be two "expelts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natmal Sciences, and 
two in the Arts & Humanities, although in the past we have all enjoyed the multidisciplinary nature of the panel discussions). If you would like more irfformation about the proposal 
requirements and past projects, please visit http://www.tmc.edu/deptsiour/students/fellowship suppisurf.html Please let me know one way or the other if you are willing to take on what 
many of us feel is a ver~" enjoyable task-thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

ASA 

Hi Eunice, 

I have been thinking about submitting something to ASA, to your section more exactly. But I thought I should check with you to see if you think it would make sense 
for me to do so. I have been working on an article on the homosexuality crisis in Uganda. I was thinking of giving a paper that would take up that controversy as a way to 

explore recent interest in the expansion of NGOs and religious organizations into African political life, and questions about how these organizations might reflect more "flexible" or 

horizontal forms of sovereignty. Charles Plot’s new book takes up some of these issues in an anthropological vein, and it has sort of motivated me to address the church in 

Uganda from a similar perspective. But let me know if this section is focused more on political science/political economy, and if I should send my paper elsewhere. 

(Also - I know the deadline is today! Sorry for contacting you so late!) 

best, 

Lydia 

On Mar4, 2011, at 10:01 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Lydia, 

It was wonderful to catch up the other day. Forgot to mention that as you work on your manuscript, prospectus, etc., in the coming year, please know that I am 
willing to read your material and offer comments if you wish. 

Have a great break. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Conference (draft) 

Conference draft # 1 .doc 

Dear Eumce: 

I apologize for not sending you this dral’t earlier. Please find it attached We should definitely hurry up ~vith the logistics I have a meeting ~vith Barbara on Monday the 21st, do you want to 
mention the conference to her? Or do you want us to meet her and Mike sometime next week or so? The?’ may also attend the talk by Kenneth on Thursday 

Best regards, 
Malnarame 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 1:41 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: Spring 2011 - Conference/edited book project 

Dear Mamarame, 

This is a 12~llow-up to our meeting yesterday As promised here 
highlights of our discussion. 

ProJect’s title: 

Islam in Africa and the African Diaspora 

(;ore themes: 

1 ) History of Islam in Africa and the African Diaspora 
Panels: 
Panel 1: Islam in African history: West Africa 
Panel 2: Islam in African history : East Africa 

2) Islam in the African Diaspora 

Europe 

USA 

Canada 

3) Islam and global Public Health Issues 
HIV/Aids 
Maternal Health 
Women’s reproductive rights 

3) Islam and people of African descent Contemporary discourses 

Terrorism 
Identity- formation 
Gender 
Political sphere 
Social movements 
Law 
Cultural production (literature) 

The above are just rough ideas thus we can flush them as we move on. 

Possible funding sources: 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Center for Global Initiatives 
Middle East Center 
Religious Studies 
Gender and Globalization Facul~ Working Group 
African Studies Center 
Law School 
School of Public Health 

First deadline: Feb. 21 

- Eunice and Mamarame - complete the project’s proposal (no more than 1 
page) 
- Eunice and Mamarame - complete projected budget details. 

That is it for now 

Best wishes and let’s keep in touch. Eumce 



Eunice Sahle, Ph D 
African Studies and ]mernational Studies 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
27599-3395 
North Carolina 
’]?el: 919-966-2588 



Title: Islam contemporary discourses and practices in Africa and the Diaspora 

Panels 

Panel # 1 

Islam in African Histow: West-Africa 

Islam in African History: East-Africa 

Panel # 2 

Islam in the Diaspora 

Europe 

USA 

Canada 

Panel # 3 

Islam, Security and the Global Order: terrorism, war on terror, etc. 

Islam and Identity formation: Africa and the Diaspora 

Gender and Islam 

Islam and Social protest in the Arab World 

Islam la~v 

Islam in Cultural Productions and Cinema 

Islam economic imaginafies 

Panel # 4 

Islam and Global Public Health Issues 

HIV/Aids 

Maternal Health 

Women’s reproductive rights 

Possible sources for funding 

Department of African and African-Amnerican Studies 



Center for Global Initiatives 

Middle-Eastern Studies 

Religious Studies 

Gender and Globalization Faculty Working Group 

Outcomes of the meeting with Julius 

Suggestions from Julius 

No funding may come from African Studies Center for things related to the Diaspora 

Make the conference local if you need fund presenters 

Think about who to bring and what to put in the tile for funding purposes 

You should target local people from Duke, UNC, NC State, etc. 

For the keynote, go simple. Maybe a keynote is not needed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 
20110315165655294.pdf 

For you! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:sca~me ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:57 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 03.15.2011 16:56:55 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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appears at the end of this book. 
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II 

The Emergence of Afro-Europe: 

A Preliminary Sketch 

ALLISON B LAi(ELY 

A virtual explosion of Black African immigration in Europe over the 

past few decades, whose magnitude and significance are not yet widely recog- 
nized by scholars nor the general public, is creating an unprecedented increase 

in Europe’s black population and a predictable negative response. While even 
the participants themselves are only beginning to sense a degree of group iden- 
tity-largely forced upon them by the sh~ed experience of discrimination and 
racism expressed in unmistakable common patterns--the Black population in 

Europe has finally achieved a size and visibility that invites comparison with 
the involuntary definition of community that shaped the concept of African 

American among the descendants of enslaved Africans in North America. This 

analogy becomes all the more tempting when one considers the evolving ide~ 
and reality of the stiff-growing, twenty-seven-nation European Union with its 
porous borders and the fledgling European Parliament. Add to this Internet 
Web sites and other electronic media that taken altogether constitute a new, 

transnational dimension for cultural conceptualization and organization whose 
potential impact is yet to be measured. 

The definition of Btack employed here is inherently ambiguous, because the 

concepts related to this have always been somewhat ambiguous and arbitrary, 
and moreover this definition was originally imposed on people of African de- 
scent by others. I am, therefore, not here proposing a new definition, only of- 

feting observations on how the most prevalent convention may be becoming 
operative in Europe. With respect to France and other countries that discourage 
formal stipulation of racial or ethnic categories by law or tradition, I am simply 

counting those who within those societies routinely suffer personal indignities 
and adverse discrimination due to their skin color or known Black African 
cestry, regardless of census categories. It is also important to note here that the 



precise number of Blacks is not essential to my central discourse, as long as it 

is admired ~at ~e level and bread~ of ~stribution is u~precede~ted and has 

become of soci~ concern. 
~e largest countries in Western Europe, ~e United K~gdom, ~ranc¢, and 

Germ~y, have a long and w~-~own history of immigration of Black, ~th 

the United ~ngdom ha~ now around ~.5 m~ion Blacks ~ its pop~ation 

of 6o m~ion, ~d Fr~ce probably over z6 m~lion out of a comp~able 

pop~atiom Germany, ~th a larger tot~ pop~ation of over 8o m~io~ has only 

around ~68,ooo from sub-S~aran Africa, which c~ be e~lained by obvious 

historical and geographk~ factors. ~ust a hint of ~e scope of what I am ca~ing 
"A~o-Europd’ can be seen in the fact ~at it now r~ges ~om Ireland in the 

extreme northwest, where the Blackpopulatio~ h~ quietly risen above 3o,ooo; 

to the Ne~er[~, where it is h~f a mflliom to Scandinav[~ where apa~ from 

Sweden the ~mbers are retatNely sm~ but the feinted problems ~e still sur- 

facing; to Russia, wi~ lingering remnants of the tens of thousands of Mrican 

Figure x.~, A~9roximate Black p~pu[ations in Europe, ¢ornposed and compiled by the author. 
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students who trained there under the Soviet regime; on around to Italy and Spain 

on the Mediterranean. 2he rapid rate at which this level of Black population has 
materialized and continues to be augmented by the hundreds of thousands of 
immigrants pouring into Europe annually--despite recent efforts to stem the 
tide--gives further support for the metaphor of explosion. While the percent- 
age of Europeans of Black African descent is still under ~ percent, the social 
construct of "blackness" has throughout modern times carried a significance 

that cannot be measured simply in numbers.~ 

Transition from Africans in Europe to Afro-Europe 

The value of generalizations and parallels drawn in the presem effort at a com- 

parative overview of Europe on this subject should be weighed against a constant 

awareness of the great regional, historical, and cultural diversity of the societies 

in question. The same is, of course, true of aspects of American history men- 

tioned in places. This said, there is all-too-abundant graphic evidence of the 

negative backlash I have alluded to and the pa!-allets with the African American 

experience that also relegated groups of diverse African origins to a collective 

category of inferiority, qfhe ethnically charged protests that spread to 3o0 cities 

in France in late October and early November zoos, featuring deadly violence 

and thousands of burning automobiles, easily evoked scenes from the major 

urban riots in the United States in the a96os~ or the disturbances in a981 in 

Londo~s BrL~ton district, followed a few momhs later by a much larger one in 

Liverpool’s Toxteth district. The underlying causes Lord Leslie Scarman identi- 

fied in the government inquiry, reported in November 1981, were reminiscent 

of the 1968 Kerner Commission Report on conditions in the United States 

that had attributed the American riots to the failures of American society to 

integrate African American rural-to-urban migrants and their descendants, as 

reflected by high unemployment, abusive police practices, substandard housing, 

inadequate education, poor recreation facilities and programs, and inadequate 

response from established institutions. Now, a few decades later, a survey of 

reports emerging from all the countries to be discussed here read like excerpts 

from the Kerner and Scarman inquiries. Attorneys for the families of the two 

teenagers killed in the more recent violence in France filed a complaint with the 

courts charging what amounted to racial profiling and police negligence strik- 

ingly reminiscent of perennial complaints of police misconduct that is all too 

familiar in the United States’ inner cities? While much of the world was more 

surprised to learn of l~rance’s dusters of suburban (bantieue) poor than it was 

of those abandoned in New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina earlier in zoos, 

such ghetto-like settlements of ethnic and religious immigrants in Europe are 

not unique to France. 



6 " ALLISON BLAKELY Somalis live in 
arrivals live in some of the poorest 

Consider, for example, the fact that now more than 7o,oo° 

and around London. Predictably, the new . the Portuguese dimension 
Similarly, Cape Verdeans, owing to neighborhoods-          population in the shantytowns of Lisbon �ompa- 

colonial past; have a                                         . °f theitro that of the Somalis in Londo.m 5o,°°° to 7o,ooo migrated to portugal 

ruble 
to find work and better lives) Poignant testimony of the persts- 

since the 195os 
tence of immigration despite hardships is that over a thousand North Africans 

have perished in the waters between Gibraltar and Spain 
of various origins equally compelling evidence of the bacMash that 

in recent years. Meanwhile, of Europe is that in Russia alone, authorities 
awaits new arrivals in some parts gangs, while the African 

count some 5o,ooo youths organized into skinhead Moscow lodges official complaints in vain about brazen, 
diplomatic corps in 

officials and other Africans resident in Russia, 
daylight assaults on their Black A central assertion 

on the streets of Moscow, St. Petersburg, and other cities. even those individuals and groups that wood prefer otherwise. It 
underlyLng the present essay is that a Black identity is being forced by circum- 

stances upon 
should also be noted that the current quest for identity among Blacks in Europe 

is not exactly the same as that earlier for tb, e descendants of enslaved Africans ¯ from a former Ear°7 
in America Most are direcdy from Africa, or 

with a Black majoritY. Although this transition to a Europe will 

Black population has seemed to come about sudderfly, and largd3 
it in fact has transpired along differing paths and at paces 

European society in question. What this population that I view as 
incipient overarching BlaCk identity all share is a 

rooted in the history of the European colonial empires and 

in the Atlantic slave trade, represents three main 
"t-he current European Black population 

of migration: (~) Blacks who were already connected to Euro~ 
through former coionial ties, thus primarily Great Britain, Fr~ 
erlands, Spain, portugal, Belgium, and Germany; 

Africa seeking political asylum, especially in Switzar[and, Finland, 
Denmark, Norway, and the Netherlands; and (3) students tional opportunities in Russia, the Czech Republic, Slovalda, 

LatVia. "then there are 
Bulgaria, East GermanY, and drawn to Italy, 
employment who for various reasons are 

¯ reality of an 

Globaiization of industrial capltahsm and the growing 

world without borders is perhaps the most immediate influential 
affecting th current migrations, lust as populations 

ribb ean fir: moved t° 1° cal ri;g~:~e~:;~enda:t:~’ad, 
more i obs, the two mai or red 
States, are the wofiffs leading industrial areas, and at the same 
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riencing declines in birthrate that threaten economic prosperity. Against the 

backdrop of the massive, stir ongoing rural-to-urban migration within China, 

for example, of over zoo million during this same era, the dramatic upsurge of 

primarily labor migration into Europe from Africa and Asia is not so surpris- 

ing. A comparative overview of the impact of these recent migrations on racial 
and cultural identities of peoples of Black African descent in various European 

societies and reflection on the extent to which this coRectively resembles the 

African American experience may be of some value for understanding the 

process unfolding, both for the individuals and groups experiencing it and the 

respective governments involved. The Black populations in these host societies 

are aiming at integration or assimilation on the one hand and formulation of 

racial and cultural identity on the other. The predominance of the nation-state 

as the basic form of social organization in the course of the Industrial Revo- 

lution, which also inspired cultural nationalism, now finds its counterpart in 

the aspiration of migrants for either some degree of integration into the host 
societies or strong consciousness and organization along ethnic lines in order 

to survive and prosper. 

In a world that seems to be constantly shrinking, in inverse correlation with 

the expansion of new technologies, it is no longer difficult to suspend in our 

minds the artificial geographical borders around the globe. However, the histori- 

cal significance of human differences based on the artificial constructs of race 
t color are more difficult to remove even in our imagination. Thus the subject 

of Blacks in Europe is neither as nebulous nor artificial as it should be in a more 
feet world. Regarding my implied comparkson with North America, there 

~" are of course obvious parallels between the origins of the Black populations in 

Europe and the Americas. Some of the differences in the present perceptions and 

may be accounted.for by the fact that the leading European countries 

t not favor the actual practice of slavery within their societies in the modern 

great Western powers, only the United States did.41his accounts 
r distinctive differences in racial definitions and social attitudes compared to 

vean countries~that is, unabashed lingering premodern assumptions¯ in 

United States, as opposed to hidden ones. This explains in part a widdy held, 

both at home and abroad, that Europe lacked the basis for the 

~ bad race relations characterizing the United States. Europe did play 

r interesting earlier role as a sort of laboratory for Black freedom of 

nurturing major figures of the Harlem Renaissance in 

However, Black emigrants’ initial sense of euphoria was in most cases 

,ered by closer familiarity with how they were really regarded2 A good 

of the operation of the circum-Aflantic cultural exchange within the 

,ora during the early twentieth Century is that the Harlem Renais- 

! was in turn part of the inspiration for the N~gritude movement founded 



by A~rican ~d Afro-Caribbe~m intellectu~Is ~ 1~rance at t~e beginning o~ the 
~_9~os. ~ile the prima~ mo~ers, ~opold S~dar Senghor and Aim~ C~saire, 
drew most deeply from European and African cultural wells for this, Senghor 
directly aclmowledged.influence from W.E.B. Du Bois’s writings from the start 
of the century and viewed the Harlem Renaissance as the prototype for their 

movement.6 Likewise, Scandinavia, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Soviet 
Russia enjoyed especially positive reputations in the early twentieth century as 
societies that were tolerant concerning concepts of race and social justice. 

While this view has some validRy in relative terms, it tends to obscure the 
centuries-old, shared tradition of color prejudice and racism in western civi- 

lization that is far more essential for an understanding of what is happening 

now in Europe. By the end of the eighteenth century, the claim that Blacks were 

naturally inferior became the prevalent justification for the Atlantic slave trade 
and slavery in European colonies in the Americas. At the same time, modern 
capitalism found profit in popularizing debasing stereotypes, for example, in 

brand names for products alluding to Blacks as exotic, erotic, or innately servile. 
All the way into the twenty-first century, lighthearted racism has supported the 

sale of such pastries as the Negerkuss or Negerzoen (Negro’s kiss) and Mohrenkopf 
(Moor’s head) in Germany, France, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, and Swit- 
zerland. A recent reminder in Sweden is controversy over an ice cream brand 

name, Nogger Black. In the Netherlands, the main cookie company producing 
Negerzoen, Van tier Breggen, decided in March ~-oo6 to change the name to Buys 
Zoenen. However, since 96 percent of the 5,0oo respondents of a poll were of 

the opinion that the original name Was not racist, tt seems likely that the name 
will continue to be used by the general public7 Whether these popular treats 
seriously represent racism or not, the very existence of the controversy is com- 

mentary on the legacy of racism. 
Over recent centuries, modern science has lent its prestige to further reinforce 

the kind of racism that already had produced blatantly flawed scientific findings 
concerning Africans. Further complicating study and discussion of this issue is 

the broad spectrum of definitions concerning Black African identity. Of all the 
world’s societies, only the United States featured a definition of Black identity cant an one with known Black African ancestry. European societies, 
t~hat m.., ’--Y~-:-ao- -athe Americas, Africa, and the rest of the world placed 

tl~ose in me rema~i,~- ,,* 
more significance on varying shades of color. Hence one encounters such terms 
as mulatto, Black, Ethiopian, African, moro, nero, negro, n~gre, preto, indiani in 
Europe, and the extreme case in Brazil where dozens of terms eventually came 

to be adopted to describe degrees of color and related social stares. This results 
in great ambiguity concerning who might be considered Black, and admittedly 

renders generalization about Blacks in Europe problematic. The powerftfl ap- 

peal and ancient vintage of stereotypes is evident in the fac 
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Figure *,z, Black stereotypes it1 American and European children’s stories: first 

page from The Stow of the Black Boys. 

of the black stave as happy-go-lucky, lazy, and irresponsible, which is usually 
associated with nineteenth-century North America, was already popular in 

sixteenth-century Europe. While there were instances of admiration for indb 
vidual Africans who distinguished themselves in various pursuits, pervasive 

color prejudice tended to ensure that these would be viewed as exceptions to 
the merits of Africans in general. The denigrating images of Africans in west- 

~..~, em civilization overshadowed others present that might have allowed a more 
balanced picture of the roles of Africans. 

While there were many black servants, slaves, and even some executioners 
in early modern Europe and the European empires, there were also many free 
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Figure 1.3. Black stereotypes in Americar~ and European chi(dmn’s stories; a ~[cture of a game named 

after the sto~Y Little B~k Sombo, along with other related stereoty9es. Courtesy of photographer 

Roland Freeman. 

among the ordinary populace, working in such occupations as musicians, sol- 
diers and sailors. Moreover, the European elites occasionally included Africans 

who ’were nobles, government officials, intellectuals, priests, and even saints. 

Invoking the mythic "Curse of Ham~ as a basis for e~aslaving Blacks did not 
alter the veneration of Black Madonnas at hundreds of churches in Europe and 

Figure t.4. A ~egerzOen (NegrO’s kiss) confection from the Netherlands. http://commons.wikimedJa 
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the Americas. While travel literature and the ¯graphic arts, including marginal 
decoration on maps, at times reinforced misleading stereotypes about Africa 
and Africans, the arts in other instances featured beautiful representations of 
Africans, for instance, the Black king in countless renditions of the adoration 
of the Magi. And while folklore, music, poems, and plays carried some nega- 
tive images, they also at times demonstrated admiration for qualities thought 
of as African. Actual history thus provided ample material for positive images 
to predominate; the chosen course ofsodoeconomic and intellectual develop- 
ments determined otherwise? A comparative look at the image of Blacks in 
Western popular culture on both sides of the Atlantic reveals deeply seated, 
shared prejudices that served as fertile soil for the rapid spread oft_he raciaiized 
social tensions now evident across Europe. 

The Cha|[enges and Responses 

In the case of the former European colonial powers, it should not be surprising 
that they inherited significant populations of Black African descent. All that was 
needed was a greater demand for labor and a weakening of restrictions that for 
centuries had limited the influx of Mrican populations. Present-day declining 
European birthrates create a stimulus like that which led to a Black population 
approaching a quarter of a million in Spain and Portugal in the fifteenth and 
early sixteenth century in the wake of the bubonic plague: In waging the two 
world wars of the first half of the twentieth century, costing tens of millions of 
lives, and on the crest of unprecedented industrialization, the European pow- 
ers inflicted upon themselves a similar depletion of labor supply and greater 
dependence on their former colonial subjects. Nevertheless, in the European . 
countries most affected by immigration issues, as also in the United States, the 
obvious demand for this labor supply continues to be met by strong nationalistic 
sentiment wishing to deny the need and its desirabfiit3a. A good example of these 
internal contradictions is the case of France, where public officials still express 
pride in what are considered the civilizing benefits of the l~rench colonial past 
but, similar to other countries, in zoo6 passed a law restricting further immi- 
gration even from former colonies of those with certain skills. Added to the 
labor demand is the inescapable human legacy of empires that included Black 
Africans, many of whose descendants became citizens at the end of empire. 
This is especially the case with France and Great Britain. For present purposes, 
the United Kingdom may be viewed as the model of a former colonial power 
that directly inherited a Black population. Mready by the late eighteenth ceno 
tury, there may have been a Black population in England approaching 3o, ooo. 

ects from the Caribbean and Africa have had to be ac- 
commodated for mutual benefit, just as the descendants of enslaved Mricans 

¯ in the United States have had to be. 
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grants and their France-born children on the other, represented a dramatic and 
tragic illustration of the practical implications of color-blindness. It became clear 
that the authorities lacked even a vocabulary to discuss the crisis intelligently, 
let alone strategies to quell it, since in their minds there could be no ghettos in 
France, notwithstanding the housing of approximatdy z million immigrants 
in 300 high-rises, many of which are substandard. Nor could French leaders 
of any political stripe admit of a possibility of the periodic violent outbursts 
that are inherent in communities of systematically disadvantaged people that 
the dominant society chooses not to see.a Also disturbing is that the hard4ine 
reaction of then Interior Minister Nicolas Sarkozy and Prime Minister Domi- 
nique de Villepin appeared to resonate better with the French public than did 
the more conciliatory stance of President lacques Chirac. 

2he even more massive public protests in France in the spring of~oo6 against 

a proposed law that sought to weaken the civil rights of yotmg adults related 
to employment--employers gained arbitrary rights to terminate employment 
within the first two years--also contained a cultural component that may have 
been a carryover from the earlier social unrest: ~[hese strikes and protests, led 
by students and labor unions, included a snbcurrent of more violent activity 
by some youths. While the government and most commentators viewed this as 
purely criminal activity, it also may reveal an element of class struggle, featuring 
some of those unemployed at a much higher rate than the students and vent- 
ing their frustration that their plight was not addressed by the new legislation 
as the government claimed, lournalists making follow-up visits a year later to 
Clichy-sous-Bois and l~pinay-sur-Seine, another suburb affected by the 
unrest, found tensions still high and more minor outbreaks of violence. 
persistence of such tensions was further demonstrated in November :ZOOT, after 
two teenagers in the suburban town of Viiliers-le-Bel died when their motorbike 
collided with a police car. Rioting broke out for two nights, resulting in injuries 
to around ~2o of the hundreds of police officers mobilized. At a town meeting 
catted to calm the atmosphere, the perennial issues of housing, }obs, and ethnic 

. profiling were once again raised by the public. Meanwhile at the government 
level, Nicolas Sarkozy, now en#oying his new role as president of the republic, " 

: biamed the rioting on a "thugocracy" and denied that it was related to social 
::.ills.~ On the positive side in recent French history, in the 2002 presidential 

Christiane Taubira, an economist from French Guiana, became the 
: candidate for president and drew 66o, ooo votes, 2.3 percent of the 

total. Blacks have also in rare instances served in the National Assembly or in 

)arliaments, mostly representing French territories abroad--and as 
’ as ~0o have been elected to city councils around the country, albeit out 

in total. 
the patterns of the European Black experience traced here are pardi- 
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exhibit in the 19908, the local officials and public were apparently so attached 

to it as a tourist attraction that they launched a campaign to keep it, including 
T-shirts with supportive slogans and Easter chocolates in the image of EI Negro. 

It was finally surrendered in 2ooo to Botswana, where it was buried.1~ 
Additional, more recent notoriety resulted from blatant racist taunting by 

the crowd of 55,ooo at a soccer match in Madrid’s Bernabeu stadium in No- 
vember 2oo4. Racist treatment of Black soccer players has been a Europe-wide 

phenomenon but had subsided considerably since the 197os and 198os, when 
organized public efforts in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Ireland, and ¯ 
other countries where it was rampant toned it down¯ During that era, it was 

atso dangerous for Black fans to attend soccer matches in those countries, even 
though increasingly some of the leading players were Black. A recent reminder 
that such ugly attitudes are still latent occurred at a match in Halle on March 

as, 2006. When disgruntled fans shouted racial epithets and spat at Adebowale 
Ogungbure, a Nigerian midfielder on one of the teams, he responded angrily 

with a Hitler salute. Adding further insult, he was charged with violating the 
constitution, which prohibits this gesture. While those charges were 

,ed, tension surrounding Black soccer stars in Europe continues, in spite 
¯ J their numbers. For instance, the rurmer-up French 

in the 2oo6 World Cup championship was predominantly Black, and its 

superstar Zinedine Zidane, a French Algerian)a 

which shared Spain’s history as one of the veT first of the modern 
0penn colonial powers, now only counts around uo,ooo immigrants in 

of around ~o million. The majority are Black and come from 
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colonial powers, qhis is especially true of cotmtries that during the Cold War 
were part of the Soviet Communist orbit, including Czechoslovakia, Poland, 
Hungary, Bulgaria, East Germany, and Latvia. 

Some of the tens of thousands of Mric~s stayed in Russia, just as smaller 
numbers remained in the smaller countries and still continue to come on a 
much-reduced scale despite racial tensions. Around 17,ooo mixed-race children 
have recently been identified in Russia by the Russian Interracial Children’s 
Charity Fund, "METIS;’ based in Moscow. Many now live in dire straits in an 
impoverished post-Soviet society that has little regard for this population now 
that the ideological motivation for their advancement is past. Incidents of ra- 
cially motivated physical assaults and other xenophobic behavior have become 
the norm. There is not even a question of real assimilation into Russian society, 
which has thus far shown iitfle response to a growing litany of eloquent, pas- 
sionate appeals for relief from unconscionable violence. In March ~oo 6, a knife 
attack on a nine-year-old girl of mixed parentage at the entrance of her apart- 
ment building by two young assailants occurred in the same week as a verdict 
exonerating those accused of murdering another nine-year-old two years earlier. 
lust months before, a student from the Congo was beaten to death by attackers 
who were charged only with attempted murder. 

Only in early ~oo6 did the Russian government reluctantlybegin moving to- 
ward cfiminalizing racial hate crimes, amid persisting public apathy reminiscent 
of that in the United States, where there was no national law against lynching 
until the ~95os. The incident that finally brought action was the gruesome mur- 
der of twenty-eight-year-old Samba Lamsar, a Senegalese student, on the street 
in St. Petersburg on April 7. A shotgun with a swastika carved in its stock was 
left at the scene. Even then the government began to take legislative action only 
after a public outcry that climaxed in an unauthorized street protest of some 
3,5oo, organized mainly through the Internet.a Africans in the Czech Republic 
estimate that the roughly 3,000 there at present are experiencing a sufficient level 
of violence to warrant organized efforts to mobilize the public against racism. 
Conditions in Slovakia are particularly distressful, with the roughly 5o0 Afri- 
cans settled there, mainly former students, repeatedly harassed by skin_heads 
(estimated by the police to number around 300 in the country), tn Hungarytoo, 
the sldnheads are very active. Reports from Bulgaria in ~oo5 reflected woeful 
experiences among the several htmdred Blacks counted there.~ 

Switzerland, a country long famous for a high living standard, neutrality in 
imernational conflicts, and for highly civil behavior, is an example of a country 
refugees have considered ideal for asylum. 2here are now around 50,000 Black 
Africans living there, and although Switzerland once prided itself on being 
above racial problems, there now is a federal commission against racism, which 
in March ~ooo cosponsored with the University of Bern a national conference 
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ing sign is that Italy ~ntains one of the most restrictNe citizenship 
~migrants)s          ¯ ¯          .    ’ ’. ’          pe 
~t is p~ic~arly str~g about ~e new ~mm~at~on 

pace ~e ~igrant popdation m Greece increased fro~ is the . ¯ ¯ ~e p 

percent of ~e total pop~ation of ~ m~H~on daring 
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the black population of Greece numbers ovAy in the hundreds, Athens can boast 
of the election of an African American woman to her city council. Yvette Jarvis, 

a former basketball star from Boston University, played professionally in Ath- 

ens, where she was dubbed ~the Black Venus;’ married a Greek, and settled in 
Athens, ~he main complaints of immigrants to Greece revolve around restric- 

tions on gaining permanent legal residence. The total immigrant population 
of Ireland from all origins grew from around 4,ooo in 1997 to 4o,ooo in 2ool. 
According to United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees reports, most 
immigrants to Ireland come from Nigeria, Romania, Congo, Libya, and Algeria. 

While officially a very large proportion of these register as asylum seekers, the 
demand for labor there and the rate of the inunigrant influx suggest that jobs 

are the real magnet, especially with such recently arrived high-tech firms as 
Microsoft, InteI, and DeI1 Computers. Unfortunately racial incidents in Belfast 

aloue have begun to be counted in the hundreds, although there are positive 

of cultural adiustmenr as w . 

,uestion of Identity and Future Prospects 

)fthe most tangible changes among the black population now taking shape 
)e from that present earlier is an expressed black consciousness and 
toward respectable identity, at times emphasizing group identity and 

individual level. One reason it makes sense to speak in terms 

)e" is that increasing signs of some form of blackcommunity 

.¯Here I should note that, just as the postcolonial period of mi- 

has accounted for most of the African population in Europe, a related 
~rmed the demographics of the United States, so that the 

of slaves there are losing their majority status among those not of 
cent. Nevertheless, some leaders in the burgeoning black corn- 

to the North American Black experience for 
models. For instance, Blacks in England have celebrated a Black 

October since 1987. In Berlin for over a decade now, a Black 
celebrated in February like in the United States, with 

’ related cultural events, although many Germans remain 

still small black population. Czech Africans have designated 
- Month since 2oo2, and there is a similar proclama- 

¯ Month at the end of the year by a Surinamer bookseller 
Sarafina Books. 

anization called Conscience noire sponsored a conference 

films and speeches on Black pride, hair braiding in African 
about the difficulties of maintaining African fatal- 

France, and about declining respect between Black men 
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contests and fashion shows. African shops, hair salons, restaurants, and night- 

clubs abound not only in London and paris, but also Irdand, the Netherlands, 

central Dublin has 
_,1.,;~. ed w. ith a town of some seven to 

Russia, and Denmark. A small section of Parnell Street in 

been dubbed "Little Affica~’ an appeu~ ..... shar                 pages) to all 

eight thousand Africans near Naples Published grades (aka yellow 
sorts of Black establishments can be found in paris and Amsterdam. Majority 

Black churches are springing up within all of the sizeable Biack communities. n several European countries.as welt as the United States, the past decade has 

~’tnessed a flurry ofteg~slatlon, monuments, museums, and other activity aimed 

expressions of acknowledgment and atonement or reparations for European at ¯ slave tradeY " 

Conscious formulation of c.on.ce~ 
academic circles and among Biact~ p                        ’ 

the latter are ISD (Initiative Schwarze Deutsche), an alliance of Afro 

Germans founded in 1986, and MAT (La Maison de ldAfric!ue ~ Toulouse), 
African pride organization in Toulouse. After the riots in the 

sLxty I~rench organizations for B[ack people formed a fe 

Figure ~rf’ A flier from a 2oo2 black consciousneSS conference in paris, photo by the author: 
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discrimination, with Patrick Lozes, a Black pharmacist from Benin who has 

also run for national office, as its first president. Named the CRAN (Le Con- 

sell Repr~sentatif des Associations Noires), it seeks to involve political parties, 

unions, and other bodies in fighting discrimination. The CRAN’s activities il- 

lustrate a transition from organized efforts that are primarily antiracist into 

those that are assertively pro-Black. This appears to be a trend in the European 

countries with large Black populations.~ While the number of black scholars 

in European higher education remains very small, organized study of related 

issues is well underway in the major cotmtries. There are as well various policy 

institutes and think tanks that devote special attention to relevant issues. The 

Institute of Race Relations, based in London and established in the ~95os as an 

independent educational charity organization to conduct and publish research 

on race relations throughout the worid, has since ~97~ focused especially on 

racism in Britain and the rest of Europe. Most university programs related to 

Black subjects focus on African and African American studies, such as the Cercle 

i:: 
d’EtudesAfro-Am3ricaines, Paris; and the Collegium for African American Stud- 

ies (CAAR). The latter is based in Europe, but claims a membership of over 250 

, countries. 

:( Special interest is now beginning to be shown to the history of Blacks in Eu- 

~e. Over the past few years, both in Europe and the United States the subject 

,.yond the appearance of related panels at con- 

of the major disciplines to full-blown conferences. Another example 

; is the e~xistence of the Black European Studies Center at 
¯ of Mainz, which was established with funding for three years and 

: in November 2005 and another in Berlin in July 2006. Both 

featured impassioned discussions on questions of European black 

who should define it, and who can best pursue Black European stud- 

the occurrence of such discussion belies the denial of some 

~eans who questioned the relevance of African American history for 

precisely such discussion has continued for centuries in the 
growing visibility of these issues is a course 

?s summer school ca.ned ~Black London: Initiated 

~onsored by the Black and Asian Studies Association 

focuses on London’s African, Carib- 

Asian populations in exploring issues of cultural diversity in 

a law passed in 2oo~ recognizing slavery as a crime 

also included a requirement that lessons on slavery be part 

| curriculum. In 2006, political conservatives and centrists unsuc- 
provision in retaliation for the abandonment 

hat would have required highlighting the "positive role" 
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~igure ~.6. An announcement for a course on Black London offered at Middlesex 

University Summer School Photograph cou~e~y of Haki rn Adi. 

It is not dear at this point whether formulation of Black i4entity in Europe is 
going to hearken back to the sort of cultural emphasis expressed in the N4gri- 
rode movement of the early twentieth century or some more pragmatic poetical 

¯ that mi ht exploit the fact that Europea~ political systems, in contrast variant g .......... ~ ..... av that can afford significant 
to the United States, are trmy mmttp~u ~ ~, .... 
verage to minority constituencies. ) 
surrounding the identity question reject a narrow focus on blackness and em- 
phasize alliance with others suffering from ethnic or racial discrimination, and.!! 
educating the general public about the plight of immigrants. 3his can be seen in 

the principles espoused by the African Network in Austria; the 
ity centre in Dublin; the African Union social organization in St. 
the Afro-Latvian Association launched in Riga in 2oo4; 
Prague; Solid Africa, an African student organization based in 
valda; and the African Civil Society, also called the Africa Centre, 

(ACSF). The CoIIectif des Antittais, Guyanais. 
lians, Guyanese, and the Reunion), the largest activist organization 
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citizens from French territories abroad, was founded in 2004 in Paris, boasts of a 
membership and sympathizer base of over 4o,0oo, including some members of 
Parliament, and has mounted numerous demonstrations and a media campaign 
against racism. This shows that racial problems in France are not limited to im- 

migrants. A study of twenty-seven Cape Verdean neighborhood associations in 
the Lisbon metropolitan area revealed that while most are comprised of Cape 
Verdeans, some represent Cape Verdean-majority neighborhoods where oth- 

ers also reside. These associations, most of which are subsidized in part by the 
local government, pursue interests ranging from basic socioeconomic welfare 

to political and cultural activities. The question of identity is also an ongoing 
issue, as indicated in the following response from one interviewee: ’~Portuguese 
society doesn’t see them (youth) as Portuguese because of skin colour. The 
mentality that exists is: ’they are black therefore they are African: On the other 

hand, the young generation doesn’t know Cape Verde, and they dofft identify 
with their parents’ version of being Cape Verdean. As a result of that they end 

up not knowing who they are and how to define themselves, and because of 
that, they start searching for an identity and end up finding it in other forms of 

being African, primarily in Afro-Americanism:’~° 
Regarding the reactions of the European majorities to this quest for identity, 

it is important to keep in mind that a corollary to the search for Black identity 
is self-conscious reflection by Europeans about their own identity, which was 
also the case when they first imposed a Black identity on Africans centuries 
ago. Indeed, the current European confrontation with the sudden swell in non- 
Western immigrant populations has in some countries brought about the most 
thorough of such introspection since the Europeans encountered the non-West 

in the age of exploration. A recent shift to the political right, at Ieast temporarily, 
in Western countries in general, coupled with occurrences of unfamiliar forms 
of violent conflict serve to shake confidence about consensus and complicate the 

question of options for the immigrant populations. Current events in Europe 
offer many more vital questions than answers concerning the probable course 
of the future. In light of the recent upsurge of violent confrontations and or- 
ganized protests, it seems especially prudent to gain a better understanding of 
the immediate causes of such outbursts. For example, is there a critical mass of 

Black or immigrant population at which trouble may be anticipated? Research 
now underway by some economists on the impact of the riots of the 196os in 
:the United States suggests that the crucial factor predictive of violence was the 

population in a given ciW, irrespective of high unemployment, 
.low wages, and other such conditions,st If valid, this discovery might have valu- 
able policy impIicafions for European societies looking to ward off problems. 

the ongoing, global economic crisis of historic dimensions that 
the world in ~oo8 reinforces the urgency of these questions. 
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Another interesting question is why racial incidents have been more preva- 
lent and more brutal the farther east one tooks in Europe. Is this a result of less 

exposure to the outside world historically, a less deeply grounded tradition of 

democracy and more lingering respect for class hierarchies, or simple correta- 

. . .... : .... Ait~ons~ All of these demand further study. One major 
finn wltn econo-n~ ,.~, ..... " 
difference in the situation of Blacks in Europe compared to that of African 

Americans in terms of integration into their local societies, in addition to the 

differences in definition of"b|ackness;’ is that they are generally not the main 

targets for discrimination. "Ihat role most often fails to small native minorities 

who are despised for historical reasons, and especially to Muslim populations 

because of the distinctive religious and cultural differences. Nacks’ assimilation ¯ tog_ration into European societies is therefore not as intractable as that in 

or m o          -      --ious United States Nevertheless, it remains to be 
the more rigidly cotor-cousc               "             ’      " 
seen whether the age-old color stigma might leave Blacks in E~ope in a special 

new category for exclusion?z 
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zp. Angela DoIand, "France Examines Scars Left by Slavery: Commemoration Falls 
Shy, some Say,~ Boston Globe, May xl, :~oo6. 

30. Sardinha, "Cape Verdeata Associations;" ~- 
economists engaged in such studies are William 

Paper Series 2oo4,NafionalBurean of Economic Research’ Inc. (this and rehted papers 

availabie at http:Hwww.aber.org)" 

3 z- l?or thoughtful reflections on the broader parameters of this question, see Taomas 
Holt, The Problem of Race in the Twenty-first Century (Cambridge: Harvard University 

Press, :~oo0). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:19 PM 

Department listserv <~athalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] AFR[/AFAM Colloquium Abstract 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please find below the abstract for Professor Kenneth .lanken’s presentation this Thursday at 4PlVl in the GEC room 3009. I hope you can all attend this event: 

Tit|e: 

"The Sevend Faces of Black B:~wer in Eastern North Carohim: The Case of the Wilmington Ten." 

The case of d~c Wihningmn Ten ia roOed in d~e c~sponse of both blacks and whkes m fl~e cit? to d~c dismm~i~g ofgae Jim Crow social oNer In 1968, 
Wilmington, North C.aroiina, began ~ desegregate ~Be punic schools by shu~ing down file al~-N~k Wi]~is~m t tigh Schoo~ ~md ~rans~m~N students ~o p~viously all- 

white schools. Amcan Americans were exchded from file &cision-making pa~cess. Bk~k sm&nia c~co~mtered in~en~ bosti]i~y {iam whi~e students, teachers, and 

administrators. IntenaciN fights erupIed ~gu~ar]y, a~M 8~e police a~e4ed Mack s~udents Mille Nlowi~g whiWs to escape wi~h impunity. 

In 197(L Afiican American high school studems, some of them civJ] fights veterans, profx>sed fl~e initiation era b]ack stones program, an ofliciN observance of 

Dr. King’s Ni~Ma?; and the inchision of Macks in extracumctflar activi*ies on file [x~sJs ofeqaNiU. ha JanusU 1971 the ~chool bean missed *o meet flaem demm~ds, 

and Mack s*udents org~mized a school t~ycott, l ,ocal o/[]ci~ds threatened stadents ~ith suspension and expulsion. With the knowledge and Messing office Vqice, fl~e 

p~aamilitay Right~ of White People og~mJzalion s~aged dris e-.by shoolmgs office chumh fl~at N~mtioned as the boycott headq uarters. Only after an ~u~ned whik~ man, 

who w~ks plep~mng to tim on fl~e charclL ~as shot and killed did law ent}:~mement act t~:~ end the volatile ~imation. Only g~ople im;olved m fl~e ~ycol~ were tax,sled. 

In pa~icalar, nitre black runes and one ~q~ite .throNe., x~ etv dmrged win arson and conspmacy, tried, at~d convicted m 1972, and sentenced 1o a total of 282 years m 

pfisot~ Their com’icfions were secured by i~tjnmd ~e4imon} and pmsec~:toria~ miscot~dact. A sts:~N ~x~lNcal movemet~t ~o free flae Wilmington Ten devdoped in 

Nora Carolitm m~d acg:~ss the nation, resulting in a 1980 fk~dera~ appeals com~ overturning their goIa}rictions. 
Dudng and alter flae event.~ ofJanuau ] 97I., Ne resiNance to the whi~e supremacist social oNer m Wilmington at~d od~er locales m No~h Carolina was bailt ~V 

organizations individuds with dis~inc~ [x~titicN app~>aches. Some emNaced nonviolence, othem armed se~lLdef~nse. Some were g~mnded in flae Mack fl~eology of fl~e 

Rev. A]be~t Cleage, odaers tended toward ~evoJutionaU ~ationalism and Pan-Al~canism, and still orders were 1~3 ing k~ crca~e a po~cn~ Mack decretal fbrce. Yet NI of 

lhese claimed Bk~k Power lbr ~hem~Jves. This parr will explore the fl uidi{?, of Bhick Power m eastern and ce~lm~ No~h Ca~>lma m ~e earl3 and mid- 1970s~ 

Best regards, 
Mamaxmne 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mseck@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2012 9:49 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [affiafam] AFRI/AFAM Colloquium Reminder!!! 

Spring 2011 Colloquimn Series 
Sponsored by the Depa(tmem ofAfficm~ & Afro-America~ Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Please join us for this upcoming presentation with: 
Ke~me/h am~ken 
"The Several Faces of Black Power in Eastern North Carolina: The Case of the SVilmin~on Ten." 

Thursday, March 17 
4-5 pm 

Global Education Center (GEC) Room 3009 
Kenneth Ja~ken is a protbssor of Afro-American Studies at UNC Chapel. His research ~bcuses on 20th century African America~ his~tory. Professor Janken is 

currently working on a resea~’ch project on Wilmington Ten. 

Mmnarame Seck 
Assistant professor 
Depm~unent of Africm~ and Africm>American Studies 

CB#3395 106 Battle Hall UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: mseck@~email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:/ilists.unc.eduiu?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c2767d6&~T&l afriafam&o 28847781 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-28847781-32361635.a22e47fda2i~hca275dac07816c2767d6~;listserv.unc.edu 

Yon axe currmNy subscribed m atkiaihm as: ennice~;email,tmc,edn. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:/,"lists.unc.edu/n?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atiiafam&o=28851937 

(It mW be necessaW to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15,2011 5:28 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Upcoming Events at GEC 

Helene Cooper, White House correspondent for the New York Times, is giving a public lecture March 22nd on her 

experiences as a child during the Liberian coup and her recent reportage on U.S. foreign policy in Egypt. On March 18th 

at lunch, Dr. Jamie Bartram will be discussing critical issues in water and health. 

Thank you so much for your help in getting the word out in advance! 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 
Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram @email.u nc.edu 

http://www.u nc.edu/depts/ints/ 

March 22nd I 

The curriculum in Global Studies is proud to present 

A Public Lecture with Helene Cooper 

5:30PM I FedExGIobalEducationCenter, Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

Helene Cooper is a globally renowned journalist and the author of the acclaimed memoir The House at 

Sugar Beach. She has reported from war-torn regions across the globe for The WalI Street Journal and now 

writes for the New York Times as their White House correspondent in Washington, D.C. 
Cooper was born in Liberia to a family descended from the American freed slaves that 

colonized the country. At age fourteen, she fled to the United States to escape the violence of 

a bloody coup. Graduating from UNC Chapel Hill with a degree in journalism and mass 
communication, Cooper began her career covering trade, politics, race and foreign policy. She 

later worked as a foreign correspondent and reported on conflicts from Europe to the Middle 

East. 

Known for her rigorous investigation and insightful reporting, Cooper has received significant praise for her 

work. She employed these talents in the research and writing of her two books: an edited collection of the 
work of her colleague Daniel Pearl, who was murdered by the Taliban in 2002, and the New York Times 

bestselling memoir The House atSugar Beach, which traces her trajectory from a privileged child to a refugee 
to an American journalist while examining the violence and stratification that troubles her homeland Liberia. 

Water for Life 



March 18th I 12:00 PMto 1:00 PM I FedExGIobal Education 

Center, Conference Room 4003 

Dr. Jamie Bartram, PhD, is the Director of The Water Institute at UNC, which brings together individuals and institutions 

from diverse disciplines and sectors and empower them to work together to solve the most critical global issues in water 

and health. 

Bartram’s research interests focus on the connections between water (including sanitation and hygiene) and health - 

especially the links between science, policy and practice, in both developing and developed countries. They include 

technologies for urban sanitation renewal; management systems for drinking-water safety and rural drinking-water 

supply; emerging issues (including water scarcity and climate change) and their impacts on system sustainability; health 

system activities on water and sanitation; and sector capacity issues such as monitoring, the costs and impacts of 

interventions and effective regulation and financing. 

This talk is part of the Heels in the Field: Global Health Discussion Series, a semester-long discussion exploring the critical 

issues, current controversies and innovative solutions hosted by the Curriculum in Global Studies and the UNC Institute 

for Global Health & Infectious Diseases. 

Sharing their personal experience with global research and programs, UNC leaders and experts in the field will discuss 

key local and international health challenges and facilitate an exploration of the complexities involved in improving 

health. Learn how together we can make a difference to communities around the world. Bring your own lunch. Drinks 

and light snacks will be provided. RSVP to laram@email.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28851990 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28851990-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxd, Monica L <mrichar&~;iemail.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 5:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: a HUGE l?avor--please reply asap! 

Are you still in your office? 
If so, I will walk the proposals over. 
Thanks, 
Monica 

Monica RichardI Program A&nmistrator I Office for Undergraduate R ...... h I (919) 843-7763 I m richard@email ...... du 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:53 PM 
To: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HJZGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Monica, 

109 Battle Hall. 

Thanks. 
Eunice. 

From: Richard, Monica L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:03 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: a ItUGE favor--please reply asap[ 

Dr. SaNe, 
Where are you located? 
We would like to deliver your SURF packet today. 
Thanks, 
Monica 

MonicaRichardI Program Administrator I Office for Undergraduate Research I (919) 843-7763 I mrichard@emaibunc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:50 AM 
To: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Patricia, 

I can stay until 12.10pro. My first seminar is at 12.30pm. If we could start earlier that would be great but if not I ~vill be there at 10.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:21 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor-please reply asap! 

THANKS, this is great. I have cc’d Monica Richard (OLN Program Administrator) on this reply-. She ~vill arrange to have copies of the proposals delivered to your office on Tuesday-. 
Regarding the meeting, it is scheduled to begin at 10am on March 29 in Graham Memorial 011. We can plan to discuss the Social Science applications first (although we hope you will stay as 
long as possible). Will that work for you’.’ If not, ~ve could explore the possibility of starting earlier. Please let us know, and also please know how grateful I am for your willingness to 
participate in the selection process this year, especially at such short notice! 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:55 PM 
To: I~tkkila, Patricia J 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor-please reply asap! 

Sure Patricia. However, I teach on Tuesdays, thus I ara only available between 8.30am-12.00pm 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: a HJ~GE favor--please reply asap’. 

Dear Eunice, 
One of the revie;vers for the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee had to withdraw due to a Is there any chance that you would be 



available to serve this year? I have pasted more details below Please let me know one way or the other ASAP, THANKS. 
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee this year. We have 62 applications (2 pages each) in the 
Social Sciences categop)~ this year, and I hope that we wil l be able to fund around 20 of these I have attached a rubric for proposal evaluation which we posted as a guide for the students 
and which we hope will facilitate the selection process. Would you be willing to serve on a small panel to review the applications? If you agree, we will bring the copies to your office 
tomon~ow. We will plan to convene as a panel [’or a 2 1/2 hr meeting on March 29 to make the decisions (there will be two "experts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natura[ Sciences, and 
two in the Arts & Humanities, although in the past we have all enjoyed the multidisciplinary nature of the panel discussions). If you would like more iN2~rmation about the proposa[ 
requirements and past projects, please visit http://www, unc edu/depts/our/students/fellowship supp/surf.html Please let me know one way or the other if you are willing to take on what 
many of us feel is a ve~ enjoyable task-thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

RALEIGH AND CHAPEL HILL 

TEA CCH CENTERs 

MERGE TO FORM THE 

TRIANGLE TEA CCH CENTER 

Dear Families Served by the Chapel Hill and Raleigh TEACCH Centers, 
March ~ 2011 

As you all know, this has been a hard economic time for the state of North Carolina and of course for the 
nation. Over the last few" years, we have had a series of cuts to our state operating budget which has made it 
more and more difficult to provide the needed services to the increasing number of individuals with Autism 
Spectrum Disorders and their families. As we prepare for another budget cut of between 6 to 15 % for the 
next fiscal year, the Directors of the TEACCH program have put together a strategic plan that calls for us to 
merge some of our centers in order to decrease our non- personnel costs (rent, utilities, etc.) so as to preserve 
as many of our clinical staff as possible. Our goal is to continue to provide state of the art, empirically based 
services to the individuals with ASD and their families by j oining our resources. We want to let all the family 
members in our region know" that the decision has been made to officially merge the Chapel Hill and Raleigh 
TEACCH Centers, and to create a satellite center in the Raleigh/Garner area. 

Since 2000, when the Raleigh TEACCH center was first funded, we have always maintained a close liaison 
between our two centers collaborating on trainings, support groups, and consultation. Our goal is to have all 
of our staff members housed in Chapel Hill where we will carry out all of our administrative activities, 
referrals and intakes, and diagnostic evaluations. We plan to maintain a physical presence in the Raleigh area 
through either renting or borrowing a smaller space to conduct parent training sessions for families coming 
from Johnston County and the north eastern portion of our combined region. We will also continue to provide 
parent support groups, social skill groups, adult support groups, and parent training workshops in these areas 
in either borrowed space or a satellite clinic. We will let you know more details as they emerge. For those of 
you who have worked with TEACCH for more than 10 years, the new format will be familiar with the added 
bonus of some Raleigh based activities. 

While there is always some sadness about closing a clinic, we are also excited and optimistic about the 
positive things that are going to come from two outstanding groups of clinicians coming together to create a 
new opportunity. Our plan is to be merged by the end of August when our current lease in Raleigh runs out. 
Families currently served by Raleigh TEACCH should continue to contact that center for services for now. 
We will let you know when we make the switch sometime this summer. Let us know if you have any 
questions- Raleigh TEACCH 919-662-4625 or Chapel Hill TEACCH 919-966-5156. 

The region to be served by this new combined program will include: 
[] Alamance Franklin Person 
[] Caswell Granville Vance 
[] Chatham Johnston Wake 
[] Durham Orange Warren 

We appreciate your understanding, and we look forward to continuing to collaborate with you and your 
family. 

Mary E. Van Bourgondien. Ph.D. 
Clinical Director, Raleigh TEACCH 

Elaine Coonrod, Ph.D. 
Clinical Director, Chapel Hill TEACCH 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ASA 

Eurlice, 

I ended up changing my abstract and submitting the paper to one of the other sections (gender). I’ve enjoyed thinking about the sovereig~W angle, but I didn’t want it to 
seem like a stretch and then be an awkward fit for you! 

Thanks for the support though, and perhaps I will give you something to read on this in the future. 

best, 
Lydia 

On Mar 15, 2011, at 3:52 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Lydia, 

Sure. Framing the concerns of your paper around the notion of sovereignty sounds very interesting. 

Looking forward to it. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 

Sent-" Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:41 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" ASA 

Hi Eunice, 

I have been thinking about submitting something to ASA~ to your section Inore exactly. But I thought I should check with you to see if you think it would 
nrake sense for me to do so. I have been working on an article on the homosexuality crisis in Uganda. I was thinking of giving a paper that would take up that 

controversy as a way to explore recent interest in the expansion of NGOs and religious organizations into African political life, and questions about how these 

organizations might reflect more "flexible" or horizontal forms of sovereignty. Charles Plot’s new book takes up some of these issues in an anthropological vein, 

and it has sort of motivated me to address the church in Uganda from a similar perspective. But let me know if this section is focused more on political 

science/political economy, and if I should send my paper elsewhere. 

(Also - I know the deadline is today! Sorry for contacting you so late!) 

best, 
Lydia 

On Mard, 2011, at 10:01 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Lydia, 

It was wonderful to catch up the other day. Forgot to mention that as you work on your manuscript, prospectus, etc., in the coming year, please 
know that I am willing to read your material and offer comments if you wish. 

Have a great break. 

Cheers, 
Eunice, 





THE SANC. 

I CANNOT FORGET. 
Now you are dead : yet I cannot forget 
The tenderness of the first night we met, 
The few winged words that stole from my heart, 
The mad song that cried you have to depart. 
Always to have you I did not ask ; 
I seem to have known the decided task 
Of Fate was not to heed voices like mine. 
The moments I had you bore love’s wine, 
And poured its ecstasies into my being, 
Draught after draught of swiftest poisoning. 
Now you are dead and I must remember 
The tender glow of a lonesome ember. 

THAT MOMENT. 
The glow of a moment often excels, 
In purity and richness, the radiance, 
Of an eternity : it often smells 
Likest the fullest suffusing fragrance 
That haffnts the atmosphere of paradise. 
The Truth that flashes often knspires. 
More than the brows of the deepest sages, 
And this our rarest spark often fires. 
Our souls with the breath of the ages, 
As if something divine shot through the skies. 
The night I found you held all the sweetness 
Of a lifetime of seeking and dreaming. 
The moment I kissed had all the fleetness, 
Swiftness, completeness of life-long scheming : 
And all were again contained in your eyes. 

DAWN. 
Awake to dawn: rain-gloried light 
asway like chiffonveils, not on- 
Iy in the east--the wide hori- . 
zon lies endiademed With light 
the whole sky white. " One cloud " I said 
" in all the sky, from pole to pole.". 
you smiled half-mildly then at what 
was not my own before you leaned 
to meet my fingertips a-seek- 
ing for your kissing cheek. We rose 
enclosed in sleepy seeping warmth 
to brush apart the doors and see 
the mist-enamoured fields and dawn. 
the might’s masmaed sighs we scorned 
the radiance-haloed, rainweb-wo- 
yen dawn gave faith again. In vain 
we waited for a faded .day. 

D. Can. Themba. 

D.A~B. 

THE SANC. 

RAIN 

It rained tonight, so soft and sad 
it seemed like someone weeping in 
the gloom with tears too deep for pass- 
ions fierce outburst. My heart was weep- 
ing softly too, remembering then 
the radiant loveliness of other nights 
the shower-splendoure& hours we shared 
the glory of our gladness sad and 
the joy we knew long, 10ng ago : 
your rainlit hair beneath a lamp, 
your warm-wet cheeck against my own 
the soft rain-rustle of the trees 
a!l gone now, like the transient gleam 
of dipping leaves or falling rain 
or tears. My heart was crying in 
the soft, soft rain. Did you hear ? 

ERE DREAMS COME TRUE 

Ere dreams come true in the dead of night, and life 
With. sombre wishes, prides its own it laid on you, 
Thoughts wear fast in pain to solve problems rife, 
While you for me wait in moonlight’s gloomy brow, 
Sweat and fret your head drooping downwards 
Still cling to find the truth from worldly books, 
Which friends’re told with arrogant yes and no, 
Which left your heart to wander in lonely brooks, . 
Ere dreams come true my mind must frame my looks 
Ere dreams come true what signs of birds that roost 
In peaceful homes warm for mating brutes, 
Could teI! the same that man’s lustful heart had fused, 
Deep down a cosy home and all that suits 
Reposeful love, what pangful throbs have started. 
Your mind with fear the gods were sent too late 
With love from you, pricked your loving heart 
To bang the door and hear " Too late too late ! " 
Ere dreams come title to lay me at the Gate ? 
Ere dreams come true like a soft lullaby-- 
To save your mind, I wrestle for Cupid’s pen 

And scratch the words which called to my eye : 
" The greatest.foe of man is man, is man ; 
He prowls at night by Satan’s icy side, 
He swears by him lovers are really mad, 
And 1mows no denial at the turn of tide 
Wit1 come from man his obedient lad-- 
Ere dreams come true I wish for you no dread. 

S. G. T. MohgeIedi. 

~9 



NUCLEAR INFORMATION 
AND RESOURCE SERVICE 
6930 Carroll Avenue, Suite 340, Takoma Park, MD 20912 
301-270-NIRS (301-270-6477); Fax: 301-270-4291 
nirsnet@nirs.org; www.nirs.org 

FACT SHEET ON FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

UPDATE 2:30 pro, Sunday, March 13, 2011. Tokyo Electric Power is reporting that some six 
feet of the core of Unit-3 remains uncovered and has been for some time despite efforts to 
pump water into the core. Tepco speculates there may be leaking pipes and water is not 
remaining in the core. A translation of part of the statement from our Japanese colleagues: 
"The fuel’s integrity has been considerably compromised. We are assessing a considerably 
serious situation." 

UPDATE, 1 pm, Sunday, March 13,2011. The International Atomic Energy Agency reports that a 
first-level (lowest-level) emergency has been declared at the three-unit Onagawa nuclear station 
north of Fukushima. Immediately after Friday’s earthquake a fire broke out at this facility, but it 
was said to have been extinguished fairly quickly. However, on Saturday, elevated radiation levels 
were measured at the Onagawa site (about 10 microSievert/hour or about 1 millirem/hour) for a few 
hours. The emergency was declared due to these elevated levels, but utility officials say the reactors 
there are under control. 

Venting of the Fukushima Daiichi Unit-3 containment took place on Sunday morning, according to 
the IAEA, to relieve pressure building up inside the containment. Venting of a containment releases 
radiation into the air. According to an IAEA statement, "Subsequently, following the failure of the 
high pressure inj ection system and other attempts of cooling the plant, inj ection of water first and 
sea water after~vards started. The authorities have informed the IAEA that accumulation of 
hydrogen is possible." IAEA statement at: 
http:iiwww.iaea.orginewscenterinewsitsunamiupdate01.html. 

An accumulation of hydrogen is believed to be the cause of Saturday’s explosion at 
Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1. As noted below, Fukushima Daiichi Unit-3, unlike every other 
reactor at the site, uses plutonium-based MOX fuel. 

UPDATE, 5:30 pm, Saturday, March 12, 2011. Reuters is reporting that Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 
has lost cooling capability: http :iiwww.reuters.comiarticlei20111i03i112ius-j apan-quake-nuclear- 
cooling-idUSTRE72B3GI20110312 This is of particular concern since, unlike all of the other 
reactors in trouble, Unit 3 has been using plutonium-based MOX (mixed oxide) fuel since 
September 10, 2010. Consequences of an accident at a MOX-powered reactor would be even more 
severe than at a more typical uranium-powered reactor. 



UPDATE, 3:25 pro, Saturday, March 12, 2011. The International Momic Energy Agency reports 
that a total of 140,000 people have now been evacuated from zones 20 kilometers around 
Fukushima Daiichi and 10 kilometers around Fukushima Daini. The IAEA says that evacuation has 
not been completed. 

At a Washington DC press event this afternoon, former NRC Commissioner Peter Bradford pointed 
out that no government would evacuate so many people in the midst of an ongoing natural disaster 
unless the situation were extremely serious. 

UPDATE, 1:45 pm, Saturday, March 112, 2011. It is being reported that Japanese authorities are 
preparing to distribute potassium iodide to the public in the most affected zones. This helps protect 
against thyroid cancer caused by exposure to radioactive Iodine-131. The release of Iodine-131 to 
the environment indicates melting of reactor fuel. 

UPDATE, 1 pm, Saturday, March 12, 2011. World Nuclear News is reporting that a worker who 
was apparently trapped in the exhaust stack of Unit 1 at Fukushima Daiichi has died. 

Tokyo Electric Power Co. (Tepco) has announced that it will begin venting the containments of 
three of the four reactors at the Fukushima Daini site in an effort to reduce pressure inside those 
containments. This will cause additional radiation releases to the air. Evacuation of a three- 
kilometer zone around the Daini site has begun; people from 3 to 10 kilometers from the site are 
being told to take shelter indoors and have been notified that they may be asked to evacuate. 

UPDATE 12:30 pm, Saturday, March 12, 2011. Japanese government officials state that radiation 
levels at the Fukushima Daiichi site have decreased from 1015 microiSieverts per hour to about 70 
microSievertsihour. There is no independent confirmation of these levels. Officials state that the 
primary containment remains intact. 

However, there are indications that there has been some fuel melting, and there are reports that 
some radioactive cesium has been detected. Utility officials are reportedly now- planning to pump in 
seawater directly, perhaps with boron added, in an effort to cool the reactor and avert further fuel 
melt. This may, if it works, also permanently disable the reactor (although at this point we believe 
this reactor could never operate again in any case). 

UPDATE, 11:30 am, Saturday, March 12, 20111. Official reports are that radiation levels have 
decreased from those reported below-; however radiation monitoring systems are either still down or 
not available to the public. 

Some experts say the containment building at Unit 1 may not be completely destroyed; that the 
portion enclosing the steel liner (the primary containment) may still be intact. Available photos and 
videos are inconclusive. Clearly at least the top third of the building has been destroyed. In this 
reactor design, the irradiated fuel (sometimes incorrectly called "spent" fuel) pool sits inside 
containment above the reactor core. It is not clear from the photographic evidence whether a roof 
remains over the fuel pool. 



UPDATE, 9:30 am, Saturday, March 12, 2011. An explosion has occurred at Fukushima Daiichi 
Unit 1. Video of the aftermath of the explosion shows that the containment building has been 
destroyed. In a General Electric Mark I reactor, the containment building is fairly weak and is 
considered the secondary containment. The primary containment is a steel liner that surrounds the 
reactor core. So far, video and photos have not been clear enough for us to determine whether this 
steel liner is intact. 

Radiation levels at the site are reported to be 1,015 microiSieverts per hour. This is roughly 
equivalent to 100 millirems/hour. The allowable annual dose for members of the public from 
nuclear facilities in the U.S. is 100 millirems/year. The allowable annual dose for nuclear workers is 
5,000 milliremsiyear. The average annual background dose from all radiation sources in the U.S. is 
about 360 milliremsiyear. 

The explosion in Unit 1 was almost surely a hydrogen explosion. Pressure has been building up in 
the containment since offsite power was lost to the reactor because of the earthquake/tsunami. The 
GE Mark I reactor design is called a "pressure suppression" design. Rather than be built to 
withstand large pressure increases, General Electric sought with this design to attempt to reduce 
such increases in an accident scenario. The design has been criticized by independent nuclear 
experts and even Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff for many years (see: 
http:iiwww.nirs.orgifactsheetsibwrfact.htm). In this case, the design clearly did not work. 24 U.S. 
reactors use the GE Mark I design. 

The evacuation zone around the site has been expanded to 20 kilometers (about 12 miles). 

Another reactor at Fukushima Daiichi, Unit 2, is reported to be without cooling capability at this 
time. Three reactors at the nearby Fukushima Daini site are reported to be without cooling 
capability. These are GE Mark II designs, which are considered a mild improvement over the Mark 
I design. Both sites are on the Pacific Ocean, about six miles apart. 

Video of the site after the explosion from NHK TV in Japan: 
http:!!www, youtube.com!watch ?v=ELR3hdlce2~ 

Video of the explosion itself, from Japanese TV: ht~p:iiwww.youtube.comiwatch?v=iMEV- 
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UPDATE, 8 pm, Friday, March 11,2011. Venting of the containment began at Fukushima Daiichi 
Unit 1 around 9:00 am Tokyo time. This will release some radiation into the air. Because radiation 
monitors at the site are inoperable (see below), it will be impossible to know how much radiation is 
being released. 

UPDATE, 7:45 pm, Friday, March 11,201l 1. An evacuation of a three kilometer zone has been 
ordered at a second reactor site in the Fukushima area. Apparently there are also problems cooling 
three of the four reactors at the Fukushima Daini site. All of these reactors are later model General 
Electric Boiling Water Reactors. 



UPDATE, 7:30 pro, Friday, March 11,2011: Units 1, 2 and 3 at the Fukushima Daiichi site have 
lost offsite power. Pressure is building up inside Unit 1 (a General Electric Mark I reactor, see 
below). The normal procedure to release the pressure is to vent the containment (a procedure that 
releases radiation into the air), but the utility has been unable to do so because of the lack of power. 
Plant workers may need to enter the containment to do so manually. 

UPDATE, 6:45 pro, Friday March 11, 2011: Numerous sources are reporting radiation levels at 
Fukushima to be 1,000 times higher than normal inside Unit-2 (though some sources have also 
reported high radiation levels inside Unit 1) and at least eight times higher than normal at the plant 
gates outside. The evacuation zone has been expanded to 10 kilometers (about 6 miles) from the 
Fukushima reactor site. 

UPDATE, 4:45 pm, Friday March 11, 2001: NHK News in Japan is reporting that some mobile 
"electric power source units" have arrived at the Fukushima reactor site and been connected, and 
that at least some power is being provided to the Unit-1 and Unit-2 reactors. We don’t yet know the 
nature or capability of these units. 

UPDATE, 3:30 pm, Friday, March 11, 2011: A Japanese Cabinet Office report released at 12:30 
am Saturday, March 12, 2011 (Japanese time) predicts that fuel damage will occur at the Fukushima 
Daiichi Unit-2 reactor late Saturday night (Japan time, early Saturday morning US time) if cooling 
is not restored before then. 

Environmental activists in the area report that radiation monitoring stations in the Fukushima 
Daiichi area are not operating. Tepco’s (Tokyo Electric Power Co.) monitoring ~vebsite is at: 
http: iiwww, tepco.co.jpinuipampiindex-j, html 
At the top it says that "monitoring goes on around the clock year round". At the bottom it says in 
red: THIS SYSTEM IS CURRENTLY SHUTDOWN" 
Activists believe this is indicative of an attempt to downplay potential radioactive releases, 
especially as Tepco says it plans to vent the containment to relieve pressure, which will cause 
release of radioactivity into the air. 

There are six nuclear reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear po~ver site, located near the town of 

Okama in the Fukushima Prefecture. Another site in the same Prefecture, Fukushima Daini, 
contains four nuclear reactors. The sites are on the eastern Japanese coast about 200 miles north of 
Tokyo. All of these reactors are owned and operated by Tokyo Electric Power Co. (Tepco). 

The earthquake of March 11,2011 appears to be causing the greatest problems for the Fukushima 
Daiichi reactors, although several reactors at both sites were affected by the earthquake. 
Specifically, Fukushima I-2 has lost backup power and necessary cooling capability. As of 11:30 
am Eastern time March 11, cooling capability has not been restored. 

About 3,000 people within three kilometers of the reactor site are being evacuated. People living 
three to ten kilometers from the site are being told to stay indoors. 



At 2:20 am Tokyo time (12:20 pm eastern US time); it was reported that pressure is rising inside the 
Unit 2 reactor and that radiation may be vented to the atmosphere. At 1:45 eastern US time, the 
Associated Press reported that venting of the reactor containment to reduce pressure building up 
inside the containment is about to begin. This venting will release some radioactivity into the air. 
Elevated radiation levels were also reported inside the control room of the Unit 1 reactor. 

These reactors are: 

Fukushima Daiichi 1 
Reactor 
Fukushima I- 1 
Fukushima 1-2 
Fukushima I - 3 
Fukushima I - 4 
Fukushima I - 5 
Fukushima I - 6 

Design 
General Electric Mark I BWR 
General Electric Mark I BWR 
General Electric Mark I BWR 
General Electric Mark I BWR 
General Electric Mark I BWR 
General Electric Mark II BWR 

Date of 
Size Commercial operation 
439MW March 1971 
760 MW July 1974 

760 MW March 1976 
760 MW October 1978 
760 MW April 1978 
1067 MW October 11979 

Fukushima Daini II 
Fukushima II-1 
Fukushima II-2 
Fukushima II-3 
Fukushima II-4 

General Electric Mark II BWR 
General Electric Mark II BWR 
General Electric Mark II BWR 
General Electric Mark II BWR 

1067 MW April 1982 
1067 MW February 1984 
1067 MW June 1985 
1067 MW August 1987 

In 1986, Harold Denton, then the NRC’s top safety official, told an industry trade group that the 
"Mark I containment, especially being smaller with lower design pressure, in spite of the 
suppression pool, if you look at the WASH 1400 safety study, you’ll find something like a 90% 
probability of that containment failing." 

Some modifications have been made to U.S. Mark I reactors since 1986, although the fundamental 
design deficiencies remain. 

For more information about the GE Boiling Water Reactor designs and some of their drawbacks: 
http:iiwww.nirs.orgifactsheetsibwrfact.htm 

Citizens’ Nuclear Information Center, a Japanese environmental group, has documented previous 
safety problems and cover-ups by Tepco at the Fukushima reactor complex: 
http:iicnic_’lpien~lishinewsletterinit92init92articlesinit92covempdata.html 



~hoto of the Fukushima Daiichi complex 

On June 17, 2010, the same Fukushima I-2 reactor experienced a loss-of-power accident. According 
to Citizens’ Nuclear Information Center, "On June 17, Tokyo Electric Power Company’s Fukushima 
I-2 (BWR, 784MW) scrammed due to a problem with the generator. Power was lost for a time, 
because the switchover to the offsite power supply was unsuccessful. As a result, the feedwater 
pump stopped and the water level in the reactor core fell about 2 meters. The emergency diesel 
generator started up just in time, so the Emergency Core Cooling System ~vas not activated. The 
water level was restored by an alternative pump in the core isolation cooling system." 

At least one reactor at the complex, Fukushima I-3, began using MOX (mixed plutonium-uranium) 
fuel in September 20110. 

This factsheet will be updated as" new ittformation becomes available. Michael Mariotte, March 11, 

2011. 







Above and Beyond South Africa’s Minerals-Energy Complex 

By Khadija Sharife and Patrick Bond 

14 March 2011, for publication in New South Africa Review 

Introduction 

The South African Minerals-Energy Complex (Fine and Rustomjee 1996; Ashman, 

Fine and Newman 2010] is now widely understood as a barrier to the society’s 

balanced development and also a threat of great magnitude to the local and global 

environment. By early 2011, with a New Growth Path (NGP] document stressing a 

green economy, a Green Paper on climate, and a new national energy plan under 

debate, and following the March 2011 meltdown of a ]apanese nuclear power plant, 

a great many potential routes opened up for sensible policy changes. However, the 

inherited legacies of apartheid-era and post-apartheid ’developmental state’ 

projects have made a U-turn extremely difficult. 

Dating back to the discovery of Kimberley diamonds in the 1860s and 

Witwatersrand gold in the 1880s, a handful of corporations gained power over 

South Africa’s development policy. At one point, Anglo American and DeBeers - run 

mainly by the Oppenheimer family dynasty - controlled almost half the country’s 

gold and platinum, a quarter of coal, virtually all diamonds, as well as critical stakes 

in banking~ steel, auto, electronics, agriculture and many other industries. The Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission determined after 1996 hearings that the South 

African mining industry’s "direct involvement with the state in the formulation of 

oppressive policies or practices that resulted in low labor costs (or otherwise 

boosted profits] can be described as first-order involvement [in apartheid]... The 

shameful history of subhuman compound [hostel] conditions, brutal suppression of 

striking workers, racist practices and meager wages is central to understanding the 

origins and nature of apartheid" (Bond 1998]." 

By the 1980s, however, South Africa’s internal accumulation crisis - brought 

on by social resistance as well as internal contradictions in the capitalist system 

(Bond 2005, 2006] - began to compel both political and economic changes. As Anglo 

chairman Harry Oppenheimer stated in 1985, "Nationalist policies have made it 

impossible to make proper use of Black labour" (cited in Asmal et al, 1996]. The 

result, from 1994, was a ’liberated’ nation accurately described by Ali Mazrui (1998] 

in a speech in Cape Town where he stated of the thriving legacy, ’You were the 

crown, we’ll keep the jewels, referring to black political domination - the crown of 

the State, and white control of intellectual, economic and other ’jewels’. 

Could South Africa’s economic jewels be snatched back by the masses and 

refashioned into something more socially and environmentally appropriate? 

Minister of Economic Development Ebrahim Patel’s keynote address at the May 

2010 Green Economy Summit acknowledged, "There is now there is now broad 

acceptance that 150 years of industrialisation that started in Europe, based mainly 

on fossil driven energy, has impacted on the climate and environment in very 

profound ways." The future would be different, he predicted, for if South Africa was 

able to capture "two percent of the estimated global green economy in the next five 



years, we can expect to create up to 400 000 iobs in energy, manufacturing, 
agriculture, mining and services." But how serious is Pretoria about the needed shift 
from Minerals-Energy Complex to a genuinely sustainable economy? 

Green economy opportunities for a U-turn? 

At the Green Economy Summit, the government undertook to define a Green 
Economy Path by integrating a ’supportive regulatory framework’ to develop green 
industries and sector action plans; market instruments to incentivise the use and 
production of cleaner and low carbon products without having a huge negative 
impact on production costs; greater localisation of manufacturing of materials in e.g. 
solar, nuclear, wind, hydro power and electronics industries; expansion of green 
jobs employment opportunities through the public works programmes including 
Working for Water, Working for Tourism, Working for Waste, People and Parks, etc; 
and acceleration of programmes supported by the Clean Technology Fund ($500 
million from the World Bank) to meet renewable energy targets. Led by the 
Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA), other Pretoria agencies meant to 
supportthe Green Economy included the Economic Development Department, 
Department of Science and Technology, Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), 
Department of Energy, Department of Public Works as well as the Department of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (Green Economy Summit, 2010). (Notable was 
the insignificant role of the Department of Water and Environment.) 

The DTI had already begun implementing potential ’green’ industry growth 
in various iob-intensive sectors such as organic produce, solar water healing, and 
manufacturing. South Africa’s manufacturing industry, currently operating below 
2005 levels, was hard hit by liberalisation, China’s expanding footprint and more 
recently the global economic meltdown. The DTI’s Industrial Policy Action Plan 2 
(IPAP 2) described by Minister of Trade and Industry Rob Davies as a living 
document that would be realised in ’bite size chunks’, will allegedly generate 2.5 
million indirect iobs and over 825 000 direct iobs via several strategic areas 
including agro-processing, green economy and energy jobs. For example, a ’12i’ R20 
billion tax incentive will see government forego R5.6 billion in much needed taxes, 
in the hopes of motivating corporations to engage in energy efficiency, expansions 
and upgrades, cleaner production technology, and skills training, designed to 
positively impact upstream and downstream industries. "One of our key criteria is 
energy efficiency through technologies geared for more efficient processes. It would 
be easier for new companies than those that are upgrading existing businesses," 
said Moeketsi Marumo, head of the 12i tax incentive programme. 

Yet a genuine turn to green economic activity has not yet been made. To 
illustrate, the domestic solar industry currently produces just 35 000 units per 
annum worth R220 million. The most appropriate technology, Solar Water Heating 
(SWH) is a relatively labour-intensive form of energy generation with more half the 
workers involved in installation. Yet currently, only 400 employees work as 
installers, 200 in manufacturing and the remainder in administration. The domestic 
market is perceived as potentially huge, with 11 million households, although only a 
small fraction can afford the capital costs (around R10 000/unit), and the majority 



of black South Africans are still not consuming electricity at the level required to 
achieve savings from switching from geysers (which most do not have) to 
SWH. Still, if DTI has its way, domestic SWH promotion will increase investments in 
local manufacture and skills development, Employment could be created rapidly, as 

it takes six months to train an employee in installation services. Targeted increases 
in installations would increase to 250 000 units annually, and manufacture would 
rise to 200 000 units each year. Given the huge potential, a much more rapid and 
expansive roll out should be possible, if subsidies are made available and building 

codes changed so that all existing and new houses are required to begin staged 

conversions. 
The Industrial Development Corporation has allegedly allocated a budget of 

Rll.7 billion earmarked for green industries over a five year period, including R33 
million on feasibility studies for wind farms, solar and thermal electricity generation 
and RS00 million on resource and waste management (Patel, 2010). However, many 
such ’green initiatives’ are dubious, including the RS00 million approved for bio- 
ethanol, which will transform South Africa’s limited water resources and arable land 
into fuel-utilising expensive (and ecologically destructive) inputs. The bio-ethanol 
proiect has a potential budget of R20 billion, almost a quarter of the total ’green 
budget’. Patel’s NGP promises to cut unemployment from 25 to 15 percent by 
generating 5 million jobs in manufacturing, infrastructure, agriculture, tourism, and 
mining. In addition to the establishment of a sovereign wealth fund, the NGP 
proposes capped salaries for those earning over R45 000/month, and the creation of 
a state-owned bank and mining company to ensure "the developmental state is not 
simply hostage to market forces and vested interests." 

While Cosatu has claimed the NGP does not go far enough, for Investec 
analyst Annabel Bishop, the NGP U-turns the South African economy: "The NGP aims 
to increase labor intensity, weaken the rand and cap wages for high income earners. 
But it shifts even more of the burden of employment onto government and the cost 
onto the private sector, of which the business sector is a major contributor to tax 
revenue, used to pay for the increased employment in the government sector." In 
contrast, argues Riaz Tayob of the Southern and Eastern African Trade Information 
and Negotiations Institute, "lob creation in the NGP is essentially about leaving 
things to the market. When the private sector is doing its job, it should really be left 
alone. But the market has given us decades of iobless growth, if evidence is to count 
for anything. But the NGP largely remains a fiscal austerity policy reminiscent of the 
old strategy, GEAR, pro-cyclical at precisely the wrong time." 

Climate change and carbon markets 

Another potential site of U-turning would be through the National Climate Change 
Response Green Paper. The potential for a new climate policy is vast as a result of 
South Africa’s November-December 2011 hosting of the Kyoto Protocol’s 
Conference of the Parties (the Durban ’COP 17’). Butthe legacies of the MEC’s power 
are formidable, as witnessed by the 2010-11 multi-billion rand financing decisions 
on Eskom coal-fired mega power plants (with more price increases), the conclusion 
of the energy ministry’s multi-decade Integrated Resource Planning exercise - run 



by a committee dominated by electricity-guzzling corporations - and Pretoria’s 

contributions to four global climate debates in 2010-11: President Jacob Zuma’s co- 

chairing of a UN sustainable development commission, Planning Minister Trevor 

Manuel’s role within the UN Advisory Group on Climate Finance seeking $100 

bn/year in North-South flows, the GS-G20 meetings in France, and the COP 17 

preparatory committee meetings. 

The Green Paper revealed the narratives Pretoria would deploy at the COP 17 

(Department of Water and Environment 2010b). Primary authors included 

Department of Environment official Joanne Yawitch, from a struggle-era background 

in land reform NGOs, and once dedicated to far-reaching social change. But Yawitch 

moved to the National Business Initiative in 2011, confirming the state-capital 

revolving door through which so many other politicians and bureaucrats treaded 

since 199z~. Atthe Copenhagen COP in December 2009, lead G77 negotiator 

Lumumba Di-Aping accused Yawitch of having "actively sought to disrupt the unity 

of the Africa bloc," a charge she forced him to publicly apologise for, even though 

within days Zuma proved it true by signing the Copenhagen Accord (whose 

implications for much of Africa include a 7 degree centigrade rise in temperature 

this century) (Bond 2011). 

The Green Paper’s initial premise is not incorrect: "South Africa is both a 

contributor to, and potential victim of, global climate change given that it has an 

energy-intensive, fossil-fuel powered economy and is also highly vulnerable to the 

impacts of climate variability and change." But this allows an all too predictable 

Pretoria formula: talking left, so as to more rapidly walk right. Thus, "South Africa, 

as a responsible global citizen, is committed to reducing its own greenhouse gas 

emissions in order to successfully facilitate the agreement and implementation of an 

effective and binding global agreement." The reality, however, could be retyped as 

follows: "South Africa, as an irresponsible global citizen, is committed to rapidly 

increasing its own greenhouse gas emissions by building the third and fourth- 

largest coal-fired power plants in the world (Kusile and Medupi) mainly for the 

benefit of BHP Billiton and Anglo American which get the world’s cheapest 

electricity thanks to apartheid-era, forty-year discount deals, and to successfully 

facilitate the agreement and implementation of an ineffective and non-binding 

global agreement - the Copenhagen Accord - which is receiving support from other 

countries only because of coercion, bullying and bribery by the US State 

Department, as WikiLeaks has revealed." 

The Green Paper claims that SA will achieve an "emissions peak in 2020 to 

202 S at 3z[ percent and z~2 percent respectively below a business as usual baseline." 

But Earthlife Africa’s Tristen Taylor (2009) already reminded Yawitch in 2009 that 

the ’baseline’ was actually called "Growth Without Constraints" (GWC) in an earlier 

climate policy paper: "GWC is fantasy, essentially an academic exercise to see how 

much carbon South Africa would produce given unlimited resources and cheap 

energy prices." Officials had already conceded GWC was "neither robust nor 

plausible" in 2007, leading Taylor (2009) to conclude, "The SA government has 

pulled a public relations stunt." 

The Green Paper admits, "economic risks emerge from, among others, the 

impacts of climate change regulation, the application of trade barriers, a shift in 
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consumer preferences, and a shift in investor priorities." Already, Europe’s 
"directive on aviation and moves to bring maritime emissions into an international 
emissions reduction regime could significantly impact" SA tourism, air freight and 
shipping. Yet if this analysis were to be taken seriously, a city like Durban would 
have to fundamentally rethink its massively subsidised ’economic development’ 
strategies reliant upon revived beach tourism, mega-sports events to fill the Moses 
Mabhida stadium (one of several such White Elephants), port widening and a new 
dug-out harbor at the old airport site (along with more auto manufacturing), a 
competing Dube trade port next to the King Shaka Airport, new long-distance air 
routes, expansion of South Durban’s dangerous petrochemical complex, and a 
massive new Durban-Joburg oil pipeline and hence doubled refinery capacity. Yet 
the Green Paper passes the buck downwards to the officials currently engaged in 
business-as-usual planning: "Most of our climate adaptation and much of the 
mitigation efforts will take place at provincial and municipal levels." 

Another danger, so poignant after the March 2011 meltdown of the 
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactor, is the Green Paper’s commitment to "a nuclear 
power station fleet with a potential of up to 10 GWh by 2035 with the first reactors 
being commissioned from 2022" and, just as dangerously, a convoluted waste 
incineration strategy that aims to "facilitate energy recovery" through "negotiation 
of appropriate carbon-offset funding." Indeed, the Green Paper repeatedly endorses 
"market-based policy measures" including carbon trading and offsets, at a time that 
Europe’s Emissions Trading Scheme collapsed due to fraud, hacking and an 
extremely volatile carbon price, and the main US carbon market in Chicago had all 
but died. The Green Paper claims that attempting to "kick start and stimulate the 
renewable energy industry" requires "Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) 
projects." Yet the miniscule �14/tonne being paid in 2011 by investors for the 
Durban methane-electricity conversion at three local landfills shows the futility of 
that mechanism, not to mention the historic injustice of keeping Bisasar Road’s 
dump (Africa’s largest) open in spite of resident objections to environmental racism. 

This strategy suggests a more general problem, because carbon trading is 
strongly endorsed by corporations of the Minerals-Energy Complex. Eskom and 
Sasol have been most active in trying to continue fossil-fuel investments such as the 
Medupi coal fired power plant and Mozambique gas pipeline with CDM funds. 
According to the UN Advisory Group on Finance, carbon trading is expected to 
provide as much as 50 percent of the funds available from the North ($100 
billion/year by 2020) to mitigate climate change globally, despite as much as 90 
percent of emissions traded by some European countries in the EU’s Emission 
Trading System considered to be fraudulent (Europ ol, 2009). By 2008, world 
emissions trading market was valued at $130 billion, and while the economic 

recession undercut the market’s growth, it was projected to increase to $3 trillion by 
2020, provided the US came on board (Bond, 2010). 

Given the global and South African power relations, it should come as no 
surprise that the ’privatisation of the air’ is considered a solution to pollution. 
Carbon trading largely developed by multinational corporations like Goldman 
Sachs, threatens to create another manipulated, gamed ’derivatives’ market. For the 
Third World, the current ’underexploitation’ of the atmospheric commons is the 



source of profits and ongoing emissions licenses for industrialised countries’ and 
multinational corporations. These Annex :l countries pledged at the Copenhagen 
COP 15 to reduce GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emissions by 12-18 percent of :1990 levels 
by 2020. But instead of making cuts at home, the carb on markets and offsets allow 
allegedly equivalent GHG sequestration or mitigation in the Third World. This is an 
open door for gaming the system using CDMs. According to a 2009 paper, "Scaling 
the policy response to climate change" by Benjamin Sovacool and Marilyn Brown, a 
�4.7bn scam was established to make apparent cuts in trifluoromethane (HFC-23), a 
GHG used as a refrigerant. More than 70 percent of CDM projects through 2009 
were based on HFC-23, which was deliberately produced in excess by corporations 
that then claimed to ’offset’ it in order to receive financial benefits via certified 
emissions reductions credits. A moratorium was placed on this technique only in 
February 2011. 

How does such CDM gaming play out in South Africa, especially in the context 
of the Green Economy Summit’s proposed move to supportthe "transition to a low- 
carbon and sustainable economy can create large numbers of green jobs across 
many sectors of the economy, and indeed can become an engine of development"? 
The example of Durban’s Bisasar Road dump is instructive, in part because the 
landfill, located in the black residential area of Clare Estate is Africa’s largest. One of 
three fully permitted landfill sites in Durban, Bisasar was opened for business in 
1980 by the apartheid regime. The Group Areas Act, a crucial pillar of the apartheid 
government’s segregation agenda, meant that Bisasar Road would ’import’ waste 
from privileged white areas to impoverished and working-class black areas 
deprived of basic human rights. Bisasar was emblematic of the 4000 disposal dumps 
created across the country (of which only 200 met minimum environmental 
standards, according to the government). 

Residents of Clare Estate - classified as an ’Indian’ and ’coloured’ area but 
with a large African shack settlement from the mid-1980s - lacked access to 
political, economic and legal recourse. Their attempts at mobilizing dissent against 
the regime were ignored, although the African National Congress pledged in 1994 
that the new democratic municipal government would close the racist dump. Yet 
despite ongoing opposition to the dump from residents and promises by the 
government to close and rehabilitate the dump, Durban Solid Waste supported the 
continued use of the dump, as two other sites - in wealthy Umhlanga and 

impoverished Umlazi township - were shut instead. Described by the municipality 
as "favourably placed with respect to Central Durban, close to a major artery 
connecting the city to the west, north and south", the dump processes of 3000-5000 
tonnes of waste daily, including hazardous waste such as sewage sludge and health- 
case risk waste. In spite of the dump’s "significant leachate" as well as respiratory 
problems in the community, the national Department of Water Affairs and Forestry 
extended the landfill’s life cycle in 1996 despite vehement calls for closure. Though 
the permit issued was for general waste only, a meeting between the municipality 
and national water officials in 1995 resulted in the site’s operators being "granted a 
permit without a buffer zone" even though (as Condition 5.7 of the permit put it), 
"the permit holder shall accept obnoxious sewage sludge." Hosting 19 million cubic 
meters of waste, the dump was described by Carl Albrecht, research director of 



Cancer Association of South Africa as a toxic ’cancer hotspot’ where residents, "are 
like animals involved in a biological experiment" (Bond, 2005). Bisasar holds a 
further 4 million ’available’ cubic meters of fully permitted landfill space before 
critical mass is reached, hence potentially another decade and a half of dumping in 
the black neighbourhood. 

Given this potential, in 2002 Ken Newcombe of the World Bank - later a 
managing director of carbon at Goldman Sachs - promised his institution’s 
Prototype Carbon Fund would provide R100 million for keeping the dump ’open- 

for-business’, rather than closure and rehabilitation. The reason was that the 
methane coming from the vast landfill could be collected, flared and used to run a 
set of small electricity turbines, hence generating 3.1 million CERs. In spite of its 
environmentally-racist past and present, Newcombe declared Bisasar to be 
"operated and maintained on a world class level." Replied Sajida Khan, the activist 
who was instrumental in bringing the issue of the dump to the city’s and world’s 
attention (e.g. the front page of the Washington Post in February 2005), "Unlike me, 
he does not live across the road from Bisasar." As Khan argued, "The community 

would not have: marched and demonstrated; blocked the entrance to the site; 
handed a petition with 600 signatures to the mayor; written press articles and 
voiced our dismay on national television if we had accepted the Bisasar dumpsite." 
The Bank was apparently intimidated and pulled out of the Bisasar Road project, 
though two other much smaller methane-electricity CDM projects were funded at 
the same time. But by ]uly 2007, having been struck twice by cancer she believed 
came from particulates that floated across the road into her life-long home, Khan 
had died. 

The municipality then went to the markets, without the World Bank. 
Because, according to Durban City Manager Mike Sutcliffe, "Landfill gas offers a 
viable renewable energy source only when linked to carbon finance or CDM," by 
March 2009, the municipality registered the initiative on the United Nations’ list of 
CDM projects as active through at least 201z~. The French Development Bank 
assisted with an $8 million loan, and municipal officials soon constructed the full 

system of extracting methane, burning and flaring it (with associated incineration 
hazards given the GHGs and heavy metals that co-exist with the methane, including 
CO2, nitrogen oxide, lead, cadmium and other toxics), powering the turbines, and 
connecting the generated electricity back into the municipal grid. According to John 

Parkin, deputy head of engineering at the city’s waste department, "What makes it 

worthwhile is the revenue that can be earned from carbon credits" (Financial Mail, 
2008), and as of April 2010, this monthly revenue totaled $600 000 (Impumelelo, 
2010). The CDM financing justifies utilisation of the remaining landfill space, a toxic 
site based in a residential area under the guise of environmental protection against 
climate change. 

The chequered history of Bisasar Road, South Africa’s most important CDM 
pilot, corresponds to the externalization of pollution so typical of flee market 
economics. When economists do attempt to internalize such externalities, as did 

Iohn Dales in his 1968 essay ’Pollution, property and prices,’ inevitably they turn not 
to regulation but instead to a market for pollution rights and trading. The 
’transferable property rights’ were an allowable quota of pollution emissions that 



could be bought and sold. This conceptual apparatus would be used to justify the 

privatisation and propertisation of natural resources and ecosystems by financiers. 

As Lawrence Summers so evocatively put it in 1991, "I think the economic logic 

behind dumping a load of toxic waste in the lowest-wage countries is impeccable 

and we should face up to that." It is this trajectory - the commodification of 

everything - that logically takes the South African government from its own 

Minerals-Energy Complex past, through to another form of environmental racism, 

carbon trading. The next ecological crisis associated with the Minerals-Energy 

Complex is being handled with similar sensitivity to planet and people: Acid Mine 

Drainage. 

Witwatersrand water catastrophe 

After climate change, Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) has been described as the single 
most dangerous threat to South Africa’s environment. Gold mining acted as primary 
pillar of South Africa’s emergence as a ’resource colony’ capable of supplying 
cheapened labor and cheap resources. The Witwatersrand region, mined since the 
mid-1880s, is the world’s largest gold and uranium mining basin, yielding an 
estimated 43 500 tons of gold and 73 000 tons of uranium (Earthlife Africa 2009). 
The externalities of this legacy include a mine tailings dam comprised of waste 
material, measuring 400 km2 alongside 6 billion tons of iron sulphide, "one of the 
substances, which, when exposed to air and water, produces acid mine water." 
Already, the ’cradle of mankind’ has been impacted by as much as 40 million litres of 
AMD, according to Anthony Turton (2011), a leading in water resources 
management expert. ’Johannesburg is the world’s largest city that is not_on a river, a 
lake or a seafront. It is a city on a watershed, both literally and figuratively.., a city on 
a major continental divide, because flowing from a massive dolomite aquifer system 
underneath Johannesburg are the headwaters of the tributaries of the Limpopo and 
Orange River basins, both covering massive areas of land and both involving many 
other riparian states, most of which have water-constrained national economies. 
Seen in this way, Johannesburg can be described in one sentence as being a city that 
has grown out of the chaos of the gold rush, sitting on top of one of the largest 
karstic aquifer systems in the world, underlain by the one of the largest non-alluvial 
gold deposits in the world," he said. 

Like the porous dolomite aquifer, acting as a sponge, the multinationals of 
the Minerals-Energy Complexsponge off economies, peoples and ecologies. The 
Western Basin began decanting in 2002, near Black Reef Incline at 15 million gallons 
per day, and unless addressed immediately, the Central Basin will begin decanting in 
two and a half years at 60 million gallons per day, and the Eastern Basin (currently 
maintained by Pamodzi Gold) will decant 82 million gallons per day in three years 
unless water pumping operations continue (Western Utilities Corporation 2010). 
Even partial treatment costing Rll million per month, financed by the mines, was 
considered an exorbitant internalization of externalities. 

But the cost of AM D will be far higher, incalculable (Department of Water and 
Environment, 2010a). Some of the worst pollution is generated by coal mines which 
are located, ironically, on South Africa’s best agricultural land (BusinessLive, 2011). 



These mines could be ’inherited’ by the government if nationalisation of the type 

proposed by the ANC Youth League, takes place. But in its Climate Green Paper, the 

government proposed the policy of ’polluter pays’, stipulating that "costs of 

remedying pollution, environmental degradation and consequent adverse health 

effects, and of preventing, controlling or minimising further pollution, 

environmental damage or adverse health effects must be paid for by those 

responsible for harming the environment." 

However, these lofty sentiments are unlikely to be realised given that 

historically and currently, AMD remains the direct consequence of free-riding by 

multinationals. The expense for mitigating AMD has been projected at R360 billion 

(Aeon 2010), mainly for specialised water treatment plants, over the next fifteen 

years. Though South Africa’s agricultural sector utilised ten times the volume of 

water used by mining houses, the latter represents the most lethal, mobile (able to 

relocate should government not appease demands) and systemically powerful 

polluter. 

In fact, these very multinationals have been seeking ’closure certificates’ 

exonerating them from environmental reparations and liabilities. Through a reverse 

listing on the AIM board of the London Stock Exchange under the name of 

Watermark Global PLC via the Western Utilities Corporation (WUC), it seems this 

exit route has become possible. According to Turton (2011), the main WUC owners 

are the mines eagerly vying for closure certificates: 

The WUC deal will give all of the mine owners their closure certificates, and 
because of the way that government has fumbled the ball, it will also give 
them a guaranteed 16 percent return on investment (much larger than many 
operating mines enjoy), so, not only will the mines evade the legal 
requirement of the "polluter pays principle" enshrined in our internationally 

acclaimed water law, but they will actually profit from that evasion. What’s 
more, that profit is all but guaranteed, because it will be underwritten by the 
state in the form of a mooted public private partnership (PPP). 

The PPP involves a 60 percent mandatory deal, said Turton (who because of his 
critique was suspended from the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research in 
2008). The WUC will hold 40 percent of the remaining equity. The core of the 
company’s business, with a capital value of R3.5 billion with no tendering process, 
will be treating hazardous waste, thereafter sold to Rand Water and its 11 million 
users. According to Turton (2011), 

The treatment process is also "interesting", because the least cost option has 

been "selected" through a process that is shrouded in secrecy. In the process 

a major consulting company has acted as both consultant and reviewer - a 

potential conflict of interest- with classified data not in the public domain, 

having allegedly been "sold" to WUC (and used by this consultant) in order to 

inform the design of the system. 

Andre Botha, spokesman of Agri South Africa (Agrisa), an agricultural trade 
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association representing 70 000 large and small scale farmers, remarked: 

My problem with this is that there is legislation in South Africa that requires 

mines to ensure to rehabilitate water, to prevent or mitigate any 

contamination. We know that South Africa is a water scarce land and if we 

allow for contamination of our ground water resources, we are heading for 

serious trouble. 

Botha claimed that part of the problem included intimate ties between the ANC, 
whether directly or indirectly, and mine ownership. He cited the case of the nearly 
submerged Grootvlei gold mine, owned by Aurora Empowerment Systems. The 
company, headed by President Jacob Zuma’s nephew Khulubuse Zuma, is also 
known as ’Mandela’s mine’ for its connection to former president Nelson Mandela’s 
grandson, Zondwa. According to Botha, contamination of agricultural land "is 
already occurring in the Krugersdorp-Boksburg stretch. They stopped pumping the 
water at the Grootvlei mine, which then seeps through contaminating the ground 
water. This is the same water used by vegetable farmers for irrigation." 

According to Stephanie de Villiers, co-author of the Africa Earth Observatory 
Network report H20-C02 Energy Equations )~or SA, 

"The proposals by corporations such as WUC to step in with their proposed 
solutions have apparently been shot down, because they wanted to sell the 
cleaned water back to rand water, making a profit in the process. I’m not sure 
why mining house are allowed to pollute while making a profit, and 
corporations who want to clean up are apparently expected to do so without 
the benefit of making a profit. What I find even more confusing is why the 
government is not using this as an opportunity to set up a state-owned- 
enterprise that actually will have the potential to make some money that can 
be ploughed back into state coffers. This is one aspect of the country’s water 
crisis that appears to be totally bogged down by politics." 

Such costs of mitigation, budgeted by the South African government at a cost of R1.2 
billion should be classified as ’ecological reparations’ when contextualising the 
activities of major mining companies (chiefly entities like Anglo-American) over a 
period of 120 years, notably during apartheid. Recent studies by respected scholars 
such as Chris Hartnady, a former geology professor at the University of Cape Town, 
revealed that pollution and environmental degradation far outweigh the value of 
remaining resources (such as gold which is 95 percent exhausted): 

Given the energy and environmental problems associated with ongoing 
groundwater control, water-resource contamination by acid mine drainage 
and the p ossibility of widespread mercury and other factors of p ollution 
caused by illicit underground ore-processing by the zama-zamas (illegal 
miners), the glory days of South African gold mining appear to have arrived 
finally at an ignominious end. 
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The United States Geological Survey cites existing SA gold reserves at just 6000 

tonnes, some 30 000 tonnes less than South Africa’s own estimates, which would be 

40 percent of the global total (Umvoto Africa, 2009). Much like the potentially over- 

inflated estimates of gold, the justification behind Eskom’s R400 billion expansion 

plan, largely structured around coal, operates on the premise that coal reserves, 

estimated at 30 billion tonnes (downsized by the department of minerals and 

energy during 2003-2004 from 50 billion tonnes) will last for a period of 200 years, 

vindicating the initiative’s drastic expense on the public purse (Mail & Guardian, 

2010). According to a report published in the SA Journal oj~Science, estimates 

suggest that coal, currently generating as much as 90 percent of South Africa’s 

electricity, may in fact be capped at 15 billion tonnes and would become 

increasingly difficult to excavate four decades from now, with coal production 

peaking at 285 million tonnes in 2020. 

The financial burden of AMD mitigation, extending far into the future, is 

similar to that of Eskom’s new coal expansion plan, which will generate yet more 

AMD and place severe strains on crucial catchment systems. According to Bobby 

Peek of groundWork (the leading anti-pollution NGO), "The environmental and 

social cost of this development will impact on all South Africans as three major 

water catchments, the Limpopo, Vaal and Senque (Orange) Rivers are all going to 

have their water diverted for Medupi and future power stations." 

Pretoria’s Department of Water and Environment has identified AMD as the 

biggest threat to South Africa’s limited water resources. South Africa is, after all, one 

of the world’s most water scarce nations, with over 98 percent of the country, 

representing 4 percent of Africa’s overall land mass, classified as arid or semi-arid. 

As with most nations, water resources are 100 percent allocated. Yet even in the 

context of Africa, the driest of the world’s seven continents, the country receives just 

40 mm in annual run-off as compared to the continent’s annual run-off of 114mm, 

against a global average of 266mm. In Africa, over 80 percent of rainfall 

precipitation is lost to evaporation; in South Africa, the figure is 90 percent, with 

under 10 percent converted to river run-offs. 

The government estimates that future water shortages will be in the range of 

2-13 percent. But De Villiers argues that water demand will exceed availability by 

33 percent in 2025, because government’s projected water shortages deliberately or 

incidentally fail to factor in reduced availability due to pollution and climate change. 

"If you look at the water management areas in which the new coal power plants will 

be established," said De Villiers, "(and) where the coal mining will take place, you’d 

see that these water management areas are already ’red’ zones, i.e. areas where 

water demand already exceeds availability." According to De Villiers, the water that 

will be used by power plants will come at the expense of existing water users: "It is 

just a matter of time before groundwater pumps across Limpopo Province start to 

dry up." 

The government’s 2010 Green Paper emphasises the importance of water 

and water-use, such as accelerating the "development and/or capacity of effective 

and accountable catchment management agencies; water-use pricing schedules 

including effluent charges"; and investments in waste-water treatment capacity so 

as "to safeguard public health, river health and ecological services and to minimize 



environmental disasters and treatment costs." But the realities of Minerals-Energy 
Complex residual power and pollution are potentially debilitating negations of this 
fine rhetoric, as Eskom proves with its expansion plans. 

Eskorn’s coal-fired electricity expansion 

In the context of the extreme historical damage by the Minerals-Energy Complext to 
South African air and water quality, Eskom’s dramatic expansion of coal-fired 
electricity generation in coming years is breathtakingly arrogant. Globally, coal is 

the preferred source of electricity-generating fuel, supplying 40 percent of energy. A 
recent study by Paul Epstein of Harvard Medical School’s Center for Health and the 
Global Environment revealed that the public health and economic burdens of coal 
are $500 billion annually, including mercury and greenhouse gas emissions, toxic 
spills, land and agricultural damage, and respiratory diseases (Schwartz 2011). It is 
sometimes claimed that the emissions damage of coal-fired plants can be mitigated 
by Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) systems, and moreover, the World Bank 
claims that Eskom’s Medupi plant will be the first power station in Africa to use 
supercritical clean coal technology, reducing emissions by 5 percent. Paradoxically, 
Eskom’s managing director Steve Lennon, confirming the utilisation of use of CCS 
technology, disclosed that "one of the plants we are building is CCS ready... [but] to 
be quite frank no one really knows what that is at the moment" (Earthlife Africa 
2009). CCS technology could reduce Medupi’s real output to a capacity of 3600 MW 
(groundWork 2011). Moreover, no matter the supercritical cooling system, 
approximately 10% of the cost of Medupi will come from water transfers for 
traditional cooling. 

The cooling of Eskom coal-fired stations especially in Mpumalanga makes the 
power company South Africa’s single largest water customer. Projections for future 
coal-cooling water requirements suggest that new dams will be needed more 
rapidly within the Lesotho Water Highlands Project (LWHP), Africa’s largest dam 
network and the world’s second largest water transfer scheme. Formulated by the 
apartheid regime and the World Bank, and characterised by notorious corruption, 
socio-environmental impacts and sanctions-busting, the LHWP’s collaborators 
included the compliant regime in Lesotho installed by Pretoria during the 1980s, as 
well as a number of multinationals that would later be prosecuted for corruption 
and bribery. While LWHP was opposed by the African National Congress during the 
apartheid-era, it was subsequently endorsed by Asmal as the first post-apartheid 
water minister. 

The planned power plants will continue providing the world’s cheapest 
electricity to the world’s largest mining and metals houses, for some of Africa’s most 
capital-intensive and export-oriented smelters. Medupi will be the world’s fourth 
largest coal plant, and is pegged to generate 4800 MW of electricity after it begins 
operations in 2012. Emissions of around 30 million tonnes of CO2 per year will put 
this plant ahead of the annual emissions of 115 countries. There are 13 other coal- 
fired stations in South Africa, and the next one, Kusile, will be even larger. The 
government’s struggle to finance the R125 billion Medupi project is ironic given that 
the government’s Upington solar project, valued at RIS0 billion, is seeking funds 
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largely from private investors, and when built is anticipated to supply 5000 MW of 
electricity (NPR, 2010). 

Eskom plans to invest R440 billion in new plants over the next seven years, 
for which funding has begun to flow from international institutions. Emblematic was 
a $3.75 billion loan from the World Bank in April 2010, and in an opinion-editorial 
published by the Washington Post, just prior to the Bank shareholders vote on 
Medupi, South African Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan justified the expansion 
based on "strong new demand for electricity" from "millions of previously 
marginalised South Africans ...now on the grid" (Gordhan, 2010). He did not mention 
that paying for Medupi will require a 127% real price increase from 2007-12 for 
South African household electricity consumers (to nearly $0.15/kiloWatt hour). 

With prices soaring, many more residents were being disconnected, and of Eskom’s 
four million customers, one third registered zero electricity consumption. Many had 
reconnected illegally and as Eskom and the municipality clamped down, the result 
was more social strife, in a country with what is probably the world’s highest rate of 
community protest over a five-year period. 

As noted, the source areas of the coal for Medupi are highly contaminated by 
mercury and acid-mine drainage, with air, land, vegetables, animals and people’s 
health at much greater risk. Forty new coal mines in impoverished areas of Limpopo 
and Mpumalanga provinces will be opened to provide inputs to Medupi and its 
successor, Kusile. This will create a few coal sector jobs (hence receiving 
endorsement from the National Union of Mineworkers), but a great many jobs in 
agriculture and tourism will be lost as a result of the invasive mining activity and 
downstream degradation. Medupi itself will be built in a water-scarce area where 
communities are already confronting extreme mining pollution and, even though an 
air-cooled model (Africa’s first) was chosen, the cost of supplying an additional 
water-cooling supply amounted to hundreds of millions of dollars, given the long 
transport and pumping costs. 

Once the coal is burned and electricity generated, the winners and losers 
become even more divergent. Medupi’s main beneficiaries will be the world’s 
largest metals and mining corporations, especially BHP Billiton (Melbourne based) 
and various Anglo American subsidiaries (most reporting to London), which already 

receive the world’s cheapest electricity thanks to multi-decade deals. Anger soon 
grew about the huge discounts made when secret, forty-year ’Special Pricing 
Agreements’ were offered by Eskom during late apartheid, when the firm had a 
third too much excess capacity due to the long South African economic decline. 
These agreements were finally leaked in March 2010 and disclosed that BHP 
Billition and Anglo were receiving the world’s cheapest electricity, at less than 
$0.02/kWh (whereas the overall corporate price was around $0.05/kWh, still the 
world’s cheapest, and the consumer price was around $0.10/kWh). In early April, 
just before the Bank decision, Eskom announced that a small modification was made 
to BHP Billiton’s contract price but it was reportedly to the firm’s ’advantage’. 
Finally, however, the Australian based mining house was sufficiently intimidated by 
the glare of publicity that in October 2010 Deutsche Bank mining analysts predicted 
BHP would dispose of Richards Bay assets. According to Business Day (2010) ’The 
reason for selling the aluminium smelters would be the scrutiny under which BHP’s 
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electricity contracts have come amid demands for resource companies to use less 
power.’ 

An additional problem with BHP and Anglo as beneficiaries is the outflow of 
profits to Melbourne and London, at a time South Africa’s current account deficit 
made it the world’s most risky middle-income country, according to The Economist 
(25 February 2009). Moreover, South Africa had an existing $75 billion foreign debt, 
which would escalated by five percent with the Bank loan. The 1994 foreign debt 
was just $25 billion, and First National Bank projected that the ratio of foreign debt 
to GDP would by 2011 rise ~:o the same level as was reached in 1985, when a debt 
crisis compelled a default (on $13 billion), a signal that business and banking were 
finally breaking ranks with ~:he apartheid regime. 

Another controversial aspect of the loan was the Bank’s articulation of the 
privatiza~:ion agenda. The confirmation that Eskom would offer private generating 
capacity to Independent Power Producers was established in loan documentation, 
in relation to the renewable component, advancing Eskom’s desire to privatize 30 
percent of generating capacity (including a 49 percent private share in Kusile, 
although no private interest had been expressed for Medupi). This component 
attracted explicit opposition from trade unions - especially the National Union of 
Metalworkers of South Africa - and consumers. 

Corruption was another feature that generated critiques of the World Bank 
by South African opposition political parties (especially the centre -left Independent 
Democrats and liberal Democratic Alliance, which subsequently merged) and the 
influential liberal Business Day newspaper. These organizations opposed the loan 
because contrary to supposed Bank anti-corruption policies, it will directly fund 
African National Congress (ANC) ruling party coffers. Medupi will be built with 
Hitachi boilers that in turn kick back between $10 and $100 million (the amount is 
still unclear) thanks to an ANC investment in Hitachi. As the Eskom-Hitachi deal was 
signed, F.skom chairperson Valli Moosa was also a member of the ANC’s finance 
committee. A government investigation released in March 2010 found his conduct in 
this conflict of interest to be ’improper’. The ANC promised to sell the investment 
stake, but this dragged on and in late 2010 was still not complete. Ironically, in 
February 2010, the Bank had issued a major statement alongside its annual African 
Development Indicators, entitled ’Quiet Corruption’, in which it blamed African 
teachers and healthcare workers for moonlighting (a result of Bank structural 
adjustment p olicies). 

As in the case of the Bisasar Road CDM, the matter of historic racial injustice 
should not be ignored. The World Bank’s financing of apartheid began just three 
years after the 1948 election of the Afrikaners’ Nationalist Party, lasting through 
1967, and included $100 million for Eskom. During that period, the Bank financed 
the supply of electricity to no black households (who only began receiving 
electricity in 1980), and instead empowered only white businesses and residences 
(Bond 2003). 

Curiously, Gordhan (2010) argued that "South Africa, in 16 years of 
democracy, never has had to take any loans from the World Bank... This is an 
opportunity for the World Bank to build a relationship with South Africa." Yet the 
Bank’s 1999 and 2008 Country Assistance Strategy documents show conclusively 
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that Medupi is the 15th credit since 1994. As for ’building a relationship’, Gordhan 
also neglected that the Bank coauthored the 1996 Growth, Employment and 
Redistribution (homegrown structural adjustment) programme, whose orthodox 
strategies failed and which led South Africa to overtake Brazil as the world’s most 
unequal major country, as black incomes fell below 1994 levels and white incomes 
grew by 24% within fifteen years, according to official statistics. 

Still, the Bank was the obvious financing choice for Medupi, because even 
though it has embedded itself deeply within the climate change discourse, over 80 
percent of the Bank’s oil-related Third World projects are geared for export to the 
North. Since Kyoto, the Bank has invested in more than 128 fossil-fuel projects, with 
an increase of 256 percent for coal and coal-related project during 2007-2008 alone 
(FoE International 2010). Nor do the industrialised economies whose governments 
run the Bank and which are on the receiving end of cheap benefits from foreign- 
owned multinationals, care to consider socio-economic and environmental 
externalities. The Bank’s role in climate change financing has been aggressively 
promoted by President Robert Zoellick, whose track record on financing, 
environment and the US Military-Industrial Complex is, simply, shocking (Bond and 
Dorsey 2010). 

Each year, the world’s governments (mainly in the North) supply over $700 
billion in fossil-fuel subsidies, including via the World Bank, the African 
Development Bank and others of their ilk. In contrast, by 2009, almost two decades 
after the non-binding UNFCCC was adopted at the Rio Earth Summit, Northern 
governments channeled just $3 billion in climate mitigation and adaptation funding 
to the Third World. The fossil fuel subsidies that do trickle down into Southern elite 
pockets are often siphoned outto offshore financial centres. Since the early 1960s, 
Nigeria’s political and military elites have engaged in over $400 billion of capital 
flight (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 2011). Overall, more than 60 
percent of Africa’s illicit flight is siphoned by multinationals through corporate 
mispricing, much of which is related to oil, gas and other mineral resources. 
(Sharife, 2010). Ironically, more than half of the small islands on the frontline of 
climate change are economies ’outsourced’ as tax havens (Sharife, 2010). In South 
Africa, meanwhile, capital flight has been estimated in 2007 as high as 23 percent of 
GDP, amounting to R450 billion in 2007 (Business Day 2010). 

This is a continuation of capital flight during the apartheid era, which has 
been projected at 7 percent of GDP, smaller in part because of a more ’patriotic’ 
Minerals-Energy Complex elite and the existence of exchange controls from 1985- 
95. For South Africa, then as now, exploitation of resources therefore constitutes a 
double-edged form of economic theft. And it raises the question of how to gain 
compensation from the enormous damage done by the Minerals-Energy Complex, 
beyond even the extreme crisis presented by Acid Mine Drainage. 

Conclusion 

The Minerals-Energy Complex has had a devastating impact on South African 
society and environment. Its continual renewal through new waves of crony- 
capitalist tycoons is remarkable: first Cecil Rhodes and his allies who accumulated 



in the Kimberley diamond mines through taking over (or forcibly evicting) 
competitors; followed by the Rand Lords of the 1890s-1910s and especially the 
Oppenheimers who ensured consolidation of white English mining capital from the 
1920s-90s (by 2001, most had successfully externalised their cash and sold off their 
worst assets via Black Economic Empowerment schemes); followed by Afrikaners 
who from the 1960s were allowed entry via cheap purchase of Gencor (later to 
become BHP Billiton, when the last apartheid finance minister, Derek Keys, relaxed 
exchange controls for the very purpose of Gencor’s asset externalisation); who in 
turn were followed first by those deemed suitable for accumulation by the Mandela- 
Mbeki governments (Patrice Motsepe, Mzi Khumalo, Bridget Radebe, Cyril 
Ramaphosa and Tokyo Sexwale) in the 1990s-2000s; and finally by the Zuma regime 
(including the latter’s family and their allies in the Gupta family). The revolving door 
between state and capital has been impressive, with leading politicians and 
bureaucrats such as Keys (BHP Billiton chief executive after 1994), Mick Davis 
(formerly Eskom treasurer when early 1990s Special Pricing Agreements were 
made and then Billiton chief operating officer), Xolani Mkhwanazi (first post- 
apartheid National Electricity Regulator of SA chief executive, then chair of BHP 
Billiton Southern Africa), and Vincent Maphai (leading state research official in the 
Mbeki camp, then chair of BHP Billiton Southern Africa). 

The antidote to the continuation of the Minerals-Energy Complex, short of 
Tunisia/Egypt-style bottom-up democracy, is louder civil society demands for 
genuine solutions not found in the Green Paper or other state initiatives: 

¯ turning off BHP Billiton’s aluminium smelters (hence saving around 10 
percent of the country’s electricity) so as to forego more coal-fired plants; 
¯ direct regulation on the biggest point emitters starting with Sasol and 
Eskom, compelling annual declines until SA cuts emissions by 50 percent 
(from 1990 levels) by 2020; 
¯ strengthening the Air Quality Actto name greenhouse gases as dangerous 
pollutants (as does even the US Environmental Protection Agency now); and 
¯ dramatic, urgent increases in investments for public transport, renewable 
technology and retrofitting of buildings to lower the emissions and to create 
a million genuine Green Jobs, such as in solar hot water heater construction 
and installation. 

These are the obvious solutions, butthere is only one way to achieve them: 
grassroots activism. Such activism exists in isolated, fragmented forms, such as the 
myriad township battles with municipalities and Eskom over electricity access and 
pricing; or labour struggles against asbestosis and silicosis (successful in a March 
2011 Constitutional Court judgment against Anglo); campaigns to close the South 
Durban petrochemical complex and Bisasar Road dump (both still underway); or 
struggles against multinational corporations’ plans for resource extraction in the 
platinum fields of Limpopo and Northwest, the titanium sands of the Wild Coast, and 
the gas-fracked Karoo, to mention a few examples. A fully-connected civil society 
project to link demands for renewable energy, household electricity, climate change 
mitigation and adaptation, anti-pollution, protection of the Witwatersrand water 
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table, occupational safety and health, reparations for climate damage, return of 

capital flight, and end to crony-capitalist political-corporate corruption, and the 

need to leave minerals in the soil (especially coal in the hole), is yet to catalyse. If 

South Africa is to overcome the vast economic, social and environmental problems 

associated with the Minerals-Energy Complex, this kind of multi-issue front had 

better emerge above and beyond the society’s gaping cracks, very quickly indeed. 
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Xenophobia and Civil Society: 
Durban’s Structured Social Divisions 
BARUTI AMISI*, PATRICK BOND**, NOKUTHULA CELE*** AND 
TREVOR NGWANE**** 

ABsr’p~c’r Xenophobia in Durban was of a lower intensity than in South A.~Eica’s 

other ~vo main metropolises, Johannesbu~g and Cape 7~wn, in the 2008-10 

period, and yet was just as durable, with incidents continuing to reflect 

underlying social antagonism. The roots of the cor(fiict are, we argue, to be 

found in the material p~vcesses of ~uneven and combined development’ that are 

too n~rely tackled i~ the public or policy spheres. These processes have bee~ 

d~(~Iicult fi)r researchers and critical civil socieO, fi)rees m comprehend and 

counterac~ because they are structural in fo~;~. In the contex~ ~{ an overall 

economic crisis and rising inequaliO~ a~d urba~ poverty, these p~vcesses 

include a glutted labour markeZ housing shortages, township remiI 

competition, highly gendered cultural differences, and apparently intractable 

regio~al ge(~olitical tensions. These root-cause pressures c,mtinue--as will 

xenophobia~because short of a nationa! politica! shi¢~ in power and interests, 

they are extremely d~cult to resolve. As a result, civil socie& will continue 

band-aiding the probleras when they surface as social crises, or be co~elled 

to generate much more e:~plicit politics cf regional solidarity, including in 

Du~+an, whose port and traditions of communi& politics alrea@ 

examples ~f the kinds of alliances required i~ .~m~re. 

Introduction 

This chapter considers the general terrain of structural economic oppression and 
the specific proble:ms associated with the rise, abatement and periodic upsurge 
of xenophobia from mid-2008 through mid-2010, using case studies fl’om 
Durban. Durban is the third most incident-prone site in South Africa, ~Ilowing 
the Gauteng megalopolis and the Cape Town metropolitan area. The national 
context is important. Overall, the iMay-June 2008 xenophobic violence--which 
left 62 people, including 21 South Africans, dead, 670 wounded, dozens of 
women raped, at least 100,000 people displaced, and property worth millions 
of rand looted (Misago, Landat~ & Monson, 2009, pp. 7-12)--was ff~liowed by 
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a period of latent hostility to immigrants, some of which manifested in attacks 
during serwce delivery protests’ in small cities across the country, as well as 
an explicit January 2009 attack on a United Nations place of safety in Durban, 
and dozens more incidents (mostly in the Western Cape and Gauteng) i~m~edi- 
ately after the World Cup ended in July 2010. As confir:med by further site 
research in August 2010, anti-immigrant tensions remain severe in Durban, 
including in the police force where shakedowns of immigrants have been a 
cause of concern (Manzi. 2010; Padayachee. 2010; Zvavanhu, 2010). 

Xenophobia logically emerges under conditions of economic stress. As re’ban 
scholar David Harvey (1989, pp. 13-14) puts it, ~The response is for each and 
every stratum in society to use whatever powers of domination :it can command 
(money, political influence, even violence) to try to seal itself off (or seal off 
others j udged undesirable) in fragments of space within which processes of repro- 
duction of social distinctions can be jealously protected.’ If Harvey is correct as a 
general proposition, and if the South Afl:ican economy has generated some of the 
world’s most severe stresses since the end of formal racial apartheid in 1994- 
with a rising Gini coeNcient (from .66 in 1993 to .70 in 2008), far higher unem- 
ployment (from a 16% official rate in 1994, up to 32% at peak in 2001. to 26% in 
2010), and worsening urban poverty rates, according to the latest major survey 
fro:m the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (Leibbrandt 
et al, 2010)--then we require a durable epistemology to uncover both the °conti n- 
gent’ (momentary, conjunctural) and the ~necessary’ (theoretically derived) pro- 
cesses within South Aflican political economy that help us understand 
xenophobia under conditions of stmctm’al economic stress, so as to transcend it. 

These structural ~rces do not excuse or cancel agency, including political lea- 
dership. After all, the first post-apartheid Home A~Tairs Minister. Mangosuthu 
Buthelezi. made the following claim (without supporting documents) to parlia- 
ment in 1997: 

With an illegal population estimated at between 2.5 million and 5 million, it is obvious tl’~at 
the socio--economi c resources ol’ the country, which are under severe strain as it is, are l’urtber 
being burdened by the presence of illegal aliens ... [citizens should] aid the Deparm~ent and 
the South African Police Services in the detection, prosecution and removal of illegal aliens 
from the country.., the cooperation of the community is required in the proper execution of 

the Department’s l:unctions (cited in Crush, 2008, p. ~ 7.---18). 

Migration researchers Jean Pierre Misago. Loren Landau and Tamlyn Monson 
(2009, p. 7-12) contend that violence against [black] immigrants to South Africa 
has been a permanent attribute across the apartheid and post-apartheid divide, 
where othernessioutsiderness, stereotypes, and stmctm’al exclusion prevent immi- 
grants from exercising ’political rights and rights to residence in the cities’. Durban 
geographer Brij Maharaj (2004, p. 2----3) argues that the ’historical influx of migrants 
to South Africa has created a high proportion of rightless non-citizens, despite their 
length of residence which sometimes spans generations’. 

The combination of immigrant rightlessness and structural exclusion, a:midst a 
perceived invasion of immigrants, resulted in organized social activism against 
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individuals perceived as dangerous to the socio-cultural and moral fabric. This is 
not unco~mmon, and is evident in the problems faced by immigrants in Arizona, 
France and other countries m’ound the world. It is often perceived that immigrants 
to South Africa threaten the scarce economic opportunities of poor and working- 
class people, within a system set up nemly a century and a half ago (in the diamond 
mines of Kimberley) by wealthy South Afl’icans to superexploit migra~t labour 
from both South Africa and the wider region. 

What we require, therefore, is a flamework to incorporate the flows of labour, 
the reproduction of labour in housing (especially during an unprecedented real 
estate bubble, coinciding with a worsening housing shortage), the nature of extre- 
mely competitive retail trade in community reproduction, gender power delinea- 
tions, regional geopolitics, and the consciousness that arises fl’om these 
complicated, conflict-ridden socio-economic relations. That framework, which 
can be ter~med the "uneven and co~mbined development’ of both economy and 
society (Bond, 1999), will permit us to better cow, sider the ways civil society 
organizations contest their compatriots’ xenophobic reactions, and yet in many 
cases fail to locate--------or if they do, to conclusively address--------the root causes of 
xenophobia in structura! oppressio~s. 

Structural forces and ~:he power of civil society 

A framework for considering xenophobia would take into account the long-range 
economic and social processes that result in both extremely uneven capital 
accumulation patterns (favouring a few metropolitan areas but only in concen- 
trated sites, such as Central Business Districts, edge cities and low-density 
suburbs) and a combination of modern and pre-modern (or racist, ethnicist, patri- 
archal or otherwise super-exploitative) social relations. The e~’idence of uneven 
and combined development in South Africa includes extreme and worsening 
inequality leading to accumulation in some areas and rising poverty in others. 
produced as a single system (not ’two economies’ with distinct, unrelated 
components, as Mbeki and other modernization theorists typically argued) 
(Maharaj, Desai & Bond, 2010). This process entails not only uneven accumu- 
lation across space, but a ’combined’ set of production and reproduction relations, 
articulated at different times with specific, contingent components, such as 
Banmstans as labour reserves drawing on patriarchal, pre-capitalist survival 
strategies in one era (through 1994), and an entire economically liberalized 
region performing the same function in the next. 

The rmmerous traditions of stmcmralist political economy in South Africa since 
’Colonialism of a Special Type’ a half-century ago were always h~fused with 
concern about uneven and combined interrelationships of class, race, geognaphy 
and also, later, gender and environment. They mainly came together in studies 
of super-exploitative capital-labour relatio~s that underphmed apartheid (e.g., 
Wolpe, 1972; Legassick, 1974; Saul & Gelb, 1981: Gelb, 1991). While fierce 
debates between radicals and liberal s m otivated 1960s- 1970s political econom ic 
studies, and while a ~’m’iety of ’net-Marxist’ theories were generated during the 
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1970s-1990s, these matters go much further back as research problems. The 
origins of capitalism in Britain. after all, were in °primitive accumulation’: the 
initial strategy of dispossessing non-capitalist spheres of social life, most famot~sly 
in land enclosures which forced peasants to proletarianize (Thompson, 1963). 

In Southern Africa, the use of political power to dispossess black people of 
their livelihoods, so as to compel them into wage laborer relations, entailed 
durable extra-economic, crudely racist methods that were not just a once-off 
initial condition for pri:mitive accumulation. The coerced participation of young 
men fl’om the region in South African laborer markets contim~es to this day. 
Women’s unpaid labour--in raising children, looking after the household and, 
later on, providing care for unproductive sick men rejected by their employers ........ 
kept wages unusually low ~k~r the period men worked in the plantations, factories, 
and mines. This situation led to partial proletarianization° For many researchers 
during the late twentieth century, the idea of super-exploitation was helpl~l to 
explain an ongoing history of extremely biased accumt~lation, combining capitalism 
and non-capitalist sites of work, of life and of nature. Such uneven and combined 
development can be identified not solely on the basis of exploitation (suq~lus 
valt~e extraction) at the point of production, but more broadly, in relations 
between market and non-market acti~’itieso It is here that enhanced °accumulation 
by dispossession’ (Harvey, 2003) between capitalism and non-capitalist systems 
is also of relevance on the world stage. 

Methodologically, we tackle this explanatory challenge by considering uneven 
and combined development in employment markets, sites of labour reproduction 
(especially where this affects housing costs) and petty commodity distribt~tion 
(township housing and retail trade), and in terms of regional geopolitics associated 
with the creation of refugees. Interviews with subjects help connect the dots 
between structure and agency in various case settings. Overall, the emphasis in 
our work is a search for power relationships that affect the consciousness of ordin- 
ary people, who express their frustrations with truncated liberation hopes for 
development throt~gh xenophobia. 

To illustrate, what is the main structural barrier faced in the labour markets? In 
the most recent contribution to the South Afiican version of uneven and combined 
development--a mix of market and non-market coercion permitted a permanent 
system of racialised and gendered primitive accumulation--Samantha Ashman, 
Ben Fine and Susan Newman (2010):rely ~iT~r their analytical groundings on 
Fine and Rustomjee’s (1996) treatment of mining, energy and associated indus- 
tries as a distinct power bloc: 

Global accumulation and its shifts and restructuring are necessarily mediated by the structure 
of particular economies and forms of class rule. We characterize the system of accumulation 
in South Africa as a ’Minerals-Energy Complex’ (MEC) where accumulation has been and 
remains dominated by and dependent upon a cluster of industries, heavily promoted by the 
state, around mining and energy - raw and semi-processed mineral products, gold, diamond, 
platinum and steel, coal, iron and aluminium. In the context of South African production, 
financialization has produced a particular combination of short-term capital inflows 
(accompanied by rising consumer debt largely spent on luxury items) and a massive 
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long-term out:flow of c@ital as major ’domestic’ corporations have chosen offshore ]isting 
and to internationalize their operations while concentrating within Soutl’~ Africa on core 
Wofitahle MEC sectors. The result, even before the impact ol’ tbe current crisis, was a 
jobless form of growth and tbe persistence of mass poverty for the majority alongside 
rising living standards for a small minority, including new black e]ites. 

In this context, xenophobia is one symptom of structural and human crises that 
increasingly common in a society where migration for the mining industry estab- 
lished long-distance reproduction of labour power a century ago. Over time, 
accumulation crisis based on the MEC model in an era of ~nancialization gener- 
ated a series of interlocking, overlapping market and state failures, inclt~ding: 

extremely high unemployment which exacerbates traditional and new migrancy 
patterns; 
a tight housi ng market with residenfi al stratification, exacerbating service deliv- 
ery problems (water!sanitation, electricity and other municipal services); 
extreme retail business competition: 
world-leading crime rates; 
Home Affairs Department corruption: 
patriarchal processes and cultural conflicts; and 
severe regional geopolitical stresses, particularly in relation to Zi~mbabwe and 
the Great Lakes region of Central Africa. 

We recognize, especially, the need for ft~rther research regarding the material 
basis l~r intimate relationships between working-class men and women, a key 
component of uneven and combined development. To illustrate, on the ideological 
fi’ont, there is no doubt--given evidence from the Durban interviews--that patri- 
archal attitudes abound among both immigrant and South African-born men. 
Wo~men are assumed to ~namrally’ do the unpaid domestic labour in working 
class male-headed households, in which men consider women as an asset or 
even private property. There is also the commonly held view that men must 
attract or pursue women and that the wealthier a man is, the better his chances 
of catchm~ women and keeping them. The corollary to this is that if a man 
does not have enough money, women will find him less attractive. In a nutshell, 
in capitalist society, men me often assumed to be in competition for wo~men; in 
relationships and in increasingly common transactional sex, tbeir material posses- 
sions largely determine who comes out the winner (Hunter, 2010). 

It is this potent mix of structure and ideology :in the context of an unequal and 
highly competitive regional lahore" market that fuels ’masculine entitlements’-- 
priviledges and a sense of ownership that certain men perceive to have over 
women, which should give the~m an exclusive property right to live with and 
use women as tbey like--and violent competition between men, fighting over 
women that also contribute to xenophobic attacks. To this some gender activists 
add the role of the conservative ideology of "familism’ which can turn men into 
monsters in tbe context of the disempowerment many of them experience due 
to poverty, unemployment and a failure to see any way out of their sorry economic 
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condition. ’The family remains the poor man’s last resort: it can provide him power 
and authority when no one else will. 

Other structural factors in the regional labour mm’ket should also be considered, 
~r they contribute to stress in everyday life: the HIV//AIDS pandemic (especially 
virulent in Durban): the prevalence of child labour: ongoing farm labour-tenant 
exploitation; low skill levels and inadequate training; rising privatization press- 
ures and controversies over other public sector restructuring measures: an emer- 
ging Export-P~:ocessing Zone threat (based on prototypes in Botswana. Lesotho 
and Swaziland) to occupational safety!health and wages, including sweatshop 
conditions in many KwaZulu-Natal factories: and the more recent threat from 
Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan (2010) of a two-tier wage system which 
would generationally fl;agment South Afl’ica’s already highly flexible labour 
market. Contrary to popular belief, even the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development and the International Monetary Fund (2010) con- 
sider South Afl’ican workers to be the fot~rth least protected (in terms of job secur- 
ity) in the industrial world, after those in the US, Canada and Britain. These 
broader social concerns, and other :reflections of daily struggle, benefit little 
fl;om traditional ’corporatist’ (big government + big business + big labour) 
relationships still favoured by some of the region’s union leaders and proposed 
by South African Economic Development Minister Ebrahim Patel in late 2010. 

South A~¥ican public policy offers very few avenues out of this cul de sac, in 
spite of recent rhetoric regarding a ’developmental state’ strategy (Maharaj, 
Desai & Bond, 2010). On the one hand. some commentators argued that sustained 
growth and political opti mism lie ahead, as predictable macroeconomic policy and 
historically high world commodity prices maintained confidence in post-liberation 
state management, even as the Mbeki-Manuel-Mboweni-Erwin team was :replaced 
in 2008-2009 by a nominally more social democratic group (Zuma-Gordban- 
Marcus-Davies-Ebrahim). An ~economic boom’ had been regularly proclaimed 
by observers such as the Fi~an(_:ial Times (MacNamara, Russell & Wallis, 2007; 
Russell, 2007a, 2007b), thanks to ’macroeconomic stability’, GDP growth that 
was uninterrupted ~k)r more than a decade after 1998, and a substantial rise 
in exports. 

Yet at the same time, Sot~th A~¥ica continued to suffer severe economic imbal- 
ances (Bond, 20051) and a dramatic increase in social unrest--with many thou- 
sands of protests per annum (Nqakala, 2007)-------presaging a deterioration of the 
integrity of liberal political institutions. Rights of media and access to information 
were threatened in 2010, for example. But more to the point, it was soon evident 
that the "~service delivery protests’ especially evident in Mpumalanga and the 
Eastern Cape could as easily be directed against fellow community residents-- 
especially if they hailed from outside South Africa--as against the genuine 
sources of their problems (Ngwane. 2010). Along with rising domestic violence 
and the AIDS pandemic, the xenophobia wave was perhaps the worst case of 
the tearing South A~¥ican social fabric. 

There were, in contrast, other, more optimistic signs of social grievances 
channelled throt~gh policy advocacy, public conscientization, international 
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alliance-building and even the judicial system. These signs correspond to what 
Karl Polanyi (1956, p. 76) termed a ’double movement’ in which, initially 
dm’ing the 19th century in Europe, ’the extension of the market organization in 
respect to genuine commodities was accompanied by its restriction’ as people 
defended their land, labour and other resources from excessive commodification. 
Certain areas were illustrative of great potential, such as the Treatment Action 
Campaign’s 1998-2008 street pressure and legal strategy of acquiring anti- 
retroviral drugs for HIV+ people and Soweto activists’ protests which helped 
drive the controversial water privatizer Suez Lyonnaise des Eaux out of 
Johannesburg, and whose Johannesburg High Court victory in April 2008 began 
undoing its commercialized water policies (notwithstanding a September 2009 
Constitutional Court reversal). The question we pose is whether the mobilization 
of civil society can be sufficiently visionary and powerful so as to counteract 
society’s xenophobic tendencies. 

Whether campaign-oriented or simply momentarily explosive in character, civil 
society activism was by all accounts a contributing factor in the 2007-2008 
transfer of power within the ANC. from the man favoured by local and global 
corporations and the prosperous classes (Mbeki) to the candidate of trade 
unions, the youth, organized ANC women and the South African Communist 
Party (Zuma). This latter group represented a ’centre-leR’, comprising the 
Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), South African Communist 
Party, South African National Civic Organisation, some churches and NGOs, 
ANC Youth League and ANC Women’s League. South Africa’s "independent 
left’, in contrast, is composed of social and community movements, NGO critics, 
feminists, internationalists, environmentalists, some in the faith community, and 
others alienated by the "~neo-liberal’ (market-oriented) economic policies, cronyism, 
con’uption and patrim’chal nationalism that :represent durable ideologies within the 
ruling party, including the Zuma camp. They are part of a °social justice’ tradition 
that arose across the world over the past decade and achieved prominence in 
contesting globalization’s adverse impacts. 

This context of structural crises and the uneven development of civil society 
meant no rest before, during and alter the xenophobic attacks of May-June 
2008. The challenge for progressive organizations across South AflTica at that 
moment was to adequately direct social unrest and grievances into effective 
avenues. The state’s failure to assess the threat to immigrants has been the 
subject of exmnsive discussion, including concerns over iMbeki’s denialism, as 
well as the hypothesis by then-Intelligence Minister, Ronnie Kasrils, that a 
"Third Force’ co:reparable to early 1990s state divide-and-rule strategies was in 
play. There had been plenty of warning, including multiple reports of mm’ders 
(especially targeting Somali traders) in Western and Eastern Cape townships, as 
well as police brutality and abuse at the Lindela repatriation centre outsourced 
by Home Affairs. More generally, a ’Futm’eFact’ survey {.Mai! 8: Guardian, 
2008) asked South Africans if they agneed with this statement: ’Most of 
the problems :in South Africa are caused by illegal immigrants or foreigners.’ 
In 2006, 
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67 percent agreed, a substantial increase on a :Few years ago, when the figure was 47 percent. 
And it is reflected among all population sectors of the country~ l::uturel::act also put tl’~is state- 
merit to respondents: °Immigrants are a threat to jobs for S(mth Africans and should not be 
allowed into Sot~th Africa’ --- with which 69 percent agreed. 

When the violence began in May 2008, the immediate reaction flom the state, 
academics and NGOs was the call for more civic ’education’, usually about 
human rights, the plight of refugees, or the role that neighbouring societies 
played in hosting South At¥ican exiles during apartheid. But beyond platitudes, 
civic education would not be sufficient to address genuine grievances. In a 
report that reflected latent policy xenophobia, the Human Sciences Research 
Council (2008) found that ’Settlements that have recently experienced the 
expression of "xenophobic" violence have also been the site of violent and 
other I~rms of protest around other issues, most notably service delivery.’ 
However, it should be noted that the HSRC’s (2008) recommendations ........ 
amongst which were that RDP houses not be allowed to be occupied (even for 
rent or after sale) by irmnigrants, and a call for retention of skilled migrants 
but extreme measures against unskilled workers.-------were unconstitutional and 
cotmterproductive. 

Behind some of this tension is the recent expansion of the migrant labour system. 
In 1994, the choice was made not to rid South Afl:ica’ s economy of migrancy. To do 
so would have meant improving wages, maintaining mt~cb higher employment 
levels through state jobs schemes, turning single-sex migrant hostels into decent 
family homes, establishing a rural development programme that would lower 
migration pressure, and compelling the extension of formal employment benefits 
(health insurance, housing, pensions) to black workers and their families, as is 
the case with higher-income white workers. Today, the hostels remain (only a 
few having been converted to family housi ng), and with the dot~bling of the unem- 
ployment rate, the buildings are often full of unemployed men, and were the 
geographic source of many xenophobic attacks. 

Moreover, even if South Africa’s racially defined areas known as Banmstans-- 
Zululand, Bophuthatswana, Venda, Transkei, Ciskci, QwaQwa, etc--have disap- 
peared flom apartheid-era maps, the economic logic of drawing inexpensive 
laborer from distant sites is even more extreme now that it is no longer stigmatized 
by apartheid connotations. Instead of hailing from South African Bantustans, the 
most desperate migrant workers in South Afl:ica’s major cities me increasingly 
sourced from Zimbabwe, iMalawi, Mozambiqt~e. Zambia, Swaziland, Lesotbo, 
Tanzania and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), countries all partially 
deindus~%lized by South At¥ican business expansion up-continent since the end 
of apartheid in 1994. 

In one frank admission of self-interest regarding these workers, First National 
Bank chief economist Cees Bruggemann told Business Report, ’They keep the 
cost of laborer down ... Their income gets spent here because they do not send 
the money back to their countries’ (Comins, 2008). If many immigrants don’t 
send back remittances (because their wages are low and the cost of living has 
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soared), that in turn reminds us of how apartheid drew cheap labour from Bantu- 
stans: ~br :many years women were coerced into supplying unpaid services ........ 
child-rearing, healthcare and eldercare for retirees--so as to reproduce fit male 
workers for the mines, factories and plantations. 

And in turn, civil society has been challenged to think beyond immediate 
grievances and to find international solidaristic relationships. An exemplary 
experience was the South African Transport and Allied Workers Union’s April 
2008 refusal to offload (fro:m a Chinese ship) three million bullets destined for 
Zimbabwe police and re’my guns, not only in Durban where the An Yue Jiang 
first tried to dock, but across the region thanks to unions’ and human rights 
groups’ mobilizations. On 24 May 2008 Johannesburg civil society mobilized 
several thousand people--local supporters and immigrants alike--to march 
through Hillbrow in solidarity with immigrants. Various other initiatives in town- 
ships across South Africa showed that communities could welcome i:mmigrants 
back, and live in harmony. The provision of resources by churches, NGOs and 
concerned citizens was impressive, even while the state backtracked from respon- 
sibilities and adopted a denialist posture. 

Yet the difficulties of transcending grievances and building solidarity are 
obvious in Durban, a city with thousands of fearful irranigrants who in May- 
June 2008 were made homeless and unable to return to co:mmm~ifies. Three 
case study sites in South Afl’ica’s second-largest city--Chatsworth, Cato iManor 
and the Central Business District--provide evidence of the unevenness of social 
reactions to the xenophobia crisis, 

Ct~atsw~rthiBayview and Bo~:tlebrush 

It is estimated that about six million people live in shacks in South Africa; in 
Durban. fl~ere are approximately 650,000 shack dwellers out of a total population 
of 3.5 million (Brown, 2009). The Bottlebrush settlement in Chatsworth was one 
of the test cases in a pr~ect by the eThekwini municipality to address socio- 
environmental problems. It was ti:mnd to have ’severe pollution problems impact- 
ing on community health [land] low level or poor existing infrastmctm’es and 
services’ (Brown, 2009). But during field visits to Bottlebrush, there was no 
sign of the benefits of this project, nor of an effective Wmd Committee or ANC 
branch embedded within the community. 

Nevertheless there is a small cash flow within the settlement, to some extent 
based on immigrant worker wages. Almost all the immigrants whom our research- 
ers engaged confirmed that they are employed, especially the men. But they are 
mostly precariously employed, and immigrants are, as a rule, paid much less 
than South Africans. On a research visit in July 2010 we learned of a nearby cloth- 
ing factory that had recently replaced local workers earning RI ()()/day with immi- 
grants paid just R20iday (Zvavanhu, 2010). Some South Africans resident in 
Bottlebmsh recognize this injustice and blame the employers, while others 
blame the immigrants for accepting low wages. 
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The Bottlebrush findings also indicate that immigrant workers are not only 
ill-treated by e:mployers but also by fellow workers. They work harder, longer 
and are given the most difficult tasks. In at least one case, the employer docks 
immigrant workers’ pay at the behest of other (South African-born) workers 
and such money is used for food and braai~’leis [barbecu@ Immigrant workers 
appear to sometimes provide cheap laborer to the South Afl’ican economy and 
also serve as a kind of underclass labour ~k)rce, pushed around by both employer 
and fellow (South Afl:ican) employee at the workplace. 

The same story can be found in the reproductive sphere, especially housing. 
The evidence from Bottlebrush suggests that as soon as land invaders take over 
the land. build their shacks and manage to ward off attempts to remove them 
by the state, the tendency is to slide into individtmhzed private ownership of the 
shacks and the land upon which they are erected. The attack on private property 
represented by the invasion means, in turn, the possibility of public collective/ 
community ownership implied by the collective act of invading and defending 
against state attempts to dislodge the invaders. But this soon gives way to the 
parcelling out of more or less privately owned pieces of land which, after some 
time, congeals into a ’lt~mpen’ tk~rm of landlordism. 

This is exactly what happened in Bottlebrush, where an uneven development 
process played out in microcosm. Today, :many shack owners in this in~k:~rmal 
settlement are landlords who rent out shacks to other community members, includ- 
ing immigrants, and, in short, invite a faction of the working class to wage its 
inevitable fight over appropriation of value in a capitalist society in a very differ- 
ent way (Harvey, 1989). It fl’equently leads them to appropriate value at the 
expense of other factions of the working class. The ethic and practice of self-man- 
agement and self-government which develops during the period of invasion and 
initial settlement, instead of being extended and developed into a struggle 
against capital, is turned into its opposite, whereby the ’people’s committees’ 
which lead the community end up being arbiters and managers of value extraction 
by landlords from tenants, many of whom, in Bottlebrush at least, m’e immigrants. 

People born in South Africa are not immune from such exploitation. The inva- 
sion of land :in Crossmore was effected by Bottlebrush tenants who ’got tired’ of 
paying exorbitant rents in the settlement. The worst, according to the leader of the 
Crossmore invaders, was that as tenants, they were not allowed any say in Bottle- 
brush community affairs. But when the invaders are left alone by the state after 
successfully taking over the land, their hope is to be given ’umxhaso’ (Zulu for 
subsidy) housing, and this is premised on the orderly existence of individual 
households or people who qualify. This further pushes the community towards 
acceptance of the private property principle in land and house ownership 
because it is a condition set by the state to get a house. 

At the same time, African immigrants without documents are automatically 
excluded. In the case of Bottlebrush. some tenants born in South Africa are also 
excluded, with only landlords or ’stand owners’ (’omastende’) quali~),ing to 
receive the ’RDP houses’ (matchbox houses initially provided under the Recon- 
struction and Development programme) being constructed in the area. And, as 
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happened with the Crossmore invaders, meetings are being called by tenants in 
Bottlebmsh who are planning another land invasion both to escape petit landlord- 
ism and to position tbemselves to get subsidized houses sometime in the furore, 
something they are not going to get as long as they are tenants in someone 
else’s yard in Bottlebrush. 

What is the relevance of all this to the xenophobic attacks? The most exploited 
tenants appear to be the immigrants. Where monthly rent for a typical two-room 
shack costs R200, there is not infrequently a sharing of five young male immi- 
grants in two rooms, with landlords charging RI00 each, or R500 in total. 
Upward pressure on available rental residential space thus becomes another 
source of pressure, and the structural cor~dition of an overall housing shortage is 
translated into a source of competition in which immigrants are superexploited 
by paying much higher rentals than local people, and in turn are resented for 
driving up the rental price and exacerbating the underlying condition of scmcity. 
Xenophobic consciousness is a logical result. 

Civil society is not a factor in Bottlebrush itself. The settlement is notorious for 
being a rough, cri:me-ridden place. This was brought somewhat under control 
when the community, led by tbe local ANC, organized a vigilante group, but 
other forms of civic organization were banished from the area and the vigilantes 
reportedly ended up ill-treating people in the ha:me of maintaining law and order. 
That leR the ANC Branch Executive Committee, which does not operate well 
within Chatsworth’s Ward 71. In the 2006 municipal election, that Ward was 
won by the Minority Front, with the ANC losing out because of the "~Indian 
vote’. The ANC allocated a proportional representative councillor to work in 
the area but respondents confirm that she is inactive in local affairs. 

When :in May 2008 xenophobia erupted in Chatsworth, ~k_-~reign nationals from 
Mozambique, Malawi and Zimbabwe living in the Bottlebrush and Unity Avenue 
informal settlements of Chatsworth were most severely affected. In these areas, 
anger and resentment brewed as locals collectively blamed foreigners for 
housing and job shortages. As the violence ensued, the government did not 
provide assistance and it was left to civil society m fill the void and respond to 
the crisis. Neighbourhood associations and religious groups flom the area pro- 
vided relief in the tk}rm of shelter, clothing and food, but due to limited resources 
and capacities, assistance did not extend beyond the short term. 

The response of civil society did not. in short, address the root causes of 
xenophobia. This was not for lack of sophistication and commitment, fbr 
civil society groups in Chatsworth, such as the Bayview and Westcliff Flat 
Residents Associations, have been at the cutting edge of organizing against struc- 
tural oppression, including evictions and service delivery failm’es in the post- 
apartheid era (Desai, 2002). The underlying structural problems in the shack 
settle:merits of Chatsworth were, unfortunately, far too severe ~kT~r community acti- 
vists to counteract in 2008 or in 2010 when new eruptions of xenophobia were 
recorded. 

There was an indication of the coming xenophobic violence in Bottlebrush, 
because before the 2008 attacks began, pamphlets were distributed throughout 
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the community warning irranigrants and threatening imminent violence if they did 
not i:mmediately vacate their premises. Many fled immediately, but there were 
attacks and several deaths inside tbe settlement. The m’ea descended into chaos 
and it was impossible ~k)r our researchers (or for police) m get clear numbers of 
the number of attacks and murders that ensued. 

Victims fled to the Bayview and Chatsworth SAPS stations as well as to 
nearby Morton Community Hall. In addition, other victims fled to churches in 
central Durban. such as Emmanuel Cathedral, where the intake of t-mndreds of 
xenophobic victims from other areas of the city had already begun. Westville 
Baptist Church also took refuges from the Chatsworth violence. Some of the 
perpetrators were apprehended, according to respondents: 

The man who beat me was arrested. He stayed two months in the police station. After that he 
was released. He is around. I am scared of him becanse I don’t know what he is thinking 
about me. (Interview with Aguillo, immigrant from Mozambique, Bottlebrush resident.) 

Police came and said whoever bea makwerekwere ~mst be arrested. Landladies were asked 
to identify those who beat np makwerekwere. Some did, some did not. (Interview with Bot- 

tlebmsh resident) 

In other words, tbe jt~stice system tailed the immigrants, and many fell back on 
networks of mutual aid based on nationalities. The victims of xenophobia and 
those displaced by the violence were mostly foreign nationals flom Malawi, 
Mozambiqt~e. Tanzania and Zimbabwe. Nigerians also have business contacts 
and links in the township, as do many Pakistani immigrants. While the Nigerians 
typically reside in central Durban, only coming to Chatsworth on business, Pakis- 
tani immigrants hold residence in Chatsworth in houses throughout tbe area. 

Overall, however, the Bottlebrush case is one combining severely adverse 
structural ik_-~rces, inadequate internal community leadership in the impoverished 
shack settlement, inadequate civil society protection from the surrounding 
working-class neighbourhoods, and ongoing harassment of ilm~igrants. A July 
2010 visit resulted in yet more evidence of a poor community under severe 
stress, and a willingness to express that sn’ess in highly xenophobic language 
(Zvavanhu, 2010)o 

Ca~:o Manor and Cat~ Crest 

Cato Manor/Cato Crest is a culturally diverse community, and is so geographi- 
cally well-located-------just below the University of KwaZulu-Natal and fewer than 
15kms from the centre of Durban (i.e. as close as Sophiatown in Johannesburg 
and District 6 in Cape Town)--that in the 1950s-1960s, its mainly African and 
Indian residents were subject to forced removal. Various efforts to resettle the 
land have been made since the 1980s. and after 1994. many people of variot~s 
Afi’ican cultural backgrounds--with a large Mozambican contingent--immi- 
grated. For most, their educational qualifications do not go beyond high school 
level, and most leR tbeir home cotmtries for economic reasons. 
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For some, South Africa was the most natural place to seek work since their older 
male relatives wor.ked :in Soutll Africa, mainly in tlle mines. Many lived :in Soutll 
Africa fbr over ten years, and came to possess work permits.~ iMany men came 
unmarried and some are living with, or are married to, South African women. 
Others prefer roanled women from their countries of origin. But housing and 
jobs represent a challenge. As a typical Mozambican informant put it. 

We don’ t want to talk about our landlord. But no, I am not happy with this room. Look how small 

it is. Yesterday it was raining, and the roof was ]caking, as you can see that spot on the floor. The 
room is not only small, but also dirty--look at the m~d on the floor~ ] have a single bed here, 
nothing else. 1 keep my s~itcase on my bed because there is no space for it in here. The room 
can accommodate only the bed. Look at the door, it’s not even safe living here. But I pay 
R350 per month. But what can I do? The on]y good thing here is that, as you can see, we are 
all from Mozambique here, so we feel that sense of conmmnity... Yes~ b~t yo~ see~ i cannot 
live anywhere else, I don’t want to leave my fellow countrymen here. It’s safer. Besides, my 
salary is not so good. I get R50 a day. So I cannot afford a better place anywhere else. I have 
a family at home. I get R1200 pet" month. I take half of that home, and rise the rest for rent 
and %od here.(lnterview with °William’ and °Avel’, Dunbar, Cato Manor, September 2009) 

No matter how little they earn, immigrants tend not to complain about high 
housing rates, and for tlle most part are reliable tenants. Ttlere are general percep- 
tions that landlords and employers are lenient towards immigrants. 

Tuck shops and taverns or shebeens in Cato Manor/Crest are run by South Afri- 
cans. Except for street tlawkers who sell fruits and vegetables, and a few who sell 
their goods at flea markets, most immigrants are workers, mostly in shops or in 
construction companies outside Cato Manor/Crest. Retail was therefore not the 
cause of tension, unlike other townships wtlere East African and Pakistani 
shops were targets. 

Civil society in Cato Manor/Crest gave limited emergency support--lZ~od, 
shelter, clothing, transport and spiritual support-------to immigrants in May-June 
2008. Respondents indicated they received assistance fi’om local churches, 
doctors, local committees, l)reigners’ associations and other interest groups. 
Some employers even came to pick up immigrant employees for wor.k. Former 
Umkhonto ~ve Siz~*’~’ soldiers also provided support, and it is claimed that tile 
reason attacks did not take place in Chesterville, another township in Durban, 
was because of the strong presence of the [5~khonto ~’e Siz~t~e veterans there. 

There was also a series of meetings between the police, local government 
structures, representatives of the immigrants and other interested parties. As a 
result, xenophobia in Cato Manor/Crest did not degenerate into the widespread 
violence witnessed elsewhere, i n pm’t because material conditions were sufficiently 
different to avoid sources of tension between immigrants and local residents. 

Central Business District and Umbilo Road 

Althougtl [letter protected than many outlying townships, the centres of Souttl 
Africa’s m~ior cities witnessed incidents of xenophobia, and these have continued 
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in Durban. Trouble began in May 2008 at a bar frequented by Nigerian patrons 
next to the Dalton Hostel in Umbilo Road, followed by incidents in the Central 
Business District area stretching from Albert Park in the south to the Warwick 
Junction trading area to the northwest (there were no recorded incidents of 
violence lErther east to the Point and beachfl:ont). 

In Albert Park, in early 2009, a mob led by Din’ban city councillor Vusi Khoza 
allegedly pushed a Zimbabwean and a Tanzanian to their deaths out of a sixth floor 
window at the Venture Africa building. The case was prosecuted in 2009----2010 
but suffered nt~merous delays and sufficient intimidation threats that a key partici- 
pant in the attacks required witness protection, in late 2008, Khoza--who was 
initially charged with murder, then with assault--------had officially requested that 
the eThekwini Municipality remove all non-South Afl:icans from the area 
because they allegedly increased the crime rate and overcrowded the flats. As a 
result, Jambo House in St. George’s Street was the scene of several police raids. 

In a common example, police raided the site near Warwick Junction known as 
the Containers in July 2010 and moved Zimbabweans 35kin from Durban in order 
to extract bribes (Manzi, 2010). In a Nove:mber 2010 raid on a Nigerian tavern in 
Umbilo. a Hawks national investigation team found that ’a syndicate of Din’ban 
police officers has allegedly been using foreigners as cash cows, planting drugs 
on the:m and threatening to arrest them unless they hand over thousands of 
rands’ (Padayachee, 2010). 

Further evidence of the tensions associated with official crackdowns on immi- 
grants in a context of residential overcrowding occm:red during July-October 
2008. when 47 Congolese refugees displaced by the May-June xenophobic vio- 
lence were dumped by churches at City Hall on July 11. ARer a confrontation 
there with City Manager Mike Sutcliffe, they regrou[~ed at Albert Par.k. With 
the aid of a local evangelical church (~¥om the formerly white suburbs), they 
fashioned a fragile tent and received food aid. According to Sutcliffe, ’We also 
have to take care that we do not pe:q~emate the situation longer than necessmy. 
A growing refugee problem is something we must try and avoid at all costs’ 
(City’ Manager’s Newsletter, 2008). After nearly four months living conspicuously 
in Albert Park (once the grandest park in Durban), the refugees were violently 
evicted by police, and disappem’ed as a coherent group. Conceding that the displa- 
cement was necessary ahead of the 2010 World Cup, a mega-event that also threa- 
tened nearby Warwick Junction, Constable Kwesi Matenjwa of the central Durban 
of Sce spoke to researchers (on tape) fore" hours after destroying the refugees’ 
plastic shelter and confiscating most of their goods (including official refugee 
papers) on 1 November 2008 (Bond, Hinely & Meth, 2008): 

Mthenjwa: 2010 is going to be here, so the people from the so-called other countries, when 

they come to this country, they must have this image that Soutl’~ A~?ica~ tl’~e city of Durban is 
clean, that there are no vaN-ant people, there are no traders in the streets. 
Bond: Did they tell you about the rights or’people, that if they are taken away they must have 
somewhere to go? 
Mtl’~enjwa: Yes~ I’ll tell you one thing, about the technicalities of the law and the constitution 

of this country I am well aware of it. It’s just that, at some stage, you get thrown in a deep 
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ocean, in a deep sea whereby you cannot even swim. 
Bond: And the human rights have drowned with you too, eh? 
Mthenjwa: Yes, they have drowned in the sea. No matter how good you are in swimming, 
you can’t even swim because you are just a small fish in a deep ocean where only the big 
boys, the sharks, the so-called white sharks exist in the environment. 
Bond: And you are fairly sure that you have to follow these [eviction orders] because they 
come from the very top, is that Mike Sutcliffe? 
Mthenjwa: Thank you, thank you!2 

Again, structural analysis of the region’s uneven and combined development is 
important to provide context. The Albert Park refugees hailed fl’om the east of 
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) where an estimated five million civi- 
lians lost their lives in civil war associated with the area’s Resource Curse. 
especially the drive by multinational capital to extract coltan (for cell phones 
and other electronic devices) at conditions that provide minerals at a price 
lower than a stable mining area would provide. For example, AngloGold 
Ashanti had mining operations in Mongbwalu that began in 1996, during the 
reign of dictator Mobutu Sese Seko. In 2005, Human Rights Watch revealed 
AngloGold Asbanti’s payments to warlords of the National Integration Front. 
The firm’s chief executive officer, Bobby Godsell (2005), explained: ’Our 
central purpose is to find and mine gold profitably ... Mistakes will be made’. 
According to Michael Deibert (2008) of CorpWatch, ’A November 2007 report 
by a special commission of Congo’s iMinistry of Mines concluded that the 
terms and lack of transparency in Ashanti Goldfields’ original contract violated 
Congolese law and was thus subject to renegotiation.’ 

The South African government, meanwhile, bent over backwards to support the 
role of South African mining houses (including AngloGold Ashanti) in the DRC, 
even lending the Kinshasa government R760 million in 2002 so as to repay the 
[MF for Mobum’s odious loans, in exchange for easy entry by Johannesburg 
mining houses. The United Nations (UN) documented several SA firms’ roles 
in the DRC’s warti:me looting, but no action was taken (Bond. 2002). 

In this context, support for people such as the 47 Congolese in Albert Park was 
terribly uneven, IUr in that case the key NGOs and government agencies-- 
especially the United Nations High Commission for Refugees-------gave up on the 
group, and vice versa. In general, treatment of immigrants became technicized 
and individualized, and the recognition of refugees was subject to excessive 
professionalization. Amisi and Matate (2009) point out that in its emly years 
the commemoration of World Refugee Day in Durban was organized by the 
refugee cormnunity. However, for the 2008-2010 World Refugee Days, they 
were replaced in this work by service providers supported by the government. 
whose commemoration ’celebrated themselves’. 

Moving I¥om the residential sites of struggle in Albert Park a few kilometres 
northwest to the corn m ercial heartl and of Warwick Junction, we find the most con- 
tested space in the Durban informal economy, for locals and immigrants alike. 
Unity was required when traders faced regular municipal closure threats, 
especially for the Early Morning Market. Police corruptiort and crime are also 
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rife in the area, with immigrants subject to irregular arrests (for not carrying 
per:mits), long drives to the Durban hinterlands, bribes, and long walks back to 
town (Manzi, 2010). Warwick Junction presents challenges to the traders and 
I~reign traders in particular because of competition over trading space, refusal 
to pay rental to the eThekwini Municipality, allegations of trading in stolen 
goods, and retail business competition. Once the threat of eviction wanes, other 
problems--lack of trust, suspicion, and xenophobic feelings--resurface. 

Perceptions are rife that immigrants are a prolific source of petty crime, 
especially in commercial sites. In part because of repeated accusations of crimi- 
nality aimed at immigrants, some Warwick Junction traders organized themselves 
and created the Siyagunda Association, whose ranks grew to almost 250 :members 
by 2008. The m~iority were so poor that they struggled to pay even token member- 
ship fees, but the organization was necessary, as at the time, non-South Africans 
had no right to trade in the area and were threatened with removal. S~ agunda s 
leadership requested and finally gained trading permits flTom City officials, and 
pledged to investigate all cases of stolen goods inside and around the Warwick 
Junction regardless of the perpetrators. A s Siyagunda’ s vice-president confirm s, 

One or two members were involved indeed in some of these activities... We reported to the 
police the first two transactions of stolen mobile phones .... Unfortunately, the suspects were 
later released al’ter they bribed the police. The message was, however, clear. Since then, 
these transactions stopped, at least officially and both customers and traders in the Pinetown 
Rank move peacefully .~. (Interview with Siyagunda leadership, September 2009) 

The Municipality then attempted to replace the Early Morning Market because a 
new shopping mall wotfld allegedly ’reduce crime and regulate people’s move- 
ments in the area. The Mall will be also part of Black Economic Empowerment’. 
Siyagunda was in oppositiort-------artd the mall was delayed on technical and legal 
grounds--but immigrants played a low-profile role. 

Competition over space, retail prices, and customers creates potential for con- 
flicts among immigrant traders and between the latter and local traders. According 
to a Congolese trader, 

Ethiopians represent the first group of traders who kill our business. They sell goods to us in 
hflk and then they begin to sell per unit below the price that we bought the goods from them. 
As result, we do not sell. Remember that we do not work like Pick ’n Pay, Checkers or SPAR 
which retail items [’or producers. When the products e.g. bread or apples expire, the produ- 
cers are paid from the quantities sold. The rest is a loss to the producers not retailers. We buy 
once for all If I do not sell, 1 lose ... All traders are not happy with Ethiopians and Somali 
traders. I do not really kr~ow what will happen one day ... 

Somali s, the second gr(mp of traders, work like Ethiopi arts. They are also destroying other 
people market niches. Let me give an example. I sell on the streets. I used to buy my goods in 
bulk from a Somali shop owner at R45 per unit. 1 would like to sell it at R55 or R60. After 
buying at R45 per unit l:rom a Somali trader, he will resell the remaining goods at R30 per 
unit. Obviously, buyers will go to Somali and Ethiopian traders rather than buying from me. 
That is why traders in the formal and informal economy are not happy with the two nation- 
alities .... The two groups of traders are so powerful that they own several businesses around 
the ma~-ket, and in streets other than West and Smith they own up to 60 percent of businesses. 
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South Africans have only 40 percent except big brands like Edgars, Woolworth, and others. 
The two nationalities are so powerthl in this business that even Chinese are buying Ii’om 
them rather than importing all their goods l’rom China .... (Interview with Siyagunda leader-- 
ship, September 2009) 

Regarding the products and prices that immigrants offer, according to one local 
critic, 

They sell cheap because they do not spend any money on electricity, shop, shop assistants... 

Nothing, nothing at all. They pretend to employ South Africans, how many locals do they 
employ and how much money do they pay them? This is not possible. We cannot continue 
like this~ Something must be done to stop this ... and 1 hope it will be done soon... (inter- 
view with South Al’rican shop owner, 2010) 

Like other parts of Durban, the uneven and combined development intrinsic to 
petty commodity distribution contributes to resentments in times of scarce 
employment and intense retail competition. But regional geopolitical processes 
are the original source of many of the DRC and Zimbabwean refugees’ core pro- 
blemso South African sub-imperial power is central to the way these problems 
have been amplified in recent years, in part through the interests of Johannes- 
burg-based mining capital and in part through the long nurturing of the Mugabe 
regime (Bond, 20061). 

Durban civil s{~ciety’s response 

A few Durban ci~’il society organizations quickly emerged in June 2008 to address 
the xenophobia crisis (Schwarer & Mwalasi, 2008)° There was a clear division 
between those civic groups providing material assistance to the displaced and 
those whose work was more ’behind the scenes’ but nonetheless vital, as well 
as the organizations which took a solidaris~ic role with a focus on political and 
advocacy activities. Most visible were churches of several denominations which 
took in displaced people, housing and feeding them, sometimes for weeks at a 
time, with limited facilities and resources° The Red Cross took on the role of col- 
lecting, co-ordinating and delivering :material aid in the ~i:~rm of food, clothing and 
basic hygiene supplies. They were largely supported by student volunteers, and 
donations from ~he public, and received some financial support from ~he eThek- 
wini Disaster Management fund. Several observers noted that Red Cross appeared 
under-resourced and unprepared ~br a crisis of this nature. 

Most organizations at first acted in the belief that the City of Durban and/or the 
provincial government would soon step in to co-ordinate and lead the relief 
efforts. This did not occur, and as a result, despite attempts fi’om more experienced 
co-ordinators, efforts were haphazard, often overlapping and largely undocumen- 
ted. In late May 2008, Durban Action Against Xenophobia (DAAX) led a ’trolley 
drive’, placing trolleys at the entrances to supermarkets in m~ior shopping centres 
all around Durban, to ga~her donations. Public response was exceptional, and vol- 
unteers had to be called upon to empty trolleys several ti:mes a day over the week 
that the drive was on. Several private citizens also took it upon themselves to 
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collect food, clothing and blankets at their places of work and deliver them to the 
Red Cross, which was headquartered in a small room at the Cato Manor Police 
Station. Additionally, parishioners of the many churches that hosted displaced 
people gave donations and spent time cooking for people. 

All the civil society organizations we spoke to in the course of this research 
emphasised the important role the public played in generously providing tk~r the 
displaced. This response was, unfortunately, short-lived. By July 2008, many 
reports ca:me in of ’burnout’ as the churches and their supporters felt they had 
’contributed enough’ by that certain point. There also seems to ha~’e been wide- 
spread belief in government announcements that the xenophobia was ’over’ and 
that there were no longer any displaced people. Similar announcements were 
made in July 2010, when increasing reports of xenophobic violence during the 
dosing days of the World Cup reactivated some of the networks. 

Three networks deserve mention. Firstly, the Durban Refugee Service Providers 
Network (RSPN) worked on material relief alongside the main representatives of 
the United Nations High Co~m~aission for Refugees: Lawyers for Human Rights 
(LHR) and the Mermonite Cenl~:al Committee, later rena:med Refugee Social 
Sere’ices (RSS). Other member organizations provided an important support 
network both for ’legal’ refugees and for ’illegal migrants’ during the crisis. 
The RSPN organized and hosted several workshops during the crisis period and 
pro~’ided a leadership and coordination role (to the best of its capacity). All 
member organizations have an ongoing commitment to education around xeno- 
phobia. It should be noted that member organizations are mandated to provide 
assistance to official refugees--that is. foreign nationals who ha~’e asylum 
seeker or refugee status in South Africa. There are a large number of Congolese 
and Rwandan nationals, as well as citizens of other Afl:ican countries, living in 
the Din’ban m’ea, and LHR and the RSS report that in general these groups are 
well integrated into local communities. 

Secondly, Durban Action Against Xenophobia (DAAX) was originally a group 
of students and lecturers who rallied via a group created on Facebook, volunteer- 
ing their time to stand with trolleys at local shopping centres or deliver goods to 
and from the Red Cross headquarters in Cato Manor. Later, many me,tubers of the 
public joined the group and at its height, in around mid-June 2008, the Facebook 
group had just under 1000 members, while the database listed around 150 active 
volunteers. Apmt from donations, DAAX assisted in monitoring sites to track 
numbers of people and donations needed. 

Thirdly, the Coalition Against Xenophobia, Racism, Ethnicism and Poverty 
(CAXREP) was a more politicized network that cut across the usual divisions 
between centre-left and left in South African politics. The most active organiz- 
ations were the South African Communist Party, the South African National 
Civic Organisation, the Student Socialist Move:merit, and several regional 
support bodies: the Movement for Democratic Change (Zimbabwean), the 
Siyagunda traders’ association (mainly DRC) and the KZN Refugee Council. 
The politicization was explicit :in the coalition’s July 2008 manifesto, which 
included the desire to: 
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Deepen public understanding of the situation in Zimbabwe .~. uniting in action against the 
common poverty sl’mred by South Atkicans and African migrants based on tl’~e lack of access 
to good health care or otber infrastructural and financial services or the ’Red Card’ .., 
Deepen public understanding of the root causes of xenophobia in South Afi’ica based on glo- 
balization as imperialism ~..[and] Work, for a humane immigration policy in South A~’rica 
(Caxrep 2008). 

In spite of the persistence of these problems, the Caxrep effort was truncated by 
exhaustion, and so:me of the more committed immigrant members--------especially 
Zimbabweans--tm’ned their attention in 2010 to self-organization, as well as col- 
laboration with the Centre for Civil Society in its anti-xenophobia campaigning 
during the World Cup. 

Networks aside, there were several crucial civil society organizations worthy of 
brief discussion. Sherylle Dass, of Lawyers for Human Rights (LHR), notes that 
the LHR became involved because they were called in by local police, together 
with iMennonite Centre Committee (subsequently renamed Refugee Social 
Services). The core mandate of LHR is ’to promote awareness, protection and 
enforcement of legal and human rights through the creation of a human rights 
culture’:~ through t~dr asylum procedure and access to official documents to stay 
in South Africa as a steppingstone to local integration. This approach to refugee 
related issues and subsequent entitlement to some basic services is in contrast 
to keeping refugees and asylum seekers in camps, far ~¥om citizens and other 
immigrants, as applied by the neighbouring countries of South Africa. The activi- 
ties of LHR during the xenophobia crisis consequently consisted of screening the 
Bottlebrush immigrants sheltering in iMorton Community Hall with the aim of 
repatriating them to their countries. However, refugees and asylum seekers 
would have expected to be sent to third destinations, including Canada or 
Europe, because there was and still is no hope of a peaceful cohabitation 
between the migrant and South African communities. 

The Diakorfia Council of Ct-mrches does not deal with charity wor~k, though 
individual church members do. Diakonia become involved in relief work with 
immigrants from the time, during the xenophobic violence, that a group 
invaded its premises and refused to leave without any durable solutions to pro- 
blems of displacement, lack of food and other basic necessities. Diakonia then 
was forced to act at two levels. Firstly, it directly distributed food parcels and 
clothing to the victims of xenophobic violence. Secondly, Diakonia requested 
that member churches open their doors and provide assistance to the victims of 
xenophobic violence. Diakonia also tried to reduce xenophobic violence 
through public awareness before, during, and aRer the attacks. Diakonia was 
selected by the eThekwini Municipality as a co-ordinating civil society body to 
manage assistance to the victims of xenophobic violence. In 2010, Diakonia 
also hosted two :meetings of a new informal network of concerned organizations. 
as it appeared xenophobia would again become a m~ior problem after the World 
Cup ended. 

Refugee Social Services (RSS), formerly the Mennonite Central Committee, 
was actively involved in providing assistance to some refugees since be~k~re 
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the outbreak of violence in mid-2008. RSS assists newly an’ived refugees with 
accommodation, often providing financial assistance for months at a time while 
refugees seek work in South Attica. In May-June 2008, the RSS provided accom- 
modation to some displaced. 

StreetNet put the word out to :members of its street vendors’ organisations that 
xenophobia was not to be tolerated. The organization subsequently reported 
several cases where potential incidents had been ’nipped in the bud’ through 
members preventing other members or non-affiliated vendors/consumers flom 
threatening or attacking foreign nationals. Pat Horn of StreetNet reports that the 
organization includes members who are ~reign nationals who have successfully 
organized vendors’ associations in their own at:eas, and these groups were particu- 
larly well placed to provide st~pport and education. 

Churches, mosques and temples around Durban offered temporary and longer- 
term shelters for hundreds of refugees during May and June 2008. Emmatmel 
Cathedral in the Warwick Triangle area housed the largest number of refugees, 
and was most able to provide care and resources due to its ongoing involvement 
in refugee service provision in the city. Other churches becatne involved when 
refugees began a~ri~’ing at their premises requesth~g shelter. The chm’cbes were 
supported to a large degree by the Red Cross but also relied heavily on their 
parishes for donations and resources. Several did not have adequate facilities 
for cooking, so parishioners were called upon to prepare food at their homes 
and deliver it to the churches. 

Some ct-mrches were reluctant to let :it be known that they were sheltering 
displaced people. In most cases this was to ensure their safety, but there was 
some suggestion that churches felt they did not have the capacity to accept 
further displaced people and did not want it known that they were sheltering 
people for feat" others would follow. The Anglican Church in Durban was able 
to source funding to provide reintegration packages for all displaced people 
they were sheltering (at three church locations). In conversation with a :member 
of DAAX, a church representative stressed that the Anglican Church would aim 
to provide ongoing pastoral care alongside the reintegn’ation package. He also 
emphasized the importance of engaging community stakeholders in the :re:inte- 
gration process and noted that widespread poverty in Sot~th Africa is a seriot~s 
barrier. These concerns were to be echoed by civil society organizations in our 
interviews. 

Finally, the KwaZulu-Natal Refugee Council (KZNRC) is a voluntary, regis- 
tered non-profit organization which includes, works for and works with 17 
refugee communities t¥om 17 refugee-producing countries and several refugee 
non-profit organizations. The main objectives of the KZNRC consist of promoting 
the human rights of refugees through access to health care, education, employ- 
ment, identilication document and travel document° freedom of speech and move- 
ment; and raising awareness within the refugee comm~mity around the 
responsibility and obligations of refugees toward their host country. The second- 
ary objectives of the KZNRC include facilitating self-integration into the South 
African community; promoting peaceful cohabitation and exchange between the 
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enthe refugee community and South Africans; and fighting all forms of discrimi- 
nation and xenophobia. 

What this survey of Dt~rban civil society involved in the struggle against xeno- 
phobia suggests is that mitigation and adaptation were the main strategies, as 
opposed to seeking deep-rooted solutions. Those that attempted the latter 
(DAAX and the Centre for Ciwil Society) were ill-equipped to do anything 
more than offer critique, as the solutions associated with the structural causes of 
xenophobia were far larger than the balance of forces would permit small civil 
agency agencies from facing. These include: extremely high unemployment 
which exacerbates traditional and new mi~ancy patterns; a tight housing 
mar.ket with residential stratification--------exacerbating service delivery proble:ms 
(water/sanitation, electricity and other municipal services);--extreme retail 
business competition; world-leading crime rates; Home Affairs Department 
corruption; patriarchal processes and cultural conflicts; and severe regional geopo- 
litical stresses (partict~larly in relation to Zimbabwe and the Great Lakes region of 
Central Africa). These represent the root causes of xenophobic violence and call 
tk~r a strong political will t¥om the government, commitment fro:m both local civil 
and transnational society civil organisations, and the private sector. 

Conc|usion 

It is apparent fl:om our research that within the processes of uneven and combined 
development of both capitalism and civil society in the region and in Dt~rban, deep 
structural forces are responsible for xenophobia. Durban civil society was only 
partially successful in organizing short-ter:m crisis responses to the violence of 
2008, but did not offer any long-term solutions. Moreover, as for maintaining 
attention, civil society organizations were generally incapable of preparing ~r a 
new upsurge of xenophobic sentiments. Few were involved following the short- 
term response in 2008, even though the analysis above suggests that there :is a 
space ~k)r civil society co-operation around the structural factors and root causes 
of xenophobia. 

For example, civil society in Chatsworth has a history of successft~l mobiliz- 
ation around issues such as housing and service delivery, but this did not directly 
benefit xenophobia hotspots such as Botflebrush and Unity Avenue. As another 
example, the KwaZt~lt~-Natal Refugee Council has barely begtm the work ofbt~ild- 
ing political solidarity with the wide range of regional immigrants--especially 
t¥om the Great Lakes region, Nigeria’s Niger Delta, Zimbabwe and Swazi- 
land-that might be feasible. 

As for short-term problems within civil society, a lack of co-ordination and lea- 
dership were consistently cited as the greatest challenges in dealing with this 
crisis. Respondents suggested that organizations had been ~polarized’, and men- 
tioned ~antagonism’ and °finger pointing’. This suggests that, due to the lack of 
leadership, the situation deteriorated as the crisis wore on. Many organizations 
had expected local government to take a leadership role. and expressed their 
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surprise and disappointment that this had not occurred. They eventually experi- 
enced a kind of donor fatigue. 

All respondents seemed to view reintegration of migrants as the only realistic 
solution, but viewed management of the reintegration process as flawed. This 
was tied to the view that several respondents expressed, that not enough had 
been done to engage both displaced people and community members in education, 
response and reintegration proposals. Reintegration cannot be successful without 
engagement with ’host’ com:munities and well-facilitated dialogue between com- 
munities and refugees. In Durban, there was no coherent process to manage this 
communication, and this appears to have resulted in reintegration being successful 
i n some cases but not others. There is a definite disjuncture between organizations 
that dealt directly with communities within their member base. and other organ- 
izations that dealt with displaced people and whose response was instinctively 
charitable rather than developmental. 

Most importantly, the response of civil society did not address the root causes of 
xenophobia. Within a year, most of those repatriated had returned to South Africa. 
A worldwide economic crisis, job losses and rising prices made the situation even 
more precarious. The sentiments that bred the mid-2008 attacks are still present 
and although there has been no mass violence on the scale of that social cata- 
strophe, the period i:mmediately after the 2010 World Cup suggested the high 
potential for renewed disaster. 

Many of the structural constraints are beyond local cormnunity capacity in any 
case because of the politics of scale. Changing regional geopolitical policies ........ 
such as South Africa’s exploitation of Zimbabwe, the DRC and Swaziland--is 
a tall order, as is insulating South Africa from ongoing world economic volatility. 
Another example of a structural challenge well beyond civil society’s control is 
the sensibility that foreign nationals receive South Afl:ican citizenship fraudu- 
lently after bribing Department of Home Affairs officials. (Such fraudulently 
acquired citizenship resulted in foreign nationals getting access to child support 
grants, permits to work permanently in Sot~th At¥ica. access to free medical treat- 
ment in state hospitals and acquisition of free houses.) It is perceived that some 
foreigners go to the extent of bribing Home Affairs officials and Man:iage officers 
that condt~ct illegal marriages with South Afl:ican women without their consent so 
as to acquire citizenship. Another local cultural perception is that foreign men take 
wives and protriers away fro:m South At¥ican men. because they are willing to pay 
school fees for children of whom they are not the biological parent. Hence some of 
the causes of xenophobic attacks mentioned to researchers include jealousy. Other 
structural, long-term proble:ms noted by researchers include alleged crime and 
drug dealing. 

In sum, we have identified a series of shortcomings associated with the partial 
responses to xenophobia by civil society organizations in Durban, and major long- 
term structural problems that local organizations are unable to address--and that 
we are only at the initial stage of identifying and documenting. These latter 
include une:mployment, poverty, competition for the few resources that the 
government is providing, poor services provided by the municipality to local 
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people, preferential treatment of foreigners by employers who perceive them as a 
source of unorganized and cheap labour, and fraudulent marriages that assisted 
foreign nationals to get citizenship. 

By all accounts, there is severe competition for jobs, houses and social grants. 
Other respondents disputed any form of co,repetition, as foreign nationals do work 
which South Afi’ican nationals are refusing to do, such as operating as car gt~m’ds 
and running cheap salon businesses in the streets. These are opportunities that 
forei~,n~ nationals created and local people are still reluctant to explore. Foreign 
nationals are willing to settle *br lower-paying jobs whereas South Afi’ican 
nationals demand a living wage when they choose jobs, a factor associated with 
the low cost of reproduction of labour power in the sites from which they came. 
[n such settings, the traditional practice of st~per-exploitation of women--who 
raise workers when they are young, who look after sick workers and who look 
after workers when they retire, thereby allowing employers to hire these 
workers more cheaply than those with local families, school fees, health inst~rance 
premiums, pensions, etc--is also a critical factor. 

There are at least eight concrete conclusions. First, civil society’s response to 
xenophobic violence did not go beyond relief, which consists of providing food, 
temporary accommodation, lobbying and advocacy. It did not address South 
Africa’s extremely high unemployment, tight housing ~market with residential 
stratification, extreme retail business competition, world-leading crime rates, 
Home Affairs Department conuption, patriarchy and cultural conflicts, and 
severe regional geopolitical stresses. It is therefore possible that we will witness 
the repetition of large-scale xenophobic violence in the ftm~re. 

Second, the xenophobic violence is rooted in interlocking, overlapping market 
and state failure beyond the ability of civil society organizations, which 
equipped for limited local advocacy, service delivery, and sometimes local 
solidarity. Consequently, sustainable solutions to xenophobic violence call 
government intervention through anti-xenophobia policies, speedy service 
delivery, skill development programmes, and strategies for upwm’d mobility of 
successful inI~rmal traders so as to reduce competition in this sector. Xenophobic 
violence also needs intervention through the private sector social responsibility 
programme, and economic policies with a human face. 

Fourth, reintegration of non-South Africans in the affected areas was spon- 
taneous without the contribution of the United Nations and national/provincial/ 
municipal government. Fifth, reintegration was also tolerated where non-South 
Africans rent accommodation (at high prices) from South Africans in sites like 
Cato Manor and Cato Crest, Chatsworth and Bottlebrush. 

Sixth, civil society solidarity with immigrants did occur and shows that South 
African and non-South African communities can live in harmony--if there is a 
conducive environment in which people’s concerns can be freely expressed. 
Seventh. immigrants have been always welcomed for their cheap labour in 
mining, factories, and plantations. Yet both pre and post-1994 South African 
governments were reluctant to provide non-South Africans a genuine set of 
rights for living in hostile cities. 
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Eighth° the local KwaZulu Bantustan and same-sex hostels long served as 
Durban’s ’reserve’ for local cheap labour, and have since been replaced by 
regional labour supplies (especially Zimbabwe), overcrowded townships and 
shack settlements, and poorly maintained inner-city areas such as Albert Park 
and Point Road. These much broader spaces are now breeding grounds for 
socio-economic discontent, socio-culmral frustrations, persistent anti-foreigner 
rhetoric, and xenophobic violence. 

Considering the underlying and immediate causes of the crisis, civil society 
organizations’ short-term responses to the crisis were only pm’tial, reflecting the 
unevenness of Durban social organization. It is to the long-term problems of a 
durable, structural nature that serious socio-political activists really must turn. 
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1~ Some of them worked without work permits, Most of these got their permits slier the May 2008 attacks in 

South Aikica 

2. ][’his was not a unique event~ L,~ Durban. police officers who arrested one author for distributing an anti-xeno-- 

phobia leaflet on 2 July 2010, just before the Wo~ld Cup’s Ghana-Uruguay match------the crime was termed 

’ambush marketing’--confirm~d L,~ a taped conversafio~,~ that City Ma~,~ager Sutcfiffi~. had explicitly ordered, 

’No distribu6on of pamphlets, especially whicfi mention xenopfiobia.’ The reasoning, according to a police 

superintendent, was that ~You are reminding [people] of xenophobia. Even myself I had fk)rgot about that 

thing, but now you write it down’ (Bond, 2010). 

3~ See http:~;~www.~hr.org.za/aboub-]awyers--human--rights/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Malinda S. Smith <malinda.smith@ualberta.ca> 

Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:27 PM 

malinda.smith@ua]berta.ca 

Joyce Crreen (Regina) - Don’t Tell Us Who We Are (Not): Rellections on Mdtis identity 

Hello All: 
Here is the latest entW in the Indigenous knowledge, education series 
that I am running on the Fedcan Blog-Equity Matters To read all of 
the Indigenous entries: 
<http ://blog. fedcan, caita g/indigenous-education/>. 
All good wishes. 
Malinda S. Smith. 

Don’t Tell Us YVho We Are (Not): Reflections on M~tis identity 

Joyce Green, University of Regina 

Guest Contribntor 
Fedcan Blog-Equity Matters, Tuesday (15 March 2011). 

<http ://blog.fedcan.cai2011/03/15/don%e2%80%99t-tell-u s-~vho-we-are-not-reflections-o n-metis-identitv/>. 

After having messed up Indian and Inuit identity for over 140 years, 
the federal goverr~ment has just passed Bill C-3, yet another 
inadequate amendment to address gender inequi~ in the membership 
provisions of the Indian Act. Now the federal government proposes to 
study and regulate M~tis identity. This aim of regulating M~tis 
identity was conveyed through suggestions that, among other things, 
federal agencies examine different M~tis organizations for consistency 
o f membership criteria. 

Despite the backpedalling of some bureaucrats and politicians when the 
media and the M~tis National Council (MNC) asked questions, it is 
reasonable to read this as a goverr~ment wish to standardize what it 
means to be Motis, and to define M~tis ~2~r the purposes of policies, 
rights claims, and other identity’ claims, tIaving unilaterally 
enforced a limited vision of what it means to be ’Indian,’ arguably a 
category created by the colonial imagination, these sorcerers’ 
apprenuces now feel compelled to expand their expertise to the M~tis. 

Recognition by the state, or ’status,’ always has been a tool of the 
colonial government, intended to identi~ a discrete community for 
policy attention, the ultimate objecuve of which was assimilation; 
and to limit financial liability of the colonial state. Clarifying or 
standardizing M~tis ’status’ is not driven by the needs or interests 
of M~tis communities, nor ~s it apparently framed by international law 
about self-determination and indigenous human rights 

One danger of an amhentication formula, designed for the pu12oose of 
colonial legal and administrative clarity, is that it would subject 
M~tis, in all ore diversity, to an external legitimation process. And, 
as histoW has shown, only some will be legitimated. Fmther, such a 
process indicates that colonialism has been so effective that sorue 
Aboriginal people rely- on externally-imposed criteria for internal 
recognition. 

Identity via self-deterruination is one rueans to remedy the legacy of 
colonialism. But it is unclear which is the self-determining entity or 
entities. While the best known M~tis corcan~mity eraerged in the Red 
River environment, and sttffered dislocation and dispersal through two 
militaW and political crises culminating in the state murder of Louis 
Riel and others, many other Mdtis communities also emerged, both in 
other locations and as a result of dispersal. 

To read the remainder: 
<http ://blo~.fedcan.ca/2011/03/15idon%e2%80%99t-tell-u s-who-we-are-not-r eflections-o n-mctis-identit’~4> 

To read other Indigenous knowledge and education entries: 
<http :i/blog. fedcan, ca/tag/indigenous-education/>. 

Malinda S. Smith, PhD 
Department of Political Science 
10-23 HM. ToW Building 
University of Alberta 

E&nonton, Alberta T6G 2H4 Canada 
Telephone: 7804925380 
Fax: 780.492.2586 
http ://www uof a~veb, ualberta, ca/polisci/index cfm 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Education Degree Source <EducationDegreeSource@email.degreetree.com> 

~Vednesday, March 16, 2011 6:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Online Degrees: Invest In You! 

i~i Education DegreeSou rce.com 

Invest Your Future 

Open doors with an advanced degree 
EARN YOUR DEGREE~ ONUNE 

Associate Degrees 
Medical Billing, Accounting, 

Criminal Justice 

Bachelor’s Degrees 
Business, Religion, Political 

Science 

Master’s Degrees 
MBA, Religion - Divinity, 

Education, Social Work 

Doctorate Degrees 
Educational Leadership, 

Business Admin, Public Policy 

Certificate Degrees 
Technical, HR Management 

Project Management 

Business Degrees 
Business Administration, e-Business, 

Communications 

Criminal Justice Deqrees 
Criminal Justice, Fire Science, Homeland 

Security 

Education Degrees 
Teaching -- Eady Childhood, 

Elementary, Secondary 

Healthcare Degrees 
Nursing, Human Services, Medical 

Assisting 

Psychology Degrees 
Counseling, Marriage & Family, Crisis 

Management 

Find Out More! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Auerbach @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:36 AM 

How to Save the University: Cary Nelson, 7 p.m., Friday, April 8 at Duke University 

AAUP CaryNelson gray2.pdf; ATT00002.c 

On Friday, April 8, at 7 p.m., Car?- Nelson, American Association of Umversity Professors President, will give a keynote public speech at Duke University, "How to Save the University" 

Please come, and bring students, friends, and colleagues 

The nationwide recession has exacerbated what was already a long-term trend in public higher educatio~declining state support has meant shifting the revenue stream from state 
appropriations to more burdensome student tuition rates. 

Seduced by the lure of rapid profits, some institutions have made matters worse by opting for high-risk investments 

Meanwhile, a growing number of faculty members teaching contingently are not only underpaid but are also cut out of most campus governance activiues 

But facul~ members are not powerless. 

Car?" Nelson’s talk will address what we can do in&vidually and collectively to save higher education These steps involve reforming the campus, making common cause with all faculty, 
staff, and students -- and increasing strategic public outreach. 

’]7he talk will take place in the Richard White Lecture Hall at Duke University. http://map.duke edu/buildin~/127. The Friday night lecture is open to the public, with a wine and hors 
d’oeuvres reception to follow. 

Car?" Nelson, president of the AAUP, is English professor and Jubilee Professor of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 

His most recent book "No University Is an Island: Saving Academic Freedom," is a manifesto for change. It offers a comprehensive account of the social, political, and cultural forces 
undermining academic freedom. At once witty and devastating, it confronts these threats with exceptional fraukness, then offers a prescription for higher education’s renewal. 

He is author or editor of 25 books and more than 100 essays. 

Email for more information. 



Jubilee Professor of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences at U niversity of 
illinois at Urbana-Champaign 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FYI. 

Sherryl Kleinmma <ldeinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:39 AM 

Social as~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- facul~,] Fwd: How to Save fl~e University: CaD, Nelson, 7 p.m., Friday, April 8 at Duke University 

AAUP CaryNelson gray2.pdf; Attached Message Part 

On Friday, April 8, ~ 7 p.m., Cmy Nelso:~ American As~ciation of Un~erfi~ Proffssors Prefident will give a keynote public speech ~ Duke Universi~, "How m 

Save tim Umverfi~." 

Please come, an@ bring students, friends, an@ colleagues. 

The nationwide recession has exacerbated what was already a long-term trend in public higher education declining state support 

Seduced by the lure of rapid profits, some institutions have ~’ade matters worse by opting for high-risk investments. 

Meanwhile, a growing number of faculty members teaching contingently are not only underpaid but are also cut out of most campus 

Cary Nelson’s talk will address what we can do individually and collectively to save higher education. These steps involve ~efc 

The talk will take place in the Richard white Lecture Hall at Duke University.h~:~:p://map.dL]ke.edu/building/]27. The Friday nigh 

Cary Nelson, president of the ~SNP, is English professor and Jubilee Professor of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University c 

His most £ecent book "No University Is an Island: Saving Academic Freedom," is a manifesto fo£ change, it offers a comprehensiv 

He is author or editor of 25 books and more than 100 essays. 

Email for more information. 

Website: http:!iw1~.nc-aaup.org 

Emaii: noaaL~p@r~:pnet.ixg 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

sej- facul~ as: <a h~e~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a~. To unsubscribe send a blmak ~r> 

email to ~a l~ref "mailto:leave-28855168-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28855168- 

3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a:~ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Auerbach ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:49 AM 

How to Save the University: Cary Nelson, 7 p.m., Friday, April 8 at Duke University 

AAUP CaryNelson gray2.pdf; ATT00002.c 

On Friday, April 8, at 7 p.m., Car?- Nelson, American Association of Umversity Professors President, will give a keynote public speech at Duke University, "How to Save the University" 

Please come, and bring students, friends, and colleagues 

The nationwide recession has exacerbated what was already a long-term trend in public higher educatio~declining state support has meant shifting the revenue stream from state 
appropriations to more burdensome student tuition rates. 

Seduced by the lure of rapid profits, some institutions have made matters worse by opting for high-risk investments 

Meanwhile, a growing number of faculty members teaching contingently are not only underpaid but are also cut out of most campus governance activiues 

But facul~ members are not powerless. 

Car?" Nelson’s talk will address what we can do in&vidually and collectively to save higher education These steps involve reforming the campus, making common cause with all faculty, 
staff, and students -- and increasing strategic public outreach. 

’]7he talk will take place in the Richard White Lecture Hall at Duke University. http://map.duke edu/buildin~/127. The Friday night lecture is open to the public, with a wine and hors 
d’oeuvres reception to follow. 

Car?" Nelson, president of the AAUP, is English professor and Jubilee Professor of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 

His most recent book "No University Is an Island: Saving Academic Freedom," is a manifesto for change. It offers a comprehensive account of the social, political, and cultural forces 
undermining academic freedom. At once witty and devastating, it confronts these threats with exceptional fraukness, then offers a prescription for higher education’s renewal. 

He is author or editor of 25 books and more than 100 essays. 

Email for more information. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxd, Monica L <mrichar&~}email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: a HUGE tZavor--please reply asap! 

I delivered the packet to your office this morning 
Thanks, 
Monica 

Monica Richard ] Program Administrator ] Office for Undergraduate Research ] (919) 843-7763 ] mrichard@email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:53 PM 
To: Richard, Monica L 
Sulziect: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Monica, 

109 Battle Hall 

Thanks 
Eunice 

From: Richard, Monica L 

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 2:03 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: a HUGE lhvor--please reply asap[ 

Dr. Sable, 
Where are you located? 
We would like to dehver your SURF packet today 
Thanks, 
Monica 

Monica Richard I Program Administrator ] Office for Undergraduate Research I (919) 843-7763 I mrichard@emaihunc edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:50 AM 
To: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE lhvor--please reply asap[ 

[)ear Patricia, 

I can stay m~til 12.10pru. My first seminar is at 12.30pro. If we could start earlier that would be great but if not I will be there at 10.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patficia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

THANKS, this is great. I have cc’d Monica Richard (Olin Prograru Administrator) on this reply. She will arrange to have copies of the proposals delivcred to your office on Tuesday. 
Regarding the meeting, it is scheduled to begin at 10am on March 29 in Graham Meruorial 011. We can plan to discuss the Social Science applications first (although ~ve hope you will stay- as 
long as possible). Will that work for you? If not, we could explore the possibility of starting earlier. Please let us know, and also please know how grateful I ara for your willingness to 
participate in the selection process this year, especially at such short notice! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:55 PM 

To: Pukkila, Patficia J 
Subject: RE: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Sure Patricia. However, I teach on Tuesdays, thus I am only available bet~veen 8.30aru-12.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Pukkila, Patricia J 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:19 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sulziect: a HUGE favor--please reply asap! 

Dear Eunice, 
One of the reviewers for the Stammer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SUP, F) selection committee had to withdraw due to 
available to serve this year? I have pasted more details below Please let me know one ~vay or the other ASAP, THAix,~S. 

Is there an?- chance that you would be 



I am writing to ask if you would be willing to serve on the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) selection committee this year. We have 62 applications (2 pages each) in the 
Social Sciences category this year, and I hope that we will be able to fund around 20 of these. I have attached a rubric for proposal evaluation which we posted as a guide for the students 
and which we hope will facilitate the selection process Would you be willing to serve on a small panel to review the applications? If you agree, we will bring the copies to your office 
tomorrow. We will plan to convene as a panel for a 2 1/2 hr meeting on March 29 to make the decisions (there will be two "experts" in the Social Sciences, two in the Natural Sciences, and 
two in the Arts & Humanities, although in the past we have all enjnyed the multidisciplinary nature of the panel discussions) It’you would like more irfformation about the proposal 
requirements and past projects, please visit http://www.unc.eduidepts/ourismdents/t’ellowship supp/surf html Please let me know one way or the other if you are willing to take on what 
many of us feel is a very enjoyable task-thanks 
Sincerely, 
Pat Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:28 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] FW: Black Women’s Activism Panel - March 25 

FYI 
Colleagues: 

Please mark your calendars for March 25th for a joint meeting of the Triangle African American History Colloquium (TAAHC) and the Working Group in Feminism and History 
(WGFH). We will hear from three presenters on Black Women’s Activism. Please see presentation information below. The meeting will take place from 4pm - 6pm at the 
Center for the Study of the American South (Love House). Refreshments will be setved. Hope to see you all there! 

BLACK WOMEN’S ACTIVISM 

Blair Kelley (Associate Professor of History, NC State) will discuss "Black Ladies’ Cars? Race, Respectability, and the Protest," exploring the particular ways that African 
American women challenged the logic of Jim Crow segregation and the gendet~d nature of those spaces. 

Sharon Harley (Associate Professor and Chair of African American Studies, University of Maryland at College Park) will discuss "On the Other Side of Race: Gender, Labor 
Activism and Citizenship," examining how gender norms and expectations frame black women’s labor activism and citizenship struggles. 

Best, 

Rob Ferguson 

You axe currently subscribed to afi’ia~am as: ._e__t_L_m__£_e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati~afarn&o~8856564 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28856564-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <~jweile~@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

oops 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you re-send me your phone#? I accidentally deleted it. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

(3iobal Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Chaxlene B <reges~e@emaiLunc.edu> 

~Vednesday, March 16, 2011 2:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CALL FOR PAPERS: Annual Conference 2011 

From-’ ASMEA [info=asmeascholars.org@mcsv118.net] on behalf of ASMEA [info@asmeascholars.org] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:32 PM 
To,, Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" CALL FOR PAPERS: Annual Conference 2011 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 

4th Annual ASMEA Conference 
Out of tile Past, Into the Future: 

Reflections on the Niddle East and Africa 

November 3~5, 2011 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 201:1. annual conference. 

Members from any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized reseatch institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered. Abstracts on topics related 

to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C~V. and all contact data must be attached to the proposal (name, e-mail, 

phone number, affiliation). The due date for pro~osMs is WedaeMa~, 3eae ~, 20&L 

Proposals should be sent to: i~fo@a~aea~ola[~.ot~. Completed papers are due by 

September 5, 20~L 

Referees and Disc~n~ 

ASNEA Members interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or d~scussents 

should contact ASNEA by e-toNI w~th a ~e~er of ~nte~est contaiNng the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e-ma~l, phone number) and a brief 

redtation of your past experience ~n these roles. Send e-mail to: info@asmea~hola~.org, 

Space is limited, register for the 4th Annual ASNEA Conference here. Any questions or for more 

information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or info@asmeascholars, or¢l. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www, asmeascholars.org 

u nsubscribe regester@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www.asmeascholars.or9. 

Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 



PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2011 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

tracy carhart <~lracy carhart@duke.edu;" 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:53 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; latinolis@duke.edu; literature@duke.edu; romance@duke.edu 

Middelburg, the Netherlands S ummer Course in Coloniality, Slavery & ~l~e Holocaust: Introducing the Decolonial Option 

F rom Jnlv 4th to July 19th 2011, Roosevelt Academy will host a summer course called Coloniality, Slavery and the ttolocaust: Introducing the 
Decoloni~l Option. T he conrse will be taught by Walter Mignolo (director the Center for Global Studies and the Humanities, Dnke University), 

t~olando Vfizquez (Roosevelt Acadelny) and guest faculty. 

For more inibrmation please visit: 

!~ttp:/iw~,.roac.nl!roaci?p=news&i=429 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Will the next wars be fought over water? 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 
%;,;www.industP ,mailout.com,;Indust~ 

In this issue: 

¯ Will the next wars be fouqht ever wate¢? 

¯ Water and Development 

¯ Vote 

Wil~ the ~ext wars be fought over water? 

Thomas S. Axworthy’s week-long blog series and polls invite you 
to share your opinion on water issues facing Canada and the 
world. Please follow along: 

"Anyone who can solve ~e pmblems ofwa~rwillbe 
worthy oftwo Nobelpfizes-one ~rpeace andone ~r 
sdence." 
--John F. Kennedy 

The March 22 opening panel of the high-level expert group 
meeting on the "Global Water Crisis: Addressing an Urgent 
Security Issue," held at the Munk School of Global Affairs, University of Toronto begins 
with the provocative question: Will the next war be fought over water? 
> > .~!.i~..~[~ 

"When the well’s dry, we know the worth of water. 
Benjamin Franklin, 1746 

As long as a human being has water, he or she can survive as long as eight weeks 
without food. But no human being can survive more than three to five days without water. 
Without water we will suffer dehydration, lethargy, headaches, dizziness, confusion, and 
eventually death. Even mild dehydration reduces endurance and impairs concentration. 
>> Click Here 

Vote 

Do you think Canada should take the lead in promoting a new international protocol on 
water making it a universal human right? 
C~ick here to vote 
Should investing in water and sanitation be a higher Canadian foreign aid priority even if it 
means cutting back in other areas? 

C~ick here to vote 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 
11 Church Street, Suite 400 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5E 1W1 
Canada 

This email was created and delivered using induslrv Maiii,’ut 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc.edu 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunic@email.unc.edw~ 

Student Aid 

April 1st is the deadline. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:09 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiathm] FW: Manning Drive Weekend Closures 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March :1.6, 20.t:t 3:0:t PM 
Subject: Manning Drive Weekend Closures 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 
Wester~ ~’ia~llfi~g Drive Closing to Thro~ 

Weelkends thro~ July 
Attention Tov, n / Co~mty Emergency Personneh 

Beginning Friday, March 18, a portion of Manning Drive (between Wes~t Drive and South Columbia Street) will be closed to all through traffic on tburteen (14) 

upcoming weekends to complete the construction of the Dental School pedestrian bridge over MammaS Drive. 

Manning Drive will remaAn OPEN, however, on April 8-10 (for the Tar Heel 10 Road Race), May 6-8 (Ibr UNC Commencement), and July 1-3 (Independence Day 

weekend). The weekend closures will begin on Friday nights at 8 p.~n. with Maxming Drive reopening on Sunday nights at 8 p.m. 

To see a full cons~tmction schedule, a map of vehicular and pedestria~ detours, and alternate Chapel Hill Transit bus~t stops, visit the following link: 

ht.lp:/lwn,’~, .dps. unc.eduiNews LhikslM mmirlgCh~sed SVeblM mmirlgCh~sed.pd f 

The closures ale necessaD~ for the safety of pedestrians and vehicular traffic due to large constmclion equipment and vehicles that roll be on- site. 

Thank You, 

The Departme~t of l~dbliic Sat’e~~ 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(t~email.unc.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28857837-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



pmiiiiiN~ls(m Mand~|~ A~di~rimn 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

~Vednesday, March 16, 2011 3:43 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

2011 Jobs in Geography Center 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~ AAGeogram B ..... 

Submit a Resume for the 2011 Jobs in Geography 
Center at the AAG Annual Meeting! 
0,~-~:~ ,,-~nt ~:.~ ~v~,~tlr..9 ’ A~’,.til 12d,,’L 2011 ’ Seat-~le, W:.~si’..ington 

Deaf Prof. Eunice SaNe, 

The Jobs in Geography (JIG) Center will be located in the Exhibit Hall on 

the 6th floor of the Washington State Convention Center. The JIG Center 

will feature numerous job postings in all fields of geography for students 

and job seekers and a large exhibit of available jobs with opportunities to 

meet with employers. Job seekers will be able to talk with successful 

geographers and learn about career paths, professions and their 

experiences. The Jobs in Geography Center will be open: 

Wednesday, April 13, 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Thursday, April 14, 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 

Friday, April 15, 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
The Resume Bank is now open. To submit your ~surne, please sign into 
your account at vwvw.aa.q.or.q and ’,dsil the Jobs Center page. 

For more infermation abeut the annual meeting program and evenls, visil 
w~,~.aa~q.org/annualmeetin~q or re~qister to attend. 



Diversity Ambassadors 
Volunteers share their experiences and give advice about college li[e~ 
graduate school, job searches, netwerking, navigating the annual 
meeting, and more with graduate or undergraduate students. Faculty or 
employers who are looking to implement activities to achieve greater 
diversity in their programs and workf,.xces, or who wish to converse about 
ideas and experiences are also welcomed. This informal venue seeks to 
provide an open forum to share success stories, engage in conversations 
regarding recruiting and retention strategies, understanding student and 
faculty mentoring needs, improving departmental climate, and ether 
insights from the unique perspectives of the ambassadors. Volunteers will 
be available on Wednesday, April 13, from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the 
Jobs in Geography (JIG) area. 

Co-,sponsored by the Association of American Geographers’ALIGNED 
Project and the AAG Enhancing Diversity Committ~. 

Career Mentors 
Whether you’r~ looking for your first job, considering graduate school, or 

changing careers, the advice of a mentor can help prepare you for 
success in today’s competitive job market. Researchers from the AAG’s 
EDGE Project (Enhancing Departments and Graduate Education in 
Geography) have assembled a team of career mentors for one-on-one and 
small-group consultation during this year’s annual meeting. These 
experienced faculty members, representing a variety of departments, 
share a background and interest in professional development and career 
advising for geographers. Topics for discussion could include creating 
resumes and cover letters that will grab an employer’s attention, finding 
jobs where you can put your geography skills and training to work, 
developing your personal and professional networks, and Iong4erm career 
planning. You can also get information about the AAG’s EDGE project 
and the numerous career-related sessions that will be held during this 
year’s Annual Meeting. Mentors will be available on Wednesday, April 13, 
from 11:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m= in the Jobs in Geography (JIG) area. 

View Career and Professional Development Sessions 
A select list of sessions related to career and professional 
development can be found on the Jobs in Geo(~raphy page. 

About Seattle 
See the About Seattle page online fer AAG Newsletter 

articles on Seattle and the Pacific Northwest, AL<~o see 
the Ma# of Seattle for the locations of the meeting 
venues, hotels, and e~her points of interesL 

Needle 

About the AAG Annual Meeting 
Join fellow geographers, GIS specialists, and environmental scierflis~s Ior 
the Annual Meeting of the Association of American Geographers in 
Seattle for the ve[y latest in research and applications in geography, 
sustainability, and GIScience. Sessions are also being organized around 
special themes, such as: 

The Changing Roles of the University in Society 
Geography and the Humanities 
Asian Geographies and Collaborations in Research and Education 
Space-Time Integration in Geography and GIScience 
The 2010 Census and Beyond 

The meeting program will also feature: 

The Latest Research - Presentations and posters by leading 
scholars and researchers from more than 60 countries 
Specia~ Guest Speakers - Including Barry Lopez, David 
Lowenthal, Timothy Trainer, and more 
Exhibit Hall - Booths and exh~Mts showcasing recent 
publications and new geographic technologies 
Career and Networking Opportunities -A Jobs in Geography 
Center Mghlighth~g the ~atest employment oppodun~ties fer 
geographers and ca[ee~ development sessions 
$pecia~ ~vents - An #ffernatbnal networking receptbn, Wodd 
Geogn~phy Bow~, and Awards ~uncheon 
Field Trips ~ Explore the dch cu~tu[a~ and physical geography of 
the Pacific No~hwest 

The AAG Annual Meeting is an interdisciplinary Iorum open to anyone 
with an interest in geography and related disciplines, 

Member Rates 
Regular: $315 

Student: $185 
Retired: $185 
1 Day Pass: $235 

Non-I~ernbers 

Regular: $435 

Student; $235 

Companion: $140 

1 Day Pass: $235 

Now 

Join Our Mailing List 



We look forward to seeing you in Seattle, 
Sincerely, 

Association of American Geographers 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

[ 

this emaiI was sent to eunice@~maiLunc.edu by meeting¢o3aag.orq :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Association of American Geographers:: 1710 16th Street NW ::Washington :: DC 20009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:46 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Great Latino/a Studies at Duke events coming up 

There aye many upcoming events that you won’t want to Iniss! Highlighted below are a few-, with full details of all these events a~ld more listed on the Program in 

Latino/a Studies website: ~Ri,."~!~!!!?.%~.~=~J.~.~=~.~4~J~,.".. 

March 16, 2011 - "The Guestworker: Bienvelfidos a Carolina del Norte" A Documentary Film by Dr. Charles Thompson 
Are you interested in human rights, farm workers, or US-Mexico relations? "The Guestworker: Bienvenidos a Carolina del Notre" k Documentary Film by Dr. Charles 
Thompson. Wednesday, March 16th 7pm, Rhodes Conference Room (Sanford ~chool) Q&A with the Director Following the Screening. 

The film tells the story of Don Candelario Gonzales, a 66-year-old migrant laborer who spent 40 years harvesting American crops. Every year, 
Candelario made the long journey from Mexico to the US through the government sponsored H2A Guest Worker program. Although this program 
allows Candelario to work, he does not receive any hope of citizenship or benefits that would allow him to retire and still support his family. This 
documental, explores the H2A Guest Worker prognnn from both sides of the border, raising questions about labor and immigration policies, the agriculture ~’stem, 

and human rights. "The Guestworker" is the s~too~ of a North Carolina thnn and Candelario, a Mexican agricultural laborer who strives to "work harder than all the 

others." The film is being shown in connection with Public Policy 264S course "Narratives of Development: Stories of Poverty." Following the screening, two studenks 

will interview Dr. Charles Thompson, the director and producer of the film. A third student, who is not connected with the course, is being ~ught liar this exchange. If 

you would like to volunteer, please be in touch with Protl Catherine Admay at admayf;duke.edu or with Tori Wilmayth at vaw(a~)duke.edu. This ~reening is free mad 

open to the public. Learn more abont the film at: !~_t_t_E?_/_/__t__h__e_)g__u__e__~t_!~Loj_t__¢__e__ri:_c_’~_Lr_(_ 

March 17, 2011 - Duke in LA spring 2012 information meeting 
The Duke in Los Angeles spring 2012 semester program on Thursday. March 17 (tomorrow), in Lan~uag~es 211, sta~ing at 5:00pm. This will be a good opportunity. 
for students to learn more about Duke in LA and to s~ak with Jim Thompson and students currently enrolled in the program. 

During this fifformation meeting, the locally- based program director~ Jim Thompson - malting a special visit to Duke this week- will be on hand to discuss the program, 

along with a Duke squdent or two who aye currently enrolled in the program and will be in Durha~n for their spring break. Jennifer ValenFn and Paul Paparella will also 

be attending this meeting representing the Duke Global Education Office to answer any questions related to the office’s policies and procedures for domestic programs. 
Don’t forget that you can also go to the Duke Global Education website (http://global.duke.edu/geo) for additional details on our domestic programs, including dates 

and fees, student accommodation~ etc. 
Please note that ~me of the infornmtion for spring 2012 is still being updated on our website. 

March 17-18: Bookbagging Begins 
The Intro to Latinoia Studies in the Global South roll be taught this fall by Prof Viego, as well as many other Latino/a Studies cross-listed offerings. Watch for 

announcements and check our website for a full list of Latino/a Stadies courses! 

March 21, 2011 - March 22: Jose Mm~oz discusses new book "Cruising Utopia" 
Join us for Jose Munoz’s discussion of his new book, Crztising Utopia: The Politics andPerfo~nance of Queer F~auriO~, March 21 in the Nelsou Music Room 

from 4:30-6:30pm. Organized by the Program in the Study of Sexualities: co-sponsored by the Women’s Studies, Literature, Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global 

South, Theater Studies, and the FHI. 
Jose Munoz is a protEssor at the Tisch School of the Arts at NYU. His major interests are Major Interests: Latino studies; queer rheum; critical race theory; global 

mass cultures; performance art: film and video. 

For more information on Jose Munoz, view htlp:i/pertbrnmnce.ti~h.nvu.edu/obiecf/ManozJ.html 

March 21, 2011 - Dinner discussion with Aida Hurtado 
The Program in Latina/o Studies in the Global South is hosting a dinner discussion with Dr. Aida Hra~do on Monday, March 21st from 6:30-8pm in !_~i~_e___d_!. 225. The 

discussion will focus on a chapter from her upcoming book entitled ’"’Where the Boys Are’: Explaining Young Latino Educational Achievement." Dinner will be 

provided, but please RSVP to sarah:mayorga]~duke.edu with RSVP in the subject line. 

Dr. Hurtado is the Luis Leal Endowed Chair of the Department of Chicana and Chicano Studies at the Universih/of California- Santa Barbara. 

March 22, 2011 - Race and Etlufidry W’orkshop with Dr. ~Mda Hurtado 
The Sociology Depaxtment’s Race and Ethnici~’ Workshop is delighted to bring Dr. Aida Hurtado to campus with the suplx-~lt of the Program in Latina/o Studies in the 
Global South at Duke and the Latino/a Graduate Student Association. Her talk will be Ileum 12-1:30pm on Maych 22nd in SociPsvch Room 329. Lanch will be 

provided, tter presentation will tbcus on her lbrt~hcoming book entitled "Understanding the Diseni~anchisement of Latino Men and Boys: Invisible No More." Dr. 

tturtado is the Luis Leal Endowed Chair of the Department of Chicana ~md Chicano Studies at the UniversiU of Califi)rnia- Santa Barbara. 

March 22, 2011 - "389 Miles" Documentary Screening 
Join Duke Students for Hulnane Borders and the Progrmn in Latino/a Studies in the Global South for the Screening of the Award-Winning Documentary, "389 Miles: 

Living the Border" ~ a Q&A with the Arizona-based filmmakel; LuisCaylos Davis. Tuesday March 22 at 6pm in (tentative) ~__o__c__i_’_a_!__~_c_i__e_!)__c__e__E_!_3___u_i_l__d__i_~)_g__136. Dinner will 

be provided. "389 Miles" is a highly acclaimed documento~~ that tracks border native LnisCados’s journey along the 389 miles that malce up the Arizona-Mexico 

border. The film is filled with the voices of the border, from the migrants, men, women, and unaccompanied children who have attempted the dangerous desert journey; 

to the border enforcement, to the political figures--and for the first time on film, to a one-on-one interview with a coyote, the h~man smuggler paid thousands to guide 

immigrants through the Sonora desert. Davis takes a novel approach to the immigrant story, with the fihn, one that will draw in anyone interested in Latino Studies, 

immigration, women’s issues, human rights, border concerns, or the broader struggles that characterize life on both sides of the border. 

About the filmmaker: Born and raised in the border town of Nogales, Davis produced "389 Miles" as his thesis project, with just a film camera in hand. 

Consequently, the film has shown at several festivals aM won multiple audience awards. Davis was named "Man of the Yeay" by the Arizona Daily Star fi)r his film and 

work with at-risk yo uth in border area. 

Watch the trailer: http://www.389miles.comitrailer.html 

April 15, 2011 -Workshop with PataJda l(dln-Rajal: "Assimilating .Mnerica: Ugly Betty." 



Save the date tbr a workshop with Patricia Kim-Rajal, sponsored by the Latinoia Graduate Student As~ciation and the program in Latino/a Studies in the Global 

South. Wednesday April 15th at 10:00am in the Social- Ps?,cholog?, Building, Room 329 (McKinney Room). Snacks provided! 

Patdcia Kim-Rajal is a protester of Chica~o mad Lafino Studies at Sonoma State UNversi ,ly. She special~es in Spanish-language media, Global~ation, Latino 

audiences and Latino images in "the media. Her current areas of research axe "Ugly Betty", Telenovela~ and Gender a~d Globalizafion. 

For more information on Patricia Kim-Rajal, view http;//www~sonoma~e~’~ub~exlc~ert~’km~-r’~al.shtml 

Lea~ how to salsa! 

Basic Salsa Lessons every Friday! Lessons will be from 6:30-7:30pm and then an open dancing salsa social from 7:30- 8pm. Von Canon in the .t_~!2’_a__~_~_e_n__t__ej2 (West 
Campns) $10/person,/lesson CASH ONLY (part of proceeds go to Progressive Health Partnership).You can RSVP to the Facebook event Bring your friends! (in 

order to keep guy/girl ratio, bringing a partner highly enconraged) 

All these events and many more are listed on the Program in Latino/a Studies website: 
http :lllati n o.aa~ ~d u ke,ed all 

Like our Facebook page: http:llwww.facebook.coml#!lpageslLatinoa-Studies- 
Du ke/144813071359 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@emaikunc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

CURS Scholar-n-Residence program 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

Thank you for submitting your proposal Migration, Citizenship, Social 
Exclusion and Place-Making in the City’: Toronto, Durban, and Paris to 
our CURS Scholar-in-Residence Program. The selection committee met this 
week to consider the candidate for next year. YVhile your application was 
highly regarded, I regret to reform you that it was not selected at this 
time. We had a record number of submissions, many of which were truly 
top notch applications, making the selection process all the more 
difficult. 

CL,~S does have some limited funding to offer our Faculty- Fellows seed 
grants for literature revie~v, data acquisition, and/or other research 
assistance to support proposal development If you’d like to set up a 
meeting to discuss this process further and/or to learn more about 
becoming a Facul~ Fellow, feel free to contact me I would also 
encourage you to apply again in the future for the CURS 
Scholar-in-Residence Program as many of our Scholars-m-Residence have 
applied multiple times before being selected. 

In addition, you might want to talk with Nina Martin in the Geography 
Department if you don’t know her already. She too is interested in 
migration with a particular focus on how different urban areas/cities 
around the world respond to transnational migration. 

If you have any questions, fee] free to contact me Thank you again. 

’]7odd 

Todd ()wen 
Associate I)irector 
Center [’or Urban& Regional Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/962-3076 
http:i/c urs.unc.edu/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Fwd: Panel on Friday 

Hi Eunice, 

Below you can see Elena’s response giving us a sense of what she is thinking. Seems reasonable to me. An issue we should decide is how long we waut to ask each 

person to speak. If we have 5-6 speakers, it should probably be just 10 minutes each? Then we can allow them to go over but by no more than 5 minutes each? 

- Yousuf 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: yehia@email.unc.edu 

Date: March 17, 2011 11:10:09 AM EDT 

To:Yousuf AI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Panel on Friday 

Hi Yousu£ 

Thanks for your email and for the chance to take pa~ in this roundtable. I do not have anything prepared yet. but I was thinldng of presenting some 
reflections of the recent events in the Arab world since the overthiow of the Bin Ali regime in Tunisia and speak about varions implications (as I see it) of 
the ongoing revolution(s) in the region and perhaps link it briefly to my own research on sectarianism and how different grassroots initiatives in Lebanon 
are working on formulating alternatives to ff~is paradigm. I think fflere is much to talk about, so it would be great if you and/or Etmice wonld also like to 
talk abont Egypt. I would love to hear either of your contributions on this and I am sure we could plan it in a way that the different presentations will not 
be repetitive aM could slimulate further discussion. Will any of the off~er panellists you mention also be discussing ff~e role of Ati-ican social movements in 
light offf~ese recent developments? 

Thanks tbr your work on organizing this and looking forward to being there, 
Elena 

Qnoting YousufAI-Bulushi <vousuf(~tmc.edu>: 

tti Elen~ 

Good to hear ficom you. I’m glad you axe going to take part in this round table. 

We have tiffed the round table "African SociaJ Movements in the Global Conte?~." However, we had in ,nind that you may want to focus on 

movements in the non-Africm~ Arab world: Bahrain, Ye,nen, Syria, Saudi, Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, etc. What exactly did you have in mind? 

The other panelists right now are: 

Georges Nzongola, who will address the role of the state in transitions to democracy. 

Bereket Selassie, who will address the legacy of the Pan-Africaxl movement. 

Chazlie Plot, who roll address the NGO-ification of movements in West Africa 
Firoze Manji, who will discuss "the role of the media in African sociaJ movements. 

Either Eunice or I were going to ~y something about the Egyptian revolution, but if you plan to address it then we won’t need to. 

What do you have in mind? 

We’re looking forwaxd to your contribution! 

-Yous~ff 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schumm~ <info@robertschuman.eu> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:13 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Geueral Elections iu Finland: should we be scaxed of the "True Finns"? 

~ii Fondation Rober[Schuman 

Xi Fondation RobertSchuman 

[%i Fondation Robert Schuman 

3us[. over four million Firms are being convened to ballot on :l, Tth 

April to renew their parliament, The economy and immigration are 

due to be the main themes of the e~ectora~ campaign but 
undeniaNy the issue at the heart of the e~ection is the restHt that 

After Hungary and the Netherlands in 20/,0 will Finland be the next 

country to see a populis~ par~y make an electoral breakthrough, or 
even, after Austria, italy and Slovakia will i~ be able to ente~ 

government? ]he three "main" government parties are now running 

neck and neck with the pop~ist~ who are credited with $Teie of the 

vote. if this resul~ becomes a reality it may enable the "True Finns" 
to lake par~ in the negotiations to form [he next government. 

.lust one month before the election the Robert $chumaa 

Foan~ation has punished a unique an~lys~s by Corhme Deloy which 
rounds up the political s~tuat~on in Firdand and which reveals the 

latest polls, 

ii~;~iiSchumanF°ndati°n Robert 

.~.iI Fondation RobertSchuman 

You can read all our publications on our site: 

THE ROBERT SCHUMAN FOUNDATION, <~e~:~d ~:~ I"’9"-, a!d a,:i :~c’,.,q! dOe, b:.’ t~t~ te , e,:!!e ;: 199~R ~ ~:!e 

~ii Fondation Robert Schuman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carol Thompson <Carol.Thompson@nau.edu> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:38 PM 

a]eslie@ati-ica.utl.edu; dla[bn~ua~nml.albany.edu; S~hle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; ezuem@saraJ~lawrence.edu; 

getahl ~@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;          @aol.com; ksheldou@ucla.e&t; moonnan@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; 

~ndra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfir@emory.edu; taiwo@seatfleu.edu; wara@bu.edu; wwilsonl@kent.edu 

Mobiliziug...ASA Progrmn Committee 

ASAProgramReview.docx 

Hello Colleagues, 
I know you have noted the March 15 deadline and are wondering! 
We have about 100 fully constituted panels, from Israel, India, Brussels, Cape Town, Witswatersrand, Oxford, London School of Tropical 
Medicine, LSE, Manchester, etc. We have almost 350 submitted papers, from every continent! And about 25 roundtables. (The estimate 
comes from the fact that several were submitted more than once, because of difficulties, and we will have to work with the most complete 
submission and delete the rest. Some institutes did submit two full panels.) 
In discussions with the ASA, we decided we could start comprising panels, before the office verifies payments. Aili Tripp, ASA Vice- 
President, and I estimate that only about 5% would not have paid, which means you/we might have to later remove just a person or two 
from a panel. The ASA website is still in transition and therefore, it did not automatically check for pre-registration payment; it will take 
several more days for the staff to do such. 
The website is still accepting submissions and will do so until Monday. Further, more than one panel from overseas will be added later. Just 
wanted you to know we are trying to be flexible and considerate. 
In short, we will have a very full hotel! You will be excited when you see the diversity and depth of the proposals. The very general criteria 
for acceptance, by the ASA Board, is attached above. Their strong preference is that we do not tamper with fully constituted panels and 
roundtables, but check them to be sure they are coherent and follow all guidelines (e.g., I had to convince more than one that 5 participants 
were the absolute limit; they were putting additional members into the Comment box). 
I just wanted to send you a quick warning that work is about to begin. You will be receiving the lists for your section ~his week, with further 
guidelines. 
I expect there will many questions and would like to chat with each one of you as you begin the process. The ASA executive office and Board 
have been very supportive of my work, and I want to be sure you feel the same. 
Thank you for making the ASA possible. 
It is your commitment and work which define the organization! 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 20~ 

cell: 
Please feel free to call my cell any time, with the caveat that I am in West coast time (AZ does not go on daylight). 
If you do not reach me, please leave times when ~ may try to call you back. Thank you. 



From the Guidelines for the Program Committee - ASA 

3.3.1 Proposal Review and Acceptance[I] 

The Program Committee is responsible for reviewing Annual Meeting proposals to ascertain the 

scholarly and professional quality of panel, roundtable, poster session, and paper submissions and for 

including a balanced selection of the accepted proposals in the Annual Meeting Final Program. 

The Program Committee will consider proposals representing all fields and issues in African studies. To 

ensure adequate representation for panels, roundtables, poster sessions, and papers that address the 

Annual Meeting theme, such proposals will receive particular consideration. Locally specialized research 

and work that encompasses broad interconnections will be especially welcomed. 

The Program Committee will review the panel, roundtable, poster session, and paper proposal abstracts 

for quality. A high quality proposal abstract includes a clear statement about the topic and its primary 

argument or conclusion; a clear statement about the originality and the distinctiveness of the topic’s 

contribution to the issue or to the field; and an outline of the source material. Any proposal that does 

not meet the standards for quality will be declined. 

After reviewing the proposal abstracts for quality, the Program Committee will rank the accepted 

proposals. The proposal ranking is the next step in determining whether an accepted proposal will be 

included in the Annual Meeting program. 

In preparing the Annual Meeting program, the Program Committee will seek overall balance in the 

topics and the approaches proposed. Factors that will be considered include: current policy issues; 

disciplinary balance; interdisciplinarity; the timeliness of the topic; proposals based on recent 

professional engagement in the field or on primary vs. secondary research; proposals that are a result of 

the creation of linkages of African researchers, particularly those in Africa; the representation of regions, 

countries, and time periods (e.g., pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial and linkages between time 

periods); and the representation of senior, established, and emerging scholars and practitioners. A 

combination of the Program Committee’s ranking and the considerations about balance outlined above 

will determine whether an accepted proposal is included in the Annual Meeting program. 

All proposals are due electronically by March :15. The Program Committee will complete the review of 

all submitted proposals by the time of the Spring Board meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:59 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] New Instructor Bulletin 

Bulletin-V8No 1 .pdf 

CCO Instructors- 

Attached is the new edition of the Instructor Bulletin which we hope you will find useful. If you have trouble opening the attachment or would like a paper copy of 

the Bulletin, just let me know. Please note the annual Instructor Appreciation Banquet on April 13; you should have received an invitation to that through the US 

Mail and I hope you will be able to join us. 

I hope your weather wherever you are is as lovely as it is on campus today! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information &. Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc a~s: <a href "maS~lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu-/!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"maAlto:leave-28864457- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28864457- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589Pga959@listserv.unc.edu~?’a-~ 



Please let us know if any of your contact 

information changes (your e-mail address, 

telephone number, mailing address) or 

if any of your basic information changes 

(if you’ve earned your PhD or graduated, 

received a promotion, or changed jobs). If 

you are teaching a course through Self-paced 

Courses, please let us know if you’ll have 

a temporary address for any period this 

summer or if you’ll be unavailable to work 

with your students for more than a week at 

a time. 

with 

We know you are aware of the importance 

of communication with your students, but 

we’d like to remind you to communicate 

frequently and substantively with them 

throughout their enrollment in your course. 

"Good!" written on an assignment may 

be intended as high praise, but detailed 

comments will be more useful to students. 

This is especially true if your short comment 

indicates that the student’s work is less 

than good. 

If you are teaching a Carolina Courses 

Online course, you can encourage student 

participation by making your own posts in 

the discussion forums. Some of you may be 

hesitant to post frequently because you don’t 

want to dominate the discussion or be seen 

as bringing the discussion to a close, but our 

experience indicates that students appreciate 

having your assurance that they are dealing 

with the right issues or performing to your 

expectations. If nothing else, students want 

to know that you are reading what they write 

and paying attention to their progress. 

If any of your students mention specific new 

courses they would be interested in taking 

through our distance education programs, 

please share that informatkm with Judith 

Benowitz. We use such information to work 

with department chairs in planning which 

courses to offer. 

Students in Self-paced Courses occasionally 

misunderstand what an assignment is asking 

them to do, or they may omit parts of an 

assignment. If a student has not fully completed 

an assignment, instructors can ask the student 

to rework and resubmit the assignment. If you 

would like to give a student the opportunity 

to rework an assignment, please note this 

when returning the assignment to the Friday 

Center. Assign a grade of NG on the student’s 

submission sheet, and include comments to the 

student that explain why the assignment needs 

to be reworked. The student will be required 

to pay a fee for each resubmitted assignment. 

Instructors receive this extra fee when the 

assignment is regraded. Instructors can opt 

out of being paid for regrading an assignment 

by indicating this on the Assignment Grading 

Record (details are on the form). 

The 9th annual Instructor Appreciation Banquet 

will be held Wednesday, April 13, starting with 

a 6 pm reception in the Trillium Room of the 

Friday Center. We hope you have received your 

invitation to this event. If you are planning to 

come, please let Judith Benowitz know by April 

S. Hope you can attend! 

UNC-Chapel Hill has announced a change 

in the learning management system used for 

instructional purposes--from Blackboard 

to SakaL By the end of December 2012, the 

transition to Sakai will be complete. Our 

instructional designers are learning how to use 

Sakai and we hope to offer four courses using 

Sakai this summer, with additional courses 

being migrated to Sakai each semester. We 

are also creating a Sakai site to help you learn 

about using Sakai. We think you and your 

students will benefit from this change, and we 

look forward to working with you in making 

the transition for your course. If you would 

like for your course to be an early user of Sakai, 

please let your instructional designer or Judith 

Benowitz know. 
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1 Action alerts 

KENYA: ABDUCTION OF WITNt~;SS ()I~" EXTRA JUDICIAL KIll.LING S 
Release Political Prisoners Trust 
This ~s an urgent alert on the case of’Kenneth Irungu, a witness in 
the case of extra judicial killings of John Kamuri and Peter Imngu who 
were killed in Ruiru, Kenya, in December 2010. Kenneth [mngu 
witnessed the arrests of Kamuri and Irungu One other witness has 
disappeared and another is in hiding Kenneth Imngu was abducted 
today 1 lth March 2011 at around 13.00hrs in Muthurwa by three men in a 
Toyota Premio KBG 447R. We believe tha~, given the background to the 
case, he may be in the hands of the Kwe Kwe squad and is in grave 
danger. Please use any channel to bring this issue into light so as to 
exert pressure on the police to release him. 

/’V’V/VVV/VVI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/VVV/’VV\,i/V’,/’,/ /I, 
2 Announcements 

OXFORD OP][~INS A NEW CHAPTER ON PAN-AERICANISM 

Moshe Molefe 

The ’Pan-Africanism for the New Generation’ conference at the 

University of Oxford marks a turning-point in the history of 

Pan-Africanism, writes Moshe Molefe. 

http ://wwa~.pambazuka. org/erVcategow/Announce/71762 

3 Features 

THE DEATH OF NIGERIAN PROGRESSIVE POLITICS? 
Ike Okonta 
Two weeks before Nigeria’s election, Ike Okonta takes aim at 
progressive politics in Nigeria - or the lack thereof. He traces the 
crisis back to the rule of General Ibrahim Babangida in the 1980s, 
when universities were devastated by- economic policy. 

http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/etdcatego1N/featuresi71763 

MADAGASCAR: ~ 2009 CRISIS AND OLmYSIDE INTERESTS 
Patrick Rakotomalala 
According to Patrick Rakotomalala, historians and political analysts 
will probably- look at Madagascar’s two-year crisis frora the standpoint 
of internal factors: a cyclical crisis characterised by power 
struggles between various political and economic interest groups 
obsessed with the conquest of power and its privileges. On top of 
this, there is the incapacity- of successive governments to define and 
build a model of sustainable development that would free people from 
pover~ and chronic under-development. 
http :Ii~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi71794 

LIBYA, EG~z’PT, CAMEROON, C(*)TE D’IVOIRE: COiX]t’USION REMAINS 
Sokari Ekane 
In this week’s round-up of social media activib.7 around Africa, Sokari 
Ekine highlights reasons to oppose militaw intel-,!ention in Libya, the 
politics of a ’no-fly zone’ and reports of torture of Egyptian 
activists at the hands of a milita~7 previously heralded as a champion 
of the people’s cause. She also focuses on the Cameroonian 
government’s T~vitter crackdown, planned protests against Senegalese 
President Abdoulaye Wade and C6te d’Ivofre’s ongoing post-election 



crisis 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~op~/features/71800 

AVv~kK][~;N[NG PROT[{STS IN MOROCCO AN[) WESTERN SAHARA 
Konstamina Isidoros 
Since the current wave of Arab revolutions first ignited in Western 
Sahara in November 2010, Februap)~ and March have seen a new upsurge in 
protests across Morocco and its illegal Occupied Territot?~ of Western 
Sahara, writes Konstantina Isidoros. As the extraordinary events 
sweeping the Arab world bring down republic govert~ment figureheads, a 
new question is whether these social reset buttons will have the 
tenaci _ty to tackle Arab monarchies. 
http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/etgcatego1N/ibaturesi71767 

BURKINA FASO: NO TO COMPAOP~’S REPRESSION" 
Nouveau Parti Anticapitaliste 
Taking note of the people’s uprisings across North Africa, the Nouveau 
Patti Anticapitaliste of Burkina Faso denounces the repression of 
President Blaise Compaor~’s regime. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’categor,i-/features/71766 

TOGO: VIOLATING THE RIGHT TO KN~FORMATION 
Bernard Bokodjin 
’In a country where the opposition isn’t strong and structured enough 
to provide a counterweight to a repressive rcginre which flouts the 
principles of democracy and good governance, the media provides a rare 
space for some amount of freedom of expression. But now, the media 
have also become part of the Togolese regime’s blacklist,’ writes 
Bernard Bokodjin. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/71811 

"¢,,~HY GADDAFr S OVF~THROW MAY BE BLOODY 
Correcting Western misunderstandings of Afi-ica 
Jem~ Jagire 
The West sees the Libyan uprising from a neocolonial and Eurocentric 
point of view, argues Jelm Jagire, and that is why it underestimates 
how- much support Gaddafi still has 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/71785 

WISCONSLN’S LESSONS FOR THE WORKING CLASS 
Horace Campbell 
Following protests by thousands of Wisconsin workers and their 
supporters in response to new legislation that bans collective 
bargaining by public sector workers, Horace Campbell places the 
struggles in the state in the wider social and political struggles in 
the US 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/featuresi71798 

T[tE NIGERIAN YOUTH IS NO FOOL 

Khad{ja Sharife 

Nigerian environmental and human rights activist Nnimmo Bassey talks 

to The Africa Report’s ( http://www.theafricareport corn/) KhadJja 

Sharife about Nigeria’s upcoming elections, the prospects for 

political change and whether Nigeria will go the way of North Africa 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/71734 

NYI{RER][~;, NATIONA],ISM AND PAN-AFRICAN[SM 
Decisive moments in Nyerere’s intellectual and political thought 
Issa G Shivji 
Julius Nyerere was among ’the most articulate, intense and militant’ 
of the first generation of African nationalists Issa Shivji traces 
the development ofa Pan-Africanist philosopher-king and his struggle 
to live a more principled politics 
http://www pambazuka or~/en/cate<orv/features/71793 

BEATITUDES FOR A CIVILISATK) N OF PEACE 
Sokari Ekine 
Rumours of Bertrand Aristide’s return to Haiti, government destruction 
of oil refineries in the Niger Delta and the realities of life in 
Somaliland are among the topics featured in this xveek’s round-up of 
the Atffican blogosphere, compiled by Sokari Ekine. 
http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1~/featuresi71783 



KENYA: K]Ia.AKI HAS ABUSED HIS Ot,~b’ICE AS PRESZDENT 
Yash Pal (ihai 
In the wake of President Mwai Klbaki’s sustained, gross abuses of 
power while in office, Yash Pal Ghai calls for the Kenyan premier to 
be impeached. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or</er~,cateaop~/features/71808 

THE PROBLEM WITH AFRICANS AiNTD ARAB S 
Elleni Centime Zeleke 
The North African revolts have seen Arab countries portrayed as 
somehow separate from the rest of Africa. Elleni Centime Zeleke 
critiques the trend and exposes in whose interests it works. 
http :/iwww.pan’lbazaka.org/etgcatego1T/featuresi7173 5 

I’&h’\i\iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
4 Dakar World Social Forum 2011 

MIGRANTS RIGHTS AT WSF DAI<IQR 
Colin R~iah 
Attending the World Assembly of Migrants at WSF Dakar, Colin Rajah is 
disappointed by the emphasis on ’individual migrants, rather than 
movements and organizations’, the lack of global representation among 
participants, and the exclusion of key issues from the assembly’s 
final charter. 
htm://~xv.l~ambazuka.orp~/en/catep.ots~iDakar2011/71789 

THE WSF SHOULD REMAIN- WHAT IT IS,, 
Yash Tandon 
The World Social Forum should remain true to its founding aim of being 
an open space that builds alternatives to neoliberalism, writes Yash 
Tandon. 
http://www.pambazuka, orgiergc ategorv/Dakar2011/71765 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
5 Cormnent & analysis 

NATO’S INEVITABLE WAR 
Fide1 Castro 
The ’basic concern of the United States and NATO is not Libya, but the 
revolutionary wave being unleashed in the Arab ~vorld, something they 
would like to prevent at any cost,’ writes Fidel Castro 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/category/comment/71787 

THE FREE RFPLrBL IC OF EG’x~PT 
The Sandmonkey 
’We want our Country, Eg3~pt, to be the best country it can be. One 
where we all can live and co-exist; one where the state is health?- and 
functions and all are represented and have rights That’s ~vhat we 
ahvays wanted and called for,’ writes San&nonkey in a letter to 
Egyptians fearfu] about the impacts of continued protests ’If you 
don’t like something, change it That was the lesson o:[’the Jan25 
revo]ution after all, you know?’ 
h ttp : i/www,pambazuka, or~lenlcate~orv/comment /71809 

WIIEN ’CIV[L-SOC]ETYISM’ FRONTS FOR BARBARISM 

Patrick Bond 

Patrick Bond rips through the liberal veneer of Saif al-Islam Gadaffi, 

highlighting the complicity of the London School of Economics in 

accepting money from (iada:t?5. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categop~icomment/71736 

A[¢TER DI"[D REVIEW: NA]R£)B[-BASED UN-IIABITAT’S FORTUNES TO ]-)EC] .lN[g 

Rasna Warah 
In the wake of the I_TK Department for lnternatinnal Development’s 
(DF[D) decision not to award core :funding to the Nairobi-based United 
Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-IIABITAT), Rasna Warah 
considers the implications of the cuts 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categop~icomment/71757 

THE MORAL HAZARD OF US POLICY IN’AFRICA 
Part I 
Alemayehu G. Mariam 
Expressing his disappointmcnt at US President Barack Obama’s 
unwillingness to criticise despotic African leaders in the same way he 
did as a senator, Alemayehu G. Mariam discusses the Obama 



administration’s policy towards Africa. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/comment/71758 

AFRICA RISING ? 
Will popular rebellions spread south of the Sahara? 
William Gumede 
Many an African dictator is trembling in his boots following popular 
uprisit~gs in Tunisia and E~’pt. But are the elements in place for 
rebellion to spread farther south, asks William Gumede. 
http :i/www.pambazuka. org/en/categ ory/comment/71780 

NIGERIA’S ELECTION’S: CONCERN O\~R PARTIES’ CONDUCT 
CISLAC 
CISLAC of Lagos ’note with great concern the tendency of some 
political parties and politicians to flagrantly disregard the 
provisions of the Electoral Act in the ran-off to the April 2011 
elections’ in Nigeria. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/comment/71807 

KENYA: ARREST OF YVOMEN HL~¢IAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS IN" HURUMA 
Ruth Mumbi 
Unable to raise bail, four human rights defenders were iraprisoned for 
protesting at a local nursing home about the ’unacceptably high 
maternal mortality rates.’ Ruth Murubi shares her stow, noting that 
she was jailed ’not because I was a criminal but because I had stood 
my grounds for people’s and women’s right to healthcare.’ 
http://www.pambazuka.orgien/categowicorument/71812 

/VV/VVV/VV,,I/V\/\//’,i’,A/I,,IVVA/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//,, 
6 Advocacy & campaigns 

FAMILY CRIES FOUL OVER ACTIVIST’S WOES IN A UGANDAN JAIL 
Alex Kiprotich 
Human rights activist Al-.~min Kunathi is languishing in a Ugandan jail 
after being arrested for alleged involvement in the Kampala bombings 
Kimathi had travelled to attend court hearings of other Kenyans who 
were arrested in Nairobi and whisked away in secrecy to Kampala. Alex 
Kiprotich reports on the Kenyan government’s failure to take up 
Kimafl~i’s case. 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/71804 

IVL4SS RALLY AT VE INTORDL&L SETTLEMENT 
Abahlali baseMjondolo 
On the 21 March 2011 Abahlali baseMjondolo Western Cape will have a 
mass rally at VE informal settlement at 10:00 till 13:00. 
http :/iwww.pambazuka.or~/en/cateaorv/a dvocacv/71759 

OPEN LETTER ON POLICE EXTORTION .&ND EXTRA-AIDK;IAL KILLING S 
We the undersigned organizations wrote to you over the existence of an 
extortion ring and an upsurge in extra2judiciaI killings perpetrated 
by members of the Kenya Police. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~,/advocacyi71805 

SOLIDARITY WITII ZIMBA[IWE’S TI{EASON TI~IAL SIX 
CI)L Solidarity 
Six Zimbabwean acuvists are on trial and may face the death penalty 
for watching a video about the revolts in Egi~pt They had been 
detained since February 19 and suffered physical and mental abuse 
Although released the?’ now have to find US$12,000 bail A global day 
of protest in solidarity with the six Zimbabwean activists takes place 
on 21 March 2011 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/en/cateaorv/advocacyi71801 

/’\/’\//\/\/\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,A//I,A/\/A/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,,’ ,’1, 

7 Pan-African Postcard 

THE ’S’ WORD: THE DEMISE OF THE DOCTRINE OF STABILITY IN .%vRICA? 
H. Nanjala Nyabola 
Used as an excuse to prop up dicators across Africa, the doctrine of 
stability has produced instability rather than reducing it. It’s time 
for the international corcanunity to drop the idea, says H. Nanjala 
Nyabola. 
http :/,,’wxa~’.pambazaka.org/el~’categotsVpanafricar~,’71778 
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8 Obituaries 

DIPPING OUR BANNERS FOR MAY BRUTUS 
8 May 1929 12 March 2011 
Tony Brutus 
May Brutus, wife of South African poet-activist Dennis, died suddenly 
on 12 March in London. ’Those who knew May will remember a feisty-, 
outspoken and awe-inspiring figure, speaking her mind on racism and 
injustice wherever she found it,’ writes her son, Tony Brutus. 

http :h’www.pambazuka.or~/et~!cate~orv/obituarvi71790 

/’,/’,/ I\I\IV i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ I\AI\I Ai’,iV /’,/VV IVVV /\ 
9 Books & arts 

’THE WITCHES OF GAMBAGA’ 
Sokari Ekine 
Directed and narrated by Yaba Badoe and produced by Amina Mama, ’The 
Witches of Gambaga’ is a sensitive, excellent film capturing the 
experiences of women accused of witchcraft in the village of Gambaga 
in northern Ghana, writes Sokari Ekine. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/en/categor ,v/books/71760 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
10 African YVriters’ Corner 

BEFORE I SET MYSELF ONFIRE 
Chika Ezeanya 
Yes, I have struck the match, read?’ to light my cheap, blonde hair 
extensions. I am waiting for my sister to buy the kerosene to pour on 
myself 
http ://w~vw.pambazuka org/en/categorv/African Writers/71733 

’]"t ]Z;. PATRIOTIC TRAITOR \V[ tEEL 
Mimi Harriet l.;Kvineza 
Criminal of innocence 
Ideal citizen m pain 
Grain sown in past 
Growing unhindered and strong 
Crashing all he loved. 
http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicate~oryiAfrican Writers/71777 

I\I\//VV\/I\IVI, IIV\i\i/’,/’,/VII, AIVAI\IVI\IV\iI\/’,/’,//I, 
11 tligh]ights French edition 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS 181: MADAGASCAR :LES DESSOUS D’UNE CRISE QUI PERI)URE 
Les implicites de la crise malgache de 2009 : enjeux g~opolitiques et 
g&)strat~giques ( http://wwwpamba×ukaorz/fr/catezoryifeatures/71655 

) 
Patrick Rakotomalala 

(;rise malgache de 2009 et int~r&s exog~nes ( 
http://www.pambazuka.org/l~/categorv/feat uresi71656 ) 
Patrick Rakotomalala 

Crise malgache de 2009 : Des enjeux g~ostrat~giques ? ( 
http://~’w.pambazaka.org/fr/categot54fcaturesi71657 ) 
Patrick Rakotomalala 

Crise malgache de 2009 : Des enjeux dconomiques face ~ an potentiel 
nrinier all,chant.. ( 
http:Iiwww.pambazuka.orgifricategow/features/71658 ) 

Patrick Rakotomalala 

IV\I IVVV IVV’,I IV\i\i /’,i’,AI I’&IV AIVV IVV\i lV’,i’,i /’, 
12 Cartoons 

AFRICA UNION AiNTD THE NO-FLY ZONE 
The AU nright not be able to irmpose a no-fly zone on Libya or C6te 
d’Ivoire, but there are other options. 
httv ://www.panrbazuka.or~ienicatezots,icar toons/71814 

EiN~FORCING A NO-FLY ZONE AGAINST GADDAFI.. 
Oado 
.. is not as easy as you thin!! 
http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/cartoons/71792 



GADDAFI FIRING ON ALL CYLINDERS 
Gado 
Gaddafi remains firing on all cylinders, says Gado. 
http ://w~vw pambaza~ka, orgienicategor¥icartoons/7173 2 

ICC CASES TAKEN TO MARS 
Kenya takes shuttle diplomacy to another leveh 
http ://w~vw pambaza~ka, orgienicategor¥icartoons/71806 

t-~NYA’S GRAND COALITION GO\~RNMENT... 
Gado 
¯ .and its ’coat of arms’. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/cartoons/71813 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

{~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 

http://www pamba zuka. org/en/about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://wvav.pambazuka.or~ien ) 
Edi¢5o em lingua Portuguesa ( http://www pambazuka org/pt ) 
Editinn fran~aise ( http://www.pambazuka.org/fr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support o:[" a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://w~vw pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCR][[IB or UNSUBSC[(IBE go to: 
h ttp :/ /pambazuk a.gn. apc. orgicgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-new s 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.urg with the ~vord SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate¯ 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authuritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platfurru for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conm~entary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, hutnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir A~nin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm sottrce PZ newsletter footer aruin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter¯ By following ’pambazakancws’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from out ’Features’ and ’Connnent & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more itffom~ation: 
/,,’twitter¯corr~’pambazukanews ( http ://twitter. com,’pambazukanews ). 

* Pambazaka News has a Dehicin us ( http:L/Del icio.us/) page, where 
you can view the various ~vebsites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visit http:i/delicious.col~’pambazuka news. 



Subj fo~ ang~ 5i O inars aui~ mars 20ii 

Dossiem I £ctualit~.s ir~fernafionaies I Affaires et commerce I Actuaiit~s ca~:adienlle.s I 02isio~:s ef ediforiaux 

Darts le present num~ro : 

~’~conomie: 18 TD revoil sss]x~,visior:s ~ 18 hausse 

et bien plus enco~e... 

Des repr6sentants d’Affair~s 6trang@res et Commerce international Canada (MAECI) ~ Ottawa et de 
I’Ambassade du Canada ~ Tokyo suivent de pr@s la situation suite du tremblement de terre et ils se tiennent 
pr~ts ~ apporter une assistance consuiaire aux citoyens canadiens. ~d~D.9£i!{:~..9:’:!L.TRt~{£..£~:’:!L%.,~E;~iE!S!£9£ 

Le ministre des Affaires 6trangcres, I’honorable Lawrence Cannon, et la ministt~ de la Coop@ation 
internationale, I’honorable Beverley J. Oda, ont annonc6 aujourd’hui que le Canada enverra au Japon des 
approvisionnements de secoum pour r6pondre aux urgents besoins occasionn6s par le s6isme et le tsunami 
qui ont flapp6 ce pays le 11 mars. << J’ai t~ncontr6 aujourd’hui le ministt~ des Affair, s ~trang6t~s du Japon, 
M. Takeaki Matsumoto, qui a soulign6 la gravit6 de la situation dans laquelle est plong6 son pays, a d6clar6 
le ministre Cannon. Le gouvemement japonais a pracis6 I’aide que pourrait lui fournir la communaut6 
intemationale et continuera de le faire. Le Canada est prat ~ faire sa pa~. << Le Canada pa~icipera ~ I’effo~ 
pour venir en aide au gouvemement et ~ la population du Japon. 

Oimaache 13 mare 201 ’i 

Le ministre du Commerce international, I’honotable Peter Van Loan, et le ministre d’~tat (Agence de 
d6veloppement 6conomique du Canada pour les ragions du Quabec), rhonorable Denis Lebel, ont annonc6 
aujourd’hui, au nom du ministre des Affaires 6trang6res, I’honorable Lawrence Cannon, la tenue d’une 
consultation publique sur la vision commune du Canada et des ~tats-Unis concemant la securit6 et la 
compatitivit6 6conomique ~ I’int6rieur du parim~tre, qui a 6t6 6noncae le 4 favrier 2011 dans une daclaration 
commune du premier ministre Stephen Harper et du prasident Barack Obama. << Le gouvemement du Canada 
axe ses effo~s sur la cr6ation d’emplois et I’accal6ration de la croissance 6conomique grace ~ des 6changes 

commerciaux libres, ouve~s et sets avec les ~tats-Unis, a d6clar6 le ministre Van Loan, ~ I’occasion d’une 
allocution prononc6e au pont Rainbow de Niagara Falls, en Ontario. Nous sollicitons I’opinion des Canadiens 
sur les moyens que les deux pays peuvent mettre en ~uvre pour s’assurer un avenir plus sat, plus 
s6curitaire et plus prosp~re. J’invite routes les pa~ies intaress6es ~ donner leur avis. >> 



Lundi 14 ma..’s 2011 

L’honorable Peter MacKay, ministre de la D~fense nationale, a parlicip~ fi une r~union des ministres de la 
d~fense de I’Organisation du trait~ de I’Atlantique Nord (OTAN), qui s’est tenue les 10 et 11 mars fi 
Bruxelles, en Belgique. La r~union a po~t~ sur divers dossiers, mats la crise en Libye en a ~t~ le point de 
mire. << Depuis le d~but de la crise en Libye, le Canada a r~pondu activement aux demandes d’~vacuation et 
d’aide humanitaire, a d~clar~ le ministre MacKay. En outre, le Canada a mis I’accent sur I’importance de la 
planification par I’OTAN, pour que I’organisation soit prate ~ intervenir au besoin. >> 

W~.xin~.~! d~[!y March i ~}. 201 ! 

Canada is giving almost $11 million to Egypt to help foster democracy in the Nonth African country. Foreign 
Affairs Minister Lawrence Cannon announced the funding Wednesday in Cairo, where he attended meetings 
with Egypt’s new leaders and civil society groups. Cannon said he told Prime Minister Essam Sharaf and his 
cabinet that Canada was willing to participate in Egypt’s "transition from dictatorship to democracy." 

Thursday M;~rch 17, 2011 

Canadians have privately donated millions for disaster assistance in Japan, while Ottawa has oftered 
supplies, relief teams, as well as expels who can help with the nuclear crisis that has left a series of 
reactom at risk of meltdown. Deepak Obhrai, the parliamenta~ secreta~ to the minister of foreign affaim, 
said Prime Minister Stephen Harper has spoken directly with the Japanese government to asce~ain what 
type of assistance they ~quire. Canada has already sent blankets and masks to the disaster zone, which 
were urgently needed in the wake tithe record 9.0 ea~hquake and subsequent tsunami that struck Japan 
last week. 

CBC talk show host George Stroumboulopoulos has been selected by the United Nations World Food 
Program as an official ambassador, the first Canadian to hold the position. The appointment, confirmed 
Tuesday on George Stroumboulopoulos Tonight, follows a visit by the host to Pakistan in Februa~, where the 
food program is helping to feed people and rebuild communities after catastrophic flooding ~n 2010. The UN’s 
food program reaches more than 90 million people a year with food assistance in more than 70 countries. 
Canada is the second-largest single donor count~ to the program, with $286 million in donations in 2010. 

La Banque TD estime d6sormais que la croissance de I’~conomie canadienne atteindra 3% en 2011, plut6t 
que 2,6%. La plus r~cente pr~vision de I’institution est bas~e sur les bons r~su~tats enregistr~s depuis le 
mois de janvier par 1’6conomie canadienne, ainsi que sur la meilleure sant6 6conomique du plus impo~ant 
pa~enaire commercial du Canada, les ~tats-Unis. Une plus fore demande pour les produits de base 

canadiens explique aussi cefte 6valuation ~ la hausse. 

Thursday’ Ma~ch 17 2011 

Research In Motion Ltd. is teaming up with Microsoft Corp. to handle the growing amount of data its 
customem are using on mobile devices and said it plans to release its BlackBer~ PlayBook tablet ’~e~ 
soon." The Microsoft pa~nership is designed to make it easier for customers to use what’s known as cloud 
computing, or seiners offsite that store data and can be accessed over the Intemet, said Jim Tobin, a RIM 
senior vice president. Microsoft will take over management of some RIM customer information under the deal 

Thu.~sd ~y M;~rd~ 17, 201 ’.’ 

Lululemon Athletica ~nc. says profit soared to $55-m~llion ~n the rough quarter on the back of stronger sales. 
The Vancouver-based yoga retailer says earnings were equivalent to 77 cents per share, well above analyst 
expectations of 57 cents per share, according to Thomson Reutem. The results were also significantly higher 
than a year ago when the company turned out $28.5-million in profit, or 40 cents per share. 

Je~d~ 17 msrs 2011 

Les investisseum 6trangem ont ajout6 pour 13,3 milliards de dollars de titres canadiens ~ leum avoirs en 
janvier, principalement des obligations canadiennes. De leur c6t6, les investisseum canadiens ont achet6 



pour 2,0 milliards de dollars de titres ~trangers pendant la m6me p~riode, surtout des actions am6ricaines. 
Statistique Canada a pr6cis6 que les acquisitions d’obligations canadiennes par les investisseurs 6trangers 
se sont chiffr~es ~ 10,1 milliards, ce qui faisait suite ~ un investissement sans pr6c~dent de 95,9 milliards 
enregistr~ durant I’ann6e 2010. 

Vancouver architect Bing Thorn has been awarded the 2011 Gold Medal for lifetime achievement, the highest 
honour of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, it was announced Wednesday in Ottawa. Thorn, 70, will 
receive the prize at an awards gala in Vancouver May 27. A native of Hong Kong, Thom came to Canada as a 
child, eventually studying architecture at the University of British Columbia and later at the University of 
California, Berkeley. Originally an associate of Arthur Erickson, he started his own firm in 1982, earning an 
international clientele. The completion of construction of Thom’s design for the new Arena Stage at the Mead 
Center in Washington, D.C. last fall earned him unanimous rave reviews from the media and fellow architects. 
Previous Gold Medal winners include Frank Gehry, Jane Jacobs, Jack Diamond and Raymond Moriyama. 

The Conse~ative government is planning a $100-million nafiona~ celebration to mark the Mcentenn~al of the 
War of 1812 next year. It is unde~tood that the current plans for the commemoration include reenactments 
of famous battles, the repair of monuments and plaques, a new visitor centre at Fo~ York in Toronto, a 
documental, a national essay-writing competition and a dedicated website. Dean Del Mastro, the 
parliamenta~ secreta~ for Canadian Heritage, confirmed the government is keen to make the Mcentenn~al a 
major event. He said the Prime Minister and Heritage Minister James Moore are intent on making sure the 
significance of the annive~a~ isn’t missed. 

Monday ~¢~arch 14, 20 ~ I 

One chilly night down, four more to go for a group of Carleton University students living without the creature 
comfo~s of home this week to raise money to fight youth homelessness. The four students are taking pa~ in 
Five Days for the Homeless, a campaign more than 20 business schools are pafficipating in to give students 
a better sense of the struggles facing homeless people in Canada. The students will sleep in a makeshift 
shelter outside Carleton’s Unive~ity Centre. They still attend classes and are blogging about the experience, 
but they can’t shower, can’t use Facebook and can only eat food that people donate. Together with a group 
of students from the University of Ottawa, they hope to raise $15,000 for Operation Come Home, a non-prd~t 
organization designed to sewe Ottawa’s street youths. 

Toutes les semaines, 1’6quipe de LienCanada publie le bulletin InfoCanada, un r6sum6 des actualit6s 
canadiennes. Si vous avez des commentaires ou des suggestions, veuillez nous ~crire, ~ 

Les articles publi6s dans le bulletin proviennent de diff~rents sites de nouvelles canadiens et am6ricains. IIs 
apparaissent dans la langue de publication. 

LienCanada s’effome de minimiser les liens payants dans InfoCanada. Cependant, certains de nos liens vers 
des sites webs d’informations peuvent vous mener ~ d’autres liens auxquels des co~ts sont associ~s. II est ~ 
noter que ces liens sont normalement disponibles sans frais au moment de la publication d’lnfoCanada, mats 
deviennent parrots payants quelques heures ou jours plus tard. LienCanada continuera de tenter d’assurer 
I’acc~s ~ des informations sans frais ~ tout nos lecteurs. 

Psr~ez de ~nfoOa[~sd~ .~ vos ~mis ~.:t_~assez le rnot~ 

Vous ne faites pas partie de la liste de distribution d’lnfoCanada? 



the conso~’Lium in latin american and caribbean studies at the 
university of north carolina at chapel hell and duke unive~siby 

~Y~v,d uke,ed u/web/~:a rolina dukeco nsortium/index,ht ml 

Would you like to collaborate with thculty and graduate students :from different disciplines who share your passion tbr a :focused 

research topic related to Latin America and/or the Caribbean? Would you like to participate in seminars, conferences, and professional 

development workshops with colleagues :from both Duke and UNC campuses? Would you like to invite cutting-edge intellectuals 

and/or practitioners in your :field of study to your campus/courses, complete a group publicatim~ or present your own graduate work 

for feedback from your peers and professors? All of these possibilities e~st in the interdiscipliua0~ Working Groups sponsored by the 

Consortium. Open to Duke and UNC faculty and graduate students from all disciplines. 

Call for Proposals: 2011-2012 Interdiscipliua~W Workin,~ Groups Program (deadline May 1st, 2011) 

The UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to announce a call for proposals for the 2011-2012 
Working Group Program. The Working Groups provide one of the principal means by which the Consortium discharges its missions 
to promote interdisciplinau~ research and innovative scholarship, enhance the experience of graduate education, and disseminate 
knowledge of Latin A~nerica and the Caribbean to the wider university cormnunity. The program supports collaboration among 
faculty" and graduate students from different depart~nents, professional schools, and curricula on both campuses. 

The Consortium will consider proposals that promote interdisciplinary collaborative and creative projects among Latin American/ 
Caribbean faculty and graduate students at UNC and Duke University. Successful proposals will need to demonstrate strong faculty 
leadership aud involvement. Please note that under this program, the same Working Group will be funded for a maximum of three 
years - however, an anntkal evaluation will take place. Proposals will be considered in the following priority order: 

Joint Duke-UNC: Led by 2 faculty members (oue from each campus) with at least 4 graduate student participants (some 
from each university). 

or 

2-campuses: Led by 1 faculty member (from either campus) with at least 4 gradtkate student participants (some from each 
university). 

or 

1-campus proposal: Led by 2 faculty members representing different disciplines at oue campus and a mihimum of 4 graduate 
student participants from either tmiversity. Every effort will be made to maintain parity for single-campus proposals between 
UNC and Duke. 

In all cases, at: least two disciplines must be represented. 

Funds will be awarded competitively to no morc than four (4) Working Groups on an annual basis within a budgeta~ framework up 
to $5,000 per year. We accept: proposals that extend the range of work up to two years and envision a 
community/academic/cxhibit/perfonnance/publication event in the second cycle of thc grant. 

Proposals must include: 
(1) Application Form (see attached) 
(2) Proposal uarrative (see instructions and outline to be followed on application form) 
(3) Itemized budget request (see attached budget form) 
(4) Groups that were funded in 2010-2011 and are requesting funding for 2011-2012 must also complete a reporting form (see 

attached) 

Please submit your proposal as an e-mail attachinent (Word docmnents are preferred) to Miguel Rojas-Sotelo (mlr34@duke.edu) no 
later than May 1st, 2011. Note that this is an absolute deadline, and late submissions will not be considered. The Consortium’s 
Working Group Selection Committee will announce decisions by early" June. 

ff you have a~ questions about this process, please do not hesitate to contact Miguel Rojas-Sotelo. General i~fformation about 
working group guidelines can be found on the Consortium web site 

< http:iiwww.uncdukeconsortium.orgiworking groups.htmlhtml> 

Note: Working Group events have to be open to the public and thereby sea~e as a way to increase public awareness of Latin America, 
past and present. 



UNC-Duke Consortium Working Groups Reporting Form (Guide) 

I. Nalne of Working Group. 

II. List of Duke and UNC-CH FaculBr Facilitators for past year. List also other active faculU participants (if any) 

III. List of List of active graduate and undergraduate student participants 

IV. Short evaluation regarding working group goals aud objectives 
(Add somethiug on the group’s impact on the Consortium community. Are there ways in Milch the group could improve its impact 
on the Latin Americanist conununity during the next year? Do you have strategies for increasiug the level of participation in your 
group’s activities? 

V. Self-Evaluation of Group Activities (for this section, please use the following questions as a guide) 

1) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9) 

List of meetings aud activities organized (nature, date, and location) duriug the past academic year, and for each 
event, please indicate the number of people attending. 
List the disciplines represented amoug the workiug group’s active membership. 
List of co-sponsored units for the working groups activities (if aw) 
List of outside funding for its activities (i.e., private foundation grauts, state or federal agency grants, etc., if aw) 
For how many years has your working group existed? 
Budget allocation for "the past year? 
How much was actually speut (include projections if you still have activities planned before the end of the year)? 
How effective has your workiug group been in fostering collaborative research and trainiug among Consortium 
faculty and gradtkate students? Please comment. 
List other types of collaborations resulted of workiug group initiatives (i.e., team-taught courses, cross-campus 
teaching, etc.)? 
Please commeut on the support or assistance you have received from the Duke CLACS or UNC ISA stafl: 

Note: please submit this document at the end of the academic year or grant cycle. (Usually, May 1 



2011-2012 Working Groups Application Form 
Application deadline: May 1st, 2011 

Name of Working Group 

Choose one of the following (see descriptions in call for proposals): 

__ Joint Duke-UNC __ 2-campuses 

Faculty Facilitator(s) 
Name: 
Affiliation (campus): 
Contact: 

Name: 
Affiliation: 
Contact 

__ 1-cmnpus 

Graduate Studem participants 
Name: 
Affiliation (campus): 
Contact: 

Affiliation (campus): 
Contact 

Name: 
Affiliation (ca~apus): 
Contact 

Note: add more lines for names if necessary 

Proposal Narrative 
Please provide a brief description of activities proposed for Fall 2011 aud Spring 2012, using the following outline: 

1) Statement of general purpose including how the proposed activities will support serious academic research by faculU 
and graduate students, and/or prepare graduate students for such research. 

2) Iudicate the overall goals and objectives of the proposed working group. 

3) Identify at least three measurable learning objectives specifically linked to the group’s proposed activities. (An 
example would be the proposed activig7 of mini-workshops in which graduate students present their work in progress, 
with the goal of teaching others about the topic of their research, while also getting Iced-back from their peers as well 
as from faculty and students outside their own discipline. This ties in with the working groups program’s overall 
goals of interdisciplinarity and collaboration.) 

4) Tentative schedule of activities planned for each semester. (These should be evenly distributed between the UNC and 
Duke campuses.) For guest speakers, please provide as much detail as possible (i.e., uame of guest, their affiliation, 
proposed date of visit, title of talk(s), description of other activities in which they would participate during their visit, 
co-sponsorship to be sought: from other units, etc.). Please also include a copy of each guest speaker’s curriculum 
vitae or short bio. 

5) Plans for promotion of activities among both university communities and the community at: large. 

6) Name(s) of Graduate Student Coordinator(s) (if applicable). 

Budget Request 
Attach an itemized budget request, following the format of the attached Sample Budget. 

Renewal ofw*~rki~g groupa fh~ded ia 2010-2011 requires submissio~ of Repor~ ofactivities (altached) 



UNC-Duke Consortium Working Groups Reporting Form (Guide) 

I. Name of Working Group. 

II. List of Duke and UNC-CH Faculty Facilitators for past year. List also other active faculty 
participants (if any) 

III. List of List of active graduate and undergraduate student participants 

IV. Short evaluation regarding working group goals and obj ectives 
(Add something on the group’s impact on the Consortium community. Are there ways in which 
the group could improve its impact on the Latin Americanist community during the next year? 
Do you have strategies for increasing the level of participation in your group’s activities? 

V. Self-Evaluation of Group Activities (for this section, please use the following questions as a 
guide) 

5) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

List of meetings and activities organized (nature, date, and location) during the 
past academic year, and for each event, please indicate the number of people 
attending. 
List the disciplines represented among the working group’s active membership. 
List of co-sponsored units for the working groups activities (if any) 
List of outside funding for its activities (i.e., private foundation grants, state or 
federal agency grants, etc., if any) 
For how many years has your working group existed? 
Budget allocation for the past year? 
How much was actually spent (include projections if you still have activities 
planned before the end of the year)? 
How effective has your working group been in fostering collaborative research 
and training among Consortium faculty and graduate students? Please comment. 
List other types of collaborations resulted of working group initiatives (i.e., team- 
taught courses, cross-campus teaching, etc.)? 
Please comment on the support or assistance you have received from the Duke 
CLACS or UNC ISA staff. 

Note: please submit this document at the end of the academic year or grant cycle. (Usually, May 1st) 



A 

I Sample Working Group Budget: These examples are given as possible types of activities. 

2 Additional activities may be proposed. 

3 

4 ACTIVITY 

5 

6 A. 

7 

8 

9 

10 Subtotal Meetings 

12 B. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

20 

21 Subtotal Guest Speakers 

22 

23 C. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 Subtotal Conference/Symposia/Workshops 

36 

37 D. 

38 

39 

40 

42 Subtotal Film Series 

43 

44 E. 

45 Subtotal Other 

46 

47 TOTAL 



B C 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 Meetings (indicate # of meetings expected) 

7 1) Photocopies 

8 2) Refreshments 

9 3) Other 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

Guest Speakers 

1) Guest Speaker Name 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 

Conference/Symposia/Workshops 

a) 

b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 

Film Series 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

Other (please specify) 



D E F G 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

Air travel 

Ground transportation 

Accommodation 

Per diem 

Honorarium 

Technology (i.e., teleconference, a/v, etc.) 

Other 

Guest Speakers 

~. Air travel 

ii. Ground transportation 

iii. Accommodation 

~v. Per diem 

v. Honorarium 

Venue 

Technology 

Group meals 

Publicity 

Other 

Film purchase/rental 

Venue 

Technical Support 

Other 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

H 

Funds Requested Additional Funds Obtained Total Cost 

from WG Program & Co-Sponsor(s) of Activity 

T 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WILSON-FALL, WENDY <wmlsonl@kem.edu> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:10 PM 

’Carol Thompson’ <Carol.Thompsou@uau.edu>; aleslie@aliica.ufl.edu; dlatbud@uamail.albany.edu; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; ezuem@saxahlawrence.edu; getahl sa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;           ~aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; 

moorman@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; sandra.joireman@Wheatou.edu; sidney.kasfir@emo~.edu; taiwo@seattleu.edu; 

wara@bu.edu 

1~9;: Mobilizing...ASA Progra~m Committee 

Thanks, Carol, for the update. 

WWF 

Wendy Wibon-Fall, PhD. 

Chair and Asso(:ia~:e Profi?ss.:_w 

Department of Pan African Studies 

Kent State University 

1278 Oscar R~tch~e Halt 

P,O. Box 5190, Kent OH 4424.2-~O:[ 

Ma~n office: 330-672-23&9 

Fa:<: 330-672--4837 

F~m= Carol Thompson [mailto:CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, March ~7, 201~ ~:38 PM 

Te= alesl~e@africa.ufl.edu; dlafond@uamail.albany.edu; Eunice@email.unc.edu; ezuem@sarahlawrence.edu; getahisa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu ~aol.com; 
ksheMon@ucla.edu; moorman@inNana.edu; rdemo~s@pugetsound.edu; sandra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sMney.kasfir@emow.edu; taiwo@sea~eu.edu; wara@bu.edu; 

WILSON-FALL, WENDY 
Subject= Nobiliz~ng...ASA Program Commi~ee 

Hello Colleagues, 
I know you have noted the Namh ~5 deadline and are wondering~ 
We have about ~00 fully constituted panels, from Israel, India, Brussels, Cape Town, Witswate~rand, Oxford, London School of Tropical 
Medicine, LSE, Manchester, etc. We have almost 350 submiEed paper, from evew continent~ And about 25 roundtables. (The estimate 
comes from the fact that several were submitted more than once, because of diNculties, and we w~ll have to work with the most complete 
submission and delete the rest. Some institutes d~d submit ~o full panels.) 
In d~scussions w~th the ASA, we decided we could start compMs~ng panels, before the office verifies payments. Aiii Tripp, ASA Vice- 
President, and I estimate that only about 5% would not have pa~d, which means you/we might have to later remove just a person or two 
from a panel The ASA website is still in transition and therefore, it did not automatically check for pre-registration payment; it will take 
several more days for the staff to do such. 
The website is still accepting submissions and will do so until Monday. Further, more than one panel from overseas will be added later. Just 
wanted you to know we are thing to be flexible and considerate. 
In short, we will have a yew full hotel~ You will be excited when you see the dive~iW and depth of the proposals. The very general criteria 
for acceptance, by the ASA Board, is attached above. Their strong preference is that we do not tamper with fully constituted panels and 
round~bles, but check them to be sure they are coherent and follow all guidelines (e.g., I had to convince more than one that 5 participants 
were the absolute limit; they were putting additional members into the Comment box). 
I just wanted to send you a quick warning that work is about to begin. You w~ll be receMng the lis~ for your section th~s ,~,~eek~ with fu~her 
guidelines. 
I expect there will many questions and would like to chat with each one of you as you begin the process. The ASA executive once and Board 
have been yew supportive of my work and I want to be sure you feel the same. 
Thank you for making the ASA possible. 
It is your commitment and work which define the organization~ 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 20~ 
Caro~ ~. fhompson 

cell: 
Please feel free to call my cell any time, with the caveat that I am in West coast time (AZ does Rot .qo on dayligh0. 
If you do not reach me, please leave times when I may try to call you back. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Yaa~co <wara@bu.edn> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:27 PM 

Carol Thompmn <Carol.Thompmn@nau.edu> 

aJeslie@africa.ufl.edu; dlalbn&~uaanail.albany.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; ezuem@s~amNawrence.edu; 
getoM sa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;           ~aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; moorman@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; 
sandra.joimmm~@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfir@emou.edu; taiwo@seattleu.edu; ~avilsonl@kent.edu 

Re: Mobilizing...ASA Program Committee 

thank yon, Carol. I’ll look forwmfl to seeing what we have in the health area. 

Jennit~r 
Jennifer J, Yanco, PhD 
US Director 

West African Researci] Association 

232 Bay State Road 

Boston~ MA o2215 

6 ~7-353-89o2 
www.bu.edu!wara 

On 3/17/2011 1:38 PM, Carol Thompson wrote: 

Hello Colleagues, 
I know you have noted the March :t5 deadline and are wondering! 
We have about J.00 fully constituted panels, from Israel, India, Brussels, Cape Town, Witswatersrand, Oxford, London School of 
Tropical Nedicine, LSE, Nanchester, etc. We have almost 350 submitted papers, from every continent! And about 25 
roundtables. (The estimate comes from the fact that several were submitted more than once, because of difficulties, and we will 
have to work with the most complete submission and delete the rest. Some institutes did submit two full panels.) 
In discussions with the ASA, we decided we could start comprising panels, before the office verifies payments. Aili Tripp, ASA 
Vice-President, and I estimate that only about 5% would not have paid, which means you/we might have to later remove just a 
person or two from a panel. The ASA website is still in transition and therefore, it did not automatically check for pre-registration 
payment; it will take several more days for the staff to do such. 
The website is still accepting submissions and will do so until Monday. Further, more than one panel from overseas will be added 
later. Just wanted you to know we are trying to be flexible and considerate. 
In short, we will have a very full hotel! You will be excited when you see the diversity and depth of the proposals. The very 
general criteria for acceptance, by the ASA Board, is attached above. Their strong preference is that we do not tamper with fully 
constituted panels and roundtables, but check them to be sure they are coherent and follow all guidelines (e.g., I had to convince 
more than one that 5 participants were the absolute limit; they were putting additional members into the Comment box). 
I just wanted to send you a quick warning that work is about to begin. You will be receiving the lists for your section tb..is week, 
with further guidelines. 
I expect there will many questions and would like to chat with each one of you as you begin the process. The ASA executive office 
and Board have been very supportive of my work, and I want to be sure you feel the same. 
Thank you for making the ASA possible. 
It is your commitment and work which define the organization! 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 

cell: 
Please feel free to call my cell any time, with the caveat that I am in West coast time (AZ does not go on daylight). 
If you do not reach me, please Heave times when I may try to call you back. Thank you. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jeer: 

Weissman, Deborah M <weissman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 10:44 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Inter-American Commission on ttuman Rights Report on Immigration and Detention in the US 

Dear Colleagues, 

The NY Times has an article today on the just-released report by the iACHR referenced above, Immigrant Detentions Draw International Fire 

h ttp://www.n ytimes, corn/2011/03/18/us/I 8detain- 1. h tml ?ref=t odayspaper 
You can link to the 162-page report if you are interested--and if you do, you will note that in several places, the Commission relies on the companion reports on 

287(g) in NC by the UNC School of Law Immigration/Human Rights Policy Clinic and the UNC Institute of the America’s Latino Migration Project. 

Well deserved recognition of the hard work of faculty, staff, and students! 

Best, 

Deborah M, Weissman 

Reef C, Ivey II Distinguished Professor of Law 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, 

CB#3380 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3390 

(direct maih 102 Ridge Road, 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514) 

(9~t9) 962-3564 

(9"19) 962-3375 (fax) 

email: weissman@ email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 11:32 AM 

Department listserv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] Upcoming Presentations on Latina Immigrmats and Cit~ensNp 

Coll March 23.pdf 

Please ~oin us for two upcoming presentations: 

Kathleen Col~, Stanford University 

Remaking Citizenship: Lati~a ~mmigrants and New American Politics 

(~lobM E:ducat~on Cen~:er, Room 
5:30 ~ 7:00 pm 

Weavh~g the stories of Mexican and Central American women with h~tory and a~lysis of the m~tMmmigra~t upsurge in :{990~ California, Kath~ee~ Coil w~H d~cuss 

the impact of reform ~egisl~t~on on ind~vidua~ women’s ~ve~ and their e~gagement ~ grassroots po~tica~ organizing. Drawing on {.afi~ ~mm~grant~’ ~ccounts of 

person~l~ and pol~tic~l~ [r~H]sformati.a{?, Coil argues [or ~1 reformu~lt{.:N] of our de~{?H:{or~s of cH:{zer~ship and politics. 

Sponsored by the Curriculum ~n Won~en’5~ Studies, the D~versity Incentive }:und, the h~stRute for ~:he Study of the ~n~edcas, and the UNC Program ~r~ Latina/o 

Studies. 
Kathleen Col~ ~nd g~a C~{dwe~l 

Reflections on Collaborative Feminist Research on Cit~zensNp 
~a~ch 24, 2012 

(~lobM Education Cen~:er, Room 

KsLh]een Col{ and Kia CaldweH w~H discuss their ~nvolven?erlt in the klter--Urlivers~ty Working Group orl Gender and Cultural CitizerlshJp 

collaborative femh~ist research. Co~ m~d Ca~dwe~] are co-editors of Gendered Citizenships: Transn~;tionot Pers~ectives on Ct~iture, Activism, end gnowled#e 

Production (Palgrave Macmillan, 

~’l’he time of th~s presentation has been changed from 4:00 pn~. 

You are cnrrently subscribed to al’riat~m as: eunice(t~email.uac.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28869768-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Wednesday, March 23, 2011 
5:30 - 7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

Weaving the stories of Mexican and Central Amer- 
ican women with history and analysis of the anti- 
immigrant upsurge in 1990s California, Kathleen 

W0menisStudiesitheDiversi~ Coll will discuss the impact of reform legislation 
n centi~ ~ 

Institute forthe Study of the on individual women’ s live s and their engagement 
ArnericasiandtheUNCPr0gramin in grassroots political organizing. Drawing on La- 

tatina~0Studies! tina immigrants’ accounts of personal and political 
transtbrmation, Coil argues for a retbrmulation of 
our definitions of citizenship and politics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mignel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 12:46 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu); Christina Chia, Ph.D. <christina.chi@duke.edu>; diane nelson (dmnel~n@duke.edu); 

.lennifer Swanson (jswenson@duke.edu); Elizabeth Shapiro <elizabeth.shapiro@duke.edu>; alex.plhff@duke.edu; Tracy Cm-hart 

<tracy.carhart@duke.edw~; Rietkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rielkohl@email.unc.edu>; valdivi~email.unc.edu; jessicae@soc.duke.edu; 

ebs@soc.duke.edu;         ~earthlink.net; Orin Steaa~, Ph.D. <ostarn@duke.edu> 

Political Ecologies of Post- Extractive Developlnent in Ecuador -Thursday, March 24th, 2011.4.00pin. 130 John Hope Franklin Center 

julihazlewood.pdf 

Description: 
http://www, u n cdu keconsortiu m.org/workin g grou ps/im 
a ges/julihazlewood 000.jpg 

Thursday, March 24th, 2011.4.00 pm. 130 John Hope Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin Road. Dnke University 

Political Ecologies of Post-Extractive Development in Ecuador Geographies of Hope or of DZ~(ex)tractions ? 

The Ecuadorian people and much of the world see~n to be celebrating post-extractive and "anti-imperialist" development (because of the Yasuni-ITI’ and the recent 

ruling on the Chevron-Texaco case) in the Ecnadorian Amazon Region. Yet, the purpose of this talk is two-fold. 

¯ It asks if these post-extractive actions in the Amazon ale anUthing more than a dis(ex)traction from the ways that the Ecuadorian state continues violent and 

extractive C021onial pl~ocesses within the Afro-descandant and Indigenous temtories of tlae Pacific Region? 

¯ It underscores the agro-ecological and cultural life practicesandtheinter-ethnic networks through which the ancestral peoples ofNorthwest Pacific Region 
construct and snstain "geographies of hope" amid landscapes characterized by fallen tbrests, poisoned rivers, social conflicts, and a sea ofoil palms. 

By Julianne Hazlewood, Geography Department, National University of Ireland, Galway 

Preparato~ talk tbr the Workshop: 

"Territory, L~fe, andFreedom in the Pacific Rain Forest Region of Colombia andEcuador, "UNC-CH March 25-27, 2011. 

Julianne Ha.zlewood. PhD., Kentucky (Geography); iVb\ University of California at Davis (Native A~nerican Studies); iVb\ University of Florida (Latin American 

Studies). She has worked and conducted reseaxch in Northwestern Ecuador ruth Indigenous (Chachi and Awfi) and Afro-descendant cotnmunities since 1997. Her 

research focnses on critical development and conscrvation studies, and in particular, IX~St- colonial political ecologies of global climate change. She insists that the 

cultural practices and knowledge of the people with whom she collaborates in her reseaxch offer alternative, more sustainable ways to approach the world. 

More information: 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, PhD. 

Special Events Coordinator 

NC Latin American Film Festival Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

Room 143. Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin Road, Durham. NC 

27708 

Tel. (919) 681 3883 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VValter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 3:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

VVater and Public Health 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 
%;,;www.industP ,mailout.com,;Indust~ 

In this issue: 

¯ Water and Public Health 

¯ Water Governance 

¯ Vote 

Water a~d Public Nealth 

Check out Thomas S. Axworthy’s two latest blog posts as part of 
his week-long blog series and polls. We invite you to share your 
opinion and vote. 

Filthy water cannot be washed. 
African Proverb 

To paraphrase a BBC report, by the time you read this, you will 
inevitably have used water directly or indirectly since the start of 
your day. Chances are you will not have stopped to ask yourself, 
"is this stuff safe?’ 
>> ~!i~;..~4#.r.~. 

Water Gover~a[~c~ 

"Thousands have rived without love, not one without water." 
W.H. Auden 

"Given that water is essential for life and public health, core government issues are of 
acute importances" This insight was the theme of ~#.~L.~#~....Z~’~A.[~.~t~A..~2[..~#~.~ 
water, an acclaimed booked edited by UBC’s Karen Bakker. Not only domestic 
governance, but international government and international law are key topics of the 
March 21 to 23 InterAction Council High-Level Expert Group meeting on the "Global Water 
Crisis: Addressing an Urgent Security Issue," to be held at the Munk School of Global 
Affairs, University of Toronto. 
>> Click Here 

Vote 

Should water quality testing be a public responsibility? 
C~ick here to vote 
Should Canada sustain the International Joint Commission as the central body in 
transboundary water disputes with the USA? 
C~ick here to vote 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 
11 Church Street, Suite 400 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5E 1W1 
Canada 

This email was created and delivered using h~dustry Maiio~t 

IIJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 3:15 PM 

aleslie@ati-ica.utl.edu; dla[bn@ua~nml.albany.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; ezuem@saralalawrence.edu; 

getal~l ~@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu           ~aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; moonnan@indiana.edu; rdemott@pugetsound.edu; 

~ndra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfi@emory.edu; taiwo@seatfleu.edu; wara@bu.edu; wwilsonl@kent.edu 

~gma~l.com 

ASA - here it ALL is - Program Connnittee 

ASApcFullGuidelines.docx; ASAPanelProposalsSections.xls; ASARoundtableSections.Ms; ASAPaperProIx~salsSections.xls; 

ASAProgComml .docx 

Dear Colleagues, 
This email requests 30 minutes of your time asap. 
I have attached all the relevant materials in this one email, to try to make it concise for you. 
What ~ asking is that you spend some time reading the guidelines now to come back at me with questions. Enter the three Excel tables now 
to see if you can maneuver a bit across them (brief instructions within guidelines). 
It will make our work much easier if you could connect and dialogue a bit before you block out time to do the work. ! know some of you 
are at conferences, traveling and will not get to the actual work for some days. Please if at all possible, take the 30 minutes now to 
understand the process, let me know the errors I’ve made, fill in blanks .... Thank you! 
Please send me an email acknowledging you have perused the attached and understand or... 

Please send me a time when you plan to concentrate on composing the panels. Some of you already have said you can "get to it by x" and [ 

appreciate it. 
The work will take several hours over the next month. 
You will note some of you have much more work than others, reflecting the strength of the ASA. We can talk over the next week if the load is 

too much. 
Thank you very much. f think you will find the submissions quite impressive. 
[ look forward to your questions and criticisms, in order to make the process better! 

Carol 
cell: 9:[6-850-5003 
Attached 
A) Guidelines - very explicit instructions, including what needs to be in your final submissions. 
Recommend to print it out. 

B) Three Excel sheets with the submissions 
The computer did not number sequentially so below is the number of your section: 
Sections (15 members plus the chmr) 

1) Contested Memories of the Independence - Geta~hun 

2) The Arts mad Cultural Expression Since Independence - Kastir 

6) Unfinished Liberation Straggles: Gender; Ethnicib’ a~d Class -Zuem 

8) Independence m~d Sovereign~ in a Global Economy-Sahle 

9) Agriculture and Food Sovereign~ - Thompson 

10) Culture (music, performance, thnce literature, language, and folldore) Moonnan 

l l) Education Wilson-Fall 
12) Economics - Thompson 

13) Envim~maent - DeMotts 

14) Health and Healing - Yanco 

15) Histo~ -Sheldon 
16) Huma~a Rights and Legal Change - Joireman 

17) Gender and Women -LaFond 
18) Politics a~d Policy - Harbeson 

19) Peace and Security - Iyob 

20) Religion and Spirituali~ - Tfiiwo 

21) Youth: Visions of the Future - Leslie 

C) Contact information for each Progrmn Committee Section Leader. 



TO: ASA Program Committee 2011 

FROM: Carol Thompson, Chair 

DATE: March 18, 20111 

GUIDELINES 

DEADLIN~ OF SUBMISSION OF ALL YOLN~ WORK, including rankings: April 15,2011 

TO E~AND EXCEL CELLS 
Click exact cell you want to expand... 

Go to the top of that column where the letters are; click the column heading line to the 
right and drag it right to enlarge. 

Find "Wrap Text" at top --in second row of the command ribbon; click. 
The text will expand so you can read all of it. 

To undo, drag line between letters in column heading to left; hit "wrap text" icon again. 

YOLN EX~PER~NCE 
Please remember your experiences in presenting at a conference: 
1) too many, too fe~v presenters (because of no-shows) - We can’t avoid ’no-shows’ but we can 
avoid a panel that begins with only 3 presenters. 
2) your paper was an ’orphan’ in that it didn’t really fit the panel - What does ’fit’ mean? 
theory, region of Africa, issue? 
3) order of presenters was changed for no apparent reason, and doesn’t make sense... 
4) no chair designated, or no discussant - You and I will be trying toprovide both for all 
panels. Your choice is key. 
5) hotel room way too small and hot - Please try to designate how large you think the audience 
will be for the topic of the panel. I will be assigning rooms, but your assessment really counts, 
for I don’t know your fields. 
6) A-V - under the auspices of the ASA Executive Office, not us. They note requests. 

7) What else? Share with us all on the listserv. 

PANELS and RO UNIDTABLES 

1) Because panelsiroundtables have been jumbled and dismantled in recent past years, the ASA 
Board would like us to minimize the editing this year. Please do the following: 

a) Be sure the paneliroundtable is coherent and cohesive. 
b) Read individual paper proposals and see if any are "too weak." 
c) Note panels/roundtables "too small" (3 or less) in order foryo~¢ to add papers to them. 



d) Make sure they have chair; discussant is more optional. 
e) Please honor the order given in fully constituted panels; scholars spend much time 

deciding that logic. If you add someone, put that paper last. 
*A few chairs asked that their roundtable be 5; I agreed to that maximum. 

2) Rank the full panel/roundtable, on a separate page, as strong, adequate, marginal, or 
rej ection. IZour ranking is essential. 

**As Program Chair, I have authority to question and alter decision, s.** 
The final approval is only by the ASA Board; see last page below. They have a meeting just to 
go over our work. To clari~, we are ~’accepting" papers and panels: they are "including" them 
in the annual meeting. 

INDIVIDUAL PAPER PROPOSALS 

The individual papers are in your section because the presenter chose that section. 

1) Decide 
a) if the proposal definitely fits your section.., or maybe. Withhold judgment that one 

does not fit at all until you read all the proposals, for you will be surprised. 
b) mark proposal as strong, adequate, marginal, rejection (see ASA Guidelines about 

’quality’ below). 
Begin a list of rankings, on a separate page, in order to facilitate your forming 
panels. Do note below that the ASA will want to see your ranking page, 
according to these 4 categories. 

Hotels never have ’enough’ rooms and therefore, the Board cannot include every 
paper. If program committee accepts more panels than can be accommodated, I 
will have to work with the Board to choose; your ranking will be essential, for 
you are the expert in your field. 

c) note proposal’s 2-3 possible themes, with the idea of your forming a panel. 

2) Lack of relevance: If a paper just is not fitting your section, notify me and suggest what 
section would be better. 

Please do not notify that section leader. I will be staying in close contact and will 
move the paper promptly. 

Creation of panels (4 papers plus chair and discussant): 
Change themes that emerged from the papers into panel titles. 
Assign papers to a panel. 
Choose chair and discussant. 



4) Rejection of papers - Give a brief notation as to why. I will be the one to answer to the 
scholar and therefore, we need to be as explicit as possible. If I/you were rejected, we would 
also want some clarity, in order to learn for next time. 

FINAL SUBMISSION from YOUR SECTION - due April 15, 20 ! 1 

1) List of panels and roundtables accepted including the following: 

a) Title of panel iroundtable 

b) Name of chair and institutional affiliation 
c) Name of each participant, institutional affiliation, paper title (no quote marks), in the 

order of presentation chosen 

d) Name of discussant and institutional affiliation 
e) Size of room recommended - small, medium, large 

2) Separate ranking page of panelsiroundtables, constituted by the membership or by you, 
giving rank by a) strong b) adequate c) weak d) rejected (must include reasons). 

3) Separate ranking page of individual papers submitted according to 
a) strong b) adequate c) weak d) rejected (must include reasons). 

ASA - Guidelines for the Program Committee (excerpts from website) 

3.3.1 Proposal Review and Acceptance 
The Program Committee is responsible for reviewing Annual Meeting proposals to ascertain the 
scholarly and professional quality of panel, roundtable, poster session, and paper submissions 
and for including a balanced selection of the accepted proposals in the Annual Meeting Final 
Program. 

The Program Committee will consider proposals representing all fields and issues in African 
studies. To ensure adequate representation for panels, roundtables, poster sessions, and papers 
that address the Annual Meeting theme, such proposals will receive particular consideration. 
Locally specialized research an~d work that encompasses broad interconnections will be 
especi ally welcom ed. 

The Program Committee will review the panel, roundtable, poster session, and paper proposal 
abstracts for quality. A high quality proposal abstract includes a clear statement about the topic 
and its primal, argument or conclusion; a clear statement about the originality and the 
distinctiveness of the topic’s contribution to the issue or to the field: and an o~tline of the source 
mater~al. Any proposal that does not meet the stan~dards for quality will be declined. 

After reviewing the proposal abstracts for quality, the Program Committee will rank the accepted 
proposals. The proposal ranking is the next step in determining whether an accepted proposal 
will be included in the Annual Meeting program. 



In preparing the Annual Meeting program, the Program Committee will seek overall balance in 
the topics and the approaches proposed. Factors that will be considered include: current policy 
issues; di sciplinary balance; interdiscipli~arity; the timeliness of the topic; proposals based on 
recet~t professional engagement in the field or on primary vs. secondary research; proposals that 
are a result of the creation~ of linkages of A~)-ican researchers, particularly those in Africa; the 
represen~tation of regions, countries~ and time periods (e.g., pre-colonial, colonial, and post- 
colonial and linkages between time periods); and the representation of senior, established, and 
emerging scholars and practitioners. 

A combination of the Program Committee’s rankling a~d the considerations about balance 
outlined above will determine whether an ac~:epted proposal is in~:luded in the Anm~al 
Meeting program° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Friday, March 18, 2011 6:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Census 2010 and Beyond: Special Sessions Dnring AAG Annual Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~ AAGeogram B ..... 

AAG Annual Meeting 
SILAT]LF~, W!~SH1NGrON. I:’,PRIL i2.-I~.~, 2011 

Dear Prof, Eunice Sable, 

Below are a few highlights of the sessions and events being planned fer 
the week of April 12-16,2011, during the Annual Meeting of the 
Association el American Geographer in Seattle. 

If you haven’t registered .vet, there’s still time to ioin your friends and 
colleagues in Seatle and interact with renowned scholars and 
administrators from both inside and outside el geography. 

Re.qister to attend, explore the pro.qram, or add field trips and workshops 
to your plans. 

The Role of Geography in Census 2010 and the Census 
Bureau 

In this plenary, Timothy Trainer, Chief of the Census Bureau’s Geography 
Division, will discuss the role of geography and geographic information in 
Census 2010 and in the Census Bureau. He will discuss ~he Census 
Bureau’s work to collect, review, and update geospafial data for Census 
2010 and beyon(L Trainer Nso wil~ d~scuss the vadety of work in which 

i~i Join Our Mailing List 

In This Issue 

Beyond 

Reser~e Your Room 

~ h~sfitufions 

~)~ore Seattle and 



geographers are engaged throughout the Census Bureau. Dr. Patdcia 
Gober, Professor of Geography at Arizona State University and Past 
President of the Association of American Geographers, will be the 
moderator and discussant for this plenai¥ session. 

Wednesday, April 13, 11:50 a.m - 12:30 p.m 
Room: 608 -Washington State Convention Center, Level 6 
For more infon+nation about the annual meeting program and events, visit 
~#__a_g:__o__rd_’_a___n_L~!_a__t[~_&e__!l_O9. or .r_~gl~t~_!__t__o____a__t_Le_!_~__d_. 

Reserve Your Room Before Time Runs Out 
Slay at the Seatlle Sheraton, the headquarters hotel for ~he AAG Annual 
Meeting, to be close to the special events, activities, people, and ........................ 
sessions. But you better hurry. The deadline for reservations is March 

Reserve Your Room Toda~L! 

Diversity and Minority Serving Institutions 
A special set of panels at the AAG Annual Meeting will focus on the 

impo4an~ role ~hat Minodly Sewing Inslitutions (MSIs) play in broadening 
participation in Mgher education, and enhancing diversity witMn 
geography and related programs. Panels include: 

Si se puede! Recruitff~g and Retaining Hispanic/Lalino Studenls in 
Geography at Hispanic Sewing h~stitutions 
The Status of GeospatiM Technology at Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities 
Geography, GIS, and Environmental Sciences at Tribal Colleges, 

AANAPISI, and Ir~digeneus University Paltnerships 
Intro Geography: Undergraduate Coursework in Community 
Colleges and Beyond 

In addition to this special set of panels, many other sessions at the AAG 
Annual Meeting will address a broad range of diveBity topics ranging from 
environmental justice lo identi~y politics lo immigration= Check lhe 
preliminary program online and the onsite program for details. 

Take a Field Trip to Explore Seattle and the Pacific 
Northwest 
Field trips and excursions are an excellen~ way to meel and exchange 
kteas with coNeagues and fdends wMle learning about Seattle and the 
Pacific Northwest. Here are a just few examples of the field trips currently 
available: 

Catastrophic Missoula Floods and Central Washington’s 

Channeled Scablands 
The Crossing-Over Place: Indigenous Histories in/of Seattle 
Seattle Rail Transi~ and T[ansi~oOdenled Developmen~ 
Vancouver and ~6istler, British CokJmMa; SeeMng SustainabiNty 

Visit the/tAG site for a complete list of field trips to rese~’,~e your space 
or add a Iield trip il you already registered~ 

Traveling to Seattle 
Seattle is easily accessible by air, cat, rail, or bus. AAG has arranged 
special discount rates for annual meeting attendees through Amtrak, 

American Airlines, and Avis and He~z car rentals. ’visit the 
._T__r__a__r_!_s_’£_o__!_l#_!i£!). page for details and available oriels. 

Check with yeur favodte travel site fer the latest deals. Here are some of 
the estimated low fares found on the Intemet: 

U.S. Air Fares* 

From Rate From Rate From Rate 

Atlanta $362 Detroit $481 Phoenix i$358 

Houston 
Boston $304 (IAH) $341 Raleigh 15371 

Chicago 

(ORD) 
$402 LosAngeles $252 San Diego 15269 

San 
Dallas          New York 

$279 $391 Francisco i$189 
(DFVV) (EWR) 

(OAK) 

Denver $217 Philadelphia $281 Washington i$421 
(BW) 

*Source: Fly.com. Retriewd Marci~ 14, 201 !. AN P<~[es are subject to change. 

Member Rates 
Regular: $315 

Student: $185 
Retired: $185 
1 Day Pass: $235 

Non-Members 
Regular: $435 

S~udenL $235 
Companion: $140 
1 Day Pass: $235 

Now 

About Seattle 

Needle 

See the A__b_ .o_u_! 
Seattle page online 
for AAG Newsletter 
adicles on Seattle 
and the Pacific 
Northwest. AIse see 
the Map of Seattle for 
the locations of the 
meeting venues, 

hotels, and other 
points of interest. 

About the Meeting 
Join fellow 
geographers, GIS 
specialists, and 
environmental 
scientists for the 
Annual Meeting of 
the Association of 
American 
Geographers in 
Seattle for the very 
latest in research 
and applications in 
geography, 
sustainability, and 

GlScience..R_#.a__.d_ 
more... 

View the Program 
The seamhable 
program includes an 
agenda of sessions, 
plenary speakers, 
and specialty group 
meetings. You can 
browse the program 
by presenter, 
keyword, title, or 
specialty group= You 
can also view 
sessions by day 
using the calendar of 



Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply These fares reflect round trip travel on April ! 1 events. 
and April !7, 20! 1 

View the program. 

From Rate From Rate 

Eugene $98 Salem $78 

Los Angeles $262 Tacoma $26 

Portland $60 Vancouver, BC $72 
**Source: Arn~[ak com. Retrieved Ma[ch !4, 2011. Ali fares are subject to change. 
Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply, lhese fares reflect round trip travel on April ! 1 

and April 17, 2011. 

We look fowvatd to seeing you in Sea~tle, 

Sincerely, 

Association of Ame[ican Geographers 

FonNard to a friend or colleague 

[ 

This email was sent to eunice,@email.unc,edu b7 meetinq@aaq.orq :: 
._U_~__d___a_t__e___r_~_Lo__fj]_e_LE_~_~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ lnstant removal with _S_’_a_Le__U___n__s_y__b__s__c_E_Lb_~’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_y.., 

Association of Arnedcan Geographers i 1710 :!.6th Street NW i Washington :: DC 20009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday: 1:06 AM 

jmaet singermm~ ~carolina.rr.com>; court ti~lton <cfulton@ci.charlotte.nc.u~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Sheila Ka~ <sheila@nchilM.oig> 

Fwd: Congratulations from AJWS! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fl~om: Rachel Profeta <rprofeta,@~aiws.org> 

Date: Fri,            at 2:39 PM 
Subject: Congratulations ~?om AJWS! 

To: Rachel Prot~ta <rprot~ajws.org> 

Dear Applicant, 

Congratulations! You have been selected as a finalist for A~V,!VS World Partners Fellowship. We are excited to invite you to a group interview, which will be the final step in the selection 
process. We will offer t*velve fellowships in the *veeks following the group intervie*v. 

The group iuterview ~vill take place ou April 10t~ at the AJW S office in Ne~v York. Please RSVP to rue (r0rofeta~aiws. or~) as soon as possible to confirm your status as a finalist. 

It is your responsibili~ to attend the group intelwie~v and you must make your own arrangements for travel and accommodation. If you are overseas and are unable to attend, please contact 
me as soon as possible. 

We understand that it can be difficult to be interviewed together with those against whom you are competing for a small number of felk~wships. You’ve been selected based on your 
particular skills and personality, which contribute to the diversiD" of the candidate pooh This diversity is impormm to us and we look forward to getting to know more about you as an 
individual during the final stage of selection 

On April 10~: Light breakfast ~vill be served at 9:30 am and the interview will begin promptly at 10:00 am You can expect a combination of group activities, individual intel~iews and 

presemations to a group Please bring paper and a writing utensil. There will be a break for lunch and beverages will be provided throughout the day The interview will finish no later than 
6:00 pm 

To prepare: One component of the interview- ~vill be a private presentation to a panel of Selection Cotlm~ittee members. Please prepare a 3-minute presentation addressing the following 
question: What does global ci~zenship mean to yo~ and how does it relate to ),,our candidacyfbr World Partnem Fellowshil)? We encourage you to use a creative method, but please 
note that you will not have access to a coraputer during your presentation. 

Directions: ’]7he AJWS office is located at 45 West 36th Street (between 5th and 6th Avenues), 11th floor. The nearest subway is 34th StreeVHerald Square (B, D, F, V, Q, N, R, W). We are also 

a short walk from the 6 train at 33rd Street, froru Penn Station and from Grand Central. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. We look forward to seeing you soon. 

Warmly, 

Rachel Profeta 

t 212.792.2918 f 212,792,2855 vwwv.aiws,or.cl i facebook i twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edn> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’Black skins, French voices : Caribbea~ ethnicity and activism in urba~ Fra~ce’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4557323 

Title: Black skins, French voices : Caribbean ethnicit)- and activism in urban France 

Author: Beriss, David. 

Published: Westview 

Publisher Location: Boulder, Colo. 

Published: c2004. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Antilleans --France -- Ethnic identi~ 
Antilleans -- Political activity -- France 
Racism -- France 
France -- b;thnic relations 
France -- Politics and government. 

Item Description: 

xx, 156 p : ill, maps ; 23 cm. 

0813342546 (pbk.) 

0813342554 (hbk) 

56660963 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. [139]-148) and index. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

I)C34.5 A46 B47 2004(])avis Library)Available 

Stone (;enter IAbrap)~ (1 copy available) 

I)C34.5 A46 B47 2004 c. 2(Stone Center IAbraw)Available 

...... Mail generated at Mar 19.2011 11:31 : 15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

support@ebrary.com 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 12:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Welcome to ebra~’! 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

Thank you for activating your ebrary account We are dedicated to providing you with quality titles from top publishers, plus the convenience of acquiring just the content you want, when 
you want it. 

This email contains your ebra~z username, as well as information on getting started using your ebraW bookshelf and other ebrary features. Please save this email for your records. 

Getting Started: 
AnOver,Aewofebrals’canbefoundinourHelpsystem, located athttp://site.ebrargcom/lib/uncch/helpaction?topic overview&language en 

Since you’ve already created an account, just sign in and make stare you have ebrary Reader(TM) downloaded to give you the full power of document search and navigation. 

Bookshelf Information: 
To access your bookshelt; sign in using your usemame and password, and click on the Bookshelf tab. 

Privacy Policy: ebra~z will not sell or exchange your personal information. Review- our privacy policy at http://siteebrarvcom/lib/uncch/helpaction?topic privacy policy&language en 

Sincerely, 
ebraW customer service 

ACCOUNT ACTIVATED 

Name: 
Yuur username is: 

’Po send a questiun to customer service, please email support@ebra~ cum, or Jill out uur HelpDesk cuntact R~rm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sew-all <sewall@ema£unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 1:29 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.uuc.edu> 

[a~ t~cul~] Workshop iu Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture 

introduction to Malawi: A Workshop hi Claichewa Language and Malawi Culture. 

$~qien: Thursdays - April 7, April 14, April 21 and April 28 from 5:30 pm -7:00 p~n. 

$~qiere: Room 0003/0004 - Michael Hooker Research Center, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health (Directions) 

This tbur-part workshop will lbcus on introducto~ Chichewa greefing~ medical inter~dew vocabulaw, mad linguistic cultural seusitivity in health ~rvices tbr UNC 

students, statt’and thculty who plan to work in Malawi. Each session ~,iil last 1.5 hours and will provide elementary language and cultural training, a~s well as brief 

presentations on the history, geography, politics and economy of Ma]awi. Participants will be provided with readings and language materials. Dinner Mill "also be 

provided. Attendance at a minimum of 3 sessions is required. 

Space is limited, so please register by emailing m’alawi~uneedu Call 919-843-8426 if you have any questions. 

This workshop is sponsored by the UNC Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases (http://globalhealth.unc.edu/) and the UNC African Studies Department 

(http:iA¥~.unc.edu/depts/afriafamiafrican studie~; ) 

Stacey Sewal l 

AssistarR~ Di i~ >stor 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Cente 

UNC-Chapel Hi] ] 

(919) 962-1522 (~hon~’) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewail @email .unc ~ edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Haslarn <phaslam@uottawa.ca> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 4:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

chapter summa~~ 

Hi Eunice, 

Know ,~ou’re busy...Just wondering if you have had a chance to work on the chapter summm)~ for your chapter in I~tro to Internatio~al Developmeni. The editors 

are insilsting I mm in the summaries on MoMay so if you are unable to work on it, please let me l~low, so I can write the summa~)~ myself. 

150-200 words would be fine. 

Thank~ Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 
Saturday,               5:32 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

new poster 
flyer-african-social-movements2.j pg; ATT00001.c 

Eunice, 

Attached is a new poster. Let me know what you think, also, is it 
correct to put Pambazuka News 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachmen 

ts: 

Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

3/19/2011 11:05:18 PM 

Escobar, Arturo [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=REClPIENTS 

CN=Aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 

Undeliverable: and Dr. Firoze Manji, etc 

and Dr. Firoze Manji, etc 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent:    3/19/2011 11:05:17 PM 

and Dr. Firoze Manji, etc 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

~ne e-ma~ aooress you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 

message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

Gep,,e,,,’atk~g se~ve.,,-’: ad,u,,’~c,edu 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 7:05 PM 

Escobar, Arturo </O~JNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN Aescobar> 

and Dr. Firoze Manji, etc 

Dear Comrade, 

Greetings. 

I write to kindly invite you and      to events surrounding comrade Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC~ Firoze Manji is a Kenyan social activist and scholar currently based in London, 
the founder of Pambazuka News and Fahamu publishing. He and     (now with Pambazuka News) would be delighted if you met with them for coffee or lunch during their 
visit to UNC the week of the March 28-April 2. Kindly let me know if you time to meet with them on either Tuesday (March 29), Thursday (March 30) or Friday (April 1). 

At any rate, it would be great if you and joined us at: 

l) A public lecture by Firoze Manji "Media and Social Struggles in Africa", GEC, 3024- 6.30pm-8.30pm, a light dinner will be served. 

2) Round table on African social movements (See attached poster): April :~ - Kindly encourage your students to attend and circulate the poster to folks who might be interested. 

Tn solidarity, 

Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 9:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Poster for our rouMtable 

Looks great! 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, March 19, 2011 7:15 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Poster for our roundtable 

Dear Georges, 

Kindly see the attached poster pertaining it our social movements’ forum. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Mamh 20, 2011 7:43 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserc.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] April 1 - forum on African Social Movements 

flyer-afdcan-social-movements2-3.jpg 

Dear All, 

Please join our colleagues Professors Selassie, Nzongola and others such as Dr. Firoze Hanji (Editor-in-Chief, Pambazuka News) at a forum on African social movements in a 
globalizing context. For more details, kindly see the attached poster. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p://~ists.unc.edu/u?ld=3236~6~8~e~a91a5~3231954~e156ada77~a~98d&n=T&~=afriafam&~=2~6644 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28876644-32361608.e87a91aSg32319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jfjordan@igc.org> 

Sunday, March 20, 2011 11:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@igc.org> 

Re: Meeting Dr. Firoze MoNi, Editor-h-Chief, Pambazuka News 

Just getting back from NCB S Eunice -- I will check in with you tomon-ow -- this sounds exciting! 
On Mar 20,2011, at g:07 Pb~. SaNe, Eunine N wrote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Greetings. Kindly ignore the email I sent a couple of days ago. I completed the paper work at the Stone Center and all is welh 

I write to kindly see if you’ve time to have a coff’ee with Dr Manji, Editor-in-Chiel; Pambazuka News and founder of Fahamu publishing during his visit to UNC during the week of March 
27 I think it would be excellent if the two of you met. Kindly let me know. [n addition, please join us at the forum on African social movements on April 1 - see attached poster 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 
q’Iyer-african-social-m ovements2-3.~pg> 



Gaps January, July, 6-3sep, 23Sep I Oct, December 12- 30 

Environmental 

DECEMBER 

Other 

Environmental: Months Total=2 

1. Earth Life March on Global Day of Action 4 December 

http://www.earthlife.org.za/?p=1317 

2.Earth Life Africa Members arrested at IRP Picket 2 December 2010 

Student: Months Total=0 

Crime: Months Total=4 

1,ANC women picket outside Sugarcane serial killer trial 9 December 

http://www.eyewitnessnews.co.za/articleprog.aspx?id=54675 

2. Protesters converge at child porn trial 7 December 

htt p ://www. iol. co, za/n ews/crim e-co u rts/p rotesters-co nve rge-at-child-po rn-trial- 1.999123 

3. FF protest at Trial of Farm murder 6 December 

http://www,iol.co.za/news/crime-courts/racism-behind-farm-m urder-1,981817 

4. Pagad Protest against drug merchants Seawinds near Muizenberg 4 December 

http://www~i~~’c~~za/news/south-africa/western-cape/pagad-urges-drug-dea~ers-to-stop-1~981724 

Racism Xenophobia : Months Total=0 

Service Delivery : Months Total=l 

1. Makhaza residents protest toilets 7 December 

http://www.eyewitnessnews.co.za/articleprog.aspx?id=54499 

Strikes & worker related: Months Total=5 

1, Mineworkers march to Anglo American 11 December 

2.Joburg metrobus strike ends 8 December 

3. BHP Billiton workers strike 8 December 

4. Mineworkers march at Crocodile mine (Barplats) Brits 8 December 

5.NUM march on Kopane bricks 3 December 

NOVEMBER 

Other: Months Total=5 



1.TAC & others protest outside Chinese Embassy 30 November 2010 

2. Pretoria Taxi drivers protest 16 November 

http://www.mg.co.za/article/2010-11-16-slow-start-to-pretoria-taxi-protest 

3. FF+ councilor dumps refuse outside municipal offices Mangaung, 15 November 

5. Hang Burg Residents march in Cape Town 15 November 2010 

6. Azapo march on Gauteng Premier 3 November 

http://www.i~~.c~.za/news/s~uth-africa/gauteng/azap~-demands-acti~n.fr~m-m~k~nyane-1.7~8398 

Environmental: Months Total=3 

1.Animal activists protest Johannesburg 25 November 

2. SDCEA protest against Health regulators Durban 12 November 

3. Anti-Whaling Day Protest Cape Town 5 November 

Student: Months Total=l 

1. Mthambalale Primary School students protest over cancelled sport event 

http://http//www.i~~.c~.za/news/crime-c~urts/grade.~nes-am~ng.st~ne.thr~wing.pupi~s- 

1.746498 

Crime: Months Total=2 

1.ANC womens league protest at trial of rapist in KwaMashu 23 November 

http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1G 1-242752074.html 

2. Community assaults suspected rapist Khayelitsha 8 November 

htt p ://www. iol. co. za/n ews/cri m e-co u rts/i-wa nt-to-cut-off-h is-ge n ita ls- 1.731148 

Racism Xenophobia: Months Total=:1 

1.COSATU Protest against bail for racist farmers Ottosdal 23 November 

Service Delivery: Months Total=ll 

1.Boksburg protesters block roads 30 November 

http://www.i~~.c~.za/news/crime-c~urts/b~ksburg-inf~rma~-sett~ement-unrest-1.89138~ 

2. DA in Mokopane service delivery protest 25 November 

http://www.thenewage.co.za/4195-1013-53-DA in Mokopane_service_delivery_protest 

3. Eerste River protest over allocation of housing 18 November 

http://www.i~~~c~~za/news/s~uth.africa/western.cape/~~ca~s-resist-~utsiders-1.875149 

4. Kenton On Sea protest over new councillar 16 November 

5. Kaya Sands(Joburg) march over Service delivery 12 November 2010 

http://www.newstime~c~~za/S~uthAfrica/Service-De~ivery-Pr~test-~n-Kya-sands/14849/ 

6. PE protests 11 November 

http://www.weekendpost.co.za/article.aspx?id=626014 



7. Duncan Village(East London) residents protest 11 November 

http://www~times~ive’c~~za/~oca~/artic~e757~99~ece/Service-de~ivery-protest-hits-East-L~nd~n 

9. Kleinskool (PE) 1 November 

10. Khayelitsha on going protests 

11. Alex Residents protest 

htt p ://www. iol. co. za/n ews/cri m e-co u rts/alex-calm -afte r-p forest- 1.832231 

Strikes: Months Total=19 

1.MetroRail Train strike Cape Town 

2. Strike at Early Bird Chickens 24 November - 

3. Early Bid Chickens at Olifantsfontein 24 November- 

4. Saccawu I day strikes in retail sector 26 November 

5. Gold Fields strike 13 November 

6. Cosatu March on Kopane bricks 25 November 

7. Solidarity with the Mine-Line Occupation rally 16 November 

8. March to ban labour brokers Vereeniging 12 November 2010 

9. Numsa march in Richards Bay Billiton Aluminium workers 5 November 

10. March to ban labour brokers Gauteng 5 November 

11.Pick ’n Pay striking workers intensify strike action 

12.More workers join Syntell strike at huge cost to municipalities 

13.Communication Workers Union sitin at post office 2 November 

14. March to ban labour brokers Vereeniging 12 November 2010 

15. Numsa march in Richards Bay Billiton Aluminium workers 5 November 

16. March to ban labour brokers Gauteng 5 November 

17. COSATU NW launches 16 Days of activism campaign in the farming community 25 November 

http://www.i~~.c~.Za/news/p~~itics/ff-c~unci~~~r-~eader-ta~k-trash-in-fstate-1.810447 

18. Cosatu March on Kopane bricks 25 November 

19. Solidarity with the Mine-Line Occupation rally 16 November 

SACCAWU Pick ’n Pay Strike update - All pick ’n Pay striking workers in Klerksdorp arrested! 



Num to mobilise against retrenchment at Gold Fields and Exarro Resources 

OCTOBER 

Other: Months Total=8 

1.Cape Town Right to Know march 27 October 

http://www.mg.co.za/m ultimedia/2010-lO-26-right2know-sees-red 

2.Right to know march in Durban 27 October 

http://www’io~~co~za/news/south-africa/kwazu~u-nata~/2~~-march-against-information-bi~~-1~689323 

3. COSATU/SAMWU protest action against corruption in municipalities Klerksdorp 22 October 2010 

4. Hangberg residents protest at Western Cape High Court against evictions 18 October 2010 

5.Informal settlers protest outside Cape High Court 8 October 2010 

6 Right2Know march Joburg, 19 October 

7.Ndumo reserve Land Invasion Sep - October 

8.Opposition marches on Parliament over secrecy bill 12 October 

http://www.businessday.co.za/articles/Content.aspx?id=123568 

Enviromental: Months Total=l 

1.Jubilee lanra protest against Anglo Platinum 26 October 2010 

Student: Months Total=2 

1.Police fired rubber bullets at protesting students Lowveld College of Agriculture 

Nelspruit 12 October 2010 

http://www.i~~~c~.za/news/s~uth.africa/mpumalanga/c~ps-fire.rubber.bu~~ets.at-students.1.68~96~ 

UCT students’ march 7 October 2009 

Crime 

Racism Xenophobia: Months Total=2 

1.COSATU NW protest protest at trial of against racist farmers Ottossdal 26 October 2010 

2.Sakhile/Standerton xenophobic violence September- October 2010 

Service Delivery: Months Total=9 

1.Khayelitsha ongoing protests 

2.Nyanga 25 October 2010 

3.Philippi residents barricading roads & burning tyres 21 -22 october 



4.Municipal manager assaulted by crowd Kuruman 21 October 

5.Residents, police stand-off in Tembisa 14 October 2010 

http://www~io~~co’za/ne~s/s~uth-africa/gauteng/residents-po~ice-stand-off-in-tembisa-1~68~932 

6. Madelakufa residents protest for houses Ekhuruleni 13 October 

http://www~io~-co~za/news/south-africa/gauteng/angry-residents-want-houses-1~68~851 

7.Newcastle ratepayers to protest 7 October 

8.Germiston’s Buh[e Park 5 October 

9.Residents protest outside Ekhuruleni Metro Council office 

Strikes : Months Total=15 

1. Syntell (traffic management services) workers strike 31 October 

2. COSATU NW marches to Mineral Resources department 29 October 2010 

3. NEHAWU strike at National Regulator 28 October 2010 

4. Mine Line/TAP factory occupation Krugersdorp 20 October 

5. 4000 miners to down tools over death 13 October 

6. Pick n Pay Strike 

7. Supply Chain Services/RTT Group Workers Strike 8 October 

8.Cosatu members break up meeting on Labor brokering 7 October 

9. Cosatu protests labour brokers countrywide 7 October 

10. Cosatu protest against labour brokering PE 7 October 

11. Unions protest labour brokering, threaten strikes Joburg other 6-7 October 

12. Metro police sit in to protest against Ngcobo’s reinstatement Joburg 6 October 

13. Dbn factory workers protest labour brokering 6 October 

14.March by Licensing dept workers 

15.Four week long strike spreads like wildfire at Mototolo Mine 

Strike looms at Lonmin as talks collapse 

Strike at South Deep halted for now 

COSATU calls for boycott of Pick n Pay in solidarity with SACCAWU strikers 

NUM serves strike notice to JIC Mining services 

SEPTEMBER 

note search for 23 sept 3oct 



Other: Months Total=5 

1.Khayelitsha Organisations to Stage Picket for Improved Access to Justice and Safety 23 September 

2010 

2. DA -ID March against info bill 18 September 

3. Pretoria taxi drivers protest 15 September 2010 

4. Taxi operators protest in Dunkeld W/joburg 15 September 2010 

5. MASS RALLY OF THE UNEMPLOYED IN DURBAN TO DEMAND DECENT WORK AND A GUARANTEED 

INCOME FOR ALL 1 September 2010 

Environmental 

Student: Months Total=4 

1.Students vow to continue with protests Bloemfontein 21 September 2010 

http://www.publiceyenews.com/2010/O9/21/students-vow-to-continue-with-protests/ 

2. Secondary school Students protest Qumbu E Cape 18 September 

http://b~~gs.dispatch.c~.za/dispatchn~w/2~1~/~9/21/18.pupi~s-arrested-after-pr~test/ 

3. Limkokwing Varsity Students 15 September 

http://www.publiceyenews.com/2OlO/O9/20/limkokwing-protest/ 

Mthatha matric protest turns violent 13 September 

4 UKZN 14- 16 September 

Crime: Months Total=l 

1. ACDP protest at trail of murderer 

http://bush radionews.blogspot.com/2010/09/acdp-says-it-will-protest-until-justice.html 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery: Months Total=3 

1.Hangberg (Hout bay) 22 September 

http://www.eyewitnessnews.co.za/articleprog.aspx?id=49093 

Metro cops injured in Hout Bay violence 

http://www,mg.co.za/article/2010-O9-21-metro-cops-injured-in-hout-bay-violence 

2.Shack dwellers threaten to go on strike for a week 16 September 2010 

http://www~internafrica~org/2~1~/~9/shack-dwe~~ers-threaten-t~-g~-on-strike~htm~ 

Strikes: Months Total=11 APROX 

1. Construction workers block roads in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage 23 September 2010 

2.COSATU North West marches to OMV Crushers 22 September 

3.NUMSA MEMBERS TO MARCH IN PORT ELIZABETH FOR A LIVING WAGE & SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS! 

20 September 



4. Rea Vaya stations Joburg 20 September 2010 

http://allafrica.com/stories/201009201103.html 

5.Windmeul Eggs 14 September 2010 

6. 4500 miners down tools at DRD Gold’s Blyvoor mine outside Carletonville 14 September 

7.Tools are still down at Northam Platinum 14 September 2010 

8. Public Sector Strike 

9. NUMSA MEMBERS TO MARCH IN DURBAN FOR A LIVING WAGE & SUSTAINABLE 

LIVE LI HOODS !3Septem ber 

10.Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton’s Richards Bay Minerals in 7th day 2sept 

11.Motor industry strike starts 1 September 2010 

Union ends motor industry strike 16 September 

AUGUST 

Other: Months Total=2 

1.AfriForum launches stay away action against "Tshwane" Show 

http://www.afriforum.co.za/english/?p=6073 

2.Abahlali baseMjondolo Women’s League to March (Durban) on 27 August 2010 

Environmental 

Student: Months Total=3 

1.DUT suspends academic activity because of protests 17 August 

http://www.mg.co.za/article/2010-08-18-dut-suspends-academic-activity 

2,WITS STUDENTS STAGE A SIT-IN AND A HUNGER STRIKE AT THE VICE-CHANCELLOR’S OFFICE 

3.UWC students 2_3 August 

Crime 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery: Months Total=5 

1.SAMWU and community of Musina to protest corruption 26th August 2010 

2.11 nabbed as protest turns violent in N West Ntsweletsoku Zeerust 14 August 2010 

3. March by cc section Khayelitsha residents 15 August 

4. Thabo Mbeki settlement between Crossroads and Khayeiitsha 13 August 

http://gallery.ioi.cooza/v/ioinews/Khayeiitsha+service+protest +16-08-2010/ 



5. Housing protest Tafelsig.CPT 

Strikes: Months Total =9 

1.Tire & rubber sector workers 30 August 

2.WORKERS TO DOWN TOOLS IN TR¥E AND RUBBER SECTORS! 

3.Automobile strike marches: E Cape PE 17 August, Natal Durban 17 August, Gauteng: Pretoria 18 

August 

Numsa 30 August 2010 

4. water sector worker protests 30 August 

3. Numsa march in Santon Joburg 28 August 

6. BHP Richards Bay 27 August 2010 

4. water sector worker protests 30 August 

5.Hennie Fouche Boerdery 23 August 

7. Exarro Sands 22 August 2010 

8. NEHAWU MEMBERS ON STRIKE ATTHE FREE STATE PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURE 5 August 

9. Strike at Wonder Stone Company, Ottosdal 3 August 

Strikes continue at Richards Bay Minerals and Exarro Sands 

NUM to meet Impala Platinum over wages 7 August 2010 

http://www.mg.co.za/article/2010-08-06-num-to-meet-im pala-platinum-over-wages 

JULY 

Other Months Total=3 

1. Cosatu protests against food & electricity prices Free State, Northern Cape and Mmpumalanga 

14 July 2010 

Kwamashu community lashes out at speedsters 25 July http://www,iol.co.za/news/south- 

africa/kwamashu-com m unityqashes-out-at-speedsters-l.670844 

2. Durban fan park protest 2-3 July 

3. AntiXeno rally Durban 3 July 

Enviromental 

Student 



Crime 

Racism Xenophobia : Months Total=2 

Mbekweni, Paarl East, Wellington and Nyanga W/Cape Xenophobia 11 July 

Denoon Xenophobic violence 2 July 

Service Delivery Months Total=l 

:1. Tlakgameng N/West 12 July 

http://wWw.i~~.c~.za/neWs/s~uth.africa/classr~~ms.set.a~ight.in-n.west.pr~test.1.489632 

Strikes Months Total=2 

1.Public servants start Joburg march 28 July 

2. Northam Platinum :1 day strike over death of miner 29 July 

Solidarity rejects Eskom’s offer 1 July 

http://www.mg.co.za/article/2OlO-O6-30-solidarity-rejects-eskoms-offer 

Numsa rejects Eskom wage offer 

Public servants plan to go on strike Sapa 1 July 2010 

JUNE 

Other: Months Total= 7 

1.APF Johannesburg Region march on Friday 2Sth June to highlight the housing crisis in poor 

communities 

2.SAMWU in the Free State will March until shoes are worn out! Over grave concerns of corruption 

3oAnt I fifa protest Durban 16 June http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,3626 

4.APF Ant Fifa protest Soweto 11 June http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,3626 

5. Ext 9 residents protest hall opening 4 June 2010 

6. Train services suspended after commuters set fire to carriages Randfontein, west of Johannesburg 4 

June 2010 

7. Sadtu march against corruption Bisho E/cape 3 June 

Enviromental 



Student 

Crime 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery :Months Total =7 

1.Mossel Bay land invasion 29-30 June 

Talks underway in Mossel Bay after housing protest 

http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,3655 

2. Ikgomotseng (Free State) service delivery protests May -June 2010 

3. Protesters burn down multipurpose centre in Tarlton 4 June 2010 

4. Braklaagte- Zeerust 1-3 June 

S. Majemantsho village - Mafekeng 1-3 June 

6. Tlaakgameng - Vryburg 1 June 

7. Khayelitsha 

Strikes: Months Total =4 

1.Protests at OR Tambo Airport 30 June 2010 

Eskom strike to go ahead 29 june 2010 

2.Autumn Slate Quarry strike in 4th week 2 July 

3.Massdiscounters workers strike against retrenchments 1 June 

4.WC Stewards protest low pay Durban http://soccernet.espn.go.com/world- 

cup/st~ry/-/id/5282826/ce/us/ri~t.p~~ice.c~ash-pr~testers.durban.s~uth.africa.germany.austra~ia. 

match&cc=3888?ver=global 

MAY 

Other: Months Total = 2 

1.Squatters protest outside (2PT (~ivic (~entre 24 May 2010 

2.Fishermen to defy Sutcliffe ban 

http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/defaultoasp?3,28,11,3622 

Enviromental: Months Total = 2 

1.Farmers protest against GM maize 23 IVlay 

2.South (2oast anti-toll road protests Beach march against toll road Pennington 2 May 



Student: Months Total =2 

1. Brettonwood High School pupils protest (Durban) :10 May 

2. Walter Sisulu University in Butterworth protest at graduation 5 May 

Crime: Months Total --2 

1.347 towns protest against crime 19 IVlay 

2. Meyerton march on police station for release of vigilantes 12 May 

Racism Xenophobia Months Total --~. 

Olievenhoutbosch Guteng Xenophobic violence 17 May 

Service Delivery Months Total-- :~0 

:lKhayelitsha toilet protests: 

2.1Vlakhaza residents protest over toilets Khayelitsha Capt 3:1 IVlay 2010 

3.Etwatwa E of Joburg 25 May 

4. Ramaphosa informal settlement East Rand 24 IV]ay 2010 

5. Olievenhoutbosch 17 may 2010 

6. Leandra IVIpumalanga 15-21 May 

7. Doornkop in Dobsonville Soweto, :11 May 20:10 

8. KwaDwesi, Port Elizabeth 13 IVlay 

9. Delft Cape Town 9 May 

10. Soutpan and Ikgomotseng OFS 

Wentworth on the warpath 

Strikes: Months Total-- 6 

4. Transnet Strike 

2. Dis-them strike 27 May 2010 

3. De Beers workers go on strike 28 May 

1.Southern Cross in Bloemfontein 17 May 20:10 

5. Samcor 7 May 

6. Protest march by IVlangaung municipal workers 4 May 

APRIL 

Other: Months Total --4 



1. BLADE NZIMANDE TO LEAD A MARCH AGAINST CORRUPTION Durban 30 april 

2. LGBT PROTEST AGAINST U.S. & UGANDA Pretoria 23 April 

3.Taxi drivers protest lost World Cup business Pretoria 21 April 

4.Creative Workers to march to Fifa LOC 7 April 2010 

Enviromental 

Student Months Total = 5 

1.Mafikeng Hotel School 24 April 2010 

2.Malmesbury school after its pupils set fire to classrooms 14 April looting Somali owned shops 

3.Student protests continue UKZN 

http://www.hesa.org.za/hesa/index.php/news/dhen 

4. Mandela Metropolitan University students march 13 April 

5.UKZN Edgewood Campus 8 April 2010 

Crime 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery Months Total = 10 

1. Sundumbili Tugela area 23 April 201 

2. Boitumelo ward 27 residents march Emfuleni 20 & 29 april 

3. Leandra, Mpumalanga 28 April 2010 

4. K[apmuts Stettenbosch Municipality 27 April 2010 

5. March to mayor’s office Tshwane Pretoria 15 April 2010 

6. Eden Park E/rand 15 April 2010 

7. Nquthu North KZN 14 April 2010 

8.Residents of Schubart Kruger Park and Olievenhoutbosch to march on Tshwane Municipal Offices 14 

April 2010 

9. Reddersburg residents march on (Kopanong Free State) 8 April 

10. Siyazenzela Mpumalunga 4-6 April 

Government reaches deal on rate boycotts Comments 

Strikes Months Total = 7 

1. Municipal workers march in Bloemfontein 16 April 2010 

2.Samwu march in Durban 15 April 2010 

3. Municipal Workers march in Klerksdorp and Rustenburg 15 April 



4. Aurora Orkney workers down tools 14 April 2010 

5.Samwu march Joburg 14 April 

http://www.mg~c~.za/artic~e/2~1~-~4-15-if~they-d~nt~pay-us-we-wi~~-keep~striking 

6. Bearingman at Denver facility, Johannesburg 14 April 

7.Municipal Worker strike 12 April 2010 

Cops fire rubber bullets at protesting mine workers Aurora Grootvlei mine 

http://www.mg.c~.za/artic~e/2~1~.~4.~8-c~ps-fire-rubber.bu~~ets.at-pr~testing-mine-w~rkers 

Strike ends at Lafarge 3may 

MARCH 

Other Months Total =12 

1. Abahlali march in Durban 22 march 

2. AfriForum Youth march against farm murders Joburg 21 March 

3. Linbro Park residents block street in protest over noisy trucks N Joburg 19 

4.Railway flats tenants protest against Transnet New Brighton PE 19 March 

5. Clermont Durban Cope supporters attaked by ANC 17- 18 March 

6.Sea Point Public Toilet protest 

7. Clermont Durban Cope supporters attaked by ANC 17- 18 March 

9. United Taxi Association Forum strike against BRT system Soweto 12 March 

10. PE taxi operators 8 March 

11. March to the Madibeng municipal offices in Brits 9 march 

11.Residents dumping their uncollected rubbish outside the municipal hall Parys Free state 8 march 

12. Demarcation Protests Joburg 4 march 

13. Protest outside the Teazers strip club in Boksburg on 2 march 

Enviromental 

Student Months Total = 7 

1. Lenasia High school students 12 March 

2. Student protest against poor facilities at University of Venda 11 march 

3. Tshwane college dosed after protest Pretoria 11 march 

4. UKZN Howard College campus 9 March 

S. University of Johannesburg students 4 march 



6. DUT Protests 4 march - 

7.Walter Sisulu University (WSU) 3 March 

Crime Months Total =2 

1.Jub Jub protest 19 March 

Jub Jub protest 17 March 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery Months Total = 36+ 

1. Jika Joe residents battle cops over disconnections Durban 25 March 

2. Leandra Mpumalanga 17 March 

3. Alex 20 March 

4. Oogies Mpumalanga 18 March 

5. Leandra Mpumalanga 17 March 

6. Poortjie west of Johannesburg, 16 march 

7. Ennerdale 16 march 

8.Rabie Ridge near Tembisa 15 March 2010 

9. Chochocho Mpumalanga residents hold councillors hostage :14 March 

10. Phomolong and Rabie Ridge 14 March 

11. Finetown, near the Grasmere 11 March 

12. Reiger Park and Daveyton on the East Rand 11 March 

13. Ennerdale (Johannesburg South) 11 march 

14.Zweletemba Worcester 11 March 

15. Dobsonville in Soweto 10 March 

http://www.mg.co.za/article/201 O-03-11-anc-urges-calm-after-gauteng-servicedelivery-protests 

16. Phumlani Buffalo City Municipality 10 March 

17. Oukasie informal settlement in nearby North West 9 March 

18.Bronkhorstspruit 8 March 

19.-Mamelodi in Pretoria. 8-9 March 

20.Soshanguve 8 March 

21.0ukasi, Brits 3 March 

22.Meyerton, south of Joburg 2-4 March 



23. Oukasi, Brits 2 March 

24.Etwatwa, Ekurhuleni 2 March 

25.Orange Farm 1-3 March (Xenophobia) 

26.Boipatong, 2 March 

27.Sharpeville 1 -3 March 

28.Tembelihle Lenasia 1 March 

29.Maboloka Township outside Brits :1 March 

30.Mamelodi 23 March 

http://www.mg.co.za/article/20:10-O3-23-mamelodi-tense-over-service-delivery 

3:1.Hammanskraal, 

32.Tshwene’s Farm, 

33.Hebron, 

34. Protea Glen in Soweto, 

35.Ramaphosa informal -settlement, Atteridgeville 

36.Ivory Park, Rabie Ridge, Kanana, Phomolong, Poortjie and Ennerdale 

Strikes: Months Total =10 

:1. Mineworkers down tools at Gold One Modder East Operations in Springs 23 March 

5. COSATU NORTH WEST LABOUR BROKERS PROTEST ACTION :19 March 20:10 at Mafikeng 

3. Mafikeng traffic cops protest :19 March 

6. Strike action at Gold One :16 March 20:10 

4. Vergenoeg Mine :15 March 20:10 

7. Metro bus drivers and mechanics Twane Pretoria :10 March 

8. Pikitup (refuse removal) workers strike Joburg 7 march 

9. Traffic cop protest PE 3 march 

:10. Telkom Workers early March 

:1:1. Driving school owners protest Durban :15 March 

FEBRUARY 

Other: Months Total =9 

:1.Joburg taxi slow-down 24 February 



3. Informal traders take to the streets of Cape Town 22 February 

4. Angry parents protest as school staffers investigated for fraud Durban 22 February 

5. protests against mining company BHP Billiton Ogies, Mpumalanga 18 February 

6. Protest outside Eskom offices westville Durban 16 february 

7. Unemployed picket hours before Zuma speech Cape Town 11 February 2010 

8. Protest Qwelane’s appointment as ambassador to Uganda 12 February 

9. traders protested over the eThekwini municipality’s new rental policy 

10. Verulam Market Durban early February 

Environmental: Months Total =3 

1. protest against nuke power station Hermanus 

2. Picket against Anglo Platinum Pretoria High Court 15 Feb 2010 

3 Ex Necsa & EarthLife africa protest at Necsa offices 

Student: Months Total = 5 

1. Tshwane University of Technology’s Soshanguve Campus 5 February 

2. UKZN 

3. Mangosuthu University of Technology 3-4 February 

4. Tshwane South College late Jan early Feb 

5 DUT Late February early March 

Crime: Month Total 

2. UCT takes to the streets to protest murders 24 February 

Racism Xenophobia: Months Total =0 

Service Delivery: Months Total = 23 

1.Oukasi, Brits 25 February 

2. Orange Farm 24 February 

3. Sharpeville 24 February 

4.Steve Tshwete Municipality (\ Mpumalanga) residents protest outside the municipal 

offices 24 February 

5. Sibongile township Dundee kzn 24 February 

6. Mohlalatsi near Apel in Limpopo 16 February 



7.Molemole outside Polokwane 18 February 

9. Shakaville, KwaDukuza KZN 17 February 2010 

8.Land invasion Scottsdene,Cape Town 16 February 2010 

9. Newcastle KZN 16 February 

10. Bethelsdorp 16 February 

11 Dundonald near Badplass Mpumalanga 13 February 

12. Brackenhurst, on the East Rand 12 February 

13. Lawley, near Lenasia 12 February 

14. Itireleng (TSHWANE) residents resisting evictions 11- 12 February 

15. Chatty, Nelson Mandela Bay 11 February 

16.MPUMALANGA 8- 12 February (Xenophobia looting) 

17. Dura Flats complex in Atlantis CPT 10 February 

18. KwaDukuza Stanger and Groutville 8 February 

19. Komatipoort 1 February 

20. Oranjeville, 

22. Khombisa informal settlement in Etwatwa 3 February 

23. SIYATHEMBA Dipaleseng BALFOUR 9 February 

http://www.mg~c~.za/artic~e/2~1~-~2-~9-vi~~ence-c~ntinues-during-ba~f~ur-pr~tests 

Strikes: Months Total = 13 

1. Samwu workers strike in MADIBEN(3 MUNICIPALITY 25th February - 12th March 

2. Tshwane (Pretoria) refuse workers 23 February 

3. Samwu marched in Germiston 23 february 

3. 2000 mineworkers march to Western Chrome mine 23 February 

4. NUM member march on Eskom Matlosana, North West 16 February 

5. NUM march against Eskom Mafikeng 15 February 

6. TEBA Limited 14 February 2010 

7. Idwala Lime 12 February 

8. Rasimone Phokeng Platinum mine outside Rustenburg 12 February 

10. Woolcombers Uitenhage 9 February 

11. Police resvists protest march Joburg 9 February 



12.Cadbury worker 8th February 

13. Nehawu protest at University of Venda 8 February 

JANUARY 

Other Months Total=l 

1. Durban Hostel residents march over rentals 30 January 

Environmental 

Student 

Crime Months total=l 

1. Protestors burn down homes suspected murders in Soshanguve (Tshwane) 29 January 2010 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery months total=l 

1. Motsoaledi (Soweto) 27-28 January 

Strikes: Months total=l 

Sun International Strike ends 27 January DECEMBER 2009 

Major Strikes in 2010 

Pick n Pay 24 September - 12 November 

Pick ’n Pay striking workers intensify strike action 

SACCAWU 4 November 2010 

The Strike by SACCAWU members employed at Pick ’n P ay is entering its seventh day today, with still 

no movement from the side of management ,except what seems to be a joint orchestrated onslaught 

onslaught by owners on shopping centreslmalls, management and SAPSlpolice. Workers started their 

strike on 29th October 2010 and despite the very successful ten marches in various parts of the country 

and the thousands of striking workers and supporters joining the protest marches to hand over a 

memorandum to management at different stores, the company continues to display extreme hostility 
and in response to our memorandum the company simply reiterated the position they held at the time 

of the collapse of conciliation. 

SACCAWU Pick ’n Pay Strike update - All pick ’n Pay striking workers in Klerksdorp arrested! 

SACCAWU 2 November 2010 

In the latest development of collusion between mall managers, Pick ’n 

Pay store managers and SAPS all the workers on the picket-line at 

Klerksdorp has been arrested, for singing and shouting slogans on the 

picket-line. This is another instance demonstrating the extent to 

which Pick ’n Pay will go to try and break the strike. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3714 



COSATU calls for boycott of Pick n Pay in solidarity with SACCAWU strikers 

Cosatu 29 October 2010 

The Congress of South African Trade Unions pledges its total support for the 27 000 workers on strike 

from today, 29 October 2010, at Pick n Pay outlets, and calls on all its members and all customers to 

boycott the company’s stores until a settlement of the strike has been reached. 

UCT WOrkers message of Solidarity to Pick ’n Pay striking workers 

UCT JOINT SHOP STEWARDS COUNCIL 
28 October 2010 

Dear Comrades, 
We send greetings and solidarity to all Pick n Pay and affiliated 

workers. We support your demands. We support your industrial action, 

especially strike action. Like you we know how the bosses force us to 

use our weapon of the strike. It is a good weapon and one of the 

strongest we as workers have. When we strike we are showing the bosses 

our strength and we, as the working class, have a lot of strength. 

SACCAWU Press Release: Pick ’n Pay workers plan of action 

SACCAWU 25 October 2010 

The ongoing Pick ’n Pay wage dispute has not been resolved yet. SACCAWU has submitted wage and 

improved working conditions proposals for 2010 to the Company during December 2009 and workers 

were due to receive their increases at the beginning of March 2010. After numerous attempts to 

resolve this dispute and almost one-year later there is still no resolution in sight, thus SACCAWU 

members at Pick ’n Pay are preparing for strike. 

In Gauteng, workers will stage a march on the 28th October 2010, while nine other marches will take 

place throughout the country on the 29th October. 

The Gauteng march will take place on the 28th of October 2010where members and supporters will 

deliver a memorandum of demands at the Chris Hani Crossing newly opened store in Vosloorus. The 

memorandum will be delivered at 13h45. 

Further protest marches planned for the 29th October 2010 as set out below: 

City/Town Operating Unit/Destination Time for handover of the memorandum 

1. Bloemfontein Bloemfontein Hypermarket 13h00 

2. Cape Town Kenilworth Store 13h00 

3. Durban Durban City Hall 13h00 

4. East London Vincent Park Store 13h00 

5. George Garden Route Mall Store 13h00 

6. Nelspruit Riverside Mall Store 13h00 

7. Polokwane Savannah Mall Store 13h00 

8. Port Elizabeth Walmer Park Store 13h00 

9. Vereeniging Bedworth Park Hypermarket 13h00 

SACCAWU expect the majority of our 27 000 members to join the industrial action 

Pick n Pay workers plan strike 
Business Report 25 October 2010 

Pick n Pay workers nationwide plan to begin a strike over wages and conditions of employment on 

Friday, a union spokesman said on Monday. 



"We will start on Friday in all regions," said SA Commercial Catering and Allied Workers’ Union deputy 

general secretary Mduduzi Mbongwe. 

The parties were meeting at the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration on Tuesday to 

finalise picketing rules, but, Mbongwe said consumers could expect picketing near all the country’s 

stores. 

The Johannesburg region would set the tone on Thursday with a march to a new store opening in 

Vosloorus. 

Some of the issues up for negotiation had been resolved, but there were still many outstanding 

matters, he said. 

Matters agreed on were that the minimum wage for category one workers be R3 000, compared with 

the R3 500 opening demand and a uniform cleaning allowance of R51.35 compared with the demand of 

RT0. 

They had brought their original demand of an across-the-board increase of R895 or 20 percent down to 

a R550 per month increase or 12 percent, whichever was greater, and this was still being negotiated. 

They were also stiLL trying to reach agreement on: whether they should get a 10 percent discount on 

basic items; an offer that workers pay R5.50 for their subsidised meaLs instead of the R5.70 Pick n Pay 

proposed; 120 guaranteed working hours per month for aLL variabLe-time employees; that the 

difference between each category be adjusted from the current R160 to R300, and that employees 

receive 100 shares in the form of a gift at five years of service and every five years thereafter. 

The union said they were prepared to refer the incentive issue to a second process. 

They also wanted cashiers applying for positions of either front line supervisors or cash office positions 

to retain their cashier two days off per month when promoted. As cashiers they usually worked six days 

a week, said Mbongwe. 

In a statement Pick n Pay said the matters of labour brokers and centralised bargaining were not part 

of its current dispute with Saccawu. 

Centralised bargaining existed with a high number of South African retailers, including themselves. 

Labour brokering was not in dispute between the union and Pick n Pay. 

Mbongwe agreed with this. 

The company said the current dispute was about wages and conditions of employment, regarding 

demands tabled by the union in December 2009. 

Pick n Pay reiterated it was also not reinstating its year-end functions, which Saccawu had claimed was 

an attempt at sweetening them. 

They were just going to have their usual in-store festive season function, the statement read. - Sapa 

YCLSA calls for Consumer Boycott of Pick and Pay Products in Solidarity with SACCAWU workers 

SACP 14 OCTOBER 2010 

The Young Communist League of South Africa (uFasimba) calls on all its members, and all members of 

COSATU Affilliates, ANC and its leagues (ANC YL, ANC WL and ANC VL) and the SACP to support the 

striking workers of Pick ’n Pay by engaging in a consumer boycott for the duration of the strike. We 



implore on all South Africans to join in on this consumer boycott as the profits they generate for Pick ’n 

Pay never trickles down to the working class and the poor. 

Numsa call on its members to support Saccawu strike at Pick Pay 

Numsa 13 October 2010 

Numsa pledges its unequivocal support to Saccawu members at Pick Pay as they prepare for a 

protracted strike action for wage increases and improved working conditions. 

Pick n Pay staff prepare to picket 

Mail & Guardian 13 October 2010 

About 27 000 Pick n Pay employees are preparing to go on a protracted strike after the company failed 

to meet their demands, their union Saccawu said on Tuesday. 

http://www, mg.co.za/article/2010-10-13- pic k- n- pay-staff- pre pare-to- picket 

Public Service August- 6 September 

SA govt, strikers brace for new wage talks 

Business Report 3 September 2010 

Bargaining sessions planned for next week 
Striking South African state workers held small-scale protests on Friday as union and government 

negotiators prepared for bargaining next week aimed at ending the three-week walkout by about 1.3 

million. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3684 

Doctors call for resolution to public sector strike 
IOL News 2 September 2010 

The Doctors’ Forum on Thursday called on the government and public service unions to end their strike. 

Worker anger sinks offer 
Mail & Guardian 3 September 2010 

The 1,3-million striking public service workers who rejected the government’s revised wage offer this 

week appear to have sent a Loud "no!" not just to the state but also to their own trade union Leaders. 

http://www, mg.co.za/articte/2010-09-03-worker-anger-sinks-offer 

Unions reject govt’s revised wage offer 
Mail & Guardian 2 September 2010 

The public-sector strike is set to continue after South Africa’s main labour federation late on 

Wednesday rejected a revised government wage offer. 

COSATU Gauteng Press Release on the Public Service workers’ marches 
Cosatu 2 September 2010 

Cosatu and its public sector affiliates wiLL be marching on 2 September 2010 to the following areas. 

Pretoria 
The workers wilt be gathering at cnr Schubart and Proes street at O9h00 and depart at 10h00 to the 

following areas: 



- SAPS Head-Office to the National Commissioner 

- Department of Finance 

- Reserve Bank 

Contact Person is Apson Makaung at 0796960034 

JHB 
The workers wilt be gathering at Newtown at 09hO0 and depart at 11 hO0 to the foLLowing areas: 

- Gauteng South High Court 

- Department of Local Government and Housing 

- Department of Finance 

Contact Person is Debbie Raphuti at 0824497457 

begin_of_the_skype_highlighting        0824497457 end of the skype_highlighting 

Ekurhuleni 

The workers will be gathering at 09hO0 at Germiston Lake and depart at 11 bOO to the offices of the 

mayor. 

For further information contact Matserane at 0835872766 

begin_of_the_skype_highlighting 0835872766 end of the skype_highlighting 

The overall coordinator contact is Dumisani Dakile, COSATU Gauteng Provincial Secretary, at 

0827271422 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3684 

NUMSA CONDEMNS APARTHEID STYLE POLICE HARASSMENT OF STRIKING WORKERS 
NUMSA I September 2010 

The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa) condemns the apartheid style brutal police 

harassment and arrest of striking motor workers in Durban and Port Elizabeth, KwaZulu-Natal. 

Unions mull govt’s increased wage offer 
Mail ~t Guardian 31 August 2010 

Striking state workers will vote on Tuesday on an increased wage offer made by the government to try 

to end a nearly three-week-old strike, the Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) said. 

Mining union to join S.African strike next week 
AFP 27 August 2010 

CAPE TOWN - South Africa’s National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) said Friday it will strike for one day 

next week if the state does not give in to wage demands of a lO-day old public sector stay-away. 

COSATU denies secret wage talks reports 

Siyabonga Ntshingila 28 August 2010 



Trade union federation Cosatu has denied talk of secret closed door talks to resolve the public servants 

strike rocking the nation. 

http://ccs, ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,3681 

Public servants hit the streets 
Mail & Guardian 26 August 2010 

Thousands of striking public servants took to the streets in mass marches countrywide on Thursday, 
vowing to continue with a disruptive strike that has pitted trade unions against the government. 

http: //www. mg.co.za/articte/2010-08-26-pub[ic-servants-hit-t he-streets 

Court blocks police from joining strike 
Mail & Guardian 26 August 2010 

An interim interdict that prohibits all members of the South African Police Service (SAPS) from 

embarking on a strike was granted by the Labour Court in the early hours of Thursday morning, a 

national police spokesperson said. 

http://www, mg.co.za/articte/2010-08-26-court-blocks-po[ice-from-joining-strike 

Cosatu calls on workers to intensify strike action 
Mail & guardian 24 August 2010 

The Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) has threatened a total shutdown of the economy 

with a secondary strike if the government fails to settle its dispute with public-service workers by next 

Thursday. 

http://www, mg. co.za/articte/2010-08-24-cosatu-calls-on-workers-to-intensify-strike-action 

SADTU SLAMS THE INTIMIDATION OF STRIKING MEMBERS 
SADTU MEDIA STATEMENT 23 AUGUST 2010 

As the strike by public service workers enters its second week, the South African Democratic Teachers’ 
Union (SADTU) has noted the increased use of vio[ence by the state machinery against our members. 

SAMWU in Gauteng will embark on solidarity action! 
SAMWU Press Statement 23 August 2010 

SAMWU in Gauteng has indicated that if the ongoing Public Sector dispute is not resolved by this 

Thursday 26th August, then SAMWU members in Gauteng wilt embark on solidarity protest action, in 

support of the Pub[ic Sector workers and their legitimate demands. 

Plan for renewed wage talks as strike intensifies 

NATASHA/V~RRIAN (Mail & Guardian) 21 August 2010 

Public-service sector unions and the government could hold renewed wage talks in the next week in an 

attempt to reso[ve the impasse which has resulted in increasing[y violent strikes across the country 

White teachers’ union joins strike 
Business Report 20 August 2010 



Teachers belonging to the predominantly white Suid-Afrikaanse Onderwysersunie (SAOU) will join the 
nationwide public servants’ strike next week, it said in a statement on Thursday. 

MEMBERS SHOT WITHOUT PROVOCATION 
POPCRU Media Statement 19th August 2010 

POPCRU condemns the improper acts of shooting by the police on a protected strike 

We have noted the uncalled for incidences of provocation and alleged usage of rubber bullets by the 

police men and women, in which our COSATU led workers are participating in a protected strike in 

terms of Labour Relations 

Act No.64 as amended at Chris Hani Hospital [Baragwanath], Soweto, and Helen Joseph around 

Auckland Park, 

METRO POLICE SHOOT AT SADTU MEMBERS WITHOUT PROVOCATION 
SADTU MEDIA STATEMENT 19 August 2010 

The South African Democratic Teachers Union (SADTU) has strongly condemned the shooting of its 

members with rubber bullets - without any provocation - by metro police during a march in the South 

of Johannesburg today. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3675 

W Cape public sector workers to shut down entire public service 

COSATU W Cape Press Statement 20 August 2010 

The following Unions attended a Press Conference at COSATU Western Cape Offices this morning and 

declared that they would shut down the entire Public Service in the W/Cape tomorrow. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3675 

Strike on as unions reject govt wage offer 
Mail ~t Guardian 18 August 2010 

Public-sector workers embarked on a full-blown, indefinite strike on Wednesday after rejecting the 

government’s latest pay offer. 

"The strike is on," South African Democratic Teachers’ Union (Sadtu) president Thobile Ntola said on 

Tuesday. 

http: !/www. mg.co.za/artic[e!2010-08-18-st rike-on-as-unions-reject-govt-wage-offer 

PUBLIC SERVANTS DOWN TOLLS INDEFINITELY STARTING ON THE 18TH OF AUGUST 2010 
Joint Media Statement 18 August 2010 

The Strike is On 
The COSATU Public Service Unions and the Independent Labour Caucus (ILC) last Friday catted a press 

conference where we pointed out that we have been patiently trying to persuade the employer to 

present a revised offer different to the one that was rejected by the workers which was 6.5% and 

housing allowance of R630.00. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3675 

SADTU Embarks on an Indefinite Strike over Wages 

SADTU Media Statement 17 August 2010 

The National Executive Committee of The South African Democratic Teachers Union (SADTU) has taken 



a unanimous decision that the Union will embark on a full scale indefinite strike over wages beginning 

with a total shut down from tomorrow (18 August 2010). The announcement was made at a special NEC 

meeting in Isando in Johannesburg today (17 August, 2010). 

COSATU GAUTENG PRESS RELEASE ON PUBLIC SECTOR STRIKE AUGUST 09 2010 
9 August 2010 

IT IS ALL SYSTEM GO FOR THE BIGGEST PUBLIC SECTOR STRIKE IN THE PROVINCE OF GAUTENG 

Cosatu and all the Public sector unions in Gauteng are ready for tomorrow’s action. The action will see 

more than 150 000 members of the Cosatu public unions and Independent unions jointly engaging on a 

massive strike to push for their demands. The action will affect all the state institutions in the Province 

including the entire worker’s in the Hospitals, CLinics, Correctional Services and the SAPS who are not 

part of the essential services. 

http: !/ccs. ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3675 

Municipal Workers 12- 21 April 

Municipal strike continues as talks falter 
Mail ~t Guardian 21 April 2010 

Hopes of an end to the municipal workers’ strike were dashed on Tuesday night, with no resolution yet 

on a pay parity deal, the South African Municipal Workers Union (Samwu) said. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3607 

Samwu marchers set sights on Durban 

Sapa 14 April 2010 

JOHANNESBURG - The SA Municipal Workers’ Union planned a 12,000-strong 

march through Durban on Thursday, with the blessing of union body 

Cosatu, as part of its push for market related salaries for employees. 

Municipal workers march in Bloemfontein 
Sapa 16 April 2010 

Several hundred members of the SA Municipal Workers’ Union (Samwu) were 

taking part in a protest march in Bloemfontein on Friday. 

Bid to end municipal workers’ strike continues 
16 April 2010 

Talks between the South African Municipal Workers’ Union (Samwu) and 

employer’s body, the South African Local Government Association (Salga), 

will resume at Gallagher Estate in Midrand today. 

’If they don’t pay us we will keep striking’ 
Mail ~t Guardian 15 April 2010 

A festive atmosphere reigned at Johannesburg’s Mary Fitzgerald Square as South African Municipal 

Workers’ Union (Samwu) members danced and ran laps of the precinct ahead of their march through 

the city centre on Thursday. 

http://www, mg.co.za/article/2010-04-15-if-they-dont-pay-us-we-will-keep-striking 

COSATU backs SAMWU strike 

Cosatu 15 April 2010 



The Congress of South African Trade Unions pledges its full support and solidarity with SAMWU’s 130 

000 municipal workers who have been on a national protected strike from 12 April 2010. 

Red Ants stoned striking members - Samwu 

Imraan Karolia (Eyewitness News) 13 April 2010 

The Samwu secretary in Ekurhuleni Koena Ramotloa on Tuesday said Red Ant 

workers stoned the union’s strikin~ members. 

Strikin~ municipal workers have been trashin~ several areas on the East 

Rand since the nationwide strike began on Monday. 

Municipal workers’ strike to continue indefinitely 

Rahima Essop (Eyewitness News) 13 April 2010 

Municipal workers’ union Samwu on Tuesday said it would be intensifyin~ 

its nationwide strike. 

Municipal strike disrupts services 

Mawande Jack .i~ckm~:,~w~a. co. za Herald 

13 April 2010 

Previous Imase of Next 
RED LITTER DAY ... Strikin8 municipal workers protest in litter-strewn 

Goven Mbeki Avenue, Port Elizabeth, yesterday. Picture: EUGENE COETZEE 

A NATIONWIDE municipal strike disrupted services in Nelson Mandela Bay 

yesterday after workers - inctudin8 traffic officers, health, security 

and disaster manasement staff - downed tools. 

Municipal workers march for more pay 
Mail & Guardian 13 April 2010 

Thousands of strikin8 South African municipal workers took to the streets on Monday, demandin8 hisher 

wases. 

Ten people were arrested in East London at the start of the South African Municipal Workers’ Union 

(Samwu) nationwide strike over pay scales. 

Atthoush many of the marches around the country were reported to have ended without incident, some 

councils reported that non-strikin8 workers were intimidated and marchers tipped rubbish bins into 

streets. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3602 

Durban braces for strike action 
Mercury Reporter & Sapa 9 April 2010 

BASIC services in cities throushout the country could be crippled on 

Monday if council employees take part in an indefinite national 

municipal workers’ strike about wase 8rievances. 

Samwu case struck off roll, says Salga 
Sapa 10 April 2010 

An application to halt a strike by the SA Municipal Workers’ Union 

(Samwu) planned for Monday was struck off the roll at the Johannesbur8 

Labour Court on Saturday, the SA Local Government Association (SALGA) said. 



STRIKE IS ON "’C THE TIME FOR BATTLE IS NOW 
SAMWU PRESS STATEMENT. 6 April 2010 

Job Evaluation and Wage Curves 
SAMWU will start its 130 000 member national strike on 12 April 2010. We have waited 7 long years to 

introduce proper salaries for all municipal workers. We first concluded an agreement with SALGA 

(South African Local Government Association) on Job Evaluation in 2003. Job Evaluation is when a job is 

graded, once this is done, all employees in the same category of municipality will be paid equally. 

http://ccs, ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,3601 

Transnet 10-27 May 

http://ccs, ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,3622 

Losses climb as strike enters third week 

By Agnieszka Flak The Mercury 24 May 2010 

Members of the biggest trade union at South African logistics group 

Transnet ended a strike on Monday, but the stoppage hitting ports and 

railways dragged on after a smaller union rejected a revised pay deal. 

COSATU 100% behind rail strikers 
COSATU 18 May 2010 

The Congress of South African Trade Unions reaffirms its total support for the strike against Transnet 

by members of SATAWU and UTATU. 

Workers deny ’sabotage’ allegations 
ARTHI SANPATH and MPUME MADLALA 13 May 2010 

Striking transport unions have repeated their denial that workers are 

behind the derailing of a fuel train near Burlington, Durban, early 

yesterday morning. 

Transnet granted interdict as strike intensifies 

Sapa 12 May 2010 

Transnet was on Tuesday granted a Labour Court interdict prohibiting its protesting workers from 

intimidating non-strikers and damaging property. 

Utatu joins Transnet strike 

Satawu press release 11th May 2010 

The General Secretary of Utatu, Chris de Vos, has just announced to large numbers of Satawu and 

Utatu striking workers gathered in Braamfontein Johannesburg, that Utatu has officially joined the 

strike. Satawu therefore expects that wherever there is still any limited movement of goods and fuel 

by Transnet, this will be totally shut down by this evening. 



13 protesters arrested for public violence 
Sapa 10 May 2010 

Thirteen people were arrested for public violence and intimidation 

during the Transnet workers’ strike in Durban on Monday, KwaZulu-Natal 

police said. 

COSATU backs SATAWU strikers 
Cosatu 11 May 2010 

The Congress of South African Trade Unions declares its100% solidarity 

with the 18000 members of our affiliate SATAWU who are on strike at 
Transnet, and pledges its full support for their just demands, including 

for a 15% wage increase. 

Transnet Strike 
Satawu press release 9 May 2010 

The strike at Transnet is set to start at 06.00 tomorrow 10th May. 

Workers employed in all South Africa’s commercial ports, the national 

rail network, the rail engineering operations, as well as the national 

pipeline will be involved. The strike does NOT include Metrorail 

workers. Metrorail is a separate company with a separate negotiating 

process. There is a dispute in that company but this is at a different 

legal stage, and there will be no strike tomorrow or any day this week 

in that company. Commuters will therefore not be affected by Transnet 

strike. 

Khayelitsha 

ANCYL admits to role in Cape protest 
Mail ~ Guardian19 November 2010 

The African National Congress Youth League (ANCYL) has openly thrown its weight behind continuing 

service delivery protests in Khayelitsha township, which turned violent when vehicles were stoned and 

a City of Cape Town bus for the physically disabled was petrol-bombed. 

While there was initial confusion about who was involved, Andile Lili, the treasurer of the ANCYL in the 
Dullah Omar region, said residents had invited the league to take part in the protests, which took to 

the streets last weekend. 

http: //ccs. ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3716 

http: //www. mg.co.za/article/2010-11-19-ancyl-admits-to-role-in-cape-protest 

Khayelitsha - anarchy disguised as service delivery protests 
ALBERT FRITZ, WesteFn Cape MinisteF of Community Safety 13 NovembeF 2010 

ALBERT FRITZ, Western Cape Minister of Community Safety: I have just returned from a visit to 

Khayelitsha earlier today. The recent spate of public violence outbreaks in the area is of great concern 

to me. The type of behaviour we have seen, like torching of vehicles, barricading of roads and total 

disregard for the law is nothing short of anarchy and I strongly condemn these actions. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3716 

Rioters stone children’s bus 
Leila Samodien (Weekend Argus) 13 November 2010 



Residents of TR Section in Khayelitsha set this truck on fire and stoned other vehicles in Mew Way, 

including a bus full of children on their way to a year-end camp in Villiersdorp. Photo: Ayanda Ndamane 

A bus carrying about 30 children and NGO workers was stoned in Khayelitsha’s TR Section as residents 

protesting against poor service delivery ran amok for the second day running. 

http: //www.iol.co. za/news/crime-courts / rioters-stone-child ren-s- bus- 1.746906 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,371 4 

Cape service delivery protest flare-up ’unusual’ 
Highveld FM 25 October 2010 

Metro Police officers are increasing patrols in Nyanga following a series of violent service delivery 

protests. 

Several people were arrested on Sunday after a group of disgruntled protestors went on the rampage. 

http: //www. highveld, mobi/pages/newsfull, asp?id=51495 

Cape Town protests spread 

Unathi Obose 26 October 2010 

A FOUR-WEEK service delivery protest in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, has spread to Philippi, with hundreds 

of residents barricading busy roads with burning lyres over the weekend. 

The protest was set to continue last night, according to Eric Notana, chairperson of the Philippi 

People’s Forum. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3706 

Cops monitoring shack dwellers 

IOL News 20 October 2010 

Khayetitsha was quiet on Wednesday morning after protests by shack dwellers led to violence and 

property damage, Western Cape police said. 

http: I lwwwJol.co, zal news Icrime-courts Icops-monitoring-shack-dwellers- 1.687535 

Khayelitsha toilets war in cour~ 

Sowetan 4 June 2010 

KHAYELTSHA residents will ask the court to force the Cape Town 

Municipality to rebuild open air toilets - they have been described as a 

throwback top apartheid - they demolished on Monday. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3643 

Durban Student Protests UKZN, DUT Mangosuthu 

DUT suspends academic activity 
18 August 2010 

The deeply troubled Durban University of Technology (DUT) closed its doors, suspending all academic 

activities, on Wednesday at around noon. 

"Difficulties experienced during the course of this morning [Wednesday] relating to acts of violence, 

vandalism and fears for the safety of staff and students" led to the closure, DUT acting vice-chancellor 

Nqabomzi Gawe announced. 



http: //www. mg.co.za/article/2010-08-18-dut-suspends-academic-activity 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3675 

Brettonwood High School pupils protest 

SLINDILE MALULEKA 12 May 2010 

Police were catted in to Brettonwood High School in Umbilo yesterday, 

where pupils expressed their anger over the disruption of learning after 

teachers embarked on a sit-in, refusing to teach since last week. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/defautt, asp?3,28,11,3622 

Students continue to protest 
Sapa 13 April 2010 

Students at the University of KwaZutu-Natat (UKZN) were protesting on 

the Howard College campus, the students’ representative council (SRC) said. 

"We are continuing with the protest. At the moment we are busy with 

negotiations with management. We are confident that we might reach an 

agreement," said Thanduxoto Sabeto, president of the SRC. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3602 

UKZN braces for protest over renovations, bursaries 
Sinegugu Ndlovu 9 April 2010 

Just days after the Durban University of Technology reopened following a 

student strike which brought the university to a standstill, the 

University of KwaZu[u-Nata[ is bracing itself for student action. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/defau[t, asp?3,28,11,3601 

Bid to drop DUT charges fails 

Khutekani Mazibuko 

The students who were arrested during a violent protest at the Durban 

University of Technology wilt appear in court after several attempts by 

SRC to have the charges dropped failed. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/defau[t, asp?3,28,11,3601 

Education Minister unhappy with DUT ongoing strike 
22 March 2010 

Higher Education Minister Blade Nzimande has expressed concern over the 

ongoing strike at the Durban University of Techno[ogy’s (DUT) iNdumiso 

Campus in Pietermaritzburg. Students are complaining about poor living 

conditions, high food prices and lack of security. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/defau[t, asp?3,28,11,3596 

Protest hits campuses 

Khutekani Mazibuko (Sowetan) 18 March 2010 

DISPLEASED: Students at the Durban University of Technology clash with 

police during another strike yesterday. PHOTO: THULI DLAMINI 

STUDENT protests at the embattled Midlands campus of the Durban 

University of Technotogy’s have spread to the Durban campus in 

KwaZu[u-Natal. 

Yesterday university authorities suspended lectures at at[ four of its 

campuses in Durban. 



This after hundreds of students protested over ~rievances not addressed 

by management eartier this year. 

In January students in Durban went on strike for a week over severat 

issues, severety interruptin~ the registration process. 

On Monday the university’s Midtands campus in Pietermaritzbur~ was 

ctosed after viotent crashes between students and the potice. 

Potice reinforcements were catted in to supptement private campus 

security potice. 

N o confrontations, injury or damages were reported durin~ the protest. 

But the protest disrupted exam venues and some students had to return 

home without writin~ their papers. 

Student representative councit president Buyisani Mtaba said the strike 

was a continuation of ~rievances that were forwarded to the university’s 

management tast month. 

Mtaba said they were stitt protestin~ a~ainst shortages of accommodation 

for students and cattin~ for the exputsion of director of housin~ Doc 

Nyasen~vve. 

He atso said the pricin~ and the quatity of food provided to students 

was unacceptabte. 

"Durin~ the fast strike management said it was our task to find 

accommodation, but whatever we have come up with has been turned down," 

Mtaba said yesterday. 

"We understand we are interruptin~ ctasses but we want these issues to 

be resotved." 

Potice spokesperson Captain Khephu Ntdovu said their presence on 

campuses was aimed at safety and there had been no reports of damage to 

property. 

"There was no confrontation between students and the potice and nobody 

was injured ," Ndtovu said. 

Actin~ vice-chancettor Nqabomzi Gawe said tectures in Durban had been 

suspended until tomorrow. 

"Management at DUT have suspended art academic activities on art 

campuses with immediate effect untit Friday (tomorrow) due to 

difficutties experienced in retation to the student protests this 

mornin~," she said. 

Gawe said management at the Midtands campus in Pietermaritzbur~ was in 

tatks with student representatives to address ~rievances. 

Lectures in Pietermaritzbur~ we re expected to resume today. 



DUT campuses closed again 
Lauren Holley 19 March 2010 

All DUT campuses have been closed a~ain. 

Management said via a statement a short while a~o that the decision’s 

been taken due to the volatile situation involvin~ acts of violence and 
vandalism, and in fear for the safety of staff and students. 

This latest closure comes after a series of violent protests at DUT 

campuses in Durban and the Midlands this week. 

Yesterday management said that academic activities would resume today 

after violent protests led to the closure of all campuses on Wednesday. 

But management has a~ain ceased all academic activity until next week 

Tuesday and staff and students have now been sent home. 

Meanwhile, a ~roup of protestin~ students has marched from the Steve 

Biko Campus to Curry’s Fountain in Durban. 

Police spokesperson Vincent Mdun~le says they’re keepin~ a close watch on 

the situation, which ~ot heated at the campus earlier today. 

"We had a ~roup of about 200 students who were threatenin~ to assault 

the security officers. But the members of the public order policin~ unit 

who were there, intervened immediately and the situation has since 

subsided." 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3593 

Two admitted to hospital: Students, police in clash on campus 

Latoya Newman (The Mercury) 16 March 2010 

TWO students at the Durban University of Technology claim they were 

attacked by police, despite not bein~ part of student protests at the 

university’s Midlands campus in Pietermaritzbur~ yesterday. 

http://ccs, ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?3,28,11,3593 

DUT campus shut after protest 

SAPA 15 March 2010 

Durban - The Durban University of Technolo~y’s (DUT) Pietermaritzbur~ 

campus was on Monday temporarily closed till Thursday after a protest in 

which ten students were arrested. 
http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3593 

Sasco prepares massive protest at DUT 
Sapa 4 March 2010 

DURBAN - Lectures are expected to come to a 8rindin8 halt at some 

KwaZulu-Natal hisher education institutions on Friday when students 

protest for free education. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/defau[t, asp?3,28,11,3589 

Strike at the Edgewood Campus 

Communiqu& from the Office of the Executive Director Corporate Relations 



5 February 2010 

Dear Colleagues 

At 08:00 this mornins, 5 February, a small 8roup of students embarked in 

a protest action at the Edsewood Campus of the University of 
KwaZulu-Natat where the sates were barricaded preventin8 cars from 

enterin8 the campus. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/defau[t, asp?3,28,11,3576 

Tension boils over at Durban varsity - ’We might have to close the campus’ 

Khutekani Mazibuko (Sowetan) 4 February 2010 

VIOLENCE broke out for a second day at the Mansosuthu University of 

Technolosy in Umlazi township, brinsin8 lectures to a standstill. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3576 

Police and students clash at Umlazi campus 

Classes were disrupted at the Mansosuthu University of Technolosy after 

a students protest turned violent in Umtazi, Durban 

Nompumetelo Maswaza 2 February 2010 

http://sattery.iot.co.za/v/iotnews/Students+protest+turns+viotent+at+MUT+02_ _ 

Cbr%3E%3Cbr%3E2010/ 
02 %3 

DUT discuss accommodation with SRC 
Lusanda Doko 2 February 2010 

Officials at the Durban University of Technotosy are locked in meetinss 

with the SRC in an effort to find a resolution to the onsoin8 problem of 

accommodation. 

http://ccs, ukzn. ac.za/default, asp?3,28,11,3576 
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REPORT ON BEN-GURION UNIVERSITY OF THE NEGEV 

Findings on institutional complicity and active collaboration with Israeli military,, occupation 

and apartheid practices 

Background to the Reoort 

In September 2010, over 250 South African academics (including Professors Neville 

Alexander, Kader Asmal, Alan Boesak, Breyten Breytenbach, John Dugard, Antjie Krog, 

Achille Mbembe and Sample Terreblanche) as well as prominent supporters (such as 

Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Professor Mahmood Mamdani and Ronnie Kasrils) initiated a 

campaign calling on the University of Johannesburg (UJ) to end its long-standing relationship 

with the Israeli institution, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev (BGU). 

Against the backdrop of this nationwide campaign, UJ’s Senate voted not to continue its 

relationship with BGU as it stands. UJ’s Senate set conditions for BGU to comply with 

within 6 months, failing which relations between the two institutions will automatically 

terminate. These conditions are captured in a September 2010 Senate Resolution. 

In February 2011, a fact-finding investigation was undertaken in Israel and the Occupied 

Palestinian Territories. The pro-pose of the investigation was to examine BGU’s compliance 

with UJ’s Senate Resolution as well as get input and guidance from Palestinians and Israelis. 

A series of meetings were held with academics and students from BGU. A substantial amount 

of time was spent in the West Bank at two of the most prestigious Palestinian universities: 

An-Najah National University (Nablus) and Birzeit University (Birzeit). Meetings were held 

with representatives from the Palestine Water Authority and, furthermore, several non- 

governmental organizations were consulted with. This report presents just some of the 

information and evidence resulting from the investigation. 

Findings of the investigation 

The findings of the investigation are danming of BGU’s collaboration with the Israeli 

occupation, its military and apartheid practices. This report provides detailed, factual 

evidence and information regarding BGU’s multi-faceted support which BGU actively 

nurtures in order to further the policies of the Israeli state and its violation of human rights. 

As a thorough indictment of BGU’s contribution to human rights violations, these findings 

are relevant to all institutions that currently engage with BGU in any capacity and severely 

calls into question any such relationships. 

More specifically, on the basis of these findings, the report demonstrates a clear failure by 

BGU to meet the criteria established by the UJ Senate Resolution. BGU’s practices and 

policies, the report concludes, are incompatible with UJ’s values and it is clear that UJ’s 

vision as a transformed institution (within a global academic community) will be seriously 

and irredeemably undermined by any relationship with BGU. 
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Active collaboration with the Israeli militatw and occupation 

The report demonstrates BGU’s active role in supporting and extending the efficacy of the 

Israeli military and the occupation. Exposing BGU’s development of research specifically 

aimed for application in military uses (such as un-manned robot technologies) as well as 

BGU’s participation in programs specifically sponsored by and benefitting the Israeli 

Defense Forces (such as an advanced technologies park and the Israeli state’s atomic research 

programmes and facilities), this report documents BGU’s ongoing, deliberate and wide- 

ranging support for the Israeli military and illegal occupation. 

BGU threatens Academic Freedom and Freedom o/~Expression 

Attempting to limit the pressure of internal and international criticism, the Israeli state has 

initiated a series of repressive measures (including the widely-condemned Prohibition on 

Boycott Bill) as part of a concerted effort to limit the purview of academic freedom and 

political expression. 

Based on evidence provided mainly by primary sources this report exposes not only a failure 

by BGU to oppose such concerning measures, but also its active support for extending state 

efforts to limit academic freedom and political expression. BGU’s president, Professor Rivka 

Carmi, conspicuously and actively supports the attempts by the Israeli Government to curb 

academic freedom and dissenting voices on Israeli University campuses. There is a trend that 

BGU vigorously and consistently undermines and disciplines groups, students and academics 

who voice their criticism of Israel or their support for Palestinian rights. 

In this regard, the values of BGU are in stark contrast to the values of academic freedom and 

respect for diversity which are promoted by UJ. 

BGU’s water research proiect contributes to the violation of’human rights 

The current relationship between UJ and BGU involves research into water purification and 

energy technologies. The report contextualises the water research agreement between UJ and 

BGU by highlighting the manner in which water policies of the Israeli State are 

discriminatory against Palestinians (particularly the residents of the West Bank) and are in 

flagrant contravention of International Law. 

The findings of the report demonstrate how the research supported and undertaken by BGU 

forms part of an intricate nexus which supports and entrenches the discriminatory policies on 

water availability consumption within Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories. 
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Collaborative links with the activities of the Israeli Water Authority and the Jewish National 

Fund are exposed as a necessary and pernicious result of any relationship with BGU’s water 

research units. 

The report makes it clear that UJ’s pursuit of academic excellence will in no way be served 

by becoming entrenched within research relationships that contribute directly and indirectly 

contribute to human rights abuses. 

BGUperpetuates structural discrimination a,qainst Palestinians 

This report uncovers the manner in which BGU not only mirrors Israeli discriminatory 

policies and practices, but actively reinforces its exclusions and differential treatment. 

The report analyses and systematically uncovers how BGU’s preferential treatment for 

military enlisted students further cements and extends the inequality already prevalent within 

the make-up of tertiary educational institutions in Israel. 

UJ PETITION COMMITTEE 

www.ujpetition.com 

15 March 2011 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. University of Johannesburg Senate Resolution of 29 September 2010 ("the Senate 

Resolution") 

1.1 In reference to the Senate Resolution which recorded the decision of UJ’s Senate 

in respect of the University of Johannesburg’s ("UJ") relationship to Ben-Gurion 

University of the Negev ("BGU"). (Available as Annexure "A") 

1.2 In terms of the Senate Resolution, Senate decided that (based on the outcome of a 

specially constituted Task Team’s investigation into the matter) UJ would not 

continue its Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with BGU as it stands. 

Rather it was stated that UJ’s institutional response should be guided by the 

following principles: 

°’i) In support of the principle of solidarity with any oppressed population (a 

defining principle emanating from our own history), we [UJ] should take 

leadership on this matter from peer institutions among the Palestinian population. 

ii) Our [UJ’s] engagement must encourage reconciliation and the advancement of 

human dignity and human solidarity." 

1.3 Further, Senate set certain conditions that BGU would have to fulfil by 1 April 

2011, failing which the relationship will terminate. Such conditions include i1~ter 

alia: 

1.3.1 Amend the MOU to include one or more Palestinian universities 

chosen on the basis of agreement between BGU and UJ. 

1.3.2 The projects flowing from th[e] MOU will not entail any activity, 

including teaching and research, which has any direct or indirect 

military implications or contributes to the abuse of human rights. This 

will be monitored by the Senate Academic Freedom Committee. 

1.3.3 Requiring BGU to respect UJ’s duty to take seriously allegations of 

behaviour on the part of its stakeholders that is incompatible with UJ’s 

values. This includes responding to reasonable requests from UJ 

seeking more information about BGU’s formal policies and informal 

practices. 
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2 Palestinian university partner 

In respect of the condition in paragraph 1.1 : 

2.1 A Palestinian partner has to be included in the existing MOU between UJ and 
BGU. 

2.2 We emphasise that the Senate Resolution provides that UJ’s institutional response 

to the BGU relationship should be guided by the principle of solidarity with any 

oppressed population and taking leadership fi-om peer institutions among the 

Palestinian population. 

2.3 Palestinian universities are unanimous in their principled support of the call for a 

comprehensive boycott, divestment and sanctions campaign of Israel. it has thus 

become clear that BGU is unable to secure such a Palestinian university partner. 

2.4 Palestinian universities’ position not to partner with BGU stems from a principled 
desire for freedom, dignity and a true space for diversity - values that UJ Senate is 
under an obligation to promote with respect to UJ’s international partnerships. 

2.5 A statement of position by the Palestinian Federation of Unions of University 
Professors and Employees ("PFUUPE") captures the importance of upholding the 
decision of Palestinian universities not to enter into bilateral or trilateral 
agreements with Israeli Institutions: 

"In reference to the decision by the University of Johannesburg (U J) Senate in 

September 2010 to review the University’s Memorandum of Understanding with 

Ben-Gurion University, and particularly regarding the condition of partnering 

with a Palestinian universiO’, PFUUPE, representing Palestinian academics at 

virtually all Palestinian universities in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip 

stands firmly behind the position of the Palestinian Council for Higher Education 

(CHE) rejecting cooperation with Israeli universities. 

The CHE, representing all higher education institutions and the Ministry of 

Education and Higher Education, has rejected, since the early 1990s, any form of 

cooperation by Palestinian institutions of higher education with Israeli academic 

institutions until the Israeli occupation ends. This position was reiterated again 

with particular reference to the Memorandum of Understanding between Ben- 

Gurion and Johannesburg Universities during one of its meetings in October 

2010. Members of the CHE reaffirmed their rejection to any form of cooperation 

with Israeli unive~:s’ities, be it direct cooperation, or throu.vh third parties. [our 

emphasis] 
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PFUUPE fully endorses the Palestinian civil society call )~br boycott, divestment 

and sanctions (BDS) against Israel until it fulfils its obligations under 

international law and, as part of it, the Call by the Palestinian Campaign for the 

Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel (PACBI).Within the framework of this 

non-violent form of resistance to the occupation and dispossession of the 

Palestinians, the boycott must be applied to Israeli institutions, including all 

universities that are complicit in the state’s violations of international law and 

human rights until they end their direct and indirect collusion in the state’s 

colonial and apartheid policies." 

(The complete statement of position of PFUUPE is available as Annexure "B") 

2.6 The failure to secure a Palestinian university willing to enter into an agreement 

with BGU will necessarily result in the termination of the agreement with BGU on 

1 April 2011. This is a moment that is welcomed by Palestinians as a true 

expression of solidarity with the oppressed and as an ethical approach - this 

would reflect UJ’s position as a progressive institution firmly located in the 

Constitutional era and committed to the practice of transformation guided by 

values of dignity, equality and freedom. 

2.7 The unanimous agreement of Palestinian universities for this decision recognises 

that any insertion of a Palestinian partner into a tri-lateral agreement with BGU 

does nothing to remedy the structural relationship of BGU to the Israeli 

occupation. Rather, this constitutes nothing more than an attempt at window- 

dressing and legitimating an agreement with BGU, without having to address what 

is the real issue at stake: BGU’s direct and indirect complicity in furthering the 

discriminatory policies of the Israeli state and its illegal military occupation. 

2.8 It should be stressed that attempting to maintain any relationship with BGU by 

suggesting bi-lateral agreements (UJ with BGU & then UJ with a Palestinian 

partner) will be an affront to UJ’s desire to champion transformative and 

progressive values. 

2.9 As this report indicates, BGU is an institution that has actively situated itself as an 

institution in material and ideological support of the Israeli state and its military 

occupation. This deep complicity can in no way be counter-balanced by simply 

partnering with Palestinians. 

2.10 Agreements and relationships with Palestinian universities of course is 

welcomed - but this cannot in any way justify, legitimate or be dependant on a 

continued partnership with BGU. 

2.11 In light of UJ Senate’s own commitment to being guided by the principle of 

solidarity with any oppressed population, UJ must uphold its decision to take 
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leadership from peer institutions among the Palestinian population in this regard 

and be cognisant of the spirit in which Palestinians have outlined their rejection of 

a relationship (in any way) with BGU. 

3 This Report 

3.1 This report provides detailed, factual evidence and information regarding BGU’s 

direct and indirect role in further entrenching the violations of human rights and 

international law by the Israeli state. 

3.2 The findings are damning of BGU’s active role in collaborating and furthering 

Israeli state policies. 

3.3 The findings are divided into four broad categories: 

Part 1: Military and Occupation Links 

Part 2: Restrictions on Academic Freedom and Freedom of Expression 

Part 3: The Joint UJ-BGU Water Research Project 

Part 4: Discrimination and Palestinian Education 

3.4 The findings presented in this report clearly demonstrate an 

between BGU’s practices and policies and UJ’s values. 

3.5 We note that the values guiding UJ’s activities include inter alia: 

3.5.1 Integrity and respect for diversity and human dignity 

3.5.2 Academic freedom and accountability 

incompatibility 

3.6 Further, we note that under the heading "Principles to Guide Deliberations about 
International Partnerships", the Senate Resolution notes as guiding principles: 

3.7 

"1. l...1 

2. To be liable for censure, an institution must engage in or support a practice 

incompatible with UJ’s key values. 

3. For the termination of a relationship with an institution to be appropriate, there 

must be evidence that it is supporting a practice incompatible with UJ’s key 

values, with UJ having a duty to make a good-faith enquiry into allegations of 

such behaviour on the part of its" stakeholders’. 

4. l...!" 

The findings in this report suggest BGU’s engagement in and support of practices 

incompatible with UJ’s values in the following ways: 
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3.7.1 BGU’s active collaboration with the Israeli military establishment - a 

military accused of perpetrating war crimes and currently 

implementing an illegal occupation; this can in no way be reconciled 

with UJ’s values of integrity and respect for diversity and human 

dignity. 

3.7.2 BGU’s suppression of academic freedom - is clear from the evidence 

presented in Part 2; this must attract censure of the institution. Lending 

even tacit support to BGU’s policies and practices clearly undermines 

UJ’s own commitment to the value academic freedom. 

3.7.3 The direct and indirect links exposed in respect of the UJ-BGU 

research agreement- are a clear violation of the Senate Resolution and 

another basis on which the agreement must be terminated. Again, this 

section shows the tainted ethics of any relationship with BGU (even 

when the projects seemingly promote "neutral" or "scientific" 

objectives.) 

3.7.4 BGU’s policies and practices mirror the systemic modes of exclusion 

operating within Israeli society - which reduces the dignity of 

Palestinians and perpetuates inequality. Particularly in light of South 

Africa’s own history and UJ’s own positioning under Apartheid, the 

values of integrity and respect for dignity deserve nothing less than 

solidarity with the oppressed as outlined in the Senate Resolution. 

3.8 Finally, we reiterate that the Senate Resolution outlines UJ’s duty to take seriously 

allegations of behaviour on the part of its stakeholders that are contrary to UJ’s 

values; and the Senate Resolution places an obligation on BGU to respect this 

duty and to respond to reasonable requests from UJ seeking more information 

about BGU’s formal policies and informal practices. 
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PART 1 

MILITARY AND OCCUPATION LINKS 
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PART 1: MILITARY AND OCCUPATION LINKS 

A. Introduction 

1. The Senate Resolution records as fact that: 

"There is significant evidence that BGU has research and other engagements 

that supports the military and armed forces of Israel in particular in its 
occupation of Gaza ". 

Further, the Senate Resolution recognises that: 

"As a university embedded in a highly militarized Israeli socieO~, BGU’s 
obligation to implement state policies, and its research and other relationships 

with the Israeli armed forces does have a significant impact on the society, and 
therefore on the continued subjugation of the Palestinian population in Israel." 

It is therefore accepted that BGU maintains material links to both the Israeli 
Defense Force (IDF), as well as the arms industry, and in doing so structurally 
supports and facilitates the Israeli occupation. 

Importantly, however, BGU is not merely an institution suffering from its 
structural location as a university "in a highly militarised society" - rather BGU 
actively encourages and nurtures its military links and relationships. 

4. Under the heading "Principles to Guide Deliberations about International 

Parmerships", the Senate Resolution notes as its guiding principles: 

"1. l...] 
2. To be liable for censure, an institution must engage in or support a practice 

incompatible with UJ’s key values. 
3. For the termination of a relationship with an institution to be appropriate, 

there must be evidence that it is supporting a practice incompatible with UJ’s 
key values, with UJ having a duty to make a good-faith enquiry into allegations 

of such behaviour on the part of its stakeholders. 

4.[...1" 

In a situation where the illegality of Israel’s occupation and the role of the IDF in 
contravening international law has been confirmed by numerous experts, studies 
and reports,~ we request Senate to consider: 

~ In an official report commissioned by the South AJ?ican government in 2009, the Human Sciences 

Research Council confirmed that lsruel, by its policies and practices, is guilty of the crime of upartheid. 

Both, former and current, UN Special Rapporteurs on the Occupied Palestinian Territories, Professors" 

John Dugard and Richard Falk, in their official UN reports find Israel to practise apartheid. The report of 

Justice Richard Golds’tone on the Israeli invasion of Gaza in 2008-2009found that the Israeli milita~" is in 
contravention of international law by committing war crimes and potentially crimes against humanity. The 

violence enacted by the Israeli military against civilians during Operation Cast Lead in Gaza and in the 
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i) the fact that BGU has failed to cease its links to the military despite the task 
team’s findings (and whether this failure in itself constitutes a basis for 
termination of the relationship with BGU); and 

ii) whether evidence (as detailed below) of BGU’s active support of the Israeli 
military establishment and the occupation is defensible in light of UJ’s values. 

Flotilla incident have also been described as crimes in violation of international law - the former by the 

2009 Golds’tone report and the latter by the UN Human Rights Council. 
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B. Direct and active collaboration by BGU with the Israeli military and occupation 

The general relationship between BGU and the Israeli military (as well as the position 
that it shares with other Israeli universities in this respect) is well documented.2 

Professor Steven Friedman, in June 2010 made a submission to UJ Senate in which he 
shows how BGU goes beyond a mere general relationship to the Israeli military and 
occupation (Available in Annexure "D"). 

This investigation builds on Professor Friedman’s submission and points to directed 
instances of BGU’s active collaboration with the military establishment in Israel - 
exposing the manner in which BGU not only implements state’s policies but actively 
promotes and encourages its support for such policies. 

1. BGU aids and provides academic scholarships and has official protocols for 
providing support to army reservist students. [ 1] 

2. During "Operation Cast Lead" in 2009 [2] in which 1400 Palestinians were killed, 
in acts described by Judge Richard Goldstone as war crimes, BGU: 

a) offered scholarships and extra tuition to students who served in active combat 
units; and 

b) offered a special grant for each day of service to students who went on reserve 
duty, in addition to other benefits. [3] 

3. BGU initiated the idea of, and tendered for, a military medicine school [4] 
designed specifically to train medical staff for the Israeli Armed Forces. 

4. The IDF is publicised as a funding source for the University’s Research and 
Development Authority on the University’s website. [5] 

5. BGU collaborates with the IDF by providing full university qualifications to Israeli 
Airforce Pilots within a specialised fast-tracked program. [6] 

Candidates who qualify as "fighters" and who possess a certified IDF document, 
categorised as a "Certificate of Fighting", are released from compulsory military 
service during registration. [7] These candidates are automatically credited with an 
’Application Fees Refund’ on their admission to Ben-Gurion University. 

o In addition to the waving of registration fees, those who have completed military 
or national service in the IDF, who are applying to higher education institutes that 
fall on the periphery of Negev, Galilee, Judea and Samaria, receive the first 
schooling year free. [8] Veterans and civilian national service graduates Jiving in 
the areas of Negev and Galilee and studying in higher education institutions 

2 See for example, Uri Yacobi Keller, The Economy of the Occupation A Socioeconomic Bulletin 

Academic Boycott of lsme! and the Complicity of Israeli Academic Institutions in Occupation of 

Palestinian 7?rritories The Alternative Information Center (AIC) (October 2009). 
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throughout the country, are entitled to various benefits such as free preparatory 
school year fees, vocational and occupational guidance as well as a fifty percent 
discount in tuition fees. BGU has made a specific application to the state in order 
to provide these advantages to IDF veterans. [9] 

8. BGU and the Advanced Technologies Park 

a) In a public-private partnership actively supported by the State of Israel, BGU 
has partnered with the Beer-Sheva Municipality and KUD International LLC 
to create an Advanced Technologies Park (ATP) that aims to advance research 
and technology growth in Israel. [10; 11] 

b) According to the University’s president, Professor Rivka Carmi, the Park is 
being constructed on land adjacent to Ben-Gurion University’s Marcus Family 
Campus and is to be divided into civilian and military sections, with a portion 
set aside to house a government-developed training facility for the Israeli 
Defence Force. [12, 13] 

c) This facility is planned to house the Intelligence, Communications and 
Training bases of the Israeli Defence Force and will serve to initiate the 
transfer of major army bases from the centre of Israel into the Negev. [14] 

d) This project has been described as being the ’first technology park situated on 
a university campus in Israel’, [ 15] showing clear collaborations and resource 
sharing between the University and the Israeli Defence Force. 

9. BGU develops research for military application 

a) Researchers working for BGU (led by Dr. Amir Shapiro) have been working 
on developing unmanned ground vehicles - autonomous robotic systems 
capable of traversing rough terrain. [16] BGU researchers note that ’these 
robot[s] can be used for military and search and rescue applications’. [17] To 
date, a robot - the "Snake Robot" - based on the original research conducted 
by the BGU researchers has been developed by the Israeli Defence Force [18, 
19], indicating a clear transfer of research and information between BGU and 
the military. 

b) Research currently being undertaken at BGU has been marked as having 
potential military applications: 

i) Unmanned ground vehicles being researched by Professor Hugo Guterman 
are noted as being of interest for their potential use in ’military activity’. [20] 
ii) Research being headed up by Professor Ronen Brafman into proactive 
display systems is highlighted as having ’military applications’. [21] 
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10o BGU and Dimona Nuclear Centre 

a) BGU, through the Faculty of Engineering’ s Department of Nuclear Engineering, 
has entered into a partnership with the Israel Atomic Energy Commission and 
Negev Nuclear Research Centre in Dimona. [22] BGU is to be a feeder for Israel’s 
nuclear research programme and will produce graduates who are experienced in 
’all forms of nuclear power, their development, maintenance and 
improvement’. [23] Participants in BGU’s programme are expected to benefit from 
planned internships at the Dimona facility as well as lectures by its scientists. [24] 

b) The nuclear plant at Dimona is suspected of being engaged in the production of 
nuclear weapons, including material for thermo-nuclear warheads. [25; 26; 27] 
Israel is not a signatory to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons, the Missile Technology Control Regime and the Biological and Toxin 
Weapons Convention [28] and there is thus a strong possibility that BGU is 
participating in and contributing to the development of Israel’ s nuclear arsenal) 

11. BGU and Israeli weapons companies 

a) Through its Technology Transfer Company, Ben-Gurion University has an 
ongoing partnership with Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd ("Rafael"). 
Rafael is listed on the University’s webpage as a partner with whom the University 
collaborates, shares research, transfers technology and engages in joint ventures. 
[29] Rafael ’develops and produces state-of-the-art armaments for the IDF and 
Israel’s defense system’. [30] 

b) BGU is a primary player in a project which includes direct partnering and 
collaboration with Rafael Advanced Defense Systems (refer to note above) and 
Elbit Systems. Elbit systems is a technologies company specialising in defence and 
homeland security. [31; 32].4 This collaboration is based on a renewable energy 

project, illustrating the manner in which BGU’s "clean energy" research is 
implicated in furthering R & D that benefits companies directly and indirectly 
associated with the military. 

3 The investigation was in[brined by Israeli academics that BGU’s relationship to the Dimona nuclear plant 

traces back to the very lk~unding of BGU. The investigation was provided with primary source materials 

that confirm this history. Formal translations of the documents have not yet been made available, but will 

be released when they are. 
4 Elbit Systems is one of two main providers of the electronic detection tEnce to the Separation Wall; the 

Wall is deemed illegal by the International Court of Justice. Eurthermore, the company supplied Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s) to the Israeli army, which are in operational use during combat in the West Ba~ 

and Gaza (~.~:#www~who~?J~.~?~g~.~?.~?L4.~.~2.~.~,.E~.E~[~.~ and 
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Conclusion 

BGU has concrete links with the Israeli military apparatus and the State of Israel’ s 
atomic research organisations and research facilities. In addition, BGU actively 
furthers the interests of these institutions which are both detrimental and 
discriminatory towards the Palestinian population. BGU’s academic and financial 
support of and collaboration with various facets of Israel’s military forces and 
nuclear programme assists in perpetuating the continued occupation of the 
occupied territories, particularly the Gaza, and further entrenches discriminatory 
practices against the Palestinian population. In this regard, it is clear that BGU’s 
conduct is incompatible with UJ’s key values. The investigation notes the 
following points for consideration: 

1.1 The various policies by BGU regarding advantageous treatment of students 
who have served or are serving in the IDF indirectly discriminate against 
Palestinian students. This is of serious concern and is at odds with the 
values of dignity and diversity that UJ upholds. On this basis, it should be 
noted that the following questions should be further investigated: 

1.1.1 

1.1.2 

1.1.3 

In what way are Israeli Airforce Pilots fast-tracked through the 
degree program? 
Has BGU considered the implications of such "fast-tracking" on the 
quality of education that BGU is maintaining? 
Have there been any studies or has BGU undertaken to provide for 
programmes that consider the impact on the campus environment of 
having full-unifornaed IDF personnel on a university campus’? 

1.2 BGU offered scholarships and extra tuition to students who se~wed in active 
combat units during Operation Cast Lead. There may be other rewards that 
were offered to students who participated in Operation Cast L/cad, which 
should be further investigated. 

1.3 BGU’s research is clearly being utilised in the development of unmanned 
ground vehicles, as described in Section B paragraphs 9. It is concerning 
that BGU has not objected to or distanced itself from the use of BGU- 
related research in military projects directly linked to use in the illegal 
Occupation, as well as alleged IDF war crimes. This is clearly in contrast to 
UJ’s values and any further links to these companies should be disclosed by 
BGU. 

1.4 The relationship between the Dimona nuclear plant and BGU is of grave 
concern. In the absence of BGU having any records that would provide a 
guarantee that BGU is not involved in the development of nuclear weapons 
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research with the Israeli government, this relationship must be seriously 
questioned. 

1.5 The activities of BGU’s Homeland Security Research Institute (HSRI) 
(http://cmsprod.bgu.ac.il/Eng/Centers/hsri/research units.htm) should be 
further investigated, particularly as to whether the HSRI contributes to 
Elbit Systems’ homeland security activities. 

1.6 Ariel College is built within the illegal settlement of Ariel in the West 
Bank. More than 150 Israeli academics have pledged to boycott the College 
as any relationship lends legitimacy to the illegal occupation 
(http://www.huffin~tonpost.com!2011/01/10/israeli-academics-to- 
boyc n 806598.html.) BGU’s potential cooperation with this 
illegal settlement institution should be investigated. 
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PART 2: RESTRICTIONS ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND FREEDOM OF 
EXPRESSION 

A. Introduction 

Due to the entrenched complicity of BGU, like other Israeli universities, in the 
practices of the Israeli military and state, the academic environment in Israel 
is characterised by stringent limits on academic freedom and free expression. 
As Israeli-British academic Oren Ben-Dor, has noted: 

"Israeli universities have, by and large, been conscripted into the Israeli 

national consensus. The absence of academic freedom is evident.., in the 
pervasive marginalisation of the debate about the racist nature of the 
Zionist state, and about the catastrophe which Zionism inflicted on the 

Palestinian people." [ 1 ] 

In the period since the Senate Resolution was passed in September 2010, 
concerning moves have been taken both by the Israeli govermnent and BGU 
to restrict the fight to free political expression and academic freedom. As 
Professor Neve Gordon of BGU writes: 

"Israeli academe, which was once considered a bastion of free speech, has 

become the testing ground.for the success of the assault on liberal values" 

[21 

In interviews, it was clear that academics critical to state policies were 
palpably afraid of openly expressing their views. Academics would 
communicate through false names over SMS or telephone only, and would be 
hesitant to record anything over email. [3] 

In such a context, there is a responsibility on the international academic 
community to voice criticism of such practices and policies that strangle free 
expression. Again, as Ben-Dor notes: 

"A boycott to foster real academic.freedom in Israel should unite academics 

all over the world. What is at stake is the primordial.freedom to question the 

racist assumptions that lie at the heart of nationalistic ideology and 
historiography. Thus, such a boycott is even more important than a general 

boycott of Israel as a criminal state, to which Israeli academics would be 
subject like the rest of the Israeli population." [4] 

Omar Barghouti and Professor Lisa Taraki, of Birzeit University, have also 
noted the importance of Palestinians’ right of access to education in the 
context of the debate on academic freedom: "The fact that Palestinians are 
denied basic rights as well as academic freedom due to Israel’s military 
occupation is lost on those parroting it." [5] 
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B. Restrictions on academic freedom 

This section details the various measures imposed by the Israeli 
government that threaten academic freedom within Israel, as well as the 
manner in which BGU actively supports and furthers such measures. This 
section is arranged as follows: 

1) Israeli State measures impacting on academic freedom; 
2) BGU publicly supports State measures (e.g. imposition of "Ethics Code" 

by Ministry of Education); 
3) BGU’s practices and policies align with State measures by restricting 

academics ability to voice political views; and, 
4) BGU’s practices and policies align with state measures by restricting the 

right to protest and voice dissent 

1. Israeli State measures impacting on academic freedom 

1.1 Academic freedom within Israel is under severe threat from the State. In 
June 2010, the Israeli Knesset (parliarment) approved an initial reading of 
the controversial Prohibition on Instituting a Boycott Bill. [6] On 15 
February 2011, the Knesset Constitution, Law and Justice Committee 
approved the Bill. [7] 

1.2 The "Boycott Bill" proposes a range of measures aimed at limiting 
dissenting voices - particularly targeting persons that support boycott 
initiatives against Israel. The Bill calls for heavy fines to be imposed on 
Israeli citizens who initiate or incite boycotts against Israel and its illegal 
occupation. The proposed sanctions in the Bill also target academics who 
adopt a pro-boycott stance. [8] 

1.3 The Bill is currently in the final stages of approval and will, in all 
likelihood, become law very soon. When the Bill becomes law, the fines 
would also apply to anyone boycotting Israeli individuals, companies, 
factories, and organizations. Furthermore, academics from other countries 
that may support any foma of boycott can be denied entry to Israel, 
according to the Bill, for up to 10 years. UJ academics in support of any 
form of boycott (including a boycott of Israeli settlements) will also, 
obviously, be affected. 

1.4 Gideon Sa’ar, the Israeli Minister of Education, has publicly welcomed the 
Bill, stating that he backs sanctions against pro-boycott academics who 
serve at public universities. He said on Israel Radio: "If a person calls for 
an academic boycott of the institution in which he teaches, the institution 
should address this." [9] 

1.5 A protest petition has been signed by over 500 Israeli academics (including 
two former education ministers) opposing the Bill. The petition states: "We 
have different and varied opinions about solving the d~fficult problems 
facing Israel, but there is one thing we are agreed on -freedom of 
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1.6 

1.7 

expression and academic freedom are the very lifeblood of the academic 
system." [ 10] 

Daniel Gutwein, a history professor at Haifa University who is one of the 
signatories, described the Minister’s intervention as an attempt "to make 
Israeli academia docile, frightened and silent". [ 11] 

Civil society organisations such as the Israeli Coalition of Women for 
Peace have also expressed criticism of the Bill. Their public statement 
brings into clear focus the absurdity of the proposed Bill: 
"The bill’s hazy wording causes concern, as it broadens the scope of 
prohibited activities that it defines as "aiding and abating" boycott, such 
as: 

¯ Publishing information about human rights violations in the Occupied 
Territories - will become illegal. 

¯ Monitoring settlement expansion and publishing settlement maps - will 
become illegal. 

¯ A Facebook "Like" for a page that support,; [Boycott, Divestment and 
sanctions of Israel] BDS - will become illegal." [ 12] 

2. BGU supports imposition of "Ethics Code" by Ministry of Education 

2.1 In addition to the Boycott Bill, Israel’s Education Minister Gideon Sa’ar 
was also criticised for proposing a new "Ethics Code" at the Knesset 
Education Committee in November 2010. 

2.2 Professor Rivka Carmi (President of BGU) said that she welcomed the 
proposal of the Minister of Education: 

’7 think Gideon Sa’ar is doing the right thing...He wants to bring the 

discourse to the Council for Higher Education, and to me this is the most 
appropriate place to discuss this kind of thing because this is the highest 

regulatory authority in Israel." [ 13] 

2.3 The Council for Higher Education is the official state body regulating 
higher education in Israel. Contrary to Carmi’s view that this is the 
"appropriate place" for discussion, the introduction of the code has been 
opposed by university presidents, administrators, and professors who have 
stated that the proposal would constitute state intervention; going against 
the essence of academic freedom. [14] 

2.4 Professor Rivka Carmi’s stance is a concerning reflection of the active 
support that BGU extends to subjecting academics to state censorship and 
regulation being applied in Israeli universities. As will be described below, 
with respect to the proposed changes in BGU’s code of ethics, BGU goes 
even further in pre-emptively aligning its policies with state proposals¯ 
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3. BGU limits the ability of academics to voice political views 

3.1 BGU has a record of disciplining academic staff with a pro-boycott 
position. In 2009, Professor Neve Gordon, the head of the politics 
department, was publicly criticised for supporting the non-violent boycott 
of Israeli companies and institutions which profit from or are complicit in 
the Israeli occupation. [ 15] 

Professor Rivka Carmi, President of BGU, opposed Professor GoMon for 
voicing his political views, suggesting that an article published by 
Professor Gordon ["Boycott Israel", LA Times, 20 August 2009] 
"oversteps the boundaries of academic freedom". No justification is 
provided for such a proposition other than the fact that such views threaten 
the existence of BGU as a "proudly Zionist Institution" and compromise 
its sources of funding. [16] 

3.2 Of greater concern is the recent institutional position adopted by BGU’s 
Senate based on the University’ s Code of Ethics. As the Senate resolved: 

"[I]n order to avoid from having the universiO"s name affiliated with 
political or religious disputes in which it is not involved, the Senate 

declares that: 

The university name as an inclusive and free institute is one qf the 

resources available to staff members for the purposes of teaching and 

research. 

Therefore, when publicly expressing their political or religious views, as 

opposed to specific professional views, the university staff will refrain from 
using the Ben-Gurion University’s name." 

3.2.1 The Senate statement makes reference to BGU’s Code of Ethics 
which states that: 

3.2.2 

"The univet:s~ity is entitled to control the lecturers’ political or 
religious expressions, even though the)’ are part of their civilian 

liberties, so that teaching and research will not be used j~br the sake 
of political or religious goals." [ 17] 

The Senate statement comes as a direct response to Professor 
Gordon’s article and the desire to set limits for lecturers expressing 
personal opinions. Carmi has gone on record stating: 

"We have been under attack j~br a long time - after the article by 

Neve Gordon in the Los Angeles Times. Without hampering 
freedom of speech, I asked myself how can I do something to put a 

framework/some kind of boundaries. "[18] 
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3.2.3 Rivka Carrel has stated that the Senate statement on the Code of 
Ethics is aimed at "draw[ing] a line between academic freedom and 
the responsibility of a faculty member [of the university]". [ 19] 

3.2.4 The implications of the Senate’s statement is an effective 
prohibition placed on lecturers; preventing them from voicing their 
political opinions during classes, as well as using their university 
titles when speaking publicly about politics or their personal 
opinions. 

This report has a translated copy of BGU’s official Senate 
statement regarding the Code of Ethics, available as Annexure "E". 
[20] 

4. BGU restricts the right to protest 

BGU maintains obstacles that prevent students from mounting legal political 
demonstrations and activities on campus. Pro-Palestinian activities on campus 
are particularly restricted. 

4.1 Harsh and disproportionate penalties for Pro-Palestinian protests 

4.1.1 In late 2010, two BGU students were reprimanded by the 
disciplinary tribunal for taking part in a protest over Israel’s attack 
on the flotilla seeking to deliver humanitarian aid to Gaza. [21] The 
tribunal stated that it would suspend the students if they repeated 
their actions. The penalty has been described as "harsh" and 
"disproportionate". [22] A transcript of the disciplinary hearing is 
available as Annexure "F". [23] 

4.1.2 The Association for Civil Rights in Israel ("ACRI") has been vocal 
in its criticism of BGU’s conduct: 

"Ben-Gurion University has a dubious reputation for upholding 

students’freedom of expression...[w]e have appealed to the court 
in the past to oblige the university to allow students to demonstrate 

on campus, but its conditions and restrictions almost nullify the 
court’,; ruling." [24] 

Hebrew versions of the original court ruling against BGU are 
available as Annexure "G". The court ruling requires BGU to 
cancel its practice of banning demonstrations in the open. BGU, 
throughout the court proceedings, attempted to defend its 
restriction on demonstrations and political events. 

4.2 Restricting criticism of Israel 
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4.2.1 As part of a continuing pattern of restricting freedom of expression 
on campus, in December 2010 BGU prohibited students from 
distributing flyers that criticized a series of proposed laws. Other 
Israeli universities had permitted the flyers to be distributed. (A 
copy of the flyer is available as Annexure "It") 

4.2.2 Solidarity Against Fascism, the student organization responsible for 
the distribution of flyers, appealed the prohibition on the basis that 
it violates their freedom of expression. However, the appeal was 
dismissed. [25] 

Correspondence with the BGU Dean of Students regarding the 
prohibition on flyer distribution is available as Annexure I. [26] 

4.2.3 BGU is collaborating with the Weitzmann Institute and the Public 
and Diaspora Affairs department in Israel to counteract the 
activities of Israeli Apartheid Week (lAW) in Britain. lAW is a 
well-established annual international series of events highlighting 
Israel’s apartheid practices. In 2011 IAW too place at over 75 
universities worldwide, including several South African campuses. 
BGU (with other stakeholders) has funded a student delegation that 
will, together with local pro-Israeli groups and Israeli 
representatives in Britain, counter this week of activites. This 
BGU-Weitzmann initiative is primarily directed at educational 
institutions in Britain due to the progressive environment which 
exists in Britain for NGOs to implement boycotts against Israel and 
bring about an awareness of the dire plight of the Palestinian 
people. The connection of BGU with the Weitzmann Institute also 
raises serious concerns as the Weitzmann Institute is also 
cooperating with Elbit Systems, a military manufacturing company 
to create a joint programme [27]. 

4.3 General intimidation, 

4.3.1 Security guards at BGU have been noted to photograph and 
intrusively monitor anti-occupation political activists. [28] This 
constitutes a form of discrimination on the basis of political 
opinion. 

4.3.2 As just one example, it has been recorded that an undergraduate 
pro-Palestinian activist was singled out, followed and photographed 
by security guards at the campus cafeteria. [29] 
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C. Conclusion 

The Israeli state is currently m’,~king a concerted effort to limit the purview of 
academic freedom, political opinion and socially and politically motivated calls 
for greater liberty, justice and equality. It further attempts to criminalise and/or 
intimidate dissenting voices, criticism of Israel and any calls for boycott 
initiatives against Israel. BGU’s president, Professor Rivka Carmi, conspicuously 
and actively supports the attempts by the Israeli Government to curb academic 
freedom and dissenting voices on Israeli University campuses. There is a trend 
that BGU vigorously and consistently undermines and disciplines groups, 
students and academics who voice their criticism of Israel or their support for 
Palestinian rights. This in effect, severely curtails the possibility for a vibrant and 
academically unrestrained academy and the free and open expression of political 
and social views on the university campus and publicly outside of the campus. 

In this regard, the values of BGU are in stark contrast to the values of academic 
freedom and respect for diversity which are promoted by UJ. The investigation 
notes the following points for consideration: 

1. Statements from Rivka Carmi regarding the need to limit pro-boycott expressions 
by academic staff is concerning. UJ has a responsibility to request further information 
and explanations regarding BGU’ s statement on the Code of Ethics. 

2. BGU’s disciplining of students (as recorded in Section B, paragraph 4.1.1) is 
allegedly contrary to a court ruling against BGU (as recorded in Section B paragraph 
4.1.2). BGU should be requested to provide further information on this. 

3. Has BGU resisted the Boycott Bill and its implications for academic freedom? 

4. Has BGU condemned the restrictions on freedom of expression imposed by Israel 
on Palestinians? What is the stance of BGU regarding restrictions that obstruct the 
Palestinian educational system in the Occupied Palestinian Territories, the destruction 
of labs and university properties, the arrest of students, academics and staff, or 
closure of Palestinian universities. UJ should consider whether BGU has acted to put 
an end to these actions against academic freedom. 
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PART 3: JOINT UJ-BGU RESEARCH 

Section A: Complicity 

1. According to the Senate Resolution: 

"The Projects flowingfrom this MOU [between UJ and BGU, signed on the 28th 

of August 2009] will not entail any activity, including teaching and research, 
which has arty direct or indirect military implications or contributes to the abuse 
of human rights. This will be monitored by the Senate Academic Freedom 

Committee." 

The activities connected to the UJ-BGU MOU ("the MOU"), including 

teaching and research, are carried out at: 

2.1 BGU’s Jacob Blaustein Institute for Desert Research ("BIDR") [1] 
2.2 BGU’s Zuckerberg Institute for Water Research ("ZIWR") [2] 

2.3 BGU’s Microalgal Biotechnology Laboratory ("MBL") [3] 

Detailed below are just some of the direct and indirect relationships between 
these various institutes/locations and their complicity in human rights abuses. 
The information presented here demonstrates BGU’s non-compliance with the 
UJ Senate Resolution. 

4. BIDR and the JNF 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

The BIDR, through its partnership in the Newman Information Center for 
Desert Research and Development initiative ("ICDRD"), actively 
collaborates and shares resources with the Jewish National Fund. [4] 

As Israeli author, Uri Davis, in the well-known book "Apartheid Israel" 
(Zed Books, London, 1987) notes, the JNF is one of the most significant 
enabling institutions for Israel’s segregation policies. Today, the JNF 
controls vast properties belonging to millions of Palestinians, developing 
them exclusively for persons of "Jewish nationality," a concept established 
and promoted in the JNF’s charter to exclude all others. 

For example, the JNF has acquired ownership over 13% of all "Israel 
Lands," (approximately 78% of its current holdings were acquired from the 
state in 1949 and 1953 which are lands belonging to Palestinian refugees). 
Their policy prohibits Palestinian citizens of Israel from leasing or buying 

lands from the JNF. As a result, Palestinian citizens, who constitute 20% of 
the population, are denied access to 13% of "Israel Lands." This 
discriminatory policy contributes to the institutionalization of racially 
segregated towns and villages throughout the state. [5] 

Recently the JNF initiated the expulsion of the people in A1-Araqib Village 
in the Negev. The Jewish National Fund (JNF) and the Israeli Land 
Authority (ILA) demolished the Palestinian Bedouin village of A1-Araqib in 
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the Negev to utilize the land for forestation and the building of future 
Jewish settlements. The A1-Araqib village has existed prior to creation of 
the state of Israel in 1948. The Israeli state, particularly in the form of the 
JNF and ILA have consistently made it extremely difficult for the 
Palestinian Bedouin population, who make up approximately 12% of the 
Palestinian population in the country, to live and build homes in the Negev. 
Persistent harassment from the Israeli authorities and discriminatory land 
and planning policies have made it impossible for Bedouins to build where 
they live or continue the longevity of their villages in the Negev which have 
existed prior to the establishment of the state of Israel1. The expulsion and 
demolition of A1-Araqib is documented in a recent report by the UN High 
Commissioner for Human Rights, Navi Pillay. 

4.5 BGU’s continued mutual relationship with the JNF and ILA is immoral, 
particularly in light of the latter’s active involvement in the destruction of 
Bedouin villages in the surrounding geographical area of BGU and the 
maintenance of discriminatory land and planning policies. This perpetuates 
bad living conditions in that it forces Bedouins to live in informal shanty 
towns or unrecognized villages without any proper services, which at any 
time can be demolished by the Israeli authorities. 

4.6 For more information about JNF please see the ~bllowing website: 

http://www.adalah.org/eng/jnf.php#background 

Furthermore, the following two reports on the JNF were submitted by the 

Human Rights organization, Adalah, to the United Nations: 

http://www.adalah.org/eng/intl06/un-i6-jnf.pdf 
http://www.adalah.org/eng/intladvocacy/JNFUNCHR.pdf 

5. ZIWR and Mekorot 

5.1 The ZIWR has several partnerships and collaborations with the Israeli 
Water Authority company, Mekorot. 

5.2 Specifically, the ZIWR channels its research via a spin-off company called 
Rotec. Rotec’s main partner and R&D investor is Mekorot. 

5.3 Mekorot was founded in 1937 and manages most of the water supplies in 
Israel and the OPT. [6] Mekorot is today one of the main state functionaries 
responsible for implementing Israel’ s water policies. 

5.4 Israeli water policies amount to serous violations of human rights and 
international law. This is documented in numerous international reports, for 
example: 

1In addition, Israeli State Attorney’s Office intends to sue the residents of A1-Araqib for the costs 
incurred to demolish their dwellings "Israel to Sue Bedouin Residents of Demolished Village for 
Demolition Costs" t._it__t__p://www.uruknet.infol¢{p=m75530&hd=&size=l&l=e (accessed on 6 March 
2011) 
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World Bank report "Assessment of Restrictions on Palestinian Water 
Sector Development" (April 2009) and the Annex 12 Update (August 
2OO9) [71 

Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions report "Policies of denial: 
Lack of access to water in the West Bank" (December 2008) 

Amnesty International report "Troubled Waters - Palestinians Denied 
Fair Access to Water" (2009) [8] 

6.2 

6.3 

6.4 

6.5 

MBL - Potential collaboration with Defense companies and Arava Institute 

As discussed in Part 1, Section B, paragraph 14 of this report, the Eilat-Eilot 
Renewable Energy Initiative is a consortium that comprises of several 
Israeli R&D companies and research bodies, including Ben-Gurion 
University and the Arava Institute. 

The Israeli companies include Ormat, Elbit Systems, and Rafael Advanced 
Defense Systems. Elbit Systems and Rafael Advanced Defense systems 
both profit from the occupation (see Partl). 

Renewable energy is one of MBL’s focuses and the UJ-BGU research is in 
part aimed at investigating whether Algae can be transformed into energy. 
There is the likely possibility of the direct application of results of joint UJ- 
BGU research into such collaboration with defense companies. [9] 

The Arava Institute, another partner in this BGU consortium, has a formal 
relationship with the Jewish National Fund (see paragraph 4 above for an 
explanation on the JNF).~ In the 2010-2011 academic year, BIDR and 

Arava offered a Masters scholarship specifically reserved for research on 
Algae. 

Arava’s partnership with the JNF has been widely condemned. Recently, 
folk music legend Pete Seeger noted his regret of having participated in a 
virtual rally titled "With Earth and Each Other". The rally was billed as an 
apolitical effort to bring Israelis and Palestinians together to work for the 
environment. However, it was noted that "Arava’s online event obfuscated 
basic facts about Israel’s occupation and systematic seizure of land and 
water from Palestinians. Arava’s partner and funder, the JNF, is notorious 

The Arava Institute website explains that "The Arava Institute and the Jewish National Fund (JNF) 

share a common mission to protect and preserve the land of Israel. This common mission has resulted 

in a lk~rmal partnership between the two organizations, allowing JNE donors to direct their 

contributions to benefit the Arava Institute." Potential donors learn on another page of the Arava 

Institute website that donating through the JNF is one of the five ways to give to the Arava Institute. 

The Arava Institute is one of seven partners highlighted in the JNF’s Annual Report, and according to 

the JNF’s form 990 for 2008, the JNE granted $357,315 to the Arava Institute in 2008. The JNF and 

Arava are clearly close partners, using one another to bolster their images and funding. 
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for planting forests to hide Palestinian villages demolished by Israel in order 
to seize their land. Arava was revealed as a sterling practitioner of Israeli 
government efforts to ’Rebrand Israel’ through greenwashing and the arts.’’3 

Owing to the realisation of the links that Arava has to institutions such as the JNF and the concerted 
effort to "greenwash" Israeli apartheid, Pete Seeger has t’ormally endorsed the boycott of Israel. More 
information at htt~:llada~ahny.~rglpress-re~eases-~therlf~k-~nusic-~egend-pete-seeger-end~rses- 
boycott-of-israel 
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Section B: The politics of water research -putting the UJ-BGU water research into 
context. 

1. Wastewater reuse is a noble practise. However, Israel’s successes in water reuse do 
not absolve it of flagrant violations of the right to access of water for Palestinians. 
Violations of hmnan rights by the Israeli state during its annexation of water resources 
should not be overlooked or screened by superficially "noble" exploits. 

2. Palestinian academics involved in the area of water research allege that amongst 
the reasons they have refused to collaborate with Israeli academics, particularly on the 
issue of new water technology, is because this (focus) is a deliberate distraction from 
actual water rights and justice. 

3. Ben- Gurion University may choose to host conferences on d~ylands, deserts and 
desertification however, the university, its projects and researchers have never 
condemned Israel’s -continued--confiscation of Palestinian water. This theft is well 
documented and available in reports commissioned by the World Bank and Amnesty 
International. 

4. UJ should request BGU to condemn and distance itself from Israeli state sanctioned 
and illegal theft of Palestinian water, as well as its obstruction of normal sanitation 
projects in the West Bank and Gaza.. 

- In addition to settlements themselves being illegal under international law, Israel’s 
use of water in these settlements is, in addition, illegal under the Fourth Geneva 
Convention. 

- In the Jordan Valley alone, Israel is using 40 million cubic meters of water annually 
extracted from illegal Israeli wells [10]- primarily to irrigate produce that is exported 
to Europe. This is occurring while 2.5 million Palestinians living throughout the West 
Bank (a naturally water-rich area) are limited to 180 million cubic meters annually for 
domestic purposes, agriculture and industry. [11] 

- Palestinian total water supply of 180 million cubic meters is extremely low, and, in 
fact, actual consmnption is even lower, as the supply figure includes water lost from 
the network (communities are obstructed by Israel from fixing leaky pipes, and 
average losses from the network total 30%. [12] In 61% of the West Bank which 
Israel considers "Area C", Israel routinely destroys water pipes feeding Palestinian 
communities and rainwater harvesting cisterns [13] claiming that water which falls 
over "Area C" of the West Bank is "property of Israel". [ 14] 

Since 1967 Israel has been preventing Palestinians from drilling new wells, 
rehabilitating old wells, and from developing water networks in many communities. 
This violates the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, to 
which Israel is a signatory, and under which Israel has an obligation "to respect the 
right" to water and "to refrain from interfering directly or indirectly" in the realization 
of the fight, and "to protect the right". 

- All of the water resources in occupied Palestinian territory are transboundary, and 
Israel has been using its military power to prevent Palestinians from accessing the 
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region’s shared water resources in violation of the internationally accepted principle 
of "fair and equitable allocation" of transboundary water resources. 

- Palestinians are prevented from accessing any water from the Jordan River, even 
though the West Bank borders the Jordan River for a full 70 kms. 

- Under the Oslo Accord Israel agreed to extract 340 million cubic meters from the 
Western Basin of the Mountain Aquifer; however, Israel extracts 450 million cubic 
meters from the Western Basin, while it limits Palestinian access to water from the 
Western Basin to merely 22 million cubic meters. [ 15] 

5. BGU’s research regarding waste-water reuse must be considered in relation to 

Israel’s policies of preventing Palestinians from reusing wastewater and then charging 

Palestinans for wastewater that crosses the Green Line. Israel furthermore unilaterally 

deducts from Palestinians’ VAT the cost of constructing wastewater facilities in 

Israel, thereby affording Israel free treated wastewater for agriculture and forcing the 

Palestinians to bear the cost. 

6. In meetings with Palestinian academics and experts involved in water issues, it was 
highlighted that: 

BGU’ s focus on water purification is an extension of state policy. Whilst research into 
desalination cannot in itself be considered negative - issues regarding stolen water and 
differential access to water have to be addressed first. Failing this, the benefits of such 
research simply perpetuates rather than alleviates current failures with regard to 
access to water. A fact sheet documenting in greater depth the differential access to 
wastewater treatment for Palestinians is available as Annexure L. 
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Section C: Conclusion 

The water policies of the Israeli State are discriminatory against Palestinians, 
particularly the residents of the West Bank, and are in flagrant contravention of 
International Law. Such water policies also provide support for the viability of illegal 
settlements and the agricultural produce of settlement farming activities while 
prejudicially limiting Palestinian access to fresh water for domestic, agricultural and 
industrial usage. 

The activities of the Israeli Water Authority and the Jewish National Fund (together 
with their subsidiaries and collaboration partners such as Mekerot, the Arava Institute, 
BIDR, ZIWR and MBL) as well as with the research undertaken by BGU, forms an 
intricate nexus which supports and entrenches the discriminatory policies on water 
availability consumption within Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories. 

UJ’s involvement in this nexus contributes to discriminatory water policies and 
practices on the basis of religion and ethnicity. 
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DISCRIMINATION AND PALESTINIAN 
EDUCATION 
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Part 4: DISCRIMINATION AND PALESTINIAN EDUCATION 

Introduction 

The Israeli occupation of the Palestinian territories has had a disastrous impact 
on access to education for Palestinians. Palestinian students are subjected to 
imposed immobilisation, poverty, gendered violence, harassment and 
humiliation as a result of Israeli policy and actions. [1] 

The Human Rights Watch study titled "Second Class", detailing the structures 
and policies of racial discrimination in Israel’s education system, states: 

Discrimination at every level of the [Israeli] education system winnows out a 

progressively larger proportion of Palestinian Arab children as the), progress 
through the school system-or channels those who persevere away .from the 

opportunities of higher education. The hurdles Palestinian Arab students face 
from kindergarten to university function like a series of sieves with 

sequentially finer holes. At each stage, the education system filters out a 

higher proportion of Palestinian Arab students than Jewish students. [2] 

According to the 2004 U.S. State Department (a firm ally of Israel) in their 
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for Israel and the Occupied 
Territories, "Israeli Arabs were underrepresented in the student bodies and 
faculties of most universities and in higher professional and business ranks. [3] 

Israel has also mounted direct attacks on Palestinian education, with complete 
closures of Hebron University and the Palestinian Polytechnique in 2003 and 
the targeting and bombing of more than 60 schools during the attacks on Gaza 
in 2009. [4] 

While Palestinian citizens of Israel constitute more than 20% of the country’s 
population, only 9.5% of B.A. students, 4.8% of M.A. students, 3.2% of Ph.D. 
students and a mere 1% of the academic staff in Israeli academic institutions 
are Palestinians. [5] 

The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights released a report 
detailing how Palestinian applicants are three times as likely to be rejected by 
Israeli academic institutions than Jewish applicants. [6] 
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B. Discrimination at BGU 

In an environment of structural discrimination against non-Jewish sectors of 
the Israeli population, it is neither surprising nor unexpected that the education 
system, at all levels, mirrors the inequalities of the state. BGU is no exception 
to the prevalence of exclusion and discrimination operating within Israeli 
society. 

Indeed, BGU’s policies and practices further entrench these systemic modes 

of discrimination, for example: 

BGU has no programs of study conducted in Arabic in spite of Arabic being 
an official language of Israel and the first language of more than a fifth of 
Israel’s population. Palestinian students who have been taught in Arabic at a 
secondary and primary school level are severely hindered by this language 
barrier. 

° As an Israeli university, BGU is obliged to give special treatment to students 
who serve in the Israeli military reservists.. While this is stipulated by law, 
BGU has never expressed even symbolic opposition to this political 
interference in the academic sphere. And, like other Israeli universities, it has 
found ways of supporting soldiers and the Israeli military agenda beyond that 
which is required by law. 

BGU’s offer of academic benefits to soldiers that serve in the IDF, 
furthermore promotes indirect discrimination against Palestinians in the 
following ways: 

2.1 

2.2 

Most Jewish Israeli citizens are conscripted into the army and therefore 
stand to benefit from these academic privileges. 

Some Israeli youth are exempt from service because of religious beliefs 
and health reasons. There are also a small but important number of 
conscientious objectors who are sometimes imprisoned because of their 
refusal to enlist. 

2.3 Any favourable or preferential treatment of soldiers is discrimination 
against both these groups, but the starkest discrimination is against 
Palestinian citizens of Israel who, unlike most other ethnic populations, 
are not conscripted into the Israeli army. 

2.4 Highlighting once again the pernicious nature of the Israeli state’s 
discriminatory policies, Palestinian citizens of Israel are divided into 
categories and on the basis of such categories are differentially enlisted 
into the IDF. Further, Palestinian citizens of Israel are not permitted to join 
the air force and elite combat units within the defense force and are 
excluded from BGU’s benefits such as fast-tracked programs, which are 
available to Israeli Airforce members only. [7] 
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BGU may suggest that its offer of token scholarships and access to specific 
programs for Bedouins in the Negev (as well as projects aimed at Bedouin 
"development") at least allows for some "balancing" of overall discrimination 
against Palestinians. 

It is important to note that, within the context of everyday dispossession of 
Bedouin communities, programs by Israeli universities focused on the 
"development" of Bedouin communities are a mere sideshow to the broader 
structural discrimination resulting from Israeli state policies.~ 

1 After the formation of the state of Israel in 1948, the Negev Desert around Beersheba was declared a 

military zone and the Bedouin were placed under military rule. They were forced off their traditional 
grazing lands into dense towns. In the following years several laws established the theft of land from 
Bedouins. The 1953 Israeli Land Acquisition Law registered all land not in the possession of its owner 
in April 1952 as state property, thus many Bedouins who had been forced off their land upon the 
formation of the state could never return. [8] The Bedouin population of the Negev decreased from 
between 57, 000 and 95,000 in 1946 to a mere 11,000 in 1953. [9] Bedouin "townships" on the edge 
of Beersheba are scarred by the history of violence and Apartheid-like urban planning by the Israeli 
State, industries are scarce, resources are few, relationships with Jewish neighbours are largely ones of 
economic subordination and the unemployment level of Bedouin women has escalated to 83%. [10] 
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Co Conclusion 

The inherent structural inequalities within Israeli society are mirrored in the 
constitution of its educational institutions. BGU’s preferential treatment for 
military enlisted students further cements and extends the inequality already 
prevalent within the make-up of tertiary educational institutions in Israel. In 
addition, BGU offers no substantial transformative avenues or programmes 
that seek to remedy the structural inequality that was created and continues to 
persist as a result of Israel’s racist policies and occupation of the Palestinian 
territory. Rather, BGU supports the status quo and is opposed to any debate or 
discussion on the issue. 
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DURBAN SINGS 
Audio reports, songs and stories from Jozi 

Hallo Keleketla [5~oducers 

"[’his one-week workshop aims to share, explore and provide participants with tools, 
methods, background material and infi)rmation to become active in the fields of audio 
radio/ community media and oral history archiving procedures. We want to practice, 
discuss and develop together and for your various groups and areas how you can actively 
adopt tile methods and applications developed by tile DURBAN SINGS project; and 
through this process develop a working audio media collective t\~r your group/ 
community/area. 

The activity will t~ke the fk)rm of a dramatic walk-in audio media and oral history 
enviromnent traveling with i{s producers ~irom Durban to Johannesburg to extend and 
strengthen. ~he ne~work of producers the project has ini~iated. 

Proposed Program: 

Elements: 

en~ u < renero includin.~: A participatory audio media an.d oral history - ~’- ~ .... ~ 

drop-in recording studio 
drop in audio editing and on-line broadcast studio 
listening room and exhibition (documentation ~f ’slow broadcast’ and 

history tools h~ process) 
MI par~s of ~he environmen~ Nci~itated by DURBAN SINGS producers 
on-air broadcast invMving local radio stations 
on-line broadcast involving international participants and s~a~ions 
"pavement-broadcast" 
open ink, D J, speakers ~n 

DURBAN SINGS archive 
Johannesburg) 

ora! 

pavemenL street recordings, mixh~g from 
and contributions from passers-by in 



Trajectory of the project: 

- (audio) portray the diversity of people and communities active in~ ctdmral production 
and m~sic l-hro~gh a variety of songs, views, issues, stories an~d audio reports 
- making another ~image/sound’ of Johannesburg to be heard (" a living counter history") 
via an open on-line audio archive and a DVD publication collectively produced and 
edited by all the participants during the one week workshop° 

Starting question: 

- think of the images° stories, songs and reports that surround us daily via radio° TV and 
newspapers and ask yourself what it is you’d also like to have heard? what voices and 
stories would you want to reveal? 

A truing at: 

- Developing and articulating particular t~kke on audio media productions that allow %r 
citizen based productions and archiving activity within the interested members of forum 
and participm~t groups~ 

To initiate an audio production team and editing collective that could be based in 
Johannesburg an.d sun-ounding areas. 
- Making use of the procedm-es of the DURBAN SINGS project to develop ways to 
organise and maimain media collectives in a horizontal and p~micipatory manner i~ / for 
a group of prodncers. 

Developing links and networks with other alternative media initiatives within 
Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town, the continem and the globe to thcilitate cultural 
exchange and dialogue. 

- AdditionaIly to the on-line and off-line audio publications, we also want to gather {he 
experiences of communi{y media prodttction gained throttgh this process in the release of 
a~ audio media activist DVD applicatiom to which all pa~icipants are also invite to 
contribnte below is a prospective outline %r the weeFs activities: 

SKILLS / ACTIVITY FOLLOW-UP ADD° MEDIA 
THEME 

Observation and 
Description 

"We cannot love 
that which we do 

(Guinean proverb) 

(observations of 
situations in a public 
place; what can you 
see, hear, smell 

Group 1: audio note- 
taking 
Group2: written note- 
taking 

discuss the 
different kinds of 
in%. and how they 
are transmit{ed 

Talk about 
relationships of 
text and audio 
recordings, 

audio; 

"coloured gangs" 
(Undressing 
Durban, p.270) ; 
Garth/qiam 
radio: "history 
and som~d as a 
means to 
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(Oral) History, 

Memory and 
Forgetting 

his~o©~" (LKJ) 

"Akulattga 

tingendaba" 

(No sun sets 
without its 

histories) 

Interview skills 
(how to conduct 
a good 

conversation) 

"it is only through 
tt~e way in which 
we present and 
imagine ourselves 
that we come to 
know how we are 
constituted and 

(SmaA Hall) 

Group3: description 
from memory 

editing as product of 
an authored listening: 

group 1 + 2: on the 
same text source 
group 3 + 4: on the 
same audio source 
group 5: audio 
interview 3 people on 
the same issue 

Role-play interviews 
(based on isiZulu 
proverbs) 
- one to one imerview 
- o13e tO one 

conversation 
- group debate 
a)- aiming towards 
issues, arguments, 
info. 
b)- aiming towards 
detailed description, 
story 

’presented’ audio as 
on 
www.archive.org 
page 
- Analyse and 
discuss the 
different kinds of 
info. and how {hey 
are achieved 

- Discuss proverbs 
and songs in 
relation to history: 
what could an 
African 
understanding of 
history look/sound 
like? 

- Discussion: what 
works?, what 
doesn’t?; why’? 

- Further 
discussion: 
Different forms of 
interviews; 
questions, 
techniques and 
structure; 
interview 
schedule; audio 
report; audio 
archives; etc. 

engage" 
"Amandla!" 
(film, 2002) 

LKJ: "we’re 
making history"; 
Jack London. 
"The People of 
the Abyss" 
(published 1903; 
an early example 
of "participatory 
observation") 
D,Brmus 
"Memory"; 
"Oral History" 
p,129; 

Samples of 
interviews and 
conversations 
from NGZ-DVD 
"influence 100" 
+ alternatives: 
"situated 
conversation"/ 
"dramatic field 
recording", e.g. 
- audio walk. 
- ’reality radio’ 

organise a 
production team/ 
editing coRective/ 
media collective 

"h~ the IelIing and 
re.telling qf their 
stories/They 
crea~e 

communities of 

each other about your 
group/area and the 
lack/need/desire for 
and possibilities of 
community media 
there 

- write and present 
profile of your ~ea 
- write and present 
profile of your group 

on experiences 
from setting up 
RASAfln and the 
NGZ audio radio 
prqiect 

- Prepare a ’call for 
D~ticipatiotf for 
your area of audio 
research 

line text) 
NGZ (poster 
text) + 
Sample of visual 
and audio call for 
participation 
"influence 100" 
RASAfm (audio) 
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(Maya Angelou) 

Commmfity 
radio and public 
radio projects 

( to be used on your 
blog, CCS website, 
DURBAN SINGS 
blog and 

pages 
- on-line research in 
groups on one of the 
radio projects: present 
the prR)ect, analyse 
and discuss 

Prepare a report to 
debate in your 
local group: 
including 
questions, 

Audio samples: 
-RASAfm- NGZ 
- Bessengue City 
- Cjam - Bush 
Radio (text) - 

(musical) 
perCbrma~ce is a 
primary site (~" the 

productio~ 
k~owtedge, . ," 

(M~garet 
Drewal) 

- &aw up a play-Iis{ 
and present a micro 
radio show (15 rains) 
from on-line 
DURBAN SINGS 
materia~ 

suggestions, tasks + Tunde 
AdegboIa 
(interview and 
text: "Language, 
Media, Content") 

Suggestions %r a micro radio show (15 rains) from on-line material generated throughout 
the Jozi installation and live-in exhibition for example: 

- The angry road: there’s something missing here! 
- The playfu! road: throw the dice, let chance choose clips that you’ll present 
- The musical road: assemble some clips to a mh~ opera, musical or drama 
- The documentary ~r themed road: start ~ff from s~me cl~ps in the archive and 
follow the ~h~ks, add to the story~ the search, and the ~uesfion 

IDURBAN SINGS 
audio med~a and oral history 
ed#orial workshol# post-productio~t in 

word 
practice to use word-software on the text documents for your organisation 

- open (application~ blank docmnent, your texts from inside word, from memory-stick) 
- copy/paste/save 
- archiving: make new foilder ’on-line doctm~ents’ with inside folders: texts, images, 
audio-footage 
- editing texts: spell-check, choosing type-face, size, bold, underline etc. 
- insert taNe, insert image 



(hnage ediling as above) save your images in dedical-ed fokier inside ’on-line docmnen~s’ 
folder 

e-mail 

- Access www.~le.com, then g-mail 
- set up a g-mail accoum for your organisation 
- send e-mail to other members of the team exchanging new addresses 
- send e-mail with attachments (exchange text documents with other members of the 
team, make editorial snggestions and return); attach image 
- send group e-mail to all 

- brows websites and blo~s (e,g, from bit groll of ~%%*.~:~.~:~.g.~1~J~‘~i.?).g~:~{.~.?.12~j.p.12.e.~.~.~;.~.?.?.).~‘ and 
via ~2~5~=~.j:J~=~)..:.~:~2~,~:~2~.~ ) 
- search engines (type a question, brows answer) 
- www.~Iwazi.ora 
- Wikipedia 
- Wordpress blogs, archive.org 

sign rap as 

- upload one clean %otage track from your archive, as/or a test 
- include text (see example below) and keywords 
- Copy/paste url-address of the link into your text document (to keep reference) 

~pen a blog at www,w~rdpressoc~mT~ 

- open a blog %r your organisation 
- select ’appearance’ and ’settings’ 
- Post {exts, images, links an.d url-addresses for audio (a{ www~arc:hive,org ) 
content on your blog: 

a) intro to your organisation; and to your area (text and images) 
b) Intro to your local oral history research as part of DURBAN SINGS; 
c) Statement/summary about your research findings; 
d) Table of content for your local footage archive + list of links to the audio 
www,archive,org; 
e) ingo to your edited play-list of 10 clips + link to the audio on 
f) Li~ks to the blogs and archives of the other 7 editorial teams, to the ’switchboaN-blog’ 
?~2~.~2~.~.~.~.~.g~2~}’.~:)~:~%.:.~)!~.~ and to the CCS community portal 
~:llwww.ukz~.ac.z~!ccsldefaul~,a~ ? 11,(52 
g) List of links {o rela{ed organisations in the 



An edRor is someone who gives out (Latin.: e-dare) something of conten.t (a book, a 
compilation, etc.) into the public domain. (commercially or n.on-commercially) 

More specifically, an editor is someone who prepares (raw) data %r public consumption 
(infk)rmation, entertaimnent, commut~ication etc.) 

"Content = packaging of ideas, believes, facts, (data) etc. for the purpose of storage (= 
archiving) an.d production (= as multiple copies or trans-mission)" from Tun.de 
Adegbola’s text "Explanatory Notes on Content Media and Language Issues" 

Tools and mater~M ~f audio editing: 

footage track = raw data audio (or AV) recording or ’take’ (in the strict sense: untouched) 
(cleaned) footage track = raw data (unedited, but voltaire adjusted or filtered) 
smnp|e = an exceq?t from a collection of footage or footage archive 
d~p = an excerpt of a footage track (in a strict sense two cuts: ’top and tail’) 
edited clip = an excerpt of a fk)otage track (subjected to more cuts at~d adjustments) 
mix = a compositional edit (possibly using more than one source recording and more that~ 
one track (multi-tacking) and effects (like echo etc) for a more interpretative or artistic 
result) 
p|ay-|ist = a curated follow-up of selected audio pieces or clips (for ’easy-listening’ etCo) 
[’curated’ means that every aspect is specially chosen: the number of pieces, their length, 
a~d sequence, %e length of the entire playqist etc.l 

producin.~ DURBAN SINGS collectiveD: 

editing = production of content 

at~ editor is a publishit~g producer: your play-list of 10 dips fiom your local footage 
archive preset~ts your interpretation and evaluation of the recorded oral histoU 
information, in audio format; it is and audio ’exhi bition’ or publication of your research 
findings; it is one such interpretation and evaluation, many more and many other are 
imaginable o.. 

this is why we punish also the footage archive of recordings, call for responses and 
mixes’ from listeners and ’give out’ (puNish) our recordings ut~der the ’creative 
cm~m-mns’ (cc)ilicence agreement 

the DURBAN SINGS audio archive on your blog: 

Oral History Archive: 



Welcome to the DURBAN SINGS footage archive of oral history recordi~g. These tracks 
were recorded by ~.o (artist) of... (organisation) in ~.. (area) Durban South A[~rka ~n May/ 
June 

A, edited play-list (June 

1. (title) (footage track No.) (length) 

10 

B. Notage archive (May~June 2009) 

No. interviewee content Proverbl song length 

No. interviewee content Proverb/song i~ngth 

~:Hwww=archive=orgtdetailstl)m, hasSin~ 

No, interviewee content Proverb/song . length 

N~:Nw wwoarcl~iveoor~ldel:ailslD~rl)an S 

No. interviewee content Proverb/song length 

[upload your comple~e Iis~ of footage as ’media’ documentl 

The recordings are puhlished to tYed debate and listening exchange. Comments and 
responses (written or audio) are welcome and can be posted to the contacts below. 
For audio comments or re-mixes, please op-|oad your recordings on 



www~arcMve~or~ (m~der t:he title: Durban Sings) and send us the lh~k via 
comment boxes of the biog~ 

Thank you t’or listening. 

related parts of the DURBAN SINGS audio archive can be accessed via the 
switchboard blog ~:i/Wwwodmba~sin~gress,co~ and d~recfly v~a the local 
ed~t~Mal teams: 
CLERMONT 
FOLWENI htt 
INANDA/NEWTOWN A ~://www,abasha209%w~rdpress,e~m~ 
INANDA/NTUZUMA 
INNER CITY ~:Nwww~c~mmm~med~adesk~wordpress~com 

MARIANNRIDGE ~ U/www~mar~an~r~d~~ress,c~m~ 
UMLAZI 

Below is a graphic presentation of the interactive space that would characterize the 
Johmmesburg presence with three major activity ~eas: 

1. The Street outpost of pavement broadcasts from the archives of DIS collection as 
well as those produced during the Johannesburg installation with recording 
facilities for new audio recordings to continually be captured and edited for street 
broadcastit~g. 

2. An interactive drop in studio and workshop space to act as the production unit for 
~he creation of new audio outputs arid methods tha~ reflect the Jozi space and 
inputs. This site will also be the hos~ of pos~ production and edi~ing activities for 
new archival content. 

3. Outpost 3; interactive live-in archive consisting of changing image slideshowso 
audio listening booths and possibilities fbr a streamit~g initiative fbr on-going 



productions. 



DATE: 21 March 2011 

TO: Durban Mayor Obed Mlaba 
Deputy Mayor Logie Naidoo 
Durban City Manager Michael Sutcliffe 
All other municipal officials 

RE: Human Rights Day protest against socio-economic and 
environmental rights violations 

Introduction: our grievances have been ignored 

We are the citizenry of Durban. Our organisations have long registered grievances 
about the way the city is being run. Last June 16, we gave detailed criticisms about 
the way the World Cup was implemented by yourselves, FIFA and its corporate 
partners. In other protests in recent years, our fisherfolk and shackdwellers 
demonstrated peacefully but were denied a voice. Those without water, sanitation 
and electricity regularly came to your doorstep but were turned away. In 2009, South 
Durban residents filed numerous grievances, informal traders fought to stop 
displacement, and starving unemployed people demonstrated for their constitutional 
right to food. 

Throughout, we found your offices utterly unresponsive, and the problems we 
identified only worsened. Indeed they were amplified by the city’s diversion of funding 
from meeting basic needs, and increasing evidence of municipal corruption (such as 
R3.5 billion in fast-track crony-dealmaking). When xenophobia emerged in the 
citizenry, state officials simply denied the causes and consequences. 

And now in 2011, with the visits of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) in July 
and the Conference of Polluters (COP) in November-December, two more damaging 
processes are about to begin. Because of your self-congratulatory attitude after the 
FIFA World Cup, the IOC and the COP17, we believe you need reminders of why so 
many of Durban’s citizens will look at the Mlaba-Naidoo-Sutcliffe era with scorn and 
regret. 

Our immediate demands 

The communities of Durban unite in a mass public protest on Human Rights Day, 
Monday 21 st March 2011, against your failure to protect the vulnerable and 
marginalised people of Durban. For too long, your offices have ignored the rights of 
the citizens of Durban and you have supported big business against the poor. We are 
therefore going to apply direct pressure to force you to talk with affected 
communities, and agree to the following: 

1. All budget and price increases and development plans, including for 
housing, basic services and energy, must be discussed with community 
representatives; 

2. All areas that currently have an impact on livelihoods such as fishing spots, 
street trading areas and waste pickers must be reopened for discussion and 
transparent decision-making; 
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3. There must be an open and transparent process to discuss the use of the 
old Durban airport site with community representatives; 

4. Authorities must consult with the representatives of the areas affected by 
industrial pollution (such as Clairwood, Merebank, Wentworth, Bluff, 
Montclair, Isipingo, Umlazi, Chatsworth, Phoenix and Athlone Park), and take 
decisive action against polluters. 

5. All municipal policies that discriminate against the citizens of Durban and 
that undermine the constitution’s socio-economic and environmental rights, 
must be repealed. 

6. All immigrants and South African citizens must be treated equally and all 
forms of discrimination removed in policies and practice. 

Grievances 

Our grievances are serious because we believe that Durban politicians and officials 
have failed us, while instead serving the interests of big business and fostering a 
local version of crony capitalism: 

We have paid for your failed gambles and public subsidies at the Point and 
ICC, for too long, and more recently at Mabhida Stadium. 
We were nearly displaced from our century-old Early Morning Market, 
prevented only through mass protests even in the face of police violence. 
We were victims of your bus privatization. 
We tried to avoid services disconnections but could not pay your unwarranted 
price increases. 
We suffered your growing housing crisis, evictions of fisher-folk from the port, 
non-consultative street renaming, Blue Flag beach disqualification, and vast 
cost-overruns at the Mabhida Stadium. 
We are angry that you let loose police on all our communities when we 
attempt to stage non-violent marches, but turn a blind eye to police corruption 
and fail to solve our community crime crises. 
We believe that you treat shackdwellers, market traders, organised labour, 
and residents’ organisations with contempt. 

Climate crisis 

Global climate disruptions - extreme weather events, droughts, floods, increased 
disease, scarce water - are already disproportionately felt by small island states, 
coastal peoples, indigenous peoples, local communities, fisherfolk, women, youth, 
poor people, elderly and marginalised communities. In Durban, facing a growing 
climate crisis that scientists confirm will inundate our low-lying areas, destroy our 
wetlands, threaten food security and create unprecedented refugees, we argued in 
2009 against your existing policies: 

Gambling that our city’s future will be based on tourism, major sports events 
and transport is absurd given what we now know about the need for national 
and global carbon taxes. 
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The municipality’s attempt to profit from climate change through ’Clean 
Development Mechanism’ carbon trading gimmicks at several landfill sites is 
not only unworkable, it is also immoral because it allows Northern countries 
and companies to maintain greenhouse gas emissions while neglecting green 
alternatives to waste disposal at home. 
The city’s failure to fund green jobs and the just transition away from fossil fuel 
addiction is another example of short-sightedness. 

Last year, we viewed the ’greenwashing’ of the World Cup with contempt, because it 
included incorrect claims by your officials that the CO2 permanently emitted in the 
vast cement construction plus increased air travel was ’offset’ by planting trees 
(which themselves are only a temporary, fragile container of CO2 because they emit 
the same carbon when they die and biodegrade). We were disgusted when your 
officials bragged about ’carbon credits’ from burning methane from rubbish dumps in 
a World Bank Clean Development Mechanism project (even though such ’emissions 
trading’ is a dangerous distraction from fighting climate change). We were terrified by 
the ideas about burning waste for energy given the extreme dangers associated with 
incineration. 

There are so many causes of GreenHouse Gas emissions that the municipality must 
finally begin addressing: the tourism industry, Africa’s largest port, the new (and 
unnecessary) airport, the car factories, the oil refineries and petro-chemical complex, 
the trucking and container industry, the manganese smelter that uses such a large 
share of our electricity, and so many others. There are so many areas the city has 
not yet even begun to address to help society adapt to climate, including the need for 
energy conservation, the lack of reliable and affordable public transport, the housing 
crisis and our need for solar heating (especially inexpensive solar geysers), 
opportunities for tidal and wind power, food security, increasingly-frequent extreme 
weather events, low-lying vulnerable residences and buildings, and destroyed 
wetlands. 

Other pollution problems 

In many of our communities, nearly two centuries of injustice in Durban were 
exacerbated by geographical manipulation and racist laws that forcefully housed 
people alongside industry, fomented class and cultural differences and coerced 
people onto the cheap labour treadmill by robbing them of sustainable and 
independent livelihoods. In South Durban, communities have sought to reverse this 
legacy but government and parastatal bodies continued to present spatial 
development plans and impose fait accompfi decisions that, like the colonial and 
apartheid planners of old, continue the collusion with industry to the benefit of 
wealthy elites. 

In the case of the Engen refinery, communities residing on the fence-line have 
experienced explosions, fires and regular gassing out with impunity. The release of 
toxins and poisonous chemicals were rarely addressed nor the appropriate action 
been taken against the culprits. South Durban communities suffering the trauma and 
fear of these explosions have since 2003 been calling for an emergency plan to be 
made available, but incredibly, city officials still claim such a plan - if it even exists - 
is a secret. The community’s own Emergency Planning Guide has been given to 
municipal officials but ignored. This stance is one area Durban can truly claim to be 
world-class, because in 2002 a study of the Settlers Primary School revealed that 
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52% of the learners and educators had asthma, the highest rate anywhere. A further 
study in 2006 revealed that respiratory diseases were escalating and that the cancer 
risk was 250 times the norm. Communities continue to bear a large chunk of the 
medical costs, while the municipality has sacked key people from its air pollution 
department. 

Communities across Durban continue to suffer because of poor planning and the 
hazardous placing of dirty industries alongside their homes. The municipality 
continues to remove green lungs and buffer zones. Environmental Impact 
Assessments are carried out by incompetent consultants and lead to expropriation of 
land, relocation of communities and an increase in health problems. The marine life, 
flora and fauna continue to be destroyed by chemicals being released into our 
canals, rivers, harbour and ocean. Despite the monitoring of water quality, culprits 
have not been brought to book. 

Economic burdens 

The economic burdens you have saddled us with over the past year are also 
unbearable. We did not need a new 70 000-seater Moses Mabhida Stadium. The 
cost to taxpayers R3.1 billion, even though initial estimates were for R1.8 billion. 
Redirecting this spending could have erased the majority of the vast backlogs 
Durban faces, of housing, water/sanitation, electricity, clinics, schools and roads. 
Mabhida’s next-door neighbour is Absa Stadium, home of Sharks rugby, which seats 
52 000 and which could easily have been extended. The companies and individuals 
that profited most from Mabhida’s construction include multinational corporations and 
those responsible for notorious municipal disasters, such as bus privatiser Remant 
Alton and Point development failure Dolphin Whispers, along with at least one fake 
B lack Econom ic Em powerm ent front com pany. 

The soaring foreign and domestic debt we are now suffering because of World Cup 
expenses will cause untold problems for the SA economy in years to come; FIFA was 
not subject to South African taxes and was also allowed to ignore SA exchange 
control regulations; and FIFA took home profits of more than R25 billion leaving us 
with practically no new available soccer facilities in our townships. This kind of 
extreme waste and crony capitalism typifies the relationship of FIFA to host 
governments, and bribery and corruption have been associated with FIFA’s 
operations (as documented in lawsuits in Zug and New York as well as the choice of 
Qatar for the 2022 World Cup). 

Corruption 

~Durban’s recent corruption has become a humiliating feature of our city’s life, with 
each new daily headline revealing new ways fast-tracking of contracts benefit a tiny 
set of cronies. For example, the construction of low-cost housing by Zikhulise 
Cleaning, Maintenance and Transport remains a national scandal. Durban housing 
official Nigel Gumede and City Manager Mike Sutcliffe rejected the findings of the 
National Home Builders’ Registration Council report which showed extensive 
wrongdoing - one third of houses in Umlazi requiring reconstruction - in a R300 
million contract begun in December 2006. The politically well-connected Zikhulise 
owners Shauwn and S’bu Mpisane - the latter a former fugitive from a multiple 
shooting case - continue to flaunt their notorious luxurious lifestyle with a car fleet 
worth a reported R100 million and multi-million rand parties. 
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Malgovernance and political oppression 

~Durban’s Council and ward committee system has become a form of top-down 
political control; Council does not take our voices upwards; the democratic gains that 
were won in 1994 are also our victories, but have been taken from us; 

The September 2009 attack on the Abahlali baseMjondolo (AbM) movement, 
its leaders and well known members, their family members and its offices in 
the Kennedy Road settlement apparently received the backing of the local 
ruling party and government structures, and many AbM members cannot go 
back to Kennedy Road. 
The Durban council made clear its intent to demolish the Early Morning Market 
at Warwick Junction in favour of a shopping mall even though the Early 
Morning Market is one of the surviving monuments of the indentured Indian 
labourers, and hundreds of jobs - as well as affordable edibles - for poor 
people are at stake. 
Durban fisherfolk have witnessed rich people fishing off expensive boats and 
yachts unhindered while working-class subsistence fishermen suffer police 
harassment and arrests; fishermen were in 2010 denied access to New Pier, 
the South Pier, the Bluff military base and the quayside shore (Gunter Gulley, 
Yacht Mole, Lucky Dip). 
Durban’s hundreds of thousands of immigrants are under sustained attack: the 
May 2008 and July 2010 xenophobic attacks demonstrated a failed municipal 
state which washed its hands of ongoing xenophobia and even used police 
brutality to displace desperate refugees, and there remain inadequate support 
systems and preventative measures against another xenophobia attack while 
immigrants continue to face oppression in their dealings with the South African 
government and police. 

Workers, poor people and communities are under attack 

The working class and poor of Durban are under severe pressure because of the 
world and SA economic crises, which never lifted for many of us, costing the country 
more than a million lost jobs and leaving Durban badly exposed in sectors like 
shipping, clothing and textiles. Poor and working people are being pushed out of any 
meaningful access to citizenship, and recent government statistics prove the urban 
poor are becoming poorer. We have complained about these problems, and had no 
relief. 

Too many of us who have formal water and electricity connections have not been 
able to afford the fast-rising costs of these services and face disconnection; the 
promise of housing has been downgraded to forced removal to a transit camp more 
like prisons than homes; housing that has been built exists in human dumping 
grounds far outside of the cities and far from work, schools, clinics and libraries; and 
there is a new, heavy-handed, privatised municipal debt collection strategy that is 
wrecking state-community relationships. Poor flat dwellers have suffered from 
unaffordable and exploitative rents; and the poor have been forced to sign 
exploitative rental agreements under duress and threat of eviction. 

Farm dwellers have suffered the impoundment of cattle, demolition of homes, denial 
of the right to bury loved ones, denial of basic service and brutality (and sometimes 
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murder) at the hands of some farmers; and a biased justice system which has 
system atically underm ined farm dwellers. 

Outsourcing of casualised labour has become a full-fledged crisis, as witnessed in 
the 2010 revolt by Stallion Security workers who were exploited at Moses Mabhida to 
the extent of protesting in the face of police stun grenades, tear gas and rubber 
bullets. Other recent crises caused by Durban’s labour brokers include the ports - 
partly responsible for a recent three-week strike by transport workers - and the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal, where underpaid workers (less than R1000 take-home 
pay for UKZN cleaners) are still suffering. 

Public transport 

Many in Durban continue to be dependent upon private automobiles (with resulting 
adverse impacts on climate change). There has been a sharp decline in Durban’s 
public transport compared to other South African cities which have begun investing in 
the Bus Rapid Transit system. 

A government web-site (www.sa2010.,qov.za) promised benefits for the host cities of 
the 2010 FIFA World Cup Soccer including "a fast, comfortable and low cost urban 
transport system ... for central business districts but also in townships" but it was 
never delivered. Instead, ~Durban officials implemented air-conditioned "People 
Mover" buses with security guards at every stop but only in the city centre and along 
the beachfront, mostly for the benefit of tourists; there is still terribly inadequate 
public transport in both the townships and suburbs, and many areas are currently 
unserviced, and others have with an infrequent and unreliable service with no bus 
timetables available. 

These grievances are genuine, and they continue to create extreme stress between 
Durban politicians and municipal officials on the one hand, and our society and 
environment on the other. It is crucial for politicians and officials to urgently come to 
grips with your accountability to your employers: we, the public. For too long a de 
facto one-party state regime has inflicted corrupt, unaccountable and incompetent 
policies on the Durban citizenry. It is time to consign this period to the dustbin of 
history. Politicians and officials of eThekwini Metro can either be part of an entirely 
new way of conducting public policy and providing municipal services.., or if not, you 
should be prepared to suffer the same fate as those in North Africa and the Middle 
East now being given an involuntary early retirement. 
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CM~ITAL[SM NATURE SOCIALISM VOLUME 00 NUMBER 00 (~VIONTH 2011) 

CLIMATE JUSTICE 

From Copenhagen to Cancfin to Durban: Moving 
Deckchairs on the Climate Titanic 

It ,vas 4am on December 11, 2010, in balmy Cancfin, that ultra-prot~c{{d 
unsustainable bubble of hedonism in a sea of Mexican poverty. Champa ne co~k~ ...... g 

popped, and the victory of enlightened humanity over nature was declared!h 
Conference of the Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention 6n Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) finally concluded to thunderous self-app!ause and elite 
backslapping. With a sigh of relie~, the global climate summjV was portrayed by 

most participants and mainstream journalists as a "step forward." B~agged U.S. State 

Department lead negotiator Todd Stern, apparently beyqnd c~vifig gbmtt g/ikiLeak~ 
disclosure of Washington’s bullying tactics two weeks earlier ~Ideag that were f~rst of 
all, skeletal last year, and not approved, are now appr6Ved and elaborated" (Tollefson 

2010). 

Those ideas were largely aimed at of’market ideology 
in order to turn the medium/long-term s~{em threatening prospect of climate 
chaos~hich has already unleashed ~em~ d{Struction in Pakistan, Russia, and 
China in 2010, and Australi~ ifi e~iy 2011 into a short-term source of 

commodif]cation, speculatiom ~fid profit. Exactly a year earlier, near-universal elite 

despondency ,vas expressed wh~fi {h~ non-binding, low-target, deliberately-vague 
Copenhagen Accord wa~ ~igfi~d i~a small Bella Centre backroom by five countries’ 
leaders to the howls of criticism from the general public and the crash of carbon 

markets (Bond 2010)......... 

In Cancfin’ a ~od ~f optimism was restored for future rounds of global climate 

negotiation~i {hm~gh everyone knew the deal would not even begin to address the 

requiremet*~s 6f climate science. Crunch time would come at the next meeting of 

heads o[ stai~ and ministers in steamy Durban in the dog days of a South African 
summer i~ November-December 2011, at the end of the penultimate year before the 
expiration of the Kyoto Protocol’s targets. Many predict that Durban will see Kyoto 
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itself effectively die instead of moving to a second stage of broader, deeper 
commitments. 

But in Canctln, spirits rallied for those who promote "global governance" 
which in reality has meant coordinated world agreements to liberalize capitalism 
even if only because a shot of adrenalin was pumped into their near-lifeless market- 
oriented climate strategies. The elites’ positive spin was based on reaching an 
international consensus (although Bolivia formally dissented), and establishing a few 
new instruments to manage the climate crisis using capitalist techniques. Canctin’s 
defenders argue that the last hours’ agreements included acknowledgements that 
emissions cuts should keep average ~vorld temperature increases below 2°C, with 
consideration to be given in the future to lowering the target to 1.5~C. Negotiators 
also endorsed several principles and practices: greater transparency about emissions; a 
Green Climate Fund led initially (though perhaps permanently) by the World Bank; ...... ........ 

the introduction of forest-related investments; transfers of technology for renewable ....... 
energy; capacity-building; and a strategy for reaching legally binding protocols in th~ ...... 
future. 1 

According to UNFCCC head Christiana Figueres, formerly a lea~i~g carbon 
trader, "Cancfin has done its job. Nations have sho~vn they can ~vork together under 

a common roof, to reach consensus on a common cause" (U~i~gd Nations 
Environment Program 2010). The pages below argue that the Cancfin      j’ob’s 

common cause was climate ~nj~st~ce. F~gueres and the Me~!can ~de~s were skdled 
diplomats in a context of desperation, to be sure. But{hey allO~ed financiers, 
industrial capitalists, fossil tirol corporations, and sta~es to cement in the kinds of 
climate strategies that will make real solutions that much harder to achieve. What 

Mike Davis (2010) said in response to the earlier ~un& fl~Us applies even more so to 
Canc(ln: 

Climate diplomatT based on the Kyo~0 C0~nhRgen template assumes that, once 
the major actors have accepted th~ ~0ns~Sus science in the UN Intergovern- 

mental Panel on Climate Cha~g~ (IPCC) reports, they will recognize an 
overriding common inter~S~ i~ ga~m~g control over the greenhouse effect. But 
global warming is not HG. Well~:s ~Ta~° off’t/.~e l~7odds, where invading Martians 
democratically annih~!ate human~{y without class or ethnic distinction. Climate 
change, instead ~ill produc~ dramatically unequal impacts across regions and 
social classes, infli~0g th~ greatest damage upon poor countries with the fewest 
resources fbr m~fi~i~gfui adaptation. This geographical separation of emission 
source fro~g ~n~mxmental consequence undermines pro-active solidarity-. As the 
UN DeVd~p~t Program has emphasized, global warming is above all a threat 
to {h{ poor ~nd the unborn, the "two constituencies with little or no political 
voice.’~ (ioo?dinated global action on their behalf thus presupposes either their 
revolutionary empo~verment~, scenario not considered by the IPCC~r the 

lFor an optimistic interpretation from the green-lel~, see the International Forum on Globalization, "Analysis 

and Resources on CancOn," http://ifg.org/programs/climatechange/cop16Canc(an.htmL 
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FROM COPENHAGEN TO CANCI~N TO DURBAN 

transmutation of the self-interest of rich countries and classes into an enlightened 
"solidarity" with little precedent in history. 

Cancfin: Step Forward, Status Quo or Step Back? 

Considering ~vhat was required to reverse the frightening trajectory of 
temperature, rainfall, and extreme ~veather dynamics versus what was actually 
delivered, negotiators in Cancfin’s lmmry Moon Palace hotel complex failed by any 
reasonable measure. As Bolivian President Evo Morales complained, 

It’s easy for people in an air-conditioned room to continue with the policies of ........ 

~;amilies in Bolivia and worldwide that lack water and food and suffer misery and 
hunger. People here in Cancfin have no idea what it is like to be a victim of ............ 
climate change (Vidal 2010). 

For Bolivia’s UN ambassador Pablo Solon, Cancfin "does not ~epresefi~ a step 
fomrard, it is a step backwards," because the non-binding commitments made to 

reduce emissions by around 15 percent by 2020 simply gann0t stabilize 
temperature at the "level which is sustainable for human life and {he life of the 
planet" (Harris 2010). As he later wrote in The Guardiani~An~one who has seen 
the science on climate change knows that the Canc~ ~g~eeme~t was irresponsible" 

(Solon 2010). 

The Bolivian team summed up the eigb~ ~h6~t¢~mings of Cancfin. The Cancfin 

agreement: 

¯ effectively kills the only binding agreement, the Kyoto Protocol, in favor of a 
completely inadequate bo~{6m Up vohmtary approach; 

oincreases loopholes ~d fle~ibilities that allow developed countries to avoid 
action, via an expansion ~f offsets and the continued existence of "surplus 
allo,vances" of ~bo~ after 2012 by countries like Ukraine and Russia, which 
effectively gangel ou~ any other reductions; 

¯ weake~} fi~afiee commitments by providing "ne,v and additional financial 
resources"to developing countries. Such resources have been diluted to vague 

d[scussi6ns about "mobilizing [resources] jointly," with expectations that this 
money ~ill mainly be provided by carbon markets; 

makes the World Bank trustee of the new- Green Climate Fund, despite strong 
opposition by many civil society groups due to the undemocratic makeup of the 
Bank and its poor environmental record; 
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contains no discussion of intellectual property rights, despite this issue having 
been repeatedly raised by many countries, since current rules obstruct transfer of 
key climate-related technologies to developing countries; 

¯ makes a constant assumption in favor of market mechanisms to resolve climate 
change even though this perspective is not shared by a number of countries, 
particularly in Latin America; 

¯ gives a green light for the controversial REDD (Reducing Emissions from 
Deforestation and Forest Degradation) program, which often ends up perversely 
rewarding those responsible for deforestation, while dispossessing indigenous 
and forest dwellers of their land; and 

° systematically excludes proposals that came from the historic World Peoples’ 
Conference on Climate Change, including proposals for a Climate Justice ................. ..... 
Tribunal, full recognition of indigenous rights, and rights for nature (Buxto~ ...... 
2010). 

Similar dismay and anger were expressed in civil society, including b~ Meena 
Raman (2010), who directs the Malaysia-based Third World N~t~vor~} "The 
mitigation paradigm has changed from one which is legally binding tf~e Kyoto 
Protocol with an aggregate target which is system-based, Sci~nge ba~ea to one 
,vhich is voluntary, a pledge-and-revie,v system." As E~ Salv~dorafi Friends of 
the Earth (2010) leader Ricardo Navarro lamented, "Wh~t iS bring discussed at the 
Moon does not reflect what happens on Earth. The oU{~6me is Cancflnhagen that 

,ve reject. 

Most specialists agree that even if the un~mblti0us Copenhagen and Cancfln 
promises are kept (a big if), the result will b~ g catgdygmic 4-5°C rise in temperature 
over this century, and if they are not kepv, 7 C:s likely. Even with a rise of 2 C, 

scientists generally agree, small isla~d~ ~ill Sink, andean and Himalayan glaciers will 
melt, coastal areas such as much of B~ngladesh and many port cities will drown, and 
Africa ,viii dry out or in some pla~e~ flood (Global Humanitarian Forum 2009). 
Politicians and environmental offidals were warned often enough by climate 
scientists, but they remgin beholden to powerful business interests lined up to either 
promote climate denia~ism (eSpecially the petroleum and coal firms), or to generate 
nation-versus-natioO negotiating blocs racing to gain the most emission rights. As a 
result, in spite ofa ba~ aid set of agreements, the distance between negotiators and 
the masses of pg0~lg and the planet grew larger, not smaller, in Canctln. 

Africans Arm-twisted by Washington, Paris, and Pretoria 

The experience of African negotiators at Copenhagen and afterwards was rather 
revealing, given what had seemed to be prospects for a more progressive outcome, 
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harking back to precedents in Seattle (1999) and Cancfin (2003). Aside from small 

island states dro~vning, the melting of glaciers and snow in the Andes, Himalayas, 

and other mountains, and the subsequent drying up of water supplies in those areas, 

the science says that Africa will be the continent most affected by climate change. 

According to UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change director R.K. 

Pachauri (2008), "crop net revenues [in Africa] could fall by as much as 90 percent 

by 2100." Climate damage to Africa will include much more rapid desertification, 

more floods and droughts, worse ~vater shortages, increased starvation, floods of 

climate refugees jamming shanty-packed megalopolises, and the spread of malarial 

and other diseases. Ironically, the relatives of two leading proponents and signatories 

of the Copenhagen Accord, U.S. President Barack Obama and South African 

President Jacob Zuma the Luo and Zulu in rural Kenya and KwaZulu-Natal, 

respectively ~vill be among its first victims. ...... ....... 

In this context, the continent’s main negotiating body, the African Unioni w~ ...... 

twisted and U-turned, from what between June and November 2009 was ..... 
position in favor of climate justice, into capitulation. In one Copenhagen s~ssifin, {he 

lead G77 negotiator, Sudanese diplomat Lumumba Di-Aping, "sat silgnfl}, tears 

rolling down his face," according to a South African report. Di-Apiog said;simply, 

"We have been asked to sign a suicide pact," explaining that inhls h~me region, it 

was "better to stand and cry than to walk away." ........ 

Spealdng in measured tones, Di-Aping first attacked {he 2 d~g~ee~ C warming 
maximum that most rich countries currently consider acceptable. Referring 
continuously to science, in particular parts of the latest IPCC report (~vhich he 
referenced by page and section), he said that~ degre~ C globally meant 3.5 
degrees C for much of A~}ica. He called gl6ba! W~,!m~g of 2 degrees C "certain 
death for Africa," a type of "climate fas~i~3~ imposed on Africa by high carbon 
emitters. He said Africa was being a{keO ~ ~ign on to an agreement that would 
allow this warming in exchange for $!0 bi!!i~n, and that Africa was also being 
asked to "celebrate" this deal 

He then went on to fogthrighfl~ address the weakness of many African negotiating 
delegations, noting {hat ~any were unprepared and that some members were 
either lazy or had b~en "bought off" by the industrialized nations, t {[e singled out 

South Africa~ s~ylng !~at s~me members of" that delegation had actively sought to 
disrupt the ~nity o~ the bloc. He said that civil society needed to hold its 
negotiat6~ t6 ac¢o~fit, but warned of a long and difficult struggle for a fair 

clim~!~ d~a! !words to the effect of "you have no idea of the powers that are 
arrayed ~gains{ you" spoken in the tone of someone who has spent years 
interg~ing with these powers.) 

t{1~ ~id that people all over the world had to be made aware of what a bad climate 
deal means for Africa ("I am absolutely convinced that what Western 
governments are doing is NOT acceptable to Western civil socieg~"). He 
explained that, by wanting to subvert the established post-Kyoto process, the 
industrialized nations were effectively wanting to ignore historical emissions, and 
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by locking in deals that would allow each citizen of those countries to canT on 
emitting a fhr greater amount of carbon per year than each citizen in poor 
countries, [the refusal to curb carbon emissions] would prevent many A~}ican 
countries from lifting their people out of poverty. This was nothing less than a 

colonization of the sky-, he said. "$10 billion is not enough to buy- us coffins." 
(Welz 2009.) 

Di-Aping asked, poignantly, "What is Obama going to tell his daughters? That 
their relatives’ lives are not worth anything?" And agreeing with leading U.S. climate 
scientist James Hansen that the Copenhagen deal on offer ,vas "worse than no deal," 
Di-Aping concluded, "I would rather die w-ith my dignity than sign a deal that will 
channel my people into a furnace" (Gilbertson and Santos 2009). In the final plenary 
session, Di-Aping called the Copenhagen Accord an incineration pact in order to 
maintain the economic dependence of a few countries. It’s a solution based on values ...... 
that funneled six million people in Europe into furnaces. He ~vas strongly ................ 
condemned by Europeans including U.K. Labour leader Ed Miliband for losing hi~ ..... 

diplomatic cool. 

Had more Africans had the courage to speak truth to power as did Di-Api~g, 

Copenhagen might have had a vetT different outcome than wh~t Zuma and 

Ethiopian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi ultimately arranged. Going into ~h~ COP 
15 climate summit, political dynamics were reminiscent of the Seatd~ W~fld Trade 
Organization (WTO) fiasco, ,vhich taught civil society activists ~d African leaders 

two powerful lessons. First, working together, they had d~ p0~eF to disrupt a system 

of global governance that meets the global North’s sh6rt;te[m ifi{erests against both 
the global South and the longer-term interests of the worldT~ people and the planet. 

Second, in the vetT act of disrupting global malgSvern~fiee ma’or~ concessions could 
be won. The spectacular November 30, !999 ~{ree{ protest against the WTO 

summit’s opening ceremony is ,vhat mo~{ ,vmfld ~ill recall about Seattle: activists 
"locking down" to prevent entrance to ~he ~0nfe~ence center, a barrage of tear gas 
and pepper spray, a sea of broken wii~dows, and a municipal police force later 
prosecuted for violating U.S. ~ens most basic civil liberties (Solmt and Solnit 

That was outside~ inkide {h{ convention center, negotiations belatedly got 
underway, and African !~ader~ quickly grew worried that further trade liberalization 
would damage their ~in~ ifidustrial sectors. The damage was well recognized an 
OECD study fotmd AfriCa to be the continent that ~vould suffer the ~vorst net losses 
from corporate;dominated flee trade. Then U.S. trade representative, Charlene 

Barshefskyl ~epeai~dly insulted African elites who raised this point. With the exception 

of South ....................... Africa s Alec Erwin, ~vho enjoyed Green Room status and hence an insider 
role to promote self-interest, the delegations from the Organization of African UniV 
(OAU, since renamed the African Union) were outraged. As OAU deputy director 

general V.J. McKeen told journalists: 
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They went out to a dinner in a bus, and then were left out in the cold to walk 
back. To tell you to the extent that when we *vent into the room for our African 
group meeting, I mean, there was no interpretation provided. Ba~d we are you 
know, at least the English and French interpretation should have been there, so 

one had to improvise. And then even the facilities, the microphone facilities were 
switched off (Carey 1999). 

As Tetteh Hormeku (1999) from the African Trade Network of progressive civil 
society groups reported, 

By the second day of the fbrmal negotiations the Afi’ican and other developing- 
country delegates had found themselves totally marginalized. This arose mainly ..... 
from the non-transparent and, some ,vould say, unlawful practices adopted by the 
powerful countries, supported by the host country and the \V,/TO secretariat. 

According to a statement issued by Hormeku and others in ctvd soctegi AfriCan 

countries ,aere~ not       ~.getting their     positions and issues on the table for the simple }eas0~ ...... 

that the table had been shifted a,vay from the place where the negotiarim~S were 

supposed to be taking place the w-orking groups into exc!usi~ Green Room 
discussions where they had no equal access." Hormeku (1999) recallgd tha~ his African 

Trade Network member colleagues 

began to demand that their Northern NGO cottnter~arts he!p focus attention on 
the outrageous practices of their various governments. The first concrete result 
was a joint press conference by the African Tra& NemT6rk Friends of the Earth, 
South Centre, Oxf~m, the xX/’orld Devel~p~en~ M~vement, Focus, Consumers 
International, and New Economics ~oundation. Here developing-country 

negotiators like Sir Sonny Ramph~! (fo{m~ ~g~tary-General of the Common- 
wealth) joined hands with NG(! r~prg~F~tg{ives to denounce the big-power 
manipulation of the WTO p~:9~sl Many more Af}ican civil society organizations 
and governments spoke ou~! 

At that point, wrot{ Horm~ku (1999): 

Afi’ican cotmrries thu~ joined the other developing-country groups in threatening 
to withdr~ th~ cofi~ensus required to reach a conclusion of the conference. By 
this {i~ eve~ the Americans and their supporters in the \v/TO secretariat must 
have w6ken up to the futility of their "rough tactics." 

Thi~ ~h~w of strong will by the Africans earned major concessions in the next 
~FO summit, in Doha, in November 2001. At the same time as the global justice 
movement began widening into an anti-imperialist movement in the wake of the 
U.S.A.’s post-9111 remilitarization, African activists were delving deeper into 
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extreme local challenges, such as combating AIDS. In Doha, African elites joined 
forces with activists again. This time the positive catalyst was a South African 
government law, the 1997 Medicines Act promoted by then health minister 
Nkosazana DlaminbZuma, which permitted the state’s compulsory licensing of 
patented drugs. In 1998, the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) was launched to 
lobby for AIDS drugs, which were prohibitively expensive at $15,000 per person per 
year. South Africa’s HIV-positive population was more than 10 percent of the 
country’s 50 million residents. That campaign was immediately confronted by the 

U.S. State Department’s =tack on the S.A. Medicines Act: a "full court press," as 
State bureaucrats testified to the U.S. Congress. Their aim ~vas to protect intellectual 
property rights and halt the emergence of a parallel inexpensive supply of AIDS 
medicines that would undermine lucrative Western markets. U.S. Vice President A1 
Gore directly intervened with S.A. government leaders in 1998-99, aiming to revoke 

the law- (Bond 1999). 

But a chance to fight back soon emerged. In midq999, Gore launched his 2000 

presidential election bid, a campaign generously funded by big pharmaceutical .... 
corporations (which in that election cycle provided $2.3 million to the Demog~atic 
Party). As an explicit counterweight, TAC’s allies in the U.S. AIDS C~alition {o 
Unleash Power began to protest at Gore’s campaign events. The pr0{ests ul{!mately 
threatened to cost Gore far more in adverse publicity than he ,vas r~ising in Big 

Pharma contributions, so he changed sides. 

By 2001, even during the extremist reign ofpresi&~?V George W. Bush and trade 

representative Robert Zoellick (no,v World Bank president), the g/-TO’s Trade 
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights sys{~~ (TRIPS) was amended to 

permit generic drugs to be used in medical emerg~es such as AIDS, thus 
overriding brand monopolies. Given the finandal ~nd p01itical power of Big Pharma 

in Washington, it would have been logica! fog ~elIick to oppose this concession at 
the multilateral negotiations in Doha~ a crudal battleground for Africa. But that ~vas 
not possible, because in the immediate ~fterMath of the 9/11 attacks on the World 

Trade Center and Pentagon, anthrax g~acks on targets in New York and Washington 
a few- weeks earlier required U.S. he{!th authorities to acquire an emergency increase 
in the availability of an antldote dprofloxacin. According to analyst James Love 

(2005), the owner ofth~ patchy, Bayer, "could not supply the U.S. government with 
sufficient supplies of~h~ mcdidne to meet the stockpiles the medical experts wanted. 
The U.S. and Ca~adia~ g0~rnments threatened to override the Bayer patents to buy 

generic products.’~ That meant Love continued, that 

the U.Si negotiating position in the x?~’l’O talks was greatly compromised by its 
flirting with a compulsory license [to deal with] anthrax. Millions of persons in 
developing countries were actually dying from AIDS and other diseases. The 
outcome of the negotiations was a remarkable seven-paragraph Doha Declaration 
on TRIPS and Public Health, which declared that patents’ laws should be 
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implemented in [a] manner that promotes access to medicine by all. This was 
endorsed by all WTO members, including the U.S., in November 2001. 

Even if it happened in part because of terrorism,2 this was a huge victory for 

Afi’ica, removing any rationale to continue to deny life-saving medicines to the world’s 
poorest people. A substantial UN fund to buy generic AIDS medicines for low- 
income people soon followed (as did a controversial Bush administration initiative 
that linked access to the drugs to the imposition of consetwative socio-cultural values). 
Then in 2003, ,vith another WTO deal on the table in Cancfin and 30,000 protesters 
outside, once again the African leadership ,vithdrew consensus, wrecking the plans of 
the U.S. and Europe for further liberalization (Matumi 2003). 

These precedents provided hope that, working together, Africans could address .... 

Copenhagen challenges. But the adverse balance of forces prevailing at that time did 

not permit any progress at Copenhagen. One of the greatest global justice movemcn{ 
gurus, South African poet Dennis Brutus, had sensed this and explm-ed its 
implications quite frankly just three months before his death in Decembe~ 2009 

at age 85: 

My own view" is that a corrupt deal is being concocted in Copenhagen wi{h the 
active collaboration of NGOs *vho have been bought offby the corporations, 
especially oil and transport. They may even be well im~n~i~d, bfit they are 

barking up the wrong tree (Bond 2009). 

Instead of a bad deal, Brutus recommended tha{ activiits ’"Seattle’ Copenhagen" 
i.e., the African Union insiders work wi~h civil sodety outsiders to prevent the 
North from doing a deal to meet the N6rt~rn Corporate agenda, against Africa’s 
interests. 

But the spirit of 1999 Seat{i~ ~nd 2003 Cancan was not found inside the A.U. 
delegation to the Copenh~g~ COP 15 in 2009, thanks mainly to Zuma and 

Zenawi. Nor was it fbund ifi 20i0 in Canct’m at the COP 16, mainly because the 

U.S. had, in the mgamime, put substantial efforts into bullying support for 

Copenhagen Accord ~ign26n~i ]7he challenge for the Durban COP 17 will be to 
resurrect older WTO lesmns where a combination of insider-outsider pressure was 
decisive. To do s0 will require removing the divisive pressures that, combining 

2The ~ alleg~ by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (in a controversial, mishandled case) to have 

mailed th~ ~t~ax envelopes was a mentally disturbed U.S. government official, Bruce Edwards Ivins. 
Ironically, the first "person of interest" identified by the U.S. government in the case was a man who worked 

for the Rhodesian secret police (users of anthrax against black people and their cattle) and after Zimbabwe won 
independence in 1980. This man moved to South Africa where he attended meetings of the Af}ikaner 

g/’eerstandsbeweging, the fascist Afi’ikaner group headed by the late Eugene Terre’blanche. See Tony Weaver, 

"A~% sympathizer quizzed over anthrax killings," Daily News (South Africa), July 1, 2002. 
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Washington’s imperialism and Pretoria’s subimperialism, have proven so debilitating 
in so many settings. 

WikiLeaks and Climate Bribery 

WikiLeaks provided revelations of U.S. State Department secret cables in 
December 2010 just as the Canctln COP got underway. Several million dollars of 
U.S. aid funding to Bolivia and Ecuador were withdrawn in early 2010 due to their 
leaders’ opposition to the Copenhagen Accord; governments of other small countries 
,vere "bullied, hustled around, lured with petty bribes, called names and coerced into 

accepting the games of the rich and emerging-rich nations," observed Soumya Dutta ........ 
of the South Asian Dialogues on Ecological Democracy (Tan 2010). 

The strategy of Todd Stern and his U.S. State Department colleagues became ................ 
common knowledge, thanks to disclosures of U.S. diplomatic cables from February 
2010. On February 11, 2010, E.U. climate action commissioner Connie He&ga  d .... 
told the U.S. that the Alliance of Small Island States "’could be our best alliesl given 

their need for financing" (The Guardian 2010a). A fe,v months earlier~ the Maldi~es 
helped lead the campaign against low emissions targets with a memorabl{ photo 
stunt: an underwater cabinet meeting with leaders decked out in diving g~ar. But 
surprisingly, the Maldives leaders reversed course, apparentl~ because of a $50 
million aid package arranged by U.S. deputy climate e~ang~ g~Sy Jonathan 
Pershing. According to a February 23 cable, " .............. " ’ Pershing met vhe Mal&ves U.S. 
ambassador, Abdul Ghafoor Mohamed, who told him {hat if"{angible assistance" 
were given to his country, then other countries w0u d reali!  "the advantages to be 
gained by compliance" with Washington’s climg{e ag~Sda (The Guardian 2010b). 

The promised money is, however, in d6ubt. Hed~gaard also noted with concern 
that some of the $30 billion pledged ~ai~lg by T6kyo and London for North-South 
climate-related aid from 2010 to 20~2 would come in the form of loan guarantees, 
not grants. Pershing justified the swi{~hl because "donors have to balance the 
political need to provide real flnafi~ing with the practical constraints of tight 

budgets" (Carrington 2010).Even while observing Washington’s tendency to break 

financial promises, Et~i6~ian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi, the leading African 
head of state on climate, w~s also revealed by lgS"kiLeaks as a convert to the 
Copenhagen Accord2 Ae~ordiiig to a cable fi’om February 2, 2010, this appeared to 
result from pges}R~e app!ied by the U.S. State Department when Zena,vi asked for 
more North-S~uttl resources in return for his support, while also defending to the 

State DeOagtmen{ his gvrannical rule and jailing of opposition leadership (The 
Guardian 2010C) 

Washington legislative gridlock has been widely blamed for the demise of the 
Kyoto Protocol in 2009-2010. The WikiLeaks cables show there was also active 
sabotage by the Obama administration. Indeed, the disdain with which the U.S. 
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State Department and Nicolas Sarkozy’s government in Paris held international 
treaties was revealed in another February 2010 cable released by Wi/eiLea/es. Instead 
of respecting binding treaties like Kyoto, the Copenhagen signatories merely 
committed to these weasel words: "We should cooperate in achieving the peaking 

of global and national emissions as soon as possible." Ambassador Charles Rivldn 
cabled to his ~Tashington State Department bosses that French environment minister 

Jean-Louis Borloo believes 

the key to advancing climate negotiations is to drop the notion of a legally 
binding treaty in ~vor of a system of national commitments. He also argued that 
it would be up to a small group of eight or ten heads of state, and their sherpas, to 
negotiate implementation of the Copenhagen Accord. Borloo attributed the ...... 
European obsession with legally binding treaties to its post-war histo~ and 
experience in creating the E.U. by progressively ceding sovereignty via treaty. The 
key to reaching this kind of deal would be credible action on tradable quotas, 
forests, and finance including innovative financing mechanisms... 

Borloo insisted that UNFCCC COP negotiators did not have the ability t0 e~Os~ 
a deal after years of ongoing negotiations. It was now up to the major heads 

state. He suggested a group of eight or ten: Germany and France ~V E~rope, the 
United States, China, India, Brazil, Algeria and Ethiopia (and ~sibly ~outh 

Africa). Once these leaders working through their she~Pa~ p~sonal 
representatives agree on an implementation plan for ~O~agen! i~ will be 
largely acceptable to, and accepted by, the rest of the world; and ~an then be 
returned to a UN forum to be finalized. 

According to Rivkin, Borloo’s view was that th~ flnal climate deal 

would include tradable emissions qU~{~ (Wi~h iifikcd carbon markets), a forestry 
mechanism (REDD Plus), and fi~and~g~ ~ncluding innovative financing and a 

fast start mechanism, lie commented that China would agree to such a system as 
f~r preferable to a U.S. and E.U ~*:b0fi border tax or tariff" arrangement. (Willis 
2010.) ..................... .................... 

As got support from dit~ ~ep~senting the main climate victims? Borloo suggested 

that "most of afi’!ca" "three-quarters of the i~la~d ~tat~" were subject to 

Western influence (Willi~ 2010). 

Nothing {~at occurred in Cancfin reflected a diversion from the ~erican 

agenda of Sgbot~ging the Kyoto Protocol, except that perhaps surprisingly, Japan 

~so signed 0n. Political choices of this sort, made by Obama, Clinton, and their 

~lies and underlings have a great deal to do with why Washington gridlock was 

~plified at a glob~ sc~e, via the Copenhagen Accord, and why elites will continue 

to have faith in carbon trading, no matter how many incidents of market failure 

and no~v ingrained corruption are uncovered. Any global negotiations aimed at a 
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fair, ambitious, and binding deal are obviously destined to fail under these 
circumstances. 

Therefore, the elites’ main hope is the introduction of sufficient divide-and- 
conquer strategies to slip in market mechanisms by stealth. An excellent example of 
how this strategy will continue to unfold is the financing of "forest protection." 

The REDD Wedge 

Opposition to the abuse of trees as carbon sinks has long been a feature of 
climate justice political advocacy. By late 2009, the Reducing Emissions from 
Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) program and the World Bank’s ............ 

Forestry Carbon Partnership Facility began to attract criticism from the Durban ............... ...... 
Group for Climate Justice (2009) in Copenhagen: .... ................... 

Like Clean Devdopment Mechanism credits, they exacerbate climate change by 
giving industrialized countries and companies incentives to delay tmdertaldng the 

sweeping structural change away from fossil fuel-dependent systems 

tion, consumption, [and[] transportation that the climate problem demafids. The{ 

waste years of time that the world doesn’t have. Worse, conserving forests ~ 

never be climatically equivalent to keeping fossil fuels in the gr~u~id~ ~j~ce carbon 
dioxide emitted from burning fossil fuels adds to the overall burd{n o~ ~arbon 
perpetually circulating among the atmosphere, vegetati6n, ~i!S’ and oceans, 
whereas carbon dioxide from deforestation does not. ~hi~ inequivRlence, among 

many other complexities, makes REDD carbon afc0{mting impossible, allowing 
carbon traders to inflate the value of REDD carbon ~redits xvith impunity and 
further increasing the use of fossil fuels. 

The dif}~culty in getting REDD carbon markets especially the 
largest, the European Union’s Emis~i6~s Trading Scheme (ETS)~s a source of 
genuine emissions reduction is du~ m ~6?e than accounting difficulties. Even the 
European Commission (2010) ~og~ized this fatal flaw after having "analyzed the 
possibility of allowing credit~ from Certain types of land use, land-use change, and 
forestry projects whichgb~o~bca~bon from the atmosphere." It concluded that 

doing so "could urlde~mine ~he environmental integrity of the E.U. ETS." The 
reason is that carbo~ emissions cannot be permanently reduced from forestry, given 
that trees ultimg{{!y di~ and release carbon. Therefore, the Commission admits that 
what is allowed under REDD will create "uncertainties, non-permanence of carbon 
storage arid potential emissions ’leakage’ problems arising from such projects" 
(2010). 

The Commission goes on to say that adding forestry and land use investments to 
the ETS "would require a quality of monitoring and reporting comparable to the 
monitoring and reporting of emissions from installations currently covered by the 
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system." Furthermore, establishing an adequate monitoring and reporting system "is 
likely to incur costs ~vhich would substantially reduce the attractiveness of including 

such projects" and reduce "simplicity, transparency and predictability" (European 
Commission 2010). Finally, the Commission confessed, "the sheer quantity of 
potential credits entering the system could undermine the fimctioning of the carbon 
market unless their role were limited, in which case their potential benefits would 
become marginal" (European Commission 2010). For these reasons, any hopes that 
Canct’m’s REDD breakthroughs would revitalize the carbon trade were immediately 
dashed. 

In addition to these basic flaws, the political problems associated w-ith REDD 
deserve even more scrutiny, given the divide-and-conquer potentials involved. 
According to Tom Goldtooth, director of the Indigenous Environmental Network ..... 

(2010): 

Most of the forests of the world are found in Indigenous Peoples’ land. REDD~ 
type projects have already caused land grabs, killings, violent evictions and for<ed 
displacement, violations of human rights, threats to cultural survival, militariZa- 
tion and servitude. 

For example, Goldtooth noted that Papua New Guinea n~{ive leade~ Abilie Wape 

"was forced at gunpoint to surrender the carbon rigt~ of his ~ibe’s forest." The 
London-based NGO Survival International confirm~ {hi~ assessment, adding that 
REDD could leave Indigenous Peoples "with nothiiig" (Durban Group fbr Climate 

Justice 2009). 

To be sure, some indigenous groups have ~ndorsed REDD, in part because of a 
desperate need for financing inflows afida c~difl{ation of their rights to tenure. But 
the danger of a power bloc that w0uld commodify forests became even more 
evident in Cancfin, because o[g ~o-~DD "betrayal" that had resulted, in part, 
from "ongoing U.S. diplom~ti~ ~ffensive of backroom deals, arm-twisting and 
bribery that targeted nati0i~ in ~p osition to the Copenhagen Accord," Goldtooth 

P 

charged. 

Such strategiC{ haw already proved fruitless and have been shown to violate 
hum~ ~nd ~ndlgenous rights¯ The agreements implicitly promote carbon 
mark~i ~f~’s~{s, unproven technologies, and land grabs anything but a 
commitment to real emissions reductions. Language "noting" rights is exclusively 
in the ~ontext of market mechanisms, while failing to guarantee safeguards for the 
rlghFs 6f indigenous peoples, such as the full recognition of the UN Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, including the standards of free, prior and 
infbrmed consent (Climate Justice Now 2010). 
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As the f’ounder of the NGO watchdog, REDD-Monitor, Chris Lang (2010), 
explained, attempts to reform the system at Cancfin failed because, first, 

Protecting intact natural forest and restoring degraded natural forest is not a "core 

objective" of the REDD deal agreed in Cancfin. We still don’t have a sensible 
def]nition of forests that ~vould exclude industrial tree plantations, to give the 
most obvious example of how protecting intact natural forest isn’t in there~lso 
"sustainable management of forests" is in there, which translates as logging. 

Second, said Lang, 

The rights and interests of indigenous peoples and forest communities are not ...... 
protected in the Cancfin REDD deal they are demoted to an annex, with a note ...... 

that "safeguards" should be "promoted and supported." That could mean 
anything governments want it to mean. 

As a statement by chapters of Friends of the Earth (2010) from Latin ~eri~a 
and the Caribbean concluded, "The new texts continue seeing forests as mere carbm~ 

reservoirs (sinks) and are geared towards emissions trading." In the game way, the 
Green Climate Fund was promoted by World Bank presidenv R6bgrt Zoellick 

(2010), whose highest-profile speech to a side conference p!omiSed {~ extend 
the REDD commodification principle to broader sectors 0f ag~igu!m}e and even 
"large charismatic species" like tigers in a "Wildlife Premium Mg~ket Initiative" 
alliance with Russian leader Vladimir Putin ..... 

That led to widespread protests, with demands ~l~g~ the World Bank be evicted 
from climate financing, in part because under ZodliCk, the institution’s annual fossil 
fuel investments rose from $1.6 billion to $6i3 bi!li6n, and also because the Bank 
promotes export-led growth, resource e~rac{i~; enerD~ privatization, and carbon 
markets with unshaken neoliberal do~a. according to Grace Garcia from Friends 

of the Earth Costa Rica (2010), O~ly a gang of lunatics would think it is a good 
idea to invite the World Bank {6 ~ceive climate funds, with their longstanding track- 

record of financing the world,s dirtiest projects and imposition of death-sentencing 
conditionalities on our p~ple~2: ...... 

Notwithstanding Vhese problems, however, some environmentalists even 
Intemauonals South African leader Kumi Naidoo (2010), indigenous Greenpeace ...... 

people’s grou~; arid Third World NGOs did buy into REDD, and well-rended 

Northern a!lies s~ch as the market-oriented Environmental Defense Fund used 
divide-and-cSnqn~r tactics to widen the gaps (Lang 2010). The danger this presents 
is very real and parallels the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) strategT 
established at the behest of U.S. Vice President A1 Gore in 1997, when he mistakenly 
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(and self-interestedly) promised that the U.S. would endorse the Kyoto Protocol if 
carbon trading were central to the deal. The dropping of finance into micro projects 
may ~vell continue to fracture broader climate justice advocacy. 

The Carbon Trading Cul-de-Sac 

For REDD critics committed to climate justice, however, there was a certain 
satisfaction that the carbon markets that will ultimately host REDD (and that 
channel about 6 percent of their resources into CDMs) were falling apart by early 
2011. Their flaws included rising levels of corruption, periodic chaotic volatility, 
and extremely low prices that were inadequate to attract investment capital into 
renewable energT and more e~cient transport. Such investments minimally would .... 

cost the 2011 equivalent of �50 per tonne of carbon. However, the Eurol3eao .................. 
Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme fell from �30 per tonne in 2008 to less {han 
�10 per tonne in 2009, and by the end of 2010 hovered around �15 per range. 
That was five times the value of emissions credits recorded on the main 
market, the Chicago Climate Exchange, which by the end of 2010 w~ basically 

defunct. 

A variety of other detours and cul-de-sacs emerged; redir~c{ing climate 
financing to useless or destructive routes. During 20092010 in the run-up to 
and wake of the Copenhagen Accord, widespread Val~e Added Tax fraud on E.U. 
emissions credits was investigated by Interpol (Webb ~010). December 2010, 

even the ordinarily pro-trading World Wildlife Fund for Nature (2010) and ~3ko- 
Institut attacked steel producers ThyssenKrupp and SalZgitter as fraudulent carbon 
profiteers, demanding that "the E.U. pu{ a hai{ ~6 the use of fake offsets." In 
January 2011, the E.U. ETS was suspg~d~d for more than three weeks due to the 
theft of �30 million worth of emisSionS ~ductions credits from five E.U. 
governments (Ao~ence France recognizing the extreme perverse 
incentives in ETS financing ass~ci~{ed ~vith the gases trifluoromethane and nitrous 
oxide, which (mainly Chi~) {~m~nies produced so that they could destroy 
them for CDM credits, d{~ E!U. announced in January 2011 that from May 2013, 
such projects would no longer qualify (Willis 2011). Fewer" than two dozen 
investments in reducing ~efrigerant gases accounted for" nearly two-thirds of all 
CDM financing, ~gain l~ading to doubts about the potential for carbon trades to 
reach the lcyels on~ a~{icipated. 

The {~ad~rs’ greatest hope was that the market specifically CDMs and 
offse{~ ~ would get a substantial boost from the promised $100 billion per year 
that U.S~ Seeretau of State Hillary Clinton had conceded in Copenhagen might be 
possible to fund North-South climate financing. In November 2010, a new estimate 
of up to $50 billion per year by 2020 in market-related transfers and offsets emerged 
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from the United Nations High-Level A&iso .ry Group on Financing for climate 
mitigation and adaption, co-chaired by Ethiopian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi 
(Government of Norway 2010). World climate managers evidently hope to skimp 
on grants and instead beg business to push vast monies into CDMs. 

Still, the biggest market, the U.S., was essentially untapped. Pro-trading 
economists from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology conceded that if carbon 
trading began in earnest in the U.S., especially region by region (as appears likely), 
Europe’s market and state failures would logically cross the Atlantic. Denny Ellerman 
and Paul L. Josko~v (2008) observed ho~v the ETS’s disastrous mismatches of money, 
permits, and polluters logically follow the E.U.’s uneven regulations between 
countries, commenting that "the differing effects of allocation and auctioning 
decisions on a partially liberalized electricity sector are likely to be at least as ............ 

contentious and complicated in the U.S. as they have been in Europe." Value-Added .......... 
Tax fraud was possible by buying and selling permits between jurisdictions and .......... 

making fake claims. .................... 

In several other areas where the E.U. ETS remains fla,ved largely d~to 

political lobbying, inadequate revenue generation, "rent-seeking activity;~ gnd high 
administrative costs the danger remained that these would be repea{{d in the U.S., 

observed MIT economists Gilbert Metcalf, Sergey Paltsev, John R~ilJv. Henry 
Jacoby, and Jennifer R. Holak (2008). For example, despi~ the fac~ {hat some 
inefficient coal-flred facilities should urgently be closed, {he ec6nomists admitted 

that they won’t be, thanks to E.U. ETS rules: 

The cheapest abatement option may be to simp}~ shu~ down kome of the highest 

emitting facilities, but this rule [trading righ~ fo~ g~an0fathered permits] in the 

ETS creates an incentive to keep them 0pe~gFing ~t ~ !~w level, or to install more 

expensive abatement technology so tha~[th~y d~ n6t have to turn back valuable 
allowances. (Metcalf, et al. 2008.) 

As for dangers associated ~i{h ~h0 ETS’s Cap and Giveaway of free permits to 

pollute, the MIT authors warnedi "If the allocations are distributed on some 
’grandfathering’ principle {0 fi~ms at the point of regulation [which ~vas the case in 

the main 2009 U.S. egngreS!ional legislation], then these firms receive the asset 
value or scarcity ten{21 ghis ~ould mean that the U.S. follows the disastrous E.U. 
lead in "paying ~he poiluter for past pollution" (Paltsev, et al. 2009). Tragically, 
although U.S[ lggightors and policy-makers knew of such problems in the E.U. 
ETS case, d~ey s~ll promoted a similar scheme rather than finding an urgent route 

to cutting {misSions directly. Fortunately, although California’s Air Resources 
Board began issuing rules (including free permits to polluters) for a 2013 state 
carbon trading strategy, at least cap-and-trade legislation died in the U.S. Congress 
in 2010. 
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Washington Gridlock 

John Bellamy Foster (2010) and his colleagues have accurately described how the 

climate legislation mess in Washington began ,vith a pro-market bill proposed by 

Democratic representatives Henry Waxman and Edward Markey: 

The whole huge masquerade associated with the dominant response to global 
warming was dramatically revealed in the comprehensive climate bill passed by 
the U.S. t louse of Representatives in late June 2009 (only to be killed by the U.S. 
Senate a little over a year later). The climate bill was ostensibly aimed at reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by 17 percent relative to 2005 levels by 2020, which 
would have translated into 4-5 percent less U.S. global warming pollution than in ...... 

1990. This fell far short of the target level of a 6-8 percent cut (relative to 1990) 
for ,vealthy countries that the Kyoto accord set for 2012, and that ,vas supposed ...... 
to have been only a minor, first step in dealing with global warming--at a time 
when the problem was seen as much less severe and action less pressing. 

But the small print in the ltouse climate bill made achieving even this m~ger ..... 

target unrealistic. The coal industry was given until 2025 to comply with the bill!s 
pollution reduction mandates, with possible extensions afterwar~ As !NASA 
climate scientist James] Hansen exclaimed, the bill actually h~ilt "in[the] 
approval of new coal-fired po*ver plants!" Agribusiness, which adcounts for a 

quarter of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions, was to be enyire!y ~x~mpF from the 

mandated redt, ctions. The cap-and-trade provisions o[V~ leg~t~ti~n would have 
given annual carbon dioxide emission allowances to ~0Ne 7,400 facilities across 
the United States, most of them handed out for free~ Thesd pollution allowances 

were to increase up through 2016, and companies woul0 have been permitted to 

"bank" them indefinitely ~br fhture use. C~rpo~ti~ns ~ceeding their allowances 
could have fulfilled their entire set of ob!ig~ti9nS by bfiying offsets associated with 

pollution control projects until 2022 .......... 

If all of this were not bad enogg~, i~w~s ~fid~rstood from the start that the Senate 
version of the bill, slated to ~rgc in t~¢ following year, would inevitably be weaker 
than the House version, givi~ ~{e~ more concessions to corporations. Hence, the 

final unified legislatign; igR ~ eventually to wind its way through both houses of 
Congress, was destined, as Hansen put it, to be "worse than nothing." 

The details a~e obscure but interesting, suggesting how- little the political elites 

have done tO p~pa~e their citizenries for climate legislation, even of the pro-market 

varieLy. Th~ N~in 2009 poll of popular support fbr carbon trading (by Hart Research 

Assodates in August 2009) found only 27 percent of the 1000 people surveyed in 

supp~m hal~ as much as those who supported a direct carbon tax. As Energ3, and 
Environ~e~ Dai/.y reported, 

When both concepts are explained, voters of all political affiliations and 
backgrounds favor the tax proposal by a significant margin. Sixty-sLx percent of 
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Democrats prefer the carbon tax, as do 58 percent of independents and 46 percent 

of Republicans. Overall, 57 percent of those surveyed say they would favor a 

carbon tax, while 37 percent are opposed... The poll’s designers say support 

for the carbon tax proposal stems from a belief that it is far simpler than cap- 

and-trade, provides a revenue stream for tax refunds to offset consumer costs of 

the tax, offers a more direct incentive for businesses and consumers, and is less 

likely to be corrupted by loopholes fbr certain interests (Kaplun 2009). 

Financial Times climate finance reporter Kate Mackenzie (2010) explained, 

Most people just don’t like the idea of carbon cap-and-trade schemes. Whether 

they object because it’s like a tax, or because it’s not like a tax, or because it only 

benefits those crooked financial 9~pes, or because it’s too bureaucratic and 

expensive, or because they hate offsets, or free allowance giveaways to polluters... 

there’s an objection for almost everyone. A pretty powerful constituency however 

does like cap-and-trade: (some) economists, financial industry types, policy 

*vonks, and some big businesses. 

And yet that constituency those whom David Ha~,ey (1996) has &scribed as 
"ecologic~ modernizationists," and especially the financial markets, ~hiCh d~pended 
upon their policy advocacy was not strong enough to buck dilate change 
denialists, other critics, and a skeptical public. This became acu~dy evident after the 
bad taste left from Copenhagen. And by January 2010, vhe ~p~Ci~ U.S. Senate 
election of Republican Scott Brown to replace the late Ted Kennedy was a clincher 
for legislative paralysis on climate. The upset victory was in part due to Brown’s 
critique of Obama’s climate advocacy in Copenhagen. I~onically, reve~ing the 
whimsical nature of U.S. political maneuvers, Brown had ~iginally been a supporter 
of the Region~ Greenhouse Gas Initiative in MaSSaChusetts and nine other 
northeastern U.S. states, which in 2009 was ~alu{d a~ $2.5 billion, about 2 percent 
of the world market, based on prices of j u~{ ~235 p~ tonne compared with Europe’s 
g13 per tonne. .... 

In that context, ~o Fore¢n~olic2 writers, Ted Nordhaus and Michael 
Shellenberger (2010), antidpated that a climate bill would f?il, because ~br 
legislators .................. ...... 

it will be d~jfi W gll 6ver again. In 1994 they went out on a limb and voted for an 

ener~~ t~ (l~wg ~ the Btu t=) pushed by then-Vice President AI Gore and 
I resident Bill Clinton’s ~ hite House only to see the Senate reject such a measure. 

Having b{~n ’~BTUed" by two Democratic administrations, twice-fooled 

Dem6crats a~e unlikely to sign up for more of the same in the next Congress. 

The mid-2010 death of the climate bill occurred within weeks of BP’s massive 
Gulf Oil spill, which left sponsors John Ker~ and Joe Lieberman unable to stitch 
together both ener~oy and climate concessions su~ciently generous for the coalition 
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of capitals required to move legislation through the Senate. At a larger level, this 
reflected internecine battles over spatio-temporal fixes and whether parts of the 
U.S.~oth economically and geographically would suffer localized devaluation of 
capital, as the cost of climate crisis management began to become significant. The 
overall view of U.S. capitalists seemed to be clear: continue to pass the costs to the 
environment and to those parts of the world that ~vould be most adversely affected by 
climate change. 

Somewhat less objectionable than Waxman, Markey, Kerry, and Lieberman, 
et al.’s efforts on behalf of the fossil fuel and financial industries was a bill introduced 
by Senators Maria Cantwell and Sue Collins in late 2009, which some progressive 
U.S. climate activists are now actively supporting. Yet this effbrt, the Carbon Limits 
and Energy for America’s Renewal Act (CLEAR), was also fhtally flawed because of .......... 
inadequate emissions cuts (around 8 percent from 1990 2020); the lingering ..... 
presence of carbon trading and offsets; the lack of revenues earmarked to pay {h~ ....... 

U.S.’s fair share of the climate debt; its inadequate strengthening of the rcgula~o~ ...... 
mechanisms and mandates for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agqncy; utilig 
boards, and planning commissions; and its nonexistent mandate to assu~ ecgnomic 
transformation in order to generate new production, consumption, transpor{i energy, 
and related systems (Bond and D’sa 2010). 

Also, if CLEAR had passed the Senate, the likel!)ood w~s Fhat {he House would 
insist on many of the objectionable features of ~axm~n~M~r~y (offsets, carbon 
trading, oil!nukes/agro subsidies, EPA neutering, etc)i Thi~ is i~portant, because not 
only did philanthropists and foundations dump $300 million into legislative 
advocacy with zero result (of which a tiny fraction ~ven~ to supporting CLEAR), but 
many otherwise militant activists were dish’acted ~mfiecessarily into the national 

legislative quagmire instead of promoting mo~ immediate and fruitfhl strategies. 

At the global scale, the politic~ paralysis can be explained only partly by the 
failure of U.S. elites to bring domes{ie legislation to the international negotiating 
table. After all, as the Center for Bi6logieal Diversity (2009) argued in the paper Yes 

He Can, Obama had the pow¢i m negotiate deep emissions cuts in Copenhagen in 
December 2009, thanks ~o the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s "endanger- 
ment" declaration Fhat gre~lmuse gases are pollutants. But because of the prevailing 

balance of forces, Obam~ did not sufficiently deploy that po,ver, and so the EPA 
itself became the S~bject 6f increasing protests in 2010. 

Ways Forward for Climate Justice 

On the positive side, drawing on the precedent-setting 1987 Montreal Protocol, 
which banned chlorofluorocarbons beginning in 1996 to slow the widening of the 
ozone hole in the upper atmosphere, 2010 demonstrated that there is a future for 
regulatory strategies to combat carbon pollution. Such a global precedent will, 
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however, be e=remely difficult to repeat, given the power balances. Still, in the 
country that is historically most responsible for climate change, the United States, 
the EPA began moving forward in December 2010 to regulate the major CO2 point 
sources at power plants, notwithstanding an attempted sabotage by the state of 
Texas. In addition, af}er years of protest in West Virginia, the EPA used the Clean 
Water Act in March 2010 and JanuatT 2011 to signal the end of mountaintop 
removal, in which one ton of coal is removed for 16 tons of rubble dumped into 
nearby valleys, thus ldlling springs, creeks, and rivers. The struggle continues, because 
coal corporations continue to seek means of overturning EPA regulations, but 
activists remain adamant even in the wake of the Janua~y 2011 cancer death of one of 
their leaders, Judy Bonds. 

In addition to progress on the regulatory front, the U.S. environmental ........ 

movement also witnessed an upsurge of support for militant protest in 2010. In ............... ..... 
October, three ,vell-resourced environmental groups 350.org, Rainforest Action ................... 
Network, and Greenpeace concluded from the legislative gridlock experience Fb~ ................... ..... 

more direct action would be needed. In response, two dozen more radical g~6up}, 
including Indigenous Enviromnental Network, Grassroots Global Justice; and 

Movement Generation (2010), argued in an open letter that 

Frontline communities, using grassroots, net*vork-based, and acti0ns-led ~{~a~; 
gies around the counuT have had considerable success flghting cllmg~;po!!uting 
industries in recent years, with far less resources than th~ [~rge environmental 

groups in Washington, D.C. These initiatives have prevF~ted a massive amount 
of new industrial carbon from coming on board. 

On the negative side, however, one reasoil tha{ market strategies like REDD 
moved ahead at Cancfin so decisively ,vas {he fragmented nature of this kind of 
resistance. Crucial ideological and geographical divides were evident ,vithin Mexico’s 
progressive forces, a problem which m~s~ b~ gyoided in the coming period, especially 
in Durban, as the healing of divisigns over niarket-related strategies proceeds 

Indeed, the limited prospects foF elite environmental management of this crisis 
confirm ho,v badly a eohe~eo~ al{ernative is needed. Fortunately, the Peoples’ 
Agreement of Cochabamba emerged in April from a consultative meeting that drew 
35,000 mainly civil s0~i�9~ ~{ivists. The Cochabamba conference call includes: 

¯ a 50 percent r~duction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2017; 

¯ stabilizi~ig temperature rises to 1~C and emissions to 300 parts per million; 

° acknowledging the climate debt owed by developed countries; 

full respect for human rights and the inherent rights of indigenous people; 
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a universal declaration of the rights of Mother Earth to ensure harmony with 
nature; 

establishment of an International Court of Climate Justice; 

rejection of carbon markets and the commodification of nature and forests 
through REDD; 

promotion of measures that change the consumption patterns of developed 
countries; 

¯ the end of intellectual property rights for technologies useful for mitigating 
climate change; and ............ 

¯ payment of 6 percent of developed countries’ GDP to addressing climate chafige 

(Norell 2010). ..... 

The analysis behind these demands has been w-orked out over the pas{ few years. 

Now the challenge for climate justice movements across the w0rld i~ to fi~t only 
continue but to dramatically ratchet up vibrant grassroots acti~ism .... .... a ainstg ma’orj 
fossil fuel emissions and extraction sites ranging from Alb~rta~ V~ sands to the 

Ecuadoran Amazon to San Francisco refineries to the Niger D~lta t6 West Virginia 

mountains to the Australian and South African coalfields, in addition, if Canctln 
revives financial markets for the purposes of Northern manipulation of the climate 

debate, then Goldtooth’s warning is more u~gent: 7Industrialized nations, big 
business, and unethical companies like Goldma6 Sach~ will profit handsomely from 
the Cancfin Agreements while our people ~ie, (Indlg~nous Environmental Network 

2010). 

The Durban COP 17 will offe~ the nekt big showdown between un~vorkable 

capitalist strategies on the one hand ~od the interests of the masses of people and the 

planet’s environment. The !~{~ir ~Ve witnessed long histories of eco-social 
mobilization, such as the 200i W6rld Conference Against Racism, which attracted 

a protest of 15 000 against Zi6nism and the UN’s failure to put reparations for 

slavery, colonialism, and ~p~{heid on the agenda. It will be a challenge to maintain 
pressure agains~ ~D ~iid the carbon markets, but by November it should be clear 

that neithe~ will deli~r the goods. Hence, as versed by Friends of the Earth 
International ch~irp{rson and Niger Delta activist Nnimmo Bassey (2010), a winner 
of the 20 i0 Right Livelihood Award: 

The outside will be the right side in Durban 
What has been left undone 

Will I)ro~oer[), be done 

Peop[es" sovereignty 
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Something to look forward to.~ 
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A B 

1 Town 

2 Boitumelo Emfuleni 

3 Doornkop Soweto 

4 Komatipoort 

5 Leandra 

6 Oukasi, Brits 

7 Phomolong 

8 Reiger Park Daveyton E/rand 

9 SIYATHEMBA Dipaleseng BALFOUR 

10 Soutpan and Ikgomotseng 

Province 

Guateng 

Mpumalanga 

i Free State 
11 Alex iGuateng 
12 Alex 

13 Bethelsdorp 

14 Boipatong 

15 Brackenhurst East Rand 

16 Braklaagte- Zeerust 

17 Bronkhorstspruit 

18 Buh[e Park Germiston iGuateng 

19 Chatty, Nelson Mandela Bay i E/Cape 
20 Chochocho i Mpumalanga 
21 Delft Ca~e Town iW/Ca~e 

22 Dobsonville in Soweto iGuateng 

23 Duncan Village i E London E/Cape 

24 Dundonald Badplass i Mpumalanga 

25 Dura Flats complex in Atlantis iW/Cape 

26 Eden Park E/rand 

27 Eerste River 

28 Ekhuruleni 

29 Ennerdale 

30 Ennerdale S/joburg 

31 Etwatwa E of Joburg 

32 Etwatwa, Ekurhuleni 

33 Finetown Grasmere 

34 Hammanskraal, 

35 Hangberg (Hout bay) iW/Cape 

36 Hebron 

37 Ikgomotseng i Free State 

38 Itireleng (TSHWANE) 

39 Jika Joe Durban i KZN 

40 Kaya Sands i(Joburg) 

41 Kenton On Sea 

42 Khayelitsha iW/Cape 

43 Khayelitsha iW/Cape 

44 Khayelitsha 

45 Khayelitsha 

46 Khayelitsha/Crossroads 



1 

2 

3 

4 

Details 

D 

Date 

20 & 29 april 

11-May 

1-Feb 

28-Apr 

2-Mar 

14-Mar 

11-Mar 

9-Feb 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 May 

11 20-Mar 

12 Nov 

13 16-Feb 

14 2-Mar 

15 12-Feb 

16 1-3 June 

17 8-Mar 

18 5-Oct 

19 11-Feb 

20 councillors hostage 14-Mar 

21 9-May 

22 10-Mar 

23 11-Nov 

24 13-Feb 

2_5 10-Feb 

26 15-Apr 

27 18-Nov 

28 March on Councillares office 

29 16-Mar 

30 11-Mar 

31 2S-May 

32 2-Mar 

33 11-Mar 

34 

35 22-Sep 

36 

37                                       May June 

38 11- 12 February 

39 electricity disconnections 25-Mar 

40 March 12-Nov 

41 Dispute over councilar 16-Nov 

42 Nov 

43 Oct 

44 June 

45 May 

46 13-Au8 



A B 

47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

Khayelitsha cc section 

Khayelitsha Makhaza 

Khombisa Etwatwa 

Klapmuts Stellenbosch 

Kleinskool 

KwaDukuza Stanser Groutville 

KwaDwesi PE 

Lawley, Lenasia 

Leandra 

Leandra 

Maboloka Township Brits 

Madelakufa Ekhuruleni 

Majemantsho Mafeken8 

Mamelodi 

Mamelodi in Pretoria 

Meyerton, south of Jobur8 

Mohlalatsi Apel 

Mokopane 

Molemole Polokwane 

Mossel Bay 

Musina 

Newcastle 

Newcastle 

Nquthu 

Nyanza 

i W/Cape 

PE E/Cape 

i 
Mpumalanga 

Mpumalanga 

Limpopo 

W/Cape 

i N/KZN 

i KZN 

i North KZN 
W/Cape 

72 Olievenhoutbosch 

73 Oosies Mpumalan~a 

74 Oranse Farm 

75 Orange Farm 

76 Oranjeville 

77 Oukasi, Brits 

78 Oukasi, Brits 

79 Oukasie iN/west 

80 PE protests i PE E/Cape 
81 Phumlani Buffalo City i E/Cape 

82 Poortjie west of Johannesbur~ Guaten~ 

83 Protea Glen in Soweto 

84 Rabie Ridse near Tembisa 

85 Ramaphosa, Atteridseville 

86 Ramaphosa East Rand 

87 Reddersbur~ Kopanon~ i Free State 

88 Sibonsile Dundee iN/kzn 

89 Scottsdene,Cape Town iW/Cape 

90 Shakaville, KwaDukuza KZN 

91 Sharpeville 

92 Sharpeville 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

D 

15-Aug 

31-May 

3-Feb 

27-Apr 

1-Nov 

8-Feb 

13-May 

12-Feb 

15-21 May 

17-Mar 

1-Mar 

13-Oct 

1-3 June 

23-Mar 

8-9 March 

2-Mar 

16-Feb 

Da March against corruption 25-Nov 

18-Feb 

Land invasion 29-30 June 

march against corruption Samwu 26-Aug 

7-Oct 

16-Feb 

14-Apr 

Oct 

17-May 

18-Mar 

3-Mar 

24-Feb 

3-Feb 

3-Mar 

25-Feb 

9-Mar 

11-Nov 

10-Mar 

16-Mar 

1S-Mar 

24-May 

March 8-Apr 

24-Feb 

16-Feb 

17-Feb-11 

24-Feb 

1 -3 March 



A 

93 Siyazenzela 

94 Soshanguve 

95 Steve Tshwete Municipality 

96 Sundumbili Tugela 

97 Tafelsig Cape Town 

98 Tarlton 

99 Tembelihle Lenasia 

100 Tembisa 

101 Tlaakgameng- Vryburg 

102 Tshwane Pretoria 

103 Tshwene’s Farm 

104 Zweletemba Worcester 

B 

Mpumalunga 

Mpumalanga 

i KZN 
W/Cape 

Guateng 

Guateng 

[W/Cape 



D 

4-6 April 93 

94 8-Mar 

protest at municipal offices 

95 24-Feb 

96 23-Apr 

97 August 

98 Arson 4-Jun 

99 1-Mar 

100 14-Oct 

101 1-Jun 

102_ March to Mayers office 1S-Apr 

103 

104 11-Mar 



A B C 
1 Town Provence i Details 

2 Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality E/Cape 
÷ 

3 SIovo Park Joburg Guteng 

4 Lenasia South 

5 Nancefield, Soweto Guteng 

Heights Cape Town W/Cape 7 Overcome 

8 Phefeni, Soweto 

12 Khayelitsha 

13 Enkanini near Khayelitsha W/Cape 

14 Mdantsane 

15 Cato Manor Durban KZN icouncillors office burned down 

16 Gabone informal settlement Davyton Gauteng 

17 Butterworth E/Cape 

18 Seretsi township Boshoff BIoem Free State 

19 Seweding near Mafikeng NW 

20 Umtshezi (Estcourt) KZN 

21 Blikkiesdorp, Delft W/Cape iresident protest visit by Helen Zille 

22 Molemole Limpopo 

23 Deal Party,New Brighton PE E/Cape 

24 Qwaqwa, Disaster Park Free State 

25 Riverlea, south of Joburg Gauteng 

26 Mpumalanga township in Hammarsdale 

27 Msobomvu Township in Butterworth E/Cape 

29 Eldorado Park Johannesburg 

30 ~rafi~ !Ward !~! 

31 Mpumalanga township KZN 

32 Diepsloot N Johannesburg Gauteng 

33 Riverlea Johannesburg Gauteng 

35 MatalengiBarkly West N/Cape 

36 Goromane near Hazyview 

37 Sobantu Msunduzi Municipality PMB KZN 

38 Mataffin NELSPRUIT Mpumalanga 

39 Reiger Park Ekurhuleni 
~n~ 



D 
1 Date 

2 12-Dec 

3 6-Dec 

4 5-Dec 

5 

6 8-Dec 

7 30-Nov 

8 

9 28-Nov 

10 

11 23-Nov 

12 22-Nov 

13 

14 

15 20-Nov 

16 18-Nov 

17 
19 November 

18 

19 17-Nov 
15 November 

20 
11 November 

21 
6 November 

22 

23 6-Nov 

24 5-Nov 

25 5-Nov 

26 1-Nov 

27 1-Nov 

28 31-Oct 

29 25-Oct 

30 24-Oct 

31 29-Oct 

32 22-Oct 

33 21-Oct 

34 

35 20-Oct 
20 October 

36 

37 19-Oct 

38 19-Oct 

39 16-Oct 



A 

40 Diepsloot pretoria Gauteng 

41 Mbombela Stadium in Nelspruit Mpumalanga 

42 in~ba~w~ ~own~hip ~rd~rni~h 

43 Lukhanji Municipality (queenstown) E/Cape 
44 New Castle KZN 

45 Buhle Park in Germiston (Ekhuruleni) /Gauteng 

47 Sakhile/Standerton 
48 Makhaza/Khayelitsha 

49 Lekwa municipality Mpumalanga 

’ 50   z iew 
51 Hlalani Knysna W/Cape 

52 Sable and Kabokweni Mpumalanga 

53 Itereleng informal settlement 

54 Laudium, west of Pretoria 

55 Mandela Park in Khayelitsha 

56 Sabie village near Lydenburg 

57 Diepsloot, in N Johannesburg Gauteng 

58 Luphisi, east of Nelspruit 

59 Mothe~ell PE E/Cape 

60 Lamontville KZN 

Addo Sundays River Valley municipal area 

61 E/Cape 

62 Hlalani info~al, Knysna W/Cape 

64 

65 Leeudodngstad NW 

66 Mfuleni in Cape Town W/Cape 

67 Alex Gauteng 

68 Mothe~ell 
Mpumalanga 

69 Moutse Elias Motsoaledi municipality 

70 Masiphumelele near Kommetjie 

Masiphumelele Cape Town 

71 W/Cape 
Merafong Lydenburg 

, 72, 
73 Thokoza 

74 Simile township near Sable 



D 

40 15-Oct 

41 15-Oct 

42 13-Oct 

43 

44 7-Oct 
5-7 October 

45 

46 Early October 

47 
48 

49 25-Sep 

50 

51 25-Feb 
22 September 

52 

53 

54 25-Sep 
19-20 September 

55 

56 21-Sep 

57 24-Sep 

58 16-Sep 

31 August 

59 

60 28-Aug 
27 August 

61 

62 21-Aug 

63 
12 August 

64 

65 

66 7-Aug 
7 August 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 
28 July 

74 



A B C 
Polokwane 

75 Limpopo 

76 /E/cape 
77 Orange Farm, Vereeniging lGauteng 
78 Siyathemba township in Balfour Mpumalanga iXenophobia 

Pills Farm claim the Midvaal municipality 

79 
’ 80 Si~psioo~ 

~u~n~ 
81 Meyerton Kliprivier, s Johannesburg 

Alberton Ekurhuleni 
82 

Samora Machel c/town 

83 W/Cape 



75 

D 

8O 
8~ 

82 

83 



December 2009 

Other: month total=2 
1. Hawkers march on mayor Joburg I December 

2. marched in support of the 16 Days of Activism campaign 

against violence against women and children. NMM 

Enviromental month total=4 
1.Cape residents oppose nuclear power station 19 December 

2.Mapela and Mokopane march to Anglo Platinum Limpopo 15 December 

3. Zamdela resident march on Sasol Vaal Triangle 9 December 

4. Mokopane: Protests against Anglo Platinum 1 December 

Student 

Crime 

Racism Xenophobia month total= 1 
1. De Doorns residents march with the court appearance of 23 people arrested on 

charges of public violence. 1 December 

Service Delivery month total= 5 

1.Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality 12 December 

2. Slovo Park Joburg 6 December 

3. Lenasia South 5 December 

4. Nancefield, Soweto 

5. Sebokeng in Vaal Triangle 8 December 

Strikes month total=5 

1.Construction workers protest Nelspruit 10 December 

2.Sun International strike 2 december 

3. Pick N Pay worker protest Johannesburg 1 December 

4. Pic n Pay worker protest out Labour Court Braamfontein 9 December 

5. Wits cleaners protest 9 December 

November 2009 

Other month total= 11 
1.Gugulethu Mall 30 November 

2. Cape town trader march over exclusion from wold cup 24 November 

3. Shebeen owner protest new liquor law Cape Town 23 November 

4.Abahlali baseMjondolo prayer meeting Sydenham Police Station 

5.500 traders protest against new Durban market 16- 18 November 

6.Protest over deaths of babies Mahatma Gandhi Memorial 



Hospital Phoenix Durban 9 November 

7. Protest to keep St Lucy’s Hospital open E Cape 

8. Gugulethu mall protest 6 November 

9. South Durban residents and Abahlali baseMjondolo protest service delivery durban 6 

November 

10.SABC hunger protest 

11. George Municipality protest over golf course 4 November 

Environmental month total=l 
1.Women, Energy and Climate Change Forum Gauteng Regional 

offices of Eskom 25 November 

Student month total= 3 

1.matric exams disrupted in Cape Town 

2.University of Zululand student protests 5 November 

3.University of the Free State protests over racist film 

Crime month total= 3 

1. DA Youth protest police brutality Union Buildings 24 November 

2. Pagad march Mitchells Plain 23 November 

3. Mandela Park protest overpolice, security guards and the SANCO violence 11 November 

Racism Xenophobia month total=2 

1.De Doorns residents protest in support of 23 arrested for Xenophobic violence 23 November 

Xenophobia in De Doorns 

2. Cosatu to march against racism Vryburg, North West 9 November 

Service Delivery month total=22 

1. Overcome Heights Cape Town 30 November 

2.Community mobilses to defend workers 30 November 

3. Phefeni, Soweto 

4. Macassar Village Cape Town 28 November 

5. Modimolle 

6. Mdantsane Buffalo City Municipality E Cape 23 November 

7. Khayelitsha 22 November 

8. Enkanini near Khayelitsha 

9. Mdantsane 

10. Cato Manor councillors office burned down Durban 20 November 

11. Gabone informal settlement Davyton Gauteng 18 November 

12. Butterworth E/Cape 

htt pV://www.yout u be.com/watch?v=7ofX56xH mWA 

13. Seretsi township Boshoff BLOEMFONTEIN 19 November 

14. Seweding near Mafikeng 17 November 

15. Umtshezi (Estcourt) 15 November 



16. Blikkiesdorp in Delft resident protest visit by Helen Zille 11 November 

:~7. Molemole Limpopo 6 November 

:~8. Deal Party, New Brighton Port Elizabeth 6 November 

19. Qwaqwa, Disaster Park, 5 November 

20. Riverlea, south of Joburg 5 November 

2:~.Mpumalanga township in Hammarsdale :~ November 

22. Msobomvu Township in Butterworth 1 November E cape 

Strikes month total=5 

:~. strike by public sector medical professionals 23 November 

2. Municipal worker stage sitin Musina Local Municipality in Limpopo province 

3. Protests & Sabotarge Aquarius Platinum Mine in Kroondal outside Rustenburg 21 November 

4. JHB taxi drivers protest over employment conditions 

5.Bus Rapid Transit system volunteers Joburg 

Evictions 
Mpola informal settlement at Marrianridge, near Pinetown 26 November 

Joburg CBD 27 November 

October 2009 

Other month total=5 

1.Mall protest Bridge City Shopping Centre, in KwaMashu, 29 October 

2. protest against Free State rector Jonathan Jansen Bloem 26 October 

3. Protest against high food prices Parliment Cape Town :~5 October 

. Sello Maake kaNcube fast 2 october 

4.Informal settlers protest outside Cape High Court 7 October 

5. Ezakheni resident take municipality to court 

Environmental month total=O 

Student month total=2 
:IWALTER Sisulu University (WSU) 

2,Library protest Khayelitsha 

Crime month total=:~ 
1.Amaoti police station outside Durban demand release of community member 20 October 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery month total=:19 

1.Bekkersdal in Gauteng on the West Rand 31 October 

2.Eldorado Park in Johannesburg 25 October 



3. Sarafina (Ward 18) NW, 24 October 

4. Mpumalanga township in KwaZulu 29 October 

5. Diepsloot in northern Johannesburg 22 October 

6. Riverlea Johannesburg 21 October 

7. Standerton/Sakhile Mpumalanga*** 

8. Mataleng/Barkly West Northern 20 October 

9. Goromane near Hazyview 20 October 

:10.Sobantu Msunduzi Municipality PMB :19 October 

11.Mataffin NELSPRUIT 19 October 

:12. Reiger Park Ekurhuleni :16 October 

:13. Diepsloot :15 October(pretoria) 

:14,Mbombela Stadium in Nelspruit, Mpumalanga :15 October see mataffin 

:[5. Intabazwe township near Harrismith :13 October 

:[6. Lukhanji Municipality (queenstown) 

17. New Castle 7 October 

:18. Buhle Park in Germiston (Ekhuruleni) 5-7 October 

:19. BT squatter camp in Site C Khayelitsha early october 

http://www.ewn.co.za/a rticleprog.aspx?id=23262 

Strikes month total=7 
1.Workers protest racism Sun City near Rustenburg on Saturday 29 October 

2.Waste management workers strike Centuron Tshwane 

3. Ceppwawu members protest against labour brokers KwaZulu-Natal 28 October 

4. underground sit-in at the Two Rivers Mine near Lydenberg, Mpumalanga. 

5. Cosatu members disrupt meeting on labour brokering 7 October 

6.Cosatu protests labour brokers countrywide 7 October 

7. Metro police sit in to protest Joburg S October 

September 2009 

Other month total=9 
:1.Sekuruwe community takes action on desecrated graves 

2. Blouberg municipality protest about poor srvice at hospital & other issues 

3. Mandela Park/Khayelitsha protest for release of activists 20 September 

4. Land invasion Atteridgeville between Pretoria and Pelindaba :19 September 

5. Tow truck drivers on silent protest Durban 16 September 

6. MARCH TO HAND MEMORANDUM TO MEC FOR HOUSING ON THE MALFUNCTIONING 

RENTAL HOUSING TRIBUNAL 
18 September 

7. taxi operators take to the streets Thembisi[e Hani municipality in Kwaggafontein, :14 

September 2009 

8. Prisoners press on with their hunger strike 

9. SACP march for service delivery Western cape 4 September 



Environmental 

Student month total=2 

1.Wits 13-16 September 

2. Kimberley students protest 14 September 

Crime 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery month total=lO 

1.Sakhile/Standerton 

2.Makhaza/Khayelitsha 

3.Lekwa municipality/Mpumalanga’s 25 September 

4. Hazyview 

5.Hlalani Knysna 25 February 

Sable and Kabokweni in Mpumalanga 22 September 

6. Itereleng informal settlement near 

7.Laudium, west of Pretoria, 25 September 

8.Mandela Park in Khayelitsha 19-20 September 

9. Sabie village near Lydenburg 21 September 

lO.Diepsloot, in northern Johannesburg 24 September 

Luphisi, east of Nelspruit, 16 September 

Strikes month total=6 

1.Sactwu strike 19 September 

2. SAA staffers 29 September 

3. Cape Town parking attendants strike 

4. Red Ants shoot innocent workers in Tembisa 9 September 

5.Impala Platinum 

6.march by members of the Communication Workers 4 September 

Union 

August 2009 

Other 
Enviromental month total=6 
1.Taxi’s drivers on go slow Soweto/Joburg 

2. IFP Youth Brigade protest 31 August 

3. Traditional healers to stage city protest Pretoria 27 August 

4.Coalition to protest against SABC’s cutting local content 

5.Clairwood, Bluff residents march over trucking issue Durban 21 August 



6. KwaNonqaba resident near Mossel Bay protest for jobs 5 August 

Environmental month total=l 
1.Vaal residents in uproar over authorisation of toxic dump 

Student month total=4 

1.Mmabatho Nursing Students Protest 31 August 

2. NWest student protest Mmabatho 26 August 

3, Cape Peninsula University of Technology 8 August 

4. Limpopo’s Turfloop campus 6 August 

Crime Enviromental month total=l 
1. Pagad march on Drud dealer Mitchells Plain 17 August 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery Enviromental month total=14 

1. Motherwell PE 31 August 

2. Lamontville 28 August 2009 

3. Addo Sundays River 

4.Valley municipal area 27 August 

S Hlalani informal settlement outside Knysna 21 August 

6. Mashishing, near Lydenburg long term 

7. Khayelitsha’s Site C 12 August 

8. Leeudoringstad on Monday, North West 

9. Mfuleni in Cape Town 7 August 

10. Alex 7 August 

11. Motherwell 
12 Moutse Elias Motsoaledi municipality Mpumalanga 

13. Masiphumelele near Kommetjie 

14. Masiphumelele Cape Town 

Strikes month total=11 

1.Massdiscounters strike 

2.SADF Protests Union Building 

3. Workers protest at BHP Billinton 

4. Pretoria post office employees protest 25 August 

5 Impala Platinum 25 August 

6. postal workers strike 

7. Metrorail strike 

8. Municipal workers protest Krugersdorp 14 August 

9. Telcom Strike 1 August 

10. Rhodes University staff 

11. Municipal workers call off strike 31 July 



July 2009 

Other 

1.UPM shoplifting protest 22 July 

2. Kruger communities 

Environmental 

Student 
School protest Duncan Village E/london 

Crime 
Protest at trial of 3 men accused of killing a lesbian 

Racism Xenophobia 

Service Delivery 
1. Merafong Lydenburg 

2.Thokoza 
3. Simile township near Sable 28 July 

Xenophobia in Gugulethu 

4. Polokwane Limpopo 

5. Duncan Village EL 

6. Sweetwaters informal settlement in Orange Farm, Vereeniging, 

7.Siyathemba township in Balfour, Mpumalanga, (Xenophobia) 

8. Pills Farm claim the Midvaal municipality 

9. Diepsloot 

11. Meyerton Kliprivier, south of Johannesburg, Vereeniging 

12.Alberton Ekurhuleni 

13. Samora Machel c/town 

Strikes 
1. Municipal Workers Strike 

2 Farm workers protest w/cape 27 July to 1 August 2009 



CCS Research on Protests in South Africa 2009 2011 with specia~ 

attention to the so ca~led Service Delivery Protest. 

By John Devenish 

~NTRODUCT~ON 

Since mid 2009 Patrick & myself have been recording protests in South Africa. We have accumulated a 

huge amount of material. However for it to be of any use it need to be processed further 

This seminar will present my attempts to organize this material so that it is useful other researchers. 

Due to various factors there have been interruptions in the collecting the info in 2010. The statistics 

presented here should not be taken as absolutely accurate rather we need to observe the patterns & 

trends within this data. 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

A CD will be provided on request containing info 

Raw data All the material used in the study, also accessible here: 

http~//~:~k~Q:~#:#~/default.asp.72~,27,~l~S~ on the CCS Website 

2. Summaries of protests 2010, for 2009 August-December 2010 & Jan Feb 2011. 

3. Protest Hotspots Service delivery protest listed in a excel file with dates & area info included where 

available. 

4. Table of number of protests sorted by type columns & months rows 

5. Word & PDF versions of this presentatiom 

THE SERVICE DELIVERY PROTEST 

There is a lot of talk in the media about the so called service delivery protests. However its necessary to 

define exactly what we mean by this term. While every protest is different, a protest can be classified 

as service delivery protest if it has most of these characteristics. 



* Occur in informal settlements or other low income areas. Protests in more affluent areas about 

service delivery usually take the form of rates boycott, 

* Diffuse range of grievances not just about ie services water electricity, people dissatisfied but remain 

passive until. 

* Trigger event ie Ermelo imposition of candidates on people, other areas demarcation issues, broken 

promises by local politicians or allegations of corruption. 

* Spontaneous lack of planning or involvement of established organizations. 

Evidence that protests in one area can trigger others in adjacent areas. The Protest Hotspots file 

contains area info as well as dates, This could be used with a map to study this effect further. Also to 

predict potential future protests, For example if one reads about a protest then checks on the map if 

there are any protest hotspots nearby there is a chance that there will be protests there later. This wiii 

be a subject of further study, 

These protests are by characterized by the following actions 

Marches 

Road blockades 

Attacks on Government officials & infrastructure 

* Looting & Xenophobia although evidence suggests that this may be done by criminal & other 

elements taking advantage of the ensuing disruptions 

Heavy handed police response 

DECLINE IN SERVICE DELIVERY PROTESTS iN 20:[0 

~eb-li ? 5 3 4 5 0 

data ,or this moBCh should not be cons~dere~ accura~,e 

From the table above, notice a decline in number service delivery protests. However we must also 

consider what other factors could affect coverage of these protests. 

1.Lack of interest from media 

2.Less violent protest getting less coverage 



However 1 believe there has been a real decline in service delivery protests° Have improved my search 

methods looking at a greater variety of sources especially material not from the mainstream media. 

From the protest table, it seems that the Service delivery protests occur in waves, that build up then die 

down° Think the long term pattern is affected by elections, when politicians make promises to 

communities there were elections in 2009 & 83 entries in protest hotspots for that year August to 

December compared with :104 for the whole of 20:10. Also 2004 when there was a election was when we 

first started to hear about the service delivery protests in the media. 

When the promises made at elections are not met, people get angry and protest. The protests don’t 

have a meaningful effect on the situation & people get apathetic till the next round of elections. Data for 

March 20:1:1 is not included but Vve noticed an increase in protests, moving towards the crest of the next 

wave° l predict major increase in SD protests after the 20:1:1 elections in May other researchers have 

come to similar conclusions. 

EFFECT OF THE WORLD CUP ON PROTESTS 

Although the WC in June July had a damping effect on protests it did not eliminate them altogether. 

There were a number of protests focusing specifically on the WC & Fifa. As well as labor related protests 

with people employed for the world cup. 

htt~://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.as~?4,82 

http:iiccs~ u kzn.ac.zaid efa u I to a sp?3, 28~:1:1,3643 

http:iiccs.ukznoac.zaidefault.asp?3,28, :1:1,3655 

POSSIBLE LINK BETWEEN WORK RELATED & SERVICE DELIVERY PROTESTS 

This is debatable. However if you study the info provided there are examples of COSATU & other trade 

Unions attempting to organize people around these issues. This usually takes the form of a march on 

the local government 

OTHER PROTESTS 

Other types of protests recorded are 

~Student both tertiary & school, there have been examples of primary school students embarking on 

protests 

Environmental & Animal Rights 

* Strikes & other labor related protests 

* Crime Protests about crime & vigilantism undertaken by large numbers of people 

Racism & Xenophobia. Race Xenophobic & other hate crimes & counter actions 

* Other What does not fit into the other categories. 
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EXECUTIVE SU M MARY 

This is a proposal for a Nuclear Energy Research, Development and Innovation Strategy (NERDIS) 
for South Africa. It is intended to address the nuclear energy component of the Energy Security 

grand challenge, as described in the Ten-Year Innovation Plan of the Department of Science and 
Technology (DST), and relevant aspects of a range of other important Government policy and 
planning documents. These include the National Research and Development Strategy, the 

Nuclear Energy Policy (NEP), the draft Integrated Resource Plan 2010 (IRP2) and the Industrial 

Policy Action Plan 2010 (IPAP2). Implementation of the proposed NERDIS will also support or 
complement a number of existing DST initiatives. 

The NEP, IRP2 and IPAP2 all provide for the expansion of the share of nuclear energy in the 

national electricity generating mix and for increased local content in the planned fleet of nuclear 

power reactors. It is imperative that the planned nuclear expansion programme is underpinned by 
a suitable science, engineering, technology and skills base. This can best be achieved through a 

combination of research, development and innovation (RD&I) activities, a human capital 
development drive and Iocalisation programmes associated with nuclear new build. 

The vision to be realised through the implementation of the NERDIS is a vibrant, productive and 
internationally linked network of expertise delivering value to the economy through research, 

development and innovative application of nuclear technologies in support of a growing 
contribution of nuclear energy to a sustainable South African electricity mix. A successful NERDIS 

will contribute to the national strategic priorities of growth and transformation of the economy, skills 
development, sustainable resource management and South Africa’s geopolitical position. 

The NERDIS strategic objectives are the following: 

o contributing to the establishment of the knowledge and skills base required to support the 

expanded use of nuclear energy in South Africa, specifically those advanced competencies 
which are developed through research, development and innovation activities; 

¯ increasing the local content of the SA nuclear energy programme through directed research, 

development and product or process innovation; and 
o maintaining an appropriate footprint in the international nuclear community through 

participation in RD&I activities of relevance to South Africa. 

South Africa already has substantial nuclear energy RD&I capacity in terms of R&D infrastructure 

(at Necsa, research organisations, universities, etc.), research programmes at these institutions, 
nuclear and radiation education and training programmes as well as productive international R&D 

linkages. Comparison with nuclear energy RD&I strategies followed by countries such as the USA, 

France, Republic of Korea, India, Argentina and Brazil and multinational programmes such as the 
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Generation IV International Forum, International Atomic Energy Agency and Euratom supply 
important pointers on the type and scope of activities to be included in a national nuclear RD&I 

programme. 

The proposed NERDIS will address nuclear fuel cycle and reactor topics as well as cross-cutting 

fields supporting the use of nuclear energy. RD&I activities will be positioned appropriately in the 
innovation chain, depending on the purpose of the work and the intended application of the results 
thereof. Existing capabilities will form the point of departure for the expansion of capacity and 

programmes, with strong emphasis on a collaborative approach in order to optimise return on 
investment and to exploit synergies as far as possible. During the implementation of the NERDIS, 

beneficial international partnerships will be maintained and purposefully expanded. Regular 

evaluation of NERDIS activities will be performed to ensure appropriate performance and 
alignment with agreed priorities, with a comprehensive review every 5 years. 

The proposed scope of NERDI programmes covers the following: 

¯ Selected aspects of the construction and operation of pressurised water reactors (PWRs). 
o Supply and management of fuel for the planned PWR fleet. 

o Processes and technologies relating to the nuclear fuel cycle (front end and back end) as well 

as waste management in general. 
¯ Continued involvement in R&D aimed at the development and demonstration of Generation IV 

nuclear energy systems and fuel cycles. 

o Cross-cutting topics such as fundamental nuclear and radiation physics, nuclear engineering, 
nuclear chemistry, mathematical modelling and simulation, materials science, nuclear safety 

and radiation protection, and social and management aspects of nuclear energy. 

The maintenance and expansion of infrastructure for research, development and training will enjoy 

continuous attention during the implementation of the NERDIS as a key success factor in both 
national programmes and international collaboration. 

Human capital development (HCD) will form a key component of the proposed nuclear energy 
RD&I programmes, primarily to build the skills base for the implementation of the NERDIS but also 

in preparation for the future roll-out of a power reactor fleet and participation in the international 
nuclear industry. It is suggested that 30% of the initial expenditure on NERDIS implementation 

should be dedicated to skills development and training through a range of interventions in 

collaboration with relevant stakeholders. 

It is proposed that the hub-and-spokes model is used for the implementation of the NERDIS, with 

Necsa serving as the hub and universities, research organisations, industry and international 
collaborators forming the spokes. In addition to Necsa being the designated South African 

organisation - through the Nuclear Energy Act and Nuclear Energy Policy - to undertake, promote 
and coordinate RD&I on a broad range of nuclear energy related topics, a significant part of the 
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required infrastructure already exists at Necsa. The Corporation also plays a national coordination 

and facilitation role in various bilateral agreements of relevance to the NERDIS and performs a 
number of institutional responsibilities on behalf of the Minister of Energy. 

A number of governing and management structures and implementation instruments are also 

proposed. The latter includes research chairs, centres of excellence (CoEs) and centres of 

competence (CoCs), with a strong emphasis on collaboration across disciplines and sectors and 
with activities covering the entire innovation chain. 

Financing of the NERDIS should come from a range of sources, with the DST supplying initial 

funds in line with its mandate to support national science and technology capacity building and pre- 
competitive research. This could be complemented by the expansion of existing grants to 
participating organisations by the relevant Government line departments and by new ring-fenced 

funds for NERDIS implementation. Financial support could also be leveraged from international 
funding instruments, private sector contributions and a levy on nuclear power sales. 

The successful implementation of the NERDIS will require an inclusive and well coordinated 
approach among various Government departments, research institutions and the higher education 

sector. Due cognisance will be taken of the mandates and fields of responsibility of departments 
such as Science and Technology, Energy, Trade and Industry and Public Enterprises, all of whom 

have a role to play in nuclear energy in South Africa. 

The following broad timelines for the implementation of the SA Nuclear Energy Research, 

Development and Innovation Strategy are proposed, with planned deliverables as indicated. 

Year Activity Deliverables 

2011 Finalise and approve NERDIS, Approved NERDIS, implementation plan and 

funding, implementation plan and institutional arrangements; HCD initiated and first 

implementation mechanisms; projects funded; further analysis and planning on 

perform further planning studies, selected topics completed. 

2012 Establish a least one chair and CoE; Chair(s) and CoE(s); accelerated HCD programme 

strengthen collaboration among SA and RD&I outputs; growth in local collaboration. 

role-players. 

2013 Establish further chairs, CoEs and Chairs, CoEs and CoCs; growing skills pipeline and 

CoC; grow international networks. RD&I outputs; technology transfer from reactor 

vendors; new international R&D partnerships. 

2014 Leverage Iocalisation benefits from Demonstrated benefits of local expertise and RD&I 

power reactor fleet procurement, outputs in Iocalisation and new build; fuel cycle 

technology demonstrations. 

2016 NERDIS review. Review report and recommendations. 

It is suggested that additional studies on selected components of the NERDIS, in the form of 

feasibility studies and roadmap development, are commissioned in the near term in order to 
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produce more detailed implementation plans. These include RD&I plans relating to waste 
management and the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle, materials science for nuclear applications, 

mathematical modelling and simulation for the nuclear sector, and Generation IV reactor and fuel 

cycle technologies. 

In conclusion it is recommended that: 

¯ this proposal is accepted by the DST as basis for the finalisation, approval and implementation 

of a South African Nuclear Energy Research, Development and Innovation Strategy; 
o the hub-and-spokes model is adopted for the implementation of the NERDIS, with Necsa 

serving as the hub; 

o nuclear energy RD&I programmes maintain an agreed balance between the work directed at 
(a) the nuclear new build, (b) future reactor systems and fuel cycle operations and (c) cross- 

cutting areas; 

o human capital development and the expansion of RD&I infrastructure are fully integrated with 

the NERDIS roll-out; 
¯ further feasibility studies are performed and roadmaps developed on selected NERDIS topics; 

o national and international collaborative networks are pursued on a continuous basis to enhance 
and expand NERDI capacity and delivery; and 

o the DST considers making R97 million available over the first three years of NERDIS 

implementation. R30 million of this should be spent on human capital development, R37 

million on R&D infrastructure and R30 million on project costs. A possible roll-out could be R15 
million during the 2011/12 financial year, followed by R31 million in 2012/13 and R51 million in 

2013/14. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Energy Security grand challenge, as described in the Ten-Year Innovation Plan of the 
Department of Science and Technology (DST), recognizes the contribution of nuclear 

energy towards addressing national energy and associated scientific and technological 

challenges. It also identifies the need for a coordinated research, development and 
innovation strategy to support the growing role of nuclear energy and technology in South 

Africa. 

In this document such a strategy for South Africa is proposed. It covers topics relating to 

the entire nuclear fuel cycle as well as cross-cutting fields and technology platforms that 
would support electricity generation, the fuel cycle and Iocalisation of nuclear energy 

technologies. The document further includes proposals for the implementation of a national 
Nuclear Energy Research, Development and Innovation Strategy (NERDIS). 

NERDIS is not intended to be an isolated initiative. It will represent a key component of an 
integrated and well coordinated South African (nuclear) energy programme, with the latter 

forming a substantial component of the future diversified national energy mix. Strong 
alignment and continuous collaboration among all relevant Government departments and 

nuclear role-players will therefore be a determining factor in the success of NERDIS and 

the optimal use of resources during its implementation. 

This proposal was developed by Necsa, in consultation with key stakeholders, under 

agreement number DST/CON 0209/2009 in terms of which a nuclear energy research, 
development and innovation feasibility study would be conducted and a strategy and 

implementation plan would be proposed to the DST. The processes followed during the 
project are summarised in Appendix A to this document. 

The results of Necsa’s NERDI feasibility study were compiled into a comprehensive 

baseline report (Strategy Report: Requirements for the Sustainability of the SA Nuclear 
Energy Program; document number SP-MNG-REP-10001, Revision 1, October 2010). The 
study covered the entire current and expected future nuclear energy sector in South Africa 

according to a framework for the South African Nuclear Energy Programme which is 

summarised in the figure on the next page. The feasibility study therefore covered a much 
broader field than only nuclear energy RD&I in order to ensure proper contextualisation of 

the proposed NERDIS. The items relevant to a strategy for RD&I were extracted from the 
abovementioned report and included in Chapter 8 of this document as fields of work to be 

considered as part of NERDIS implementation. 
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_..___~.~[ Radiation Infrastructure 

~ and Cross-cutting Topics 

NUCLEAR IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN ENERGY MIX 

At present more than 85% of South Africa’s primary energy needs are met by the use of 

coal, crude oil or gas. A similar high percentage of electricity generation is based on coal. 

As far as the national demand for electricity is concerned, an average growth in gross 
domestic product of at least 4% per annum will require the doubling of generating capacity 

over the next 20 years. The first step in expanding the current capacity is the 4800 MWe 
Medupi coal-fired power station being constructed near Lephalale in Limpopo Province. 

Planning for the future South African electricity mix is currently being performed under the 
leadership of the Department of Energy with the development of the updated Integrated 
Resource Plan (IRP2). This is expected to be released during the first quarter of 2011 and 
will spell out Government’s expectations for the future electricity generation mix for the 

country as well as the timing of its implementation. The draft IRP2 issued in October 2010 

confirmed earlier Government statements that there will be emphasis on the inclusion of 
nuclear and renewable energy into the national generating capacity, although carbon-based 

generation will have to be added as well to achieve the envisaged doubling of capacity over 

the next few decades. 
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South Africa operates two pressurised water reactors (PWRs) at Koeberg near Cape Town. 
These plants (920 MWe each) have been operational since the mid 1980s and supply 

base-load electricity to the national grid. For the purpose of this document it has been 

assumed that the first new nuclear power plant (NPP) will be commissioned by 2023 
followed by building up a fleet of reactors with a total output of approximately 9600 MWe by 

2030 (i.e. the nuclear fleet envisaged in the draft IRP2). Obviously the final decision on the 

size of the NPP fleet will have an impact on the proposals made in this document, but the 
NERDIS has been developed to provide for some measure of flexibility to respond to 

changing medium term targets. 

In recent years a number of Government decisions and positions supplied a framework 

within which this strategy could be developed. In June 2008 Cabinet approved the Nuclear 
Energy Policy (NEP) for South Africa which describes a vision of "industrial and 

technological leadership to secure alternative energy resources for the future through the 
development of a globally competitive infrastructure for the peaceful utilisation of Nuclear 

Energy and Technology" in South Africa. This would be achieved through investment in and 

the use of both proven and innovative technologies for the design, manufacture and 
deployment of nuclear energy systems and the nuclear fuel cycle. In addition to this, a 

national industrial capability for the design, manufacture and construction of nuclear energy 
systems is foreseen. 

The Energy Security grand challenge, as described in the Ten-Year Innovation Plan of the 
Department of Science and Technology, lists energy security, environmental protection and 

access to affordable, safe, clean and reliable energy as the three principal global energy 

challenges. It states that South Africa must meet its medium-term energy supply 
requirements while innovating for the long term in clean coal technologies, nuclear energy, 

renewable energy and the promise of the hydrogen economy. 

At various occasions in recent years Government statements emphasised the need to 

diversify energy supply sources and to ensure environmentally responsible energy 
provision. This can only be achieved through a combination of energy efficiency increases 

and the addition of low-emission forms of energy such as nuclear, solar and wind power. 
Currently the only technologically proven and economically viable low CO2 base-load 

supply options available to South Africa are nuclear energy and hydroelectric power. Most 

of the (small) local potential for the latter has been exploited, leaving the increased use of 
nuclear as the only option for medium term expansion of large scale base-load electricity 

generation as foreseen to be required by the growth of the economy. At the same time 
investments will have to be made in research, development and demonstration of 

alternative energy sources for future base-load and peak supply, e.g. renewables and next 

generation nuclear energy systems. 
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The Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP2), released by the Department of Trade and 
Industry in February 2010, lists nuclear energy as one of the target sectors for the 

development of strategic long term fleet procurement and local content plans. The nuclear 

sector, alongside advanced materials and aerospace, is identified as a sector with potential 
for long-term advanced capabilities in South Africa. The IPAP2 envisages an installed 

nuclear capacity of 21 000 MWe by 2035 and, similar to the NEP, a local nuclear supply 

chain capacity to serve local and international markets. The Competitive Supplier 
Development Programme (CSDP) is planned to be a very important vehicle to achieve this. 

The Department of Science and Technology has also developed a technology Iocalisation 

framework aimed at assisting identified sectors, including nuclear, in preparing themselves 

for participation in the CSDP through R&D partnerships, technology platforms and 
missions, centres of competence and other instruments. 

South Africa’s response to the challenges posed by climate change is enjoying increased 

Government attention. Already in September 2004 the Department of Environmental 

Affairs and Tourism released a National Climate Change Response Strategy. South Africa 
took a bold stance during the Copenhagen Climate Summit in December 2009 as far as 

targets for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions are concerned. In DST’s Ten-Year 
Innovation Plan the use of science and technology in South Africa’s response to global 

change was identified as one of the grand challenges. 

The Draft National Climate Change Response Strategy Green Paper that was released in 

December 2010 recognised the potential role of nuclear energy to ensure energy security 

and to contribute to South Africa’s climate change mitigation undertakings. It specifically 
referred to the need for a nuclear fuel cycle strategy, as foreseen in the Nuclear Energy 

Policy, in support of skills development, industrialisation and Iocalisation. 

Various factors will have to be considered in the selection of technologies to be used in 

meeting the country’s energy needs while taking cognisance of Government strategies and 
policies such as those referred to above. Such parameters include the following: the 

maturity of the technology from a routine, reliable and economic production point of view; 
the national skills and technology base to support the introduction and use of new energy 

technologies; the cost to develop, implement and operate generating capacity based on 

different energy technologies; international comparisons and experience; cost and 
affordability from both a construction and operation point of view (viewed over its entire life- 

cycle); and the potential for reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. 
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MOTIVATION AND VISION FOR A NUCLEAR ENERGY RD&i STRATEGY 

As the relative contribution of nuclear power to the national electricity mix increases to the 

envisaged level, it will be progressively important for the energy supplier to be able to 
reliably sustain the electricity generated by the nuclear reactor fleet. It is thus necessary 

that the various constituents of the entire nuclear energy programme are evaluated and 

implemented so as to effectively function as an integrated system. Such security of supply 
will require the Iocalisation of elements of the nuclear fuel cycle (NFC), with a growing local 

reactor construction content and fuel supply as the roll-out of the reactor fleet progresses. 
In turn this will require particular skills, scientific, engineering and technological capabilities, 

and hence an RD&I programme to support this. 

It can be expected that the reactor fleet to be procured over the next few decades will 

consist of the so-called Generation II and/or Generation Ill/Ill+ reactors. This will be in line 
with current international trends to use proven, licensed or certified designs. Generation II 

reactors, specifically pressurised water reactors (PWRs) of the Koeberg type and boiling 

water reactors (BWRs), form the majority of the current global fleet of NPPs. A number of 
Generation Ill/Ill+ PWR and BWR designs have received licence certification and some of 

these are already being constructed. The latter type of reactors will in all probability be 
licensed for 60 years and operated for 60-80 years. 

Generation IV reactor systems, on the other hand, are still at least a decade away from 
being demonstrated on a reasonable scale. In view of this reality as well as the need to 

increase local content in the construction and operation of the fleet as it is being expanded, 

there should be a continuous national programme to facilitate and support this expansion of 
the use of nuclear power. 

Although the transfer of technology into South Africa by vendors selected to supply the NPP 

fleet can be expected to form a key component of the Iocalisation of nuclear energy in 

South Africa, reliance on such transfer alone will not be sufficient to achieve the required 
long term national development objectives. As a minimum there should be a local base of 

expertise to be an informed buyer of nuclear reactors and to assimilate the transferred 
knowledge. In addition, such knowledge base should be at a suitable level to be able to 

adapt transferred technology to local conditions (where appropriate), to improve and 

optimise its utilisation over time, and to participate in global initiatives relating to the 
development of next generation technologies. The most sustainable mechanism to achieve 

these objectives is to run a national programme of research, development, innovation and 
demonstration integrated with a human capital development programme. 

In support of the longer term vision for the future of nuclear energy as the major supply for 
South Africa’s needs, together with ever increasing needs for improving operational 

efficiency and optimum utilisation of resources such as uranium, the development of 
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Generation IV (Gen IV) nuclear reactors becomes relevant. For SA this will require a 
decision as to whether it should position itself as a technology leader or follower in Gen IV 

technology development, demonstration and implementation. As will be described later in 

this document there are various active national and multilateral RD&I programmes 
addressing a broad range of topics with regards to Gen IV technologies and fuel cycles. If 

South Africa intends to retain its current involvement in international nuclear energy circles 

and if it is to attain the NEP vision, an RD&I programme aimed at supporting the Gen 
II/lll/lll+ fleet and its Iocalisation should be complemented with a longer term programme of 

capacity building, research and technology development and expanded participation in 
international Gen IV related programmes. 

Furthermore, South Africa’s moral and political high ground regarding the dismantling of the 
former weapons programme, its geopolitical position in developing countries using nuclear 

technologies for peaceful purposes, the country’s proven nuclear track record and its stated 
objective to improve the skills base of the population all points to the need for and 

importance of a springboard of appropriate technologies and skills. 

South Africa has a proven track record of the development, implementation and successful 

operation of nuclear fuel cycle and reactor programmes, as evident from the strategic 

conversion, enrichment and fuel fabrication activities from the 1970s to the mid 1990s. The 
PBMR project resulted in extensive international exposure for South Africa’s nuclear 

expertise. It is certainly desirable to retain, expand and further utilise the skills, knowledge 
and other outcomes of these programmes. In fact, the availability of experienced staff from 

the earlier strategic programmes (even though close to retirement) presents a particular 

competitive advantage during the global nuclear renaissance and offers a contribution to 
realise the vision expressed in the Nuclear Energy Policy. In addition to this, there are 

established elements of a national nuclear RD&I community, as described in the next 
chapter, on which a NERDIS can be built. 

Energy technologies, and especially nuclear energy technologies, have very long life- 
cycles, making it imperative that a long term view is taken regarding the establishment and 

positioning of such a technology platform. The best mechanism to achieve this is through 
an RD&I programme to be executed alongside the processes to procure or design, 

commission and operate power reactors and to establish and operate fuel cycle plants. An 

important further component of the operation of a power reactor fleet is preparations for the 
eventual decommissioning thereof. 

The licensing of nuclear reactors and fuel cycle operations remain a key component of a 

viable nuclear programme and of retaining the confidence of the public. In order to compile, 

review, issue and maintain licences all participants need to have the required base of 
evidence and expertise. An RD&I programme is very important to develop such skills and 
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confidence, specifically when it comes to possible licence extensions for existing plants or 
the licensing of new facilities. 

Nuclear energy, by its nature, requires a multidisciplinary approach. This includes nuclear 
and various other engineering disciplines, scientific fields such as physics, chemistry and 
materials science, safety and radiation protection, the social sciences (e.g. regarding 

perceptions and public understanding of nuclear energy) and others. 

All of the above point to the critical importance of a national RD&I programme to support 
the envisaged growing contribution of nuclear energy to the South African electricity 

generation mix. 

The vision to be realised through the implementation of the proposed South African 

Nuclear Energy Research, Development and Innovation Strategy is a vibrant, 

productive and internationally linked network of expertise delivering value to 
the economy through research, development and innovative application of 

nuclear technologies in support of a growing contribution of nuclear energy to 
a sustainable South African electricity mix. 

4 EXISTING SOUTH AFRICAN NUCLEAR ENERGY RD&I CAPACITY AND LINKAGES 

Institutions in the South African National System of Innovation performing some measure of 

nuclear, radiation and related RD&I are Necsa, iThemba LABS, various universities, 
Eskom, Mintek, CSlR, M-Tech Industrial and Klydon. Collectively these organisations have 

substantial infrastructure of relevance to a NERDIS, although equipment and facilities are in 

many cases outdated or not optimised for R&D at a level comparable to those of 
collaborators elsewhere in the world. These efforts are mostly quite fragmented from a 

national perspective and often of sub-critical capacity. 

Nuclear and radiation R&D is performed both in-house by these organisations and also in 
collaboration with local and international organisations. In many cases such activities are 
performed in conjunction with education and training activities, mainly at universities but 

often in close collaboration with industry organisations. 

A brief description of this existing national nuclear and related RD&I and education capacity 

is supplied below. Although the emphasis in this document is on nuclear energy, 
references to radiation capabilities are included where these could be of complementary 

nature. In Section 4.5 existing international linkages of relevance to NERDIS are 

described. 
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4.1    R&D infrastructure 

4. 1.1 Necsa 

As the primary national nuclear R&D institution, mandated through the Nuclear Energy Act, 
Act 46 of 1999, Necsa has a track record of about 50 years in research, development, 

demonstration and implementation in various aspects of the entire nuclear fuel cycle and 

radiation science and technology. It performs various institutional activities, including 
coordination of South Africa’s participation in international nuclear forums and programmes, 

on behalf of Government. 

Necsa’s activities are focussed on three strategic clusters, namely (a) supporting nuclear 
power in South Africa, (b) radiation science and applications and (c) hosting nuclear 

programmes. Available infrastructure includes the following: 

°The 20 MW SAFARI-1 multipurpose research reactor, which is currently used for 

irradiation services (targets for isotope production, neutron transmutation of silicon and 
activation analysis) and neutron beam-line based research (including neutron radiography, 

tomography, diffraction and small angle neutron scattering). 

¯ A 3.75 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator and two state-of-the-art radiofrequency quadrupole 
accelerators, with complementary X-ray diffraction, radiography and tomography and 

small-angle scattering experimental facilities. 

o Nuclear and radiation licensed laboratories as well as glove-box and hot cell facilities for 

the handling of radioactive materials under controlled conditions. 

o Extensive laboratories and equipment for the measurement of radioactivity from very low 
to high levels in solids, liquids and gases. 

°Materials characterisation, chemical and instrumental analytical, metallurgical and 

calibration laboratories and plasma research laboratories. 

o Uranium processing laboratory, test and pilot facilities. 

o PBMR fuel development laboratories and research reactor fuel fabrication plant. 

¯ PBMR Helium Test Facility. 

4. 1.2 iThemba LABS 

The basic and applied nuclear physics research programmes of iThemba LABS at both 

their Faure and Gauteng campuses are built around the use of accelerators. The main 

components of iThemba’s R&D infrastructure are the following: 

o 200 MeV separated sector cyclotron and injector cyclotrons 
¯ Two 6 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator and an accelerator mass spectrometer under 

development 
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4.1.3 

4.1.4 

Major nuclear physics facilities such as a magnetic spectrometer, gamma-ray detector 

array and scattering chambers 

A nuclear microprobe and a variety of ion beam analytical equipment 

Analytical and radiation measurement laboratories 

Materials characterisation equipment 

Proton and neutron therapy facilities 

Other research organisations 

Mintek has uranium process metallurgy laboratories and pilot facilities, extensive 

analytical and materials characterisation capabilities (especially as required for minerals 
R&D) and a National Nanotechnology Innovation Centre (NNIC). 

The CSIR hosts another NNIC and has extensive analytical and materials 
characterisation facilities and capabilities. Some experimental capabilities at the National 

Laser Centre may be of relevance to NERDIS. 

Universities 

4.2 

A Heat Transfer Test Facility (consisting of a High Temperature Test Unit and a High 

Pressure Test Unit) was constructed and operated for PBMR at North-West University. 

Nuclear physics research and teaching laboratories exist at most South African 

universities. 

Equipment and laboratories for electron microscopy, spectroscopy, materials 

characterisation and related topics are found at all universities. 

Advanced materials modelling capabilities exist at University of Pretoria and University of 

Limpopo. 

Research chairs and centres 

The following chairs and centres at South African universities may support the human 
capital development and R&D programmes foreseen under NERDIS: 

North-West University 

University of Pretoria 

University of the 

Witwatersrand 

Post Graduate School of Nuclear Science and Engineering; Centre 

for Applied Radiation Science and Technology; Centre for 

Research and Continued Engineering Development; Chair in 
Nuclear Engineering 

Chair in Carbon Science and Technology; Chair in Fluoro-material 

Science and Process Engineering; Institute of Applied Materials; 
planned Nuclear Research Institute 

DST/NRF Centre of Excellence in Strong Materials; Radiation and 
Health Physics Unit 
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4.3 

University of Chair in Fluorine Process Engineering and Separation Technology 

KwaZulu-Natal 

CSlR and M intek Nanotechnology Innovation Centres 

University of Cape Energy Research Centre 

Town 
University of Limpopo Materials Modelling Centre 

NMMU Electron Microscopy Centre 

Research programmes 

The main South African research activities of relevance to NERDIS are listed below. 

4.3. 1 Necsa 

¯ Radiation and reactor physics; computational modelling; computer code development 

o Experimental particle physics with thermal and fast neutrons, accelerator particle beams 
and X-rays 

o Nuclear materials improvement and characterisation; interfaces between nuclear 

technology and nanotechnology 
¯ Radioisotope production; radiochemistry; radiopharmaceuticals; nuclear technology in 

medicine and the biosciences 

o Front end of the fuel cycle; radioactive waste management 

o Fluorine chemistry; plasma technology 

4.3.2    iThemba LABS 

o Theoretical and experimental nuclear physics 

o High energy particle physics 

o Radioisotope production; radiopharmaceuticals 

¯ Materials science and nanotechnology 

o Proton and neutron therapy 

o Radiation safety and dosimetry 

4.3.3 Universities 

NWU Reactor physics and engineering; reactor and power plant simulation; 
hydrogen production; licensing and nuclear business studies; nuclear 

knowledge management 

Nuclear safety systems engineering, e.g. passive cooling, fuel temperature 
measurement, waste heat recovery 

US 
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UP Graphite; materials science; fluoro-material science and technology; 

materials modelling 

UKZN Fluorochemical process engineering 

Wits Radiation protection 

UCT Heat-resistant concrete; graphite 

NMMU Fission product transport through coated particle fuel 

UWC Radon 

4.3.4 Other organisations 

M-Tech Industrial Hydrogen production; fluid flow modelling; computational flow 
dynamics; plant simulators 

Klydon Aerodynamic isotope separation 

Eskom Koeberg operation and maintenance; environmental impact 

Mintek Uranium hydrometallurgy 

CSlR Materials science; laser technology and applications 

SANERI Energy research (non-nuclear) 

4.4 Nuclear and radiation education and training 

A wide range of training and education programmes and initiatives were started during the 

past decade. These have developed into an array of instruments to deliver future 
employees to the broad SA nuclear sector and to equip existing employees with additional 

specialised skills. The main ones are the following: 

NWU Diploma, Masters and PhD in Nuclear Engineering; BSc Honours 

and Masters in Applied Radiation Science and Technology 

UWC/Unizulu/iThemba Masters in Materials Science (MatSci) and in Nuclear Science 
(MANuS) 

UJ Masters in the Science and Organisation of Nuclear Energy 

(MSONE) 

UCT, UP and US Incorporation of aspects of nuclear engineering into existing 

courses 

Wits IAEA supported post-graduate certificate courses in Radiation 

Protection 

NIASA Programme to harmonise national nuclear science and 

engineering curricula 

SANHARP DST supported and NRF executed programme to supply a skills 

pipeline from senior secondary school to post-doctorate level 

IAEA Fellowships of nuclear industry employees to other countries and 

scientific visits of foreign experts to South African organisations 
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4.5 

ARECSA and Training of industry staff through short courses 

N IASANVN U 

Eskom (Koeberg) Nuclear operator training; nuclear awareness to staff 

Necsa Training of research reactor operators 

Necsa and NWU Knowledge management programmes 

Necsa, iThemba Bursary schemes, studentships and internships 

LABS, Eskom, NNR, 

CSIR, Mintek 

International R&D linkages 

Various nuclear sector role-players and universities have active collaborative programmes 

with counterparts elsewhere in the world. The most noticeable of these are IAEA 
programmes, bilateral R&D collaboration (between institutions or under the banner of 

binational agreements and participation in multilateral R&D programmes. 

Activities of SA organisations with the International Atomic Ener~ include the 

following: 

Participation in IAEA Collaborative Research Projects on various nuclear and radiation 

science topics. 

Technical Cooperation projects performed in South Africa with assistance from the IAEA. 

Fellowship training in South Africa and undertaking expert missions to other IAEA 

Member States. 

Participation in conferences, technical working groups and advisory groups. (South 

Africa is represented in high level IAEA advisory groups on nuclear applications, 

safeguards implementation and safety.) 

The IAEA mainly supports research activities which are in line with national priority areas as 
identified in the Country Programme Framework (CPF). In the South African CPF the 

following areas are highlighted: energy, agriculture, health, water resource management, 

environment, industrial applications, waste management, radiation protection, safety, 
nuclear security, nuclear research infrastructure and human resource development. 

Emphasis is placed on the use of nuclear technologies to serve identified national needs 
and priority areas. 

South Africa is a member of the IAEA’s International Project on Innovative Nuclear 
Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO). The value of INPRO lies in its broad representation, 

the fact that it brings together nuclear energy technology holders and technology users and 

also its array of validated nuclear energy system assessment methodologies. To date 
South African organisations have not participated in INPRO collaborative projects, but 
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several of these are of interest to the SA nuclear fraternity, including projects on fuel cycles 
for innovative nuclear energy systems, implementation issues for the use of nuclear power 

in small countries and proliferation resistance of nuclear energy systems. 

South Africa plays a leading role in AFRA, the African Regional Cooperative Agreement for 

Research, Development and Training Related to Nuclear Science and Technology. SA 

institutions host fellows from AFRA member states, organise training courses and 

workshops, supply expert missions and participate in the AFRA management structures. 
Furthermore South Africa will host the secretariat of the African Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone 
Treaty (the Pelindaba Treaty). 

South Africa currently participates in three projects under the Euratom Seventh Framework 
Programme. These are the following: 

The CARBOWASTE project on treatment and disposal of irradiated graphite and other 

carbonaceous waste (Necsa, UP and previously PBMR). 

The EUROPAIRS project on end-user requirements for industrial process heat 
applications with innovative nuclear reactors for sustainable energy supply (NWU and 

previously PBMR). 

The NUCL-EU project on reinforcing the networking of FP7 National Contact Points and 

third country contacts in the Euratom Fission Programme (Necsa). 

Under Euratom FP6 the University of Stellenbosch successfully participated (up to 2010) in 
the EURANOS project on nuclear and radiological emergency management and 

rehabilitation strategies. There are good prospects for continued involvement in FP7 
activities, depending on the capacity of SA organisations to contribute to the work of 

European led consortiums set up in response to future Euratom FP7 calls. Stronger 

participation in the European Nuclear Education Network (ENEN) presents an opportunity 
to benefit from a well functioning network of higher education institutions with harmonised 

nuclear curricula. 

South Africa is one of ten members of the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) 
performing research on six next generation nuclear energy systems. One of these is the 
Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR). In recent years South Africa has developed 

strong involvement in GIF VHTR projects, specifically on materials (through PBMR), 
computational methods verification and benchmarking (PBMR), fuel (PBMR) and hydrogen 

production (M-Tech Industrial). 

South African Government departments have signed numerous collaboration agreements 

with their counterparts in other countries, typically relating to science and technology 

(through DST) or (nuclear) energy (through DOE). Many of these could support the 
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 ecsa 

implementation of a NERDIS, for example agreements with the European Union, USA, 
France, United Kingdom, Russia, Republic of Korea, China, Japan and Australia. 

The National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) is a member of the Multinational Desiqn Evaluation 
Programme, an international collaborative initiative of ten nuclear regulators working 

towards the harmonisation of licensing practices for new nuclear power reactors. The NNR 

also has bilateral cooperation agreements with counterparts in various countries, for 
example the USA, UK, France and Canada. 

Research collaboration exists between SA organisations and a wide range of universities 

and research institutions in Europe, Asia, Australia and the USA on topics such as reactor 

physics, accelerator based research, high energy nuclear physics (e.g. with CERN), non- 
destructive evaluation, neutron science, materials characterisation, radiopharmaceuticals 

and nuclear medicine, nuclear fuel cycle, waste management, radioanalytical techniques, 
etc. This has led to productive collaborative networks, research outputs, skills 

development, exchange of students, staff and experts and other benefits, and can form the 

basis for expanded collaborative activities in future. 

Eskom is a member of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the USA, thereby 
having access to a wealth of information of importance to power generation operational, 

research and technical programmes. 

RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL STRATEGIES AND INITIATIVES 

In considering a nuclear energy RD&I strategy for South Africa it is informative to compare 

similar strategies followed by countries and multinational programmes elsewhere in the 
world. The USA, France, Republic of Korea, India, Argentina and Brazil present a relevant 
sample of leading nuclear countries. The Generation IV International Forum, IAEA and 

Euratom supply suitable perspectives on the priorities of multilateral nuclear energy R&D 

initiatives. 

According to the OECD the investment in nuclear energy R&D varies substantially among 

different countries, as can be seen in the data for 2009 in the table below. 

Country Nuclear Total R&D Public R&D Nuclear [B] as % of 
energy R&D as % of GDP as % of GDP energy R&D [A] 
expenditure [A] as % of GDP 
(US$ million) [B] 

Australia 13 1.97 0.74 0.001 0.13 
Belgium 63 1.92 0.42 0.013 3.10 
Canada 196 1.84 0.60 0.015 2.51 
Czech Republic 18 1.47 0.61 0.009 1.49 
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Finland 16 3.73 0.82 0.006 0.74 

France 670 2.02 0.80 0.025 3.17 
Italy 127 1,19 0.52 0.006 0.57 
Japan 2762 3.42 0.54 0.077 14.39 
Rep. of Korea 197 3,37 0.86 0.024 2.80 

Switzerland 46 3.01 0.69 0.009 1.31 

United Kingdom 45 1.70 0.54 0.002 0.37 

United States 1272 2.77 0.75 0.009 1.20 

In view of the fact that nuclear energy R&D is strongly supported and funded by national 
governments across the world, it is instructive to consider nuclear energy R&D expenditure 

as a proportion of public spending on R&D (the last column in the table above). This was 
very high for Japan and ranged between 2.5% and 3.2% for Belgium, Canada, France and 
South Korea, with countries such as Czech Republic, Switzerland and the US spending 

about half of this. 

5.1    USA 

Nuclear energy is regarded by the United States as a key component of the technologies 
required to meet its energy security and greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. The 

R&D activities supported by the US Department of Energy aim to support the current fleet of 
reactors and to enable the deployment of new reactor technologies. Broadly speaking their 

R&D objectives are as follows: 

¯ Develop technologies to improve the reliability, enhance the safety and extend the life of 

existing reactors. 
o Develop advanced reactors such as high temperature reactors and small modular 

reactors which have more favourable characteristics than current reactors. 

o Develop fuel cycles of more sustainable nature regarding resource utilisation, energy 

generation, waste minimisation, safety and proliferation risk. 

o Understand and minimise the risks of nuclear proliferation. 

In order to achieve these objectives, fundamental and applied R&D in a broad range of 

areas are supported, including reactor systems, fuels, materials, waste, computational 

modelling and simulation and various reactor power plant systems. A science-based 
approach is followed which combines theory, experimentation, modelling and simulation. A 

broad range of R&D and test facilities are operated or supported at government laboratories 
and universities. Bursary schemes underpin the development of high level skills. 

Participation in various international initiatives is maintained. 
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5.2 France 

France has a very comprehensive nuclear industry, covering broad areas of R&D and fuel 
cycle and power reactor design, construction and operations. Complementary roles are 
played by CEA (R&D), AREVA (business), EdF (electricity generation) and ANDRA (waste 

management). Together they take a long term (30-50 years) view of research, technology 

development, demonstration and implementation of new nuclear technologies. 

Nuclear energy related research covers the following main areas: 

Improved performance and lifetime extension of the current power reactor fleet. 

Future nuclear energy systems, where the emphasis is on fast neutron reactors with 
sodium cooled fast reactors enjoying major investment (in the form of the ASTRID 

demonstration reactor project) followed by gas cooled fast reactors as alternative. 

Process heat applications and hydrogen production with high temperature reactors (the 
ANTARES concept). 

Waste management, especially volume reduction, containment, partitioning and 
transmutation and geological disposal. 

Fundamental research into separations chemistry, nuclear and reactor physics, materials, 

nanotechnology, human health applications of nuclear technologies, climate change, 

hydrogen as energy carrier, etc. 

The establishment, upgrade and operation of R&D infrastructure (e.g. hot laboratories and 

waste research facilities), research reactors (including the new Jules Horowitz Reactor) and 
demonstration facilities form a key component of the French nuclear RD&I programme. 

Extensive education and training are conducted by nuclear organisations in close 

collaboration with universities. 

France plays a strong, often leading, role in various multilateral programmes such as 

Euratom and GIF. 

5.3 Republic of Korea 

South Korea serves as an ideal example of a country’s commitment to not only the use of 

nuclear energy but also the Iocalisation of nuclear technology to the extent that Korea has 

now become a competitive supplier of reactor systems. This was built on the government’s 
long term view on and support for the establishment of nearly all components of a mature 

indigenous nuclear industry. A strong education drive, major investments into R&D, 
purposeful Iocalisation and industry development were used together to achieve Korea’s 

current position. 
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Nuclear energy is regarded as an important driver of economic growth in Korea. This is to 
be achieved through a combination of sustainable energy supply, international 

competitiveness, international collaboration, improved public health and quality of life, 

improved nuclear safety and the establishment of nuclear infrastructure. As in France the 

Korean nuclear industry consists of a broad set of complementary institutes, corporations 
and private companies. Those with an R&D and education focus report to the Minister of 

Education, Science and Technology and those operating in industry report to the Minister of 
Knowledge Economy. 

The main nuclear RD&I focus areas are as follows: 

5.4 

Improvement of the Korean designed advanced PWRs. 

Development of next generation nuclear energy systems for electricity generation, 

multipurpose applications (e.g. power generation and seawater desalination) and non- 

power applications (e.g. hydrogen production). 

Fuel cycle research, especially waste management and the use of pyroprocessing 

towards a closed fuel cycle. 

Nuclear safety research, e.g. materials and systems integrity, risk management and 
environmental protection. 

Applied nuclear and radiation technologies. 

The HANARO research reactor, hot cell complexes and other research facilities at KAERI 

and elsewhere in Korea play a major role in nuclear R&D. Strong education and training 
programmes by KAERI, nuclear industry organisations and the universities form the 

platform for continued expansion of the Korean nuclear workforce. Korea participates in 

various international programmes such as GIF and INPRO. 

India 

For a number of decades the Indian government has been supporting a strong indigenous 

nuclear industry and nuclear research programmes. As far as nuclear power is concerned, 
India’s vision is to exploit its extensive thorium resources through the use of PHWRs and 

breeder reactors. It has comprehensive research, development and demonstration 
programmes and facilities covering many aspects of the entire fuel cycle. Its industry can 

construct and operate various types of research and power reactors and it has recently 

announced its readiness to export fast breeder reactors. 

The main Indian nuclear research centre is the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. It 
operates a number of research and demonstration reactors and is responsible for most of 

the R&D into U and Th fuel cycles, reprocessing and advanced (e.g. Th/Pu) fuels, 

accelerator driven systems, use of radiation technologies and other fields. 
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5.5 Argentina and Brazil 

Both countries have a comprehensive national interest approach to nuclear energy and 

nuclear technology. They operate large national nuclear R&D institutes (CNEA in Argentina 

and IPEN in Brazil) as well as some smaller institutes and research laboratories attached to 
universities. In addition to this both countries operate research reactors, fuel cycle facilities 

and power reactors. Much of this has been industrialised and/or commercialised 
successfully (e.g. INVAP and CONUAR in Argentina, INB in Brazil). 

RD&I programmes cover basic nuclear sciences, reactor physics and engineering, reactor 

design, nuclear fuel cycle processes, isotope production and radiopharmaceuticals, waste 

management, accelerators and (in Argentina) nuclear fusion. Both countries have strong 

nuclear education programmes and extensive RD&I facilities in support of the 

abovementioned activities. 

5.6 Africa 

Koeberg is the only nuclear power station on the continent, but - apart from in South Africa 

- there are research reactors in Algeria, Democratic Republic of Congo, Egypt, Ghana, 
Libya, Morocco and Nigeria. Nuclear R&D programmes in African countries are mainly 

aimed at applications of nuclear and radiation science and technology in human health, 

industry, agriculture, water resource management, etc. 

In recent years much progress has been made with the establishment of nuclear safety and 

regulatory infrastructure, training and the initiation of programmes for the possible 
introduction of nuclear energy. To date the governments of at least Algeria, Egypt, Ghana, 

Kenya, Namibia, Nigeria, Tanzania, Tunisia and Uganda have announced an intention to 
introduce nuclear power in their countries, with Egypt having progressed quite far towards 

starting the procurement process for a nuclear power plant. It is important for South Africa 

to maintain its leadership position in Africa with regards to nuclear power, research reactor 
operation and utilisation, nuclear RD&I and skills development. 

5.7 Generation IV International Forum 

GIF is a multilateral collaborative research initiative to develop next generation nuclear 
energy systems with advanced levels of sustainability, economics, safety and reliability as 

well as proliferation resistance. Current active members are Canada, China, Euratom, 
France, Japan, Republic of Korea, Russia, South Africa, Switzerland and the USA. Six 

systems are being investigated through collaborative arrangements between participating 

countries, with sodium cooled fast reactors (SFRs) and very high temperature reactors 
(VHTRs) enjoying the most activity. 
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The most active research fields are the following: advanced fuels and fuel cycles 
(containing U, Th, Pu and/or minor actinides), materials (e.g. advanced steels, ceramics 

and composites, graphite), reactor physics and thermo hydraulics, computational methods, 

support systems, safety, and system integration and assessment. 

5.8 IAEA 

The IAEA International Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO), of 
which South Africa is a member, brings together nuclear energy technology holders and 

technology users. In addition to its powerful Nuclear Energy System Assessment 
methodologies, INPRO facilitates collaboration between IAEA Member States in a range of 

areas, for example various advanced reactor systems, small and medium sized reactors, 
closed fuel cycles, advanced fuels, heat removal systems, hydrogen production, safety and 

licensing. 

There are many IAEA programmes of relevance to the NERDIS, as described in Section 

4.5. These cover nuclear energy and the fuel cycle, nuclear safety and security as well as 
applications of nuclear and radiation science and technology. 

5.9 Euratom 

The Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform (SNE-TP) was established to give 
effect to the nuclear energy component of the European Union’s Strategic Energy 

Technology Plan. The SNE-TP Strategic Research Agenda rests on three pillars (i.e. 

current and future light water reactors, fast reactor systems with closed fuel cycles, and 
non-electricity applications of HTRs) linked by a number of common areas such as 

materials, fuels, modelling and simulation, experimentation, safety, R&D infrastructure, 
education and training. During the last two years the SNE-TP was complemented with the 

Implementing Geological Disposal Technology Platform and the MELODI programme on 

aspects of radiation protection. 

The fission and radiation protection component of the Euratom Seventh Framework 
Programme for 2007-2011 covers the following main research fields: current reactors (e.g. 

plant life extension, coupled thermo hydraulics and neutronics, and safety), innovative 

nuclear systems and fuel cycles, radiation protection and emergency preparedness, waste 
management and geological disposal, non-electricity uses of nuclear systems, education 

and training and access to large infrastructures for research and testing. 

The next step will be the European Nuclear Energy Industrial Initiative aimed at the 

industrial demonstration of fast neutron reactors with closed fuel cycles. It is likely that 
current initial investigations into the coupling of HTRs to industrial processes requiring 

process heat will be followed by a drive towards actual demonstration of such a set-up. 
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In addition to the abovementioned activities on nuclear fission there is also the ITER 
project, the massive multinational project to demonstrate nuclear fusion as future energy 

source, in which European countries play a major role. 

SOUTH AFRICAN POLICY CONTEXT FOR NERDIS 

6.1 

6.2 

The formulation and implementation of a national nuclear energy RD&I strategy would 

support a broad range of national imperatives, strategies and policies. This chapter 
elaborates on such linkages in addition to those referred to briefly in Chapter 2. 

Medium Term Strategic Framework 

Implementation of the envisaged NERDIS can be expected to contribute to the following 
national strategic priorities, as described in Government’s Medium Term Strategic 

Framework for the period 2009-2014: 

¯ speeding up growth and transforming the economy to create decent work and sustainable 

livelihoods, specifically by contributing to the implementation of industrial policy (such as 

the IPAP2) and R&D relating to alternative energy technologies and climate change 
mitigation; 

¯ strengthening the skills and human resource base through nuclear skills development 

programmes; 

o pursuing African advancement and enhanced international cooperation in view of the fact 

that the nuclear energy industry operates in a highly internationalised environment; and 

o sustainable resource management and use through the contribution of nuclear energy to 

climate change mitigation and the growing international emphasis on closed fuel cycles to 

ensure maximum utilisation of the energy content of uranium resources. 

National Research and Development Strategy 

A NERDIS will contribute to all three pillars of the National R&D Strategy, namely (a) 

innovation, (b) science, engineering and technology (SET) human resources and 
transformation and (c) an effective government science and technology system. Firstly the 

nuclear (energy) sector is strongly innovation driven through the need to implement and 

operate nuclear systems meeting the highest safety, reliability and economic standards. 
Furthermore, the use of nuclear energy requires high level expertise that does not only take 

a long time to develop but can also be applied wider in a knowledge economy. With 
respect to the third pillar, any national nuclear sector requires significant involvement by the 

government and its institutions, which presents an opportunity to optimise on the utilisation 

of government supported institutions. 
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6.3 DST Ten=year Innovation Plan 

In the elaboration of the Energy Security grand challenge in the Ten-year Plan, nuclear 

energy is specifically mentioned as part of the solution. The key principles underlying the 
Ten-year Plan are all of direct relevance to a typical national nuclear RD&I strategy: 

¯ strategic choices on appropriate investments throughout the entire innovation chain, 
especially in view of the long timescales of nuclear energy technologies; 

o the importance of selecting the most advantageous components of the nuclear innovation 

chain to achieve international competitiveness for socioeconomic return in the energy 

sector; 
o the importance of critical mass in key nuclear research areas, which is currently a risk to 

the SA nuclear programme; 

o sustainable capacity to advance down the innovation chain to real life applications of 

developed technologies; and 

¯ life-cycle planning regarding nuclear R&D infrastructure such as research reactors and 

specialised radiation facilities. 

A NERDIS will contribute to all four elements of the road to a knowledge economy, as 

identified in the Ten-year Plan, through human capital development, knowledge generation 

and exploitation, enhancing knowledge infrastructure, and crossing the innovation chasm 
between research results and socioeconomic outcomes. It will directly feed into the 2018 

vision of a diversified, supply secured sustainable energy sector. 

More specifically, the proposed NERDIS will deliver on the following components of the 

Ten-year Innovation Plan: 

o contributing to the achievement of some of the identified Energy Security grand challenge 
outcomes for 2018, e.g. the required knowledge base and increased local content of 

nuclear new build, uranium enrichment and the fuel cycle, and the hydrogen economy; 

o building a human capital pipeline of highly skilled researchers (up to PhD level) and 
innovation practitioners through research chairs and collaborative RD&I initiatives; 

o contributing towards an enhanced South African research publication output and patent 

production; 

¯ expanding technology platforms and contributing to national science and technology 

missions; 

o optimising R&D value from state-owned enterprises; 

o participating in programmes to expand international partnerships, obtaining investment in 

R&D in South Africa and taking a leading role in Africa; and 
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6.4 

supporting and working with the Technology Innovation Agency and its structures in 

bridging the innovation chasm, something the nuclear energy industry lends itself to quite 
strongly. 

Other DST activities 

6.5 

A focussed NERDIS, executed through an aligned South African nuclear R&D community, 
can be expected to strengthen a number of existing DST programmes, which include the 

following: 

Technical cooperation with the IAEA, in line with the Country Programme Framework 

signed between SA and the IAEA, which specifically highlights the use of nuclear power, 
the development of nuclear human capacity and the application of nuclear technologies. 

The South African Nuclear Human Asset and Research Programme (SANHARP), which 

aims to expand the skills and research capacity of the broad nuclear industry and has 
been shown to be a very successful pipeline of suitably trained workers for the nuclear 

industry. 

DST’s programmes to position South Africa as global science and research partner in 
multilateral programmes such as the European Union’s Framework Programmes and in 

terms of bilateral science and technology agreements with countries with large nuclear 
programmes such as France and South Korea. 

DST initiatives and strategies resulting from the National R&D Strategy and the Ten-year 

Innovation Plan, e.g. growing resource based industries, the Advanced Metals Initiative, 
the Advanced Manufacturing Technology Strategy, the National Nanotechnology 

Strategy, the Fluorochemical Expansion Initiative and the National Hydrogen and Fuel 

Cell RD&I Strategy. 

Nuclear Energy Policy for South Africa 

Through the NEP the SA Government aims to achieve a number of objectives, of which the 

following are of direct relevance to a NERDIS: 

promotion of nuclear energy as an important electricity supply option through the 

establishment of a national industrial capability for the design, manufacture and 
construction of nuclear energy systems; 

establishment of the necessary governance structures for an extended nuclear energy 

programme; 

creation of a framework for safe and secure utilisation of nuclear energy with minimal 

environmental impact; 

contribution to the country’s national programme of social and economic transformation, 

growth and development; 
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6.6 

guiding the actions to develop, promote, support, enhance, sustain and monitor the 
nuclear energy sector in South Africa; 

attainment of global leadership and self-sufficiency in the nuclear energy sector in the 

long term; 

allow for the participation of public entities in the uranium value chain; 

promoting energy security for South Africa; 

improvement of the quality of human life and to support the advancement of science and 

technology; 

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions; and 

skills development related to nuclear energy. 

The NEP designates Necsa as the anchor for nuclear energy research, development and 

innovation in South Africa. It furthermore mandates Necsa to investigate, on behalf of 
Government, various aspects of the front end and back end of the nuclear fuel cycle in 

order to contribute to future security of fuel supply through viable fuel cycle operations. 

These include the production of uranium, beneficiation thereof through conversion and 
enrichment, fuel fabrication and the management of used fuel and waste (including the 

possibility of reprocessing). As far as reactors are concerned, the NEP states that, where 
viable, the conventional nuclear build programme must be associated with technology 

transfer and the building of institutional capacity to establish a national industrial capability 

for the design, manufacture and construction of nuclear energy systems. 

In 2005 the national Radioactive Waste Management Policy and Strategy proposed the 

establishment of an independent organisation to deal with radioactive waste on a national 

basis. This was elaborated on in the NEP and in 2008 the National Radioactive Waste 
Disposal Institute Act was promulgated. It still needs to be operationalised, but according to 
the Act its mandate would, in addition to its primary waste disposal responsibilities, include 

the design and implementation of disposal solutions for all classes of radioactive waste and 

the compilation of research and development plans for the long-term management of 
radioactive waste storage and disposal. 

Industrial Policy Action Plan 

The revised Industrial Policy Action Plan of the dti (IPAP2) provides for the expansion of 

production in value-added sectors with high employment and growth multipliers competing 

in both the domestic and export markets. It foresees mechanisms to accelerate investment 
in priority sectors and to leverage fleet procurement in identified areas. In addition to an 

emphasis on certain existing sectors, the IPAP2 identifies the nuclear industry as having 
potential to develop long-term advanced capabilities. 
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IPAP2 Key Action Programmes relevant to the nuclear industry include the following: 
downstream beneficiation of fluorspar (through the Fluorochemical Expansion Initiative); 

leveraging procurement for the nuclear build programme to ensure Iocalisation and 

participation in global nuclear value chains; an improved conformity assessment framework 
for the South African nuclear industry; and nuclear skills development. The envisaged 

IPAP2 interventions are expected to promote technology and skills transfer from main 

nuclear vendors and suppliers, thereby strengthening the local manufacturing and supply 
industries and creating the possibility of future exports, while also generating high level 

jobs. 

The NERDIS 

7.1 Strategic objectives 

The Nuclear Energy Research, Development and Innovation Strategy (NERDIS) will aim to 

support the expanded use of nuclear energy in South Africa in a sustainable, economic 

manner, contributing to economic growth and the improvement of the quality of life of all 

citizens. 

The NERDIS strategic objectives are the following: 

contributing to the establishment of the knowledge and skills base required to 

support the expanded use of nuclear energy in South Africa, specifically those 

advanced competencies which are developed through research, development and 

innovation activities; 

increasing the local content of the SA nuclear energy programme through directed 

research, development and product or process innovation; and 

maintaining an appropriate footprint in the international nuclear community 

through participation in RD&I activities of relevance to South Africa. 

7.2 

The strategy will be achieved through a balanced set of relevant RD&I activities aimed at 
both short term delivery and the achievement of a long term goal of having solid indigenous 

capacity and an international profile. The following approach will be followed: 

Type of activities 

RD&I activities will be positioned appropriately in the innovation chain of basic research, 

applied research, technology development and demonstration, process and product 

innovation, and transfer to industry. 
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7.3 

7.4 

For example, work in support of the Koeberg Nuclear Power Station will focus on 
optimisation of operations and on life-time extension rather than addressing fundamental 

scientific issues. RD&I to support the fleet of reactors to be acquired will aim to strengthen 

the skills and technology base to be able to increase local content over time. Work directed 
at the nuclear fuel cycle will endeavour to both expand the fundamental understanding of 

processes and improve industrial processes. Participation in global developments of next 

generation nuclear energy systems and fuel cycles will require a strong research 

component. 

General scope 

RD&I programmes will address conventional nuclear fuel cycle and reactor topics as well as 
cross-cutting fields underpinning the operation of nuclear (and radiation) programmes, 

which include nuclear physics and engineering, uranium chemistry and radiochemistry, 
materials science, computational modelling, and safety and radiation protection. 

Attention will be given to science and technology platforms and expertise having potential 
applications wider than conventional nuclear power. This will be a risk management 

mechanism (in case the actual roll-out of the nuclear energy expansion programme is 
slower than anticipated), a way to integrate nuclear energy RD&I activities with the rest of 

the National System of Innovation as well as a mechanism to leverage existing programmes 

resulting from previous government interventions as described in Chapter 6. 

Capacity 

The NERDIS will aim to retain and redirect, where required, applicable existing skills, 
infrastructure and nuclear RD&I activities as a point of departure for the establishment of 

new capacity. The strategy will specifically aim to expand national expertise and 

capabilities which will underpin the local component of the nuclear energy expansion 

programme. 

Human capital development will form an integral component of NERDIS, with a specified 
proportion of allocated funds to be spent on the growth of the SA nuclear energy skills base 

as primarily required for the execution of the NERDIS but also in support of the nuclear new 

build programme. 

The science and technology platforms and the skills base required for the execution of the 
NERDIS may be established through one or more of the following interventions: 

indigenous RD&I activities, building on past experience and existing capabilities; 
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 ecsa 

technology transfer from reactor vendors, other suppliers to the nuclear expansion 

programme and partners in the roll-out thereof as part of or in addition to the Iocalisation 
programme; and 

participation in bilateral and multilateral collaborative programmes. 

In view of the extent of the current nuclear energy RD&I capacity in South Africa and the 
expected power reactor fleet it is advisable to use a combination of the abovementioned 
mechanisms by selecting the most appropriate approach for a specific NERDIS sub- 

objective to be achieved. For example, in cases where there are gaps in the South African 

skills base the latter mechanism, with the emphasis on training and skills transfer, will be 

most appropriate. International collaboration is also the preferred route for R&D on next 
generation technologies. On the other hand, where South Africa has a competitive 
advantage in aspects of the fuel cycle or supportive radiation technologies it will be best to 

maintain and expand own RD&I programmes. If technology transfer from a vendor is 

deemed to be the most appropriate mechanism, the arrangement should provide for not 
only the technology itself but also for skills development to master the technology and 

preferably to Iocalise components thereof through further innovation. 

7.5 Memberships and partnerships 

During the implementation of the NERDIS, partnerships will be developed actively within 

the broad South African nuclear community, across disciplines and sectors and with role- 

players operating in different parts of the innovation chain (including the private sector). 

The international component of NERDIS implementation will focus on partnerships which 

could generate access to relevant expertise, complementary R&D programmes, funding 
and/or market opportunities. National or institutional memberships and collaboration 

agreements (such as those described in Section 4.5) will be leveraged wherever possible to 
support NERDIS implementation, to complement funding of South African origin and to 

access complementary human resource and R&D capacity. 

7.6 Review 

The NERDIS focus areas will be compared continuously against global (nuclear) energy 
trends as well as international partnership opportunities. 

The NERDIS will be reviewed regularly and, if justified, redirected to ensure continuous 

alignment with Government’s goals and national development objectives, while still 
maintaining the desired long term view on nuclear energy technology development and 

utilisation. A comprehensive review will be performed every five years. 
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8 PROPOSED SCOPE OF NERDI PROGRAMMES 

As can be seen from Chapter 5, national and international nuclear RD&I programmes have 

quite a number of features and themes in common. These should serve as important input 
information to the determination of the scope of an equivalent South African programme. 

However, the latter should be based on current and foreseen needs and objectives rather 

than merely reflecting the common denominator of international RD&I activities relating to 
nuclear energy. 

In this chapter the proposed scope of topics to be covered during the implementation of the 

NERDIS is described, broadly following the SA nuclear programme outline depicted in 

Chapter 1. The scope is based on the outcomes of the feasibility study referred to in 
Chapter 1, the national context described in Chapter 2, 3, 4 and 6 and international trends 

outlined in Chapter 5. 

8.1    Nuclear energy production 

This refers to the production of electricity using nuclear reactors, whatever the fleet may 

consist of at the time: 

Koeberg: Optimisation of operation of the Koeberg reactors by implementing improved 

fuel management schemes, preparing a safety case for the extension of Koeberg’s 
operating license and for life-time extension of the reactors; upgrading of instrumentation 

and control systems. 

New build fleet: Development of the skills and knowledge base to be ready for operation 
and maintenance at the time of commissioning of the first unit. 

8.2 Reactor construction and development 

This section concerns the construction of new nuclear reactors in order to augment the 
existing fleet and the development of new reactor systems for future deployment: 

Generation I I/l I I/l I I+ pressurised water reactors: Skills development to support Iocalisation 
from an early stage through activities such as siting, licensing, manufacturing, 

construction, commissioning and environmental impact studies. 

Generation IV systems: Maintenance of international linkages for skills development and 

to stay abreast of global developments in the field. For the near term this should focus on 

HTRs in view of South African experience on the PBMR and the international prominence 
of the planned use of VHTRs for process heat applications and hydrogen production. 
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8.3 

8.4 

Nuclear fuel fabrication and management 

This refers to the procurement of nuclear fuel supplies for existing and future reactors as 

well as the management of the spent/used fuel arising from such reactors: 

¯ Fuel procurement for existing reactors: No R&D on PWR fuel is required, but work should 

continue on uranium recovery during the manufacture of low enriched uranium fuel for the 
SAFARI-1 research reactor, the latter being a key component of the local NERDI 

infrastructure. 

o Fuel fabrication for Gen Ill/Ill+ PWRs: It is highly unlikely that South Africa will on its own 

be able to develop and qualify improved fuels or materials for use in advanced fuel 

assemblies, because this requires massive investments and extensive irradiation 

qualification. However, participation in international programmes on advanced (e.g. high 
burn-up) fuels could be considered. It is furthermore justified to consider a component of 

the planned NERDIS to focus on materials to be used in such fuels if such activities are 
aligned with other national research, innovation or industrial development strategies. 

Examples of this are specialised stainless steels, zirconium alloys and hafnium. 
¯ Fuel for Gen IV reactors: In this respect it will be important to maintain suitable knowledge 

of and preferably involvement in international RD&I initiatives on advanced fuels and fuel 

cycles, especially where a competitive edge has been developed as part of the PBMR 
project. 

¯ Koeberg used fuel storage: This includes the expansion of an appropriate knowledge 

base on long term wet and dry storage of PWR fuel. 

o Spent fuel reprocessing: There is only a limited SA knowledge base on this topic. In view 

of the reference to reprocessing in the NEP and the clear global trend towards the use of 

mixed oxide fuel in PWRs, closed fuel cycles as well as the development of advanced 
fuels based on recycled fissionable and fertile materials, strong consideration should be 

given to the inclusion of a component of reprocessing research during the roll-out of the 
NERDIS. Current work at Necsa on the recovery of enriched uranium from isotope 

production process residues supplies a useful platform for this. 

¯ Used fuel disposal: This should be considered as part of a strategy (to be developed) for 
a South African R&D programme relating to geological disposal of high level waste (see 

Section 8.5). Possible fuel related research topics could include the conditioning of used 

fuel for long term storage and/or ultimate disposal. 

Front end of the fuel cycle 

This section covers the first main component of nuclear infrastructure and support to the SA 

nuclear energy programme (depicted in Chapter 1), as investigated as part of the baseline 
study. In accordance with the NEP and projected development of local fuel cycle 
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capabilities as well as the desired beneficiation of SA uranium resources, the following 

RD&I activities can be foreseen: 

Technologies for the processing of existing and new types of U resources and the 
efficient extraction and purification of U from such resources. 

Processes and technologies for uranium conversion in preparation for enrichment, e.g. 

feed preparation, various purification steps, hydrofluorination and fluorination, materials 
handling, chemical reactor design and operation. 

Development of gas centrifuges for U enrichment, e.g. flow dynamic modelling, materials 

for centrifuge components, manufacturing processes, performance evaluation of 
centrifuges. A gas centrifuge RD&I programme would serve two purposes, i.e. to build a 

suitable skills base for a possible future joint venture with an international supplier and as 
a risk management mechanism in case such a joint venture does not materialise. 

Assessment of the performance of the aerodynamic separation process (ASP) for 

uranium enrichment and, if proven to be potentially viable, further development and 
demonstration of the technology. 

Enrichment plant simulation, design and optimisation. 

The improvement and/or development of analytical methods and capabilities required for 
the front end of the nuclear fuel cycle. 

8.5 Waste management and the back end of the fuel cycle 

Waste management remains the Achilles’ heel of the nuclear industry, at least in the eyes 
of the public. It is therefore imperative that a NERDIS includes a prominent programme 

directed at improved understanding and management of all forms of nuclear waste, i.e. 

front end process waste, waste from the operation of reactors as well as the entire back 
end of the fuel cycle (i.e. conditioning, storage and ultimate disposal). The following are 

important examples: 

Improved management practices for waste arising from current South African nuclear 

activities, e.g. mining and mineral processing waste containing naturally occurring 
radioactive materials (NORM), waste from the decommissioning of historical fuel cycle 

programmes, low and intermediate level waste from Koeberg and Necsa operations and 

spent fuel from Koeberg and SAFARI-1. 

R&D on the possible extension of the Vaalputs low and intermediate level waste (LILW) 
repository to accept long half-life LILW such as those containing NORM. This will require 

additional studies on geological and hydrological conditions, repository design, risk 
analysis and waste acceptance criteria. 

Expanding the knowledge base on spent fuel reprocessing (as described in Section 8.3) 
as a basis for future decision making on the closed fuel cycle. This is also important in 

view of the global trend to investigate partitioning and transmutation of nuclear waste for 
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its potential benefits regarding long half-life radioactive waste management and disposal 
as well as advanced (Generation IV) fuel cycles. 

Studies on a future high level waste repository: The work projected under the previous 
point will form a springboard for more extensive studies into the requirements for a 
geological repository, site selection and preparation studies, repository design, waste 

conditioning, geochemical and geophysical interactions between waste packages and the 

environment, etc. After conceptual studies the next step to be considered should be the 
establishment of an underground research laboratory. 

8.6 Cross-cutting topics 

8. 6. 1 Fundamental nuclear and radiation physics and nuclear engineering 

A significant platform required for the South African nuclear human capacity development 

programme is not specialised nuclear physics as such, but those aspects of nuclear physics 
that are required as fundamental background for reactor physics and engineering, radiation 

applications and nuclear safety. Alignment of nuclear and radiation science training should 
be improved to provide a platform for specialised post-graduate courses in nuclear, reactor 

and radiation science and engineering. Fundamental training and research should be 

linked to real life nuclear industry problems wherever possible. 

Regular coordination between all NERDIS participants should determine the way forward to 
identify knowledge and training shortfalls and how to address them through research and 

higher educational programmes. The NERDIS implementation modalities (see Chapter 9) 

will play a key role in this. 

8.6.2 Nuclear chemistry 

Several processes included in the front and back end of the nuclear fuel cycle involve 

principles of nuclear chemistry, for example: 

¯ uranium extraction, separation and purification; 

o uranium conversion, enrichment and de-conversion; 
o separation chemistry as applied during the extraction of isotopes from irradiated materials 

and the recovery of uranium for reuse; and 

¯ processing and conditioning of nuclear waste streams, e.g. selective extraction and 
concentration of problematic radioisotopes, decontamination of liquid waste and solid 
surfaces, immobilisation and encapsulation of waste and the use of novel (non-nuclear) 

methods for waste processing. 

Skills development in the above processes requires a focus on selective aspects of the 
chemistry of fission products, lanthanides, uranium and transuranium elements, 
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coordination chemistry, structural chemistry, chemistry of oxides and fluorides, 

thermodynamics and analytical chemistry as applicable in the nuclear industry. 

8. 6.3 Mathematical modelling and simulation 

The development of a South African capability to model the in-core behaviour of various 

reactor types under different operational conditions has been pursued successfully for 
many years. Applications to MTRs, PWRs and HTRs have been developed to a high level 

of sophistication. This has resulted in significant international recognition. This ability 

should be maintained and expanded, in particular to support the following activities: 

efficient and optimum operation and utilisation of SAFARI-I; 

core reload and management at Koeberg and the planned new reactor fleet; 

collaborative development of an integrated South African nuclear reactor simulator for 

training, research reactor and power plant concept design; 

risk and safety analysis for licensing and environmental impact studies; and 

continued contributing participation in GIF activities. 

The well known reactor physics modelling applications are being expanded to 

comprehensive multi-physics modelling through many R&D activities across the world. 

Furthermore, computational modelling has become an integral part of the development of 
nuclear energy systems and their fuel cycles. Applications include fuel cycle and reactor 

economics and life cycle analysis, engineering system integration, control system design, 

integrated plant performance analysis and optimisation, resource utilisation and recycling, 
waste characterisation and prediction of long term repository behaviour, modelling of 

materials under irradiation, advanced fuels, material life-time predictions, risk analysis, etc. 

No national nuclear energy RD&I programme will be complete and able to participate in 
international collaborative activities without the inclusion of a substantial computational 

modelling and simulation component. This also generates opportunity for networks with 

non-nuclear role-players. The Centre for High Performance Computing in Cape Town will 
be a key player in the establishment and optimal utilisation of advanced computing 

infrastructure in South Africa in support of NERDIS activities. 

8.6.4 Materials science 

Materials science features prominently in a nuclear and radiation environment because 

unique applications are often required that are not found elsewhere in industry. Typical 
challenges relate to construction materials used in NPPs and reactor fuel and to the 

behaviour of materials under irradiation, materials used in fuel cycle front end activities (e.g. 

uranium conversion, enrichment and fuel fabrication) as well as the back end (e.g. waste 
storage and disposal). 
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8.6.5 

A materials programme within NERDIS could provide for the following: 

design and development of improved or modified materials for use in nuclear and 

radiation environments; 

characterisation of materials before and after exposure to such conditions by using 

destructive and non-destructive methods for chemical, physical, mechanical, metallurgical 
and spectroscopic analysis and analysis of corrosion behaviour; 

investigating the linkages between structure, composition, properties and performance; 

manufacturing and processing technologies for relevant materials, including consideration 
for the development of codes and standards; and 

theoretical studies to predict behaviour without the need for extensive experimental 

programmes. 

Since materials science and engineering are cross-cutting fields requiring expertise and 
inputs from a wide range of disciplines, they are seldom housed in one organisation. This 

is even more so with regard to materials in a radiation environment where the study of such 

materials often requires specialised facilities and expertise, not normally found within a 

single institute. The abovementioned types of research activities require a multidisciplinary 
approach and synergistic application of expertise and experimental programmes vesting in 

different institutions. A key success factor will therefore be productive collaboration 
between the higher education sector, research institutions and the nuclear industry itself. 

Nuclear safety and radiation protection 

No nuclear industry can be successful and viable without a strong and independent 
regulatory regime generating confidence in the industry and among the public. This 

requires sufficient regulatory capacity and expertise as well as the use of internationally 
comparative safety standards and systems. Furthermore, safety is integral to the design, 

operation and economics of nuclear installations. It is therefore justified to include a 

programme on nuclear and radiation safety in the NERDIS scope. 

The point of departure should be the strengthening, within the National Nuclear Regulator 
and selected other organisations, of the local knowledge base regarding current 

international safety standards. This could be followed by the identification of R&D of 

relevance to South Africa to be executed preferably in close collaboration with international 
partners in order to grow the local pool of expertise as quickly as possible. 

The following areas could be considered: 
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8.6.6 

8.7 

risk and safety assessment of current and future nuclear facilities, e.g. Koeberg, the 

planned PWR fleet, SAFARI-1 and other Necsa facilities, Vaalputs and possible upgrades 

or extensions to these; 

the environmental impact of nuclear and related activities from mining to power plant 
operations and waste disposal; 

radiation protection in the SA workplace, especially the mining industry; 

occupational risks and the health status of existing and former nuclear industry workers; 

integration of safety into the design of future fuel cycle and reactor facilities; 

control and safety systems design and engineering; and 

emergency planning and preparedness. 

Social and management aspects of nuclear energy 

Nuclear technology can never be separated from the views of the public and decision 

makers. It is therefore appropriate that future NERDIS activities include work on the 

improvement of public understanding of nuclear technologies and nuclear energy. This 
should be done in collaboration with other nuclear industry and government role-players, 

with the NERDIS aspect focussing on research rather than promotion. 

A topical issue which is being pursued vigorously by the international nuclear fraternity is 

nuclear knowledge management. The South African nuclear industry is faced with similar 
challenges, with some unique attributes due to the events in the local nuclear industry since 

the mid 1980s. This could present interesting research opportunities within NERDIS in 
conjunction with the human capital development programme described in Chapter 10. 

Provision should also be made for nuclear policy studies and research into the overall 
management of a national nuclear system to ensure viability, sustainability, the use of good 

management and business practices and integration with the national socio-economic 

landscape. 

Future topics 

In view of the growing international focus on and R&D investment into Generation IV 

nuclear energy systems and advanced fuel cycles, the implementation of the NERDIS 
should include some activities relating to this, as proposed in the previous sections. In the 

medium term this could be developed into a coherent South African Gen IV RD&I 
programme, depending on global trends and progress, national policy decisions and the 

availability of suitable resources. 

Other potential areas to be considered for inclusion in future expansions of the NERDIS are 

nuclear desalination, process heat applications and hydrogen production by using nuclear 
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reactors as sources of heat (a clear global trend, as indicated earlier), small and medium 
sized reactors (in view of the resurgence in international interest in smaller reactors), other 

types of advanced reactors (e.g. thorium fuelled or fast breeder reactors), accelerator 
driven nuclear energy systems and nuclear fusion (especially participation in the ITER 
programme). It is recommended that feasibility studies on these topics and others to be 

identified over time are supported by the DST as part of the NERDIS implementation. 

9 NERDIS IMPLEMENTATION MODELS AND MECHANISMS 

The point of departure for the implementation of the proposed South African Nuclear 

Energy Research, Development and Innovation Strategy will be the retention and 

redirection, where required, of existing skills, infrastructure and nuclear RD&I activities 
which are of relevance to the NERDIS. This will be complemented by interventions and 

investments to fill identified gaps between existing capabilities and those required to meet 
the NERDIS objectives and scope of activities. In view of the long timelines of any nuclear 

programme a phased implementation approach, based on prioritisation of activities to be 

undertaken and the availability of funds, will have to be followed. 

9.1 Institutional vehicles 

During consultations with stakeholders as part of the NERDIS feasibility study there was 

wide consensus that the hub-and-spokes model is the most suitable implementation vehicle 

for the NERDIS. The main reason for this is the multidisciplinary nature of nuclear energy 
RD&I, meaning that the required expertise will unlikely be found within one organisation, 

and the fact that activities typically cover the entire innovation chain. In addition to this, 
specialised nuclear and radiation infrastructure is required for many components of such a 

programme, which is in practice typically found at the national nuclear institution and which 

is in a developing country such as South Africa too expensive to duplicate. 

A consensus recommendation from stakeholders who participated in the development of 
the NERDIS is that Necsa should be designated as the hub for the execution of the 

NERDIS, with spokes stretching to participating universities, research organisations, 
industry and international collaborators. Apart from the fact that a significant part of the 

required infrastructure exists at Necsa or should in future be placed at a licensed facility 

such as Necsa, the Corporation is the designated SA organisation - through the Nuclear 
Energy Act and Nuclear Energy Policy - to undertake, promote and coordinate RD&I on a 

broad range of nuclear energy related topics. Necsa has experience and expertise across 
the spectrum of fields to be covered in the NERDIS and is already playing the national 

coordination and facilitation role in many fields of relevance to the NERDIS. It also 

performs a number of institutional responsibilities, on behalf of the Minister of Energy, which 
have an impact on the NERDIS implementation. 
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A wide range of suitable institutional vehicles are available in the National System of 
Innovation, for example research organisations, universities and research centres at such 

universities, research chairs, centres of excellence (CoEs), centres of competence (CoCs) 

and collaborative networks across sectors. In view of the relatively small size of the SA 
nuclear RD&I community it is highly preferable to expand existing institutions if significant 

capacity gaps are identified, rather than to establish new organisations. Maximum use 

should be made of national and international networks of expertise and similar instruments 
to access R&D infrastructure and skills and to ensure optimal utilisation of existing 

capabilities. 

Research chairs, centres of excellence and centres of competence will be important 

vehicles through which NERDIS components will be executed. For example, the existing 
Chair in Nuclear Engineering at NWU should be complemented by research chairs in 

reactor physics and nuclear chemistry (or more specifically lanthanide and actinide 
chemistry) at suitable universities. The important fields of nuclear waste management and 
nuclear safety should be served through centres of excellence. In view of its applied 

nature, the key area of materials science for the nuclear industry could perhaps best be 
supported in the long run through a centre of competence. Computational modelling would 

probably be executed through a distributed network of collaborating organisations, each 
focussing on an aspect of modelling within its area of expertise. Other research chairs, 

CoEs and CoCs could be added as the implementation of the NERDIS progresses. 

The hub organisation will have an important role of coordinating and aligning activities, 

integrating the research results obtained by the various participants in such collaborative 

programmes and managing knowledge generated within the national nuclear programme. 

9.2 Governing and management structures and processes 

Efficient implementation of the NERDIS will require the following structures: 

A high level steering committee consisting of senior representatives of relevant 

government departments, research organisations, the higher education sector and the 
nuclear industry. This committee’s main function will be to supply strategic guidance to 

and high level oversight of NERDIS activities. 

Advisory committees supplying advice and guidance on specific NERDIS focus areas 
such as the fuel cycle, reactor development, waste management, materials science, etc. 

These committees should consist of independent South African and international experts 

in the particular field. 

A management office at Necsa responsible for day-to-day coordination and support of 

NERDIS programmes and structures. 

Internal management structures for the centres of excellence and centres of competence 
as is generally done within such entities. 
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Important additional NERDIS implementation instruments will be the following: 

Close collaboration between the nuclear industry, research organisations and higher 
education institutions offering programmes of interest to NERDIS in order to ensure 

alignment of university curricula and research programmes with NERDIS and nuclear 

industry needs. 

Cooperation of university and research institutions with relevant state owned enterprises 

and the private sector to ensure a thorough understanding of and appropriate response to 

the latter’s needs. The Nuclear Industry Association of South Africa (NIASA) should play 
a prominent role in this. 

Clear funding channels and financial management mechanisms to ensure appropriate 
allocation of support to achieve the NERDIS objectives. 

A mechanism to manage intellectual property forthcoming from RD&I activities according 

to current best practices and relevant South African legislation such as the Intellectual 
Property Rights from Publicly Financed Research and Development Act. 

Review and quality control mechanisms which may involve the proposed advisory 

committees, regular assessment (e.g. annually) of progress against pre-determined 
performance indicators and periodic review of the entire NERDI programme (e.g. every 5 

years). 

A marketing and communication plan to ensure that the objectives, progress and impact 
of the NERDIS are communicated to decision makers, stakeholders and the general 

public on a continuous basis. This could be linked to other activities relating to public 
understanding of nuclear technology and could also include conferences of NERDIS 

partners. 

Periodic gatherings of NERDIS implementation role-players to ensure maximum sharing 
of knowledge, to facilitate partnerships and to assist in continuous alignment of planning. 

Even though much emphasis is placed on a collaborative approach in the implementation of 
the NERDIS, the right of role-players to perform RD&I of confidential and proprietary nature 

will be recognised and respected. This is especially important for work approaching 
industrial demonstration and deployment or in other cases where commercial interests are 

involved. 

9.3 Infrastructure for research, development and training 

Any RD&I programme is highly dependent on the availability of suitable infrastructure. This 

is even more pertinent for nuclear energy R&D in view of the highly specialised facilities 

required for the handling of nuclear and irradiated materials. The main infrastructure 
components for a successful South African NERDI programme will be the following: 
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SAFARI-1 (and a suitable successor after the end of its operational lifetime) for in-core 

irradiation capabilities (e.g. for fuel and material testing), neutron beam-line research and 
material characterisation facilities, and to serve as training facility for future reactor 

operators; 

accelerators and X-ray facilities for nuclear physics and materials research and training; 

licensed laboratories and shielded facilities for the handling of materials under controlled 

conditions before and after irradiation; 
uranium processing laboratories, test and pilot facilities; 

laboratories and equipment for the measurement of radioactivity; and 

materials, chemical, analytical and related research laboratories, also at universities. 

Even though substantial relevant RD&I infrastructure already exists in South Africa, as 

described in Section 3.1, it is generally relatively old and can in only a few cases be 
regarded as world class. The implementation of the NERDIS and the associated human 

capital development programmes should run concurrently with the upgrade and expansion 

of the required R&D infrastructure. 

The SAFARI-1 reactor is of special importance. In view of its remaining lifetime, a decision 
needs to be taken within the next few years on either its replacement with a multipurpose 

research reactor or a substantial refurbishment to enable the reactor’s extended operation. 

A replacement reactor, with primary utilisation for fuel and materials testing and neutron 
based research, will be the ideal. Alternatively the SAFARI-1 core, shielding and beam line 

facilities could be refurbished and upgraded to required specifications and special in-core 
irradiation rigs could be installed to provide capabilities for advanced non-destructive 

evaluation, continued neutron based research and the qualification fuels and materials. 

The possible construction of an ex-core cold neutron source needs to be evaluated to 

enhance SA’s ability to perform fundamental and applied beam-line scientific investigations 
in an internationally comparative manner. 

The upgrade and expansion of other R&D infrastructure at participating organisations which 

will be required for the successful implementation of the NERDIS should be considered on 
a continuous basis as part of the motivation, funding and execution of NERDIS activities. 

The global trend towards the expanded use of computational modelling and the need to 
introduce this as part of the NERDIS roll-out, will require the collaborative use and 

expansion of high performance computing capabilities in South Africa. 
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10 HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT 

The national nuclear expansion programme is based on the fundamental approach that 

South Africa should derive the maximum benefit from the implementation of the 
programme. It would clearly be impossible to gain such benefits without having the local 

skilled human resources available to fully participate in the programme. These resources 
do not currently exist in South Africa to the extent required for the foreseen nuclear 
expansion and have to be developed from a relatively low base. A major effort is thus 

required to create or expand mechanisms for developing such local skills for both the entire 
nuclear programme and the RD&I component thereof. This should be done in 

synchronisation with the implementation of the relevant programmes. 

The programme for developing the requisite human resources to implement the nuclear 

energy programme needs to be fully aligned with the reactor construction programme itself. 
Furthermore, for the NERDI programme to be able to make a meaningful contribution to the 

nuclear energy programme, the former needs to have reached a minimum level of maturity 

and depth of knowledge before the latter commences. NERDIS implementation therefore 
needs to be initiated long before the new build programme commences, as the specialised 

expertise base of NERDI takes many years to develop. 

Nuclear human capital development (HCD) will be a joint effort, with the main role-players 

being the following: 

The government by creating a supportive environment for the development of high level 

skills and by making funding available for suitable programmes in this regard. 

The SA nuclear industry (e.g. through NIASA) by identifying skills needs for the medium 

and longer term and by participating in skills development through interventions such as 

artisan training centres, bursary schemes, opportunities for in-service training and 
industry exposure to university students. 

Educational institutions by offering courses preparing students with knowledge and 

scientific, engineering and technical skills meeting the needs of industry. 

Training and education partners locally and abroad, e.g. reactor vendors and partners in 

the development of the SA nuclear industry. 

A study commissioned by the former Department of Minerals and Energy indicated that in 

2009 the national nuclear industry workforce was about 5200, with more than 80% of these 
persons working at PBMR, Necsa and Eskom. About 700 of the nuclear industry workers 

had a Masters or PhD degree. Projections at the time indicated that about 130 
professionally qualified persons had to be employed by the industry per year to be able to 

meet future demands. 
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The national nuclear energy RD&I workforce is a relatively small proportion of this total 
industry skills base and is dispersed across many organisations. There has been some 

progress in recent years to bring new scientists and engineers into SA nuclear R&D 

activities, thereby also starting to change the age, gender and race profile of the workforce. 
However, this will have to be accelerated to make a lasting impact and to ensure that the 

NERDIS implementation includes a significant human capital development component. In 

the near term it will be important to retain as many former PBMR employees as possible in 

the nuclear industry. 

It is therefore recommended that 30% of the initial expenditure on the NERDIS roll-out 

should be dedicated to skills development and training. This should be utilised for 

undergraduate and postgraduate bursaries, direct support of postgraduate research 
projects, post-doctoral research fellowships, specialised further education and training of 

current nuclear energy RD&I workers, skills exchange among NERDIS role-players and 
also with international partners, as well as similar mechanisms to be included in research 

and funding proposals from participating organisations. Funding of additional research and 

teaching positions at educational institutions should be considered, especially to change the 
age, gender and race profile of the industry. Emphasis should be placed on the scientific 

and engineering disciplines of direct interest to NERDIS implementation, as reflected in the 

selected focus areas as described elsewhere in this document. 

Specific additional interventions may include the following: 

enhanced support of SANHARP, which has been proven to be an effective and well 

integrated nuclear skills pipeline for the nuclear research community as well as the 
broader nuclear industry; 

close collaboration with other South African skills development role-players, including 

artisan training, apprenticeships and learnerships; 

increased utilisation of IAEA supported mechanisms such as fellowships, scientific visits 

and sandwich programmes; 

use of human capital development opportunities presented by bilateral agreements on 

national or institutional level; and 

development of stronger ties with the European Nuclear Education Network (ENEN) and 

other international nuclear education networks. 

Close collaboration should be maintained between all NERDI role-players to ensure optimal 
alignment of university education programmes and R&D activities with the human capital 

development objectives of NERDIS. Besides the essential education programmes to be 
continued or implemented at universities, experiential training at research and industry 

organisations should form a prominent part of the skills expansion initiative. 
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11 FINANCING 

The cost of the roll-out of a fleet of up to 10 GWe will be several hundred billion Rand. In 

comparison, the setting up of a NERDI programme to increase the local content and 
enhance the sustainability of the program will only be a small fraction of the NPP 

construction and operational costs. 

11.1 Funding sources and instruments 

In view of the strategic, long term and mostly pre-competitive nature of nuclear energy 

R&D, it is foreseen that a significant part of the funding for the implementation of the 
NERDIS, at least during the initial years, would have to come from Government 
departments and agencies. 

At this stage it is not possible to allocate the RD&I financial requirements to specific funding 

sources, but it is convenient to regard the following as potential sources for future 

evaluation and consideration: 

o seed or start-up funds for NERDIS implementation from the DST; 

¯ direct government grants to RD&I organisations in additional to existing grants for 

mandate functions; 

o ring-fenced government funds for NERDIS implementation (based on closed calls and/or 

open competitive calls); 

o financial support from bilateral government agreements or multilateral R&D programmes; 

¯ international competitive RD&I funding instruments; 

o private sector (co-)investment or equity funding; and 

¯ a levy on nuclear power sales. 

The first three funding mechanisms listed above will have to be prioritised within the 
mandates, focus areas and objectives of the DST or other government departments. 

Obviously such work has to contribute to national socio-economic development needs and 
priorities, must be aligned with government programmes of the nature described in Chapter 

6 and must be justified such as in this proposal. 

The possibility of accessing international collaborative R&D funding will depend on the 

ability to offer capabilities and contributions of mutual benefit to partners, which in turn 

requires earlier investments (from national sources) to develop local capacity and a track 
record. Private sector funding becomes more attractive as the RD&I activities proceed 

down the innovation chain towards demonstration and industrial operation. A good 
example of shared funding of nuclear RD&I is France, where all the main players (CEA, 

AREVA and EdF) in most cases contribute in different proportions to nuclear energy R&D. 
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11.2 

Fundamental research and R&D infrastructure is funded primarily by the government 

through CEA, but as research becomes more applied and industry driven the proportion of 
funds from industrial partners is increased to the point where contract research (e.g. by 

CEA) is fully funded by the requesting company. 

A direct mechanism to fund nuclear energy RD&I in relation to the actual use of nuclear 

electricity is to require the relevant utility company/ies to pay a defined percentage of 

turnover into a fund from which NERDI activities are funded. In South Korea this is the 
main source of funding for nuclear R&D, complemented by grant funding from the Ministry 
of Education, Science and Technology. 

From the perspective of the optimal use of NERDI resources, with these being expertise, 
infrastructure and finances, it is imperative that a coordinated approach is followed towards 

the achievement of a set of shared objectives by all NERDI role-players. Both France and 
Korea are examples of such approaches serving the national interest of self-sufficiency, 

economic benefits and sustainability in nuclear energy research, development, 

demonstration and implementation. 

In cases where dedicated NERDIS implementation funds are made available, eligibility 
criteria for accessing such funding should include utilisation of existing RD&I infrastructure, 

human capital development, national and international collaboration, alignment with 

medium or long NERDIS objectives and performance indicators contributing to NERDIS 
deliverables. Funding requests for infrastructure funding should be motivated in terms of 

both the proposed activity and the potential use thereof by the broad SA nuclear RD&I 

community. 

It should further be expected of recipients of NERDIS funding to develop additional revenue 
streams within specified periods. Research chairs could be guaranteed funding for up to 

ten years, depending on performance against agreed targets. Centres of excellence could 
be required to obtain a pre-agreed percentage of funding from other sources after five 
years, while centres of competence could be expected to have some non-government 

funding at start-up. 

Estimated near term funding requirements 

The detailed feasibility study, as described in Appendix A, has shown that approximately 

R88 million will be required for applied research and up to R350 million for technology 
development over the next three years in the areas described in Chapter 8, depending on 

the rate of preparations for the establishment of fuel cycle operations in South Africa. Parts 

thereof can be expected to come from MTEF grants through line departments, but it is clear 
that the projected expansion of nuclear R&D will require a significant additional injection. 
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Based on the motivation for a South African NERDIS supplied in Chapter 3, the figures 
mentioned above and the required acceleration of nuclear energy R&D in anticipation of the 

nuclear power expansion programme, it is recommended that the DST considers making 

R97 million available over the first three years of the implementation of the NERDIS. R30 
million of this should be spent on HCD, R37 million on R&D infrastructure and R30 million 

on project costs. A possible roll-out could be R15 million during the 2011/12 financial year, 

followed by R31 million in 2012/13 and R51 million in 2013/14. 

12 TIMELINES AND DELIVERABLES 

Broad timelines and planned deliverables for the implementation of the SA Nuclear Energy 

Research, Development and Innovation Strategy are proposed in the table below. 

Year Activity Deliverables 

2011 Finalise and approve NERDIS, Approved NERDIS, implementation plan and 

funding, implementation plan and institutional arrangements; HCD initiated and first 

implementation mechanisms; projects funded; further analysis and planning on 

perform further planning studies, selected topics completed. 

2012 Establish a least one chair and Chair(s) and CoE(s); accelerated HCD programme 

CoE; strengthen collaboration and RD&I outputs; growth in local collaboration. 
among SA role-players. 

2013 Establish further chairs, CoEs and Chairs, CoEs and CoCs; growing skills pipeline and 

CoCs; grow international RD&I outputs; technology transfer from reactor 

networks, vendors; new international R&D partnerships. 

2014 Leverage Iocalisation benefits Demonstrated benefits of local expertise and RD&I 

from NPP fleet procurement, outputs in Iocalisation and new build; fuel cycle 

technology demonstrations. 

2016    NERDIS review. Review report and recommendations. 

It is suggested that additional studies on selected components of the NERDIS are 

commissioned in the near term. Such investigations could include feasibility studies, the 
scoping of medium to long term R&D programmes and/or the development of RD&I 

roadmaps in the following areas: 

waste management and the back end of the fuel cycle; 

materials science for nuclear applications; 

mathematical modelling and simulation for the nuclear sector; and 

Generation IV reactor and fuel cycle technologies. 
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13 SWOT ANALYSIS AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

A high level analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats with regard to the 

NERDIS and its implementation is presented in the following table. 

Strengths 

National nuclear energy legislative, 

strategy and policy frameworks 

South African nuclear RD&I track record 

Existing NERDI capabilities 

Expanded nuclear education programmes 

Koeberg operating experience 

Opportunities 

Global nuclear renaissance and 
accelerated RD&I programmes 

Planned SA new build programme 

Government priorities on Iocalisation and 

skills development 

International RD&I collaboration and 
nuclear business opportunities 

Weaknesses 

NERDI resource challenges (human 

capacity, infrastructure and funding) 

Fragmented NERDI capabilities 

Nuclear new build fleet size and schedule 
not yet finalised 

Threats 

Delayed roll-out of NPP fleet 

Funding of NPP fleet 

Lack of funding for viable NERDI 

programmes 

Reduced political or public support for 

nuclear energy 

The main risk factors which may impact on the implementation of the proposed NERDIS are 
described in the following table. 

Risk 

Slow roll-out of nuclear 

reactor fleet 

Insufficient funding for 

NERDIS 
implementation 

Continued capacity 

challenges and 

fragmentation of NERDI 

capabilities 

Lack of government or 

public support for 

NERDIS 

Potential impact 

Delayed decision making 

on and funding of 

NERDIS implementation; 

disillusionment of nuclear 
RD&I community 

Slow onset of key 

programme to support 

nuclear new build and 
grow nuclear sector 

Delayed NERDIS 

implementation 

Delayed decision making 

on NERDIS funding and 

implementation 

M itigation strategy 

Involve all role-players to facilitate decision 

making; place initial NERDIS focus on cross- 

cutting and multi-application nuclear R&D 

activities rather than those linked only to the 

new build programme 

Optimise and exploit existing partnerships for 

efficient use of funds and access to new 
funding sources while motivating for 

increased funding 

Align, utilise and expand existing RD&I 

capabilities and collaborative networks 

Engage decision makers and continuously 

communicate outputs of NERDI activities 

and impact thereof in National System of 

Innovation 
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14 RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that: 

this proposal is accepted by the DST as basis for the finalisation, approval and 

implementation of a South African Nuclear Energy Research, Development and 

Innovation Strategy; 

the hub-and-spokes model is adopted for the implementation of the NERDIS, with Necsa 

serving as the hub; 

Nuclear energy RD&I programmes maintain an agreed balance between the work 
directed at (a) the nuclear new build, (b) future reactor systems and fuel cycle operations 

and (c) cross-cutting areas; 

human capital development and the expansion of RD&I infrastructure are fully integrated 

with the NERDIS roll-out; 

further feasibility studies are performed and roadmaps developed on selected NERDIS 
topics; 

national and international collaborative networks are pursued on a continuous basis to 

enhance and expand NERDI capacity and delivery; and 

an amount of R97 million is made available for NERDIS implementation over the MTEF 

period 2011/12 to 2013/14. 
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APPENDIX A 

Processes and methodologies followed in the development of the NERDIS and 
implementation plan 

In January 2010 a Project Specific Funding Agreement (number DST/CON 0209/2009) was signed 
between Necsa and the DST in terms of which a nuclear energy research, development and 

innovation feasibility study would be conducted and a NERDI strategy and implementation plan 

would be proposed to the DST. 

It was realised that a strategy for nuclear energy RD&I could not be developed in isolation and that 

it had to be based on an analysis of the entire South African nuclear programme, incorporating 
both nuclear energy and those aspects of radiation applications which are of relevance to a nuclear 

energy programme. A comprehensive analysis was therefore performed in terms of a reference 
framework methodology covering the following components of the SA nuclear programme: 

o Nuclear energy production with existing as well as future nuclear power reactors. 

¯ Nuclear reactor construction and development for nuclear power reactors to be built according 
to a future construction program (e.g. Gen II and Gen Ill/Ill+ pressurised water reactors) and 

later for Generation IV advanced nuclear reactors which are still being developed for future 

utilisation. 
o Nuclear fuel management including (1) the preparation and supply of nuclear fuel to the 

reactors and (2) the management of the spent fuel, high level radioactive waste as well as low 

and intermediate level radioactive waste. 

o Nuclear support, infrastructure and regulatory implementation, dealing with implementation of 
support and infrastructure aspects of the nuclear fuel supply and reactor Iocalisation 
programme as well as the required regulatory capacity building programme. 

o Radiation infrastructure (e.g. research reactors and accelerators), radiation applications, 

technology platforms and cross-cutting topics of relevance to a nuclear energy programme. 

A detailed gap analysis was performed on all main aspects of the reference framework in order to 
determine the effort required to transform the nuclear capabilities presently existing in the country 

into those capabilities that are required in future to sustain the overall nuclear power programme. 

The status of each of the aspects of the SA nuclear programme was addressed individually and 
justification supplied for implementation according to the framework as well as the role-players who 

would be involved in such programme. This was followed by an estimation of the expected cost of 
the RD&I activities to be performed to support the complete roll-out of the nuclear programme as 

described. 
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The results of this study were compiled in an extensive baseline report (Strategy Report: 
Requirements for the Sustainability of the SA Nuclear Energy Program; document number SP- 

MNG-REP-10001, Revision 1). For the reasons given above the baseline report presents a holistic 

view on the entire SA nuclear programme and will, in addition to supplying context for this NERDIS 
proposal, continue to serve as working document for Necsa and various Government departments 

in the planning and implementation of components of the envisaged future nuclear energy 

programme. It will therefore remain a confidential document which will be updated periodically as 
the SA nuclear landscape unfolds. 

Components of the abovementioned baseline report and the results of additional investigations into 

all aspects of a possible NERDI strategy for South Africa were compiled into this report, comprising 

the contextualisation of the NERDIS, the proposed scope thereof and an implementation plan. 

While the largest part of the work in performing the comprehensive baseline study and in 
formulating the NERDIS proposal and implementation plan was done by Necsa staff, regular 

consultations were held with important SA nuclear stakeholders. During the course of the project 

leading up to the finalisation of this proposal the following role-players were involved individually 
and/or during a consultation workshop: 

o Government departments: Science and Technology, Energy, Trade and Industry. 

¯ R&D organisations: CSIR, iThemba LABS. 

o Nuclear organisations: PBMR, National Nuclear Regulator. 

o State owned enterprises: Eskom. 
o Private companies: M-Tech Industrial; Sustainable Concepts. 

o Universities: Johannesburg, North-West, Pretoria, Stellenbosch, Western Cape, Witwatersrand. 

¯ Societies and associations: Nuclear Industry Association of South Africa, SA Stainless Steel 
Development Association, SA Young Nuclear Professionals Society, Women in Nuclear SA. 

Dr Van Zyl de Villiers was the Necsa official responsible for the execution of the project as 
specified in Agreement no. DST/CON 0209/2009 and Dr Charles Piani was the project manager. 
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¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-28877910-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 8:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: April 1 li~rum on Ati~caJ~ Social Movements 

Will do! 

Lara Markstein 

[)~-_~pa r trner~t~l Manager 

(-;Iob~l Stt~dies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:[ Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chape~ I-til~ 

Chapel H~, NC 27,599 

ph 91.9- 962.-5~2 

laram@emaiLunc edt~ 

h ~p://www.unc.edu/depts/b~si 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
8ent~ Monday, March 2~, 2011 6:09 AN 

Te~ Narkstein, Lara 
Su~ject~ Apri~ 1 forum on African Social MovemenN 

Dear Lara, 

Greetings and hope you had a good weekend. 

Kindly circulate the attached post pertaining to an upcoming event titled "African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context" to the joint faculty listserve and Global Students’ 
listserve (if there is one). 

Many thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 21,2011 9:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: April 1 event 

Thanks! Will do. B 

On 3/21/2011 9:21 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Barbara, 

Greetings and I hope you’re taking a moment to breathe, breathe, breathe, as you tackle your busy schedule at the Center. 

Kindly circulate the information attached concerning the African social movement forum on April l. 

Many thanks. 

Warm regards, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 9:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

February 2011 Report 

6-30057 Asso Prof Sahle.xlsx 

Dear Eunice, 

I attached your February 2011 Report for your review. In case you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you. 

Haeran Ivliller 

Acct Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
’]?el. 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-%2-5824 
Dept of African & Afro 2,rnerican Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 

hrmiller@emaiLunc.edu 



A 

1 Report Date: 2/28/2011 

2 

3 Sahle, Eunice 

4 

5 Associate Professor Research Fund 

6 End Date: 6/30/2014 (No add’l fund) 

7 

8 11/10/2009 

9 11/19/2009 

10 1/27/2010 

11 2/10/2010 

12 9/24/2010 

13 1/26/2011 

14 1/26/2011 

15 



2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 Budget 
9 
i0 
ii 
12 
13 

B 

[Return to NC for trip to France?) 

[Ticket for trip to Durban, S. Africa) 

[Travel Advance for trip to Durban, S. Africa) 

(Reimb. For books) 

to move S500 from Acct # (Global Studies) for Book Indexing costs 

14 Wire transfer to publisher in London for Book Indexing 

15 REMAINING BALANCE 



c 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 6,ooo.oo 
9 (567.21) 

10 (1,406.70) 

ii (3,712,50) 
12 (292.13} 

13 500.00 
14 (460.90) 

15 60.56 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 9:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Arts & Science Travel Regulation 

A&S Travel Reg Modified 2010 2011 .doc 

Dear Eunice, 

Before I forget, I attached the College Travel Grant regulation for your reference. I hope it is helpful. 

Thank you and you have a great day! 

Haeran Ivliller 

Acct Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
’]?el. 919-962-4854 
Fax 919-%2-5824 
Dept of African & Afro 2,rnerican Studies 
Tel. 919-966-1295 

hrmiller@emaiLunc.edu 



The Arts and Sciences Travel Fund is supported by assistance from The Arts and 
Sciences Foundation, the Dean’s Discretionary Fund, and other sources to enable faculty 
to attend meetings of learned and scientific societies. The annual travel awards are 
listed below: 

$1,000 for tenure track assistant professors, untenured associate professors, tenured 
associate and full professors, instructors with special provision and senior lecturers. 

$2,000 for department and curriculum chairs for travel. In this case, the purpose of 
the travel may also be to conduct departmental business, such as the recruitment of 
faculty or placement of graduate students. 

$750 for permanent full-time fixed-term teaching faculty who have been in the 
College for at least one year. This generally applies only to lecturers, but may 
include full-time paid adjunct teaching faculty. 

Since funds are limited, the travel grants are meant to be a support system available in 
lieu of other funds. Therefore the following exceptions apply: 

Distinguished named professors are not eligible, as they may use their research 
stipend for travel purposes.. (Note: Chairs who are distinguished professors are 
still eligible for the chair travel allocation.) 
Faculty receiving $100,000 OF more in grants for the year are noteligible to receive 
Arts & Sciences travel funds. 
Visiting and part-time faculty, full-time fixed term faculty in rank less than one year, 
research and clinical faculty, faculty in phased retirement, and EPA nonfaculty are 
not eligible. 

To receive funding, the applicant must be traveling for one of the following purposes: 

To attend a scholarly or professional meeting at which they will present a paper, 
participate in a panel discussion, or preside over a session they have organized. 
To attend a meeting of a scholarly association in which the applicant holds an officer 
position. 
To participate in recitals or artistic exhibitions of an academic, non-commercial 
nature. 

Travel for meetings sponsored by University-related organizations or by individuals 
connected with the University is not covered. 

Research-related activity, such as travel to a special archive, is not covered. Tenure- 
track or tenured faculty may apply for University Research Council funding to support 
special research-related travel. See httP:iiresearch.unc.eduiniCCM1 029335. 



Complete an Arts & Sciences Travel Fund Application, available on the College website, 
and submit it to the Dean’s Office, 205 South Building, CB 3100, Special Note: Advance 
submission enables the Dean’s Office to inform the applicant of any problems of eligibility 
before the traveler incurs any expense, 

Within a week after the completion of the trip, a completed travel reimbursement form 
with receipts for transportation, hotels, and registration must be sent to the Dean’s 
Office, 205 South Building, CB 3100. To comply with University travel policies and allow 
adequate time for processing through University offices, we must adhere to this seven- 
day time frame. 

To obtain reimbursement using the Central Air Billing System (CABS), prepare the CABS 
form leaving the account number blank, and save as "incomplete." Call or email Ed 
Payne (843-3941, edpayne@email.unc.edu) with the travel form number, and he will 
insert the account number and approve the form. 

The application form for travel grants is available at the CAS intranet website: 
hLtps://college.unc.edu/intranet/Travel%20Appl. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, March 21,2011 10:43 AM 

’intl- duncplas@duke.edu’ 

Upcoming Presentations on Latina Immigrants and Citizenship 

Coll March 23.pdf 

Please join us for two upcoming presentations: 

Kathleen Col~, Stanford University 

Remaking Citizenship: Lati~a ~mmigrants and New American Politics 

(~lobM E:ducat~on Cen~:er, Room 
5:30 ~ 7:00 pm 

Weavh~g the stories of Mexican and Central American women with h~tory and a~lysis of the m~tMmmigra~t upsurge in :{990~ California, Kath~ee~ Coil w~H d~cuss 

the impact of reform ~egisl~t~on on ind~vidua~ women’s ~ve~ and their e~gagement ~ grassroots po~tica~ organizing. Drawing on {.afi~ ~mm~grant~’ ~ccounts of 

person~l~ and pol~tic~l~ [r~H]sformati.a{?, Coil argues [or ~1 reformu~lt{.:N] of our de~{?H:{or~s of cH:{zer~ship and politics. 

Sponsored by the Curriculum ~n Won~en’5~ Studies, the D~versity Incentive }:und, the h~stRute for ~:he Study of the ~n~edcas, and the UNC Program ~r~ Latina/o 

Studies. 
Kathleen Col~ ~nd g~a C~{dwe~l 

Reflections on Collaborative Feminist Research on Cit~zensNp 
~a~ch 24, 2012 

(~lobM Education Cen~:er, Room 

KsLh]een Col{ and Kia CaldweH w~H discuss their ~nvolven?erlt in the klter--Urlivers~ty Working Group orl Gender and Cultural CitizerlshJp 

collaborative femh~ist research. Co~ m~d Ca~dwe~] are co-editors of Gendered Citizenships: Transn~;tionot Pers~ectives on Ct~iture, Activism, end gnowled#e 

Production (Palgrave Macmillan, 

~’l’he time of th~s presentation has been changed from 4:00 pn~. 

You are cnrrenfly subscribed to ai’riat~m as: klcaldwe@email.nnc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: .h..t..t.~.]~!~i~t.~s.~t.t.~n~c..~.e.~V../.~.~is~.~.2..~..~.5.2~..b.~h.5.s~.:22.9..~7.2..b..5.~.a.:.a.9:.4...52.a...b.Z..t}2~..3.~.5J.~...5...~:...n.~:1~..~:J~.aJ.i2.a.~.a.m..~:...~.~.2..~..6.~Z~ 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28869768-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aagf457ab7f913a5f65(h)listserv.unc.edu 



Wednesday, March 23, 2011 
5:30 - 7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

Weaving the stories of Mexican and Central Amer- 
ican women with history and analysis of the anti- 
immigrant upsurge in 1990s California, Kathleen 

W0menisStudiesitheDiversi~ Coll will discuss the impact of reform legislation 
n centi~ ~ 

Institute forthe Study of the on individual women’ s live s and their engagement 
ArnericasiandtheUNCPr0gramin in grassroots political organizing. Drawing on La- 

tatina~0Studies! tina immigrants’ accounts of personal and political 
transtbrmation, Coil argues for a retbrmulation of 
our definitions of citizenship and politics. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Monday, March 21, 2011 11:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

RE: ASA Progam Committee 

Thank you for replying so quickly. 
Your section is just about the ’right size,’ not huge but enough submissions for you to have fun comprising panels. Take a look. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Carol 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 7:02 AM 
To: Carol Thompson 
Subject: RE: ASA Progam Committee 

Dear Carol, 

1 am just getting back on my feet after a couple of weeks dealing with a 
shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I will address the matters you highlight 

From: Carol Thompson [Carol.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: ASA Progam Committee 

Dear Eunice, 
To give us maximum time, I have asked the ASA if we could go ahead with comprising the panels, before all the payments are confirmed. 
They have agreed. This week, therefore, I will be sending you papers, panels and roundtables enlisted in your section, "Independence and 
Sovereignty in a Global Economy." 
However, in the letter of invitation I sent you (copied above), it asked that you be sure to join the ASA and to send me contact information. 

Please check the letter and note the brief tasks. 
Also attached is a very general set of guidelines from the ASA Board to guide selection of papers. 

Please let me know if I can be of assistance. 
Thank you very much. 

Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 21,2011 12:16 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fxents featuring Cuba~ novelist Leonardo Padura Fuentes 

Padura Fuentes indiv poster ccfl 2011 .pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

We wish to remind ever/one that Leonardo Padura Fuentes will take part in the 17th Annual Carolina Conference on Romance Literatures, March 24-26. 

Attached here is a poster with details regarding Padura’s keynote address. 

Keynote address: "La Habana nuestra de cada dia" 
Leonardo Padura Fuentes 
Friday, March 25, 7:00pm 
Toy Lounge, Dey Hall, UNC-CH 

In addition to this address, Padura will take part in a roundtable discussion, as described below: 

Roundtable: "La literatura y la cultura en la Cuba de hoy" 
Featuring Leonardo Padura Fuentes, Stephen Wilkingson, Linda Howe and Manuel Fernandez 
Saturday, March 26, 2:30pro 

UNC Student Union 3206 

We hope to see many of you there. 

Sincerely, 

Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarksteilL Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 12:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

WacNim Event 

Hi Eunice, 

We would like to mention your Nov. 9 event with Mr. Wachiira that we co-sponsored in our newsletter. Would you be able to send me a brief paragraph on how 

the event went? I.e. What was it on? Who attended? What the aim of the event was and how people responded to it? Also, if you have any photos on file, we’d 

love to see them! 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/intsi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Haslam <phaslam@uottawa.ca> 

Monday, March 21,2011 1:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Summary 

Thanks so much Eunice - this is great[ Now we are finally on our way! 
Best, paul 
Paul Haslam 
Associate Professor ! Professeur agr~g6 
School of International Development and Global Studies/~cole de d6veloppement international et mondialisation 
University of Ottawa/Universit6 d’Ottawa 

Pavilion Tabaret Hall, 332 
75 rue Laurier St. E 
Ottawa ON K1N 6N5 
Tel/T61. (613) 562-5800 ext./poste 4169 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 2:~, 201:~ 10:20 AM 

To: Paul Haslam 
Subject: Summary 
Importance: High 

Dear Paul, 

Greetings. 

As promised, please find attached the summary. Let me know if it works. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D ~:jweile~@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, March 21,2011 1:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Dear Eunice, 

It would be great for Dr. Manii to come next Tuesday, the 29th. This week, we are discussing democratization, illiberal democracy, etc So, for him to come next 

week and l:alk about Northern Africa h terms o[ glob~ dernocratk: trends, i[ he ~s corn[ortab~e doi% ~:h~l:, ~,oukt be great Si~ce ~ had ~anned to l:a~k about huma~ 

rights ne>:t wee]~, do you think he m~ght also be interested h tal]d[~g about human rights in Africa indudk~g, perha~)s, its relationship to democracy there. 

~f a~ of that ~s [oo a~l-over-.the-place, that’s fine. 

S~ncere~y, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan We~er 

Director of LJndergraduate Studies 

Global S~:ud~es, {JNC Chape~ I-t~11 

CB#3263 

Fedex G~obal Education Center 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-3263 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:12 PN 

Te= Weiler, Jonathan D 
8u~ject~ Dr. Firoze Nanji 

Dear Jonathan, 

The guest lecturer would be Dr. Firoze Manji, the founder of Pambazuka News and Fahamu Publishing. He was born in Kenya but left in the Moi and is based in London. Below 
is a link to Pambazuka News and I can also send his brief CV if you decide to forward. No worries if a visit by him does not suit your class. 

h~p: !/www. pa mbazu ka.org!en! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From= Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent= Wednesday, March 16, 20£t :t:27 PM 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: oops 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you re-send me your phone#? I accidentally deleted it. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Monday, March 21,2011 2:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Water and the Blue Economy 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

In this issue: 

Water and the Blue Econom,~ 

Vote 

Here is Thomas S. Axworthy’s fifth and final blog post, as we 
embark on a High-Level Expert Group (HLEG) meeting on "The 
Global Water Crisis: Addressing an Urgent Security Issue," in 
partnership with The InterAction Council from March 22 to 23 at 
the Munk School of Global Affairs, University of Toronto. 

We invite you to share your opinion and vote. Stay tuned for the 
survey results. 

"Anyonewho can solve me pmblems ofwa~rwillbe 
wo#hy oftwo Nobelpfizes-one ~rpeace andone ~r 
sdence." 
--John F. Kennedy 

The March 22 opening panel of the high-level expert group meeting on the "Global Water 
Crisis: Addressing an Urgent Security Issue," held at the Munk School of Global Affairs, 
University of Toronto begins with the provocative question: Will the next war be fought 
over water? 

Vote 

Should governments take the lead in promoting water innovation and technology 
companies, or leave this to market forces? 

C~ick here to vote 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 
11 Church Street, Suite 400 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5E lWl 
Canada 

This email was created and delivered using i~dustry Maiiout 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl]ordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 21,2011 3:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting Dr. Firoze Ma~ji, Editor-n-CNef, Pambazuka News 

Eunice -- what times doe he have available on his schedule?? 
On Mar 20, 2011, at 8:07 PM, SaNe, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Greetings Kindly ignore the email I sent a couple of days ago. I 
completed the paper work at the Stone Center and all is ~vell 

I write to kindly see if you’ve tnne to have a coffee with Dr 
Manji, Editor-in-Chief, Pambazaka News and fouaader of Fahamu 
publishing during his visit to UNC during the ~veek of March 27 
think it would be excellent if the t~vo of you met. Kindly let me 
kno~v. In addition, please join us at the forum on African social 
movements on April 1 - see attached poster. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice.<flyer-african-social-movement s2-3.jpg> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Son)a Haynes Stone (;enter 
Universi~ of N()rth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-�~001 
jfjordan@email unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelley Hendrix, Autism Speaks <advocacy@autismspeaks.org~ 

Monday, March 21,2011 4:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

This is OUR year- Endor~ment of Autism Insurance Refonn Legisladou 

March 21,2011 ACTION ALERT! 

Dear Eunice 

We are pleased to announce our support of S. 115, an autism 

insurance reform bill, in the state of North Carolina. The 
legislation would require private health insurance companies to 
cover the diagnosis and treatment of autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) for individuals with the disorder. 

Sponsored in the North Carolina Senate by Senator William 
Purcell, as well as Senators Linda Garrou, Eric Mansfield and 
Robert Atwater, S. 115 includes coverage of behavioral health 
treatments, such as Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), an 
evidence-based autism therapy. Behavioral therapies would be 
limited to $75,000 per year. 

Join Autism Votes 
Mobile by texting 
"AVotes" to 30644! 

Autism Votes is an 
initiative of ~4~ 

’"We applaud and thank Senators Pumell, Garmu, Mansfield and 

Atwater for their leadership on this issue of critical concern to 

thousands of North Carolina families," said Peter Bell, Autism 
Speaks executive vice president for programs and serqices. 

"Autism Speaks joins North Carolina’s autism community in 
calling on the legislature to pass S. t15 and join the growing 
number of states that have ended discrimination against 
children with autism." 

Most states do not require private insurance companies to cover 
even essential autism treatments and services. In the absence of 
coverage, families often pay as much as they can out-of-pocket for 
services that can cost upwards of $50,000 per year. In the process, 
many risk their homes and the educations of their unaffected 
children - essentially mortgaging their entire futures. 

TWENTY FOUR STATES - Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, 
Connecticut, Florida, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, 

Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, South 
Carolina, Texas, Vermont and Wisconsin - have enacted autism 
insurance reform legislation. Several other state legislatures will 
vote on similar legislation during the 2011 session. 

Visit ~:’)~’~-~:r),.~.g!.~.;~?.’.’~{i~g.~:~.~{i~!ig~}~.&;~!.!~., to learn more about 

this legislatiom Register today to help spread the word. Working 
together we can achieve this in the state of North Carolina this 
year! 

Shelley Hendtix 
D#ector, State Based Advocacy 

..... ~.~f~..~’~ ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Become an Autism Votes Advocate I Get Invob~ed in your Local Community. 

For more information on Autism Votes, please visit www.autismvotes.orcj. 

Please do not send a reply to unsubscribe. 

To prevent mailbox filters from deleting mailings from Shelley Hendri~ Autism Speaks, add advocacy@autisrnspeaks.org to 5’our address book. 

Remove veurself from fl~is maJJing. 

Remove yourself from all mailings fi’om Autism Speaks. 

Modify your profile., 





World Summit on Susta 
Johannesburg, 3:~ August 

inable Development 
2002:30,000 protesters 

coming to Durban: COP 22, Nov 28oDec 9 2022, 
fo/lowina 2009 CoDenhaaeno 20:~0 Cancun crashes 
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~’~ is Africa recoverir~g?- a ~or~g view 

U 
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Orowth 11~ Atnca Under ~’eace and 



Working Paperl 
(Arowth in Africa Under Peace and 

N~Iarket Re 12~rms 

co::mienta~or:s ur:e: SSA oo,un~ries to acc:e::e:::e :row~h by mod:iB, m: t~,ei._     _ _ r ~com:~ara~:ive 

s:ig~ifican:tly :;i:~ce ~hev ;tab.;q~:~di~~b~wa;r~:::ed (ii) ~ew :mt:ch f~::ter :hart SS,A c~m~ies 
d~d not~:,~..,,~,.,~,,~,’ .h,,,,, ,.:._, ~;:~ ,~,.,:,~,~,,- and (iii) perN:rmed as :ve~l as; ~he Ngh-peri%rmmg,           = .... ASEAN-5 
group (hdoi:esia, ;Malaysia, ;Philippines:,, Singapore, and Thai.imid),o:e~ a long period. 
positive pe:Nrmaacehas bee~: ;ac~eved while m,ai:at~am: a natural resource expels base.. 



Growth in Africa Under Peace and 
Market Refom]s 
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"blaming economic liberalization for 

SSA’s stagnation neglects the.fact that 

many SSA countries ha~e 
been a~ec~ed by political 

instability and/or did not 

signiJ~i~ant~y implement 

suggested market reforms" 
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Rwanda, Madagascar, Ghana, Burundi, Uganda, Guinea, Ethiopia, Senegal 
(not listed: Mozambique, Sierra Leone, Liberia)              Isource: woR 2oo31 
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Africa from 
1998-2008 
had three 

growth bands 

sourcle: World Bal~k (Feb 201!) Africa Regional Strategy 



source:World Bank (Feb 20;~1 ) Africa Regional Strategy 



’country r,sk : 
Economist Intelligence Unit 2010 
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Scenario A: The parent TNC in the example is domiciled in a 
relatively high-tax (34 per cent) country, and it has a foreign affiliate 
in a lower-tax (10 per cent) host country. A component is produced 
by the affiliate in the host country at a cost of $400, and sold to the 

parent in the home countr}~ at the (transter) price ol~ $550, which 
becomes part of the parent TNC~s cost of goods sold. The home 
country parent firm incurs an additional $300 to complete the 
product which contains the trans?~rred component. [he product is 
sold at $2000. Tax liabilities are calculated using the host affiliates’s 
and parent firm’s pre-tax income, resulting in total tax liabilities of~ 

$226. 

Affiliate in Iow-ta× Parent in high4a× 

Transfers to country (110 per country (34 per Total TNC 
irlcome staternerlt cent tax rate) ce~lt tax rate) irlcon]e 

Revenue $550 $2:000 $2,000 
Less costs orgoods sold $400 ($550* + $300) $700 

Gross margir~ $150 $1,150 $1,300 
Less operating expellses $100 $500 $600 

income before ta×es - $50 $650 $700 
Less tax expense $5 $221 $226 
Net income $45 $429 $474 
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Figure 7. Net Portfolio Investment 

Flgere 6. Volatility of African CurrencYiUS$t 











The debt of nations and the distribution of ecological 
impacts from human activities 
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CDM credits j:or oil 
companies that reduce 
Niger Delta gas j~laring ? 
"Carbon trading 

one of the worst 
neoliberal 

reflects 

forms of 
fanaticism and 

attempts at re-legitimating 
corporate rule experienced 
in past decades." 

Asume Osuoka 







REDD-type projects 
have already caused 
land grabs, killings, 
violent evictions and 
forced displacement, 
violations o.f human 
rights, threats to 
cultural survival, 
mifitarization and 
servitude 



offsets 
- no chance to win on 
definitional issues 
(plantations) 
- highly divisive within 
indigenous peoples, 
Africa (e.g. Wangari 
Maathei is supporter) 



"leave the 
the ole, 

oil 
the 

in the soil, 
tarsan in 

the coal in 
the land" 

Niger Delta women, Environmental Rights Action, MEND have halted majority of oil exploitation 

Australian Rising Tide v Newcastle coal exports 

British Climate Camp (Crude Awakening block Coryton oil refinery last Oct’) 

Alberta, Canada tar sands green 

Norwegian environmentalists & Atta~ in 
Ecuadora n i ndige~i~~ activi 

stopping~i~g Coal: forced ca~ mine 
coal ~o~p~ny, Mountain To 
Basi~(WIN, ’ farmers and 

energy: nearly all              mew coal power plants in Bush 
or stalled since 2007; key community forces: Indigenous 

Network and Western Mining Action Network 

~enting incinerators: since 2000, no new waste incinerators (more carbon-intensive 
ading source of cancer-causing dioxins) 

Global Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives (Berkeley), Detroit victory, world 

defeating Chevron expansion in Richmond, CA 

stopping Mega Hydro: Klamath River indigenous communities defeated Pacificorp Power to 
river 
building resilient communities through local action: frontline communities winning campaigns 
climate justice to basic survival 

- San Antonio Southwest Workers Union on energy 

- Oakland Climate Action Coalition addresses climate disruption and local equity 

~uni National Park oil stay in Amazon 

ck Me~A~Z~for world’s largest 
in ..... ::::~ in Powder River 

coal 

’ Plan cancelled, 
Energy 

and 

am the 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 7:11 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria[hm] Aristide’s Return ou TV 

Hi All, 

The TV and Radio Show "Democracy Now" is doing special programming on Aristide’s return to Haiti. Here is a link to TV stations that carry the show: 

http://www.democracynow.orgistationsiview allitv. There will be special programming from Haiti today and tomorrow and material will also be posted on the 

website. 

Best, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone (919)962-0539 

Fax (919) 962-2694 

klcaldwe ~2"o email.u nc.ed u 

__w____w____w__:__u___n__c_:__%d___u_Z_d___e_~__t___sZgtrj_~__n_~ 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u=T&l:::al¥iaIiam&o=28882607 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx)ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a blank emaJl to leave-28882607-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~bJistserY.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:24 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasl?acul~] Helene Cooper TONIGt tT’. 

Dear Global Studies faculty, 

We would like to invite you to attend the second event in our spring semester Global Studies speaker series. Please forward this information to any 

classes/students/friends you think might be interested in attending! 

Best, 

Global Studies 
The 

.c__u_.r_r_!_c_~_[._u__r._n__j_.n___..G__[.o__..b_a_[_..S_t_._u_..d_j..e_~" is proud to present 

A Public Lecture with Helene Cooper 

March22nd I 5:30PM I FedExGIobalEducationCenter, Nelson Mandela Auditorium 
Helene Cooper is a globally renowned journalist and the author of the acclaimed memoir The House at Suqar Beach. She has reported from war-torn 

regions across the globe for The Waft Street Journal and now writes for the New York Times as their White House correspondent in Washington, D.C. 

Cooper was born in Liberia to a family descended from the American freed slaves that colonized the country. At age fourteen, she fled to the United States 

to escape the violence of a bloody coup. Graduating from UNC Chapel Hill with a degree in journalism and mass communication, Cooper began her career 

covering trade, politics, race and foreign policy. She later worked as a foreign correspondent and reported on conflicts from Europe to the Middle East. 

Known for her rigorous investigation and insightful reporting, Cooper has received significant praise for her work. She employed these talents in the 

research and writing of her two books: an edited collection of the work of her colleague Daniel Pearl, who was murdered by the Taliban in 2002, and the 

New York Times bestselling memoir The House atSugar Beach, which traces her trajectory from a privileged child to a refugee to an American journalist 

while examining the violence and stratification that troubles her homeland Liberia. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:39 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Chief Economist at USAID to speak Thursday at lpm 

Dear Colleagues: 

We hope that you can join us tbr this talk on Thursday. Mr. Radelet is particularly interested in speaking ~so with graduate s~dems and undergraduates ~vho may be 

interested in pnrsuing careers with USAID, in Africa and elsewhere. Thanks for sharing this rudely. Barbara 

Steve Radelet 
Emerging Africa: How 17 Countries are Leading the Way 
Thursday, March 24, 2011, 1 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CII 
Steve Radelet, Chief Economis~t at USAID, and former Senior Advisor on Development to Secreta~ Clinton, will be giving a taJk based on his book, Emerging 

AJi4ca: How l 7 Countries are Leading rite Way. He will also be discussing development career oplx~m~nities and new directions at USAID. Free. Please Contact: 

Stacey Sewall 962-1522 se~vaJl~)email.unc.edu for more information. 

Associate Direck:o:[, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Gi~bal Educa~ion C~’nter 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[ic~" 

(919) 843-2102 lax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www. qlobal, unc. edu/af rica 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ribo, John D <jdribo@emaikunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 11:41 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; The otticial list~rv of the UNC PrograJn in Latina/o Studies <uncAprogram in latina o studies@listserv.unc.edtv~ 

"The Other Latin@" by Lorraine M. Ldpez, 6 PM, Monday, March 28, 2011 

The UNC Latinw’o Cultures Speakers Series presents: 

The Other Latin@: Writing Against a Singular Cultural Identity 

Lorraine M. L6pez from Vanderbilt University 

6 PM, Monday, March 28, 2011 

Institute for the Arts & Humanities, Universi~ Room of Hyde Hall, UNC - Chapel Hill 

For directions, visit: ht~p:i/iah.unc.edu/contact/directions"directions 

Q & A and book-signing to ti~llow 

Loira~ne M. L6pez’s firs~t book Soy la Avon Lady and Other Stories won the inaugural Miguel M~m61 Prize. Her second book C~1I Me Henri was awarded the 

Paterson Prize, and her novel The Gifted Gabalddn Sisters was a BordersiLas Comadres Selection. Ldpez’s Homicide Sup~’ivors Picnic and Other Stories was a 

Finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Prize. She has edited a collection of essays titled An Angle of Vision: Wolnen Writers on Their Poor or Worldng-Class Roots 

(University of Michigan Press, 2009). Her forflicolning works include a novel, "The ReaJm of Hung~ Spirits" and an edited collection of essays, °~fhe Other Latin@." 

Sponsored by the UNC Progrmn in Latina/o Studies, the Institute for the Arts & Humanities, and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The MedicaJ Foundation of NC, Inc. <~bdenzler@med.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

What’s In aName? Help Us Decide .... 

As a result of findings from its strategic planning process, The Medical Foundation of Noah Carolina, 

possibiiity~ and we wouid like your help 

you would, please take a few minutes to answer a very short sur~/ey--only six questions It’s posted 

on-ii!~ a~ https://va~tw survevmonkey com/s/D25W5W3. 

The survey will close at noon on Monday, March 28th. We’ll use your input to help formulate our 

recommendation to our Beard of Directors. 

]hank you for your help 

David B. Andersen 

Pr~siderrt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, March 22, 20:L:L :L:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°479 

Prejudices~ Challenges and Potential: 
an Impartia~ Analysis of the European Externa~ Action Service 
Eim, ar Brok 

Foundation : E(iil:orii~i I Ele(:Uc’!~-~/Finland I Schumi~n Report 201.4 I Citizens: [r!itii~tive Financial 
Crisis : Eu:-ogroup I Germany I Belgium I France [ G:-eece I ~celand I The ~ethe:fl~r’:ds I PorLuga~ 
u~.:: I oEco European Council : P.alan,:2 Commission : Farmly I Taxal:k)n I Nuclear I O~.AF 
Citizens Parliament : Bud,:eL I run~sia/E~:t’pt Co.ncil : Agricu~tu:-e I Eco:’:om,//Fi:’:snce 
Env~rc,~me~L ~iplomacy : L.~bya ~ Aviat[.an ~ourt of ~.sti~e : Wo~k I F~sheries Auditor’s ~our 
Food Germa.y : Nuclear Austria : Women ~ Religion Denmark : Euro Spain : Gei~leo France 
~8 ~ L.~bya Hu.gary : ~erm~ny I Me,:;~a Ireland : Ta~al:k~n Italy : ~0 ye~rs Latvia : Poi~nd 

Lith.anJa : Sweden ~alta : DivorceS’ The ~etherlands : Russia Poland : ~Lefo:-miEU 
Luxembourg : Romarfia UK : OECD Macedonia : Albania ~ Name Norway : Energy ~o.n~il of 
Europe : ECHR UH : Libya Eurostat : Emp~eymen~ ~ ~;~aLio;~ Eurobarometer : [rsde 
Studies/Reports : Arm,s ~ Single Ma~keL ~ Franao-German ~ E.cc,~omy ~ulture : Exhib[t[.:)n/London 

I Exh~bi~ioniM~ro I Exhibition/Munich I F:Im Festival I Hungar?’iBrussels 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 

j The chairman oF the Robert Schuman Foundation, Jean-Dominique Giuliani has 
.~.iI photonon dispo published an editorial on his site entitled "Europe, the UN and Libya". He 

explains why it was decided to act in Libya in the name oF European and UI"J 
universal values. 

E k~.:;l:k;n s/Fi nii~ n d 
] Just over 4 million Finns are being called to vote on ZLTth April next to renew 

[~ii: photo non dispo the 200 members of Parliament. The economy and immigration are the main 
themes of the electoral campaign but the issue at the heart of the election 
undeniably concerns the result that the True Finns party might achieve. 
According to the most recent poll by Taloustutkimus and published by the TV 
channel Yle, the Conservative Assembly is due to win the elections with 20.9% 
of the vote ahead of the Centre Party 18.9% and the Social Democratic Party 

]_7.5%. The three parties are however threatened by the True Finns credited by :L6.9%. This result - 
if it becomes a reality - may enable the True Finns to take part in negotiations to Form the next 
govern mont. 

Sahuma!~ Report 20Zl. 

j The 5th edition of the reference book on Europe: "The Schuman Report on 
~iii photo non dispo Europe, State of the Union 20:1_:L" is devoted to "Europe Facing the Crisis and 

under threat". It includes an exclusive interview with the President of the 
European Council, Herman Van Rompuy. In view of the European Council on 
24th and 25th March which will notably address the future and stability of the 
euro area readers may consult two contributions on this subject: one by Alain 
Lamassoure, MEP, on the European budget and that of Jacques de Larosi~re 

on the European Monetary Policy. This work is published by Springer Verlag. It is available in all 
good bookshops and on the Foundation’s site. Order it to learn everything there is to know about 
Europe. 

Citizens’ Ir!itii~tiw,~ 

J On 11th March the European Parliament and Council’s regulation No2:~l/20:L1 on 

~i photo non dispo the Citizens’ Initiative was published in the EU’s OFFicial Journal. The regulation 
was adopted on 16th February last and sets the practical means of the European 
Citizens’ Initiative introduced by the Lisbon Treaty. Its publication in the OFFicial 
3ournal means that this new tool may be used by European citizens as of 1st 

April 20:L2. The Robert Schuman Foundation has launched an awareness raising campaign on this 
new tool amongst women in Europe in partnership with the Karamanlis Institute and the Polish 
Robert Schuman Foundation and with the support of the European Commission. Join the movement 
and answer our surveyl 

Read I Other Ii!~k                                                                                  I×1 

Financial Crisis : 
Eurogroup 

J During the Eurogroup meeting on 14th March the :L7 Finance Ministers of the 
~iI photonon dispo euro area established the results of the area’s economic situation and the 

developments seen in terms of financial stability. Although the Eurogroup chair 
Jean-Claude Juncker noted that "there was a positive trend in economic activity 



in the euro area," he did however express concern with regard to rises in 
inflation. Moreover the ministers continued their work in view of establishing an overall response to 
ensure the euro area’s financial stability. The European Council on 24th and 25th March is due to 
decide operational characteristics of the European Stability Mechanism. 

On 16th March the German government adopted its guidelines for the 2012 
budget and financial planning mid-term, Budgetary guidelines 2012 provide for 
303.8 billion euros in spending (0,7% less than in 2011) and 272.3 billion euros 
in revenues, The State’s funding requirements are due to reach 31,5 billion 
euros in 2012, According to financial planning this figure is due to decline to lie 
at 13,3 billion in 2015. 

phot .... dispo / 
] 

Read 

The government which has been managing current affairs since 13th June 2010 
approved the major budget guidelines 20:1_1 on 17th March forecasting a public 
deficit of 3.6% of the GDP, a more ambitious target than the 4.1% planned in 
the European Stability Programme said Prime Minister Yves Leterme. 

Fra nee 

J On 16th March the French government unveiled its project that aims to include 

~:~:i photo non dispo in the Constitution the principle of a return to balance of public accounts. The 
draft constitutional reform presented by Prime Minister Franqois Fillon to the 
Council of Ministers establishes "framework laws for public finances" which 
prevail over the State budgets and Social Security. The Prime Minister 
confirmed his intention to "submit it to the vote of the National Assembly and if 

possible to that of the Senate before the summer." France has committed to bringing its public 
deficit, which is due to be beaten in 2010 with a record of around 7.6% of the GDP, to 6% this year 
and then 3%, the limit authorised by the European treaties in 2013. 

j On 14th March the IMF announced that it was releasing the fourth part of its loan 

~i photo non dispo to Greece to a total of 4.1 billion euros. The sums paid out now total 14.6 billion 
euros of a planned total of 30 billion euros. The IMF repeated that the Greek 
State could not just satisfy itself with expenditure reductions and that it had to 
find new revenue sources to reduce its deficit. In a report published on 16th 
March the IMF believed that the Greek economy would get worse over a longer 

period than previously forecast indicating that it was due to be at its worst in the second half of 2011. 
However the IMF did not change its forecast for the rest of the year: it is forecasting on a GDP 
decline of 3%. Moreover Greece’s GDP contracted by 4.5% in 2010, thereby revealing a more 
serious recession than forecast in the budget (-4.2%) announced the Greek Statistics Authority (Ase) 
in its first official estimation on 14th March. 

Read I Cther link i OIher link 

Iceland 

j The Icelandic Central Bank decided on 16th March to leave its main interest rate 
~:[iI photo non dispo at 4,25 ,o which is a first after 18 months of reductions, According to the bank 

the development of the economy, inflation and exchange rates provide 
contradictory signs with regard to the way monetary policy should be 
undertaken. Finally it also believes that caution is required before the 
referendum on the financial agreement Icesave on 9th April, 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

ihe Netherlands 

J According to figures published on 17th March by the Central Statistics Bureau 
.~j photonon dispo the unemployment rate, adjusted to seasonal variations, remained stable in 

February in comparison with January. 400,000 people were without employment 
in February ie 5.1% of the working population. 

The ratings agency Moody’s downgraded Portugal on 18th March from A1 to A3. 

~i photo non dispo This decision immediately renewed concern on the market and caused a sudden 
rise in the Portuguese borrowing rate. Moreover the economic austerity 
measures announced by the government are weakening it. There might now be 
a political crisis in addition to the economic one. 

Read [Other link [ XI 

UK 

J According to figures published on 16th March by the national statistics office the 
.~j photo non dispo rise in unemployment continues in the UK; it now affects 8% of the working 

population (7.9% in December). With 2,830, 000 the number of job seekers 
reached their highest level in 17 years. Unemployment continues to rise 
amongst the 16-24 year olds; this age group revealed a rate of 20% - which 

had not been reached since the start of statistics collation in 1992. 

Read I Cther link 

OECD 



j On 15th March the OECD announced that the unemployment rate in the OECD 
.~.iI photo non dispo area in January 2011 totalled 8.4%,which was 0.1% less than in December. 

The rate has declined for the second consecutive time after a period of stability 
of around 8.5% for most of the year 2010 and after having reached 8.6% in 
November. 

European Council : 
Poiand 

On the occasion of their meeting in Warsaw on 18th March the President of the 
.~.iI photo non dispo European Council, Herman Van Rompuyand Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk 

guaranteed the EU’s support to Japan in view of the events that have happened 
there. With the European Council in view on 24th and 28th March the two men 
announced that the 27 Heads of State and government will adopt an "economic 
package" designed to complement measures agreed on 18th March by the 

ECOFIN Council. Finally the Polish Prime Minister presented the priorities of the Polish Presidency of 

the Council of Ministers of the EU in the second half of 2011. 

P.ead J Other li!~k :: Oti~e! link 

Commissio. : 
Family 

1 On 16th March the European Commission presented two draft regulations 
phot .... 

dispoj designed to establish rules £Uwidet ....... judicial i ...... ity with regard 
to property rights of international married couples or who have an officially 
registered partnership. These two proposals notably enable international 
married couples to choose the law applicable to their joint property in the 
event of death or divorce and to strengthen legal security of registered 
partnerships which are of an international nature. 

Read JOther li!~k                                                                                  I X I 

j On 16th March the European Commission proposed a common system for 
.~.iI photo non dispo calculating the tax base of businesses operating in the EU. The aim of this 

proposal is to reduce significantly the administrative burden, compliance costs 
and legal uncertainties that businesses in the EU currently face in having to 
comply with up to 27 different national systems for determining their taxable 

profits. The proposed Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB), would mean that 
companies would benefit from a "one-stop-shop" system for filing their tax returns and would be able 
to consolidate all the profits and losses they incur across the EU. 

Read JOther li!~k                                                                                  I X I 

j On the occasion of the conference of the European Wind Energy Association on 
.~.iI photo non dispo 14th March and after the recent events in Japan the European Commissioner for 

Climate Action, Connie Hedegaard said, " We can say that if we do not want 
nuclear, we should have even more cheap fossil Fuels to replace it, or we could 
say: ’Why not use this opportunity to address the necessity of moving towards a 

low-carbon emissions society?’". "I think we should do that," she added. These declarations came 
after the decision of European Energy Commissioner G0nther Ottinger to convene an emergency 
meeting between the ministers of the 27 Member States to debate the launch of "resistance security 
tests" on European nuclear power stations. The European Commission will launch a road map on 
energy for 2050 in the autumn of 2011. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink                                                                                  [ I 

OLAF 

j On 17th March the European Commission adopted a proposal that aims to 

~:~:i photonon dispo reform the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) in the hope of enhancing its 
means, its effectiveness and its capabilities. One of the main elements of the 
Commission’s proposals aims to improve judicial follow-up to OLAF inquiries by 
the Member States by stepping up cooperation with national authorities. In 

order to improve OLAF’s effectiveness the Commission suggests that the Office inform the 
surveillance committee if an inquiry is not completed within 12 months and to justify this delay. 
Moreover the Commission is planning for the establishment of a flexible, closer cooperation 
procedures and the regular exchange of information between OLAF and the EU’s institutions by 
guaranteeing their independence. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Ckizens 

j On 18th March 2011 on the occasion of the event entitled "Does the Lisbon 
.~.iI photo non dispo Treaty meet citizens’ expectations?" European Ombudsman Nikiforos 

Diamandouros presented the results of a survey that Focused on citizens’ rights. 
According to estimates 72% of European citizens believe they are not well 
informed about the Charter of Fundamental Rights and 13% say they have 

never even heard of it. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Parliament : 
Budget: 

I On 18th March the European Parliament’s Budgets Committee adopted a report 

~i photo non dispo on the major budgetary guidelines 2012 prepared by the budget 2012 
rapporteur Francesca Balzani (S&D, IT). The document links the 2012 to 
European economic governance reform, the European Semester and the Europe 
2020 Strategy for employment and growth. The report notably confirms that 

some budgetary lines are not funded adequately in comparison with the EU’s declared priorities, 
notably with regard to growth and employment citizenship and foreign policy. The report also 
suggests that a definition of "negative priorities" should be made since they are said to receive less 
funding. 



Tu ni~ia/Egy pt 

/[i~} 

The President of the European Parli ..... t ]erzy Buzek t ..... lied to Tunisia and 
photo non dispo Egypt on :[7th and 2:[st March. On :[Sth March he was guest to Beji Caid Essebsi, 

the Prime Minister of the Tunisian interim government. On 19th March he met 
representatives of the UN’s High Committee for Refugees in Tunisia. [n Egypt he 
met Amr Moussa, Secretary General of the Arab League, Essam Sharaf, 
Egyptian Prime Minister and representatives of the democratic movement. 

Read I Cther link i Other link 

Cou.ci! : 
Agriculture 

i The upcoming reform of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) was the focus of 

~i photonon dispo discussions of the 27 Agriculture Ministers on :[Tth March. They noted the 
conclusions of the Hungarian Presidency on the European Commission’s 
communication of November 20:[0 defining the future of the Common 
Agricultural Policy until 2020. Although they all said they wanted to make the 

CAP more ecological debates were lively with regard to GMOs and changes to bring to the 
redistribution of direct revenue aid. They did not come to an agreement on the proposals to allow the 
use of three types of genetically modified organisms in the foodstuffs sector. 

j The 27 Economy and Finance Ministers agreed on :[5th March on a project that 

~i photo non dispo aims to strengthen budgetary discipline notably planning for a new type of fine 
for the "bad boys" in terms of debt deficit. This historic progress is "a vital 
contribution to discussions of Heads of State and government with regard to the 
overall European response to the crisis," which will be final!seal during the 

European Council on 24th and 25th March. 

j On 14th March the 27 Ministers responsible for ecology spoke of the situation in 
~iI photo non dispo Japan. They came to an agreement to improve the collation and recycling of 

electric and electronic waste. However they did not come to an agreement on 
the list of justifications to provide in order to ban the culture of GMOs on the 
territory of a Member State. With the upcoming reform of the Common 

Agricultural Policy CAP in view they insisted on the need to include an ecological element into direct 
aid to farmers. They finally adopted the conclusions on the follow up to the UN conference in Cancun 
in December 20:[0 and welcomed the publication by the European Commission of a road map to 
move forwards towards a low carbon economy on the horizon in 2050. 

!\~!. l £~£E.llE.!’:                                                       I I 
Dip!omacy : 
[.ibya 

j in a joint declaration on :[8th March the President of the European Council 
.~.iI photo non dispo Herman Van Rompuy and the High Representative Catherine Ashton supported 

the :[973 resolution of the UN Security Council which gave the green light to 
taking "all necessary measures" to protect civilians against the troops of Colonol 
Mouammar Kadhafi. After the announcement of a cease-fire on the part of the 
Libyan regime on :[Sth March Catherine Ashton organ!seal an exceptional press 

meeting during which she focused on economic sanctions and humanitarian support the EU might be 
able to provide. She also met the President of the French Republic Nicolas Sarkozy, Amr Moussa of 
the Arab League and lean Ping of the African Union in Paris in the evening of :[Sth March. 

Aviation 

j The EU and the USA concluded an agreement on :[Sth March with regard to 
.~.iI photo nondispo cooperation in the area of civil aviation security regulations. The purpose of the 

agreement is to enable the reciprocal acceptance of findings of compliance and 
approvals, promote a high degree of safety in air transport and ensure 
regulatory cooperation and harmonisation between the United States and the EU 

as regards airworthiness approvals and monitoring of civil aeronautical products, environmental 
testing and approvals of such products, and approvals and monitoring of maintenance facilities. The 
agreement will enter force on :[st May 20:[:[. 

Court of Justice : 

] In a decision taken on :[5th March the European Court of Justice gave details 

i~ photo non dispo over legislation applicable to cross-border workers. The decision states that 
the contract of a worker undertaking activities in more than one EU Member 
State is governed by the law of the country in which most of his professonal 
obligations occur notably in the event of a dispute. The aim of this decision is 
to provide the guarantee of adequate protection as part of Convention on the 
law applicable to contractual obligations. 

j The European Court partly invalidated the early closure of the blue fin tuna 
.~.iI photo non dispo fishing season decided upon by the Commission in 2008 with regard to French, 

Italian, Maltese, Greek and Cypriot purse seiners (use of a net.) The European 
Court of Justice did not challenge the ban on blue fin tuna fishing in itself which 
is designed to protect the species as a resource, but it did believe that there had 

been discrimination in favour of Spanish fishermen who explicitly enjoyed some days more fishing 
than their European competitors. 



Auditor’s Cour : 
Food 

j The European Court of Auditors published a special report on ~_6th March with 
.~.iI photo non dispo regard to the European Commission’s supervision of the veterinary controls on 

meat imports undertaken at border inspection posts. This system was 
introduced by 2004 regulations forming part of the so-called ’hygiene package’ 
which aims to ensure the highest level of food security in the EU. The audit 

concluded that the implementation of the 2004 ’hygiene package’ has been delayed and has still to 
be completed in important regulatory aspects. Moreover, substantial reductions in the levels of 
import controls were accepted in some ’equivalence agreements’ established with third countries 
which are not supported by reasonable justifying evidence. Finally it formulated a series of 
recommendations designed to improve the effectiveness of the veterinary supervision system of 
imports on meat. 

N~idear 

j In the wake of the nuclear events caused by the earthquake and the tsunami in 
.~.iI photo non dispo Japan German Chancellor Angela Merkel as well as Vice-Chancellor Guido 

Westerwelle announced on 15th March that they were going to launch an inquiry 
into the security of all German nuclear power stations. The oldest reactors will 
be brought to a standstill during the entire monitoring period. On 14th March the 

Chancellor announced a three month moratorium on the extension of the life span of German 
nuclear power stations recently decided upon by the government. During a Bundestag session on 
17th March she committed to stepping up the transition over to renewable energies. 

Austria : 
Women 

J On 15th March the Austrian government spoke in support of establishing a quota 
~iI photo non dispo of women amongst the management of state companies. According to the text 

the boards of state companies will have to include 25% of women in 2013 35% 
by 2018. The Parliament still has to adopt the text. At first the measure will 
depend on the good will of the companies involved. [t will only be as of 2018 
that sanctions may be taken if quotas are not respected. 55 companies are 
affected by the law, 44 of which are 100% owned by the Austrian State. With 

regard to this Pascale ]oannin, General Director of the Robert Schuman Foundation has published an 
article on Women’s Europe. 

[ 
] The Austrian Constitutional Court (VfGH) believed that the p ........ fa 

photo non dispo cross on a classroom wall in which most of the pupils were Christian was not 

contrary to the Constitution, in a decision delivered on 16th March. The VfGH 
said that the presence of a Christian symbol "did not mean a State preference 
for a particular religion or relgious belief" in the context of the separation of 
the Church and the State in applicaiton in the country. The judges stressed 
that the law explicitly sets the goal of teaching children the tolerance of all 

religions. 

j Danish Prime Minister Lars Rasmussen announced on 16th March that Denmark, 
.~.iI photo non dispo which is not a member of the euro area, hopes to join the "euro pact". "We are 

not selling our specificity, our freedom and our way of deciding on wages by 
taking part in the euro pact. And this is why we are going to work towards 
Denmark joining it," declared the head of government. "Our work with Europe 

will be closer when it comes to solving competitiveness problems which we are having to face. For 
this reason it is in our interest to take part rather than to remain exterior to it," he added. 

!\~!. I ~!~.~.E.!iE.!’~ 

Spain : 

j Spanish Development Minister ]os~ Blanco and Vice-President of the European 
.~.iI photo nondispo Commission for:[ndustryAntonioTajani signed a protocol agreement on 17th 

March for the establishment of a Galileo services centre. The installation, which 
will be in Torrejon de Ardoz, is a major success for the Spanish space sector 
and is the result of some very hard work. Spain is due to invest 4 million euros 

for the construction of the building. The European Commission has estimated the cost of the centre 
at 30 million euros. 

!\~!. I ~!~.~.E.!iE.!’~                                                       I- :l 

G8 

j The G8 leaders who met in Paris on 14th and 15th March did not agree on a 
.~.iI photonon dispo military intervention in Libya. The French Foreign Minister Alain ]upp~ admitted 

that he had not succeeded in convincing his partners with regard to this issue. 
France and the UK were the first to suggest the establishment of a no-fly zone 
or specific air strikes on 10th March on the eve of the European Council. The G8 
Ministers did however agree on immediate discussions within the UN Security 

Council in order to agree on a resolution which will increase pressure on the Libyan leader; they also 
insisted on the need to include the Arab and African countries with regard to any action taken in 
Libya. The Ministers adopted a joint declaration on the Convention on the ban of biological and toxin 



1 In application of resolution 1973 adopted on 17th March by the UN an 

photonon dispoj international coalition led by France, the UK and the USA started a military 
operation on 19th March against Colonel Kadhafi’s regime to prevent it from 
undertaking military action against the civilian population, notably in the 
opposition’s bastion of Benghazi. 

Read ICtherlink iOlher link 

Hungary : 
Get r~lany 

On 16th March German President Christian Wulff hosted his Hungary 
~i photo non dispo counterpart Pal Schmitt. They discussed bilateral relations, European integration 

issues, the euro, the situation in .Japan as well as in North Africa and in the Arab 
world. Mr Schmitt stressed the strong confident relationship that has been 

established between the two countries. He also met German Chancellor Angela Merkel and the 
leader of the Bundestag Norbert Lammert. 

Media 

j 30,000 people took part in another demonstration in Budapest on 15th March in ~iI photo non dispo support of the Freedom of the press in Hungary, in spite of the amendments 
made to the controversial media law. The mobilisation which was organised by 
internet has gathered strength in comparison with the previous demonstration 
which rallied around 10,000 people. Hungarian actor .]anos Kulka, one of the 

events organisers believed, that it was "the biggest civilian demonstration since the fall of 
communism. The organisers have asked the government to repeal the law. 

Ireland : 
Ta~<ation 

] On 15th March the new Irish Prime Minister Enda Kenny re-affirmed to 

:~ photo non dispo Parliament in Dublin that he would not give in over the business tax in spite of 
pressure on the part of his European partners. According to the Taoiseach the 
business tax rate that lies at 12.5% in ireland "is of vital importance for every 
member of this parliament and for every citizen of this country." 

Italy : 
150 years 

On 17th March ~taly triumphantly celebrated the 1S0th anniversary of its 
ii~iI photo non dispo unification but it lies divided because of old autonomist even separatist desires 

in the north of the country. "We are celebrating the best of our history. ~f we 
the Ttalians, had remained split between eight small states we would have been 
swept away by history- we would never have become a major European 
state," declared the President of the Republic Giorgio Napolitano. Later in 
Parliament he thanked all of those who had taken part in the celebrations 

marked by "pride, confidence and national unity." 

Latvia : 
Poland 

Latvian President Valdis Zatlers travelled to Poland on 14th and 15th March on 
:~:iI phot .... dispo the invitation of his Polish .... terpart BronislawK ....... ki. They di ...... d 

bilateral relations, economic cooperation, energy, as well as the partnership 
between the two countries as part of NATO and the EU. 

Read [ Othe:- link I. I 
Lithuania : 
Sweden 

On lBth March the Lithuanian President Dalia Grybauskaite met Swedish Prime 
~i photo non dispo Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt. She stressed that Sweden was one of Lithuania’s main 

economic partners and that it was second in terms of foreign investments in 
Lithuania. Active regional cooperation and good relations between the Nordic 
countries are one of the vital priorities of the Lithuania’s foreign policy. 

Read JOther link 

Malta : 
Divorce? 

Malta, the only EU Member State where divorce does not exist, will organise a 
:~:iI phot .... dispo ref .... d .... 28th May on the possible introduction of the latter into national 

legislation said the parliament on 16th March. During this referendum which is 
only of consultative and non-legislative value the 400,000 inhabitants of this 
island are called to express what they think about the possibility of being able to 

divorce after a period of separation of four years within a couple. 

I: :1 
The Netherlands : 
Russia 



Dutch Foreign Minister Uri Rosenthal was guest in Moscow to his Russian 
.~.iI photo non dispo counterpart Serguey Lavrov on 14th March. Their discussions focused on 

international events, notably the peace process in the Middle East and 
developments in the Arab world and the issue of Human Rights. 

Poland : 
RefcrmiElJ 

j On the initiative of the Polish and British governments nine heads of State and 
.~.iI photo non dispo government sent a joint letter to the Presidents of the European Council and the 

European Commission in which they plead in favour of economic reform within 
the entire EU. Apart from Mssrs Tusk and Cameron, the other signatories were 
Mssrs Rutte, Reinfeldt, Rasmussen, Ansip and Dombrovskis together with Ms 

Kiviniemi and GrybauskaiLe. In order Lo provide the Union with the sound base for strong, dynamic 
economic growth long term they set several priorities: of having an open full, open market for trade 
and electronic services as well as an energy marl<eL and to provide greater support to business. 

j The Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister of Luxembourg Jean Asselborn 
.~.iI photo non dispo travelled to Romania on 14th and 15th March; he met Romanian foreign Minister 

Teodor Baconschi. The two men discussed issues relative to the Eastern 
Partnership, the EU’s enlargement policy, the European Strategy for the Danube 
as well as Romania’s accession to the Schengen Area. 

Read I Othe:- ]ink I. 1 
UK: 
OECD 

J The "Economic Study of the UK 2011" published by the OECD on :L6th March 

~:~:i photo non dispo announced that economic growth will remain weak in 2011 and 2012 in the UK 
but the government is asked to continue its arduous task of balancing the 
budget and making structural reforms to bring the economy back on to a viable 

trajectory. "By taking difficult but vital decisions, the UK is guaranteeing that it will be able to 
continue to provide Britons with effective public services in the future," declared OECD Secretary 
General Angel Gurria. 

Read I Othe:- ]ink                                                                            I. l 

Macedonia : 
Albania 

j On 16th and 17th March Macedonian President Gjorge Ivanov made an official 

~i photo non dispo visit to Albania responding to the invitation of his Albanian counterpart, Bamir 
Topi. The two men stressed the importance of their political relations; they 
wanted to develop their economic cooperation. Mr Ivanov met Albanian Prime 
Minister Sail Berisha and re-iterated his desire for greater cooperation between 

the two States. 

j The International Court of Justice (ICJ) is looking into the dispute that has been 
photo non dispo ongoing between Macedonia and Greece for the last two decades over the name 

of the former Yugoslav republic. The hearing will last six days. The decision will 
be deliberated. 

Energy 

j The International Energy Agency published a report on lSth March on Norway’s 
.~.iI photo non dispo energy policy. According to the study, thanks to its major gas and oil 

production, Norway occupies a unique place in the world’s energy market. 
Moreover as the world’s third biggest energy exporter Norway is a major 
contributor to the security of countries which consume energy. The report finally 

confirms Norway’s place as world leader in terms of its work to reduce greenhouse gases and the 
development of new technologies. The Secretary of SLate, Per Rune Henriksen recalled after the 
publication of the report that Norway devotes more budget per inhabitant to research and 
development that many other countries in the world. 

Council of Europe : 
ECHF~ 

1 On 18Lh March the European Court of Human Rights concluded the non- 

photo non dispoj violation of the Convention in the Lautsi and others vs Italy case with regard 
Lo the presence of the crucifix in State school classrooms in Italy. According 
to the Court the upkeep of the crucifix in the classrooms by the Italian 
authorities was still within the limits of its room to manoeuvre which the 
country enjoys as part of its obligation to respect parents’ right to ensure an 
education to their children in line with their own religious beliefs. 

UN: 

j The UN Security Council approved a resolution on 18th March in support of the 
~:~iI photo non dispo use of force against the troops of Mouammar Kadhafi thereby opening the way 

to air strikes in Libya, In a resolution adopted by 10 votes and 5 abstentions 
(China, Russia, Brazil, Germany and India), the Security Council authorised the 



Member States "to take all necessary measures" in order to "protect the 
civilians and zones inhabited by civilians under the threat of attack in Libyan 

Arab Jamahiriya including Benghazi whilst excluding any type of occupation force." The President of 
the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy and the High Representative for Foreign Affairs, 
Catherine Ashton welcomed the resolution. 

j According to the first Eurostat estimates for the fourth quarter of 2010 the 
~iI photo non dispo number of people in employment increased by 0.1% both in the euro area and 

in the EU in comparison with the previous quarter. Employment rises were 
recorded in agriculture (0.5% in the euro area and 0.4% in the EU), finances 

and business services (0.3% in the euro area and in the EU) as well as in commerce, transport and 
communication (0.3% in the euro area and 0.2% in the EU). 

~ 

Inflation 

j In a study published on 16th March Eurostat recorded a rise over one year 
.~.iI photonon dispo 2.4 .o in the inflation rate in the euro area for February 2011 against 2.3 Yo in 

January. The annual inflation rate for the EU remained unchanged at 2.8% 
between January and February 2011. in the same month the lowest annual 

inflation rates were seen in Ireland (0.9%), Sweden (1.2%), France (1.8%) and 
the highest were in Romania (7.6%), Estonia (5.5%) and in Bulgaria (4.6%). 

Read 

I According to results of the Eurobarometer survey on retailer attitudes with 

~i photo non dispo regard to cross-border trade and consumer protection around 3/4 of the EU’s 
retailers used "distance" sales methods such as internet or telephone sales in 
2009. Ireland, Denmark, UK are the leaders in "distance" sales with an 88 to 
93% rate of retailers offering their goods and services via internet. Finally 

around 22% EU retailers said they sold their goods and services in other Member States. 

Studies/Reports : 
Arms 

j According to figures on the transfer of international arms published on 14th 

~:~:i photonon dispo March by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) the 
average volume of arms transfers in the world over the period 2006-2010 
increased by 24% in comparison with the period 2001-2005. Asia-Australasia 
was still the first import area over the period 2006-2010, with 43% of total 

imports followed by Europe (21%), Middle East (17%), the American continent (12%) and Africa 
(7%). India imported 9% of the volume international arms transfers over the period 2006-2010; the 
USA is still the world’s leading exporter of military equipment. 

Read I Cl:he! 

Singie P,’~a ri,:et 

j The Centre for Applied Policy Research of the University of Munich (CAP) has 

~:~:i photo nondispo published an analysis by Sebastian Schafferand Florian Baumann on the Single 
Market Act entitled "Single Market Act - Single Act for the Internal Market or 
Revitalisation for the Whole Project?" in which the authors look into the 
European Commission’s strategy to boost the single market as part of the 

Europe 2020 strategy. 

j The French Institute for International Relations (IFRI) has just published a paper 
photo non dispo entitled "Mieux governer la zone euro: le fragile compromis franco-allemand" by 

Christian Deubner. In this paper the author looks notably into the French and 
German influence over the European management of the crisis. 

~ 

j The Centre for European Policy Studies has published a study entitled 
.~.iI photo non dispo "Restoring Financial Stability in the Euro Area) by Christian Kopf, Director of 

economic research and investment strategy of the British group Spinnaker 
Capital. The author assesses and criticises four proposals: joint European 
bonds, temporary assistance to liquidity with multilateral funds, the purchase of 

debt by multilateral funds and the restructuring of debt. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Culture : 
E ~(h i bit[,:)n iL.:)n den 

The Royal Academy of Arts in London is devoting an exhibition to the drawings 
~i photo non dispo of Jean-Antoine Watteau (1684-1721). It is showing more than 80 drawings by 

the French artist and studies the development and mastery of his drawing 
techniques. The exhibition "Watteau: the Drawings" will end on 5th June. 

Read 

Exhibition.,’M h-o 



j Until 31st July the Maillol Museum in Paris is paying tribute to the sculptures of 
photo non dispo Catalan artist Joan Miro (1893-1983) better known for his paintings. As part of 

this exhibition entitled "Miro Sculpteur" the museum has brought together 99 
sculptures, 22 ceramic works and 20 drawings by Joan Miro. 

E>’hibitic, niMurfiah 

I The Alte Pinakothek in Munich is organising an exhibition devoted to Vermeer 
~iI photo non dispo "Vermeer in Munich. King Maximilien 1st of Bavaria, collector of the Ancient 

Masters" until 19th ]june, in which work form the private collection of the first 
king of Bavaria Max I ]joseph (1756-1825) is on show. He was a grand amateur 
of paintings by the Dutch Masters of the 17th century. This collection was sold 

by auction in 1826. Exhibition visitors can see the master pieces of Dutch painter ]johannes Vermeer, 
"The Woman Holding a Balance" (1664) as well as pictures by Jacob van Ruisdael, Willem van de 
Velde the Younger and Philips Wouwerman amongst others. 

Film Fe~tival 
I The 6th edition of the independent and art film festival "Europe beyond 

photo non dispoj Europe" is presenting both contemporary films and films from the 19e0’s, films 
that form the bedrock of the national cinemas of Southern, Central and 
Eastern Europe as well as Western Europe - Heros and Anti-Heros. 

Hungary,/Brussels 
As part of a programme devoted to Hungary, the Rotating Presidency of the 

~:~:i photonon dispo Council of the European Union, the Fine Arts Palace in Brussels (BOZAR) is 

showing 13 Hungarian films until 6th April 2011. Moreover until 3rd April 8 
modern Hungarian artists are exhibiting at the Fine Arts Palance on the theme of 
"The New Arrivals". 

Agenda : 

21st March 
"General Affairs" and "Foreign Affairs" Councils 
Extraordinary Meeting of European Energy Ministers 

23rd-24th March 
Mini-Session at the European Parliament 

24th-25th March 
European Council 

24th-26th March 
Informal "Environment" Council 

27th-28th March 
Informal "Education, Youth and Culture" Council 

31st March 
"Transport, Telecommunications and Energy" Council 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, Johanna Karl-]joubert, Camille L~pinay ; 
Thalia Bayle, Orion Devriendt, Mairi Friesen, Philippine Lef&vre, Marie Vaugeois 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale ]joannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. ~t encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 
conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr. Jean-Dominique Giuliani. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.of.Women.Faculty.&.Professionals@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 2:41 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~vfpall] Reminder: Call lbr Nominations, AWFP Mary. Turner Lane AwaJcd 

2011MTLAwardC allforNominations.doc 

Dear colleagues, 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals invites nominations for the 2011 Mary Turner Lane Award. Please see the attached flyer for details and 

consider nominating one of the many outstanding women you know. Our nomination deadline is Tuesday, March 29, 2011. 

Beth Millwood 

President AWFP 

2010-2011 

Elizabeth A. Millwood 

Outreach Coordinator 

5outhern Oral History Program 

410 E. Franklin St., CB #9127 

University of North Carolina at Chape! Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919.952.0560 

You a~e subscribed to this list, awt~oall, because you have been identified as a t~male thculty or professional staJt’member who is eligible to join or pa~icipate in 
activities slyonsored by the UNC Association tbr Women Faculty mad Prot~ssiouals. We use this general li st ve~ sparingly only to invite you to the tbur or live events 

we sponsor throughout tile year. If you would like to be unsubscribed, please elnail anne whisnaut@uuc.edu. 



2011 
Cal  for Nominations 
Mary Turner Lane Award 

We invite nominations for the Mar5, Turner Lane Award, given annually by the Association for Women 
Faculty and Professionals to a woman who has made an outstanding contribution to the lives of women 
on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. 

"Outstanding contribution" is interpreted broadly, touching all areas of the lives of women, including 
students, faculty, staff, and administrators, on our campus. It includes, but is not limited to, 
achievements that enhance women’s lives through the following: scholarship, teaching, leadership, 
health services, social sew’ices, political activism, professional advancement, program development, and 
staff support. 

The award is named to honor Mary Turner Lane, founding director of the Curriculum in Women’s 
Studies and the first recipient of the award. 

The nomination deadline is Tuesday, March 29, 2011. Please send nominations by email to Ruth 

Moose at rumoo@email.unc.edu that include: 

The nominee’s name 

A paragraph (or two) describing the nominee’s contributions to women at UNC and why she is 
deserving of the award 

Nominator’s name, department name and contact information (email, phone) 

This year’s recipient will be honored at our annual AWFP Spring Luncheon, which will be held on 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Carolina Inn, Old Well Room. 

2010 Etta Pisano 
2009 Laurie McNeil 
2008 Elmira Mangum 
2007 Jan Boxill 
2006 Diane Kjervik 
2005 Bernadette Gray-Little 
2004 Linda Dykstra 
2003 Sue Estroff 
2002 Anne Dellinger 
date unknown Marsha Collins 
date unknown Noelle Granger 
1997 Laurie Charest 

1996 Jane Brown 
date unknown Carol Reuss 
1994 Barbara Harris 
date unknown Margaret Anne O’Connor 
1992 Laura Gasaway 
1991 Beverly Whitaker Long 
11990 Shirley Weiss 
1988 Judith Wegner 

date unknown Mary Ellen Jones 
date unknown Patricia Wallace 
1986 Mar5, Turner Lane 



Interactive Theatre Carolina Program Assistant 2011-2012 

Position Description: 

Counseling and Wellness Services at Campus Health Services is currently seeking one paid, part-time, temporary Program 
Assistant to help with the continued development and implementation of Interactive Theatre Carolina. 

ITC Mission: Interactive Theatre Carolina uses scripted and improvisational theatre to promote health, wellness, and 

social justice in the University’ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill community. We believe that when audience members 

engage the characters and conflict on stage, they are more likely to explore and change their own attitudes and behaviors. 
ITC is a program of Counseling and Wellness Services. For more information about ITC, please go to: 

http :iicampushealth.unc.eduiitc 

Characteristic Duties and Responsibilities: 
o Assist with recruiting and auditioning student actors. 
* Assist with planning, conducting, and facilitating ensemble and individual rehearsals. 
. Assist with script development. 
~ Assist with marketing andpromotion, including development and maintenance ofwebsite, listserv, andfacebook 

fan page. 
~ Assist with coordinating logistics of performances. 
. Facilitatepublicperjbrmances, includingpost-performance conversations. 
~ Assist with program evaluation, including refining the inventory and entering/tracking data. 
o Provide informal mentoring for student actors as needed/desired. 
* Assist with strategic planning and program growth, including grant writing~ 
, Participate in departmental staff meetings, in-service training, and conferences as needed. 
~ Execute duties in keeping with the departmental statement of mission and purpose. 
* Work respectfully and effectively with students of various ages, cultures, and backgrounds~ 
, Assume other duties as needed 

Minimum Qualifications: 

A Bachelor of Arts degree from a nationally accredited institution. A Master’s degree in progress is preferred. 

Ability" to work 20 hours per week, including some weekend and evening hours. Monday’s from 5-7 pm are required 

when UNC is in session during the fall and spring semesters. 

Experience working in theatre and arts-based interventions, as well as developing and implementing programs. 

Ability to facilitate conversations with skill and sensitivity around a variety of health, wellness, and socialjustice 

issues in a public setting. 

Experience acting, directing, or script-writing would be ideal 

Skills maintaining interpersonal relationships and effective working relationships. 

Ability to work independently, follow-up on assignments, and take initiative on projects. 

A working knowledge of social justice ideals and cultural competencies. 

Compensation: $14 per hour 

Anticipated start/end date: Start date is August 1,2011. The ideal candidate would commit to work through 
August of 2012, but candidates who can only work through May of 2012 will still be strongly considered. 

Applications will be accepted umil April 14 at 5pro EST; review of applications will begin immediately. Submit a single 
PDF document including a letter of interest outlining specific examples related to position requirements, a current resume, 
and the names and contact information for three current references to Amy Burtaine at b._u_ga_i_._n_._e_(_a)~_n?.,_a_i__l__.___u__n__c__._~_d___u_ 

For more information about Counseling and Wellness Services, visit our website at __h_t__t_p_]_i_~__a_m_pusheakh.unc.edu. 

The University of North Carolina is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 



White Bean & Chorizo Soup, Locatelli Cheese, Marinated Artichoke & Toasted Pistachio Salad 

Carolina Crossroads Organic Mixed Green Salad, Choice of Dressing 

Shrimp & Grits, Pan Seared Prawns, Old Mill of Guilf6rd Stone Ground Yellow Grits, 
Benton’s Country Ham, Crispy Collards, Roasted Pepper Velour6. 

Middle Eastern Black-eyed Pea Cakes, Hillsborough Feta Cheese, Pickled Beets, Lentils & Rice, 
Green Beans & Cinnamon Tomato Sauce, Spiced Yogurt 

Oven Roasted NC Catfish, Shrimp lambalaya, Carolina Gold Rice, Batter Crisp Onion 

Slow Cooked Chatham County Heirloom Chicken, Maries Tomato Sauce, Giacomo’s Italian Sausage & 
Blue Hominy Ragout, Wild Mushrooms, Kale 

Espresso Rubbed Angus Beef Tenderloin, Potato Pur~e, Carrots, Asparagus, 
Smoked Bacon wrapped Belgian Endive, Toasted Chestnuts, Veal Demi--Glace 

Chocolate P’fitO, Amarena Cherries & Vanilla Sauce 

Cinnamon Raspberry Streusel Cake, 
Brown Sugar Sour Cream Ice Cream & Raspberry Sauce 

Trio of House Made Sorbets with Seasonal Berries & Shortbread Cookies 

c 
CAI OI INA  

AND BAD 

Winter 2011 

Crossroads Menus are guided by Principles of Sust:ainability 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Carolina ~ennifer.camlina@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:06 PM 

gradwomen@duke.edu; intlhouse@duke.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu; latinolis@duke.edu 

[GRADWOMEN:] Seeking Spanish-speaking summer program coordinator 

Hello! 

Duke’s Office of Durham and Regional Affairs is seeking a program coordinator for our four-week Stepping Stones summer program for rising kindergarten students 

at Y.E. Smith Elementary School.. The coordinator would be responsible for organizing the program with assistance from myself, and from Y.E. Smith staff. The 

program itself will run from June 27-July 21, but the coordinator would work in our office to prepare for the program for the two weeks prior. (6 weeks total 

commitment). We are looking for an energetic, hard-working and mature individual with a demonstrated interest in education. It is ideal that the coordinator be 

fluent in both English and Spanish. 

I’ve pasted a detailed job description below. If you are interested, please send your resume via email to me at jennifer.carolina@duke.edu. Please feel free to 

contact me via email with any questions about the position as well. 

Thanks! 

Jenny 

Jenny Carolina 

Senior Program Coordinator 

Office of Durham and Regional Affairs 

Duke University 

Box 104352 

Durham, NC 27708 

Fax (919) 613-5708 

j__e__n___o! f__e__£ c_a__r_o__EO__~_@__d_u_k__e__:__e___@. 

Donate to Duke’s Doing Good in the Neighborhood campaign at: 

community.duke.edu/employee?giving/index.php 

Duke’s Office of Durham and Regional Affairs is seeldng an energetic, hard-working and mature individual with a demonstrated interest in education to serve as 

program coordinator for our four-week Stepping Stones summer program for rising kindergarten students at Y.E. Smith Elementary School. The coordinator would 

be responsible for organizing the program with assistance from the Office’s Senior Program Coordinator and from Y.E. Smith Staff. The program itself will run from 

June 27-July 21, but the coordinator would work in our downtown office to prepare for the program for the two weeks prior. (6 weeks total commitment). It is ideal 

that the coordinator be fluent in both English and Spanish. The program coordinator would work 20-30 hours M-F (with a flexible schedule) the weeks of June 13th 

and 20th, and then from 7:45 or 8:00am to about 4:00pm, M-T during the four weeks of the program, (June 27-July 21). 

Specific duties include: 

Serves as the primary liaison between Duke University and school staff and faculty; facilitate regular Stepping stones staff meetings and co-coordinate 

joint Duke-SS meetings, as needed; relays information to relevant parties 

Handles disciplinary problems 

Collects attendance and follows up with parents of students who are not at school 

With support from school principal, ensures that bus route is running correctly on a day-to-day basis 

Create contact list of staff 

Assists parents in registering their children; Follow up with parents who have registered their students for kindergarten 

Answers phone calls/questions about Stepping Stones 

Distributes any materials to teachers that need to be sent home 

Checks in with teachers each morning and afternoon to see how they can be better supported 

Waits at car-rider drop off lobby to welcome students until 15 min after start of program 

Observes breakfast and lunch process to make sure every child gets food and support teachers that need extra set of hands 

Checks that all bus-riders are on the bus 

Visits each classroom in the morning and afternoon 

Is available to work with students who are misbehaving 

Creates paper work for program (sign in sheets, attendance logs, etc.) 

Assists in the creation of program schedules and curriculum 

Translates documents for teachers from Spanish to English 

Serves as a liaison between parents and teachers, as needed 

If you are interested in this position, please send your resume via email to [ennifer.carolina@duke.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <tim sanford@unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:31 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccof~c] FW: INFORMATIONAL: Ackland Art Mu~um Course Development/Course Enhaucement Granks 

CCO Instructors - 
We would like to make you aware of this opportunity from the Ackland Art Museum for some funding if you wish to make use of their collection in your courses. Unfortunately the funds 
are not available directly to teaching assistants, but fixed term facul~z and lecturers are eligible. 

Tun 

Timothy R. Sanford, PhD. 
Associate Director for Credit Programs 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Adjunct Associate Professor 
School of Infolrnation & Libraly’ Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
919-%2-2644 

919-%2-5549 (fbx) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv unc.edu] On Behalf Of culbert@unc edu 
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:17 PM 
To: San[ord, Timothy R 
Sul~iect: INFORMATIONAL: Ackhnd Art Museum Course Development/Course Enhancement Grants 

’];he Ackland Art Museum offers funding to support either new courses that 
directly engage with the Museum’s collection or revisions to existing 
courses that engage with the collection. The Ackhnd’s objective ~n 
offering these funds is to further integrate its collections into the 
academic curriculum of the University. 

’]7he maximum grant available is $10,000 Grants are available to faculty 
in any discipline. Tenured or tenure-track faculty, fixed term faculty, 
or lecturers may apply for these grants. The Ackland’s expectation is 
that the courses developed with these funds will be taught three or more 
times. ’]7he course should be taught for the first time during or before 
2012-13 academic year, and at least twice more within the next five 
years. 

Applicants should submit: 
* A brief description of the course’s ot~iectives, its rehtionship to 
the applicant’s teaching and research interests, the course’s 
significance for the curriculum, the type of course (e.g. first year 
seminar, honors seminar, undergraduate lecture course, graduate course), 
and estimated course enrollment. ~Ihe description should include a 
discussion of the role that works of art will play in the course and, if 
possible, the relevant objects or area(s) of the Ackland’s collection. 
*    Proposed budget and planning timeline. Budget may include expenses 
such as: instructor salary; graduate student assistance; supplies, 
course materials, and research related expenses. 
* Letter of support from the applicant’s department chair. 
* 2-3 page CV. 

Applications are due April 18, 2011 
Recipients will be notified May 2, 2011 
Funds will be available by June 30, 2011 

Submit applications to: 
Ackland Art Museun~ 
Academic Programs: Course Developrnent/Course Et~hanceruent Grants 
CB#3400 

For more itfformation please contact Caroline Culbcrt at 962-3342 or 

culbert@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Ackland Art Museum 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ;vant to receive mass emaih To set your reformational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m,v.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Inf,armation" 

--- You are currently subscribed to ccofac as: eunice@emaihunc edu To unsubscribe send a blal~ 
email to leave-28889494-3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589flSa959@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 7:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Earn GISP Credits by Paxticipating in the AAG Annual Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_j.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~ AAGeogmm B ..... 

AAG Annual Meeting 
SILAT]LF~, W!~SH1NGrON. I:’,PRIL i2.-I~.~, 2011 

Dear Prof, Eunice Sable, 

Below are a few highlights of the sessions and events being planned fer 
the week of April 12-16,2011, during the Annual Meeting of the 
Association el American Geographer in Seattle. 

If you haven’t registered yet, there’s still time to ioin your friends and 
colleagues in Seattle and interact with renowned schola~ and 

administrators from both inside and outside el geography. 

i~i Join Our Mailing List 

In This Issue 

Exhibil Hall 

~tions 

Re.q ster to attend exp ore the program, or add f e d tr ps and workshops 
to your plans. 

Earn GISP Credits by Participating in the AAG Annual 
Meeting 
A~tending provides several ways to earn necessary points for the ............................................................. 
"Centributions to the Profession" and "Education" cemponents ef 
becoming a G]SP. For mere ~nformation, Nease v~s~t ~.~sci.org/or 
s~op by the G]S Cer[]fica[bn ~nsfi[u[e booth k~ the Exh~N[ Hall a[ the 
Washington Slale Conventk)n Center dudng the AAG Annual Meeting. 



Visit the Exhibit Hall for Special Networking Events and 
the Latest Showcases in Publications and Technologies 

The Exhibit Hall is a vital part of the AAG Annual Meeting where 
members and attendees can learn about the most recen~ technical 
advances in the field, including cartography, GIS, and GPS. You’ll 81so be 
able ~o view and purchase geography-related textbooks ~nd publications 
wh~le meeting with publishers. V~s~t the exhibit hall pa#e for s ~st of 
exhiM~ors. 

Exhibit Hall ScheduJe 
Tuesday, April 12:8 p.m. ~o 9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 13:9:30 a.rn. ~o 5:30 p.rn. 
Thursday, April 14; 11 a.m to 9:30 p.m 
Friday, April 15:9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 

AAG Opening Night Reception 

Tuesday, April 12, 8:00 pro. = 9:30 p.m 

AAG Exhibit Hall: 6ABC, WSCC, 6th Fk~er 

This reception is an opportunity to see old friends and rneet colleagues at 
the outset of the AAG Annual Meeting. The reception is held in the 
Exhibit Hall where attendees will be able to see the variety of preducts 
and services available to AAG Annual Meeting attendees. See the exhibit 
_h__’_a_][#__a_.g__e_ for a list of exhibitors and floor plan. A Iree drink ticke~ will be 
provided in your registration packet. Please note: the free 
drink ticket can be used for this reception or for the International 
Reception. 

~nternational Reception in Exhibit Ha~ 
Thursday, April 14, 8:00 p.m - 9:30 pro. 

AAG Exhibit Hall: 6ABC, WSCC, 6th Floor 

Mingle with colleagues flora around the wodd at ~he International 
Reception in the Exhibit Hall. The reception will provide opportunities for 
all AAG participants to welcome overseas attendees and explore with 
~hem common interests in ~eaching, research, and service. A Iree drink 
ticket will be previded in your registration packet. Please note: the free 
drink ticket can be used for this reception or for the Exhibit Hall 
Opening Reception. 
For’ more information abou~ the annual meeting program and events, visit 
vwvw.aag.org/annualmeeting or register to attend. 

Take a Field Trip to Explore Seattle and the Pacific 
Northwest 
Field trips and excursions are an excellent way to meet and exchange 
ideas with colleagues and fdends while learning about Sealtle and 
Pacilic NorthwesL Here are a jus~ Iew examples of the Iield trips currently 
available: 

Catastrophic Missoula Floods and Central Washington’s 
Channeled Scablands 
The Crossing-Over Place: Indigenous Histories iniof Seattle 
Seattle Rail Transit and Transit-Oriented Development 
Vancouver and Whistler, British Columbia: Seeking Sustainability 

Visit the AAG site fer a complete list of field trips te resewe your space 
or add a field trip if you already registered. 

Traveling to Seattle 
Seattle is easily accessible by air, car, rail, or bus. AAG has arranged 
special discount rates for annual meeting a~tendees through Arntrak, 

American Airlines, and Avis and Hertz car rentals. Visit ~he 
Transportation pa.( e for details and available offers. 

Check with your favorite travel site for ~he lates~ deals. Here are some el 
the estimated low fares found on the Intemet: 

U.S. A# Fa[es* 

From Rate From Rate From 

Atlanta $362 Detroit $481 Phoenix 

Houston 
i Boston $304 (IAH) $341 Raleigh 

i Chicago 
$402 LosAngeles $252 San Diego 

(ORD) 

Rate 

$358 

$371 

$269 

Member Rates 
Regular: $315 

Student: $185 
Retired: $185 
1 Day Pass: $235 

Non-Members 
Regular: $435 
Student: $235 
Companion: $140 
1 Day Pass: $235 

~ister Now 

About Seattle 

X Space 

See the About 
Seattle page online 
for AAG Newsletter 
articles on Sea,tie 
and the Pacific 
Northwest. Also see 
the Map of Seattle for 

the locations of ~he 
meeting venues, 

hotels, and other 
points of in~et~st. 

About the Meeting 
Join fellow 
geographers, GIS 
specialists, and 
envir~)nmental 
scientists for the 
Annual Meeting of 
the Association of 
American 
Geographers in 
Seattle for the very 
latest in research 
and applications in 
geography, 
sustainability, and 
GlScience. Read 
more... 

View the Program 
The seamhable 
program includes an 
agenda of sessions, 
plenary speakers, 
and specialty group 
meetings. You can 
browse the program 
by presenter, 
keyword, title, or 
specialty group. You 
can also view 
sessions by day 
using the calendar of 
events. 

View the program. 



i(DFVV) 
~:z/MI(EWR) 

$391(OAK)Francisc° $1 

i .... I Washington 

*Source: Fly.cam. Retrieved Marci~ 14, 201 !. All Pa~es are subject to change. 

Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply These fares reflect round trip travel on April ~ 1 

alld April !7, 20! 1 

Train Fai’es** 

Eugene 
1598 I Salem 

LosAngeles 
15262 ITac°ma 

Portland 
I $60 I Vancouver, BC 

**Source: AmL[ak com. Retrieved Ma[ch !4, 2011. Ali fares are subject to ci~ange. 
Restrictions, taxes, and tees may apply. These fa[es reflect round trip L[avel on April ! 1 

and April !7, 20! 1. 

We look fo~,ard to seeing you in Seattle, 

Sincerely, 

Oscar" Larson 
Assoc[atk)n of American Geographe.rs 

Connect with us: ~ ~ ~ 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

[ 

This email was sen~ to eunice@emaiLunc,edu by meetinq@aaq.orq :: 

Update ProfiJe/EmaiJ Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privao/Policy, 

Association of American Geographers i ~710 :!.6th Street NW i Washington :: DC 20009 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lgutierr <lgutierr~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:30 AM 

Gutierrez Escobar, Laura Maria <lgutierr@email.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] prueba 

pmeba 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@ema]l.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:54 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] March 23 & 24: Presentations on Latina Immigrants m~d Citizenship 

Coll March 23.pdf 

Kath{een Col~, S~anford Un~wrs~W 
~emak~ng C~t~zensNp: LatOna ~mm{gra~t~ and New American 

March 2g, 2011 

Globa~ Education Center, Room 4003 

5:~0 - 7:00 pm 

Weaving ~:he stores oF Men,can and Central American women with h~story and analysis of d~e ard:Fknmigrant upsurge in 1990~ Ca~ih:~rnh~, I<athk~en Coil wH~ d~cuss 

the impact of re[:orrn ~egislat~on on ind~vidua~ women’s ~K~es and their engagement #~ grassroots £oHtica~ organizing. Drawing on Latina knm~grants’ accounts of 

persona~ and poHtica~ transformation, Coil argues for a reformuK~don of our definitions of citizenship and 

Sponsored by the Curriculum ~n Women’s Studies, the D~versity Incentive Fund, the ~nst~tute for the Study of the Amedcss, and the UNC Program in Latina!o 

Studies. 

Kath{een Col~, S~anford UniversiW 

K~a Caldwe~, UNC-Chapel Hill 

March 24, 2011 

Globa~ Education Center, Room 3009 

Kath~een Co~ snd Kis CsldweH will discuss their ~nvolvement in Lhe h~ter-Un~vers~ty Working Group on Gender snd Cultural Cit~zensNp and the dynamics of 

collaborative {:em~nist research. Col{ and CaK~weH are co-editors of Gendered Citizenships: Tronsn~tiono/Pe~’spectives on Cuiture, Adivisn’~., ond Knowledge 

Production (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). 

~The time of th~s presentation has been changed from 4:00 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 



Wednesday, March 23, 2011 
5:30 - 7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

Weaving the stories of Mexican and Central Amer- 
ican women with history and analysis of the anti- 
immigrant upsurge in 1990s California, Kathleen 

W0menisStudiesitheDiversi~ Coll will discuss the impact of reform legislation 
n centi~ ~ 

Institute forthe Study of the on individual women’ s live s and their engagement 
ArnericasiandtheUNCPr0gramin in grassroots political organizing. Drawing on La- 

tatina~0Studies! tina immigrants’ accounts of personal and political 
transtbrmation, Coil argues for a retbrmulation of 
our definitions of citizenship and politics. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jOordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting Dr. Firoze Ma~ji, Editor-n-CNef, Pambazuka News 

perfect -- see you then -- or tonight[ 
On Mar 23, 2011, at 6:14 AM. Sahle, Eunice N ~vrote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Wednesday at 10 30am follo~ving a meeting which I am inviting you to 
- I ~vill confirm location later today - with Selassie, Nzongola, 
Boyd, and Pier and I - on Wednesday. Beyond having a dialogue 
with Firoze on developments in the continent and the African 
Diaspora - he has a great interest on this theme as a result of 
which he launched Pambuzaka in Brazil a few- years ago - the meeting 
is mainly geared to a discussion of his proposed launch of 
Pambazuka North America Molly Kane, who will be the Editor-in- 
Chief of Pambazuka North America will also attend the meeting 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Joseph Jordan [fl~ordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 21,2011 3:33 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Su~iect: Re: Meeting Dr Firoze Manji, Editor-in-Chief, Pambazuka News 

Eunice -- what times doe he have available on his schedule’?? 
On Mi~r 20, 2011, at 8:07 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wr~Xe: 

>> 

>> Dear Joseph, 
>> 

>> Greetings. Kindly ignore the email I sent a couple of days ago I 
>> completed the paper work at the Stone Center and all is well. 
>> 

>> I write to kindly see if you’ve time to have a coffee with Dr. 
>> Ma@, Editor-in-Chiel; Pambazuka News and ]2~under of Fah ainu 
>> publishing during his visit to UNC during the week of March 27. I 
>> think it would be excellent if the two of you met Kindly let me 
>> know In addition, please join us at the forum on Ali’ican social 
>> movements on Apri] ] - see attached poster 
>> 

>> With best wishes, 
>> F, unice <flyer-a frican-social-movem ents2-3 jpg> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 
jfj ordan@email.unc.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sor~ia Haynes Stone Center 
University of b.-otth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 
j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lgutierr <lgutierr~email,unc,edu> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:24 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Harvest of Dignity: fannworker tbcused event, the 29th of March 

Harvest of Dignity to Premiere at Galaxy Cinema 

Ne~v film exposes harsh working, living conditions for NC farm and 
poultry workers 

Raleigh, NC - In recognition of National Farm~vorker Awareness Week, the 
Farmworker Advocacy Network will host a double documentary screening on 
Tuesday, March 29. Harvest of Shame (1960, CBS) highlights the plight 
of farmworker families traveling the eastern migrant stream Harvest of 
Dignity (2011, Minnow Media) focuses on North Carolina, providing an 
in-depth look into the lives of the people who harvest our food today 

What: Screening of Harvest of Shame and NC premiere of tlarvest of Dignity 
Where: Galaxy Cinema, 770 Cary Towne Blvd., Cary, NC 27511 (map) 
When: Tuesday, March 29th, 7 pan. 

The screening will be followed by a panel discussion featuring NC farm 
workers and filmmakers. Tickets are $5, and can be purchased at the 
door or online at: mygalaxycinema.com 

About the films: The 1960 film Harvest of Shame will set the stage for 
the evening. The last televised documentary by North Carolina-born 
journalist Edward R. Murrow, Harvest of Shame delves into the myriad 
social, health and labor issues faced by Americans working in the U.S. 
agricultural system. 

Harvest of Dignity combines interviews with North Carolina farmworkers, 
advocates, faith leaders and educators, documentary photos and 
interviews collected by Student Action with Farmworkers and clips from 
the original Harvest of Shame documentary. ~Ihis film was produced in 
collaboration with the Fanmvorker Advocacy Network s Harvest of Dignity 
campaign to reform conditions for N.C. field and poultly workers. The 
film is in Spanish and English with subtitles. 

For nrore information about the Hal~’est of Dignity campaign, visit 
ncfan.org. 

-- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@enraihunc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28892385-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listser,~.unc.edu 



The Sonja Baynes Stone Center 

for Black Culture and Histol,/ 

Sprh g 2Oll African Diaspora 
Lecture 
Guest speaker: Amina Salum All, ambassador 

from the African Union to the United States 

FqLij Share on Facebook I [] Send to a fllend I []Share on 

I.~!.t_t_f!_r_: 

Wednesday, March 23 at 7:00p.m. 

Stone Center Hitchcock Room 

Her Excellency Amina Salum Ali, ambassador from the 

Afllcan Union (A.U.) to the United States (U.S.), will deliver 

the spring African Diaspora Lecture this Wednesday, March 

23. Her talk will take place at 7 p.m. in the Stone Center’s 

Hit@cock Multipurpose Room. 

[ ~ Her 

] Ambassador ExcellencyAmina Salum All Ali serves 

as the 

Permanent Representative of the A.U. to the U.S. and 

works on behalf of its member states to accelerate socio- 

economic integration of the continent, promote peace and 

stability, and build partnerships with all segments of civil 

society. Her office also supports the African Diplomatic 

Corps to strengthen partnerships with the U.S. 

government and its agencies, the Bretton Woods 

institutions and the Organization of American States. 

Ambassador All earned both her bachelor’s degree in 

economics and MBA in marketing while studying in India. 

She was a long-serving member of the Tanzanian 

Parliament and has held a number of ministerial positions 

in its government, including Minister of State in the Office 

of the Chief Minister in Zanzibar. Ambassador All also 

served as a board member of institutions such as the 

Tanzania Telecommunication Company and Mzumbe 

University and established various capadty-building 

institutions including the Institution of Finance 

Administration and the Presidential Fund for Self-Reliance. 

As the A.U.’s first female ambassador, Ambassador All is 

dedicated to advocating for women and children. She is 

the founder of Zanzibar Women Welfare Trust, an NGO 

that supports women and children in the struggle to 

combat devastating health issues such as HIWAIDS. 

Ambassador All is also a member of IDB Bank’s Eminent 

Women panel to mainstream development policies for 

women in the bank. 

The African Diaspora Lecture is an annual series that 

presents lectures, roundtables, and debates on a variety 

of subjects from the African diaspor& Past lecturers have 

included Anthony Bogues, Abdul Alkalimat, Micere Mugo, 

% Milestones spring 2011 



and Fatimah Jackson. 

Co-sponsored by the Department of Women’s Studies 

and the African Studies Center. 

Watch video of our 

recent programs on 

The 

Stone 

Cente#s videos on Vimeo 

~Find us on Facebook 

~ Follow us on Twi~ter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Amelia DeFosset <damelia@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 11:42 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Carolina t~r Amm~i to welcome John Ondeche 

Carolina for Amani to welcome Jotm Ondeche as guest lecturer and visiting social entrepreneur in residence. Mr. Ondeche is the director of the 
New Life Home - Kisumu and serves as a member of the Kenyan National Adoption Board. 

Monday, March 28 
Dey 206, 8 p.m: 

The Roosevelt Institute is sponsoring a conversation with John Ondeche ~egarding the development and progression of children’s rights and adoption legislation in 

Kenya, drawing on Mr. Ondeche’s expertise from his experience serving on the Keny~m National Adoption Board. 

Friday, April 1 
Gardner 08, 2:15 - 3:15 p.m: 
UNC’s Depa~ment of Economics and the Center ~br Global Initiatives is spon~mng a conversation with John Ondeche on developmenL entrepreneurship, policy, and 

other pressing issues in Kenya. 

For a Mr. Ondeche’s full schedule while at UNC and for more Carolina for Amani events please see: 
/ http:/Tw~a¥.momanabbott.conv’p iohn- ondeches- schedule.html 

Amelia DeFoss ~’t 

Program Assistant 

African Studies Center 

3114 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of Nor~h Ca~elina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

globalevents@unc.edu 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Reservation 75066 tbr At~can Studies Center begilming 3/30/2011 

FedEx Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Campus Box 3268 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 
United States 
919-962-2435 

Confirmation 

Customer 

Eunice Sal 

African Studies Center 

301 Pittsboro ST, RM 3104 Global Education Center 

CB 7582 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Reservation: 75066 

Event Name: African Studies Meeting 

Status: Confirmed 

Phone: 843-0129 

Fax: 843-2102 

Email Address: eunice@email.unc.edu 

Event Type: Meeting 

Bookings / Details Quantity 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM African Studies Meeting (Confirmed) Room 2010 

As is/Previous Set for 10 

Anyone using space within the FedEx Global Education Center MUST adher~ to the attached use policy. Please read it thoroughly. All rooms must be left as you found 
them with chairs returned to their proper place, trash and recyclables taken to the dumpsters on Pharmacy Lane, and tables wiped down. Building hours are weekdays 8am 
to 9:30pm and Saturdays 8am to 5pm except during holidays and reduced summer hours. Exterior doors are locked and elevators do not function during non-building hours 
unless security is hired. Contact Holt Woodruff at (919) 962.2435 or globalevents@unc.edu <mailto:globalevents@unc.edu> <<mailto:globalevents@unc.edu>> with 
questions. Please sign out at the front desk at the completion of your event. A checklist for cleaning each room is attached. Email globalevents@unc.edu 
<mailto:globalevents@unc.edu> if you need to cancel or modify your reservation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Mail Delivery Subsystem [MAILER-DAEMON@smtpsrvl.isis.unc.edu 

3/23/2011 5:48:11 PM 

bandersl@email.unc.edu 

Undeliverable: Meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji on Wednesday 

Meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji on Wednesday 

Your message 

To: 

Subject: 

Sent: 

Lambert, Michael C; Barbara Anderson 

Meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji on Wednesday 

3/23/2011 5:47:40 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

bandersl@email.unc.edu 
A communication failure occurred during the delivery of this message. Please try resending the message later. If the 
problem continues, contact your helpdesk. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:48 PM 

Lmnbert, Michael C <mlamber~email.~mc.edu-~; Baxbara Anderson <b aJ~derson@unc.edu> 

Meeting with Dr. Firoze MaNi on Wednesday 

Dear Michael and Barbara, 

I write to invite you to a meeting with Dr. Manji and a few other folks working on African and African Diaspora issues on Wednesday March 20 between 9.30am-:t0~30am at 
GEC2010. Beyond sharing introductions, Dr. Manji will share his vision of launching Parnbazaka North America. 

Kindly let me if you can attend. Thanks vePl much for supporting his visit. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting ruth Dr. Firoze Manji on Wedne~tay 

Got it. Yes, I have it on in5’ caJendar. Thanks. B 

On 3/23/2011 1:50 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

The message below bounced, hence this second attempt, 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 2:47 PM 

To: Lambert, Michael C; Barbara Anderson 
Subject: Meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji on Wednesday 

Dear Michael and Barbara, 

I write to invite you to a meeting with Dr. Manji and a few other folks working on African and African Diaspora issues on Wednesday March 20 between 9.30am- 
20.30am at GEC2020. Beyond sharing introductions, Dr. Manji will share his vision of launching Pambazaka North America. 

Kindly let me if you can attend. Thanks very much for supporting his visit. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Gi~bal Educa~:ion C~’nter 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[[c~" 

(919) 843-2102 lax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www. qlobal, unc. edu/af rica 



~orea~ Porest Agreement 

A Forest of Blue: Canada’s Boreal Forest, The World’s Water Keeper 
Stretching across the continent, Canada’s boreal is the most intact forest remaining on earth, providing a vital 
source of biodiversity, food and cultural resources to rural communities and slowing the process of global 
warming. A study by the Pew Environment Group brings together decades of research on the forest and its 
water reserves. Read 

War for the Woods: Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement 
Rick Boychuck of Canadian Geographic delves into the Boreal Forest Agreement to find out how 
environmentalists on the one side and the forestry industry on the other were able to find common ground and 
sign the historic agreement, the largest of its kind in history. Read 

Visit the official website of the Canadian Boreal Forest A.qreement. 

Canada’s Boreal Forest 

Canada’s Boreal Forest (Photo: D. Langhorst, Ducks Unlimited 

Cross-Boundary Environmental Collaboration 

Environmental Collaboration: Lessons Learned About Cross-Boundary Collaborations 
Kathryn Bryk Friedman and Kathryn Foster, both from the University at Buffalo Regional Institute (State 
University of New York), examine cross-boundary collaboration, dissecting eight case studies that illustrate 
both formal and informal collaborative initiatives in environmental issues spanning the United States, Canada, 
and Mexico. Read 

In Search of Relevance for Canadian=Mexican Energy Relations 
A new policy brief published by the Canadian Foundation for the Americas (FOCAL) explores 
opportunities for energy cooperation between Canada and Mexico. Such bilateral - or, when appropriate, 
trilateral - cooperation is a pre-condition to ensure the continued competitiveness of North American 
countries, argues the report’s author, Lourdes Melgar. Read 

British Columbia, Montana Sign Agreement to Protect Glacier, Waterton Lakes National Parks 
A recent agreement between the Governments of British Columbia and Montana will safeguard against 
environmental damage in the Flathead River Basin - including Glacier National Park in Montana and Waterton 
Lakes National Park in BC. By signing the agreement both governments also pledged to work on climate 
change issues and renewable energy solutions. 

Read the announcement by the Government of British Columbia 

Read about the a.qreement in the National Parks Traveler ma.qazine 

Top EnvironmentN Research from Canadian Universities 

North America’s Top Campus Sustainability Project Officially Opens 
The University of Northern British Columbia is officially opening a bioenergy plant on campus today that is 
making the University a national leader in renewable energy. The University of Northern British Columbia 



bioenergy plant takes wood waste that is already being produced at a local sawmill and converts it to enough 
energy to heat the University and reduce fossil fuel consumption by 85%. The new facility joins a wood pellet 
system on campus, which opened in 2009. Read 

Northern Peatlands a Misunderstood Player in Climate Change 
University of Alberta r~searchers have determined that while the influence of Northern peatlands on the 
prehistoric record of climate change was overestimated, the vast Northern wetlands must be watched closely 
as the planet grapples with its current global warming trend. Alberto Reyes and Colin Cooke were PhD 
students in the University of Alberta’s Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences when they began 
their research into the response of Northern peatlands to climate change. Read 

The Connect2Canada team produces Canada Watch as a summary of news from Canadian think tanks and universities The articles in 

this newsletter are from Canadian and American websites, and the opinions expressed do not necessarily represent the views of the 

government of Canada 

For comments or suggestions, please email us at academicrelations@canadianembassy.org. 

Share this alert 

with others >> 

Sign up for alerts 

Manage your 

subscriptions 

Unsubscribe >> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Pier <dpier@unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Re: Meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji, Pamb~uka News 

That sounds great Eunice. I will be there. 

On Mar 23, 2011, at 1:55 PIVI, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear David and Lydia, 

Greetings. 

I write to kindly invite you to a meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji on Wednesday March 30 between 9.30am-:t0.30am at the GEC20:t0. The meeting has two 
objectives: sharing our research interests and hearing his vision of Pambazuka North America. 

Kindly let me know if you can attend. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:24 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] RFP from UNC Partnership tbrNational Security 

From: GrantSource Library [mailto:qs@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 1:[:03 AN 
To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: US Army RFP for Civil Affairs Assistance on Topics Related to National Security 

Please share with your faculty this Request for Proposals (RFP) from the UNC Partnership for National Security, which focuses on matching 
education, research, and training needs of the U.S. Military with UNC system subject matter experts. 

The UNC system has received this RFP for Civil Affairs Assistance to identify expertise within the system to provide short-courses in support of the 
US Army’s Civil Affairs mission and to conduct development projects involving Civil Information Management and associated technologies. 

Requirements identified by the 95th Civil Affairs Brigade include: 

Assistance identifying measurable indicators of political, economic or social instability 

Statistical analysis of field polling results 

Trend identification and analysis 

Request for Information (RFI) tracking system 

African studies 

Agricultural and resource economy 

Effective writing 

Developmental economics 

Value chain analysis 

Political science 

Communism to democracy 

Construction and engineering management 

All training will be conducted at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina or at a relevant campus, as required. Faculty will be compensated for their time and 
travel. 

Letters of interest, including the qualifications of the team conducting these projects and training and a description of how the project or short- 
course would be implemented (including a syllabus), should be sent to Kimrey Rhinehardt, Vice President for Federal Relations at 
kwr@northcarolina.edu. Faculty may contact Dr. Tom Losordo, Faculty Advisor for Military Affairs (UNC GA), directly at 
tlosordo@northcarolina.edu for more information on a specific project or short-course. 

For details including contact information, see the full RFP online at http:/!www.northcarolina.edu/frc!mil!civaff.htm. Thank you. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of this request. 

Kimrey Rhinehardt 
Vice President for Federal Relations, UNC System 

Bazbara Shaw Andezson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Leetuz~’z, DeperLment ~f AfrJden and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

UniversJLy of North Carolina 

Chapel Hili, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-i406 ollice 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 

www. global, unc. edu/af rica 





Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edus, 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:30 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting with Dr. Firoze MaNi on Wednesday 

Dear Eunice, Thanks for the invitation and this is something I would love to attend. I assume you meant Mar 30 which unfortunately is the only Wed morning I have that 

is not open. I do look forward to meeting Dr. Manji that Thursday evening. 

Regrets, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Proi~ssor of Africmi Studies and Anthropology 

Director of Undergraduate Studies for Africmi Studies 

University ofNorfl~ Coaolina at Chapel Hill 

Campns Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Mar 23, 2011, at 1:47 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <em~ice~b~emaAl.mac.edu> wrote: 

Dear Michael and Barbara, 

I write to invite you to a meeting with Dr. Manji and a few other folks working on African and African Diaspora issues on Wednesday March 20 between 9~30am- 
10.30am at GEC20:~0~ Beyond sharing introductions, Dr. Manji will share his vision of launching Pambazaka North America. 

Kindly let me if you can at-tend. Thanks very much for supporting his visit. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweile~@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Dear Eunice, 

My class is at 22, so if we do meet at 20: 25;, we’ll need to leave soon thereafteL ThaWs fine with me - I just want to make sure and Dr. Manji are aware of thaL 

Otherwise, this sounds great. If there are reading he would recommend for the class to look at, I would be grateful if he could pass them along. 

Thank you. 

Jonathan 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 6:24 AM 

To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Dear Jonathan, 

Thanks for the suggestions~ 

I think he would be more comfortable discussing the media and human rights struggles in contemporary Africa and situating this theme in the context of struggles for 
democratic rule in North Africa~ Let me know if this fits your seminar. 

On another note, I have been asked to participant in a scholarship review committee that morning, thus T will not be able to bring Dr. Manji to your seminar. The committee 
meeting begins at 20.00am. Kindly let know if you have time to meet with him and         - she would like to seat in your class and she works for Pambazuka News - 
before your class so that you can all go to your class together? In that regard, would a 20.25am meeting at Jack Sprat work from your end? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2022 2:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Dear Euni(:e, 

IL would be great for Dr. Manji Lo come next Tuesday, Lhe 29th. This week, we are discussing democraLizaLiotL i~bera~ democracy, etc~ So, for hh~~ Lo come next 

week stud talk about Northern Africa ~n terms o[: globa~ democratic trends, if he ~s con#:ortaNe doing that, wou~d be great. Since ~ had p~armed to ta~k about human 

rights next week, do you think he m~ght also be interested ~n talking about human rights h~ Africa including, perhaps, ks relationship to democracy there. 

f[ aH of that ~s too Ml.-over-the-.place, that’s fine. 

Sincerer% Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan We~er 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Global Studies, UNC Chape~ HH] 
CB#g253 

Fedex Gh:~bsl Educa[:io[~ Cet~[:er 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3263 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Merit= Wednesday, March ~6, 205~ 4:$2 PN 

Te= Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject= Dr. Firoze Nanji 

Dear Jonathan, 

The guest lecturer would be Dr. Firoze Manji, the founder of Pambazuka News and Fahamu Publishing. He was born in Kenya but left in the Moi and is based in London. Below 
is a link to Pambazuka News and I can also send his brief CV if you decide to forward. No worries if a visit by him does not suit your class. 

http://www, pa mbazu ka.org/en/ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2021 1:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: oops 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you re-send me your phone#? I accidentally deleted it. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 



Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweile~@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Hi Eunice, 

If he doesn’t have readings to recommend, that will be fine. If you consider him to be a compelling speaker who will have interesting insights into what is happening now in 
Egypt, Libya and elsewhere and if he can put that in some broader context, that would be great. 

As a reminder, the class runs 75 minutes. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 4:02 PM 

To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Dear Jonathan, 

I will let them~ They are busy in New York now and moving on D~C shortly, but I hope to touch base with them soon. 

I am not sure about him recommending readings because he is on the road and I did not indicate this to him earlier when we discuss the possibility and the general nature of 
220. Ummh, T am starting to wonder if his visit to your seminar is a good fit given that students in 210 do expect readings. He is visiting my seminars and he is mainly focusing 
on struggles for gender rights in one, and offering commentary on Pambazuka’s coverage of the social protests in North Africa in other seminar that focusing on social 
movements in Africa and the African Diaspora. I did not ask him to submit readings for these visits other than indicating what we have covered in the last few weeks. 

You know me well, thus feel free to let me if his visit to your class would be problematic. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 3:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Dear Eunice, 

My class is at 11, so if we do meet at 10:15, we’ll need to leave soon thereafter. That’s fine with me - I just want to make sure and Dr. Manji are aware of that. 

Otherwise, this sounds great. If there are reading he would recommend for the class to look at, I would be grateful if he could pass them along. 

Thankyou. 

Jonathan 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2012 6:24 AM 

To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Dear Jonathan, 

Thanks for the suggestions. 

I think he would be more comfortable discussing the media and human rights struggles in contemporary Africa and situating this theme in the context of struggles for 
democratic rule in North Africa. Let me know if this fits your seminar. 

On another note, I have been asked to participant in a scholarship review committee that morning, thus I will not be able to bring Dr. Manji to your seminar. The committee 
meeting begins at 10.00am. Kindly let know if you have time to meet with him and         - she would like to seat in your class and she works for Pambazuka News - 
before your class so that you can all go to your class together? In that regard, would a i0.15am meeting at Jack Sprat work from your end? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 1:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Dr. Firoze Manji 

Dear Eunice, 

It would be great for Dr. IVlanji t.:_~ come next [tmsdav, the 29th [h~s week, we are discussing democrat~zatkm., i~HberM democracy, eLc. So.. ~or him to come next 

week arid tall< aboui: Northern ~frR:a #~ l:errns of gk?bal dem.:?cratic trends, if he ~s comforLab]e doing that, wou~d be greai:. Since ~ had ]?k~nned to talk about human 

rights next week, do you think he m~ght also be interested ~r~ Lalking about human rights ~n Africa inck~d~ng, perhaps, ~ts relationship to dernocracy Lhere. 

~[: aH of that ~s too all--over-the-place, that’s [:~ne. 



Sincerely, .Jonathan 

Dr..Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undersn~duat~:_~ SLudies 

C-:lobal Studi~-’_~s, UNC Ch~pel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex G~obal Education Cen~er 

Chapel H~[I, NC 27599-3263 

F~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Se~t: Wednesday, Harch [6, 20~ 4:~2 PH 

Te~ Weiler, ~onathan D 
Subject: Dr. Firoze Hanji 

Dear .Jonathan, 

The guest lecturer would be Dr. Firoze Manji, the founder of Pambazuka News and Fahamu Publishing. He was born in Kenya but left in the Moi and is based in London. Below 
is a link to Pambazuka News and 1 can also send his brief CV if you decide to forward. No worries if a visit by him does not suit your class. 

http: !!www. pa mbazu ka.org!en! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Weiler, 3onathan D 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: oops 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you re-send me your phone#? I accidentally deleted it. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

Dr. Jonathan Weiler 

Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Global Studies, UNC Chapel Hill 

CB#3263 

Fedex Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:10 PM 

Department listserv ~aflJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] FW: MaJcch - April Commuter News 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 20:t:t 4:59 PM 
Subject: March - April Commuter News 

PARKING COORDINATORS - Please distribute this information. 

If you’re experiencing problems with the new ti~rmat you can view it in your brewser by clicking here’. 

MARCH APRIL CON b, L.TER NEWS 

MARCH-APRIL TRANSIT SERVICE 

SMARTCOM1VIUTE CtlALLENGE APRIL 1st - JUNE 

ZIPCAR AND ZIMRIDE 

OPEN BIKE WORKSHOP ............................................................................. 

BE A TRIANGLE TRANSIT AI~IBASSADOR 

Y A__N____P__Q_O__L____S__=__C_A_R_P_O_O_L_.__S___~_A__N_D____M__O_R_E__ 

CAP MERCHANT NEWS 

INVITE YOUR FAVORITE MERCHANT TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CAP PROGRAM 

March-April Transit Service 

Chapel Hill Transit Good Friday Holiday Schedule 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will operate a Saturday schedule on Frida); April 22, 2011, in observance of the Good Friday holiday. The following Saturday reutes will 
operate: CM, CW, D, FG, .IN and T. The Saturday U and NU routes will not operate. 

On Saturday, April 23, 2011, the U and NU routes will not operate. On Sunday, April 24, 2011, the U route will begin at 1:50 p.m. at the Carolina Coffee Shop 
and the NU reute will begin at 1:45 p.m. at the PR lot. 

Sate Rides will operate as normal on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. 

CHT administrative offices will be closed and will reopen on Monday, April 25, 2011 at 8:30 a.m. The Regional Call Center will be open to provide schedule 
information frem 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Friday, April 22, 2011. Cus~tomers will be able to reach the call center by calling CHT’s cus~tomer service line at 
919.969.4900 (press option 1). 



CttT will return to regular service on Monday, April 25, 2011. 

~Fhe Regional Call Center provides schedule inibrmation. Cus~tomers may reach the call center by calling 919-485-RIDE (7433). The GoTriangle.org website 

oilers a handy regional trip pl~mner and all intbrmation required to get around without a personal automobile. RedetineTravel.org is a site designed with students in 

mind. 

][’he Chapel Hill Transit Customer Service phone number is 969-4900 and the website is chtransit.org. Click !)__e!_e_. to find a lis~ of common destinalions 

accessible by Chapel Hill Transit. and ._h_e__r__e_ to access links to all route Chapel Hill Transit route Inaps and timetables. 

For complete details on route maps told time tables, call Chapel Hill TrmLsit at 919-969-4900 or visit w~x~v~chtransit.oro_. 

Frian~e Transit 

Yriangie Transit Customer Service phone number: 485-RIDE. Their website is www.triangletransit.org. Click here to see the Triangle Transit service calendar 

and here to access links to all Triangle Transit route maps a~Ld timetables. 

Friangle Transit operates regional service from 6 a.~n. to 10:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Saturdays. Triangle Transit does 

NOT operate bus or shuttle service on Sundays. 

Other Transit Providers 

Pie&nont Authority for Regional Transportation serves the counties west of Orange County. There is a wealth of informalion about PART services here. 

For ilffonnation about public trm~sportation in Chatham Counij~, please go to the Chatham Trm~sit Network web site here. 

Smart Commute Challenge April 1st - June 1st 

the 2011 SmartCommute Challenge, highlighted by Bike to Work Week May 17th - May 20th, will run from Friday, April 1 st through Wednesday, June I st. Keep 

an eye out tbr a special edition of this newsletter tbcusing on the Challenge! In the mean time, visit here to see the amazing prizes at play tbr those who pledge. 

Zipcar and Zimride 

Zimfide 

Save green by going green this EaCh Day! 

]7his Ea~’th Day, April 22nd, you call help your wallet and the environment at the same time by using UNC Zimride! Add your commute and start carpooling at least 

a couple days a week. You can indicate if you want to be the driver or the passenger, and the community is private to UNC! 

Add your ride today: http:iizimride.unc.edu 

Zipcar 

Did you know that each car shale Inember reduces their personal CO2 emissions by between 1,100 and 1,600 pounds per year? Join Zipcar and do your part to 

)reserve Mother Eal~th this Earth Day’! Learn mole at v~vvw.zipcar.corn/unc. 

Open Bike Workshop 

~njoy the outdoors. It’s warmin~ up! 

Cyclists are gearing up for outdoor events, so get ready- to join in on tile fun! If your bike’s been in the garage all wintel: you might want to get a tune-up. The 

ReCYCLE~ in Chapel Hill has all open workshop Sunday from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. on the backside of 108 North Graham Street. Be sure to stop by! 

Be a Triangle Transit Ambassador 

Want to encourage others to use alternative transporl:ation? An Ambassador would work with Triangle Transit to help new riders get accus~tomed to using transit. If 

~ou ride Triangle Transit regularly and are interested, fill out a pa~4Acipation tbrm’. 

Carpools, Vanpools, and More 

Van openin~ - GrahanL to Chapel Hill 

Van leaves Lowe’s Foods in Graham at 6:30 a.m. and returns at 5:00 p.m. We drop offat Ambulato~~ Care Center aa~d the hospital/dental school area around 7:10 

a.m. Van leaves the parking lot in front of the dental school to return to Grahmn at 4:20 p.m. If CAPS pa~icipant, cost is $39.1Tmonth. Please contact Deannie 

Holt at dholt"~email.unc.edu or 966-4260 if interested. 



CAP Merchant News 

Cafe Driade 

Cm"fe Driade Barista & Carrboro Coflbe Roasters employee Michael Harwood wins the 2011 Southeast Regional Baris~ta Championship! 

Southeast Regional is one of 6 regions in the U.S. that fos~ters the developlnent of the Barista and the coffee indushT through a competition ibnnat with the goal of 

increasing education and skill level ibr all. This culminates with the United States Barista Competitior~ Held in Houston, TX from 4/28- 5/1; which will select a 

Nationed Champion to represent the U.S. in the World Compelition. 

For more info go to : www.usbaristachampionship.org 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

Chapel ttill Tire Car Care Center is now olt~ring CAP participants FREE FI,AT REPAIRS, ROTATIONS, AND TIRE BALANCING for the life of your tires 

when you purchase a set of tbur tires. That can add up to over $300 in savings over the lit~ of your tires. Ask about our ti-ee pick up and delive~ of vehicles at the 

park and ride lots. Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center is the area’s only CneenPlus certified repair thcility. For more intbrmation email us at 

cpcrew@chapelhilltire.com. 

I’hese are all benefits av~lable to CAI paNcipants from Chapel Hill Tire Car Center, the eaea’s only 58 year old ihmily owned car care business. Go to 

~_~?~3_~i:_c__lr_a_~[_h_j_l_[t_[Le_:__c_~_?__n_)_ or email ._c_R_cj/_e_!~i@_c__I!~!__h__i_[!_t_j___m__:_c_~!A Ibr mole mtbnnation. 

We appreciate our local CAP merchants. These merchants offer discounts to CAP folks with the display of the CAP Merchant ID Caacd. In these tough economic 

times, that is coming in especially handy. Alternatively, they donate prizes we use to surprise CAP participants when they leas~t expect it. In return, we thank our 
merchants publicly and oiien. 

rhese merchants know that CAP participams are more likely to be oat exploring and discovering their shops or restaurams than axe those who drive here from 

another part of the region, park outside the office and drive home. These merchants hope you’ll stop by. Please do, and don’t forget to say hello for us. 

Fhe Ibllowing merchants cmxentl5 offer CA1 discounts OR they have given us prizes for us to give away throughout the year. We use these donations to surprisc 

CAP participants with special thanks, "just because". 

As long as the merchant has a website up, we have a link to it below. To find out details on how each one of these merchants participates in CAP, visit the merchant 

list on our website by clicking here. 

Bandido’s Mexican 
4-11 West Back Alley Bikes 

Cafb 

Bear Rock Catb Ben and Jerr,/-’s Cafe Dfiade 

C--’:~r--~-?!~-~-a--j3--!-e--~’-e--!~’-- Q-a-!R!JY-~-a---I--r--m Chapel Hill Tire 

Fosters - in Chapel 
Dail’/Grind Flying Bumto 

Hill 

Great ttarvest Bread Co. I Love NY Pizza Internationalist Books 

Jack ~    ’ ’ " ¯ Sprat s Caie, Jaluka Natural Bistro Jerse’/Mike’s 

_J_9___hj_~_r_~.y_211: ~ !~i!J:__~[__h__e_ Meditenwaean [)eli 

Carolina Store 
Mez 

................................... 

Open Eve CaI~ Oriental Garden Panera Bread 

SANDWHICH 
_Q_ __d__~_?_N___M____e_~i_c__~___m___~:~!l_. &~e~v,9 

fip___a__n___k__~_;%R____e_~_m___u__~:~_r_~__t_ 

Squid’s Restaurant Stadent Stores Tandoor Indian 

Res~urant 

[_l_’__h__e___!_:__o_Rt?_j=’_izk_a__~:~[1. The Pita Pit [[_(,_]_t_~__Y___.in Chapel Hill 

The Bicycle Chain The Clean Machine Town Hall Grill 

Townsend Bertram. and                        Weaver Street 
Trilassa la Tiattoria 

Co. - .......................................... Market 

Thanks f!)r supporting UNC’s Commuter Alternative Program. 

Invite YOUR Favorite Merchant to Be a CAP Merchant 

I’o increase your likelihood of getting a surprise gift Ibr being in CA][ or a discount where you normall5 shop, help us recruit merchants! Do you have a local 



restanrant or other business that you would like to see on thi s list? If ~, contact ns and we’ll send you a ve~ nice invitation k) haJ~d to the merchant next time yon 

pay them a visit, fill have more impact coming from you - the customer. Just email us your name a~d campus address and we’ll get it right over to you in campus 

mail. 

Finally, if you want an online copy of some of this alternative transportation news each month plus other Public Sa£eb~ News, check the Department of Public Sa£ety 

Home page at ~_~y_:_c_l_p_._s_:_t_~__n_c__:_e__c_l__u___.. Click on the Weeldy Updates entry located in the middle of the list on left hand margin of the web page. We 
hope this #formation is helpful to 3,our department. Please email .c_i_ql?_@~__t__n_c_:__e_d__’_u- or call the Department of Public Safety at 962-3951 with additional 

questions. 

Yon axe currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: ennice,~;email.tmc.edn. 

T 
o unsubscri be click here: _l~t_!~?_/_/_’ ]_i_ _s__t_ ~ :_ _u_n_ _c_’_ : _e_ st___u__/L~2 ~ ist____~ __2_ ~ ~ _1_ __6__(_ }__8_ :__e_ _8__ _7__’_@_ _l_ __a___5_ __8_ _3___2__._3__1. 2 __5__4__! }__e_ _l__~ __6_:_a__d_a_ __7_ __7_ _0_a_ __7_ _._9_ _8__ _d__G _~ ___[ ~’___&_’_ ]_____a_~t_ iJ :_4 _f__a_~ __&__ ~?_____2_ __8_ _8__ ~__6___1_ __8_ __8_ 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28896188- 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(?~listser~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 5:19 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
[afriafam] FW: Triangle Dance Festival for Aids 

TDFA 2011.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: bisarya [mailto:bisar~email.m~c.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 8:24 PM 
To: Nyang Oro, Julius E; Gore, Tmvis 
Subject: Triangle Dance Festival for Aids 

Hello, 

We would appreciate if you could pass along this attachment about Triangle Dance Festival for AIDS this Friday to your department. 

Thank you, 
TDFA 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.unc.ed~#a?id=323(~1608.egTa91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&~=T&l=a~i~am&o=288%247, or send a 

blank email to leave-28896247-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu. 



You are cordially invited to the 

boundary breaking arts & health event of the season... 

Friday, March 25th at 7:00 pm 
Memorial Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill Campus 

Come one, come all! TDFA 2011" 
Together A// Things Are Possib/e 

HOST & GRIOT: "Baba" Chuck Davis 
of the Chuck Davis African American Dance Ensemble 

Gaspard Louis & An|anee Bell 
"Deux" by Pilobolus Dancer & Choreographer, of Durham & NYC’s Gaspard Louis & Dancers 

Tony C. Johnson’s "Acceptance" 
Live Original Music Performed by Nia Hampden, Victor Webb, & Poet Kim Arlington 

A 12 year old girl must confront her father about HIV diagnosis - where are we in the mix? 
A commissioned piece by Choreographer Tony C. Johnston 

Diali Cissokho~ Kora Player 
A Special Appeal to Community Leaders, Elders and Faith Groups: 

Who will stand against the silence which spreads HIV? 
led by Renowned & Soulful West African Kora Player, the young Diali Cissokho 



Too Sick Ent.~ Youth Hip Hop 
6t~-8t~ grade Dancers from Johnston County blow up the stage with freshest moves... 

honoring 2011 TDFA Partner, UCAN United Clayton Area Youth Network 

Denise Mbani~ Poet 
Statewide Touring Poet Denise Mbani of Johnston Co. brings depth and wisdom .... 

Mara’s Circle 
Commissioned from MALA WI "Stories of AIDS Through Music" Project 2012 

feat. new work by Dancer Leah Wilks, Original Piano by Kaitlin Houlditch-Fair 

ROSE 
We will never be kept from dance: Elders share a traditional African "basket dance" 

nosi DANCE theater feat. POETIC MIKE 
A commissioned collaboration from AADE’s Resident Poet and the (show some LOVE) dancers... 

p!us more performances by 

Duke University’s Defining Movement [DEFMO], 
UNC’s miscONcEption, Bhangra Elite, 

EROT spoken word, Cadence, Kamikazi, Inversions 

TICKETS 
*Suggested donation: 

$5 (students, kids, seniors) 
$10 (anyone who can afford it!) 

To reserve seats call the Memorial Hall box office: 
(919-843-3333, lOam-6pm) 

or visit The Pit 

Gerrard Hall 
Jazz Reception with FREE Food from Local Restaurants 

End the evening at the... 

@ Club 157 

$5 to sip ! $7 to dip before midnight 

More information at 

http.//smtes.google.com/smte/tr angledancefest valfora d$/home 



(HIV/AIDS Organizations call/text 706 513 7707 for reserved tickets) 
[Faith Leaders/Groups, Business & Cultural Leaders, call/text 919 607 5533 

to sign up for special reception in evening performances ] 

ALL ~r~cee~ ~e~e~ direct-service 

UCAN (United Clayton Area Network for Youth) 
NORTH CAROLINA: HIV/AIDS & YOUTH EMPOWERMENT 

Counseling, Support & Capacity Building through self-love, self-respect, grassroots organizing. 
Supporting youth and families in Johnston, Harnett & Lee Counties of NORTH CAROLINA, 

fighting HIV/AIDS, ST-I/ST-Ds & Drug Addiction, preventing alcohol & substance abuse, gang & 
domestic violence, promoting women’s rights, civil rights & social justice. 

DIG (Development in Gardening) 
ZAMBIA: HIV/AIDS & ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 

DIG at Carolina "s mission is to support & sponsor micro-gardens in HIV-affected communities located 
in developing countries. Through micro-gardens, currently in UGANDA, KENYA, TANZANIA, NAMIBIA, 

SENEGAL, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, NICARAGUA, and ZAMBIA, we are able to provide sustainable 
nutrition and a safe environment to these communities, thereby improving their health & well-being. 

UNC Center for AIDS Research 
UNC Student Government 

UNC Diversity and Multicultural 
Affairs 

UNC Residence Hall Association 

UNC Center for Global 
Initiatives 

GlobeMed at UNC, 
GLBTSA 

UNC’s LGBTQ Center 
157 East 

BREAKING BOUNDARIES. CELEBRATING A STRONG + VIBRANT TRIANGLE ARTS COMMUNITY 

WITH A FOCUS ON DIGNITY + WHAT’S WORKING IN THE LOCAL & GLOBAL FIGHT AGAINST AIDS. 

COME DRESSED & READY to CELEBRATE for the TDFA 2011 THEME: 
TOGETHER ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE! 

SEE YOU THERE! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 6:08 PM 

Department lis~serv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat?am] FW: ttR Digest: March 22, 2011 

03.22.11 hffonnation tbr Employees.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 22, 201:~ :k26 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] FVV: HR Digest: March 22, 201:1 

-I-O: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department{S}o 

¯ Full text of a~l articles in the weeklv digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

Mar. 24-25: Employee service awards pickup 

Mar. 25: OLED award nominations due 

Mar. 3~: NCNex reimbursement claims due ............................................................................... 

Mar. 3i: UtEAD agpli~ations due (deadline extended) 

A~r. l~: Employee ~orum’s peer reeogNtion award nominations due 

A~r. ].5: U~A manager of the year award nominations due 

Apr. 20: H~ Fadlitator qua~erly meeting 

A~. 22: Spring holiday 

U~A ~anager of the Year Award Nominations ~ Call for ~embers (~_[~_~_~.~ 

The University Managers Association (UMA) is now accepting nominations for the 2011 Manager of the Year Award. Selection is based on University career 

accomplishments; both inside and outside normal job responsibilities or a specific accomplishment made within the past twelve months that has been of major 

significance. The specific accomplishment cited may be inside or outside of the nominee’s primary area of responsibility. Nominations will be accepted through 

Friday, Apr. 15. 

Employee Forum’s Peer ~e~ognition Award Nomination (Conta~ Chris Meine~ke) 

The Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nomination forms are due by 5 p.m. on Friday, Apr. 15. For further information please visit the Employee Forum’s 

website or email committee chair Chris Meine~ke. 

Em~ik Christie davis@unc.edu 

Webs~e: http://hr.unc.edu 

Fmm~ Davis, Christie Wyne~e [mailto:christie_davis~unc.edu] 

Sent~ Tuesday, March 22, 2011 l:13 PM 

To~ Human Resources Facilitators 
Su~jeet~ [hffac] HR Digest: March 22, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the ~ttachment t~tled "HR Employee ~nformatgon" w~th~ your department{s}. 

¯ Full text of al~ art~des ~n the weekly d~gest ~s available ~n the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

~ar. 24-25: Employee service awards pickup 

Mo~~. 25: OLED award nominations due 

Mar. 3~: NCNex reimbursement claims due ............................................................................... 

M~. 3t: .~_~__~99J~_~_~_~9~. (de~dl~ne extended) 

ADL ~: Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nominations due 

Ap~. ~.S: UMA manager of the year award nominations due 

Ap~. 20: HR Facilitator qua~erly meeting 

Apt. 22~ Sprin~ holiday 

UMA Manager of the Year Award Nominations & Call for Members (~_~_~_~E~.) 

The University Managers Association (UMA) is now acceptin~ nominations for the 2022 Manager of the Year Award. Selection is based on University career 

accomplishments; both inside and outside normal job responsibilities or a specific accomplishment made within the past twelve months that has been of major 

significance. The specific accomplishment cited may be inside or outside of the nominee’s primary area of responsibility. Nominations will be accepted through 

Friday, Apr. ~5. 

Employee Forum’s Peer Recognition Award Nomination (Conta~ Chris Meinecke) 

The Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nomination forms are due by 5 p.m. on Friday, Apr. 25. For further information please visit the Employee Forum’s 

website or email committee chair Chris Meine~ke. 

Employee Service Awards Pickup (Conrad, Aimee Krans} 

The University recognizes and expresses appreciation for the long-term service of permanent SPA and EPA Non-Faculty employees. 



HR Facilitator Quarterly Meeting (Contact, Kathy Bryant) 

The next HR Facilitator quarterly meeting will be held on Wednesday, Apr. 20, at 2:30 p.m. in 0111 Carroll Hall. Please add this to your calendars. Agenda items will 

be sent out prior to the meeting; please send any items that you would like to have discussed to . _K_ _a_ _ _t_ _h_ _y_ _ _ _B_ _r_ k’_ _a_ _ _n_ _t_. 

[maik Christie davis@unc.edu 

W~bsit~: http:i!hr.unc.edu 

You a~e currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: eunice,~;email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n T&I ati]afarn&o~8896414 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28896414-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada270a798d(?~listserv.unc~edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, March 22, 20 ! ! 

Mar. 25: OLED award nominations due .............................................................................................................. 

Mar. 31: NCFIex reimbursement claims due ................................................................................................................................ 

Mar. 31: ULEAD applications due (deadline extended) 
Apr. I 5: Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nominations due 
Apr. I 5: UMA manager of the year award nominations due 
Apt, 22: Spring holiday 

UMA Manager of the Year Award Nominations & Call for Members 

FROM: University Managers Association 

The University Managers Association (UMA) is now accepting nominations for the 
201 I Manager of the Year Award. Selection is based on University career 
accomplishments; both inside and outside normal job responsibilities or a specific 
accomplishment made within the past twelve months that has been of major 
significance. The specific accomplishment cited may be inside or outside of the 
nominee’s primary area of responsibility. Nominations will be accepted through 
Friday, Apr. 1 5. 

Current University faculty or staff members can submit nominations. UMA 
membership is not a requirement for the nominee. With the exception of current 
UMA board members nominations are open to all permanent full time managers 
with two or more years of University service. See the UMA website to obtain a 
nomination form and for more information on eligibility. 

If you are a manager or supervisor, consider joining the University Managers 
Association (UMA) professional development organization. UMA is an organization 
of managers from UNC and NCCU that offers professional development and 
networking opportunities for University mangers at all stages in their career. For 
more information about UMA or how to join please visit our website or contact 
Chris Meinecke at 91 9- 962- 6830. 



Employee Forum’s Peer Recognition Award Nomination 

FROM: Chris Meinecke, Employee Forum 

The Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nomination forms are due by 5 p.m. 
on Friday, Apr. 1 5. For further information please visit the Employee Forum’s 
website or email committee chair Chris Meinecke. 



UNIVERSI=TY 
MANAGERS 
ASSOCIATION 

2011 UMA MANAGER OF THE YEAR A\VARD 
IN OM I NATI0 N FO R.M 

1. University career accomplishments, both inside and outside normal job responsibilities. 

2. A specific accomplishment made within the past twelve (12) lllonths that has been of major significance. The specific 
accomplishment cited may be inside or outside of the nominee’s primary area of responsibility. 

AW current UNC Chapel Hill faculty- or staff may submit a nomination. 

With the exception of current UMA Board Members, nominations are open to all permanent full time University 
Managers with two or more years of se~xice. For a current list o[ Board Members, please visit 
Lt..t..~>//...u.....m..:.a.......u....n.~..c.~A£u../.~..d.~!~.%c....t...~.~.~;:.s.‘~#i~> 
In a short paragraph of 100 words or less, summarize the nominee’s accomplishments and why he or she should 
receive this award. 

The UMA Morale and Recognition Committee will review all nominations to ensure that they meet the criteria 
~or nomination. Eligible nominations will be ~orwarded to the UMA Board for the final selection. 

The winner ~vill be announced at the UMA 2011 Annual Meeting on Wednesday, May 25, 2011 at 2:00pm in Hyde 
Hall. For more information, contact Anne Schwarz or Chris Meinecke or go to the UMA website. 

For Office Use Only [date received: 

Chilis kleh~ccke~ Co-C[~air 

Rhone: 962--68 Kt FAX: 962-11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

courthey <courtlaey@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji, Editor-in- Chiet; Pambazuka News 

Dear Eunice, 
Great to hear from you’. I ~vill plan on seeing you and Dr. Manji next 
Wendesday, and will get some background from       beforehand. 
Also, I want to to invite you to the event I organized listed below; 
someone from the Colombian Peace Cormnuni~ I worked with will be here April 
4th 
Hope you are doing well, 
Chris 

The Institute for the Study of the Americas and Fellowship of 
Reconciliation presents: 

Struggling for Peace Amidst War: A courageous experiment in nonviolent 
resistance 

A talk by Colombian Community Leader Jestis [~milio Tuberquia on the 
experience of the Nobel Peace Prize-nominated Peace Community of San Jos~ 
de Apartadd 

Monday, Apri[ 4th @ 5:30 PM 
GIoba[ Education Center, UNC, Room 1005 
Reception to follow in GEC 1 st Floor l,obby 

For the past five decades, a war has raged in Colombia, ensnaring thousands 
of civilians in a violent conflict In 1997, eight hundred small farmers 
claimed their territory as a neutral civilian communi~ and refused to 
cooperate with any artned group of any form (including military or police). 
S urviving threats, massacres, the disappearances of over 170 communi~" 
members and food blockades perpetrated by various armed actors, the Peace 
Community of San Jos~ de Apartadd has succeeded in building a nonviolent 
cotranunity in resistance 

’]7his event is co-Sponsored by the I)uke-UNC Rotary Center, UNC (;enter For 
Global ]nitiauves, UNC Global Studies, Social Mi~vements Working Group, 
Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group and 
Co unter-Cartographies Collective 

On Wed, 23 Mar 2011 19:45:10 +0000, "Sahle, Eanice 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Dear Cl-tris, 
> 

> Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> At any rate, I write to invite you to a meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji on 
> Wednesday 2~alch 30 at GEC~010 between 9.30am-10.30am. Manji has been 
> involved in various struggles for social justice in Kunya and elsewhere. 
At 
> the meeting he will araong other things share ideas on a proposed project 
to 
> launch a North American version of Pambazaka. who unfortunately- 
> will be miss the meeting because of class responsibilities - can share 
more 
> details cuncerning Manji’s work if you wish. 
> 

> I hope to see you then and in other events linked to his visit to UNC 
next 
> week. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalaute, Erailio <edelvall@eraail.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:17 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <srawg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[srawg01 ] Mili~zed Masculinities, US Iraperia]isra & Transpacific Eucounters 

~u~young Ve~rnica K~m 
The C~ty University of Ne~, Yorh 

Thursday, ~arch 31, 5:30 pm 

FedEx G~oba~ Education Ce~ter, Room 1 
In August o~ 1950, two menths a~ter the outbreak of the Kerean Vv~r, the ~Sth Infantry Reg~merfi -- an N~-.vokmb~er Puerto Rican regiment o~the Umted States Army --was 
d~spatched to fight ~n what wi~ be (d~s)remembered as ~he ’~orge~ten war." ~1: waa precisely in this war, whish wou~d set ~he kme ~of US Cok~ War potk:y ~n ~he PasNs, ~ha[ ’if’he 
Bodnqu~ne~rs" (a nickname for the 65th Infantry Regiment) b~c~me recognized ~s braw and ~oyN Amedc~n soldiers. ConsequentiN~y, ~n ~ts preceding wars owrse~s, th~ US 
military wouM ~ely heavily on ~ts co~on~a~ subjects turned natio~al soldiers. How did the Korea~ War p~ovide the ~ecessa~$, geopolitical condition fo~ the tra~sformat~on of 
suspect colomaf subjects rote braw~ patdcd~c nationN soldiers? ~&~at is ~he rela~km between US neom~)ehal ~)o~k~y ~n Seuth Korea and ~ts colonial rule of Puer[o Rico? "[’h~s 
talk w~tl address these ques[kms by ~ocusing on the multiw~kmt rela[ionship between military labo~ and mascufine sexuali[y h~ ~he ow~Happ~ng conb~xl:s o~ class/racial 
strafifica~on~ the urbanization and primitive accumulation of Puer[o Rico under the guise of moderNza[ion, the r~sing ~r~nsna[ional an[icornrnun~sm, and ~he neoco~on~zing 
capitalist bg~c of US poficy ~n Asia. The first ~a[t of the talk w~ll analyze the US state’s role ~n the mobil~atio~ of coloNal work~N~class rune sexuN~ty as m~lary ~abor, a~d 
[he sesond ~)a[t, w~l e>:pfere Em~k) Diaz Va~c~rseFa ~lerary representatk)ns o~ Pue[to Rican rnH~ta~y ~aber ~n lhe Korean Vv~r, ~n particular his aho~t ator~es "E~ sokJado 
Dambn Sanchez" and "Pfeceae en diciembreL 

Sponsored by UNC-CH’s Latina/o Studies Speakers Series and the Institute for the Study of the Americas 

Emilio del Valle EscalanLe 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 
University of No[th Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Webpage: hL’tp: /iw’ww.unc.edui,~edelvall 

* -- You are currently subscribed to 

srawg01 as: eunice~b~eraa~l.unc.edu To uusubscribe send a blank eraail to leave-28899243-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57tiz7@listserv.unc.edu 



Assistant Professor =- 

Philosophy 
Department of History 

Texas A&M University, Kingsville 

Posted Feb. 22, 2011 

Postdoctoral Teaching Fellowship 

(Visiting Assistant Professor 

Level) -- Western Heritage 

Program 
Division of Interdisciplinary Studies -- 
Western Heritage Program 

Carthage College 

Posted Mar. 2, 2011 

LecturerlSenior Lecturer -- Prose 

Fiction 
Department of English 
University of Auckland 

Posted Jan 5, 2011 

2 Faculty Positions (Lecturer and 

Assistant Professor) -- English- 

Chinese and Chinese-English 
Translation 

School of Humanities and Social 

Sciences -- Division of Chinese 

Nanyang Technological University 

Posted Nov. 4, 2010 

Professor -- French 

School of European Languages & 

Literatures 

University of Auckland 

Posted Dec. 8, 2010 

Date Posted 

Mar I0, 2011 

Job Title 
Visiting Faculty Positions - College of Innovative 
Learning 

Department 

College ol h~novative Learning 

Department Webs{to 

htt p://~v.utoledo.ed u/coil 

Univers~, of 
Toledo, OH 

A ppt 

Open [Jn~ Fifted 

Position Start Date 

Au(.. 15, 2011 

Job Categories 

Adjunc~N’isitin9 
Professor 
Visiting Professor 

Apply By £-mail 

mailto:Ben.Pryor@utoledo.edu? 
subject=Visiting Faculty 
Positions - College of h~novative 
__L_@__a_!:r_!j_n_g__’_a__t____A__c__’_a___d__e__Ln__Lq_K__~y s ~ c o m 

Academic Pietds 
Interdisciplinary Studies 

The Univer’siIy of "I’ot~,~do .se~,~ks applications ~i)r’ visiIing IaculIy pesitk)ns in lhe College of 
~nnovat~ve Learning. 

The College of Innova[ive Learning is based on six commi[ments: outcomes-based 
assessmenL blended learning as [he pre~erred mode of interaction, faculty as 
a challenge-based approach to curr~cuh~m, open accesa and ~he leamh~g community as 
~nsfitut~onal bas~s for the distribution of college resources~ Suoces~fiu~ applicants w~]l 
denlons~rate willingness to ~ccept and creatively ad~pt [o these commitments. 

Faculty in COIL will be integral to UT’s "first year experience" and will work alongside faculty 
in UT’s "Areas of Excellence," [e advance integrative learning for new and continuing 
s[udents across UTs e~ght colleges. Focus will be on s[uden[ learning h~ the UT core areas 
of ~nfom~a[ien ~l:eracy, cd~icat ~hh~k~ng, communk:atbn, quant~b~ive reasoning and social 
and political responsibility; thus, we welcome applicanls from the humanities, h~fom~ation 
sciences, ar~s, natural sciences ~nd soci~ sciences. Interd~sc~plina~ approaches are 
particularly wek:ome. 

All COIL faculty will use media and communication technologies in order to enhance student 
learning. Succesdul applicants will demonstrate willingness and ab~fity to crea~e a positive 
teaming environment through engagement, presence and mentorship Faculty work will be 
associated w~th the creation and execution of COIL experiences, hs a highly flex~Me 
environment, h~ which student ~nput ~s sough[ and used. Faculty must be willing to accept 
and shape m~w and immoral:ire ways of ad:ksu~al:ing facLdl:y l:#~xL we]’k and evaluation 

Successflll candidates will be e×pected to take part in the growth and development of COIL. 
Each candidate’s teaching load may be shared with a traditional department depending on 
instikE~ienaf n~,~eds and (:andidat~.~ quatilicatkms 



~.,’l,A. required, Ph.D. preferred for each position. $~laries competitive. 

Appoin~me, nts be, gin August ~ 5,201 ~, with c~asses ~eg~nn~ng August 22. 

Review of applications w~ll beg~n on ApH] 18,2011, but the pos~ons w~ll remah~ open until 
fil~ed 

Send a dossier (CV, no more [h~n 3 letters of recommendation and a s[a[emen~ of 
~e~ching/learning philosophy - elechonic dossiers welcome), along with a let~e~ of 
application, [o: 

Ben Pryor~ Dean - College of Innovative Learning 
MS 129 
University d Toledo 
2801 W. Bancroft St. 

Toledo, OH, 43606-3390 

Materials including letle~ of ~ecommendation may be sent eleclronically 

(mailto:Ben.Pryor@utoledo.edu?subject=Job Announcement at AcademicKeys.com). 
~ncl[~de "COIL P’e~k~W’ in [he "Subject" ~ine. 

EEO/AA Policy 

........................................................................................................................................................... Ms 1~ 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc .edn> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Dr. Firoze Manji visit to UNC 

Hi Eunice, 

See the below resIx~nse from Charles Muiruri at Duke saying he’d like to meet wifl~ Firoze. I mentioned to him that Tuesday’ m~d Wednesday would likely be fl~e days 

to meet, but wasn’t positive. 

When wonld be the best group meeting time to ask Charles to join Firoze for? 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: "Charles Muiruri" <muiru001 @duke.edu> 

Date: March 24, 2011 10:42:21 AM EDT 

To:"                        ~,unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Dr. Firoze Manji visit to UNC 

About Firoze, I have heard about him (never met him but like his work at least fiom the forwarded 
emails fv~m Pambazuka fl~at guy’s forward to me soemtime. It is a veD, popular 

site in Kenya. I would love to meet him but I roll need to know when well in 

advance since I am hosting a guy who is working wifl~ me from Moshi. Plea~ 

let me kmow. I know I cmmot make it on Wednesday evening since 

Jnst let me know and I will make 

plans. 

PEACE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@ema]l.unc.edn> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:50 AM 

lydia.boyd@unc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: March 23 & 24: Presentations on Latina Immigrm~ts and Citizenship 

Coll March 23.pdf 

Kath{een Col~, S~anford Un~wrs~W 
~emak~ng C~t~zensNp: LatOna ~mm{gra~t~ and New American 

March 2g, 2011 

Globa~ Education Center, Room 4003 

5:~0 - 7:00 pm 

Weaving ~:he stores oF Men,can and Central American women with h~story and analysis of d~e ard:Fknmigrant upsurge in 1990~ Ca~ih:~rnh~, I<athk~en Coil wH~ d~cuss 

the impact of re[:orrn ~egislat~on on ind~vidua~ women’s ~K~es and their engagement #~ grassroots £oHtica~ organizing. Drawing on Latina knm~grants’ accounts of 

persona~ and poHtica~ transformation, Coil argues for a reformuK~don of our definitions of citizenship and 

Sponsored by the Curriculum ~n Women’s Studies, the D~versity Incentive Fund, the ~nst~tute for the Study of the Amedcss, and the UNC Program in Latina!o 

Studies. 

Kath{een Col~, S~anford UniversiW 

K~a Caldwe~, UNC-Chapel Hill 

March 24, 2011 

Globa~ Education Center, Room 3009 

Kath~een Co~ snd Kis CsldweH will discuss their ~nvolvement in Lhe h~ter-Un~vers~ty Working Group on Gender snd Cultural Cit~zensNp and the dynamics of 

collaborative {:em~nist research. Col{ and CaK~weH are co-editors of Gendered Citizenships: Tronsn~tiono/Pe~’spectives on Cuiture, Adivisn’~., ond Knowledge 

Production (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). 

~The time of th~s presentation has been changed from 4:00 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 



Wednesday, March 23, 2011 
5:30 - 7:00 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 4003 

Weaving the stories of Mexican and Central Amer- 
ican women with history and analysis of the anti- 
immigrant upsurge in 1990s California, Kathleen 

W0menisStudiesitheDiversi~ Coll will discuss the impact of reform legislation 
n centi~ ~ 

Institute forthe Study of the on individual women’ s live s and their engagement 
ArnericasiandtheUNCPr0gramin in grassroots political organizing. Drawing on La- 

tatina~0Studies! tina immigrants’ accounts of personal and political 
transtbrmation, Coil argues for a retbrmulation of 
our definitions of citizenship and politics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:11 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afrial?aJn] Battle tMI - Air & Construction 

Dear All, 

Just a note to let you know that I am aware of the air quality issues in Battle Hall and am waiting for the project manager of the construction project and the 

facilities people to come out and fix things. 

In the meantime, please let me know if your office is affected, and for your health and safety, please work in another area until the problem is resolved. I will send 

an update once I have one. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Ott]cer 

Depa~rtment of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of_~A’ricma & Afro-Americma Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Caxolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You axe currently subscribed to afiJalZam as: ._e__t_L_m___c__e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriat~am&o~8900741 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-28900741-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b audersou@uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:24 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.uuc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Award-winning Egyptian Novelist at UNC April 5 

The Arabic program within the Department of Asian Studies at UNC invites you to the following event: 
What: A reading (in English) and book signing by the Egyptian novelist Miral AI-Tahawy 
When: 5:00 pm on Tuesday, April 5 
Where: 2:t9 New West., UNC-Chapel Hill 
AI-Tahawy is the author of numerous novels, including The Tent, Gazelle Tracks, and Blue Aubergine, all of which have been translated into English. She is the recipient of the 
Naguib lvlahfouz lvledal for Literature and her most recent novel, Brooklyn Heights was shortlisted for the prestigious 20:t0 International Prize for Arabic Literature. 
Copies of English translations of AI-Tahawy’s works will be available for purchase at the reading. 
Sponsors: The Department of Asian Studies, the Duke-UNC Consortium for Middle East Studies, the Carolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, 
the Duke University Middle East Studies Center, the Duke Department of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, the Duke Department of Women’s Studies, and the Duke Program in 
International and Comparative Studies. 
This event is free and open to the public 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africari S~Nid~’s Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Gi}bal Educa~ion Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

/939) 982-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www.,q] eba] .unc.eduiafrJ ca 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@;pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:57 PM 

pam~uka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 522: Libya: Neither US invasion nor Gadda£sm! 

PAMB~/QT, UKA iN~EWS 522: LIB YA: ix,~ITHER US INVASION NOR GADDAFISM[ 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne;vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1 Features, 2. Dakar World Social Forum 2011, 3 Comment & 
analysis, 4. Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Pan-African Postcard, 6 Books & 
arts, 7. African Writers’ COl~lel-, 8. Highhghts French edition, 9. 
Cartoons 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

1 Features 

OPPOS]NG GADDAFI’ S MA SSACRE AND FOREK]N ]N~[I{R VENTION IN LIBYA 

Horace Campbel] 

Unless Libyans themselves own the struggle against Gadda:fi, opponents 

to his regime may find that even if he has been removed fi-om power, 

’Gaddafism’ will continue but this time propped up by the West, 

Horace Campbell warns. 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~,/features/72004 

AN A},T([CAN SOLUTION TO THE LIBYAN CPdSIS? 

Dibussi Tande 

Bloggers across the continent are dissatisfied, dismayed and 

disappointed by the Africa Uninn’s hand]ing of the crises in Libya and 

in C6te d’Ivoire, writes Dibussi Tande. 

http://www pambazuka orz/en/cate~ory/geatures/71994 

(;£)~IE D’IVO]RE: FORCES BEIIIND THE CRISIS AN’[) WtIAT’S AT STAKE 
Maurice Fahe 
As C6te d’Ivoire’s political deadlock continues, Mattrice Fahe 
discusses the countt?~’s geostrategic iraportance for the West, the 
long-tem~ role of foreign multinationals in the co~try, the political 
iraplications of ’Ivoirit~’ and the diff;crences between the current 
crisis and that of 2000. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/71954 

HAITI AND THE EiNTDLE S S REVOLLFFION 
Sokari Ekine 
Aristide’s return to Haiti, the West’s war on Gaddafi, AU intervention 
and protests in Senegal and Morroco are araong the stories covered in 
this week’s round-up of.4frican uprisings, compiled by Sokari Ekine. 
http :/,,’www.pambazaka.org/etgcatego1N/featuresi71989 

TR~ANSNATIONAL C.4PITALISM OR COLLECTIVE ~IPERL4LISM? 
Sarrm Atnin 
Responding to the work of scholars like William Carroll, Samir Arnin 
considers the cvolution and shape of globalised capitalism and the 
extent to which it might be tem~ed ’transnational’ or ’collective 
irapcrialism’. He stresses: ’Globalisation is an inappropriate term. 
Its populari~ is cotmnensurate with the violence of ideological 
aggression that has prohibited henceforth the utterance of 
"imperialism".’ 

http ://w~vw pamba zuka org/el~/category/features/71951 

SUCCESSFL,~, AFRICAN ALTERNATIVES TO CORPORATE ’GREENRPVOLUTIONS’ 
Carol Thompson and Andrew- Mushita 
In the face of the Rockefeller and Gates fbundations-funded AGRA 
(Alliance fbr a Green Revolution in Africa) lobby ’to extend outdated 
20th century industrial agriculture’ to the continent, Carol Thompson 
and Andrew 2vfushita look at alternative African approaches for 
improving agriculture that focus instead on farmers’ rights and build 
upon local knowledge 
http ://w;vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/71991 



SOCL~XL MOVEME;NTS, SC£ENCE AND THE S~[RUGGLE FOR CL[MA’I]{ JUSTICE 
Audio interview with Pat Mooney 
Gacheke Gachihi 
As industrialised nations in the West look for technological fi×es to 
climate change that enable them to carry on with ’business as usual’, 
Gacheke Gachihi speaks to ETC Group’s Pat Mooney ( 
http://bit.ly/~2sZ5S ) [mp3] about why it is so important for social 
movements in the South to participate ~n debate and decision-making 
around new technologies, such as geoeng~neering and synthetic biology. 
’The?" could be tremendously devastating.., xve don’t knoxv what the 
implications would be for Africa,’ Mooney notes, ’This is a struggle 
that ordinary people need to knoxv about.’ 
http :/iwww.pan’lbazaka.org/etgcatego1T/fhaturesi71999 

VV~IO SAID BLACKNESS CANNOT BE $2 ~NONkZVIOUS WITH EXCELLENCE? 
Veli Mbele 
’The best legacy that xve can bequeath to our children and 
grandchildren [is a] legacy of pride in ourseNes, and of excellence,’ 
asserts Veli Mbele. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/71949 

THE EG’xrPTIAN YOL~I UPRISLNG 
Jalil A. Muntaqim 
US political prisoner Jalil A. Muntaqim gives a statement of support 
for Egypt’s youth. 
http://www.pambazuka.ora/elw’cate~orv/features/71947 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\fii / \i\Al fiAIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
2 Dakar World Social Forum 2011 

ANOIIqER WORLD IS POSSIBLE 

Anisha Gupta 
In earl?’ February of this year, thousands of people from around the 
globe gathered in the historic city of Dakar, Senegal for the 2011 
World Social Forum. Grassroots activists, community leaders, 
indigenous people, students and leftist politicians came together to 
celebrate the peoples’ movements that are creating a new ~vorld and 
discuss strategies for moving folavard. Particularly in light of the 
then-emerging social movements in Tunisia and Egypt that have now 
spread across North Africa and the Middle East, the World Social Forum 
in Dakar represented the energT, hope and determination of the African 
continent to challenge the neoliberal paradigm and declare that 
’another world is possible’. Captured here ( 
http:/iwwwfacebook.com/albumphp?aid 2098030&id 2103157&1 9fc158a362 
) are scenes licom the opening March where President Evo iViorales of 
Bolivia delivered a rousing opening statement to the people gathered 
and leaders from the Aiicican Social Forum cotmcil welcomed the 
marchers to Dakar. Dakar is of particular significance as one of the 
last African ports where slave ships stopped before crossing the 
Atlantic on their way to the Americas. Goree Island, with its door of 
no return through which millions of slaves passed during the 
transatlantic slave trade, is a reminder of that history The World 
Social Forum ~s a symbol of the historic resistance to injustices that 
once took the form of slaver,), and today have many different :[’aces 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/Y\//\/VV/\/\A//\Ai\iA/\/Y/\/\/ViV\/\//\ 

3 Connnent & analys~s 

TELLING ~I~[IB UN~[Y)LD STORY 

Znnasa Lerumo 

Zimasa Lerumo tells the story of her experiences growing up in South 

Africa’s Eastern Cape. 

h ttp : i/www.pambazuka, or~/en/cate~orv/comment /71944 

PO VERTY AS EN~[I{RTAINME;NT: ENI)[NG KIBERA’S SI,UNI TOURS 
R asna Warah 
Kibera, Nairobi’s most notorious slum, is now the sutzject of a reality 
TV show. Rasna Warah slams the growing fashion o:[" ’slum tourism’ 

h ttp : i/www.pambazuka, or~/en/cate< orv/comment /7195 2 

T[tE TERROR OF ’I SMS’ 
A primer on causing terror arrlongst the terrified 
Walasia Noor EL Shabazz 
Walasia Noor EL Shabazz catches a train - and gives some tips about 
how to innocuously frighten the racists. 
http :llwww.pambazuka. orgien/categ oryicol~ment/71964 



A[~’RICAN UNION: ’ACCfiLERATING YOUTtI DISfIMPOWERMI".NT FOR SUSTAINABLE D[CTATORStt]P’ ? 
fiyob Balcha 
In light o:[’its dubious leadership and disingenuous soundings on the 
need for ’youth empowerment’, Eyob Balcha has little patience with the 
African Union: ’[F]or me the African Union is the most hypocrite 
institution that I’ve ever heard and seen.’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~op~icomment/71943 

CAN WE TRUST 1N THE .¢FRICAN UNION? 
Phidelia Amey 
What Africa needs is ’transformational leaders with vision, commitment 
and a resolve to make Africa a better place for its younger generation 
and generations yet unborn,’ writes Phidelia Amcy. Can the African 
Union deliver? 
http ://www.pambazuka. orgien/categ oryicorament/71986 

IS THERE A MEANING FOR THE AFRI(~’AN I~J~!ION? 

Antumi Toasije 

Antumi Toasij e suggests the AU is preventing Pan-African m~ib’. 

http :i/www.pambazuka. org/en/categ o~N/comment/71950 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
4 Advocacy & campaigns 

HI~ fAN RIGHTS DAY MARC’H ON DURBAN CITY HALL 
Abahlali baseMjondolo 
South AtYican shack &vellcrs’ movement Abahlali baseMjondolo marched 
to Durban Cit7- Hall on 21 March to deliver the message to the local 
councillors that ’the?- have corrupted this cib~z for too long and that 
their time is up.’ Pictures from the march are available on the 
Abahlali ;vebsite ( http://wv,~v.abahlali.org/node/7885 ) Below- is the 
statement Abahlali made. 
http ://’;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/a dvocacy/71987 

ON THE IEPgASION OF THE AFRICAN" STATE OF LI]~YA BY THE £’~//PERIAL IST FORCES 

Afreeka in Unity 

As the West intervenes in the Libyan crisis, the Afreeka in Unit?- 

group demands ’the immediate end of the imperialist invasion in the 

African country of Libya’ 

http ://w~vw pambaza~ka, orgienicategor¥iadvocacy/7195 9 

IVV/VVV IVV \I IV\I\// \i \AII \IVV AIVV IVV\I IV \i \/ / \ 
5 Pan-African Postcard 

IS LALrP, ENT GBAGBO ’PULLING A KIBAKI’? 
H. Nanjala Nyabola 
Are there clear similarities between leaders’ behaviour in the 
aftermath of Kenya’s 2007 08 election and the current impasse in C6te 
d’]voire, asks tt Nanjala NyaboIa. Is Laurent Gbagbo ’pulling a 
Kibaki’ ? 
http://www.pambazuka.or~ien/category/panafrican/71922 

CONZ)OI~ [~NCE S TO LIBYA 
Cameron Duodu 
The ’people o:[’Libya deserve all our sympathy for having been 
obliged to endure the calamitous rule of a man, apparently destined to 
inflict so much suffering on them,’ writes Cameron Duodu. 
http : //www.pambazuka org/en/cate~orv/panafricar~,71996 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

6 Books & arts 

FILM SCRI".[~NING: ’INSIDE T[tE R[~VOLUTION 
AwaaZ M~Nazine 
AwaaZ Magazsne mwtes you to a FRfiE screening of Venezulan 
documentary ’Inside the Revolution’ on 4 April in Nairobi. Filmed in 
Caracas in November 2008, on the eve of the 10th anniversary" of Hugo 
Chavez’s controversial presidency, this full-length documentary" takes 
a journey into the heart of Venezuela’s revolution to listen to the 
voices of the people driving the process forward. 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/catef~or’7/books/72003 

THE LONDON VIA LAGOS FESTIVAL AT OVAL HOUSE THEATRE 
London via Lagos is a daring festival of new plays by British-Nigerian 
playwrights offering three radically different visions of the 



relationship between Nigeria and the UK. Over ten weeks, from London 
via Lagos brings to the London stage three innovative and contemporaW 
plays; each with its own perspective spanning the political, the 
personal, and the domestic. All three dramas investigate today’s 
Britain and all reflect the vigour and passion of Nigeria 

Oval tJouse Theatre 

Tuesday 3 May Sunday 1() July, 2011 

http://www ovalhouse corn 

PANDORA’S BOX 
by Ade Solanke 
On holiday with her streetwise son in Lagos, a British-Nigerian mother 
is in turmoil. Should she leave hot only child in a strict Lagos 
boarding school, or return him to the ’battlefields’ of inner London.. ? 
A faruily spanning three generations and two continents meet together 
in Lagos for the first time in over thirty years. But the joy of 
reunion also unleashes long-suppressed truths. An 
exuberant mix of comedy, tragedy and farnily drama, Pandora’s Box 
reveals the heartbreak behind the choices every parent must ruake. 

Oval House Theatre 
Tuesday 3 Sunday 22 May, 2011 
http://xvwxv.ovalhouse.com 

LONG WALK DO\VN MEIvfORY L AiN~E 
Reviexv of Nelson Mandela’s ’Conversations with MyselI" 
Peter Wuteh Vakunta 
Peter Wuteh Vakunta reviews Nelson Mandela’s ’Conversations with 
Myself’. He underlines that ’Countless books have been written and 
will continue to be written about this memorable man, but this one 
towers above them all on account of the intimacies and intricacies it 
contains’ 

http ://w~vw pambazuka org/en/categor ,v/books/71938 

/VV/VVV /VV \I /V\/\// \i \A/I \IVV A/VV /VV\/ /V \i \/ / \ 
7 African Writers’ Corner 

CRACKING FRAGILITY 

Billene Seyoun~ Woldeyes 

The blood it flowed 

Down an undetermined path 

Washing with it 

The expressions of a non-violent wrath 

The fire it blazed 
Over the body of Bouazizi, vegetables he was selling 
Igniting a flame 
Of global freedom story telling... 
http://w~vw.pambazuka org/en/categorv/African Writers/71953 

/\/\//\i\iVI\IV\//\/VV/\/\A//\Ai\iAI\IV/\/\/ViV\/\//\ 
8 Highlights French editinn 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS 182: LE S}’{N~;GA[. AU CARREFOUR I)’UNE ALTERNANCE EN SOUF[~’RANCE 
S~n4gal : Un r&¢e peut-il mourir? ( 

http ://pambazuka or~/fr/cate~ory/featuresi71875 ) 
Amy Nlang 

S4n~gal : La d4mocratie d’4lite a pr&¢alu sur les griefs d’une justice 
sociale ( http://pambazuka.or~fr/cate~o~,/features/71874 ) 
Pascal Oudiane 

Haiti : Le retour de Jean-Bertrand Aristide ( 
http ://pambazuka or~/fr/cate~ory/featuresi71873 ) 
Claude Ribbe 

I1 faut accompagner l’Afrique dans sa qu4te de libert4 ( 
http:i/pambazuka.or;/fr/cate;ory/comment/71867 ) 
R obert Lecou 

La pauvret4 en Afrique est une insulte ~ [a dignit4 humaine ( 

http:i/pambazuka.org/fr/categorv/comment/71863 ) 
Michel Hunault 

La lib4ralisation des 4changes peut 4tre ruortif4re pour l’Afrique ( 
http:i/pambazuka.org/fr/categorv/con’unent/71868 ) 

Jean-Pierre Duf:au 

La vision strat4gique attendue de la France cn Afiique ( 
http:i/pambazuka.org/fr/categorv/con’unent/71865 ) 

Jean-Marc Ayrault 



Les enjeux autour de l’Afrique de demain ( 
http:i/pambazuka.or~/fr/cate~orv,/comment/71858 ) 

M Jean-Paul Bacquet 

Initier un rapport rapport d’4gal ~ 4gal avec l’AJ?ique ( 
http:i/pambazuka.or;/fr/cate;orv,/comment/71861 ) 
Jean-Paul Lecoq 

N&>imp6rialisme fran~ais, appropriation, pillage et pr5dation des 
richesses natmelles en Afrique ( 
http :/ipambazuka. org/fricateg ory/comruent/7185 9 ) 
Yves Cochet 

Un daclin symbolique, politique et culturel de la France en Afrique ( 
http :/ipambazuka. org/fricateg ory/comruent/71864 ) 
Jacques Remiller 

Rompre avec les pratiques de la FranCafrique ( 
http :/ipambazuka. org/fricateg ory/comruent/71866 ) 
Francois Asensi 

Trois directions pour agir en Afrique du Nord ( 
http :/ipambazuka. org/fricateg ory/comruent/7186 2 ) 
Axel Poniatoxvski 

IV\I IVVV IVV’,I IV\i\i /’,i’,AI I’&IV AIVV IVV\i lV’,i’,i /’, 
9 Cartoons 

GADDAFI THE BOMB 
Oado 
Oaddafi on a mission... 

http ://www. pambazuka, orgienicategot34cartoons/7195 5 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

© Unless other~vise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 

http://www.pambazuka org/en/about php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w~vw.pambazuka org/en ) 
Edi~go em lingua Portuguesa ( http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http ://v,~vwpambazaka.or~/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazukaorg/ela/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://~vw~v.pambazuk a or~/en/abo ut php ) 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRZBE go to: 
http:I/pambazuka,gn,apc,or~lc~i-bir~mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 

or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pamba×uka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Znding the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka tS-ess ( 
http://fahamubooks.org/boolc’?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ news]etter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive head]ines fi-om our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Ana]ysis’ sections as the?" are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
//twitter.condpambazakanews ( http :/,,’twitter. cor~dpambazakanews ). 

* Pambazuka News has a Del.icio.us ( http://Del.icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of.Cfricat Visit http:/idelicious.condpambazaka news. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muuiz, Beatdz S <rieikohl@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:43 PM 

infl- duncpla@duke.edu; isa- grad@listserv.tmc.edu 

FW: Reminder Ii)r Engaged ReseaJcch Forum 

Best practices for community-based participatory research 

Part two of the series: "Engaged seholal~|tip: A graduate forum" 

Saturday, March 26. 10am-ll:30pm. Location: Campus Y, rooln 207, UNC Chapel Hill 
We will be sharing strategies for doing con~munity-based participatow resem’ch, including building relationships with domestic a~d international con~munity partners a~nd 
establishing mutually beneficial reseaxch projects. Dr. Patricia McAnany, Kenan Eminent Professor in the Department of Anthropology at UNC Chapel Hill, will be sharing 
experiences about engaged scholarship in the Maya region. Other faculg, men, hers may attend, schedules permitting. 
Abou~ ~1’~ngaged sct~olarst~ip: A gc,~&~te ti:~nm~:" 
Are you a student in the social sciences with a desire for your research to have more public impact outside academia? Are you interested in applying knowledge to solve 
social problems? Are you seeking ways to make your reseaJcch more collaborative with community participants? We will explore these questions in the three-part forum, 

"Engaged seholarship" during the Spring 2011 se~nester. This forum series is designed to generate dialogt~e and build relationships between m~thropology, a*chaeology, 
and other social science graduate students, faculty, m~d community practitione~. 

FYI Session #3: Saturday, April 23, 2011.10am-12pm. Location TBA 
Sustainability, exit strategies, ~d career opportunities 

To register for the forum series, please contact lIannah Gill, _h_gi_l__l_~q)~_e_Ln__~__t_i__L____q_~tq.__g_d_q_: 

This forum is sponsored by Collaborations for Integrating Research mad Action (CIRA) aud The Institute for the Study offlae Americas (ISA) at UNC Chapel Hill 

iNi linked image002 60CD8A7D-78EF- 

40Cl -8669-002AFA57E 107 jpg 

+ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc .edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.’~mc.edtv~ 

Monday 7pm Film: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY Part 2 

Announcing a film showing: 

Cuba: An African Odyssey Part 2 
(60min) 

With a Post-Film discussion moderated by Dr. Firoze Manji 

Free and Open to the Public 

When: Monday March 28 
@ 7pro 

Where: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road 

UNC Chapel Hill Campus 

In this ambitious and revealing documentary, Egyptian-French filmmaker Jihan EI-Tahri traces the history of Cuban solidarity with African liberation movements in the 1960s and 70s. It 

begins in 1965 when Che Guevara led a group of Cuban revolutionary fighters in an unsuccessful attempt to support the struggle for true independence in the Congo. Part 2 moves to 

Cuba’s role in the struggles against Portuguese colonialism in Guinea-Bissau and Angola. 

Cuba: An African Odyssey combines remarkable archival footage--much of it never before seen in the U.S.--with an amazing cast of participants showing Cuba’s pivotal role in the 

liberation movements in Africa. Over 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries, one of many examples of Cuba’s true internationalism. 

A post-film discussion will be moderated by special guest Dr. Firoze Manji, who is visiting UNC this week. Dr. Manji is editor-in-chief of Pambazuka news, produced by a pan-African 

community of some 2,600 citizens and organisations -academics, policy makers, social activists, women’s organisations, civil society organisations, writers, artists, poets, bloggers, 

and commentators who together produce insightful, sharp and thoughtful analyses and make it one of the largest and most innovative and influential web forums for social justice in 

Africa. 

This showing is part of a film series that examines the legacy of the Black radical tradition. Future showings include: 

April 4: WEB Du Bois: A Biography in Four Voices 

April 18: American Revolution 2 

April 25: Bastards of the Party 

All showings begin at 7pro in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

**Co-Sponsored by the Black Student Movement** 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:09 PM 

Department listserv ~at~aliim@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afdM~m] AFRI/AFAM Faculty Colloquium on Wed April 14 

Spring 2011 Colloquium Series 

Sponsored by the Department of African & AIi*o-American Studies 
U>,-C -Chapel Hill 

Please join us for this upcoming presentation with: 

Lydia C Boyd 

"Uganda’s Anti-Homosexuality Controversy: Understanding the Involvement of the Pentecostal Church." 

Thursday, April 14 
4-5 pm 
Global Education Center (GEC) Room 3009 

Lydia C Boyd is a faculty in the Department of African arid Afro-American Studies at L2qC-Chapel. Her ongoing field~vork examines the promotion of sexual abstinence as al’i HIV/AIDS 
prevention stratego’ among born-again Christian youth in Kampala, Uganda 

I hope you can all attend this last meeting of the semester. Light appetizers and drinks will be provided. 

Mamarame Seck 
Assistant professor 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
CB#3395 106 Battle HaH UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.uncedu/u’?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 28903618 or send a blank email to leave-28903618- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email,unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:13 PM 

Department listserv ~at~aliim@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [atfialiim] AFRFAFAM Faculty Colloquium ou Thur~ay April 14 

Sorry, April 14 is a Thursday not a Wednesday 

Thanks, 
Malnarame 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mseck@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, IVlarch 24, 2011 8:09 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] AFRVAFAM Facul~z Colloquium on Wed April 14 

Spring 2011 Colloquium Series 

Sponsored by the Department of African & Aiico-American Studies 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 

Please join us for this upcoming presentation with: 

Lydia C Boyd 

"Uganda’s Anti-Humusexuality Controversy: Understanding the Involvement of the Pentecustal Church." 

Thursday, April 14 
4-5 pm 
Gluba[ Educatiun Center (GEC) Ruum 3009 

Lydia C Boyd is a faculty in the Department uf African and Afro-American Studies at UNC-Chapel. Her unguing :fieldwu~k examines the promotiun of sexual abstinence as an HIV/AIDS 
preventiun strategT, among born-again Christian youth in Kampala, Uganda 

I hupe you can all attend this last meeting of the semester. Light appetizers and drinks will be pruvided. 

Mamarame Seck 
Assistant professur 
Department uf African and African-American Studies 
CB#3395 106 Battle HaH UNC-Chapel Hil[ 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

-- Yuu are currently subscribed tu afriafam as: mseck@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu~,u?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6&n T&I afriafam&u 28903618 ur send a blank email to leave-28903618- 

32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27bTd6@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu Tu unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ali*iafam&o 28903631 or send a blank email to leave-28903631- 
32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.~xc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Help Shape ReseaJcch Programs at the NSF with Myron Gutma~n during the AAG Annual Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~? AAOeogram B ..... 

Dear Prof, Eunice Sable, 

Below are a few highlights of the sessions and events being planned fer 
the week of April 12-16,2011, during the Annual Meeting of the 
Association el American Geographer in Seattle. 

If you haven’t registered .vet, there’s still time to ioin your friends and 
colleagues in Seattle and interact with renowned schola~ and 
administrators from both inside and outside el geography. 

Re.qister to attend, explore the pro.qram, or add field trips and workshops 
to your plans. 

Help Shape Research Programs at the NSF with Myron 

i~i Join Our Mailing List 

In This Issue 

Directiens ~’~t NSF 

~osi~Jnl en 

~, and 

~to Sea#~e 



Gutmann during the AAG Annual Meeting 

Thursday, April I4, I2 pro., Grand Balh’oom B, Sheraton Ho~el 

Myron Gutmann, the Assistant Director of the National Science 

Foundation for Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences (SBE) will 
address AAG members during a special session at the ~G Annum 
Meeting to d~scuss NSF SBE 2020, an initiative to set new research 
d~[ecfions at NSF for 2020 end beyond that wi~ enhance fundamenta~ 
knowledge and benefi~ society. Dr. Gutmann also will describe some of 
the research themes proposed to date and w~ solicit ~deas from 
members regardh~g NSF’s research agenda. 

For mere information, see "From the Meridian" online or in the April issue 

of the AAG Newsletter. 

Reserve a Room in the AAG Headquarters Hotel 
Stay at the Seattle Sheraton, the headquarters hotel for the AAG Annual 
Meeting, to be close to the special events, activities, people, and 
sessions. The Sheraton is conveniently located across the stree~ from 
the Washington State Convention Center, and offers free VV]Fi to betels 
guests in its new lobby. 

Reserve Your Room Today! 

Explore the Recent Advances and Needs of Space-Time 
integration 

A special symposhJm has been organized within the AAG Annual 
Meeting to explore the recent advances and research needs of space- 
~irne irfleg[a~ien, modeling and analysis in geography and GIScience. 
Nearly 60 sessions are scheduled on four concurrent tracks from 
Wednesday-Friday: 

1. Diverse Perspectives on Advancing Theory, Modeling, and 

Methods; 
2. Developments in Key Topical Areas; 
3. A Focus on the EnvirenmenL and 
4. Historical GIS and Gazetteers~ 

View a summary of session being offered in the AAG Symposium on 
Space-Time Integration in Geography and GIScience at 

~=_a_:_a_~__o__~ L~LS___o_! ~[_~__o_~_~ ~_~ ~_’_~__r__o_’_~t ~_~i_o__~_]~. 

For additional information about the purpose and organization of the 
symposium, visit www.aa .gL.~Eq/GlScienceResearch. 

Earn GISP Credits by Participating in the AAG Annual 
Meeting 
Attending provides several ways ~o earn necessary points Ibr ~he 
"Contributions to the Professien" and "Education" oomponents of 
becoming a GISP. For more information, please visit www..qisci.or.q/or 
stop by ~he GI$ Certilication Institute booth in ~he E×hibit Hall at ~he 
Washington State Convention Cen~er during the AAG Annual Meeting. 

Take a Field Trip to Explore Seattle and the Pacific 
Northwest 
Field trips and exoursions are an excellent way to meet and exchange 
ideas with colleagues and friends while learning about Seattle and the 
Pacific Northwest. He[e are a just few examples of the field trips cu[rently 
available: 

Catastrophic Missoula Floods and Central Washh~gten’s 

Channeled Scablands 
The Crossing-Over Place: Indigenous Histories in/of Seattle 
Seattle Rail Transit and Transit-Oriented Development 
Vancouver and Whistler, British Columbia: Seeking Sustainability 

Visit the AAG site for a cornple~e lis~ of .f_[gJ__d___t_[j~__s_" to reserve you[ space 
or add a fiekJ trip if you already registered. 

Traveling to Seattle 
Seattle is easily acoessible by air, car, rail, or bus. AAG has arranged 
special discount rates for annual meeting attendees through Amtrak, 

American Airlines, and Avis and Hertz ca[ [en[als. Visit the 
Transpodation page for details and available offers. 

Check with your favorite travel site for the latest deals. Here are some of 
~he estimated low fares found on ~he Interact: 

Member Rates 
Regular: $315 

Student: $185 
Retired: $185 
1 Day Pass: $235 

Non-Members 
Regular: $435 
Student: $235 
Companion: $140 
1 Day Pass: $235 

About Seattle 

X Space 
..... Needle 

See the About 
Seattle pa.ge online 
for AAG Newsletter 
articles on Sea~tle 
and the Pacific 
Northwest. Also see 

the ._M____a_p of Seattle for 
the locations of ~he 
meeting venues, 

hotels, and other 
points of in~e[~sL 

About the Meeting 
Join fellow 
geographers, GIS 
specialists, and 
envi[~)nmental 
scientists for the 
Annual Meeting of 
the Association of 
American 
Geographers in 
Seattle for the very 
latest in research 
and applications in 
geography, 
sustainability, and 

GlScience. Read 
more... 

View the Program 
The searchable 
prcgram includes an 
agenda of sessions, 
plenary speakers, 
and specialty group 



U.$. Ai,r Fares* 

From Rate From Rate From Rate 

iAtlanta $362 Detroit $481 Phoenix $358 

Houston 
Boston $304 (IAH) $341 Raleigh $371 

Chicago 
(ORD) 

$402 Los Angeles $252 San Diego $269 

San 
Dallas          New York 

$279 $391 Francisco $189 
(DFVV) (EVVR) 

(OAK) 

Denver $217 Philadelphia $281 Washington 
(BVV) 

$421 

*Source: Fly.com. Retrieved Marci~ 14, 201 !. All Pa~es are sdbject to change. 

Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply Fhese fares reflect round trip travel on April 

and April !7, 20! 1 

From Rate From Rate 

Eugene $98 Salem $78 

Los Angeles $262 Tacoma $26 

Portland $60 Vancouver, BC $72 
**Source: AmL~ak corn. Retrieved Ma~ch !4, 2011. Ali fares are subject to ci~an~e. 
Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply, lhese tares reflect round trip travel on April ! 1 

and April !7, 20! 1. 

We look fowvard to seeing you in Sea~tle, 

Sincerely, 

Oscai" Larson 
Association of American Geographers 

Connect with us: ~ ~ ~ 

meetings. You can 
browse the pr~)gram 
by presenter, 
keyword, title, or 
specialty group. You 
can also view 
sessions by day 
using the calendar of 
events. 

View the program. 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

This email was senL to eunice@email.unc.edu by meetinq@aarj.orr4 :: 

Update Profi]e/Emaj] Address lnstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Association of Arnedcan Geographers i [7[0 :!.6th Street NW i Washington :: DC 20009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

firoze@fahamu.org 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:37 PM 

prv~0582f0526 eunice@email.unc.edu 

Auto: Film: CUBA: AN AFRICAN ODYSSEY Part 2 

Thank you for your email. 

I am traveling from 18 March to 2 April During this time I will have infrequent access to the intemet. Please be patient: I will get back to you as soon as I am able 

For matters related to Pambazuka News, please contact editor@pambaz~ka.org 
For matters related to Pambazuka Press, please contact shereen@fahamu org. 
For other urgent matters, please write to hilary@fahamu.org 

Firoze Manji 

www fahamu.org 
www.pambaz~ka org 
www.pambaz~akapress org 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blackwelder, June G ~gb@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, March 25, 2011 9:10 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot~c] transition to SaJ~ai 

Dear CCO instructors, 

On Monday, March 28, an e-mail message will go to all UNC-Chapel Hill faculty who use Blackboard, asking them to complete a survey regarding their preferred 

schedule for transitioning their courses from Blackboard to Sakai. We wanted to give you some advance information about the Friday Center’s plans for 

transitioning CCO courses to Sakai. 

Our instructional design team has been learning how to use Sakai, designing models for CCO courses in Sakai, and creating Sakai sites for the first courses we will 

offer using Sakai. We have selected a few courses to convert to Sakai for the upcoming summer term (we’ve either been in touch with those instructors or will be 

in touch soon), and in the near future we hope to have a plan and schedule for moving our remaining courses to Sakai. Your instructional designer will migrate your 

CCO course(s) from Blackboard to Sakai, just as we set up your Blackboard sites. We have also been developing a Sakai site that will orient CCO instructors to the 

features of Sakai that are most suited for CCO courses, and will share that with you soon. 

We will be taking a number of factors into consideration in determining the schedule for migrating courses. If you are interested in being an early adopter of Sakai 

for your CCO course, please let us know. 

We encourage you to complete the survey you will receive next Monday in terms of your classroom courses, and to take advantage of any opportunities to learn 

more about Sakai that may be available through your department or school. Based on our experience so far with Sakai, we are confident that you will find it a 

suitable alternative to Blackboard, and we are hopeful that the transition for your CCO course will be seamless. 

Best regards, 

June Blackwelder 

Associate Director for Communication and Instructional Design 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

919-962-2595 

igb@email.unc.edu 

<l J> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: ~a href "maJdto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emafil.unc.edu~!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mafilto:leave-28905832- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28905832- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              12:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Term paper: CC Afri 

Term paper.docx;       .vcf 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:28 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Term paper: CC Afri 

Dr. SaNe, 

Here is my term paper. Thank you! 



[~ --~ VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY 

Latin American Public Opinion Project 
Small Grants Program for Research on Marginalization and Democracy 

Co-Investigator 1 (if any) 

Name: Click t~e,~e lo e~tt~s,~ re×t, 

Email: Click ]~ere to ,s:s,le:~ 

Co-Investigator 2 (if any) 

Name: (.’/;’.c£ t".,,e,,’:~.s S..,’., ~,,.’,,.le,,’: i:e><t 

Email: (}!]ici< l:~e’,,e lo e:,,’.,,ter text, 

I agree to the terms of the grant as specified in the application materials. I understand that thefinalpaper 
is due on September l, 20ll, and must be submitted in English, and that if I do not fulfill these terms the 

grant award will not be paid. 

Signature of the Principal Investigator:                                        Date: 

The proposal must be submitted as an email attachment to amy.e.smith@vanderbilt.edu. A completed application 
consists of: 

A. This cover sheet and the following title page 
B. Abstract, maxmmm of 200 words 
C. Research project proposal. The proposal should not be longer than seven pages, double spaced (in 12 point 

Times New Roman font), including bibliography, tables and figures, and notes. 
D. A detailed budget of the planned expenses 
E. CV of the researcher(s) (attached to the application) 
F. Letter of institutional support from the university official responsible for grants and contracts, stipulating that 

the institute will not charge a fee or overhead on LAPOP funds, that the grant will be for the exclusive use of 
the researchers, and that the funds will be used solely for research purposes. 

For office use only. Date Received: 

Application Complete: ~ 

Award Status: Ftmded iili Not funded 



...... ~o:!ny.est.i~ato.~(s) ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Name: Click I,,’.~,::,:<: lo ,~b,:>: 

Degree(s): 

Title: C~ck 
Address: (~}~ ck 
C~c~< {~er<~ {:o ew~er text. 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Section B. Abstract 
(maximum 200 words) 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Section C. Research Project Proposal 
The proposal should not be longer than seven pa~es, double spaced (in 12 point Times New Roman 

font), includin~ bibliography, tables and figures, and notes. 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Section D. Budget 
(maximum 1 pa~e) 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Latin American Public Opinion Project 
Small Grants Program for Research on/ arginalization and Democracy 

Research Project Title: 

Principal Investigator 

Name: 

Email: 

Co-Investigator 1 (if any) 

Name: 

Email: 

Co-Investigator 2 (if any) 

Name: 

Email: 

I agree to the terms of the grant as’ specified in the application materials. I understand that thefinalpaper 
is due on September 1, 2011, and must be submitted in English, and that ~]~I do not fulfill these terms the 
grant award will not be paid. 
Signature of the Principal Investigator:                                        Date: 

Graduate students only 
Advisor’s name and rank: 
I acknowledge that this research project is being conducted under my supervision. 

Advisor’s Signature: Date: 

The proposal must be submitted as an email attachment to amy.e.smith@anderbilt.edu. A completed application 
consists of: 

A. This cover sheet and the following title page 
B. Abstract, maximum of 200 words 
C. Research project proposal. The proposal should not be longer than seven pages, double spaced (in 12 point 

Times New Roman font), including bibliography, tables and figures, and notes. 
D. A detailed budget of the planned expenses 
E. CV of the researcher(s) (attached to the application) 
F. Letter of institutional support from the universi~ official responsible for grants and contracts, stipulating that 

the institute will not charge a fee or overhead on LAPOP funds, that the grant will be for the exclusive use of 
the researchers, and that the funds will be used solely for research purposes. 

For office use only. Date Received: 



Section A. Title Page 

Research Project Title: 

Name: 

Current Postal Address: 

City: State: 

Postal Code: Country: 

Date of Birth: Place of Birth: 

Academic Affiliation, Department and Status: 

Degree(s)/Credentials: 

Title: Email: 

Phone: Fax: 

¯ Co=Inves~.g~.~p.r..(~) ....................................................................... 

Name: 

Degree(s): 

Title: 

Address: 

Name: 

Degree(s): 

Title: 

Address: 

Email: Email: 

Phone: Phone: 

Fax: Fax: 



Section B. Abstract 
(maximum 200 words) 



Section C. Research Project Proposal 
The proposal should not be longer than seven pa~es, double spaced (in 12 point Times New Roman 

font), includin9 bibliography, tables and figures, and notes. 



Section D. Budget 
(maximum 1 pa~e) 



[~ --] ’VAN DERBI LT UNIVERS 

Call for Papers: Small Grants for Research 

Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP) 
Vanderbilt University 

Objectives 

In order to support scientific research on public opinion, political culture, democratization, and 
marginalization, the Latin American Public Opinion Proj ect (LAPOP), with the financial support 
of the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), is opening a competition 
for scholars worldwide at public and private institutions to compete for small research grants. 
Successful projects will address research questions related to discrimination and marginalization 
(based on gender, race, class, sexual orientation, or other factors) as well as their impact on 
public opinion and democracy. Ever?- project eligible for a grant must have as its basis the 
analysis of at least one of the databases in the LAPOP files. The full list of these databases can 
be found at www.AmericasBarometer.org. 

Eligibility 

Eligible applicants are graduate students and researchers worldwide whose work is related to 
democratization in Latin America and who are conducting research projects in recognized 
academic or research institutions. 

Conditions 

The grant consists of a total of USD $2,000, which may be spent on various activities directly 
related to the approved project, including software acquisition, bibliographical material, research 
assistance and salaries/fees of the researcher(s). The grant will be paid when the final report of 
the research is accepted by LAPOP. The final report must be submitted by September 1,2011. If 
that deadline is not met, the funds will not be paid. 

Final papers must be submitted in English, though we welcome proposals in Spanish or 
Portuguese. 

LAPOP will provide the relevant public opinion data bases at no cost to the grantee, although all 
grantees must first receive human subjects certification from Vanderbilt University or from their 
home institution. Grantees will be instructed how to obtain this certification, for which there is 
no cost. 

Final papers will be posted on the LAPOP website (v, ww.AmericasBarometer.org) and will be 
eligible for the LAPOP Best Paper Award. The winner(s) of the Best Paper Award will be 
invited to present their paper(s) and to receive their prize(s) at the conference Marginalization in 
the Americas: A View from the AmericasBarometer, to be held in Miami, October 26-27, 2011. 
Authors are also encouraged to publish their studies in j ournals or in book format. 



Evaluation Mechanisms 

Proposals will be evaluated by a committee comprising distinguished researchers and scholars 
from various countries. The selection of small research grant recipients will be based on: 
a) The qualifications of the applicant, as demonstrated by the CV; 
b) The rigor of the scientific approach and methodology proposed; and 
c) The degree to which the proposal demonstrates conceptual innovation and promise for applied 
contributions to democracy promotion. 

Required Documentation 

Complete the on-line application form. The required documentation should be submitted either 
in PDF or Word format via e-mail. Mailed applications will not be accepted. The required 
application cover sheet can be downloaded on-line at www.AmericasBarometer.org. 

The required documentation includes (PDF or Word format): 
A. Cover sheet and title page, signed by the principal investigator and by the advisor, if 

appropriate. 
B. Abstract, maximum of 200 words. 
C. Research project proposal. The proposal should not be longer than seven pages, double 

spaced (in 12 point Times New Roman font), including bibliography, tables and figures, 
and notes. 

D. A detailed budget of the planned expenses. 
E. CV of the researcher(s) (attached to the proposal) 
F. Letter of institutional support from the university official responsible for grants and 

contracts, stipulating that the institute will not charge a fee or overhead on LAPOP funds, 
that the grant will be for the exclusive use of the researchers, and that the funds will be 
used solely for research purposes. 

Dates 

Proposals due: May 1,2011, 5 pm CST. Participants will be informed of the results of the grant 
competition by June 1,2011. 
Final papers due: September 1,2011. Grant awards will be paid upon completion. Recipient(s) 
will be awarded Best Paper prize at Marginalization in the Americas Conference in Miami, 
October 26-27, 2011. 

Contact Information 

Amy Erica Smith 
Research Coordinator 
Latin America Public Opinion Proj ect 
Vanderbilt University 
Phone: (615) 322-3534 
Email: amy. e. smith@vanderbilt.edu 
ww~v.AmericasBarometer.org 

Mailing Address: 
LAPOP 
Vanderbilt University 
PMB 407827 
2205 West End 
Nashville, TN 37240-7827, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, March 25, 2011 3:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji, Pamb~uka News 

Deal Eunice, 

I’m sony I haveift responded sooner! Thanks so much for the invitation. I’d love to meet with Dr. Manji next Wednesday. 

best, 
Lydia 

On Mar 23, 2011, at 1:55 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear David and Lydia, 

Greetings. 

I write to kindly invite you to a meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji on Wednesday March 30 between 9.30am-J.0.30am at the GEC20:10. The meeting has two 
objectives: sharing our research interests and hearing his vision of Pambazuka North America. 

Kindly let me know if you can attend. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@emaikunc.edu> 

Friday, March 25, 2011 4:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CURS meeting 

Sorry the delay in getting back to you I wonder if you are free 
Tuesday afternoon or pretty much any time on Wednesday to come to CL’RS 
to meet with me and Bill Rohe We can talk about our Faculty Fellows 
program and our seed grants. 

Thanks 

Todd 

Todd Owen 
Associate Director 
Center for Urban& Regional Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/962-3076 
http://curs.unc.edu/ 





Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc .edu> 

Saturday, March 26, 2011 4:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Dr. Firoze Manji visit to UNC 

Eunice, 

all this sotmds great. I will let charles know about wednesday morning and thursday evening. If he is speaking at the african student center meeting on thursday night, 

does that mean he is not giving his public lecture about the media as originally planned on campus, or is that the same thing? 

I will be at the stone center no later than 6:45pm on Monday to meet you guys and get oriented. Looking forward to the week! 

On Mar 26, 2011, at 1:43 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

The meeting is now confirmed: Wednesday, 9.30am-10.30am, GEC 20:t0. In addition to this meeting, the African Studies Center monthly meeting of Africanists 
from universities in the Triangle region will meet on Thursday - 6.30pm-8.00pm, GEC 3024- - and Firoze is the scheduled guest speaker. As usual a light dinner 
will be served. Kindly encourage Charles and others to attend. 

On another note, I have asked my students to attend the film screening on Monday and they are very excited. I will bring Firoze to the Stone Center at 6.45pm 
so that we can start on time, etc. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From:                    ~unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, March 24, 20:t:t :I:t::t7 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Fwd: Dr. Firoze Manji visit to UNC 

Hi Eunice, 

See the below response t?om Charles Muiruri at Duke saying he’d like to meet ruth Firoze. I mentioned to him that Tuesday and Wednesday would likely 

be the days to meet, but wasn’t positive. 

When would be the best group meeting time to ask Charles to join Firoze for? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Charles Muiruri" <muiru001~duke edu> 

Date: March 24, 2011 10:42:21 AM EDT 

To: ’                               ~,unc edu> 

Subject: RE: Dr. Firoze Manji visit to UNC 

About Firoze, I have heard about him (never met him but like his work at least from the forwarded 

emails ti~om Pamb~uka that guys tbr~vard to me soemtime. It is a ve~ popular 
site in Kenya. I would love to ~neet him but I will need to know when well in 

advmice since I am hosting a guy who is working with me from Moshi. Please 

let me know. I know I cannot make it on Wednesday evening since 

Just let me know and I will make 
plans. 

PEACE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 26, 2011 5:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information tbr ’Blackness in Latin America and the Caxibbean : social dynamics and cultural transtbrmations’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3177879 

Title: Blackness in Latin America and the Caribbean : social dynamics and cultural transformations 

Series: Blacks in the diaspora 

Published: Indiana University Press 

Publisher Location: Bloomington 

Published: c1998. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Blacks - Latin 2,merica -- History. 
Blacks -- Caribbean Area -- History. 
Latin America -- Race relations. 
Caribbean Area -- Race relations. 
Blacks -- Race identity. 
Social change. 
Functionalism (Social sciences) 

O ther Authors: 
Ton-es, Arlene. 
\Vh~tten, Norman E 

Item Descripuon: 

2v ;24cm 

025321193X (v. 1 : pa : alk paper) 

0253211948 @ 2 :pa : alk. paper) 

0253334047 @. 1 : c1 : a[k. paper) 

0253334063 (v 2 : cl : alk paper) 

38061504 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index 

Table of Contents: 
v. 1 Central America and Nnrthern and Western South America -- v. 2 Eastern South America and the Caribbean 

Locations at LTNC: 
Davis Library (0 copies available) 
F1419.N4 B53 1998 v. 1 (Davis Library)Checked Out (due 02/10/2009) 
F1419.N4 B53 1998 v.2(Davis Library)Checked Out (due 04/22/2011) 
Stone Center Library (1 copy available) 
F1419.N4 B53 1998 v.l(Stone Center Library)Missing 
F1419.N4 B53 1998 v.2(Stone Center Library Reserve)Available 

...... Mail gcnerated at Mar.26.2011 17:59:22 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org> 

Saturday, March 26, 2011 7:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Athgo Opportunities 

grsnts, 

Learn More I Register 

Check out ou~ fiexible or:line 

Learn More 

Featured Video 

witi: ihe UN-OHRU..S 

Watch Video 

H,E. Cheick SLdi Di;~rra 
Ur:d~r-Secret~ ry -G~ner~i 
UN-OHRU..S 

Learn More I Register 

~ 
F.’,E Ivo lvanovski 
Mini~.te~ of in~om",a~ion Society 

Youtube .. Watch t~s 
Facebook ~ Become a fan 
Twitter ~ Foitow us 

Athgo ,~n,~:~r,.,?a#ona,~ and the United Natiol~s el~tsred into an agres~re..",t on May 26, 2010, which 

Gos~s throughout the Wodd, 

Athgo Veoph:: 

Tun~ h~ to Dr, A~’r~er~ O~’~yarCs ~nterv~w on Green k~ Goad, ~ weekly C~e~r Channe~ r~d~o show 
w~h John Sh~!~ed;~n ~d M~ke B~ady flora 27:09 mark: 

http:flgreenis~ood.fm/201 ll011iay-kord~ch~th#o-international-armen-oruiyanl 

Eye.body can be ~reat, because anybody can sere ~ Pa~ Two 
by Johr~ 8he~eH~L Chaffman and CEO o~ ~}!~ctron~c 

A[hgo is on a missio~ .:o engage 

appr~c~at~ and vsk~e 

Donate Now      ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

courthey <~courtlaey@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 12:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting ruth Dr. Firoze Mmaji, Editor-in-Chiet; Pambazuka News 

Dear Eunice, 
Great to see you Friday. I will give a GEOG lecture at 10pm on Wednesday, 
but will stop by to meet Dr. Manji before the event at 9:30 
Thal~,Zs for the invite, looking forward to it[ 
Best, 
Chris 

On Wed, 23 2vlar 2011 19:45:10 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dear Chris, 
> 

> Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> At any rate, I write to invite you to a meeting with Dr Firoze Manji on 
> We&aesday March 30 at GEC2010 between 9 30am-I 0.30am. Manji has been 
> involved in various struggles for social justice in Kenya and elsewhere. 
At 
> the meeting he will among other things share ideas on a proposed prc~iect 
to 
> launch a North American version of Pambazuka. Yousu£- who urffortunately 
> will be miss the meeting because of class responsibilities - can share 
more 
> details concerning Manji’s work if you wish 
> 

> I hope to see you then and in other events linked to his visit to UNC 
next 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@email.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 9:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting ruth Dr. Firoze Mmaji, Editor-in-Chiet; Pambazuka News 

Eunice 

Sadly Weds in my double teaching day and meetings in between on the 
22rid. Have you tried Mike Lambert? 

Hope you are well 

best 

Andy 

ahle, Eumce N wrote: 

Dear Andr e~v, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I write to kindly invite you to a brief meeting ~vith Dr. Firoze Manji 
on Wednesday, March 22 at GEC2010 The meeting will discuss the role 
of Pambazuka News in covering political, economic and other processes 
in Afi-ica and the African Diaspora in the last decade In addition, 
Manji will share his vision of a soon to be launched Pambazuka North 
America 

I know you are busy, but I hope you can join us. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 6:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

RE: On Friday, April 1 - Firoze 

Dear Eunice, 
It would be a pleasure to share a moment over coffee with brother Firoze. 
Regards, 
BHS 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 7:22 AM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: On Friday, April 1 - Firoze 

Dear Esteemed Mwalimus, 

Greetings. 

In the spirit of African hospitality, I would be very grateful if the two of you had coffee with our brother and comrade Firoze on Friday, at 10.30am at Jack Sprat. Firoze would 
be delighted. Kindly let me know. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 27, 2011 9:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ftp:!!ftp, palgrave.co, uk/Outbou nd!Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

April Spruill <~AprilSpruill@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR - NOT APPROVED 

Unfortunately we will be unable to approve your Stone Center Facility Request for use of the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room on April 1, 2011 as someone has the 

room reserved. 

Please let me know if we can be of assistance with another date and/or time. 

Thanks, 

April 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 

Fax: (919) 962-3725 

a pril_spruill @unc.edu 

www.unc.eduidep[sistonecenter 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spruill, April R <april spmill@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

~unc.edn 

RE: Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR- NO’][’ APPROVED 

Hello, 

I believe you spoke with regarding this event. There’s an event that has been on our calendar since November. I’m unsure as to where she got her 

information from and I apologize for the confusion and inconvenience. 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

Phone: 919-843-2668 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:11 AM 
To: Spruill, April R 

Cc:      @unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR - NOT APPROVED 

Dear April, 

Thanks for your note. 

When      and I dropped by the Stone Center, you indicated that we could have the room following a Stone Center event that ended at 5.00pm. Based on this information, 
we sent out fliers and other information pertaining to the event. Kindly let us know if something changed after our original meeting. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: April Spruill [April_Spruill@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:04 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR - NOT APPROVED 

Unfortunately we will be unable to approve your Stone Center Facility Request for use of the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room on April 1, 2011 as someone has the 

room reserved. 

Please let me know if we can be of assistance with another date and!or time. 

Thanks, 

April 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 

Fax: (919) 962-3725 

a pril_spruill@unc.edu 

www.unc.edu!depts!stonecenter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:18 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc l?aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ faculty] film tonight: Cuba: An At?ic~ Odys~y Part 2 

Cuba: An African Odyssey Part 2 

(60rain) 

With a Post-Film discussion moderated by Dr. Firoze Manji 

Free and Open to the Public 

Whe~.: Monday March 28 @ 7pm 

Where: Ititchcock Multipurpose Room 

Sonja Haynes Stone Cent.- 

150 Sonth Road 

UNC Chapel Hill Campus 

hi this ambitious and revealing documenta~g, Egypfian-Freltch filrnlnaker Jihatt E1-Tallfi traces the histoiy of Cubatl solidarity with Aflican liberation movements in the 1960s and 70s. It begins in 1965 when 

Che Guevara led a group of Cubatl revolutionary fighters in all mlSUCCeSSfftl attempt to support tile straggle for hate independence in t!re Congo. Pari 2 moves to Cuba’s role in the straggles against Portnguese 

colonialism in Guinea-Bissau and Angola 

Cuba: An Aftican Odyssey combines remarkable archival footage much of it never before seen in tile U. S with an amazing cast ofpartialpants showing Cuba’s pivotal role in tile liberation tnovements in 

Africa. Over 300,000 Cubans fought alongside African revolutionaries, one of tnany examples of Cuba’s line internationalism 

A post-fihn discussion will be moderated by special guest Dr. Firoze Manji, who is visiting UNC this week. Dr. MaNi is editor-in-chief of Pambamtka news, produced by a pan-Aflican colmmmity of some 

2,600 citizens and orgartisations - academics, policy makers, social activists, women’s organisations, civil socie~j- organisations, writers, artists, poets, bloggers, and cotnnlentators who together produce 

insightfill, sharp mid thoughtfifl mlalyses and make it one of the largest and most innovative and influential web foIamls for social justice in Aft{ca. 

This showing is part of a fihn series that examines tile legacy of tile BI ack radical tradition. Fuhtre showings include: 

Aplil 4: W.E.B. Du Bois: A Biography in Fore- Voices 

Aplil 18: Amelicmt Revolution 2 

Aplil 25: Bastalds oflhe Party 

All showings begin at 7pro in the Hitchcock Mnltipurpose Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

" Co-Sponsored by tile Black Student Movelnent 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edw" 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. ~asc l?aculty@is~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc [hcnlty] Firoze Manji March 31 Seminar 

Carolina Seminar 

Dr. Firoze Manji 
Media and Social Struggle in Contemporary Africa 
Thursday, March 31, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-C~I 
Dr. Firoze Manji, of the Pambazuka News, will speak on media and social s~truggle in comemporary Africa. This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology 

and Social Proces~s. This working gronp is comprised of Triangle aJcea faculty and graduate students. Each month’s meeting is an inibrmal gathering tbr sharing new 

research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is ~rved. Ope ~ to all area tZacult5, and graduate students in any discipline. Free Please Contact: 

Barbara Anderson b anderson(~unc.edu tbr more intbm~ation. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spruill, April R <april spruill@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR - NOT APPROVED 

Unfortunately, the group that has the Hitchcock Room also has the theatre reserved. We do have classrooms and seminar rooms that are available. I’m not sure 

how many people you are trying to accommodate, but to view these rooms, visit the classroom hotline ( http:!iwww.hotline.unc.edu!index.cfm? 

fuseaction=classroom.classroom). The room numbers are 200, 201, 209, and 210. 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

Phone: 919-843-2668 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:19 AM 
To: Spruill, April R 
Subject: RE: Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR - NOT APPROVED 

Dear April, 

Is it possible then to book the theater at the Stone Center. This would be very helpful given that there has been extensive publicity concerning the event and its location. Any 
help you can extend on this score will be highly appreciated. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:15 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR - NOT APPROVED 

Hello, 

I believe you spoke with Joscelyne regarding this event. There’s an event that has been on our calendar since November. I’m unsure as to where she got her 

information from and I apologize for the confusion and inconvenience. 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

Phone: 919-843-2668 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:11 AM 
To: Spruill, April R 

~unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR - NOT APPROVED 

Dear April, 

Thanks for your note. 

When      and I dropped by the Stone Center, you indicated that we could have the room following a Stone Center event that ended at 5.00pm. Based on this information, 
we sent out fliers and other information pertaining to the event. Kindly let us know if something changed after our original meeting. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: April Spruill [April_Spruill@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:04 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Stone Center Facility Request 4/1/11 HMR - NOT APPROVED 

Unfortunately we will be unable to approve your Stone Center Facility Request for use of the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room on April 1, 2011 as someone has the 

room reserved. 

Please let me know if we can be of assistance with another date and!or time. 

Thanks, 

April 

April R. Spruill, Administrative Manager 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 

Fax: (919) 962-3725 

a pril_spruill@unc.edu 

www.unc.eduideptsistonecenter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:24 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ thcul~] 2 AtiJcan Studies events April 

African Social Movements in a Globalizing Context 

Friday, April 1, 2011, 5:30-7:30PM 

Sonja Ha~nes Stone Center, Hithcock Multipurpose Room, UNC-CH 

A round table discussion introduced and moderated by Pro£ Eunice SaNe of the Departments of African and African American Studies and Global Studies at UNC- 

CH. PaNcipants include Professors Bereket Selassie and Georges Nzongola, and gradnate students                                of UNC-CH, Prof. Charles 

Plot of Duke University, and Dr. Firoze Manji and           of the Pan~bnzuka News. This event is presented jointly by the African Studies Center. the Department 

of Geography, and the Depart~nent of African and AIhcan American Studies. Free. Plea~ Contact: Eunice SaNe eunice@email.unc.edu tier more information. 

From Prisons to Polars, Justice and Itumans Rights in Moroccan Cinema 

A lecture by Valefie Orlando 

Thursday, April 7, 2011, 4:00PM 

Dey Hall, Toy Lounge, UNC-C~t 

Val~rie Orlando is Professor of French & Francophone Literature. She is the author of four books: Nomadic Voices of E:dle: Feminine Identity in Francophone 

Literature of the Maghreb, (Ohio University Press, 1999), Of Suffocated Healers and Tortured Souls: Seeking Subjecthood Through Madness in Francophone 

Women’s Writing of Africa and the Caribbean (Lexington Books, 2003), Francophone Voices of the ’New Morocco’ in Film and Print: (Re)presenting a Society in 

Transition (Palgrave-Macmillan, 2009) and Screening Morocco: Fihnic Depictions of a Changing Socie~l (forthcoming, Ohio UP, 2011). She teaches undergraduate 

and graduate courses on Francophone women’s writing from the African diaspora, African Cinema, and French literature and culture. For more on Dr. Orlando please 

visit Valeriekeyoflando.org. This event is co-sponsored by the Department of Romance Language, the African Studies Center. and the department of Asian Studies. 

Free. Please Contact: Dominique Fisher domti~@emml.unc.edu for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 28, 2011 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 
Re: CURS meeting 

Hi Eul~ice: 

11:151ooks good. 

If something comes tap I will let you lcaow but we will plan to see you then 

Cheers, 

Todd 

On 3/26/2011 12:31 PM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Todd, 
> 
> Thanks for your note. 
> 

> Tuesday is a hearT teaching day for me, thus Wednesday is a better option Would an 11.15am meeting on Wednesday work from your end? I could also meet in the at’temoon on 
Wednesday. Kindly let me know. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> E~ice 

> From~ T;dd (>v,~;~ [gwen@em~ilTun~7~du] 

> Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:57 PM 
> To: Sahle, E~ice N 
> SubJect: CURS meeting 
> 

> tti Eunice: 
> 

> Sor~’ the delay in getting back to you. [ wonder if you are free 
> Tuesday afternoon or pretty much aW time on Wednesday to come to CURS 
> to meet with me and Bill Robe We can talk about ow Faculty Fellows 
> program and our seed grants 

> Thanks 
> 

> Todd 

> Todd Owen 
> Associate Director 
> (;enter ]2~r Urban& Regional Studies 
> Umversity of NorN Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919,’962-3076 
> http://curs.unc.edui 

Todd Owen 
Associate Director 
Center for Urban& Regional Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919,’962-3076 
http:/icurs.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 12:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

1005 on Friday 

Hi Eumce, 

I’ve written the coordinator of the event that has the building booked 
on Friday night, and I hope she replies soon Hopefully they won’t 
really need such a large amount of set up time and can let us get into 
1005 for a couple of hours. Maybe we should give her a few hours to 
reply and then you might start looking at other options just in case. 
Have you tried the Student Union or McGavran-Greenberg? How- about 
Murphey 116, Graham Memorial 039, or Hanes 120? Hanes 120 would be 
convenient to the Swain visitors parking lot and the town parking lots, 
but you’d ~vant to check if the gate at S~vain lot is tap after 5. The 
Registrar’s ofi)ce should be able to tell you who controls each of these 
buildings after 5 I think it may be online somewhere also Of course 
Hanes would be Art, and for McGavran Greenberg we could ask Mamie Harris 
for advice because I know she just booked a room there so she must know 
who to contact. The Union or Graham Memorial might be too pricey, rm 
sure there are lots of other options too, but hopefully the CGI person 
will get back to us with good ne~vs about 1005 

Talk to you soon, 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewal[ 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies (;enter 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (15x) 
sewall@email.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiler, Jonathan D <~jweile~@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Dr. Firoze Ma~ji (Briefbio) a~d contirming tomorrow 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you so much. T will meet them there at :tO. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 

from: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 20:t:t :t::t7 PM 

To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Dr. Firoze Manji (Brief bio) and confirming tomorrow 

Dear Jonathan, 

I thought I would send Dr. Manji brief bio just in case you need it for introducing him to your class. 
Further, kindly note that he and         will be at Jack Sprat at :t0.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Dr. Manji (brief CV) 

Hi there. Thanks. I think it will be fine for you to introduce Firoze. I am in hiding, working on reports, but heard from Stacey that she is helping you scramble for a room for 
Friday. Bon courage! B 

On 3/28/2011 1:31 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

Forgot to attach Dr. Manji’s brief bio as you requested. Kindly see attached. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:56 AM 
To: Amelia DeFosset 
Co: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C 
Subject: Re: thursday night food 

Thanks, Amelia. The selections sounds great. I am including Eunice in this, so that she can let us know how many lblks she expects for Thursday. Eunice, 

do you anticipate more than 20? We are happy to order more food--don’t wm~t guests to go without. And cm~ yon send us a CV for Firoze’s 

introduction? 

On 3/28/2011 10:46 AM, Amelia DeFosset wrote: 

I’ve ordered lasagna with garlic knots, green salad, and grilled veggie salad for20 from Whole Foods. All of that was about $160, or $8 a 
person. I think it will be plenty, but I could pick up some more bread or salad or something. What do you think’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:58 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: MU 116 reservation 

Ok, I am going to send this to her right now so that she can confirm! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:57 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: MU 116 reservation 
Importance: High 

Hi Travis, 

Many, many thanks for this! 

Attached is the form. So, I can go ahead and inform the participants about the new location? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:40 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: MU 116 reservation 

Hi Eunice, 

Great news! Murphy is availabl!! [ worked very hard to get it. Now there is one thing you must do to make it official. 

Fill out the attachment and send it back to me. Quickly please! 

Thanks! 

T-bone 

From: Kush, Jennifer Anne 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 1:32 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: MU 116 reservation 

Here you go! 

Jennifer Kush 
Depa rtment of Classics Assista nt/Registra r 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
212 Murphey Hall, CB# 3145 
204 Lenoir Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-7191 - P 
919-962-4036 - F 

kush@email, unc.edu 



From: ~unc.edn> 

Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 2:13 PM 

To: Saltle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subjet’t: Re: April 1 

Ahhh! That is ve131 frustrating that they messed us up like that. Hopefidly Tmvis caaa find a decent replacement. Let me know and rll send out an updated 

announcement mid-week with the correct morn. 

On Mar 28, 2011, at 10:49 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi 

Well, Stone Center is not an option on Friday. The conclusive message from that end is that the multipurpose room is booked for that day as is the theater. 

Travis is the midst of trying to get another location. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 2:25 PM 

Film tonight- extra credit opportunity: AFRI101.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

For those who are wondeting about the location and time for the film tonight, hem we go: 

When: Monday Maacch 28 @ 7pm 

Where: Hitchcock Multipurlyose Room 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road 
UNC Chapel ttill Cmnpus 

See you there. 

Dr. Sable 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smifla-Nonini, Sandy C <SCSMITH@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 3:13 PM 

DUNCPI.AS I.ISTSERVE <intl-duncplas@duke.edtr~ 

El Salvador book event Wed. 3:30 

Reading flyer-2.doc 

From: Smith-Nonini, Sandy C 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2021 22:08 AM 
To: Smith-Nonini, Sandy C 
Subject: FW: test 

::×:::: 

Healing the body politic: 
El Salvad~r s P~pu]ar Struggle fbr health 

]~dghS --- From civil war to neo]i~I’~d ~ace 

A Reading (w,’ slides) ~ 

Sandy Snfi~-Nomm, PI~ 
Dept of Aaflm~V~logy 

3:30 pm Wed. Mar. 30 
Bulls head Bookshop 
UNC Sin.dent Stores 

San@ Smith-Nonini, P~ 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Dept. of AntNopolo~ 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

http j/y~kezdi~:b logspot, c om 
Ph c: 
Address: 



Rutgers University Press 2010 

A Reading (wis~ides) by 

(Dept of Anthropology} 

Bulls head Bookshop 
UNC Student Stores 

3:30 pm Wed. Mar. 30 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sandy Smith-Nonini <scsmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 3:27 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: E1 Salvador book event- Wed 3:30 

Reading flyer-2-a.pdf 

(please excuse double postings) 

Healing the body politic: 
[!;1 Salvador’s Po~lar S~mgg~e t~r health 

Rights -- From civil war to ~eolibeml peace 

(Rutgers Universe.x/Press, 2(1110) 

A Reading (w/alidca) by 

Sandy Smith-Nonini, PhD (At~ttm:~pology) 

3:30 pm Wed. Mar. 30 
Bulls head Booksl~op 
UNC Student Stores 

Sandy Smith-Nonini, PhD 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Dept of Anti,topology 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
http://snonini.wordpress.com 
http :/@ikesli~ blogs pot corn 
Ph: c: 
Address: 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: e~mice@email.nnc.e&, To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-28920008-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26[b57fc7@listserv.mac~edu 



RUTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS 

A READING ~w/5~5} BY 

BULLS HEAD BOOKSHOP 
UNC STUDENT STORES 

3:30 PM WED. MAR. 30 

2010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ridkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rietkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 3:29 PM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; isa-gra&~listserv.anc.edu; ba-ltam@lisk~erv.unc.edu 

Best Practices in Global Business Education: Bv~il 

Count~ Briefing: Brazil 

A Count~" Overview and Introdnction to Marketing Management Practices 

April 20, 2DI1 4:30-5:45 pm EDT 

with Dr. Nick Didow, Associale ProJ&s’sor ofMarkeling and Kenan Inslit~ae FaculO~ Fellow 

This webinar on Brazil roll provide a basic introductory briefing about the context of and cul~nt issues for doing business in Brazil. Topics include: origins and histou; 

delnographic and econolnic characteristics; social and politic~1 enviroranent; religious and culturdl influences; major industries and economic sectors; emerging 

marketing, manufacturing, service indusl .ry, and finance opportunities; current issues and business trends; personal conduct and business cusloms; and, strategies and 
resources for businesses wanting to successfully enter Brazil. The webinar roll als~ cover major marketing management issues in Brazil, including the major current 

market opportunities, market competitiveness and leading companies, typical product assortments, distribtNon practices and logistics options, pricing practices, and the 

role of promotion and commnnications in Brazil. 

The webinar is designed for the novice Mao has minimal knoMedge or experience in Brazil and is looking for a basic introduction to this country. 

We will use Adobe Connect (t?ee access to participants). Participants will need Intemet access and a computer with speakers or headphones. It is important that you 

download mad install the mosl recent version of Adobe’s Flash player prior to the start of the webinar. 

Registration is free, but there is a limited immber of spots on the webinar. 

Beatriz Riefkohl Muffiz 

Associate Director 

Institute for the Study of the Americas 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street (corner of McCauley and Pittsboro) 

Campus Box 3205 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3205 

9:19-966-:1484 (main) 

9:19-962-24:18 (direct) 

9:19-962-0398 (fax) 

http:i/isa.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 4:13 PM 

Department listserv ¢~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afria£aJn] ExternaJ Activities aJ~d AnnuaJ Report 

ExternalPay.pdf 

Dear All, 

This is an annual reminder and request. If you engaged in any "External Activities for Pay," including receiving Honorariums, pay for project work that was outside 

of UNC payroll, etc, please fill out the attached form and return it to me by April 29th. 

In general this form should be filled out as a Request, PRIOR to each time you would like to work outside of UNC, but if you happened to miss filling this out for any 

external work in 2010-11, please do fill the form out now. By April 29th I must receive any of these forms that you need to file for July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011, so 

that we can make a summary report to Provost’s Office. 

Also, please note that I will be sending out info in the next few days about your role in completing the Annual Report, which will also be due by April 29th. You will 

be required to fill out an online survey about your work during the past year, and I have been told that this can be somewhat time consuming (1-3 hours). 

However, it is required by UNC, only you may fill out your portion, and it will be available ONLY from April 7th to April 29th. So please plan some time for this, 

during this particularly busy time of year. 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

DepaJ-~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africa~n & Afro-America~n Studies 

109 Battle tlall, CB #3395 

University of North Caxolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

1~ 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to al’dat~m as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edt~/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriathm&o~8920346 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28920346-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



300.2.2. I[R] 

Adopted 08/12/05 

Regulations on External Professional Activities for Pay by Faculty and 
Non-Faculty EPA Employees 

In accordance with the Board of Governors’ policy on Conflicts of Interest and Commitment 
Affecting Faculty and Non-Faculty EPA Employees (UNC Policy Manual, 300.2.2), UNC 
faculty and non-faculty EPA employees sometimes may engage in compensated activities that 
are not a part of University employment. Through such opportunities, employees apply their 
specialized knowledge and experience to activities outside of their University employment, 
thereby enhancing their own capabilities in teaching and research and contributing significant 
societal benefits, including economic development through technology transfer. These activities 
are encouraged if the intended activity complies with Section II, A of the corresponding policy 
300.2.2, and do not create a conflict of interest (see definitions, UNC Policy Manual, 300.2.2, 
Section I). 

An EPA employee who wishes to engage in external professional activity for pay must adhere to 
these regulations to provide satisfactory assurances that such activity will not interfere with 
University employment obligations. 

I. Regulations 

Any EPA employee who plans to engage in external professional activity for pay 
shall complete the "Notice of Intent to Engage in External Professional Activity for 
Pay" (hereinafter referred to as "Notice of Intent," see Appendix 1), which shall be 
filed with the head of the department in which the individual is employed. A separate 
"Notice of Intent" shall be filed for each such activity in which an employee proposes 
to engage. Unless there are exceptional circumstances, the "Notice of Intent" shall be 
filed not less than ten (10) calendar days before the date the proposed external 
professional activity for pay is to begin. 

Approval of a "Notice of Intent" may be granted for a period not to exceed the 
balance of either 1) the fiscal year (in the case of 12-month employees and employees 
with contract serv’ice periods that include the summer session) or 2) the academic 
year (in the case of 9-month employees with no summer session contract period) 
remaining as of the date of approval; if the approved activity will continue beyond the 
end of the relevant fiscal or academic year in which it was begun, an additional 
"Notice of Intent" must be filed at least ten (10) days before engaging in such activity 
in the succeeding relevant year. 

Except as set out in paragraph D below, the "Notice of Intent" shall be considered as 
follows: If, after a review of the "Notice of Intent" and consultation with the EPA 
employee, the department head (or appropriate administrator, see definition UNC 
Policy Manual, 300.2.2, Section I, Item F) determines that the proposed activity is not 
consistent with the policy statements of the institution or Board of Governors, the 
faculty or other professional staff member shall be notified of that determination 



within ten (10) calendar days of the date the "Notice of Intent" is filed. In the event 
of such notification by the department head, the EPA employee shall not proceed with 
the proposed activity but may appeal that decision to the administrative officer to 
whom the department chair reports, and then to the chancellor or the chancellor’s 
designee (or, in the Office of the President, to the President). A decision on any such 
appeal shall be given to the EPA employee within ten (10) calendar days of the date 
on which the appeal is received. The decision of the chancellor (or of the President) 
shall be final. Appeals shall be made in writing. 

If question 8, question 9a, or question 9b on the "Notice of Intent" is answered in the 
affirmative, the procedure set out in paragraph 3 above shall be modified as follows: 
The decision of the department head to approve the activity shall be reviewed 
promptly and approved or disapproved within ten (10) days of receipt by the 
administrative officer to whom the department head reports, and appeal of a 
disapproval by that officer shall be to the chancellor or the chancellor’s designee (or, 
in the Office of the President, to the President). 

Departmental summaries of all "Notices of Intent" filed and of actions taken in 
response to such "Notices of Intent" during the preceding fiscal year shall be 
submitted by department heads to the chancellor or the chancellor’s designee (or, in 
the Office of the President, to the President) each July. On or before September 1 of 
each year, the UNC Office of the President, Office of Research and Sponsored 
Programs, will initiate the submission of annual summary reports from the 
chancellors to the President. 

External professional activities for pay performed for another institution or agency of 
the State of North Carolina also must comply with State policies governing dual 
employment and compensation, unless an exception to those State policies is 
expressly authorized by the chancellor or the President. 

In addition, senior academic and administrative officers may be subject to special 
regulations regarding honoraria. Please refer to the U~ Policy A~[anual, 300.2.2.2 

H. University employees not complying with these procedures will be subject to 
disciplinary action. 

II. Special Provision 

These regulations shall not be required of EPA employees serving on academic year 
contracts, if the external professional activity for pay is wholly performed and completed 
outside of the academic year, provided that the activity does not conflict with the policy 
statements of the institution or Board of Governors and is not conducted concurrently 
with a contract service period for teaching, research, or other services to the institution 
during a summer session. 

P~e2 



APPENDIX I 

NOTICE OF INTENT TO ENGAGE IN EXTERNAL PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR PAY 

Date: 

(name) 
profcssional activiU for pay under the following conditions: 

1. Name and address of contracting organization: 

intends to engage in external 

2. Nature of proposed activity: 

3. Beginning date and anticipated duration of activity: 

On average, how many hours per week will be devoted to this activity? 

a. For 12-month employees, for the anticipated duration of the activity, within the current 
fiscal year ending June 30: 

b. For 9-month employees, for each component part of the academic year, as applicable, 
within the current fiscal year ending June 30 (see above paragraph 2): 

(2) 

(3) 

Second summer session (post July 1). 

Fall semester 

Spring semester 

(4) First summer session (pre July l) 

Total number of hours to be devoted to activity: 

Identify any classes, meetings or other University duties that will be missed because of 
involvement in the proposed activity (respond separately for each applicable component part of 
the academic calendar if 9-month employee) and state what arrangements have been made to 
cover any such duties: 
Duties Missed        Arrangements to Cover 

7. Use of University resources in connection with proposed activi~: 

P~e3 



Will the activity entail the use of any University resources (see UNC Po!icy Manual, 
300.2.2, Section I, Item G)? 
( ) Yes      ( ) No 

b. If yes, describe what resources will be used. 

To your knowledge, does the contracting organization above provide funding which directly 
supports any of your University duties or activities? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 

9. To be completed if the contracting organization is a private firm: 

Do you or any member of your immediate family own an equity interest in the 
contracting organization? 
( ) Yes      ( ) No 

Do you hold an office in the contracting organization? 
( )Yes      ( )No 

10. Performance of the above described activity is consistent with the Board of Governors Policy on 
conflicts of interest and commitment and external professional activities (300.2.2). 

Signature 

Department 

Academic Rank or Job Title 

Administrative Tire (if any) 

Signaturc Depamnent Head (or supervisor) 

P~e4 



ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION ON NOTICE OF INTENT 

1. Reviewed; activity determined to be consistent with University policy. 

Date Department Head 

Other action (as required): 

Date Dean or Other Administrative Officer* 

* Approval by Dean or other administrative officer to whom Department Head reports is required if 
question 8 or question 9a or 9b is answered in the affimlative. 

2. Reviewed; activity determined not to be consistent with University policy. 

Date Department Head 

Action on appeal (if any): 

Date Action taken 

Dean or Other Administrative Officer 

Date Action taken 

Chancellor 

AW administrative action approving a "Notice of Intent" shall be effective only for the remaining balance 
of the fiscal year (in the case of 12-month employees) or for the balance of the academic year (for 9- 
month employees); see above paragraph 2. 

P~e5 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc .edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 4:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: April 1 : Room confirmation 

Eunice, 

Great’. I will t~ and get the email announcemem and flier updated. I assume we will keep the same start time of 5:30 to not confuse anybody, but just let people know 

the l~oom has changed? 

That’s a big room right? I believe it seats 170 students or so. 

Also, on "the meeting with undergrads and Firoze, I think they may be getting mixed signals:       had sent an email to about 16 students encouraging them to attend 

the meeting as we had originally discussed at 3pm, ~md at least one of them wrote to me a~sking about "the location. Any cafe or the student union as you suggest should 

be fine, but I j ust wanted to confirm ruth you befole writing to them (they’re writing to me still) that it will still happen, and that you’d like it to be at 4pm ins~tead of 

3pm. Or did you want thegn to just cancel this meeting and t~y to talk with him at any of this planned public events? 

On Mar 28, 2011, at 3:50 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Good news. Travis has confirmed the following room for our forum: 

Murphey (MU) :I:t6 reservation 

We have the room from 5.00pm-7.30pm and that is great. 

Best wishes, Eunice 

From-"                    ~unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, March 28, 20:I:t 2::t2 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: April :t 

Ahhh! That is very frustrating that they messed us up like that. Hopefully Travis can find a decent replacement. Let me know and I’ll send out an updated 

annoancement mid-week with the correct room. 

On Mar 28, 2011, at 10:49 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi 

Well, Stone Center is not an option on Friday. The conclusive message from that end is that the multipurpose room is booked for that day as is the 
theater. Travis is the midst of trying to get another location. 

Best wishes, 
EuNce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kalz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edus> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 5:31 PM 

Black Women Musicians m~d the °Voicing’ of the Civil Rights Movement: A Talk By Proil Tammy Kemodle 

Dear Colleagues, 

I wanted to let you know about an upcoming event at UN(? that I hope will interest you. Professor Tammy Kernodle (Miami University of Ohio) will offer the lecture, "’I’m Goin’ Sing When 
the Spirit Says Sing’: Black Women Musicians and the ’Voicing’ of the Civil Rights Movement," in the University Room of Hyde Hall, next Monday April 4 at noon. Professor Kernodle is 
interviewing for a position in the Music Department and this talk is being given as part of the ilrterview process. I hope you can attend! 

Best wishes, 

Mark Katz 
Department of iVlu sic 

P.S. Feel free to forward this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 28, 2011 5:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: , and Dr. Fimze MaNi, etc 

Coomrade, as I mentioned this ihas been a h~:rd ti~ne. The last t-a,o Colombians leave tomorrow, I could only meet 

on Th for coffee; how about Th May 31 at around 3:00? I teach 5-8. I will be there for the round table. 

armro 

On 3/19/2011 7:12 PM, Sable, Ennice N wrote: 

Dear Comrade, 

Greetings. 

T write to kindly invite you and      to events surrounding comrade Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC. Firoze Manji is a Kenyan social activist and scholar currently 

based in London, the founder of Pambazuka News and Fahamu publishing. He and     (now with Pambazuka News) would be delighted if you met with them 
for coffee or lunch during their visit to UNC the week of the March 28-April 2. Kindly let me know if you time to meet with them on either Tuesday (March 29), 
Thursday (March 30) or Friday (April 

At any rate, it would be great if you and joined us at: 

l) A public lecture by Firoze Manji "Media and Social Struggles in Africa", GEC, 3024- 6.30pm-8.30pm, a light dinner will be served. 

2) Round table on African social movements (See attached poster): April :~ - Kindly encourage your students to attend and circulate the poster to folks who might 
be interested. 

In solidarity, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

lgutierr <lgulierr@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 6:24 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Film screening: Living Juarez: Collateral Damage in Mexico’s Drug War by Laura Carlsen 

LauraCarlsen Flier.docx 

Please distribute ~videly 

The Curriculum in Global Studies, Social Movements Working Group, 
Department of Anthropology 

Living Juarez: Collateral Damage m Mexico’s Drug War 

A :film screening and discussion with 

Laura Carlsen 
Director of the Americas Program of the Center for International Policy 

Friday, April 8 
Noon-1:30 Phi 
2008-2010 (i lobal Education Center 

Laura Carlsen is the Director of the Americas Program of the Center :[’or 
International Policy (CIP). Carlsen will present the screening of the 
latest Chiapas Media Project, "Living Jufirez: Collateral Damage in Me×ico’s 
[)rug War" After the short film, she will discuss various aspects of the 
War on [)rugs in Mexico, US drug policy, and the crisis and mihrarization 
of Mexican society as a whole. Carlsen has been a political analyst and 
writer in Me×ico for over pa,enty years and has written extensively on 
trade, security, immigration and gender issues in Mexico, Colombia, and the 
Americas. She is the author of "A Primer on Plan Mexico" and has been 
working closely :[‘or twenty years with U S and Mexican groups to develop 
facts-based assessments and explore alternatives. 

About the film: 
In December 2006, during his first week in office, Mexican President Felipe 
Calderdn declared war on the drug cartels. Since then, close to 30,000 
people have died in Mexico as a result of the "War on Drugs." Ciudad 

Jufirez, across the border from E1 Paso, Texas, is now considered the 
deadliest city in the world, where close to 7,000 people have died since 
March 2008. An estimated 10,000 sec~ity officers cm~ently patrol the 
streets of Cd. Ju~rez, while the violence continues to escalate. "Living 
Ju&ez" (20 minute screening time) looks at the con~’nunity response to the 
massacre of a group of youth attending a birthday party in the Ju~rez 
neighborhood of Villas de Salv~rcar. 

For more irfformation on the fihn and Chdt~, visit: 
http://chiapasmediapr~iect.~rg/cmp/living-iu&.ez-c~l~atera~-damage-mexic~s-drug-war 

For more information on CEP 2unericas Program, visit: ww~v.cipamericas.org 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.tmc.edu To tmsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28921012-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listser<~xc.edu 



The Curriculum in Global Studies, Social Movements Working Group, 
Department of Anthropology 

Living ]uarez: Collateral Damage in Mexico’s Drug War 

A film screening and discussion with 

Laura Carlsen 
Director of the Americas Program of the Center for International Policy 

Friday, April 8 
Noon-l:30 PM 

2008-2010 Global Education Center 

Laura Carlsen is the Director of the Americas Program of the Center for International Policy (CIP). Carlsen 

will present the screening of the latest Chiapas Media Project, "Living ]ufirez: Collateral Damage in 
Mexico’s Drug War." After the short film, she will discuss various aspects of the War on Drugs in Mexico, 

US drug policy, and the crisis and militarization of Mexican society as a whole. Carlsen has been a 
political analyst and writer in Mexico for over twenty years and has written extensively on trade, 
security, immigration and gender issues in Mexico, Colombia, and the Americas. She is the author of "A 

Primer on Plan Mexico" and has been working closely for twenty years with U.S. and Mexican groups to 

develop facts-based assessments and explore alternatives. 

About the film: 
In December 2006, during his first week in office, Mexican President Felipe Calder6n declared war on the 

drug cartels. Since then, close to 30,000 people have died in Mexico as a result of the "War on Drugs." 

Ciudad lufirez, across the border from E1 Paso, Texas, is now considered the deadliest city in the world, 

where close to 7,000 people have died since March 2008. An estimated 10,000 security officers currently 
patrol the streets of Cd. ]ufirez, while the violence continues to escalate. "Living ]u~rez" (20 minute 

screening time) looks at the community response to the massacre of a group of youth attending a 
birthday party in the ]u~rez neighborhood of Villas de Salv~rcar. 

For more information on the film and CMP, visit: http://chiapasmediaproject.org/cmp/living-jufirez- 

collateral-damage-mexicos-drug-war 

For more information on CIP Americas Program, visit: www.cipamericas.org 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carol Thompson <Caro:[Thompson@nau.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 8:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

ASA - readable formats 

Sa~hle - PP.docx; SaNe - RT.docx 

Hi Eunice, 
Here are your section’s panels and roundtables in a readable Word format[ 
I hope you are managing to move around in Excel for the paper proposals. 
Let me know if you have questions. 
Please check papers as soon as possible for ones that do not fit your section and inform me of author, title. I will reassign them according to 
your recommendation. 
There will be additions, corrections to these submissions but they are all but a few changes. 
Thank you for your patience[ The Excel formatting comes from the fact that the ASA website is still in transition and could not handle the 
submissions yet. 
Thank you. 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 201:[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

short talk on april 7? 

Dear Eunice: 
I hesitate to even ask this, but am feeling just a tad desperate. We 
are funding a Chiche~va workshop this spring for public health and 
medical students plarming to do research or clinical internships in 
Malawi this stammer. Is there any chance you could give a 30 minute talk 
on the salient issues in Mala~vi histoW and culture for the first 
session of this language workshop? I certainly understand if you’re not 
able, just let me know You’d be fabulous, and it I can give talking 
points This would be at 5:30 on April 7. Thanks for letting me know 
either ~vay Regards, Barbara 



ELIIEAE~ETH DELOUGH~E~ 
UCLA 

From Atoms to/slands: 
Ecosystem Ecologies 

A//$HA KHAN,, NYU 
Whose Stories Are We 

Telling? Quafifying Caribbean 
Cosmopofitanism 

N~LO PALENIEUELA~ 

Between ~nsufar Horizons 

2010 

The Frasklir,’., H,(.~m, asities 

(::~O&: Bay 4~ /st F~oo}~ S,,,"P,,it:b,, Wa,,,’x-.’A".,,oL,,’se 

/k:~ ~°egiste~o aP,,d to obtai~ a.’.,, full sched,’,,Ae and ~°eadiP,,!]~s see:: 

Major funding for thLs event was provided b,y Duke’s Visua/ Studies Initiative with additional su##ort From 

the departments of African and African American Studies, English, and Romance Studies, the Center for 

Internation~l Studies and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, 



Introduced by Aaron 3. Lorenz, PhD, 
Post-Doctoral Associate of Luso-Brazilian Studies° 

Q&A to follow! 
In Mar(as Prado’s beautifully shot first 
documentary, he reveals the daily life of a 60 year 
old woman who has survived for twenty years 
scavenging in Rio de Janeiro’s Jardim Gramacho 
garbage dump. Alternating between extreme 
lucidity, prophecy, and schizophrenia, 
Estamira forces the viewer to rethink modernity 
and progress from the perspective of waste. A 
profound allegory of contemporary society, the 
documentary explores race, gender, and class 
discrimination from Estamira’s stubborn, 
independent, and critical perspective. 

qnternational Jury Award 

for Best Documentary at 
the 2004 ~.. ao Paolo 

-Special Jury Award for 
Best Cinematography at 

tThe 2005 Miami Film 
Festiva]. 

-Sutherland Trophy at the 
2005 British Film Institute 

Awards 

-Recipient of tt~e 
FIPRESCI P.rize at t:he 

2005 Viennale 

Fuesday, March 29th, 7pm. 
Richard White Lecture Hall 
Room 107, East Campus 

Free Screening. 
Sponsored by the Department oj: Romance 
Studies, the Center for Latin American and 
Caribbean Studies, and the Program in the 
Arts of the Moving Image (AMI) 



Ms. Solomoffs best-known works ir~clude "What My Mother ~l~bld Me;’ a semi-autobiographical story 
of domestic violence in the context of a middle-class Caribbean family. "Lord Have Mercy;’ produced 
with Claire Prieto and Var~z Chapmar~, v, Tas Canadgs first multicultural sitcom, and starred Ru.ssell Peters 
alongside Caribbean stars Leonie Forbes and Dennis "Sprangalang" Hall. ~A Winter Talg’, Cit3;l~’V 2007, 
depicts a Caribbean-Carmdian community plagued by gun violence in ’Ibromo. 



& BATlZADO 
 ASTS  C _SES 

UNIVERSITY 

March 30th 
& 

Apri~ 1st 

Capoeira is a dynamic Afro-Brazilian fighting art that incorporates 
dance, self-defense, acrobatics and music. 

The batizado is a ceremony to celebrate students’ commitment and progress in their practice° 

Please join awarding-winning Brazilian capoeira j~erformer and teacher., 
Mestranda Mbrcia Treidler of ABADA=CAPOEIRA, 

students from the Duke Capoeira Class, students from 
Wafltown Children’s Theatre and other special guests 

in a celebration of capoeira! 

All Events Open and Free to the P~l~c! 

For more information contact Katya Wesoiowski at kw87@duke.edu / (919) 660=7087 

Sponsored by the Program in Dance; African and African American Studies; Program in 
Latino/a Studies in the Global South; Cultural Anthropology; Center for Latin American 

Studies; Center for African and African American Studies; Walltown Children’s Theatre 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andveas <nsteiner@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Automatic reply: GF, C l~servation t~r fi~is Friday 

I’m away until Thursday with only sporadic access to email. In the meantime, you can contact the Center at col @unc.edu or 919-962-3094. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Education Degree Source <EducationDegreeSource@email.degreetree.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 7:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Spring tbrward with a new caxeer, check out these online degrees. 

i~i Education DegreeSou rce.com 

Invest Your Future 

Open doors with an advanced degree 
EARN YOUR DEGREE~ ONUNE 

Associate Degrees 
Medical Billing, Accounting, 

Criminal Justice 

Bachelor’s Degrees 
Business, Religion, Political 

Science 

Master’s Degrees 
MBA, Religion - Divinity, 

Education, Social Work 

Doctorate Degrees 
Educational Leadership, 

Business Admin, Public Policy 

Certificate Degrees 
Technical, HR Management 

Project Management 

Business Degrees 
Business Administration, e-Business, 

Communications 

Criminal Justice Deqrees 
Criminal Justice, Fire Science, Homeland 

Security 

Education Degrees 
Teaching -- Eady Childhood, 

Elementary, Secondary 

Healthcare Degrees 
Nursing, Human Services, Medical 

Assisting 

Psychology Degrees 
Counseling, Marriage & Family, Crisis 

Management 

Find Out More! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 8:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: short talk on april 7? 

Bless you. 

Hope your week with Firoze is going well. I will be in the office 
tomon-ow, and after the morning piece, perhaps ~ve can take him through 
the African Studies Center and sign papers with Tracey (if necessary). 
Take care B 

On 3/28/2011 10:43 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
Dear Barbara, 

Of course. No worries. 

Kind regards, 
Eunice 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:23 PM 
To: Sahle, Eumce N 
Subject: short talk on april 7? 

I)ear Eunice: 
I hesitate to even ask this, but am feeling just a tad desperate. We 
are funding a Chichewa workshop this spring for public health and 
medical students planning to do research or clinical internships in 
Malawi this sutmner. Is there any chance you could give a 30 minute talk 
on the salient issues in Malawi history and culture for the ]first 
session of this language workshop? I certainly understand if you’re not 
able, just let me know. You’d be fabulous, and it I can give talking 
points This would be at 5:30 on April 7. Thanks :[’or letting me know 
either way. Regards, Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:19 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc l?aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] ROOM CtLANGE tbr April 1 Roundtable on African Social Movements 

PLEASE NOTE ROOM CHANGE: Murphey 116 

African Social Movements in a Globalimng Context 
A Roundtable Presentation and Discussion 

"¢,qaen: Friday April 1, 5:30pm-7:30pm 
Where: Murphey 116 
Lr>,-C Chapel Hill 

The recent rebellions that began in Tunisia and Egypt have sparked 
renewed interest in social movements and the potential for revolutionalT 
change in the 21st centuW. Yet much of the conversation about these 
recent round of protests and revolutions has not touched on the 
specifically African character of the movements: the history of African 
revolt and the contemporalT context of social movements on the 
continent. This round table takes advantage of the current upheavals to 
touch on the specifics of these straggles but also to expand our focus 
to the rest of the region, taking into consideration historical and 
contemporaW conditions for struggle on the continent. 

Topics that *vill be addressed include: examining the context [’or social 
movements in the I)emocratic R epublic of Congo in the context of the 50th 
anniversaW of the assassination of Patrice Lumumba, that country’s 
first prime m~nister; the Eritrean liberation movement and contemporary 
organizing for transformation; Neoliberalism and the NGO-ization of 
resistance in West A[’rica; social movements and the state in East 
Africa; practices of solidarity between African and Canadian civil 
socie~’; reflections on how the North African uprisings have resonated 
throughout the Arab world; the Egyptian revolution and the discourse of 
a "transition" to democracy. 

Panelists include: 

Prof Georges Nzongola, African and African American Studies, UNC-(~q 
Prof. Bereket Selassie, African and Afi-ican American Studies, UNC-(~I 
Pro~ Charles Piot, Cultural Anthropology and AAAS, Duke University’ 
Dr. Firoze Manji, Pambazuka News 

Pambazuka News 
Graduate Student, Anthropology, UNC-(M 

Graduate Student, Geography, UNC-(~q 

’]?he round table will be introduced and moderated by Prof. Eunice Sahle 
of Global Studies and African and African American Studies at UNC. 

**This event is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the 
Department of Geography, and the Departrnent of African and African 
American studies** 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~ axsd: eunice@eraaihunc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-28923783-9518753.bdc06336c8228b71"0846378ae5dc20e0@listsc1~z.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cara Peterson ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

STAND event with Omekongo Dibinga 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I wanted to let yon know abont an evem that could be relevant to yonr class, AFRI 101, Introdnction to Africa. STAND, a student anti-genocide coalition and a 

Campus Y committee, is hosting Omekongo Dibinga for a performance on campus on March 31st, 2011. Omekongo is a Congolese-American spoken word and hip- 

hop artist and activifft, and during this performance will tonch on issues of conflict and mass atrocities in CentraJ Africa, paNcularly in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo. He will discuss topics ranging ti~om conflict mineral extxaction and trade to gender-based violence and the implications of Western involvement. 

The event will be held at 7pm, this Thursday, March 31 st in the Union Auditorium. Tickets roll be on sale to the student body and the general public tbr $2 in the pit 

Tuesday, Wedne~ay, and Thursday before the event and in the Union box office. Below is the event description used tbr other publici~ purposes, if you would like to 
let your class or others know about the event. 

Thank you, 

Cara Peterson and Nicole Chaluissant 

STAND Events Planning Co-Chairs 

Voices Against Violence: Omekonao Dibinga and STAND 

March 31 st, 7pm in the Student Union Auditorium 

With an opening performance by Zankiliwa 

Join STAND, a student anti-genocide coalition tier a spoken word pertbrmance and captivating lecture by Omekongo DiN nga on Thursday, March 31 s t, 2011. 

As an award-winning Congolese-American poet, activist, musician and author, Omekongo is traveling across the country and inspiring andiences to taJ~e a s~nd against 

violence and mass atrocities. He has appeared alongside Norah Jones, OutKasL Wyclef Jean and Angelina Jolie in his advocacy work regaxding violence in Central 
Afi-ica, pa~culaxly in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Omekongo will discuss topics ranging from conflict mineral extxaction and trade to gender-based violence 

and the itnplications of Western involvement. With Omekongo and STAND-UNC, learn how you too can be a voice against violence. 

Tickets will be sold for two dollms in the Pit and the Union box office the week of the evenk as well as at the event. Email questions or ticket requests to Cara Peterson 

at ~__e__t__e__r~.~_e_~!~_l_:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___t! or Nicole Chaluissant at !~c__!~__d__t_~_~)_K~2gr__n__~!:_c__9_n__)_ 

Co-sponsored by the African Studies Center. Carolina Women’s Center, Black Student Movement, Global Studies, Cmnpus Y, Durham Academy STAND chapter, 

OASIS, Living Learning Communilies and Feminist Students United. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 9:31 AM 

nancy.robbins@duke.edu 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth ~sewafl@email.unc.edu>; Safile, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

UNC events this week on African Socidt Movements 

Dr. Firoze Manji 

Media and Social St~aggle in Contemporary Africa 
Thursday, March 31, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH 
Dr. Firoze Manji, of the Pamb~uka News, will speal~ on media and ~cial ~ruggle in contemporao, Ati-ica. Thi s talk is part of the Carolina Seminax in African Ecology 

and Social Proces~s. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. Each month’s meeting is an infi~rma] gathering lbr sharing new 

research and discussing contemporary, issues in Ati-ica. Light dinner is served. Open to all area thcalty and graduate students in any discipline. Free Please Contact: 

Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.edu for more information. 

African Sodal Movements in a Globalizing Context 

A Roundtable Presentation mid Discussion 

~V~qien: Friday April 1, 5:30pm-7:30pm 

~V~qiere: Murphey 116 NB: ROOM CHANGED FROM STONE CENTER 

UNC Chapel Hill 

The recent rebellions that began in Tunisia and Egypt hmze sparked renewed interest in social movements and the potential for revolutionary change in the 21 st centa~. 

Yet much of the conversation about these recent round of protests and revolutions has not touched on the specifically AiiJcan character of the movements: the history of 

African revolt and the contemporaxy context of social movements on the continent. This round table VaJaes advantage of the current upheavals to touch on the specifics 

of these straggles but dlso to expand our focus to the rest of the region, talcing into consideration his~torical and contemporary conditions for fftmggle on the continent. 

Topics that roll be addressed include: examining the context for social movements in tile De~nocratic Republic of Congo in the context of the 50th mlniversaxy of the 

assassination of Patrice Lumumba~ that country’s first prime ministel; the Eritrean liberation Inovement and contemporary orgaxiizing for transformation; Neoliberdlisln 

and the NGO-izafion of resistance in West Africa; social movements and the state in East Africa: practices of solidari~’ bemeen African and Canadian civil society; 

reflections on how the North Afiican uprisings have resonated throughout the Arab world; the Egyptian revolution and the discourse of a "transition" to democracy. 

Panelists include: 

Proil Georges Nzongola, Atiican and African American Studies, UNC-Ctt 

Proil Bereket Selassie, Atiican and African American Studies, UNC-Ctt 

Prof. Chaxles Plot, Cultural Anthropology and AAAS, Duke University 

Dr. Firoze Manji, Pambazuka News 

Molly Kane, Pmnba, zuka News 

Elena Yehia, Graduate Student, Anthropology, UNC-CH 

YousufA1-Bulushi, Graduate Student, Geography, UNC-CH 

The rotmd table will be introdnced and moderated by Prof. Eunice Sahle of Global Studies and African and African American Studies at UNC. 

eunice(~email.unc.edn 

**This evem is co-sponsored by the African Studies Center, the Department of Geography, and the Department of Aiiican and African American studies** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:25 AM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[sej-facul~] How to Save the University: keynote a~d workshops at Duke, April 8 and 9 

AAUP CaryNelson gray2.pdf; Attached Message Part; Attached Message Part 

This looks great! 

And you do not have to be a member of AAUP to attend! 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: [ncaaup-members] How to Save the University: AAUP keynote and workshops at Duke, April 8 and 9 

Date:Tue, 29 Mar 2011 07:22:52 -0400 

From:North Carolina AAUP <ncaaup(a)rtpnet.org> 
Reply-To:ncaaup(~pnet.om 

To:ncaaup- metnbers(~nc- aaup.org 

Dear NC-AANP Members: 

On Friday, April 8, at 7 p.m., Cary Nelson, American Association of University Professors President, will give a keynote public 

Cary Ne]son~s talk wJ]] address what we can de ir~dividually and collectively te save higher education. These steps iilvelve refc 

The talk will take place in the RicXard White Lecture Hall at Duke University. http:!!map.duke.edu!building/1270 The V’riday nig 

On Saturday, April 9, frem 9 a.m. to zK)en, just ac£ess the street frem Richard White Lec~:ure Hall, Jr~ Duke’s West Building, Rec 

Sprlng on Duke’s ca"pus, great food and drink, and good conversation with colleagues on how to save Xigher education. Who coulc 

Email for more information. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@ema£unc.e&~">eunice@email.~mc.edu~a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emml to ~a bref "mailto:leave-28925014-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28925014- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Jubilee Professor of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences at U niversity of 
illinois at Urbana-Champaign 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:01 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] Final Call tbr Newsletter Submissions 

Dear Colleagues: 

We have received a few newsletter submissions, but would like to have more. If you have not sent an update on your recent professional activities, please do so by Monday, 
April 4. We would like to include information on faculty presentations, publications, grants/fellowship and new courses for the period from May 20:t0 to May 20:tL 
We are also in a need of a few photos from events and activities this year, including the Venezuela Study Abroad Program and the Department’s 40th Anniversary Celebration. 
If you have any photos that you would not mind sharing with us, please let me know. 
If you are a new faculty member, please send a short description of your research and teaching interests. 
These materials should be emailed to Kenneth (krjanken@email.unc.edu) and me. 
Thanks in advance! 
Kia 

You axe currently subscribed to atiial?am as: eunice,~email xmc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiiafam&o~28925351 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28925351-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, March 29, 20:~:[ 12:3:L PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°480 

"The European Union now has a major historic opportunity in the 
Mediterranean" 
Luis Martinez 

Foundation : R.~pcrt 20il. I Twitter Financial Crisis : G.~Fmi~ny I A~ist!ia I Belgium I Cyl;rd~ 
Spain I Estonia I Finland I Fl’ance I Gl’eece I }reiand I Latw~ I L-uxembour9 I ]he NetheHands 
Poland I Po~tugal I ~omania European Council : Eurc,/~act I EU/L~bya Commission : Gambl~g 
Sea I Consular P=-otect~on I i~’ansparency Parliament : Consumers ~ Corruption ~ Eu=-o 
Council : D~plcma,::y I ~ne~gy I Finances Germany : Diplomats I ~ne.qual~l:y I ~lecticns Bulgaria 
Croatia Spain : Bush-~ess France : [;a:-ity Hungary : [;o~nd I Envi:-onment Italy : Resignation 
Poland : Pensions Portugal : Resignation ~ze~ Republi~ : Austria UK : B~,:2ge~ Croatia 
Denmad< Bos~ia-Herzgovi~a : Corruption ~e~ovo : Albania BN : Women WTO : Appeal OECD 
Water NATO : L~bya Euro~tat : Industry ~ Transport Eurobarometer : ~.::o=[ra~ovati,:)n 
Studies/Reports : Climate I G]=’o,z~’~h ~ Euro Bonds Publi~ation~ : Non.-d=.scdminadon 
CompetiUvenes ~ultgre : Art/P~ds I ~:(hibitioniBilbao I Exhib~i(:,~iParis I ~xhibitioniStuttgart 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation 
Report 

The fifth edition of the reference work on Europe "The Schuman Report on 
::~;~:i photo non dispo Europe, State of the Union 2011" has just been published. Devoted this year 

to Europe facing crises and threats" it includes an exclusive interview with the 
President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy. This work is 
published by Springer Verlag. It is available in all good book shops and on the 
Foundation’s site. Order it to understand and learn more about Europe! 

j Follow the Robert Schuman Foundation on Twitter (@robert schuman) and 

~i: photonon dispo become a friend of the Foundation on Facebook! Front page: our studies, our 
photos and our chat room! Also follow the Foundation’s chair 3ean-Dominique 
Giuliani on Twitter: @3D Giuliani. You can also link up to the Foundation’s iPhone 
and iPad application "EUscope" in French and English. 

Financial Crisis : 

] German exports increased by 20.7% in the fourth quarter of 20~0 in 

[~ photonon dispoj comparison with the fourth quarter of 2009 to reach a total of 256.3 billion 
euros indicated Destatis, the federal statistics office on 22nd March. Over the 
same period imports increased by 26.7%. Moreover the Ifo Business Climate 
}ndex in Germany declined slightly in March after rising for nine consecutive 
months. It reached 111.1 points in March in comparison with 111.3 in February 
explained Ifo on 25th March. 

Ko~!. I ~@.~.:..llr2’~                                                          I: :1 

J According to a press release published on 24th March by the national statistics 

~i photo non dispo institute, Statistik Austria, the number of people in work increased in the fourth 
quarter of 2010 in comparison with the same period in 2009 (+44,900). The 
number of unemployed, according to the international definition (:~76,}_00) as 

well as the unemployment rate (4.1%) in the fourth quarter of 2010 decreased 
in comparison with the same period in the previous year (200,300; 4.7%). 

I On 24th March the Planning Bureau published a paper on Belgium’s financial 
~iI photonon dispo sustainability, which is far from being certain and definitely not guaranteed if 

there is to be a sixth reform of the State. In order to fulfil its obligations in 
terms of reimbursing the debt and pensions, the Federal State will have to 
reduce spending to a total of 36% by 2015 and by 50% if there is an in-depth 

reform of: the State. Qualifying such cuts as unrealistic the Planning Bureau recommended that for 
every transferred competence from a federal level to the federated entities the matching financial 
means should be transferred to a total of 60% to 80% whilst the rest would be maintained on a 
federal level. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 



Cyprus 

i On 2~rd March the Btatistics Service of Cyprus announced the provisional 
~iI photo~o~i~po forecast for 2010 in current prices that totals 17,465.1 million euroscompared 

ta 16,945.7 in 2009 (15,17~.6 million in comparison with 15,017.4 million in 
constant prices of 2005). Real growth is estimated at 1% in 2010 against -1.7% 

in 2009. 

Spain 

j The ratings agency Moody’s reduced the debt rating of 30 Spanish banks saying 
.~j photo non dispo that there was a combination of greater financial pressure on Spain and on its 

weakest banks. No significant improvement is to be expected of these banks in 
the near future said Moody’s. Neither Santander nor BBVA nor Caixa, one of the 

biggest Spanish savings banks feature amongst these thirty establishments. 

B.R~4 I g£L~LJJ.Lg~. Ixl 
Estonia 

j According to initial data published on 25th March by Estonia Statistics, Estonia 
.~j photo non dispo recorded a budgetary surplus of 0.6% of the GDP in 2010 which is equal to 18.3 

million euros. The country’s public debt lay at 951.1 million euros or 6.6% of the 
GDP in comparison with 7.15% in 2009. 

Read 

J On 23rd March the Finnish Finance Minister indicated in a press release that he 
o o 

~:i photo non dispo was Forecasting growth of 3.6 }/o in Finland in 2011 and 2.7 Yo in 2012. Moreover 
o the public deficit was due to be brought to 0.9 Yo of the GDP this year. According 

to Figures published on 22nd March by the national statistics institute, Statistics 
Finland, the unemployment rate lay at 8.4% in February 2011; it had declined 

by 0.8% in comparison with February 2010. 

Read [ Od’~er link I×l 

J Labour, Employment and Healthcre Minister, Xavier Bertrand announced on 24th 
.~j photonon dispo March a reduction of 0.1% in the number of job seekers in category A (people 

without any work at all) in February 2011. Moreover INSEE announced a 0.4% 
rise in the GDP volume in the fourth quarter of 2010 and 1.5% on average for 
all of 2010. This rise follows the greatest decrease (-2.5%) recorded since the 
end of the 2nd World War in 2009 . 

Over the first two months of 2011 the Greek State’s budgetary deficit was 55 

~{:i photo non dispo million euros less than the target set in the budgetary plan 2011 for the same 
period according to data published on 22nd March by the Finance Minister. The 
deficit lay at 1,024 million euros in ]anuary and February whilst the government 
had reckoned on 1,076 million euros. Finally the budgetary deficit had 

progressed by +8.5% over one year. 

lr@and 
On 24th March the Irish statistics bureau, the Central Statistics Office (CSO) 

o o .~j photo non dispo announced a contraction of 1 }g of the Irish GDP in 2010 after a 1.6 ~/o 
o contraction in the fourth quarter. The GNP also decreased by 2.1Yo and 

according to figures; only industry and export had experienced growth. This is 
the third consecutive year that the Irish economy has declined. 

Read [ Othe:- lir:k I. 1 
Latvia 

j According to a survey by the Central Statistics Bureau published on 22nd March 
~] photo non dispo the working population decreased by 2.6% in 2010 in comparison with 2009. 

Around 18.7% of the working population was unemployed in 2010 (16.9% in 

2009). 

R~!.                                                               ~ 

j The Economic Committee that met on 22nd March analysed the labour market. 

~i photonon dispo On 28th February the number of unemployed people living in Luxembourg 
registered with the Employment Administration and not affected by an 
employment measurement was provisionally assessed at 15.322. Over one year 
the unemployment rate had decreased from 6.4% in February 2010 to 6.3% in 

February 2011. 

The ~,iet herla nds 

/[]~] 

A .... ding t ..... timate publishedo on 24th March by the Central Statistics 
photo non dispo Bureau the economy grew by 2.5 }~ in the fourth quarter of 2010. In comparison 

o with the previous quarter the economy grew by 0.6~/o after seasonal 
adjustments. Moreover the rise in the GDP is due to be 1.5% in 2012 according 
to forecasts published on 22nd March by the Central Planning Bureau. The CPB 

said that this "modest" growth will not make it possible to catch up on the loss caused by the 2009 
recession. Although the budgetary deficit might rise to 2.2% of the GDP in 2012 the average 



household’s purchasing power is due to decline by 0.75% both in 2011 and 2012. 

~Fl. I ~{.F~L]J.::Z i ’,.:!t:.~:~£.::..[i~.l~ 

Poland 

I On 21st March the World Bank published a report "Europe 2020 Poland" in which 
~iI photo non dispo it analyses how Poland might progress to achieve the goals set in the Europe 

2020 strategy; the report also makes recommendations. The World Bank says 
that the Polish economy is slowing after the exhaustion of foreign funds and an 
increase in production costs. "Poland resisted the world crisis well, but 

uncertainty continues with regard to its ability to return to growth rates higher than 5% per year," 
said the Bank. Tn 2010 the country recorded growth of 3.8% and is due to experience growth of 
between 3.5% and 4% this year. 

Portugal 

I The Portuguese Parliament rejected the stability and growth programme that 
~iI photo non dispo was due to enable "the reduction of the public deficit to 2% of the GDP by 2013 

and to avoid having to ask for external aid" on 23rd March. The indexing agency 
Fitch announced on 24th March that it had reduced its rating of Portugal’s 
sovereign debt by 2 points believing that the country’s risk profile had increased 

in the wake of the Portuguese government’s rejection of the austerity programme. 

j On 24th March the EU announced the disbursement to Romania of a further 

~i photonon dispo payment of its aid following a positive assessment by the Commission of the 
implementation by the Romanian authorities of the conditions agreed in the third 
Supplemental Memorandum of Understanding (SMoU). "The EU has paid 1.2 
billion euros which is the fourth part of the 8 billion euro loan agreed in May 

2009 as part of a multilateral financial assistance agreement," indicated a press release. The IMF 
announced on 28th March that it had released the last part of one billion euros of its aid to Romania 
and that it had approved the provision of an additional credit line of 3.6 billion euros to the country 
as a precautionary measure. The :[MF Board approved this new 2 year credit line which will come into 
force on 31st March and will take over from the 12.98 billion euro, one year loan granted in May 
2009, indicated the TMF in a press release. 

Read [¢therlink 

European Council 

Eu rci Pact 

J The President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy announced on 

~i photonon dispo 24th March that the 27 Heads of State and government had adopted the "pact 
for the euro+" which associates euro area members and includes a series of 
measures that aim to guarantee the competitiveness and stability of finances. 
The pact provides that Member States integrate a legal debt limit into their 

national legislations, linking salary increases to increases in productivity and the age of retirement to 
developments in demography. He pointed to the fact that the pact remained open to States exterior 
to the euro area and said he was pleased that it had been adopted by Poland, Denmark, Lithuania, 
Latvia, Bulgaria and Romania. Finally he recalled the launch of the European Semester and 
announced that European leaders had defined "guidelines with regard to national economic policies. 
Member States must now integrate them into their budgetary review projects. 

Read [ Cther link 

EU/Libya 
1 On the occasion of the European Council meeting on 24th and 25th March the 

[~ photo non dispoj 27 Heads of State and government acknowledged the principle of the 
"responsiblity to protect" the Libyan population as part of a mandate granted 
by the UN Security Council. They declared that military operations would only 
end when the objectives of resolution 1973 had been achieved and that the 
civilian populations were safe. In addition to humanitarian aid measures and 
stepping up sanctions against the regime in office, the text adopted mentions 

the possibility of freezing all of Colonel Kadhafi’s oil revenues. Finally European leaders have asked 
the European Commission to sumbit "a plan for the development of capabilities to manage migratory 
refugee flows" to them before the European Council in June. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Commissio. : 
Gambling 

J On 24th March the European Commission launched a consultation in the shape 
~iI photo non dispo of a Green paper on the regulation of on-line gambling services in the Internal 

Market. It seeks to canvass views from all interested parties in order to get a 
better understanding of the specific issues arising from on-line gambling 
services directed at consumers located in the EU. Contributions can be 

submitted by 31st .July. 

I On 24th March the European Commission launched a public consultation to 

~i photonon dispo improve the EU’s action with regard to planning the maritime area and the 
integrated management of coastal areas. The Commission wants to promote the 
pooling of maritime activities undertaken in various sectors as part of common 
planning that will enable early warning of potential coflict, the optimisation of 

synergy and guarantee an effective, sustainable use of maritime ressources. 



[n the wake of recent events in .lapan, Libya and Haiti the European 
.~.iI photonon dispo Commission presented a communication on 23rd March defining the real action 

to take to enhance European citizens’ right to consular protection and assistance 
in third countries. The Commission plans to step up work to raise citizens’ 
awareness of their right to contact embassies and consulates of other Member 

States, of the means to access these services and the types of aid offered. Member States can also 
inform their citizens of this right when they deliver new passports. Moreover it is launching a website 
which provides consular and diplomatic addresses in third countries as well as access to advisory 
services to travellers in all Member States. 

On 23rd March the European Commission adopted a proposal extending the 

i~} phot .... dispo rul .... publi ....... to d ...... ts to all EU instituti .... bodi .... ffi ..... d 
agencies. With the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1st December 2009, 
the public right of access was formally extended to documents of all the Union 
institutions, bodies, offices and agencies. This proposal should therefore enable 

the alignment of the present rules with measures provided for in the treaty. Moreover the European 
Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) has published a reference document on public access to 
documents containing personal data. It provides guidelines to European institutions in order to 
guarantee the equal respect of the right to the protection of private life and the fundamental right to 

Parliament : 

j On 24th March MEPs approved a series of amendments to the draft directive on 
.~.iI photo non dispo consumer rights. The amendments adopted aim to enhance consumer rights 

notably with regard to e-trade. In particular MEPs advise on a 14 day right to 
retract from sales that are undertaken on-line or exterior to shops. 

J The European Parliament was shocked when a corruption scandal that came to 

~i photonon dispo light after the publication of an article in the Sunday Times on 20th March 
accusing three MEPs of having made amendments to the "Deposit Guarantee 
Scheme" Directive in exchange for remuneration..]ournalists contacted 60 MEPs 
pretending to be lobbyists, 14 accepted meetings with them and three to put 

forward amendments. Two of the accused MEPs, Zoran Thaler, former Slovenian Foreign Ministers 
and Ernst Strasser, former Austrian interior Minister - have resigned. The third, Adrian Severin, 
former Romanian Deputy Prime Minister was excluded from the "Socialist and Democrat" Group and 
now sits with the non-attached members. After a meeting of the parliament’s Bureau EP president 
Jerzy Buzek said that the Parliament wanted to investigate these facts, that it would step up its 
conduct code and set up a "legally binding conduct code for lobbyists." 

Read I Cther link 

j On 23rd March on the eve of the European Council the European Parliament 
~iI photo non dispo gave the greenlight to the European Council’s draft decision, 494 votes in 

favour, :[00 against and 9 abstentions, with regard to a limited modification of 
the EU treaty designed to set in place a permanent stability mechanism for the 
euro area. in the resolution text the European Parliament criticises however the 

draft decision which might "lead to the creation of a mechanism exterior to the Union without any 
role being attributed to the Union’s institutions as such." in a resolution annex Parliament therefore 
suggested an amendment to the draft revision of the treaty. Parliament acknowledges however that 
there are "positive signs" on the part of the presidents of the European Council and Eurogroup 
notably with regard to information provided to the Parliament on the establishment of the stability 
mechanism. 

~ 

MigrP.nts 
On 24th March the European Parliament approved its position on the draft 

i~} phot .... dispo directive on the "single permit" 3:[:[ votes in favour, 2:[6 against, 8:[ abstentions. 
This draft directive aims to enable migrants to obtain a work or residence 
permit by way of a single adminstrative act although the decision to deliver a 

permit will still be a national decision. According to the position adopted on 24th March non-European 
workers are due to enjoy the same rights in terms of working conditions as EU citizens; but the 
directive will not apply to seconded or seasonal workers or long stay residents or refugees. 

Read [ Od’~er li!~k :: Oti~er link 

Council : 
DipX~macy 

On 21st March the 27 Foreign Ministers debated the situation in Libya. They 

i~} photo non dispo repeated their support to UN resolution :[973 and stressed that the EU was 
prepared to support humanitarian operations via the Common Security and 
Defence Policy (CSDP), notably via maritime means in coordination with the UN 
and NATO. They also adopted new sanctions against Libyan financial entities and 

members of the country’s government as well as conclusions with regard to recent developments in 
Yemen and Bahrein. Finally they debate coordination opportunities in the EU’s response to the crisis 
in .lapan and adopted a directive enhancing rules in terms of the prevention and protection of victims 
of human trafficking. 

Read I Cther link I<1 
ERergy 

j During an extraordinary meeting on 22nd March the 27 Ministers responsible for 
photo non dispo energy took stock of the state of play in the energy sectors in .lapan and North 

Africa and of their possible impact on energy markets and EU supplies. On this 
occasion the Commission briefed ministers on the latest developments. They 



stressed that the priority is, first and foremost, to provide these countries with 
humanitarian assistance. They called for vigilance given the effect of these events on markets 
notably with regard to energy costs. Finally they promised to guarantee high security standards in 
the nuclear area and unanimously said they wanted to define a resistance test system to assess 
security procedures in European nuclear power stations. 

On 21st March the 27 Finance Ministers came to an agreement on aspects of the 
:~} phot .... dispo European Stability Mechanism which ~,,lill replace the p ..... t European Fi .... ial 

Stability Fund (EFSF) as of mid-2013, the aim of which is to guarantee the 
Financial stability of the euro area. The ESM will be based in Luxembourg and 
have a Board of Governors comprising the euro area Finance Ministers and a 

managing committee the chair of which will be appointed by the Board of Governors. Moreover the 
new mechanism will have a lending capability of 500 billion euros. Of this sum 80 billion will come 
From the capital paid by the euro area countries and 620 billion From capital demanded and From 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Dipbamas 
On 23rd March the German Council of Ministers adopted a draft law to facilitate 

~i photonon dispo the acknowledgement of foreign diplomas~ 300,000 people are due to take 
advantage of the new regulation, In the long run this may help Germany face its 
labour shortage issues, Education Minister Annette Schavan declared that the 
law "will give immigrants a chance to undertake their profession," 

gtead [Other Ibk ::Otimrlink [ XI 

lnequal Lv 

J In Germany women’s gross salary was 23°0 lower on average than that of their 
photo non dispo male counterparts in 2010 indicated the federal statistics office, Destatis on 24th 

March. In 2009 the wage difference was the same. 

j On 27th March more than 10 million Germans were called to ballot in the 
~] photo non dispo important election in the Lander of Baden-WL]rttemberg and Rhineland 

Palatinate. In Baden-W@ttemberg, governed by the Christian Democrats 
(CDU), for the last 58 years, the Greens came second (24.2% of the vote) 
behind the CDU (39%) but ahead of the Social Democrats (23.1%). The Liberals 

(FDP) did not reach 5.3%. The Greens and SPD were also ahead of the CDU of Chanceller Angela 
Merkel and the FDP: 71 votes against 67. This defeat has reduced the CDU’s room to manoeuvre in 
the government coalition in the Bundesrat, the Upper Chamber of Parliament. In Rhineland- 
Palatinate the Greens won 15.4% of the vote, thereby tripling their 2006 score. In this Land the 
Social Democrat Party (SPD) clearly regressed (35.7% of the vote) but will be able to continue 
governing with the Greens. 

Bulgaria : 

i Bulgarian President Georgi Parvanov travelled to Zagreb on ~lst March where 
~] photo non dispo he met his Croatian counterpart Ivo ]osipovic as well as Prime Minister 

]adranka Kosor, The Croatian representatives wanted to thank him for 
Bulgaria’s support in the negotation process to join the EU. Mr Parvanov 
explained that he hoped that the process would be completed in .June adding 

that his country would be amongst the first to ratify Croatia’s membership treaty. 

Spain : 

J During a speech to the Chamber of Deputies on 22nd March Spanish Prime 
.~j photo non dispo Minister ~os~-Luis Zapatero re-iterated the government’s support to the 

restructuring process of the public sector. This reform that was launched one 
year ago aims to reduce the number of state owned companies and the 
executive posts within these but also to limit the size of the boards. The next 

day during a government session in the Chamber of Deputies the Prime Minister recalled all of the 
measures taken by the government over the last three years to support Spanish businesses. 
Amongst these feature tax relief or the obligation for SME’s to belong to a chamber of commerce. 

Parity 

j On 22nd March the National Assembly adopted the draft proposal put Forward by 
~] photonon dispo Ms Marie-]o Zimmermann and Mssrs Christian Jacob, ]ean-Frangois Cop@, 

Pierre Lequiller and Guy Geoffroy on equality between men and women in 2011. 
The resolution notably highlights the need for a "strict application of: all laws 
relative to equality between men and women." It also makes the Fight to 

counter wage inequality between men and women a Further priority of public policy. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Hungary : 
P~iand 



On 22nd March the Hungarian President Pal Schmitt travelled to Poland on the 
.~.iI photo non dispo invitation of his Polish counterpart Bronislaw Komorowski. Both men recalled 

that 2011 was a very important year for both countries - each is to hold the 
Presidency of the Council of Ministers of the EU for one semester. They stressed 
the importance of their cooperation in this area and with regard to the questions 

on which they shared the same position such as energy security, the protection of the environment 
and budgetary perspectives 2014-2020. On 23rd March both presidents travelled to Poznan for the 
Hungarian-Polish Friendship Day. 

Five countries in Central Europe (Austria, Slovenia, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia) 
photo nondispo signed an agreement to launch a joint natural reserve stretching from the south 

of Austria to Serbia as they discussed matters on the periphery of the informal 
Environment Ministers meeting on 26th March. This reserve totalling some 
800,000 hectares, qualified as the "biggest wetland reserve in Europe" by the 

WWF will include the banks of the Danube, the Drau (Drava or Drave) and the Mur (Mura). 

Re.ad I Cther Hnk 

Italy : 
Resig nal:b:)r! 

1 On 23rd March Italian Culture Minister Sandro Bondi confirmed that he was 
~iI photonon dispoJ resigning having announced this move at the beginning of the month due to 

cuts undertaken to his budget. He was replaced by outgoing Agriculture 
Minister Giancarlo Galan who will be replaced in his Function by Saverio 
Romano. 

Poland : 

J The Polish Diet (lower chamber) adopted a reform on 25th March with regard to 
~iI photo non dispo the retirement system that should enable the State to limit the cost of loans 

designed to pay back public deficits. Adopted by 237 MPs, 154 against and 40 
abstentions the reform plans to reduce the share of wage contributions paid at 
present by each citizens as an obligatory payment Lo a private pension scheme 
from 7.3% to 2.3% and to increase the share paid to the State Social Insurance 

establishment (ZUS) by as much. This should make it possible to inject cash back into the ZUS’s 
coffers and to pay present pensions. 

Portugal : 
Resignation 

j On 23rd March the Portuguese Parliament rejected the government’s austerity 

~:i photo non dispo programme and Prime Minister .]os@ Socrates immediately presented his 
resignation to the President of the Republic, Anival Cavaco Silva. Early general 
elections are due to organised very soon. 

Czech Republic : 
Austr=.a 

J On 22nd March Czech Prime Minister Petr Necas travelled to Vienna and met 
.~.iI photo non dispo Austrian President Heinz Fischer. They discussed the joint economic work of 

their two countries, notably with regard to the movement of travellers as well as 
events in Libya. Mr Necas also met Austrian Chancellor Werner Faymann. 
During their meeting they insisted on the importance of their neighbourly 

relations - they also recalled their differences over energy issues and notably with regard Lo nuclear 
power. 

UK: 
Budge~ 

j The Chancellor of the Exchequer (Finance MinisLer) George Osborne presented 
.~.~ photo nondispo the British budget 2011/’2012 on 23rd March which confirms the decline in the 

country’s growth prospects and Lhe continued implementation of a drasLic 
austerity plan in spite of some targeted measures in support of business and the 
middle classes. The official growth forecast for 2011 has been reduced Lo 1~7% 

and thaL of 2012 brought down to 2.8%. Unemployment is due to lie aL 8.2% on average this year 
then 8.1% in 2012. Inflation is forecast at 4.2% in 2011, and at 2.5% next year. 

Croatia : 
Denmark 

Croatian Prime Minister .]adranka Kosor travelled to Copenhagen on 22nd 
ii~iI photo non dispo March and met her Danish counterpart LarsRasmussen. Both expressed their 

support to Croatia’s accession to the EU and pointed to the major progress 
made with regard to chapters that had already been opened. Lars Rasmussen 
also said that Croatia’s entry into the Union would have an historic impact on 
other States in the region and that negotiations should be completed by the 
end of .June. Discussions also focused on bilateral relations between the two 

SLates, notably economic relations. They also discussed the situation in Libya. 

P..~ad [ Other li!~k 

Bosnia-Herzgovina : 



On 21st March the Bosniak section of Transparency International presented its 

,~j photo non dispo second report in Sarajevo entitled "Analysis of the Degree of Implementation of 
the Strategy to Counter Corruption (2009-2014". It demonstrates the modest 
progress made and points out that not all of the Strategy’s measures have been 
implemented and that their results were still determined by the political 

environment in Bosnia-Herzegovina or the poor functioning of the Corruption Prevention Agency. The 
report announces a future debate on improved implementation of these measures and puts forward 
practical recommendations. 

P..~ad J Other link 

J{osovo : 
Albania 

The President of the Republic of Kosovo Behgjet Pacolli travelled to Albania on 

i~] photo non dispo 21st and 22nd March on the invitation of his counterpart Bamir Topi. Both 
leaders wanted to highlight the closeness of their two countries and point to the 
importance of their cooperation on all levels. Mr Pacolli also met Prime Minister 
Sail Berisha with whom he notably discussed issues relative to dialogue between 

Belgrade and Pristina and of their influence on the entire Western Balkan region; the Assembly 
leader Jozefina Topalli as well as various of the country’s political representatives were also present. 

Read I Od’ter link :: Oti~,~s link I Other link                                                         I×1 

UN: 

/[i~] 

Michelle Bachelet, Director of the UN W ..... ’s Agency visited F ...... from 22nd 
photo non dispo to 23rd March. She was guest to Foreign and European Minister Alain 3upp6 who 

re-iterated France’s support to the agency and its initiatives. Michelle Bachelet 
also visited the women’s rights delegation at the National Assembly and congratulated France on the 
adoption of the law on quotas on company boards. 

Read I Cl:her link i Other link 

WTO : 
Appeal 

On 22nd March in Geneva Pascal Lamy warned against the effects of a 
~i photo non dispo weakening of the World Trade Organisation. He asked the annual conference of 

parliamentarians to provide active support to the conclusion of the Doha Round 
this year. "In these troubled times the WTO must act as a catalyst for 
confidence and unity via the conclusion of the Doha Round. It has to contribute 

to a stabler world," declared the WTO’s Director General. 

OECD : 
Wa,:er 

j On the occasion of the publication of a report on World Water Day on 22nd 
~:~iI photo non dispo March the OECD Secretary General Angel Gurria reminded governments and 

the international community that they had to find 10 to 30 billion dollars that 
were missing every year to fund water distribution and cleansing infrastructures 
that were vital for the accomplishment of the Millenium Development 
Objectives. The report notably shows that the "vital services of distribution and 
cleansing represent a good investment because they lead to savings to a total 

of seven times their cost. 

Read I Cl:her lit!l<                                                                                  1;¢,1 
NATO : 
Libya 

I NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen announced on 27th NATO’s 

~i photo non dispo takeover of control of all military operations in Libya as part of the UN Security 
Council’s resolution 1973 in order to "protect the population and civilian areas 
threatened by Colonel Kadhafi’s regime." NATO now has control of the arms 
embargo and the respect of the no-fly zone as well as all terrestrial and 

maritime operations. 

Eurostat : 

J According to estimates published by Eurostat on 23rd March the new industrial 
o 

~:~:i photo non dispo orders index increased by 0.1 ~/o in January 2011 in comparison with December 
o 2010 in the euro area. For the entire Union new orders recorded a 0.2 Yo rise in 

January 2011. 

Transport 

J In 2009 the road and rail goods transport sector experienced a respective 
,~j photo non dispo decline of 10°,o and 17% in the EU according to a Eurostat survey published on 

22nd March. However quarterly data indicates the start of recovery with an 
increase of 3% of road freight in the first quarter of 2010 in comparison with 
last year and an increase of 8% in the rail freight sector. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j A Eurobarometer survey published on 22nd March revealed that 75% of 

~i phot .... dispo Europ ...... panies have faced price i ............... terial ..... the last 
five years and that 90 ,o of them expected to face further rises in the years to 
come. In order to reduce costs some European businesses have opted for eco- 
innovation. One third of them indeed devoted around 10% of their investments 

in eco-innovative solutions whilst 25% have introduced production methods that are more respectful 



of the environment over the last two years. However companies stressed that several obstacles 
were still preventing the development of this type of investment, notably uncertainty with regard to 
market demand and impediments associated to economic and financial restrictions. 

J According to a Eurobarometer survey published on 24th March around 2/3 of 

~i photo non dispo car drivers potentially agree to reducing the speed of their vehicles to reduce 
air pollution. Moreover 53% of those interviewed said they supported the 
substitution of present taxes on vehicles by a new tarification system based on 
real use. Finally 71% of European car users said they were ready to use public 

transport more often if it was possible to buy a ticket that was valid for use on all types of transport. 

Studies/Reports : 
Chmate 

j The Department of EU International Relations and Diplomacy Studies at the 
~:~iI photo nondispo Coll~ge of Europe has published a paper by Mireia Paulo Noguera entitled "The 

EU-China Strategic Partnership in Climate Change: The Biodiversity 
Programme?". The author suggests that an understanding on the part of the EU 
of developments in Chinese civil society with regard to environmental issues 

might help to improve the EU-China partnership with regard to fighting climate change. 

G:-owth 

j The German institute international Policy and Security (SWP) has just published 
photo nondispo a study by Peter Beckeron the EU’s growth strategy "Europe 2020". 

The Bruegel institute has published a paper by Jacques Delpla and Jakob von 

~i photo non dispo Weizsacker entitled "Eurobonds: the blue bond concept and its implications", 
The authors review Daniel Gros’ proposal made in May 2010 to seperate 
countries’ sovereign debt in the euro area into two parts: the upper "blue" 
segment up to 60% of the GDP would be guaranteed jointly whilst the "red" part 

beyond 60% would be national responsibility. 

Publications : 
N on-.discr:, rrfi r~a t :.on 

1 The Handbook on European Non-Discrimination Law published jointly by the 

photonon dispoj the European Agency for Fundamental Rights and the European Court of 
Human Rights has just come out. [t explains the jurisprudence of the 
European Court of Human Rights and the EU’s Court of Justice and lays out 
the context and history of European law with regard to non-discrimination 
(including the UN treaties relative to Human Rights), discrimination categories, 
means of defence, the field of application of European non-discrimination law 

(notably which people are protected) and the features that are protected such as gender, handicap, 
age, race and nationality. 

] Dan Hamilton, the Director of the Centre for Trans-Atlantic Relations at the 

photo non dispoj Johns Hopkins University has published a book on the future of 
competitiveness in Europe "Europe 2020: Competitive or Complacent?" He 
reviews the strengths and weaknesses of the Union and makes suggestions 
for new policies and puts forward various scenarios for the future. 

C.Iture : 

The "ARTPARIS, .Just Art" fair will take place from 31st March to 3rd April at 
ii"~iI photo non dispo the Grand Palais in Paris. it brings together more than 120 international 

contemporary, modern and design galleries. 17 countries are represented in 
this Fair. 

Exhlbitior~,’Biibao 

j Until 15th May the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao is putting on an exhibition 

~i photo non dispo entitled "Chaos and Classicism: Art in France, italy, Germany and Spain 1918- 
1936" in which canvasses, sculptures, decorative art and fashion drawings made 
between 1918 and 1936 show a desire for a return to classicism during an 
avant-garde period. 

Exh:bit:.oni~ aris 



I The exhibition "Nature and ideal: landscape painting in Rome $600-$650" is 
photo nondispo on show at the Grand Palaisuntil 6th June. More than 80 paintings and around 

30 drawings that come from collections at the Louvre and the Prado as well as 
from public and private collections are set out in chronological order showing 
the most striking aspects of the history of landscape painting in the first half 
of the 17th century. 

For the first time in Germany an exhibition is being devoted to the work of 
~(iI photo non dispo English painter John Constable (:L776-:L837). [t is called R]ohn Constable. 

Natural Painter" and will be on show until 3rd .July at the Staatsgalerie in 
Stuttgart. Oil sketches and drawings by the artist from the Victoria and Albert 
Museum in London are on show. 

The Carmen Thyssen Malaga Museum that was inaugurated on 24th March is 
photo nondispo offering an overview of Spanish painting of the ].9th century with pictures by 

Sorolla, Fortuny, Zuloaga, Eomero de Tortes, de Regoyos and De Haes. 

Agenda : 

27th-28th March 
Informal "Education, Youth and Culture" Council 

29th March 
Meeting of Foreign Ministers of the [nternational Coalition involved in Libya 

31st March 
"Transport, Telecommunications and Energy" Council 

1st April 
informal Meeting of "Demography and Family Policy" Ministers 

4th and 7th April 
Plenary Session -- European Parliament - SLrasbourg 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, ~]ohanna Karl-]oubert, Camille L~pinay ; 
Thalia Bayle, Orion Devriendt, Mairi Friesen, Philippine Lef~vre, Marie Vaugeois 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale .]oannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad, it encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr..lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterwiel <os~tervvei@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

LAST MINUTE REQUEST: tbr Janet Conway 

Hi Eunice, 

How a~e you? 

I am writing to you (embarassingly) at very short notice because due to some Nip of my brain I never sent the email I composed to you over a week ago. 

Basically I was writing to ask if you were able to be a respondent THIS SATURDAY APRIL 2 at the SIVI~rG workshop where J~met Conway will be presenting one 

her current book project on the WSF. In paxticular she will be presenting on a chapter called Troubling the WORLD SOCIAL FORUM on gender a~d race issues at 

the Forum. 

I know she would be ve~ grateful to have your inpuVfeedback mid we would ALL be very happy if you were to Inake it to the event. 

Please let Ine know at your earlies~t convenience! 

If you can’t make it then, then I wolfld still love to find rime to catch up at some point. Are you around over summer? 

Best, 
Michal 

Spring 2011 SMWG Workshop: 

At the Edges of Global Justice 

Satarday April 2 9:30-2pm. 

[5NC Chapel Hill Union, Room 2510 

Please join us for a discussion of Janet Conway’s current book project based on her research of the World SocM Social Forum process. The book is tentatively 

ritled The World Social Forum and its Others: At the edges of global justice .Janet roll present an overview of the book and then present more specifically on 

Women, gender and feminism: at the edges of global justice. The talk roll be followed by comments and a facilitated discussion engaging other themes and interests of 

the working group paxticipmats. 

Program: 

10am- 12noon. "Women, gender and [~minism: at the edges of globa] justice" Janet Conway will present on her current book project. 

12-1 Lunch (Please RSVP if you want us to reserve a lunch tbr you, spots limited.) 
1-2pm: Discussion & future plmls. 

If there is rime we will also do a report Back mid Discussion of: Collaborative Inves~tigarions in Times of Crisis, a collaboration we are l~rticipating in with groups in 

Pue(to Rico, Liana. Peru and Chiapas, Mexico. 

Please emafil ~gmail.comto RSVP and reserve a lunch, and also to request readings. 



The Wa ter & D~ ncan Gerd.an Fo~ndat on wa~ d keta .... :_ 

,’:engrat~,h,~te Shelegh Grant or, beh~g a~,arded the 20~1 ..... 

the public imagination on Arctic issues Dn Grant w,ii be ~ 
gMnga lecture and reoeMng the award on M~rch 29~ 2011 ~ 

Studies Program Trent Unk, ersib! Research Associate, Frost Centre for Canadian Studies, Trent 

~+k:~o~:do++ A~et~ 8ec~ Spea~e~ S<.~es 

T~+ ++++-~++++n A+ct+c S+cu++++ Sp++k++ S+n+s w+ ~+++ +is ++n++ +v++t ......... 
I };~ ~r exceilen~ else 

of the academic year entitled NoPezay’s Amdc Foreign Policy presented 
I .... 

~dt e~h~ 

by Her Excellency E~se Berit Eike~and (Ambassador of Norway) on 
~ 

u ~ ..... s~ ~( ~ ~( ~( ~ ~ and u .... ~ T~ 1 ~ ~udle    ’erdm( s- ~nd He-E~cefle~ cv E~e Bet 

surF]manes o, pa~, even~ (.an be R)un(, here 

w~at: +e,,+~,’~ ~,,o+: R,+~n +),+~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arturo Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:08 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Coffee on Thursday. 

Perfect, see you then, if easy pls. send me a message on Wed so I do not forget? 

arturo 

On 3/28/2011 10:40 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Thanks Comrade for making time during this difficult time. 

Is Jack Sprat OK for coffee on Thursday at 3.00pm? 

Wishing you peace during this tough period~ Things will get better~ 

In solidarity, 
Eunice 

From: aescobar [aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 5:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: and Dr. Firoze Manji, etc 

Coomrade, as I mentioned "this ihas been a hard time. The last two Colombians lemTe tomorrow, I could only meet 

on Th for coffee; how about Th May 31 at around 3:00? I teach 5-8. I will be there for the round table. 

arturo 

On 3/19/2011 7:12 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Comrade, 

Greetings. 

I write to kindly invite you and      to events surrounding comrade Firoze Manji’s visit to UNC. Firoze Manji is a Kenyan social activist and scholar 
currently based in London, the founder of Pambazuka News and Fahamu publishing. He and     (now with Pambazuka News) would be delighted 
if you met with them for coffee or lunch during their visit to UNC the week of the March 28-April 2. Kindly let me know if you time to meet with 
them on either Tuesday (March 29), Thursday (March 30) or Friday (April 1). 

At any rate, it would be great if you and joined us at: 

1) A public lecture by Firoze Manji "Media and Social Struggles in Africa", GEC, 3024 6.30pm-8.30pm, a light dinner will be served. 

2) Round table on African social movements (See attached poster): April 1 - Kindly encourage your students to attend and circulate the poster to 
folks who might be interested. 

In solidarity, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <JFJORDAN@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:15 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <b~lassi@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <Nldebra@email.unc.edu>; Broun, Kenneth S 

<ksbroun@emaJl.unc.edu>; Iunah Unah <iunah@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<e~mi ce@email.unc.edtr~ 

Web- site Video on AU m~d Libya w/Jea~ Ping 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/programmes/hardtalk/9436093 stm 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962 -~-X.)01 
j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtp 

please help with information tbr reporting 

Dear Eulffce: 

I hope you are sm,Aving tiffs busy week. As you Inay be aware, tile UNC African Studies Center is required to gather and report data annually oil Africa-focused 

courses, graduate placements, and facnl~ publications. We’ve been veD~ excited to be renewed by the Department of Education for maother 4 year Title VI funding 

cycle. As an Africanist faculty member, your publications and conference presentations are particnlafly of interest to us as we report to the DOE on Africa-related 

research at Ifi’,!C in the past year. 

The main categories that we are required to report on axe: 

Cont~rence Presentations 

Authored Books 

Book Chapters 

Edited Books 

Journal Articles 

Working Papers 

Assessment Materials 

A/V mid Podcasts 

We need to provide a count of the number of each of these categories cotnpleted by our t:acul~ in the reporting period of Fall 2009 - Summer 2010. In paxticulm we 

are counting publications and presentations which relate directly to Africa. If you would either emadl me your CV, or simply reply with a number beside each of these 

categories (an estimate is fine), that wonld be great If your CV is available on yonr department website and you prefer we use that, can you take a moment to check 

that the most np to date version is available there? 

Thank you ve~ much for your help. We appreciate it, as always. Warm regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Lecture’s, Department ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2~02 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 3:08 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] AFAM job caMidate to speaJ~ on April 4 

African Americans & an Atlantic World Culture Chapter.pdf; I Will Gather All Nations.pd~, Rucker Conjure Magic and Power.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

The departmem is considering hiring Dr. Walter Rucker, a historian currently at Ohio State Universi~’. Dr. Rucker’s meas of expertise are identi~; culture, and 

resistance in the 18th and 19th centuD~ Atlantic African Diaspora. As part of the interview process, he will speak on "’I Knew Him in Cormantee Conntry’: (Re) 

configurations of Identity in the Gold Coast Diaspora." As you are aware, we have been working to appoint someone to the ti~culty who could beef up our diasporic 

work, so this is potentially a very important hire. 

His talk will be on Monday, April 4, at noon in 517 Hamtlton. Please attend. 

I am attaching to this email some samples of Dr. Rucker’s scholarship. The first is a~ overview of Atlantic Diaspora scholarship; the second mad third are significant 
parts of his monograph, }7~e River Flows on : Black Resistar~ce, Culture, andldentity Formatio~ i~ Early America. Travis has Dr. Rucker’ s c.v. 

In addition, if you would like to have bleald’ast, lunck or dinner ruth the candidate, please let me know. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.t~nc.edt~/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8926889 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28926889-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~;listserv.unc.edn 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

African Americans and an 
Atlantic World Culture 

Few topics have gcncratcd as much scholarly intcrcst in thc past dccadc as Atlantic 
World histoiy. As a relatively ncw approach to regional history, the Atlantic World is 
gcographicaHy defined as die economic, politic~, social, and cNtura1 comicctions 
t2~rgcd bctwccn Afi’ica, the Americas, and Europe bcginning in the fi~tccnth century 
(Thornton 1992). In the assessment of Ih’istin Mann (2001: 13), tNs approach to 
his~oD’ seeks "to consider thc Atlantic basin as a singlc integrated unit o~ analysis." 
A ground swell o~ in,crest in this field has led to a number of rcccn~ dcvclopmcnts. 
The Du Bois Institute dataset, wtfich includes detailed infL~rmation f~r close to 
70 pcrccn~ of all Atlantic slave w>yagcs, is currently availaNc on CD-ROM and is 
alrca@ producing a flood of scholarly rcasscssmcnts. S/m,~%v and Abolition, the 
~Vitti~# ~d .~r), Qu~rt~r/),, Co~to~rs and other refereed journals publish the latest 
research in Atlantic World and Ali’ican Diaspora history. A dizzying numbcr of 
articles, essay collections, and book-length monographs have appeared on the topic 
in just the last five years. In addition, a fcw uNvcrsiw presses .... ~uisiana State, 
Indiana, South Carolina and Michigan S~atc - have created special book series 
works encompassing elements of Atlantic World history, while a growing numbcr of 
research centers continue to expand scholarly understandings of tNs field. 

The ~ormafion of the historical Atlantic World was no lcss dynamic than thc 
crcadon oF thc corresponding field of study. The Iberian Reco,zqa¢esra of the early 
mid--fi~ccnth ccntmy led to a series of cvcnts that brought the Portuguese to the 
Xgcs~ ~rican coast for die firs~ time. In their scarch For Prcstcr John - a mythical 
East African dc~)ndcr of Christianity - Portugncsc navigators encountered powcr~d 
West .~rican Mngdoms with an expansive trade he>york, Milch ~nkcd Wcst 
to much of the known world. Massivc quantities of gold and other commodities 
inspircd the Portuguese to establish trading posts fi’om Scncg~ to Angola in the 
ycars a~}cr 1482. TNs opc~fing act in the establishment of the Atlantic World trade 
nct~vx~rk set in naoOon the Atlantic slavc ~radc, thc Formation of colonies in the 
wcs~crn hemisphere, the cconomic decline of East African politics and the emer- 
gence of Portugal as a truly global power. 

As a si~e of massive intcrconfincntal migrations and trade nct~vx~rks, and also as a 
conceptual spacc, the Atlantic World is larger in scope and scale than the AFrican 
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Diaspora. While the Aft’lean Diaspora is vpically defined by the geographic regions 
that Ati’icans were dispersed to as a result of the Adantic slave trade - the Americas, 
and arguably Europe - by definition k excludes continent~ Africa and the Adantic 
islands fi’om Nsmrical analyses. Only recently has d~e concep~ of ~he Diaspora been 
expanded to encompass the dispersal of Africans across the Sahara to Arabia, and 
north and east Africa; indeed, it appears tha~ a series of diasporas existed in Africa, 
wtfich predated d~e arrival of Et~ropeans and d~¢ groxvth of the Atlantic slavc trade 
(Mann 2001 ). 

In ad~tion to its more significant geographic scope, the Atlantic World began 
close to a cenmD~ befbre the creation of d~¢ Aft’lean Diaspora. While obvious difik~r-- 
cnccs bc~vccn these ~vo approaches arc evident, there is at least one area where 
schohrs of the Atlantic World and the African Diaspora have seemingly forged a 
consensus. Rcscarchcrs worNng in both fields have granted subject-positioning or 
agency to peoples of African decent. No longer arc scholars contending that Africans 
were either victims, bystanders or objects of historical processes dmt shaped the 
world around them. From its vc~ inception, the ~i’ican Diaspora concept saw 
Afi’icans as agents of histo~T largely because, as Mann notes, ~thc idea of the Afi’ican 
diaspora developed first among Afi’icans and their descendants, a poin~ no~ sutNcicnt]y 
rccog~Szcd in most academic discussions of the subject’’ (Mann 2001: 3). The 
notion of viewing Afi’icans as active historical agents has been slow in development 
among Adanfic World historians. In his ana]~sis of d~c pioneering works in d~is field, 
John Thornton recounts that ~;the Atlantic still appeared [in ~hc literature] largely 
from a Eoropcan pcrspcctivc ... The Atlantic, it seems, oNikc the Mediterranean, 
~s regarded by all these researchers as being particularly dominated by Europeans" 
(Thornton 1992: 2). 

This Euroccntfic approach is epitomized in a mm~bcr of works, including Pierre 
and Hugett¢ Chaunu’s nine-volume SdvidIe et lMtIanriq~e, 1504-1650 (1955-60), 
James Duff% Port~ese Africa (1961), Charles R. Boxer’s The D~¢tc~; SeM~o~:ne 
Empire, 1600-1800 (1965), and Fcrnand Braodcl’s Ci~,ilization mzd Ca?itMism 
(1982-4). %forking from the context of the post-cokmial world, many of d~esc 
scholars simply projected current realities and power rclafionst~ps back through 
time. By the 1970s and 1980s howcvcr, concerted challenges to these vicws began 
to alter scholarly approaches to Adanfic World history. 

In direct response ~o Euroccnn’ic approaches, nationalist tfistorians, dependency 
theorists, revisionists, nco-rcvisionists, post-modernists and advocates of world svstcms 
analysis filled the interpretive void. Some of these interpretations still emphasized 
the relatively passivc role d~at .~ricans played in d~c fbnnation of the Atlantic World. 
Borrowing fFom dependency theory dcvclopcd largely by Latin AmcdcaNsts, Walter 
Rodncy (1974) contends in th)~v Em’o?~’ U~e~,d~vdoyed ~,ica that colonial and 
neo.-colonial economic li~fl;s ~o Europe can be ~raced back to the era of the shve 
trade. Thus, in this view, Africans played a sobordinate and relatively passive role to 
Europeans as early as the fifteenth century. Od~er scholars, including Eric Williams 
(1944), Andrd Gunder Frm~ (1967), Immanuel Wallerstein (1974---80) and Chan-- 
cellor Williams (1976), seemingly concor with this approach. While these studies 
were generally more sympad~efic, emphasizing the victimization of Africans by 
repressivc European powers, ~he results were the same as the scholarship generated 
by Eurocentfic scholars: Affricans were still denied agency and subjcct-positioNng. 
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These denials of black agc~cy were mirrored in scholarship that focused on North 
American slavery. During the early twentieth cc~m~3:, a scholarly co~scnsus among 
Amcrica~ historians emerged ~o claim tha~ the enslaved At~ican was cffkctivcty 
a ~h’a¢i¢~ ~¢~sa dcnndcd of a,V ~Hcan culture. Once exposed to tt~c %npcrior" 
attributes of European and Euro-Amcrican culture, Afi’icans - get,orally assmncd to 
bc primitive and salvage - readily and willingly adopted European cnltnra] norms a~d 
x~alucs. Agai,~, these notio~s cssc,~tially denied .~rican agent)~ while emphasizing the 
sheer i~abi]iry of At)’icans to resist this acculmradvc process. Thcsc ideas rcstmatcd 
in the works of scholars such as U. B. Phillips (1918), Kenneth Stampp (1956), 
Sta,2cy EIN,~s (1959) and others. In addition, among fblNofists and sociologists 
analyzing At?’ican American fblk culture, a dominm~t paradigm emerged i~ the 1920s 
know~ as the "white-to-black" school of acculturation. This interpretive school held 
the opinion that Af)ica,~s in North .~ncfica borrowed so hearty fi’om Enropea~ 
and Euro-Amedcan culture that slave fk)lktorc was ultimately a syncrctic matrix of 
butchered European values and beliefs. Addled by limited intellectual capacity and 
a barbaric past, ,~)icans in this view wcrc i~capablc of fi~lly comprche,~ding the 
complexities of Europcan culture. 

Net-revisionists scholars like Thornton (1992), George Brooks (1993) and others 
published works dct~ling a number of elements related to the fbrmafio,~ of the 
Atlantic WoOd; importantly, thcsc scholars approached the issue of African agent)~ 
seriously. Evcn be~orc these inno~v~tions, howc~cr, scholars like Carter G. Xgoods(m 
(lVS6), Melville Herskovits (1941) and Lorenzo Dow Ttm~er (1949) had give~ 
significant consideration to African agent)~ in thc crcafio~ of Af?’ican American cul- 
ture. Together, both sets of scholars demonstrated a continuum of activities that 
~i’icm~s m~d their descendants c,~gaged in, i,~clnding the fbrmafio,~ of powcrfhl 
kingdoms and cities in West Afi’ica, the active role they played in thc Atlantic trade 
network and their creation o~ ~ro-Aflantic societies a~d cultures throughout the 
~ncricas. With tNs emphasis on Afi’ican agency, the ,~eed to compeer Diasporic 
commtmitics with their homelands in Af]’ica has become an increasing focus in 
recent scholarship. 

The works of Stefli~g Stuckcy (1987), Margaret Wastfington [Crccl] (1988), 
joseph Holloway (19V0), Michael Gomcz (1998), Shcila S. Walker (2001) and 
Li~da Heywood (2002) havoc &mc a great deal to facilitate currc~t understandings 
of important tfistoficd connections and cultur~ co,~fim~ifies. The maintc,~ance 
of particular "Afi’icanisms" - or discrete systems of Africm~ thought and bclicf- 
demonstrated to many that Ali’icans were not simply uncultured bodies, which 
had to bc assimilated or Europeanizcd i~ order to propc~qy fni~cfiom Tiffs view is 
cpitomizcd in thc work of Stcfling Smckcy (1987) who provides strong evidence 
the Afi’ican influences on slave cNturc. The conditions that Facilitated cultural 
rcte~tio~s and co,~fim~ifies reqnired rcsista,~ce o,~ the part of enslaved Afi’icans, as 
well as a conscious set of decisions to maintain connections to the land of their 
ancestors. Stuckey (1987) posits a dynamic process by which At~icans became a 
si~glc people, l~-i,~g the fbundation fbr the dcvclopme~t of a black 
Pan-Af?’icanist consciousness. 

Another recent trend, highlighted in Paul Gilroy’s T/ae Blac~ Atfa~tic (1993), 
rccogNzes Ni’icm~ age,~cy wt~lc f})cnsi,~g on cultur~ hybridib~ and am~gamafion. I~ 
tNs post-modernist approach, Gilroy rip,yards a "black Atlantic" culture that is not 
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.Ad~kican, American, Caribbean or European, but a syncretic blending or hybrid of all 
of thcsc national and ethnic identities. Black Atlantic culture, then, is a polyglot, 
which transcends "race," cthnicity and natkm; according to Gilroy, this cultural 
concept belongs to no one set of localities in .~’rica (Gilroy 1993). Instead hc 
emphasizes the transnational and intercultural namrc of identity, fbcnsing almost 
exclusively on contemporary Anglo-America. Hence, Gilroy tends to place a greater 
emphasis on cultural discontinuities and disconnections. Tt~is approach is not without 
its problems. As Mann notcs, Gilroy ’qgnores both the rich and densc world of the 
prcdominandy Lusophonic and Spanish Soud~ Atlantic and the roots of the trans- 
national, intercultural black perspective in the pre-modern era" (Mann 2001:15). 

Geography and Culture in Atlantic 1Nest and Vgest-central .4a?ica 

Anthropologist Melville Hcrskovits published The My’da q~:’ the )Nre~,o Past (1941), 
which at the time ~vv~s a watershed effort on d~c topic of African cultural trans- 
missions and confimfities. In an attempt to undermine race prcju~ce in America, 
his work sought to counter a number of myths about Afi’ica, and about Africans 
residing in all parts of the Diaspora. By demonstrating tangible cnkural links bc- 
nvccn z~k’ica and Diasporic comnmnifics, Herskovits took ~dl aim at the myth that 
’q~hc Negro is thus a man without a past" (Hcrskovits 1941: 2). Other myths he 
addressed in this work included d~c idea that Africans wcrc brought to America from 
extremely diverse cultures and were distributed in a fasNon that destroyed their 
cultural idcntity, and the idea that Af?’ican cultures wcrc so savage and unrcdccming 
that European customs were readily preferred by enslaved Afi’icans. 

In answering these flawed perceptions, he posits what seems to bc a problematic 
homogcncous and monolithic West Afi’ican cultural hcritage. Indeed, Hcrskovits 
does not give much consideration to West-central Afi’ica, making passing rcfkrcnccs 
to the "Congo" in his analysis of Afi’ican cNtural influences. Most problematic 
arc certain assumptions, guided no doubt by Ns disciplinaU focus, that assumc an 
unchanging African culmr~ past. Despite these shortcomings, the lasting import- 
ance of iris research is in noting several examples of.~ricanisms in both the secular 
and sacred ethos of African Americans. Herskovits’ argument was not a claim that 
~rican Americans were Afi’icans cNturally, but tha~ "this group, like all other 
who maintained a group idcntiD~ in tiffs countq~, have retained something of 
thcir cukura] hcritagc, while at the samc time accommodating themscNes.., to the 
customs of the country as a whole" (Hcrskovits 1941: 145). This research, and 
subsequent stu~es by other scholars, hdped put to rest various myths and ~br-- 
warded the idca that "African American" culture was somctl~ing dch, unique, and 
~v~rthy of serious and significant scholarly contemplation. 

When Sidney Mintz and l~chard Price (1976) published 7be Bi~’th 
.American Cu[ra¢~’e, it was intended to critique and revise Hcrskovits’ 1941 findings. 
They argued that Afi’icans who were ~ransported across the AflanOc to become slaves 
in tl~e Americas developed and created a culture tl~at cannot bc characterized simply 
as %M?’ican." Essentially, tl~e veU nature of the slave trade and enslavement in the 
Americas made the continuity of Afi’ican cNturc nearly impossiNc. To ~i~rd~cr this 
claim, they state that, "[h]erded together with others with whom they shared 
a common condioon of servitude and some dcgree of cukural overlap, enslaved 
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Mi’icans were compelled to create a ncw language, a ncw religion, indeed a ncw 
culture" (Mintz and Price 1976: xi). While African culture may have been crucial 
the creation of ~rican American culture, Min~z and Price contend that it was by 
no means central and not independent of European influences or new cultural 
dcvclopmcnts in the Americas. 

This conc]usion finds resonance in the claims made by Gi]roy (1993), who asserts 
tha~ black Atlantic culture, itself a ~’counterculmre" of modernly;, is not part of a 
Manichcan dichotomy situated bcr:ween monolithic "Mack" and %vhitc" cultures. 
Instead, like Mintz and Price, Gilroy emphasizes the creole, hybrid, and fluid nature 
of black Atlantic culture; as a combination of European and ~Hcan cultures, Afi’ican 
Amcfcan culture was a new creation and can be best understood, according 
to Gilroy, using W. E. B. Du Bois’ concept of double consciousness. As Du Bois 
articulates it, ~’One cver fk~els his ~;oness, .... an American, a Negro; ~vo souls, 
thoughts~ rsvo unreconciled stfvings; two warring ideals in one dark bo@ whose 
dogged strength alone keep it From being torn asunder" (Du Bois 1903: 45). This 
dualS; encapsulates die nature of ~i’ican :&nerican culture for Gilroy, Mintz, and 
Price. 

In terms o~ Hcrskovits’ interpretations, Mintz a~id Price oppose his theoD’ of 
Wes~ Afi’ican cultural homogenei~; by noting the sheer amount of cultural diversi~; 
in Adantic Affrica and by asserting that a number of enslaved Africans exported 
the Americas came from Wcst-centr~ Afi’ica (Mintz and Price 1976). They also 
oppose the notion that specific ~)ican cultural enclaves f~rmed in the Americas. 
Instead, Mintz and Price claim that deliberate ethnic ~randomizafion" - activcly 
¢~igagcd in by sla~¢ traders, ship captains, and slave owners - ensured diverse 
populations of enslavcd Afi’icans dlroughout the ~¢ficas. Most of ~heir conclusions 
arc based on the same premise - the vasdy nnmcrous and diverse cultural heritages 
of X~es~ and %rcst-centr~ ~rica. X~hilc there is little doub~ dmt major cultural 
die, fences indeed e~sted in Atlantic ~?ica, what can be contested is the degree of 
tNs divcrsiB~. 

On o~ic end o~ die debate, Herskovits (1941) a~id Joseph Holloway (1990) 
suppor~ ideas of cultural homogeneiD~. Holloway, in his introduction to 
itz A~ze~,ic~z C~zl~m,e (1990), asserts that since most North American slaves ori- 
ginated From West-central Africa, die idea of a monolithic Bantu cultural heritage 
and its lii~s to ~he birttl of ~i’ican &nerican ctfltures wotfld be quite applicable. 
Although there might be flaws with this sort of approach, the idea of a monolitNc 
Bantu culture or its significant contribution to African American cMtur¢ finds sup- 
port in the works of a mm~ber of scholars (Vansina 1990; Vass 1979; Thompson 
1983). On the other end of the spectrum, Mintz and Price likely exaggerate the 
amount of diversity by using Afi’ican languages as a tool of measurement. The truth 
probably lies beBveen ~he Bvo extremes and ample evidence f~r this conclusion can 
be fi3und in recent scholarship. 

John Thornton (1992), in Affic~ mzd Affic~:~z.; in r~e Maki~¢~ of r[3e 
WoHd, demonstrates that ethnographers have ~ended to ovcrestimate die amount of 
cultural diversiD~ in Atlantic Africa - an area encompassing the coastal regions f)om 
Scncgambia in the north to Angola in the south - because they often ascribe 
e~hnic identiD~ to cvc~; distinct language and region~ dialecL The problem with this 
is the f[~ct that manv Atlantic At)’icans wcrc mulfilingual, and certain languages and 
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regional dialects were so related that they could bc mutually understood throughout 
vast areas. Thornton concludcs that, instead of Atlantic Afi’ica being composcd of 
hundreds o~ cultural groupings, the rcgkm shoNd instcad be divided into d~rcc 
cultural zoucs and fhrtt~cr separated into seven %ubzoncs": Upper Guinea, which 
inclndcd the Mande languagc }im~ily and >vo variants of thc Wcst .Atlantic language 
family (northern and southern Wcs~ Adantic); Lower Guinea, which included ~wo 
variants of the Kwa language f~mily (,~an and Aja); aud the &~gola zone, which 
included ~vo variants of the wcstern Bantu language family (Kikongo and Kimbundu). 

Another issnc of major importance in Thornton’s asscssmcnt is the claim that 
European traders, slave-strip captaius and plantation owners engaged in activc and 
conscious cffbrts to cthNcally randomize enslavcd Afi’icans. If pracficcd, this meas- 
urc coMd effectively havc undermined thc ability’ o~ cnslavcd Africans to ~omcnt 
rebellion on slave sNps or plantations in the Americas, since thcy would uot have an 
cffcctive m cans of communication or collaboration. According to Thornton (1992) 
however, cultural randomization was no~ a significant aspect of d~c slave trade. In 
sociological terminolo~, he conteuds that the enslavcd ,~)icans on the avcragc 
transport ship were indeed a group as opposcd to an aggrcgatc. In other words, 
most enslaved Africans on European slave ships had some prior connection to each 
other and were likdy enslaved at the same time f~om the same geograpNc region. In 
addition, he states, "[@ave ships drcw their entire cargo from only one or pcrhaps 
two ports in Africa and unloadcd them in Iargc lots of as many as 200-1,000 in 
their new Atlantic homes" (Thornton 1992: 192). ShuNing and randomizing slaves 
was simply not feasible. While doing so madc pcrf~ct logic, achieving the goal of 
cNtur~ randomization could result in longer stays on board ships by cnslavcd 
;~)icans and this would invariably 1cad to increased mortdi~ rates. Tracing the slave 
trade from thc sixteenth through the curly cightccnth ccntuu, Thornton concludcs 
that "d~cre wcrc limits on thc ability to achieve a random linguistic distribution of 
slaves, aud what this meant was that most slaves on a~V sizable estate wcrc probably 
from only a }?w national groupings" (Thornton 1992: 196). 

Mic[mcl Gomez (1998), in E:vchaz~inU O¢¢," C0~z~t~Sv MaH~; expands on Thornmn’s 
conclusion by cl~ming that sig~fificant Afi’ican cultural enclaves dcvdoped in the 
Americas as a result of a mmaber of Factors. One of these Factors would bc the lack 
o~ cultural divcrsity in Atlantic West and West-central Afi’ica; again, the conclusion 
of Mintz and Price (1976) .... that hundreds of distinct ctflturcs eydsted in AOanfic 
A}]’ica - has stood neithcr the test of time nor intensc scholarly inquiU. While 
Thornton contends that Adantic Attica could be divided into three culturally 
distiuct zones and seven subzones, Gomez shows that in ~:act there wcrc rougt~y six 
cultural zones in this region, with a numbcr of su b zoncs in each: Senegambia, Sierra 
Lconc, the Gold Coast, the Bight of Benin, the Bight of Biafra and West-central 
;~)ica. In ad~tion, Afi’icans fi’om certain regions shared cNtural aNNfies, which 
facilitatcd thc process of hybridization between African groups. Evcn if randomiza- 
tion was attempted on North American plantations, Gomcz contends that this only 
~cifitated the creation of a group cousciousncss, a group idcntiD~ aud collaborative 
resistance cffbrts: "Af)icans of varying cthnicitics, who had ncver considcrcd their 
blackness a source of reflection let ~onc a principIc o~ unity, bccamc cognizant of 
tNs ~?ature perhaps O)r the first time iu their lives" (Gomcz 1998: 165). TNs idea 
finds rcsonance in thc pionccfing work of Sterling Stuckcy who statcs in 5’[a~,e 
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(2~lt~’e that %lave ships were the first real incubators of slavc tmi~ across cultural 
lines, crudly revcaling irreducible links... ~ fi~stcring resistance thousands of miles 
bet%re the shores of d~c new land appeared on d~c horizon" (Stuckey 1987: 3). 

WNlc thcy still clung to their ethnic identifies, enslaved ~ricans began to shape 
a new set of cultures in the Amcricas. Thcsc new cultures were not simply a hybrid 
of ’~Europcan" and ’~African" cultural milieus as a number o~ scholars contend. 
Instead, Gomcz makes a convincing clam that the first step towards the birth of an 
Afi’ican American culture was intra-Af]’ican cultural syucrctism or, in his words, thc 
t~mnation of an "African sociocu~tura] matrix" (Gomcz 1998: 5). This notion even 
sc~cs as the guiding intelligence fk~r the structure of Exc~a~i~ 0~" (Jo~t~9, 
Mmd:s: Gomcz, ~r example, discusses thc cultural ]inks be>vccn Africans fi’om 
Sencgambia and Benin, Sierra Lconc, and thc Gold Coast (the Akan), the Bight of 
Biaf)a (the Igbo) and West-central Africa in separate chapters of tiffs important 
work. Hc conc]udcs by noting that ’~[t]hc dcvclopment of African American socicD~ 
through 1830 was vcW much the product of contributions made by specific ethnic 
groups.., vao~ing mixes of cthnicitics in each colony/state resulted in communities 
and cultural forms that were distinctivc though rc]ated" (Gomez 1998: 291). 

With rcccnt efforts to demonstrate that Adantic Africans werc mulfilingnal and 
separated into just a hand~l of culturally distinct zones, reassessments of the nature 
of Afi’ican American culturc have become increasingly frequent (Bcrlin 1996; Gomez 
1998; Morgan 1998; W~kcr 2001; Hc?~vood 2002). While d~c work of S~cr]ing 
Stnckcy (1987) has bccn pivotal in the contemporao~ scholarslfip about the forma-- 
tion of African Amedcan culture, only at thc start of the >vcnty-first ccntuU have 
Africanists begun to corroborate his tin,rigs. Recent trends, however, havc moved 
away from generalizations about ~’Af~ican" cultural continnities, to emphasizing 
instead the contributions that specific A}}’ican ethnic groups (such as Igbo, Yoruba, 
Fon, Mandc and the like) made ~o Afi’ican American culturc. 

In creating an accurate depiction of cultural divcrsi~ in Atlantic :~i’ica, using the 
separate discussions of cultural zones by Thornton (1992) and Gomcz (1998) 
becomes instructive. As Thornton contcnds, "Afi’icans brought with thcm a cultural 
heritage in language, aesthetics, and plfilosophy that helped to ~brn~ the newly 
developing cultures of the Atlantic world" (Thornton 1992: 129). With this being 
thc case, a dear dcpicfion of the cultural geography of Atlantic Africa is ncccssary. 
The first of these cultural zones, Upper Guinea, was one of the more ethnically 
divcrsc regions in Atlantic A}}’ica. In gcographic tcrms, this arca reached }}’ore thc 
Senegal River in d~c north to thc region near Cape Mount in modern Liberia 
and included ~vo important slave--trading regions .... Senegambia and Sierra Lcone. 
Culturally, Scngambia was homc to a numbcr of ethnic groups rcprescnting both 
thc Wcs~ Atlantic and Mande language ~:amilics, including the Bambara, d~c Ma]inkc 
(Mande--speakers), the Sercer, the So~fi~fl<e, the Wolo~; and the Fulbe. The various 
cthnonyms uscd by Europeans to dcscribc Afi’icans }}’om this region - Mandingo, 
Gambian and Scncgambian - wcrc employed to designatc peoplc who wcrc prima- 
r~y fi’om the Bambara ~nguistic group. The Bambara ~kely represented the largest 
population of cnslaved Uppcr Guinean Afi’icans imported to thc Amcricas, but other 
groups fi’om Scncgambia were important in thc creation of African American culture 
(Thornton 1992; Rodncy 1969; Gomez 1998; Curtin 1969; Hall 1992). As Gomcz 
recounts, "thc Scncgambian contingcnt was both carly and substantial. In }i~ct, it 
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can be argued that the Scncgambian prcscncc providcd a significant portion of thc 
fbundation fbr the conscqucnt African Amcrican population" (Gomcz 1998: 38-9). 

Sicrra Lconc, a region of Upper Guinea cxtcnding t~om the Casamancc Nvcr 
in the north to Cape Mount in the south, was cvcn more heterogeneous than 
Scnegambia. Whilc Gomcz contends that the pcople of Sierra Lconc "did not see 
themselves as cthnicitics during the slave trade [and] a number of groups had indeed 
developed a shared identi~;," cert~n cultural patterns can bc ~scerned (Gomez 
1998: 89). Among thc maW cthnicitics and othcr %ollcctivc groupings" wcre the 
Mandc-spcakcrs - d~c Mandinka, d~c Susu, the Gola, the Kissi, the Jallonkc, d~c Vai, 
and the Kono .... and the non.-Mandc Wcst Atlantic language groups, including the 
Temnc, thc Landuma, thc Buk)m, and the Krim (Thornton 1992; Gomcz 1998; 
Curtin 1969). The sheer amount of cultur~ divcrsity in this rcgion was balanced by 
the f~ct that the fbrms of Mande spoken in Sierra Leone %vcre almost nmtu~ly 
intclligible, at ]cast in thc sc~ntccnth ccntuu" (Thornton 1992: 187). E~n the 
non-Mande groups in Sierra Leone spoke "closely rclated languages" (Gomcz 1998: 
88), a concept wtfich finds corroboration in Thornton (1992), who emphasizes the 
amount of multilinguaiism and cultural sharing that occurred as a conscquencc of 
numerous commercial nct~vx~rks and political in~crconnecdons. 

The second major cultural zone, Lower Guinea, stretched f)om modem Ivoq; 
Coast in thc west to Cameroon in thc cast and rcprcscnted the largest gcographic 
region of the thrcc major cultural zones in Atlantic Africa. This arca cncompasscd 
the regions that Europeans refkrrcd to as the IvoW Coast, the Windward Coast, the 
Gold Coast and thc Slave Coast. Dcspitc its geographic scalc, Lowcr Guinca was 
much morc cu]mr~ly homogcncous than Uppcr Guinea and included only one 
major language fhmily---- Kwa. WNlc tiffs region was relatively less culturally diverse, 
thc Kwa languagc Family had r:wo vasdy diffkrcnt branches - Wcstcm Kwa (Akan, 
Ewe and Ga) and Eastern Kwa (Yoruba, Fon, Edo, and lgbo). Dominating the 
eastern portion of Lowcr Guinea and the region gener~ly known as the Gold Coast, 
thc Akan language subgroup includcd Baule-speakcrs in the eastern lvoB, Coast (the 
Scfwi and the Ahanta) and Twi-spcakcrs in the region coterminous with modern-day 
Ghana (the Asantc, the Fantc and the Bron). Due to the large number of .~an-- 
spcakcrs lcaving Fort Kormantse along the Gold Coast, thcy became known by the 
Falsc cthnonym "Cormantcc" or "IG’omantin" throughout the Amcricas and were 
tfighly prized captivcs by a number of European slave traders (Thornton 1992; 
Gomcz 1998; Curtin 1969). 

Among d~c most significant Eastern Kxva subgroups werc the Fon, the Yornba, 
the Edo, and the Igbo (Thornton 1992; Gomez 1998; Cnrfin 1969). In the case of 
thc Yoruba and the Igbo, Gomez (1998) and Northrup (2000) demonstratc that 
these ethnic and national terms wcrc more applicablc in thc American context dmn 
in prc.-colo~fial Atlantic .~rica. Yornba, fbr example, was a term of possible Hausa 
origin and rcfcrrcd to thc pcople living in thc town ofOyo Ilc. As Gomez contends, 
"[t]hc Yoruba emerged as a ’nation’ not only in North America but also in the West 
Indies and Brazil" (Gomcz 1998: 55). Wt~lc the Yornba wcre a vcq~ real group in 
thc Amcricas, this ethnolinguistic identiD~ cmcrgcd only recently in AfFica and as 
a dircct rcsuk of British colonial administration in Nigeria. Likewise, the "Igbo" did 
not e~st as a distinct ethNciD~ in Adandc .~rica unt~ they were "created" in the 
>vcnticth ccnm~, (Northrup 2000: 1-2). Simply put, "twentieth-century cok~Nal 
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threes and post--colonial politics ~bstered solidaribT among the millions of Yoruba-- 
and Igbo-speaking peoples that had no pre-colonial counterpart" (ibid: 1). Like a 
number ofethnonyms used by Europeans during the slave trade era, Calabar, Moko, 
and Igbo were imprecise and, at times, overlapping identities that Africans in 
region did not create or embrace. However, "l~bo was a name Igbo-spcaking people 
seem to have readily accepted abroad" (ibid: 13). 

The Fort of Dahomcy and the Edo of BeNn wcre rdativcly stable ethno~nguisfic 
groups centered around strong and expansive states in ix)wet Guinea (Thornton 
1992; Gomez 1998; Curtin 1969; Wax 1973). The Bight of Benin, stretching from 
the Volta to the BeNn Nvcr, was culturally more divcrse than Thornton (1992) 
contends, but the spreading political influence and domination of the kingdoms of 
Dahomcy and Benin ~ong this region of d~¢ coast led to an impressive amount of 
cNtural ~fB~sion and integration. Gomez claims d~at this culmr~ sharing was caused 
by a large number of fi~ctors, including "wars, raids, demographic sNffs, displacements, 
diplomatic missions, and trade" (Gomcz 1998: 56). Thus, by the mid-seventeenth 
centuv, the use of commcrci~ and political li%A~ ffa~cas as well as shared rc~-- 
gious bclic~ in the Bight of Benin proved that ~African populations succeeded in 
borrowing aspects of each od~er’s culture" (ibid: 56). 

The dfird ma)or culmr~ zone was ~hc Angola coast in Wcst-ccntral .~rica. The 
home of roughly 40 percent of all Africans transported to the Amcdcas as a result of 
the slave trade, this region was d~e naos~ significant of the three cultural zones. 
Importandy, riffs was one of d~c mos~ homogenous regions in Adanfic 
- though there were more than ~ust two language groups (Kikongo and Mbundu) in 
Angola, as Thornton (1992) claims. Most Africans living in Angola spoke a varian~ 
of Bantu (IGkongo, Duala, Ba~eri, Isubu, Bassa--Bakoko, Yambassa, Bafia, Ewondo, 
Bone, and Bulu). Other language groups in this region included semi-Bantu (Bamilikc, 
Banyang and Tikar), Aka, FMbc, and Podoko. Gomcz contends dmt "[t]hosc slaves 
who ~bnnd themselves bound for the Wcstcrn Hemisphere mosdy came fi’om Bantu 
and semi-Bantu populations organized politically into smaller units" (Gomcz 1998: 
134). It was primarily in the area of politics that the Angola region was diverse, with 
the prolifkrafion of a number of smaller s~ates. The ~vo larger polities in d~c Angola 
coast - the Kikongo state of Kongo and the Mbundu state of Ndongo - because of 
their size and expansive scope were significant ~:actors in ~rging a sense of cultural 
u~fi~ in the region by the mid-scvcntcen~h centuu, d~ough d~c latter was defkated 
by Portuguese fi)rccs in 1671 (Thornton 1992; Gomcz 1998; Curtin 1969; Wax 
1973). 

The Atlantic Slave Trade and the Birth of 
.4a?ican American Culture 

Crampcd into thc numcrous factories and slavc castles dotting the Atlantic coast 
of Africa, enslavcd Afi’icans awaited the arrival of European-owned slave ships to 
transport them to the ’Americas. This second leg of the triangular trade connecting 
Europe, Afi’ica, and the Amcricas, known as the Middlc Passage, was onc of thc 
most terri@ng experiences in human history. ~n the midst of this tragic story, 
Stnckcy (1987) contends that the slavc ships crossing the Atlantic wcre crncibles 
that hclpcd fbrgc a singlc pcople out of numcrons ADican cthnicitics. This was an 
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ongoing process, bcginaing with the enslavement experience in Adantic Afi’ica and 
contim~ing in certain regions of the Amedcas well into the nineteenth conrad~. Both 
Gomcz (1998) and Douglas Chambers demonstrate tha~, throughout die Americas, 
enslaved Africans ~idcntificd themselves, or were so identified by others, as members 
of African-dcd~d named groups" (Chambers 2001: 25). They rcadiD identified 
themselves as members of separate "nations" initially, until a more unified identity 
was tbrgcd as a rcsul~ of the commou circumstances and con~tions of enslavement. 

The initial sense of national idcnfib~ was Facilitated by the fi)rmafion of large 
ethnic enclaves, which were direct results of import pa~terns in the Adantic slave 
trade. As DaNel Litflefield (1991) notes, Europeau planters dcvclopcd a number of 
ethnic prc~krcnccs based on perceptions of traits that certain enslaved African groups 
supposedly had. He contends dmt "European colonists concerned d~emselves quite 
closely wi~h distinctions among ~Hcan peoples, and paid great attention ~o such 
things as size, color, and cultural or other characteristics" (Litflcficld 1991: 8). 
Thus, Europeans created alternating hierarchies of ethnic and region~ preferences, 
wtfich were employcd and gave some shape to import patterns iu loc~cs throughout 
the Americas. In colonies ]ikc ~amaica, Barbados, and South Carolina, Gold Coast 
~ricans were coveted by some planters for their alleged propensity fi)r loy~ty 
and hard work; in other colonies, or cvcn amoug other planters in colo~fies ~hat 
seemingly coveted Gold Coast Africans, these slaves were considered unrnD and 
rebellious, lgbos, and od~crs from Calabar or the Bight of Biafra, were reviled 
because of an alleged propensiV fbr stficidc. ;~golans were supposedly parado~c~ly 
prone to dociliD~ and flight (Litflefield 1991; Gomcz 1998; Wax 1973). 

European preferences fi)r certain African edmic groups were likely due ~o a range 
of factors .... ~he cos~ of importing enslaved ~?icans from certain regions, limited 
access to certain slavc markets on the Atlantic African coast, or the demand 
~ricans fi’om specific regions with expertise in d~e cNti~tion of certain crops and 
other s~s (Litflcficld 1991; Gomez 1998; Waslfiugton [Creel], 1988; Carncy 2001). 
Certainly among slave traders and phntafion owners, there was no clear consensus 
on the behavioral characteristics of any ~rican group. This reflects wha~ seems 
obvious from the vantage point of hindsight: the reason M~y Afi’ican groups do 
not fit into generalized behavioral categories is because, like the rest of humanity, 
~ricans can and will ~splay a broad spectrum of behavior. %~hethcr rc~ or imag- 
ina~q ~hcse perceptions of ~?ican behavior~ characteristics did coutfibutc ~o the 
~rmation of ethnic enclave conmmnitics in North America as wc]l as elsewhere. 

The Du Bois Institute database bears out this conc]usk)n. This important pro)ect 
sig~fifican@ modified the findiugs of Phifip Curfin (1969) and provides a more 
accurate picture of the slave trade. The Dn Bois database, for example, demonstrates 
that of 101,925 enshved Africans from identifiable locations sent m Virginia, 44.8 per- 
cent came from the Bight of Biaffa~ In South Carolina, euslavcd ~?icans from the 
Bight of Biafra accounted for ~)ust 9.89 percent of identifiable imports; in the US as 
a whole, Bight of Biafra exports were 18.6 percen~ of the 317,748 enslaved Africans 
recorded in the Du Bois database (Elfis et al. 1999). So i~ is possible to discuss a 
Bight of Biafra (Igbo) enclave in Virginia as a phenomenon unique in North America. 
Not only does this database corroborate many of d~e findings of Stnckey (1987), 
Gomcz (1998), WasNngton [Creel] (1988) and others, but it opens new possib-- 
ilitics in the stu@ of the fbrmation of African American culture. 
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Although the nature of Af)ican ethnic enclaves varied ovcr time, it is now possible 
to pinpoint the nature of these concentrations and track specific cultural influences. 
Between 1701 and 1800, 26.4 percent of enslaved ~ricans from identifiable regions 
and embarNng on strips to the Carolinas came tkom West-central Af)ica. The 1739 
Stono Revolt, initiated pfincipal]y by enslaved Ango]ans fi’om West-central Aft’lea, 
t2)rccd the proprietors and s]ave owners of Soud~ Carolina to reduce their re~iance 
on Af)icans from tiffs region. Nso, due to the emphasis on rice cultivation in the 
South Carolina I_.owcount~~ and sea is]ands~ Afi’icans fi’om dec-producing regions of 
Upper Guinea - Sc~cgambia (24.9 pcrcc~t) and Sierra Leone (9.48 percent) respect- 
ively--- became important demographic fiactors and largely replaced the earlier West-- 
central Afi’ican import stream. These three cultural contingents played active roles 
the formation Gul]ah a~d Gecchce culture. 

Elements of the West--central ;~i’ican, Scncgambian, and Biati’an (11.3 percent) 
contingents of South Carolina’s slave population apparcndy created an alliance 
1822, under the leadership of Demnark Vesey, i~ an attempt to ~i)mc~t a rebe]lkm. 
WNle the details of dfis conspiracy arc currendy in dispute, i~ is clear ~hat separate 
bands of Gal]ahs, Igbos, Mandc-speakers, French-speaking Santo Dominguans and 
American-born slaves had t%rmed and found between Ehcm areas of commonality. 
In some ways, tt~s could have been an early expression of Pan--;~i’icanism (Elds 
1999; Gomcz 1998; Washington [Crcc]], 1988; Carney 2001; Stuckey 1987; Brown 
2002; Litdefield 1981; Wood 1974; Thornton 1991; Vass 1979; Racker 2001a; 
lohnson 2001; Starobin 1970). 

Bc~vccn 1701 and 1800, 45.1 percent of Afi’icans entering Virginia f)om identi- 
fiable regions were embarked on ships leaving ports in the Bight of Biafra. Thus, 
Virginia imported a disproportionately large number of Igbo-spcakers and others 
from Calabar and surrounding regions. As Lorcna Walsh (1997) and ~amcs Sidbu~~ 
(1997) contend, this emphasis on Igbo imports played a significant factor in the 
rise of Afi’o--VirgiNan culture. One culmr~ implication of the presence of so 
Igbo-spcakers was the prolifkration of igbo terms and concepts - 
- or discrete Igbo cNtur~ practices (~)r example, the lonkonu celebration, t2mer- 
aU customs and spiritual belicfg) in ]am~ca, Virginia, and other regions of the 
Ang]ophonc Americas that imported significant numbers of Afi’icans fi’om the Bight 
of Biafra. Another implication, discussed by Sidbnry (1997), was the possibility tha~ 
Gabriel Prosscr --- leader of a ~cd Nchmond slave revolt in 1800 --- was accorded a 
great deal of respect and veneration because of Ns blacksmithing skills and the 
spiritual powers associated with dffs trade among the peoples living near the Niger 
Nvcr delta. In t)ct, ~hrce separate blacksmiths wcre claimed to have been par~ of the 
leadership core of this attempt to capture and raze the capita] of Virginia (Walsh 
2001; W~sh 1997; Sidbury 1997; Chambers 1997; Stackey 1999; Gomez 1998). 

Intbrmadon regarding imports into areas like North Carolina, Georgia, Mauland, 
the Middle Colonies (with the exception of New York) and the New England 
colonies is scanty at best and scholars ca~ truly detail the slave trade in these regions 
through infcrcnce and suggestive cs~idcnce~ As the principal port of en~U tbr 
enslaved Afi’icans, Charleston satisfied most of the demand fbr ~rced labor in North 
Caroli~a a~d Georgia. The resMt of this commercial connecfitm meant tha~ both 
colonies/states likely had similar dcmograptfic patterns and e~hnic enclaves to ~hosc 
~nnd in South Carolina (Gomez 1998). Maryland imported a large number of 
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Afkicans fkom Senegambia (49.4 percent) and did not mirror the reliance on imports 
from the Bight of Biaf?’a found in its Chcsapeakc neighbor, Virginia (Eltis ct al. 
1999). For die remainder of the slaveholding rcgions of North America, Gomcz 
notes that "states such as :~abama, Mississippi, Kcntuc~, Tennessee, and Norttl 
Carolina all boasted significant slave popu.lations, dcrivativc, in turn, of the fivc core 
colonies/states: Virginia, Maryhnd, South Carolina, Georgia, and Louisiana" (Gomcz 
1998: 24). 

WNlc thcrc has becn a major problcm in tracking .African imports into ccrtain 
regions, the Dn Bois Institute database and other sources reveal much about imports 
in colonial New York and Louisiana. The Dntch colony of Ncw Nethefland ----which 
becamc Ncw go~k after 1664 -witncsscd two di~?rcnt wavcs of African immigrants. 
The first, lasting for the initial t%w dccadcs of Dutch rule, was dominated by the 
importaOon ofWcst--centr~ Afi’icans. The second xwwc f~cuscd on ,~)icans fkom the 
Gold Coast. Combined, these contingents may have contributed to such cultural 
formations as the Pinkstcr t)stivals, the "Congo" dances in Albany and specific 
fimcraV practices associated with the ~?ican Burial Ground in New York CiD~ (fbr 
example, carved symbols on coffins, the nsc of burial shronds and interment with 
¢arth:~rc, beads, and other objects). A definite Gold Coast presence is noted in 
both the 1712 Ncw York CiD; revolt and the alleged conspirac)~ of 1741: in both 
instances, enslaved Afi’icans with Akan day-names predominated among the leader- 
ship core (Thornton 1998; Boxer 1965; Postma 1990; Goodfricnd 1992; Smckcy 
1994; Smckcy 1999; Footc 2001; Blakcy 1998; Rt~ckcr 2001b). 

Although Louisiana shifted fi’om French to Spanish, and finally to American 
control after 1803, d~¢ demographics of the slave trade arc relatively easy to ~racc. 
The principal import groups into Louisiana were ~ricans fkom Scncgambia, the 
Bight of Benin and Wcst-ccntra] At]’ica. As the most numerically significant Af}’ican 
group in Louisiana, the Congolese and other %rest-central ~ricans contributed ~o 
expressive culture (such as dance contests in Ncw Orleans’ Congo Square and baton 
~virling), cuisine (~r example, gumbo and jumba]aya) and cvcn body gestures or 
poses (among them, arms ~imbo wid~ both hands on the hips) in Ix~Msiana. The 
sig~ficant Af)ican contingent fkom the Bight of Benin, as well as enslaved Santo 
Dominguans arriving in New Or]cans in the wake of the 1791 revolution, bronght 
with them spifituM beliefs dmt became Voodoo and Hoodoo in Louisiana. The 
Voodoo/Hoodoo complex is a syncretic blend of Fort and Yoruba mctaphysicM 
and religious concepts and, in Louisiana, it ]ikclv incorporated Catholic icons and 
elements from %~¢st-ccntrM African and Senegambian belief systems (MNira 1991; 
Thompson 1991; Caron 1997; Gomcz 1998; Hall 1992). 

During her reign as Voodoo Queen in New Orleans fi’om 1830 to 1869, Marie 
Iavcau routinely evoked the names of Fort and Yoruba dcides - Lcgba and Damballa 
.... in her ritual ccrcmo~cs (Gomcz 1998; Mulira 1991)~ Findly, according to 
Gwcndolyn Midlo Hall, "African religious bclicfg, indnding knowledge of herbs, 
poisons, and d~¢ creation off charms and amMcts of suppor~ or power, came ~o 
~tfisiana with the earliest contingent of slaves" (Hall 1992: 162). The Bambara 
from Scncgambia played an important role in these a~as. While the term ~’Bambara" 
has a number of meanings and cdmic connotations, in the context of lxmisiana it 
rcfkrrcd specifically to non--Muslim ~)icans f)om Scncgambia who wcr¢ captured in 
y’ib~& and sold to European merchants. However defined, tNs group significantly 
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influenced the nature of slavc culture in Louisiana. For example, zinz&a---- the word 
~)r an amulet of powcr in Louisiana Crcolc - has the samc meaning and name in 
Bambara. Gris-~Hs and wan~a wcrc other Bambara or Mandc words for charms 
rc~k~rred to in coloNal and antebellum LoNsiana. Even the .~’abic--dcrived Mande 
word fbr spiritual advisor or tcachcr - mm~abo~t- appears in the rccords of coloNal 
Louisiana (Hall 1992; Gomcz 1998; Caron 1997). 

Based on the realiD~ of ethNc cndavcs and the in~brmadon regarding the pattern 
and strucmrc of the Adantic slavc trade revcalcd by thc Du Bois Institute databasc, 
Douglas Chambers notes that "thc evidence is mounting dmt the transadandc slave- 
trade was much more patterned and much less random (and randomizing) than 
prcvionsly had bccn simply assumcd, thercby resulting in a greatcr likelihood of 
historical influences of groups of Afi’icans in thc formation.., of particular cNtural 
patterns in the Americas" (Chambers 2002: 101). The f~ct is that randomization 
was not fcasiblc on either sidc of the Adantic and pattcrns of ethnic conccntration 
that cmcrgcd in the Caribbcan and South America ~so emerged in North American 
colonies/states (Gomcz 1998; Chambers 2001 and 2002). 

i~ spite of this mounting cvidcncc howcver, a numbcr of scholars rcmain skeptical 
abou~ d~c close cultur~ connections between Attica and the Amcricas. Among the 
many critics of the notion of cultnr~ continuities is P[filip D. Morgan. In seeming 
agrcement with the interpretations of Paul Gilroy, Mcchal Sobcl, Ira Berlin, Michacl 
MNlin, Sidney Mintz, and Richard Price, hc ~)rwards the notion of edmic ran- 
domization .... on both sides of the Adantic .... wNch, in turn, sem~cd as a f~cilitating 
factor R)r crcolization and acculturation (Morgan 1997; Morgan 1998; Gilroy 1993; 
Sobcl 1987; Mintz and Price 1976; Berlin 1996; Mnllin 1994). Using the prcliminaW 
results of the Du Bois institute database, Morgan finds in ’~nmch of the Caribbean 
and North America... thc absence of a dominant singlc Afi’ican provenance zonc" 
(Morgan 1997:125). Hc ~rd~cr claims that "contrary to one interpretation, North 
~ncrican plantation slaves generally could not practice ~,~rican re~gion,’ nor did 
thcy appropriatc only thosc values that could bc absorbcd into their ’Afi’icaniD~.’ 
This is ~o make excessive claims ~)r the autonomy of slaves and d~c primacy of their 
~i’ican background" (Morgan 1998: 657). 

A spcctrum of opinions on the issue of African cultural retcndon and continnitics 
has cmcrgcd among historians and other scholars of d~c Adantic World cxpcricncc. 
On one end of tt~s spectrum would be the %nNh~atio~fist" school epitomized in 
thc work of ]on Butler (1990), who argucs that Afi’icans in North Amcrica suffkrcd 
a "spiritual holocaust" bctwccn 1680 and 1760, which facilitated their immcrsion 
into Enro-,~-nerican Christia~fi~. Tt~s idea .... that .~ricans wcrc stripped of their 
culture - resonates in thc carlicr approachcs of Phillips (1918), Stampp (1956), 
Elkins (1959), and E. Franklin Frazicr (1964). On the other cud of d~c spcctrnm 
would be the work of the ~A~)ica,~st" school, which includes Herskovits (1941), 
Smckcy (1987), and Gomez (1998). This school emphasizes dircct .African cultural 
influences and thc prcscncc of important At~icanisms in African American culture. 

The interpretivc middle ground beavcen the am~[filatioNsts and the A~)ica,~sts, 
what can be rcfcrred to as thc ’~crcolization" school, is cpitomizcd in the work of 
Morgan (1998), MNlin (1994), and Gilroy (1993). Although they largely agree 
that certain ,~rican cultural dements persisted in the ~ncricas, these scholars place 
morc cmphasis on cultural t~ybridiw, hetcrogcnciW, and flnidiW. While a conscnsus 
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may never bc fbrgcd on these important issues, Mam~ offers a usef~l and construct-- 
ivc mode! R)r fhture studies of.Atlantic World culture. She contends that scholars 
will need to: 

represent the Af?ican diaspora beyond simple oppositions, unitary models and static 
constructions to more varied, complex and fluid accounts that come close to capturing 
the un~)lding experiences of Aft’leans and their descendants ~hroughout the Atlantic 
world. At ~he same time, ~hey will challenge us to rewrite Atlantic history and red,ink 

Atlantic culture. (Mann 2001: 16) 

What is quite clear is that research on d~e birth of African American culture has 
advanced dramatically ovcr the past sixty, years and new developments in this area 
will continue ~o demonstrate d~c high level offintcrconncctedness existing between 
Adandc Atl’ica and the Diaspora of peoples created by d~e shvc trade. 
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"I WILL GATHER ALL NATIONS": 
RESISTANCE, CULTURE, AND PAN- 

AFRICAN COLLABORATION IN 
DENMARK VESEY’S SOUTH CAROLINA 

By 
Waiter C. Rucker* 

From U.B. Phillips’ contention that Africans were "inertly obeying minds and mus- 
cles" to the pioneering work of Herbert Aptheker, the historiographical discourse on 
American slave resistance has undergone a dramatic paradigm shift Over the past cen- 
tury.1 Despite considerable opposition to both his political affiliations and his theoreti- 
cal approach, Aptheker successfully created the foundation from which future studies 
of slave resistance would begin. Writing in the 1940s, Aptheker built upon the works 
of such black scholars as W.E.B. DuBois and Carter G. Woodson by arguing that Afri- 
cans never accepted their collective conditions under slavery and this sentiment was 
occasionaily expressed in the form of insurrection and other types of resistance. He 
points to over two hundred and fifty aileged rebellions and conspiracies as evidence of 
the widespread nature of slave discontent? 

To Aptheker, the root cause of slave revolts was slavery, a conclusion which under- 
mines any romantic perception of plantation life. He aiso viewed slave resistance as a 
necessary and natural phenomenon; in essence, it was a human response to inhumane 
conditions. In the "Preface" to his 1969 edition of American Negro Slave Revolts, 
Aptheker claims that "Humans, no matter of what color, being humans (sic) have re- 
belled when their treatment was bestiai and when opportunity and capacity for rebel- 
lion was present." A similar sentiment is voiced by Kenneth Stampp in his 1956 work 
entitled The Peculiar Institution. In this sustained rebuttai of Phillips, Stampp states 
that "I have assumed that the slaves were merely ordinary human beings, that innately 
Negroes are,. after all, only white men with black skins, nothing more, nothing less.’’3 

These statements, while well intentioned, ca~i obscure as much as they reveal. 
Though it can be maintained that resistance is indeed a human reaction, this notion 
may not fully reflect the nuanced and mulfi-faceted reaiities evident in the African Di- 
aspora. Slaves were human beings as well as Africans from specific socio-political 
contexts and cultural backgrounds. While the conclusion that resistance is a human re- 

sponse might be true on the most rudimentary level, it would only seem logicai that 
¯ the types of resistance engaged in by slaves were largely determined and shaped by 
their African past. 

Historians .Stanley Elkins, Pdchard Dunn, and Albert Raboteau have all argued that 
African "tribalism" and culturai diversity contributed heavily to undermining the pos- 

* Walter C. Rucker is an Assistant Professor of History and Ethnic Studies at the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
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sibilities of slave collaboration and resistance. Dunn epitomizes this by noting that 
both" linguistic barriers and tribal rivalries "hindered these blacks, once enslaved, from 

combining against their masters." Additionally, Raboteau claims that "[tlribal and lin- 
guistic groups were broken up, either on the coasts of Attica or in the slave pens 
across the Atlantic .... In the New Wbrld slave control was based on the eradication 
of all forms of African culture because of their power to unify slaves and thus enable 
them to resist or rebel.’’4 The essential argument being made by these scholars is that 
the very nature of the transplanted African cultures in the Americas, in this case the 
assumed unbridgeable diversity between African groups, was an obstacle to organized 
slave resistance. The contention made in this current study is quite the opposite, how- 
ever. This study will demonstrate that African culture and Pan-African connections 
brought together enslaved Africans, from various backgrounds, and facilitated resis- 
tance during Denmark Vesey’s 1822 conspiracy. 

The Charleston Plot and Subsequent Trials 

Serving in its principal role as the main entry for many Georgia, South Carolina, 
and North Carolina slaves, the city of Charleston was a key commercial, center in the 
Atlantic commercial network during the era of the slave trade. Daily auctions of Afri- 
can and American born slaves held on Vendue Range Street, near the aptly named Ex- 
change building, were so common that by 1790 the city of Charleston began to as- 
sume a distinctly African flavor. Its 16,341 total residents made Charleston the fourth 
largest urban region in North America at the time of the first federal census in i790. 

Of that total number, more than half were free and enslaved blacks, giving the city the 
highest concentration of Africans and their descendants in urban North America. Rice, 
indigo, and both sea-island and short-staple cotton cultivation fueled Charleston’s 
booming export market, but it was the trade in black flesh which made the enormous 
profits possible. By the first two decades of the nineteenth century, Charleston--the 
commercial capital of the South--stood on the brink of a new millennium with both 
unlimited economic opportunities as well as the ever present fear, and real possibility, 

of servile revolt? 

On May 25, 1822 a slave conspiracy in Charleston was uncovered which sent shock 
waves throughout the slaveholding South. After being implicated in the plot by a 
house servant, three slaves--William Paul, Mingo Harth, and Peter Poyas--were ar- 
rested by city authorities on May 3!. Due to the fact that they maintained their com- 
posure, both Mingo Harth and Peter Poyas were released the same day after question- 
ing. William Paul, however, remained in custody as late as June 8. Fearing what he 
believed to be his imminent execution at the gallows, William made addition’al revela- 

tions about the plot. He claimed in his confession to have been aware of the conspir- 

acy for some time and "that it wasvery extensive, embracing an indiscriminate mas- 
sacre of the whites, and that the blacks were to be headed by an individual, who 
carried about him a charm which rendered him invulnerable." This testimony would 

be the first hint of the central role that African cultural factors played in the formation 
of the planned rebellion.6 
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Even after this initial admission, it was not until June 14 that the information pro- 
vided by William was confirmed by Charleston city officials. On that date, Major John 
Wilson--commander of a local militia company--visited Charleston city Intendant 
James Hamilton and presented him with additional proof of the existence of a large- 
scale slave conspiracy. His wife’s slave, George, told Major Wilson that a "public dis- 
turbance was contemplated by the blacks . . . the succeeding Sunday, the 16th, at 
twelve o’clock at night, was the period fixed for the rising, which, if not prevented, 
would inevitably occur at that hour.’’7 George voluntarily served as a spy and the in- 
telligence he relayed to his master was particularly damaging for the conspirators’ 
plans. This information also became a useful, means for the politically ambitious Ma- 
jor Wilson to discredit his chief rival Thomas Bennett--the Governor of South Caro- 
lina. A number of Bennett’s slaves were found to be involved in the conspiracy and 
this revelation was a contributing factor in Wilson’s election as Governor in 1824.~ 

On June 14, 1822, Intendent Hamilton communicated the plans for the revolt to 
Governor Bennett who immediately acted to ensure the security of Charleston. Five 
military companies under the command of Colonel Robert Hayne were ordered to pa- 
trol city streets and guard against insurrection. On the night of the planned rebellion, 
the rebels discovered Colonel Hayne’s troops and a sizable contingent of volunteers 
patrolling the area surrounding the City? The rebel leaders--Denmark Vesey, Monday 
Gell, and Peter Poyas--decided to delay the revolt, but after a number of slaves were 
arrested on June 18, the plot was effectively over. With these arrests, full disclosure of 
the conspiracy soon followed.1° 

The plot reportedly included between 6,6000 and 9,000 slaves divided into six at- 
tack units. According to the confession of John Enslow-k-an enslaved African-born 
cooper involved in the plot--the original plan called for five of these groups to storm 
Charleston, capturing weapons caches and killing all whites they found. After the 
main guard houses, arsenals, a naval store, and the city magazine were taken, the rest 
of Charleston would be set on fire to create an additional distraction. The sixth unit of 
rebels would patrol the city’s streets on horseback initially and would later be used to 
recruit more slaves from the surrounding countryside. By mid-June, some 500 weap- 
ons had been crafted, bought, or stolen, and access to a local rnilitia company’s arse- 
nal was made available by a slave who had a copy of the key. The conspirators re- 
portedly made note of every store and house in Charleston containing weapons, while 
hundreds of slaves who were expert horse handlers and riders were actively recruited. 
They even made use of a barber who volunteered to craft wigs and mustaches to con- 
ceal the identities of the conspirators. Once the city was completely captured, the 
rebels planned, to plunder Charleston’s bahks of all available gold and silver specie 

and set sail for Haiti where they hoped to receive asylum.1~ The revelations made by 
William Paul completely undermined these plans, and with the arrests of key figures 
in this conspiracy on June 18 all hopes of a successful revolution were soon ended.~ 

The trials of the captured conspirators began on June 19. Arrested soon after was 
Denmark Vesey, leader of the insurgent army. Born in 1767 in either West Africa or 
the DaniSh Caribbean Island of St. Thomas, he was in all likelihood the child of 

Akan-speaking parents from Africa’s Gold Coast. At the age of fourteen, Denmark 
was one of 390 slaves Captain Joseph Vesey transported from St. Thomas to Cape 
Francois, Santo Domingo in 1781. Allegedly subject to frequent epileptic fits, how- 
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ever, young Denmark was judged unsound by the French planter who purchased him 
and he was returned to Captain Vesey within a few months. By 1783 Captain Vesey 
settled in Charleston and Denmark remained his property until 1800, when he won a 
$1,500 prize in the East Bay Street lottery. At the age of thirty-three Denmark pur- 
chased his freedom for $600 and used the remainder of the lottery money to open a 
carpentry shop on Bull Street in downtown Charleston. He utilized his considerable 
talents as a carpenter to amass approximately $8,000 by 1822,13 Despite the fact that 
he was a successful free black professional, Denmark orchestrated the largest slave 
conspiracy in North American history. In doing so, he actively utilized his understand- 
ing of pan-African cultural phenomena and inter-cultural connections to his 
advantage. ~4 

The Role of Afro-Atlantic Religion and Conjure 

The plan set in motion by Denmark epitomizes the ways in which African culture 
and pan-Afirican connections shaped the conspiracy and, in a more general sense, be- 
came facilitating factors in slave resistance. One of the most effective and ubiquitous 
of these pan-African links was the various Afro-Atlantic religious impulses which 
helped inspire slave revolts throughout the Americas?5 Denmark’s plan to destroy 
Charleston was bolstered by three men who claimed to wield uncanny supernatural 
forces. The first of these men, an African born conjurer named Gullah Jack Pritchard, 
was one of the central figures in the 1822 conspiracy. Having served as a "doctor" in 
Charleston for fifteen years, Jack’s reputation as the "little man who can’t be killed, 
shot or taken [by whites]" allowed him to sway enslaved Africans of all nationalities. 
As a member of a cohort of Gullahs, Jack brought esoteric spiritual practices from his 
Angola homeland which were familiar to the numerous Bantu-speaking West-central 
Africans present in South Carolina. In a more tangible sense, Zaphaniah Kingsley--a 
slave trader and planter residing near Saint John’s River in East Florida--reports that 
Jack also brought his "conjuring implements with him in a bag which he brought on 
board the ship and retained them.’’~6 

Gullah Jack’s influence extended into a number of spheres. According to court testi- 
mony and other contemporary sources, even country born slaves--those born within 
the confines of North America--greatly feared his powers as a conjurer. Intendant 
Hamilton noted in his account of the 1822 plot that "Even the negroes who were born 
in this country seem to have spoken of his charmed invincibility with a confidence 

which looked much like belief.’’~7 In his most crucial role, Jack was to distribute 
charms to slave combatants which were said to render them invincible. This particular 
activity was mirrored in a number of slave rebellions and conspiracies throughout the 
Atlantic world. The fact that not one slave questioned the validity of Jack’s powers 
during the course of the trials is singular testament to the continuing connection they 
had to African spiritual beliefs and values. 

For Gullah Jack’s conjurations to work, slaves had to first fast on corn and peanuts 
the ~fight before the revolt. The following morning, the rebels were to place Jack’s 
charms, cor~sisfing of crab claws, in their mouths in order to be rendered invulnerable. 
These talismans had one severe limitation however; one anonymous witness noted that 
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"his charms would not protect him from the treachery of his own color."18 Jack also 
presided over a ceremony in which a small group of conspirators ate a half-cooked 
fowl to solidify their bond. Oathing ceremonies of this sort were common features of 
slave rebellions and conspiracies in the Americas.I9 

Gullah Jack’s role as a recruiter in the conspiracy was equally significant. The fear 
inspired by his supernatural abilities often became sufficient inducement in compelling 
slaves to join the plot. During the trial of Julius Forrest for example, Henry Haig testi- 
fied that Jack had "charmed" both men into joining the conspiracy and that even after 
Jack was arrested, Haig felt that he was somehow "bound up and had not the power 
to speak one word about [the conspiracy]." The influence Jack held over these men 
and others was due perhaps to his threat to kill anyone who betrayed the planned re- 
volt. In Jack’s own trial, one slave witness literally begged the court to send him out 
of state because he considered his life "in great danger from having given testimony." 
Regarding this particular instance, a presiding judge mentioned later that "it was not 
without considerable difficulty that the Court satisfied him that he need no longer fear 
Jack’s conjurations (as he called them).’’~° 

The dread inspired by Jack’s ability as a conjurer was not limited to blacks alone. 
One of his contingency plans, in case the rebellion failed, was so frightening that all 
mention of it was intentionally omitted from the version of the trial record made pub- 
licly available by judges Lionel Kennedy and Thomas Parker. Henry Haig, one of the 
conspirators who turned state’s witness, told the court that Jack "was going to give 
me a bottle with poison m put into my Master’s pump and into as many pumps as he 
could about town, and he said he wanted to give the other bottles to those he could 
trust to [sic].’’21 These unpublishable words reveal the real worries of white Charles- 
tonians; militia companies and federal troops could probably defeat an army of slave 
rebels, but there was no legitimate means of preventing slaves who had both the abil- 
ity and inclination from poisoning the city’s water supply. 

Due to his considerable influence, Jack was able to recruit enough slaves to lead an 
entire unit, known as the Gullah Company. As revealed by court officials during Gul- 
lab Jack’s trial, this unit was to "kill the City Guard, and take all the arms in the Ar- 
senal" during the outbreak.22 Leading up to the appointed date for the rebellion, the 
Gullah Company met on a monthly basis from December 1821 until June 1822 to so- 
lidify their plans and involve more recruits from slaves living along the Atlantic coast 
and the coastal sea islands. To find additional enlistees for his company, Jack was sent 
by Monday Gell--a noted harness-maker and fellow leader of the plot--to get the 
support of slaves living in the countryside on the outskirts of Charleston. Jack re- 
turned having reportedly enlisted some 6,000 slaves from Goose Creek and Dorchester 
counties.23 

One of Jack’s recruits in the Gullah Company was Tom Russel--a blacksmith who 
specialized in the making of edged tools,a’~ During the course of the planning for the 
rebellion, Tom made six pike heads that were later given to Gullah Jack to be 

¯ mounted on wooden poles and used as spears during the revolt. Not only was Tom an 
expert blacksmith and Jack’s second-ln-command for the Gullah Company, he was 
also a conjurer in training. According to trial testimony given by Henry Haig, "Tom 
Russel the Blacksmith and Jack are partners--Jack learned him to be a Doc- 
tor ..... Jack said Tom was his second and when you did not see him, and see Tom, 
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you see [Gullah Jack] .... Jack said he could not be killed nor could a white man 
take him.’’~5 Thus Tom served as a vehicle for Jack’s mystical powers, allowing for 

tighter control over slaves involved in the plot. In obvious ways then, Tom was a vital 
asset to Jack’s Gullah Company. 

The notion that Tom Russel was indeed Gullah is made evident in the trial testi- 
mony. Not only did he voluntarily join Gullah Jack’s Company, but James Mall 
reveals an additional piece of evidence. Described by the court as a young white man 
about sixteen or seventeen years old, Mall testified that "Gullah Jack was frequently 
at [Tom’s] shop--and they frequently talked together in Gullah so that I should not 
understand them." This unique dialect became an effective language of subversion as 
enslaved Africans actively codeaswitched when in the presence of whites to maintain 
secret communication. The use of Gullah dialect in this manner creates what James C. 
Scott refers to as a "hidden transcript." By using Gullah dialect as a medium of com- 
munication, slaves could s’,ffely criticize and mock slaveholders and, in this particular 
instance, make plans to rebel against white authority while in the very presence of 
their enemies,z~ Whites were not the only ones unable to decipher this unique form of 
Africanized English. During the trial of a slave named Nero, testimony reveals that on 

one occasion "Nero and [Gullah] Jack spoke some time together in the Gullah lan- 
guage." After this particular conversation was over, Nero translated portions of the 
conversation to Perault Strohecker, a slave who apparently did not understand the Gul- 
lah dialect.27 

The origins of Gullah dialect have been a topic of scholarly inquiry for the past half 
century. Beginning with the pioneering work of Lorenzo Turner in the 1940s to the 
more recent scholarly contributions of Margaret Washington Creel, Peter Wood, and 
Daniel Littlefield, the various debates regarding the origin and nature of Gullah culture 
are well beyond the scope of the current study. In tennis of Gullah culture as it specifi- 
cally relates to the 1822 Charleston conspiracy, Michael Gomez recently noted that 
Gullah Jack’s company was composed of "Congolese-Angolan [Bantu] and/or Gola 
[Sierra Leonian] members of the slave community in the Charleston area and their de- 
scendants.’’zs With distinct influences from and connection to Bantu-speakers of An- 

gola and both Golas and Gizzis from Sierra Leone and Liberia respectively, evidence 
suggests that this unique culture and dialect is in fact a syncretic blend of at least two 
different African cultural enclaves. 

As one of the earliest population groups in South Carolina, Angolans greatly influ- 
enced, the nature of Gullah culture. In this particular regard, Winifred Vass and Lo- 
renzo Turner in separate studies made note of a number of Bantu linguistic elements 

in Gullah dialect. The more recent work of Washington Creel, Wood, and Littlefield 
has proven that Sierra Leonians brought over in vast numbers because of their exper- 
tise in rice cultivation--were imported in increasingly large numbers in the decades 
before and after the American Revolution. This new wave of importation allowed for 
a fushion of Bantu and Gola-speakers and added new dimensions to Gullah dialect 

and culture. Though Gullah Jack Pdtchard was of likely Bantu origin, the scholarly 
convention of referring to his Gullah Band as "Angolan" simplifies a rather complex 
cultural reality.29 

An elderly blind preacher named Philip was the third conjurer to have some con- 
nection to the slave plot. During the planning, phases of the conspiracy, Monday Gell 
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and Peter Poyas--two of the plot’s main leaders--brought a slave named William 
Garner to Philip’s house on Elliott Street. William, who worked as a cart driver, was 
recruited primarily because of his skills as a horseman and his access to a dozen or 
more horses from his mistress’s stables. Monday Gell testified that on this particular 
occasion, Philip addressed William and asked him "why he looked so timorous," and 
quoting from biblical scripture, added "let not try heart be troubled neither be 
afraid.’’z° William Garner was greatly alarmed by this conversation with Philip which 
seemed extraordinary; in his own testimony William stated that the old man’s inquiries 
"alarmed him much as Philip was blind.’’~ The "blind" preacher was not completely 
without sight however. Court officials made note that Philip was born with a layer of 
skin known a~s a caul covering his face. According to the folk traditions of enslaved 
Africans throughout the Americas, the caul or veil was a sign that an infant will even- 

tually be able to communicate with ghosts and predict future events. Philip testified to 
the court that having been born with a caul allowed him to "foresee events .... He 
said he possessed a Gift--a species of second sight--which came to him after prayer 
or in dreams.’’32 

Philip was never tried even though the court later determined that this "High Priest 
of Sedition" played a role in the plot. Trial testimony confirms the fact that conspira- 
tors frequently gathered at his residence and his words would often help reassure 
frightened recruits. It was in fact his claims to predict the future which ultimately 
spared him the wrath of the court. Due to his alleged second sight, Philip predicted 
the ultimate failure of the conspiracy and attempted to dissuade recruits from joining 
the doomed plot. Monday Gell testified that the preacher had told rebels to "to give 
up the business~’ because "white people could fire five times while they fired once.’’~3 
Despite his rather ambiguous role in the planned rebellion, Philip’s presence is defini- 
tive proof of the numerous pan-African influences in Vesey’s plot. 

The caul Philip was born with is a strong indicator of continuing African influences 
in North America. The nearly identical meaning of the caul among Africans in the 
Kingdom of Dahomey, the Gold Coast, Dutch Guyana, Jamaica, Haiti, and the Ameri- 
can South "as a sign dey will be bery wise an kin talk wid dub spirits" fully demon- 
strates that enduring African spiritual concepts and pan-African cultural links contin- 
ued to inform the actions of slaves in Yesey’s South Carolina. These notions were 
ubiquitous features of the African-American ethos as late as the 1930s?4 The numer- 

ous interviews Performed by the Georgia Writers’ Project during the Great Depression 
illuminate the continuing significance of the caul in cormnaunities across the American 
South. Ex-slave Mary Hunter, originally from a coastal Georgia community, claims 
that she "kin seem um .... Yuh see, I was bawn wid a double caul obuh muh face 
and anybody knows dat a pusson bawn wid a caul obuh dey face kin sho see 

ghoses.’’3s Ex-slave Nathaniel Lewis of Savannah stated he was born with wisdom, 
owing to the fact that he "was the seventh child an bawn with a caul.’’36 

Martha Page of Yamacraw, Georgia, a community of ex-slaves from both coasta! 
South Carolina and Georgia, stated "I dohn mine ghos, cuz I caahn see me as I wuzn 
bawn wid a caul.’’)7 From the same ex-slave community, Carrie Hamilton revealed 

that "I wuz bawn wid a caul an wuz diffrunt frum dub res. Ebb" now an den I see 
ghos.’’:~ The ability of these individuals to see the extraordinary and the supernatural 
is explained by James Washington of Springfield, Georgia. He noted "I wuz bawn wid 
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a double cawl wut wuz sabe fuh me till I wuz grown. Duh spirit show me ebryth- 
ing.’’~9 Those born with this gift believe they can see the unseeable because of their 

direct connection to a spirit world defined by distinctly West African parameters. 

Pan-African Connections and the Role of Ethnic Enclaves 

In addition to the central role of conjure and other African components, additional 
pan-African elements influencing this conspiracy demonstrate a level of inter-cultural 
collaboration ignored by many previous scholars of the 1822 plot. Along with Jack 
Pritchard’s Gullah Company, Denmark Vesey also relied upon aid from a "French 

band" in formulating his plot. This band which had spent months preparing for the re- 
bellion was composed of about 300 slaves who fled Santo Domingo with their masters 
in the wake of the 1791 slave uprising led by Touissant UOuverture.4° The trials of 
two of these "French Negroes," Louis Remoussin and Joe Jore, reveal that this 
French band was thoroughly armed in the weeks before the planned outbreak. William 
Colcock mentioned in his trial testimony that "there were some Frenchmen, blacks, 
very skillful in making swords and spears, such as they used in Africa.’’~ Once the 
rebellion was to begin, they were to raid a weapons arsenal to procure additional 
arms.4~ Similar to the members of the Gullah company, the Santo Domingo slaves also 
used a subversive language, in this case Creole French, to help plan the revolt while 
maintaining a high level of secrecy. Peirault, a French-speaking slave who turned 
state’s witness, testified that when Louis and Joe would conmaunicate, "the conversa- 
tion was in Creole French.’’43 

Haiti influenced other crucial areas of the conspiracy. Denmark was reported to 
have read "passages in the newspapers that related to Santo Domingo" as a means of 
encouraging his fellow conspirators and enlistees.44 One particular newspaper article 
used by Derm~ark related the story of the Haitian defeat over a Spanish army sent to 
defend the Dominican Republic. Taking advantage of Spanish military weaknesses in 
the Dominican Republic, President Jean-Pierre Boyer of Haiti successfully invaded the 
Spanish territory and abolished slavery there. This news emboldened one recruit 
enough to claim "if he had men he could do the same as Boyer--and that he could 
whip. ten white men himself.’’4~ 

Having spent some time earlier in his life in Santo Domingo, Denmark learned 
French and used this ability as yet another tool to facilitate resistance. During the 
planning of the rebellion, two letters requesting military aid from Santo Domingo 
were reportedly drafted by Demnark. One of the letters was to be carried by a ship’s 
steward whose brother was allegedly a General in the Haitian military. The other, ad- 
dressed directly to President Boyer, was to be conveyed via a ship’s cook. Despite the 
fact that he was not in direct contact with Haitian officials, Vesey and other leaders 
frequently claimed that armies from both "Santo Domingo and Africa would come 
over and cut up the white people" to further inspire fellow conspirators.46 

In addition to Gullah and Haitian components, other more directly African elements 
were present in the conspiracy. Monday Gell, described in the trial transcript as "an 
Ebo (sic) ... having been in the country fifteen or twenty years," was leader of an en- 
tire company of Aja-speaking Igbo sla-ves?7 Though he turned state’s witness and pro- 
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vided some rather damaging testimony during the trials, Monday was one of the key 

leaders and recruiters. Enjoying the relative freedom of a highly skilled slave, Monday 
was a harness-maker who kept his own shop in downtown Charleston. Reflecting the 
limited numbers of Igbo and other Aja-speakers entering South Carolina during the 
slave trade, Monday’s "Ebo" Company had only forty-two enlistees. In comparison, 
Jack reportedly recruited thousands into his Gullah Company and the French Band 
numbered in the hundreds.4s 

Akan-speakers were another African group whose presence can be found in records 
generated by the Charleston courts. Aside from the likelihood that Denmark Vesey 
was born to Akan parents, other examples of an Akan presence are evident. Two men 
with Akan day-names were arrested in connection with the conspiracy---Cuffy Graves 
and Quash Harleston. Arrested on July 11, 1822, Cuffy Graves was released soon after 
due to a lack of sufficient evidence to bring him to trial,a9 Though he was found not 
guilty by the court, a free black man named Quash Harleston was transported out of 
"the limits ofthe United States" on July 29, 1822.5° It is unknown exactly where 

Quash was sent, but it is possible he followed the same route as his close companion 
Prince Graham; one of two other free black men to be found guilty during the court 
proceedings, on July 21, 1822 Prince was sentenced to permanent banishment from 
South Carolina. The court record reveals that Prince made a request to be "transported 
to Africa on board a vessel which sailed from Charleston." His request was honored 
and after serving one month in the Charleston workhouse, Prince sailed aboard the 
Dolphin to Liberia.~1 

Western Sudanic Mande-speaking Africans were another segment of South Caro- 
lina’s slave population playing an integral role in the events unfolding in 1822. Im- 
ported in large numbers due to their expertise in rice cultivation. Africans from the 
Western Sudan were to have a profound influence on cultural developments through- 
out the region. The two most apparent Mande-speakers involved in the conspiracy, 
Mingo Harth and Peirault Strohecker, engaged in activities beating a strong cultural 
and socio-political stamp from their West African place of origin. Mingo, identified as 
a twenty-six year old "Mandingo," eventually became one of the most important 
figures in the conspiracy. Peirault, according to his brief biography detailed in the 
court proceedings, was a Mande-speaker born in a Western Sudanic region near Goree. 
Both men were expert horse handlers and had the responsibility of either recruiting for 
or leading the slave cavalries. Monday Gell testified that Mingo "was to take his 
master’s horse and act as a horseman during the fight.’’52 In the trial of Mingo’s 
brother, Isaac Harth, Monday further claimed that "[Isaac] said also, that he belonged 
to the horse company. Mingo told me that his brother was one too.’’5~ This horse com- 
pany led by Mingo was composed primarily of stable workers from three different sta- 
bles throughout the city.~6 

Peirault was a member, of a separate horse company. Working as a stable hand, his 

role in the conspiracy was to "get horses to send men into the country," probably to 
recruit more slaves after the rebellion commenced. On several occasions, Peirauit 
hired his horses out to slaves who were sent into the country to enlist more volun- 
teers. From June6 to June 16 three separate slaves requested horses from Peirault for 
the purpose of going "into the counWy to get men to join this insurrection.’’~5 
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During the outbreak of violence, the various horse companies were to "go about the 
streets and prevent the whites from assembling." Understanding the tactical impor- 

tance represented by having use of a cavalry, Denmark actively recruited men with 
some experience with horses. Smart Anderson confessed that "[t]he old man (meaning 
Vesey) told me to get some draymen who had horses, and if I was a good rider he 
would make me a captain of a troop." In this manner, Denmark ultimately recruited 
about 10!3 draymen to serve in the slave cavalry during the revolt.-~6 

The fact that two Mande-speakers were intimately involved with recruiting or lead- 
ing the slave cavalry demonstrates an important continuity of Mande military culture 
in North America.5~ From as early as 1100 AD, the Mande were renowned in the 
Western Sudan for being fierce horse warriors. Between ll00 AD and 1600 AD, 
Mande cavalry forces swept across an extensive territory in the sahel, savanna, and 
woodland areas of the Western Sudan and became primarily responsible for the rise of 
the Mali and Songhai empires. The unique disease ecology created by trypanosomiasis 
infected tsetse flies contained the spread of horse warrior states, as well as the horses 
themselves, to the region north of the Upper Guinea coastal rivers. Even as late as the 
mid-nineteenth century, horse warriors continued to be a determining factor in warfare 

and state formation in the Western Sudanic region of Upper Guinea.5~ 

It is entirely possible that Peirault was once a Mande horse warrior. In his revealing 
biography, included in the trial extracts, the court recorded the following: 

Peirault was born at Jumba in Africa, about a week’s travel from Goree .... Peirault was engaged in 

three battles against the people of [Hausa], who do not cultivate their lands, but made predatory in- 

cursions into the cultivated territories of their neighbors. Peirault also fought twice against the people 

of Darah, but i~ ~he second battle he was taken prisoner and carried to that place¢9 

He therefore spent significant time earlier in his life as a soldier during a period in 
which Mande-speaking horse warriors were engaging in a number of military conflicts 
in Upper Guinea. 

Confirmation that Mande horse warriors were present an~ong North American slaves 

can be found in the story of Ibrahima, a Mande-speaking Muslim prince and former 
soldier. Living in Futa Jallon, Ibrahima was the son of a Fulbe King and was a high 
ranking officer in his father’s army. In 1788, at the age of 26, he led a group of horse 
warriors in an attack on the "Hebohs" near Rio Pongas. He was captured following a 
Heboh ambush, enslaved by his former enemies, and sold to European slave traders. 
After spending forty years as a slave in the west Indies and Natchez, Mississippi, he 
was recognized by a white man he had known in West Africa. Ibrahima’s master 
m)mumitted hhn and he returned to Africa where he died, within months of his return, 
in 1828. His story, detailed in Terry Alford’s Prince Among Slaves attests to the pres- 
ence and influence of Mande-speaking horsemen in North American history,a~ 

Combined with their aptitude in rice cultivation, Mande-speaking Africans were 
highly prized by South Carolina planters because of their expertise in handling horses 
and livestock. As Peter Wood notes, "[p]eople from along the Gambia River, a loca- 
tion for which South Carolina slave dealers came to hold a steady preference, were 
expert horsemen and herders.’’~ This strong association made between Western 
Sudanic Africans and horses and other livestock prompted Wbod to suggest that even 
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the word "cowboy" may have originated as a result and was first applied to these 
Mande-speakhag horse-men.62 

Along with the obvious African influences, there was also a correlating fear among 
the rebels in Denmark’s conspiracy of those slaves who were born in North America 
and seemed to lack a direct link to Africa. This is clear in the trial of Pierre Lewis. In 
his testimony against Pierre, Charles Drayton claimed "Pierre Lewis told me that 
something serious would happen, but that I was a countrybom, and he was afraid to 
ta’ust me.’’63 He testified on yet another occasion that Joe Jore, a member of the 
French Band, typically spoke to him using parables because he "did not know how to 
trust countryborns.’’~ Eventually, Charles was allowed to join and even lead his own 
army; he was given command over the country-born company. This initial lack of 

confidence was perhaps well founded as it would be Charles Drayton, along with two 
others, who received pardons in exchange for the testimony they provided during the 
court proceedings.65 

Even some African-born men were not to be trusted by the rebel leaders. George 
Parker was the subject of much suspicion by Depanark and Monday Gell. The most 
heinous charge against George, in the eyes of the conspiracy’s leaders, was that "he 
was an African, but they alleged against him, that he did not associate with his coun- 
trymen .... "~ Unlike Charles Drayton, George was never allowed to join and actively 
participate and, according to court officials, his suspect character "convinced the 
Court of the wisdom and circumspection displayed by the leaders of the conspiracy in 
excluding him from their ranks.’’67 The conspiracy leaders even developed a means to 
encourage trustworthy, but reluctant African-born slaves to join the rebellion. In the 
trial of Peter Poyas, anonymous witness No. 10 testified that Peter threatened him by 
saying "if I did not join he would turn all .my country people against me .... " This 
prospect was so frightening to witness No. I0 that he immediately told Peter, "I’ll 
join you.’’6~ 

Slaves, whether born in Africa or America who were house servants or "waiting 
men who receive presents of old coats :from their masters" could not be trusted by the 
conspirators either.69 It would in fact be a house servant named Peter Prioleau who, af- 
ter William Paul attempted to enlist him, informed his mistress and ultimately played 
a key role in unraveling the conspiracy. Though a number of the rebel leaders were 
skilled slaves or free blacks, this in their minds did not signify some greater degree of 
cultural assimilation or political conformity on their part. Their actions and words re- 
flect a consciousness shaped tremendously by an appreciation and understanding of 
African cultural influences. The main dichotomy existing in their minds was not be- 
tween skilled and unskilled blacks or even city and country slaves, but between those 
who identified themselves as African and those who did not. 

Aftermath of the Vesey Conspiracy 

After the trials were over, thirty-five men were executed, thirty-two were banished, 
and fifty-three were either acquitted or discharged. Fear-stricken whites in Charleston 
began to engage in vigilante justice, seeking to suppress the spirit of insurrection 
among the slave populace.7° Then, on December 31, 1822, the state legislature passed 
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the Negro-Seaman’s Act as a viable means of cutting off any further rebellious influ- 
enceg from entering Charleston. This act stipulated that free black seamen employed 
on vessels coming into any South Carolina port would be imprisoned until the ship 
was ready to leave.7~ In addition, blacks from Mexico, the West Indies, or South 
America were prohibited from entering the state.72 Ever since the 1791 Haitian revolt, 
the fear of imported slave discontent weighed heavily on the minds of South Caro- 
lina’s law makers. Charlestonians now hoped that with the 1808 federal ban on the 
slave trade, the Negro Seamen Act and the renewed limitation on black immigration 
from the Caribbean and Latin America, any disruptive pan-African connections would 
be severed forever. 

What many planters realized in the wake of the tumultuous events of 1822 was that 
Vesey’s conspiracy represented something extremely unsettling for the continuation of 
white hegemony in the slave South. Simply put, the earlier efforts to "randomize" 
Africans on slave ships and auction blocks had utterly failed to prevent collaboration 
and resistance. Denmark Vesey, in his brilliance, created a confluence of African cul- 
tures and understood much of what concerned and inspired slaves, whether country- 
born or African. Not surprisingly, he would claim to others that "country-born, Afri- 
cans and all kinds joined [the plot].’’73 This sentiment was also reflected in one of his 
favorite biblical passages: "For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to battle; 
and the city shall be taken .... -74 Akan, Igbo, Mande, Gullah, French-speaking Hai- 
tian, and English-speaking American born slaves all combined in this effort to caste 
off the Shackles of bondage. Given the numerous pan-African connections, Denmark’s 
conspiracy epitomized a reality that many Africans in the Americas experienced, one 
that transcended any assumed or real ethnic boundaries and allowed for, and even fa- 
cilitated, resistance. Both the intersection of various African cultures and the acknowl- 
edgement of pan-African connections during the course of this plot were a means to 
the end of creating a more unitary black consciouness in North America. 
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CONJURE, MAGIC, AND POWER 
The Influence of Afro-Atlantic 

Religious Practices on Slave 
Resistance and Rebellion 

WALTER RUCKER 
University &~ Nebraska-Lincol1~ 

Writing in 1842, Reverend Charles C. Jones (1969) exposed the 

fears many antebellum southerners had regarding the influence of 

what he called "teachers, doctors, prophets, conjurers" in determin- 

ing the actions of North American slaves: 

Ignorance and superstition render them easy dupes to... artful and 
designing men .... On certain occasions they have been made to 
believe that while they can’ied about their persons so,ne charm with 
which they had been furnished, they were invulnerable. They have, 
on certain other occasions, been made to believe that they were 
under a protection that rendered them invincible .... They have 
been known to be so pert~ctly and fearfully under the influence of 
some leader or conjurer or minister, that they have not dared disobey 
hi,n in the least particular. (p. 128) 

These "artful and designing men" and women found on plantations 
throughout the Americas were as ubiquitous as the individual and 
group acts of slave resistance they inspired. They served as con- 
duits of powerful supernatural forces beyond the comprehension of 
their contemporaries and were, therefore, believed to be integral to 
the success of a number of slave resistance movements. The mysti- 
cal powers conjurers claimed to control made them formidable and 
respected figures among enslaved Africans. As historian John 
Blassingame (1972) noted, "In many instances, the conjurer had 
more control over the slaves than the master had" (p. 110). 
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The fear evoked by these spiritualists is readily measured by the 
words and actions of slaves and their holders. Henry Clay Bruce 
(1969), a man who spent 29 years of his life as a slave in Missouri, 
Virginia, and Mississippi, recalled numerous "conjurors, who suc- 
ceeded in duping their fellow-slaves so successfully, and to such an 
extent that they believed and feared them almost beyond their ~mas- 
ters" (p. 52). Among slaves at least, conjurers were respected not 
solely because of the apprehension their powers inspired. In the 
words of W.E.B. Du Bois (1982), these spiritualists had multifac- 
eted and multidimensional functions in the slave community; at 
any given time, the conjurer could be "the healer of the sick, the 
interpreter of the Unknown, the comforter of the sorrowing, the 
supernatural avenger of the wrong" (p. 216). It would be through 
:many of these roles that African conjurers helped to encourage 
slave resistance throughout the Americas. 

In North America, the power of conjure was revered by both 
A*)’ican- and American-born slave rebels in similar fashion. They 
seemingly believed, without question, the ability of these spiritual- 
ists to determine the outcome of a variety of events, including resis- 
tance movements, tl~’ough re’cane and supernatural means. This 
assessment runs counter to the claims of Eugene Genovese (1976) 
who argued that the presence of West Indian conjurers as insurrec- 
tionary leaders "could not be reproduced in the United States, 
except on a trivial scale, because the necessary revolutionary con- 
juncture did not exist. The conjurers of the Old South were 
accommodationists in the same sense as were the black preachers" 
(p. 222). Despite a general tendency by Genovese and other A meri- 
can historians to view the North American slave experience as 
unique or exceptional, the widespread belief and practice of conju- 
ration proves that this particular phenomenon at least was a shared 
Africm~ diasporic reality. Indeed, sufficient evidence demonstrat- 
ing that slave conjurers in North America were in fact an influenc- 
ing presence in a number of mass rebellions, conspiracies, and acts 
of day-to-day resistance can be found in a variety of primary 
sources. Far from being the "accommodationists" discussed by 
Genovese, North American conjurers can be better viewed as a rev- 
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olutionary vanguard inspiring and encouraging resistive behavior 

among their t)llow slaves. 

AFRICAN CONJURERS IN SLAVE REBELLIONS 

Claiming command over esoteric and magical forces, conjurers 
were seen as integral to the success of slave revolts. This was deft- 
nitely the case in the 1712 New York City slave rebellion, which 
was the most serious slave disturbance up to that time in the British 
American colonies. It only involved about 28 insurgents; however, 
this relatively small band killed 1.0 Whites, wounded 12 others, and 
created a panic throughout the North American colonies (Aptheker, 
1.993, p. 173; Can:oil, 1938, pp. 14-15). Among the key compo- 
nents in this rebellion was Peter the Doctor, a free African conjurer 
who rubbed a magical powder onto the clothing of the slaves to 
reportedly make them invulnerable. Thus emboldened, the rebels 
an-ned with swords, knives, and guns set fire to a building in down- 
town New York City and waited to ambush approaching Whites 
seeking to put out the blaze (Aptheker, 1993, p. 172; Sharpe, 1890, 
pp. 162-163). 

This New York City revolt had some revealing parallels with an 
uprising that took place in 1760 on another British colonial posses- 
sion, Jamaica (Higginson, 1969, pp. 7-8). A slave named Tacky, 
who was claimed to be Koromantyn,~ led a slave rebellion in 
Jamaica with the aid of a number of Obeah conjurers. As a spiritual 
practice linked to Akan-speaking West Africans from the Gold 
Coast region, Obeah was a powerful belief system found particu- 
larly among slaves in lhe British, Danish, and Dutch Caribbean, 
and mainland South American colonies. During the early phases of 
this revolt, one of Tacky’s Obeah-men was captured by colonial 
officials, allowing a window i nto the world of this unique practice, 
while at the same time, creating a plausible explanation for the 
events occurring during the New York City rebellion nearly 50 
years earlier (Morrish, 1982, pp. 23, 41; Schuler, 1970b, p. 375). 

According to a contemporary source, this captured conjurer was 
also Coromantin or Akan-speaking. After being apprehended by 
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British colonial authorities, this Obeah-man testified that he, along 
with his fellow practitioners, "administered a powder, which being 
rubbed on their bodies, was to make them invulnerable" (Schuler, 
1970b, p. 375). Thus, in both the 1.712 New York City revolt and the 
1760 Jamaican conspiracy, powder was rubbed onto slaves imbu- 
ing them with special powers and giving them the confidence to 
rebel. 

A definite Akan-speaking presence can be found in the 1712 
New York City revolt. Two of the three extant contemporary 
accounts of the uprising demonstrate tangible proof that Akan- 
speaking Africans played active roles in this event. The April 7th to 
14th, 1712 edition of the Boston News-Lettet; which at the time was 
the only newspaper operating in British North America, reported 
that "some Cormentine Negroes to the number of 25 or 30 and 2 or 
3 Spanish Indians... conspired to murder all the Christians here" 
(Boston News-Letter, 1712). In a letter dated June 23, 1712, Rever- 
end John Sharpe, chaplain of the English garrison in New York 
City, revealed even more information linking these events to 
Akan-speaking Africans. Sharpe reported that "some Negro 
Slaves here ofye Nations of Caramantee & Pappa plotted to destroy 
all the White[s] in order to obtain their fleedom" (Sharpe, 1890, 
pp. 1.62-163). 

Not only were the rebels referred to in two of the contemporary 
accounts as Kormantine--a term associated with Akan-speakers 
from the Gold Coast--but another important indicator of an Akan 
presence is readily evident in the trial records generated in the after- 
math of the 1712 revolt. Of the 21 Africans facing criminal charges 
in connection with the uprising, 9 had Akan day names. Of the 
slaves accused of being involved in the revolt, 2 were named 
Cuffee, 4 were named Quacko, I was named Quashi, Quasi, and 
Amba, respectively (Scott, 1.961, pp. 63-65). With few exceptions, 
every Akan child is given a first name determined by the actual day 
of his or her birth, in addition to any other familial names (see 
Table 1). On reaching adulthood, the original day name was typi- 
cally no longer commonly used, except by close relatives and oth- 
ers wishing to express familiarity and endearment. This practice in 
the Americas is a testament to particular African cultural under- 
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TABLE 1 

Akan Day Names in the Gold Coast and the Americas 

Male Female 

Day of Gold Gold 

the Week Coast Americas Coast Americas 

Sunday Kwesi Quash, Quashy Esi, Akwesi Quashiba 
Monday Kwado Cudjo Adwowa Juba 

Tuesday Kwabena Cubena Abena, Benni 

Abenaba 
Wednesday Kweku Quaco Ekuwa Cuba 

Ttmrsday Kwaw, Kwaa Quao, Quaw Aba Abba 

Friday Kwefi Cuffy, Cuffee Efiwa Pheba 

Saturday Kwamena Quamina, Quamino, Amba, Amma Amba 

Quamine 

standings which continued to shape the consciousness of 18th-cen- 

tury North American slaves (Anim, 1991, pp. 2-3; Schuler, 1970a, 

p. 29). 

In addition to the nine rebels with obvious Akan day names, a 

young male slave by the name of Dick, owned by Harmanus Bur- 

get, performed a vital function during the course of the trials. Hav- 

ing been charged in the coroner’s inquest with the murder of Henry 
Brasier on April 9, 1712, Dick along with Peter Vantilborough’s 

Cuffee received immunity in return for services provided to the 
British Crown. Serving as an interpreter for the slaves who could 

not speak English--on several dates including April 1 lth, 12th, 
14th, 16th, and 17th; May 7th and 27th; and June 4th---Dick’s skills 

in that regard were drawn on in at least seven of the nine cases 

involving slaves with Akan day names. Joost Lynsen’s Quacko, 

who was charged on the same day as Dick, and Vantilborough’s 

Cuffee, who also became a witness for the British Crown, were the 

only Africans with Akan day names not requiting Dick’s services 
in their cases (Scott, 1961, pp. 53, 57, 62-65). Quite obviously, 

then, Dick too was an Akan-speaking enslaved African. 

V~Sth so many links to Akan culture in New York City at the time 

of this uprising, it is entirely conceivable that Peter the Doctor, the 
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African-born conjurer who inspired the rebellion, was an Akan 
Obeah-man. Obeah conjurers would later inspire rebellions 
throughout the British, Dutch, and Danish American colonial pos- 
sessions, including important revolts in Jamaica in 1733, 1738, and 
1760; Antigua in 1736; and Berbice in 1763. No less than 20 rebel- 
lions in the Americas were attributed to Akan-speakers in locations 
including Dutch Guyana, the Virgin Islands, Barbados, and based 
on the above findings, colonial New York City as well. A sizable 
number of these Akan slave revolts were intertwined with the prac- 
tice of Obeah (Curtin, 1955, p. 24; Herskovits & Herskovits, 1934, 
pp. 350; Higginson, 1.969, pp. 7-8; Schuler, 1970a, pp. 9-18). 

The word Obeah likely derives from the Akan word Obayifo, 
which denotes witchcraft and sorcery in the Akan spiritual uni- 
verse. Thea*b suftix is added to all proper names in the Akan family 
of languages. By dropping the suffix, the resulting word is Obayi, 
which was linguistically and phonetically transformed into Obeah, 
Obia, and Obi throughout the Americas (Gyekye, 1987, pp. 73-75; 
Hedrick & Stephens, 1977, p. 8; Morrish, 1982, pp. 120-122; Wil- 
lianas, 1932, pp. 120-122). As practiced in the Atlantic world, 
Obeah often served as an important impetus to slave resistance for a 
vm;iety of reasons. Like their Gold Coast Obayifo counterparts, 
Obeah conjurers in the Americans used supernatural forces to bring 
about desired effects and actions. The desired outcome of their 
incantations and charms could be either positive or negative 
depending on the specific scenario in which an Obeah-man or 
Obeah-woman was employed. Similarly, Akan spiritualists and 
Obayifo often employed aduru, or any medicine in the form of liq- 
uid or powder; in their practice. Based on the expected outcome, 
aduru is categorized as benevolent medicine (Aduru Pa), malevo- 
lent medicine (adubone), or poison (aduto). The powders used by 
both Peter the Doctor in New York City and the Jamaican Obeah 
doctors would be categorized as aduru pa because they were cre- 
ated for the positive outcome of protecting rebellious slaves from 
evil agents and increasing the likelihood of success in these revolu- 
tionary movements. Powders and other forms of benevolent aduru 
function because of the spiritual power they naturally contain. The 
plants, herbs, hmnan blood, graveyard dirt, and other substances 
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that constitute the powder all contain an innate amount of supernat- 
ural force, which under the proper preparations proved to be quite 
potent in the hands of Obeah conjurers (Minkus, 1.977, pp. 116-11.7). 

Although Obeah served as a powerful inducement to slave resis- 
tance in areas with high concentrations of Akan speakers, the 
Yoruba spiritual system known as If,~i and its various Western hemi- 
sphere derivatives--Vodun, Santeria, and Condombld--would 
play a similar role in other regions of the Americas. During the ini- 
tial phases of the 1791 Santo Domingo slave uprising, for example, 
an individual known as Boukman Dutty, a Vodun high priest, was 
the initial leader who masterminded the revolutionary movement. 
Boukman had considerable influence among slaves, serving as 
both a religious figure and the headman of a plantation. The plan he 
initiated was on a massive scale, involving hundreds if not thou- 
sands of slaves. The insurgents were to set fire to plantations in the 
outskirts of the province of Le Cap and kill all Whites within the 
town. On the night of August 22, 1791, the rebels organized in the 
mountain range adjacent to Le Cap. It was here that Boukman gave 
final instructions and made Vodun incrustations while drinking the 
blood of a sacrificed pig. Although Boukman was to be captured 
and executed early in the revolt, his actions gave the necessary 
momentum and impetus to a movement that culminated in the only 
successful slave revolt in the history of the Americas (James, 1980, 
pp. 86-87; Ott, 1973, pp. 47-49; Rodney, 1969, p. 336). 

Of the ethnic origins of Boukman, little is known except that he 
was supposedly a fugitive slave originally from Jamaica. Although 
Vodun is a religion associated with the Aja-speaking Yoruba, Fon, 
and Edo peoples of West Africa, based on all available evidence, 
Boukman was either a Mande speaker or an Akan speaker. Waiter 
Rodney (1969, pp. 336-337) has conjectured that Boukman was 
possibly a Muslim Mande-speaking Mandinga, an assumption he 
bases solely on his name. This is because an educated, Muslim 
Mande speaker in Upper Guinea was often called Bookman by 
English traders in the 18th century, due to that person’s education 
and command of Koranic verse. 

If it is true that Boukman was originally from Jamaica, a region 
that imported an overwhelming majority of Akan speakers from the 
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Gold Coast during the 18th century, then he might have fit well into 
a region like Santo Domingo, which was dominated primarily by 
Aja-speaking Yoruba cultural influences. The Aja-speaking 
Yoruba originated in a region of West Africa in which both variants 
of the Kwa language group (including Akan and Aja) were spoken 
and in which there was a great deal of cultural and commercial con- 
tact between the Akan and the Yoruba city-states. With this degree 
of cultural interplay and diffusion, it is conceivable that an Akan 
speaker would be well versed in the spiritual beliet~ and practices 
of the Yoruba (Ott, 1973, p. 47; Schuler, 1970b, p. 375; Thornton, 
1988, p. 267; 1992, pp. xvi, 253). 

If Boukman in fact was an Akan speaker, this would represent a 
significant phenomenon. Because belief in conjure and magic 
could be found among most West African peoples, the conjurer in 
the Americas served as a cultural bridge, with the ability of tran- 
scending cultural differences between African groups. As an Akan- 
speaking Vodun priest, Boukman influenced the actions of Aja- 
speaking Yoruba, Edo, and Fort as well as the Bantu-speaking 
Kongolese and Angolans, the principal impo~nt populations in the 
decades leading up to the revolution. The notion among European 
slave traders and planters that randomizing or mixing African eth- 
nic groups effectively undermined resistance would have been 
rendered implau sible with the presence of such cultural bridges as 
the conjurer and with the shared belief among many African- and 
American-born slaves in the power of conjurers to wield supernatu- 
ral and magical forces (Fouchard, 1.979, pp. 283-285; Thornton, 
1993, pp. 185-186). 

AFRICAN CONJURERS IN SLAVE CONSPIRACIES 

Conjurers and other African spiritualists were present in a vari- 
ety of North American conspiracies and plots, including important 
examples in New York City in 1741, Richmond in 1800, and 
Charleston in 1822. In terms of the Charleston, South Carolina, 
conspiracy initiated by Denmark Vesey, the involvement of three 
separate conjurers in the planning and the recruiting phases further 
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demonstrates the notion that conjurers could indeed act as a bridge 
between Africans from various ethnic backgrounds. The first con- 
jurer, Gullah Jack Pritchard, was perhaps the conspiracy’s m.ost 
important leader next to Vesey. Also kmown as Cooter Jack, he had a 
multidimensional role in the conspiracy. Gullah Jack, similar to 
Peter the Doctor in New York City and the Obeah doctors in the 
British Caribbean, provided the insurgents with talismans said to 
render them nearly invincible. In preparation for the rebellion, the 
combatants had to fast on parched corn and peanuts before receiv- 
ing a charm from Gullah Jack that consisted of a cullah, or crab 
claw. On the morning of the planned uprising, the rebels were to 
place the crab claws in their mouths, and this, according to Gullah 
Jack, would :make them invulnerable (Killens, 1970, pp. 76-77). 

Gullah Jack was one of the most important recruiters in the con- 
spiracy, due primarily to his infl uence over fellow slaves. Feared by 
others because of his abilities, this "little man who can’t be killed, 
shot or taken" was well respected in Charleston and in the sur- 
rounding countryside. This fear was reinforced by Jack’s threat to 
injure any informant who betrayed the conspiracy. In fact, even after 
Jack was captured by local authorities, one slave witness literally 
begged the court to send him out of state because he considered 
his life "in great danger from having given testi:mony." This wit- 
ness concluded his testimony by stating, "I was afraid of Gullah 
Jack as a conjurer." Both American- and African-born slaves 
believed in lfis powers, and thus, Gullah Jack epitomizes the ability of 
the conjurer to bridge ethnic differences. Of likely Bantu-speaking 
Angolan background, Jack held sway over Akan, Igbo, Mande, Gul- 
lah, French-speaking Haitian, and English-speaking A~mefican-born 
slaves alike (Killens, 1970, pp. 76-77; Pearson, 1999, pp. 1.96-197). 

One of Gullah Jack’s most important recruits was a blacksmith 
named Tom Russel. According to the testimony of fellow conspira- 
tor ttenry ttaig, when Jack was asked what he would do about 
weapons, he replied that "he would have some arms made at the 
blacksmith’s shop" (Killens, 1970, p. 79). It would be at Tom’s 
blacksmith shop that six spear-like weapons were crafled and later 
transported to Gullah Jack in preparation for the rebellion. But To:m 
Russel was not only a blacksmith and Jack’s second-in-command, 
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he was also an apprentice conjurer. Henry Haig noted, "Tom Russel 
the Blacksmith and Jack are partners---Jack learned him. to be a 
Doctor .... Jack said Tom was his second and when you did not see 
him, and see Tom, you see ]Gullah Jack]" (Killens, 1970, p. 70; 
Pearson, 1999, p. 196). 

A third conjurer played another pivotal role in the planning of 
this revolt. His name was Philip, and he was described in the trial 
records as a blind preacher. On one occasion du.ring the initial 
stages of the conspiracy, Monday Gell and Peter Poyas brought a 
slave named William Garuer to Philip’s house. Monday remarked 
in his testimony that the blind preacher addressed William and 
asked him "why he looked so timorous" and quoted a passage from 
biblical scripture (Killens, 1970, pp. 134, 164-165). William Gar- 
ner was greatly alarmed by this inquiry, which seemed extraordi- 
nary "knowing that the old man was blind" (Killens, 1970, p. 134). 
However, Philip was not completely without sight. At his birth, a 
caul covered his face, and according to African folklore, this 
granted him the ability to foresee events and communicate with the 
spirit world. In his own testimony, Philip claimed that being born 
with the caul gave him the gift "of second sight--which came to 
him after prayer or in dreams" (Killens~ 1970, p, 165). 

Although the court later deemed this "High Priest of Sedition" to 
have had some role in the conspiracy, Philip was never tried. It was 
quite clear from the trial testimony that the conspirators often gath- 
ered at his house and that his words would help reassure any fright- 
ened recruits. However, because of his second sight, he predicted 
the failure of the revolt, and this probably explains why he did not 
face punishment. Philip claimed in his testimony that although the 
conspiracy was never specifically mentioned to him, "he had fore- 
seen something of that sort, and therefore had advised his visitors, 
on one occasion ’to give up the business’" (Killens, 1970, p. 165). 
Despite his rather ambiguous role in the rebellion, Philip’s pres- 
ence is definitive proof of continuing Afro-Atlantic religious influ- 
ences on slave resistance. 

The significance of the caul with which Philip was born has far- 
reaching ramifications for the continuation of African spiritual 
conceptualizations in North America. The insightful interviews 
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performed in the 1930s by the Georgia Writers’ Project illuminate 

the significance of the caul in communities across the American 

South. Ex-slave Mary Hunter claimed that her belief in ghosts was 

due to the fact that she "kin seem um .... Yuh see, I waz bawn wid a 
double caul obuh muh face and anybody knows dat a pusson bawn 

wid a caul obuh dey face kin sho see ghoses" (Georgia Writers’ Pro- 

ject, 1940, p. 2). This widespread belief can be found throughout 

the slave South. A common interpretation of the meaning of the 

caul "as a sign dey will be bery wise an kin talk wid dub spirits" 

(Georgia Writers’ Project, 1940, pp. 76-77) was a ubiquitous fea- 

ture of the slave ethos (Puckett, 1929, pp. 137,336). The near iden- 

tical meaning of the caul among Africans in Dahomey, the Gold 

Coast, Dutch Guyana, Jamaica, Haiti, and the American South fur- 

ther demonstrates that enduring Afi’ican spiritual concepts were 
lasting influences on the actions of enslaved Africans throughout 

the Atlantic world (Beckwith, 1969, p. 57; Georgia Writers’ Pro- 

ject, 1940, p. 197; Herskovits, 1937, p. 95; 1967, p. 264). 

AFRICAN CONJURERS IN DAY-TO-DAY RESIS’ISgNCE 

Aside from their obvious presence in the trial, records of slave 
revolts and conspiracies, conjurers also make their appearance in a 
number of slave narratives, interviews, biographies, and autobiog- 
raphies as agents in day-to-day forms of resistance. Through these 
sources, there is ample proof that conjurers were an ever-present 
factor in the lives of the majority of North American slaves. No less 
m~ authority than William WElls Brown (1968) once noted that 
"Nem:ly every large plantation.., had at least one, who claimed to 
be a fortune-teller, and who was regarded with more than common 
respect by his fellow-slaves" (p. 70; Levine, 1977, p. 69). Speaking 
on the widespread appeal of conjuration in South Carolina in the 
early 1800s, Charles Ball (1969) added that enslaved Africans "are 
universally subject to the grossest and most abject superstition, and 
uniformly believe in witchcraft, conjuration, and the agency of evil 
spirits in the affairs of human life" (p. 165). Combined, these state- 
ments demonstrate that not only were conjurers ubiquitous, but 
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belief in their supernatural abilities enco:mpassed a large portion of 
the slave populace. 

For Frederick Douglass, a conjurer named Sandy Jenkins of 
Easton, Maryland, created a shaping impression on his early life. 
After a savage beating he received at the hands of Edward Covey, a 
man "who enjoyed the reputation, of being a first rate hand at break- 
ing young slaves," Douglass eventually turned to Sandy Jenkins for 
aid. In Douglass’s words, Sandy was 

not only a religious m.an, but he professed to believe in a system :for 
which I have no name. He was a genuine African, and had inherited 
some of the so called magical powers, said m be possessed by Aft’i- 
can and eastern nations. 

Sandy instructed Douglass to find the root of a herb in the forest that 
had mystical powers of protection. After undisclosed preparations, 
Sandy further instructed Douglass to wear the root on his right side 
because "it would be impossible for Covey to strike a blow; that 
with this root.., no white man could whip [him]" (Douglass, 1969, 
pp. 203, 238). 

To Douglass, talk of magically endowed herbs and roots was 
"very absurd and ridiculous, if not positively sinful." These state- 
ments were guided, in part, by his acceptance of Christianity and 
can also be viewed as an appeal to both his writing audience and his 
fellow abolitionists. One of the key arguments used by abolitionists 
to undermine the legitimacy of slavery was that few slaves received 
tree Christian instruction. This was tangibly measured by the per- 
sistence of "heathen" or "savage" African religious practices in the 
plantation South. Despite Douglass’s obvious disdain for conjure, 
he still wore the root. In August 1834, a confrontation Douglass had 
with Covey involved a protracted wrestling bout between the two 
that rendered the former Negro-breaker "as gentle as a lamb" for 
the next 6 months that Douglass lived with him (Douglass, 1969, 
pp. 239-250). Although Douglass never fully acknowledged it, the 
root in his right pocket was certainly a factor in his new spirit of 
assertiveness and resistance. 
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In another case, William Webb, a conjurer living in Kentucky, 
became concerned about the cruel treatment faced by slaves on a 
neighboring plantation. After secretly meeting with the slaves, 
Webb urged them to gather roots that were then placed into bags. 
The slaves then walked around their own quarters a few times and 
positioned the bags in front of their master’s abode during the 
morning hours. These steps were taken to induce their master to 
have dreams about the slaves gaining retribution for past wrongs. 
Shortly after, the master reportedly began to treat the slaves decid- 
edly better, and Webb’s influence over the slaves was to increase 
dramatically as a result (Blassingame, 1972, p. 110). 

In a case related to Henry Clay Bruce by a female slave from 
Amelia County, Virginia, a conjurer was said to have been 
employed to aid about 30 slaves who were fearing their imminent 
sale to the cotton fields of Alabama in the year 1800. Hearing of a 
conjurer living 10 miles away from the plantation, the slaves pooled 
their resources to pay him to set a hand or a jack on their master. 
After receiving l0 dollars in payment, this conjurer 

went to the front door steps of the great house about twelve o’clock 
that night, dug a small hole under the ground step, took from his 
pocket a little ball, talked to it a while in a whisper., then kissed it and 

put it in the hole, and covered it carefully and came away. 
(Blassingame, 1972, p. 56) 

The key was insuring that the master actually stepped over the 
hand; if that did not occur, then all the conjurer’s preparations and 
incantations to make the chmTn effective would have been a wasted 
effort. Fortunately for those slaves, the next morning they "saw [the 
:master] come down the steps and walk around a while, then go back 
over this pa~icular step." It was thought lhat this insured the suc- 
cess of the hand. In any case, the slaves were never sold to Alabama 
(Blassingame, 1972, pp. 56-57). 

Fugitive slave Henry Bibb related similar experiences. Accord- 
ing to Bibb, the general prescription for dealing with an abusive 
master was "some kind of bitter root," which the slave was directed 
to chew and spit in the direction of their master. Along with the root 
were "certain kinds of powders, to sprinkle about their master’s 
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dwellings. This is all done for the purpose of defending themselves 
in some peaceable manner" (Levine, 1977, p. 72; Osofsky, 1969, 
p. 70). After a conj u.rer gave Bibb the protective powders and roots, 
he did not receive a whipping for leaving the plantation without 
permission. Bibb firmly trusted in the powers conveyed to him, 
claiming that he had "great faith in conjuration and witch-craft," 
which led him to believe that he could do what he pleased without 
getting flogged. Thus emboldened, he left the plantation again 
without his master’s permission. On his return, Bibb’s master pun- 
ished him for absconding, but he added, "I did not believe that he 
could do it, while I had the root and dust" (B:ibb, 1849, pp. 26-27; 
Blassingame, 1972, pp. I 10- I 13). 

Unfortunately for Bibb, however, his master was so enraged at 
his slave’s "saucy" retorts that he "grasped a handful of switches 
and punished [him] severely, in spite of all [his] roots and powders?’ 
Despite the seeming failure of the charms of protection, Bibb was 
to consult yet another conjurer who gave him a concoction com- 
posed of fresh cow manure, red pepper, and hair from a White 
man’s head to safeguard Bibb fro:m further abuse by his master. 
That Bibb was to continue believing in conjure even after evidence 
that the protective chmms did not work is indicative of how much 
sway this practice had in the slave community (Bibb, 1849, pp. 25- 
31; Levine, 1977, p. 70). 

Even the failure of these charms to protect slaves from their mas- 
ters or from. other Whites could be explained without disturbing the 
foundations of these spiritual beliefs. Henry Clay Bruce (1969) 
claimed that if a slave with a protective hand or jack 

got whipped, and so reported to the old conjuror, he would promptly 
claim one of three things, either that someone removed the jack, or 
that the fellow had failed to carry out instructions, or had no Ikaith in 
the jack, and there:~bre was deserving of punishment. (p. 53) 

Not only did conjurers claim to possess supernatural abilities 
and charms to protect fellow slaves, these spiritualists were also 
able, at times, to avoid their own punishment from Whites. Susan 
Snow, an ex-slave from Wilcox County, Alabama, testified that her 
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:mother was a Black African who could not be whipped by her mas- 
ter. This was due to Snow’s mother being 

a "conger" and dey was all scared of till the next day to get some- 
body to help tie her up, den he’d forget to whip her. Dey used to say 
she wag a "conger" and dey was all scared of her. (k~tman, 1970, 
p. 290) 

This fear was perhaps associated with conjurers having command 
over both esoteric and mundane means of retribution. Their knowl- 
edge of roots and herbs gave them the simultaneous ability to cure 
the ailing and to poison wrongdoers. This skill in creating toxic 
substances made Gullah Jack Pritchm:d, one of the key conspirators 
in the 1.822 Denmark Vesey conspiracy, a feared presence among 
the Whites of Charleston, South Carolina. One of his contingency 
plans, in case the rebellion failed or was betrayed, was so frighten- 
ing that all mention of it was intentionally omitted from the version 
of the trial record made publicly available by judges Lionel Ken- 
nedy and Thomas Parker. Henry Haig, one of the conspirators who 
turned state’s witness, told the court that Jack 

was going to give me a bottle with poison to put into my Master’s 
pump and into as many pumps as he could about town, and he said 
he wanted to give the other bottles to those he could trust to [sic]. 
(Freehling, 1986, pp. 38-39; Killens, 1970, pp. xxiii-xxv; Pearson, 
11999, pp. xvii, 1,196). 

John Blassingame (1972) argued that conjurers were "industri- 
ous enough to avoid punishment" and, in turn, told their slave com- 
rades that "they were not punished because they had cast a spell on 
their masters" (p. 109). This was not always the case, however. In 
William Wells Brown’s (1968) discussion of the conjurer Dinkie, 
industriousness alone did not explain his uncanny ability to avoid 
punishment. In fact, Dinkie was known to never work but was also 
never beaten or sold. Typically wearing a "snake’s skin around his 
neck, carr[ying] a petrified fiog in one pocket, and a dried lizard in 
the other," Dinkie was such a feared figure on the plantation that 
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Brown claimed he was his own master (Blassingame, 1972, p. 113; 
Brown, 1968, pp. 10, 70-71, 79-80; Levine, 1977, p. 74). 

Not only were conjurers thought to be able to protect themselves 
and others from punishment at the hands of Whites, it was also 
believed that they could foretell the outcome of rebellions and run- 
away attempts. This ability was said to have saved Philip, the blind 
preacher, fro:m execution in the trials following the Denmark Vesey 
conspiracy. Philip predicted the disastrous outco:me of the plot and 
discouraged slaves from continuing on their ill-fated path. In simi- 
lar fashion, Frederick Douglass received a warning from Sandy 
Jenkins, who informed Douglass about a series of dreams he had 
while slaves on the plantation were plotting a mass escape. Sandy’s 
interpretation of the dreams did not bode well for the conspirators, 
and he told Douglass (1969) "dare is smnpon in [that dream]; dare 
is, indeed, honey" (pp. 284-285). Despite these warnings, the 
slaves continued their plans. On the morning of the escape, 
Douglass himself had a premonition: "I had a sudden presentiment, 
which flashed upon me like lightning in a dark night .... I instantly 
turned to Sandy Jenkins, who was near me, and said to him, ’Sandy, 
we are betrayed’; something just told me so." Sandy replied to 
Douglass, "Man, dat is strange; but I feel just as you do." Within 
minutes, the plan was revealed, and the slaves were placed into cus- 
tody (Douglass, 1969, p. 289; Le~’ine, 1977, p. 69). 

At times, the predictions of slave fortune tellers had positive out- 
comes. Uncle Frank of St. Louis, Missouri, described by Wil.lia:m 
Dells Brown as a slave who "was very distinguished (not only 
among the slave population, but also the whites) as a fortune-teller," 
once predicted that Brown would successfully escape bondage. 
After being paid a fee of 25 cents, Uncle Frank gazed into a gourd 
filled with water and immediately relayed the results. Brown 
(1969) would later query "whether the old man was a prophet, or 
the son of a prophet, I cannot say; but there is one thing certain, 
many of his predictions were verified" (pp. 40-41). 

In a more famous case, Hartlet Tubman had frequent prem.oni- 
tions and visions while helping slaves escape from. bondage. Sarah 
Bradford, Tubman’s biographer, remarked that "she is the most 
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shrewd and practical person in the world, yet she is a firm believer 
in omens, dreams, and warni ngs." Tubman reportedly had dreams 
that foretold her flight from bondage, helped her avoid pursuers 
during her missions in the South, and predicted the Civil War and 
the eventual emancipation of all slaves 3 years before these events 
actually occurred. According to Tubman, her father was the source 
of these abilities because he had an uncanny skill of predicting the 
weather and even foretold the Mexican-American War (Bradford, 
1993, pp. 73-75, 92, 114-115). 

CONCLUSION 

Based on evidence derived fl:om trial records, slave narratives, 
interviews, autobiographies, and other sources, a composite sketch 
of the °’typical" slave conjurer can be drawn. Conjurers were often 
isolated ascetics, living on the margins of the slave community and 
wrapped in mystery. Their elevated status on the plantation and 
their mastery over :mystical forces :made them simultaneously 
feared and respected. These spiritualists claimed to possess a vail- 
ety of supernatural powers including the ability to communicate 
with the spirit world and the power to heal the sick, and many 
claimed possession of second sight or the ability to foretell future 
events throu.gh interpreting visions and dreams. Their command of 
esoteric forces and other-worldly knowledge allowed them to gain 
influence over slaves, which resulted in conjurers playing central 
roles in various acls of slave resislance. In terms of their collective 
belief in conjure and magic, North American slaves shared si milar 
cultural experiences wilh Africans throughout the Atlantic world. 
This conclusion, then, firmly situates the North American slave 
experience into context with other diasporic slave societies, while 
underscoring the notion that far fro:m being accommodationists, 
North American conjurers were vital in the creation of a revolution- 
ary consciousness among fellow enslaved Africans. 
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NOTES 

1. The various terms Ko~vrnanO’n, CotDmantee, Coromantin, Kormanti~te, I’(rotttanriue, 

and Cormentine all refer to an important trading port located on ~he Gold Coast of Africa dur- 
ing ~he lVth and 18th centuries. The correct appellation, Kromantine, was the name of a key 

com~nercial region controlled by the Fante Kingdom of Efutu. Africans exported from this 

region of West Africa were principally Akan speakers. 
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an?’ male students who participated in study abroad and are thoughtful enough to provide useful reflections on their exoperiences for other students?? Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:31 .AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Tomorrow: Mili~ized Masculin~fies, US Imperialism & Transpacific Encounters 

I a~0ologize for dot~ble posti~Ns. 

Puerto R~ca~ So{d~ers }f~ tf~e Koreaf~ War, 1950-1953 
Ju~young Ve~6nica 

The C~ty University of ~ew York 
Thursday, March 3t, 5:30 pm 

h~ Augt~st of 1950, two mo~ths after the outbreak of the Korea~ War, the 65th h~fant~? Regimen1 -- an a~wokmtee~ Pt~e[lo Rican regime~t of the U~ted States A~my --was 
d~spatched to figN: [n what will be (d~gremembered as the ’%rgetl:e~ war." [1: wan predsely in 1:Ms war, whish wo~dd set the kme for US Cold War po~k:y [n the Pas~fis, that 
Bodnqueneers" (a nickname for the 65th Infantry Regimen0 became recognized as brave and [oyN Amedcan soldiers. Consequentially, ~n ~ts preceding wars overseas, the US 
military wouk~ ~ely heavily on ~ts co~on[a~ s~b~ects turned nation, el soldiers. How did the Korea~ War p~ovide the ~ecessa[? geopolitical condition fo~ the tra~sfom~at~on of 
suspect colo~a~ S~JD~eOtS ~nto brave patriotic ~ationa[ soldiers? What is 1he relafio~ between US neo~m~er~al ~o[[c,~ h~ So~Jt]~ Korea a~d ~ts colonial ru~e of P~Je~o Rico? TMs 
talk w~ll address these questkms by focusing on the mdNw~ent rela[ionship between military label and masc~Efine sex~Eali[y i~ ~he ow~ffapp~ng contexts el c~assirac~al 
stratification, the urbanization and primitive accumu~efion of Puer[o Rico under the guise of moderNza[ion, t~e dsing ~rensna[ional an[icornmunJsm, and ~he neoco~on~zing 
capitalist bg~c of US poficy ~s Asia. The first ~a[l of the talk w~ll analyze the US state’s role ~n the mobil~zatio~ of colonel work~N~class rune sext~N~ty as m~lary ~abor, a~d 
the seceded ~a[l, w~l explore Em~o Diaz Va~c~rce~’s ~lerary represe~tafioss of Pt~e[lo Rican m~ta[? ~abor ~ 1he Korea~ War, ~n paRicu~ar his shoR stories "E~ so£Jado 
Dare,an Sanchez" and "Pfeceae e~ diciembreL 

Sponsored by UNC-CH’s Latina/o Studies Speakers Series and the Institute for the Study of the Americas 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~fibed to 

smwg01 &s: eunice~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28930299-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:32 AM 

AFRI101, TERM PAPER: RESPONSE TO REQUESTS: AFRI101.001 .SPRING2011 

Dear All, 

OK, I have read the emails from the last two days and upon reflection, here are my responses: 

a) Term paper due via email: SATURDAY, APRIL 9 BY MIDNIGHT. 

b) In the spirit of my tradition belbre an upcoming aasignmenL I will also have extended office yours next week - I will announce the day and time in class tomorrow - 
devoted to questions concerning the paper. Thus, take advmatage of these hours and my regular office hours. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alissandm Stoyan <stoyana@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 8:26 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY at 5:30pro - Manuel Alcfintara - Elections and Democracy in Latin America, 2009-2010 

"Elections and [)emocracy in Latin America, 2009-2010" 

Manuel Alc~ntara S~ez 

Universidad de Salamaaca 

TODAY at 5:30pro 

Room 4003, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-CH 

Manuel AlcSntma is Vice-Rector and Professor of Political Science and administration at the Universidad de Salamanca in Salamanca Spain. His research focuses on 

parliamentaly elites, political parties and legislative powers in Latin America as well as on electoral behavior and public opinion in Castilla y Le6n. He will present a 
talk entitled: "Elections and Democracy in Latin America, 2009-2010." 

Sponsored by: 

The Political Science Department at UNC-CH & the Dnke-UNC Consortium Worldng Group on Social Policy-, Labor, and the Informal Sector in Latin America 

Directions to the GECiParldng Information: 

http://www.global.unc.edu/index.php?option=com content&view=article&id=53 &Itemid= ~0 

Ouestions: 

Please contact Ali Stoyan at stoyana@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 8:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji, Pamb~uka News 

Eunice, 

We ~ace ffdll on for this meeting this morning, righr? I will see you atthe GEC. 

best, 
Lydia 

On Mar 23, 2011, at 1:55 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear David and Lydia, 

Greetings. 

I write to kindly invite you to a meeting with Dr. Firoze Manji on Wednesday March 30 between 9.30am-:t0.30am at the GEC20:t0. The meeting has two 
objectives: sharing our research interests and hearing his vision of Pambazuka North America. 

Kindly let me know if you can attend. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Articles of CIP Americas 

San Jos  de Apartadb, Comunidad de Paz" La libertad como 
instinto de sobrevivencia 

Photo Credit: Agustin Fernandez Gabard 

El infierno y el paraiso se confunden, transitan por el borde del abismo que los convierte en su 
contrario: la guerra atroz con la comunidad de paz; la desesperacibn con la esperanza; la vida y 
la muerte danzan un trance inverosimil. Es Colombia. Donde campesinos hartos de guerra se 
refugian en la paz para seguir viviendo. Una visita a la comunidad de la mano de un fotbgrafo 
solidario. 

"La comunidad de paz de San Jos6 de Apartad6, junto a otras inspiradas en la misma visi6n, es una 
destacada demostraci6n de coraje, resiliencia y dedicaci6n a los elevados valores de paz yjusticia, en un 
entorno de brutalidad y destrucci6n. No hay mejor simbolo de lucha no violenta y de esperanza, en un 
mundo torturado por la violencia y la represi6n", escribi6 Noam Chomsky al fot6grafo uruguayo Agustin 
Fernandez Gabard cuando ~ste regres6 de Colombia donde pas6 un mes en una regi6n arrasada por la 
violencia. 

"Tenia varios motivos para ir. Se trata de gente que sostiene una propuesta alternativa desde hace 
catorce a~os en medio de un conflicto con tanta muerte", explica el fot6grafo de 28 a~os. "La existencia 
de la comunidad de paz complejiza el conflicto, ya que pot un lado hablan de ’narcoguerrilla’ y por el otro 
de ’revoluci6n’, y la gente alli tiene claro que hay cosas comunes en todos los bandos, todos son 
violentos, todos viven del tr~fico. Hay familias que tienen un miembro en las FARC y otro en el ej~rcito o 
los paramilitares, y eso hace mucho m~s complejas las relaciones humanas. Y est~ el caso de Samir, 
un ex guerrillero de las FARC ahora desmovilizado, que trabaja para el ej~rcito. Cuando era guerrillero 
acusaba a la comunidad de colaborar con el ej~rcito y ahora que es militar los acusa de apoyar a la 
guerrilla. Es la esquizofrenia que provoca la guerra"[1]. 

En el mismo momento que Chomsky escribia su admiraci6n por la comunidad de paz, los paramilitares 
amenazan y asesinan. El 30 de noviembre en la vereda Playa Larga los paramilitares manifestaron que la 
comunidad debia salir de la zona o la exterminarian. El 21 de noviembre fue asesinada Yuly P6rez 
Durango y dijeron que el que no se sometiera a sus reglas seria asesinado. Los paramilitares hacen 
presencia permanente en las veredas colindantes incluidas varias de la Comunidad de Paz. con la 
complacencia de la fuerza publica[2]. 

La experiencia ins61ita de la Comunidad de Paz San Jos~ de Apartad6, se ha convertido en un referente 
ineludible tanto para los pacifistas como para quienes han hecho de la ~tica la raz6n de set de su 
activismo politico. Son apenas 1.500 personas que viven en seis veredas o comunidades campesinas, 
rodeadas de militares, paramilitares y guerrilleros. En estos catorce a~os los actores armados 
asesinaron a 180 comuneros, el 12 por ciento de los miembros de la comunidad de paz. Cada familia 
carg6 con varios f~retros a sus espaldas. 



Aferrarse a la tierra 

"Primero se funda la comunidad en San Jos~, con campesinos provenientes de varias veredas. Luego de 
la masacre del 21 de febrero de 2005 se retiran y fundan San Josecito", explica Agustin. En esa fecha 
fueron asesinadas ocho personas, el lider hist6rico Luis Eduardo Guerra, su esposa y el hijo de once 
aSos. Ese mismo dia asesinaron a otro dirigente, Alfonso Tuberquia, su esposa, una hija de seis aSos y 
un niSo de 18 meses. Todos a garrotazos. La masacre se produjo dias despu6s que el presidente Alvaro 
Uribe asegurara por cadena nacional que los lideres de San Jos6 de Apartad6 estaban vinculados a las 
FARC. 

En las investigaciones la Fiscalia vincul6 a 84 militares con la masacre, atribuida a las paramilitares 
Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia (auc). En febrero de 2005 la Corte Interamericana de Derechos 
Humanos exigi6 la protecci6n del Estado a la comunidad de Apartad6 y pidi6 que se revelaran los 
nombres de los militares que participaron en la masacre. En 2008 el capit~n del ej6rcito Guillermo 
Armando Gordillo reconoci6 la participaci6n de los militares en el hecho, segQn inform6 en ese momento 
el diario El Tiempo[3]. 

"La policia mont6 un enorme cuartel en San Jos6, m~s grande que el propio pueblo", dice Agustin. El 
gigantesco cuartel fue una decisi6n del presidente Alvaro Uribe que orden6 a la policia instalarse dentro 
del pueblo, Io que forz6 a la comunidad a desplazarse un kil6metro y fundar San Josecito, abandonando 
todo Io que habian construido en casi una d~cada. 

El municipio de Apartad6 (’rio de los pl~tanos’ en lengua indigena), al norte del departamento de Antioquia 
cerca de la frontera con Panama, tiene unos 150 mil habitantes y se rue poblando a raiz de la 
persecuci6n politica que sufrieron los liberales desde 1948 tras el asesinato del lider Jorge Eli~cer Gait~n. 
Quiz~ por eso confluyeron afrodescendientes, indigenas y "paisas" (por paisano, como se conoce a los 
nacidos en Antioquia) hacia esta planicie caribe~a. Extensas plantaciones de banano y cacao se 
confunden con los verdes de la selva. 

A doce kil6metros de la capital departamental, Apartad6, se fue erigiendo un peque~o poblado Ilamado 
San Jos~, donde Ilegaban desplazados de diferentes veredas. Se trata de una zona estrat~gica que es la 
puerta de la Serrania del Abibe, un corredor hacia los departamentos de C6rdoba, Choc6 y Antioquia, que 
luchan por controlar los diversos bandos armados. San Jos~ tuvo tres mil habitantes antes que la guerra, 
las amenazas y los asesinatos masivos forzaran a la mitad de la poblaci6n a desplazarse a las zonas 
urbanas abandonando las tierras que codician los armados. 

En la d~cada de 1980 apareci6 la Uni6n Patri6tica, vinculada al Partido Comunista, a trav6s de la cual los 
campesinos consiguieron "la construcci6n de escuelas, puestos de salud, hubo profesores, promotores 
para las veredas, mejoramiento de caminos vecinales", como enseSa la cartilla de la comunidad. Sin 
embargo, "la autoridad en la regi6n la ejercia la guerrilla y cometia abusos, asesinatos y pasaba por 
encima de la autonomia de los campesinos". El ej~rcito, por su parte, "entraba a golpear a una poblaci6n 
a la que consideraban como ayudantes de la guerrilla"[4]. 

Hacia marzo de 1997 comenz6 un proceso impulsado por activistas ligados a la iglesia que permiti6 que 
campesinos de 17 veredas formaran la Comunidad de Paz, como dicen ellos "en una zona desamparada 
pot el Estado". Fue la reacci6n a dos masacres, en setiembre de 1996 y febrero de 1997, que vaciaron el 
casco urbano de San Jos& 

La segunda masacre, en 1997, la cometieron ex guerrilleros del EPL, reinsertados por el proceso de paz, 
que convocaron a todos los pobladores a la plaza, los amenazaron y luego "amarraron a varias personas 
quienes un dia despu6s aparecieron muertas en la carretera que conduce a Apartad6". Los paramilitares 
se hicieron con el control. En la carretera instalaron retenes, "revisaban los documentos lista en mano y 
al que aparecia Io asesinaban". Les dieron un plazo de tres dias para que abandonaran sus tierras, 
mientras helic6pteros vigilaban sus desplazamientos. "Los que pudimos salir nos ubicamos en el caserio 
de San Jos~ y desde alli comenzamos a resistir", relatan en la historia "oficiar’ de la comunidad[5]. 

La Di6cesis de Apartad6 propuso la realizaci6n de talleres para que los campesinos se declararan 
neutrales. Unos 500 firmaron el acuerdo en 1997 y poco a poco se fueron sumando otros campesinos de 
diversas veredas que no querian vagabundear como desplazados ni vivir de la caridad estatal. Los 
primeros pasos fueron m~s que duros: por la noche, los pocos que no habian abandonado sus casas 
subian al monte para dormir. Retornaron a sus comunidades en peque~os grupos, como las 50 familias 



que retornaron en marzo de 1998 a la vereda de La Uni6n. Trabajaban en pequeSos grupos de siete a 
diez campesinos para sentirse protegidos, pero en pocos meses se juntaban hasta cien vecinos en las 
faenas del campo. 

Fusil o toga 

"El domingo 4 de abril de 1999, a las 23 horas, diez hombres fuertemente armados, entre los cuales 
habia reconocidos paramilitares que actuaban en la zona, ingresaron al caserio de San Jos6, se 
pasearon por sus calles insultando a todos los pobladores y luego Ilegaron a la casa de Anbal Jim6nez, 
miembro del Consejo Interno de la comunidad de paz, educador, artista y autor del himno de la 
comunidad, y Io ejecutaron frente a sus niSos pequeSos". 

Este es un fragmento del libro Fusil o toga, toga y fusil, escrito por el sacerdote jesuita Javier Giraldo, 
que describe 13 aSos de crimenes contra la comunidad de paz de San Jos6 de Apartad6 (Antioquia). 
Seg(~n Giraldo, destacado defensor de derechos humanos, su motivaci6n para documentar estos hechos 
fue la impunidad. "No es sino leer cualquier p~gina del libro para vet los atropellos que se cometen 
semanalmente contra esta comunidad: masacres, ejecuciones extrajudiciales, desapariciones forzadas, 
abusos sexuales, quemas de viviendas, bombardeos, desplazamientos masivos, robo de ganados, 
destrucci6n de cultivos", cuenta el padre Giraldo[6]. 

La comunidad de paz de San Jos~ de Apartad6 fue una sugerencia del arzobispo de Call, monseSor 
Isaias Duarte Cancino. Giraldo narra que monseSor Duarte les plante6 a los habitantes de la zona que, 
"para que no se desplazaran m~s campesinos ni perdieran sus tierras, ya que era una zona de guerra, 
se declararan comunidad de paz y reivindicaran los derechos de la poblaci6n civil en medio de un 
conflicto armado". Para el jesuita, la causa de la violencia contra la comunidad de San Jos~ es su 
decisi6n de mantenerse al margen del conflicto. "Pretendo que el pais se d~ cuenta de esto y busque una 
soluci6n. Por eso les entregamos el texto a magistrados, periodistas y congresistas, ya que uno ve que 
Colombia no conoce estos hechos", dice[7]. 

Los dineros recolectados por la venta de los ejemplares del libro ser~n destinados a la construcci6n del 
Parque Monumento a la Memoria de las Victimas de la Comunidad de Paz de San Jos6 de Apartad6. 

La vida cotidiana 

"Selva y montaSa, mucha humedad, siempre la ropa pegoteada, barro y m~s barro, todo el tiempo est~s 
subiendo y bajando’, recuerda Agustin entrecerrando los ojos. "Llueve todos los dias, crecen los arroyos 
y no dan paso y la comunicaci6n se vuelve un problema. Apartad6 es una ciudad Ilena de paramilitares 
desde la que salen las chivas hasta San Jos6". 

"Les escribi con la propuesta de hacerles un curso de fotografia digital que les puede servir para mejorar 
la p~gina web de la comunidad, porque apenas hay registros gr~ficos sobre todo Io que hicieron y Io que 
les pas6 estos aSos. Les Ilev6 m~quinas de fotos para que tuvieran con qu6 trabajar y estuve alli un 
mes", explica Agustin. 

La comunidad se rige por una serie de principios que se resumen en una Declaraci~n y un Reglamento 
Interno: no participar directa ni indirectamente en las hostilidades, no portar armas ni explosivos, no 
brindar apoyo a las partes en conflicto, abstenerse de acudir a alguna de los actores armados para 
solucionar problemas internos, personales o familiares y comprometerse a participar en los trabajaos 
comunitarios[8]. 

La vida cotidiana est~ regulada por un Consejo Interno integrado por siete miembros elegidos por la 
asamblea de la comunidad, un miembro de una ONG nacional y otro de la Di6cesis de Apartad6. 
Funcionan m~s de 55 grupos de trabajo que les permitieron construir escuelas y conseguir maestros, 
realizar cultivos comunitarios para sostener el comedor y la guarded& donde comen gratuitamente todos 
los niSos de la comunidad. Las cosechas en tierras comunales las reparten entre las familias y Io que 
sobra Io usan para comprar herramientas y alimentos. 

Gracias al trabajo comunitario construyeron y mantienen los caminos, hicieron cuatro peceras, 
levantaron cinco galpones, reactivaron los cultivos de cacao y pl~tano, los frutales como producci6n 
alternativa para elaborar mermeladas y pulpas. Generaron proyectos comunitarios como mejoramientos 
de vivienda, trilladoras de arroz, de maiz, de caSa, molinos de caSa y acueductos. Todo este empeSo les 
ha permitido superar bloqueos de los paramilitares aliados a los militares de hasta tres meses, en los 



que no pueden salir de sus veredas. 

"Cada ocho dias tenemos reuniones y cada quince dias trabajo de formaci6n". El Centro de Formaci6n 
AnDal Jimd)nez (asesinado en 1999) que construyeron en San Josd), y luego debieron abandonar por la 
presid)n armada, tenia dos pisos y albergaba a 50 estudiantes. "Antes del desplazamiento de abril de 
2005, en el Centro habia 27 estudiantes de bachillerato, 25 mujeres en modisteria que se capacitaban 
tres veces a la semana, 55 coordinadores se reunian alli cada semana a discutir soluciones para la 
comunidad", relata con orgullo la cartilla de la comunidad de paz[9]. 

Adem~s erigieron el centro de salud, la bodega comunitaria, el parque, todos obras fruto de los debates 
en espacios de formaci6n y reflexi6n. Un grupo de 50 mujeres crearon galpones de gallinas ponedoras y 
de engorde y cultivan huertas cerca de sus casas. Los j6venes pusieron en pie una radio comunitaria. 
Desde 2006 buscan un lugar de formaci6n ted)rico y pr~ctico, con la idea de compartir saberes como 
queria Guerra, el dirigente asesinado en la Qltima masacre, a la que han dado en Ilamar Universidad 
Campesina, que naci6 vinculada a la Red de Comunidades en Resistencia, un grupo de comunidades 
negras, indigenas y campesinas que tambid)n rechazan la guerra. 

Pese a todo Io que hicieron, creen que el gran Iogro de la Comunidad de Paz fue el retorno a la tierra, 
algo que consiguieron sin el apoyo del Estado, "para ganarle m~s espacio a la guerra y para enfrentar a 
los actores armados en la veredas". Con los aSos y el dolor, fueron aprendiendo que el principal objetivo 
de la guerra, mucho m~s que derrotar al supuesto enemigo, es hacerse con la tierra de los campesinos, 
el verdadero botin del conflicto. En veinte aSos paramilitares, ganaderos y empresarios se apropiaron de 
m~s de cinco millones de hect~reas campesinas. 

"El taller era para que aprendieran a manejar las c~maras. El consejo eligi6 a las personas que 
participaron. Primero les di una charla sobre c6mo funciona la c~mara y luego les propuse que hicieran 
fotos. De noche nos junt~bamos en alguna casa para ver encuadre y el an~lisis de las im~genes para 
que aprendieran a editar fotos", explica Agustin. Por su parte, la Universidad tuvo su primer periodo de 
intercambio de saberes en la Comunidad de Paz de San Josd) de Apartad6, en la vereda Arenas Altas, en 
agosto de 2004. El proyecto que funciona mejor es el banco de semillas org~nicas. 

Macondo, siempre Macondo 

Son muy pobres, dice Agustin, pero comen bien porque nunca perdieron el contacto con la tierra. "Est~s 
todo el tiempo con botas de goma chapoteando pot el barro, y esas mismas botas con el tiempo las 
recortan y se convierten en sandalias", una cultura del trabajo manual capaz de transformarlo todo. 

"Los jueves es el dia de trabajo comunitario, en el que participan desde los niSos hasta los ancianos. 
Cortan caSa, cosechan, recogen cacao y Io ponen a secar. La organizaci6n interna se basa en 
asambleas por veredas y un consejo interno, pero por encima de todo est~ la asamblea general de todas 
las veredas", dice Agustin destacando la alegria que emana en todo Io que hacen. "El L]nico momento en 
que los ves tensos es cuando tienen que ir a la ciudad, pot el peligro que representa el camino donde 
hubo mucho asesinatos. Si te toca un retd)n de paramilitares es sentencia de muerte", asegura. 

El permanente acompaSamiento de misiones internacionales, europeas y estadounidenes, no ha 
disminuido la violencia contra la comunidad de paz. Pero la zona est~ otra vez militarizada. "Me dijeron 
los campesinos que los paramilitares secuestraron a un estanciero para negoci~rselo a la guerrilla. Lo 
intercambian pot dinero o droga, i ilncrelble! !". No s61o: tambid)n le hablaron de un teniente del ejd)rcito que 
le compra cocaina a la guerrilla, Io que no impide que un rato despud)s sigan combatiendo. Siempre se 
dijo que en Colombia la realidad supera la ficci6n. 

"Para mi Io m~s dificil fue entender que despud)s que te masacran a toda tu familia no busques venganza 
metid)ndote en la guerrilla o en los paramilitares. Quedar por fuera de la guerra en esa situaci6n me 
parece una 16gica, muy a contracorriente de todo Io que conozco. Sobre todo cuando cada familia tiene 
uno o m~s muertos. No percibi resentimiento ni rabia", dice Agustin. 

"Hay amargura, mucha, aunque hablan con cierta naturalidad de sus muertos y de las atrocidades, como 
el caso de DoSa Brigida que le mataron a la hija de 15 aSos. Otros me dijeron que habian visto a los 
paramilitares descuartizar a un chico yjugar al fL]tbol con la cabeza. &C6mo sigue la vida despud)s de 
eso?". 

- &Qud) es Io que mantiene a la comunidad unida, qud) es Io que los hace aguantar y seguir adelante? 



- La verdad, no tengo idea (piensa un rato). Tal vez sea ese "instinto hacia la libertad" del que habla 
Chomsky. �:1 dice que "si asumes que no hay esperanza, garantizas que no habr~ esperanza. Si asumes 
que hay un instinto hacia la libertad, que hay oportunidades para cambiar las cosas, entonces hay una 
posibilidad de que puedas contribuir para hacer un mundo mejor. Esa es tu alternativa". 

RaEd Zibechi es analista internacional del semanario Brecha de Montevideo, docente e investigador sobre 
movimientos sociales en la Multiversidad Franciscana de America Latina, y asesor a varios grupos 
sociales. Escribe cada mes para el Programa de las Americas (t444~.cipamericas.org/es). 

RedaciOn: Laura Carlsen 

Re cu rsos 

"Caminos de Resistencia", Comunidad de Paz/Oxfam, Bogot& 

Comunidad de Paz San Jos6 de Apartad6, sitio web www.cdpsanjose.org 

Javier Giraldo, "Fusil o toga, toga y fusil", CINEP, Bogot& 2010. 

"Justicia y Paz", revista de derechos humanos, comisi6n Intercongregacional de Justicia y Paz, Bogot& 
No. 8, abril-junio de 1998. 

Entrevista con Agustin Fernandez Gabard, Montevideo, 17 de noviembre de 2010. 

[1] Entrevista a Agustin Fernandez Gabard, Montevideo, 18 de noviembre de 2010. 

[2] Comunicado de la Comunidad de Paz, 2 de diciembre de 2010 en http://cdpsanjose.org 

[3] Diario El Tiempo, Bogot& 17 de marzo de 2008. 

[4] "Caminos de Resistencia" y revista "Justicia y Paz". 

[5] "Caminos de Resistencia", ob. cit. 

[6] En CINEP (Centro de Investigaci6n y Educaci6n Popular), Bogot& www.cinep.org.co 7 de julio de 
2010. 

[7] Idem. 

[8] Ambos textos pueden consultarse en la p~gina web de la Comunidad de Paz (http://cdpsanjose.org). 

[9] En http://cdpsanjose.org 



Articles of CIP Americas 

San Jos  of Apartadb, Peace Community: Liberty as 
instinct 

Like ~ 11 likes, Sign Up to see w hat your friends like, 

a survival 

Photo Credit: Agustin Fernandez Gabard 

Heaven and hell are reversed, traveling to the edge of the abyss, they transform into their 
opposite: an atrocious war with a community of peace; desperation with hope; life and death 
dance ,n an impossible trance. This is Colombia. Where peasants tired of war take refuge in 
peace in order to continue living. This is the story of a visit to the community from the 
perspective of a supportive photographer. 

"The peace community of San Jos6 of Apartad6, together with others inspired by the same vision, is a 
remarkable demonstration of courage, resiliency and dedication to the high values of peace and justice, in 
an environment of brutality and destruction. There is no better symbol of non-violent struggle, and of hope, 
in a world tortured by violence and repression," wrote Noam Chomsky to the Uruguayan photographer 
Augustin Fernandez Gabard when he returned from Colombia where he spent a month in the region 
devastated by the violence. 

"There were several reasons to go. Principally, it is about a group of people who have sustained an 
alternative way of life for fourteen years, in the midst of deadly conflict, " explains the photographer of 28 
years. "The existence of the peace community complicates the conflict, since on the one hand they speak 
of ’drug guerrillas’ and on the other of ’revolution’, and everyone knows that all sides have things in 
common; all are violent, all live on drug trafficking. There are families that have a member in FARC and 
another in the army or the paramilitary, and that makes human relationships much more complex. This is 
the case for Samir, a former guerrilla with FARC, now demobilized, who works for the army. When he 
was a guerrilla, he accused the community of collaborating with the army, and now that he is a soldier, he 
accuses them of supporting the guerrillas. That schizophrenia causes war". 

While Chomsky wrote of his admiration for the peace community, the paramilitaries threatened and 

murdered. On November 30th, in the Playa Larga district, the paramilitaries told the community that they 

should leave the area or they would be killed. On November 21st, Yuly P6rez Durango was murdered and 
the paramilitaries said that anyone else who did not submit to their rules would be murdered. The 
paramilitaries took up permanent residence in the adjacent districts, including several in the Peace 
Community, collaborating with the police force. 

The unusual experience of the Peace Community, San Jos6 of Apartad6, has become an unavoidable 
reference for pacifists as much as for those who have made ethics the reason for their political activism. 
Barely 1,500 people, they live in six districts (’veredas’) or rural communities, surrounded by soldiers, 
paramilitaries and guerrillas. Over the last fourteen years, these armed factions have m urdered 180 
community residents, 12 percent of the peace community’s members. Every family has carried several 



coffins on their backs. 

Clinging to the Land 

"The community of San Jos6 was first founded by peasants who originated from several districts. After 
the massacre on February 21,2005 they left the area and founded San Josecito," explains Augustin. That 
day eight people were murdered, including their leader, Luis Eduardo Guerra, his wife, and their 11-year 
old son. That same day another leader, Alfonso Tuberquia, was murdered, along with his wife, their 6-year 
old daughter and their 18-month old son. All were beaten to death. The massacre occurred days after the 
president, Alvaro Uribe, stated that the leaders of San Jos6 of Apartad6 were linked to the FARC rebels. 

In the investigations that followed, the District attorney’s office linked 84 soldiers to the massacre, 
attributed to the paramilitary group Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia (AUC). In February 2005 the 
Interamerican Court on Human Rights ruled that Colombia must protect the community of Apartad6 and 
asked that the names of the soldiers that participated in the massacre be revealed. In 2008, Guillermo 
Armando Gordillo, the captain of the army, acknowledged the participation of soldiers in the act, as the 
newspaper El Tiempo reported at the time. 

"The police built an enormous camp at San Jos6, larger than the town itself," Augustin says. The gigantic 
barracks was the decision of the president, Alvaro Uribe, who ordered the police to install themselves in 
the town, moving the community a kilometre away, where they founded San Josecito, and forcing them to 
abandon everything that they had built over nearly a decade. 

The municipality of Apartad6 (’river of bananas’ in the indigenous language of the area), in the north of the 
department of Antioquia near the border with Panama, has some 150 thousand inhabitants and was 
initially populated due to political persecution suffered by liberals after 1948, following the murder of their 
leader, Jorge Eli6cer Gait~n. Perhaps for that reason, people of African descent, indigenous, and "paisas" 
(short for "paisano", or compatriot, as they are called among those born in Antioquia) flowed into this 
Caribbean area where extensive banana and cocoa plantations merge with the green of the jungle. 

Twelve kilometres from the provincial capital, Apartad6, a small population called San Jos6 was built, 
settled by those who had been displaced from other areas. It is a strategic zone at the foot of the Abibe 
mountain range, a corridor between the departments of C6rdoba, Choc6 and Antioquia where various 
armed groups fight for control. San Jos6 had three thousand inhabitants before war, threats and mass 
murder forced half of the population to move to urban areas and abandon the lands that the armed 
factions so covet. 

In the 1980s, the Uni6n Patri6tica (Patriotic Union) appeared, linked to the Communist Party, through 
which peasants were able to achieve "the construction of schools and health posts; there were 
professors, development for the districts, improvements to neighborhood roads," as the community 
handbook states. Nevertheless, "the regional authorities encouraged the guerrillas and committed abuses 
and murders, stepping over the peasants’ autonomy ." The army, for its part, "entered [the community] to 
strike a population which they considered sympathetic to the guerrillas." 

By March 1997, a process was beginning, prompted by activists associated with the church, which 
permitted the people of 17 districts to form the Peace Community "in an area abandoned by the State," as 
they characterize it. In reaction to two massacres, in September 1996 and February 1997, residents left 
the urban zone of San Jos& 

The second massacre, in 1997, was committed by former EPL guerrillas who had been reintegrated into 
society through the peace process; they called all the settlers to the plaza and threatened them and then 
"they tied up several people who, the next day, were found dead on the highway to ApartadS." The 
paramilitaries were in control. They installed blockades on the highway, where "they looked over lists and 
documents and murdered anyone whose name appeared." They gave residents three days to abandon 
their lands, while helicopters monitored their movements. "Those of us who could leave relocated to the 
settlement of San Jos6 and from there we began to resist," they relate in the "official" history of the 
community. 

The Diocese of Apartad6 proposed workshops through which the peasants could declare themselves 
neutral. Some 500 signed a declaration in 1997 and, little by little, they were joined by other peasants from 
various districts who did not want to wander, displaced from their houses, nor live on state charity. The 



first steps were more than hard: at night, the few that had not abandoned their homes climbed into the 
hills to sleep. They returned to their communities in small groups, like the 50 families that returned in 
March 1998 to the La Uni6n district. At first they worked in small groups of seven to ten peasants in order 
to feel protected, but within a few months hundreds of neighbors were working together in the fields. 

Rifle or Robe 

"On Sunday April 4, 1999, at 11 o’clock at night, ten heavily armed men, including paramilitaries known to 
be active in the area, entered the settlement of San Jos6, walked through the streets insulting residents 
and, arriving at the house of An~al Jim6nez, member of the Internal Counsel of the peace community, 
educator, artist and writer of the community anthem, murdered him in front of his small children." 

This is a fragment of the book Fusil o toga, toga y fusil (Rifle or Robe, Robe and Rifle), written by a 
Jesuit priest, Javier Giraldo, that describes 13 years of crimes against the peace community of San Jos6 
of Apartad6 (Antioquia). According to Giraldo, a noted defender of human rights, his motivation to 
document these facts was to act against the culture of impunity. "One has but to read any page of the 
book to see the abuses that are committed on a weekly basis against the community: massacres, 
extrajudicial executions, forced disappearances, sexual abuse, burning of houses, bombings, massive 
displacements, robbery of livestock, the destruction of crops," recounts Father Giraldo. 

The peace community of San Jos6 of Apartad6 was a suggestion of the archbishop of Cali, Monseigneur 
Isaias Duarte Cancino. Giraldo relates that Monseigneur Duarte presented the idea to the inhabitants of 
the zone so that "they did not displace more rural peasants or lose their land, since they were in a war 
zone, they declared themselves a community of peace and claimed the rights of the civil population in the 
middle of an armed conflict." For the Jesuit priest, the cause of violence against the community of San 
Jos~ is their decision to stay out of the conflict. "1 believe that the country will realize this and seek a 
solution. For that reason we deliver the book to judges, journalists and congresspersons, since even 
Colombians do not know all these facts," he says. 

Money earned through the sale of copies of the book will fund the construction of the Monument Park to 
the Memory of the Victims of the Peace Community of San Jos~ of Apartad6. 

Everyday Life 

"Jungle and mountain, humidity, sticky clothes, earth and more earth, one is constantly climbing and 
descending," recalls Augustin, with half-closed eyes. "It rains every day, the streams rise and become 
impossible to cross and communication becomes a problem. Apartad6 is a full city of paramilitaries, 
desde la que salen las chivas hasta San Jos6." 

"1 wrote them a proposal offering them a course in digital photography so that they could improve the 
community web page, because there are few photographic images of all that they have accomplished and 
how they have spent these years. I brought them cameras so that they had tools to work with, and I 
stayed a month," explains Augustin. 

The community is governed by a series of principles summarized in a Declaration and an Internal 
Regulation: to not participate directly or indirectly in the hostilities, to not carry weapons or explosives, to 
not offer support to any of the sides in the conflict, to abstain from helping the armed factions solve 
internal, personal or family problems, and to promise to participate in community works. 

Everyday life is regulated by an Internal Counsel comprised of seven members chosen by the community, 
a member of a national NGO and a member of the Diocese of Apartad6. More than 55 working groups 
allow them to build schools and bring in teachers, and to grow community crops that maintain the dining 
room and the preschool, where all the community children eat free. The crops grown on communal lands 
are distributed among the families and they use what is left over to buy tools and supplies. 

Through community work they built and maintain the roads, four fish tanks, and five sheds, they revived 
cocoa and banana crops, and grow fruit trees as an alternative crop for making jams and pulps. They 
work on communal projects, such as home improvements, rice, corn, and sugar cane threshing, cane 
milling and building aqueducts. All of this has allowed them to survive three month long blockades by 
paramilitaries who are allied with the soldiers, during which time they cannot leave their districts. 

"Every eight days we have meetings and every fifteen, work training days." They built the An~al Jim~nez 



Training Centre (named after a community leader murdered in 1999) in San Jos6, with two floors that 
housed 50 students, though they were forced to abandon it due to pressure from the armed factions. 
"Before the forced displacement in April 2005, the Centre had 27 students studying degree programs, 25 
women who met three times a week for dressmaking, and 55 coordinators who met each week to 
discuss solutions for the community," the peace community handbook proudly states. 

In addition, they built a health center, a community warehouse, and a park, all the fruits of community 
debate, discussion and reflection. A group of 50 women built hen houses and cultivate gardens near their 
houses. The youth started a community radio station. Since 2006 they have sought a training space in 
which to teach practice and theory, with the idea to share knowledge just as Guerra, their leader who was 
murdered in the last massacre, wanted. They call it Campesina University, born out of the Network of 
Communities of Resistance, a group of rural, indigenous, and black communities that also reject the war. 

Of everything that they have accomplished, they believe that the greatest achievement of the Peace 
Community has been a return to the land, something that they did without the support of the State, "in 
order to win space away from the war and to face the armed factions in the districts." Through many 
years and much pain, they have learned that the main objective of the war, much more than defeating the 
supposed enemy, is to take away land from the peasants, the real treasure in the conflict. Over twenty 
years, the paramilitaries, cattle ranchers, and businessmen have appropriated more than five million 
hectares of rural land. 

"The workshop was to learn to handle the cameras. The council chose the people who participated. First I 
gave them a lesson on how the cameras work, and then I told them to go out and take pictures. At night 
we met in one of the houses to look at the images so that they could learn how to edit photos," explains 
Augustin. For its part, the University had its first conference in the Peace Community of San Jos~ of 
Apartad6, in the Arenas Alta district, in August 2004. Their best-functioning project is the organic seed 
bank. 

Macondo, always Macondo 

The people are very poor, says Augustin, but they eat well because they have never lost contact with the 
land. "You wear rubber boots covered in mud, and in time, those same boots are trimmed and become 
sandals;" they have a culture of manual labour that is capable of putting everything to good use. 

"Thursdays are for community work, in which everyone participates, from the children to the elderly. They 
cut cane, harvest, and collect and dry cocoa. The internal organization of the work is based on district 
assemblies and an internal counsel, but above all else, a general assembly of all the districts", Augustin 
states, emphasizing the happiness that emanates from everything they do. "The only time you see them 
tense is when they have to go to the city, due to the danger that the road - where there have been many 
murders - represents. It is a death sentence if you are caught by a group of paramilitaries," he says. 

Despite a permanent group of European, American, and international missions in the area, violence 
against the peace community has not diminished. The zone is again militarized. "The peasants told me 
that the paramilitaries abducted a rancher to use during negotiations with the guerrillas. They will 
exchange him for money or drugs. Incredible!". Not only that: they also spoke of an army lieutenant who 
buys cocaine from the guerillas, yet a short while later they resume fighting. They say that, in Colombia, 
truth is stranger than fiction. 

"The most difficult thing for me to understand was that after they massacred your family, you do not seek 
revenge by joining the guerrillas or the paramilitaries. Remaining outside of the war in that situation is a 
logic that seems very contradictory to everything I know. Especially when every family has one or more 
dead. Yet I did not perceive resentment or rage," Augustin says. 

"There is bitterness, although they speak with a certain naturalness about the dead and the atrocities, like 
in the case of Mrs. Brigida, whose 15-year old daughter was murdered. Others told me that they had seen 
the paramilitaries dismember a boy and play soccer with his head. How can life go on after that?" 

- What is it that keeps the community united? What allows them to endure and continue? 

- (Thinking a while) In truth, I have no idea. Perhaps it is a "freedom instinct," like Chomsky speaks of. He 
says that "if you assume that there is no hope, you guarantee that there will be no hope. If you assume 
that there is an instinct toward freedom, that there are opportunities to change things, then there is a 



possibility that you can contribute for making a better world. That is your alternative." 

RaQl Zibechi is an international analyst for Brecha of Montevideo, Uruguay, lecturer and researcher on 
social movements at the Multiversidad Franciscana de America Latina, and adviser to several social 
groups. He writes a monthly column for the Americas Program (wc,~.cipamericas.org). 

Editor: Laura Carlsen 

Translator: Erin Jonasson 
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F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Fwd: email 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:email 

Date:Wed, 30 Mar 2011 09:22:56 -0400 
From:Peny Hall <~hallpa~email.unc.edu> 

To:Nymag Oro, Julius E ~gEN321 @EMAIE.UNC.EDU> 

Julius 

Regai~Jing OL]K (;onvei~sation yes [;ei~ day, I am unconfxtable tha[; the" 

impression has been left that I disregarded an important emaii regarding 

su~lrr:er course assignments.    Contrary to what you were told, please let 

the record ~e clear that I ~eceived no such e~’ail; and neither Travis 

nor Tim could prodLlce evidenoe that such an email exists. 

You also seemed to indicate that the 10~ and 102 were sequenced for the 

17 yea~s of summer teaohing I have always taught 102 in the ~rst 

session, while others have taught 101 in the same session.    (i01 is 

actually not a prerequisite for ~02.) 

While I don~t expect these facts to change the current situation, it is 

important that the record be clarified, 

I woull also ]Jke to talk i;o you again before you leave again. 

Perry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terwiel <os~em-ei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 10:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: LAST MINUTE REQUEST: tbr Jacket Conway 

Hi. 

Totally understand. I know this is a ve~z busy time of year, and I did 
spring this on you last minute 

I hope you may still be able to come to parts of Saturday. 

Am looking forward to the event on Middle East,,’ N. African movements 
this Friday. In general I really would love to work more closely in 
the coming years We are planning a gender-focused series as part of 
LAPL’S’~rvVG for the Fall, I hope you ~vould be able/interested in 
participating m some way. 

PS My students rave about you!’. 

abrazos,m 
On Mar 30, 2011, at 6:41 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi \{ichal, 

Good to hear from you 

Thanks for the invitation I respect Janet’s work veu much and ! 
wish I could respond to it on Saturday. A yes at this point would be 
veu tentatively mainly because ! am hosting a colleague, the Kenyan 
scholar-acuvist, Dr. Firoze ]VIaNi who is visiting UNC this week. tie 
leaves Saturday morning and it might be a bit difficult for me to 
prepare my comments on Janet’s work. So, to be on the safe side it 
is better to ask someone else. My apologies and hope to see you soon. 

Cheers and I hope you keeping well. 
Eunice 

From: MJchal Osterwiel [osterwei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:58 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Suktject: LAST MINU’Yf~; REQUEST: for Janet Conway 

Hi Eunice, 

ttow are you? 

I ant writing to you (embarassingly) at very short notice because due 
to some blip of my brain I never sent the email I conrposed to you 
over a week ago. 

Basically- I xvas writing to ask if you xvere able to be a respondent 
THIS SATURDAY APRIL 2 at the SMWG workshop where Janet Conway will 
be presenting one her current book prqiect on the WSF. In particular 
she will be presenting on a chapter called Troubling the WORLD 
SOCIAL FORL~I on gender and race issues at the Forum. 

I know she would be vely grateful to have yrutr input/feedback and we 
would ALL be very_ happy if you were to make it to the event. 

Please let me knoxv at your earliest convenience[ 

If’you can’t make it then, then I would still love to find tinre to 
catch up at some point. Are you around over summer? 

Best, 
Michal 

Spring 2011 SI~fWG Workshop: 
At the Edges of Global Justice 
Saturday April 2 9:30-2pm. 
L,~!C Chapel Hill Union, Room 2510 

Please join us for a discussion of Janet Conway’s current book 
prqiect based on her research of the World Social Social Forum 
process. The book is tentatively- titled The World Social Forum and 
its Others: At the edges of global justice Janet will present an 
ovelwiew of the book and then present more specifically on Women, 
gender and feminism: at the edges of global justice. The talk will 
be fbllowed by conm~ents and a facilitated discussion engaging other 
themes and interests of the working group participants 



P~ograml 
lOam-12noo~. "Women, gender and ~minisml at ~he edges of globM 
jusuce" Janet Conway will present on her current book project. 
12-1 Lunch (Please RSVP if you want us to resep~e a lunch for you, 
spots limited.) 
1-2pm: Discussion & future plans 

If there is time we will also do a report Back and Discussion of : 
Collaborative Investigations in Times of Crisis, a collaboration we 
are participating in with groups in Puerto Rico, Lima, Peru and 
Chiapas, Mexico. 

Please email                ~gmail.com<mailto: 
>This e-mail address is being protected from spam bets, you need 
JavaScript enabled to view it to RSVP and resel~’e a lunch, and 
also to request readings. 

@gmail.cora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:48 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat?am] FW: HR Digest: March 29, 2011 

3-29-11 HR Elnployee Info~Ination.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 20:I:t 5:08 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Digest: March 29, 20:11 

-I-O: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

* Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department{S}o 

* Full text of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available gn the attachments a~d at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

Mar, :-1I: NCFlex reimbursement claims due 

Mar. 32: UEEAD a~plications due (deadline extended) 

Apr, 25: U MA manage[ ~he ~ear award nominations due 

A~r, 20: HR Facilitator qua~erly meeting 

Apt, 22: Spring holiday 

Retirement Counseling (Click here} 

The University’s optional retirement program providers and 403(b) supplemental retirement program providers are offering individual counseling sessions to 

Carolina employees to discuss their retirement investments. A listing of available retirement counseling dates can be found on the .~.~__~_~_~.~9_P. website. 

Office: 9:~ ~,9~;2 

Ema~h Christie davis@unc.edu 

Webs~te: http:/!hr.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to alTriathm as: eunice(a)email.unc.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28932073-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@Jistserv.unc.edu 



F! UMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of H~man Resources 
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 

Mar, 31: NCFlex reimbursement claims due 

Mar. 31: ULEAD applications due (deadline extended) 
Apr. 15: Employee Forum’s peer recognition award nominations due 
Apr. 1 5: UMA manaqer of the year award nominations due 
Apr. 22: Spring holiday 

Retirement Counseling 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The University’s optional retirement program providers and 403(b) supplemental 
retirement program providers are offering individual counseling sessions to 
Carolina employees to discuss their retirement investments. A listing of available 
retirement counseling dates can be found on the .__B___e____n_____e____fj__t____s_____E_____d___u_____c___a___t__!____o____n__. website. 

You can link to .T__.!_.A_..A_-_.C____R.E___F_. and/or .__F_j___d____e__[!__t_y_’___s__. website to schedule a counseling 
appointment from the .B__e.__.n__#_.f_!_..t_.s____._E_._d._~.~__~_.a._.t_!_..o__._n_. page or call TIAA-CREF at 800-732-8353, 
or Fidelity at 800-642-71 31, prompt 1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

AP2 

ap-2[1].doc 

Hi Eunice, 

We really need to get your AP-2 form so we can reappoint you. Could you possibly fill in the top portion of the form and sign and send it to me? 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/ints/ 
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Signature: Date: 

TO BE COMPLETED BY INITIATING UNIT 

Is this position contingent on the availability of funds? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Date of nominee’s first UNC-CH EPA appointment: { FORMTEXT } Rank: { FORMTEXT } Department: { FORMTEXT } 

Position Title: { FORMTEXT } 

Base Unit 

Rank 

Date Action Effective 

Joint Unit 

Joint Rank 

Date Action Effective 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR EPA NON-FACULTY NOMINEE ONLY 

Date Action Effective -- Beginning: { FORMTEXT } 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR FACULTY NOMINEE ONLY 

Ending: { FORMTEXT } 

Present Appointment (if applicable) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } Ending { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Proposed Appointment 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } 

If the nominee is currently holding tenure to retirement, indicate the initial date tenured: { FORMTEXT } 

{ 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } { FORMCHECKBOX } FORMT 

Term Proposed: Tenure to Retirement Probationary term of EXT } years 

If initial appointment (including initial tenure track), interviewed by: { FORMTEXT } 

Letters of recommendation by: { FORMTEXT } 

RECOMMENDED BY 

This recommendation meets the University’s requirements as follows: Nepotism Policy: 
Affirmative Action Plan: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
Verification: { FORMCHECKBOX} 

Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Fixed term of { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } No { FORMCHECKBOX } Not Applicable     Credentials 



Signature: 

{ FORMTEXT } Title: { FORMTEXT } Date: 

Form AP2, Revised 05/01/07    Submit four (4) copies for: Chancellor, Employee Records, Dean/Director’s Office, Departmental Confirmation 



Form AP-2 Instructions 

An AP-2 form is to be completed for a new appointee who is Exempt for the Personnel Act (EPA) and to effect any subsequent changes in 
appointment, reappointment, or promotion. 

Line 3 RACE and SEX. Enter the appropriate numerical Race Code and the Sex Code as follows: 
Race Code 
1 = White (not of Hispanic origin). Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of 

Europe, North Africa, or Middle East. 
2 = Black (not of Hispanic origin). Persons having origins in any of the black racial groups. 
3 = American Indian or Alaskan Native. Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of 

North America. 
4 = Asian or Pacific Islander. Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far 

East, Southeast Asia, Pacific Islands (China, Japan, Philippines, Korea, American Samoa, 
etc.), or Indian subcontinent. 

5 = Hispanic. Persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American, or other 
Spanish origin or culture, regardless of race. 

Sex Code 
M = Male 
F = Female 

Line 4 A relative, in general, includes the following: 
Brother, Brother-in-law 
Daughter, Daughter-in-law 
Father, Father-in-law 
First Cousin 
Grandfather, Grandmother 
Grandson, Granddaughter 

Guardian or Ward 
Half-Brother, Half-Sister 
Husband, Wife 
Mother, Mother-in-law 
Nephew, Niece 

Sister, Sister-in-law 
Son, Son-in-law 
Stepdaughter, Stepson 
Stepfather, Stepmother 
Uncle, Aunt 

Line 7 a. List all post-degree training and/or experience 
c. Categorize publications under the following headings and list the inclusive page numbers, authors (in actual order), and 

publication (or in press) dates. 
Book Monograph 
Book Chapter Refereed* Article 
Book Review Other Article 
Dissertation Published Note or Abstract 

* Refereed Article: If in press, in addition to the above information, list the target publication date. Also, if the article has been 
submitted and/or accepted for publication, list the number of manuscript pages and date submitted and/or accepted. 

d. Provide titles or topics of contracts and grants for which you were Principal Investigator or Co-Principal Investigator, and 
identify funding agencies, beginning and ending dates, and total amount of awards. 

Line 10 Date of nominee’s first UNC-CH EPA appointment is the date of most recent continuous permanent or temporary appointment. 

Line 12 Complete the PRESENT APPOINTMENT section only if nominee is currently employed by the University and is recommended 
for reappointment, promotion, and/or an additional title as follows: 

Base Unit: Enter the name of the nominee’s present primary department, institute, or school. 
Rank: Enter the present rank held in the base unit. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of present appointment in base unit. 
Joint Unit and Joint Rank: Enter the name of each additional unit in which faculty rank is presently held and the 

corresponding rank. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of present joint appointment. 

Complete the PROPOSED APPOINTMENT section as follows: 
Base Unit: Enter the name of the nominee’s proposed primary department, institute, or school. 
Rank: Enter the proposed rank held in the base unit. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of proposed appointment in base unit. 
Joint Unit and Joint Rank: Enter the name of each additional unit in which faculty rank is proposed and the 

corresponding rank. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of proposed joint appointment. 

Term Proposed: Check the appropriate block. If a probationary term at the rank of instructor, assistant professor or associate 
professor, or if a fixed term appointment, enter the duration of appointment. 

Line 14 Letters of recommendation as required by divisional review procedures (Academic Affairs or Health Affairs). 

Line 15 Recommendation is initiated by the Department Chairman or Dean, as appropriate, and submitted to the appropriate 
Administrative Office for review and approval= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 
Re: CURS meeting 

Hi Etmice: 

I think we were scheduled to meet today. Would you like to reschedule? 
Just let me know 

Cheers, 

Todd 

On 3/26,’2011 12:31 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Todd, 
> 
> Thanks for your note. 
> 

> Tuesday is a hea~T teaching day for me, thus We&~esday is a better option. Would an 11.15am meeting on Wednesday work from yore- end? I could also meet in the afternoon on 
Wednesday. Kindly let me know 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

> Fr~lni Todd O,yen [tnw~n@emai 
> Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:57 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: CURS meeting 

> Hi Eunice: 
> 

> Sorry the delay in getting back to you. I wonder if you &re free 
> ’Puesday afternoon or pretty much any time on Wednesday to come to CURS 
> to meet with me and Bill Robe. We can talk about our Faculty Fellows 
> program and our seed grants. 

> Thanks 
> 

> Todd 

> Todd Owen 
> Associate Director 
> Center :[’or Urban& Regional Studies 
> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
> 919/962-3076 
> http://curs unc.edu/ 

Todd Owen 
Associate Director 
Center for Urban& Regional Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/962-3076 
htt p:i/curs.unc.edu/ 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:53 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.uuc.edu> 

[a~ facul~] Atiicm~ Music of Power a~d Privilege 

Tune in tonight for The Global Music Show on 89.3 FM 

WXYC DJ Karina SoN and special guest David Pier (UNC Assistant Professor of African and African-American Studies) 

Present "African Music of Power and Privilege." 

Wednesday from 9 - 10 PM. 89.3 FM /wxyc.or.q to stream. 

Julianna Thomas 
Global Music Show Coordinator 



Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685°3023 

i~nelson@wesleyan.edu 

http:i!www.michaelnelson.info 

http:i/africa.blogs.wesleyanoedui 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:32 PM 

CCO facnlty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cco[hc] Instructor Appreciation Banquet, 4/13 

CCO Instructors- 

Two weeks from today is the Instructor Appreciation Banquet - Wednesday, April 13, starting at 6:00 in the Trillium Room here at the Friday Center. Many of you 

have already responded and we are delighted at those who are planning to attend. But, you can still RSVP and we hope that you will decide to attend; as the 

invitation said, you are welcome to bring a guest. 

Please let Judith Benowitz know (_b___e___n___o___w__j__t__z_~__e____m___a__!!:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_ or 919-962-6302) if you are planning to come so that we can have enough seats for everyone. Our 

retiring director, Norm Loewenthal, will be our keynote speaker and we’ll be awarding the Friday Center Excellence in Teaching Award. Come join us on the 13th! 

Hope to see you then. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@eln~l.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blmik <br> 

em~l to <a href "mailt~:~eave-28933834-36346~3.47f~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@~istserv.~nc.edu’’>~eave-28933834- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ILC Africa <i~ffo@ilca£rica.com> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 3:41 PM 

2011-2012 Fellowship at ILC Africa in Accra, Ghana 

Fellowship Oppo~lunities ILC Attica 2011 .pdf 

2011-2012 ILC AFRICA FELLOWSHIPS IN GHANA 

Spend a year in Accra, Ghana and become a palt of a great African accomplishrnent! ! 
WE SEEb2 
ILC Africa seeks two bright, energetic all-rounders with a strong work ethic and a passion for helping Africa. Interested applicants should consider this fellowship an opportunity to gain 
international exposure to the nature of international a&nissions, international development consulting, and operations management in Africa. The two fellowships are for: 

1 Education and Training Fellow Urfiversity Admissions Progrmn 

1 International Development Fellow Consulting & Technical Assistance 

BACKGROVND: 

Founded by two University of Permsylvania alunmi, ILC Africa is a srnall and dynamic advisory firm based in the nation’s capital. The organization is in its 6th year of lirtking African 
students to secondary, tertialN, graduate, and professional degree prograrns all around the world. Having raised more than $7.8 million dollars in scholarship, 1LC Africa is known for its two 
set’,dce lines: 

1) University Admissions Program - providing coaching and advisory services to the general public in all aspects of the boarding/college/graduate school processes (including scholarship 
procurement, standardized testing, school selection, extra-curricular program support, and more. ) 

2) Consulting & Technical Assistance- providing contract sel-,zices to international donor and development organizations, projects, and private firms in a ~vide range of sectors (such as 
health, education, monitoring & evaluation, agriculture, democracy & governance, and microfinance) 

FELLOW SHIP OVERVIEW: 

¯ A 12-month fellowship (roughly tlcom June 2011 to June 2012) 
¯ Strong ~vork ethic and con~mitment 
¯ Emphasis placed on task completion 
¯ A work-hard / play-hard environment 
¯ Dress code ranges from collegiate attire to business casual attire 
OUR DETAILED REQUIREMENTS: 
The Edn~ation and Training Fellow teaches standardized testing classes, coordinates in-country instructors and scheduling, and oversees all processes and timelines related to the 
admissions process. The fellow additionally manages our admissions program so that all students, instructors, and clients are satisfied with daily operations. Our Education and Training 
Fellow should possess the following skills/qualifications: 

Minimum Bachelors Degree Required Masters and PhD Degree holders also encouraged 
Teaching/Tutoring Experience in Math, Reading, and YVriting 
Familiarity with lesson plans and scheduling 
Ability to teach test prep courses in Critical Reading, YVriting, and Math 
Natural high aptitude in standardized test-taking 
Excellent attention to detail and communication skills 
High proficiency in Microsoft Excel (tables/graphs/charts/matrices) and data manipulation skills to generate reports and executive summaries 

The International Development Fellow will serve on/search for various development projects by conducting research, ~vriting proposals, analyzing data, developing concept papers, 
managing task execution teams, and completing project tasks The International Development Fellow should possess the following skills/qualifications: 

A international development saxony person with previous exposure to research, writing, and networking 
An excellent writer who understands the art of grant/proposal writing as well as networking 
tligh proficiency in Microsoft Excel (tables/graphs/charts/matrices) and data manipulation skills to generate reports and executive summaries 
Possess the maturity to independently manage tasks in the context of West Afi-ica (understanding country constraints and limitations) 
Ability to develop flyers, brochures, and newsletters that broadcast ILC Africa accomplishments in international development 
Ability to multi-task and support ILC Africa Educational Advisory operations at an?’ given time 
Candidates with Mrcrosoft Access or database skills will have a strong adwmtage 

FEL[A)WSIIIP BENEFITS: 
¯ A subsidy of 50% of round-trip air[’are cost to Accra, Ghana 
¯ Basic accommodations during the length of the fellowship 
¯ A mobile telephone during the length of the fellowship 
¯ A local, basic living stipend to subsidize monthly living costs (meals, telecommunications, and incidentals) 

APPLICATION REQUIREMENI’S: 
Selection of the fellows will take place in two rounds. Please send all applications requirements by e-mail to iatb(3)ilcaffica.com 

R()U~) 1 DEADL~E: April 15th, 2011 

1. Resume 
2. Unofficial copy of SAT scores (and other standardized test scores if available) 
3. Short Essay # 1 (Length: 125 words or 1/2 page) Tell us specifically why you are interested in the ~C ~rica Fellowship and how this opportuniS~ will help you with your career goals. 
4. FOR ~ EDUCA~ON ~LLOWS~ O~Y: Short Essay #2 (Length: 125 words or 1/2 page) Please write a half-page opinion paper on the common challenges that African students face 
with standardized testing. 
5. FOR ~ ~’A~ON~ DE~LOPh~ ~LLOWSH~ O~Y: Short Essay #2 (Length: 125 words or 1/2 page) Explain yo~ understanding of how consulting setwices ~vork within 
the realm of international development. 

ROUND 2 DEADI~NE: I~y April 2. ,2011 

Si~o~fiisted candidates will be contacted to schedule an interview via Sk?,’i~e 
N2~ D~I S~ONS 
¯ FINAL/WAIT-LIS~D CANadA.S NOTW~D April 29, 2011 
¯ CA~A~SCO~NACCEPTANCE May 6, 2011 
Si~ould ap[~iicants have any ques;ions about these f~ilowship op[~ortun~;~zs~ please ~ec[ flee to emai[ irrib~ilcafiica.cotn with ~Fe]iowship-Yoat Name~ in the subject heading. Visit 
webs lie: ~’.ilca~ica.com or cail 01 l 233 202 i 10137 ~k)~ tnure 



2011-2012 ILC AFRICA FELLOWSHIPS IN GHANA 
Spend a year in Accra, Ghana and become a part of a great African accomplishment!! 

WE SEEK: 

ILC Africa seeks two bright, energetic all-rounders with a strong work ethic and a passion for helping Africa. Interested applicants 
should consider this fellowship an opportunity to gain international exposure to the nature of international admissions, international 
development consulting, and operations management in Africa. The two fellowships are for: 

1 Education and Training Fellow- University Admissions Program 

1 International Development Fellow- Consulting & Technical Assistance 

BACKGROUND: 

Founded by two University of Pennsylvania alumni, ILC Africa is a small and @namic advisory firm based in the nation’s capital. 
The organization is in its 6th year of linking African students to secondary, tertiary, graduate, and professional degree programs all 
around the world, tlaving raised more than $7.8 million dollars in scholarship, ILC Africa is known for its two service lines: 

1) University Admissions Program - providing coaching and advisory services to the general public in all aspects of the 
boarding/college/graduate school processes (including scholarship procurement, standardized testing, school selection, extra-curricular 
program support, and more...) 

2) Consulting & Technical Assistance- providing contract services to international donor and development organizations, projects, 
and private firn~s in a wide range of sectors (such as health, education, monitoring & evaluation, agriculture, democracy & 
governance, and microfinance) 

FELLOWSHIP OVERVIEW: 

A 12-month :fellowship (roughly ~¥om June 2011 to June 2012) 
Strong work ethic and commitment 
Emphasis placed on task completion 
A work-hard / play-hard environment 
Dress code ranges ~¥om collegiate attire to business casual attire 

OUR DETAILED REQUIREMENTS: 

The Education and Trainin~ Fellow teaches standardized testing classes, coordinates in-country instructors and scheduling, and 
oversees all processes and timelines related to the admissions process. The fellow additionally manages our admissions program so 
that all students, instructors, and clients are satisfied with daily operations. Our Education and Training Fellow should possess the 
following skills/qualifications: 

¯ Minimum Bachelors Degree Required. Masters and PhD Degree holders also encouraged. 
¯ Teaching/Tutoring Experience in Math, Reading, and Writing 
¯ Familiarity with lesson plans and scheduling 
¯ Ability to teach test prep courses in Critical Reading, Writing, and Math 
¯ Natural high aptitude in standardized test-taking 
¯ Excellent attention to detail and communication skills 
¯ ttigh proficiency in Microsoft Excel (tables/graphs/charts/matrices) and data manipulation skills to generate reports and executive 

summaries 

House #1 Dade Street, Labone Estates (Kweku BaaJ~o Plaza near Za~nzibar Restaurant) P.O. Box CT 3798 

Accra, Gha~aa, West ?d’rica 

Office Phone/Fax: +233-302-768247 

Email: info~i~,ilca:frica:com__ -- .--,-~-.--.--.-.- --.-.- - - - .-. Web: www.ilcafricmcom 



The International Development Fellow will serve on/search %r various development prqiects by conducting research, writing 
proposals, analyzing data, developing concept papers, managing task execution teams, and completing prqiect tasks. The International 
Development Fellow should possess the following skills/qualifications: 

¯ A international development sa~ry person with previous exposure to research, writing, and networking 
¯ An excellent writer who understands the art of grant/proposal writing as well as networking 
¯ High proficiency in Microsoft Excel (tables/graphs/charts/matrices) and data manipulation skills to generate reports and executive 

summaries 
¯ Possess the maturity to independently manage tasks in the context of West Africa (understanding countv constraints and 

limitations) 
¯ Ability to develop flyers, brochures, and newsletters that broadcast ILC Africa accomplishments in international development 
¯ Ability to multi-task and support ILC Africa Educational Advisory operations at any given time 
¯ Candidates with Microsoft Access or database skills will have a strong advantage 

FELLOWSHIP BENEFITS: 
¯ A subsidy of 50% of round-trip airfare cost to Accra, Ghana 
¯ Basic accommodations during the length of the fellowship 
¯ A mobile telephone during the length of the fellowship 
¯ A local, basic living stipend to subsidize monthly living costs (meals, telecommunications, and incidentals) 

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS: 
Selection of the fellows will take place in two rounds. Please send all applications requirements by e-mail to info@ilcaf~rica.com 

ROUND 1 DEADLINE: April 15th, 2011 

1. Resume 

2. Unofficial copy of SAT scores (and other standardized test scores if available) 

3. Short Essay #1 (1,ength: 125 words or 1/2 page) Tell us specifically why you are interested in the ILC Africa Fellowship and how 
this opportunity will help you with your career goals. 

4. FOR THE EDUCATION FELLOWSHIP ONLY: Short Essay #2 (Length: 125 words or 1/2 page) Please write a half-page opinion 
paper on the common challenges that African students face with standardized testing. 

5. FOR THE INTERNATIONAL DEVb;LOPMENT FELLOWSHIP ON1,Y: Short Essay #2 (Length: 125 words or 1/2 page) Explain 
your understanding of how consulting services work within the realm of international development. 

ROUND 2 DEADLINE: By April 22"a, 2011 

Shortlisted candidates will be contacted to schedule art interview via Skype. 

FINAL DECISIONS TIMELINE: 

¯ FINAL/WAIT-LISTED CANDIDATES NOTIFIED 
¯ CANDIDATES CONFIRM THEIR ACCEPTANCE 

April 29, 2011 

May 6, 2011 

Should appIicams have any questions about these fellowship opportunities, please feel flee to email in%/~Silcaf?ica.com with 

’Felh~wship-’~’our Name" m tile subject heading. Visit our website: wwwAIcafricaocom or call 011 233 202110137 for more details. 

House #1 Dade Street, Labone Estates (Kweku Baa~o Plaza near Za~nzibar Restaurant) P.O. Box CT 3798 

Accra, Ghama, West Al’rica 

Office Phone/Fax: +233-302-768247 

Email: info~),ilca:frica:com__ - .--,-~’-.--.--.-.- --.-.- - - - .-. Web: www.ilcafrica.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 4:30 PM 

Department listserv ~atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: West Drive Closure April 4 - April 18 m~d More 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 20.ti 4:01 PM 
Subject: West Drive Closure April 4 - April 18 and More 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute the following information: 
Monday April 4 through Monday, April 18, West Drive will be closed to all through traffic due to 
construction on the IRB project. 
During this period, only PD permit holders will be allowed southbound on West Drive in order to access 
entrance into the Cardinal Parking Dec. All other vehicles will be detoured to East Drive and Mason 
Farm Road. To view a map of the detours click here. 
Be reminded that Manning Drive (from West Drive to South Columbia Street) will also be closed on 
numerous weekends (Fridays at 8 p.m. through Sundays at 8 p.m.). During those times, Chapel Hill 
Transit riders should use the temporary bus stop on East Drive and at the Health Affairs Library on 
South Columbia Street, as stops in front of UNC Hospitals and in front of the Dogwood Parking Deck will 
not be served. 
For more information on the transit plan in effect during the closure of both Manning and West Drives, 
visit this link: ........................... 

For more information on detours and schedules of Manning Drive Closures, visit this link: 
Caii the Department of Public Safety at 962-3951 during normal business hours with other questions or 
concerns. 
Thank you, 
The Department of Public Sajbly 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8934362 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28934362-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <meeting@aag.org~ 

~Vednesday, March 30, 2011 6:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Events in Japm~ a~d the Arab World to be Featured in "Late BreaJ~ing News" Sessions During AAG Annual Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_j.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i i~? AAO~ogram B ..... 

Dear Prof, Eunice Sable, 

The AAG has organized two "late-breaking news" panel sessions-listed 
below-at the Annual Meeting. We invite you to attend these sessions, 
which will address important events currently unfolding in Japan and in 
North AIrica and the Middle EasL Panelists will invite audience questions 
and discussion tollowing their fermal presentations. 

If you haven’~ registered yeL ~here’s s~ill time ~o join your Iriends and 
colleagues in Seattle and interact with renowned scholars and 
administrators from beth inside and outside geography. 

Register to attend explore ~he program, or add field ~rips and workshops 
to your plans. 

Late-Breaking News Panel Sessions 

Japan: Disaster, Recovery, and Effects 
Thursday, April 14, 4:40 p.m., ~CC Room 609 
PanelL~ts: 

i~i Join Our Mailing List 

In This Issue 

Sessiens on da~ 

~ for a g~ek~ 

~te SeanCe 



arian Atwater, Senior Scientist, United States Geological Survey; 
Research Professor, University of Washington 
Gil Latz, Portland State University, Vice Prevost for ]nlerna[ional 
Affa~ and Professor of International Studies and Geography 
E[~n Hughey, Senior D~sas[er Management Specialist, Pacific 

Disaster Cerfler 
David Edg~n#ton, Professor of Geography, University of British 
Columbia 
Takashi Oda, Ochanomizu University, Tokyo, Japan 

Democratic Movements i~ North Africa a~d the Middle least 
Wednesday, April 13, 2:40 p.m., WSCC Room 609 
Panelisls: 

Paul Barrel, U.S, Depadment ef State, Humanitarian Infermation 
Unit 
Virginie Mamadouh, Department of Geography, Univers~bi of 
Amsterdam 
Ghaz~ Falah, University of Akron, editor and founder, The Arab 
Wodd Geographer 
Yasse[ Ayad, Professor of Geography and GIS, Clarbn Universi~’ 

Additional panelists may be added to these events. 

Reserve a Room in the AAG Headquarters Hotel 
Stay at the Seattle Sheraton, the headquarters hotel for the AAG Annual 
Meeting, to be close to the special events, activities, people, and 
sessions. The Sheraton is conveniently located across the stree~ from 
the Washington State Cenvention Center, and offers free WiFi to hote~ 
guests in its new lobby. 

Reserve Your Room Todav~.~ 

NSF to Discuss Future Research Directions During 
Lunchtime Plenary at Annual Meeting 

Thursday, April 14, 12 pro., Grand BMIroem B, Sheraton Hotel 

Myron Gutmann, the Assistant Director of the National Science 

Foundaiion’s Directorate for Social, leehavieral, and Economic Sciences 
(SBE) will address AAG members during a special session at ihe AAG 
Annual Meeting to discuss NSF SBE 2020, an initiative to set new 
research directions at NSF for 2020 and beyond that will enhance 
fundamental knowledge and benefit socieiy. Dr. Gutmann also will 
describe some of the research themes proposed to date and will solicit 
ideas from members regarding NSF’s research agenda. 

For mere information, see "From the Meridian" online or in the April issue 
of the AA G News,~et~er. 

Take a Field Trip to Explore Seattle and the Pacific 
Northwest 
Field trips and excursions are an excellent way ~e meet and exchange 
ideas wi~h colleagues and Iriends while learning about Seattle and the 
Pacific Northwest. Here are a just few exampbs of the field trips currently 
available: 

Catastrophic Missoula Floods and Central Wash#~g~on’s 
Channeled Scablands 
The Crossing-Over Place: Indigenous Histories in/of Seattle 
Sea,tie Rail Transit and Transit-Oriented Development 
Vancouver and Whistler, British Columbia: Seeking Sustainability 

Visit the AAG site for a complete list of field trips to reserve your space 
or add a field trip if you already registered. 

Traveling to Seattle 
Sea,tie is easily accessible by aiL car, rail, or bus~ AAG has arranged 
special discount ra~es Ior annual meeting atlendees through Amlrak, 
Amerioan Airlines, and Avis and Heilz car rentals. Visit the 
Transportation page for details and available offers. 

Check with your faverite travel site for the latest deals. Here are some of 
the estimated low fares found on the Intemet: 

U.S. Air Fares* 

From Rate From Rate From Rate 

Atlanta $454 Detroit $450 San Diego $344 

Member Rates 
Regular: $315 

Student: $185 
Retired: $185 
1 Day Pass: $235 

Non-Members 
Regular: $435 
Student: $235 
Companion: $I40 
1 Day Pass: $235 

About Seattle 

Needle 

See the About 
_S__#_’_a__t_!]_e__ page online 

for AAG Newsletter 
articles on Seattle 
and the Pacific 
Norlhwest. Also see 
the Map of Seattle for 
the locations of the 
meeting venues, 

hoiels, and other 
points of interest. 

About the Meeting 
Join fellow 
geographers, 
specialists, and 
environmental 
scientists for the 
Annual Meeting of 
the Association of 
American 
Geographers in 

Seattle for the ven/ 
latest in research 
and applications in 
geography, 
sustainability, and 
GIScience. Read 
r[)q[’e_... 

View the Program 
The searchable 
program includes an 
agenda of sessions, 
plenary speakers, 
and specialty group 
meetings. You can 
browse the program 

by presenter, 
keyword, title, or 
specialty group. You 
can also view 
sessions by day 
using the calendar of 
events. 



Houston          San Francisco 
Boston 

(IAH) (OAK) 

Chicago 
(ORD) 

$410 Los Angeles $326 Washington(BWi) 

i Dallas 
$398 Philadelphia $346 

(DFW) 

$489 

Denver $310 Phoenix     $329 
*Source: Fly.com. Retrieved Marc~ 30, 201 !. All tares are subject to change. 

Restrictions, taxes, and fees may apply These fares reflect round trip travel on April ! 1 
and April !7, 20! 1 

We look forward to seeing you in Seattle. 
8,incere~y, 

Oscar Larson 
Association el American Geograp~e[s 

View the program. 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

This emsil was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by meetinq@ssq,orq i 

Ugdate ProfilejEmailAddress Instan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

Association of American Geographers:: 1710 16th Street NW ::Washington :: DC 20009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:45 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Where will you GO? April 16, 2011 

Please share this i~nportant opportunity, with any students who will be doing internships or research projects in Africa this summer. 

GO! Global Orientation 
April 16, 2011 

Join us for GO! Global Orientation on Culture and Ethics, a 
pre-departure training to help you evaluate expectations, 

anticipate cultural and ethical challenges, prepare for 
engagement in communities, and develop intercultural 

competencies. You will also have the chance to meet others 
doing similar work across the globe. 

Learn more and register at: unc. edu/go 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Ai~ican Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

www.africa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Firoze Manji <firoze@pambazuka.org~ 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 10:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Manji: Northern Atiica not only pa~t ofAti-ica nprisings taking place, suppressed (theREALnews) 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Brian K. Murphy" <brian@radicalroad.com> 
Date: 30 March 2011 15:47:25 EDT 
To: Recipient List Suppressed:; 
Subject: Manji: Northern Africa not only part of Africa uprisings taking place, suppressed (theREALnews) 

http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=31 &ltemid=74&jumival=6511 
March 30,2011 

Uprisings in Southern Africa 
Firoze Manfi: Democratic uprisings brutally suppressed in many African countries 

Northern Africa is not the only pant of Africa where uprisings are taking place. In countries like Swaziland, Gabon, Cameroon, Djibouti, and Burkina Faso we’ve 
seen massive student uprisings and worker demonstrations brutally suppressed in most cases. Now joining us to talk about what’s happening in Southern 
Africa is Firoze iVlanji. He’s the editor-in-chief of Pambazuka News, which involves hundreds of bloggers and journalists across Africa. 

Video interview (and/or transcript) is available at: 
http://therealnews.com/t 2/index.php?option=com content&t ask=view&id=31 &it ernid=74&iumival=6511 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Meeting 

Hi Dr. Sdtde 
Sure. I can meet yon at 3:30 in your office. 

See you then, 

O11 . at 10:23 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <euniceSb~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

Do you have time for a brief meeting tomorrow either at :~2.00pm at Campus Y faculty lounge or at 3.30pro in my office? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:43 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Congratula’dons ti~m SUTASA - Response Requested 

Hooray! Bravissima! It couldn’t go to a more deserving person! Wish I could be there on tile 

lOVe, 

On at 10:03 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

- but I roll be ruth you in sis~tefly-comradely spirit! 

Dear Comrades, 

FYI. 

In solidarity, 
E 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Congratulations from SUTASA - Response Requested 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

On behalf of the Student Undergraduate Teaching and StaffAwards (SUTASA) Committee, we are pleased to inform you that you have been selected 

as a recipient of an undelgraduate teaching award! As you may l, mow, SUTASA was es~blished in 1989 to recognize outstanding undergraduate 

instruction by both thculty a~d teaching assis~tants. In 2004, "the awards were extended to include a staffaward to recognize a staff member’s specific 

contributions to the undergraduate experience at Carolina. 

Our committee accepted nominations ti~m undergraduate students tbr prot~ssors, teaching assistants, and stall: Teaching award recipients were chosen 
on the lmsis of demonstrated teaching excellence, success in positively afi~cting a broad spectrum of students both in mad outside of fl~e classroom, mid 

creation ofa dynmnic learning environment. The staff awmd recipient was chosen on the basis of demonstrated excellence in se~ice, dedication to 

undergraduate students, and a positive impact on a broad spectrum of Carolina students. The committee received ma~y qualified nolninarions this ye~x, 

but your nomination stood out among the rest! We extend our sincerefft congratulations for tliis well-desei~ed honor’. 

You roll be recognized for this honor at the Chancellors’ Awards Ceremony ruth a certificate of recognition and a monet~ary award of $5,000. The 

Ceremony roll be held on             at 3:00PM in the Great Hall of the Student Union. A formal letter will follow ruth further information about your 

award. In the meaaarime, please reply to this email ruth the following infolrnation as soon as possible: 
1 ) Full Name (as you would like it to appear in the program please include any rifles) 

2) PretErred first name 
3) Local Address and phone number 

4) ttometown 
5) Education histo~ (please include where various degrees were earned, both undergraduate and graduate) 

6) Degree you are currenfly pursuing at UNC (title of degree, department, a~d year of stu@ if applicable) 

7) Courses you teach at UNC 

There will also be a university news atmouncement a~er the ceremoW to recognize your awaxd. Please include in your reply email if you have 
objections to being included in this media am~ouncement. 

Again, congmtularions and we look forward to seeing you at the Chancellor’s Award Ceremony! 

Best Regards, 

~ Awaxds C ommittee 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 9:35 AM 

Term paper grades: AFRI101.990.SPRING2011 

Dear All, 

Gmelings. 

I am wrapping up comments for each of you as far as your papers are concerns and you will receiviug your papers with comments this weekend. Please note that given 

extensive commeutaries on terms papers, it takes 2 weeks to wrap them up. Mid-tem~ and other exams fall in a short return catego~’. Apologies for any confusion on 

when you were to receive grades for your term paper. This will be sorted out tbr future semesters. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



LAST DAY TO APPLY! 

Spe~d a week w~th us at o~e of our FEE Summer Sem~als this summer. ~,Ath seve~ 

semh~ars to choose from, the~e ~s somethh~g for everyo~e~ 

APPLY NOW 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rezzouk, Loft Aumnm <lori rezzouk@unc.edu:, 

Thursday, March 31, 2011 10:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR AWARD! YOU DESERVE IT. WE’RE PROUD OF YOU. 

C~[ap<l J~i]], NC 27599 3130 

Fax: 919 962 2262 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.of.Women.Faculty.&.Professionals@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, March 31, 2011 11:16 AM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~vfpall] 2011 BRIDGES announcement 

2011 BILIDGES e-card.pdf; 2011 BRIDGES Prograra Memo.doc 

Dear colleagues, 

Attached is information for the 2011 BRIDGES program, Please share this exciting leadership development opportunity for women with faculty colleagues and 

administrators, 

if you have questions concerning the program, please contact Annette Madden, BRIDGES Program Director, She may be reached at 919-962-1123 or 800-84S-8640 or 

by email at rnadden@email.unc,edu, 

Sincerely, 

Beth Millwood, President 

AWFP 2010-2011 

Elizabeth A. Miflwood 

Outreach Coordinator 

5outhern Oral History Program 

410 E. Franklin 5% CB #9127 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919.952.0560 

You are subscribed to this list, a~vfpall, because you have been identified as a female faculty or professional staffmember who is eligible to join or participate in 

activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women FaculF and Professionals. ~Ve nse this general list very sparingly only to invite you to the four or five events 

we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsub~ribed, please email anne whisnmaV~:unc.edu. 



"BR’dDGES is po~ve~z~ knou~ledge. 

BRIDGES L~ a Iineage and a rzetu~*ork. 

~ learned fin" nmre &an I anticipated about 

mysel~ as a chan~e agent u~ithin the system and 

about higher ed~’ation. Best of all BRIDGES 

inlrodt~’ed me to an ir~’redible netu~ork of 

strong-min~d and strong-hearted tvomen. 

~,Ve ~ve~ strangers, and z~u~ u~e are sismrs." 

~ogr~n part&’ipant 

UNC 
THI~, WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENWIgR FOR CONTINUING ]~DUCATIOIq 

Professional Development and Enrichment Programs I 

Credit Programs for Part-time ~tudents [ Conference Center 

September 9-November 1 2, 2011 

BRIDGES is an intensive professional development 

program for women in higher education who seek to 

gain or strengthen their academic leadership capabilities. 

For more information and to apply, visit our Web site, 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/bridges 

or contact Annette Madden, Associate Director 
Friday Center for Continuincj Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 9] 9.962°2643 or 800.845.8640 

E-mail: madden@email.unc.edu 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

March 24, 2011 

MEMORAND UM 

To: 

Froll~: 

Higher iEducation Colleagues 

Annette Madden, BRIDGES Progranl Directorff~~~ 

The University of North Carolina is strongly committed to the advancement of women in leadership roles 
in higher education. As a reflection of that commitment, I want to make sure you know that UNC-Chapel 
Hill is again offering our BRIDGES program, a leadership development opportunity for women facul~ 
and senior administrative staff. 

BRIDGES XIX will take place from September 9 to November 12, 201 l. Participants will learn abom 
leadership from a variety of experts and will have ample opportunity to share ideas, network, and learn 
from each other. Faculty for BRIDGES is drawn from area institutions, with consultants brought in to 
strengthen certain areas of the curriculum. This year’s class will again consist of 36 women. The 
application deadline is May 2, 2011. 

The fee for the program is $1600.00, which includes all instruction, educational materials, and meals as 
well as accommodations for two overnight weekend sessions. 

We are particularly interested in expanding the base of participation by recruiting women from private 
colleges and universities that have not participated in the past. This will be the nineteenth year of 

BRIDGES and I hope that colleagues from your institution will be able to participate. It is sure to be a 
valuable experience both for the women who attend and the colleges they represent. While we are all 

facing difficult economic times, I am convinced that providing proven, highly regarded development 

opportunities to our campus leadership is a wise investment. 

An e-card about the program is attached. Please contact me at 919-962-1123 or 800-845-8640 if you 
have questions or need additional information. I may also be reached by e-mail at 
madden@email.unc.edu. 

For more information on BRIDGES and to apply, visit our Web site: 
http:iiwww.fridaycenter.unc.eduibridges 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc .edn> 

Thursday, 11:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Talk torfight and dinner 

Hi Eunice, 

Yes, I’ll be them tonight along with 

See you tonight, 

hopefully. I wrote to Firoze and ¯ to tD~ and set up a time to cofi~e, fllat was a gleat idea. 

O11 . at 6:52 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi 

Greetings. 

Just a reminder about the meeting tonight and dinner. In addition, I am not sure how your Friday looks like, but kindly get in touch with our colleagues Firoze 
and     to arrange a coffee meeting. I think it would be good for you to connect with them before our forum on social movements. 

Cheers and below are details for tonight. I invited your colleague and I hope he can make it. 

Dr, Firoze Manji 
Media and Social Struggle in Contemporary Africa 
Thursday, March 31, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-Q-I 
Dr. Firoze Manji, will speak on media and social struggle in contemporary Africa. This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social 
Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing new 
research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free Please 

Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.edu for more information. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Ms. Solomoffs best-known works ir~clude "What My Mother ~l~bld Me;’ a semi-autobiographical story 
of domestic violence in the context of a middle-class Caribbean family. "Lord Have Mercy;’ produced 
with Claire Prieto and Var~z Chapmar~, v, Tas Canadgs first multicultural sitcom, and starred Ru.ssell Peters 
alongside Caribbean stars Leonie Forbes and Dennis "Sprangalang" Hall. ~A Winter Talg’, Cit3;l~’V 2007, 
depicts a Caribbean-Carmdian community plagued by gun violence in ’Ibromo. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, March 31,2011 12:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Thurday eveNng 

Ah Eunice -- I have another (! ’.) program tonight at CHICLE. I was 
plalming on bringing Iris Morales to see Firoz tomorrow night 
however We have got to get more soldiers for our movement[ 
On Mar 31,2011, at 6:39 AM. Sahle, Eunice N ~vrote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for meeting ~vith Firoze yesterday’. 

I am just sending the invitation below just in case you did not 
receive it. Hope to see you at the talk today. Dinner will be served. 

Dr. Firoze Manji 
Media and Social Struggle in ContemporaW Africa 
Thursday, March 31,2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH 
Dr. Firoze Manji, ~vill speak on media and social struggle in 
contempora~z Africa. This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in 
African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is 
comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. Each 
month’s meeting is an in]2~rmal gathering for sharing new research 
and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is 
served. ()pen to all area faculty and graduate students in any 
discipline Free Please Contact: Barbara Anderson 

b anderson@unc.edu<mailto:b anderson~unc.edu>formoreinformation 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-;~)01 
j]~iordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:49 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Re: CURS meetiug 

Let me check ~vith Bill to see if he is free at that time next 
Wednesday I will let you know if that works. 

Cheers, 

Todd 

On 3/30,’2011 9:54 PM. SaNe, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 
> Dear Todd, 
> 

> I am deeply sonT about this! A Kenyan colleague is visiting UNC and I ~vas asked to host him last minute and take him to various meetings since yesterday Today he had several 
meetings with .aA’ricanists aro~d campus and we just got home a while ago. This is the first chance I have had to check emails and I am embarrassed beyond believe. 
> 

> R" I am forgiven Ibr this homble mistake, let’s reschedule for the next week ~e Kenyan guest will be leaving over the weekend. Next WecNesday at 10.00am would work from this end. 
> 

> My apologies. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Eunice 
> 

> Frum~ T;dd ()v,~;~ ~tuwen@em;il~un~du] 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:41 PM 
> To: SaNe, E~ice N 
> SubJect: Re: CURS meeting 
> 

> tti Eunice: 
> 

> I thi~ we were scheduled tu meet today. Would yuu like tu reschedule? 
> Just let me knuw 
> 

> Cheers, 
> 

> Tudd 
> 

> On 3/26/2011 12:31 P£{ SaNe, E~ice N wrote: 
>> Dear Todd, 
>> 

>> Thanks fur yuw nute. 
>> 

>> Tuesday is a hea,~" teaching day fur me, thus Wednesday is a better uption. Would an 11.15am meeting un We~esday wofl~ l}om yuur end? I cuuld also meet in the afternoun un 
Wednesday. Kindly let me know. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> E~ice 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Todd Owen [towen@email.~c.edu] 
>> Sent: Fri@, March 25, 2011 4:57 PM 
>> To: SaNe, E~xice N 
>> Subject: C~S meeting 
>> 

>> Hi E~ice: 
>> 

>> Sorry the delay in getting back to you. I wonder ifyou are free 
>> Tuesday afternoon or pret)- much any time on Wednesday- to come to CLNS 
>> to meet with me and Bill Rohe. We can talk about our Facul~ Fellow-s 
>> program and ot~ seed grants. 
>> 

>> ~a~s 
>> 

>> Todd 
>> 

>> Todd Owen 
>> Associate Director 
>> Center for Urban& Regional Studies 
>> Universib’ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 919/962-3076 
>> http ://curs.unc edu/ 

> Todd Owen 
> Associate Director 
> Center for Urban& Regional Studies 
> UmversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919/962-3076 
> http://curs.unc edu/ 



Todd ()wen 
Associate I)irector 
Center [’or Urban& Regional Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/962-3076 
http:i/c urs.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 4:38 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu) 

Living Juarez: Collateral DaJnage in Mexico’ s Drug Wax 

The Curriculum in Global Studies, Social Movements Working Group, 

Department of Anthropology 

Living ]uarez: Collateral Damage in Mexico’s Drug War 

A film screening and discussion with 

Laura Carlsen 

Director of the Americas Program of the Center for International Policy 

Friday, April 8 

Noon-l:30 PM 

2008-2010 Global Education Center 

Laura Carlsen is the Director of the Americas Program of the Center for International Policy (CIP). Carlsen will present the screening of the latest 
Chiapas Media Project, "Living ]u~rez: Collateral Damage in Mexico’s Drug War." After the short film, she will discuss various aspects of the War 
on Drugs in Mexico, US drug policy, and the crisis and militarization of Mexican society as a whole. Carlsen has been a political analyst and writer 
in Mexico for over twenty years and has written extensively on trade, security, immigration and gender issues in Mexico, Colombia, and the 
Americas. She is the author of "A Primer on Plan Mexico" and has been working closely for twenty years with U.S. and Mexican groups to develop 
facts-based assessments and explore alternatives. 

About the film: 

In December 2006, during his first week in office, Mexican President Felipe Calderdn declared war on the drug cartels. Since then, close to 30,000 
people have died in Mexico as a result of the "War on Drugs." Ciudad ]u~irez, across the border from E1 Paso, Texas, is now considered the 
deadliest city in the world, where close to 7,000 people have died since March 2008. An estimated 10,000 security officers currently patrol the 
streets of Cd. ]u~irez, while the violence continues to escalate. "Living ]u~irez" (20 minute screening time) looks at the community response to the 
massacre of a group of youth attending a birthday party in the ]u~irez neighborhood of Villas de Salv~rcar. 

For more information on the film and CMP, visit~http~//chiapasmediapr~ject.~rg/cmp/~iving-ju~rez-c~ateral-damage-mexic~s-drug-war 

For more information on CIP Americas Program, visit: ~,3y__~,_:_c__!p___a___n_)___e_!:!_c__L~_:s_:__c_~!"g 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, PhD. 

Conference Organizer, Special Events Coordinator 

NC Latin American Film Festival Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

Room 143. Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin Road, Durham. NC 

27708 

Tel. (919) 681 3883 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 5:48 PM 

April 1 - Extra credit event (Murphey 116, 5.30-7.30pm: AFRII01.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Just to reconfirm details about tomorrows event as indicated in class: 

April 1,2011 at 5.30pm-7.30pm: Murphey. 116 

"Aiiican Socia] Movements in a Globalizing Context" 

See you there. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 31,2011 5:50 PM 

April 1- Extra credit event (Murphey 116, 5.30-7.30pm: AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dem All, 

Our guests have asked me to thank you for the wonderful dialogue in our seminar today! 

Here are details about tomorrow’s extra credit forum: 

April 1,2011 at 5.30pm-7.30pm: Murphey, 116 

"Afiican SociaJ Movements in a Globalizi~g Context" 

Best rashes, 
Dr. Sable 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richm’d, Monica L <mrichard@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 8:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship Award 

Dr. Sahle, 
listed you as the faculty research advisor on the Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship application. We are copying you on the 

decision letter that was sent to 

Best regards, 

Monica 

Dear 

The Office for Undergraduate Research (OUR) is pleased to inform you that your application for a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) has 

been selected for funding. Congratulations! The competition for these awards was intense, as we received    excellent applications in a variety of fields, 

and we made    awards. The committee was unanimous in its support of your interesting proposal, and we look forward to meeting you and hearing 

about your results. For those of you eligible for additional awards such as Taylor, community-based research, etc., we will contact you over the next few 

weeks regarding those decisions. 

Please visit hffp:/!www.ur~c,edu!depts/ourisfuder~fs!fellowship~supp/surf!surf_checklistl J’~tml and review the items that you will need to submit as part of 
your SURF acceptance packet.= Note that your acceptance packet is due        = If your plans have changed and you do not intend to accept the 

award, or if you anticipate a significant delay in completing your acceptance packet by        please let us know as soon as possible. 

You will be paid in two installments-one in      (at least $2000), and one at the end of the summer (at least $1000) after you have turned in all of your 

required materials. We will be sending a second notification with more specific details concerning any supplements to your award as soon as possible. 

However, we wanted you to know that your proposal has been chosen so that you may begin making plans and preparations for the upcoming summer. 

Part of your responsibility as a SURF recipient is to share your work with the UNC Community. Accordingly, we will be expecting you to present research at 

the            UNC-Chapel Hill Celebration of Undergraduate Research. We strongly encourage you to attend this year’s Celebration, Monday, 

from 1:~0-~:1,~0m at the Frank Porter Graham Student Union to see your peers’ work and get a sense of what will be expected of you next year. For 

more details, please visit hftp:/!www.unc,edu/deptsiour!syr’r~posiaisymposia=cur,hfrnL 
We look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia J. Pukkila, Professor of Biology and 

Associate Dean and Director of Office for Undergraduate Research 

Monica Richard, SURF Program Administrator 

Office for Undergraduate Research 

(E) mrichard@email.unc.edu 

(T) 919-843-77631 (F) 919-962-1548 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu:, 

Friday, April 1,2011 9:29 AM 

CCO faculty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Ca-olina Courses Online summer 2011 course ott~rings 

If you are interested in reviewing the course offerings for this summer, go to the web site below. 
htt p:!!www.fridaycenter.u nc.edu!cp!cco!cou rses.ht ml 

CarolMc Donnell 
Student Services Manager 
U niversity of N orth Car olina at Ch ap el Hill 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
carohnc@nnc.edu 
800-862-5669 
fax 919-962-5549 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
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F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 9:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtp 

RE: SAHI,E/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Hi Eunice! 

fiust looked ~H: availability on the iJ.2th ot~ the JNB-RDU flights. We could change the ~:~c]~et, additional collection would be $468.04 

Sho@d I proceed? 

Thanks~ 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ ~riday, April 01, 2011 9:18 AN 
To= Kim Fehr 
Subject~ RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07NAY-12NAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Hi Kim, 

Greetings. 

Recent developments on the work front have led a situation whereby, I need to return here by May 13. Thus, I write to request a change on my return flight. Kindly let me 
know what the possibilities are for leaving Durban on the 12 to arrive here on the 13. I am sure there may be a penalty change, but I will deal with it if this turns out to be the 
case. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Cave, Tracey 
Subject: FW: SAHLE/EUNICE NJER107MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-.1NB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 4:04 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: SAHLE/EUNICE N.IER107MAY 3NB 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 

SERVICE DATE FROH 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07MAY JOHANNESBURG DURBAN 

SA 579 SATURDAY O.R. 

G ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

700P 

TAMBO iNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERHINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12MAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

L ECONOHY 

NON SHOKING 

JONANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. T~IBO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR FARE 61.00 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) DLiGBNPHP 

PAYMENT: CA 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) DL/GBNPHP 

SA/ZNYG9I 

SA/ZUYG9I 

TAX 107.@2 AIR TOTAI, NSD 



ETKT:SA SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNHENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ONLY 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION II<~EDIATELY.*** 

HAUPiN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

MAUPIN    TRAVEL    IS    PLEASED    TO    FURNISH    THE    FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 HONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PH 

FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY~ AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-133’7 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES YD~Y APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNHENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COH 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COH/CHTSERVLET?R ZU~GgI&L US&N SAHLE 



& BATlZADO 
 ASTS  C _SES 

UNIVERSITY 

March 30th 
& 

Apri~ 1st 

Capoeira is a dynamic Afro-Brazilian fighting art that incorporates 
dance, self-defense, acrobatics and music. 

The batizado is a ceremony to celebrate students’ commitment and progress in their practice° 

Please join awarding-winning Brazilian capoeira j~erformer and teacher., 
Mestranda Mbrcia Treidler of ABADA=CAPOEIRA, 

students from the Duke Capoeira Class, students from 
Wafltown Children’s Theatre and other special guests 

in a celebration of capoeira! 

All Events Open and Free to the P~l~c! 

For more information contact Katya Wesoiowski at kw87@duke.edu / (919) 660=7087 

Sponsored by the Program in Dance; African and African American Studies; Program in 
Latino/a Studies in the Global South; Cultural Anthropology; Center for Latin American 

Studies; Center for African and African American Studies; Walltown Children’s Theatre 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell-<Anne Whisnan@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 1, 2011 12:21 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ferrell, Joseph S <j st:errel@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nominalion letter - 2011 Thomas Jefferson award 

Dear Pr’of. SaMe, 
Many thanks for submitting this nomination of 
consideration. 

Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 
Office of %culty Governance, UNC-Chapel H~I~ 
CB# 9~70, Cart Bui~d~ng 203 
Chapel H~, NC 27599.-9170 

919-.962-1671 (offk:e) I 919-.962-9479 (fax) 
o_p_p_9_y_h]_ag_~_~_@~p_s:_~_~_u 
http:/iwww.unc.edu/faculty/faccoun 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 11:36 PM 
Te: Whisnant, Anne Mi~hell 
Subject~ Nomination le~er - 201~ ~omas Jefferson award 
Dear Professor Whisnan~ 
KiMly find attached a letter nominating 

Sincerely, 

Em~ice Sahle, Ph.D. 

for the Jefferson Award. I will add it to the materials being assembled for the committee’s 

tbr consideration tbr the above awaJrd. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 1:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confinnalion/invoice 

[unite, 

f cl’u:_~cl<ed t:he ne>:t fl:_~w days, if you return on the [J.4th arid tool< these fl~ght~; t co@d get: t:he change ~ee down to ~149.33 

si~.4 
Deita 

Leave JN£ 725pm arrive Paris 602am cormect~on ~eaves 825am a~ves JFK $030arn connection ~eaves 255pm arrives RDU 505pro 

Wo@d thst work? 

E~= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Friday, April 05, 20M $2:40 PN 
Te= Kim Fehr 
$~bject= RE: SAHLE!EUN[CE N3ER[ 07NAY-$2NAY 3NB-DUR-3NB South African electronic t~cket confirmation/invoice 

Dear Kim, 

What if I left a day or two later, would this make a difference in terms of the additional collection? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 

Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:43 AM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: SAHLE/EUNICE N3ERT 07MAY-12MAY 3NB-DUR-3NB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Hi Eunice] 
th f iLENt k)oked a[: availability on the :].2 on the JNB-RDU fl~ghts. We could change the ~:~(:]~et, additional (:o~k~ction would be ~468.04 

Sho@d I proceed? 

Thanks~ 

Kim 

~= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
~e~t: Friday, April 0~, 20~ 9:[8 AN 

Te: Kim Fehr 
8~bje¢t: RE: SAHLE/EUNZCE NJERZ 07NAY-[2NAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Hi Kim, 

Greetings. 

Recent developments on the work front have led a situation whereby, I need to return here by May 13. Thus, I write to request a change on my return flight. Kindly let me 
know what the possibilities are for leaving Durban on the 12 to arrive here on the 13. I am sure there may be a penalty change, but I will deal with it if this turns out to be the 
case. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:10 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢; Cave, Tracey 
Subject-" FVV: SAHLE!EUNICE N.]ERT 07MAY-12MAY.]NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

From: MAUPTN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent; Thursday, March 10, 2011 4:04 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject; SAHLE/EUNTCE N3ER[ 07MAY JNB 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUHBER 

SERVICE DATE 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07KAY JOHANNESBURG DURBAN 

FROH 

700P 

TO 

805P 



SA 579 

G ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

SATURDAY O.R. TAMBO iNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERHINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 73’7-800 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12MAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

I, ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. T~BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR FARE 61.00 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DLiGBNPHP SA/ZNYG9I 

PAYHENT: CA 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) 

ETKT:SA 083 8635616781 

DL/GBNPHP SA/ZUYG9I 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNHENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ONLY 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION II<~EDIATELY.*** 

HAUPiN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

HAUPiN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6~51 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PH 

FOR EMERGENCY HEI, P *ONLY~ AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-133’7 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES YD~Y APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNHENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COH/CHTSERVLET?R ZU~GgI&L US&N SAHLE 

TAX 107.02 AIR TOTAI, USD 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintravel.com> 

Friday, April 1, 2011 1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtp 

RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

You would travel via Atlanta on the same flights you were originally ticketed on for the 28th so only one connection 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:�3 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: SAHLE!EUNICE N_IERI 07MAY-12MAY ]NB-DUR-_INB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Hi Kim, 

For this option, I would travel via Atlanta? I am leaning towards option, thus kindly some more details would be helpful. 

Thanks. 

Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 

Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:43 AM 
To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE N.1ERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-.1NB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Hi Eunice! 

fiust looked ~H: availability on the :].2th on the JNB-RDU flights. We could change the ~:~c]~et, additional collection would be $468.04 

Sho@d I proceed? 

Thanks~ 

Kim 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ ~riday, April 01, 2011 9:18 AN 
Te= Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Hi Kim, 

Greetings. 

Recent developments on the work front have led a situation whereby, I need to return here by May 13. Thus, I write to request a change on my return flight. Kindly let me 

know what the possibilities are for leaving Durban on the 12 to arrive here on the 13. I am sure there may be a penalty change, but I will deal with it if this turns out to be the 
case. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Cave, Tracey 
Subject: FW: SAHLE/EUNTCE N3ER107MAY-12MAY.]NB-DUR-.1NB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 4:04 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: SAHLE/EUNTCE N.]ER107MAY 3NB 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 

SERVICE DATE FROH 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07MAY JOHANNESBURG DURBAN 

SA 579 SATURDAY O.R. 

G ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

700P 

TAMBO iNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERHINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 



SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12MAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

L ECONOHY 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. T~BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR FARE 61.00 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DLiGBNPHP SA/ZNYG9I 

PAYHENT: CA 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) 

ETKT:SA 083 8635616781 

DL/GBNPHP SA/ZUYG9I 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNMENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ONLY 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION II<~EDIATELY.*** 

HAUPiN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

MAUPIN    TRAVEL    IS    PLEASED    TO    FURNISH    THE    FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 HONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PH 

FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY~ AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES }6AY APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNHENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COH 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COH/CHTSERVLET?R ZU~GgI&L US&N SAHLE 

TAX 107.02 AIR TOTAL USD 



From: @unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:01 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Today 

yes, see you at 4 

On , at 1:43 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi 

It has been quitea day with Murphey iI6folks. Tomakea long storysho~, can you meet me there at 4.00pm? Chairs and tables are supposed tobe dropped 
there then. 

See you soon. 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrm, el.com> 

Friday, April 1,2011 2:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

I understand! 

No, leaving on the! 13th w.:_~ukJ be ~298.33 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 02, 2022 2:32 PM 
T~: Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE N.]ERI 07MtAY-22MtAY.]NB-DUR-.]NB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Sorry for all these questions Kim. 

Would the fee -249.33 be the same if Z left on the 23? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 02, 2022 2:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE!EUNTCE N_IERI 07MAY-22MAY 3NB-DUR-_INB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

I chec:km~ the next few days, iF you r~-:~tum on the 14th and took thes;e fl~ghts ~ (:oukt get the chi~nge fee down to ~�149.33 

Delta 

Leave .JNB 725pm a~ive ~aris 602am connection leaves ~25am arrives JFK IO~Oam com~ection leaves 255prn arMves 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April 02, 2022 22:40 PM 
To= Kim Fehr 
S~bject; RE: SAHLE/EUNICE N3ERI 07MAY-$2MAY 3NB-DUR-3NB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Dear Kim, 

What if Z left a day or two later, would this make a difference in terms of the additional collection? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 02, 2022 9:43 AIM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE!EUNTCE N_IERI 07MAY-22MAY 3NB-DUR-_INB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

~,t h I~ust looked at availability on U~e 1~ on the JNB.-RDLI flights. We could change the t~cket, addit~ona~ collection would be $468.04 

ShouM I p~’oceed? 

Thanks~ 

Kim 

Fmm~ SaNe, Eunice N [maiI~:eunice~email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Friday, April 0~, 20~ 9:~8 AM 
T~ Kim Pehr 
S~bje~t~ RE: SAHLE!EUNICE N2ERI 07MAY-~2MAY 2NB-DUR-2NB South African electronic ticke~ confirmationlinvoice 

Hi Kim, 

Greetings. 

Recent developments on the work front have led a situation whereby, I need to return here by May 23. Thus, I write to request a change on my return flight. Kindly let me 
know what the possibilities are for leaving Durban on the 22 to arrive here on the 23. I am sure there may be a penalty change, but I will deal with it if this turns out to be the 
case. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Mtarch 20, 2022 5:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
1:::¢: Cave, Tracey 

Subject: FW: SAHLE!EUNTCE NJER107MAY-22MAY JNB-DUR-_INB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 



From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) Imailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 4:04 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: SAHLE/EUNICE NJER107MAY JNB 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJER~ 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 

SERVICE DATE FROM 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 579 

G ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R. TAMBO iNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING }’3’7-8@@ 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12MAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

I, ECONOMY 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. T~BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR FARE 61.00 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) DL/GBN PMP SA/Z Ny G91 

PAYHENT : CA 

RESERVATION NUHBER (S) DI,/GBNPMP SAiZUYG9I 

ETKTtSA 083 8635616781 SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNHENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ONLY 

~PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUHENTATION I}~EDIATELY.*** 

HAUPiN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

HAUPiN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NNHBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 HONDAY - FRIDAY 830AH-530PM 

FOR EMERGENCY HEI, P *ONLY~ AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-133’7 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES ~D~Y APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNHENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR A~RLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COM 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

TAX 10’7.02 AIR TOTAL USD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Friday, April 1,2011 2:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Via Paris. Via Atlanta on the ].3th would be S468~ 

Frora: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:37 PIVl 
Te: Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: SAHLE!EUNTCE N.1ER[ 07MAY-12MAY.INB-DUR-.1NB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Via Paris or Atlanta? 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE!EUNICE N_IERI 07MAY-12MAY 3NB-DUR-_INB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

No, leaving on the iL3~h would.~h~ ~ ~_,~,_,~g~,a~ ~ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:32 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Sorry for all these questions Kim. 

Would the fee -149.33 be the same if I left on the 13? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07NAY-12NAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

I checked the next few days, if you return on the 14th and tool( these flights I could get the change [:ee down to S149.33 

s!:14 
[)eRa 

Leave JNB 725pm arrive ~h~ris 602am connection leaves g25am strives JFK t0:¢Oam connection leaves 255pm srdw~s RDU 505~)rn 

Would that work? 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, April 01, 2011 12:40 PM 

T~ Kim Fehr 
Su~jeet~ RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Dear Kim, 

What if I left a day or two later, would this make a difference in terms of the additional collection? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:43 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUN[CE N.1ER[ 07NAY-12NAY JNB-DUR-.1NB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Hi Eurfice] 
th I just looked at availability on the 12 on the JNB-RDU flights. We could change the ticket, additional collection would be .~4.68.04 

Should I proceed? 

Thanks~ 

Kim 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Friday, April 01, 2011 9:18 AN 
To~ KJm Fehr 
Subje¢t; RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Hi Kim, 

Greetings. 

Recent developments on the work front have led a situation whereby, I need to return here by May 13. Thus, I write to request a change on my return flight. Kindly let me 



know what the possibilities are for leaving Durban on the 12 to arrive here on the 13. I am sure there may be a penalty change, but 3[ will deal with it if this turns out to be the 
case. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From." Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintraveLcom] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:10 PM 

To; Sahle, Eunice N 
�::¢-" Cave, Tracey 
S,,bject; FVV: SAHLE!EUNICE N3ER107MAY-12MAY 3NB-DUR-~INB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENl~D00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 10, 2011 4:04 PM 
To; Kim Fehr 
Subject-" SAHLE/EUNTCE NJER107IvlAy JNB 

SAHLE/EUNIGE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUHBER 

SERVICE DATE FROH 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 5’79 

G ECONOHY 

NON SHOKING 

DURBAN 700P 

SATURDAY O.R. T~BO INT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIHqAYS 12HAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

L ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA    INT    O.R.     TAMBO    INT 

SNACK 

AIRC~FT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR FARE 61.00 TAX 10’7.02 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DL/GBNPHP SA/ZUYG9I 

PAYHENT: CA 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DL/GBNPMP SA!ZUYG9I 

ETKT:SA 083 8635616781 SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNMENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ONLY 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IP~IEDIATEL, Y.*** 

HAUPiN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUHENTS WHETHER BY FAX!ELECTRONIC DOCUHENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

HAUPTN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNTSH THE ~’OLLOWTNG 

TOLL FREE NNHBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 HONDAY - FRIDAY 830AH-530PM 

FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

~ADDITIONAL FEES MAY APPLY FOR THESE CALLS~ 

GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE HAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR ATRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKMYTRiP.COH 

TICKETS ARE NON RE~’NNDABLE 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

AIR TOTAL USD 



WWW. CHECKHYTR I P. COH/CHTS iRVLET ?R= Z :~ \’G9 Z &E,=US &N=SAHLi 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Friday, April 1,2011 2:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SAI{LE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

For which d~y? 

Also, I c~n type out the Flight [:im~-_~.; for you but once ~ ~ebook we have 1:o do [:he exchange 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:43 PM 
To= Kim Fehr 
Subject= RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

OK Kim. 

Kindly send me a preliminary return schedule via Paris before we finalize it. 

Thanks so much. 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 

Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:39 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Via Paris. Via Atlsnta on the 13th would be ~468, 

Fro~: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 0:[, 20[:[ 2:37 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
S~bject: RE: SAHLE/EUNTCE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Via Paris or Atlanta? 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:34 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

I understand! 

No, leaving on the 13~-h would be $298~3:3 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 0:[, 20[:[ 2:32 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
S..bject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERZ 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Sorry for all these questions Kim. 

Would the fee -149.33 be the same if I left on the 13? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:16 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07NAY-:i2NAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

I check~:_~d the next few days, iF you r~-’_!tt~rr~ of? the 14th a~d took thes;e fl~ghts ~ coukt get the chat~ge fee down to ~�149,33 

5/:~4 
Delta 

Leave JNB 725pm arrive Paris 602am connection teaves 825arn arrives JFK ~030am connection feaves 255pm arrives RDU 505prn 

Wou~d that work? 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April 01, 2011 12:40 PN 

To= Kim Fehr 
Subject= RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07NAY-12NAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Dear Kim, 

What if I left a day or two later, would this make a difference in terms of the additional collection? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 



Sent: Friday, April 0:[, 20:[I 9:43 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: SAHLE!EUNICE N_IERI 07MAY-:[2MAY 3NB-DUR-_INB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Hi Euni~:e! 

I just looked at availability o~ [~e 12th on the JNB--RDU flights. We could change the ticket, additional collection would be $468.04. 

Should I proceed? 

Thanks! 

~ii m 

Froro: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, April 0:[, 20:[:[ 9::[8 AM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject; RE: SAHLE!EUNTCE NJERT 07MAY-:[2MAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Hi Kim, 

Greetings. 

Recent developments on the work front have led a situation whereby, I need to return here by May :[3. Thus, I write to request a change on my return flight. Kindly let me 

know what the possibilities are for leaving Durban on the :[2 to arrive here on the :[3. I am sure there may be a penalty change, but I will deal with it if this turns out to be the 
case. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From." Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintraveLcom] 
Sent-" Thursday, March :[0, 20:[:[ 5::[0 PM 

To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
~¢; Cave, Tracey 
S~bject; FW: SAHLE!EUNICE NJER107MAY-:[2MAY 3NB-DUR-_INB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Froro." MAUPTN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENT[D0076855:[) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent-" Thursday, March :[0, 20:[:[ 4:04 PM 
To-" Kim Fehr 
S..bject: SAHLE!EUN[CE N3ER107MAY 3NB 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCONNT NUI~IB ER 

SERVICE DATE FROH 

SOUTN AFRICAN AIRWAYS OTMAY JONANNESBURG DURBAN 

SA    579 SATURDAY O,R. 

G ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

700P 

T~BO INT KING SHAHA INT 

TERHINAL B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12i~IAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

L ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 7OOA 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA    INT    O.R.     TAMBO    INT 

SNACK 

AIRCR~FT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

AIR    FARE    61.@0 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) 

ETKT:SA 083 8635616781 

DL/GBNPMP SA/ZUYG9I 

PAYHENT: CA 

DL/GBNPMP SA!ZUYG9I 

SAHLEiEUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNMENTS ARE AIRPORT CNECK IN ,ONLY 

TAX 107.02 AIR TOTAL NSD 



~PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUHENTATION IH%~EDiATELY.*** 

HAUPiN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED HORE THAN 24 HOURS A~’TER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/EI, ECTRONIC DOCUHENTiON 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

HAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AH-53@PM 

FOR EHERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES ~Y APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CNECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE HAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLKNES WEESITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW~CHECKHYTRIP.COH 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKHYTRIP.COM!CMTSERVLET?R ZUYGgI&L US&N SAHLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 1, 2011 3:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

RE: Nomination letter - 2011 Thomas Jefferson award 

Noted. Many thanks!!! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 12:38 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Nomination letter - 2011 Thomas Jefferson award 

For your information. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 12:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Ferrell, Joseph S 
Subject: RE: Nomination letter - 2011 Thomas Jefferson award 

Dear Prof. SaMe, 

IVlany tfH~nks for submitting this nominal:ion 

considen~tk~n. 

With kind regards, 

Anne 

Anne M~tchel] %’h~snant, Ph.D~ 

Off~(:e of }:aculW Gow~rnance, UNC-{::hapel 

{::B# 9170, {::arr Buih~k~g 20:~ 

Chspel N~H~ NC 27599-9170 

919-962-.~57~ (office) I 9~9-962-.$479 {fax) 

anne whisnant@unc.edu 

htt p:i!www.u nc.eduifaculty/faccou n 

, for the .Jefferson Award, I will add i~: to the mi~terials being assembled for the committee’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, 3:38 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] meefi ng times 

Dem Colleagues, 

I’ve set aside time for folks to meet the cm~didate for the position in African A~nerican sVadies, from 2:30 to 4:30 on Monday, 

department office. 

Please s~top by to meet him, ask him any questions you have, answer any he may have, and otherwise get to know him a bit. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~aken 

Professor of AIko-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Unive~si~ of North C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:al’fiaIiam&o=28947122 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~..e..-..2~.8.~.4~7.~.~.~.2.~.2.~.-~3.~.2.~}.!~..6..~8..:.e.~.7.~.a.~.~...a...5~8.~3..~:.3...~..c.)...5~4~..e...~...5.~}~!).~22~@!~r~1~.u 

in the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 1,2011 3:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hooray!’. 

Dear Eunice, 
No one on this campus works with more dedication and devotion, or on more significant issues than you do. Congratulations on your well-deserved teaching award! 
proud. 
Keep the Faith, -Reg 

We’re all 



From: @unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Today 

oL thank~ got it. I’ll be there at 4:20pro. 

On at 3:40 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi 

I am delayed in Durham, but I should be there by 4.20pm. 

See you then. 

Eunice 

From: :@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 2:00 PM 

To." SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: Today 

yes, see you al 4 

On at 1:43 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi 

has been quite a day with Murphey :t:t6 folks. To make a long story short, can you meet me there at 4.00pm? Chairs and tables are supposed to 
be dropped there then. 

See you soon. 
Eunice 



From: [@unc.edn> 

Sent: Friday, 4:11 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

Subject: Re: Today 

oh, just seeing this now, on ~ny way over’. 

On , at 3:50 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi 

Is it possible for you to be there at 4.00pro as they deliver the stuff just in case something is missing. 

At any rate, I am on my way. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From= @unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 3:48 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Today 

ok, thanks, got it. I’ll be there at 4:20pm. 

On , at 3:40 PM, Sahle. Eunice N wrote: 

Hi 

I am delayed in Durham, but I should be there by 4.20pm. 

See you then. 
EuNce 

From= @unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 2:00 PM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Re: Today 

yes, see you at4 

On at 1:43 PM, Sahle, Ennice N wrote: 

Hi 

It has been quite a day with Murphey 116 folks. To make a long story short, can you meet me there at 4.00pro? Chairs and tables 
are supposed to be dropped there then. 

See you soon. 
Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Friday, April 1,2011 4:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Okay! 

Change would be $298,33 for 

si~.:~ 
Delta 

Leave JNB 72Bprn arrive Paris 605am{B/14) connection leaves 1110am arrives Boston 125pm connection ~eaves 4pro arrives RDU 619pm 

Thanks~ 

Kim 

~= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Friday, April 05, 2055 3:35 PN 

To= Kim Fehr 
Sabject; RE: SAHLE/EUN[CE NJER[ 07NAY-$2NAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Oh, May 13, 

Thanks. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Eunice, 

For whid~ day? 

Also, I can type out the Flight ~:im~-_~s for yo~ but once ~ rebook we have ~:o do ~:he exchange 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April 0~, 201~ 2:43 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
S~bje¢t: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

OK Kim. 

Kindly send me a preliminary return schedule via Paris before we finalize it. 

Thanks so much. 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:39 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE N3ERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-3NB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Via Pads. Via Atlanta on the 13th would be ~468, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:37 PM 
Te: Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Via Paris or Atlanta? 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

I understand! 

No, leaving on the 13~h would be $298~33 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:32 PM 
Te: Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Sorry for all these questions Kim. 

Would the fee -149.33 be the same if I left on the 13? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 



Subject: RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

f ch~-:~cked t:he ne>:t fl-:~w ch~ys, if you return on the :].4th and took these flights t co@d ~let: t:he (:han~e ~ee down l:o S149.33 

~/~.4 
Delta 

Leave JNB 725pm arrive Paris 602am cormect~on ~eaves 825am arrives JFK 1030arn connection ~eaves 255pm arrives RDIJ 505pm 

Wo@d that work? 

F~ SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
SeBt~ Friday, April 01, 2011 12:~0 PN 

To~ Kim Fehr 
S~bject~ RE: SAHLE!EUNZCE N3ER[ 07NAY-12NAY 3NB-DUR-3NB South African electronic t~cket confirmation/invoice 

Dear Kim, 

What if I left a day or two later, would this make a difference in terms of the additional collection? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From-" Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 9:4-3 AM 

To-" SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Hi Eunice! 

fiust looked ~H: availabiliW on the :].2th on the .JN~3- RDU flights. We could (:handle the ~:~c]<et, additional (:o~k~ction would be ~468.04 

Sho@d I proceed? 

Thanks~ 

Kim 

~= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Friday, April 0~, 20~ 9:[8 AN 

To~ Kim Fehr 
Subject= RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Hi Kim, 

Greetings. 

Recent developments on the work front have led a situation whereby, I need to return here by May 13. Thus, I write to request a change on my return flight. Kindly let me 
know what the possibilities are for leaving Durban on the 12 to arrive here on the 13. I am sure there may be a penalty change, but I will deal with it if this turns out to be the 
case. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Cave, Tracey 
Subject-" FVV: SAHLE!EUNTCE NJER107MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

From: MAUPTN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 10, 2011 4:04 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
Subject-" SAHLE/EUNTCE NJER107MAY JNB 

SAHLE/EUNIGE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUHBER 

SERVICE DATg FROH 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07MAY JOHANNESBURG DURBAN 

SA 579 SATURDAY O.R. 

G ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

700P 

TAMBO iNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINA~I B 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 



SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12HAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

L ECONOHY 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. T~BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR FARE 61.00 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DL/GBNPMP SA!ZUYG9I 

PAYHENT: CA 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) DL/GBNPHP SA/ZUYG9I 

ETKT:SA 083 863561678] SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNMENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ONLY 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION Ils~EDIATELY.*** 

HAUPTN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUHENTiON 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

MAUPIN    TRAVEL    IS    PLEASED    TO    FURNISH    THE    FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 HONDAY - FRIDAY 830AM-530PH 

FOR EHERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES }6~Y APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNHENT TSSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE MAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATTON LIVE WWW.CHECKHYTRIP.COH 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKMYTRIP.COH/CHTSERVLET?R ZU~GgI&L US&N SAHLE 

TAX 107.02 AIR TOTAL USD 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

David Pier <dpier@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 1,201l 8:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Roundtable 

Hi Eunice. Fascinati*ag roun&able’. We’re son->- we rushed out at the end but we had to get to a play at Memorial Hall Thanks again for a stimulating event --Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 9:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Thanks, etc 

A very "proper" (and wise) note, my sister. But sincere as well, as is this note: I am so very, grateful for you work and how it helps to define the African Studies Center 

with a critical stance. You know, I joke with folks that "I am everybody’s Associate Director," mid I love having a job that facilitates the diverse work of many folks. 

But I need faculU such as yourself to keep this Center from becoming anemic! More later. B 

On 4/2/2011 5:31 PM, Sahle, Ennice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thanks so much for your support and contributions to the forum on African Social Movements in a Globalizing context. The feedback indicates that it was a 
stimulating forum and according to some commentators it represented the best in multidisciplinary dialogues. Further, the forum has generated questions about 
the work of the African Studies Center and the work of scholar-activists such our esteemed Mwalimus Selassie and Nzongola. 

On another note and in the spirit of celebrating our students,       excellent commentary yesterday was invoked not only in the immediate moments after the 
forum, but also today by various people at a forum organized by the Social Movement Working Group that I attended. I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank our colleague John - by the way geography was well represented at yesterday’s event - not only for supporting students such as but also for being 

a keen supporter of multidisciplinary conversations. 

Once again many thanks and I look forward to more conversations in the future. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africa~ S~:ud~’s Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Gi}bal Educa~:ion Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o££~c~" 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 



From: @unc.edn> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:06 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: ttello 

EurlJce, 

Yes, it was a wonderful week of events indeed. I’m glad it mined out so well, m~d I think it is certainly the start of a longer and even more fruitful conversation. 

Thank you for taking the inifialive mad also for allowing me to be a part of it all. 

P.S. The "African Social Movements" picture is t~ntastic-- is a genius! 

, at 10:14 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Tt is difficult to believe that our little conversations led to the wonderful events that occurred this week. I sent a note signaling your great work to 3ohn and other 

faculty members. Anyway, thanks for all your contributions! 

See you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 12:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

roundtable 

Sor~z I didn’t have the chance to talk at’ter the roundtable Friday. Dave and I had to ruaa to Memorial Hall--we had tickets to see the South African theater troupe performing there. Thanks for 
organizing such an engaging and timely event I enjoyed it and was sorry I missed the opportunity to talk more afterwards. Congrats also to your student for doing such a great job! 

best, 
Lydia 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Judith Blau <jrblau~)emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 8:06 PIVl 

Social a~d Ecouomic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] Critiquing Inequality, a~d More 

A NaiionN Teac|l-in 
On Austerity, Debt, Corporate Greed 

(and what YOU can do about it) 

http:/~;www.fightbackteachm, orgi 

UNC is one of 185 college and university participants, April 5th, 2-5pm. 

It is hosted by Frances Fox Piven, professor of sociology, CiW University of New York, and Cornel Wesk professor of African Americma Studies and Religious 

Studies, Princeton. 

With thanks to the Sociology Department, it will be held in Hamilton 271. 

Judith Blau 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

sej-i:aculty as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@emaAl.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bl~> 

emaAl to <a hte~"ma~lto:leave-28953057- 3692316.5edd0fl2bib180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-28953057- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Stallmann <tmstallm@em~Jl.unc.edus~ 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 8:41 PlVl 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Wednesday 4/6: Counter- mapping for Social Justice Work Session 

When: Wednesday, April 6.4-6 PM 
Where: 247 Davis Libra,’ (upstairs and to the back right) 

The Counter-Cartographies Collective and UNC-NOW invite graduate 
students, undergrads, cormnum~ members and facul~ with an interest in 
GIS and social justice to an open work session this Wednesday (April 6) 
Ii’om 4-6 PM in Davis Library, room 247 

This work session is intended to g~ve people ~vith all levels of GIS 
experience the opportunity to contribute to an ongoing counter-mapping 
proj ect focused on gentrification and neighborhood change in Chapel Hill 
and the Triangle region Folks involved with other movements or with 
other mapping projects in mind are welcome to join as well -- we’ll 
start the at’ternoon ~vith an overview of the projects eve~’one wants to 
work on and then divide up into work teams based on skill levels and 
interests. 

We have some pen-and-paper mapping projects planned as well (including 
making a big base map for a collaborative oral history mapping project), 
so no GIS experience is required. Please bring a flash drive if you have 
one. 

For more information or to R SVP, please contact 
countercar tographies@gm all corn 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28953139-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7@liskserv.unc edu 



l~roln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Michal Os~terwiel <os~temei@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, April 3, 2011 8:59 PIVl 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] REMINDER: MONDAY & TUESDAY: Wu Ming at I~INC and Duke: "ttow to tell (about) a revolution (t?om)" 

~ne-attachtneut.jpeg; ATT00001.htm; WuMingUNCDuke.pdf; ATT00002.htm 

highly recommend ,seeing this! This writer’s collective was vel3~ important to fl~e Italian anti- globaliza~ton movement! 

italian studies@duke-uric 

anilollllees 

Wu Ming, "How to tell (about) a revolution (from)" 

¯ -- You are cuireutly subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank e~nail to leave-28953205-4140465,0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 





April 4, 2011 I 5:00pm J Franklin Humanities Institute Garage, Duke University 

April 5, 2011 I 11:00am I Room 3024, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Wu Ming will present lectures at Duke University and UNC-Chapel Hill The Wu Ming Foundation is a pseudowm 12~r a group of Italian writers. 

They are the authors of the collective novels Q (1999, published in 18 languages), 54 (2002, translated into English, Spanish, Poltuguese, Dutch and Serbian), 

?V[anituana (2007, translated into English, Spanish and French) and A [tai (2009). 

For more information, please visit http:Hmml.unc.edu/events/wu-minq-how4o4ell-,about-a-revolution-from 

Sponsored by: Duke Romance Studies; Franklin Humanities Institute; UNC Romance Languages and Literatures; UNC Center for European 
Studies; Duke Program in Literature; Marxism and Society. 

* -- You are currently subscribed to 

npcs online as: osterwei(~email.unc.edu. To unsnbscfibe send a blank 

email to leave-28953175-278112.fd8b0b2b271 d0fcabaa300b02cc5c346~listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

courthey <~couNaey@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 4, 2011 6:30 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Today! 5:30pm FedF~x GEC: Straggling tbr Peace Amidst War, Colombia~ Jesus Emilio Tuberquia 

The Institute for the Study of the Americas and Fellowship of 
Reconciliation present: 

Struggling for Peace amidst War: A courageous experiment in nonviolent 
resistance 

A talk by Colombian Community Leader Jesfis Emilio Tuberquia on the 
experience of the Nobel Peace Prize-nominated Peace Communi~z of San Jos~ 
de Apartadd 

April 4th, 5:30 PM 
FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Room 1005 
Receptiun tu fulIuw in GEC 1 st FIuor Lobby 

Fur the past five decades, a c~vil war has raged Columbia, ensnaring 
innucent civilians intu the middle uf the viulent cur~flict. In 1997, eight 
hundred small farmers claimed their territory as a neutral civilian 
cummunity and refused tu cuoperate with any artned gruup of any form 
(including military or police). Sup~iving threats, massacres, the 
disappearances of uver 180 cummunity members and fuod blockades perpetrated 
by variuus armed acturs, the Peace Con~nuni~ of San Jos~ de Apartadd has 
succeeded in building a nonviulent cummunity ~n resistance 

This event is co-Sponsored by the Duke-UNC Rotary Center, Center Fur Glubal 
Initiatives, Global Studies, Sucial Muvements Wurking Group, Latin American 
Political ]maginaries Wurking Gruup and Counter-Cartugraphies Collective 

Link to Rafil Zibechi’s article abuut the Peace Community: 
http://www, cipamericas.org/arch ires/3792 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email tu leave-28954853-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7@liskserv.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

lgutierr <lgulierr@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 7:34 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Reminder: SM~TG meeting this Wednesday on the alternative agftbod movement in NC 

public summau ROFl~Tk.pdf 

Hello all, 

This is a friendly reminder that our next Social Movements Working 
Group meeting will be this Wednesday, April 6, from 5:00 to 7:00pm 

(Location TBD) 

and their research associates will be 
presenting on the alternative agrifoods movement in 
The presentation is based on their project "Research on Food and Farming 
[’or All: Moral Logics and Networks in the Alternative Agrifoods Movement" 
(roffa.~veb unc.edu) 

Attached is more information about their research project 

Looking 12~rward to seeing you al l on Wednesday! 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email unc edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28954939-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



Research on Food and Farming for All (ROFFA) 
Moral Logics and Networks in the Alternative Agrifoods Movement 

(.roffa.web.unc.edu) 

What. ROFFA is a research project funded by the National Science Foundation to investigate 

the networks of organizations and initiatives that make up the local food and community food 
security movements in North Carolina. The project seeks not only to inventory who is doing 
what within the movement, but also to investigate the underlying moral logics--the ideas and 
feelings that lead individuals and groups to act within a local cultural context, especially within 

local settings constrained by ideas and practices of market fundamentalism. 

Why. This research is important because it contributes to the public, activists’ and 

policymakers’ understanding of the diversity of concerns, agendas, and organizations within the 
local food and community food security movements, and contributes to a better understanding 
of diversity within social movements at large. (For the scientific aims of the project, see 

academic summary.) Local concern about our current mainstream food system is growing, and 
North Carolina has been at the forefront of regional efforts to address these concerns. ROFFA 
seeks to provide a holistic understanding of the way in which the emerging local food movement 
is engaged in social change within our state. 

Where. We are specifically investigating four different sites in North Carolina in order to 
determine variation among areas with differing class/race compositions and social resources. 

The four sites are Charlotte, Durham, Halifax/Edgecombe/Nash Counties, and Ashe/Watauga 
Counties. Field researchers will reside in these areas for 11 months (July 2010 to June 2011) 
conducting interviews and observing meetings and gatherings of local food organizations. 

Who. The principal investigators are Dr. Don Nonini and Dr. Dottle Holland, both of the 
Anthropology Department at UNC--Chapel Hill. The field researchers living in the project sites 
are Sarah Johnson, Patrick Linder, Jen Walker, and Willie Wright. ROFFA is linked to the UNC- 

Chapel Hill Collaborations for Integrating Research and Action (CIRA). The mission of CIRA 
(cira.unc.edu) is "to bring together university researchers with community leaders to collaborate 
on producing research/action projects to advance sustainable development, community well- 

being and social justice in North Carolina and beyond." ROFFA researchers will work with 
several organizations in each site to organize public events on food-related issues. 

How. ROFFA will be carried out over a 20 month period in which the researchers will conduct 
interviews with participants in the local food movement, observe meetings of organizations and 
initiatives, and collect data from media sources, and historical documents. The research project 
abides by all Institutional Review Board policies and procedures, and, as such the researchers 

will ask for consent before interviewing, recording, or photographing local food movement 
participants. More information on the consent to participate can be found here. All interviews are 
confidential, and published material will not contain real names or identifiable information about 

those individuals who participate in the study. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 8:21 AM 

Term papers, etc: AFR1101.00 I.SPRING2011 

Dear All, 

As promised in class hem are details concerning the extended office hours in light of your term paper assignmem: 

Wednesday: 9.30am-2.00pm. 

In addifion, please note I have also extended my regular oftice office for this week. Here is "the time frame: 

TuesdW and Thur~ay this week only: 

3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Ageuda for class this week: 

Focus on the case studies that we have s~adied in tim last few days and the Kenyan Green Belt Movement. Thus, come to class prepared to discuss insights from the 
readings. On Tuesday and Thin, day, I will also be highlighting what you should expect fi~om the material on social movements in your final exam. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 8:26 AM 

AFAM474 Term papers: AFAM474.001 .SPRING2011 

Dear All, 

Gmelings. 

This week, you have a couple of POS to discuss your term papers and any other matter related to our seminar during my extended office hours. Here am the details 
and I hope you take advantage of this week’s POS before we start gearing up for the end of the term: 

Wednesday’s extended office hours: 

9.30am-2.00pm. 

Tuesday and Thursday (extended regular office hours) 

3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: @email’unc’edu’~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:00 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Books 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you’re doing well. Would it be possible for me to come by and get two of the books, Mortal Combat and Civil SocieO, and Democracy in Post-Apart]~eid 

Sot~th Africa, so I can retnm themg. The fines bem~een them are up to S10.50 because thev~ were due last Tuesday.. Thank you! 



From: NYU Study Abroad ~:abroad.admissions((>n.5-a.edu> 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: N ~m-:~r ~J~w ~xk kJr}k’~rs%" S*~Jdv~bmed 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: beautiful, suburban Labone. R contains classrooms, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: York, NY $0003-4 $ 70 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: This i ......... ial ..... ge. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 9:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY- 12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Hi Eunice! 

Before I finalize just want to send you the information once more to make sure I am clear 

Cha nge t h e ~-’_~>:is l:i ng Du rba n to J N B Fiight from 5/12 to 5/~.3 

We could sw~tch to this flight for 

~/~; 
Leave Durban 1240prn arrive JNB 150pm 

Change return from JNB to RDU to 

5/~.:~ 
Leave JNB 725pm arrive Paris 605arn(5i14) (:onnectkm ieaves 1110am arrives Bose:on 125pm connecl:k~n ~esw~s 4pro arrives ~¢DU 6~.gpm 

Change fee Loday ~s S149.33 

Let me know those are right and ] w~H make Lhe changes. 

A~so, are you putth~g th~s on a credit card or shouM ~ use the T# to pay? 

Thanks! 

Kim 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, April 02, 2011 8:52 AN 
To= Kim Fehr 
Subject= RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Hi Kim, 

Let’s go ahead. If at all possible, kindly change the May 12 Durban to JNB flight to mid-morning so that I do not arrive in JNB too early given that my departure flight is at 
7.25pm. 

Thanks. 
Eunice 

From= Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:52 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: SAHLE!EUNICE NJERI 07HAY-12HAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Okay! 

Change would b~-_~ $298.33 for 

Delta 

Leave JNB 725pm arrive Paris 605am(5/14) connection leaves 11lOam arrives BosLon I25pm cormect~on ~eaves 4pro arrives P, DU 619pm 

Thanks~ 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Friday, April 01, 2011 3:31 PM 
To~ Kim Fehr 
S~bject~ RE: SAHLE!EUNZCE NJERZ 07NAY-12NAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Oh, May 13. 

Thanks. 

From= Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:48 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: SAHLE!EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

[unice~ 

For which day? 

Also, I can type out th*-’_~ flight times for you but once ~ rebook we have to do the exchange 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:43 PM 
To= Kim Fehr 
Subject= RE: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

OK Kim. 

Kindly send me a preliminary return schedule via Paris before we finalize it. 

Thanks so much. 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent= Friday, April 01, 2011 2:39 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SAHLE!EUNICE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 



Via Paris~ Via Atlanta on the 13~h would be $468~ 

From: SaMe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:37 PM 
To; Kim Fehr 
Subject: RE: SAHLE!EUNTCE N3ERT 07MAY-12MAY JNB-DUR-3NB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Via Paris or Atlanta? 

From-" Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent; Friday, April 01, 2011 2:34 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: SAHLE/EUNICE N.]ER:[ 07lvlAY-12IvlAy .]NB-DUR-.]NB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

understand! 

No, h-:!avin~ .:_~[~ the :[3th woukt b~-’_~ ~298.33 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 2:32 PM 
Te: Kim Fehr 
Subject-" RE: SAHLE/EUN]:CE NJERI 07MAY-12MAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation/invoice 

Sorry for all these questions Kim. 

Would the fee -149.33 be the same if I left on the 13? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From; Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 1:16 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: SAHLE/EUN:[CE NJERT 07MAY-12MAY.]NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

f ch~-:~cked ~:he ne>:t f~-’_~w days, if you return on the :[4th arid took these fl~ghts t couM ~e~: ~:he (:han~e ~ee down to $149.33 

5/I4 

Delta 

leave JNB 725pm arrive Paris 602sin connection ~eaves 825am attires J~K tO3Oam con~ection ~eaves 255pm arrives RDU 505pro 

Wou~d that work? 

E~= SaNe, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Seat= Friday, April 05, 2055 $2:40 PN 
Te= Kim Fehr 
$~bject= RE: SAHLE!EUN[CE N3ER[ 07NAY-$2NAY 3NB-DUR-3NB South African electronic t~cket confirmation/invoice 

Dear Kim, 

What if I left a day or two later, would this make a difference in terms of the additional collection? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 
Sent-" Friday, April 01, 2011 9:43 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: SAHLE/EUN:[CE N]ER] 07MAY-12MAY.]NB-DUR-]NB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

HI Eunice! 
th I~ust looked aL availability on the :[2 on the ~NB-RDIJ flights. We could chan~e the dcket, additional co~ection would be ~468.04 

ShoLdd I proceed? 

Thanks~ 

Kim 

F~= Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
$ent= Friday, April 0~, 20~2 9:~8 AM 
To= Kim Fehr 
Subject= RE: SAHLE/EUN~CE NJER~ 07MAY-22MAY 3NB-DUR-JNB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

Hi Kim, 

Greetings. 

Recent developments on the work front have led a situation whereby, I need to return here by May 13. Thus, I write to request a change on my return flight. Kindly let me 
know what the possibilities are for leaving Durban on the 12 to arrive here on the 13. I am sure there may be a penalty change, but I will deal with it if this turns out to be the 
case. 

Thanks for all your help. 

Cheers, 
Eunice. 

From-" Kim Fehr [KKFehr@maupintravel.com] 



Sent; Thursday, March 10, 2011 5:10 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Co: Cave, Tracey 
Subject-" FVV: SAHLE!EUNTCE N3ERI 07MAY-12MAY 3NB-DUR-3NB South African electronic ticket confirmation!invoice 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2011 4:04 PM 
To: Kim Fehr 
$..bject: SAHLE/EUNICE NJER107MAY JNB 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUHBER 

SERVTCE DATE ~’ROH 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG 

SA 579 

G ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

DURBAN 7OOP 

SATURDAY O.R. T~4BO TNT KING SHAKA INT 

TERMINAI, B 

SNACK 

AIRCRA~’T: BOEING 737-800 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 12HAY DURBAN 

SA 530 

L ECONOMY 

NON SHOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 700A 

THURSDAY KING SHAKA INT O.R. T~BO INT 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A319 

810A 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR ~’ARE 67.00 TAX 107.02 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) DL/GBNPMP SA!ZUYG9I 

PAYHENT: CA 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) 

ETKT:SA 083 863561678] 

DL/GBNPMP SA/ZUYG9I 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

SEAT ASSIGNMENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ONLY 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUHENTATION IH%,~EDiATELY.*** 

HAUPiN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED HORE THAN 24 HOURS A~’TER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/EI, ECTRONIC DOCUHENTiON 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

HAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AH-530PM 

FOR EHERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES }6~Y APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE HAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATTON LIVE WWW.CHECKHYTRIP.COH 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKHYTRIP.COM!CMTSERVLET?R ZUYGgI&L US&N SAHLE 

AIR TOTAL USD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 10:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Congratulations 

Dear Eunice: Congratulations on your teaching award. Will keep you posted on any developments that I think might be of interest. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

FW: SAHEE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU- 13M_AY Delta electronic ticket contirmation, invoice-updated 

Thanks agai~ Eu~ice! 

Kin 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID00768551) [mailto:emailserver@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 11:05 AM 
To: Kin Fehr 
Subject: SAHLE!EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 06MAY RDU 

ACCOUNT NUMBER 

SERVICE DATE FROH 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL ~077 

U ECONOHY 

06MAY RALEIGH DUR NC ATLANTA GA 400P 

FRIDAY RALEIGH DURHAM ATLANTA ATL 

TERMINAL 2 

NON SHOKING 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING (DOUGLAS) HD-88 

TO 

527P 

TE~4INAL S 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SEAT 21D NO SHOKING CONFIRHEI 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 200 

U ECONOHY 

06MAY ATLANTA GA 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG 745P 500P 

FRIDAY ATLANTA ATL JOHANNESBURG 

TERMINAL S TEU’~INAL A 

DINNER 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 777-200LR 

SEAT 50D NO SMOKING CONFIRHEE 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 8513 

T ECONOMY 

AF 0995 

13HAY JOHANNESBURG 

NON SHOKING 

PARIS 725P 605A 

FRIDAY JOHANNESBURG PARIS CDG 

TERMINAL A TERMINAL 2E 

DINNER 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

FLIGHT OPERATED BY AF AIR F~NCE 

AIRCRAFT: AIRBUS INDUSTRIE A380-800 

SEAT 25C NO SMOKING CONFIRHEI 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 49 

T ECONOHY 

14MAY PARIS 

NON SHOKING 

BOSTON ~ 1110A I 

SATURDAY PARIS CDG BOSTON LOGAN I 

TERMINAL 2E                      TEU’~INAL E 

LUNCH 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 757-200 

SEAT 23E NO SMOKING CONFIRHEE 

COULD ONLY ASSIGN CENTER SEAT IN ADVANCE 

DELTA AIR LINES 

DL 6561 

T ECONOHY 

14HAY BOSTON MA RALEIGH DUR NC 400P 619P 

SATURDAY BOSTON LOGAN I RALEIGH DURNAM 

TERMINAL A                 TEBHINAL 2 

NON SHOKING 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

FLIGHT OPERATED BY CO}6~IR DB~ 

AIRCRAFT OWNER: OH COV~&IR INC. 

AIRCP~FT: CANADAIR REGIONAL JET 700 

SEAT i0A NO SMOKING CONFIRHEI 



AIR FARE 1467.00 TAX 171.77 AIR TOTAL USD 

EXCHANGE TICKET NUHBER 006-8635616779 USD -1739.44 

AIRLINE 

PAYHENT: 

RESERVATION NUHBER(S) AFiZNYG9I DL/GBNPHP 

ETKT:DL 006 8637731531-32 SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION I?~IEDIATEI, Y.*** 

HAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCTES NOTED HORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUHENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

HAUPTN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO FURNTSH THE g’OLLOWTNG 

TOI, L FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 83@AM-530PH 

FOR EHERGENCY HELP *ONLY~ AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS NSE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES YAY APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE HAY APPLY 

PI, EASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAII, S 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION LIVE WWW.CHECKHYTRTP.COH 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABI, E 

CLICK THE FOLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE ITINERARY: 

WWW.C~ECKHYTRIP~CO~/CHTSERVLET?R ZUYG9I&L US&N S~LE 

SA/ZUYG9T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Fehr <KKFehr@maupintrmM.com> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 12:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

FW: SAHEEiFIJNICE NJERI 07MAY- 13MAY JNB South African electronic ticket contirmation/invoice 

From: MAUPIN TRAVEL, INC. (AGENTID0076855:t) [mailto:emailserver2@pop3.amadeus.net] 
Sent: Monday, April 04, 20:t:t :t:t:08 AM 
To; Kim Fehr 
Subject; SAHLE!EUNICE NJER107MAY.INB 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 07MAY JNB 

ACCOUNT NUHBER 

SERVICE DATE FROM 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIHqAYS 07HAY JOHANNESBURG DURBAN 700P 

SA 579 SATURDAY JOHANNESBURG DURBAN KING 

G ECONOMY TERMINAL B 

NON SMOKING SNACK 

AIRC~FT: BOEING 737-800 

SEAT ASSIGNHENTS ARE AIRPORT CHECK IN ONLY 

TO 

805P 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS 13HAY DURBAN 

SA 554 

L ECONOHY 

NON SMOKING 

JOHANNESBURG i240P iSOP 

FRIDAY DURBAN KING JOHANNESBURG 

SNACK 

AIRCRAFT: BOEING 737-800 

RESERVATION CONFIRHED 

AIR FARE 6i.00 TAX 117.06 AIR TOTAL USD 

EXCHANGE TICKET NUHBER 083-86366~6781 USD 

PAYHENT: 

RESERVATION NUMBER(S) AF/ZUYG9I DL/GBNPHP SA/ZUYG91 

ETKT:SA 083 863773~533 SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUHENTATION I)~HEDiATELY.*** 

HAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED HORE THAN 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUMENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTiON 

OR PAPER TICKETS, 

MAUPiN    TRAVEL    IS    PLEASED    TO    FURNISH    THE    FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-645i HONDAY - FRTDAY 830AH-530PM 

FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY* AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1337 YOUR PERSONAL ID CODE IS E9653 

***ADDITIONAL FEES YAY APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNHENT ISSUED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK TN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE HAY APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR AIRLINES WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

VIEW YOUR RESERVATION    LIVE WWW.CHECKHYTRiP.COM 

TICKETS ARE NON REFUNDABLE 

CLICK THE g’OLLOWING LINK TO ACCESS YOUR ONLINE TTINERARY: 

WWW.CHECKMYTRIP~coMiCMTSERVLET?R ZUYG9I&~ US&N SAHLE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Funke, Peter N. <~pnfunke@us£edtc> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 12:16 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

greetings 

Deal Eunice, 

Trufft this finds you well. This is Peter Funke. We meet over the weekend at Chapel Hill through             . I just wanted to touch base and tell you what a great 

time I had and how nice it was to get to know you and be included, mentioned a piece by you on the social forum, which I would be very interested in. I would 

greatly appreciate if you could let me know where I could find it. 

It would also be very nice if we could tind a non-Vaxing way to stay in touch a~d I hope we get together again in the neaJc future. 

All the best. 

Cheers, 

Peter 

Peter Nikolaus Funke 

Assistant Professor 

Department of Government & International Affairs 

University of South Florida 

4202 E, Fowler Ave/SOC 107 

Tampa, FL 33620 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:42 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] This Friday film screening Living Juaxez: Collateral Damage in Mexico’s °Drug Wax’ and discussion with [,aura Carlsen 

The Curriculum in Global Studies, Social Movements Working Group, 

Department of Anthropology 

Living Juarez: Collatera[ Damage in Me×ice’s ’[)rug War’ 

A :film screemng and discussion with 

Laura Carlsen 

Director of the Americas Program of the (;enter for International Policy 

Friday, 

Noon-1:30 PM 

2008-2010 G lobal Education Center 

Laura Carlsen is the Director of the Americas Program of the Center for 
International Policy (CEP). Carlsen will present the screening of the 
latest Chiapas Media Project, "Living Ju~rez: Collateral Damage in Mexico’s 
Drug War." After the short film, she will discuss various aspects of the 
War on Drugs in Mexico, US drug policy, and the crisis and militarization 
of Mexican society as a whole. Carlsen has been a political analyst and 
writer in Mexico for over twenty years and has written extensively on 
trade, security, irmnigration and gender issues in Mexico, Colombia, and the 
Americas. She is the author of "A Primer on Plan Mexico" and has been 
working closely for twenty years with U.S. and Mexican groups to develop 
facts-based assessments and explore alternatives. 

About the filra: 

In December 2006, during his first week in office, Mexican President Felipe 
Calderdn declared war on the drug cartels. Since then, close to 30,000 
people have died in Mexico as a result of the "War on Drugs." Ciudad 
Ju~rez, across the border from E1 Paso, Texas, is now considered the 
deadliest city in the world, where close to 7,000 people have died since 
March 2008. An estimated 10,000 security officers currently patrol the 
streets of Cd. Jufirez, while the violence continues to escalate. "Living 
Ju~rez" (20 minute screening time) looks at the corrm~m~ity response to the 
massacre of a group of youth attending a birthday part5’ in the Jufirez 
neighborhood of Villas de Salvfircar. 

For more reformation on the film and CMP, visit: 
http ://chiapasmediaproj ect.org/cmp/living-lu~rez-collateral-damage-mexicos-drug-war 

For more information on C~ Americas Program, visit: www.cipamericas org 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28958003-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26Po57fc7@listserv.unc edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 4, 2011 2:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Video - F~hiopia (land grabbing) 

Merci ma seur. 
The video shows an intriguing development. 3[ will raise the issue with Ethiopian friends who know more about it, and let you know. 
BHS 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, April 03, 2011 11:53 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Video - Ethiopia (land grabbing) 

Dear Esteemed Mwalimus, 

Below is a short video indicating our colleague Firoze’s point concerning contemporary land grabbing practices by Tndian owned corporations with the support of the Ethiopian 
state. 

http~ //www~guardian~c~~uk/g~~ba~~deve~~pment/vide~/2~11/mar/21/ethi~pia-~and-rush 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



RZGHTS ZN 6UANA3UATO 
Una d~cada luchanda pot los derechos reproductivos en Guanajuato 

Named Human Right Defender 2006 by 

Human Rights Watch, Sanchez has worked 

for over 15 years to advance and defend 

women’s reproductive rights in the state of 

Guanajuato, Mexico. Join us as she talks 

about the work of Centro Las Libres fighting 

the criminalization of reproductive rights and 

the future of women’s health in Mexico. 

DUKE U N IVE RSITY~t~t#t) W{--~. ; ,,-, _, , 
Cosponsored by International House, Center for Latin 

American & Caribbean Studies, and the Baldwin Scholars 



Atny Cleckler, MSW, MPH, LCSW 

Gender Violence Prevention Pmgraa~ Coordinator 

Dnke U~iversity Women’s Center 

126 Few Fed 

Box 90920 

919.681.6231 

919.681.6885 

ht’tp://wc, studentaffairs.duke .edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

courthey <~courtlaey@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 4, 2011 4:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Today 

Thanks Eunice for letting me kno~v. We will miss you! 
Let’s get together soon I go to a GEOG conference next week and will touch 
base ~vhen I return. Great work with Dr. Manji’. 
Best, 
Chris 

On Mon, 4 Apr 2011 12:10:48 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> 
wrote: 

> Dear Chris, 
> 

> Greetings and I hope you are well. 
> 
> I am very sad to write and say that because of new developments 
> surrounding a candidate who is giving a job talk in the Department of 
> African and Afro-American Studies today, I will miss the wonderful event 
> featuring your colleague from Colombia Please know that I will be there 
~n 
> spirit. 
> 

> Once again my apologies and wishing you all the best 
> 

> In solidarity, 
> Eunice 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Scheduling Final Exam with Di~bility Services 

Good (early) morning, 

I’m trying to schedule the remaining exam for AFAIVl    with Disability Services. I’m not sure if the syllabus is .t00% accurate. I’d really appreciate it if you could tell me what 
date/time information I should enter in and whether or not you can administer the exam; if not, I can complete it with a proctor in the DDS offices. Should I take it with a 
proctor, you may choose how to deliver the exam to DDS (via email, student pickup, or professor upload to the Faculty Dropbox) as well as how it is returned to you. Please 
don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions. 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration! 

See you in the afternoon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 8:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; firoze@pamb~uka.org 

links 

Dear Eunice and Firoze, 

I am attaching below the links to the videos which I briefly showed 
during my presentation: 
Yemeni rap: 
https://w~vw.voutube.com/watch?v 1H7N2bSlp9s&feature playerembedded 

Egypt(Asmaa Mahfouz vlog): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v S~jlgMdsEuk 

warm regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~em~Jl.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

SocM Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listsenT.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu> 

[s~nwg01 ] Yemeni rap 

revolutiona~ rap: 

https://w~vw.voutube.com/watch?v 1H7N2bSlp9s&feature plaverembedded 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blal~ email to leave-28962928-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 10:19 AM 

Department listserv ¢~athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: Tuesday 4/5 Temporary Roadblock on Country Club Rd at Paul Green Theater 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 20:I:t :1.0:02 AM 
Subject: Tuesday 4/5 Temporary Roadblock on Country Club Rd at Paul Green Theater 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

Country Club Road near Paul Green Theater is temporarily blocked due to downed trees. UNC Building and Grounds staff are 

currently on location working to remove debris so that the road can reopen. 

Recommended detours to access main campus destinations are as follows: 

From Battle Lane: 

Use Cameron Drive to Raleigh St. or Columbia St. 

From the east: 

Use Raleigh Rd. to access Raleigh street or Columbia St. n Cameron Drive 

From the west: 

Use Cameron Dr. or South Rd. 
Thank you, 

Department of Public 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8963629 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28963629-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~;listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieikoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 2:33 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Rm-e Books Viewing at Wilson Library, UNC 

Rare Books Are for Everyone 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 

5 p.m. Reception and book viewing (3rd floor) 

5:45 p.m. Program (Pleasants Family Assembly Room) 

Wilson Special Collections Librau 

Information: Liza Terll, Friends of the Library, (919) 962-4207 

On April 12, treasures will come out of the stacks at the Rare Book Collection in UNC’s Wilson Special Collections Library in the ~cond annual display of recent 

acquisitions. 

In the free public program at 5:45 p.m., Cnrator of Rare Books Claudia Funke will survey modem rare book culture ~md this year’s acquisitions, highlighting the 

inclusivity of tare books. 

Participants roll have the oppoltunity during a reception beginning at 5 p.m. to view additions to the Rare Book Collection from the past year. Items roll also be 

available for viewing after the talk. 

Material will range in date from the 13th to the 21st centuries. Among the Latin American items on display will be: 

Litermy papers fiom the most widely read Colombian author of the early twentieth centuD~. Josd Maria Vargas Vila, including mannscripts ofnnpublished 

novels; 

An eMy Yucata~l imprint, AlmeicLa’ s Pecado de A dan (M6rida. 1838 ), a poem with controversial religious and political content, (Gift of George and Melinda 

Stuart); 
¯ Papers of 19th-century Cuban poet Pmdencio Hechavarria y O’Gaban; 

~. Broadsides, telegram~ and letters surrounding the assassination ofRafael Ufibe Uribe; 

AbbdBrasseurdeBourbourg’sMo~mmentsartciensduMexique(Pa~is, 1866)withspectacularfull-pagelithographicplatesafterCountdeWaldeck’s 

drawings of the ruins in PaJ~enque; 

This event is sponsored by the Rare Book Collection and Friends of the Libraxy. 

Clandia Funke 

Curator of Rare Books 

Wilson Special Collections Librau 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3936 

201 Sou’th Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 8890 

tel: 919 962-1143 

email: 
_c_ 

!_’_a_u__d__i__~__d_’__u__r__fl_i _e__@ _t_~__n_c_:_e_d_u- 

Claudia Fnnke 

Curator of Rare Books 

Wilson Special Collections Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

CB #3936 

201 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 8890 

tel: 919 962-1143 

email: claudiafunke({~unc.edu 



From: @email.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:54 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Subjet’t: Re: Books 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am so sorry, I completely forgot to come by today. I sincerely apologize I am free any time tomorrow other than from 2 to 3 to come by; I can also return the one to the health sciences 
libralT as I have class over there on Thursday. Again, I apologize for failing to come by. 

Apologies, 

On , at 3:57 PM. Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

> 

> Dear 
> 

> Apologies for missing you yesterday 
> 

> I am sure you are bus?-, thus since I did not see you today as we had agreed, I will return the Vandormael book to Davis today I will return the one belonging to Health Sciences Libra,’ by 
Thursday. 
> 

> Kindly let me kno~v when you can pick up the $ for the fines. 
> 

> Once again apologies for missing our meeting yesterday. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> From: ~emaikunc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 8:59 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Books 
> 

> Hi Dr. Sahle, 
> 

> I hope you’re doing well Would it be possible for me to come by and get two of the books, Mortal Combat and Civil Society and Democracy in Post-Apartheid South Africa, so I can 
return them? The fines between them are up to $1050 because they were due last Tuesday. Thank you! 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 4:56 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cco[?ac] Banquet - last call 

One last reminder about the wonderful Instructor Appreciation Banquet being held in your honor on Wednesday, April 13, at 6:00 here at the Friday Center. So far 

over 60 have said they’ll attend but there is plenty of room for you and your guest. Please let Judith Benowitz (benowitz@email.unc.edu or 919-962-6302) know 

you do plan to join us. Hope you can. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emafil to <a h~e~’’ma~to:~eave-28966846-3634613.47f~279ea659~aca3376d3589[~a959@listserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-28966846- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589~a959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 5, 2011 5:43 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afiJatZam] UPDATE: F, xtemal Activities 

Hi All, 
I made a mistake! The place to report your External Activities is now online (no more paper forms) -I do apologize to those who have already given me a paper 

form, you will need to go into the system and enter the information again. 

Please go to https:iicfx.research.unc.edu/epap 

I haven’t been able to get a firm response about how book royalties and similar payments are handled, so I would encourage you to fill this out if you received any 

payment from outside of the university. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depm-~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africa~n & Afro-America~n Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Ca~rolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You oxe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!i~_i_c_2e_@_e_E!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscribe click hele: ._h__t_t_p_~:!,_/_[_~_~ _t__s_:__u__r! _c_:__e__d_t_~:!__u_i~_i__d______3___2_=3___6__!=_@__8__:_e___8_7_~_9___1_~ ~_~__2_~ .~.~..4~..e...~...5~6..@.~7.~.7..(.!~7.~.8~d~&..~.r.L~!2..&~.~.~.n....~.~.~.~.r..n.~9~ Z _l__~__6_. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is brokeu) 

or send a blauk email to leave-28967166-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.t~nc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:47 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] location tbr SMWG meeting tomorrow Wednesday 

ROFFA.pdf 

Hello all, 

Our next Social IVlovements Working Group meeting will be this Wednesday, 
from 5:00 to 7:00pm 

at the Anthropology Lounge in the 3rd floor of the Alumni Building 

Belo~v and attached is the reformation about the lneeting 

See you tomotrow[ 

Donald Nonini, Dorothy Holland and their research associates will be 
presenting on the alternative agri%ods movement in NC 
The presentatmn is based on their project "Research on Food and Farming 
for All: Moral Logics and Networks in the Alternative Agrifoods Movement" 
(roffa.web.unc.edu) 

Looking %rward to seeing you al l on Wednesday! 

Research on Food and Fanning [’or All (ROFFA) 
Moral Logics and Networks in the Altemauve Agrifoods Movement 
(roffa.web.unc.edu) 

What. ROFFA is a research project funded by the National Science Foundation 
to investigate 
the networks of organizations and initiatives that make up the local food 
and community food 
securib" movements in North Carolina. The pr~iect seeks not only to 
inventor?" who is doing 
what within the movement, but also to investigate the underlying moral 
logics~he ideas and 
feelings that lead individuals and groups to act within a local cultural 
context, especially within 
local settings constrained by ideas and practices of market fundamentalism. 

Why. This research is iraportant because it contributes to the public, 
activists[ and 
policymakers[ understanding of the diversity of concerns, agendas, and 
organizations within the 
local food and community food security movements, and contributes to a 
better understanding 
of diversity within social movements at large. (For the scientific aims of 
the project, see 
academic sun~maly.) Local concern about our current mainstream food systeru 
is growing, and 
North Carolina has been at the forefront of regional efforts to address 
these concerns. ROFFA 
seeks to provide a holistic understanding of the way in which the emerging 
local food moveruent 
is engaged in social change within our state. 

Where. We are specifically investigating four different sites in North 
Carolina in order to 
determine variation among areas with diflhring class/race compositions and 
social resources. 
The four sites are Charlotte, Durham, Halifax/Edgecombe/Nash Counties, and 
AsheiWatauga 
Counties Field researchers will reside in these areas for 11 months (July 
2010 to Ame 2011) 
conducting intervie;vs and observing meetings and gatherings of local food 
organizations. 

Who. The principal investigators are Dr. Don Nonini and Dr. Dottie Holland, 
both of the 
Anthropolo~ Department at L~,-C~hapel Hill. The field researchers living in 
the project sites 
are Sarah Johnson, Patrick Linder, Jen Walker, and Willie Wright. ROFFA is 
linked to the UNCChapel 
Hill Collaborations for Integrating Research and Action (CIRA) The mission 
of CIKA 
(cira unc.edu) is "to bring together university researchers with community 
leaders to collaborate 
on producing research/action projects to advance sustainable development, 
c ommuni~z wellbeing 
and social justice in North Carolina and beyond" ROFFA researchers will 
work with 
several organizations in each site to organize public events on 



food-related issues 

How ROFFA will be carried out over a 20 month period in which the 
researchers will conduct 
intep~iews with participants in the local ]2~od movement, observe meetings 
of organizations and 
initiatives, and collect data from media sources, and historical documents. 
The research project 
abides by all Institutional Review Board policies and procedures, and, as 
such the researchers 
will ask for consent before intelwiewing, recording, or photographing local 
food movement 
participants. More information on the consent to participate can be found 
here. All interviews are 
confidential, and published material will not contain real names or 
identifiable information about 
those individuals who participate in the study. 
--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28967392-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listser,~.unc.edu 



Research on Food and Farming for All (ROFFA) 
Moral Logics and Networks in the Alternative Agrifoods Movement 

(.roffa.web.unc.edu) 

What. ROFFA is a research project funded by the National Science Foundation to investigate 

the networks of organizations and initiatives that make up the local food and community food 
security movements in North Carolina. The project seeks not only to inventory who is doing 
what within the movement, but also to investigate the underlying moral logics--the ideas and 
feelings that lead individuals and groups to act within a local cultural context, especially within 

local settings constrained by ideas and practices of market fundamentalism. 

Why. This research is important because it contributes to the public, activists’ and 

policymakers’ understanding of the diversity of concerns, agendas, and organizations within the 
local food and community food security movements, and contributes to a better understanding 
of diversity within social movements at large. (For the scientific aims of the project, see 

academic summary.) Local concern about our current mainstream food system is growing, and 
North Carolina has been at the forefront of regional efforts to address these concerns. ROFFA 
seeks to provide a holistic understanding of the way in which the emerging local food movement 
is engaged in social change within our state. 

Where. We are specifically investigating four different sites in North Carolina in order to 
determine variation among areas with differing class/race compositions and social resources. 

The four sites are Charlotte, Durham, Halifax/Edgecombe/Nash Counties, and Ashe/Watauga 
Counties. Field researchers will reside in these areas for 11 months (July 2010 to June 2011) 
conducting interviews and observing meetings and gatherings of local food organizations. 

Who. The principal investigators are Dr. Don Nonini and Dr. Dottle Holland, both of the 
Anthropology Department at UNC--Chapel Hill. The field researchers living in the project sites 
are Sarah Johnson, Patrick Linder, Jen Walker, and Willie Wright. ROFFA is linked to the UNC- 

Chapel Hill Collaborations for Integrating Research and Action (CIRA). The mission of CIRA 
(cira.unc.edu) is "to bring together university researchers with community leaders to collaborate 
on producing research/action projects to advance sustainable development, community well- 

being and social justice in North Carolina and beyond." ROFFA researchers will work with 
several organizations in each site to organize public events on food-related issues. 

How. ROFFA will be carried out over a 20 month period in which the researchers will conduct 
interviews with participants in the local food movement, observe meetings of organizations and 
initiatives, and collect data from media sources, and historical documents. The research project 
abides by all Institutional Review Board policies and procedures, and, as such the researchers 

will ask for consent before interviewing, recording, or photographing local food movement 
participants. More information on the consent to participate can be found here. All interviews are 
confidential, and published material will not contain real names or identifiable information about 

those individuals who participate in the study. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuttolL Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 9:57 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Wed. news + FW: worker~student~faculty/commuhity sit-out at UNC-CH this Tharsday! 

SEANC District 25 suppol~s the Building Services employees who will be sitting-out at South Building tiffs Thursday. Everyone is encouraged to stop by South 

Building to demonstrate support. The best time to attend will be noon, when there will be a rally and speak out. Bring your lunch if you want. If you can’t Inake it at 

noon, please tiy to participate sometime during the day. 

Stand united with your fellow workers in their desire to maintain their 4 day, 10 hour work schedtfle which has allowed many of them to have second jobs to make 

ends meet during these difficult economic times. A change to their schedule now will be a major monetary hardship for their families. Management has not demonstrated 
a need for the proposed schedule change. 

[This blog is a ~urce of lesser mliabiliF] 

Perdue Expected to Veto State Health Plan 

http:i/ncblogger.com/2011/04/05/perdue- expected-to- veto- state- hea]th- plan.aspx 

UNC-CH receives $3 million for athlete study center 

http:/iwww.newsobserver.com/2011/04/06/1107836, athlete- study-center- funded.html 

[A message to students] 

All-Day Sit-Out in Support of Campus Workers! Rally at Noon! 
Tiffs Thursday April 7 

9am: Join workers for an all-day sit-out in flout of South Building! 

12 noon: Major Rally of~Vorkers and Students! 

Join campus workers from 9am-5pm on Thursday April 7th on the steps of South Building to protest attacks on workers rights! There will be tbod, speakers, 

conversation, performances and communiU. 

...It’s important to be there all day, or as much of the day as you can. Skip class, rearrange appointments, ask offii~om professors. But. if you can only make 
paxt of the day, the most important part will be from 12 noon to lpm, when workers and students will rally and speak out to the media. 

Facilities workers fioln around campus have decided to take vacation time and sit on the steps of South Building ne:d Thursday to protest unfair schedule 

changes by management. They and other workers are courageously standing up for their rights and for a voice on the job in this time of budget cuts, tuition 

hikes, and other attacks on workers and students. 

It’s essential that we as s~dents support them and sit-out with them! With the climate of fear and intimidation that workers face constantly from management, 

it’s a risk to speak out as a worker on this campus, let alone to protest publicly. These unfair schedule changes that workers are facing are just another 

example of the administration Wing to balance the budget on the backs of workers and students, and we’ve all got to unite to fight these attacks. As workers, 

they thce retaliation, increaaed health care costs, unlhir schedule changes, intimidation, and decreased beneiits. 

We gotta work together to fight lbr justice on the job and digniU in the workplace tbr cmnpus workers! 

Chelsea Earles 

HOPE Coalition Coordinator 

919-491-6936 

Hear Our Public Employees Coalition 

PO Box 12133 

Raleigk NC 27605 

Sign our letter to legislators at ~’w.nchope.org! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Attach: 

sharon mujica <smujica@email.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 11:10 AM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu 

CommuniW Meeting and Art Exhibit Opening at E1 CentroiCanboro 4/13 

~eunion comunita~a y exhibicion de axte ENG.pdf; reunion comunitaria y exhibicion de axte ESP.pdf; Reunion ECL former BOD .doc; 

ATT00001 .c 

Please join us to celebrate the new and vel3z active E1 Centro Hispano in Carrboro. 

Free and open to the public 



C.er~tro 
H~spano CARRBORO 

COMMUNITY G 
AND ART EXHIBIT OPENING 

"Masks and images of Mexico" 

A year ago we became a part of your community and want 
to share our accomplishments and challenges with you. 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011,6-8pro 
at El Centro Hispano Carrboro 

Additionally, we want you to enjoy a collection of traditional 
masks from Guerrero, Mexico and the work of painter Cornelio 

Campos. 

You will also enjoy art from ECH’s "Art Workshop for Children" 
and of students of "Mi Escuelita Spanish Immersion Preschool" 

We thank our sponsor Sherwin-Williams and Cornelio Campos 
and Sharon S. Mdjica for sharing their art. 

For more information: 
E! Centro Hispano 

Unit FFF Carrboro Plaza Shopping Center 
104 Highway 54 West E~ypass, Carrboro, NC 27510 



~ 
E! 
C.er~tro 
H~spano CARRBORO 

REUNION COMUNITARIA 
Y APERTURA D~_ 

EXHIBICION DE ARTE 
"M~scaras e Ira&genes de M~xico" 

Hace un afio que formamos parte de su comunidad y 
queremos compartir nuestros ~xitos y retos con usted. 

Mi6rcoles, 13 de abril del 2011,6-8pro 

Adem~s queremos que venga a disfrutar de una colecciOn de 
m~scaras tradicionales de Guerrero y del trabajo art[stico del 

pintor Comelio Campos. 

Tambi#n podr~ vet arte de los ni#os de ECH como resultado del 
"Taller de Arte" y de "Mi Escuelita Spanish Immersion Preschool" 

Agradecemos a nuestro patrocinador Shervvin-W#h’ams y a 
Cornelio Campos y Sharon S. Mdjica pot compartir su arte. 

Para m~s informaci6n: 
E! Centro Hispano 

Unit FFF Carrboro Plaza Shopping Center 
104 Highway 54 West Bypass, Carrboro, NC 27510 



El Centro Hispano 

Meeting with El Centro Latino former Board Members 

February 16, 2011 

Attendees: 

ECL former BOD members: 

ECH BOD members: 

ECH Staff members: 

Torin Martinez, Josmell Perez 

Susan Denman - BOD Chair 

Earl Phillips - Vice-chair 

Pilaf Rocha Goldberg- President/CEO 

Francisco Duque - Development and Human Resources Director 

Colleen Blue - Grants Officer 

Ronald Garcia - Community Organizer and Fundraiser 

Rossana Zetina - Administrative Coordinator, Carrboro 

- ECH Intern 

1. Pilar Rocha-Goldberg gave a presentation about El Centro Hispano’s (ECH) Mission, Priorities, 

Programs and Services. She showed the number of people who have been served in the 

Carrboro office since July 9, 2010 when the office opened. 

2. Pilar also mentioned the new programs that are coming soon to the Carrboro office, such as HIV 

prevention and literacy for adults. 

3. Pilar opened the session for comments, and the feedback was good about the accomplishments 

that ECH has had over the past 8 months. 

4. In addition, BOD and staff members of ECH shared with Torin and Josmell the struggles the 

organization has experienced, especially with funding. 

5. Torin and Josmell shared a lot of information and contacts for ECH: 

- Chamber of Commerce 

- Southern Season 

- John White - Economic Development 

- UNC Health Care- External Affairs 

- UNC School of Medicine 

- UNC Dental 

- Police Department 



- Community outreach at UNC - Linda 

- UNC List serves 

- UNC students - 

- Latin Jam - Lucila Vargas 

- Paul Cuadros 

- UNC Latino/a Studies - Maria Guzman 

- UNC - Jackie Resnick 

- Ron Strausses 

Other recommendations: 

- Make an appointment with UNC Chancellor 

- Put the ECH presentation on our web site 

- Also reach out to the chancellor at NCCU 

- Send Torin the final business membership package for the Chapel Hill Chamber of Commerce 

The Community meeting will be held on April 13, 2011 at El Centro Hispano in Carrboro. The 

idea is to present the results to the community at large and ask for support. 

Pilar Rocha-Goldberg 

President/CEO 

El Centro Hispano, Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 11:37 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Rm-e Books Viewing at Wilson Library, UNC 

Rare Books Are for Everyone 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 

5 p.m. Reception and book viewing (3rd floor) 

5:45 p.m. Program (Pleasants Family Assembly Room) 

Wilson Special Collections Librau 

Information: Liza Terll, Friends of the Library, (919) 962-4207 

On April 12, treasures will come out of the stacks at the Rare Book Collection in UNC’s Wilson Special Collections Library in the ~cond annual display of recent 

acquisitions. 

In the free public program at 5:45 p.m., Cnrator of Rare Books Claudia Funke will survey modem rare book culture ~md this year’s acquisitions, highlighting the 

inclusivity of tare books. 

Participants roll have the opportunity during a reception beginning at 5 p.m. to view additions to the Rme Book Collection from the past year. Items roll also be 

available for viewing after the talk. 

Material will range in date from the 13th to the 21st centuries. Among the Latin American items on display will be: 

Litermy papers fiom the most widely read Colombian author of the early twentieth centuD~. Josd Mafia Vargas Vila, including mannscripts ofnnpublished 

novels; 

An eMy Yucata~ imprint, Almekh’ s Pecado de A dan (M6rida, 1838 ), a poem with controversial religious and political content, (Gift of George and Melinda 

Stuart); 

¯ Papers of 19th-century Cuban poet Pmdencio Hechavarria y O’Gaban; 

Broadsides, telegram~ and letters surrounding the assassination ofRafael Ufibe Uribe; 

AbbdBrasseurdeBourbourg’sMo~mmentsartciensduMexique(Pa~is, 1866)withspectacularfull-pagelithographicplatesafterCountdeWaldeck’s 

drawings of the ruins in PaJ~enque; 

This event is sponsored by the Rare Book Collection and Friends of the Libraxy. 

Clandia Funke 

Curator of Rare Books 

Wilson Special Collections Librau 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3936 

201 Sou’th Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 8890 

tel: 919 962-1143 

email: 
_c_ 

!_’_a_u__d__i__~_~ "__u__r__fl_i _e__@ _t_~__n_c_:_e_d___u- 

Claudia Funke 

Curator of Rare Books 

Wilson Special Collections Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

CB #3936 

201 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 8890 

tel: 919 962-1143 

email: claudi alhnke(~unc.edu 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

ba-ltam as: riefkoN@emaiknnc~edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
emaJl to leave-28965672- 5532274.374955tEdl d214ctl)5e2dT0c985865e8(i~listserv.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:18 PM 

The asc tbculty mailing list. <asc ~aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Malawi/Chichewa Workshop 

Please circulate to s~dents who "mill be in Malam this summer. 

Introduction to Malawi: A Workshop in Chichewa Language and Malawi Culture. 

$~%en: Thursdays - April 7, April 14, April 21 and April 28 from 5:30 pm -7:00 pm. 
Where: Room 0003 - Michael Hooker Research Center, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health (Directions) 

This tbur-part workshop will lbcus on introducto~ Chichewa greeling~ medical inter~dew vocabulaw, mad linguistic cultural sensitivity in health ~r~ices tbr UNC 

students, stat][’and thculty who plan to work in Malawi. Each session will last 1.5 hours and will provide elementary language and cultural training, as well as brief 
presentations on the histoiy, geography, politics and economy of Medawi. Pa~ticitmnts will be provided with readings and language materials. Dinner will also be 

provided. Attendance at a minimum of 3 sessions is required. 

Space is lhnited, so please register by emailing Mamie Harris at malawi~uncedu Call 919-843-8426 if you have any questions. 

This workshop is sponsored by the UNC Institute for Global Healtl~ & Infectious Diseases (http:/iglobalhealtAunc.edu/) and the UNC African Studies Center 

(http:i/afiica.unc.edu/ ) 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Ai~ican Studies Center, CB#7582 

3@27 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

www.global.unc.edu!africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mulima, Sinamenye A <~smulima@emailamc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 2:44 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: April 1 - thrum on African Social Movements 

Dacla Eunice: 

Congratulations for the wonderful Teaching Award you just received, 

Alphons~:_~ IVlutima 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mail~:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent: domingo, 20 de matzo de 2011 19:43 
To: Depa~ment lisNe~ 
Subject: [affiafam] April I - forum on African Social MovemenN 

Dear All, 

Please join our colleagues Professors Selassie, Nzongola and others such as Dr. Firoze Manji (Editor-in-Chief, Pambazuka News) at a forum on African social movements in a 
globalizing context. For more details, kindly see the attached poster. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You aJce currently subscribed to aI~aJ~am as: smu{im~@email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc~edu/u?id=:32361603.ecl;l.5acb748a65c731"d2679966d97fl 6&n=T&l=afria~?m~&o::288766,~ 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-28876644-32361603.ecI:~5acb748a65c73fd2679966d97t] 6¢~listservamc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 4:36 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] Annual Report - Due 4/29 

Dear All, 

You should receive an email from the College of Arts & Sciences tomorrow, April 7th, with details about your role in completing the Annual Report. 

You are REO.UIRED to complete your section of the report by April 29th. I will start hounding you on April 25th if you haven’t completed it by then, so let’s avoid 

that! Please let me know if you have any questions, or ask your colleagues, as they may have more experience with this than I do. 

FYI - My understanding is that some aspects are easier this year than in the past, such as the ability to cut and paste a list of publications, rather than entering each 

one separately - enjoy! 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agaflla Bnell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of A[’rican & Ati’o-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle ttall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:afriaiiam&o=28973329 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~..e..-..2-8.~.7.:.3.:.3...2...9...-:.3...2.~}.!~..@~8..:.e..~..7.2.a.~.~...a...5~8.~3..~:.3...~..c.)...5~4.~.~.~}~.~!).~2~@~istser~.unc.edu 



~ oices qfLaffn A~erican Liffe 
~wo ~w ~ooks ~or Cou~s~ Mo~o~ 

New~ 

From Warism to Pacifism 

Livinq in the Crossfire 

Favela Residents, Druq Dealers, and Pol~ce Violence in Rio de 

Janeiro 

By ~aria Helena .oreira Aires and Philip Evanson 

New~ 

~ro~ W~r,~ to ~i,,~ 

Mexican Voices of the Bo~er Reqion 

with translations by Sandra del Castillo 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 11:24 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej - faculty] FRI: AAUP president Cary Nel son at Duke, 7 p.m.: Saving the Uni versity 

AAUP CaryNelson gray2.pdf; Attached Message Part; Attached Message Part 

****** A FINAL REM1NDER -- and please for~vard to anyone you think might be interested! ********* 

This Friday, April 8, at 7 pro. 

(;ap)~ Nelson, American Association of University Professors President, will give a keynote public speech at Duke University, "How to Save the UniversiD’." 

Richard White Lecture Hall. http://map.duke.edu/buildin~i127. 

He’s good Cary is a compelling speaker, a fine thinker, funny and incisive--and not beyond being slightly biting if and when needed. 

He’s one of the premier voices in the nation defending academic freedom and collective bargaining for faculty, working against layof~ in the humanities and elsewhere, speaking out against 
scientific and corporate conflicts of interest--and exhorting faculty and students to orgamze and defend public higher education 

Please come, and bring colleagues, students, friends. Cary Nelson’s talk will address what we can do individually and collectively to save higher education. These steps involve reforming 
the campus, making con~non cause with all faculty, stall; and students -- and increasing strategic public outreach. 

There will be a wine and hors d’oeuvres reception to follow 

(;ap)~ Nelson, president of the AAUP, is English professor and Jubilee Professor of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 

His most recent book "No UniversiD" Is an Island: Saving Academic Freedom," is a manifesto ~2~r change It offers a comprehensive account of the social, political, and cultural ~2~rces 
undermining academic freedom At once witty and devastating, it confronts these threats with exceptional frankness, then offers a prescription for higher education’s renewal 

He is author or editor of 25 books and more than 100 essays. 

Emai[ for more irfformation 

-- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: kleinman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-28970028-16564031.12d0460c5cc44f73867ce53cac4fcdc9@listselw.unc.edu 

-- You are currently- subscribed to scj-faculty as: em~ice@email.m~c.edu. To ~msubscribe send a blare: 

email to leave-28974743-3692316 5edd0fl 2bfb180510746fegd82addc3b@listserv unc.edu 



Jubilee Professor of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences at U niversity of 
illinois at Urbana-Champaign 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Recommendations 

Hi Eunice -- first many thanks for bringing Firoz to campus --- what 
a great spirit and political mind. I am looking forward to seeing and 
hearing more from him in the future. I have a quick question -- I 
will be doing a panel discussion with students on on Saturday, Apr. 
16 @ou’ll be there also, right?) focusing on ethics. Students who 
were recornmended to me have not responded so I am wondering if any of 
your comparative globalization palticipants are still around. 11" so, 
would an?’ of them be good candidates for a mature discussion on 
ethics and ethical conduct while studying abroad?? I’d like to add 
them if you feel they have some insights. 

Thanks in advance! 
Regards 
Joseph 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
jfjordan@email unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.o£Women.Faculty.&.Professionals@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:43 PM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a~4"pall] AWFP Spring luncheon invita’don 

AWFP Spring Invite 2011 .lx~.f 

Dear Colleagues, 
You are invited to the Association for Women Faculty and Professionals’ Annual Meeting and Spring Luncheon. The luncheon will be held in the Old Well 
Room at the C~.’,roii:-’., :/ir~, -ii-:i.:r~:d~::~, ?,~:,ri:: :~, :2C,’i. i. i~ <>-’.q 1. i.: :-:’,0 ~::,~>. lo :l ::..<’,’ ~:,,~>. We are delighted to welcome I..’.,r. ",,-:-~di< r ~4~.,,rri:;.. J. Carlyle Sitterson 

Professor Emerita, :~ c.,~.~r ~,-.,~:-’.,oie ~:p~. ~::::.:e:-. Please see the attached flyer for registration details. Seating is limited, please register early. 

During the luncheon we will honor Dr. Adaora Adimora as the AWFP’s 2011 Mary Turner Lane Award winner. Dr. Adimora will be on her way to a speaking 
engagement so can only join us briefly at 11:30. I encourage everyone to arrive at 11:30 to extend your personal congratulations to Dr. Adimora. 
Bring a colleague and join us for this festive close of the academic year. 

Beth Millwood, President 
AWFP, 2010-2011 
www.unc.edu/awfp 

Elizabeth A. Millwood 

Outreach Coordinator 

Southern Oral History Program 

410 E. Franklin St., CB #9127 

University o.f North Carolina at Chapel Hil! 

Chape! Hil!, NC 27599-9127 

919.962.0560 

You axe subscribed to this list awfpall, because you have been identified as a femaJe t:aculty or professional sta£f member who is eligible to join or paxticitmte in 
activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. We use this general list veu sparingly only to invite you to the four or five events 
we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be unsubscribe& please email anne whisnant@unc.ed.u. 



The Association for 

Women Facul(v and ProfesMonMs 
The University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 
invites you to our 



_J L 

Please RSVP before April 

Dear/me,t/Schook 
C~,~us Address (include CB#):. 
Email Address:" 
Phone N~mber: 

Send this firm along Mth a check 
madep~able to A~P to: 

~ Slrom Got¢Neg AW?P 7>easurer 
S~g, oo/ ~j Social Wo~, <TB# 3550 

Or make yourpq),ment through Po, Pal at: 
http:/ / wwmunc, e&/ awfp 

~’ pcyment iv&des ~he jbllowivg: 
$ 2~,_fi~r M~’mbe~ Lu~ch     $30,_fi~r Nov-membe~ 

Reserva/ions and cancella/ions mus/ be recei~’ed no la/er /han April 22~Z 
@,~ceIla/iovs ~er this date a¢II rot ~eceiue a 

bbr questions about registration, e-maiZ" g~’o~got@~maiZu~.~edu 
?br iq~rmation about A ~7~ dsit: ~t~;[Zwww. unc. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Thursday, April 7, 2011 12:55 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APCG panels at ISA 2012- proposals due May 15 

Dear APCG colleagues: 
Next year’s International Studies Association annual meeting will be in San Diego, on April 1-4, 2012. The call for proposals is now open and the deadline for submissions is 
June 1,2011. Additional information can be found on their website at http://www.isanet.orcl/annual convention/. 
The African Politics Conference Group has been allocated two panels at the conference. Our deadline to submit these panels is May 15, two weeks before the general 
deadline. Therefore, if you would like your paper or panel to be considered for APCG sponsorship, submit your proposal to Steve Burgess (chair of the ISA committee) 
at Stephen.Bur,qess@maxwell.af.mil by April 30, 2011. This will give the committee time to review the proposals, make selections, and submit the APCG panels by May 
15. 
Per APCG rules, and consistent with other organizations, you must be a paid APCG member to submit a paper or panel proposal. Dues are $10 per year. The 
committee will confirm with the treasurer, Carl LeVan (levan@ameri~’m.edu), before reviewing your proposal. For information about how to pay your dues using PayPal, see 

the APCG website (vwvw.africanpolitics.qroup.or.q). 
We are very grateful to the APCG members who have agreed to serve on the ISA committee: Steve Burgess, Aaron Hale, and Jana Honke. Again, please send your proposal 

to Steve Burgess by April 30th. 

We look forward to some good APCG panels at the ISA conference in San Diego! 

Best wishes, 
Both Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaice~b, emaAl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 14828511 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-14828511-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:28 AM 

Department listserv <atHalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat~m] Annual Report open for tgculty 

College Amm~J Report Facul .ty M~ual.pdf 

Dear’ All, 

It was mentioned to me that some people may not have received this email with all of the information about the Annual Report. Please see below and attached 

f.:_~r instructions or completing your por~:ion (before the deadline), 

The Ifnk to the system is: https:iiapps4.oasis.unc.eduicari 

Agatha Buell 

Business OPl]cer 

Dep~tme~ of Ptfl-*]ic Policy 

217 Abemeflty HN1, CB #3435 

Departmen~ of .kl?icat~ & Al?:o-:kmerican Studies 

109 Battle Hal~, CB #3395 

L;n~versit-y of NoNa Carolina 

Cba~e[ Hill NC 27599 

I)~ 919.9~2.2788 
[" 919.962.5824 

F~m: . . _ Nemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~ednesday, 6:17 PN 
To: All Administrative Nanagers in the College of A~s ~ Sciences 
Cc: asddd@Nstse~.unc.edu; asmgrs@lisNe~,unc.edu 
Subject: [asmgrs] Impo~ant - Annual Report open for facul~ 

This message is being sent to all faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences with a copy to unit chairs/directors and administrative managers. 

The College Annual report system is now open for faculty to summarize their activities and accomplishments. Based on input the Annual Report Committee 

received from departments, a new version of the Annual Report system has been developed to streamline the process and make the reporting easier and more 

efficient for faculty, chairs, and administrators. The attached help document explains the design and navigation for the new system. Please contact OASIS for 

additional help. 

All faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences are required to prepare for their department or curricula an annual report of some of your activities and 

accomplishments for the period                           . These reports are used for a variety of assessment and evaluation purposes within your units, but 

they are also an important component of the units’ required report to the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The deadline for completing your report is Please bookmark the new system address - .h...t.t.p..s..:j.j..a..p..p...s..4.~:.~...a...s.Ls.:~.u.~.n.~.c.~..e..d...u.j...c.g.[] 

Stewardship: 

You may also be prompted to complete a tab labeled "Stewardship." This section is included if you have received funding from private sources. 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation produces letters to donors on the use of these funds. These reports benefit your department and the College of Arts and 

Sciences in future fund-raising efforts. 

If you have questions about the Stewardship section, please contact one of the following staff members at the Arts & Sciences Foundation: Del Helton, 

del.helton@unc.edu, 962-82:16, Jim Magaw, j!m.ma~aw@unc.edu, 962-6:123, or Joanna Cardwell, ioanna.cardweN @unc.edu, 962-8342. 

Please note that your contributions last spring helped the Arts and Sciences Foundation produce nearly 600 letters to our generous College donors. This annual 

"stewardship report" explains how the fund was used and includes information about the fund’s investment performance. Donors often respond with a thank-you 

note in appreciation. 

We very much appreciate your assistance with another round of outstanding stewardship letters. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACCESSING THE ANNUAL REPORT SYSTEM AND STEWARDSHIP 

:1) .h---t-t--~--s--.-.j-~a--Q--Q---s-~4---.~-~-~a---s-1s--.-~u~n---c--.~yL~r~ 

2) Login with your onyen and onyen password 

3) You can access the Stewardship system through a tab on the Annual Report. 



*For responses from previous years - Previous system. 

Your Onyen 

Website: Ilttp:!ionyen.u nc.edu 

Your ONYEN is the first part of your email address, e.g. for an email address of jdoe(at)email.unc.edu your ONYEN is "jdoe" without the quotes. 

If you lose or forget your ONYEN password, you can get a new one by taking your UNC One Card (or another picture ID) to IT Response Center at Wilson Library suite 

300. It is not possible to recover your old password. For security reasons, you can get a new password only with a picture ID. 

If you have forgotten your ONYEN you may look it up by selecting the "Forgotten Onyen" button and supplying your last name and your PID. 

Annual Report Assistance 

If you require additional help or have problems accessing or using the web site, please submit an Online Help Ticket to OASIS. Website: 

http:!!oasis.unc.edu!remedy 

You axe currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: eunicef;email,tmc,edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati]afarn&o~8983900 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28983900-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listse~w.unc~edu 
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Ove~oview 

The online College annual report system has been redesigned for the 2010-2011 reporting period. 

primary goal of the redesign was to make it easier for reporters to enter data into the system. 

The general work flow of the application will be: 

1. sign on 

2. verify onyen, reporting period, departmental affiliations 

3. answer questions on 9 pages 

4. upload your CV 

5. mark your report as complete 

6. review your report 

7. sign out 

A 

https://apps4.oasis.unc.edu/car Once you click on that link, you will be presented with the following 

Iogin screen: 

Provide your onyen and password to access the annual report system 

Page 2 of 9 



After a successful sign on, you will be sent to the first page in the system, the profile page: 

The profile page presents some information that you, the reporter, must verify. Make sure that the 

onyen, the current year and the home/primary department is correct. You can easily change your 

primary department with the radio buttons. 

All departments in the "Affiliated Units" section will be able to view your report. You do NOT need to 

fill out a report for each department. 

In the example above, the reporter with an onyen of lerch is doing a report for the 2010-2011 reporting 

period and is affiliated with 2 departments. Note how the OASIS department is selected as the primary. 

Page 3 of 9 



The faculty/reporter part of the system consists of several pages, all with the navigation buttons "Back" 

and "Save and continue". Choosing "Back" will save any changes and send you to the previous page. 

"Save and Continue" will save any changes and send the reporter to the next page. 

Here is an example of what the buttons look like (keep in mind that these buttons are at the bottom of 

each report page): 

Sections of the report are also provided (right side menu) to navigate to any page within the report. 

Using these links will save the work you have already done on the current page. 

Page 4 of 9 



The annual report system will Iogout automatically after 30 minutes of inactivity and your work will 

not be saved. Remember to save your work before moving to another task. 

Also, a pop up dialog will appear when only 5 minutes remain: 

If you anticipate that an answer to a question(s) may take longer than 30 minutes, it may be necessary 

to draft the reply in a word process or text editor. Replies can be cut and pasted from the word 

processor. 

Page S of 9 



College of Arts Scie  .ces: R.epo °t System 

The majority of the pages in the report system are in a question and answer format. Publications, 

creative activities, teaching, university service, internal funding, professional activities, public service, 

unit questions, and comments are all question/answer pages. 

Replies to the questions are in one of several formats. 

1. A small text box for numeric and short text answers (#6 below), 

2. A larger, multi-line text box for more lengthy answers (#8 below), or 

3. Radio button selections (#7 below). 

6, Numb~!:..g{..{g.!7,3q:e.E. _qra:duate ~udent coaut~:~ors:. 

Did e:ny und:e.rgradu:e:tes yo, u supee¢ise present o,r perform their wor.~z ~r. an off-camp:us me.e~mg 
or venue this yea¢~ 

If yes, p~ease fi~ the event(s) b.ei::o.w w~th: the n:ames of the ~ud::ents belo:w each went 

Once the questions have been answered, you may click one of "Back" button, "Save and continue" 

button, or one of the direct-to-page links. Any of these will save your work. 

Page 6 of 9 



The attachment page allows you to attach uploaded files to your report. At this time, the only 

attachment required is your current CV, although your department may require other documents: 

To add an attachment, click on the "(+) Add Attachment" link on the upper right hand side of the page. 

You will see the following: 

Use the browse button to locate your CV file on your computer. Enter a description such as "My CV for 

2010-2011" and then click the "Save" button. Please note that there is a limit on the size of the file you 

wish to upload of 2000 Kilobytes (2 Megabytes). This should accommodate most CVs in Microsoft Word 

or PDF format. 

Page 7 of 9 



The status page allows you to indicate whether or not you are have completed the annual report: 

Click the appropriate choice of "In Progress" or "Complete" and then save the choice by clicking "Save 

and continue". This status is used to inform your department and the college that you are done with 

your report for the current reporting period. It should be noted that you are still able to make changes 

to your report even if it is marked as "completed". You may amend your report until the system closes 

according to the schedule released by the Dean’s Office. 

The summary page is a reporting page that summarizes all your input into the system for the given 

report period. An image/link is provided to download the summary in PDF format: 

Click the image on the page to download a pdf version of your report. Your report summary is viewable 

online at anytime even when the reporting period is closed. The "save to pdf" option is provided in case 

you want a file/print version of your summary. 

If a technical issue arises or if you have some question regarding the system, some links are provided 

near the bottom of every page in the system: 

Page 8 of 9 



Clicking on the "Request for help" link will produce an email that is sent directly to us (Oasis). If you see 

an error message, please copy and paste it into the email along with some description of what you were 

trying to do (I typed in my response to the questions and clicked the save button and bam there’s an 

error message). If you have a question on how to use the system please ask that in your email. 

If you have feedback regarding the system itself, click the "Feedback" link. This will send an email to 

Oasis management who will address your comments or concerns. 

A link is provided on the upper right hand corner of all pages. Clicking it will present you with a choice of 

"Quitting" or "Signing Out": 

The distinction is explained in the box. The bottom line is that if you plan on doing some more work on 

the annual report system, choose "quit" instead of "sign out". 

Page 9 of 9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 10:33 AM 

Aguilar, AlaJn J -~alaguila@email.unc.e&t>; ’tNienba@email.unc.edu’; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Paragraph tbr news relea~se 

Dear Professors, 

Congratulations on your upcoming teaching awards from the students! I am preparing a news release to go out after Tuesday’s 

ceremony. The student selection committee co-chairs gave me information for the release. I just wanted to send you the paragraph about 

you (below) and let you know when the release will go out. 

Many th anks, 

UNC News Sel~Tices 
Faculty members winning Studem Undergraduate Teaching Awards were Alain J. Aguila~; a lecturer in exercise and sport science t?om Columbus, Ohio; 

Theodore Lembaugh, Ph.D., professor of English and comparative literature t?om Washington, D.C.; a~d Eunice SaNe, Ph.D., associate professor of At?ican and 
At~o-Americm~ studies mad globa] studies t?om Duflmm. All three teach in the College of Arts and Sciences; they received $5,000 each. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terwiel <os~tem-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 8, 2011 10:52 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Cary Nelson on How to Save "the University TODAY and Tomorrow 

Statewide Annual Meeting 

TONIGHT: Cary Nelson speaking at Duke (FREE) 

Friday & Saturday, April 8 & 9, 2011 

Duke Universi~" 

(all events in the Richard White Lecture ttall) 
Friday April 8, 7:00 pm 

Keynote Speaker: 

Prof. Car?." Nelson (President, AAI 

How to Save the University 

Reception with hors d’oeuvres and wine following lecture 

Saturday April 9, 9:00 am 
Thematic Panel Discussion on the Budget Crisis 
Saturday April 9, 11:00am-12 pm 
NC--AAUP Business Meeting 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emaAl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak elnail to leave-28984027-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b anderson@unc.edu 

Friday, April 8, 2011 10:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: thin,ks so much 

I am away on business through Apr 21,2011, 
and may not be able to respond to your 
email until I return. If you need immediate help, please contact Tracey Cave, business manager for the AIicican Studies Center tcave@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 I?x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/atldca 

-- mail sent through the autoresponder for email.unc edu -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, 10:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Paragraph tbr news release 

Oh goodness, th ank yota fbr that impor~an~ correction! I will change to Ottawa, Canada right now! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday,            10:43 AN 

Subject: RE: Paragraph for news release 

Dear 

Thanks so much for your update. If it all possible, kindly change ’from Durham’, to ’from Ottawa, Canada." While I leave in Durham, my hometown is Ottawa in Canada. 

Many thanks. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Friday, . :t0:32 AM 
To: Aguilar, Alain J; ’thlienba@email.unc.edu’; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Paragraph for news release 

Dear Professors, 

Congratulations on your upcoming teaching awards from the students! I am preparing a news release to go out after Tuesday’s 

ceremony. The student selection committee co-chairs gave me information for the release. I just wanted to send you the paragraph about 

you (below) and let you know when the release will go out. 

Many thanks, 

UNC News Services 
Faculty me,nbers winning Studeat Undergraduate Teaching Awards were ~J:_a_i_~Li!_.____A_g__u_i!_’_a_4; a lecturer in exercise and spo(t science fiom Columbus, Ohio; 
Theodore Leinbangh. Ph.D., professor of English and comparative literature from Washington, D.C.; and Eunice Sahle, Ph.D., associate professor of African and 
Afro-American studies and global studies from Durham. All three teach in the College of Arts and Sciences; tlaey received $5,000 each. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Smdies@email.unc.edu 

Friday, April 8, 2011 11:16 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciast~culty] Event tonight 

..... Forwarded message ..... 

Fl~om: "Michal Osterweir’ ~ ~gmaJl.com> 

To: "Markstein, Lara" <laram@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Could you tbrward to faculty in Int&apos;1 studies? 

Date: Fri, Apr 8, 2011 10:51 am 

Statewide Apa~ual Meeting 

TONIGttT: Cao~ Nelson speaking at Duke (FREE) 

Friday & Saturday, April 8 & 9, 2011 

Duke University 

(all events in the Richard White Lecture Hall) 
Friday April 8, 7:00 pm 

Keynote Speaker: 

Prof. Cary Nelson (President, AAUP) 

How to Save the Universi~" 

Reception with hors d’oeuvres and wine following lecture 

Saturday’ April 9, 9:00 am 
Thetlmtic Panel Discussion on the Budget Crisis 
Saturday April 9, 11:00am-12 pm 
NC--AAUP Business Meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 1:57 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Two Upcoming Events 

Heels in the Field: A Global Health Discussion Series 

Global Dentistry 
Dr. Rick Mumford 
April 15, 20111 12:00 Noon 

Auditorium 
I FedEx Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela 

Rick Mumford, D.M.D., M.P.H. is a Clinical Associate Professor in the Department 

of Dental Ecologg at the UNC School of Dentistw. His chief appointment is as 

Director, Dentistrg in Service to Communities (DISC) Program. DISC manages 

extramural clinical and research rotations for students of the school of dentistw, 
not onlg in North Carolina but, nationallg and internationallg. 

Having been a member of the NC Armg National Guard since 1988, Dr. Mumford 
spent 2003 & 2004 on active dutg and deploged to Iraq with a combat medical 

unit, serving as Brigade Dental Surgeon and Triage Officer. Upon his return, Dr. 

Mumford served as Senior Assistant to the State Health Director, focusing on 

health disparities, from 2005 to 2008. 

This talk is part of the Heels in the Field: Global Health Discussion Series, a 

semester-long discussion exploring the critical issues, current controversies and innovative solutions hosted bg the 

Curriculum in Global Studies and the UNC Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases. 
Sharing their personal experience with global research and programs, UNC leaders and experts in the field will discuss 

keg local and international health challenges and facilitate an exploration of the complexities involved in improving 

health. Learn how together we can make a difference to communities around the world. Bring gour own lunch. Drinks 
and light snacks will be provided. RSVP to laram@email.unc.edu 

Stories of Progress: Using New Media to Shine a Light on Global Change-makers and Inspire Action 
April 13, 2011 I 5:00 PM I FedEx Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

Pizza will be provided. RSVP required. 

Please join us for a presentation and discussion 
about the power of new media to raise awareness 
about important global issues and inspire others to 
act. Learn how you can get involved! 

You will meet the leaders of two successful public- 
private partnerships for global health and the non- 
profit organization which is uniting them with 
talented and passionate Carolina students who 
harness their creativity to showcase this important 
work. 



¯ Courtney Spence, executive director of Students of the World 
¯ Nada Dugas, director of the Pampers/UNICEF "One Pack=One Vaccine" Campaign 
¯ Greg AIIgood, director of Procter & Gamble’s Children’s Safe Drinking Water 

Moderated by Daren Brabham, assistant professor of journalism and mass communication at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Since 1999, Students of the World has sent more than 300 students to more than 30 countries to work with more than 50 
non-profit organizations. The Pampers/UNICEF collaboration to eliminate neonatal tetanus - "One Pack=One Vaccine" - 
has provided over 300 million tetanus vaccines, protecting over 100 million mothers and their babies in 21 countries. The 
Children’s Safe Drinking Water program has delivered over 3 billion liters of clean drinking water. 

Click here for complete event information. 

Sponsored by the Curriculum in Global Studies and the Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases 

.qlobalhealth.unc.edu -- Local health is global health. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=28985229 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28985229-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~Jl.unc.edu 

Friday, 2:40 PM 

Social Movemems Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] c6tica~ analysis on democracy aM current social uprisings 

its certainly not what you might think: 

http:/i~vw~v.businessweek.com/news, ’islam-blamers-ignore-real-mid east-trouble-sour ce-amitv-shlaes.html 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email uric edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-28985550-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b anderson@unc.edu 

Saturday, April 9, 2011 4:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: A mes~ge from our colleague Perry 

I am away on business through Apr 21,2011, 
and may not be able to respond to your 
email until I return. If you need immediate help, please contact Tracey Cave, business manager for the AIicican Studies Center tcave@email.unc.edu 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 I?x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/atldca 

-- mail sent through the autoresponder for email.unc edu -- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@pambazuka.org> 

Monday, April 11,2011 6:56 AM 

pam "bazuka- news@pambazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 524: Links and Resources 

PAMB.a2,UKA iN~EWS 524: L]IX~(S AND RESOURCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2. Zimbabwe update, 3. Women & gender, 4 
Human rights, 5 Refugees & forced migration, 6 Africa labotu- news, 
7. Emerging powers ne~vs, 8 Elections & governance, 9. Corruption, 10 
Development 11. Health & HIV/AIDS, 12 Education, 13. LGBTI, 14. 
Enviromnent, 15. Land & land rights, 16 Food Justice, 17. Media & 
freedom of expression, 18. Social welfare, 19. Conflict & emergencies, 
20. [nternet & technology, 21. Fundraising & useful resources, 22. 
Courses, seminars, & workshops, 23 Publications, 24. Jobs 

/’V’V/VVV/VVI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,&/V/VVV/’VV\,i/V’,/’,//I, 
tligh]ights from this issue 

ZIMBABWE UPDATE: Police suppress weekend prayer service 
WOMEN AND Gt{N~L)ER: Gap widening between rich and poor women 
HUMAN RKIHTS: Ocampo six appear at ICC; warning on hate speech 
REFUGEES AN’[) FORCED MIGRATION: Crte d’Ivoire refugees report abuses 
EX,ffiRGING POWERS NEWS: Latest news about China, India and Africa 
ELECTIONS AND GOVIiRNANCE: DJibouti president wins third term; Nigerian 
arrests threaten vote; Ugandan opposition leader detained 
DEVfi[X)PMENT: IM[~" gold pro:fits should cancel poor country debt, says 
civil society 
ttEALTtt AN][)ttIV/AIDS: World Bank’s privatisation approach fails to 
deliver in Ghana 
EDUCATION: CODESRIA postpones Malawi event due to abuse of academic freedom 
LGBTI: Refugee status determination and sexual orientation: the Catch 22 
ENVIRONMENT: World Bank proposes to limit funding for coal plants 
LAND AN[) LAND RIGItTS: The enviromnental and social aspects of biofuel deals 
FOOD JUSTICE: Lawsuit seeks to invalidate Monsanto patents 
MEDIA AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: Kenyan bloggers form new association 
CONF%ICT AN’[) EMERGENCIES: The latest from (;6be d’Ivoire and Libya 
PLUS.. Internet and Technology, e-newsletters and mailing lists, 
fundraising, courses and jobs.. 

1 Announcements 

THE ASSASSINATION OF PATRICE LU2~fLrMBA: 50 "~%ARS ON, YVHAT FUTURE FOR THE CONGO’.’ 

18 April, Httman Rights Action Centre, New Lm~ Yard, London EC2A 3EA 

Join us for a short documentary film: ’Assassination: Colonial Style 
Patrice Lumumba, an AtYican Tragedy’. The film will be followed by- a 
discussion with Firoze ManiA frorrl Pambazaka News and Vava Tampa from 
Save the Congo. 50 years ago Democratic Republic of Congo’s (DRC) 
first Prime Minister, Patrice Lumumba, was assassinated as part of 
Belgian and US plots only 10 weeks after he took power. The event has 
been described as ’the most important assassination of the 20th 
century’. 

2 Zirnbabwe update 

ZIMBABWE: IVIDC’S LOVEivIORE MOYO RE-ELECTED SPEAKER 

http : llwv,~v, bbc. co. uldnews/w orld-africa-129045 31 

Zimbabwean MPs have re-elected a close all?- of Prime M~nister iVlorgan 
Tsvangirai as the speaker of parliament after his 2008 election was 
nullified. Lovemore Moyo from the MDC party took 105 votes, defeating 
a candidate from President Robert Mugabe’s Zanu-PF party who took 93 
votes. The vote in the hung parliament was controversial following 
allegations of bribelT and the arrest of some MDC MPs. 

ZIMBABYVE: POLICE SLPPRESS PRAYER SERVICE 

http ://ww~, s~vradioafrica com/pag es/zlhr090411 .htm 

Anti-riot police on Saturday 9 April 2011 violently stormed and 



suppressed a church service organised to pray for peace in Glen Norah 
suburb of Harare, says a Zimbabwe Lawyers for tluman Rights statement. 
A truck load of rint police carrying tear gas rifles and truncheons 
descended on the Nazarene Church in Glen N0rah while the service was 
underway, stormed the church hall during prayer, and dispersed the 
congregation, which included many church, civic and community leaders 

3 Women & gender 

GLOBAL: G.AS° \:VZDEN~XIG BETV~rEEN RICH AND POOR WOMEN 

http:/;’xwzw.vamrn.con~!news/2011/03 11103 28/032811 p~ap.htm 

The current financial crisis is likely to affect women particularly 
severely. In many developing co~xtries xvhere xvomen work in export-led 
factories, or in cotmtries where migrant women workers are the 
backbone of sel~zice industries, women’s jobs have taken the greatest 
hit. The International Labour Organisation estimates that the economic 
downtulTl could lead to 22 million more unemployed women in 2009, 
j eopardising the gains made in the last few decades in women’s 
empoxverment. In many countries, however, the impact goes far beyond 
the loss of formal j obs, as the maj ori _t-y of xvomen tend to work in the 
informal sector. 

GLOBAL: SEEKING COMMON GROI~!D BETWEEN CEDAW AND MUSL~4 F.AxM~L Y LAW 

http:I/wxvw.eldis.orglgo/what-s-new&id 57897&t-vpe Docun~ent 

Many State parties to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) assert that they cannot fully 
implement the Convention because it is in conflict with Shari’ah, or 
family laws and practices based on the Qur’an. This research project 
on CEDAW examined the reports of 44 iVluslim majority and significant 
minority countries (2005-2010) that justil~ not implementing poltions 
of the treaty based on these perceived conflicts 

I-~NYA: US CONGRESSMAN- CONDENINS ABORTION 

http://bit. 1 ,whiNvau 

The Center for Reproductive Rights (CRR) and Center for Health and 
Gender Equity (CFLa.NGE)have condenmed US Representative Chris Smith’s 
recent trip to Kenya, where he attacked the country’s new constitution 
and opened a new front in the international offensive of his war on 
women Smith spoke under the guise of human rights at the Kenya 
Christian Professionals Forum. He condelrmed the new Kenyan 
constitution’s decriminalisation of abortion in emergency situations 
or to protect the life or hea lth of the pregnant woman, telling 
audience members that ’we need a world that is free of abortion’. 

NAV2[BIA: S~,[XXDENTS TAKE ACTK)N TO END GENDER V[OLENC]~*; ON CAMPUS 

http://bit Iy/evm6B~ 

University of Namibia students are participating ~n a range of 
activities to create awareness on the need to stamp out gender-based 
violence after research showed that the problem - which has become an 
acknowledged social challenge in the country - exists at their 
instituuon Lucy Edwards, one of two UNAM lecturers who led the 
research, said that gender-based vinlence had lately been rearing its 
ugly head in various forms at the umversity and that both male and 
female students were taking a stand against it The research conducted 
by Edwards and her colleague is collaboration between five 
universiues in Southern Africa and the African (i ender Institute. 

SOUTtt A[~.ICA: COMPROMISE NEEDED TO PRO’IZ~;CT MUSLIM WOMZ~;N 

http :ilmg.co.za/article/2011-04-01-compromise-needed-t o-protect-muslinr-womel’v 

The Muslim Marriages Bill, which seeks to regularise and regulate 
Muslim marriages, has been characterised by extensive consensus 
building, negotiation and compromise between academics, activists, 
religious bodies, civil society organisations and xvomen’s groups, 
writes Shuaib Manjra, a doctor in Cape Town and a cormnentator on 
Islamic affairs. ’The Bill is not perfect, but there are insufficient 
grounds to rej ect it entirely. Compromises are necessalT to achieve 



the ultimate object - the protection of Muslim women in marital 
relationships. All that is required now is the courage of legislators 
and the mobilisation of those who support the Bill’ 

WEST Ab]tlCA: (IENDER AND SECURITY REFORM IN WEST A}:RICA 

http:i/w~vw.reliefweb.int/rw/rwb.nsf/db9OOsidiMCOI-SEYHNY?OpenDocument 

Good practices and lessons learned on integrating gender into security 
sector institutions (SSIs) and securib" sector reform (SSR) processes 
in West Africa xvere the topics of a three-day working level regional 
cotffcrence organised by the United Nations Office for West Africa 
(UNOYVA) and the Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Arrned 
Forces (DCAF) in partnership with the ECOWAS Gender Developrnent Centre 
(ECOWAS GDC), the Mano River Women’s Peace Network (MARYVOPNET) and the 
Alliance for Migration, Leadership and Development @ZALD). The 
conference took place in Saly, Senegal, from 22 to 24 June 2010 and a 
report frorn the rneeting is now- available. 
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4 H~unan rights 

AFRICA: NEW REPORT ON ROOTS OF UNP, EST LN THE ARAB WORLD 

http://www.ifex.or~/middle east north africai2011i03/31/roots of unrest,’ 

The Cairo Institute for Human Rights Studies (CIHRS) has issued its 
third atmual report on the state of httman rights in the Arab world in 
2010, with a special Ibcus on 12 countries: Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria, 
Morocco, Sudan, Syria, Lebanon, the Occupied Palestinian Territories, 
Iraq, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, and Yemen. The report is 
entitled ’Roots of Unrest and reveals that one of the primary roots of 
ul~rest in the Arab world is a large-scale deterioration in the state 
of human rights, even in those countries that were, or still are, 
characterised by a level of ostensible political ’stability’. 

C~)TE D’IVOIRE: IN’FERNATIONAL CRIM1NAL COURT MAY IN~TLATE PROBE INTO 

ALLEGED CRIMES 

http://~vw.tm.orglapps/news/story.asp?Ne~vsID 38025&Cr ivoire&Crl 

The office of the prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC) 
said it may open investigations into the ’widespread and systematic’ 
killings in C6te d’Ivoire, including the reported mass murder of 
civilians, saying it is gathering information on alleged crimes by all 
parties to the conflict ’The OTP [office of the prosecutor] has been 
conducting a preliminaU examination in IvolT Coast and the next step 
will be for the Prosecutor to use his independent...po~ver to request 
authorization from the pre-trial chamber in order to initiate an 
investigation,’ the ICC said in a statement. 

DRC: MOVED ON TO A MINEFIE[.D 

http:i/wxvw irinnews.orgiReport.aspx?ReportlD 92370 

More than 1,000 people in eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) 
have been ordered to move to a suspected minefield because the 
authorities want to build shops and restaurants on the site of their 
old homes, tIowever, Kisangani mayor Augustin Osumaka Lofanga told 
IRIN: ’The landmine argument doesn’t stand up. If there is a risk, it 
~s only 10 per cent Nobody has died yet,’ he said, adding that 
detaining of the area had already been conducted by tIandicap 
International Belgium and ’if not properly done, it is their 
responsibili~’..’ 

(IIA)[IAL: REPORT ON ttUMAN RI(IttTS DEFENDERS IN 2010 

http ://zunia.org/postihuman-rights-defenders-in-2010/ 

The human rights organisation Front Line launched its second Atmual 
Report on Httman Rights Defenders which highlights global trends and 
developnrents in the situation of human rights defenders in 2010 and 
analyses the situation in each region of the world. The report 
highlights the fact that despite some positive developments and the 
wave of uprisings sxveeping across the Middle East at year end, overall 
2010 was not a good year for human rights defenders who continued to 
face harassrnent and repression in many countries. 



KElXWA: 61 PER CENT OF KENYANS PREFER ICC TRIALS 

http :i/bit. 1y/hMJnq q 

A raajority of Kenyans want the six suspected sponsors of 2007/2008 
post election violence to stand trial at the International Criminal 
Court, a nexv opinion poll shows. Of those polled, 61 per cent said 
they prefer the Ocampo Six (as the suspects are popularly known) to 
answer charges at The Hague-based court, the stu~’ey by research firm 
Synovate shoxved. 

KENYA: OCAMPO SIX ALLIES THREATEN TO DEFY HATE SPEECH WARNING 

http :/,,’bit 1v/tbidk7 

Judges at the International Criminal Court last week warned the six 
post-election violence suspects against making public comments that 
might inflame tensions. But Laikipia East MP Mwangi Kiunjuri, one of 
the key organisers of Monday’s ’homecoming’ rally at Nairobi’s Uhuru 
Park for the six suspects, said the judges’ ~varning does not apply to 
them. During their appearance at the court on Thursday and Friday, the 
ICC judges cautioned the six suspects against uttering statements in 
public that may once again raise public tensions. 

KENYA: UK BID TO CO~,’ER UP MAU M~AU TORTb~E F~XPO SED 

http :/,,’bit N/f~zUul O 

The British Government’s efforts to cover up one of the darkest 
episodes in colonial histol)- have been revealed by the discovely of a 
vast cache of documents relating to the bloo@ Mau Mau rebellion ~n 
Kenya. ~fhe papers, documenting e:t?k)rts to put down insurgency, were 
spirited out of Kenya on the eve of independence and have been held in 
secret British government archives fi~r half a centuw 

LIBYA: PRISONERS ON BOTH SH)ES AT RISK 

http:i/www ips.or~/aftica/2011/04/libya-prisoners-on-b o th-si des-at-risk/ 

After a month and a half o:[" conflict in Libya, the situation of 
political prisoners and prisoners o:[’war on both sides is uncertain, 
and their fundamental rights are at risk More than 400 people in 
eastern Libya have gone missing since the revolt against Muammar 
Gaddafi began on 15 February, according to ttuman Rights Watch and the 
Libyan Red Crescent in Benghazi. 

ZAMBIA: CtIINESE X~f[NE SHOOTING CASE DROPPED 

http ://xvwaa~.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-12973534 

The Zanrbian government has dropped charges against two Chinese 
managers accused of attempted nrurder after firing on miners during a 
pay dispute. Xiao Li Shan and Wu Jiu Hua said the workers’ behaviour, 
at the Collum coal mine in October, had been threatening. The shooting 
left at least 11 injttred. China has invested more than $400m in the 
copper-rich country. 
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5 Refugees & forced migration 

AFRICA: REPORT HALLS MIGRATION BENEFITS FOR AFRICA 

http:iibit.lv/h4L5uQ 

With about 30 ruillion Africans living outside their home countries, 
migration is a vital lifeline for the continent. Yet African 
govertm~ents need to do ruore to realise the full economic benefits of 
the phenoruenon, says a new report by the African Development Bank and 
the World Bank. The report, ’Lcveraging Migration for Africa: 
Renrittances, Skills, and Investments’, presents data froru new surveys. 
The report finds evidence that suggest nrigration and remittances 
reduce poverty in the origin communities 



COTE I)’IVOIRE: R[iFUGE}{S REPORT MURDER, RAPE, A[]USE 

http:i/www irinnews.orziReport.aspx?ReportlD 92417 

]voirians who have fled across the border to Liberia have reported 
incidents of rape, sexual abuse and murder to NGOs and human rights 
groups working in Grand Geddeh and Nirnba counties. Children in 
villages in Liberia’s Nimba County have told field workers at NGO 
Equip that they were forced to watch as their mothers were raped and 
then killed. In several cases, the children themselves were then 
sexually assaulted. 

KENYA: REFUGEE FEEDS FAM]L Y WITH "vEGETABLE GARDEN" 

http://bit.lv/gJMqZi 

The current food shortage in Kenya rnight soon be declared a national 
disaster, but one refugee does not take h~mger lying down. With eight 
children and a ninth one soon, Ms Husna Moharmned, 30, is taking charge 
of her plates of food at Dagahaley in Dadaab Refugee Camp in North 
Eastern Province. She keeps a vegetable garden outside her tent to 
supplement her food ration. Refugees at this carnp receive food rations 
every two weeks. The arnount given depends on the family size. 

LIBERIA: AGF~NCIBS GRAPPLLNG WITH REFUGEE CRISIS 

http:/?www.ips.org/africa/2011/04/a gencies-grappling-}vith-liberia-refu gee-crisis/ 

More than 24,000 refhgees have recently entered Grand Gedeh Count?-, 
south of Nimba, in Liberia and the scramble is on to put needed 
il~frastl-ucttu-e in place there despite vast funding gaps The trXrbICR 
requested 55 million dollars for an anticipated 50,000 refhgees in 
Jammry. No,v, with more than twice that number estimated in Liberia 
alone, the agency says it needs more than 132 million dollars To 
date, it has received only about 175 million dollars 

LIBERIA: IVORLhN WOMEN STRUC~LE TO SURVIVR~ IN CROWDED REFUGF~E CA~ff’ 

Gboko John Ste}vart 

After leaving her husband behind to protect their home, Philomene 
Eholi* recently fled the Ivory Coast with her mother and 11 children. 
Eholi is one of thousands of Ivorian refugees }vho have crossed into 
Liberia and, according to the Women’s Refugee Commission, are 
receiving scant attention from the international community The Uinted 
Nations High Commission fbr Refhgees (UNHCR) predicts that as many as 
a quarter ofa millinn may soon be in Eholi’s position. 

http://www.pambazuka.orz/en/cate~ory/refu~ees/72498 

SUDAN: A[3OUT 34,000 PEOPLE }:[liB; SOUTH SUDAN C],ASHES 

http://www.trust.or~/alertnet/newsiabout-34000-people-flee-ssudan-tribal-clash es-un/ 

About 34,000 southern Sudanese have fled their homes after tribal 
dashes over hnd, water and cattle in recent weeks, a humanitarian 
official said, adding to southern troubles before independence in 
July. The oil-rich south w)ted overwhelmingly to separate from the 
north in a January referendum, promised as part of a 2005 peace deal 
that ended decades of civil war in Su&m At least two rail]ion died in 
the war, which destabilised much of the region. 

TUNISIA: 150 MISSING MIGRANTS AF’It{R BOAT CAPSIZES OFF ITALY ISLAND 

http :i/bit. 15~/gDVv8 Y 

A search is under way for 150 rnigrants missing in the Mediterranean 
after their boat capsized in rough seas near the Italian isle of 
Lampedusa. Italian rescue vessels and a helicopter have saved 48 
refugees from the boat, which had been carrying about 200. 



6 Aliqca labour news 

EG T-PT: CRACKS APPEAR IN STATIi L}kB()UR BODY 

http://ipsnews net/news,asp ?idnews 55126 

The state-contro]led trade union federation that J2)r uver half a 
century was empE)yed by Egyptian ru]ers to suppress wurkers’ protests 
and mobilise voters for sham elections appears to be crumbling with 
the recent ouster of president Hosni Mubarak. ’There is a movement 
against state control of unions,’ says Mohamed Trabelsi, a regional 
specialist on union activities at the International Labour 
Organisation (ILO). ’You now have many strikes and labour protests in 
Egypt, and workers in many sectors have started to organise and form 
free and independent unions.’ 
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7 Emerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWERS NEWS ROU~IDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers... 

htto:Iiwww,’oambazuka,or~lenlcateao154eml~laversnews/72468 
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8 Elections & governance 

DJIBOUTI: PRESIDENT IS\~,EL ONL&R GU~LLEH WINS THIRD TERM 

http ://www bbc.co uk/news/world-africa-13024117 

The president of I~iibouti has secured a third term in office after a 
landslide election victor,v, despite recent protests against his rule 
Ismail Omar Guelleh has won 80 per cent of the votes cast, according 
to the country’s electoral commission. The opposition had urged a 
boycott of polls, alleging irregularities. However turn-out }vas 
reported to be high, }vith almost 70 per cent of the 150,000 people 
registered casting their vote. 

DJIBOUTI: WHY DJ~OUTI MATTERS 

http:Ii}v,aav.foreignpolicv.corn~’articles/2011/04/08/a friendly little dictatorship in the horn of africa 

In the shadow- of the extraordinary events under way in the Middle 
East, I~iibouti’s presidential vote was always going to struggle for 
attention. Indeed, the plight of this tiny country, san&viched between 
Somalia and Yemen, remains almost completely ignored. But as the 
primary seaport to 85 milliun ]andlocked Ethiupians, the center uf 
ant>piracy efJl)rts in the Horn uf Africa, and a reliable Western ally 
in the war on terrur, I~jibouti is a strategical]y vital country in an 
unstable neighbuurhuod 

GUINF~X: EX-GUINEA JUNTA I£gADER UN[IAPPY WITtt ’IREATMENT B Y SUCCESSOR 

http:i/wxvw al?ic areview com/New s/-/979180/1138612/-lhprufq z/-/ 

Guinea’s 1briner junta leader Gen Sekuuba Konat5 has lashed out against 
the newly elected civilian govermn em of President A lpha Cond6 for nut 
justly rewarding him. ’Instead of thanking and cungratulating me for 
the service rendered tu the cuuntry, I have been abandoned and turned 
over tu the vindictive pupulation,’ he said. Gen Konat6 made the 
statement in Niger where he was invited by the outgmng military 
regime to share his experience on the transitiun to civilian rule. 

KENYA: FEISTY POLITICD~N ENTERS PR[ffSIDE;X~I’IAL RACE 

http://ww~v.ips.org/africai2011 &4/kenya-feisty-politician-enter s-pr esidential-racei 

Martha Karua fears nothing and no one, but when her adversaries look 
back at her long track record in politics, they must get nervous. This 
previously staunch supporter of Mxvai Kibaki resigned as justice 
minister in 2009, and will challenge all comers for the presidency at 
the head of her own par _ty next year. The veteran politician has been 
around since the heyday of Daniel Arap Moi, who ruled Kenya from 1978 



until 2002 Karua helped form the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
that won the 2003 general election, and ended nearly :[’our decades of 
rule by KANU. When she entered parliament, there were six female MPs. 
Now there are 22 out of a total of 222. 

NIGERIA: ARRESTS TI;rR[gA~It*;N CREDIBLE VOTI{ 

http :i/a£reuters. com,’atticleitopNews/idAFJOE7360CI20110407 

Nigerian authorities have alwested scores of opposition members in the 
southeastern state of Akwa Ibom in a campaign of intimidation ahead of 
elections, opposition la’~qiers and rights activists said on Thursday (7 
April). More than 40 suppolters of the Action Congress of Nigeria 
(ACN), including governorship candidate James Akpanudoedehe, have been 
arrested. 

NIGERIA: RULLNG P.%RTY LOSES POLITICAL GROLrix~D 

http:i/english.aliazeera.netinews/africa/2011/04,’20114101866893616.html 

Nigeria’s ruling palb" looks set to see its grip on parliament 
weakened after results emerging from the first of three crucial 
elections this month showed it losing key parliament seats. Results by 
voting district began trickling through on Sunday-, though some areas 
of the country’s north voted late into the morning because of high 
turnout, residents said, possibly delaying announcements there. Early 
indications showed opposition parties making gains at the expense of 
the ruling People’s Democratic Pal~z (PDP). 

SUDAN: POLITICS AND TRANSITION IN THE NR~¥V SOLrTH SUDAN 

http://bit 1 ,v/fivOI6e 

Two factors may shape the coming transition period in Sudan more than 
any other, says a new briefing from the International Crisis Group. 
’...first, the degree to which the South’s ruling Sudan People’s 
Liberation Movement (SPLM) allo~vs an opening of political space in 
which a vibrant multi-party system can gro~v; secondly, the ~vill to 
undertake democratic reform within the SPLM, as intra-party politics 
continue to dominate the political arena in the near term’ 

UGANDA: POLICE DETAIN OPPOSITION LF~DER 

http :,,’/a£reuters com/article,’topNews/ickAFJOE73AO5X20110411 

Ugandan police detained opposition leader Kizza Besigye on Monday (11 
April) at his home in the capital Kampala, a Reuters witness said. No 
immediate reason was given. Civil society and opposition parties are 
planning to hold a ’Walk to Work’ protest on Monday over rising fi~od 
and fuel prices in the east African country. 
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9 Cormptmn 

AFRICA: ACCESS TO INFORMATION IN AI,T([CA: rfT(ANSPARENCY MODELS AND LESSONS I,EARN~I{D 

http:i/bit.ly/fkgsMG 

A new initiative was recently launched to promote government 
transparency and increase people’s access to in[‘ormation in Ghana, 
Uganda and South Africa. The Access to Information in Africa: 
Transparency Models and I,essons Learned (ATI in Africa) prqiect ~s 
coordinated by the World Resources Institute in partnership with the 
(;entre for Democratic Development in Ghana, Greenwatch in Uganda and 
the Open Democracy Advice Centre (ODAC) in South Africa. 

EGYPT: CORRUPTION PANEL TO QUIZ MUBARAK’S SON 

http :i&£rcuters. comgarticle/egyptNewsiidAFLDE7341V920110405 

An Egyptian panel formed to tmcover illicit gains acquired during the 
rule of deposed President Hosni Mubarak, will question his younger son 
about corruption, the state news agency said on Tuesday. Gamal Mubarak 
held a leading post in Egypt’s former ruling par~’. A widely-held 



belief that he was being groomed for the presidency helped galvanise 
opposition that toppled him. 
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10 Development 

A[~ICA: IMPACT AND E}:[q{CTFVF.;xPF.SS OF CSOS, NGOS IN PROMOTING GO Vfi[~NANCE 

http://bit.ly/gHYg3R 

The main purpose of this United Nations Economic Commission for Africa 
(UNECA) report is to highlight the irapact and effectiveness of the 
participation of CSOs and NGOs in promoting development and governance 
in Africa. The report draws mainly from case studies in ttnee African 
countries, namely, Mall, Senegal and Uganda. 

EGYPT: PRIVATISATION AIDED EG’kT~T REVOLT, ARMY SAYS 

http:i/www.ips.org/africa/2011/04}privatisation-aided-egypt-revolt-armv-s ays/ 

Anger at Egypt’s privatisation prograrc~m, involving the transfer of 
billions of dollars wolth of public assets to private hands, aided the 
Egyptian revolution that elbowed the Western-backed Hosni Mubarak out 
of office in Febmars’, a top arrny general said. Prodded by the 
Washington-based trio the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID), World BarN, and International MonetalT Fund 

Egypt ~xder Mubarak adopted an aggressive prograrc~m to sell public 
companies to both local and foreign investors since the early 1990s. 

GLOBAL: NGOS CALL FOR DdF GOLD PROFITS TO CANCEL DEBTS OF POOREST COU~qTRIES 

http://,aavw.ips.org/africa/2011/04ingos-call-for-irnf-gold-profits-to-cancel-debts-of-poorest-countries/ 

Nearly 60 international civil socie~7 organisations urged the 
executive board of the International Monetar,v Fund (ZvIF) IVfonday (4 
April) to earmark some 2.8 billion dollars in profits from the 
agency’s gold sales for cancelling the debts of the world’s poorest 
nations In a j oint statement, the groups, which included ActionAid 
International, Oxfam International, the International Trade Union 
Confederation, and the global Jubilee networks, said the profits 
should be used to help poor indebted countries weather external 
shocks, including the 2008-2009 financial crisis and, more recently, 
the sharp rise in global food and fuel prices. 

LESOTHO: SWAZILAND, LESOTEIO SIGNED EPA U~gDER DURESS 

http://,aavw.observer, or< sa’index.php?news 23243 

Speaker in the House of Assembly Prince Guduza says Swaziland and 
Lesotho signed the interim Economic Parmership Agreement with the 
European Union under duress. He said both countries signed the 
agreement because they had certain export quotas to the EU. He noted 
that the EPA sowed a seed of confusion in the Southern Africa 
Development CommunW. 

SOI.TITf JERN AFRICA: JOB CREATION REMAINS A CtI~LLEN(IE IN SAIX2 

http : //www.trademarksa. org/news/ilo-iob-creation-remains-challenge-sadc 

Despite unprovements in Southern Africa’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
in 2010 compared to 2009, job creation and poverty reduction remain 
limited. Charles [)an, a representative of the International Labour 
Organisation expressed this view at a meeting in Windhoek of Southern 
Africa Development Communi~ (SADC) ministers responsible for labour. 
tte said that GDP for Southern Africa as a whole has improved in 2010, 
up from negative one per cent in 2009 to 3.7 per cent in 2010 tie said 
the real test of recovery should not be whether the economy in 
aggregate is back on track but whether there are concrete signs of 
iraprovemer~t in the labour market. 

11 Health & HIV/AIDS 

.¢5"RICA: TACKLING FAKE DRUGS iN~,EDS TECHNOLOGY AiNTD COLLABORATION 



http:/ibit.b//i3MaI)tt 

Developing countries must be given all the scientific, technical and 
legal help they need to counter the growing trade in fake medicines, 
says www.www.scidev.net ( http://wwwscidevnet ) One estimate 
suggests that in some regions at least a third of the drugs supplied 
to pauents are counterfeit. Detecting and identi~ing counterfeit 
drugs has become a m~ior scientific and technical challenge for 
developing countries, and its urgency is becoming ever more widely 
recognised. 

GHANA: DOCTORS FEAR COMING RAINS \VlLL FUEL CHOLEP~ 

http://www.irinnews, orb/Report, aspx?Repor tId 92327 

Health officials in Ghana are worried the rainy season, due to start 
in April, will fuel the spread of cholera, which has killed at least 
69 people and stricken more than 5,000 in the past few months. \Vhile 
Ghana has not pinpointed the sotuce of the cholera bacterittm, top 
health officials say- poor sanitation systems and hygiene habits- 
including open defecation - are largely to blame for the epidemic. 

GHANA: WORLD BAi’~K’S PRIVATISATION APPROACH FALLS TO DELIVER 

htt~ ://www.brettonw oods~roiect, or~/art-567917 

While the World Bank is developing a new social protection and labour 
strategy, its general approach to health and continuing push for 
privatisation of public selwices have come under fire again. Ghana’s 
national health insurance scheme, presented by the Bank as a success 
model for developing countries is ’unfair, inefi)cient and 
un-transparent’, according to a report published in March by Ghanaian 
NGOs ISODEC, Alliances for Reproductive Health, and Essential Services 
Platfbrm, with support from Oxfam International. It revealed that 

Ghana’s National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) - ~vhich has received 
technical assistance from the Bank - could be benefitting only 18 per 
cent of the country’s total population, despite the fact that every 
Ghanaian citizen pays for it through value-added tax (VAT). 

KENYA: PATIENTS ON- ARVS HARD HIT B Y DROUGHT, HIGH FOOD PRICES 

http:/i~vww.plusne~vs.org/Report.aspx?ReportId 92406 

The East African region is experiencing a severe drought that has left 
an estunated 2.4 million Kenyans food-insecure; acute malm~trition 
rates of more than 25 percent have been recorded in the arid 
north-east of the country. According to government statistics, food 
prices have gone up by about 15 per cent over the past year In 
Kenya’s arid eastern and northern regions, health workers are noticing 
a higher number of malnourished HIV-positive people visiting health 
centres 

SOMAI,IA: CItlLDREN tIARDEST-ttIT BY DIARRtIO[~A IN MOGADISt]IJ 

http:i/www irinnews.orgiReport.aspx?ReportID 92361 

Up to 30 children suffering from acute watery diarrhoea (AWD) are 
treated daily at the Banadir ttospital in Mogadishu, capital of 
Somalia, medical staff told IRIN. Although the exact number of 
children affected by AWD across the city could not be established, the 
medical source, who requested anonymity, told ]RIN some deaths had 
been reported 

SOUTtt ~;RK;A: CONCERN OVI~;R TttEFT OF ARVS 

http://www.health-eorg.z;~/news/articlephp?uid 20033138 

Civil socieb" organisations want to see govemmunt taking a firmer 
stand to stop antiretroviral drugs (ARVs) from being smuggled onto the 
black market. Government needs to take the theft of anti-retroviral 
drugs or ARVs seriously as people’s lives are at risk. This is 
according to the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) and the National 
Association of People Living with AIDS (NAPWA). Many HIV-positive 
people are now afraid to go fetch their treatment from public health 
facilities for fear of being victims of people stealing their 
medicine. 



SOUTH AFRICA: DA 1N A SPIN OVER INFANT MORTALITY 

http://bit.ly/gl0iai 

A row- has broken out about the infant mortality rate in Cape Town, 
following claims from the Democratic Alliance that they are 
responsible for a decrease. But critics from the Treatment Action 
Campaign and Social Justice Coalition have slammed the claims. ’The 
Democratic Alliance claims that it is responsible for a significant 
drop in infant deaths. It also makes much of the fact that the Ci~- of 
Cape Town has a much lower infant death rate than the rest of South 
Africa. This is both misleading and false,’ say the blog Writing 
Rights ’It is misleading because even under apartheid, the Ci~z of 
Cape Town had lower infant mortalitT than the homeland of KwaZulu and 
most other cities in the country. Historically health care is better 
in Joham~esburg and Cape Town than elsewhere because of apartheid It 
is false because any significant drop in infant mortalitT in Cape Town 
in the last decade, took place before the DA came to po~ver.’ 

SOLTFH AFRICA: THE IEPgIS~BLE PEOPLE 

http :/,/~v~av.ips org/africa/2011/04/south-africa-the-invisible-people/ 

Since psychiatric care was decentralised last year in South Africa, 
patients have been moved from hospitals into community day hospitals 
that don’t have the appropriate resources to deal ~vith mental 
illnesses. As a result, many of socie~z’s most vulnerable have slipped 
through the cracks in the system and now walk the streets like 
invisible people. A 2007 study by the Medical Research Council 
revealed that one in six South Africans struggle with a mental 
disorder 

TANZANIA: AUTfIORITIES URGE CAUTION ON POPULAR ’CURE-A]~ L’ t]ERB 

http:i/www.pl usn ews. org/Report.aspx?Repor rid 92360 

As thousands of’people flock to the north of Tanzania in search of a 
popular herbal ’miracle’ cure, authorities are urging HIV-pos~tive 
people to continue taking their antiretrovira[ medication. A herbal 
concoction made by Ambilikile Mwasapile, a former Lutheran pastor, has 
drawn thousands to his home in the village of Loliondo in northern 
Tanzania’s Ngorongoro district; believers claim it can cure several 
diseases including diabetes, tuberculosis and ttlV. Patients pay 500 
Tanzanian shillings - about US$0.33 -:[’or one cup. 

TUNISIA: LIBYA CON~ELICT FORCES CLIN’[CS TO CLOSE 

http:i/www ma~harebia.con~,cocoon/awi/xhtmll/en GB/features/awi/features/2011/04/06/feature-01 

Tunisian private clinics relied heavily on patients from Libya in 
recent years, but the ongoing Libya turmoil makes doctors and nurses 
wonder whether they will have a job. Libyans made up nearly 80 per 
cent of patients at Tunisian clinics before the recent tmnult. Other 
foreign patients represented fewer than 1 per cent of admittances. 
Three clinics in the south were already forced to close. 
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Education 

AFRICA: DISCUSSING THE IMPACT OF TABLET DEVICES ON EDUCATION 

http://bit.lv/hq 7rry 

With the rise of the iPad, Kindle, and similar eReaders and 
touchscreen devices, tablet-shaped form factor computing power has 
become much more portable and yet sizable. This holds great promise 
for educators on par with the introduction of slates, which swept 
across classrooms at the turn of the century before last. Visit the 
Educational Tectmology Debate website for more infom~ation. 

MALAWI: CODESRIA POSTPOiN~ES COLLOQLTUM DUE TO ABUSES OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM 

http ://codesria.org/spip.php?article 1302&lang fr 



’h~ recognition of his contributions to the development of CODESRIA 
and to the advancement of knowledge production in Africa and around 
the ~vorld, CODESRIA has planned to hold an international colloquium in 
honour of one of the greatest African scholars, the Malawi-born 
Professor Thandika Mkandawire. This event, organised by CODESRIA in 
collaboration with the University of Malawi and the South Africa-b a sed 
Intellectual Heritage Project, was earlier scheduled to take place in 
his home country-, Mala~vi, on 2-4 May 2011..However, the recent gross 
violations of academic freedom at the Universi~z of Malawi has made it 
necessary for us to postpone this historic occasion, until such a time 
when our Malawian colleagues feel less threatened in the exercise of 
their rights as scholars and the enjoyment of the freedom of research 
and expression, without fear of being persecuted because of their 
ideas.’ 

MALAI~,ff: COURT STOPS COUNCIL FROM SHEETING DOYVN L~qlVF~SITY 

http://bit.lv&BfbdI 

’]7he Industrial Relations Court in Blamyre has granted an injunction 
restraining the University Council, the regulatop), authority of the 
Umversib, of Malawi, from ’completely shutting down’ two constituent 
colleges of the University of Malawi. ’]7he Council ordered that the 
Blantyre-based Polytechnic and Zomba-based Chancellor College be 
sealed to prevent all academic and general staff l~om accessing their 
offices following the now seven-week-old stand-o:ffbetween lecturers 
and Inspector General of PMice Peter Mukhito. But the lecturers 
appeared before the Industrial Relations Court arguing that the 
Council’s order was illegal. 

ZIM[3ABWI~: BRAYING CAVALRY IN C~’KV/PAIGN FOR LI’Kf~IRACY 

http://www.ips.or~/africa/2011/03/zimbabwes-bra’~,in~-cavMry-in-campai~n-for-literacy/ 

Across Zimbabwe, economic and political crisis has forced students to 
do without books, classroom furniture, teachers - the basics of a 
conducive learning environment. These learners cannot go to libraries, 
so the libraries have gone to them. In recent years, Zimbabwe’s rural 
schools have become notorious Jf~r their under-funding and 
dilapidation For two decades, mobile libraries have Jbrmed a crucial 
part of encouraging a reading culture and protnoting literacy in 
hard-to-reach places. The donkey-drawn libraries have helped spur 
Zirnbabwe’s literacy levels according to Sylvester Nkomo, a headmaster 
stationed in Inyati, about 60 kilometers north-west of Bulawayo. 
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AFRICA: CATCH 22 lffx- REFUGEE STATUS DETER~MEx-ATION ON THE BASIS OF 
SEXUAL ORIEi’~ATION 

http://bit.ly/dSW 1VP 

Seven~ six countries around the world criminalize homosexuality, 
maintaining severe punishments for consensual sexual activity between 
adults of the same sex, says this abstract frora the Journal for 
International Law. YVhile political asylun~ may offer hope of refuge and 
protection, the asylum process has many problems, especially for those 
individuals applying for refugee status on the basis of sexual 
orientation. 

IVL4LI: HOMOPHOBIA DRIVES MSM UNDERGROUND 

http://’~vv, av.mask.org.za/homophobia-drives-malian-msrn-underground/ 

Malian men involved in same sex practices say blatant homophobia makes 
it difficult fbr them to live their lives freely and to express their 
sexual orientation Although there is no law that specifically 
criminalises homosexuality in Mali, religion and ancestral traditions 
still play a huge role in the cotmtry’s socie~z and same sex practices 
are highly conde~rmed and seen as irnmoral by the vast majority of the 
population. 

S OL~PH AFRICA: ANGER O’eR DELAY IN LESBIAN RAPE CASE 

http ://w~vw.ma sk or~.za/delavs-on-lesbian-rape-c ase-ref]ect-uniust-lustice-svstem/ 



Another delay in court has infuriated gay rights groups in Shirley 
Phangisa’s rape case which has been pending for over t~vo years now in 
Nelspruit’s Magistrate Court. Phangisa will only know on 6 April 2011 
when the next court date will be, as the case was pustpuned un 1 April 
2011 after the defence lawyer told the court that he had double buoked 
himself and could nut represent the accused. 
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14 Environment 

A[~.ICA: OPPOSITION BUILDING TO G RI;~%T GREEN WALL 

http://www.irinnews ur~/Repurt.aspx ?R epur rid 92422 

What’s green, cuntroversial, 15km wide, 7,775km long, cuts acruss 11 
African countries and is designed tu reduce ]lvestuck deaths and buost 
food security for millions of people? Nothing yet, but the Great Green 
Wall project, a pipe-dream fur decades, was recently endursed by a 
swathe ufAfrican states stretching frum Senegal to DJibouti. The 
pruject has faced oppositiun, despite its stated comr:mtment to 
combating druught and desertification, which have exacted a heavy tull 
un the region as a whule Wally Merme, a member uf Timbelwatch, the 
African NGO focal point for the Global Forest Cualition, told IRIN the 
urganisatiun was sceptical. ’In our view it seems puorly cunceived in 
terms of buth eculugical and suciu-ecunum~c considerations Its 
chances of being a success could be limited, and it may even cause 
more hatra to the environment,’ he said. 

GLOBAL: WORLD BANK PROPOSES TO LEMIT FUNDING TO COAL PLA_NTS 

http ://www. enn. conribusiness/article/42550 

Following years of criticism from envirot~mentalists and some 
governments the World Bank has proposed new rules regarding 
carbon-intensive coal plants, reports the Guardian. The new rules 
would alloxv lending for coal-fired plants only to the world’s poorest 
nations and xvould only- lend after other alternatives, such as 
renewable energy, had been ruled out. 

NIGERIA: i’~TCLEAR PO\~ER PLANS DL~vIPED 

http:iibit.lv/ffI7eeL 

Nigeria may have foreclosed any plans to explore nuclear energy as an 
alternative source of electricity power generation. Minister of state 
for power, Nuhu l~,}’a, who gave this hint in Lagos, said the country 
would explore other means of power generation in which it has 
comparative advantage. Following the earthquake in Japan, global 
concern has been raised about the dangers of nuclear plants, 
especially for developing countries like Nigeria 

SOLrTH AFRICA: CLIMATE CHANGE THREATENS ROO!]~OS FARMERS 

http://bit 1 ,v/f5wA45 

Hendrik Hesselman is a small-scale farmer and picks the wild 
indigenous rooibos plant or cultivates it in small fields. They sell 
it overseas as a fair trade organic product. But as local and 
international markets for rooibos continue to grow, climate change is 
a grn~ving threat. Mr. Hesselman explains: ’In 2003 the ~vinter rains 
arrived three months late. After [the rain] in August that year did 
not provide enough rain to replenish the groundwater, drought set in 
and held this area in its grip for three years.’ 

SOUTH ~k!~’RK;A: SOUTH Ab~RICAN CIVIL SOCIETY COJVfN~f[TTEE FOR COP17 

Climate change negutiatiuns have nut delivered what is needed tu stup 
climate change Folluwing un from the uutcumes of the past two years, 
the Durban husted COP17 could be a defining mument Jk~r climate 
activists. At a January meeting of Suuth African envirunmental, 
sucial, trade union, faith communi~ and climate justice 
organisatiuns, the Civil Sucie~ Comanittee :[’ur COP17 (C17) was 
mandated tu facilitate civil society engagement in COP17. The (217 will 
wurk tuwards courdinating joint actinns at and in the lead-up tu 
COPI 7. 



http://www.pambazuka or~/en/cate~o~,/environment/72467 
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15 Land & land rights 

AI:RICA: ASSESSING THE ENV[R©N[vIF, NT±~,.L AN’[) SOCIAL ASPECTS ©F BI()[~UEL DEALS 

http ://www.plaas. org.za/pubsiwp/LDPI01Andrew-vanVlaenderen.pdf 

The rapid increase in attempts by foreign investors to acquire large 
tracts of land in Africa for 
biofuel developments has generated substantial cuncern about their 
potuntial negative impact on 
the corumunities living in the targeted areas. This paper from the Land 
Deal Politics Initiative in collaboration with The Institute for 
Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS) examines three case studies 
of proposed biofuel developments in Mozambique and Sierra Leone. 

SUDAN: F.QRMERS PROTEST GOVERi’~2~ENT ’LAi’~D GRAB’ 

http ://farmlandgrab.org/post/view/18387 

Around 800 fam~ers protested Friday (1 April) against a government 
decision to seize land frora a village in Gezira state, Sudan’s 
agricultural heartland, without corapensating the owners, witnesses 
said. After Friday prayers in the village of Fudasi, around 160 
kiloruetres south of Khartoum, 800 demonstrators marched to the land 
that was appropriated by the government to build a university- college. 
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16 Food Justice 

GLOBAL: LAYVSUIT SEEKS TO INVALIDATE MONSANTO’ S GMO PATENTS 

http://www, globalresearch, ca/index.php?context~a&aid 24103 

A landmark lawsuit filed on 29 March in US federal court seeks to 
invalidate Monsanto’s patents on genetically modified seeds and to 
prohibit the company from suing those ~vhose crops become genetically 
contaminated. The Public Patent Foundation filed suit on behalf of 
270,000 people from 60 organic and sustainable businesses and trade 
associations, including thousands of certified-organic farmers, 
arguing the invalidity of any patent that poisons people and the 
enviromnent, and that is not useful to socie~z, two hallmarks of US 
patent law 
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17 Media & freedom of expression 

BOTSWANA: SHRINKING SPACE FOR b~REE MEDIA 

http://www.free~fricanmedia.con~,article/2011-(B -30-botswan a-spac e-lbr-free-media-keeps-shrinkin~ 

http ://wwwfreeafricanmediacom reports on media :[’reedom in Botswana, 
which it says has been ’steadily eroded’ over the last decade. ’The 
controversial Media Practitioners Act, passed in 2008, calls for all 
media practitioners to register with the press council, while 
simultaneously defining a media practitioner as anyone who transmits 
inJf~rmation. Civil society groups have filed a law suit against the 
state, but it has yet to have its day in court.’ 

EGYPT: DR~)P CtIARGES AGA]NST BLOC<}ER CRKf’[CA]~, OF MILrFARY 

http : //www.e-ioussour.net/en/node/9005 

Ego’pt’s ruling Supreme Council of the Armed Forces should drop all 
charges against a blogger :[’or his internet posts critical of the 
military, Human Rights Watch has said A military tribunal is expected 
to deliver the verdict in the case against Maikel Nabil, who faces up 
to three years in prison on charges of’insulting the military’ ’It’s 
pretb" stunning in Egypt’s supposed new era of rights to see the 
military government prosecuting someone in a military COUlt for 
writing about the milital~/,’ said Sarah Leah Whitson, Middle East and 
North Africa director at Human Rights Watch. 

KENYA: BLOGGERS FORM NEW ASSOCIATION 



http://globalvoicesonline.orgi2011/03/31/kenyan-bloggers-fom~-an-association-bake/ 

On Friday 25 March, several Kenyan bloggers held a meeting in the 
Kenyan capital Nairobi, under the newly formed BAKE (Bloggers 
Association KEnya). The meeting was the 4th in an initiative by some 
of Kenyas veteran bloggers. Palt of the background, reports Global 
Voices, is tension between the blogger community- and the mainstream 
media, who bloggers feel have a lack of appreciation for blogging as a 
tool for the generation and delivery of news and information. 

RWANDA: .4RTIC’LE 19 CALLS FOR IMPROVEMENT IN WHISTLEBLOYVER LAW 

http ://bit. lv/’fvV YJT 

ARTICLE 19 has released its analysis of the Draft Law Relating to the 
Protection of ~Vhistleblowers of Rwanda. The analysis highlights the 
weaknesses of the Draft Law and calls for its revision in tlae light of 
international standards ARTICLE 19 says the protections offered to 
whistleblowers against retribution by their bosses are not wholly 
convincing, and the range of subjects on which a disclosure may be 
made is limited. 

SOMALL~: SHABELLE JOUI~NALISTS ARRESTED 

http://africa ifi.~rg/e~artic~es/ifi-c~ndemns-arrest-~f-shabe~e-i~urna~ists-in-m~adishu 

The International Federation of Journalists (IF J) has condenmed in tlae 
strongest terms possible the arrest and continued detention ~vithout 
charge of the director of Shabelle Media Network, Abdirashid Omar Qa se 
and the station’s news editor, Abdi Mohammed Ismail who were taken 
into custo@ by members of the National Security Agency of tlae 
Transitional Federal Government (TFG). The journalists were arrested 
on Sunday, 27 March 2011, in relation to a story that was aired 
concerning the failure of the President, Sheik Sharif Sheik Ahmed, to 
tour areas captured from the extremists group, AI-Shabaab. 

SOUTtI A[~NICA: OMBUDSMAN REY2iCTS ANCYL’S REQUEST TO PROBE Mt~;DIA 

http://wv, as,. citypress c o z a/S o uthAfric a/News/Ombudsman-rei e cts-ANCYLs-re q u est-t o-pr o b e-m e dia-20110405 

The Press Ombudsman has denied an ANC Youth League (ANCYL) request [’or 
a probe into The Star and the Daily Sun newspapers’ use of incorrect 
quotes attributed to Julius Malema The Star newspaper quoted Malema 
as saying: ’Since he got ~nto power, comrade Zuma has been surrounded 
by bad advisers’. In its apology the newspaper admitted that Malema 
had not re[erred to Zuma and ’unreservedly’ apologised to Malema for 
’whatever embarrassment’ he was caused by the report 

ZIMBABWI{: FACEBOOK USER GRANTF.D BAIL 

http://www.kubatana.n et/html/archive/hr/11033 lzlhr, asp?sector ttR 

High Court Judge Justice Nicholas Ndou on Thursday 31 March 2011 
quashed Magistrate Gideon Ruwetsa’s ruling denying bail to Bula~vayo 
resident Vikas Mavhudzi, ~vho is charged with subverting a government 
by unconstitutional means. Ruwetsa had on Wednesday- 16 March 2011 
denied bail to the 39 year-old Magwegwe resident, who is facing 
charges of subverting a goverl~ent by unconstitutional means over a 
comment he allegedly- made on Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai’s 
facebook page. 

18 Social welfare 

SOUTH AFRICA: F.a~M~LIES IN CRISIS, SAYS REPORT 

http:llw~vw,ngopulse,org/newsflash/sairr-report-south-african-families-crisis 

South African families are in crisis according to a new report 
released by- the South African h~stitute of Race Relations (SAIRR). 
Titled ’The First Steps to Healing the South African Family’, the 
report documents the extent of family breakdown in South Africa and 
the efl;ect this is having on children and the youth. The research 
includes often under-acknowledged influences on children and young 
people that alt’ect malay issues in Soutla Africa - tlcom violent crime, 
tl~rough to entrenching a cycle of poverty, as ;vell as the values and 



norms South Africans hold. 
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19 Conflict & emergencies 

COTE [~[VOIRE: ~klR STRIKES ON (i BA(IBO RESIDfiNCE IN ABIDJAN 

http:~,’english, ali azeera.neb’news/afric a/2011/04/201141014275630213.html 

United Nations and French helicopters have fired rockets on the 
residence of Laurent Gbagbo, Cote d’Ivoire’s incumbunt presidunt, in 
Abidjan. Sunday’s violence comes after forces loyal to Gbagbo fired on 
Alassane Outtara, the president-elect’s hotel headquarters, on 
Saturday. Gbagbo, who has ruled Cote d’Ivoire since 2000, is defended 
by about 1,000 raun, while the UN peacekeeping mission has about 12,000 
troops. 

C~)TE D’gJOIR_E: VvTIO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DIJ~{KOL~{ KILLINGS? 

http://www.irinnews.or~/Report.aspx?ReportID 92372 

Supporters of Laurent Gbagbo and presidential rival Alassane Ouattara 
are trading accusations over the reported deaths of tmndreds of 
civilians in the western Ivoirian town of Du6kou6. Residents of 
Dudkou6 said the killings on 30 March were a ’settling of scores’ 
facilitated by the capture of the town by pro-Ouattara forces. 
Ouattara has denied his forces are responsible for the deaths of over 
800 civilians, but the internationally recognised presidunt is facing 
tough questions frora human rights groups. 

LIBYA: GADDAFI ’ACCEPTS’ AU PLAN TO END FIGHTING 

http :/Tenglish aliazeera.net/news/africa/2011/04/2011410232126366150.html 

IVfuammar Gaddafi, the Libyan leader, has accepted a ’road map’ for a 
ceaseflre with rebels, according to a delegation of African leaders. 
The almouncement followed a meeting between the leaders and Gaddafi on 
Sunday in Tripoli, the Libyan capital, just hours after NATO air raids 
targeted his tanks, helping the rebels push back government fbrces who 
had been advancing quickly to;vards their eastern stronghold. The 
African Union (AU) delegation was due to meet the rebels on Monday. 
The terms of the road map were unclear, including the matter of 
whether it ;vould require Gaddafi to pull his troops out of cities as 
demanded by the rebels. 

LIBYA: SOLTTH AFRICA’S DENEL DENIES ARMS SALES 

http://www timeslive.co za/local/article998879 ece/No-arms-sold-t o-IAbga--Denel 

Arms manufacturer Denel emphatically denies it, or its subsidiaries, 
sold armaments to Libya, following a sales trip to that country a year 
ago. Earlier on Friday, the Mail & Guardian published details from a 
leaked Denel internal memo outlining a visit to Libya in April last 
year, which involved the ’plarmed sale of G6-52 artillery, systems, 
missiles, grenade launchers and anti-materiel rifles’ 

SUDAN: ISRAEL AC(;I_JSt".[) OVER POR T S UDAN S’IT~IKE 

http ://*vv#a,.bbc.co.uk/news/world-12986864 

Sudan has accused Israel of carrying out an air strike that killed two 
people in a car near the cib" of Port Sudan on Tuesday. Foreign 
Minister All Ahmad Karti said one man was Sudanese, but the identib" 
of the other passenger was unl,mown There has been no comment 
Israel. But correspondents say Israel believes weapons are being 
smuggled through the region to Gaza 
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20 Internet & technology 

AFRICA: AFRICA’S RISING IN’FORMATION ECONOMY 

http://~vw~v.tm.~rg/ec~s~cd~v/~eninf~/afrec/v~25n~1/africas-risin~-inf~rmati~n-ec~n~mY.htm~ 

Nascent only a decade ago in Africa, the ICT sector has been growing 



in recent years at an unparalleled pace. In some countries, various 
studies note, the ’inJ2~rmation economy’ is becoming one of the main 
dr~vers for economic growth more generally. 

G] .OBAI.: EXPLORATOR Y RESEARCIt ON SEXI.frAL [TY ~MN[) T[tE IN~IY~ { RNt~;’[’ 

http://www, apc. orgienipubs/issue/erotics-exploratots~-resear ch-sexuality--and-interne 

By limiting access to intemet, claiming to avoid obsccnity and 
preserve gender and sexual norms, governments are actually preventing 
commtmities from exercising their rights and freedoms. The growing 
practice of regulation may have an impact in hoxv people learn about 
sexuali~ and express it especially the most affected by regulation, 
women and people of diverse sexualities. The Association for 
Progressive Cormnunication’s EroTICs project conducted research in five 
cotmtries: Brazil, India, Lebanon, South Africa and the United States. 
The EroTICs issue paper contains executive sunmxaries for each country. 

GLOBAL: INFOR~MATION SHAR1NG Aix~D EMERGENCIES 

httl~://wwxv.irimxews.ora/Re~ort.asl~x?Re~ortID 92317 

Humanitarians do not yet make the most of new- technology and virtual 
tearus to expedite emergency response, and deal with ’exponential’ 
infom~atinn flow, says a new report. ’The httraanitarian cormnunity, 
though relying on scarce resources in response, is still performing 
[basic] tasks that computers can handle,’ John Crowley, from the 
Harvard Humanitarian Initiative, and the lead author of ’Disaster 
Relief" 2.0: The Future of InfolTnation Sharing m Humanitarian 
Emergencies’, told IR1N 

GLOBAL: THE RISE OF LIBERATION TE~CHNOLOGY 

http://~vw~v.~pendem~cracy.net/armine-ishkanian/~iberati~n-techn~gy-dreams-p~itics-hist~" 

The popular uprisings in the middle east and nolth Africa have 
invigorated arguments about the power of new information and 
conzmunication teclmologies (ICT), says Armine Ishkanian on 
http://wwwopendemocracy.net ’The ne~v tools and technologies certainly 
provide unprecedented means of connecting and coordinating. But there 
should be caution about reproducing technologically determinist and 
nOlTnative arguments which are often unsupported by strong empirical 
evidence or rigorous research,’ Ishkanian cautions. 

/VV/VVV /VV \I /V\/\// \i \/V I \IVV/?/VV /VV\/ /V \i \/ / \ 
21 Fundraising & useful resources 

BLOG SttOW]NG ~k!~’RICAN DATA IN GRAPHICS 

http ://afro~raphique tumblr.com/ 

Afrographique is a blog that aims to collect as much data as possible 
with the aim of presenting the in:[’ormation in an exciting and 
digestible format to all. It has graphics on foreign investment in 
Africa, Facebook users, African CO2 emissions and more. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

22 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

MS-TC]-)C [%WITES APPLICANTS TO PASTORAI.ISM & POLICY OPTIONS IN EAST At,Tt[CA COURSE 

Arusha, Tanzania, 16 - 27 May 201 ] 

The course objecuve is to improve the capacity to m[’orm and 
influence national and regional policies to improve pastoral 
hvelihoods in East Africa, particularly on issues of access to and 
control over natural resources, livestock health and trade and 
regional and global integrauon 

Who should attend: Leaders of pastoral civil society groups, policy 
makers, including government and donors at local, regional and 
national levels, project staff; researchers, gAPs and other key- actors 
from the public and private sectors. 

For more itfformation on the course and fees, please contact the Course 
Administrator at 
MS-Training Centre for Dev. Cooperation 
P.O.Box 254, Atusha Tanzania 



mstcdc@mstcdc.ortz 
http:i/www.mstcdc ur.tz 

SUMMER SttORT COURSES 

5-23 June 2011, Center fur Migration and Refugee Studies (CMRS), 
American Universdy in Cairo 

The Center for Migration and Refugee Studies (CMRS) at the American 
University in Cairo (AUC) is offering the following three short 
courses during the month of June 2011 : 

1. Introduction to Refugee Law (June 5-9, 2011): 
2. Meeting the Psychosocial Needs of Refugees (June 12-16, 2011): 
3. Understanding Irregular Migration (Jtme 19-23,2011) 

http://~wzw.pambazuka.orgienicategot~,4coursesi72392 

UNTDERS TAiNTDING CHILDREN’S HU~IAN RIGHTS 

LSE Centre for the Study of Hmnan Rights, 6 June - 11 July- 

This practically-focussed course, consisting of six two-hottr seminars 
on consecutive Monday evenings (and an additional study seminar), 
places international human rights law as it affects children in 
perspective. 

http://~wzw.pambazuka.orgienicategot)4coursesi72478 

/VV/VVV /VV \I /V\/\// \i \/V I \IVV/?/VV /VV\/ /V \i \/ / \ 
23 Publications 

THE SOUTHERN AFRICA MEDIA AND DB, rERSITY JOURNAL, ISSU~ 9 

Ne~v edition 

http://bit.ly/e7qcyH 

’This edition of the journal is produced within the context of the 
2015 deadline set by the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development, 
which calls fbr gender parity within the media, as well as equal voice 
and fair treatment of women and men in editorial content’ 

/VV/VVV /VV \I /V\/\// \i \A/I \IVV A/VV /VV\/ /V \i \/ / \ 
24 Jobs 

INDEPENDENT REVIEW C0iVE’dlTTEE PANEL MF3dBERS 

The GAVI Alliance 

The GAVI Alliance has already established a panel uf putential 
Independent Review Committee (IRC) members tu support their innow~tive 
grant proposal process, and progress munitoring and evaluation system 
GAVI is keen that this panel shuuld grow and more closely reflect the 
demugraphic prufile uf its low and middle income partner cuuntries 
Applications to join the ]RC panel are therefure invited li*um suitably 
post graduate qualified and experienced health and public health 
experts with a range of backgruunds. Below are English and French 
versions u:[’the advert, together with links tu PDF files of the 
adverts. 

http : //www pambazuka urg/en/cate~urv/iubsi72394 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/\/\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViV\/\//\ 

Fahamu - Netwurks Fur Sucia[ Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

{> Unless utherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Corrmrons Attribution-Noncol~’nercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For further details see: 
http://wxvw.pambazuka.org/ergabout.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://www.pambazuka.orgien ) 
Edi¢~o cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition franCaise ( http:/7xwzw.pambazaka.org/fr ) 



R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pamba×uka News is published *vith the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCRI[3E or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http://pambazuk a.gn. apc. orgicgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pamba~nka.org with the word SUBSCR]Ia.E or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authuritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platfurm for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conmxentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm sottrce PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka Nexvs is on Twitter. By following ’pambazakancws’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Conn’nent & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more it~fom~ation: 
/,,’twitter.corr~’pambazukanexvs ( htt~ ://twitter. com,’l)ambazukanexvs ). 

* Pambazuka Nexvs has a Dehicin.us (http:/iDehicin.us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that xve visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visit http:i/delicious.col~’pambaz~dka news. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Monday, April 11,2011 11:16 AM 

infl-duncplas@duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu); diane nelson (dmnelson@duke.edu) 

MayaJ~ Anti-Mining Activist to speak Wed. April 13, Noon in Friedl 115, Duke East Cmnpus. 

Victoria Cumes Jochola GUATEM~kLAN ACTIVIST.pdf 

Resource-Extraction and Local impacts in Guatemala 

Victoria Cumes Jochola, a Mayan activist in the growing anti-mining indigenous and environmental rights movement in Guatemala is a leader of the Tz’ununija’ 

Indigenous Women’s Movement, which works with community-based organizations to support women and men who are facing the negative impacts of open-sky 

gold mining in their communities, and the criminalization of their non-violent activism. She will discuss the resource-extraction policies of the government, the 

national and local level impacts, both social and environmental, of mega-projects like mining, hydroelectric dams, and biofuel production, and how Mayan 

communities are responding to these challenges. 

Wed. April 13, Noon in Friedl 115, Duke East Campus. 

Victoria Cumes Jochola (photo by a Delrni Arriaza) 

Sponsored by Cultural Anthropology, Women’s Studies, Duke Human Rights Center 

More info: Diane Nelson (dmnelson@duke.edu) 
Bio attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, April 11,2011 11:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Greetings 

Hello again comrade, 

The award ceremony is tomorrow. 

Cheers, 
E 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, April :~:I, 20:tl :~:~:2:t AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Greetings 

Dear Comrade, 

I hope you are well. I know you are very busy and thus feel free to ignore this invitation. Nonetheless, I would be honored if you joined me at the Chancellor’s Awards 
Ceremony (this is what Molly and Firoze were teasing me about during our coffee chat). Here are details: 

Location: Carolina Union’s Great Hall - Main floor 
Time: 3.00pm-4.00pm followed by a reception. 

Hope you are finding peace in the moment. I just finished reading a poetry collection by Alice Walker titled "Hard Times Require Furious Dancing" which was infused with a 
meditative and mindfulness spirit. A good renewing read in these early days of spring enveloped with end of term stress. 

In solidarity, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11,2011 11:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Award Ceremony 

Hi Eunice, 

Thank you for inviting me. I will plan to come, but will probably need to leave a little early to get the kids from school. 

{::ot~gra~:ulations again!! ~l:’s a WELL-.DES[{RVED honor’. We’ll have to ce~ebrate soon. 

Hugs, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, April ~l, 2011 ~0:42 AN 

To= Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject= Award Ceremony 

Dear Kia, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

finally have details about the award ceremony. It will be held tomorrow at the Carolina Union’s Great Hall - main floor at 3,00pm. 

I would be honored if you joined me at the award but I full understand if you cannot attend. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 1:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Chancellor’s Award Ceremony 

Dear Eunice: Thanks for the invitation -- please note that I have class from 3:30 until 6:20 on Tuesdays but may try to come by right before my class. Again, congratulations. 
Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, April :~:t, 2011 12:09 PM 
To= Regester, Charlene B 
Subject= Chancellor’s Award Ceremony 

Dear Charlene, 

Greetings. 

finally have details about the Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony at which I will be receiving an undergraduate teaching award. At any rate, I would be honored if you joined me 
at the ceremony even if it is just for a while - I know you are busy. Here are the details: 

Location: Carolina Union’s Great Hall - Main floor. 
Time: 3.00pm-4.00pm followed by a reception. 
Tuesday April :~2 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Armro Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 3:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Greetings 

You did not include the date, comrade... 

armro 

On 4/11/2011 11:21 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Comrade, 

I hope you are well. I know you are very busy and thus feel free to ignore this invitation. Nonetheless, I would be honored if you joined me at the Chancellor’s 
Awards Ceremony (this is what Molly and Firoze were teasing me about during our coffee chat). Here are details: 

Location: Carolina Union’s Great Hall - Main floor 
Time: 3.00pm-4.00pm followed by a reception. 

Hope you are finding peace in the moment. I just finished reading a poetry collection by Alice Walker titled "Hard Times Require Furious Dancing" which was 
infused with a meditative and mindfulness spirit. A good renewing read in these early days of spring enveloped with end of term stress. 

In solidarity, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Armro Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 3:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Greetings 

I am very sorry I will ,not be able top come, Comrade. I have a visitor with me, have to read many papers, 

and prepare a one -hour presentation and teach clases.., a]l before 

friday when I leave for Ottawa for a conf. on latin america olganized at Carleton by Cristina Rojas.. 

enjoy it! 

arturo 

On 4/11/2011 11:31 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Oops comrade, 

Forgot to mention that the award ceremony is tomorrow. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 20:t:t 11:30 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Greetings 

Hello again comrade, 

The award ceremony is tomorrow. 

Cheers, 
E 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, April 1:t, 2011 1:t:2:t AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Greetings 

Dear Comrade, 

I hope you are well. I know you are very busy and thus feel free to ignore this invitation. Nonetheless, I would be honored if you joined me at the Chancellor’s 
Awards Ceremony (this is what Molly and Firoze were teasing me about during our coffee chat). Here are details: 

Location: Carolina Union’s Great Hall - Main floor 
Time: 3.00pm-4.00pm followed by a reception. 

Hope you are finding peace in the moment. I just finished reading a poetry collection by Alice Walker titled "Hard Times Require Furious Dancing" which was 
infused with a meditative and mindfulness spirit. A good renewing read in these early days of spring enveloped with end of term stress. 

In solidarity, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 11, 2011 3:38 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afrial?aJn] Summer Salary 

Dear All, 

If you are planning to receive any sort of Summer Salary, please let me know as soon as possible. Summer School is already taken care of, so you do NOT need to 

let me know about that. 

The sort of payment that I am talking about is for work within U NC, generally on a research project, grant or contract of some kind, usually with another 

department or institute. 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Ott~cer 

Depa~rtment of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of_~A’ricma & Afro-Americma Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Caxolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You axe currently subscribed to afiJa_lZam as: ._e__t_L_m___c__e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriat~am&o~8997864 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-28997864-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mulima, Sinamenye A <smulima@emailamc.edu> 

Monday, April 11,2011 4:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

RE: Awoxd Ceremony 

Dada Eunice: 
Thank you t~or your invitation, I went there at 3:lSprn but there was no ceremony~ I also asked the receptionist about it but he to~d me that ~t Look p~ace from 

l:oopm to 3:00pro ,Son~ething r ~ st have changed abr~ b V "" ~ank you again ~or the food, 

Best, 

Alphonse 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ lunes, 11 de abril de 2011 10:49 
To: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Subject: Award Ceremony 
Im~o~an¢e: High 

Dear Ndugu Mutima 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I finally have details concerning the Chancellor’s Awards ceremony. At any rate, I would be honored if you joined me at the ceremony which will be held tomorrow. Here are 

the details: 

Carolina Union’s Great Hall - Main floor 
3.00pm-5.00pm including a reception. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11, 2011 11:59 PM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [atiJalhm] AFR];/AFAM Faculty Colloquium on Thur~ay April 14 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is to remind you that we will have our last colloquium for the spring semester this Thursday, April 14, 2011. Please see the announcement below sent earlier: 

Spring 2011 Colloquium Series 

Sponsored by the Department of African & Afro-American Studies and the African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Please join us for this upcoming presentation with: 

Lydia C Boyd 

"Uganda’s Anti-Homosexuality Controversy: Understanding the Involvement of the Pentecostal Church," 

Thursday, April 14 
4-5 pm 
Global Education Center (GEC) Room 3009 

Lydia C Boyd is a faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies at UNC-Chapel. Her ongoing fieldwork examines the promotion of sexual abstinence as an 
HIV!ATDS prevention strategy among born-again Christian youth in Kampala, Uganda. 

Light appetizers and drinks will be provided. 

Mamarame Seck 
Assista nt professor 
Department of African and African-American Studies 
CB#3395 106 Battle Hall UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: mseck@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=32361635~a22e47fda2f6ca275dac~7816c27b7d6&n=T&~=afriafam&~=289~3618, or send a blank email to leave-28903618- 
32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac078:t6c27b7d6@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~8999763 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28999763-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 12:57 AM 

aJ~eslie@affica.utl.edu; dla[bn@ua~nml.albany.edu; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; ezuem@sara]~lawrence.edu; 

getahl ~@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;          @aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; moonnan@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; 

~ndra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfir@emory.edu; taiwo@seatfleu.edu; wara@bu.edu; wwilsonl@kent.edu 

@graM.corn 

ASA: Non- payment RdTables-IndivPapers 

ASA- Rdtables- IndivPaperNOTPaid.docx 

Hello Colleagues, 
Thank you a million for all your work! Most all of you have reported in! 
Tasks remaining: 
1) Non-payments - [ received today the final list of non-paying submissions. Attached is the list by a) roundtable and by b) individual paper 
submissions. It took quite a bit of time to put it all from Excel into Word....so there is not a particular order. But this list is not too long. 
Please run through the list and let me know if we should bother going to the person and/or chair about payment. In other words, given the 
non-payment, please decide just once more: Is the roundtable or paper so weak that we do not need to bother? Does the non-payment show 

the lack of enthusiasm/quality of the abstract? 
ASA will go to any you have not marked as weak and try again, to get payment. 
2) ~ have not included those on fully constituted panels who have not paid for there are so many. 
Are there any panels you have rejected? Again, we will not bother asking for payment but just reject. ~ know most of you have already 
submitted, but [ am asking you to summarize any panel rejections once again, to double check me. 
3) Some of you have been asking about the ’orphan’ papers, for you all have been excellent in sending me designated ones. The final step 
will be to consolidate them into panels, which will mainly be my task. 
Thank you for going over the non-payment list! 
Thank you for your work. 

Carol 



RZGHTS ZN 6UANA3UATO 
Una d~cada luchanda pot los derechos reproductivos en Guanajuato 

Named Human Right Defender 2006 by 

Human Rights Watch, Sanchez has worked 

for over 15 years to advance and defend 

women’s reproductive rights in the state of 

Guanajuato, Mexico. Join us as she talks 

about the work of Centro Las Libres fighting 

the criminalization of reproductive rights and 

the future of women’s health in Mexico. 

DUKE U N IVE RSITY~t~t#t) W{--~. ; ,,-, _, , 
Cosponsored by International House, Center for Latin 

American & Caribbean Studies, and the Baldwin Scholars 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 6:50 AM 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@u~n.ac.za>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: May 9-12 visit 

Hi Helen, 

Thanks for letting us know. All is confimaed on my end and I am looking folaval-d to my visit. Can’t wait’. 

Best, 
Rodney 

From: Helen Poonen [Poonenh@ukzn.ac. za] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:20 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: May 9-12 visit 

Dear Eunice/Rodney 

Kindly note I’m on leave from 22nd April until 2rid May and need to know- if all is well ~vith your travel to SA etc. On our side, both your airport transfer and accormnodation has been 
confirmed. 

Should you have any queries in my absence, kindly contact Lungi Keswa (keswa@ukzn.ac.za<mailto:keswa@ukzn ac.za>). 

Many Thanks 
Helen 

Please find uur Email Disclaimer here-->: http://www ukzn.acza/disclaimer<http://www.ukm ac.za/disclaimer/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michal Oslerwiel <oslerwei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 8:38 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Fwd: Mayan Anti-Mining Activist to speak Wed. April 13, Noon in Friedl 115, Duke East Campus. 

image001 .png; ATT00001.htm; image002.png; ATT00002.htm; Victoria Cumes Jochola GUATENIALAN ACTIVIST.Ixtf; 

ATT00003.htm 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D." <mifluel roiassotelo@,duke.edu> 

Date:April 11,2011 11:15:31 AM EDT 

To: intl-duncplas@duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu) <intl-duncplas@duke.edu>, "diane nelson (dmnelson@duke.edu)" <dmnelson@duke.edu> 

Subject: Mayan Anti-Mining Activist to speak Wed. April 13, Noon in Friedl 115, Duke East Campus. 

Resource-Extraction and Local Impacts in Guatemala 

Victoria Cumes Jochola, a Mayan activist in the growing anti-mining indigenous and environmental rights movement in Guatemala is a leader of the 

Tz’ununija’ Indigenous Women’s Movement, which works with community-based organizations to support women and men who are facing the 

negative impacts of open-sky gold mining in their communities, and the criminalization of their non-violent activism. She will discuss the resource- 

extraction policies of the government, the national and local level impacts, both social and environmental, of mega-projects like mining, 

hydroelectric dams, and biofuel production, and how Mayan communities are responding to these challenges. 

Wed. April 13, Noon in Friedl 115, Duke East Campus. 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

smwg01 aa: emaiceSb~emaAl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29001662-4140465.0c3d4556662tB045bti_t361b26fb57tiaT@listserv.unc.edu 







S GUA 
MINING AND VIOLENCE 

IN GUATEMALA: 
INDIGENOUS WOMEN RESIST 

Victoria Cumes ]ochola - BIOGRAPHY 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Victoria was born in 1975 in the rural community of Xeatzan 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Bajo, in the municipality of Patz6n, Chimaltenango. 
Throughout her childhood, she and her seven brothers and 

sisters worked alongside her parents, weaving with her 

mother and harvesting broccoli, peas, corn and beans with 
her father. 

Victoria noticed the disparity between men and women early 

on in her life. Men had more opportunities in work and 

politics, while women seemed relegated to poverty, 
discrimination, violence and a lack of representation in public spaces. 

With the signing of the Peace Accords in 1996, Victoria hoped new opportunities would arise for 
women. She educated youth about the Peace Accords and represented Maya Kaqchikel 
communities in the Flor de Dalia Women’s Group, which focused on the Accord on the Identity and 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples. In 1997, Nuestra Voz was formed to coordinate numerous 
grassroots women’s groups in creating alternatives for women through leadership training and 
development projects. 

Victoria trained herself in popular education methods and worked as a community educator with 
Nuestra Voz. In 2005, she accepted a leadership position within the organization while continuing 

her work as an educator. Although Victoria emphasizes that much remains to be done in order to 

improve the quality of life for Guatemalan women, years of organizing have also produced positive 
results. Women are no longer afraid to demand their rights and now propose and manage their 
own development projects. 

In 2007, Nuestra Voz opened spaces for organizations to more effectively coordinate advocacy 
focused on indigenous women and the Tz’ununija’ Indigenous Women’s Movement was formed. 
Seeing the negative impacts and violence experienced by women affected by mining in Guatemala, 

Tz’ununija’ began working with community-based organizations to develop strategies and 

support women like those with arrest warrants for defending their rights in San Miguel 
Ixtahuacan. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu7 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Chancellor’s Award Ceremony 

Dear Eunice, 

Kennetl~ 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~n S~udies 
Dep~utment of Al~cm~ and A[?o- Ame~ic~m Sl~dies 

109 Battle t ~alk Ct3~ 3395 
l 5~five~ity of NorM C.aro~ina 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 

F~m: SaNe, Eonice N 
Sent: Nondag, April 11, 2011 12:04 PN 
To: 3anken, Kenneth 
Subject: Chancellor’s Award Ceremong 

Dear Kenneth, 

Greetings. 

I finally have details about the Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony at which I will be receiving an undergraduate teaching award. At any rate, I would be honored if you 
joined me at the ceremony even if it is just for a while - I know you are busy. Here are the details: 

Location: Carolina Union’s Great Hall - Main floor. 
Time: 3.00pm-4.00pm followed by a reception. 
Tuesday April ~2 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mmks~tein, Lara ~<laram@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

CV and brief write up 

Hi Eunice, 
Just wondering if you have a chance could you send me your CV and a brief write up on the Wachiira event of November? 

Thanks so much! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro SL CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.unc.edu!depts!intsi 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 12:58 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Schools, prisons, re-segregation 

eventflier.jpg 

just heard of this now: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Date:Tue, 12 Apr 2011 16:31:51 +0000 

From: Stone Center <stonecenter,~unc.edu-~ 

To: Stone Center <stonecenter,~unc.edu-~ 

tii All, 

Yeu are all enceuraged ~o supper~ "School, Prisens and Re-Segrega~ion", a ferum ~o discuss current issues related te mi~K}ri~y s 

Details are attached. 

Thanks, 

Stone Center Staff 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej-t~culty as: -~a href "mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a bla~k <br> 

em~l to <a href "mailto:leave-29003925- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29003925- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listseiw.unc.edu<i~> 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 l:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Chancellor’s Awaxds CeremoW 

Great!!!! I didn’t know about the ceremony. I certainly will be there...if you’ll be going from from Battle, I will escor~ you there! -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, April :t:t, 20:t:t :t:t:28 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony 

Dear Reg, 

Greetings. 

T finally have details about the Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony at which T will be receiving an undergraduate teaching award. At any rate, I would be honored if you joined me 

at the ceremony even if it is just for a while - T know you are busy. Here are the details: 

Location: Carolina Union’s Great Hall - Main floor. 
Time: 3.00pm-4.00pm followed by a reception~ 
Tuesday April 12 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 3:11 PM 

The asc tkculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Mori~ Lecture on Chad Basin Common-Pool Resources, Thurs., 4 pm 

The Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology is 
hosting a seminar by Dr Mark Moritz of the 
Department of Anthropology, The Ohio State Univ. 

His talk is titled: 

Open Access, Open Systems: Pastoral management of 
comnmn-pool resources in the Chad Basin 

Thursday, April 14th 

4:00pro 

Wilson 128. 

See:http://www.unc.edui-,ctwi4 14 Moritz poster jp~ <http:i/www.unc.edu/%7Ectw/4 14 Moritz poster.jpg> 

If you would like to schedule a meeting ~vith IN- Moritz on Thursday, 
please contact (;olin West (ctw@email.unc edu<mailto:ctw(@email.unc.edu>). 

’]?his event is co-sponsored by UNC’s African Studies (;enter and the 
Department of Anthropology. 

(;olin Thor West 

Assistant Professor 

Department of Anthropology 

Curriculum for the F.nvironment and Ecolog3, 

Universi~ of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

ctw@email.unc, edu 

919-966-5588 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~ axsd: eunice@email.~mc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-29005143-9518753.bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listsely.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 12, 2011 4:24 PM 

Department listserv ~atHalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] FW: ttR Digest: April 12, 2011 

041211 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

From-" Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 12, 20:El 4:20 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Digest: April :t2, 2011 

-I-O: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

P~ease forward the attachment titled "H~R Employee information" within your department(sl. 

e Full te×t of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/’items. 

Apr. 3.3: EPA RecruRmenL Selection & t?PA Recru~tmeetWeb [:raining 

Agr, ~5: Employee Forum’speer recoAnit~on award nominations due 

Apr. 20: HR Fad~tator quarted~ meeting 

A#r, 22: Spring holiday 

Apr. :-~): Ex[ra mile award nominations due 

~a~ 2{1: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 

May 20: 

Employee & Nanagement ~ecognition ~wards 

Nominations are now being accepted for the Chancellor’s Awards ~or [xcellence and the Excellence in Management Awar6s. The deadline for submitting 

nominations for both awards is Friday, Mag 20. Nomination forms for both awards are located on the OHR website. 

Workplace Literacy Program (click here) 

OHR’s Training & Talent Development unit will offer the Workplace Literacy Program again this spring, in conjunction with the Orange County Literacy Council. This 

free and self-paced program provides classes in Reading and Writing for Opportunity, Intermediate Computer Skills, English Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL), 

and Getting Started with the GED. 

Call for Additional Blood Drive Recruiters (Contact, Aimee 

The University will host its annual Carolina Blood Drive on Tuesday, Jun. 7, from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Dean Smith Center. Before registration opens, we would like 

to identify recruiters for each department within the University. Blood drive recruiters are vital to the successful communications and goal of the Carolina Blood 

Drive. With ~000 units of blood as our goal, we depend on recruiters to display posters and send emails to educate everyone on the importance of supporting this 

event through blood donation or other volunteer efforts. 

~m~k Chris~ie davis~unc.~du 

~s~e: h~tp:i!hr.unc.edu 

You a~e currently subscribed to ati-ial~am as: eunice@email.unc.e&,. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati~alTarn&o~9005824 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste tile above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29005824-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listsel~v.unc~edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, April 12, 20 ! ! 

Apr. I 5: ._E_____m___p___!___o___y___e_____e___F_____o____r__u______m___]___s__peer recognition award nominations due 
Apr. I S: ..U......M....A........m.....a..n.....a.g..e....r......~...f.....t...b....e....year award nominations due 
Apr. 22: Spring holiday 
Apr. 30: Extra mile award nominations due 
May 20: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 
May 20: ..E....x....c....e...!.!...e...n.....c....e...j...n........M.....a...n.....agement Awards nominations due 

Chancellor’s Awards and Excellence in Management 

FROM: Aimee Krans, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Nominations are now being accepted for the Chancellor’s Awards for 
Excellence and the Excellence in Manaqement Awards. The deadline for submitting 
nominations for both awards is Friday, May 20. Nomination forms for both awards 
are located on the OHR website. ................................................ 

Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence 
The Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence is based on meritorious or distinguished 
accomplishments that are, "clearly above and beyond that which would be 
expected from dedicated employees who are fully and competently discharging all 
of the duties and satisfying all of the requirements of their jobs", while a University 
employee, The award categories are: 

Outstanding State Government Service 

Innovation(s) 

Public Service 

Safety/Heroism 

Human Relations 

Other achievements 

The award given to five University employees are monetary awards of $1,000, 
certificate and special leave time of 24 hours. The recipients of the Chancellor’s 
Awards for Excellence are sent forward for a statewide award, the Governor’s 
Awards for Excellence. 



Excellence in M~na~eme.nt A wards 
This award was designed to recognize meritorious and distinguished 
accomplishments in management at the University. All permanent employees 
serving in a managerial capacity are eligible to be nominated for this award° All 
permanent University employees (including temporary employees) and students 
are eligible to submit nominations, 

For the purposes of the award, management is broadly defined as managing 
employee, student or financial resources, facilities or special projects, leading a 

task force or an ad hoc committee of a sizable nature° 

Two awards are given annually° Award recipients will be honored at a recognition 
luncheon in the fall and will receive a certificate and monetary award of $500° 

Workplace Literacy Program 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

OHR’s Training & Talent Development unit will offer the Workplace Literacy 
Program again this spring, in conjunction with the Orange County Literacy Council. 
This free and self- paced program provides classes in Reading and Writing for 
Opportunity, Intermediate Computer Skills, English Speakers of Other Languages 
(ESOL), and Getting Started with the GED. 

These classes begin Tuesday, May 10 and run through Thursday, Jun. 16, with 
assessments scheduled the week of Apr. 25. Managers or supervisors must call 
962-2549 to register their employees by Thursday, April 21. Spaces are limited. 
Visit the Training and Talent Development website or contact Laura Gonzalez at 
962- 2549 for more information. 

Call for Additional Blood Drive Recruiters 

FROM: Aimee Krans, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

The University will host its annual Carolina Blood Drive on Tuesday, Jun. 7, from 7 
a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Dean Smith Center. Before registration opens, we would like 
to identify recruiters for each department within the University. Blood drive 
recruiters are vital to the successful communications and goal of the Carolina 
Blood Drive. With 1000 units of blood as our goal, we depend on recruiters to 
display posters and send emails to educate everyone on the importance of 
supporting this event through blood donation or other volunteer efforts. 

If your department is without a recruiter, please designate one by Apr. 1 5. And 
contact Aimee Krans in the Office of Human Resources or call 962- 6008. 



We are launching the Carolina Blood Drive database this year, which allow donors 
or volunteers to sign up electronically on the website and recruiters to contact 
donors and volunteers directly for updates and reminders. Recruiters will also be 
able to keep up with points earned in a recruiting contest as participation 
increases. Information on how to be a successful recruiter will be available on the 
website. 

The last time that UNC- Chapel Hill collected 1 000 units of blood was in 2004, 
when we collected 1033. We are long overdue to do this again. In 2009 and 2010, 
the drive collected 976 units. Let’s get excited about this worthwhile cause and 
exceed our goal of 1000 units. To see the results of previous drives click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

faculb’govemance@unc.edu on behalf of 

UNC Office of Faculb, Governance <facultygovernance@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 8:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ballot for Faculty Governance Elections Spring 2011 

April 13,2011 

Dear Colleague, 

Welcome to the 2011 UNC-Chapel Hill faculty elections! This message is being sent to you because you are a member 
of the UNC Voting Faculty. The annual faculty elections are one of the best ways for you to influence policy on a host of 
issues affecting the university[~s core research, teaching, and service missions. 

Balloting opens today and closes on Friday, April 22, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. To be sure that your ballot is tabulated, please 
observe the deadline. 

Candidate information: A full voter guide includes statements and biographical information for all candidates for all 
positions. You will also be able to access this guide from within the ballot. 

To Vote: 

Please click the link below to access your ballot. Your ballot is unique to you and may be used only once. 

Link to the Official Ballot Site: Click Here for Your 2011 Faculty Governance Ballot 

Or, paste this link into your browser: 
https:~~unc~dum.qua~trics.c~m/~RQua~trics~urveyEngine/?Q-~~=b9Jgd~uSak~Jdyc--9z~JbPx1s~sfrdq&-=1 

Some additional points about voting: 

All of the positions for which you are eligible to vote will appear in a series. You may vote for fewer than the number 
of positions to be filled. 
You will not be able to change any of your votes once you have completed the survey and submitted your ballot. 
If you have technical problems accessing the ballot site, please email: FacultyGovernance@unc.edu for 
assistance. 
The election results will be announced in an email to all faculty by April 25,2011. 

Thank you for helping keep faculty governance strong at UNC! 

Joseph S. Ferrell 
Secretary of the Faculty 
jsferrel@email.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 10:43 AM 

CCO faculty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online Fall 2011, 

April 13, 2011 

Meino To: lnstTuctors teaching Carolina Courses O~fline, Fall 2011 

Memo Fr: Carol McDonnell 

Fall 2011 Registration is no~, open 
The list of courses can be vie~,ed at http:iiwww.fridavcenter.unc.eduiepiccoicourses.html 

Enrolhnent information is at our web site at http:/iw~,.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/ccoienroliment.htm 
Students can submit their enrollment requests online, by fax, by mail, or in person. 

Number of spaces in each course 
Section 990 - 10" spaces for UNC-CH full-time s~dents 

Section 991 - 15" spaces for off-campus students 

Section 992 1 space reserved for university employees 
¯ In special circumstances we ~vill adjust this number depending on the instructor or their department’s preferences. 

ConnectCarolina - students cannot register in this system for these online courses. All s~dents, including UNC-CH full-time students, must officially 

register at the Friday Center web registration site. 

Tuition: Students pay tuition to the Universi~ Cashier. Full-time s~dents pay an addition tuition charge for these online courses. 

\Vaitlist: Once the sections are full, we let additional audents waitlist ruth the Friday Center. They will be added if spaces become available. 

histructors should not give students permission to enroll. Plea~ tbrward any student requests to the Friday Center. 

Confirmin~ Registration to students 

Once stadents are enrolled, the Friday Center will mail written contirmations to students. This mcfudes the course web site, user name and password. E-mail 

notifications, in addition to written confirmations, will be sent to students who register a few days before class s~rts and during the late registration period. 

Late enrolhnent requests 

May 11 is the last day to regis~ter for classes. After this date, we ask students to contact you by email for permission to add. You should m~ke a decision based on 
whether tbere is still time to ~nake up missed work. 

Students who want to drop your course 
All students receive information from us about how to drop and withdraw. So if students discuss this with you, please refer tkem to us at the Friday Center. 

Students must notify’ us in writing (or entail) to drop a course or withdraw from the term. The CCO web site also contains a withdraw form. 

http:/ifridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/index.htm 

Class Rolls/ConnectCarolina 

Once registration begins, all instructors will have access to their online class rolls through ConnectCarolina 

http://accesscarolina.unc.edu/dt 

Grade Rolls 

You will be submitting your fin~ course grades in the ConnectCamlina systeln. The C~xolina Course Online office will help you complete grade rolls if necessary. 

Blackboard 

If students register late, some may experience a delay in accessing Blackboard for quizzes and the discussion forum. We urge new students to create their onyens 

ASAP so that our office can populate them into Blackboard. Please refer students to our office if they have problems. 

Calendar and Deadlines for Fall 2011: 

April 13 

August 22 

August 23 

August 29 

Sept 5 

Sept 6 

Oct 17 

Oct 20-23 
Oct 25 
Nov 23=27 
Dec 7 
Dec 9=16 

CarolMc Donnell 
Student Services Manager 

Early Registration starts 

Last day to cancel your registration 

Courses begin; Late registration beginsprorated charges for withdrawal start 

Last day to add a course 

Holiday - Labor Day 

Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a refund - 5 PM. You must have other courses on 

your schedule. (Note: dropping ALL courses requires a withdrawal from the semester and follows a different prorated refund 

policy) 

Last day for degree undergraduates to drop a course. 

Fall Recess 

Last day to withdraw from the entire semester for any prorated refund 

Thanksgiving recess 

Last day to withdraw - no tuition credit; Last day of classes 

Exams 

University of N orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599<1020 
carolmq@uncedu 
800-862-5669 
fax 919-962-5549 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: ~:a hre~"mailto:eu~ice@emaila~nc,edu">ennice@emaJl.unc.edn~’a>, To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a bre~’’m~lto:~eave-29~9927-36346~3A7f~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@~istser~.~mc.edu’’>~eave-29~9927- 

3634613.47t10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Manda Bald unflinchingly explores the cycles 
of violence that plague Brazil’s upper and 
lower economic classes in fits of rampant 
corruption and violent kidnappings. The film 
chronicles these cycles by utilizing highly 
personalized stories that reflect the growing 
truth about Brazil’s huge economic 
disparities - differences that cause violence 
on both sides of the spectrum. A frog farm 
connected to a corrupt politician and one of 
the most powerful men in Brazil; a 
kidnapping victim who had both her ears cut 
off before she was released to her parents; a 
wealthy plastic surgeon who pioneered the 
procedure used to reconstruct the ears of 
kidnapping victims; and a kidnapper who 
has watched many like him escape the 
poorest parts of Brazil for the wealthier S~o 
Paulo, where they terrorize the upper class 

- Winner of the Special Jury Award for Best 

Documentary at the 2007 Rome Film Festival 
- Winner of the Cinematography Award and the 

Grand Jury Prize in the Documentary category 

at the 2007 Sundance Film Festival! 

(Jason Kohn, 2007, 85 min, Brazil & 
USA, English & Portuguese w! 
English Subtitles, Color, DVD) with kidnappings, theft and murder ..... - 

Wednesday, April 13th, 7pm. Free Screening. 
Richard White Lecture Hall SponsoredbytheDepgrtmentoJ:Romgnce 

Studies, the Center[or Latin American and 

Room 107, East CampusArtsCaribbean Studies" and the Pr°gram in theof the Moving Image (AMI) 



La sublevaci6n de esclavos en la goleta Amistad: 

Ram6n Ferrer y las redes de contrabando en el Mundo Atl~ntico 

A Talk in Spanish by: 

Orlando Garcia Martinez 

April 20, 2Oll at 6PM 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall, Room 569 

Sponsored by The Institute for the Study of the Americas. 

For more information, contact Bonnie Lucero a~ blucero@email.unc.edu 

~" ~’g ~’~" ~’~" ~’g ~’g ~’g ~’g ~’g ~’g ~’g ~’g ~’g ~’g ~" ~’~ ~’g ~" ~" ~ ~" ~’g ~" ~’~ ~’g ~" ~" ~ ~" ~’g ~" ~’~ ~’g ~" ~ 

Photo cm~rtesy of Crlando Garcia Martinez 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emafil.unc.edu> 

~Vednesday, April 13, 2011 12:56 PM 

Depaxtment listserv ~qatiiat~m@list~rv.unc.edu-~ 

[afriat?am] t~f: Call to ACTION.....Support the ARTS! 

From: Hayti Heritage Center [jsellars@hayti.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 11:44 AN 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Call to ACTION.....Support the ARTS! 

~ouse 

,3overnment 

eleased 

~s 
}udget 

ecommendations 

nclude 

RE(IUIRED. This unfair recommendation can be changed by the Appropriations Chairs 

following points in your own words. Complete this Call 7o Action no later than 

Thursday, ’12 noon. Forward this Call to others and strongly encourage action. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Why would the leadership in North Carolina disproportionately target an industry that: 

¯ produces programs and revenue in all 100 counties? 

¯ produces $223 million in revenue and serves 9 million attendees yearly? 

¯ matches every dollar of state money with an additional seventeen dollars? 

economy in related spending in restaurants and retail? 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Representative Harold Brubaker 



Forward email 

This emaii was sent to Idcaidwe@emaii.unc.edu by isellars@hayti.orq 
_U__#__d__a__t__e__Lr_o__f_LLe.tg__m___a_LL_A__d__d__r__e__s__s. ~nstant removal with .S_a__f#..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_r_Lb_e_ ’’ [_~_ri__v__a_£~__[_-’_o_Jj_c_y__. 

MajakActs LLC :: PO Box 25218 Durham :: NC :: 27702 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~tn as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:i/lists.unc.edw’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriat:am&o~9010957 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank etn~Jl to leave-29010957-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(~listse~.unc.edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 12:58 PM 

intt-duncplas@duke, edn (intl-duncplas@duke.edu) 

Proposed Cuts in Arts Funding for NC 

From: Hayti Heritage Center [jsellars@hayti.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 11:44 AN 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Call to ACTION.....Support the ARTS! 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Please forward responses to your communications to advocacy@artsnc.org. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Forward email 

This amaii was sent ~o 14caidwe@amaii.imc.edu by isellars@hayti.orq 
_U__#__d__a__t__e__Lr_o__f_LLe.tg__m___a_LL_A__d__d__r__e__s__s. ~nstant removal with .S_a__f#..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_r_Lb_.e_ 

MajakActs LLC :: PO Box 25218 Durham :: NC :: 27702 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~tn as: klcaldwe~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361596.b~b5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o~9010957 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank etn~Jl to leave-29010957-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457abTfg13a5f65,@]istserv.unc.edu 



A B C 

1 Countries 

2 Asia 

3 Bangladesh, Vietnam 

4 Calcutta, India 

5 China 

6 China, Tibet 

7 Hanoi, Vietnam 

8 India 

9 India 

10 India, Brunei, Singapore 

11 India, China 

12 Moldova 

13 Singapore, Brunei, India 

14 Singapore, India, Brunei 

15 Singapore, India, Brunei 

16 Singaporelndia 

17 Thailand 

18 Thailand (and maybe Cambodia) 

19 Thailand, Cambodia 

20 Turkmenistan 

21 Vietnam 

22 Vietnam, Cambodia 

23 Vietnam, other nations in Southeast Asia 

24 Central & Southern Africa 

25 Cameroon 

26 Kenya 

27 Kenya 

28 South Africa 

29 South Africa 

30 South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya, Ethiopia 

31 (blank) 

32 Eastern Africa 

33 Kenya 

34 Kenya, Uganda 

35 South Africa 

36 Uganda 

37 Uganda 

38 Uganda, Kenya 

39 Latin America 

40 Argentina 

32 

1 

1 

5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

2 

1 

1 

5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

17 

1 

1 

2 

11 

1 

1 

35 

19 

1 

1 

10 

2 

2 

45 

2 



D G 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

Setting 

Asia 

Rural 

Urban 

E F 

Housing 

32 Asia 

12 Apartment 

20 Dorm 

Central & Southern Africa 

Rural 

Urban 

(blank) 

Eastern Africa 

Rural 

Urban 

Latin America 

Rural 

Urban 

Northern Africa & the Middle East 

Rural 

Urban 

Western Africa 

Rural 

16 

45 

32 

13 

18 

3 

15 

16 

16 

17 Homestay 

4 Central & Southern Africa 

13 Apartment 

Dorm 

35 Homestay 

19 (blank) 

Eastern Africa 

Apartment 

Dorm 

Homestay 

Latin America 

Apartment 

Dorm 

Homestay 

Northern Africa & the Middle East 

Dorm 

Homestay 

Western Africa 

Apartment 

Dorm 

Homestay 

32 

8 

13 

11 

17 

7 

2 

8 

35 

16 

6 

13 

45 

11 

3 

31 

18 

15 

3 

16 

4 

1 

11 



K L IN 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

First time doing extensive work in 

Asia ............... 

No 

Yes 

Central & Southern Africa 

No 

Yes 

(blank) 

Eastern Africa 

No 

Yes 

Latin America 

No 

Yes 

Northern Africa & the Middle East 

No 

Yes 

Western Africa 

No 

Yes 

32 

9 

23 

17 

5 

12 

35 

7 

28 

45 

10 

35 

18 

1 

17 

16 

5 

11 

M 

First time traveling abroad? 

Asia 

No 

Yes 

Central & Southern Africa 

No 

Yes 

(blank) 

Eastern Africa 

No 

Yes 

Latin America 

No 

Yes 

Northern Africa & the Middle East 

No 

Yes 

Western Africa 

No 

32 

27 

5 

17 

14 

3 

35 

28 

7 

45 

4O 

5 

18 

13 

5 

16 

16 



41 

42 

43 

44 

4.5 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

.51 

52 

53 

.54 

55 

56 

.57 

58 

.59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

6.5 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

7.5 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

A B C 

1 

1 

1 

Argentina or Nicaragua 

Brazil 

Chile 

Colombia and Guatemala 

Costa Rica 

Costa Rica Honduras 

Ecuador 

Ecuador, Chile 

Guatemala 

Honduras 

Mexico 

Nicaragua 

Nicaragua 

Nicaragua, possibly Guatemala and El Salvador 

Peru 

Peru, possibly an excursion to Ecuador 

Northern Africa & the Middle East 

a country in Eastern Europe/Central Asia 

Azores 

Azores Islands 

Azores Islands (Portugal) 

Azores Islands, Portugal 

Azores Islands, Portugal, Spain 

Azores, Portugal 

Jordan 

Portugal 

Terceira, Azores Islands, Portugal 

The Azores Islands 

Uganda from June to AugustMorocco from September to December 

Western Africa 

Ghana 

Ghana 

Kenya 

Senegal 

Senegal, will know more specifics soon. 

Sierra Leone 

The Gambia 

(blank) 

1 

1 

1 

5 

1 

4 

5 

8 

5 

1 

1 

6 

1 

18 

1 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

16 

8 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

Grand Total [ ......... ~~ 
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42 
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44 

4.5 
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47 
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52 

53 

.54 
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.57 
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.59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 
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67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 
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44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mulima, Sinamenye A <smutima@emailamc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 2:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

RE: Thanks’. 

Dear Eunice, 

It was my pleasure~ Thank you for letting me know. 

BWAN MUNGU Aendelee kukubsriM, 

Msny blessings. 

A~phonse 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ mar~s, 12 de abril de 20~1 23:45 
Te= Nzongola-N~laja, Georges; 3anken, Kenneth R; Hildebrand, Reginald F; McMillan, Tim; Mutima, Sinamenye A; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: ~anks~ 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thanks for taking time from your busy schedules to join me at the Chancellor’s Award ceremony this afternoon. It meant a lot to me and my family. 

Many thanks and see you soon. 

With warmest regards, 
Eunice 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

The Magic ofAfricm~ Rh~m <worldsongevents@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 3:10 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Bonjour Atiica Malaria Projec - Send a Net, Save a Life 

--s~tic--bg 1~artylime 1.jpg 

Hi, friends! 

Join us for our ninth annual evening of food, music, dancing, and fun! All proceeds go to purchase bed nets 

that help prevent children and pregnant mofllers in Africa from getting malaria. 

April 16 I~i 7:00 pm to 12:oo midnight 

At the Freelon Group 

531o South Alston Ave., Durhanl, NC 

. Food and Full for a Good Cause 

. African music with ~ArNCU deejay Bouna Ndiaye 

. A Live Performance by Senegalese Kora player Djali Cissoldio 

. Live dance perfornlanee from Le Brandi Dance Troupe 

. Heavy hors d~oeuv~es 

. Beer and wine available 

. Silent auction for special gifts and prizes 

Tickets 

$25 ~All donations are tax deductible! 

Please illake cheeks out to Bonjour Africa Projects Inc. 

Hosted by 

Bonjour Africa Malaria Project n bonjourafrica.com 

For more information, please call 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:34 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu; hnmanicator@duke.edu 

slephanie.kenick@dnke.edu 

Almcmt: April 20th Paola Mendoza ÷ don’t forget tomorrow Cristopolis and Fri "Ugly Betty." 

mendoza flyer april 20 2011 .pptx 

Please find full information on these and multiple other events, as well as fall course offerings, at http:iilatine.aas.duke.edu/i 
All events are free and open to the public. 

Entre Nos: A Conversation with Filmmaker Paola Mendoza 
Wednesday, April 20, 5:30-8:00PM 

Perkins Libraly 217 

(See attached flyer) 

Come watch the internationally acclaimed film, ENTRE NOS, which will begin at 5:30PM and will be tbllowed by a discussion with Paola Mendoza, the film’s lead 

actor, co-director, co-producer, and writer. If you have already seen it, plea~ do join us for the discussion with Mendoza which starts at 7PM. 

As the final part of UCC, Political Aft?airs Committee brings Paola Mendoza, filmmaJ~er, actor, ~md activist. ENTRE NOS is a tilm inspired by her mother’s ~truggles 
upon her an-ival in the United States, her family’s colnmitment to survival and their Mentless hope. Attendants will have the oppormni~ to openly discuss with Mendoza 

activism through art, i~ranigration reform, inm~ignn~t family health and well-being, issues among immigrant women and ~nothers, children’s roles, and the Morns for 

Family Uni~ can~paign. A reception with refreshinents will lbllow. 

She says of her work, "This is what I’m supposed to be doing. I wake up every, morning, I breathe, live, dream about stories and how to get people’s stories out there." 

Sponsored by Mi Gente, Woman’s Housing Option, the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the Center for Documentary Studies, Duke ~Vellness Center, 

and the Spanish Service-Learning Program. 

Contact Stephanie Kenick stephanie.kenick(&duke.edu for more information. 

*ALSO, DON’T FORGET Tile FOLLOWING THURSDAY AND FRIDAY TALKS AND THURS PERFORMANCE TtlIS WEEK:* 

April 14, 2011 - "Reggaeton vs. Hip Hop" with artist Cristopolis 

The Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, with snpport ti~m Mi Genre and SOFC, presents Latino artisl Cfistopolis. Cfistopolis will be discussing 

"Reggaeton vs. Hip Hop" on April 14th at 10:05am in Friedl 225. Hi s presentation will be on the relationship between R eggaeton and Latin Hip-]flop within the Urb~m 
Lalino genre and culture. Refreslnnents provided. For more informalion on Cristopolis, see l~ttp://www.cristopolis.com/html/slideshow.php 

April 14, 2011 - Cristopolis: Latino Hip Hop Concert 

11 pm !_)___e_!:i_[’_~__[__)__e___r_~,____C_’__e__~_t__v_~[~_r!~p__t_~_~ This concert is *Free* so come out and enjoy some great music with friends’. 

Crislopolis is a Latino Hip Hop a(tist based in Washington, D.C. He is a trilingual emcee M~o performs in English, Spanish and French. This will be his second 

performance at Duke and eveiyone who was there last year can tell you that this a concert you don’t want to miss! 

Sponsored by Mi Genre, SOFC and the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South. 

You can read more about Cristopolis and lislen to his music at his website: w~a¥.cristopolis.com 

April 15, 2011 - Workshop with Patricia Kim-Rajah "Assi~nilath~g America: Ugly Betty., Lathm/o Identi~,, and Conditional \Vhiteness" 

A workshop with Patricia Kim-Rajal, stx~nsored by the Sociology Department’s Race and Ethi~ici~ Workshop, the Latino/a Graduate Student Association and the 

Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South. Friday April 15th at 10:00am in the Social-Psychology Bnilding, Room 329 (McKinney Room). Light breakfast 

provided! 

Patricia Kim-Rajal is a profes~r of Chic~mo and Latino Studies at Sonoma State University. She specializes in Spanish-language media, Globalization, Latino 

audiences and Latino images in tile media. Her cmrent areas of research are "Ugly Betty", Telenovelas, and Gender and Globalization. 

For more information on Patricia Kiln-Rajal, view~.[.~..t.~.£]!~y.~.~..r.1~.?~1.a.~e~d..k(~p.t.t.~b..~s.:~e..~R~!~ig1~.N~[~N1[ 

Jenny Snead Williams 

Executive Director 
Program in Latino!a Studies in the Global South 
Duke Univetsity, Box 90441 
122 Friedl Building, East Campus 
Durham NC 27708 

iennvsw~duke.edu 
htt p:.I/latino.aas.d u ke .edufl 
919-6844375 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 14, 2011 8:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Bonjour At~ca Malaria Projec - Send a Net, Save 

--s~tic--bg 1~artylime 1.jpg 

From: The Magic of African Rhythm [worldsongevents@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April :13, 20:t:t 3:08 PM 

@yahoo.corn 
Subject: Bonjour Africa Malaria Projec - Send a Net, Save a Life 

Hi, friends! 
Join us for our ninth annual evening of food, music, dancing, and fun! All proceeds go to purchase bed nets 

that help prevent children and pregnant mothers in Africa from getting malaria. 

April 16--7:oo pm to 12:oo midnight 
At the Freelon Group 

531o South Alston Ave., Durham, NC 

Food and Fun foe a Good Cause 
African music with X~rNCU deejay Bouna Ndiaye 

A Live Performance by Senegalese Koea player Djali Cissoldio 
Live dance peefm’manee from Le Beandi Dance Troupe 
Hea~ay hoes d’oeuvres 

Beer and wine available 
Silent auction for special gifts and prizes 

Tickets 

$25 --All donations are tax deductible! 
Please make checks out to Bonjour Africa Projects Inc. 
Hosted by 
Bonjour Africa Malaria Pi~ject n bonjourafrica.com 

For more information, please call 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sk3dight Pictures <info@skylightpictures.com~ 

Thursday. April 14, 2011 9:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

25% Off Spring Sale on Awaxd Winning Educational Films 

Skylight Pictures Spring Sale! 

25% Discount - expires April 30, 9Oll 

4 DEFINITIVE DOCUMENTARIES 
Linked to National and World Affairs 
Enlightening Background Materials 

for Classroom Use 

International Criminal Justice 

International Criminal Court (ICC) has been in the headlines 
the UN Security Council’s unanimous vote to empower ICC 

)rosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo to investigate violence in Libya. The 
JN referral specifically directs the Prosecutor to determine whether 

Qaddafi’s violent response to the Libyan revolution 
attack against the civilian population" which 

indictable for crimes against humanity. The Security 
~presents only the second time the Council has taken 

__ inch bold action, the first time being the 2005 referral of the Darfur 
__ fituation which led to the ICC’s indictment of Sudanese President 

aI-Bashir for genocide and crimes against humanity. In addition 
Qaddafi and his sons, the Prosecutor is expected to investigate the 

of security and military intelligence. The Reckoninq: The 
for the International Criminal Court.provides a comprehensive 

ntroduction and ovetview of the ICC and the very human stories behind 
ICC’s first cases that are highlighted in The Reckonin~l provide an 

-- deal jumping-off point for in-class discussion. 

deal for Law Studies, Political Science, International Criminal Law, 
Latin American Studies, African Studies, Foreign Policy, Human Rights, Transitional 

i Justice. 

i To purchase or learn more about this film, click here. 

Economic Crisis in America 

iii:::::i~"~)i;ii::ii:.:i:::::.::i:::Povertg, follows the epic movement of poor Americans in the 1990s 

;a: organ z ng to end poverty Three groundbreak ng documentar es are 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: into segments of iaeal lengtn for classroom use, with new 

........ paround commentary from key activists who led the movement and 
again today in the midst of the current economic crisis. These 

nclude Cheri Honkala, W~llie Baptist and Liz Theoharis who discuss the 
ths and weaknesses of the organizing and the lessons learned 

must for Urban Studies, Social Work, U.S. History, Sociology, 
3olitical Science, Economics. 

~urchase or learn more about this film, click here. 

Ex-Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori Convicted of Crimes Against Humanity 



Offering a ray of hope to those currently suffering under human rights 
abuses as revolutions cross North Africa and the Middle East, it was just 

~ that Alberto Fujimori, former President of Peru, was found 

~inst humanity and sentenced to 25 years in prison. 
The crimes that led to this groundbreaking trial, and the Peruvian Truth 
~, Reconciliation Commission’s examination of Fujimori’s authoritarian 

lime, are the subject of State of Fear: The Truth About Terrorism 
in 145 countries and translated into 48 languages. This 

]cclaimed documentary, winner of the Overseas Press Club Award for 
about Latin America, provides invaluable background 

]bout the human rights and victims movement that fought 17 years to 
~ut Fujimori on trial. 

deal for Latin American Studies, Political Science, Human Rights, 

nternational Criminal Law, Transitional Justice, Civil Liberties, Conflict 

To purchase or learn more about this film, click here. 

One man’s journey of conscience from Vietnam to El Salvador 

Witness to War is the Academy Award winning story of Dr. Charlie Clements who 
a pilot in Vietnam until he refused further combat missions. Stripped of his 

identity, Charlie Clements dedicated his life to non=violence and healing, 
ultimately tending to the wounded behind rebel lines in El Salvador. A personal 

g tragedy of war as relevant in our times as it was then, this 
edition includes a soul-searching return to El Salvador with Dr. Clements. 

enduring model of social activism for our times. 

Peace and Justice Studies, U.S= History, Vietnam War, Latin 

~.merican Studies, Asian Studies 

To purchase or learn more about this film, click her~e. 

For 25 years Skylight Pictures has been committed to producing artistic, challenging and socially relevant 
independent documentary films on issues of human rights and the quest for justice. Through the use of film 
and digital technologies, we seek to engage, educate and increase understanding of human rights amongst 
the public at large and policy makers, contributing to informed decisions on issues of social change and the 
public good. 

Skylight Pictures 
330 West 42nd Street 

Suite 2410 
New York, NY 10036 

This is a commercial message= 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages t~om this sender, please 

click on the tbJlowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-n~il 

You will receive one additiona1 e-mail message confirming your removal. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:09 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Fwd: Reminder: Moritz lecture today, Thursday, at4 pm 

The Curriculum for the Envirolmaent and Ecology is hosting a seminar by 
Dr Mark Moritz of the Department of Anthropology, The Ohio State 
University. His talk is titled: 

Open Access, Open Systems: Pastoral managment of conmaon-pool resources 
in the Chad Basin 

The seminar will be held today, Thursday, April 14th at 4:00pm in Wilson 
128. 

See: http://w~.uaacedu/~-ctw/414 Moritz~oster.jpg 

If you would like to schedule a meeting with Dr. Moritz on Thursday, 
p lease c ontact Colin W est (c tw@emai 1. unc. ed u<m ailto :ctw(a)emai 1. unc. edu>) 

This event ~s co-sponsored by UNC’s African Studies (;enter and the 
Department of Anthropology. 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: eunice@emaikunc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emai] to leave-29016068-9518753 bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listser~, unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:18 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] t~f: US Army RFP tbr Civil Att~firs Assi~nce on Topics Related to National Security 

From: GrantSource Libra~ [mailto:gs@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wedaaesday, March 23, 2011 11:03 AM 

To: Reid, Dee 

Subject: US Army- RFP for Civil Affairs Assistance on Topics Related to 
National Securi~z 

Please share with your facul~z this Request for Proposals (RFP) from the 
UNC Partnership for National Security, which focuses on matching 
education, research, and training needs of the US Military with U2",!C 
system sut~iect matter experts. 

The UNC system has received this RFP for Civi[ Affairs Assistance to 
identify expertise within the system to provide short-courses in support 
of the US Army’s Civil Affairs mission and to conduct development 
pr~iects involving Civil Information Management and associated technologies. 

Requirements identified by the 95th Civil Affairs Brigade include: 

¯ Assistance identifying measurable indicators of political, economic or 
socia[ instability 

¯ Statistica[ analysis of field polling results 

Trend identification and analys~s 

Request for Information (RFI) tracking system 

Afiican studies 

Agricultural and resource economy 

Effective writing 

Developmental economics 

Value chain analysis 

Political science 

Corrmmnism to democracy 

Construction and engineering raanageraent 

All training will be conducted at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina or at a 
relevant campus, as required¯ Faculty will be compensated for their time 
and travel 

Letters of interest, including the qualifications of the team conducting 
these proj ects and training and a description of how the project or 
short-course ~vould be implemented (including a syllabus), should be sent 
to Kimrey Rhinehardt, Vice President for Federal Relations at 
kwr@northcarolina edu<mailto:kwr@northcarolina.edu> Faculty may contact 
Dr. Tom Losordo, Faculty Advisor for Milita~’ Affairs (L~,-C GA), directly 

at tlosordo@northcarolina edu<mailto:tlosordo@northcarolina edu> for 
more reformation on a specific project or short-course 

For details including contact information, see the full RFP online at 
http://w~.northcarolina.edu/frc/mil/civaflihtm. Thank you 



Thank you for your time and consideration of this request 

Kirm-ey Rhinehardt 

Vice President for Federa[ Re ations, UNC System 

You are currently subscribed to asc~ faculty axsd: eunice@emaiI.unc edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29016122-9518753 bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dcO0e0~ istserv unc edu 



This class is designed to provide linguistic skills and cultural sensitization 

for potential pa~icipants who would like to make a difference in the 

rebuilding of Haiti. The class is geared toward learning the language for 

work in the following areas: heath care, Haiti~ women’s rights issues~ 

enviro~ent~ and children’s rights. Students will be exposed to different 

aspects of Haitian culture through movies~ proverbs, music (rasin), ~d 

games. Prereq ~ite: N~ prior c~mact wit~ H~itia~ Cre~e 

Creole H-- Class time: ~ZF (11:55 -12:55 P.M.) 

This class is designed to help studeNs develop their speaking, listening, 

reading, and writing skills at the intermediate level. The linguistic aspect of 

Haiti will be explored tDough texts wri~en by Haitian authors in Creole. 

Also the history of Haiti (1492-1804) will be explored. Students will be 

able to fully understand the linguistic and historicN themes covered in the 

class tDough movies, proverbs, music (konpa), lectures, and films. 

Prerequisite: Creole ~ or [)~e E~gage e~perie~ce i~ Haiti 

Creole IIIiCreole 63 -- Class time: W-F (2:50-4:05 

This course will help studeNs achieve advanced intermediate fluency 

Creole with a focus on improving their listening ability. Students will 

exposed to coNemporary events by using iNemet resources in Creole to get 

a deep insigN into Haitian cNture, literature, society, and religion. 

will Nso translate texts from English iNo Haitian Creole ~d vice-versa, 

Prereq~isite: Creole H or some Nmi~ia~ b~ckgrom~d i~ Creole 

MEN ANPIL CtLAY PA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Carhart <tracy.carhart@duke.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 5:42 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; literature@duke.edu; latinolist@duke.edu; rommace@duke.edu; Hong-An Truong <             ~gmail.com>; 

Guo-Juin Hong <gjhong@duke.edu>; Miguel Rojas < ,~gmaJd.com>; Nayoung Aimee Kwon < gmail.com> 

May 4 - 6: DECOLONIAL AESTHETICS: Workshop, Exhibit & Social Performance 

Speaker[4] schedule4-11-11 .doc; MIGNOLO[3] Decolonial AestheticsStmt[3].doc; decolonial aesthetics FINAL-2.pdf 

for more information please contact: 

tracy,, carhar~ duke. edu 

speaker schedule, statement, and flyer attached 

+DECOLONIAL AESTHETICS 

THE ANNUAL WORKSHOP OF THE CENTER FOR GLOBAL STUDIES AND THE HUMANITIES 

Workshop: Wednesday, May 4: Brodie Duke Hall, The King’s Daughters Inn 12:30 PM - 5:00 PM 

Thursday, May 5: Room 225 Friedl Building, East Campus         10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Friday, May 6: Room 225 Friedl Building, East Campus 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Exhibit: Opening Reception Wednesday, May 4: 
Fredric Jameson Ga]le~, Friedl Building, East Cmnpus 

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
Musical Pe.~ormance by Ricardo Lambuley 

Social Performance: The Nasher Musenm of Art: Thursday, May 5: 

6:45 PM - 8:00 PM 

Nomad Dream: Experimental interactive 

documentary and social performance 

by Raul Ferrera Balanquet with 

Ricardo Lambuley & 31iguel Rojas-Sotelo 

PARTICIPAN TS 

Benfield, Dalida M~ria (The UrfiversiV~ of California at Be/kcley) 

Bu~. Zoe (Curator, Ho Chi Minh Cily. Vietnam) 
Busios, Ma~a Lucia (Academia Superior de Aries, Bogota) 

Dainotto~ Ro~o (Duke 1 !nivershy) 

Faaai, Luigi (Curator. Tofi~o, I~aly) 

Fermra BMan(tue~, Rafil (Escuela Su~fior de Arms de YucaNn, Mdxico) 
G6mez, Pedro Pablo (Academia Supelior de Arms, BogoN) 

G ordon, [ :ewis (Templ e Uni 

G~ztilic, Marina (Slovem~u~ Academy of Science and Viemm Academy of Vine Arts) 

Hong, Guo-Jain (Duke 

Kwoik N ayomN Aimee (Duke U~fiversib~) 

Lambuley~ Ric~do (Academia Superior de ~es, Bogotfi) 

Le, Viet (ANst. c~zative writer and independen curato~ USC) 

Le. Di~N Q. (ANsi, Ho Chi Minh Cib~. Vietnam) 

Lockwa~t, Nanna (Htm~N~ldt Urdversib,i Artla bout Archives, ~erlin ) 
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Updated 4/14/11 

Decolonial Aesthetics Workshop Speaker schedule: 
Wednesday, May 4 - Friday, May 6, 2011 
225 Friedl Building 

Wednesday, May 4 

Introduction: 12:30 - 1:00 

Section l: 1:00 2:45 

Catherine Walsh, Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar, Quito, Ecuador 

Nelson Maldonado-Torres, Associate Professor in the Department of Latino and 

Hispanic Caribbean Studies, Rutgers University 

Gno-Juin Hong, Andrew W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature 

& Culture, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University 

Section II: 3:15 5:O0 

Rolando Vazquez, the Roosevelt Acadamy at the University of Utrecht, The Netherlands 

Luigi Fassi, director of ar/ge kunst Galefie Mueum, Bolzano, Italy 

Roberto Dainotto, Chair of Romance Studies and Professor of Romance Studies, Italian 

Studies, Romance Studies 

Thursday, May 5 

Section III: 10:00 11:45 

Marina Grzinic, the Institute of Philosophy of ZRC SAZU Ljublj ana, Sloveniai 

Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna 

Tanja Ostojic, Independent Artist, Belgrade/Berlin 

Kristine Stiles, France Family Professor of Art, Art History & Visual Studies, Duke 

University 

Section IV: 1:00 2:45 

Dalida Maria Benfield, The University of California, Berkeley 



Raul Ferrera Balanquet, Escuela Superior de Artes de Yucatan, Mexico 

Nelson Maldonado-Torres, Associate Professor in the Department of Latino and 

Hispanic Caribbean Studies, Rutgers University 

Section V: 3:15 5:00 

Marta Lucia Bustos, University of the Bogota City, Bogotfi, Columbia 

Pedro Pablo Gomez, Universidad Distrital Francisco Jos~ de Caldas, Bogotfi, Colombia 
Ricardo Lambuley, Professor and Vice-Rector, Academia Superior de Artes de Bogota 

Miguel Rojas- Sotelo, Visiting Scholar, Art Critic and Historian, Latin American 

Studies, Duke University 

Friday, 3Iay 6 

Seclion VL" 10.’00 12,00 

Viet Le, the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 

Zoe Butt, curator, Ho Chi Mirth City, Vietnam 

Dinh Q. Le, Ho Chi Mirth City, Vietnam 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor of Art, The University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

Section VII: 1:00 2,45 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor of Art, The University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill 

Guo-Juin Itong, Andrew W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature 

& Culture, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University 

Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Assistant Professor, Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, Duke 

University 

Section VIIL" 3:15- 5:00 

Lewis Gordon, Laura H. Carnell Professor of Philosophy, influential thinker 



In Africana and Judaic Studies, Temple University 

Alanna Lockward, Humboldt UniversityiArtlabour Archives, Berlin 

Walter Mignolo, William H. Wannamaker Professor Program in Literature and 

Romance Studies, Duke University 



Version 3 4/6/11 

Decoloniality and Decolonial Aesthetics, May 4 - 6, 2011. 

The Center of Global Studies and the Humanities, Duke University, in collaboration 
with ASAB (Academia Superior de Artes de Bogota) and Institnte of Philosophy at the 
ZRC SAZU (Scientific and Research Center of the Slovenian Academy of Science and 
Art) in Ljubljana. Sponsored by Duke in the Andes/Romance Studies, Latino/as 
Studies and Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the Program in Literature and 
Asian and Middle Eastern Studies. 

The workshop "Decoloniality and Decolonial Aesthetics" that will take place at Duke 
University, organized by the Center of Global Studies and the Humanities, is part of a 
larger, international project under way. 

The exhibit has been curated and the workshop organized by: 

Guo-Juin Hong, Andrew- W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature and Culture 
Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University; 
http :iiasianmideast. duke.eduipeople? subpage=profile&Gurl=%2Faas%2FAMES& Uil=N ho 
ng. 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor in the Art Department at the University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill; http:iiv,~7.artslant.comiglobaliartistsishowi14040-hong-an-tmong 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, currently is associated at the Center for Latin American and 
Caribbean Studies at Duke University as well as part of the advisory committee for Full 
Frame Documentary film festival (Durham, NC); 
http ://www.globalartmuseum .de/site/person/262. 

Tracy Carhart, Assistant to the Director of Center for Global Studies and the Humanities, 
http:iitrinity.duke.eduiglobalstudiesicontact, 

Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Assistant Professor Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke 
University; 
http :iiasianmideast. duke.eduipeople? Gurl=%2Faas%2FAMES&Uil=na.kwon& subpage=pr 
ofile 

Walter D. Mignolo, William H. Wannamaker Professor and Director, Center for Global 
Studies and the Humanities, ww~v.waltermignolo.com 



The context 
On October 6, 2010 a workshop on "Decolonial Aesthetics" took place at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Vienna, with the participation of Dr. Madina Tlostanova and Dr. Walter 
Mignolo. The event is coordinated by Dr. Marina Grzinic, professor of Art History at said 
Academy in collaboration with the European Institute for Progressive Cultural Policies 
http :iieipcp.netiproj ect sicreatingworldsifilesievents 8/. 

The second event under the same title is an exhibit that took place in Bogota, Colombia, 
from November 10, 20110 through December 12, 2010. The event gathered eight 
international and ten local artists. The exhibit was curated by Walter Mignolo and is the 
result of previous collective work with artists in Ecuador and Colombia. The first results of 
that collaboration was an issue of Calle 14, Art Magazine, published by the School of Art 
of the ASAB (Academia Superior de Arte de Bogota), 
http://gemini.udistrita~.edu.c~/c~munidad/grup~s/ca~le~4/V~~umen4/C~ntenid~V~l4.htm~. 

What are the goals behind this collective and international proj ect, which includes also the 
Doctoral Program in Cultural Studies at the Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar, in Quito, 
where Walter Mignolo is also associated researchers and professor 
(https:iimail.google.comimaili?shva=l#inboxi12b5df867cce077f)? 

First of all, it should be noted that the project was initiated in Latin America, but it is not 
addressed to Latin Americans only. It is a global project from Latin America. Hence, 
collaboration with colleagues in "former" Eastern Europe (Dr. Marina Grzinic is Slovenian 

and teaches in Austria) and in Russia (Dr. Tlostanova is Cherkess and teaches in Moscow), 
are telling signs that there is a sensibility in the "margins" of the Western World which is 
being expressed as "decolonial aesthetics." Decolonial aesthetics shapes the artist’s work, 
the way they conceive and express in word what they do in other media; and it is as well a 
distinctive conceptualization in the field of art history, art criticism and visual studies. 
There is already a doctoral dissertation under way at Duke, in the Department of Art, Art 
History and Visual Studies, titled "Visual Disobedience." Visual disobedience could be 
many things but in this context it is argued that visual disobedience is one way to engage in 
decolonial aesthetics. The doctoral candidate is Kency Cornejo, from E1 Salvador, in 
Central America. 

Secondly, one strand of the international debates in the social sciences and the humanities 
in the past 30 years, has been between two types of critiques of "modernity:" One is the 
critique of modernity within the history of EuroAmerica itself (euro-centered critique of 
modernity). Two examples will be the Frankfurt School and Critical Theory (that goes back 
to 1923) and more recently, that post-structuralists and post-moderns orientations that 
emerged, basically in France, the first in the mid sixties and the second in the late seventies. 
The other type of critique came from the non-European origin during the Cold War. One 
example would be the de-colonial school that emerged in the late fifties and the other the 
post-colonial school that flourished in the mid 80s. 



The Background 
"Decolonial aesthetics" responds to global decolonial proj ects that are contesting the 
Eurocentered assumptions of modern, postmodern and altermodern aesthetics. Artists 
around the world, including migrant artists in Western Europe and the US are today more 
than ever, continuing in the domain of art what the Bandung Conference attempted, in 
1955, in the area of inter-state relations. In the Bandung Conference the decolonial option 
was introduced, confronting the capitalism option of Western Europe and the US and the 
socialist-communist option of the Soviet Union. The Bandung Conference that reunited 29 
Asian and African countries was followed up by the formation of the Non-Aligned 
Countries movement in 1961 that included Eastern Europe and Latin America. Decolonial 
aesthetics shall be understood today as part of a global traj ectory that put decolonization 
and a necessary and non-negotiable condition of any democratic or socialist project. 

The work of the Center for Global Studies and the Humanities is aligned with the first 
orientation--the decolonial. A key figure of this orientation is the Afro-Caribbean 
psychologist, public intellectual and activist Frantz Fanon. The goals of the two types of 
critiques are similar: all are working toward just and equitable social organizations as well 
as for detaching Humanistic endeavor from the increasing interference of the market. John 
Stuart Mill said it well: "The idea is essentially repulsive, of a society held together only by 
the relations and feelings arising out of the pecuniary interests." 

Decolonial thinkers from the non-European world agree with the critique of European 
thinkers like John Stuart Mills. The goals are similar; the ways to move forward and toward 
the future are many and are based on local histories. 

"Decolonial aesthetics" as a project shall be understood in this frame. Aesthesis is a Greek 
word ct~c~0vl~tc, (aisth~sis) meaning "perception from the senses, feeling, hearing, seeing, 
discernment, that what is perceived as scent." The meaning &the word in Ancient Greece 
was not attached to "art." It was only in the 18th century that "aisth~sis" mutated into 

"aesthetics" and it was defined as the sensing &the beautiful and the sublime. At that 
point, aesthetics became the norm not only for European society but also for the rest &the 
world. The mutation of aisthOsis into aesthetics meant to submit and subject all the 
experience and subj ectivities of non-European societies to the experience and subj ectivities 

of European local histories. Aesthetics became, in other words, a companion of Western 
expansion. 

To address and explore these issues, the CGSH is inviting a small group of distinguished 
and recognized international artists, scholars, critics and intellectuals who will interact with 
their peers at Duke University. We are already working with the Department of Art, Art 
History and Visual Studies and with the Nasher Museum. 



The Program 
Among the distinguished guests are: 

Tanja Ostojic, artist and performer from Serbia, residing in Berlin 
http://www.kultur.at/van/see/tanja/set01/text01.htm 

Marina Grzinic, from Slovenia, philosopher, video-artist, activist, she is also professor of 
art criticism at the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts, http:iiww~v.grzinic-smid, sii 

Ricardo Lambuley, musician, decolonial theoretician and currently vice-rector of ASAB 
(Academia Superior de Artes de Bogota), and leader of the group Nueva Cultura, 
http ://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qx5gtO_2IvU; 

Dalida Mafia Benfield, US, digital-media artist, art critic, activist. She is a board member 

of the Global Commons Foundation and coordinator of a WKO dossier of 
"Decolonizing Digital MediaiDecolonial Digital Media," 
http ://trinity. duke. edu/globalstudies/volume-31-decolonizing-the-digitaldigital- 

decolonization; 

Luigi Fassi, Torino (Italy) based freelance curator and art critic, 
http:iiww~,.praguebiennale.orgi3iengicuratorsi; 

Pedro Pablo Gomez, art critic and director of Calle 14, Revista de Investigacion en el 
Campo de las Artes published in Bogota by ASAB (Academia Superior de Artes de 
Bogota), http :iigemini.udistrital.edu.coicomuni dadigruposicalle l 4iindex.php ; 

Marta Lucia Bustos, Dean of ASAB and professor of art history, 
http://gemini.udistrita~.edu.c~/c~munidad/dependencias/facu~tades/asab/verc~ntenid~.php?i 

d=93. 

Alanna Lockward, Dominican video-artist and critic, resident in Berlin, 
http:iialannalockward.wordpress.comi; 

Lewis Gordon, Jamaica/USA, Laura H. Carnell Professor of Philosophy, influential thinker 
in Africana and Judaic Studies, Temple University, 
http://www.temple.edu/religion/gordon/index.html; 

Rolando Vazquez, Mexican sociologist at the Roosevelt Academy of Social Science, The 
Netherlands, http:iiw~’w.roac.nliroacissc-dept.phtml?st=vazquez. He is also a recognized 
photographer http :iiv,~7. criticalphotography, comi 

Nelson Maldonado-Torres, Puerto Rico/US, Associate Professor in the Department of 
Latino and Hispanic Caribbean Studies with a j oint appointment in Comparative Literature 

at Rutgers University, 
http :iicomplit.rutgers.eduiindex.php? option=com_content&task=view&id=235. 



Catherine Walsh, Ecuador/US, founder and Director of the Doctoral program in Latin 
American Cultural Studies at the Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar in Quito, 
http:iicatherine-walsh.blogspot.comi. 

Raul Moarquech Ferrera-Balanquet, Interdisciplinary artist, writer, curator and Fulbright 

scholar, Escuela Superior de Artes de Yucatan, Mexico; 

http ://www.nmartproj ect.net/artists/?p=270. 

Guo-Juin Hong, Andrew W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature and Culture 
Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University; 
http :iiasianmideast. duke.eduipeople? subpage=profile&Gufl=%2Faas%2FAMES&Uil=gj ho 
ng. 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor in the Art Department at the University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill; http:iiv,~7.artslant.comiglobaliartistsishowi14040-hong-an-tmong 

Pedro Lasch, is Assistant Researcher Professor in the Department of Art History and Visual 

Studies at Duke University. Artist, critical and activist, http:iiv,~7.pedrolasch.comi. 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, Colombia/US, currently is associated at the Center for Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies at Duke University as well as part of the advisory 
committee for Full Frame Documentary film festival (Durham, NC); 
http ://www.globalartmuseum .de/site/person/262. 

Kristine Stiles, France Family Professor of Art, Art History & Visual Studies and Affiliated 
faculty: German Studies, Women’s Studies, and the Program in Literature, Duke 
University; http:iifds.duke.eduidbiaasiAAHifacultyiawe. 

Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Korea, Assistant Professor Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke 
University; 
http :iiasianmideast. duke.eduipeople? Gurl=%2Faas%2FAMES&Uil=na.kwon& subpage=pr 
ofile 

Roberto Dianotto, Chair of Romance Studies and Professor of Romance Studies, Italian 
Studies, Romance Studies; 
http:iiromancestudies.duke.eduipeople?Gufl=%2Faas%2FRomance&Uil=dainotto&subpag 
e=profile 

Viet Le, artist, creative writer, and curator currently a doctoral candidate at the University 
of Southern California; http :iiwww.vietle.neti. 

Dinh Q. L~, visual artist, Vietnam; 
http :iiww~v.ppowgallery. comiselected_work.php? artist= 16. 

Zoe Butt, curator, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; 
http ://www.wonderfulin saigon.net/arti cle-zoe-butt-an-art-curator-in-ho-chi-minh-city- 
39229983.html. 



WORKSHOP: May 4-6, 2011. Center for Global Studies and the Humanities, Duke University. 
EXHIBITION. May 4-June 5, 2011. Fredric Jameson Gallery & Nasher Museum of Art, Duke University. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 6:13 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Fwd: FW: Wil~n Librao~ Sprii~ler Project 

Dear UNC community and Wilson Library patrons, 

Beginning in late July or in August, fire sprinklers will be installed in the stacks of the Wilson Special Collections Library at the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. The project will take approximately one year to complete. 

The installation of a fire suppression system to protect UNC’s most valuable library collections is critical. However, it will disrupt the retrieval of research 

collections during the installation period. 

During the project, which is expected to last approximately one year, each of the library’s nine stack floors will be closed for six to eight weeks. The library 

materials in each work zone will be enclosed in floor-to-ceiling protective sheeting and will be inaccessible until the floor re-opens. 

The project will affect access to materials from the North Carolina Collection, the North Carolina Collection Photographic Archives, the Southern Historical 

Collection, the Southern Folklife Collection, University Archives and Records Management Services, and the Rare Book Collection. 

If you expect to need specific special collections materials for research or teaching during the installation period, we urge you to contact Wilson Library staff as 

soon as possible. With early notice, we will make every effort to work with you to identify and make the collection materials you need available during the 

project. Staff can also advise on the availability of collections during the installation. 

Direct questions and requests for materials to Wilson Library at (919) 962-3765 or wilsonlibrary@unc.edu. As the project progresses, updates will be posted to 

http:/ilibrary.unc.edu/wilson!research!sprinklers.html. 

If you would like additional information about this project, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Landis 

Head of Special Collections Research and Instructional Services 

919-843-5863 

.b__[.a__~_d_[ s_.@_e_. _m_. _aj_t: .u_ q_c_.__e_.d__~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, April 15, 2011 7:55 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[aliiafaJn] vote 

Dem Colleagues, 

Our colleague 

April 22. 

Kenneth 

is running for the Faculty Executive Council. Please take the ti~ne to vote for hi~n m~d the rest of your choices in the elections that close on 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of AI?o-American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:i/li sts.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =:al’fiaIiam&o=29021439 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~.e..-~2..2.~..~..~.~.4.:.3~9..~-.~2..~}.!~.6~8..:.e.~7:a..~.~...a..5~8..~3..~.~.~...c.)..5~4~e..~...5..~}~c.~Z~!~.~2~@~r~.u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sharon muj ica <shamn@chi- de.com > 

Friday, April 15, 2011 8:45 AM 

duncpla.s <intl- duncplas@duke.edu> 

cineclub 

Join us tonight at 6pm at E1 Centro Hispano in Cazrboro for the semening of a new feature film on immigration. Open to eveuone, childcare 

provided. Chance to use your Spanish and meet people interested in discussing fihn. For more infom~ation contact chicle~chi-cle.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrow, Jennifer E. <jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 11:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr* 

RE: Alternatives to Privat~ation: Public Options tbr Essential Services in the Global South 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

We have not received your review of this project. Will you still be writing one? Please let me know. 

Thank you, 
Jennifer 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, February 23, 20:t:[ 6:09 AM 
To= Morrow, Jennifer E. 
S..bject= RE: Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential Services in the Global South 

Dear Jennifer, 

Thanks for the invitation. I am delighted to review the manuscript. I will send the review on or before March 22. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From= Morrow, Jennifer E. [jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrands.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, February 22, 20:tJ. 5:43 PM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential Services in the Global South 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
I’m writing from Routledge. Routledge will soon be publishing a book entitled Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential Services in the Global South, edited by 
David A. McDonald and Greg Ruiters, and we’re hoping you might be able to give us a review of the manuscript before we move ahead into production. In return, I’m able to 
offer you a fee of $200 for a review delivered in six weeks (April 5), with a bonus of $10 for a four week delivery (March 22). I could also give you double that amount in 
Routledge books. 
I’ve gone ahead and attached the manuscript, and our reviewer guidelines, which include the questions we’re hoping to have answerod (please note that these are our 
guidelines intended for reviewers of proposals under consideration, but the same questions pertain in this case). The editors have noted that Chapter 4 and the Regional 

Overview for Asia are currontly absent from the manuscript due to delays in receipt. Typically, we need the reviews to be at least 2-3 pages in length. Your review will romain 
anonymous unless we receive your permission to reveal your identity. 
It would be so helpful to receive your comments on this project; we’d really appreciate your feedback. Please let me know as soon as possible if you’ll be able to provide a 
review. If you’re not able to provide a review, perhaps you could rocommend a colleague or two who might be interested in providing one? 
Thanks very much for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
Jennifer Morrow 
Jennifer E. Morrow 
Senior Editorial Assistant, Routledge Research 
Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group 
270 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 
Phone: (212) 216-7817 
ien nifer.morrow@taylora ndfrancis.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrow, Jennifer E. <jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 2:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu-> 

RE: Alternatives to Privat~ation: Public Options tbr Essential Services in the Global South 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Next Tuesday is fine. Thank you for this update, and I do hope you feel 
better[ 

Best wishes, 
Jennifer 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:etmicea~)email unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: iVlorrow, Jelmifer E 
Subject: RE: Alternatives to Prlvatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 
Importance: High 

Dear Jermifer, 

Thanks fur yuur nute. I have been sick but s]uwly un the mend and hence 
catching up with umstanding matters I will send the review by Tuesday 
next week Apologies for the delay. Kindly let me knuw if Tuesday ~s tuG 
late. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum: Murrow, Jermifer E [jennifer.mun-ow@taylorandfi-ancis.com] 
Sent: t;riday, April 15, 2011 11:41 AM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: RE: Alternatives to Prlvatizatiun: Public Optiuns ]’or Essential 
Services in the G[ubal South 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

We have not received your review of this pruject. Will yuu still be 
writing one? Please let me know. 

’]?hank you, 
Jennifer 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:emxice(&eraaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februaly 23, 2011 6:09 AM 
To: Molwoxv, Jennife* E. 
Subject: RE: Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 

Dear Jeunil‘or, 

Thanks for the invitation. I am delighted to review the manuscript. I 
will send the review on or before March 22. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: Morrow-, Jermifer E. [jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.cora] 
Sent: Tuesday-, Febmaly 22, 2011 5:43 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 
Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I’m writing Iicom Routledge. Routledge will soon be publishing a book 
entitled Alternatives to Prlvatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South, edited by David A. iVlcDonald and Greg 
Ruiters, and ;ve’re hoping you might be able to give us a review of the 
manuscript before ;ve move ahead into production. In return, I’m able to 
offer you a fee of for a review delivered m six weeks (April 5), 
with a bonus of for a four ~veek dellver,v (March 22). I could also 
give you double that amount in Routledge books. 

I’ve gone ahead and attached the manuscript, and our reviewer 
guidelines, which include the questions we’re hoping to have answered 
(please note that these are our guidelines intended for revie;vers of 
proposals under consideration, but the same questions pertain in this 



case). The editors have noted that Chapter 4 and the Regional Ovep~iew 
[’or Asia are currently absent from the manuscript due to ddays in 
receipt ~[}’pically, we need the reviews to be at least 2-3 pages in 
length. Your review will remain anonymous unless we receive your 
permission to reveal your identity. 

It would be so helpful to receive your comments on this project; we’d 
really appreciate your feedback. Please let me know as soon as possible 
if you’ll be able to provide a review If you’re not able to provide a 
review, perhaps you could reconnnnnd a colleague or two who might be 
interested in providing one? 

That~:s very much for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
Jennifer Mol~O~V 

Jennifer E. _’vlorrow 
Senior Editorial Assistant, Routledge Research 
Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group 
270 Madison Avenue 
Ne~v Yorl~ b,W 10016 
Phone: (212) 216-7817 
j ermifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.com<mailto:j ennifer.morrow@taylorandfra 
ncis.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

STA Travel <traveldeals@edeals.statravel.com> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 3:15 PM 

Salfle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Australia Sale - Save up to 15% 

This message contains graphics If you do not see the graphics, 

SPOTLIGHT ON THE SURF, SUN & SAND TOUR: 

Spend 6 days traveling up the coast of 

Australia! This tour is a surfers dream. Start in 

Sydney and surf your way through Kempsey 

and Byron Bay before spending 3 days at the 

famous Gold Coast, All of your 

accommodations and most of your meals are 

covered which makes this tour even sweeter 

Experience all this for $-759 $675"! 

See fig Sole Tours > 

HOT DEALS - THE WAKE UP HOSTEL: 

Stay in a cool, spacious location to see the 
best of Sydney. Relish in the Side Bar - a 
club attached to The Wake Up, enjoy local 
attractions, like Darling Harbour and 
Centrepoint Tower. And, get freebies like 
WiFi! 

4 Nights Total FR$110 > 

SYDNEY 

MELBOURNE 

BRISBANE 

And, all taxes and fees are included! 

See All Flights > 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 5:26 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Wilson Library Sprinkler Proj ect 

Dear UNC community and Wilson Library patrons, 

Beginning in late July or in August, fire sprinklers will be installed in the stacks of the Wilson Special Collections Library at 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The project will take approximately one year to complete. 

The installation of a fire suppression system to protect UNC’s most valuable library collections is critical. However, it will 

disrupt the retrieval of research collections during the installation period. 

During the project, which is expected to last approximately one year, each of the library’s nine stack floors will be closed 

for six to eight weeks. The library materials in each work zone will be enclosed in floor-to-ceiling protective sheeting and 

will be inaccessible until the floor re-opens. 

The project will affect access to materials from the North Carolina Collection, the North Carolina Collection Photographic 

Archives, the Southern Historical Collection, the Southern Folklife Collection, University Archives and Records 

Management Services, and the Rare Book Collection. 

If you expect to need specific special collections materials for research or teaching during the installation period, we 

urge you to contact Wilson Library staff as soon as possible. With early notice, we will make every effort to work with 

you to identify and make the collection materials you need available during the project. Staff can also advise on the 

availability of collections during the installation. 

Direct questions and requests for materials to Wilson Library at (919) 962-3765 or wilsonlibrar¥@unc.edu. As the project 

progresses, updates will be posted to http://librar¥.unc.edu/wilson/research/sprinklers.html. 

If you would like additional information about this project, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Landis 

Head of Special Collections Research and Instructional Services 

919-843-5863 

blandis@email.unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29024799 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29024799-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamaiLcom> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 7:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Just in: Free iPhone app tbr Expedia Hotels 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii graphics, and super-simple booking--aii FREE with the 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Expedia Hotelsapp Bookthe perfecthoteifromyour 

................................ , :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
¯ View photos, amenities; and detailed descriptions 

c ck he 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

support@ afiicanffmdie s.org 

Friday, April 15, 2011 8:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your Password Request 

Dear Dr. Eunice N. Sahle, Ph.D., 
We have received your password change request. Please follow the link below to change your password: 

https://netforu m.avectra .com/eweb/Forqot Password .aspx?kev 1 = 1 d 71 e688-cd ce-480a-b373-a95276ebb02e& kev2=f78526ec151 c453f7e77b5593b 1 f849c&S ite=africa nstudies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

accounting@afidcanstudies.org 

Friday, April 15, 2011 8:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Purchase Confirmation No. 15464600 (Dr. Eunice N. Sahle, Ph.D.) 

Dear Dr. Eunice N. SaNe, Ph.D., 

Thank you for your purchase and continued support of the African Studies Association! 

If this invoice shows a balance due, click het~ to pay the balance online for the amount below. If you choose to submit your payment by check or money order, please 
include a printed copy of this email and mail it to the following address: 54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue, Rutgers U - Livingston Campus, Piscataway, NJ (18854. 

Please note that membership and annual meeting registrations are not active until payment is received. 

Date/Time: 4/15/2011 8:33 PM 

Purchased By: 
Dr. Eunice N. Sahle, Ph.D. 
(919) 966-5496 
eunice@email.unc.edu 

Your confirmation number is: ~.54~v4600 Please keep this number for any references= 

IlI,,~.~t:i,~,~:.,,.Membe~hip in the ASA-I ......... I    ’180"00! 11 ’180"00! 

ShippingI $0.001 

5alance~ $0.00I 

Eunice N, Sable 

~-~ ~’~e ~" ][~fB~ ~,~:i<~ 

Payment Amount: 

Payment Method: 

Card Type: 

Card Number: 

Card Expiration Date: 

Cardholder Name: Eunice Njeri SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GO! Global Orientation on Culture and Ethics <contact@eventbfite.com> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 9:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CK)! is Tomorrow! 

Hi All - 

We’re really excited to have you tomonow at GO! So you know, we have the parking deck below the FedEx Global Education Center ~ese~wed for you. Once you 

arrive, please stop by the registration desks in the atrium to pick up your nametag aud packet. 

We’ll have hot coffee m~d tea in the atrium for you stoxting at 930am tomorrow. Please ~emember that we’ll start promptiy at 10am in the auditorium, so please 
amve early to have a cup of coffee and sign-in. 

Excited to see you all tomorrow! 

The GO! Team 

Event: GO! Pre-Depaxture Orientation 

Date: Saturday, April 16, 2011 at 10:00 AM (ET) 

Location: 

FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pitlsboro Street 

The University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

For more intbrmation click here: GO’. l?re-Depaxture Orieutation 

This email was sent by Eventbrite. Anyone cmi use Eventbrite to spread the word, 
collect money, arid track RSVPs for an eyrir. 5~:: i;~,~ you can too! 

Registration p ..... by d Eventbrite 

Click here to unsubs~ibe from eVerlts by "GO! Global Orient~/ion on Culture ~nd 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

coi@unc.edu 

Friday, April 15, 2011 9:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N ~-eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Conflict of Interest Notitication liar IRB Submission: 11-0795 

To: Eunice S~Ne 

URGENT: Required action for IRB Number: 11-0795 titled Politics of Representation in Museums of the Swahili Coast is pending in the Office of Human Research 

Ethics (OHRE). You are identified as a Facul~ Advisor on the project. 

University policy requires that every member of the resem~ch team cert@ Conflict of Interest simtus before this IRB application is app~wed. Please click here to 

complete a brief certitication tbr this Project. 

Your prompt attention is appreciated. Failure to respond will prevent approval of this application. Questions o ~ conflict of interest may be directed to coi(i2unc.edu or 

919.843.5328. 

** Please do not reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 2:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Message that I sent a few minutes ago 

Mwalimu-Mama Sable’. 

Your e-mail means a lot to me, thank you so much. I felt touched while 
writing that short message as I was remembering being in Tanzania, all 
of the different emotions I felt and my gratitude f,ar how we worked 
together in the situation that arose. That experience was embarrassing 
and highlighted nay weaknesses but I walked a~vay feeling stronger and 
as if I had learned a lot. I think the situation ended well because of 
how- effectively you communicated with me; so again, thank you. I would 
love to do coffee or lunch Is there going to be a group lunch? I have 
good news: I’ll be beginning a graduate program at this fall to 
study 

I have a few months in the area and am now- relishing my time 
here as it is coming to an end. I look forward to seeing you soon, Dr. 
Sahle! 

-Seema 

On Tue, at 11:37 PM, Sahle, Eumce N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I)ear 

Greetings. 

I sent the message below using a list from the Tanz-Mex group during the period in ©a×aca. Upon review I noticed that your name was missing hence this message. My apologies. 

I would like you to know that your message in the book meant a lot to me and my family Further, that I have great respect for you and I know you are going to do great things in the world. 

Hopeful we can have coffee or lunch in Chapel hill soon. 

With best regards, 
Mwalimu-Mama Sable as the Tanz-Mex group like to say. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: eunic e(~em ail.unc, edu 
Date: Tue, 23:19:13 
To: 

Subject: Much love and many thanks: Mwa]imu-Mama Sable 

Dear inspiring scholars, 

It is past 11.00pro - too much celebration at Carolina Itm, Maggiano’s 
and at home - which is vein late for the Sable person, but I could not 
wait until tonrorrow to send a note of thanks for your special book and 
the joy of seeing sonre of you at the award cerenrony this afternoon. 
Family members who are with nre tonight - other special ones are on 
business travel to Canada, Tanzania, and Germany - while others are in 
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, South Africa, Scotland, USA - Houston, Texas, 
Ii~’ine, Syracuse, New York and DC - and I were in tears as we read 
through it. Personally, it brought so many wonderful menrories. I carmot 
thank you enough. The book will ahYays have a very special place in ray 
heart and tW family histoly! 

I would like to take this opportuni~ to thartk you for contributing to 
nry intellectual growth and global citizen ethical conrmitments ff~rough 
your questions and scholarly engagenrents. You were great teachers 
during our semester journey in Tanzania and ©axaca, and beyond. 
Further, you are great scholars and I l~mw you are going to make 
significant contributions to humanity, something that makes me VClN 
hopefully about the future. Along these lines, I recently finished 
reading a collection ofpoetly titled "Hard Times Require Furious 
Dancing’ by Alice Walker, one of America’s litera~z greats G~ven our 
experiences in Tanzania and Oaxaca, I know you going to make a 
difference in world while dancing furiously! 

On this vel~,’ special day, I would like you to knaow that you the best 
students I have encountered in nay years at L~,-C and I am very proud of 
your achievements and what I know ~vill be wondelful futures. Please 
continue embracing life and the adventures it brings, for like one of 
my best friends - drawing from Eduardo Galeano, a Latin American public 
intellectual - reminds me all the time, ’let’s postpone our pessimism 
fbr better times’ 



More soon as I make arrangements Jk~r our luncheon in the next week or so. 

Much love, many thanks and in respect, 
Mwalunu-Mama Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 9:05 AM 

F.xtra credit opportuni~: AFRII01.990.SPR1NG2011 

Dem All, 

Please note that details concerning the extra credit opportuni~’ are posted to Blackboard. 

If you are planning to take advantage of this oppommity, you should indicate this to me via email no later than Tuesday April 19 s~ that I can note your name on my 

master grade sheet. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

INTS560 - Responses to questions 

Dear All, 

This is in response to questions that I have received about INTS560 in the Fall: 

1 ) Course outline: It will be available in the August before classes begin. 

2) Matters of study: This is a Global Studies seminar focusing on debates about human rights and ethical philosophies, and practices Further, in line with a core mandate of Global Studies, 

the seminar explores scholarly and policy discussions and practices that invoke insights embedded in these philosophies in debates concerning major global issues Along these lines, here 

are examples of global issues that we might study in the Fall: war and transitional justice, business ethics, global poverty, institutions of global governance, global human rights movements, 

environment and food security. 

3) Level: This is an upper undergraduate/graduate level seminar. As such it involves close reading of dense material in preparation of extensive class discussions. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 





Last chance! Book spring deals by April 29 

Going fast [] offers for the spontaneous traveler 

= ~.:~.[~.¢i~3.~.~[[~.~.&:~#.!&: Roundtrip fares from $144+ 

= ~[.~£####.: Drive away from $12/day 

= ~: Visit the Strip from $76/night 

Visit your favorite cib 

~: 3-star hotel from $73/night 

~.~:~,~,2.: 3-star hotel from $77/night 

~..o.£1~.: 3.5-star hotel from $1891night 

Book together for the best savings in travel 

~<1ia~ni: Flight + 4-nt package from $294 

~.#.~5.!~!: Flight + 4-nt package from $699 

~.!P:@[: Flight + 4-nt package from $673 

Our favorite offers for the cruise seekers 

b ~A{X!~.~!.~.~:!:L!~..~!£~.: Book now, get FREE upgrades! 

~ro ~e C~}$~a~: Get up to $150 NCL onboard credit 

~.#~:~ff.9.#~R~L~[!~.~&.~3#.: Sail Pride of Hawaii, get up to $1~ onboard 

l credit 

Handy 
Tools! 

Departing from: Depart Date: 

Destination: Netum Date: 

{ ............................... 

Here are your favorite routes: 

04/27/2011 - 04/30/2011 

04/27/2011 - 04/30/2011 

04/27/2011 - 04/30/2011 

Best 

Price 

Guarante 

e 

Get the lowest price with our 



Get a 360-degree view of hotels 

wit h o u r 

Find the best price and dates for 

your trip with our ~}£~..~.~!!~.~.~.~:. 

Let us send the best fares right to 

your desktop with ~a~e A~e~t 

Use Hot~ O ~o~s for your 

inside scoop and user ratings 

Find the best hotel prices with our 

~ ~.~.B~. ~.~.~ ~:. 

Concerts, shows, sporting events, and 

more--book nowto save time later :~ ThankYou(r) Get up to $100 off when you 

book on Expedia 

Travel is better with friends. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

faculb’govemance@unc.edu on behalf of 

UNC Office of Faculb, Governance <facultygovernance@unc.edn> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 5:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ballot for Faculty Governance Elections Spring 2011 

Hello Faculty Colleague, 

We’ve noticed that you haven’t yet voted in the 2011 UNC faculty-wide elections. There’s still time! The elections are 
open until 5:00 p.m. on Friday, April 22rid. 

Please take a few minutes to respond -- it’s easy! The original email with link to the ballot is shown below this note. 
There is also a link to the full voter guide with candidate information. 

Consider that: 

Two of your colleagues are willing to devote their professional energies for the next three years to serving as Chair 
of the Faculty, attending countless meetings (including the Board of Trustees) and other events to represent faculty 
interests. 
Over 100 of your colleagues have agreed to run for positions. 
The positions being voted for make decisions related to appointments, promotions, and tenure; policies for 
student-athletes; undergraduate policy; faculty hearings and grievances; and the granting of honorary degrees. 
The outcome of many races in past years has been decided by only a few votes. 

Last year, only 24% of eligible faculty (just over 800 people) voted. In the first days of this yeaCs elections, about 650 
people have participated. 

Your vote matters! Faculty governance has deep roots at Carolina, and a robust turnout makes a powerful statement 
about the faculty’s continued engagement in campus decision-making. While we can’t go back to the days of weekly all- 
faculty meetings in the chancellor’s dining room, you can still participate. Please cast your ballot today. 

Thankyou! 

The Office of Faculty Governance 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
91 9-962-2146 
http://faccoun.unc.edu 

April 13,2011 

Dear Colleague, 

Welcome to the 2011 UNC-Chapel Hill faculty elections! This message is being sent to you because you are a member 
of the UNC Voting Faculty. The annual faculty elections are one of the best ways for you to influence policy on a host of 
issues affecting the universityUs core research, teaching, and service missions. 

Balloting opens today and closes on Friday, April 22, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. To be sure that your ballot is tabulated, please 
observe the deadline. 

Candidate Information: A full voter guide includes statements and biographical information for all candidates for all 
positions. You will also be able to access this guide from within the ballot. 

To Vote: 

Please click the link below to access your ballot. Your ballot is unique to you and may be used only once. 

Link to the Official Ballot Site: Click Here for Your 2011 Faculty Governance Ballot 



Or, paste this link into your browser: 
https://unc~dum~qua~trics~c~m/~RQua~trics~urveyEngine/?Q-S~=b9Jgd~u~ak~Jdyc-9z~JbPx1s~sfrdq&-=1 

Some additional points about voting: 

All of the positions for which you are eligible to vote will appear in a series. You may vote for fewer than the number 
of positions to be filled. 
You will not be able to change any of your votes once you have completed the survey and submitted your ballot. 
If you have technical problems accessing the ballot site, please email: FacultyGovernance@unc.edu for 
assistance. 
The election results will be announced in an email to all faculty by April 25,2011. 

Thank you for helping keep faculty governance strong at UNC! 

Joseph S. Ferrell 
Secretary of the Faculty 
isferrel@email.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marksl~ein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 8:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: November 9 

Thank you so much for both, Eunice! No worries about the timing at all---- I understand the madness that has been this Spring! 

Best, 

[.ara Marksl:ein 

Departmenl:al Manager 

G~obal Studies 

Fedex G~obal Education Center, 301 Pktsboro St. Cg# 3263 

Chapel t-i~]~ NC 27599 

ph. 919.-9(52- 5~2 

Isr’arn @ernsiLunc.edu 

http:iiwww.g~obaLunc.edu/g~oba~studies 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Monday, April 18, 2011 8:40 AN 
To~ Nar~in, Lara 
Subject~ November 9 

Dear Lara, 

Forgot to attach the blurb for the November 9. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamail.com> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 9:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

One month to save for the May Long Weekend 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret McLaughlin <maggie.mclaughlin@a£ricanstudies.org> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 9:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Kaxen Jenkins <kaxen=ienkins@africansmdies.org>; Aili Tripp (aJli.tfipp@gmail.com); carol.thompson@nau.edu 

RE: ASA Pre-regislration 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

Thank you for your recent membership payment. Your account has been updated to reflect your current membership status and we bare therefore waived your 

2011 pre-reg~strat~on fees. To v~ew your pre-reg~stration receipt, ~og on to your myASA record at www.afdcanstud~es.org. Cl~ck on the mvASA ~nk at the top of the 

page and se~ecl: Payment History from [:he drop dowr~ I~sl:. "l’ber~ cJ~ck or~ the pre.-reg~sl:ration payment ~sted. You can then prm~: out a copy for your records 

On behalf of the ~Joard of D~rectors, ~:han]~ you for Vour servk:e to the ASA. Shouk] you have any questRms about accessing your myASA record, please do not 

hesitate to contact R1e. 

Regards, 

Maggie 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, April ~5, 20~ 8:38 PN 
To= Margaret NcLaughlin 
C¢= Karen Jenkins; Ail~ Tdpp (aili.tripp@gma~Lcom); carol.thompson@nau.edu 
Subject= RE: ASA Pre-registration 
Impedance= High 
Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for your note. 

This is to confirm payment of my membership dues as required. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" Margaret McLaughlin [maggie.mclaughlin@africanstudies.org] 

Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 9:06 AM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢; Karen Jenkins; Aili Tdpp (aili.tripp@gmail.com); carol.thompson@nau.edu 
Subject; ASA Pre-registration 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

As a member of the Program Committee, you will receive complimentary pre-registration for the 2011 Annual Meeting, November 17-19, 2011 in Washington, DC 

upon payment of your 2011 ASA membership dues. 

I invite you to visit our website at ._w____w____w___.__a__f__r_!__c__a___n___s__t__u___d_!__e___s_.___o__r_g to renew your ASA membership. Upon logging in, click on the myASA link at the top of the page and 

select Online Store!Online payments from the dropdown list. After making the appropriate membership selection, you will be able to pay by credit card or check. 

Please notify me when your membership fee has been processed in order to waive your pre-registration fee. 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, thank you for your service to the ASA in contributing to the success of the 2011 Annual Meeting. Should you have any questions 

about this message, please do not hesitate to contact me at maggie.mclaughlin~africanstudies.org or by phone at 848-445-8173 x3. 

Kind regards, 

Maggie 

Margaret McLaughlin 

Manager, Member Services 

African Studies Association 

Rutgers University - Livingston Campus 

54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 

Piscataway, N.J. 08854-8045 

Website: www.africanstudies.org 

Tel: 848-445-8173 x3 

Fax: 732-445-1366 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 10:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Newsletter 

Hi Eunice, 

Yes, please send somethii~g on the Wangari film, as well as updates on your professional activities (coi~ferences, pubs etc.). 

I’w-_~ a~,d~ed .lulius t.:_~ write someLhit~g about Ann, buL havet~’t heard back from him. Would you be able i:o ~end brie~ information about her coni:r[bui:i.:)m~ to the 

dept., [:eaching, and research? 

It woufd be ~ne to send evewth~ng by LNs Friday or next Monday. 

Thanks, 

Kia 

F~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Se~t= Nonday, April ~8, 20~ 8:59 AN 

To= Caldwell, Kia L 
Subjeet; Newsle~er 

Dear Kia, 

Greetings. 

I am finally start to catch up on a lot of things after losing quite a bit of time to ill health most of this year. 

At any rate, let me know it is too late to submit material for this year’s newsletter. I think it is anyway, but wanted to check with you before putting a ’tick’ of my long catch up 
list. I had written a blurb about the Wangari film a while back and that was the only event I wanted to include in the newsletter. No worries if it is too late. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bonnie McManus <bonniemc@duke.edu.; 

Monday, April 18, 2011 3:19 PM 

infl-duncplas@duke.edu; progressive@duke.edu; latinolisg~.,duke.e&~ 

Summer Volunteers Needed-Bilingual Spamsh-English pret~rred 

Two opportunities to use your Spanish while working with kids in the Durham Latino 
community this summer: 

I, Summer Service Opportunity-Campamento ENLACES 

El Centro Hispano is looking for enthusiastic and energetic counselors for the 2011 ENLACES summer camps. 

CONTACT: Channa Pickett - channa.pickett@duke.edu or 919.684.6296 

June 16, 17, 18 (60 children - ages 8-10) 

June 23, 24, 25 (40 youth - ages 11-13) 

Thursday & Friday 8:00am-2:OOpm 

Saturday 10:00 am - 2:00 PM with oil the parents and kids (at West Point on the Eno park) 

Volunteer Requirements: 

Volunteers must be 17 years old or older 

Volunteers must attend an orientation meeting on Monday, June 13 

Bilingual (Spanish/English) skills are preferred but not required 

Reliable transportation is preferred 

Volunteers must want to have fun and make camp GREAT for the kids! 

Volunteer responsibilities and duties 

Be the primary person responsible for a group of 5 - 10 children 

Lead groups through ice breaker activities, relay races, etc. 

Help with lunch time and bathroom breaks 

Take pictures or video 

Decorate picnic shelter and welcome families 

Have fun with the kids!! 

:1. Summer Service Opportunity-Durham Crisis Response Cen’rer needs volunteers :~st ~nd 3rd S~turdays of each month 

Work with kids ages 9months to 15 years old this summer with the Latina Domestic Violence Support Group. 

CONTACT: Angela Martinez at 919-710-9431 or by email at anqie_anqie67@hotmail.com 

Volunteers are needed from 9:30 am to 1:00 pm the 1st and 3rd Saturdays of each month this summer. Play games, 

give snacks, develop fun outdoor and indoor activities for a wide variety of age ranges. Kids are well behaved and energetic. 

Bilingual volunteers preferred, but not necessary. 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 4:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Newsletter 

Thanks. I’ll let you know if we still need the piece about Ann. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, April :~8, 2011 3:06 PM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dear Kia, 

Attached is a blurb concerning the film and other items. Kindly let me know if you need further information. 

I could do a write up on Ann along the lines you suggest, but I think it is better to wait for 3ulius’ submission because you have already sent an invitation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 10:40 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Yes, please send sornetlling on the Wangari [iln’L as well as updates on your pro[essional acl:~vil:h~s (conferences, pubs etc.}. 

~’ve asked Julk~s [o write someth~n~ sbout Ann, but haven’t heard back from him~ Would you be able to send brief information about her contributions 

dept., teaching, and research? 

It wou~d be fine to send everytNng by th~s Friday or next Monday. 

[banks, 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Monday, April ~8, 201~ 8:59 AM 

Te~ Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Newsle~er 

Dear Kia, 

Greetings. 

I am finally start to catch up on a lot of things after losing quite a bit of time to ill health most of this year. 

At any rate, let me know it is too late to submit material for this year’s newsletter. I think it is anyway, but wanted to check with you before putting a ’tick’ of my long catch up 
list. T had written a blurb about the Wangari film a while back and that was the only event I wanted to include in the newsletter. No worries if it is too late. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Funke, Peter N. <pnfunke@us£edu:, 

Monday, April 18, 2011 5:54 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: greetings 

Deal Eunice, 

Nice to heaac from you and no problem it is a busy time. 

It would be great if you could let me l, mow when the new print is out and I would love to keep in touch. 

Cheers, 

Peter 

P.S. Berlin is great fun indeed. Are you planning any return to Berlin, ~on? 

On Apr 17, 2011, at 4:01 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Peter, 

It was great to meet you during your recent visit to Chapel Hill. It has been a busy time hence this delayed response. My apologies~ By the way, I had great fun 
at forum organized by AfricAvenir in Berlin last November. I look forward to vising Berlin again in the coming months. 

I think the piece .lanet is thinking about is my book that is being reprinted for circulation in the coming months by Palgrave Macmillan, UK. I will let you know 
when the new print is out. 

Let’s keep in touch. 

Kind regards, 
Eunice 

From: Funke, Peter N. [pnfunke@usf.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April IS, 20:t:t 9:25 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: greetings 

Der Eunice, 

Trust this finds you well. 

I had some trouble ruth my emaJl account and just wanted to make sure you received my earlier email. 

All the best, 

Peter 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Funke, Peter N." <pnfunke@usf.edu> 
Date: April 4,2011 12:16:23 PM EDT 

To: "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: greetings 

Dear Eullice, 

Trust this finds you well. This is Peter Funke. We meet over the weekend at Chapel Hill through Jm~et Conway. I just wanted to touch base 

and tell you Mint a great time I had and how Nce it was to get to know you m~d be included. Janet mentioned a piece by you on the 

forum, which I would be very interested in. I would greatly appreciate if you could let me know where I could find it. 

It would also be very nice if we could find a non-taxing way to stay in touch m~d I hope we get together agmn in the neaac thture. 

All the best. 

Cheers, 
Peter 

Peter Nikolaus Funke 

Assistant Professor 

Department of Government & International Affairs 

University of South Florida 



4202 E FowlerAve.ISOC 107 

Tampa, FL 33620 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, April 18, 2011 6:44 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

class 

http: !!www.imdb.com/video!wab/vi2664039449/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Do~menfield, The Video Project <info@videoproject.com> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 5:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New Films on Atiica Today - AIDS, Women, Desertification 

View in Your Browser 

Man Who Stopped the 
Deser~ 

52 Minutes ¯ DVD ¯ $250 

More info & View Trailer 

Pmffies an African peasant farmer who fought traditional local 
wisdom to become a successful pioneer in the fight against 
desertification and hunger in the Sahel, gaining international 
recognition for his efforts. 

"Tens of thousands of hectares of land that t/as completely 
unproductive has been made productive again thanks to the 
techniques of Yacouba." 
-Chris Reij, Vrij University, Amsterdam 

* Special JuryAward - UN International Forest Film Festival 
. Official Selection - Wild & Scenic Environmental Film 
Festival 
. Judges Special Selection - Wildscreen 2010 

Tapestries of Hope 

77 
Minutes ¯ 
DVD ¯ 

$195 

More 

View 
Trailer 

................................................................................. 

Movingly exposes the rape of young girls and women in 
Zimbabwe by men who believe they can cure themselves of 
AIDS by having sex with a virgin, and profiles an organization 
working to rescue and protect young girls - the Girl Child 
Network - founded by a Zimbabwean child abuse survivor. 

"The film is a vibrant #~temational carl to action and a 
breathtaking portrait of hope in the face of oven~helming 
odds." 
- Jessica Mosby, TheWlP.net 

Best Documentary - Women in Film & Television 
Best Director- Women in Film & Television 
Award of Merit - Accolade Film Awards 



i ::~,’~ Miss HIV 
76 
Minutes ¯ 
DVD ° 
$195 

More 

i n f.._._.£o 

View 
Trailer 

Filmed across Africa, Miss HIV explores the ideological 
conflict over international AIDS policy and gives voice to 
Africans seeking to overcome the paralyzing stigma 

associated with AIDS - women in Botswana who enter the 
Miss HIV Stigma-Free Beauty Pageant and college students 
in Uganda, among others. Narrated by Della Reese. 

"Recommended. Africa is at the center of the HIV/AIDS 
epidemic and the focus of international eftoRs to educate 
Africans and fight the disease"- Booklist 

Official Selection: 
° Africa World Festival of Documentary Films 
° San Francisco Black Film Festival 
° Heartland Film Festival 

Video Project Orders 

P.O. Box 411376 

San Francisco, CA 94141-1376 

This is a commerda[ message. 

If you would prefer uot to receive further messages t?om this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-n~il 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirmiug your removal. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Takken, Renee <r.takken@palgrave.com> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 6:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Sahle.doc 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your helpful review. Please let me know if you would prefer to receive your reader’s fee as a cheque for , or books to twice that amount from the 
Palgrave/Macmillan lisL 
If you would prefer the cheque, to process your payment and fully comply with current UK HMRC tax and VAT regulation, please could I ask you to complete the attached 
document in the shaded areas, where applicable, and e-mail it to our accounts department at sprinterinvoices@macmillan.co.uk 
If you would prefer the books, please could I ask you to make your selection from our UK website as we can only supply books from our UK warehouse. Also, kindly confirm 
your preferred delivery address and contact phone number. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 11 April 2011 06:09 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Renee, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Please find attached the review as promised. I give it quite a bit of thought and hopefully you will find it useful. 

For my peace of mind, kindly acknowledge receipt and please do not hesitate to contact me if you have questions on my commentary on the project. 

Best wishes and greetings to Prof. Shaw. 
Eunice 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should riot be used by anyone w~’_o is 

not the original intended recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 

please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox or any other s~orage 

mec, hanlsm. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limitei n~r any of its agents accept 

liability for any statemeR~s made which are clearly the seRder’s own and not 

expressly made on behalf of Macmillan Publishers Limited or one of its ageR~s. 

Please note tl-’.at neither Macmillan Publishers Liraited nor any of its aqents 

accept any responsibility for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail 

its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 

Publishers Limited or its agents by means of e-mail commb.nication. Macmillan 

Pb.biishers Limited Registered iR ERgiand and Hales wi~h registered number 785998 

Registered Office Brune~ Road, Houndmi~is, Basinqstoke RG21 6XS 



INVOICE 

MACMILLAN PUBLISHERS LTD 
PO BOX 6560 
BASINGSTOKE 
HAMPSHIRE 
RG21 6XS 
ENGLAND 

Customer VAT no: GB 199 440 621 

Email: sprinterinvoices@macmillan.co.u k 

PAYMENT TERMS: 30 DAYS 

PAYMENT METHOD: CHEQUE 
BACS (UK only) (please complete below) 

INTERNATIONAL BANK TRANSFER (£500 minimum) (please complete below) 
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Ove~oview 

The online College annual report system has been redesigned for the 2010-2011 reporting period. 

primary goal of the redesign was to make it easier for reporters to enter data into the system. 

The general work flow of the application will be: 

1. sign on 

2. verify onyen, reporting period, departmental affiliations 

3. answer questions on 9 pages 

4. upload your CV 

5. mark your report as complete 

6. review your report 

7. sign out 

A 

https://apps4.oasis.unc.edu/car Once you click on that link, you will be presented with the following 

Iogin screen: 

Provide your onyen and password to access the annual report system 
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After a successful sign on, you will be sent to the first page in the system, the profile page: 

The profile page presents some information that you, the reporter, must verify. Make sure that the 

onyen, the current year and the home/primary department is correct. You can easily change your 

primary department with the radio buttons. 

All departments in the "Affiliated Units" section will be able to view your report. You do NOT need to 

fill out a report for each department. 

In the example above, the reporter with an onyen of lerch is doing a report for the 2010-2011 reporting 

period and is affiliated with 2 departments. Note how the OASIS department is selected as the primary. 
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The faculty/reporter part of the system consists of several pages, all with the navigation buttons "Back" 

and "Save and continue". Choosing "Back" will save any changes and send you to the previous page. 

"Save and Continue" will save any changes and send the reporter to the next page. 

Here is an example of what the buttons look like (keep in mind that these buttons are at the bottom of 

each report page): 

Sections of the report are also provided (right side menu) to navigate to any page within the report. 

Using these links will save the work you have already done on the current page. 
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The annual report system will Iogout automatically after 30 minutes of inactivity and your work will 

not be saved. Remember to save your work before moving to another task. 

Also, a pop up dialog will appear when only 5 minutes remain: 

If you anticipate that an answer to a question(s) may take longer than 30 minutes, it may be necessary 

to draft the reply in a word process or text editor. Replies can be cut and pasted from the word 

processor. 
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College of Arts Scie  .ces: R.epo °t System 

The majority of the pages in the report system are in a question and answer format. Publications, 

creative activities, teaching, university service, internal funding, professional activities, public service, 

unit questions, and comments are all question/answer pages. 

Replies to the questions are in one of several formats. 

1. A small text box for numeric and short text answers (#6 below), 

2. A larger, multi-line text box for more lengthy answers (#8 below), or 

3. Radio button selections (#7 below). 

6, Numb~!:..g{..{g.!7,3q:e.E. _qra:duate ~udent coaut~:~ors:. 

Did e:ny und:e.rgradu:e:tes yo, u supee¢ise present o,r perform their wor.~z ~r. an off-camp:us me.e~mg 
or venue this yea¢~ 

If yes, p~ease fi~ the event(s) b.ei::o.w w~th: the n:ames of the ~ud::ents belo:w each went 

Once the questions have been answered, you may click one of "Back" button, "Save and continue" 

button, or one of the direct-to-page links. Any of these will save your work. 
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The attachment page allows you to attach uploaded files to your report. At this time, the only 

attachment required is your current CV, although your department may require other documents: 

To add an attachment, click on the "(+) Add Attachment" link on the upper right hand side of the page. 

You will see the following: 

Use the browse button to locate your CV file on your computer. Enter a description such as "My CV for 

2010-2011" and then click the "Save" button. Please note that there is a limit on the size of the file you 

wish to upload of 2000 Kilobytes (2 Megabytes). This should accommodate most CVs in Microsoft Word 

or PDF format. 
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The status page allows you to indicate whether or not you are have completed the annual report: 

Click the appropriate choice of "In Progress" or "Complete" and then save the choice by clicking "Save 

and continue". This status is used to inform your department and the college that you are done with 

your report for the current reporting period. It should be noted that you are still able to make changes 

to your report even if it is marked as "completed". You may amend your report until the system closes 

according to the schedule released by the Dean’s Office. 

The summary page is a reporting page that summarizes all your input into the system for the given 

report period. An image/link is provided to download the summary in PDF format: 

Click the image on the page to download a pdf version of your report. Your report summary is viewable 

online at anytime even when the reporting period is closed. The "save to pdf" option is provided in case 

you want a file/print version of your summary. 

If a technical issue arises or if you have some question regarding the system, some links are provided 

near the bottom of every page in the system: 
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Clicking on the "Request for help" link will produce an email that is sent directly to us (Oasis). If you see 

an error message, please copy and paste it into the email along with some description of what you were 

trying to do (I typed in my response to the questions and clicked the save button and bam there’s an 

error message). If you have a question on how to use the system please ask that in your email. 

If you have feedback regarding the system itself, click the "Feedback" link. This will send an email to 

Oasis management who will address your comments or concerns. 

A link is provided on the upper right hand corner of all pages. Clicking it will present you with a choice of 

"Quitting" or "Signing Out": 

The distinction is explained in the box. The bottom line is that if you plan on doing some more work on 

the annual report system, choose "quit" instead of "sign out". 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Takken, Renee <r.takken@palgrave.com> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 8:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Brian, Christina <c.brian@pa]grave.com> 

RE: A queslion 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you so much for your patience. I’m glad that I can let you know that the remainder stock of your book will be pulped and future orders will be printed from the corrected 
proofs. 
It is regrettable that the corrections weren’t incorporated when the book was in production. Perhaps, you will find it a relief to know that the copy-editor is no longer being used 
by the Editorial Sen~ices ’Integral 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 25 March 2011 11:00 

To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

I thank you very much for your work on this project and support throughout the process! 

Have a great weekend. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 6:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your emails. I am continuing discussions internally about how would be best to proceed - your patience is much appreciated. In the mean time, I 
have put the corrected final proofs, along with a license, on our ftp site your you to double-check. I have only done some quick checks, but it seems that all corrections have 
been made. Here ar~ the log-in details of our ftp site. 
Address: flp.pal~irave.co.uk 
Usemame: 
Password: I 
Please go to the Outbound folder, the final proofs and the license are saved in a folder named ’Sable’. Could you please let me know when you have saved the filed to your 
computer, so I can remove them from the ftp site? 
I look forward to hearing from you again 
Have a lovely weekend! 
Ren6e 
Ps I also look forward to receiving the reader report next week! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 24- March 2011 12:28 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: A question 

Dear Renee, 

The question might seem crazy, but I will ask anyway. I am wondering how much it would cost to pulp the remaining copies. It is the season of ordering books for the Fall 
semester here and I really do want folks who respect my work to order the existing prints. 3[ feel it would be highly unethical on my part knowing that there errors - some of 
colleagues tell me that there always some errors in books, but I am very worried. So kindly let know how much it would cost so that I can make an informed decision. I am 
deeply sorry to bother you, but for many reasons I need to address this matter as quickly as possible. 

With thanks. Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:48 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your email and please accept my apologies for the delay in getting back to you, It has been a busy time preparing for the ISA conte~nce which 
Christina attended last week. 
Thank you very much for the organised documents with the corrections. Our production department has corrected the final print files for the book which will be used for future 
reprints of the book, They have also taken it up with the Integra who looked after your project at production stage. We will sell through the remaining stock as pulping would be 



too costly. Here in the UK, we currently hold 7 copies in stock and our US warehouse has 50 copies in stock. 
I can’t apologise enough for the mistakes that where made in editing your book. I hope Professor Thompson, and other academics who are interested in your book, are still 
happy to read and use your book. 

Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 22 February 2022 27:38 

To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Renee, 

Greetings and hope you had a good weekend. 

Following my initial review, 1 hired a copy-editor to go through the text just to be sure and she confirmed the edits that I had note& Kindly find attached the edits organized 
around chapters (including the [ntroduction), page numbers, lines etc. 

While saddened by the process, I have learned a lot from the experience and more importantly 3[ will forever be grateful for you help in addressing the problem. 

Let me know how soon we can expect the matter to be resolved. There is growing interest on the book. 1 know folks - including some ][ have never met...for instance, see the 
email below - who are planning to order it as text for the upcoming USA academic year and it would be great if they received the clean copy. Please know that anything you 
can do to facilitate the process will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2022 21:22 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Invitation from ASA 

Dear Eunice, 

Congratulations on your latest book on world orders (yes!) and development. I also appreciate and own the book on the legacies of Mwalimu; 

it’s excellent. 1 work and teach in TPE and in the political economy of the global environment, as it relates to food production. 1 definitely will 

look into the world orders book for a text. Thank you for your work! 

[ am writing to invite you to be the Section Chair for "[ndependence and Sovereignty in the Global Economy" for the ASA Annual Meeting in 

Washington, DC in November. Your task would be to evaluate whole panels that are submitted as well as to constitute panels of individual 

papers. The major time commitment would be from March 20 through April. The ASA office has changed the software and the preliminary 

program will be out on time! 

Your dean and provost would receive a letter from the ASA Board about your professional service, and you would have gratis registration for 

the ASA meeting. 

I hope you can seriously consider this professional endeavor, and of course, ~ will call you and send you many more details if you are 

interested. Attached is the theme statement and call for papers. 

~ look forward to working with you. Thank you! 

Carol Thompson 

ASA Program Chair, 2011 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2022 5:33 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
This is so nice of you - thank you very much for agreeing to read this for us! Would two weeks be enough time for you? 
It is very important to us that publishing with Palgrave Macmillan is a positive experience for our authors. I hope we can remedy the troubles caused in a satisfactory manner. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 25 February 2022 23:22 

To: Takken, Renee 
Subject-" RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Renee, 

Thanks for the invitation to review the project on Kenya. I am delighted to provide a review and thanks for the guidelines. 

I will sent all the corrections tomorrow. It is sad that we have to revisit the book, but I guess it is better late than never. I cannot thank you enough for working with me on this 

matter! 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 15, 2011 11:32 AM 
To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
I hope you are well. The corrections for the introduction are with our Production department and I hope to hear from them soon. I look forward to receiving the other corrections 
whenever they are ready. I hope you will not find me too forward when I ask you if you would be interested in reviewing a proposal for us. I am having trouble finding a reading 
for a proposal from Kempe Ronald Hope Sr entitled The Political Economy of Development in Kenia. We are considering it for the IPE series and Tim Shaw recommended 
your expertise. The proposal consists of a 6-page synopsis of the project, together with two sample chapters. Ideally I would wish to receive your comments within a couple of 
weeks~ I can offer a readers fee of    or twice that amount in books from the Palgrave Macmillan list. I have taken the liberty to attach the materials to this email. I have also 
attached our Reader Guidelines to this email, which you may find helpful. 
If you are able to help out perhaps you could let me know as soon as possible. If however your other commitments would not allow you to do so I would be grateful if you 
could suggest any other readers in the field who might be able to assist. 
Many thanks for considering this request and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confideRtial and should not be used by anyone who is 

not the original intended recipient. If you have received this e-mail iR error 

please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox or any other storage 

mechanism. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accept 

liability for any statements maie %~hi~h are clearly the sender’s own and not 

expressly made cn behalf of Macmillan Publishers Limited cr one of its agents. 

Please note that neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents 

accept any respoRsibiiity for viruses that may be coRtained iR t~’~is e-mail or 

its attachments and Jt Js your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 

Publishers Limited or its agents by means cf e-mall c~mmuni~ation. Macmillan 

Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with registered nb~mber /85998 

Registered Office Brunel Road, HouRdmilis, Basingstoke RG21 6KS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Takken, Renee <r.takken@palgrave.com> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 10:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Brian, Christina <c.brian@pa]grave.com> 

RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your kind email. Your colleague at the University of Florida can order the book and the corrected book will be printed and send out to them! 
All the best! 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: :~9 April 2011 14:18 

To: Takken, Renee 
Co: Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

This is the best news I have heard about the book since I started hearing word about its poor editing from colleagues that I respect at UNC and elsewhere! What a relief. 

On a good note, there continue to be great interest on the book, so I can return to encouraging colleagues and those who write asking about it to order it. When we will the 

new print be available? There is a colleague at the University of Florida who is keen on ordering the book. I had told him to wait. 

I cannot thank you enough for your work on this project. Your understanding and committed to sorting out the problem when I alerted you has meant a lot to me more than 
you know. Many thanks and I look forward to working with you in the future. 

With thanks and best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 8:42 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢: Brian, Christina 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you so much for your patience. I’m glad that I can let you know that the remainder stock of your book will be pulped and future orders will be printed from the corrected 
proofs. 
It is regrettable that the corrections weren’t incorporated when the book was in production. Perhaps, you will find it a relief to know that the copy-editor is no longer being used 
by the Editorial Services ’lntegra’. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 25 March 20:tl :Lt:00 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Renee, 

thank you very much for your work on this project and support throughout the process! 

Have a great weekend. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 6:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: A question 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your emails. I am continuing discussions internally about how would be best to proceed - your patience is much appreciated. In the mean time, I 
have put the corrected final proofs, along with a license, on our tip site your you to double-check. I have only done some quick checks, but it seems that all corrections have 
been made. Here are the log-in details of our ftp site. 
Address: fip.pal.qrave.co.uk 
Username: 
Password: 
Please go to the Outbound folder, the final proofs and the license are saved in a folder named ’Sahle’. Could you please let me know when you have saved the filed to your 
computer, so I can remove them from the ftp site? 
I look fowvard to hearing from you again 
Have a lovely weekend! 
Ren6e 
Ps I also look forward to receiving the reader report next week! 



From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 24- March 2011 12:28 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: A question 

Dear Renee, 

The question might seem crazy, but I will ask anyway. I am wondering how much it would cost to pulp the remaining copies. It is the season of ordering books for the Fall 
semester here and I really do want folks who respect my work to order the existing prints. I feel it would be highly unethical on my part knowing that there errors - some of 
colleagues tell me that there always some errors in books, but I am very worried. So kindly let know how much it would cost so that I can make an informed decision. I am 
deeply sorry to bother you, but for many reasons I need to address this matter as quickly as possible. 

With thanks. Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:48 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Eunice 
Thank you very much for your email and please accept my apologies for the delay in getting back to you. It has been a busy time preparing for the ISA conference which 
Christina attended last week. 
Thank you very much for the organised documents with the corrections. Our pr~)duction department has corrected the final print files for the book which will be used for future 
reprints of the book. They have also taken it up with the Integra who looked after your project at production stage. We will sell through the ~maining stock as pulping would be 
too cosily. Here in the UK, we currently hold 7 copies in stock and our US warehouse has 50 copies in stock. 
I can’t apologise enough for the mistakes that where made in editing your book. I hope Professor Thompson, and other academics who are interested in your book, are still 
happy to read and use your book. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 21 February 2011 17:38 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: Eunice’s edits - World Orders, Development and Transformation, etc 

Dear Renee, 

Greetings and hope you had a good weekend. 

Following my initial review, 1 hired a copy-editor to go through the text just to be sure and she confirmed the edits that 3[ had note& Kindly find attached the edits organized 
around chapters (including the 3introduction), page numbers, lines etc. 

While saddened by the process, 3[ have learned a lot from the experience and more importantly 3[ will forever be grateful for you help in addressing the problem. 

Let me know how soon we can expect the matter to be resolved. There is growing interest on the book. 3[ know folks - including some 3[ have never met...for instance, see the 
email below - who are planning to order it as text for the upcoming USA academic year and it would be great if they received the clean copy. Please know that anything you 
can do to facilitate the process will be highly appreciated. 

Many thanks and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2011 11:21 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 3invitation from ASA 

Dear Eunice, 
Congratulations on your latest book on world orders (yes!) and development. I also appreciate and own the book on the legacies of Mwalimu; 
it’s excellent. I work and teach in IPE and in the political economy of the global environment, as it relates to food production. I definitely will 
look into the world orders book for a text. Thank you for your work! 
I am writing to invite you to be the Section Chair for "independence and Sovereignty in the Global Economy" for the ASA Annual Meeting in 
Washington, DC in November. Your task would be to evaluate whole panels that are submitted as well as to constitute panels of individual 
papers. The major time commitment would be from March 20 through April. The ASA office has changed the software and the preliminary 
program will be out on time! 
Your dean and provost would receive a letter from the ASA Board about your professional service, and you would have gratis registration for 
the ASA meeting. 
i hope you can seriously consider this professional endeavor, and of course, I will call you and send you many more details if you are 
interested. Attached is the theme statement and call for papers. 
i look forward to working with you. Thank you! 
Carol Thompson 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 



From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2011 5:33 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
This is so nice of you - thank you very much for agreeing to read this for us! Would two weeks be enough time for you? 
It is very important to us that publishing with Palgrave Macmillan is a positive experience for our authors. I hope we can remedy the troubles caused in a satisfactory manner. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 15 February 2011 23:22 

To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Request proposal review 

Dear Renee, 

Thanks for the invitation to review the project on Kenya. I am delighted to provide a review and thanks for the guidelines. 

I will sent all the corrections tomorrow. Tt is sad that we have to revisit the book, but T guess it is better late than never. I cannot thank you enough for working with me on this 

matter! 

With best wishes, 
Eunice. 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 11:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Request proposal review 

Dear Eunice 
I hope you are well. The corrections for the introduction are with our Production department and I hope to hear from them soon. I look forward to receiving the other corrections 
whenever they are ready. I hope you will not find me too forward when I ask you if you would be interested in reviewing a proposal for us. I am having trouble finding a reading 
for a proposal from Kempe Ronald Hope Sr entitled The Political Economy of Development in Kenia. We are considering it for the IPE series and Tim Shaw recommended 
your expertise. The proposal consists of a 6-page synopsis of the project, together with two sample chapters, ideally I would wish to receive your comments within a couple of 
weeks. I can offer a readers fee of    or twice that amount in books from the Palgrave Macmillan list. I have taken the liberty to attach the materials to this email. I have also 
attached our Reader Guidelines to this email, which you may find helpful 
If you are able to help out perhaps you could let me know as soon as possible. If however your other commitments would not allow you to do so I would be grateful if you 
could suggest any other readers in the field who might be able to assist. 
Many thanks for considering this request and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 
Best wishes 
Ren6e 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should riot be used by anyone who is 
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Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Editorisl 

Following the arrest of Laurent Gbagbo on 11th April, .]ean-Dominique Giuliani, 
~i photo non dispo President of the Robert Schuman Foundation, published an editorial on his 

website entitled "Ivory Coast legitimises action in Libya". 

Raad 

Su~’veyl/Wome~ 

j From 1st April 2012 European citizens, and therefore women, will have the 
photo non dispo possiblity of asking the EU to draw up a new legislative act, subject to collecting 

1 million signatures. Women will therefore be in a position to speak up thanks to 
this new instrument which is the European Citizen Initiative! Answer our on-line 
questionaire now and send it out to all your friends. We need to know what you 
think. It will take you only 5 minutes to complete! We’re counting on you; with 
your help we can get things moving! 

Eiacticns/F:inisnd 
The general election held in Finland on 17th April has been won by the 

~i photo non dispo conservative National Coalition Party (KOK) with 20.44% of the vote and 44 

seats (-6). Coming second was .]utta Urpilainen’s Social-Democrat Party (SPD) 

which obtained 19.1% of the vote and 42 seats (-3). The "True Finns" become 
the country’s third party with 19% and 39 seats (+34). The Centre Party (KESK) 

led by outgoing Prime Minister Marl Kiviniemi suffered a setback with only 15.8% and 35 seats (-16). 
The Leftwing alliance (VAS) won 8.1% of the vote and 14 seats (-2), the Greens (WHR) 7.2% and 10 
seats (-5), the Swedish People’s Party (SFP) 4.3% and 9 seats (=) and the Christian-Democrat Party 
(SKL), 4% and 6 seats (-1). Turnout was 70.4%, i.e. +2.6 points compared to the previous general 
election in 2007. The next government should be led by the KOK leader .lirki Katainen, probably with 
the participation of the "True Finns". 

Read IOthe:’]ink 

Koso’¢o 
On 7th April Atifete 3ahjaga became the new President of the Republic of 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo Kosovo. Her election puts an end to the political crisis caused by the 
Constitutional Court’s decision on 28th March declaring that the election on 22nd 
February of Behgjet Pacolli (New Kosovo Alliance, AKR), was contrary to the 
Constitution. 

Financial Crisis : 

1 On 14th April the German government announced that it has revie~’~ed its 

[~ photonon dispoj annual growth forecast for 2011 upwards to 2.6% compared with a previous 
forecast of 2.3 ~. For 2012 the forecast remains unchanged at 1.8 .o. 



/[i~} On 11th April, Belgian Prime Minister, Yves Let ....... d the Budget Minister, 
photo non dispo Guy Vanhengel, gave details of Belgian public finances indicating in particular a 

deficit reduction to -3.6% of GDP in 2011, that is 0.5% better than the forecasts 
of the Stability Programme 2010. During a visit to the ECB on 12th April, Yves 
Leterme announced that he wanted to bring the public deficit down to -2.8% of 

GDP in 2012 and achieve a balance by 2015. Over this same period, the debt rate should be about 
88.4% of GDP. 

Read JOd’~er link 

De n m a rk 
On 12th April the Danish government presented a plan to reduce public 

.~j photonon dispo spending, including a pensions reform plan, targeting budgetary balance by 
2020. "We have chosen reforms that will ensure work for more people, more 
prosperity and balanced public finances", the government declared in a press 

release. 

J According to provisional data published on 11th April by the Greek Finance 
~ photo non dispo Minister, the public deficit is set to exceed the objective laid down in the budget 

for the 1st quarter 2011. On 13th April the Greek Finance Minister, George 
Papaconstantinou, announced that Greece will have to save 23 billion euros 
over the coming years in order to bring the public deficit below 3% of GDP 
between now and 2015. On 15th April the Greek Prime Minister, George 

Papandreou, announced a massive privatisation plan, coupled with additional budgetary savings in 
2011. Details should be announced after Easter, on 24th April. 

I On 15th April the IMF and the European Union saluted the "progress" made by 
~iI photo non dispo Ireland in overcoming its economic crisis, as well as application by the 

government of the measures promised within the context of the international aid 
plan signed this autumn. "Ireland is making good progress in overcoming the 
worst economic crisis of its recent history", assured the International Monetary 

Fund, the European Commission and the European Central Bank (ECB) after a mission to Dublin to 
evaluate progress made with the government programme. 

Read J Od’~er link                                                                                  IxI 
l{aiy 

j On 13th April the Italian government announced that it had reviewed its growth 
::~:~:: photo non dispo forecasts downwards for 2011, 2012 and 2013 but confirmed that the public 

deficit would be below 3% of GDP in 2012 and that budgetary balance would be 
achieved in 2014. The new official document on public finances and 
macroeconomic forecasts, approved by the council of ministers, indicates a 
growth forecast of 1.1% this year, compared with last September’s forecast of 
1.3%. 

[.a{via 
On 14th April the Saeima (parliament) adopted the 2011 budget at the final 

~i photo non dispo reading, planning for State income of 4.261 billion lets. The budgetary deficit will 

thus be reduced to 493.6 million lats, i.e. 3.7,o of GDP. After an 18 Yo reduction 
in 2009, the biggest in the EU, the Latvian GDP fell again by 0.3% in 2010 but 
the finance law for 2011 plans on growth of 3.3%. Valdis Dombrovskis’ 

government intends to bring the public finance deficit down to 3% of GDP in 2012, one of the 
Maastricht criteria for adopting the euro. 

The Netherlands 

j The National Statistics Office announced on 11th April that in February 2011 the 

~{:i photo non dispo Netherlands recorded a trade surplus of 3.9 billion euros. This surplus has 
remained stable compared to February 2010. Although the value of exports was 
up by 19 Yo over one year, imports increased by 22%. 

IMF 

li~} On llth April the Int .... tional Monetary Fund (IMF) raised its growth f ....... ts 
photo non dispo for the euro area: 1.6% this year and 1.8% in 2012. In its "Report on Financial 

Stability in the World", published on 13th April, the IMF refers to tensions in 
Europe, between States battling to ensure the recovery of their public Finances 
and a banking sector that has been seriously damaged by the worldwide crisis. 

The IMF brought together in Washington, during the spring meetings with the World Bank held From 
18th to 17th April, Finance Ministers and central bank governors From the world over. They warned 
against certain risks for the world economy such as the increases in food and energy prices, the 
disaster in Japan, revolutions in the Middle East and the risk of overheating of certain extremely 
dynamic emerging markets. IMF Managing Director, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, also promised help of 
up to 38 billion euros For countries in the Middle East. 

Read J Other link :: Other Hnk ] Other link 

OECD 

J On 12th April the OECD announced that the unemployment rate in the OECD 
.~j photo non dispo zone had fallen again in February 2011 to 8.2%, 0.1 points below the 3anuary 

figure~ This is the fourth consecutive fall, after a period of stability at around 
8.8% over most of the year 2010. 



G20 

I Meeting in Washington on 16th April, finance ministers from G20 countries and 

~i photonon dispo central bankers estimated, in a press release, the efforts to be made to re- 
absorb planet-wide economic and financial imbalances. The G20 has decided to 
supervise 7 major countries very closely to avoid any future crises. France, 
Germany, the United Kingdom, the United States, Japan, China and india will be 
subjected to in-depth examination. This assessment will enable a definition of 
whether these economies are unbalanced and whether their policies are a threat 

for world equilibrium. 

European Council : 
Cypr:~:s 

j On a visit to Cyprus on 13th April, the President of the European Council 
.~j photo non dispo Herman Van Rompuy had talks with the Cypriot President Dimitris Christofias, 

particularly regarding migratory pressures from the south of the Mediterranean. 
He stated that the European Union was already planning to provide financial aid 
and technical support to the Cypriot authorities through the European Agency 

for the Management of External Borders (FRONTEX) and the European Asylum Support Office. He 
also pointed out that it is essential for the European Union and Turkey to decide quickly on a 
readmission agreement in order to facilitate efficient management of migration flows and the control 
of illegal immigration. 

I When they met on 12th April, the President of the European Council, Herman 
~iI photo non dispo Van Rompuy, and the Greek Prime Minister, George Papandr6ou, discussed 

Greece’s current economic and financial situation and matters of immigration, 
asylum and border control. Mr Van Rompuy reminded Mr Papandr6oua that the 
110 billion euro aid package made available to Greece by the European Union 

and the IMF should be accompanied by continuation of the implementation of structural reforms in 
the country, such as privatisation of certain sectors and fiscal consolidation. He congratulated the 
Greek government for recent developments in the national action plan for the reform of the asylum 
system and management of immigration. 

Read [ Cl:h~!! lir!k 

J Herman Van Rompuy, President of the European Council went to Valletta on 

~:i photonon dispo 13th April to meet the Maltese Prime Minister, Lawrence Gonzi. The two men 
discussed Maltese economic policy. Discussions also included political challenges 
in terms of immigration, particularly immigration from countries on the south 
coast of the Mediterranean. The President of the European Council underlined 

the fact that Malta was in the front line in terms of the events and recent developments in Libya and 
expressed the support and solidarity of the European Union as a whole. 

E =...=/Fu tu 
] The President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy, called on 17th 

photo non dispoj April for "no exaggeration of the migratory danger" for Europe, with regard to 
the inflow of migrants, and issued a warning against any violation of the 
European treaties on migration questions. When asked about the existence of 
a migratory danger linked to the influx of migrants since the start of the 
revolutions in the Arab World, Mr Van Rompuy answered, "There is of course 
a migration danger but it should not be exaggerated" during a joint interview 

on TV channel TVSMonde, the RFI radio station and the Le Monde newspaper. He also warned against 
a violation of European treaties, at a time when ~taly is asking Brussels for aid to deal with 
thousands of migrants from Tunisia and France is refusing to accept the illegal immigrants who are 
arriving after transiting through italy. 

Commissio. : 
Singk~ Market 

I The Single Market Act, adopted by the European Commission on 13th April aims 
~:: photonon dispo to open twelve projects to relaunch the single market for 2052. These twelve 

levers for growth, competitiveness and social progress go from worker mobility, 
to finance for Small and Medium Businesses, to consumer protection, not 
forgetting digital content, taxation and trans-European networks. Each lever is 

accompanied by a star initiative on which the Commission undertakes to make proposals over the 
coming months and with the aim of reaching a final agreement from the European Parliament and 
the Council before the end of 2052. 

I On 13th April, the European Commission suggested two regulations in order to 
~iI photo non dispo implement better cooperation in terms of patents, approved by the European 

Union Council on 10th March this year. The first regulation sets up validation in 
the territory of 25 Member States of a patent issued by the European Patent 
Office. This should be adopted by the Council (qualified majority) and by 

Parliament as a joint decision. The second regulation sets out the linguistic regime and should be 
approved by the Council unanimously by the 25 participating States, after consultation of the 
European Parliament. The suggested linguistic regime is that of the EPO (German, English, French) 
but with compensations for patent requests in other languages and a transit period of 12 months for 
patents issued in the three languages through until availability of a high quality automatic translation 
system. 



On 11th April the European Commission published its third report on the 
:~} phot .... dispo impl .... tation of the Europ ........ t ...... t, in f ..... ince 2004. Bet .... 

2005 and 2009, Member States issued 54 689 European arrest warrants, 
resulting in the extradition of 11 630 suspects. According to the report, before 
the European arrest warrant was implemented, the extradition procedure took 
on average one year, a time frame that has now been reduced to 16 days, 
when the suspect consents to his extradition, or to 48 days when this is not the 

case. in order to improve the way the mechanism works, the Commission has asked Member States 
to ensure that legal authorities do not issue arrest warrants for minor offences and has encouraged 
them to issue proposals before the end of 2011 with the aim of extending the training of police 
officers, legal authorities and law professionals in this regard. 

Energy 
On 13th April the European Commission presented a review of the directive 

ii~iI photonon dispo on energy taxation in order to ensure coherent treatment of the various 
energy sources to take better account of the energy content of products and 
their CO2 emissions. The aim is also to shift the tax burden on labour towards 
consumption. To this end the Commission proposes splitting the minimum tax 
rate: one part would be based on CO2 emissions linked to energy products, at 
20 euros / ton of CO2, and another would be based on energy content, that is 

to say the actual energy that a product generates. The minimum rate will be set at 9.6 euros / G] for 
motor fuels and 0.15 euros/G.] for other energy sources. These rates will apply to all motor fuels and 
other energy sources. The proposal will be examined by the European Parliament and the Council. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink                                                                                  IXI 

On 12th April the President of the European Commission .lose Manuel Barroso 
~iI photo nondispo undertook an official visit to Tunisia. He met with the interim Tunisian President 

Foued M’Bazaa and the Tunisian Prime Minister Beji Essebsi. He assured them of 
EU support for Tunisia and hoped that Tunisia would be "the first example of the 
new generation of our Partnership". He declared that the Commission was 

planning to make available an additional financial package of 140 million euros for Tunisia in 2011- 
2013, in addition to the 257 million euros already allocated. With regard to immigration, he also 
asked the Tunisian authorities to take strong action in agreeing to the readmission of those of its 
citizens who are currently in Europe without papers, as well as in the combat against unlawful 
migration. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Parliament : 
Balkans 

On 13th and 14th April MEPs and members of national parliaments within the 

i~ii phot .... dispo EUand the Western Balk ..... t forajoint parli .... tary meeting in B ..... Is 
to discuss the Western Balkans European integration process. The meeting 
ended with a broad consensus between participants reaffirming that EU 
accession prospects of the Western Balkans countries is the way to ensure the 
necessary reforms in the countries in that region. 

Read I Cthe! link i OIher [ink 

Council : 
J ust k:e/H,:)me AffP. its 

I On 11th and 12th April, the 27 .Justice and Home Affairs Ministers discussed the 

~i photo non dispo European Commission’s communication on the European framework for national 
strategies on the integration of the Roma population and the directive on attacks 
on information systems. They also discussed recent developments in South 
Mediterranean countries and adopted conclusions on migration questions, also 

mentioning the future of the Common European Asylum System (CEAS) and the proposal for a 
European system for passenger name record data (PNR) in the combat against terrorism. Finally, 
ministers took note of the European Commission’s report on the joint re-examination of the first six 
months of implementation of the agreement between the European Union and the United States on 
the Terrorist Financing Tracking Programme (TFTP). 

Agriculture/Fishing 

J On 14th April the 27 Agriculture and Fisheries Ministers exchanged points of 
~iI photo non dispo view on the review of fishing effort management in western waters. They also 

discussed freshwater aquaculture and inland fishery within the context of the 
reform on the common fisheries policy, the volatility of the cost of agricultural 
raw materials and the impact of reforms of the common agricultural policy on 

developing countries. Alongside this, an agreement was signed with Norway to increase liberalisation 
of agricultural trade. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Dipiomscy 

j On 12th April the 27 Foreign Ministers demonstrated their support for :ivory 
.~.iI photo non dispo Coast President Alassane Ouattara who made a speech in favour of the rapid 

implementation of a reconciliation and reconstruction policy in the country. They 
decided in particular to lift several sanctions that affect the country’s economy 
in order to facilite economic recovery. At the same time ministers decreed an 

embargo on Libyan gas and oil. 39 people and 46 entities from Libya are now subject to a freeze of 
their assets. European leaders also exchanged their points of view on the future of the Middle 
Eastern peace process. Finally, they adopted concu[sions on the EU strategy for the Danube region 
and called for its rapid implementation. 



Diplomacy : 
Libya 

i The European External Action Service (EEAS) published on 14th April an up- ~:~iI photo non dispo dated note on the EU’s action in Libya. A delegation from the European Union 
also went to Benghazi at the beginning of April to meet with various heads of 
the National Transition Council and to study the situation on the ground. On 13th 
April the Commission allocated additional humanitarian aid of i0 million euros to 
intensify the evacuation of foreigners from Libya (in particular from the town of 

MisrataI and their repatriation to their countries of origin. 

I Foreign ministers meeting on 12th April examined the situation in Ivory Coast 
~iI photo non dispo following the fall of Laurent Gbagbo. On 12thApril the European Commission 

announced that financial aid of 180 million euros would be made available to 
contribute to the reconstruction of the country. Aid will be directed as a priority 
towards agriculture, water and health. Assistance measures put forward by the 

European Union include in particular cancellation of the Ivory Coast debt that has accumulated with 
the European investment Bank. 

Read JOther link iOti~erlink 

Cost:/La bou r 
On 11th April the Federal Statistics Office (Destatis) published a comparison of 

~iI photonon dispo the cost of labour and non-salary costs for 2010 within the European Union. 
According to the results, the cost of labour in Germany is 12% below the cost of 
labour in France, but 32% higher than the European average. In 2010, one hour 
of work cost an average of 29.20 euros in Germany, 33.10 euros in France and 

22.10 euros in the EU as a whole. Moreover, non-salary costs represent only 28% of the total cost of 
work in Germany, compared with 49% in France. The European average is 31%. 

Read JOther link 

j The German Foreign Minister, Guido Westerwelle, met his French counterpart 
.~.iI photo non dispo Alain .]upp6 in Berlin on 14th April, for an initial bilateral meeting. Mr ]upp6 

declared that the European Union could make progress only "if Germany and 
France work hand in hand". The two ministers talked in particular about possible 
joint initiatives in Europe. With regard to the democratisation and stabilisation of 

neighbouring countries, south of the EU, they stated that they would collaborate on reorientation of 
the European Neighbourhood Policy. "We want the European Union to play both an active role and a 
support role with a view to promoting democratisation", said Mr Westerwelle. 

reasons. On 14th April the OVP chose the Foreign Minister, Michael 
Spindelegger, to head the party. Mr Spindelegger also became Vice-Chancellor. 

Read [¢theriink                                                                            ~ 

] On 11th April, the Swiss President, Micheline Calmy-Rey, went to Vienna for 

:~{ photo nondispo official talks with the Austrian President, Heinz Fischer, and the Chancellor, ] Werner Faymann. On this occasion she qualified as "privileged" the 
partnership between Switzerland and Austria. Talks also dealt with European 
policy questions, the political situation in North Africa and the nuclear 
industry. Mr Faymann indicated that he hoped that current considerations in 
Switzerland would result in the final abandonment of nuclear energy in that 

country. 

Read [¢therlink 

Finland : 
Eb:.ctions 

The general election on 17th April in Finland witnessed a strong breakthrough by 
~i photo non dispo the "True Finns", which has now become the country’s 3rd party. The final count 

of votes published by the electoral commission showed that the results are 
extremely tight: the conservatives only just won, ahead of the socialists and the 
nationalists who enjoyed an historic breakthrough. Of the 200 seats in 

Parliament, the electoral commission granted 44 to the National Coalition (conservative), 42 to the 
social-democrat party (SDP) and 39 to the True Finns (nationalist right). The National Coalition 
collected 20.4% of the vote, the SDP 19.1% and the True Finns 19.0%. This is an enormous 
breakthrough for the True Finns, who held only six seats in the previous assembly. "It’s an historic 
change" said the delighted party boss, Timo Soini. 

Budget/ELI 

j French Prime Minister Frangois Fillon and the President of the European 

~i: photo non dispo Commission .los6 Manuel Barroso met in Brussels on 14th April. They discussed 
reinforcement of the economic governance of the euro area, entrance into the 
Schengen area of migrants from North Africa and increased nuclear safety. 
They also discussed the forthcoming negotiations on the pluriannual European 

budget. Mr Fillon reminded Mr Barroso of the importance of the Common Agricultural Policy "for 
France and for Europe". At the press conference, Mr Fillon stated that France is not in favour of a 
European VAT, but is not against "innovations in terms of own resources". He also asked that the 
"European budget be subject to the same effort as the one imposed on national budgets, that is to 
say spending stability". 



Read I Other link 

Libya 

i The French and American Presidents, Nicolas Sarkozy and Barack Obama, along .~.iI photo non dispo with the British Prime Minister, David Cameron, held in a joint article issued on 
15th April that it was "impossible to imagine that Libya has a future with 

Gaddafi", the fall of whom is now the stated objective of the NATO allies who met the previous day in 
Berlin. The three leaders underlined the need to continue with military operations to accelerate the 
departure of Mouammar Gaddafi, and thus enable transition. 

Read I Cth~!r ]ink 

Italy : 
Czech Republic 

The Italian President Giorgio Napolitano visited the Czech Republic From 12th to 
~i photo non dispo 15th April at the invitation of his Czech counterpart Vaclav Klaus. The two Heads 

of State discussed bilateral cooperation between the two countries, underlining 
its importance, particularly in economic terms. 

Read IOthe:’link iOthe:-hnk IOtherlink 

Lithuania : 
Austria 

On 13th April the Lithuanian President, Delia Grybauskaite met Austrian 
~:i photo non dispo President Heinz Fischer and Chancellor Werner Faymann. Discussions covered 

bilateral relations, cooperation in international organisations, current European 
questions and the European Eastern Partnership Policy. The 2 leaders focused 
particularly on questions involving the assurance of safe nuclear energy. The 

Lithuanian President thanked the Austrian leaders for their support for the Lithuanian initiative to 
reinforce world standards on nuclear safety. 

Read IOthe:’link                                                                            I.~ I 

The Netherlands : 
I rm’nigration 

j In a letter sent to the Second Chamber of the House of Representatives, the ~iI photonon dispo Dutch government announced on 8th April a tightening of rules on labour 
migration. From ist 3uly 2011, workers from Bulgaria, Romania and EU 
neighbouring countries will be issued with work permits only in exceptional 
cases. In this way the Dutch government wants to give priority Lo job seekers 

on benefits. The Dutch Social Affairs Minister has also decided to make knowledge of the Dutch 
language a condition for obtaining benefits. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Poland : 
U i,:ra i n a 

j The Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk went to Kiev on 13th April to meet the 

~i photo non dispo Ukrainian President, ViktorYanukovych, and Prime Minister Mykola Azarov. He 
declared that Poland supports the Ukrainian will for close cooperation with the 
European Union and underlined that discussions on the questions of an enlarged 
Free trade zone and an association agreement were now in a decisive phase. 

Katyn 

.~.iI phot ..... dispo ] 

The President of the Russian Republic, Dimitri Medvedev, went to Smolensk on 
11th April accompanied by his Polish counterpart Bronislaw Komoroski, to 

commemorate the air tragedy which cost the life of many Poles on 10th April 
2010. After a meeting behind closed doors, the two heads of State went to the 
accident site to pay homage to the 96 victims of the disaster. The two sides 
have decided to build a monument at the crash site. 

Estonia 

j On 12th and 13th April, Romanian President Traian Basescu went to Estonia at 

~:i photo non dispo the invitation of his Estonian counterpart, Toomas Hendrik IIves. They 
underlined their shared will for diversifying their cooperation in every field, 
particularly economic, by encouraging investment and, with this in mind, 
suggested the forthcoming organisation of an economic forum. Mr Basescu also 

met Prime Minister Andrus Ansip, and the President of the Riigikogu (Parliament), Ene Ergma. 

R-~ad I Other link I×I 

UK: 

] The British House of Lords has published a report entitled, a "The WorMoad of 

photo non dispoj the European Union Court of 3ustice". The report predicts rapid clogging of the 
Court’s systems unless more judges and advocates general are appointed. 

j British Prime Minister David Cameron went to Paris on 13th April at the 

~:i photo non dispo invitation of the French President, Nicolas Sarkozy, for discussions and a 
working dinner on Libya. The two men declared that France and the United 



Kingdom must ensure that no efforts are spared and must "do everything 
possible militarily, diplomatically and politically to apply the UN resolution, put 
pressure on Gaddafi and stop the massacre of civilians". Liam Fox, British 

Defence Minister and G@rard Longuet, French Minister of Defence and Veterans Affairs, also took 
part in their discussions. 

Macedonia : 

j On 1Sth April the president of the Macedonian parliament, Trajko Veljanoski, 

~:i photo non dispo called early general elections for 5th.]une. "Parliament has decided that the 
legitimacy of the parties represented must be verified by the citizens of 
Macedonia at early general elections ( ..... ) on 5th .]une", he declared. "I call on 
all political parties to take their responsibilities to ensure that the conditions for 

free and democratic elections are in place." 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Moldova : 

J The Moldovan Prime Minister, Vladimir Filat, was in Paris from 12th to 14th April 
~iI photo non dispo to meet his French counterpart, Frangois Fillon. Mr Fillon underlined the 

importance of the pro-European orientation and reforms already achieved, 
which have enabled intensification of relations between the European Union and 
Moldova. The two men agreed on the need for closer bilateral relations, 

particularly in economic terms. 

NATO : 
Libya 

J NATO Foreign Ministers meeting in Berlin on 14th and 15th April adopted a new .~j photo non dispo policy that will make the commitment with NATO partners more efficient, 
pragmatic and Flexible. The meeting was an opportunity for putting into practice 
the reinforced partnership made with Afghanistan at the last summit in Lisbon. 

On 15th April, NATO and the EU tightened their coordination with a view to the humanitarian 
operation that the Europeans are preparing, to come to the aid of Misrata (Libya), which has been 
surrounded for almost two months by Gaddafi’s forces. The head of European diplomacy, Catherine 
Ashton, discussed the NATO-EU partnership, particularly on Libya. A new step Forward was taken on 
14th April with the adoption by the EU of the "operational concept", the first phase in the planning of 
the future operation. 

Read I Cl:her link i OIher link 

Earostat : 
Inflation 

J According to Eurostat data published on 15th April, the annual inflation rate in 

~i photo non dispo the euro area was recorded at 2.7% in March compared with 2.4% in February. 
Across the whole of the European Union, the annual inflation rate was observed 
at 3.1% in March compared with 2.9% in February. 

~[ndusl:rv 

i According to a Eurostat study published on 13th April, industrial production has 
~] photonon dispo increased by 0.4% in the euro area and by 0.2% across the whole of the 

European Union. An increase was recorded in all Member States with the 
exception of Greece (-4.6%) and Ireland (-0.4%). 

J Eurostat has published a statistical study drawing up an inventory of culture in 
.~j photonon dispo the European Union. According to the results, 1.5 million people worked as 

writers or artists, i.e. 0.7% of total employment in 2009 in the whole of the 
European Union. The highest numbers were recorded in Germany (330 000), 
the UK (200 000), France (180 000), Italy (120 000), the Netherlands (110 00) 

and Spain (100 000). The study shows that cultural assets represent a larger share of European 
Union exports than of imports. 

According to a Eurostat study published on 11th April, the share of renewable 

~i photo non dispo energy practically doubled between 1999 and 2009, from 5 Yo of gross internal 
energy consumption to 9 Yo, whilst the share represented by gas increased from 
22% to 24%. The highest shares of renewable energy usage were recorded in 
Latvia (36%) and Sweden (34%). 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

/[i~] A .... ding to a Eurob ..... tero/,poll entitled "c .......... p ....... t" published 
photonon dispo on ~_lth April, less than 50 .o of European consumers feel confident, well 

informed and protected. Losses claimed by consumers are assessed at about 
0.4% of the EU GDP and more than one in five European consumers claimed 
that they had encountered a problem over the past twelve months. According to 
the study, most consumers do not know their fundamental rights, such as, for 

example the right to have a defective item repaired or replaced or to obtain reimbursement within 
eighteen months of purchase. 



Studies/Reports : 
Borders 

The Institut de Recherche Strat~gique de I’Ecole Militaire (IRSEM) has published 
~iI photo non dispo in its series"Cahiers de I’iRSEM" a study entitled "Les Fronti~res de I’Union 

europ~enne ou los Etats-Unis d’Zurope" ("EU borders or the United States of 
Europe"). in the study, Axel Poniatowski, President of the Foreign Affairs 
Commission at the National Assembly, draws up a prospective map of current 

territorial and political evolutions. He also suggests an approach through "the United States of 
Europe" which would enhance the cohesion of States "in the first circle" whilst facilitating the 
welcome of other countries who may seek accession. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink 

Sh’~gle Market 
Cicero has just published a special report on The Single Market Act. The report 

photo non dispo highlights projects that cover 12 key initiatives in view of the need for a "highly 

competitive social market economy". 

1 The Centre for European Reform has published a study by Tomas Valasek 

[~ photo non dispoj entitled "Surviving Austerity: The case for a new approach to EU military 
collaboration". The author shows that the wave of budgetary austerity has led 
to a weakening of military policies in the European Union at the very time 
when the United States expects Europe to take on responsibility for its 
security along with that of its neighbours as demonstrated by their reticence 
in directing intervention in Libya. T. Valasek shows that the armed forces of 

Europe could be ill prepared to deal with future crises unless they show proof of better collaboration. 

[ 1 The Committee for the study off ..... -G ..... Relati .... (CERFA) at the 
[~ photo non dispo French institute for international Relations (IFRI), the Konrad Adenauer 

L J Foundation office in France and the Centre for information and Research into 
Contemporary Germany (CIRAC) have just published a study entitled "Sortie 
de crise ~ I’allemande- Dynamisme ~conomiqueet fragilit@sstructurelles 
d’un mod@le" ("Coming out of the crisis, German-style- the economic 
dynamism and structural fragility of a model") produced under the direction of 

Ren~ Lasserre, Hans Stark and ]6rg Wolff. 

A~ghanis~an 

j The international Relations Department of the College of Europe has published 
.~.iI photo non dispo a study by Bart van Liebergen entitled "American War, European Struggle? 

Analyzing the influence of Domestic Politics on the ISAF Contributions of EU 
Member States". The author analyses the motives of the French, German, Dutch 
and British governments in participating in the NATO international Assistance 

and Security Force in Afghanistan. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Culture : 
Exb i bitiordQu i n’=pe=" 

j The Quimper Mus~e des Beaux-Arts is holding an exhibition entitled "From 
~iI photo non dispo Turner to Monet, discovering Brittany through the landscape artists of the ~.9th 

century" through until 3~_st August. The exhibition is divided into twelve sections, 
from the first arrivals of artists at the end of the ~8th century through until new 
experimentations, at the dawn of the 20th century, shared between romantic 

and idyllic visions, countryside and coast. 

j The Salzburg Easter Festival will be held From 16th to 25th April with Richard 
~i photo nondispo Strauss’ "Salome" and works by igor Strawinsky, Maurice RaveI, Gustav NaMer 

and Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy. 

Read J Od’ler link 

FestivaliCopeni~agen 

j The Copenhagen International Film Festival, CPH PIX, will present ~.70 films 
.~.:: photo non dispo from the world over between 14th April and 1st May. The official selection is 

devoted to new talents in the global Film world. 

I Le Printemps de Bourges 2011 will be held from 20th to 25th April. For this 35th 

photo non dispoj year it will host well known talents including Moriarty, The Do, Yael Naim and 
Call, alongside newcomers such as Selah Sue, Anna Calvi, Timber Timbre, 
Cascadeur and Twin Twin. 



On 12th April, ROdiger Wischenbart presented his "Diversity Report 2010" at the 
i~iii phot .... dispo London Book Fair. This report ..... Iso published in the professional magazine, 

Livres Hebdo. Since 2008 the Diversity Report has analysed the development of 
translations of fiction in fifteen European Union countries. Based on the two 
previous editions, the report has monitored around 200 authors and their works 

through the European fiction market. The Swedish writer, Stieg Larsson, father of the "Millenium" 
trilogy comes out top of European sales in 2010 with 24% market share. Original languages most 
present are classified in order: English, Swedish, Italian and French. 

FiestasiS.~ville 
The city of Seville will enjoy one of its liveliest times of the year this week with 

photo non dispo the Holy Week religious celebrations (hermandades et cofradias). Every year a 
large crowd of Spaniards and foreigners line the streets to watch the parades 
by over sixty brotherhoods that take place every day until Easter. 

Agenda : 

lgth April 
Presentation of the "Schuman Report 2011" in Brussels (European Parliament) 

20th April 
ECB governors’ council 

2nd-3rd May 
Informal meeting of Energy Ministers 

5th May 
Referendum on the voting system in the United Kingdom 

9th May 
Europe Day 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, 3ohanna Karl-.]oubert, Camille L~pinay, 
Charles de Marcilly, Sophie Paternoster ; Orion Devriendt, Mairi Friesen, Philippine Lef&vre, Marie 

Vaugeois 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale .]oannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad, It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr..lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 
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Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 1:33 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Textbook Order Reminder! 

Fall 2011 Textbook Submission Report_Through_April_ _ 
Buyback Program Participants_Fall2011.doc 

15 2011.xls; Guaranteed 

Dear Colleagues, 

Just a frien!ly reminder to order your textbooks, or fill out a simple "No Text" form for Fall 2011 classes. This is 

important and helps assure that our students get cheaper prices on books! 

Orders can be placed in one of 5 easy ways: 

i) Use the Student Stores website: http://www.store.unc.edu 

2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at 
Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 

Thanks, 
Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29041188 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29041188-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Fall 2011 UNC Student Stores Due Date: March 25, 2011 

GA’s On-time Date: April 29, 2011 
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AERO Aerospace 

Studies 

AFAM 

African American 

Studies 

AFRI 

African Studies 

AMST 

American Studies 

ANTH 

Anthropology 

APPL 

Applied Sciences 

ARAB 

Arabic 

ARMY 

Army Studies 

ART 

Art 

ASIA 

Asian Studies 

ASTR 

Astronomy 

BIOl. 

Biology 

BUSI 

CATA 

Catalan 

CHEM 

Chemistry 

CHER 

Cherokee 
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CHIN 

Chinese 

CLAR 

Classical 

Archaeology 

CLAS 

Classics 

CIVlPL 

Comparative 

Literature 

COIVlIVl 

Communication 

Studies 

COMIP 

Computer Science 

CZCH 

Czechoslovakian 

DRAM1 

Dramatic Arts 

DTCH 

Dutch 

ECON 

Economics 

EDUC 

Education 

EDUX 

Education 

ENGL 

English 

ENST 
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Studies 

EXSS 

Exercise & Sport 

Science 
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Folklore 

FREN 

French 

GEOG 

Geography 
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GEOL 
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GERM 

German 

GREK 

Greek 

HEBR 

Hebrew 

HIST 

History 

HNRS 

Honors 
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Hindi/Urdu 
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Library Science 
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Studies 

ITAL 
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Life Fitness 
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LING Linguistics 
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Latin American 

Studies 
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Marine Science 

MATH 

Mathematics 

MAYA Maya 
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Science 
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Philosophy 
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Planning 

PLCY 

Public Policy 

PLSH 
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Political Science 
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Psychology 
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PUBA 

Public 

Administration 

PWAD 

Peace War & 

Defense 

RECR 

Recreation & 

Leisure Studies 

RELI 

Religious Studies 

ROML 

Romance 

Language 
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& East European 

Studies 

RUSS 

Russian 
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Serbian & Croation 
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Slavic Languages 
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Sociology 
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& Operation 

Research 
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WOLO 

Wolof Language 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

AERO 101 001,002 DUFFY 064 

AERO 101 001,002 DUFFY 064 

AERO 201 001,002 DUFFY 064 

AERO 201 001,002 DUFFY 064 

AERO 301 001 HOLST 032 

AERO 301 001 HOLST 032 

AERO 401 001 KLUKOVICH 032 

AERO 401 001 KLUKOVICH 032 

AERO 500 401 STAFF 090 

AERO 500 401 STAFF 090 

ARMY 100 401 STAFF 090 

ARMY 101 001 STAFF 020 

ARMY 201 001, 002 FERNANDEZ 056 

ARMY 301 001 CAROLLO 028 

ARMY 401 001 YODER 032 

NAVS n/a 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

AFAM 101 002 HILDEBRAND 

AFAM 101 003 STAFF 

AFAM 101 004 CALDWELL 

AFAM 101 990 STAFF 

AFAM 102 001 HALL 

AFAM 102 002 STAFF 

AFAM 190 001 STAFF 

AFAM 259 001 HALL 

AFAM 267 001 JANKEN 

AFAM 293 001 JORDAN 

AFAM 398 001 HILDEBRAND 

AFAM 569 001 JACKSON 

066 

066 

066 

010 

060 

047 

024 

040 

050 

040 

020 

003 

AFRI 101 002 ANDERSON 

AFRI 101 003 NZONGOLA-NTALAJA 

AFRI 101 005 STAFF 

AFRI 101 951 PORTER 

AFRI 190 001 PIER 

AFRI 261 001 BOYD 

AFRI 263 001 BOYD 

AFRI 456 001 SECK 

AFRI 521 001 NYANG’ORO 

AFRI 523 001 NZONGOLA-NTALAJA 

AFRI 524 001 SELASSIE 

AFRI 600 001 SAHLE 

068 

050 

050 

050 

030 

030 

050 

035 

030 

030 

030 

016 

LGLA 100% adopted 

SWAH 401 001,002 M UTI MA j 050 
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SWAH 

SWAH 

WOLO 

WOLO 

WOLO 

403 

406 

408 

401 

403 

404 

001,002 
001 
001 

001 

001 

001 

MUTIMA 

STAFF 

STAFF 

SECK 

STAFF 

STAFF 

039 
020 
010 

025 
016 
019 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION    INSTRUCTOR    ENROLLMENT 

AMST 055H 001 MARR 024 

AMST 060 001 FOSTER 022 

AMST 089 001 CANTWELL 022 

AMST 201 001 GARCIA 025 

AMST 246 001 FOSTER 120 

AMST 269 001 MARR 025 

AMST 290 002 TONE-PAH-HOTE 025 

AMST 290 003 STAFF 025 

AMST 291 001 ROBINSON 025 

AMST 390 001 COBB 025 

AMST 393 001 CANTWELL 025 

AMST 466 001 ROBERTS 025 

AMST 499 001 STAFF 010 

AMST 499 002 GARCIA 020 

AMST 890 001 ALLEN 023 

CHER i01 001 STAFF 020 

FOLK 490 001 STAFF 005 

FOLK 690 001 STAFF 005 

FOLK 690 002 STAFF 010 

FOLK 850 001 ROBERTS 012 

FOLK 895 001 SAWIN 006 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ANTH 101 001 STAFF 

ANTH 101 003 STAFF 

ANTH 101 007 STAFF 

ANTH 145 006 BILLMAN 

ANTH 220 001 BILLMAN 

ANTH 248 001 SLOCUM 

ANTH 297 022 CRUMLEY 

ANTH 414L 406 HUTCHINSON 

ANTH / cmpl / folk 435 006 PEACOCK 

ANTH 448 001 COLLOREDO-MANSFELS 

ANTH 450 006 STEPONAITIS 

ANTH 460 001 CRUMLEY 

ANTH / folk 473 001 LACHICO-Iq-E 

ANTH 491 001 NONINI 

ANTH 499 053 ESCOBAR 

ANTH 499H 058 PEACOCK 

ANTH 502 001 SMITH-NONINI 

ANTH 578 001 NONINI 

ANTH 699 001 SORENSEN / RIVKIN-FISH 

ANTH 699 00_5 EVENS 

ANTH 701 001 COLLOREDO-MANSFELD / NELSON 

ANTH 703 001 SCARRY / SORENSEN 

ANTH 897 053 ESCOBAR 

ANTH 897 056 SLOCUM 

ANTH 897 064 NELSON 

ANTH 897 072 SAUNDERS 

oss / 

035 

035 

190 
225 

035 

025 

015 
015 

ooo / oos 
035 

120 

040 

032 / 002 

O3O 

O25 

015 

O3O 

O3O 

O2O 

OO5 

O2O 

O2O 

015 

012 

015 

OO3 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

APPL 160 001 OLDENBURG 055 

APPL 369 003 STAFF 010 

APPL 450 001 FINLEY 032 

APPL 460 400 FINLEY 035 

APPL 490 001 GANZI 035 

APPL 510 001 BANES 015 

MTSC 615 001 O.IN 010 

MTSC 730 001 RUBINSTEIN 010 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR    ENROLLMENT 

ART 051 001 PAGE 015 

ART 061 001 BOWLES 020 

ART 079 001 PARDO 021 

ART 089 001 VERKERK 020 

ART 102 001 SH ERRILL 015 

ART 102 002 GRABOWSKI 015 

ART 103 001 MUSINA 015 

ART 103 003 LI M 015 

ART 104 001 MCLAIN 022 

ART 104 002 MCLAIN 022 

ART 104 003 OSBORNE 022 

ART 104 004 STAFF 022 

ART 105 001 PAGE 016 

ART 105 002 SOM 016 

ART 106 001 STAFF 010 

ART 106 002 STAFF 010 

ART 151 001 DOUGLAS 280 

ART 152 951 STAFF 022 

ART 157 001 WILLIAMS 080 

ART 158 001 LI N 080 

ART 202 001 LOGAN 025 

ART 202 002 ZABOROWSKI 025 

ART 206 002 TRUONG 010 

ART 208 001 SONNICHSEN 013 

ART 213 001 NAM 010 

ART 214 001 ZABOROWSKI 020 

ART 233 001 PEREZ-MENDEZ 015 

ART 266 001 GHOSH 029 

ART 2?0 001 PARDO 040 



ART 272 

ART 275 

ART 285 

ART/afam 287 

ART/afri/anth 353/353 

ART 356 

ART 361 

ART 365 

ART 394 

ART 399 

ART 416 

ART 456 

ART 466 

ART 4?0 

ART 488 

ART 554 

ART ?00 

ART 850 

ART 910 

ART 954 

ART 959 

ART 960 

ART 984 

ART 984 

343 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

BRACHMANN 030 

ARPEN 029 

LEVI N E 040 

BOWLES 060 / 020 

MAGEE 030 / 005 / 005 

PAGE 030 

STAFF 040 

CHA1-FERJ EE 040 

PAGE 020 

SLAVlCK 025 

TRUONG 010 

GHOSH 015 

VERKERK 040 

CHA1-FERJ EE 029 

MAGEE 015 

WILLIAMS 025 

WH ETSTO N E 020 

PARDO 020 

BRACHMANN 015 

LIN 015 

DOUGLAS 015 

STURGEON 015 

LEVlNE 015 

LEVlNE 015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ARAB 203 001-004 STAFF 080 

ARAB 305 001,002 JOUKHADAR 050 

ARAB 407 001 STAFF 015 

ASIA 089 001 STAFF 024 

ASIA 147 001 GOLD 030 

ASIA 150 001 SHEMER 080 

ASIA 490 001 ZULFIKAR 035 

ASIA 490 002 PITELKA 030 

ASIA 691H 001 DRISCOLL 012 

CHIN 252 001,002 HENRY 140 

CHIN 463 001 VISSER 035 

CHIN 464 001 VISSER 030 

HEBR 101 001,002 STAFF 039 

HEBR 203 001 STAFF 020 

HNUR 101 001-003 STAFF 060 

HNUR 203 001,003 UMASHANKAR 040 

HNUR 220 001 CALDWELL 025 

HNUR 305 001 CALDWELL 018 

JAPN 101 001-006 STAFF 120 

JAPN 203 004,005 SAWAMURA 040 

JAPN 305 001,002 KATO 050 

JAPN 408 001 ARATAKE 015 

JAPN 412 001 KATO 020 

JAPN 490 001 PITELKA 018 



KOR 100% adopted 

PRSN 101 001,002 ADEL 

PRSN 203 001 ADEL 

040 

020 

TURK 

TURK 

101 001 

203 001 

ZULFIKAR 

ZULFIKAR 

019 

019 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ASTR 101L 414-445 STAFF 280 

ASTR 205 001 CLEMENS 026 

ASTR ?04 001 STAFF 006 

PHYS 054 001 ILIADIS 024 

PHYS 071 001 CECIL 024 

PHYS 104L 413-542 STAFF 026 

PHYS 105L 420-450 STAFF 012 

PHYS 128L 417-447 STAFF 033 

PHYS 211 001 LOPEZ 010 

PHYS 481L 427 O.IN 015 

PHYS 543 001 WILKERSON 045 

PHYS 715 001 STAFF 010 

PHYS 721 001 DOLAN 020 

PHYS 822 001 FRAMPTON 025 

PHYS 832 001 EVANS 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

BIOL 213 001 REISNER 030 

BIOL 450 001 LOHMANN 075 

BIOL 461 001 UMBANHOWAR 024 

BIOL 535 001 STAFFORD 015 

BIOL / ecol 563 001 WEISS 010 / 010 

BIOL / gnet 624 001 BAUTCH 010 / 005 

BIOL 639 1 REED 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

100 001 SKENDER 388 

101 001 SKENDER 350 

401 001, 002, 004 SETZER 060 

401 003, 005, 006 MEREDITH 060 

401 007, 008 HARMS 040 

401 009 FLOOD 020 

403 001, 002 PARLAKTURK 100 

403 003 MORGAN 050 

403 004 MAN I 050 

404 001, 002 MANN 100 

404 003 PEIRCE 050 

405 001, 002 BLACKBURN 090 

405 003, 004 CHRISTIAN 090 

406 001-003 KUBOWICZ 150 

40? 001 BLOCH ER 045 

408 001-005 KHOKHER 245 

409 001-003 GANTCHEV 145 

410 001, 002 KOSTAMIS 100 

410 003, 004 JONES 100 

500 001, 002 ZOLLER 077 

505 001 VERNON / BARNER 045 

506 002 VERNON 045 

516 001 HAMNER 045 

517 001 HAMNER 080 

526 001 PEARMAN 015 

533 001 KOSTAM IS 045 

543 001 PEIRCE 045 

545 001 SUMANTH 036 

550 001 BLACKBURN 045 



BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

BUSI 

561 

563 

564 

566 

568 

58O 

584 

588 

589 

595 

597 

617 

618 

623 

691H 

698 

852 

88O 

882 

001,002 
001 
001 

001,002 
001 
001 

001,002 
001,002 
001-003 
001 
001 
001 

001-003 
001 
001 

001-003 
001 
001 
001 

PETERSEN 

GIELENS 

BAYUS 

ROSSI 

LIM 

GULTEKIN 

GULTEKIN 

GARCIA 

LE 

BROWN 

GULTEKIN 

DIDOW 

JOTIKASTHIRA 

ZOLLER 

HARMS 

KIM 

ROSEN 

LUNDBLAD 

OUIMET 

O8O 
045 
040 
090 
045 
045 
090 
090 
135 
045 
045 
040 
096 
045 
024 
175 
010 
015 
010 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

CHEM 073 001 FORBES 020 

CHEM 101 951 VOLARIC 025 

CHEM 102H 001 MORSE 050 

CHEM 281 001 PAPANIKOLAS 095 

CHEM / appl / mtsc 421 001 YOU 050 / 010 / 010 

CHEM / appl / mtsc 422 001 SAMULSKI 025 / 010 / 004 

CHEM 431 001 PIELAK 100 

CHEM 451 001 LIN 030 

CHEM 466 001 NICEWICZ 040 

CHEM 470 001 SAMULSKI 030 

CHEM 480 001 THOMPSON 051 

CHEM 483 001 BAER 036 

CHEM 484 001 RUBINSTEIN 020 

CHEM 486 001 FECKO 015 

CHEM 721 001 SHEYKO 036 

CHEM 731 001 ERIE 036 

CHEM ?32 001 STAFF 020 

CHEM 741 001 WlGHTMAN 036 

CHEM ?42 001 GLISH 036 

CHEM ?54 001 SCHAUER 050 

CHEM 761 001 WATERS 040 

CHEM 781 001 BERKOWlTZ 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

CLAR 120 951 STAFF 020 

CLAS 100% ADOPTED 

GREK 100% ADOPTED 

LATN 203 001,002 STAFF 055 

LATN 204 001 GELLAR-GOAD 025 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

COMM 085 001 LUNDBERG 016 

COMM 113 001 LUNDBERG 190 

COMM 140 001 PALM 140 

COM M 142 001 G INSBERG 025 

COMM 162 001 STAFF 025 

COMM 170 002 STAFF 025 

COMM 170 003 STAFF 025 

COMM 170 004 STAFF 025 

COMM 171 001 STAFF 030 

COMM 223 001 STAFF 022 

COMM 260 001 STAFF 020 

COMM 318 001 STAFF 025 

COMM 318 002 STAFF 025 

COMM 350 001 STAFF 025 

COM M 371 001 BALTH ROP 050 

COM M 374 001 BALTH ROP 050 

COMM 450 001 STAFF 025 

COMM 450 002 ARIZZI 025 

COMM 450 003 HOYNG 025 

COMM 450 004 RO-I-FINGHAUS 025 

COM M 472 001 BLAIR 030 

COMM 521 001 WALTMAN 035 

COMM 525 001 PARKER 030 

COMM 532 001 MEGEL 012 

COMM 550 001 CANTE 075 

COMM 563 001 FERGUSON 020 

COMM 571 001 WA-I-FS 025 

COM M 576 001 WA-I-FS 025 

COMM / art 636 / 406 001 RUDINSKY 012 / 004 



COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

639 

639 

646 

654 

655 

661 

663 

669 

682 

703 

812 

844 

ooi 
006,007 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

RUDINSKY 

MYERS 

SHI 

RANKUS 

SHARMA 

ALEXANDER 

MEGEL 

STAFF 

CANTE 

SHARMA 

BLAIR 

POLLOCK 

012 
024 
012 
014 
025 
015 
006 
015 
025 
030 
015 
015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

COMP 110 002 STAFF 080 

COMP 110 003,004 HEDLUND 205 

COMP 116 001 STAFF 072 

COMP 116 002 CURTIS 040 

COMP 380 001-003 NICHOLAS 120 

COMP 410 001 BARUAH 075 

COMP 590 039 BISHOP 012 

COMP 590 040 JEFFAY 035 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

DRAM 100% adopted 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION    INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ECON 053 001 BENAVIE 020 

ECON 056 001 ROSEFIELDE 020 

ECON 101 005 MCCALLIE 090 

ECON 101 006 BALABAN 410 

ECON 101 008 TURCHI 420 

ECON 101 951 STAFF 025 

ECON 101 951 STAFF 025 

ECON 101H 001 TURCHI 025 

ECON 101H 002 CONWAY 025 

ECON 310 001 STAFF 120 

ECON 310 002 STAFF 100 

ECON 320 001 STAFF 044 

ECON 320 002 STAFF 045 

ECON 325 001 STAFF 100 

ECON 328 001 STEWART 040 

ECON 345 001 STAFF 040 

ECON / mngt 380 001 STAFF 040 / 005 

ECON 400 001 LICH-TYLER 120 

ECON 400 002 STAFF 120 

ECON 400 003 STAFF 100 

ECON 400 004 STAFF 100 

ECON 410 001, 002 PETRANKA 480 

ECON 410H 001 BIGLAISER 024 

ECON 420 001, 002 AGUILAR 240 

ECON 420 003 STAFF 100 

ECON 420 004 STAFF 100 

ECON 423 001 AGUILAR 036 

ECON 440 001 HILL 040 

ECON 445 001, 002 MCMANUS 096 



ECON 

ECON / euro / pwad 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

ECON 

450 
460 
465 
465 
468 
510 
510 
511 
520 
560 
570 
586 
691H 
720 
770 
810 
846 
861 
870 
880 

ooi 
OOl, OO2 

ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

AKI N 048 

VAIDYANATHAN 084/003 

PETER 048 

VAI DYANATHAN 048 

ROSEFIELDE 040 

PETRAN KA 025 

STAFF 025 

PARREIRAS 025 

STAFF 025 

CHARI 025 

CHAUDHURI 025 

TURCHI 025 

FROYEN 025 

HENDRICKS 044 

RENAULT 044 

PARREIRAS 035 

BIGLAISER 044 

CHARI 044 

CHAUDHURI 048 

PETER 044 

/005 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

EDUC 121 001 

EDUC 131 001 

EDUC 131 002 

EDUC 221 001 

EDUC 309 001 

EDUC 317 001 

EDUC 317 002 

EDUC 318 001 

EDUC 399 001 

EDUC 399 002 

EDUC 402 001 

EDUC 403 001 

EDUC 407 001 

EDUC 412 001, 003 

EDUC 412 002 

EDUC 413 001 

EDUC 413 002 

EDUC 421 001, 002 

EDUC 441 001, 002 

EDUC 465 001 

EDUC 465 002 

EDUC 466 001 

EDUC 467 001 

EDUC 467 002 

EDUC 467 003 

EDUC 467 004 

EDUC 501 001 

EDUC 513 001, 002 

EDUC 520 001 

STAFF 

TAYLOR 

ANGLE 

SENTA 

BRODEUR 

KRYDER 

STAFF 

FISHER 

PERRY 

KESSLER 

PALSHA 

STAFF 

STAFF 

WILKERSON 

BOLICK 

JUSTICE 

STAFF 

HORTON 

UNKS 

MORRISON 

GULLEDGE 

HAMM 

MORRISON 

JUSTICE 

HORTON 

GULLEDGE 

PALSHA 

ANDERSON 

LLOYD 

052 

030 

030 

052 

025 

025 

025 

020 

045 

045 

025 

030 

025 

040 

020 

030 

030 

035 

282 

025 

020 

025 

010 

010 

010 

010 

025 

050 

025 



EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

EDUC 

521 

523 

533 

535 

563 

564 

565 

566 

567 

621 

631 

632 

633 

635 

636 

637 

638 

644 

645 

645 

647 

647 

647 

647 

647 

648 

664 

681 

683 

684 

690 

701 

7O8 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

961 

956 

001,002 

OO2 

OO3 

001 

OO3 

OO4 

OO5 

OO6 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

956,957 

001-003 

O01 

STAFF 

STAFF 

SINCLAIR 

WRIGHT 

JUSTICE 

MORRISON 

HORTON 

LIU 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BRUCE 

VEITCH 

STAFF 

SCHAINKER 

GRAHAM 

VEITCH 

SCHAINKER 

MEECE 

NOBLIT 

GRUMET 

TRIER 

SCO1-F 

HUFF 

PARSONS 

STAFF 

HUFF 

ABLE 

HUTCHISON-MALONE 

CIZEK 

WARE 

MILLER 

LLOYD 

KNOTEK 

030 

030 

025 

015 

025 

025 

025 

025 

025 

045 

025 

025 

025 

025 

O25 

O3O 

O3O 

O7O 

O35 

O35 

O25 

O25 

O25 

O25 

O25 

O25 

O3O 

O3O 

O25 

O45 

O35 

O3O 

012 



EDUX 616 001 STAFF 030 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

CM PL 121 001 COLLINS 030 

CM PL 130 001 LEONARD 030 

CMPL 143 001 STAFF 120 

CM PL 251 001 MCGOWEN 030 

CM PL 462 001 COLLINS 030 

CM PL 4?2 001 LEONARD 030 

CMPL 483 001 BRODEY 030 

CMPL 490 001 BRODEY 008 

ENGL 069 001 ANDERSON 022 

ENGL 084H 001 DAVENPORT 018 

ENGL 085 001 BAKER 024 

ENGL 085H 001 KENDALL 024 

ENGL 088 001 KIM 024 

ENGL 089 001 AHUJA 024 

ENGL 120 001 FLOYD-WILSON 035 

ENGL 121 001 LENSING 022 

ENGL 122 002 VEGGIAN 035 

ENGL 123 001 TAYLOR 035 

ENGL 123 002 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 003 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 004 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 005 STAFF 033 

ENGL 123 006 NASH 035 

ENGL 123 007 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 008 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 009 STAFF 035 

ENGL 123 010 STAFF 034 

ENGL 124 001 HENDERSON 035 



ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

124 
124 
124 
125 
126 
127 
127 
127 
128 
128 
128 
128 
129 
129 
131 
132H 
140 
142 
143 
144 
144 
145 
150 
206 
208 
209 
210 
225 
225 
228 
284 
3001 
3O7 
331 

002 
003 
004 
001 
001 
001 
951 
951 
001 
002 
003 
004 
001 
002 
003 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
002 
001 
001 
001 
002 
001 
001 
001 
003 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 

STAFF 

STAFF 

CRYSTALL 

SALVAGGIO 

STAFF 

STAFF 

ANDERSON 

ANDERSON 

STAFF 

STAFF 

LAPRADE 

FROST 

FLANAGAN 

STAFF 

SHAPIRO 

DURBAN 

WEBER 

TAYLOR 

OXMAN 

STAFF 

STAFF 

ROSENTHAL 

MOSKAL 

GINGHER 

GWIN 

MOOSE 

MOOSE 

BAKER 

MATCHINSKE 

ARMITAGE 

LANGBAUER 

JACK 

GINGHER 

ROSENTHAL 

O35 
O35 
O35 
O5O 
O35 
048 
022 
022 
O35 
O35 
O35 
O35 
O35 
O35 
018 
015 
025 
120 
035 
035 
035 
035 
022 
018 
018 
018 
018 
035 
120 
035 
120 
019 
018 
035 



ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL/cmpl 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

ENGL 

332 

333 

347 

348 

350 

356 

367 

367 

373 

381 

406 

437 

447 

463 

4?2 

601 

659 

662 

686 / 490 

693H 

?62 

?83 

8O5 

861 

ooi 
ooi 
OO2 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
OO2 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

OOl, OO2 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

THOMPSON 

THOMPSON 

TAYLOR 

ELLIOI-I- 

LENSING 

COOPER 

FISHER 

HENDERSON 

IRONS 

STAFF 

DURBAN 

VISCOMI 

GWIN 

COOPER 

ELLIOI-I- 

LEE 

ARMITAGE 

LEGASSIE 

BRODEY 

SHAPIRO 

AHUJA 

LANGBAUER 

TAYLOR 

TAYLOR 

035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
035 
018 
035 
035 
035 
O3O 
O3O 
O35 
011 

007/008 

012 

011 

015 

011 

011 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

ENST 201 001 GANGI 160 

ENST 201 002 COOKE 040 

ENST 201H 143 GANGI 019 

ENST 202 001 BELL 090 

ENST 204 001 COOKE 030 

ENST / afri 266 001 COOKE 015 / 002 

ENST 352 001 BELL 020 

ENST / ecol 490 / 891 002 / 001 BELL 010 / 010 

ENST 490 003 CECIL 005 

ENST 490 004 MITCHELL 005 

ENST / envr / plan 581 / 781 / 781 001 MOREAU 020 / 010 / 010 

ENST / envr 698 001-003 SHAY 048 / 006 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

EXSS 221 002 STROMAN 040 

EXSS 360 001 STAFF 030 

EXSS 700 001 SHIELDS 010 

EXSS ?80 001 BA1-FAGLINI 010 

LFIT 100% adopted 

PHYA 223 001 STAFF 020 

RECR 100% adopted 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

GEOG 056 001 CRAVEY 024 

GEOG 111 001 KONRAD 141 

GEOG 112 001 MOODY 045 

GEOG 115 001 STAFF 021 

GEOG / pwad 120 002 WARD 110 / 020 

GEOG 121 001 GOKARIKSEL 150 

GEOG 125 001 BIRDSALL 050 

GEOG 130 001 HAVICE 050 

GEOG 228 001 STAFF 044 

GEOG 23? 001 STAFF 024 

GEOG 259 001 VALDIVIA 044 

GEOG / asia 267 001 STAFF 020 / 005 

GEOG 391 001 STAFF 024 

GEOG 423 001 REYES 045 

GEOG 428 001 MARTIN 050 

GEOG / asia / ints 447 001 GOKARIKSEL 020/005/001 

GEOG / asia / pwad 453 001 KIRSCH 045 / 005 / 005 

GEOG 460 001 HAVICE 045 

GEOG 477 001 MOODY 024 

GEOG / plan 491 001 WALSH 055 / 000 

GEOG 691H 001 STAFF 015 

GEOG 703 001 PICKLES 012 

GEOG 704 001 PICKLES 012 

GEOG 804 001 MARTIN 01.5 

GEOG 804 002 VALDIVlA 015 

GEOG 900 001 STAFF 025 

GEOG 900 002 PICKLES 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

GEOL 301L 401 COLEMAN 026 

GEOL 504 001 GLAZNER 018 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

CZCH 100% adopted 

DTCH 100% adopted 

GERM 059 001 PIKE 024 

GERM 303 001 STAFF 020 

GERM 303 002 TROP 020 

GERM 390 001 PIKE 024 

GERM 880 001 STAFF 015 

HUNG 403 001 SHERWOOD 012 

PLSH 100% adopted 

RUSS 208 002 STAFF 018 

RUSS 270 001 STAFF 030 

RUSS 321 001 STAFF 012 

RUSS 411 001 MAGOMEDOVA 012 

RUSS 425 001 STAFF 030 

RUSS 513 001 MAGOMEDOVA 012 

RUSS 790 001 MAGOMEDOVA 005 

SECR 403 001 STAFF 012 

SLAV 425 001 STAFF 030 

SLAV 467 001 SHERWOOD 025 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

HIST 089 001 HAGEMANN 021 

HIST 089 002 LINDSAY 021 

HIST 089 003 STAFF 023 

HIST 106 001 NAIDEN 035 

HIST 110 001 COBB 140 

HIST 127 001 G LA-I-FHAAR 110 

HIST 127 002 STAFF 165 

HIST 127 951 STAFF 025 

HIST 127 951 STAFF 025 

HIST 128 001 MCNEIL 035 

HIST 130 001 LEE 110 

HIST 134 001 FLETCHER 035 

HIST 140 006 HUNZIKER 165 

HIST 151 006 HUNZIKER 165 

HIST 151 007 MCINTOSH 165 

HIST/aero / pwad 213 001 CADDELL 180/020/020 

HIST 240 001 RADDING 110 

HIST 255 001 NAIDEN 030 

HIST/jwst / pwad 262 001 DUFFY 085 / 005 / 020 

HIST 292 001 STAFF 030 

HIST 292 002 TSIN 030 

HIST 292H 002 STRING 024 

HIST 368 001 G LA-I-FHAAR 120 

HIST 376 001 STAFF 035 

HIST 391 001 PENNYBACKER 015 

HIST 393 005 LA SERNA 015 

HIST 393 007 STAFF 015 

HIST 395 009 MCNEIL 015 

HIST 466 001 KRAMER 035 



HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST/folk 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

HIST 

490 

490H 

528 

533 

571 

671 

691H 

711 

715 

717 

721 

783 

820 

87O 

89O 

89O 

002 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

O01 

002 

STAFF 

PENNYBACKER 

LA SERNA 

CHASTEEN 

FERRIS 

WHISNANT 

WHALEN 

MCINTOSH 

WATSON 

LEE 

LI N DSA¥ 

STAFF 

BURNS 

JACKSON 

HAGEMANN 

LEE 

020 

024 

035 

023 

020 / OOS 

O25 

015 

O2O 

015 

015 

015 

015 

O2O 

O2O 

O2O 

O2O 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

HNRS 352 001 FERGUSON 012 

HNRS 352 002 STEINER 018 

HNRS 354 001, 002 GOLDBERG 048 

HNRS 355 001 VISCOMI 018 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

INLS 089 001 POMERANTZ 025 

INLS 101 001 KELLY 030 

INLS 101 002 KAMPOV-POLEVOI 030 

INLS 200 001 POMERANTZ 025 

INLS 200 002 BAILEY 030 

INLS 261 001 BERGQUIST 030 

INLS 285 001 BERGQUIST 030 

INLS 461 001 BERGQUIST 030 

INLS 461 002 WEBSTER 030 

INLS 490 046 TIBBO 030 

INLS 490 161 MOORE 030 

INLS 490 163 RAJASEKAR 030 

INLS 500 001 BARREAU 030 

INLS 500 003 SHEBLE 030 

INLS 501 001 GOLLOP 030 

INLS 501 002 CUSHING 030 

INLS 502 001 CLEMENS 030 

INLS 509 001 LOSEE 030 

INLS 513 001 EDWARDS 024 

INLS 513 002 LEE 024 

INLS 515 001 MARSHALL 024 

INLS 520 001 GREENBERG 030 

INLS 520 002 SHAW 024 

INLS 521 02W SPURGIN 025 

INLS 523 001 HAAS 030 

INLS 523 002 MOSTAFA 030 

INLS 525 001 MARCIANO 024 

INLS 530 001 HUGHES-HASSELL 030 

INLS 556 001 LEE 030 



INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

INLS 

556 

558 

566 

572 

582 

582 

584 

585 

691H 

720 

721 

723 

744 

752 

780 

828 

882 

889 

002 

001 

001 

001 

001 

002 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

002 

001 

001 

001 

STAFF 

STURM 

ADAMS 

HASSELL 

HAAS 

HASSELL 

WILDEMUTH 

MORAN / PATILLO 

KELLY 

GREENBERG 

SAMPLES / STALBERG 

RAJASEKAR 

HUGHES-HASSELL 

TIBBO 

MARSHALL 

CAPRA 

BARREAU 

WILDEMUTH 

024 

015 

030 

030 

030 

030 

024 

055 

012 

024 

030 

013 

030 

030 

O3O 

012 

014 

O24 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

INTS 290 002 STAFF 020 

INTS 390 002 WEILER 025 

INTS 490 001 OSTERWEIL 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

JOMC 101 001 

JOMC 121 002 

JOMC 137 001, 002 

JOMC 153 001-013 

JOMC 180 001 

JOMC 180 002 

JOMC 181 001 

JOMC 182 001 

JOMC 182 002 

JOMC 182 003 

JOMC 187 001 

JOMC 187 002 

JOMC 221 003 

JOMC 221 004 

JOMC 221 005 

JOMC 232 001 

JOMC 232 002 

JOMC 232 003 

JOMC 232 004 

JOMC 242 001 

JOMC 244 001 

JOMC 245 001 

JOMC 256 001 

JOMC 271 001 

JOMC 271 002 

JOMC 271 003 

JOMC 272 001, 002 

JOMC 333 001 

JOMC 340 001, 004 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BYARS / SINCLAIR 

STAFF 

LAUTERER 

DAVISON 

STEVENS 

OLIVER 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

RUEL 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BRABHAM 

FIELDS 

STAFF 

STAFF 

FEE 

TOWNS 

CROTHERS 

LAUDER 

MCMAHAN 

ALLEN 

COBB 

STAFF 

CURRAN 

SMITH 

025 

016 

134 

210 

017 

018 

017 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

018 

020 

020 

020 

025 

014 

O4O 

018 

018 

018 

018 

O36 

018 

O95 



JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

349 

394 

421 

422 

423 

426 

431 

431 

431 

434 

434 

434 

443 

446 

458 

459 

463 

473 

473 

480 

481 

482 

483 

484 

490 

491 

491 

491 

551 

552 

581 

582 

583 

585 

ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
003 
004 
ooi 

002,003 
004 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

003,007 
005 
008 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 

AI KAT 

EUBANK 

HEFNER 

HEFNER 

HEFNER 

HOCHBERG 

STAFF 

STAFF 

STAFF 

BRABHAM 

COMELLO 

MISNER 

VARGAS 

AI KAT 

GUILLORY 

LAUTERER 

STAFF 

MCMAHAN 

KEARNS 

DAVISON 

STEVENS 

NIBLOCK 

OLIVER 

KIRKMAN 

KAYYE 

HOLLIMAN 

WI-I-I-EKI N D 

THORNBURG 

ABERNATHY 

ABERNATHY 

RUEL 

STEVENS 

FERRIOLA-BRUCKENSTIEN 

FLOYD 

012 
030 
020 
020 
020 
015 
020 
018 
018 
018 
035 
015 
020 
025 
009 
015 
018 
018 
018 
018 
018 
018 
018 
018 
012 
036 
018 
018 
030 
015 
018 
018 
017 
018 



JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

JOMC 

691H 

701 

705 

711 

714 

730 

754 

825 

826 

840 

842 

847 

879 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

BROWN 

JOHNSTON 

HESTER 

CARROLL 

TYBURSKI 

STRAUGHAN 

FRIEDMAN 

BROWN 

CATES 

HOEFGES 

WINFIELD 

VARGAS 

SINCLAIR 

012 

040 

015 

020 

015 

015 

009 

009 

015 

009 

009 

009 

009 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

LING 691H 001 PERTSOVA 010 

LING 692H 001 PERTSOVA 010 

MAYA n/a 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

LTAM 697 001 RADDING 030 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

MASC / geog 101 / 103 002 WHITE 110 / 120 
MASC 706 001 MARCH E-I-FI 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION    INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

MATH 

MATH 054 001 HAWKINS 020 

MATH 058 001 MCCOMBS 024 

MATH 119 001,002 STAFF 050 

MATH 231 001-013 STAFF 456 

MATH 418 001 STAFF 030 

MATH 533 001 BELKALE 035 

MATH 547 001 CIMA 035 

MATH 547 003 ADALSTEINSSON 035 

MATH 551 001 PLANTE 035 

MATH 566 001 MITRAN 035 

MATH 577 001 DAMON 035 

MATH / envr 661 001 ADALSTEINSSON 010 / 005 

MATH 676 001 WAHL 015 

MATH 680 001 EBERLEIN 015 

MATH 753 001 ASSANI 015 

/ envr / masc 768 001 MCLAUGHLIN 006 / 005 / 005 

MATH 771 001 ARINKIN 015 

MATH 892 001 MUCHA 040 

MATH 892 002 MARRON 040 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION    INSTRUCTOR    ENROLLMENT 

MUSC 059 001 NEFF 015 

MUSC 063 001 MACNEIL 020 

MUSC 111 002 ZWICKER 020 

MUSC 121 001 STAFF 090 

MUSC 130 001-010 STAFF 090 

MUSC 131 001-003 STAFF 090 

MUSC 135 001 ANDERSON, S 030 

MUSC 143 001 STAFF 200 

MUSC 145 001 ANDERSON, S 200 

MUSC 147 001 GARCIA 100 

MUSC 167 001 FELDMAN 035 

MUSC 230 001-005 STAFF 060 

MUSC 232 001 NEAL 040 

MUSC 232H 001 NEFF 020 

MUSC 281 951 STAFF 025 

MUSC 285 001 COHEN 075 

MUSC/pwad 289 001 FAUSER / LITWIN 080/010 

MUSC 308 002 HUFF 010 

MUSC 331 001 ANDERSON, A 020 

MUSC 355 001 MACNEIL 035 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PHIL 101 001 STAFF 040 

PHIL 101 951 STAFF 030 

PHIL 110 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL / reli 134 / 126 001 STAFF 026 / 015 

PHIL 155 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL 155 002 STAFF 036 

PHIL 160 002 STAFF 036 

PHIL 163 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL 165 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL 165 002 STAFF 040 

PHIL 170 001 STAFF 040 

PHIL 220 001 STAFF 036 

PHIL 230 001 PAUL 035 

PHIL 230 951 STAFF 030 

PHIL/poli / pwad 272 001 BOXILL, B 010/010/010 

PHIL / poli / pwad 272 002 STAFF 020 / 010 / 010 

PHIL 273 001 BOXlLL, B 030 

PHIL/wmst 275 001 STAFF 026 / 010 

PHIL 280 001 STAFF 040 

PHIL/econ / poli 384 001 STAFF 010/010/010 

PHIL 422 001 BLACKBURN 020 

PHIL 560 001 BOXILL, J 015 

PHIL 715 001 STAFF 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PLAN 100% adopted 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PLCY 089 001 FELDMAN 

PLCY 210 001-003 CORRADO/FELDMAN 

PLCY 32? 001 FELDMAN 

PLCY 340 001 STAFF 

PLCY 460 001 HANDA 

PLCY 4?0 001 DURRANCE 

PLCY 490 001 SCHANZER 

PLCY 565 001 STAFF 

PLCY 580 001 GILMER 

PLCY 691H 001 JAGGER 

PLCY ?00 001 GLAWTSCHEW 

PLCY 710 001 PERREIRA 

024 

090 

025 

050 

105 

075 

020 

035 

035 

003 

015 

015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

POLl 050 001 

POLl 060 001 

POLl 062 001 

POLl 072 001 

POLl 089 001 

POLl 100 007 

POLl 100 951 

POLl IOOH 007 

POLl 101 001 

POLl/pwad 150 001 

POLl 202 001 

POLl 206H 001 

POLl 209 001 

POLl 216 001 

POLl 238 001 

POLl 238 002 

POLl / enst 254 001 

POLl 276 001 

POLl 400 001 

POLl 401 001 

POLl 406 001 

POLl 410 001 

POLl 411 001 

POLl 412 001 

POLl 415 001 

POLl/pwad 416 001 

POLl 418 001 

POLl 431 001 

POLl 433 001 

CONOVER 

BAPAT 

SULLIVAN 

HOYMAN 

ROBERTS 

CONOVER 

STAFF 

STIMSON 

GRAY 

OATLEY 

MCGUIRE 

LEFEBVRE 

RABINOWITZ 

VANBERG 

HUBER 

MARTI N EZ-GALLARDO 

MCKEOWN 

LIENESCH 

SULLIVAN 

STIMSON 

GRAY 

MCGUIRE 

UNAH 

RABINOWITZ 

LEFEBVRE 

UNAH 

MACKUEN 

REYNOLDS 

MOROFF 

024 

024 

024 

024 

024 

240 

025 

024 

171 

260 / 020 

045 

024 

040 

043 

120 

120 

037 / 005 

O4O 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

O35 

O35 

o2s I oos 
O3O 

O3O 

O25 



POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl/pwad 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

POLl 

433 

434 

438 

443 

444 

471 

473 

495 

723 

73O 

736 

891 

891 

891 

891 

891 

002 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
ooi 
002 
003 
004 
007 
008 

STAFF 

MARTI N EZ-GALLARDO 

VAC H U DOVA 

MCKEOWN 

BAPAT 

SPINNER-HALEV 

LIENESCH 

CRESCENZI 

WALLACE 

VAC H U DOVA 

ROBERTSON 

BAUMGARTNER 

GROSS 

VANBERG 

MOROFF 

MACKUEN 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

O25 

015 / 015 

O3O 

O3O 

O3O 

016 

016 

016 

010 

005 

015 

010 

020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PSYC 051 001 ARNOLD 024 

PSYC 051 002 GORDON 021 

PSYC 055 001 STAFF 024 

PSYC 210 001 MORGAN 088 

PSYC 210 002 SATHY 176 

PSYC 220 003 LOEB 120 

PSYC 230 001 HOPFINGER 120 

PSYC 245 001 STAFF 120 

PSYC 245 004 STAFF 045 

PSYC 245 005 WISS 045 

PSYC 245H 001 BAUCOM 024 

PSYC 250 002 STAFF 045 

PSYC 250 003 GIBSON 045 

PSYC 250 951 STAFF 025 

PSYC 260 001 STAFF 045 

PSYC 260 002 SANNA 120 

PSYC 260 003 STAFF 045 

PSYC 260 004 STAFF 045 

PSYC 260 005 STAFF 045 

PSYC 260H 001 STAFF 024 

PSYC 423 001 ARNOLD 035 

PSYC 469 001 GARIEPY 035 

PSYC 499 001 LOEB 010 

PSYC 500 001,002 WISS 070 

PSYC 501 001 LOWMAN 035 

PSYC 505 001 AKPAKA 035 

PSYC 506 001 BARRICK 035 

PSYC 512 001 PRINSTEIN 240 

PSYC 533 001 BAUER 035 



PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

PSYC 

566 

602 

693H 

701 

720 

741 

761 

806 

830 

843 

85O 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

001 

GREEN 

LOWMAN 

STAFF 

HOLLINS 

CARELLI 

GORDON 

GARIEPY 

HUSSON 

CHOW 

IVIACCALLU IVI 

CHOW 

O35 

O35 

O3O 

025 

020 

025 

015 

020 

O3O 

O3O 

020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PUBA 396 001 

PUBA 401 001 

PUBA 710 001 

PUBA 719 001 

PUBA 721 001 

PUBA 722 001 

PUBA 732 001 

PUBA 733 001 

PUBA 745 001 

PUBA 749 001 

PUBA 751 00l 
PUBA 752 001 

PUBA 756 001 

PUBA 768 001 

PUBA 769 001 

PUBA 771 001 

STAFF 

BERNER 

WHITAKER 

BERNER 

SETZER 

HOYMAN 

STAFF 

TU FTS 

STENBERG 

STENBERG / BERNER 

STENBERG / BRENMAN 

AMMONS 

HENDERSON 

STEPHENS 

STEPHENS 

MORGAN 

015 
025 
029 
029 
029 
015 
035 
035 
065 
020 
020 
012 
018 
020 
020 
015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

PWAD 350 001 STAFF 102 

PWAD 469 001 JENKINS 005 

PWAD 490 001 STAFF 015 

PWAD 690 001 CADDELL 015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT    COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

RELI 089 001 LAMBERT 024 

RELI 104 951 DUNCAN 025 

RELI/jwst 123 / 100 001 BOYARIN 102 / 018 

RELI / asia 181 001 SAFI 150 / 030 

RELI 207 001 EHRMAN 060 

RELI 209 001 PLESE 100 

RELI / anth / folk 428 001 BOYARIN 010 / 005 / 005 

RELI / asia 583 001 SAFI 022 / 008 

RELI / asia 584 001 ERNST 015 / 005 

RELI / anth / folk 688 001 LEVE 000 / 002 / 002 

RELI 720 001 OCHOA 010 

RELI 720 001 OCHOA 010 

RELI 808 001 EHRMAN 015 

RELI 890 001 PLESE 012 

RELI 890 060 SAFI 010 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

FREN 225 001 STAFF 022 

FREN 331 001 BARR 015 

FREN 830 002 STAFF 015 

ITAL 357 001 CERVIGNI 030 

ITAL 398 001 LUISE-I-FI 022 

ITAL 795 001 LUISE-I-FI 015 

PORT 100% adopted 

ROML 060 002 STAFF 024 

ROML 840 001 RAO 015 

SPAN 101 951,952 STAFF 044 

SPAN 203 951 STAFF 022 

SPAN 255 001-005 STAFF 088 

SPAN 255H 001 STAFF 018 

SPAN 266 001 MACK 022 

SPAN 300 001-008 STAFF 140 

SPAN 330 001-003 STAFF 0?2 

SPAN 345 001 GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 024 

SPAN 369 001 AARON 030 

SPAN 371 001,002 STAFF 048 

SPAN 3?2 001 GOMEZ-CASTELLANO 024 

SPAN 3?3 002 GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 024 

SPAN 3?8 001 BINO1-FI 024 

SPAN 3?8 002 STAFF 024 

SPAN 701 001 DOMINGUEZ 015 

SPAN 711 001 AMAGO 015 



SPAN 

SPAN 

738 

835 

001 

001 

BINO-I-FI 

GONZALEZ-ESPITIA 

015 

015 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

RUES 710 001 JENKINS 010 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

SOCI 101 003 DILL 048 

SOCI 111 001 NIELSEN 048 

SOCI 115 001 GALLEGOS LERMA 048 

SOCI 121 002 STAFF 048 

SOCI 123 001 RITCHEY 048 

SOCI 124 001 KLEINMAN 017 

SOCI 130 001 COHEN 048 

SOCI 130 002 LUCAS 048 

SOCI / mngt 131 001 WELLS 043 / 005 

SOCI 251 003 LEWIS 048 

SOCI 252 003 VERDERY 048 

SOCI 390 001 MARSHALL 020 

SOCI / mngt 410 001 SHIMAZOE 043 / 005 

SOCI 411 002 RUSSO 048 

SOCI 412 951 OWEN 025 

SOCI 422 001 PAYTON 025 

SOCI 423 001 TYSON 048 

SOCI 423 002 KOZLOWSKI 048 

SOCI / mngt 427 001 KALLEBERG 043 / 005 

SOCI 429 002 CONLON 038 

SOCI 460 001 MOONEY 048 

SOCI / mngt 691H 001 ANDREWS 015 / 005 

SOCI 711 001 GUO 020 

SOCI 821 001 SHANAHAN 022 

SOCI 830 001 COHEN 022 

SOCI 850 001 NIELSEN 022 

SOCI 851 001 KLEINMAN 021 

SOCI 861 001 KALLEBERG 020 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

STOR 100% adopted 



Courses that have NOT submitted COURSE MATERIAL ORDERS 

or NO TEXT NEEDED notification 

DEPARTMENT COURSE SECTION INSTRUCTOR ENROLLMENT 

WMST 101 001 BURRILL 300 

WMST 102 001 BURNS 025 

WMST 124 001 KLEINMAN 025 

WMST 290 001 PLEASANTS 025 

WMST 293 001 BURRILL 025 

WMST 297 001 BURNS 025 

WMST 553 001 BERGER 020 

WMST 555 001 BERGER 025 

WMST 890 890 BURRILL 010 
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The Long Process of Democratizing Chile. 
Claudio A. Fuentes1 

Universidad Diego Portales 
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Introduction 
In this chapter, I explore the political dynamic of democratizing political 

institutions in Chile. During the military regime of General Augusto Pinochet, the 
opposition forces organized a common front (the Concertaci6n de Partidos por la 

Democracia, CPD) to promote free elections as well as the transformation of the 

country’s ruling institutions. In 1980, the military regime imposed a constitution, 

establishing a set of anti-democratic institutions and procedures, which were 

rejected by most political actors at that time. Resultantly, the transition to 
democracy implied two interconnected processes: a formal transfer of power from 

the military regime to a democratically elected government and the modification of 
essential features of the military regime’s constitution to establish a free and open 
political system. 

In sharp contrast to the overall trend of complete constitutional replacement, seen 
across South America as nations have transitioned to democracy, Chile has 

undergone a rather moderate and gradual process of constitutional amendment. We 
did not see political actors mobilizing their constituencies or calling for the abolition 

of such antidemocratic law immediately after the transition. Even within leftwing 

political parties, we observed moderate views about transforming the constitution 
and making it more democratic. Contrary to all intuitive expectations, during the 

transitional period in Chile neither political elites nor social actors addressed the 
subject head-on. Both opted instead for a very cautious, gradual strategy. 

Indeed, within the South American context, Chile and Peru became the exceptions to 
the rule, as they both experienced a transition to democracy without the 

replacement of the authoritarian provision.2 But what makes Chile truly unique is 
the absence of an open debate on the subject as soon as democracy was re- 

established, as happened in other countries. Even in Peru, immediately after 

Fujimori left power in 2000, a commission for the study of constitutional reforms 

1 This paper is part ofa FONDECYT research project (1100255). The author thanks Brian Tauzel for 

editing work. Translations of interviews and books published in Spanish quoted in this paper were 

done by the author. 
2 New constitutions were promulgated after transitions to democracy in Brazil (1988), Paraguay 

(1992), Argentina (1994), Ecuador (1998 and 2008) and Bolivia (2009). Significant changes were 

ratified by popular referendum in Uruguay (1996, 2004). 



was established by the provisional government.3 Thus, although we observe 

reforms in Chile, they were primarily the result of an elitist bargaining process. 

Another characteristic of the Chilean case is that institutional barriers meant to 
hinder constitutional reform did not preempt political actors from changing the 

constitution. Indeed, several of the intuitive conditions predicted by the literature 

are not present in this case: no significant social groups pressured for reforms; no 
relevant political party in Congress used the issue as a platform for mobilizing its 
constituency against the 1980 constitution; no significant economic or institutional 

crisis affected the country; and no significant change occurred in the balance of 
power between the main political forces in Congress between 1990 and 2010. The 

story of constitutional reform in Chile is characterized by agreements among the 
elite, the influence of a few academic experts, and a lack of citizen engagement. 

In this chapter I analyze the ways in which political forces dealt with an imposed 
institutional framework in a democratic context. I suggest three distinctive periods: 

from 1984 to 2000 in which actors "played by the rules"; from 2000 to 2005 in 

which actors decided to eliminate the authoritarian enclaves; and from 2005 to 
2010 in which actors pushed for, and became more receptive to democratic 

institutions. Gradualism and top-down bargaining processes are the two main 
features of this political process, which embody, I will argue, the essence of the 

political strategy designed by the CPD. 

1. 1984-2000: Playing by the Rules 

Soon after the military coup in 1973, the military regime decided to reshape the 
Chilean institutional framework by promulgating a new constitution that was 

eventually approved by the military junta in 1980.4 This arrangement established a 
combination of strong presidentialism, autonomy of the armed forces, and a 

complex system of checks and balances between different state institutions. In the 

original version of the constitution, presidential powers included: a presidential 
term of 8 years without the possibility of reelection; the power to dissolve the 

chamber once per presidential term; the power to nominate ministers, regional 
intendentes, provincial governors, ambassadors, and mayors; and the exclusive 

power to propose bills on issues concerning the budget, collective bargaining, social 

security, and the creation of new public services. At the same time, the constitution 

3 Even in Peru, provisional President Valentin Paniagua (2000-200:1) called a Commission for the 

Study of the Constitutional Reform. The National Congress under Toledo’s administration (200:1- 

2006) took into consideration the conclusions from that Commission and proposed a reform, which 

also included the consultation of more than one hundred civil society organizations. However, the 

debate in Congress was highly divisive as some congressional representatives thought a new 

Constituent Assembly was necessary (Bernales 2005). 
4 The military regime organized a referendum but did not comply with any of the basic conditions to 

be considered legitimate, including freedom of press, freedom of speech, freedom of association, the 

existence of an independent body controlling the electoral process, acceptance of the opposition’s 

call to explain their views to the public, etc. 



established greater levels of autonomy for some institutions, including the 

Constitutional Tribunal, the armed forces, and the Contralorfa General. 

Moreover, the constitution aimed to diminish the influence of political parties. First, 
it reduced the power of political parties at the local level by replacing elected 

officials with appointed mayors, and allowed for the creation of local and regional 

development councils in which members of the armed forces and the police had 
guaranteed seats. Second, it established a binominal electoral system, a unique 

device that forces all parties to collaborate with one or two established coalitions in 

order to obtain a seat in Congress. Third, it established a system of senatorial 
appointment, thereby increasing the influence of the armed forces within the 

political system. In the original scheme, appointed senators accounted for 25.7% of 
the Senate.s Finally, former presidents who had served terms of more than six years 

had the right to serve as senators for life. 

Framers aimed to make constitutional reforms extremely difficult for future 

authorities. For instance, in certain strategic areas the constitution established a 

special quorum of 3/5 or 2/3 for any constitutional reform.6 Additionally, for 
certain chapters of the constitution, the approval of two consecutive legislatures 

was required. Finally, the constitution established so-called Leyes Or~tdnicas that 
also required a special quorum for approval (4/7) and that involved a wide range of 

crucial themes, including institutional, political, social and economic issues.7 

A concrete example may help to illustrate the distortions of the political system 

under this new rule. The constitution established that the head of the armed forces 
and the chief of police had fixed appointments of four years. The president could not 

remove them without the approval of the National Security Council (NSC). However, 

the military controlled the majority of votes in that Council (4 out of 7 votes). Two 
members of the NSC could also call a meeting if they considered the state to be 

under threat. Moreover, through the NSC, the head of military institutions appointed 

four senators and two members of the Constitutional Tribunal. Military institutions 
also held seats in regional and municipal development councils, the Council of 

Cinematography (responsible for revising and censuring movies and TV programs), 
and the National Mining Company (Codelco) (see summary in Fuentes 2006). 

5 Four of these appointed senators had to be either former Commanders in Chief of the Armed Forces 

or former Chiefs of Police. They were appointed by the National Security Council in which the armed 

forces and the police hold a majority. Three were appointed by the Supreme Court and two were 

appointed by the President. 

¢, The 1980 Constitution established a special quorum for chapter I (essential basis of 

institutionalism), chapter VII (Constitutional Tribunal), Chapter X (Armed Forces), and chapter XI 

(National Security Council). 
7 Areas covered under Leyes Orgdnicas included the constitutional tribunal, central bank, military 

justice, states of exception, investigative and national police, armed forces, political parties, regional 

administration, voting and electoral system, electoral court, electoral service, education, 

municipalities, national congress, and mining franchise. 



Politicians had strong incentives to alter the existing balance of power prior to the 

transition but the story of reform was characterized by moderate and gradual 
changes. When the military regime called a referendum to ratify the constitution in 

September 1980, the opposition rebuffed this attempt by general Pinochet to 
perpetuate the armed forces’ influence in the political process. 

The opposition rejected the constitution on txvo grounds. First, they refused the 
establishment of several anti-democratic clauses within the constitution that ran 
contrary to Chile’s republican tradition. Second, they objected to the ratification 
process organized by the military dictatorship, which failed to incorporate basic 
conditions of fairness, freedom of expression, and transparency. As a matter of fact, 
the military regime called the referendum just one month in advance without 
allowing those who had rejected the new constitution to express their concerns or 
criticisms. Moreover, no independent electoral tribunal oversaw the referendum 
and vote counting was extremely irregular (Cavallo et al. 2004). 

The Christian Democracy, the only political party allowed to take part in political 
activities at that time, strongly rejected the plebiscite, stating that "this is an act of 
extreme violence and an offense to all the country. Under these conditions, the so- 

called plebiscite has no validity whatsoever and, as a consequence of that, all acts 
and powers originating from the new text are equally illegitimate and worthless" (in 

Cavallo et al. 2004: 443-444).8 

Social protests against the military regime intensified, and in 1983 a group of 
moderate-center and leftist leaders signed a "Democratic Manifesto" offering a 
conciliatory path toward democracy. Through several proposals, they called upon 
the regime to provide a set of basic rights and securities "in order to create the 
necessary conditions for the reestablishment of democratic institutions, particularly 
through the establishment of a constituent assembly that included diverse political 
perspectives and the adoption of an electoral system that guarantee a free, informed 
and authentic expression of citizens’ will."9 Thus, until the early 1980s, most leaders 
of the opposition (even moderate actors) favored the idea of replacing the 
Constitution as a condition for the establishment of a truly democratic political 
system. 

But due to increasing levels of social unrest against the military regime these actors 
were strongly divided on the best strategy for confronting the Pinochet regime. 
Three segments existed within the opposition. Some radical leftwing sectors 
believed that the only exit strategy available was to make the country ungovernable, 
through monthly social protests as well as the use of violent methods of challenging 

8 The declaration was signed personally by Andres Zaldivar, laime Castillo, Raul Troncoso, Tomas 

Reyes and Carmen Frei. The strong declarations by Andres Zaldivar on the procedure concerning the 
plebiscite cost him to be sent into exile at the end of 1980. 
9 Manifiesto democrdtico, March 14th 1983, signed by Patricio Aylwin, Hugo Zepeda, Enrique Silva 

Cimma, Julio Subercaseaux, Fernando Luengo, Luis Bossay, Ram6n Silva Ulloa, Dubenildo Jaque, 
Hern~n Vodanovic, Gabriel Vald4s, and Julio Stuardo. 



the regime. A more moderate center-left segment of the opposition believed 
strongly in social mobilization as the best strategy to push for change. This faction 
increasingly tried to distance itself from the radicals because the use of violent 
protest methods was seen as unacceptable by civil society and ineffective in 
weakening the regime. Finally, a third segment within the opposition believed that 
the only option for advancing a peaceful transition to democracy was through 
negotiation with the military regime. 

Across these groups, the question of the constitution was at the heart of the debate. 

Indeed, exit strategies were tightly related to the acceptance or rejection of the 
existing rules of the game. The debate within the opposition on whether to accept a 

negotiated solution intensified when, in 1983, moderate sectors of the opposition 
engaged in an informal but intense political dialogue with the Minister of Interior, 

Sergio Onofre Jarpa. While the opposition explicitly proposed the establishment of a 

constituent assembly, Jarpa stated that such an option was unfeasible for the 
military regime (in Cavallo et al. 2004: 579). 

By 1984, Patricio Aylwin, one of the most prominent leaders of the Christian 
democracy party (DC), publicly recognized that the only way to promote a peaceful 

transition was to avoid the question of the legitimacy of the constitution, and 
therefore accept the armed forces as a veto player: 

"The only advantage that he [Pinochet] has over me is the fact that the 

constitution is ruling--like it or not. This is part of a reality that I accept. How 
can we solve this impasse without suffering any humiliation? There is only 

one way: to deliberately avoid the question of the constitution’s legitimacy" 

(Patricio Aylwin in Otano 1995: 18-19). 

In August 1985 moderate sectors of the opposition and some right-wing political 
sectors supportive of the military regime signed the "National Accord," calling for a 

peaceful and orderly transition to democracy, including free and fair elections. But 

this political document explicitly abandoned the idea of replacing the constitution. 
Instead, the document suggests a "constitutional accord" based on the approval of 

certain fundamental democratic principles including the popular election of 
congressional representatives, a more flexible mechanism for reforming the current 

constitution, the popular and direct election of the president, an autonomous 

constitutional tribunal, the regulation of states of exception, and the denouncement 
of any party that promoted the use of violence as "unconstitutional."1° 

Another crucial moment came in September 1986 after a failed attempt by a radical 

group called Frente Patridtico Manuel Rodrfguez (FPMR) to kill general Pinochet. 

This provided an impetus for the military regime to justify its repression of the 

10 The "National Accord" proposed 19 specific measures. It was signed by representatives of the 

liberal right, center and moderate leftwing parties. The Communist party and other radical leftwing 

parties rejected the agreement. The conservative UDI was invited to be part of this Accord but they 

refused to sign it (Cavallo 2004: Chapter 43). 



opposition. The increasing political confrontation in the streets prompted several 

political actors to search for more peaceful options to end the regime. As Jos~ 
Joaqufn Brunner pointed out at that time, "we need to make an explicit affirmation 

that the exit ]from the military regime] cannot be found outside the limits imposed 
by the 1980 Constitution" (Brunner 1986: 5). 

The same year Edgardo Boeninger, another influential DC leader, sent a document to 
the head of his party, outlining what he considered the essential features of the path 

toward democracy. He underlined the need for "a political proposal based on the 

minimum number of constitutional reforms needed to ensure the transition to 

democracy, and the acceptance of the 1980 Constitution as a concrete fact from 
which reforms shall be materialized" (in Aylwin 1998: 319). After 1986, the debate 
within the opposition forces was not much about the legitimacy of the constitution 

but about what kinds of reforms were likely to be proposed in the short term. 

Playing by the rules implied a high level of risk for the opposition; the military 

regime imposed a strict itinerary, which included a national plebiscite to ratify 

general Pinochet’s appointment for eight more years. In Brunner’s words, the 
opposition became a "constitutional force" as they agreed to play by the military 

regime’s rules (Brunner 1990: 7). The opposition accepted this challenge and in 
October 1988 it defeated Pinochet in the ballot cast. This allowed the opposition to 

gain some political momentum, which it could leverage into an extensive set of 

reforms to the constitution. Indeed, the CPD, together with some of the more liberal 
segments of rightwing parties, organized a commission and proposed a set of 

essential reforms to the military regime. 

Even though the regime invited representatives of the opposition to send their 

proposal to the government, the Junta Militar only submitted a limited set of 
reforms to a national referendum in July 1989. These reforms included: a slight 

reduction in quorums for constitutional reforms in Leyes Or~t~nicasll; the 

elimination of the requirement that two consecutive legislatures approve issues 
covered by certain chapters of the constitution; the elimination of the executive 

power to dissolve the chamber; the establishment of a transitional government of 4 

years with the possibility of reelection; the incorporation of the Contralor in the 

National Security Council to help balance the relationship between civilians and the 
military; the indirect election of mayors by elected council members; the 
elimination of the clause proscribing parties that promote "totalitarian" doctrines; 

and an increase in the number of elected seats in the Senate from 26 to 38, reducing 
the portion of appointed senators from 25.7% to 19.1%, thereby reducing their 

power. Thus, this moderate reform allowed for the establishment of better 

conditions for future constitutional reforms (Heiss & Navia 2007). 

11 The quorum to reform Leyes Or~dnicas was reduced from 3/5 to 4/7 of congressional 

representatives. 



According to the head of the CPD’s technical commission, Francisco Cumplido, 

several aspects remained untouched, including the electoral system, the appointed 

senators, and the mechanisms for constitutional reforms (Andrade 1991). The 
reform actually increased the military’s autonomy by addressing the issues of 

military pension, social security and budget under the rules of Ley Or~qdnica, thereby 
making it more difficult to approve changes to these systems. Moreover, the 

approved proposal actually increased the required quorums for reforms from 3/5 to 
2/3 in certain sensitive areas, such as chapter III (constitutional rights and duties) 

and chapter XV (constitutional reform). 

Even though the 1989 constitutional reform addressed 56 areas, the core features of 

the constitution remained practically untouched. Thus, in preparing the political 
platform for the 1989 presidential elections, the CPD focused heavily on reforming 

the constitution. In fact, the first chapter of the CPD programmatic document 

specifically addressed twelve constitutional reforms needed for the country.12 
Relevant here is the fact that the CPD emphasized the need for a broad agreement 

among all social and political forces within the country to reform the constitution, 

even though any attempt to reform the constitution would still require foremost a 
political agreement in Congress. 

Did the CPD’s programmatic commitment translate into real action? The CPD won 

four consecutive presidential terms but their approach toward the subject was quite 

different during the first two versus the other two administrations. As soon as new 
CDP political authorities took power in March 1990, they decided not to set political 

reforms as a priority. According to Edgardo Boeninger, Aylwin’s minister of the 
Presidency, one of the programmatic goals of the new authorities was the 

democratization of political institutions. However, "if we acted like that [promoting 

reforms], it would produce a difficult and confrontational congressional debate with 
a high probability of rejection, given the signals sent by the most moderate rightist 

party Renovacidn Nacional, in the sense that the reforms were inappropriate at that 

time" (Boeninger 1997: 389), Thus, the first democratic government chose to look 
for the support of rightwing parties in economic subjects (tax reform, for instance), 

postponing its political reform platform, 

12 Proposals included the establishment of a proportional electoral system, the abolition of appointed 

senators, the elimination of the clause forbidding the communist party to participate within the 

political process, a reform of the National Security Council to reduce its influence within the 

policymaking process, the reestablishment of the presidential power to remove commanders in chief 

of the armed forces, allowing union leaders to take positions within political parties leadership, 

democratization of municipal elections, promoting effective measures to decentralize the country, 

increasing congressional powers, reducing existing quorum requirements for reforming laws, 

incorporating a section on crimes against humanity into the constitution, increasing amparo rules to 

protect all constitutional rights, altering the composition of the Constitutional Tribunal and Elections 

Supervisor Tribunal in order to make them more autonomous, and the reform of the justice system 

through the creation of a National Council of Justice. 



Politically, President Aylwin chose a less confrontational strategy and accepted the 

relative autonomy of the armed forces. Just after Aylwin took office, Ricardo Lagos-- 
his minister of Education--suggested to him the idea of announcing just one critical 

reform: the reestablishment of the presidential power to remove high-ranking 
officers from the armed forces. President Aylwin responded that: "I believe that 

doing something too strong is not convenient at this moment" (Ricardo Lagos in 

Politzer 1999: 149-150). 

On May 21st 1990, just two months after taking office, President Aylwin delivered 

his first speech before Congress. It was the new government’s first opportunity to 
underscore its main priorities for the next four years. In an open contradiction to 

what had been previously an integral part of his political platform, President AyNvin 
excluded major political reforms, including the abolition of appointed senators and 

the reduction of the autonomy of the armed forces. Instead, he suggested that there 

was an auspicious political climate for promoting two specific reforms: the 
democratization of municipal administrations and regional administrations. 

Moreover the political agenda involved specific policies concerning the 

establishment of a truth and reconciliation commission to investigate human rights 
violations committed during the military regime, and the establishment of a 

commission to promote a comprehensive reform of the justice system.13 

Thus, the government opted for a strategy that combined pragmatic agreements 

with rightwing parties in Congress, and informal conflict resolutions with the 
military. The presence of the former dictator, General Pinochet, as Commander in 

Chief of the army increased political tension, and by the end of 1990 the country 
faced the first military rebellion against civilian rule. Military officers complained 

about the government’s investigation of an illegal business transaction between the 

army and Pinochefs son. Informal talks between key actors within the government 
and army officials helped reduce the level of hostility, but also reaffirmed the special 

status the armed forces had within the political process (Fuentes 2006). 

One may think that in a political context of transition, and with Pinochet explicitly 

pressuring the new government, democratic authorities might look for the support 
of the general population to change certain rules. Even though the agenda of 

constitutional reforms was a potentially powerful political tool for bargaining with 

rightwing parties in Congress, Aylwin was committed to avoiding the issue of 
reform. At the heart of this decision was a fear of provoking a strong military 

reaction, as well as the executive branch’s early assessment that the right would 

strongly support any military demands. Acting as veto players, rightwing parties 
made it clear to the new authorities that they would not make concessions 

regarding the institutional framework inherited from the military regime (Fuentes 
2006). According to Manuel Antonio Garret6n, the Aylwin administration was not 

guided by a comprehensive agenda for social democratization of the country, but 

See Patricio Aylwin, Mensaje Presidencial, 21 de Mayo de 2010. Ministerio secretaria General de la 

Presidencia. 



rather a case-by-case strategy of trying to obtain circumstantial majorities in 
Congress to pass some legislation (Garret6n 1993). 

But did all leftist sectors within the governing coalition accept such a strategy? As 

one may expect, leftwing parties within the governing coalition (the Socialist Party, 
PS and Partido pot la Democracia, PPD) emphatically rejected authoritarian 

enclaves. 

However, there were two factors that made political actors on the left more hesitant 

to advance a reformist agenda. First, several representatives of the more moderate 
left held key positions within the executive branch, which encouraged leftist parties 

to support the executive branch’s viewpoint. Secondly, in a presidential system such 
as Chile’s, it is hard to advance a reformist agenda without the sponsorship of the 

executive branch. Indeed, as several authors have pointed out (Shugart and Carey 

1992, Morgenstern and Nacif 2002), in presidential systems the executive branch 
plays a key role in terms of legislative outcomes. Concerning the case of Chile, Peter 

Siavelis correctly asserts that "the president has always been an important 

legislator, with the ability to dominate the legislative process given his agenda- 
setting ability, budgetary dominance, and areas of exclusive initiative (...). In 

postauthoritarian Chile the president has been the most important legislative actor 
and perhaps the most important legislator" (Siavelis 2002: 83-84). He adds though 

that these strong presidents often need to moderate their policies in order to satisfy 

coalition partners. 

The executive branch in Chile enjoys strong powers, such as: exclusive initiative in 
all legislation involving the provision of fiscal resources, including taxation; 

automatic approval of the budget if Congress fails to approve it; the right to define 

what is being discussed in Congress through the mechanism of "urgencies"; the 

existence of an "extraordinary period" in which Congress can debate only the 
proposals sent by the executive branch; and access to a high level of expertise and 

important institutional capacities within the Ministry of the Presidency, which are 
used to write proposals and keep track of law-related issues (Siavelis 2002). 

Another relevant executive power is the ability of ministers and their advisors to sit 

in on the assembly (particularly in congressional committees) and actually solicit 
the support of the chamber on any given piece of legislation (Cox and Morgenstern 

2001). 

Thus, any attempt at even minimal reforms was inhibited by both a strong executive 
branch that had clearly refused to address the constitution issue, and highly 

disciplined political parties within the governing coalition. The tally of bills 

submitted to Congress between 1990 and 1994 is probably the best example of the 
Aylwin administration’s success in advancing its political goals. Senators from the 

CPD introduced only two bills aimed at eliminating authoritarian enclaves (the 

elimination of appointed senators and the presidential power to remove military 
officers). In both cases, the executive branch refused to sponsor the proposals, 



thereby significantly reducing the options of approval.14 In June 1992, the executive 
branch introduced a bill in Congress suggesting the modification of the electoral 
system, including the elimination of appointed senators. Along with the 
democratization of municipal elections, this was the only initiative led by the 
executive branch, which addressed a fundamental aspect of the authoritarian 
enclaves. The proposal was rejected, three to two, in the Senate Commission of 
Constitution, Legislation, and Justice.:is 

The second democratic administration (Frei 1994-2000) developed a relatively 
similar strategy with only some minor changes. After a military uprising in 1995, the 
government decided to signal its commitment to constitutional reform by 
introducing a bill package that proposed the elimination of appointed senators, the 
modification of the Constitutional Tribunal, a significant reduction in power of the 
NSC, and the reestablishment of the presidential power to remove officers from the 
armed forces.16 Several months later, the executive branch withdrew the proposal 
as no agreement could be reached in Congress. 

2. 2000-2005: Eliminating the Authoritarian Enclaves~7 

As aforementioned, several political and strategic conditions made the first two 
post-transitional democratic governments more cautious about pushing an 

extensive agenda of constitutional reform. But after 2000, during the Ricardo Lagos 

administration (2000-2006), Chile witnessed a more proactive executive branch. 
Although facing a similar balance of power in Congress, the behavior of the 

executive branch differed significantly in the periods of 1990-99 and 2000-05. This 
difference is due to strategic as well as contextual conditions. 

Indeed, the most relevant reform came - after five years of negotiation in Congress 
between the CPD and the rightwing coalition Alianza - in 2005, during the Lagos 

administration. The change included: the elimination of appointed senators, 

including lifelong senatorial appointments for former presidents; a relevant reform 
of the states of exception; the elimination of several prerogatives of the armed 

forces; the power of the president to remove the head of the armed forces and the 
chief of police by submitting a perfunctory report to Congress; and a substantial 

reduction in the power of the National Security Council. Moreover, other relevant 
institutional features were affected. These included: a reduction of the presidential 
term to 4 years without the possibility of reelection; the elimination of the 

"extraordinary" period of sessions in Congress, which reduced the executive 

14 In September 13, 1990 a bill proposing the elimination of appointed senators was introduced by 

Concertaci6n deputies (Bulletin 148-07). In April 9, 1991 a bill proposing a reform to reestablish 
presidential powers to remove officers was introduced by Concergaci6n senators (Bulletin319-07). 
15 The bill was introduced by the executive branch in June 9, 1992 and it was rejected by the Senate 

in January 1993 (Bulletin 720-07). 
u, Bulletin 1680-07 and 1682-02 of August 22, 1995. http:/!www.camara.cl 
17 A relevant part of this section was previously published by the author in the Texas Law Review 

(June special edition, forthcoming). 
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branch’s power to control Congress’ legislative agenda; the establishment of a 

congressional mechanism to summon members of the cabinet; an increase in 
Congress’ power to create investigative commissions; and the reform of the 

composition of the Constitutional Tribunal, among others, 

The strategic shift happened after Lagos took office in March 2000. The political 

context helped him pursue a proactive strategy of encouraged agreement with the 
opposition. In 1998, general Pinochet left the army and was appointed senator for 

life. In October 1998 he was arrested in London and in March 2000 he returned to 
Chile after his release on medical grounds. In his inaugural speech before Congress, 
Lagos addressed the constitutional issue by suggesting that: 

"It is time to submit the constitution to an integral evaluation in order to 
adapt it to modern times as well as to give it all the legitimacy a superior law 

like this deserves".18 

A few weeks later the president, attempting to promote a political agreement in the 

Senate, spoke to the President of the Senate, Christian Democrat Andres Zaldfvar. 

After an informal period of political consultations with key senators from the CPD 
and Alianza, both parties agreed to submit two independent congressional bills in 

July 2000.19 This was a key moment in setting the agenda for reform. While the 
CPD’s original proposal involved the elimination of most authoritarian enclaves, the 

Alianza submitted a more moderate set of reforms. Essentially, both segments 

agreed upon eliminating the appointment of senators, reforming the Constitutional 
Tribunal, increasing the legislature’s oversight of the executive branch, and making 

probity a duty for public servants. 

The CPD proposed a bill that incorporated the elimination of enclaves, the reduction 

of military powers, and the proposal of a proportional electoral system. But the CPD 
introduced other topics as well, such as making national citizenship easier, 

transitioning from a mandatory toward a voluntary voting system, reducing the 

presidential term from 6 to 4 years, and promoting the recognition of indigenous 
rights. The Alianza, in contrast, did not make any reference to military powers 

although it did try to reduce the power of the executive branch. The Alianza did this 
by incorporating into its bill proposals such as reducing the executive branch’s 

ability to transfer resources from one agency to another without congressional 

18 Ricardo Lagos. Mensaje del Presidente de la Republica al Congreso Nacional, 2~1 de Mayo, 2000. 

Lagos proposed the need to eliminate appointed senators, change the binominal system, reform the 

Constitutional Tribunal and the National Security Council, reestablish the presidential power over 

the armed forces, increase legislative powers to oversee the executive branch, and promote an 

electoral campaign finance system for the first time in the Chilean political history. 
19 The CPD proposal was signed by senators Sergio Bitar, Juan Hamilton, Enrique Silva-Cimma, and 

Jose Antonio Viera-Gallo. Francisco Zuniga and Francisco Cumplido played a significant role during 

the early stages of this process by helping senators in their first drafts and by actively participating in 

the Senate discussions as experts. Interview with Francisco Zuniga (August 25, 20:[0) and Jose 

Antonio Viera Gallo (June 4, 2010). Senators Hern~n Larraln, AndrOs Chadwick Sergio Diez and 

Sergio Romero sponsored the Alianza. 



approval, and increasing the required quorums on subjects concerning public 

spending. Moreover, the Alianza attempted to reduce the influence of international 
law in Chile by mandating the enactment of a constitutional amendment before the 

president could sign any international treaty that would affect national norms. 

Table 1. Agenda Set in 2005 Proposals 
CPD Proposals Alianza Proposals 

Similarities in Elimination of appointed senators 
Original Proposal Modification of Constitutional Tribunal composition 

Empowerment of Constitutional Tribunal 
Mechanisms to fulfill vacancies in the legislature 

Increased legislative oversight of the executive branch 
Being representative forgoing simultaneous professional careers. 

Discrepancies 

Negotiated in 

Congress 

Discrepancies that 

Ended with no 

Agreement 

Probity 

-Citizenship 

-Control over the military 

-Third sector (civil society, associations) 

-Presidential term reduction 

-Proportional electoral system 
-Indigenous rights 
-Voluntary voting 

-Regionalization 

-Presidential power to make 

budget transfers 

-Increased quorums in areas 

affecting public spending 

-Public safety definitions 

-International law 

Source: based on CPD and Alianza proposals submitted in Congress. Bulletin 2534-07 and 2526-07. 

In bold is what traditionally has been considered the ’authoritarian enclaves’ topics. 

Proposals were debated in the Senate for more than four years, until November of 
2004. Different versions of the proposals were sent to the Senate Commission on the 

Constitution, Justice and Legislature (SCCJL) three times and were discussed on the 

floor the same number of times. A critical juncture took place in November 2001, 
when the SCCJL delivered a report of over 600 pages addressing the basis for the 

agreement between the CPD and the Alianza. In November 2004, the proposal was 
transferred to the Chamber of Deputies, and six months later it was sent back to the 

Senate. 

The Constitution does not make any provision for the type of conflicts that arose 

between the two chambers during the negotiation of this bill in November 2004. In 
order to solve this political impasse, the executive branch introduced twenty-seven 

presidential vetoes for those subjects that the two chambers did not agree upon. 

Then, between June and August of 2005, the executive branch and the legislature 
established an informal commission to solve all pending issues. 

The executive branch played a crucial role in setting the agenda, promoting informal 

agreements on divisive issues, and proposing alternative courses of action for 

legislators. Indeed, even though the proposals formally emerged from the Senate, 
the executive branch took a leading role in setting the agenda by promoting specific 

initiatives and by restricting the scope of issues to be considered on the floor. 
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The acting government knew that any constitutional amendment would require the 
opposition’s cooperation. They also knew that the best place to achieve a minimum 

consensus was in the Senate. During the entire negotiation, the executive branch’s 
strategy was to narrow down the scope of issues to be addressed in deliberations. In 

introducing the goals of the executive branch, the Chief of Cabinet, Jos~ Miguel 

Insulza, clearly stated that "the purpose of this reform is not to promote new 
improvements to the constitution but to take care of what is the essential core of the 

original 1980 constitution, that is, the idea of a protected democracy". He rejected 

the attempts of some CPD senators to increase the number of issues discussed in the 
reform; issues such as probity, freedom of expression, referendum initiatives, and 
other relevant subjects. Insulza stated that "all these issues are of great importance 
for the improvement of the constitution, but we need to address them once we have 

changed the essence of this agreement".2° 

During the first debates at the SCCJL some senators explicitly recognized the need to 

broaden the scope of constitutional reforms. Senator Boeninger, for instance, 

mentioned that if the idea was to draft a text that endures over time "we cannot 
exclude some relevant issues, such as the executive power to remove an officer or 

the reform of the military justice system. The purpose should be to achieve stable 
texts that resist long periods without significant reforms. My concern is that after 

approving these reforms, new voices may emerge asking for new amendments. This 

would be a diminished result, a failure.’’21 Moreover, senator lose Antonio Viera- 
Gallo (PS) introduced the need to regulate states of exception, an issue that was not 

considered in the original proposal. 

The executive branch followed the entire debate in Congress very closely. Minister 

Insulza personally attended most sessions during discussions in the Senate and his 
advisors acted as co-legislators by introducing amendments to ongoing proposals, 

submitting new indications~, and making informal recommendations to 

representatives in Congress. Table 2 shows the number of proposals submitted to 
the SCCJL, where the original proposal of the constitutional reform had been 

outlined. Appointed senators were the most active but at the same time the least 
successful actors. The most successful institutional actors in getting proposals 

approved were the CPD followed by the executive branch and the Alianza. 

20 Jos~ Miguel Insulza. Historia de la Ley 20.050, Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional, p. 52. 

21 Edgardo Boeninger. Historia de la Ley 20.050, Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional, p. 63-64. 

22 In Chile, the executive branch has the legal option to submit modifications to ongoing bills that are 

being discussed in congress. 



Table 2. Indications Proposed. First draft of Reforms July 2000 - June 2001 

Percentage of Total Amendments Presented by Actor 

N = 344 Proposed Withdrawn Inadmissible Rejected Approved 

Executive 41 7 5 23 6 (14.6%) 

CPD Senators 78 - 26 37 15 (19.2%) 

Alianza Senators 110 1 34 59 16 (14.5%) 

Appointed Senators 115 4 26 81 4 (3.4%) 

Total 344 12 91 200 41 (11.9%) 

Source: Historia de la Ley 20.050. Biblioteca del Congreso de Chile. 

The Ministry of the Interior established a team of constitutional lawyers who 
followed the debate in the Senate closely and proposed alternatives to the 
discussion through formal indications to ongoing debates in different 

commissions.23 Minister Insulza personally briefed the President on a regular basis 

and negotiations were discussed during Sunday presidential meetings with the 
executive political committee.~4 The executive branch established informal contacts 

with key actors in Congress to negotiate agreements and propose consensual drafts 

on specific articles. According to deputy ]orge Burgos (DC), a member of the 
Commission on the Constitution in the Chamber of Deputies: 

"I debated the topic with two key actors within the executive branch: Gonzalo 
Garcia and ]orge Correa--both at the Ministry of the Interior. But I spoke 

with them as constitutionalist lawyers and comrades of the same political 

party [Christian Democracy Party] (...). I remember I stayed with them, 
debating specific topics many times after the commission’s sessions. We 

always informed Minister lnsulza, though. I think Carlos Carmona was also 
relevant in this exchange of views".25 

By early 2005, more than two hundred indications were pending approval. The 
government supported the creation of an informal advisory group including 

academic lawyers close to the CPD and the Alianza. In one expert’s words: 

"At some point toward the end of 2004, Carlos Carmona called me and asked 
me to be part of a plural group of constitutional experts, to promote an 

agreement in the Chamber of Deputies concerning particularly, but not 
exclusively, the reforms of the Constitutional Tribunal. (...) I personally 

23 Interview with Gonzalo Garcia (March 26, 2010), Jorge Correa Sutil (August 8th, 2010), and ]orge 

Burgos (Santiago, August 27tl~, 2010), 
24 President Lagos established a regular Sunday meeting including the political committee of the 

cabinet (Minister of Interior, Communications, Presidency, and Finance). They briefed the president 

on the coming week’s agenda. Interview with Ricardo Lagos, June 1st, 20JL0. 
2s Interview with Jorge Burgos (Santiago) August 27% 2010. Jorge Correa was Undersecretary of the 

Interior, Gonzalo Garda was Advisor to the Minister of the Interior for constitutional subjects, and 

Carlos Carmona was the Chief of the Legislative Division at the Ministry of the Presidency. 
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talked with the President of the Commission on the Constitution at the 

chamber several times. We talked privately with several deputies. We sent 
draft proposals back and forth to the presidency, and then to our deputies in 

order to achieve an agreement."~6 

A second crucial moment came in June 2005 when the Chamber of Deputies sent the 

proposal back to the Senate. As previously mentioned, the constitution does not 
contain any provision to address eventual discrepancies between the two chambers 

concerning constitutional amendments. The executive branch proposed the use of 

vetoes to solve this impasse, and established an informal commission in which 
members of both chambers as well as the executive branch participated to achieve a 

final agreement. As Gonzalo Garcia--one of the Minister of the Interior’s key 

advisors on this reform--explains, twenty-seven objections needed to be resolved: 
"I headed up some of the last informal negotiations on the vetoes on behalf of 

the executive branch. I participated in several more private meetings with 
members of Congress and of the Constitutional Tribunal. It was not properly 

a ’negotiation’ but a high-level scrutiny of the constitutional correctness of 

the reforms (...). We needed to establish a balance between the Chamber of 
Deputies and the Senate (...). Some vetoes were related to more stylistic 

issues and others to more substantive issues. Plus, two more issues were 
incorporated within the vetoes concerning freedom of expression and 

professional associations".27 

By drafting the final proposals through the use of vetoes, the executive branch 

obtained a critical advantage. This informal mechanism also allowed members of 
the executive branch to request the opinion of experts and other state powers. For 

instance, rightwing parties asked the executive branch that some of the members of 

the Constitutional Tribunal have access to the final draft. Gonzalo Garcia mentions 
that: 

"Indeed, congressional representatives delegated to us the power to write 

the final draft of the constitutional agreement. At some point, the opposition 
requested that members of the Constitutional Tribunal check one of the 

drafts, which was very complicated from an institutional point of view. But 
we accepted that proposal since rightwing parties trusted the judges’ advice 

on the subjects we were negotiating".28 

To have a general idea about who the key players were, I created a ranking system 

based on the number of indications approved by Congress during the first debate at 
the SCCJL, as well as actors’ perceptions of who was most relevant to this reform. 

Less than thirty people--including government representatives, legislators, and 

experts--are recognized as key players in the reform. Interestingly, during most of 
the negotiation, the subject of key players was not part of the debate in the national 

2¢, Interview with advisory lawyer (anonymous) (Santiago), August 2010. 
27 Interview with Gonzalo Garcia (Santiago), March 26th, 2010. 
28 Interview with Gonzalo Garcia (Santiago), March 26th, 2010. 



press. Additionally, very few actors from civil society were involved in the extensive 
process of negotiations in Congress, 

Table 3. Key Players within the 2005 Constitutional Reform 

(Alphabetical Order within Each Group) 

Executive Branch Senators 

First Level Carmona, C. Boeninger, E. 

Correa S., J. Chadwick, A. 

Garcla, G. Espina, A. 

lnsulza, J.M. Larrain, H. 

Lagos, R. Viera Gallo, ]. 

Zaldlvar, A. 

Second Level Vidal, F. 
Kleissac, J. 

Diez, S. 

Romero, S. 

Hamilton, J. 

Deputies 

Ascencio, A 

Burgos, ]. 

Bustos, J. 

Paya, D. 

Ceroni, G. 

Guzm~n,P. 

Riveros, E. 

Experts 

Zufiiga, F. 

Cumplido, F. 

Nogueira, H. 

G6mez, G. 

Note: This is a qualitative scale based on (a) the number of congressionally-approved indications 

each senator or deputy submitted, ranking them as high, medium or low, and (b) key actors’ 

perception of each other’s influence within the process (15 interviews with key actors). 

Thus, the executive branch had institutional as well as political tools to push its 

agenda. Facing the end of the government in 2005, and with more than two hundred 
pending indications, the government pressured for the quick closure of an 

agreement that omitted several of the programmatic issues the CPD had promoted. 

A wide range of substantial topics were left out of the political discussion in 2000 

since none of the political parties represented in Congress introduced them. These 
topics included: revising quorums for constitutional reforms, the existence of 18 

Leyes Or~tdnicas with high quorums, the constitutional prohibition of union leaders 

running for public office, the elimination of the constitutional clause making 

abortion illegal under any circumstance, the acceptance of the death penalty in the 
constitution under a qualified quorum, and the consideration of the ’family’ as the 
essential institution of the society along with the duty of the state to promote and 

strengthen it. The executive branch’s strategy of narrowing the reform to a limited 

number of subjects, combined with the absence of required quorums for approval in 
Congress as well as the lack of active social support for these reforms made it very 

hard for progressive forces to even suggest these proposals.~9 

29 A review of printed press during the period (2000-2005) reflects that the whole legislative process 

received very little media attention. Most are op-ed articles by experts and congressional 

representatives arguing in favor of or against very specific portions of the reforms. Active social 

actors did not participate in congressional debates, with three exceptions: in 2000-2001 Indigenous 

organizations were invited to give their opinions concerning Indigenous rights; representatives of 

professional associations attended some of the congressional sessions in 2001; and in 2005 the 

association of journalists (Colegio de Periodistas) did some lobbying to have protection of freedoms 

included within the package of reforms. 
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Progressive sectors of the coalition attempted, unsuccessfully, to work certain topics 
into the debate, including a more substantial reform of the electoral system, the 
constitutional recognition of indigenous rights, and the recognition of Chile not just 
a democratic but as a "social and democratic state, inspired in principles of freedom, 
equality and pluralism".3° 

One of the most sensitive areas was the reform of the electoral system. The CPD 
originally proposed replacing it with a proportional system of representation, but 
the right wing was simply not willing to discuss the topic. By 2005, the CPD and the 
opposition in Congress had still not reached an agreement regarding the subject. As 
a way to demonstrate his own commitment to change, President Lagos began to 
pressure political actors to reform the electoral system.31 

Negotiations ended with the Alianza accepting the transfer of the issue to the 
binomial system, which meant that the issue of electoral reform would no longer be 
considered a constitutional issue, but would be addressed under the rules of Ley 
Or~tdnica. This changed the quorum for approval of an eventual reform from 3/5 to 
4/7. However, the new version of the constitution also dictated the number of 
deputies in the chamber. As a result, any significant change to the electoral system 
(anything that would alter the total number of deputies) would be considered a 
constitutional reform, and would require 3/5 of the votes. In President Lagos’ 
words: 

"I did not consider it acceptable that the reference to the binomial system 
would be in the constitution. The final arrangement was the typical ’Chilean 
way:’ we took the subject out of the constitution and reduced the quorum to 
reform the system but we left some subjects in the constitution. I did not like 
this part because the agreement was taken by the incumbents based on 
strategic calculus. The agreement was done with a calculator." 32 

Overall, during the Lagos administration the executive branch was particularly 
proactive about collaborating on a legislative agreement with the opposition. They 
invested the time and resources needed to reach an agreement and to advance a 
substantial transformation of the constitution. The executive branch acted as co- 
legislator, taking advantage of the political circumstances, setting the agenda, 
limiting the scope of topics to be discussed, and promoting agreements through 
formal and informal mechanisms of consensus building among political actors. 

Obviously, the outcome of the reform also depended on the willingness of those with 
veto power to accept a change to the status quo, As previously noted, the balance of 

power in Congress has not changed dramatically since the transition to democracy, 

30 This can be seen in the record of indications presented by congressional representatives. See 

Historia de la ley 20.050, Chile. 
31 Interviews with Jorge Burgos (Santiago), August 27tl~, 2010, Jorge Correa Sutil (Santiago) August 

4th, 2010, and Gonzalo Garcia (Santiago), March 26th, 2010. 
32 Interview with Ricardo Lagos (Santiago), June 1st, 2010. 
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so why did the opposition accept the proposed constitutional changes? I claim that 

some key actors within the rightwing opposition decided to start negotiations with 
the government using a ’forward-looking’ strategy. 

The 1999 presidential election was a key moment for the opposition. In December 

1999, the rightwing candidate Joaquin Lavin almost tied candidate Ricardo Lagos in 
the first round and trailed by 2.62% of the votes in the second round (a difference of 
approximately 190,000 votes) (Table 4). At the same time, public opinion supported 

the reformation of the armed forces’ role, as the arrest of General Pinochet in 
London had substantially increased support for human rights and diminished 
military prestige (Fuentes 2006, Varas, Fuentes, Aguero 2008). 

Table 4. Results of 1999 Presidential Elections (%) 

Ricardo Lagos, CPD 
]oaquin Lavin, Alianza 
Others candidates 
Source: www.elecciones.gov.cl 

First round 

(Dic 1999) 
47.96 

47.51 

4.53 

Second round 

(]an 2000) 
51.31 

48.69 

Programmatically, it was hard for the Alianza to support reforms in subjects they 
had defended since the beginning of the transition. The Alianza also faced internal 
pressure from former collaborators of the military regime, such as UDI senator 
Sergio Fernandez (former Minister of the Interior) and military officers appointed 
as senators in 1998, such as former Chief of the Naw, ]orge Martinez-Busch, former 
Chief of the Air Force, Ramon Vega, former General, ]ulio Canessa, and former 
Director of the Police, Fernando Cordero.33 

However, key leaders from both of the parties comprising the Alianza (Renovaci6n 
Nacional and UDI) decided to support reforms in critical areas such as the reduction 
of military power and the elimination of appointed senators. From a political 
perspective, approving these reforms would put Alianza more in tune with overall 
public opinion, which called for the reduction of military powers and demanded 
recognition of the human rights abuses committed during the military regime. 
Indeed, a survey published in May 1999 showed that even though the society was 
highly polarized on the past human rights violations, 69% of respondents supported 
the idea of bringing Pinochet to justice. The overall rates of public approval toward 
the opposition remained practically the same between 1996 and 2001 (an average 
of 17.3%), half of what the CPD obtained in the same period (34.4% on average).3� 

33 Most indications presented by those appointed senators linked to the armed forces and the police 

aimed to protect the status quo or even increase military autonomy from political control (see 

Historia de la Ley 20.050. Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional, Chile) 
34 Public support for Alianza was 18.6% (1996), 15.1% (1997), 13% (1998), 18% (1999), 18.9% 

(2001), and 20.7% (2002). In comparison, support for the CPD was 36.4% (1996), 34% (1997), 35% 

(1998), 38% (1999), 30.9% (2001) and 32.1 (2002). In 2000, the Centro de Estudios Pfiblicos (CEP- 
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Moreover, by 1995 public opinion was particularly favorable toward making 

"important reforms to the constitution (66% support), and by 2004, 68% of 
respondents agreed upon the idea of approving the constitutional reforms discussed 

in Congress.3s 

Between 2000 and 2004 three critical factors made the Alianza distance itself from 
the armed forces, and particularly from General Pinochet. First, a 2001 roundtable 
on human rights sponsored by the government established several important 
recommendations. One of these was that the armed forces provide more 
information on the location of thousands of detained citizens who had disappeared 
during the military regime. Second, the Lagos administration pushed for a second 
Presidential Commission on torture and imprisonment. The commission’s final 
report had a significant and positive public impact on the national debate on human 
rights. In fact, a survey conducted just after the report was delivered showed that 
70.7% of respondents thought the report had a positive impact.36 Finally, the 
reputation of General Pinochet was seriously damaged after an investigation was 
carried out in the United States. It revealed that Pinochet had more than 13 million 
US dollars in several banking accounts at the Riggs Bank in Washington D.C. 
(Fuentes 2006). 

The Alianza also considered eventual shifts in the future balance of power in 

Congress. After the initial appointment of senators by general Pinochet (9 appointed 

senators in 1990), the balance of power gradually started favoring the center-left 
coalition. If this trend were to continue, by 2005 president Lagos would be able to 

appoint three of his supporters directly to the Senate. Lagos, along with former 
president Frei, would also merit the personal right to serve as Senators for life. 

Even though this shift would not be sufficient enough to promote constitutional 

reforms, it would eventually give the majority of the Senate to the Concertacidn. 

Alianza representatives quickly understood the new political reality. In July 2000 
they recognized that "In our opinion, ending this period of transition would allow us 
to respond to the message sent to us by the majority of the electorate in the last 
presidential election, which is a demand for the reestablishment of social peace in 
this country."~7 Following the party’s new message, Senator Andres Chadwick stated 

Chile), a non-profit think tank, did not include the question in its survey. See national surveys at 

http://w~wv.cepchile.cl (accessed on February 25, 2011) 
3s There are few surveys addressing the issue of constitutional reforms. The 1995 CEP-Chilean 

national survey showed that while 66% of respondents support the idea of making important 

changes to the constitution only 19% supported the idea of leaving it untouched or making few 

changes. In 2004, 68% agreed on reforming issues "being discussed in Congress, like allowing the 

president to remove commanders in chiefs of the armed forces, eliminating appointed senators and 

establishing simultaneous presidential and congressional elections". See http:!!www.cepchile.cl 
3¢, See CEP-Chile (national survey conducted in December 2004). 

37 Alianza proposal submitted in Congress. Historia de la Ley 20.050. Biblioteca del Congreso 

Nacional. P. 5:1. 
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that "our political sector has reconsidered some of its positions, as political 

circumstances now favor new steps [toward constitutional reform] ,-38 

Thus, within rightwing parties a forward-looking decision making process was at 
play. Because of the political context, the right wing was more open to reducing the 

power of the armed forces. It was also more open to critical reforms related to the 

Pinochet regime’s legacy. The most sensitive of these issues was the institution of 
appointed senators, which the right wing was willing to eliminate as early as 2000. 

The Alianza’s strategy was to accept the elimination of some authoritarian enclaves 

(appointed senators and reduction of military powers), increase the legislature’s 
oversight of the executive branch, and reduce some of the executive branch’s fiscal 

powers, such as its ability to reallocate resources. 

The final outcome of the reform was less than the CPD had aimed for but certainly 

more than what rightwing parties originally proposed in 2000. Overall, this outcome 
can be attributed to the combination of a proactive executive branch and key actors 

within the opposition, who were willing to transform the status quo. 

3. 2005 - 2010. Deepening Democracy 

Gradualism was an essential component of the CPD’s strategy to reform the 

constitution. After the elimination of the most significant authoritarian enclaves in 

2005, a new agenda emerged within the coalition. During the Bachelet 
administration, new proposals were sent to and approved by Congress. This 

inaugurated a new period of reforms, which included: the approval of the Statute of 
Rome, a reform of regional government that permitted greater levels of 

decentralization, a constitutional shift from compulsory to voluntary voting, the 
declaration of Easter Island as a special territory, and reforms on the quality of 
politics and probity among public administrators. 

Looking at the big picture we see two crucial moments: 1989, when Congress 
enacted a set of relatively unsubstantial reforms, which were nevertheless critical in 

paving the way for future agreements; and 2005, when Congress eliminated the 
authoritarian "enclaves" and reshaped certain state institutions, thereby producing 

a slightly different balance of power more favorable to the Congress and the 

Constitutional Tribunal. Between 1990 and March 2010 the executive and 

legislative branches submitted a total of 342 bills, in the form of rnensajes by the 
executive branch or mociones by legislators. On average, 17.1 constitutional reform 
proposals were debated in Congress every year. 

38 Senador AndrOs Chadwick (UDI), Historia de la ley 20.050. Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional, p. 37. 
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Table 5. Constitutional Proposals Debated by Congress, 1990-2010 
Bills Period Average Months 

Bills Were Debated 

in Congress 

Introduced 

by 

Executive 

Branch 

13 

8 

11 

4O 

Bills 

Introduced by 

Congressional 

Representatives 

33 

78 

58 

133 

302 

Total 

Bills 

(Avg. by 

Year) 

41 (10.2) 

91 (lS.2) 

66 (11.0) 

144 (36.0) 

342 (17.1) 

Bills 

Approved 

(Executive 

Initiative) 

3 (33 

lo (6] 

8 (s] 

3 (3] 

24 (17) 

Aylwin 4.3 months 

90-94 

Frei 20.8 months 

94-00 

Lagos 41.8 months 

00-06 

Bachelet 20.3 months 

06-10 
Total 25.6 months 
Note: in this case, "proposals" are considered single bills submitted to Congress including one or 

more issues within it Under "bills approved" we consider the year of the submission of the proposal. 

Some characteristics of this political process are worth noting. First, the executive 

branch’s role in submitting and sponsoring bills is an integral component of the 

Chilean political system. 71% of the proposals approved by Congress were 
originally submitted by the executive branch. Of the remaining 29% of the 

proposals, the executive branch also played a significant role in sponsoring them. 

Second, as the democratic transition evolved, themes crucial to reform were 
increasingly debated. It was during the Lagos administration that more substantial, 

and therefore divisive, issues were discussed in Congress. That is why, on average, a 
proposal submitted during the Lagos administration took more than four years to 

be approved. Long periods of negotiations led to the approval of the Statute of Rome 

(85 months), the reform of regional governments (70 months), the crucial 2005 
reform eliminating the authoritarian enclaves (61 months), and the elimination of 

the compulsory voting system (58 months). 

Third, we would expect political activity to decrease following the crucial August 
2005 agreement, which eliminated "authoritarian enclaves." However, figures show 
a rather significant increase in the number of proposals, particularly those 

submitted by congressional representatives. In this section, I will examine the 

conditions that lead to this abrupt change. 

The election of Michelle Bachelet as a President in January 2006 brought new hope 
for the CPD coalition. For the first time since the reestablishment of democracy, the 

governing coalition held not only the presidency but also a relative majority in both 

chambers (Table 6). Even though the legislative majority was not large enough to 
pass constitutional reforms without the support of the opposition, the political 

climate still favored a new political agenda. From the very beginning, President 
Bachelet announced her government as a "citizens’ government." 
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Table 6. Balance of Power in Congress, 1990-2010 
Chamber of Senate 

Deputies 
CPD Alianza Independo CPD Alianza Independ. 

1990-1994 60.0 40.0 - 46.8 53.2 
1994-1998 58.3 41.7 - 44,7 55,3 
1998-2002 58.3 41.7 - 50.0 50.0 
2002-2006 52.5 47.5 - 50.0 50.0 
2006-2010 54.2 45.8 - 52.6 44.7 2.7 
2010-2014 47.5 48.3 4.2 52.6 44.7 2.7 

Source: www.elecciones.gob.cl and www.bcn.cl 

In terms of the executive branch’s initiative to send bills to Congress, Bachelet was 
not much different from previous administrations, sending an average of 2.75 
proposals per year (11 in total). What was different was the tone of the new 
government’s political agenda, which proposed fundamental changes to the 
electoral system, the elimination of the fixed number of deputies written into the 
constitution (to allow for future reform of the electoral system), increased access to 
information and government transparency, a process whereby citizens could initiate 
bills, recognition of indigenous people’s rights, and protection of water rights. Most 
initiatives were aimed at empowering citizens vis-h-vis other powers of the state 
and citizen empowerment became a key topic for the new administration. 

A detailed analysis of the proposals submitted under different administrations 

reveals some interesting features. As one may expect, there is a relevant shift in the 
topics that the governing coalition parties aimed to address through congressional 

initiatives (Table 7). While during the Aylwin, Frei, and Lagos administration the 

governing coalition mostly emphasized the removal of the authoritarian enclaves, 
during the Bachelet period we observe greater attention to issues concerning 

representation and civil, social and political rights. In this sense, the strategy of 
acting in gradual steps (removing the authoritarian enclaves first, and addressing 

other social and political reforms second) permeated the whole coalition. Between 

1990 and 2005 moderation was at the core of the governing coalition’s political 
agenda. By 2006, congressional representatives of the center-left coalition began to 

address more emphatically new issues including social, labor, property, 
environmental, and sexual and reproductive rights. 
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Table 7. Bills Submitted to Congress by CPD Representatives 1990-2010, by percentage. 
% Aylwin Frei Lagos Bachelet 

(Total) 
Reforms concerning balance of power, 

constitutional tribunal, armed forces, 

state of exception, and probity. 

Reforms concerning system of 

representation, parties, citizen 

participation, decentralization, and 

intermediary groups. 

Reforms concerning civil, political and 

social rights, "social democratic state," 

taxes, and role of the state in 

administering the economy. 

Public safety. 

56.8 60.0 67.6 58.8 46.6 

17.2 30.0 14.9 13.8 19.2 

24.9 10.0 17.6 25.0 33.3 

1.1 2.5 1.1 

100 100 100 100 100 

(273) (20) (74) (80) (99) 
Note. This table was elaborated by the author considering 213 executive branch proposals and congressional 
Bills, 

If the balance of power did not change significantly before or after the constitutional 
reform of 2005, what are the factors explaining this recently renewed interest in 
reforming the constitution in key areas? There are institutional as well as political 

incentives accounting for this shift. From an institutional point of view, at the end of 

2005 the executive branch promoted a procedural change in the approval of new 
legislation, which allowed the authors of proposals to be recognized in new laws. 

Thus, legislators had a stronger incentive to propose bills in order to increase their 

political visibility and gain recognition. 

But this alone does not sufficiently explain the shift in the legislative agenda. 
Legislators know that bills proposed by congressional representatives are still much 

less likely to be approved than those proposed by the executive branch. Another 

important factor is the change in the political environment that took place within 
the coalition. Relevant actors in the CPD were disappointed by the 2005 

constitutional agreement, arguing that a new wave of reforms was required to fully 
democratize the country. 

Indeed, after the reforms were approved in Congress, President Lagos stressed that 
"Chile now has a constitution that is not dividing us; what we have now is a shared 

institutional setting from which we can continue making improvements to our 

democracy (...) Chile deserved a democratic constitution, according to international 
standards, and this is what the Congress has just ratified."39 But soon after this 

declaration, Senator AndrOs Zaldfvar (DC) mentioned the need to discuss new 
constitutional reforms, including the reform of the electoral system and the required 

quorum to reform laws. Moreover, Senator Carlos Ominami (PS) suggested the 

39 "Con discurso politico, Lagos firma nueva Constitucidn". La Tercera, September 18, 2005. 
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establishment of a constituent commission in order to propose a new constitution 

by 2010, the bicentennial anniversary of Chilean independence. 40 

Then, in April 2008, the Chamber of Deputies established a special commission to 

study the Chilean political system. The commission, led by deputy Marco Enriquez- 
Ominami (PS), proposed several modifications of the political system although it 

failed to reach a consensus in crucial areas such as the establishment of a semi- 
presidential system, the attenuation of presidential powers, and changes to the 

duration of the presidential term. In September 2008 senator and former president, 
Eduardo Frei (DC), took the political establishment by surprise when he proposed 
the ratification of a new constitution: "We have tried to mend this constitution but it 

has not been enough. This constitution was designed with an authoritarian logic, in 
fear of liberties."41 Following this declaration, the centrist and leftist political elite 

engaged in an intense debate on the need to establish a new constitution. As a result 

the political platforms of the three candidates running during the 2009 presidential 
election - representatives of centrist and leftist parties - each included some 

reference to a new constitution. 

Running as the CPD’s presidential candidate in 2009, Senator Frei reiterated his 

proposal for a national debate on the establishment of a new constitution.4~ His 
political platform comprised a significant set of reforms, including increasing the 

power of the legislative branch, increasing the length of the president’s term in 

office, a popular initiative for lawmaking, implementing mandatory primary 
elections, incorporating new social and economic rights into the constitution, 

merging certain ministries together, creating a new ministry of social policy, and 
increasing accountability of the Central Bank and the Constitutional Tribunal, 

among others. 

Even though the CPD political elite supported substantial reforms, they disagreed 

strongly on the best way to achieve that goal. For instance, some political actors 

wanted to continue the strategy of promoting reforms through congressional 
consensus. Others instead suggested the formation of a presidential commission, 

composed of experts and party representatives who would draft a proposal for a 
new constitution. Still others demanded a national referendum on the subject.43 

The internal division within the CPD’s political elite is another factor in the story. 
Certain political actors in Congress, who generally supported the coalition, had still 

adopted a critical stance toward many of the coalition’s approaches to key issues. 
However, following the coalition’s new agenda in 2005, dissent among certain 

senators and deputies from the more conservative or most leftist sectors of the 

coalition increased. This trend resulted in four senators and eight deputies 

4o La Naci6n, October 15, 2005. 
41 La Naci6n, September 9, 2008. 
42 La Naci6n, September 14, 2009. 
43 A detailed explanation of the different alternatives can be found in Fuentes (2010~. 
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abandoning the coalition between 2005 and 2009. A group of Christian Democrats 

jointed the Partido Regionalista Independiente (PRI), one senator jointed Chile- 
Primero, and several others supported Marco Enriquez-Ominami’s presidential 

candidacy.44 As a result, political actors strove to distinguish themselves from one 

another, inaugurating a period of more individualistic party politics. The traditional 
approaches of CPD leaders were criticized by leftist actors, who demanded social 

and political rights, as well as by conservative actors, who focused on the demands 
of the middle-class. 

But this did not automatically translate into less cooperation within the coalition. As 
a matter of fact, an analysis of the proposals concerning constitutional reform 

submitted by legislators demonstrates two collaborative trends within the CPD 
parties. First, there is a decrease in the percentage of bills presented by single 

parties (from 56.3% during the Aylwin period to 10.5% during the Bachelet period). 

Second, during the Bachelet period, CPD legislators maintained the strategy 
developed during the Lagos administration; that is, co-sponsoring bills with other 

parties within the coalition (28.6%) and co-sponsoring bills with at least one of the 

opposition parties (25.6%). 

Periodo 

Aylwin 

Frei 

Lagos 

Bachelet 

TOTAL 

Table 8. 

Bills submitted by parties 
within the coalition 

individually 

Bills Proposing Constitutional Reforms, 1990-2010. 
Bills submitted by parties in Alliance with other 

parties within or outside the coalition 

ALZ % 
CPD 

6 18.7 18 

27 34.6 20 

17 29.3 10 

38 28.6 14 

88 29.2 62 

% ALZ 

56.3 1 

25,6 3 

17.2 4 

10.5 9 

20.6 17 

3.1 

3.8 

6.9 

6.8 

5.6 

CPD      %     MIX 
% 

(2) (31 

4 12.5 3 9.4 

9 11.5 19 24.4 

17 29.3 10 17.2 

38 28.6 34 25.6 

68 22.6 66 21.9 

Total 

Bills 

N 

32 

78 

58 

133 

301 

Source: Elaborated by the autor using database of bill proposals on constitutional reforms in 

k_v_._w._ .w___.._c_’~L_m_a_r_.a_:~l:. It includes all bills submitted in congress by deputies and senators (N: 301). 

ALZ: right wing coalition, CPD: center-left coalition. (1) Proposals introduced by UDI+RN, (2) 

proposals introduced by more than party from the CPD (PDC, PS, PPD, or PRSD), (3) 

proposals introduced by at least one party of the Alianza and one party of the CPD. 

44 Christian Democrat deputies Araya, Mulet, Olivares, Sep~lveda, and Diaz del Rio as well as senador 

Zaldivar (Adolfo) joined the PRI. Deputies Enriquez-Ominami (PS), Valenzuela (PPD), Escobar (PPD) 

and senators Ominami (PS) left their parties to join Marco Enriquez-Ominami’s presidential 

candidacy. Senator Navarro (PS) left his party to create a social movement called Movimiento Amplio 

Social (MAS). Senator Flores founded a movement called "Chile-Primero". 
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In such a fragmented political environment, one may expect the emergence of 

traditional cleavages in the coalition, such as increasing levels of cooperation 
between Christian Democrats and rightist parties on issues concerning family and 

values. But at least until March 2010 this was not the case. In very few instances (5 
out of 56 proposals) Christian Democrats sponsored bills with the UDI or RN--the 

two rightist parties. Thus, while the political dynamics after 2005 were much more 

divisive, this did not translate into a significant change in patterns of alliances and 
cooperation in Congress. Overall, the governing coalition was able to develop a 

collaborative strategy within the coalition and with individual parties from the 

opposition. In contrast, the parties comprising the Alianza developed a rather 
uncooperative strategy, preferring to act individually. 

Final Remarks 

The process of transition to democracy in Chile is defined by three distinctive 
periods: from the mid-1980s until 2000, a period in which the CPD decided to play 

by the rules inherited from the military regime; from 2000 to 2005, when basic 

features of the constitution were redefined; and post-2005, a period in which a new 
agenda of democratizing institutions was debated. 

Studying the way constitutional reforms have been enacted allows us to understand 

some of the key features of the governing coalition’s strategy. First, an essential 

characteristic of the reform process has been a methodical, step-by-step approach to 
reform (removing authoritarian enclaves first, democratizing the constitution 

second). On the one hand, gradualism has allows actors to break through impasses 
imposed by the constitution. On the other hand, this strategy has led to a set of 

political institutions with little coherence. The never-ending process of reform 

negotiations is partially explained by the fact that the political elite lack a 
comprehensive agreement on the basic rules of the game. One moment the elite 

support a four-year presidential term with no possibility of reelection, and the next 

they suddenly argue that such a term is too short to carry out any meaningful work. 

In this sense, the strategy developed by Concertacidn allowed them to overcome the 
strong veto power of the military and right-wing parties that cohesively acted at the 
beginning of the transition period. Indeed, the political strategy designed early in 
the transition partially explains the success of the governing coalition. 

A second feature of the coalition’s strategy is the top-down process of bargaining 
and agreement on fundamental political reforms. Political reforms have involved a 

relatively small group of politicians and policy experts, most of whom are 

constitutionalist lawyers. They were present during the 1989 reform negotiations 
and at several important junctures after the democratization in 1990. They also 

played key roles in the 2005 constitutional reform. However, the changing 

conditions of the political environment since 2005 make it less likely that future 
reforms will follow this path. Political and social actors have been demanding more 

participation within the political system. 
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Thus, under a relatively similar institutional framework, the political model 
developed in the early stages of the transition acted as a training wheel, reinforcing 

certain ways to solve conflicts during the last two decades. However, there are 
some relevant signals of change. After 2005 we observe two interesting trends: a 

decline in party discipline and more pro-active citizens demanding collective and 

individual rights. This may anticipate a more democratic and accountable political 

system. 

Another characteristic of the democratization period is the way coalition parties 
have handled reforms collaboratively. While the coalition parties in power 

progressively "learned" how to cooperate with each other as well as with parties 
outside the coalition, the two opposition parties (UDI and RN) opted for a more 

individualistic approach, each negotiating directly with the governing coalition 

rather than working together. Transforming the fundamental rules of the game in 
Chile implied both a serious commitment by the governing coalition to eliminate the 

authoritarian enclaves, and the cooperation of at least one, if not both of the parties 

on the right. 

Finally, in presidential systems, a crucial agent of change is the executive branch. 
Actors within this branch have important political and institutional tools for 

influencing political outcomes. The Chilean case illustrates just how powerful 

informal and formal mechanisms are for building consensus within a highly 
constrained political environment. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Henry, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 3:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Deadly diarrhea 

Dear ONE Member, 

T’m a numbers guy. And that’s why I got 

fired up when someone told me that we 
could save 4 million kids lives in the 
next 5 years, How? With the help of two 
new vaccines that could end two of the 
biggest killers of kids--pneumonia and 
diarrhea, That seems like some good math 
to me--but we’ve only got a few weeks to 
make it happen. 

Help protect kids for a lifetime by adding 
your name here: 
http://www.one.org/us/actnow/vaccines2011/o.pl? 
id=2262- 709283- tf3N9Dx&t=2 

Our petition reads: 

Childhood vaccines are one of the most cost-effective ways to save lives 
and prevent disease for a fifetime. Please fund two proven, new vaccines 
that will help stop pneumonia and diarrhea--two of the biggest killers of 
children in poor countries. 

Every year in the developing world, nearly i out of 3 child deaths is 
caused by diarrhea or pneumonia. These two preventable diseases kill 

more kids than malaria, HIV/ATDS and tuberculosis COMBINED. As a dad 
here in the US, I find that totally crazy. ~n my house, diarrhea is just a 
pain, not a killer. 

But for the very first time, we’ve got two new vaccines--one for 
pneumonia, one for diarrhea--that will protect kids for the rest of 
their lives. Fewer sick kids means more kids in schools, more empty 
hospital beds, a healthier future generation. 

In just a few short weeks, the White House will decide how much to 

pledge to the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation (called GAVT). 
We need to tell them right now that saving kids lives should be a huge 
priority--for everyone. And the more names we add to our petition, the 
harder we’ll be to ignore when we deliver our message to the White 
House. 

Add your name--and watch our video--today and urge President Obama to 
help put an end to these two deadly diseases. 

http://www.one.or~/us/actnow/vaccines2011/o.pl?id=2262-709283- 
tf3N9Dx&.t=3 

Every kid deserves a healthy start at life. Let’s give it to them today. 

Hike Henry 
Senior Director, US Campaigns 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Huq, Jenny <huq@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 5:14 PM 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron strauss~unc.edu>; Stroud, Geordaal <gcstroud@email.unc.edtv~; Lighffoot, Alexandra F 

<afligh@email.unc.edu-~;          @gmail.com; Hamll, Richard Caldwell <rhamll@emaJl.unc.edu>; Conor Farese 

<      @gmail.com>; Flood. Timofl~y E <TimFlood@unc.edu>; LeFebvre, Donna H. <lei~bvre@unc.edtr>; Eldridge, Luke 

<lpeldrid@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jt~ordan@e,nail.unc.edu:>; Louis, Ellen <~-eloui@ema~l.unc.edu:>; Keefe, Efin 

<emkeefe@email.unc.edu>; Chang, Wui K <wk chong@med.unc.edu>; Hams, Mamie <Mamie Harris@med.unc.edu>; Seeger, 

Friederike M <fseege@unc.edu:>; Roberts, Rebecca --~ra~robert@email.unc.edu>; Kuhn, Tim <ti,nkuhn@unc.edu:>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<~-eunice@e,na~l.unc.edu>; Dahlglen, Km-i <kdahlgre@email.unc.edtc,; Dixon, Angela <dixonar@email.unc.edu> 

Lewis, Lncy W <lMewis@email.unc.edn>; Turtle, Tripp <tripp.tuttle@unc.edu> 

GO! thanks you! 

Dear All, 

On behalf of the GO! Global Orientation on Culture & Ethics team, I would like to extend our sincerest thanks for your time and valuable contributions as workshop 

facilitators. We have already heard great feedback from GO! participants about the valuable sessions they attended on Saturday. We couldn’t have done it without 

you! As some of you experienced, we did have a drop in our final workshop session attendance which was very unfortunate. However, we were deeply 

appreciative that the sessions were valuable for those interested students who did stay. 

Presentations and hand outs: As per requests from students, please share any presentations or handouts so we can include them on our GO! resources page. We 

will upload them in PDF format. 

Tell us about your experience: Shortly, you will receive a link to a very brief evaluation of your experience as a GO! presenter. Please take a moment to complete it 

so we can improve our service to you and our students in the future. 

Thank you again and we look forward to receiving you materials. 

Warmly, 

The GO! Team 

~ ~uq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

STA Travel <traveldeals@edeals.statravel.com> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 6:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Italy on Sale! This Week Only - Save Up to 33% 

This message contains graphics If you do not see the graphics, click heie to ,Aew 



%:: ThisWeek’s Deals 

italian Adventure Tour 

On Sa~e - Save 20%** 

Start the journey in Rome and 
venture to Pompeii, Sorrento, 
Capri and finish with a drive up 
the Amalfi Coast You’ll get to 
walk where the Roman Empire 
originated During this 3-day 
tour you will experience great 
beaches, breath taking scenery, 
fabulous architecture, and, of 
course, Italian food and lots of 
wine! All for only $224* 

View All Tour Deais > 

STAy Simpie: Plus Roma 

3 Nights for the Price of 2~ 

Plus Roma is the place to stay 
in Rome. With a brilliant pool 
and regular theme nights, the 
party never stops. Enjoy a mini 
market, pizzeria and a private 
shuttle to the Vatican Want to 
stay in a house tent? Howabout 
a private cabin? There are 
accommodations for whatever 

kind of adventure you want! 

Hurry Book Now > 

STAy Sma[t: Nardizzi 

4 Nights for the Pr{¢e of 3~ 

If you’re going in search of the 
REAL Rome, why not book a 
bed at the Hotel Nardizzi? Each 
room is equipped with private 
bathrooms, air conditioning, 
satellite TV, direct phone, and 
you’ll receive a complimentary 
continental breakfast! This hotel 
showcases Italian charm and 
authenticity - come experience it 
for yourself. 

This Week Only > 

i 
2 Days Free 

Experience italy by Train 

Now $t64" 
Explore Europe your own way 
with a Eurail Pass from STA 
Travel. Not only is it one of the 
most affordable ways to see 
lots of places in Italy, it offers 
the ultimate flexibility for young 
travelers who want the option to 
travel on a whim once in 
Europe 

View Now > 

PRICE 

$824* 

$85e* 

$t,09I* 

ncludes all estimated taxes & 
ees! 

View All Flights> 

Save the Date! 

of our STA Travel 

.ocations to sample European 

ood, play games and win a 

April 20 

April 26 

April 27 

April 27 

April 28 

May 2 

More |nfo > 

Guide i 

Travel Guide is an 

!ssential starting point for any 

Check It Out > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, April :[9, 20:[:[ 7:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
"The Schuman Report on Europe, State of: the Union 20:[:[" has just been published! 

Publisher: Springer Verlag 
17 cm x 24 crn ; 224 pages ; 34~ 95 � 
ISBN: 978-2-8178-0222-3 

Contents: 

The reference work on Europe ’The Schuman Report 
on Europe, State oftheUnion 2011’, by the Robert 
Schuman Foundation has just been published by 

Springer Verlag. 

This edition is devoted to "Europe and the Crisis and 
Threats at Large" (economic crisis, budget, Euro, 

reciprocity, defence, terrorism, industrial policy 

populism...) notably with articles by ~lacques de 

Larosi~re~ Anne-Marie Idrac~ Alain Lamassoure~ 
3oachim Bitterlich, Philippe Camus, Arnaud 

Danjean. 

It includes an exclusive interview with Herman Van 
Rompuy, President of the European Council, 

2 6 specialists offer readers original analyses, 
supported with unique data (48) and maps (28), 
covering everything there is to know about Europe in 
2011, 

Articles focus on the following themes: 

¯ The European Union and the crises, Europe and the need to decide, European opinion 

and the crisis, the rise of populism, Germany 20 years after reunification. 

° Lessons to be learned from the world economic and financial crisis, outlook for the 

next European budget, the debt crisis, central banks and monetary policy, Europe and 

industrial ambition, economy and speculation. 

° The threat of aI-Qaeda, the EU’s new trade policy, European Defence. 

° The results of the electoral year, the representation of women in Europe, the 

protection of Human Rights, legislative output. 

Analyses supported by .-4-.-8-..-£-~-.--~----~--.-e-.-n--t---e---d---t--a-.-b--~--e-.&.-a-.~.-d-..g~-r-~. and ._2___8___p____q!__q_~__e_____m____a_~_s_.. 

This work has been written under the management of Thierry Chopin and Michel Foucher 

and published by Springer Verlag. It is available in all good book shops and ._q__n____t___h___e_ 

Foundation’s site. 

Consult all of our publications on our site: 
W. __w._ .W_ _,_r_._q._b_..e__[_t_.-_8_c_._h_._q.~._a_._q:_e. __q., 

Robe~: $chuman Foundation 

29, bd P, aspail, 75007 - Paris 

Tel: +33o(0)1.53o63.83.00 

Fax: +33.(0)1.53.63.83o01 

info@robert-schuman .eu 

Brussels Office 

rue des Drapiers 40 / Lakenweversstraat 40 

B 1050 Bruxelles / B 1050 Brussel 



Tel: +32 2 502 47 13 

Fax: +32 2 502 48 84 

bruxelles@, robert-schu ma n.eu 

www.robert-schuman.eu 

Publication Director: Pascale Joannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 is acknowledged for its use to the public, is the 

main French research centre on Europe. It studies the European Union and its policies and promotes 

the content of its work in France, Europe and around the world. It encourages, enriches and stimulates 

European debate thanks to its research, and its electronic publications together with the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is chaired by Mr Jean-Dominique Giuliani. 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 8:54 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: [Efip] Ethnicity, Race and Indigenous Peoples Cont~rence Call ~br PApers 

CALL FOR PAPERS AND PANELS.docx; ATT00001 .c 

F~ 

Emilio del Valle Escalante 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Webpage: http :i/www unc. edui -~edelvall 

From: erip-bounces@l ists. ethnicityrace, org [erip-bounces@lists. ethn ici~’race, org] on behalf o17 Shannon Speed [sspeed@mail.utexas. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday. April 19, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: erip@lists ethnicityrace.org 
Sutziect: [t:.rip] t:.thnicity, Race and Indigenous Peoples Conference Call for PApers 

CALL FOR PAPERS AN]-) PANELS: ERIP CONt:ERENCE 

(;all for Papers and Pre-organized Panels: 
Second Conference on t:.thnicity, Race, and Indigenous Peoples in Latin 
America and the Caribbean 

November 3-5, 2011 
University of California, San Diego 

Conference’s website: (http://cilasucsdedu/eripiindex.html) 

Organizers: 
ERIP: LASA Section on Ethnici~, Race, and Indigenous Peoples 
LACES: Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies, a Taylor & Francis journal 
CILAS-UCSD: Center for Iberian and Latin American Studies, University 
of California, San Diego 
CLAS-SDSU: (;enter for Latin ~anerican Studies, San Diego State Universi~ 

Individual papers and organized panel proposals are invited for the 
Second Confurence on Ethnici)-, Race, and Indigenous Peoples in Latin 
America and the Caribbean, November 3-5,2011, at the Universi~ of 
California, San Diego. 

Panels and individual papers on topics relating to all aspects of 
ettmicity, race relations, Indigenous peoples, Afro-descendants and 
other ethnic or racial groups in Latin Arnerica and the Caribbean xvill 
be considered. Scholars, graduate students and practitioners in all 
humanities and social science disciplines with an interest in these 
areas of research are encouraged to participate. Presentations can be 
in English, Spanish, or Portuguese. 

Submissions of pre-organized panels are strongly encouraged and will 
be given preference in the selection process. For advice or 
consultation regarding potential panel submissions, please contact 
the conference organizers: <eripcortference201 l@ucsd.edu>. 

Individual papers are also welcome and will be assigned by the 
Program Cormnittee to an appropriate panel with a chair and a discussant. 

The First ERIP cortference, which took place in May 2008 at the 
University of California, San Diego, brought together more than 300 
participants and attendees. Because of the high level of interest and 
the existence of space, time and budget constraints, we urge 
prospective participants to submit their Panel Proposal FolanS and 
Individual Paper Proposal Forms as earl?’ as possible in order to 
improve their chances of securing a place in the program. For the 
relevant forms and additional information about the event, please 
visit the COl~ference’s ~vebsite: <http:i/cilas.ucsd.edu~’eripiindex html>. 

ERD-LACES TRAVEL GRANTS 
ERIP and LACES have established a fund to help subsidize, on a 
competitive basis, the travel costs of a limited number of 
participants coming from Latin American and Caribbean couaatries For 
more infolrnation visit: <http ://cilas ucsd. edu/erip/travel-grants.html> 

ERD-LACES BEST GRADUATE STUDEB,~ PAPER AW.~,_D 
graduate students are invited to enter the competition for the 
ERD-LACES award to the best graduate student paper presented at the 
conference, which carries a prize of $500 For more reformation, 
visit: <http://cilas.ucsd. edu/erip/student-award html>. 

ERIP Conference Program Committee: 
Shannon Speed, Chair ERIY’ 



Leon Zamosc, Chief Editor LACES 
Dgvid Mares, Director CILAS-UCSD 

Ramona Perez. Director (2LAS-SDSU 
I)avid Carruthers, Associate Director CLAS-SDSU 



CALL FOR PAPERS AND PANELS: ERIP CONFERENCE 

Call for Papers and Pre-organized Panels: 
Second Conference on Ethnicity, Race, and Indigenous Peoples in Latin America and the 

Caribbean 

November 3-5,2011 
University of California, San Diego 

Conference’s website: (http:iicilas.ucsd.eduieripiindex.html) 

Organizers: 
ERIP: LASA Section on Ethnicity, Race, and Indigenous Peoples 
LACES: Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies, a Taylor & Francis journal 
CILAS-UCSD: Center for iberian and Latin American Studies, University of California, San 
Diego 
CLAS-SDSU: Center for Latin American Studies, San Diego State University 

CALL FOR PAPERS AND PANELS: ERIP CONFERENCE 

Individual papers and organized panel proposals are invited for the Second Conference on 
Ethnicity, Race, and Indigenous Peoples in Latin America and the Caribbean, November 3-5, 
2011, at the University of California, San Diego. 

Panels and individual papers on topics relating to all aspects of ethnicity, race relations, 
Indigenous peoples, Afro-descendants and other ethnic or racial groups in Latin America and the 
Caribbean will be considered. Scholars, graduate students and practitioners in all humanities and 
social science disciplines with an interest in these areas of research are encouraged to participate. 
Presentations can be in English, Spanish, or Portuguese. 

Submissions of pre-organized panels are strongly encouraged and will be given preference in the 
selection process. For advice or consultation regarding potential panel submissions, please 
contact the conference organizers: <eripconference2011 @ucsd.edu>. 

Individual papers are also welcome and will be assigned by the Program Committee to an 
appropriate panel with a chair and a discussant. 

The First ERIP conference, which took place in May 2008 at the University of California, San 
Diego, brought together more than 300 participants and attendees. Because of the high level of 
interest and the existence of space, time and budget constraints, we urge prospective participants 

to submit their Panel Proposal Forms and Individual Paper Proposal Forms as early as possible in 
order to improve their chances of securing a place in the program. For the relevant forms and 
additional information about the event, please visit the conference’s website: 
<http:iicilas.ucsd.eduieripiindex.html>. 

ERIP-LACES TRAVEL GRANTS 



ERIP and LACES have established a fund to help subsidize, on a competitive basis, the travel 
costs of a limited number of participants coming from Latin American and Caribbean countries. 
For more information visit: <http:iicilas.ucsd.eduieripitravel-grants.html>. 

ER1P-LACES BEST GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER AWARD 
graduate students are invited to enter the competition for the ERIP-LACES award to the best 
graduate student paper presented at the conference, which carries a prize of $500. For more 
information, visit: <http:iicilas.ucsd.eduieripistudent-award.html>. 

ERIP Conference Program Committee: 
Shannon Speed, Chair ER1P 
Leon Zamosc, Chief Editor LACES 
David Mares, Director CILAS-UCSD 
Ramona Perez, Director CLAS-SDSU 
David Carmthers, Associate Director CLAS-SDSU 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Air Canada webSaver <news@email.aJrcm~ada.com> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 2:24 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

This week’s flight deals to Canada and beyond 

Make sure you receive your webSaver emails. Add r!ews~email aircana,n,a.com to your address book 

~:: ~tqr Can;ads webSaver 

~Rent a 

Top deals 

we@Naver !~res[ Let us fh’ you to more than 175 destinations worldwide. 
You save at ~.i.12~i~!J~d..,&=g9.~-0. on all aspects of your trip~ 
destination? Check this week’s ;LI~)J;#_Lb2bZ~ and 

Remember to ~rences 

Make your webSaver work for you. ~ 

Dreferesces ~_.,,~date~ and ~et t~e best fa~’e~ to 

your inbox weeMy. 

CANADA 

¯ Sample OBE-WAY Tango Plus fares (certain taxes, fees 

and surcharges are not included*). 

¯ Purchase in advance of travel may apply. 

¯ Certain fares are valid for travel until Nay 24, 2011 

unless otherwise indicated. 

Day-of-week restrictions and other conditions may also 

apply. 

Book by April 2~., 2011 (unless otherwise indicated). 

U Edmonton ~.~}.~.~} lu Calgary 

B St 3ohns 
.................................................... :~!:!~ ............................................................... 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

INTERNATIONAL 
Tickets for each-way sale fares indicated must be 
purchased on ROUND-TR[P basis, 

¯ Departure dates vary. 
Higher levels for weekend departure are available on other 
dates, 

¯ Other conditions may also apply. 
¯ Book by ~ril ~, ~0~, unless otherwise indicated, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

I 



Choose from over 30 new products 
40 Yo off from the retad 
Gift with purchase 
B .... Aeroplan Miles. 

BeBt Value hotel at air(:anada.som between March 14 
and April 30, 2011. This offer is valid for stays 
between April 1 and September 30, 2011. Book now 
and make your next hotel stay count for more!! 

Winter Extravelganza! 
Reciister and fly by April 30th Lo earn ~ Lo Double 
~3,:~g£[#.Q..~]jj..e.# for travel on select flights. Don’t miss 
out 

Best Hotels, Best Rates. Guaranteed. 

This week’s Top Value Hotels* to help you plan 
your trip: 

%43 Toronto I .... I 
Strathcona Hotel 

*.$~.’~. Toronto I ..... I 
The Sutton Place - Save 20% on this stay 

~,.~...~_ Toronto ~ 
Best Western Plus, Toronto Airport 

Air6a.ada m obile~: 

~.8__~ Montreal l "       I 
Hotel Le Cantlie Suites - Save 20% 

~3~ Las Vegas I ..... I 

Circus Circus Hotel & Casino - Save up to 40% 

~ Hotel rates subject to availability as of April :1,£, 20:1,1.. 

Other deals: 
B Earn ,500 BonuB Aero, plan N~les when you book a 

Best Value hotel at aircanada.com until April 30, 
2011. 

Hotels, ground transportation, sightseeing and 

Take advantage of great weekly rates on car rentals 

WEEKLY RATE starting from: 

~..~...~..~.~ Toronto- T .... to Lester B. P ...... 

International Airport 

Compact car - BUDGET 

~..~_.~_.~_.~ Toronto- T .... to Lester B. P ...... 

International Airport 

Mid-size car - BUDGET 

~._~_._~.. Montreal - Montreal Trudeau Airport 
Compact car - BUDGET 



~122 Calgary - Calgary International Airport 
Compact car - AVIS 

’~14~:~ St 31ohn’s - st. John’s International Airport NF 
Compact car - BUDGET 

* Rates are valid for bookings through May 1, 2011. 

Prices may vary according to currency exchanges rates 

may vary. 

Other deals: 

ae~r Fen~ w~[h AV~S~ ~eq~s~er and qualify for the 
Air Canada Winter E~ravelganza offer from 
January 24 to April 30, 2011. 

Need a car for a month? [~e~ 

You are subscribed to receive emails from Air Canada as eunice@email.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to 
receive webSaver deals please click on the following link to unsubscribe: Ld..b.’.s.:a.:’Z.s.£.:.L#~.&.Lr:?..:.9...t~#..b.~z~.&::%£. If you 
no longer wish to receive Air Canada promotional emafls, including webSaver deals and onAir e-zine, 
please click on the following link: ~Ln_~L.[#7~_’_c_[Lb_&_~Lc_’:_r&__a_!t. You can also update or modify your email 
preferences by visiting our Prefere~<~ Centre. 

The webSaver fares advertised are intended to represent the lowest fares offered on 
aircanada.com at time of sending. However, as fares may vary depending on travel period, 
booking period, availability and advance purchase, other fares than those advertised may 
occasionally be found on aircanada.com. 

TERMS AND COND’rTTONS 

t- Baggage policy: A fee of up to $30 (USD) is charged for the second checked bag on flights between 

the US and Canada= See complete details on baggage allowance at aircanada.com/baggage. A different fee 
may be charged for checked bags by Air Canada partners on the flights they operate. 

All Fares shown are valid at time of transmission can be purchased at aircanada.com and apply to new 
bookings only. Tickets are non-refundable. Seats are limited and subject to availability, Certain flights 
may only be available in one direction and/or are not offered on each day of the week. The 
fares indicated are not valid on seasonal routes past the last date the flight operates 

Transborder Travel (between U.S. and Canada) 
* Fares are one-way per person and include carrier surcharges and 7.5% U.S. domestic air transportation 
tax. Fares do not include Flight Segment Fee of $3=70(USD) per leg, U.S. ~mmigration User Fee of $7 (USD) 
and airport Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs) of up to $4.50 (USD) per enplanement, maximum $18 (USD) 
for a round trip= Fares shown also exclude the September 11th Security Fee is $2.50 (USD) per U.S. 
enplanemenL, maximum $10 (USD) for a round-trip. Fares are subject to other taxes, fees and charges. 
Total taxes, fees and charges are of up to $185 (USD) based on itinerary= Total price may vary slightly 
based upon currency exchange at time of purchase. Seats are limited and subject Lo availability. Popular 
dates (e.g., school holidays) will fill quickly and Air Canada cannot guarantee availability on some dates. 
Some flights may already be booked and consequently have no seats available for this offer. Ticketing is 
required at time of reservation. Day-of-week, time-of-! day restrictions may apply. Other conditions. 

Certain flights may be operated by other carriers on a codeshare basis. Unless otherwise specified, flights 
will be operated by Air Canada, 3azz or Star Alliance® member United Airlines or United Express carriers 
(SkyWest Airlines, Chautauqua Airlines, Shuttle America, Trans States Airlines, Go]et Airlines or Mesa 
Airlines) or member Continental Airlines or Continental Express carrier Express.let. 

Hotel deals and city attractions and services are provided by our travel partner WWTMS. 
® Aeroplan is a registered trademark of Aeroplan Limited Partnership. 

Canadian destinations: 
* Purchase requirements: All fares are in US Dollars, per person, are one-way and include carrier 
surcharges and 7.5% U.S. domestic air transportation tax. Fares do not include other applicable taxes, fees 
and charges. All seats are limited and subject to availability. Fares apply to new bookings only. Price is 
subject Lo change without prior notice. Some conditions apply. All sales transaction must be completed by 
23:59 EST/20:59 PDT on the ticketing deadline date. Date restrictions and other conditions may also apply. 

Fares to Canada: * Fares indicated are one-way. Tickets must be purchased by 23:59 EDT and by 20:59 
PDT as indicated. Fares are valid for travel as indicated. Purchase in advance of travel, day-of-week 
restrictions and other conditions may apply. 



Fares to International destinations: 
International Travel (between U.S. and other countries via Canada) 
Fares are each-way per person, must be purchased on a ROUND-TRIP basis and include carrier surcharges. 
Fares do not include U.S. Transportation Tax of $16.30 (USD) each way, $32.60 (USD) for a round-trip, U.S. 
Immigration User Fee of $7 (USD) and airport Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs) of up to $4.50 (USD) per 
enplanement, maximum $18 (USD) for a round trip. Fares shown also exclude the September 11th Security 
Fee is $2.50 (USD) per enplanement, maximum $10 (USD) for a round-trip. 
Fares are subject to other taxes, fees and charges. Total taxes, fees and charges are of up to $185 (USD) 
based on itinerary. Fares may be subject to government approval. 

Boston to Hong Kong (HI(G): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $220 USD and a US Transportation 
Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must 
be booked by April 21, 201:1. Fares are valid for departure from April 20, 2011 until April 30, 2011. 
Maximum stay: 3 Months. Minimum stay: 4 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are 
valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return 
travel date. 

Newark to Hong Kong (HKG): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $220 USD and a US Transportation 
Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must 
be booked by April 21, 2011. Fares are valid for departure from April 20, until April 30, 2011. Maximum 
stay: 2 Months. Minimum stay: 3 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid 
Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel 
date. 

Seattle/Los Angeles/San Francisco to Hong Kong (HKG): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of 
$220 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 
15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by April 21, 2011. Fares are valid for departure from April 
20, 2011 until May 24, 2011. Maximum stay: All travel completed by May 31, 2011. Minimum stay: none. 
Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats 
are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Shanghai (PVG): Fares shown are each way and include a fuel surcharge of $260 USD and a US 
Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares 
shown must be booked by April 22, 20:1:1. Fares are valid for departure from May 01, 2011 until May 31, 
2011. All travel completed by ~lune 30~ 2011. Minimum stay: 6 days. Maximum stay: 3 Months. Advance 
purchase required: 3 Days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through 
Thursday departures. Special fares are available for travel on other days of week. Seats are limited. 
Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Seoul (TCI~I): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $220 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by 
April 30, 2011. Fares are valid for departure from April 20, 2011 until April 30, 2011. Maximum stay: 1 
Month. Minimum stay: 3 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday 
through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

31apan (NRT): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $416 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by 
April 30, 2011. Fares are valid for departure from April 20, 2011 until April 30, 2011. Maximum stay: 6 
Months. Minimum stay: 3 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday 
through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Santiago (SCL): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $530 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by April 26, 2010. Fares for departures are valid from April 20 until ~]une 30, 2011. 
Minimum stay is 1 Sunday, Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 

Sao Paulo (SAO): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $254 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Seats 
are limited. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by April 2.5, 2010. Fares for departures are valid from 
April 20 until September 30, 2011. Minimum stay is 3 days, Maximum stay: 3 Months. Seats are limited. 

Paris/: Fares shown are each way and include a fuel surcharge of $420 USD and a US Transportation Tax 
of $34 USD.Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by I~lay 4, 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 20 until May 15, 2011. Maximum 
stay: 1 Month. Seats are limited. 

London/: Fares shown are each way and include a fuel surcharge of $366 USD and a US Transportation 
Tax of $34 USD.Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up Lo 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may 
apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Wednesday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares 
shown must be booked by May 4, 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 20 until May 15, 2011. 
Maximum stay: 1 Month. Seats are limited. 

Copenhagen (CPH): Fares shown are each way and include a fuel surcharge of $420 USD and a US 
Transportation Tax of $34 USD.Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week 
restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Sunday departures. Seats are limited. 
Tickets for fares shown must be booked by May 4, 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 20 until 
May 14, 2011. Maximum stay: 1 Month. Seats are limited. 

Sydney (SYD): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $330 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by May 03, 2010. Fares for departures are valid from April 20, 2011 until .June 8, 2011. 
Maximum stay: 12 Months. Seats are limited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Smith, Stacie (Student Stores) <~SDSMITH@store.unc.edu;" 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 9:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Bull’s ttead Women and "the Politics of Place 

Hello, 
The book you ordered, Women and the Politics of Place has arrived at the Bull’s Head Bookshop. We are holding the book under your last name at our sales desk 

and you may pick it up anytime. 

Thanks, 

The Bull’s Head 

Stacie D. Smith 

Bull’s Head Bookshop 

UNC Student Stores 

Our earnings support graduate and undergroduote UNC scholarships 
CB#1530 Daniels Bldg. 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919-962-5060 

To order books please e-mail: 

books@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:32 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Anne ScaffAwa~d Nominations 

Dear Faculty, 

Each year we present the Anne Scaff award to a graduating global studies major in recognition of his or her service to the curriculum and internationalization of the 

College. If you know of a global studies graduating student who might be eligible for this award, please email me at laram@email.unc.edu with your nomination. 

Thank you so much in advance for your help in identifying excellent candidates! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.global.unc.edu!globalstudies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 10:48 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Stx)nsorship available 1,~ paxticipate in emerging markets workshop June 7-11 in D.C. 

FDIB GW Emerging Markets- Request for Funding Application.doc 

UNC’s Center for International Business Education and Research (CIBER) is pleased to invite full-time faculty in the UNC system to submit an application for 

sponsorship to participate in a workshop on Succeeding in Emerging and Developing Markets: Understanding How Institutions Impact Firms and Managers, June 7- 

11, 2011, in D.C. UNC CIBER’s sponsorship covers the registration fee, accommodation, and roundtrip travel to Washington D.C. Please see the attached application 

form for more information. 

To apply, please send your cv and the completed application form to c_.!b__e_.~_~ .u__n_.c__:.e__~_u_. by May 4th, 2011, at noon. 

Julia Kruse, Ph.D. 

Executive Director ¯ Center for International B usiness Education and Research 

Kenan Institute m The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan Center m CB# 3440" Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

Phone: 919.962.4929 " Fax: 919.962.8202 

krusei@unc.edu" www.ciber.unc.edu 

Shaping Leadens - Driving Results 



KE NAN-FL, AGLER 
BUSINESS SCHOOL 

WORKSHOP 

SUCCEEDING IN EMERGING AND DEVELOPING MARKETS: 

UNDERSTANDING HOW INSTiTUTiONS IMPACT FIRM AND MANAGERS 

JUNE 7-11, 2011, THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON D.C. 

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS FOR SPONSORSHIP 

UNC’s Center for International Business Education and Research (CIBER)* is pleased to invite full-time 

faculty in the UNC system to submit an application for sponsorship to participate in a workshop on 

Succeeding in Emerging and Developing Markets: Understanding How Institutions Impact Firms and 

Managers. Sponsorship covers the registration fee, accommodation, and roundtrip travel to Washington 

D.C. To apply, please send your cv and the completed application form below to ciber@unc.edu by May 

4th, 2011, at noon. 

The Workshop 

In tended A udience 

- Faculty and doctoral students who anticipate or are offering a course related to emerging and 

developing markets 

- Scholars with backgrounds in business, political science, international relations/affairs, and sociology 

- Academics interested in learning about the latest materials on emerging and developing markets 

The majority of traditional Western business curriculum is founded on theory and research generated in 

developed countries, where institutions generally are well-developed and stable. But M NCs increasingly 

are setting their sights on developing and emerging countries for future growth potential, where the 

institutional context is quite different. This workshop is designed to equip international business 

educators with an in-depth understanding of how institutions shape the strategies that firms employ 

and the actions that managers take in developing and emerging countries. We will explore how weak 

institutions create particular challenges, such as corruption, political risk, regulatory obstacles, social 

divisions, and civil strife--and the ways firms and managers can cope with these issues. 

This program is organized by the CIBER at Georgetown University. For more details, visit 

www.business.gwu.edu/CIBER/FDIB11 

UNC-CIBER receives‘funding‘from the U.5. Department o‘f Education’s Title Vl program to promote international 

business education and training,for students, faculty, and firms in order to contribute to the ability of 

businesses to prosper in an international economy. For more details, visit http://www.kenan- 

‘flagler. un c. edu/KI/CIBER/ 



Request for Sponsorship 

Your name, title, UNC school/unit, and contact information: 

1. a) Why to do you wish to attend the program? 

b) What new knowledge are you hoping to gain from this program? 

2 a) How will you use the knowledge acquired on the program in your teaching and/or research? 

b) How will your students and colleagues benefit from what you will have learned? Please list at 

least one specific way you will share your knowledge (e.g., presentation to students/faculty; 

online blog). 

Applicants will be notified within two weeks of the application deadline. Recipients of UNC-CIBER 

sponsorships are required to complete a brief report form provided by UNC-CIBER upon completion of the 

program. 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 1:58 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

REMINDER: APCG propels at ISA 2012- proposals due 4/30 

REMEMBER THAT PROPOSALS ARE DUE TO STEVE BURGESS BY APRIL 30TH. 
Dear APCG colleagues: 
Next year’s International Studies Association annual meeting will be in San Diego, on April 1-4, 2012. The call for proposals is now open and the deadline for submissions is 
June 1,2011. Additional information can be found on their website at .[!_t_t_p__;!/~=i_s_’#_!?_&t_=_o_r_~t/annual convention/. 
The African Politics Conference Group has been allocated two panels at the conference. Our deadline to submit these panels is May 15, two weeks before the general 
deadline. Therefore, if you would like your paper or panel to be considered for APCG sponsorship, submit your proposal to Steve Burgess (chair of the ISA committee) 
at ~t~e~p~h~e~!~B~u~r~e~s~s~@~t~n~a~x~w~e~!~[~j~! by April 30, 201 t. This will give the committee time to review the proposals, make selections, and submit the APCG panels by May 
15. 
Per APCG rules, and consistent with other organizations, you must be a paid APGG member to submit a paper or panel proposal. Dues are $10 per year. The 
committee will confirm with the treasurer, Carl LeVan (levan@american.edu), before reviewing your proposal. For information about how to pay your dues using PayPal, see 
the APCG website (_~:A_f_r_Lc_’__a_!?#__o__[[!j_c___s_g_r__o___u_~_:£tLq). 
We are very grateful to the APCG members who have agreed to serve on the ISA committee: Steve Burgess, Aaron Hale, and Jana Honke. Again, please send your proposal 

to Steve Burgess by April 30th. 

We look forward to some good APCG panels at the ISA conference in San Diego! 

Best wishes, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 
Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You ~xe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https:i/lists.wisc.edu/u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 15018895 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave- 15018895-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e~b~lists.wisc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.jeer: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 4:51 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

[IRB] Investigator Certification Required 

Principal hivestlgator: 

Study Title: 

The above IRB submission is ready for your certification. Please click on the link below m~d review the submission. When you are satisfied with this submission, click 

the "I Certi~" button and confnm to cerlifs.~. 

All personnel listed on this stady (Ibr whom we have email addresses) will receive separate instructions about COl disclosures. Once certified, the status of COI 

disclosures can be viewed on the "Personnel" tab on the "Application Status" screen. 

Please be aware that the submission and review process will not continue until you certit~’. 

Click on the lirfl~ below to be taken directly to this submission. 

http:iiapps.research.unc.edw’irbieform routing.cfln?Masterld= 100706 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

coi@unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 4:52 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Conflict of Interest Notitication liar IRB Submission: 11-0833 

To: Eunice Sohle 

URGENT: Required action for IRB Number: 11-0833 titled Politics of Representation in Museums of the Swahili Coast is pending in the Office of Human Research 

Ethics (OHRE). Yon are identified as a Facul~ Advisor on the project. 

University policy ~equires that evers’ member of the resem~zh team certify Conflict of Interest s~tns before this IRB application is approved. Please click here to 

complete a brief certitication tbr thi s proj ect. 

Your prompt attention is appreciated. Failure to respond will prevent approval of this application. Questions on conflict of interest may be directed to coi(a)unc.edu or 

919.843.5328. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Your IRB 

Thanks Dr SaNe, 

I have submitted the application with the edits you have suggested. Thank you. I think the next step tbr you is to certi~ the submission o~fline. The o~fline fomi should 

have automalically sent you an email with how to do this. Let me know if you did not get it. Also, double check that you ceN~ the submission with the most recent 

edits. It is the one with the Reference ID: and IRB number submitted on, . 
Thank you so much, 

On Wed, at 7:49 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

T have read it several times and T am OK with it. Here are some minor editorial suggestions: 

Page 6: A.:t Background and Rationale 

troubled, and teach (delete -that) rather than 

Page 8 

Please restructure the sentence that begins with "Handnotes," before submission. 

Let me know if T need to do anything else at this point. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:05 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: irb 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I’m really sorry about today, and hope that     and       were able to help you. I’ve slept all day and am t~eling a lot better already. 

I was about to send in my irb application. I was able to speak with the anth department’s IRB head about the data security and basically just keeping your computer 

password protected and anti-virus sottwaxe updated, it fits that clearance. So I’m about to send it in, but essentially they have me sign your name to it. So I just 

wanted to make sure that you have looked it over betbre I say so. 

Thanks and good luck totnorrow at GO! 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracy Carhart <tracy.carhart@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 5:29 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; latinolis@duke.edu; literamre@duke.edu; romaa~ce@duke.edu; ti-iedlsta{Z@duke.edu; Hong-An Truong 

<hongan.tmong@gmail.com>; Guo- Juin Hong <Nhong@duke.edu>; Nayoung Aimee Kwon <naimeekwon@gmail.com> 

May 4 - 6: DECOLONIAL AESTHETICS: Workshop, Exhibit & Social Performance 

Spe~kerSchedule.doc; StatementDecolonialAesthetics.doc; Flyerdecolonialaesthetics.pdf 

more infbrmalTon please contact: 

trac~,, carhart~a)du,tce, edu 

sTeaker schedule, statement, and flyer attached 

+DECOLONIAL AESTHETICS 
THE ANNUAL WORKSHOP OF THE CEi’~WER FOR GLOBAL STL~.D~ES AND THE HU2~C~NIT~ES 

Workshop: Wednesday, May 4: Brodie Duke Hall, The King’s Daughters Im~    12:30 PM - 5:00 PM 
Thursday, May 5: Room 225 Friedl Building, East Campus       10:00 !xSvi - 5:00 PM 

Friday, May 6: Room 225 Friedl Building, East Campus 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Exlfibit: Opening Reception Wednesday, May 4: 
Fredric Jameson Gallery, Fried1 Building, East Campus 

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
~usical Pe~brmance by" Ricardo Lambuley 

Social Performance: The Nasher Museum of Art: ’l’hursd~u, May 5: 

6:45 PM - 8:00 PM 

Nomad Dream: ~:w)erimental interac~ve 

documentary and social pe~fbrmance 

by Raul ~rrera Balanquet with Miguel Rojas-Sotelo 

BepX)eid, Daiida Maria (~e University" of Calif~mia at Berkeley) 

ButL Zoe (C~.uator, Ho Chi N~N~ Ciw, Vie~uam) 
Dametto, Robcrte (Duke Uni’~ersib~) 
Fassi, Luigi (Curator, Termo, kaiy) 
Ferrera Balanque~, Rafil (Escuela Superior de A~tes de Yucatgn, M&ico) 
Gdmez Bustes, Marta Lucfa (Academia Superier de Aries, Begotl) 
Gdmez, Pedro Pabio (Academia Superior de A~tes, BogotS) 
Gord en, Levels (Temp ie Universiw) 
Grmnic~ Marina (Sl~venian Academy of Science and Viem~a Acade~W of Fine Arts) 
Hong, Gue-Juin ~Duke L2~m,ersi~’) 
Kwon, Nay~ung Aimee (Duke Uuiversiw) 
Lambuic?, Ricardo (Academia Superior de Artes~ Bogotg) 
Le, Viet (~tist~ creative writer and independen curator, USC) 
Le. Di~2~ Q. (Artist, Ho Chi ~firfft Ci~< Vietnam) 
Lockward~ Aiarma (Artist, Santo Doming~ and Beriin) 
Maid~nado-Totres~ Nelson (Rutgers University) 
Mignol< Waiter (D~e 
t)st@c~ Tanja (Ardst, Beigrade ~md Beriin) 
Rct~as-S~te]o, ~Sgue[ (Duke University) 
Sti]es~ Kristine ~Du.ke Uuiversity) 
Truong Hong-Ais (Universil~,- o:[North Carolina Chapel Hill) 
V;~zquez~ Rola~do (R~ose~ eli Academy, ’]Ne Netherlands) 
Waish~ Calheri~se (Universidad Andina Simdn Bolivar and Duke Univet s~ty) 

For more information visit: 
http :/itr mitv duke. eduigh~balst udies/ 
ht tp :i/tran sna~ionaIdecolonialinstitute w or d~?ress.com/ 



+ Decolonial Aesthetics Workshop Speaker schedule: 
Wednesday, May 4 - Friday, May 6, 2011 

Wednesday, May 4 

Brodie Duke Hall 

King’s Daughters Inn 

Introduction: 12:30- l:O0 

Section I: 1:00 2:45 

Catherine Walsh, Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar, Quito, Ecuador 

Nelson Maldonado-Torres, Associate Professor in the Department of Latino and 

Hispanic Caribbean Studies, Rutgers University 

Guo-Juin Hong, Andrew W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature 

& Culture, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University [moderator] 

Section ll: 3:15 5:O0 

Rolando Vazquez, the Roosevelt Acadamy at the University of Utrecht, The Netherlands 

Luigi Fassi, director of ar/ge kunst Galerie Mueum, Bolzano, Italy 

Roberto Dainotto, Chair of Romance Studies and Professor of Romance Studies, Italian 

Studies, Romance Studies [moderator] 

Thursday, May 5 

225 Friedl Building 

East Campus 

Section III: 10:00 11:45 

Marina Grzinic, the Institute of Philosophy of ZRC SAZU Ljublj ana, Slovenia! 

Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna 

Tanja Ostojic, Independent Artist, Belgrade/Berlin 

Kristine Stiles, France Family Professor of Art, Art History & Visual Studies, Duke 

University [moderator] 



Section IV." 1:00 2:45 

Dalida Maria Benfield, The University of California, Berkeley 

Raul Ferrera Balanquet, Escuela Superior de Artes de Yucatan, Mexico 

Miguel Rojas- Sotelo, Visiting Scholar, Art Critic and Historian, Latin American 

Studies, Duke University [moderator] 

Section V: 3:15 5:00 

Marta Lucia Bustos G6mez, University of the Bogota City, Bogotit, Columbia 

Pedro Pablo Gomez, Universidad Distrital Francisco Jos~ de Caldas, Bogotfi, Colombia 
Ricardo Lambuley, Professor and Vice-Rector, Academia Superior de Artes de Bogotfi 

Catherine Walsh, Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar, Quito, Ecuador [moderator] 

Friday, ~lay 6 

225 Friedl Building 

East Campus 

Section 1/7." 10:00 12,00 

Viet Le, the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 

Zoe Butt, curator, Ho Chi Mirth City, Vietnam 

Dinh Q. Le, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor of Art, The University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill [moderator] 

Section 1/71:1:00 2,45 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor of Art, The University of North Carolina at 



Chapel Hill 

Guo-Juin Hong, Andrew W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature 

& Culture, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University 

Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Assistant Professor, Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, Duke 

University [moderator] 

Section VIII: 3:15-5:00 

Lewis Gordon, Laura H. Carnell Professor of Philosophy, influential thinker 

In Africana and Judaic Studies, Temple University 

Alanna Lockward, Humboldt UniversityiArtlabour Archives, Berlin 

Waiter Mignolo, William H. Wannamaker Professor Program in Literature and 

Romance Studies, Duke University [moderator] 



Decoloniality and Decolonial Aesthetics, May 4 - 6, 2011. 

The Center of Global Studies and the Humanities, Duke University, in collaboration 
with ASAB (Academia Superior de Artes de Bogota) and Institute of Philosophy at the 
ZRC SAZU (Scientific and Research Center of the Slovenian Academy of Science and 
Art) in Ljubljana. Sponsored by Duke in the Andes/Romance Studies, Latinoias 
Studies and Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the Program in Literature and 
Asian and Middle Eastern Studies. 

The workshop "Decoloni ality and Decolonial Aesthetics" that will take place at Duke 
University, organized by the Center of Global Studies and the Humanities, is part of a 
larger, international project under way. 

The exhibit has been curated and the workshop organized by: 

Guo-Juin Hong, Andrew W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature and Culture 
Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University; 
http :iiasianmideast. duke. eduipeople? subpage=profile&Gurl=%2Faas%2FAMES&Uil=N ho 
rig. 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor in the Art Department at the University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill; http:iiwww.artslant.comiglobaliartistsishowi14040-hong-an-truong. 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, currently is associated at the Center for Latin American and 
Caribbean Studies at Duke University as well as part of the advisor?- committee for Full 
Frame Documentary film festival (Durham, NC); 
http :iiwww.globalartmuseum de/site/person/262. 

Tracy Carhart, Assistant to the Director of Center for Global Studies and the Humanities, 
http:iitrinity.duke.eduiglobalstudiesicontact, 

Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Assistant Professor Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke 
University; 
http://asianmideast.duke.edu/people?Gurl=%2Faas%2FAMES&Uil=na.kwon&subpage=pr 
ofile 

Walter D. Mignolo, William H. Wannamaker Professor and Director, Center for Global 
Studies and the Humanities, www.waltermignolo.com 



The context 
On October 6, 2010 a workshop on "Decolonial Aesthetics" took place at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Vienna, with the participation of Dr. Madina Tlostanova and Dr. Walter 
Mignolo. The event is coordinated by Dr~ Marina Grzinic, professor of Art History at said 
Academy in collaboration with the European Institute for Progressive Cultural Policies 
http:iieipcp.netiprojectsicreatingworldsifilesieventsSi. 

The second event under the same title is an exhibit that took place in Bogota, Colombia, 
from November 10, 2010 through December 12, 20110. The event gathered eight 
international and ten local artists. The exhibit was curated by Walter Mignolo and is the 
result of previous collective work with artists in Ecuador and Colombia. The first results of 
that collaboration was an issue of Calle 14, Art Magazine, published by the School of Art 
of the ASAB (Academia Superior de Arte de Bogota), 
http://gemini.udistrita~.edu.c~/c~munidad/grup~s/ca~~e~4/V~~umen4/C~ntenid~V~~4.htm~. 

What are the goals behind this collective and international project, which includes also the 
Doctoral Program in Cultural Studies at the Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar, in Quito, 
where Walter Mignolo is also associated researchers and professor 
(https:iimail.google.comimaili?shva=l#inboxi12b5df867cce077f)? 

First of all, it should be noted that the project was initiated in Latin America, but it is not 
addressed to Latin Americans only. It is a global project from Latin America. Hence, 
collaboration with colleagues in "former" Eastern Europe (Dr. Marina Grzinic is Slovenian 

and teaches in Austria) and in Russia (Dr. Tlostanova is Cherkess and teaches in Moscow), 
are telling signs that there is a sensibility in the "margins" of the Western World which is 
being expressed as "decolonial aesthetics." Decolonial aesthetics shapes the artist’s work, 
the way they conceive and express in word what they do in other media; and it is as well a 
distinctive conceptualization in the field of art hi story, art criticism and visual studies. 
There is already a doctoral dissertation under way at Duke, in the Department of Art, Art 
History and Visual Studies, titled "Visual Disobedience." Visual disobedience could be 
many things but in this context it is argued that visual disobedience is one way to engage in 
decolonial aesthetics. The doctoral candidate is Kency Cornejo, from E1 Salvador, in 

Central America. 

Secondly, one strand of the international debates in the social sciences and the humanities 
in the past 30 years, has been between two types of critiques of"moderni~:" One is the 
critique of modernity within the history of EuroAmerica itself (euro-centered critique of 
modernity). Two examples will be the Frankfurt School and Critical Theory (that goes back 
to 1923) and more recently, that post-structuralists and post-moderns orientations that 
emerged, basically in France, the first in the mid sixties and the second in the late seventies. 
The other type of critique came from the non-European origin during the Cold War. One 
example would be the de-colonial school that emerged in the late fifties and the other the 
post-colonial school that flourished in the mid 80s. 



The Background 

"Decolonial aesthetics" responds to global decolonial proj ects that are contesting the 
Eurocentered assumptions of modern, postmodern and altermodern aesthetics. Artists 
around the world, including migrant artists in Western Europe and the US are today more 
than ever, continuing in the domain of art what the Bandung Conference attempted, in 
1955, in the area of inter-state relations. In the Bandung Conference the decolonial option 
was introduced, confronting the capitalism option of Western Europe and the US and the 
socialist-communist option of the Soviet Union. The Bandung Conference that reunited 29 
Asian and African countries was followed up by the formation of the Non-Aligned 
Countries movement in 1961 that included Eastern Europe and Latin America. Decolonial 
aesthetics shall be understood today as part of a global traj ectory that put decolonization 
and a necessary and non-negotiable condition of any democratic or socialist proj ect. 

The work of the Center for Global Studies and the Humanities is aligned with the first 
orientation--the decolonial. A key figure of thi s orientation is the Afro-Caribbean 
psychologist, public intellectual and activist Frantz Fanon. The goals of the two types of 
critiques are similar: all are working toward just and equitable social organizations as well 
as for detaching Humanistic endeavor from the increasing interference of the market. John 
Stuart Mill said it well: "The idea is essentially repulsive, of a society held together only by 
the relations and feelings arising out of the pecuniary interests." 

Decolonial thinkers from the non-European world agree with the critique of European 
thinkers like John Stuart Mills. The goals are similar; the ways to move forward and toward 
the future are many and are based on local histories. 

"Decolonial aesthetics" as a project shall be understood in this frame. Aesthesis is a Greek 

word c~[c~t?qc~tg (aisthOsis) meaning "perception from the senses, feeling, hearing, seeing, 
discernment, that what is perceived as scent." The meaning of the word in Ancient Greece 
was not attached to "art." It was only in the 18th centur?- that "aisth~sis" mutated into 

"aesthetics" and it was defined as the sensing of the beautiful and the sublime. At that 
point, aesthetics became the norm not only for European society but also for the rest of the 
world. The mutation of aisth~sis into aesthetics meant to submit and subject all the 
experience and subj ectivities of non-European societies to the experience and subj ectivities 
of European local histories. Aesthetics became, in other words, a companion of Western 
expansion. 

To address and explore these issues, the CGSH is inviting a small group of distinguished 
and recognized international artists, scholars, critics and intellectuals who will interact with 
their peers at Duke University. We are already working with the Department of Art, Art 
History and Visual Studies and with the Nasher Museum. 



The Program 
Among the distinguished guests are: 

Tanja Ostojic, artist and performer from Serbia, residing in Berlin 
http ://www. kultur, at/van/see/tanj a/set01/text01, htm 

Marina Grzinic, from Slovenia, philosopher, video-artist, activist, she is also professor of 
art criticism at the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts, http:iiv,~7.grzinic-smid.sii 

Ricardo Lambuley, musician, decolonial theoretician and currently vice-rector of ASAB 
(Academia Superior de Artes de Bogota), and leader of the group Nueva Cultura, 
http :iiww~v.youmbe.comiwatch?v=Qx5gtO_2IvU; 

Dalida Maria Benfield, US, digital-media artist, art critic, activist. She is a board member 
of the Global Commons Foundation and coordinator of a WKO dossier of 
"Decolonizing Digital Media/Decolonial Digital Media," 
http ://trinity. duke. edu/globalstudi es/volume-31 -decolonizing-the-digitaldigital- 
decolonization; 

Luigi Fassi, Torino (Italy) based freelance curator and art critic, 
http:iiwww.praguebiennale.orgi3iengicuratorsi; 

Pedro Pablo Gomez, art critic and director of Calle 14, Revista de Investigacion en el 
Campo de las Artes published in Bogota by ASAB (Academia Superior de Artes de 
Bogota), http :iigemini.udistrital.edu.coicomuni dadigruposicalle l 4iindex.php ; 

Marta Lucia Bustos, Dean of ASAB and professor of art history, 
http://gemini.udistrita~.edu.c~/c~munidad/dependencias/facu~tades/asab/verc~ntenido.php?i 
d=93. 

Alanna Lockward, Dominican video-artist and critic, resident in Berlin, 
http:iialannalockward.wordpress.comi; 

Lewis Gordon, Jamaica/USA, Laura H. Carnell Professor of Philosophy, influential thinker 
in Africana and Judaic Studies, Temple University, 
http :iiww~v.temple. eduireligionigordoniindex.html; 

Rolando Vazquez, Mexican sociologist at the Roosevelt Academy of Social Science, The 
Netherlands, http:iA~vw.roac.nliroacissc-dept.phtml?st=vazquez. He is also a recognized 
photographer http ://www. critical photography, com/ 

Nelson Maldonado-Torres, Puerto Rico/US, Associate Professor in the Department of 
Latino and Hispanic Caribbean Studies with a j oint appointment in Comparative Literature 
at Rutgers University, 
http://complit.rutgers.edu/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=235. 



Catherine Walsh, Ecuador/US, founder and Director of the Doctoral program in Latin 
American Cultural Studies at the Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar in Quito, 
http:iicatherine-walsh.blogspot.comi. 

Raul Moarquech Ferrera-Balanquet, Interdisciplinary artist, writer, curator and Fulbright 

scholar, Escuela Superior de Artes de Yucatan, Mexico; 

http ://www.nmartproj ect.net/artists/?p=270. 

Guo-Juin Hong, Andrew W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature and Culture 
Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University; 
http :iiasianmideast. duke.eduipeople? subpage=profile&Gurl=%2Faas%2FAMES&Uil=gj ho 
ng. 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor in the Art Department at the University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill; http:iiv,~7.artslant.comiglobaliartistsishowi14040-hong-an-tmong 

Pedro Lasch, is Assistant Researcher Professor in the Department of Art History and Visual 

Studies at Duke University. Artist, critical and activist, http:iiv,~7.pedrolasch.comi. 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, Colombia/US, currently is associated at the Center for Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies at Duke University as well as part of the advisory 
committee for Full Frame Documentary film festival (Durham, NC); 
http ://www.globalartmuseum .de/site/person/262. 

Kristine Stiles, France Family Professor of Art, Art History & Visual Studies and Affiliated 
faculty: German Studies, Women’s Studies, and the Program in Literature, Duke 
University; http:iifds.duke.eduidbiaasiAAHifacultyiawe. 

Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Korea, Assistant Professor Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke 
University; 
http :iiasianmideast. duke.eduipeople? Gurl=%2Faas%2FAMES&Uil=na.kwon& subpage=pr 
ofile 

Roberto Dianotto, Chair of Romance Studies and Professor of Romance Studies, Italian 
Studies, Romance Studies; 
http:iiromancestudies.duke.eduipeople?Gufl=%2Faas%2FRomance&Uil=dainotto&subpag 
e=pro~]le 

Viet Le, artist, creative writer, and curator currently a doctoral candidate at the University 
of Southern California; http :iiwww.vietle.neti. 

Dinh Q. L~, visual artist, Vietnam; 
http :iiww~v.ppowgallery. comiselected work.php?artist=16. 

Zoe Butt, curator, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; 
http ://www.wonderfulin saigon.net/arti cle-zoe-butt-an-art-curator-in-ho-chi-minh-city- 
39229983.html. 



WORKSHOP: May 4-6, 2011. Center for Global Studies and the Humanities, Duke University. 
EXHIBITION. May 4-June 5, 2011. Fredric Jameson Gallery & Nasher Museum of Art, Duke University. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

support@ebrary.com 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

ebrary password email 

You recently enacted our password retrieval mechanism for your ebraly account at site.ebraly.com. 

Located below- is the account pass~vord that you have requested. 
Password: 
Please let us know if we can be of further assistance. 

If you did not request your password, please see 
http://support.ebrar ,v com/?p 105 

The ebrary Customer Service Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

support@ebrary.com 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 8:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ebrary password email 

You recently enacted our password retrieval mechanism for your ebraly account at site.ebraly.com. 

Located below- is the account pass~vord that you have requested. 
Password: 
Please let us know if we can be of further assistance. 

If you did not request your password, please see 
http://support.ebrar ,v com/?p 105 

The ebrary Customer Service Team 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu 

Wednesday, April 20, 2011 11:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

[IRB] Submission in Progress (Certification Due) 

Principal Inves~tigator: 

Study Title: 

The above snbmission had been sent to the Principa] Investigator (and Faculty Advisor, when applicable) on 04/15/2011 for certification bm has not yet been certified. 

Once certified, the submission will then be routed to the appropriate departments and/or other review committees for their approval. After all have approved the 
submission, it will be accepted by the IRB tbr review. 

Please be aware that the snbmission and review process will not continne until certified by the PI (and Faculty Advi~3r, when applicable). 

To monitor the progress of your submission, click on the link below. 

http:i/apps.research.nnc.eduiirbieform routing.cfln?Masterld 100540 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

faculb’govemance@unc.edu on behalf of 

UNC Office of Faculb, Governance <facultygovemance@unc.edn> 

Thursday, April 21,2011 1:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Last Two Days for Voting in tl~e Faculty Elections 

Hello Faculty Colleague, 

We’ve noticed that you haven’t yet voted in the 2011 UNC faculty-wide elections. This is your last chance! The voting 
closes at 5:00 p.m tomorrow (Friday, April 22). 

Please take a few minutes to respond -- it’s easy! Your unique ballot link appears below this note. 

Over 1,000 of your colleagues have voted already, and we are on track for one of the best turnout rates in recent years. 
Your vote still matters, though, as a record turnout will make a powerful statement about the value UNC faculty place on 
shared governance here. Please cast your ballot now. 

Thank you! 

The Office of Faculty Governance 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
91 9-962-2146 
http://faccoun.unc.edu 

April 13,2011 

Dear Colleague, 

Welcome to the 2011 UNC-Chapel Hill faculty elections! This message is being sent to you because you are a member 
of the UNC Voting Faculty. The annual faculty elections are one of the best ways for you to influence policy on a host of 
issues affecting the university[qs core research, teaching, and service missions. 

Balloting opens today and closes on Friday, April 22, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. To be sure that your ballot is tabulated, please 
observe the deadline. 

Candidate Information: A full voter ,quide includes statements and biographical information for all candidates for all 
positions. You will also be able to access this guide from within the ballot. 

To Vote: 

Please click the link below to access your ballot. Your ballot is unique to you and may be used only once. 

Link to the Official Ballot Site: Click Here for Your 2011 Faculty Governance Ballot 

Or, paste this link into your browser: 
https:~~unc~dum~qua~trics~c~m/~RQua~tricsSurveyEngine/?Q-~~=b9Jgd~u~ak~Jdyc-9z~JbPx1s~sfrdq&-=1 

Some additional points about voting: 

All of the positions for which you are eligible to vote will appear in a series. You may vote for fewer than the number 
of positions to be filled. 
You will not be able to change any of your votes once you have completed the survey and submitted your ballot. 
If you have technical problems accessing the ballot site, please email: FacultyGovernance@unc.edu for 
assistance. 
The election results will be announced in an email to all faculty by April 25,2011. 



Thank you for helping keep faculty governance strong at UNC! 

Joseph S. Ferrell 
Secretary of the Faculty 
isferrel@email.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Thursday. April 21, 2011 4:38 AM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edus, 

~gmail.com> 

REMINDER: Yonr Assistance with a Book Project on Our History of Struggle 

Comrades: 

I wrote to you all exactly a month ago requesting your input into the writing project detailed below. So fair some of you have responded and sent me some material; 

some have pledged to do so, while with others we have scheduled Face to face interviews. Thanks for all who have responded. 

I did ask and got an extension when I explained that many of you aace not even in Kenya and that the notice I gave was perhaps too abrupt. 

Cpmrades, Matriots and Patriots: 

I am once again appealing to all of yon to assist me in this project because as you know, some of the key ingredients of that history has been to the grave by such 
stalwarts as George Anyona, Mwakdua wa Mwachofi, Pad@ Onyango Sumba, Kariuki Gathitu, Nganga Thiongo, Peter Young Kihara mad dozens of others. 

Sincerely~ 

On Mon, Mar 21,2011 at 12:02 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Comrades: 

I am contacting ~vera] of you to reqnest your input into a writing assignment that I have been commissioned to do by the Society for International Development. 

tlere is an extract from the Terms of Reference: 

(a)    ’~Fhe Accepting party has been contracted to write at a 12,000 word book chapter on °Undergromid political tbrmations, movements and 

change in Kenya’. The author should critically examine various underground political fomiations and movements in post-colonia] Kenya: the historical 

context within which the folmations and movements arose. The motivations of members of the Kenyan underground folmations, their world view-, leadership, 

organizational culture, social-base, intra-group dynamics, ideological leanings, strategies and tactics, discourses on change, citizenship and belonging. 

Additionally the Accepting party will be asked to: 

1. Make reference to the extant and current literature on power, social movelnents and collective action. 

2. Examine the social, political and economic issues that were either supportive of change or impeded change. 

3. Examine the incentives or disincentives these movements faced in their quest for political, economic and social change. 

4. Examine the role of external actors in either supporting or impeding the underground formations or movements quest for 

political, economic and social change. 

5.     Examine the opportunities and constraints that various underground formations or movements faced in their quest for 

political, social and economic change. 

6. Exanii~le how various underground formations or movements framed the discourses on political, economic and social change. 

7. Exanii~le how the undergrotmd movements or political formations made quest for change a public issue. 

8. Assess the inipact of the underground political formations mid movements on the quest for a just and equitable Kenyan 

society. " 

I have selected you because you were directly and intimately involved in this ve~’ important period of Kewa’s straggle for democracy. 

It is my desire to produce a fact based, ideologically based and accurate historical account of the underground movements and how they contributed to freedom and 

national liberation in Kenya. 

I have theretbre designed the tbllowing questions which I would be grateful if you could reslyond to. 

(a) Full Names: 

(b) When did you first get involved in Ken.va’s Politics? 

(c) How wouM you describe the KANU regime (under both Kenyatta and Moi) ? 

(d) V/hat ,space, Taro/, was there f!)r open democratic oppas’ition and contestalion in this period? 



(e) Were you ever involved in above ground politics? [/’so, please describe the circumstances. 

09 Which, if any, underground movement were you a member of and what was your role ? 

(g) What was the ideological leaning of your group? 

(h) Describe the programme, structures and philosophy of your group. 

(i) What was the biggest achievement or highlight of your activities? 

(d) Describe the interactions your group had with the state, especially the Special Branch (e.g. Were your members arreste~ tortured etc?) 

~:) Did you work with other Kenyan clandestine movements? Please narrate how. 

(l) Any alliances with African, Pan AJ?ican, anti-imperialist and other internationalistJbrces? 

(m) What in your opinion were the main weaknesses of the Kenyan underground movements? 

O0 Was the Kenyan Lefi prepared for the resumption of multi-party politics’? 

(o) How does one explain the relative obscurif and marginalization of Kenyans who were part and parcel of the Kenyan Left in contemporary national 

politics? 

(p) ~at role did women phi? What were the gendered power d)mamics between male andJOmale comrades? 

(q) For those who operated mostly ti~ exile, please shed some light on your activities. 

(r) List the flyera; leaflets, pamphlets, magazines and other publications your group produced 

(s) To the extent that it is relevant please name the leaders and key players in )’our movement. 

If there is anything that I have omitted in the above questions, please add, especially keeping the Terms of Reference in mind. 

We am on a veu fight schedule and mm around deadline so I would be gratefid if you filled and returned this questionnaire at your eazliest convenience, hopefully by 

March 29th at the latest. 

Tha~ak you lbr your cooperafion. 

Sincerely; 

Nah’obi 

March 21, 2011 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eluka Kibona <g~coordinato@tgnp.org> 

Thursday. April 21, 2011 6:55 AM 

; 

Gender t~stiva12011 ! Tam&sha l a Jinsia 2011 ! Circulate Widely! 

Gender FestivaJ 2011 General Announcement.doc; Gender Festival 2011 presentation guidelines & concept note.doc 

Greetingsl Salaam! 
Dear Members, parmers and supports of the African Fenfinist Movement, 

Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP) and Feminist Activist (,;.o, aliti,on (FemAct) aye pleased to m~ou,nce the 10th Gender 
Festival (Tamasha la Jinsia) whidh will focus on Land, Labour and l,iveiinooas within tee oroad theme of uenaer, Democracy and 

Development. The Festival will take place from the 13th - 16th September. 
Please find the documents for more information. Kiswahili versions to be available soon! 

Wapendwa wanaharakati, wanamtandao na marafiki ~vote katika vuguvugu la kupigania haki za binadamu na usawa ~va kijinsia na 

ukombozi wa wm~awake kimapinduzi 

Kwa niaba ya Mtandao wa Mashirika Watetezi wa Haki za Binadamu, Usawa wa Kijinsia na ukombozi wa wanawake nchini Tanzania 

(FemAct), Mtandao wa Jinsia Tanzm~ia (TGNP) tunayo furaha kubwa kutangaza rasmi Tan~asha la Jinsia la Mwaka 201 lambalo kwa 

mwaka huu litahusu Ardhi, Nguvu Kazi & Maisha Endelevu ndani ya mada pana ya Jinsia, Demokrasia na Maisha Endelevu. 

Tamasha la Jinsi mwaka huu litafanyika kum~zia tarehe 13 hadi 16 Septemba 2011. 

Naambatanisha nakala kwa ajili ya taarifa zaidi. Nakala za Kiswahili zitafuata! 

Eluka Kibona 
Gender Festival Coordinator/Program Officer 
Tanzania Gender Networking Programme 
Dar es salaam, Tanzania 
[255-22] 2443205/450 
Office Mob: 

Qf coordMator(~.tclnp.orQ 
www.tgnp.org 



FEMINIST ACTIVIST COALITION (FEMACT) 
c/o P.O. Box 8921, Dar es Salaam, TANZANIA; Gender Resource Centre, Mabibo Road 

Tel. +255 22 2443450/2443205/2443286; Mobile +255 754 784050/788706; Fax +255 22 2443244; Email: info@tgnp.org; web www.tgnp.org 

Ref: GF/2011 April 2011 

GENDER FESTIVAL 2011 13TH- 16TH SEPTEMBER 
GENDER, DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT: 

LAND, LABOUR & LIVELIHOODS 

Dear Members, partners and supports of the African Feminist Movement, 

Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP) and Feminist Activist Coalition 

(FemAct) are pleased to announce the 10th Gender Festival (Tamasha la Jinsia) which 

will focus on Land, Labour and Livelihoods ~vithin the broad theme of Gender, 

Democracy and Development. The Festival will take place from the 13th - 16th 

September. 

Tanzania Gender Net~vorking Programme (TGNP) is an activist non-governmental 

organization advocating for %minist social transformation that leads to gender equality 

and equity, women’s advancement, social justice, and access to and control over 

resources by women, youth and other marginalised groups. The organisation works to 

build a transformative feminist social movement that can contribute towards achieving 

a transformed society with high sensitivity to issues of gender, democracy, human 

rights and social justice. 

The Feminist Activist Coalition (FemAct) is a coalition of over 40 non-governmental 

organisations that has been working for social change in Tanzania and beyond since 

1996. The coalition aims to develop, strategise, and implement a collective activist 

agenda for progressive and gender-focused transformation of economic, social and 

political policies, processes, and programmes. 

Building on ongoing efforts to~vards transformative feminist movement building, this 

year’s Gender Festival ~vill be organised in a more creative way in order to widen 

ownership and encourage originality. The main theme, plenary themes and workshop 

themes have come through our interaction and consultations with key partners and 

activists from grassroots, national, regional and international levels. The Gender 

Festival will therefore also be space for sharing ongoing struggles for women/ feminist 

movement building at all levels. 

The present theme - ’Land, Labour and Livelihoods’- builds on the themes that have 

guided earlier Festivals, while retaining the broad emphasis on Economic Justice. This 

year’s Festival focuses on the specific struggles and initiatives of grassroots, 

marginalised women and their organisations and coalitions around Land, Labour and 

Livelihoods in the context of neo-liberalism and patriarchy. The transformative 

feminist movement is in the front line of this struggle, because marginalised women 



are the most exploited and oppressed, and the most radical in linking private and 

public struggles into one broad movement for change. 

Gender Festival Objectives are to provide space for: 

Women/feminist and human rights activists to generate, reflect and share 

kno~vledge on Land, Labour & Livelihoods; 

Celebrate the power of our numbers and strengthen alliances towards collective 

movement for economic justice and women empo~verment across social sectors 

at all levels of society; 

Enhancing our position as women/feminist activists building on participants’ 

o~vn experiences and knowledge 

Documenting and sharing feminist struggles and contributions to the public 

debate on Land, Labour & Livelihoods; and 

Networking, sharing information and having fun! 

Community activists, women/feminist groups, Community Based Organisations, Non 

Governmental Organisations and coalitions are highly encouraged to use the Gender 

Festival space creatively to coordinate a workshop, present/perform during the plenary 

sessions and exhibit in relation to the themes and subthemes of the Festival. TGNP and 

FemAct encourage the use of artistic and literal presentations equally. 

Why Transformative Feminist Movement Building & Why Now? 

Transformative feminism concerns the struggles for liberation of girls/women in both 

private and public spheres from patriarchy and neo-liberalism, and their efforts to 

create entirely new forms of gender and class relations in which both women and men 

live and are able to fulfil themselves in all their potential. Transformative feminism 

links struggles of women and men against all major forms of exploitation, oppression 

and discrimination, including male domination, class exploitation, imperial domination, 

racism, ethnicism, fundamentalism, traditionalism, and discrimination on the basis of 

disability, HIV, age and gender identity. 

Transformative feminists believe that change is possible, and this belief provides them 

with hope in the midst of despair. Transformative feminism is rooted in the unity 

between theory and practice, analysis and action. Feminists highlight the power of 

personal reflections on individual/collective experiences of struggle as well as more 

systematic analysis and research about structures, systems and struggles. 

Transformative feminists deliberately adopt cooperative styles of work to challenge the 

competitive nature of capitalist society. Alternative ways of organising, producing and 

communicating are developed so as to support one another and to nurture new recruits 

to transformative feminist theory and practice. 

Festival Format 

Plenary sessions are held every morning to provide the conceptual framework for the 

day. 
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Day One: Opening of Gender Festival 2011 & Conceptualisation and Focus of the 

Gender Festival: Women Struggles over Employment, Livelihoods and Labour 

Day Two: Women Struggles Over Means To (Self) Employment And Livelihoods: Land, 

Water, Physical Space & Markets 

Day Three: Women Struggles Over Wages, Incomes, Working conditions, 

Social/Economic Security & Wellbeing 

Day Your: Strategies for Feminist Organizing and Movement Building for Women’s 

Access and Control over Land, Labour and Livelihoods 

Separate workshops will be organised from day two on the following subthemes: 

¯ Struggles over Natural Resources and their Use in the context of ’land-grabbing’ 

¯ Struggles Over People Centred Constitutions in Africa 

¯ Sex, Sexuality, Bodily Integrity, Politics of Choice and struggles against GBV in 

the workplace public and private 

¯ Politics of Trade, Aid and Debt at all levels 

¯ Economic Independence of Women: Challenges, Strategies, towards a full 

employment policy 

Women workers/producers organising for wages and incomes in paid and 

unpaid work through labour unions, support groups, ’circles’, grassroots 

women’s groups and community based activism 

During the second and third day afternoon workshops bill be organised on relevant 

skills building for strengthening advocacy, organising and movement building 

initiatives. These will include workshops on: writing, feminist performance (music, 

poetI35 dance, and drama), media usage, ICT, organising skills, action oriented 

research skills, fundraising and canvas art. 

You and your organization/ group can participate in the Festival through: 

o Preparing presentation of different kinds (papers, poetry, video, song, art 

performance) or organizing a workshop panel or debate relating to the various 

sub-themes above; 

Coordinating a workshop or skills building session; 

Mobilising and facilitating a large group from your countI3~, region, area, 

constituency or organization to attend and contribute at the festival; 

Creating an interactive exhibition that may include publications, photographs, 

appropriate technology materials, handcraft and others; 

Preparing Artistic Performances related to Festival themes; 

Active attendance and contributions during the Festival; 

Financial contribution and fundraising to support specific events; and 

Other forms of contribution to enhance the festival. 
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Please communicate to us as soon as possible your organization’s proposed 

contribution to the festival so that we can include you in the plan and the programme. 

Ideas for additional sub-themes related to the broad theme are also welcome. To 

present a paper, prepare a case study, or facilitate a workshop, please refer to the 

guidelines for papers, case studies and workshops which will soon be available online 

at wa~a~.tgnp.org. We also welcome suggestions and innovative ideas for ways to 

organize, coordinate and conduct this year’s festival. 

Participation is open to all interested organizations and individuals, who are 

encouraged to fundraise for their participation (registration %e and other related costs 

will be available on TGNP website soon). In order to secure funding, TGNP can provide 

letters of invitation to support fundraising endeavors. Early registration and 

notification of envisaged role in the event will be highly appreciated as it will ease 

registration process for both TGNP and yourself. You can also register online at 

ww~w~", tgnp. org 

The official languages of the festival will be Kiswahili and English. 

We look forward to your communication with the Gender Festival organizing team, 

based at the Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP) through info@tgnp.org 

(subject: GF 2011) or gf_coordinator@tgnp.org 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Mary Rusimbi, 

Chairperson TGNP 

Ms. Jesca Mkuchu, 

Chairperson FemAct 
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TANZANIA GENDER NETWORKING PROGRAMME 

GENDER FESTIVAL 2011 

GENDER DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT: 

LAND, LABOUR & LIVELIHOODS! 

GUIDELINES and CONCEPT NOTE FOR PERFOMANCES AND PRESENTATIONS 

DURING GENDER FESTIVAL 2011 PLENARY & WORKSHOP 

Background to the Festival! 

About the Organisers 

The Gender Festival is coordinated by the Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP) and the 

Feminist Activist Coalition (FemAct), working together with other partners, including intennedia~7 

gender networks at district level and the many grassroots outreach groups who are part of the Gender 

and Development Seminar Series. 

Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP) is an activist non-governmental organisation 

advocating for feminist social transformation that leads to gender equality and equity, women’s 

advancement, social justice, and access to and control over resources by women, youth and other 

marginalised groups. The organisation works to build a transformative feminist social movement that 

can contribute towards achieving a transformed society characterised by gender equity, women’s 

empowerment, democracy, human rights and social justice. 

The Feminist Activist Coalition (FemAct) is a coalition of over 40 non-governmental organisations 

that has been working for social change in Tanzania and beyond since 1996. The coalition aims to 

develop, strategise, and implement a collective activist agenda for progressive and gender-focused 

transformation of economic, social and political policies, processes, and programmes. 

1.2 About the Gender Festival 

The Gender Festival is an open forum for likeminded individuals and organisations to come together 

to share experiences and knowledge, to celebrate achievements and assess challenges ahead, to 

strengthen networking and coalition-building, to build capacity and to contribute to public debate and 

plan collectively for social change from a feminist perspective. 



The Festival provides the space, and opportunity for more than 2000 activists interested in 

women/feminist movement building, from all walks of life, to come together from all over the 

country" and outside. This four-day event integrates analysis, research, activism, capacity 

development, strategic planning and art with effective and dynamic results. 

Individual organisations and/or networks are invited to ’claim’ and organise the separate workshops 

within the proposed workshop framework because of limited space for new themes. Abstracts 

submitted should be no more than lpage. They can be written in either English or iKiswahili, using 

accessible language. 

Culture and art are the most powerful vehicles of transmitting ideologies and they are used effectively 

by both the dominant cliques we oppose and the transformative feminist movement and all those who 

are agitating for change. They are at the centre of any communication/advocacy strategy and 

consciousness raising works of underground movements. Participants are invited to share in plenary 

and in workshops their own art productions: such as works of fiction, cartoons, plays, poetry, songs, 

dance, films, pop culture, etc which are used to decentre and challenge mainstream culture and male 

dominated creative enterprise, so as to radically change the collective psyche of society’. 

1.3 Gender Festival 2011 

The overall theme of the 10th Gender Festival is: Gender, Democracy and Development: Land, 

Labour and Livelihoods! 

The present theme - ’Land, Labour and Livelihoods’ - builds on the themes that have guided earlier 

Festivals, ~vhile retaining the broad emphasis on Economic Justice. This year’s Festival focuses on 

the specific struggles and initiatives of grassroots, marginalised women and their organisations and 

coalitions around Land, Labour and Livelihoods in the context of neo-liberalism and patriarchy. 

The new scramble for African resources, including land, water, forests, minerals, oil and natural gas, 

by multinational corporations and their governments is threatening the livelihoods and welfare of the 

majoriU of people, and ~vomen most of all. International Financial Institutions including World Bank 

and IMF, along with other donors, continue to impose neo-liberal conditionalities on African 

governments. Feminist and other panAfrican activists demand an alternative macro-economic 

framework so as to liberate Africa economically and politically. The transformative feminist 

movement is in the front line of this struggle, because marginalised women are the most exploited and 

oppressed, and the most radical in linking private and public struggles into one broad movement for 

change. 
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1.4 Festival Format 

The Festival is composed of a combination ofplenaries, sub-plenaries and workshops focusing on the 

following major areas: 

The themes for the Gender iFestival 2011 : 

The Gender Festival is organised around one key theme at plenaw level, with sub-themes at 

workshop level. Participants will choose which workshop to attend according to their personal 

interests. Day One includes the Opening of the Gender Festival, with a focus on the main flleme for 

the day, and the launch of the Gender Exhibition. 

The plenal~i sessions provide the conceptual framework for the day. They are held eve~7 morning 

with a variety of short (15 minutes) art and literal presentations. During the second and third day 

afternoon workshops will be organised on relevant skills building for strengthening advocacy, 

organising and movement building initiatives. These will include workshops on: writing, feminist 

performance (music, poetw, dance, and drama), media usage, ICT, organising skills, action oriented 

research skills, fundraising and canvas art. 

Day One- 13th September 2011: 

Morning Plenary: Opening of Gender Festival 2011 

Conceptualisation and Focus of the Gender Festival: Women Struggles over Employment, 

iLivelihoods and Labour 

Afternoon Plena~" Discussion: Burning Issues 

Discussants should focus on the employment and livelihoods conditions in the formal and informal 

sectors and their implications for the rights and power of marginalised women and the community 

concluding at national levels. This includes access to employment in the formal/informal sectors, 

equitable returns, employment benefits, types of employments available to women compared to men; 

the care economy in the market, state and family, including paid and unpaid work, with a focus on 

home based care for people with chronic disease; and appreciation and respect for women’s labour. 

We say the fight to livelihoods and a liveable income, are a human right! 

Day Two - 14th September 2011: 

Morning Plenary: Women Struggles Over Means To (Self) Employment And Livelihoods: Land, 

Water, Physical Space & iMarkets 
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Discussants should focus on the practical inpms that are needed to enable women to not only own the 

land, but use it for agriculture or otherwise. Education, good health, materials and conducive 

environments are but a few of the means to enable (self) employment towards a dignified sustainable 

livelihood, the livelihoods of many women and their communities have been swept away by land- 

grabbing for production of food and bio-fuels for export. This takes us back to the 1980’s and the 

Structural Adjustment Programmes but even before that where societal order was disrupted in the last 

stages of the pre-colonial era and the colonial era itself. Education, health, access to resources and 

control over resources are central if women are to be empowered to be economically independent, 

and provide for their needs and that of their families. We say the means to employment and 

livelihoods, are a human right! 

Mid Day Workshop Themes: 

o Struggles over Natural Resources and their Use in the context of %nd-grabbing’ 

o Struggles Over People Centred Constitutions in Africa 

. Sex, Sexuality, Bodily Integrity, Politics of Choice and struggles against GBV in the 

workplace public and private 

Politics of Trade, Aid and Debt at all levels 

~ Economic Independence of Women: Challenges, Strategies, towards a full employment 

policy 

Women workers/producers organising for wages and incomes in paid and unpaid work 

through labour unions, support groups, ’circles’, grassroots ~vomen’s groups and community 

based activism 

Afternoon Skills Building Sessions for Organising and Movement Building: Media Usage, Writers 

Forum, Analysis and Research, Organising, Canvas art, Fundraising, Infotainment, Photo gallelT, 

ICT. 

Day Three- 15tt’ September 2011: 

Morning iPlenaLw: Women Struggles Over Wages, Incomes. Working conditions, Social/Economic 

Security & Wellbeing 

The day will focus on examples of movement strategies and outcomes from grassroots to regional 

level. Achievements, lessons learnt and challenges on from building women’s movement on 

economic justice. Discussants should ask themselves, why do people work? Employment is a means 

to life, therefore women who are at work should work without fear of being harassed, and have a 

sense of personal fulfilment. This is employment either in the formal and informal sectors, paid and 

unpaid labour. We say Dignity and Work are a human right! 
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Mid Day Workshop Themes: 

o Struggles over Natural Resources and their Use in the context of ’land-grabbing’ 

o Struggles Over People Centred Constitutions in Africa 

* Sex, Sexuality, Bodily Integrity, Politics of Choice and struggles against GBV in the 

workplace public and private 

~ Politics of Trade, Aid and Debt at all levels 

~ Economic Independence of Women: Challenges, Strategies, towards a full employment 

policy 

Women workers/producers organising for wages and incomes in paid and unpaid work 

through labour unions, support groups, ’circles’, grassroots ~vomen’s groups and community 

based activism 

Afternoon Skills Building Sessions for Organising and Movement Building: Media Usage, Writers 

Forum, Analysis and Research, Organising, Canvas art, Ftmdraising, Infotainment, Photo gallelT, 

ICT. 

Day Four 16th September 2011 : 

Morning Plenary: Strategies for Feminist Organising and iMovement Building for Women’s Access 

and Control over Land, Labour and Livelihoods 

The workshops during this day will focus on the ’Way Forward’ how do we car~ on the discussions 

of the first three days’? How do we take back the skills that we have learnt to our respective 

communities/groups? How do we improve on existing work based on the discussions of the first three 

day? Economic development and national growth prioritise export-oriented gro~vth with little or no 

regard to employment and livelihoods; big investors are given priority over micro and small scale 

producers, a large proportion of whom are women; the entire society depends on women’s and 

children’s unpaid labour with little or no resource support. We say livelihoods, are a human right! 

Mid iDay Workshop Themes: 

¯ Struggles over Natural Resources and their Use in the context of ’land-grabbing’ 

~ Struggles Over People Centred Constitutions in Africa 

¯ Sex, Sexuality, Bodily Integrity, Politics of Choice and struggles against GBV in the 

workplace public and private 

¯ Politics of Trade, Aid and Debt at all levels 

¯ Economic Independence of Women: Challenges, Strategies, towards a full employment 

policy 
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Women workers/producers organising for wages and incomes in paid and unpaid work 

through labour unions, support groups, ’circles’, grassroots ~vomen’s groups and community 

based activism 

Afternoon Plenary: Action, Strategies and Demands 

Gender Festival Objectives 

1. Generating, reflecting and sharing knowledge on Land, Labour & Livelihoods; 

2. Celebrating the power of our numbers and strengthen alliances towards collective movement 

for economic justice and women’s empowerment across social sectors at all levels of society; 

3. Enhancing our position as women/feminist activists building on participants’ own 

experiences and knowledge 

4. Documenting and sharing feminist struggles and contributions to the public debate on Land, 

Labour & Livelihoods; and 

5. Networking, sharing information and having fun! 

The Cross -cutting Themes which thread through all workshops: 

1. Analysis/experiences of Transformative Feminist iMovement Building, including feminist 

participatou leadership and organising styles, in the context of the pan African movement 

2. Global Financial and Economic Crisis and the Search for an Alternative to Neo-liberal Macro 

Economic Policy 

3. Politics of culture and ’tradition’ and Impact of Religious Fundamentalism and 

Traditionalism on Women’s Lives 

4. Looking at employment and livelihoods, both formal & informal, paid and unpaid, at all 

levels 

5. Power and voice in decision-making at all levels about resources, policies, strategies, 

budgets, expenditures in both private and public spheres; including access to, ownership and 

control over productive resources 

6. Lessons learned about organising and movement building at all levels 

2. General Guidelines: 

2.1 Plenary Sessions 

Prepare a paper, case study, video, art performance, visual art or cultural expression 
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Performances and Presentations should address a relevant plenary theme by 

addressing the entire question or an aspect or angle therein 

Performances and Presentations should be focused on women/feminist movement 

building and people-centred gender, democracy and development issues 

Indicate the relevance of the presentation at local, international and/or regional levels. 

2.2 Workshop Coordination (Workshop Coordinators are welcome to request an additional 

theme as long as it coincides with the plenary theme of the day) 

Each workshop is expected to be organised in such a way as to encourage a high 

level of participation from all. Workshop organisers are therefore encouraged to use a 

variety of methods for organising presentations and discussion. These might include 

any of the following methods, alone or in combination: 

* Skit/video/artistic and cultural expressions and discussion 

,~ Panel presentations 

o Presentation of two full papers [maximum 10 min each], including participants 

interaction, followed by discussion 

~ A debate for and against a motion, followed by discussion 

~ Small group work 

The workshop organiser is responsible for coordinating the workshop, identi~ing 

potential co-presenters, and developing the workshop plan, which will be shared with 

the Secretariat. The workshop organiser will follow-up to ensure that all 

papers/presentations are submitted on time, according to the deadline dates to be 

shared, and for ensuring that the Secretariat has received the final copy in hard print 

and on diskette. The workshop organiser will liaise with the Secretariat on a regular 

basis. 

Workshops coordinated should address a relevant sub-theme by addressing the entire 

question or an aspect or angle therein 

Presentations and performances should reflect on the current situation and strategies 

Performances and Presentations should be focused on women/feminist movement 

building and people-centred gender, democracy and development issues 

The secretariat provides a venue for workshops, including chairs, tent and public 

speaking devices. Other costs of workshops are the sole responsibility of workshop 

organisers and other presenters. The secretariat will not be providing honorarium, 

therefore, for organising a workshop, or for preparation of individual papers or skits. 

However, the secretariat will be responsible for reproducing enough copies of paper 

abstracts to share with participants in a given workshop. 
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3. Process and Timeframe: 

Papers, case studies and workshops for facilitation will be selected utilising the following process: 

3.1 Those interested should prepare an abstract for a paper, case study, performance or workshop 

to be coordinated in one of the relevant sub-themes following the guidelines stipulated above. 

The abstract should be submitted to TGNP by June 30~ho~ 2011, at the latest. All are requested 

to specify which day their inputs are intended for and to which sub-theme their abstract 

relates. All are also requested to give an indication of how a workshop around their paper 

and case study should be facilitated to achieve the desired output. 

3.2 If your paper, case study or workshop is selected to be presented or facilitated at the 

conference you will be informed by 8th July 2011. You will then need to complete the paper 

(and abstract, if relevant) or final workshop description by 10th August 2011 at the latest, so 

as to allow time for reproduction of all papers, and translation of plenary papers and of all 

abstracts. 
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The depoliticisation of poverty 

Firoze Munji 

1998 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Hum an 

Rights (UDHR), which emerged from the triumph over genocide in 

Europe. Ironically the anniversary occurs in the aftermath of genocide in 

Africa which claim ed the lives of more than one million men, women, and 

children in the space of nine months. It was a tragedy made more painful 

by the criminal failure of the international community to take action to 

prevent its occurrence orto deal effectively with its consequences. 

Reflecting on the achievements of the last 50 years, some might be 

forgiven for feeling that the UDHR offers little cause for celebration. That is 

not to say that there have not been victories over that period. But in spite of 

them, the conditions of the people of the Third World are desperate. The 

social gains of independence from colonial rule have been rapidly eroded, 

as economies collapse under the combined weight of debt and structural 

adiustment programmes. Meanwhile the rich get richer, the poor poorer. 

While the average income of the top 20 per cent of the world’s population 

was 30 times higher than that of the bottom 20 per cent in 1960, by 1994 it 

was 78 times higher. Nearly one quarter of the world’s people have an 

income that is less than US$1 a day-- a proportion which is rising. Each 

year, the UN Development Programme (UNDP) calculates the human- 

poverty index, based on a series of measures including the prevalence of 

illiteracy, life expectancy, d egree ofmalnouri shment, and access to health 

services and safe water. In 1996 over one billion people fell below this 

point, the position deteriorating in 30 countries; these were the worst 

figures since UNDP began calculating the index in 1990 (UNDP, 1997). 

Developm ent,it seems,is failing. 
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The anniversary occurs in the context also of increasing number of 

conflicts in Africa. Such conflicts are frequently portrayed as being the 

result of apparently ’irreconcilable ethnic differences’ which not only 

pervade the continent today, but are also viewed as intrinsic to its history. 

Mass violations of human rights are seen, therefore, as an ’inevitable’, if 

regrettable, consequence of these’ethnic’ conflicts. 

Growing impoverishment and conflict, and the increasing incidence of 

apparently ethnically based viol en ce, have a common origin. They are the 

products of a process which began as popular mobilisation against 

oppression and exploitation-- a movement for rights--which ultim ately 

became warped into a process which became known as ’development’. 

Far from helping to overturn the social relations which reproduced 

injustice and impoverishment, the main focus of development was to 

discover and implement solutions which would enable the victims to 

cope with impoverishment, or find’ sustainable’ solutions for living with 

it. Over the last few decades, development NGOs have played a critical 

role in that process. Their roles have gradually changed from articulating 

an embryonic anti-imperialism to becoming an integral part of post- 

colonial social formations. 

Africa is a lens which discloses the general characteristics of develop- 

ment. The features are notparticularto that continent. They are to be fbund 

also in Asia and Latin America, albeit tinted by the specific histories of 

those regions. By focusing on Africa, the complex inter-relationships 

between rights, poverty, and development can be revealed, with the 

knowledge that those in Asia and Latin America will hear resonances 

which chime with their own experience. 

This paper discusses the historical processes which transformed the 

struggle for rights in Africa into an arena for a particular model of 

development. That model itself is, it is argued, the cause of some of the 

major conflicts which have arisen in Africa, including those which led to 

the genoci de in Central Africa. The role of NGOs in the depoliticisation of 

poverty is examined in the context of these developments. 

From rights to ’development’ 
Th e story ofind ependence in Africa is frequently portrayed as th e story of 

the machinations of nationalist leaders in mobilising popular agitations 

against the colonial powers, and their prowess at the negotiation tables. 

What is frequently omitted in such an account is the story of what was 

happening on the ground, in the forests, villages, urban ghettos, 

classrooms, and workplaces, in spite of--not because of--these leaders. 
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The period following the Second World War witnessed an 

unprecedented level of popular mobilisations and the formation of 

numerous popular organisations throughout the continent. Such 

developments were informed at the grassroots not so much (at least, not 

initially) by desires for abstract concepts of self-determination, but more 

by struggles for basic rights that were part of the everyday experiences of 

the majority. The initial spark for most people was provided by the desire 

to organise to claim rights to food, shelter, water, land, education, and 

health care, and the rights to freedom of association, freedom of speech, 

freedom of movement, freedom from harassment and other forms of 

human-rights abuses.1 Different social groups focused on issues with 

which they were themselves most preoccupied -- aspiring local 

capitalists organising to oppose restraints on their freedom to accumulate, 

while squatters organised to claim their rights of access to land. 

It was these civil agitations (urban and rural) which provided the 

impetus to the liberation movements. Political independence was 

achieved through the ability of the leadership of the nationalist 

movements to capture the imagination of these formations, uniting them 

in the promise that only through self-determination and independence 

could all their aspirations be achieved. 

The struggle for independence in Africa was thus informed, at the base, 

by the experience of struggles against oppression and brutal exploitation 

experienced in everyday life. These struggles constituted the emergence 

of a tradition of struggles for rights which was organic to and informed by 

the specific histories and experiences of those involved. Just as the 

bourgeois revolution which brought the capitalist class into ascendancy 

in Europe led to the emergence of a particular construct of rights 

proclaimed against the ancien rdgime, so Africa’s struggle against the 

colonial yoke gave birth to its own traditions of struggle and the construct 

of rights. The concept of rights was not something that was ~God-given’ in 

its universality, but forged in the fires of anti-imperialist struggles. It was 

informed by the need to overthrow all forms (not just colonial) of 

oppression and exploitation, not by constructs which had either been 

embodied in the UDttR or imported into Africa by those nationalist 

lead ers who had spent periods in exile or study in the imperial h om elan& 

These struggles laid the basis in many countries for the emergence of a 

national consciousness which would provide some legitimacy to the 

nation-State that was about to be established. But that dynamic was not to 

be permitted to reachits logical conclusion. While the liberation struggles 

had begun the process of forging a common national identity, this identity 
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remained fragile at the time of transfer of power, even in those countries 

(such as Mozambique, Angola, and Guinea Bissau) which had to undergo 

protracted wars of liberation. 

Once throwninto power, the nationalist leadership (composed usually 

of representatives of the newly emerging middle class) saw its task as one 

of preventing ’centrifugal forces’ from competing for political power or 

seeking greater autonomy from the newly formed °nation’. ttaving 

grasped political self-determination from colonial authority, it was 

reluctant to accord the same rights to others. The new controllers of the 

State machinery saw their role as the° sole developer’ and° sole unifier’ of 

society. The State defined for itself an interventionist role in °mod- 

ernisation’ and a centralising and controlling role in the political realm. 

Born out of a struggle for the legitimacy of pluralism against a 

hegemonic colonial State, social pluralism began to be frowned upon. The 

popular associations which had projected the nationalist leadership into 

power gradually began to be seen as an obstacle to the new god of 

°development’. No longer was there a need, it was argued, for popular 

participation in determining the future. The new government would 

bring development to the people. The new government, they claimed, 

represented the nation and everyone in it. Now that political 

independence had been achieved, the priority was °development’. Social 

and economic improvements would come with patience and as a result of 

combined national effort involving all classes (harambee, in Kenyatta’s 

famous slogan). In this early period after independence, civil and political 

rights soon came to be seen as a quxury’, to be eN oyed at some unspecified 

time in the future when °development’ hadbeen achieved. For the present, 

said many African presidents, ~our people are not ready’ -- echoing, 

ironically, the arguments used by the former colonial rulers against the 

nationalists’ cries fbr independence a fewyears earlier. 

In the colonial era, government social services for Africans were almost 

non-existent. Where they were provided, the purpose was largely to 

ensure the integrity of the structures of colonial rule. In periods of serious 

outbreaks of epidemics in the shanty-towns and over-crowded ghettos, 

health services were provided principally to stave off the possibilities of 

infections spreading into white society. In some instances, limited 

education was provided when certain basic skills would be necessary for 

the administration of the colony or for the particular forms of exploitation. 

For the vast maiority of the rural population, it was left to a clutch of 

charities and missionary groups (what in today’s jargon would be 

recognised as NGOs) to exchange their spiritual wares for material 
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support in education, health, or other social services. For white settlers or 

the agents of colonial rule, however, State expenditure on the social sector 

was usually generous. Although on the eve of independence there were to 

be significant changes in th e extent to which investments were to be ma de 

in the social sectors, for the most part the State’s function in these sectors 

was to provide only fbr a minority. 

The situation was to change dramatically at independence. It remains 

one of the m ost remarkable, and yet 1 east a cknowled ged, a chievements o f 

independence governments that, within the space of but a few years, 

access to health services and to education was to become effectively 

universal. No matter how much one may criticise the forms of services 

provided,z it is a tribute to the capacity of the State to implement such far- 

reaching social programmes. While NGOs may today debate and shower 

praises on each other for their own capacities to °scale-up’, the new 

governments at independence implemented programmes of°scaling-up’ 

in a manner that no NGO has ever dared contemplate,a The impacts of 

these interventions are undeniable and were to be reflected in the 

subsequent dramatic changes in average life expectancy, in infant and 

child mortality rates, and in the improvements in nutritional status of the 

young, ttuge improvements in all these parameters were to be observed 

throughout the continent by the end of the 1970s as a result of these social 

programmes. Aggregate figures for Sub-Saharan Africa show, for 

example, that life expectancy increased from 38 years in 1960 to 47 years 

in 1978, despite the fact that GNP per capita increased only modestly from 

US$222 to US$280 (World Bank, 1981). 

But at the same time as thisinfrastructure wasbeingbuilt (oftenwiththe 

financial support of official aid agencies), a transformation had taken 

place which led to a demobilisation of the popular movement which had 

given rise to independence. Popular organisations which had emerged 

out of the struggle for rights (social, political, economic, or civil) were 

provided no further role in the process. Rights were no longer the flag 

around which the oppressed could rally. Indeed, the concept of rights was 

codified and rarefied in laws and constitutions whose relevance or 

application was determined by the self-proclaimed, and increasingly 

unaccountable, guardians of the State. A gradual shift took place, so that 

concerns about rights and justice were replaced by concerns about 

’development’. Certainly there were major problems faced by the newly 

independent States in addressing how the forces of production (whether 

industrial or agricultural) could be developed to drag Africa out of the 

destitution created by colonial rule. But the discourse was not about 
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development in the sense of developing the productive forces. It was 

about creating an infrastructure which advanced the capacity of the new 

ruling class to accumulate, and smoothing away those inefficiencies that 

hampered the capacity of international capital to continue its exploita- 

tion. It was expected that, through trickle-down effects, poverty would 

gradually be eliminated. This was the agenda of’modernisation’, the para- 

digm of development which was to hold sway until the end of the 1970s. 

Central to this paradigm was to see ’poverty’, rather than rights and 

f}eedom, as the main problem facing’developing countries’. The victims 

of years of iniustices, whose livelihoods had been destroyed by years of 

col onial rul e, were now defined as ’the problem’,’~ and thus the stage was 

set for the entry of the development NGO to participate in the process of 

depoliticising poverty. In Kenya, for example, peasants had been 

uprooted from their land and forced to eke out a living in marginal land 

with lowyield-potential and which required immense labour to produce. 

The new paradigm required that ways be found to enable them to find 

sustainable (and participatory) approaches for surviving on such land. 

The need for carrying out land reform which would overcome the 

inj ustices created by colonialism was gradually forgotten. 

The structures of accountability and democracy which were inherent 

in the movements centred on rights were gradually marginalised and 

replaced by the ascendancy of the expert, supported by bureaucratic and 

centralised decision-making under the guise of ’national planning’. 

Political associations were soon to be discouraged, if not actually banned, 

while trade unions were constrained, incorporated into the structures of 

the ruling party, or simply disbanded. In many countries, those structures 

which had emerged to organise around basic rights had all been either 

subsumed under ’development’ or discarded within ten years of 

independence. The political hegemony of the new post-independence 

rulers had been asserted. Their capacity to attend to the’basic needs’ of the 

population gave them some legitimacy and allowed, in some instances, 

reasonable national cohesion. But the development of national 

consciousness, born fragile and imperfect in the struggle for rights in the 

1950s and 1960s, began to lose sustenance, its life-blood dissipating. The 

age of the development expert, the relief expert, and subsequently the 

conflict-resolution expert, had arrived. 

It is true that, in the early period, there had been a fairly broad moral and 

hmnane discourse. Nyerere, Senghor, Kaunda, ttouphouet Boigny and 

others articulated their ideas on development or socialism usually in 

moral terms, with a discourse about African socialism being concerned 
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with sharing, solidarity, andthe commongood. But, inpractice, appeals to 

morality failed to address the structural issues related to the integration of 

the economies into the international economic order, which continued, 

albeit in a new form, to extract wealth from Africa into the hands of 

multinationals in the imperial heartland. It also failed to deal with the fact 

that those in control of the State and its organs had discovered that power 

and access provided by the State machinery was a significant source of 

wealth and private accumulation. While those like Nyerere sought to 

control the capacity of functionaries using the State as a source of 

accumulation, in many other countries such restraint was largely 

unknown. Access to the State as a source or means for accumulation of 

private wealth became an end initselfamong the elite, the emerging ruling 

class. Favour, patronage, and frank corruption were seen as means for 

limiting competition to the honey-pot. And in many cases the most 

cohesive force able to compete for access to the State was the military. 

Certainly in West and Central Africa, coups d’dtat became (and sadly 

remain) commonplace. 

But the ’misuse’ of the State was to become a critical factor in the 

distortions brought to the development agenda. Patronage was used 

frequently to buy favours with different groups in the country. The 

purpose of development programmes was distorted to ensure that 

progress was brought not to where there was the greatest social or 

economic need, but instead to where investment would serve the need to 

curry favour with particular social or ’ethnic’ groups whose political 

alliance was deemed useful at a particular time, and where the 

possibilities for private accumulation by the elite were greatest. Under 

such conditions, it was hardly surprising that competition for access to 

resources increasingly manifested itself along ’ethnic’ lines. With the 

demise or suppression oforganisations based on the struggle for rights, old 

social alliances based on perceived historical grievances against other 

’ethnic’ groups re-emerged. The seeds of subsequent conflicts were 

alreadytakingroot. 

The emergence of the post-colonial State 
The State in contemporary AMca inherited many of the features of its 

colonial predecessor. The repressive nature of colonial legislation, of the 

judiciary, and the coercive machinery of the State, is well documented. 

Colonial governance was authoritarian and racist. Its strategy of divide 

and rule was accompanied by uneven development. 
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After an initi a] zealousness which resulted in con frontati ons with pre- 

existing structures of African societies, colonial powers focused their 

attention on finding mechanisms for maintaining power through the 

manipulation and recasting of existing ’customary’ structures or 

dominant tribes to defend or reinforce their own control. The complex 

inter-relations between and within different social formations which had 

emerged over thousands of years were cynically transformed, fossilised, 

or re-constituted into a caricature of their traditional structures. Those 

’customary’ leaders who were amenable to meeting the needs of the 

invading European State (be the need for slaves, for Africa’s rich mineral 

wealth, for agricultural production, or as an outlet for over-production of 

commodities in Europe) were nurtured, and power was delegated to them 

for the vicarious maintenance of law and order. ’Decentralised 

despotism’, to use Mamdani’s brilliant characterisation (Mamdani, 

1996), involved the extensive use of Native Authorities both to define and 

enforce custom, backed up by the armed might of the central State, as the 

means for controlling, governing, and exploiting rural peasantry. The 

colonial order made it necessary for the State to direct, even if through a 

combination of brute force and market forces, all spheres of life and to 

control the economy and the people in the interest of colonial 

exploitation. In the process, most flmdamental human rights were 

frequently violated. Even after the adoption of UDHR in 1948, most of 

Africa was to be de facto excluded for at least a further decade from 

claiming the rights of humanity that were proclaimed in within 

Although those who commanded the State were replaced at 

independence, the structures of the State machinery were rarely 

transformed in any substantial or radical way. They were already 

intimately integrated into the capitalist world economy before 

independence, and there were to be no major shifts in the forms of 

production established within the country, nor changes to the terms of 

trade with the advanced capitalist countries (Barratt Brown, 1995). The 

economic framework of ’under-development’ was left unchanged 

(Rodney, 1976). Despite much flag-waving and pontificating about 

socialism (and in some cases about ’Marxism-Leninism’), the social 

relations of production remained firmly within the framework of the 

c apitali st world ec onomy (Mandel, 1975). 

The political programme that was carried out with considerable 

determination in virtually every country was to deracialise both the State 

and the public domain. Racially determined privilege was thoroughly 

overhauled, opening up for the ascendant middle classes new 
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opportunities for private accumulation, creating the basis upon which 

favour and corruption would in due course flourish. B ut that process was 

primarily to change the face of urban life and urban civil society. 

The structures of ethnically defined Native Authorities which 

constituted a critical tool of imperial domination before independence 

were, however, largely left intact in most countries. The deracialisation of 

urban life, without a concurrent detribalisation of rural authority, was to 

become the critical dichotomy of post-colonial political economy, and 

would be the source of major conflicts in future. For: 

... Without a reform in the local state, the peasantry locked up under 

the hold of a multiplicity of ethnically defined Native Authorities 

could not be brought into the mainstream of the historical process. 

In the absence ofdemocratisation, development became a top-down 

agenda enforced on the peasantry. Without thoroughgoing democrati- 

sation, there wouldbe no development of the home market. The latter 

failure opened wide what was a crevice at independence. With every 

downturn in the international economy, the crevice turned into an 

opportunity for an externally defined structural adiustment that com- 

bined a narrowly d efined program ofprivatisation with abroadly 

defined program ofglobalisation. The result was both an internal 

privatisation that recalled the racial imbalance that was civil society 

in the colonial period and an externally managed capital inflow that 

towed alongside a phalanx of expatriates-- according to the UN 

estimates, more nowthan in the colonial period. (Mamdani, 1996:288). 

Structural adjustment and the rise of conflicts 
The economic crisis which emerged out of the ’oil crisis’ was charac- 

terised by a huge glut of capital. Europe and the USA were suddenly awash 

with capital, with few opportunities for high rates of return. Although 

many African countries already had heavy debts (Payer, 1989). there is 

little doubt that the surfeit of capital created by the oil crisis provided a 

qualitative encouragement to increase the debt burden. As a result, dev- 

eloping countries were courted to take loans to finance °development’. 

Although the absolute size of debt of sub-Saharan African countries was 

relatively small in proportion to the external indebtedness of many 

developing countries, the size of the debt (and the cost of servicing that 

debt) in relation to the resources and productive capacity of these 

countries was significantly large. 
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But that glut was short-lived. Coinciding with the period of the 

emerging technological revolution in micro-computers and in gene 

technology which attracted capital to new fields where the rates of profit 

were likelytobe substantial (Sivanandan, 1979), the 1980s saw significant 

increases in the cost of borrowing. As interest rates rose, debtor countries 

were suddenly faced with servicing the interest on loans which absorbed 

ever-greater proportions of export earnings. Debt had now become the 

central issue of’concern’ in development circles. 

The Bretton Woods institutions, which, in the post-war period, had 

invested so heavily to ensure the resuscitation of economies of Europe, 

became the new commanders of Third World economies. A clutch of 

social and economic policies that came to be known as structural 

adjustment programmes were applied, in the spirit of universality, across 

the board. The social and political impact of these policies was to position 

the multilateral lending agencies (with the support of the bilateral aid 

agencies) so that they could determine both the goals of development and 

the means for achieving them. It legitimised their direct intervention in 

political decision-making processes, enabling them, for example, to set 

the levels of producer and consumer prices. These institutions literally 

determined the extent of involvement which the State should have in the 

social sector, and insisted on the State’s imposing draconian economic 

and social measures which resulted in a rise in unemployment and the 

decline in real incomes of the maj ority (Campbell, 1989). The result was to 

transform and restructure the social basis of power in African countries, 

strengthening those forces or alliances that would be sympathetic to the 

continued hegemony of the multilaterals and of the multinationals. 

These measures had the effect of exacerbating the divisions between 

the ’haves’ and the ’have-nots’, between those who, for political reasons or 

for reasons of patronage, receivedbenefits and those who did not. And the 

old, discredited theories of ’trickle-down’, now ardently promoted by the 

IMF and World Bank, were adopted as the only legitimate way of enjoying 

the fruits of independence. Popular dissatisfaction with government 

policies led in the 1980s to spontaneous demonstrations, burning of 

crops, wildcat strikes, and similar expressions of discontent. Universities 

were closed, demonstrations brutally suppressed, strikes declared 

illegal. Trade unions, student organisations, popular organisations, and 

political parties became the target of repressive legislation. 

Such widespread opposition resulted in some rethinking by official 

aid agencies and the multilaterals about how to present the same 

economic and social programmes with a more ’human face’ (Cornia st 
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1987). Significant volumes offilnds were set aside, aimed at ~mitigating’ 

the °social dimensions of adjustment’. The aim of such programmes was to 

act as palliatives which might minimise the more glaring inequalities that 

their policies had perpetuated. Funds were made available to ensure that 

social services for the ~vulnerable’ would be provided--but this time not 

by the State (which had after all been forced to ~retrench’ away I}om the 

social sector)but by the ever-willing NGO sector. The availability of such 

fi~nds for this sector was to have a profound impa ct on its very nature. 

’When elephants fight, the grass gets trampled’ 
The material basis for the rise of conflicts in Africa had been laid. A 

popular movement which had once organised itself around the struggle 

Ibr rights and justice hadbeen demobilised either throughrepression orby 

redirecting its attention to the apparently neutral territory of ~develop- 

ment’. The process of democratisation of the colonial State had been 

limited to deracialisation of urban civil society, while the rural peasantry 

remained constricted within the structures of Native Authority, 

established under colonialism. The development process itself had 

become a source of accumulation and patronage. Structural adjustment 

programmes exacerbated social differentiation. As the pie got smaller, 

with the increasing debt crisis and the deteriorating terms of trade, so the 

State became more repressive. And, just as had happened in the era of the 

1920s, in the rural areas numerous religious and quasi-religious 

organisations, sects and other such movements emerged as the source of 

social solidarity, some entirely based on ethnic membership, others more 

diverse. And in the urban centres, the only tolerated form of organisation 

became the criminal networks which rooted themselves in the peri-urban 

ghettos of Africa’s cities. 

With the collapse of the Berlin Wall, the credibility of movements 

offering an alternative ideology to the Thatcherite ~get-rich-quick-beggar- 

thy-neighbour’ capitalism also collapsed. Opposition was no longer a 

fi~nction of alternative ideas or policies or about who could enhance 

development, but now an open and frank fight in the market-place for 

economic hegemony. The collapse of ideology led thus to the 

legitimisation of ruthless competition: competition that was, in the 

absence of legitimate mechanisms for constraint or credible State 

machinery able to mediate it, increasingly conducted by the most ruthless 

means, in some cases (such as Sierra Leone and Liberia) military. The 

distinction between social organisation for criminal activities and for 
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political purposes became blurred. Civilians became increasingly caught 

in the crossfire, or even becam e the targets of either the arm ed opposition 

groups or the increasingly desperate State machinery. Arrest and 

imprisonment of political opponents, once a critical focus for 

international protest against the despotic State, had now become a less 

frequently used form of repression. Instead, disappearances, political 

killings, and extra-judicial executions were the order of the day (Amnesty 

International Dutch Section, 1994). 

The late 1980s also saw the re-emergence of the mass movement in 

South Africa from its brutal crushing in the 1960s and 1970s. The South 

African economy was paralysed, as were its political institutions. All eyes 

were turned south: everyone expected an explosion, a social revolution 

that would shake the continent. Legitimisation of political opposition and 

deracialisation of civil society in South Africa was the cry of the 

international community, who saw it as the only way to prevent the threat 

of social upheavals. But if political opposition and the freedoms of civil 

society were to be legitimised in one part of the continent, why not 

elsewhere? 

So, in the 1990s, the focus of attention of the international community 

was placed upon persuading African governments to permit political 

pluralism in the form of ’multi-partyism’. Democratisation of the 

structures of the State had not occurred, and was certainly no longer in the 

interest of the ruling elites. The State’s role in the social sector had been 

effectively gelded in the process of structural adjustment, and its decisive 

role in determining economic policy had been appropriated by the 

multilateral institutions. What was there left to offer which might stave off 

the possibilities of social upheavals? Pluralism in the political arena 

seemed the only possibility. But, far from legitimising any struggle for 

basic rights or for greater accountability of the State and its structures, the 

result has been to bring into the public domain the seething divisions 

between sections of the ruling class competing for control of the State. 

With their constituencies usually in the rural areas, the inevitable 

consequence was to bring the explosive tensions of tribalism into the 

urban context. 

If the development process has become concerned with who gets 

access to what, then civil war is but a continuation of that process by other, 

albeit more destructive, means.6 Civil war has frequently become the 

inexorable outcome of the development process itself. In Sierra Leone, 

both the army and the ’rebels’ are major actors in the mining industry. The 

war in Liberia has become a lucrative venture for illegal mining, drug 
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trafficking, and money laundering. Angola’s protracted war has helped 

Savimbi and some multinational corporations to extract diamonds from 

the country: in 1993 alone, Savimbi’s rebel group pocketed US$250 

million from the mining towns which it controls. The South African 

mining conglomerate De Beers has admitted to the illegal purchase of 

diamonds mined in Angola worth some US$500 million. In 1992 alone, 

money laundered from drugs in war-torn countries amounted to about 

US$856 million. 

The conflict which took place in Rwanda in 1994, resulting in the 

massacre of a million people in less than nine months, was a human 

catastrophe of immense proportions. But its underlying causes are a tragic 

example of the consequences of the combination of the factors noted 

above. The collapse of the International Coffee Agreement had a 

devastating effect on more than 70 per cent of households in the country, 

and Rwandan farmers expressed their anger and frustration in 1992 by 

cutting down some 3,000 coffee trees. This exacerbated the tensions 

which resulted from the attempted invasion of the Rwandese Patriotic 

Front (RPF). The government read the political mood an d und erstood that 

its legitimacy was being challenged. In desperation, it became more 

repressive, disseminating hate propaganda against the supposed 

’enemy’, the Tutsi, and encouraging systematic killings and violations 

against any whom they defined as being Tutsi or the allies of Tutsi. The 

defence component of the government’s already over-stretched budget 

grew substantially, the size of the army being increased from a mere 5,000 

to over 40,000 soldiers. That was the context in which the World Bank 

insisted on the implementation of its standard package of social and 

economic policies aimed at reducing public expenditure, introducing 

privatisation and retrenchment, and making people pay more for health 

care and education. The effect was to increase the burden on the majority 

of Rwandese, 85 per cent of whom were living below the poverty line. In 

the context of the disintegration of fragile political institutions, the 

political impasse within the government itself over the Arusha Accords, 

which proposed power-sharing with the RPF, anything could have 

triggered the conflict. And that indeed happened when the presidential 

plane was shot downinApri11994.7 

NGOs and the depoliticisation of poverty 

What, then, has been the role of the non-government development 

agencies in this turbulent history? 
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It was, for sure, the post-colonial State which actively suppressed 

popular struggles for rights, and redirected attention, with the support of 

multilateral and bilateral official aid agencies, to the politically safer 

terrain of’development’. Development NGOs have, nevertheless, played 

a pivotal role in the processes which accompanied modernisation and led 

to the depoliticisation of poverty. Indeed, they have become such an 

integral component of the political economy of under-development that 

they are now part of a system which contributes to the reproduction of 

impoverishment. 

Development NGOs will vehemently claim that their work in 

developing countries is neutral. This assumption of neutrality probably 

has its origins in the heroic work which NGOs have frequently performed 

in response to crises. Under such circumstances, NGOs have adopted the 

essential humanitarian principle that all those affected by disasters 

should be treated equally and receive assistance equally. Humanitarian 

responses should take no sides in conflicts. The problem arises when 

these same principles have been applied in non-critical conditions, such 

as those which prevail in ’development’ programmes or in conditions of 

prolonged crises, especially where, for example as in Somalia, the State 

itself has long ago collapsed. Why should that be so? 

One of the most important roles which the State performs in any society 

is to guarantee the conditions for the reproduction of those social relations 

that enable the ruling class to continue to rule. If the State fails in that 

essential function, then the future of the ruling class itself is threatened. 

The new ruling classes of post-colonial Africa soon learned the import- 

ance of that-- and those who were slow to learn were quickly swept aside 

by coups d’Otator civil war. 

’Development’ (or the political economy, more preci sely) as defined by 

the ruling class, was the process which would be used to ensure the 

reproduction of the required social relations that reproduced 

impoverishment and injustice for the many, and rapid accumulation of 

wealth for the few. But is there a space wherein NGOs can carry out their 

charitable work without ’taking sides’ in the process of reproduction of 

these social relations? I believe not. The fact is that many NGOs have, 

unwittingly or willingly, inserted them selves over the last few decades as 

part of the veryinf}astructure of the political economy that reproduces the 

unequal social relations of post-colonial Africa? 

This has not always been the case. In the period of anti-colonial 

struggles, many NGOs actively participated in solidarity movements or 

supported directly anti-imperialist organisations. Their participation in 
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such activities was informed by their (albeit intuitive) understanding that 

existing social relations of colonial rule needed to be overthrown. The 

same was also true of those NGOs who participated in the anti-apartheid 

movement or supported the work of the Mass Democratic Movement in 

South Africa prior to the release of Nelson Mandela. 

But with independence, the dilemma which NGOs faced (and one 

which many have faced in South Africa recently) was a difficult one: the 

ancien rOgime had been overthrown. The conditions for its reproduction 

had been destroyed. Surely the role of NGOs should now be to participate 

in the process of ensuring the reproduction of the new regime, the new 

social order? And surely, the answer to that should be in the affirmative? 

But only, I believe, insofar as the new social order was not intent on the 

perpetuation of old injustices or on the creation of new forms of 

exploitation. 

But how were NGOs to know how things would turn out in the future? 

Caught in the traumatic upheavals which characterised the victory over 

colonialism (and against apartheid), it was easy to become romantic and 

blinkered by one’s own enthusiasm. It was hardly surprising that many 

NGOs became closely involved in ’bringing development to the people’ in 

the newly independent countries. But the real problem was that the 

dominant discourse on development was framed not in the language of 

rights and justice, but in the vocabulary of charity, technical expertise, 

neutrality, and a deep paternalism (albeit accompanied by the rhetoric of 

participatory development) which was its syntax,s 

This was aperiodinwhich theinvolvement of NorthernNGOsinAfrica 

grew dramatically. The number of international NGOs operating in 

Kenya, for example, increased almost three-fold to 134 during the period 

1978 to 1988 (Osodo and Matsvai, 1998). Most of the Northern NGOs 

preoccupied themselves with ’projects’ which would benefit ’the poor’ 

and whose main purpose was to bring ’development’. This process took 

place in the context of the efforts of the new regimes seeking to demobilise 

the popular movement. Official sanction for their projects was provided 

not just from central government, but also from local authority structures 

in the rural areas -- the Native Authority which had been formerly 

established by colonial rule an d subsequently reinforced by the new State. 

Sanction f}om these authorities served to reinforce their own legitimacy. 

As repression of those who were seen to be political opponents became 

a feature of the new State, seeking to centralise its control, many NGOs 

chose to remain silent about that creeping repression. Protest against 

repression of political opponents was largely left to (Northern) human- 
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rights organisations. The dilemma faced by NGOs was that such protests 

could jeopardise the grants which they received from the official aid 

agencies (who, certai nly until the mid-1980s, rarely sought to comm ent on 

the excesses of African governments). NGOs, especially the Northern 

ones, also feared that protest could jeopardise their own relationship with 

the national government to whom they were beholden for a range of 

privileges (such as exemptions from tax or duty). There was little point, 

some argued, in making a fi~ss, since ’it would onlybe the poor who would 

suffer as aresult’. 

Over time, their role evolved from their anti-colonial activities until 

they became one of the central actors in the process of development itself. 

NGOs, especially those from the North, began to insert themselves as vital 

cogs in the new political economy, the vehicles through which an 

increasing proportion of development programmes were implemented. 

They were armed with manuals and all the technical expertise for 

focusing the attention of’ the poor’ on coping with the present, rather than 

seeking justice for past crimes against them. Like their missionary 

predecessors, they offered the poor blessings in the fi~ture (albeit on earth 

rather than in heaven). Most remained unconscious of the fact that it was 

the very system which reproduced the impoverishment, injustice and 

conflictwhichthe NGOs claimeditwas theirmissionwas to abolish. 

Their insertion was effectively completed in the era of structural 

adjustment. This era witnessed the retrenching State absolving itself of 

the responsibility for providing social services, while investing in the 

growth of the private sector. The number of NGOs, the private 

entrepreneurs par excellence in the public sector, once again expanded 

(with the encouragement of lavish sums available from aid agencies) in 

their new role as sub-contractors to the official aid agencies for the 

delivery of social services. They became the ’human face’ of adjustment 

itself. And as aid budgets in the North declined (ACTIONAID etal, 1997), 

and as greater volumes of funds were made available through direct 

funding (INTRAC, 1998), so Northern NGOs sought to accommodate to 

the new enviromnent by legally registering themselves as ’local NGOs’, 

the better to tap the vast sum s available locally. One of the effects of this has 

been to transform the Northern NGO frombeing a donor/supporter of local 

NGOs to becoming a direct competitor for aid funds in the local market. 

Meanwhile, hundreds of local NGOs were established whose sole 

purpose was to become the sub-contractors for the provision of social 

services which would mitigate the effects of adiustment for the 

’vulnerable’ or’poorest of the poor’. 
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The field of development had become ’big business’, requiring an 

entourage of experts committed to the goal of making the unsustainable 

sustainable. By the 1990s, many of the larger Northern NGOs had begun a 

process of recomposition (’restructuring’). This process led to the 

establishment of formations similar to the transnational corporation of 

the private sector. New forms of multinational structures and an 

internationalisation of the ’brand’ have become the features of that 

recomposition, mimicking in the NGO sectors the forms of globalisation 

which GATT and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) legitimised in the 

private. The multinational or transnational NGO came into existence with 

the sole purpose of effectively delivering aid with the forms of ’profes- 

sionalism’ required by the official aid agencies. It raised funds on thebasis 

of the global brand-name, whose image had become well established 

among these agencies and multinational corporations as the guarantor 

orfstability and reliability--the trustworthy d epoliticiser of poverty. 

In the process, concerns about the rights of the vast majority of the 

population, their search for freedom from oppression and exploitation, 

had become peripheral. Northern NGOs in particular were now more 

preoccupied with fundraising on the basis of portraying Africans as the 

subject of pity, people whose plight would be relieved through acts of 

charity. In the region, this approach served to foster demobilisation and 

disillusion. In the North, the public’s prejudices were reinforced: 

Africans were perceived as hopeless, as mere victims of endless civil war, 

and as passive recipients of Northern charity.1° 

But was it inevitable that NGOs would become so thoroughly 

integrated in to the political economy of AMca as to become partners in the 

reproduction of social relations which give rise to impoverishment and 

conflict? Is it inevitable that they will continue to do so? The cynical vi ew 

is perhaps that the development NGO has long ago developed a vested 

interest in the continued reproduction of such social relations, and that 

they will ’do better the less stable the world becomes ... [because] ... 

finance will become increasingly available to agencies who can deliver 

"stabilising" social services’ (Fowler, 1997, p. 229) 

I believe that the option exists for NGOs to choose otherwise, if they 

recognise that there is no ’neutral’ ground, no ’no-man’s land’ in the 

process of development. Those who believe there is neutral territory 

frequently become prey to the agendas of other social forces. They would 

do well to reflect on the following excerpt from a USAID review quoted by 

Nelson Mandelain his recent report to the ANC Congress: 
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Two-thirds of[US]AID’s funding.., is used to fund AID-dependent 

NGOs... The Old’struggle NGOs’ have been redesignated by AID 

as ’civil service organisations’ (or CSOs). AID now funds CSOs to 

’monitor public policy, provide information, and advocate policy 

alternatives’ and to serve as’ sentinels, brokers and arbiters for the 

p ublic will. ’The purpose of AID’s funding is to enable these C SO s 

to ’function as effective policy advocacy groups’ and ’to lobby’... 

Through its NGOs, AID intend s to play a key role in d om estic policy 

concerning the most difficult, controversial issues of national 

politics. AID’s political agenda is ambitious and extensive. 

(Muns on an d Christenson, 1996) 

The choice is thus a stark one: either play the role (unwittingly or 

otherwise) of reinforcing those social relations that reproduce 

impoverishment, injustice, and conflict. Or make the choice to play a 

positive role in supporting those processes in society that will overturn 

those social relations. 

IfNGOs are to play a positive role, then it will need to be based on two 

premises: solidarity and rights. Solidarity is not about fighting other 

people’s battles. It is about establishing co-operation between different 

constituencies on the basis on mutual self-respect and concerns about the 

injustices suffered by each. It is about taking sides in the face of injustice or 

the processes which reproduce injustice. It is not built on sympathy or 

charity or the portrayal of others as objects of pity. It is not about 

fi~ndraising to run your projects overseas, but raising funds which others 

can use to fight their own battles. It is about taking actions within one’s 

own terrain which will enhance the capacity of others to succeed in their 

fight against injustice. 

The issue of rights might appear to be more complex. The ways in which 

the concept of rights hasbeen articulated and practisedin the North reflect 

the specificity of historical experiences of struggles for rights that were 

intrinsic to those societies, and whose foundations lay in the bourgeois 

revolutions of Europe. That is at it should be. Problems arise when it is 

assumed that those experiences are sufficient for proclaiming their 

universality. This is not to say that the rights that are articulated in the 

UDttR and other covenants are not relevant to Africa. Clearly they have 

universal significance. Rather, it is to assert that as yet they do not protect 

the totality of all those human values that deserve protection. For 

example, it was partly in recognition of the limitations of existing human- 

rights instruments that the African Charter on ttuman and Peoples’ Rights 

was established in 1986, the only regional human-rights agreement that 
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asserts the collective rights of people as well as environmental rights. But 

proclamations about the universality of the Northern concepts of rights 

lead only to sterile rhetoric. The issue is not that rights need to be 

presented, like a washing powder, with more relevant symbols from 

Africa’s cultural experiences (Penna and Campbell, 1998). That misses 

the point. Rather, rights should not be theorised as legal rights’ ... which 

implies both a static and an absolutist paradigm, in the sense of an 

entitlement or claim, but a means of struggle. In that sense it is akin to 

righteousness rather than right. Seen as a means of struggle, "right" is 

therefore not a standard granted as charity from above, but a standard- 

bearer around which people rally for the struggle from below’ (Shivii, 

1989:71) 

The field of human rights has recently found much favour among the 

official aid agencies. The latter regard support for rights as a means for 

’improving good governance’, ’promoting democracy’, and 

’strengthening civil society’ (INTRAC, 1998). Unfortunately the focus of 

many human-rights organisations has been almost exclusively on 

agitations to claim civil and political rights. Their work remains focused 

primarily on the urban areas, leaving unchallenged the structures of 

power which continue to holdhegemonyin the name of customary power. 

As Mamdani points out, ’... So long as rural power is organised as a fllsed 

authority that d eni es rights in the name of en forcing custom, civil society 

will remain an urban phenomenon’ (Mamdani, 1996: 293). And so long as 

the opposition and the movement for rights do not seek to dismantle the 

rural structures of power, the dangerous tensions inherent in the 

bifl~rcated state in Africa will continue. 

In the anti-colonial period, many NGOs demonstrated their capacity to 

express solidarity and to focus their prime attention on supporting the 

struggle of African peoples for rights. If that capacity has not already been 

exhausted, I believe there is a need to return to that tradition. The 

alternative is to stand impotent and bewildered, as NGOs did when the 

genocide erupted in Rwanda: impotent because they did not understand 

what could have been done, and bewildered because of their unease that 

the processes of development in Africa, of which NGOs havebecome such 

an integral part, themselves gave rise to the conflicts and to the terrors of 

genocide. 

The slogan which gave rise to the UDHR was ’never again’ to genocide. 

There is abitter irony in the fact that, when it happened againin Africa, the 

signatories to that proclamation were silent or unwilling to act. Rwanda 

has demonstrated that the proclamation was deficient. It remains for 
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popular movements and organisations of Africa to rebuild the tradition 

based on its own experiences which can guarantee the conditions in 

which genocide will never again be possible. This will be no easy task. 

Whether or not development NGOs can participate in that process will 

depend largely on whether they continue to define their role as part of the 

political economy of a form of development that breeds and sustains 

inequalities and conflicts, or whether they rally to the standard of 

solid arity an d rights. The ch oice is th eirs. 

Notes 
1 In South Africa, similar forms of 

organisation were seen during the same 

period until the movement was brutal- 

ly crushed, only to re-emerge (albeit in 

other forms) in the late 1970s. The 

processes which characterised South 

Africa in the lead-up to the first 

elections and the gradual transforma- 

tion of the struggle for rights into the 

realm of ’development’ have uncanny 

similarities to what happened in the 

rest of the continent. 

2 Let us be frank: for the rural and 

peri-urban populations, the quality of 

services had little to distinguish them, 

apart from their deracialised form, 

from those provided to the black popu- 

lations under apartheid. 

3 These achievements challenge 

the current, largely ideologically 

motivated, caricature of the State as 

being ’inefficient’ and unable to 

deliver effective services. Certainly the 

post-independence State has been a 

largely unaccountable one, but tile 

alternative structures which have been 

enforced by the multilateral lending 

agencies have not been any less 

accountable to the people. 

4 The identification of the victims 

as tile problem is not unique to the field 

of development. For years, successive 

British governments (Tory and Labour) 

have defined the victims of racism, 

black people in Britain, as the problem, 

the solution to which was to introduce 

immigration controls and repressive 

police controls in the ghettos to which 

blacks had been confined. See 

Sivanandan, 1983. 

5 As more and more African states 

achieved independence, the UDHR 

has been endorsed by the new gov- 

ernments as a set of principles 

underpinning their constitutions. The 

bulk of subsequent international 

human-rights standards have been 

adopted with the participation of 

African States. Nevertheless, virtually 

every single State has been guilty 

of repeated violations of human 

rights, few being willing to do more 

than make paper modifications of 

their national legislation in line with 

the treaties or conventions to which 

they are signatories. 

8 Mamdani/3996) goes further. He 

characterises tribalism as ’civil war’, 

because the ’notion of civil war is a 

continuum along which muted 

tensions coexist long before they break 

out into open confrontation’ (p. 292). 

7 Some of the ideas presented in 

this section were first developed in a 
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paper presented by Pierre Sane and 

myself, entitled ’Africa: Development, 

Conflict and Human Rights’, at the 

Twentieth Anniversary of North-S oath 

Institute, Ottawa, 1996. 

8 There are parallels to be drawn 

between the claims of neutrality and 

charity of some NGOs today and simi- 

lar claims made by their missionary pre- 

decessors in pre-independence Africa. 

9 Interestingly enough, during 

this period the Northern NGOs 

established the same racial division of 

labour that had once characterised the 

missionary outposts and the colonial 

State. The white expatriate, the 

technical expert, was usually the head 

of the local office. Militant at home 

about parity in salary scales within 

their home organisations, the Northern 

NGO in Africa came armed with a 

baggage full of reasons /usually 

transported in a four-wheel-drive 

vehicle) why local staff should not be 

paid at the same rates. 

10 The films shown on television 

about Africa, produced by Comic 

Relief, a highly successful fundraising 

organisation in the UK, epitomised 

this paternalistic approach. One of the 

founders of that organisation express- 

ed once his frustrations that the 

disability lobby in the UK had become 

so militant that it was no longer possi- 

ble for Comic Relief to make similar 

fihns about disability in the UK! It is 

perhaps the physical distance fi’om 

their ’beneficiaries’ which allows the 

development NGOs to get away with 

their paternalism with such impunity. 
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Africa in the closing years of the 20th Century will be remembered for two historic 
events. One was the rise of the popular movements that led to the end of the 
colonial empire and the downfall of apartheid; the other, a human catastrophe of 
immense proportions involving the massacre of nearly a million people in 
Rwanda. If the one was achieved through the mobilisation of the majority for the 
goal of emancipation, the other was fuelled by pressures to comply with an 
externally defined agenda for social development. These events represent the 
extremes of hope and despair that came to characterise much of the continent in 
the closing years of the millennium. Every country in the region contains, albeit to 
varying degrees, the mixture of factors that can lead to either outcome - a future 
built on respect for human dignity, or one torn apart by conflicts such as those 
seen in Sierra Leone, Liberia, Angola and in the Democratic Republic of Congo. 

Development, it seems, has failed. In many post-colonial countries real per capita 
GDP has fallen and welfare gains achieved since independence in areas like food 
consumption health and education have been reversed. The statistics are 
disturbing. In Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole per-capita incomes dropped by 21% 
in real terms between 1981 and 1989.1 Madagascar and Mall now have per capita 
incomes of $799 and $753 down from $1,258 and $898 25 years ago. In 16 other 
Sub-Saharan countries per capita incomes were also lower in 1999 than in 1975.2 
Nearly one quarter of the world’s population, but nearly 42% of the population of 
sub-Saharan Africa, live on less than $1 a day. Levels of inequality have also 
increased dramatically but worldwide. In 1960 the average income of the top 20% 
of the world’s population was 30 times that of the bottom 20%. By 1990 it was 60 
times, and by 1997, 74 times that of the lowest fifth. Today "the assets of the top 
three billionaires are more than the combined GNP of all least developed 
countries and their 600 million people".3 

This has been the context in which there has been an explosive growth in the 
presence of Western as well as local non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in 
Africa. NGOs today form a prominent part of the "development machine", a vast 
institutional and disciplinary nexus of official agencies, practitioners, consultants, 
scholars, and other miscellaneous experts producing and consuming knowledge 
about the "developing world".’~ According to recent estimates, there are as many 
as three thousand development NGOs in OECD countries as a whole.5 In Britain 
alone, there are well over one hundred voluntary groups claiming some 
specialism in the field. 

Aid (in which NGOs have come to play a significant role) is frequently portrayed as 
a form of altruism, a charitable act that enables wealth to flow from rich to poor, 
poverty to be reduced and the poor to be empowered. Such claims tend to be, as 
David Sogge puts it "shibboleths, catch phrases that distinguish believers from 
doubters. Indeed they are utterances of belief. At best they are half-truths".6 

In this paper we trace the evolution of the role of NGOs in Africa. We suggest that 
their role in ’development’ represents a continuity of the work of their precursors, 
the missionaries and voluntary organisations that cooperated in Europe’s 
colonization and control of Africa. Today their work contributes marginally to the 
relief of poverty, but significantly to undermining the struggle of African people to 
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emancipate themselves from economic, social and political oppression. NGOs 
could, and some do, play a role in supporting an emancipatory agenda in Africa, 
but that would involve them disengaging from their paternalistic role in 
development. 

From missionaries of empire to missionaries of development 

The market and voluntarism have a long association; the first and most celebrated 
period of ’free trade’, from the 1840s to the 1930s, was also a high point of 
charitable activity throughout the British empire. In Britain itself, the industrial 
revolution opened up a great gulf between the bourgeoisie and the swelling ranks 
of the urban proletariat. In the 1890s, when industrialists were amassing fortunes 
to rival those of the aristocracy, as much as one third of population of London were 
living below the level of bare subsistence and death from starvation was not 
unknown. At this time, private philanthropy was the preferred solution to social 
need and private expenditure far outweighed public provision. 

Colonial powers had no desire to finance state welfare programmes for Africans.7 
Government social services for the indigenous population were minimal. Social 
policy was geared towards ensuring the integrity of the structures of colonial rule. 
It was designed to secure a sufficient quality of labour to guarantee a reasonably 
efficient exploitation of the colony. The goals of social development (such as they 
were) were defined in the metropolis. Within that framework, policy formulation 
and implementation were usually decentralised, being delegated to the colonial 
governor and administration. 

Social services were not, however, completely absent. In periods of serious 
outbreaks of epidemics in indigenous settlements, health services were provided 
principally to stave off the possibility of infections spreading into white society. 
Limited education also was provided when certain basic skills would be 
necessary for the administration of the colony or for the particular forms of 
exploitation. But state expenditure to support white settler populations was usually 
generous. Although on the eve of independence there were significant changes in 
the extent to which investments were made in the social sectors, for the most part 
the state’s function in these sectors was to provide only for a minority.8 For the 
majority of the rural population, it was left to a clutch of charities and missionary 
groups to exchange their spiritual wares for material support in education, health 
or other social services. In providing such services, they were also concerned with 
evangelising amongst the African population, discouraging what they perceived as 
ignorance, idleness and moral degeneracy, and promoting their own vision of 
civilisation. 

If the welfare of Africans was not a primary concern of colonial administrators and 
missionaries, their control certainly was. Whites were universally agreed on the 
necessity for controlling the expectations and behaviour of blacks. African people 
did not always respond passively to colonial rule. The interwar years saw some of 
the first serious challenges to white authority in Africa, the emergence of 
significant, if nascent, nationalist and anti-colonial movements, of organised black 
labour and indeed of open revolt against the brute injustices of colonialism.9 



However, it was the period following the Second World War that witnessed the 
most significant popular mobilisations and the formation of numerous popular 
organisations (both formal and informal) throughout Africa. initially, these 
grassroots movements were motivated not so much by desires for abstract 
concepts of self-determination, but by struggles for basic rights that were part of 
everyday experiences of the majority; the right to food, shelter, water, land, 
education and health care; rights to freedom of association, freedom of speech, 
freedom of movement, freedom from harassment and other forms of human rights 
abuses.1° it was these numerous civil agitations (urban and rural) that provided 
the impetus to the liberation movements. 

The imperial response was frequently brutal. In Kenya, grassroots struggles 
came to a head in the ’Mau Mau’ uprising of 1952 when the Kikuyu population of 
the so called ’white highlands’ mobilised widespread popular support for a 
guerrilla war against the colonial settlers. Officially, 95 whites and 11,503 Africans 
were killed in the conflict, although most now agree that the number of African 
dead was actually far greater.1~ Tens of thousands of Kikuyu men, women and 
children were also interned in concentration camps under emergency legislation. 

However, not all efforts to control Africans were wholly or even mainly based on 
brute force. Ideology played a far greater role. As Ngugi wa Thiong’o explains; 

Colonialism imposed its control of the social production of wealth 
through military conquest and subsequent political dictatorship. But 
its most important area of domination was the mental universe of the 
colonised, the control, through culture, of how people perceived 
themselves and their relationship to the world. Economic and 
political control can never be complete or effective without mental 
control. To control a people’s culture is to control their tools of self- 
definition in relationship to others.~2 

Missionary societies and voluntary organizations were key actors in the ideological 
war. They provided the administration not only with a cheap form of private welfare, 
but also with a subtle means of controlling the behaviour of blacks. While colonial 
philanthropy may have been motivated by religious conviction, status, compassion 
or guilt, it was also motivated by fear. In Britain and the colonies alike, politicians 
frequently alluded to the threat of revolution and actively encouraged greater 

13 interest in works of benevolence as a solution to social unrest, in short, charity 
was not only designed to help the poor, it also served to protect the rich. 

Charitable organisations actively helped to suppress anti-colonial struggles. For 
example, in Kenya the Women’s Association, Maendeleo Ya Wanawake (MYWO) 
and the Christian Council of Kenya (CCK) were both involved in government- 
funded schemes designed to subvert black resistance during the ’Mau Mau’ 
uprising.~4 The CCK established a "rehabilitation programme" in response to the 
emergency, it offered "pastoral care" to internees in the concentration camps, a 
euphemism for a process of interrogation during which "loyal Africans" were 

,, 15 16 screened from potential terrorists.    It also established community centres in 
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Nairobi’s more troublesome slums and shantytowns to extend these 
"rehabilitation" services to urban communities affected by the ’Mau Mau’ uprising.17 

Voluntary welfare provision was easily adapted to the purpose of social control 
because it was conceived as a largely asocial activity. The programmes of care 
they delivered did not seek to redress the social circumstances that caused 
impoverishment, but instead concerned themselves with the apparent failings of 
Africans themselves. The problem was not injustice, but being ’uncivilized’ and 
suffering from the ’native’ condition. And charitable welfare was the sweetener that 
made the colonial condition more palatable. 

But with the emergence of the anti-colonial revolution, missionary and voluntary 
organisations in the colonies faced a crisis. The nationalist movements that came 
into power did so on the basis of a ’social contract’ with the popular movements 
that they led. Their credibility and legitimacy derived from their promise to end 
social injustices that characterised the colonial era. Given the extent of 
involvement of missionary societies and voluntary organizations in the 
suppression of nationalist struggles in Africa, the question arises as to how such 
organizations were able to survive and even prosper after independence, as many 
clearly did? The answer lies in the history of development discourse itself and the 
emergence of the ’development NGO’ as an entity in the national and international 
arena. 

While the idea and practice of ’community development’ existed within the colonial 
period, voluntary bodies did not represent themselves or their work in terms of 
’development’ until much later when the US Government and international 
agencies began to distinguish half the world as ’underdeveloped’ and to describe 
’development’ as a universal goal.18 19 

The emerging discourse of development provided a convenient rationale for two 
distinct groups of voluntary organizations. The first group consisted primarily of 
overseas missionary societies and charitable bodies, like the CCK and the MYWO 
in Kenya, that were present in the colonies before independence. Christian Aid 
evolved out of a network of such bodies. The second group is typified by 
organisations like Oxfam, Save the Children and Plan International, who had no 
direct involvement in the colonies. They were ’war charities’, established to deal 
with the human consequences of conflict in Europe. The histories of these two 
groups of organizations are often conflated in accounts of the origins of 
development NGOs.2° in fact, each group had very different motivations for 
adopting the development mantle and, at least originally, each had a very different 
relationship with the official bodies that dominated the field. 

With the rise of the anti-colonial movement, colonial missionary societies and 
charitable organizations were clearly tainted in the eyes of the majority by their 
association with racist colonial oppression. Colonial rationales of ’trusteeship’ 
were not longer acceptable. Faced with their potential demise, they transformed 

themselves completely. Firstly, they ’indigenised’ their administrations, g~adually 
replacing white staff, clergy and secular managers with educated blacks. 
Secondly, they changed their ideological outlook, replacing the overt racism of the 
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past with a new discourse about ’development’ that was just beginning to take 
shape in the international arena. 

The new discourse provided a solution of sorts. It offered an alternative language 
and set of practices that, at least on the surface, were free of racial signifiers. And 
it appeared to imply some connection with emancipation, the prospect of 
’progress’ that would benefit all. They ’discovered’ the appeal of expressing 
concerns about poverty, and they began to condemn the racial prejudice that had 
created this poverty with as much conviction as they had justified racial exclusion in 
the past. The exigencies of black resistance and international politics had forced 
them to reconstruct themselves as indigenous ’development NGOs’. 

Unlike their colonial counterparts, war charities had no undesirable associations 
with racist regimes. They had a popular base in Europe that was supportive of their 
goals of internationalist humanitarian relief. As the post-War reconstruction effort 
began in earnest in Europe with the implementation of the Marshall plan in 1948, 
mass suffering and starvation were no longer an imminent threat in Europe. The 
war charities were faced with basic choices. They could either wind down their 
operations entirely, or they could expand into new areas of activity and new 
continents. Oxfam, Plan International and Save the Children were amongst only a 
handful of organizations that decided to extend their existing humanitarian activities 
beyond Europe’s boundaries. 

So why did they make this choice? In part they were driven by organizational 
survival for its own sake, but they were also driven by ideological goals. Religion 
certainly played a large part in the founding beliefs of most, but it was the idealist 
tradition of liberal internationalism of their founders that now provided the 
motivation - the same tradition that gave birth to the League of Nations in the inter- 
war years. Idealists sought to promote world peace through international co- 
operation and actively encouraged people to gain a "truer understanding of 
civilisations other than their own".22 23 24 25 26 

The 1960s marked the turning point in the history of war charities. The Freedom 
from Hunger Campaign and the UN Decade of Development both had profound 
effects on these organisations. They embraced the new discourse of development 
with as much enthusiasm as colonial missionary societies and voluntary 
organizations were doing locally. They were seduced by arguments about 
development as a more noble pursuit than humanitarian relief alone, since it was 
said the former addressed the long-term causes of poverty, whereas the latter 

27 merely dealt with short-term symptoms. Oxfam, War on Want and Christian Aid 
in particular were sympathetic to these views and supported the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation’s call for the relief of poverty through ’self-generating 
agricultural development’. 

Their participation in development discourse helped to solve some serious 
marketing problems that organisations such as Oxfam experienced in its early 
overseas ventures. At first, the British public found it very difficult to comprehend 
the fact that there was widespread poverty and hunger throughout the glorious 
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empire. The public’s vision of Africa was informed alternately by images of 
exoticism and adventure. As Maggie Black acknowledges; 

Whatever variations were provided in the picture of Her Majesty’s 
brown and black-skinned subjects, one feature was axiomatic: they 
were not described in the same terms -in political, economic, social 
-as "us". Comparisons using the same set of criteria were not 
made because the people were not comparable; they were ’not like 
US’ .28 

Development resolved this marketing problem. The discourse offered a confused 
audience a more palatable perspective on Africans and Asians. It was more 
palatable because it was similar in many respects to the racist discourses of the 
past, this time with a vocabulary consistent with the new age of modernity. It was 
no longer that Africans were ’uncivilised’. Instead, they were ’underdeveloped’. 
Either way, the ’civilised’ or ’developed’ European has a role to play in ’civilizing’ or 
’developing’ Africa. 

Caught in the torrent of upheavals that characterised the victory over colonialism, it 
was easy for these Western NGOs to become romantic and blinkered by their own 
enthusiasm for ’bringing development to the people’ in the newly independent 
countries. But the real problem was that the dominant discourse of development 
was framed not in the language of emancipation or justice, but with the vocabulary 
of charity, technical expertise, neutrality, and a deep paternalism (albeit 
accompanied by the rhetoric of participatory development) that was its syntax. As 
with the racist ideologies of the past, the discourse of development continued to 
define non-Western people in terms of their perceived divergence from the cultural 
standards of the West, and it reproduced the social hierarchies that had prevailed 
between both groups under colonialism. On this basis, the so-called ’developing 
world’ and its inhabitants were (and still are) described only in terms of what they 
are not. They are chaotic not ordered, traditional not modern, corrupt not honest, 
underdeveloped not developed, irrational not rational, lacking in all of those things 
the West presumes itself to be. White Westerners were still represented as the 
bearers of ’civilization’ and were to act as the exclusive agents of development, 
while black, post-colonial ’others’ were still seen as uncivilized and unenlightened, 
destined to be development’s exclusive objects.29 

Political independence was achieved in Africa through the ability of the leadership 
of the nationalist movements to capture the imagination of popular formations, 
uniting them in the promise that only through self-determination and 
independence could all their aspirations be achieved. Having grasped political 
self-determination from colonial authority, however, the new occupiers of the state 
machinery were reluctant to accord the same rights to others. The state was to be 
the ’sole developer’ and ’sole unifier’ of society. The popular associations, 
political organisations and unions, that had brought the nationalist leadership into 
power gradually began to be seen as an obstacle to progress. They were 
gradually marginalized, replaced by the ascendancy of the expert supported by 
bureaucratic and centralised decision making under the guise of ’national 
planning’. Emancipation was no longer the flag around which the oppressed 
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constitutions whose application was determined by the increasingly 
unaccountable, guardians of the state.3° ’Development’ became the main 
preoccupation once political independence had been achieved. The ’problem’ 
was not, it appeared, emancipation or the denial of basic rights, but one of ’poverty’ 
and ’basic needs’. While the one demanded popular mobilization, the other 
inspired only pity and preoccupations about the technically ’correct’ approaches to 
’poverty alleviation’. 

While the vision of ’development’ appeared to offer a more inclusive path to 
’progress’ than had previously been the case, in fact the discourse was little more 
than a superficial reformulation of old colonial prejudices. As Crush puts it, 
"development is fundamentally about mapping and making, about the spatial 
reach of power and the control and management of other peoples, territories, 
environments and places".31 The discourse of development provided a means of 
subverting popular aspirations for radical change in the context of independence 
struggles while legitimating the continued marginalisation of non-Western 
peoples. After independence development worked to undermine popular 
mobilisations and to limit an expanding communist ideology, both of which 
threatened to obstruct the continued growth of Euro-American capitalism in the 
former colonies. And it achieved all this while providing very little in the way of 
tangible benefits to non-Western people. There was no Marshall plan for Africa. 
The limited assistance post-colonial countries received in development aid was 
usually tied more directly to short-term Western interests.32 

For all it limitations, however, the post-independence African economy did at least 
sustain a social infrastructure that, while not comparable to conditions in the West, 
nevertheless served a wide population. It remains one of the most remarkable, 
and yet least acknowledged, achievements of independence governments that 
within the space of a few years, access to health services and to education 
became effectively universal. The impact of these interventions was to be reflected 
in the subsequent dramatic changes in average life expectancy, in infant and child 
mortality rates, in the improvements in nutritional status of the young, in literacy 
levels and educational enrolment and achievements. Substantial improvements 
in all these parameters were to be observed throughout the continent by the end of 
the 1970s as a result of these social programmes.33 These achievements 
challenge the current, largely ideologically motivated, caricature of the state as 
being ’inefficient’ and unable to deliver effective services.:~ 

Notwithstanding NGOs’ early allegiance to the idea of development and, indeed, 
the scope and breadth of their activities during this period, official development 
agencies remained largely unenthusiastic about their work. In the imagination of 
organisations like USAID, the UN and the World Bank, development was the 
business of the state and NGOs stood some somewhere on the extreme margins 
of the field. While international NGOs had a license to run their projects in Africa, 
this freedom was conditional, based on an unspoken assumption that they 
accepted or did not comment on the manner in which the state exercised its 
power. This arrangement suited official agencies on both sides of the West non- 
West divide, since key amongst the implicit goals of development in the cold war 
era was the co-optation of post-colonial governments to the economic and military 
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agendas of Western powers. Consequently, the role of NGOs in the early post 
independence period remained marginal. While they carried out ’projects’ 
providing services in peripheral areas that the state was disinclined to reach, the 
bulk of social services were provided by the state under its social contract with the 
people. 

The work of NGOs was limited to project work where, armed with their manuals 
and technical tricks, they focused the attention of ’the poor’ on finding participatory 
means for coping with the present rather than seeking justice for past crimes 
against them. Like their missionary predecessors, they offered the poor blessings 
in the future (albeit on earth rather than in heaven).35 And in their local offices they 
established the same racial divisions of labour and low salaries for local staff as 
had been customary amongst their missionary predecessors. 

Neo-liberalism and the resurgence of NGOs 

But by the late 1970s, events were on the horizon that were to qualitatively 
transform the ’development’ arena and lay the basis for the proliferation of NGOs 
in the region that rekindled their missionary zeal. 

The so-called ’oil crisis’ of the mid 1970s resulted in the creation of a finance 
capital glut in a world economy already suffering from recession. Europe and 
America were suddenly awash with capital with few opportunities for high rates of 
return. As a result, developing countries were courted to take loans to finance 
’development’. But this glut of international credit was short-lived. The 1980s saw 
significant increases in the cost of borrowing. The US government implemented 
an avowedly neo-liberal, monetary policy, which drove up interest around the world. 
Coincident with this, the emerging technological revolution in microcomputers and 
in gene technology attracted capital to new fields where the rates of profit were 
likely to be more substantial. Debtor countries were suddenly faced with 
servicing the interest on loans that absorbed the ever-greater proportions of export 
earnings. Debt had now become the central issue of ’concern’ in development 
circles. 

This was the period that saw the emergence of ’neo-liberalism’ as the dominant 
political-economic ideology in the West, epitomised by the rise to power of 
Thatcher in UK and Reagan in USA. Central to this ideology was the concept of the 
minimalist state, a concept the realisation of which radically altered the landscape 
of development practice in Africa and throughout the post-colonial world. 
According to the neo-liberal consensus, the most important function of economic 
policy is to safeguard the ’right’ of a minority to accumulate profits at the highest 
rate possible (euphemistically referred to as ’growth’). Only when this freedom is 
unrestricted, it is said, will others in society benefit from any associated spin-offs 
(the trickle-down effect). The purpose of ’development’ is, therefore, to guarantee 
’growth’ so that ultimately other freedoms can be enjoyed at some indeterminate 
time in the future. State expenditure, according to this dogma, should be directed 
towards creating an enabling environment for ’growth’, and not be ’wasted’ on the 
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provision of public services that, in any case, can ultimately be provided ’more 
efficiently’ by private enterprise. 

These are the mantras that came to be woven through almost every report on 
economic development since - whether from the World Bank, IMF, WTO, or from 
bilateral development agencies in the North. This is the "madness" that Amartya 
Sen points out, makes socially useful members of society such as school- 
teachers and health workers feel more threatened by conservative economic 
policies than do army generals.37 It is the madness that contributed to social 
calamities such as the genocide in Rwanda.38 

The indebtedness of African nations gave the multilateral lending agencies the 
leverage they needed to impose their neo-liberal policy prescriptions, in the spirit 
of universality, across the board. The Bretton Woods institutions (with the support 
of the bilateral aid agencies) became the new commanders of post-colonial 
economies. Through the myriad structural adjustment programmes they initiated 
throughout the continent they could determine both the goals of development and 
the means for achieving them. Adjustment legitimised their direct intervention in 
political decision-making processes. These institutions soon came to determine 
the extent of involvement that the state should have in the social sector, and 
insisted on the state imposing draconian economic and social measures that 
resulted in a rise in unemployment and the decline in real incomes of the 
majority.39 The result was to transform and restructure the social basis of power in 
African countries, strengthening those forces or alliances that would be 
sympathetic to the continued hegemony of the multilaterals and of the 
multinationals in the emerging era of ’globalisation’. 

Today, most commentators agree that the neo-liberal reforms the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank imposed under adjustment programmes 
in the 1980s actually caused much of the growth in poverty and inequality we have 
seen in Africa and Latin America over the past two decades. Externally imposed 
constraints on health, education and welfare measures and social programmes, 
tax concessions on profits, liberalisation of price controls, and dismantling of state 
owned enterprises - all have contributed to widening of internal disparities. 
Several studies have linked adjustment programmes to deteriorating health 
conditions in Africa and Latin America, pointing to increases in the incidence of 
child malnutrition, in the growth of infectious disease and in infant and maternal 
mortality rates.’~° ,~1 

It would be wrong to suggest that the mass of African people have accepted this 
situation passively. Popular dissatisfaction with adjustment and its related 
policies led to spontaneous demonstrations. Between 1976 and 1992 there were 
146 protests against IMF supported austerity measures in 39 countries around the 
world. These took the form of political demonstrations, strikes and riots. They took 

,~2 place almost exclusively in cities and they reached a peak in the mid 1980s. In 
many cases, the immediate response of governments was brute force. 
Demonstrations were violently suppressed, strikes declared illegal, universities 
were closed, and trade unions, student organisations, popular organisations, and 
political parties also became the target of repressive legislation or actions. 
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However, such widespread opposition also forced the multilateral and bilateral aid 
agencies to rethink their approach to development promotion, particularly, how to 
present the same neo-liberal economic and social programmes with a more 
"human face".43 The outcome of these deliberations was the ’good governance’ 
agenda of the 1990s and the decision to co-opt NGOs and other civil society 
organisations to a repackaged programme of welfare provision, a social initiative 
that could be more accurately described as a programme of social control. 

So in the 1990s, the focus of attention of the international community was placed 
upon ’good governance’, persuading African governments to permit political 
pluralism in the form of ’multipartyism’. But democratisation of the structures of 
the state had not occurred, and was certainly no longer in the interest of the ruling 
elites. The state’s role in the social sector had been effectively gelded in the 
process of structural adjustment. State actors’ decisive role in determining 
economic policy had been appropriated by the multilateral institutions and, 
instead, they found themselves the focus of blame for the failed neo-liberal 
policies that had previously been imposed upon them by their critics. What was 
there left that could be offered that might stave off the possibilities of social 
upheavals. Pluralism in the political arena seemed the only possibility. But, far 
from legitimising any struggle for basic rights or for greater accountability of the 
state and its structures, the result has been to bring into the public domain the 
seething divisions between sections of the ruling class competing for control of the 
state. With their constituencies usually in the rural areas, the inevitable 
consequence was to bring the explosive tensions of tribalism into the urban 
context. 

And what of the welfare initiatives that accompanied the good governance agenda? 
The bilaterals and multilaterals set aside significant volumes of funds aimed at 
’mitigating’ the ’social dimensions of adjustment’. The purpose of such 
programmes was to act as palliatives that might minimise the more glaring 
inequalities that their policies had perpetuated. Funds were made available to 
ensure that a so-called ’safety net’ of social services would be provided for the 
’vulnerable’ - but this time not by the state (which had after all been forced to 
’retrench’ away from the social sector) but by the ever-willing NGO sector. 

The availability of such funds for the NGO sector was to have a profound impact on 
the very nature of that sector.44 This was a period in which the involvement of 
Northern NGOs in Africa grew dramatically. The number of international NGOs 
operating in Kenya, for example, increased almost three-fold to 134 organisations 
during the period 1978 to 1988.45 

According to the Overseas Development Institute, NGOs in 1992 distributed 
somewhere between 10% and 15% of all aid transfers to "developing countries".46 
While most of this money comes from private donations a significant proportion 
also comes from official sources. Britain’s Department for international 
Development (DFID) allocates around 8% of its aid budget to NGOs. The US 
Government transfers nearly 40% of its aid programme through NGOs. The scale 
of official funding has increased considerably over the past two decades, in the 
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early 1970s less than 2% of NGO income came from official donors. By the mid- 
1990s this figure had risen to 30%. In the ten years between 1984 and 1994, the 
British Government increased its funding of NGOs by almost 400% to £68.7m. 
NGOs in Australia, Finland, Norway and Sweden all saw similar increases in 
official funding from the early 1980s onwards.47 As a consequence of increased 
levels of funding and increased attention, the number of development 
organizations in Western countries mushroomed and many established NGOs 
experienced spectacular growth.48 The number of NGOs active in African countries 
has grown equally. About 40 percent of the development NGOs working in Kenya 
today are foreign organizations, 204 out of a total number of 511 according to the 
most recent sur~/ey.49 

The missionary position or an agenda for emancipation? 

In the era of globalisation, African states have increasingly lost authority to 
determine both the direction of social development and also the content of social 
policy. Externally imposed constraints on health, education and welfare measures 
and social programmes, tax concessions on profits, liberalisation of price controls, 
and dismantling of state owned enterprises - all have contributed to widening of 
internal disparities. And faced with the growing dominance of the multinational 
corporation in the domestic economy, there remain few legitimate ways for the 
indigenous capitalist class to accumulate. Their choices are limited either to 
becoming agents of the multinationals, or turning to crime, corruption, drug- 
trafficking, sex exploitation, illegal migration and illicit arms. As UNDP points out, 
criminals are "reaping the benefits of globalisation." The deregulation of capital 
markets and developments in information and communications technologies 
"make flows easier, faster and less restricted" for drug-trafficking, laundering 
money and weapons.5° As the distinction between social organisation for criminal 
activities and for political purposes has become blurred in African society, civilians 
are increasingly being caught in the crossfire or becoming the targets either of 
armed opposition groups or of the increasingly desperate state machinery. 51 

Continued impoverishment, growing conflicts, the state reneging on its social 
responsibilities, it is into this arena that development NGOs have been plying their 
trade. Africa’s decline contributes to the continued justification for their work. 
NGOs will "do better the less stable the world becomes ... [because] finance will 
become increasingly available to agencies who can deliver ’stabilising’ social 
services.’’52 As African governments increasingly become pushed into becoming 
caretakers of what might be described as the peripheral Bantustans of 
globalisation, are we seeing a return to the colonial paradigm in which social 
services are delivered on the basis of favour or charity and their power to placate? 

The mass mobilisations that led to the end of colonial rule in Africa were sparked 
by aspirations for social, economic and political emancipation. The gains of 
independence have all but been reversed. 

When the market goes too far in dominating social and pofitical outcomes, 
the opportunities and rewards of globalisation spread unequally and 
inequitably - concentrating power and wealth in a select group of people, 
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nations and corporations, marginalizing the others .... When the profit 
motives of market players get out of hand, they challenge people’s ethics - 
and sacrifice respect for justice and human rights."53 

NGOs are acknowledged today as "the preferred channel for service provision in 
deliberate substitution for the state".54 Official aid agencies have come to expect 
NGOs to act as a substitute for state welfare programmes, a solution to welfare 
deficiencies at a time when structural adjustment was hugely increasing the 
extent of welfare needs. 

Development NGOs have become an integral, and necessary, part of a system that 
sacrifices respect for justice and rights. They have taken the ’missionary position’ 
- service delivery, running projects that are motivated by charity, pity and doing 
things for people (implicitly who can’t do it for themselves), albeit with the verbiage 
of participatory approaches. It would be wrong to present the relationship between 
Western NGOs and official aid agencies in the 1980s as the product of some 
conscious conspiracy, as was clearly the case with colonial organisations like 
MYWO. The pre-condition for NGOs’ co-optation to the neo-liberal cause was 
merely a coincidence in ideologies rather than a purposeful plan. in charitable 
development, the proponents of neo-liberalism saw the possibility of enforcing the 
unjust social order they desired by consensual rather than coercive means. The 
role NGOs have played in expanding and consolidating rico-liberal hegemony in 
the global context may have been unwitting, it may not have been as direct or as 
underhand as some of the activities willingly taken up by colonial missionary 
societies and voluntary organisations. But that is not to say it is any less 
significant, indeed, one could argue that it has actually been far more effective. 

But the missionary position is not the only option. Local voluntary organizations 
have consistently expressed doubts about the lack of attention Western NGOs 
have paid to areas of activity other than overseas development, and have called 
upon them to intensify their awareness-raising activities at home. As far back as 
1986, for example, African NGOs felt it necessary to remind their Western 
’partners’ of their wider responsibilities in a formal declaration made at the United 
Nations General Assembly: 

We encourage Northern and international NGOs to recognise the 
linkages of many policies of their governments, corporations and 
multilateral institutions which their governments heavily influence 
and which adversely affect the quality of life and political and 
economic independence of African countries.55 

NGOs face a stark choice. If they stand in favour of the emancipation of humankind 
(whether at home or abroad), then the focus of their work has inevitably to be in the 
political domain, supporting those social movements that seek to challenge a 
social system that benefits a few and impoverishes the many. The closing years 
of apartheid in Africa were illustrative of the choice that NGOs face today: either 
they supported the emerging popular movements (in South Africa and 
internationally) that supported the overthrow of a brutal system of exploitation, or 
they stayed silent and continued their philanthropic work, and became thereby 
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Some consciousness of the need to engage in supporting emancipatory 
movements has been emerging, even amongst those Western organisations 
(such as Oxfam, Save the Children and Christian Aid) for whom development 
project work has been (and remains) their ’bread-and-butter’, as well as amongst 
many local NGOs: their involvement in campaigns to end debt, their support for 
campaigns to protect and promote human rights - these are but some of the 
examples of work motivated by an emancipatory agenda. Alternatively, they can 
continue their work in projects that serve, as was the case with their missionary 
precursors, to shore up those forces that have come to subjugate and imiserate 
the majority. 

The challenge that both local and Western NGOs face in making this choice will be 
that funding - at least from the bilateral and multilateral agencies - will not 
necessarily be forthcoming to support the struggle for emancipation. But then, one 
would hardly have expected the apartheid regime in South Africa to have funded the 
movement that brought about the downfall of the regime. 
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UNREST IN ,’kLGERIA: TIlE \VIN~DOW IS CLOSING FAST 
Lakhdar Ghettas 
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pariah and failed state.’ As the US, France and Britain pursue 
military action to remove Libya’s Gaddafi from power, Sokari Ekine has 
her doubts that it is democracy they are supporting (Plus updates 
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Farouk James 
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March, there is serious scepticism around the United States Pentagon’s 
denial of the use of depleted uranium (DU), writes Farouk James. With 
the US, the LrK and France now- calling for a full-scale invasion, James 
writes, the veto po~vers of the UN Securi~ Council’s permanent members 
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Dibussi Tande 
’In reality’, the targets of the uprising are the so-called leaders in 
the North the political, military and business elite as well the 
traditional institutions that have held the region back and truncated 
arly attempt to educate the people and free them from the yolk of 
illiteracy and pover~.’ Dibussi Tande puts Nigeria’s post-election 
violence in context, witl-i views frorrl the African blogosphere. 
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GACACA COURTS, JUSTICE AN]) RECONCILIATION 
Challenges for Rwanda 
Gerald Caplan 
Commending a work which sets a ’universal standard’ on assessing 
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transitional justice’ Gerald Caplan reviews Phil Clark’s ’The Gacaca 
Courts, Post-Genocide Justice and Reconciliation in Rwanda: Justice 
Without La’aI~-ers’. 
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Interviewed by Walter Turner, KPFA Africa Today 
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In an intelwiew witl-i Walter Turner ( 
http:i/w~vw.kpfa.org/archive/id/69084 ) [mp3] on KPFA’s Africa Today- on 
18 April, Firoze Manji discusses the North African and continent-wide 
uprisings and Pambazuka’s coverage 
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SOLTH AFRICA: ON THE MURDER OF ANDRIES TATANE 
Richard Pithouse 
If decisive action is not taken to persuade South Africa’s police that 
their job is to facilitate rather than repress the right to protest, 
we may have to add more names to those of Solomon Madonsela, murdered 
by the police in Ermelo in FebruaQ/, and Andries Tatane, murdered by 
the police in Ficksburg last week, writes Richard Pithouse 
http ://w;vw pambazuka org/ela/categor¥/features/7275 3 

SOUTH AFRICA: POLICE BRUTALITY AN]) SERVICE DELIVERY PROTESTS 
IVlphutlane wa Bofelo 
The arrest of six policemen for last week’s murder of protestor 
Andries Tatane is ’a quick ploy to take attention away from the 
systemic factors that inform police brutali~z’, says iVlphutlane ;va 
Bofelo. Shouktn’t the country’s police force protect the interests of 
cormnunities rather than criminalising service delively’ protests? 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/72780 

PROTf{CT OUR C[ tII.I)R][~l]x,’: STOPPING TIlE S][~;XUAL ABUSE OF CHI] DREN 
Patricia Daley 
Just as we must condemn homophobia and support ’the rights of 
consenting individuals to privacy in their sexual relations’, we must 
also grant far greater attention to the sexual abuse of children, 
argues Patricia Daley. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/72745 

OCCUPATION AND T[ tE A},T(ICAN UPRISIN(] S 

Firoze Mal~ji 

As part of a Global Information Net’~,~ork panel on 23 March 2011 at the 

Left Forum in the US, Pambazuka’s editor-in-chief Firoze Manji 

describes the ’occupation’ of Africa by oligopolies ( 

http ://www voutube, com/user/LaPlaneta#piu/5/5 Ya~w0Oo Nbk ) [ YouTube 

video], the 700 or so corporate entities who dictate economic policies 

in Africa and in most of the rest of the world. 

A number of other presentations are also available at LaPlaneta’s 
YouTube channel ( 
http :/iwww.voutube. com/user/L aPlaneta#piu/5/5 Yagw0OoNbk ). 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/72751 

MEMOIRS OF A PAN-.%v’RICAN FELLOW 

Blessol Gathoni 

’I hated putting my hopes too high, so I opted to say what I wished 



for most And that was friends to help me in my queer revolution (as I 
would in theirs)’ Blessol Gathoni, a young Kenyan activist, shares 
her experiences as a Fahamu Fellow over the past six months. Fahamu’s 
Pan-African Fellowship is a programme that aims to nurture a new 
generation of African social justice leaders This story is an extract 
from the Fahamu’s newly launched Adilisha Newsletter ( 
http://bit.ly/adilishal ) [PDF: 4.8 
http://www.pambazuka.org/er~’category/features/7279 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
2 Announcernents 

ADILISHA: EMANCIPATING COMMLrNITIES 
Analysis and cornmentats~ from Fahamu’s Education for Social Justice programme 
George Mwai 
Adilisha, Fahamu’s Education for Social Justice programme, has 
launched its first newsletter. Pambazuka News speaks to programme 
manager George Mwai about how- Adilisha’s work is contributing to the 
ernancipation of cormnunities, by providing activists with the skills 
they need in the struggle for social justice. Download the newsletter 
( http://bit.ly/adilishal ) [PDF: 4.SMB]. 
http://www,pambazuka.org/erVcategory/Announce/72790 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
3 Corcanent & analysis 

LIBYA: ’THE DESTRUCTION OF A NATI©N’ 
Jetm Jagire 
NATO’s involvernent in Libya is a simple case of egotistical 
self-interest and attempts at control on the part of the Western 
powers, writes Jenn Jagire: ’One thing is clear: Libya did not attack 
any of these countries for this mighty alliance to bring out its 
entire arsenal against this small country and its traumatised people’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categorg/comment/72754 

IVV/VVV IVV \I IV\I\// \i \AII \IVV AIVV IVV\I IV \i \/ / \ 
4 Advocacy & campaigns 

INVITATION TO SFL~CK FIRE SLTMMIT 
Abahlali baseMjondolo 
Abahlali baseMjondolo would like to invite your organisation/ 
community/area to SHACK FIP, E SIYg/£’,IIT that ~vill be held at QQ infolTnal 
settlement site B Khayelitsha on 27 April 2011 from 10:00am to 13:00pm 

The aim of the event is to: 

- Light candles in memory of those who lose their lives within shack fire 
and the victims of shack fires. 
- Explore the course of shack fire, governmental intervention, and other 
humanitarian intervention 
- To come up with a program/campaign to call for elect~-ification of all 
shack settlement 

For further details and direction please call our admin @ 073 412 8218, 

On behalf of Abahlali baseMjondolo Western Cape 

Mzonke Poni, WC chairperson 
073 2562 036/083 446 508 ] 

I\I\//VV\/I\IV\IIV\i\i/\/\/VI\AIVAI\IVI\IV\iI\/\/\//\ 
5 Pan-African Postcard 

I,Wt{, DEATH AND DRIVING IN NAIRf)B! 
H. Nanjala Nyabola 
H. Nanjala Nyabola takes a hectic drive through Nairobi’s rush hour 
tral!fic and concludes that if Kewans learnt to treat each other with 
respect on the roads, then there might be more respect in other areas 
of life. 
http://www.pambazuka ora/en/cateAorv/panafricar~,72744 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/\/\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViV\/\//\ 

6 Letters & Opinions 

LET S HAVE A VIGIL FOR AN~DR]E S TATAN~E 
Ernmie Chanika 
Malawi Civil Libctties Cormnittee 
Following the ’brutal killing’ of activist Andries Tatane ’at a 
peaceful rally’ in South Africa, Er~wnie Chanika calls for solidarity 
with grassroots and civil society organisations. 
http :llwww.pambazuka. orgienicategoryiletters/72783 



A POSTCARD }:ROM CANADA 
Anna Paskal 
Anna Paska[ of Canada’s the Peop]e’s Food Policy writes of her 
organisation’s work and its solidari~ with other people around the 
world working towards food sovereignS’. 
http : //www.pamba×uka org/en/categor~,/letters/72763 

REFUGEE NEWSP.C~PER STAFF RECED;~E DEATH THREATS 

Qaabata Boru 
KA_NERE 
Staff" at the Kakuma News Re~t]ector, an independent refugee newspaper, 
are once again receiving death threats because of their work, writes 
Qaabata Born from Kakttrna Camp in Kenya. 

http :/iwww.pambazuka. org/en/categol541etters/72784 

I’,I’,h",~i’,~iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,~i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
7 Highlights French edition 

PAMBAZLZZA NEWS 186 : CHINE-AFRIQL~E : ESPOIRS ET CP~%KN~FES D’I~IE COOPERATION 
La Chine rdveill~e saura-t-elle un jour &reiller l’Afrique ? ( 
http ://l~ambazaka. or~/fl/cate~ orv/featuresi72697 ) 
Boubacar Diallo Badiane 

G6nocide, responsabilit6 et loi internationale ( 

http ://pambazaka. org/fr/categ ory/featuresi72694 ) 
Gerald Caplan 

Les militaires am6ricains et AFRICOM: Entre le marteau et les Crois6s 
( http://pamba zuka org/fr/cat egorr’/features/72693 ) 
Horace Campbell 

Libye: Ce qui se cache derri6re la politique d’intervention 
humanitaire ( http://pambazuka org/fr/category/featuresi72689 ) 
Mahlnood Mamdani et Herbert Lel~man 

Mobilisation de masse, transition d6mocratique et violence 
transitionnelle en Afrique ( 
http ://’pamba zuka org/fic/categol-r’/features/72692 ) 
Michael Neocosmos 

Djibouti : Une dictature maintenue par la rente strat6gique pay6e par 
les pays occidentaux ( http :,//pambam~ka. org/frlcategory/’features/72690 

) 
Mohamed Doubad Wais 
http://www.pambazuka, org/en/categorvisummal~fr/72719 

P.anMBAZUIC~ NEJ¢,rS 185 : L’AFRK)UE FACE AUX NOUWELLES GUERRES COLONIALES 
C6te d’Ivoire et Libye : Les guen-es imp~rialistes coloniales 
fran~aises d’occupation ont repris ( 
http ://pambazuka or~/:[’r/cate~ory/featuresi72502 ) 
Ley-Ngardigal Dj imadoum 

Bataille d’Abidjan et guen-e Chine-Occident ( 

http ://pambazuka org/:[’r/category/featuresi72466 ) 
Jean-Paul Pougala 

C6te d’Ivoire : Initiatives africaines et tromperie de la non solution 
( http://pambazuka.or~/fr/catego~/features/72462 ) 
Tiago Faia 

Burkina : Contre l’impunita et les alibis d’une damocratie formelle ( 

http ://pambazuka org/:[’r/category/featuresi72465 ) 

Gabon : Le ragime illagltime veut faire interdire l’opposition ( 
http ://pambazuka. orb/f r/category/features/72463 ) 
Mengue M’Eya’a 

Mauritanie : Un procas sur l’esclavage pour la premiare lois ( 

http ://pambazuka. orb/f r/category/features/72460 ) 

Afrique : Soulavements d&nocratiques et rapression dans les pays 
ali*icains ( http :@ambazuka org/[r/catego~,/feamres/72464 ) 
Firoze Manji 
http:i/www pambazuk a org/en/catego~,/summar~,fr/72720 

IV\I I VVV IVV’,I IV’,,i’,,i /’,i’,AI I’,AIV AIVV IVV’,,i lV’,i’,i / ’, 
Highlights Portuguese edition 

PAMB.C~ZUKA NEWS 37: \rIOLI~NCIA POLICIAL E DESOBEDI~NCIA CIVIL EM MOZAMBIQUE 
Violg~ncia Policial, ilegalismos e revolta popular cm Mozambique ( 



http : //www pamba×uka or~/pt/cate~ory/features/72349 
Joaquim Miranda Maloa 

A (des)adequa~’~o formaqgo/emprego em Cabo Verde ( 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/pt/cate~ory/features/723 5 3 
Re@ Wilson 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http :i/www.f ahamu, org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

(¢~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Noncor~wnercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For furthcr details see: 
http : //www. pambazuka, org/erdabout.php 

Pambazaka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://wv~v.pambazuka.orgien ) 
Ediggo cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http:/;’~wzw.pambazuka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at htt~://www.pambazuka.or~/el~,’newsfeed.~h~ 

Pamba~aka News is published with the suppolt of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
htt~://www, parabazuka.or~/erdabout .php ). 

To SL~BSCRIk3E or UNSI~BSCRIBE go to: 
http:l/pambaz~ka,gn, apc,orgicgi-bit~/mailmat~/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambaz~aka.org ~vith the word SkrBSCRIBE or 
UNSkrBSCRIBE in the su~iect line as appropriate 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka Ne~vs or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka Ne~vs is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
ne~vsletter and platform for social justice in ~AA’rica providing cutting 
edge commental~’ and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
AIi’ica. 

Order Samir ~vnin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka th-ess ( 

http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm me&urn email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukane~vs’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as the?- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
Iitwitter.col~’pambazukanews ( http :lltwitter com/pambazukanews ), 

* Pambazuka News has a DeLicious (http://Del icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of A[~rica! Visit http://delicious.comJpambazuka news. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robin Bitters <Robin.Bitters@sit.edtc, 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 1:49 PM 

Robin Bitters <Robin.Bitters@sit.edu> 

SIT call for papers -- symposium on ConflicL Memory, aM Reconciliation 

ii~iI PROOF3B2 SymposRw header.jpg 

Scholars working in the fields of memory studies, peace and conflict studies, human rights, and post-conflict are invited to attend an interdisciplinary 

symposium on Conflict, Memory, and Recondliotion. This symposium will provide a forum for academic exchange, dialogue, debate, and public 

engagement on topics that are critical to the future of the world. 

Come to Kigali, Rwanda to present your work, share your research, and generate knowledge in the fields of memory, reconciliation, and conflict 

transformation. The Symposium is hosted by SIT, lanua~ 10 - 13, 2012. 

Call for Proposals: Scholars and practitioners in the fields of memory, reconciliation, and conflict transformation are invited to submit proposals for 

sessions on themes included but not limited to the following: 

- Collective, public, social, and shared memory 

- The ethics of remembering and forgetting 

- Commemoration and remembrance 

- Genocide memory 

- Cultural memory and heritage 

- Oral history and the culture of the witness 

- Memory and the politics of identity 

- Politics of memory and denial 

- Civil society and dealing with shared violent pasts 

- The pedagogy and ethics of teaching memory to diverse international cohorts 

We welcome additional topics from a variety of case studies of conflict and post-conflict societies, dealing with shared violent pasts. Please be creative 

and collaborative. Panels can be on a specific theme or case study discussed. The objective is to explore together the meeting points of memory studies 

and of post conflict, peacebuilding, and reconciliation studies, and generate knowledge about the pedagogy and ethics in teaching post-conflict in a study 

abroad setting. 

Formats: 

We welcome individual paper proposals and complete panel or round table proposals on themes related to the Symposium. Abstracts should not exceed 

350 words and include the main argument, the material used, and disciplinary discussions involved. 

Submission guidelines: 

Abstracts should be sent by June :1, 20:1:1 to Robin Bitters, Director of Institutional Projects via symposium@sit.edu. Please include your name, college or 

university affiliation, address, email, and phone. As noted above, abstracts should not exceed 350 words and include the main argument, the material 

used, and disciplinary discussions involved. 

Structure of the conference: 

Symposium: 

Presentation of papers with focus on theorization, interdisciplinary research, various case studies. 

Educational excursion: 

Site visit to Kigali Genocide Memorial with focus on pedagogy of teaching memory, peacebuilding, reconciliation, and social justice, 
Discussion and dialogue: 

Ethics and pedagogy of teaching memory. 

More details: 

We will be making available more details soon at http:!/www.sit.edu!symposium. Online registration will be available in June. 

Robin E. Bitters 

Director of Institutional Projects 

SIT Study Abroad & SIT Graduate Institute 

programs of World Learning 

Phone: 802.258.342~_ 

Toll-free: 888.272.788:1_ 

Fax: 802.258.3296 

robin.bitters@sit.ed u 

www.sit.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miceve M Githae Mugo <mmmugo@ur.edu> 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 2:25 PM 

Micere M Githae Mugo <mmmugo@syr.edu> 

FW: Congratulations to Micere Mugo 

Warm, warm greetings! I thought I shouid share the most recent about my giving the address at ti~is year’s Master’s Commencement, In 2002 ~ was the speaker at the College of Arts 

and Sciences Commencement and in 2008 at the Cha~ceiler’s Fall ~2o~vocat[on. I am humbled by (and g[vh-~g abundant thanks) for these ~o~ors; but, w~ry genuinely, there ~s no need to 

respond. ~ just didn’t want ~ou hearing about the most recent development from someone else 

lhan],: you so much for your support, thoughts and prayers. 

Micere Githae Mugo, Ph D. 

Meredith Professor For Teaching Exceilence 

200 Sims Hall V 

Syracuse, NY ]3244-~2B0 

leiepBone: 31g-443-4/~;26 

Departmental Phone: 31g-4/~;3-4302 
Fax: gl 5-.443-.J.725 

http://m rn rnuRo,rnysite,syr.ed u 

From: Bronwyn E Adam 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 12:54 PM 
To: Anne Munly; Arlene S Kanter; Barry D Davidson; David H Bennett; Douglas V Armstrong; Gary Radke; Gerald M Mager; Gerardine Marie O Clark; Mr. e; 3oanna O 
Masingila; Kdsti Andersen; Lawrence -] Lewandowski; Micere M Githae Mugo; Ruth V Small; Samuel Patton Clemence; Sarah H Ramsey; Sad Knopp Biklen; Shiu-Kai Chin; 
Shobha K Bhatia; Stuart Ira Bretschneider; William C Banks; William D Coplin; Donald I Siegel; Eric M Lui; Helen M Doerr; .]ames T Spencer; Margaret R Himley; Norman Alan 
Kutcher; Sandra D Lane; Sharon R Hollenback 
Subject: Congratulations to Micere Hugo 
Please join me in congratulating fellow Meredith Professor Micere Githae Mugo who will receive the College of Arts & Sciences’ 20~. Prize for Masters Level Teaching. 
Read the story at 
http:/ithecolleRe.syr.edu/connections/news/20:iik Masters Teaching Prize.html 
Bron 
Bronwyn E. Adam, Ph.D. 
Director, Faculty Development 
Syracuse University 
323 Crouse Hinds Hall 
(315) 443-5413 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 2:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

March 2011 Report 

6-30057 Asso Prof Sahle.xls:,: 

Dear Eunice, 

Attached is March 20~L~L report for your account. Please review it and let me know in case you have any questions. 

Thank you. 

Haeran Miller 

Acct, Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

Tel, 919-962-4854 

Fax. 919-962-5824 

Dept. of African & Afro~American Studies 

Tel. 9:~9-966-2295 



A 

1 Report Date: 3/31/2011 

2 

3 Sahle, Eunice 

4 6-30057 

5 Associate Professor Research Fund 

6 End Date: 6/30/2014 (No add’l fund) 

7 

8 11/10/2009 

9 11/19/2009 

10 1/27/2010 

11 2/10/2010 

12 9/24/2010 

13 1/26/2011 

14 1/26/2011 

15 



B 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 Budget 

9 T060820 (Return to NC for trip to France?) 

10 T194672 (Ticket for trip to Durban, S. Africa) 

11 T066751 (Travel Advance for trip to Durban, S. Africa) 

12 K918448 (Reimb. For books) 

13 JE (#0190575) to move $500 from Acct #6-34153 (Global Studies) for Book Indexing costs 

14 Wire transfer to publisher in London for Book Indexing 

15 REMAINING BALANCE 



c 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 6,ooo.oo 
9 (567.21) 

10 (1,406.70) 

ii (3,712,50) 
12 (292.13} 

13 500.00 
14 (460.90) 

15 60.56 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VanDrimmelen, Jeff <jeffvand@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 21, 2011 3:45 PM 

CAS Blackboard to Sakai Migration <college-bb-~km@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[college-bb-saJ~ai] Sakai Migration Survey: Follow-Up and Next Steps 

Dear UNC Faculty Member!Blackboard Instructor, 

Thank you to all who responded to the recent Sakai survey. We received a very impressive response rate and we very much appreciate your feedback. The results of the 
survey are available at http:!!bloq.sakai.unc.edu/faculty!results/. 

$o where to go from here? In order to best facilitate your migration to Sakai we have a variety of options available for you based on your responses to the survey. 

Getting Started Yourself 

ITS has prepared a page for those looking to get started on their migration to Sakai right now: http://bloq.sakai.unc.edu/faculty/learninq-sakai-on-your-own/. This page has 
information about how to request a Sakai site, how to migrate your current Blackboard content into Sakai, and getting acquainted with the tools in Sakai. 

Additionally, the development of a new tool to extract files and folders from Blackboard Content areas and upload them directly into Sakai is well underway and it is expected 

to be available by early summer. 

Individual Consultations 

For those that indicated on the survey that they would like to receive an individual consultation for Fall 2011 you will be receiving an email by the middle of May to schedule an 
appointment. In the meantime, feel free to review the "Getting Started" information above. Those that are looking to migrate in future semesters can also expect an email 
invitation several months before the semester begins. 

If you did not fill out the survey, but would like to request an individual consultation you can do so here: http://oasis.unc.edu/qet-help/oasis-workshops-announcement- 
listserv/training-request/. 

Group and Departmental Training 

There are going to be several options for group and departmental trainings. 

¯ Webinars will be offered monthly by OASIS and posted at http://oasis.unc.edu/get-help/events/upcoming-events. You can sign up to be notified of upcoming OASIS 

webinars here: http://~asis’unc’edu/qet-he~p/events/upc~minq-events/~asis~w~rksh~ps-ann~uncement-~istserv/ 

¯ Group Trainings for Departments can be requested here: http://~asis.unc.edu/get-he~p/~asis-w~rksh~ps-ann~uncement-~istserv/training-request/ 

As always, we are here to help you in what ever way we can. Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

N Jeff VanDrimmelen 

Jeff VanDrimmelen MA, CMBA 
Instructional Technologist, Educational Technology 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056, 07 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919.724.4556 (Direct Line) 

Check my calendar and chat with me - http://oasis.un¢.edu/jeff 

Create your own free webspaee here at UNC at http:llweb.unc.edu. 

EMAIL POLICY: I try to only check email twice daily at 12:00PM ET and 4:00 PM ET.If you require urgent assistance, please contact me via the phone number listed above. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu 

Thursday, April 21,2011 11:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

[IRB] Submission in Progress (Certification Due) 

Principal Inves~tigator: 

Study Title: 

The above snbmission had been sent to the Principa] Investigator (and Faculty Advisor, when applicable) on 04/15/2011 for certification bm has not yet been certified. 

Once certified, the submission will then be routed to the appropriate departments and/or other review committees for their approval. After all have approved the 
submission, it will be accepted by the IRB tbr review. 

Please be aware that the snbmission and review process will not continne until certified by the PI (and Faculty Advi~3r, when applicable). 

To monitor the progress of your submission, click on the link below. 

http:i/apps.research.nnc.eduiirbieform routing.cfln?Masterld 100540 



Poetic Portraits of a Revolution 
Egypt and Tunisia in Stanza, Still Shot, and Stories 

\Vhat does a revolution look like? 
What does it feel like ? 

What are the stories that are not being told? 

That’s what we want to find out... 

Come join us for an evening of poetry, photography, and in depth presentations on this new artistic project 
from nationally acclaimed artists. Light food and drinks will be provided. 

Please note there will be two events, one at NCSU and one at UNC. 

NCSU Presentation and Fundraiser 

When: Monday - April 25th, 2011 

Where: Riddick Hall 2401 Stinson Dr. 
Raleigh, NC 27607 

Time: 7pm 

Parking: Located in the back of Riddick 

UNC Presentation and Fundraiser 

When: Wednesday - April 27th, 2011 

Where: UNC Frank Porter Graham 
Student Union Room 3203 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Time: 7pro 

Parking: Across the street in Cobb Deck 

The Project: 
Produced by the Academy Award-winning organization, Empowerment Project, Poetic Portraits of a Revolution (PPR) is a 
dynamic art focused initiative created by local organizers and artists Will Mclnerney, Kane Smego, Mohammad Moussa, 
and Sameer Abdel-khalek. The four will be on the ground in Egypt and Tunisia for two months this summer capturing 
everything they see, hear, and feel through oral interviews, poetic reflections, and photography. 

The goal of this project is to provide a glimpse into lives of the Egyptian and Tunisian people in order to raise international 
awareness and understanding of their journey towards self-determination. 

PPR Contact Information: PPRcontact@gmail.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia Travel Deals <usmaJl@expediamail.com> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 9:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~.mc.edu:~ 

Take your Fab 5 on an Expedia FriendTrip worth $160,000 

~X~ The Fa~book FriendTrips: You could win a trip wo~h $160,000 

Expedia FriendTripsTM 
Over $1,000,000 in luxu~ trips~ 

Enter our Facebook contest to win a trip worth up to 
$160,000. Choose 5 friends to fill your plane then 
remind them to accept your invite for a trip like this: 

Order champagne in your 5-star Paris hotel 

Snorkel from the deck of your Tahiti bungalow 

Count the koalas in Australia 

It’s free. It’s fun. It’s the biggest thing to hit Facebook 
since that photo of you in the 4th grade talent show. 

[] PLAY TODAY on Facebook 

Travel is better with friends¯ Share 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamail.com> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 9:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

NYC vacations up to 30% off 

’ ii~iI S ..... p to 30% on a NewYork City .... tion. 

New York City 

Save up to 30% .............................................................. 
on a flight and 4+ night stay 

Shops, restaurants, Central Park, snd the theat_,rs-- 

plan your summer trip to the Big Apple today. Get the 

’ most savings when you book your flight and hotel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mice~ M Githae Mugo <mmmugo@ur.edu> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Congratulalions 1o Micere Mugo 

Congratulations! Congratulations! You are a jewel to us all and I am truly proud of you. The photo is lovely. 

All love, 
MIvIGH. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 7:16 plVl 
To: Micere M Githae Hugo 
Subject: RE: Congratulations to Micere Hugo 

What a blessing and honor big sister and inspiration! 

I am so proud of you! Our ancestors are watching and blessing us. I recently received a teaching award - attached is a photo from the ceremony on April 12 - and this email 

tells me that we are blessed. 

Much love and in solidarity always, 
Your little sister, Njeri 

From: Micere H Githae Hugo [mmmugo@syr.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2011 2:25 PH 
To: Hicere H Githae Hugo 
Subject: FW: Congratulations to Micere Hugo 

Warm, warm greetir!gs! I though~ ~ should share the nios~ recen~ about my gi~ing the address al: thh; year’s Mas~er’s ComrnencemenL In 2002 ~ was the speaker at the College of Arts 

and Sciences Commencemeni: and in 2008 at ~he Chanc:e~lor’s Fal~ Convocation, I am hL~mb~ed by (arid g[v[n~ a~)L~ndar~i: thar~ks) for these honors; but, very ~enL~J~el% l:here [5 no r~eed ~o 

Fesg)ondr ~ ~Liz;l: didri’l: warfl: gou hearing about the most receni: developmeni: frorn someone else, 

Thank you so much for your support, thoughts and prayers, 

Warmly, 

MMGM, 

M[cere Gi[hae MLI~O, Ph,D, 

Mered~Lh Professor For Teaching Excellence 

Department of African American 5~ud~es 

200 S~ms Hall V 

Syracuse Univer5[tg 

Syracuse, NY 13244-12~0 

-reiepi~o!~e: 315-4.43-4428 

Departmental Pho!~e: 315-4.43-4302 

Fa×: 52,’ 5-443-~725 

http:/!m rn mugo.rnysite.syr.ed u 

From: Bronwyn E Adam 
Sent= Tuesday, April 19, 2011 12:54 PM 

To: Anne Munly; Arlene S Kanter; Barry D Davidson; David H Bennett; Douglas V Armstrong; Gary Radke; Gerald H Mager; Gerardine Marie O Clark; Mr. e; Joanna O 
Masingila; Kristi Andersen; Lawrence J Lewandowski; Hicere H Githae Hugo; Ruth V Small; Samuel Patton Clemence; Sarah H Ramsey; Sari Knopp Biklen; Shiu-Kai Chin; 
Shobha K Bhatia; Stuart Ira Bretschneider; William C Banks; William D Co#in; Donald I Siegel; Eric M Lui; Helen M Doerr; James T Spencer; Margaret R Himley; Norman Alan 
Kutcher; Sandra D Lane; Sharon R Hollenback 
Subject= Congratulations to Hicere Hugo 
Please join me in congratulating fellow Meredith Professor Micere Githae IVlugo who will receive the College of Arts & Sciences’ 20$~L Prize for Masters Level Teaching. 
Read the story at 

Bron 

Bronvvyn E. Adam, Ph.D. 

Director, Faculty Development 
Syracuse University 
323 Crouse Hinds Hall 

(315) 443-5413 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 2:36 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Sacrificial Poets’ Fundraising lbr North AfiJca Project 

Hi Eunice, 

The conference was smprisingly ve~’ good, lots of radical ideas being discussed, both theoD, and practice. I finally introduced myself briefly to Patrick as well, who 

was there and gave a good presentalion going after Mike Sutcliffe! 

I have seen the sacrificial poets a few times and really enjoy fl~eir work. I’ll be sure to pass this along to people I know in the area and who are likely to be supportive. 

Will be interesting to see what they come up with. 

- Yousuf 

On Apr 22, 2011, at 7:05 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Yousuf, 

Hope the geography meetings went well At any rate I received the piece below from a friend of me concerning two interesting poets who will be going to Egypt 
and Tunisia to generate poetry of the revolution from the lens of the everyday - see the promo video. 

Kindly circulate widely~ 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

Subject-" Sacrificial Poets’ Fundraising for North Africa Project 

Good morning! 

Two fi-iend, Will Mclnerney and Kane Smego, M~o are leaders of the Sacrificial Poets, are radsing money for a trip to Egypt and Tunisia this summer. 

They will be capturing what they see, feel and hear through oral his~to .ry. fl~eir own poetry and photography. Below is their protno video. 

http:i/vimeo.com/22613235 

Will and Kane are wonderful spoken word poets who ruth other graduates from Chapel High School formed the Sacrificial Poets, one of the nation’s 

premier spoken word poetry groups. Beside reading themselves, they hold workshops to encourage other young poets to express themselves through 

poetD~. 

As indicated in the attachment, they are having two fundraising events, one this Monday at NCSU and one on Wednesday at UNC at UNC Frank 

Porter Graham Student Union. 

I strongly encourage you to come to one of the events and learn more about their passionate visio~ energy and dreams for this project a~ld about their 

poetiy. They are deseiwe any support that we can give theln. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gomezcor <gomezcor@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, April 22, 2011 4:57 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] The t?ailure of the nation / Talk by Alfonso Munera / April 28, 5 p.m. 

"El fracaso de la nacidn / The failure of the nation: critical race 
perspectives on independence." 

Alfonso Mdnera, Professor of Histow, Director of the International 
Institute of Caribbean Studies, and Associate Provost for Research at the 
Universidad de Cartagena, Colombia. 
April 28, 5:00 p.m. University Room Hyde Hall 

Alfonso Mdnera Cavadia is the founder of the College of Social Sciences, 

Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, and Associate 
Provost for Research at the Universidad de Cartagena. For the last sixteen 
years, he has directed the International Seminar on Caribbean Studies. He 
authored E1 fracaso de la nacidn: regidn, clase y raza en el Caribe 
Columbianu: 1717 -1810 (1998) and Fronteras imaginadas: La cunstruccidn de 
[as razas y de la geografla en el siglu X]X columbianu (2005). His wurks 
have transfurmed the understanding uf the Caribbean as part uf the 
Culumbian nation tte organized the II International Cunference on Caribbean 
Studies (ICCS), "The Many Caribbeans and the Bicentennial ufthe 
Cuntinental Spanish American Independence Muvementsi’ Cartagena, March 
2010. 

An event ufthe Latin 2,merican Pulitica[ Imaginaries Working (iruup, 
co-sponsured by Duke University, ISA and the Cunsortium in Latin American 
and Caribbean Studies UNC-DUKE. 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email tu leave-29059588-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fl~57fc7@liskserv.unc edu 





REVOLUTIONS, INDEPENDENCES, INSURGENCIES 
l~’~ Annual Romance Studies Workshop 
on the ji~ture of Romance Studies and the Humanities 
Breedlove Room, Duke West Campus 
Thursday April 28-Friday April 29, 2011 



Thursday, April 28 

9.30--11.00 am 
Round Table and Group Discussion on the Future 
of Romance Studies and the Humanities 

9. 3 ~10. l ~Catalysts 

Walter Mignolo, Roberto Dainotto, F.-J. Hernfindez 
Adrifin, Deborah Jenson 

10.15 ll.O0 GroupDiscussion 

11,15--11,30 am--Break 

11.30 am 1.00 pm 
Revolutionary Disciplines and Disciplinary Revolu- 
tions 
(Moderator: Walter Mignolo) 

Laurent Dubois (Duke University): 
A 200 Year-Long Revolution 

Catherine Walsh (Universidad Andina Simon Boli- 
var, Quito): 

Whose knowledge and for what? Political Epis- 
temic Insurgencies, Disciplinaeity, and the 
Uni-versity 

Charles Forsdick (Liverpool University): 
Reconfiguring Romance Studies: the Disciplinary 
impact of the Haitian Revolution 

1.00--1.45 pm Lunch 



1.45--3.15 pm 
Independence Networks: the Caribbean and Latin 
America 
(Moderator: Eliza Dandridge) 

¯ Richard Rosa (Duke University-): 
Independence, Insurgency, Insolvency: Circuits of 

Debt in the Greater Caribbean and the Atlantic 
° Deborah Jenson (Duke University): 

Miranda and the Haitian Model for "Colombia" 
¯ Alfonso Munera (University of Cartagena): 

In the Bicentennial: Latin American Independence 
Movements Revisited 

3.15--3.30 pm Break 

3.30-- 5.00 pm 
Translated Revolutions in Europe 
(A4oderator: Mattia Begali) 

¯ Sergio Ferrarese (William & Mary): 
The Revolution of Mind: Giordano Bruno’s 
Legacy 

¯ Sabrina Ferri (University of Notre Dame): 
Calabria 1783: From Natural Catastrophe to Social 
Revolutions 

° Roberto Dainotto (Duke University-): 
Vincenzo Cuocu, and the Translated Revolution 



Friday, April 29 

9. 30 11.00 am 
Revolutionary Genres (Moderator: David Bell) 

¯ Erin Laureano (Duke University) : 
Between ’Lost Paradises’ and ’Utopias to be 
Reached’: Ambivalent Independencies and State- 
gies of Containment in 19t~ Century Caribbean 

Narrative 
¯ Jane Moss (Duke University): 

Insurgencies, Rebellions, and a Quiet Revolution: 

The Case of French Canada 
¯ Anne-Ga~lle Sailor (Duke University): 

Cinematic Revolutions: May 1968 from Godard to 
Garrel 

11.00--11.15 am--Break 

11.30 am 1.00 pm 
The Insurgent "I" (Moderator: Ryan O’Rourke) 

Claudia Milian (Duke University): 
A Voice from Another South: James Weldon 
Johnson’s Nicaraguan Literary 

Ifeoma Nwankwo (Vanderbilt University): 
Disidentification as Identity: Race, P, efusal, and 
the Power of the Insurgent "I" in Afro-Latin 
American Autobiography 

1.00--1.45 pm Lunch 

1:45-3:00 Concluding Roundtable: Revolutions, In- 
dependences, and Insurgencies in Romance Studies 



Participant Bits and Abstracts 

Roberto Dainotto (Duke University): Vincenzo Cuocu, and the Translated 
Revolution 

Laurent Dubois (Duke University): A 200 Year-Long Revolution 
An exploration of the ways in which the Haitian Revolution has remained un- 

finished and Ullfulfilled, and how its promise has been transmitted and recalled 

through various forms, inchiding the songs of Haitian Vodou. 

Sergio Ferrarese (William & Mao’): The Revolution of Mind: Giordano 
Bruno’s Legacy 

When the molunnent to Giordano Bruno was first erected in Rome in 1889, it 
exacerbated an underlying tension between the clerical-political establishment 

and the secular tfistorical left, which at that: time controlled parliament. The 

polemic surrounding the molunnent continues in Italy even today. In this sense, 

Giordano Bruno is representative of a dissenting voice within the strong power 

of file Cafliolic Church di~fing the Counter-Reformation, and against today’s 

renewed conservative fl~etoric. Burned alive for mantaining iris belief in the 

freedom of inquiry against the dominant counterreformation’s rigid control of 

culture, Giordano Bnmo can and must be valued as the intellectual who paved 

the way for the scientific revolution and beyond. Unlike Galileo’s prescriptive 

method, which Feyerabend characterized as "file method", Bruno’s intellectual 

revohition still today gives us the possibility to rethink our knowledge and the 

diversity of cultures in a less strict fashion. Again, unike Galileo, he let: tfimself 

be tried and did not recant iris revolutionary theory of infinite worlds and of a 

centefless universe. A centefless universe today means a huge blow to the 

dominance of the eurocemfic model of knowledge and religion: Bruno wel- 

comed differem cultural instances in his non-orthodox theoly of knowledge 

and religiuos practice. In my discussion of Bruno’s revohition of the mind, I 

will address the currency of his thought today. 

Sabrina Ferri (University of Notre Dame): Calabria 1783: From Natural 
Catastrophe to Social Revolutions 
Enlightenment intellectual Francesco Mario Pagano (1748-1799) was one of 

the key protagonists of the 1799 Neapolitan revohition, in which he died. My 

presentation focuses on Pagano’s understanding of the 1783 earthquake that 

devastated Calabria and Messiua, and establishes a connection between uatuml 
and social revolutions. My al~alysis of Pagano’s reading of the earthquake 

sheds light on his involvement in the Neapolitan revolution in terms of his his- 

torical thought. 

In the aftermath of the 1783 disaster, Pagano wrote a compelling preface to his 

forthcoming "Political Essays," in which he addressed the cultural aspects and 

social consequences of the earthquake. In his "Essays," Pagano developed the 

idea of natural revolutions as culturally generative phenomena within a cyclical 



understanding of history. According to him, floods, volcanic eruptions, and 
earthquakes not only marked the dawn of civilization, but were also the regen- 
erative events that could inaugurate a new cycle of history, restoring decadent 
and corrupted societies to an original primitive state from which a simpler and 
righteous course could begin. In fact, since advanced civilizations would never 
opt for a spontaneous regression, natural catastrophes appeared to be a possi- 
ble, radical "remedy" to civil and social decadence. 
The specific connection that Pagano establishes between geological events and 
human behavior shows his adherence to a historical model that explains radical 
historical change not as the result of slow and imperceptible modifications, but 
as something brought about by violem upheavals, or revolutions. Ultimately, 
Pagano’s stance is a convincing example of a widespread eighteenth-century 
historical model that depended on a cyclical conception of history and relied on 
a catastrophist, revolutionary idea of progress. 
The reflection on the relationship between natural catastrophes and political 
revolutions in the eighteenth century can be a way for us to think through the 
same issues as they affect us today. 

Charles Forsdick (Liverpool UniversiU): Reconfiguring Romance Studies: 
the Disciplinary impact of the Haitian Revolution 
My contribution will take as its wider context current debates about the disci- 
plinariness of Romance Studies, and of Modern Languages more generally, in 
the UK and Ireland. As the limitations of historical models of our disciplinary 
field that are mapped closely onto the boundaries of the nation state become 
increasingly clear, the study of Haiti and its Revolution provides a striking case 
study, revealing the increasing importance of the Atlantic and other zones of 
contact in the relocation of langnages and cultures. The aim is not to critique a 
fi~rther instmmentalization of Haiti (although I am acutely aware of the pitfalls 
of such a tendency), but to explore instead the ways in which study of Haiti 
reveals the ways that accounts of history and culture are only ever partial if 
they restrict themselves to the national or monolingual. I would like to show in 
particular how work on representations of Toussaint (and also on representa- 
tions of Dessalines) gestures towards a post-national Romance Studies. The 
concerns of such an area are historically and geographically broad, and are 
fundamentally comparatist and transnational. The field pays attention to pre- 
histories and afterlives, and is ultimately multi-focal, with an interest in diverse 
contexts and locations. Such a project permits, at the same time, interrogation 
of the Eurocentrism of the epistemological foundations of our field, and of the 
inherited disciplinary traditions with which it is associated. Focus on Haiti is 
finally (and not insignificantly) key ~o the growing public understanding of and 
engagement with Romance Studies. 

Deborah Jenson (Duke University): Miranda and the Haitian Model for 

"Colombia" 
How can we understand the social networking and discursive modeling of Car- 
ibbean and Latin American independence movements in the early 19th cemury? 



Beginning with analysis of the surreal complexity of Francisco de Miranda’s 
1806 sojourn in Jacmel, Haiti, this presentation accounts for journalism, clubs, 
and international recruitment factors in post-1804 anticolonial independence 
movements. It also compares the structure of independence initiatives to the 
structure of attempts by former French colonists to reestablish colonial power 
and race-based hiemrc~r. 

Erin Lanreano (Duke Universi~r): Between ’Lost Paradises’ and ’Utopias 
to be Reached’: Ambivalent Independencies and Stategies of Containment 
in 19th Century Caribbean Narrative 
In The Repeating Island, Antonio Benitez Rojo argues that the Caribbean is a 
geographic enti~ largely determined by the socio-economic and cultural struc- 
ture of the "Plantation," that is, by the colonies’ importation of African slaves 
and the early establishment of an export econon\v of luxurious tropical prod- 
ucts of consumption, all of which imply a greater degree of dependency on the 
Metropolis, and, by extension, a greater degree of ambivalence towards mod- 
ern ideals such as political independence (to be sure, the Hispanic Caribbean is 
the region of Latin America where political independence arrived latest, if at 
all). 

Taking into account this atmosphere of social heterogeneity and economic in- 
stabiliD~ in large part determined by the cultural structure of the "Plantation," 
this presentation will examine how an ambivalent attitude towards political 
independence is betrayed textually in several 19~ century Caribbean narratives 
(Enriqui#o, Cecilia Valdbs, La charca). Specifically, we will study the proc- 
esses of signification of the language of these texts to see how they produce (or 
’siglfify’) their own particular ambivalent ideologies, even where these appear 
to directly contradict the ideologies publically manifested by their authors. 
Additionally, we will suggest that ma~Lv of the textual strategies employed to 
evade the region’s social tensions can be described as strategies of contain- 
ment, which, as Fredric Jameson explains, imagine discursive links with the 
past in order to "contain" modernizing threats and imagine a greater stability 
:for the region. By de-linking from a purely temporal literary tradition that 
tends to distinguish these texts according to their diverse romantic, realist, and 
naturalist characteristics, and instead reading them from their shared locus of 
era~nciation of the colonial Atlantic economy, we can see how new and inter- 
esting genealogies can be established amongst: them and how, in spite of their 
different political and aesthetic orientations, we can read a series of similar 
tensions and discursive strategies of containment wherein the incipient national 
societies represented paradoxically and ambivalently appear as both "lost para- 
dises" and "utopias to be reached." 

Claudia Milian (Duke University): A Voice from Another South: James 
Weldon Johnson’s Nicaraguan Literary "I" 

Jane Moss (Duke UniversiB~): Insurgencies, Rebellions, and a Quiet Revolu- 



tion: The Case of French Canada 
For the most: part, insurrections, insurgencies, and rebellions in French Canada 
have failed militarily and politically. The collective traumas of the Acadian 
Deportation of 1755-58, the British Conquest: of 1763, the Patriots Rebellion of 
1837-38, and the Mdtis Rebellions of 1870 and 1885 led to years of struggle 
and oppression (population lost, displaced, and dispersed; economies de- 
stroyed; political power lost or reduced). But these historical facts do not tell 
the whole sto~y of the impact of French-Canadian resistance movements or 
foreign revolutions (American and French) on les Francophonies canadiennes. 
In my presentation, I will discuss how the fact of being ceded from one colo- 
nial power to another and being on the losing side of failed insurgencies, insur- 
rections, and bourgeois revolutions has shaped French Canada’s collective 
memories and its different minority identities. I will argue that Canadian Fran- 
cophones (with the exception of the Mdtis) have transformed these failures into 
foundational myths and narratives of nation that have allowed them to con- 
struct identities and preserve their distinct francophone cultures. I will also 
argue that in a minority context, artistic representations (film, literature, drama) 
of historic resistances play important roles. 

Affonso Munera (University of Cartagena): In the Bicentennial: Latin 
American Independence Movements Revisited 
Recent interpretations of the independence movements have greatly expanded 
our understanding of the process of construction of the future nations, insofar 
as they have demystified the grand narratives and sought to understand better 
the following relevant aspects: a) how the internal crisis of the metropolis af- 
fected the colonies, b) how the regions and localities reacted to the imperial 
crisis from the perspective of their own realities, c) what other actors, besides 
the elite, participated decisively in the independence movements and what spe- 
cific interests guided them, and d) what the nature of the patriotic and national- 
ist discourses of the 19a~ and 209t~ centuries was. 
We need to learn much more about the local and regional dynamics of colonial 
struggles, about their actors and their specific interests. We also need more 
knowledge regarding the regional crio/lo elites, their conflicts and tensions, 
their initial objectives, the lack of national projects, and the limitations of their 
own specific interests. And, finally, we need to learn more about how the posi- 
tion of native populations or populations of African descent varied from one 
region to another. 

Ifeoma Nwankwo (Vanderbilt University): Disidentification as Identity: 

Race, Refusal, and the Power of the Insurgent "I" in Afro-Latin American 
Autobiography 

Richard Rosa (Duke University): Independence, Insurgency, Insolvency: 
Circuits of Debt in the Greater Caribbean and the Atlantic 

Anne-Gafille Saliot (Duke University): Cinematic Revolutions: May 1968 



from Godard to 
Garrel 

Catherine Walsh (Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar, Quito): Whose knowl- 
edge and for what? Political Epistemic Insurgencies, Disciplinaeity, and 
the Uni-versity 
What does it mean to understand "insurgency" from the intertwined perspec- 
tive of politics and knowledge? What are the political-epistemic insurgencies 
that are transcendental today, where are they emerging, and who are the collec- 
tive subjects that construct and position them? How and in what ways do they 
challenge dominant paradigms, transgress western modernity’s universal 
frame, and interrupt the bases of what has been historically understood as dis- 
ciplined knowledge, most particularly in the fields of languages, humanities, 
and culture(s)? 
What does it mean to "think with" these insurgencies, not as objects of study 
but as perspectives, logics, and rationales of thought tied to existence as well as 
to action? And what are the challenges, obstacles, and conflicts that emerge 
when such thinking intem~pts the disciplined space/place of academia and the 
universibT? These are the central questions that will organize my reflections, 
thinking from the doctoral program/project of Latin American (Inter)Cultural 
Studies that I direct in Quito, Ecuador, but also with recent diatribes and de- 
bates pushed forth by white liberal-Leftists in Latin America that attempt to 
discredit these insurgencies under the label of"pachamalnicos". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Black Student Movement of UNC Chapel Hill <laost@iuvite.pingg.com> 

Friday, April 22, 2011 6:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

The Black Student Movement of UNC Chapel Hill has invited you to Honoring Paragons within the Black Campus Commuuity 

I i:~i: My Envelope - Honoring Parag .... ithin the Black Campus C ..... ityj 

ii.~.iI pingg.com, well sent ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

irb no reply@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu 

Friday, April 22, 2011 11:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

[IRB] Submission in Progress (Certification Due) 

Principal Inves~tigator: 

Study Title: 

The above snbmission had been sent to the Principa] Investigator (and Faculty Advisor, when applicable) on 04/15/2011 for certification bm has not yet been certified. 

Once certified, the submission will then be routed to the appropriate departments and/or other review committees for their approval. After all have approved the 
submission, it will be accepted by the IRB tbr review. 

Please be aware that the snbmission and review process will not continne until certified by the PI (and Faculty Advi~3r, when applicable). 

To monitor the progress of your submission, click on the link below. 

http:i/apps.research.nnc.eduiirbieform routing.cfln?Masterld 100540 



INDEPENDENCE AND SOVEREIGNTY IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY ..... Eunice Sable 

Economic Pragmatism in an Intellectual and Political Vacuum: Debating the Terms of 
China’s Engagement with Africa 
Chair: Saheed Yinka Adejuraobi, Seattle University 
Kidane Mengisteab, Pennsylvania State University, The Be~jing Consensus: Exploring the 
Opportunities and Risks jbr Africa 

Won Kidane, Seattle University School of Law, Africa-China Trade andlnvestment in a Legal 

Vacuum 

Saheed Yinka Adejumobi, Seattle University, Freedom and the Contested Commons in Africa- 
China Relations 

3 papers 
(Strong) 

The Practice of Pan-Africanism: Transnational Politics in an Anticolonial Africa 
Chair, Jeffrey Ahlman, University of Virginia 
Chary Tsepo, University of Pennslyvania, God’s Political Salvation: Co[oured ldentity and the 

Practices of Black Nationalism in the African Orthodox Church 
Lessie Tate, University of Illinois, Tanzanian/African American Linkage: A Product of Black 

Hubs, 1947-1965 
Jeffrey Ahlman, University of Virginia, Debating Decolonization: 7he All-African Peoples 

Conference and the Rise of a Pan-African Accra 
Jonathan Fenderson, University of Virginia, Renovating the Black World." Afro-Modern 

Festivities & Black Arts Internationafsm, 1966-1977 

Tanzania and the World: Sovereignty, Dependency, and Discourse 
Chair: Paul Bjerk, Texas Tech University 

Monique Bedasse, Connecticut College, African First and Socialist Second: dulius Nyerere’s 
Pan-African Thought and Praxis, 1961-1992 
Pfiya Lal, Quinnipiac University, Se~=Refiance, Citizenship, and Development in Postcolonial 

Tanzania 

Richard Schroeder, Rutgers University, Frontline Memories: The Legacies of Southern Africa’s 
Liberation in Contemporary Tanzania 

Goran Hyden, University of Florida, From Donor DarOng to Donor Prisoner: Tanzania’s Lost 
P’ight for Self-ReOance 

Discussant: Walter Bgoya, Mkuki na Nyota Press 



Dubois, Nkrumah and Mbeki’s Pan Africa: Sustaining the Struggle via Africa’s African 
Union 
Chair: Rita Kiki Edozie, Michigan State University 
Keith Gottschalk, University of Western Cape, An Anatomy of Africa’s Emerging Supra-state: 
7he A U Equals’ Historical OA U, Regional Rb2C and Comparative EU 

Rita Kiki Edozie, Michigan State University, 7he Millennium Opportunity Context: 7he A U and 

Africa’s Third Wave of Democra#c Capita#sin 
Adonia Ayebare, International Peace Institute, Se~=Determined Responsibi#ty to Protect: The 

A U’s Po#tical and Security Council andAchieving an End to Conflict 

(Strong) 
3 papers 

The Political Economy of Resources and Uneven African Development 
Chair, Miles Larmer, Review of African Political Economy (ROAPE) 
Ray Bush, Review of African Political Economy, Imperialism, Enclaves and Impoverishment: 

Mining and Underdevelopment 

Cyd Obi, Nordic Africa Institute, Oil and the Post-Amnesty Programme (PAP): What Prospects 
Jbr Sustainable Development and Peace in the Niger Delta 

Yao Graham, Third World Network Africa-Accra, The New Resource Nationa#sm and 
Challenges to the A~[ineral Enclave in Africa 
Discussant: Eunice Sahle, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

(Strong) 
3 papers 

China-Africa Relations 50 years later: African Perspectives 
Chair: Agnes Ngoma Leslie, University of Florida 
Almaz Zewed, Howard University, China and Africa: Divergent and Convergent Perspectives 
Michael Leslie, University of Florida, China in the AJ~ican Media: A Case Study.f!~om Zambia 

Simon Akindes, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Francophone A~ica: New Challenges of 

China’s Po##ca[ and Economic Encroachments into a Protected Zone 
Agnes Ngoma Leslie, University of Florida, Chinese htvestments and Workers Rights" in Zambia 

Duscussant: Lako Tongun, Pitzer College 
(Strong) 

U.S. Businesses and the Making and Unmaking of African Sovereignties 
Chair: Lynn Thomas, University of Washington 

Matthew Hooper, California Polytechnic University- San Luis Obispo, American Merchants, 
Globa[ization, and Labor in the Western Indian Ocean, 1840-1890 
Kairn Klieman, University of Houston, Foundations for an Oil Curse: U.S. Oil Companies, the 
Lend Leas’e Program, and American Diplomacy in Afi’ica during World War I1 
Lynn Thomas, University of Washington, U.S. Cos’metics Companies as Economic and Cultural 

Agents in South Africa’s Twentieth-Century Skin Lightener Market 



Luise White, University of Florida, Chrome Crimes: Union Carbide, UDI, and the Hidden 

Histories of Metals 
Discussant: Gabrielle Hecht, University of Michigan 

(Strong) 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

[IRB] Submission in Progress (Certification Due) 

Principal Inves~tigator: 

Study Title: 

The above snbmission had been sent to the Principa] Investigator (and Faculty Advisor, when applicable) on 04/15/2011 for certification bm has not yet been certified. 

Once certified, the submission will then be routed to the appropriate departments and/or other review committees for their approval. After all have approved the 
submission, it will be accepted by the IRB tbr review. 

Please be aware that the snbmission and review process will not continne until certified by the PI (and Faculty Advi~3r, when applicable). 

To monitor the progress of your submission, click on the link below. 

http:i/apps.research.nnc.eduiirbieform routing.cfln?Masterld 100540 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Sunday, April 24, 2011 10:04 AM 

For CIAS l?aculU <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciaslhculty] Awards/Achievements 

Dear Faculty, 

We would love to highlight your awards and achievements from the past year in our upcoming newsletter. If you have an accomplishment you would like added to 

our newsletter, please email me at laram@email.unc.edu. 

Thank you so much for your support! 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 9:19-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.globakunc.edu/globalstudies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Sunday, April 24, 2011 7:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Welcome to students at the Univ. of North Carolina 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Greetings, 

My students are doing a great job discussing Multiculturalism on the Tank, I have thrown them a fast ball -- do plants, animals, trees, 
plants exhibit multiculturalism? (It’s embedded in the Multiculturalism Group), Please feel free to join this discussion, comment on 
points they have made, and - sure, why not? - throw them some more fast balls! .... Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/?xg source=msg mes network 

click here 
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Intuit’s Vibe 

Poetic Justice 

By Robert Johnson 

Build prisons 

not day- care 

Lock ’em up 

What do we care? 

Hire cops, not counselors 

Sta£f courts, not clinics 
Wage warfare 

Not welfare 

Invest in t~lons 
Ripen °em like ~nelons 

Eat ’eln raw, then 

Ask for ~nore 

More povel~’ 

More crime 

More men in prison 

More fear in the street 
More ex-cons among us 

Poetic justice 

About Me: A prot~ssor ofj ustice, la~v and society at American University’ in WasNn~on, D.C., Johnson is the author of several ~cial seience books dealing ruth 

crime and punishment, including Death lVork: A Study. of the Moda~rrt Execzttiort Process, winner of the Outstanding Book Award of the Acade~ny of Criminal 

Justice Sciences. His latest collection of poetry is A Zoo Ne~ac You, BleakHonse Publishing, 2010. The above poeln is fio~n the collection Poetic Justice: Reflections on 

the Big House, the Death House & the Atnerican Way of Justice published online at u~,w.stowiolence.com/9-1 l/arts/Poetic Justice.pdf. He can be reached at 

robert.iohnson~?american.edu. 

Bit of Histo~ 

Willian~ Moses Kunstler (1919-1995) 

Williani Moses Kunstler has been called both a "great American hero" and "the mofft hated lawyer in Atnerica" for defending radicals~ militaa~ts and terrorists. The oldest 

of three childre~ Kunstler was born in New York CiD" on July 7, 1919. The son of Frances Mandelbaum and Monroe Bradford Kunstler, a proctologist, Willian~ grew 

up in a middle-class Jewish neighborhood in Central Park West on Manhattan’s Upper West Side. He attended Dewitt Clinton High School and then matriculated at 

Yale University" where he graduated with honors in 1941. During WWII, Kunstler served with distinction in the Pacific with the US Army Signal Corps. He attained the 

rank of major and was awarded a Bronze Star and a Purple Heart. 

Fighting for right in defense of a just cause continued as part of Kunstler’s nature in the s~udy of law at ColumNa Universi .ty. Upon graduatior~ he opened a modest 



practice with his brother Michael, Knnstler & Kunstler, in 1946. They practiced t?~nily aM small business law in the 1950s. He al~ met and married Lotte 

Rosenberger and settled into a relatively quiet litb in a suburb of New York City. The conple had two danghters, Karin mad Jane. 

While at Yale, Kunstler became an avid poet and throughout his career used poet~ in his summations. He wrote several tx~oks including the Edgar-award nominated 

"The Minister and the Choir Singer." He hosted a radio progrmn called ’"][’he Law on Tffal" on WNEW and gafined honorable tnention from the National Legal Aid 

Association’s press award in 1957. He also taught classes in trusts and estates at New York University Law School. 

However, lit~ as an "armcha~r liberal" ended abruptly for Kunstler, when he became a member of the Ainerican Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). He first made headlines 

defending William Worthy, a correspondent for the Baltimore A~o-Ameffcan, whose passport was seized by the State Departraent for traveling to Communist China 

and Moscow in 1957. Snbseqnently, he was asked to represent Paul and Offal Redd, the African American fotmders of the National Association for the Advancement 

of Colored People (NAACP) of New York Ci~, in a housing discrimination lawsnit. Kunstler. who had believed in the principle of equal justice under the law, 

experienced firsthand how the law actually worked when it came to blacks, minorities and those not favored by society. 

Kanstler had eNoyed an ordinary civil practice but now he began his many tbrays into the dark murky underworld of race relations, civil rights and racial discrimination 

that tested the code to M~ich he had sworn allegiance. Again at the request of the ACLU, Kanstler rode South "to challenge "the iron grip of segregation aa "Freedom 

Riders," yonng activists who rode buses to demand service at bns station restaurants and "white only" restrooms and water tbuntains, needed an advocate. St~ding 
against Mississippi’s racist laws, Kunstler observed "I watched as five scared but determined young people sat down at a lunch counter and were promptly arrested. 

On that day I leaxned, all the talking in the world meant nothing; it was the doing, the action that had meaning." 

Many of Kuns~tler’s clients were African Americans denied their rights under all kinds of conditions, which made hi~n very unpopular. He would say of his defense in 

snch situations. "For more than 20 years, my representation of Black defendants has been motivated by one of my s~trongest beliefs: That our socieF is racist." He 

refused to defend right-wingers, on the grounds that: "I only defend those whose goals I share. I’m not a la~?-er for hire. I only defend those I love." 

Representing Dr. Martin Lnther King, Jr. and others, like Fred Shuttlesworth, who languished in a Birmingham jail, Kunstler played a major role in the legal battles for 

civil rights. He lbught Jim Crow in court as Dr. King desegregated Albany, Geo~ia, Danville, Virginia, Birmingham, Alabama and St. Augustine, Florida throughout the 

1960s. As Dr. King changed his stand on the Vietnam War in the mid- 1960s, Kunstler changed to detEnding black power activists and those opposed to the wax. 

Controversial clients, like H. Rap Brow~, leader of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), who thced tEderal anti-riot charges ti3r his powerful 
speeches~ the Chicago Seven for demonstrations at the 1968 Democratic Convention and the Catonsville Nine, Catholic activists who burued draft files to protest the 

Vietnam War, catapulted Kunstler onto the front pages of newspapers and TV news cast. 

Kunstler was director of the ACLU from 1964 to 1972 and a member of its National Council. He co-founded the Center for Constitutional Rights in 1966. A changed 

man by his experiences, Knnstle~s personal life fell apart as his first marriage ended. However, his new lifestyle brought into his life MaJ:gaJ:et Ratner, a young radical 

attorney, who he married in 1976. The couple settled in Greenwich Village and had two daughters, Sarah and Emily. 

Kunstler contira~ed to cross the line, moving beyond unpopular civil rights clients to representing prisoners, such as Johil Hill, charged in the riot at Attica prison, Russell 

Means and Dennis Banks of the Ameffcan Indian Movement (AIM), who thced charges for Wounded Knee in 1973. Kunstler even joined the defense of Assata 

Shakur (grandmother of Tupac Shakur) charged in cormection with a 1973 shootout with New Jersey State Troopers. 

By 1986 Kunstler was offthe chalets as a "radical lm~3,er" winning cases ti)r clients viewed as indel}nsible by most. Such cases included Gregory Lee Johnson,, who 
burned an American flag outside the 1984 Republican National Convention; Larry Davis, a 23-year-old drug dealer accused of the attempted murder of six police 

officers in 1986 and Yusef Salaam, one of five teenagers whose convictions were overturued in the rape and severe beating of a young woman in the1989 Central l?ark 
j ogger case. 

These cases made Ktmstler more visible and more vanerated by blacks, those denied justice and those who could not aflb~l high-priced lax~ers, while being "vilified" 

in the press and as persona non grata by Jews for defending Muslim clerics in the 1990s. He represented El Sa>y’id Nosair, an ED-plian immigrant acquitted of the 

1990 murder of Rabbi Meir Kahane, the controversial founder of the Jewish Defense League; Sheikh Omar Abdel-Rahman, head of the Egyplian-based Gama’a al- 

Islamiyah, accused in the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and Qubilah Shabazz, daughter of Malcolm X, accused of plotting to murder Louis Farrakhan of the 

Nation of Islam. 

The death of William Moses Kunstler on September 4, 1995 left a void that is yet to be filled. He was tireless in the pursuit ofj ustice without regard to person or 

position, and he symbolized the guiding principle ofAinefican jnfisprudence, "innocent until proven guilt?,." He battled authorities in det~nse of’justice for all." Ai~d with 

his passing, justice lost a true advocate and the defenseless lost an audacious chmnpion. 

Intuifs Vibe 

The Terrible M~h 
By William Kuns~Jer 

"And that’s the retable m~h of organized racier. That eve ~rything that’s done thiongh the established system is legal. And that word has a powerful psychological 

impact. It makes people believe that there is an order to lit} and an order to a system and that a person that goes through "this order and is convicted has gotten all that 

is clue him. And thereIbre society can turu its conscience off and look to other things and other times. 

And that’s the terrible thing about these past trials is that they have this aura of legitimacy -- this aura of legality. I suspect that better men than the world has known and 

more of them have gone to their death thiough a legal sys~tem than through all the illegalities in the his~tou of man. Six million people in Europe during the Third Reich? 

Legal. Sacco/Vanzetti? Quite legal. The Haymarket defendants? Legal. The hundreds of rape trials throughout the South where black men were condemned to death? 

All legal. Jesus? Legal. Socrates? Legal. And that is the kaleidoscopic nature of what we live through here and in other places. Because all tyrants learn that it is far 

better to do this thing through some semblance of legality than to do it without that pretense." 

This excerpt is from "Distarbing the Universe" a documentary abont the life of William Kunstler p~oduced by his daughters Emily and SaJcah. (Source: 

www.pbs.org/po v/ disturbingtheuniverse/background.php ) 



Hood Notes 

Why I Signed Bill to Abolish Death Penally 

By Pat Quinn 

Today (3-9-11), I have signed Senate Bill 3539, which abolishes the death penally" in Illinois. 

For me, this was a difficult decision, quite literally the choice between life and death. This was not a decision to be Inade lightly, or a decision that I came to without 

deep personal reflection. 

Since the General Assembly passed this bill, I have met or heard from a wide variety of people on both sides of the issue. I have talked ruth prosecutors, judges, 

elected officials, religious leaders from around the world, families of murder victims, people on death row who were exonerated and ordinary citizens who have taken 

the time to share their thonghts with me. Their experiences, words aa~d opinions have made a tremendous impact on my thinking, m~d I thank everyone M~o reached out 

on this matter. 

Al?ter their guidance, as well as mnch thought and reflection, I have concluded that our s?stem of imposing the death penalty is inherently tarred. The evidence 
presented to me by tbnner prosecutors and judges with decades of experience in the criminal jus~tice system has convinced me that it is impossible to devise a sys~te~n 

that is consistent, that is tree of discrimination on the basis of race, geography or economic circumstance, and that always gets it right. 

As a state, we cannot tolerate the executions of innocent people because such actions strike at the very legitimacy ofa govermnent. Since 1977, Illinois has seen 20 
people exonerated from death row. Seven of those were exonerated since the moratorium was imposed in 2000. That is a record that should tronble ns all. 

To say that this is nnacceptable does not even begin to express the profound regret and shame we, as a socie~, must bear for these failures of justice. 

Since onr experience has shown that there is no way to design a perfect death penalt.~, system, t~ee from the nnmerous flaws that can lead to wrongfill convictions or 

disc6minatory treatment, I have concluded that the proper conrse of action is to abolish it. With our broken system, we cannot ensure justice is achieved in every case. 

For the stone reason, I have also decided to commute the sentences of those cnrrently on death row to natural litb imprisonment, without the possibili~ of parole or 

release. 

I have found no credible evidence that the death penalty has a detenent effect on the crime of murder mid that the enormous sums expended by the state in maintaining 

a death penally~ system would be better spent on preventing crime and assisting victilns’ fmnilies in oveleoming their pain mid griet~ 

To those who say that we must maintain a death penalty- for the sake of the victims’ fmnilies, I say that it is impossible not to feel the pain of loss that all these families 

share or to understand the desire for retribution that many may hold. But, as I heard from family members who lost loved ones to murder, maintaining a flawed death 

penalty ~’stem will not bring back their loved ones, will not help them to heal and will not bring closnre to their pain. Nothing can do that. We must instead devote our 

resources toward the prevention of crime and the needs of victims’ fa~nilies, rather tha~ spending more money to preserve a flawed system. 

The late Cardinal Joseph Beruadin observed, "[i]n a complex, sophisticated democracy like ours, means other than the death penally are available a~d can be used to 

protect society." In our current criminal justice system, we can impose extremely harsh pnnishments Mren warranted. Judges can impose sentences of life impri~nment 

without the possibility" of parole. Where necessary and appropriate, the state can incarcerate convicted cri~ninals in maximum security prisons. These means should be 

sufficient to satisfy our need for retribution, jus~tice a~d protection. 

As Governor; I took an oath to uphold our state’s Constitution and faithfully execute our laws. Honoring that oath often requires making dilYicult decisions, but I have 

found none to be as difficult as the one I made today. I recognize that some may strongly disagree with this decision, but I firmly believe that we are taking an important 

step forward in our history as Illinois joins the 15 other slates and many nations of the world that have abolished the death penalty. (Source: 

w~wv.illinois.gov/PressReleases’ShowPressRelease.cfm?SnbiectID~&RecNum 9265) 

News Yon Use 

Petition to Save Troy Davis 

On March 28, 2011, the US Supreme Court refused to hear the death penally" case of Troy Anthony Davis. It was his final appeal. 

Davis has been on Georgia’s death row for close to 20 years. He was convicted of killing off-duty police officer Mark MacPhail. Seven of the nine witnesses called by 

the prosecution have since recreated their testimony. There were allegations of police coercion and intimidation in obtaining their tes~timony. Despite the reasonable 

donbt surrounding his case, Davis could be put to death. 

Davis’ fate now rests with the Georgia State Board of Pardons and Parole. It conld commute his sentence to life without parole. People from around the world support 

clemency. Noted individual s from Pope Benedict XVI to Archbishop Desmond Tutn have written letters and sought to intervene on Davis’ behal£ 

Davis’ sister, Martina Correia, has worked "tirelessly "to ti-ee her brother. She has called tbr a global mobilization in aa~ eltbrt to save his life and expose to the world the 

fact that in the US it is not nnconstitutionaJ to execute an innocent person. In 1993, the Supreme Court suggested that "actual innocence" is not a sufficient cause to be 

graa~ted freedom from incarceration as long as the legal rules are followed, even ifa~ innocent people could fftill be convicted and put to death. 

The DISH has joined her effort and is urging its readers to sign a petition by Color of Change calling on the Georgia State Board of Pardons and Parole to commute 

Davis’ sentence. At The DISH, we are for life and oppose the death penalty. We believe death by the state is just as heinous as death by an individual. There is reason 

to believe Davis is innocent, all the more reason to stop the eflbrt to kill him. 

Please add your voice to the cry for jnstice and end the possibility- of another execution. Write, call or email the Georgia State Board of Pardons and Parole or add 

your name to the petition by the Color of Change at http://act.colorofchange.org/sign/tro¥?referring akid .950429.FZXcFa&amp;source facebook. 



Public Transit Plan: Taxation Without Representation 
By John Buff Smith 

’][’he Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) has submitted (4-15-2011) its "wish list" of transportation projects for the Metro Atlanta region to the planning director of 

the Georgia Depaxtment of Transportation (GDOT). ’][’his was in response to HB 277 passed by the Georgia legislature this yeast. This plan calls for regional 

referendums in 2012 to approve a penny sales tax in those regions to pay for transportation projects. The same ten Metro Atlanta counties that make up the Atlanta 

Regional Commission -- Cherokee, Clayton, Cobb, DeKalb, Donglas, Fayette, Fulton, Gwinnett, Hen~, and Rockdale - also make up a Special Transportation 

District for HB 277. 

The plan, in theor?~, will work this way: In each often districts, city and counW governments will develop lists of projects for inclusion in the regional plan. Locally, this 

was the regional "wish lists" subinitted by the ARC that went to GDOT. GDOT Planning Director Todd Long will evaluate 437 transportation projects using criteria 

developed by a so-called Ronndtable Committee. He will delete some projects and add some that were not submitled by a local government. Long will then present his 

"unconstrained" list of projects to the Roundtable by Jra~e 1,2011. 

The Roundtable will pare down Long’s unconstrained list to a final "constrained" list that fits within tile $8 billion that is projected to be raised by the penny sales tax. 

Even though during this ti~ne, the working list will be available for public comment, it is slot clear how tile public’s interest will be looked after during all this "horse 

trading." In October, the Roundtable will send a final "constrained" liszt that falls within the projected $8 billion in sales tax revenue back to GDOT. Voters will have only 

a yes or no say on the matter in each region when they vote on the referendum in the summer of 2012. 

There are several problems with this bill and the process beyond all the backroom "horse trading" bemeen the Ronndtable and GDOT, if you live in DeKalb and 

Fnlton Connties. If one knows the histo~ of the ARC and the results of tax referendums to fund public transportation, DeKalb and Fulton should view this plan with a 
great deal of skeptici sm. First, the ARC has never looked out for equality in regards to DeKalb and F ulton Counties’ black residents because it was created to 

circnnavent desegregation and undercut black political power when Maynard Jackson was elected Mayor of Atlanta (1973). The ARC was created as an overarching 
structure to control tax revenue coming to Atlanta and Fulton Coun .ly from the state of Geo~ia and the t~deml government, eIt~c~vely giving whites veto power over 

any decision made rega~cding such revenne. And, its role is no different in deciding which public transportation prqiects will be funded in this plan. 

Next, when the Metro Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) was created, the ARC led the opposition in tile counties that rejected tile one-cent sales tax to fund 

the public transportation system. Only DeKalb and Fulton Counties voted to pay the one-cent sales tax and have continued to do so since 1971. Adding injur?~ to 

insult, when the state legislature under fomler governor Roy Barnes created the Georgia Regional Transposition Authori .ty (GRTA), which was supposed to use 
MARTA in developing a regional rapid transit network, the surrounding connties were supposed to begin paying the one-cent MARTA sales tax. However, GRTA 

dropped the reqnirement that surronnding connties pay the MARTA tax a£ter the state of Georgia gained access to IVIARTA’s dedicated source of revenue (its one- 

cent tax), which it used to float bonds to finance bns systems in Cla~ton and Gmnnett Counties, where voters have repeatedly refused to pay the one- cent MARTA 

sales tax. Tricked again! 

This new transportation plan is an "old dog" doing the same old tricks. It is another attempt to get DeKalb and Fulton residents to pay for other counties’ public 

transportation improvements. First, there is no rider in this bill that cancels the MARTA tax or extends it to other connties, equalizing transportation cost bet~vveen 

DeKalb mad Fulton Coun~fes and the rest of Georgia. While other counties will be voting to add a penny to their sales tax, DeKalb and Fulton will be paying two cents 
for public transportation. 

This scheme is similm to what is happening with Social Securi~" (SS) and Medicaxe. Even though both are based on payroll taxes, tile Tea Paxty and Republican 

representatives axe portraying thetn as entitlements paid for by the government, which has helped to create the current deficit and debt, rather than the other way 

arotmd. If the federal government was not using SS funds as general revenue, the deficit and debt would be even greater. The gan~e here is to relieve the federal 

government of its obligation to pay back the trillions of dollaxs owed to SS it used as general revenue, while simulta~eously the government will continue to tax certain 

workers for benefits they will never receive. 

DeKalb and Fulton County taxpayers were snookered with a simila~c scheme two yeasts ago in the Grady Hospital privat~ation. That plan, put forth by the business 

community, was supposed to rescue Grady t]com the brink of insolvency. However, it has resulted instead in nee@ black mad poor patients paying more for less service 

as those wielding the budgetau ax have not come up with promised savings or additional revenne through privatization. 

Southwest DeKalb is a classic example of the kind of tax resource drain that will occur under this new public transposition plan. Although this area will pay the penny 
tax,. there is not one project planned for this are~ whereas some areas will get several projects. Case in poink originally MARTA was supposed to build a train lisle to 

service the Southwest DeKalb 1-20 corridor. Even though Southwest DeKalb has paid tile one cent sales tax for 40 years, MARTA has built extinctions to serve 

Nos~th DeKalb but not tile Southwest. Under its new transportation plans in tile "wish list" of psRjects MARTA proposes an east heavy rail line extension from Indian 
Creek Station to Wesley Chapel Road, a northeast heavy rail line extension from Doraville Station to Noreross, rail service through the Clifton Comdor and a new line 

to Turner Field but nothing out 1-20 East. A bea~, rail line extension s~traight eastward out 1-20 would be the most economical project because there would be no need 

to purchc~se land and it would relieve traffic congestion from Rockdale, and He~.5’ Connties, as well as commuters from South Caxolina. 

This is a "no brainer" DeKalb and Fulton Connty residents are being victimized again to pay tbr development mad economic improvements in white commratities. Areas 

like Southwest DeKalb are viewed as "cash cows" where tax dolla~cs are siphoned olt; leaving homes dilapidated, businesses and schools closed, services cut and 

middle class neighborhoods become ghettos, withering "like a raisin in the sun." (Source: http://atlantaprogressivenews.com.html) 

Disgruntled says: When it comes to crime and justice in the United States of America, skin color and socioecono~nic status play deciding roles in how the system metes 

out rewards and punishment. The rich can and do get away with rape, robber?, and murder. Case in point are the robber barons on Wall Street that have raped and 

robbed countless Americans of pensions, home and heas~th while the Justice Depaxtment sees nothing wrong. However, if you are poor and/or black, even when it can 

be legally proven that the system violated its own rules, the criminal jnstice system finds a way to stack the deck against yon. Case in point is the Supreme Court ruling 
overturning a lower court decision that awm~cled forn~er death row inmate John Thompson $14 million for a wrongful conviction. Because prosecutors withheld 

exculpatory evidence, Thompson spent fonrteen (14) years on death row. In overturning the lower court decision, the Snpreme Court, in a majority opinion written by 

Jnstice Clarence Thomas, a black mm~, basically said the district attorney cannot be held accountable for failing to train his s~lt; Not only can an innocent person be put 



to death in "this country and it be perfectly legal, now an innocent person can be wrongfully convicted of a crime due to prosecutorial mi~onduct and have no 

expectation of receiving an a~vard for damages. 

Disgruntled t~els: Scammed’. With a little over two years in office under his belt, the president is in full caJnpaign mode. His job approval numbers are in the toilet based 

on the latest polls. If Americans were asked the question - are you better offtoday than two years ago - I suspect the numbers responding in the negative would be in 

the high eighties. As a consequence, his approval rating would sink even deeper into negative territory, even among his tnost faithful base, i.e., black voters. On the 

economic front, with high unetnployment, high home foreclosure rate~ and rising food and fuel prices, there is not a lot for poor and middle income Americans to like 

about Mr. Obama’s time in ott]ce. Ironicalb; even with the turmoil in the Middle East and North Africa, there is an oil glut. Yet, gas prices continue to rise. Obviously, 
consumers are being scammed. With an oil glut, if supply and demand axe the two sides of the "invisible hand" that determines price in the "free market," then the 

reasons prices are soaring are (1) falling value of the dollar (2) speculation and (3) price gouging by big oil companies. Take your pick’. Either way, a crime is being 

perpetrated. It is past time for Mr. Obama to wade in, even if all he can do is jawbone and expose the scam artists! 

Disgruntled wants to know: Let’s be t]cank here! The US uses predator drones to remotely kill "insurgents, terrorists and enemy combatants" in At~hanistan, Pakistan, 

and wherever else it deems necessary, to "root out evil." In the process of conducting these targeted as~ssinations, it has murdered an untold number of innocent me~, 

women and children. It has used so much depleted uranium in Iraq that generations of Iraqis to come will suitor the negative consequences, which include cancer and 

birth defects. It used white phosphorus to pacit~ Fa]lujah, Iraq, a war crime had it been done by any other nation. Its use of these weapons of mass destruction goes 

unchecked and unpunished by the international connnunity. In addition to wars in Afghanis~r~ Iraq and unchecked drone attacks in Pakistan, now, the US is at war in 

Libya. It will be using drones to kill Libyans as paxt of the pretext to advance its humanit~:rian mission in that country. We are told that nation’s repressive leader is a 

murderer. Buk who is the bigger murderer? Is it the leader of a country that s~arts a war to save lives and in the process kills thousands or the dictator that puts down a 

rebellion by killing hundreds? 

Ma~ltx~x: E-Mails, Faxes and Telephone Calls 

EmaJd www.themonitor.com...Ex- South Texas police chief sentenced in drug case ...A tbrmer South Texas police chief who pleaded guil~ to helping Mexican drag 

cartels smuggle drugs across the border has been sentenced to 10 years in prison. Heman Guerra Jr. pleaded guilt.5~ in January to one count of conspiracy with intent to 

distribute. He was sentenced Wednesday. The 45-year-old was arrested last summer at the Sullivan City Police Department. The McAllen Monitor reports that at the 

sentencing, Guerra told U.S. District Judge Randy Crane that he is sorry for what he has done. Crane said federal investigators had tapped Guerra’s phone lines. Crane 

says that in those recordings, Guerra "seemed to scoff’ at the idea of getting arrested. 

For comments, questions or to unsubscribe, email thedish(~thedish.org. 

~ou are subscribed aseunice@email.unc.edu. Unsubscribe Forward ThisPaqe Print 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Services <caenmaJl@expedimnail.com> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 9:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Last chm~ce: Hotels up to 40% off li)r Victoria Day 

yD Canada Holida 

:::::~.:~ iis: :::i, i;:!:::d ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::.i:!::s:i::!: ciick here 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Takken, Renee <r.takken@palgrave.com> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 9:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

Out of Otfice AutoReply: New print of the book 

Thank you for your email. 

Except from Wednesday 27 April, I will not be in the office until Tuesday 3 May 

Please note that 22, 25 and 29 April, and 2 May are Bank Holidays in the ErK and our offices will be closed. 

I look forward to reading your message upon my return. 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidentiaI and should not be used by arlyone wl~’~o is 

nDt the original intenied recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 

please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox cr any other storage 

mechanism° Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accep~ 

liability for any statemeR~s made which are clearly the seRder’s own and not 

expressly made on behalf of Macmillan PubIishers Limited or one of its agents. 

Please note tl~’~at neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its aqents 

accept any respcnsibiiity for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 

its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any)° No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 

Publishers Limited or its aqents by means of e-mail communication. Hacmilian 

Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with registered number "/85998 

Registered Office Brunel Road, Houndmilis, Basingstcke RG21 6XS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 25, 2011 10:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

South At~ ca 

Hi Comrade Eunice! 

As I start getting ready to go to Africa once again (I leave this weekend for Dakar), I wanted to confirm with you that with a US passport, I do not need a 

visa for South Africa, correct? They do require at least one full empty page in the passport, if I remember correctly from my last visit. Are you almost ready 

to go? 

See you in Ourban soon! 

Rodney 

confidc, ntial 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Funke, Peter N. <~pnfunke@usf.edu;, 

Monday, April 25, 2011 12:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: New print of the book 

Deal Eunice, 

Thank you vely much for letting me know and I look forward reading it. 

All the bes~. 

Cheers, 

Peter 

On Apr 25, 2011, at 9:47 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Peter, 

Greetings. 

I had confirmation from Renee (thanks) from Palgrave Macmillan that the new print of the book World Orders, Development and Transformation is now available 
from their site. 

Thanks for the interest and kindly let me know your thoughts on the chapter on the WSF and the book in general when you have time. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Flrom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia Deal Alert <usmail@expediamaJl.com> 

Monday, April 25,2011 12:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

The top deals of the week-handpicked tbr you 

i::XPFDIA DFAL ALFRI 

We’ve hand-picked our favorite deals from around the world to bring them direct to your inbox! 

Feel free to share this with your friends. 

FEATURED DEALS 

Wailea Beach Marriott - 4-star Haw’aii resort now 40% off. 

Carnival Cruise Line - Receive FREE upgrades. 

Book by May 3 

American Airlines - Fly from $144+ roundtrip 

MORE GREAT FINDS 

ORLANDO ADVENTURES 

Save 50% on a 3.5-star hotel. Hurry, offer expires tonight! 

FLORIDA SPRING SALE 

Stay 3+ nights, save 30%. 

~ ~?£ .k...b.Y.. ~!£ y.. 5. 

NEW YORK SPRING SALE 

Save 30% on packages Get up to $150 to spend anywhere 

Book ~ 

LAS VEGAS Vl EWS 

Book a 3-star hotel from $76/night. 

CEASAR’S LAS VEGAS 

Guest’s choice of a 2-for-1 Papillon Grand Canyon Helicopter Tour of the Vegas Strip, Hoover 

Dam, or Grand Canyon. 

RENO 

Get 50% off a 3.5-star hotel. Hurry, this offer expires today! 

~.~ 2~.~:.~’..~..~ ~i~ ~).~.~P..L~!.2.~ 

INSIDER SELECT HOTEL: SAN DIEGO 

4-star Loews Coronado Bay Resort and Spa from $169. 

MONTREAL FORMULA 1T~ GRAND PRIX 

Book early to guarantee your seat in the fast lane for June 10-12, 2011! 

ROADTRI P FROM $131DAY 

Save big on last-minute deals. 

~.~D.’£.~2L~..~g£.!£~.~ 

NORWEGIAN CRUISE LINE: EXPEDIA EXCLUSIVE 

$150 onboard credit on NCL’s Epic European sailings. 

Book ~rii 30 

* Terms and Conditions apply 

’~’~cka-’esl Ho~is i C~-.’rs I ~ i r~.l~;as i ,:,~,:!:les IDEALS & OFFERSj R.,!wsrds 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YousufAI-Bulushi <yousuf@unc.edn> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 1:05 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Film 7pm Today: BORN 1N FLAMES 

Free and open to the public: 

A film showing of: 

BORN IN FLAMES 
(80 rain) 

When: Monday April 25 @ 7pro 

Where: Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

Set ten years after the most peaceful revolution in United States history, a revolution in which a socialist government gains power, this films presents a dystopia in which the issues of 

many progressive groups - minorities, liberals, gay rights organizations, feminists - are ostensibly dealt with by the government, and yet there are still problems with jobs, with gender 

issues, with governmental preference and violence. In New York City, in this future time, a group of women decide to organize and mobilize, to take the revolution farther than any man - 

and many women - ever imagined in their lifetimes. 

Released in 1983, Born in Flames is a feminist science fiction film by Lizzie Borden that explores racism, classism, sexism and heterosexism in an alternative United States Socialist 

Democracy. The plot develops as several different women from different backgrounds and political positions battle various forms of sexism, most prominently through direct action. The 

film is not meant to be a direct portrayal of any real-world events, although those who have engaged in political activism may find some scenes feeling quite familiar. Rather, the 

principle aim is to expand our creative capacities for how we think about political organizing in an attempt to transcend the short-comings of traditional radical politics. 

This showing concludes a spring film series that examines the legacy of the Black radical tradition. 

**Co-Sponsored by the Black Student Movement** 

, -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29068248-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listsma~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 1:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: South Atiica 

Thanks, Eunice. See you in 

Safe travels, 

Rodney 

confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 :~0:54 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
S~bject: RE: South Africa 

Hi Comrade, 

Good to hear from you. 

No, you do not need a visa because you will be there for less than 3 months. 

Ummmh, I will be ready sometimes next week when I submit the grades for this semester. See you on the 7th. 

Travel safely. 

Cheers, 
E. 

From: Vargas, Rodney .]oaquin 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 .t0:50 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: South Africa 

Hi Comrade Eunice! 

As I start getting ready to go to Africa once again (I leave this weekend for Dakar), I wanted to confirm with you that with a US passport, I do not need a 

visa for South Africa, correct? They do require at least one full empty page in the passport, if I remember correctly from my last visit. Are you almost ready 

to go? 

See you in Durban soon! 

Rodney 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RietkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rietkoN@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 1:58 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Reminder- Reframing Mexico Screening TONIGHT at UNC 

From: Davison, Patrick D 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 10:45 AM 
To: The photonight mailing list. 
Cc: Dennison, Jean; Niklaus Steiner; Bankoski, Leann Elizabeth; Griest, Laura Elisabet; GlobaI.Studies@email.unc.edu; jeffwhet Whetstone; nppa@listserv.unc.edu; Vargas, 
Rodney Joaquin; Gold, Daniel K; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S; ajcravey@email.unc.edu; egabara@duke.edu; healy@duke.edu; Hershfield, Joanne L; kurzman@email.unc.edu; 
olcott@duke.edu; searles@duke.edu; psigal@duke.edu; Turchi, Boone A; Weissman, Deborah M 
Subject: Reminder- Reframing Mexico Screening TONIGHT 

What~s your impression of Mexico City these days? Join us tonight at 7:30 in the Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Center for "Refmming Mexico"- 12 student- 

produced document, ary shorts that look at Mexico City beyond the drag war headlines. 

See you there, 

Pat 

Hi all, 
Please join us for the screening of Reframing Mexico Monday, April 25, 7:30p.m. at the FedEx Global Center Mandela Auditorium. 
The screening of Reframing Mexico follows a ten day-long foreign reporting assignment in which UNC journalism students collaborated with Tecnol6gico de 
Monterrey students to produce a multimedia website detailing the lives of citizens in Mexico City. The project is a "reframing" of the common portrayal of Mexico 
as violent and unstable by mainstream media. 

The students, guided by faculty and professional journalists, produced 12 short documentaries using photos, audio, video, 3600 panoramic photos, information 
graphics and design to examine Mexico’s social and cultural identity. The stories range from migration and informal economy to goth culture, women in prison, 
traditional wrestling, and much more. 
Please pass this along to friends and colleagues, and print and post the attached flier. Hope to see you there! 

You are currently subscribed to j480sl 1 as: i?~_L~_~j_~?__n_~O)__e__r_~]:__t_Ln__c_’_:_e___d___u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists~unc.eduiu?id 36009289.1eb73859f~1675e3d8291ae019a16a0d0&n T&l~480sll&o~9052860 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-29052860-36009289, leb73859fd675e3d8291 ac019al6a0d0@listserv.unc.edu 

<Mexico Photonight FINAL2.pdt?~ 

Patrick Davison 
Director of Documentary Projects 

Associate Professor, Visual Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB # 3365, Carroll Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-4073 (office) 
p__d___a__v_j~_o__t]_@e ma i luU nc.ed u 

www.nowwhatargentina.org 
twitter: pdavisonl 

Patrick Davison 
Director of Documentary Projects 
Associate Professor, Visual Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB # 3365, Carroll Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-4073 (office) 
pdavison@email.unc.edu 
www.nowwhatarqentina.orc~ 
twitter: pdavisonl 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rietkohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 2:47 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

The Failure of the Nation: Talk by Alfonso Munera at UNC 

The failure of the nation / Talk by Alfonso Munera / April 28, 5 p.m. 

"El ticacaso de la nacidn / The failure of the nation: critical race perspectives on independence." 

Alfonso IVI6nera, Professor of History, Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, and Associate Provost for Research at the Universidad de Caltagena, Colombia 
April 28, 5:00 p.m Umverslty Room Hyde Hall 

Alfonso Mfnera Cavad~a is the founder of the College of Social Sciences, Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, and Associate Provost for Research at the Universidad 
de Cartagena. For the last sixteen years, he has directed the International Seminar on Caribbean Studies. He authored El fracaso de la nacidn: regidn, clase y raza en el Caribe 
Colombiano: 1717 -1810 (1998) and Fronteras imaginadas: La construccidn de las razas y de la geografla en el siglo XIX colombiano (2005). His works have transformed the understanding of 
the Caribbean as part of the Colombian nation He organized the II International Conference on Caribbean Studies (ICCS), "The Many Caribbeans and the Bicentennial of the Continental 
Spanish American Independence Movements," Cartagena, March 2010. 

An event of the Latin American Political [maginaries Working Group, co-sponsored by Duke University, ISA and the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies UNC-DUKE. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 25,2011 3:39 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] AFAM 263 

CarlCaryPromoSummer.doc 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 11:59 AM 
To: ’Department listserv’ 
Subject: 

Could you please advertise the attachment for AFAM 263 in your class today, tomorrow and Wednesday if possible. A 

suggestion would be to post it on the projector (if there is one) at the beginning of class, before you start your lesson. 

A brief description of the class would be: This course addresses policy considerations underlying public education for 

blacks since the Civil War. Special emphasis on the post-Civil War period. Encourage your students to enroll! 

Thank you 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29069522 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29069522-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



of Ill 
9 .... 5 ........................ If AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 25, 2011 3:42 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Hello! 

Dear Colleagues: 

I know that the end of the semester is upon us, but wanted to let you know that Sylvia Tamale will come to campus Nov. 13-16. She will be doing the Abiola Lecture 
at ASA and going to several campnses in the US to promote her new reader on African sexualities. I promised her that we would keep things "low-key." bnt I’d 

appreciate your input about your interest-level and planned availability for those dates and abont what kind of event(s) yon wonld like to see. Thanks. Barbara 

http:#cons~itutionallyspeaking.co.za/prof- s~/lvia-tamale- a- human- riOf!ltS- assessment-of- the- anli- homosexuality- bill- h- naanda/ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: Hello! 

Date:Tue, 19 Apr2011 12:55:53 +0300 

From:stamale~)law.mak.ac.ug 

To:b anderson@unc.edu 

Dear Barbara, 

It was such a pleasure making your acquaintance in Dar. Mope you enjoyed 

the rest of your trlp to Zanzibar. 

I have taken yeu Lip C>r~ your kind effer and taken three days eL]te[ my New 
York November itinerary to come down to NC.    If it’s fine with you, i plan 
to fly to North Carolina from NY on Sunday November 13 and leave for 
Washingten DC en wednesday Nevember 16. 

LooKing forward to hearing from you. 

Sylvia 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monster Healthcare Newsletter <campaigns@monster.com> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 5:08 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Spring 2011: Holisl, ic Thinking for Healthcare Recruiting 

i.~i Feature Stories 

i%i Monster Employment Index: March 2011 



North Carolina 

] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@pambazuka.o~> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 6:45 AM 

pam "bazuka- news@panbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 526: Liuks and Resources 

PAMBAZUKA iN~EWS 526: LIN~7,2S .AND RESOLrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2. Zimbabwe update, 3. African Union 
Monitor, 4. Women & gender, 5. Human rights, 6. Relhgees & forced 
migration, 7 Emerging powers news, 8. Elections & governance, 9. 
Development. 10. Health & HIV/AIDS, 11 Education, 12. LGBTI, 13. 
Enviromnent, 14. Land & land rights, 15 Food Justice, 16. Media & 
freedom of expression, 17. Conflict & emergencies, 18. Intemet & 
technology, 19. eNewsletters & mailing lists, 20. Fundraising & useful 
resources, 21. Courses, seminars, & workshops, 22. Publications, 23. 
Jobs 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//VVV/V\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/VViVVV/\ 

Highlights from this issue 

ZIX/;BABWE UPDATE: Assessing Zimbab~ve’s GPA as a mechanism for change 
AFRICAN UNION MONITOR: The United States of Africa a reality? 
WOMEN AND GENDER: Overcoming gender myths in science in Africa 
HUMAN RIGHTS: Severe attacks on essential freedoms in Uganda, says 
human rights group 
REFUGEES AND FORCED MIGRATION: EU states bicker over North A[’rica relhgee crisis 
EMERGING POVVER S NEWS: Latest news about China, India and A[’rica 
ELECTIONS AN;) GOVERNANCE: News from Benin, Chad, Mauritania, Sierra 
Leone, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda and Zambia 
DBVELOPMENF: Southern Africa free trade plan may repeat previous 
mistakes; World Bank to invest in palm oil sector and Congo’s energy 
divide 
HEA[fIII AND HIV/AII)S: AU health ministers respond to climate change 
health threat; Memo issued against HIV bill in Uganda 
EDUCATION: New education policy for Kenya 
LGBTI: Documentary offers advocacy tools for LGBTI activists 
ENVIRONMENT: Developed countries told to put up or shut up on climate 
negotiations 
LAND AND LAND RIGHTS: Land dispossession as never before, says land 
rights conference 
MEDIA AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: Study finds mo~ting threats to 
internet freedorn 
CONFLICT AND EMERGENCIES: Ncws from Burkina Faso, Libya, Nigcria and 
South Sudan 
PLUS.. Internet and Technology, e-newsletters and mailing lists, 
fundraising, courses and jobs.. 

I\I\h’\i\iY i\iY\I IY\I\I AI\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iY I\IY\I iY\I\I A 
1 Announcemunts 

Analysis and cornmentatT from Fahamu’s Education %r Social Justice programme 

George Mwai 

Adilisha, Fahamu’s Education for Social Justice programme, has 
launched its first newsletter. Pambazuka News speaks to programme 
manager George _’vfwai about how- Adilisha’s ~vork is contributing to the 
ernancipation of cormnunities, by providing actMsts with the skills 
they need in the struggle for social justice. Download the newsletter 
( http://bit.ly/adilishal ) [PDF: 4.SMB]. 

http :llwv~v.pambamaka. orglen/categoryiAnnouncei72790 

/ \/ \/ I\I\IV /,iVV /VVV /V\A/ I\AI\I A/,iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
2 Zimbabwe update 

ZINIBABWE: .ANOTHER Z E’dB ABV~’E MINISTER ARRESTED 

http :llww~v.zimtelegraph com/ ?p 1263 

Healing and Reconciliation co-Minister Moses NIzila-Ndlovu (NIDC) has 
been arrested on allegations of failing to notify, police of a meeting 
held on Wednesday at a primacz school in Lupane Chief police 
spokespersun Senior Assistant Commissioner Wayne Bvudzljena confirmed 
Mmla-Ndlovu’s arrest ’He has been arrested for failure to notit}g the 
police in terms of the Public Order and Security Act over a meeting 



they held at a primary school in Lupane on April 13,’ he said. 

Z[MBABV~;: ASSESSING Z[[\ABAB\V[~’S GPA AS A X/2[~CItAN[SM FOR CItANGE 

http:i/www kubatana.net/html/archive/demgg/110408rau.asp?sector DEMGG 

Zimbabwe’s CUlTent Inclusive Government, more commonly referred to as 
a Govemrrlent of National Unity (GNU), was established p~trsuant to an 
InterparF- Political Agreement, itself more con~’nonly refclTed to as 
the Global Political Agreement (GPA), states this legal analysis from 
the Research and Advocacy Unit Zimbabwe. ’Rather than simply 
containing clauses which are subj ect to legal interpretation and 
enforcement, the larger part of the agreement comprises rhetoric and 
ideological bombast designed to facilitate political posturing and 
little else,’ the authors state. 

Z~dBAB\TVE: MUGABE VOWS HE WOU~LD FORCE ELEUTIONS 

http://ww~v.ioh co.za: 80inews/africaimugabe-vows-he-would-for ce-elections- 1. I060826 

Mugabe has vowed that he would force elections to be held by Jmm, 
without the consent of his partners in the country’s shalcy coalition 
goverrmrent, stirring widespread fears that the vote would bring 
another xvave ofvinlent rrlayhem against his pro-deruocracy opponents. 
However, the latest developnrent shows that Mugabe has been pushed 
further into a corner, Western diplomats say, after his Southern 
African neighbours, led by South Africa’s president Jacob Zun~a, last 
month ordered Mugabe to end the repeated cycles of violence and to 
carl)’ out the democratic reforms he agreed to at the inception of the 
coalition goverlm~ent in Februar,v 2009. 

Z~4BABWE: UK, US RELENT ON ZINI ’BLOOD Dbx2~IOND’ BAN- 

http :/ /vavw.swradioafrica. col~’news180411/ukus180411 .htm 

Western calls for an international ban on trading in Zimbabwe’s 
controversial Chiadzwa diamonds appear to have been silenced, after a 
reported agreement on the country’s trade futm-e was met in Dubai last 
week. It’s understood that officials in China and India have managed 
to persuade the European Union (EU) and the United States to soften 
their stance on the export of the diamonds. The Western states had 
been resisting growing pressure to allow Zimbabwean exports to resun~e, 
amid ongoing human rights concerns at Chiadzwa, where its feared that 
at least 20 people are killed a month 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ /’,i’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
3 African Union Monitor 

AFRICA: ’TItE 12NITED STATES OF AFRICA’ MAY BECOME REALITY 

http://*vww.cbsne*vs.com/stories/2011/03/15/501364/main20043506.shtml 

As Libya’s leader struggles to keep his grip on power, one of his pet 
projects appears to be moving ahead at the African Union, which took 
initial steps Tuesday toward creating his grand plan: the United 
States of Africa AU officials met Monday and Tuesday at the 
organisation’s Ethiopia headquarters to discuss the formatinn of the 
African Union Authori~’, an institution that would replace the 
existing AU Commission with the aim of eventually bringing Afiqca’s 
countries under a single unity government 

/\/\//VV\//\/VI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/V/I,A/VA/\/V/\/V\i/\/’,/’,//I, 
4 Women & gender 

A[~ICA: OVERCON/2[NG (I[gNDE[Z MYTtIS IN SCIENCE 

http:~/mg.coza/article/2011-04-20-overcoming-gender-my ths-in-scien c e/ 

Men in sub-Saharan Africa still dominate science, technology, 
engineering and maths and this gender imbalance starts from the 
earliest schooling years, Acadenry of Science of South Africa (Assaf) 
says in the publication it launched on Wednesday in Pretoria. Aimed at 
policymakers in the sub-Saharan region, the booklet - Inquir~’-Based 
Science Education: Increasing Participation of Girls in Science in 
sub-Saharan Africa - says governments must ’increase the participation 
of girls in science and nraths’, xvrites Professor Rosanne Diab, Assaf 
executive officer, in her foreword. 



CAR: SUPPORTIN(I WOMEN’ S RI(IHTS IN REMO’IZ*I ARI~AS 

http:i/w~vw irinnews.or~iReport.aspx?ReportID 92565 

Violations of human rights are on the increase in northeastern Central 
African Republic (CAR), with aid workers expressing concern for 
protection of civilians araid renewed clashes between government troops 
and the Convention of Patriots for Justice and Peace (CPJP) rebels - 
one of the fe~v groups that has not signed a peace agreement with the 
government. ’Killings, arbitrary arrests, burning and looting of 
villages, forced disappearances and abductions are frequently 
reported, in palticular in conflict-affected areas in the north and in 
regions where CPYP and LRA [Uganda’s Lord’s Resistance Array] are 
present,’ Fornelle Poutou, the secretary-general of the Association of 
Women La’~.-yers of Central Africa (AFJC), told IRIN. 

MALAWI: \VOMEN BRE.aJ4ING DOWN ~rN TRADE BARRIERS 

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp ?idnews 55326 

The Malawian goverrwacnt is working on assisting women enter the 
trading system: at the end of March 2011, the country hosted a 
regional consultative meeting aimed at integrating women into trade 
activities in the agriculture sector as a way of improving production 
and enhancing food security within the region. The Federation of 
National Associations of Women in Business in Eastern and Southern 
Africa (FE_’vICO_’vl), an ttrabrella body of businesswomen, and the Alliance 
for Commodi~z Trade in Eastern and Southern Africa (ACTESA) organised 
the meeting 

MALrRITFJS: THE LITFLE RED BOOK 

Loga Vh-ahsawmy 

Loga Virahsawmy writes about sexism in advertising and the February 
2011 launch of the Association of Advertising Agencies (AAA) Code of 
Advertising Practice for Mauritius. 

http://w;vw.pambazuka org/en/categopzi;vgender/72761 

S OLrfH AFRICA: PROBE INTO SEX S YNDICATE U~!DER YVI~4PS 

http:/i;vww.sowetanlive.co zainews/2011/04/26/probe-into-sex-svndicate-under-;vraps7 

Police have closed ranks about the investigation into the sex slave 
syndicate operating in northern KwaZulu-Natal. This after it was 
revealed that the police missed an opportunity to rescue the girls on 
(food J~’riday. The girls were believed to be held by a Nigerian and 
South African-run syndicate operating a brothel on a farm outside 
Paulpietersburg in KwaZulu-Natal. The girls are allegedly being 
trafficked from Mi)zambique, Swaziland and Zimbabwe to South Africa to 
work as sex slaves. 

UGANDA: WOMEN, MARRIAGE AND ASSET INtJERITANCE 

http ://zunia or~/post/women-marriave-and-ass et-inheritance-in-uv anda/ 

Using a unique dataset from Uganda, which collected individual-level 
asset ownership data and women’s life histories regarding assets, this 
paper examines the relationships between inheritance, marriage and 
asset ownership. Land is the most important asset in rural Uganda. ’]?he 
majori~ of couples (both married and those in consensual unions) 
report owning land jointly. Men who report owning a parcel of land are 
much more likely than women to say they inherited the land 
Inheritance is not an important means of acquisition of other assets, 
including livestock, business assets, financial assets and consumer 
durables. These items are acquired through purchase, :[’or both men and 
women. 

ZAMBIA: REFUGEE WOMEN SHARE CONCERNS 

http://w~vw.trust .or~ialer tnet/news/r efugee-~voraen-shar e-c onc erns-in-zambia-dialo~ue 



Gender-based violence and the quality of health care and schooling 
were among the top concerns raised by refugee women in the latest 
round of UNHCR consultations that ended over the weekend in Zambia 
The UN refugee agency’s Assistant High Commissioner for Protection, 
Erika Feller, joined donors and other stakeholders in reaffirming 
their commitment to support and empower refugee women, at the Fifth 
Regional Dialogue with Refugee Women and Girls held in the Zambian 
capital, Lusaka. 

5 Human rights 

DRC: MOBILE GEiX~DER JUSTICE COURT IN OPERATION 

http://www,soros,orglinitiatives/iustice/focus/international iustice/proi ects/gender-iustice-court 

In many parts of the eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), a 
rape victim has to walk for days or travel more than eight hours by 
car to get to the nearest court. In response, the Open Society Justice 
Initiative and the Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa 
partnered with the International Bar Association’s Rule of Law 
Initiative to establish a mobile court program focused on gender 
crimes. In its first six raonths of operation, the mobile gender 
justice court tried 115 cases in five different remote locales. Of the 
68 people charged with gender-based violence, 51 people were 
convicted, receiving sentences ranging from three to twenty years. 

KENYA: PLEA TO ICC OVER FORCED MALE CIRCUMCISION 

http:ll~avwirirmews.org/Report.aspx?ReportID 92564 

A global advocacy group fbr gender-based violence survivors has called 
on the Internatiunal Criminal Court to reconsider its refusal to 
recognise forced male circumcision as a form of sexual violence in a 
case against alleged organizers of Kenya’s 2007-2008 post-election 
crisis. Brigid Inder, executive director of The Hague-based Women’s 
Initiatives for Gender Justice, said the judges’ decision to classify 
forced male circun~cision under ’other inhun~ane acts’ was ’a misstep’ 
that failed to take into account the element of force and purpose of 
the crime. 

LIBYA: AFRICAN COU]ZT INSTITUTES PROCEEDINGS 

http ://w~vw fidh or<iThe-African-Court-o n-Human-and-Peoples-Right s 

The International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) has welcomed the 
decision taken by the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights 
(ACHPR) on 3 \{arch 2011 to institute proceedings against Libya before 
the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights (African Court). ’It is 
the first time since its creation that the Court has been seized of an 
application lodged by the ACHPR on the basis of NGO communications 
This is an historic step taken by the African regional human rights 
instruments which gives hope to any individuals whose rights are 
violated by a State We are glad to have facilitated such important 
procedure,’ said Souhayr Belhassen, President of FIDH. 

MAURITANIA: CHILD X~%E)S IGNITE S()CIA[. DEBATE 

http://bit.ly/eIKE3 h 

In Januap)~, a Nouakchott court sentenced Omnoulmoumnine Mant Bakar 
Vail to six months in prison Jk~r enslaving two girls, ages 10 and 14, 
in the city’s Arafat neighbourhood. Last month, two men and three 
women were arrested for keeping three young female slaves in 

Nouakchott. The arrests came after anti-slaver?" NG () chiefs Boubacar 
Ould Messoud, Biram Ould Dah Abeid and Aminetou Mint El Moctar 
launched a hunger strike to compel authorities to press charges in the 
case 

SOUTH AFRICA: ADDITIONAL (-’H.C~RGES AGAINST OKAH 

http:/Txwzw.iol.co.za: 80/news/crime-cour ts/additional-charges-against-okah- M 058489 

Additional charges are being brought against a Nigerian being held for 
an alleged terror attack in his country last year, the Johannesburg 
Regional Couxt heard on Monday (18 April). Hem-y Okah, who xvas living 
in Johannesburg at the time, was arrested the day after the twin car 



bumbing in Abuja, Nigeria, in Octuber, in which 12 people died and 36 
were injured The State prusecutor un Munday said additional charges 
of terrorism and terror financing were being added tu the charge 
sheet 

SOUTH Ab~RICA: POLICE UNDER FIRE AFTER FICK SBURG 

http ://mg. co.za/articlei2011-04-18-police-under-f~re-affer-ficksbmg 

The death of Andries Tatane at the hands of police officers has forced 
South Africans to question the direction in ~vhich the nation’s 
law-erfforceraent body is moving. Tatane, a teacher, activist, husband 
and father of two yotmg sons, was araong a group of about 4 000 
Meqheleng township residents who marched on the Ficksburg municipal 
offices. Observers have noted the increasing brutali _ty of the police 
force over the past few years. In 2009, the police chief raised 
eyebrows ~vhen he called for a change to legislation that would allow 
police offers greater freedom to shoot at suspects. 

UGANDA: SEVERE ATTACKS ON ESSENTIAL FREEDOMS 

http ://humanri~ht shouse.or~/Ar ticles/16282.html 

Human Rights Network Uganda says it is gravely concerned about the 
unjustified and excessive use of violence in recent protests in 
Uganda. Demonstrations throughout the country, from the southwestern 
town of Masaka to Gulu in the north, all reported excessive aggression 
and violence on the cotmt of the police 

/VV/VVV/VV’J/V\/\//’,i’,/VI’JVV/?/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//’, 
6 Refhgees & forced migration 

CONGO: REPORTING CONGO’S RF~JGEE CRISIS 

http://www.irinnewsorg/IndepthMain.aspx?reportid 88466&indepthid 86 

Their government has urged them to come home But despite dire living 
conditions on the other side of the Ubungui River, 114,000 people who 
have fled fighting in Democratic Republic of Congo’s Equateur province 
since October 2009 have no plans to return soon The UN Refugee Agency 
agrees it is unsafe to do so now The wider htunanitarian community 
reckons the)’ will stay in Republic of Congo for the rest of this year 
at least and has appealed for US$60m to meet their most rudimentary 
needs. These are legion Likouala province, where the refugees live in 
about 100 settlements dotted along the river, lacks basic services to 
provide even fbr its own residents, let alone for an influx that has 
more than doubled the local population. 

ETHIOPIA: ERKf][{EAN RE[¢UGEES [N ETHIOPIA CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC RULE 

http : / /a:~reuters. com/article/er~treaNews/idAFLDE 73 J1CH20110420 

Hundreds of Eritrean refugees gathered in the Ethiopian capital on 
Wednesday (20 April) tu call for demucratic rule in Eritrea, which 
thousands have fled in recent years citing rights abuses. Under 
banners that read ’Yes fur democratic change’, around 1,600 Eritreans 
met to decry what the?" described as repressive rule under President 
Isaias Afewerki, whu has led the cuuntry since it won independence 
from Ethiupia in 1991. 

G] ,OBAL: USING TI~XT MI~SSAGING TO PROTECT N~TERNAL HEALTH IN TIMt~;S OF CRISIS 

https://www unfpa or~/public/cache/offunce/hume/news/pic~,7524;isessiunid EESA76CDA5CE6511AOA262A09F514ECA.iahia01 

Approximately 25 per cent ofwumen ufrepruductive age in any 
displaced populatiun are likely to be pregnant at any given time. The 
stress uf being displaced cuupled with the lack of skilled care 
heightens the risk these wumen face. The Women’s Refugee Commission 
has identified an iraportant itfformation gap for maternal health 
workers in emergencies. To address this problem, a unique community of 
practitioners will be launched on Facebook. Mama-Together for safe 
bilth in crises is a platform for health workers to identify 
themselves as champions within humanitarian organisations or in the 
field and to join a conm~unity of practice. 



NORTH AFRICA: EU STATES BICKER OVER REFUGEE ACCESS 

http://wa~w.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518 756254.00.html 

Europe’s internal dispute about what to do with the thousands of 
immigrants fiom North Africa arriving on southern Italian islands is 
heating up. German Interior Minister Hans-Peter Friedrich has sharply 
criticized the Italian government for planning to issue immigrants 
with temporary visas that would allow them to travel to other European 
nations. 

TIj~qlSIA: TL2X!ISL~_ BEARS THE BRIJ~FF OF A BIBLICAL EXODUS 

http ://www.afronline. org/ ?p 14917 

Some people arrive with only a pair of worn out flip flops on their 
feet, because they couldn’t get anything better. Some drag suitcases 
and bundles filled with the little they were able to take away ~vith 
them All the languages of the world are spoken at Ras Ajdir, the 
frontier, on the border bet~veen Tunisia and Libya. Since the beginning 
of the Libyan crisis, more than 230,000 people fleeing war have 
crossed this checkpoint in an endless flow-, 85,000 at the start of the 
conflict alone. 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V i \iVV /VVV /V\/\/ /\?,~/\/ /\i \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
7 Emerging powers ne~vs 

LATEST EDITION: EiVNRG1NG PO~rERS NEJg, rS ROU~qDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers.. 

http://w;vw.pambazuka or~/en/cate~opz/emplaversnews/72802 
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8 Elections & governance 

AI:[ZICA: WttY NYERF, RII LOOKS SO GOOD TODAY 

http://www.theeastafrican.co.ke/OpEd/comment/-/434750/1146032/-/5ov, ythz/-/lndex html 

With the the third Mwalimu Julius Nyerere Intellectual Festival taking 
place recently at the University ofDar es Salaam and the 
participation of many eager people, young and old, from the region and 
beyond, the question many people were asking at this festival was: How 
is it that Nyerere, so long after his death, still exercises such 
influence on yonng people? Jenerali Ulimwengu, in this article on the 
East African website, says it speaks to the absence of an heir, a 
leader who would have emerged from the current crop of leaders to take 
over the mantle of Nyerere or Nkrumah. 

BENIN: ELF, CTORAL RI{J~’ORM; t:[.OOD PR[gPAREDN’f~;SS, Ct IA[.LENGES [~’ACING PRES]I)[gEFI’ 

http://~xv.irinnews.ora/Report.aspx’.’ReportID 92513 

Folloxving weeks of disputed election results, Benin President Boni 
Yayi has re-settled into office, leading analysts and citizens to push 
him to address what they see as the country’s most pressing 
challenges: electoral and economic reform, forging links with 
opposition parties, and preparing the country to face the threat of 
floods as the rainy season approaches. 

CHAD: OPPOSITION BOYCOTTS POLL 

http://mg.co.za/articlei2011-04-25-chad-vote s-a s-o pposition-bo¥c otts-poll/ 

Chad went to the polls on Monday in the first round of its 
presidential election with incumbent Idriss D6by Itno virtually 
assured of extending his 21-?’ear rule after his main rivals boycotted 
the vote. Key opposition leaders have withdrawn frora the vote after 
claiming that his Patriotic Salvation Movement (MPS) palb" stole 
February parliamentary elections and the start of Monday’s vote was 
marred by hitches. Opposition leaders Saleh Kebzabo, Wadal Abdelkader 
Kamougue and Ngarlejy Yorongar say they will not recognise the poll 
amid demands for refblrnS including the issuing of ne~v voters’ cards. 



MAURITANIA: POLICE BREAK UP YOU~fII RAILY AGAINST GOVERNMENT 

http:i/bit, l ,vl~ESBni 

Ami-rint police Monday broke up a ’Day of Anger’ rally by Mauritanian 
youths demanding the ouster of President Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz, 
detaining about 20 protesters. As the tide of Arab uprisings swept to 
the west of Africa, police used tear gas on hundreds of demonstrators 
who sought to enter a square in downtown Nouakchott that has been 
declared off-limits for protesters since rallies began in late 
February. 

SIERRA LEOiX~E: RENEWED CONflMITIX¢IENT TO LOCAL GO\rERNT¢IENT 

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp ?idnews 55331 

The re-establisl’unent of local councils in Sierra Leone in 2004 was 
intended to give people a greater voice in their government, reversing 
long years of marginalisation for rural districts in particular. But 
nearly seven years later, it has still not been fully implemented. A 
local NGO, Campaign for the Voiceless, is xvorking to strengthen the 
perfom~ance of this most accessible tier of government. The campaign 
is working on a project intended to improve social accotmtabili~ in 
local goverrmrent. 

SOUTH AFRICA: PRES SUrE ON ZUMA O\,~R SHICEKA 

http:/i~vw~v.iol.co.za :80/news/politicsipressure-on-mma-over-shiceka-1.1057968 

Jacob Zun~a is facing pressm-e to clarify the situation of a close 
a lly, Minister of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs 
Sicelo Shiceka, against whom there have been serious allegations of 
wastefM and possibly fraudulent use of state resources. The public 
protector has been asked to probe Shiceka’s spending ofR335,000 on a 
trip to Switzerland, R640,000 in one year to stay at the One&Only 
Hotel, and R160,000 in eight months flying his extended family rotund 
the country The Sunday Times has reported that there is deep 
unhappiness in Shiceka’s home village of I~gquza Hill in the Eastern 
Cape, where water has been laid on for the building of a house fbr the 
minister and a R32m tarred road is being routed past this house, which 
would be among the first in the area to be electrified. 

SYVAZ1LAND: YOUTH LE./M3ERS TORTURED AND FORCED TO CONFESS DURING NL4SS PROTESTS 

This post contains two short articles by Peter Kenworthy ficom African 
Contact One is on the charging oft;vo Swazi youth leaders fbr 
allegedly possessing explosives that Swazi police claim were to be 
used for acts of terrorism during the recent mass demonstrations for 
democracy, rule of law and socio-economic justice in Swaziland. The 
other article is about the general environment of insecurity’ for 
pro-democracy activists protesting against the government. 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~ielec tions/72797 

TANZANIA: RULING PARTY LEADERSHIP RESIGNS 

http://bit.l¥il\vBuSm 

The top leadership of Tanzania’s ruling party has resigned and been 
replaced by a set of politicians with a cleaner unage, amid infighting 
over President Jakaya Kikwete’s succession. The Chama Cha Mapinduzi 
(CCM} old guard had been under pressure since the October 2010 general 
elections, which were marked by a record low turnout and saw the 
opposition gain ground in parliament. 

TL2NISL~: R(-’D ELECTION BAN- STIRS TUNISIA DEBATE 

http://www.magharebia.congcocoon/axvi/xhtmll/en OB/featuresiawiifeatuxes/2011/04/19/feature-01 

Tunisian activists XVele unanimous in calling for the abolition of the 
Constitutional Democratic Rally- (RCD). However, last xveek’s decision 
to bar representatives of the former ruling par~ from political life 
altogether is raising doubts among some activists and politicians. The 



High Commission for the Realisation of Revolutionary Goals on 11 April 
prohibited senior RCD members from participaung in July’s constituent 
assembly elections. 

UGANDA: OPPOSITION I.EAI)ED. VOWS MORE PROTf~;STS 

http:~,’english.aliazeera.neb’news/africa/2011/04/201141962059232241 .html 

Uganda’s opposition leader has vowed to continue protests against 
spiralling fuel and food prices after being charged with riotous 
behaviour. Kizza Besigye, whose right hand is heavily bandaged after 
he was hit by a rubber bullet last week as police quelled his first 
protest, was arrested on Monday after a scuffle with securib" forces. 
Appearing in a court in Kampala, the capital, the leader of the Forum 
for Democratic Change (FDC) reruained defiant, saying he saw nothing 
wrong with the ’walk to work’ protest, which is highlighting the 
plight of people who catmot affbrd f~ares for public transport. 

ZAMBIA: MIXED FEELINGS OVER CONSTITUTIONAL RE~;ffEW 

httl~:/iwww.africanews.com/site/ZAMBIA Mixed fcelinas over constitutional review/list messages/38166 

Sorue people in rural Zambia are ruore interested in the education of 
their children than talk about the failed constitution-making process. 
56-year-old John Siamwinde, from Chakanda Village, east of the capital 
Lusaka, says he has heard almost nothing about the constitution. ’I 
have heard about the elections coraing up later in the year, but I 
don’t know- anything about the failed constitution. What we need here 
are schools and health facilities for our children and ourselves. Look 
at this school, surely our children deserve better!’ he says as he 
points at a grass thatched shelter ~vhich is used as a school for 
children. 
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9 Development 

AFRICA: TRIPARTITE FREE TRADE PLAN M~AY REPEAT PREVIOUS MISTAKES 

http ://www ips. org/africa/2011/04/africa-tripartite-free-trade-plan-ma ,v-repeat-previous-mistakes/ 

With regional wheels rolling to put in place the envisaged grand 
tripartite free trade area (FTA), questions have arisen about whether 
it would be viable and increase competitiveness ’Free trade areas by 
themselves are not an engine for growth,’ remarked SADC trade policy 
advisor Paul Kalenga at a public trade dialogue in Windhoek, Namibia, 
organised by the Agricultural Trade Forum and the Friedrich Ebert 
Stiftung ’Trade bet~veen the region and China, for instance, shot up 
with 500 percent in the past few years, but intra-regional trade is 
still proportionally low, despite all the efforts around a Southern 
African Development Cormnuni~7 (SADC) FTA,’ he said Experts from 
di:[’ferent countries in the envisaged tripartite FTA gathered on 20 
April in the Namibian capital to discuss the readiness of smaller 
nations in the region to engage in the scheme 

A[~’RICA: WORLD BANK TO REINVEST IN PALM OIL AMID CRITICISM 

http ://www.brett onwoodsproiect org/art-568287 

Early April saw the launch of the new" World Bank Group strategy fi~r 
engagement in the palm oil sector, which failed to resolve civil 
society concerns over several issues, including the rights of 
indigenous peoples and how performance standards will be applied 
across supply chains. The strategy outlines the conditions and 
standards under which the Bank will invest in the controversial palm 
oil sector, and brings to an end the moratorium on investments in palm 
oil armounced by Bank president Robert Zoellick in September 2009 The 
original suspension followed years o:[’pressure l?om civil society and 
indigenous peoples groups over the negative social and environmental 
~mpacts of pahn oil plantations 

DR(-’: CONGO’S ENERGY DB, qDE 

http ://wv~v.internationalrivers.org/node/6401 

The Democratic Republic of Congo is rebuilding its power grid as part 
of the ~var-torn cotmt13,’s reconstruction. Originally built to po~ver 
copper mines, the grid reaches just 6 per cent of the nation’s people 



and bypasses some of its biggest cities. Rather than imprnve its 
citizens’ access to electricity, the government plans to provide 
electricity from the rehabilitated power grid and new dam projects for 
mining and exports to South Africa and other countries, r~[Ine 
rehabilitation’s slow pace, ballooning costs and emphasis on energy 
e×ports rinse serious concerns that it will only perpetuate Congo’s 
great energy divide, says this page on the website of International 
Rivers. 

EAST AFRICA: CONSUMERS, TRADERS FEEL THE BL]~SW AS PRICES SKYROC~T 

http://,~~v.irinnews.or¢/Report.aspx?ReportID 92546 

Low- and ruiddle-incorue earners across eastern and central Africa are 
reeling from the ruounting cost of living brought on by a sharp 
increase in cormnodity prices in the past few ruonths. Protests and 
deruonstrations against the rising cost of food and fuel have swept 
across several towns in Kenya and Uganda; violent clashes between 
deruonstrators and securit’y forces have been reported on several 
occasions in Uganda. At least four Ugandans have been killed in 
countrywide demonstrations, while hundreds have been arrested and 
several hospitalized ~vith gunshot wo~ds and the effects of teargas. 

GLOBAL: DOHA TRADE ROUN~.D FACES RISK OF COLLAPSE 

http :i/mg.co.za/ar ticle/2011-04-24-doha-trade-round-fa ces-risk-of-collapse-after- 10-year s 

Make-or-break talks will be held in Geneva this ~veek to rescue the 
troubled Doha international trade round, amid fears that a deepening 
rift bet~veen rich and poor countries will see the collapse of ahnost 
10 years of negotiations After months of stalemate, the World Trade 
Organisation has set a deadline for the leading players to cut a deal 
in the key area of industrial tariffs. Pascal Lamy, the WTO’s director 
general, described the situation as ’grave’ after seeing no signs of a 
breakthrough since the start of 2011. 

BARREL OF ECOix-OMIC SHOCKS IN 2011 

http ://w~vw. trademarksa, org/news/barrel-economic-shocks-kenv, ans 

Billed as the year ~vhen the Kenya would consolidate economic gains 
made during recovelTy from the 2008 post-election chaos and the global 
financial crisis, a combination of factors is turning 2011 into a 
nightmare year for the economy Rising oil prices driven by the 
turmoil in North Afidca and the Middle East and the CUl~ent drought 
which have affected cormnodi~ prices and food supplies respectively 
are libelling fears that the country’s economic gro~vth could lose 
steam. 

SOU~Tf;%RN A}:[<ICA: EPA NEGOTIATIONS ON BACKB!iRNt~;R 

http://www.tralac.or~/c~i-bir~,~iga.c~i?cmd cause dir news item&news id 101916&cause id 1694 

Negotiations for a new economic partnership agreement ([{PA) between 
SADC members and the European Union appear to have been shelved with 
no fixed date for resumption of the protracted trade negotiations. The 
SADC and EU negotiating teams last met in November 2010 in Mozambique 
Instead, the Southern Africa bloc seems more concerned with talks on 
coalescing SADC, the East African Communi~ and the Common Market for 
Eastern and Southern Africa into what has become known as the 
trilateral free trade area (T-FTA) 
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A[~’RICA: AU ]VIINISTERS OF t]EALTtI EXPECT[~D TO FORMULA’It~; (;],EAR RESPONSE TO 

C L I]’,/JArfI~ C I L~NCI E TO PR~)~II~ CT t ]I~MAN HEAL TIt 

http:i/b~.ls,/hG1RiT 

A two day ministerial meeting of the 5th session of the AU Conference 
of Ministers of Health (CA_MH5) started in Windhoek Namibia on 21 April 
under the theme ’The irapact of climate change on health and 
developruent in Africa’, with the expectation that the), will formulate 
a clear response to climate change in order to protect human health 
and ensure that it is placed at the centre of the climate debate. The 
meeting is concerned that Africa is already experiencing the effects 



of climate change, which are likely to be more severe than originally 
anticipated. The Ministers are also concerned that the rising 
frequency of extreme climate events renders A[’rican countries 
vulnerable to increasing prevalence of and mortality from infectious 
diseases that have several negative consequences such as decreasing 
economic productivity, increasing medical costs, and further 
pressurizing already tenuous health care systems. 

GLOBAL: GLOBAL SWITCH NEEDED ON SEVERE MALARD. DRUG 

http://www.trust.~r~/a~ertnet/news/g~bal-switch-needed-~n-severe-ma~aria-drug-msf/ 

Up to 200,000 deaths from severe malaria could be averted each year if 
malarial countries were to switch to a more expensive but more 
effective drug, the medical chari~ Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) 
said. In a report on the mosquito-borne disease, MSF said data from 
recent trials in Africa had shown that the drag, called altesunate, 
was more effective and easier to use than quinine, a cheaper malaria 
medicine often used in poorer countries. 

KENYA: HIV PRE\rENTION TRIAL STOPPED .MVTER IT FAILS TO MAKE PROGRESS 

httr~:/iwww.health-e.or~.za/newsiarticle.l~hl)?uid 20033144 

A clinical trial aimed at investigating whether an antiretroviral pill 
a day could prevent women from getting HIV was abandoned on 18 April. 
There were high hopes for the trial. But after the women had been on 
the pill for a year, there ~vere no differences in HIV infection 
between women getting it and those getting a placebo, so the trial’s 
review panel recommended that it be abandoned 

KENYA: MANAGFI’,/IENT OF SEXqJALL Y TRANSV/IT]TI~D INFECTIONS LAGS BEHEN’D PMTCT 

http:/i~vww.plusne~vs.org/Report.aspx?ReportId 92507 

Failure to diagnose and treat syphilis and other sexually transmitted 
refections (STIs) among pregnant women in Kenya means thousands of 
mothers risk losing their children or passing on the infections to 
their unborn children. V’,~ile prevention of mother-to-child HIV 
transmission (PMTCT) has expanded, with more than 1,000 sites offering 
the selwices across the countly, STIs - which raise the risk of 
contracting HIV and can lead to congenital STIs, lo~v birth ~veight and 
stillbirths are often missed, even when women visit antenatal care 
centres; an estimated 92 per cent of Kenyan women will seek antenatal 
care at least once during pregnancy. 

SENT{GAL: LOCAl, HE~’U_,TH POSTS A QUA]~,WIE]-) SUCCESS 

http:i/www.ips org/a:[’rica/2011/04/senegal-local-heat h-p o sts-a-qualified-suc c es s/ 

’We no longer need to go to Han~ne, three kilometres away, for 
vaccinations or for a check-up for our children,’ said Maguette Niang, 
a 40-year-old mother fi*om Keur Madaro, a village in the west of 
Senegal Keur Madaro is one of many Senegalese communities that now 
has staffwatching over the health of the village :[’rom a commum~ 
health post a sunple two-roomed building right in the heart o:[’the 
village. This is thanks to a five-year project launched in 2006 under 
the title W~r (meaning ’good health’ in Wolof) being carried out 
jointly by the Senegalese Ministry o:[’Health, the United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID), and the non-governmental 
organisations Plan International, Child Fund, World Vision and 
Africare. 

UGANDA: AS FOOD PRICES BITE, ttIV-POSITIVE PEOPLE TURN TO KK[’C[tEN G,~,RI)fiN 

http:i/www.plusnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportId 92544 

The small 10m by- 15m garden behind .agnes Oroma’s house in northern 
Uganda’s Gulu district is much more than a hobby gardun; according to 
HIV-positive Oroma, it is one of the main reasons she is in good 
health. She grows indigenous vegetables and tomatoes to supplemunt her 
daily diet of beans, maize meal and silver fish; Oroma also proudly 
show-s off a sisal sack in which she grows onions. ’Do not ignore that 
little space behind your house, it can do a lot to feed you cheaply 
and lessen your financial burdun that would enable you to spend on 
other essentials to keep you healthy on your daily ARV treatment,’ 



31-year-old Oroma told IR]N/PlusNews. 

UGANDA: MEMO ISSUED AGAINST HIV BILL 

http://w*vw mask org./;t/memorandurn-issued-against-uganda’s-hiv-bill/ 

A joint stateruent calling for the Ugandan Governnrent to anrend 
discriminatory clauses contained in the HIV and Aids Prevention and 
Control Bill which is set to be passed by the goverm’nent, was 
presented on 8 April 2011 by the Uganda Health and Science Press 
Association (UHSPA-Uganda). ’It is irrlpossible to prevent and control 
HIV and AIDS without addressing the needs and concerns of LGBTI 
persons. Such a law would be doonred to fail from the vein start since, 
criminal laws such the Ugandan Penal Code hamper HIV and AIDS 
prevention effbrts, as do provisions of the HIV and AIDS Bill,’ states 
the merrlorandum. 
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11 Education 

KENYA: NEW EDUCATION POLICY ON THE WAY 

htt~ :llwww.nation. co.keiNews/-/ l O56/1147310/-/ l Ov cdb 2z/-/ index.hm’ll 

A new- policy on education will be in place before the end of next 
year, the Ministly of Education has pledged. The nmnber of those in 
need of basic education, both young and old, has ballooned. The nexv 
policy is expected to tackle ways of improving access of education to 
this number (about 10 million children), fight cultural barriers to 
education such as female genital mutilation and how to keep children 
in school even in the worst climatic conditions like drought. 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
12 LGBTI 

GLOBAL: COURAGE LrNFOLDS 

http:~sa~sa~dem~cracYinacti~n.~rg/~/187~/p/sa~sa/web/c~1nm~n/pub~ic/c~ntent?c~ntent item KEY 8722 

The Courage Unfolds Campaign and video highlight the issues faced by 
LGBT people in Asia and encourage the use of the Yogyakarta Principles 
as a tool to promote LGBT human rights. The film can be a powerful 
tool to complement activism and advocacy. Click on the link for more 
information. 

NIGERIA: NEWSPAPER WARNS GAY ASYLLrM SEEKF.R THAT ’JL~NGLE JUSTICE’ 
AWAITS IF UK RETURNS HIM 

http:i/ilga.orglilga/en/article/mWB6rVKl gP 

A gay asylum seeker, Uche Nnabuife, which the UK plans to return to 
Nigeria, has been directly threatened with death according to an 
article in a Nigerian newspaper The newspaper ’National Times’ is 
published in Makurdi, capital of Benue State in North-central Nigeria, 
but circulates nationally According to Rev Rowland Jide Macauley, a 
gay Nigerian priest and activist based in London but who travels to 
Nigeria, the threat ’will circulate’. ~flqe article said that Nnabuife 
would be subjected to ’jungle j ustice’ if returned and ’his bo@ would 
not be found’. 
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13 finvironment 

AI:[ZlCA: DEVELOPED COI2;xrIT([ES TOLD TO PUT UP OR St]IZ[’ UP IN CLZMA.TE NEC<T]TIATIONS 

http://bit.ly/<hSEas 

African civil socie~ leaders have criticised the role of developed 
countries, particularly the European Union (EU) in UN climate 
negotiations. At a press conference hosted by the Pan African Clinrate 
Justice Alliance (PACJA), a network of over 300 organisations front 
over 45 countries, civil society leaders stood in solidarity with 
African negotiators. These negotiators were continuing to fight 
against the ELFs refusal to sign up to a second commitnrent period of 
the Kyoto Protocol and against the United State’s blocking tactics 
over the adoption of a comprehensive xvork plan for the negotiations 
for 2011. 



SOUTtt A[~.ICA: FAR]’,/JI~;RS SAY ’NO FRACKING WAY’ TO SHfiLL 

http:i/ccs.ukzn.ac.za/default.asp?2,27,3.2282 

Shell’s plans to drill wells for natural gas across a large swathe uf 
the Karuu are fatally :flawed and should be r~jected, according to 
lawyers representing local landowners. Derek Light Attorneys 
criticised Shell’s environmuntal raanageracnt plan submitted to the 
Petrolemn Agency of South Africa (Pasa) this week, describing it as ’a 
worthless paper exercise’ that ~vas misleading, biased, unprocedural 
and unconstitutional. Shell’s plan has set the stage for a possible 
legal battle over its arnbitions to drill for natural gas in shale 
fom~ations that cover about 90 per cent of South Africa. 

14 Land & land rights 

.¢FRICA: SHAR2NG AGRICIj~LTURAL KNOYVLEDGE IN AFRICA ’VITAL FOR FOOD SECIj’RITY’ 

http :~/www~scid~v~net/en/news~sharing-agricu1tural-~mw1edge-in-africa-vita~-for-fo~d-securitY-.htn~ 

African countries have been told that they need to do more to share 
agricultural knowledge and irffom~ation - including the wider 
dissemination of research results - if they- are to drive the 
continent’s economic growth. The recorrmrendation is included in a 
four-year strategic plan, launched by the African Forunr for 
Agricultural Advisory Services (AFAAS) at its General Assembly in 
Accra, Ghana (12 14 April 2011). According to the AFAAS, advisolN 
set~zices are critical to boosting food security-. 

GHANA: OPPORTUNITY ]iX- ORGANICS 

http:I/’;vv, a~’,jhr ca/blog/201 ll04/opportunity-in-organicsi 

Ghana’s investment in organic farming could transform the cotmtry’s 
agriculture sector and improve the country’s economy dramatically, 
reports Journalists for Human Rights. One small organic project is 
called the Abusua Sustainable Organic Farm (ASOF) is attempting to tap 
into the organic industry- and convince the country of the benefits in 
organic farming 

GLOBAL: L~KND DISPOS SE S SIGN AS NI:I~VI~ BEFORE, SAYS LAN~D GRAB COiX~’ERENCE 

Participants at the International Conference on Global Land Grabbing 
overwhelmingly fotmd that land grabbing is occurring at a scale and 
speed as never before, and resulting in ~videspread displacement and 
dispossession of rural and urban communities, especially smallholder 
agricultural producers. Held un 6-8 April at the Institute uf 
Develupmem Studies (IDS), University uf Sussex, the Cunference was 
urganised by the Land I)eals Politics Initiative (l,r)PI) in 
collaboration with the Journal of Peasant Studies and hosted by the 
Future Agricultures Consurtium at the IDS 

http:llwww,pambazuka,ur~ienlcate~ury/land/72795 
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15 Fuod Justice 

(JI.OBA[.: PfiOPLE’S FOOD P()L[CY CItAI LENGES CANADIAN [~’EDERAI. PARTIES 

Canada’s first citiz~en-driven loud po]icy was unvei]ed today (18 
April) and calls un the next federal guvemment tu address crucial 
gaps in the nation’s J2~od system The People’s Fuud Pulicy (Ply’P) is a 
cumprehensive plan tu address some u:[’the most pressing health, 
hunger, climate and agricultural-related issues facing the cuuntry 

http : //www.pambazuka ur~/en/cate<orv/food/72760 

MALAWI: SUBSIDIES NOT THE ONLY ANS\~ZR FOR MALAWr S FARMERS 

http:i/w~vw.iritmews.orgiRepott.aspx?ReportID 92520 

The Malawian government’s farm input subsidy programme was first 
implemented in 2005 after several years of drought and chronic food 
shortages left nearly a quarter of the population in need of food aid. 



President Bingu wa Mutharika hoped to avoid the need lbr furore food 
handouts by distributing coupons for maize seed and fertilizer to the 
poorest 50 per cent of farmers. But the cost nf fertilizer and 
transporting it to farmers all over the countp)~ has risen steeply in 
recent years and by 2008/09 the programme was draining 16 per cent of 
the national budget and nearly 7 per cent of GDP 

16 Media & freedom of expression 

BURUNDI: PROSECUTOR REQUESTS LIFE IMPR1 S Oi’~2~IEi’~ FOR ONLINE NEWSPAPER EDITOR 

http:lien,rs£org/burundi-call-for-the-release-of-iean-29-12-2010,39190.htrr~ 

Reporters Without Borders says it is ’deeply- shocked’ to learn that 
deputy prosecutor Marc Ndabakeshimana has asked a Buiumbura court to 
sentence detained journalist Jean-Claude Ka’,mmbagu to life 
imprisonment on charges of treason and defamation. The court has 60 
days to render its verdict. The editor of the online newspaper Net 
Press, Kavumbagu has been held since 17 July 2010 because of an 
article about a terrorist bombing in the Ugandan capital of Kampala 
with a toll of 76 dead, in which he questioned whether the Bur~dian 
armed forces would be able to deal with a similar threat in Burundi. 

GLOBAL: FREEDOM HOUSE STUDY FINTDS M(DL2X!TING THREATS T(D IN~FERNET FREEDOM 

http:il~’~’w,hrea.org/index.php?base id 2&language id l&headlineid 13198 

Cyberattacks, politically motivated censorship, and govertm~ent control 
over internet infrastructure are among the diverse and grooving threats 
to intemet freedom, according to ’Freedom on the Net 2011 : A Global 
Assessment of Internet and Digital Media’, a new- study released on 18 
April by Freedom House These encroachments on intemet freedom come 
at a time of explosive growth in the number of intemet users 
worldwide, ~vhich has doubled over the past five years. Governments are 
responding to the increased influence of the new medium by seeking to 
control online activity, restricting the free flow of information, and 
otherwise infringing on the rights of users. 

LIEYA: TWO PHOTO JOURNALISTS DIE IN- MISRATA 

http://www~ifi ~rg~en/artic~es/ifi-m~urns-death-~f-t~v~-ph~t~i~urna1ists-in-~ibva 

The International Federation of Journalists says it is mourning the 
tragic death of photoj ournalists Tim Hetherington and Chris Hondros, 
killed by a mortar attack in the besieged Libyan city of Misrata, on 
Wednesday 20 April. T~vo other photojournalists, Guy Martin and Michael 
Christopher Bro~vn, were both seriously injured by the same mortar fire 
along Tripoli Street at the heart of the fight bet~veen pro-Gaddafi 
forces and the rebels fbr control of Misrata. 

MALAWI: COURT ADJOURNS tTEARING OF SEC’IION 4,5 CASE 

http:i/wwwmisa.orgic~i-bmhiewnewsc~i?cate~op~ 2&id 1303122817 

Malawi’s Chief Justice Lovemore Munlo a@mrned to 11 April hearing o:[" 
a case in which the Malawi tluman Rights Commission (MHRC) is 
challenging the constitutionality of Section 46 of the Penal Code. The 
section, which was amended by parliament in November 2010, empowers 
the Minister of Information to ban either importation or publication 
of’materials which, according to the minister, are not in the public 
interest. MHRC took the matter to court arguing that the section was 
inconsistent with the Constitution and therefore invalid. 

SEN~f~GAL: Ht;~%VY FINE AND SUSPENDED JAIL SENTENCE FOR INWI~ ST[GA’II VE K)URN,~,I,IST 

http ://en rsf.org/senegal-ano ther-heav~/’-:[ine-and-suspen ded- 15-04-2011,40035.html 

A Dakar court has given Abdou Latif Coulibaly, the editor of the 
weekly La Gazette, a three-month suspended jail sentenced and fined 
him 10 million CFA francs (15,267 euros) for allegedly defaming a 
Senegalese businessman close to President Wade by accusing him of 
acting fraudulently- in his dealings with the government. Reporters 
Without Borders conderm~s the way the Senegalese authorities and 
several leading figures close to the government are hounding 
Coulibaly, one of Dakar’s most respected j ournalists. The lawsuits 
that keep being brought against him constitute an unacceptable form of 



harassment 

SWAZILAND: ][~;DITOR Ct IA[~L][~;NGES PM ON RADIO CENS()RSHIP 

http:i/wwwmisa.orgicgi-bm,’viewnewscgi?categop~ 2&id 1303125449 

An editor who openly challenged the Prime Minister on government’s 
tendencies to censor the state radio station, the Swaziland 
Broadcasting and Information Services (SBIS), was covertly told to 
resign if he was not happy with the govemraent policy. Welile Dlamini, 
a long-time news editor of SBIS, had challenged the Prime Minister, 
Sibusiso Dlamini on why the station was told by- government what and 
what not to broadcast. This was during a monthly breakfast nreeting 
between editors and the PM, which is also attended by cabinet 
nrinisters. 

i 7 Conflict & enrergencies 

B URKINA FASO: SOLDIERS’ GRIEVANCES TO BE HEARD 

http:i/en~lish,aliazecra.net/ncws/africa/2011i04/201142002837350459.htral 

Burkina Faso’s government will hold talks with soldiers to discuss 
issues which led to a railitaty~ mutiny and days of unrest across the 
West African nation. The mutiny, which began with shooting near the 
presidential palace, triggered riots and looting in the capital, 
Ouagadougou, and in other towns and cities. 

LIBYA: BLOOD B OikLA.NZA FOR COi’~IRACTORS 

http://mathaba.netinews/?x 626467 

Libya might soon turn into a goldmine f;ar private security firms. 
Reports say that the U~( is alrea@ hiring mercenaries to protect the 
interests of the big corporations there, once Colonel Gaddafi goes 
But the fresh histo~z of the previous NATO-led interventions in Iraq 
and A£ghanistan give a pretty clear picture of how exactly the big men 
with guns could turn this civil war-torn country into a proper Wild 
West. 

LIBYA: CHINA’S FxTTERESTS IN GADDAFI 

http :/ /en~lish aliazeera net/indepth/opinio~’2011/04/20114119504678826 3.html 

In energ?- terms, China’s top African oil suppliers are Angola, Sudan 
and Nigeria all ahead of Libya. Around 80 per cent of Libya’s oil 
resettles, of rnughly 44 billion barrels, are in the Sirte basin 
spread out between Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, a great deal of it 
under on and off rebel control Be~iing would hate to contemplate a 
balkanisation o:[’Libya along Korea’s lines an impnverished, 
nil-less, Gaddafi-ruled west/North Korea opposed tn an affluent, 
oil-rich, Western-aligned Cyrenaica/South Knrea. 

LIBYA: EVACUEES D[£SCRIBE MISRATA HORROR 

http:i/www irinnews.orgiReport.aspx?ReportID 92501 

Civilians evacuated frnm the war-ravaged western Libyan city of 
Misrata have described the humanitarian situation there as grim, 
saying families are barely able to find ennugh fond and water, that 
medical treatment is hard to come by, and cnrpses are lying in the 
streets ’We could hear the snipers picking people off in the street 
outside,’ said Mariam Doua, a teacher in the city ’Eventually some 
[rebel fighters] came to lead us to safety in the middle of the night 
when the militia were dnzing We covered the mouths of the children 
and ran out into the street, barelk~ot.’ 

LIBYA: UK SOLDIERS TO ADVISE LIBYAN OPPOSITION 

http:i/english, aliazeera.net/news/europe/2011 &4/201141912396271515.html 

Britain will scnd a team of experienced military officers to Libya to 
help support and advise the countlN’S opposition council, the UK 



foreign minister has said William Hague said that military advisers 
would join a group of’British diplomats already co-operating with the 
Libyan National Transitional Council, based in the rebel stronghold of 
Benghazi. ’They will advise the National Transitional Council on how 
to unprove their military organisational structures, communications 
and logistics, including how best to distribute humanitarian aid and 
dehver medical assistance,’ he said 

LIBYA: UN SAYS 20 CINLDREN K~LLED KN MISRATA, WANTS TRUCE 

http://www.trust.~rg/alertnet/news/tm-says-2~-chi1dren-kil1ed-in-misrata-~vants-truce/ 

The Ignited Nations has appealed for a ceasefire in the Libyan city of 
Misrata, saying at least 20 children had been killed in attacks by 
besieging government forces on rebel-held palts of the city. Libya’s 
third city, where hundreds are believed to have been killed by 
shelling and sniper fire by- Muan~’nar Oaddafi’s forces, is the main 
focus of efforts to protect civilians caught up in the Libyan leader’s 
bid to put down an armed rebellion. 

M]DDLE EAST: BAHRAIN’S SEC’RET TERROR 

httl~ ://wwxv. irffomxationclearinahouse.irffoiarticle27938, htm 

The intimidation and detention of doctors treating dying and injured 
pro-democracy protesters in Bahrain has been revealed in a series of 
chilling emails obtained by The Independent. At least 32 doctors, 
including surgeons, physicians, paediatricians and obstetricians, have 
been arrested and detained by Bahrain’s police in the last month in a 
campaign of intimidation that runs directly counter to the Geneva 
Convention guaranteeing medical care to people wounded in conflict. 
Doctors around the world have expressed their shock and outrage. 

NAM]BIA: FLOODING KR,LS AT LEAST 65 

http://a£reuters com/article/con~moditiesNews/ickAFLDE73E1(,)S20110415 

Hea,~T flooding in Namibia has killed at least 65 people and displaced 
60,000, damaging crops and infrastructure in the southwest African 
state, a LPq report said. ’Sustained high water tables over the past 
tl~ree years mean that it may take months for the flood~vaters to 
subside completely,’ said the report by the office of the Lrix,"s 
resident disaster coordinator. 

NIGERLA: ELECTION VIOLENCE ’LEFT MORE THAik- 500 DEAU 

http :i/www africareview com/News/-/979180/1150344/-/hopeh5/J-/index.hlml 

A Nigerian hutnan rights group says more than 500 people died after 
presidential elections earlier this month. Rioting broke out when it 
emerged that Goodluck Jonathan, a southern Christian - had defeated a 
Muslim candidate from the mostly Islamic north. Correspondents say 
Nigeria is braced for possible :further unrest over governorship 
elections on Tuesday (26 April) in rues t o:[" Nigeria’s 36 s rates 

SOUTH SUDAN: ARMY, MILITIA CLASH KILLS 31 

http://af.reuters.com/article/topNews/ldAFJOE73K03(;20110421 

At least 31 people were killed in a clash between south Sudan’s army 
and rebel militia lighters, the army said on Wednesday (20 April), the 
latest violence to unsettle the region ahead of its independence in 
July Twenty southern army soldiers were ki [led on Tuesday in a clash 
in the oil-producing Unity state with lighters loyal to Peter Gadet, a 
former senior southern army (SPLAy officer who rebelled this month, 
the military said 

i 8 ~ntemet & technology 

.¢5"RICA: MOVING PICTLT--LE S, THE NEXq" STEP FOR AFRI(-’A’ S MOBILE INTERNET USERS 

http://w~vw~ba1ancingact-africa.c~r~ne~vs/en/issue-n~-55~/t~p-st~rv/m~ving-pictures-the/en 



The speed with which Facebook has taken off on the African continent 
in the countries that are a bell-weather 12~r early take-up has been 
impressive. Twitter is trotting behind but with much smaller number 
MXit has impressive up-take in South Afi-ica. What has been missed in 
this social media explosion is the significance of moving pictures 
through things like You Tube and Vimeo. Russell Southwood from 
Balancing Act argues that this surge will happen on mobiles and is not 
far around the corner. 

ZAMBIA: LIBYAN TELECOM SHARES FROZEN 

Zambia has frozen LAP Green Network’s 75 per cent shares in Zamtel in 
corKormi _W with the international comm~ib"s decision to freeze all 
assets belonging to Libya following the umest in the Arab country, 
Zamtel managing director Hans Paulsen said in Lusaka on 15 April. The 
international communi~" has been freezing some Libyan assets dotted 
across the globe. Mr Paulsen said Zamtel will not be affected by the 
new developmunt and there is no need for customers to WOl~y. 
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19 eNewsletters & mailing lists 

AFRICAN PRESS ORGAIqSATION (APO) ALERTS 

APO distributes thousands of press releases related to Africa. Their 
mailing list and RSS feeds allows you to receive information about the 
country(ies), topic(s), and institution(s) of interest - whether your 
area of interest is South Africa, Agriculture, Women-related news, or 
the Aficican Union Con~mission. Visit 
http://www.apo-opa, cam/subscribe-form php 
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20 Fundraising & useful resources 

GLOBAL: SIX POINT CHECKLIST FOR JUSTICE ON GEE,I)ER-BASED VIOLENCE 

http://www, a mnesW, org/en/libr alw/info/AC T77/002/2010/en 

This document from Anmes~ International is a checklist f,ar 
identii}’ing obstacles to justice for women or girls who are victims 
and survivors of sexual and other forms of gender-based violence. The 
checklist is intended to help activists and advocates to identify 
laws, policies and practices }vhich still need to be reformed and 
obstacles to the successful implementation of laws and policies. It is 
based on international human rights law and standards and is based 
around six key questions which are interrelated. 

MANUEL RIVIiRA-OR~flZ FOUNDATION FOR L’XrfliRNATK)NA], P[tOTOGRAP[tY 

(;all for applications for grant program 

http://www internationalpeaceandconflict or~lforun~’topics/the-manuel-rlveraortiz 

The Manuel Rivera-Ortiz Foundation :[’or International Photography is 
currently seeking to award one social docmnenta~ photographic project 
produced in the journalistic tradition of Manuel Rivera-Ortiz. One 
project based on pressing social issues in the developing world will 
receive a grant of 5,000 U SD to be u tilised :[‘or the produc tion or 
completion of a pre-approved project 

SHI.7£]~I,EWORTII FOUNDATION HiLLOWStIIP PROGRAMA/Ki 

h ttp://www, c omminit, c om~en/no des 31313 S 8 

’];he Shuttleworth Foundation Fellowship Programme supports individuals 
to implement their own innovative ideas for social change in the 
world Apart from the individual Fellowship grant, it oilers an 
enabling support structtae and an existing network of social change 
agents. This includes technological, financial, and legal support. 

WOMEN PEACEMAKERS PROGRAM 

Applications now open 



http:i/www.sandiego.edu/peacesmdies/ipi/progralns/wolnen peace ruakersiindex.php 

The Women PeaceMakers Program documents the stories and best practices 
of international women leaders who are involved in human rights and 
peacenraking efforts in their home countries. The program offers an 
opportunity for women leaders who want to document, share and build 
upon their unique peacemaking stories. 
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21 Courses, seruinars, & workshops 

AFRICAN WOMEN’ S LAND EIGHTS COiX~R_ENCE 2011 

30 IVlay to 2 June 2011 in Nairobi, Kenya 

Oxfam, ActionAid, and ACORD tvith support from others are convening the 
African Women’s Land Rights Conference, to be held from 30 May to 2 
June 2011 in Nairobi, Kenya. The conference will bring together 
women’s and land rights activists and organisations including farmer 
associations, pastoralist groups, women sur~dvor groups, la~3~-ers, 
parliamentarians and academics that are committed to strengthening 
women’s rights in Africa. 

http :llw~tv,pambamaka. org/en/categorv/courses/72778 
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AFRICA’ S ODIOUS DEBTS 

http :i/zed-books.blo~spot.comi2011i04/africas-odious-debts-fbrthcomin~-book html 

Aficica’s Odious Debts documents the flight of $735 billion (in 

constant 2008 dollars) from sub-Saharan Africa from 1970 to 2008. Most 
of this disappeared into financial sinkholes; recorded African 
depusits in Western banks amuunted tu less than 6 per cent ufthis 
amount. To put Africa’s capital hemurrhage intu perspective, the tutal 
foreign debt of the same countries stoud at $177 billion at the end of 
2008. [n this sense Al~ica is a net creditur to the rest of the wurld: 
its external assets far exceed its external liabilities. A crucial 
difference, huwever, is that the assets are prlw~te and hidden, 
whereas the liabilities are public, owed by the peuple o:[’Al~ica 
thruugh their guvernments 

FORCF.D MIGRATK)N REVZEW @’MR) 37 NOW AVAK,.&BLE 

Armed nun-state actors and displacement 

http :i/w~vw fmreview,ur~l 

The 20 articles in the feature section of the latest FMR louk at a 
variety uf acturs defined as armed and ’nun-state’, their behaviuurs 
and efforts to bring them into frameworks uf responsibility and 
accuuntability. Cuntents include: 

- ’Catch me if you can!’ The Lord’s Resistance Army, written by 
Heluise Ruaudel at the Refugee Studies Centre 
http://www, fmreview.org/non-state/Ruaudel.html 
- Community-led stabilization in Somalia 
http://www, fmreview.org/non-state/Hartkorn.html 
- A1-Shabaab’s responsibility to protect civilians in Sonralia 

http ://www.fmreview. org/non-state/Abebe.html 
- The Kanrpala Convention and obligations arnred groups 
http://www, fmreview.org/non-state/Ridderbos.html 
- Militia in DRC speak about sexual violence 
http://www, fmreview.orglnon-state/KellyVanrooyen.html 
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DIRECTOR: M]DDLE EAST AND NORTH AFEICA PROGRAMME 

Amnesty International 

In this high profile role, you’ll lead both the day-to-day running and 
strategic development of our prograrume in the MENA region. Managing a 
substantial budget and a dedicated 30-strong team split between London 
and our regional office in Beirut, you’ll provide the strategic and 
political analysis that shapes and drives our hunran rights agenda 
across the region 



http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory/iobsi7273 3 

Fahamu Refugee Programme @’RP) 

Volunteer Interns are needed to work for the Fahamu Refugee Progranm~e 
(FRP), hosted by Fahamu Trust (~’w.faharau.org), to undertake extremely 
varied work associated with conrpleting the http:/iwww.srlan.orgibeta 
website, contributing to the FRI)’s monthly legal aid eNewletter and 
assisting in responding to requests from our listserv. The FRP is 
directed by Dr. Harrell-Bond, the founder/director of the Refugee 

Studies Centre, UniversiU- of Oxford (1982/96). 

Potential interns must have knowledge of, or a very strong interest in 
learning about refugee issues, refugee law- and statelessness, 
developing research or fundraising skills; live in or be able to work 
in 
Oxford; and have good English writing and coraputing skills. Individual 
projects within this work include family reunion, deportation, and 
providing instruction for writing shadow reports. Send cover letter 
and curriculum vitae to (barbara@fahanm.org). 

YVEST AFRICA: RESEARCHER 

Amnesty International 

Your task will be to nronitor, investigate and analyze political, legal 
and social developments and human rights conditions, give 
authoritative advice on these areas and prepare human rights action 
materials. You’ll take the lead responsibility for initiating stratego~ 
and a programme of human rights research and action by providing 
country expertise, research skills and sound political judgement. 

http :/i}vw}v.pambazuka.org/en/categorg/i obs/72734 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

© Unless other;vise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazaka or~/en/abont php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w;vw.pambazaka or¢/en ) 
Edi~go em lingua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.or~ipt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http://www pambazuka.or~/fi- ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazuka or~/en/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.pambazuk a or~/en/abo ut php ) 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUI3SCRI[3E go to: 
http://pambazuka.;n, apc. or;/c;i-bin]mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate 

’]?he views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pamba×uka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current afi]lirs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s %nding the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ fi-om Pambazuka tS-ess ( 
http://l:ahamubooks.org/boolc,?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm raediura email&utm canrpaign anrin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines front our ’Features’ and ’Corrmrent & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
//twitter.con~@ambazakanews ( http ://twitter. cor~]pambazukanews ). 



* Pambazaka News has a Del.icio.us ( http://Del.icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep ore fingers on 
thepulse of Africat Visit http:/idelicio~s.com2parabazaka news. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ben Schettler <ben@bluewaterbookbuyers.com> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Books - Tuesday April 26 

Good morning, 

I will be on UNC - Chapel Hill campus buying books today (Tuesday, April 26). 

Please let me know if them is a specific time you would like me to 
stop by your office. 

It only takes a couple of minutes, and you can continue to work 
uninterrupted while I look around. 

Even if you don’t think you have any books of value please consider 
letting me stop by - there are many previous editions and older 
books that I can still make use of. 

My scanner allows me to move quickly and has over 3 million titles in 
its database. 

Please be sure to include your building name and office number in your 
email so I can find your office. 

Thanks! I look forward to hearing from you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 10:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Re: Hello! 

This sounds wonderful. Maybe we’ll hem if either Karen or Lydia wants something specific, then work fiom there. Thanks. B 

On 4/’26/2011 10:11 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

Welcome back and hope you had great thn at the Nyerere tEsfival. 

May be a dialogue with students in Atii600 on Nov. 15, 12.30pm- 1.45pm would fit. Some of the registered students have read her work in nay other 

seminars and attended one of her public lectures in Din in 2009. FreSher, Firoze M~:aji, her publisher had suggested that I organize a coffee/lunch meefing 

with some of the folks he met during his recent visit to UNC. Thus, may be a brief coffee/lunch meefing on Nov. 14 or whatever time works tbr her m~d 

the Center. If all this is too mucl~ no womes. 

Many thanks and see you soon. 

Best rashes, 
Eunice 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of Nor~h Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

www. africa, unc. edu 



Meeting with experts in Barcelona kicks offthe European Science in Society proiect 
E]OLT - Environmental Justice Organizations, Liabilities and Trade. 

The Institute for Environmental Science and Technology (ICTA) at the Universitat Autonoma de 

Barcelona leads new European project addressing environmental crime and growing ecological 

conflicts related to European trade. 

"Shell can no longer continue this sanctimonious charade which relies on its own cooked up data. It should take full responsibility for 

the pollution of the Niger Delta and embark on thorough clean up of the environment. It must also stop gas flaring which not only fouls 

our air with a toxic cocktail but is also an economic drain." - Nnimmo Bassey. 25th January 2033 

"People say that crude oil is an easy and cheap form of energy. But it’s not the truth. Crude oil may be cheap but only because people 

are not paying the price. If you see what is going on in the oil fields: The pollution, the degradation, the human rights abuses, the 

murders and the killings - I would like you to tell me how much one drop of oil should cost." Nnimm o Bassey. KlimaForum 2009 

Barcelona, Spain 14/04/2011 - Nuclear radiation leaks, oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico, multi- 

billion dollar rulings against oil companies for contamination in the Amazon -- events of the past 

year have brought to the fore the high stakes surrounding corporate accountability and liability for 

environmental disasters. The proliferation of ecological conflicts and new legal mechanisms to 
address environmental injustice is the focus of a new European project, "Environmental Justice 

Organizations, Liabilities and Trade " (EJOLT), that will be launched with a meeting in Barcelona on 

26th-29th April, and will convene leading academics and activists in the field of environmental 

justice from around the world. 

The project includes, as an opening activity, the following public event: 

Panel: Environmental Justice, Testimonies from the Commodity Frontiers. 
(April 28th, 6 to 9 pm at the Casa de Mar, c/Albareda 1-3, Barcelona) 

Project coordinators Dr Joan Martinez-Alier, Leah Temper and Beatriz Rodriguez-Labajos from the 

Institute for Environmental Science and Technology (www.icta.uab.es) of UAB will launch the 

project and moderate two panels: 

1) Fighting for Environmental and Climate Justice in the Courts and keeping Oil in the Soil. 

0ilwatch members Ivonne Yanez from Ecuador and Nnimmo Bassey from Nigeria speak about the 

latest developments in the court cases against Shell in the Netherlands and Chevron-Texaco in 

Ecuador that their organizations are engaged in. They also put forward proposals to "Leave the coal 

in the hole! Leave the oil in the soil! Leave the Tar Sands in the land!". 

2) Conflicts in the "green economy": the nuclear "renaissance" and the agro-fuel delusion 

The transition to a post-fossil fuels economy is sparking new conflicts in the "green economy". 

Speakers will examine some of the perverse impacts of the turn towards alternate "clean" fuels 

including the impacts of land-grabbing for agro-fuel production, the mining of rare minerals. 

Experts will speak on the cycle of radiation associated with uranium mining and nuclear power in 

the wake of the Fukishima power plant disaster, the liability of nuclear electricity companies, and 
future prospects for nuclear power. 



Background about the E]OLT project: 

Conflicts over resource extraction or waste disposal increase in number as the world economy uses 

more materials and energy. Environmental Justice Organizations (EJOs) are civil society 
organizations involved in conflicts over resource extraction or waste disposal, focusing on the link 

between the need for environmental security and the defence of basic human rights. The EJOLT 

project unites an international consortium of 23 academic and civil society organizations across a 

range of fields (environmental law, environmental health, political ecology, ecological economics) 

to promote mutual learning and collaboration on aspects of Ecological Distribution across four 

thematic pillars (nuclear energy, oil and gas extraction conflicts and climate injustices, biomass 

conflicts; and mining and ship dismantling (and e-waste) conflicts). 

EJOLT has a budget of 3.6 Million Euros funded through the European Commission FP7 Science in 

Society Programme. The project, coordinated by ICTA/UAB, was launched in March 2011 and will 

last 4 years. Through knowledge sharing, the creation of maps, databases and improved indicators, 

project partners will examine the causes of increasing ecological distribution conflicts at different 

scales and ask how these conflicts can be turned into forces for environmental sustainability. 

The results of the project will include an online map of resource conflicts and successes of 

environmental justice movements, training materials, strengthened legal capacity for E]Os and 

policy recommendations. The project will include workshops in Barcelona, Rio de Janeiro, Rome 

and Durban and a range of public events. 



CASA DEL MAR c/A[bareda :~-3 (Drassar~es) 

6 pm Ist panel: 

Fighting for Environmental and Climate Justice in the Courts and keeping Oil in the Soil 

This panel will examine the court cases against Shell in the Netherland and Chevron-Texaco in 

Ecuador~ Also some of the battles being waged by EJOs over initiatives to keep fossil fuels in the 

ground. 

Moderated by J Martinez Alier (ICTA UAB) 

Speakers 

Nnimmo Bassey (ERA, Nigeria) 15 min. 

Ivonne Yanez (Acci6n Ecol6gica, Ecuador) 15 min. 

Mauricio Lazala (Business & Human Rights, UK) 5 min. 

Antoni Pigrau (URV, Tarragona) 5 min. 

Procurator Antonio Gomez lo min. (Argentina) (tbc) 

Patrick Bond (CCS, Durban) lo min. 

7.15 pm Questions from the audience and Press interviews (15 min.) 

7.55 pm 2nd Panel: Conflicts in the "green economy": the nuclear "renaissance" and the agro-fuel 

delusion 

The transition to a post-fossil fuels economy that global warming calls for is not without its 

drawbacks. Despite the hubris about the "green economy" this panel talks about new conflicts 

being sparked precisely due to the greening of the economy and the emphasis on reducing carbon 

emissions but often overlooking other impacts. EJO panelists will speak about these new conflicts, 

from land-grabbing for Jatropha & sugarcane agro-fuels in Africa and Latin America, to the toxic 

uranium cycle and nuclear dangers. 

Moderated by Leah Temper (ICTA UAB) 

Speakers 

Bruno Chayeron (CRIIRAD, France) 15 min. 

Hilma S. Mote (Namibia) lo min 

Henk Hobbelink(GRAIN, Barcelona) lo min. 

Winnie Overbeek (WRM, Uruguay) lo min. 

Marcelo Firpo Porto (FIOCRUZ, Rio de Janeiro) lo min. 

Questions from the audience (15 mins) 



http://www.iol.co.za/news/politics/manuel-to-head- lOObn-global-environment-fund- 

1.1061149 

Manuel to head $100bn global environment fund 

April 26 2011 at 10:08am 

By CARIEN DU PLESSIS 

Independent Newspapers 

National Planning Minister Trevor Manuel will co-chair the Green Climate Fund, but will 

retain his portfolio as the position is not a full-time appointment. Photo: Independent 

Newspapers 

Planing Minister Trevor Manuel is set to take up another international role after being 
appointed co-chair of the 40-member committee briefed by the Cancun climate summit 
to design a $100 billion (R674 billion) green fund. 

Manuel’s spokesman, Dumisani Jele, on Monday confirmed that Manuel was to co-chair 
the Green Climate Fund, scheduled to meet on Thursday and Friday in Mexico City. 

But]de said this was not a full-time position and that Manuel would not have to resign 
from the cabinet to take up the post. 

Rumours that former finance minister Manuel was set to resign from the cabinet have 

been rife since his appointment as minister in the presidency, responsible for the 
National Planning Commission, by President Jacob Zuma in 2009. 

Manuel was convinced to stay on, but a recent scathing open letter from him to 

government spokesman Jimmy Manyi, in which he took Manyi to task for remarks he 
had made about coloured people in the Western Cape, was read by many as a sign that 
Manuel was set to make an exit. 

There is recurring speculation that Manuel is eyeing a top job at the World Bank or the 

IMF. 

]ele, however, said Manuel "will not resign as minister". 

Manuel has long experience of dealing with global development work. He chaired the 

World Bank and International Monetary Fund’s board of governors in 2000, as well as 
the bank’s development committee from 2001 to 2005. 

He was one of two UN special envoys to the 2002 Monterrey Financing for Development 
summit and a member of former British prime minister Tony Blair’s 2004 to 2005 

Commission for Africa, and a chair of the 2007 G-20 summit. 



Manuel was appointed UN special envoy for Development Finance in 2008, and served 

on the UN’s High Level Advisory Group on Climate Change Finance in 2010. 

The Cancun summit agreed that the Green Climate Fund should be established to 

distribute money to projects in developing countries, and the composition of the 
committee was finalised this month. 

The fund has been promised aid money of $100bn in annual grants up to 2020. 

Patrick Bond from the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society writes on the 
Daily Kos, a community website for climate issues, that Manuel’s neo-liberal outlook 
would not serve the cause of climate change activists. - Political Bureau 

Climate finance leadership risks global bankruptcy 

By Patrick Bond 

South Africa’s most vocal neoliberal politician, Trevor Manuel, is apparently being 
seriously considered as co-chair of the Green Climate Fund. On April 28-29 in Mexico 

City, Manuel and other elites meet to design the world’s biggest-ever replenishing pool 
of aid money: a promised $100 billion of annual grants by 2020, more than the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and allied regional banks put together. 

The Climate Justice lobby is furious, because as a network of 90 progressive 

organizations wrote to the United Nations, "The integrity and potential of a truly just 

and effective climate fund has already been compromised by the 2010 Cancfin decisions 
to involve the World Bank as interim trustee." A Friends of the Earth International study 
earlier this month attacked the Bank for increased coal financing, especially $3.75 billion 

loaned to South Africa’s Eskom a year ago. 

Manuel chaired the Bank/IMF Board of Governors in 2000, as well as the Bank’s 
Development Committee from 2001-05. He was one of two United Nations Special 

Envoys to the 2002 Monterrey Financing for Development summit, a member of Tony 

Blair’s 2004-05 Commission for Africa, and chair of the 2007 G-20 summit. 

Manuel was appointed UN Special Envoy for Development Finance in 2008, headed a 
2009 IMF committee that successfully advocated a $750 billion capital increase, and 

served on the UN’s High Level Advisory Group on Climate Change Finance in 20/0. 
(Within the latter, he suggested that up to half the $100 billion climate fund be sourced 

from controversial private-sector emissions trading, not aid budgets.) 

No one from the Third World has such experience, nor has anyone in these circuits such 
a formidable anti-colonial political pedigree, including several 1980s police detentions 

as one of Cape Town’s most important anti-apartheid activists. Yet despite occasional 

rhetorical attacks on "Washington Consensus" economic policies (part of SA’s "talk left 
walk right" tradition), since the mid-1990s Manuel has been loyal to the pro-corporate 

cause. 



Even before taking power in 1994, he was considered a World Economic Forum "Global 

Leader for Tomorrow", and in 1997 and 200? Euromoney magazine named him African 

Finance Minister of the Year. No wonder, as in late 1993 he had agreed to repay 
apartheid-era commercial bank debt against all logic, and negotiated an $850 million 

IMF loan that straightjacketed Nelson Mandela. 

With Manuel as trade minister from 1994-96, liberalisation demolished the clothing, 

textile, footwear, appliance, electronics and other vulnerable manufacturing sectors, as 
he drove tariffs below what even the World Trade Organisation demanded. After moving 

to the finance ministry in 1996, Manuel imposed the "non-negotiable" Growth, 

Employment and Redistribution policy (co-authored by World Bank staff), which by the 

time of its 2001 demise had not achieved a single target aside from inflation. 

Manuel also cut the primary corporate tax rate from 48 percent in 1994 to 30 percent 

five years later, and then allowed the country’s biggest corporations to move their 
financial headquarters to London, which ballooned the current account deficit. That in 

turn required Manuel to arrange such vast financing inflows that the foreign debt soared 
from the $25 billion inherited at apartheid’s close to $80 billion by early 2009. 

At that stage, with the world economy teetering, The Economist magazine named South 
Africa the most risky of the 17 main emerging markets, and the SA government released 
data conceding that the country was much more economically divided than in 1994, 
overtaking Brazil as the world’s most unequal major country. 

"We are not in recession," Manuel quickly declared in February 2009. "Although it 

sometimes feels in people’s minds that the economy is in recession, as of now we are 

looking at positive growth." At that very moment, it turned out, the SA economy was 
shrinking by a stunning 6.4 percent (annualized), and indeed had been in recession for 
several months prior. 

More than 1.2 million jobs were lost in the subsequent year, as unemployment soared to 
around 40 percent (including those who gave up looking). But in October 2008, just as 

IMF managing director Dominque Strauss-Kahn told the rest of the world to try quick-fix 
state deficit spending, Manuel sent the opposite message to his impoverished 

constituents: "We need to disabuse people of the notion that we will have a mighty 
powerful developmental state capable of planning and creating all manner of 
employment." 

This echoed his 2001 statement to a local Sunday newspaper: "I want someone to tell me 
how the government is going to create jobs. It’s a terrible admission, but governments 
around the world are impotent when it comes to creating jobs." 

Governments under the neoliberal thumb are also impotent when it comes to service 

delivery, and thanks partly to his fiscal conservatism, municipal state failure 

characterizes all of South Africa, resulting in more protests per capita against local 
government in Manuel’s latter years as finance minister than nearly anywhere in the 
world (the police count at peak was more than 10,000/year). 

Ironically, said Manuel in his miserly 2004 budget speech, "The privilege we have in a 
democratic South Africa is that the poor are unbelievably tolerant." In 2008, when an 
opposition politician begged that food vouchers be made available, Manuel replied that 



there was no way to ensure "vouchers will be distributed and used for food only, and not 
to buy alcohol or other things." 

Disgust for poor people extended to AIDS medicines, which in December 2001 aligned 
Manuel with his AIDS-denialist president Thabo Mbeki in refusing access: "The little I 
know about anti-retrovirals is that unless you maintain a very strict regime ... they can 
pump you full of anti-retrovirals, sadly, all that you’re going to do, because you are 
erratic, is to develop a series of drug-resistant diseases inside your body." 

Instead of delivering sufficient medicines, money and post-neoliberal policy to the 
health system, schools and municipalities, Manuel promoted privatization, even at the 
Monterrey global finance summit: "Public-private partnerships are important win-win 
tools for governments and the private sector, as they provide an innovative way of 
delivering public services in a cost-effective manner." 

He not only supported privatisation in principle, as finance minister Manuel put 
enormous pressure (equivalent to IMF conditionality) on municipalities - especially 
Johannesburg in 1999 - to impose commodification on the citizenry. In one of the 
world’s most important early 21st century water wars, residents of Soweto rebelled and 
the French firm Suez was eventually evicted from managing Johannesburg’s water in 
2006. 

Water privatisation was Washington Consensus advice, and as Manuel once put it, "Our 
relationship with the World Bank is generally structured around the reservoir of 
knowledge in the Bank" - with South Africa a guinea pig for the late-1990s "Knowledge 
Bank" strategy. Virtually without exception, Bank missions and neoliberal policy support 
in fields such as water, land reform, housing, public works, healthcare, and 
macroeconomics failed to deliver. 

In spite of neoliberal ideology’s disgrace, president Jacob Zuma retained Manuel and his 
policies in 2009. In September that year, Congress of SA Trade Unions president Sdumo 
Dlamini called Manuel the "shop steward of business" because of his "outrageous" plea 
to the World Economic Forum’s Cape Town summit that business fight harder against 
workers. The mineworkers union termed Manuel’s challenge "bile, totally 
irresponsible... To say that business crumbles too easily is to reinforce business 
arrogance." 

Manuel also disappointed feminists for his persistent failure to keep budgeting 
promises, even transparency. "How do you measure government’s commitment to 
gender equality if you don’t know where the money’s goingT", asked the Institute for 
Democracy in South Africa’s Penny Parenzee. Former ruling-party politician Pregs 
Govender helped developed gender-budgeting in 1994 but within a decade complained 
that Manuel reduced it to a "public relations exercise". 

As for a commitment to internationalism, in early 2009 when Pretoria revoked a 
visitor’s visa for the Dalai Lama on Beijing’s orders, Manuel defended the ban on the 
exiled Tibetan leader: "To say anything against the Dalai Lama is, in some quarters, 
equivalent to trying to shoot Bambi." 

At the same moment Manuel was sabotaging Zimbabwe’s recovery strategy, chosen by 
the new government of national unity, by insisting that Harare first repay $1 billion in 



arrears to the World Bank and IMF, otherwise "there was no way the plan could work." 

Zimbabwean economist Eddie Cross complained, "In fact the IMF specifically told us to 

put the issue of debt management on the back burner... The South Africans on the other 

hand have reversed that proposal - I do not know on whose authority, but they are not 
being helpful at all." 

Given his biases and his miserable record, many within SA’s community, labour, 

environment, women’s, solidarity and AIDS-treatment movements would be happy to 
see the back of Manuel. His own career predilections may be decisive. Often suggested as 

a candidate for the top job at the Bank or IMF, Manuel recently confirmed anger at the 
way local politics evolved after Zuma booted Mbeki from the SA presidency. 

In an open public letter last month, for example, Manuel told Zuma’s main spokesperson, 

Jimmy Manyi, "your behaviour is of the worst-order racist" after a (year-old) incident in 

which Manyi, then lead labour department official, claimed there were too many 
coloured workers in the Western Cape in relation to other parts of SA. Manyi had earlier 

offered a half-baked apology, but suffered no punishment. Once a political titan, Manuel 

now appears as has-been gadfly. 

His disillusionment apparently began in December 2007, just prior to Mbeki’s defeat in 

the African National Congress (ANC) leadership election. After his finance ministry job 

was threatened by Zuma assistant Mo Shaik’s offhanded comments, Manuel penned 
another enraged open letter: "Your conduct is certainly not something in the tradition of 

the ANC... You have no right to turn this organisation into something that serves your 
ego." In May 2009 Shaik, whose brother Schabir was convicted of corrupting Zuma 
during the infamous $6 billion arms deal, was made director of the SA intelligence 

service. Manuel was downgraded to a resource-scarce, do-little planning ministry. 

It is easy to sympathize with Manuel’s frustrating struggle against ethnicism and 
cronyism, especially after his opponents’ apparent victories. However, former ANC 
member of parliament Andrew Feinstein records that the finance minister knew of 
arms-deal bribes solicited by the late defense minister Joe Modise. In court, Feinstein 
testified (without challenge) that in late 2000, Manuel surreptitiously advised him over 
lunch, "It’s possible there was some shit in the deal. But if there was, no one will ever 
uncover it. They’re not that stupid. Just let it lie." Remarked Terry Crawford-Browne of 
Economists Allied for Arms Reduction, "By actively blocking thorough investigation of 
bribery payments, Manuel facilitated such crimes." 

Nevertheless, the myth of Manuel’s financial wizardry and integrity continues, in part 
thanks to a 600-page puff-piece biography, Choice not Fate (Penguin, 2008) by his 

former spokesperson Pippa Green (subsidized by BHP Billiton, Anglo American, Total oil 
and Rand Merchant Bank). And after all, recent politico-moral and economic scandals by 

World Bank presidents Robert Zoellick and Paul Wolfowitz (whom in 2005 Manuel 

welcomed to the job as "a wonderful individual.., perfectly capable") confirm that 
global elites are already scraping the bottom of the financial leadership barrel. 

Yet it is still tragic that as host to 2011’s world climate summit, South Africa leads (non- 

petroleum countries) in carbon emissions/GDP/capita, twenty times higher than even 
the US. Even more tragic: Manuel’s final budget countenanced more than $100 billion for 

additional coal-fired and nuclear power plants in coming years. 



In sum, Manuel’s leadership of the Green Climate Fund adds a new quantum of global- 

scale risk. His long history of collaboration with Washington-London raises prospects 
for "default" by the industrialized North on payment of climate debt to the impoverished 

South. Indeed, if Pretoria’s main man link to the Bretton Woods Institutions, Manuel, co- 
chairs the fund and gives the Bank more influence, then expect new forms of subprime 

financing and blunt neoliberal economic weapons potentially fatal to climate change 
mitigation and adaptation. 

(Patrick Bond is with the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society in Durban: 
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za ) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Private banks answers update on Kusile 

Date: Mon, 18 Apr 2011 18:03:22 +0200 
From: Yann Louvel - BankTrack <yann@banktrack.org> 

Reply-To: yann@banktrack.org 

Organisation:BankTrack 
To:          coal@banktrack.org, fight-eskom-coal-loan@googlegroups.com 

Hi all! 

A short update on answers from private banks on our letter from March 1st earlier this 

year: 

> German bank WestLB would most probably not provide financial services to Eskom 

from individual e-mails exchange with them. 
> For Credit Suisse, they conducted their due diligence procedures and "according to the 

findings of (their) review, Eskom conducts its operation in accordance with industry 

standards, as well as with South African law - including the country’s environmental 
legislation", no comment... 

> For other german bank KfW, "the assessment of alternatives is integral part of our 

analysis of the possible environmental and social impacts of any project to be financed. 
(Their) assessment for these energy projects revealed that there is no viable alternative 

in order to help South Africa to overcome the massive shortage in electricity supply. (...) 
However, just considering German history and the role coal mining and secure energy 

supply played for German industrilisation and taking into consideration that the South 

African government has to include development objectives apart from climate change 
considerations into its balancing of interests, we have no argument to commit South 

Africa to make no use of its huge coal resources in the short and mid term until costs for 

renewable energy sources have reached acceptable levels". Unbelievable... 
> Finally south african bank FirstRand writes that "It is important for FirstRand to offset 

the socio-economic impact of a coal-fired power station against the socio-developmental 

results of not having enough capacity to meet our country’s critical energy shortages." ... 

From these we can conclude that they didn’t read the full letter + attachment we sent 
them... 



Cheers 

yann 

Dear Yann 

I thank you for your patience in waiting for my response. 

FirstRand believes that in order to ensure sustainability and prosperity and energy 
security, it is absolutely important to realize that they are all interrelated. South Africa 

faces particularly urgent challenges in water and energy security. Urbanization will 
increase in the next few years and will place even more pressure on these resources. 

Power generation challenges need particular attention and will for some time to come 

include the use of fossil fuels. It is for this reason that we believe that whilst we are 
supporting economic development, it is equally important for FirstRand to embrace 

clean energy opportunities. The Kusile project has been included in the South African 
national energy management planning with regards to the IRP2 (Integrated Resources 

Plan for South Africa) and the projected emissions was included in the LTMS (South 

African Long Term Mitigation Scenario) and FirstRand is thus supporting the SA national 
policy. It is important for FirstRand to offset the socio-economic impact of a coal-fired 

power station against the socio-developmental results of not having enough capacity to 
meet our country’s critical energy shortages. 

The full extent of our interactions with Eskom is similar to that which we would enter 

into with any of the State Owned Entities. We offer Eskom a broad range of banking 
facilities and are a participant in their bond program. Even though this was not a 

project finance transaction as defined by the Equator Principles classification, the 

Equator Principles were never-the-less carefully considered in the contract 
negotiations as all the banks in the consortium of banks are Equator Principle Finance 

Institutions. Conditions precedent for the lending to proceed was a positive record of 
decision under South African EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment) requirements, 

a Construction Environmental Management Plan and an Operation Environmental 

Management Plan to ensure ongoing compliance with World Bank and IFC 
(International Finance Corporation) Guidelines for thermal power plants. The Kusile 

project met and possesses environmental impact assessment, control and mitigation 

standards and plans as approved by the South African Authorities. In addition, an 
independent environmental consultant was required to ensure that the management 

plans were adequate given the impact of such a project. A requirement for base load 
power is hugely important for South Africa and FirstRand has incorporated risk 

management principles that will effectively balance the Equator Principles, low 
carbon technology and energy and water supply. 
I trust that you will find this information in order. Please do not hesitate to let me 

know should you require clarity or further information. 
Copied on this email : 

Mr. Sizwe Nxasana, CEO of FirstRand 
Mr. Willem Punt - FirstRand Group Ethics Officer 

Kind Regards 



Madeleine Ronquest 
Head of Environmental and Social Risk 
Management, Occupational Health and Safety 
FirstRand Group Ltd 
Regulatory Risk Management 

1st Floor, 4 Merchant Place, 1 Fredman Drive, 
Sandton 
T +27 11 282 8759 
Fax +27 11 282 1616 
Mobile +27 83 399 5744 
madeleine.ronquest@ firstrand.co.za 

www.firstrand.co.za 
FirstRand Bank is an Authorised Financial 
Services Provider 

Yann Louvel 

Climate and Energy Campaign Coordinator 
BankTrack 

T: +33 4?5 414 ?22 
M: +33 688 90? 868 
skype: yanoo2006 

www.banktrack.org 

www.twitter.com/b anktrack 

You are subscribed to the "ClimateJusticeNow!SA" group on GoogleGroups. 
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(Seven months ahead of hosting the Conference of Polluters 17 in Durban, could it be 

that the Pretoria regime is finally turning away from fossil fools? Don’t hold your 

breath... After growing critiques of climate chaos, Eskom has been hell-bent on coal- 
firing the Medupi and Kusile generators. After BP blew oil into the Gulf of Mexico and 

Canada’s filthy tar sands became a global scandal, PetroSA continued pushing hard for 

R80 bn to build a dirty-oil refinery at Coega, anticipating coming purchases of 
Venezuelan very-crude. After Fukushima radiated northern Japan, Pretoria’s nuclear 

knuckleheads are still pushing on with atomic energy fantasies. But finally it seems Shell 

has gone too far in trying to frack the Karoo semi-desert - the day after a shale-gas 
explosion in Northern Pennsylvania appears to set the stage for a broader debate on 

energy safety.., but for planetary hygiene, a moratorium that probably comes too little 



too late.) 

Cabinet supports fracking moratorium 

Following their latest meeting, cabinet has given the thumbs up to the moratorium on 

"fracking" in the Karoo 

NICKOLAUS BAUER 

Published: 2011/04/21 12:53:20 PM 

Cabinet has endorsed the Department of Mineral Resources’s a moratorium on licenses 

in the Karoo, where Shell proposed "fracking" for natural gas. 

The announcement was made via a statement following the latest sitting of cabinet. 

Fracking involves forcing various chemicals and liquids into shale rock under high 

pressure to fracture seams in the shale in order to exploit gases and oil. 

The fracture width is typically maintained after the injection by introducing what’s 
known as a proppant into the injected fluid. 

Proppant is a material, such as grains of sand, ceramic, or other particulates, that 

prevent the fractures from closing when the injection is stopped. 

The cabinet says more research is needed before this type of mining can go ahead. 

"The Department of Minerals will lead a multi disciplinary team including the 

Departments of Trade & Industry, Science and Technology, amongst others, to fully 
research the full implications of the proposed fracking," reads the statement. 

Shell proposed fracking for natural gas in the Karoo, a controversial process that has 
been found, in recent history, to cause widespread environmental damage. 

Business Day 

www.grist.org 

Natural Gas 

Major fracking spill happening now in Pennsylvania 24 

Grist admin avatar badge avatar for Tom Laskawy 

by Tom Laska~j 

20Apr 2011 2:14PM 

We have the makings of an environmental disaster in northern Pennsylvania at the 
moment. According to local Pennsylvania television station WNEP, a natural-gas well 



blew out in the middle of the night while crews were engaged in "fracking" activities: 

Bradford County’s director of public safety said a Chesapeake well went out of control 
late Tuesday night. That means the well blew near the surface, spilling thousands and 

thousands of gallons of frack fluid over containment walls, through fields, personal 

property and farms, even where cattle continue to graze. 

DEP is taking ground water and stream samples to determine the extent of the spill. 

Officials said fluids from the well have, in fact, contaminated Towanda Creek which feeds 
into the Susquehanna River, 

No injuries have been reported, but officials have evacuated the surrounding area as a 

precaution. A "major operation" is under way to kill the well and stop the flow, which, as 
of 1:50 p.m. ET, was still uncontrolled. 

DeSmogBlog, which flagged the news, observed the irony that this spill occurs on the BP 

Gulf spill’s first anniversary. As with the Gulf, do we really think this sort of thing will 
never happen again in Pennsylvania? We are, after all, talking about a state where the 
governor has put industry firmly in charge of regulating itself. For all the big fans of 

fracking out there, is putting our agricultural lands and water supply at risk really the 
best path to a low-carbon future? I’m going to answer "no" on that one. 

Tom is a writer and a media & technology consultant who thinks that wrecking the 
planet is a bad idea. He twitters and blogs here and at Beyond Green about food policy, 

alternative energy, climate science and politics as well as the multiple and various 

effects of living on a warming planet. 

AlterNet / ByleffConant 

’Landmark’ Global Warming Bill Outsources Solutions, Putting the Burden on Poor 
Communities in California and Mexico [Contains Photo Slideshow] 

Communities in California and Mexico are angered by a cap-and-trade plan that could 
shift the burden from polluters to poor communities. 

April21,2011 [ 

Photo Credit: Tracy Perkins 

Editor’s Note: Scroll down to view a photo slideshow of affected communities in California 

and Mexico, 

California leads the United States in energy efficiency, and is often hailed as a global 

beacon of environmental protection; at the same time, it is the 12th largest emitter of 
carbon dioxide worldwide, making the state a significant driver of climate change. Any 

efforts to reduce these emissions would clearly benefit not only California, but the 

world. So when the implementation of California’s Global Warming Solutions Act, AB32, 



came to a grinding halt due to San Francisco Superior Court’s March 18 ruling that it 
violated the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), it came as a shock to industry 
and environmentalists alike. 

AB32, passed in 2006, mandates that the state reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to 
1990 levels by the year 2020. The law is hailed as landmark environmental legislation 

for its aggressive action to reduce global warming emissions while "generating jobs, 

promoting a growing, clean-energy economy and a healthy environment for California at 
the same time." 

It wouldn’t be surprising if leading-edge environmental legislation like AB32 were to 

draw fire from climate-change deniers and tea-partiers who undoubtedly see it as a 
challenge to the god-given right to pollute; indeed, the last attempt to derail the law was 

last year’s California Proposition 23, pushed by the oil lobby and roundly defeated by 
grassroots climate justice groups. 

But the lawsuit against AB32 was undertaken by the Center for Race, Poverty and the 
Environment (CRPE) and Communities for a Better Environment (CBE) -- two groups 

that advocate on behalf of low-income people and people of color who live, work and 
play in the shadow of refineries in Wilmington and Richmond, in the agro-toxic fields of 

the Central Valley, near the waste-dumps of Kettleman City, and in other California 
communities plagued by industrial pollution. 

More surprising still, the bill and its implications are raising hackles among another 
unlikely constituency: indigenous peasant farmers in the remote jungle of southeastern 

Mexico. 

Why should a bill intended to reduce greenhouse gas emissions come under attack from 
precisely those groups most impacted by toxic pollution? And why is it of concern to 

subsistence farmers in remote Mexico? The answer is complicated; but in essence, the 

problem with AB32, from the perspective of those most vulnerable to the impacts of 

both the climate crisis and the fossil fuel industry, can be summed up in two words: 
pollution trading. 

Environmental ]ustice Advocates’ Campaign to Reform AB32 

On April i1, Alegria de la Cruz and Rafael Aguilera spoke at UC Berkeley’s Goldman 
School of Public Policy. De la Cruz is the legal director for the San Francisco-based 

Center for Race, Poverty and the Environment; Rafael Aguilera worked with the non- 
profit Environmental Defense Fund to help shape AB32 and then, as a private consultant 
with his own Verde Group, took part in efforts to halt its implementation. 

Outsourcing Climate Solutions: CA to Chiapas 

Aguilera, crisply dressed in a sport coat and tie, his long hair slicked into a tight ponytail, 

began by showing a graph of the rising numbers of heat-related deaths among 
California’s farmworkers. 

"Current predictions for the Central Valley are three-month long heat waves - 

temperatures above 105 degrees in the summer months," he said. Aguilera put up a slide 



of Maria Isavel Vasquez limenez, a pregnant 17-year-old farmworker who died of heat 

stroke near Stockton in the summer of 2008. 

"Look at this face," he told the audience. "Maria Isavel is the face of climate change." 

"Clean Air Act laws are supposed to protect public health," Aguilera went on. "In the 

context of new carbon regulations, such as the cap and trade provisions proposed in 
AB32, many of us assume those laws are being implemented. But they’re not." 

"What’s happening on the environmental front in California is not happening in all of 

California," de la Cruz added. "The impacts of these policies are happening to very 
specific populations, because of their race and because of their class." A young but 

seasoned advocate, de la Cruz is a Yale graduate and a child of California farmworkers. 

Like her colleague, she was nattily dressed; she was also about eight-and-a-half months 

pregnant. 

Under the implementation plan for AB32, which was approved by the California Air 

Resources Board (CARB) in December, 2010 but held up in court three months later, up 
to 20 percent of the state’s total mandated emissions reductions would be achieved 

through carbon trading, rather than through actual cuts in industrial pollution at the 

source. This means that industries would be permitted to delay efforts to reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions -- along with the associated toxic co-pollutants -- by purchasing 

carbon allowances from outside California, and eventually from outside the United 

States. 

Environmental justice advocates charge that such carbon trading schemes -- reducing 
emissions on paper only -- leaves lower-income communities of color to continue 
bearing the brunt of industrial pollution. 

"One of the main areas that frustrated our clients in the AB32 scoping plan," said de La 
Cruz, one of two lead attorneys on the case, "was its overarching goal of a pollution 

trading system. For our communities, that violates not only the intent of AB32, because 

cap and trade has such serious implications for fence-line communities, but it also 
violates the letter of AB32." 

It was this concern that led CRPE and CBE to undertake the lawsuit, despite their overall 

support for strong environmental regulations, De la Cruz said. "Because the harm that 
our communities will suffer from a poorly made plan will be greater than the harm of 

not reducing emissions in a way that’s responsible, that’s legal, and that really reflects 
the intent and the spirit of AB32 in the first place." 

According to a University of California study, a cap-and-trade plan, such as AB32 
proposes, would actually increase California’s air pollution in five out of six pollution 

categories. California forest defenders also charge that the plan gives too good a deal to 

the state’s timber industry, by giving carbon credits to wood products and condoning 
clearcutting. The ruling against AB32 requires that, to comply with the California 

Environmental Quality Act, the Air Resources Board must consider alternatives to cap- 
and-trade. 



When the plan was under consideration, de la Cruz said, CARB failed to take into account 

the recommendations of its own Environmental Justice Advisory Committee, of which 
both CRPE and CBE are part. 

"CARB was on a single-minded march to ensure that, damn it all, they were going to have 
a pollution trading program," said de la Cruz. "So we brought them to court." 

Dr. John Balmes, a physician and member of the Air Resources Board, was on the team 

that developed AB32’s scoping plan. He agreed with de la Cruz’s assessment. "It was 
pretty clear that our former governor wanted cap and trade and wasn’t going to let 

anything get in the way of it," he said. 

De la Cruz explained to the audience at UC Berkeley that the ultimate goal of the lawsuit 

is to find solutions to global warming that also reduce point-source pollution and bring 
real benefits to the most vulnerable communities. 

"We believe that when you undertake a process of looking at the alternatives," she said, 

"that the environmentally superior alternative will rise to the surface. And we believe 

that the environmentally superior alternative is not cap-and-trade. 

"There are alternatives that get you better reductions, that are better for the state’s tax 

coffers, and that don’t continue being corporate welfare for the biggest, nastiest 
polluters in California." 

South of the Border: The ’Trade’ in Cap-and-Trade 

While the pollution-trading piece of California’s Global Warming Solutions Act has 
aroused the ire of statewide environmental justice advocates, it has also piqued interest 

south of the border. As one of his last acts in office, just a week before the United Nations 
Conference on Climate Change in Cancfin, Mexico, former California Governor Arnold 

Schwarzenegger signed agreements with the states of Chiapas, Mexico and Acre, Brazil 

for a state-to-state cap-and-trade agreement to be part of AB32. The agreements with 
the two foreign states, as set out in two Memoranda of Understanding signed in Davis on 

November 16 of last year, are predicated on an emerging policy mechanism known as 
"Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation," or REDD. 

REDD is a profoundly complex set of policy protocols, largely still in development, based 

on the concern that 15 to 25 percent of global CO2 emissions are linked to forest loss. In 

theory, it works like this: because trees capture and store CO2, when they are burned or 
felled, the CO2 they contain is released, and their potential for capturing CO2 from 

industrial emissions is lost. Thus, maintaining intact forests is essential to mitigating the 
impacts of climate change. 

But until now, there has been little economic incentive for protecting forests. With the 
creation of a vast market for trading pollution permits, such an incentive now exists: 

those who protect forests can earn carbon credits -- financial rewards based on an 
assessment of the amount of CO2 a forest can store and a market-derived price per ton 

of carbon. They can then trade these credits to industrial polluters for cash, thus 

generating revenue that, in theory, gives developing world countries, and the forest- 
dwelling communities in those countries, an incentive not to cut down trees. 



The United Nations defines REDD as "a mechanism to create an incentive for developing 

countries to protect, better manage and wisely use their forest resources, contributing to 

the global fight against climate change. REDD strategies aim to make forests more 
valuable standing than they would be cut down, by creating a financial value for the 
carbon stored in trees." 

Policy-makers at the global level see REDD as an exciting new strategy to address the 

climate crisis without jeopardizing economic growth; efforts to develop implementation 
protocols for REDD have been central to U.N. climate negotiations since it was first 

announced in Bali, Indonesia in 2007. 

But even then, it was met with protest by indigenous groups, whose land was being 
targeted for implementation of the scheme, but who were given no part in designing it. 

While the major multilateral institutions, including the U.N., the World Bank, and large 
environmental organizations such as Environmental Defense Fund and Conservation 

International, support REDD (and its growing list of spin-offs with dizzying acronyms, 

such as REDD+ and REDD++), many forest-dependent communities, environmental 
justice advocates, indigenous peoples’ organizations, and global South social movements 

are wary, to say the least. By forging an agreement to implement the "trade" part of 
AB32’s "cap-and-trade" protocol through REDD, the former California governor set in 
motion a process that climate justice advocates charge will not only fail to reduce 

industrial contamination in California, but could lead to land grabs and forced 
displacement of poor communities in Chiapas and Acre. 

A policy brief from the US Agency for International Development (USAID) on the 

application of REDD in Mexico notes that "there are a number of problems for which 

solutions need to be found if [the REDD] mechanism is to achieve its potential. One of 
these is linked to local difficulties, both in terms of policy integration and application in 

communities." Indeed, this concern -- that applying REDD programs in real-world 

communities can bring many real-world problems, was confirmed by my recent visit to 
Chiapas. 

Welcome to the Jungle 

On March 24, as evening fell over the Lacandon jungle of Chiapas, in the far southeastern 

corner of Mexico, the slat-wood shack that serves as an assembly hall for the village of 

Amador Herni~ndez was full to capacity. The villagers, indigenous Tzeltal Mayans whose 

home is here in the heart of the northernmost intact rainforest in Mesoamerica, were 
gathered under a single florescent lamp to discuss the fate of their land. 

Since they began settling here, when their parents and grandparents escaped bonded 
servitude on the nearby cattle ranches and plantations sometime in the 1960s, they have 

faced constant threats of eviction. A decree issued by the Mexican government in 1971 
gave the vast portion of this land to their neighboring communities; a second decree, in 

1976, made the greater part of the rainforest into a UNESCO World Heritage protected 

forest reserve, known as the Montes Azules Biosphere Reserve. As tenants and 
guardians of this vast territory -- around 600,000 hectares, or a million-and-a half acres - 

- the Mexican government appointed the Lacandon tribe, which at the time consisted of 
66 families. These families, along with a few settlements from the Tzeltal and Ch’ol 

ethnic groups, became the new owners of the territory, officially designated "the 
Lacandon Community." 



In order to designate the Lacandon Community, 2,000 Tzeltal and Ch’ol families -- 26 
villages -- had to be displaced; among the displaced were the families who formed the 
village ofAmador Hernfindez. 

The tension and conflict that resulted from this arbitrary distribution of land made it 
impossible, for decades, for the Mexican government to successfully delimit the land in 

question. Several peasant farmer organizations formed throughout the 1970s to demand 

redress; some of these groups later coalesced to form the Zapatista Army of National 
Liberation, the indigenous rebel group that brought Chiapas to the world’s attention 

with their 1994 uprising. Among the proto-Zapatistas, and the other organized peasant 
farmer groups in the region, one of the primary political slogans was "No a la brecha 

Lacandona!" (No to the Lacandon border) -- a specific rejection of the effort to 
demarcate the disputed territory. 

Now, with the promise of financing under REDD, work is underway again to delimit "the 
brecha lacandona." The government of Chiapas has already started distributing money 

to members of the Lacandon Community. According to Juan Francisco Leo Dur~n, a 
federal government topographer, all but 80 kilometers of the brecha remain to be 

delineated. 

"That 80 km," he told me on March 19, "lies in the region where the Zapatista 
communities are." 

It is this nexus of threats -- the demarcation of the protected forest area, and the 
payments to the Lacandon Community -- that bring grave concern to the villagers 

gathered in Amador Hern~ndez. In a note that the villagers composed the day after their 
assembly, they wrote, 

This past month, the governor of Chiapas, Juan Sabines, traveled to the neighboring 

Lacand6na Community to make the first payments of the state-run REDD program; as he 

doled out the money, he told the beneficiaries that it should not be considered as a gift, 
but as a payment to guard the border against their neighbors -- that is, us. 

The Subsecretary of the Environment of Chiapas, Alejandro Callejas, says that the 
demarcation of the brecha Lacandon is underway at the request of the authorities of the 
Lacandon Community, and has "absolutely nothing to do with the agreement with 
California, nor with the process of early action to prepare for REDD." 

"The demarcation of land in the Lacandon jungle is a very old problem," Callejas says, 

"that precisely because it hasn’t been attended to, has led to a number of conflicts 
between communities." He describes it as a complex situation where many different 

types of land grants have been given by federal order; therefore, "as state authorities," 
he says, "our ability to act is limited." 

"In fact," the Subsecretary wrote in an email, "the agreement with California and Acre is 

really about scientific and technical cooperation for the eventual establishment of a 

market for carbon credits, in the event that we can calibrate technical criteria, baselines, 
terms of reference, co-benefits, and measurement of leakage [the concern that efforts to 

reduce emissions in one place shifts them to another place where they are unaccounted 

for] and permanence [the concern that forest carbon can be lost through logging, pests, 
and drought], and that all of this be compatible with legal norms of California and its 



cap-and-trade arrangement. As you can imagine, this is not a short-term process, and it 

implies a good deal of work on the part of the three governments, accompanied by 

different sectors, including civil society groups, universities, and communities." 

Yet, according to public sources, the government of Chiapas is advancing its REDD 
project in the Lacandon community, in a manner that appears linked to the delimitation 
of land that concerns the residents of Amador Hern~ndez. 

On March 20, Governor Sabines had paid a high-profile visit to the village of Frontera 
Corazal, a population center of the Lacandon Community, to deliver a payment of 2,000 

pesos to each landholder. The Mexican newspaper La Jornada quoted Governor Sabines 

as saying, "After 30 years, we are here to respond to the needs of Frontera Corozal, and 
we are doing it by way of this program, REDD +, that we have initiated in the seven 
reserves of the Lacandon jungle." 

The article in La]ornada, based on a government press advisory, concludes, "The state 

government authorized a monthly payment; however, this is merely to allow the 

completion of the forest inventory so that [members of the Lacandon Community] can 
access federal and international funds, as well as complement these funds with projects 
such as agricultural conversion outside the Reserve with species such as oil palm and 

rubber." 

Santiago Martinez, a community health worker in Amador Hern~ndez, and the man who 

had called the village assembly to raise the alarm, was indignant about the notion of 
turning the forest into a source of carbon credits, and about "agricultural conversion," 
which he described as an assault on indigenous ways of life. 

"As indigenous peoples," he told me, "they’ve always tried to find ways to prove that 
we’re the cause of the problem. But the climate, global warming -- we haven’t done this 

ourselves, it’s the fault of the factories, of cars, of industrial production in many 

countries. We get around by walking, we move our products on horseback, on mules, 
and we produce what we need to eat ourselves. In contrast, they use gasoline, their 

industries burn petroleum everyday, and this is the main source of pollution and of 
climate change." 

A few days before I visited Amador Hern~ndez, the villagers said, they had received a 

government advisory announcing that a demarcation team would come through soon to 

map the brecha. While the villagers insisted that they maintain much of the land they 
occupy as "forest reserve," their best planting land, they said, lies within the Lacandon 

Community. Without it they would be unable to grow enough food to support 
themselves. 

They also said that, a year earlier, all medical services, including vaccinations, had been 

cut off to the community, in what they believed was an attempt to force them to move or 

negotiate. Several elderly people and children had died due to lack of medical attention. 
Implicitly or explicitly, they believed, this willful neglect on the part of the government 

was due to their refusal to capitulate to the brecha Lacandona; they also believed 

strongly that the demarcation of the brecha was linked to the REDD payments being 
received by their neighbors in the Lacandon Community. 



Recent events show that the residents ofAmador Hernfindez have cause for alarm. Past 

attempts to demarcate the disputed land have involved military efforts to remove 

settlers, and specifically Zapatista-aligned communities. In 2000, then-President Zedillo 
expropriated 3.5 hectares from Amador Hernfindez to build military installations. In 

2005, 160 Tzeltal families were displaced from Montes Azules to the pre-planned 

community of Nuevo Montes Azules, near the lowland city of Palenque. In late 2006, 
hundreds of armed residents of the Lacandon Community reportedly attacked the 

village ofViejo Velasco Su~rez, leaving four people dead and four disappeared. In 2007, a 
joint police and military operation evicted 39 families from the communities of Buen 

Samaritano and San Manuel, also in the Montes Azules Reserve. 

According to reports, some of the displaced communities were removed by force, while 

others signed agreements to go willingly, on condition of receiving new land. But the 
results, it appears, may be the same. The day before I arrived in Amador Hern~ndez, on 

March 22, residents of Nuevo Montes Azules issued a public denouncement condemning 
the conditions of their resettlement. 

"We accepted the offer of relocation," their declaration states, "due to the fact that the 

government of the state of Chiapas assured us that the lands we would be given were in 

perfect state, that our land title was assured, that the houses were well-constructed, that 
our electricity would be subsidized, that we would receive good educational and health 

services, potable drinking water, and modern systems of sewage and drainage. They 
offered us a dream, but they gave us a nightmare." 

To the residents ofAmador Hern~ndez, it appears, resisting the brecha Lacandona 
means refusing to accept the nightmare of Nuevo Montes Azules. 

Moving Ahead 

Within Chiapas, many non-governmental organizations support REDD, seeing it as a 

source of much-needed financing for forest protection. Many others criticize the 
program, either from a standpoint of practical concerns -- that it benefits some and not 

others, thus leading to conflict -- or with more deep-seated ethical concerns: that it 
undermines indigenous cultures by putting economic value on aspects of the natural 

world that many characterize as sacred. 

Among the supporters is a network of organizations called Grupo REDD, engaged in 

developing forest-carbon offset projects apparently unrelated to the government REDD 
program. Several members of Grupo REDD with whom I spoke agreed that any REDD 

program would have to be developed slowly, with community engagement and 

participation. Representatives of two of the groups, Pronatura and AMBIO, went so far 
as to insist that there are no REDD projects currently underway in Chiapas, despite news 
reports to the contrary. 

The Subsecretary of the Environment gave a significant nod to the need to proceed 
slowly: "The process within the zone of the Lacandon Community," he said, "intends to 

establish a REDD+ project with broad participation from the communities, capacity- 

building in community carbon measurement, together with an alignment of public policy 
built on agreements that strengthen development without increasing the pressures that 
drive deforestation." 



Yet, while its proponents agree that REDD is a vanishingly complex set of policy 

initiatives that must be handled with great care, the government of Chiapas appears to 

be moving ahead with the delimitation of forest reserves in the Lacandon jungle in order 
to place them into the carbon market, in a roughshod fashion that is already of touching 
off old conflicts. 

Callejas insists that the two concerns are unrelated, and are moving at different paces: 

"the demarcation [of the brecha Lacandona] is a project of the Ministry of Agriculture 
and the National Commission of Natural Protected Areas," he says. "The agreement with 

California is a long-term project, though from my perspective it has a great potential, 

and the REDD + process is based on governance, and local capacity to decide whether a 
community wants to participate in a project, or not." 

Arguments about REDD tend to focus on whether the economic incentives it promotes 
can be achieved without being accompanied by abuses of human rights and violations of 
the international legal obligations that protect indigenous peoples. Certainly, signs of 
conflict in Chiapas, such as the ongoing struggle around la brecha Lacandona, may dim 
the prospects of success for the world’s first sub-national REDD program. But, with 
California’s sites set on outsourcing pollution rather than attacking emissions at the 
source, and with the agencies involved focused more on technical problems than on 
social concerns, it is easy for those promoting REDD to ignore the protests of frontline 
communities like Amador Hern~ndez. 

"They think because they’re rich and they have a lot of resources, they can do whatever 
they feel like," Santiago Martinez told me. "They are promoting the idea of giving carbon 

credits to these industries, so they can continue contaminating." 

Meanwhile, back in California, as the Air Resources Board examines alternatives to 
pollution trading in order to make AB32 work to reduce both climate pollution and 
health threats to those most impacted, Alegria de la Cruz is cautiously optimistic: "Cap- 

and-trade is a great example of a market-based policy that patently fails to look at its 

non-economic impacts," she said. "We believe that when you look at the alternatives, as 
the law demands, the environmentally superior alternative will win out." 

Jeff Conant is a writer based in the San Francisco Bay Area. He is the author of A 

Community Guide to Environmental Health (Hesperian Foundation, 2008) and A Poetics 

of Resistance (AK Press, 2010). 

You are subscribed to the "ClimateJusticeNow!SA" group on GoogleGroups. 
To post: climatejusticesa@googlegroups.com 

To unsubscribe : climatejusticesa+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com 
For more options : http://groups.google.co.za/group/climatejusticesa?hl=en?hl=en 

(Given that Obama yesterday told his/Bush’s Supreme Court justices that utilities are 

correct to continue emissions-as-usual, will there now be yet more Q anti-visas to issue 
in late November, so as to keep climate summit-saboteurs out, make Durban a 

Washington-free zone, and allow the COP 17 to avoid permanent recognition as the 

Conference of Polluters? I think the jury on the US Environmental Protection Agency is 
still out, because though they are accused of being slovenly by US states, below, at least 



the administrator, Lisa lackson, has tackled West Virginia mountaintop removal and 

Tennessee Valley Authority coal-fired power plants in recent weeks, e.g. 
h ttp: / /www.nytimes.com / 2011/ O4 /15 /science / earth /15tva.h tml? emc=tnt&tntemailO= 

y.) 
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Note the particularly conservative position taken by the Obama Administration in siding 
with the utilities. Plus, again and again we hear that there are potentially billions of 

people responsible for climate change - Scalia asks whether people might be sued for 
breathing - but the plaintiffs fail to argue that the actions of a relatively small number of 

companies account for the vast bulk of emissions. 

Supreme Court Signals Rejection of Climate Change Suits (3) 
2011-04-19 19:24:44.974 GMT 

By Greg Stohr and William McQuillen 

April 19 (Bloomberg) -- The U.S. Supreme Court signaled 

skepticism about a lawsuit by six states seeking to force five 
companies including American Electric Power Co. to cut their 

emissions of the gases that contribute to climate change. 

Hearing arguments today in Washington, justices across the 
ideological spectrum said the Environmental Protection Agency 

was better equipped than a federal court to sort through the 
costs and benefits of reducing carbon emissions. 

"Congress set up the EPA to promulgate standards for 

emissions," Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg told the lawyer 
representing the six suing states. "The relief you’re seeking 

seems to me to set up a district judge, who does not have the 
resources, the expertise, as a kind of super EPA." 

The Obama administration joined the power industry in 

urging rejection of the suit, along with a related one being 
pressed by three land trusts. The other defendants include Xcel 

Energy Inc., Duke Energy Corp. and Southern Co., and the 
government-owned Tennessee Valley Authority. 

A ruling against the states would be a boost to companies 

beyond the power industry. Trade groups representing automakers, 
oil companies, farmers, mining companies, chemical companies and 

manufacturers all are urging the court to dismiss the suits, in 

some cases saying their members might face similar claims. 

EPA Rules 



The states, whose ranks include New York and California, 
sued in 2004, invoking both state and federal law. The Supreme 

Court case focuses on the federal law claim. 
The states say the EPA still hasn’t taken action to reduce 

carbon emissions from the plants that are the subject of the 

suit. The EPA began regulating greenhouse gases from vehicles 

and industrial polluters in January. So far its rules affect 
only new and modified plants, not the existing ones targeted by 
the states. 

"There is no federal statute or regulation that currently 

regulates the emission of greenhouse gases by existing 

unmodified power plants," said Barbara Underwood, New York’s 
solicitor general. 

She said the suit "rests on the longstanding, fundamental 
authority of the states to protect their land, their natural 

resources and their citizens from air pollution emitted in other 
states." 

Without Sotomayor 

None of the eight justices hearing the case -- Justice 
Sonia Sotomayor isn’t taking part -- today gave any indication 

they agreed with her. 

Ginsburg said the EPA could reasonably address climate 
change "incrementally." Justice Elena Kagan said regulating 

emissions "sounds like the paradigmatic thing that 

administrative agencies do rather than courts." 
Several justices joined Ginsburg in questioning whether a 

trial judge would have the expertise to fashion an order 
addressing climate change. 

"You have to determine how much you want to readjust the 

world economy to address global warming, and I think that’s a 
pretty big burden to impose on a district judge," Chief Justice 

John Roberts said. 
The Obama administration and the companies urged the court 

to reject the suit on a potentially broader ground that the 

states and land trusts lack the legal right, or standing, to 
sue. Acting U.S. Solicitor General Neal Katyal said the states 

can’t show enough of a connection between their interests and 

the actions of the five defendants. 

Potential Victims 

"There are billions of emitters of greenhouse gases on the 

planet and billions of potential victims as well," Katyal said. 
The companies’ lawyer, Peter Keisler, said the courts "are 

being asked to perform a legislative and regulatory function." 

Justice Antonin Scalia pointed to other possible 
contributors to global warming -- including cows, mobile 

telephones and people -- and asked Underwood whether they too 
would be subject to climate-change suits. 



"Suppose you lump together all the cows in the country," 
he said. "Would that allow you to sue all those farmersT" 

When Underwood responded that courts often consider claims 
involving multiple polluters, Scalia then asked whether people 
could be sued for emitting carbon dioxide when they breathe. 

The case marks the Supreme Court’s second foray into the 
debate over climate change. In a 2007 case decided S-4, the 
court ordered the EPA to consider regulating greenhouse-gas 
emissions. 

Public Nuisance 

The states and land trusts contend that carbon emissions 

are a "public nuisance," a legal theory more typically used in 
cases of localized pollution. In letting the suits proceed, a 

federal appeals court in New York overturned a judge who 
concluded the dispute belonged in the political arena, not the 

courts. 
Should the Supreme Court side with the power companies, 

states and environmental advocates will press ahead with claims 

under state law, said David Doniger, a lawyer at the Natural 
Resources Defense Council, which is representing the three land 

trusts. He said global warming is "eating away at the coastal 

property" and "destroying our snow packs." 
The suits are part of a multifaceted battle over climate 

change. Opponents -- including businesses, Republicans and some 

Democrats -- say the EPA’s new carbon emission limits will 
destroy jobs and increase electricity bills without any 

environmental benefit. 

The case is American Electric Power v. Connecticut, 10-174. 
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(This is really most encouraging, given the EU market’s stagnation/corruption and 
Nichols’ pro-market dogmatism: any delay in the ]anuary start date could throw a wrench 

into the financial planning! of hundreds of companies. "There’s some uncertainty around 

when this program is ~toing to start and maybe if it will ever start, "said Graeme Martin, a 

Shell Energy official, Air Resources Board Chairwoman Mary D, Nichols told the conference 

that "our ability to move forward is threatened as a result ofliti~Tation, We don’t know how 
it will turn out,,,, Some segments of the community, who define themselves as 

environmental justice ~Troups, just hate cap-and-trade" because they believe it would not 

cut pollution in their communities, "We have to be open to the possibility there could be 
other approaches and that we could achieve [carbon] reductions in a different way,,, ’1 

Los Angeles Times 

Greenspace 
Environmental news from California and beyond 

California’s carbon market: Will cap-and-trade work? 

April 18, 2011 [ 2:59 pm 

Nine months before California is set to finalize a trading system aimed at curbing 

greenhouse gas emissions, participants have the jitters. 

Litigation threatens to delay the start of the multibillion-dollar program, and industry 

executives worry that its regulations will fall short of guaranteeing a smoothly operating 
market. Fear is growing that it could be susceptible to the fraud that has plagued a 

similar European system. 

"It feels as though the sun has risen in the West," Henry Derwent, head of the Geneva- 
based International Emissions Trading Assn., told traders, bankers, entrepreneurs and 

oil and utility executives in Los Angeles last week. 

"But however tempting it may be ... to celebrate getting out ahead of the rest of the 
United States," he cautioned, California’s trading system must show "real momentum .... If 
the program goes poorly, if the regulations don’t allow for a functioning market, there 



may be little market for California to lead," Derwent said. 

Scientists say that carbon dioxide and other gases, mainly from fossil-fuel burning, are 
trapping heat in Earth’s atmosphere, leading to dangerous climate change, including 
rising sea levels, longer droughts, floods and melting glaciers. 

In 2006, California passed the nation’s most comprehensive climate law, mandating a 

cut in carbon pollution to 1990 levels by 2020 -- about 10% below today’s emissions. 
Although Congress balked at similar legislation in 2009, California has moved forward. 

Its plan to cap greenhouse gases at 600 industrial plants and allow companies to buy 

and sell emissions permits is modeled on Europe’s 6-year-old cap-and-trade system. 

The 700 executives who signed up for the Navigating the American Carbon World 

conference last week included officials from Alcoa, Chevron, General Electric, Shell, 
Southern California Edison and other major companies. They were joined by financiers 

from Merrill Lynch, Deutsche Bank, Morgan Stanley, Barclay’s Capital and other large 
Wall Street firms. 

Engineers and entrepreneurs manned booths and handed out shiny brochures to 
promote companies that verify carbon emissions, manage greenhouse gas data, broker 

credits and develop offset projects such as systems to control methane from farm 
manure or increase forest carbon sequestration. 
The European system, which covers 12,000 companies in 30 nations, traded $123 billion 

in carbon allowances last year and is on target to slash emissions by 21% below 1990 
levels over the next decade. But the market has been jolted by an estimated $6 billion in 

tax fraud schemes along with the recent cyber-theft of $50 million in carbon credits 

stored in the Czech Republic registry. 

Today, "the eyes of the world rest upon this [California] market," said Tom Lewis, chief 
executive of Green Exchange, a consortium of Goldman Sachs, Credit Suisse and other 
banks and brokers. Noting the "fraud and violations" in Europe, he added that California 
could be an example for the U.S., but "the criticism ... will be abundant if we get it 
wrong." 

Carbon-intensive industries are also concerned that California might not provide enough 
ways for them to offset their emissions by purchasing credits. Although air officials have 

adopted rules for crediting U.S. forestry and livestock and the destruction of ozone- 
depleting chemicals projects, they have yet to approve rules for projects such as cutting 

methane from coal mines or rice farms. 

California’s program would be North America’s biggest carbon market, three times 

larger than a utility-only system in ~10 Northeastern states. By 20~16, about $~10 billion in 
carbon allowances are expected to be traded through the California market. 

A court decision last month temporarily halted California’s cap-and-trade program after 
local environmental groups contended the California Air Resources Board failed to 

analyze alternatives to trading. The decision is expected to be appealed, but any delay in 

the January start date could throw a wrench into the financial planning of hundreds of 
companies. 

"There’s some uncertainty around when this program is going to start and maybe if it 



will ever stark" said Graeme Martin, a Shell Energy official. 

Air Resources Board Chairwoman Mary D. Nichols told the conference that "our ability 
to move forward is threatened as a result of litigation. We don’t know how it will turn 

out .... Some segments of the community, who define themselves as environmental justice 
groups, just hate cap-and-trade" because they believe it would not cut pollution in their 

communities. 

"We have to be open to the possibility there could be other approaches and that we 
could achieve [carbon] reductions in a different way," Nichols said. She added that 
Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown, who met with European Climate Commissioner Connie 
Hedegaard last week, "has the opportunity to put his mark on it." 

The trading program, seen as a way for industry to cut costs, was incorporated into the 
2006 law by former Republican Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger. Six other U.S. states that 
had joined with California in the Western Climate Initiative in recent years have 
declined to participate in its trading program. Three Canadian provinces have indicated 
they will join. 

"The way forward lies in individual regional, national and state systems over the world 

reaching out to each other over time," Derwent said, given the failure of the United 
Nations to negotiate a new global climate treaty. 

California’s success, he added, will determine the eventual fate of carbon trading in 
Congress: "Washington needs to have evidence from California that the solution being 

applied here works." 

China, Australia, Brazil and several other nations are considering cap-and-trade systems. 

And Chinese initiatives in particular were the talk of last week’s conference. 

Veronique Bugnion, chief of analytics at Point Carbon, a research firm, noted that China, 

which has surpassed the U.S. as the world’s largest carbon emitter, plans to launch a 
trading market in six regions by 2013, with a goal of adopting a national program by 

2015. 

A cap-and-trade market, which sets a price on carbon emissions, is seen as an economic 
incentive to replace fossil fuel-powered plants with solar, wind and other renewable 
energy facilities. "The race for a cleaner and more energy-efficient future is on," Bugnion 
said. But unless California regulations "put a smart price on emissions, a price people 
can use to plan for new facilities, a price companies can rely on to innovate ... China will 
eat California’s innovation lunch." 

(from 350.org: "Sept. 24 is the next big day of action. We’re calling it Moving Planet and 
in those 189 nations, people will be in motion. Much of it will be on bicycles.") 

Climate Change 
Bill McKibben’s must-watch speech at Power Shift 

18Apr 2011 12:47 PM 



Bill McKibben gave a fiery speech to young climate activists Saturday night at Power 
Shift 2011. Here’s the video and transcript: 

All right, listen up. Very few people can ever say that they are in the single most 
important place they could possibly be, doing the single most important thing they could 
possibly be doing. That’s you, here, now. 

You are the movement that we need if we are going to win in the few years that we have. 
You have the skills now. You are making the connections. And there is no one else. It is 
you. 

That is a great honor and that is a terrible burden. There is no one else. 

The science is the easy part in this, grim, but easy. 2010 was the warmest year on record. 
And it was warm. We were on the phone one day with our 350 crew in Pakistan and one 
of them said, "It’s hot out here today," and I was surprised to hear him say it because it’s 
usually hot in Pakistan during the summer. He said, no it’s really hot. We just set the 
new, all time Asia temperature record, 129 degrees F. That kind of heat melts the arctic. 
That kind of heat causes drought so deep across Russia that the kremlin stops all grain 
exports. That kind of heat causes the flooding that still has 4 million people across 
Pakistan homeless tonight. 

It’s tough, it’s grim, but the good news at least is that it’s clear, the science. We have a 
number: 350 parts per million. 350, the most important number on earth. As the NASA 
team put it in January 2008, "any value in the atmosphere greater than 350 parts per 
million is not compatible with the planet on which civilization developed and which life 
on Earth is adapted." Getting back to 350 pars per million will be very very tough, the 
toughest thing human beings have ever done, but there is no use complaining about it, 
it’s just physics and chemistry. That’s what we have to do. 

But if the scientific method has worked splendidly to outline our dilemma, that’s how 
badly the political method has worked to solve it. Think about our own country, 
historically the biggest source of carbon emissions. Last summer, the Senate refused to 
even take a vote on the tepid, moderate, tame climate bill that was before it. Last week, 
the House voted 248 to 174 to pass a resolution saying global warming wasn’t real. It 
was one of the most embarrassing votes that Congress has ever taken. They believe that 
because they can amend the tax laws they can amend the laws of nature too, but they 
can’t. I’m awful glad a few of you went up to the visitors gallery to talk some sense to 
them last week. 

Even the White House. Two weeks ago, the interior secretary, who spoke here two years 
ago, Ken Salazar, signed a piece of paper opening up 250 million tons of coal under 
federal land in Wyoming to mining. That’s like opening 300 new coal-fired power plants 
and running them for a year. That’s a disgrace. 

But you know what. We understand the physics and chemistry of political power. In this 
case, it’s not carbon dioxide that rules the day: it’s money. 

Many of you are in the District of Columbia for the first time and it looks clean and it 
looks sparkling. No, this city is as polluted as Beijing. But instead of coal smoke it’s 



polluted by money. Money warps our political life, it obscures our vision, but just like 

with physics in chemistry there is no use whining. We know now what we need to do 

and the first thing we need to do is build a movement. 

We will never have as much money as the oil companies so we need a different currency 

to work in, we need bodies, we need creativity, we need spirit. 

350.org has been like a beta-test for that movement. It began with youth here at Power 
Shift four years ago. It’s now spread around the planet. In the last two years, there have 

been 15,000 demonstrations in 189 nations. CNN called it the most widespread political 

activity in the planet’s history. But it needs to get bigger still. On the first Earth Day in 

1970 there 20 million Americans in the street, one in 10 Americans. That’s the kind of 
size we need. 

And so, on Sept. 24, we need your help. Sept. 24 is the next big day of action. We’re 

calling it Moving Planet and in those 189 nations, people will be in motion. Much of it 
will be on bicycles, because the bicycles is one of the few tools that rich and poor both 

use. Who here knows how to ride a bike? All right, Sept. 24, I cannot wait to see the 

pictures. We are not going to wait for the politicians to move, we’re going to create the 
future that we need ourselves. 

But that movement doesn’t just need to be bigger, it needs to sharper too, more 
aggressive. 

You know what, at Copenhagen we got 117 nations to sign on to that 350 target. That 

was good, but they were the wrong 117 nations. They were the poorest and most 

vulnerable nations. The most addicted nations, led by our own, weren’t yet willing to bit 
the bullet, so that’s where we’ve got to go to work. 

That work, to deal with that money pollution, that work starts Monday at 10 o’clock in 

Lafayette Square, across from the White House and next to a place called the U.S. 

Chamber of Commerce. 

The Koch brothers are high peaks of corruption, but the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is 

the Everest of dirty money. It boasts on its web page that it is the biggest lobby in 
Washington. In fact, it spends more money lobbying than the next five lobbies combined. 

It spent more money on politics last year than the Republican National Committee and 
the Democratic National Committee combined and 94 percent of that went to climate 

deniers. 

We cannot stop their money, but we can strip them of their credibility. They claim to 

represent all American business, but they don’t. 55 percent of their funding came from 
16 companies. They don’t have to say who those companies are, but it’s easy to tell when 

you watch what they do. They spend their time lobbying to make sure the planet heats 

up as fast it possibly can. 

They sent a legal brief to the EPA last year, saying that they should take no action on 

climate change, because if the planet warmed, humans could alter their behavior and 
their physiology to deal with the problem. I don’t even really know what that means, 

alter your physiology. Grow gills? I don’t know. But I can tell you this. I am too old to 
change my physiology and you all are too good looking. But I will adapt my behavior. 



Every day now I will roll out of bed and go to work fighting them. Hell, I will go to bed at 

night and try to dream up new ways to fight. 

We’re going to adapt our behavior all right. We’re going to adapt our behavior now to 

fight on every front. I’m sorry if that sounds aggressive, but there we are. 

Twenty-two years ago, I wrote the first book about climate change and I’ve gotten to 

watch it all, and I know that simply persuasion will not do. We need to fight. Now, we 
need to fight non-violently and with civil disobedience. You will hear from my friend Tim 

DeChristopher in a moment and more to come, but if you’re going to go that route, one 

thing you need to make sure that you manage to get across in your witness is that you 
are not the radicals in this fight. 

The radicals are the people are the people who are fundamentally altering the 
composition of the atmosphere. That is the most radical thing people have ever done. 

We need to fight with art and with music, too. Not just the side with our brain that likes 

bar graphs and pie graphs, but with all our heart and all our soul. Tomorrow or tonight, 

you need to go down behind Hall B downstairs and help them build the art work for 
Monday morning. 

We need to fight with unity. We need to have a coherent voice. That’s why, last week we 
joined with our friends at iSky to build this bigger, stronger 350.org. We need to speak 
with one loud voice, because we are fighting for your future. 

So far, we’ve raised the temperature of the planet 1 degree F and that’s done all that I’ve 
described, it’s melted the arctic, it’s changed the oceans. The climatologists tell us that 
unless we act with great speed and courage that 1 degree will be S degrees F before this 
century is out. And if we do that, then the world that we leave behind will be a ruined 
world. 

We fight not just for ourselves, we fight for the beauty of this place. For cool trout 
streams and deep spruce woods. For chilly fog rising off the Pacific and deep snow 

blanketing the mountains. We fight for all the creation that shares this planet with us. 

We don’t know half the species on Earth we’re wiping out. 

And of course, we fight alongside our brothers and sisters around the world. You’ve seen 
the pictures as I talk: these are our comrades. Most of these people, as you see, come 

from places that have not caused this problem, and yet they’re willing to be in deep 

solidarity with us. That’s truly admirable and it puts a real moral burden on us. Never let 
anyone tell you, that environmentalism is something that rich, white people do. Most of 

the people that we work with around the world are poor and black and brown and Asian 
and young, because that’s what most of the world is made up of, and they care about the 

future as anyone else. 

We have to fight, finally, without any guarantee that we are going to win. We have 
waited late to get started and our adversaries are strong and we do not know how this is 
going to come out. If you were a betting person, you might bet we were going to lose 
because so far that’s what happened, but that’s not a bet you’re allowed to make. The 
only thing that a morally awake person to do when the worst thing that’s ever happened 
is happening is try to change those odds. 



I have spent most of my last few years in rooms around the world with great people, 

many of whom will be refugees before this century is out, some of whom may be dead 
from climate change before this century is out. No guarantee that we will win, but from 

them a complete guarantee that we will fight with everything we have. It is always an 

honor for me to be in those rooms. It is the greatest honor for me to be with you tonight. 

No guarantee that we will win, but we will fight side by side, as long as we’ve got. Thank 
you all so much. 

Van Jones at Power Shift 2011: ’While they’re stuck on stupid in D.C., your generation is 
rising’ 2 

by Brad Johnson 

17Apt 2011 2:05 AM 

In a passionate keynote address, green jobs leader Van Jones exhorted the 10,000 youth 

climate activists at the Power Shift conference in Washington, D.C., to "shift the power" 

and lead the clean power revolution. He argued that both parties need to be held 
accountable for their failures, and that activists must explain that the climate movement 

isn’t just about "hippie power" but that it is a vision of liberty and justice for all. 

Van Jones had harsh words for the national political establishment. "You have to be wise 

enough to hold both parties to high standards," he said: 

While they’re stuck on stupid in DC, your generation is rising. 

Van Jones also discussed President Barack Obama, who hired him as a green jobs 

adviser but then let him go after Jones’ politics and person came under a relentless 

barrage from Fox News’ Glenn Beck. Jones argued that President Obama is like the 
friend who has the potential to be an A-plus student, but is only getting C’s and D’s. Jones 

told the assembled youth from campuses around the nation they can be a "hero for 
making sure your friend gets an A-plus on his presidency." 

Van Jones described how we have a civilization "fueled by death" -- fossil fuels from 
plants and animals that died millions of years ago: 

We pull out of the ground death. We burn death in our power plants. Why do we get 

shocked when we get death in our sky as global warming, death in our oceans as oil 
spills, death in our children’s lungs as asthma and cancer? 

The strongest moments of his speech came when he discussed America’s basic 

principles, in the context of arguing with "your uncle Joe" who watches Fox News at the 
Thanksgiving table. "Don’t you believe in liberty?" Van asked. "Shouldn’t we have the 

right as Americans to be energy producers?" he asked. "Shouldn’t we have the right and 
liberty to be free from energy companies who dictate how much we pay, what air we 



breathe?" Coal and oil companies try to divide us with cultural stereotypes and political 
ideology, when a green economy is actually the truly American economy: 

The stereotype is that solar power is just hippie power. But it’s also cowboy power, 

farmer power, rancher power, and Appalachian mountain power! 

Van Jones addressed the Tea Party movement that sees him as a "terrorist" and 
"communist." "I’m glad our sisters and brothers in the Tea Party are talking about 
liberty," he said. However, he said, they’re missing something important. The Pledge of 

Allegiance doesn’t just talk about liberty being integral to our nation: 

The Pledge of Allegiance says liberty and justice for all! 

With his voiced raised to the diverse crowd, Van Jones said "justice for all" includes 
justice for minorities, justice for women, justice for gays, and justice for the poor. 

"Shift the power!" Van Jones concluded to thunderous applause. 

AP, at 11:56 p.m. on April 17, 2011: 

17 Killed, Scores Injured An Southern China Storms 
54 minutes ago 
Chinese authorities say at least ~17 people have been killed and scores injured after 

violent thunderstorms lashed parts of the country’s southern industrial heartland of 

Guangdong province, 

Winds-Stoked Wildfires Threaten Texas Communities 
9:58 PM ET 
Strong winds and tinder-dry conditions presented more challenges Sunday for 
firefighters battling a spate of wildfires threatening communities across Texas, including 
a blaze in Austin that destroyed several homes and prompted an aerial water attack in 
the capital city. 

NM Grass Fire Forces Evacuations, Consumes 3 Homes 
8:56 PM ET 
A grass fire in Curry County th.at consumed three hom.es and forced an unknown 
number of evacuations near the Roosevelt County line was 15 percent contained Sunday 
evening. 

Storms Kill 45 Across 6 States; Damage Widespread 
8:28 PM ET 

Tales of Survival Amid NC Tornado Destruction 
8:2~t PM ET 
At least 271. people were killed when tornadoes hit North Carolina over the weekend. The 
state was hardest hit by a storm system that spawned dozens of tornadoes from 
Oklahoma to Virginia. Here are a few stories of survival. 



Dozens Killed by Storms Across the Southern U.S~ 
7:13 PM ET 
A storm system brought tornadoes, flash floods and hail as big as softballs and left at 
least 37 people dead from Oklahoma to North Carolina and Virginia. 

NC Gov Nearly Moved to Tears by Tornado Damage 
6:39 PM ET 
North Carolina Gov. Beverly Perdue says her tour of tornado-ravaged portions of her 
state nearly brought her to tears. 

George Monbiot vs Helen Caldicott: Who is right about the Chernobyl death toll? 

By lira Green 

April 17, 2011 -- Green LeJ~ Weekly -- With the 25th anniversary of the Chernobyl 
nuclear disaster falling on April 26, a debate is brewing over the estimated death toll. 
The debate has erupted with a heated exchange between prominent British columnist 
George Monbiot and anti-nuclear campaigner Dr Helen Caldicott. Monbiot claims the 
"official death toll" from Chernobyl is 43. Caldicott puts the death toll at 985,000. 
Someone’s wrong. Perhaps they both are. 

The debate over the Chernobyl death toll turns on the broader debate over the health 
effects of low-level ionising radiation and in particular the risk of cancer. The weight of 
scientific opinion holds that there is no threshold below which ionising radiation poses 
no risk and that the risk is proportional to the dose -- the "linear no-threshold" (LNT) 
model. 

Uncertainties will always persist. In circumstances where people are exposed to low- 

level radiation, medical studies are unlikely to be able to demonstrate a statistically 

significant rise in cancer rates. This is because of the "statistical noise" in the form of 
widespread cancer incidence from many causes, the long latency period for some 

cancers, limited data on disease incidence, and various other data gaps and 
methodological difficulties. 

Notwithstanding the difficulties, there is growing scientific confidence in the LNT model. 
An important study was the 2006 report of the Committee on the Biological Effects of 
Ionising Radiation (BEIR) of the US National Academy of Sciences. 

The BEIR report reviewed the available data and concluded: "The Committee judges that 
the balance of evidence from epidemiologic, animal and mechanistic studies tend to 

favour a simple proportionate relationship at low doses between radiation dose and 
cancer risk." 

It said "the risk of cancer proceeds in a linear fashion at lower doses without a threshold 
and ... the smallest dose has the potential to cause a small increase in risk to humans". 



The BEIR said that uncertainty remains because of the unavoidable methodological 
difficulties: "It should be noted however, that even with the increased sensitivity the 

combined analyses are compatible with a range of possibilities, from a reduction of risk 
at low doses to risks twice those upon which current radiation protection 
recommendations are based." 

Likewise, the BEIR committee noted in its 1990 report: "The committee recognises that 

its risk estimates become more uncertain when applied to very low doses. Departures 
from a linear model at low doses, however, could either increase or decrease the risk per 
unit dose." 

Governments clearly believe that low-level radiation is to be avoided, hence the 
evacuation zone around the Fukushima nuclear plant in Japan, widespread restrictions 

on food and water consumption and the growing number of countries imposing 
restrictions on the importation of food from Japan. 

A few scientists argue that low-level radiation is harmless or even beneficial. Their voice 
is amplified by the nuclear industry. 

Nuclear industry funding 

In Australia, for example, uranium mining and exploration companies such as Toro 

Energy, Uranium One and Heathgate Resources have funded speaking tours by overseas 
scientists who claim that low-level radiation exposure is harmless or beneficial. 

If the mining and exploration companies truly believe that claim, one wonders whether 

their occupational health and safety procedures are up to scratch. 

Back to Chernobyl. There is general agreement that 30-60 people died in the immediate 
aftermath of the accident. Beyond that, medical studies generally don’t indicate a 

statistically significant rise in cancer incidence in populations exposed to Chernobyl 

fallout. Nor would anyone expect them to, because of the data gaps and methodological 
problems mentioned above. 

Dr Elizabeth Cardis from the International Agency for Research on Cancer says: "The 

total lifetime numbers of excess cancers will be greatest among the ’liquidators’ 
(emergency and recovery workers) and among the residents of ’contaminated’ 

territories, of the order of 2000 to 4600 among each group (the size of the exposed 
populations is 200,000 liquidators and 6,800,000 residents of ’contaminated’ areas). 

"These increases would be difficult to detect ... against an expected background number 
of 41,500 and 800,000 cases of cancer respectively among the two groups." 

For a few marginal scientists and nuclear industry spruikers, that’s the end of the matter 

-- the evidence is lacking and thus the death toll from Chernobyl was just 30-60. Full 

stop. 

But for those of us who prefer mainstream science, we can still arrive at a scientifically 

defensible estimate of the Chernobyl death toll. It’s simple -- use estimates of the total 

radiation exposure, and multiply by a standard risk estimate based on the LNT model. 



The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) estimates a total collective dose of 
600,000 person-Sieverts over 50 years from Chernobyl fallout (IAEA Bulletin, vol.38, 

no./, 1996). A standard risk estimate from the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection (ICRP) is 0.05 fatal cancers per Sievert. Multiply those figures and we get an 

estimated 30,000 fatal cancers. 

Now let’s recall that, according to the BEIR report, the LNT model may overstate risks or 

understate them by a factor of two. Thus the estimated death toll ranges from something 
less than 30,000 and up to 60,000. 

A number of studies apply that basic methodology -- based on collective radiation doses 
and risk estimates -- and come up with results varying from 9000 to 93,000 deaths. 

That 10-fold difference seems significant, but it is easily enough explained by the 
differing approaches and assumptions used in the various studies. For example, whether 

they consider radiation exposure across Europe or just in the most heavily contaminated 
countries of Eastern Europe. 

And of course that 10-fold difference is peanuts compared to the many orders of 
magnitude separating Monbiot’s 43 and Caldicott’s 985,000. 

To briefly note some of the most important studies: 

Reports by the UN Chernobyl Forum and the World Health Organization in 2005- 

06 estimated up to 4000 eventual deaths among the higher-exposed Chernobyl 
populations and an additional S000 deaths among populations exposed to lower 

doses in Belarus, the Russian Federation and Ukraine. 

A study by Cardis et al. reported in the International]ournal of Cancer estimates 

16,000 deaths. 

¯ British radiation scientists Dr Ian Fairlie and Dr David Sumner estimate 30,000 to 

60,000 deaths. 

¯ A 2006 report, commissioned by Greenpeace and involving 52 scientists, 

estimates a death toll of about 93,000. 

Monbiot or Caldicott? 

So where do Monbiot and Caldicott fit in the context of these scientific studies of the 
Chernobyl death toll? They don’t fit anywhere at all. 

Caldicott relies on a Russian report titled Chernobyl: Consequences oj~the Catastrophe for 

People and the Environment. Suffice it here to note that the study uses a loose 
methodology to arrive at an unlikely conclusion. 



Monbiot sides with the marginal scientists in arguing that low-level radiation is 

harmless. He cites the UN Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation 
(UNSCEAR) to claim that the "official death toll" from Chernobyl is 43. 

But the UNSCEAR report made no effort to assess the effects of widespread low-level 
radiation exposure, 

Specifically, the report states: 

The Committee has decided not to use models to project absolute numbers of effects in 
populations exposed to low radiation doses from the Chernobyl accident, because of 
unacceptable uncertainties in the predictions. It should be stressed that the approach 
outlined in no way contradicts the application of the LNT model for the purposes of 
radiation protection, where a cautious approach is conventionally and consciously applied. 

So UNSCEAR cites "unacceptable uncertainties in the predictions" as its reason for 
shying away from an assessment of the impacts of widespread radiation exposure. 

The rest of us needn’t be so shy. We simply need to accept and acknowledge that the 

30,000 figure arrived at by multiplying the IAEA dose estimate with the ICRP risk 
estimate may understate or overstate the true death toll. 

This debate has a broader significance. The Chernobyl debate feeds into studies 

comparing the hazards of different energy sources. These studies generally attempt to 

quantify the hazards, expressing them in deaths per gigawatt-year of electricity. 

A recent paper by the Australian "Choose Nuclear Free" partner groups summarises the 
comparative assessments. It reaches three main conclusions. 

First, the greatest hazards -- the link between fossil fuels and global warming, 

and the link between nuclear power and nuclear weapons -- cannot be 
meaningfully measured. 

Second, it is also difficult to accurately measure hazards such as particulate 

emissions from coal plants, and routine radiation emissions across the nuclear 

fuel cycle (which are probably responsible for far greater radiation exposure than 
the Chernobyl accident). 

Third, notwithstanding the above, coal and nuclear power are clearly far more 
hazardous than renewables -- even without considering global warming and 
nuclear weapons proliferation. 

Factor in global warming and nuclear proliferation, and coal and nuclear are extremely 
hazardous indeed. 

[Jim Green is the national energy campaigner with Friends of the Earth and coordinator 

of the Choose Nuclear Free project. This article first appeared in Green Le~ Weekly, 

Australia’s leading socialist newspaper.] 



Climate finance leadership risks global bankruptcy 

By Patrick Bond 

South Africa’s most vocal neoliberal politician, Trevor Manuel, is apparently being seriously 

considered as co-chair of the Green Climate Fund. On April 28-29 in Mexico City, Manuel 
and other elites meet to design the world’s biggest-ever replenishing pool of aid money: a 

promised $100 billion of annual grants by 2020, more than the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), World Bank and allied regional banks put together. 

The Climate Justice lobby is furious, because as a network of 90 progressive organizations 

wrote to the United Nations, "The integrity and potential of a truly just and effective climate 

fund has already been compromised by the 2010 Cancfin decisions to involve the World 
Bank as interim trustee." A Friends of the Earth International study earlier this month 
attacked the Bank for increased coal financing, especially $3.75 billion loaned to South 

Africa’s Eskom a year ago. 

Manuel chaired the Bank/IMF Board of Governors in 2000, as well as the Bank’s 
Development Committee from 2001-05. He was one of two United Nations Special Envoys 

to the 2002 Monterrey Financing for Development summit, a member of Tony Blair’s 2004- 

05 Commission for Africa, and chair of the 2007 G-20 summit. 

Manuel was appointed UN Special Envoy for Development Finance in 2008, headed a 2009 
IMF committee that successfully advocated a $750 billion capital increase, and served on 

the UN’s High Level Advisory Group on Climate Change Finance in 2010. (Within the latter, 
he suggested that up to half the $100 billion climate fund be sourced from controversial 

private-sector emissions trading, not aid budgets.) 

No one from the Third World has such experience, nor has anyone in these circuits such a 
formidable anti-colonial political pedigree, including several 1980s police detentions as 

one of Cape Town’s most important anti-apartheid activists. Yet despite occasional 
rhetorical attacks on "Washington Consensus" economic policies (part of SA’s "talk left 

walk right" tradition), since the mid-1990s Manuel has been loyal to the pro-corporate 

cause. 

Even before taking power in 1994, he was considered a World Economic Forum "Global 

Leader for Tomorrow", and in 1997 and 2007 Euromoney magazine named him African 
Finance Minister of the Year. No wonder, as in late 1993 he had agreed to repay apartheid- 
era commercial bank debt against all logic, and negotiated an $850 million IMF loan that 

straightjacketed Nelson Mandela. 

With Manuel as trade minister from 1994-96, liberalisation demolished the clothing, 
textile, footwear, appliance, electronics and other vulnerable manufacturing sectors, as he 

drove tariffs below what even the World Trade Organisation demanded. After moving to 
the finance ministry in 1996, Manuel imposed the "non-negotiable" Growth, Employment 



and Redistribution policy (co-authored by World Bank staff), which by the time of its 2001 
demise had not achieved a single target aside from inflation. 

Manuel also cut the primary corporate tax rate from 48 percent in 1994 to 30 percent five 
years later, and then allowed the country’s biggest corporations to move their financial 
headquarters to London, which ballooned the current account deficit. That in turn required 
Manuel to arrange such vast financing inflows that the foreign debt soared from the $25 

billion inherited at apartheid’s close to $80 billion by early 2009. 

At that stage, with the world economy teetering, The Economist magazine named South 
Africa the most risky of the 17 main emerging markets, and the SA government released 
data conceding that the country was much more economically divided than in 1994, 
overtaking Brazil as the world’s most unequal major country. 

"We are not in recession," Manuel quickly declared in February 2009. "Although it 
sometimes feels in people’s minds that the economy is in recession, as of now we are 
looking at positive growth." At that very moment, it turned out, the SA economy was 
shrinking by a stunning 6.4 percent (annualized), and indeed had been in recession for 
several months prior. 

More than 1.2 million jobs were lost in the subsequent year, as unemployment soared to 
around 40 percent (including those who gave up looking). But in October 2008, just as IMF 

managing director Dominque Strauss-Kahn told the rest of the world to try quick-fix state 
deficit spending, Manuel sent the opposite message to his impoverished constituents: "We 

need to disabuse people of the notion that we will have a mighty powerful developmental 
state capable of planning and creating all manner of employment." 

This echoed his 2001 statement to a local Sunday newspaper: "I want someone to tell me 

how the government is going to create jobs. It’s a terrible admission, but governments 
around the world are impotent when it comes to creating jobs." 

Governments under the neoliberal thumb are also impotent when it comes to service 

delivery, and thanks partly to his fiscal conservatism, municipal state failure characterizes 

all of South Africa, resulting in more protests per capita against local government in 
Manuel’s latter years as finance minister than nearly anywhere in the world (the police 

count at peak was more than 10,000/year). 

Ironically, said Manuel in his miserly 2004 budget speech, "The privilege we have in a 
democratic South Africa is that the poor are unbelievably tolerant." In 2008, when an 
opposition politician begged that food vouchers be made available, Manuel replied that 
there was no way to ensure "vouchers will be distributed and used for food only, and not to 
buy alcohol or other things." 

Disgust for poor people extended to AIDS medicines, which in December 2001 aligned 
Manuel with his AIDS-denialist president Thabo Mbeki in refusing access: "The little I know 
about anti-retrovirals is that unless you maintain a very strict regime ... they can pump you 



full of anti-retrovirals, sadly, all that you’re going to do, because you are erratic, is to develop 

a series of drug-resistant diseases inside your body." 

Instead of delivering sufficient medicines, money and post-neoliberal policy to the health 

system, schools and municipalities, Manuel promoted privatization, even at the Monterrey 
global finance summit: "Public-private partnerships are important win-win tools for 

governments and the private sector, as they provide an innovative way of delivering public 

services in a cost-effective manner." 

He not only supported privatisation in principle, as finance minister Manuel put enormous 

pressure (equivalent to IMF conditionality) on municipalities - especially Johannesburg in 

:[999 - to impose commodification on the citizenry. In one of the world’s most important 

early 21~t century water wars, residents of Soweto rebelled and the French firm Suez was 
eventually evicted from managing Johannesburg’s water in 2006. 

Water privatisation was Washington Consensus advice, and as Manuel once put it, "Our 
relationship with the World Bank is generally structured around the reservoir of knowledge 
in the Bank" - with South Africa a guinea pig for the late-1990s "Knowledge Bank" strategy. 
Virtually without exception, Bank missions and neoliberal policy support in fields such as 
water, land reform, housing~ public works, healthcare, and macroeconomics failed to deliver. 

In spite of neoliberal ideology’s disgrace, president Jacob Zuma retained Manuel and his 

policies in 2009. In September that year, Congress of SA Trade Unions president Sdumo 
Dlamini called Manuel the "shop steward of business" because of his "outrageous" plea to 

the World Economic Forum’s Cape Town summit that business fight harder against 

workers. The mineworkers union termed Manuel’s challenge "bile, totally irresponsible... 
To say that business crumbles too easily is to reinforce business arrogance." 

Manuel also disappointed feminists for his persistent failure to keep budgeting promises, 
even transparency. "How do you measure government’s commitment to gender equality if 

you don’t know where the money’s going?", asked the Institute for Democracy in South 
Africa’s Penny Parenzee. Former ruling-party politician Pregs Govender helped developed 

gender-budgeting in 1994 but within a decade complained that Manuel reduced it to a 

"public relations exercise". 

As for a commitment to internationalism, in early 2009 when Pretoria revoked a visitor’s 

visa for the Dalai Lama on Beijing’s orders, Manuel defended the ban on the exiled Tibetan 
leader: "To say anything against the Dalai Lama is, in some quarters, equivalent to trying to 

shoot Bambi." 

At the same moment Manuel was sabotaging Zimbabwe’s recovery strategy, chosen by the 
new government of national unity, by insisting that Harare first repay $1 billion in arrears 

to the World Bank and IMF, otherwise "there was no way the plan could work." 

Zimbabwean economist Eddie Cross complained, "In fact the IMF specifically told us to put 
the issue of debt management on the back burner... The South Africans on the other hand 



have reversed that proposal - I do not know on whose authority, but they are not being 
helpful at all." 

Given his biases and his miserable record, many within SA’s community, labour, 
environment, women’s, solidarity and AIDS-treatment movements would be happy to see 

the back of Manuel. His own career predilections may be decisive. Often suggested as a 

candidate for the top job at the Bank or IMF, Manuel recently confirmed anger at the way 

local politics evolved after Zuma booted Mbeki from the SA presidency. 

In an open public letter last month, for example, Manuel told Zuma’s main spokesperson, 
Jimmy Manyi, "your behaviour is of the worst-order racist" after a (year-old) incident in 

which Manyi, then lead labour department official, claimed there were too many coloured 

workers in the Western Cape in relation to other parts of SA. Manyi had earlier offered a 
half-baked apology, but suffered no punishment. Once a political titan, Manuel now appears 

as has-been gadfly. 

His disillusionment apparently began in December 2007, just prior to Mbeki’s defeat in the 

African National Congress (ANC) leadership election. After his finance ministry job was 
threatened by Zuma assistant Mo Shaik’s offhanded comments, Manuel penned another 

enraged open letter: "Your conduct is certainly not something in the tradition of the ANC... 
You have no right to turn this organisation into something that serves your ego." In May 
2009 Shaik, whose brother Schabir was convicted of corrupting Zuma during the infamous 
$6 billion arms deal, was made director of the SA intelligence service. Manuel was 

downgraded to a resource-scarce, do-little planning ministry. 

It is easy to sympathize with Manuel’s frustrating struggle against ethnicism and cronyism, 
especially after his opponents’ apparent victories. However, former ANC member of 

parliament Andrew Feinstein records that the finance minister knew of arms-deal bribes 

solicited by the late defense minister Joe Modise. In court, Feinstein testified (without 
challenge) that in late 2000, Manuel surreptitiously advised him over lunch, "It’s possible 

there was some shit in the deal. But if there was, no one will ever uncover it. They’re not 
that stupid. Just let it lie." Remarked Terry Crawford-Browne of Economists Allied for Arms 

Reduction, "By actively blocking thorough investigation of bribery payments, Manuel 

facilitated such crimes." 

Nevertheless, the myth of Manuel’s financial wizardry and integrity continues, in part 

thanks to a 600-page puff-piece biography, Choice not Fate (Penguin, 2008) by his former 
spokesperson Pippa Green (subsidized by BHP Billiton, Anglo American, Total oil and Rand 

Merchant Bank). And after all, recent politico-moral and economic scandals by World Bank 
presidents Robert Zoellick and Paul Wolfowitz (whom in 2005 Manuel welcomed to the job 

as "a wonderful individual.., perfectly capable") confirm that global elites are already 

scraping the bottom of the financial leadership barrel. 

Yet it is still tragic that as host to 2011’s world climate summit, South Africa leads (non- 
petroleum countries) in carbon emissions/GDP/capita, twenty times higher than even the 
US. Even more tragic: Manuel’s final budget countenanced more than $100 billion for 



additional coal-fired and nuclear power plants in coming years. 

In sum, Manuel’s leadership of the Green Climate Fund adds a new quantum of global-scale 

risk. His long history of collaboration with Washington-London raises prospects for 

"default" by the industrialized North on payment of climate debt to the impoverished 

South. Indeed, if Pretoria’s main man link to the Bretton Woods Institutions, Manuel, co- 
chairs the fund and gives the Bank more influence, then expect new forms of subprime 

financing and blunt neoliberal economic weapons potentially fatal to climate change 
mitigation and adaptation. 

(Patrick Bond is with the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society in Durban: 
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za ) 



South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication (SAAPE) 

Global Civil Society War  of World Bank Role in New Funds 
Tuesday, 12 April 2011 

April 5,2011 

Patricia Espinosa 

Secretary of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Mexico 

Christiana Figueres 

Executive Secretary, UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 

Your Excellency Madam Secretary, Madam Executive Secretary: 

The undersigned organizations recognize that the establishment of a global climate fund which is able to respond to the 
urgent needs and rights of peoples and communities throughout the global South would be an important step toward the 
implementation of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. In order to achieve those goals the Green Climate 
Fund (GCF) established at the 16th Conference of the Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change in 
CancQn, and the Transitional Committee tasked with its design, must be seen as legitimate by governments and civil 
society. 

The Green Climate Fund was created because existing climate funds, such as the World Bank&rsquo;s Climate 
Investment Funds (CIFs), have been unable to meet the needs of communities in developing countries to address the 
climate crisis. Thus, the design of the Green Climate Fund must not become a process that replicates these inadequate 
funds. 

The integrity and potential of a truly just and effective climate fund has already been compromised by the CancQn 
decisions to involve the World Bank as interim trustee and to invite the multilateral development banks to second staffto 
support the work of the Transitional Committee. 

We strongly oppose such decisions and involvement based on past experience of the devastating social and 
environmental impacts of these institutions&rsquo; activities and policies, and their ongoing role in financing climate 
destruction. 

In spite of the climate and economic crises, the World Bank continues to finance fossil fuel projects at an alarming rate, 
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promote false solutions to the climate crisis, and use funding instruments that increase the indebtedness of developing 
countries. Thus, the World Bank is not suited to advise in the design of a fund that must ensure fair and effective long- 
term financing based on the principles of environmental integrity, equity, sustainable development, and democracy. 

Faced with the UNFCCC decisions already made in CancQn, we insist that the World Bank&rsquo;s role be strictly 
limited to that of interim trustee of the GCF. As interim trustee, the World Bank&rsquo;s role must be restricted to taking 
instructions on fiduciary matters from the Board of the Fund. We would also urge Parties to review and revise, at the 
earliest convenience, that designation, bearing in mind its interim character and the need to develop clear alternatives. 

Furthermore, it must be absolutely clear that the World Bank was not given a mandate to lead any process in the design 
of technical aspects of the Fund and it should be prevented from doing so. If technical support bodies to the Transitional 
Committee are composed of staff from the World Bank, regional development banks, and private financial institutions, the 
work of the Transitional Committee may be prejudged and the legitimacy of the Committee may be undermined. Indeed, 
there would be a significant conflict of interests if the World Bank were to have a role in designing the very Fund that it is 
meant to manage and oversee in its role as interim trustee. 

Instead, the Transitional Committee must galvanize engagement of experts from all regions and relevant sectors. 
Specifically, the Transitional Committee should involve technical experts in gender, sustainable development and poverty 
eradication, new renewable energy and efficiency technologies, Indigenous Peoples&rsquo; and human rights, and 
social and environmental safeguards. 

Technical support bodies that serve the Transitional Committee should equitably balance the participation of experts from 
national financial institutions with experts from the UN and other global institutions. Such bodies should draw on experts 
from other funds such as the Adaptation Fund, the Multilateral Fund for the Implementation of the Montreal Protocol, and 
the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. 

We urge the Transitional Committee to design a process to formally include the expertise of those from academia, labor 
unions, organizations representing climate-affected communities, and other areas of civil society. 

We call on the UNFCCC secretariat and Transitional Committee members to: 

Ensure that the Transitional Committee respects the Cancun decision that the Green Climate Fund be supported by an 
independent secretariat by excluding World Bank influence over the secretariat&rsquo;s design. 

Appoint a member of the UNFCCC secretariat to serve as facilitator, coordinator or lead of any technical support body 
that may serve the Transitional Committee; 

Facilitate financial and organizational support for staff from UNEP, UNDP and other UN agencies to be seconded to 
assist in designing the GCF; 

Create a process for civil society organizations to second staff to the Transitional Committee, ensuring geographic and 
gender balance; and 

Strictly limit and make transparent the role of the World Bank, regional development banks, private financial institutions 
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and the private arms of public financial institutions and their staff in the design of the Green Climate Fund. 

We thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

350.org 

ActionAid 

Adivasi Mulvasi Astitva Raksha manch, India 

Africa Jubilee South 

Aitec-lnitiatives Pour un Autre Monde, France 

All Nepal Peasant Federation 

All Nepal Women&rsquo;s Association 

AMA Philippines 

Amigos de la Tierra Espana 

ATTAC France 

Bangladesh Krishok Federation 

Bharat Jan Vigyan Jatha, India 

Bolivian Climate Change Platform / Plataforma Boliviana Frente al Cambio Clim~tico 

Both ENDS, Netherlands 

CAFOD, UK 

Campagna per la Riforma della Banca Mondiale, Italy 

Center for Biological Diversity, USA 

Centre National de Cooperation au D~veloppement - 11.11.11, Belgium 

Co-Ordination Office of the Austrian Episcopal Conference for International Development 

and Mission 

Consumers Association of Penang, Malaysia 

Council of Canadians 

Dartmouth College Environmental Justice Research Project, USA 

Daughters of Mumbi Global Resource Center, Kenya 

Earth Day Network, USA 

Eco Development Foundation, Uganda 

EcoEquity, USA 
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Ecologistas en Acci6n, Spain 

Equity and Justice Working Group Bangladesh (EquityBD) 

Ethiopian Society for Consumer Protection 

European Network on Debt and Development 

Fair, Italy 

Focus on the Global South 

Freedom from Debt Coalition, Philippines 

Friends of the Earth International 

Friends of the Earth Malaysia 

Friends of the Earth Non, ray 

Friends of the Earth USA 

Friends of the Siberian Forests, Russia 

GenderCC - Women for Climate Justice 

Global Anti-incinerator Alliance 

Global Forest Coalition 

Greenpeace USA 

groundWork/Friends of the Earth South Africa 

IBON Foundation 

Indian Social Action Forum 

Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, USA 

Institute for Essential Services Reform, Indonesia 

Instituto Latinoamericano para una Sociedad y un Derecho Alternativos, Colombia 

International Rivers 

InternationaI-Lawyers.Org 

Jagaran Nepal 

Jagrata Juba Shangha, Bangladesh 

Jatiyo Sramik Jote, Bangladesh 

Jubilee South 

Jubilee South - Asia/Pacific Movement on Debt and Development 

Kalayaan, Philippines 

Koalisi Anti-Utang, Indonesia 

KPP, Philippines 
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LDC Watch 

Legambiente Onlus, Italy 

Les Amis de la Terre / Friends of the Earth France 

Makabayan Philippines 

mines minerals & PEOPLE, India 

National Hawkers Federation, India 

Nord-Sud XXI, Switzerland 

Norwegian Church Aid 

Pakistan Fisherfolk Forum 

Pakistan Kissan Rabita Committee 

Pan Africa Climate Justice Alliance 

People’s Coalition for the Rigaht to water (KRuHA), Indonesia 

Peoples Movement on Climate Change 

Philippine Movement for Climate Change 

PKKK (Rural Women&rsquo;s Federation), Philippines 

River Basin Friends North East, India 

Rural Reconstruction Nepal 

Sanlakas Youth, Philippines 

Society for Threatened Peoples International 

Solidaritas Perempuan, Indonesia 

South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication 

South Asian Dialogues on Ecological Democracy 

South Durban community Environmental Alliance, South Africa 

SPIRE Norway 

SUPRO Bangaldesh 

Sustainable Energy & Economy Network, Institute for Policy Studies, USA 

Sustainable Population Australia 

The Development Fund, Norway 

The Norwegian Forum for Environment and Development 

Third World Network 

Umphilo waManzi, South Africa 

VOICE, Bangladesh 

WALHI, Indonesia 
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TRAINS-CAIPITALISM 

Alan Murphy 
Wolpe Lecture, Centre for Civil Society, 21 April 2011 

The present global economic, ecological, environmental, climate and energy crises are linked together. There is a 
need for an immediate move away from the capitalist causes of these problems, especially the unfair, unequal 
concentration of wealth and power. Self-centred, self-selwing elitist decisions send us towards mass species 
extinction. Heading towards these catastrophes has cominuing damaging effects on the lives of the poor 
majority’. It is an ethical responsibility’ for all to help solve this unprecedemed human caused global problem. 

What is the possibili~ of fmding a path out of capitalism to a post-capitalist future via green policies? The focus 
here is on various environmental policies of ECOPEACE Party (see Appendix 1 below), which is a member of 
the SGC (Socialist Green Coalition). Trans-capitalism is a proposed transition to a post-capitalist society by 
regulations through various legislative, economic and political mechanisms; such as wealth redistribution, 
participatou democracy, social corporate responsibilities and ecological sustainability. Trans-capitalism would 
regulate markets by interventions to reduce inequalities and limit extraordinapy levels of wealth and power, using 
mechanisms that are progressively and fairly implemented in a just transition. Distributional efficiency requires 
economic management, planning, forecasts: Policies must be based upon empirical evidence and participatou 
democracy to realise evewone’s full potential. Strong social support for the poor through various mechanisms, 
including an exponentially increasing per-capital wealth tax, enhances egalitarian results. By decreasing and 
eliminating both absolute and relative poverty, sustainable productive participation can be developed. 
Regulation, and cross subsidisation can lead to superior economic outcomes. 

There are various promoters of post-capitalist future scenarios that can be explored to compare similarities and 
differences. With a sufficient overlap of interest, it may be natural to assume that movement in an agreed 
direction would be more quickly achieved. What is the area of consensus and does this form a common platform 
on which the broad green-left can campaign? What policies are necessa~~ and sufficient to transcend capitalism, 
or to transform it into something else? What would be their effect and ~vhat objective measurements can be 
made? What is the risk of capital flight and can it be countered? What is the possibility of developing a trans- 
capitalism coefficient to be measured, and how could it be used? 

Various Scenario analyses give some insights into future trends and possible outcomes. The Great Transition 
Initiative analyzes alternative scenarios and charts a path to a hopeful future. ThW discuss three paths to the 
future each with two optional scenarios making a total of six scenarios (see Appendix 2 below). However, this 
represents the ultimate worst case of brinkmanship ever; the three paths are Conventional Worlds, Barbarization 
or Great Transition. Conventional Worlds business as usual, being what has brought us to our present 
predicament, is most likely to actually result in Barbarization, not just a descent from civilisation, but a global 
mass extinction event. One of the Conventional Worlds scenarios is Policy Reform, but this is merely a 
minimum set of reforms that the ruling elite are willing to implement without compromising their elite positions. 
The only actual alternative is a set of sufficiently strong enough policy changes to challenge and disrupt that 
elitist concentration of wealth and power; i.e. a Trans-Capitalist Great Transition. 

A second Conventional Worlds Scenario is Market Forces relying on marketable technological adaptations to fix 
those veu same market caused problems. This is not credible, plus a look at some future technologies indicates 
that for any benefits, ever increasingly powerful technologies also present existential risks and unintended 
consequences. Nano and bio engineering pose similar risks as Genetic Engineering, by pursuing marketable 
novel intellectual property options rather than actual human or environmental benefits. 

How are we to get onto a Trans-Capitalist path as soon as possible? How are we to achieve strong enough policy 
changes that reverse unfair unequal elite concentrations of wealth and power? Waiting on a social or economic 
collapse which could also invoke a population crash or extinction event is not a rational option. Other options 



include the ongoing campaigns of the various social movements, bm what is needed is a synergistic combining 
of all the various struggles against the multiple effects of neo-liberal elitism. Ordina~ ANC members have 
become a faction forced to take political struggles to the streets in order to be heard in regard to daily sm-vival 
issues. However, as an avowed capitalist party with dominant fascist leaning kleptoparasitic elements, it is 
doubtful what can be achieved within either the ANC or the tripartite alliance. 

As a political part~., ECOPEACE attempts to gain parliamenta~ positions. This has so far had only limited 
impacts on voter imagination; presently" only one green-left seat is occupied in the whole of South Africa by 
fellow SGC member Operation Khanyisa Movement (OKM) in the Johannesburg Metropolitan Council. 
However, we are hopeful for more gains in the 2011 local government elections, and we are still buoyed by our 
previously successful, useful, and valuable experiences in eThekwini Municipal Council. This is a necessaO, and 
important site of struggle that offers various opportunities and spaces to improve social movement campaigns. 
The SGC is structured as an alternative to the tripaxtite alliance where a single dominant member holds the 
parliamentary seats (the ANC) rather than the alliance as a whole. The SGC has a straight forward single page 
manifesto representing a viable broad platform. CommuniW organisations as well as parties can join the SGC. 
The SGC may well be an important vehicle in charting a Trans-Capitalist path to a Post-Capitalist Future. 

Post-Capitalism 
There are a number of alternatives for a possible post-capitalist future; some propose wholesale changes whereas 
others propose only a smaller set of reforms. This raises a few questions: 

1 Is it possible to impose a least set of policies that would sufficiently change the present economic system 
so that it would no longer be ’capitalist’? 

2 If so, what would be the sufficient set of policies to create such a change? 
3 Could this form a ’left platform’ that could be unifying enough to ensure these policies come to fruition? 

Some anarchists participate with electoral parties in united fronts in order to achieve common anti-capitalist or 
anti-fascist aims outside of parliament. That capitalist elites are creating global crises of enormous magnitudes is 
an important enough threat to enter such a coalition. Zabalaza Anarchist Communist Federation (ZAFC) is a 
member of the DLF (Democratic Left Front) which also includes various political parties that contest elections. 

Elections are meant to be both free and fair; 
however, this pairing is often neglected in respect 
to markets. Does a free-market mean freedom to 
exploit or freedom from exploitation? If it is the 
latter, then the left can also be in favour of flee- 
markets. This also raises questions as to the 
correct characterising of the present system as, 
for example, neo-liberal or neo-mercantile; and 
how critical it is to have such an in-depth 
analysis? The effects of the present system are, in 
any case, apparent. Anti-state positions also 
require more detail. On the left is a diagram of 
Circulation in Macroeconomics, it is thus a 
detailed picture of the state in action. To oppose 
the state would thus imply a wish to alter some or 
all aspects depicted in this diagram. This kind of 
detail is useful to know and understand. 

A simple left-fight political line is not useful in 
showing all political varieties. Two dimensional maps of the Political Spectrum exist. Two versions with on-line 
questionnaires are the Political Compass and Moral Politics. It would help to map the ideologies and positions of 
the various South African political actors (See Appendix 3 below). Eco-socialism is interesting, but a new 
ideological variant may not necessarily be what is needed. An alliance of a variety of socialists, 



enviromnentalists, feminists, leftists etc. without them all having to conform to a specific ideology might be 
what is required to find a Trans-Capitalist path. Calls to revolution may have to be considered critically when 
there can be little guarantees of success without much greater levels of organisation. 

Unequal Wealth Distribution 
Wealth under capitalism is generally distributed according to how much is already owned; those who are already 
wealthy receive more than those who are not. This is "cumulative advantage", or "the rich get richer". Those who 
possess power and economic or social capital can leverage those resources to gain more power or capital. The 
fraction P(x) of people having x wealth is given by P(x) = ax-k. Preferential attachment generates a "long-tailed" 
Pareto distribution, or power law graph. Below is the long tail Pareto principle "80-20 rule". 

Power law graph 
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In connection with income and wealth, Vilfredo Pareto noticed that 80% of Italy’s wealth was owned by 20% of 
the population. It can be seen in the graph above that the fraction of the population that owns a small amount of 
wealth per person is high, and decreases as wealth increases. Wealth inequality is rationalised as natural because, 
for example, 80% of biodiversi~ occurs in 20% of the biomes. However, other natural distributions such as 
height follow a normal curve. Nobel Prize winner in Economics Paul Krugman dismissed this "80-20 fallacy". 
He asserts that the benefits of economic growth have been concentrated in the top 1%, rather than the top 20%. 

The two kinds of skewness of a distribution: 
Elite skew: Right tail is longer; relatively few 
high values, the present wealth distribution. 
Egalitarian skew: Left tail longer; veDT few 
poor, the great majority are comfortable. 

For zero skewness the normal distribution is 

/ 
./ 

synunetric. This can be the base ofa trans-capitalism Gini coefficient (on 
wealth not income). The Pareto 80/20 power curve is a positively skewed 
version of the bell curve with a Gini higher than 0,5 whereas the normal 
cm-ve would have a Gini of exactly 0,5 and a negatively skewed 
distribntion would have a preferred lower than 0,5 Gini coefficient. 

TC indicator 
These values could be used for a Trans-Capitalism Gini coefficient (TCGini) over the wealth distribution. A 
number of indices can be weighted and added to give an overall Trans-Capitalism coefficient for objective 
comparisons between places and over time. An appropriate accompaniment to a TCWealth coefficient would be 
a democracy indicator of direct and participato .ry components, i.e. the percentage of the population actually 
involved in the drafting of proposals and another percentage of those directly involved in the adoption of any 
parliamenta~ proposal. Other components could include: Measures of overall formal, legislated corporate social 
and environmental responsibilities (rather than volunta~" actions); ratings for the safe~" and protection of 
vulnerable groups and individuals. A similar measure of ecological sustainability, diversity and vitality of 
species, and biomes should be included. 

Effects of Wealth Redistribution 



Wealth inequali~7 approximates to a decreasing power law x-k. 
Rising block income tax does not cancel this. Income is a 
diminishing proportion of wealth as wealth increases. A rising 
block is not as powerful as a positive power function xj (like a 
parabola), such a complementa~ power function wealth tax could 
bring wealth to a more normal distribution. However the goal 
should be to reverse (opposite skew) rather than normalise (no 
skew) wealth distribution - i.e. increase the number of wealthier 
people compared to very small number of poorer persons. This can 
only be achieved though an exponential imposition nX. A 
negatively or left skewed wealth distribution is what is claimed to 
occur under the theoretical occurrence of perfect competition; but this cannot really occur under laissez faire 
policies. A more egalitarian economy should be more sustainable and less susceptible to either inflation or 
deflation. The graph shows a straight line, positive power function and exponential function. 

Bio: Alan Murphy BSc (Physics, ORMS), BTech (Chem Eng). 
Alan lectures Basic Science and Mechanics, part-time, in the Mechanical Engineering Department of 
Mangosuthu University of Technology. He is the co-ordinator of the ECOPEACE party and was its eThekwini 
Municipal Councillor 2004-2006 while the partyT had representation there 2000-2006. Alan is also a member of 
the Umbilo Park Conservancy, Umbilo CPF, and Earthlife Africa eThekwim. Alan teaches Om Taikido Zen 
Yoga Dharma for the Umbilo Conservancy. Alan served on the first non-racial SRC at UND (now UKZN) in 
1993 together with Mazibuko Jara. He was chairperson of the East-West Net~vork and editor of its publication 
Tardis. He performed in the punk rock band G5K5. He also performed a reggae number ~Permaculture 
Revolution’ with Crush at the ABM unFreedom Day Concert. 

Appendix 1: Some Green Policies of ECOPEACE iParty 
ECOPEACE party is non-ideological, non-dogmatic, non-authoritarian; it is principle based where means/tactics 
should correspond to aims/strategy, so as to be honest and ethical. It recognises political plurali~ and multiparty 
democracy in seeking alliances and coalitions with those sharing related goals and visions. Similar to other green 
parties, ECOPEACE has four pillars, they are; peace, sustainability, consensus and science: 
[] Peace is based on freedom, equalit?; justice, just transitions, fairness, absolute rights, responsibilities, 

duties and obligations to others and our environments. 
[] Environmental sustainability includes other sustainable practices in the ecological, social, economic, 

political, built-environment, urban, rural, agricultural, energy areas etc. 
[] Consensus and promoting extensive democracy with multiple components, including but not limited to; 

parliamentary reforms, associative, participatou~, direct, and consensus democracy (more details below). 
[] Rational, logical, holistic, synergistic polices. An appreciation of; science; the limits of science; the 

demarcation issue of; non-science, traditional knowledge, fringe science, anti-science, pseudo-science, 
the abuses and misuses of science, and; the need for rigour and vigour in the pursuit of proper scientific 
knowledge. This is necessary to be informed correctly regarding the dangers to society, our 
environments, ecology and economies, and in finding and campaigning for appropriate remedies. 

An increase in democracy means more space for divergent views; Participato .ry democracy means people get 
together and discuss issues; Direct democracy means deciding directly on policy instead of representatives 
making those decisions for you; Consensus decision making means prioritising areas where there is most 
agreement, and no substantial objections based on connnon principles and values. An Extensive democracy 
means all forms of democracy working together. This means improvements should also be proposed to the 
present parliamenta~~ representational system, as well as proposals on how to include other democratic forms. 
We do have certain public processes in South Africa, but these are ’informal’, the ultimate decisions are not 
made by the participants themselves. This process must be formalised and strengthened. 

Economic barriers to participation in elections must be dismantled. Funding of parties must be transparent and 
within seemly limits. Expenditure on ostentatious campaign displays and wasteful proliferation of identical 



posters must be limited. The election of public officials other than politicians and the right of recall of any 
elected appointee at any level through appropriate referenda will make vast improvements. The tender process 
must be an open transparent public auction where bidders can be vetoed based on conflict of interest. 

Have smaller wards with each councillor closer to a smaller cohesive communiU? And street committees! In the 
eThekwini Municipal Council ECOPEACE proposed street naming to be decided by the community directly 
affected, i.e. residents and workers in each street. This was agreed upon in council, but neglected in 
implementation. Rationalise the very large metropolitan areas as mini-provinces. Metropolitan councils can then 
devolve appropriate powers to local sub-councils. Subsidiary principle: devolve powers to closest competency - 
review local, regional, provincial and national competencies. Limit undemocratic powers of executive 
committees, cabinets, mayors, premiers, chairpersons, ministers and the president. Executive COlmnittees and 
cabinets should be proportional in a manner that is as inclusive as possible. Select provincial parliament 
members on a proportional basis - according to the provincial aggregate of local elections. This must be changed 
if proportions alter due to by-elections. Halve the number of members in the national parliament. Select national 
parliament members on an overall proportional basis - according to the national aggregate of local elections. 
This must be changed if proportions alter due to by-elections. Integrate the national council of provinces into a 
single national parliament. 

Anyone found guilty of an act of unnecessary, violence or of a human rights abuse must forfeit his or her right to 
hold public office. Anyone found guilt?; of an economic crime such as fraud or corruption must forfeit their right 
to hold public office for at least five years after completing their sentence. Politician’s finances nmst be 
transparent; they must disclose their income and assets. All politicians should receive a genuine living wage 
standard that will create a benchmark for the rest of society. Cap the overall inequality coefficient (e.g. Gini) of 
the public service pay scales, and then decrease this coefficient. Replace income tax and municipal rates with an 
exponential per capita wealth tax; Cross-subsidise those below a basic universal wealth level through a dividend 
from the commons. Eliminate both absolute and relative poverty. Charge directly for services provided, if you 
create less waste and recycle you pay less, if you don’t have a local library you pay less; if you use more 
resources (whether residential or industrial) you pay more; charge for all levels of pollution at source. Replace 
business taxes on productivity with one based on inequality of pay scales. Award rebates based on numbers of 
employees, workplace standards, levels of worker participation in management, and job satisfaction. 

Impose tariffs on thermodynamically inefficient industries. Replace VAT with a sustainability tax on products 
with higher social and environmental costs. !00% Renewable Energy before 2030: Impose a fossil carbon tax on 
coal extraction and oil imports, with all proceeds going directly to renewables. Design cheaper solar water 
heating options - offer a substantial prize for the design of a R500 solar water heater. Subsidise household 
renewable energy production. Buy back household energy production at preferential rates. Place Eskom under 
democratic community and worker control. End perverse subsidies to industries. Increase the free basic an~ount 
on a per capita basis. Provide a free minmmm 200kWh per person per month. Charge higher tariffs for use of 
higher voltages and phases. Beyond the increased free basic amount, charge for per capita consumption at an 
exponential rate. It is necessary to use exponential rates to deal adequately with powerful systemic inequality 
and poverty. Wealth inequality tends to a Pareto 80/20 power law (x-k), step increases in tariffs are not sufficient 
to reverse this. An exponential imposition (n~) is needed to have a progressive effect. Higher per capita users 
would thus benefit when employing more workers, while investments in energy efficiency would be rewarded 
greatly by a drop down the steepest part of the tariff curve. This single mechanism unites social and 
environmental aims. Since electricity costs are a higher percentage of household costs and/or income for poorer 
people, then Eskom’s unfair targeting of households in comparison to industry is discriminatory. Similarly, 
income is a higher percentage of wealth for the poor than for the rich, therefore even with so-called progressive 
step increments in income tax, there is still a regressive result in terms of wealth disparity. Only an exponential 
per capital wealth tax can be truly progressive. 

ECOPEACE calls for per capita exponential tariffs for all resources i.e. electricity, water, wealth, and similar 
charges for pollution emissions at source. Further useful initiatives include smart metering with time-based 
tariffs: half rates at night and double rates at peak hours. Smart payments can also apply to electriciU producers; 



double pay for production during peak hours, half pay at night ~vhen demand is less. Sustainable organic 
agriculture, zero waste technologies, sustainable architecture with cool roofs, solar air-conditioning and heating, 
and integrated public transport systems must also be implemented. 

EcoCities: Concentrate multi-use buildings in nodes where it is convenient to walk and cycle. Reintroduce nature 
and community organic agriculture between these nodes. Develop a safe efficient affordable integrated public 
transport system between these nodes. An integrated public transport shuttle system means establishing a 
synergy between all the different vehicle types; rail, bus, minibus, individual’s cars, motorcycles, scooters, 
bicycles, pedestrian. This means an overall design so that they each have appropriate routes and areas to support 
each other rather than to compete. Public transport also means public ownership of public services rather than 
public funds directed to private profits. 

The status quo agenda of the elites is to extract and bum all fossil carbon reserves (oil and coal). This will result 
in an at least six degree rise in average global temperature according to present scientific consensus, and a 
consequent mass extinction of most species. The commitment of these elites is to emit as much fossil carbon into 
the atmosphere over the next 40 years as occurred over the previous 200 years. The polar icecaps will melt and 
there will be mass species extinctions, including humans - the largest genocide ever. Redistribution of wealth 
and power must occur internationally. Wealthy countries and regions are inevitably so due to exploitation of 
people and nature through economic externalities and ecological, social and climate debts. To compensate, an 
exponential per capita redistribntion of wealth on the basis of purchasing power parity is needed from the 
wealthiest to the poorest countries and regions. International bodies need to be reformed or new ones established 
based on participato~ consensus and direct democracy, and similar measures introduced domestically in all 
countries and regions. 

The right to free basic resources (energy/electricity, water~ food, land, housing, education) creates a subsequent 
debt to those who are or have been denied the required amounts of these services. The specifics of appropriate 
funding models for Free Basic Serdces must not leave gaps for opportunity and sunk costs. Promote targeted 
allocation of budgets rather than unregulated contingency. A financial transaction tax should be targeted to 
specificalb~ cover Administrative cost. 

ECOPEACE proposes measures beyond the representational parliamentary system, but still recognises the need 
to contest that arena. Persistent calls for a boycott of the polls emanate from groups struggling for their share, but 
they are not threatening elite rule when they do not unite with all those working for deep systemic 
improvements. If we are to gain socialism in South Africa it needs to be sustainable and Green, not nationalist or 
proto-fascist. We must all decide upon this future together. ECOPEACE challenges both the avoiding of voting 
and voting for those parties that offer ’false solutions’. ECOPEACE is a member of the Socialist Green Coalition 
(SGC), CJN!SA and the DLF (Democratic Left Front) 

Appendix 2: Global Scenarios 

Trends and policies move us in certain directions, but our fundamental choices reveal strikingly different paths. 

Three categories of scenarios are - Conventional Worlds of gradual evolution, Barbarization with precipitous 
decline, and Great Transitions fundamental progression - represent three fundamentally different social visions. 

Conventional Worlds sees the world economy growing rapidly while developing countries reach the highly 

industrial countries. Market forces, new technologies, and adjustments allay environmental pressures. 

Market Forces: top-down development and technological change. The problem of social and environmental 
stress is left to competitive markets. The free-market "invisible hand" is assumed to correct inefficiency and 
deflect environmental crisis. Powerful global actors advance free markets and economic expansion, relying 
heavily on teclmology to reconcile growth with ecological limits. 



Policy Reform: adds government action, to achieve social and environmental protection. Policy changes aim for 
sustainable environmental efficiency by strengthening management systems that rapidly diffuses 
environmentally-friendly technology for profit. Governments respond to global problems with initiatives to align 
the economy with environmental and social goals. Fundamental change is absent. 

Barbarization explores the risk of rejecting the need for deeper change. In these scenarios, Conventional 

Worlds strategies are inadequate to address mounting enviromnental and social stress and problems spiral out of 
control, leading to a general crisis and the erosion of civilized norms. These scenarios envision the grim 
possibility that the social, economic and moral underpinnings of civilization deteriorate, as emerging problems 
overwhelm the coping capacity of both markets and policy reforms. 

Breakdown: The world descends into conflict and collapse. Crises combine and spin out of control, leading to 
unbridled conflict, institutional disintegration and economic collapse. These forces are unable to counter or even 
inhibit spreading chaos, waves of disorder ensue, and institutions collapse. 

Fortress Worm features an authoritarian response to the threat of breakdown. In the face of environmental 
collapse, the international elite retreat to protected enclaves where they manage critical natural resources and 
protect their interests. Powerful international forces are able to impose order in the form of an authoritarian 
system of global apartheid. Outside these enclaves there is repression, environmental destruction and misery, an 
impoverished majority" endures poverty and degradation. 

The Great Transition scenarios envision practical, plausible solutions to the social, economic, and 
environmental pressures which will worsen as time passes. The Great Transition furore is more than simply 
market and policy adjustments. It is a furore in which fundamental societal values change - materialism and self- 
interest decline replaced by new notions of "the good life" inclusive of human solidarity and environmental 
sustainability. The Great Transition is linked to the global citizen’s movemem to advocate new values for a 
global society. A transition to a society that preserves natural systems, provides high levels of welfare through 
material sufficiency and equitable distribution, and enjoys a strong sense of social solidarity. Material flows 
through the economy are radically reduced through lower consumerism and massive use of green technologies. 

Eco-Communalism encompasses the small-is-beautiful visions favored by some environmental and anarchist 

subcultures, it incorporates the green vision of bio-regionalism, localism, face-to-face democracy, small 
technology and economic autarky. Eco-Communalism may not be credibly plausible; it is difficult to envision 
how a patchwork of self-sustaining communities could emerge from our increasingly connected world, except 

perhaps in recovery from collapse. 

The New Sustainability Paradigm shares some goals of Eco-Communalism, but seeks to change the character of 
the urban industrial situation rather than replace it, to build a more humane and equitable civilization rather than 
retreat into localism Lower consumerism, and greener values create a more humane world. Civilization has a 

smaller ecological footprint and its members live healthier, more equitable lives. The New Sustainability 
Paradigm sees globalization not only as a threat but also an opportunity for a new consciousness of global 
citizenship for the well-being of future generations - alongside a governance architecture that balances global 
unit?. and regional pluralism. 

APPENDIX 3: Political Spectrum http:iien.wikipedia.orgiwikiiPolitical_spectrnm 

Mapping political positions with more axes for more political dimensions: 

Political Compass http:iien.wikipedia.orgiwikiiPolitical_compass - http:iiwww.politicalcompass.org 
Left and right are measures of economic position; the "extreme right" refers to extremely liberal economics that 
may be practised either by social authoritarians or social libertarians. The "extreme left" identifies a strong 
degree of state economic control, which may either be accompanied by liberal or authoritarian social policies. 
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German Party Political Compass UK Parties 2008 

South African Political Compass? ~oqncj eueqdaTs 800~-#O0~@~q6HAdo3 

Moral        Politics        http:iiwwwmoral- 
politics.comJxpolitics.aspx ?menu=Home 
The Moral Politics diagram is similar to the Political 
Compass diagram when rotated through 90 degrees. 

DISTRIBUTION BY POLITICAL IDEOLOGY 
FOR SOUTH AFRICA 
Of the 487 South African respondents: 36% liked 
Socialism. 23% straddled systems. 21% liked 
Liberalism. 14% liked Conservatism 5% liked 
Authoritarianism. 
South African best match: System: Socialism 
Variation: Moderate Socialism Ideology: Social 
Democracy 



Nnimmo Bassey 

nn immo@ eraction, org 

ERA 

Nigerian human/environmental rights activist who is the Executive Director of the Environmental Rights Action (ERA). 

He is also chair of the Friends of the Earth International-the world’s largest federation of grassroots organisations 

fighting for environmental and social justice. Friends of the Earth groups are found in 77 countries. Mr. Bassey is also a 

member of the international steering committee of Oilwatch International. Nnimmo Bassey is also a published writer 

and poet. He is one of Time magazine’s Heroes of the Environment 2009. 

Patrick Bond 

pbond@maiLngo.za 

CCS 

Political economist at the University of KwaZulu-Natal School of Development Studies in Durban, where since 200z~ he 

has directed the Centre for Civil Society. His research and political work presently covers environment (energy, water 

and climate change), economic crisis, social mobilization, public policy and geopolitics. Amongst his authored, edited 

and coedited books are: Climate Change, Carbon Trading and Civil Society (2009)~ Looting Africa (2006)~ Against 

Global Apartheid (2003)~ Unsustainable South Africa (2002) and Cities of Gold, Townships of Coal (2ooo). He has 

lectured at more than 7o universities across the world, with formal teaching affiliations in the US, Canada, Zimbabwe, 

Hungary, Korea, Japan and South Africa. 

Sussana Borr~s 

susana, borras@urv, cat 

URV 

Lecturer on Public International Law and International Relations atthe URV (Tarragona-Spain). She was a researcher 

atthe Committee on Challenges of Modern Society (NATO/CCMS), the Max Planck Institut, Heidelberg,the Center of 

International Environmental Law in Washington DC, and The Hague Academy of International Law and International 

Relations. Her research focuses on access and benefits sharing from the utilization of genetic resources, the evaluation 

and the authorization of chemicals (REACH). 

Virginia Branco 

virginia, branco@ reeds, uvsq.fr 

UVSQ 

Virginia BRANCO has a diploma in International Cultural and Political Relations from the Universit~ du Minho, Portugal 

and a Master in Comparative Social Change from Science-Po, Paris. She is specialized in European projects and 

Intellectual Property Rights. She joined REEDS in October 2olo and is responsible for International Cooperation. 

Antoni Cardesa 

antonio, cardesa @ urv. cat 

URV 

Post-Doctoral Fellow in Public Law at the URV. His thesis centered on the International Control of the Application of 

Environmental Accords. 

Ricardo Carrere 

rcarrere @ wrm. org. uy 

WRM 

Professional forester, graduated in Uruguay and the "Ecole Nationale des Ingenieurs des Travaux des Eaux et Forets" in 

France. He lived in England for several years. Since 1988 he concentrated his energies on research and campaigning at 

national and international levels to both protect native forests and to oppose the spread of large-scale tree 

monocultures. He is the co-author with Larry Lohman of Pulping the South: Industrial Tree Plantations and the World 

Paper Economy (Zed Books, London, 1996. 



Bruno Chayeron 

bruno, chareyron @ criirad, org 

CRIIRAD 

Engineer in nuclear physics. DEA in Nuclear Engineering and Particle Physics. Director of the CRIIRAD laboratory at 

Valence (France) since 1993, He has expertise in the nuclear sector for 17 years especially in the area of radiation 

detection and environmental impact assessment. He conducted studies dealing with the radiological impact of nuclear 

full cycle facilities (uranium mines, nuclear plants, reprocessing plants, research reactors), military facilities, hospitals, 

etc. He has been conducting independent review of radioactive discharge monitoring and environmental monitoring of 

Fessenheim and Le Blayais French nuclear power plants. 

Gloria Chicaiza 

mineria @ a ccionecologica, org 

AE (OCMAL) 

Mining expert at AcciGn Ecologica, main author of the study on mining in the Cordillera del C6ndor for the CEECEC 
project. 

Jennifer Clapp 

jdapp @ uwaterloo, ca 

EVALUATOR 

Jennifer Clapp is CIGI Chair in International Governance and Professor of Environmental Studies atthe University of 

Waterloo. She is the coauthor of Paths to a Green World (MIT Press, 2oo5). Research Areas: Global environmental 

politics and governance; environment and development; trade and environment/agriculture; global politics of waste; 

agricultural biotechnology and implications for developing countries; transnational corporations and environment. 

Marta Conde 

mcondep @gmail. corn 

Degree in Agricultural Engineering (UPC),Post-grad in Environmental Sciences (Birkbeck College, London) Masters in 

Ecological Economics (UAB), PhD Cand. In Environmental Sciences UAB. Her present research is focused on uranium 

mining and the implications of the current nuclear and uranium expansion. She is currently coordinating Spanish 

MClNN funded project on Social Metabolism & Environmental Conflicts and helping in the coordination of the Nuclear 

Workpackage in E JOLT 

Federico Demaria 

j~edericodemaria @hotmai/. com 

UAB 

Economist (University of Bologna) working on ecological economics, political ecology and waste policy. Masters 

degree in Environmental Studies from the UAB, PhD student working on waste and environmental justice. He has 

studied cost-shifting, in particular toxic waste dumping (shipbreaking in Alang -India and now working on 

wastepickers, both in the South and North. His research focuses on the (unequal) distribution of benefits and burdens 

linked with social metabolism processes. He is also interested in the exploration of the idea of sustainable de-growth. 

Rohan d’Souza 

rohanxdsouza @gmail. corn 

JNU 

Rohan D’Souza is Assistant Professor at the Centre for Studies in Science Policy. He was awarded his PhD from the 

Centre for Historical Studies at Jawaharlal Nehru University. He has worked on the technology of hydraulic 

manipulation in the Indian subcontinent. His publications and concerns range from issues dealing with environmental 

history, the political economy of nature conservation and history of technology. He has held postdoctoral fellowships 

at Yale University, University of California (Berkeley) and was a Senior Research Associate atthe Centre for World 

Environmental History, University of Sussex. 

Pinar Error Akyazy 

pinurertor@yahoo, com 

BOG 



Marcelo Firpo Porto 

marcelo..firpo@ensp.~ocruz, br 

FIOCRUZ 

Graduated in Production Engineering (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, 1984) and Psychology (State University if 

Rio de Janeiro,1991), master’s degree and doctorate in Production Engineering at COPPE/UFRJ and postdoctorate in 

Social Medicine at the University of Frankfurt (2OOl-2OO3). Senior researcher of the Study Center of Workers’ Health 

and Human Ecology of the National School of Public Health, Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (FIOCRUZ) (since 1987). 

Academic experience with environmental health, environmental justice; political ecology and integrated risk analysis. 

Antonio Gustavo Gomez 

antoniogustavogomez@yahoo, com 
CDCA 

General Prosecutor atthe Federal Court of Appeal, Antonio Gustavo G6mez, specializes in the investigation of 

environmental crimes. As part General Prosecutor for the province of Tucum~n, he conducted investigations into more 

than eighty cases, including against Bajo de la Alumbrera. Bajo de la Alumbrera is a gold and copper mine jointly 

owned by Vancouver-based Goldcorp Inc, Toronto-based Yamana Gold and UK-Swiss Xstrata. 

Laura Greco 

laura greco lauragreco@ asud. net 

CDCA 

Laura Greco. Graduated in anthropology, with a thesis on impact of ENI’s extractive activity in Ecuador Amazonia 

forests, Laura is a funding member of the CDCA where she works as a researcher. In the last lo years, Laura developed 

a great experience in international cooperation with Latin America and especially indigenous communities. Laura has 

an important background in television and documentaries production on environmental issues (Greensaver, Current 

TV~ Ecubo, RAI). She is also involved the training activities of the CDCA and works as a trainer both in schools and 

public administration. Laura is also a co-founder and the president of the association A Sud. 

Lucie Greyl 

/uciegreyl@ asud. net 

CDCA 

Lucie Greyl. Graduated in Anthropology with a thesis on Inter-ethnic relations in the neo colonial context of Australia 

and New Zealand, and she post graduated in Political sciences. Lucie is the CDCA coordinator. She works since 2oo8 as 

CDCA volunteer researcher and since 2009 she is in charge of the CDCA database development and of the training 

provided to students and volunteers. She also provide training on environmental conflicts and ecological economics. 

Lucie has relevant experience in international cooperation project in Latin America and European research project. 

Frances Harrison 

.frances. harrison @reeds. uvsq..fr 

UVSQ 

New Zealander with TESOL certification. After obtaining her degree in Applied Communication she spent four years as 

public affairs advisor for Waitakere City~ being in charge of environmental campaigns and the promotion of sustainable 

development to public, private and community sectors. Much of her work involved encouraging community advocacy 

for sustainable living. She is passionate about environmental empowerment, education and making it accessible to all. 

She joined REEDS in September 2olo to further this cause. 

Willi Hass 

Wil/i. Haas@ uni-klu, ac. at 

IFF (UNI-KLU) 

(Diploma in Engineering). Senior researcher and lecturer atthe IFF since 1998. He coordinates work in the research 

area "Support for sustainability transitions" and he is member of the institute’s management team. He spent 3 years 

working as acting Director for an environmental CSO in South Africa. He was chairperson of Greenpeace Central and 

Eastern Europe for 9 years. 

Hali Healy 

ha/i/ooyah @yahoo. corn 

UAB 

Master in Development Studies (Univ. London), at present deputy coordinator of FP7 project CEECEC (Civil Society 

Engagement with Ecological Economics) 2oo8-1o. 



Henk Hobbelink 

henk @grain. org 

GRAIN 

Director and one of the co-founders of GRAIN and has been with the organisation since it started in 199o. He is an 

agronomist by training and worked previously with Dutch and European NGOs. Henk is the coordinator of GRAIN, and 

as such is responsible for the overall functioning of the organisation. Part of his responsibility is also to keep up with 

the global issues that the organisation works on, and contribute to GRAIN’s programme with research, writing and 

outreach activities. 

All Hornborg 

AI~. Hornborg@hek. lu. se 
ULUND 

Anthropologist and professor of human ecology at Lund University. He has conducted field research in Peru, Nova 

Scotia, the Kingdom of Tonga, and Brazil, and his current research interest is the cultural and political dimensions of 

human-environmental relations in past and present societies, particularly from the perspective of world-system 

analysis. He is probably the best known theorist of ecologically unequal exchange in the world today. 

Jordi Jarria 

jordi.jaria @ urv. cat 

URV 

Lecturer on Constitutional Law in the Public Law Department of the URV. He has been visiting researcher in the 

Institut du F~d~ralisme of the Universit~ de Fribourg Freiburg (Switzerland) and in the Universit~ de Montreal 

(Canada). 

Wendy Kassar 

wendykas sar@ hotrnaiL corn 

CDCA 

Wendy is an Argentinian lawyer, specialised in environmental and penal law. She collaborates with the CDCA on the 

issue of environmental justice in Europe and Latin America together with the procurator gomez for the last couple of 

years. She participated in numerous publication and as a lecturer and assistant in conferences and courses in Argentina 

on legal socio-environmental issues, especially on environmental justice and crimes. She also a professor and a 

researcher atthe National University of Universidad National de Tucum~n. 

Bertchen Kors 

earthl@iway.na 

ELN 

Chairperson of Earthlife Namibia, has challenged government and industry on controversial projects including the 

Epupa Hydro-Electric Scheme on the Kunene River, the Ramatex clothing factory in Katutura, and the current 

development of a new uranium mine in the Namib-Naukluft Park. She studied food science in Braunschweig, and 

began her working life in a pharmaceutical company, but soon moved into scientific research at the Veterinary 

University in Hannover, followed by cancer research in Amsterdam. She first came to Namibia from Germany in 1973 

to work for the government veterinary services. 

VenniV. Krishna 

vkrishna~6@hotmail, corn 

JNU 

Professor in Science Policy and former Chairperson at the Centre. He has a Ph.D. in Sociology of Science from the 

University of Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia. He has 2o years of research experience in the areas of 

sociology of science, science and technology policy studies and social history of science. Visiting Professor/Scientist at 

the Institute For Research and Development (IRD) & MSH, Paris, 2000-2005. He is the founder-editor of Science, 

Technology and Society - An International Journal devoted to the Developing World, published through Sage 

Publications. 



Mauricio Lazala 

lazala @ business-humanrights, org 

BHR 

International lawyer with human rights experience in Latin America, the Middle East and Europe. Educated at 

Cambridge University, he was president of the Students’ Law Society of Wolfson College. He obtained his BA in 

Political Science and History at Hebrew University of Jerusalem, co-founder of the first human rights student 

organization in Israel. 

Sylvia Lorek 

Sylvia. Lorek@t-onfine. de 

SERI 

Ecotrophologist and economist with a PhD in sustainable consumption. Besides more than a decade of academic work 

on sustainable consumption issues atthe Wuppertal Institute and with SERI, she has been involved as a volunteer in 

Birdlife, Forum Umwelt & Entwicklung, Fair Trade Europe, and ANPED. 

Andreas Maim 

malmandreas @ hotmail, com 

ULUND 

PhD student in Human Ecology, Lund University. 

Lilit Manukyan 

fifit.manukyan@uab.cat 

UAB 

EU Project Manager ICTA/UAB:PH D in the field of Philology. Department of Romanic Languages and Cultures. 

Universidad Aut6noma de Barcelona. January 2oo8-till today ,PHD in the field of Philology Yerevan State 

University, Master’s degree in Management. Escuela de Hosteler[a de Sevilla. 2oo6-2oo7. Bachelor’s degree of 

Philology, pedagogy in the field of Spanish Language and Literature. Yerevan State University. 1997-2ool.Master’s 

degree of Philology. Yerevan State University. PHD in the field of Foregn Literature. Yerevan State University. 2006. 

’Project Managment, laSALLEBES, Universitat Ramon Llull,How to manage FP7 funded European Research projects 

Joan Martinez-Alier 

joanmartinezafier@ gmaiL com 

UAB 

Professor atthe Dpt. of Economics and Economic History (UAB), founding member and past president ISEE, and 

member of the scientific committee of the EEA (2000-2008), member of the advisory board of the TEEB project. Main 

research lines: environmental history, the foundations of ecological economics, ecological distribution and valuation 

North-South environmental conflicts and environmental justice, and biodiversity conservation. 

Paul Matiku - Matiku Paul Musengy’a 

director_na turekenya @mitsuminet. com 

NK 

Executive Director. Paul holds a M.Phil, Environmental Management and Planning, and is currently pursuing a Ph.D in 

the same discipline. He has 12 years experience in conservation research and action; his major responsibilities at 

Nature Kenya include programme development, proposal writing, project monitoring and evaluation among many 

others. His key achievements include positioning Nature Kenya nationally and globally. 



Nick Meynen 

nick@ anped, org 

ANPED 

(Research) journalist, experienced in popularization of scientific materials, preparing and editing newsletters, 

stimulating dialogues with stakeholders. Multilingual networker, he contributed the UMICORE ecological debt case 

study to the CEECEC project. 

Caroline Miroux 

caroline, miroux@reeds, uvsq.~fr 

UVSQ 

Master in Communication and Management of Projects from the University of Angers. She is responsible for 

communications, financial aspects and scientific documentation for research projects at REEDS. 

Hilma Shinondola Mote 

hilma @ larri, com. na 

ELN (LARRI) 

Director of Labour Resources and Research Institute (LARRI). She has worked extensively in many labor related issues 

such as the Basic Income Grant and domestic workers rights. In recent years with the rise of uranium mining in Namibia 

she has been denouncing the health impact on uranium mine workers and has become recently the head of the African 

Uranium Alliance. 

Serah Munguti 

advocacy@naturekenya, org 

NK 

Communication and Advocacy Manager. Serah has worked for Nature Kenya for 7 years in different capacities and 

holds a European Master in Water and Coastal Management. Her responsibilities are coordination of the formulation of 

conservation management plans, project management, coordination of advocacy campaigns for environment 

conservation, fundraising, and formulation of a national advocacy strategy for community-based groups. 

Reinford Mwangonde 

reinm @ c.fjmala wi. org 

CFJ 

Executive Director of Citizens For Justice-(CFJ) Friends of the Earth, Malawi, which is also Mining Watch Malawi. He 

also Coordinates the Extractive Industry campaigns for the International Alliance for Natural resources in Africa 

(IANRA) and is the coordinator for Resisting Mining, Oil and Gas (RMOG)for the Africa Region as well as the 

coordinator for the African Uranium Alliance (AUA). He has a Masters degree in International Relations from Lancaster 

University, United Kingdom and an Honors Degree in Political Science and Public Policy Administration from the 

University of Missouri, USA 

William Dumbani Nyirenda 

williamn @ c~mala wi. org 

CFJ 

Martin O’Connor 

Martin. O- Con nor@ reeds, uvsq.J~r 

UVSQ 

PhD. Raised in New Zealand, with degrees in physics and biology, he became an ecological economist and has been a 

central figure in many European research project in this field since the early 199os, particularly in the assessment of 

economic and physical indicators of sustainability (CRITINC), environmental valuation (VALSE), and the use of 

information technologies in grassroots application of multicriteria evaluation methods (ALARM). He wrote on post- 

normal science with J. Ravetz and S. Funtowicz, and edited books with Sylvie Faucheux and Clive Spash on valuation 

and the environment. He is also known for his work on ecological distribution and political economy. He is currently the 

Director of the international centre or Research in Ecological Economics, Eco-innovation and Tool Development for 

Sustainability (REEDS) atthe UVSQ 



Goodwin Ojo 

gloryline2ooo@yahoo, co. uk 

ERA 

Co-founder and currently Programmes Director, Environmental Rights Action/Friends of the Earth, Nigeria. For close 

to two decades he has been involved in the establishment of community resource centres (eROs) as a model 

development in the Niger Delta communities, Nigeria. As a Chevening scholar, he received his MSc in Environment 

and Development studies in 2ooo from the University of East Anglia, (UK), and recently obtained his PhD from King’s 

College, London. 

John O’Neill 

john.J!, o’neill@manchester, ac. uk 

ADVISOR 

Hallsworth Chair In Political Economy at the Manchester University.He has also held posts at the Lancaster University, 

University of Sussex and the University of Wales. He is currently co-director of the Political Economy Institute. He is 

director of the MA in Political Economy. He is also a member of the Society and Environment Research Group and the 

Centre for Democracy and Elections. He is on the editorial boards of a number ofjournals including New Political 

Economy, The Journal of Applied Philosophy, Environmental Values and Historical Materialism. He has been involved 

in a number of European projects on environmental policy. Between 2ooo and 2oo3 he was a member of the 

Department of Healths CJD Incidents Panel. 

Winnie Overbeek 

winnie @ wrm. org. uy 

WRM 

Winfridus Overbeek (Winnie) was elected as the International Coordinator of WRM in January 2o11. Winnie has a long 

standing relationship with WRM since he has been a member of the WRM Board since 2oo3 and a very close 

collaborator of the organization. He is based in the Brazilian town of Vitoria in the Espirito Santo state. He is also an 

active member of NGO Cepedes and the Brazilian Alert against the Green Desert Network providing support to 

communities affected by against large scale tree plantations and other large-scale (agro) industrial projects. 

Begum Ozkaynak 

begum, ozkaynak@ boun. edu. tr 

BOG 

Associate professor of economics at BoOazi~i University, Istanbul, Turkey. She received her BA and MA in Economics 

from Bo~azi~i University, MPhil in Economics from Manchester University, UK and PhD in Environmental Sciences 

(Ecological Economics and Environmental Management)from Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, Spain. Her 

research interests include environmental and ecological economics, sustainable development, environmental conflicts 

and governance. She is specialized in environmental valuation techniques (e.g. contingent valuation), scenario 

development and multi-criteria evaluation. 

Cesar Padilla 

cesarpadillal @yahoo. es 

AE (OCMAL) 

Executive Coordinator of the Latin American Mining Conflict Watch (QCMAL) and member of the Socio-environmental 

Rights Area of the Center of Ecology and Andean Peoples, Oruro, Bolivia. 

Hendrina Paulus 

nshr@nshr.org.na 

ELN 

Human Rights Defender and Data Base Officer at ’Namibia’s National Human Rights Organisation. She has atended the 

conference on Uranium mining organized by The Netherlands WISE Amsterdam, in Dar-es Salaam, Tanzania, in 

November 2olo, during which she got in contact with different EJOs from African countries who are participating in the 

campaign against the exploration and mining of uranium. 



Teresa Perez 

teresap @ wrm. org. uy 

WRM 

Teresa Perezjoined the World Rainforest Movement International Secretariat in 1999. Part of Teresa’s time is assigned 

as Financial officer, but most of her activities include tasks as Networking officer. She has been involved in different 

campaigns aimed at supporting local peoples struggles in defense of their rights in Latin America, Africa and Asia. 

Staff member atthe WRM in Montevideo, in charge of database and publications. She has a degree in Management 

and joined the international secretariat of the World Rainforest Movement in 1999, Currently she is the Financial and 

Networking Officer for the organization. 

Antoni Pigrau 

antonL pigrau@urv, cat 

URV 

Ph.D. in Law (Universitat de Barcelona, 1989), Professor of Public International Law, Faculty of Legal Sciences, URV, 

Tarragona, Spain. Main areas of research: Environmental Law, International Humanitarian Law and International 

Criminal Law. Correspondent of the Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law in Spain. Member of the Board of 

Governors of the International Catalan Institute for Peace (ICI P). Director of the Catalan Environmental Law Review’. 

Director of the Tarragona Centre for Environmental Law Studies (CEDAT). 

Christopher Plutzar 

Christoph. Plutzar@uni-klu. ac. at 

IFF (UNI-KLU) 

MAS (GIS) is biologist and finished an academic training in Geographic Information Systems. In the year 2ooz~ he was 

one of the founder members of the Vienna Institute for Nature Conservation and Analyses, 2oo8 he started at the 

University of Klagenfurt. The main focus of his work is on handling spatial explicit research questions with GIS, 

especially in the fields of ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation. 

Leida Rijnhout 

leida @ anped, org 

ANPED 

Social anthropologists with 2o years of experience in international cooperation, sustainable consumption and 

production and ecological economics. Former director of a Flemish network on sustainable development (VODO), 

where organising stakeholder dialogues, dissemination work on Sustainable Development, developing tools for 

concretising SD were main tasks. Expertise in ecological economics, environmental justice and degrowth debates. 

Beatriz Rodriguez-Labajos 

labajos_bea @yahoo. corn 

UAB 

MSc Ecological Economics and Environmental Management, PhD Cand. in Environmental Sciences UAB. Lecturer at 

the UAB (2005-2008) and at two Mexican universities (1996-2oo3). Her research interests are the socio-economic 

dimension of biodiversity and ecosystem services, water management and socio-environmental conflicts, with field 

experience in Latin America and Europe. Scientific advisor of the Catalan river basin authority since 2007. 

Philippe Roman 

philippe, roman @reeds. uvsq.fr 

UVSO 

Phillippe Roman is a doctoral researcher at REEDS. His research addresses economic and ecological distribution of 

externalities of river diversion in S~o Francisco, Brazil. 

Filka Sekulova 

~/ka@aseed.net 

ZZ 

PhD student atthe UAB. Master’s degree in Spatial, Transport and Environmental Economics (Vrije Universiteit 

Amsterdam) and Bachelor degrees in Economics and Business (University of Amsterdam) and in Psychology (Sofia 

University Sv. Kliment Ohridski). Her research centres around the economics of climate change and happiness or well- 

being, and bringing the two fields closer together. 



Khadija Sharife 

kalebron @gmaiL corn 

CCS 

Khadija Sharife is a journalist, visiting scholar atthe Center for Civil Society (CCS) based in South Africa, and 

contributor to the Tax Justice Network. 

Simron Singh 

5imron. 5ingh @ uni-klu, ac. at 

IFF (UNI-KLU) 

(Ph.D. Human Ecology). Senior researcher on biophysical indicators of resource, energy and time use (MEFA, HAN PP), 

long-term socio-ecological research (LTSER), sociometabolic transitions and the impact of development aid and 

disaster response on the sustainability of local regions. Extensive research among pastoral nomads (Van Gujjars) of the 

Central Himalayas, the Nicobar Islands (India) and Biosphere Reserves in Europe. 

Todor Slavov 

ecolog@gmaiL corn, 

ZZ 

MSc program in Engineering Physics, MSc in Organizational and Clinical Psychology. He has been working at 

Environmental Association "Za Zemiata" since 2ooo as project and campaign coordinator in the fields of: international 

trade and development program within CEE Bankwatch; AgreeNet office in Bulgaria; the development of alternative 

energy policies and scenarios promotion, energy efficiency and nuclear waste, power plans and uranium mines; climate 

change. 

Wagner Soares 

FIOCRUZ 

Economist, with master’s degree in Economy at Cedeplar ! Federal University of Minas Gerais. Doctor in Public Health 

and Environment atthe National School of Public Health / Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (ENSP/FIOCRUZ), with in 

University of Economy of the University of Coimbra. Socioeconomic analyst of the Brazilian Institute of Geography and 

Statistics (IBGE). Professional experience in the field of ecological economics, agriculture, natural resources and 

environmental health. 

Joachim H. Spagenberg 

Joachim. 5pangenberg@gmx. de 

SERI 

Biologist and ecologist turned economist. Main partner or coordination member in many European projects. He was 

closely involved with Friends of the Earth Europe. Working on environmental issues since the 197os, he has written on 

sustainability and justice since the 199os (at the Wuppertal Institute), while he has also been a major figure on debates 

on the economic valuation of biodiversity. 

Evgenia Tasheva 

e. tasheva @zazemia ta. org 

ZZ 

MSc in Environmental Systems Analysis from Wageningen University, the Netherlands in 2008. Previous research 

topics include valuation of ecosystem services, environmental impacts of solid waste management systems, 

commercial banks’ involvement in the nuclear power sector, and food sovereignty. Currently involved in Za Zemiata’s 

work on trade and development, food sovereignty and solid waste issues. 

Leah Temper 

leah. temper@gmail, com 

UAB 

Lecturer at the UAB (2OO8-2010) in Environmental Sciences and Economic History, degree in Communication Science 

(Concordia Univ. Montreal), Master in Economic History (UAB), PhD Cand. in Env. Sciences UAB on social metabolism 

and conflicts. Co-Coordinator of FP7 project CEECEC (Civil Society Engagement with Ecological Economics), 2oo8-1o. 



Tomislav Tkalec 

tomi@.focus.si 

FOCUS 

Aitor Urkiola 

aitor@grain, org 

GRAIN 

He joined GRAIN in 2000, coming from a long experience with NGO work in the Basque Country. Aitor is in charge of 

GRAIN’s overall administration, financial management and organisational development. He also backs up the 

coordinator when needed and plays a key role in making sure GRAIN’s vital communication tools work.GRAI N 

produces a monthly, Seedling, and in Spanish, BiodiversidadLA, available in the web. 

Mariana Walter 
mariana walter2002 @ gmail, corn, 

UAB 

Phd candidate at ICTA, UAB. Her thesis addresses mining conflicts in Latin America. She is interested in social 

metabolism, expert-lay knowledge interplay, institutional changes at different scales and the role of decision-making 

mechanisms in environmental conflicts. She holds a Masters diploma in Environmental Studies (focusing on Ecological 

Economics) and has participated in research projects in Argentina (UNGS) and Europe (ALARM, CEECEC). Currently 

she works with Prof. Joan Martinez-Alier in the ENGOV Project, an European funded project that aims to develop a 

framework for sustainable and equitable natural resource use. 

Viviane Willis-Mazzichi 

viviane, willis-mazzichi@ ec. europa, eu 

COMMISSION 

Project Officer, Directorate-General for Research (European Commission) 

Ivonne Y~nez 

sudamerica @ oilwatch, org 

AE (OCMAL) 

Environmental activist. Founding member of Oilwatch, founding member of Acci6n Ecol6gica, active in the network 

Ecological Debt (www.deudaecologica.org), former member of the executive committee of Friends of the Earth 

International. 

Lidija 2iv~i~ 

/idija @.focus. si 

FOCUS 

(MSc in Environmental Science and Policy) is co-founder and chair of Focus Association for Sustainable Development 

since 2002. She manages the organisation and contributes with content inputs to all the programs of the organisation 

(climate, energy and transport). She also coordinated Climate Action Network Central and Eastern Europe for three 

years. Since 2007 she researches motivations of people to implement climate protecting actions as a PhD student of 

Faculty of Biotechnology in Ljubljana. 



April 26th 

Arrival in Barcelona. Venue at Residencia d’Investigadors 

clHospital 64, Barcelona 08001 

5-6.30 pm Opening address. Short Introduction from each partner JMA and LT 

3-5 minutes each, with support ofl slide Power Pont presentation 

6.30-7-30 Steering Committee Meeting JMA/J.Spangenberg 

To address: the role of the Steering Committee; call for ombudsperson candidates; 
~or WP leaders 

organization of the working groups’ dynamics, only) 

n ne~llecti~e)~en~e to be a~oUn~e 

Apri~ 27th: Residencia d’lnvestigadors~ c/Hospital 64 

9 - ao.3o am Overview to the E JOLT action plan BRL and LT 

Review of Description of Work and GANTT chart. Structure of the Workshops. 

Questions/answers from audience. 

~o.3o-~ am Introduction of External Evaluator (Prof. Jennifer Clapp), Moral Philosophy JMA 

Advisor (Prof. John O’Neill) and EC project officer 

~ ~ Co b~ 

¯ ~.3o am-~.3o am Working Groups. Break out in four groups: thematic work packages 

WP 3 Nuclear Lidije2iv~i~iMC 

WP z+ Oil & Gas and Climate Justice PatrickBond/JMA 

WP5 Biomass and Land Conflicts 5imron 5ingh!LT 

WP 6 Mining and ship breaking (and other waste disposal conflicts). Begum OzkeynekiBRL 

~ w a wal 

3.oo-3,z+5 pm General discussion, preliminary reports from working groups on thematic WPs LT 

3.z~5-5.z+5 pm Working Groups. Break out in three groups, transversal work packages 

WP 7 Environmental Health and Risk Assessment M~rcelo Firpo Porto/JMA 

WP 8 Liabilities and economic valuation M~rtin O’Connor/BRL 

WP 9 Law and institutions LudeGreyliLT 

co 

6.~5- 7 pm General discussion, preliminary reports from working groups on transversal BRL 
WPs and plans for April 28t" 

Di~ne~ (f ~ 



April 28th: Residencia dqnvestigadors, c/Hospital 

9 am- 11 am General Workshop WP 1o - Consumption, Ecologically Unequal Trade and Al~Hornborg/JMA 

Ecological Debt 

~ ~ coflee B~ea 

11.3o am -1 pm General Workshop WP 2 - Data Base, Inventories and Maps of Environmental LTiBRL/Ch.PIutzar 

Conflicts, including the idea of Map of Successes to take to Durban 2oll and 

Rio de Janeiro 2o12 

Working E~n~h a~dWal 

Management & Finances 

Planning for incoming events 

Istanbul June 2011, Durban December 2011, Rio de Janeiro June 2012 

Leave for Casa del Mar (c/Albareda I-3, Drassanes) 

Public Event (see separate programme) 

Lilit Manukyan 

JMA iBRL iL T/MC 

Mariana Walter, 

press o_J~’cer 

April 29th: Residencia d’l~vestigadors~ c~ Hospital 5z~ 

9 9.3o am General Assembly, election of Ombudsman JMA 

9.3o-lo.3o General Workshop WP 11 - Training (including CEECEC course), best practices Joachim 5p~ngenbergi 

and policy recommendations BRL & Hali Healy 

~offee and ~naCk~ b~eak 

11.oo -12.oo General Workshop WP 12 - Dissemination, videos etc. and how the webpage Nick Meynen/LT 

will work 

12-oo-12.3o Management tools for E JOLT BRL 

Information exchange, communication tools, calendar, style guide 

12.30- 2pm Wrap-ups & Free grouping: Closing the deals 

2 pm End of kick-off meeting 

wo~kingl 

O~qani~e wal k amu n d BarCelona 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dede Van Zandt, ONE.org <one-help@list.one.org> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 12:05 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Shots 

Dear ONE Member, 

When my husband Keith and I adopted 
our brown-eyed, brown-haired 
daughter Adrianna in Romania, one of 
our first stops was the hospital. The 
doctor told us she had hepatitis B- 
and we had no idea what that meant. 
Would she die? Would she always be 

sick? 

We pretty quickly found out. Hepatitis 
B meant high fevers, painful biopsies, 
and plenty of shots. But you know 
what probably hit us the hardest? 
Adrianna could have been spared 
all of this if she’d just been given a 
vaccine, 

loin me and thousands of other ONE 
members in making sure that kids around the world have access to 
life-saving vaccines. Click here to automatically add your name to our 
petition: 

http : //www.one.org/us/actnow/vaccines20 2 2 /o.pl?id= 22 71- 709283- 

Q01C6.x&t=2 

The petition reads: Childhood vaccines are one of the most cost-effective 
ways to save fives and prevent disease for a fifetime. Please fund two 
proven, new vaccines that will help stop pneumonia and diarrhea--two of 
the biggest killers of children in poor countries. 

We knew that just one bloody knee could infect Adrianna’s family or 
friends with hepatitis B. So when we got back to the US, we had to make 
sure her preschool teachers had all been immunized. We worried about 
babysitters. We urged our friends who hadn’t been vaccinated to get 
shots--and many of them just walked away. We even had to teach our 
other kids how to give Adrianna her painful injections. 

But we still felt lucky. We had access to reliable treatment, but millions of 
other children didn’t--and still don’t. Millions of children, just like 
Adrianna, still suffer--and die--because they lack access to 

vaccines, 

Today, Adrianna is 18 and beautiful. She still sees a doctor for check- 
ups-and she still has hepatitis B--but it’s not nearly as contagious. And 
it’s because of her strength that I’m donating my time--and my voice-- 
today. 

Tn a few weeks, the US will announce its pledge for the Global Alliance for 

Vaccines and Immunizations (GAVl). GAVI’s aim is to save 4 million 
children’s lives in 5 years, and I want to make sure our country’s 
commitment means that kids everywhere will be able to get the 
shots that they need--particularly for two of the biggest child killers, 
pneumonia and diarrhea. And the best way to show them that we mean 
business is to make our voices loud and clear. 

Help me urge President Obama today to help fund these proven vaccines. 
Click here to automatically add your name to our petition: 

http : //www.one.org/us/actnow/vaccines2011/o.pl?id= 22 71- 709283- 
Q01C6.x&t=3 

I couldn’t protect my daughter Adrianna when she was born. But I can try 
and make sure that no other morn has to share a similar, painful story. 

Let’s make sure all kids have a shot at a healthy, happy life. 

Dede Van Zandt 
ONE Member, North Carolina 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 12:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; BootlL Karen M <kanbooth@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hello! 

Dear Barbara, 

That’s great news. I hope the rest ofyonr trip was aJso successful m~d enjoyable. Perhaps we can combine my AFR1263 (African Women) class with Eunice’s and 

have a larger sll~dent meeting ruth her that Tuesday. (The classes meet at the same time.) The content of that class aligns well with her new tx~ok and p~evious work on 

sexuality. And a Monday lnnch sotmds like a good plan as well. 

thanks for inviting her! 

best, 
Lydia 

On Apr 26, 2011, at 10:11 AM, SaNe, Ennice N wrote: 

Dear Barbara, 

Welcome back and hope you had great fun at the Nyerere festival. 

May be a dialogue with students in Afri600 on Nov. 25, 22.30pm-L45pm would fit. Some of the registered students have read her work in my other seminars 
and attended one of her public lectures in Dar in 2009~ Further, Firoze Manji, her publisher had suggested that I organize a coffee/lunch meeting with some of 
the folks he met during his recent visit to UNC~ Thus, may be a brief coffee!lunch meeting on Nov. 14 or whatever time works for her and the Center. ~f all this is 

too much, no worries. 

Many thanks and see you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola(.@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:58 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [afrial?am] Tim McMilla~ 

Hearty congratulations, Tim, for your ~vell deser~ed election! 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
UniversitT of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E [JEN321@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:52 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Sulziect: [afriafam] Tun McMillan 

Hi All: Please join me in congratulating Tim for becoming a member of the Faculty Executive Council. It is a BIG Deal! Best. 
Julius 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.unc edu<mailto:nzon~ola(&)email.unc.edu> 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists uric edu/u?id 32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&I afria[’am&o 29076335 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29076335-3236~6~4.9392b42cI~20d674366e839be54cf6c@~istserv.unc.edu<mai~to:~eave-29~76335- 
32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c(~liskserv.unc edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I aliqafam&o 29076369 or send a blank emai[ to leave-29076369- 
32361608 e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrow, Jennifer E. <jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 4:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu-> 

RE: Alternatives to Privat~ation: Public Options tbr Essential Services in the Global South 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are feeling welh Would you be able to give me any update on 
when you ~vill be able to send the review? 

Thank you and best wishes, 
Jennifer 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:etmicea~)email unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: iVlorrow, Jelmifer E 
Subject: RE: Alternatives to Prlvatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 
Importance: High 

Dear Jermifer, 

Thanks fur yuur nute.                                     and hence 
catching up with umstanding matters I will send the review by Tuesday 
next week Apologies for the delay. Kindly let me knuw if Tuesday ~s tuG 
late. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum: Murrow, Jermifer E [jennifer.mun-ow@taylorandfi-ancis.com] 
Sent: t;riday, April 15, 2011 11:41 AM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: RE: Alternatives to Prlvatizatiun: Public Optiuns ]’or Essential 
Services in the G[ubal South 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

We have not received your review of this pruject. Will yuu still be 
writing one? Please let me know. 

’]?hank you, 
Jennifer 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:emxice(&eraaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februaly 23, 2011 6:09 AM 
To: Molwoxv, Jennife* E. 
Subject: RE: Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 

Dear Jeunil‘or, 

Thanks for the invitation. I am delighted to review the manuscript. I 
will send the review on or before March 22. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle. 

From: Morrow-, Jermifer E. [jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.cora] 
Sent: Tuesday-, Febmaly 22, 2011 5:43 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 
Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I’m writing Iicom Routledge. Routledge will soon be publishing a book 
entitled Alternatives to Prlvatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South, edited by David A. iVlcDonald and Greg 
Ruiters, and ;ve’re hoping you might be able to give us a review of the 
manuscript before ;ve move ahead into production. In return, I’m able to 
offer you a fee of for a review delivered m six weeks (April 5), 
with a bonus of for a four ;veek dellver,v (March 22). I could also 
give you double that amount in Routledge books. 

I’ve gone ahead and attached the manuscript, and our reviewer 
guidelines, which include the questions we’re hoping to have answered 
(please note that these are our guidelines intended for revie;vers of 
proposals under consideration, but the same questions pertain in this 



case). The editors have noted that Chapter 4 and the Regional Ovep~iew 
[’or Asia are currently absent from the manuscript due to ddays in 
receipt ~[}’pically, we need the reviews to be at least 2-3 pages in 
length. Your review will remain anonymous unless we receive your 
permission to reveal your identity. 

It would be so helpful to receive your comments on this project; we’d 
really appreciate your feedback. Please let me know as soon as possible 
if you’ll be able to provide a review If you’re not able to provide a 
review, perhaps you could reconnnnnd a colleague or two who might be 
interested in providing one? 

That~:s very much for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
Jennifer Mol~O~V 

Jennifer E. _’vlorrow 
Senior Editorial Assistant, Routledge Research 
Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group 
270 Madison Avenue 
Ne~v Yorl~ b,W 10016 
Phone: (212) 216-7817 
j ermifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.com<mailto:j ennifer.morrow@taylorandfra 
ncis.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterwiel <os~tervvei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:05 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] CANCELLED: April 28: The t?dlure of the nation / Talk by Alfonso Munera / April 28, 5 p.m. 

CANCELLED: 

The failure of the nation / Talk by Alfonso Mnnera / April 28, 5 p.m. 

"El fracaso de la nacidn / The thilure of the nation: critical race perspectives on independence." 

Altbnso Mfinera, Prot}ssor of Histou, Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, m~d Associate Provost for Re,arch at the 
Universidad de Cartagena, Colombia. 

April 28, 5:00 p.m. University" Room Hyde Hall 

Alfonso Mi~nem Cavadia is the founder of the College of Social Sciences, Director of the Intemationed Institute of Cm-ibbean Studies, and Associate 

Provost for Research at the Universidad de Cartagena. For the last sixteen years, he has directed the International Seminar on Caribbean Studies. He 
anthored El fracaso de la nacidn: regidn, clase y raza en el Caribe 

Colombiano: 1717 - 1810 (1998) and Fronteras imaginadas: La construccidn de las razas y de la geogrmqa en el siglo XIX colombiano (2005). His 

works have transformed the understanding oftke Caribbean as part of the Colombian nation. He organized the II International Conference on Caribbean 

Studies (ICCS), "The Many Caribbeans and the Bicentennial of the Continental Spanish American Independence Movements," Cartagena, March 2010. 

An event of the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, co- spona)red by Duke University, ISA and the Consortium in Latin American 
Caribbean Studies UNC-DUKE. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

upcs online as: osterwei(gbemail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-29076348-278112.fd8b0b2b271 d0fcabaa300b02cc5c346&)listserv.unc.edu 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-29076843-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:21 PM 

Department listserv ~atNalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [afdatZam] Tim McMilla~ 

Hi Tim. 

Cogratulations! Now you can bring the bacon home where it belongs!!. 

BHS 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [nzongola@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:57 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: RE:[aIi’iafam] Tim NIcIVIillan 

Hearty congratulations, Tim, for ?’our ~vell deser~ed election! 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E [JEN321@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday. April 26, 2011 3:52 PM 
To:Department listsep~ 
Subject: [afi-iafam] Tim McMillan 

tIi All: Please join me in congratulating Tim for becoming a member of the Faculty Executive Council. It is a BIG Deal! Best, 
Julius 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.unc edu<mailto:nzon~ola(~)email.unc.edu> 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists uric edu/u?id 32361604 9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&n T&I afi-i~[~am&o 29076335 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29076335-3236~6~4.9392b42cf3~20d674366e839be54cf6c@~istserv.unc.edu<mai~to:~eave-29~76335- 
32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c@liskserv.unc edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: bselassi@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 32361610.83037494399b4b13b0db0fla2843d7fT&n T&I afriafam&o 29076369 or send a blartk eruail to leave-29076369- 

32361610.83037494399b4b 13b0db0fl a2843dTf7@listserv.anc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To ~msubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 29076922. or send a blaak cmail to leave-29076922- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listselaz.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:49 PM 

Department listserv -~at~ali~m@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [aNal?am] Tim McMilla~ 

Congratulations, Tim! I’m sure you’ll do a great job’. 

Best, 
Kia 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E [JEN321@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:52 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Sulziect: [afriafam] Tnn McMillan 

Hi All: Please join me in congratulating Tim for becoming a member of the Faculty Executive Council. It is a BIG Deal! Best, 
Julius 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu<mailto:klcaldwe(~email.unc.edu>. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http://listsuncedu/uTid 32361596.bfl~5d999979b5aaglZ457ab7fg13a5f65&n T&I afria~am&o 29076335 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-29076335-3236~596.b:~5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65@listserv.unc.edu<mai~to:~eave-29~76335- 
32361596.bfl~5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65(~listserv.unc.edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I aliqafam&o 29077036 or send a blank emai[ to leave-29077036- 
32361608 e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listser~ unc.edu. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 7:37 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [afriatZam] Tim McMilla~ 

Ndokkale Ti~n! (congratulations in Wolof), 

Mamarame 

From: Caldwell, ILia L [klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:49 PM 

To: Department listserv 

Subject: RE:[afiia£a~n] Tim McMillan 

Congratulations, Tim! I’m sure you’ll do a great job! 

Best, 

Kia 

From: Nyang Ore, Julius E [JEN321@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 3:52 PM 

To: Department listserv 

Subject: [a£riM~m] Tim McMillan 

Hi All: Please join me in congratulating Tim for becoming a member of the Faculty Executive Council. It is a BIG Deal! Bes~t, 

Julius 

You are currently subscribed to a£riafam us: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu<maJlto:klcaldwe@email.unc.edu~. 

To unsubscribe click here: htoo://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab71913a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o~9076335 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29076335-32361596.bib5d999979b5aa9t:~57abTf913a5ti55@listserv.unc.edu<mailto:leave- 29076335- 
32361596.bib5d999979b5aa9f457ab7fg13a5f65@listserv.unc.edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to a£ria£atn as: tnseck@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6&n T&I afriafam&o~9077036, or send a blank email to leave-29077036- 

32361635.a22e47fda2f6ca275dac07816c27b7d6@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice~b~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriathm&o~9077286 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-29077286-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 26, 2011 9:30 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [afriatZam] Tim McMilla~ 

Dear Tim, 

This is great news and well deserved! Congrats and all the best. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Nyang Oro, Julius E [JEN32:t@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 26, 20:t:I 3:52 PM 

To: Department listserv 
Subject; [afriafam] Tim McMillan 

Hi All: Please join me in congratulating Tim for becoming a member of the Faculty Executive Council. It is a BIG Deal! Best, 
Julius 

You are currently subscribed to aliia~am as: eunice~!emai].unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edt~/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~9076335 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29076335-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada~70a798d(~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~9077498 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-29077498-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~b~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Air Canada webSaver <news@email.~Jrcm~ada.com> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 1:36 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Open. Click. Save at aircanada.com 

Make sure you receive your webSaver emails. Add r!ews~email aircana,’!,a.com to your address book 

~ d a H~tel 

~Rent a Ca~ 

Top deals 

we@Naver !~res[ Let us fh’ you to more than 175 destinations worldwide. 
You save at ~.iJS~i~!p.~d.,&=~29.rr~. on all aspects of your trip~ 
destination? Check this week’s ]~J~#_hb2b2L~ and 

Remember to ~reaces 

Toronto 

 349 ooe-way 
Book by: Non 2-Nay, 2011 
Advance purchase: 14 day(s) 

~ Current~ 64°F 

B Forecsst 

The Weather Network 

Need a hotel? 

From ~78 

Need a car? 

International Air~ort 

Similar Destinations 

n Ottawa $288 



Other conditions may also apply. 

Book by ~rii30, 20:1.1, unless otherwise indicated. 

Beijing ~ I] Shanghai 

and surcharges are not included*). .................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Higher levels for weekend departure are available on other 

2our car el: aircanada.com 

now~ 

Choose From over 30 new products 
¯ 40% off From the retail prices 

GiFt with purchase 
¯ Bonus Aeroplan Miles, 

Earn 500 Bonus Aero:fian Miles when ~ boo],: a 

~:#A~..Y/&[~)#...[!9.~&[.AL.&L~:~.~D.~.{~.:~]¢~33. between March 14 
and April 30, 20~$. This offer is valid for stays 
between April I and September 30, 2011. Book now 
and make your next hotel stay coun~ for more~ ~i~i~ [~R more 

Winter Extravelganza~ 

:~L@~[~__~[~@ ~oF Lr~v~l on seiecL fli~hLs. Don’L miss 

Best Hotels, Best Rates, Guaranteed. 

This week’s Top Value Hotels¯ to help you plan 
your trip: 

~.:~.~. Toronto I ..... 
Strathcona Hotel 

The Sutton Place - Save 20% on this stay 

~.Z .~__ Toronto ~ 
Best Western Plus, Toronto Airport 

~8~ IMontreall ’       I 
Hotel Le CanLlie Suites - Save 20% 

Circus Circus Hotel & Casino - Save up to 40% 

~ Hotel rates subject to availability as of ~ril 

Other deals: 
o ~arn 500 Bonus Aeroj)lan Nfles when you book a 

Best Value hotel at aircanada.com until April 30, 
2011. 

a~rc~nBda.com ~ 



Hotels, ground transportation, sightseeing and 
attracti ...... provided byourt .... I partnerWWTMS. 

Take advantage of great weekly rates on car rentals 

WEEKLY RATE star~ing from: 

8..~__.~__.~__.~ Toronto- T .... to Lester B. P ...... 

International Airport 

Compact car - BUDGET 

~20~ Toronto - Toronto Luster B. Pearson 

International Airport 

Mid-size car - BUDGET 

~ .~__.~__ Montreal - Montreal Trudeau Airport 

Compact car - BUDGET 

~,2~ Calgary - Calgary ]International Airport 

Compact car - AVIS 

S.~.~.~. St ~lohn’s - St. 3ohn’s International Airport NF 
Compact car - BUDGET 

~ Rates are valid for bookings through May 1, 20:[:L= 

Prices may vary according to currency exchanges rates 

may vary. 

Other deals: 

~’~’,.£.~.~L~.~!..’#,.’i~..,.~:~:i~;.[ ~.~.~i.s.L~.~. and qualify for the 

Air Canada Winter Extravelganza offer from 

3anuary 24 to April 30, 

¯ Need a car for a month? 

You are subscribed to receive emails from Air Canada as eunice@email.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to 
receive webSaver deals please click on the following link to unsubscribe: Unsubscribe h-om webSaver. If you 
no longer wish to receive Air Canada promotional emails, including webSaver deals and onAir e-zine, 
please click on the following link: 0nsubscribe from all. You can also update or modify your email 
preferences by visiting our 

The webSaver fares advertised are intended to represent the lowest fares offered on 
aircanada.com at time of sending, However~ as fares may vary depending on travel period~ 
booking period~ availability and advance purchase~ other fares than those advertised may 
occasionally be found on aircanada.com. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

t Baggage policy: A fee of up to $30 (USD) is charged for the second checked bag on flights between 

the US and Canada. See complete details on baggage allowance at aircanada.com!baggage. A different fee 
may be charged for checked bags by Air Canada partners on the flights they operate. 

All Fares shown are valid at time of transmission can be purchased at aircanada.com and apply to new 
bookings only. Tickets are non-refundable. Seats are limited and subject to availability, Certain flights 
may only be available in one direction and/or are not offered on each day of the week, The 
fares indicated are not valid on seasonal routes past the last date the flight operates 

Transborder Travel (between U,S. and Canada) 
~ Fares are one-way per person and include carrier surcharges and 7.5% U.S. domestic air transportation 
Lax. Fares do not include Flight Segment Fee of $3.70(USD) per leg, U.S. Immigration User Fee of $7 (USD) 
and airport Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs) of up to $4.50 (USD) per enplanement, maximum $:[8 (USD) 
for a round trip. Fares shown also exclude the September :[:[th Security Fee is $2.50 (USD) per U.S. 
enplanement, maximum $:[0 (USD) for a round-trip. Fares are subject to other taxes, fees and charges. 
Total taxes, fees and charges are of up to $:[85 (USD) based on itinerary. Total price may vary slightly 
based upon currency exchange at time of purchase. Seats are limited and subject to availability. Popular 



dates (e.g., school holidays) will fill quickly and Air Canada cannot guarantee availability on some dates. 
Some flights may already be booked and consequently have no seats available for this offer. Ticketing is 
required at time of reservation. Day-of-week, time-of-! day restrictions may apply. Other conditions. 

Certain flights may be operated by other carriers on a codeshare basis. Unless otherwise specified, flights 
will be operated by Air Canada, Jazz or Star Alliance® member United Airlines or United Express carriers 
(SkyWest Airlines, Chautauqua Airlines, Shuttle America, Trans States Airlines, GoJet Airlines or Mesa 
Airlines) or member Continental Airlines or Continental Express carrier ExpressJet. 

Hotel deals and city attractions and services are provided by our travel partner WWTMS. 
® Aeroplan is a registered trademark of Aeroplan Limited Partnership. 

Canadian destinations: 
* Purchase requirements: All fares are in US Dollars, per person, are one-way and include carrier 
surcharges and 7.5% U.S. domestic air transportation tax. Fares do not include other applicable taxes, fees 
and charges. All seats are limited and subject to availability. Fares apply to new bookings only. Price is 
subject to change without prior notice. Some conditions apply. All sales transaction must be completed by 
23:59 EST/20:59 PDT on the ticketing deadline date. Date restrictions and other conditions may also apply. 

Fares to Canada: * Fares indicated are one-way. Tickets must be purchased by 23:59 EDT and by 20:59 
PDT as indicated. Fares are valid for travel as indicated. Purchase in advance of travel, day-of-week 
restrictions and other conditions may apply. 

Fares to International destinations: 

Los Angeles/San Francisco/Seattle-Hong Kong (HKG): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $220 
USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. 
Tickets for fares shown must be booked by April 301 2011. Fares are valid for departure from April 27, 
2011 until May 31, 2011. All travel must be completed by June 15, 2011. Minimum stay: none. Day-of-week 
restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. 
Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Boston/New York-Hong Kong (HKG): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $220 USD and a US 
Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares 
shown must be booked by May 2, 2011. Fares are valid for departure from April 27, 2011 until May 25, 
2011. Maximum stay: 3 Months. Minimum stay: none. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares 
are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on 
return travel date. 

Beijing/Shanghai (PV6): Fares shown are each way and include a fuel surcharge of $260 USD and a US 
Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares 
shown must be booked by April 29r 2011. Fares are valid for departure from May 01, 2011 until May 31, 
2011. Minimum stay: 6 days. Maximum stay: 3 Months. Advance purchase required: 7 Days. Day-of-week 
restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Special fares are 
available for travel on other days of week. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return 
travel date. 

Seoul (TCN): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $220 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by Hay 
5r 2011. Fares are valid for departure from May 01, 2011 until May 31, 2011. Maximum stay: 1 Month. 
Minimum stay: 3 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through 
Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Japan (NRT): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $416 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by May 
5~ 2011. Fares are valid for departure from May 01, 2011 until June 09, 2011. Maximum stay: 6 Months. 
Minimum stay: 3 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through 
Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Santiago (SCL): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $530 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by 
May 17i 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 20 until June 30, 2011. Minimum stay is 1 Sundayl 
Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 

Buenos Aires (EZE): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $530 USD and a US Transportation Tax of 
$34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by 
Hay 17~ 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 27 until July 13, 2011. Minimum stay is 3 daysl 
Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 

Lima (LTH): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $530 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised 
fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown must be 
booked by Hay 17~ 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 27 until June 14, 2011. Minimum stay is 
3 daysl Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 

Bogota (BOG): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $300 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised 
fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown must be 
booked by 
May 17~ 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 27 until June 10, 2011. Minimum stay is 3 daysr 
Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 

Sao Paulo (SAO): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $254 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Seats 
are limited. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by Hay 3, 2011. Fares for departures are valid from 
April 27 until September 30, 2011. Minimum stay is 3 days, Maximum stay: 3 Months. Seats are limited. 

Paris: Fares shown are each way and include a fuel surcharge of $420 USD and a US Transportation Tax of 
$34 USD.Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 



must be booked by 
May 4, 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 27 until May 15, 2011. Maximum stay: 1 Month. 
Seats are limited. 7 days advance purchase applies. 

Frankfurt/Munich/Dusseldorf/Berlin/Stuttgart/Hamburg: Fares shown are each way and include a 
fuel surcharge of $420 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD.Fares shown do not include - Security 
Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through 
Wednesday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by I~lay 4r 2011. Fares 
for departures are valid from April 27 until May 15, 2011. Maximum stay: 1 Month. Seats are limited. 7 days 
advance purchase applies 

Copenhagen (CPH): Fares shown are each way and include a fuel surcharge of $420 USD and a US 
Transportation Tax of $34 USD.Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week 
restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Sunday departures. Seats are limited. 
Tickets for fares shown must be booked by I~lay 4r 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 27 until 
May 14, 2011. Maximum stay: 1 Month. Seats are limited.7 days advance purchase applies. 

Sydney (SYD): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $330 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by 
May 3, 2011. Fares for departures are valid from April 27, 2011 until ]une 8, 2011. Maximum stay: 12 
Months. Seats are limited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RiefkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <riefkoN@email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 2:20 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Munera ta~k CANCELLED 

CANCFLLED: 

The failure of the nation / Talk by Alfonso iVlunera / April 28, 5 pm 

fracaso de la nacidn / The failure of the nation: critical race 
perspectives on independence." Alfonso iVIfmera, Professor of Histor 

>y, 
Director of the International Institute of Caribbean Studies, and 
Associate 
Provost fbr Research at the Universidad de Cartagena, Colombia 
April 28, 
5:00 p.m. University Room Hyde Hall Alfonso Mtlnera Cavadia is 
the fbunder 
of the College of Social Sciences, Director of the International 
Institute 

of Caribbean Studies, and Associate Provost for Research at the 
Universidad 
de Cartagena. For the last sixteen years, he has directed the 
International 
Seminar on Caribbean Studies. tte authored El fi-acaso de la nacidn: r 
egi6n, 
clase y ra/;~ en el Caribe Colombiano: 1717 -1810 (1998) and Fronteras 
imagmadas: La construccidn de las razas y de la geografia en el sig 
lo XIX 
colombiano (2005). His works have transformed the understanding of the 
Caribbean as part of the Colombian nation. He organized the [I 
International Conference on Caribbean Studies (ICCS), "The Many Cari 
bbeans 
and the Bicentennial of the Continental Spanish American Independence 
Movements," Cartagena, March 2010 An event of the Latin American Po 
htical 
Imaginaries Working Group, co-sponsored by Duke Universi~, ISA and 
the 
Conso~imn m Latin American and Caribbean Studies UNC-DUKE. 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 8:28 AM 

O’Donnell, Kevin S <ksodonne@email.unc.edtr~; Baxger, David H <dbarger@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

HTH travel insuma~ce 

Hi Kevin, 

Please provide Dr. Eunice Sahle with HTH travel insurance during her site visit to Durban, South Africa from May 7 to May 13, 2011. Dr. Sahle is conducting 

this site visit to help me set up a new faculty led study abroad program in summer 2012. 

Thankyou! 

Rodney 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail :aessage, incl~:dinq attachl:~ents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and mav contain 
confidential 
information. Anv unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

sender bv reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

for Mother’s Day <info@hothrinark.com> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: ProFlowersPartner 

Flowers for MOM tl~rough this ofi?r from our parmer ProFlowers 

Up to 50% offMother’s Day Flowers 
- Guaranteed on-time Mother’s Day DeliveW 
- Flowers Guaranteed Fresh for a Full Seven Days 

Exclusive offers for you only through this email: 

Shop Now through this link: 
http ://fqe-pooi.hothrinark.colrd687befi~ a9fdd6dac337711 cadcd94dSeab9e82 

Should you wish to unsubscribe from furore ProFlowers emails pursuant to its 
Privacy Policy, please click here 
http ://fq e-pooi.hothrmark.com/687beJN a9fdd6dac337712cadcd94dSeab9e82 

Or Send Mail To: 
Unsubscribe 
4840 Eastgate Mall 
San Diego, CA 92121 

Click this link to unsubscribe: http:/ifqe-pooi.hothrinark.con’~,cadcd94dSeab9e829687bef,’%gfdd6&~c 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ksodonne@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

STUDY ABROAD INSURANCE CARD 

You can print out a cop?" of your insurance cmd for your upcoming study abroad program by clicking on the link below: 

http://stt~dyabroad.unc.edu/rd insurance.cfm?rk 495 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 10:12 AM 

Vat’gas Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu> 

Re: support for travel to Dakm and Durbm~ 

Dear Rochaey: 
Thanks for this note By our calculations, there is about $1100 let’t in 
our allocation for this site visit to Durban for Eunice Sahle’s traveh 
The Durban allowable rates are $212/day for lodging and $97 for M&I. 
Eunice should submit a hotel receipt upon return to Tracey Cave; if 
there are still funds available after the hotel, we can also reimburse 
for a bit of M&I. Thanks to you both for your work on this, and ban 
voyage’. Barbara 

On 4/26/2011 7:58 AM, Vargas, Rodney Joaquin wrote: 
> tli Barbara, 

> I hope you are doing well As I get ready to leave for I)akar this weekend, I wanted to ~2~llow up with you in reference to your kind oi%er to support part of site visits. I believe [~unice’s 
flight tickets were covered by your grant, thanks so much. If there are funds in addition to the airline ticket for Eunice, what do I need to do now to see about the per diem expenses? Please 
advise me in how to proceed. Thanks again :[’or all the support! 
> 

> All the best, 
> 

> R odney 

> Rodney J Vargas 
> Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
> Stu@ Abroad Office 
> 2016 FED]b;X G lobal Educati on Center 
> 301 Pittsboro Street 
> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel tti[l 
> Chapel }{ill 
> NC 27599-3130 
> USA 
> 
>Tel: ~ 1 919 9627002 Fax: + 1 9199622262 
> \:V~VVW: http://studvabroad.unc.edu 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> infom~ation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
> prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
> sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Original Message ..... 
> Front: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson(d?unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February- 08, 2011 3:58 PM 
> To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin; Lambert, Michael C; Woods, Margaret W; Barbara Anderson 
> Subject: support for travel to Dakar and Durban 
> 

> Dear Rodney: 
> I have looked over the budget, and the ASC ~vould like to assist with your travel to Dakar and Durban at about $3000 (from budget line C.3.a.). Because these are federal f~mds, you will 
need to make sure that your air transportation complies with the Fly America Act. If there are funds in excess of your airtransport, we can provide per diem expenses up to that $3000 level, 
using the State Department rates for Dakar ($193 lodging, $106 M&I) and Durban ($197/$89). I will need to get program approval for this, so when you have an itinerary, please r~m it by nre 
so that I can start the approval process. Warm regards. Barbara 

> Barbara Shaw- Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies At]ican Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 of*ice 
> (919) 843-2102 fax 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> www.global.unc.edu/africa 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aiicican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-.~merican Studies 
Aiicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global uric edu/africa 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.-- 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 10:17 AM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.e&> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Cave, Tracey <tcave@email.unc.edu> 

RE: support for travel to Dakar and Durban 

Thanks, Barbara. This is perfect, I really appreciate your support! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, AIicica and the IW~ddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 b~;D EX Global Education (;enter 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ nf North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http:/istudyabroad unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is [’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
iNk~rmation. Ant’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson(a)unc edu] 
Sent: \Ve&aesday, April 27, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Cave, Tracey 
Subject: Re: support for travel to Dakar and Durban 

Dear Rodney: 
Thanks for this note. By out calculations, there is about $1100 left in o~ allocation for this site visit to Dutban for Eutxice Sahle’s travel. 
The Dttrban allowable rates are $212/day for lodging and $97 for M&I. 
Eunice should submit a hotel receipt upon return to Tracey Cave; if there are still funds available after the hotel, we can also reimburse for a bit of M&I. Thanks to you both for yo~ xvork on 
this, and bon voyage! Barbara 

On 4/26/2011 7:58 AM, Vargas, Rodney Joaquin wrote: 
> Hi Barbara, 
> 

> I hope you are doing well. As I get ready to leave for Dakar this weekend, I wanted to follow tip with you in reference to your kind offer to support part of site visits. I believe Eunice’s 
flight tickets were covered by your grant, thanks so ruuch. If there are funds in addition to the airline ticket for Eunice, what do I need to do now to see about the per diem expenses? Please 
advise me in how to proceed. Thanks again for all the supportt 
> 

> All the best, 
> 

> Rodney 
> 

> *************************************************** 

> Rodncy J. Vargas 
> Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study 
> Abroad Office 
> 2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
> 301 Pittsboro Street 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 
> USA 
> 

> Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
> WYVW: http://studvabroad.unc edu 

> Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
> confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosut-e, 
> or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, FebruaD- 08, 2011 3:58 PM 
> To: Vargas, Rochaey Joaquin; Lambert, Machael C; Woods, Margaret W; 
> Barbara Anderson 
> Subject: support t;ar travel to Dakar and Durban 
> 

> Dear Rodney: 
> I have looked over the budget, and the ASC ;vould like to assist with 
> your travel to Dakar and Durban at about $3000 (from budget line 



> C 3.a.). Because these are federal funds, you ~vill need to make sure 
> that your air transportation complies with the Fly America Act. If 
> there are funds in excess of your airtransport, we can provide per 
> diem expenses up to that $3000 level, using the State Department rates 
> Jl~r Dakar ($193 lodging, $106 M&I) and Durban ($197/$89) I will need 
> to get program approval :for this, so ~vhen you have an itinerary, 
> please mn it by me so that I can start the approval process. Warm 
> regards. Barbara 

> Barbara Shaw- Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Departraent of 
> African and Afro-American Studies At~ican Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> @19) 962-1406 office 
> (919) 843-2102 fax 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> ww~v.global.anc.edu/africa 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-Araerican Studies African Studies Cunter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Educatiun Center 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu,’africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Wednesday, April 27, 20:[:[ :[0::[9 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°484 

"A single patent will m~ke the European Union ~ore competitive"= 
~nterview w~th Professor A!ain Pomp~dou, ~ormer Chair of the European F’aten~ Office~ honorary 
Member of ~he Scientif}c Committee of ~he Robert ~ehuman Foundation. 

Foundation : Schumar~ Report 2011 I Popufism j ErJargemenL ] CyprusiElectiorts ] EuropeiCr:s:.s 
Financial Crisis : Brusseis I Spain I Greece I italy I Latvia I Netherlands I Portugal Commission 
Aviat:.on j Brenner I Education I Dig:Lal j Budge~ Parliament : ElecL:ons I Discipi:.neiBudget 
~o~ncil : Crost~a ~iplomacy : ~orth I r~iddle East ~o~rt/Accounts : Report 20~0 
A~en~ies/~O : Europo[ 6erman~ : Energy A.stria : Reshuffle Belgium : Ball<arts ~pr~s 
Immigration Estonia : Belgium France : ~taiy Hungary : Constitution Italy : Libya I P~uc~ear 
~ze~h ~epu~li~ : Hungary I Reshuffle Romania : Res:.gnaL:on U~ : ~reiar~d I Poland SIo~enia 
Government Albania : Reshuffle Ukraine : Chernoby~ ~ : Europe WTO : ~ummar~,? ~ATO 
Libya Eurostat : trade I De~ic:L Studies/Repots : Corruption I World Bank I Ch:.na I Financial 
Crisis I h":~m~gration I L~sbon ]re~Ly Publications : 100 words/Europe ~ulture : Art/Brussels 
Museum/Amsterdam ~ Opera I ~h~b~t[.aniBonn ~ Exh[biUc, n/Paris 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Foundation : 
Schumart Report 2011 

The Robert Schuman Foundation has just published the English version of the 
:i~] photonon dispo "Schuman Report on Europe, the State of the Union 2011" with Springer 

Verlag. This is the second year of its publication in English. This edition is 
devoted to "Europe and the crisis and under threat". ][t includes an exclusive 
interview with the President of the European Council Herman Van Rompuy. On 
19Lh April the "Schuman Report on Europe, the State of the Union 2011" was 
presented to the European Parliament in Brussels with many MEPs in 

attendance together with the Vice-President of the European Commission, Antonio Tajani. 

Read I Od’ter link :: Other link I×1 

Populism 

j The success of the "True Finns", the only party that gained ground in the Finnish 
.~.iI photo non dispo general elections on 17th April last heralds a further step forwards by the 

populist parties in Europe. Occurring after a populist advance which has hit all 
EU countries except for Germany, Spain and Portugal for the time being, this 
rise in extremes constitutes a warning for the Member States and also for 

European integration itself. Has the economic crisis been the real reason behind this rise which some 
are quick to qualify as being national-populist? Or has it been immigration for which Europe has now 
become the main target? 

R.~ad J Od’~er link 

A series of conferences is being organised on 28th and 29th April in Paris and in 
.~j photo non dispo its suburbs on the theme of the EU’s enlargement as part of the project "We are 

Europeans" initiated by the Robert Schuman Foundation in Warsaw and in 
partnership with the Robert Schuman Foundation in Paris, the Konrad Adenauer 
Stiftung and the Jean Monnet Association of Paris. The Chairman of the Robert 

Schuman Foundation Jean-Dominique Giuliani will take part in one of the conferences organised on 
29th April on the theme of "European Public Opinion and Enlargement." 

<.e.@~..d.. I ~!t.b.~.dl..?.L:                                                       I: :1 
CypruslEiecUcns 

517,571 Cypriots are being called to ballot on 22nd May next to appoint the 56 
~i photo non dispo members of the Chamber of Representatives (Parliament). Six political parties 

are represented there: the Progressive Workers’ Party (AKEL) led by present 
President Demetris Christofias, 18 seats; the Democratic Rally (D~SY), the main 
opposition party, 18 seats; the Democratic Party (D]KO), 11 MPs; the Movement 

for Social Democracy (EDEK), five seats; New Horizons (NO) 3 seats; and the Ecologist and 
Environmentalist Movement (KOP), 1 seat. Three seats are attributed to the Maronite, Armenian and 
Catholic communities. According to the latest polls DISY is due to win on 22nd May with 25.1% of the 
vote ahead of AKEL 23.2%, D][KO, 11.2%, EDEK, 6.8%, the European Party 3.8% and KOP 2%. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Europe/Crisis 

ii~ii 

The Chairman of the Foundation, Jean-Dominique Giuliani will be taking part 
photonon dispo in the second visio-conference on 29th April as part of a series of six 

"Dialogues on the Future" organised with the support of the Robert Schuman 
Foundation and which will be broadcast in Bransat and Bamako. This 
conference will be broadcast live on our site and will be entitled "Europe and 
the Crisis in the World at Large." 



Financial Crisis : 

According to an estimate published on 21st April by the Federal Finance Ministry 
~iI photo non dispo the German GDP increased in the first quarter of 2011 by 0.78% in comparison 

with the previous quarter. Moreover Ifo said in a press release published on the 
same day that the IFO index, a business climate barometer- in Germany, had 
worsened for the second month running in April, dropping from 11L1 points in 

March Lo 110.4 points in April. 

Read J Other link :: OLiver link 

Spain 

i The Spanish Industry ministry announced on 20th April an increase in the trade 
.~j photo non dispo deficit of 1.3% totalling more than 8 million euros, Over the first two months of 

% 2011 exports increased by 26,9 ,o in comparison with the same period in 2010 
and imports increased by 20.8%. 

Read J Other link 

J According to data published on 20th April by the Greek Finance Minister the 
.~j photo non dispo State budget deficit had achieved the goal that had been set in the 2011 budget 

in the First quarter of 2011. The deficit totals 4.7 billion euros whilst it lay at 4.37 
billion in the same period in 2010. On the same day the Bank of Greece 
announced that the deficit of the current account balance had decreased in 

February to reach 1.989 billion euros whilst it lay at 3.189 billion a year previously. Over the period 
.January-February the current account deficit had contracted by 2 billion euros over one year ie 
29.7% to total 4.7 billion euros. 

ltaly 
] The Italian trade balance deficit with third countries rose from 1.842 million 

:~iI photonondispoJ eurosin March 2010 to 2.871 million in March 2011 according to an estimate 
published on 21st April by Istat. As for the new orders index in the industrial 
sector adjusted according to seasonal variations this rose by 1.5% in February 
in comparison with the previous month said Istat on the same day. Over one 
year the index grew by 12.8%. 

Read IOtherlink 

Latvia 

j On 18th April the Latvia Statistics Centre announced that the State deficit rose 

~i photo nondispo to 983.9 million latsin 2010ie 7.7°,ooftheGDP, the public debt totalled 5693.6 
o million lats ie 44.7 Yo of the GDP. 

Read 

Neti~eriands 

j According to a press release published on 21st April by the Central Statistics 
.~j photonon dispo Bureau -CBS- unemployment (adjusted according to seasonal variations) 

totalled 8.1% of the working population in March ie 398,000 people. Over one 
month unemployment declined by 8000 people whilst the decrease over one 
year was 51,000 people. On 20th April the CBS said that Dutch consumer 

confidence suffered slightly in April. In comparison with the previous month confidence contracted by 
two points to reach -10%. 

I Portugal’s public deficit in 2010 was reviewed upwards to 9.1% of the GDP in 

~i photo non dispo comparison with 8.6% as previously estimated announced the national statistics 
institute, INE, on 23rd April. 

Read 

Commission : 
Aviatksn 

On 19th April Furopean Commission published the 17th update of the list of 
~i photo non dispo banned airlines in the ~U. Four Indonesian freight carriers and a Ukrainian 

company were withdrawn from the list whilst all air carriers registered in 
Mozambique and two planes from Air Madagascar were added. All of the 
decisions were taken with the unanimous support of the air safety committee 

which brings together experts from the Member States. This list includes 269 totally banned air 
carriers from using the BU and ten which are subject to certain restrictions. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

On 18th April the launch of the main part in the digging of the Brenner tunnel 
~] photo non dispo through the Alps between Austria and Italy was celebrated in Innsbruck with the 

European Transport Commissioner, Slim Kallas, Austrian Transport Minister, 
Doris Bures, her Italian counterpart Altero Matteolo as well as the German 
Transport Secretary of State, Andreas Scheurer in attendance. This rail tunnel is 

the most ambitious infrastructure project in Furope and is jointly funded by the FU (768 million euros 
until 2014), Austria and Italy. 



According to the progress report on education and training by the European 

i~] phot .... dispo Commission published on 19th April the goals for the imp ....... t of education 
systems in Member States have not been achieved. Tndeed amongst the five 
reference criteria that had to be achieved by 2010 only the number of 
graduates in maths, science and technology has increased. Goals such as the 

fight to counter school drop-out rtes and improvements in reading ability and an increase in the 
share of adults following further educational courses or training have not been accomplished. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

D;,giLai 

i On 18th April the European Commission published a report on the neutrality of 
.~j photo nondispo the network as part of the digital strategy. Although it is not putting forward 

legislation it recalls that it would like to see the respect of telecommunication 
principles (in force on 25th May next). At the same time the Commission also 
published another report on the assessement of the data storage directive. The 

report concludes that the storage of telecommunications data plays a major role in the fight to 
counter crime and terrorism but stresses that there are problems in the application of the directive. 
The Commission has therefore announced that it is thinking of reviewing this directive. 

R.~ad J Other link 

Budge~ 

j On 20th April the European Commission asked for a 4.9% increase in spending 
.~j photo non dispo in the EU’s 2012 budget, ie an extension of 6.2 billion euros in comparison with 

2011, deemed unacceptable by many Member States notably in a time of 
austerity across all of Europe. The Budget Commissioner, .lanusz Lewandowski 
admitted that at present he is expecting "difficult negotiations" with the EU’s 

Member States. His draft budget includes 132.7 billion euros in spending in comparison with 126.5 
billion in 2011 ie a rise of 4.9% and 147A billion euros in commitments against 142.1 billion in 2011. 

Parliament : 
Elections 

J On 19th April the "Constitutional Affairs" Committee of the European Parliament 
.~j photonon dispo approved an initiative report by Andrew Duff (ALDE, UK), with regard to a 

proposed modification of the bill passed on 20th September 1976 concerning the 
election of MEPs by direct universal suffrage. The report suggests the creation 
of 25 new MEPs elected from transnational lists in order to increase citizen 

interest in the European elections. Voters would have two voting slips to put in the ballot box; one to 
elect an MEP from a national list of his country and another to choose a candidate from a pan- 
European list. The parliamentary commission also suggests bringing the European election date 
forward from .June to May. The European Parliament will be voting on this report in .June. 

Discip[i!~.~iBudget 

I On 19th April the European Parliament’s Economic and Monetary Affairs 
~iI photo non dispo Committee approved an amended version of six texts in the "economic 

governance package" designed to strengthen the Stability and Growth Pact. The 
amendments adopted strengthen the role of the European Commission in 
comparison with the European Council, improve transparency and strengthen 

sanctions. In particular MEPs voted in favour of more automatic sanctions for countries which do not 
respect deficit or debt limits by re-introducing the use of the "inversed qualified majority" vote; the 
European Parliament would like to introduce a fine of 0.5% of the GDP for the falsification of 
budgetary data. Finally the amendments were introduced to take on board public investment and 
social partners’ rights. 

I During the conference on Croatia’s membership of the EU on 19Lh April in 
.~j photo non dispo Brussels two new chapters in the negotiations between the EU and Croatia were 

finalised: the chapters on agriculture and regional policy and also structural 
funds. Competition, fishing, justice and fundamental rights, financial measures 
and other chapters still have to be negotiated. According to the Stabilisation and 

Association Committee EU-Croatia it is in the areas of corruption, organised crime, the condemnation 
of war crimes and the independence of the legal system that Croatia particularly has to show that it 
has made specific efforts in spite of "good overall cooperation" with the ]:nternational Criminal 
Tribunal for former Yugoslavia. 

Diplomacy 
Nor@: 

j The European External Action Service published the "~nformation System of the 
~:~iI photo non dispo Northern Dimension" on 19th April. The Northern Dimension is an EU policy 

developed with Norway, Iceland and Russia to further political dialogue and real 
cooperation with regard to the territories ranging from the Arctic regions to the 

Baltic Sea. The "Information System" puts forward 95 different real projects that have been 
developed as part of this policy and aims to facilitate contact between the various players. 

Read 

~’~liddle East 

J On 20th April the European Foreign Ministers and the High Representative 
photo nondispo CatherineAshton met their counterparts of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC: 

Saudi Arabia, Bahrein, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Oman, Qata). The final 
declaration of this "Mixed EU-GCC Council" notes that the enhancement of 



relations between the EU-GCC will be a valuable contribution to regional 
security and stability. Consultations on a Free-exchange agreement between the 
two organisations will be pursued. The mixed Council discussed the situation in 

Libya, Yemen, Iran and the peace process in the Near East and piracy amongst other subjects. With 
regard to Libya the mixed Council expressed its support ot the National Transition Council. Moreover 
on 23rd April the High Representative Catherine Ashton condemned the brutal use of Force against 
demonstrators in Syria. 

Court/Accounts : 

J The European Court of Auditors has published its annual activity report 2010. 
.~j photo non dispo The report provides an overview of the Court’s main results and achievements 

in 2010 as well as the resources that have been used. 

Agencies/EU : 

] The number of "terrorist attacks" recorded in the EU in 2010 declined by 

i~ill photo non dispo 21.2% in comparison with 2009 to lie at 249 said the European Police J Cooperation Organisation, Europol, on 19th April. These attacks involved 9 
Member States and led to the death of seven people whilst most of them were 
blamed on separatist groups. Europol explains the decrease in the total 
number of terrorist attacks in the EU by a significant decrease in the number 
blamed on separatist group ETA especially in Spain. 

Energy 

j In her most recent video message published on 16th April German Chancellor 
~] photo non dispo Angela Merkel pleaded For a more rapid transition over to renewable energies. 

Moreover she said that it was necessary to maintain the three mainstays oF the 
energy policy, ie supply security, moderation oF cost and the respect oF the 
environment. "We must prepare to leave nuclear energy behind as quickly as 

possible whilst guaranteeing a comparable energy supply," she stressed. 

Read JOd’~er link 

Austria : 
Reshuffle 

Ii~} On 19th April th .... Austrian Vice-Ch .... Ilor (OVP), Michael Spindelegger 
photo non dispo presented the Christian Democrat ministers within the left-right coalition 

government. The new Finance Minister is Maria Fekter, who has been Interior 
Minister to date. She is being replaced by Johanna MikI-Leitner. Justice Minister 
Claudia Bandion-Ortner is giving up her place to the Higher Education and 

Research Minister Beatrix Karl replaced by the rector of the Univeristy of Innsbruck Karlheinz 
T6chterle. Sebastian Kurz will lead the new Secretariat of State for Integration and WolFgang 
Waldner has become Secretary of State at the Foreign Ministry. The new members of government 
were sworn in on 21st April. 

Read [Ctherlink 

Belgium : 
Balkans 

Belgian Foreign Minister, Steven Vanackere travelled to Serbia, Montegro and 
~i photo non dispo Kosovo from 17th to 19th April. In Belgrade he met with Serb President Boris 

Tadic, his counterpart Vuk Jeremic and Interior Minister Iliac Dacic with whom 
he addressed Serbia’s integration to the EU, the situation in Kosovo as well as 
bilateral relations. In Montenegro he met Prime Minister Igor Luksic and his 

counterpart Milan Rocem They discussed the Balkans’ progress in the enlargement process from an 
economic and democratic point of view. Finally the President of Kosovo AtiFete Jahjaga received him 
on 19th April. He congratulated her on her election and said that Belgium wanted to continue its work 
in all areas with Kosovo and said that dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia had to be the first step 
towards normalising the relationship between the two countries. 

Cyprus : 
I m migration 

j On 19th April five EU Member States (Italy, Spain, Greece, Cyprus and Malta) 
~] photo non dispo called on the EU to do more to help them in face of the major waves of 

immigrants arriving as a reulst oFthe uprisings in the Mediterranean area, 
notably in Libya. They published a joint press release after a meeting in Nicosia 
detailing proposals For better management and For the prevention of illegal 

immigration which they hope to see adopted by European Justice and Interior Ministers. 

Read I Other link I×1 

Estonia : 
Belglum 

On 18th April in Vilnius, the Estonian President Toomas Hendrik Ilves met 

i~} phot .... dispo Belgian Prime Minister Yves Let ..... Di ..... ions F ..... d ....... ity policy, on 
NATO’s air Forces in the Baltic countries in which Belgium is taking part and 
cyber deFence. On this occasion the head of the Estonian state invited Belgium 
to join the Centre of Excellence For Co-operative Cyber Defence, which is based 

in Tallinn. The two heads of state also addressed developments in the EU and recent events in North 
AFrica. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 



J French President Nicolas Sarkozy travelled to Rome on 26th April together with 
~iI photo non dispo several ministers on the occasion of the 29th Franco-Italian Summit. 

Discussions focused on bilateral cooperation and on international topics such as 
the Libyan crisis, recent events in North Africa and immigration. On this France 
and Italy announced that they had sent a joint letter to the President of the 

European Commission, Jos@ Maneul Barroso to request "greater collaboration" on the part of other 
European countries with the states situated on the southern side of the EU. These countries could not 
be left alone to deal with the problem. Finally France "supports" the Italian candidature of Mario 
Draghi for the presidency of the European Central Bank (ECB) to succeed Frenchman Jean-Claude 
Trichet. 

~b:.ad I ()the:- hnk :: Orbs:,:- link I ]~’. I 

Hungary : 
Constitution 

j On 20th April the Hungarian Parliament adopted a ne~’~ Constitution that will 
.~.iI photonon dispo enter into force on 1st -]anuary 2012, 262 votes in favour, 44 against and 78 

abstentions. Hungarian President Pal Schmitt ratified it on 25th April, in spite of 
a great amount of criticism both in Hungary and internationally with regard to 

this text. 

Read I ether link                                                                                  IxI 
Italy : 
Libya 

On 19th April the head of the National Transition Council in Libya, Mustafa Abdul 
~i photo non dispo .]alil travelled to Rome to discuss the means to put an end to the conflict in 

Libya. During his visit he met Italian President Giorgio Napolitano, Prime 
Minister Silvio Berlusconi as well as Foreign Minister Franco Frattini. After the 
meeting Mr Frattini announced that Italy would continue to support the Libyan 

rebels notably by helping them to find a means to sell their oil abroad. Moreover this subject is due 
to be on the agenda of the contact group meeting on Libya at the beginning of May in Rome, he 
added. On this occasion Mr.]alil said that Mouammar Kadhafi would not quit office "except by force". 

On 19th April the Italian government announced that it had put forward an 
ii:~:iI phot .... disp ..... dment to the law that is being .... ined in the Senate to put .... d to its 

nuclear programme and that it now intends to define a "new national energy 
programme". The accidents in Fukushima in -]apan have strengthened 
opposition to atomic energy in Italy. 

gt.~ad [ Other li!~k                                                                                  ~ 

H~ingary 

I Hungarian President Pal Schmitt travelled to Prague on 21st April to meet his 
~iI photonon dispo Czech counterpart Vaclav Klaus. The two men discussed bilateral relations 

between their two States as well as their cooperation as part of the Visegrad 
group and the possibilities of improving the work undertaken in this. They also 
addressed the Hungarian presidency of the EU and its first results. 

Read I Cther link i Other link 

[4 eshuffle 
On 21st April Czech Prime Minister Petr Necas announced a government 

~:{:i photo non dispo reshuffle after agreement with three of the parties in the coalition. Hence former 
head of the unit to Counter Organised Crime, .]an Kubice, succeeds Radek -]ohn 
as Interior Minister, the latter will remain as Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
responsible to counter corruption, bsef Dobes, the National Education Minister 

who has been accused of corruption thereby triggering off a scandal at the origin of the government 
crisis, will retain his post, whilst the resigning transport Minister Vit Barta is being replaced by his 
present Deputy, Radek Smerda. It should be noted that in spite of this reshuffle the Czech 
government still includes no women! 

Resignation 

j Romanian Labour Minister Ioan Nelu Boris resigned on 20th April after being 
.~.ii photonon dispo suspected of having a conflict of interests in a project funded by his ministry 

and European funds. Ioan Boris was accused of this after revelations which 
suggest that his wife Ligia had been working as a consultant to the association 
EuroActiv Bistrita which won funding of 500,00 euros from the Labour Ministry 

and the EU a month after Mr Boris took office. Romanian Prime Minister Emil Boc will be the interim 
Labour Minister. 

UK: 
lreland 

j On 18th April Irish Prime Minister Enda Kenny met his British counterpart David 
.~.iI photo non dispo Cameron. The meeting focused on relations between the two countries and both 

men discussed security and economic issues which Ireland and the UK are 
facing. They declared that they wanted to continue their work together in a 
closer manner. 

Poland 



British Prime Minister David Cameron hosted his Polish counterpart Donald Tusk 

.~.iI photo non dispo on 18thApril. Theysaid they wanted to work closely together on a European 
level; they said they shared similar goals notably in terms of competition, 
deregulation and the will to give Europe "greater growth". They also discussed 
the revolutions ongoing in the Middle East and North Africa. 

$iovenia : 

I The Slovenian Pensioners’ Party (DESUS) announced on 19th April that it 
~iI photo non dispo intended to quit the government coalition in office in Ljubljana thereby depriving 

Prime Minister Borut Pahor of the majority necessary to undertake reform. "We 
cannot continue working in a coalition in which honesty is neglected", declared 
Karel Erjavec, the DESUS leader. Without DESUS which has been part of the 

four party coalition in office since 2008 the majority now only occupies 42 seats out of 90 in 
parliament. 

Read JOther li!~k                                                                                  I X I 

Albania : 
Reshuffle 

I Present .lustice Minister Bujar Nishani has been put forward for the post of 
~iI photonon dispo Interior Minister by Albanian Prime Minister Bali Berisha said the government’s 

spokesperson, Erla Mehilli on 20th April. Mr Nishani is being called to succeed 
Lul~zim Basha who presented his resignation in defence of the Democratic Party 
as candidate for the Tirana townhall in the local elections on 8th May. 

Llkrain~ : 
Cher!~obyl 

On :}_9th April a conference of 28 donor countries took place in Kiev on the eve 
ii"~iI photo non dispo of the 25th anniversary of the nuclear accident in Chernobyl. The international 

community released 550 million euros to Fund work associated to the building 
of a new sarcophage over the reactor. The President of the European 
Commission announced that the Union would contribute 110 million euros and 
recalled that the EU was the leading donor, having given 470 million euros. 
During his visit of the site with Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovich on 20th 

April UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon called on the international community to learn From nuclear 
accidents and to help the region to rebuild and develop. 

Read JOther li!~k iOtberlink ]Other link                                                         I X I 

j UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon visited several countries in Europe from 
~iI photo non dispo 15th to 23rd April; in the Czech Republic he spoke with President Vaclav Klaus. 

During this meeting he stressed that "the Czech people had its own experience 
of managing democratic transition," and that this "may be a useful" for the 
countries of: the Middle East and North Africa which were now experiencing this. 
Then during a conference on 18th April with Hungarian President Pal Schmitt he 

recalled the need for the respect of the Freedom of expression. During his visit Ban Ki-moon met 
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban. 

WTO : 
Summa:-y? 

On 21st April 201~_ the Chairs of the Negotiation Groups in the Doha Round 

~:~iI photo non dispo published documents representing the results of work undertaken by their 
groups. In the accompanying document Director General Pascal Lamy said that 
for the First time since the launch of the Round in 2001 members had "the 
opportunity to consider the entire Doha programme." He spoke of a general 

overview which is both "impressive" because of the progress achieved to date and of the latter’s 
realistic nature because it reveals all remaining divergences. He has asked members to think about 
"what it would mean to give up ten years of continuous multilateral work" and invited them to use 
"the next few weeks to speak together and foster closer collaboration." 

NATO : 
Libya 

On 25th April NATO forces destroyed a building of the fortified barracks which 

.~.iI photo non dispo are used by Mouammar Kadhafi as his HQ in Tripoli. The raid targeted the 
communications centre that was coordinating the attacks against the civilian 
population. NATO spokesperson Oana Lungescu said that NATO "was rallying all 
of its forces to protect the civilian population from the Kadhafi regime which is 
trying to harm it [...] Pressure will be maintained until the attacks on civilians 
cease, the withdrawal of Kadhafi forces is achieved and the guarantee of free 

and total access for humanitarian purposes is obtained." 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

j According the data published by Eurostat on 19th April the EU registered a 
~iI photonon dispo current account deficit of 18.2 billion euros in the Fourth quarter of 2010 in 

comparison with 15.5 billion in the third quarter. This deficit comes from current 
trade with China (40.9 billion euros), Russia (9.1 billion) and Japan (7 billion). At 
the same time the services account surplus increased (20.8 billion euros) 

likewise that of the revenues account (9.5 billion). 



Deficit 
According a Eurostat study published on 26th April the public deficit declined in 

.~j photo non dispo 2010 in comparison with 200g both in the euro area and in the EU whilst the 
public debt and the GDP increased. The public deficit/GDP ratio decreased in the 
euro area dropping From 6.3% in 200g to 6% in 2010 and in the EU dropping 
from 6.8% to 6.4%. The public debt/GDP ratio increased in the euro zone From 

7g.3% at the end of 200g to 85.1% at the end of 2010 and in the EU From 74.4% to 80%. 

Studies/Reports : 
Corruptior~ 

J In a report published on 20th April OECD Secretary General Angel Gurria called 

~:i photonon dispo for greater effort on the part of governments to respect their international 
commitments that aim to impede corruption in international trade transactions. 
According to the report only five of the signatories of the OECD Convention on 
the fight against corruption of have sanctioned physical or moral bodies over 
the last year. 

Read I Other link I. 1 
World Bank 

j On 19th April the World Bank published a report on the economic situation of: 
~] photo non dispo the ten Eastern European countries which entered the EU in 2004 and 2007. It 

stresses that economic activty has returned slowly to its level prior to the global 
financial and economic crisis but that recovery is due to gather pace in 2011 
and 2012. 

~ 

Chlna 
On 20th April the European Chamber of Commerce in China published a report 

photo non dispo on the public procurement market in China calling For greater transparency and 
fairness, notably in calls For tender. Indeed according to the report the lack of 
application of Chinese regulation principles has prevented some European 
companies from entering the Chinese market. 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 

Pinanciai Crisis 

j The Centre For European Political Studies (CEPS) has published a paper by 
.~j photonon dispo Karel Lannoo entitled "The EU’s response to the financial crisis - A mid-term 

review". On this theme the Robert Schuman Foundation has published ten 
original information sheets that review all of the responses given by the EU to 
the global economic crisis. It has also put a special page on its site that brings 

together a great number of articles on this subject. 

Read I Cther link i OIher link I. I 
I m migration 

j The Austrian Institute For European Policy and Security (AIES) has just 
~] photo non dispo published a paper by Dagmar Hilpert and Roderick Parkes entitled "Split 

Citizenship: Immigrant Integration in an Age of Circular Migration." 

Msbon Treaty 

j The German Institute For International Policy and Security (SWP) has published 

~i photo non dispo a study by Nicolai von Ondarza on the effects of the institutional reforms 
introduced by the Lisbon Treaty with regard to policy management in the EU 
entitled "Koordinatoren an der Spitze. Politische FL~hrung in den reFormierten 
Strukturen der Europaischen Union". 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Publications : 
100 words/Europe 

[ ~ 
] ,]ean-PaulBetb@ ....... 

ber oF the Robert Sch .... Foundation’s Scientific 
photo non dispo Committee and of: the Economic Analysis Committee and ]ean-Dominique 

Giuliani, chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation have just published "Les 
100 mots d’Europe" with Presses Universitaires de France giving a clear, rapid 
overview of European terms and expressions. 

Read 

Culture : 

I The 29Lh version of ArL Brussels that opens its doors on 28Lh April until lsL May 

~i photo non dispo will be hosting more than 30,000 professionals, art collectors and art amateurs 
from the world over. Art Brussels is the European venue for future talent in 
terms of modern art. At the same time there will be a design flea market. 

j The Amsterdam canals that have been a part of UNESCO’s World Heritage List 

~i photonon dispo since 2010 now have their own museum, the "Grachtenhuis" which has just 
opened to the public. The Amsterdam canals will be celebrating their 400th 
anniversary in 2013. 



] The German opera singer Waltraud Meier was awarded with what might be 
iii~ phot .... disp .....| idered to be the highest distinction in th .... Id of op .... the Lotte- 

Lehmann Ring, named after the great German-American lyrical singer who died 
in 1976 said the Viennese Opera (Staatsoper). The distinction was awarded to 
the artist on stage by the Viennese Opera’s General Director Dominique Meyer. 
Waltraud Meier, 55 is only the fourth opera singer to have been given the right 
to wear this ring. 

Exh=bit=.oniSorm 

j The National Centre for Art and Exhbitions of Germany in Bonn is devoting an 
photo non dispo exhibition to German artist Max Liebermann (1847-1935) from 21st April to 

11th September entitled "Max Liebermann - a Pioneer of Modern Art". Finding 
inspiration in the work by Dutch masters Rembrandt and Frans Hals as well as 
French impressionists Mr Lierbermann created a very varied style of work. 
This retrospective reviews over 100 paintings and drawings of his working life. 

E>:hibiti()niParis 

j The ,]acquemart-Andr6 Museum in Paris is putting on an exhibition until 11th July 
photo non dispo "Dans I’intimit6 des fr~res Caillebotte, Peintre et Photographe.I’ At the junction 

between impressionist painting and photography this exhibition is evocative of 
the artistic work and private life of the Caillebotte brothers and for the very first 
time lends expression to over 35 canvasses and 150 modern prints. 

Agenda : 

29th April 
Conference on the "European Public Opinion and Enlargement" 

2nd-3rd May 
informal meeting of Energy Ministers 

5th IVlay 
Referendum on the voting system in the United Kingdom 

9th IVlay 
Europe Day 

9th- 12th May 
Plenary Session-European Parliament-Strasbourg 

13th May 
"Foreign Affairs" Council 
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McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 
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CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccoI?ac] Recording Spring 2011 grades 

112 Official Grade Me,no (2).doc 

Memo To: Carolina Courses Online instructors teaching Spring 2011 

Grade rosters roll be available throngh Faculty Center in Co~mectCaxolina as of April 28, 2011. So please, check to make sure you can see your roster. 

Final grades are due no later than 72 hours after a class’s scheduled final exaln. 
Please see the attached official notification from the University Registrar that includes a training document on grading web site, the Report for Assignment of 
Temporary Grade of AB or IN, and the University Registrar’s Procedure Memorandum on grading policies. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.nnc.edu">ennice@emaAl.unc.edn<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a href "mailto:leave-29080655-3634613.47t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29080655- 

3634613.47fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



TH E U N IVER.SIT’~ 

NORTH CAROLINA 

CHAISE L HILL 

CHA.PEI. HILL, NC 

F 919.962,.666~ 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

All Teaching Faculty 

Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

Spring Term Grades 

April 27, 2011 

Our University is now entering another electronic grading period. The purpose of this communication is to 
provide you with information that is usually sent at this time as it pertains to our new system. 

Grades should be entered no later than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final examination. To 
facilitate the timely reporting of grades, please follow this schedule for entering and approving your grades: 

¯ Exams scheduled on 
, Exams scheduled on 

¯ Exams scheduled on 

o Exams scheduled on 

. Exams scheduled on 

o Exams scheduled on 

Courses that do not have 

Friday, April 29 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, May 2. 
Saturday, April 30 are due by 5:00 PM on Tuesday, May 3. 

Monday, May 2 are due by 5:00 PM on Thursday May 5. 

Tuesday, May 3 are due by 5:00 PM on Friday May 6. 

Thursday, May 5 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, May 9. 

Friday, May 6 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, May 9. 

final examinations are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, May 2. 

To assist with grading, the Office of the University Registrar’s hours of operation will be business days, 
Monday - Friday from 8:00am to 6:00pm through May 10, 2011. Additionally, you may find our training 
document on grading useful, htt ://re web.unc.edultrainldocsl rades/fac fades, df 

The 72 hour deadline for returninq Grade Reports is critical. We must be able to reliably determine who 
will graduate on May 8th and who may need to attend Summer School, either to graduate in August or to re- 
establish academic eligibility. 

Submitting Grades 

¯ Every registered student (those that appear on your grade roster) must have an appropriate grade 
designation (no blanks). If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been 
attending classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. Use a Post-Semester 



Registration/Drop/Add Form to remove or add a student to a course after the Official Grade Rosters 
have been generated for the semester. 

The beauty of an electronic grading system is that the instructor of record can enter grades by 
computer/internet from anywhere in the world. By doing so, his/her digital signature is recorded as 
having assigned the grades. The University prefers the "signature" of the instructor of record. 

When Assigning Grades 

The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates can be found online 
at http://regweb.unc.edu/resources/ab_repo~_form.pdf. New this semester: you may use the 
Comment Section of the IN/AB reporting form should you wish to explain the assignment of a "FA" 
grade. 

¯ Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum (RPM) No. 24 for University grading policies and grade 
definitions (http://re.qweb.unc.edu/resources/rpm24.php). 

Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course under the PS/D+/D/F 
option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for their performance. The computerized grade 
table will convert grades of "C-" or better to "PS." 

Only the appropriate grades for a student will appear in the drop down selection. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the final examination and 
could not pass the course regardless of performance on the exam. This would be appropriate for an 
undergraduate student that never attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as 
well as missing the exam. You may use the Comment Section of the IN/AB reporting form should 
you wish to explain the assignment of a "FA" grade. 

The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination and there is the 
possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was taken. The "AB" is computed as an 
"F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is 
changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. 
For graduate students, an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the grade is 
not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not complete some 
other course requirement. The student could pass the course if the assignment was completed. The 
"IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, 
an "IN" is changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned 
grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first course(s) of an 
approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The Honors Program usually runs for the 
duration of at least two semesters (Junior and/or Senior Honors/Research). A final permanent grade 
is not assigned until completion of the second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is 
assigned for an Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must be changed to the 
appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade Change Form. 



Should you need to assign a "NG" grade for a judicial action, please contact the Registrar’s Office, 
Senora DeCosta (962-0495). If you were entering grades when you reached the need to assign a 
"NG", be sure to save the grade roster before you call. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Grade Rosters or on an 
Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change temporary grades to permanent grades by 
completing the Official Grade Change Form within the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been 
changed to an "F*", a dean’s signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

cc: All OUR Staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrow, Jennifer E. <jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 11:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu~> 

RE: Alternatives to Privat~ation: Public Options tbr Essential Services in the Global South 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for this update. Thursday is certainly fine, and again, I do 
help you feel better soon’. 

Thank you, 
Jennifer 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:etmicea~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 27, 2011 7:37 AM 
To: Morrow, Jennifer E 
Subject: RE: Alternatives to Prlvatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 

Dear Jermifer, 

I am reviewing it as we ’e-speak’ and ~vill send it at latest tomorrow 
(Thursday) muming 

Many thanks for yuur patience. 
in the midst uf heavy univers~ responsibilities. Kindly let the 

editors know that I am deeply sotW The project is really excellent and 
I :[’eel bad that I have delayed it Back to the review. 

With best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum: Murrow, Jennifer E [jennifer.mun-ow@taylorandfi-ancis.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 4:12 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: RE: Alternatives to Prlvatizatiun: Public Optiuns for Essential 
Services in the G[ubal South 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hupe yuu are feeling well. Wuuld you be able tu give me any update on 
when you will be able to send the review? 

Thank yuu and best wishes, 
Jennifer 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Etmice N [mailto:emxice(&eraail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: Molwoxv, Jennife* E. 
Subject: RE: Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 
Importance: High 

Dear Jennife*, 

Thanks for your note.                                      ~nd hence 
catching up with outstanding matters. I will send the review by Tuesday 
next week. Apologies for the delay. Kindly- let me know- if Tuesday is too 
late. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Molwow, Jennifer E. [jetmifer.rr~orrow@taylurandfrancis.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 11:41 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

We have not received your review of this project. Will you still be 
writing one? Please let me know 

Thank you, 
Jennifer 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@emaihunc.edu] 



Sent: Wednesday, FebruaU 23, 2011 6:09 AM 
To: Morrow, Jermifer E 
Sut~ject: RE: Alternatives to Prlvatization: Public Optinns for Essential 
Services in the Global South 

[)ear Jennifer, 

Thanks for the invitation. I am delighted to review the manuscript. I 
will send the review on or before March 22. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable. 

From: Morrow-, Jermifer E. [jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.com] 
Sent: Tuesday-, Febmms, 22, 2011 5:43 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential 
Sel~,’ices in the Global South 
Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I’m writing from Routledge. Routledge will soon be publishing a book 
entitled Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for Essential 
Services in the Global South, edited by David A. McDonald and Greg 
Ruiters, and we’re hoping you might be able to give us a review of the 
manuscript before we move ahead into production. In return, I’m able to 
of~?r you a fee of for a review delivered in six weeks (April 5), 
with a bonus of for a four week delivery (March 22). I could also 
give you double that amount in Routledge books. 

I’ve gone ahead and attached the manuscript, and our reviewer 
guidelines, which include the questions we’re hoping to have answered 
(please note that these are our guidelines intended for revie~vers of 
proposals under consideration, but the same questions pertain in this 
case). The editors have noted that Chapter 4 and the Regional Overview 
for Asia are currently absent from the manuscript clue to delays in 
receipt. Typically, we need the reviews to be at least 2-3 pages in 
length. Your review will remain anonymous unless ~ve receive your 
permission to reveal your identi~. 

It would be so helpful to receive your comments on this project; ~ve’d 
really appreciate your feedback Please let me know as soon as possible 
if you’ll be able to provide a review-. If you’re not able to provide a 
review, perhaps you could recommend a colleague or two who might be 
interested in providing one? 

Thanks ve~¢ much for your consideration. 

Best wishes, 
Jennifer Morrow 

Jelmifer E. Morro~v 
Senior Editorial Assistant, Routledge Research 
Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group 
270 Madison Avenue 
New Yetis, NY 10016 
Phone: (212) 216-7817 
j ermifer morrow@taylorandfrancis.com<m ailto:j ennifer.mon-ow@taylorandfra 
ncis.com> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 12:35 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: WOLA Job Opening 

To distribute to students... 

WOLA Job Announcement 
April 27, 2011 

Communications/Development Assistant 

The Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA) seeks a detailed-oriented Communications!Development 
Assistant to provide administrative support for the Communications and Development offices. S/he will 
have initiative, excellent problem-solving skills, the ability to communicate effectively, and a passion for 
new media. WOLA has a full-time staff of sixteen, seven interns, and six senior fellows. 

Supervisors: Communications Director and Development Manager 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Development 

Provide administrative support for all fundraising activities including fund appeal mailings, mass 

donor emails, gala event, and donor communications. 

Maintain and update the donor database as well as the fundraising section of the WOLA website. 

Track grant applications, deadlines, and reports; file all grant-related documents. 

Maintain detailed records of all correspondence with donors. 

Prepare credit card reports and handle deposits. 

Research individual donor prospects and assist the development team in the individual giving 

strategy as needed. 

Communications 

Assist in the management of WOLA’s online presence (website, Facebook, Twitter, and other 

platforms). 

Copy-edit press releases, opinion pieces, and publications. 

Update and manage our Salesforce constituent management database and press lists. 

Assist with video shooting and editing, live-streaming, audio recordings, and podcasts. 

Work closely with staff to integrate new media into communication and advocacy strategies. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Extreme attention to detail, capability to work well under deadlines, and the ability to see 

the big picture while functioning in the details. 
2. Strong written and oral communication skills required, including copy-editing. 
3. Problem solving skills, critical thinking, good intuition, and troubleshooting abilities are 

essential. 
4. Experience with database management, preferably with Salesforce or Exceed. 
5. Knowledge of Final Cut and!or other video editing software. 
6. Basic knowledge of Flash and HTML programming preferred. 
7. Interest in social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, etc. 
8. Bachelor’s degree, native English speaker, fluency in Spanish preferred. 

SALARY: $33,000, full health, dental, vision, and life insurance; three weeks annual vacation. 



TIME COMMITMENT: Two year commitment, subject to a favorable evaluation after the first three months. 

START DATE: Immediately 

TO APPLY: Please submit the following via email to emplovment@wola.o_g_rg: 
:L Cover letter 
2. Resume 
3. Two page writing sample 
4. The names of two references (with email addresses and daytime telephone numbers) 
5. Optional: If you would like us to see your online work, such as video pieces, photo slide-shows, or 

interactive graphics, please send us your links in the body of your application email. 

For more information about WOLA, please visit www.wola.org 

- No phone calls please- 

WOLA encourages application by minority candidates and is an equal opportunity employer. 

~i Footer (2) 

Washington Office on Latin America 

1666 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 400 

Washington, DC 20001 

USA 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

[ i~ T~y Email Marketing 

with Ver~icalRespol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cambridge University. Press <us~v@cambridge.org> 

~Vednesday, April 27, 2011 1:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Timely New Titles in At~ica~ Studies 

Myron Eehenberg 

"Myron Eehenberg’s book is path-bleaking. It makes a 
seminal contribution to global public health and historieal 
epidemiology, and it will beeoine a sb~ndard referenee for 
scholars and poliey analysts who strive to understand the 
ieasons for cholera outbreaks within Afriea and across the 
globe. It is also in the vanguard of a new field of scholarship 
and teaehing: the histoiy of global publie health." 
- daines L. 2~ Webb dr., Colby College 

New Titles in Afriean Studies 

% 
Please visit ~_y_’_,._T_,~_~:_,’£2a___rf_]]2Lt’_a’_g_~_:~,_[gx~:~_~. to see other new releases from Cambridge. 

If you wish to unsubscribe from Cambridge book communications, please click here. 

If you wish to change journal preferences previously registered with Cambridge ]ournals Online, 

please click here. After logging in, click ~’Change Registration Details." 

This is a commercial message: 

~ C~mb~id~ Uni~i~, P ..... ~ A ....... ~th~Am~i .... N~¥o~k, N¥ ~00~a 

If you would prefer not to receive fullher messages from this sender, please 
click on the tbllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

You will receive one addiliona] e-mail ~nessage confirming your remowL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 1:24 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[~c l?aculty] Fwd: "Com~ecting ~holaxs with intbnnation- and ~mlocking it!" Presented by Jm~ Reichelt, co-thunder and president of 
Mendeley 

"Connecting scholars with information- and unlocking it!" Presented by Jan Reichelt, co-founder and president of Mendeley 
Start Time: 
May 6, 2011 - 12:00pro - 1:00pro 
Location: 
Pleasants Family Room, Wilson Library, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CRADLE SEMINAR 

"Connecting scholars with information- and unlocking it!" 

Speaker~ Jan Reichelt 
Co-Founder and president of Mendeley, the world’s largest research collaboration platform 

Hosted by 
UNC ASIST Student Chapter 
School of Information and Library Science (SILS) 
National Evolutionary Synthesis Center (NESCent) 
UNC Scholarly Communications Working Group (SCWG) 

Center for Genome Sciences (CCGS) 
Center for Research and Development of Digital Libraries (CRADLE) 
Where: Pleasants Family Room, Wilson Library, UNC at Chapel Hill 

When: 12:00 noon - 1:00 pm, Friday, May 6, 2011 
Don’t miss these events following the presentation: 

Reception: 
Immediately following the talk there will be a free lunch reception in the lobby of the Wilson Library (beginning at 1 p.m.). 

Workshop: 
From 2-3:30 p.m., in Manning Hall room 307, there will be a hands on workshop (beginners and experts welcome) to learn more about how to best use Mendeley. (Manning 
Hall is a two minute walk from Wilson Library). 

Abstract: 
The "social Web" has become the nexus of collaboration and discovery, but how supportive are the existing tools at building bridges that lead to scientific discovery? Mendeley 
co-founder, ]an Reichelt, will demonstrate how Mendeley is connecting scholars, helping them discover new scholarly works and unlocking knowledge. 
While recommendation system research is studied in disciplines like cinematography, it often lacks the rigorous, scientific data sets that Mendeley has amassed. Mendeley’s 
communities of users have populated its database with information that is of great interest and utility as it supports researcher’s efforts to work more efficiently. One key area 
in which researchers are helped is by providing them with recommendations for research articles that they have not yet encountered but would be interested in. Mendeley has 
undertaken the DataTEL challenge in order to provide recommendation system researchers with valuable data on users and their relationship with scientific literature. This is 
particularly helpful to bring otherwise inaccessible expertise to researchers who are from first world non-elite institutions and developing countries. It should be noted that all 
of Mendeley’s data sets are made anonymous to protect user privacy and can only be used for non- commercial scientific purposes. Mendeley (ww~v.mendeley~com) is the 
world’s largest research collaboration platform, with more than 850,000 researchers and academics and more than 80 million research papers indexed in Mendeley’s public 
web catalog. 

Biographical Note: 
Jan is the Co-Founder and President of Mendeley, the world’s largest research collaboration platform. 
Jan is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in Information Management at the University of Cologne, where he also was a lecturer in Electronic Business and Information Management, 
and spent some time as a visiting researcher at the Indian Institute of Management in Bangalore. Jan also graduated with an MBA with a focus on Electronic Business, 
Accounting, and Entrepreneurship, having studied at the WHU, the LUISS Rome, and the University of Bath’s School of Management. For several years throughout his Ph.D. 
studies he served as an advisor to a member of SAP’s supervisory board. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:58 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Claudio Fuentes - TOMORROW 4/28 at 5:30pm 

Fuente sDemocratizationv3 .pdf 

"A Matter of the Few: Political Dynamics of Constitutional Reforms, Clfile 1990-2010." 

Claudio Fuentes 

TOMORRO\¥, Thursday, 4/28 at 5:30pm 

FedEx Global Education Center Room 2008, UNC - Chapel 

Claudio Fuentes is Professor of Political Science at the Universidad Diego Portales in Chile, and the Luksic Fellow at the David Rockefeller Center for Latin American 

Studies at Harvmd University. He roll present a talk entitled "A Matter of the Few: Political Dynmnics of Constitutional Reforms, Chile 1990-2010." The attached 

paper gives so,ne background on this topic; it is part of an ongoing book project entitled "Concertacidn governments in Chile 1990-2010. Politics, Economics and 

Social Policy under the Rainbow." 

Sponsored by: 

The Political Science Department at UNC-CH & the Duke-UNC Consortium Worldng Group on Social Policy, Labor, and the Informal Sector in Latin America 

Directions to the GECiParldng Information: 

http://www.global.m~c.edu/index.php?opdon=com content&vie~v:::article&id=53&Itemid ::60 

Questions: 
Please contact Dept. of Political Science, UNC-CH at @unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

coi@unc.edu 

Thursday. April 28, 2011 2:49 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

REMINDER: Conflict of Interest Notitication for IRB Submission: 11-0795 

To: Eunice S~hle 

URGENT REMINDER: Required action for IRB Number: 11-0795 titled Politics of Representation in Museums of the Swahili Coast is pending in the Office of 

Human Research Ethics (OHRE). 

University policy requires that ever,i member of the resemvh team certify Conflict of Interest sIatus before this IRB application is approved. Please click here to 

complete a brief certitication tbr this project. 

Your prompt attention is appreciated. Failure to respond will prevent approval of this application. Questions on conflict of interest may be directed to coi(a)m~c.edu or 
919.843.5328. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

coi@unc.edu 

Thursday. April 28, 2011 2:49 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

REMINDER: Conflict of Interest Notitication for IRB Submission: 11-0833 

To: Eunice S~hle 

URGENT REMINDER: Required action for IRB Number: 11-0833 titled Politics of Representation in Museums of the Swahili Coast is pending in the Office of 

Human Research Ethics (OHRE). 

University policy requires that ever,i member of the resemvh team certify Conflict of Interest sIatus before this IRB application is approved. Please click here to 

complete a brief certitication tbr this project. 

Your prompt attention is appreciated. Failure to respond will prevent approval of this application. Questions on conflict of interest may be directed to coi(a)m~c.edu or 
919.843.5328. 



From: coi@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday. April 28, 2011 6:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subject: COI Submission 

Your COI sub~nission has been received. 

Thank you. 



From: coi@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday. April 28, 2011 6:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subje~’t: COI Certification 

Your COI disclosure certification has been received. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 11:14 AM 

Department listserv ¢’athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: CtlT to Detour Routes Due to Street Closure on Maturing Drive 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 20:t:t 9:26 AM 
Subject: CHTto Detour Routes Due to Street Closure on Manning Drive 
Parking Coordinators, please forward this hfformation from Chapel Hi]] Transit. Thank you. 

FOR IMMEDD.TE RELEASE 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 

CHT to Detour Routes Due to Street Closure on Mannhag D~ve 

Due to the closing of Maturing Drive, CHT will be implementing a detour beginning Friday night, April 29, 2011 at 8:00 p.m. through Sunday, May 1,2011 at 8:00 

p.m. This detour roll be in elt~ct each weekend beginning Friday night at 8:00 p.m. and reopening on Sunday night at 8:00 p.m. until further notice. 

The tbllomng routes will be detoured: 

The D, FCX, G, NS, NU, V (to Meadowmont) and Saturday/Sunday U & NU routes will be detoured along West Dr. to Mason Faaan Rd. to Columbia Street. 
No bus stops will be missed. 

The HU route will be detoured along West Dr., right on Mason Farm Rd., left on S. Columbia Sheet to 15- 501 S./Fordham Blvd. The bus stop on Mason Farm Rd. 

at ACC and the East Dr. at Jackson Circle will not be served. Passengers may board the detoured bus on Mason Farm Rd. opposite the ACC (bus shelter) or at the 

UNCH on Manning Dr. bus stops. 

The RU route will be detoured along S. Columbia Street, left to Mason Faa’m Rd. to East Drive to Manning Dr. The UNCH Parking Deckbus stop will not be served. 

Passengers may board the detoured bus at the East Dr. at Jackson Circle bus stop or on Manning Dr. at Hibbard Dr. 

The V route (to Southern Village) roll be detoured along S. Columbia Street, left on Mason Fam~ Rd. to East Dr., left on Manning Dr. The UNCH Parking Deck 

bus stop will not be served. Passengers may board the detoured bus across the street at the UNC Hospital bus stop. 
For a map of the demur, click hem. 

For additional infonnalion on the detour, visit http://~’.towno~hapelhill.org/index.aspx?page=1563 or contact a CtlT Customer Service Representative at 919- 

969-4900. 

-End- 

"Like" us on Facebook at l~acetx)ok.comichtr~msit ..................................................... 

Follow us on Twitter at twit~ter.com/chtmnsit .............................................. 

Anita Hackney 
Customer Service Supelwisor 
Chapel HRI Transit 

Town of Ch:~el Hill 

6900 Mill House Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Phone: 919969.4931 

Fax: 919.968.2808 

(;:\, . Department oft ublic £’ajbty 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~)email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http:i/lists.unc,edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afrialhm&o=29086653 

(It mW be necesmry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaAl to !.e..g.y..e.....2...-?..~...8..~..(~.~.‘.3...-.‘.3...2.}~}.!:..6..~...8..:.e...8.~.72.a.~.~...a...5...8..3..~.‘.3..J..9...5...4...~..e...~...5.~5~.~Q.~2~istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om ¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelley, Thomas A III <takelley@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 2:38 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Your award 

Eunice, 

i returned from the CGI lunch today, picked up my copy of the Gazette, and saw that you were being honored with a teaching award. 

way to end the school year! 

Tom Kelley 

Congratulations. What a nice 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 4:11 PM 

To: inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Subject: Fwd: SOA Watch is hiring! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: SOA Watch <info(~soaw.ovg> 
Date: Thu, Apr 28, 2011 at 2:28 PM 

Subject: SOA Watch is hiring! 

To: riqjosie(a)gm~Jl.com 

Hello 

We are Iookin~ to hire a new Operations and Development Coordinator at the national office in 

Washing!ton, DC - do you know anyone who might be right for this job? 

Also, if you know anyone who is interested and able to commit 6 months up to a year to work in 

the SOA Watch office as an intern, please share information (below) with them about our 

internship in Washington, DC! 

1 .) FULL TIME OPERATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR POSITION (salaried position 

based in Washinston, DC @ SOA Watch National Office) 

2.) INTERN WITH SOA WATCH IN WASHINGTON, DC 

Please spread the word to anyone who mi~lht be interested! All the information is below, 

includin~ how to apply. 

1 .) FULL TIME OPERATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR 

School of the Americas Watch is hirin£ an Development & Operations Coordinator to be based in 

Washin£ton, DC. The position is full-time with health benefits, paid vacation and holiday time, 

and there are opportunities for skills development. 

Job Description 

ADMINISTRATIVE (45%) 

- Supervise and coordinate bookkeepin8 tasks for SOA Watch and the 501 (c)3 SOA Watch 

Educational Fund includin£ mana£in8 bank accounts, payroll, benefits, and payment of other bills; 

processing! donations; tracking! a[t assets and liabilities; providin£ bud£etin8 information for 

decision-makin8 by SOA Watch Council and staff; fulfi[[in£ tax and insurance requirements; and 

identifyin8 opportunities for cost savin£s 

- Manase daily operation of computers; providin£ information on problems to consultants for 

repairs 

- Recruit and coordinate interns and office volunteers 

DEVELOPMENT(25%) 

Research and apply for £rants and other sources of fundin8 

Distribute donor mai[in£s and other fundraisin8 materials to supporters 

Facilitate the Development Workin£ Group 

Provide fundraisin8 information for decision-makin£ by SOA Watch Council and staff 

EVENT COORDINATION (15%) 

Support volunteer Workin8 Groups that coordinate different aspects of SOA Watch events 

Directly coordinate [o£istics for at[ national SOA Watch events 



EDUCATIONAL (15%) 

- Support newsletter and other publications by maintaining database of activists 

- Stock and distribute SOA Watch book and video resources 

- In conjunction with other staff, answer calls and messages from SOA Watch activists 

Bilingual candidates, people of color and women are encouraged to apply. 

Additional Qualifications: 

Required: 

1. Strong commitment to working in a diverse, grassroots movement rooted in solidarity with the 

people of Latin America. Commitment to the mission of SOA Watch as described above. 

2. Ability to work independently and in a collective process; follow-through and attention to 

detail is essential. 

3. Strong computer skills including ability to work with Quickbooks, excel and other applications. 

4. Budgeting and payroll experience. 

5. Strong interpersonal and communication skills. 

6. Willingness to work in a consensus decision-making environment 

Desired: 

1. Familiarity with Democracy in Action database 

2. Ability to speak Spanish 

How to Apply: 

Please send a resume, a cover letter explaining what qualities you wood bring to this job, your 

salary requirements and three references to Hendrik Voss at hvoss@soaw.org. 

Applica tions will be reviewed upon receipt, this position is open as of May 1st, 2011. 

We are now accepting internship applications for long-term organizing interns for 2011 at the 

SOA Watch office in Washington, DC! Contact Nico Udu-gama at nico@soaw.org or call 202-234- 

3440 

Internships 

OrRanizing Intern 

Research and LeRislative Intern 

Communications Intern 

Fundraising Intern 

Volunteer Opportunities 

Database and Correspondence Volunteer 

Media Volunteer 

Internships 

We are a nonviolent grassroots movement that 

works to stand in solidarity with the people of 

Latin America, to close the U.S. Army School of 

the Americas (SOA, now renamed the Western 

Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation 

or WHINSEC), and to change oppressive U.S. foreign policy that the SOA represents. We are 

grateful to our sisters and brothers throughout Latin America and the Caribbean for their 

inspiration and the invitation to accompany them in their struggle for economic and social 

justice. 

Our staff is made up of paid, unpaid, full-time, and part-time activists who are all dedicated to 

this work. Interns have played a critical role in the campaign to close the School of the Americas. 



While these positions are unpaid, financial assistance for housing and transportation is available. 

All of the internships and volunteer opportunities listed below are offered at the SOA Watch 

Washington DC office, which is a ten-minute walk from the Brookland-CUA station on Metro’s Red 

Line. 

Currently, SOA Watch is seeking full-time organizing interns ~wi~ble [or 
~ ~e~s~ ~ 6-month period st~rt~n~ ~ the end o~ ~y, 2011, 

Internships in SOA Watch’s Washington, DC office 

Organizing Intern 

The Organizing Intern work with the National and Field Organizers to coordinate, develop, and 

promote the SOA Watch campaign and major events such as the yearly November demonstration 

to dose the SOA/WHINSEC and Trim Preparation for members of the SOA Watch movement who 

are standing trial for civil disobedience actions. The internship could include, but is not limited 

to: working with SOA Watch working groups on elements of event organizing, assisting the 

Outreach Coordinator with convening the organizing process for major events and bottom-lining 

major events, updating the web site, and contacting partner organizations and supporting 

grassroots activists in their work to build outreach, media, direct action, legislative and 

organizing capacities, 

Research and Legislative Intern 

The Research and Legislative Intern wilt work with the staff collective (South and North), 

national council, and working groups to implement the national legislative strategy to dose the 

SOA/WHINSEC, and to expand our research efforts. This work could include, but is not limited to: 

Assisting with the preparation of materials for Members of Congress and for the grassroots 

including website updates, attending meetings with coalition partners, participating in direct 

lobbying efforts, researching and monitoring Congressional activity as it pertains to Latin 

America, and working with the nationally representative Legislative Working Group and Research 

Working Group via emai[ and conference calls to discuss, formulate, and carry-out the legislative 

and research strategies. 

Communications Intern 

The Communications Intern will work with the SOA Watch Communications Coordinator in 

implementing media efforts to dose the SOA/WHINSEC. This could include generating US and 

Latin American media lists, developing educational material for media and grassroots activists, 

updating the web page, and building relationships and pitching stories about the SOA to 

a[ternaUve and corporate media. 

Fundraising Intern 

The Fundraising Intern will work with the SOA Watch Development Working Group, and directly in 

the office with the Development and Operations Coordinator. Tasks for the Fundraising Intern 

include, but are not limited to: 

1. Grant research and writing 

:2. Organizational funding appeals 

3. Facilitating donor relations 

4. Compiling regional fundraising tootkits and guides 

5. Updating the fundraising page on SOA Watch’s website 

More information About interning with SOA Watch: 

Interns commit to a certain number of hours per week. The minimum commitment is :20 hours per 

week; 3:2-40 hours per week is most common. 

Interns become a full member of the SOA Watch staff during their internship. All staff 

responsibilities are expected of interns, such as participating in weekly staff meetings and 

sharing in the facilitation and note-taking of these meetings. By the same token, these interns 

are given the same decision-making power as a staff person. These interns have input into her/ 

his job description and work. In other words, an invitation to join SOA Watch in one of these 

four internship roles is an invitation to join the staff collective. 



A little less than half of these interns’ time will be spent doing the general administrative work 

that all office staff participate in. These duties include answering the phone, responding to e- 

marl requests, going to the post office, etc. These interns’ share of these duties will be no more 

than any other staff member. These four positions are not all filled at once; typically there are 

one or two of these interns working at any given time. 

The internship program is generally very flexible and can be shaped for each person. An 

important part of the work environment is participating in the collective process and supporting 

each other in our work. 

Qualifications for Internships: 

Required: 

I. Strong commitment to working in a diverse, grassroots movement rooted in solidarity with the 

people of Latin America. Commitment to the mission of SOA Watch as described above. 

2. Ability to work independently and in a collective process; follow-through and attention to 

detail is essential. 

3. Strong computer skills. 

4. Strong interpersonal and communication skills. 

5. Willingness to work in a consensus decision-making environment 

Desired: 

1. Experience overseas 

2. An ability to speak Spanish 

3. Strength in the program area for which you applying 

To Apply: 

Please send your resume, list of three references, and a cover letter indicating: 

1. Why you would like to intern at SOA Watch. 

2. What strengths you would bring to the staff collective. 

3. Whether you are applying for a half-time or full-time position, and that you acknowledge this 

position to be unpaid. 

4. What types of projects are you most interested in. Describe what you would like to do in an 

internship at SOA Watch. 

Please submit your application by mail to SOA Watch, PO Box 4566, Washington, DC 20017, or e- 

mail to nico@soaw.org 

We are accepting applications for these internships on a rolling basis. 

(OqmaiL corn 
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+DECOLONIAL AESTHETICS 
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Workshop: Wednesday, May 4: Brodie Duke Hall, The King’s Daughters Lm~    12:30 PM - 5:00 PM 
Thursday, May 5: Room 225 Friedl Building, East Campus       10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Fric~y, May 6: Roonr 225 Friedl Building, East Campus 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Exhibit: Opening Reception Wednesday, May 4: 
Fredric Jameson Gallery, Fried1 Building, East Campus 

6:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
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Social Performance: The Nasher Museum of Art: Thursday, May 5: 
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Kwon, N)~yo~tg Aimee (Duke Umversw) 

Lambuiey, Ricardo (Academia Superior de Aries, 

Le, V[et (,~t[st, creative w~[[er and independen curator, USC) 

Le, I)iNt Q (Artist, Ho Chi Min[~ (htv, Vietnam) 

[x>cksgard, Aiarma (Artist, Santo i)omingo and Bed[n) 

Maidonado-Totres, tqelsot~ (Rutgers (~nive~s[b,) 

Mignolo, Walte~ (I)tfl~e University) 

Ostojic, ’farina (Arast, Belgrade and B~ri[n) 
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Stiles, gxistme (Dake Umvers%0 
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Preamble 
In September of 2009, MACBA inaugurated the exhibition "Modernologies" 
(http:/iarte-nuevo.blogspot.com/2009/09/modernologias-en-el-macba.html), curated by 
Sabine Breitwieser. This exhibition took place three months after the inauguration of 
"Altermodernity" at the Tate Britain, curated by Nicolas Bourriaud. 
(http:iiwww.tate~org.uWbritainieventseducation/symposiai17267.htm). 

In November of 2010, an exhibit on "Decolonial Aesthetics" took place in BogotA, 
Colombia, co-curated by Maria Elvira Ardiles (Museo de Arte ContemporAneo de 
BogotA), Walter Mignolo (Center for Global Studies and the Humanities, Duke University, 
Durham) and Pedro Pablo G6mez (Escuela de Bellas Artes, Universidad Distrital, BogotA) 
(http:iiesferapublica.org/nfblogi? p=12423). 

In May 4-7, 2011, a follow up of "Decolonial Aesthetics" (exhibition and workshop) takes 
place at Duke University. The manifesto that follows was written by the four members of 
Transnational Decolonial Institute (TDI) Executive Board, all of whom will participate at 
this event. This meeting aims at creating a collective discussion on how decolonial 
transmodernity and aesthetics are bringing coloniality to the foreground, unveiling at the 
same time a blind spot of postmodernity and altermodernity. The events at Museo de 
Arte ContemporAneo de Bogota and Duke University are conceived as a response to the 
current European concern with modernity~ However, the concern beyond Western 
Europe’s and the US’ discourses is "coloniality", the darker side of modernity, and its 
subsequent incarnations in post and alter-modernity. Although modernityicoloniality (and 
its variations) first originated in Europe it was later (violently) imposed throughout the 
world. In a parallel and reversed direction, decoloniality, which originated in former 
European colonies and then later also in those regions subject to US’ imperialism and 
interventionism, has been steadily coming back to the territorial matrix of 
modernityicoloniality. The subjects of "coloniality" (the colonized) are voicing their 
concerns on the devastating consequences of modernityicoloniality, consequences that 
are perennially hidden by and embedded in notions such as ’progress’, ’development’ 
and ’innovation’. As witnesses, components and thinkers of this state of affairs, our 
vision is to reach a transmodernity, to move towards a future where coloniality will finally 
be eradicated, where we cease to engage in the fallacies of Euro-centered normalizing 
conceptions on human existence and socio-political dynamics. Decoloniality and 
decolonial aesthetics are moving in the direction of democratic futures beyond Western 
concepts of democracy. In order to accomplish this, it is imperative to establish that 
human dignity is embedded in different forms of identity and identification, this dignity is 
radically incompatible with homogenizing notions of ’culture’ and the ’universality’ of 
artistic discourses and practices so extensively theorized in modernity, postmodernity 
and now in altermodernity. 

In spite of the contributions from non-hegemonic thinkers and art practitioners that have 
questioned these paradigms for decades, for altermodernity the complexity of identity 
issues in the arts is still not considered relevant. What continues to count is the ’univer- 
sality’ of art and artistic productions that are profiled and analyzed solely with regards to 
their contributions to the modernist normative universe of ’aesthetics’ and ’art’. That 
’universe’ and those norms were not originated in Zimbabwe, Bolivia or Serbia. Therefore 
the arguments of altermodernity are based on a self-explanatory, invisible and pervasive 
(white-male-Christian-Western) European identity. This silenced Norm offers the 
epistemic foundation for altermodern critique of identity issues while at the same time 

Hong-An Truong is an artist and writer based in Brooklyn and North Carolina. She has 
been an artist-in-resident at the Center for Photography at Woodstock and the Visual 
Studies Workshop. Her photographs and videos have been shown at the GodwinI 
Ternbach Museum in Queens, the ISCR the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Laguna 
Art Museum, Torrance Art Museum, Oakland University Art Gallery, Art in General, Monte 
Vista Projects in Los Angeles, BRIC Rotunda Gallery in Brooklyn, and DobaeBacsa 
Gallery in Seoul. Her work was included in 1968: Then and Now at NYU’s Tisch School of 
the Arts in 2008 and screened at the PDX Documentary and Experimental Film Festival in 
2009. She was included in the group show, Perspectives 2010: Carol Bore, Lena Herzog, 
Matthew Porter, Ed Templeton, Hong-An Truong at the International Center for Photogra- 
phy in New York. Recent performances and group shows include Parson’s The New 
School Aronson Gallery’, Hunter’s Times Square Gallery, NURTUREart in Brooklyn, 
Southern Exposure in San Francisco, and PAVILION in Bucharest. Upcoming shows 
include a collaboration with Huong Ngo at EFA Project Space in New York. Truong 
received her MFA at the University of California, Irvine and was a studio art fellow in the 
Whitney Independent Study Program. She is an Assistant Professor in the Art Department 
at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. 

Rolando V~zquez is a teacher and practices photography. He teaches at the Roosevelt 
Academy at the University of Utrecht in The Netherlands. Both through photography and 
writing he is engaged with the task of questioning and humbling modernity with the hope 
of contributing to the recognition of decolonial options. Some of his photographic work 
can be seen at www.criticalphotography.com. 

Catherine Walsh is the founder and Director of the Doctoral program in Latin American 
Cultural Studies at the Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar in Quito, a program that since 
its inception in 2002 has brought together intellectuals and activists from throughout the 
Americas involved and interested in decolonial action, creation, and thought. It is in the 
context of this program that the Latin American collective on Decolonial Aesthetics began 
to take form. She has a long history of collaboration with indigenous and African descen- 
dent movements, was involved in advising Ecuador’s recent Constitutional Assembly on 
issues of the plurinational and intercultural State and Afro rights, and has been an invited 
professor throughout Latin America and the other Americas. Catherine is presently Mellon 
Visiting Professor at Duke. Her research and writings cross the fields of critical thought, 
social sciences, law, and education. 



Human Sciences" (CLR James Journal, 2009), among others. He is currently working on 
a book manuscript entitled Fanonian Meditations, which focuses on the epistemological 
bases of emancipatory and interdisciplinary areas in the human sciences. 

In 2010 Waiter D. Mignolo was appointed International Board Member for the six-year 
project "Time, Memory and Representation," Sorderton University, Sweden 
(http:iihistcon.se/~. He also serves on the Advisory Board of The Hong Kong Advanced 
Institute for Cross Disciplinary Studies (College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences), at 
the City University of Hong-Kong, China. In October, 2010, he lectured at the Bruno 
Kreisky Foundation in Vienna and he delivered the Annual Norbert Lerner’s Lecture 
Series at the Universidad Diego Portales, Chile. Additionally, he was the 2010-11 Visiting 
Fellow at the Institute of Advanced Studies at Warwick University, Department of 
Sociology, England). He was also co-curator of the exhibit "Esteticas descoloniales" 
which opened in Bogota, Colombia, on November 10, 2010. In the Spring of 2011, he 
was the Brackenridge Distinguished Visiting Professor, Department of English at the 
University of Texas San Antonio; an Erasmus Mundus Fellow at the Institute of Europhi- 
Iosophy, University of Luvaine La Neuve, and Denkplatz Distinguished Professor at the 
Institute of Postcolonial and Transcultural Studies (INPUTS), the University of Bremen, 
Germany. His new book (the third of the trilogy with The Darker Side of the Renaissance 
and Local Histories/Global Designs) is forthcoming at Duke University Press, called The 
Darker Side of Western Modernity: Global Futures, Decolonial Options (Fall 2011 ). 

Tanja Ostoji~ was born in 1972 in E.x Yugoslavia and has an M.A. from the Faculty of 
Fine Arts Belgrade, 1998, and from Ecole Regionale des Beaux-Arts, Nantes (F), 1999. 
She is a nomad, living and working around Europe as an independent performance and 
interdisciplinary artist. She examines social configurations, space for individual in 
contemporary society and relations of power and integrates her own social figure within 
situationistic performances. In her artistic researches she uses diverse media: ads, 
videos, photos, flyers, posters, Internet, installation, workshops, dinner discussions and 
books. She is one of founders of the Independent artists association Remont in 
Belgrade. 

B, liguel Rojas-Sotelo received his PhD. In Contemporal*y Art and Cultural Theory’, with 
PhD. Certificates in Latin American and Cultural Studies from University of Pittsburgh, 
currently is associated at the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke 
University. Rojas-Sotelo is a film and art curator and critic, also filmmaker, and media 
activist. He worked as director of Visual Arts for the Colombian Ministry’ of Culture 
between 1995 and 2001, focusing on developing participatory policy-making processes, 
research, and circulation of cultural production. As curator he has organized and curated 
several exhibitions of contemporary art, as well as conveyed panels and international 
conferences on cultural studies and contemporary art. He is author of several articles on 
the issues of contemporary visual circuits, culture and power, Latin America audiowisual 
production, cultural policy and subjectivity, and the art of the Global South. Currently he 
is part of the advisory committee for Full Frame Documentary film festival (Durham, NC). 

Kristine Stiles is France Family Professor of Art, Art History & Visual Studies; Affiliated 
faculty in German Studies, Women’s Studies, and the Program in Literature; and Second- 
ary faculty in Theater Studies at Duke University. She is a specialist in contemporary art 
and theory, and internationally recognized for her scholarship on performance art, and 
destruction, violence, and trauma in art. She is the recipient of numerous fellowships, 
including a J. William Fulbright to Romania and a John Simon Guggenheim for her work 
on documentary photography of the nuclear age. She has published widely in interna- 
tional art journals, as well as taught and lectured internationally on the subject of 
"cultures of trauma," the term she coined in 1993 to theorize visual representations of 
trauma in art, literature, film, and society. Stiles is co-editor with Peter Selz of Theories 
and Documents of Contempora@, Art: A Sourcebook of Artists’ Writings (1996), forthcom- 
ing in 2010 in a revised, expanded 2nd edition for which Stiles is the sole editor. Stiles’ 
forthcoming books include: Concerning Consequences of Trauma in Art and Culture 
(University of Chicago Press, 2010); Correspondence Course: An Epistolan/ History of 
Carolee Schneemann and her Circle (Duke University Press 2010); Uncorrupted Joy: Art 
Actions, Histo~ and Social Value ((University of California Press, 2011)i and World Art 
Since 1945 (co-authored with Kathy O’Dell, Laurence King Publishers 2012). Stiles is also 
an artist and equestrian. 

conceals its own identity as a (white-male-Christian-Western) construction. Accordingly, 
the Norm remains as in the most ’productive’ moments of early European colonialism 
and subsequently in modernity/coloniality, as well as in imperialism/interventionism, 
untouched, unquestioned... 

Coloniality does not operate anymore on tobacco production or on the slave trade but 
on the control of global finances and public opinion in order to perpetuate and magnify 
the salvationist rhetoric of modernity. For the decolonial option, identities, identification 
and de-linking are crucial because they assist constructed Others in unveiling the 
hegemonic legitimacy of ’knowledge’ intrinsic to modernity, which denies agency and 
validation to the identities it constructed in the first place. Nationalism did not originate in 
China or the Arab World but in Europe. Nationalism beyond Europe is a derivative 
phenomenon--a direct consequence of coloniality. It is a double-edged sword because 
on the one hand, nationalism in the Non-European world provides a tool to confront 
Western encroachments; it is instrumental in counteracting those neo-liberal ideologies 
that are conveniently chastising nationalism in the name of globalization and free trade 
for the benefit of corporations. On the other hand, nationalism in Non-European 
countries could also lay’ the discursive foundation for the political and financial elite that 
would allow them to alienate and exploit their own population. Furthermore, it could also 
justify imperial expansion in other NonWVestern countries. Emerging in between the 
monoculture of globalization and regional nationalist cultures, the decolonial establishes 
itself as an option of delinking from both globalism and nationalism by’ means of promot- 
ing transnational identites-in-politics beyond the globalized market, the state, institu- 
tional religions and normalizing aesthetics. 

MANIFESTO 

A transmodern world is emerging, reconfiguring the past five hundred years of 
coloniality and its aftermath, modernity, postmodernity and altermodernity. 

Two of the most remarkable features of this transformation are the creativity in/from 
the Non-Western world and its political consequences--independent thoughts and 
decolonial freedoms in all spheres of life. Decoloniality of knowledge and being is 
expanding to decolonization of aesthetics in order to liberate sensibilities. 

Transnational identities-in-politics are inspiring a planetary revolution in knowledge 
and sensibility. The creativity of visual and aural artists, thinkers, curators and 
artifices of the written word are affirming the existence of multiple and transnational 
identities, reaffirming themselves in their confrontation with global imperial tenden- 
cies to homogenize and to erase differences. The affirmation of identities is tanta- 
mount with the homogenizing tendencies of globalization which are celebrated by 
Altermodernity as the ’universality’ of artistic practices. This notion chastises the 
magnificent diversity of human creative potential and its different traditions; it 
perennially aims at burying differences instead of celebrating them. 

Decolonial Aesthetics, in particular, and Decoloniality in general are here to liberate 
the sensing and sensibilities trapped by modernity and its darker complementary 
side: coloniality. Decoloniality endorses interculturality and delinks from multicultur- 
alism. Muticulturalism promotes identity politics, while interculturality promotes 
transnational identities-in-politics. Multiculturalism is managed by the State and civil 
society organizations, whereas interculturality is enacted by the communities in the 
process of delinking from the imaginary of the State and of multiculturalism. Inter- 



culturality promotes the re-creation of identities that were either denied or 
acknowledged first but in the end were silenced by the discourse of modernity, 
postmodernity and now altermodernity. Interculturality is the celebration by border 
dwellers of being together in the border. Decolonial transmodern aesthetics is 
intercultural, inter-epistemic, inter-political, inter-aesthetical and inter-spiritual but 
always from the perspective of the non-Western world and the former-Eastern 
Europe. 

Massive migration from the Non-Western world to the formePWestern Europe 
(today European Union) and from the South to the United States transforms the 
subjects of coloniality into powerful agents of decolonial transformation. "We are 
here because you were there" is the reversal of the rhetoric of modernity, transna- 
tional identities-in-politics are a consequence of this reversal; it challenges the 
self-proclaimed imperial right to name and create (constructed and artificial) 
identities by means either of silencing or trivialization. 

The sense and experience of daily life in decolonial processes within the matrix of 
modernity defeats the solitude and the search for order that permeates the fears of 
postmodern and altermodern industrial societies. Decoloniality and decolonial 
aesthetics are bringing hope and the possibility of delinking from the despair of a 
world overflown with the commodities and information that invade the living space 
of ’consumers’ and take away from them all their creative and imaginative poten- 
tial. 

Decolonial transmodernity and aesthetics are delinking from all talks and beliefs of 
universalism, new or old, and are promoting a pluriversalism that rejects all truths 
without quotation marks~ 

’Artists’ are questioning the role and the name that have been assigned to them. 
They are aware of the prison that Euro-centered concepts of arts and aesthetics 
have imposed on them. They are engaging in transnational identities-in-politics, 
revamping identities that have been discredited in modern systems of classification 
and their invention of racial, sexual, national, linguistic, religious and economic 
hierarchies. They are removing the veil from the hidden histories of colonialism and 
are rearticulating these narratives in some traditional spaces of modernity such as 
the white cube and its affiliated branches. They are dwelling in the borders, 
sensing in the borders, doing in the borders, they are the propellers of decolonial 
transmodern thinking and aesthetics. 

Today, decolonial thinkers and practitioners, who are working in diverse linguistics 

domains, visual and aural memories, formations of taste and smell in the overall 
realm of the senses, explore all imaginable visual signs, written words and images; 
all imaginable audible signs, orally pronounced words or sounds, artificially 
produced or generated by life itself, be it named the energy of Pachamama, of 
Nature or Gaia~ The goal of decolonial thinking and doing is to re-inscribe in the 
present and towards the future those categories of thought, ways of life and 
sensibilities that were violently devalued or demonized by colonial, imperial and 
interventionist agendas as well as by postmodern and altermodern internal 

critiques, 

York; Infinite Painting, Villa Manin, Italy; Only Skin Deep at the International Center for 
Photography, New York; Delays and Revolutions, Venice Biennale 2003. His work is in 
the collections of Museum of Modern Art, New York; San Francisco Museum of Modern 
Art; The Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, The Los Angeles County Museum of Art; 
Portland Art Museum; The Bronx Museum, New York; Singapore Art Museum; Fukuoka 
Asian Art Museum; The Queensland Gallery of Modern Art. Besides being an artist, L8 
also co-founded Vietnam Art Foundation-VNFA based in Los Angeles, an organization 
that supports Vietnamese artists and promotes artistic exchange between cultural 
workers from Vietnam and around the world. Through VNFA, L~ and three other artists 
co-founded San Art, a non profit gallery in 14o Chi Minh City. He is currently a board 
member of the Art Network Asia and Danish Embassy’s Cultural Development & 
Exchange Fund, and a member of the Asia Society’s international council. In 2010, L~ 
was honored with an award from the Prince Claus Fund for his artistic practice and his 
contribution to the development of contemporary art in Vietnam. 

Viet L~ is an artist, creative writer, and curator. His work has been published in Crab 
Orchard Review; Fuse; Amerasia Journal; Asia Art Archive; Newsweek Asia; and the 
anthologies Writing from the Perfume River; Strange Cargo; The Spaces Between Us: 
Blue Arc; Love, West Hollywood; among others. L6’s artwork has been featured at The 
Banff Centre, Alberta, Canada; DoBaeBacSa Gallery, Seoul, Korea: Cape Museum of 
Fine Arts, MA, USA; Java Gallery’, Phnom Penh, Cambodia; among other venues. L~ has 
received fellowships from the Civitella Ranieri Foundation, Fulbright-Hays, William Joiner 
Center, Fine Arts Work Center, Center for Khmer Studies, and PEN Center USA. L~ 
curated Miss Saigon with the Wind (Highways, Santa Monica) and Charlie Don’t Surf! 
(Centre A, Vancouver, BC); and co-curated humor us (Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery, 
LA, CA), and transPOP: Korea ViCt Nam Remix (Seoul, S&i G6n, Irvine, San Francisco). 
He has co-edited special issues of BOL Journal (Vie:.t Nam and Us, 2008) and Reflections: 
A Journal of Writing, Service Learning, and Community Literacy (2008). L~ received his 
MFA from the University of California, Irvine, where he has also taught Studio Art and 
Visual Culture courses. He is currently a doctoral candidate at the University of Southern 
California. vietle.net 

Alanna Lockward is an author, critic and independent curator specialized in time-based 
undertakings. In 1988, she was appointed Director of International Affairs at Museo de 
Arte Moderno in Santo Domingo. She is the founding director of ArtLabour Archives, a 
cultural platform and agency responsible for producing situation-specific art events and 
exhibitions since 1997 in the US, the Caribbean, Europe and the African continent and is 
Chief Editor of VideoArtWorld online magazine. Lockward is the author of Apremio: 
Apuntes sobre el pensamiento y la creaci6n contempor~nea desde el Caribe, and 
co-author of Video en Latinoam6rica: Una visi6n critica and Arte Contempor~neo 
Dominicano. Her essay’s and articles have been published by Arte Contexto, Art Nexus, 
Cariforum, Archipi~lago, ARCONOTIClAS and Atl~ntica. She obtained her Licentiate at 
the Universidad Aut6noma Metropolitana-Xochimilco on communications science, and 
her MA at the Institute for Art in Context of UniversitAt der KOnste Berlin. Lockward is 
currently teaching a seminar on the political history of racism at the Humboldt Universit&t 
zu Berlin and is also Executive Board Member of the Transnational Decolonial Institute 
(TDI) with Walter Mignolo, among others. In 1996, she was selection Jury of the XX 
Bienal Nacional de Artes Visuales in Santo Domingo, and in 2006, award jury of the 
Quinta Bienal de Artes Visuales del Istmo Centroamericano with Paulo Hernkenhoff and 
Santiago OImo. Lockward has been a consultant of S~ptima Bienal de La Habana (2000) 
and IV Caribbean Biennial (2001), as well as of important exhibitions such as Politicas de 
la Diferencia: Arte Iberoamericano Fin de Siglo (2000), Visa oder die Verhinderung des 
Reisens (2003) and Global Feminisms (2007). 

Nelson MaMonado-Torres is Associate Professor in the Department of Latino and 
Hispanic Caribbean Studies with a joint appointment in Comparative Literature at 
Rutgers University. He is also currently the President of the Caribbean Philosophical 
Association. His main research interests are critical theorizing, decolonial thinking, 
ethical and political theory, and comparative ethnic studies. He is the co-editor of 
Latin@s in the World-System: Decolonization Struggles in 21st Century US Empire, and 
author of Against War: Views from the Underside of Modernity (Duke UR 2008). His 
articles include "The Topology of Being and the Geopolitics of Knowledge: Modernity, 
Empire, Coloniality" (City 8.1, 2005), and "Rousseau and Fanon on Inequality and the 



international academic associations in the Caribbean, Central, and South America, such 
as Aruba, Brazil, Colombia, Curagao, Guadeloupe, and Mexico, and the South Pacific, 
such as Australia. He was President of the Caribbean Philosophical Association from 
2003 till 2008. 

Marina Grzinic is researcher Director at Institute of Philosophy Scientific Research 
Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Ljubljana Slovenia and Professor 
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna, Austria. She has lectured widely (Kyoto Biennale, 
UC Berkley’s Centre for New Media, etc ). Grzinic is a co-editor of Reartikulacija a journal 
for politics, art, and theory, Ljubljana. Selected monographies and volumes by Grzinic 
are Re-Politicizing art, Theory, Representation and New Media Technology, Academy of 
Fine Arts, Vienna and SchlebrOgge.Editor, Vienna 2008; Une fiction reconstruite. Europe 
de I’Est, post-socialisme et r6tro-avant-garde [Fiction Reconstructed. Eastern Europe, 
Postsocialism and Retro-avantgarde], L’Harmattan, Paris, 2005; Aesthetics of Cyber- 
space and the Effects of De-realisation, Multimedijalni institut mi2 - MaMa Zagreb, 
Croatia and Kosnica - centar za komunikaciju i kulturu, Sarajevo, Bih, 2005. 

Guo-Juin Hong was born and raised in a rural area in Eastern Taiwan with father who 
emigrated from Mainland China and mother a native Taiwanese. After two years of 
obligatory military’ service upon graduation from college, he came to the US, receiving 
first a MA in Cinema Studies at San Francisco State University and then PhD in Rhetoric 
and Film at the University of California, Berkeley. Hong teaches at Duke University 
courses ranging from Chinese language cinemas, literature, visual culture, to documen- 
tary’ and melodrama. He has been involved in music and theater and active in documen- 
tary production. The video installation included in this exhibition is part of a long-term 
collaboration with three creative partners in Taiwan. 

Nayoung Aimee Kwon is Assistant Professor of Korean Cultural Studies at Duke 
University’s Department of Asian & Middle Eastern Studies with affiliations in Women’s 
Studies and the Program in the Art of the Moving Image. She is currently working on her 
book manuscript Translated Encounters and Empire: the Conundrum of Representing the 
Colonized which examines the legacies of bilingual writers and translators in the Japa- 
nese empire and its aftermath. Her research and teaching interests include cultural 
co-productions between Korea and Japan; Korean and Japanese literature and film; 
theories of empire, translation, and postcoloniality; globalization and Asia-Pacific migra- 
tions and cultural flows. 

Ricardo Larnbuley has an MA in Artistic Education, with specialization in Music, from the 
Instituto Superior de Artes de la Habana, Cuba. PhD candidate in the program Estudios 
Culturales Latinoamericanos de la Universidad Andina "Sim6n Bolivar", Quito, Ecuador. 
He is founding member of the "Colectivo de Educaci6n Alternativa"(CEAL) and of the 
"Centro Educativo Liberatad," where since 1991 he is Pedagogical Advisor. He is 
~’contrabajistd’ of the Orquesta Juvenil de Colombia and, since 1994, Research Profes- 
sor at the Universidad Distrital "Francisco Jos6 de Caldad’ in the areas of cultural Studies 
and local latinoamerican music. He is Director of the Research Working Group on Art and 
Music and co-editor of the book La investigacidn en artes y el arte como. His current 
research "JOROPO, gramb.ticas de la vida y est6ticas de existencia," explores the 
relations of popular music to life and aesthetics as philosophy of existence. He also 
plays the double bass. 

l:)inh Q. L~ was born in Ha-Tien, Vietnam in 1968. He received his BA in Art studio at UC 
Santa Barbara in 1989 and his MFA in Photography and Related Media at The School of 
Visual Arts in New York City in 1992. In 1993, L6 return to Vietnam for the first time and in 
1996 L~ decided to settle down in Ho Chi Minh City’. L~’s work has exhibited worldwide. 
His recent solo exhibitions include, A Tapestry of Memories: The Art of Dinh Q. L6 at the 
Bellevue Art Museum, Washington State; Destination for the New Millennium, The Art of 
Dinh Q. L6, at the Asia Society, New York, Project 93: Dinh Q. L6 at MOMA, New York. 
Upcoming exhibition in 2011 includes Erasure, Sherman Contemporary Art Foundation, 
Sydney, Australia. He was also included in the 55th International Short Film Festival 
Oberhausen, 2009 City Visions Festival, Mechelen, Belgium; 2009 Cuvee Biennale, Linz, 
Austria; 2008 Singapore Biennale; Thermocline of Art exhibition at ZKM in Germany; the 
5th Asia Pacific Triennial at Gallery of Modern Art in Brisbane Australia; Universal Experi- 
ence at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago; The Gwangju Biennial 2006, Korea; 
Persistent Vestiges: Drawings from the American-Vietnam War, The Drawing Center, New 

Creative practitioners, activist and thinkers are responding to the global flow of 
decoloniality towards a transmodern and pluriversal world. They confront and 
traverse the divide of the colonial and imperial difference invented and controlled 
by modernity, dismantling it, and working towards "living in harmony and in 
plenitude" in whatever languages these concepts are expressed and in whatever 
decolonial histories they are enacted; a world built by the emerging decolonial and 
transmodern political society, of which art and aesthetics are a fundamental 
component and midwife. 

Teresa Diaz Neiro 
Michelle Eistrup 
Alanna Lockward 
Walter Mignolo 
Rolando V&sq uez 
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Aesthetics 
Decolonial aesthetics refers to ongoing artistic projects responding to the darker side 
of imperial globalization. This is the terrain where artists around the world are contesting 
the legacies of modernity and its re-incarnations in postmodern and altermodern 
aesthetics= 

Aesthesis or Aiesthesis, generally defined as "an unelaborated elementary awareness 
of stimulation, a ’sensation of touch,’" is related to awareness, sense datum, sense 
experience and sense expression, and is closely connected to the processes of percep- 
tion. Aesthetics, instead, is defined as a philosophical theory of what is beautiful as a 
rational investigation about existence, knowledge, and ethics. Thus, aesthetics was 
concerned with the appreciation of beauty and good taste - the domain of the artist. 
This definition emerged in eighteenth century Europe and can be described as modern 
aesthetics. In the last two decades of the twentieth century, postrnodern aesthetics 
contested the principle of modern aesthetics ans argued that postmodernist aesthetic 
practices may adopt any form, outlook, or agenda, new or old, and allow for other (than 
postmodernist) practices and alternative approaches. More recently, in the past few 
years, alterrnodern aesthetics entered into the Western debate~ Altermodern aesthet- 
ics claims postmodernity is depas~ and that a new modernity is emerging reconfigured 
by globalization. Accordingly, artists are engaging with that new globalized perception 
translating cultural values of various cultural groups to connect them to the world 
network. Identity is sacrificed in the name of globalized artistic techniques. 
aesthetics move in a radical different direction~ 

Artists around the world today, including migrant artists in Western Europe and the US, 
are working on the legacies of the Bandung Conference (1955), and its inter-state 
affiliations. The Bandung conference, initially, united 29 Asian and African countries, 
followed by the formation of the Non-Aligned Movement in 1961 including Eastern 
Europe and Latin America. The legacy of the Bandung Conference was the possibility of 
imagining other worlds beyond capitalism and/or communism. To contribute to the 
building of that world is the task of decoloniality and of decolonial aesthetics. 



-Hotel/Panarna, "The Land Divided, the World United" is a phrase that adorns the seal 

of the Panama Canal. "Whose land, whose world?" Dalida Maria Banfield asks. The 
narratives of the Canal are multivalent: it is a site of contestation, of continuing coloniza- 
tion that engender decolonial struggles to which the politics of decolonial aesthetics is 
not alien. 

-i)ecolonial Taiwan, by Guo-Juin Hong (in collaboration with Ying-Shun Wang, 
Pei-Chyi and Sega Huang), asks the same kind of questions grounded in different local 
imperial/colonial histories. From Taiwan under the Japanese colonial regime, to the 
Nationalist Taiwan both under and after martial law, and to today’s Taiwan, this work 
interrogates questions of coloniality through cinematic form between fiction and 
documentary. 

-Be.Bop 2012. Black Europe Body Politics is a time-based set of works (by Teresa 
Maria Diaz Nerio and Jeannette Ehlers, curated by Alanna Lockward) in which the 
(racialized) fantasies of European citizenship are re-contested. Be.Bop 2012 aims at 
facilitating a dialogue between racialized visual artists of different European contexts 
that addresses issues of racialization. 

-Tanja Ostojic’s Looking for a husband with European passport confronts head-on 
the racial, gender and sexual assumptions that govern the Western European imaginary, 
from state institutions to civil society. Ostojic’s decolonial moves consist of unapologeti- 
cally confronting the viewer with coloniafity: what the viewer knows but does not want 
to recognize. 

-Hong-An Truong’s Furniture to Aid in the Viewing of The Lover uses Jean-Jacques 
Annoud’s 1992 adaptation of Marguerite Duras’ semi-autobiographical novel L’Amant 
(The Lover) to re-position the Western gaze, putting the viewer in the place of both the 
voyeur and the vulnerable; and in Resistance Can Be Quiet Truong examines Catholi- 
cism as a kind of French colonial stain in Vietnam; a decolonial lens blurs the boundar- 
ies between self and other. 

-Rolando Vazquez’ Photopoetics follows a parallel path calling into question the 
complicity between the idea of modernity and the regime of the visual through photog- 
raphy. Vazquez questions modern, postmodern and altermodern aesthetics and opens 
up toward decolonial aesthetics, underlying conviviality rather than representation. 

-Narcochingadazo by Pedro Lasch and Miguel Rojas-Sotelo confronts the celebratory 
history of Independences (1810) and Revolution (Mexico, 1910), with the historical 
equivalent of today, the "Narcochingadazo" (2010). The exhibit is grounded on a clear 
conceptualization of "decolonial aesthetics" which is above all an instrument of social 
liberation throughout a collective production. 

-Deco~onialtity As/In/At the Frontier, curated by Marina Grzinic, presents a series of 
videos in which "former Eastern European" video makers confront the imperial 
discourse of "former Western Europe" (aka, European Union). For Grzinic, "decoloniality 
presents a clear political intervention, positing a frontier in the indeterminate (to borrow 
a term used so much by the new philosophers these days) of coloniality. 

tives on Evil and Human Wickedness y Net Art Review;. Executive curator of Arte Nuevo 
InteractivA, Ferrera-Balanquet has organized numerous art, video and new media 
exhibitions. Among them Arte Nuevo InteractivA: Bienal de las Nuevas Artes, Merida_MX 
(five edition 2001-2009); Traslocalidades en Movimiento, video art, Centro Cultural de 
Espa~a en El Salvador, San Salvador, El Salvador, 2008; In[ter]venci6n, [R]-[R]-[F] - 
Festival, JavaMuseum: Forum for Internet Technologies in Contemporary Art, Cologne, 
Germany, 2004. 

Marta Lucia Bustos G6rnez is Professor of Faculty’ of Arts in the University of the 
Bogota city. Candidate a Doctor Degree in Latinamerican Cultural Studies in the Simon 
Bolivar University in Quito, Ecuador. Master Degree in Administration and Planning of 
Regional Development in the Interdisciplinary Center of Regional Studies at the Andes 
University of BogotA. She was an academic chairperson and professor in Textiles 
Program of the Andes University and Dean of the Arts Faculty in the University of the 
Bogota city. At the same time she’s been working in several plans and proyects in 
cultural policy in Colombia, and lately she’s been involved reserching in cultural politics in 
Bogota city. Marta has published several books about tradicional textiles and handicraf 
in some indigenous communities and essays about cultural politics. 

Pedro Pab~o G6rnez 
Universidad Distrital Francisco Jos6 de Caidas / @hotmaii.com 
Maestro en Bellas Artes de la Universidad Nacional de Colombia, mag[ster en 
de la Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, docente de la Facultad de Artes ASAB, de 
Universidad Distrital Francisco Jos6 de Caldas de BogotA. Actualmente es el director del 
grupo institucional de investigaci6n POIESIS XXI. Es doctorante en Estudios Culturales 
Latinoamericanos en la Universidad Andina Sim6n Bolivar, Quito Ecuador~ Director de 
Calle14: revista de investigaci6n en el campo del arte. 

Lewis Gordon is the Laura H. Carneli Professor of Philosophy and Jewish Studies at 
Temple University, where he also directs the Center for Afro-Jewish Studies, and Visiting 
Professor of Philosophy and Government at the University of the West indies at Mona, 
Jamaica. Professor Gordon achieved his PhD in Philosophy with distinction from Yale 
University in 1993. At Yale, he was also the director of graduate student services at the 
African American Cultural Center and President of the Black Graduate Network. He also 
holds an M.A. in aesthetics from Columbia University (1988). He earned his B.A., with 
multiple honors, through the Lehman Scholars Program at Lehman College in the Bronx, 
New York, in 1984, after which he had taught as a Social Studies teacher in the Bronx, 
where he was also founder of the Second Chance Program for In-School Truants at 
Lehman High School. Professor Gordon is the author of the following influential and 
award-winning books: Bad Faith and Antiblack Racism (Humanity Books, 1995), Fanon 
and the Crisis of European Man: An Essay on Philosophy and the Human Sciences 
(Routlede, 1995), Her Ma/esty’s Other Children: Sketches of Racism from a Neocolonial 
Age (Rowman & Littlefield, 1997), which won the Gustavus Myer Award for Outstanding 
Work on Human Rights in North America, Existentia Africana; Understanding Africana 
Existential Thought (Routledge, 2000), Disciplinary Decadence: Living Thought in Trying 
Times (Paradigm Publishers, 2006), An Introduction to Africana Philosophy (Cambridge 
UP, 2008), and, with Jane Anna Gordon, Of Divine Warning: Reading Disasterin the 
Modern Age (Paradigm Publishers, 2009). His forthcoming books are "No Longer 
Enslaved, Yet Not Quite Free": Essa.vs on Freedom, Justice, and the Decolonization of 
Knowledge (Fordham UP), What Fanon Really Said (Schocken Books), and he is currently 
working on a book tentatively titled The Afro-Jewish Question. Professor Gordon has 
received many accolades for his work, including, more recently, the James and Helen 
Merritt Distinguished Service Award for Contributions to the Philosophy of Education. In 
addition to dissertations, book chapters, journal articles, and symposia in a variety of 
disciplines, studies of his work include The C.LR. James Journal’s summer 2008 issue 
entitled "Teleological Suspensions in Africana Philosophy," the spring 2009 Chancellor’s 
Colloquium at the University of California at Berkeley, and a special issue of the fall 2010 
issue of the Atlantic Journal of Communication, entitled "Beyond Disciplinary Deca- 
dence: Communicology in the Thought of Lewis Gordon." He has organized conferences 
worldwide on such themes as Global Anti-Semitism (in Paris, 2007) and Global Antiblack 
racism (again in Paris, 2008) and has lectured internationally, including, more recently, at 
the University of Cape Town Law School, the Jerusalem Center for Ethics, UNESCO in 
Paris, the institute for the Study of Dutch Slavery in Amsterdam, the Cultural Encounters 
Program in Roskflde, Denmark, the Forum on Contemporary Thought in India, and for 



PARTICIPANT OS 
Da~ida Maria Benfie~d is a media artist, scholar and cuor. Her films, installations and 
interactive digital art have been screened and exhibited widely, and her work is 
represented in the current international traveling exhibition, "Emergency Biennale," 
curated by’ Evelyne Jouanno. She is a co-founder of the activist media collective Video 
Machete, 1994 - 2007, whose work was exhibited at the New Museum of Contempo- 
rary Art and the Sundance Film Festival, amongst many other venues. Her essays on 
U.S. Latinaio, transnational and feminist media are numerous. Benfield’s awards 
include the MacArthur Foundation and the Open Society Institute for work with Video 
Machete. She has taught film, video and art education at the University of Wisconsin- 
Madison, the University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign, and the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago, where she was Associate Professor and Chair of the Art Education 
Department. Benfield is now completing a Ph.D. at the University of California-Berkeley 
in Ethnic Studies. Her dissertation, Third, Now, traces contemporary iterations of 
decolonial feminisms and Third Cinemas in digital film and Internet art. She also holds 
a BA in Communication from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and a MFA in Studio 
Art from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. 

Zoe Butt is Co-Director of San Art, Vietnam’s most active independent art space and 
reading room. She is also currently Curatorial Manager of Post ViDai, the only private 
collection of contemporary Vietnamese art in the world. Previously she was Director, 
International Programs, Long March Project - a complex, multi-platform, international 
artist organization and ongoing art project based in Beijing, China. From 2001-2007 
she was Assistant Curator, Contemporary Asian Art at the Queensland Art Gallery, 
Brisbane, Australia where she assisted in the development of the Asia-Pacific Triennial 
of Contemporary Art (APT) and key acquisitions for the Contemporary Asian art 
collection. For over 10 years she has been researching contemporary Asian art, 
working with a cross-section of rising contemporary Asian art stars, independently and 
collaboratively curating exhibitions and contributing to various international art publica- 
tions that reflect the dynamic art of this region. Understanding the need for an arts 
infrastructure that best suits the context of local production, she is committed to 
creating contemporary’ houses of culture that not only financially, but intellectually 
invest, in the production of contemporary’ art so that its showcase becomes part of an 
essential cultural discourse in exchange with international audiences. 

Luigi I=assi is the director of arige kunst Galerie Mueum in Bolzano, Italy. A 2008-2009 
Helena Rubinstein Curatorial Fellow of the Whitney Museum of American Art Indepen- 
dent Study Program in New York, he has organized exhibitions internationally, including 
"Theoretical Practice" at ISCR New York (2009); "Archeology of Mind" at the Maim6 
Konstmuseum, Sweden (2008); "In search of the Miraculous", V Triennial of Finland, 
Kunsthalle Helsinki, Finland (2007); and, with Laima Kreivyte, "Baltic Mythologies" for 
the Prague Biennale 3 (2007). His writing appears in publications such as Flash Art, 
Artforum, Mousse, Site, and he is a coauthor of Time Out of Joint: Recall and Evoca- 
tion in Recent Art .Nale University Press, 2009). 

RaQI Moarquech I=errera-Balanquet has exhibited internationally, including the 
Museum of Latin American Art, Long Beach, California; Zentral Bibliothek in Zurich, 
Switzerland; Fundacion de Arte Contemporaneo, Montevideo, Uruguay; 33ro Festival 
Internacional Cervantino, Leon, Mexico; Exit Art Gallery, NYC; Alchemy Projects, MAAP 
Festival, Australia; Gallery 1313, Toronto, Canada; Whitney Museum of American Art, 
New York; LACE, Los Angeles, California; Museo de Arte Actual, Bogot&, Colombia; 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; Centro de Cultura Contemporanea, Barcelona, 
Spain. His writings have appeared in numerous publications, among them Artecubano, 
Vol.3-4, Havana, Cuba; SalonKritik, Madrid, Spain; Bienal de La Habana Para leer, 
Universitat De \/alancia, Spain; PublicNo. 41, Toronto, Canada; Escaner Cultural, 
Santiago de Chile, Chile. Inter, Art Actuael, No 102, Quebec, Canada; Integraci6n y 
Resistencia en la Era Global, Evento Te6rico D6cima Bienal de La Habana, Centro de 
Arte Contemporb.neo Wilfredo Lam, La Habana, Cuba; Tierra Adentro, M#~xico DF; 
Forum Idea, 9na Bienal de La Habana 2006; La Hija Natural de J.T.G., Montevideo, 
Uruguay; Revista Biblia, No. 20, Lisboa, Portugal; Circus Reader, Melbourne, Australia; 
Felix: A Journal of Media Arts and Communication, New York; Artpapers, Atlanta; the 
Mexican literary magazine Navegaciones Zur, and the electronic publications Perspec- 

Decoloniality As/In/At The Frontier by Marina Gr2inid, 

DecolonialityiFormer Eastern Europe 
Decoloniality presents a clear political intervention, positing, I would say, a frontier in the 
indeterminate (to borrow a term used so much by the new philosophers these days) of 
coloniality. However, precisely for this reason, it is being contested. A process of under- 
mining the meaning and politics of DeColoniality (if we use it the way in which Alanna 
Lockward uses it) is at work that functions with the constant focus on the phenotypic 
aspect of the term, which situates decoloniality in relation to a colonial past and 
dismisses it as a "marginal" preoccupation of the once-colonized people, thereby turning 
it into a political=yet-historical event= This puts forward a colonial setting for intensified 
contemporary racism. 

Grada Kilomba describes the process clearly: "Once confronted with the collective 
secrets of racist oppression and the pieces of that very dirty history, the white subject 
commonly argues ’not to know...,’ ’not to understand...,’ ’not to remember...,’ or ’not to 
believe...’. These are expressions of this process of repression by which the subject 
resists making the unconscious information conscious; that is, one wants to make the 
known unknown [EntErwb.hnung]= Repression [EntErwb, hnung] is, in this sense, the 
defense by which the ego controls and exercises censorship of what is instigated as an 
’unpleasant’ truth. They say they do not know! But if I know, they too have to know as we 
co-exist in the same scenario. They say they have never heard of it! But how come, if we 
have been speaking it for 500 years? Five hundred years is such a long time. What do 
they want to know? And what do they want to hear?" 

Achille Mbembe distinguishes two colonial traditions. The first is Hegelian, which treats 
the native subjected to colonial power as being "encapsulated in himself or herself, 
he/she was a bundle of drives, but not of capacities." The second could be called 
Bergsonian, as the one which "rested on the idea that one could, as with an animal, 
sympathize with the colonized, even ’love’ him or her; thus, one was sad when he/she 
died because he/she belonged up to the point, to the familiar world= In the Bergsonian 
tradition of colonialism, familiarity and domestication thus became the dominant tropes of 
servitude." Further, Mbembe conceptualized the "postcolonial mode of domination" as a 
"series of corporate institutions and a political machinery that, once in place, constitute a 
distinctive regime of violence." Therefore, at stake within colonialism/coloniality is the 
whole system of life, social and political structures, economies, epistemologies and 
discourses that asks for a clear act of decoloniality. 

Decoloniality is instrumental in understanding the First World’s capitalist colonial regimes, 
the larger geopolitical body of knowledge in a modern/colonial world, and the reproduc- 
tion of racial and class matrices within the Euro-Atlantic colonial axis. It is instrumental in 
understanding the current situation of "former Eastern Europe" vis-&-vis "Western 
Europe" or the European Union, as the European Union appears to be the modernizing 
savior of the whole region. It is said that Eastern Europe no longer exists and it is there- 
fore called former Eastern Europe. However, paradoxically, its very non-existence as 
former Eastern Europe is over-present, over=existent, when we consider the allocation of 
Western European capital. This move allows me to interpret, read and understand Eastern 
Europe as the non-existing frontier of (as/in/at) the new Europe, more precisely of the 
European Union, which sets its hegemony against the rest of Europe. To formulate this 
differently, former Eastern Europe is a frontier, but it is a spectral frontier; it does not 
divide, as a frontier normally does, but rather allows for a repetition and reproduction 
within itself of the modes of life (biopolitics), modes of death (necropolitics), structures of 
governmentality, institutional control, system of knowledge and regimes of aesthetics and 



contemporary’ art and theoQi from "former" Western Europe. Therefore, I am interested 
in this new Europe that (as global capitalism) can be described, as Angela Mitropoulos 
has described it, as the "confluence of foreigners, slaves, women and children." And, I 
will hasten to add, migrants, queer, - all those who disrupt "a question of genealogy, of 
the authentication of power through origin-stories and their transmission, as fact and 
naturalised foundation" of Europe and of the global world. 

Marina Grzinic is researcher Director at Institute of Philosophy Scientific Research 
Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Ljubljana Slovenia and Profes- 
sor at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna, Austria. She has lectured widely (Kyoto 
Biennale, UC BerMey’s Centre for New Media, etc ). Grzinic is a co-editor of Reartiku- 
lacija a journal for politics, art, and theory, Ljubljana. Selected monographies and 
volumes by’ Grzinic are Re-Pofidcizing art, Theo~ Representation and New Media 
Technology, Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna and SchlebrOgge. Editor, Vienna 2008; Une 
fiction reconstruite. Europe de VEst, post-socialisme et r6tro-avant-garde [Fiction 
Reconstructed. Eastern Europe, Postsocialism and Retro-avantgarde], L’Harmattan, 
Paris, 2005; Aesthetics of Cyberspace and the Effects of De-realisation, Multimedijalni 
institut mi2 - MaMa Zagreb, Croatia and Kosnica - centar za komunikaciju i kulturu, 
Sarajevo, Bih, 2005, etc. 

Cf. Alanna Lockward, ’lngridMwangiRobertHutter: Masks and Skin Politics as a German DeColoniai Knowledge 
Production," ir~: Reartikulacija, nos. 10---13, Ljubljana, 2010, http:/!www.reartikuiacija.org/?p=1449, retrieved on 
January 16, 20i 1. 

Cf. Grada Kilomba, Plantation Memories: Episodes of Everyday Racism, Unrast Verlag, MOnster, 2008, quoted 

ir~ Alanna Lockward, ibid. 
Achille Mbembe. On the Postcoiony, University of California Press, Berkeley, 2001, p. 26. Quoted in reference to 

a discussion with ~;efik TatliS. 
Ibid. p. 27. 
Cf. Angeia Mitropouios, "Legal, Tender," in: Reartikulacija, no. Y, Liubljana, 2009, 

http:i/www.reartikuiacija.org/?p=698, retrieved on January 16,2011. 

#ec01oniality 
Aesthetics 

This event has been organized by: 

Guo-Juin Hong, Andrew W. Mellon Assistant Professor of Chinese Literature and 
Culture Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke University 

Hong-An Truong, Assistant Professor, Art Department at the University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, currently is associated at the Center for Latin American and 
Caribbean Studies at Duke University as well as part of the adviso~’ committee for Full 
Frame Documentary’ Film Festival 

Tracy Carhart, Assistant to the Director of Center for Global Studies and the Humanities 

Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Assistant Professor, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Duke 
University 

Waiter D. Mignolo, William H. Wannamaker Professor and Director, Center for Global 
Studies and the Humanities 

DECOLONIAL 
AESTHETICS 



Section VI: 10:00 - NOON 
Viet Le, Artist, creative writer, indeper~dent (:urator, USC 
Zoe Bul:t, Cural:or, Ho Chi Mirth Cil:y, Viet:nam 
Dinh Q. Le, Artist, Ho Chi Mirth City, Viet:nam 
Hong-An Truong, UNC-Chapel Hill (moderator) 

NOON - 1:00 prT1 Lunch Break 

Section VII: 1:00 - 2:45 pm 
Hong-An Truong, UNC-Chapel Hill 
G uo-J u in H ong, Du ke U n i versil:y 
Nayoung Aimee Kwon, Duke University (moderator) 

3:00- 3:30 pm 

Section VIII: 3:30 -5:30 pm 
Ala n na Lockwa rd, H u m l:)oldt: U n iversity, Berli n 
Lewis Gordon, Temple University 
Walter Mignolo, Duke LJniversil:y (moderat:or) 



WORKSHOP P 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 4 

Introd uction: 12:30 -- 1:00 pm 

Section l: 1:00 --. 2:4.5 prn 
Catherine Walsh, Universidad Andina Simon Bolivar, Quito, Ecuador 

and Duke University 
Nelson Maldonado-Torres, Rutsers University 
Guo-Juin Hong, Duke University (moderator) 

2:45 --3:15 pm Break 

Sec.tion 11:3:15--5:00 pm 
Rolando Vazquez, Roosevelt Academy, The Netherlands 
Luisi Fassi, Curator, Torino, Italy 
Roberto Dainotto, Duke University (moderator) 

Aesthetics 
EXHIBITION OPENING RECEPTION 
6:30 .-. 8:30 pm 
Fred ric Ja meson Gall~:,ry, Friedl B u ildin~, Du ke East 

Musical Performance by Ricardo h.ambu 
7:30 pm 

THURSDAY, MAY 5 

Section I11:10:00 - 11:45 am 
Marina Grzinic, Sk)venian Academy ol: Science and Vienna 
Academy of Fine Arts 

Tanja Ost:ojic, Artist, Belgrade and Berlin 
Kristine Stiles, Duke LJniversity (moderator) 

11:45 am ~ 1:00 pm Lunch Break 

Section IV: 1:00 ~ 2:45 pm 
Dalida Maria Benfield, University of Calil:ornia, Berkeley 
Raul Ferrera Balanquet, Escuela Superior de Arl:es de Yucal:~n, 

M6xico 
Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Duke University (moderator) 

2:45 ~ 3:15 pm Break 

Section V: 3:15 - 5:00 pm 
Marta Lucia Bustos, Academia Superior de Artes, Bogot~ 
Pedro Pablo Gomez, Academia Superior de Artes, Bogot~ 
Ricardo Lambuley, Academia Superior de Artes, Bosot:~ 
Catherine Walsh, Universidad Andina SimOn Bolivar and Duke 

University (moderat:or) 

THE NASHEP, MUSEUN 
6:00 ~ 6:45 pm Light Refreshmenl:s 

6:45 ~ 8:00 pm 
Nomad Dream: Experimenta! Interactive 
Documentary and Socia! Performance 
by Ra O I Moa rq uech Ferrera- Ba la nq uet with the colla boral:ion of Dalida 
Marfa Benfield and Miguel Rojas Sotelo 



WORKSHOP: 
EXHIBITION" May 4-June 5, 2011. 

May 4-6, 2011. Center for Global Studies and the Humanities, Duke University. 
Fredric Jameson Gallery & Nasher Museum of Art, Duke University. 

CO-SPONSOR ED BY 
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~J 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifll <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 11:55 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot?ac] CCO New Course and Revisions for Fall 2011 

Hello all, 

This message provides deadlines relating to new CCO courses and revisions of existing CCO courses for the Fall 2011 term. 

(Note: if you are no longer teaching a CCO course and don’t plan to teach one in the future, please let me know and I’ll remove you 

from this list. Some departments rotate courses and instructors during the year, so we tend to keep former instructors’ names in 

the listserv.) 

1. June 1st is the deadline for new courses or major revisions to be submitted to your instructional designer or to Tyler Ritter, 

etritter@email.unc.edu. If you haven’t spoken to me or your instructional designer about doing a major revision for fall, it’s too 

late to start the process now. A major revision is one in which you make changes to more than one-quarter of your current 

content. A major revision requires a proposal, your department chair’s written approval, and a contract for the work. 

2. June 1st is the deadline for new course authors and returning instructors to submit any changes in required textbooks. If 

you plan to add a text or use a different edition of a text, please provide the ISBN number. If you haven’t already spoken with your 

instructional designer or me about book changes and the resulting changes to your course Web pages, it’s too late to make the 

change for the fall term. Usually, a change in books results in major revisions (see #1 above). 

3. July 15th is the deadline for routine minor changes to existing courses. These include changes to the course schedule, 

corrections to link problems (your instructional designer will do a link check and inform you of any problem links), or other minor 

changes you feel might be necessary. Please submit these changes to your instructional designer (the list of who will be working on 

each course will be sent later). Because this is a particularly busy semester, you can turn in your revisions earlier, sometime 

between June 1st and July 15th. Please remember to use the Track Changes tool in Word to clearly distinguish your changes 

from the original; otherwise, you’re instructional designer won’t know what you’ve changed! 

I encourage you to refer to our online Faculty Handbook (.[~..t..t...p.:./Z~.Lf..r.Ld....a.~¥~.c.~.e....n....t...e...r.:..u....n.~.c.~:..e....d...u.~...f..a...c.....u..Lt.?Z) regarding the following: 

¯ distance education library services (see the section on e-reserves, particularly the deadlines for submitting e-reserve requests 

to the library) 

° sending your revisions to your instructional designer 

° how your course is marketed. 
Thanks very much and have a great summer! 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 

Marchel Proust 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJ4 to ~a href "mailto:leave-29093287-3634613.47t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29093287- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tga959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disabili~ Services-~tisabili .tyser~dces@tmc.edtc, 

Saturday, April 30, 2011 4:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F.xaJn Upload Confirmation 

Thank you for submitting your exam. If you have any questions or need additional information about the process, please contact our office at 919- 

962-8300 or disabilityservices@unc.edu. 

Regards, 
Disability Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 30, 2011 5:18 PM 

Final exam: AFRI 101.990.SPRING2011 

Deas All, 

WisNng you the best for your fina] exam and the summer. 

Sincereb; 

Dr. Sahle 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Monday, May2, 2011 12:25 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

LAST CHANCE: ISA 2012 

Dear APCG colleagues: 

Next year’s international Studies Association annual meeting is in San Diego- a great place for a conference! APCG’s ISA committee plans to assemble two panels, but has 
received a small number of proposals so far. If you have been thinking about participating but missed last week’s deadline, please go ahead and send a paper proposal (or a 
full panel proposal) to Steve Burgess at __S__t__e__p___h___e_!_L___B___u_!fl__e_A_s__@~axwell.af.mil. We have to submit our panels to the ISA by May 15th, so the sooner the better. 
Thanks, 

Beth 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

From: Whitaker, Beth [mailto:BWhitaker@uncc.edu] 
Sent: Wed 4/20/2011 1:58 PM 
To: African Politics Conference Group 
Subject: REMINDER: APCG panels at ISA 20:[2- proposals due 4/30 

Dear APCG colleagues: 
Next year’s International Studies Association annual meeting will be in San Diego, on April 1-4, 2012. The call for proposals is now open and the deadline for submissions is 

June 1,2011. Additional information can be found on their website at http://vwvw.isanet.or.q/annual convention/. 
The African Politics Conference Group has been allocated two panels at the conference. Our deadline to submit these panels is May 15, two weeks before the general 
deadline. Therefore, if you would like your paper or panel to be considered for APCG sponsorship, submit your proposal to Steve Burgess (chair of the ISA committee) 
at Stephen.BurgessQ~,maxwe~Laf.mil by April 30, 2011. This will give the committee time to review the proposals, make selections, and submit the APCG panels by May 
15. 
Per APCG rules, and consistent with other organizations, you must be a paid APCG member to submit a paper or panel proposal. Dues are $10 per year. The 
committee will confirm with the treasurer, Carl LeVan 0evan@ameri~an.edu), before reviewing your proposal. For information about how to pay your dues using PayPal, see 

the APCG website (vwwv.africanpolitics.qroup.org). 
We are very grateful to the APCG members who have agreed to serve on the ISA committee: Steve Burgess, Aaron Hale, and Jana Honke. Again, please send your proposal 

to Steve Burgess by April 30th. 

We look forward to some good APCG panels at the ISA conference in San Diego! 

Best wishes, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 
Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to apcg as: bwhitaJ~er@uncc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https:i/lists.wisc.edu/u?idM0299616.e4c8813e0035e3dd77c3b6b924b97b7ti~n T&I apc~&o 15018895 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave- 15018895-40299616.e4c88f3e0035e3dd77c3b6b924b97bTf(&lists.wisc.edu 

You a~e currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?~d~299565.~8b558a~cd~89c~fd76e7dc~b22e&n T&] apcg&o 15127001 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave- 15127001-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 10:15 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£aan] List of Graduating Seniors 

Hi All, 
I’m writing to see if we have a list of graduating seniors. I would like to include it in the newsletter and plan to finish it this week. If someone has the list, please forward it to 
me. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

You are currently subscribed to aJTrialhm as: eunice~emai].unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriati~m&o~9107975 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-29107975-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Teaching Awaa~d Photos 

Eunicel 

Tfyou have :[-2 photos from your teaching award ceremony, would you please send them? i would like to include one in the newsletter and will need them by tomorrow. 

Thanks! 

Kia 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 12:27 PM 

Department lis~serv ~atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE:[Miiat~n] List of Graduating Seniors 

Travis will send it to 
Take care, 
Agatha 

B usin e~.~.~ 
Depa~me~t of P~blic Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB !J3435 

~09 B~Itle Ha~l. CB 1/3395 

C[u~pel tt~11, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 9~9 962.5824 

F~m: Caldwell, Kia L [mailto:klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Nay 03, 2011 10:15 
T~: Depa~ment I~sNe~ 
Subject; [afriaNm] L~st of @aduating Seniors 
HI 
rm writing to see if we have a list of graduating seniors. I would like to include it in the newsle~er and plan to finish it this week. If someone has the list, please forward it to 
me. 

ThanB, 
Kia 

You are currently subscribed m a~iafam as: abuell@emNLunc~edu. 
To unsubscfi~ click hem: hItp:iilists.unc.ed~’u?id=:32361543.3a5003452eedTa6650715970at76d463&n =T&l=:al~atiam&o=29107975 

(It may be neces~D m cut m~d pasta fl~e aN}ve URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emN1 m leave-29107975-32361543.3a5003452eedTa6650715970alV64463@listse~’.u~c.edu 

You 8~e cu~ufly subscribed m aN~£am as: 

To uusubscfi~ click here: [~E~;£ 
(It may be ueces~ to cut aud paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emN1 m leave-29109219-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56Ma770a798d@listserv .unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disabili~ Services-~tisabili .tyser~dces@tmc.edtc, 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 12:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F.xaJn Upload Confirmation 

Thank you for submitting your exam. If you have any questions or need additional information about the process, please contact our office at 919- 

962-8300 or disabilityservices@unc.edu. 

Regards, 
Disability Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 7:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: Congratulations ti~m SUTASA - Response Requested 

Thank you for writing. I will have minimal email access until May 7. I will reply to all messages at my earliest opportunity. If you need to reach me regarding an urgent matter 
related to LinCS 2 or Sister Circle, please call me on my cell phone. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:08 AM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afdafaJn] FW: ttR Digest: May 3, 2011 

05.03.11 HR hffonnation for Elnployees.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 4:22 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Digest: May 3, 20J.1 

-I-O: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department{S}o 

¯ Full text of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

{Vhw 15: CUPA-HR membership deadline 

Ma~ 20: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 

Ma~ 20: 

J~m, 9: Benefits Services Workshop - A Baby~ What do I do? 

Jun. ~6: Teacher & State Employees Retirement Workshop 

State Employee Recognitio~ Week 

The Governor’s Office has proclaimed the week of May 1-7 to be State Employee Recognition Week. Wednesday, May 4, is State Employee Recognition Day. This is 

also Public Service Recognition Week. (See the attached proclamation.) 

Benefits Services Workshop -Teacher & State £:mp~oyees Retirement Workshop (Click here} 

Benefits Services has scheduled the followin~ workshop now open for registration: 

gmaii: Christie davis@unc.edu 

Webs~te: http:i!hr.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to afiJafam as: ._e_t_L_m___c__e__@__e_Ln_~i!_&Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!, 

To unsubscribe click here: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati~afam&o~9113877 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29113877-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada~70a798d(?~listserv.unc~edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, May 3, 20 ! ! 

May 15: CUPA- HR membership deadline 
May 20: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 
May 20: Excellence in Manaqement Awards nominations due 
Jun. 9: Benefits Services workshop - A Baby! What do I do? 
Jun. 16: Benefits Services workshop - Teacher & State Employees Retirement 

State Employee Recognition Week 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Governor’s Office has proclaimed the week of May 1- 7 to be State Employee 
Recognition Week. Wednesday, May 4, is State Employee Recognition Day. This is 
also Public Service Recognition Week. (See the attached proclamation.) 

The Office of Human Resources encourages each school, department or work unit 
to participate in State Employee Recognition Week by taking this opportunity to 
recognize the accomplishments and contributions of all of its faculty and staff. 

See attached document for more information. 

Benefits Services Workshop - Teacher & State Employees Retirement 
Workshop 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Benefits Services has scheduled the following workshop now open for registration: 

This workshop is a comprehensive half- day program that takes the place of an 
individual counseling session, but promises the same personal attention in a group 
setting. Topics include retirement benefits, the paperwork process, Social Security, 
Medicare, financial planning and retiree health insurance. 

Location: Bondurant Hall 
Date: Thursday, Jun. 16 
Time: 8:30 a.m. to noon 



Sponsor: Benefits Services 



GOVERNOR 

STATE EMPLOYEE t[-?dECOGNFI’ION WEEK 

STAI"E EMPLOYEE APPRE(..~][AT]iON DAY 

2011 

THE GO"i, ERN OR OF TH E ST ATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

A PROg2 LAMA i[ IOx ¯ 

WH.EREAS. Nort1: CaroIi::a state governmcn{ ~s served by more than 95.000 ~oya{ and dedicated 
employees in man~~ esseatiaI areas, inch.~dh~g punic health~ sa~ty, ed~catio~ and e-nvironmenta~ 

,%~ HEK.EAS~ c×emplary empl.oye, es are dedicated ,-o ~1~.~ ~o~k a a]: levels of sta~e ~overnm{:nu 
whether ~:n.. u~ m ~ the sa:J~;ty of our citizens. " *,:" " ~, ¯ :" s ~ - > or research and deveIopmeng: 
and 

WH.EREAS~ state employ, ees are on duty~ every dav~ ready to render assistance with wiFin~-,ness~ ~ 

NOW. THEREFORE. i~, BEVERL.Y EAVES PERDL:E. (-" ..... ~ " 
do herd>i proclaim. May b.7. 2011, as "STATE EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION WEEK" and 
May 4, 20i I~ as S.i AI.E EMPi..OYEE A.PPRECIATJON DAY" and urge ah cmzens to take this 
op[>rmubv~.~.~o ~oi:~ me in expressing ~o aI:: sta:c empI%, e~,~’     --’" ore" appreciation %r fl~eir commendabIe 

BEVERLY EAVES PERDUE 

IN W 1 /~. iESS %, HEREOF.. ~ have hereuilt.o se~ mv~ hand and af~xed ~he’G~ ~a.~ { Sca~     ~f "~                                                           S,a~,;.:’ ...... of 
fo~.c~nd~ day ~:’     i:~ t}:e year oi~our L.ord two 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 10:51 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiMhm] FW: Lane Closures on Portions of Manning Drive for 8-Weeks ti-om May 9 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 20:t:t :t0:48 AM 
Subject: Lane Closures on Portions of Manning Drive for 8-Weeks from May 9 
Pa~cking Coordinators, please distribute the following info: 

An eight-week manhole construclion project beginning Monday, May 9 will force the closure of two lanes of traffic adjacent to the Craige Pa~cldng Deck (from the 

entrance to the top level of the Deck east to the Manning Drive inte~eclion with Paul Hardin and Craige Drives). Weather permitting, the project should be completed 

by Sunday. July 17. Through traffic roll be maintained on Manning Drive throughout the duration of the project, though motorists should expect some delays, 
paJcticula~cly during rush hours, and should plan accordingly. Click here to see a map of the affected area. 

CttT will temporarily close the bus stops on Mmming Drve at Public Safety m~d the Craige Deck ~mtil further notice. Passengers may board the buses at the alternate 

bus stops on Manning Drve at ttibbard Drive. Click here for the map received t~om Chapel Hill Transit. 

Sidewalks will be blocked on the southern shoulder of Mm~ning Drive in the consm~ction area. and pedestrians roll need to use sidewalks on the northern shoulder. 

Maps will be posted through the "Breaking News" link on the UNC Public Safety’s homepage (!~?_~)y__:_d__r?_~:__u__r_Lc_:__e__d___t!). 

Call 969-4900 or access }y_!~?~i:_c_!)__t!2~__m__b_i_t_:~!g. for transit-related questions. Call (919 ) 962- 3951 with additional queslions or concerns. 

Thank,you, 

The Department of Public Safety 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=:T&l=at?iafam&o=29114230 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.~:.e..-...2...9...~...~4~2.~..~..-~3..2~3..~..~6..(.!..8.:..e~8~7..@..!2.a.~.~.-.3~2~3..~.~..4..Q.~.~.~.~7.~i~i.~.~L%.u~:~.~.~1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haeran <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 1:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

a receipt 

Dear Eunice, 
I found a receipt in my mailbox and Travis thinks it may be from you. The receipt is for a book for .$29.63 from the Student Stores. 

Please let me know if it is yours and I will reimburse you right away. I just don’t know who left this receipt because there was no name except mine on the 

envelope. 

Thank you! 

Haeran Miller 

Acct. Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax. 919.962.5824 

Dept. of At~ica~ and Afro-American Studies 

Tel. 919.966.1295 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 2:54 PM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] Crrants, contracts and proposals 

Dear All, 

This is a reminder that ALL proposals, contracts, funding agreements, etc MUST be approved by the Office of Sponsored Research BEFORE any agreements are 

made. 

Specifically, if you are submitting a proposal or letter of intent requesting funding from any group outside of UNC-CH it must be submitted in the RAMSeS system 

no less than 5 days before the due date. If the funding will come through the department I am available to help with this process as well as assist with creating 

budgets, etc, but must receive your info about the proposal 10 days before the due date (that’s 5 days for me + 5 days for OSR). 

If you are directly contacted to work on a project with an institution outside of UNC-CH (with no competitive proposal process), you must still submit your scope of 

work, budget, etc to OSR as soon as possible. 

ONLY OSR may enter into funding agreements for UNC. 

As the Grants Coordinator for the department, I am generally the liaison between you and OSR - please contact me prior to contacting them (this is at their 

request, as many issues can be resolved without getting them involved, and they prefer to have one pint of contact in the department). Additionally, I prefer to be 

involved in your submissions to RAMSeS as well, so that I can double check that certain UNC required criteria are met (such as effort reporting, overhead 

requirements, etc). 

Please let me know if you have questions, or have any proposals that you plan to submit in the coming months. 

Thanks! 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Pnblic Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Depart~nent of ~4~?icm~ & Afro-A~nerican Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltp:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=:T&l=at?iafam&o=29115805 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-29115805-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d_@listserv .unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 3:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: a receipt 

Dear Eunice, 

That is good to know and thank you for letting me know, 

"~’a I~e Ca re, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:30 PM 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: a receipt 

Dear Haeran, 

Thanks for your note. It is mine. 

Many thanks and see you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 1:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: a receipt 

Dear Eunice, 

I found a receipt in my mailbox and Travis thinks it may be from you. The receipt is for a book for 529.63 from the Student Stores. 

Please let me know if it is yours and I will reimburse you right away. I just don’t know who left this receipt because there was no name except mine on the 

envelope. 

Thank you! 

ttaeran Miller 

Acct. Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax. 919.962.5824 

Dept. of.M’rican and Afro-American Studies 

Tel. 919.966.1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fogle, Ashley D <fogle@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 3:34 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly aJmouncement <cwc announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] Carolina Women’s Center Spring 2011 newsletter 

CWCSpring2011 newsletter.pdf 

Colleagues, 

Attached please find a copy of the latest edition of the Carolina Women’s Center newsletter, hot off the presses! Best of luck with your end of semester work! 

Best, 

Ashley 

Ashley Fog[e, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Carolina Women’s Center 

The University of North Carolina-Chapel. Hi[[ 

215 W. Cameron Avenue, CB# 3302 

Chapel Hi[[, NC 27599-3302 

Phone: 919-962-8305 

Fax: 919-843-5619 

fo~[e@unc.edu 
The Carolina Women’s Center pursues 9ender equity at the University oJ’ North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary 

research, we build brid~es and enhance the intellectual li[e and public engagement mission o]’ the university. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 6:09 PM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE:[at~afam] Latest Issue of Dept. Newsletter 

Congratulations Kia. It looks great! 
Margaret 

From: Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 201:t 5:50 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Latest Issue of Dept. Newsletter 

Dear Colleagues: 
Attached you will find the latest issue of the departmental newsletter, hot off the e-presses. Many thanks to everyone who submitted information, articles, and photos. Special 
thanks to Kenneth for helping to pull everything together. 
Hard copies of the newsletter will be available at graduation on Saturday, as well. 
Best regards, 
Kia 

You a~re cunvntly subscribed to afriafam as: leelnc~em~l.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:/ilists.anc.eduia?id 32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a612e272c&~T&l afriafam&o 29121817 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-29121817-32361602.0f47d9cb54cM65aee30529a6t2e272c,@Jistserv.anc.eda 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.nnc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~9121868 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-29121868- 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv .unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 6, 2011 7:05 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Automatic reply: May 9-12 visit 

Thmiks for your message. I will be on a site visit to Africa from May 1st to May 13th returning to the office on May 16th. Please expect delays on any reply due to 

ve~ limited or no elno~l access at a]l during this period. 

If you need immediate assisIance, please cedl the UNC CH study abroad oltice main line at 919-962-7002. For emergencies occumng after-hours, please contact 
Campus SecuriF at 919.962.8100. 

Thanks, 

~odney J. Va~gas 

Latin ~laerica, Africa and ~he Middle Eas~ Pzograms Director 

Study Abroad ,Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education Cen~er 

3@1 Pit~sboro Stzeet 

Uriversi~y of NorN,~ Cazoiina at Chapel Hill 

Cl’~ap el Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: ~ i 919 962 7@@2 Fax: { 1 919 962 2262 

confidential information. Any unauthorized 5eview, rise, disclosure, or dis~sibu~ion is 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2011 8:47 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Books 

Hi Dr Sable, 

I hope you’re doing well and are not too busy. I can see from my libral3’ account that you haven’t made it to the libra~z yet; I’m in Raleigh now but would you like me to come get them from 
you? I hope you’re having a good day 

Thanks, 



From: @email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2011 9:17 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Sublet’t: Re: Books 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I figured you ~vere veI3~ busy, and wanted to make sure that I coulch~’t help you somehow. I calr’t imagine grading all those papers in 48 hours. ThalS: you for getting back to me. And thank 
you! Let me kno~v if you need anything after graduation; rm happy to research and find articles and books for you, if you need. 

Thanks, 

On May 6, 2011, at 9:12 AM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

> Dear 
> 
> Sol~V. I am returning them today 
> 

> My apologies. It has been a hectic week ~vith grading, etc. 
> 

> All the best on Sunday 
> 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> From: !email uric edu] 
> Sent: Friday, May 06, 2011 8:47 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Books 
> 

> tli Dr Sahie, 
> 

> I hope you’re doing well and are not too bus?’. I can see from my library account that you haven’t made it to the library yet; rm in Raleigh now but would you like me to come get them from 
you? [ hope you’re having a good day. 
> 

> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May6, 2011 10:19 AM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot?ac] start of classes 

CCO Instructors- 

Classes for summer begin next Tuesday, and I want to thank you for teaching a CCO course this summer. We have right around 1,000 students registered for your 

courses and we expect another 3-400 to register over the next few days. Remember that the University allows late registration through next Wednesday, so you 

may have some students joining your course late. We know this makes extra work for you, but we appreciate your efforts to get these students going without 

disrupting the entire class. Remember, too, that the University’s computer systems are not seamless; for students registering from now on, it may take a few days 

for them to get into BlackBoard and to access whatever course materials you may have there. I do hope that one of these days we’ll get to the point where 

students have access to BlackBoard as soon as they register. 

Because the University has shortened the refund policy for this summer, we will be checking enrollments in your courses a day earlier than our usual schedule. On 

Monday at 5:00, I’ll be checking for any CCO courses with fewer than three students registered. Any such courses are subject to being cancelled. Then on Tuesday, 

the first day of classes, I’ll check enrollments again at 5:00 and any courses with fewer than six students registered are subject to being cancelled. We do make 

exceptions in both cases, but I will notify you if we do have to cancel your course. I hope that all of our courses have great enrollments and that I don’t have to 

cancel any of them ! 

Last thing, remember HUPS - Helping Under-Participating Students - that we offer through our academic advisors. If you have a student who is chronically "missing" 

from your course (discussion, assignments, etc.), you are welcome to contact our academic advisors and they will contact the student and encourage them to be 

more active in the course. Send an e-mail message to ceadvising@unc.edu or call 962-3449. The advisors will let you know what they find out after reaching the 

student. 

Again, thanks for teaching a CCO course this summer. Hope your course goes very well! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.nnc.edu">ennice@emaJl.unc.edn<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "maJlto :leave-29124427- 3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@li stserv, nnc .edu">leave-29124427- 

3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu</a;, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 1:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Section (Sable) ruth Discussants 

Thanks a million--all fin!! 
and I are in Madison putting all into times/rooms. 

Enjoy Durban! 
Carol 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2011 9:56 AM 
To: Carol Thompson 
Subject: Section (SaNe) with Discussants 

Dear Carol, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

I have finally posted grades and finalized other end of term matters so I am catching up with outstanding matters from the last week or so. 

I have gone over the excel sheet and I did not see any errors - please note that I am familiar with folks in the economics, politics & public policy and gender!class sections. 
Further, kindly find attached my completed section with discussants. 

Thanks so much. Please note that I will off email communication until Monday morning - I am leaving for Durban later today and returning here next Saturday. I will have email 
access Monday-Thursday of next week and will be back stateside Saturday May 

All the best, 
Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May ~,, 2011 4:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: leaving on Sunday 

I’m leaving for my activist/research summer in China and Japan on Sunday night and, sadly, ;von’t be able to see you before I leave. Wishing you safe and productive travels this surnmer 
Can we do a One evening the first weekend of school in august? 
Hugs, 
Mark 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: Driscoll, Mark W 
Subject: RE: Postcolonial brunch on Sunday? 

No worries Mark. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Driscoll, Mark W 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2011 7:50 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: R[~: Postcolonial brunch un Sunday? 

So surry to have missed the prugram on Friday¯ I was at the annual Asian Studies cunference in Honolulu quite enjuying myself We must get tugether soon, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Sunday, March 20, 2011 11:56 AM 

To: Driscoll, Mark W 

SubJect: RE: Postculunial brunch on Sunday? 

Hi Mark, 

Thanks for the im’ite. It has been a big in in?’ family and the celebratiuns cuntinue tuday with 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Frum: Driscoll, Mark W 
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:38 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: R[~: Postcolonial brunch un Sunday? 

Michal is having a brunch on Sunday at her house¯ Rumors are that both 
think this will be a fun event. Big hug, 

will be there. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 8:40 PM 
To: Driscoll, Mark W 
Subject: Hello 

¯ Thus, I will unfortunately miss the postcolonial fun 

tnd I will be going. \~2xy don’t I come and get you, say about 11:45? I 

Dear Mark, 

Hope those your kno~v are OK in Japan and that you were not in your beloved Tokyo in the last few days¯ 

Peace¯ 

Best wishes, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, May 8, 2011 12:36 AM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

Carolina Black Caucus - E-News’. 

CBC E-News 5.8.11 .pdf 

Happy Mother’s Day to all the sisters who have mothered, instructed, mentored, and prayed for young people and our community. 

You’re Invited! We hope you can join us for a fun end-of-the-year event this Friday, May 13th at 5:00 p.m. at the Student Union’s Cabaret Room. We have a 

delicious menu and Line Dancing scheduled to guarantee a good time. Never Line Danced before? (Electric Slide doesn’t count!) Great! Our instructor, 
Leigh Williams, is one of the most beloved and talented teachers in the Triangle. Guests are welcome too. 
Be sure to check the signage for entrance as the event is after-hours so many doors may be closed. If you have any achievements and announcements for 
recognition, please let us know. We want to celebrate our community! 
Not a member of the Caucus yet? www.unc.edu/cbc 
Please join us on Friday and meet new colleagues and friends. 
Note: We apologize for any duplication in emails. 
Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department 
Sport Administration 
CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

i~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 



Our vision is a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports 

and celebrates the achievement of Black employees 

at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 

OUR EVENTS 

It’s the end of the academic year - Let’s Celebrate! Congratulations to all the parents 

of graduating students. 

¯ "Spring Social" - Friday, May 13, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. Frank Porter Graham 

Student Union 

We look forward to gathering for our end-of-year event to fellowship and 

celebrate achievements. Members of the Bull City Sliders will be with us to 

help get the party started. @ We will also say goodbye to Herb Davis a true 

Carolina gem for our community. The food menu is delicious and the Line 

Dancing {Beginner’s Welcome!) will certainly generate smiles and laughter. 

Note: The event is after-hours so look for signage to gain entrance to the 

Union’s Cabaret Room. Guests are encouraged to join us so pass the word~ 



Orange County Habitat for Humanity - Saturday, lVlay 14 - Two Build shifts: 

8:14 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. or 12:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. If interested, send a note to 

shandra jones@unc.edu b~ ~h~S Thursda~ at noon. 

YOU NEED TO KNOW... 

Visit Carolina Black Caucus website! http://www.unc.edu/cbc You may submit events 

(UNC and local community activities) on the calendar! Stay informed. 

There are no Membership Meetings over the summer. We will reconvene in August 

with the "Welcome Back" event. However, special CBC committee meetings or the 

Task Force on Athletics activities may be scheduled. E-Newsletters will be distributed, 

as necessary. 

The Caucus continues to gain 

awareness! Wear your Caucus hat with pride. Hats 

will be available at the Spring Social. $5 members 

and $10 non-members. 

The documentation of the history of 

the CBC is critical to our future. Representatives 

from the Library’s Archivists and Center of the 

Study of the American South met with the Caucus chair to begin planning on the 

formal process. Thanks to Holly Smith for her leadership! If you are interested in 

serving on this important project please send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

The Caucus would like to be the central aggregator of all Black-related events and 

programs. So if you are aware of events, please add them to the Caucus calendar. 

http://www.unc.ed u/cbc!su bm !t event.htm! 

Caucus Cares (Athletics) - Many Black varsity student athletes will be on campus this 

summer. Caucus members interested in participating in this outreach, please contact 

cbcchair~unc.edu to receive updates and information. 

Interested in Gender Equity at UNC? The Committee on Gender Equity is comprised of 

leaders of the Faculty Council Committee on the Status of Women, the Association of 

Women Faculty and Professionals, the Association of Women in the Medical School, 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, the Women’s Affairs subcommittee of Student 

Government, and representatives from the Graduate and Student Professional 



Association and the Employee Forum. If you are interested in serving, please send a 

note to cbcchair@unc.edu. 

NON-CBC EVENTS 

~.. Jazz in Chapel Hill!! aLive Tuesdays is a FREE, ALL AGES night of jazz, Hip Hop and soul EVERY 2nd 

& 4th Tuesday at 9:00 p.m. at Jack Sprat (161 Franklin Street) hosted by THE BEAST. The food is 

always great at Sprat too. This month’s line-up is awesome: 

May 10 I Tim Smith - Effortless on the sax and flute, and has a beautiful voice to match. Leader of the 

Tim Smith Band, he puts on an incredible live show, which will include a touch of jazz, reggae and 

soul. 

May 24 I Shirlette Ammons - Poet, emcee, bassist and activist. Leader of the hip hop/rock band 

Mosadi Music, her latest project is a collaborative venture with Chapel Hill’s Dynamite Brothers. Her 

infectious energy and stage presence is not to be missed. 

http://www, facebook, com/event. #hp?eid= 164447583615436 

2. "30 Americans" - NC Museum of Art - March 19-September 4, 2011 

East Building, Meymandi Exhibition Gallery - 2110 Blue Ridge Road Raleigh - 919.839.6262 

30 Americans presents more than 70 works of art by many of the leading contemporary African 

American artists. Organized by the Rubell Family Collection, an internationally renowned collection of 

contemporary art, the exhibition features painting, drawing, photography, video, sculpture, and 

mixed-media installations.30 Americans brings together established and emerging artists whose work 

explores issues of race, gender, identity, history, and popular culture. By featuring seminal figures 

such as Jean-Michael Basquiat and David Hammons alongside rising stars such as Nick Cave and 

Kehinde Wiley, 30 Americans also highlights artistic legacy and influence, and illustrates how a 

previous generation of African American artists has influenced artists working today. 



3. Stay tuned! The 2011 Carolina Diversity Summit is sponsored by the Diversity Education Team (DET) and 

will be held on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in November, 2011. This day-long 

summit will feature a keynote speaker and concurrent breakout sessions in the morning and afternoon and 

will include a networking lunch. RFPs are now being solicited. Click here or point your web browser to 

www.unc.edu/diversity/2011diversitySummitRFP.pdf to access an RFP form. Please submit RFPs electronically 

to Dr. Cookie Newsom via email at newsom@email.unc.edu by September 1, 2011. 

4. Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate Program needs mentors and advocates! Mentors work actively and 

directly with students, but they also help their mentees succeed by becoming advocates. A successful 

advocate makes sure that their mentee is receiving the services they need in school, and helps the 

student take advantage of other supports in the community. Kudos to Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate 

as they won a 2011 University Diversity Award! 

5. DPAC- htt : www.d acnc.com 

¯ June 3- BB King 

¯ June 19-Martin Lawrence 



ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Kudos to Herb Davis! Herb has served the university 

tirelessly and made a difference for our community as the 

Associate Director of Undergraduate Admissions. He retires 

on May 31 after 35 years of service. We will miss his 

leadership and inspirational service to the Caucus and the 

university community! Stay tuned for our salute to our 

"Gentle Giant"! 

Congratulations to Dr. Eunice Sahle who received the 2011 Student 

Undergraduate Teaching Award ! Sahle is an associate professor with a joint 

appointment in African and Afro-American Studies and Global Studies. She 

teaches courses on human rights and ethics in the context of a globalizing 

world, Development theories and practices, international political economy 

and social movements in Africa and the African Diaspora. studies. 

Spotlight! William "Bus" Hubbard’s first day on the job at UNC was in March 1953-and even 

now, at the age of 76, he is not quite ready to consider when his last day might be. Mr. 

Hubbard is featured on the UNC homepage - http://www.unc.edu/spotlight/bus hubbard 

Community News - Please send your organization’s events and activity information to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. We want to collect and share information (e.g., retirements, anniversaries, 

milestones, accomplishments, etc.) concerning Black employees. 



"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there 

are wounds to heal. 

In every hear~o there is the power to do it. "~ ~I. l~lliamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Sutherland <Sutherlandc@ukzn.ac.za> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 5:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

From Cathy 

Dear Eunice 
Lovely to see you today, I will follow up with times when I am available this week, just in a meeting now 
Thanks Cathy 

Catherine (Oelofse) Sutherland 
School of Development Studies 
Howard College Campus 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Durban 

Tel: 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/!www.ukzn.ac.za!disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, May 9, 2011 2:57 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Position Announcement: Association of International Education Administrators, Duke University 

AIEA Staff Specialifft Job Posting 5-11-211].doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Position Am~ouncement: Association of International Education Administrato~, Duke UniversiF 

Date:Mon, 09 May 2011 14:44:34 -0400 

From :Darla Deardorff <d.deardorttl~:duke.edu-~ 

At-~ached is a staff position available through the Association of International Education Administrators, based at Duke University. Please note that we’re looking for someone 
with both technological expertise as well as detailed event planning experience. This position is ideal for any who are interested in gaining experience within the field of 
international higher education. Please have any interested persons send their cover letter and resume directly to aiea@duke.edu<mailto:aiea@duke.edu> in addition to 
applying through the Duke system. Please note that for full consideration, they must send in their materials by the end of this week, May :t3. 

If there are any questions, do let me know. Thanks in advance for helping to publicize this position with interested and qualified applicants. 

Darla 
Dr. Darla Deardorff 
Executive Director, AIEA 
Duke University 
Tel: 919-668-1928 

Email: d.deardorff@duke.edu 



Job Code 670 STAFF SPECIALIST 

Position Title 

.!ob Description 

STAFF SPECIALIST 

The Program Associate of the Association of International 
Education Administrators will serve as the technology 

coordinator for this national association, which includes 
developing and maintaining the AIEA website and social 
networking sites, and in addition, the Program Associate will 

serve as conference coordinator for AIEA’s annual 
conference. 

Note: The Association of International Education 
Administrators is an international professional association of 
over 450 members from around the United States and in 

other countries. Members are senior leaders (ie Vice 
Provosts, Vice Presidents, Deans) in international education. 
Duke University has been hosting AIEA on campus since 
2004 and it will be at Duke at least 2 more years, quite 
possibly longer. 

Position Description: 
* Coordinate all technology for AIEA including developing and 
managing social network sites, producing podcasts and You 
Tube clips, managing all e-publications and online forums, 
overseeing online logo usage, creating and administering 
online surveys (via Survey Monkey), setting up and 
overseeing annual online election, maintaining Members in 
the News weekly updates, and monitoring technology 
statistics. Serve as AIEA Webmaster including developing and 
maintaining AIEA website including creation of new content 
materials for the website~ Develop plan for continually 
upgrading website, including incorporation of Web 2.0 
technology into the site. Ensure that AIEA website is at or 
exceeds the caliber of AIEA sister organization websites. 

(S0%) 

* Coordinate the conference program at the annual 
conference including working with presenters, scheduling 
sessions, developing all content for the conference program 
booklet, arranging logistics for keynote speakers, 
coordinating volunteers, serving as volunteer and intern 
supervisor, providing support to the conference chair and 

executive director. (35%) 

* Provide management of AIEA office, including responding 
to phone calls, general inquiries, assisting AIEA Associate 
Director and Executive Director and ensuring that the office 
runs smoothly. (5%) 

* Assist with marketing efforts for AIEA through development 
of materials and through implementation of a marketing plan 
for AIEA, including preparing press releases, designing ads 
and fliers, researching appropriate venues/target audiences 
for publicity, responding to inquiries; develop plans and 
schedules for release of publicity materials. (2.5%) 

* Assist with professional development programs for AIEA 
including coordinating and implementing professional 
development activities such as international webinars, 
regional workshops, and other programs related to 
professional needs of AIEA members. (2.5%) 

* Assist with annual member recruitment plan and 
maintenance of SIO database in collaboration with AIEA 
Membership Committee through research, tracking leads in a 
database, and serving as primary support for Membership 

Services Coordinator (2.5%) 

* Engage in research on internationalization for inclusion in 

AIEA electronic materials. (2.5%) 

* Support Executive Director, AIEA Executive Committee, 
and AIEA Committee Chairs as requested and needed 



* Other duties as required by the Executive Director 

Qualifications: 

B.A., Master’s preferred; or equivalent combination 

of education and experience. 

Interest and experience in international education 

field a plus. 

Must have sufficient background in technology, 

including experience with content management 

systems, podcasting, website design and 

development, social networking and other Web 2.0 

technologies. 

Three years experience in organizing and 

managing a wide range of activities, including 

office management, customer service and events 

management. 

Conference management experience preferred. 

Research experience a plus. 

Excellent organizational and interpersonal skills; 

ability to work harmoniously with other staff and 

senior leaders. 

Ability to prioritize work under multiple deadlines 

and to work successfully with minimal supervision. 

Excellent analytical, written and verbal 

communication skills. 

Exemplary attention to detail. 

Exemplary customer service skills. 

High level of professionalism. 

Ability to anticipate and meet needs. 

Ability to work well under pressure. 

Ability to self-motivate, take initiative, and multi- 

task. 

Computer skills: Proficiency with the Microsoft 

Office suitei.e., Word, Excel, Powerpoint. Familiar 

with editing CSS websites utilizing Adobe 

Contribute and Photoshop. Familiar with producing, 

editing, and uploading digital content to social 

media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 4:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr> 

FW: The Eagle and the Dragon: Stability and Economic Development in Sub- Sahaxan Africa 

From-" VMI Center for Leadership and Ethics [VMICenterforLeadershipandEthics@vmi.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, May 09, 2011 2:59 Plvl 
To; Regester, Charlene B 
Subject; The Eagle and the Dragon: Stability and Economic Development in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Dear Charlene Regester, 

I invite you to attend, ’~Fhe Eagle and the Dragon: Stabilit5, and Economic Development in Sub-Sabra-an Africa," a two-day conference. 

Leaders from the U.S., China, mad African countries will address how we cma promote politic~ stability mad economic success in 

African countries. 

The conference will take place 3 & 4 November 2011 at Virginia Military Institute (VMI) in Lexington, Virginia. 
The United States and China m’e the most important bilateral partners of many African nations. Both have a vested interest in 

Africa’s success. Ho~vever, their respective interests in Africa are more often than not framed as competitive, for instmace, over 

Africa’s vast natural resources mad its emerging markets. As well, they are often seen as taking different and competing approaches 

in dealing with African countries - the so called "Washington Consensus" versus the "Beijing Consensus." This conference takes a 

different tack. While acknowledging the well worn argmnent that China and the U.S. compete in Afi’ica, this conference will explore 

the areas where there may be common interests and objectives. It will explore the relationship among and between Afi’ican 

countries, the U.S. and China. 

Topics to be addressed include: 

¯ U.S. and Chinese Interest in Africa 

¯ Africa’s Interest: What the U.S. and China mema to Africa 

¯ Win" and Peace in Africa 

Chinese Approaches to Sustainable Development 

¯ U.S. Approaches to Sustainable Development 

¯ U.S. mad China in Africa: Diffcrent Approaches, Same Goal? 

Join leaders in government, business, academia, mad the militm?/in a beautiful college town that features unique shops mad dining, 

the Virginia Horse Center, and the beauty of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Located just three hours from the nation’s capitol, Lexington 

features VMI, Washington & Lee University, and many sites important to American history. It is surrounded by the natural beauty of 

Rockbridge County, a destination for hikers, kayakers, and wine connoisseurs. 

Don’t miss this opportmfity to step outside the gridlock to network with colleagues in all sectors. To lem’n more about the progrmn 

please visit our web site, l_3_l__t_:~’_._/__/_~3_y_~_:y__r_t~_~:__e_:~/__~_~f__!:~9__~. 

Registration will open this summer. Please mark your calendar for this important conference. 

Sincerely, 

James J. Hentz, Ph. D. 

Head of Department 

Professor of International Studies & Political Science 

Editor, "African Security" 

If you would like to be rernoved frorn this conference ernail list, respond HERE. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 9:20 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

ISA/BISA j oint conference 2012 

Dear APCG colleagues: 
The ISA and the British International Studies Association will be holding a joint conference in Edinburgh, Scotland, on June 20-22, 2012. The conference theme is "Diversity in 
the Discipline: Tension or Opportunity in Responding to Global Challenges." If anyone is interested in putting together an African-politics related panel for that conference, 
please contact Steve Burgess at Stephen.Burgess@maxwell.af.mil. The deadline for proposals is not until August, but we would like to gauge interest in advance to see if 
APCG should seek to sponsor a panel. 
Thanks, and best wishes, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 
Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City BIvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaiceSb~emaAl.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 15245683 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 15245683-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Sutherland <Sutherlandc@ukzn.ac.za> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: From Cathy 

Dear Eunice 
These would be the times when I can meet with you this week 
Wednesday 9 to 10.30 
Thursday between 1.15 and 2.15 
Friday 8.00 to 8,45 
So sorry this rest of my time for this week is taken up 
Thanks Cathy 

Catherine (Oelofse) Sutherland 
School of Development Studies 
Howard College Campus 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Durban 
4041 

Tel: 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <Carol.Thompson@nau.edn> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 12:46 PM 

a]eslie@athca.ntl.edu; dla[bn@ua~nml.albany.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; ezuem@saraNawrence.edu; 

getahl ~@cmich.edn; iyob@umsl.edu;          @aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.e&t; moonnan@indiana.edu; rdemott@pugetsound.edn; 

~ndra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfi@emory.edu; taiwo@seatfleu.edu; wara@bu.edu; wwilsonl@kent.edu 

checking in -- a million thmtks! 

Hello Colleagues, 
I spent 3 days with Aili Tripp at UW and we have the program done, including rooms and times, honoring panels I/II in the same room, 

special requests for "this day not that" etc etc. 
Because the new ASA website is not done (even down right now if you haven’t noticed), we did the sorting and allocation by hand. The 
program is even in its final format and the index of participants done (thanks to Aili). Kathie Sheldon will proofread it for us all shortly. We 
are way ahead of the June 15 deadline (when it goes out to all). 
Thanks to you all (!), the ASA has taken a giant step toward greater professionalism. Please be assured, as the membership notices errors in 

the preliminary program, they will be readily and happily corrected; that step is in my hands. 
I am with a work study student tomorrow to read back/forth to each other the master files against the final program to catch the persons and 
panels that may have been dropped. 
J.) I will send you a final list of rejections as soon as we have completed this step. 
I did create about :[0 panels from the ’orphans’ across sections, most all quite exciting ones! 1 did add papers to some of your panels. 
2) I still have to find a few discussants (if you have recs, let me know today through Thurs). 
In the meantime, I want to request to the ASA to send the letters of gratitude to your deans/provosts. If you already sent it, I have it, but 
I’m missing the information from several. 
3) Deborah, Narissa, Wendy, Agnes, Femi, Jennifer and Ruth, could you please send me the names/mailing addresses of your dean and 
provost to whom the ASA will send a formal, letterhead note of appreciation? 
Thank you very much! 

Carol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 12:53 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Construction Update and Window Repair Schedule 

BVP Window Repair Schedule.pdf 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need any help! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning) [mailto:Wendy.Hillis@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 2:18 PM 

To: Gore, Travis; Mork, Peter J. 
Subject: Construction Update and Window Repair Schedule 

Travis and Peter: Nease distribute to the building occupants° 

Dear Building Occupants, 

Thanks to all of you for your patience during this renovation project. We sincerely hope that the final results will be 

worth the inconveniences you have suffered. We are scheduled to complete the project (and remove the scaffolding) in 

August - just in time for the new school year. 

Windows 

As many of you may know, we have enough money left in the construction budget to undertake a complete renovation 

of all of the windows in all three buildings. 

Schedule 

I have attached a schedule showing the anticipated dates for each building and facade. The schedule is accompanied by 

building plans that are keyed to the item # in the first column of the spreadsheet. Windows will be removed on the start 

date indicated on the schedule and reinstalled by the end date (I will let you know if the schedule changes as we 

proceed). Plywood panels will be installed in the window openings while the window sash are removed. If you could 

please move all furniture that blocks the windows prior to the contractor coming in to remove them, it would help to 

expedite our process. 

You may notice that windows on the north side of Vance Hall and the South side of Pettigrew Hall have been omitted 

from the schedule. I am waiting to hear back from the contractor on when work on those windows will take place and 

will update you as soon as I hear back from them. 

A few notes on window scope: 

¯ The wood window sash are being repaired and reinstalled, not replaced with new. Because the buildings are 

listed on the National Register of Historic Places and are in the Town’s Historic District, replacement is not an 



option. 

¯ The repaired sash will have all new weather-stripping and operating hardware. They should operate like new 

and be draft-free. 

¯ New metal storm sash will be installed at the exterior face of the window openings. These, along with the new 

weather-stripping, should give the windows a thermal performance equal to new window sash. 

¯ The storm sash will include screens. 

¯ The storm sash on the west fagade of the building will receive Iow-E glazing to counter solar glare and heat gain 

at this side of the building 

Paint Color 

We recently performed a paint analysis on all of the buildings’ exterior painted features and learned that the original 

paint color for the windows and doors was a dark brown. This is substantiated by a historic photo of the building that 

can be viewed on line at http://dc.lib.unc.edu/cdm4/item viewer.php?CISOROOT=/vir museum&CISOPTR=541. As you 

can see, with windows and doors that contrast with (instead of match) the brick walls, the overall appearance of the 

building will be slightly different from that with which you are currently accustomed. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Wendy 

Wendy Hillis A[A, LEEDTM AP 
Campus Historic Preservation Officer 
The University of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 1090, Giles F. Homey Building 
103 Airporl Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599o1090 
Office: (919) 843°3238 
Fax: (919) 962-9103 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29139771 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29139771-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



Battle Vance and Pettigrew Halls - Window Repair Schedule 4/28/2011 

1 4/25/2011 5/3/2011 Vance 1 West 108, 109, 120, 124 

2 5/4/2011 5/12/2011 Pettigrew 1 West 100, 104, 110, 111 

3 5/6/2011 5/16/2011 Vance 2 West 214, 216, 220, 224 

4 5/10/2011 5/18/2011 Pettigrew 2 West 200, 204, 210, 212 

5 5/12/2011 5/20/2011 Vance 3 West 316, 318, 320, 322, 324 

6 5/16/2011 5/24/2011 Pettigrew 3 West 300, 304, 306, 310, 312 

7 5/18/2011 5/26/2011 Vance 1 East 113, 119, 120, 123 

8 5/10/2011 5/30/2011 Pettigrew 1 East 101, 102, 103, 111, 112 

9 5/24/2011 6/1/2011 Vance 2 East 215, 219, 221, 223 

10 5/26/2011 6/3/2011 Pettigrew 2 East 201, 205, 211, 213 

11 5/30/2011 6/7/2011 Vance 3 East 317, 319, 321, 323 

12 6/1/2011 6/9/2011 Pettigrew 3 East 303, 305, 313, 315 

13 6/8/2011 6/14/2011 Battle 1 West and SW 101, 102, 103 

14 6/13/2011 6/17/2011 Battle 2 West and SW 201, 202, 204 

15 6/16/2011 6/22/2011 Battle 3 West and SW 301, 302, 304 

16 6/21/2011 6/27/2011 Battle 1 East and SE 107, 108, 109 

17 6/24/2011 6/30/2011 Battle 2 East and SE 208, 209, 210 

18 6/29/2011 7/5/2011 Battle 3 East and SE 307, 308, 309 

19 7/4/2011 7/8/2011 Battle 1 North 103, 104, 106, 107 

20 7/7/2011 7/13/2011 Battle 2 North 204, 205, 207, 208, 211 

21 7/12/2011 7/18/2011 Battle 3 North 304, 305, 306, 307, 310 



Third Floor 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 10:10 AM 

For CIAS l?aculU <ciasfaculb~@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Spring 2011 Curriculum in Globa] Studies Newsletter 

Dear Faculty, 

We are pleased to announce the publication of our Spring 20:1.1 Global Studies Newsletter. In particular, we hope you will find interesting the incredible work of 

your colleagues that we’ve highlighted. 

All the best, 

Gfobal Studies 

Visit: h~p:J[www~g~,~u[gl~s/n~:~nd:~ve~s/~E~g-2Q~:news~r-~ 

Letter from the Chair 

Over the past year, UNC Global Studies has pursued with energy excellence in teaching, research 

and outreach. We have succeeded in raising the Global Studies Curriculum to a new level of 

academic prominence. We hope you enjoy learning about some of the highlights of our last 

semester. 

ReQd rnore 

In this issue: 
Hearing is Healing with Peter Mawanga, Beyond Peace Deals in Central Africa with Jina Moore, 

Spotlight on Banu Gokariksel and Sarah Shields’ work in the Sawyer Seminar, Faculty Publishing and 

Achievements, Spotlight on Rhodes Scholar Laurence Deschamps-Laporte, Student Awards, Our Alumni 

in Egypt, Alumni News. Read rnore 

Keep up to date with Global Studies news: Like UNC Global Studies on 

www.facebook.com and follow UNCGIobal at http://twitter.com/uncglobal 

Donate 
Consider donating to Global Studies and supporting the department’s mission to enhance scholarship 

and teaching of global patterns of conflict and change. Read rnore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 10:18 AM 

For CIAS l~aculU <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Spfng 2011 Curriculum in Globa] Studies Newsletter 

With working links this tim!! 

Visit: htt~~~~www~g~oba~~un~~edu~g~~ba~studies/news~and~events~spring~2~~~~news~etter~1 

::X:: L~snner.JPG 

Letter from the Chair 

Over the past year, UNC Global Studies has pursued with energy excellence in teaching, research 
and outreach. We have succeeded in raising the Global Studies Curriculum to a new level of 
academic prominence. We hope you enjoy learning about some of the highlights of our last 

semester. 

Reed more ......................... 

In this issue: 
Hearing is Healing with Peter Mawanga, Beyond Peace Deals in Central Africa with Jina Moore, 

Spotlight on Banu Gokariksel and Sarah Shields’ work in the Sawyer Seminar, Faculty Publishing and 

Achievements, Spotlight on Rhodes Scholar Laurence Deschamps-Laporte, Student Awards, Our Alumni 

in Egypt, Alumni News.._R_..e_ .o__d__! .~__o_.r_~ 

Keep up to date with Global Studies news: Like UNC Global Studies on 

www.facebook.com and follow UNCGIobal at http:[[twi~bco~[~global 

Donate 
Consider donating to Global Studies and supporting the department’s mission to enhance scholarship 

and teaching of global patterns of conflict and change. Reed more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 10:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Congratulation!! 

Dear Eunice, 

I just saw in the Global Studies Ne~vsletter that your book was published 
and that you won a teaching award Congratulations - what a great year! 

It is too bad that we hardly run into each other on campus at all. I 
just find it hard to go to lectures and such and get evewthing else 
done that I need to get done. Moreover, we were on leave and out of 
town all last year. 

With best wishes for a great summer, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3~’55 

phune: 919-%2-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

asnc- durhamcounb@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Susanne Harris <harri@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 11:24 AM 

asnc- durha~ncounty@googlegroups.com 

{ASNC- Durhaa~Coun .ty} Surfers Healing Sign-up starts May 15th’. ! 

.b_t__t_p__.’_!__!____w__~_~_:_s___u__d___e___r___s_b___e__~!Ln_~q=__o_cfl 
Mark your calendars for Sunday Night!! 

Signups 

May 15th - Virginia Beach, North Carolina, South Carolina & MaD’land Camps 6PM PST 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Crroups "ASNC-DurhamCounty" group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhamcoun~@googlegroups.com. 

To unsubscribe farm this group, send email to asnc-dufl~amconnty+nnsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
For more options, visit this group at http://groups.google.com/group~asnc-durhamcounb~?hl~en. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, May 11, 2011 11:42 AM 

Na:talie Hartman <njh@duke.edu-*; intl-duncpla~%~;duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu) 

Zumba for a Cause - zumbathon 2011 Spread the word 

P|.ease laelp us spread th.e word! 

YVe wo@d lik.e to thank ou r sponsors." 

YMCA of the Triangle 

Food Lion Sabot Latino, LLC 
FUSION Multicultural Marketing 

Greater Durham Chamber of Commerce 

TROSA, Inc. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pdb6 <jdritx~@emaikunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 11,2011 2:08 PM 

The official listserv of the UNC Program in I,atina/o Studies <unc~rogmm in latina o studies@listserv.unc.edu~; intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

CLC: Call tbr submissions 

Please share rudely: 

Call for submissions 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Carolina Latina/o Collatx~rative (CLC) ht~://clc.unc.edu/ is seeking submissions for’avo one-aNst shows, one in 

the fall of2011 and another in the spring of 2012. The CLC seeks 2D media work addressing Latinidades in compelling, refreshing, and unexpected ways. 

The CLC, a multiuse space with a gallery, classrooms, offices, social spaces, and a patio, is located in the Seminax Wing of Craige North Residence ttall on UNC 

campus. 

Please note: the artist must cover all shipping a~d framing costs. Also, the work to be displayed will not be insured by UNC- Chapel Hill. 

Please submit via emafil: 3-5 j pegs of examples of your work, a brief statement about how your work addresses Latinidades, a 1-2 page resume, and an 

acknoMedgement that you are rolling to cover shipping costs. 

DEADLINE for submission is June 15. 

Please email all of the required materials to: unc- clc(&unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 10:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Greetings l~om DurbaJ~ aM apologies for this single emaJd 

Hi Eunice, 

I’~n glad you have arrived safely! Thales for tiffs em~fil. I will work to make these requested changes. One point of clarification -- when you ask for endnotes, does tNs 
mean the punisher wants all citations in endnote form? As of now, I have endnotes for notes, and a separate reference list for citations. So them should just be an 

endnotes section, with no separate biNiographyireference list, fight? 

Please enjoy your trip and don’t work too hard’. 

best, 

Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Iydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On May 12, 2011, at 6:20 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Lydia and 

Hope all is well and your enjoying your early weeks in the summer break~ Deep apologies for this single email, but given the ups and downs of email service at 
the bed and breakfast where ~ am staying, ~ thought it would be wise to send just a single email. Tn addition, the issues pertaining to the email are similaL 

OK, I arrived here safely last week and it has been a busy but very productive period in Durban. lvly meeting with the Head of University of KwaZulu-Natal Press 
went very well. We discussed each chapter in detail - there are 25 of them - and and here are suggestions for your chapters as the project moves to the next 
review level: 

l) Provide a road map for your specific chapter earlier on in the chapter following 1 or 2 introductory paragraphs. This will be very helpful to the reader 
especially for the anonymous peer reviewers who will be reviewing the project as of 3une. 

2) Generate 3 discussions questions at the end of your chapters. Beyond its scholarly contributions, the project will be an important teaching resource in upper 
undergraduate and graduate level courses hence this request. 

3) The Press has decided that all contributors have to use endnotes as the citation method. Sorry about this development, but change seems to be a central 
feature in the publishing sector. Kindly revise your chapters according. 

if you could address these matters and send the revised chapter before May 32, i would be very grateful. 

UKZN plans to publish the project in the Spring of 20:~2 in collaboration with a USA based partner that they have worked with before. Here are the possible 
partners: Ohio State University Press, University of California Press, Lexington Press and Michigan State Press. 1" will keep you posted as 1" receive updates. 

Thanks so much for your patience. 1" am very excited about the projecL 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 10:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

ASA-my emir 

Hi Eunice, I failed to notice that you had not sent the names/addresses. Please see #3 below, for I also do not have them for you. 
Thank you! 

Carol 

From-" Carol Thompson 
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 9:45 AM 
To; aleslie@africa.ufl.edu; dlafond@uamail.albany.edu; Eunice@email.unc.edu; ezuern@sarahlawrence.edu; getahlsa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu; @aol.com; 
ksheldon@ucla.edu; moorman@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; sandra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfir@emory.edu; taiwo@seattleu.edu; wara@bu.edu; 
wwilsonl@kent.edu 
Subject; checking in -- a million thanks! 

Hello Colleagues, 
I spent 3 days with Aili Tripp at UW and we have the program done, including rooms and times, honoring panels I/II in the same room, 

special requests for "this day not that" etc etc. 
Because the new ASA website is not done (even down right now if you haven’t noticed), we did the sorting and allocation by hand. The 
program is even in its final format and the index of participants done (thanks to Aili). Kathie Sheldon will proofread it for us all shortly. We 
are way ahead of the June 15 deadline (when it goes out to all). 
Thanks to you all (!), the ASA has taken a giant step toward greater professionalism. Please be assured, as the membership notices errors in 
the preliminary program, they will be readily and happily corrected; that step is in my hands. 
I am with a work study student tomorrow to read back/forth to each other the master files against the final program to catch the persons and 
panels that may have been dropped. 
1) I will send you a final list of rejections as soon as we have completed this step. 
I did create about 10 panels from the ’orphans’ across sections, most all quite exciting ones! I did add papers to some of your panels. 
2) I still have to find a few discussants (if you have recs, let me know today through Thurs). 
In the meantime, I want to request to the ASA to send the letters of gratitude to your deans/provosts. If you already sent it, I have it, but 
I’m missing the information from several. 
3) Deborah, Marissa, Wendy, Agnes, Femi, Jennifer and Ruth, could you please send me the names/mailing addresses of your dean and 
provost to whom the ASA will send a formal, letterhead note of appreciation? 
Thank you very much! 

Carol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 11:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

April 2011 Report 

Asso Prof Sahle.xlsx 

Dear Eunice, 
I attached your April 2011 report for your review and please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thank you! 

Haeran ~vliller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel. 919.962.4854 
Fax. 919.962.5824 
Dept. of.aA’rican and Afro-American Studies 
Tel. 919.966.1295 
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2 
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6 
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10 

11 
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15 

16 

17 

18 

Report Da re: 4/30/2011 

A 

Sahle, Eunice 

Associate Professor Research Fund 

End Date: 6/30/2014 (No add’l fund) 

11/10/2009 

11/19/2009 

1/27/2010 

2/10/2010 

9/24/2010 

1/26/2011 

1/26/2011 

S/S/20ii 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
io 
ii 
12 

B 

Budget 

(Return to NC for trip to France?) 

(Ticket for trip to Durban, S. Africa) 

(Travel Advance for trip to Durban, S. Africa) 

(Reimb. For books) 

13 JE (#0190575) to move $500 from Acct         (Global Studies) for Book Indexing costs 

14 Wire transfer to publisher in London for Book Indexing 

15         (Reimb. For book from Student Stores) 

16 REMAINING BALANCE 

17 

18 Not posted in the system as of 4/31/2011 



c 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 6,ooo.oo 
9 (567.21) 

10 (1,406.70) 

ii (3,712,50) 
12 (292.13} 

13 500.00 
14 (460.90) 

15 (29.63) 

16 30.93 
17 
18 



@gmail.com on behalf of 
From: @email a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subject: Afri    Grade 

Dr. SaNe: 

I hope you had a productive and nice trip. 
I was wondering if you had the chance to get my grades mined in? 

Thank ~t~u once again for the extension! 

Sincerely, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 2:58 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

ISA 2012 papers on migration aM intervention in Ati-ica 

Dear APCG colleagues: 
Steve Burgess and the ISA committee are putting together the designated APCG panels for the 2012 ISA conference in San Diego (a great place to spend April 1-4[). They 
have several good paper proposals on migration in Africa and several on intervention in Africa, but not enough for a full panel in either category. If you are working in one of 

these two areas and are interested in participating, please send an abstract ASAP to Steve at .-~---t--e-~---h--e---n--~--B---u--[g-e---s---s-@~-m---a---x---w----e-!-~-~--a-[~--m---[!. 
Thanks, and best wishes, 
Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlotte [ Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-887-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?id~299565.~]8b558a~cd~89c~k~76e7dc~)b22e&n T&I apeg&o 15301045 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave- 15301045-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e~)lists.wisc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 3:51 PM 

Tracy Fisher (tracy.tishe@ucr.edu); SaJ~le, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Shield~ Tanya L <tshields@unc.edtv~; 

monika.gosin@duke.edu 

ConiEreuce on Feminism iu Africm~ Diaspora 

CFP-RBWVL Symposium 20112.doc; ATT00001.c 

Please see attached, call for papers for: 
3rd Annual Recovering Black Women’s Voices and Lives Symposium 

Transnational Feminisms and Women in the African Diaspora 
October 20, 2011 
Sponsored by the Department of Gender and Race Studies 
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
Deadline for Proposal Submission: ~une 10, 2011 



Call For Papers 

3rd Annual Recovering Black Women’s Voices and Lives Symposium 

Transnational Feminisms and Women in the African Diaspora 
October 20, 2011 
Sponsored by the Department of Gender and Race Studies 

University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 

Deadline for Proposal Submission: June 10, 2011 

The Department of Gender and Race Studies at the University of Alabama invites submissions for 

the 3rd Annual Recovering Black Women’s Voices and Lives Symposium on this year’s topic: 

Transnational Feminisms and Women in the African Diaspora. The Recovering Black Women’s 

Voices and Lives Symposium aims to highlight the significant, groundbreaking and central 

contributions of African American and Afro-Descendent women to literary studies, intellectual 

history, feminist thought and theory, and cultural production by engaging the work of scholars and 

activists nationally and internationally. The event will be held October 2 0, 2 011 at the University of 

Alabama in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 

Transnational feminisms work to decolonize the contested terrain of knowledge production upon 

which the lives, histories, and subjectivities of Black women in the African Diaspora are constituted 

and reconstituted within global relations of power. We welcome papers that explore the particular 

intersections, realities, and contradictions of colonialisms, recolonizations, and cultural 
imperialisms as they manifest in the daily lives of Black women in a variety of geographical 

contexts. Of particular interest are the ways in which transnational feminist theories are put into 

practice by scholars, public intellectuals, practitioners, and activists on the ground. Some 

overarching questions we seek to explore in this year’s symposium include the following: How are 

Black women’s subjectivities being constituted, disrupted, claimed, and consumed both discursively 

and materially through the consolidation of global capitalism in national, regional, and local 

contexts? How do Black women embody, perform, and negotiate an array of mobilities and 

immobilizations, of uprootings and regroundings, of border crossings and inspections, within 

historically entrenched geopolitical terrains. What are the local sociohistorical particularities that 

shape their agency, identities, livelihoods, social networks, political engagement, and activism? And 

finally, what are the politics of transnational feminist and anti-racist solidarities across difference, 

particularly those in tension and contention with the foci and priorities of dominant Western 

feminisms both within and outside the academy? 

We invite proposals for papers or panels from a variety of perspectives, disciplines and fields on 

topics including but not limited to: 
~ The Politics of Citizenship (legal, social, cultural, affective) 
~ Historiographies of Feminism and Global Capitalism 

~ Transnational (Counter) Topographies, Borders!Borderlands, and (Im)Mobilities 
~ Narratives of Identity,"Home", Belonging 
¯ Speaking across Feminist Borders and Solidarities 
~ Knowledge Production, Decolonization, andWestern Feminisms 

~ NGOs, Development, Human Rights, Local-Global Activism 
¯ Feminization/Racialization of Poverty, Labor, and Migration 
~ Multiculturalism andTransnational Feminism 
~ Literary, Visual, Popular Culture, Mass Media Representation 



For individual papers please submit a 250 word abstract and a CV of no more than 2 pages. 

Abstracts should include a phone number and email address. For panel presentations, please 

submit a panel abstract of 450 words or less, along with the names and paper titles of each 

presenter, contact information [phone and email] for the primary contact person, and a CV of no 

more than 2 pages for each presenter. Proposals are welcome from academics, community activists, 

graduate students and undergraduate students. Panels should include 3-4 presenters. We will 

provide moderators for each panel session. Please send proposals and queries to Dr. Jennifer Shoaff 

at jshoaff@as.ua.edu by June 10, 2011. Call 205-348-7048 for more information. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 4:03 PM 

Department listserv <athalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: CaJcolina Blood Drive Update: 398 Donor Appointments and Counting! 

Carolina Blood Drive Donor Prizes 2011 Approved.doc 

From: Katrina Coble [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, May 16, 201:t 11:23 AM 
To; UNC Dept. Business Managers 
Subject: [business_managers] Carolina Blood Drive Update: 398 Donor Appointments and Counting! 

PLEASE FORWARD 1N YOUR [INIT: Carolina Blood Drive - Tuesday, June 7~h, ti’om 7a,m, - 6p,m. a~ the Smith Ce~ter 

Ca-olina Blood Drive Donor sign-ups as of today are 358 Vghole Blood Appointments and 39 Double Red Cell Appointments = TOTAL: 398 Donors, 

NEEDED: 1300 donor appointments to reach our goal of 1000 units in one day. Thanks to those who have already signed up’. If you haven’t done so - please sign 

up today to give blood or volunteer at ~m~w.unc.edu/blood, or with your departmental recruiter or call 962-5663. We cannot stress 

enough the imtx~rta~ce of appointments Ii~r the Carolina Blood Drive coming ~on. The American Red Cross has committed staff" for 1000 donors but if we do not 

book 1000 or more donor appointments, staff’*could* be reduced and IF by chance we get an influx ofwa]k-in’s the day office drive without appointment~ flae wait 

could be extremely long. WE DO NOT \V.~NT THAT TO HAPPEN!! Do,or App~me~ts ARE Ve~- Import~! ! ! 

If you have not viewed the article in the University Gazette about the newly launched Carolina Blood Drive Database visit it here: 

Carolina Blood Drive launches database to track departmental competition - see: .h~t..ti2.2/.<’g‘.a.~..e.’.t.~t.~.~.~..n~c..~..e.~!.~2~‘.a~-..c.‘.~b1~2/.~.~.~.!..~:(~2g~ 
sel~:ice~html# 1 

Opportunilies for Donor Door Prize Drawings are also attached. 

Thanks in advance for your mllingness to help save a life on Tuesday; June 7th, 

Katrina CoNe 

Chail; Recruitment, Carolina Blood Drive 

962-1801 

"In ev~’zything give thanks-gratitude" is the attitude that sets the altJ rude foz livirig." 

¯ -- You ame culrently subscribed to 

business m~ers as: ~_g~[~_~:_~!~:_~!. To unsubscfibe send a blank 

entail to leave-29165096-23351052.88dl 52cd550c3fl 31 cdc33d20 bf62acb@listse~’.unc.edu 

You a~e cu~Ny subscribed m at~a~am as: eunice~;email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: hitp:/,,’lists.unc.edWu?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atYiafam&o=29166955 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



2:01  CAROLI A LOOD D 
DO OR OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR PRIZES 

All presenting donors and volunteers will receive commemorative 
23rd anniversary t-shirts donated by UNC Student Stores and the 
American Red Cross. 

Presenting Double Red Cell donors will receive a can cooler and 
frisbee in addition to a t-shirt. 

All presenting donors will be registered automatically post-donation 
for a drawing to win one of two pairs of Roundtrip Delta Air 
Lines Tickets sponsored by the Carolina Regions of the American 
Red Cross. 

In addition, presenting donors will have an opportunity to win door 
prizes while at the Smith Center on June 7th. Door prizes will be 
given away randomly between 8a.m.- 7p.m. to include a chance to 
win one of three grand prizes: 

Two tickets to the UNC-Chapel Hill vs. James Madison 
football on Saturday, September 3rd, Time TBA, in the New 
Kenan Stadium (Donation from UNC-Chapel Hill Athletics) 
Two tickets to a non-conference to be determined UNC 
Men’s Basketball game in December 2011 (Donation form 
UNC-Athletics) 
Two tickets to a conference UNC Women’s Basketball 
game in Carmichael during the 2011-2012 season 
(Donation from UNC-Athletics) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bisese, Am~e <abisese@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

CCO SP’I 1 evaluations 

AFRI 101A Sahle.pdf 

Dear CCO Faculty/Instructors: 

Attached for your review is a summary (or summaries) of the evaluations submitted by your students in Carolina Course Online during the Spring 2011 term. 

Questions # 3 and 4 focus on issues related to instructor interaction communicating student expectations as well as defining course objectives. Questions #6 and 10 

focus on student satisfaction of the instructor’s timely feedback on grading and responsiveness to student contact. Overall, the majority of students responded 

positively, although compared to previous semesters, a larger percentage of students indicated greater dissatisfaction with instructor communication, in particular 

instructor timeliness in responding to email communication, and useful/timely feedback regarding the grading of assignments. 

But numbers do not always do these evaluations justice. Comments provide the best insight to students’ experiences as well as providing useful examples of what 

they found to be positive student!instructor which increased their satisfaction with the overall Carolina Courses Online experience, for example: 

. Great course! Surprisingly engaging for an online course 

¯ Great experience. Professor X was very quick to respond to emails and wanted to help if I had any problems. Fantastic job. 

° I cannot praise this class and Dr. X enough. Even as an online course, I learned so much about the subject matter, and the education was profound enough to affect other 

areas of my education. This is one of the first courses at Carolina that allowed to me learn the material so web that I could apply the concepts to my other classes and 

everyday life. The instruction was phenomenal and the material was beyond interesting. 

¯ I enjoyed this class. You could tell our professor enjoyed what she was teaching. She didn’t get quiz grades back to us as quickly as I would have liked but she did 

respond to us if we emailed. She was also very present of the discussion boards helping guide the discussion. 
¯ I honestly thought an online class would bean easy class to take, but I was wrong. This class took a lot of effort, but i reaped the benefits and i have learned so much 

about a topic I am truly interested in - X. I am truly glad I have taken this course and will continue to study the subject on my own. 

¯ This course is a true gem; comprehensive, deep, and challenging -- much of the essence of (the subject area) distilled into a cohesive core. The only disappointment, if 

you can cab it that, is that there was not sufficient time to visit some of the topics in the text such as X. A follow-on online course utilizing this same text would be an 

optimal offering. 

° This professor is truly engaged with his online students. All of my questions were answered in a very timely manner, the grading was prompt and the professor was 

courteous and respectful in all of his comments. Equally impressive is the organization of all the components of the class. The syllabus, lesson schedule, assignments, 

everything was very detailed and organized so there was never and confusion on what was due and when. The text covered a large amount of information, and was done 

very well. Some lessons were harder for me to grasp than others, but anytime I had a question, it would quickly be answered by the other students on the discussion 

board or by the prof. himself. This is the second online course i have taken with this professor. I will continue to recommend this professor, his classes in particular, and 

Carolina Courses Online. 

Spring 2011 evaluations will be sent to department chairs during within the week. We appreciate your efforts to improve course content and methods based on 

your experience and student feedback. If just a few of your students completed an evaluation, please encourage them to do so for both the preliminary evaluation 

as well as the final evaluation at the end of the next semester that you are appointed to teach the course. 

Thank you for teaching this past spring. As always, I am available to discuss any concerns you may have about your course at any time. 

Enjoy your summer! 

:: N :: Description: 
linked image001 7276 
E619-A6DF476E-BC21- 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

919-962-6302 

and 

Anne Bisese 

Distance Education Program Assistant 

Self-paced Courses 

919-962-2645 

Anne gisese 

Distance Education Program Assistant 

Self-paced Courses 

919-962-2645 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 6:18 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] FW: Invitation ERIP Conference 2011 

CALL FOR PAPERS AND PANELS: ERIE CONFERENCE 

Call for Papers and Pre-organized Panels: 
Second Conference on Ethnicity, Race, and Indigenous Peoples in Latin 
America and the Caribbean 

November 3-5, 2011 
Universi~ of California, San Diego 

Conference’s website: (http://cilas.ucsd.edu/erip/index.html) 

Organizers: 
ERIP: LASA Section on Ethnicity, Race, and Indigenous Peoples 
LACES: Latin ~nerican and Caribbean Ethnic Studies, a Taylor & Francis 
journal 
CILAS-UCSD: Center for Iberian and Latin American Studies, University of 
California, San Diego 
CLAS-SDSU: (;enter for Latin >Mnerican Studies, San Diego State Universi~ 

CALL FOR PAPERS ANf) PANELS: fiRIP CON}:[~RENCE 

Individual papers and organized panel proposals are invited ~2~r the Second 
Conference on Ethnicity, Race, and Indigenous Peoples in Latin America and 

the Caribbean, November 3-5, 2011, at the Universi~ nf California, San 
Diego 

Panels and individual papers on topics relating to all aspects of 
ethnicity, race relations, Indigenous peoples, Afro-descendants and other 
ethnic or racial groups in Latin America and the Caribbean will be 
considered Scholars, graduate students and practitioners in all 
humanities and social science disciplines with an interest in these areas 
of research are encouraged to participate. Presentations can be in 
English, Spanish, or Portuguese. 

Submissions of pre-organized panels are strongly encouraged and will be 
given preference in the selection process. For advice or consultation 
regarding potential panel submissions, please contact the conference 
orgamzers: <er~pconference201 l@ucsd.edu>. 

Individual papers are also welcome and will be assigned by the Program 
Committee to an appropriate panel with a chair and a discussant. 

The First ERIP corfference, which took place in May 2008 at the University 
of California, San Diego, brought together more than 300 participants and 
attendees. Because of the high level of interest and the existence of 
space, time and budget constraints, we mge prospective participants to 
submit their Panel Proposal Forms and Individual Paper Proposal Forms as 
earl?, as possible in order to improve their chances of secming a place in 
the program. For the relevant forms and additional information about the 
event, please visit the conference’s website: 

<http :/i cilas, ucsd. edu/erip/index.html>. 

ERIP-LACES TRAVEL GRANTS 
ERIP and LACES have established a fund to help subsidize, on a competitive 
basis, the travel costs of a limited number of participants coming from 
Latin American and Caribbean co,retries. For more information visit: 
<http :/icilas.ucsd.eduieripitr avel-~rant s.html>. 

ERIP-LACES BEST GtCgDUATE STUDEix,~2 PAPER AWARD 

graduate students are invited to enter the competition for the ERIE-LACES 
award to the best graduate student paper presented at the conference, 
which cames a prize of $500. For more infom~ation, visit: 
<http ://cilas.uc sd edu/erip/stu dent-award.html>. 

ERIP Conference Program Committee: 
Shannon Speed, Chair ERIP 

Leon Zamosc, Chief Editor LACES 
David 2vlares, Director CILAS-UCSD 
Ramona Perez, Director CLAS-SDSU 
David Carmthers, Associate Director CLAS-SDSU 

--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email uric edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29167512-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 16, 2011 6:41 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Abernathy Hall this week 

Battle Hall will be closed all week due to the paint and carpet job. I will be working from room 218B in Abernathy Hall this 
week. Let me know if you need anything. The best way to contact me would be through email. I will be out on Friday. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29167540 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-29167540-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Biology 202- Molecular Biology and Genetics 
SSI 2010 (001) Dr. Jennifer Sallee and Dr. Brian Hogan 

Lectures: 107 Wilson Hall (Mon-Fri 9:45-11:15 AM) 

Recitations: (you should be registered for one of the 2 sections. Each section meets on 
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays room locations TBA) 

(Section 601:12 PM, Section 603:1 PM) 

Instructors: Dr. Jennifer Sallee 
Email: j ennifer_sallee@med.unc.edu 
Office location: Wilson Hall 210 
Office Hours: MWTh 11:15am-12:00 pm or by appointment 

Dr. Brian Hogan 
Email:hoganb@email.unc.edu 

Office location: 203 Morehead Labs 
Phone: 962-4746 

Office hours: TBA 
Teaching Assistants: ~,med.unc.edu) 

COURSE WEBSITE: http:iiblackboard.unc.edui (you will need your onyen to log on) 
This site will have postings from our lectures such as outlines, power point slides and 
supplemental material we mention in lecture. We will also post announcements on this 

site. B is your responsibi#~, to check it regularly. 

Introduction to Genetic Analysis, 9th Edition, W.H. Freeman & Co. 
by Griffiths, Wessler, Lewontin, and Carroll 
Chapter 1 will not be assigned reading, but it is a good overview. Read through it at the 
beginning of the course.., and use it as a great review at the end of the course. 

Use the website associated with the book! Web-based bioinformatics tutorials, 
animations, and other supplemental information can be found at 
http: !/bcs .whfreemano com/iga9e/ 

Required polleverywhere.com account. This is of no cost to you to register. You will 
be sending messages either through your cell phone or laptop See instructions under 
"course information" to register your account. 



Course Policies: 

Examination format: 
Three semester exams and one final exam will be given. Students are 
expected to take all exams and the final examination on the dates indicated 
during the regular class period. If an exam is missed due only to 
extenuating circumstances, i.e., medical or family emergency 
documented in writing, the points from that exam will be assigned to the 

other exams. 

Recitation: 
Attendance and participation in the recitation section is a critical 
component of this course and, therefore, is required. Recitation 
assignments correspond to the topics covered in lecture. Students are 
expected to work the assignments prior to recitation. Recitation will 
include in-class discussion of assignments and review. 
Your recitation grade will consist of participation in class recitation 
quizzes (no make-ups given on these quizzes). 
DON’T FALL BEHIND! 

Grading: 
4 exams worth 23% each 
Recitation--8%% (includes required attendance/participation and 

quizzes) 

Answers to problems on the exams will be posted after each exam, except for the final. 
Students must consult the key before contacting the instructor regarding grading 
questions. All requests for a re-grade must be handed in to the TA IN WRITING. The 
ONLY exception will be simple errors in addition. 



GoalsiObiectives of the Course: 
1) You will learn to think beyond memorization by using higher order thinking skills to 
solve genetic/molecular biology problems given to you inside and outside of class. This is 

not high school; we know any UNC Chapel Hill student can recall information! Let’s not 

only acquire knowledge but be able to use this knowledge in different ways (such as 
through application and analysis). This is the beginning of thinking like a scientist. You 
will have plenty of practice in lecture, recitation, and homework to hone these higher 
thinking skills. These problem sets will be the basis for exams too. 

2) Despite not having a lab, you will think about laboratory techniques and practice 
scientific techniques on paper. For example: 1) you should be able to theoretically set up 
the proper genetic crosses to determine inheritance patterns of certain genes or 2) digest a 
plasmid and run DNA electrophoresis. 



*Readings: use the skeleton notes and what we talk about in class to guide you. Ira topic 
in the book is not discussed in lecture, then you will not be tested on it. 

Lecture Topic Readings (chapter) 
Tues May 10 Introduction to course & Structure of Genes 2.1, 2.2 JS 

and Genomes; Review of Meiosis 
Wed May 11 Single Gene Inheritance and Pedigrees 2.2- 2.6 JS 

Thurs May 12 Pedigrees and Independent Assortmcnt 2.6 and 3.1-3.3 JS 

Fri May 13 Genetic Recombination: Recombination, 4.1 and 4.2 JS 
Linkage, Mapping 

Mort May 16 Finish recombination and begin Gene 4.1 and 4.2, 6.1 JS 
Interactions 

Tues May 17 Gene Interactions continued 6.1-6.4 JS 

E~m i ~al! nkatefi~! frO~ May ~0 May !6 p 749-753 JS 

Thur May 19 Chromosomes Chapter 16 JS 

Fri May 20 Genetics in human disease and research JS 

Mort May 23 Forensics p 151-3, 728, 731-5 JS 

Tues May 24 The Nature of DNA and DNA Replication 7.1-7.6 BH 

W~d Ma~:25 Exam 2 ~fiii Ni~fial from May i~ ) ~G~ne JS 
Inte~a~fi6ni May ~3~3 

Thurs May 26 Gene Mutation and DNA RepNr Mechanisms Ch 15.1-15.5 BH 

Friday May 27 RNA: Tm~cfiption and Processing 8.1-8.4 BH 

Tues May 31 Translation and Protein Structure and 9.1-9.6 BH 
Function 

Wed June 1 Genetics of bacteria and their viruses-part 1 Ch. 5 BH 
Sections 5.1-5.2 

Thur J~e 2 Genetics of bacteria and their vimses-pa~ 2 Ch. 5 BH 
Secfio~ 5.1-5.2 

FN I~e 3 Exai~ 3 BH 

Mort J~e 6 Re~lafion of Proka~’ofic Tra~cripfion Ch. 10 BH 
Secfio~ 10.1-10.2 

Tues June 7 Regulation of Proka~ofic Transcription Ch. 10 BH 
CONT~IED Secfio~ 10.1-10.2 

Wed J~e 8 Recombinant DNA Tectmology Ch. 20.1-20.2 plus BH 

info from notes 
Thurs J~e 9 Recombinant DNA Tectmology Ch. 20.1-20.2 plus BH 

info from notes 
Friday June 10 Epigenefics NOVA video BH 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <tim sanford@unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 8:24 AM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] FW: FORMAL NOTICE: UNC Libraries Online Service Outage Wed., May 18, 2:30 a.m. - Noon 

CCO Instructors - 
Please be aware that all online libraD’ resources will be unavailable, as explained below, starting at 2:30 tomorrow- morning going through noon. ]1"you have class projects involving use of 
the libra~z this week, you may wish to let your students know about the outage. 
Thanks. 

Tim 

Timothy R Sanford, Ph.D 
Associate Director for Credit Programs 
Friday Center fbr Continuing Education 
Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Librar~v Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NCl 27599-1020 
919-962-2644 
919-962-5549 (fax) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobo@@notil}’.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 9:25 PM 
To: SanJ2~rd, Timothy R. 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: UNC Libraries Online Service Outage Wed, May 18, 2:30 aan. - Noon 

UNC l,ibraries online services will be unavailable on Wednesday, Mi~y 18, 2011, li’om 2:30 a.m. until noon, because of a critical equipment upgrade. 

This outage will affect all electronic services, including: the online catalog; digital collections; access to electronic journals, databases, and e-books; request forms; interlibrary loan; and the 
University Library website (http://www lib.unc.edu). Both on-campus and off-campus access will be affected. 

Desktop computers in I)avis Library, the Undergraduate Library, Wilson Library, the science libraries, the Sloane Art Library, and the Music Library will also be unavailable 

We apologize :For any inconvenience. If you have questions, please Ask a 
Librarian: http://www.lib unc edu/ask html Or call: Davis 
Library:(919-962-1151) or Undergraduate Library: (919-962 -1355) 

This email is sponsored by: UniversiW Libraries 

--- You are currently subscribed to ccofac as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-29169659-363461347fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589E’~a959@liskserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teachers College Press <tcp@tc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc edu> 

Preview new books on Race, Poverty, and Diversity 

Click h_ . _e_ r. _e_ if you’re having trouble seeing this email. 

X:: Teachers College Press, Teache~ College, Columbia University 

Preview These New Books for Your 
Courses or Personal Library-- 

Use code 

POVS2011 for 

a 20% 

discount! 

PEDAGOGY OF THE POOR 

Buiiding ~,he Movement ~,o End Pove!ty 

By Willie Baptist and Jan Rehmann 

This unique book combines the oral history of renowned antipoverty organizer Willie Baptist with 

accessible introductions to relevant social theories, case studies, in-class student debates, and 

pedagogical reflections. 

~i Co-ver image 

See the Table of Contents 

Read a Sample Chapter 

Download a PDF flyer 

THE GREAT DIVI~P.SlTY DEBATE 

Embracing Pluralism in School and Society 

By Kent Koppelman 

Based on research from multiple disciplines, Koppelman describes the presence and growth of 

diversity in the United States from the country’s earliest years to the present. Discussions 

include immigration, affirmative action, multicultural education, and national identity. 

See the Ta__b_j.L.e_ f__~._o_n__t_e_#t__s_ 

Read a ._S_’__a__,_m__p_j_~__*_O_’_b__a_ _p_:t_~r. 

Download a _P___D___F___f)_7__e__r. 

--Also of Interest from TC Press-- 

E~LEARNING IN A BURNING HOUSI~ 

Educational inequality, Ideolegy, arid (Dis)ln~,egratien 

By Sonya Douglass Horsford/Foreword by Marian Wright Edelman 

Featuring the unique perspectives of Black school leaders, Horsford provides a critical race analysis of 

how racism has undermined the integration ideal and the subsequent schooling of Black children 

E]GIRL Till 
L.i~eracy, Justice> and the Scheoi-~o-Pri.~ion Pipeline 

By Maisha T. Winn 

Foreword by Shirley Brice Heath/Afterword by Michelle Fine 

Readers will learn howthe lived experiences of incarcerated girls (primarily African American teens) can 

inform their teaching in public school classrooms and the teaching of literacy as a civil and human right¯ 

[~PEIBAGOGY, POLICY, AND THE PRIt,’ATEED CiTY 

Stories of Dispossession and Defiance from New Orleans 

By Kristen L. Buras, Jim Randels, Kalamu ya Salaam, and Students at the Center 

Foreword by Robin D. G. Kelley!AftePw’ord by Zeus Leonardo 

Through the stories of marginalized youth and their teachers in New Orleans, this book examines policies 

that are destructive to their communities, including decentralization, teachers union-busting, mixed-income 

housing, and urban redevelopment¯ 



[_~]UNEQUAL FORTUNES 
Snapshots from tile Souih Bronx 

By Arthur Levine and Laura Scheiber 

"The decline of the South Bronx is made personal through the opposing biographies of parallel children 40 

years apart .... Recommended."--CHOICE 

"A compelling and worthwhile book."--Education Update 

This powerful story explores the new social realities our children face in urban America. 

LJPSYCNOLOGY, POVERTY, AND THE END OF SOCIAL EXCLUSION 

Putting Our Practice to Work 

By Laura Smith 

Foreword by Isaac Prilleltensky 

"Laura Smith’s book is a beautiful, chilling treatise calling for social change, mapping the road that will 

ultimately lead to that change"--PsycCritiques 

Special Discount: Order any of the above books by May 31,2011 with coupon code POVS2011 and receive a 20% discount! 

Professors: To request exam copies, click here 

School Leaders: For discounts on multiple copy orders for your school needs, contact us at icp~tc.edu or call 212678.3919. 

Free Membership! Click here to receive invitations to book parties, author events, plus a 20% discount on all TC Press new 

releases! 

Teachers College Press 
x~w.tcpress.com, 800.575.6566 
Teachers College, Columbia University 

1234 Amsterdam Ave., NewYork, NY 10027[--1 

Free membemhip 

Follow us on Twitter 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 11:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Dean Karen Gil - IfNC Chapel Hill 

Thank you! 

Carol 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2012 8:23 AM 
To: Carol Thompson 
Subject: Dean Karen Gil - UNC Chapel Hill 

Dear Carol, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Below are the contact details for Dean Karen Gil 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Dean, Karen Gil 

E-maih kqil@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-3082 

Fax: (919) 962-2408 

Position 
Title: Dean, Arts & Sciences and Dist Professor 
Department: Arts & Sciences Dean’s Office (3201) 

Primary Work Location 
205 South 
Campus Box 3100 
USA 
Phone: (919) 962-3082 
Fax: (919) 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 4:07 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: FW: Program Assistant position available with the Inter-Ametica~ Dialogue Education program 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: jobs@thedialogue.org<http://us mc656.mail.yahoo.colrdmc/compose?to jobs@thedialogue.org> 
To: marcella@pa.net<http://us.mc656.mail.yahoo.co~rdmcicompose?to marcella@pa.net> 
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2011 5:26 PM 
Subject: Program Assistant position available ~vith the Inter-American Dialogue Education program 

We are in the process of searching for a Program Assistant to support the Dialogue’s work on educational reform in 
Latin America. This is an excellent opportuni~ for an entry-level candidate with a background and interest in education 
and Latin American Studies and with fluency in Spanish and English. 
As someone who is familiar with the Inter-American Dialogue, we ~vould greatly appreciate any help you could provide in 
steering the job description<http://www.thedialogue org/program assistant~real> toward appropriate candidates either 
by referring individuals that you know of, or by posting the position description in an appropriate location. If you 
know of someone whom you would particularly recommend, please send an email to 
jubs@thedialogue.org<http://usmc656.mailyahuocum/mc/cumpose’?to jubs~thedialo~ue.ur~> and ignore the autumatic reply. 
Many thanks! 

http://www.thedialu~ue org/program assistant preal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 4:40 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Walkway Between Stadium Drive and Rams Head Plea 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May :t7, 20:I:t 4:26 PM 
Subject: Walkway Between Stadium Drive and Rams Head Plaza 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

Attem~m Pedestrian, s: 
A 30-day project will close the pedestrian walkway between Stadium Drive and the Rams Head Plaza from Monday, May 
23 through Monday, June 27, 2011. 
The prqiect will bring that section of pedestrian walkway up to American Disabilities Act slandards. During the project, 
pedestrians should use alternate mutes. To see a map of the affected area please click !N__m___. 
Call the Department of Public Safety at 962-3951 during normal business hours with olher questions or concerns. 
Thank you, 
The Department ()JPublic Saji, ty 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice(F~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriaihm&o=29172737 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e..9.~..e..-..2..2.~...7~2..7.:.~...7...-:.3...2.~}.!~..@~8..:.e..~..7.2.a.~.~...a...5~8.~3..~:.3..~.~.~.~.~}~.~!).~2~@~istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~te~viel <os~ter~-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 11:39 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

"Diverse economies in time of global ti)od crisis: making visible alternative modes of(re)production in Br’~il?" pre~ntation by Marie-Josde 

Massicotte, THIS MONDAY 

For those still in town, please join us for a final event: 

Social Movement Working Group, Latin American 

Political Imaginaries Working Group, Department of Anthropology 
Please join us for our last joint meeting of the Social Movements Working Group and the Latin Political hnaginary Working Group 
with Marie-Jos~e Massicotte, Visiting Scholar in Anthropolo~, and the Institute for the Study of the Americas for 2010-11, 

Marie-]osde Massicotte 
Associate Professor of Political Studies 

University of Ottawa 
"Diverse economies in time of global food crisis: making visible alternative modes of (re)production 

in Brazil?" 
Monday, May 23, 11:00 am. 

Alumni 308 
Brief smnmary of the talk: 
Since 2007-08, small food producers, citizens and activists across the world have protested against the mounting food and living 
prices, calling for a re-ordering of today’s globalizing yet still locally grounded food regimes. What are the causes of the crisis7 What 
can we learn from the recent campaign for food sovereignty promoted by La Via Campesina and its allies7 How far has this political 
imaginary (food sovereignty) been adopted, or adapted, by various organizations in Brazil? This talk will discuss the new discourses 
and practices around food sovereignty in the Latin American context, with a particular focus on Brazil, in order to address these 
questions and to examine how food sovereignty and agroecology can challenge the dominant model of agriculture and governance. 
By discussing "diverse economies", it is hoped that we can make visible alternative knowledges and practices that are emerging in the 
cracks of today’s globalizing food regimes and that are pointing toward other possible modes of production and social reproduction. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: osterwei@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29173654- 

12461143.650f464621 dd8563dl dda666d2212265@listserv.u n c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

r. 14736.67876@accuranceleads.com on behalf of 

William Earle <mail@accuranceleads.com> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 10:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Your Raw Manuscript l~ablished in Print and eBook for under $600 

NFW YORK (CNN/Money) - F-book sales total.ed $90.3 
mil.tion in February, up 202% compared to the same 
month a year earl.let, according to a study from the 
Association of American Pubtishers. That put e-books at 
No. 1 "among aU categories of trade punishing" that 

month- the first time e-books have beaten out 
traditional publ.ishing formats. 

Almost no one buys both ebooks and books. If 

you’re not listed in both markets, you could be 

ignoring half of the potential buyers of your book 

IT’S BACK 

The Ready-To-Se[[ + eCombo 
Package 

Interior Formatting, Cover Design, Print 

PuNishing and Ebook Conversion & 

PuNishing 

:$599 
Reg. $699 but only ~n May 

Give us your raw manuscript and we will... 

=Format your interior 

-Custom design your front/back/spine cover 

-Set up your new print pubffshing account 

-Purchase your ISBN 

-Upload your interior and cover files to the publisher 

-Purchase and ship you a proof copy 

-Purchase and set up your global print distribution 

-Turn your account over to you 

-Convert your interior to multiple eBook files 

viewabie on nearly 99% of all viewers 

-Distribute your eBook to where 90% of all eBook 

sales are taking place 

Please write to me if you have any 

questions or want to discuss further. 

There is o~ly one place in the woHd_ 

1 

We hope you enjoyed receiving this email, but if you no longer wish to receive our emails please click here. Accurance; 836 S Western Drive; Bloomington, IN 47403 . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IRB <irb no repbQ@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 12:06 PM 

DaNgren, Ka~i <kdahlgre@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

IRB Notice 

To: Karl Dahlgren 

Anthropology 

CB: 3115 

F~n: Behavioral IRB 

Date: 5/13/2011 RE: Contingencies to be addres~d tbllowing IRB Review 

Submission Type: InifiaJ 

Study #: 11-0833 

Study Title: Politics of Representation in Museums of the Swahili Coast 

This submission has been reviewed by the above IRB. This is not an IRB approval. You may not implement the reseaxch activities described in your submission until 

you have received a memo indicating final IRB approval. The IRB determined that this submission IVIAY BE APPROVED, pending stipulated change(s) and/or 

clarification(s). 

IF YOU SUBMITTED ONLINE (Behavioral IRB Only) 

Your review roll be foand online at the link below. You roll be able "to respond "to each stipulation using the online system. 

http://apps.research.unc.edtv’irb/etbrm routing.ctkn?masterid 100706&Section attachments 

CC: 

Eunice Sable, African & African-Amer Studies 

Il~B hfformational Message ~ please do not use email REPLY to this address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:39 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [afriafam] Staff Performance Reviews 

I apologize for my oversight - I meant Travis an Haeran, and it is certainly not Travis’ first year with the department! 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departmem of African & Afro-American Studies 
!09 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

From: Buell, Agatha [mailto:abuell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 1:24 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Miller, Haeran 
Subject: [afriafam] Staff Performance Reviews 

Dear All, 

I am putting together Annual Performance Reviews for both Travis and Haeran this week and next. If you would like to 

provide any feedback about their performance during their first year with Public Policy, please let me know. Your 

feedback will be incorporated into my overall review of their work. Please email me any feedback by Monday, May 23rd 

at 5pm. 

Ifyou have any questions, pleaselet me know. 

Thanks, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: abuell@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361543.3 a5003452eed7a6650715970at’764463 &n=T&l=afriafam&o=29177135 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29177135-32361543.3 a5003452eed7a6650715970at’764463 @listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29177515 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29177515-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

RE: Tracey’s email address 

No wonder ,¢ou haven’t asnwered my last 20 emails © 

I will resend the key ones. 

W~@t~ : http : / / studyabr oad. unc. edu 

confidential 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May ~8, 20M 3:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney 3oaquin 
Subject: Tracey’s email address 
~mpe~ance: High 

Hi Rodney, 

Kindly delete my gmail address - Patrick gave it to folks at the Center for ease of communication when I am traveling - from your UNC address book because I open it 
infrequently when I am not traveling and I do not want to miss important messages from you. 

At any rate, kindly forward Tracey’s email address because I could not access it via my gmail account through which you sent the previous message. 

Cheers and mambo freshi 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.; 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 3:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: support for travel to Durban 

Please see message from Trace?’ (Barbara’s assistant) in reference to your signature for reimbursement. You may respond to her directly Thanks. 
Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is fur the sule use uf the intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfldentia[ 
irfformatiun. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy al[ copies ufthe origina[ message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cave, Tracey 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:54 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: support for travel to Dakar and Durban 

Rudney, 
I’m processing the $1090 travel reimbursement [’or Eunice but find that I need her signature Please ask ifI can have her permission tu sign [’or her ..this way we can muve it quickly! 
Thanks, 
-Tracey 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 7:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: support tbr travel to DurbaJ~ 

Dear Eunice, 
Thank you, I’ll process the reimbursement today. 

-Trace?’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2011 5:15 AM 
To: Cave, Tracey 
Cc: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: support for travel to Durban 

Dear Tracey, 

Thanks. Yes, kindly go ahead and sign the form for me 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Ro&aey Joaqmn 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 3:29 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: FW: support for travel to Durban 

Eunice, 
Please see message li*om Tracey (Barbara’s assistant) in reference to your signature for reimbursement. You may respond to her directly Thanks. 
Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin ~anerica, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 EEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/studvabroad.unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cave, Tracey 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:54 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodncy Joaquin 
Subject: RE: support for travel to Dakar and Durban 

Rodney, 
I’m processing the $1090 travel reimbttrsement for E~xice but find that I need her signature. Please ask ifI can have her pemxission to sign for her...this way xve can move it quicklyt 
Thanks, 
-Trace?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 8:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: dra]’t ~rvice contract 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks for the edits. That was iust what I was hoping for, the document looks much clearer now. I think this will be a terrific program, unless you pu[~ a 

Mambo fresh~ 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Senti Thursday, Nay 19, 20~ 6:~6 AN 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: dra~ se~ice contract 

Dear Rodney, 

Thanks for the draft. 

oll 

I have reviewed and edited it - see attached - based on core academic requirements at UNC, my experience with Taz-Mex program and my knowledge of the Center for Civil 
Society - with a particular attention to the Center’s strengths and constraints. Based on the Oaxaca experience, I think it is crucial that the contract signal the underlying reality: 

that this is an academically driven UNC program. Being as clear as we can even in these yen! early stages, will limit the possibility of problems - of course as in life, one cannot 
eliminate problems, but is important to be as prudent as we can as we move forward. 

Call me at if you have questions. 

Cheers and mambo freshi 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney ]oaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 3:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: draft service contract 

Dear Eunice, 

Using the model of the service contract that Helen sent rne I did a first draft for Vour review. Please take a look at it, I invented the program title, but feel free to 

change anything. Let me know your thoughts, I ~ke to send them something now that we have evewthing fresh ~n our hinds even ~f ~t is just for plannk~g 

purposes. We can always mod~[y ~t b~ter. Thanks, 

Rodney 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-lcai] message, inc] ac~ing attachlcent~, Js for the sole use of the intemded recipient(s) and may contaJm 
confidential 
information. Any inauthorized review, use, disciosmre, or dJstribition is 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wisdom Tettey <tettey@ucalga~’.ca> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 1:09 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Re: REM1NDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call l~r Papers 

I tNuk we can go dtiead with this. Do you have any thoughts on what to focus on~ 

Cheers, 

W~y 

Ou 04/05/2011 9:59 AM, Wisdom Tettey wrote: 

Hmmn, tempting! Let me give it some thnught and let’s discuss it later. 

Ciao! 

On 11-05-03 10:57 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Brother, 

We should propose a panel...1 think it would be great. 

Cheers, 
Sis. 

From: International Studies Association [mescalan@u.arizona.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 03, 20:t:t :t2::t4 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" REMINDER - 20:t2 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We wotdd like to remind you that the deadliue tbr submissions lx~ the ISA 2012 Annual Convention in San Diego is June 1. 

For the full call for papers, see the ISA 2012 page at: http://www.isemet~or~atmual convention/call-t]:~r-papers.html 

Iuternatioual Studies Association 

53rd Armual Conveution 

April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"Power, Principles and Participation in the Global Information Age" 

Canadian communication theorist Marshall McLuhan famously said, ’qThe medium is the message," and coined the term "global village." 

McLuhan died in 1980, but nls insights are even more relevant today. The information environment is drastically different from that of even a 

decade ago, as new forms of information flows come into existence almost annually. Facebook now has over 500 million users, and Trotter, 

a service barely in existence three years ago, counts over 175 million users. These tools axe not only for finding long-lost school friends or 
shm-ing pictures of loved ones: they often are used for political purposes. For instance, both text messages and tweets served as vital 

communication tools during the 2010 post-election protests in Iran. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States government went so thr as 

to ask Twitter to postpone maintenance and maintain service during this time. Hunaanitari~m groups al~ use these communications 

technologies to bring attention to events worldwide: in "the waJ~e ofttaiti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in 

SMSbased donations from US phone users. Aud the 2010 elections mtnessed US political candidates (and their staffs) tweeting and 

facebooldng like uever before. 

The theme of this year’s conference is iuspired by the appaacent impact of new intbrmation and communication technologies ou international 

and transnational allhirs. Information ha.s altered power relations; it has help to globalize norms aM principles; it has the potential lx~ bring 

new participants into political and social processes world-wide. From geographic information systems that bring satellite images to our 

research to sophisticated tbrm of electronic textual analysis to internet surveys, it is madeniable that a whole range of new technologies is 
affecting the way we thiuk about and do research in internatioual s~dies. 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online usiug the MyISA Conference Management System at http:/iisanet.ccit.a~izoua.edu/MvlSA 

Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed 1,~ isa2012@isanet.org 

Judith Kelley 

Department of Political Science 

and Sanford School of PuNic Policy 

Duke University 

Box 90239 



Durham, NC 27708-0239 

Lasa~a Mosley 
Depea~t~q~ent of Politic~i Science 
Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

361 Hamilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

Wisdom J. Tettey, Ph.D 

Depart’~’ent of Coll~aunication and Culture 

University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Cana@a 

T2N IN4 

Phene: (403~ 220-4847 

Fax: (403) 282-6716 

Wisdom J. Tettey~ Ph.D 

Department of Co~lrr:unication and Cuituse 

University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Canada 

T2N IN4 

Phone: (403) 220-4847 

Fax: (403~ 282-6716 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apple <News@insideapple.apple.com> 

Thursday, May19, 2011 1:57PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Apple Webcast: Reaching All Learners 

Made for every learner: Ready for everything, 

As technology becomes more widely available in the classroom, educators have the 

ability to engage students in new and exciting ways, resulting in enriched learning 

across all subject areas. Apple products like iPad, iPod touch, and MacBook provide 

platforms that can be uniquely tailored to each student’s needs and abilities, including 

those with sensory or learning challenges. 

Featuring the latest innovations in accessibility, Apple products are designed so that all 

students can use the same technology. And because these accessibility features are built 

in standard to Mac OS X and iOS, there’s no additional hardware or software to buy and 

no installation process--making their use easy and intuitive. 

In this webcast, you’ll hear from educators who have successfully integrated Apple 

products into their institutions to help diverse learners. They’ll share their stories, from 

the challenges they faced to the results they achieved. 

Apple Webcast: Reaching All Learners 

Wednesde,.y. Jt~ne ], 20~ ], ] 0:00-] ] :3{) ~.n~. PDT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 2:25 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online tbr summer 

Instructors, 

When you have a chance, you should check your course rosters in ConnectCarolina. Go to my.unc.edu and log in with your onyen. Go to Self Service then Faculty 

Center then My Schedule. You may have to change the term to get 20:H Summer. 

Let me know if you have any questions or problems. 

PLEASE NOTE: The University Registrar has not processed all the drops that we have sent them so you may still see students on your roster who have dropped. 

CarolMc Donnell 
Student Services Manager 

University of N orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The Friday Center fur Continuing Education 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~1020 

carolmq(.~_ unc.edu 

800-862-5669 

fax 919-962-5549 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~’mailto:eunice@email.nnc.edu">ennice@email.unc.edn<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a Nank <br> 

email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-29183943- 3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-29183943- 

3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu</a;, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 6:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog inii~rmation for ’Contemporary capitalism and its cri ses : social structure of accumulation theory tbr the 21 st century’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb6112086 

Title: Contemporary capitalism and its crises : social structure of accumulation theory for the 21st century 

Published: Cambridge Universi~ Press 

Publisher Location: Cambridge ;New York 

Published: 2010. 

Formats: Book 

Summary: "This volume analyses contemporary capitalism and its crises based on a theory of capitalist evolution known as the social structure of accumulation (S SA) theory. It applies this 
theory to explain the severe financial and economic crisis that broke out in 2008 and the kind of changes required to resolve it. The editors and contributors make available new work within 
this school of thought on such issues as the rise and persistence of the "neoliberal," or "free-market," form of capitalism since 1980 and the growing globalization and financialization of the 
world economy The collection includes analyses of the U.S. economy as well as that of several parts of the developing world"--Provided by publisher 

Subj ect Headings: 
Capitalism. 
Saving and investment. 
Global Financial Crisis, 2008-2009. 
United States -- Economic conditions -- 2009- 

© ther Authors: 
Kot7~ David M. (David Michael), 1943- 
McDonough, Terrence. 
Reich, Machael. 

Item Description: 

xiii, 360 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. 

0521515165 (hardcover) 

0521735807 (pbk.) 

9780521515160 (hardcover) 

9780521735803 (pbk.) 

454379741 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Related Items: 
Table of contents only (http://w~wz.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/f¥1001/2009041191-t.htnrl) 

Table of Contents: 
Introduction: social structure of accurnulation theory for the 21 st century / Terrence McDonough, Michael Reich, and David M. Kotz -- The state of the art of social structure of 
accumulation theory / Terrence McDonough -- Social structure of accumulation theory / Victor D. Lippit -- A reconceptualization of social structure of accumulation theory / Martin H. 
Wolfson and David M. Kotz -- Global neoliberalisnr and the contemporary social structure of accumulation / David M. Kotz and Terrence McDonough -- Globalization or spatialization? : the 
worldwide spatial restructuring of the labor process / Michael Wallace and David Brady - Financialization in the contcmporary social structure of accumulation / William K. Tabb -- Global 
neoliberalism and the possibility of transnational state structures / Emlyn Nardone and Terrence _McDonough - Labor in the contemporary social structure of accumulation / Samuel 
Rosenberg - The rise of CE© pay and the contemporary social structure of accum 
ulation in the United States / Robelt Boyer - Social structures of accumulation and the criminal justice system / Susan M. Carlson ... let al.] -- The social structure of accumulation in South 
Africa / James Heintz -- Social structures of accumulation and the condition of the working class in Mexico / Carlos Salas - Social structure of accumulation theory for the Arab world : the 
econonries of Egypt, Jordan, and Kuwait in the regional system / Karen Pfeifer. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 
HB501 .C7258 2010(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail gcnerated at May.20.2011 06:46:14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@emaikunc.edu> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 11:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

RE: suppo(t for travel to Durba~ 

Dear Eunice, 
The reimbursement for $109041 was "vouchered" today 
Thanks, 
-Trace?’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2011 5:15 AM 
To: Cave, Tracey 
Cc: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sut~iect: RE: support for travel to Durban 

Dear Tracey, 

Thanks. Yes, kindly go ahead and sign the form for me 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Ro&aey Joaqmn 
Sent: Wednesday, May 1S 2011 3:29 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: support for travel to Durban 

Eunice, 
Please see message from Tracey (Barbara’s assistant) in reference to your signature for reimbursement. You may respond to her directly Thanks. 
Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin Arnerica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Db:ector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: htt p :i/studvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cave, Tracey 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:54 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodncy Joaquin 
Subject: RE: support for travel to Dakar and Durban 

Rodney, 
I’m processing the $1090 travel reimbursement for Eunice but find that I need her signature. Please ask ifI can have her permission to sign for her. this way we can move it quickly! 
Thanks, 
-Trace?’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terwiel <os~tem-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 20, 2011 11:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hi there, 

Just ~vondering if we could find a time for a coffee or a drink in these next few holiday months. I am pret~ much here, so you tell me if/when you are available! 

best,m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 20, 2011 12:47 PM 

The asc faculty mailing list. <asc faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[asc faculty] Fwd: talk about Egypt on June 5th. 

AgeofRevolution.doc; Attached Message Part; PastedGraphic-2.tiff; Attached Message 
Part 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:talk about Egypt on June 5th. 

Date:Thu, 19 May 2011 14:12:23 -0400 
From:Miriam Palacio <miriam@chi-cle.com> 

To:CHICLE CHICLE <chicle@chi-cle.com> 

CHICLE Language Institute 
101 E Weaver Street 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
On the 3rd floor over Weaver Street Market 
Free and open to the public 
Sunday, June 5, 5:00 pm 
www.chi-cle.com 919-933-0398 

Egypt: Age of Revolution 

Mohamed Abou el Seoud was in Egypt at the start of the revolution on January 25th. Egyptians stated their 
call for freedom, equality, and social justice on that date. In 12 days people in Egypt were able to get the 
freedom that they sought by ending 30 years of Mubarak’s presidential era. M ohamecl Abou E I Seoucl holds 
an MA in Libraries and Information Science, and is currently a PhD candidate in Cairo University, and 
currently works as the Middle East and African librarian at the UNC-Chapel Hill libraries. He will lead a 
discussion about his experiences. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 20, 2011 12:48 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] May 25th - June 5th 

Dear All, 

I will be in all day trainings and meetings on May 25th and 26th, followed by from May 27th to June 5th. 

If there is anything pressing that you need before that, please let me know as soon as possible and I will try to fit it in. While I am away Travis and Haeran will be 

available. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depax~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africma & ,aA’ro-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Ca~rolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!i~_ig__e_@_e_E!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: l~ttp:/ilists.t~nc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~9189971 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is brokeu) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-29189971-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,~;listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tettey@ucalgau.ca 

Saturday May 21,2011 8:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.~mc.edu> 

On Research 1,em~e 

I am on research leave until June 30, 2011, and it may take me a while to respond to messages I will, ho~vever, endeavor to resportd as quickly as I can. 

Please, note that this is an automatic response, and does not mean that I have seen your message 

Thanks 
Wisdom Tettey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 21,2011 3:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

UNC-CH Catalog infi~rmation for ’Theories of race and ethnic relations’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb2102944 

Title: Theories of race and etlmic relations 

Series: Comparative ethnic and race relations 

Published: Cambridge Universi~ Press 

Publisher Location: Cambridge [Cambridgeshire] ;New York 

Published: 1986. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 
R ace relations -- Congresses. 
Ethnic relations -- Congresses. 

Other Authors: 
Mason, I)avid, 1948 Jan 8- 
Rex, John 

Item Description: 
xiii, 350p. ; 24cm 
052130573X 
13333074 

Notes: 
Bibliography: p. 321-344 
Includes index 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis l,ibra~ (1 copy available) 
HT1521 .T47 1986(Davis IAbraw)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.21 2011 15:26:48 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 21,2011 3:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbrmation tbr ’Race, class & the apaxtheid state’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb2211485 

Title: Race, class & the apartheid state 

Author: Wolpe, Harold. 

Series: Apartheid and socie~ 

Published: J Currey; Unesco Press 

Publisher Location: London; Paris 

Published: 1988. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
Apartheid -- Social aspects -- South Africa. 
South Africa -- Race relations. 

Other Titles: 
Race, class and the apartheid state 

Item Descripuon: 
viii, 118 p. ; 22 cm. 
0852553196 (pbk.) : 
9231025104 (Unesco) 
168(N887 

Notes: 
Bibliography: p. 114-118 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Library (1 copy available) 
DT763 .W65 1988(Davis IAbraw)Avai[able 

...... Mail generated at May.21.2011 15:27:19 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 21, 2011 3:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog infi~rmation for ’Feminist tx~stcolonial theory : a reader’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4339827 

Title: Feminist postcolonial theol3,- : a reader 

Published: Routledge 

Publisher Location: Ne~v York 

Published: 2003. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Ferml~ism 
Femimsm -- Histols’. 
Feminist theory -- History 

O ther Authors: 
Lewis, Rema, 1963- 
Malls, Sara, 1954- 

ItemDescripuon: 

754p.:i11.; 24 cm 

0415942748 

0415942756(pbk) 

52835658 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

HQ1150 .F456 2003(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.21.2011 15:33:52 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 21, 2011 3:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbnnation tbr ’Theories of race and racism : a reader’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3480394 

Title: Theories of race and racism : a reader 

Series: Routledge student readers 

Published: Routledge 

Publisher Location: London 

Published: 2000. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Race. 
Race relations. 
Racism. 

O ther Authors: 
Back, Les, 1962- 
Solomos, John. 

ItemDescriptmn: 

646 p.;24 cm. 

0415156718(hb) 

0415156726 (pbk) 

41531639 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and indexes. 

Locations at UNC: 

[)avis Library (2 copies available) 

HT1521 T473 2000(Davis Library)Available 

HT1521 .T473 2000 c 2(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.21 2011 15:35:22 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edn> 

Saturday, May 21, 2011 3:_ : PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbrmation for ’Rethinking Fanon : the continuing dialogue’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3264474 

Title: Rethinking Fanon : the continuing dialogue 

Published: Humanity Books 

Publisher Location: Amherst, N.Y. 

Published: 1999. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 
Fanon, Frantz, 1925-1961 -- Contributions in political science 
Fanon, Frantz, 1925-1961 -- Contributions in social sciences. 

Other Authors: 
(iibson, Nlgel (2 

Item Description: 

466 p. ; 24 cm. 

1573927082 (alk. paper) 

1573927090 (pbk. : alk. paper) 

40744369 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 447463). 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (2 copies available) 

JC273 F36 R47 1999(Davis Library)Available 

JC273.F36 R47 1999 c. 2(I)avis Library)Available 

Stone Center Library (1 copy available) 

JC273.F36 R47 1999 c. 3(Stone Center Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.21 2011 15:36:34 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 21, 2011 3:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

UNC-CH Catalog inibrmation for ’Space, gender, knowledge : feminist readings’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3173452 

Title: Space, gender, knowledge : feminist readings 

Published: Arnold; [Copublished in the US by] J. Wile?’ 

Publisher Location: London ;New York; New York 

Published: 1997. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 

Feminist theory 

Feminist geography 

Other Authors: 
McDowe[l, Linda 
Sharp, Joanne P. 

Item Description: 

xi, ~58 p. : ill. ; 24 cm 

0340677929 (pbk) 

034070019X 

047023668X (Wiley) 

0470236698 (Wile?’ : pbk.) 

37648881 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Librau (1 copy available) 

HQ1190 $67 1997(Davis Libraw)AvaiIable 

...... Mail generated at May.21 2011 15:37:39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 21, 2011 3:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’Imperial leather : race, gender, and ~xuality in the colonial contest’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 

Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb2745423 

Title: Imperial leather : race, gender, and sexuality in the colonial contest 

Author: McClintock, Amae, 1954- 

Published: Routledge 

Publisher Location: Ne~v York 

Published: 1995. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Cotmnonwea[th of Nations -- Histor,f 
Man-woman relationships -- Great Britain -- Colonies -- History. 
Imperialism -- Great Britain -- Colonies -- History 
Sex role -- Great Britain -- Colonies -- ttistory. 
Sex -- Great Britain -- Colonies --ttistory. 
Great Britain -- Colonies -- History -- 19th century. 
Great Britain -- Colonies -- tIistory -- 20th century. 
Great Britain -- Colonies -- Race relations. 

Item Description: 
xi, 449 p. : ill., map ; 24 cm. 
0415908892 (aN. paper) 
0415908906 (pbk. : alk. paper) 
29911127 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p [397]-433) and index 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Libra~ (2 copies available) 

DA16 .M_37 1995(Davis Library)Available 

DAI 6 M37 1995 c. 2(])avis Library)Checked Out (due 05/17/2011 ) 

DA16 .M_37 1995 c 3(Davis Librapf)Available 

...... Mail gcnerated at May.21.2011 15:38:40 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 8:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information lbr ’Fanon and the decolonization of philosophy’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb6369394 

Title: Fanon and the decolonization of philosophy 

Published: Lexington Books 

Publisher Location: Lanham, Md. 

Published: c2010. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 
Fanon, Frant7~ 1925-1961. 
Philosophy. 
Decolonization 

O ther Authors: 
ttoppe, Elizabeth (Elia~beth Anne) 
Nicholls, Tracey. 

Item Description: 

xix, 278 p ; 24 cm. 

0739141252 (cloth : alk. paper) 

9780739141250 (cloth : aik paper) 

503596048 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

B1029.F354 F36 2010(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.22.2011 08:07:58 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 8:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog inli~rmation for ’Atiicana critical theo~ : reconstructing the black radical tradition, from W.E.B. Du Bois and C.I,R. 

Jmnes to Frantz Fanon and Amilcar Cabral’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5874425 

Title: Ali~icana critical theory : reconstructing the black radical tradition, from W.E.B Du Bois and C.L.R James to Frantz Fanon and Amilcar Cabral 

Author: Rabaka, Reiland, 1972- 

Published: Lexington Books 

Publisher Location: Lanham, MD 

Published: c2009. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 
African Americans -- Study and teaching. 
Critical theory. 
African American philosophy. 

Item Descriptmn: 

xix, 431 p ;26 cm. 

073912885X (cloth : alk. paper) 

0739133098 (electronic) 

9780739128855 (cloth: alk. paper) 

9780739133095 (electronic) 

244695406 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 307~414) and index. 

Table of Contents: 
(Re)introducing the Africana tradition o1! critical theory: posing problems and searching for solutions -- W.E.B Du Bois: the soul of a pan-African Marxist male-feminist -- CLR James: pan- 
African Marxism beyond all boundaries -- Aim~ C~saire and L~opold Senghor: revolutionary negritude and radical new negroes -- Frantz Fanon: revolutionizing the wretched of the earth, 
radicalizing the discourse on decolonization -- Amilcar Cabral: using the weapon of theory to return to the source(s) of revolutionary decolonization and revolutionary re-Africanization -- 
Africana critical theory: overcoming the aversion to new theory and new praxis in Africana studies and critical social theory. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Librau (0 copies available) 

E184.7 .R33 2009(Davis Library)Checked Out (clue 07/08/2011) 

Stone Center Library (1 copy available) 

E184.7 .R33 2009 c. 2(Stone Center Library)~,.vailable 

...... Mail generated at May.22.2011 08:08:51 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edn> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 8:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbrmation for ’Rethinking Fanon : the continuing dialogue’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3264474 

Title: Rethinking Fanon : the continuing dialogue 

Published: Humanity Books 

Publisher Location: Amherst, N.Y. 

Published: 1999. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 
Fanon, Frantz, 1925-1961 -- Contributions in political science 
Fanon, Frantz, 1925-1961 -- Contributions in social sciences. 

Other Authors: 
(iibson, Nlgel (2 

Item Description: 

466 p. ; 24 cm. 

1573927082 (alk. paper) 

1573927090 (pbk. : alk. paper) 

40744369 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 447463). 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (2 copies available) 

JC273 F36 R47 1999(Davis Library)Available 

JC273.F36 R47 1999 c. 2(I)avis Library)Available 

Stone Center Library (1 copy available) 

JC273.F36 R47 1999 c. 3(Stone Center Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.22 2011 08:10:25 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog inli~rmation for ’Voices of protest : social movements m post-apartheid South Ati-ica’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4978854 

Title: Voices of protest : social movements in post-apartheid South Africa 

Published: University of K~vaZulu-Natal Press 

Publisher Location: Scottsville, South Africa 

Published: 2006. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Social movements -- South Africa 
Social movements -- Political aspects -- South Alicica 
South Africa -- Politics and government -- 1994- 
Civil society -- South Africa. 
Cotmnunity organization -- South Africa. 

O ther Authors: 
Ballard, Richard, 1972- 
Habib, Adam 
Valodia, Imraan. 

Item Description: 

xx, 437 p. ; 24 cm. 

1869140893 

9781869140892 

70830247 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Librau (1 copy available) 
HNS01.A8 V63 2006(Davis LlbralT)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.22 2011 10:40:39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH CataJ~og intbrmation tbr ’The Iyoors of Chaksworth : race, class and social movements in tx~st- apartheid South Africa’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4368411 

Title: The poors of Chatsworth : race, class and social movements in post-apartheid South Africa 

Author: Desai, Ashwin. 

Published: IVladiba Publishers 

Publisher Location: Durban 

Published: 2000 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Chatsworth (Durban, South Africa) -- Race relations. 
Chatsworth (Durban, South Africa) -- Social conditions. 
Social classes -- South Africa -- Durban. 
Social movements -- South Africa -- Durban. 
Durban (South Africa) -- Race relations 
Durban (South Africa) -- Social conditions. 

Item Description: 
104p : ill ; 25 cm 
1874945152 
49519147 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. [102]-104). 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

DT2405.D886 C47 2000(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.22.2011 10:41:07 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 10:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information lbr ’We are the poors : community struggles in post-apartheid South Aliica’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmaihhtml 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4181409 

Title: We are the poors : community struggles in post-apaltheid South Africa 

Author: Desai, Ashwin. 

Published: Monthly Review Press 

Publisher Location: Ne~v York 

Published: c2002. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
South Africa -- Economic policy 
Poor -- South Africa. 
Blacks -- South Africa -- Economic conditions. 

ItemDescripuon: 

153 p., [4] p. ofpl~es:ill; 23 cm 

1583670505(pbk.) 

49775311 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references 

Table of Contents: 
Fatima Meet comes to Chatsworth -- ttarinarian "Mk)ses" Judhoo in the promised land -- How are these people even able to exist? -- A social timebomb starts ticking -- The struggle and its 
fruits : fi-om the militant eighties to the end o:[’apartheid -- "We are the poors" -- Upgrading the houses and the return of relocation -- ]s it legal to be poor? : ewcuons and resistance -- Faces 
in the crowd -- Working life : from rags to tatters -- Thulisile Manqele’s water -- A revolt grows in Isipingo -- Mpumalanga’s new war (co-authored with tteinrich Bohmke) -- Fighting 
neoliberalism in Soweto and Tafelsig (co-authored with Peter van Heusden) -- Labor and community : the Volkswagen and Engen strikes -- Chatsworth reignites -- Global and local : the 
World Conference Against Racism and the Durban social ]2~rum -- Building a new movement? -- Appendix : Durban Social Fortrm declaration 

Locations at UNC: 
Stone (;enter L~brary (1 copy available) 
ttC905 I)38 2002 c. 2(Stone Center Library)Available 
Undergrad Library (1 copy available) 
ttC905 D38 2002(Undergrad Libra~ Resettles Reading Room)Available 

...... Mail generated at May.22.2011 10:41:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tettey@ucalgary.ca 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 1:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Re: RENTNDER - 2012 [SA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hi there! I am away from Calgary for the next. We will connect when I get back. 

Cheers 
Sent from my BlackBerry device on the Rogers Wireless Network 

From: "Sahle, EuNce N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Sat, 22 May 2022 22:52:22 +0000 
To: Wisdom Tettey<tettey@ucalgary.ca> 
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 2022 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hi 

Good to hear from you. 

Given our preoccupation with discussions of agency and structures of power in our various works, may be we can use this as a starting point to craft a panel that would in 
different but complimentary ways interrogate these themes in a panel titled "Africa in the global information age: Agency and Structures of Power." 

Call so that we discuss this some more. 

Cheers and greetings 
E 

From: Wisdom Tettey [tettey@ucalgary.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2021 1:08 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - 2022 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

I think we can go ahead with this. Do you have any thoughts on what to focus on]~ 

Cheers, 

Wizzy 

On 04/05,/2011 9:59 AM, Wisdom Tettey wrote: 

Hm,nn~ tempting! Let me give it some thought and let’s discuss it later. 

Ciao! 

On 11-05-03 10:57 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

We should propose a panel...I think it would be great. 

Cheers, 

From: International Studies Association [mescalan@u.arizona.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2022 22:24 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: REMINDER - 2022 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We would like to re,nind you that the deadline for submissions to the ISA 2012 Annual Convention in San Diego is June 1. 

For the full call for papers, see the ISA 2012 page at: http:/,w~ w.i~net.org/atmual convention/call-for-papers.html 

International Studies Association 

53rd Anm~al Convention 

April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"Power, Principles and Participation in the Global Information Age" 

Canadian communication theorist IVlarsball McLuhan famously said, ’q~he medium is the message," and coined the tenn "global village." 

McLuhan died in 1980, but his insights are even more relevant today. The information environment is drastically different from that of even a 



decade ago, as new tbrms ofinlbnnation flows come into existence almost annually. Facebook now has over 500 million users, and Twitter, 

a service barely in existence three years ago, counts over 175 million users. These tools axe not only tbr finding long-lost ~hool friends or 

shaing pictures of loved ones: they often are used tbr political purposes. For ins~nce, both text messages and tweets served as vital 

commanication tools during the 2010 post-election protests in Iran. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States government went so far as 

to ask Twitter to postpone maintenance and maintain service during this time. Humaa~itarian groups also use these communications 

technologies to bring attention to events worldwide: in the walce of Haiti’s 2010 eaxthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in 

SMSbased donations from US phone users. And the 2010 elections witnessed US political candidates (and their staffs) tweeting and 

facebooldng like never before. 

The theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the apparent impact of new inli~rmation and communication teclmologies on international 

and transnational affairs. Intbnnation has altered power relations; it has help to globalize norms mad principles; it has "the potential to bring 

new participants into political and social processes world-wide. From geographic intimnation systems that bring ~tellite images to our 
research to sophisticated fom~ of elect~x3nic textual ~a~2lysis to internet surv’eys, it is undeniable that a whole range of new techi~ologies is 

afl~cting the way we think about and do research in international studies. 

The deadline for paper mad panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online using the MyISA Conference Manage~nent System at http:i/isaa~et.ccit.aizona.edwMvlSA 

Inquiries to "the program chairs should be directed to isa2012(~a)isanet.org 

Judith Kelley 

Department of Political Science 

and Sanford School of Public Policy 

Duke Universi .ly 

Box 90239 

Durham, NC 27708-0239 

Layna Mosley 

Depaxtment of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

361 Hamilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

Wisdom J. Tettey, Ph.D 

Department of C~mmunl;ation ani Culture 

University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Canada 

T2N IN4 

Phone: (403) 220-4847 

Fax: (403) 282-6716 

Hisdom Jo Tettey, PhoD 
Department of Communication and Culture 
University of Ca~qary 
Calgary, Alberta 
Canada 
T2N 1N4 

Phone: (403) 220-4847 
Fax: (~03) 282-67i6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terwiel <os~tem-ei@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 3:00 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re:hi 

Hi Eumce 

I thil~ Friday can ~vork ~vell.Would afternoon be ok? I am going to know in the next couple of days if I am going out of town on Thtu-s, can I let you know in the next couple of days? 

Looking forward to it! 

Best, 

Michal 
On May 21,2011, at 7:59 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Michal, 

Good to hear fi’om you. Is next Friday- OK for a coffee chat? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: ,Viichal Osterwiel [osterwei@email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2011 11:29 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: hi 

tli there, 

Just wondering if we could find a time for a coffee or a drink in these next few holiday months. I am pretty much here, so you tell me if/when you are available! 

best,m 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~te~viel <os~ter~-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 3:24 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] REMINDER TOMORROW MONDAY May 23: "Diverse economies in time of global tbod crisis: making visible alternative 

modes of(re)production in Brazil?" presentation by Marie-Josde Massicotte 

For those still in town, please join us for a final event: 

Social Movement Working Group, Latin American 

Political Imaginaries Working Group, Department of Anthropology 
Please join us for our last joint meeting of the Social Movements Working Group and the Latin Political hnaginary Working Group 
with Marie-Jos~e Massicotte, Visiting Scholar in Anthropolo~, and the Institute for the Study of the Americas for 2010-11, 

Marie-]osde Massicotte 
Associate Professor of Political Studies 

University of Ottawa 
"Diverse economies in time of global food crisis: making visible alternative modes of (re)production 

in Brazil?" 
Monday, May 23, 11:00 am. 

Alumni 308 
Brief smnmary of the talk: 
Since 2007-08, small food producers, citizens and activists across the world have protested against the mounting food and living 
prices, calling for a re-ordering of today’s globalizing yet still locally grounded food regimes. What are the causes of the crisis7 What 
can we learn from the recent campaign for food sovereignty promoted by La Via Campesina and its allies7 How far has this political 
imaginary (food sovereignty) been adopted, or adapted, by various organizations in Brazil? This talk will discuss the new discourses 
and practices around food sovereignty in the Latin American context, with a particular focus on Brazil, in order to address these 
questions and to examine how food sovereignty and agroecology can challenge the dominant model of agriculture and governance. 
By discussing "diverse economies", it is hoped that we can make visible alternative knowledges and practices that are emerging in the 
cracks of today’s globalizing food regimes and that are pointing toward other possible modes of production and social reproduction. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: osterwei@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29173654- 

12461143.650f464621 dd8563dl dda666d2212265@listserv.u n c.edu 

¯ -- You are cuirently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emadl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak elnail to leave-29197870-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tettey@ucalgary.ca 

Sunday, May 22, 2011 5:36 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Yes, I will be back before then but we may be cutting it very close and I am not sure what else will be on the plate when I get back. 
Sent from my BlackBerry device on the Rogers Wireless Network 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date= Sun, 22 May 2011 18:13:42 +0000 
To: tettey@ucalgary.ca <tettey@ucalgary.ca > 
S,,bject: RE: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

OK The deadline is June i will you be back? 

Cheers, 

From: tettey@ucalgary.ca [tettey@ucalgary.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2011 1:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hi t~ere’. I mn away from CalgaE~’ for the next. We will connect when I get back. 

Cheers 
Sent t?com my BlackBerry device on "the Rogers Wireless Network 

Fron~: "SaJde, Eunice N" <eunice@emafil.unc.edu> 
Date: Sat, 21 May2011 12:51:21 ~0000 

To: Wisdom Tettey4tettey@ucalga~-.ca~ 

Subject: RE: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hi 

Good to hear from you. 

Given our preoccupation with discussions of agency and structures of power in our various works, may be we can use this as a starting point to craft a panel that would in 
different but complimentary ways interrogate these themes in a panel titled "Africa in the global information age: Agency and Structures of Power." 

Call so that we discuss this some more. 

Cheers and greetings to the family. 
E 

From: Wisdom Tettey [tettey@ucalgary.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2011 2:08 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

I think we can go aJ~ead with this. Do you have a~y thoughts on what k~ focus ont~ 

Cheers, 

Wizzy 

On 04/05,/2011 9:59 AM, Wisdom Tettey wrote: 

Hmmn, tempting! Let me give it ,some thought and let’s discuss it later. 

Ciao! 

On 11-05-03 10:57 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

We should propose a panel...I think it would be great. 

Cheers, 

From: International Studies Association [mescalan@u.arizona.edu] 



Sent-" Tuesday, May 03, 2011 12:14 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We wonld like to remind you that the deadline tbr submissions to the ISA 2012 Annual Convention in San Diego is June 1. 

For the full call for papers, see the IS A 2012 page at: 

International Studies Association 

53rd A~mual Convention 
April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"Power, Principles and Partidpation in the Global Information Age" 

Canadiaaa conununication theorist Mm5hall McLuhan fmnously said, ’~Fhe medium is the message," and coined the term ’°global village." 

McLuhan died in 1980, but his insights are even more relevant today. The inforn~ation environment is drastically different from that of even a 

decade ago, as new forn~s of information flows come into existence almos~t annually. Facebook now has over 500 million users, and Trotter, 

a service barely in existence three years ago, counts over 175 million users. These tools axe not only for finding long-lost school friends or 

sharing pictures of loved ones: they often are used for political purposes. For ins~nce, both text messages and tweets served as vital 

communication tools during the 2010 post-election proteffts in Iran. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States government went so far as 

to ask Twitter to postpone maintenance and mafintain service during this time. Humanitarian groups also use these communications 
technologies to bring attention to events worldwide: in "the waJ~e oftlaiti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in 

SMSbased donations ti~m US phone users. And the 2010 elections witnessed US political candidates (and their staff~) tweeting and 

thcebooking like never before. 

The theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the apparent impact of new infolrnation and communication technologies on international 

and transnational affairs. Infom~ation has altered power relations; it has help to globalize norn~s and principles; it has the potential to bring 

new participants into political and social processes world-wide. From geographic information systems that bring satellite images to our 

research to sophisticated tbrm of electronic textaal analysis to internet surveys, it is undeniable that a whole range of new technologies is 

affecting the way we think about and do research in international studies. 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online using the MyISA ContErence Management System at http:/iisanet.ccit.arizona.edtgMyISA 

Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed to isa2012~isanet.org 

Judith Kelley 

Depm~t~ment of Politicai Science 

and Sanford School of Public Policy 

Duke Universi .ty 

Box 90239 

Durham, NC 27708-0239 

Layna Mosley 

Depaxt~nent of Political Science 

Universi .ty of North Ca, olina at Chapel Hill 

361 Hamilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

Wisdom J. Tegtey, Ph.D 
Department of Communication and Culture 
University of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta 
Canada 
T2N iN4 
PhoRe: (403) 220-4847 
~ax: (~03) 282-67i 6 

Wisdom J. Tettey, Ph.D 
Department of Communicati>n and Culture 
URive,rsity of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta 
Canada 
T2N 

Phone: (~03) 220-4847 
Fax: (403) 282-67~6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

IRB <irb no repbQ@mailserv.grad.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, May 23, 2011 8:26 AM 

DaNgren, Ka~i <kdahlgre@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

IRB Notice 

To: Karl Dahlgren 

Anthropology 

CB: 3115 

F~n: Behavioral IRB 

Date: 5/20/2011 

RE: Notice ofli~B Exemption 

Exemption Category: 4.Exis~ting dam, public or deidentified,2.Survey, interview, public obselvation 

Study #: 11-0833 

Study Title: Politics of Representation in Museums of the Swa1~ili Coast 

This submission has been reviewed by the above IRB and was determined to be exempt from further review according to the regulatoiy category cited above under 45 

CFR 46.101(b). 

Study Description: 

Purpose: To study how negotiations between religion, ethnicity, politics, and tourism shape the representation of histoly in museums and historic sites along the Swahili 

coast, and how such representations affect political and ethnic relations. 

Paxticipants: 15 representatives of museums at various museums in Tanzania. 

Procedures (methods): Several museums will be visited and relevant materials will be carefully documented. Relevant captions will be transcribed and extensive notes 

will be taken on the organization of exhibits. All intbrmation will be documented in a formalized grid that will allow for organized data collection and comparative 

analyses between museums. While visiting the museums, interviews with representatives t~om each museum will be conducted in order to secure a tirm grasp on the 
perspective the ~nuseum represents. These will be in-depth intelwiews that will be semi- structured ~xound the history of the museum, funding, relationship to religious, 

ethnic or state organizations, how the material for the museums was chosen, and any other related questions that arise as Iny reseaxch develops. This information will 

also be documented through handwritten notes. 

Investigator ~ s Responsibilities: 

If your study protocol changes in such a way that exempt status would no longer apply, you should contact the above IRB before making the changes. The IRB will 

maintain records ii~r this study for 3 yeaJcs, at which time you will be contacted about the sIatus of the study. 

Researchers are reminded that additional approvals may be needed from relevant "gatekeepers" to access subjects (e.g., principals, i:acility directors, healthc~xe 

sys~tem). 

CC: Eunice Sahle, African & African-American Studies 

IRB Informational Message ~ please do not use email REPLY to this address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wisdom Tettey <tettey@ucalgary.ca> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 10:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: REMINDER - 2012 [SA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hello 

Here are some names you can start with: 

http://staffprofiles.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/Profile.aspx?Id =richard.heeks 

httD://smDa.clwu.ed u/facult¥/l~eoNe/19 
http: !/www.h ks. ha rvard.ed u!a bout/faculty-staff-directory/calestous-j u ma 
http:!/annenberc!.usc.edu/Faculty/Communication%20and%20Journalism!WilsonE.aspx 
http://www.uwp.edu/search/detail.cfm?uid =akindess 

Cheers. 

On 11-05-22 4:34- PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hello again 

If you can suggest names of folks that you trust who might be interested in joining such a panel, I can contact them before your return to save time. 

Cheers wherever you are. 

From: tettey@ucaklary.ca [tettey@ucaklary.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2011 5:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Yes I will be back before then but we may be cutting it very close and I mn not sure what else will be on the plate when I get back. 

Sent ~?om my BlackBer~, device on the Rogers Wireless Netw’ork 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <ennice~em~l.uuc.edu> 
Date: Sun, 22 May 2011 18:13:42 +0000 

To: tettev~ucalga~.ca<tettev~ ucalg~-.ca> 

Subject: RE: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

OK , The deadline is June i will you be back? 

Cheers, 

From: tette¥@ucalclaw.ca [tettey@ucalclary.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2011 1:00 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hi there! I am away fiom Calgary for the uext. We will connect when I get back. 

Cheers 
Sent ti~om my BlackBeny device on the Rogers Wireless Netw’ork 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edt~- 
Date: Sat, 21 May2011 12:51:21 +0000 

To: ~Visdom Tettey<tette;~(~ucalgar~’.ca> 

Subject: RE: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hi 

Good to hear from you. 

Given our preoccupation with discussions of agency and structures of power in our various works, may be we can use this as a starting point to craft a panel that 
would in different but complimentary ways interrogate these themes in a panel titled " Africa in the global information age: Agency and Structures of Power." 

Call so that we discuss this some more. 

Cheers and greetings to the family. 

E 

From: Wisdom Tettey [tettey@ucalgary.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2011 1:08 PM 



To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

I think we can go ahead with this. Do you have any thoughts on what to fbcus on~ 

Cheers, 

Wi~y 

On 04/05/2011 9:59 AM, Wisdom Tettey wrote: 

Hmml~ tempting! Let me give it some thought and let’s discuss it later. 

Ciao! 

On 11-05-03 10:57 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

We should propose a panel...I think it would be great. 

Cheers, 

From: International Studies Association [mescalan@u.arizona.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 12:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAPERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We would like to remind you that the deadline for submissions to the ISA 2012 Annual Convention in San Diego is June 1. 

For the full call for papers, see the ISA 2012 page at: ~..~..~..~-p..j../..~2.a..!.a..:i..~.1.~r.~f‘-..t.:..c2.r..g[~1~.~.!~]=~;~nvcmti~n/ca~-f~:~ 

~___o__~)_~ r_~_&t__r__n_] 

International Studies As~ciation 

53rd Annual Convention 

April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"F~ower, t?rinciples and Participation in the C-lobal Information Age" 

Canadian communication theorist MarshaJl McLuhan famously said, °~fhe medium is the message," and coined the tmxn ’Oglobal 

village." McLuhan died in 1980, but his insights a~re even more relevant today. The info~:mation environment is drastically 

different from that of even a decade ago, as new fo~ms ofinibnnation flows come into existence aJmost aimuaJly. Facebook 

now has over 500 million users, and Twitter. a service barely in existence three years ago, counts over 175 million users. These 

tools area not only for finding long-lost ,school friends or sharing pictures of loved ones: they often are used for political 

purposes. For instance, both text messages and tweets served as vital communication tools during the 2010 post-election 

protests in han. Indeed, Reuters reported that United States government went so far as to ask Twitter to postpone 

maintenance and maintain service during this time. Humanitm-ian groups aJso use these communications techi~ologies to bring 

attention to events worktwide: in the wake of Ha]ti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in SMSbased 

donations l]com US phone users. And the 2010 elections witnessed US politicaJ candidates (and their staff;) tweeting and 

facebooking like never belbre. 

The theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the apparent impact of new information and communication techi]ologies on 

international and transnational affairs. Information has altered power relations; it has help to globalize norms and principles; it 

has the tx)tentiaJ, to bring new pazticipants into political and social processes world-wide. From geographic information systems 

that bring satellite images to our research to sophisticated form of electronic textual analysis to intemet surveys, it is undeniable 

that a whole range of new technologies is aB’ecting the way we "think about aa~d do research in internationaJ, studies. 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is Jtme 1,2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online using "the MylSA Conference Management System at 
http://isanet.ccit.m’izona.edu/NISd SA 

Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed to isa2012~isanet.org 

Judith Kelley 

Department of Politica] Science 

and Sanford School of Public Policy 

Duke UniversiU 

Box 90239 

Durham, NC 27708-0239 



Eayna Mosley 
Department of Political Science 
University of NoVth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

361 ttamilton ttall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

Wisdom J. Tettey, Ph.D 

Department of Communication and Culture 

University Df Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Car~ada 

T2N 

Phone: (~03) 220-~847 

FaH: (403) 282-6716 

Wisdom Jo Te~tey, Ph°D 

Department of Cokmb~nication and Cb~ltb~re 

University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 

Canada 

T2N iN4 

PhoRe: (403) 220-4847 
Fax: (403) 282-6716 

Wisdom d. Tettey, Ph. D 
Department of CoK~r~unication and Culture 
Unive<sity of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta 
Canada 
T2N iN4 
Phone: (~03) 220-4847 
Fax: (403} 282-6716 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 11:37 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] TIME SENSITIVE: What do you need? 

Dear All, 

We may have some funds available that must be spent by June. Please email me with any requests of things that you would like!need. Specifically any furniture, 

supplies, or books. There is no guarantee that we can get what you want, but we will try! 

For books, please let me know the title, author, year and ISBN # if possible. Feel free to send a list in order of preference. Haeran and I will make all orders, we 

generally will not be able to make any reimbursements with these funds due to the time frame. 

Please EMAIL YOUR REQUESTS to me ASAP and no later than TUESDAY, MAY 31st at 8am. The sooner you make your request, the more likely it is that we can get it. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Bnell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africa~n & Afro-America~n Studies 

109 Battle ttall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

1~ 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to al’dat~m as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriathm&o~9202110 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29202110- 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.t~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 23, 2011 3:51 PM 

Department listserv <~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afdMhm] Parking, Commuter, & Blood Drive InIb 

Please see the 3 message below about Parking, Commuting and the upcoming Blood Drive, 
Thanks! Agatha 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 12:37 PM 
Subject: Lane Closures on South Columbia Street 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this infbrmation: 

Daily lane closures on South Columbia Street began on May 20 and are expected to continue through mid-August. At least one lane 
South Columbia Street wBl be ~)pen at al~ times t~ traffic° M~)t~ri~t~ are encouraged to u~e al*ernate r~)u~es to avoid ~raffic 

Weather permitting, the N.C. Department of Transportation (ww~v.ncdot.gov) will be closing various lanes of South Columbia Street 
between Purefoy Road and Manning Drive on weekdays from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. 

The closures are necessary to perform routine maintenance and prepare for the upcoming project to widen and improve South 
Columbia Street. 

Watch signs for construction information, stay alert and obey the posted speed limit. For real-time Wavel ilffonnation at any time, call 
511, visit ._~.._~:~E._!)..c_.d_Q_t_:go__.E!_t__..m_y.e._l_ or follow NCDOT on Twitter at ~L_.W.AN_.d__o_.t_:g.o_Ei.l_:m._Ee_~!~_v_.i_t_t__e_.r_. 

Another option is NCDOT Mobile, a phone-friendly version of the NCDOT website. To access it:, type "mncdot.gov" into the 
browser of your smartphone. Then, bookmark it to save for future reference. NCDOT Mobile is compatible with the iPhone, Android 
and some newer Blackberry phones. 

For more information on the work, contact NCDOT Division 7 Resideut Engineer Dormie Huffines at 336-570-6830. 

Thankyou, 

The Department of Public Safe& 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 2:47 PM 
Subject: Commute Getting Expensive? 
Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

Gas prices shouldn’t take away your summer vacation, and here’s a way to make sure that doesn’t happen! UNC partnered with Zimride to create a private network for carpooling. This 

legs you easily find other people malting the same commute, and only other UNC affiliates can access the site: 

http://zimride.unc.edu 

You work, on average, two hours a day to pay for transportation. This program can help your reduce that, and put your paycheck to better use. Zimride is free to use, just add your ride 

and the program does the matching! 

http://zimride.unc.edu 

Have a great sunlmer[ 

Sincerely, 

Claire Kane 

UNC Transportation Demand Manager 

(919) 843-4414 

claire@unc.edu 

Share your ride with UNC Zimride - http://zimride.unc.edu/ 

hRp://www,dp s,unc,edu/EMP CAP 

PLE~SE FORWARD IN YOUR UNIT: Also read the latest news release on the Carolina Blood Drive entitled "Cancer battle changes view of donating blood" 

http:#uucuews.unc.edu,’content/view/4 537/107/ 

A CALL FOR CAROLINA BLOOD DRIVE DONORS and VOLUNTEERS See below! We need 
YOU to make the difference on Tuesday, June 7th from 7a.mo ~ 6p.mo at the Smith Center. Sign up 
today at www.u n c.edu/blood. 

Only 487 registered Donor Appointments on the schedule at this point, Please sign up! 
Consider these Ncts from the following URL: http~//v*~vw.redcr~ssb~d~rg~earn-ab~ut~b~n~/bh~d-~ac~s-and-sta~stic~b~d-supply 



¯ One donation can help save the lives of up to three people 

¯ Blood *cannot be mmmfactured - it can only come from generous donors 

¯ Every two seconds sonieone in the U.S. needs blood 

¯ Share of the U.S. population eligible to give blood: less than 38% 

¯ A single car accident victim can require as many as 100 pints of blood 

More than 38,000 blood donations are needed every day. 

¯ The blood used in an emergency is already on the shelves before the event occurs 

Donor Gppo~unities for Prizes (can sign up at the INood Drive): 

=, Double Red Cell donors will receive special thanks of a can cooler and Frisbee from the American Red Cross. 

= All donors and volunteers will receive commemorative 23rd anniversary t-shirts donated by UNC Student Stores and the American Red Cross. 

=, All donors will automatically be registered post-donation for a drawing to win one of two pairs of Roundtrip Delta Air Lines Tickets compliments of the Carolina Regions of the 

American Red Cross. 

~, In addition, donors will have an opportunity to win door prizes while at the Smith Center on June 7th. Door prizes will be given away randomly between 8am - 7pro. to include a 

chance to win one of three grand prizes: 

o Two tickets to the UNC-Chapel Hill vs. James Madison on Saturday, September 3ra, 2011, Time TBA in the new Kenan Stadium (Donation from UNC-Chapel Hill 

Athletics) 
o Two tickets to a non-conference to be determined UNC Men’s Basketball game in December 2011 (Donation from UNC-Athletics) 

o Two tickets to a conference UNC Women’s Basketball game in Carmichael during the 2011-2012 season (Donation from UNC-Athletics) 
Let us know if you have questions! 

Sincerely, 

Katrina CoNe 

Chair, Recruitment Caxolina Blood Drive 
962-1801 

"~:~ everyLhing give thanks-g~atitL~de is th} attitude that sets the altitude for I iving." 

¯ -- You are cu~ently subscribed to 

business Ina~ers as: ~!g][~gmaJl.unc.edu. To unsubscdbe send a blank 

You are cu~nfly subscribed to aNafam as: eumce(g~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscd~ click hem: http:i/lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:afdalhm&o=29204318 

(It may be neces~o, m cut and paste the andre URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emml to leave-29204318-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listser~’.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tettey@ucalgary.ca 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 11:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

We do not need to stick with these guys and, in any case, there is no guarantee that they will say "yes". You may, therefore, go ahead and canvass others who may be closer 
to what you do. It is better to end up with more options. So, please, don’t wait for me if there are others you may want to contact. 

Cheers. 

Wizzy 
Sent from my BlackBerry device on the Rogers Wireless Network 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 24 May 2011 12:19:18 +0000 
To: Wisdom Tettey<tettey@ucalgary.ca> 
Subject: RE: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hi 

AEer reviewing these profiles, I think it is better we want for your return. These are folks whose work is to a large extend removed from what I do that I don’t think it would be 
productive for me to contact them. Let’s follow-up when you return. Safe journey. 

From: Wisdom Tettey [tettey@ucalgary.ca] 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 10:21 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hello 

Here are some names yon can start with: 

ht’tp://staffprofile s.h umanitie s.manche ster.ac.ukiProfile.aspx?Id=richa;d.heeks 

http://smpa.g~vu.edu/thculty/people/19 
http:/7~wvw.hks.haxvard.eduiabouV’lhcultv-slaff-directols~/cales~tous-iuma 

http://armenberg.usc.eduiFacultyiC ommunicalion%20and%20 Joumalism/WilsonE.aspx 

http:/7~wvw.uwp.eduisearclgdetall .cfm?uid ~Mndess 

Cheers. 

On 11-05-22 4:34 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hello again 

If you can suggest names of folks that you trust who might be interested in joining such a panel, I can contact them before your return to save time. 

Cheers wherever you are. 

From: tettev@ucaklary.ca [tettey@ucalqary.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2011 5:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Yes, I will be back before then but we may be cutting it very close and I am not sure what else will be on the plate when I get back. 

Sent from my BlackBem/device on the Rogers Wireless Network 

From: "Sable, Ennice N" <ennice(a)email.unc.edu-* 
Date: Sun, 22 May 2011 18:13:42 +0000 

To: tettev~ucalg~a~’.ca<tettey(~ ucalg~rv.ca:, 

Subject: I),22: P, EMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

OK . The deadline is June I will you be back? 

Cheers, 

From: tettey@ucalgary.ca [tette¥@ucaklarv.ca] 
Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2011 1:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 



Hi there! I am away from Calgaxy for the next. We will connect when I get back. 

Cheers 
Sent from my BlackBem.~ device on the Rogers Wireless Network 

From: "Sable, Eunice N" <ennice(a)email.unc.edu-~ 
Date: Sat, 21 May 2011 12:51:21 +0000 

To: Wisdom Tettey<tettev~b.ucal~arv.ca> 
Subject: I),22: I~EMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

Hi 

Good to hear from you. 

Given our preoccupation with discussions of agency and structures of power in our various works, may be we can use this as a starting point to craft a panel that 
would in different but complimentary ways interrogate these themes in a panel titled " Africa in the global information age: Agency and Structures of Power." 

Call so that we discuss this some more. 

Cheers and greetings to the family. 
.E 

From: Wisdom Tettey [tette¥@ucal0ary.ca] 
Sent-" Thursday, May 19, 20:D 1:08 PM 
To," SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: REMINDER - 20:t2 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

I think we cm~ go ahead with this. Do you have any thoughts on what to focus o~ 

Cheers, 

Wizzy 

On 04/05/2011 9:59 AM, Wisdom Tettey wrote: 

Hmmn, tempting’. Let me give it some thought m~d let’s discuss it later. 

Ciao’. 

On 11-05-03 10:57 AIVI, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

We should propose a panel...I think it would be great. 

Cheers, 
Sis. 

From-" International Studies Association [mescalan@u.arizona.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 03, 20:tl 12:14 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" REMINDER - 2012 ISA Annual Convention Call for Papers 

CALL FOR PAI?ERS 

Dear Colleagues, 

We would like to remind you that the deadline for submissions to the ISA 2012 Annual Convention in Sa~ Diego is June 1. 

For the fufl call tbr papers, see the ISA 2012 page at: http://www.isanet.org/annual conventio~/call-tbr-papers.html 

International Studies Association 

53rd Annual Convention 

April 1-4, 2012, San Diego, California 

"Power, Principles and Participation in the Global Information Age" 

Canadima commnnication theorist Marshall McLuhan famously said, ~°Yhe medium is the message," and coined the term "global 

village." McLuhan died in 1980, but his insights are even more relevant today. The information environment is drastically 
different farm that of even a decade ago, as new forms ofintbrmation flows come into existence almost annually. Facebook 

now has over 500 million u~rs, and Trotter, a service baxely in existence three yeaxs ago, counts over 175 million users. These 

tools are not only tbr finding long-lost school friends or sha~ng pictures of loved ones: they often are used lbr political 

purposes. For instance, both text messages and tweets served as vital communication tools during the 2010 post-election 

protests in Iran. Indee& Reuters reported that United States government went so t:ar as to ask Twitter to postpone 



maintenance and maintain service during this time. ttumanitarian groups also use these communications technologies to bring 
attention to events worldwide: in the wake of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake, the Red Cross collected $30 million in SMSbased 

donations tiom US phone users. And the 2010 elections witnessed US political candidates (and their statt~) tweeting mad 
t?acebooking like never beti~re. 

The theme of this year’s conference is inspired by the apparent impact of new information and communication technologies on 
international and transnational all’airs. Information ha~s altered power relations; it has help to globalize norms and principles; it 

has the Ix~tential to bring new paNcipants into political and social processes world-wide. From geographic informalion systems 
that bring satellite images to our research to sophisticated tbrm of electronic textual analysis to internet surveys, it is undeniable 
that a M~ole range of new technologies is alt~cting the way we think about and do research in international studies. 

The deadline for paper and panel proposals, made through the ISA system, is June 1,2011. 

All protx~sals should be submitted online using the MyISA ContErence Management System at 
http://isanet.ccit.m-izona.edu/MvI SA 

Inquiries to the program chairs should be directed to isa2012~,~jsanet.org 

Judith Kelley 

Depart~n~ent of Political Science 
and Sanford School of Public Policy 

Duke Universi~ 
Box 90239 

Durham, NC 27708-0239 

Layna Mosley 
Depa~nent of Political Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

361 Hamilton Hall, CB3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

Wisdom Jo Te~tey, Ph.D 
Depa~rtment of Communication and Cuitu~re 
University of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta 
Canada 
T2N 1N4 
Pr~one: (403) 220-4847 

Fax: (403) 282-671 6 

Wisdom J. Tettey, Ph.D 
Eepartr@~nt cf Communication and Culture 
University of Calgary 

Calgary, Alberta 
CaRada 
T2N IN4 
Phone: (403) 220-4847 
max: (403) 282-67~6 

Hisdom Jo Tettey, PhoD 
Department of Communication and Culture 
University of Ca]qary 
Calgary, Alberta 
Cai~ada 
T2N 1N4 
PhoRe: (403) 220-4847 
Fax: (403) 282-67i6 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~, 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 4:24 PM 

intt- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Kellogg Institute Visiting FellowsNps 

A!)piic’;-s[icrls fer the 2012-2013 Kelle<~.~ I r!sti[ul:e fer In[erna[ior!u,I is s e a~ o rJ sp a:/ r~ c:~re ’ :7? 
Studies Visiting ~:ellows~dps ere now being accepted 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, May 24, 20:L:[ 6::L2 plVl 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°488 

Antoine Fr~rot 

Front page? : Freedcr!~.af Expressic.!~ I Survey/W.’~rr!en Elections : Cyprus Financial Crisis : 
CouRc:.l I Eurogroup j Germ~ny I Austria I Spain I Greece I Ireland ~ lbe Netherlands j Portugal 
European Council : China Commission : ]ustice I Environment I Enlargement I Serbia/Kosovo I 
D:gita~ Parliament : Caucasus I C’ooperaL:on Council : Agr:cu~Lure I Diplomacy j Her:.tage j Rome 
~i~le~ : EUiUSA ~ [.ibt, a 6er~a~y : Prance I Defence I Appointment ~stri~ : Demography 
~el~i~ : Government* ~lgaria : Res:gnaP.on Fi~l~ : Government ~ra~e : Appee~ I ~(orea ~ 
G20 Lith~i~ : Demography ~ol~d : Walrus:- Triangle U~ : i:-eland Albania : Elect~ons ~os~i~- 
~erze~ovi~a : Psr~iemen~ ~ol~ova : Germsny ~66 : Libya ~ : Resignation OE6D : Dependency 

I No:-wsy ~TO : Airbus/Boeing UN : Cor:-uption/Balkans NATO : Estonia/S~o~akia E~rost~t : 
Ex~ernsl [fade I inflation Eurobarometer : ~’hem:ca~s Studies/Reports : Defence I G20 I Euro I 
Germsny I Ombudsman Publications : Civic DuLy Culture : Exh~bit~oniBeHhn I Exhibition/Dublin I 
E>’h[b[UoniRc, me ~ Fest[va::iEur.apa~o:< 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Front page? : 
Freedom of Expression 

j The international organisation for ’Francophonie’ is organising a seminar on "The 
.~.iI photonon dispo Freedom of Expression and Democratic Developments in the Countries of 

Central and Eastern Europe" together with the Robert Schuman Foundation and 
the Council of Europe on 30th and 31st May in Sofia (Bulgaria). G~rard Saint- 

Paul, a member of the Foundation’s Scientific Board and Grand Reporter will speak at the inaugural 
session. 

Read I Cther ]ink                                                                                  [;~l 

Survey/Women 

j This year the Robert Schuman Foundation is launching an awareness raising 
~iI photo non dispo campaign on the European citizens’ initiative amongst women in Europe with the 

support of the European Commission, and in partnership with the ~nstitute for 
Democracy Konstantinos Karamanlis. According to our survey 43% of women think that European 
policy on women’s rights is inadequate. And you what do you think! Answer our survey on women 
and the European citizens’ initiative straight away! We need to know what you think. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Elections : 
Cyprus 

J The Democratic Assembly (DISY) won the general election on 22nd May in 
~ photo non dispo Cyprus with 34.8% of the vote, 20 of the 56 seats in parliament (+2 in 

comparison with the previous election in 2006). it beat the Progressive Workers’ 
Party (AKEL) of outgoing President Demetris Christofias which won 32.7% of the 
vote and 19 seats (+1). The Democratic Party (DJKO), AKEL’s government 

partner came third with 15.76% and 9 seats (-2). The Movement for Social Democracy (EDEK) won 
8.93% and 5 seats (=), the European Party (EVROKO), 3.88% (-1.9 points)and 2 seats (-1), the 
Ecologist and Environmentalist Party (KOP), 2.21% and one seat (=), the People’s National Front 
(ELAM) 1.08%. Turnout (it is obligatory to vote in Cyprus) declined in comparison with the previous 
elections on 21st May 2006; it lay at 78.7% ie -10.4 points. 

K,.e. ~Ld..                                                               ~ 

Financial Crisis : 
CouRc:.l 

j On :17th May European Economy and Finance Ministers approved the decisions 
.~.iI photo non dispo taken by the Eurogroup the previous day. They adopted the decision to raise 

~5.3 billion euros on the markets between 23rd May and 15th ]uly in order to be 
able to pay aid to Ireland and Portugal. They agreed on the regulations on 
short-shelling and they progressed in their negotiations with the European 

Parliament on the so-called "Economic governance" package. With regard to the climate they 
suggested a tarification system on carbon for international maritime transport and aviation in order 
to reduce emissions and an increase on the amount of money that is used to help to counter climate 
change. They welcomed the Commission’s proposal to establish a "European Voluntary Humanitarian 
Aid Corps", that is part of the Lisbon Treaty to enable young Europeans to contribute towards the 
Union’s humanitarian aid work. 

On 16th May the 17 euro area Finance Ministers gave their green light to the 
photo nondispo rescue plan totalling 78 billion eurosin loans over three years for Portugal- a 

third of which will come from the IMF, in exchange Portugal has promised to 
implement an ambitious fiscal adjustment plan to reduce its excessive deficit by 
2013 notably with a reform of its healthcare system and its civil service, a 



privatisation plan and structural reform. Ministers unanimously appointed Mario Draghi to succeed 
Jean-Claude Trichet as President of the European Central Bank. 

Read ICtheriink                                                                                  I Y~l 

1 in its conclusions on the German economy after its annual consultations with 
photo nondispoj the government from 10th to 17th May the iMFcongratulated Germany on its 

vigorous economic recovery and on the dynamism of its labour market. 
According to the :[MF German growth may reach over 3% in 2011. 

j On 18th May the National Council, the lower chamber in the Austrian Parliament 
,~,iI photonon dispo adopted the 2012-2015 financial framework. Austrian Finance Minister Maria 

Fekter said "the government has set clear goals for the next few years, until 
2015: reducing deficit, increasing economic growth and reform." She explained 

that a reduction in public deficit down to 2% of the GDP was planned for the next four years. 

Spain 

j According to the national statistics office (]NE) ’which published its six monthly 
.~.iI photo non dispo figures on 18th May on the Spanish economy Spain continued its economic 

recovery over the first quarter 2011 (+0.3%). It is the 3rd consecutive quarter 
after 7 semesters of economic contraction. This performance is mainly due to 
progress achieved in exports. 

Read [ Cther link 

j The Greek Prime Minister presented a pluri-annual plan of new measures 
~iI photo non dispo designed to strengthen budgetary balance and reduce the country’s debt in the 

hope of escaping a "reprofiling" of the enormous debt that has been promised 
by the markets and by some in the euro area. George Papandreou presented a 
mid-term budgetary plan during the Council of Ministers which is designed to 

"guarantee" an "end to the crisis" as well as "other major structural changes." 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

lreiand 
On 16th May the IMF announced that it has released 1.58 billion additional 

ii~iI photo non dispo euros for ireland as part of the international rescue plan. The released funds 
match the second and third part of the 21,8 billion euro loan that the IMF has 
promised to provide the country over the next three years in exchange for a 
certain number of reforms. On 18th May the European Commission announced 
the release of a second instalment of EU aid to Ireland as part of the rescue 
plan set up last year for this country with the IMF. This new payment of 3 billion 

euros comes in addition to the 12 billion already paid by the Europeans to date. Last year they 
promised Dublin loans of up to 45 billion euros over three years. 

According to a report published by the Dutch statistics institute (Statistics 
i~iii phot .... dispo Netherlands) on 19th May .... ployment is declining in the Netherlands. it 

affected 392,000 people in April 2011. The reduction in the unemployed can be 
explained by a return to work by women and a reduction on unemployment 
benefits. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Portuf~al 

j On 20th May the IMF announced that it was lending 26 billion euros over three 
~:~iI photo non dispo years to Portugal. The ~MFdecided to pay the first part of 6.1 billion euros 

immediately and this should settle investor fears over the country’s debt 
situation. 

European Council : 
Ch:,na 

From 16th to 20th May the President of the European Council, Herman Van 
~iI photo non dispo Rompuy was on an official visit to China. On 16th May he met Chinese President 

Hu Jintao to discuss strategic aspects of relations between the Union and China. 
The improvement of relations between citizens was the focus of the meeting 
with Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabo. Mr Van Rompuy discussed the EU’s and 
China’s international obligations from a human rights point of view. Finally on 

17th May at the Party’s School, Mr Van Eompuy prompoted shared responsibility, international 
cooperation and opening as the three principles to guide relations between the EU and China. 

Read tether]ink iOIher 

Co.~mission : 
~usti~e 

1 On 18t1-, May the European Commission put forward a directive on minimal 

photo nondispoj standards in terms of rights, support and protection of victims of crime when 
they are in a Member State other than their own. The Commission also put 
forward a regulation relative to the mutual recognition of protective measures 



in the civilian area which will add to existing criminal proceedings rules. 

j On 17th May the European Commission launched a consultation in view of 
~] photo non dispo proposing a regulation that will lead to a reduction in the use of plastic bags. On 

average each citizen uses 500 plastic bags per year. The consultation aims to 
help the Commission choose the best solution: either setting a price or a tax on plastic bags and the 
ban on their sale across the EU. This consultation is available on the internet until 9th August. 
Moreover 17th May the European Commissioner for Action on the Climate, Connie Hedegaard 
declared that greenhouse gas emissions by companies included in the emissions quota exchange 
system had increased in 2010. indeed according to Member States’ registers these emissions 
reached 1,932 billion tonnes in C02-equivalent ie a rise of 3% over 2009. it is still well below the 
threshold set for the exchange period 2008-2012 though. 

I: .1 

J On 18th May the European Commission published a report assessing the pre- 
~i photo non dispo accession economic programmes of five candidate countries (Croatia, 

Montenegro, Macedonia, iceland and Turkey) for the period 2011-2013. 

j On 19th and 20th May the President of the European Commission Jos~ Manuel 
photo non dispo Barroso travelled to Serbia and Kosovo. He announced that it was possible for 

Serbia to achieve the EU candidate status if it cooperated with the ICTY. 
Moreover on 17th and 18th May the Serb and Kosovar delegations met in 
Brussels for a fourth round of negotiations. 

Digital 

i As of 25th May 201~_ Europeans will enjoy new rights and services with regard 
.~j photo~o~di~po to land and mobile lines as well as internet, The new EU regulation on 

telecommunications that aims to make this sector more competitive and 
improve services provided to consumers, must be transposed into national 
legislation by this date, The new regulation includes the consumer’s right to 

change telecommunications operator in one day without having to change telephone number, the 
right to greater clarity in the services offered and better protection of personal on-line data. 

Raad I Other link                                                                            I: .1 

Parliament : 

.~j phot .... dispo J 

Between 18th to 21st May the President of the European Parliament travelled to 
Armenia, Georgia and Azerbaijan. In Armenia and Azerbaijan he pleaded for a 
peaceful settlement to the Nagorny-Karabakh conflict suggesting additional 
European commitment; he stressed the territorial integrity of Azerbaijan. in 
Georgia he called for the continuation of reform. He also presented the Eastern 
Partnership and spoke of concerns over Belarus. 

Read [Ctherlink iOther hnk                                                                     ~ 

j On 17th-18th May during the 5th EU-Latin America Parliamentary Assembly in 
~iI photo non dispo Montevideo MPs adopted three resolutions on cooperation in the area of security 

and defence, on the promotion of employment for women and young people 
and on trade relations. In particular the Assembly said it supported renewed 
negotiations on the EU-Mercosur agreement. Moreover the Joint Parliamentary 

Assembly EU-ACP (Africa, Caribbean, Pacific) that met in Budapest on 14th to 18th May adopted five 
resolutions in support of the reconciliation process in C6te d’Ivoire, on the democratic uprisings in 
the Arab countries, on the future of democracy, on budgetary support as a means to distrubute 
public development aid and on water pollution. 

AgE.cuiture 

j On :[Tth May the 27 European Agriculture ministers notably endorsed the 
.~j photo non dispo conclusions of the communication on honeybee health which invites the 

Commission to step up support and monitor this sector more. Moreover 
ministers signed agreements relative to the protection of geographical 
indications with Switzerland and Liechtenstein. This agreement will lead to the 

mutual recognition of designations of origin (AOC)on many products. This agreement will also cover 
new designations after validation by the competent mixed committees. 

Dipi.amacl/ 

J On 23rd May the 27 Foreign Ministers discussed the situation in the Middle East. 

~i photo non dispo They notably adopted conclusions on Syria, Libya, Bahrein and Yemen. They 
decided to implement additional sanctions against Belarus, Iran, Syria and 
Libya. Finally the Council also discussed the launch of the European External 
Action Service. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 



The 27 Culture, Youth and Sports Ministers who met on 19th and 20th May in 
:~] phot .... dispo B ..... I ..... to a political ag ...... t on the establishment of "European 

heritage labels" attributed to major historical places. They adopted the 
conclusions that aim to improve the quality of information available to enable 
the mobility of artists in the EU so that they can integrate the European 
employment market more easily. 

Read ICtherlink 

J On 19th May the 27 Social Affairs and Employment Ministers adopted the 

~:~:i photo non dispo conclusions on "the EU framework for national integration strategies for Roma 
until 2020". These conclusions are based on the communication presented by 
the European Commission on 5th April last. in order to improve Roma 

integration into the EU Ministers emphasise that it is up to the Member States, according to the 
subsidiarity principle, to implement policies. The EPSCO particularly insists on the development of 
access to quality services in terms of education, healthcare, lodgings and employment which are the 
four priority areas of integrated action. The Member States are also invited to set national goals to 
improve the availability and use of budgets and to appoint a national point of contact. 

Diplomacy : 
EU/LISA 

j From 16th to 18th May the High Representative Catherine Ashton travelled to 
.~j photonon dispo the USA. She met Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. They warned the Syrian 

regime of the need to stop violence and to launch a democratization process - 
they pointed to stepping up sanctions against the regime. They also spoke of 
Libya, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Iran. Catherine Ashton also met National 

Security Advisor Tom Donilon in Washington and Marc Grossman, American special envoy for 
Afghanistan and Pakistan. She also met King Abdullah II of Jordan 

Libya 

I On 22nd May Catherine Ashton, EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and 

~i photo non dispo Security Policy opened the EU office in Benghazi. The office is located 
in the Tibesti Hotel in central Benghazi which is home to the UN. Ms Ashton met 
Mustafa Abdul .]alil, the Libyan opposition leader with whom she discussed 
European support for border security and its reform, the economy, healthcare 
and education and also its support for civil society. She declared that she was in 

Benghazi to send an "important signal of our support for the Libyan people, it is the EU putting words 
into action." 

On 18th and 19th May the European Affairs Minister and Secretary General for 
.~j photo non dispo Franco-German cooperation Laurent Wauquiez travelled to Berlin to meet his 

German counterpart Werner Hoyer. European issues of the moment, such as 
economic governance and the situation in the euro area, migratory issues and 
the Schengen area were the focus of their discussions. Ministers also spokes of 

enlargement and the upheavals in the Arab world. 

Read [ Cther link 

j German Defence Minister Thomas de Maizi~re presented the main outlines of 
~iI photo nondispo the project to reform the German army on :[8th May. The main element in this 

project is to reduce the number of soldiers by 220,000 at present to a maximum 
of 185,000 including 170,000 professionals (including reserves) and from 
between 5,000 to 15,000 volunteers for a year’s service. Long term Germany is 

due to be able to deploy 10,000 soldiers abroad against 7,000 at present. Moreover the number of 
civilian employees will be reduced. 

j On 18th May German Chancellor Angela Merkel appointed the new Economy 
~] photo non dispo and Technology Minister and head of the German Liberals (FDP), Philipp R6sler, 

as Deputy Chancellor. Philipp R~sler replaces Guido Westerwelle in this position. 

Austria : 
Demogra pi~y 

j According to Figures published on :[gth May by the statistics institute, Statistik 
.~j photonon dispo Austria, 8,404,252 people were living in Austria on 1st .lanuary 2011 ie 28,962 

people more (+0.3%) than in .lanuary 20$0. Population growth in 20:[0 is clearly 
higher than that of 2009 (2009:+20,030 people). 

Belgium 



On 16th May King Albert I[ asked the leader of the Walloon Socialist Party Elio 
.~.iI photo non dispo di Rupo to form a government. The latter accepted, it is now working on a 

paper in view of forming a government coalition, if he succeeds in forming a 
government the probability that he will become Prime Minister is high. However 
there remains a serious challenge given the diverging positions maintained by 

both winning parties in the elections of 13th .June 2010, the PS and the N-VA. At the same time by 
appointing Elio di Rupo the King has accepted the resignation of negotiator Wouter Beke. 

Bulgaria : 
Resi~jnation 

Bulgarian Transport Minister Alexander Tsvetkov, notably criticised for the lack 
.~.iI photo non dispo of progress he has made in terms of motorway construction projects resigned 

from his post on 18th May "for personal reasons" indicated the Ministry. Prime 
Minister Bofko Borissov announced the departure of his minister during a weekly 
government meeting just after Mr Tsvetkov left the room which led to 

speculation in the press about his dismissal. 

Read I Cther ]ink 

Finland : 

The Left Alliance has joined the government that will comprise six parties with 

~i photo non dispo the conservatives of the National Coalition which won the general elections on 
17th April said conservative leader .]yrki Katainen on 18th May ’who has been 
given the task of forming the executive. As planned the Social Democratic party 
(PSD), the second parliamentary group in terms of numbers will be represented 

in this "rainbow government" as will be the Greens, the Swedish People’s Party that represents the 
Finnish Swedish-speaking minority and the Christian Democrats said Mr Katainen. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Appeal 
On 17th May France officially appealed to the European Court of .Justice to 

~i photo non dispo cancel the European Parliament’s deliberation reducing the number of 
parliamentary sessions in Strasbourg in 2012 and 2013. in its 2012 and 2013 
calendars adopted on 9th March last the European Parliament regrouped two of 
the 12 sessions in the same week. in France’s opinion this deliberation means 

the suppression of one of the twelve monthly sessions and thereby infringes protocol no.6 with 
regard to the establishment of seat in the institutions. France is supported by Luxembourg in its 
request. 

J On 13th May the President of the Republic of Korea, Lee Myung-Bak travelled to 

~i photo non dispo Paris to meet his French counterpart, Nicolas Sarkozy. Their meeting focused on 
Franco-Korean relations, the situation on the Korean peninsula as well as on 
international issues. The two heads of State also spoke of the work undertaken 
as part of the French Presidency of the G20 and Lee Myung-Bak confirmed his 

support of the French President’s priorities notably those involving financial regulation and the reform 
of the international monetary system. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

G20 

j On 23rd May in Paris French President Nicolas Sarkozy inaugurated the 
~:~iI photo non dispo conference devoted to strengthening the coherence of international work by 

States and organisations to improve the social dimension of globalisation. He 
was accompanied by the Economy, Finance and industry Minister, Christine 
Lagarde, Labour, Employment and Healthcare Minister Xavier Bertrand and the 

Foreign and European Minister, Laurent Wauquiez. The Labour Ministers or Secretaries of State of the 
G20 the leaders of international organisations as well as the European commissioner for Employment 
and Social Affairs, Laszlo Andor were also present. 

Read I Cther ]ink                                                                                  [ :"¢~ I 

Lithuania : 
Demogra pi~y 

I The population of Lithuania has declined by 10% over ten years Following 

~i photo non dispo massive emigration Lowards other parts of Europe, according to the first results 
of a national census published on 16th May. The number of inhabitants in this 
Baltic country, an EU member since 2004, now toLals 3.05 million in comparison 
with 3.48 million in the previous census in 2001. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Poland : 

Weirr!ar Tria!~gle 
On 20th May Polish Foreign Minister Radoslaw Sikorski hosted his French 

~iI photo non dispo counterparts Alain .]upp@ and German Guido Westerwelle as part of the Weimar 
Triangle Consultations ’which is celebrating its 20th anniversary in 2011. The 
ministers focused on the priorities of the future Polish presidency of the EU as 
well as on strategic and security issues. They also discussed the EU’s relations 

with its Southern and Eastern neighbours,, notably Belarus and they met Moldovan Deputy Prime 
Minister and Foreign Minister Yuri Leanca. 

UK: 
ireland 



On 17th May Queen Elisabeth II travelled to ireland on an historical visit - the 
,~,iI photo non dispo first since that of George V in 1911 when ireland was not independent. With her 

host irish President Mary McAleese, she paid tribute to the victims of the war of 
independence; as a strong sign of reconciliation she travelled to the site of a 
massacre committed by the British forces in 1920 during the war of 

independence. Above all the Queen laid great emphasis on her "deep compassion" for the victims of 
a joint troubled history and notably the war of independence in 1922. 

Albania : 
Elections 

j After a number of sudden developments the Central Electoral Commission of 
.~.iI photo non dispo Albania seems to be ready to declare Lulzim Basha victor of the local election in 

Tirana; Mr Basha (Democratic Party) was running against opposition leader Edi 
Rama (Socialist Party). 

Bosnia-Herzegovina : 

j The Central Parliament of Bosnia elected its president and a committee leader 
.~.iI photo non dispo responsible for the preparation of a new government on 20th may more than 

seven months after the elections. The Social Democratic Party MP (Multiethnic 
SDP), Denis Becirovic was elected leader of the chamber of representatives 
(lower chamber) of the Bosnian parliament. Milorad Zivkovic of the Independent 

Democratic Union (SNSD, Serbs) and Bozo Ljubic, leader of the Croatian Democratic Union ~_990 
(HDZ-1990) were elected Vice-Presidents of the Chamber. 

Moldova : 

j On 19th May Moldovan Prime Minister Vladimir Filat travelled to Berlin where he 
,~,iI photonon dispo met Chancellor Angela Merkel. In a joint press conference the two leaders 

pointed to the close bilateral relations that the two countries had and re-iterated 
the importance of finding a solution to the Tranistrian conflict. Negotiations are 
due to start again on this subject in June. 

Read JOther li!~k 

ECC : 
Libya 

] An inquiry by the international Criminal Court led to conclusions on 16th May 

photo non dispoj of the direct involvement of Mouammar Kadhafi in the violence that has led to 
thousands of deaths in Libya since February. The iCC prosecutor Luis Moreno- 
Ocampo announced that he had asked the judges at the court in The Hague to 
deliver arrest warrants for crimes against humanity against the Libyan leader 
and two of his close allies. These are one of his sons, Serf al-:[slam and the 
head of the secret services Abdallah aI-Senoussi. "The evidence gathered 

shows that Mouammar Kadhafi personally ordered the attacks on unarmed Libyan civilians" declared 
Luis Moreno-Oca mpo. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

IMF : 
Resignation 

I IMF Director General Dominique Strauss-Kahn who is involved in legal 

~i photonon dispo proceedings in the USA resigned on :lSth May. On 20th May the IMF board 
presented the selection process for the next Director General who is due to be 
appointed before 30th June next. 

OECD : 
Dependency 

i According to a report by the OECD published on :l_8th May spending on long 
.~.iI photonon dispo term care for the elderly in the OECD countries is due to double or triple by 

2050 because of Europe’s ageing populations. According to the OECD 
governments have to improve the budgetary viability of the policies and help 

workers in this sector. On this theme the Robert Bchuman Foundation published a study by Florence 
Kamette entitled "The Cost of Dependency Care in the European Union." 

Norway 

J The OECD published its "Environment Review" on Norway on ~_gth May. 

~:~:i photo non dispo According to the report Norway’s performance in terms of protecting the 
environment and sustainable development is good. The OECD stresses 
Norway’s leading role in international work to counter climate change, 
deforestation and illegal fishing, and the doubling in environmental aid since 

2006. The report now recommends the writing of viable policies to achieve its ambitious 
environmental and sustainable development goals, notably with regard to the climate and 
biodiversity. 

WTO : 
Airbus/Boeing 



There has been a further turnaround in the situation at the WTO in the ongoing 
.~.iI photonon dispo legal battle between Airbus and Boeing as the organisation overturned part of 

its first decision against the European company. On 18th May the European 
Commission welcomed the WTO’s decision in the Boeing/Airbus case saying that 
the main accusation put forward by the American company on subsidies that its 

European competitor is said to have benefited from had been rejected entirely. "][ am particularly 
happy with this result," declared European Trade Commissioner, Karel de Gucht. 

IJN; 

Cel’ruptioniBalkans 
On 17th May the UN published a report entitled "Corruption in the Western 

.~.iI photo non dispo Balkans: Bribery as experienced by the population". This report by the UN 
Office on Drugs and Crime reveals that one person in six has already 

experienced bribery at the hands of a civil servant over the last year. Enlargement Commissioner 
Stefan FL~le stressed that the report "provided a useful panorama of corruption in the Western 
Balkans." 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

NATO : 
EsLc:.niaiBiovakia 

NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen met Estonian Prime Minister 
~i photo non dispo Andrus Ansip on 18th May. During his visit to Slovakia on 19th May he met 

Slovakian President ][van Gasparovic and Prime Minister ][veta Radicova. During 
his speech on "NATO-value for security", he appealed for "a real strategic 
partnership" between the Alliance and Russia after warning Moscow against 

another Cold War. He said that the anti-missile shield in Europe was not directed against Russia. 

Eurostat : 

j According to Eurostat figures published on 16th May the euro area’s external 

~:~:i photonon dispo trade recorded a surplus of 2.8 billion euros in March 2011 against the rest of 
the world. :It lay at +2.7 billion in March 2010. At the same time estimates on 
the EU’s trade balance in March 2011 reveal a deficit of 9.6 billion euros against 
-8.9 billion in March 

t~-~! ~-~!. 

l On 16th May Furostat published a study according to which the annual inflation 

~i photonon dispo rate in the euro area lay at 2.8% in April 2011, against 2.7% the previous 
month. The countries suffering the highest rates are Romania (8.4%), Estonia 
(5.4%), Lithuania and Hungary (4.4% each). Conversely the lowest inflation 
rates were seen in ][roland (1.5%), Czech Republic (1.6%) and in Sweden 

(1.S%). 

Chemicals 
The first Eurobarometer study on people’s awareness of the use of chemical 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo products in Europe was published on 18th May. The conclusions are positive 
and show that most Europeans acknowledge that chemical products are 
dangerous substances. However the report stresses that there is a major 
difference in the results depending on the Member State: Estonians and 
Danes are knowledgeable about dangerous products whilst the Portuguese 
and the Czechs are not so well informed. 

Studies/Reports : 
Defence 

j The EU Security Research :Institute has just published a paper on European 

~:i photo non dispo defence perspectives 2020 in German "Perspektiven for die europaische 
Verteidigung 2020" published by Alvaro de Vasconcelos. The French version 
was published last summer. ][n this study the authors look at the various goals 
that Europe might target in the area of security and defence over the next 10 
years. 

Read [ Other link 

G20 

j Friends of Europe has published a report by Yannos Papantoniou, former Greek 
.~.iI photonon dispo Finance Minister, entitled "The Lesson’s of the Furozone’s Crisis that Should 

Shape the EU’s G20 Stance". The author pleaded for a more proactive attitude 
on the part of the EU with regard to the G20 notably by offering a permanent 
secretariat to the G20 together with international rules on banking and in the 

financial area and by adapting world governance to emerging countries. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j The Bruegel ][nstitute has published a study by Guntram Wolff entitled "The Euro 
~iI photo non dispo Area’s Macro-economic Balancing Act". The author stresses the overlapping 

between the recently created European Systemic Risk Committee (ESRC) and 
the draft regulation on the prevention of imbalance (that would give powers to 
the European Commission) and sets out several recommendations to clarify 

their relations. 



The FRIDE (the Foundation for International Research and External Dialogue) 
i~iii phot .... dispo published a study on 18th May "Pacifi .... bound: Why G ..... y limits EU hard 

power?" Using Germany’s rejection of committing to intervention in Libya as a 
base journalist Ulrich Speck tries to explain German hostility to "Hard Power" 
and intervention abroad. He aims to show that the building of an influential 

European foreign policy should take German pacifism into account. 

On 16th May European Ombudsman P Nikiforos Diamandouros presented his 

iii~iiI photo non dispo 2010 Report on complaints lodged by European citizens with regard to the EU 
administration. He recorded 2667 complaints in comparison with 3098 in 2009. 
He says that this decrease is due to a reduction in complaints outside of his 
mandate, stressing that there had been an improvement in information 
available by other means on his site. The report also includes a selection of 
cases that were examined in 2010. Amongst all of the European countries 

Spain and Germany registered the highest number of complaints (375 and 349). Moreover 
Luxembourg, Cyprus and Belgium had the highest number of complaints in proportion to their 
population. 

Publications : 
Civ:.c DuL~" 

j The new edition of "La Revue Civique" has just been published. It is mainly 

~:~:i photo non dispo devoted to "the civic fracture" and issues involving "company public 
spiritedness"; it includes articles by a number of personalities such as Jean-Paul 
Delevoye, Dominique Baudis, Claude Imbert, Antoine Frerot. See also the 
editorial by Robert Schuman Foundation Chair Jean-Dominique Giuliani entitled 
"Europe, the UN and Libya". 

Culture : 
ExhibitloniBerlin 

j The German Historic Museum in Berlin is putting on a new exhbiLion until 31st 
.~.iI photo non dispo October entitled "0ber Leben - Fotografien von Thomas Hoepker und Daniel 

Biskup" which was put together on the occasion of the BOth Anniversary of: the 
construction of the wall (1961) and thirty years after the end of the Soviet Union 
(1991). Nearly 280 photos explore the events that took place during the building 

of the Berlin Wall and the end of communist domination in Eastern Europe from various angles. On 
11th May German Chancellor Angela Merkel gave a speech during the exhibition’s inauguration. 

E~hibiti,ar!lDublir! 

j The Irish Museum of Modern Art (IMMA) is devoting an exhibition to the artists 
.~.iI photonon dispo Frida Kahlo (1907-1984) and Diego Rivera (1886-1987) until 26th June; Kahlo 

and Rivera were the two central figures of Mexican modernism. The exhibition 
includes masterpieces from the collection of Jacques and Natasha Gelman. 

E>: hibit i:}niRc, me 

I Until 3rd July the Ara Pacis Museum in Rome is exhibiting work by the leaders of 
~iI photonon dispo Italian design - this collection belongs to the Italian Foreign Ministry and has 

been lent for the very first time to this museum of modern art. Entitled "The 
Palace of the Farnesina and its Collections" the exhibition provides a means to 
promote the peninsula’s know-how in this area. 

The 6th edition of the EuropaVox Festival will take place from 25th to 28th May 
i~iii phot .... dispo in CI ..... t-F ..... d (F ..... ) and offers the best of the Europ ...... ical ..... 

with over 50 concerts. Created in 2006 EuropaVox aims to communicate on 
Europe thanks to concerts but also thanks to a desire to foster meetings between professional 
musicians and media across Europe with activities that involve sharing European musical culture. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Agenda : 

23rd May 
’lGeneral Affairs" Council 
Presentation of the "Schuman Report, State of the Union in 2011" at the CERI, Paris 

23rd-24th May 
"Foreign Affairs" Council 

24th and 25th May 
Forum e-G8 - Paris 

26th-27th May 



G8 Summit - Deauville 

27tb May 
"Transport, Telecommunications and Energy" Council 

28th May 
EU-Japan Summit 

30th-31st May 
"Competitiveness" Council 
Seminar on "The Freedom of Expression and Democratic Developments in the countries of Central 
and Eastern Europe" - Sofia 
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To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 7:38 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiMhm] ACTION NEEDED: Health insura~ce has changed 

Dear All, 

The annual enrollment for Health Insurance has changed this year. YOU MUST TAKE ACTION prior to JUNE 8th. 
Specifically, if you do not take action you will be automatically enrolled n the "70/30" plan which requires you to pay a larger portion of your paycheck for your 

health insurance. If you meet the criteria set forth in the registration you can elect the "80/20" plan which has lower (or no) employee contribution requirements. 

Enroll here: http[//hr.unc.edu/benef!ts/benef!ts-enrollment/CCM3_027450 (Iogin with your ONYEN and password) 

Additional Information about coverage is here: http:!/shpnc.org/hbr-enrollment-matls/ae-kit-2011.pdf 

Since I will be on vacation, if you have questions, please contact our Benefits Consultant in OHR, Danna Richards, at (919) 843-8352, danna richards(’~)unc.edu. 

If you have already enrolled this month, good work! 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agafl~a Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~rtment of Public Policy 

217 Abemcthy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of A[’rican & Ati’o-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Norfl~ Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriat:am&o~9212253 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-29212253-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(t~listserv.unc~edu 



Results Report: Ward Winners 
Printed on: 2011/05/20 20:31:13 

E~e~toral Event: Local Government Elections 2011 

Province: KwaZulu-Natal 

M~nicipa~ity: ETH -eThekwini [Durban Metro] 

59500001 8,301 
BONGUMUSA 
ANTHONY MKHIZE 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

8,678 95.66 % 8,076 

59500002 8,806 
MAXWELL MVIKELWA 
MKHIZE 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

9,610 91.63 % 8,335 

59500003 10,718 
:BONKEARMSTRONG 
:CHILI 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

12,368 86.66 % 10,073 

: DENNIS MZWAMASOKA AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500004            : SHOZI                                       CONGRESS                                     10,768           9,065 84.18 % 8,293 
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AFRICAN NATIONAL 
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AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

9,651 59.31% 3,121 

59500007 
: AFRICAN NATIONAL 

FANIE THEMBA MOYO 
: CONGRESS 

8,467 6,793 80.23 % 5,806 

59500008 6,559 
: MICHEAL THEMBA 
: SHELEMBE 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

10,822 60.61% 2,941 

59500009 6,193 
: SITHEMBISO MARIA- 
: GORET MCHUNU 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

10,664 58.07 % 2,366 

: RICHARD JOHN DEMOCRATIC 
59500010 : CROUCH ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 10,838 9,519 87.83 % 8,459 

SE ALLIANSlE 

: VALELISA OBED AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500011 :: OBADIAH QULO CONGRESS 

9,989 5,819 58.25 % 3,070 

: MDUDUZl CHRISTIAN AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500012 

:: NGCOBO CONGRESS 
8,387 6,496 77.45 % 5,666 

: MDUDUZl PHINEAS AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500013 

:: GUMEDE CONGRESS 
11,038 8,798 79.71 % 7,464 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500014 PATRICK MFEKA 

CONGRESS 
8,956 7,702 86.00 % 7,229 

: BHEKISISA ANDREAS AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500015 

:: HLONGWA CONGRESS 
10,720 7,866 73.38 % 5,968 

: STANLEY SAKHEPHI AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500016 

:: BUTELEZI CONGRESS 
11,171 6,936 62.09 % 3,552 
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59500017 9,251 6,107 
PATIENCE NOMVULA 
SHEMBE 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

66.01% 4,508 

: TIMOTHY JAMES DEMOCRATIC 
59500018 : BRAUTESETH ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 11,527 8,936 77.52 % 6,855 

SE ALLIANSlE 

: ANDREAS BHEKUMUZl AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500019 :: MVUBU CONGRESS 

12,052 10,372 86.06 % 9,705 

: MARCUS SIFISO AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500020 : ZUNGU CONGRESS 

10,454 9,059 86.66 % 8,580 

: BONGANI THULANI AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500021 : GUMEDE CONGRESS 

10,458 6,975 66.70 % 4,085 

: AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500022 SIBONGISENI MKHIZE :: CONGRESS 

10,713 9,412 87.86 % 9,118 

: THEMBA SOLOMON AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500023 :: MTSHALI CONGRESS 

9,681 3,740 38.63 % 1,330 

: JABULISILE LORAINE AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500024 :: MBONGWA CONGRESS 

10,587 6,130 57.90 % 2,038 

OBED BHEKISANI AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500025 :: NGCOBO CONGRESS 

8,023 3,549 44.24 % 672 

: CONRAD BONGIMUSA AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500026 :: DLAMINI CONGRESS 

4,851 2,368 48.81 % 469 

: LUKAS MARTHINUS : DEMOCRATIC 
59500027 : MEYER ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 8,018 6,167 76.91 % 4,853 

SE ALLIANSlE 

i59500028 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 

THEMBA JACOB NCANE 
CONGRESS 

5,243 2,917 55.64%~ 1,756 

i59500029 8,693 
: BHEKISISA RICHARD 
: MNGADI 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

7,571 87.09% ~ 7,143 

i59500030 8,553 
:ZANELESHARON 
:NDZOYIYA 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

5,262 61.52 % 3,592 

: RIVALTZ JETHRO : DEMOCRATIC 
59500031 

: LEFEVRE ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 9,107 5,884 64.61 % 4,416 
SE ALLIANSlE 

59500032 5,440 
SEBENZILE WILLIAM 

:: ZENZILE 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

3,213 59.06 % 2,287 

: WARICK BRUCE DEMOCRATIC 
59500033 : CHAPMAN ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 9,752 6,932 71.08 % 4,706 

SE ALLIANSlE 

DEMOCRATIC 
59500034 DEOCHAND GANESH ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 9,297 4,221 45.40 % 886 

SE ALLIANSlE 

DEMOCRATIC 
59500035 HEINZ ULRIK DE BOER ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 10,589 9,091 85.85 % 7,950 

SE ALLIANSIE 

: DEAN WILLIAM DEMOCRATIC 
59500036 : MACPHERSON ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 11,060 9,329 84.35 % 7,984 

SE ALLIANSlE 

59500037 9,211 
SIPHIVVE HENDRICK 

:: LUBHEDE 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

5,746 62.38 % 3,930 
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~ MBUYISELWA EPHRAIM AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500038            ~ SIBIYA                                      CONGRESS                                       9,625           6,310 65.56 % 4,838 

59500039 
:THEMBOKWAKHE 
:EMMANUELXULU 

INKATHA FREEDOM 
PARTY 7,887 2,696 34.18 % 19 

~ DUMISANI LUCKY AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500040 

~ NGEMA CONGRESS 
9,197 6,760 73.50 % 5,442 

~ LUCKY POMU AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500041 

~ MDLALOSE CONGRESS 
9,957 8,364 84.00 % 7,509 

59500042 10,824 8,954 
~ BHEKISISA ALEXIUS 
~ NGWANE 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

82.72 % 8,054 

~ DAVID DUMISANI AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500043 ~ 

MABIZELA CONGRESS 
11,033 8,099 73.41% 6,776 

~ NJABULO EUGENE AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500044 ~ 

MSANI CONGRESS 
11,416 10,287 90.11% 9,862 

: GREGORY AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500045 : SIKHUMBUZO NGCOBO CONGRESS 

11,535 10,061 87.22 % 9,478 

59500046 BONGANI DLAMINI 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

9,269 7,754 83.66 % 6,927 

59500047 8,966 8,245 
PROFESSOR 
MBASOBHENI SIBIYA 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

91.96 % 7,950 

~ SHUNMUGAM           DEMOCRATIC 
59500048            ~ RAMSAMY MOODLEY      ~ ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE              8,531              4,543         53.25 %           2,302 

SE ALLIANSIE 

DEMOCRATIC 
59500049 RONNIE VEERAN ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 8,532 4,833 56.65 % 2,268 

SE ALLIANSIE 

59500050 DAVANANDSINGH MINORITY FRONT 7,796 3,829    49.11% 690 

59500051 PATRICK PILLAY MINORITY FRONT 10,809 4,982 46.09 % 1,589 

59500052 BRADLEY SINGH MINORITY FRONT 9,963 3,780    37.94 % 288 

: ZANDILE RUTH THELMA AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500053            : GUMEDE                                 CONGRESS                                       9,142 6,812 74.51% 6,196 

59500054 ZIMISELE MADLALA 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

9,094 6,889 75.75 % 5,660 

: VUSI EMMANUEL AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500055 

: GEBASHE CONGRESS 
11,171 9,487 84.93 % 8,730 

59500056 
: AFRICAN NATIONAL 

SlTHEMBISO GUMEDE 
: CONGRESS 

10,510 9,773 92.99 % 9,349 

59500057 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 

VINCENT KUNJU 
CONGRESS 

11,569 10,308 89.10 % 9,901 

59500058 9,903 
: MXOLISI KENNETH 
: NDZIMBOMVU 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

3,756 37.93 % 1,086 

59500059 10,018 
:LYDIA NONDUMISO 
:NDLOVU 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

7,589 75.75 % 6,526 
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: CHELLAPPEN AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500060 

: ARUNAJALLAM CONGRESS 
9,440 4,533 48.02 % 1,751 

59500061 MICHAEL ABRAHAM 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

9,544 3,548 37.18 % 353 

~ NOMPUMELELO AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500062 ~ 

THEODORAH MABASO CONGRESS 
8,423 4,709 55.91% 3,228 

: ANDRE~ ROSS DEMOCRATIC 
59500063 : MITCHELL ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 9,868 7,559 76.60 % 6,475 

SE ALLIANSIE 

: BILLIE DOROTHEA : DEMOCRATIC 
59500064 : PRINSLOO ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 9,266 4,905 52.94 % 1,134 

SE ALLIANSIE 

: JAN CHRISTOFFEL VAN DEMOCRATIC 
59500065 : DEN BERG ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 10,121 5,060 50.00 % 1,969 

SE ALLIANSIE 

: DUNCAN LESLIE DU : DEMOCRATIC 
59500066 : BOIS ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 8,927 5,263 58.96 % 2,995 

SE ALLIANSIE 

59500067 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 

HENDRICK CELE 
CONGRESS 

11,126 9,463 85.05 % 8,897 

: AUBREY DESMOND :: DEMOCRATIC 
59500068 

: SNYMAN ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 10,481 5,195 49.57 % 1,944 
SE ALLIANSlE 

59500069 10,292i 4,027 
KAVILAN BRANDON 

:: PILLAY 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

39.13 % 1,155 

59500070 ISMAIL CASSIMJEE MINORITY FRONT 10,010i 4,379 43.75% 1,028 

DEMOCRATIC 
59500071 JAYRAJ SINGH ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 10,243 4,114 40.16 % 923 

SE ALLIANSIE 

~ AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500072 MTHEMBENI SHEZI 

~ CONGRESS 
8,860 4,071 45.95 % 1,950 

i59500073 DEVARAJ RAMA PILLAY MINORITY FRONT 9,834 4,986 50.70 %i 1,879 

: OCTAVIA NOLUBABALO AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500074            : MTHEMBU                              CONGRESS                                       8,030 6,691 83.33 % 5,910 

i59500075 SANDILE NDLOVU 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

8,115 5,953 73.36 %~ 5,032 

i59500076 6,117 
ROBERT MSHIYENI 
MZOBE 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

4,934 80.66%~ 4,365 

i59500077 9,201 
:MATHOMBICLAUDIA 
:MNYANDU 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

7,174 77.97 % 6,164 

59500078 7,784 
: THANDIWE MELTAH 

ZUMA 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

6,629 85.16 % 6,132 

59500079 8,185 
: MISHACK SITHENJWA 
: NYAWOSE 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

6,631 81.01 % 5,815 

59500080 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 

MTHOKOZlSl NOJIYEZA 
CONGRESS 

7,999 6,962 87.04 % 6,399 
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~ NOMUSA EUNA AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500081 

~ MTHEMBU CONGRESS 
7,475 5,675 75.92 % 4,552 

~ MUZIWENYANGA AMON AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500082            ~ KUMAKWABO DLADLA      CONGRESS                                       7,657           6,462 84.39 % 5,882 

59500083 9,520i 7,725 
MANDLENKOSI 
BONIFACE XHAKAZA 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

81.14 % 6,920 

: BHEKITHEMBA PAULUS AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500084            : PHUNGULA                            CONGRESS                                       9,485           8,018 84.53 % 7,216 

59500085 8,752i 7,494 
: NTWENHLE RUDDEN 
: DLAMINI 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

85.63 % 6,797 

: ZIPHATHELE VINCENT AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500086 : NZAMA CONGRESS 

8,466 7,357 86.90 % 6,794 

ABEGAIL AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500087 NOMTHANDAZO CONGRESS 

7,302 5,442 74.53 % 4,230 
SHABALALA 

: NOMZAMO IRENE AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500088 :: MKHIZE CONGRESS 

7,571 5,563 73.48 % 4,405 

: LIHLE BERRINGTON AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500089 :: KHUZWAYO CONGRESS 

8,794 3,486 39.64 % 433 

: SOONILALL 
59500090 :: KALICHARAN 

MINORITY FRONT 7,957 2,796 35.14 % 353 

ALLIAM AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500091 NKOSlPHENDULE : CONGRESS 

8,725 7,394 84.74 % 6,636 
DLAMINI 

: BONGANI EMMANUEL 
59500092 

: MPUNGOSE 
: Independent 10,680 4,466 41.82 % 462 

: VINCENT SlPHO AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500093 

: NECOBO CONGRESS 
8,327 5,531 66.42% ~ 3,162 

i59500094 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 

SlPHO DLAMINI 
CONGRESS 

8,134 6,098 74.97 %~ 4,792 

i59500095 9,312 
:SENZANGAKHONA 
:SHANGE 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

8,325 89.40 % 7,801 

59500096 9,729 
: HUBANE GODFREY 
: MAPHUMULO 

AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

8,647 88.88 % 8,167 

DEMOCRATIC 
59500097 ANDRE~ BEETGE ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIE 8,366 6,780 81.04 % 5,550 

SE ALLIANSlE 

59500098 THAMI MAGUBANE 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

10,652 9,403 88.27 % 8,809 

59500099 
MDUDUZI ENOCK :: AFRICAN NATIONAL 
BAYEN I CONGRESS 

11,161 6,230 55.82 % 4,493 

59500100 10,925 
MBUYISENI PERCIVAL 

:: MKHIZE 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

8,197 75.03 % 6,830 

59500101 8,588 
MKHIPHENI MZIMUNI 

:: NGIBA 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

5,537 64.47 % 3,832 

59500102 8,873 
BONGUMUSA SELBY 

:: DLUDLA 
AFRICAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS 

5,743 64.72 % 3,818 
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: RICHARD ZIBANI AFRICAN NATIONAL 
59500103 

: PHEWA CONGRESS 
9,090 6,998 76.99 % 5,563 
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Enerzine News Update 23. May. 2011 

1. Issues 

The Korea National Assembly on Motions of Emission Trading System and Social Discord 

The Korea government hands in a legislative bill on the carbon market, which includes emission trading to the 

national assembly. With this, Korea seems to be able to start its emission trading system in 2015. However, the 
Climate Justice Network Korea, which was mainly organized by the Trade Union, farmer’s organizations, CSO, ENGO, 

ECPI and others, are strongly against the emission trading system. 

The Climate Justice Network believes that the emission trading system cannot solve climate change but serves only 

as a policy for companies. Moreover, the carbon market bill suggested by the Korea government stepped way back 

compared with its original draft. It actual lost its original function to reduce greenhouse gas. Followed by the main 

points of this bill, more than 95% of emission credits are allocated for free and allowed to be brought forward. 

Moreover, many tax benefits were raised and penalty was reduced to companies. An interest thing is that companies 

such as The Korean Chamber of Commerce and Industry and The Federation of Korean Industries also oppose this 
emission trading scheme. Of cause, these companies’ disagreement means that they cannot even reduce greenhouse 

gas with many support and pro-company policies. Ironically, however, they have the same position with regards to a 

progressive civil society as a final outcome on "opposition emission trading system". 

Because of this consequence, conservative environmental groups that agree with the emission trading system 

criticize the fact that a progressive civil society helps companies. However, the progressive civil society, which 

includes ECPI, had begun suggesting alternatives that are more socially righteous and more highly effective in 

reducing GHG than the emission trading system. Today, the possibility of pushing through with the emission trading 

system is much higher. We believe, however, that the fight between climate justice action and climate injustice policy 
is just beginning. 

Written by Jin-woo, Lee (Researcher: ~naver.com) 

2. Opinions 
Opportunity to Choose in India 

After the Fukushima nuclear disaster, developed countries, mainly the United States and members of the EU, started 

reconsider the safety of nuclear power and other energy for a sustainable future. Countries that made a stand at the 

most difficult crossroad are developing counties, especially a number of countries that have already planned to invest 

and construct a nuclear power plant for rapid economic growth based on relatively cheap electricity using nuclear 
power. Their plans are now in a dilemma. 

One the countries that recently planned to make a huge investment nuclear power is India. India also has a conflict 
between its government and its people. The government is pushing hard to construct a nuclear power plant using a 

great amount of money, while the people are seriously worried about their land and safety. The conflict is getting very 

intense. 

Currently, India gets about only 3 percent of its electricity from the 20 relatively small nuclear reactors in the country. 

The Indian government, however, says it will increase nuclear power up to 60 GW by 2030 and a quarter of the 

nation’s electricity should come from nuclear reactors by 2050. Through this, India will solve the chronic energy 

shortage and also respond to climate change. It means they will generate energy, conserve the environment and 

improve national economy all at the same time. The opposing camp, however, got more support after the Fukushima 

nuclear disaster, and the conflict is getting violent. Already, one person died and 20 people got injured during a protest 

against the Jaitapur nuclear power project in Jaitapur, India 



The Jaitapur Nuclear Power Project is the largest single location nuclear power project in the world as a 9900Mw 

power project Nuclear Power Corporation of India (NPCIL). It is based on six nuclear power plants imported from 

AREVA at the Madban Village of Ratnagiri District in Maharashtra. 

On December 6, 2010, an agreement was signed for the construction of the first set of two third-generation European 

Pressurized Reactors/Evolutionary Power Reactors (EPR) and the supply of nuclear fuel for 25 years. The agreement 

was signed in the presence of French President Nicolas Sarkozy and Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh. As a 

first step, 1650KW level two plants are to be built between 2012 and 2017. 

The first conflict was started by the government when it forcibly acquired 2,300 acres to build six nuclear reactors. 

This move angered the local people, farmers and now not only the residents but also many scientists, and former 

government officials, who were empowered after the Fukushima accident. This area was hit by 95 earthquakes from 
1985 to 2005 and that is a major concern for the people, although Indian officials counter that most earthquakes were 

minor. Still, AREVA’s European Pressurized Reactors has many technical problems. But the most difficult thing for 

local communities to accept is that they stood to lose mango orchards, cashew trees and rice fields, which they have 

leaned on for their survival, and that they should leave and go somewhere else. Even though there are many social 

problems and environmental effect expected, the Indian government ignores these and officially announced that there 

was no problem. 

Now, activists, academicians, and politicians against this project are followed by local people. Many people were 

arrested, and now it is banned for five people to gather near this area. Even local communities have refused 

compensation as the government pushes harder than before with force. What can India get from this huge nuclear 

power project? At first it would seem a blessing with cheep energy and economic growth, but there are also many 
problems that would come such as conflict on the disposal of nuclear wastes, continuous supply of uranium, fear of 

earthquake, unexpected environmental impact, side effect of undemocratic development, and so on. If an accident 

should occur, it could possibly be the worst nuclear disaster ever in this earth, at least 10 times than Chernobyl. 

Scientists said the cost of electricity from nuclear power is not cheap as we think. It would double if we add costs of 

disposal and managing of nuclear wastes. Then, if we consider the huge money for construction, social conflicts and 

high cost of electricity due to the disposal, it would be better to use this money for renewable energy and safe future. 

This is the time to choose in India. One choice is to gamble for rapid economic growth with nuclear power but using 

the environment and the future as a collateral security; the other is investing for a safe and healthy future while turning 

the energy policy to renewable energy with democratic process and little longer time. 

Written by Bo-young, Cho (Researcher: jobo8184@yahoo.co.kr) 

3. Act on. 

1. Researching program 

: Case study on renewable energy system in local area and governance. 

: A study on how to improve climate change response and advance related laws and administration system in the 

Republic of Korea through an analysis of energy laws and regulations in the UK. 

2. Action 
" ’Climate Justice Group in Korea’ will launch on May 25th 

- We basically adopt the main contents of the Cochabamba people’s statement, as follows. 

* Discard wrong solutions to climate change. 

*Carbon trading is not the answer. 

*Developed countries should take on their climate debts. 

*There is hope for the establishment of food sovereignty 

*Warnings of scientists are prerequisites rather than selectable conditions. 

*We should get over Cancun’s failed agreement. 

%Ve must remember the lesson of Cochabamba that the only answer is climate justice. 







THEORY AND PRACTICE 

The core theoretical underpinnings of free trade theory arose from the doctrine of comparative advantage, ad- 
vocated in the early 1800s by British economist David Ricardo. The basic foundation of Ricardo’s theory was 
that nations would reap the most benefits if they specialised in the products in which they had the greatest ad- 
vantage or least disadvantage compared to other countries. In other words, those nations that were, for exam- 
pie, ’most efficient in industrial production would continue to industrialise while the most relatively efficient 
hewers of wood and drawers of water would go on doing just thatU This was then taken further by Ricardo’s 
successors,2 who expanded the doctrine of comparative advantage into what became known as the ’Pure Theory 
of Trade’. The underlying assertions of this ’pure’ theory - that competition is perfect, that the public interest is 
best realised through private economic endeavour and that all resources will be fully employed - translate into 
a ’free trade’ that will create sufficient gains/benefits for everyone, as long as such benefits are redistributed 
widely. Crucially though, the theory never argues that such redistribution will actually occur but ’rather predicts 
that there will be winners and losers’.3 

Since the 1980s ascent of neoliberalism4 as the overarching development paradigm for our world, the main ve- 
hicle for these theoretical assumptions to be translated into actual practice has been ’free trade areas/ 
agreements’ (FTAs). Consisting of a specific number of nation states in an equally specific geographical area, 
FTAs have been implemented across the globe in order to give practical content to the belief that ’free trade 
generates predictable and positive consequences for economic growth’ and material benefit to everyone. FTAs 
will, according to this construct, ’allow goods and services produced within the designated area to flow freely 
across political borders without artificial constraints and hold-ups’5 such as tariffs, import!export quotas and 
differential tax regimes. In turn, those member states who participate will naturally proceed to export exclu- 
sively those goods in which they have a comparative advantage while, contrarily, they will be importing those 
goods that they cannot efficiently produce from other members. 

Predominately realised over the last two-three decades through regional forms (such as the Southern Africa 

Development Community - SADC), proponents of FTAs further posit that such ’market integration’ will en- 

gender a double positive: trade creation in which there is a shift in the geographic location of production from a 

higher-cost to a lower-cost member country such that both benefit from additional revenue generation and the 

spin-offs of generic specialisation; and, trade diversion in which the locus of production of formerly imported 

goods shifts from a lower-cost non-member country to a higher-cost member country such that FTA members 

can now benefit from the various spin-ofl~ of enhanced internalised trade (for example, wealth creation, in- 

creased emplo}qnent and enhanced competitiveness).~’ Accordingly then, such constructed FTAs, realised 

through organised ’free trade’ amongst nations, becomes a positive sum activity for all involved. 

Not surprisingly, as the theoretical assumptions have been applied in the real world through FTAs, ’free trade’, 
like its framing neoliberal parent, has come to represent an empirically unsubstantiated ’faith’. The universal 
power and applicability of the capitalist market has been ’sanctified in the name of economic efficiency’ and 

stantini (1999), ’Free trade theory takes a beating’ (December) 
"The main exponent of this ’pure theory’ was Auguste Walras (1800 66), a French economist and author of De la namre de la 
rid~esse et de l~rigine de h va]eur(’On the Nature of Wealth m~d on the Origin of ~ alue’ published in 1848. 

~ Constantini (1999). 
~Neoliberalism is a macro development paradi~ oriNnally championed by the Chicago School of Economics under the tutelage 
of Milton Friedman which posits: that the capitalist m~ket possesses a ’natural efficiency’ (both productive and Nlocative); that 
goverrunent interventions m~d/or re~lation of the economy is inherently distorting and inefficient; m~d, that when capitNist ’free 
markets’ fail they can be easily corrected, with minimal socio economic costs the opposite applies to government failure. 
~ Urbach (2008), ’Cm~ the SADC Free Trade Area create growth, development and wealth?’ (15 September) 

~ These specific theoretical offerings of’trade creation’ and ’trade diversion’ derive t?om the work of another disciple of the Chicago 

School of Economic, lacob Viner. 

NeoHberalism and. the SADC Free Trade Agreement 



’economic freedom’ has been turned into a pre-determined rationale for the unfettered pursuit of profit re- 
gardless of the political, social, economic and!or cultural consequences for the majority of humanity. Practi- 
cally, this has meant the widespread ’elimination of administrative or political barriers capable of inconven- 
iencing the owners of capital in their quest for the maximisation of profit ... the subordination of nation- 
states to the requirements of "economic freedom" for the masters of the economy and the suppression of any 
regulation of any market, beginning with the labour market, the prohibition of deficits and inflation, the gen- 
eral privatisation of public services, and the reduction of public and social expenses’." 

Indeed, the theory of ’free trade’ intrinsically accepts the existing balance of political and economic power and 

wealth amongst nation states. In other words, the entire theoretical construct is underpinned by the patently 

absurd assumption that historically entrenched and sustained structural inequality will, through the practice 

of ’free trade’, eventually lead to structured equality and mutual benefit. As a result, the practical implemen- 

tation of FTAs necessarily demands that the poorer, developing nations must simply adjust to such realities 

and trust the magical workings of ’free trade’ and its market-driven mechanisms. As will become both con- 

ceptually and empirically clear in the ensuing critique of the SADC FTA, the very idea and practice of ’free 

trade’ regimes under the existing conditions of global and regional capitalist ownership, production and dis- 

tribution entrenches economic inequality, catalyses the social marginalisation of the majority of people and 

undermines the possibilities of collective human solidarity and societal transformation. 

CONTEXT AND NTRATEGY 

The dominant history of Southern Africa is one of conquest and division, initially by Western colonial powers 

and!or racial minorities and then subsequently by the combined impacts of militarism and economic neo- 

colonialism. Taken together, the reality is that since the 15a~ century, Southern Africa’s developmental para- 

digm has been defined by its enforced place in the international economic (capitalist) division of labour - to 

produce and export raw materials/primary commodities in line with its perceived comparative advantages. 

On the other side of the coin, ’value adding by way of processing, manufacturing, packaging, branding etc. has 

been the preserve of developed, industrialised countries’. Simply put, Southern Africa by-and-large, ’produces 

what it does not consume and consumes what it does not produce, a 

More specifically though, over the last few decades the global spread and dominance of neoliberalism has 
even further entrenched this systemic arrangement, predominately through the institutional vehicles of the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank and the World Trade Organisation (WTO).9 As a core 
plank of that neoliberal agenda, ’free trade’ (or, interchangeably, ’trade liberalisation’) has taken centre stage 
with the main message being that if developing nations fail to ’integrate’ into the global economy the result 
will be perpetual political, social and economic marginalisation and stagnation. 

7 Pierre Bourdieu (1998), ’Utopia of endless exploitation: The essence of neoliberalism’, Le Monde Diplomatique (December) 

trmislated by Jeremy J. Shapiro. 

~ Ong’wen (2004), "The Political Economy of Regional trade Agreements in Africa’, ])ar±~bazuka (5 June, Issue 155) !.~.{~.~?.~,.".,.:. 

9 The IMF and World Bank’s bi lateral ’Structural Adjustment Programmes’ in which lom~s are provided in return for enforced 

’adjustments’ in the recipient country’s political, social and economic policies and structures, have been the dominant meaa~s by 
which the neoliberal, ’free trade’ agenda has been pushed through in Southern Africa and indeed, across the globe. 
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For the developed/industrialised nations who have a wide range of FTAs and Economic Partnership Agree- 

ments (EPAs) of their own - including with SADC nations - the benefits of such ’integration’ are clear: econo- 

mies of scale; raw material reservoirs; captive markets; and, easier entry points for bi and multilateral trade 

agreements. For developing nations in places like Southern Africa - all of whose governments have by now ac- 

cepted and indeed embraced the main tenets of neoliberalism - the benefits derive more from associative ex- 

pectations: more efficient and productive use of national and regional capital, labour and natural resources; 

development of markets for indigenous production; reduced costs of regional economic transactions; and, bet- 

ter conditions and environments to enhance competitiveness on a more global scale.*° It is in this context that 

the SADC, which presently comprises 14 member nation states (Angola, Botswana, the DRC, Lesotho, Malawi, 

Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe~) has 

entered into the ’lYee trade’ dragon’s den. 

Collectively, SADC member states have a population of almost 250 million people and a combined Gross Do- 

mestic Product (GDP) of some US$432 billion, 65 percent of which comes from South Africa alone.12 In 2000, 

the SADC initiated its Trade Protocol as well as a Regional Indicative Strategic Dcvelopment Plan (RISDP) 

which set out a linear regional ’integration’ agenda: a FTA in 2008; a Customs Union in 2010; a Common Mar- 

ket in 2015; a Monetary Union in 2016; and, an Economic Union in 2018. Presently, the only component of this 

agenda that has been implemented is the FTA (signed in August 2008). 

For the SADC the key strategic objectives of its FTA are directly in line with the ideologically framed super 

strategy of ’free trade’ inspired ’integration’. Namely: further liberalisation of ’intra-regional trade in goods and 

services’ (with the counter-intuitive caveat that this must be pursued on the ’basis of fair, mutually equitable 

and beneficial trade arrangements’); ’efficient production within SADC reflecting the current and dFnamic 

comparative advantage of its members’; catalysing a ’climate for domestic, cross-border and foreign invest- 

ment’; and, enhancing ’economic development, diversification and industrialisation of the region’. In order to 

practically realise these strategic objectives, the FTA has adopted the predictable ’tactics’ of the elimination of 

tariffs, import and export duties alongside quantitative restrictions and non-tariff barriers." ~ 

THE REALITY AND RECORD 

If anyone was paying attention during the 2008 official launch of the SADC FTA, they would have heard none 

other than then South African President, Thabo Mbeki, lamenting the fact that after eight years since the adop- 

tion of the SADC Trade Protocol (in 2000), ’there has been no significant increase in intra-SADC trade ... the 

central policy issue that we must confront is that the countries in the SADC region have not been able to take 

advantage of an increasingly open trading environment’. Not surprisingly, Mbeki then proceeded to place the 

main blame for this failure of ’integration’ on the region’s ’undeveloped production structures and supply ca- 

pacity constraints’ while also pointing a finger at the conflicting ’trade regimes’ resulting from the myriad EPAs 

of SADC member nations with the European Union (EU). *’~ 

What Mbeki should have said though, was that the SADC made a fundamental mistake in adopting a strategy 

of embracing the headlong rush to implement a regional ’free trade’ regime. Such honesty would have repre- 

sented a long-overdue acknowledgement of the fact that as long as SADC member nations are unwilling to pri- 

oritise the basic developmental needs of their own citizens there can be no meaningful progress to a regional 

’integration’ that benefits the vast majority of people in Southern Africa. As it was, and still is, all SADC mem- 

ber nations (with the partial exceptions of South Africa and Botswana) remain in various stages of severe socie- 

f 
~00ng’wen (2004). 

;~ The fifteenth member nation Madagascar is presently suspended following a cout) d~tat 
~., SADC Trade m~d Development Integration (2010), DrY} text prepared for the SADC ParlimnentaD" Forum/One World Action, 

unpublished; European Centre for Development Policy Management (ECDPM) Discussion Paper, No. 95 (May). 
~ SADC FTA information 
~* Thabo MbeM (2008), Speech at the launch of the SADC Free Trade Area (17 August) 
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tal under-development, largely due to their continued and mostly similar mono-economic (natural resource) 

foundations,~5 huge socio-economic inequalities, incredibly high levels of poverty and general lack of popular 

democratic control and participation.~ Given such a reality, the adoption of a FTA undergirded as it is by the 

completely contradictory foundations of a neoliberal development paradigm and assumptions of mutually 

equitable, beneficial and fair trade, simply deepens and expands already existing macro-economic deficiencies 

and disparities. 

Similar to the global picture, SADC member nations exhibit huge disparities in levels of economic develop- 

ment. On one end of the scale is South Africa which dominates the region with its massive share of cumula- 

tive GDP, relatively strong manufacturing base and fairly diversified (but highly monopolised) economic sec- 

tors such as heaw?T industry, mining, agriculture, telecommunications, retail and services,l" Add to this South 

Africa’s shrinking but comparatively widespread human resource/skills base, dominance of regional transport 

and energy infrastructure and servicing, various and largely one-sided bi-lateral FTAs with most all SADC 

member nations~s as well as its historic penetration of, and hegemonic position within, regional economic 

trade and it is not difficult to see that South Africa represents the equivalent of an ’imperial’ power within 

Southern Africa that will continue to reap the lion’s share of benefits from a regional ’free trade’ regime. 

On the other end of the scale are nations such as Malawi, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Lesotho with a com- 

bined GDP representing less than four percent of the SADC total~9 and economies that are hostages to one or 

Wvo economic sectors (mainly agriculture and raw natural resource extraction). Further, these and many 

other SADC member nations rely a great deal on formal tariffs, excise duties and other non-tariff means to 

generate a sizeable portion of their domestic revenue, in some cases up to 70 percent.2° In the case of Namibia, 

it is estimated that adherence to the tariff reduction schedules of the SADC FTA will reduce its revenue by up 

to 50 percent by 2016.:* Indeed, as Malawian President Bingu wa Mutharika noted just before the official 

launch of the SADC FTA, without ’some restrictions ... the free trade area means that our markets will be 

flooded by products manufactured from other countries in the region ,.22 Taking into account the almost com- 

plete lack of a manufacturing base (in Zimbabwe’s case, a base that has been virtually destroyed due to politi- 

~q. Reinhart (2000) provides a good analysis of the ’double trap of resource based nations’ (namely, that ’the more suchana ~ 

tion produces a specific resource based product the poorer it gets and the environment suffers’). See his work ’Globalisation in the 
Peripher~~ as Morgenthau Plan; The Underdevelopment of Mongolia. Why Globalisation is one Nations Food m~d the Other Nation’s 
Poison’, in Lha~-a Sakhia, Mon~olia~ l)evclop~e~t ,5?rat%%" Capad~Bui[~ Ulaanbaatar, Mongolian Development Research 
Centre. 
~" See Larry Swatuk (2009). ’NeoliberNism, globN~sm ~d the poverty trap in Southern Africa’ in, Rett~iz~g 
5))utt~er~ A~ica, Michelle Pressend & Timothy Oth~eno (Eds.), lohannesburg: Institute for Global Dialo~e. 

~ See the various bre~down of economic sectors provided by the South Afric~ Department of Trade & Industry at 

~lames Marin~a (2009), ’Trade Policy and Trade Flow AnalFis: SADC Re0onN integration: What role has bilaterN trade agree 
ments played in promoting intra reoonal trade?’, Position paper for Trade ~d IndustriN Policy Strategies (TIPS). 
~9 SADC Trade ~d Development IntegrNion (2010) 
~0 SADC Secretariat 

~ See Riaz Tayob (2004), ’Violently intent on keeping us in pover~’: InternationN Trade Policy’, P~bazu}a (14 October, Issue 178) 

~ Frank lomo Blan~re (2008), ’SADC Free Trade Area would not benefit smN1 economies’ (18 Au~st) 
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cal malfeasance23), extremely poor transport and communications infrastructure, political authoritarianism and 

crisis levels of general human resources/skills it is just as equally not difficult to see that the people of these na- 

tions will continue to be ’eaten alive’ by the exigencies of the proverbial ’free trade’ SADC predator. 

The harsh but undeniable reality is that during eight years of a preparatory ’free trade’ regime (through the 
SADC trade Protocol) and now over two full years of a formal FTA, the socio-economic situation of the vast 
majority of people within SADC member nations has either stagnated or worsened. This should come as no 
surprise though precisely because the practical impacts of ’free trade’ ideology, in the form of FTAs, entrenches 
a Darwinian equation and outcome; that is, only the ’strong’ will prosper - and under neoliberalism the ’strong’ 
are those with the capital and power. Confirmation of this can be readily seen across various sectors. 

As one example; even though agriculture is the largest component of economic activity" - in terms of trade, reve- 
nue generation and livelihoods - for many SADC member nations, most all recorded deficits of grain/cereal 
production in 2010.-’4 While certain environmental and political policy factors can partially explain this, there is 
little doubt that the resulting and ongoing crisis of food security across the region could have largely been 
avoided if those few- SADC members with sizeable grain/cereal surpluses had provided supplies. But, since the 
FTA is fundamentally profit-driven, there was no room for human solidarity, barter arrangements or a coop- 
erative approach to trade. Further though, the implementation of the FTA has done little if anything to address 
the region-wide infrastructural and distributional crisis when it comes to agriculture. In most SADC countries 
(and even those few that recorded a grain/cereal surplus in 2010), the extremely poor state of governmental 
agricultural support/input for small-scale rural farmers as well as complementary physical infrastructure such 
as transport and communications continues to ensure not only that a majority of SADC citizens remain impov- 
erished but that agricultural trade and subsequent benefits accrue predominately to the regional trade hegem- 
ony - South Africa - alongside developing nations to whom SADC nations (through EPAs) export most of 
their prime agricultural produce. 

A study by Alliance for Justice and Peace in Southern Africa (2010) shows how" the SADC FTA is failing small- 

holder farmers in Malawi, Mozambique and Lesotho to improve their agricultural growth and development 

and livelihoods situations. The study attributes this - amongst other things - to the lack of low cost and envi- 

ronmentally sensitive agricultural practices, new" productive technological elements to support the sector at the 

national level and under utilisation of water and land, resulting in low crop and market gardening intensity. In 

other words, the SADC FTA consciously undermines any meaningful investment in the agricultural sector that 

would benefit the majority of l;armers and rural dwellers who remain outside of the corporate!profit and export 

-driven FTA nexus. 

Another shining example of how the FTA is only deepening the historic and ongoing economic and thus social 

peripheralisation of those nations that are at the productive margins of regional and global trade is in the realm 

of manufacturing. The FTA assumes, like all neoliberal trading regimes, that the further liberalisation of na- 

tional markets and trade will automatically spur domestic manufacturing expansion and diversification in order 

to take advantage of the supposed ’opportunities’ afforded by enhanced prospects for downstream economic 

actMty, ttowever, just as is the case at the global level, when it comes to the SADC, it is only those few nations 

with already maturely developed manufacturing sectors that accrue the greatest benefit. And so it is not surpris- 

ing that in the SADC, the FTA - combined with its various bilateral trade agreements in the region - has al- 

lowed South Africa to further maximise its highly developed manufacturing base to further penetrate and 

dominate regional (national) markets and thus trading opportunities. 

South Africa’s diversified manufactured goods and services account for the vast majority of total formal mer- 

chandise exports (and complementary imports) in the SADC region.:5 Similar to what has happened since the 

P. Nyakazeya (2009), ’Manufacturing sector needs major rebuilding analysts’, ~i*±~bab~e h~@e~de*~t(Au~ust 7 13) 
"~SADC Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources Directorate; and SADC Food Security Early Warning System, August 2010. 

~ Maringwa (2009) 



implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the subsidised and beneficiated 

manufactured goods/services of the ’strong’ member nations have simply flooded the national markets of the 

weaker members. The result has been an effective crippling of weaker nations already limited domestic manu- 

facturing base and thus the ever-increased reliance on the production of primary/raw commodities. What 

potential there might cxist for the devdopment of infant industries in such nations is simply overwhelmed by 

the sheer scale and reach of such ’free trade’ inspired penetration. 

This is exactly what has happened in the SADC as the FTA privileges those with existing and strong manufac- 

turing bases and indeed, further facilitates a process of de-industrialisation and thus a more embedded un- 

even development across the region. Complementarily, such a developmental trajectory has everywhere led to 

an increased loss of employment opportunities which, of course, always hit poorer nations and their still 

largely semi and unskilled labour force the hardest. We only have to look as far as the relative contributions of 

SADC member nations to intra-regional (as well as global) trade when it comes to manufactured versus pri- 

mary and cash-crop goods to provide confirmation, with almost all members ’contributions’ being dominated 

by the latter.26 

Even if more specific sector examples provide ample evidence to reveal the true reality and record of the ’free 

trade’ regime of the SADC, then the overall data on SADC trade flows seals the case. During the initial multi- 

year ’free trade’ phase-in period occasioned by the adoption of the SADC Trade Protocol in 2000, the volume 

of SADC exports increased by more than 100 percent but virtually all of this increase was associated with ex- 

ports to the European Union, Eastern Asia and the North American Free Trade Area. Over the same period, 

intra-regional SADC trade actually fell to below 10 percent of total exports.27 Put another way, the introduc- 

tion of the general vision and multi-layered practical strategies for expanding and institutionalising ’free 

trade’ in the SADC actually diminished the volume of exports on an intra-regional basis and lhrther en- 

trenched the historic position of most all SADC member nations as exporters of primary commodities to the 

developed world. Additionally, more recent data that takes into consideration the implementation of the for- 

mal FTA shows that the entirety of intra-regional trade in 2010 still accounts for just above 22 percent of the 

SADC’s total trade flows)s 

Given these realities and the fact that the SADC FTA is built on the foundation of a linked and linear 

’integration’ schema (with designated milestones for the next decade to complete the project) it is thus ex- 

ceedingly spurious to argue, as its proponents do, that the FTA will catalyse positive economic ’competition’ 

and act as vehicles for equitable and diversified development. Simply put, the rhetoric of ’regional integration’ 

is exposed for the cruel chimera it is and always will be as long as trade remains under the spell of an elite-led, 

hyper-commoditised neoliberalism. 

MEANS AND ENDS 

The entire conceptual edifice of the SADC FTA is based on the notion of regional ’integration’ for mutual 

economic and social benefit, both locally and globally. As aptly captured by former South Afl’ican President 

Thabo Mbeki: ’regional economic cooperation and integration offer us the opportunity to pool our limited 

resources and build an economic base to address the challenges of economic growth and development ... [it] 

~al AS an exmnple; in Tm~zania, Malawi and Mozambique primary products account for approximately 31, 29 and 24 percent of the 

ue of total output, respectively. In contrast, primary products account for only 4 percent of the value of output in South Africa. 

I~ Maringwa (2009) 

I ~:~PANA (2010), ’SADC’s Free Trade Area slow to pick up’ (8 ]anuary) 
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can create the basis for regional markets and industries to overcome the limits of small national markets, to 

achieve economies of scale, and enhance competitiveness as a platform to participate more effectively in the 

world economy’.> 

And yet, the desired end of this edifice - a multi-faceted economic and social ’integration’ and development - 

relies wholly on an extremely simplistic, mono-casual and limited set of means (i.e. the elimination of tariffs, 

import and export duties as well as quantitative restrictions and non-tariff barriers). The linear ’line of march’ 

adopted by the SADC, with the FTA representing the cornerstone upon which successive ’integration’ levels are 

to be built, thus rests on the incredible assumption that it will only take the effective implementation of these 

means to achieve the stated ends (goals). However, it is already clear from empirical evidence gathered so far 

that things are not so simple. The examples are numerous. 

Tariff and duties reductions demanded by the FTA in the context of already narrow- national tax/revenue gener- 

ating bases fundamentally undermine the ability of poorer member states to generate needed capital for social 

and infrastructural development as well as the delivery of basic services. As a result, the potential diversification 

of their productive and distributional economic base is fundamentally compromised and the envelope for over- 

reliance on already excessive and policy-intrusive ’development aid’ from abroad is pushed to extremes.3° Con- 

versely, if SADC member nations - as recorded data so far confirms in many cases3~ - do not fully embrace the 

demanded reductions then they are, and will continue to be, roundly accused of ’lacking in political will’ and 

undermining the drive for Southern Africa to become ’competitive’): 

Similarly, the removal of what are called ’non-trade barriers’~ - which in reality are practical reflections of se- 

vere human and infrastructural underdevelopment - can only further contribute to unequal and uneven devel- 

opment precisely because there is nothing offered by the ’free trade’ regime that assists in developing the neces- 

sary, public physical and human capital to render such ’non-trade barriers’ redundant. Further, in both cases, 

there is a complete de-linking of the means employed and the well demonstrated, negative environmental, la- 

bour and health-related ends occasioned by such laissez-faire ’free trade’ in which economic decisions and pol- 

icy become divorced from domestic developmental need?~ The bottom line is that without investment in, and 

development of, the basic human and physical resources and infrastructure that are necessary for laying down 

the foundation for societal progress, alongside consideration of the environmental consequences of develop- 

ment choices, the developmental status quo will remain embedded in both regional and international neoliberal 

political economies. 

Besides these economic and social issues though, there is also the question of the state and levels of political 

development within and amongst SADC member states, something which is completely left out of the regional 

’integration’ means-ends equation. The fact is that the institutionalised national politics of member states are, 

~l~ (2008) 
~ ~0 See R. Kamidza (2008), ’Can SADC EU Trade Negotiations Unblock Development and RegionN Integration?’, In L. Brito, C. 

Caste] Branco, S. Chichava and A. Francisco (Eds), Souther~ Africa a~d ChaIle~es for ~14ozambiq~e, Instituto de Estudos Sociais e 
Economics (IESE) lit~p:i.i~vww.~e~ea< mz 
~ TRALAC data base (2009). 
*~ Even those Southern African Customs Union (SACU) nations like Swaziland who have been able to largely avoid some of the 
negative impacts of rapid tariff reduction demands by relying on designated shares of SACU customs revenue, the more recent 
cumulative efl?cts of reduced intra regional trade combined with the global economic financial crisis have had catastrophic conse 

quences. In 2010 Swaziland’s SACU related revenue declined by 70 percent. [See United Nations Integrated Regional Information 
Sen’ices (2010), ’Swaziland: Facing up to a financial crisis’ (12 January)] 
~3 These include things like customs procedures, import/export procedures and rules, traa~sport infras tructure and conununication 

lines/networks. 
3~ Frank There are innumerable examples of this across the sub continent, including Mozambique’s devastated cashew but industry 

and the utter destruction of the local fishing industry and aquatic environment around Lake Tanzania. Moreover, the huge losses in 
employrnent opportunities coupled to the mass migration of Southern African labourers over the last decade to South Africa, gives 

firm indication of the negative impacts on the domestic labour markets of SADC member states of the ’tree’ trade’ regime. 
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the respective populations, without the conscious development of the educational means to engender neces- 

sary human skills and capacity and without the active involvement and participation of citizens in key devel- 

opmental decision-making processes, there can be no meaningful and active democracy. When trade is effec- 

tively divorced from political democracy, as is practically the case with the SADC FTA, then it can never be 

either equitable or sustainable. 

ALTERNATIVES 

Potential alternatives to the existent SADC FTA cannot be found by simply reforming what is already in 

place. If this brief has made anything crystal clear it is that the FTA as it has been formulated and imple- 

mented is wholly incapable of fostering genuine people-oriented trade and development and in the process 

benefit the vast majority of the people of Southern Africa who remain completely marginal to the neoliberal 

conceptual and practical exigencies of the SADC FTA. First and foremost then, the people of Southern Africa 

must engage in a political, social and economic struggle that rejects neoliberalism as the basis for national and 

regional development. In specific relation to trade, such a struggle should relentlessly attack and expose both 

the theoretical arguments and practical impacts of ’free trade’ regimes. 

In order to effectively wage such a struggle there are several foundational principles (an alternative strategic 

vision) that should be embraced. These principles cannot be merely ’idealistic’ or exist in a practical vacuum 

but rather be informed by already existing, complementary struggles to lhndamentally alter structures and 

relations of capital and power in favour of ordinary people (such as those that have been adopted by the Boli- 

varian Alliance for the Americas - ALBA~5). These would include: 

[] The lives of all human beings are equal and interdependent; 

The meeting of the basic social and economic needs of people in an environmentally sustain- 

able manner is a prerequisite for any equitable and lasting societal development; 

Participatory democracy and access to information is fundamental to any legitimate develop- 

ment; 

Societal development is a cooperative endeavour based on improving people’s lives, not making 
profits; 

~~ See See Shawn Itattingh (2008), ’Creating a regional alternative to neoliberalism?’,MontIdyReview(7 February) 

~qr~:~x~gr~!;!Src~,~icw:,’;~g’2(~o?,;~a~)~g~{320~:t~n~. Also see Southern African Peoples Solidarity Network (2000), ’Making 
outhern African Development Cooperation arid Integration a People Centred arid People Driven Regional Challenge to Globalisa 

lion’, Declaration to the Govermnental Surmnit of the Southern African Development Community, Windhoek, Namibia (1 7 Au 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Flowing from these principles, the active struggle for an alternative content and character to regional trade 

should be constitutive of the following practical objectives/actions: 

To develop and expand the provision of public goods and services that are integrated and com- 

plementary across national borders; 

To provide regionally connected and reinforcing free education and healthcare as the bases for 

the development of human resource skills and capacity relevant to the lives and needs of the ma- 

jority of people in Southern Africa; 

To cooperatively integrate the energy sectors, on an environmentally sustainable basis, of all 

SADC member nations in order to meet peoples productive needs; 

To prioritise redistributive changes in patterns of land ownership and use that can ensure inte- 

grated national and regional food security and the systematic development/support of small-scale 

farmers; 

To develop basic industries that cut across the urban-rural divide and that are linked to accompa- 

nying social/educational development programmes as a means to integrate the ’informal econ- 

omy’ and catalyse community, national and regional economic self-sufficiency and independ- 

ence; 

To create and expand publicly-run and regionally integrated forms of media and information 

gathering/dissemination; 

To promote and actively involve all worker, student, community and social movements/organi- 

sations in nationally and regionally constituted collectives for direct involvement in decision- 

making and administration; 

To prioritise the strategic mobilisation of inwardly-oriented and more varied and committed 

internal resources - at both national and regional levels - particularly public, parastatal, coopera- 

tive and community resources; 

To collectively and cooperatively negotiate varying levels of strategic regulation and productive 

direction over the movement of capital, with specific attention to private capital; 

To collectively and cooperatively negotiate common labour standards and agreements for the free 

movement of people throughout th e region; 

To collectively and cooperatively negotiate an integrated programme of protective tariffs and 

import controls that support mutually beneficial infant industries and protect the most ~qalner- 

able sectors of employment generation; 

To reorient national and regional production and distribution of good and services for internal 

use and benefit 

At the heart of a struggle for an alternative regionalism must be free people, something which a neoliberal po- 

litical economy which informs and frames the SADC FTA simply cannot accept. It is thus imperative that the 

struggle for an alternative vision and action in specific relation to regional trade is grounded in an ai~riorirec- 

ognition that the economic, social and political freedom of people is umbilically linked to the conceptual rejec- 

tion of and practical resistance to, neoliberalism. The possibilities of realising a practical alternative will be de- 

termined by the extent to which that freedom is wrought. 
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Is Manuel the man to manage the IMF? 

By Patrick Bond 

The world’s most predatory financial institution had until last Thursday a managing 
director nicknamed "The Seducer," who talked left, evoking John Maynard Keynes, and 

walked right, imposing austerity on the Third World, including now Ireland, Greece and 
Portugal. 

Useful though that was to world financial elites, Dominique Strauss-Kahn’s notorious 
misogyny allowed the powers behind the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to ditch him 

with little hesitation once rape charges by a vulnerable hotel cleaner last Saturday began to 

stick. Raising the prospect of a consensual-sex defense worthy of Jacob Zuma, superstar 
lawyer Benjamin Brafman stupidly remarked, "The forensic evidence, we believe, are not 

consistent with forcible encounter." 

South Africa’s Trevor Manuel is apparently being seriously considered as Strauss-Kahn’s 

replacement, in competition with conservative French finance minister Christine Lagarde, 
British political failure Gordon Brown and other emerging-markets personalities. (A 

"Europeans Only" sign always graced the IMF director’s door, but surely that can change?) 

As BBC’s Richard Quest remarked in a ringing endorsement on Tuesday, Manuel is the only 

Third World candidate with the gravitas to confront the world’s leading finance ministers. 
He chaired the IMF Board of Governors in 2000, as well as its Development Committee 

from 2001-05. He was a member of Tony Blair’s 2004-05 Commission for Africa, and 

chaired the 2007 G-20 summit. 

Manuel was appointed UN Special Envoy for Development Finance in 2008, headed a 2009 
IMF committee that successfully advocated a $750 billion capital increase, and last year 

served the UN’s High Level Advisory Group on Climate Change Finance. Even in absentia, 

Manuel was last month made co-chair of the UN’s huge Green Climate Fund. He argued that 
up to half its $100 billion anticipated annual turnover be sourced from controversial 

emissions trading, i.e. "the privatization of the air". 

No one from the Third World has such experience, nor has anyone in these circuits such a 

formidable anti-colonial political pedigree, including several detentions as one of Cape 

Town’s most important anti-apartheid activists. Yet despite occasional rhetorical attacks on 
"Washington Consensus" economic policies, Manuel has been excruciatingly loyal to the 

IMF cause. 

Even before taking power in 1994, he was considered a World Economic Forum "Global 
Leader for Tomorrow", and in 1997 and 2007 Euromoney magazine named him African 
Finance Minister of the Year. No wonder, as in late 1993 he persuaded Nelson Mandela to 
repay apartheid-era commercial bank debt against all logic, then negotiated an $850 
million IMF loan that straightjacketed Mandela’s presidency. 



As trade minister from 1994-96, Manuel liberalized imports, demolishing the clothing, 
textile, footwear, appliance and electronics sectors, as he drove tariffs below what even the 
World Trade Organisation demanded. After becoming finance minister in 1996, Manuel 
imposed the "non-negotiable" Growth, Employment and Redistribution policy (co-authored 
by World Bank staff), which by the time of its 2001 demise had not achieved a single target 
aside from inflation. 

Manuel also removed exchange controls, cut the primary corporate tax rate from 48 
percent in 1994 to 30 percent five years later, and allowed the country’s biggest 

corporations to move their financial headquarters to London, thus ballooning SA’s current 
account deficit. That in turn required such vast financing inflows that SA’s foreign debt 
soared from the $25 billion inherited from apartheid to $80 billion fifteen years later. 

At that stage, with the world economy teetering, The Economist magazine named SA the 

most risky of 17 emerging markets, and the government released data conceding that the 
country was much more economically divided than in 1994, overtaking Brazil as the 
world’s most unequal major country. 

"We are not in recession," Manuel quickly declared in February 2009. "Although it 

sometimes feels in people’s minds that the economy is in recession, as of now we are 

looking at positive growth." In reality, at that very moment the economy was shrinking by a 
stunning 6.4 percent (annualized), and indeed had been in recession for several months 
prior. 

More than 1.2 million jobs were lost in the subsequent year. But in October 2008, just as 

Strauss-Kahn told the world to try quick-fix state deficit spending, Manuel sent the 
opposite message to his impoverished constituents: "We need to disabuse people of the 

notion that we will have a mighty powerful developmental state capable of planning and 

creating all manner of employment." 

This echoed a 2001 statement to the Sunday Independent: "I want someone to tell me how 
the government is going to create jobs. It’s a terrible admission, but governments around 

the world are impotent when it comes to creating jobs." 

Governments under the neoliberal thumb are also impotent when it comes to service 

delivery, and thanks partly to his fiscal squeeze, municipal state failure resulted in more 

protests per capita against local government in Manuel’s latter years as finance minister 
than nearly anywhere in the world. 

Still, remarked Manuel in his miserly 2004 budget speech, "The privilege we have in a 

democratic South Africa is that the poor are unbelievably tolerant." In 2008, when Patricia 

DeLille begged that food vouchers be made available, Manuel replied that there was no way 
to ensure "vouchers will be distributed and used for food only, and not to buy alcohol or 

other things." He also opposed a Basic Income Grant. 



Disgust for poor people extended to AIDS medicines, which in December 2001 aligned 
Manuel with AIDS-denialist president Thabo Mbeki in refusing access: "The little I know 
about anti-retrovirals is that unless you maintain a very strict regime ... they can pump you 
full of anti-retrovirals, sadly, all that you’re going to do, because you are erratic, is to develop 
a series of drug-resistant diseases inside your body." 

Instead of delivering sufficient medicines and money to the health system, schools and 
municipalities, Manuel promoted privatization, even at the 2002 Monterrey global finance 
summit: "Public-private partnerships are important win-win tools for governments and the 
private sector, as they provide an innovative way of delivering public services in a cost- 
effective manner." 

In spite of neoliberal ideology’s disgrace, Zuma retained Manuel and his policies when 
choosing a cabinet in 2009, though rather ironically sidelined him to a new "planning" 
ministry without staff. Five months later, Congress of SA Trade Unions president Sdumo 
Dlamini called Manuel the "shop steward of business" because of his "outrageous" plea to 
the World Economic Forum’s Cape Town summit that capital fight harder against labour. 
The National Union of Mineworkers termed Manuel’s challenge "bile, totally irresponsible." 

Manuel also disappointed feminists for his persistent failure to keep budgeting promises. 

Former ruling-party politician Pregs Govender helped introduce gender-budgeting in 1994 
but within a decade complained that Manuel reduced it to a "public relations exercise". 

Former ANC member of parliament Andrew Feinstein records that the finance minister 
knew of arms-deal bribes solicited by the late defense minister Joe Modise. Feinstein 
testified (without challenge) that in late 2000, Manuel surreptitiously advised him over 
lunch, "It’s possible there was some shit in the deal. But if there was, no one will ever 
uncover it. They’re not that stupid, lust let it lie." 

Nevertheless, the myth of Manuel’s financial wizardry and integrity continues, in part 
thanks to a 600-page puff-piece biography, Choice not Fate (Penguin, 2008) by former 
spokesperson Pippa Green, a book subsidized by BHP Billiton, Anglo American, Total oil 
and Rand Merchant Bank. 

After all, recent politico-moral and economic scandals by World Bank presidents Robert 

Zoellick and Paul Wolfowitz (whom in 2005 Manuel welcomed to the job as "a wonderful 

individual.., perfectly capable") confirm that global elites are already scraping the bottom 
of the financial leadership barrel. 

Yet a candidacy to replace Strauss-Kahn may get Manuel a strong endorsement from local 
eco-social justice advocates weary of fighting him, and losing. Kick him upstairs, please? 

(Patrick Bond is with the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society: 

http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za ) 
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1. introduction 

.lust as unconstructive as Washington-centric Middle Eastern politics, two April 201.1. 
reports on Palestine economics by the Washington-based multilateral banks - the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and WorId Bank - reflect an overarching failure to 
grapple with Israel’s malevolent power, and rely upon an incorrect assumption that 
political freedom and free markets are tightly aligned. The IMF and Bank studies downplay 
the region’s fundamental problem, namely Israeli Occupation of both Palestinian territories 
(as well as economic oppression of Israeli Palestinians). In the t-s.vo Bret-t:on Woods 
Institution reports, only Israeli ’restrictions’, ’barriers’ and the Gaza ’blockade’ are 
remarked upon, not the underdeveloping nature of the set-t:le>colonial economy, ongoing 
land invasions ff)r illegal settlements, systemic violence, nor the Israeli regime’s propensi~ 
to sabotage any visible Palestinian progress. (Only at one point; in passing, does the IMF 
raise the matter of the inabili~ of Palestinians to invest in "Area C", the largest share of 
West Bank land.) In turn this leaves the IMF and Bank to apply old-fashioned ~Washington 
Consensus’ (’neoIiberal’) dogma to the West Bank and Gaza, attacking the living standards 
of poor Palestinians while promoting the same destructive free-market policies that also 
caused severe strife across the Middle East in recent months. 

On 28 May in France, yet another World Bank and IMF attack on the economic integrity of 
the Middle East is anticipated, at G8 meetings at which US President Barack Obama 
anticipates uniting his May 19 Middle East policy speech with more concrete economic 
offers, it is vital to understand the ways the Bretton Woods Institutions have already 
locked Palestine into neoliberal development strategies, such as adoption of export-led 
growth, means-testing for social policy, electrici~ privatization and prepayment metering, 
pension ’reform’ and civil service shrinkage, And it: is vital to trace the ways these kinds of 
policies heightened tensions in three of the most important Arab Spring countries over the 
past year, something this report can merely hint at based on other IMF documentation that 
will be discussed in a longer statement in coming days. 

The following pages first identify the main lines of argument within the two recent 
documents about Palestine. We start with the Bretton Woods Institutions’ analytical scope 
and then consider the merits of the export-led economic growth strategy, neoliberal social 
policy advice, and pressure to shrink the civil service° 

This report is part of a week of consultation in (3aza and the West gank (16-22 May 2011) while based at 
T~DA-Gaza. The author also thanks the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation in Ramallah for covering expenses. 
Patrick Bond is director of ~he tlniversi~, of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society (on sabbatical at 
University of Caiif’ornia-BerkeIey Department o["Geography). 



World Bank and IMF limited analytical scope 

The World Bank’s most recent report to the major Western donors, ~Building the 
Palestinian Stat:e: Sustaining Growth, Institutions, and Service Delivery’,~ begins with a 
familiar argument: "If the Palestinian Authority (PA) maintains its performance in 
institution-building and delivery of public services, it: is well-positioned for the 
establishment of a state at any point in the near future." 

A cuban&paste version of this line was simultaneously presented h~ the IMF’s ’Macroeconomic 
and F~scal Framework for the West Bank and Gaza’:~ - "INF staff ~onsiders that the PA is 
now able to conduct the sound economic policies expected of a future well- 
functioning Palestinian state, given its sol~d track record ~n reforms and institution- 
building in the public finance and financial areas" (.original emphasis) - but with the added 
(at~d very unusual) flattery of praising a Washit~gton fitmt~cial burem~crat who serves as the PA 
Prime Minister: 

IMF staff considers that the PA is now able to conduct the sound economic 
policies expected of a future well-functioning Palestinian state, given its solid 
track record in reforms and institution-building in the public finance and 
financial areas,,, Following steady institutional reforms since 2007, the 
Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA) is now in a position to carry out the 
functions of a central bank... The West Bank’s strong performance since 200;3 has 
been enabled by PM Fayyad government’s sotmd economic management and 
reforms supported by donor aid, as well as some easing of Israeli ~nternal barriers. 
Nevertheless, the Wes~ Bank’s growth, which is estimated ak 8 percent in 2010, is 
also bound to wane, especially with the l:Ws continued fiscal retrenchment and 
declining aid, wikhou~ a strong s~imulus from a further easing of Israeli restrictions. 
(originaI emphasis) 

There is, here, no acknowledgement whatsoever of the recent reconciliation of Fatah and 

}-lamas, the proposed ~technocratic government’ anticipated to commence in Iune, or the 
proposed September announcement of statehood for Palestine currently consisting of the 

West Bank and Gaza (WB&G). Instead, the narrative seems to be the dangling of statehood 
endorsement from multilateral institutions (even though the United States and Israeli 

governments are expected to sabotage such an effort), based on continuing with several 

tendencies in existing PA pract-ices, which the Bank repeatedly encourages in its report. 

Gaza’s recent governance, Palestinian refugees demanding right of return to Israel, and the 
struggle of I alestinian lsraelis, all go unmentioned even though the numbers of people 
involved are a majoriEv of the Palestinian people. 

~ World Bank (201.11), ’Building the Pales tin inn State: Sustai ning Growth, Institutions, and Service Delivery’, 
Economic Monitoring Report to the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee, Brt~ssels and Washington, 13 April, 
~ ~nternational Monetary Ftmd [2011), ’Macroeconomic and Fiscal Framework for the West Bank and Gaza’, 
Report to the Ad Hoc Liaison Committee, Brussels and Washington, 13 April, 



So on the one band, the Bank’s grand ambition of helping ’build’ a Palestinian state will lack 
some crucial foundations. On the other hand, the Bank immediately acknowledges one of 
the most obvious problems with the high (9 percent) Gross Domestic Product (GDP) rate 
recorded in 2010, which more generally casts doubt on Palestine’s organic economic 
activity: 

Growth does not, however, appear sustainable. It reflects recovery from the 
very low base reached during the second intifada and is still mainly confined 
to the non-tradable sector and primarily donor-driven... The economic growth 
observed in WB&G is arguably donor-driven, and sustainable growth remains 
hampered by Israeli restrictions on access to land, water, a range of raw 
materials, and export markets, to name a few. (original emphas~s) 

As discussed in the Conclusion, Section 3, the Bank misses an opportunity to explore the 
unsustainable economic setting in envh:’onmentaI terms. The idea of sustainability appears 
limited to whether Palestine is as profoundly aid-dependent as it is now, bat to its credit 
the Bank concedes that: the high GDP growth is a function of donor support. In other words, 
removal of donor inflows that are at least 20 percent of C;DP (perhaps far higher) woald 
have a devastating impact on GDP, and hence it is impossible to iudge whether there is any 
genaine organic growth occurring throagh the PA’s adoption of Washington-friendly 
economic policies, 

3. An export-oriented economy7 

There are several ways to generate organic GDP growth, and they boil down to whether the 
emphasis in economic activi~ is internally oriented (to meet local needs through local 

production) or externally oriented (to meet world market opportunities), 

The Bank has traditionally opposed the former, and for Palestine there is no exception, 
notwithstanding the Palistinian people’s oft-remarked creativiLv in adapting to extreme 
economic strangulation at the hands of Israel. So it is no surprise that the Bank aims to 
increase Palestine’s international trade as ’the basis’ for its fut:ure economy: 

In order to lay the basis for future sustainable econmnic growth, the PA stands 
to benefit from a focus on its trade regime and infrastructure as well as the 
readiness of its human capital. Developing the legal, institutional, and physical 
infrastructure requh:’ed to manage a sophisticated trade regime will take time and 
considerable resources, so it is important that the PA begin immediately... 

As a small open economy, the future Palestinian state is likely to depend 
upon increasing trade and especially the export of high value added goods and 
services that exploit its comparative advantage arising from a workforce with low 
wages relative to its high level of education 

The Palestinian market’s small size means that, without access to the world 
market, Palestinian producers will not be able to achieve minimum efficient scale, In 
addition, becoming competitive on the export market will force Palestinian 



producers to improve their productivity, thereby increasing employment, raising 
wages, and lowering poverty. Since 1967, trade in WB&G has been overwhelmingly 
oriented towards Israel. As of 2008, Israel accounted for nearly 89 percent of 
WB&G’s exports and 81 percent of imports. The majority of exports were for low 
value added goods that required a minimal level of processing. In order to achieve 
sustainable growth, the WB&G economy must increase overall trade, expand trade 
beyond the Israeli market, and increase the value added in exports. To do this, an 
appropriate trade policy regime must be in place, including the necessary 
institutional, regulatory, and physical infrastrt~ctt~re that will facilitate trade. 

Globally speaking, the last 60 years have witnessed a significant drop in 
transportation costs, matched by a similar increase in international trade... 
the PA needs to publicly establish goals and principIes now so that investors in the 
private sector can begin to prepare and make investments that will prosper and not 
be untenable under the trade regime of a future state 

The policy must be set to facilitate trade, not to raise government revenues, 
redistribute resources, or favor one sector over" another’. Tariffs must be low and 
there should be no quantitative restrictions or other non- tariff barriers to trade. 
Given the vital importance of trade, the government of a future Palestinian state 
might consider eventually moving to a policy of free trade as Estonia, Hong Kong, 
and Singapore have done. Above all, trade policy must be transparent and not: 
captured by special interest groups. Keeping it simple and anchored in international 
agreements, such as those of the World Trade Organization (WTO), will help the 
government resist pressure and should be a key part of the strategy. (original 
emphasis) 

The Bank’s supreme confidence in promoting export-led growth strategies is evident in the 

last paragraph’s insistence on low tariffs and its prohibition of infant-industry protection 
and policy ’capture’ by self-interested Palestinians (whether crony-capitalists or trade 

unionists or simply democrats). But the overweening focus on exports is disturbing not 
only because this was the core belief that left so many Resource Curse economies so 

maldeveloped in recent decades, but because there appear to be no studies by the Bank or 
allied institutions that bear out the cheap-labour comparative advantage argument. The 

Israeli economy’s easy 1990s substitution of imported labour (both migrant and 

immigrant) for hundreds of thousands of Palestinians (allegedly with no adverse impact on 
the wage bill) is one indication of the need to reconsider this claim more carefully, 

Moreover, there appear to be no World Bank Domestic Resource Cost studies about the 
economic merits of’ light industriaI sectors in which gaza retains a sinai1 semblance of 
manufacturing capacity: furniture and garments. The three agro-export examples typically 
invoked for Gaza - strawberries, carnations and cherry tomatoes - are hampered in the 
short/medium-term by Israel’s stop-start-stop border controls (not to mention the Boycott 
Divestment Sanctions movement which aims to close Israeli ports) and in the longer-term 
by Europe’s growing use of carbon taxation and ecological footprinting against long- 
distance agricultural and horticultural imports. 



Instead, the World Bank acknowledges that organic economic activit)~ currently ~ces a 
narrow range of options: 

The fastest growing sectors in WB&G included agriculture, and hotels and 

restaurants, which grew by 22.8 and 46.3 percent, respectively. Construction grew 
by an impressive 35 percenL and public administration and defense continued to 

expand, growing by 6.4 percent in 2010. By contrast; initial estimates indicate that 
manufacturing output fell by nearly 6 percent and it remains more than 10 percent 

below its 1999 level... Though firms in Gaza report that most needed inputs are now 

available, the increase in imports from Israel combined with the lack of exports 
appears to have led to a fall in manufacturing by nearly 4 percent. 

This is economic growth paralleling the parasitical style of the US economy prior to the 
bubble crash of 2008, not the productive economy so desperately needed. Gaza’s 

deindustrialization, for example, is usually estimated at 75 percent thanks Israel’s 
Operation Cast Lead and the subsequent siege. And not only does Israel present itself as a 

terribly unfriendly trade partner, it was also a small and stagnant contributor to Palestinian 

trade, the Bank admits: 

Israel remains WB&G’s largest trading partner, yet in the first three quarters of 
2010, exports of goods and services to Israel were only about US$480 million in 

nominal terms. This is only 6 percent higher than in the same period in 2009 and 

nearly 22 percent lower than in 2008. 

As for the potential for increased trade with emerging democracies in the region, or for 

taking advantage of the apparent destruction of the Cairo-TelAviv-Washington alliance? 

Not a word (see Section 2 for some reasons the Bretton Woods Institutions would be 
nervous). Trade is an unrealistic driver of growth if the Allenby crossing to lordan, the 
potential routes north via Lebanon or Syria, direct access to Mediterranean Sea ports, the 

regional airport and indeed all Palestinian contact with the outside world aside Dora (still- 

policed) tunnels to Egypt, are all controlled by Israel. 

In this regard, it is all too easy to declare not only that "The IMP is a toy of the United States 
to pursue its economic policy off,shore" (as did Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
professor Rudiger Dornbusch in 1998),4 but also its foreign policy. A direct link between 
what the Bretton Woods Institutions impose in Palestine (export-led growth) and what is 
good for Israel (Palestine’s trade dependency) can be drawn from Dominique Strauss- 
Kahn, the disgraced IMF Managing D~rector who resigned on May 19. On April 28, Strauss- 
Kahn acknowledged to Liberatio,~ that he once publicly stated, "se Iever chaque matin en se 
demandant comment [iI pourrait] Ogre utile & Israel" (%ach morning I rise thinldng what can 
I do to be of use to Israel"),s 

4 Cited in Doug Henwood (1999), ’Mm’xing tip the Millennium’, paper presented to the ’Marx at the 

Millennium’ conference, University of Florida, 19 March. 
’~ guirale, A. (2011), "Oui, j’aime les femmes et alors", Libe~’ation, 28 April, 
h ttp://w~a,’.l~ be~’a rio n.fripoli tiquesi 01012337606-ot~i-j-uime-les-j:emme.~’-et-Mors 



4~ Neoliberalising social policy 

Wherever they go, both IMF and Bank intervene in state social policy in a manner that 

degrades the potential for generous, tmiversal, dignity-enhancing, gender-equitable, rights- 
based welfare and basic services. This is also evident in the way the ]IMF understands the 

challenges a Palestinian state will face from an impoverished, restive citizenry: 

By 2009, a staggering 71 percent of the Gaza population benefited Dora at least one 
form of social assistance. The reliance on social assistance means that even those 
households that: are currently above the poverty line remain highly vulnerable, i.e. at: 
high risk of falling into poverty... 

Because of the need to fund development proiects for whkh designated 
aid was not received, the PA was forced to ~ncrease bank borrowing and 
accumulate arrears at an unsustainable rate. Net domestic bank financing 
increased by about US$84 million, with gross borrowing of US$200 million, so that 
at the end of 2010, total domestic debt stood at about US$840 million, which may be 
dose to the PA’s borrowing limits. In 2010, the PA paid close to US$23 million in 
arrears in net lending, but it accumulated another US$144 million in new arrears. 
While most of this was to the pension system, about: US$50 million was in non-wage 
and development spending. (original emphasis) 

The IMF solutions to these multiple problems are simple: impose a ’means tests’ (to check 
incomes), privatize electricity with prepayment meters, dramatically reduce state subsidies 
and raise the retirement age: 

To ensure steady progress toward fiscal sustainability and reduced reliance 
on recurrent budgetary aid in line with the medium-term fiscal targets, it is 
essential to step up the implementation of the key structural reforms as set 
out in the draft PNP: 

Further streamline and better target social assistance. In 2010, several 
cash assistance programs in the West Bank have been merged into one central 
program with a single payment modality, based on a proxy means test that more 
accurately identifies vulnerable househoIds. The Ministry of Social Affairs will be 
regularly updating the database of targeted households to ensure that only those 
beIow the pover~ Iine receive assistance. A key measure to be implemented by mid- 
2011 is the "lifeline electricity tariff", for households in the latter database, at which 
a "Iifeline" amount of househokt electrici~ consumption is billed only at cost. This 
measure is especially important given the increase in prices as electricity 
distribution is commerciaIized. 

Phase out electricity subsidies (imposed on the NoF due to non- 
payment by municipalities of their e~lectricity bil~s) by completing the transfer 
of electricity distribution from municipalities to commercial companies. An 
important step taken in early 2010 was the transfer of electricity distribution from 
the municipality of Nablus to the Northern Electricity Distribution Company 
(NEDCO), and the installation of about 170,000 pre-paid meters to improve bills 



payment An action plan was prepared in 2010 to complete the transfer of 
distribution from the remaining local govermnents in the northern West Bank 
region to NEDCO, with the regions of Qalqilya and Tulkarm to be covered by mid- 
2011. The transfer of distribution in the remainder of the West Bank to other 
private electricity companies is expected to be compbted by end-2011. Progress in 
electricity sector reform has helped reduce electricity subsidies from 6 to 3 percent 
of GDP in 2009-10. 

Reform the pt~blic pension system° An important step taken in July 2010 
was the adoption of a comprehensive public pension reform action plan for 2010- 
12, in collaboration with the World Bank. The plan aims at restoring the viability of 
the pension system in several phases during 2010-12. The first phase, to be 
completed during 2011, consists of indexing pensions to the CPI, raising the 
retirement age from 60 to 62, and ensuring that pensions are paid only to those who 
have reached the minimum age and served the minimum number of years required 
by lawo The remaining steps for 2012 include the elimination of lump sum payments 
at retirement... 

[1]t is essential for the PA to step up the implementation of structural 
reforms, including electricity sector, pension, and civil service reforms, For 2011, it 
is particularly important for the PA to abide by the expenditure ceilings set in the 
2011 budget to achieve the targeted reduction in the recurrent deficit: from 16 to 13 
percent of GDP, especially given the highly uncertain global environment and 
prospects for donor aid, 

Even though some administrative tasks will dramatically increase as a result of this kind of 

social policy shrinkage (such as stigmaqnducing means-testing), the IMF and Bank believe 

it is logical to also cut back the civil service, no matter that it is Palestine’s main employer. 

5, C~v~l service shrinkage? 

The World Bank recognized the perilous situation in the dysfunctional labour market with 

unemployment above 30 percent in Gaza alone: 

The current PA payroll is just over 150,000... In the fourth quarter of 2010, 

unemployment for WB&G was 23.4 percent, compared to 24.8 percent in the fourth 
quarter of 2009... the share of the government in total employment rose from 17 to 

26 percent between 1.999 and 2009, while that of private sector jobs fell from 47 to 
38 percent... Israel and its settlements remains an important employer of 

Palestinian labor, employing nearly 79,000 Palestinians from the West Bank in the 

fourth quarter of 2010, up from about 72,000 in the fourth quarter of 2009. 

Even in this context the IMF endorsed shrinkage of the largest source of employment 
given 

a sharp reduction in donor aid for recurrent spending from $1.8 billion in 2008 to 
$1,2 billion in 2010, with a view to a further reduction to less than $1 billion in 
2011... The PA has pro’sued a tight fiscal stance in 2010, a~d continued to 



undertake structural reforms in line with the vision toward statehood... The 
draft Palestinian National Plan (PNP) for 2 011-13 envisages a steady 
reduction in the recurrent budget deficit to about 4 percent of GDP by 2013 

The 2010 wage bill was about 4 percent higher than budgeted (or by about $63 
million) partly reflecting adjustment of allowances to some categories of 
Employees... The number of public sector employees rose by 3,317 in 2010 (of 
which 452 in health, 1,762 in education, 362 in security, and 741 in other sectors). 

That wage bill would now have to be cut, the IMF advised, because (usefully for 
Washington), 

So far, in 2011, donor aid has fallen short of financing requirements, During 
the first quarter of 2011, only about $0.2 billion has been disbursed, and another 
$0.5 billion was indicated by donors for the remainder of the year. Given the 
projected financing need of $967 million, this yields a financing gap of about $0.3 
bilIion for 201.71 .... Given the uncertainty regarding availability of financing for 201.1, 
it is particularly important to avoid further increases in public sector wage rates 
beyond those given in January 2011. Any compensation for increases in food and 
energy prices should be targeted to the needy households using the social safety net, 
and offset by cuts in lower priority expenditure items. 

How should this compression of wages be done, and how far should they be lowered (in 
reIation to GDP)? The IMF answers: 

Initiate civil service reform aimed at a steady decline in the wage bill and 
greater public sector efficiency, So far, the authorities have relied on controls on 
wage rates and new employment to contain the growth of the wage bilI. While this 
approach has yielded substantial budgetary savings, it will need to be 
complemented by additional measures to ensure Iong-run sustainability and 
increased efficiency in the delivery of public sector services, especially in view of the 
continued real erosion of average government wage rates. One important measure 
that should be implemented in 2011 is a careful review of personnel needs in key 
sectors, including health and education, to fine-tune the current: "blanket ceiling" of 
3,000 new employees that is automatically placed in annual budgets. 

The average public real wage rate is estimated to have declined by a 
cumulative 6 percent during 2008-10, and is projected to rise by 1. percent in 
2011... 

While the share of the wage bill in GDP has declined in recent years due to 
limits on increases in wage rates and new employment, at 22 percent it is still 
significantly higher than the 1.0-15 percent that is typical of countries at a similar 
stage of development. Bold measures are needed toward a comprehensive civil 
service reform to reduce the wage bill while improving public sector efficiency. It 
will becomeincreasingly difficult to reduce the wage bill by relying on a "blanket" 
restraint on wage rates and new employment; especially as the average public 
sector wage rate has already declined significantly in real terms since end-2007o 
(original emphasis) 



6~ A tentative coaclus~on 

The result of these multiple attacks by the IMF on Palestine is going to be substantially 
increased misery. The irony is thai; with Hamas in a strong position in gaza (albeit: probably 
moving ministers out of formal power soon so as to implement reconciliation with Fatah), 
its own impressive self-reliant strategies could infuse a spirit of resistance, just as tens of 
thousands of non-violent protesters marched against Israel’s borders on May 15. These 
potentials are terribly important for generating alternatives that Palestinians can pursue, 
so as to evade the IMF and World Bank neoliberal traps. But that is a strategic matter that 
only Palestinians can propeFly deliberate, 
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’Climate justice’ (CJ) is the name of the new movement that best fuses a 
variety of progressive political-economic and political-ecological 

currents to combat the most serious threat humanity and most other 
species face in the 2:1~t century, The time is opportune partly because of 

the ongoing fracturing of elite power - including acquiescence by large 

environmental non-governmental organizations (NGOs) - in an era of 
extreme global state-failure and market-failt~re. As shown in prior pages, 

the inability of global elite actors to solve major environmental, 
geopolitical, social and economic problems puts added emphasis on the 

need for a C] philosophy and ideology, principles, strategies and tactics. 

One challenge along that route is to consider the emerging C] 
narratives, and identif~ what gaps exist in potential C] constituencies, 

and which alliances are moving C] politics forward. C] only arrived on the 

international scene as a coherent political approach in the wake of the 
failure of a more collaborative strategy between major environmental 
NGOs and the global capitalist managerial class. The first efforts to 

generate a climate advocacy movement in global civil socie .ty became the 

Climate Action Network (CAN). But from 1997, CAN adopted as a core 

strategy what proved to be a ’false solution’, namely an emphasis on 
regular United Nations interstate negotiations aiming at minor, 

incremental emissions reductions augmented by carbon trading and 
related offsets. The cul-de-sac of CAN’s commitment to carbon trading 

was confirmed when Friends of the Earth International broke away in 

20~0, but already by the time of the December 2009 Copenhagen COP 

1.5, CAN’s critics in the CJ community were able to make the case for an 
alternative strategy with sufficient force, that they gained half the space 

reserved for non-governmental delegations in Copenhagen’s Bella 

Centre, 
CJ activists had entered this terrain with demands that the global 

establishment would simply not meet: a 50 percent greenhouse gas 

emissions cut by 2020 and 90 percent commitment for 2050; payment of 



a rapidly rising ’climate debt’ (in 2010, damages to Pakistan alone 
amounted to $S0 billion); the decommissioning of the carbon markets so 
favoured by elites; and massive investments in renewable energy, public 
transport and other transformative infrastructure. 

As a result, it soon became evident that the next stage of the C] 
struggle was necessarily to retreat from a naively overambitious global 
reform agenda (politely asking UNFCCC delegates to save the planet) and 
instead to pick up direct action inspirations from several sites across the 
world - Nigerian and Ecuadorian oilfields, Australia’s main coal porL 
Britain’s coal-fired power stations and main airport, Canada’s tar sands, 
and US coalfields and corporate headquarters - where C] was being 
seeded deep within the socie .ty. 

Before exploring the demands, strategies, tactics and alliances, the 
first challenge is specifying the traiectory by which CJ politics emerged 
over the past: two decades, in part to sort out justice from competing 
kinds of climate advocacy. 

Political Traditions 

The C] lineage includes a variety of traditions, in overlapping 
chronological order: 

1.990s anti-racist environmentalism which first conclusively 
linked social .justice to ecological problems; 
1.990s advocacy by Accion Ecologica (Quito) leading up to the 
Kyoto Protocol negotiations; 
the late 1.990s .lubilee movement against Northern financial 
domination of the South; 
the 2000s globaI iustice movement (which came to the fore with 
the December 1999 Seattle World Trade Organisation protest); 
environmentalists and corporate critics who in 2004 started the 
Durban Group for Climate lustice; 
the 2007 founding of the Climate lustice Now! (CIN) network; 
the 2009 rise of the European left’s Climate lustice Alliance in 
advance of the Copenhagen COP; 
the ongoing role of Malaysia-based Third World Network in 
amplils, ing the critique by both South states and radical civil 
society in COP and related negotiations; 
the renewed direct-action initiatives that f~om 30 November 
2009 generated the Mobilization for Climate lustice in the US and 



in 2010 drew in more mainstream groups like Greenpeace, 

Rainforest Action Network and 350.org; and, 

maybe most portentously, the Bolivian government-sponsored 

(but civil socieEv-dominated) April 2010 ’First Peoples’ ~¢Vorld 

Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of Mother Earth’ in 
Cochabamba. 

Shortly after the confirmation of a CJ identit-y in Cochabamba, the 

Detroit Social Forum began to consolidate [JS networking, featuring 

climate-related struggles led by people of colour. Reacting in part to the 
challenge of the more mainstream organizations - for example on 

October 10 (110/10/10) the 350.org network arranged an impressively 

broad ’global work party’ which, while not invoking CJ politics, 
contributed to a sense of interlinkedness on the issue - the grassroots 

activists amplified their voices to claim more power than they were 
normally given credit for. Movement Generation in Oakland provided an 

impressive list of direct action events and resulting community 

organizing victories in the DS over several prior months and years: 

Stopping King Coal with CommuniW Organizing: The Navajo 
Nation, led by a Di~e" (Nava}o) and Hopi grass~’oot~ youth 
movemeng forced %e cancellation of a Life of Mhm permit on 
Black Mesa, AZ, for %e world’s largest coal company - Peabody 
Ener~. Elsewhere in the U.S. communi~,-based groups in 
Appalachia galvanized the youth clh~mte movement in their 
campaigns to stop mountah>top removal coal mining and similar 
groups in %e Powder River Basi~ have u~ited farmers and 
ranchers aga{nst %e expansion of some of the world’s largest coal 
deposits~ 
Din’ailing the Build-out of Coal Powm’: Nea~’ly two thirds of the 
151 new coal power’ plant p~’oposals f~’om %e Bush Energ3~ Plan 
have been cancelled, abandoned or stalled since 2007 - largely 
due to commun{D,-led oppos{tion. A recent example of this 
success is the grassrooks campaign of D~ne’ grassrooks and local 
cit{zen groups h~ the Burnham area of eastern Navajo Nation, NM 
%at have prevented %e creation of %e Desert Rock coal plank 
wh{ch would have been %e third such pollut{ng monoli% iu this 
small, rural commuuity. Community-based networks such as %e 
Indigenous Enviroumental Network, %e Energy Justice Network 
and %e Westet’n Mining Actiot~ Network have played a malor t’ole 
in supporting these efforts to keep %e world’s most climate 
polluting h~dustry at bay. 



Preventing fl~e Proliferation of Incinerators: In the last 12 years, 
no new waste h~cinerators (wI~ch are more carbon-intensive than 
coal and one of the leading sources of cancer-causing dioxins) 
have been built in the US, and hundreds of proposals have been 
defeated by communiW organizing. In 2009 alone, members of the 
Global Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives prevented dozens of 
municipal waste incinerators, toxic waste incinerators, tire 
incinerators and biomass incinerators from being built, and 
forced Massachusetts to adopt a moratorium on incineration. 
Defeating Big Oil In Our Own Backyards: A communi~qed 
coalition in RicI~mond, CA, has, stopped the pertaining of 
Chevron’s refinery expansion in local courks. Th~s expansion of the 
largest oil refinery on the west coast is part of a massive off and 
gas sector expansion focused on hnport~ng heavy, high-carbon 
intensive crude oil from places like ~he Canada’s Tar Sands~ This 
victory demonstrates that with limited resources, communityqed 
campaigns can prevail over mult{~mfllion dollar PR and lobby 
campaigns deployed by oil companies like Chevron, when these 
strategies are rooted in organizing resis~nce in our own 
backyards. REDOIL, (Res~sth~g Environmental Destruction on 
Indigenous Lands) an ~Maska Native grassroots network, has been 
effective at ensuring the Native comnmni~-based voice is in the 
fbref}’ont of protecting the Chukchi and Beaufbrt Seas. Together 
witl~ allies, REDOII., has also prevented Shell f~rom leasing the 
Alaska outer continen~I sI~elf for off~I~ore oil exploration and 
drilling. Advancing recognition of culture, subs{stence and food 
sovereignty rights of Alaska Natives with{n a diverse and 
threatened aquat{c ecosystem has been at the heart of the{r 
strate~. 
Stopping False Solutions l~ke Mega Hydro: Indigenous 
communities akmg the Klamath River forced Pacificorp Power 
company to agree to ’Undam the Klamatl~’ by the year 2020, 
order to restore tI~e river’s natural ecosystems, salmon rm~s and 
traditional land-use capaciW. For decades, Indigenous 
commun{ties have been calling out f5lse solutions - poh~th~g to 
the f~ct that energy technologies that compromise tradit{ona] 
land-use, public heal% and local economies cannot be cons{dered 
climate solutions. 
Building Resilient Comnmnities through Local Action: 
communities all over the US, fronfline communities are 
success~lly winnh~g campaigns linking climate justice to basic 
survival: 

in San Antonio, Texas, the Southwest Workers Union led 
tI~e fight to divert $20billion dollars from nuclear ener~ 
into renewable energy and energy efficiency. In addition, 



they launched a flee weatherization program for low- 
income families and a communit37 rtm organic farm. 
In Oakland, California, the Oakland Climate Action 
Coalition is leading the fight for an aggressive Climate 
Energy and Action Plan that both addresses climate 
disruption and local equity issues� 

Across the Atlantic Ocean, on October 12, 2010 (to counteract what 
in the US is known as ’Columbus Day’ but represents European invasion 
of the hemisphere), the European-based Climate Justice Action network 
coordinated direct-action protests against climate-related targets in two 
dozen locaIes. And in Canc0n from 28 November-ll December 201.0, at 
least two sets of CJ activists - in Klimaforum and Via Campesina - drew 
in international allies. 

Fused as Cl, these inter-related and often overlapping (although 
sometimes conflicting) traditions are mainIy aimed at building a mass- 
based popular movement bringing together ’green’ and ’red’ (or in the 
US, ’blue-green’) politics. This entails articulating not only the urgency of 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions but also the need to transform our 
inherited systems of materials extraction, transport and distribution, 
energy-generation, production of goods and services, consumption, 
disposal and financing. While lacking 3S0.org’s mass activism (albeit in 
events that mainly refrain from challenging power dh:’ectly) and 
consciousness-raising capacity, the C] organizations and networks offer 
great potential to fuse issue-specific progressive environmental and 
social activists, many of which have strong roots in oppressed 
communities. 

As considered in more detail below, some activists and visionaries 
(e.g. those associated with the journals Capitolism Nature Socialisra and 
Monthly Review) anticipate that the linkage of red and green struggles 
under the C] banner will require socieLv moving from a fossil-fuel- 
dependent capitalism to eco-socialism. This will entail, as Joel Kovel and 
Michael Lowy explain: 

a transformation of needs, and a profbund shift toward tl~e 
qualitative dimension and away from the q~antitative.., a 
withering away of the dependency upon fossil fuels integral to 
industrial capitalism. And this in turn can provide the material 
point of release of the lands subjugated by off imperial{sin, while 
enabling the con~inment of global warmh~g, along with other 
aNictions of the ecological crisis_. The generalization of 
ecologica~ production under socialist conditions can provide the 
ground R~r the overcoming of the present crises. A sociew of 



fl’eely associated producm’s does ~ot stop at its own 

democratization~ It must, ~’ather, insist on the freeing of a~] beings 

as its g[’mmd and goal~ 

Before such a vision can be properly articulated, several critical 

missing elements must be accounted for, including, amongst others: 

a stronger labour input, particularly given the potential for ’Green 
Jobs’ to make up for existing shortfalls (British eco-socialists have 
taken the lead with demands for a million green jobs) (Campaign 
Against Climate Change, 2009); -~ 
a connection between climate justice and anti-war movements, 
given that: military activiLv is not only disproportionately 
concerned with supplies of oil and gas (Iraq and Afghanistan) but 
also uses vast amounts of CO2 in the prosecution of war (Smolker, 
2010);4 and 

a stronger presence of both environmentalists and socialists in 
many high emissions sites not yet suffused with grassroots CJ 
movements, from China to the Arab oil world to petro-socialist 
Venezuela, 

However, against eco-socialist orientations of the sort proposed by 
Kovel and LovW, not only are C] movement anarchists suspicious of 
central planning, but a bottom-up socialism would preferably generate 
manifesto statements from actual practice and from generalized 
movement sensibilib~ and demands, as opposed to top-down 
pronouncements. The forging of uni.ty in movements that address 
climate and social justice from below is especially important during 
times (such as at present) of apparently intractable conflict and division, 
which may even disrupt and distract the immediate future of C] politics, 

Climate Controversies and Wedge Issues 

There are at Ieast five ideological positions that have variously sought to 
claim CJ but that are not oriented (first and foremost) to movement- 
buiIding: 

the ’Greenhouse Development Rights’ technicaI calculation of per 
capita GHG emissions (by the NGO Ecoequity, with echoes in 
’Contraction & Convergence’ e×pansionsireductions and GHG 



’budget-sharing’) which, in the spirit of the late Harvard liberal 
philosopher John Rawls, aims to distribute the ’right: to pollute’ 

(and then let underpolluters sell their surplus rights via some 
form of carbon trading);~ 
an emphasis on South-North justice primariIy within interstate 
diplomatic negotiations over climate, as advanced especially by 
the South Centre and Third WorId Network, as well as the 
Bolivian government albeit with an awareness that: the April 2010 
Cochabamba meeting made demands on world elites far beyond 
their willingness to concede;~ 
an orientation to the semi-periphery’s right/need to industrialise, 
via the United Nations Department of Economic and Social 
Affah:’s; 7 
the use of Cl rhetoric by former UN :[~[uman Rights Commission 
director" and Irish president Mary Robinson, whose agenda for" a 
new Dublin foundation appears solely situated within the ’elite’ 
circuitry of global governance and international NGOs, in which 
’climate justice links human rights and development to achieve a 
human-centered approach, safeguarding the rights of the most: 
vulnerable and sharing the burdens and benefits of climate 
change and its resolution equitably and fairly’;~ and 
attempts to incorporate within Cl politics a commitment to 
carbon markets, especially through the Reducing Emissions from 
Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) projects. 

It may be premature to judge, but these latter strands, drawing upon 
varying degrees of technicist-redistributionist; Third Worldist; 
Keynesian, or global-elitist experiences and aspirations, do not hold out 
much opportuni .ty for success. There is a simple reason: the adverse 
balance of forces at the world scale. Most of these latter five C] projects’ 
ambitions play out at elite levels, primarily within ON negotiations. 
Nevertheless, for some eco-neoliberal specialists who carry out climate 
or development advocacy mainly within multilateral institutions or from 
international NGOs, especially in New York, Washington, London and 
Geneva, commitments to top-down approaches are held with an almost 
religious fervor. Unsurprisingly, the aforementioned five approaches to 
C.I are at times advanced directly at odds with grassroots forces which 
tired of the futility of global-scale reform. 

In FebruaW 201.0, for example, a controversy broke out in civil 
sociekv regarding one civil society group whose initial desire for a 
negotiating stance in Geneva included a petition with severaI 



controversial positions: promotion of the Kyoto Protocol (due to its 

common but differentiated responsibilities position) notwithstanding 

the treaty’s very weak emissions cuts; a 2 degree (not 1 degree) 
centigrade temperature rise ~considered unacceptable within the CJ 

movetnen~); and an implicit endorsement of off,sets and other private 
sector financing arrangements in spite of the failures of private offset 

arrangements and the broader emissions markeL The petition was 

changed after an uproar within the Climate Justice Now! network? 
By April 201.0, the demands of CJ activists had strengthened. The 

Cochabamba conference adopted several that were anathema to 

mainstream climate politics, and the Bolivian government struggled to 
put these (and a few others) into official United Nations texts: 

50 percent reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2017 
Stabflising temperature rises to 1C and 300 Parts Per" MiIlion 
Acknowledging the climate debt owed by developed countries 
Full respect for Human Rights and the inherent rights of 
indigenous people 
Universal declaration of rights of Mother Earth to ensure 
harmony with nature 
EstabI~shment of an lnternationaI Court of’ Climate lust~ce 
Rejection of carbon markets and commodification of nature and 
forests through the REDD programme 
Promotion of measures that change the consumption patterns of 
developed countries 
End of intellectual property rights for technologies useful for 
mitigating climate change 
Payment of 6 percent of developed countries’ GDP to addressing 
climate change. 

REDD proved amongst the most itnportant wedge issues within the 

CJ community, for late in 2010, sharp controversies emerged over forest 

preservation, as major US environmental foundations attempted to 
resurrect market strategies. The seeds of the controversy were sown in 

late 2009 and in the aftermath of Copenhagen, as discussed in Chapter 1. 

More such divisions could be anticipated in Durban, given that Wangari 
Maathai and her allies still strongly promoted carbon trading. 

~n the US, tensions between the CJ approach and the group of NGOs 
comprising the Climate Action Net-s,vork and 1 SKy continue, over 

whether legislative lobbying, social marketing and top<town 

coordination of consciousness-raising activities without further strategic 



substance (e,g, TckTckTck in 2009] are more appropriate advocacy 

methodologies than bottom-up linkage of organic climate activism, In a 

letter to i S]~ in October 2010, a coalition self-described as ~grassroots 
and allied organizations representing racial justice, indigenous rights, 

economic ]ustice, immigrant right% youth organizing and environmental 
justice communities’ criticized the vast: expenditures on congressional 

lobbying, at the expense of movement building: 

A decade of advocacy work, however well intentioned, migrated 

towards false solutions that ht~rt communities and compromised on 
key issues such as carbon markets and giveaways to polluters, These 

compromises sold out poor communities in exchange for weak targets 

and more smokes~cks that ac~aHy prevent us from getting 

anywhere close to what fl~e science - a~d commcm sense - tells us is 

required, ~ 

Such strategic controversies and divergent funding strategies are 
logical to expect at a time huge, intractable pressures are mounting. 
North-South and environment-development tensions are often extreme. 
Neoliberal financial forces continue to dominate the mainstream elite 
framework. And CJ movements across the world have not solidified a 
coherent set of tactics, much less strategy, principles, ideology and 
foundational philosophy. Suffice to say, that: meantime the wedge 
between most of the movement-oriented CJ activities and those from the 
five other C] approaches noted above, as well as with CAN, could 
continue to grow. This IikeIihood is greater at any given scaIe of struggle. 

C~ Scale Politics 

The particular sites of struggle illustrate the different strategies and 
tactics deployed within CI, in comparison to other environmental 
traditions. We have already explored the terribly adverse balance of 
forces associated with global governance processes from Kyoto to 
Copenhagen to Cancfln. The process of finding genuine solutions starts 
elsewhere, in unlikely places like Charleston, West Virginia, where the 
scale-challenge has taken groups like Coal River Mountain Watch and 
Climate Ground Zero from localized mountaintop removal protests - 
including tree-sit microsites - to the state capital, where they locked 
down at the ~,~W Department of Environmental Protection in June 2009. 
Their demand was a handover of responsibili~ fl’om local bureaucrats 
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captured by Big Coal, to the national Environmental Protection Agency 

But simultaneously, the same agency became the subject of intense 
climate protest, especially in March 2010, because of the EPA’s slovenly 

attitude towards West Virginia mountaintop removal. Activists 
blockaded the Washington headquarters entrance, and within days, the 

EPA issued such a tough ruling - based on water law - that it appears 

West Virginia mountaintop coal removal may become a practice of the 
past. Indeed the most decisive beheading of King Coal in West Virginia 

occurred nine days after the January 3, 2011 cancer death of heroic 

warrior Judy Bonds. The EPA overturned the Army Corps of Engineers’ 
prior approval of Spruce No. i mine, the world’s largest-ever 

mountaintop Femoral operation, where in order to rip out a ton of fossil 
fuel, they dumped 16 tons of rubble into the adjoining valleys. ARer an 

avalanche of pressure by mountain communities and environmentalists, 

the EPA finally issued a ruling against the "unacceptable adverse effect 
on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and fisher), areas (including 

spawning and breeding areas), wit[life, or recreational areas." According 
to leading US climatologist ]ames Hansen, quoted in Bonds’ New York 

Times obituary, "There are many things we ought to do to deal with 

climate change, but stopping mountaintop-removal is the place to start. 
Coal contributes the most carbon dioxide of any ener~, source?’ 

The EPA also took a stance in December 2010 to belatedly begin 

regulating greenhouse gas emissions. Yet the agency needs more direct 

action to reverse EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson’s announcement that 
her agency would delay substantive implementation of its 2009 
’endangerment finding’ on coal until 2013 (curiously timed to avoid the 

Obama reelection campaign). Indeed it is in natfont~l state regulation 

the US and eve~T other country) that climate accountabiliW has been 
most obviously missing. Direct regulation of emissions sources - far 

beyond current EPA plans for imposition of better coal-burning 
technology - must be higher on the agenda in coming years. 

In contrast to the Capitol Hill quicksand, California provides more 

radical grassroots insights into jumping space and scale, with Chevron 
headquarters a special target of the vibrant Movement for Climate 

Justice-West (the most active group of climate justice activists in the US), 

AmazonWatch, and (31obal Exchange. Californians and Alaskans who 
have previously fought to ’leave the oil in the soil’ - halting offshore 

drilling and tundra destruction, respectively - will obviously need to 
remobilize against Obama. Amidst eco-catastrophe from Florida through 

Texas and beyond, British Petroleum’s April 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill 



was one potential consciousness-raising opportunity for the climate 

justice movement to address the utterly captive character of regulation, 

Everywhere, organizers can find excellent local climate change 
targets to raise consciousness and effect emissions cuts, with direct 

action against major" greenhouse gas sources or large-scale corporate 
fossil-fuel consumers. Two particularly good sites for climate activists 

are, first, the public utili~ commissions which controI pricing and 

electricity generation techniques (land hence coal-fired and nuclear 
power plants); and second, the municipal or regional planning 

commissions which give the go-ahead to suburban sprawl and all 

manner of other climate-threatening projects. 
This brings us to the global scale, where at a landmark conference in 

Cochabamba, Bolivia from April 19-22 2010 (Earth Day), more than 
30,000 Bolivarians led by host Evo Morales and grassroots indigenous, 

community, feminist, and environmental movements were ioined by 

genuinely solidaristic environmental, social, labor" and NGO forces. This 
meeting set in motion a much more serious transnational climate justice 

approach, based not upon the illusion that the UN will address the 
climate crisis anytime soon, but instead upon more serious, pragmatic 

strategies. These can come only from a much richer merging of social 

and ecological rights discourses (for what such narratives are worth), 
and choices of unifying targets (such as fossil fuel companies, carbon 

traders, and the \¥orld Bank). 
Meanwhile, a contradiction should be faced up to squarely: how to 

relate to the region’s petro-socialists (e.g. Hugo Chavez) and petro- 

Keynesians (e.g. Rafael Correa). At issue is whether the latter can face up 
to contradictions in their own political ecologies, because in one of the 

world’s most important sites of struggle, Ecuador’s Yasuni National Park 

in the Amazon, an officiaI presidential threat has been made that oiI 
drilling would commence, unless countervailing pressure by the 

Confederation of Indigenous NationaIities of Ecuador and Accion 
Ecologica is successful. 

The situation elsewhere in Africa is similar, since so many of the 

extractive industries are the sole beneficiaries of electricity grid 
expansion. Red-green campaigns aim to ’leave the oil in the soil’ and ’the 

coal in the hole,’ exemplified in Nigeria where Delta activists have 

intimidated oil companies through both non-violent and armed struggle. 
In the former category, Environmental Rights Action in Port Harcourt 

insists on an end to extraction and exploration on grounds of the climate 
threaL and the descendants of Ken Saro-Wiwa and eight of his Ogoni 

movement comrades won a precedent-setting out-of-court-settlement 
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with Shell in June 2009 that may scare off other oil firms. In the latter 
category, even after an amnesty in 2009 had a divide-and-conquer effect, 
the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (Mend) continued 
to kidnap foreign oil workers, demanding they vacate the Delta for good. 

After a combined struggD of this ~,pe, Shel~ was evicted fl’om 
Ogonfland ~n June 2008, 13 years after the company arranged for Saro- 
Wiwa’s execution, and a year Iater, Saro-Wiwa’s family (and those of 
eight others executed at the same time) won 115.5 million from Shell in 
an Alien Tort Claims Act case settled out of court, a large amount of 
which was recomm~tted to movement building. An estimated 1.5 million 
tonnes of oil have spilled since Delta drilling began in the late 1950s, the 
equivalent of an Exxon Valdez spill each year, costing more than $5 
billion i~ annual environmental damage. In his closing statement at the 
trial prior to his execution, Saro-Wiwa demanded that Shell vacate the 
area: "The military dictatorship holds dow~ off- producing areas such as 
Ogoni by military decrees and the threat or actual use of physicaI 
violence so that Shell can wage ~ts ecological war without hindrance." At 
the time, Shel~ executives met with the Nigerian H~gh Commission in 
London, stating that if the ’Ogoni virus’ spreads to other areas i~ the 
Delta it wouId be the end of the oil business. ]n court, the plaintiffs had 
alleged that Shell hired Nigerian police for internal security; that Shell 
purchased vehicIes and arms for the military; that ShdI requested 
military support to build a pipeline through Ogoni land; that Shell 
assisted and financed the Nigerian military to repress the resistance of 
the Ogoni people; and that the firm participated in the arrest of Saro- 
W~wa and others on fake murder charges and bribed witnesses to 
produce false test[mony¢~ The exposure by WikiLeaks of ShelPs ongoing 
i~fluence ~n Lagos politics suggests that the Ogoni virus must spread far 
faster if Nigeria ~s to be free, and if both the Niger Delta’s ecolo~ and the 
climate are to be spared,s~ 

Indeed, most remarkably, rather than letting such destruction rest at 
the scale of the local, the Port Harcourt NGO E~vironmental Rights 
Action (ERA) led the climate justice movement in N~geria, West Afl’ica 
and globally at Copenhagen to a much deeper critique of ecological 
responsibih~. In opposition to the shifting, sta[l~ng and stealing that 
characterizes economic and environmental commodffication in their 
own region, a~d ~n relation to world financial and oil markets, E~ a~d 
its visionaW leader Nimmo Bassey jumped scale to demand that the off 
be left in the soft and under the Gulf of Guinea water, give~ the threat to 
the planet. 
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The Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta (Mend) is a 

variegated force, including some who are apparently opportunistically 

serf-seeking in mere financial terms, with merely criminal backgrounds. 
But whatever their motives, they are effective, for in 1997, Noeriu 

Business estimated that 20 per cent of the Niger Delta’s oil’s extraction 
was disrupted the year before, just as Mend started operations.>~ 

According to a US-based ez~ne, TerroristPIanegcom, by February 2010, 

even after an amnesty was implemented by the central govermnent, 
Mend was a formidable ~nsurgency: 

Since it first emerged in early 2006 MEND, which says it is fighting for a 
larger share of southern Nigeria’s oil revenue to go to local people, has cut 
Nigeria’s oil production by more than one quarten Swarm-based 
maneuvers: Guerrillas are using speed boats in the Niger Delta’s swamps to 
quickly attack targets in succession. Multiple, highly maneuverable units 
have kept the government and Shell’s defensive systems off-balance 
defending the sprawling network. Radically improved firepower and 
combat trah~ing: allowing guerrillas to overpower a combh~ation of Shell’s 
Western-trained private military guards and elite Nigerian units in several 
engagements. (One of Shell’s private military operators was captnred as a 
hostage.) Effective use of system disruption: Targets have been 
systematically and accurately selected to completely shut down production 
and delay and/or halt repairs, and the guerrillas are making effective use of 
Shell’s hostages to coerce both the government and the company.~-~ 

Returning to the non-violent strategy of keeping fossil fuels in the 

ground and jumping to the global scale, the Climate Justice Nov,;! 

network has shown a conceptual ability to confront world capitalism’s 

shifting, stalling and stealing with demands for Northern accountability 

for emissions, for decommissioned carbon markets so as to avoid the 
stalling of emission cuts, and for climate debt payments to reimburse the 

stealing associated with the North’s externalization of its emissions. 

Recall the five demands made in Bali, in December 2007: 

reduced consumption; 

huge financial transfers from North to South based on historical 

responsibility and ecological debt for adaptation and mitigation 
costs paid for by redirecting milita .ry budgets, innovative taxes 

and debt cancellation; 

leaving fossil fuels in the ground and investing in appropriate 

energy-efficiency and safe, clean and commtmity-led renewable 

energy; 
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rights-based resource conservation that enforces indigenous land 
rights and promotes peoples’ sovereignty over energy, forests, 
land and water; and 
sustainable family farming, fishing and peoples’ food 
sovereign .ty.16 

No matter that the CIN[’s component movements are disparate; so 
too are the forces that moved from sophisticated critique of carbon 
trading in South Africa to a broad4?ased campaign against the World 
Bank’s largest project loan, that shook the energy establishment. These 
are the kinds of organizations and arguments that link spat~o-temporaI 
resistances amongst diverse eco-soc~al forces during a period of 
auster~,, cM1 soc~e~ weakness, and repression. The agents of sodal and 
environmental change can take advantage of neoliberal~sm’s stilb 
d~scredited ideological status and demand from the next global and 
national negotiations a strate~ for .justice, not one based upon 
commodify~ng carbon. 

But to do so the climate .justice actMsts still need to generalize an 
innovative critique, one that emerged over time as the global emissions 
trading strate~ rose from birth in :1997, peaked in 2008, and attempts a 
last-gasp resurrection after the economic crisis and climate negotiat-~ons 
breakdown. The fl’enzied fhilure of eIite climate poIitics shoukt make 
bottom-up alternatives much easier to advocate, including globally- 
coordinated actions against destructive projects (such as ~nternationaI 
credits for South African coal). 

From the wider, cteepet; and increasingly common critique of the 
Kyoto-Copenhagen-CancOn cul-de-sac, will come more confidence in the 
types of analyses, strategies, tactics and alliances associated with climate 
justice politics. The challenge is to aggregate experiences from the 
grassroots so as to move into alignment: with the Cochabamba 
conference, and in turn, to generate a formidable red-green force uniting 
radical governments and the popular movements that will keep t:hem 
accountable within globableR initiatives. In South Africa, the experiences 
of national int:eract:~ons in global climate negot:~ations reinforce a sense 
of how politics of scale and space can be distorted, so that policies 
patently against: the ~nterests of a count:ry’s mass-popular constituencies 
are adopted. But Iikewise, South Af}ican climate justice politics fi’om 
below suggest ways forward that, while not yet sufficiently strong to 
declare victory, really do offer the only hope for the way forward. But for 
the kinds of politics linking the fight against the B~sasar Road CDM to the 
Medupi coal loan to Sowetans’ struggle for free electricity to cohere had 
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mature, a stronger ideological orientation is required, While racism has 
mot been defeated in South Africa (as is abundantly clear from those 
three case studies), the core identity struggle of apartheid was 
addressed. What South Africa and the world must yet: grapple with is the 
fusion of ecofeminist and ecosocialist ideoIogical imperatives, within a 
revitalized climate justice politics. 

Ecofeminist and Ecosocialist Directions 

Once again drawing on South ADica for our source material, it is 
enlightening to contextualize ecofeminist insights into climate politics 
within a concrete case study in which class, race and environmental 
oppressions are inextricably intertwined with gender. During the 1960s 
to 1970s, it was common cause amongst radical South Africans that the 
apartheid system’s systematic discrimination against black people was 
rooted in the corporations’ need for migrant labour, fusing race-class 
oppression. Behind the typical bIack man who laboured in the mines 
throughout the first century of organized mining and plantation 
agriculture, prior to Nelson Mandela’s election in 1994, was a woman. 
She provided three hidden and un-costed subsidies within the ’care 
economy’, responsible for laborer power’s cheap reproduction. 

First, in rural Bantustans - the ecologically-degraded apartheid 
"homelands" - women raised the migrant worker through childhood, as 
the state was non-existent or merely a religious mission station. 
Household reproduction was never subsidised, unlike urban residents 
who in many cases had access to state childcare and school systems. 

Second, rural women were compelled to look after sick workers who 
were tossed back home until they recovered, due to the lack of’ health 
insurance, as offered by states and companies in the West after workers 
battled long and hard. Finally, when the male worker was too old to 
work and returned to the Bantustans without adequate pension support, 
the women again took on the responsibiIity for care-giving.~r 

Of course, it’s not just a matter of apartheid capitalism. The 
reproduction of global Iabour power has been universally subsidised by 
women’s unpaid work° But these days, matters look more like the 
extreme South African system, with state and capital lowering the "social 
wage" and dismantling social policy gains that have been achieved 
through decades of struggle. This process extends as well into 
reproductive health and rights that feminist movements have 
consistently advocated. 
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Neoliberal policies and corporate power have resulted in labour 
outsourcing, casualisation and informalization. With life more precarious 
as a result, women are the safe~ net for household reproduction, in 
addition to being the most vulnerable and disposable of all labour 
sectors. But they have also been the driving force in resisting this 
process here, overcoming micropatriarchy within communities and 
leading most of South Africa’s grassroots campaigns on issues such as 
water decommodification, access to AIDS medicines and other successful 
strategies to enlarge or defend the commons and sustain life. 

As recession spreads, global capitalism is becoming much more like 
apartheid: predatory against women and the environment. Drawing on 
evidence from Southern Africa, Rosa Luxemburg demonstrated this 
tendency in her own analysis of imperialism back in 1913: 
"Accumulation of capital periodically bursts out in crises and spurs 
capital on to a continual extension of the market. Capital cannot 
accumulate without the aid of non-capitalist organisations." IncreasingIy, 
such non-capitalist life arrangements rely upon women and the 
communities that they guide. And yet on the other hand, Luxemburg 
continued, capitalism cannot "tolerate their continued existence side by 
side with itselE Only the continuous and progressive disintegration of 
non-capitalist organisations makes accumulation of capital possible.’’*o° 

Luxemburg would not have been surprised at how the destructive 
force of capital drives men into migrancy, spreads H1ViA1DS and causes 
rising domestic violence. Such disintegration is ah,vays contested by 
women’s personal strengths and mutual aid systems as well as other 
anti-inert-capitalist reactions, plus campaigns - successful in South 
Africa (unique on the continent) - to guarantee reproductive healthcare, 
including the right to a safe abortion. But increasingly, with climate- 
related migration, the challenge is more formidable because the 
progressive disintegration of the natural world by capitalist expansion 
and emissions is what makes the next round of accumuIation possible, in 
the short: term, but entirely dubious over the medium and long term. 

Teresa Brennan made the link from the household scale to climate 
change, the biggest crisis women will face in the coming decades. She 
argued that, like the need to end Bantustan migrant labour systems, 
rearranging spatial and re/production arrangements is crucial to ending 
the unfair role of women in subsidising capitalism’s destructive 
irrationality, In her 2003 book, Globalisation and Its Ten’ors: Daily L{fe in 
the West, Brennan wrote, "The closer to home one’s energy and raw 
material sources are, the more one’s reproduction costs stay in line: paid 

and domestic labour will be less exploited, the environment less 
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depleted.~’19 The need now to limit the ~’distance over which natural 
resources can be obtained" is obvious given how shipping, trucking and 
air transport contribute to carbon emissions. 

This is one of the insights an ecofeminist political economy gives 
climate strategists such as NicoIa BuIlard of Focus on the Global South. A 
typical debate with neoliberals is over whether globalisation of industW 
has helped break up feudaI-patriarchal relations, drawing women out of 
oppression into Mexican maquiladore or Bangkok sweatshops. Such 
export-led growth is now an increasingly untenable "development" 
strategy, and in any case always generated extreme uneven 
development, drawing on the women’s care economy for its hidden 
subsidies. 

Bullard likens the climate negotiations to those of the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO): "By and large, countries are defending their narrow 
economic interests and the rich countries in particular are trying to grab 
the last slice of the atmospheric pie.’’~° AIthough the Kyoto ProtocoI is 
deeply flawed, especially the low targets and reliance on market: 
mechanisms, Bullard asserted that attempts by the [JS to get rid of Kyoto 
are dangerous. ’qt is critical to retain the rich countries’ legally binding 
commitment in any future agreement and any alternative that could 
emerge at this stage would be much worse." 

Bullard breaks down the climate policy narrative into three 
discourses: business as usual, catastrophism, and climate justice. The 
first comes from business and most Northern governments while the 
second is advanced by some smaller and vulnerable countries as well as 
many NGOs. Catastrophism also "leads to dangerous last-gasp strategies 
such as geo-engineering, nuclear and carbon markets." Third, climate 
justice is supported by a widespread civil society movement launched in 
2007 at the Bali negotiations, but which subsequently came to include at 
least one Latin American government, Bolivia. 

Feminists working on climate change are connecting the dots 
between these various oppressions, to warn how, in times of crisis, their 
opponents are emboldened. In a report, *’Looking Both Ways", the group 
Asian Communities for Reproductive lustice document Hurricane 
Katrina’s deeper politicaI damage: "FolIowing a disaster, women of 
colour - particularly African American women, low-income women and 
immigrant women - are routinely targeted as burdens of the state and 
the cause of over population, environmental degradation, pover .ty, crime 
and economic instability.’’2:1 And more than for men, ending women’s 
economic instabili .ty is a vital component of the struggle for iustice. 
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It has never been more important to draw together ecofeminist and 

ecosocialist insights to link issues, analyses, challenges and alliance- 

building efforts. ~s ecosocialism on the agenda? The short answer is no, 
there’s not a sufficient cadreship and net-~,vork of organizations capable 

of connecting the dots, globally or ~n any national setting. But such a 
movement will have to emerge ff we are to survive, so the follow~ng are 

some ways that this challenge might be viewed. 

Red-green organisations ure ne~,oHdng und expressing ecosocialist 

sentiments. The components of the ecosocialist movement are thousands 

of organizations in all parts of the world whose own assumptions about 

fighting environmental degradation are increasingly anti-capitalist. This 
is abundantly evident from the manifestos, analyses, press releases, 

demands, leaflets, slogans and other expFessions of voice that they have 
generated in recent years. A few are included in the appendix. 

The networks ure t3~pic~II3~ single-issue ~md do not su~’ciently Iink 

ucross subsectors o~" environmentul justice. The biggest intellectual 
pFoblem these movements face is linkin~ their concerns aCFOSS other 

sectors. This is often because the networks come together around 
specific targets, and because their funding SOUFCeS or major in-house 

intellectual resources are extremely deep within the single issue they 

address, but unable to move beyond 
The ne~orks’ unulysis is sometimes delimited by the speci~i’c problem 

thO~ ure ~ddressing. As single issue networks, the organisations generally 

view the attack by capitalism on nature as a problem that they may not 
be in a position to ’name’, much less propose sweeping large-scale 

solutions to. That has generated a void, not only insofar as naming the 
problem (an environmentally-voracious capitalism), but also naming a 

global-scale socialist solution - with, of course, profound Fespec[ for 

difference and the uneven development of both capitalism and the 
movements a~ainst it. A fuFtheF pFoblem 

these movements have not been particularly conscious of gender. And 
finally, the other kinds of interlocking and overlapping oppFessions and 

resistances - along lines of race, indigenous heri~ge, different- 

abledness, sexual preference, generation and other divisions - are not 
sufficiently respected to generate a strong critique. 

The n~tworks hunger m continue huiIding links. The obvious next step 

for ~roups like Climate Justice Now[ is to make common cause with other 
movements addressing environmental issues where similar analysis, 

strategies, tactics, enemies and allies can be found. There is a huge gap, 
though, in information about each other, since with a few exceptions (~e.g. 

the World Social FoFum or protests at major world summits or meetings 
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of well-networked organisations such as Friends of the Earth 
International), these organisations have no opportunities to get: together 
in a systematic way. And yet it is inexorable that these links will become 
ever stronger, and it seems inexorable, too, that to properly address the 
challenge we face, ~~othing less than planetary and species survival, we 
e~counter the overarching power of patriarchal, racially-divisive tmeve~ 
capitalist ’development.’ Climate justice will require nothing Iess. 
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The Right to the City and the Eco-Social Commoning of Water: 
Discursive and Political Lessons from South Africa 

Patrick Bond 
Forthcoming in Farhana Saltana and Alex Loftus (eds), 

The Right to Water, London, Earthscan, 2011 

Introduction 
To genuinely contribute to a ’right to the city,’ a crucial challenge for right-to-water 

advocacy is to transcend narrow juristic narratives that, as Karen Bakker (2007:447, and in 
this book) argues, tend to be "individualistic, anthropocentric, state-centric, and compatible 

with private sector provision of water supply." This challenge became acute in South Africa 

on 8 October 2009, when in Mazibuko versus]ohannesbur~l Water, the Constitutional Court 
overturned two lower-court rulings that had earlier been celebrated by the urban social 

movements of Soweto and comparable organizations across South Africa and the world, as 
well as academics (Bond and Dugard 2008 and Mazibuko & Others v the City of 

]ohannesbur~t & Others, 2008). That court case provides the basis for rethinking both rights 
and commons so that both the ecological and the community-control factors are 

foregrounded, alongside contestation of the deeper logic of capital accumulation that 

explains the drive to water commodification within which activists campaign for the right 

to water. 
Some such campaigns win, but others lose. The Mazibuko case revolved around the 

amount of water each person needed (on average) each day- the Soweto plaintiffs 

demanded 50 liters, and the City insisted that 25 was sufficient - and whether the water 

would be delivered through ordinary credit meters (as the plaintiffs demanded), or on a 
pre-payment basis (as Johannesburg was doing in low-income areas). The latter was 

argued to be in violation of the Constitution, anti-discriminatory provisions in the Water 

Services Act and the Johannesburg water by-laws. This case was the most important test, so 
far, of possibly the world’s most advanced Constitutional clause about the right to water: 

"everyone has the right to an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-being... 
everyone has the right to have access to... sufficient water" (Republic of South Africa, 1996). 

The strongest hopes for Mazibuko were expressed by the talented lawyer who was central 
to developing strategy on the case, Jackie Dugard (2010a): 

Rights can be useful to the left, regardless of the ultimate outcome of litigation per 

se. Advocating a pragmatic approach to rights, I suggest that in contemporary South 
Africa, with its extreme socio-economic and racial inequalities, while in the normal 

course of events the law does indeed serve the interests of elites, rights-based legal 
mobilisation can have a predominantly positive impact on social movements 

representing disempowered groups, including the poor .... If strategically used, 

rights-based legal mobilisation may in certain circumstances offer the left an 
additional tactic in a broader political struggle. In some instances the additional 

tactic might be a last resort, but it remains a useful one. 
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These words preceded the October 2009 defeat (for Dugard’s and activists’ 
immediate reactions, see Centre for Applied Legal Studies, 2009 and Coalition Against 
Water Privatization, 2009). The benefits and costs of litigating Mazibuko require full and 
frank debate, and only then can the political lessons for the broader ’right to the city 
movement’ be elaborated. For example, in her review of Mazibuko, Cristy Clark (in this 
book) insists that the South African version of the right to water will be ’hollow’ without "a 
complimentary right of community participation in water management." That is one lesson, 
but unless capable of breaking beyond the bounds of neoliberal public policy, it is a lesson 
acceptable to many water privatisers (as pointed out by Bakker 2007:448 and in this book) 
and other neoliberal advocates of a smaller state. 

Moreover, as Chad Staddon, Thomas Appleby and Evadne Grant (in this book) argue, 
the Mazibuko case dealt "a further blow to the plaintiffs" because of the ruling against 
judges "setting prescriptive levels of water provision." Indeed the larger question is 
whether putting this kind of public policy power in the hands of (quite conservative) judges 
is appropriate. And turning to politics, Staddon, Appleby and Grant (ibid.) correctly observe 
that "only failed or authoritarian states" refuse water resources hence the contradiction of 
complaining to "the very states which have denied them in the first place!" 

In addition to these concerns, the full set of hydropolitical connections between the 
social and ecological are often not properly conceptualized within a right-to-water framing. 
Right-to-water politics are, therefore, better contextualized from a marxist right to the city 
standpoint advocated by Lefebvre and updated by Harvey, given that both political- 
economic and political-ecological concepts can be deployed within the strategies of urban 
social movements. This we see initially by way of understanding the limitations to the 
Mazibuko case. 

South Africa’s dash of cold water on the right to water 
There were, in retrospect, many negative lessons about Mazibuko. This foundational 

case could be criticized on grounds it was: 

individualist: private/familial instead of public/political 

consumption-oriented, without linkages to production and ecology 
framed not to resist but to legitimise neoliberalism 

unable to transcend society’s class structure, and thus in the process it distracted 

activists from potentially more serious strategies to dismantle class divisions 
through redistribution and reparations 

technicist, thus alienating the mass base and society in general 

guilty of making mass-based organisations the ’client’ which in the process became 
’domesticated’ (Madlingozi, 2007), for example, told to halt protests during 

litigation 
subject to the ’watering down’ of rights, given South African Constitutional clauses 

of ’progressive realisation’, and of ’reasonable’ measures ’within available resources’ 

tempting for scholar-activists to follow its legal alleyways, which in turn distracted 
from a more transformative route to politics 

dangerous in class-power terms, insofar as judges are amongst society’s most 
conservative elites 
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reflective of the overall problem that even liberal-democratic capitalism won’t 

deliver basic-needs goods to poor people. 

Elsewhere (Bond 2010) I have delved into these specific problems in more detail, as did 

a group of critical legal scholars in more general terms, debating whether rights narratives 
are optimal for progressive South African politics: Danie Brandt (2009), Tshepo Madlingozi 

(2007), Marius Pieterse and especially Daria Roithmayr (2011). Since Clark (2011) 

provides detailed case analysis (see also Danchin 2010), it is worthwhile to follow through 
the political implications in this contribution, including the relationship of the South 

African water struggles to the right to the city. 
One mistake was the narrowness of the litigant’s request for relief partially on grounds 

of international evidence of minimal water needs, because according to Peter Danchin 

(2010), the Constitutional Court: 

signaled that while international law is relevant and helpful for constitutional 

analysis (as the Constitution itself requires) it does not intend to adopt the 
minimum core approach but rather will develop its more flexible reasonableness 

doctrine in an effort to forge a distinctly South African attitude to the justiciability of 
economic and social rights. 

But as Dugard (2010b) replied, the way ’reasonableness’ was posed ignored the 
realpolitik of Soweto: 

First, the Constitutional Court misunderstood the applicants as arguing for a 

minimum core approach to the right to water. They did not. Rather, the applicants 

pursued the approach established by the Constitutional Court in Grootboom (in its 
rejection of the minimum core content approach, as being too inflexible), which is 

that rights and obligations can only be established in context. This is precisely what 

the applicants did in Mazibuko: they asked the Court to determine the 
reasonableness of the City’s Free Basic Water policy in the context of a high-density 

urban township with waterborne sanitation and no alternative water or sanitation 
sources. The Court, however, cast this as a minimum core content argument. And, 

displaying an extraordinary degree of deference, found the City’s Free Basic Water 

policy to "fall within the bounds of reasonableness’, which appears to me to be a 

worrying retreat from the standard of reasonableness and of inquiry set in 
Grootboom. 

However, in rebuttal to Dugard it might be argued that the Mazibuko plaintiffs (and 
especially their legal team) did not stress strongly enough the extent to which wealthy 
white residents had access to plentiful, inexpensive water on credit (not pre-paid), for 
comparative water consumption across race and class was not a major part of the case, as 
the effort to win a victory meant narrowing the narrative to a relatively non-contextualised 
terrain. 

Dugard (2010b) then points out other areas where the Constitutional Court justices 
appeared both class- and race-biased: 
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Second, contrary to the findings of both the High Court and the Supreme Court of 
Appeal, the Con Court found the City’s interpretation of the by-laws as allowing the 
installation of prepayment meters to be "textually permissable", which seems to be a 
new form of highly deferent legal interpretation. Third, in dismissing the applicants’ 
arguments that prepayment meters amount to unfair discrimination based on race - 
because, despite proven debt across the City, prepayment meters have only been 
installed in poor black areas - the Court said that the applicants had not proven that 
prepayment meters were installed in ALL black areas. This is nonsensical and goes 
against all its previous equality decisions. It would mean that, for example, if I allege 
that my dismissal on the grounds of my sexual orientation (a listed ground in the 
Constitution) amounted to unfair discrimination, I would have to prove that my 
employer had dismissed all other gay employees in the organisation. In South Africa, 
there is growing concern about the Mazibuko judgment and the Court’s apparent 
retreat from enforcing socio-economic rights. 

The legal-technicist arguments deployed by the Constitutional Court were thus 
subtly political, in defense of the status quo. These arguments would lead not only to denial 

of water to low-income people, but also to a confirmation of segregatory processes in South 
Africa’s cities. It is here that we see the broader merits of a ’right to the city’ campaign that 

avoids Mazibuko’s pitfalls, through awareness of the simultaneous role of water in politics, 

accumulation processes and state-society-nature relations. 

The right to water within the right to the city 

In 2004-05, the ’World Charter for the Right to the City’ (2005) was developed in 

Quito, Barcelona and Porto Alegre by networks associated with the World Social Forum. Its 
twelfth article had the following to say about water: 

RIGHT TO WATER AND TO ACCESS AND SUPPLY OF DOMESTIC AND URBAN 
PUBLIC SERVICES 
1.Cities should guarantee for all their citizens permanent access to public services of 

potable water, sanitation, waste removal, energy and telecommunications services, 

and facilities for health care, education, basic-goods supply, and recreation, in co- 

responsibility with other public or private bodies, in accordance with the legal 

framework established in international rights and by each country. 
2. In regard to public services, cities should guarantee accessible social fees and 

adequate service for all persons including vulnerable persons or groups and the 
unemployed - even in the case of privatization of public services predating adoption 

of this Charter. 
3. Cities should commit to guarantee that public services depend on the 

administrative level closest to the population, with citizen participation in their 

management and fiscal oversight. These services should remain under a legal 
regimen as public goods, impeding their privatization. 

4. Cities should establish systems of social control over the quality of the services 
provided by public or private entities, in particular relative to quality control, cost 

determination, and attention to the public. 
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These suggest a layer of reforms with strong attention to technical and socially-just 

(if not necessarily ecological) considerations about water services, as well as subsidiarity 

and community control principles. But can the right to water be recast in more radical 
terms set out by urban revolutionaries such as Henri Lefebvre and David Harvey? The 
’right to the city’, in Lefebvre’s (1996:154) class-conscious understanding of community, 

meant that: 

Only groups, social classes and class fractions capable of revolutionary initiative can 
take over and realize to fruition solutions to urban problems. It is from these social 
and political forces that the renewed city will become the oeuvre. The first thing to 
do is to defeat currently dominant strategies and ideologies... In itself reformist, the 
strategy of urban renewal becomes ’inevitably’ revolutionary, not by force of 
circumstance, but against the established order. Urban strategy resting on the 
science of the city needs a social support and political forces to be effective. It cannot 
act on its own. It cannot but depend on the presence and action of the working class, 
the only one able to put an end to a segregation directed essentially against it. Only 
this class, as a class, can decisively contribute to the reconstruction of centrality 
destroyed by a strategy of segregation found again in the menacing form of centres 
of decision-making. 

At a time in South Africa (and everywhere) when debate is intensifying about the 
alliances required to overthrow urban neoliberalism, as discussed below, we should heed 
Lefebrve’s warning about the centrality of the working class to these struggles, but also 
Harvey’s analysis of contradictions within accumulation. After all, in his New Left Review 
article on ’The Right to the City’, David Harvey (2008) draws upon the historical lessons of 
capital flows and urban form in mid-nineteenth century Paris and the post-war United 
States, before turning to the recent global property boom - which left very few cities 
untouched - and locating within it a profound and potentially unifying class struggle that 
also has important implications for the right to water: 

A process of displacement and what I call ’accumulation by dispossession’ lie at the 

core of urbanization under capitalism. It is the mirror-image of capital absorption 

through urban redevelopment, and is giving rise to numerous conflicts over the 
capture of valuable land from low-income populations that may have lived there for 

many years... Since the urban process is a major channel of surplus use, establishing 

democratic management over its urban deployment constitutes the right to the city. 
Throughout capitalist history, some of the surplus value has been taxed, and in 

social-democratic phases the proportion at the state’s disposal rose significantly. 
The neoliberal project over the last thirty years has been oriented towards 

privatizing that control... 

One step towards unifying these struggles is to adopt the right to the city as 
both working slogan and political ideal, precisely because it focuses on the question 

of who commands the necessary connection between urbanization and surplus 
production and use. The democratization of that right, and the construction of a 

broad social movement to enforce its will is imperative if the dispossessed are to 
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take back the control which they have for so long been denied, and if they are to 

institute new modes of urbanization. 

Contrast this analysis with a near-simultaneous statement - in a 2009 booklet, 

’Systems of Cities: Integrating National and Local Policies, Connecting Institutions 
and Infrastructure’ - from what many consider to be the brain of urban 

neoliberalism, the World Bank (2009). There is, to be sure, a confession that the 
neoliberal project was not successful in what the Bank had advertised since at least 
its 1986 New Urban Management policy (Bond 2000). The Bank (2009) brags that 

"many developing country governments and donors adopted an ’enabling markets’ 
approach to housing, based on policies encouraged by the World Bank." The 

neoliberal core strategy included property rights to land, cost recovery for water, 
electricity and municipal services, fewer subsidies withinstate housing institutions 
and expanded mortgage credit. The Bank’s "hope has been that pushing this and 

other aspects of the formal sector housing systems down market would eventually 

reach lower income households." But it didn’t work, the Bank (2009) finally 
admitted: 

Despite some successes, affordability problems persist, and informality in the 
housing and land sectors abounds. By the mid-2000s, it became clear that the 
enabling markets approach was far too sanguine about the difficulties in creating 

well functioning housing markets where everyone is adequately housed for a 
reasonable share of income on residential land at a reasonable price. The general 

principles of enabling markets are still valid, but must be combined with sensible 

policies and pragmatic approaches to urban planning and targeted subsidies for the 
urban poor... Experience suggests that only a few regulations are critical: minimum 

plot sizes and minimum apartment sizes, limitations on floor area ratios, zoning 

plans that limit the type of use and the intensity of use of urban land, and land 
subdivision ratios of developable and saleable land in new greenfield developments. 

Unlike Harvey, the Bank has virtually nothing at all to say about ’human rights’ 

(except property rights and ’rights of way’ for new roads and rail), and nothing at all to say 

about urban social movements. The closest is the document’s reference to ’community- 
based organisations’ which operate in ’partnerships’ in Jamaica and Brazil to ’combine 

microfinance, land tenure, crime and violence prevention, investments in social 

infrastructure for day care, youth training, and health care with local community action and 
physical upgrading of slums.’ Civil society in its most civilized form hence lubricates 

markets (even though it is evident that microfinance is replete with literally fatal flaws, 

such as the 200,000 debt-related farmer suicides in India’s Andra Pradesh between 2005- 
10) (Bond 20/1) and acts as a social safety net for when municipal states fail. 

Yet notwithstanding the confession, the Bank’s (2009) discursive strategy leaves 
states with more scope to support markets, because rapid Third World urbanization 

generates market failures: ’The ~teneral principles of enabling7 markets are still valid, but 
must be combined with sensible policies and pragmatic approaches to urban planning and 

targeted subsidies for the urban poor.’ Recall that from the late 1980s, the World Bank had 
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conclusively turned away from public housing and public services as central objectives of 

its lending and policy advice. Instead, the Bank drove its municipal partners to enhance the 
productivity of urban capital as it flowed through urban land markets (now enhanced by 

titles and registration), through housing finance systems (featuring solely private sector 

delivery and an end to state subsidies), through the much-celebrated (but extremely 

exploitative) informal economy, through (often newly-privatized) urban services such as 
transport, sewage, water and even primary health care services (via intensified cost- 

recovery), and the like. Recall, too, the rising barriers to access associated with the 1990s 

turn to commercialized (sometimes privatized) urban water, electricity and transport 

services, and with the 2000s real estate bubble. As a result, no matter the rhetoric now 
favouring ’targeted subsidies’, there are few cases where state financing has been sufficient 

to overcome the market-based barriers to the ’right to the city’, a point we will conclude 

with. 
As Swyngedouw (2008: 3) pointed out, the context included a general realization 

about the limits to commodification in the private sector, if not the World Bank: 

This seems to be the world topsy-turvy. International and national governmental 
agencies insist on the market and the private sector as the main conduit to cure the 
world water’s woes, while key private sector representatives retort that, despite 

great willingness to invest if the profit prospects are right, they cannot and will not 
take charge; the profits are just not forthcoming, the risks too high to manage, civil 

societies too demanding, contractual obligations too stringent, and subsidies have 

often been outlawed (the latter often exactly in order to produce a level playing field 
that permits open and fair competition). 

These contradictions were especially important where social and natural processes 
overlapped. During the 1990s, the ’Integrated Water Resource Management’ perspective 

began to focus on the nexus of bulk supply and retail water provision - in which water 

becomes an economic good first and foremost - but only to a very limited extent did it link 
consumption processes (especially overconsumption by firms and wealthy households) to 

ecosystem sustainability. Hence the rights of those affected by water extraction, especially 
those displaced by mega-dams that supplied cities like Johannesburg, have typically been 

ignored. 

Making hydro-socio-ecological connections will be one of the crucial challenges for 
those invoking the right to water. As Lefebvre (1996:72) put it: 

Carried by the urban fabric, urban society and life penetrate the countryside. Such a 
way of living entails systems of objects and of values. The best known elements of 

the urban system of objects include water, electricity, gas (butane in the 
countryside), not to mention the car, the television, plastic utensils, ’modern’ 

furniture, which entail new demands with regard to services. 

Indeed, the ecological challenge of mobilizing water has, traditionally, been an 

important process of more general social and spatial organization (Strang 2004). As 
Lefebvre (1996:/06) explained: 
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One knows that there was and there still is the oriental city, expression and 
projection on the ground, effect and cause, of the Asiatic mode of production; in this 
mode of production State power, resting on the city, organizes economically a more 

or less extensive agrarian zone, regulates and controls water, irrigation and 

drainage, the use of land, in brief, agricultural production. 

Each different struggle for the right to the city is located within a specific political- 

economic context in which urbanization has been shaped by access to water. The early 
’oriental despotism’ that Karl Wittfogel (19S7) discovered would follow from this Asiatic 

mode of production’s emphasis on a strong central state’s control of the water works gave 
way, in successive eras of city-building, to the central square role of water fountains in 

medieval market cities, and to huge infrastructural investments in capitalist cities. Within 

the latter, the neoliberal capitalist city has adopted a variety of techniques that 
individualize and commodify water consumption, delinking it from sourcing and disposal 

even though both these tasks are more difficult to accomplish through public-private 

partnerships. Given the emphasis on decentralization, as Bakker (2007:436 and in this 
book) suggests, ’The biophysical properties of resources, together with local governance 

frameworks, strongly influence the types of neoliberal reforms which are likely to be 
introduced’. 

The next logical step on a civilizational ladder of water consumption would not, 

however, be simply a ]Vlazibuko-style expansion of poor people’s access (and technology) 
within the confines of the existing system. Acquiring a genuine right to water will require 

its ’commoning’, both horizontally across the populace, and vertically from the raindrop 
above or borehole below, all the way to the sewage outfall and the sea. But to get to the 

next mode of financing, extraction, production, distribution, consumption and disposal of 

water requires a formidable social force to take us through and beyond rights, to the water 

commons. 

The right to the city and to the water commons in South Africa 
Tactically, anger about violations of the right to water has taken forms ranging from 

direct protests, to informal/illegal reconnections and destruction of prepayment meters, to 
a constitutional challenge over water services in Soweto. Rights advocates argue that they 

have the potential to shift policy from market-based approaches to a narrative more 

conducive to ’social justice’, even in the face of powerful commercial interests and 
imperatives. Yet the limits of a rights discourse are increasingly evident, as South Africa’s 

2008-09 courtroom dramas indicated. If the objective of those promoting the right to the 

city includes making water primarily an eco-social rather than a commercial good, these 
limits will have to be transcended. The need to encompass ecosystemic issues in rights 

discourses is illustrated by the enormous health impacts of unpurified water use (Global 

Health Watch 200S: 207-224). 
Thus once we interrogate the limits to rights in the South African context, the most 

fruitful strategic approach may be to move from and beyond ’consumption-rights’ to 
reinstate a notion of the commons, which includes broader hydropolitical systems. To do 

so, however, the South African struggle for water shows that social protests will need to 
intensify and ratchet up to force concessions that help remake the urban built 

environment. As expressed by David Harvey (2009), "My argument is that if this crisis is 
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basically a crisis of urbanization then the solution should be urbanization of a different sort 

and this is where the struggle for the right to the city becomes crucial because we have the 
opportunity to do something different." 

One of the first strategies, however, is defense. The struggle for the right to water 

entails staying in place in the face of water disconnections and even evictions. Apartheid- 
era resistance to evictions is one precedent, but another is the moment in which the prior 

downturn in South Africa’s ’Kuznets Cycle’ (of roughly 15-year ups and downs in real estate 

prices) occurred, the early 1990s. The resulting ’negative equity’ generated housing ’bonds 
boycotts’ in South Africa’s black townships. The few years of prior financial liberalization 

after 1985 combined with a class differentiation strategy by apartheid’s rulers was 
manifest in the granting of 200,000 mortgages (’bonds’) to first-time black borrowers over 

the subsequent four years. But the long 1989-93 recession left 500,000 freshly unemployed 

workers and their families unable to pay for housing. This in turn helped generate a 
collective refusal to repay housing bonds until certain conditions were met. The tactic 

moved from the site of the Uitenhage Volkswagen auto strike in the Eastern Cape to the 

Johannesburg area in 1990, as a consequence of two factors: shoddy housing construction 
(for which the homebuyers had no other means of recourse than boycotting the housing 

bond) and the rise in interest rates from 12.5 per cent (-6 per cent in real terms) in 1988 to 
21 per cent (+7 per cent in real terms) in late 1989, which in most cases doubled monthly 

bond repayments (Bond 2000). 

As a result of the resistance, township housing foreclosures which could not be 
consummated due to refusal of the defaulting borrowers (supported by the community) to 
vacate their houses, and the leading financier’s US$700 million black housing bond 

exposure in September 1992 was the reason that its holding company (Nedcor) lost 20 per 
cent of its Johannesburg Stock Exchange share value (in excess of US$1S0 million lost) in a 

single week, following a threat of a national bond boycott from the national civic 
organization. Locally, if a bank did bring in a sheriff to foreclose and evict defaulters, it was 

not uncommon for a street committee of activists to burn the house down before the new 

owners completed the purchase and moved in. Such power, in turn, allowed both the 
national and local civic associations to negotiate concessions from the banks (Mayekiso 

1996). 

However, there are few links between the early 1990s civics which used these 
micro-Polanyian tactics successfully, and the 2000s generation of ’new social movements’ 
which shifted to decommodification of water and electricity through illegal reconnections 
(Desai 2002). The differences partly reflect how little of the late 2000s mobilizing 
opportunities came from formal sector housing, and instead related to higher utility bills or 
forced removals of shack settlements. Still, there are profound lessons from the recent 
upsurge of social activism for resistance not only to the implications of world capitalist 

crisis in South Africa, but elsewhere. 
The lessons come from deglobalization and decommodification strategies used to 

acquire basic needs goods, as exemplified in South Africa by the national Treatment Action 
Campaign (TAC) and Johannesburg Anti-Privatization Forum which have won, respectively, 
antiretroviral medicines needed to fight AIDS and publicly-provided water (Bond 2006). 

The drugs are now made locally in Africa - in Johannesburg, Kampala, Harare, and so on - 
and on a generic not a branded basis, and generally provided free of charge, a great 
advance upon the US$15,000/patient/year cost of branded AIDS medicines a decade 
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earlier (in South Africa, nearly a million people now receive them for free). The right to 

healthcare in the South African city, hence, requires the commoning of intellectual property 
rights, which were successfully achieved by the TAC by mid-decade in the 2000s after a 

period of extreme resistance to the United States and South African governments, to the 

World Trade Organisation’s Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights regime and to 
global pharmaceutical capital. 

The ability of social movements such as in the health, water and housing sectors to 

win major concessions from the capitalist state’s courts under conditions of crisis is hotly 
contested, and will have further implications for movement strategies in the months ahead. 

Marie Huchzermeyer (2009: 3-4) argues that the Constitution mandates ’an equal right to 

the city’. However: 

It was only in 2000 that the Bill of Rights was evoked by a marginalized and violated 
urban community (represented by Irene Grootboom) in the Constitutional Court. In 

what was received as a landmark ruling, the Court interfered with the Executive, 

instructing the Ministry of Housing to amend its housing policy to better cater for 
those living in intolerable conditions. It took 4 further years for the policy changes 

to be adopted into housing policy. Chapters 12 and 13 were added to the national 
Housing Code: Housing in Emergency Circumstances and Upgrading of Informal 

Settlements. In the following 5 years, these two policies have not been properly 

implemented, if at all. Unnecessary violations have continued and marginalized 
communities have had to resort to the courts. However, the landscape has changed 

significantly. Whereas the Grootboom case involved an isolated community with 
only a loose network of support through the Legal Resources Centre which acted as 

’Friends of the Court’, today cases reach the Constitutional Court through social 

movements such as Landless People’s Movement, Inner City Tenant Forum, Abahlali 
base Mjondolo, Anti-Privatization Forum and the Anti-Eviction Campaign. 

Huchzermeyer (2009:4) suggests this strategy fills a "gap in left thinking about the 
city (the gap derived from the Marxist ideology of nothing but a revolution)" and that the 
’Right to the City’ movement articulated by Lefebvre and Harvey should include marginal 
gains through courts: "Urban Reform in this sense is a pragmatic commitment to gradual 
but radical change towards grassroots autonomy as a basis for equal rights." After all, 
"three components of the right to the city- equal participation in decision-making, equal 
access to and use of the city and equal access to basic services - have all been brought 
before the Constitutional Court through a coalition between grassroots social movements 
and a sympathetic middle class network" (even though "this language is fast being usurped 
by the mainstream within the UN, UN-Habitat, NGOs, think tanks, consultants etc., in 
something of an empty buzz word, where the concept of grassroots autonomy and 
meaningful convergence is completely forgotten"). 

As we have seen, however, critics point to the opposite processes in the water case, 
and consider a move through and beyond human rights rhetoric necessary on grounds not 
only that - following the Critical Legal Scholarship tradition - rights talk is only 
conjuncturally and contingently useful (Roithmayr 2011). Ashwin Desai (2010) offers some 
powerful considerations about the danger of legalism when building the South African 
urban social movements: 
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If one surveys the jurisprudence of how socio-economic rights have been 
approached by our courts there is, despite all the chatter, one central and striking 

feature. Cases where the decision would have caused government substantial outlay 

of money or a major change in how they make their gross budgetary allocations, 
have all been lost. Cases where money was not the issue such as the TAC case or 

where what was being asked for was essentially negative - to be left alone - the 

courts have at times come grandly to the aid of the poor. And even to get some of 

these judgments enforced by the executive is a story in and of itself. I have no 
problems using the law defensively but when it comes to constitute the norms by 
which political advances are determined, it is extremely dangerous. By flirting with 

legalism, movements have had there demands become infected with court 

pleadings. We have heartfelt pleas for the observance of purely procedural stuff, 
consult us before you evict us. We have demands for housing, now become "in situ 

upgrading" and "reasonable" government action. 

In addition, the limits of neoliberal capitalist democracy sometimes stand exposed 
when battles between grassroots-based social movements and the state must be decided in 
a manner cognisant of the costs of labor power’s reproduction, At that point, if a demand 
upon the state to provide much greater subsidies to working-class people in turn impinges 
upon capital’s (and rich people’s) prerogatives, we can expect rejection, in much the same 
way Rod Burgess (1978) criticized an earlier version of relatively unambitious Urban 
Reform (John Turner’s self-help housing), on grounds that it fit into the process by which 
capital lowered its labor reproduction costs. It may be too early to tell whether court 
victories won by social movements for AIDS medicines and housing access represent a 
more durable pattern, one that justifies such rights talk, or whether the defeat of the 
Soweto water-rights movement is more typical. Sceptics of rights talk suggest, instead, a 
’Commons’ strategy, by way of resource sharing and illegal commandeering of water pipes 
and electricity lines during times of crisis (Bakker’s chapter in this book;, Desai 2002, Bond 
2002, Naidoo 2009, Ngwane 2009). 

The challenge for South Africans committed to a different society, economy and city 
is combining requisite humility based upon the limited gains social movements have won 
so far (in many cases matched by regular defeats on economic terrain) with the soaring 
ambitions required to match the scale of the systemic crisis and the extent of social protest. 
Looking retrospectively, it is easy to see that the independent left - radical urban social 
movements, the landless movement, serious environmentalists and the left intelligentsia - 
peaked too early, in the impressive marches against Durban’s World Conference Against 
Racism in 2001 and lohannesburg’s World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. 
The 2003 protests against the US/UK for the Iraq war were impressive, too. But in 
retrospect, although in each case they out-organized the Alliance, the harsh reality of weak 
local organization outside the three largest cities - plus interminable splits within the 
community, labor and environmental left - allowed for a steady decline in subsequent 
years. 

The irony is that the upsurge of recent protest of a ’popcorn’ character - i.e., rising 
quickly in all directions but then immediately subsiding - screams out for the kind of 
organization that once worked so well in parts of Johannesburg, Durban and Cape Town. 
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The radical urban movements have not jumped in to effectively marshall or even join 

thousands of ’service delivery protests’ and trade union strikes and student revolts and 
environmental critiques of the past years. The independent left’s organizers and 

intelligentsia have so far been unable to inject a structural analysis into the protest 

narratives, or to help network this discontent. 
Moreover, there are ideological, strategic and material problems that South Africa’s 

independent left has failed to overcome, including the division between autonomist and 

socialist currents, and the lack of mutual respect for various left traditions, including 
Trotskyism, anarchism, Black Consciousness and feminism. A synthetic approach still 

appears impossible in 2011. For example, one strategic problem - capable of dividing 
major urban social movements - is whether to field candidates at elections. Another 

problem is the independent left’s reliance upon a few radical funding sources instead of 

following trade union traditions by raising funds from members (the willingness of German 
voters to vote Die Linke may have more than a little influence on the South African left). 

By all accounts, the crucial leap forward will be when leftist trade unions and the 

more serious South African Communist Party members ally with the independent left. The 
big question is, when will Cosatu reach the limits of their project within the Alliance. Many 

had anticipated the showdown in 2007 to go badly for unionists and communists, and they 
(myself included) were proven very wrong. There is probably no better national trade 

union movement in the english-speaking world thasn Cosatu, so that error requires a rapid 

correction.. 
These challenges are not particularly new nor unique, with many leftists in Latin 

America and Asia reporting similar opportunities during this crisis but profound barriers 
to making the decisive gains anticipated. It is, however, in South Africa’s intense 

confrontations during capitalist crisis that we may soon see, as we did in the mid-1980s 

and early 2000s, a resurgence of perhaps the world’s most impressive urban social 
movements, And if not, we may see a degeneration into far worse conditions than even now 

prevail, in a post-apartheid South Africa more economically unequal, more environmentally 

unsustainable and more justified in fostering anger-ridden grassroots expectations, than 
during apartheid itself, 
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Results Summary - All Ballots 
Printed on: 2011/05/20 20:31:12 

Electora~ Event: 

Province: 

Municipality: 

Ward: 

Voting District: 

Local Government Elections 2011 

KwaZulu-Natal 

ETH -eThekwini [Durban Metro] 

All Wards 

All Voting Districts 

AFRICAN CHRISTIAN ALLIANCE- 
AFRIKANER CHRISTEN ALLIANSlE 

1,158 0.12 % 949 0.10 % 2,107 0.11% 

AFRICAN CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY 7,727 0.80 % 6,555 0.67 % 14,282 0.74 % 

AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS 582,224 60.11 % 603,929 62.02 % - : 1,186,153 61.07 % 

AFRICAN PEOPLE’S CONVENTION 1,914 0.20 % 3,970 0.41 % 5,884 0.30 % 

A~NIAN PEOPLE’S ORGANISATION 1,400 0.14 % 1,238 0.13 % 2,638 0.14 % 

BLACK CONSCIOUSNESS PARTY 245 0.03 % 671 0.07 % 916 0.05 % 

CONGRESS OF THE PEOPLE 3,428 0.35 % 3,882 0.40 % 7,310 0.38 % 

DEMOCRATIC ALLIANCE/DEMOKRATIESE 
ALLIANSlE 

195,770 20.21 % 212,409 21.81 % - : 408,179 21.02 % 
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INDEPENDENT 17,226 1.78 % - 17,226 0.89 % 

INKATHA FREEDOM PARTY 41,638 4.30 % 38,532 3.96 % 80,170 4.13 % 

MINORITY FRONT 54,979 5.68 % 48,064 4.94 % 103,043 5.31 % 

NATIONAL FREEDOM PARTY 47,688 4.92 % 43,606 4.48 % 91,294 4.70 % 

SOCIALIST GREEN COALITION 531 0.05 % 492 0.05 % 1,023 0.05 % 

SOLIDARITY PARTY 172 0.02 % 400 0.04 % 572 0.03 % 

TRULY ALLIANCE 7,994 0.83 % 6,026 0.62 % 14,020 0.72 % 

UNITED ACTION FRONT 1,993 0.21 % 1,256 0.13 % 3,249 0.17 % 

UNITED DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT 1,455 0.15 % 1,087 0.11 % 2,542 0.13 % 

UNITED RESIDENTS FRONT 142 0.01 % - 142 0.01 % 

VRYHEIDSFRONT PLUS 869 0.09 % 662 0.07 % 1,531 0.08 % 
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African and Afro-American Studies and Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richards, Danna M <danna richards@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:34 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: health insurance form online 

Dr, Sahle, 

Give me a minute. I will go in and then complete and confirm for you. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 919-962-6010 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:28 AM 

To: Richards, Danna M 

Subject: RE: health insurance form online 

Dear Danna, 

Thanks so much for your note. I tried to enroll following your instructions and encountered the same problem. I am not sure what to do. 

Kindly help. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Richards, Danna M 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 8:51 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: health insurance form online 

Professor Sable, 

Go to https:iiunc.hrintouch.com, I.:_~g#} with onyen and onyert password, t:hert click eB,-:mefits Now, l:her~ my er~rollmenl:, st:art there and answ,-:~r the tobacco af}d 

body mass ir~de>: questions, l:her~ go to n~-:~xt and elect 80/20 if that is what y.:_~u waf}t t:o t:ake beginnirtg 7/1/11, The screens should all.:_~w you to say n.:_~ t.:_~ Medicare 

and No to other’ coverage and then save and aL the end provide a confirmation number. See if this will work for you and if you still have a problem t}~en let rne 

know and ] can help furU~er to gel the entry in for’ you and your fa~Tfity~ I appreciate you giving U~is one last tr% Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 9~9-962-60~0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

Fro~: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 6:28 AM 

To: Richards, Danna M 

Subject: health insurance form online 

Importance: High 

Dear Danna, 

Greetings. 

I tried to enroll for my health insurance, but even after completing the 2011-2022 SHP Comprehensive Wellness Initiative form, the e-form does not save or submit it and I 
cannot proceed with the rest of the form. 

Kindly let me know what to do. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 
African and Afro-American Studies and Global Studies 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Richards, Danna M <danna richards@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:38 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

FW: heaJth insurance tbrm online 

Dr, Sable, 

The online is okay now for employee children 80/20 PPO to continue as of 07!O1!20:LL I will mail you a copy to your home address to bare. I put one in file here 

also and will put in an attestation form also fl)r your fffforrnatk~n, Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 919-962-6010 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Th~s e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The Mformation there~n is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

F~m: Richards, Danna M 

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:3~ AM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: health insurance form online 

Dr. SaMe, 

Give me a minute~ I will ~o h~ and then complete an~ confirm for you. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 919-962-6010 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belon~in~ to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

F~m~ SaMe, Eunice N 

Sent= Wednesday, Hay 25, 20[[ ~0:28 AM 

To~ Richards, Danna H 

Subject= RE: health insurance form online 

Dear Danna, 

Thanks so much for your note. I tried to enroll following your instructions and encountered the same problem. I am not sure what to do. 

Kindly help. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From-" Richards, Danna M 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 8:51 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: health insurance form online 

Professor Sable, 

Go to https:!/unc.hrintouch.com, Iogin with onyen and onyen password, then click eBenefits Now, then my enrollment, start there and answer the tobacco and 

body mass index questions, then go to next and elect: 80/20 i~ that ~s what you want to take beginning 7/3./3.3.. The screens sbouh~ a~low you to say no ~:o Medh::are 

and No Lo oLber coverage and then save and at the end provide a confirmation number~ See ~: Lb~s w~H work ~:or you and H: you still have a problem then let ~T~e 

know and ~ can help ~:urther to get the entry in ~:or you and your l:am~y. I appredate you g~ving th~s one fast try. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-84~-8~52 

fax: 919-962-60~0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 



that you may not disclose copy~ distribute or take any other action in 
reliance on the information transmitted. 

F~m.~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 25, 20~.:[ 6:28 AN 
To: Richards, Danna IVl 
S,,bject: health insurance form online 
Importance: High 

Dear Danna, 

Greetings. 

I tried to enroll for my health insurance, but even after completing the 20:[:[-20:[2 SHP Comprehensive Wellness ]~nitiative form, the e-form does not save or submit it and I 
cannot proceed with the rest of the form. 

Kindly let me know what to do. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 
African and Afro-American Studies and Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 11:06 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] CCO cancellation policy 

CCO Instructors- 

We hate to cancel CCO courses at the start of a semester because few students have registered. However, this is something we have to do occasionally when too 

few students register for any particular course. Recently, we reviewed our policy on cancelling courses for low enrollments, and we made some minor changes 

which I want to share with you. Here is the revised policy: 

a. For fall and spring semesters since classes usually begin on a Monday or Tuesday, we will check registrations at noon the Friday before classes start. Any course 

that does not have at least 3 students registered will be cancelled. Then at noon on the third day of classes, we’ll check registrations again and any class that does 

not have at least 6 students registered will be cancelled. 

b. For summer we will check registrations at noon the day before classes start. Any course that does not have at least 3 students registered will be cancelled. Then 

at noon on the second day of classes, we’ll check registrations again and any class that does not have at least 6 students registered will be cancelled. 

c. We will enforce the 3 and 6 student minimums more strictly than has been our recent practice. Some exceptions will still be possible under special 

circumstances. 

Here are some of the things influencing us about this policy - 

* Arts & Sciences generally considers 10 students the minimum for classes offered on campus. 

* Students need sufficient time to find another course after one is cancelled. 

* Students do drop after the start of the semester, so a course that has few students to begin with often ends with only 1or 2 students in the course. 

* Budgets are tight. 

We realize the effort that you, as instructors, put into preparing your courses, and we also know that the stipend you receive for teaching is important. We 

appreciate and respect your work on these courses, and we will never cancel any course unless it appears absolutely necessary. Hopefully we won’t have to cancel 

many courses, but we want you to be aware of the possibility. 

If you have any comments or questions, please let me know. We will be sharing this with your department chairs as well so that they are aware. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are curremly subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emml to ~a href "mailto:leave-29215920-3634613.47t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29215920- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589~a959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richards, Danna M z<lanna richards@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 11:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: health insurance form online 

Yes, it is completed. Copy is in file also. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 919-962-6010 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 20:[1 :[:[:06 AM 

To: Richards, Danna M 

Subject: RE: health insurance form online 

Many thanks Danna for all your help! So, just to clarify...my 80/20 enrollment for the coming year is completed and I do have to worry, right? 

Thanks. 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Richards, Danna M 
Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 20:[:[ :[0:38 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: health insurance form online 

Dr. Sable, 

The ordme i~.~ ol~ay now for ernpl.:_~yee chik~ren 80/20 PPO ~:o con~:mue as o~ 07/0~./201L ~ wi~ rnaH you a copy to your home address to have. I put one i~ fik~ here 

a~so arid wiil put in ar~ attestatkm for[T~ also for your ~r~form~L~o~x Danru~ 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 9~9-962-60~0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belon~in~ to 

the sender. The ~nformation therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of th~s transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such drcumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, d~stribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

F~= Richards, Danna N 

~ent= Wednesday, Nay 25, 20~ 20:34 AN 

To= Sahle, Eunice N 

S~bjeet= RE: health insurance form online 

Dr. Sah~e, 

Givemeami~ute. IwiHso~na~dthencomp~eteandco~fi~mfo~you. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 9~9-843-8352 

fax: 9~9-962-60~0 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belon~in~ to 

the sender. The ~nformation therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of th~s transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such drcumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, d~stribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

F~= Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent= Wednesday, Nay 25, 20~ 20:28 AN 

Te= Richards, Danna N 

$~bje¢t= RE: health insurance form online 

Dear Danna, 



Thanks so much for your note. I tried to enroll following your instructions and encountered the same problem. I am not sure what to do. 

Kindly help. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From= Richards, Danna M 
Sent= Wednesday, May 25, 2011 8:51 AM 

To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: health insurance form online 

Professor SaMe, 

C-:o to https:iiunc.hrintouch.com, Iogin with o~ven am~ o~ven password, Lhen click eB~-_~nefi[s Now, then my enrollnle~t, sLart there and a~sw~-_~r the tobacco 

body mass inde>: questions, then ~o to n~-_~xt a~d elect 80120 if that is what you want ~:o ~:ake he,imping 7il/11. The screens should all.:_~w you to say ~.:_~ to Medicare 

and No to other’ coverage and the~ save a~d aL the end provide a co~firmatio~ ~umber. See if this will work for you and if you still have a problem t~e~ let me 

know and I ca~ help further to Aet the entry i~ for you a~d your family. I appreciate you Aivi~8 this o~e last try. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 959-843-8352 

fax: 959-962-6050 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belon~in~ to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent= Wednesday, May 25, 2011 6:28 AM 

To= Richards, Danna M 

Subject= health insurance form online 

Importance= High 

Dear Danna, 

Greetings. 

I tried to enroll for my health insurance, but even after completing the 2011-2012 SHP Comprehensive Wellness Initiative form, the e-form does not save or submit it and I 
cannot proceed with the rest of the form. 

Kindly let me know what to do. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 
African and Afro-American Studies and Global Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OUC COl Intake <coi@unc.edtv~ 

Wednesday, May 25,2011 3:47 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: REMINDER: Conflict of Interest Notification tbr IRB Submission: 11-0795 

Dr. Sable, 

This certification has not been completed. Please dick on the "click here" link on the email below and answer the questions on the page. If you have any 

questions, please wMte 1:o l:his ernai~ or call me al: 919-843-.995[~. 

Thanks, 

Roberto Cofresi 

Research Compliance Program 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Tuesday, May 03, 201~ 2:13 PN 
Te~ O~C COl Intake 
Subject~ ~E: RENINDER: Conflict of Interest Notification for IRB Submission: 

Hello, 

I certified this project a while ago. Kindly confirm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: coi@unc.edu [coi@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2022 21:03 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: REMINDER: Conflict of Interest Notification for IRB Submission: 22-0795 

To: Eunice Sahle 

URGENT REMINDER: Required action tbr IRB Nnmber: 11-0795 dried Politics of Representation in Mnseums of the Swahili Coast is pending in the Office of 

HumaJ1 Research Efl~ics (OIIRE). 

University policy requires fl~at every member of the research team certiI) Conflict of Interest sIatus before this IRB application is approved. Please click here to 
complete a brief cerdficadon for this project. 

Your pro~npt attention is appreciated. Failure to respond roll prevem approval of riliS application. Questions on conflict of interest may be directed to ._c_9_i_~2~__u_!)__c_:__e__d_t! or 

919.843.5328. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

coi@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 25,2011 5:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

COI Certification 

Your COI disclosure certification has been received. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

coi@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 25,2011 5:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

COI Submission 

Your COI sub~nission has been received. 

Thank you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 8:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

New Opportuuides at Athgo’s hmovation Forum 

Tile Wodd Ballk Headquar{e..’s, Washillgton DO 

VVodd Bank and over 200 you~:g entreple~:eurs. The goa~ ~s to bare eady~s48ge and 

sus[a~nab~e, and d~sp~ay positive corsmuna~ and env~rolsrsen[a~ ~mpacL A sma~ 

In Pa..’l..",ership with the Wo..qd Bar:k, Extemat Affairs 

Supported by: Etectr(mic Recycle.~s Inteln ~tiol~at; Embassy of Finiend 

Keynote: 

elltelZaioer and creative imlovato.% best kllovv~: as the 1root n’~all a~:d 

pmdacer el tile ~r, uiii-piatir:um awarda,’dnni..",g groap, The Black Eyed 

Speakers Include: 

Eiectre~lic Recyciers 

h’~ter..’~a~ional 

xi RicBard ~. Sai~es 
....... Padseli Head of the Climate 

Change alld Er:vironmelltei Marke~s 

~Learn More I Re.qister 

i)iKiJiTi!:::::: Fi!::ru{!:Lir i;’~ i:: .~:::i:ii::!} 

Su~e 15-,17, 201’1 

e~:tleprel~eurial dlive of 50 17oL.’~:g Macedonis~? and i~?tematio~:at entreple~:eurs by vva17 

of applied trai..",ir:9. The li’,ree-day interactive proWam wili Iocus on the 

cempiementary capabitilies of de..’,’-:esiic and forsign e~lt~epre..",eu~% tile entwir:ed 

opeakers In ;lude: 

I 
A!hgo intelss.hip opportunities 

Item weeldor:g internships ai 

~ersote~y/on~e~ 

/>,thge makes possible Ie~ stadents 

;~speds of our Gbba~ hmovat~on 

Learn More 

I 

w~t~ the UN-OHRLLS 

Watch Video 

[~]Youtube - Walci: us 

[] Facebook - Become 

[] Twitter - Fottew ~ss 

i 
This summer: Ati’,go will enable 200 

seed fusd~]g tha~ w~ be a~ocated to 

he~p maR8 SO~T~e Of t~se rsos~ 

Donate Now     ] 



UN--Ob.’RLL$ Republic of Macedonia 

Learn More I (capacity reached/the event is CLOSED) 

[ -- J 

The Foulth United Nations Conter,er~c(÷ on ti:e Least Developed Countries ~’LDCqV) 

had i..",vi[ed A[hgo h~ema~£ona~ Io o.‘ganiz8 8 sessior: tilled [-!nl~ep..’enea~ship -- Tasled 

Learn More 

Th8 B..’oadband Commissie..", is co-chai..’ed by H,B, Paul Kaga~ne, P..’esidenl of 
Rwands snd M~, Carlos Sli~n t4etO, }-Io..",orary ~.,ifati~ne Ci’,airman e} Grope Ca.’so, The 

offer, 

Learn More 
~s, ihgo Advisory ~eard Ma~nber Mr, John Shege..’i~:n has b~e..", ~eatured ~n the Naw 

Read Article 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 9:36 AM 

For CIAS l~acul~ <ciasfaculb,@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasl:aculty] GlobaJ Sustainable Finance Conference 

Interesting oppoltani~: 

Begin ibm’amded message: 

Date: May 25,2011 1:30:37 AM EDT 
To: anversen <anversen@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Invitation I Global Sustainable Finance Conference, Karlsruhe, Germany 

Reply-To: <sustainability@etechgermany.org> 
A Two Day International Conference on Global Sustainable Finance I Greening Financial Sector will be held from September 08 - 09, 2011 in Karlsruhe, 

Germany. This event will bring together senior members of financial institutions, policy makers, economists, regulators, sustainable development 

practitioners, representatives of governmental organisations and international development agencies and other relevant stakeholders engaged or 

interested in sustainable economic development. The event will also be attended by academia such as from the faculties of finance, economics, business 

administration, banking, environmental management and by members of other relevant departments. 

The delegates will discuss key emerging issues including: climate change and emergence of the green economy; post financial crisis opportunities in the 

wake of transformation to sustainable economy; and initiatives needed to strengthen financial sector for supporting and benefiting from sustainable 

economic development. The conference offers a distinctive opportunity for discussing financial innovation and advancing our transition to sustainable 

economy. 

Further to knowledge sharing on greening economies and sustainable finance; the upcoming conference will help establish partnerships and alliances and 

in developing synergies. It provides an excellent opportunity to network with the members of financial community, academia, international development 

agencies, governmental and non-governmental institutions, sustainable development and environmental management practitioners and other relevant 

stakeholders in Europe and beyond. An optional excursion/get-together will take place on Saturday the 10th of September 2011. 

You are cordially invited to attend this global sustainable finance event and! or nominate the member{s) of your institution. 

For further information, please see the event details. 

Sincerely, 

Organizing Committee 

Global 5ustainabiNty Finance Conference 

Etech Germany 
Darkheimer Str, 24 
D-76:[87 Karlsr uhe 

Tel,: 0049-723.-476 89 3.6 

Fax.: 0049-723.-476 89 53 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondafion Robert Schumm~ <info@robertschuman.eu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 12:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Commit to equality between men m~d women’. 

Equality between men and women, a value shared by all 

European States, is established as a fundamental right in 
the Lisbon Treaty. 

Women for Europe 

and Citizens’ 

Initiative 

For the period 2010-2015, the European Commission has 

launched a strategy for equality between men and women 
thet-eby aiming to promote the respect of this in all of the 

such as access to work, 
promotion and professional training, working conditions and 

remuneration, the protection of expectant mothers and 
parental leave ... 

The under representation of women is still evident in all major 
companies in which men count for nearly 90% of board members! 

To counter this inequality the European Commission has appealed 
to companies to sign a declaration of commitment "More women in 
the boardroom, a promise for Europe". 

In your opinion what steps should the European Union take next in 
this area? 

43% of those who have already answered our questionnaire 

think that there are not enough dedicated European policies for 
women’s rights .,. 

AND YOU WHAT DO YOU THINK? 

Tell your friends, your colleagues about our project - we have to 
make progress in this area! Women first! 

FacebooM 

Twitter! 

Download our B ..... 

Our project: 

This year, with the support of .t.{~?..~t:gL~(~..~.(..’L(..’~.~t~:L~ and in partnership with 

~iSi~.g!~:~:f?..~:’[r1{~Z~f~.~:~,:{f?.~ is launching an awareness raising campaign on the European Citizens" Initiative 

amongst women in Europe. 

Our project .}~(~,’..~R#~.(~,’.’..g),’.’.<2L~.~..{~#..~-’.’.f~2.~.~.~ aims to provide women with more information 

about this new too!: the European Citizens" Initiative. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 9:43 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listser~.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Parking 2011-12 

Dear All, 
Please email me by Friday, June 3rd if you would like to be put into the running for a parking permit on campus for August 15, 2011 = August 14, 2012. This year’s department 
allocation includes: 
NG1!Swain Lot- 3 permits 
N2 - 4 Permits 
N5- 2 permits 
ND!Cobb Deck- 3 permits 

If you would like to be in the running, please let me know your preference for WHICH LOT. Also, please let me know which lot you would like to be put on the wait list for if you 
are not given a permit through this initial distribution (you can be put on the wait list for any available lot on campus). 

A map of all available campus parking lots is here: http://www.dps.unc.edu/Parkinq/services/permitparkinqmaps/permitparkinqmaps.cfm 

The permit rates for gated lots are as follows (deducted each month from your paycheck): 
Salary Scale (Base Rate) = Annual Permit Rate 

$25,000= $50,000 = $601.64 
950,000 - 9i00,000 = 9759.72 
>9i00,000 = 91,173.64 

Permits are distributed based on total state service date, rank and prior parking history. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: httP:iilists.unc.eduiu?id=3236160g.eg7ag] aSg323 ] 9540e] 56ada770a79gd&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29228975 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29228975-3236160g.eg7ag]aSg32319540e156ada770a79gd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 9:56 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.e du (intl-duncplas@duke.edu) 

Zumbathon May 28, 2011. The best plan for Memorial Day weekend! 

From: FRANCISCO DUQUE, Human Resources Director ECH [mailto:fduque21@gmail.com] On Behalf Of EL CENTRO HISPANO DE DURHAM AND CARRBORO 

Don’t have plans for Memorial Day weekend? 
RAIN OR SHINE[ 

ZUMBATHON 2011 
2.5 HOURS OF ZUMBA FOR A GREAT CAUSE 

DATE: MAY 28, 2011 
TIME: 5:00PM-8:00PM 

LOCATION: 501 FOSTER STREET, DURHAM, NC 27701 
(THE PAVILION AT DURHAM CENTRAL PARK) 

TICKETS ONLINE: WWW.ELCENTRONC.ORG 

ACTIVITES INCLUDE: 



We would like t~ thank our 

YMCA of the Triangle 

Food Lion Sabor Latino, LLC 

FUSION Multicultural Marketing 

Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina 

Greater Durham Chamber of Commerce 

TROSA, Inc. 

Coca Cola 

Mamotl Hotels 

Jarritos 

Spee Dee Que 

PRINT TI~--~IS COUPON! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, May 27, 2011 12:46 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc l?aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ facul~,] AORC funding cancelled 

Dear Colleagues: 
This is for general distribution. U2x-C African Studies relies heavily on 
the West African Research Center in Dakar, and I know that other world 
regions also rely on American Overseas Research Centers--the new 
competition for funding has been canceled altogether Please take the 
time to sign the petition and to circulate Thanks. Barbara 

Petition to Restore AORC Funding 

CAORC has put together a petition to restore funding to the Department 
of Education Title VI AORC Program We are trying to gather as many 
signatures as possible to help show the impact AORCs have had on the 
American and global academic community when ~ve fight to restore I~ading 
for FY2012. Please share this link with your and your Centers’ contacts. 
Please also encourage people to include cormnents on their experience and 
connection with AORCs. 

http://www.thepetitionsite com/takeactiola/984/379/072/ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afru-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
University uf North Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.africa.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29230208-9518753.bdc06336c8228bT:g)846378ae5dc20e0@listserv.unc.edu 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, May 27, 2011 2:41 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Position Available at Duke 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Position Available 

Date:Thu, 26 May 2011 19:36:48 -0400 

From:Nancy Holliman <nancy.holliman@duke.edu> 

Position Available-Apologies for Cross posting 
Please circulate widely. 

HASTAC is culxently hiring a full lime s~£f assistant to perform a varie~l of complex administrative duties, involved with HASTAC, the Digital Media and Learning 

Competition, and, pending confirmation, responsibilities in relationship to the National Council on the Humanities. 

The ideal candidate will be highly detail-oriented and comfortable working in an extremely fast-paced environment. Candidate must be able to work in HASTAC’s 

Duke University office, located in Durhaan, NC. This position is eligible for full Duke University benefits. 

Closing date: Thursday, June 9. Interviews will begin shortly thereafter. 

Responsibilities include: (please also see full job description with more detail at http://bit.ly/]YJP[B or by searching for requisition #400502705 

on the Duke University HR site per instructions below) 

Manage and coordinate all logis~tics for all speaking engagements and appearances, including a 30+ city world-wide lecture and media tour. 

Coordinate, manage and oversee various budgets, files, correspondence, granks, calendaJc, appointments, travel arrangements, agendas, meetings, weekly 

conference calls, compliance rules, and special requests. 

Calendar and coordinate all meetings/cord’erence calls, conducting any required preparation and follow up. 

¯ Assis~t in the planning, researching, coordination, and reporting of various special projects, including program and curricular development. 

Assist in managing communications, both written and via telephone, including those with institutional leadership, government representatives, high profile national 

spokespersons, etc., while maintaining all legal privacy, ~curity, and conflict of interest practices and protocols. 

Assist in managing social Inedia presence, including blogs, Twitter feeds and Facebook presences. 

Assist in grant writing and management and fundraising el~brts. 

Skills: 

¯ Must be highly detaA1 oriented and comli~rtable working in an extremely thst- paced enviroilment that is constaaatly subj ect to change 

¯ Excellent orgaxiizational and time management skills 

¯ Excellent communications and wnfing/proofieading/editing skills 

¯ Experience and comfort with a high volume of email (sending/receiving 75+ messages per day) 

¯ High computer and digital literacy (including mastery of Mic~osoft Office suite applications, calendaring software, email clients, and collaborative tools such as 

Google docs, etc.), as well as interest and/or experience in digital/social media, specifically with regards to social nelworldng, blogging, tweeting, etc. 

¯ Must be able to multitask independently and to be able to meet deadlines and priofitize effectively a~s crises emerge. 



Must be able to maintain the highest professional standaxds in all situations, always acting with tact, confidenfiali~ and sensitivity to lega3 issue~ to propfieb,, and 

to representation of other parties. 

Experience managing tnultiple budget~ account reconciliation, and reporting 

Accounting experience required; mastery of Duke Accounting systems and procedures is preferred, but not required 

See the full job description, including requirements, more detailed responsibilities, etc. at http:i/bitly/j~\ll~jB. 

You can also view the full description and apply by searching for requisition #400502705 on the Duke University Human Resources site. 

¯ If you are a current Duke University employee you can find "the tx~sition and apply by seaxching requisition #400502705 at 

https:/iwww.hr.duke.edu//job~’apply/employees/index.php 

¯ If you axe NOT a current Duke University employee you can find the position and apply by searching requisition #400502705 at_ 

http:/iwww.hr.duke .edu//i obs/applv/extema] .php 

All applicants must formally apply through the Duke HR site at one of the above listed lh~ks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kin L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 3:50 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] ABDIAS DO NASCIMENTO (1914 - 2011) 

Colleagues: 
This is a nice tribute to Abdias do Nascimento, a renowned Afro-Brazilian scholar, activist, politician, arid artist. 

Kia 

Kin Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

Ulk-C -Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 

From: H-NET Discussion List for Afidcan American Studies [H-AFRO-AM@II-NET.MSU EDU] on beha[[" ofAbdul Alkalunat [mcworter@II.LINOlS EDU] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 2:35 PM 

To: H-A[~’R£) -A M@H-NET.MSU .EDU 
Subject: ABDIA S DO NASCIMENTO (1914 - 2011) 

From: masante@temple.edu 

In Memoriam [’or Abdias do Nascimento 1914- -2011 * 

Seven years ago I went to Rio de Janeiro to speak on the occasion of 
Abdias do Nascimento’s 90th birthday. He repaid the honor by coming to 
my 65th birthday symposium three years ago at the age of 94 It was an 
emotional meeting captured on camera as I cried like a baby that this 
great man had come to Philadelphia for the occasion of my birthday. So 
today I pay homage to this brother genius who has cherished our history 
and culture and who has made the life and struggle of the African 
Brazilian people his personal mission. And yet I know that the 
lmperishabili~ of his career, the elevated nature of his commitment to 
humanity, the sacred ceremony of his love for the *orishas*, and his 
devotion to art and literature mafl~ him as one o:[’the greatest humans o:[" 
his time Indeed, ! have been struck by the way he managed to carve out 
his persona in the midst of a multitude of illusions, images, and 
situations. 

It is rare for a httman being, without the control of the media and its 
popular diversions, to rise above all of the noise of his or her time 
and stand out as a tmique human being. 

Abdias do Nascimento defended the oppressed, advanced creativib’, 
sought human community and made ota lives better by his art, reason, 
emotion, and laughter. I danced with him when he was in Buffalo and I 
ate his Brazilian dishes when he lived as an expatriate. 

For nearly forty years Abdias was my teacher. That is why when I 
received the news of his transition there ~vas nothing more for me than 
to write in my own voice about the works of this mal~’elous man. Abdias 
was Brazilian, but he belonged to the African world. We clairned him in 
the United States; they claimed him in Mexico; he was claimed in 
Nigeria; the?" spoke of him as belonging to them in Ghana; the Angolans 
and Mozambicans called his name fondly- as one of theirs. All over the 
African world his name was written in the bosom of the people. Abdias’ 
name must be included among the most eminent of Africans, alongside 
those of Mandela, Kwame _krkrumah, Malcolm X, and Cheikh Anta Diop. Brazil 
has been alert enough to honor him in a way that projects Brazil into 
leadership in the African ~vorld. 

I met Abdias do Nascimento, son of Brazil, son of Africa, son of the 
world, ~vhen I took a professorship at the State Universi~z of New York 
in Buffalo in 1973. One could not miss his grand character, his inzmense 
popularity as a professor, and his enormous smile. When I stood in his 
presence I kne~v even at that time that I was in the presence of 
magnificence. What is it to be warmed by the sun but to feel a sentiment 
of comfort and security that eve~zthing will be allright now that you 
are touched by the radiance of its brightness. 

All people, in eve~ country and of eveW nation, have identified 
individuals who deserve to be celebrated and praised fbr the work that 
they are doing and have done The names of Toussaint L’Ouverture, 
Dessalines, Nat Ttu-ner, Harriet Tubman, Amenitoshaka, Yanga, and a 



thousand others sing out from the panoply of heaven in witness to 
Abdias’ life 

We elevate ourselves and commemorate the illustrious creatlv~ of our 
most shining star when we bathe in Nascimento’s halo. If you call it 

self-love, because we celebrate ourselves when we celebrate the best of 
us, then it is a ~pe of self-love that makes us honor a sharp mind and 
a constant activist. Whatever our attributes, our desires, our ambitions 
for ourselves and the world the?’ all come together in the character of 
Abdias, a monument of brilliance, and an icon of victory. 

In ray judgment there has never lived an African in the Americas w-ith a 
more instinctive understanding of the nature of our African culture. In 
that, Nascimento was alone, among the likes of Malcolm X, Frederick 
Douglass, Aime Cesaire, Leon Damas, Martin Luther King, Jr., Paul 
Robeson, Jacques Roumain, Nicolas Guillen, and Langston Hughes. No male 
leader has captured the essence of our history and culture so plainly 
and powerfully as Nascimento. Of course, we know- that Katherine Dunhara, 
Pearl Primus, Zora Neale Hurston, and other women, may have been much 
more attuned to the intricacies of culture than many men. However, 
Nascimento brought his strong passions to his love for our culture and 
our creativity. This xvas one of his greatest giks to us. When I have 
seen him talk at Lagos, in Washington, in New- York, and other places I 
always left his presence thinking that there xvas no need to worry 
because Nascimento knew that we xvalked the way of a revitalized 
world and xvith his leadership we could truly find ourselves. 

Abdias do Nascimento was not only a major force in African Brazilian 
culture and politics; he was a world figure who started his career in 
the 1930s. When he founded the Black Experimental Theater in 1944 he 
inmxersed himself in every aspect of the history and life of the African 
in Brazil. But he xvanted to know more, to do more, and therefore his 
interests expanded to other countries where blacks lived as he made 
alliances with the writers, artists, and intellectuals in other South 
American countries. Soon he was to take his wisdom, dramatic arts, and 
cultural kno~vledge and practice to North America where he made a 
significant impact on the African community in the United States But 
his first love was always his Brazilian family, his community,, his 
people who had been so violated by history, and circumstances 
that they had often forgotten their o~vn history and their own need to 
gain their victory over the degradation of the West. 

Abd ias’ life is the victory. 

I believe that Africa spoke to him like ari oracle. YVhy do I believe 
this? If a continent could speak, if it had its voice, it ~vould say that 
African Brazilians had to find their way back home in their minds and 
souls Nascimento heard what the continent wished to say He interpreted 
the voice of the continent through his essays, paintings, and poems. He 
became for thousands of people outside of Brazil the purest voice of the 
African Brazilian. In this, we were lucky Yes, because Abdias’ voice 
was the @namic voice at international gatherings of Africans in 
Quagadougou, in Lagos, in Dar es Salaam, in New York, the black people 
of Brazil had an eloquent and dramatic voice on the stage of African 
history 

What is the place of Nascimento in the African world? If you were to 
look at Nascimento in the continuum of African giants where would you 
put him? ttow would you articulate his importance to the global 
discourse on the question of African consciousness? In the world of 
ideas we are often confronted with new theories but the enduring quality 
of Abadias’ work is its abili~ to anticipate every turn, every nuance 
of the African world. 

There is something universal in Nascimento. He traveled to any 
society’ and was immediately at home He was Nigerian, Senegalese, North 
American, but he was really Brazilian. Actually, it was the human 
quality that made him so much a part of the rest of the world. He did 
not come with the calling cards of capitalism, imperialism, or 
globalization Rather Nascimento approached the world with human rights, 
equally, and mutual respect for all cultures 

He *wis our champion. ’]’here *wis no one in Brazil or the United States 

like him. His spirit stood out from the pack, undaunted, unbowed, and 

straightforward. 

Who *wis Abdias do Nascimento? Asked a young Salvadorean. He was a 
playwright and dramatist, said one who had read and seen *Sortilege * 
This play which Nascimento wrote and produced at the Black Experimental 
Theater in Rio de Janeiro in the 1940s "as an exigency of the lamentable 
situation in which black people found themselves in Brazilian society" 
(Nascimento, *Sortilege,* Chicago: Third Vv2~rld Press, 1978, p. 1 ) is 
still seen as one of the most creative works ever done on the modern 
stage. Indeed, the theater itself xvas a center for the affirmation of 
African cultural values, and in that regard, it was an institution that 
forced a progressive stand in relationship to the condition of the 
people. So it is true that Nascimento was a dramatist. But xvho is 
Abdias do Nascimento? 

He was a poet, said a young lady frora Sao Paulo. This son ofDona Josina 
Georgina and Jose Ferreira do Nascimento xvas the author of *Axes Do 



Sangue E Da Esperancs*, orikis. Yes, he was a great poet, one who 
memorialized the orishas*: E×u, Ogum, Yemanja, Oya, Shango, ()shun, 
Obatala, Ochosi*. He named and honored his parents, his wife, the women 
in his life, his children, his comrades, and his close friends tie was a 
poet who celebrated the iconic value of Ausar and Auset. tie was one who 
elevated the masses of Angola, South Africa, and Mozambique and in his 
poetry willed them to overthrow oppression. But who was Abdias do 
Nascimento? 

He was a historian who cl-tronicled his own time. Nasciraunto was always an 
advocate for African Brazilians. He wrote *Sitiado eru Lagos* and *Povo 
Negro * as political history and as political philosophy. But these were 
only two of the more than 30 publications of this artist who was a man 
of science, this social scientist and historian who was a creative 
artist, this chronicler who reached back and found in our past the 
necessary principles for our future. Perhaps *Mixture or Massacre: 
Essay-s in the Genocide of a Black People* was one of the most 
penetrating works ever done on racial politics in Brazil. It introduced 
Nasciruento to the North American audience as a thinker with a passion 
for wdth. We are presented with the heroes of Brazilian history: Luis 
Gama, Jose do Patricinio, Joao Candido, and Luisa Mahin. There were 
others and Nascimento never tired of telling the world about them and 
the heroic deeds they did in the interest of black freedom. 
Protests against discriruination in eraployruent, housing, schooling, 
hotels, the military and diplomatic services, fueled Nascimento’s 
eagerness to become a voice for the people without a voice. So, who was 
Nascimento? He was a political leader, a force for social justice and 
peace, a senator and a minister. 

Who was this man born in Franca, Sao Paulo on March 14, 1914? 

If we write the history of resistance to oppression in Brazil we must 
write the names of Abdias do Nasciraunto, Leila Oonzales, Ouerreiro 
Ramos, and Nelson Rodrigues as compatriots in the struggle for cultural, 
psychological, and economic liberation for the Afi~ican Brazilian people 
Nascimento headed the list. 

Nascimento claimed the history of the African Brazilian people when he 
took the *Quilombos* and made them models of an African Brazilian 
response to the human condition. This was an Afrocentric thrust into the 
meaning of our presence in the Americas It was a statement, a position, 
a proposition of resistance and victory. He taught us that the 
Portuguese and Spanish slave owneers were just as harsh, just as brutal, 
and just as wicked as the English enslavers 

The magnificent literary and artistic career of Nascimento remains the 
standard by which we ;vill always compare geniuses My big brother, and 
dear friend, stood with and by Wole Soyinka, C. L. R James, Maulana 
Karenga, Paulo Freire, John Henrik Clarke, Leila Oonzales, Rodr~go 
Alves, and Ouerreiro Ramos. They are some of the key figures in the 
resurgence of Africa, but Nascimento is not lost in that list of greatness. 

If I were asked to name a great artist, Nascimento would come to my 
mind. If I were asked to identi~z a man who dedicated his life to the 
liberation of the oppressed, I would have to put Nascimento on the list 
of names at the verb, top. It" I ;vere asked to name a great creative 
dramatist and founder of theatre, no one would come before the name of 
Nascimento. 

What Abdias taught was that we carry our own weight. There is no 
universality that obliterates our identity’; true universality builds 
upon identity’ until it incorporates all identities. Only in this way do 
we :find our own singularig~’. When I think of the rise of African 
consciousness in the world, I think, of course, of the Negritude poets, 
of Bantu Steve Biko, of Maulana Karenga and K awaida philosophy, and the 
apostle of *Quilombismo*, Abdias do Nascimento. 

I did not amve at the conclusion that it was necessary ]2~r all 
Africans everywhere to have a sense of agency without the advise, the 
knowledge, and the encourage of those who had already claimed African 
consciousness. Abdias do Nascimento demonstrated to us that it was 
essential to have a cultural revolution before there could be a moral 
rew~lution. Indeed, in his writings Abdias was the Shaka and the Zumbi 
of the most important truths in the world. 

Hotep to the Almighty whose name is sometimes Ptah, Ra, Atum, and Amen. 

Hotep to the *orishas* Eshu, Obatala, Ogun, Ochosi, Shango, Yemanja, and 
Oshun. 

ttotep to the great ancestors of Palmares! 

ttotep, Abdias do Nascimento, eternal spirit of African resistance and 

victory[ 

Molefi Kete Asante 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eur~ice@eruail.unc.edu. To ur~subscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edv.’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 29231324 or send a blank eruail to leave-29231324- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.ur~c.edu. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomlz, Juditl~ <benowilz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 4:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

CCO Fall 2011 AFRI 101 Contract 

CCO Telnplate to Revise mId Teach Eunice SaNe AFRI 101 Fall 2011 lxtf option.doc; Instructor Contact Information Template.doc 

Hi Eunice, 

Attached is your CCO contract for this fall. I’d also like you to fill out and return the ~ttached contact information sheet so that we 

have your most current information on file. 

After you and Julius have signed the contract, please make a copy for yourself and for Adam Kent. Then send it to me by campus mail or 

as a pdf file. 

Thanks very much, and a very happy Memorial Day weekend to you. 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marche~ Proust 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
(919) 962-6302 

May 27, 2011 

Agreement to Revise and Teach a Course in Carolina Courses Online 

The purpose of this agreement is to detail the arrangements between Eunice Sahle and the Friday Center 
for Continuing Education at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to revise and teach 
AFRI 101, Introduction to Africa, in the Friday Center’s Carolina Courses Ouline (CCO) program. It is 
expected that as a part of fulfilling this contract, course revisers and instructors will become familiar with 
Friday Center materials on the special nature of revising and teaching courses that are offered ouline. 

Semester Revisions 
You will update links to external Web sites and revise course schedules as well as make aw other 
changes you find necessaD~ before each new term in which you teach the course. These should be 
submitted electronically and according to the schedule provided by Credit Programs. You will work with 
an instructional designer from the Commmlicafion and Instructional Design staff who will incorporate 
your changes into the course Web pages. 

Instruction and Payment 
You will be the instructor of record during the Fall 2011 semester. Designation of the instructor of 
record is the responsibility of the department. While the department has the discretion to appoint a 
qualified individnal who is not affiliated with the University, the instructor will normally have current 
affiliation with the University. 

Your payment for revising and teaching the course will be S6150 per term. The minimum enrollment 
needed to offer the course is six students by noon onthe third day of class. If five or fewer students 
enroll, the course will be cancelled tmless there is a compelling reason to offer it. In surmner, if a 
class has three or fewer students by 5:00 on the first day of classes, it will be cancelled. If we can, we 
will pay you through your regular UNC payroll, ff that isn’t possible, you’ll get a lump sum payment 
in the middle of the semester and one when the course is over. 

Instructor Responsibilities 

1. Respond to student questions and inquiries in a prompt and encouraging manner, ideally 
within two to three (lays. 

2. Provide encouragement to the students to remain active in the course, to submit assig~wnents 
regularly, and to ask questions whenever necessapy. 

3. Facilitate and moultor discussion forums in an active and ongoing way. Tlfis is a critical 
part of an instructor’s "presence" in an online course. 

4. Evaluate and provide written feedback on all student assignments, quizzes, and exams 
within a week after receiving them. 



5. Monitor, record, and maintain records on each student. 
6. Report final grades witlfin 72 hours after the final exam, using the official "Class Roll and 

Grade Report" form that Credit Programs will send to you. 
7. Revise the course before each new semester (see "Semester-to-Semester Revisions" above). 
8. Ensure compliance with departmental standards for course content, course requirements, 

examinations, grading, and course evaluation and University standards on academic 
integrity. This includes keeping course materials current. Credit Programs will inform you 
when new editions of textbooks are being published so that you can revise the course to 
coordinate with the most current texts. 

9. Inform Credit Programs when sitnations occur that temporarily prevent you from fulfilling 
your instructional duties, such as vacations, conferences, or illness. 

Credit 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Programs Responsibilities 

Provide timely i~fformation and materials you need to revise and teach the course. 
Provide updates on changes in administrative processes that affect you or your course. 
Make payment to you for teaching and revising your course as outlined in this Course 
Revising and Teaching Agreement. 
Evaluate your performance by reviewing student evaluations and course Web sites. Please 
help us in this process by encouraging your students to complete and submit the course 
evalnation form. 

Copyright and Ownership 
In accordance with the Copyright Policy of The Universi~r of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (effective 

date August 1, 2001), development of the course Web pages, exclusive of textbook materials (online or 

otherwise) is considered a "Directed Work." The Copyright Policy States that "The University shall own 

copyright in Directed Works. Where practicable in the estimation of the creator’s chair, and subject to 

any additional terms or limitations made necessaDT by Universib~ licensing agreements, the creator shall 

be granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free license to the work for the creator’s own 

educational or research use." The Copyright Policy can be reviewed at 

http:iiwww.unc.eduicampusipoliciesicopyright.htnfl. 

Termination of Assignment 

This agreement remains in effect until terminated by you, your department, or Credit Programs. In 
order to assure the quality of our offerings, we must stipulate that repeated failure to fulfill the duties 
described in this contract constitutes grounds lbr terminating the contract. 

Both you and Credit Programs have the right to terminate this assigurnent by providing written 
notification to the other party no less than 60 days prior to termination date. Your assignment 
will be terminated if the academic department awarding credit discontinues its approval of the 
offering or rescinds its approval of you as an instructor. 

If you are presently on payroll at UNC and you leave UNC while still working for the Friday Center, 
please notify us immediately so that we can change your Friday Cemer payroll status and pay you in 
a timely maturer when your work is cmnplete. If you do not notify us, there could be delay in 
processing your check and getting your payments to you. 



Signatures below by their authorized representative(s) signify acceptance of the terms indicated in the 
above agreement. 

Instructor 

Department Chair 

The Friday Center     "0     ~ 
Associate Director, Credit Programs 

The Friday Center __ U 
Progra~n Development Specialist, Credit Programs 

Date 

Date 

Date    5/27/11 

Date 5/27/11 



12/14/2010 
Instructor Contact/Payroll Information Sheet 

Carolina Courses Online 

PID #: 
Gender: 

1) Current Affiliation with UNC-CH: 
Dept: 
Academic Rank: 

Full time or Part-time? Permanent or temporary? 

Highest earned degree - be specific ( BA, BS, MA, MS, MFA, MAC, PhD, EDD, JD, MBA): 

If you’re currently a teaching assistant at UNC-CH, when do you expect to complete your 
PhD? 

Course: 

Teaching: 
Authoring or revising?: 

Date of Contract: 

Term or expected start date: 

Payment expected (from contract): 

Email Address: 

Home and Work Addresses: please indicate whether you want mail to go to your home or 
work address. 

Home Tel #: 
Cell #: 
Work Tel#: 
Department contact (departmental manager) - name, phone, email 

Other Notes: 

Today’s date: 
Full Given Name (not nicknames): 





East Asia Forum mailing list 

East Asia Forum@anu.edu.au 

http:iimailmanoanu.edu.auimailman/listinfoieast asia forum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cal&vell, ILia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 28, 2011 6:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Automatic reply: ABDIAS DO NASCIMENTO (1914 - 2011) 

Thank you for writing, I will check my email on an infrequent basis through August 22, 2011. I will reply to all messages at my earliest opportunity. If you need to reach me 

regarding an urgent matter related to LinCS 2 or Sister Circle, please call me on my cell phone. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Buell, Agatha-~.abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, May 28, 2011 7:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv"~ 

Automatic reply: CCO Fall2011 AFRI 101 Contract 

Thank you for your email, 
I am on vacation through June 5th. 
If you need more immediate assistance, please contact one of the people below: 
Department of Public Policy - Maya Budihardjo, Student Services Manager - (919) 962-1600 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies - Travis Gore, Student Services Manager - (919) 966-5496 

Accountant for both departments - Haeran Miller - ~nc.edu 

Take care, 
Agatha Buell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

H~ 
Please give 

Kia 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 28, 2011 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: ABDIAS DO NASCIMENTO (1914 - 2011 ) 

our best. Tell him not to forget us little people! 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC: 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, May 28, 2011 6:00 ./LM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
SubJect: RE: ABDIAS DO NASC[MENTO (1914 - 2011) 

Hi Kia, 

Thanks and hope are well. 

I stayed longer in Durban and just returned here. It a was productive visit Now on to recovering from jet lag and preparing myself mentally for 
He leaves on Tuesday. 

Hugs to the kids. 

Eunice 

departure to the world of Hollywood 

From: Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 3:49 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [aflial:am] ABDIAS DO NASCIMENTO (1914 - 2011) 

Colleagues: 
This is a nice tribute to Abdias do Nascimento, a renowned Afro-Brazilian scholar, activist, politician, and artist. 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.mxc.edu 

http :/iwxwz.unc.ed~’deptsiafriafam 

From: H-NET Discussion List for African American Studies [H-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU] on behalf ofAbdul Alkalimat [lncworter@ILLINOIS.EDU] 
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2011 2:35 PM 

To: H-AFRO -AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU 
Subject: ABDIAS DO NASCIMENTO (1914 - 2011) 

From: masante@temple edu 

In Memoriam for Abdias do Nascimento 1914- -2011 * 

Seven years ago I went to Rio de Janeirn to speak on the occasion of 
Abdias do Nascimento’s 90th birthday He repaid the honor by coming to 
my 65th birthday symposium three years ago at the age of 94. It was an 
emotional meeting captured on camera as I cried like a baby that this 



great man had come to Philadelphia f,or the occasion of my birthday. So 
today I pay homage to this brother genius who has cherished our history 
and culture and who has made the life and struggle of the African 
Brazilian people his personal mission. And yet I know that the 
unperishabi]ity of his career, the elevated nature of his commitment to 
humanity, the sacred ceremony of his love for the *orishas*, and his 
devotion to art and literature mark him as one of the greatest humans of 
his time Indeed, ! have been struck by the way he managed to carve out 
his persona in the midst of, a multitude of illusions, images, and 
situations. 

It is rare for a human being, without the control of the media and its 
popular diversions, to rise above all of the noise of his or her time 
and stand out as a unique human being. 

Abdias do Nascimento defended the oppressed, advanced creativity, 
sought human conmnunity and made our lives better by his art, reason, 
emotion, and laughter. I danced with him when he was in Buffalo and I 
ate his Brazilian dishes when he lived as an expatriate. 

For nearly" forty years Abdias ~vas my teacher. That is why when I 
received the news of his transition there ~vas nothing more for me than 
to write in my own voice about the works of this mal~’elous man. Abdias 
was Brazilian, but he belonged to the African world. We clairned him in 
the United States; they claimed him in Mexico; he was claimed in 
Nigeria; they" spoke of him as belonging to them in Ghana; the Angolans 
and Mozambicans called his name fondly- as one of theirs. All over the 
Afidcan world his name was written in the bosom of the people. Abdias’ 
name must be included among the most eminent of Africans, alongside 
those of Mandela, Kwame Nkrumah, Malcolm X, and Cheikh Anta Diop. Brazil 
has been alert enough to honor him in a way that projects Brazil into 
leadership in the African ~vorld. 

I met Abdias do Nascimento, son of Brazil, son of Africa, son of the 
world, }vhen I took a professorship at the State University of New York 
in Buffalo in 1973. One could not miss his grand character, his in~mense 
popularity as a professor, and his enormous smile. When I stood in his 
presence I kne}v even at that time that I was in the presence of 
magnificence. What is it to be warmed by the sun but to feel a sentiment 
of comfort and security that evegzthing will be allright now that you 
are touched by the radiance of its brightness. 

All people, in eve~ country al’~d of evecz nation, have identified 
individuals who deserve to be celebrated and praised for the work that 
they are doing and have done The names of Toussaint L’Ouverture, 
Dessalines, Nat Turner, Harriet Tubman, Amenitoshaka, Yanga, and a 
thousand others sing out from the panoply of heaven in }vitness to 
Abdias’ lltb. 

We elevate ourselves and commemorate the illustrious creativity of our 
most shining star }vhen we bathe in Nascimento’s halo . If you call it 
self-love, because }ve celebrate ourselves when we celebrate the best of 
us, then it is a type of self-love that makes us honor a sharp mind and 
a constant activist Whatever our attributes, our desires, our ambitions 
for ourselves and the world they, all come together in the character of 

Abdias, a monument of brilliance, and an icon ofvicto~ 

In my judgment there has never lived an African in the Americas with a 
more instinctive understanding of’the nature of our African culture In 
that, Nascimemo was alone, among the likes of, Ma]coIm X, Frederick 
Douglass, Aime Cesaire, Leon Damas, Martin Luther King, Jr., Paul 
Robeson, Jacques Roumain, Nicolas Gui]len, and Langston Hughes No ma]e 
leader has captured the essence of our history and culture so p]ainly 
and powerfully as Nascimento. Of, course, we know that Katherine Dunham, 
Pearl Primus, Zora NeaIe Hurston, and other women, may" have been much 
more attuned to the intricacies of culture than many men However, 
Nascimento brought his strong passions to his [ore for our cu]ture and 
our creativity ’]?his was one of his greatest gifts to us When ] have 
seen him talk at Lagos, in Washington, in New York, and other places I 
always left his presence thinking that there was no need to worry 
because Nascimento knew that we walked the way of a revita]ized 
world and with his leadership we could tru]y find ourselves. 

Abdias do Nascimento was not only a major force in A[’rican Brazilian 
culture and politics; he was a wor]d figure who started his career in 
the 1930s When he founded the Black Experimental Theater in 1944 he 
immersed himself‘ in ever?" aspect of the histor?" and life of the Af,rican 
in Brazil. But he wanted to know more, to do more, and therefore his 
interests expanded to other countries where blacks lived as he made 
alliances with the writers, artists, and intellectuals in other South 
American countries. Soon he was to take his wisdom, dramatic arts, and 
cu]tural l,:now]edge and practice to North America where he made a 
significant impact on the African community in the United States But 
his first love was always his Brazilian family, his corrmmnity, his 
people who had been so violated by history and circmnstances 
that they" had often forgotten their own history and their own need to 
gain their victory over the degradation of the West. 

Abdias’ 1Re. is the victou. 

believe that Africa spoke to him like an oracle. Why do I believe 



this? If a continent could speak, if it had its voice, it would say" that 
African Brazilians had to find their way back home in their minds and 
souls Nascimento heard what the continent wished to say He interpreted 
the voice of the continent through his essays, paintings, and poems. He 
became for thousands of people outside of Brazil the purest voice of the 
African Brazilian. In this, we were lucky Yes, because Abdias’ voice 
was the @namic voice at international gatherings of Africans in 
Quagadougou, in Lagos, in Dar es Salaam, in New York, the black people 
of Braml had an eloquent and dramatic voice on the stage of African 
history. 

What is the place of Nascimento in the At~ican world? Kyou were to 
look at Nascimento in the continuum of African giants where would you 
put him? How would you articulate his importance to the global 
discourse on the question of African consciousness? In the world of 
ideas we are often confronted with new theories but the enduring quality 
of Abadias’ work is its abili~" to anticipate every turn, every nuance 
of the African world. 

There is something universal in Nascimento. He traveled to any 
society and was irmnediately at home. He was Nigerian, Senegalese, North 
American, but he was really Brazilian. Actually-, it was the human 
quality- that made him so much a part of the rest of the world. He did 
not come with the calling cards of capitalism, imperialism, or 
globalization. Rather Nascimento approached the world with human rights, 
equalib’, and mutual respect for all cultures. 

He was our champion. There was no one in Brazil or the United States 
like him. His spirit stood out from the pack, undaunted, unbowed, and 
straightforward. 

Who was Abdias do Nascimento? Asked a young Salvadorean. He was a 
playwright and dramatist, said one who had read and seen *Sortilege.* 
This play which Nascimento wrote and produced at the Black Experimental 
Theater m Rio de Janeiro in the 1940s "as an exigency’ of the lamentable 
situation in which black people found themselves in Brazilian socie~" 
(Nascimento, *Soltilege,* Chicago: Third World Press, 1978, p 1) is 
still seen as one of the most creative works ever done on the modern 
stage. Indeed, the theater itself was a center for the affirmation of 
African cultural values, and in that regard, it was an institution that 
forced a progressive stand in relationship to the condition of the 
people. So it is true that Nascimento was a dramatist But who is 
Abdias do Nascimento? 

He was a poet, said a young lady from Sao Paulo. This son of Dona Josina 
Georgina and Jose Ferreira do Nascimento was the author of *Axes Do 
Sangue E Da Esperancs*, orikis Yes, he was a great poet, one who 
memorialized the orishas*: F~xu, Ogum, Yemanja, Oya, Shango, Oshun, 
Obatala, Ochosi* He named and honored his parents, his wife, the tvomen 
in his life, his children, his comrades, and his close tlciends. He was a 
poet who celebrated the iconic value of Ausar and Auset. He was one who 
elevated the masses of Angola, South Africa, and Mozambique and in his 
poetry willed them to overthrotv oppression. But who was Abdias do 
Nascimento? 

He was a historian who chronicled his own time. Nascimento was always an 
advocate for African Brazilians. He tvrote *Sitiado em Lagos* and *Povo 
Negro * as political histow and as political philosophy’. But these were 
only two of the more than 30 publications of this artist who was a man 
of science, this social scientist and historian who was a creative 
artist, this chronicler who reached back and J2~und in our past the 
necessary principles for our future. Perhaps *Mixture or Massacre: 
Essay’s in the Genocide of a Black People* was one of the most 
penetrating works ever done on racial politics in Brazil. It introduced 
Nascimento to the North American audience as a thinker with a passion 
for troth. We are presented with the heroes of Brazilian history: Luis 
Gama, Jose do Patricinio, Joao Candido, and Luisa Mahin. ’l’here were 
others and Nascimento never tired of telling the world about them and 
the heroic deeds they did in the interest of black freedom. 
Protests against discrimination in employment, housing, schooling, 
hotels, the military and diplomatic services, fueled Nascimento’s 
eagerness to become a voice for the people without a voice. So, who was 
Nascimento? He was a political leader, a 17~rce 12~r social justice and 
peace, a senator and a minister. 

Who was this man born in Franca, Sao Paulo on March 14, 1914? 

If we write the history of resistance to oppression in Brazil we must 
write the names of Abdias do Nascimento, Leila Gonzales, Guerreiro 
Ramos, and Nelson Rodrigues as compatriots in the struggle for cultural, 
psychological, and economic liberation for the African Brazilian people 
Nascimento headed the list. 

Nascimento claimed the histol~ of the African Brazilian people when he 
took the *Quilombos* and made them models of an At~ican Brazilian 
response to the human condition. This was an Afrocentric thrust into the 
meaning of our presence in the Americas. It was a statement, a position, 
a proposition of resistance and victoty~. He taught us that the 
Portuguese and Spanish slave owneers were just as harsh, just as brutal, 
and just as wicked as the English enslavers. 



The magnificent literary and artistic career of Nascimento remains the 
standard by which we will always compare geniuses My big brother, and 
dear friend, stood with and by WoIe Soyinka, (2. L. R James, Maulana 
Karenga, Paulo Freire, John Henrik Clarke, Leila Gonzales, Rodrlgo 
AIves, and Guerreiro Ramos. They are some of the key :figures in the 
resurgence of Africa, but Nascimento is not lost in that list of greatness. 

If I were asked to name a great artist, Nascimento would come to my 
mind. If I were asked to identify a man who dedicated his life to the 
liberation of the oppressed, I would have to put Nascimento on the list 
of names at the very top. If I were asked to nanre a great creative 
dramatist and founder of theatre, no one would come before the name of 
Nascimento.. 

What Abdias taught was that we carry our own weight. There is no 
universality that obliterates our identity; Wde universality builds 
upon identity until it incorporates all identities. Only in this way do 
we find our own singulari~. ;\~en I think of the rise of At~ican 
consciousness in the world, I think, of course, of the Negritude poets, 
of Bantu Steve Biko, of Maulana Karenga and Kawaida philosophy, and the 
apostle of *Quilombismo*, Abdias do Nascimento.. 

I did not arrive at the conclusion that it was necessary for all 
Africans everywhere to have a sense of agency without the advise, the 
knowledge, and the encourage of those who had already clainred African 
consciousness. Abdias do Nascimento demonstrated to us that it was 
essential to have a cultural revolution before there could be a nroral 
revolution. Indeed, in his writings Abdias was the Shaka and the Zumbi 
of the nrost inrportant truths in the world. 

Hotep to the Almighty whose name is sonretimes Ptah, Ra, Atum, and Amen. 

Hotep to the *orishas* Eshu, Obatala, Ogun, Ochosi, Shango, Yemanja, and 
Oshun. 

Hotep to the great ancestors of Palmares! 

Hotep, Abdias do Nascimento, eternal spirit of African resistance and 
victory[ 

Molefi Kete Asante 
-- You are currently subscribed to aIi’iafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc edu~’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 29231324 or send a blank email to leave-29231324- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: Face The Media <sendout@commsendout.com> 
Sent: Sunday, May 29, 2011 3:51 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Subje~: MAKE YOUR MEDIA COVERAGE POSITIVE! TRAINING WORKSHOPS JUNE 2011 

The importance of professionalism, and how to come across professionally 

How to deal with the media confidently 

How to handle an interview - Radio, television and telephonically 

Answering questions and surviving the really tough ones 

Bloopers and how to survive them 

Listening skills 

How to stay in control of the issue and interview 

Critical issues to be considered when dealing with the media and the rules in a public relation 

crisis 

Facing the media - the cardinal mistakes we make such as - there is no such thing as "off the 

record" 

The press release 

Body language for television appearances 

Voice techniques for radio, television and over the phone 

Self motivation and state control for interviews and better all round performance - you will learn 

you control these yourself 

Thinking on your feet techniques - the art of quick thinking 

Checklist for an effective press release 

What to do when you cannot comment 

Television and radio checklist 

Special TV tips 

The importance of company brand or team brand, image and sponsors 



S,&BC, 

Wo~kl ..’,Jews SABC (a 

2006, She 
voice spec~aiis~ 

If you do not want to receive any more newsletters, this link 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <bakan~post.queensu.ca> 

Sunday, May 29, 2011 9:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meer & B iko chapter..update 

Great’. I’ll look forward to reading tliis ilnportant contribution to tile collection. 

Abbie 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 2011-05-29, at 12:56 PM, "Sahle, Ennice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Abbie, 

Greetings. 

A colleague will be reading my chapter tomorrow - it is a holiday here - and I will be sending it your way on Wednesday. I am feeling very happy about it now 
that I can see the end. Now back to it.. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Paycheck Notice 
Political Activities of EPA Employees 

University employees who wish to run for or hold any elective or appointive 
public office are subject to regulations adopted by the Board of Governors. For many 

types of office, the regulations require that before becoming a candidate for or occupying 
the office, the University employee must make certain disclosures and receive various 
approvals on a prescribed schedule or risk losing University employment. A copy &the 
full text of the Board of Governors’ regulations, as ~vell as a copy of the complementary- 
regulations issued by the Board of Trustees, may be obtained at the Office of the 
University Counsel, 110 Bynum Hall, 222 East Cameron Avenue, 962-1219. Advice 
concerning the interpretation and application of the Policies may be obtained from the 
Vice Chancellor and General Counsel. 

{00010056.DOC} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Juditk <benowi~z@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, May 31,2011 8:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: CCO Fall 2011 AFRI 101 Conlract 

Thanks, Eunice. Z do haw~ Agatha on our list as manager but Adam Kent is listed at the person in your department who does 

least that’s what Sherry Sparks has on her list of the m~n~gers and payroll folks in each department she woFks with. 

Cheers, 

University of North C~relin~ ~t Chape~ Hil~ 

100 Friday Center br~ve 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
riB# 1020 

919,-962-.6302 

"Let us be 9r~teful to the people ~ho m~ke u~ happy; they ~re the charmin9 9~rdenees ~ho m~ke our sou~ Moore." 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Saturday, Nay 28, 2011 7:48 AN 

Te~ Benowitz, Judith 
¢¢~ Buell, Agatha 
Subjeet~ RE: COO Fall 2011 APR] 101 Contract 

Dear Judith, 

Thanks so much. I will follow-up on this. 

Kindly note that our department manager is Agatha Buell. I am cc.ing her to this email so that she has a record. 

Best wishes during this Holiday Weekend. 

From; Benowitz, Judith 
Sent; Friday, May 27, 2011 4:15 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; CCO Fall 2011 AFRI 101 Contract 

Hi Eunice, 

Attached is your CCO contract for this fall. T’d also like you to fill out and return the attached contact information sheet so that we 

have your most current information on file. 

After you and Julius have signed the contract, please make a copy for yourself and for Adam Kent. Then send it to me by campus mail or 

as a pdf file. 

Thanks very much, and a very happy Memorial Day weekend to you. 
Judith 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloomY 

Marchel Proust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Tuesday, May 3:[, 20:L:[ 3:04 plVl 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°489 

Facebook, Twitter," are these the unavoidable tools for the future of European 
democracy? 
pauline Desmarest 

Front page! : Editc.i[MF I Borders Elections : P.~r~:ugal I Latvia I Maaedonia Our Publications 
Freedom/Press Financial Crisis : Germany I Belgium I F:in~snd j Prance I Greece j ~tah¢ j ~,~a~ta 
Sweden I Norway I O~CD Commission : Galileo I ~i~ra~k:.n I ~shedes I [n~:elleatual Prope~b’ 
rqucle~r Parliament : F~udget I Women I Transparency Co..oil : Dq~lomacy I Genera~Affa~r-s 
EUiJapan I Teiec,:)r~n~unk:atic.ns ~iplo~a~y : 5erb~aiKosovo ~ourt/]usti~e : Notary 6erma.y 
Nuclear Spai. : Education Fi.l~.~ : AidiPcrtuga~ I Croat,s Fra~e : Russia I G8 Latvia 

Bei%um USA : Eu:-cpe Serbia : Niadic Councilor Europe : Belarus IMF : Candidature WTO 
F’roLecdon~sm OECD : "Better L.~fe" Eurostat : Industry ~ Japan Studies/Reports : Detente ~ Debt 

I Gover~snce I Con~dbutionsiEU I Migrat:.ons ~ Subsid:sriw Publications : De,once Culture 
E>+fibiUon/V~enna I Exhib~tk~n/Hamburg I Exh~b~ic, niMarseflies I M~r.a I 
Bie~na~eiVenice ~ Fes~iva~iSib=.u 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Front page! : 
Edlto,/i 

J Chair of the Robert Schuman Foundation, Jean-Dominique Giuliani explains in 
.~.iI photo non dispo an editorial why the IMF has to be led by a European. 

j Michel Foucher, geographer and diplomat, member of the Foundation’s scientific 
.~.iI photonon dispo board took part in the 3rd visio-conference on 27th May entitled "Dialogues 

d’avenir". You can watch this conference "La sc~ne frontali@re contemporaine." 

Read 

Elections : 
Portugai 

j The Portuguese are being called to ballot on 5th June to renew the 230 
~iI photo nondispo members of the Assembly of the Republic, the only chamber in Parliament. The 

polls say that the two main parties are running neck and neck a week before 
the election. According to a poll by the Catholic University for the daily Diario de 
Noticias, the TV channel RTP and radio Atenna :~, the Social Democratic Party 

and the Socialist Party are running neck and neck just one week before the elections on Sth June. 
Each of these two parties is due to win 36% of: the vote. Howevera poll by Eurosondagem for the 
weekly Zxpresso and the TV channel SiC Noticias places the social democrats ahead with 33.~% and 
32.6% for the socialists. Finally a third poll by Intercampus for the newspaper Publico and TV 
channel accredits the PSD with 39.6% and the PS with 33.2% . 

Latvia 

j The presidential election in Latvia takes place on 2nd June next. The Latvian 
.~.iI photo non dispo president is elected by the ~_00 members of the Saeima for a four year mandate 

(renewable once). The outgoing President of the Republic Valdis Zatlers will be 
running against Andris Berzins, the Chair of Latvijas Unibanka. However on 28th 
May the outgoing president announced the dissolution of Parliament which has 

led to a political crisis. 

1,828,380 Macedonians (of whom 7,258 live abroad) are being called to ballot 

~i photo non dispo on 5th June next to elect the 123 members of the Sobrania, the only chamber in 
Parliament (the assembly will comprise three additional MPs due to the vote of 
the electorate abroad). The election result will depend on the Social Democratic 
opposition’s ability to motivate the electorate which has still not decided, ie 

around 35% just one week before the election. The VMRO-DPMNE, which won the presidential 
election on 22nd March and 5th April 2009 and the local election on the same date, is in a strong 
position. According to the polls the party of outgoing Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski is due to stay in 
office. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 



Our Publications : 
Freedom/Press 

On the occasion of a seminar on "the freedom of the press and the regulation of 

.~.iI photo nondispo the media in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe"organised on 30th 
and 31st May 2011 by the Organisation de la Francophonie (OIF) together with 
the Council of Europe and the Robert Schuman Foundation, the Foundation has 
published a study on the developments in the freedom of the press in these 

countries since the end of the Soviet era. Author, Horia-Victor Lefter, offers an real overview of the 
situation analysing progress and regression in comparison with western standards. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Financial Crisis : 
Germany 

According to a press release published on 24th May the Ifo business climate 
index in Germany remained unchanged at 114.2 points in May after two months 
of successive decline. Moreover the Federal statistics institute (Destatis) 
confirmed the provisional Figures of 1.5% economic growth in the First quarter 
of 2011 on 24th May in Germany. Moreover Destatis said on 19th May in a 
press release that 40.4 million workers were working in Germany in the first 
quarter of 2011, ie 552,000 more people (1.4% more than last year). 

Oti~e! link                                                                            ~ 

Belg=.u m 

i On 23rd May the ratings agency Fitch downgraded Belgium From stable to 
.~.iI photo non dispo negative. It explained this by the political crisis which it says is an obstacle to 

reducing the country’s public debt, Moreover the Belgian National Bank 
published an economic barometer on 24th may indicating a decline in business 
confidence for the second successive month in all areas of activity. This decline 

is however more acute in the manufacturing industry. 

Read I Cthe! ]ink 

FmlaRd 

1 According to figures published on 24th May by the national statistis institute, 
photo non dispo Statistics Finland, unemployment in Finland lay at 8.2% in April which implies a 

decrease of 1.1% in comparison with the previous year. 

J On 28th May the Service for Research, Studies and Statistics, (DARES) 

~i photo non dispo published unemployment figures for April 2011. Although the number of 
unemployed decreased by 0.2% in comparison with March the numbers of job 
seekers with P61e Emploi in April had increased by 3.3% in comparison with last 
year. 

j On 23rd May the Greek Finance Minister George Papaconstantinou re-iterated 
.~.iI photonon dispo the Greek government’s determination to accelerate fiscal consolidation and 

structural reform in order to reach a deficit of 7.5% in 2011. To do this the 
government announced the implementation of a wave of privatisations of public 
companies such as the ports of Athens and Thessaloniki, the OTE (the Hellenic 

Telephone Company) etc ... 

Italy 
Italy has lost ten years of growth declared Emma Marcegaglia, leader of the 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo confederation, Confindustria, on 26th May in a virulent speech during the 
annual assembly. "For three years we have continually called on our political 
leaders saying there was a need for growth and reform, but we didn’t see that 
political priorities lay elsewhere," she said insisting that Italy had lost a decade 
"in terms of competitiveness and growth". Moreover to respect European 
parameters Italy had to reduce its public debt by 3% per year ie around 46 

billion euros said the Italian Auditors Court on 24th May during the presentation of its 2011 report. 
Finally Italy has recorded the lowest growth rate in the EU over the last decade said the national 
statistics institute (Istat) on 23rd May as it presented its annual report on the country. 

Malta 
The Maltese national statistics office announced on 27th May that there had 

.~.:: photo non dispo been a decrease of 54.2 million euros in the public deficit from January to April 
2011 in comparison with the same period last year. It now totals 141.8 million 
euros. 

Read 

J Sweden’s GDP increased by 0.8% in the first quarter and although growth is 

~:~:i photo non dispo slow this pace has been maintained over one year at 6.4 ,% which is amongst 
the highest rates in Europe, according to official estimates published on 27th 
Nay. 



I The Norwegian national statistics office (Statistics Norway) announced on 26th 
]~] phot .... dispo May that .... ployment lay at 3.3% in ,arch 2011. 

OECD 
1 World recovery is now underway but it is taking place at a different pace 

:~] photo non dispo depending on the country and region according to the latest edition of 
"Economic Outlook" by the OECD published on 25th May. "it is a sensitive time 
for the world economy and the crisis will not be over as long as our economies 
do not start to create a sufficient number of jobs," declared OECD Secretary 
General Angel Gurria. According to the report GDP rates should rise to 2.3% 
this year and 2.8% in 2012, for all OECD countries in line with previous 

forecasts made in November 2010. 

Read I Other link 

Commissio. : 

] On 23rd May the European Commission announced that the launch of the first 
~i phot .... dispoj two operational satellites in the EU’s global satellit .... igation syst ..... Id 

take place on 20th October. :It is just the first in a series of launches that will 
take place From the European space port in Kourou, French Guyana. The 
launch of the Galileo satellites at an altitude of 23,600km will start providing 
its services in 20:[4. Regular launches will complete the Fleet by 20:[9. 

MigraLion 
On 24th May the European Commission put Forward measures that aim to 

~iI photo non dispo improve the managemment of migratory Flows From the South of the 
Mediterranean and the Western Balkans. These measures included three 
initiatives: no. 1 "dialogue on migration, mobility and security with the countries 
of the south of the Mediterranean," suggesting the establishment of a 

parntership for mobility between the Union and the countries of North Africa; no.2 which is already 
included in its 20:[0 report on immigration and asylum recommends policies on border control; no.3 
proposes an amendment to the regulation relative to visas that would enable, in exceptional 
circumstances, the temporary re-introduction of visas for citizens of third countries. 

The European Commission has published its report on progress achieved in the 

~i photo non dispo Common Fisheries Policy over the last few years together with its suggestions 
for fishing opportunities in EU waters in 2012. The latest figures show that the 
state of fish stocks in European waters is slowly improving, but sufficient 
scientific data is still missing for the majority of the stocks, mainly due to 

inadequate reporting by Member States. The Commission will therefore be using a new method for 
setting fishing limits, notably cutting levels where insufficient data exist. The Commission’s ideas will 
now be the object of a wide consultation over the summer and input will feed into its proposals for 
fishing opportunities for next year which will be adopted in the autumn. 

R.~ad JOther li!~k                                                                                  I X I 

]ntellectuai Property 

j On 24th May the Commission adopted a global strategy that aims to reorganise 
.~.iI photonon dispo the legal framework applicable to intellectual property rights. The aim is to 

enable inventors, creators, users and consumers to adapt to new opportunities 
offered notably by the digitial era and to open new trade opportunities. The new 
rules will establish a balance between promoting creation and innovation on the 

one hand, notably by guaranteeing fair remuneration and by encouraging investment by creators, 
and on the other promoting as wide an access as possible to goods and services that are protected 
by ZPR’s. 

j On 25th May the European Commission and the 27 EU Member States reached 
.~.iI photo nondispo agreement on the scope and the modalitiesfora comprehensive risk and safety 

assessment of EU nuclear power plants. These modalities aim to check on the 
safety of the Union’s power plants in the event of natural disasters and 
accidents caused by human error. The stress criteria of plants against terrorist 

attacks put forward initially by Germany was not retained. A group of experts from the Commission 
and Member States was appointed to ensure the completion of these tests in the 143 European 
plants as of June 1st. 

Parliament : 
Budget 

J On 25th May the Special committee on the policy challenges and budgetary 
~iI photo non dispo resources for a sustainable European Union after 20:[3 adopted its final report 

written by Salvador Garriga Polledo (EPP, ES). in the next multiannual financial 
framework MEPs are asking for an increase of at least 5% in comparison with 
the 2013 level, own resources and the suppression of contribution reductions. 

MEPs want to maintain the level of funding on the regional policy and agriculture and to increase 
investments in energy infrastructures. The report also suggests making additional savings in terms 
of the Union’s administration. The report advises on aligning the budgetary structure according to the 



strategy For sustainable growth Europe 2020 with a Financial Framework until 2017 to be followed by 
Five year cycles. The report will be examined in plenary session on 8th June and precedes the 
Commission’s presentation of its proposals on 29th June. 

J On 25th May MEPs of the Parliamentary Committee "Women’s Rights and 

~i photo non dispo Gender Equality" adopted a report by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (EPP, EL) 
calling on the Committee to put Forward "legislation including quotas by 2012 to 
increase women’s representation in company boardrooms, to reach 30% in 
2015 and 40% by 2020." The report recalls that women only represent 10% of 
executives in the biggest companies on the EU stock exchange and only 3% of 
CEO’s of these companies are women. MEPs approved a second report by 

Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR, UK) in support of the promotion of entrepreneurship amongst women, 
since only one woman in ten is an entrepreneur in the EU. Do these Figures mean something to you? 
Say what you think and answer the survey by the Robert Schuman Foundation on Female/male 
parity in Europe. 

Read Iqthe!link iOlher Nnk JOtherlink 

j On 23rd May the President of the European Parliament Jerzy Buzek reviewed 

~:i photo non dispo the reform rules applicable to MEPs and lobbyists with MEPs of the Constitutional 
Affairs Committee. Set up on 10th April after the publication of accusations of 
corruption against four MEPs its aim is to enhance rules both For MEPs and For 
lobbyists. The group is thinking about a code of conduct For MEPs, in particular 

basing themselves on rules used by national parliaments. The working group intends to finish work 
by June. The final aim is to enhance citizens’ confidence in Parliament. 

Council : 

j On 23rd and 24th May in Brussels the 27 Foreign Ministers spoke of the situation 
~:: photonon dispo in the Middle-East. They condemned the repression in Syria and decided to 

suspend all bilateral cooperation; they extended sanctions adopted on 9th May 
to 10 other Syrian leaders including President Bashar aI-Assad. They decided to 
impose additional sanctions on Belarus, [ran, Syria and Libya which were 

published in the Official Journal on 24th May. The 27 DeFence Ministers adopted conclusions in 
support of the pooling and sharing of military capabilities. Finally the 27 Development Ministers 
adopted a report For the European Council on development aid goals and allocated 200 million euros 
to development cooperation with South-Sudan. 

General A~Fairs 

J On 23rd May in Brussels the 27 Ministers prepared a draft agenda For the 

~i photonon dispo meeting of the European Council on 23rd and 24th June. They plan to discuss 
the economic policy, migration and Croatia. The issue of Roma inclusion in 
Europe was discussed. Ministers noted a report by the presidency on the result 
of work on the integration of the Roma population into the EU which will be 

approved by the European Council. They also adopted conclusions on the regulations and 
supervision of the commodities and Financial markets. They aim to improve cooperation between 
Financial regulators and the authorities which regulate these markets. 

EUiJapan 

l On 28th May during the summit between the EU and Japan, Japanese Prime 

~i photo non dispo Minister Naoto Kan, the President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy 
and President of the Commission Jos@ Manuel Barroso committed to stepping up 
cooperation in nuclear security, energy and in response to natural or 
humanitarian disasters. Preparatory discussions to negotiate a Free-exchange 
agreement and a global treaty between the Union and Japan were launched. 

WTO negotiations, climate talks, the Near East, North Korea and the UN reform were also discussed. 

Read I Cthe! linl< i OIher link 

j Transport, Telecommunications and Energy Ministers, who met on 27th May, 

~:i photo non dispo agreed on the goals of first radio spectrum policy programme(RSPP) to facilitate 
access to broadband internet. They extended the present mandate of the 
European Network and InFormation Security Agency until September 2013 and 
they committed to enhancing cooperation in terms of cybersecurity. Ministers 

also approved the conclusions of the European Action Plan 2011-2015 for ondine administration and 
hope that Member States will take up the measures so that by 2015 50% of European citizens and 
80% of businesses will be using on-line administrative services. 

Read Iqthe!linl< 

Diplomacy : 
BerbiaiKos.av.a 

I On 26th and 27th May High Representative Catherine Ashton travelled to Serbia 

~i photo non dispo and Kosovo. On this occasion she reminded these countries of their European 
future and that dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina was vital on this 

account. She met the Serb and Kosovar negotiators for talks. [n Belgrade she met President Boris 
Tadic whom she congratulated on the arrest of Ratko Mladic. She also signed two agreements 
between the EU and Serbia with Interior Minister [vica Dacic including an agreement For the 
exchange of confidential information, in Pristina she met Prime Minister Hasim Thaci with whom she 
discussed the liberalisation of visas, the role of EULEX and the Union’s support to Kosovo. However 
she recalled that only the Member States could decided to acknowledge a state or not. 

Read [ Od’ler li!~k :: Other Nnk 



Court/Justice : 
Notary 

I On 24th May the European Court of Justice condemned seven Member States 
~] photonon dispo (Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Austria, Germany, Greece and Portugal) for 

discrimination based on natonality in terms of accessing the profession of 
notary. In its press release the Court states that "notarial activities, as defined 

at present by the Member States in question, are not inlcuded in the exercise of public authority in 
the sense of article 45 of the EC treaty. As a result the condition of nationality demanded by the 
regulations of these States to become a notary constitutes discrimination based on nationality which 
is prohibited by the EC treaty." 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Nuclear 

j On 30th May Germany decided to close its last reactors in 2022. This decision 

~i photonon dispo was announced after a meeting between the coalition’s main leaders. German 
Environment Minister, Norbert R6ttgen indicated that the agreement means that 
the seven oldest plants as well as the KrL~mmel plant will not be reactivated. 

Read [Othe:-hnk ::Other 

Spain : 
Education 

j On 20th May the council of the Spanish ministries officially declared its decision 
.~j photo non dispo to release 1,324 million euro for the university year 2011-20].2 in order to offer 

more school grants and education aid. This sum, the biggest ever awarded in 
Spain’s education history, is due to benefit :L7 million students ie a rise of 3% in 
comparison with last year. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Finland : 
Aid/Portugal 

j The Finnish Parliament approved the final aid plan to Portugal on 25th May. 

~i photo non dispo Finnish participation in this aid plan totalling 78 billion euro granted to Portugal 
by the EU and the IMF was finally approved by a wide majority. Of the 200 MPs 
in the chamber 137 voted in favour 49 against. Finland was the only country in 
the euro area whose Parliament had to approve the rescue plan. 

Read [ Other link 1×1 

j On 24th May Croatian President Ivo ]osipovic travelled to Helsinki and met his 
.~j photo non dispo Finnish counterpart Tarja Halonen. She declared that Finland firmly supported 

Croatia’s membership of the European Union and added that all of the Western 
Balkan countries could become Union members in the end as long as they 
respected European criteria. Both said they were satisfied with the present 

progress of negotiations and pointed to the quality of their bilateral relations, adding they might 
however be stepped up in the area of industry. 

France : 
Russia 

j On 26th May before the start of the G8 Summit in Deauville the President of the 
.~j photonon dispo French Republic Nicolas Sarkozy and his Russian counterpart Dimitri Medvedev 

announced that they had reached a final trade agreement on the provision of 
four French Mistral type warships to Russia. Discussions had been on-going 
since the signature of an initial political agreement for their construction in 

.]anuary 2011. The contract is due to be signed soon; "within the next 15 days", declared Mr 
Sarkozy. 

,38 

I On 26th and 27th May the heads of State and government of the G8 member 

~i phot .... dispo countries (USA, Canada, France, UK, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia) met in 

Deauville under the French presidency. During the summit the G8 put a global 
financial package of 4-0 billion dollars forward in support of the Arab Spring and declared its support 
of the Japanese population that ’was struck on 11th March by an earthquake and a tsunami. Drawing 
the lessons of Fukushima they said there was a "constant need to reassess safety" in the nuclear 
area. Pleading in favour of a "civilised interned’ the G8 said it supported the establishment of internet 
governance. With regard to peace and security the G8 criticised sharply the Libyan and Syrian 
regimes. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Latvia : 

Latvian President Valdis Zatlers announced on 28th May on state TV that he ’was 

i~} phot .... dispo requesting the dissolution of Parli .... t ......... that will be the f ..... f a 
national referendum in line with the Latvian Constitution. "We have to put an 
end once and for all to action taken against our people and our country. This is 
why I wanted to tell you directly that I have signed the presidential decree 

requesting the dissolution of Parliament and I have submitted this to the Constitutional court. The 
Decree takes immediate effect," he declared. 

Read [ Other link                                                                                  IxI 

Ha|ta : 



The citizens of Malta voted by referendum in favour of legislation for divorce 
.~.iI photo non dispo announced Maltese Prime Minister Lawrence Gonzi. The head of government 

who campaigned fiercely against the introduction of divorce into legislation 
acknowledged the defeat of the "no" vote in the referendum on 28Lh May. "it is 
not the result I wanted but the will of the people has to be respected," he said. 

Malta was the last country in Europe where divorce was banned. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

The Netherlands : 
S e n a L e 

The Dutch government did not win the absolute majority in the Senate, whose 
~i photo nondispo 75 members were elected on 23rd May by 566 provincial MPs. TheLiberal Party 

(VVD) of Prime Minister Mark Rutte, the Christian Democrats (CDA) and the 
Freedom Party (PVV) which made its entry into the Senate with 10 seats, only 
have 37 of the 75 senators’ seats. 

P.ead [Other li!~k [ XI 

Poland : 
Summit 

I On 27th and 28tIq May tile 17th meeting of tile Presidents of the States of 
~iI photonon dispo Central Europe took place. On the invitation of Polish President Bronislaw 

Komorowski, the leaders of tile 20 countries in Central Europe met to discuss 
democracy and freedom. The way that Europe and the USA can help build truly 
democratic societies in Eastern Europe, North Africa and the Middle East was 

also the focus of debate. American President Barack Obaman on an official two-day visit to Poland 
also attended the summit. 

Read [Other li!~k ::Oti~e!link [ XI 

Czech Republic : 
Belgium 

I On 24tIq and 25th Czech President Vaclav Klaus travelled to Brussels on an 
~iI photo non dispo official visit during which he met Belgian Prime Minister Yves LeLerme. He spoke 

with the regional governments as well as with union representatives and the 
Federal Parliament. His visit ended with an interview with King Albert II and a 
speech at tile University of Anvers. 

Read I Cthe! link i Ot.he.r [ink [xl 
USA : 
Edrope 

I On an official visit to Europe from 23rd to 28th May the President of the USA 

~i photo non dispo Barack Obama first travelled to ireland, where he paid tribute to the irish 

nation, in London, after making a SLate visit to Queen Elizabeth iT, he gave a 
speech to British parliament recalling the two countries’ common history. During 
his meeting with British Prime Minister David Cameron they announced closer 
work together in six specific areas (security, sciences, higher education, 

volunteer work and international development, cyberspace). Finally the American president visited 
Warsaw, Poland where he took part in a summit with all of the countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe. 

Read [ Other li!~k i OLive! link ] Other ;:in[;__ [ Other link i Cthe! link 

Serbia : 
Mladi.:: 

Serb President Boris Tadic announced the arrest of former military chief of the 
ii~iI photo non dispo Serbs of Bosnia, Ratko Mladic on 26th May - he is accused of genocide for his 

role in the Bosnian war (1992-1995) by the ICTY. He is due to be transferred 
Lo the Hague to appear before the ICTY. The EU’s High RepresentaLive for 
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Catherine Ashton explained that the most 
natural answer would be to Lhink of the future of Serbia in the EU. The 
President of Lhe Commission, ,los~ Manuel Barroso congratulated Boris Tadic 

for his courageous work recalling the Union’s firm support for Serbia’s accession Lo Lhe EU. The 
President of Lhe European Council Herman Van Rompuy said he hoped that this announcement 
heralded the start of regional reconciliation. "it is an historic day for international justice," declared 
UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon. NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen stressed that 
"NATO had been the guarantor of security in the Balkans for nearly two decades and this day was a 
major step towards achieving a commpleLely, free, peaceful Europe." 

Read I Cthe! Hnk i Other link J Other finis< I Other Hni,: 

Council of Europe : 

On 25th May in an article in the Human Rights Comment, the Commissioner for 

~i photo non dispo Human Rights at the Council of Europe, Thomas Hammarberg denounced the 
growing persecution undertaken against the defenders of human rights in 
Belarus. As the country does not belong to the Council of Europe he recalled 
that Belarus citizens did not enjoy the advantages of the programmes and 

mechanisms set up by the Council in support of Human Rights, democracy and the rule of law. This 
is why Thomas Hammarberg asked "for Lhe Belarus population not Lo be forgotten as well as for 
constructive support for the civil society of our European neighbour." 

][PlF ." 
Candidature 

The French Economy, Finance and Industry MinisLer Christine Lagarde and the 
ii~iI photo non dispo President of the Mexican Central BankAgustin Carstens have said they are 

running for the post of Director General of the international Monetary Fund on 
25th and 23rd May respectively. Bids for candidature are open until 10th .]une 
and the Director General will be appointed at the end of.]une. 



WTO : 
Protect:.onism 

j G-20 governments have established more impediments to trade such as export 
~iI photo nondispo restrictions, over the last six months than in any previous periods since the start 

of the financial crisis says a supervisory report published on 24th May by the 
WTO, the OECD and the UN Conference on Trade and Development. In spite of 
optimistic forecasts for 2055 the world trade outlook is dark because of a 

significant number of risk factors, in addition to the natural disaster that happened in ,1apart. 
Sovereign debt issues, food price rises, as well as social upheaval in the main oil exporting countries 
are the source of uncertainty for the near future. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

OECD : 
"Be~:ter Life" 

On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the OECD the Ministerial Forum and 
~i photonon dispo Meeting brought together world leaders, political representatives and other 

actors from the OECD countries and emerging countries on 24th to 26th May. 
The President of the European Commission Mr Barroso and the President of the European Council, 
Mr van Rompuy spoke in celebration of this anniversary. On 24th May the organisation presented an 
initiative that aims to measure the well-being of citizens in rich countries in view of improving their 
lives. To understand the living conditions of people in OECD countries the organisation launched an 
index called "Better Life" together with an internet site. The OECD index enables citizens in its 
Member States to compare their well-being against 51 criteria including housing, income, work and 
even education. 
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Eurostat : 
Industr~’ 

j According to figures published by Eurostat on 24th May in the euro area the 
~iI photo non dispo industrial new orders index declined by 5.8% in March 2011 in comparison with 

February 2055. In February the index rose by 0.5%. In the EU new orders 
declined by 1.9% in March 2055 after a rise of 5% in February. Excluding ships 
as well as railway and aerospace equipment, whose rates tend to be more 

volatile, industrial new orders declined by 5.5% in the euro area and by 5.2% in the EU. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

j According to a study published by Eurostat on 26th May imports from ]apan into 

.~.iI photo non dispo the EU have decreased by 30% over a ten year period. [ndeed they dropped 
from 92 billion euro in 2000 to 65 billion in 2050. Exports of EU goods towards 
.lapan have also decreased declining from 45 billion euro to 44 billion. Eurostat 
figures indicate a reduction in the EU’s external trade deficit with .lapan, 

declining from 47 billion in 2000 to 25 billion in 2050. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Studies/Reports : 
De~ence 

J The Research and Information Group on Peace and Security (GRIP) published 

~i photo non dispo its 2055 compendium "Military spending, production and arms’ transfers" 
bringing together the main statistics relative to world military spending. 
According to this report world military spending totalled 5,552 billion euros in 
2009 which represented 2.6% of the world GDP and around 2205 per habitant. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Debt 

j The Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) has published a study by Daniel 
.~.iI photo non dispo Gros entitled "External versus Domestic Debt in the Euro Crisis". The author 

maintains that external debt is the vital element in the crisis in some euro area 
countries in which it was mainly held by external creditors. The author 
recommends that Greece and Portugal focus on reducing their external debt. 

j The College of Europe has published a speech by Didier Reynders, the present 
~iI photonon dispo Belgian Deputy Prime Minister, Federal Minister of Finance and institutional 

Reform within, in its series "Cahiers de recherche politique de Bruges" on the 
theme "Vers une nouvelle "gouvernance ~conomique". 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

ContdbutionsiEU 

j The European Court of Auditors has published a special report on the efficiency 

~:i photonon dispo and efficacy of the EU’s contributions channelled by UN organisations into 
countries affected by war. The study by Karel Pinxten, Member of the Court, 
stresses that Europeaid channelled a total of 4,000 million euros over the period 
2005-2009. Using a sample of 59 UN projects that were funded by the EU 

between 2006-2008 in lraq, Afghanistan and Sudan as a base, the report believes that most of them 
were badly designed, with barely half achieving their main goals. 

j The International Committee of]urists has published its sixth "Practioners 

~i: photonon dispo Guide" entitled "Migration and International Human Rights Law". This guide 
analyses the protection offered to migrants by international law and the means 



Read 

to implement this on an international and national level. 

Subs:diariLs’ 

j The Finnish institute of international AFFairs published a study on 25th Nay 
~:iI photo non dispo entitled "Guardians of Subsidiarity: National Parliaments strive to control EU- 

Decision-Haking." Author Kaisa Korhonen studies the European powers of 
national Parliaments which vary From one state to another and whose main 
task it is to check that the European Parliament is respecting the subsidiarity 
principle. She suggests political cooperation between national parliaments 
should be enhanced in order to improve the effectiveness of collective 

supervision of European legislative power. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Publications : 
Defence 

The 57th issue of the quarterly review "G~o6conomie" has just been 

ii]~]iI phot .... dispo published byChoiseuh it is devoted to thedeF .... industries. B ....... F the 
emergence of new competitors and a drastic decrease in budgets the main 
actors in the sector have been obliged to re-think their strategy to Face world 
competition. 

Other li!~k                                                                                  ~ 

Culture : 
E>’ h ibiti.’}n/Vie!: riP. 

I The Liechtenstein Huseum in Vienna is presenting an exhibition until 20th 
~iI photo non dispo September entitled "Brueghel, Rubens, Jordaens ... Hasterpieces of European 

painting in the Hohenbuchau collection." This collection notably includes 
paintings of the 17th century and mainly Dutch and Flemish baroque. 1"4any 
great artists, From Brueghel to Momper, Rubens to Jordaens, Ter Brugghen to 

Honthorst are represented in this collection. 

E~(hibiti,:)r!iHa m burg 

J From 2nd June to 11th September the Bucerius Kunst Forum in Hamburg 

~i photonon dispo (Germany) is devoting an exhibition to British painter William Turner (1775- 
1851), entitled "William Turner. Painter of the Elements". 95 water colours and 
paintings are on show. The Five themes of the earth, air, Fire and water and 
their interaction illustrate Turner’s landscape painting over several decades. 

Exh b tlon./’Narse es 

j The Centre of the Vieille Charit6 in Marseilles is hosting an exhibition until 28th 
.~.iI photonon dispo August "L’Orientalisme en Europe: de Delacroix ~ Nlatisse" which is showing :[20 

paintings and sculptures by European artists. This exhibition offers a vast 
overview of orientialism across Europe. 

J The Fort de Bard in the Aoste valley in italy is presenting an exhibition devoted 

~:~:i photonon dispo to Catalan artist Joan Nliro (1893-1983) until 1st November; the exhibition is 
entitled "Joan Hiro. Poem". Visitors can see nearly 200 works - paintings, 

drawings, prints, lithographies, sculptures, ceramics which the artist made between 1947 and 1980. 

The main works of German composer Georg Friedrich Handel (168511759) will 

~i photo non dispo be presented during the Handel festival that will take place from 2nd to 12th 
June in Halle (Germany), his native town. 

Read 

Bie:maleiVenice 

j The 54th international exhibition of modern art - the Biennale of Venice will be 
.~.iI photo non dispo taking place from 4th June to 27th November. it is called "iLLUMinations" and 

brings together 83 artists From the world over. There are also 89 national 
pavilions and 37 parallel events. 

Read 

PesL:val/Bib:.u 

j The 18th edition of the international Theatre Festival of Sibiu (Romania) is 
.~.iI photonon dispo taking place until 5th June. This year the motto is "Communities"; the festival 

offers a number of cultural events with international and Romanian plays, 
musical performances and dance, conferences and debate ...etc 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 



Agenda : 

30thn31st May 
"Competitiveness" Council 
Seminar on "The Freedom of Expression and Democratic Developments in the countries of Central 
and Eastern Europe" - Sofia 

2rid June 
Presidential Election in Latvia 

5th June 
General Elections - Macedonia 
General Elections - Portugal 

6th-7th June 
"Employment, social policy, healthcare and consumer" Council 

9th- lOth June 
"Justice and Internal Affairs" Council 

10th June 
"Transport, Telecommunications, Energy" Council 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan - gmail <aNgailkakan@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, June l, 2011 7:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meer & B iko chapter..update 

Excellent news on the chapter! 

FYI, the CPSA conference for 2010 is in E&nonton, Albelta. The dates are 
around mid-June, 2012. \~z colleague, Yasmeen Abu-Laban, is the programme 
director and she has put together a fantastic team for the conference. 
I’ll be there, and I think I persuaded Nadine to submit an abstract (the 
call for papers usually comes out end of the summer, ~vith an early 
November deadline for abstracts). Ho~v ’bout you put one in too? ~amd ~ve 
have a chance to rendez-vous in Edmonton? Just a thought.. 

More veW soon, 

Abbie 

On 11 -(;6 -01 5:21 AM. "Sable, Eunic e N" <eunic e@email.u nc. edu> wrote: 

> 

>Hi Abbie, 
> 

>Working on revisions and more soon. 
> 

>Cheers, 

> 

> 

>From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@post queensu ca] 
>Sent: Sunday, May 29, 2011 9:46 PM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>SubJect: Re: Meer & Biko chapter update 
> 

>Great! I’ll look forward to reading this important contribution to the 
>collection 
> 

>Abbie 
> 

>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>On 2011-05-29, at 12:56 PRO’. "Sahle, Eunice N" 
><eunice@em ail.unc.edu<mailto:eunice@email unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

>Hi Abbie, 
> 

>Greetings. 
> 

>A colleague will be reading nry chapter tomol~oxv - it is a holiday here - 
>and I xvill be sending it your way on Wednesday. I am feeling very happy 
>about it now that I can see the end. Now back to it.. 
> 

>Cheers, 
>E~xice 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, June l, 2011 8:51 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Bisese, Anne ~abisese@emall.unc.edtr~ 

[ccofac] CCO Preli~nin~" Evaluations 

Hi all, 

We’d appreciate your coaxing your students to fill out the preliminary evaluations which will be available until Friday. We’d love to see 

more student responses in both the preliminary and final evaluations and your requests to them just might help us get a few more than 

we’ve been getting. 

I hope your courses are off to a good start and that you’ II have an enjoyable summer--despite these torrid temperatures! 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 

<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: -~a href "maS~lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emall.unc.edu-~!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mallto:leave-29252724- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29252724- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589Pga959@listserv.unc.edu~?’a-~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondafion Robert Schumm~ <info@robertschuman.eu> 

Wednesday, June 1, 2011 10:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Why the IMF should be led by a European 

Why the IMIF 

Often images obscure reality. 

With the fortunate emergence of new economic players we should not forget that for 

the time being although growth is in Asia, South America or in Africa, wealth remains in 

the US and Europe, the two continents which dominate the world’s economy. 

This is why they hold more than 50% of the shares in the IMF. The EU counts for 32%, 

the euro area for 24%, the US for 18%. This is how the world’s economy is balanced, 

calculated according to the GDP, market openness, growth and monetary reserves. 

And so Europe is not struggling, trying to protect its privileges: it is the leading continent 

in terms of wealth and it simply and legitimately wants to establish a happy medium in 

terms of its influence. Moreover the present debt crisis is different from those 

experienced some years ago by the countries which now enjoy strong growth. 

The emerging countries were often the sinking ships then. All of the problems they 

suffered during the oil crisis of 1970 and then the semi-bankruptcy of some in the 80’s 

and when communism collapsed in Central and Eastern Europe were overcome with the 
effective aid of the INF. The IMF’s goals established in 1944 are still totally pertinent 

today: organising monetary cooperation, faciliating world trade, promoting employment 

and growth, reducing poverty, providing temporary aid in the event of serious passing 

imbalance. 

It is probably Europe that can best lay claim to embodying a vital institution which is 
successfully pursuing and must resolutely continue its development. 

Because it is the only real, exemplary joint political project facing turbulence that has 

resulted from exceptionally rapid change: it is a peaceful entity, enjoying freedom and 

its rules are accepted. The emerging countries challenge this superiority because of their 

recent development. But they are not yet in a very convincing position. Within their 

realm we find dictatorships, the most violent societies and some barely hide their 
challenge of democratic principles which would not meet with much success in the 21st 

cent u ry ! 

They demand a place that would justify their weight, which is still limited, in the world 
economy (the BRICS, Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa = 15%) but which is 

not qualified by their regimes which are still not really democratic, their unstable 

societies, their lack of openness, or their excessively partial view of an international 

community that must be better organised, pacified, cooperative, respectful of human life 

and the environment, in other words, modern. 

One of the lessons to be drawn of the present crisis is that the good functioning of the 

world’s economy does not boil down to financial equations and that it is only possible 
with a world project based on freedom, regulation, solidarity, ie one that is designed for 

mankind. This is why a European would still be the best qualified because European 

integration is a project - which is of course a difficult and yet progressive one - but which 

is unique and successful pursuing the same end; it breaks with a great many certitudes 
that regulated relations between States until now. And if the position of women in 

society is a criteria to gauge modernity, a European woman would be an even better 

choice and her appointment more than just symbolic! 

Jean-Dominique GIULIANI 

See all of our publications on our site: 

~K:: Join the Foundation on Facebook ! 

Follow us on Twitter 

Publishinq director : Pascale 3OANNIN 

THE ROBERT SCHUMAN FOUNDATIONr, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 
1992, is the main French research centre on Europe. Tt develops research on the European union 
and its policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, 



enriches and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organization 
of: conferences. The Foundation is presided over- by Mr..lean-dominique G[UL[ANI. 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Haslam <~phaslam@uottawa.ca> 

Wednesday, June 1,2011 2:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

lbllow- up on chapter revisions - Intro to International Development 

Hi Eunice 
I hope all is well with you. I’m just following up on the chapter revisions on the copyedited chapter I sent to you in mid-April. I will need that back by June 7, at the latest. If you 

are not able to do it, just let me know, and I will finalize the chapter. I have to send it in on the 8th. 

Best, paul 
Paul Haslam 
Associate Professor / Professeur agr~g6 
School of International Development and Global Studies/�:cole de d6veloppement international et mondialisation 

Universily of Ottawa/Universit6 d’Ottawa 

Pavilion Tabaret Hall, 332 
75 rue Laurier St. E 
Ottawa ON K1N 6N5 
Tel/T61. (613) 562-5800 ext./poste 4169 



3rd Institute for Geographies of Justice. Mon, May 30th - Fri, June 3rd. Draft programme. All sessions to be held in Geography-Geology Room 300A 
floor 3. 

Sunday 29 Monday 30 May Tuesday 31 May Wednesday 1 June Thursday 2 June Friday 3 June 
May 

8:30- Light brekkies (bagel’s, Light brekkies (%agel’s, fruit, Light brelddes (bagel’s, fruit, Light brekkies (bagel’s, fruit, Light brekkies (bagel’s, 

9:00 fruit, coffee, tea, etc.) coffee, tea, etc.) coffi~e, tea, etc.) coffee, tea, etc.) fruit, coff?e, tea, etc.) 

9.00 - \:9~ao am I? How we all 

10.30 got here. 

(Nik } teynen; 

everybody) 

10:30- 
10:45 
10:45- 
12:15 

12:15-1:45 

1:45-2:45 

2:45-3:00 

3:00-4:30 

5:30 
omvards 

Coffee 

The meaning and purpose 
of ’radical’ scholarship 
and teaching. 
(Stfile Holgersen; Tessza 
Udvarhelyi; Ilona Moore; 
Patrick Bond) 

\Velcome 

Reception at 

Geography’s 
Back Porch 

Lunch 

PLENARY 

Laura Pulido, 

"Toward Popular 
Geographies: A People’s 
Guide to LA" 

Coffee 

Models of Radical 

Engagement 
Broadly/Models of 

Activist-Scholarship 
Specifically 

(Brett Sto~; 
Charlene White; Laura 

Pulido ) 

Post Institute warm- 

do~vn in local pub (Litde 

Kings Shuffle Club, 223 

W Hancock St) 

Doing public geography and 
making scholarship public. 
(Emma Gaalaas Mullaney; 
Teo Ballve; Heather 
McLean; Patrick Bond) 

Coffee 

The Athens Urban Food 
Collective (AUFC): 
An Experiment in Radical 
Geography 
(Geor~ Boggs, Nik 
Heynen) 

Lunch 

PLENARY 
Patrick Bond, 
"Climate Justice and the 
Politics of Scale" 

Coffee 

Family matters: Balancing 

career and family--life 

beyond the academy. 

(Manuel Lutz; Katie Mazer; 
Christian Anderson; Laura 

Pulido) 

Post Institute warm-down 

in local pub (Litde Kings 

Shuffle Club, 223 W 

Hancock St) 

Publishing radical geography. 

0im Thatcher; Rachel 
Brahinsky; David Hugill: 
Wendy Lamer; Derek 

Krissof0 

Coffee 

Working ;vith social 

movements - scholarship for 

social change. (Shiri 
Pastemak; Stevie Larson; 

Ingrid M. Buffer; Katerina 

Nasioka; Wendy Wolford) 

Lm~ch 

PLENARY 

Wendy Lamer 

"The Geographies of Crisis" 

Coffee 

PLENARY 
Vinay Gi&vani, 

"The Right to Waste: Law, 
Need Economies, and 
Straggles for Justice in Urban 
India." 

(formal day will end at 4:00) 

Post Institute warm-down in 

local pub (Little Kings 
Shuffle Club, 223 W t tancock 

st) 

6:00: Reception at 
Geography’s Back Porch 

(with live Music from the 
I Iigh S~ru~; S~d~q Bana). 

Untenured and Tenured 
radicals: working in and 
against the neoliberal 
university. (Peter Brogan; 
Katie Wells; Yousuf AI- 
Bulushi; Vinay Gidwani) 

Development and the global 
South. (Orlando Serrano; 
Melissa Yang Rock; Birgul 
Kutan; Vinay Gid;vani) 

Lunch 

PLENARY 
Wendy Wolford, 
"Rethinking Development: 
What is to be Done?" 

Coffee 

Teaching radical geographies: 
critical pedagogy and the 
ideal course (Roberta 
Hawkins; Seth Gustafson; 
Anna Kim; Wendy ~Volford) 

Post Institute warm-down in 

local pub (Little Kings 

Shuffle Club, 223 W 

Hancock St) 

Critical political ecology/ 
Neoliberalism and 

environmental governance 

(Graham Pickren; Brend a 
Baletti; Nik Heynen) 

Coffee 

~v~hat have ;ve leant? 
\~2qere do xve go from here 
(a.k.a. "how to 
operationalize a more 
meaning~;al radical 
geograpl@? (Wendy 
Lamer; eveubody) 

Unstructured time 

(break off for group 
discussions to start new 

wrirng projects, think 

about la=~_G sessions, shop 
for vinyl, etc) 



~xtra ~msts: 
-George Boggs, Ph.D. Candidate, UGA School of Education 
-Derek Krissoff: Senior Acquisitions Editor, University- of Geor~a Press/Series Editor, Geo~aphies of Justice and Social Transformation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <editor@pambazuka.org> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 12:23 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 532: Titne to bury. the IMF 

PAMB~a_ZLT<A NEYVS 532: TIME TO BURY THE ]MF 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and plattbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne}vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1 Features, 2 ~amnotmcements, 3 Comment & analysis, 4 
Tributes to Tajudeen, 5 Advocacy & campaigns, 6 Pan-African 
Postcard, 7. Obituaries, 8. Books & alts, 9. Letters & Opinions, 10 
African Writers’ Comer, 11. Highlights French edition 

/’V’V/VVV/VVI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,A//I,,~/V/VVV/’VV\,i/V’,/’,//I, 

1 t,’eatures 

’]7[[vIE TO B UR Y ’I1 IE IMF 
Towards an ]recreational Bank for Reconstruction and Reparations 
Horace Campbel] 
The demise of the IMF’s former managing director Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn is an opportumty to dismantle the fund and replace the 
current financial architecture with one that ’invests in the repmr 
and reconstruction of livelihoods and the planet’ instead of 
’destructinn, dehumanisation, exploitation, and rape,’ writes Horace 
Campbdh 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/73741 

LNTERNATK)NAL FINANCE INS’IYFUTIONS AND EGYPT: AN ’ORr)ERLY TRANSrFION’? 
Adam Hanieh 
Billions of dollars are set to flow into Egypt from a host of 
International Financial Institutinns (IFIs), writes Adam tIanieh. But 
far from supporting the aspirations of’the Egyptian people, their real 
aim is to hijack the transition and ensure that the neoliberal project 
in Egypt is hastened 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/erdcatego1N/featuresi73722 

WORLD BANK’S AFRId’A STRATEGY REMAINS IN RL~2TED COMFORT ZOiN~E 
Patrick Bond 
A renewed wave of development babble began flowing soon after the 
February launch of the World Bank’s 10-year strategy document, 
’Africa’s future and the world bank’s support to it’, says Patrick 
Bond. Within three months, a mini-tsunarai of Afro-optimism swept in: 
The International Monetary Fund’s ’Regional Economic Outlook for 
sub-Saharan Africa’, the Economic Cormnission on Africa’s upbeat study, 
the African World Economic Forum’s Competitiveness Report and the 
African Developnrent Bank’s discovery of a vast new ’middle class’ 
(creatively defined to include the 20 per cent of Africans whose 
expenditures are $2~ a day). 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~]catego17/featuresi73721 

]MPERLAd~ NEUROSIS AND THE DANGERS OF ’HL~IANITARIAN’ INTERVENTIONISM 
Yash Tandon 
Yash Tandon critiques the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) resolutions 
within the L~- systeru to show- hoxv the forces of Enrpire have used 
’humanitarian intelwention’ to advance their own interests. He also 
explains how the militaristic solutions advanced under R2P are part of 
a neurotic response to the various crises faced by the Empire 
http://www pambazuka org/el¢/categor,//features/73728 

]TbLICIT FINANCIAL FLOWS FROM THE LEAST DEVELOPED COLrN~RIES: 1990 2008 
De,,’ Kar 
This paper, commissioned by the UikT)P, ’explores the scale and 
composition of illicit financial flows from the 48 Least Developed 

Countries (LDCs) Illicit financial flo}vs involve the cross-border 
transfer of the proceeds of corruption, trade in contraband goods, 
criminal activities and tax evasion. In recent years, considerable 
interest has arisen over the extent to which such flows may have a 
detrimental impact on development and governance in both developed and 
developing countries alike.’ 
http ://w}vw pamba zuka org/el~/category/features/73730 



’DEFLANT LN THE FACE OF BRUTALITY’ 
Uprisings in East and Southern Africa 
Sokari Ekane 
Uganda’s Walk2Work campaign, growing public consciousness in Kenya, 
Swamland’s pro-democracy demonstrations, public sector protests in 
Botswana and the still invisible LGF~TIQ movement feature in this 
week’s reflection on struggles for social justice across the 
continent, by Sokari Ekine 
http://www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/features/73738 

COPPt".R IN ZAMBIA: CIIARITY FOR ML)LT]NATIONALS 
Khadija Sharffe 
Despite the apparent ~success’ of the pr~w~tisauon of the Zambian 
copper industry, the true picture is one of systemic multinational 
exploitation, national assets sold ~:[’or a song’ and persistent tax 
dodging, writes Khadija Sharife. 
http://www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/[eatures/73742 

TIlE SI~f"UATION OF Ab~RICA 
Declaration of’the Group J2~r Research and Initiative for the 
L~beration of Africa (GRILA) 
The Group for Research and Initiative for the Liberation of Africa 
(GRILA), an organisation consisting of researchers and activists, 
issued a statement on the situation in Africa on African Liberation 
Day, 25 May 2011 The statement calls on the peoples o:[’Africa and its 
diaspora to ramp up resistance, both locally and globally, and to 
unite on the basis of internationalism and Pan-Africanism. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categor¥/f’eatures/73727 

TSH~VANE DECLARATION ON AFRICA LIBEP~a_TION DAY 
Africa Institute of South Africa 
We the 100 plus delegates from various countries in Africa, Asia, 
Europe and the Americas, having met in Tshwane, South Africa, over 
three day-s to cormnenrorate Africa Liberation Day and deliberate on 
African affairs and global issues hereby- resolved the following 
Tshwane Declaration. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/er~/catego1N/fhaturesi73760 

CONGO AND GHANA: EARL Y EXAMPLES OF INTER-AFRICAN CO-OPERATION 
Cameron Duodu 
Although Ghana’s alliance with Congo xvas ultinrately unable to save 
Patrice Lumumba’s life or avert Mobutu’s 40-year dictatorship, the 
’African Union (AU) would do xvell to rediscover the spirit of those 
days, when Africans knew- what was good for their continent, and what 
was not so good,’ says Cameron Duodu. 
http://w~vw pambazuka org/ela/category/features/73739 

REPORTING SUDAN: DOMESTIC REPRESSION AND DISTANCE IN EXKbE 
IVfuhammed Osman and Ron Singer 
In conversation with Ron Singer, Muhammed Osman discusses reporting on 
Sudan, his experiences of covering the country- from both inside and 
out, the future of relations between the south and north, and his own 
personal history 
http://w~vw pambazuka org/ela/category/features/73723 

S OUZEl AFRICA: ELECTION TRI~dPH FOR ANC, DESPITE INEQUALITY 
Hein Marais 
Following the African National Congress’ victoW in South Africa’s 
latest local goverlm~ent elections, Hein iVfarais, author of the new book 
’South Africa pushed to the Limit’, examines the paradox of" a 
political party- that presides over one of the most unequal societies 
in the world, where close to half the population lives in poverb,, and 
more than a third of workers are jobless yet triumphs in election 
after election 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/featuresi73732 

T[tE S’]TRIXIGLES OF ZIMBABWEAN IMMI(IRANTS IN SOUTtt AFRICA 

’It’s dangerous out there.’ 

Khadija Sharffe 

For Zimbabweans who cross into South Al~;ica in search of work, the 

risk ofrobbepf, rape and e×tortion at the border is just the 

beginning of their problems Kha&ja Sharife meets a ’rightless’ 

underclass who are both exploited and scapegoated, simply [’or wanting 

to feed their children 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/73729 



/’\/’\//VV\I/\/VI,//V\,i\,iI’,I’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\I’,I’,//I, 

2 Announcements 

SU]’,/JMI~R UNIVERSITY OF PALESTINE: A NEW M][DD],E EAST 
People power, demucracy and Palestine 
Viva Palestina Arabia is organising a seven-day summer university in 
Beirut, Lebabon, at the end of July- with internationally known 
academics, writers, political figures and activists to discuss the 
unfolding revolutionary events in the Middle East and what they mean 
for Palestine and the international solidarity movement. 
http://wwa¥.pambazuka.org/erVcategow/Announce/73734 

3 Cormnent & analysis 

S "~%IA: PIiN~CWASHING ASSAD? 
Amina A. 
http:/idamascusgaygirl.blof~spot.com/ 
’I do not want personal freedom if it comes at the cost of the 
oppression of millions. Freedom is merely privilege extended unless 
enjoyed by all,’ writes lesbian blogger Amina A. on ’A Gay Girl in 
Damascus’, as Western imperial powers tout the defence of LGBT rights 
as a justification for intervention in the ’Arab Spring’. 
htth:llwww.pambazuka.or~ien/cate~orvicomment/73750 

SECI~ff~ING RIGHTS FOR DOMESTIC WORKERS 
Rcview of ’Myths and Realities About Domestic Workers’ 
Paul Mwangi Maina 
A new- booklet ( http://bit. I¥&EZ1D0 ) from the International Domestic 
Workers Network calls for international regulation to sectu-e the 
rights of domestic ~vorkers. But are minimum standards enough to end 
the exploitation of workers, asks Paul M~vangi Maina 
http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/category/comment/7373 5 

’KILIO CHA WA\iA2vIA’: TREAT US LIKE HU~LAN BEINGS 
Fahamu 
’Wamama wa Dhobi’ are a group of domestic workers in Mathare, a slum 
in the city of Nairobi, Kenya. Doctunental)- ’Kilio Cha Wamama ( 
http ://bit 1v/kBUiL)f )’ is about the struggles of women workers in 
informal employment; it follo~vs their cries for fbr fairness and 
respect in the eyes of the Kenyan public as ~vell as the law (’Dhobi 
work’ is domestic work for pay in an informal settlement). 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/categorv/comment/73740 

I.~NYA’ S UNGA REVOLUTION: PROTESTIiX’G RISING FOOD PRICES 

Stephen Musau 

As part of the ’Unga Revolution’, Kenyan civil society has been 

demonstrating uver rising food prices and the escalating costs of 

living, writes Stephen Musau And Kenyans should not feel alune ~n 

this straggle, Musau stresses, with the farmer-led movements across 

the glubal Suuth like Via Campesina leading the fight for foud 

sovereignty and the right to :food 

http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/categowicumment/73748 

TUNISIA: REGUEB SUSTAINS MOB[]~,ISATION 
Amanda Sebestyen 
( http:i/www :[lickr. cum/photus/ma~harebia/5384188517/) As Barack 
Obama and William Hague offer vep)~ different kinds of support and 
different visions fur Tunisia’s future, trade unionists and human 
rights activists in the regiun have called for international 
solidarity, writes Amanda Sebestyen 
http:i/www.pambazuka.ur~len/cate~ory/commenu’73733 

WHY CANADA SHO1U[.DN’T HOST WSF 2013 

National Coordinatiun ufthe World March of Women in Quebec 

( https:@icasaweb.goug]e.con’v fedaepsa/CambioCivi]iza turio Vision YAportesFeministas02#5515338317051318674 

) A statement frum the courdinators uf the Wurld March of Women in 

Quebec sets out four reasons why Canada shouldn’t host the 2013 World 

Social Forun~, from the difficulty of obtaining entry visas for 

activists from the South, to the need to focus on national grassroots 

alliance-building, following the election of a majority Consetwative 

government. 

http://www.pambazuka.orgien/categoryicomment/73736 



I\I\//\i\iYI\IY\II\I\I\II\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\I\I\IiY\I\IA 

4 Tributes to Taludeen 

T[tE INSPIRATION OF TAJUDEF, N ABDUL-RAItEEM 
Daily Trust 
Nigeria’s Daily Trust cummemorated the secund anniversary u:[" 
Pan-A:[’ricanist Tajudeen Abdul-Raheem’s passing on 25 May with a 
special memurial supplement, featuring contributiuns frum Okellu 
Oculi, Kole Shettima, Chidi Anselm Odinkalu, Hurace Campbell, Aderemi 
Oyewumi and Nengak Daniel Gondyi. Read the articles here ( 
http://bit.ly/]UHYnt ). 

I\I\/ i\i\iV i\iVV IVVV /V\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iV I\IVV iVVV /\ 
5 Advocacy & catnpaigns 

ANC THREATENS ATZACK ON THE MA_KAUSE SETTLEMENT 
Abahlali baseMjondolo 
Abahlali baseMjondolo stands in full solidarity- with the 
democratically elected leadership of the Makause settlement as they 
face threats of violence frora the ANC branch in Prit~ose. We are far 
away in distance but close in spirit and we will do all that we can to 
mobilise support for the comrades in Makause as their community 
politic faces the threat of repression from the part~- politic. As our 
experience shows vein well these tineats must be taken very seriously 
by all democrats. 
http://www.pambazttka.or~ienicate~ots~iadvocacvi73724 

HIGH COI~RT: ANTI-EVICTION COMMLrNIT~ES WITH MITCHELL’S PLAIN BACKYARDERS 
Western Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign 
Anti-Eviction cormnunities who are facing eviction and whose homes have 
been flooded by the recent rains (more on this soon), are joining 
back)’arders from Tafelsig ~vho are at the Cape High Court today 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/73 751 

/ \/ \/ I\I\IV i \iVV /VVV /V\A/ I\AI\I Ai \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
6 Pan-African Postcard 

CHANGING GUARD AT THE IIVIF 
H. Nanjala Nyabola 
In the wake of Dominique Strauss-Kahn’s resignation from the 
International Monetary Ftmd (IMF), H Nanjala Nyabola wonders why 
African governments are not calling fbr the same withdrawal from the 
IMF that they push for with the International Criminal Court (ICC) 

http ://w~vw.pamba zuka org/en/categorv/pana frican/73737 

IVV/VVV IVV \I IV\I\// \i \AII \IVV AIVV IVV\I IV \i \/ / \ 

7 Obituaries 

ABDIAS DO NASCIMENTO: IN MEMORIAM 
1914-2011 
Mulefi Kete Asante 
’Abdias do Nascimento defended the oppressed, advanced creauvi~, 
suught human community and made uur lives better by his art, reasun, 
emotion, and laughter,’ writes Mulefi Kete Asante, in a humage tu 
’this bruther genius who has cherished uur histury and culture and who 
has made the life and struggle ufthe African Brazilian people his 
persunal missiun.’ 
http : //www pambazuka ur~/en/cate~ury/obituaryi73743 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

8 Bouks & arts 

GEKMANW’S G ENOCII)E ()[~" TttE ttERERO 
Jeremy Sarkin 
http://bit [yikhMIt0 f (PDF) 
Germany’s colunial genocide at the beginning ufthe twentieth centupf 
against the ttereru of then German South West Africa, today Namibia, 
ranks among the must egregiuus human right catastrophes An 
extermination order (Vernichtungsbe[’ehl) was issued in 1904. In a very 
short time between 6(i 000 and 100 (i00 people; almust all civilians, 
many ol!them women and children, were killed by means ol!German 
bullets and clubs, by hanging, or by burning the huts where the)’ 
hved Many were forced intu the desert to die u:[" starvatiun and 
thirst or by drinking water at poisoned water wells. Thousands, 
including women and children were condenmed to slavery_ in the German 
military and civil institutions, as well as for private corapanies and 
on German farms. In the concentration camps the moltality rate was 
more than 45 percent. Surviving Hereto women were forced to become 
’comfort women’ for the settlers and soldiers. German geneticists came 
to the countly to perform racial studies of alleged Hereto 
inferiorib’. Herero skulls and skeletons were shipped to Germany, 



supposedly [’or further study The book argues that the genocide was 
not the work of one rogue army general or the practises of the German 
military in general, but that German colonial policy at the turn of 
the twentieth century laid the ]2~rmdation for the Herero genocide; 
GSWA’s status as ’new Germany’ precluded the option of military, 
economic or social failure in the colony; international and domestic 
political pressures faelled the Herero genocide; Germany conducted the 
Herero genocide in order to acquire Herero land, rebuild German pride 
and fulfil Germany’s racist ideology; the Kaiser ordered the genocide; 
and Germany’s actions in GSWA provided it with relevant experience to 
the orchestration of the Holocaust a few decades later. 

NIGERIA: JALAA WRITERS’ COLLECTFv’E 

http :i/w~vw. ialaa writers, com/aboutialaa.htlT~l 
Jalaa Writers’ Collective was created in 2009 by ten Nigcria-based 
writers xvho came together in an effort to tackle the book production 
and distribution challenges of the local publishing industry. The 
business model of Jalaa is based on the premise that there exists ’a 
gap betxveen professional, traditionally published books that sell in 
the thousands and araateurish subsidy and self-published books that 
sell in the hundreds’. As such, the collective aims to engage the 
weaknesses of the industts~ by pooling the talent, resources and 
experience of its merabers in a systematic and profit-oriented manner. 

I’&h’\i\iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
9 Letters & Opinions 

LFN~DERSTANDING AFRICA’S EXTOL OITATION AND PL LFN~DER 
Osarhicme George 
How different is the West’s econotnic model of liberalisation and 
privatisation fi-om Apaltheid’s economic system, asks Osarhieme George 
http://w~vw.pambazuka org/en/categorv/letters/73759 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
10 African YVriters’ Corner 

BRAGGLNG FLEA-KS 
Dermis Dancan iVlosiere 
For Al-flea-ks 

am uskag my ammu-diction 

to kill yotu- lexicography. 

http : /i~vw~v. pambazuka, org/en/categor¥ /.aJ’rican ;Vriters/73725 

FAHAMU 
Dermis Dancan iVlosiere 
Afrika sasa tumefahamu 
Ni mwamko wetu na akili timamu 
Kusaidiana ndo ujamaa uwe mtamu 
Waache wanaopiga kelele 
Kwetu Afrlka ni ngoma na si ]ele 
Kumbuka sera ya Mwalimu nyerere 
Waambie wale wasiofahamu 
Kujifahamisha watie hamu 
Huu wito usambae hadi Lamu 
Nairobi hata Mombasa Watamu 
Arusha na kule Dar es Salaam 
Kusoma na kuandika ndo chemichemi 
http ://www.pambazuka. or~ienicategoryiAfrican Writers/73726 

I\I\//VV\/I\IVI, IIV\i\i/’,/’,/VII, AIVAI\IVI\IV\iI\/’,/’,//I, 
11 tfigh]ights French edition 

PAMBAZUKA NK~;WS 191: AFRICA: TSUNAM-[S SWEEPING THE POST-COLONIAL STATE 
AFRICA: SOCIO-POLr]TICAI~ UP[iI;~kVA[.S AN[) HOPES FOR PO] .ITICAL 
Group for Research and Initiative for the Liberation of Africa (GRILA) 

Several major events occurred at the beginning of2011 on the African 
continent, particularly from a global perspective. Alrea@ weakened by 
its unfavourable historical insertion into the world system, Afi-ica 
has endured, in the past two most recent decades, the pangs of the 
implementation of neoliberal austerib" measures, the plundering of 
resources and the logic of the privatisation of war. The continent is 
now more than ever at a crossroads because of the failure of the 
neolibcral model, the crisis of capitalism and the exhaustion of the 
neocolonial raode ofgroxvth. 

http:Iiwww.pa1T~bazaka.orgifricategory/features/73680 



2011: ARAB SPRING? 
Samir Amin 

The year 2011 started with a series of crashing explosions of anger of 
the Arab people. Will this Arab spring start the second phase of ’the 
awakening of the Arab world’? Or, will these few)Its trample and 
finally fall through as was the case of the first phase of this 
awakening evoked in my book ’the awakening of the South’? In the first 
hypothesis, the developments of the Arab world will necessarily fit in 
the movement of going beyond capitalism/imperialism on a worldwide 
scale. The failure to do so would maintain the Arab world in its 
current status at the periphery" of domination, prohibiting it from 
playing an active role in shaping the world. 

http:/iwavw.pan:lbazuka.orgifricategor~/features/73683 

VIS-A-VIS THE DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT: THE REACTIONARY BLOCK 

Part 2:201 h Arab spring? 

Satrfir Amin 

Just like during the time of a string of stluggles in the past, the 
anti-imperialist and social democratic movement in Egypt runs against 
a powerful reactionary block. This block can be identified in terms of 
its social coraponents (of class, obviously) but it also oxves its being 
to all those who define it by means of political inter~,~ention and 
ideological speeches in sel~’ice to the folloxvers. 

http://xa~’w.pambazuka.or~/fr/cate~ot54fcaturesi73678 

EGYPT AND THE STRATEGY OF THE UNITED STATES: THE PAKISTAi’~I MODEL 

Part 3:2011: Arab spring? 

Sarmr Amin 

The three powers ~vhich dominated the i~fiddle Eastern scene during the 
entire period of decline (1967 2011) are the United States the 
master of the system Saudi Arabia and Israel Three close allies 
The three share the same obsession for the emergence of a democratic 
Egypt. Because a democratic Egypt could only be a social 
anti-imperialist ~vhich would keep its distance ~vith regard to 
globalised liberalism and would condemn Saudi Arabia and the Gulf 
states to insignificance, ~vhile reanimating the solidarity of the Arab 
people and demanding the recognition of the Palestinian state by 
Israel 

http:/i~vww.pambaz~dka.orgifr/categorv/features/73677 

/,J,J /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ Ai’,iV /,JVV /VVV /\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

{~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Artribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For :[’urther details see: 

http://www pamba zuka. or~/en/about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://wvav.pambazuka.or~ien ) 
Edi¢5o em lingua Portuguesa ( http://www pambazuka or~/pt ) 
Editinn fran~aise ( http://www.pambazuka.or~/fr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://w~vw pambazuka.or~/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCRI[3E or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 

h ttp :/ /pambazuk a.~n. apc. or~ic~i-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-new s 
or send a message to editor@pamba~nka.org with the word SUBSCR]I~E or 
UNSUBSCR]I~E in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the atuhors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conm~entary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Arnin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 



Capitalism?’ :from Pambazuka Press ( 

http:i/fahamubooks.or~/book/?GCO! 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS Visit our Twitter page for more inJ2~rmation: 
//twitter com/pambazukanews ( http://twitter.cow~,pambazukanews ) 

* Pambazaka Ne~vs has a Del.icio.us (http://Del.icio.us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that ~ve visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visithttp:i/delicious.colT~’pambazuka news. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Mensah <jmensala@yorku.ca> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 12:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Final Revision 

Eunice Book Paper FINAL June 2011 .doc 

Hello Eunice 

I have done all the adjustments you suggested. Spefically: 

1. I have added 3 "Questions to Ponder" at the end; 

2. Changed the references to Endnotes; but I have still left the Bibliography in tact in case you need it. 

3. Done a careful editing. 

Please write back to acknowledge the receipt. 

Best regards 

Brother Joe 

Joseph Mensah, Professor 
Coordinator, International Development Studies 

Founders Room 320 

(& Department of Geography) 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 
Toronto, ON Canada M3J 1P3 

Tel: 416-736-2100 ext .66344 
Fax: 416-736-5732 
Email: jmensah@yorku.ca 
website: t~,cw.yorku.ca/jmensa h 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Mensah <jmensala@yorku.ca> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 1:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtp 

RE: Fi~J Revision 

Thanks, Sis 

JM 

Joseph Mensah, Professor 
Coordinator, International Development Studies 

Founders Room 320 
(& Department of Geography) 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 
Toronto, ON Canada M3J 1P3 

Tel: 416-736-2100 ext .66344 
Fax: 416-736-5732 
Email: jmensah@yorku.ca 
website: t~’c,N.yo r ku .ca/jme n sa h 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

i¢ Joseph Mensah <jmensah@yorku.ca> 

Da~e: 06/02/2011 01:18 PM 

S~biec~: RE: Final Revision 

Brother @oe, 

Thanks so much! 

I will be spending the next couple of weeks putting the manuscript together and then sen@ing it off to NKZN. I will keep you 

posted. 

In solidarity, 

Sis. E 

F~om: Joseph Hensah [jmensah@yo~ku.cal 

Sent: Thursday, @une 02, 2011 12:23 PH 

To: Sahle, EL1[~Joe N 

Subject: Final Revision 

Hello Eunice 

I have done all the adjustments you suggested. Speficaiiy: 

1. I have added 3 "Questions to Ponder" at the end; 

2. Changed the references rio Endnotes; but I have still ]e[L the Bibliography :in taot Jn case you need ~t. 

3. Done a oarefu] editing. 

Please write hack to acknowledge the receipt. 

Best regards 

B~other Joe 

Joseph Hensah, Professor 
CoordJ[iaLor, International Developme[R: Studies 
Founders Room 320 
(& Depa<tment of Geog<aphy) 
York Nniversity 
4700 Keele St:reeL 

Toronto, ON Canada H3J 1P3 

Tel: 416-736-2100 ext.66344 
Fax: 416-736-5732 
Emaii: jmensah@yorku.ca 
website: },;~w.yorku.ca/Jmensah 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria Isabel Caso, s Cortes <macasas~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 5:14 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Update from Spanish plazas 

Updates frown Spain the movement of the outraged: 

For news and accoums in english 

1. http://fromtheplazas.wordpress.com 
This blog, from L~!! yeah! currently participating in the Madrid-Sol acampada is probably the only one fully in english. She’s set it up with both descriptions accounts 

as well as translated documents. We’ll also t~ to post some updates there. Check "that blog tbr recent updates in english 

2. http://takethe square.net/ 
This website, apparently set up by one of the assemblies has a significant english section as well mad some good iutro into how things developed in the pla, za 

occupations a~ld encamplnents 

We’re just back from the ’political assembly’ of the encampment in the city, we live in (Zaragoza). The political assembly is probably the ’heaff of the movement here 

(and probably elsewhere)- it’s where the most people come and participate- people camping and participants supporters who aren’t, seasoned activists, and folks 

coming out for the first time. Its where the horizontal process is most developed and where mofft care is paid to process. Tonight, which was a regular night, more than 

two weeks into the mobilizing and ruth the agenda running late had about 200 people paxticipating. Thus despite fatigue, desires and energies are running high 

The movement (or mobilizing, or whatever we call it) pushes on. It unclear what will happen over the next days or week or ~. Each of the encampmeuts 

is "autonomous and sovereign" to quote the encampment in Valladolid. A t~w have pulled up sta~es but continue with assemblies and other activities (Teruel, Palencia, 

Toledo). Actions are diversifying as well. In our city (Zamgoza) there roll be two actions at regiong~ breaks associated with the goverument crisis policies. In Malaga 

there was a takeover of local TV to read materiaJsimmaifefftos... 

Evelywhere there is talk of what ne:~ with outreach or ’neighborhood’ work growing as well. 

Given the breadth of the encampmem its hard to generalize and tell what roll happen across the board. While Madrid and Barcelona are the largest, just about eve~ 

provincial capital has an encampment and several other cities and towns as well...thus there are dozens of them (probably about 40-60 but even this is shifting) 

As expected, some of the debates move around tlying to establish concrete goals or common demands, versus a slower solidification and spread of the process that is 
occurring. 

In Za3"agoza there are still bi-nightly (used to be nightly) "Foros Ciudadanos" (Citizens’ Formns) where people come to express thistmtions, general or personal issues 

linked to the political economic situations, mad more generally a~s a place to socialize and maintain the "outrage" or "indignation". This is a dilt~rent space fiom the 

asselnblies for political and tactical decision-making. 

Even when things feel like they’re beginning to tire you get surprises such as the recent assembly in the Madrid encmnp~nent~ in pa(t to decide on the future of the 

encmnpment, 25,000 people showed up’. And they actually tried to conduct the assembly! A fa~mily member who was there described how a sort of box/podium was 

used where proposals were gathered and form which proposals were read via microphone to the assembly 

The follomng two videos are of the eviction attempt in Barcelona. Besides the events they also give some good footage about what some of the encanlpments look 

like. 

videos from the eviction attempt in Barcelona on May 27: 
o    o http:,/blip.tv, acampadabcn/27-05-11 - operaci 7~C3 ~B3n-limpie~z,a-parte-i- 5216361 

http:/Tblip.tv/aca~mpadabcn/27m operacionlimpieza 2-5221214 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,~’email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29265355-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria Isabel Casas Cortes <macasas~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 6:13 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] recent context on mobilizing in Spain 

SOME CONTEXT (excuse rough in the mo~nent nature) 

Many in Spain ale commenting on the current mobilizing as the first ’serious’ and massive response to the crisis measures. There was a sense of’why isn’t something 

happening here’ as people heard of the Greek rebellion of 2008, or the Anomalous wave in Italy in 08-09. To be sure things were happening. Early on, as news of the 

crisis internationally filled the media and as reports of how it was occurring in Spain gathered speed towards the end of 2008, there was pause and some shock: banks 

and important real estate companies were getting bailed out, unemployment staa:ted going up, immigrant were offered ’checks’ to ’go home’ and mortgage debis began 

to not be paid at higher and higher levels. 

A first call began to circulate on email, SMS, and some blogs m~d websites to do countrywide actions demanding the rich pay tbr the crisis. This was late thll 2008. 

While quite a t~w actions did occur, there was no apparent follow up and the moNl~ation t~lt weak in sum, nothing more came of that one offaftemoon. 

Important mobilizations with country wide repercussions have occurred for sure over the past 2 years: strong anti-Bologna student protests in 2009 and 2010; 

a ’Helga sa]vaje’ (savage strike) by the Madrid Metro workers; a non-union air-traffic controller fftrike which caused a huge controversy and with Inilitaacy police called 

in to esco(t controllers back to work (as the strike ’threatened nafiona] security’ in the government lingo) .... But almost a year and a half would have to wait until ’anti- 

crisis’ mobilizing per se took place... (we say this aware of all the dangers in labeling difi~rent types of moNlizations and trying to enumerate them.., but we hope it 

helps give some background). 

As Spring 2010 came around a new series of crisis measure were being debate&’introduced: the ’Plan E’ (like the ’economic sthnulus package); and the ’fijeretazo’- 

the ’scissor cut’; the first austerity measure aiier the largess lavished on the banking/tea] es~tate sector and after the stimulus attempt. The cuts included an across the 

boaacd salaD, cut tbr civil servants which provoked a counttywide strike by civil servants. But that one-day mobilization seemed "to remain contained in that day. 

The news developed- the discussions about the Greek, Portuguese and Irish debt crises were beginning to hit Spain... some thing would have to be done to "calm the 

mmkets". Official unemployment was staying at about 20%; steady for about ~,o year thus fro- with immigrants and youth being tmsticulMy hit. Youth unemployment 

is about 40% and even an IMF document spoke of a ’lost generation’ in Spain. 

News was filled with the need to ’cut-back’, regional and local governments were also in the debt hole, many of them cutting back on local projects and with 

discussions of parlaally privatizing health care abounding. While these attempts have been going on in Madrid for some years- with many actions against it- the 

attempts are now spreading to new regions. For the first time since the public health system started (which is all that most people here can remember) there is talk of 

things like ’co-payment’ on medical bills, or the need to concede management of new hospitals to constructions companies as a way to ’incite’ them to build new 

hospitals. 

th Fall 2010- a day of general strike was called tbr September 29 . Grm"fitis and murals stull pepper city waJls with that call, there some high expectations that there 

would be a strong response. The strike occurred without much thnthre though.., many tElt betrayed by the unions, and that "the strike was not able "to generalize itself to 

the population. 

As 2011 sta(ted the union were negotiating with the employers’ association and the government on more reforms and cuts- especially the pension reform (changing 

retirement age in pa(ticular). On the eve of the vote on the ~neasure there were nation-wide mobilizations (though not called by the union’s central leadership 

apparently), marches, some region wide general strikes, other actions. But again it felt like a one-off day of protest with no process emerging from it. Frustration and 

impotence ran high. 

In the midst of this, as 2011 winter tumed into spring, the revolts across the ’watan al arabi’, the Arab world were spreading with regular coverage.., the book "get 
outraged" calling tbr ’civic revolt’ by Stephene Hessel was just released and selling like hotcakes; news of what is at times called the Icelandic revolution’; on March 
12 in Portugal a huge youth mobilizafion, also started outside party and union structure~ begaa~ with something like 300,000 (either in Lisbon or throughout the 
country) marching, the largest protests since the 1975 Caruation revolution. That mobilking, originally called ’generacao a rasca’ (the desperate generafion) now 

called the march 12th movement, speacked a kind of"hey why not here?" response. 

Without tracing linear causality here, all these resonances of other struggle nearby aM, the continuing talk of cuts and anti- social refi)rms; and "the appareut inability of 
unions, parties, and oilier social movements to launch a response spaacked definite unease. A march called ’lost youth’ numbering in the thousands took place in 
Madrid- something of a harbinger of things to come. AS regional elections were about to happen calls began to spread on social media, but also in bars and flyers 
with a simple demand ’~Fake the street! Real Democracy Now" denouncing the collaborafionism between the finmmial sector and the political class. That happened 

the 15th of May, a day or two later, some people tried to take a plaza, they were evicted, and the response was the country-wide plaza encan~pments we now see. 

For news and accoums in english 

1. ht~p:/i{iom~heplazas.wordpress.com 

This blog, from L~!! yeah! currently participating in the Madrid-Sol acampada is probably the only one fully in english. She’s set it up with both descriptions accoants 
as well as translated documents. We’ll also try to post some updates there. Check "that blog tbr recent updates in english 

This website, apparently set up by one of the assemblies has a significant english section as well aa~d some good intro into how things developed in the pla.za 
occupations and encampments 



¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b~ema~l, unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to lemTe-29265479- 4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361 b26fb57ti:7@listserv .unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Complete note - Thanks 

Dear Travis, 

Here are details: 

Afri 

Kindly send it offtoday. Man?’ thanks. 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

asnc- durhamcomW@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

Wendy Weiher          @gmail.com> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 12:14 PM 

ASNC Durham County <asnc-durhamcoun~@googlegroups.com>; Trianglestar@yahoogroups.com; 

WakeCountyASNC@yahoogroups.com 

{ASNC-DurhamCounty } free Autism One video clips 

I just found out that you can view clips from many of the Autism One speakm~ for free at 

~:,’A~w. ~lstream tvi u,~er, m @ snti veiv ~deos 

:-) Wendy 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ASNC-DurhamCoun~"’ group. 

To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhaancoun .ty@googlegroups.com. 

To unsubscribe from this group, send email to asuc-durhamcoun~+unsubscribe@googlegmups.com. 

For more options, visit this group at http://groups.google.com/group~asnc-durhamcounty?hl~en. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morrow, Jennifer E. <jennifer.morrow@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 6:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

RE: form - Alternatives to Privatization: PuNic Options tbr Essential Services in "the Global South 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you! I have tilled out a check request for you and will send it to 
our Accounting department today. You should receive your check within 4 
to 6 weeks. 

Best wishes, 
Jennifer 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:etmicea~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday, May 08, 2011 4:29 PM 
To: iVlorrow, Jelmifer E 
Sul~iect: form - Alternatives to Privatization: Public Options for 
Essential Services in the Global South 
Importance: High 

Dear Jennifer, 

Greetings from Durban. 

I tinally I have had a chance to fill the form you requested Kindly let 
me if there is anything else you need concerning this project. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Pickles -~pickles@unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 4, 2011 6:18 PM 

Kirsch, Scott L <kirsch@email.unc.edtr~; Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; Letx~l;ky, Jonathan D <lepofsky@email.unc.edtr~; Chad 

Staddon            @btintemet.com>; Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Havice, Elizabeth <havice@email.unc.edu>; 

Reyes, Alvaro Andres <alvaroar@emaJl .unc.edu-~; Smith, Saaca H <shsmithl @email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <euNce@email. unc.edu>; 
Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@e~nail.unc.edu>; Gokariksel, Pervin Banu <banug@emafil.unc.edu>; Marti~ Nina <ninam@email.unc.edu>; 

Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteine@unc.edu> 
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the recent emergence of regional production networks and 

border industrial zones, the labor migrations they are generating, and their consequences for 

"surplus populations" in the Greater Mekong Subregion (mainland Southeast Asia). In this 

region the textile and garment industry is employing increasing numbers of workers in border 

areas on flexible and highly precarious work "contracts". To understand these emergent labor 

formations we focus on three scales of analysis through a case study from the Thailand-Burma 

border. ~Ve focus on initiatives led by the Asia Development Bank, accompanying subregional 

political groupings which aim to facilitate capital flows and trade by reducing transaction time 

and cost, and a case study of labor recmitlnent and employment practices in one border town. 

In examining these three scales, we question the value of characterizing such trans-national, 

state-led, authoritarian, and racialized labor formations as neoliberal. 

Keywords: precarious labor, migration, Greater Mekong Snbregion, Mae Sot, border industrial 

zones, racialization, textile and garment industry 

Introduction 
In the past three decades, a major transformation has occurred in the 
global economy as supply chains originating in "core economies" have 
further expanded their som:cing networks into new frontier regions 
of production across East and Southeast Asia. This expansion has 
been achieved, in part, by the opening of closed and partially closed 
economies and the expanded labor pools they represent. One central 
element and consequence of this "opening" has been the expansion of 
geographical circuits of labor recruitment and migration, the attendant 
migration of millions of workers across large distances to work in export 
processing zones and urban areas, including coastal China, Ho Chi 
Minh City and Hanoi, Yangon and Phnom Penh.1 A second phase in 
the reorganization of these geographies of production is now occurring 
on a national scale with China’s new regional economic policies, the 
establishment of special economic zones (SEZs) in rural Cambodia, 
and expanding industrial areas along Thailand’s borders with Burma, 
Lao PDR, and Cambodia. This second phase of restructuring entails the 
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creation of new forms of regional production network organized around 
decentralized and border economies aimed largely at export markets, 
with new mechanisms of governance and regulation to deal with the 
mobile, often transnational, workforces on which they depend. 

This paper focuses on the importance of these emerging forms of 
cross-border regionalism in shaping new institutions and practices of 
governance and biopolitical production by creating a precm:ious migrant 
labor force in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) (see Hess and 
Yeung 2006; Perkmann and Sum 2002; Ong 2000, 2008; Sidaway 2007; 
Smith et al 2008; Sparke et al 2004; Storper and Walker 1989, for 
parallel arguments). More specifically, the paper describes the recent 
expansion of these regional production networks and border industries 
and their broader consequences for workers in the apparel industry. 
The paper demonstrates the linking of economic, political and social 
networks operating at multiple scales, showing how these linkages have 
produced a complex set of exploitative labor relations for Burmese 
migrant workers in Mae Sot, an industrial area on the Thailand-Burma 
border. 

We describe the border as a complex network of social relations 
that extend well beyond actual state boundaries and operate at multiple 
scales (Perkmann and Sum 2002; Pickles 2004, 2006). The convergence 
of regionalization and globalization is articulated in localized spaces 
conducive to mobile capital and investment that, on the one hand, 
straddle and blur national boundaries, and on the other, redefine and 
reify borders, particularly in terms of flows of migrant labor. In 
examining these multiple scales of development we question how or if 
particular formations are neoliberal, authoritarian or a complex hybrid. 
We contend that historically created patterns of racialization produce 
unique precarious labor arrangements and competitiveness strategies in 
the globalized production centers of the GMS. 

Second, while tbese forms of regional cross-border integration 
have important implications for how we think about labor migration, 
flexibilization, and the precariousness of factory life among the "surplus 
populations" of the region, they also pose important questions about the 
ways in which the "surplus" is being produced, ordered, segmented and 
racialized in nearly every Asian labor-receiving country (the Burmese 
and Cambodians in Thailand, Vietnamese in Cambodia and rural-urban 
migrants in China). These processes of racialization have important 
implications for the ways in which we theorize social and surplus 
labor. The expansion of both "factory labor" and precarious labor 
in and around these global factories also has important implications 
for transparency in global value chains, the effectiveness of corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) and factory-based monitoring campaigns, 
the organizing landscape for unions, and the ability of other groups to 
press for workplace standards. 
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We conclude with an assessment of the role of the state in these 
socially complex and usually deregulatcd border landscapes, and with 
their implications for the "surpluses" they generate. These border zones 
are actively being constructed as sites where multi-scalar state power 
articulates new structures of governmentality and social regulation and 
redefines the mobile populations on which they depend. 

The Global Factory 
Since the end of the Cold War, efforts to build cross-border regionalism 
in the GMS coincided with major turning points in the global economy. 
The opening and growth of China as a major producer for world 
markets and the rapid expansion of the SEZs located in southern 
China have been particularly important. Between 1979 and the early 
1990s, large capital investments flowed into the coastal regions of 
China from Hong Kong and Taiwan, resulting in an unprecedented 
expansion of productive capacity across the Pearl and Yangtze River 
Deltas. The consequence was the development of continental scale 
production networks increasingly dependent on the ability to mobilize 
and marshal massive migrant labor flows of young, primarily female, 
workers from the countryside and provinces. 

In newly industrializing economies in Asia and Latin America, 
transnational corporations accelerated outsourcing of lower-cost 
production globally (Dicken 2003; Gereffi 2005). One result was an 
expansion of infrastructural projects that were also dependent on large- 
scale labor migration, but that generated enormous tensions in local 
economies over the consequences of economic integration and the social 
transformations in the resulting labor markets (Harvey 2003). These 
tensions emerged particularly clearly in China’s new industrial export 
economy. The "China price"--the lowest price possible--has been 
possible only because of low-cost labor migrations into the Yangtze and 
Pearl River Deltas, but their effects have recently rebounded in ways that 
now threaten to destabilize social and economic conditions across these 
regional production centers. As a result, China has now embarked on a 
triple policy to weaken its dependence on the "China price" and reduce 
the dependence of regional economies on migrant labor flows. First, 
low-wage assembly industries are being encouraged through subsidies, 
contracts, and infrastructural development to relocate or expand in 
western and northern provinces from which migrant workers have 
traditionally been drawn ("go-west"). Second, low-wage assembly work 
is also being outsourced to low-cost producing centers in southeastern 
Asia, particularly under the auspices of emerging large-scale Chinese 
manufacturers and network organizers ("go-out"). And third, Chinese 
manufacturers are being encouraged to upgrade production and working 
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conditions with the goal of branding Chinese goods for national and even 
international markets ("go-up"). 

Each of these strategies responds to what David Harvey (2003:109) 
describes as: 

... a condition of surpluses of labor.., and surpluses of capital... 
Such surpluses can be potentially absorbed by (a) temporal 
displacement through investment in the long-term capital projects or 
social expenditures (such as education and research) that defer the 
re-entry of capital values into circulation into the future, (b) spatial 
displacements through opening up new markets, new production 
capacities, and new resource, social, and labor possibilities elsewhere, 
or (c) some combination of (a) and (b). 

In Southeast and East Asia such capital logics have produced 
regionally articulated economic landscapes. Comparatively low-cost 
large-scale export production has boomed in large urban and peri-urban 
factory zones. These export platforms, once the main sites of workplace 
abuses, are increasingly regulated through central state institutions and 
international contractors, and increasingly meet minimum standards 
of health, safety, wages, and benefits. Particularly in the larger 
urban producing centers in China, Thailand, and Vietnam competitive 
pressures, new technologies and forms of work organization, and worker 
demands have seen upward pressure on wages and benefits, along 
with changes in the organization of work and working conditions.2 
In rural and border areas, cost-minimizing, deregulated, and flexibly 
organized industrialization has expanded through the agencies of 
state- and private-sector-supported SEZs and export processing zones. 
Geared to deepening competitiveness by extending export production 
to low-wage border areas, border industrialization programs across 
Southeast and East Asia are built with the explicit nominal intent of 
distributing the economic benefits of export production across the 
regions. To do this, they depend on the management of "surplus" 
and low-cost rural workers and their employment in lower-value 
assembly work. This places competitive pressure on gains in work 
conditions and wages in urban and peri-urban areas. The key general 
thrust of such a capital logic is that new territories "should be 
continuously opened up" (Harvey 2003:139) leading to "accelerated 
and expanded.., accumulation [and] ending communal control of the 
means of subsistence, seizing land for debt, creating new mobile and 
migrant reservoir of labor power, destroying non-market social systems 
and imposing ecological predations..." (Dyer-Witheford 2002:6 
citing Midnight Notes). In the next section, we turn to the significance 
of cross-border regionalism within the context of these global 
factories. 
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Subregional Integration and Border Industrialization 
Strategies 
Industrial development and more recent foreign direct investment (FDI) 
in the GMS have been concentrated in a few favored large urban centers 
such as Bangkok, Phnom Penh and Ho Chi Minh City. At the national 
and subregional level, investors have also heavily favored urban nodes in 
Thailand and Vietnam over those in Laos, Burma and Cambodia, in mrn 
deepening inter-regional inequalities. With competition intensifying in 
both low-cost labor-intensive export-oriented and high-tech capital- 
intensive sectors, GMS countries have initiated cooperative regional and 
transnational policies aimed at more fully integrating these rural spaces 
into the regional and global economy. The primary driver is seen to 
be FDI, especially from East Asia. These cross-border regional policies 
and initiatives have moved beyond a focus on industrial decentralization 
and sustainable urbanization prevalent in Thailand since the 1960s 
(Charoenloet 2002; Glassman 2003; Glassman and Sneddon 2003) in 
efforts to boost competitiveness with other countries including China, 
while concurrently offering incentives for investment from China and 
other competitors.3 

In this process, state policies play an enormous role in shaping the 
geographical patterns of investment and social regulation. In many 
cross-border areas, sub-regional and international intergovernmental 
organizations have played key roles in implementing projects that 
promote cross-border economic activity. These involve public and/or 
public supranational, national and/or sub-national agencies naming and 
mapping new types of space as sites of economic change and political 
ambition (Pongsawat 2007). These are not regions in the conventional 
juridico-political sense, as is the case with the EU, and they are not 
governed in a conventional, territorial sense. They are neither formal 
administrative units subordinate to a national state bureaucracy nor do 
they have mechanisms that allow for building popular support. Instead, 
they are governed through partial and irregular networks operating at a 
variety of scales (Perkmann and Sum 2002). Some of these networks 
emerged in response to the failures of central state authorities, with local 
and regional actors exploiting the new opportunity structures created by 
regionalization and globalization. Many emerged largely as a result 
of financial development incentives, for instance those coordinated 
by the Asian Development Bank in the GMS (see below). In other 
locations cross-border regions are effectively constituted by a complex 
array of economic and social interactions. These are generated by local, 
national and/or regional networks, including state actors, but are largely 
unaccompanied by large-scale collective coordination and intervention 
by the central state. In fact, typically, governmental cooperation is 
fragmented and limited in scope. For instance, the GMS is emerging 
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as a cross-border region despite several instances of tension over border 
demarcation, most recently leading to military skirmishes at the Preah 
Vihear Temple on the Thailand-Cambodia border. These and other 
factors limit the scope of centrally coordinated sub-regional integration. 

Instead of a withering or withdrawal of dhect involvement of 
the state in the "borderless world" (Ohmae 2005), the border is 
increasingly becoming the site in which these new articulations of 
investment and spatial administration are emerging. Where regional 
integration initiatives are related to inter-governmental projects, national 
governments are still dominant in defining the basic parameters of the 
border regimes. But, even in these contexts of strong central state 
action where national governments may create the initial conditions 
for the development of cross-border regions, regional and local 
governments and diverse state agencies often reinterpret policies for 
their own economic benefit. In both cases, complex structures of state 
administration are emerging at the border to regulate mobile populations 
and create new spatial and social imaginaries to do so (Pongsawat 2007). 
Throughout the Mekong subregion, specific border zones once seen as 
territorial boundaries for state power and sites of inter-state conflict are 
now rapidly being re-articulated as functional regions requiring their 
own structures and practices of governance. In the following section we 
briefly examine the emergence of the GMS as one such emerging new 
spatial and social imaginary. 

Scaling Development in Southeast Asia 
In 1992, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) initiated the GMS 
Economic Cooperation Program. This has become one of the most 
sustained and high-profile impetuses for stimulating free trade and 
investment in the region.4 Members comprise countries along the 
Mekong River, including Burma (Myanmar), Thailand, Lao PDR, 
Cambodia, Vietnam and Yunnan China (with Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region added later) (Figurel). A central purpose of the 
GMS Program is to implement institutional conditions which facilitate 
the economic growth of the area, particularly in post-socialist states, 
and to foster geopolitical stability. The basic objectives of the Program 
are to lift barriers at borders, promote trade and investment, facilitate 
production networks, and sustain growth in ways that will decrease 
poverty. Currently it focuses on transport, telecoms, trade facilitation, 
investment, energy, environment, human resource development, tourism 
and agriculture (ADB 2002, 2009). Seen within a broader global 
political economy framework, the ADB GMS Program is on the 
leading edge of "plugging" the sub-region "into" circuits of the global 
factory, particularly in facilitating cross-border transport, trade and 
investment (Figurel). Nonetheless, ADB programs do require the active 
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Figure 1: Greater Mekong Sub-region road projects and economic corridors (source: 
modified from Glassman 2010) 

participation of member countries in implementing projects and, as 
a result, the ways in which specific projects are implemented are 
importantly shaped by the structures of state power and the specific 
conditions in each place.5 

The GMS provides a particularly clear illustration of the complex 
intertwining of supply chain dynamics and state practices. Programs 
associated witb the ADB GMS Program m:e established by international 
organizations and national authorities, but they are implemented by the 
local, national and trans-national regional organizations that manage 
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the flow of labor and investment. The expansion of export production 
has thus occurred in conjunction with a deep re-territorialization of 
the nation state in order to accommodate and attract capital, enhance 
the competitiveness of producers, and manage social policy by spatial 
means. The result is that institutions of national cross-border governance 
and development infrastructure have emerged in ways that combine 
authoritarian and liberal economic features to manage the ways in 
which different production systems are able to compete in the global 
economy. In this sense, GMS programs are similar to the Indonesia- 
Malaysia-Singapore Growth Triangle albeit on a much larger scale, 
with very different (post-socialist) histories at work, and in conditions 
in which Burma’s repressive environment under the Junta’s command 
have important consequences for the management of life on the border.6 

Several studies have critically engaged the role of states in the cross- 
border strategy emerging in the Indonesia-Malaysia-Singapore Growth 
Triangle, and these have tended to focus on the broader implications 
for how neoliberalism is conceptualized (see Ong 2000; Sidaway 2007; 
Sparke et al 2004). These studies have suggested that the "Growth 
Triangle" is not so much a question of market versus state, or a transition 
"from state to market", but that the creation of markets is occurring in 
settings where the state is sometimes very strong while in other areas 
it is nearly absent, creating a spatial variability in state powers and 
"reach" that is useful in maintaining flexibility for capital (Ong 2000; 
see also Ong 2008). In the GMS border SEZs we find a slightly different 
arrangement, where the state plays a very prominent role in the zones as 
well] In fact, we find the state to be the most powerful actor influencing 
the global competitiveness of the firms that rely on precarious migrant 
workers. 

As a result, the following section does not provide a picture of 
powerful transnational corporations and international lending agencies 
making demands readily met by an eviscerated state, or a state that 
chooses to withdraw from a particular space. Instead, we present 
a case of a state restructuring and adapting to regional and global 
forces in which administrative agencies, new governmental actors, 
and emergent discourses along the border are articulated with broader 
regional and trans-national development strategies. By focusing on the 
subnational scale we highlight a state that is not monolithic and a 
global factory that--while undoubtedly footloose for the most pro:t--is 
also differentially deeply imbricated in the concrete specificities of an 
emerging border space. One consequence of this analysis of economic 
and social restructuring along the Thailand-Burma border is that Mae 
Sot defies any easy designation as neoliberal space, as the product of 
a strong or weak state, or as an export-processing island driven by the 
production needs of global value chains. Instead, Mae Sot demonstrates 
that the politics of scale plays out in important ways, particularly 
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regarding the formation and reproduction of a surplus population of 
migrant workers from Burma. 

Thailand: Border Development and SEZs 
While export-oriented industrialization has marked the economic life of 
post-socialist GMS countries only since the late 1980s to mid-1990s, 
Thailand was a recipient of FDI and export contracting throughout 
the Cold War period. This is largely due to vastly different political- 
economies of development in Thailand and other GMS countries. 
Thailand is the only state in the GMS (and Southeast Asia) never to 
have been colonized,s is the only state in the GMS to have remained 
non-communist throughout the Cold War, and was regarded as one of 
several "miracle economies" in Southeast Asia until the financial crisis 
of 1997-1998.9 

SEZs and industrial areas on or near Thailand’s borders are currently 
promoted to attract and maintain investment flows and/or "manage" 
migrant labor. In the least developed GMS states (including Cambodia) 
the primary goal is the diversification of labor-intensive industries, 
while in Thailand the goal is upgrading to more capital, knowledge 
and skill intensive industries in urban and peri-urban areas. In this 
regard Thailand, Vietnam and Yunan-China are converging, while 
Burma, Cambodia and Laos are struggling to initiate or maintain 
competitiveness in low-value-added sectors and industries. 

Thailand is planning at least four new SEZs targeting its borders in 
the west (Burma), the north (Burma and Lao PDR), the east (Laos), 
and the south (Malaysia). Efforts to establish these SEZs have been 
ongoing since the mid-1990s, yet the legal status of SEZs in Thailand 
is currently vague, with the SEZ bill of January 2005 still awaiting 
passage into law by the Council of State. The most advanced example 
of a border industrial zone (still awaiting SEZ status) in Thailand and the 
GMS in general is the Mae Sot-Myawaddy zone in western Thailand 
on the border with Burma (see Figures 1 and 2). In contrast to the 
process of central state-led SEZs in Cambodia,1° Mae Sot and other 
Thai border zones have emerged from locally led initiatives generated 
by local business and governments lobbying the central government for 
S EZ status (Arnold 2007, 2010; Pongsawat 2007). 1 ~ 

The decision to set up production facilities in Mae Sot is also a 
reaction to the changing competitiveness of Thai producers in global 
apparel markets. From the early to mid-1990s, profit rates for textile 
and garment and other labor-intensive industries declined, manufacturer 
efforts to upgrade into original design or original brand manufacturing 
failed, and the hoped-for emergence of regional trading companies 
managing supply chains for global brands and retailers (as occurred 
in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Korea) did not materialize.12 Instead, to 
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Figt~re 2: Mae Sot and its su~Tounding areas (somce: Pongsawat 2007) 

maintain competitiveness Thai manufacturers have adopted a series of 
downgrading strategies (Mounier and Charoenloet 2007). They have: 

¯ downsized operations by laying off workers regularly without 
compensation, 

,, informalized labor relations by employing workers on contracts 
through labor agencies, or by outsourcing production to 
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home-based workers and smaller-scale workshops (further 
entrenching a Thai precarious workforce in garments), 
speeded up production processes utilizing various incentives, and 
relocated to border regions or begun to produce in neighboring 
countries and export back into Thailand. 

The broader context for this push to the border is the increasing 
pressure on Thailand’s labor-intensive sectors. In Thailand, labor- 
intensive industries declined from 20% of exports in 1995 to 10% 
in 2005, while the same period saw a rapid increase in electronics 
and automobile manufacturing as Thailand’s economy increasingly 
diversified (Mounier and Charoenloet 2007). Mae Sot and other border 
zones have, as a result, become important elements in the development 
of Thailand’s economic strategy of fostering a "dual space economy". 
The government’s goal is to become a "First World" economy with 
auto manufacturing, finance, real estate and other high-value sectors 
dominating its city and central regions, sustaining a vibrant middle-class 
consumer society, while its "Third World" labor-intensive industries, 
including those employing large numbers of migrant workers in textile 
and garment, seafood processing and other labor-intensive industries, 
continue to expand, absorb investment capital, and provide opportunities 
to maintain access to highly competitive export mm’kets.13 Thailand’s 
economic growth thus depends increasingly on the large-scale influx of 
migrant workers. 

There are currently some 3 million migrant workers in labor-intensive 
industries such as seafood processing and fisheries, construction, 
manufacturing sectors including textile and garment, agriculture and 
domestic work. They comprise nearly one-tenth of the Thai labor 
force.14 Roughly 2.5 million come from Burma and 500,000 from Lao 
PDR and Cambodia [interview, Mae Sot Department of Labor Protection 
and Welfare (LPD), 20 June 2008].15 Migrant workers tend to occupy 
lower-paid jobs and are seen to be an integral part of Thailand’s current 
competitiveness in global sourcing.~6 

In addition to maintaining competitiveness in labor-intensive 
industries, the Thai strategy with cross-border regionalism has two core 
goals: to curtail irregular migrant workers, particularly to the Bangkok 
and central regions, and to boost regional geopolitical stability by 
decreasing income disparity in the GMS by facilitating engagement with 
the market economy. In turn, this creates investment opportunities and 
markets for goods produced in Thailand or by Thai firms in neighboring 
countries, including consumer electronics, automobiles, and processed 
food. Thailand’s borders or its "frontiers" have also become increasingly 
important as destinations for "sunset industries" including the textile 
and garment, food processing and other light manufacturing industries. 
The liberalization of border flows of capital and trade combine in this 
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setting with a re-territorialization that aims to limit or contain the flow 
of migrant workers to core economic zones and cities. Mae Sot provides 
a particularly good illustration of the effects of these processes of re- 
territorialization on the structure of border development and the lives of 
migrant workers. 

The Mae Sot-Myawaddy Border Economy 
Mae Sot is a border district in Tak Province, roughly 500 km northwest 
of Bangkok. It sits across the Moei River from Myawaddy, Burma 
(see Figure2). The two are connected by the "Thai-Burma Friendship 
Bridge", completed in 1997, funded by the Thai government. Mae Sot- 
Myawaddy lies on the "East-West Economic Corridor" (FigureD, a 

flagship initiative of the ADB-GMS project that attempts to provide a 
"... holistic approach to the spatial development of the poorer areas of 
the GMS by focusing on investments in priority sectors.., to maximize 
the development impact and minimize cost" (ADB 2009:2). In the 
process, private and public sector actors and institutions in Mae Sot 
have mobilized projects related to the ADB’s GMS, particularly physical 
infrastructure, to boost the competitiveness of the cross-border economy 

(see Arnold 2010). Ultimately, the East-West Economic Corridor aims 
to integrate physical infrastructure and link them to economic initiatives 
based on streamlined policies and procedures that facilitate linkages 
along the geographic corridor (ADB 2009).17 

There are nine districts in Tak Province. The five border districts 

(amphur) of Mae Sot, Mae Ramat, Phrop Phra, Um Phang and Tha Song 
Yang are host to some 150,000 migrant workers from Burma, according 

to the Mae Sot LPD (interview, 20 June 2008).~s The distribution of 
these workers is roughly 40:40:20 in industry, agriculture and domestic 
work/services. Of the five border districts Mae Sot is the economic 

center. This is true for Tak Province as a whole, although Meuang Tak 
(City of Tak) is the provincial capital.~9 Mae Sot is both a municipality 

and a district, with a population of 46,341 in the (urban) municipality 
and 70,966 in rural areas (see Figure2). To this number must be added 
migrant workers (both registered and um’egistered), illegal immigrants, 
and displaced persons in the two major refugee camps in the border 
regions of Tak Province. Combined, these populations from Burma 
constitute the majority of the actual population of Mae Sot and may also 
constitute a majority of the total population of the five border districts. 

In brochures, TV, and billboards Mae Sot-Mywaddy is promoted 

as a "border economic zone", and also as an "economic dam" which 
will prevent the flow of Burmese migrants into central Thailand. Local 
developers and national security agencies have, as a result, forged an 
unusual alliance to control, regulate, and manage the increasing flows 
of national and international investment and the growing numbers of 
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migrant workers from Burma. It is this management of populations and 
the structures and practices of governance on which it depends to which 
we now turn. 

Building a Globalized Garment Center on the Border 
Export-oriented textile and garment production in Mae Sot was initiated 
in the early and mid- 1990s, and expanded rapidly after the financial 
crisis of 1997-1998. The growth in the industry in Mae Sot was 
influenced by several factors, including the decreasing competitiveness 
of the industry in Bangkok and Central Thailand, abundant reserves 
of Burmese migrant labor paid at a third to half of the prevailing 
minimum wage, tax incentives,2° quality infrastructure between Mae 
Sot and Bangkok/ports, and loose to no enforcement of other labor, 
occupational health and safety and environmental regulations.21 

Garment production is concentrated in low-value added products 
where global competition for low cost is tight and profit margins 
are small. These segments of the industry are often associated with 
nomadic buyers and producers who search for lowest cost contracts 
and labor "harmony" in countries that also offer attractive investment 
incentives (tax holidays etc), quality infrastructure and other trade 
facilitation features that lower total landed costs of products. Mae Sot 
is a quintessential example of a garment-producing center that attracts 
employers keen on squeezing or sweating labor rather than targeting 
higher quality apparel markets through investment in machinery, 
improved production processes, and investing in human resources 
and workplace upgrading. A rare exception to this trend in Mae Sot 
is Top Form Co Ltd, which produces women’s undergarments for 
brands including Sara Lee and Vanity Fair. These require both higher 
skilled workers and higher capital investment in inputs, machinery, 
quality control and other aspects of the production process (see Arnold 
2010). 

In 2009 the town had 300 members of the employers association, 
the Federation of Thai Industries (FTI), Tak Chapter (Arnold 2010). 
Ninety percent of these are garment and knitting factories (all registered 
firms are required by law to be FTI members). Mae Sot is also home 
to numerous unregistered, small-scale sewing enterprises, bringing the 
total number of factories to an estimated 400 [interview, Min Lwin 
of Federation of Trade Unions-Burma (FTUB) 19 June 2008]. A 
majority of knitting and garments factories m:e subsidiaries of companies 
producing in Bangkok or central Thailand, and ownership is roughly 
50-50 Thai and foreign invested (interview, LPD, 20 June 2008). 
Foreign owners come primarily from China (Guangdong and Hainan 
Provinces), Taiwan and Hong Kong, in addition to Japanese- and 
Korean-owned firms (interview, LPD, 20 June 2008). Thai factory 
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Table 1: Thailand’s apparel exports, 2005-2008 

Value (million US$) 

Major market 2005 2006 2007 

Growth% 

2008 2005 2006 2007 

USA 2111.1 2083.5 2026.8 2026.8 

EU 1210.4 1316.8 1327.1 1327.1 

ASEAN 770.1 803.2 924.8 924.8 

Japan 412.1 395.4 381.3 381.3 

China 282.5 249.7 264.4 264.4 

Others 1907.3 1986.0 2107.1 2107.1 

World 6693.5 6834.6 7031.5 7031.5 

2008 

1.48 -1.31 -2.72 -4.68 

1.35 8.80 0.78 3.11 

17.23 4.29 15.14 10.73 

-4.09 -4.04 -3.57 23.37 

6.16 -11.61 5.88 -4.14 

7.82 4.13 6.10 2.10 

4.66 2.11 2.88 2.39 

Source: Textile Information Cetlter, Thailand Textile Institute 

owners registered with the FTI are predominantly from the Bangkok 
vicinity. Information on the ownership of unregistered "sweatshops" 
is not available, although fieldwork interviews suggest that many are 
Thai owned and operated. Production is primarily for export, although 
there is significant production for domestic consumption (interview, 
LPD, 20 June 2008) (see Tablel for national apparel export figures). 
The largest factories in Mae Sot employ about 3000 workers. It is 
currently impossible to know the average factory size because nearly 
every factory reports only a fi;action of its total workforce through the 
registration process. 

There are 80,000-100,000 workers employed in Mae Sot 
municipality/district [interview, FTUB and Burma Labour Solidarity 
Organization (BLSO), 19 June 2008]; between 60,000 and 80,000 of 
these are employed in knitting and garment firms. Of the total migrant 
population in Mae Sot, roughly 25,000 are "legal" registered migrant 
workers, a factor that has significance for the kinds of management 
regime to which workers are subjected. 

Wage levels in Mae Sot are low and allow producers in Thailand to 
remain competitive with lower wage countries in the Asia region (see 
Table2). A worker who started work in Mae Sot in 2000 would have 
been paid 40 baht22 per day and would not have had fees deducted 
fi;om that amount (interview, garment factory worker, 10 June 2008). 
In 2008, the daily provincial minimum wage was 147 baht per day but 
only one of some 400 factories in Mae Sot paid workers the Provincial 
minimum wage (interview, BLSO and FTUB, 17 June 2008). In fact, 
average wages were roughly 70 baht/day including overtime (interview, 
garment workers, 8 and 10 June 2008), but by 2008 managers were also 
deducting money for accommodation and food, in addition to a 300 
baht per month deduction for "security". "Security" fees have become 
common, especially for Mae Sot workers who do not have a work 
permit (see below). They are used to pay bribes to local officials for 
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Table 2: Comparative wages in Asia, 2008 

Daily minimmn wage Monthly minimum wage 

Country/region Local currency US$ Local currency US$ 

Thailand 

Bangkok 203.00 6.42 6090.00 192.63 

Chiang Mai 168.00 5.31 5040.00 159.42 

Khon Kaen 150.00 4.74 4500.00 142.34 

Tak 147.00 4.65 4410.00 139.49 

Mac Sot (real wage) 70.00 2.19 2100.00 65.62 

Cambodia 7475.88 1.87 224,276.36 56.00 

China 

Guandong Province 

Guagzhou City 28.67 4.03 860.00 120.76 

Provincial High (outside 25.67 3.60 770.00 108.12 

Guangzhou) 

Provincial Low 17.67 2.48 530.00 74.42 

Shanghai 32.00 4.49 960.00 134.80 

Qingdao 25.33 3.56 760.00 106.72 

Indonesia 

Jakarta 32,400.00 3.58 972,000.00 107.44 

Jawa Barat (Purwakarta) 25,433.33 2.81 763,000.00 84.34 

Banten 27,900.00 3.08 837,000.00 92.52 

Philippines 

Metro Manila 343.50 8.44 10,305.00 253.20 

Cavite/Southern rl:agalog 262.00 6.44 7860.00 193.12 

Vietnam 

Metropolitan core 33,333.33 2.05 1,000,000.00 61.61 

Provincial urban or metropolitan 30,000.00 1.85 900,000.00 55.45 

suburban 

Rural 26,666.67 1.64 800,000.00 49.29 

Source: Respective government web-pages, unless otherwise noted. 

Exchange rate: Oanda.com, average of 3 and 10 March 2008. Daily wage calculated using 30 days. 
Cambodia: minimum wage is $50 with a $6 "allowance raise" implemented in April 2008. 

Philippines: Manila and Cavite based on average daily non-agricultural minimum wages. Thailand: 

Bangkok and Chiang Mai wage increase as of 2 May 2008; Khon Kaen and Talc as of January 

2008. Indonesia and Cambodia: minimum wage figures are for textile and garment industry. 

maintaining unregistered workforces or they are pocketed by employers. 
As a consequence, the real wage is now significantly lower than it was 
in 2000.23 The Federation of Thai Industries Tak Chapter’s policy is that 
all members must pay workers the minimum wage. However, in practice 
members deduct monthly fees from workers’ salary for work permits, 
accommodation, food, electricity and other fees. These fees are illegal, 
with the exception of those for work permits. 24 

Low wages are certainly a key consideration in investors’ decisions 
to produce in Mae Sot and for buyers to source there. But, it is 
only one of many factors. Thailand’s trade and investment policy 
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and infrastructure (such as time through port, quality of roads, tax 
incentives etc) are of higher standards than the lowest-cost producers 
in the region (Cambodia, Bangladesh and Vietnam). As a result, Thai 
border producers have additional competitive advantages. These non- 
wage competitive factors are analyzed in the World Bank’s annual 
Ease of Doing Business 2010 report, which ranks Thailand number 
12 globally in terms of select indicators including the ease of dealing 
with licenses, employing workers, registering property, getting credit, 
protecting investors, paying taxes, trading across borders, enforcing 
contracts, and closing a business. 

Race and Regulation on the Border 
Mae Sot’s modern economy is closely linked with geopolitical tensions 
along the Thai-Burma border, to illicit trade in gems, timber and other 
natural resources, and to direct labor recruitment to take advantage of the 
abundance of potential workers generated by the political and economic 
hardships in Burma. Profitability in Mae Sot depends to a large extent 
on these reserves of migrant workers. 

Work conditions for Burmese in Mae Sot factories are extremely poor. 
Pay is well below the minimum wage, work hours are between 12 and 16 
hours and more in peak periods, a majority of workers living in factory 
dorms are not allowed to leave the compound, sexual abuse is common 
and there are a myriad of other problems. Even under these conditions, 
migration from Burma to Thailand has expanded considerably since 
1988. Prior to 1988, Burma’s economy declined under the "Burmese 
Road to Socialism", with uprisings in 1988 and again in 2007. After 
refusing to recognize election results in 1990, the Burma Socialist 
Program Party reformulated into the State Law and Order Reconciliation 
Council, which led to a thawing of tensions with Thailand and an 
opening of its economy and borders to foreign investment. Burma ceased 
to be considered a military and communist threat. Instead, it was deemed 
a strategic source of natural resources including hydroelectric power, 
teak, gems, natural gas and oil, particularly for China, and a source of 
cheap workers throughout Thailand. 

However, attitudes towards migrant workers from Burma have 
changed only slowly, particularly where they are based on much longer- 
standing national traditions of antagonism. Though migrant workers 
face xenophobia and nationalism in many countries, the Burmese 
in Thailand are subject to particularly deeply embedded historical 
perceptions of them as an evil and aggressive neighbor. For example, 
the Thai state began to view neighboring countries as areas of economic 
opportunity for Thai capitalism (Winichakul 2005), with Thailand as 
the center of the GMS. However, the "Burma as the traditional enemy 
trope" remains abundant in current discourse (Winichakul 2005). If 
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racialization describes a social process of categorization which makes 
group relations appear as if they were natural and unchangeable, the 
political project of racialization in Thai history has represented Burmese 
people through a singular national identity as having negative social and 
personal traits. Through historical texts such as "Thai Rop Phama" (Our 
Wars with the Burmese) by Prince Damrong Raj anubhab (first published 
in 1917) these national characteristics have been reprocessed and studied 
by Thai students at nearly every level of education. Chutintaranond and 
Than Tun (1995) contend that: 

Through school textbooks nationalist governments, especially military 
regimes, successfully instilled in the minds of the young the image 
of the Burmese as an enemy of the Thai nation.., the political 
purpose underlying this nationalist propaganda relates to an attempt 
of the government to stir up a sense of nationalism and at the same 
time legitimize their ruling authority by claiming that they, like their 
brave ancestors who fought against the Burmese, take as their primary 
concern the task of protecting the nation, religion and monarchy from 
external invasion... [This is an] outcome of political maneuvers by 
the Thai govermnent to stabilize their power and authority and secure 
their own interests. 

One consequence has been the easy justification of intolerable 

conditions for migrants, and especially for those working in low-skilled, 

low-wage labor-intensive industries. Thus, in the recent 2006 provincial 

decrees in Phuket, Samut Sakhon, Surat Thani, Ranong, Pang-Nga and 

Rayong "the migrant" found herself subject to further regulation and 

racialization through group-specific curfews and prohibitions on the 

use of cell phones, on migrant workers owning or riding motorcycles, 

and on five or more migrants from gathering for activities that are 

not for the express purpose of religion, tradition or custom.25 On 26 

October 2007, Mr Veerayuth Yeamampar, Governor of Samut Sakhorn 

Province, stepped up the restrictions by circulating a letter stating that 

all employers in his province must forbid migrants from holding cultural 

events, stating that:26 

... They [migrant workers] are also now" trying to organise cultural 
performances at all occasions and fairs, which is not suitable. These 
activities should not be supported because it will make the community 
feel that these people are the owners of the community, and could 
create security problems. Also, it is contradictory to the government’s 
objective for them to be just temporary workers... Hence we would 
like to ask every place of employment and factory to control and 
monitor those foreign workers who are under your responsibility to 
see that they behave and work according to the law strictly. If they 
violate the law, they will be seriously punished. We should not allow 
them to organise cultural ceremonies at any event at all. 
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A particular challenge for Thai government officials has been how 
to balance these longstanding traditions that denigrate the Burmese 
while at the same time acceding to the demands of employers. In 1992- 
1994, the Thai state began formally registering migrant workers from 
neighboring countries. From 1992 to 2000 migrants were allowed to 
register in select industries and provinces and from 2001 all industries 
and provinces were included. Officially, migrants are registered with 
a single employer and are thus bound to a particular workplace, with 
Province/District work permits being renewed on a 3, 6 or 12-month 
basis. Those with work permits are considered temporarily "legal". After 
the permit ends, workers must register again or they will be considered 
illegal and subject to deportation. In practice, registered migrants have 
comprised a minority of the total migrant labor force since the inception 
of registration systems. Few if any factories register all of their workers, 
if they register any.27 

The consequences of such registration programs for Burmese migrant 

workers are fairly well documented and range fi:om studies on 
technologies of control in maintaining low-cost, disciplined workers 
in a regime of "partial border citizenship" (Pongsawat 2007) to studies 
focusing on migrant workers’ struggles and attempts at empowerment 
in global supply chains (Arnold 2007; Arnold and Hewison 2006; 
Yimprasert and Hveem 2006), to numerous studies which document 
forced and child labor, trafficking and other extreme forms of 
exploitation (Federation of Trade Unions-Burma 2007; Pearson 2005). 
A common thread in all these and other studies is that neither the state 
nor employers are responsible for the reproduction of labor power, 
and both avoid engagement in tripartite functions associated with 
"formal" industrial relations. For workers in this border region work 
means precarious employment without clear-cut employment contracts 
or social protections. 

These precarious working and legal conditions for Burmese migrants 

in Mae Sot have led to the emergence of distinct groups of local 
actors and associated power dynamics (see Arnold 2010). One such 
group is organized labor and the trade unions that represent them. 
Migrant workers lack legal rights to form trade unions and illegal and 
unregistered workers have few social or civil protections. Under the 
Labor Protection Act only Thai nationals may form unions, but migrant 
workers may only join unions formed and led by Thais. However, less 
than 4% of Thai workers are members of trade unions and a small 
number of migrants are members of only one dock-workers trade union. 
The situation for illegal and unregistered workers is exacerbated by the 
official position of Thai trade unions. As recently as the early 2000s most 
fractions of Thai labor were united by anti-migrant sentiment, seeing in 
the migrant worker a threat to job security and national security (ie influx 
of drugs, disease, violence, etc). However, in recent years addressing 
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nationalist and racialized sentiments has become a priority for many in 
the Thai labor movement who are interested in promoting the rights of 
migrants (interview, 17 June 2008, Thai Labour Campaign, Centre for 
Aids Rights and Map Foundation). Addressing the socially constructed 
histories of the Burmese is seen to be one potential area of political 

intervention of "progressive" groupings of the Thai labor movement 

(see below). 
Migrant workers must also deal with the local police, border police 

and other state authorities such as the National Security Council who 
are vigilant in enforcing the fact that workers often lack registration 
rights or have the proper identification. In fact, the local police, border 
police and military are the most powerful actors in the region (Arnold 
2010). With a preponderance of illegal and unregistered workers, and 
with few actionable rights protecting them, workers fall ready victims 
to the police who are able to extort money from them and from the 
factory owners who employ "illegal" or unregistered workers. Annual 
registration fees are 3980 Thai baht (roughly $117). Workers cannot 

afford this, so the fee is paid by employers and deducted throughout 
the term of employment, usually one year in garments with 3-6-month 
permits for seasonal employment such as agriculture. This has several 
implications. Employers do not want to lose the workers before they have 
repaid the fee, so most keep the permit and give a photocopy to workers. 
When these workers are outside the factory in the community they are, as 
a result, particularly vulnerable to local police. "vVorkers found without 
their permit (whether a photocopy or those not registered) must pay 
a bribe, between 100 and 200 baht (interview, garment workers, 8 and 
10 June 2008). Those not able to pay the bribe may be taken to jail. From 
there the worker is either released to employers or to someone who can 
produce the registration card. If no registration can be produced, they 
are deported to Myawaddy, Burma. In this regime of policing, managers 
are able to exercise despotic management controls over workers, they are 
easily able to constrain their daily movement, and illegal or unregistered 
workers can--as a result--be readily locked in factory compounds and 
allowed to move about the community only at certain times such as 

days off or the monthly pay-day. Their difficult situation is furthermore 
compounded by the Federation of Thai Industries-Tak Chapter which 
has prevented the local Department of Labor Protection and Welfare 
from exercising its legal responsibilities of oversight and workplace 
compliance (Arnold 2007; Arnold and Hewison 2006). 

Taken together, factories and workers constitute a form of trans- 
border production system that constantly fluctuates between what is 
legal and what is illegal. Few if any factories report and register 
their full workforce to the Ministry of Labor, making them vulnerable 
to investigation or raids by the police. A significant proportion of 
factories in Mae Sot are sub-subcontractors for factories in Central 
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Thailand. Many Mae Sot factories are on the fringes or bottom of 
global value chains, well beyond the scope of CSR and monitoring 
initiatives prevalent in certain supply chains of the global garment 
industry. Several cases in Mae Sot of unauthorized production for major 
brands, including Tommy Hilfiger, have received public attention in 
recent years (Arnold and Hewison 2006; Yimprasert and Hveem 2005), 
and one of the consequences has been that authorized producers of 
branded apparel that outsource production to Mae Sot must keep this 
unauthorized production "hidden". Reputation-conscious brands do not 
want their names associated with exploited migrants from Burma. This 
means that certain levels of production in Mae Sot are "illegal" and are 
not part of brand and retailer compliance programs. 

These conditions mean that migrant workers in Mae Sot, with a work 
permit or not, enjoy few if any political or social rights. But they also 
suffer in terms of their inability to access even basic services, including 
basic health care. Access to state medical facilities is included with 
a work permit. Since a majority of workers do not have a permit or 
only have the photocopy issued by their managers, access to health care 
in hospitals is difficult. Roughly 80% of workers in Mae Sot garment 
factories are women. One major concern of these women is unwanted 
pregnancy. According to Dr Cynthia Maung, "Most women factory 
workers live on the premises the entire time, forbidden from venturing 
out. They have no family or social life and enjoy little access to medical 
services or education programs" (Aye Chan Myate 2008). Workers who 
do become pregnant are generally not given maternity leave (interview, 
garment workers, 8 and 10 June 2008). As their pregnancy advances 
they are replaced by another worker.28 

The Mae Sot social economy thus combines an extreme form of 
authoritarian control of labor at the factory level and at the border 
with everyday uncertainty for workers in the town itself. The result 
is a unique ensemble of border regulation, incentive strategies, and 
citizenship regimes and the emergence of what Pongsawat (2007:189) 
terms "partial border citizenship": 

[border partial citizenship is].., the most flexible form of labor 
formation in contemporary Thailand. It is the actualization or the 
concretization of the abstract labor into the registered illegal migrant 
worker,29 rather than proletariat or the modern industrial worker. It is 
a process in which the lived political, economic, and social relations 
take place in the form of the registered illegal migrant worker rather 
than the modern form of citizen or immigrant that still has relatively 
better protection from the state and the economy in terms of welfare 
and the length of stay. It is the process that makes possible labor 
as a real productive factor which is close to, if not identical to, 
the abstract labor in the production theory; ie, the labor is actually 
kept in the gated factory to work because they do not have any legal 
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immigration category and they have to be registered with the employer 
only)° 

Interviews in summer 2008 and fall 2009 indicated that this situation 
may be changing and that workers are increasingly able to make small 
gains when negotiating with employers, including small pay raises and 
reinstatement of unjustly dismissed workers (Arnold 2010). This is a 
significant improvement on conditions from only three to four years 
ago (see Arnold and Hewison 2006; Arnold 2007; Pongsawat 2007). 
At that time nearly any form of negotiation was met with dismissal 
and regularly deportation. In the past, physical violence and murders 
of activists were not uncommon (Arnold 2007). According to Professor 
Voravidh Charoenloet (interview, 5 June 2008) the perception among 
organized labor groups that migrants are a threat to jobs may also be 
changing, as many organizations, particulm:ly trade unions, NGOs and 
others, now argue that migrants should have the same rights as Thais 
(in terms of pay, freedom of association, collective bargaining, etc) and 
that the trade unions need to move beyond their traditional organizing 
strategies to speak to migrant problems and desires. 

That said, there are serious limits to the opportunities for migrant 
workers to make demands on either their employers or state authorities. 
Employers seem willing to allow collective action so long as it does not 
jeopardize profit margins, excessive working hours or claim additional 
freedom to move in the community and between jobs. Consequently, 
negotiations are usually over very small increases in pay, compensation 
claims, and other issues that do not seriously challenge the regional 
powers that employers enjoy. More importantly, negotiations among 
workers and employers do not address local and national state policies 
and mechanisms that maintain conditions of a precarious workforce in 
the region. Workers can now negotiate with and even confront employers 
with the assistance of Burmese workers associations, Thai and Burmese 
NGOs, and increasingly Thai trade unions. After several years of 
pressure, dialogue, and confrontation, the Mae Sot Labor Protection 
Department is now more open to negotiations and less committed to 
acting in the interests of the employers (interview, BLSO and LPD, 17 
and 20 June 2008). State authorities, including police and the border 
army, who are the real power brokers in the Mae Sot-industrial area, 
continue to pose serious risks for Burmese workers and activists (Arnold 
2010). 

Conclusion 
From a macro-perspective, the global factory necessitates a re- 
territorialization of the nation state in order to accommodate and attract 
the flow of capital, trade in goods, and labor. The implementation of 
programs associated with the ADB GMS Program is an example of 
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networks where some aspects of regional power and authority are taken 
up by international organizations, yet the final implementation of these 
frameworks lies with states and private sector associations especially if 
they are to successfully sustain the flows of labor and capital investment 
on which the border region depends. In the GMS [Burma (Myanmar), 
Cambodia, Lao PDR, Thailand, Vietnam and Yunnan Province PRC], 
with its embeddedness in the cross-border regionalism of post-socialist 
Cambodia, Vietnam, and China, and its relationship to authoritarian 
Burma, patterns of labor recruitment and migration are underwritten by 
state policies in very specific ways. The zones of growth are undelpinned 
by national and transnational governmental policies and infrastmctural 
investments aimed at economic efficiency and regional integration. But 
they are also underpinned by nationalist social policies that seek to 
reconfigure the place of these growing numbers of immigrant workers 
in the body politic. 

In Thailand, border zones are mobilized as economic barriers and 
filters to the perceived contamination of migrant workers and the 
growing social instabilities, both real and misconceived, they create. 
In Mae Sot, local power is primarily held by state officials, particularly 
local and border police. These authorities make use of national scale 
migrant registration schemes to govern the labor force of border factories 
producing for global apparel markets. Due to official or unofficial fees, 
employers tightly regulate the movement of their workforces, creating a 
low-wage, and highly precarious working population at the Thai-Burma 
border. 

In their work on the "Growth Triangle" Ong, Sparke et al and others 
interpret SEZs as zones of exception in which the strong state withdraws 
to allow forms of economic autonomy that enhance profitability. 
This notion of neoliberal exception is an important contribution to 
understanding the geographies of Asian production. But in the case 
of both China and the GMS, the role of the state in regulating labor 
practices, codes of corporate behavior, social norms, and strategies for 
accumulation has remained paramount, particularly since 1979 in China 
and since the 1990s in the GMS. The Mae Sot "SEZ" is certainly a zone 
of exception but not because the state’s role is compromised or because 
the state has withdrawn from that space. Instead, it is precisely the way 
in which the state, particularly the police, national security agencies, and 
border guards work together to regulate every aspect of migrant workers’ 
lives to create and sustain the conditions for a regime of precarious 
labor that enables the garment industry to survive in the region. At 
the same time, as the border police extort money from employers, 
the employers pressure the Ministry of Labor to secure improved 
conditions for profitability on the border. Squeezed on the one hand by 
competitiveness and declining prices on global markets and on the other 
by the costs of managing a largely unregistered workforce, managers 
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entrain the central and local state agencies to deepen the reach of state 
powers to sustain the conditions for profitability on the border. Indeed, 
precisely because the dependence of the regional economy on precarious 
work is so lm’ge, the mechanisms of control and the deployment of state 
apparatuses are "necessarily" extensive. Both are secured by a broader 
state project in which migrant workers are racialized and their civic 
rights are peripheralized through the construction of a distinct bio- 
political regime of "partial border citizenship". 

If Mae Sot is an indication of the direction of other border economic 
zones or SEZs in the GMS, we may find that the conditions for 
profitability depend on reserves of precarious migrant labor whose 
costs of reproduction are "outsourced" to regions across the border. 
In these conditions, state and business resist the formation of tripartite 
negotiations typically associated with "formal" industrial relations. Such 
border zones are currently beyond the scope of corporate attempts to 
monitor work conditions, though NGOs have monitored conditions for 
several years. Consequently, workers in this and other border SEZs 
are regularly working without clear-cut employment contracts or social 
protections. Economic growth is certainly occurring as a result of state 
intervention or investment in SEZs in cross-border regions. Less clear is 
who will benefit from such cross-border growth. Precisely why factory 
owners go to these lengths to sustain production in a remote part of 
Thailand, eight hours from port over a mountain range, when they might 
more easily invest in producing in other export zones in countries such as 
Vietnam and Bangladesh, remains an important question. To understand 
why factory owners make this decision requires that we understand 
much more about the national composition of factory ownership and the 
demand for flexible contracting in global and regional supply chains. It 
also means that we need to understand much more about the conditions 
of life in regions from which the workers are drawn and the ways in 
which regional economies are being re-territorialized and re-articulated 
around such borders. 
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Endnotes 
i Authors in Gainsborough (2009) offer compelling questions and analysis on the extent 

to which cross-border flows have risen from behind formerly "closed" borders in the 

GMS. They va:cyingly contend that the discourse of "opening up" distorts notions of 

how it was in pre- and post-colonial eras, and belbre and aller the end of the Cold War. 
2 On changing labor relations in China and Vietnam, see Lee (2007), Clarke (2006) and 

Ngoc Tran (2007). 
3 For example, China is deemed to be the primary tlu-eat to Cambodia’s textile and 

garment industry, but in 2006 China was by far Cambodia’s largest investor with $763 

million in fixed assets approved (Russia was the second at $278 million, Thailand the 

third at $102 million; IMF 2007). 
4 The term "Greater Mekong Subregion" did not exist prior to this, yet the notion of 

the territories along the Mekong forming a subregion has existed since 1957 with the 

formation of the Mekong Committee (Mya Than 1997; Oehlers 2006). 
5 In 2003 Burma, Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Thailand agreed to establish an 

economic cooperation initiative called the Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya-Mekong Economic 

Cooperation Strategy (2007). It is a subregional economic cooperation program 

complimentary to the ADB’s GMS Program. 
6 The "Growth Triangle" encompasses (prima~’ily) Batam and Bintan in Indonesia and 

Johor State and Riau Islands of Malasia and the city-state of Singapore 

v See also Gainsborough (2007, 2009) for analysis on the provincial state in globalizing 

Vietnam. Oehlers 2006 provides critiques of ADB policies towards the GMS. 
s See Glassman (2009) for a brief analysis of Thailand during the colonial 

era, particularly the "quasi-colonial" implications of lhe Bowring Treaty of 1855 

that liberalized trade and guaranteed extraten-itorial powers to British subjects in 

Siam. 
9 From the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s Thailand was the fastest growing economy in 

the world. 
~0 At the time of writing 21 SEZs have been approved in Cambodia. 

~1 Arnold (2010) provides a more thorough analysis of border economic zones in the 

GMS, comparing initiatives in Thailand and Cambodia. 
12 The textile and garment industry employs roughly 1 million Thais. Many are 

employed in capital intensive textile firms, yet significant proportions are in cutting 

and sewing factories, thai regularly outsource work to home-based enterprises where 

workers lack job security, sufficient income, social security and the like. 
13 Phil Robertson refers to this as "light and dark in modernizing Thailand" in an 

unpublished article. See also Brown and Hewison (2005). 
~4 Thailand’s labor force is approximately 34.43 million (US Dep~xtment of 

International Affairs, Bureau of East Asian and Pacific AlIhirs 2008). 
15 This contrasts sharply with official government statistics of 1.2 million migrants in 

Thailand (Huguet and Punpuing 2005). 
~6 Thailand is distinct from many labor-receiving countries in Asia since a high 

proportion of Thais are employed in sectors drawing migrant workers including 

construction, textile and garment manufacturing and agriculture. The exceptions are 

domestic work and fisheries--occupations almost totally lacking local workers. This 

destabilizes notions that migrants only taJ~e jobs shunned by Thais. 
17 However, the associated "economic initiatives" in Mac Sot-Myawaddy are proving 

dill]cult to negotiate with the Burmese Junta (Tsuneishi 2008), especially those 

regulating the cross-border movement of people, goods, and vehicles. 
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~s There are gaxment fil-nls in Mae Ramad and Phrob Phra, yet throughout this paper 

we refer to Mac Sot since it is the center of production. 
19 For several years civic and business leaders in Mac Sot and the five border districts 

have been lobbying the central government for provincial status. This is unlikely to 
proceed (Arnold 2007; Pongsawat 2007). They have recently introduced an initiative 
for special administrative status, like Bangkok and Pattaya (Arnold 2010). 
2o These include tax free exports and 10% reduction of corporate tax--at 20%. 
21 In paxt, lack of enforcement is due to insufficient personnel in relevant ministries 

(see Charoenloet 2002). 
22 US$1 = 34 Thai Baht (September 2008) 
23 Paying a monthly security fee of 300 baht is, over a year, roughly the same amount 

as a work permit. 
24 In this regm-d the FTI is becoming much more organized among its members 

compared with years past. Despite the illegality of these deductions, they have achieved 
a degree of legitimacy for these policies. 
25 http://www.mapfoundationcm.orglEng/PDF%20Filelprovincialdecree.pdf 

(accessed 29 November 2007). 
26 A significant proportion of migrant workers in Samut Sakhorn are ethnic Mort. There 

are also large populations of Mon in Eastern Thailand who m-e Thai citizens and perform 
many of the same cultural ceremonies as the migrant Mon. 
27 Over the past decade registration numbers have vaxied between roughly 90,000 in 

1998 and the 2008 level of 700,000, peaking at about 850,000 in 2004. 
2s This is a violation of the law that stipulates 3 months’ maternity leave, lighter work 

for pregnant women in later phases and other benefits. 
29 Pongsawat terms it "registered illegal migrant worker" since all migrants ~vho enter 

Thailand outside of a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with sending governments 
are technically "illegal". A work permit maizes the "illegal" migrant temporaxily legal. 
To date, Thailand has not implemented an MOU of this kind with Burma. 
3o A shortcoming of Pongsawat’s analysis is the failure to analyze the unregistered 

migrant workers in Thailand, who comprise an over~vhelming majority. 
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INTRODUCTIONS 

Sandro Mezzadra is Associate Professor in the Faculty of Political Sciences at the 
University of Bologna, where he teaches Contemporary Political Theory and Postcolonial 
Studies. He is a member of the directors’ board of Studi culturali and of the editorial board 
of Filosofia Politica. He has been a frequent interlocutor with t~tienne Balibar on issues 
relating to Europe and has emerged as a leading voice of post-workerism and advocate for 
critical studies of migration. His latest adventure expands his deep engagements with 
social movements in Europe and North Africa to an international project on Transit 
Labour: Ci~vuits, Regions, Borders with ’platforms’ in Shanghai, Kolkata, and Sydney. 

On November 9th 2010 in Chapel Hill, geographers John Pickles and Sebastian 
Cobarrubias and anthropologist Maribel Casas (hereafter Q) met with Sandro Mezzadra to 
discuss complementarities in research interests around the emerging institutions, practices, 
and geographies of the European Neighbourhood Policy, transit migration and migration 
routes management, counter-mapping, and the changes in sovereignty and border policies 
currently occurring in the Euro-Mediterranean region. Our paths had crossed indirectly 
several times in the past through sharing experiences with social movements and activist 
efforts, (mainly Frassanito, NoBorder, MigrEurope or Precarias a la Deriva), that were 
working on similar issues to those we are working on today: new conceptions of rights and 
mobility; new understandings of borders and policing; and reinserting migrant struggles in 
a broader social space. The political and intellectual challenges faced by these struggles 
had lead to many of both Mezzadra’ s and our own research concerns. Mezzadra’ s 
theoretical work on migration is a particularly important reference point for our current 
research on European border externalization and its implications for the geographies of 
migration routes management in North Africa. 

Mezzadra has been particularly active in developing a new lexicon in ways that move 
beyond workerism and narrowly defined class politics, to theories of society and space that 
rake much more seriously the partial autonomy of different kinds of work and experience 
and the spatialities they produce. In engaging with him on these issues, it became 
increasingly clear that his thinking has been influenced in interesting ways by his reading 



of geography and cartography. This interview focuses on Mezzadra’ s engagement with 
social movements and the emerging geographical imaginaries and logics that are shaping 
life in and beyond Europe. 

The interview is followed by a selected bibliography of works by Mezzadra. 

WORKERISM, POST-OPERAISMO, AND A POLITICAL-INTELLECTUAL 
GENEALOGY 

Q: Sandro, we would like to start by briefly introducing your work in relationship with 

Post-Workerism. Particularly in Europe, you have been known for your participation 
and contribution to the Italian post-workerist actions and literature, could you spell 

’Post-Workerism’ out for the readers of Society and Space ? 

SM: "Workerism" (operaismo in Italian) refers to a theoretical and political current of 

Marxist thought that emerged in Italy in the early 1960s through the work of people 
like Antonio Negfi and Mario Tronti. An original reading of Marx in the framework of 
the radical workers’ struggles that developed in the country during the whole decade 
led to the invention of new theoretical concepts (such as technical and political class 
composition, the mass worker, the refusal of work) and of a new political 
methodology (the so called militant investigation or co-research). A book published in 
1966 by Mario Tronti, Operai e capitale ("Workers and Capital"), laid the foundations 
of "Workefism", especially formulating a methodological principle emphatically 
presented as a "Copernican revolution" with regard to more traditional currents of 
Marxism: i.e., the idea that it was necessary to reverse the classical relation between 
capitalistic development and workers’ struggle, to identify in workers’ struggles the 
real dynamic element (the real "mover") of capitalistic development and to affirm the 
latter’s subordination to workers’ straggles. Workers’ straggles "come first", one 
could say paraphrasing what Deleuze said about Foucault, and this explains the later 
encounter between "Workerism" and "French theory", or "post-structuralism". An 
emphasis on the subjectivity of what Marx used to call especially in the Grundrisse 
"living labour" was since the beginning a distinctive feature of "Workerist" theory, 
whereas a dynamic concept of class made the investigation of its shifting composition 
possible. 

These elements were particularly important in the years of my theoretical and political 
training. The dynamic concept of class I just referred to allowed us to critically 
investigate the early processes of de-industrialization and flexibilization of production 
that became visible in Italy in the second half of the 1970s. The background of these 
processes was a dramatic defeat of the industrial working class and a though 
repression of autonomous movements, which lead to the incarceration of thousands of 
militants (among them Antonio Negri, Paolo Vireo and other prominent "Workerist" 
theorists). Nevertheless, the conceptual tools forged in the previous fifteen years 
allowed younger people like myself to come to grips with the new social, economic, 
political and cultural landscape we were confronted with in italy. It was in the early 



1980s that the discussion on "precarity" started: and while the traditional left was 
already taking a merely defensive and reactive position on the great transformation of 
capitalism that was taking place, we "reactivated" the emphasis on the subjectivity of 
living labour in order to foster a mapping of emerging new lines of conflict and 
antagonism. We were stressing what especially Paolo Virno, at the end of the decade, 
began to call the "ambivalence" of post-Fordism. To put it shortly, we insisted that 
"precarity" was definitely the outcome of capitalist strategies, but that these strategies 
were to be understood as a reply to practices and struggles of mobility developed by 
workers against factory discipline. If you are familiar with the book by Luc Boltanski 
and Eve Chiapello, The New Spirit of Capitalism (1999), it will be easy for you to see 
that we were anticipating some of their key theses. 

It was in the 1990s, with the birth of new journals, such as Luogo Cornune (launched 
by Paolo Virno in Italy) and Futur Antdrieur (launched by Antonio Negri in Paris, 
where he lived in exile since 1983), that a new season of "Workerist" thought started: 
the season of what came to be widely known and discussed in the Anglophone world 
as "Post-Workerism" after the publication of Negri & Hardt’ s Empire. I guess the 
meaning of the "post" in "Post-Workerism" is to be understood with regard to the fact 
that we are talking here of a Workerism after the end of the traditional industrial 
working class. Immaterial and care labor, multitude, cognitive and bio-capitalism are 
among the best-known concepts proposed in the last two decades not only by Hardt, 
Negri, and Virno, but also by theorists such as Maurizio Lazzarato, Andrea Fumagalli, 
Cristina Morini, just to mention a few names. Particularly important have been also 
the analyses by Christian Marazzi, who has investigated from the point of view of a 
kind of "linguistic turn" in economics the "financialization of capitalism". In the last 
years we founded a loose networl~ of activists and researchers (UniNomade), which 

among other things has produced a collective interpretation of the current financial 
and global crisis. The book has recently been translated into English with the title 
Crisis in the Global Economy. 

As far as my individual contribution to "Post-Workerist" discussions, it is very much 
linked to the issue of migration. I should add here that, particularly for the kind of 
work I was doing on migration and for the conversation with postcolonial criticism I 
started toward the end of the 1990s, I was always pretty critical of the emphasis placed 
by some of my friends on the "hegemony" of immaterial or cognitive labour. While I 
shared their concern with the necessity of providing conceptual definitions of the new 

nature of contemporary capitalism and of the corresponding composition of living 
labour, I increasingly stressed the element of heterogeneity of labour regimes and 
subject positions as constitutive of the present constellation of capital and labour. This 
was quite a lively discussion ten years ago, but if you take a look at Hardt and Negri’s 
new book (Commonwealth, 2009), you can easily see that their own positions on this 
are now much more nuanced and cautious. 



A CONCEPTUAL LEXICON FOR EUROPE TODAY 

Your scepticism has been productive, particularly in the ways in which you have been 

able to inflect some of the more ’traditional’ approaches to social and economic 
transformation with new ways of thinking and speaking about vital issues. Readers of 
your work have enjoyed the ways in which you explicitly aim to produce a lexicon and 

set of concepts that allow for a different kind of thinking and a different kind of 
engagement with institutional arrangements, their practices and effects, and how 
those respond to social actors and action. This has been the case mainly through the 

growing political promgonism of migration. In your writings over the past ten-fifteen 
years, you have framed the concept of the ’autonomy of migration’. This concept is 

probably unfamiliar to many readers of ’Society and Space ’, so here we ask that you 
summarize the issue and why you developed this concept. 

SM: There is something puzzling in the history of the autonomy of migration approach. 
When I started to work in this direction, in the mid-1990s, I was basically interested in 
the ltalian discussions on migration. Italy had discovered that it had quite abruptly 
become a "country of immigration". And both in the academic world and in public 
discourse the discussion was fi-amed in terms of quite traditional theoretical 
approaches. Shortly put, it was the heyday of such a theory as the one centred upon 
"push and pull factors". Migrants were considered as totally determined and 
overwhelmed by structural forces: in the best case (within the left and social 
movements, but also within the world of catholic voluntary social work) as victims of 
these forces. I was very much involved in movements and struggles of migration at 
that time, and I felt the necessity of a different kind of gaze on migrants, highlighting 
their subjectivity. I started to do some theoretical work on migration, connected to 
several projects of "militant investigation", and I became interested in cultural and 
postcolonial studies since it seemed to me that, independently of many shortcomings, 
they provided a kind of rich archive for the theoretical work I was beginning to 
develop. My own rendering of autonomy of migration (a label I started to use much 
later) is very much influenced by this beginning, by the attempt to combine with my 
autonomist and "workerist" background insights coming from cultural and 
postcolonial studies (as well as some classical sources, such as the research of the 
young Max Weber on peasants’ migration from Eastern Prussia in the 1890s and 
W.E.B. Du Bois’s analysis of the "great migration North"). An old French friend and 
comrade, Yann Moulier Boutang, was moreover working in the same years on his 
great book on wage labour in "historical capitalism" (Le salariat bride, 1998), 

highlighting the fact that mobility had always been a fundamental stake in workers’ 
behaviours and struggles: we discussed a lot at the time, and also those discussions 
were crucial for me. Only a couple of years later I started to work systematically on 
new theories of migration (I am thinking for instance of "transnationalism" and the 
"new economics of migration") and I tried to re-adjust my own approach accordingly. 

But the major breakthrough occun-ed at the beginning of the new century, when 
discovered (basically though discussions during political events like the contestation 
of the G8 in Genoa, the European Social Forums in Florence and in Paris, some 
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"noborder" camps) the existence of a new generation of critical migration scholars that 
were working precisely in the same direction I was trying to follow: to mention a 
couple of names, I am thinking of Manuela Bojadzjev and Vassilis Tsianos in 
Germany, Nicholas De Genova in the US, Peter Nyers and William Walters in 

Canada, Ranabir Samaddar in India, Angela Mitropoulos and Brett Neilson in 
Australia. Not all of them would explicitly subscribe to the autonomy of migration 
approach, nevertheless they have all been (together with many others) part of the koind 

(of the epistemic and political community) within which that approach has been 
developed and "transnationalized" in the last decade. 

To speak of an ’autonomy of migration’ means to understand it as a social movement 
in the literal sense of the words and not as a mere response to economic and social 
malaise. Many activists and scholars share today this basic definition of the autonomy 
of migration, taken from a book by Dimitris Papadopoulos, Niamh Stephenson and 
Vassilis Tsianos (Escape Routes). The autonomy of migration approach does not 
ignore of course the relevance of social, legal, political, cultural and economic 
structures in framing migratory experiences. It rather considers the social process and 
movement of migration (and not migrants individually considered) as a creative force 
within these structures. This produces a specific gaze on migration, one that looks at 
migratory movements and conflicts in terms that prioritize the subjective practices, the 
desires, the expectations and the behaviours of migrants themselves. Since theoretical 
supporters of the autonomy of migration have been often criticized for 
"romanticizing" migration, it is important to add that we always kept in mind the 
ambivalence of these subjective practices and behaviours. New dispositifs of 
domination and exploitation are forged within migration considered as a social 
movement, as well as new practices of liberty and equality. The autonomy of 
migration approach in this regard needs to be understood as a distinct perspective from 
which to view the subjective stakes within the struggles and clashes that materially 
constitute the field of the migratory experience. It does not lead to downplay the role 
of power relationships within this field, it is rather intended to open up a new angle on 
these very relationships, emphasizing resistance and struggle as their constitutive 
elements. We are not far from Foucault’s theory of power, in this general sense. 

As far as I am personally concerned, I have tried (especially in a long essay that has 
just come out in English, "The Gaze of Autonomy") to further develop the autonomy 
of migration approach in relation to the role played by (labour) mobility in the history 
and in the contemporary reality of capitalism as well as to the topic of production of 
subjectivity under capitalism. Labour mobility has always been a contested field in 
historical capitalism: to put it in a very general way, capital’ s solicitation of labour 
mobility has always gone hand in hand with manifold attempts to filter, to curb, and 
even to block it. It is also keeping the misunderstandings about "romanticizing" 
migration in mind that I stressed in my recent writings that autonomy of migration is 
also a specific angle on exploitation. I think we really need to overcome the polarity in 
critical migration studies between an economic consideration of migration under the 
headline of "exploitation" and a more positive view, mainly proposed by cultural 
studies theorists, which highlights migrants’ hybridity and ’cosmopolitanism from 



below’. Maybe it is here that my workerist background is most clear in my discussion 
of the autonomy of migration. Since the early 1960s Italian workerism attempted to 
develop Marx’s statement that capital is not % thing" but "a social relation", 
emphasizing the constitutive element of antagonism and of labour subjectivity within 
the very structure of capital. This opened up a very different angle on "exploitation" 
from traditional Marxist analyses, one that makes an "economistic" and "objective" 
rendering of the concept impossible. My work can be understood as an attempt to 
further develop this view of exploitation with regard to labour mobility and migration. 

There are of course many other points that can be discussed regarding the autonomy of 
migration: its relationship with citizenship, the concept of social movement that I (we) 
use, etc. Your own work on European Neighbourhood Policy and migration routes 
management, for example, was precisely one of the starting points for this 
conversation. 

Indeed, it is through the various papers, meetings, and movement groups struggling to 

frame a new lexicon and corresponding set of practices to deal with migration that 
our own paths crossed. One area of your recent work has engaged increasingly with 

transit migration. It seems that your framing of the notion of the autonomy of 

migration and your current projects on transit migration are interesting inflected by 
your earlier theoretical and political work. How do you understand this issue in the 

context of longer engagements with workerism and post-workerist movements in Italy ? 

SM: "Transit migration" was the title of a project run by some of my (our) German friends 
(http://www.transitmigration.org/), which resulted among other things in an important 
book (Turbulente Riinder, Neue Perspective auf Migration an den Grenzen Europa, 
2007). I had the privilege to participate in several workshops and conferences 
organized within the framework of that project, and I must say that it marked really a 
crucial threshold in European critical migration studies. A new gaze on migration and 
border management took shape in the development of the project, which is nowadays 
further developed in Germany by the KritNet network (Net~werk Kritische 
Migrations- und Grenzregimeforschung). The "Transit Migration" project focused on 
South-East Europe, which is a classical example of "transit migration area" (that is, in 
the mainstream and official language, an area through which migratory routes pass 
without being an "area of destination" for migrants). While analyzing the reshaping of 
the European migration regime around the governance of subjects in motion, the 
researchers were able to map new practices of mobility that make transit migration a 
much wider experience and category than the official language has it. Patterns of 
circular and seasonal migration are increasingly shaping migrants’ experience in 
Europe and elsewhere, and this challenges theoretical and political frameworks 
centred for instance upon the concept of "integration". 

More recently I have become involved in another project, "Transit labour", 
coordinated by Brett Neilson at the Centre for Cultural Research at the University 
Western Sydney (..h....t..t.p..;../../..t...r..~..n....s.‘..i..t..~..~.t..b....~...g..r...4.t...s...i.~). This project investigates changing patterns 
of labour and mobility in the whirlwind of Asian capitalist transformation, examining 



the role of creativity, invention and knowledge production in the new economic order. 
It focuses on the precariousness and mobility of creative labour across three cities: 
Shanghai, Kolkata and Sydney. I mention this project because the concept of "transit 
labour" has been developed from within the workerist and post-workerist discussion in 
Italy and elsewhere. You may be familiar with post-workerist discussions of cognitive 
capitalism and labour: this project deals with cognitive labour for instance in China, 
the "factory of the world" often analyzed from the point of view of such concepts as 
"neo-Fordism" or "peripheral Fordism". While we emphasize the relevance of 
cognitive and creative labour also in China (both from the point of view of capitalist 
development and from the point of view of the composition of living labour), the 
concept of "transit labour" is also meant as a critical inte~wention in "our discussion" 
(where too often there has been a kind of linear interpretation of the transition form 
Fordism to post-Fordism, from the hegemony of industrial labour to the hegemony of 
cognitive labour). Shortly put again: at least in my interpretation the concept of 
"transit labour" does not only refer to "geographical" mobility, but also to a mobility 
among several labour regimes that exist at the same time. Not only in China! 

bz discussing the autonomy of migration and transit migration, in several of your 

recent papers you seem to have become increasingly interested in spatial practices, 

cartography, and emerging forms of mapping. In what ways are these important in 
your current thinking ? 

SM: You are fight: especially in the book on borders I am currently writing with Brett 
Neilson (Border as Method) we use a lot of "geographical" literature. This is because 
we are convinced that one of the distinctive features of contemporary processes of 
globalization lies in the continuous reshaping and intertwining of different 
geographical scales, which can no longer be taken for granted in their stability. In our 
book we try to address this problem and to make sense of the different kinds of 
mobilities that traverse and intersect different kinds of spaces, making the very 
concept of space increasingly heterogeneous and complicated in its constitution. It is 
clear therefore that we are interested in spatial practices and forms of mapping 
emerging out of the current crisis of cartographic reason. Both the space of capital and 
the space of labour have become increasingly mobile (in different ways of course, but 
we need to problematize the standard discourse on the mobility of capital and fixity of 
labour), while there is a need to understand that even the global political space cannot 
any more be cartographically represented as a stable space. We are for instance 
increasingly aware of the limits and pitfalls of such concepts as "third world", "global 
South" and even centre/periphery. Emerging spatial practices and critical forms of 
mapping are nowadays privileged tools of knowledge production on the spatial 
revolution we are currently experiencing. Needless to say, these tools can be used with 
different intentions. One has only to think of the uncanny analogies between the 
interactive map produced by the IMCPD~ within the framework of the so called 

1 ICMPD (International Centre lk~r Migration Policy Development) was created in 1993 upon initiative of 

Austria and Switzerland "to serve as a support mechanism for informal consultation, and to provide expertise 

and efficient services in the newly emerging landscape of multilateral co-operation on migration and asylum 

issues" t.!~.~1~i~!~?~?~?~2i.~:.!i!i!~?.!:~...~!~?!_.,..). An international organization with twelve member states, ICMPD is today a 
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’Dialogue on Mediterranean Trans-Migration’2 to track and control the increasing 

unpredictability and autonomy of migration in that area and many maps produced by 
activists and critical scholars to get a sense of this "ambivalence". There is of course a 
politics of knowledge production to be taken into account here: mapping has never 
been and cannot be neutral nowadays in front of new emerging digital and topologic 
cartographic techniques, representations and concepts. This is the reason why I find so 

interesting your work on counter-mapping, and I think the counter in "counter- 
mapping" is a fundamental challenge to be taken up. Who are the addressees of our 
work, which kind of relationship are we able to envision between theoretical practices 
and activism? These are old questions that we need to ask again and again. 

THE EU’S EMERGING FOREIGN POLICY TOWARDS THE 
MEDITERRANEAN 

Q: As you hinted earlieJ; one of the main factors currently shaping the EU’s southern 

borders is the current external policyframework of the EU called European 
Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). The ENP sets out a path fbr economic integration of 

neighbouring states and the mechanisms for the control of migration and border 
management in those states. But, unlike enlargement and accession processes in 
Eastern Europe, ENP partners in the Mediterranean have no short-term chance of EU 

accession, but are being articulated in a "new ring of fi4ends ". In the implementation 

of this political geography we wimess the deployment of a dizzying m& of actors’, 
including partner states, EU agencies, EU member states, international agencies, and 
NGO’s to name a few. While tensions and even conflict may emerge between these 

diverse actors, there exists a broader movement towards this attempt to spatially re- 
organise the Mediterranean. The different goals and jurisdictions of this multiplicity 

of actor,s~ raises interesting questions about the changing role of sovereignty and the 
emerging forms of governance we are beginning to witness across the region. When 
writing about the border regime, you speak of governance but also governmenmlity. 

Could you explain further how these two concepts might help us here in this complex 

institutional matrix, and what new kinds of governmentality you see emerging in 
regard to migration ? 

SM: The concepts of governance and governmentality come as you know from different 
sources: the first one can be understood as a kind of "neoliberal" concept, emerging 
out of the attempt to overcome the "fiscal crisis of the state" in the early 1970s and to 
criticize theories and practices of "big government" (although one should not forget 
that there are nowadays several "critical" theories of governance). "Corporate 
governance" and "urban governance" are perhaps the best-known fields, in which the 

crucial player in the European "migration management" regime, prolnoting intergovernmental dialogues, 

capacity building programs as well as resem’ch activities. 
~ The Dialogue on Mediterranean Transit Migration (MTM) was launched in 2002: the I-Map, a key aspect 

of MTM was launched in 2007: although access is restricted to partner states and partner organizations, a 

basic version is open to the public: 
.h...t..t.~:~;./..&.~.,~.,~..~.i..c:.~x~.~..d.:~.~r.g./...9.~%..h.t.~.r.~2~.&..~..n.~.~--c.:...a..c.~h.c>-.~L&..~.t~..x.-g.‘~.r.~:~.d.~p...i.~.~.t..i..c:.~..=....9.~..2.~.&..~.t.*~i~.c.‘.~.r.~t~.~p..i~.~.~[~::.a.g~..--..~L%.~ 



rhetoric and practice of governance have become hegemonic in the last two decades 
(and it is easy to see that "corporate governance" shapes nowadays the whole language 
of governance, just think of the ubiquity of such terms as "share holders" and "stake 
holders"). Governmentality, on the other hand, is a term one can not use without a 
reference to the critical investigation of power proposed by Michel Foucault: it was 
forged by him in the late 1970s bringing together several insights he had developed in 
his previous work (first of all the connection between power and knowledge on the 
one hand, power and subject constitution on the other hand) and at the same time 
trying to open up a new field of investigation (pastoral power, biopolitics, 

neoliberalism itself). 

What I try to do is to combine these very different bodies of literature in order to grasp 
the peculiarity of what many friends and scholars have proposed to consider an 
emerging global border and migration regime. What does "global" mean in this 
phrase? Of course we do not refer to the emergence of an integrated global political 
government of migration. We rather refer to a contradictory and fragmentary 
formation of a body of knowledge within disparate epistemic and political 
communities. Administrative techniques of control, technical "standards" and 
"capacity building" programs circulate at the global level, deeply influencing the 
formulation of national migration policies. Such a truly global actor as the IOM is for 
instance a crucial channel of circulation in this regard) 

If we look at the basic characteristics of this emerging global regime (what is usually 
called "migration management"), we see some of the most important elements that 
have been stressed by governance and governmentality scholars as part and parcel of 
the transition toward a new "governmental reason": the blurring of boundaries 
between the private and public sectors, an emphasis on new tools and techniques to 
steer and guide without "commanding", the role of "epistemic communities", the 
prevalence of the language of "risk calculation" and "risk management". Shortly put: 
what is emerging under the label of "migration management" (and has to be analyzed 
in a way that is aware of "local" differences) is a flexible migration regime, that 
corresponds to the capitalist need of a "just in time" and "to the point" migration. This 
model, which is not a "national" model, is increasingly shaping national migration 
policies in several areas of the world, producing a multi-scalar and heterogeneous 
space of its implementation. And given the need to govern subjects in motion it is 
particularly manifest at the border, what makes meaningful to speak of a "border and 
migration regime". I would add in a tentative way that the relation between migration 
regime and border regime has been turned upside down in recent years: while in the 
past (I am thinking for instance of the heyday of European Fordism, which was also 
the time of "guest workers" programs in West Germany and elsewhere) the specific 
form of subordinate integration of migrants that was pursued shaped the regime of 

3 
IOM (International Organization for Migration) was founded in 1951 as an intergovernmental commission 

to manage refugees and migration in Europe in the early years of the cold war. The Organization took its 
current name in 1989, becoming a global actor in the promotion of migration management discourses, 
models and logistics. See the website of IOM: !~t__t__p_’_._/__/____w_____w_____w___:j__o__~:’_a_!~t_.o 



border control, nowadays it the border regime itself that shapes the ways in which 
migration is managed within the polls. 

THE CENTRALITY OF THE BORDER AND THE CHANGING NOTION OF 
SOVEREIGNTY 

Q: You make a similar point about the centrality of migration as a point of analytical 
departure in your essay "Border as Method", written with Brett Neilson. At the heart 

of your concerns are questions of sovereignty and rights in a context in which the 

spaces of EU action and border management are producing extremeS’ complex and 
diverse networks and spaces of action. Lawyers are very clear about the relationship 

between state, territory, and sovereignty. Geographers are perhaps more willing to 
consider that new forms of spatial organization may be reshaping in important ways 

the relationship between the state and territory on the one hand and sovereignty on 

the other. 

SM: 

In this context, we would like to ask you what kind(s) of sovereignty you think might be 
emerging in these new conditions ? 

Well, what I am trying to understand, especially in the work with Brett, is precisely 
whether it is still necessary to make use of the concept of sovereignty in order to make 
sense of the changing shape and shifting assemblages of power emerging in the 
current transition. You know of course that both theories of governance and theories 
of governmentality take sovereignty as their main polemical target. This is particularly 
true in the case of Foucault, who presents governmentality as emerging precisely out 
of a crisis of sovereignty. There is a tendency to read Foucault’ s analysis of power in 
terms of a linear transition from sovereignty to discipline to biopolitical 
governmentality. I am perfectly aware that this interpretation is supported by some 
Foucauldian passages. Nevertheless I do not think that this reading of Foucault is the 
most productive nowadays. I rather tend to agree with some postcolonial readers of 
Foucault (I think for instance of Ann Laura Stoler), who emphasised the need to 
critically analyze the moments of articulation and intertwining between the different 
power regimes distinguished by Foucault. Also this reading can refer to Foucauldian 
passages, but this is not the most important thing: the point is rather that this reading is 
much more productive from the point of view of the critical analysis of the present. 

On the other hand you have in the contemporary discussion such authors as Giorgio 
Agamben who are proposing a kind of apocalyptical concept of sovereignty, based on 
a reading of the Schmittian theory of sovereignty as decision on the state of exception. 
I am very sceptical on this theory, for several reasons. I will mention only two of 
them: on the one hand the idea that exception has become permanent tends to make 
the concept of exception quite useless. An exception needs a norm in order to be 
defined. I am particularly interested in understanding the new "norm" that is emerging 
in the current global transition. On the other hand, I find the concept of "bare life" (the 
counterpart of sovereignty for Agamben) quite problematic: it can be of course 
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descriptively useful in order to grasp specific processes of domination, but once it is 
transformed into the cornerstone of a political theory it seems to me that it reinforces 
the idea that a full legal plenitude should characterize standard subjectivity, in the 
terms imagined by theories of human rights. Since I have some problems with 
(mainstream, liberal, democratic, radical, anarchist) theories of human rights, I have 
some unease also with this kind of theoretical flipside of them. This is particularly the 
case when it comes to critical migration, refugees, and border studies, where there is a 
kind of polarization between human rights and Agambenian perspectives. Needless to 
say, Agamben has provided important tools for highlighting and denouncing the 
violence permeating contemporary migration and border regimes. But at the same 
time, to put it in Foucauldian terms, the use of these categories leads very often to 
obscuring the productive nature of power as well as the rich fabric of resistances and 
moments of subjectivation that criss-cross the very working of those regimes at the 
level of everyday life. 

Among the two poles of theories of governance and governmentality on the one hand, 
"Schmittian" theories of sovereignty on the other, what Brett and I are trying to do is 
to work toward a different concept of sovereignty. We are very close from this point 
of view to the works Michael Hardt & Toni Negri and Saskia Sassen, who have 
insisted on the fact that sovereignty remains an important "systemic property but its 
institutional insertion and its capacity to legitimate and absorb all legitimating power, 
to be the source of the law, have become unstable" (S. Sassen, Territory, Authority, 
Rights, 2006). The concept we are trying to elaborate from the point of view of our 
analysis of border and migration regimes in different parts of the world is the concept 
of "sovereign machine of governmentality". Simply put we stress both the 
effectiveness and the limits of governance and governmentality, pointing to 
sovereignty as a kind of necessary supplement of them. I will try to make it clear with 
a (maybe too easy) example: I was referring above to the "dream" of a "just in time" 
and "to the point" migration as a capitalist dream permeating the rationality of 
migration management. This dream is actually shaping migration policies and border 
regimes worldwide, but we know very well that its realization is impossible. 
Sovereignty intervenes in the gap between dream and reality, converting the dream 
into a nightmare for a multitude of men and women. 

h~ responding to the ~nightmare’ many migrants experience in their efforts to travel to 
Europe, Etienne Balibar has suggested that a Europe without borders and an open 

notion of European citizenship might be productive goals for political action. You and 
he have engaged in several debates around these issues. In your current work on 
transit migration, how do you understand the role of border management? Who 

should (or can) regulate the movement of people into Europe, and under what 

conditions, rationales, and norms ? 

SM: Allow me to reply acknowledging first of all my intellectual debt toward l~tienne. And 
I do not think this is only a personal debt. A whole generation of critical scholars owes 
a lot to him, to the way in which he was able to take stock of 1989 without renouncing 
a theoretically radical stance, and to the way in which he has been able to reframe the 
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discussion on citizenship, borders, racism and migration in the last two decades. Just 
to mention a single fact: when he asked at the end of the 1990s "what we owe to the 
sans papieJ~s"’, well, this was really a breakthrough for many of us. 

There are of course differences among us, and they clearly emerged in the debates you 
mention. As Etienne himself stated, he is "much more Arendtian" than I tend to be. 
Let’s put it simply for now: I stress much more than he does the limits of the very 
discourse of citizenship. But from the point of view of the European space, which 
l~tienne invited some years ago to consider as a "borderland", I feel very close to him. 
In my own work on the "autonomy of migration" I have written extensively on 
citizenship, on the need to reverse our gaze and to focus on movements, practices and 
struggles of migration in order to understand the conflicts and tensions that are 
inscribed into the very institutional framework of citizenship. This argument has very 
important "spatial" aspects: movements and struggles of migration have been 
continuously decentring the European space itself, constantly reshuffling its 
geographic coordinates and challenging any Eurocentric reading of the project of 
European citizenship itself. I shared with l~tienne the emphasis on the need to 
disentangle European citizenship (a "second degree" citizenship, as you know) from 
national belonging, in order to open up a space for the development of its 
potentialities, or "virtualities", as the European discussion used to say. 

But as regards the present, we have to acknowledge that the project of European 
citizenship (considered by many scholars in the 1990s as a kind of new model of 
"post-national citizenship") has failed, that the "virtualities" remained virtualities. 
l~tienne himself has stated it very clearly some months ago, in the wake of the Greek 
crisis. In this situation I do not think that it really makes sense to focus on new 
projects of democratic border management and regulation of the movement of people 
into Europe (of "democratization of the border", as l~tienne would have it). Frankly 
speaking I have always hesitated to do that, and I rather preferred to focus on what I 
call "border struggles". But I repeat, nowadays, in the middle of a crisis that is 
challenging the very existence of the monetary integration in Europe, it seems to me 
more important to concentrate our discussion on the ways in which social movements 
and struggles, as well as political action and intellectual intervention can open up new 
European spaces. Something promising in this regard is for instance happening within 
the movements that have challenged neo-liberal reforms of the university in many 
European countries in the last months. 

Needless to say, I am convinced that the topic of migration has to be crucial to all 
these attempts. If you look at the "migratory crisis" in italy in the wake of the 
uprisings in North Africa and the war in Libya, you can see once again very clearly 
that the European Union is not currently able to take any positive initiative. While 
hundreds of migrants were dying once again in the Mediterranean in the attempt to 
reach the shores of Lampedusa, the panic of the Italian government in front of 20,000 
people who were actually able to arrive (mainly from Tunisia) was echoed by the 
French and the Gemaan governments. They were only interested in sealing the borders 
of their countries, defending the most restrictive interpretation of the Schengen rules 
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and even challenging the very existence of the Schengen free circulation system. 
Interestingly enough, in its recent communication on migration after the uprisings in 
the Maghreb, the European Commission (COM(2011) 248 final) endorses the claims 
for tightening the Schengen control devices and the policing of the Mediterranean. 
But it also emphatically remembers the dramatic need for Europe to address "the 
demographic decline in its working age population" and "skill shortages" in strategic 
economic sectors via "targeted immigration of third country nationals". Nationalism 
and populism on the one hand, a widespread awareness to foster new massive and 
selective programs of migrants’ recruitment: the differential filtering of migration that 
we have been describing in the last decade risks to become more and more combined 
with violent and even racist patterns of subordination of migrants in European 
societies under these conditions. 

ARE NEW POST-COLONIAL GEOGRAPHIES AND GEOPOLITICS 
EMERGING? 

We are struck by the ways in which new institutions and practices have emerged to 

manage the African routes you are referring to. These appear to draw on the 
experience and expertise deriving from colonial administrative histories as well as 

post-colonial migration flows. For example, under the initial proposals of the EU’s 

Global Approach to Migration the UK has been given primary responsibility for the 
management and coordination of East-African routes, Spain is responsible for 

managing the North-West-African route, and Italy is charged with managing 
migration practices between the EU and Libya. Even the term and notion of ’detention 

camp’ both within and outside of EU territory, used to signal and critique the price of 
migrant detention resonates strongly with the colonial development and use of 

"camps ". 

Does this possible equivalence of contemporary EU regional and social policy with 

earlier 2Cbrms of colonial strategy have meaning for us today ? Does the colonial 

analogy offer something important to our analyses or is it more a rhetorical strategy ? 
For example, can we see the reinforcement of border management in neighbouring 
states that are former colonies of EU member states as a way of solidifying the 

borders’ of those states that were drawn often by the colonial powers themselves ? In a 
sense then, while border externalisation may or may not be seen in the light of a 

colonial/post-colonial policy, the practice of border externalisation may perhaps be 

having the effect (intended or not) or rein¢brcing a sort of modernist path of nation- 
states development reproducing a metropole-colony hierarchy 

SM: There are colonial continuities in the way in which the European migration regime is 
implemented in At~ca (and elsewhere). This is for me a matter of fact. For me, the 
point is how to interpret them. Consider that I am writing while listening to the A1 
Jazeera reports on the uprisings across the Maghreb and the Mashrek, and particularly 
in Egypt and Libya these days. Will these uprisings have some effect on the 
implementation of the European border and migration regime in such a crucial 
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geographic area? This is a very important question we’ll have to keep in mind in the 
next months. It would be too easy for me to make jokes on the fact that in the relation 
between Libya and Italy, Libya seemed to be the most powerful party until the 
uprisings and the war (to the point that Qaddaffi is said to have taught Berlusconi the 
bunga bunga stuff that is the main topic of public discussion in Italy and also abroad 
these weeks). The jokes are just jokes (while the fact remains): the real point is to 
understand whether the "agency", the spaces of action of former colonial subjects 
(from governments to social movements to migrants) is so limited as it was in colonial 
period. If we recognize a more significant "agency" on the side of former colonial 
subjects, well, this is something we should keep into account in our attempts to come 
to grips with the meaning of the colonial continuities. 

I repeat: the existence of these continuities is a matter of fact. Nevertheless I remain 
sceptical about interpretations of the "externalization" of the European migration 
regime centred upon the concept of "neo-colonialism". As you may know, I try to 
develop a "post-colonial" gaze on the very continuities that you were stressing. This 
depends of course on the way in which I understand the post-colonial itself. While I 
think most post-colonial theorists share the idea that the very fabric of the present is 
traversed and crisscrossed by colonial continuities (or at least by bits and pieces of the 
colonial "archive"), I want to stress two further points: the first is that, precisely as 
part and parcel of the legacy of anti-colonial struggles, the agency of the former 
colonized subjects is inscribed into the very assemblages of power within which 
colonial continuities emerge; the second is that colonial elements can definitely play a 
crucial role within those assemblages of power, but they do not configure a consistent 
and stable "system". This seems to me to be the case today, both in Iraq and in the 
Maghreb. 

On that note, and by way of concluding, could you share some of your thoughts’ on the 

current uprisings and upheaval across North Africa and the Middle East in light of the 
borders and migration question and in light of what we have been discussing? We 
have seen how the numbers of migrant crossings have risen across the Mediterranean 

since the revolts began in Tunisia, and how even Qaddhafi early on implicitly 
threatened loosening border control of migrants in light of Western support for the 

opposition, what tran@)rmations and/or continuities might emerge with regards the 
EU’s border regime? How can we think through the connections and distinctions 

between migration and the popular revolts a¢bot ? 

SM: Once again one could start by saying that Qaddhafi has taught something to the Italian 
government: the way in which the "migratory crisis" of these weeks in Lampedusa 
was managed in its early phase was pretty much similar to what you say about 
Qaddhafi. The Italian government threatened to give migrants temporary Schengen 
visa with which they could travel across Europe in order to press the European 
institutions to intervene within a "burden sharing" logic. But as I was already saying, 
the inability of the European Union to develop a "positive" political initiative with 
regard to thousands of people trying to cross the Mediterranean is more important to 
me than the wicked acrobatics of the Italian government. You can imagine the density 
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of war ships in the Mediterranean these weeks with the war on Libya: not one of these 
ships has been mobilized to rescue the hundreds of migrants who are drowning in the 
sea! And everybody is celebrating in Europe the newly acquired freedom and 
democracy in countries like Tunisia. 

There are people on the left who say migrants should not come to Europe right now, 
they should remain in their countries (once again the main reference at least in Italy is 
Tunisia) and engage in building up a new democratic regime, in consolidating 
"freedom". Two questions seem to me important here. Do these people imagine the 
kind of migratory pressure that had been accumulated through the transfomaation of 
such a government as the one of Ben All into an armed avant-garde of the European 
border and migration regime? Thousands of people were just waiting for a chance to 
migrate, to join families and friends in Europe, and this was for them the most 
concrete meaning of "freedom". But there is an even more general question to be 
asked: is it possible nowadays to imagine freedom in a way that does not include 
freedom of movement as one of its key elements? During the uprisings in Egypt and 
Tunisia, as well as in other places across the Maghreb and the Mashrek, mainstream 
media were excited about the rise of a new "Arabic youth", grown up with the internet 
and social media. And now this youth should learn that the interact is a borderless 
space, while their physical mobility has precise limits. I really cannot understand how 
it is possible for the huge majority of politicians and public opinion in Europe to 
imagine a stable "Euro-Mediterranean area" based upon such a dramatic divide in the 
chances of mobility between the populations inhabiting the two shores of the same 
sea. It is in this regard that the inability of the European Union I was referring to 
above becomes really scary. 

But there is something more to be added. Not only "freedom", but also "democracy" is 
celebrated in the European public discourse as an achievement of the uprisings in a 
country like Tunisia. And at the same time everybody (not only conservative 
governments, also centre-left oppositions) agrees on the fact that it is very urgent to re- 
negotiate repatriation and migration control agreements with the new "democratic" 
Tunisian government. Don’t you feel there is a slight contradiction here? Everybody in 
Europe would like to see again the Tunisian navy patrolling the shore of the country, 
army and police implementing the role of a dike against migration of nationals as well 
as people coming from further South, with European funding, "capacity building" and 
logistical assistance. Do you really think a "democratic" government can perform such 
roles? I take "democracy" in its most elementary meaning, as a political regime in 
which government depends on the vote of its citizens. Can you imagine the Italian 
government sending army and police to patrol borders with Austria or France in order 
to stop Italian citizens who want to leave the country? No, you can’t. There were in 
the past such regimes (for instance the German Democratic Republic in the age of the 
Berlin Wall) and there are a lot of them nowadays (for instance North Korea). But 
they are not "democratic" regimes. 

What does this mean? Well, I suppose it means that independently of what everybody 
says there is in Europe a strong desire not to have in North Africa "democratic" 
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regimes, but rather at least "moderately" authoritarian ones. Only such regimes can 
guarantee the continuity of the European migration and border regime in the 
Mediterranean area. It is not easy to confess this desire, but this is often the case with 
desires particularly when they are associated with embarrassing spectres - such as the 
idea that democracy does not really work with Arabs. Needless to say, this has a lot to 
do with the question of colonial continuities we were discussing before. Building 
bridges with the insurgent youth in the Maghreb is for me the most important task to 
be performed if "we, the citizens of Europe" (to recall the title of l~tienne Balibar’s 

book), really want to contribute to reinvent the "Euro-Mediterranean area" as a space 
of freedom and equality. 

Sandro, we want to thank you for your willingness to engage with us on these matters and 

on questions of such importance for scholars of the contemporary transformations of 
society and space. We hope the journal readers will be interested to follow up on your 

wTJtings from the select bibliography below and we look forward to further conversations 
and engagements" in the future. 
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MAKING SENSE OF SOCIAL JUSTICE IN CEE 

At the outset we would like to state our interest in, and commitment to, the concerns 
that animate the broader project of this volume, concerns about the qualities of lives led and 
the well-being of the populations of the states of central and eastern Europe. The 
conceptual lens of social justice is invaluable to any evaluation of the effects of the deep 
structural transformations that have affected the region since 1989 and have re-worked prior 
patterns of well-being and what constitutes justice in important and diverse ways (political, 
economic, cultural, and military). One broad approach to this task is to take the key terms, 
’social’ and ’justice’, as they are given to us in everyday use, and then assess empirically the 
diverse ways in which new forms of social and geographical patterns of inequality and 
injustice are being produced under post-socialism Much of Pickles’ writing has 
contributed to these types of investigation, and this is the primary effort of the other essays 
in this collection. In this approach, the central question is, what are the effects in post- 
socialist transformations of changing distributions of power, access to resources, and the 
forms of participation and resource allocation that follow? 

In this chapter, we take a different approach. Instead of asking about the ways in 
which predetermined notions of justice and society work their way out empirically in 
different places, among different people, and at different rates, we have chosen instead to 
hold the two terms - ’social’ and ’justice’ -- open as concepts that themselves have particular 
histories and geographies of deployment and articulation, and to consider some of the ways 
in which these forms of deployment and articulation make a difference to the ways in which 

1 The authors would like to thank Jan Kubik and Amy Linch for their insightful and helpful 

comments on an earlier draft of this chapter. Their insistence on the need to be more 
attentive to rich geographies of state socialism and post-socialism has helped clarify large 
parts of the text. 
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post-socialist lives have changed in the past two decades. In other words, we want to be 
cautious about too readily accepting concepts derived from-and still located in- 
Enlightenment beliefs and discourses about the individual and governance, and liberal 
beliefs and discourses about the state and citizenship rights, in contexts where radical 
alternatives to notions of the social and justice have been at the ideological, if not always 
actual, heart of political and economic projects of transformation for over sixty years. By 
holding open this question, we are not suggesting a binary distinction between Western and 
Eastern notions of social justice, or that state socialism is not an extreme manifestation of 
enlightenment discourse, or that we can easily equate West and liberalism or East and 
collectivism. All of these claims would be too easy and they would do too much conceptual 
violence to the complexities of the historical and regional formations in socialist and post- 
socialist Europe. Instead, we simply want to keep open the question and consider the ways 
in which ideas of the ’social’ and ’justice’ have been used in particular places and times, and 
consider the consequences they have had for how we now think about social justice and 
postsocialism. 

This hesitation in ’making use’ of the concepts as given is particularly important 
given the past two decades of transitology. In these years, liberal concepts have been 
imported wholesale into CEE social sciences with far-reaching effects on institutional and 
intellectual practices. The fascination with liberalism in the social sciences during the 
1980s and 1990s resonated or conflicted with earlier encounters with liberalism, among 
them the intellectual legacies of pre-socialist liberal capitalism of central European states 
(Dunford 1998), the mediated politics of Russian NEPmen (Khaziev 2009), the political 
liberalism of scholars such as Gombrowicz, Havel, Hrabel, Kundera, Skvorecky, the 
influences of Hayekian economic liberalism, and the rich and complex history of links and 
exchanges with ’the West’ before 11939 and again after 1956, particularly in countries like 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. Given this complex terrain of reception and 
transformation, we ask: what does justice mean and what work does it do as a construct in 
the context of societies undergoing major shifts from one social formation to another, from 
a collective state-owned and state-led organization of society to market-oriented and liberal 
democratic development models? How and where is justice mobilized as an engine of 
commentary and institutional transformation? How and why does the unit of society appear 
as the always implied referent embedded in the phrase socialjusdco? 

These questions could be supplemented by others that have more of an edge to 
them, questions posed most poignantly by the feminist and ethnographic turns in the social 
sciences that point to the radical contextuality of our own position as scholars and the 
dangers and advantages of scholarly distance. When we hope for justice, what state of 
things do we hope to produce through intervention? If social justice is straightforward and 
known, then perhaps our task is to analyze and describe its complex social geographies. 
But, if social justice itself is complex and multiple, if it has divergent histories and its own 
complex geographies embedded differentially in specific social formations, how is social 
science to ’study’ such an ~object’? For example, Pickles (2005) has asked whether our 
common-sense understanding of the politics of neoliberalism (whether one of approval or 
approbation) resonates adequately in post-socialist societies where individualism and 
market logics have often been deployed strategically to challenge residual forms of 
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nomenklamra social power and a complex politics of state institutions. In this sense, while 
neoliberal policies eviscerated whole sectors of the former state-owned economy and led to 
personal gain and class recomposition throughout the region, advocates and critics of 
neoliberalism alike have yet to adequately consider the possibility that it also served in 
ambiguous ways to mobilize popular movements whose goals were not always ones that 
sought to produce the liberal subject of contemporary capitalism or even liberal 
representative democracy. With some caution, Pickles asks what it would mean to take 
neoliberalism seriously, not necessarily as a ’key’ or an ’answer’ to the economic failures of 
collectivism, but as a strategy of a politics struggling ~vith entrenched social and economic 
formations. By contrast, the dominant focus on neoliberalism as either reason embodied or 

as economically predatory, has -- he suggests -- focused too one-sidedly on the justice of 
individual rationality and has failed to address adequately the ways in which the defense of 
individualism at the heart ofneoliberalism may, at certain times and in some places, also 
have served as a tool to unpick the collective logics that sustained state socialism and its 
post-socialist legacies. It is not that neoliberalism triumphed in this battle of ideologies, 
perhaps far from it. Instead, we might see neoliberalism providing a space for political and 
intellectual action against the rhetorical claims for utopian collectivism, state power, and 
bureaucratic cronyism, a space that still forces to ask, what are the new collective 
imaginations currently at work in postsocialist societies (Pickles 2006; Mitchneck and 

Pickles 2008). 

By framing our interests in this ~vay ~ve are acting on our conviction that a critical 
and hermeneutically oriented social science has much to contribute not only to the task of 
making sense of the processes at work in CEE, but to widening and deepening-to use terms 
from EU discourse-those networks of communication and interaction that produce new 
forms of collective identity and belonging. It means admitting above all that we are 
scholars and thinkers embedded in processes that continually reform and refigure ~vhat 
’justice’ and ’society’ mean as objects of our concern, ~vhether it refers to economic justice, 
environmental justice, political justice, or other forms of justice. But, it also means that we 
need to contrast models of diffusion that focus on top down processes or a transfer of ideas 
f~om west to east with the diverse and concrete practices of local innovations, resistance, 
and selective adoption that reshape these more hegemonic projects.2 

In the rest of this essay, we turn first to some of the ways in which social justice has 
been understood in post-socialist studies, how this has been shaped by the ethos of Europe, 
and how social science contributes to the forms of governmentality emerging in post- 
socialist states. We then offer four methodological principles that help us in thinking about 
post-socialist forms of social justice. These focus on the importance of contingent relations, 
hinterlands and contextual analysis, subtraction (or keeping things as simple as they need to 
be but not simpler), and emergence. 

2 See Pickles (2009) on the ways in which global models of banking, bond market, and 

regional development are adapted by local Central and Eastern European institutions and 
actors as the processes of harmonization and integration go forward. 
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SOCIETY, AND GENEALOGIES Oh’ GO I~;RNMENT" 

One reason that we want to insist on careful attention to the phrase ’ social justice’ is 
that all too often it is taken to refer to the heroic struggles of an actor known as ’society’ 
against a despotic and all powerful ’state.’ Yet even cursory reflection on the most 
successful of twentieth century struggles for social justice-the fight for civil rights in the 

US and the destruction of apartheid in South Africa-reveals that such a generalization does 
not hold; both struggles involved complex coalitions of actors and the success of these 
movements for social justice was a function of a whole constellation of factors that led to 
change. In the case of contemporary Eastern Europe, the matter is just as complicated, and 
we are at an early stage of understanding the complexities and dynamics of both state 
socialism, as well as the advanced liberal societies that have taken shape there since the late 
1980s. We want to suggest that it may be useful to think about social justice in CEE in the 
context of a history of government, and more specifically, in the context of historical 
reflection that adopts a certain distance from those histories that rely to heavily on the 
abstractions of’society’ and ’state.’ The outline of such a genealogy was provided by 

Michel Foucault and his students in a series of works from the 1970s and 80s, a number of 
which were collected in the seminal volume, The Foucault Effect (1991), in his recently 
published lectures from the Collbge de France (Foucault 2003, 2005, 2007), and in work by 
a number of scholars in a variety of fields across the social sciences and humanities who 
take what Foucault termed governmenta#ty as their main object of concern? For these 
writers, government is more than a set of institutions, it is the total framework within which 
conduct is guided; it is, in Foucault’s oft-cited phrase, the conduct of conduct.4 Thinking of 
modernity in terms of the forms of conduct it encourages and discourages, compels and 
forbids, means that instances of governing are to be sought not only in the actions of those 

who influence or act on behalf of a set of official institutions, but in all the various 
reflections on self, character, culture, history, and nature, that has provided Europeans with 
justifications, motivations, and rationalizations for action. 

Foucault and his followers sketched an outline of an historical arc in which roughly 
four phases are intelligible. First, Foucault spent considerable time and effort researching 
the emergence of what he considered the problematic of modern government in the early 
modern period. Here he identified intricate discussions about the right relationship between 
the sovereign and his (or her) territory and its population. Second, by the eighteenth 
century a range of voices appeared that argued that good government emerged not from the 
sovereign’s interventions, but from the liberty of the sovereign’s subjects. Individuals were 

to be governed through their freedom, as opposed to being the objects of regulation and 
discipline. Liberal government was essentially critical, for it rejected the idea that the 
conduct of populations was something the sovereign could know- and influence; rather, 
liberal government came into being in the course of the dismantling and discrediting of 
those sources of conduct based in custom, tradition, and habit? Conduct was to emerge 

3 See Mitchell Dean, Governmenta#ty, for an overview of work in a variety of disciplines 
that share a concern for the discursive practices of governing and government. 

4 Rose, Powers of Freedom, 3. 
s Karl Polanyi’s account in 7he Great Transformation is usefully read here not simply as a 
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from the resources gathered by the self for the self; from works like Benjamin Franklin’s 
Autobiography to those of high romanticism it is apparent that the problematic of 
government worked on the plane of subjectivity, feeling, and desire. Third, the rise of 
industrial production, the growth of cities, the specialization of knowledge domains, 
everything that we think of as nineteenth century high modernity, brought with it new sets 
of problems that generated new innovations in government. Government by the social 
emerged both as a reaction to the immiseration created by unfettered capitalism, and as a 
function of new technologies and techniques that provided understandings of population. 
Government by the social was in this sense Janus-faced and Janus-spirited: it was driven by 
a sense of engaged compassion, fostered on this newly cultivated field of romantic 
subjectivity, at the same time that it emerged from the disengaged, objective stance of 
scientific inquiry directed at the groups, classes, cultures, that comprised the nation. The 
social is not a simple adjective for society. As Nikolas Rose has written: 

The social ... does not represent an eternal existential sphere of human sociality. 
Rather, within a limited geographical and temporal field, it set the terms for the way 
in which human intellectual, political and moral authorities, in certain places and 
contexts, thought about and acted upon their collective experience .... Social 
statistics, then sociology, and all the social sciences would play their part in 
stabilizing the social as a domain sui generis, whose reality could no longer be 
ignored. Simultaneously, political forces would now articulate their demand upon 
the State in the name of the social: the nation must be governed in the interests of 
social protection, social justice, social rights and social solidarity. (Rose 1996:329) 

Government by the social emerged in part fi-om the rise of the social sciences and their 
’discovery’ of autonomous facts like those around birth and deaths, natality and morbidity, 
and the distribution of criminality and intelligence by cultural and ethnic origin. The key 
point is that all this knowledge-making-from censuses to the mapping of urban spaces to 
the study of epidemics- made it possible to imagine, design, and implement, policies and 
programs of intervention in order to manage and change the conduct of those who came by 
the end of the nineteenth century to be called ’the masses.’ The ideas of social insurance, 
social security, and welfare, came to provide the conceptual backbone of this social 
government. A fourth phase emerged in the post-WWII era, as another momem of liberal 
criticism emerged, this time focused not on custom and tradition, but on all the modern 
agencies of intervention that sought to dictate the improvement of society, the very 
institutions that had been established as vital by those who understood government to be a 
project of amelioration. Rose calls this period one of ’advanced liberalism,’ since the 
dominant rationale is again one of critique and the dominant mode of action is the 
dismantling and reduction of official government so that individuals can discover and act 
upon their own desires. But unlike the earlier phase of liberal governance in the 18th and 
19th centuries, freedom takes form today as a tactic of government not in terms of an ability 

work in the history of political economy, but as a description of the upheaval created by a 
transformation in modes of governance. For a work that shows this evolution of liberal 
governance in the context of new knowledge practices, see Patrick Joyce, The Rule of 
P?eedom: Liberalism a~ld the Modern1 City (London: Verso, 2003). 
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to marshal one’s inner resources towards the pursuit of wealth, but in the construction 
through practices of mass consumption of a personalized environment of comfort, 
convenience, and efficiency. A whole panoply of institutions-official governmental ones, 
private, corporate ones, and a whole range of non-profit ones-exist today animated by the 
advanced liberal critique; for example, today individuals are governed by both institutions 
of ’consumer protection’ and easy credit, both of which are dedicated to the goal of creating 
private spheres of comfort and ease. The flip side of this governmental innovation, as a 
number of writers have pointed out, is that individuals become governed not only by desire, 
but also by fear, for no sooner is affluence attained than people begin to fear for its security 
and durability.6 

The above is a summary of a summary, and to this extent is maddeningly general, 
for we should rightly ask, where, specifically, is this history of government unfolding? 
When exactly do these phases shift, and how long do they last? But here we think Foucault, 
Rose, and others would insist on a little productive ambiguity. These phases are not neat 
and distinct periods but overlap, appearing in different guises in different places. Such 
histories of strategies, technologies, and modes of government are also not to be read as 
straightforward national histories; instead the rise of the nation as a self-evident unit of 
interest is itself a part of the history of government. New modes of governing enabled new 
ways of imagining the nation. For example, the emergence of nations out of territories and 
populations is part and parcel of the development of liberalism, in that the wealth of citizens 
enacting their liberty through the market was to contribute to the security of the state in the 
competitive international environment of post-Westphalian Europe. And the development 
of government by the social, where experts dedicated themselves to the task of assessing the 
health, deficiencies, and productive potential of the groups who made up the population, 
consolidated the power of centralized, nationalizing bureaucracies. In the contemporary 
moment, nations continue to evolve in response to the development of ideas and strategies 
of contemporary governance; national states appear simultaneously hollowed out by 
discourses of globalization, and reimagined in contexts of cultural growth fostered by the 
guarantees of autonomy within a global system of nation-states based on human rights and 
the right to cultural expression.7 A Foucauldian history of government, is, therefore a 
history of policies invented and imitated, a history of improvisation and experimentation in 
the shaping of conduct, a history-, in other words, of projects, programs, and procedures that 
flowed and continue to flow across national boundaries. The point we would stress, though, 
is that what enables us to speak in terms of phases in the history of governing since the 18th 
century is the gradual transformation of a dominant way of talking about conduct, the 
gradual accretion of terms with which government was reflected upon together by a range 
of often opposed social actors, terms like ’liberty,’ which posed such problems in the 18th 
century, ’social’ which coalesced in the 19th century amid powerful and volatile 
antagonisms, and ’welfare’ which dominated social thought and governmental practice in 
much of the 20th century. 

6 Zygmunt Bauman has explored this theme in a number of recent books. See for example 
his ~5ocieO: Under ~giege (London: Polity, 2002) and Liq, tidLife (London: Polity, 2005). 
7 See Frederic Jameson, ’Notes on Globalization as a Philosophical Issue’ in Jameson and 
Miyoshi, T/~e Cultures of Globalizalion, Durham: Duke University Press, 1998. 
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This said it remains the case that studies of the history of governmentality have been 
largely written from empirical investigations of western European countries, often of 
Britain and France. So what of the eastern coumries and regions of Europe? Instead of 
risking a repetition of the basically orientalist argument that what we see when we look to 
the eastern region of Europe is a backward region struggling to keep up with the modern 
west, we would argue that the modernity of these admittedly diverse countries was marked 
by the particularly abstract and detached nature of reflections on government, due to the 
presence throughout the region of imperial ideologies, ideologies that shared the common 
assumption that the emperor’s realm was a divinely ordained, with the emperor at the apex 
of a vast pyramidal hierarchy. In western Europe in the course of the eighteenth century, 
monarchical power became subsumed beneath the new innovations in governing 
represented by liberalism, while in the eastern part of the continent, imperial families and 
the politicians, bureaucrats and intellectuals who articulated their interests and defended 
their prerogatives zealously monitored the public sphere since both liberalism and later 
socialism represented dangerous alternative visions of society. This is not to say that these 
empires were proto-totalitarian in any way; to differing degrees they tolerated the rise of an 
educated elite that promoted liberal and socialist positions. The Ottoman Empire, because 
it occupied the poorest regions of southeastern Europe saw the rise of a relatively small 
number of thinkers demanding reflection on government, while the Romanov dynasty 
became more and more hostile to any criticism of orthodoxy and autocracy as the 
nineteenth century wore on. In this light, the ’liberal’ reforms of the 1860s should be seen 
not so much as an attempt to promote liberalism, as to preempt it and the reflection on 
government that defined it. And likewise the liberal reforms of the early part the twentieth 
century, after the disastrous Russo-Japanese war, were undermined by the imperial 
administration, so that by 1914 there was little interest on the part of any of the fragmented 
sectors of civil society in preserving the any aspect of the autocracy as a part of a 
redesigned polity. In the Habsburg empire, by contrast, reflection on government went the 
farthest because of the presence in the Dual Monarchy’s larger towns and cities of an 
educated middle class, but there this reflection was dominated by the problem that had been 
solved many generations before in the west, namely just how nations were to emerge from 
beneath the coattails of the empire, how a people, marked by the possession of a unique 
language and culture, could become politically self-governing The result was that the 
practice of governing in the eastern parts of Europe in the century after 1848 was 
experienced as a hybrid patchwork of policies, the product of an ongoing mutual adaptation 
of social groups to the possibilities offered by parliamentary democracy and imperial 
bureaucracy. Farmers, peasants, teachers, aristocrats, bourgeoisie, engineers, scientists, 
bureaucrats, professionals, skilled labor, unskilled labor, to name the most prominent 
groups, were drawn to different governmental discourses, each with their own way of 
envisioning social life. 

The outcome of World War I severely damaged the authority of the imperial 
families seen to be responsible for the catastrophic suffering of the war years, leaving the 
problem of governing in most countries to be fought out between mass Catholic and 
socialist parties and smaller liberal parties, whose most pressing collective task in the 
interwar era was simply the constitution durable state institutions. Worldwide economic 
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depression and socialist revolution in the Soviet Union, however, meant that everywhere in 
CEE, from Germany to Poland, Hungary, Romania and the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and 
Slovenes, groups of people across the social spectrum lost interest in democracy, which 
they associated with inconsequential debate and self-serving politicians, and began to 
believe that the only party that deserved their support would be the one that would make the 
problem of government go away altogether. 

Again at the risk of too radically simplifying a complicated history, by the late 
1920s, different reactions took place to the dilemma posed by the strategies of liberal 
governance. For European socialists, the problem of government would disappear into the 
project of constructing a socialist society. The maximal solution of a socialist state would 
not only supply the innovations of social government, such as security of employment, 
health, and retirement, it would render superfluous the focus of liberal discourses on rights 
and freedoms since, according to socialists, injustice derived from the condition of 
inequality fostered by capitalism. For those on the far right, the maximal solution to the 
problem of governing would be solved by the establishment 
the imperative to fulfill the great destiny of the nation. This 
expression with the establishment of fascist regimes in Italy 

of complete unanimity around 
solution found its fullest 
and Germany, with regimes on 

the same authoritarian, racist pattern appearing on a smaller scale throughout most of the 
states of Eastern Europe, including Croatia, Serbia, Romania, and Hungary. The problem 
of government disappeared to the extent that the fascist state demanded that every citizen 
guide their conduct above all according to the needs of the state and leader. Loyalties to 
monarchs, the proletariat, or the ideal of liberty were to be eradicated, and people would 
fulfill their place as the single cells of the great body of the ethnos. In Greece and Spain, 
authoritarian regimes took hold that governed by freezing politics and society into a rigid 
hierarchy, supported and supervised by the military with the cultural assistance of the 
church. 

The defeat of fascism in Europe by the coalition of the United States and the Soviet 
Union meant the establishment of a stark difference between a ’west’ of Europe, with its 
own particular history of the rights of the liberal subject and the claims of the social, and an 
’east’ where both imperial and fascist modes of thought were thoroughly discredited, and 
coalitions of exiles and resistance fighters struggled to establish democratic institutions. By 
the late 1940s, however, reflection on government was preempted by the imposition of the 
institutional mold of Soviet socialism. In some places this involved the destruction of 
liberal parties and the murder of liberal politicians, as in Czechoslovakia. In other places it 
involved an uneasy project of persuasion and cooptation of those prewar parties that had 
their own vision of social order, such as the Catholic Peasants’ party in Poland. Each 
country then became the site of a nearly four decade long process dominated by the efforts 
of communist parties to maintain control over populations whose mood and character were 
marked by often unpredictable shifts, from loyal to ungrateful, from indifferent to angry, 
from hopeful to cynical. 

To shorten a very long story, the chronic problem of delivering the levels of 
prosperity enjoyed in even the poorer countries of western Europe meant that the problem 
of governing was ever present, as citizens of eastern European became exposed to ways of 
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life in the west via the electronic media of radio and television and as both elites and masses 
travelled to the west and experienced western polities first hand. Furthermore, as we shall 

see in the next section, reflection on government was also sustained via the practice of the 
social sciences and the creation of a scientific knowledge of society. What we have tried to 

do in this section is to insist simply that no articulation of’ social justice’ can ignore the 
long and complex histories of governing that have brought these terms to such a state of 
authority. Nor can we ignore what is perhaps the most disturbing effect of a genealogical 
approach to social justice: the way it forces us to recognize our own individual relationship 

to these key concepts. 

UNDERSTANDING CEE’S ’RETURN’ TO EUROPE 

No longer constrained by the supervision of the Soviet Union and its systems of 
investmem, production and trade, all the newly independent states of Central and Eastern 
Europe opened themselves to the opportunities offered by the global economy at different 
rates and with differing degrees of enthusiasm. Politically and rhetorically, the states were 
welcomed ’back’ to Europe as members of a common civilization artificially separated for 
three generations by fanatics, ideologues, and the real power of the soviets. 

The "Europe’ to which they returned was, however, not a single or stable identity, 
particularly following the phase of deepening and broadening that occurred in the EU in the 
1980s with the accession of the new democracies of southern Europe. Intellectuals and 
political figures of the newly liberated states of CEE eager to turn their back on socialized 
government saw the EU as the antithesis or inverted image of the Soviet Union: while the 
USSR was understood to have trampled on individual rights and freedoms, the EU 
understood its mission as their protection, offering the re-incorporation of Europeans 
divided from one another into a larger European family. While the USSR sought territorial 
security for itself and imposed its own national imperative on reluctant ’border’ states, the 
EU operated through a process ofun-coerced accretion, growing through negotiation and 
persuasion, as elites and masses came to see membership as an indispensable good. While 
the USSR saw itself as the other systemic ’option’ in the world, in stark and superior 

contrast to what it considered the immoral mess of anomic, individualist America, the EU 
represented a path to a world of abundance, wealth, and leisure that they glimpsed on their 
academic visits, international travels and through the virtual voyages enabled by television. 
And just as importantly, the EU seemed to offer a solution to the problems of governance. 
While by the late 1980s many members of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had 

come to the conclusion that the USSR needed radical reconstruction, Eurocrats in Brussels 
were constructing a vision of a continent-wide zone of prosperity and progress at the heart 
of which were policies and institutions focused on building an efficient integrated economy 
(Lisbon), expanding membership (Enlargement), and ensuring redistribution (Cohesion and 
Regions and Border policies). Not surprisingly, the elites of east European countries rushed 

to ’candidate’ status, seeing in the EU a new guarantor of social justice in our time. 

While for many in CEE the post-1989 era marked this ’return to Europe’ after a 
forty year period of ’imerrupted" and/or distorted development, it involved not only the 
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creation of new institutions, procedures, and programs, but also the transformation of the 
interpretive frameworks by which the citizens of CEE were asked to see and participate in 
the world. Joining Europe presented the problem of what to do with existing institutions, 
norms, and practices. They were challenged with the task of declaring allegiances and 
taking sides in the competition between worldviews, a task that worked itself out wherever 
institutions faced the task of reinventing themselves. Some people left the discourse 
communities that had sustained them for thirty or forty years and joined others; some chose 
to remain faithful to old ones as long as they could, fearing, or simply lacking the energy, to 
begin the process of change; others experienced the changes as trauma. Joining the new 
required the acquisition of new languages of expertise and new-technical skills of writing, 
speaking, and performing. Individuals were asked to imagine themselves as new kinds of 
actors who valued objects and others in new ways. The task was one in which long held 
conceptions of the rights, responsibilities, and norms that governed the constitution of the 
self and the social were reworked and new regimes of social justice and governance had to 
be created. 

This existential transition was particularly vivid and dramatic on the terrain of the 
academy and of the social sciences in particular, for the study of contemporary life was a 
field where the national communist parties believed that they, and not any kind of 
independent science, were the final judges of socialist transformation. In the first decade 
after 1945, most communist parties in CEE relied more on journalists than social scientists 
for both empirical accounts and circumspect criticism of the policies they sponsored.* After 
1956, however, and at different rates in different countries, the social sciences grew as 
quasi-autonomous sites for the investigation and discussion of society and culture, and 
consequently, social scientific knowledge became something that could have an impact on 
the party’s prestige and image, depending on the issue under discussion. Not everyone in 
the academy joined the party and by no means everyone accepted this injunction. In some 
cases, scholars accepted positions only on condition that they did not have to join or serve 
the party, but everywhere there were relative degrees of autonomy under party control and 
complex ways of responding to the forms of weak and strong pressure brought to bear to 
serve the party. Indeed, there remains a whole history to be written about the ways in 
which in intellectuals and institutions were able to articulate an understanding of the reality 
and limits of actually-existing socialism.9 Thus scholars came to occupy an ambiguous 
third position: separate from the interests of the party and the political leadership, but also 
apart from the object of their scientific interest, society. The individual parties dealt with 
this ambiguity in different ways; in Czechoslovakia after 1968 and in Bulgaria, scholars 
were closely supervised, the processes of education and employment were saturated with 
the injunction that scholars served the party, and loyal academics were rewarded with 
privileges and perks. In Poland, Hungary, and Slovenia, by contrast, by the 1970s, many 
social scientists were able to dedicate themselves to research without substantial meddling 
by the party, even concerning relatively controversial subjects. Everywhere, though, the 
problems of a sponsored, supervised, and monitored research sphere were posed. In the 
most egregious cases, theories could be pronounced true with only the flimsiest of empirical 

See Wolfe (2005: 71-103) on Anatolii Agranovskii in the Soviet Union. 
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evidence, and empirical investigation was, at times, ’adjusted’ to produce results that would 
confirm the opinion of party officials. Anyone who sought to construct a picture of 
contemporary reality by studying it empirically risked discovering something that ~vould be 
inconvenient to the party. In areas where independent social science research was less 
problematical, researchers still faced the enormous challenges of working with 
circumscribed access to the findings and methodological and technical developments of the 
broader research community, and of integrating a sanctioned epistemology into their 
theoretical framework~ 

The ideological supervision of thought in state socialist societies certainly created 
serious distortions in both the forms and practices of knowledge production. Social science 
research generally needed to be both politically correct and useful; ethnographers were to 
describe the cultural practices of nationalities, historians were to explain the continuities in 
national economies, geographers were to investigate the distributions of wealth in the 
countryside, and economists and sociologists mapped out concrete plans for economic and 
social development. In politically sensitive areas of research, ~vhich could be any field, 
depending on the issues confronting the leadership at the time, theories were pronounced to 
be true with the flimsiest of empirical evidence, and empirical investigation was, at times, 
’adjusted’ to produce results that would confirm the opinion of party officials. The problem 
was that anyone who sought to construct a picture of contemporary reality by studying it 
empirically risked discovering something that would be inconvenient to the party. In areas 
where independent research was less problematical, especially in the biological and natural 
sciences, researchers still faced the enormous challenges of working with circumscribed 
access to the findings and methodological and technical developments of the broader 
research community, and of integrating a ’dialectics of nature’ into their naturalistic 
epistemologies. Of course, serious research institutes were established and continued their 
work throughout this period, samizdat ’critical’ studies circulated, and in some national 
academies (perhaps most notably in Poland and Hungary) there was a greater level of 
independence and exposure to the ’outside’ worlds of science. As one well-known 
contemporary Polish scholar has commented: 

I also realize that Warsaw and Krakow were different than ’lesser’ institutions, 
more bulldozed over by the party. And, finally, the Catholic University in 
Lublin, the only independent university from Berlin to Vladivostok, as someone 
remarked. Good philosophy - both the tradition of Polish logical positivism and 
phenomenology. Wojtyla was a professor .... I did a five-year program in 
philosophy in Krakow [and] did not have single class in Marxism-Leninism. Of 
course, there were some professors who employed various Marxist ’frames’, 
usually poorly and we did not take them seriously. (Personal communication 

2008) 

Even in some of the more ’closed’ national academies, such as Bulgaria and 
Romania, socialist fraternalism guaranteed the opportunity for a regular flow of academics 
among the CMEA countries, which -- in principle if not always in practice -- permitted a 
secondary market in ideas. Ho~v these exchanges ~vorked, how ideas travelled, and how 
social science adapted to the complex forces oftransculturation and reference remains a 
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fascinating, yet underdeveloped arena of historiographic research. 

In such a context, the nature of thought about society could not but undergo 
significant transformation, especially after 1989 when political power no longer promoted 
itself in and based itself on a culture-wide project of ideological identification and official 
versions of Marxism had largely lost any purchase they might once have had. For many 
intellectuals, the return was marked by a newfound legitimacy for liberal theories of 
individual rights and the benefits of neo-liberal capitalism, while others were also exposed 
to critical (Western) Marxism, mainly through underground channels. The lessons of 
Hayek’s account of centralized state power leading to the road to serfdom resonated with 
many liberal and neo-liberal reformers in CEE and, in clandestine seminars, were received 
’like fresh water’ (personal communication). After 1989, these discourses had a second 
coming throughout CEE, this time in the mediated form of neo-liberal reform and its 
institutions, and the dogged persistence of Milton Friedman and his cohort and students. 
The Thatcherist spirit of individual responsibility ("pull yourself up by your own 
bootstraps") and the belief that individuals not society were the primary actors in shaping 
economic futures ("there is no such thing as society"), became in the hands of CEE 
reformers radical tools of economic shock treatment for weakening the claims on political 
life of all forms of collectivism. 

In CEE, this socialist-postsocialist discursive transition took place on many levels, 
from the collective and private farms described by Elizabeth Dunn (2004) and Mieke Meurs 
(1991, 2001) to the factory floors described by Michael Burawoy (1985, 1992) to the 
highest circles of the intelligentsia studied by Michael Kennedy (1992a, 1992b). The 
outcome of these new discourses was a tidal wave of legal and bureaucratic reforms that 
changed the landscape of governance in CEE in the 1990s. Most of the reforms were 
designed by politicians, bureaucrats and intellectuals decisively influenced by this 
rediscovered and reinvigorated sphere of liberal thought. Naomi Klein (2007: 6-7) refers to 
Milton Friedman’s commitment to such forms of institutional transformation to overcome 
the tyranny of the status quo in which "only a crisis -- actual or perceived -- produces real 
change. When that crisis occurs, the actions that are taken depend on the ideas that are 
lying around. That, I believe, is our basic function; to develop alternatives to existing 
policies, to keep them alive and available until the politically impossible becomes 
politically inevitable." Believing that any new administration had only six to nine months 
to implement radical reform, Friedman was convinced that there was a need to prepare 
plans in advance and to implement them swiftly and fully through shock tactics and 
technocratic power. 

In practice, reforms often took the form of unending projects designed abroad, 
implemented by foreign experts, and demanding further rounds of shock therapy as prior 
rounds failed to stimulate the patient sufficiently or in the right manner. These reforms 
tended to privilege one set of values over another (market-oriented over social democratic; 
the economic efficiency of private over collective ownership, individual compensation over 
social wages, international investment over national capital formation). Post-1989 
’projectification’ thus arrived in many parts of the region full-blown, already marked ~vith 
fixed understandings of history and agency, with projects that sought to quickly dismantle 
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pre-existing institutions and conceptions of social justice in favor of neo-liberal ones (Swain 
2002). Elsewhere, such as in Romania and Bulgaria, its arrival was delayed or intermittent, 
and in countries such as Serbia, Ukraine and Belarus it might not have yet arrived as 
anything more than a surface veneer. Where it did take hold, it shared a kind of absolute 
historical certainty about the recent past: collective economies were inefficient, the same 
technologies that spawned the space race were now" lagging, and the citizen-subject of 
reform was not yet democratic and very likely to be ’corrupt’. By contrast, the rapid and 
forced replacement of classical political economy by neo-classical economy was taken as a 
given, predicated as it was on the vitality of individualized property relations, on the truth 
of the self-satisfying economic actor, and the collective advantage of state-stimulated 
wealth creation. 

The social sciences were both the agents of this discursive transformation and one of 
the objects at stake in its success. As Hsu (2007: 1) has pointed out: "From a social science 
perspective, [the decline of socialism] can be seen as a tale of massive de- 
institutionalization .... of the wholesale retreat of the state from that active role and the 
concomitant dismantling of the structural institutions and moral underpinnings of society." 
Such forms of de-institutionalization also involved the relocation of discourses from West 
to East as the state ceased to limit and control the flow of ideas. These new ways of valuing 
persons and envisioning appropriate forms of conduct under new circumstances required 
new- instruments for seeing social life. In this process, socialist-collectivist values and 
norms were replaced to differing degrees and at different rates by Western liberal and 
neoliberal forms of individualism and their associated values. The processes and pathways 
by which these ideas were incorporated into everyday life was never straightfo~ward, 
mediated as they were by other structures of feeling and discourses of value; religious, 
ethnic, nationalistic, and the vital but poorly articulated discourses built on everyday 
survival strategies - ’networkism’, the low-key ideology of informality, and what is often 
captured in official and academic writings by ’corruption’. From the latest computerized 
technologies for public opinion research to new forms of accounting and auditing, new 
types of social scientific expertise rose to prominence quickly. In Poland and Hungary, 
survey research was well developed before 1989. In Bulgaria anthropological and 
sociological surveys were the official currency of many research institutes, underwriting 
salaries and research costs from regular and long-term commissions by state ministries. 
But, after 1989, the demand for these techniques expanded exponentially, offering answers 
to new" questions, displacing old experts with new experts, ’old knowledge’ with ’new’. 
After 1989, a process began by which researchers, scholars, and students were forced to 
adapt to the arrival of newly valued practices for the creation of knowledge and what 
counted as useful knowledge. Reactions to this arrival depended on many factors, from the 
personal circumstances of the researcher to the needs of politicians and political parties for 
a certain kind of information that could be fed into public relations material and other kinds 
of propaganda. The consequences of this process filtered their way down to shape 
university departments and faculties, the staffing and organization of government 
ministries, and the curriculum taught in classrooms, especially in conditions of chronic 
underfunding (Pickles and Mikhova 1998). 

In sum, the end of state socialism opened CEE to the phenomenon of what some 
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scholars have referred to as the knowledge industries. Knowledge, gained via reliable 
social scientific empirical and analytical methods, became an invaluable tool for companies 
and governments, it became embedded in the emerging regime of accumulation and the 
corresponding structures of consumption on which it increasingly depended. The need for 
markets and opinions in the newly defined capitalist democracies meant that social science 
found a new lease on life, although not necessarily in ways that benefited those who had 
become social scientists in the old system. In many cases, ’the old guard’ survived these 
changes quite well. For many younger scholars, the problem was that they survived them 

too well, blocking innovation and capturing institutional resources for projects and 
international travel. All scholars faced the challenge of reinventing themselves and their 
scholarship to a greater or lesser degree. For some, the 1970s and 1980s had already been 
periods of intense methodological struggle, influenced as they were by the 
Methodenstreiten in Western sociology and social sciences. For others, the challenges of 
reinvention were much greater. Where access to international journals, books, and scholars 

was more limited (such as in Romania and Bulgaria), the period after 1989 posed many 
more challenges than it did for those where a freer flow of ideas, texts, and individuals had 
occurred earlier (Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary). 

Two decades after 1989, and despite the enormous injections of EU funds to support 
collaborative research, scholars in Eastern Europe are still today limited by lack of support 
for basic research, under-funding for basic infrastructure, fieldwork expenses, and teaching 
and training technologies. National libraries have remained meticulous collectors of some 
state documents and research reports, but most have limited budgets that restrict access to 
international publications and encourage black-market economies in national information 
and data. Those who are committed to their research must either underwrite its costs from 
their family income from second and third jobs, or they must take on contract research for 
state, private, or international research groups. The result has been that many sociologists 
offer their skills to TV networks and newspapers to conduct market research as well as 
public opinion surveys; geographers are hired to perform land use studies and cadastral 
surveys to rural governments and private developers; and political scientists help 
governmental agencies, politicians, and political parties to shape their image and message. 
As a consequence, while the ~knowledge sector’ has boomed as institutional reform has led 
to increased demands for information, more basic and non-tradable social sciences have 
been marginalized. 

We want to note briefly three other consequences of the transformation of the 
conditions under which social science discourse was produced. First, the rapid adoption of 
neo-liberalism, liberal discourses of civil society, democracy, and market capitalism elided 
the real complexities of institutional thought and action that were at work in the reaction to 
Stalinism (in both West and East Europe). In some Cold War academies and universities, 
critical Marxism, phenomenology and positivism were studied. In most locations they were 
marginalized or forbidden altogether. But the academies and universities nonetheless 
provided some space for the training and expression of critical thinkers of real importance. 
For Bradatan (2008): 

The originality of thinkers such as Slavoj Zizek, Julia Kristeva, Tzvetan 
Todorov, Jan Pato(ka, Mircea Eliade, Emil Cioran or Leszek Kolakowski, who 
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have at different times made a significant contribution to the shaping of the 
Western intellectual discourse, is somehow taken for granted, and the character 
of the world they have come from is passed over in silence. It is as though these 
people come from nowhere - out of nothing No significant attention is being 
paid to their complex backgrounds, to the specificity of their cultural origins, to 
the unique blend of intellectual challenges and ethical concerns that shaped 
their thinking, strengthened their personalities and, in the end, made them who 
they are. 

The scripting of state socialism as an ’end’ and post-socialism as a ’return’, ~vith the 
corollary assumptions of systemic bankruptcy, inefficiency, and corruption, seems to have 
erased any popular desire for complex readings of the conjuncture of state socialism at 
particular periods in time, or of the equally conjunctural shifts of 1989. If we are to better 
understand the ways in which institutions, values and norms shape particular 
understandings and practices of social justice, and how- they take hold and change, we need 
to understand much more about these specific contexts in ~vhich such thinkers and ideas 
were able to emerge and take hold (or be rejected). 

The trope of ’post-socialism’ may itself contribute to an impression that there is now 
nothing interesting to know about European societies under socialism between the late 
1940s and the late 1980s beyond the basic fact ofunfreedom. Historically informed critical 
thought is, of course, a central element of much research and writing on the region, but it 
must compete with a growing confidence in positivist logics that consign authors, texts, and 
ideas to the ’dustbin of history’ having been discredited by their association with a 
vanquished regime. Like introductory chemistry texts and modernist development theory, 
history is rewritten as the natural development from ignorance to enlightenment, from 
unfreedom to freedom. The consequences for the kinds of research questions we ask and 
the types of archive we investigate and develop are enormous. 

Second, besides the elision of important strands of critical philosophical thought 
there has emerged what could be called the re-politicization of knowledge. The 
incorporation of the social sciences into national information markets of democratic 
societies has seen the rise of institutes, departments, and think tanks ~vhose explicit aim is to 
articulate and promote a particular point of view regarding subj ects of government interest. 
This scholarship is driven by the need of groups to continuously make certain arguments 
both for public and government consumption, and to keep on the table powerful narratives 
that will resonate emotionally with policy makers and the public. While the situation in 
CEE has in no way reached the point seen in the United States, where public debate is 
sculpted by members of think-tanks on both left and right who saturate the airwaves, 
editorial pages, and blogosphere, there are signs that this development is in its early stages 
in CEE. 

Third, if one wave of post-socialist social science in CEE has been largely 
instrumental in its approach and more contractual in outlook, a second simultaneous wave 
of post-socialist social science is remarkable for the ways it has provided outlets for the 
articulation of minority and dissenting voices from the region. Perhaps more than any other 
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academic field, it has been the social sciences-particularly anthropology, sociology, and 
area studies traditions, often in conjunction with non-government organizations, ethnic and 
minority studies centers, and institutes for the study of the effects of transition on poverty 
and violence-that have focused attention most directly on the contemporary consequences 
for social justice and political harmony of the complex imperial, confessional, and linguistic 
histories and struggles across the region. For these groups, these diverse histories have 
enormous consequences for the norms of social life and forms of social justice emerging in 
post-socialist countries. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE AND THE GOVERNMENT OF POSTSOCIALISM 

Above we have suggested that historicizing the practice of social scientific 
knowledge is crucial for any assessment of what ’social justice’ means in CEE today. Now 
we turn to some of the specific ways in which the social sciences mobilize particular 
understandings that, in turn, entrain discrete, historically specific regimes of governance 
and bio-politics. In doing so we want to illustrate some of the ways in which analyses of 
social justice might link together the institutional regimes that structure patterns of ’justice’ 
in a particular society with the knowledge producing institutions that define the ’social’. 
This involves not only thinking about the situations of institutions and researchers in the 
countries of CEE during successive phases of political and social reform, but also thinking 
about the historical nature of the practices understood to be scientific and the ways in which 
the terrain of the social has been reorganized. 

As we have noted above, under state socialism, social scientific research was not 
primarily an abstract exercise in knowledge production; each method also assumed a 
practice of governance. In Poland in the 1970s, for example, the authorities permitted 
scholars their little zone of freedom to research and write. These writings would be 
censored, sometimes heavily, sometimes lightly, but little formal attention would be paid to 
them. The practice of governance was one in which partial zones of free inquiry and 
partially free inquiry functioned exactly as the ’permitted’ private use of collective farm 
land and equipment; they were necessary forms of state accommodation to sustain 
authoritarian structures of governance in the face of popular resistance. Knowledge was 
also produced to guide the formation of policy by authorized agencies. Social scientific 
knowledge took its place as one segment of an arc of transmission and transformation, 
moving from problem identification to programmatic amelioration. Ministries of 
agriculture commissioned ethnographic studies of a village or region; interior ministries 
sponsored large scale sociological surveys gathered by thousands of amateur and volunteer 
researchers, and ministries of health sponsored epidemiological studies. The studies 
themselves had a range of fates, from the oblivion of a bottom drawer in a hostile 
bureaucrat’s office to the socialist equivalent of the McLuhan’s fifteen minutes of fame. 

While the general manner in which state and academy were articulated in most 
countries under state socialism is relatively clear, there remains a great deal of work to be 
done on the specific ways in which the social sciences actually functioned in individual 
countries and at different times under state socialist regimes. In particular, there is a 
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pressing need to reconsider the all-too-hegemonic (and often ideologically informed) 
reading of state socialist academies as transmission belts of party power. As we have 
indicated in the previous section, it is crucial to recognize that there were different timings 
of reform, different levels of engagement and openness with ’outside’ scientific traditions, 
and that there was always leakage. Moreover, many academics were driven-as they are in 
the West-by an unfettered spirit to know. it was also the case that, as with the discursive 
politics of environmental health and well-being, state institutions were always conflicted, 
caught in the paradox of needing to legitimize state practices by mobilizing political 

discourses of clean environment, conservation or, in this case, value-free science. These 
were readily available state sanctioned discourses and they were appropriated as resources 
and opportunities for alternative conceptions of social and ecological justice in the name of 
the nation, people, and society (Pavlinek and Pickles 2000). 

In many ways, the challenge of undertaking such histories of the present and the 
recent past is the inverse of that in a study of the social sciences under state socialism. If 
the history of the social sciences in most countries under state socialism has been one- 
sidedly rendered as one in which the academies and universities worked as transmission 
belts of party power and in which the broader conceptual and scientific goals of the 
academy and the counter-hegemonic practices of individual scientists have been under- 
theorized, after 1989 the rise to prominence of new forms of empirical science has occurred 
so quickly and with the moral weight of Western (largely Anglo-American) social science, 
that little attention has been given to the institutional and ideological commitments the new 
epistemologies and methodologies have brought with them.l° 

Our goal here is, thus, both ontological and genealogical. We want to insist that all 
empirical sciences must also understand themselves in terms of the regional ontology (or in 
Lady’s terms, a ’hinterland’) within which their categories and practices come to be defined 
in specific and limited ways. This is always a thoroughly historical ontology shaped by the 
concrete practices of distanciation, thematization, abstraction, and formalization that 
emerge at specific times and places (Husserl 193 1).11 Through these practices, the ’social’ 

10 The ways in these epistemologies and methodologies had (or had not) already entered into 

and shaped the intellectual landscapes of social science in the region is of crucial 
importance to their subsequent development. For example, in Poland methodological 
debates between positivism(s) and various form of anti-positivism (including Marxist) were 
intense and rich, at least after 1956. These debates drew on both Hungarian (Lukacs) and 
Yugoslav (Praxis school) thinkers, that were officially inaccessible. Konrad and Szel~nyi’s 
Intellectuals on the Road to Class Power was almost taboo in official circles, as was 
Djilas’s works, particularly, The New Class. But, provided scholars debated methodology 
and did not try to study the surrounding reality critically, however, the Party tended to 
remain disinterested. 

11 In the social sciences, Husserl and phenomenology have been routinely associated ~vith 

de-historizing and foundational epistemologies. We read them differently. Phenomenology 
is not an argument for the naturalness or givenness of concepts or objects, or for a 
transcendental or transhistorical understanding of essences. It Is an argument about the 
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achieves determinate content and meaning. That such regional ontological work is 
historical also means for us that it has -- as Michel Foucault argued -- to be genealogical; 
focused on a parallel analysis of the specific institutions, discourses and practices that shape 
the process of meaning making. 

While a full discussion of these practices and contexts of meaning making is far 
beyond the brief of this essay, we want to at least briefly mention one especially fertile 
strand of this critical thought. Bruno Latour, his collaborators, and their students, make the 
point that there is always a significant divergence between what scientists believed they 
were doing and what they were actually doing. Modern science is, in their view, not to be 
thought of as an ever more thorough knowledge of nature’s secrets, but as the ever more 
sophisticated invention of material practices that produced knowledge, which gets treated 
by certain social institutions as scientific truth. In this way, critical approaches (including 
science studies) have chipped away at the aura of heroic science to reveal not simply the 
importance of accident, ego, and chance, but the thoroughly social and ’extra-scientific’ 
bases for what we take to be ’pure’ research. In Eastern Europe, these critical approaches 
included the debates over scientific method and positivism (Kuhn, Popper, Lakatos, 
Feyerabend), new left Marxism, feminism, and to a lesser extent post-structuralism. 
Positivism, phenomenology, and critical Marxism in particular were all tools against 
primitive Marxism, as they were also in Anglo-American scholarship in the 1970s and early 
1980s. Perhaps surprisingly, given the deep historical valuation of scientific and 
technological knowledge and expertise throughout the region, science studies found only 
limited purchase in these approaches. 

In Western Europe and the US, writers in the field of science studies argued that the 
history of science was not explainable by recourse to stories about how a solitary genius 
discovered the laws by which nature operated, nor that the contemporary practice of science 
was understandable with reference to scientists’ own stories about the progressive peeling 
back of the secrets of nature. Instead, science was itself to be the object of inquiry and its 
products (’ scientific knowledge’ and its truth claims about the world) were to be 
interrogated in terms of the social, institutional, economic, political and geographical 
conditions of their emergence and use. In this tradition, researchers approached scientists 
and engineers in the same way that an anthropologist approached a distant culture by 
becoming observers in the day-to-day practices of everyday life. They learned their 
language, followed their actions, and attended to their rituals, believing that what scientists 
actually did was as important as what they said they did. Science produced truth claims 
through the layering of citation upon citation, the transcription of one form of data to 
another, and the gradual embedding of their claims in ever broader systems of annotation, 
concept formation, and analysis. In these practices, actors were not to be conceived apart 
from the networks that enabled and sustained their ideas, values, and assumptions. 

always present need to clarify the ~vays in which concepts, especially scientific concepts, 
are constituted in terms of concrete and historical horizons of meaning in terms of which 
particular objects and relations mean what they mean (see Pickles 1985). This is what we 
think Law refers to when talking about ’hinterland’. 
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For John Law (2004) this presents a dual challenge. First, the knowledge created by 
aggregating social scientific observations has no intrinsic claim to being more valuable than 
knowledge arrived at in other ways through other engagements with the world. Second, the 
social scientist faces the methodological challenge created by the fact that the social world 
consists of too many already constituted phenomena. Unlike physics or bacteriology where 
the objects of study lend themselves more readily to specific theoretical and practical 
purposes, only a small subset of social scientists have ’laboratories’, demarcated space 
where technical means are concentrated and intensive transformations and translations of 
material objects take place. Most social scientists work with objects in locations ~vhere 
meaning is already rich; playgrounds, courtrooms, cubicles, boardrooms, and so on. For 
many, social scientists appear as fishermen casting nets. But, Law suggests, only a small 
part of the world consists offish. It is not that not-fish phenomena are simply too small or 
too big to be caught in these nets, it is that they are phenomena wholly adjacent to the world 
of fish, nets, and oceans. Or, as Law puts it, "The ~vorld is not to be understood in general 
by adopting a methodological version of auditing. Regularization and standardization are 
incredibly powerful tools but they set limits. Indeed, that is part of their (double-edged) 
power. And they set even firmer limits when they try to orchestrate themselves 
hegemonically into purported coherence.’’1: That is, the world is not a place where singular, 
definite, knowable things happen, but rather a "generative flux of forces and relations that 
work to produce particular realities.’’13 It is to this notion of the social as a complex 
assemblage of generative fluxes that we now turn to ask, what would a post-socialist social 
science look like that was not captured by logics and methodologies of social auditing, but 
was more directly attentive to the fluxes of forces and relations that generate particular 
realities? 

GRAPPLING WITH THE TERRAINS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE 

The topics collected in this volume (poverty, corruption, media, gender) mark out 
some of the more important contemporary terrains where notions of social justice are being 
reworked; re-making the ’social’ and defining ’justice’ in new and not yet fully determined 
ways. The reform economies of post-socialism are, in this sense, crucibles for forging new 
configurations of the social and what constitutes justice. In this final section, we gesture to 
the problem of how an understanding of the generative context within which empirical 
research operates is shaping particular notions of the social, and how it is institutionalizing 
discrete and socially and geographically bounded forms of justice on the one hand, and re- 
making the social sciences across the region on the other. We point, first, to the 
contingency of the modernities underway in the region; while we recognize the significance 
of a historical narration that sees the region as having undergone a similar social and 
political trajectory since 1945, we insist that post-socialist processes and transformations 
are remarkable for their multiplicity. Second, we believe that key topics like those 
examined in this volume can be understood like any important scientific concept, in terms 

12 Law, 4[ter Method, 6. 
13 Ibid., 7. 
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of the constellation of economic, social, and political forces that enable it to exist as a neat, 
natural object. Law uses the term ’hinterland’ to denote what makes a concept or practice 
obvious or commonsensical, and a sense of the hinterland of concepts like poverty is vital if 
we are to pursue justice as a question into the interstices of everyday life. Third, we believe 
it important to state that each topic exceeds its framing as a terrain within which social 
justice is to be sought. And fourth, we point to the need to grapple with what is new and 
emergent in CEE, particularly with the new forms of social action and mobilization working 
to frame different conception of justice and the self. 

1) Contingent modernities 

Our first methodological principle is derived from the historicizing of knowledge 
production discussed above and is one that has long been accepted in post-socialist studies. 
The replacement of Sovietology with transitology in the 1990s, and the subsequent re- 
introduction of modernist and developmental discourses in the neo-liberal economies and 
polities of Eastern Europe have been paralleled in the social sciences by a bifurcation of 
intellectual projects. On the one hand, neoliberalism, particularly in post-socialist societies, 
has always been easily appropriated to development logics that presuppose or instantiate a 
monolithic notion of modernity (’the road to freedom’). Civil society, democratization, and 
market economies were all articulated after 11989 as the natural and often unproblematic 
goals of a normal society, the object of return, the corrective to erroneous and misguided 
paths taken. However, such views fail to account for the multiplicity of concrete social 
formations and actually occurring transitions already to be found across CEE They also 
fail to address the highly contingent nature of each of the specific outcomes, bound as they 
are to political alliances and economic circumstances. The danger of such elisions is that 
historically contingent social formations are rendered as natural forms to be emplaced 
through technical means, rather than built through social mobilization and democratic 
negotiation. Kno~vn outcomes presuppose known techniques and post-socialism becomes 
what Guy Standing (2002) has called the ’first technocratic’ revolution. 

In practice, post-socialism has always generated a diversity of social forms out of a 
complex articulation of historically contingent circumstances, path dependent legacies, and 
contested and negotiated social forces. Such forms include ~vhat Greskovits (2008) has 
termed the captured state, flexible developmental state, and cornered state, ~vhat 
Drahokoupil (2008) has termed for the Czech Republic the Klausian Welfare National State 
and Porterian Workfare Postnational Regime, and what Hedlund (2009) and Rosefielde 

(2009) have called the Muscovite Russian transition and the Muscovite state form. There 
is, in other words, a need for a social science that is attentive to the contingency of 
modernity and the multiple and diverse forms such modernities can take. Concepts of 
social justice are at the heart of these processes and particular issues, such as poverty, 
corruption, media, and gender are exemplary sites for thinking through the ways in which 
knowledge, coloniality, and power are articulated in concrete settings. How, for example, 

do modernities ~ame transactional norms, how are systems of equivalence assessed and 
how are formal systems of value (money) moderated and structured by social and 
institutional norms and practices? How- do these norms get framed or not framed in terms 
such as ’fair’, ’cultural’, ’traditional’, or ’corrupt’? 

2O 
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2) Hinterland and context 

Like any social science concept, words like ’corruption’ or ’poverty’ are far from 
neutral, clinical terms. Defined as the absence of wealth, poverty may be measured in 
scalar terms against a particular social distribution of resources (such as GDP per capita) or 
in more pragmatic terms as the level of access to opportunity structures (e.g., access to a 
basic basket of goods or to health care). In this natural attitude, poverty is thus an economic 
object that can be assessed, measured, and influenced. But these assessmems, 
measurement, and policies are only possible as a result of the ways in which a particular 
given meaning is already stabilized through its location in a complex assemblage of prior 
relations and practices; the ’hinterland’ of a concept. Thus, poverty ’exists’ as a meaningful 
category of analysis and public policy because of a world of routinized, regularized, known 
facts of sufficiency and abundance. International institutions have systematically devised 
instruments to provide such clear social, historical and geographical measures of differential 
levels of deprivation and their consequences, particularly through indicators such as those 
devised to monitor relative levels of freedom (Freedom House), democracy 
(Democratization indices); poverty (UNDP Poverty); and the ease of doing business (World 
Bank Doing Business indices). To these policy indicators, much social science has added 
richer more articulated surveys and accounts of poverty effects and consequences, as Ivi~n 
Szel~nyi has demonstrated with such care in this volume and elsewhere (Szel~nyi 2001; 
Emigh and Szel~nyi 2001). 

To these analyses, Szel~nyi, Ledeneva and others have also argued, we need to add 
a relational analysis, in which concepts such as poverty, corruption, and gender are 
analyzed in more radically contingent ways (see Grossberg 2007). This requires delving 
into the contexts within which the determinative meanings are generated in the first place. 
Poverty, corruption, and social justice constitute a particularly complex assemblage to 
articulate in this way, tied as they are to specific notions of democracy, the popular, and 
regimes of accumulation with their corresponding modes of social regulation and norms of 
consumption. Thus, what constituted social justice under postwar Fordism was very 
different than under post-Fordism. Similarly, what constitutes social justice under 
postsocialism is not easily assumed to be the same as that in contemporary post-Fordist 
post-welfare state countries being pushed to align with the priorities of the EU’s Lisbon 
agenda. Locating ’poverty’ in this way, against a backdrop of institutional practices and 
concepts that frame its meaning, does not mean that people are not poor and do not suffer 
from the violent injustice of their deprivation, or that people’s self-reporting is in some way 
invalid or peripheral, or that the biological condition of their existence is not open to a 
variety of important and useful quantitative measurements. It means that concepts such as 
poverty and corruption have their own histories, technics, and metrics that can also be 
unpacked to shed light on the ways in which they shape specific regimes of governance. 

An excellent example of this type of contextual analysis is Elizabeth Dunn’s work 
on post-socialist Poland and more recently on botulism and food canning in post-soviet 
Georgia. In it, she demonstrates how an understanding of governmentality and social 
justice can be located at the level of concrete everyday practices. By focusing on the 
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canning, regulation, and norming of food under state socialism, she reveals the construction 
of a techno-sphere within which industrial agriculture collectivized the lives of soviet 
citizens and guaranteed quality canned food across the empire. Dunn is particularly 
effective in pointing to the significance of state regulation in extending the imperial reach of 
the Soviet Union and its real consequences for social well-being and the management of 
poverty. The collapse after 1989 of this imperial system of industrial food production and 
its coordinated institutions of monitoring and guarantee caused untold hardships to people 
for whom canned factory food meant both a guarantee of food safety and access to 
commodities such as Bulgarian tomatoes, Georgian green peppers, and Hungarian wines. 
In her ~vork on Poland, Dunn sho~vs how the subsequent construction of a ne~v 
technosphere through the expansion of Western agribusiness into Poland enabled by the 
extension of EU regulatory institutions has resulted in a rapid decline in cases of botulism 

as new safety norms and institutions have been introduced. By contrast, in Georgia the 
collapse of the Soviet technosphere of norms, regulations, and controls, compounded by 
civil ~var in Georgia and continued war in Chechnya to the north has led to chronic collapse 
of collectivized production, economic involution, widespread impoverishment of the 
population, and the emergence of local adaptive mechanisms. Moreover, unable to afford 
the smuggled canned food from Turkey and neighboring states and without access to 
agricultural land or gardens, poor urban residents have adopted industrial canning practices 
but without health and safety inspectorates to regulate and with little experience of canning 
among an urbanized and highly proletarianized population. State norms have collapsed, 
industrial food production has shut do~vn, and uninformed local responses have resulted in 
the widespread adoption of dangerous food treatments. Georgia is now distinguished as 
having the world’s largest incidence of botulism Poverty is here an embodied effect of 
institutional collapse, economic involution, and the consequent dislocation of norms and 
practices. 

3) Subtraction, or keeping concepts complex 

In describing the commodity, Marx explained the importance of recognizing the 

ways in which concepts are fetishized. The commodity fetish was the tendency to treat a 
commodity in its object-form (the cotton, the coat, the loaf of bread)~ The fetish character 
of the commodity ~vas thus understood in terms of fixed and natural characteristics; the 
complex nature of the commodity as a site of social relations under a particular 
technological regime was elided. 

To avoid the fetishization of the category Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guatarri’s (11987: 
6) suggested the value of the methodological principle of ~subtraction’ (n-1): "It is not 
enough" they argued "to say: ’long live the multiple,’ .... The multiple must be made, not by 
always adding a higher dimension, but rather in the simplest ways, by dint of sobriety, with 
the number of dimensions one already has available -- always n - 1. Subtract the unique 
from the multiplicity to be constituted; write at n - 1 dimensions." Through the process of 
subtraction the multiplicity hidden by the fetishized object can be elaborated as the 
multiplicity of forms and relations that constitute an identifiable assemblage. Here 
Ockham’s razor is extended; things should be as simple as possible, but not simpler. 
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Each of the terms -- poverty, corruption, media, and gender -- exemplifies the 
challenge of these kinds of abstractive tendencies and the possibilities of a process that 
understands each as a complex, heterogeneous, and diverse array of agendas, interests, 
discourses, practices, and institutions. As a complex assemblage, mass media contain an 
enormous number and range of elements: the motives of individuals behind the construction 
of mass media representations; the technical work that constitutes transmissions as objects, 
produced at the point of mutual invention of man and machine; the spreadsheets of the 
networks’ accountants that judge what is possible at a given time for a given market in a 
given place; the arts and drama industries that operate on a taken for granted idea of how 
people’s emotions are to be realized and manipulated in scripts and camera shots; the 
existence of literary audiences and evolving sub-cultures of reader-consumers; the 
processes by which ’creative’ individuals are identified and brought to understand 
themselves as being good at ’expression’ who then go on to supply the ’talent’ in advertising 
firms, film production companies, regional playhouses, drama schools, magazines; the ways 
that political messages are produced in the interaction of politicians’ interests and a given 
media technology; visions of elemental human needs that organize the association of a 
commodity with a meaning; and anxieties about income that drive creative workers into 
unions that try for the best deal within the entertainment industry. 

For us, one challenge for postsocialist studies is how to speak about such complex 
practices without presupposing a particular relation of the media to a fragile public sphere, 
where the latter is understood to have been ’closed’ in the four decades after 1945, an 
appendage of the totalitarian apparatus that now stands ’open’. Such a unitary reading leads 
too easily to a narrow focus on the role of journalism as a fourth estate, protecting 
democracy from those anti-modern forces that would subvert it. It overlooks the important 
role of samizdat, other dissident literatures, movements for ecological defense, women’s 
movements, and movements for the defense of ethnic rights. The problem is further 
complicated in the case of media because of the disciplinary divisions that have carved the 
subject up into distinct terrains of institutions, actors, signs, receivers, transmitters, 
broadcasters, audiences, etc., each of which with their own approved methods for 
examination. If we take inspiration from Law, we would wonder how to abandon our 
investment in the methods that constitute our particular object, and think more broadly 
about how Eastern European media systems are struggling with a diverse set of inheritances 
in which liberal and socialist (and other) conceptions of the citizen-subject and the self are 
being contested in a proliferating landscape of programs, formats, and genres. On the one 
hand, we might want to know how these media forms are being shaped in situations in 
which there are public spheres that are virtually non-existent or weak (Belarus, Ukraine), 
developed but fragile (Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia), or vigorous EU societies (Hungary, 
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovenia). 

4) Engaging the emergent 

If there ever was a ’meta-hinterland’ for the study ofpostsocialism, it must be civil 
society and its commitments. These commitments are by now widely know; the liberal 
juridical individual, a politics of representative democracy, a de-regulated (versus a social 
welfare) understanding of liberal capitalism, and a whole panoply of corresponding 
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concepts and institutions (the efficiency of individual actors over collective action, the 
rationality of private versus socialized property regimes, the wisdom of the enabling versus 
the managerial state, and the privileging of international versus local actors and institutions 
in decision-making). Of course, many scholars of postsocialism do not subscribe to these 
commitments, and many have challenged them, particularly by privileging the local and 
concrete path dependent nature of social action. But, it remains one of the great paradoxes 

of contemporary social science that, at the very moment that disorganized capitalism and 
the deregulated state have become the norm in some parts of central and eastern Europe and 
Left-wing socialist parties have been returned to power in other countries (e.g., Slovakia, 
Hungary, and Bulgaria), post-socialist social sciences seem to have focused attention even 
more on such singular and unitary conceptions of the political state, the formal economy, 
and the acting subject. As each of these categories is de-centered in a political economy of 
global capitalism, the conceptual categories of social science analysis remain surprisingly 
stable and centered. 

On the ground, however, far from converging on a single form, conceptions of the 
’social’ and what counts as ’justice’ are proliferating at dizzying speed. Former collective 
institutions and imaginations are reframed along democratic, consumerist, and/or individual 
trajectories (among others). The de-regulated state enables new power constellations to 
emerge and deepens the scale and pace of geographical and social uneven development. 
Particularly in the first decade after 1989, the unregulated economy spawned black and gray 
networks operating in conjunction with shadowy political power to fuel processes of 
creative destruction, capture the resources of enterprises, and gentrify entire established 
residential districts. The market sponsors a conjuncture ofnomenklatura and criminal 
capital, innovative entrepreneurs in new and old industries, and young professionals in 
service, information, and finance industries, while systematically undermining the ability of 
farmers to maintain the increasing cost of inputs and rents and sustain production unless 
agro-business has invested in re-orienting their production to West European markets. 
Political integration gives to workers the rights to relocate from Poland to the United 
Kingdom, while simultaneously resulting in the need to recruit illegal workers from the 
Ukraine to take their place. Democratization opens the political space for action while 
simultaneously removing women from the ballot and parliaments throughout the region. 
Political and social freedoms fuel a desire for individual expression, but deepen the 
depravation of racialized minority groups (especially Roma and Turk). 

In these various settings, new arrangements of the ’social’ and ’citizenship’ are 
emerging, with competing claims on the state and society and the conceptions of ’justice’ 
each implies. It may be too early to say which of these emergent properties is likely to be 
stabilized to provide the basis for even a national model of social regulation. Even EU 
attempts to frame a common space of economic and political well-being founded on core 
rights and concepts of justice failed to prevent or respond to the emergence of racialized 
demands for historical justice in the Balkans. Far from the possibility of a social science 
that tracks convergence around ’European’ principles of justice and rights, it is, perhaps, 
more likely that the task of the social sciences in the near future will be one that needs 
relational and conjunctural analyses of these diverse emerging social formations and the 
notions of rights, identity, and citizenship they each embody. 
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Here the social sciences can learn valuable lessons from the new-new social 
movements that have grown up in the twenty years since the fall of the Berlin Wall. No 
longer framed by Cold War politics and logics, these social movements are creatively 
proliferating political theories and their local practices. Throughout Europe, these social 
movements struggle to create new forms of social mobilization and extend the conceptual 
terrain within which the social sciences can engage with these new actors and forms of 
praxis. Be they global justice and European Social Forum actors or nationalist forces 
mobilized for social defense, these he,v-new social movements are re~vorking conceptions 
of justice and rights to reflect the concrete circumstances of social life and the precarious 
nature of lives around the globe. Theirs is a response to the challenges of working towards 
possible democracies-to-come at a time when the guarantees of the state are severely 
stretched and new forms of governance and institutions have yet to be built. Whether these 
forms of governance are articulating an ethics for community at a distance, a 
cosmopolitanism of global citizenship, and corresponding conceptions and practices of 
social justice or whether they are re-constituting forms of the Westphalian, Muscovite, 
nationalist, or some other form of the state remains an open question. 

CONCLUSION 

When he became General Secretary of the Communist Party in 1985, Gorbachev 
realized that the party did not know the society over which it ruled. The task he posed to 
journalists and intellectuals was to investigate it without preconceptions, without fearing the 
reactions of party leaders. While his injunction bore meager fruit, his inclination may still 
be important for those interested in grappling with the always present necessity of 
’democracy-to-come’, in whatever form that democracy takes, and with whatever kind of 
just society it envisions and creates. 
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6 Clothing workers after worker states: the 
consequences for work and labour of outsourcing, 
nearshoring and delocalisation in postsocialist 
Europe 
John Pickles and Adrian Smith 

Introduction 
The year 1989 signalled not only a shift in the geopolitical structure of Europe, but a 
fundamental pivot around which patterns of employment and economic life were reor- 
ganised throughout Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). The integrated supply chains of 
state socialism with their regional divisions of labour and tightly interwoven networks 
of full-package producers were almost overnight stripped of their primary markets 
and the planning system that generated materials and wage inputs. Most industrial 
branches experienced budgetary crises, and decades of infrastructure and know-how 
were consigned to obsolescence in a matter of months. Hidden and open unemploy- 
ment burgeoned as state-owned and newly privatised enterprises struggled to retain one 
of their primary roles under the Soviet system the reproduction of the labour collec- 
tive (Clarke, 1993). What Kornai (1992) had called the soft budget constraints of state 
socialism, with their associated coordination of manager and worker interests to meet 
quotas and maintain wage bills and input supplies, were transformed overnight into 
hard budget constraints and intense inter-factional competition to control state assets, 
re-direct machinery and wages, and either cash-out or leverage control over resources to 
maintain economic power and viability (Pickles, 1995; Begg and Pickles, 1998; Smith, 
1998). The story one of dramatic geopolitical shifts, economic violence and retrench- 
ment, alongside the emergence of ’wild’ forms of capitalist social relations is by now a 
familiar one (Burawoy and Krotov, 1993; Burawoy, 1996; Herod, 1998, 2001; Ost, 2002, 

2005; Pavlinek, 2002). 
After 1989, the trilateralism in which organised labour was embedded (state, business 

and unions) gave trade unions a short-term place in industrial policy formation, but 
compromised efforts at union organising on the shop-floor and among the unemployed, 
and produced little more than a weak corporatism (Ost, 2002). Their formerly compro- 
mised position as political unions the transmission belts of the party state was, as a 
result, compounded first by anti-communist purges and subsequently by scandals sur- 
rounding the nomenkhtlura and plant managers and the voucher privatisations in which 
they usually participated. Over time, the position of trade unions was further weakened 
as policies that favoured the rapid privatisation of state enterprises were pursued by 
national governments across the region (Herod, 1998; Kubicek, 1999; Pollert, 1999). 

New democratic unions (like Podkrepa in Bulgaria) were generally weak and poorly posi- 
tioned in workplaces, while older national unions struggled in conditions in which unem- 
ployment was deepening and industrial activity was becoming increasingly precarious.1 
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This weakness was compounded by the suspicion and active exclusion of trade unions by 
leading institutions of structural reform (the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, 
Economic Bank for Reconstruction and Development) which created what Standing 
(2002, p. 51) called the first revolution to be led by international financial institutions. 

More recently, the pursuit of vigorous policies of neo-liberalisation has resulted in a 
further erosion of the position of organised labour as industrial retrenchment continued 
alongside an increasing segmentation of labour markets (Ost, 2002; Rainnie et al., 2002; 
Smith et al., 2008a). The initial hope that large-scale foreign direct investment (FDI) 
would re-capitalise at least some regional industries initially failed to materialise, perhaps 
with the single exception of food processing (Pickles and Smith, 2005). By the mid-1990s, 
FDI levels were picking up but the resulting regional and sectoral concentration had 
created a dual economy of isolated ’cathedrals in the desert’ (Grabher, 1994; Pavlinek and 
Smith, 1998). Only a few branches of industry (for example, automobiles) developed real 
’spread effects’, although there too there have been uneven impacts (Pavlinek, 2002). 

The great losers were the workers in the industries that experienced large-scale 
retrenchlnent. In many industrial regions, unemployment soared, forced withdrawal 
from the labour market became common, and many took early retirement or were 
effectively written out of labour market participation figures by changes in unemploy- 
ment benefit eligibility regulations (Rainnie et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2008a). As a result, 
average family incomes declined and informal economies flourished as unregistered 
employment, international labour migration (especially since EU enlargement in 2004), 
an economy of jars (in which agricultural products are reciprocally exchanged through 
systems of gift giving, such that each household is thus situated in a network of mutual- 
istic interactions), informal natural resource extraction (as with scavenging for coal), and 
corruption becalne ilnportant means of sustaining lninimal livelihoods (Smollet, 1989; 
Ledeneva, 1998; Staddon, 2001; Pickles, 2002; Cellarius, 2004; Smith and Stenning, 

2006; Smith et al., 2008a). 
In this chapter we focus on the consequences of this political economy of postsocial- 

ist transformation for the conditions of work and labour organising in CEE. We use 
the example of the clothing industry to show how the changing geographies of regional 
integration and trade liberalisation, outsourcing and delocalisation from Western Europe 
have shaped the fortunes of workers in CEE. In particular, we focus on how, in such a 
geographically mobile sector, the place-based nature of social relations creates conditions 
for partially enhancing the positional power of workers in the former workers’ states. The 
account we provide is not a straightforward one of either gains or losses for labour. Work 
conditions and the positional power of organised labour were themselves already con- 
flicted under state socialism, and since 1989 the fortunes of workers and of their representa- 
tive organs have remained complex and highly differentiated, even within this one industry 
and across the region. With the expanded pace and scope of outsourcing and nearshoring, 
along with supply chain consolidation and ethical sourcing initiatives, the current condi- 
tions of work and opportunities for organised labour are far from straightforward. 

From full package to export processing: outward processing and the European project of 

regional economic integration 

The textiles and clothing industry was one of the hardest hit by the collapse o1" Council 

of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) export markets and declines in domestic 
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consumption in the early 1990s. Employlnent collapsed across the region with only core 
workers and regions sustaining any production and employment at all. Between 1980 
and 1993, employment in Western and Central European textile, clothing and footwear 
industries more generally had declined precipitously as sourcing moved to lower-cost 
locations (ILO, 1996). As a result, alter 1989 policy makers in reform countries of CEE 
quickly wrote off entire industries, with state authorities in Bulgaria, for example, going 
as far as to declare the clothing industry moribund (Pickles and Begg, 2000). Policy 
makers throughout the region adopted similar ’common sense’ understandings that 
these were ’footloose’, ’sunset’ industries whose likely demise should be reflected in state 
policies. 

In fact, industry analysts were largely misinterpreting employment declines in Western 
Europe and intense intra-enterprise struggles for capital and power in Eastern Europe as 
industrial decline. As Gereffi and his colleagues have shown, production systems in the 
US and Europe rapidly re-organised their supply chains in the 1990s, shedding low-value 
work to increase productivity and upgrading to higher value-added activities (Gereffi, 
1999, 2006; Gereffi et al., 2002; Gereffi and Memedovic, 2003). In Europe, productivity 
gains and enhanced value creation came at the expense of employment, delocalisation 
of assembly operations and the expansion of regional production networks into Eastern 
Europe and the Euro-Mediterranean region. As a result, at the very time the state-run 
clothing industry was experiencing significant difficulties, factories and workshops were 
being rapidly integrated into supply chains of European buyers as the nearest export 
processing zone for the West European clothing industry (Begg and Pickles, 1998). In 
Eastern Europe, integration into international production networks coincided with eco- 
nomic reform at home. Together these stimulated intense wars of position over control 
of the industry. The book value of enterprises was run down as prospective new owners 
sought to acquire enterprise assets at below their actual value, while the same owners 
simultaneously cultivated their international contracts. Thus, as private enterprises 
emerged from the parent state enterprises and as greenfield operations were opened, 
drawing on plant and personnel t¥om the state enterprises, managers of small- and 
medium-sized enterprises found that they could embed their production in outsourc- 
ing networks supported by state and European Union nearshoring policies (Graziani, 
1998; Pellegrin, 2001; Smith et al., 2005). Except in Ukraine, Russia and Poland, cloth- 
ing employment first stabilised and then grew (see Figure 6.1), and soon accounted 
for almost one quarter of manufacturing employment in countries like Bulgaria and 
Macedonia, and almost one fifth of total manufacturing employment in Romania. 

The incorporation of proximate assembly producers in low-wage countries on the 
margins of the European Union was part of a broader EU strategy of labour market 
reform orchestrated under pressure from large industry and retailer associations. The 
principal instrument of this strategy was a customs arrangement that allowed the tem- 
porary export of fabrics and trim for outward processing in CEE countries and the 
re-import of manufactured clothing with duties being paid only on the value-added, 
that is the cost of labour for stitching-up a system of outward processing trade or 
OPT (Pellegrin, 2001; Begg et al., 2003; Smith, 2003). The re-emergence of clothing 
manufacture across CEE was, thus, mirrored by a downsizing and ’delocalisation’ in the 
European Union and loss of employment in the EU clothing industry between 1985 and 
1995 of 40 per cent (Stengg, 2001, p. 3). 
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Figure 6.1 Clothing employment in selected CEE countries (O00s employees) 
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Trade liberalisation, unionism and workers 
In fact, the delocalisation of the West European clothing industry and the offshor- 
ing and nearshoring of assembly production to CEE began as early as the 1960s and 
1970s (Frabel et al., 1980; Gereffi, 2006, p. 1). The process intensified after the 1980s 
as a result of EU outward processing trade policies and, more recently, with the end to 
quota-constrained trade in textiles and clothing under the World Trade Organisation’s 
Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC). Under the ATC, member states of the 
World Trade Organisation (WTO) agreed to phase out the system of quantitative 
quotas established under the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA) in four phases over ten 
years, with the final quota ending by 1 January 2005. International buyers were free to 
source clothing in any amount from any country and suppliers could compete for con- 
tracts without quota restraint, subject only to a system of national and regional trade 
agreelnent tariffs, non-tariff barriers and WTO-sanctioned safeguards. 

At the same time, global apparel supply chains were also undergoing intense consoli- 
dation, particularly with the emergence of large network organisers such as Li and Fung, 
and full package producers (Gereffi, 2006, pp. 33 8). The size of orders required by 
buyers increased, unit prices decreased and demands on quality and delivery time rose. 
At the same time, buyers increased pressure on manufacturers to take on more functions 
(such as input sourcing, quality control, packing, labelling, warehousing, and logistics), 
shoulder more of the burden of financial risk and accept lower contract prices. 

The consequences for labour are by now well known: the internationalising of post- 
socialist European, Indian and Chinese labour markets in the same decade effectively 
doubled the global labour force and intensified downward pressure on contract prices 
and wages while simultaneously allowing buyers to leverage tighter delivery schedules, 
increased flexibility, and higher penalties for non-compliance (see Oxfam, 2004; Hale 
and Wills, 2005). In some cases, these adjustments led to a rapid increase in imports 
from more ’cost-effective’ locations (especially from China and India) (see Gereffi, 2003). 
As production shifted to these regions, other locations lost contracts, shed elnployment 
and intensified pressure on workers. There is, as a result, a deepening sense of uncer- 
tainty and threat among officials, managers and workers and a growing consensus that 
the geography of ’winners’ and ’losers’ in the global clothing industry will change even 
more rapidly in the coming years, with a ’race to the bottom’ seemingly the most likely 
outcome (see OECD, 2003; EU High Level Working Group, 2004; Mayer, 2004; Nord~s, 
2004; Oxfam, 2004; US-ITC, 2004; UNCTAD, 2005; Conway, 2006). 

The consequences for Central and East European apparel producers and workers are 
potentially devastating. Having only recently rebuilt their industry, inserted themselves 
into international supply chains, and upgraded technology and workforce capacities, 
CEE producers are again seeing their contracts threatened by competition from lower- 
cost producers in south-eastern Europe, the Euro-Mediterranean, and Asia (Smith et 
al., 2008b). The consequences for low-wage workers have been particularly devastating 
in higher-cost locations in Central Europe (such as Poland, Hungary, the Czech and 
Slovak Republics). These marginally higher cost production sites in Central Europe had 
initiated the drive to outward processing export production in the 1980s and 1990s, but 
they soon began to see job loss as cost differentials ate into their competitiveness and as 
clothing employment continued to expand in south-eastern Europe in the late 1990s and 
the first years of the twenty-first century (see Figure 6.1). 
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Hale (2005) has already suggested that continued liberalisation and geographical 
instabilities in the industry will result in the emergence of greater deregulation in labour 
markets, with correspondingly difficult challenges for workers: production jobs will 
continue to be lost in high-cost locations and in countries of the global South that were 
reliant on quota-based trade (such as Bangladesh); labour standards will be lowered as 
firms compete to undercut the price of other suppliers; and infonnalisation and flexibili- 
sation of production will increase, notably through the increased use of home-workers. 
Such unstable, locationally mobile and organisationally flexible and precarious working 
conditions have now become widely generalised in many parts of the clothing industry, 
leading to a global sweatshop economy and the further immiseration of labour (Hale and 

Wills, 2005). 
Postsocialist enterprises and their workers offered West European manufacturers and 

retailers an opportunity to recapture some competitive advantage by extending their pro- 
duction systems into low-wage labour markets (Fr6bel et al., 1980; Graziani, 1998; Coe 
et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2005). At the cost of relatively small (and rapidly diminishing) 
increases in logistical and transaction costs, regionally extended supply chains were able 
to tap into large, low-cost (yet skilled) labour pools. This labour was in settings in which 
industrial infrastructures, laws and norms were well established and in which existing 
product capabilities high quality men’s and women’s suits, for example fed into niche 
markets in EU countries requiring regionalised production, stock replenishment and 
tighter control over logistics and quality control (Abernathy et al., 2006; Pickles, 2006; 

Pickles et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2008b). 
Perhaps surprisingly in these circumstances, however, workers in the CEE cloth- 

ing industry have been able to achieve marginal gains in real wages. These gains were 
partly driven by expectations of potential wage gains around EU enlargement and were 
partly the result of enterprise adjustments to the paradoxical situation of skilled worker 
shortages in conditions of chronic regional unemployment and large-scale outmigration 
following EU accession (Pickles, 2002; Pickles et al., 2006). As some workers suffered 
the consequences of downgrading, these pressures simultaneously encouraged work- 
force upgrading. With increasing competition, concentration in the supply chain and 
punitive quality requirements and delivery deadlines, place-based workforce capacities 
have increasingly become an important determinant of success in international markets. 
Pickles (2002) had already noted the emergence of tightening labour markets among 
export assembly producers in south-eastern Bulgaria as early as the late 1990s, a labour 
market tightening that seemed to have been generated by growing competition for 
skilled workers in conditions of surplus unskilled unemployed workers. More recently, 
Gospodinova (2006) has similarly highlighted the problems of worker training in 
Bulgaria, where low levels of training and increasing demand for skilled workers gener- 
ally (turners, millers, welders and builders, as well as managerial-level employees) have 
become more important as other parts of the economy have grown and as EU accession 
allows for greater levels of labour outmigration. Employers, however, remain wary of 
making such investments in training and working conditions because of the widespread 
practice of inter-enterprise poaching of qualified workers whose training has been 
financed by another employer. 

In the next section we turn to how we might think about work and labour in the cloth- 
ing industry in ways that further question the model of clothing as an unproblematically 
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flexible and footloose industry. We consider the role of lean retailing and the manage- 
ment of capital at risk in supply chains to suggest alternative spatial logics for the man- 
agement of ’factor’ (especially labour), logistical and policy costs in the industry. These 
alternative logics draw on a well-developed body of literature in economic geography, 
economic sociology and postsocialist studies that suggests that models of footloose 
industries shifting in ’slippery space’ need to be more carefully articulated with the 
’sticky logics’ of locally embedded practices and their sustaining social networks. The 
point we wish to make in all this is that highlighting the continuing embeddedness of 
export production may mean at least, in some circumstances that workers have more 
resources at their disposal than models of mobile and footloose capital might suggest. 
We then turn to the historical legacies of regionally-based garment export capacity that 
continue to shape sourcing decisions and the conditions of work they generate. We high- 
light some of the ways in which the place-specific state socialist commitment to the social 
reproduction of the labour collective (for example, the social wage) continue to matter 
in important and strategic ways. Finally, we conclude with consideration of emerging 
new forms of industrial governance spurred in part by EU policies governing codes, 
standards and labour mobility in an enlarged Europe. We assess the potential role of 
these forms of industrial governance for understanding improvements in the position of 
labour in pan-regional production. 

From export processing to industrial upgrading: place and the embeddedness and changing 
positionalities of labour in regional production networks 

Lean retailing and the challenges c~f regionalisation 
The turn to lean retailing in many parts of the clothing supply chain has led to corre- 
sponding changes in the ways in which manufacturers and retailers juggle costs, quality, 
time-to-delivery, and capital at risk in their decision making, in turn placing greater 
emphasis on supply chain management (see also Abernathy et al., 1999; Abernathy et 
al., 2006). This, then, is a story of sourcing strategies in which policy and logistical costs 
at times outweigh the advantages of lower ’factor’ costs (such as low labour costs) and 
result in sourcing decisions that privilege and sustain production in regions close to 
major markets. Hence, as pressures on retailers and buyers in major markets increase, 
the challenge of managing capital at risk in the supply chain (money invested in fabric, 
machines, ’surplus’ production and labour) has emerged as even more important, espe- 
cially because the longer and more geographically distant the supply chain, the longer 
the replenishment period in retail markets and the longer it takes retailers to respond to 
shifts in market demands and tastes. Moreover, the longer the supply chain, the more 
capital is in circulation and at risk at any one time, and the longer is its turnover time, 
which delays its realisation as surplus value and potential profit (Harvey, 1982). This is 
significant, for the greater the amount and forms of capital that are at risk, the tighter 
are the demands of contractors on suppliers and the more likely are contractors to adopt 
more diverse production and geographical sourcing strategies. 

What is important to bear in mind in all this, too, is that regional trade agreements 
such as CAFTA and EU enlargement policies influence these costings and also drive 
post-MFA responses of finns in supplier countries. As Neidik and Gereffi (2006) show 
for Turkey, and Bait (2006) demonstrates for Mexico, large and mid-sized firms with 
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sufficient financial depth and global connections were already positioning themselves 
along the European rim and in Latin America to supply EU and US markets long before 
the ending of quotas under the ATC in 2005. Perhaps more surprisingly, some large 
Indian clothing firms have been preparing for the post-quota era by buying up small 
and medium-sized European distribution houses (in Italy and the UK) to access the EU 
market via domestically rooted legal entities that they own or control (Tewari, 2001). 
Similar adjustments have occurred in south-eastern Europe where some major domestic 
producers in Bulgaria, for example, have been approached by Chinese apparel firms 
seeking strategic corporate alignment as a way of closer market access to the EU. As 
Bait suggests, changes in these ’regional trading blocs’ depend on the specific conditions 
and timings under which the local textile and clothing industries have been inserted into 
international commodity chains (see also Gereffi, 1999; Bair and Gereffi, 2001, 2002, 
2003; Gereffi et al., 2002). The combined effect, however, is to suggest that the complete 
hollowing out of production and employment in the apparel sector in higher-cost loca- 
tions is unlikely (Smith et al., 2008b). Consequently, workers and labour organisations 
need to be attentive to these supply chain dynamics if they are to shape the conditions 
of work that can emerge in those enterprises that remain viable. Regional production 
arrangements of these kinds may indeed sustain locational stability in some product 
areas over a period of time for workers in the industry. These, in turn, create limits to 
the global ’race to the bottom’ for low-wage labour and renewed opportunities for direct 
worker action as international buyer and local producers increasingly agree on the need 
for corporate social responsibility. 

We have shown elsewhere how EU buyers and Central and East European producers 
are experimenting with a wide range of strategies to sustain production within a context 
of increasing competition (Pickles et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2008b). Some producers have 
adapted to the demands of lean retailing, some have established extensive networks of 
regional and transborder subcontracting, and yet others have opted for, or been forced 
to accept, low-price assembly contracts, more reminiscent of a ’race to the bottom’. 
Some producers are experimenting with legal and illegal subcontracting to meet the 
demands for larger contracts and tighter production deadlines, some are cooperating 
with other small and medium enterprises to bid on the larger contracts available, and 
others are adding capacities, investing heavily in new technologies, enhanced training 
for workers, and local sourcing strategies to capture higher value contracts and larger 
rents in the supply chain. Industrial upgrading, reworking management labour rela- 
tions and worker-training programmes, technical and labour upgrading articulated with 
international corporate social responsibility and ethical workplace concerns to protect 
(and attract) future contracting have all become a central element of such restructuring. 
The result is a much more complex landscape of sourcing arrangements than simply 
competing on the basis of’factor’ costs such as the price of labour would imply. 

Given that the cost of labour is generally around 8 to 12 per cent of total full-on-board 
(FOB) price for a garment, compared to around 60 per cent for fabric and trim, it is not 
surprising that buyers and producers have increasingly focused their attention on the 
sourcing of fabric and trim as a source of cost reduction and increased profit, rather 
than simply a search for cheaper labour. In some cases, this involves import substitution 
of more expensive inputs in favour of cheaper imports or domestically sourced materi- 
als. In other cases, producers have switched some or all of their production to domestic 
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markets where sales volumes and prices may be lower but profit margins may be higher, 
particularly if producers can create local brands or access guaranteed markets like those 
to manufacture government uniforms or specialised outdoor clothing (Knappe, 2003; 
Pickles et al., 2006). The result in both cases may be a geographical shift towards more 
local supplier and buyer networks, with corresponding implications for the organisation 
of production and the organisational opportunities for workers. Significantly for the 
story we tell here, both phenomena (local sourcing and sales to the domestic market) 
have become important in Central and Eastern Europe and are even clearer in China and 
India (Berger et al., 1997; Berger and Lester, 1997; Tewari, 1999). What is important in 
all this, then, and notwithstanding the continual emergence of reports on poor working 
conditions and the use of child labour in international supply chains in the clothing 
industry, is for workers and their organisations to recognise the diverse trajectories local 
sourcing and domestic markets produce in each region and to interrogate the different 
opportunities and constraints they produce. Even in China, where arguably one of the 
world’s most controlled labour forces operates, increasing levels of labour unrest and dif- 
ficulties with large numbers of young migrant workers in low-wage assembly industries 
have led to growing enterprise and state commitment to improved working conditions, 
product and process upgrading, and corporatist strategies for enhancing enterprise 
responsibility (see Pun and Smith, Chapter 13 in this volume, on how the Chinese state 
has sought to control migrant workers in various manufacturing zones). 

The importance of state socialist legacies 
Export assembly production in CEE is almost exclusively for EU markets. Paradoxically, 
the structure and practices of organised labour under state socialism produced the very 
conditions for success in such forms of assembly industrialisation (see Herod et al., 
Chapter 1 in this volume, for a similar argument about geographical path dependence). 
With the shift from forms of ’full-package’ soviet production to globalised assembly 
production, wages dropped significantly, stable work contracts were replaced by increas- 
ingly flexible working arrangements, and standardised socialist norms gave way to 
deregulated, and at times predatory, capitalist practices. This occurred at the very time 
that embedded party unionism had become largely de-legitimised, with the mass of state 
and former state workers disaffected with trade unions after 1989 and little pressure from 
workers for unionisation in new private finns. In important large former state-owned 
factories, trade unions continue to cooperate with managers, and health and labour 
inspectorates continue to regulate work conditions as they had before 1989. However, 
while trade unions and labour, health and environmental inspectorates were often 
ignored under state socialism, the integration of postsocialist enterprises into interna- 
tional value chains has provided important, albeit occasional, opportunities for worker 
lnobilisation and for managers to garner contracts from buyers who are concerned about 
their compliance with the codes of conduct demanded by their customers. 

While there may be a bifurcation of experience between non-unionised new finzas and 
former state-owned factories, in those factories where unionisation remains significant, 
workers may benefit from wage and non-wage conditions that have their roots in state 
socialism. For example, in one former state-owned factory in a major garment-producing 
region in central Slovakia, the now privatised enterprises employ 2600 workers, of whom 
70 per cent are unionised. Management has maintained a commitment to continuing 
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worker supplements what used to be called the ’social wage’ of state socialism above 
individual wage payments. These include enterprise contributions to a social fund to 
provide subsidised recreational facilities and financial assistance (low-cost credit and 
loans) to employees, the continued provision of onsite health services and lnedical care, 
and a series of wage subsidies averaging an addition of about 14 per cent to average 
monthly salary payments (monthly food subsidies, annual salary bonus payments, 
Mother’s Day payments, cash payments to purchase factory-made clothing and trans- 
port subsidies). Management has retained the social wage partly because of continuing 
trade union presence and partly because of the increasingly tight labour markets as 
skilled stitchers are recruited away to other factories or leave the industry for higher- 
paying jobs. While such commitments enable management to maintain some workforce 
stability and thereby guarantee in-factory skill capacities, they also create pressures on 
factory cost structures at a time when contract prices are being squeezed downwards. 
One way in which some of the larger clothing enterprises are dealing with these pressures 
is to provide extra support to sustain core workers while engaging in secondary out- 
sourcing to lower-cost producers in countries like the Ukraine (Pickles et al., 2006; Smith 
et al., 2008b). The implications these pressures and responses may have for the longer- 
term position of garment workers in countries like Slovakia is not yet clear. However, 
the terrain on which management and workers now have to act and the continuing role 
that the geographically and place-specific legacies of ’worker states’ provide in shaping 
the landscape of production and the experience of workers is made particularly difficult 
by both the perceived and the real fragility of contracting relations in a fully liberalised 
trade environment. These difficulties are compounded by conceptual models of ’global 
industries’ (such as textiles and clothing) that do not pay sufficient attention to the ways 
in which locally contingent labour and elnployment practices create a ’friction’ to lnodels 
of ’slippery space’ and de-localisation. 

Labour, work and the rise of ethical sourcing 
In response to the deepening of competition in global production networks in the 1990s, 
largely stimulated by the opening of India and China and the liberalising of the system of 
quota constraints on access to the EU and US markets, Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR), ethical sourcing, fair work and monitoring of codes and standards have become 
much more important in the regulation of working conditions and employment practices. 
Indeed, labour unions and the ILO have increasingly supported ’fair work’ programmes, 
corporate interests have focused to a greater extent on CSR and consumer organisations, 
and worker rights NGOs have focused more on ethical trading initiatives, ecological 
labelling, international standards, compliance monitoring and!or direct action cam- 
paigns. Here we identify three key aspects of this emerging global system of workplace 
governance. First, there is a set of internationally agreed-upon norms for workplace 
standards, such as the ILO’s Core Labour Standards, which have provided the basis for 
the establishment of codes adopted by organisations such as the UK Ethical Trading 
Initiative (ETI). Second, there is a group of largely NGO and multi-organisational initia- 
tives attempting to provide the basis for the negotiation and establishment of workplace 
Codes of Conduct and their monitoring and implementation. The most important are 
probably the Fair Labor Association (FLA) and Workers’ Rights Consortium (WRC) 
initiatives in the USA and the ETI in the UK (see Hughes, 2001, 2005). Third, there are 
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individual corporate codes of conduct established and implemented by global corpora- 
tions themselves, although increasingly with some of the multilateral and NGO institu- 
tions. In this section we highlight how the rolling out of such institutionalised practices 
has transformed the regulation of workplaces in the CEE clothing sector, in some cases 
creating improved conditions of work and new forms of (always partial) positional 
power for workers to improve conditions in global supply chains, while in other cases 
creating a kind of corporatist-gloss that demobilises direct action by workers either at 
the level of the shopfloor or in broader terms. 

In Central and Eastern European clothing factories there are real concerns about 
freedom of association, harassment, health and safety violations, overtime and unpaid 
wages, especially in smaller de novo firms (Musiolek, 2004; Hale and Wills, 2005).2 There 
have been notable instances of harassment and abuse, as the Clean Clothes Campaign 
rightly highlights (see also Hale and Wills, 2005). For example, the case of four women in 
Roska’s cooperative in southern Bulgaria illustrated the tenuous and exploited position 
of small-scale garment production for cross-border Greek contractors. Hence, 

[t]he four women tried to negotiate with the buyer [a Bulgarian intermediary for Greek 
contractors], but the buyer would not accept their price. Roska reports that another coop- 
erative of 20 women got orders but then were not paid for their work. They had finished 
the order, but as they becarne a source of competition for the client, the client did not pay 
them, citing a frivolous quality excuse. This is the way Roska believes the Greek employers 
control the sweatshop industry and prevent serious competition. (Clean Clothes Campaign, 
2001, p. 3) 

Poor working conditions, workplace abuses, instances of child labour, forced labour and 
debt bondage occur throughout the region. 

These kinds of abuses are, however, at times ameliorated by the existence of national 
Labour Codes with their roots in state socialist ideologies concerning the protection of 
the socialist worker. These legacies of institutional practices and discourses of worker 
protection mean that the generally close relationship between the clothing industry and 
sweatshops has been mediated through these institutions and discourses in different ways 
in CEE than has been the case in other parts of the world. Part of their growing effec- 
tiveness (if indeed that is the case) derives from a change in the ways in which industry 
and trade associations, multilateral institutions, and citizen interest groups have become 
more actively engaged in major markets to ensure that imported clothing meets basic 
labour and environmental standards. 

New coalitions and associations of interest have emerged and new legislative practices 
are being implemented, ranging from investment programmes for technical upgrading 
and training to the deployment of non-tariff barriers (which themselves range l¥om anti- 
dumping clauses to protect local industries and experiments in collegiate licensed apparel 
with designated factory programmes to rewarding with higher prices and guaranteed 
contracts those producers who improve labour standards). One core element of such 
emerging forms of governance, impacting directly on workplace practices and working 
conditions, is CSR. 

There is an extensive debate over the relative merits of corporate social responsibility, 
codes of conduct and multi-stakeholder approaches to ethical trade (Hale, 2000; Hughes, 

2001, 2005; Jenkins et al., 2002; Hale and Wills, 2005). While solne dismiss codes of 
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conduct outright, largely because they fail to deal with the critical issue of unequal power 
relations in apparel supply chains, Hughes (2001, 2005) has highlighted the complexity 
of potential effects of codes of conduct established through the UK’s ETI and the limits 
set by corporate imperatives of cost colnpetition and divergent strategic positions of 
buyer departments and ethical monitoring departments, even within the same corporate 
organisation. In the CEE apparel industry the increasing adoption of such codes in 
some production locations is having real, yet uneven, effects. For example, in one firm in 
southern Bulgaria with two production locations and a ’show factory’ producing for the 
clothing retailer GAP contracted through a Turkish buyer, the implementation of codes 
of conduct (checked regularly through buyer and contractor inspections) was a critical 
part of the firm’s strategy for gaining and retaining orders. Moreover, in a competitive 
local labour market, managers believe that the presence of such codes and the improve- 
ments that have resulted froln their implementation have enabled the factory to attract 
workers more easily. The codes also have the further advantage of inducing the Turkish 
intermediary to maintain a regular payment schedule, which in turn results in regular 
wage payments to workers. Interviews with trade union representatives in Bulgaria also 
suggest that codes provide important, yet always partial, positional power for workers in 
the industry in a way that they did not have in the past, although these are not without 
their problems. Thus, 

[c]odes tend to improve working conditions in factories, because otherwise management would 
lose their contract if they didn’t implement them. The problem is that buyers only negotiate with 
management. Social auditors do talk with workers and trade unions when they visit the l~actory. 
Workers are interviewed separately (not with the trade union). They often focus on the payment 
of overtime. But in Kurdjali it is only the finns with contracts with large US and EU buyers (for 
example, Adidas) that have social audits. (KNCB interview, KNCB Kurdjali, 2004) 

Equally, the legacies of a continuing and extensive factory inspectorate system enable 
certain working conditions to be monitored carefully. For example, interviews in Bulgaria 
at the Plovdiv Labour Inspectorate suggest that factories are receiving increased support 
from buyers for the improvement of labour and work conditions, especially through 
factory visits and code enforcement. Buyers such as Puma and Adidas, both large con- 
tractors in the Plovdiv region, have visited the Labour Inspectorate even though much 
of their contracting is carried out through Greek middlemen. Puma visits often involve 
teams with staff responsible for different parts of factory lnonitoring, such as working 
time, work conditions, health and safety and garment quality control. Indeed, codes of 
conduct are used explicitly by buyers to identify factories to which they are able to con- 
tract production. In Bulgaria, codes of conduct often reselnble the national labour code, 
although in addition they focus on ILO core standards relating to age, sex and ethnic 
discrimination. As a consequence, the Labour Inspectorate is actually reducing its moni- 
toring schedule in factories that have enforced codes of conduct with Western buyers, 
particularly where the inspectorates are satisfied that finns apply such codes across their 
entire supply chain and among all their subcontractors in the region. They are then able 
to redirect their efforts to less regulated workplaces. 

In this sense, codes of conduct play a dual role as a disciplining and an enabling 
~technology’ to retain workers by improving work conditions in factories and to enable 
contractors to retain orders with Western buyers. In these cases, they also seem to have 
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the indirect function of expanding the range and effectiveness of state monitoring across 
a broader range of regional producers. Hurley (2005) has suggested that the implementa- 
tion of the labour code and factory inspections are more problematic in smaller firms in 
Bulgaria, but it remains unclear whether this will continue to be the case if inspectorates 
continue to upgrade their capacities and are able to work in more targeted ways. 

Not surprisingly, the codes and the inspectorates have, at times, come under threat, 
particularly when they have figured as flashpoints over struggles to deregulate the indus- 
try and reduce state expenditures. For example, in Slovakia in the early 2000s the neolib- 
eral state was fully committed to the widespread liberalisation of the labour code; hiring 
and firing of workers was made much easier and short-term contract work became effec- 
tively deregularised, with such workers no longer able to access the protection accorded 
to those on more permanent contracts (Smith et al., 2008a). For the apparel industry 
such changes have immediate effects not least the way in which unprotected short-term 
work is often used to deal with seasonal fluctuations in the contracting system. These 
forms of liberalisation have more limited impacts on larger :firms and the former state- 
owned sector, where longer-term employment contracts are more common. 

The resulting picture is of a highly differentiated landscape of working conditions 
across the region in which the legacies of state socialism and embedded institutional 
practices of labour regulation continue to matter to the experience of factory work and 
labour organising. But these institutional and discursive legacies are not mere ’residues’ 
of that prior period, but are the specific sites and terrain on which struggle continues to 
occur. Thus, for example, the collapse of the neoliberal Slovak government in 2006 and 
the election of a left-nationalist bloc with strong trade union support have already led 
to the rewriting of the liberalised labour code, with important and potentially positive 
implications for conditions of work in the clothing sector. 

Conclusion 
The worker states of Central and Eastern Europe were anything but worker democracies 
and the socialist impulses of individuals were typically overridden by the strong bureau- 
cratic powers of party cadres and nomenklatura power. State accumulation of power and 
wealth came at the expense of incipient worker movements and democratic workplaces, 
although paradoxically it did lead to new forms of negotiated workplace politics, as 
managers struggled to sustain worker support for hoarding and storing labour and raw 
materials to meet the demands of centrally set planning targets. Lacking political power, 
workers nonetheless were able to sustain some influence over the allocation of wage bills 
and ensure that social services and community infrastructures were underwritten by state 
enterprises. 

Workers quickly lost even these ’negotiated’ tools alter 1989 and their nominal voices 
of organisation, the party unions, struggled initially to rearticulate their political role 
in more liberalised contexts. Enterprise closure and unemployment in the early 1990s 
further weakened trade union structures, and as new private enterprises began to emerge 
in the 1990s they did so largely hostile to trade union organisation. In the clothing 
industry, the result of decline in the integrated textile and clothing state finns was loss of 
employment for all but core workers in key enterprises, and this was quickly followed by 
the re-employment of former stitchers at low wages in the smaller workshops in the towns 
and villages. Working conditions deteriorated, fly-by-night operators took advantage of 
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(mostly female) workers, and long working hours and abusive work became the norm in 
many workshops and factories through the region. 

By the mid-1990s, however, heightened interregional competition itself laced further 
competition from large global producing regions like Turkey, India and China. The 
result was a rapid ’sorting out’ of the industry and a desperate search for long-term con- 
tracts, product upgrading, and the addition of higher-value services. By the early 2000s, 
the pace of change in the postsocialist clothing industry was creating intense uncertain- 
ties among manufacturers and great concern among workers. Centre-right governments 
throughout the region had systematically undermined labour legislation and the effec- 
tiveness of state agencies, such as labour inspectorates and health and safety inspector- 
ares, while trade unions now restructured and better positioned in the economy, partly 
as a result of their participation in privatisation programmes and partly because of 
enhanced organisational support from their international bodies still had been unable 
to re-establish any strong positions in other than a few former state enterprises. 

The current situation seems to be one in which parts of postsocialist Europe are seeing 
a return to power of centre-left governments, often supported directly by organised 
labour, and they are already opening negotiations about renewing their commitment 
to mechanisms of trilateralism and strengthening the instruments of state regulation 
in workplaces. To some extent these interests coincide with those of enterprise manag- 
ers now desperate to re-position their companies in the rapidly changing international 
value chains. Under threat of a ~drift to China’ and demands by buyers for larger orders, 
tighter deadlines and higher quality goods, manage~worker relations in Central and 
East European clothing finns are changing quickly. Some enterprises have reintroduced 
the former state enterprise model of onsite social provision (daycare for children, cafete- 
rias and bus services), others are experimenting with the incorporation of higher-value 
production and tasks (with the corresponding investment in worker training and higher 
wages), and yet others are developing innovative cooperative ventures or investment in 
upstream and downstream parts of the production cycle (through joint ventures, coop- 
erative bids for larger contracts, or regional and cross-border subcontracting). The role 
of international trade unions, ethical production and trading cmnpaigns, consumer-led 
pressure, environmental movement calls for ecologically sound production and cor- 
porate responsibility and monitoring efforts are all becoming important elements in 
the calculus of contracting and production. In particular, at the enterprise level, while 
these function as barriers to entry for some producers, for many others they provide 
opportunities to capitalise on market strengths, workforce capacities, position in the 
region and finns’ ability to mobilise once again the legacies from prior periods of export 
production. 

In each of these settings, there remains an unsteady balance between downward pres- 
sure on wages and working conditions wrought by intense price competition for export 
contracts on the one hand, and the necessity of adopting strategies of industrial and 
product upgrading to meet enhanced contracting demands on the part of buyers on the 
other hand. But each of the dynamics we have explored in this chapter highlights the 
impossibility of operating with conceptual models of work in the global economy that 
are not attentive to place specificity and locally/historically situated institutional prac- 
tices. Each structures the positional power of workers in the former workers’ states in 
important, yet contradictory, ways. Worker states may not have delivered their promise 
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to workers, but the legacies of worker states, the local organisation of export platforms 
and the responses of local actors to broader struggles over the shape of globalisation may 
provide important, if fi’agile, capacities for shaping and sustaining future clothing work 
and the conditions of that work in this region. 
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Notes 
1. Perhaps the one main exception was Solidarity in Poland which retained largely as a result of its position 

against the party state before 1989 a strong base of support among workers and has spent periods of time 
in government. 

2. Interviews conducted at the Trade Union Confederation of Slovakia in Bratislava also confirm such reports. 
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can choo~ Mtich ones best fit your requirements. 

2. As tbr the conversion of the in-text citation to endnotes, what style would you like these to be? I began to do this in MLA, but wanted to check with you to be sure 

that I was doing this colrectly. 

I’d love to see you before Will you be around for a coffee aaay~ime in the co,ning months? 

All best, 

On Wed, May 25, 2011 at 8:21 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
Dear 

Ignore the previous message that repeated the message below several times. I am trying to send emails before the system where I am keeps generating endless problems. 
Her we go: 

I) Generate 3-4 discussion questions based on what you consider to be the key issues raised in your chapter. A core reason for this request - as the book moves to the next 
stage - is that it will be among other things marketed as a good text for upper undergraduate and graduate seminars. 
2) All contributors have to turn their citations to Endnotes at the end of their chapters. 
3) Once the revised manuscript is received no later that first week of June, it will take 8 months for it be published and contributors will most likely receive further comments 
on their work from a blind peer reviewer in August and will be expected to respond to them in asap. 
4) UI(ZN will seek North American publishing partners to enable the marketing of the book. These are partners they have worked before and who make the process very 
smooth. Here possible partners - Ohio University Press, California University Press, Lexington Press (an imprint of Rowman etc, who have soon interest from the beginning), 
Michigan University Press, UN Press). They will let us know soon. 
5) In the evolution of the project in the last many months and discussions with Patrick Bond, it has become obvious that SaNe has done the work of not only reviewing each 
chapter (there are 26 including an introduction and an Epilogue by the first week of June), writing a new proposal summarizing each chapter’s central for the project as 
additional sections to the book were added to enrich it, and has recently been asked to write an Epilogue by the publisher (in light of developments in Egypt and elsewhere 
in the continent), thus she will be the sole editor for the project. 
6) The new title of edited volume is: African in a globalizing context: a critical introduction to key issues. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 



Questions for Chapter 

Generate 3-4 discussion questions based on what you consider to be the key issues raised 

in ):our chapter. A core reason for this request - as the book moves to the next stage - is 
that it will be among other things marketed as a good text for upper undergv~aduate and 

graduate seminars. 

Please feel free to choose the most appropriate amongst the following suggested 
questions: 

1. What are the four stages of sovereignty practice in Africa, and in what ways did 
the theory and praxis of sovereignty and freedom change throughout each period? 

2. Cite five instances in which African leaders and Africana thinkers married the 
notions of sovereignty and freedom, explaining for the political and social goals 
of such a union for each example. 

3. What have been some of the primary deficiencies of the intra-African sovereignty 
regime in regards to the promotion of African freedom? To what extent and in 
what ways have leaders worked to reform the practice of sovereignty in Africa in 
light of these apparent insufficiencies? 

4. Why has a Western vision of sovereignty proven to be problematic in an African 
context? What do these insufficiencies reveal about the theory- and practice of 
sovereignty globally? 

5. Why have sovereignty and freedom been so closely intertwined in theory and 
practice in Africa? In what ways does this reality deviate from or parallel the 
nexus of statehood and political thought in other postcolonial societies 

worldwide? 
6. How did questions of historical identity shape the way that the emergence of the 

intra-African state system in the postcolonial period? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 8:25 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Corrent message - Your message 

¯ Escaping Elnmacipation (June 6).doc 

Hi Mwalimu - 

Thanks for this update. 

Given your suggestions, I think that my chapter was already tbrmatted correctly. I have attached it here. Please let me know if my unders~nding of what you wanted 

was incorrect, or if there is m~ything at all that you need ti’om me. 

All best wishes, 

On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 7:27 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~elna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks. 

Endnotes: example 

Larkin 1996; Hirsch and Wardlaw 2006; Cole a~d Thomas 2009. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From:                     (~gmail.coml 
Sent: Sunday, June 05, 2011 9:03 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Corrent mes~ge - Your message 

Hi Mwalimu - 

I hope all is u, ell, wherever in the world you me. Where, ifI may ask, is that at the mo,nent? 

I’m writing in response to your requests for amendments for the book project: 

1. I’m attaching the requested discussion questions for my chapter on sovereignty and freedom in Africa. I’ve written more than requested so that you and the editors 

can choose which ones best fit your requirements. 

2. As for the conversion of the in-te~ citation to endnotes, what style would you like these to be? I began to do this in MLA, but wanted to check with you to be 

sure that I was doing this correctly. 

I’d love to see you betbre Will you be around li)r a cott~e an,vfime in "the coming moaths? 

All best, 

On Wed, May 25, 2011 at 8:21 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu~)nailto: eunice~email.unc.edu ~> wrote: 

Dear 

Ignore the previous message that repeated the message below several times. I am tCr-ing to send emails before the system where I am keeps generating endless 

problems. Her we go: 

1) Generate 3-4 discussion questions based on what you consider to be the key issues rai~d in your chapter. A core reason for this request - as the book moves to 

the ne:d stage - is that it will be among other things marketed as a good text for upper undergraduate and graduate seminars. 

2) All contributors have to turn their citations to Endnotes at the end of their chapters. 

3) Once the revised mmauscript is received no later that firs~t week of June, it will take 8 months for it be published and contributors will most likely receive further 

comments on their work from a blind peer reviewer in August and will be expected to respond to them in asap. 

4) UKZN will seek North American publishing partners to enable the marketing of the book. These are partners they have worked before and who make the 

process veer smooth. Here possible partners - Ohio Universi~ Press, CaJifornia Universi~ Press. Lexington Press (an imprint of Rowmma etc, who have soon 

interest from the beginning), Michigma University Press, UN Press). They will let us la~ow soon. 



5) In "the evolution of the project in "the last many months and discussions with Patrick Bond, it has become obvious that SaNe has done the work of not only 

reviewing each chapter (there are 26 including an introduction and an Epilogue by the tirst week of June), writing a new protx)sal summarizing each chapter’s central 

for "the project as additional sections to the book were added to enrich it, m~d has recently been asked to write m~ Epilogue by the punisher (in light of developments 

in Egypt and elsewhere in the continent), thus she will be the sole editor ti)r the project. 

6) The new title of edited volume is: African in a globa]izing context: a critical introduction to key issues. 

Sincerely~ 

Dr. Sable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 9:08 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Corrent message - Your message 

Got it. Thanks for the cla~fication. 

I’ll have tills to you soon! 

On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 8:45 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <emaice(a)emaAl.mac.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Kindly mm your in-text citations to Endnotes at the end of your chapter. In-text citations remain in the the chapter you just sent, see for example, (Jackson 1990, 25) 

on page 4. 

May be I was not clear. At any rate, for the citation I just cited what the publisher expects is that you would have mi Endnote - which would appear at the end of the 

chapter reading as "5 (or whatever number it ends being) Jackson 1990, 25. - at the end of the sentence. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu. 

From:                       Cb~gmml.coml 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 8:24 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Corrent message - Your message 

Hi Mwalilnu - 

Thanks for this update. 

Given your suggestions, I think that lny chapter was already formatted correctly. I have attached it here. Please let me know if my unders~nding of what you wanted 
waa incorrect, or if there is anything at all "that you need tkom me. 

All best wishes, 

On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 7:27 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~)elna~l.unc.edu<mailto:eunice@elna~l.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Deal 

Thanks. 

Endnotes: example 

Larkm 1996; ttirsch and Wardlaw 2006; Cole and Thomas 2009. 

Best rashes, 
Mwalimu 

Sent: Sunday, June 05, 2011 9:03 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Corrent message - Your message 

~gmail.com>] 

tti MwaJimu - 

I hope all is well, wherever in the world you axe. Where, ifI may as~ is that at the moment? 

I’in writing in response to your requests for m~endlnents for the book project: 

1. I’m attaching the requested discussion questions for my chapter on sovereign~ and freedom in Africa. I’ve written more than requested so that you and the editors 

can choose which ones befit fit your requirements. 



2. As for the conversion of the in-text citation to endnotes, what s ,lyle would you like these to be? I began to do this in MLA, bnt wanted to check with you to be 

sure that I was doing this correctly. 

I’d love to see yon before . Will you be around tbr a coffee any’~me in the coming months? 

All best, 

On Wed, May 25, 2011 at 8:21 AIVI, Sahle, Eunice N 

<eu~ice~email.unc.edu<ma~1to:eu~ice~email.unc.edu>cma~t~:eunice(~emai~unc~edn<~mai~t~:ennice(~emai~unc~edn>~ wrote: 

Dear 

Ignore the previous message that repeated the message below several times. I am trying to send emaJd s betbre the system where I an~ keeps generating endless 

problems. Her we go: 

1) Generate 3-4 discussion questions based on what yon consider to be the key issues raised in your chapter. A core reason for this request - as the book moves to 

the next stage - is that it will be ~anong other things marketed as a good text tbr upper undergraduate and graduate seminars. 

2) All contributors have to turn their citations to Endnotes at the end of their chapters. 

3) Once the revised manuscript is received no later that first week of June, it will take 8 months forit be pnblished and contributors will most likely receive further 

comments on their work from a blind peer reviewer in Angust and will be expected to respond to them in asap. 

4) UKZN will seek North American publishing partners to enable the marketing of the book. These are partners they have worked before and who m~£e the 

process ve~ smooth. Here possible partners - Ohio Universil?~ Press, California University Press, Le~ngton Press (an imprint ofRowman etc, who have soon 
interest from the beginning), Michigan Universi~ Press, UN Press). They will let us know soon. 

5) In "the evolution of the project in "the last many months and discussions with Patrick Bond, it has become obvious that Saltle has done the work of not only 

reviewing each chapter (there are 26 including an introduction and an Epilogue by the tirst week of June), writing a new protx)sal summarizing each chapter’s central 

for "the project as additional sections to the book were added to enrich it, mad has recently been asked to write an Epilogue by the publisher (in light of developments 

in Egypt and elsewhere in the continent), thus she will be the sole editor for the project. 

6) The new title of edited volume is: African in a globa]izing context: a critical introduction to key issues. 

Sincerely~ 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <editor@pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 9:19 AM 

pam~uka- news@pambazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 532: Liuks and Resources 

PAMB~a~ZUKA N~E’vVS 532: LIN~,~S AND RESOErRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2. Zimbabwe update, 3. Women & gender, 4 
Human rights, 5 Refugees & forced migration, 6 Africa labour news, 
7. Emerging powers ne~vs, 8 Elections & governance, 9. Corlqaptiun, 10 
Development. 11. Health & HIV/AIDS, 12 Education, 13. LGBTI, 14. 
Enviromnent, 15. Land & land rights, 16. iVledia & li’eedom of 
expression, 17. Conflict & emergencies, 18. Intemet & technologT, 19. 
eNewsletters & mailing lists, 20. Fundraising & useful resuurces, 21 
Cuurses, seminars, & workshups, 22. Publications, 23. Jobs, 24. 
WikiLeaks and Africa 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

ttighlights frum this issue 

ZIM[3ABWE UPDATE: AU credibility questiuned as Zim chairs peace organ 
WOX,ffSN AN[) GENDER: Gender equality in the Arab region 
ttUMAN RIGHTS: Kenyan testimuny abuut pust-independence abuse claims 
REFUGfiES AND FORCfiD MIGRATION: 150 budies uf Tunisian relhgees ~2~und 
AFRICAN LABOUR NEWS: Suuth Africa approves Wal-Mart deal 
EMERGING POWERS NEWS: Latest news about China, India and Africa 
fi[~ECTIONS AND GOVERNANCE: News fi-om 2mgola, F.gypt. Ghana, L~beria, 
Malawi, Moroccu, Nigeria, Sumh Afi-ica 
CORRUPTION: Former Egyptian minister sentenced tu 30 years 
DEVELOPMENT: Arab spring wary o:[’econumic lifelines 
ttEALTH AND ttIV/AIDS: Puor states urged to start campaign on patent rights 
LGBTI: Ugandan envoy Qwelani guilty of’hate speech 
ENVIRONMENT: Chevron feels the heat 
LAND AND LAN~D RIGtITS: British firms lead rush un Afidca’s land 
MEDIA AND blZEEDOM OF EXPRESSION: Angula backs duwn on cyber legislation 
CONt:[~ICT AN[) EMERGENCIES: News frum Libya, Somalia, Su&m 
INTERNET AN[) TECtJNOLOG Y: Technology fur transparency unfine map 
PLUS: eNewsletters and mailing lists, F~draising and useful 
resources, Courses, seminars and workshops and Jobs.. 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
1 Announcements 

S Lri’,~AER UN~IVERS FFY OF PALE STIN~E: A NEW MIDDLE EAST 

People poxver, democracy and Palestine 

Viva Palestina Arabia is organising a seven-day summer universi~ in 
Beirut, Lebabon, at the end of July- with internationally known 
acadernics, writers, political figures and activists to discuss the 
unfolding revolutionary events in the Middle East and what they mean 
for Palestine and the international solidarity movement. 

http :/iwxwz. pambazuka, orgien/categoryiAnnouncei73734 

I\I\h’\i\iV i\iVV IVV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iV I\IVV iVV\I I\ 
2 Zimbabwe update 

ZIiVIBAB~\~: AU CREDIBILITY QUESTIONED AS Z~k,I SET TO CHAIR PEACE ORGAN- 

http://ww~v.swradioafrica com/news30051 llaucred300511 .htm 

The credibility of the African Union (AU) is being questioned, after 
ne~vs that Zimbabwe will assume the chairmanship of the bloc’s Peace 
and Security Council. The rotational chairmanship passes from South 
Africa to Zimbabwe in June The Peace and Security- Council, in theory, 
is meant to promote peace, security and stability across Africa, while 
promoting democracy, good governance and the role of the la~v. It is 
also meant to uphold the protection of human rights. 

IVV/VVV IVV \I IV\I\// \i \AII \IVV AIVV IVV\I IV \i \/ / \ 
3 Women & gender 

AFRICA: GENDER EQUALITY IN THE .&RAB WORLD 

http :Ii~v~av.e-ioussour net/en/node/9451 



Civil society, organisations from across the Arab region met in Kuwait, 
from 4 to 5 iVlay, within the framework of the Forum for the Future 
2011, and unanimously adopted a declaration calling for the 
governments of the region to take urgent measures to eliminate 
discrimination against ~vomen Based on tmiversal standards and 
international law, the declaration calls on governments to abolish all 
discriminatory legislation *vithin the next two years; to adopt laws to 
fight discrimination, violence and trafficking of women; and to 
withdraw all the reservations the?" have entered to the Convention [’or 
the elimin ation of all forms of discrimination against women (CEr)AW 
Convention). 

AFRICA: GRASSROOTS WOMEN TAK[g TIII{ INITIATIVE IN HIV/AIDS STRUGGLE 

http://www.wunrn.com/news/2011/06 11/05 31/053111 hlv.htm 

Global efforts to stem the spread of HI }TAIDS and improve the lives of 
people living with and affected by HIV are abundant, ranging from 
government initiatives to the multi-stakeholder Global Fund [’or AIDS, 
TB and Malaria to NG O projects of all sizes Much of this 
international bo~dy of work :focuses on technical, bio-medica[ 
approaches to ttIg prevention and treatment and fails to recognise the 
value of grassroots women’s work in breaking silence, raising 
awareness and expanding access to testing and care - a crucial 
component in linking marginalised communities to testing and available 
treatment. Increasingly, grassroots women’s groups are taking 
leadership within their cormmmities by creating local programs for 
HIV/AIDS care and prevention that incorporate and respond to local 
contexts and needs. 

EG’iT)T: GE_NrERAL ADMITS TO ’VIRGINTFY TESTS’ ON WOMEN PROTESTORS 

http://wxwg.wu~n.com/news/2011/06 11/05 31/053111 egypt.htm 

A senior Egyptian general admits that ’virgini)- checks’ were 
performed on women arrested at a demonstration this spring, the first 
such admission after previous denials by militau authorities. The 
allegations arose in an Amnes)- International report, published weeks 
after the 9 March protest. It claimed female demonstrators were 
beaten, given electric shocks, strip-searched, threatened with 
prostitution charges and forced to submit to virginity checks. The 
general said the virginity checks xvere done so that the women wouldn’t 
later claim they had been raped by Egyptian authorities. 

KENYA: SF2*2 ABUSE 1N KENYAN SCHOOLS 

http://www IRINnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportId 92845 

Since discovering that her 13-year-old daughter was pregnant about a 
month ago, Juanita* has paid several visits to the local chief in her 
village in western Kenya, seeking justice for her daughter and 
punishment for the man who abused her. ’She told me it ~vas her teacher 
who did it I conficonted him and he admitted [he was the father] - he 
told me we could just settle it as adults,’ Juanita, 47, told IRIN at 
her home in M~gori District ’We have been going to the chief because 
the teacher tells me he wants to marly my daughter and take care of 
the child, but I don’t want that Let him take care of the child who 
is a result of his bad behaviour, but leave my daughter alone because 
I want her to go on [with her education],’ she added. 

NIGERIA: ELECTIONS REFLECT SLOW PROGRESS FOR WOMEN 

http://w~v.wtu~rn.colr~news/2011/06 11/’05 31/053111 nigeria.htm 

From 9-26 April, Nigeria held parliamentary,, presidential and 
governorship elections Dtu-ing the last parliamentary term, only 7.3 
per cent of the representatives in Nigeria’s upper and lower houses 
were women. In this year’s election, 200 out of 2400 (8.33 per cent) 
candidates for the House of Representatives and 80 out of 720 (11.11 
per cent) candidates for the Senate were women. Abiola Akiyode of the 
Lagos-based Women Advocates Research and Documentation (;enter (WARDC) 
says that overall, 909 out of 10037 (9.06 per cent) candidates for all 
elective posiuons were women These positions include the Presidency, 
governorships and parliamentary seats. There has been an overall 
regression in women’s representation in political decision-making 
positions. 



NIGERIA: POLICE CLOSE ’BA[3 Y FACTORY’ 

http ://nydn.us/k O6zpc 

Police in Nigeria :[’reed 32 teen girls fi-om an alleged ’baby factory’ 
used to feed the region’s exploding sex trade and human tra:[’ficking 
markets, authorities said. Cops in the southern Nigerian city o:[’Aba 
raided the clinic, known as The Cross Foundation, Monday after 
receiving a tip that the owner was harboring pregnant girls and 
selling their babies, Nigeria’s Daily Champion newspaper reported 

SOL’rHEP~N AFRICA: MEETING ASSESSES GENDER EQUALITY IN- SADC 

http://bit. 1yikHmNaD 

The four-day Southern Africa Dcvelopment Community (SADC) meeting of 
ministers responsible for gender and women’s affairs ended in Windhoek 
on Thttrsday, 2 June. Issues on the agenda included the SADC regional 
gender programme and review of progress made by- member states towards 
promoting gender equality and women’s errlpowerment. Progress made in 
the signing and ratification of the SADC protocol on gender and 
development was also on the agenda. Thus far 13 member states have 
signed the protocol, while seven have deposited their instruments of 
ratification with the SADC Secretariat. 

I’,I’,h",~i’,~iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,~i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
4 H~tman rights 

GL~X/EA: A HUMAN RIGHTS APPROA(~’H FOR NEW GOVEP~!ENT 

http://www.hr~v,orgiergreports/2011105/24i~ve-have-lived-darkness-0 

This Human Rights Watch report calls on the government to bring to 
justice those responsible for massacres in 2007 and 2009. It says that 
the goverl~ment should strengthen the judiciary and provide it ~vith 
adequate resources, rein in and reform the security sector, and ensure 
that Guinea’s population can benefit from the country’s abundant 
natural resources. Human Rights Watch also recon~mended establishing a 
truth commission to uncover the causes of Guinea’s violent past and an 
anti-con-uption commission to end the misuse of its wealth 

t-~NYA: KF~NYA PLEDGES SUPPORT FOR CHAOS PROBE 

http://bit.l¥/iVJ~voO 

The Kenyan government has pledged to support ongoing investigations 
into post-election violence, a senior official of the International 
Criminal Court said Mr Phakiso Mochochoko, the head of Jurisdiction, 
Complementarity and Cooperation Division at the court, spoke after a 
meeting with the Cabinet con~mittee on ICC. Mochochoko said his trip 
was triggered by government attempts to defer the ICC cases. ’We have 
received reassurance and recommitment :[’ram the government but we will 
see whether they will change,’ he said. 

KENYA: VICTIMS ’Kf~ISTIFY ABOI.2I’ ABUSE IN POST-JNDEPEN~DENCE CAMPS 

http://bit.lyiiAzB7U 

’Iman Tari,’ a w~ice calls forward, Tari, a stout woman wearing a 
black burqa and white headscaff, rises from her seat A young man in 
his late 20s stands up beside her and supports her as she walks. Her 
feet step slowly and steadily across the cement floor to a table laden 
with microphones and earpieces. Tari inches closer to the microphone 
and begins her testimony to the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation 
Cotmnission, TIRC, established by Parliament in 2008 to investigate the 
gross human rights violations and other historical injustices in Kewa 
committed between 12 December 1963 and 28 February 2008. ~flne TIRC 
spent 32 days in April and May holding hearings in the Eastern and 
North Eastern provinces. 

RWAi’~TDA: 2~flXED LEGA(~,Y FOR CO2~fZrNITY-BASED GENOCIDE COI~’RT S 

http:i/www.hrw.orgiergnewsi2011i05/31/rwanda-rrfixcd-legacv-cormnunit~-based-genocide-courts 

Rwanda’s comm~ity-based gacaca courts have helped communities 



confront the country’s 1994 genocide but have failed to provide 
credible decisions and justice in a number of cases, Human Rights 
Watch said in a report released 31 May. As the gacaca courts wind down 
their work, Rwanda should set up specialised units in the national 
court system to review alleged miscarriages of justice, tluman Rights 
Watch said The 144-page report, ’Justice Compromised: The Legacy of 
Rwanda’s Community-Based Gacaca Courts’, assesses the courts’ 
achievements and outlines a number of serious shortcomings in their 
work, including corruption and procedural irregularities 

SO]VIAL]LAi’~D: TEN- SEIZED IN CP~C~O~\,2q 

http :i/w~vw.africareview. colTgNews/-i979180/l171446i-/tmglktz/-/ index.hWn1 

More than ten people xvere on Friday night (27 May) rounded up by 
authorities in Las Anod town in the self-declared republic of 
Somaliland. Although no statement has been made on the seizare of the 
civilians in Sool region, some 1,150 l~n northwest of Mogadishu, the 
crackdown appeared to have been related to insecurity. 

SOUTH AFRICA: CAPE TOYVN ANTI-LAND LNVASION I~PIT ACTING ]LLEGALL Y, SAY 
RIGHTS LAWYERS 

http ://westca ~enews. comi?l~ 2960 

The City of Cape Town’s Anti-Land Invasion Unit established to prevent 
the illegal occupation of city and provincial land, is acting 
unlawfiflly says Lawyers fbr Human Rights The almouncement by the LHR 
comes after violent clashes between backy’arders and police recently 
after over 4,000 backyarders occupied ci~-owned land in Tafelsig, 
Mitchell’s Plain The Anti-Land Invasion Unit, established in 2008, 
demolishes about 300 illegally erected informal housing structures per 
month, according to the city. 

SOUTH AFRICA:/USTICE GROUPING SLAiMS APARTHEID REPARATIONS OFFER 

http://www.lil~2mediaco.za/index.php?option comcontent&task view&id 12297&Itemid 12 

On 11 May 2011, the Department of Justice and Constitutional 
Development (D©J&CD) gazetted regulations for the payment of 
educational assistance and health benefits exclusively to victims 
identified by the TRC. The regulations were gazetted after only a ve~ 
superficial consultation process ~vith victims and other stakeholders 
and do not address the key concerns expressed by these stakeholders, 
says this press release from the South African Coalition fbr 
Transitional Justice (SACTJ). ’The organisations comprising the SACTJ 
reject these regulations which fail to provide the full gambit of 
reparations needed by individuals who remained severely harmed as a 
result of apartheid atrocities. In rejecting the proposals, the SACTJ 
points to the actions of the post-apartheid state over many years ~n 
prioritising the needs o:[’perpetrators over the needs of apartheid 
human rights violations victims and survivors Measures to achieve 
political reconciliation in South Africa have not been balanced by 
redress measures for these severely harmed individuals This 
represents the betrayal of a compact fi~rged at the transition with 
v~ctims of the anti-apartheid human rights struggle in South Africa.’ 

SUDAN: SA’K£~;] ,LITE PR©OF OF KtIARTOUM’S WAD. CRLX’fES 

http :~/m~.co za/article/2011-05-29-undeniable-proof-of-kh artoums-war-crimes 

An advocacy group has said new satellite images provide evidence that 
northern Sudanese troops have committed war crimes, including ethnic 
cleansing, in the contested border town of Abyei where the forces took 
over more than a week ago The Satellite Sentinel Project said in a 
statement that satellite images by DigitalGlobe show that the Sudanese 
army burned about one third of all c~vilian buildings in the 
north-south border town, used disproportionate ]2~rce and 
indiscriminately targeted civilians. 

UGANDA: CALL FOR EAST AFRICA TO DISCUSS UGAiX~DA’S HLrIVLa~N RIGHTS RECORD 

http://bit, ly/mDclyH 

ARTICLE 19 has called on the East African Conwnunity (EAC) to hold a 
special session on Uganda to discuss the country’s ongoing grave bunyan 



right violations, including frequent attacks on freedom of expression. 
’ARTICLE 19 believes that the seriousness of the current situation 
requires the East Afi~ican Legislauve Assembly to immediately convene 
a special session to address attacks on j ourna[ists, human rights 
defenders and the media in the country During May 2011 alone, at 
[east nine people have died in Uganda following brutal attacks by 
state security agents, and many more were injured, including 
j ournalists.’ 

UGANDA: UGANDA SUED AT EAST AFRICAN COURT OVER PROTESTS CLAMI)DO~\,2q 

http:/iwww.monitor.co.ug/News/National/-/688334/1172866/-/cOwuOnz/-/index.html 

La~’ers from the East African region have sued the Uganda government, 
accusing its security agencies of human rights violations and breach 
of the Constitution during the recent walk-to-~vork demonstrations. The 
East Africa Law Society sued the Ugandan authorities at the East 
African Cottrt of Justice in Arusha, Tanzania, in a case filed by the 
vice president of the regional law bo@, 2~ Aggrey Mwamu. 

5 Refugees & forced migration 

AFRICA: EUROPEAN RESPONSES TO MIGRATION FROM NORTH .%vRICA 

htm:liwww,iadalivva.comipa~es/indexi1710/ent1s,-denied revolution-in-nor th-africa-and-the-c o 

The recent revolutions in Tunisia and Libya have brought the issue of 
trans-Mediterranean migration to the forefront of popular discussions 
about Europe’s relationship with its immediate neighbours in the 
Middle East and North Africa, writes Polly Pallister-Wilkins on 
http://www jadali,,~/-a.com ’It was on the back of hyperbolic and 
cataclysmic predictions of Europe being "swamped" by migrants that the 
case for intervention in Libya was partly made and following this, a 
number of EU member states have agreed on a temporary suspension of 
the Schengen Agreement. Schengen is an agreement that deals ;vith the 
free movement of people throughout the European Union and ;vas first 
signed on 14 June 1985 by five out of the ten members of what was then 
the European Economic Community (EEC).’ 

SOLrq2H AFRICA: NLh PROBES X~NOPHOBIA LINKS 

http:llwww, citvpressco zalSouthAfrica/News/NIA-probes-xenophobia-links-20110604 

The state security agency is probing links between various loose-knit 
’business forums’ fomenting xenophobic violence across the countly. 
The move comes as momentun~ builds in the nun~ber of attacks against 
foreign-owned businesses a cross the country and follows violence 
directed at Somali business people in Port Elizabeth On Wednesday 1 
June, police held back a crowd of more than 100 including members of 
the Greater Gauteng Business Forum (GGBF) in Ramaphosa infi~rmal 
settlement near Germiston, east of Joburg, as the), attempted to 
forcibly close foreign-owned businesses there. 

SOUTf I A},T([CA: P],ANS FOR RE},"[JGEE CAiVfPS ON SA BORDERS 

http://vavw,io I c o, za: 80/new s/politics/plan s-[’or-refu~ee-c amps -o n-s a-b orders- 1,1075136 

Plans are underway to establish asylum reception centres on the 
country’s borders. Home affairs director-general Mkuseli Ap]eni said 
this would also ensure that fewer foreigners entered the country. The 
department was recently ordered to relocate a reception centre in 
Crown Mines, Johannesburg, after the business comanun~ty went to court 
c]aiming the large presence of re:[’ugees rendered conditions 
intolerable :[’or business. 

SOUT[t AFRICA: RF.[gU(]EE RECEPTK) N CENTRE StJUT DO\VN 

http:i,’www.swradioafrica.com/newsOl061 l/sashuts010611 .htm 

The South African govert~’nent has ammunced the closure of the only 
refugee reception centre in Johannesburg, amid warnings that this will 
have a serious impact on the thousands of refugees flocking across the 
border evet?~ week. ’It is ~xacceptable that poor and marginalised 
refugees will have to travel to Pretoria, at great personal cost, to 
receive pem~it extensions and other sel~’ices,’ said Sicel’mpilo 
Shange-Buthane, the Director of the Consortium for Refugees and 



Migrants in South Africa. 

SOUTtI ~’RK;A: SOMALIS CLA]NI SOLDIERS, COPS Ht".LPED GET R]I) OF FORI~I(I NI~;RS 

http://bit.lv/m24S2X 

The army and Ekurhulcni metro cops helped the police in ’unlawful 
raids’ on shops owned by Somali nationals in Ramaphosa, east of 
Joburg.Details of the SANDF’s alleged actions are contained in an 
affidavit filed by the Somali Communit), Board’s (Scob) national 
secretau Amir Sheikh at the South Gauteng High Coult. Scob, the 
representative organisation for Somali nationals in South Africa, 
successfully- applied for an order to stop Greater Gauteng Business 
Forum (GGBF) members from ’intimidating, harassing, hindering and 
interfering xvith businesses oxvned by people of foreign extract’. 

TLZNISIA: BODIES OF 150 REFUGEES RECO\~RED OFF COAST 

http :/iind.pn/11 zADb 

The bodies of 150 Aftican refugees fleeing turmoil in Libya have been 
recovered off the T~fisian coast after vessels carrying them to Europe 
got into difficulb’. The boats ran into problems about 12 miles off 
the Tunisian island of Kerkennah, en route to Italy. T~fisian 
coastguard vessels aided by the militalN rescued 570 people, but many 
others went into the water when a stampede to get off the small 
fishing boats caused some of the vessels to capsize. 

WESTERN SAEaRA: REFUGEES HOLD FILM FESTIVAL 

http://bit.ly/1DItZR 

Western Sahara’s eighth Sahara International Fihn Festival (known as 
FiSahara), the world’s most remote film festival, took place in early 
May- this year deep in the Algerian desert. The festival is located in 
a refugee camp 130 miles from the nearest town in the Algeria desert 
and aims to offer entertainment and educational opportunities to the 
refugees as well as raise awareness of a forgotten humanitarian 
crisis The refugees are Saharawi’s from Western Sahara - occupied 
unlawfully by Morocco in 1976 - and an estimated 165,000 of them have 
lived in four camps for over three decades. 
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6 Africa labour news 

AFRICA: UNITING FORMAL AND INFORMAL ECONOMIES 

http :/Tbit.lv/i V7U]W 

Charles I)an is Africa Director of the International Labour 
Organisation (ILO), the UN agency responsible for promoting and 
supporting worldwide labour rights. In a debate on job creation at the 
World Economic Forum on Aftica, Dan called for a breaking-down of 
barriers between formal and informal economies In a similar line of 
thinking, when other panelists :[’ell silent on the problem of large 
levels of structural unemployment on the continent, I)an offered as a 
solution the growth of the social and solidari~ economy Read this 
interview with Dan on http:i/www.thinkafricapress.com 

BOTSWANA: BREAK’KfIROUGH IN STAT[{ STRIKE 

http :f/afireuters com/article/botswanaNews/idAFLDE74T1D6201105 30 

Botswana public sector unions said on Monday (3(i May) they had 
conditionally accepted a three pet- cent pay rise but a six-week strike 
that has shaken the ruling party’s 45-year grip on power would 
continue until all demands were met. A spokesman :[’or the Federation of 
Public Sector Unions (BOFEPUSU) said the govermnent must reinstate 
1,500 sacked workers as part of a final settlement, and lift a ’no 
work, no pay-’ policy. The agreed average pay rise is a fraction of the 
16 per cent first demanded by the 90,000 state workers, and less even 
than the five per cent on offhr from the govertwnent of the landlocked 
southern African countw, the world’s biggest diamond producer. 



AFRICA: SA APPROVES WAL-MART DEAL 

http://www io~.c~.za:8~/business/companies/sa-appr~ves-wa~-mart-deal-with-conditi~ns-~ .1071T~[42 

South African competition authorities approved Wal-Mart’s $2.4 billion 
bid for Massmart on Tuesday (31 Mi~y), saying the retailer must not 
fire workers for two years The conditions imposed on the deal - 
including a programme for developing local suppliers - will likely be 
seen as a win for the world’s largest retailer, which said it would 
walk away frora the deal if targets were put on local procurement. 
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7 Emerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWERS NEWS ROIo~TDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other enmrging powers... 

http :/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/catego1~,4emplayersnews/73815 
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8 Elections & governance 

ANGOLA: POLICE PUT DO\MINT ANTI-~)VERTY PROTESTS 

http://bit.ly/jMlhhc 

Police arrested more than 20 people to break-up rare protests in the 
Angolan capital but released all of them the follo;ving day, police and 
activists said Thursday (26 May). An anti-poverty protest near 
downto~vn Luanda was organised by the ’Revolutionary Intervention 
Movement’, a gathering of rights activists, they said About 100 
protesters called on President Jose Eduardo dos Santos to improve 
living conditions in Angola, ;vhere UNICEF estimates that 87 per cent 
of the urban population hves in shantytowns, often without water 
supplies. 

EGYPT: THE SECOND REVOLUTION DAI~’qS 

http://www wsws org/articles/2011/ma¥2011ipers-m31 .shtml 

Two-and-a-half years into the financial crisis that began in the fall 
of 2008, workers have begun to fight back on a mass scale, says this 
World Socialist Web Site article. ’The ruling class and its political 
representatives are engaged in a worldwide drive to turn back the 
conditions of workers gained through struggle over generations The 
war in Libya and the effbrts of the US to bolster the military regime 
in Egypt are part of a global process that includes historic cuts in 
social programs in Europe and the United States The Febmaw events 
in Egypt and the uprisings in the iVhddle East and North Africa were 
the beginning of a working-class counteroffensive.’ 

GHANA: CLA]NIS AND COUNTER (;],AIMS AHEAD OF ELECTK)NS 

http:i/www ali’i c areview c om/Special ~ R eports/-/979182/1170832/-/10sbm44z/-/mdex, html 

Ghanaians are being treated to fascinating intrigue and allegations of 
chicaneD" and underhand dealings as the ruling National Democratic 
Congress (NDC) scrambles to regain its grip ahead of an anticipated 
election primary. A few weeks ago former President Jerry Rawlings used 
the broken English language proverb of ’Who born dog’ to support his 
claim that incumbent John Atta X/fills was allowing his appointees to 
get away with poor perJk~rmance, and that this would not have happened 
when he was in power But Rawlings, considered the strongman of 
Ghanaian politics, is :finding batting from the other side a tad 
unfamiliar, with an aide alleging that his boss’s phone has been 
tapped by the country’s intelligence service. 

LIBERIA: OPPOSITION LTNTITES TO OUST PRESIDEiN~F SIRLE.~" 

http :i/bit.ly/ihlK4x 

Six opposition political parties have launched a coalition in Monrovia 
in a bid to oust President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf in the October polls. 
Johnson-Sirleaf is seeking re-election for a second fiver’ear term, 
which she has promised to win against all odds. Several interest 



groups have also signed up with the coalition, argmng that they were 
supporting the coalition because of the ideals it stood for 

]VI~%LA\VI: MALAWI TO tIOLD TRI-PARTrPE POLLS IN 2014 

http &’bit [¥iiT5e7G 

Malawi will, for the first tirue since the re-introduction of 
multiparty politics in 1994, hold tripartite elections in 2014. This 
follows the cancellation of local govcrnment elections that were 
scheduled to be held this year. ’This nreans voters will be voting for 
the president, members of parliament and councillors at the same 
tirue,’ Local Government and Rural Development Minister Anna Kachild~o 
said. Kachikho said a bill had been prepared to amend the Constitution 
to allow for the holding of the tripartite polls. 

MOROCCO: POLICE DISPERSE CASABLANC.% TANGLER PROTESTS 

http://www.magharebia.corrgcocoon/a~vi/xhtmll/en GB/fhatmesiawiifeatures/2011/05/31/feature-01 

Moroccan anti-riot police have broken up a series of protests 
recently, drawing international criticisnr. The European Conm~ission on 
Monday 30 May expressed concern at ’the violence used during the 
deruonstrations’. ’We call for restraint in the use of force and 
respect of fundaruental freedoms. Freedom of asserubly is a democratic 
right,’ spokesperson Natasha Butler said. The demonstrations, 
organised by the youth-led February 20 Movement, took place in 40 
cities and left dozens wonnded in Casablanca and Tangier 

NIGERIA: BLAST KILLS A DOZEN 

http://mg.co.za/articlei2011-05-30-blast-kills-a-dozen-m-northern-niCerian-town 

A bomb blast rocked a popular drinking spot by an alT11y barracks in 
northern Nigeria on Snnday 29 May, killing a dozen people hours after 
President Goodluck Jonathan was sworn in fbr his first full term, 
officials said. A rescue worker who asked not to be identified told 
Reuters his colleagues had counted 12 dead bodies and that about 25 
people had been wounded by the blast. 

SOLrTH AFRICA: ’SA MAY HAVE ANOTHER 1976 U~RISING’ 

http ://~vww.i~1. c~.za : 8~/news/p~1itics/sa-mav-h av e-an~ther-1976-uprisin~- h1~746~3 

Unless drastic action is taken to reduce unemployment, South Africa 
may face another 1976 uprising, Cosatu general secreta~z Zwelinzima 
Vavi said ’I have already over and over agmn pointed out the &roger 
of a ticking bomb, that unless we can do something drastic about the 
crisis o:[’unemployment, in particular youth unemployment, we risk 
another 1976 uprising,’ he said in a speech delivered in Joharmesburg. 
tie was speaking at a discussion themed ’Critical conversations on 
prospects for a non-racial future in SA’. 

SWAZILAND: SWEfIPING ASIDE MSVv%%TI 

Statement of the Central Committee of’the Communist Party of Swaziland 
on the economic crisis in the conntry 

’Recently, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) sent another of its 
missions to Swaziland to try to put the Mswati autocracy on track to 
getting a cash bailout to t~ to stave off its :financial meltdown. The 
IMF mission revealed that the government has only about a month of 
spending power left And it issued stern warnings and rebukes to the 
king’s puppet Prime Minister Sibusiso Dlamini about the goverrnnent’s 
failure to change its wasteful spending habits.’ 

http ://www pamba×uk a org/en/categor~/’/elections/73814 
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9 Corruption 

EGYPT: FORMER EGYPTL~q M~qlSTER OF FINANCE SEi’~FENCED TO 30 YE.%RS 

http:i/uavw.africareview.corr~News/-i979180/1175214i-Itmdt~xr ~’-Iindex,htrr~ 



A former Egyptian minister, Youssef Boutros-Ghali has been sentenced 
to 30 years in prison for squandering public funds and abuse of power. 
He is also expected to pay a fine of approxm~ately $11 million. The 
ruling delivered in his absence indicates the country’s detem~ination 
to deal with past mistakes as it prepares for a new dispensation. 
Youssef Boutros-Ghali, the nephew of former UN Chief Boutros 
Boutros-Ghali, was a finance minister and a close confidant of Gamal 
Mubarak, son to the ousted president Hosni Mubarak. Reports that we 
couldn’t verify independently- indicate that he is in currently living 
Beirut. An arrest warrant has been issued by the International Police, 
the Interpoh 

TANZANIA: OL~FBURST OVER BAE CHARITY PA’.qxAEix~ 

http :/,,’bit l¥/kXwrba 

Tanzania’s foreign affairs minister, Bernard Membe, is up in arms over 
the decision by BAE Systems to pay 29.5-million pounds in settlement 
of the controversial sale of a radar system. He told a press 
conference in Dar es Salaam that apart ficom the decision being tmfair, 
the British company’s move ~vas aimed at tarnishing the image of the 
Tanzania govermnent before the intematiunal community He warned that 
ifBAE Systems went ahead and paid the money to a charity, 
organisation, such an organisation would not be allowed to operate in 
Tanzania. 
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AFRICA: DOHA TRADE TALKS ’WILL NOT BE FLNALISED IN 2011’ 

http ://m~.co za/article/2011-05-30-d oha-tra de-talks-wfll-not-b e-finalised-in-2011 

South .aA’rica believes that the Doha round of trade talks will not be 
finalised this year and that ’the 2011 window of opportunity is 
closed’, according to Trade and Industry Mrnister Rob Davies Davies 
said that the round would :focus on delivering a plan b, which would 
focus on the less controversial issues with the prime aim of 
delivering something substantial to less developed countries. Davies 
said that, at a recent ministerial conference, attendees focused on 
what part of plan b could be delivered, even if on a smaller scale. 
This included some subjects that were less controversial in terms of 
the World Trade Organisation’s talks, such as trade facilitation 
~ssues, customs cooperation, the abolishment of subsidies on exports, 
non-tariff barriers in industrial tariffs, roles about regional trade 
agreements, as well as fishing subsidies. 

AFRICA: G8 COMMITMENT SHWTS TO AR>’da. SPRING 

http :/Twww a fronline.or~/?p 16333ihnore-16333 

The Group of Eight (GS) industrialised nations are posed to put aside 
the pledge on fighting poverty in developing nations. Their attention 
has now shifted to supporting the aspirations of ’Arab up spring’ 
through a new commitment called ’Deauville Partnership’. The world 
leaders said in a statement that the international developnrent banks 
could give nrore than $20 billion to Egypt and Tunisia as they seek to 
support countries that overthrew dictators this year and are trying to 
establish free democracies. 

ANGOLA: THE RISE OF ANG4)LA 

http://thinkafrica press.con~Yangola/rise-and-rise-angola 

Figures from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) shoxv that during 
2011 Angola will leapfrog Morocco to become Africa’s fifth largest 
economy. Although growing, Angola’s ircanediate influence on African 
affairs will not supercede that of the region’s giants, South Africa, 
Nigeria and Egypt, says this article by Dominic Wall on 
httl~:/iwww.thinkafrical~ress.com ’The gap between the trio and the rest 
in economic size, demographics and political clout is considerable. 
ECOWAS, by far the most sophisticated and active regional bloc, is 
dependent upon Nigerian funding and manpoxver, while Southern Africa - 
besides Angola itself - relies heavily on South Africa. These and 
other factors mean the traditional giants will continue to dominate. 
But Angola’s rise has been, and is likely to remain rapid, despite a 
nunrber of economic weaknesses. And the ability of the Dos Santos 
regime to influence events on a regional scale carmot be ignored.’ 



EG YPT: ALARM SO UN’DED ON ECONOMY 

http://ipsnews.net/newsTVE.asp?idnews 55893 

Egyptian officials are warning that the country, just emerging from a 
popular uprising that ousted the regime of former President Hosni 
Mubarak, could be facing a major economic crisis with lagging 
international aid and foreign investment. General Mahmoud Nassr, a 
member of the Supreme Military Council, which is ruuning the co~ttry’s 
interim government, told an economic conference in Cairo last week 
that foreign direct investraent (FDI) has come to a standstill while 
Western rating agencies race to doxvngrade the countlT’S sovereign 
credit rating. The poverty- rate has also worsened to 70 per cent, 
Nassr added. 

GLOBAL: NGOS TO ZOELLICK - OPEN l~’P THE EXriERGY STRATEGY CONSLrLTATIONS 

http:i/www.bicusa.or gierffArticle. 12445.aspx 

A wide-ranging group of civil society organisations flora around the 
globe has sent a letter to World Bank president Robert Zoellick urging 
him to open up the proposed Energy Strategy to another ro~td of 
consultations. ’The Energy Sector Strategy has the potential to sel~’e 
as a blueprint for low carbon, low impact clean energy scale up, xvhile 
addressing the need of energy poor populations, which is an area of 
significant expertise and interest for a number of civil socie~ 
organizations. Given that the 
Energy- Sector Strategy document will be significantly changed from the 
Approach Paper that previously underwent consultation, ;ve believe it 
would be a mistake to not post the full Energy Sector Strategy 
document for consultation.’ 

NORTH AFRICA: ARAB SPRING %VARY OF ECONOIVffC LIFELINES 

http://ipsnews net/newsTVE asp?idnews 55851 

Governments and international institutions that once bankrolled the 
authoritarian regimes of Tunisia’s Zine E1-Abidine Ben Ali and Eg3,pt’s 
Hosni Mubarak have begun floating aid packages to speed tap the 
economic recove~z and transition to democracy in these countries. Arab 

revolutionaries have reason to be war,v ’Ver,v f’e~v details have been 
ofl%red about the form this aid will take,’ cautions Amr Hassanein, 
chairman of MERIS, a regional affiliate of lvfoo@’s credit ratings 
agency. ’But as generous as the packages may seem, you can be sure 
there are strings attached’ 
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G] ,OBAL: NEW PUSH AIMS TO F]ND CURE FOR AIDS VIRUS 

http://www.bbc co.ukfnews/health- 13605224 

More investment is needed to find a cure for IHV, the new head of the 
International Aids Socie~ has said. Bertrand Audoin admits this might 
take as long as 25 years, but he says a cure is the only way to keep 
ahead of the IHV epidemic in the long term during tough financial 
t~mes. Sunday sees the 30th anniversary of the first medical reports 
of a new illness. 

G] ,OBAL: POOR STATES SHOULD START CAMPAIGN ON PA’I~;]x,’]7 RIGHTS 

http://ipsnews net/news.asp?idnews 55844 

Pharmaceutical industries in emerging markets are shifting their focus 
away from poor to developed countries, which will affect access to 
cheap generic medicines. Poor states should tackle this development by 
capitalising on the international trade exemptions they still eNoy 
regarding medicines as ’intellectual propelb". These comments come 
from a new report by the Ignited Nations Cotffcrence on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD), titled ’Investment in Pharmaceutical Production 
in the Least Developed Countries’, or LDCs. 

S Ol~I AFRICA: CALL FOR RENEWED COMMITMENT GOING INTO THE UN HIGH LE\rEL 



MEETING ON HIV/AIDS 

http://bit.N/mcbOpz 

On 8 10 June 2011, key stakeholders from all over the *w)rld will 
gather in New York to review progress of the global response to 
HIV/AIDS and to plan the way forward. This forum has the potential to 
reinvigorate the commitment to HIV/AIDS nationally and 
internationally. [n light of this, on 20 May, SE(;TION27, TAC, M~decins 
Sans Fronti6res, the World AIDS Campaign and the AIDS and Rights 
Alliance of Southern Africa sent a letter to the Director General for 
Health calling on the South African governrnent to take the lead in 
setting ambitious and measurable targets, and encouraging similar 
cormnitrnents from other L~ membcr states. 
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TANZANIA: LACK OF SANITATION, SPORTS AT DAR ES SALAAM PREX¢IARY SCHOOLS 

http:/lbit. 1yii9KGFd 

Since 2002, the Goverm’ncnt of Tanzania has been implementing the 
PrimalT Education Development Prograrmne (PEDrc) xvith two specific aims: 
making education more accessible and iraproving its quali~. ;\~ile 
significant success has been made in extending access, improving 
quality remains a challenge, says a May 2011 bricf from LRvazi 
monitoring. ’This brief is the second in a series about the quality- of 
public schools in Dar es Salaam. The results show that many public 
schools in Dar es Salaam lack proper playgrounds and face debilitating 
sanitatT conditions.’ 
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AFRICA: i~E~V BLOG ON LGBT ISSUES 

http://msengeushuiaa blogspot.com 

A new- blog kno~vn as Society’s Perfection aims to bring issues 
affecting the LGBT community worldwide to the fore, although it has a 
focus on Aiicica 

KEE,’YA: bIOMBASA’S GAYS VOW TO FIGHT DAMNING LAWS 

http:llilga oralilga/en/article/nO8caWvlHz 

Members of the gay and lesbian community have said they will lobby for 
the abolition of laws which criminalise their sexual orientation 
Speaking at a dinner to mark the international day against homophobia 
and the minority groups, they said they will seek to have sections 162 
to 165 of the Penal Code repealed It was hosted by the Coast regional 
office of the Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals,Transgender and lntersexuals. 

SOUTH AFRK;A: UGANDA ENVOY QV~t~;] A%I~ GUILTY OF 11ATE SPEEC[t 

http ://*vv, as,.bbc.co.uk/news/world-a[’rica-13603492 

[[’he South A:[’rican ambassador to Uganda, a former columnist :[’or South 
Africa’s Sunday Sun paper, has been found guilty of hate speech for an 
anti-gay article. South Africa’s Equality Court fined Jon Qwelane 
$14,450 (£8,920) and ordered him to apoIogise for promoting hatred in 
the column published in 2008. Headlined ’Call me names but gay is NOT 
()KAY’, it caused an uproar at the time Mr Qwelane, who was appointed 
last year to Uganda where homosexual acts are illegal, did not mount a 
defence 
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AFRICA: CHEVRON FEELS THE HEAT 

http ://bit.lv/rnleJS Y 

Chevron’s Annual General Meeting of shareholders kicked off at the San 
Ramon headquarters of the California-based oil giant in late May. 
Chevron’s CEO John Watson, its Board of Directors and shareholders 
were greeted by over 150 activists, xvho had traveled to San Ramon flom 
regions the world over, from Angola to Indonesia, from Alaska to 



Ecuador, to share the stories of the human and environmental 
degradation Chevron had unleashed in their communities. 

SO1UFH 2d~’RICA: GREEN E]x,t*;RGY RO[.L-O1U]7 STALLED 

http :Z/mg.co za/article/2011-05-27-green-ener gv-rollout-stalled 

There is growing unease arnnng green energy developers that there will 
be even rnore delay-s to the procurement of green power - the National 
Energy Regulator of South Africa (Nersa) atmounced it would release 
its revised tariffs for renewable energy only- in mid-June. They were 
expected by the end of May. Besides having to wait for clarity about 
what they can expect to be paid for their power, broader policy 
uncertainty and other bottlenecks are contributing to unhappiness over 
the roll-out of green power, despite the government’s cornmitments to 
boosting the development of renewable energy. 

S OI~I’H AFRICA: SOUND POLIC’Y KEY TO RENEWABLE ENERGY FUTURE 

http:i/ipsnews.netinexvs.asp?idnews 55852 

A radical rethink of current energy_ policy can cut South Africa’s 
greenhouse gas emissions by 80 per cent in 2050 compared to 1990 
levels. More than that - after an initial spike in investment - South 
Africans four decades doxvn the line would pay 23 billion dollars per 
year less for their electricity compared to business as usual. This 
scenario is presented in a report titled ’The Advanced Energy 
[R]evolution: a Sustainable Energy" Outlook for South Africa’, 
presented on 25 May in Johannesburg by- the European Renewable Energy 
Council (EREC) and Greenpeace 
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15 Land & land rights 

AFRICA: BIOFUELS BOOM F4 AFRICA AS BRITISH FIre.IS LEAD RUSH ON LAND FOR 
PLANTATIONS 

http ://v,~vw trademarksa or~inews/biofuels-boom-africa-british-flm~s-lead-rush-land-plantatiuns 

British firms have acquired more land in Africa for controversial 
biofuel plantations than companies from an), other countly, a Guardian 
investigation has revealed. Half of the 3.2m hectares (ha) of biofuel 
land identified - in countries from Mozambique to Senegal - is linked 
to 11 British companies, more than any- other country-. Liquid fbels 
made from plants - such as bioethanol - are hailed by some as 
envirunmentally-friendly replacements fbr fossil fuels Because the), 
compete for land with crop plants, biofuels have also been linked to 
record food prices and rising hunger. There are also fears they can 
increase greenhouse gas emissions 

A[~’RICA: LAND GR~XB COU[.D LEAD TO FUTURE WATER CRISIS 

http://farmland~rab.orv/post/view/18676 

China, India and Saudi Arabia have lately leased vast tracts of land 
in sub-Saharan Africa at knnckdown prices Their primary aim is to 
grow food abroad using the water that African countries don’t have the 
m[’rastructure to exploit. Doing so is cheaper and easier than using 
water resources back home. But it is a phn that could well backfire. 
’There is no doubt that this is not just about land, this is about 
water,’ says Philip Woodhouse of the University of Manchester, UK 
Take Saudi Arabia, for instance. Between 2004 and 2009, it leased 
376,000 hectares of land in Sudan to grow wheat and rice. At the same 
time the country cut back on wheat production on home soil, which is 
~rrigated with water from aquifers that are no longer replenished - a 
finite resource 
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16 Media & freedom of expression 

.4FRICA: LET’S PUT ANEND TO THE MEDL~’S GEiNV.DER BLACKOUT 

Rosemary Okello-Orlale 

On 3 May journalists the world over cotnn~emorated World Press Freedom 
Day with gusto and pomp. They used the opportunity to reflect on the 
past, present and future events that have shaped the profession. But 
as the world cormnnmorated, there were concerns in a Declaration issued 



by a Namibian conference about the lack of gender equality’ in the 
media. 

http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/cate<oe,’/media/73602 

ANCrOLA: VK;TOR Y FOR CY[3[gR ACTIVISTS? 

http :/iwxw~. bbc. co. ulc,’nexvs/w orld-africa-13 569129 

In a rare climbdoxvn, the Angolan government has withdrawn 
controversial legislation severely restricting how people use the 
internet. It was scrapped when the govertwncnt removed it from 
parliament moments before it was due to be voted into laxv. Under the 
proposal, xvhich had alrea@ passed a first round of voting, it would 
have been illegal to share infotruation electronically that could 
’destroy, alter or subvert state institutions’ or ’damage national 
integrity or independence’. 

GLOBAL: SARKOZY’S INTERNET RESTRICTION COMMEixm2S SLAMMED 

htm://bit.lv/lwSDoC 

ARTICLE 19 is very concerned by apparent efforts by the GS, led by 
French President Nicholas SarkozT, to impose tighter controls of the 
Internet. ARTICLE 19 once again calls on all states, including G8 
member states, not to violate their freedom of expression obligations 
by imposing tmjustifiable restrictions on the Internet. They- should 
instead follow the recommendations in the UN Special Rapporte~ on the 
right to freedom expression’s new report, which emphasise the 
applicability of international human right standards to the Internet. 

IVUkURITANIA: JOUI~NALISTS FORM RIGHTS GROLrP 

http://bit 1 ,v/iYoEMa 

A group of Mauritanian media professionals and bloggers last week 
announced the creation of a new club aimed at protecting journalists’ 
rights. The club, whose vision is inspired by the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, seeks ’to encourage journalists to write 
about topics on human rights in their press reports’, according to its 
fotmding statement released 22 May. 

SOIVL4LIA: DAR1NG TO REPORT FROM MOG.4DISHU 

http:/i~vww, somaliarep ort c om/ind ex.php/post/849 

Somalia, which has not had a functioning government in almost two 
decades, is listed as Africa’s deadliest country for journalists with 
34 journalists killed since 1991, according to the Committee to 
Protect Journalists. Despite these killings and daily death threats, a 
few reporters remain in the country to provide the world with an 
inside view of the fighting that plagues Somalia 

SOUTtt >’,t~’RK;A: MPS CIASH ON SECRI{CY BILL 

http:i/www iol.co za:80/news/politics/mps-clash-on-secrecv-bill-h1074745 

Rights activists are mobilising to unleash a fresh wave of protests 
against the Protection of Information Bill, accusing the AN(; of trying 
to bulldoze the contentious legislation through Parliament using its 
majority, without making any concessions. The Right2Know campaign said 
it believed the ANC’s position on what it has dubbed the ’Secrecy 
Bill’ had hardened. Some opposition MPs agreed, suggesting that with 
the local government elections behind it, the ruling party was now 
determined to have its way 

SUDAN: MEDIA FREEDOM WORSEiX-S STEADILY IN SOLm2H 

http ://en.rs£ org/sudan-media-freedom-xvorsens-steadily-in-28-05-2011.40370.html 

As South Sudan prepares to become officially independent in July, 
Reporters Without Borders says it is appalled by recent developments 
affecting press freedom and appeals in particular to the new country’s 



president, Salva Kiir Mayardit, to release the Dar[’uri journalist 
Mohammed Arku wi(hout delay Employed by Sudan Radio Service, Arku was 
arrested by South Sudan’s securi(y services in Wau on 11 May for 
taking photos without government perrnission, although the area where 
he was arrested is not a militarised one. 
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17 Conflict & emergencies 

LIBYA: LIBYA SAYS NAT() AIR RAIDS ’KILLED 700 CIVILIANS’ 

http ://xvwaa~.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-13611132 

The Libyan government says Nato air raids have killed more than 700 
civilians since borabing began in March. Spokesman Moussa Ibrahim said 
nmre than 4,000 people had been wounded, but gave no evidence to 
cotffirm his figures. Nato has denied killing large nttmbers of 
civilians, saying its air strikes are to protect Libyans from Colonel 
Gaddafi’s forces. 

LIBYA: NATO AIR RAIDS SHAKE LIBYAN CAPITAL 

htto:~,’enalish, ali azeera.net/newsiafrica/2011/06/20116514019240484.htrnl 

Six powerful explosions have been heard in the Libyan capital, 
Tripoli, as walT, lanes flew over the ci _ty. A powerful but distant blast 
was felt in the centre of the ci)- at around 1900 GMT on Sunday 5 
June, followed by- stronger explosions a few minutes later, an AFP 
correspondent said, unable to irmnediately determine the targets. NATO 
fighter jets earlier launched intensive air raids on the capital and 
its eastern suburbs 

LIBYA: ZUMA FLIES IN FOR TALKS 

http ://ww~, iol co.za: 80/ne;vs/africa/zuma-enters-frav-in-libva- h 1075892 

South Aficica President Jacob Zuma arrived in Tripoli on iVlonday (30 
May) for talks on ending the Libyan conflict as Nato said Muammar 
Oaddafi’s ’reign of terror’ was near its end. The South African 
presidency said Zuma is seeking an ilnmediate ceasefire, to boost 
humanitarian aid and bring about the reforms needed to eliminate the 
cause of the conflict But it rejected reports the talks would tbcus 
on an exit strategy t;ar Gaddafi, saying the visit is part of African 
Uriion eft;arts to end the conflict bet;veen his forces and rebels 
fighting to oust him. 

SOMALLA: CHILD CASUALTIES RISE DRAMATIC.&LLY IN LATEST FIGHTEN’G 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/storv.asp?NewsiD 38558&Cr somali&Crl 

Violence in Somalia’s capital, Mogadishu, has driven the number of 
child casualties to a new high, the United Nations World tlealth 
Organisation (WHO) said, noting that the main cause of children’s 
deaths were burns, chest injuries and internal haemorrhage resulting 
from blasts, shrapnel and bullets. Of the 1,590 reported 
weapon-related injuries in May alone, 735 cases or 46 per cent were 
suffered by children under the age of five, compared to only 3.5 per 
cent in April. 

SUDAN: SUDAN AGREES TO D[£,Vfl],ITARISE NORTH-SOIZ[’[t 

http://en~lish.aliazeera net/news/africa/2011/05/2011531141320311375 html 

North and south Sudan have agreed to set up a demilitarised zone along 
their shared border, as the south moves closer to independence The 
announcement, made by the African Union (AU) on Tuesday, comes 10 days 
after the north seized the disputed Abyei region, prompting tens o:[" 
thousands of people to :[lee. Alex de Waal, an AU adviser who has 
facilitated negotiations on secttri _ty issues betxveen Sudan’s north and 
south regions, said the parties agreed to the move on Monday- during 
talks in Ethiopia’s capital, Addis Ababa. 

SErDAN: 10N L~GES SUDAiN’S IJ’v~vfEDIATE PULLOUT FROM AB’xqEI 



http ://en~lish.aliazeera net/news/africa/2011/06/2011632345 3254445.htm[ 

The UN Securi~ Council has called on the Khartoum government to 
withdraw its forces immediately from the Abyei region, a key area of 
dispute in the north-south division of Sudan next month. There has 
been no agreement on which country the oil-producing region should 
belong to when south Sudan becomes independent on July 9, but the 
northern military seized it on 21 May 21, sparking fears of a renewed 
civil war ’The council demands that the government of Sudan withdraw 
irmnediately from the Abyei area,’ said a unanimous formal council 
stateraent. 
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18 Internet & technology 

AFRICA: TECHNOLOGY FOR TRANSPARENCY Oix~LINE Iv~P 

http:i/transparenc~/.globalvoicesonline.org/ 

This map available on the Global Voices website documents the use of 
online and mobile technology to promote transparency and 
accountabilib" around the world and includes several entries from 
Africa. 
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19 eNewsletters & mailing lists 

F.~q~AU REFUGEE LEGAL AID NEWSLETTER- JUNE ISSUE 

Fahamu’s Refugee Programme is pleased to announce the June issue of 
the Fahamu Refugee Legal Aid Ne;vsletter ( http://bit.ly/il4PSO ), a 
monthly publication that provides a forum for providers of refugee 
legal aid With a focus on the global South, it aims to serve the 
needs of legal aid providers as well as raise awareness of refugee 
concerns among the wider readership of Pambazuka News You can also 
read the newsletter on our new- blog ( http://i¥1an.tumblr.com ) and 
Facebook page ( 
http ://www facebook con¢/pages/Fahamu-Refu~ee-Legal-Aid-Newsletter ). 

http :llw;vw,pambazuka org/en/categorv/enewsl/73810 

SUBSCRIBE TO FARNIRADIO WEEKLY 

Farm Radio Weekly is aimed at broadcasters but the feature and news 
stories are relevant to anyone interested in agricultural development 
in Africa. The stories are ;vritten ready to be read out on radio. The), 
deliberately focus on small-scale farmers, looking at how their lives 
and livelihoods are affected by innovation and change Anyone 
interested can sign up online: 
http://farmradio.or~/en~lish/partnersifr weeklvsubscribe.asp (English form) 
http://farmradioor~/francaisipartners/fr weeklvsubscribe.asp (fbrm in French) 
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20 Fundraising & useful resources 

CO]VJ~I()NW[~AUKfl COM~/f[SSION/CHEVEN]NG SCHOLARSHIPS FOR A[~,ICAN HUMAN 

R [GHTS ADVOCATES 

Universi~ of Oxford 

http :liwww.pambazuka. or~/images/articles/5 32/masters.pdf 

The University of OxJbrd is pleased to announce five scholarships :[’or 
candidates from African 
Commonwealth countries to stu@ for the part-time Masters in 
Internatiunal Human Rights Law, starting September 2012. ~flne Master’s 
degree in Internation al Human R ights Law is offered j ointly by the 
Department for Continuing Education and the Faculty of Law It is 
taught over 22 months and consists of two periods of distance learning 
and two residential sessions in Ox[‘ord The degree programme ~s 
designed in particular lk~r lawyers and other human rights advocates 
who wish to pursue advanced studies in international human rights law 
but may need to do so alongside work or family responsibilities. 

OPPORTUNITY FOR YOLZNG AFRICAN" JOL~qALISTS 

http ://blogs. reuters, corr~’africancws/2011/06i02/pr estigious-opportuni~’-for-y oung-affican-i ournalists/ 

It is the tirae again when we seek entries for the prestigious 



FitzGerald prize :[’or young African journalists. This offers a 
scholarship for a promising, young (under 30) Afi-ican journalist or 
aspirant journalist to do a post graduate BA hons degree at the 
Universi~ of The Witwatersrand’s Journalism Programme in 
Joharmesburg, starting in early 2012, and to join Reuters thereafter 
for a period of work experience 

PHD SCHOLARSH]]) IN CL]IVL~TE SC]ENCE FOR AFRICAN SC]ENTISTS AT THE 
UNTv’ERSITY OF SUSSEX, UK 

The University of Sussex invites applications for a fully ftmded PhD 

scholarship for research into climate change and the African clinrate 

system. 

The ’The Peter Calpenter Clinrate Change Scholarship’ is open to 
citizens of African countries only-, and has a start date of October 
2011. The scholarship covers 100 per cent of tuition fees and provides 
a stipend for living expenses of approximately £ 13,400. The 
scholarship is one coraponent of the African Cliruate Initiative at 
Sussex, which aims to better understand the nature, causes and 
consequences of, and responses to climate change in Africa. We 
invite applications from those with an exceptional academic record 
including a first class degree in a relevant discipline (e.g 
meteorolo~z, physics, environmental science, geosciences, geography) 
Candidates with the equivalent of an upper second class degree and 
relevant professional experience may be considered 

Closing date for applications is 8 July 2011. 

The PhD programme 

The PloD will be supervised within the department of Geography, ~vhere 
there is a vibrant research programme into the climate of Africa 
(w~vw sussex ac. ukigeographyiresearch/clusters/climateresearch). The 
PhD will be focus on one of the major research themes in the 
department; Climate change and the water cycle, atmospheric aerosols; 
land-atmosphere interaction Potential topics are provided on the 
webpage. Depending on qualifications the successful candidate can 
undertake a one year MSc in either ’Climate Change and Development’ or 
’Climate Change and Policy’ prior to the 3-year Phi) research programme 
(www.sussex ac.uk/climatechange/mscprogrammes) 

Climate Change research at Sussex 

The cross campus Sussex climate change network 
(wvr~v.sussex.ac.uk/climatechange) is a virtual centre for 
rrmlti-disciplinary research and teaching into the causes, consequences 
of, and responses to clinrate change. The network brings together world 
leading researchers front the Universib" of Sussex and the Institute 
for Development Studies (]I)S) in a multi-disciplina15~ progranmne of 
research and teaching to iraprove our tmderstanding of how cliruate 
change is developing, the impacts on people and the implications for 
mitigation and adaptation policy and action. Within the context of 
Africa, the network facilitates multi-disciplinary research to improve 
the quality- of climate itfformation available and its use in 
sustainable climate adaptation practice, for example in water 
manageruent and agriculture. The Universi~ off;ers state-of-the-art 

computing facilities for climate research ContactsFor further 

in[’ormation email globalstudiespg@sussex.ac.ukOr inJ2~rmally emai[ 
nr.todd@sussex.ac.ukHow to applyCandidates should apply on-line at 
http ://www.sussex.ac. ukistuds~/pg/applying/ 

Candidates should ensure that they clearly state on the application 
forru that they are applying for the Peter Carpenter Climate Change 
Scholarship 

Applications should be submitted by 8 July 2011 
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21 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

AFRICA AND THE CHALLENGES OF THE 21 ST CENTURY 

Rabat, Morocco, 5-9 December 2011 

The Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa, 
CODESRIA, will hold its 13th General Assembly on 5-9 December 2011, m 
Rabat, Morocco. The triennial General Assembly is one of the most 
important scientific events of the African continent. It provides the 
African social science research community with a unique opportunity- to 
reflect on some of the key- issues facing the social sciences in 
particular, and Africa and the }vorld at large. 

http://www.pambaxuka.or~/en/categorv/courses/73601 



CONSTr]TUTIONS AND CONS’~7"UTION MAKING IN EAST}{RN AbT{ICA: ’~ TE ROLE OF 
LA~V IN I)EVE[A)PhdEN’]7 

Three-day event starting 9 June 2011 

http://www.pambazuka.org/images/articles/532/Programrne 9th - 11 th June.pdf 

Reflecting on the new era of constitution raaking in East Africa, the 
Katiba workshop will focus on: the histoo~ and legacy of postcolonial 
constitution making in the East Africa region, the social, political 
and economic considerations in drafting contemporalN constitutions and 
the problems and challenges of implementing new constitutions. 
Speakers and Panel Chairs: Dr Willy- Mutunga, Prof Yash Pal Ghai, Prof 
Goran Hyden, Prof Jill Cottrell Ghai, Dr Ambreena MaNi, Prof Patrick 
McAuslan, Dr Linda Musumba, Prof Wanjiku Kabira, ProfPatricia 
Kameri-Mbote, Dr Ben Sihanya, Abubakar Zein. 

INSTITUTE FOR AFRICAN TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE 

Call for Applications 

http://www.pambazuka.or;iima;esialticles/532/IATJ Al~plications Final.l~df 

The Refugee Law Project (RLP), Facul)- of Law, Makerere University, 
Kampala, Uganda, in collaboration with the African Transitional 
Justice Research Network (ATJRN) is accepting applications to its 2nd 
Institute for African Transitional Justice (IATJ), an annual week-long 
residential programme with a focus on Transitional Justice issues in 
the context of Africa. The Institute, which is scheduled to take place 
from 20th 27th November 2011, in Kitgum, Northern Uganda has as its 
theme: ’~¢~q~ose Memories Count and at ~¢~q~at Cost?’ 
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22 Publications 

THE STRUC~,LE FOR JUSTICE IN KENYA 

http ://wvav.awaazma~azine.col~’ 

Awa aZ is a magazine published tri-annually out of Nairobi, Kenya, 
under the Institute of Kenya South Asian Histor,v and Culture (IKSAH) 
The latest issues contains articles on: 
- Judicial reforms and the difficulties ahead. 
- Evictions, social justice and the constitution. 
- Marginalisation of the Lamu people 
- Justice or the LGBTI community in Kenya. 
- Making the constitution of Kenya the constitution for Kenyans. 
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23 Jobs 

ASSOCL%TE DIRECTOR 

New Field Foundation 

http://wwwpambazukaorg/images/articlesi532/Associate I)irector Job Posting pdf 

Taking a senior role in the organisation, the Associate Director 
provides operational leadership in the programmatic and administrative 
realms. Specific areas of responsibilib" include organisational 
leadership and development, program development and implementation, as 
well as financial and administrative oversight The position is based 
in San Francisco. 

FEMNET 

http://ww*v.pambazuka.org/images/articles/531/ED [qiMNET ADVERT-bTIE.pdf 

La Directrice Exdcutive est responsable de tous les prograrc~es et 
projets du Rdseau de D&’eloppemcnt et de Corrmmnication des Fermnes 
Africaines (FEik~xrET), notarmnent de leur conceptualisation, de leur raise 
en oeuvre suivant les obligations contractuelles et les politiques 
internes et de faire rapport lg-dessus. La Directrice Ex8cutive rend 
compte au Comit~ de gestion et au Conseil d’adrninistration et elle 
assure quotidietme des ressources humaines et financbres de FEik~xrET et 
elle est ~ la t6te du Secretariat r{gional ~ Nairobi, Kenya. 



EDITORIAL ASSISTANT, PA_’vfBAZUI~ NEWS 

Are you able to work under pressure and to tight deadlines, and still 
come up smiling? Do you have a sharp eye for detail? Are you able to 
help writers turn their articles into clear English. Are you highly 
organised and efficient? And do you have excellent access to the 
internet? Are you a team player? Do you want to work for Africa’s 
leading social justice newsletter? If so, we’d like to hear from you. 

APPLICATION PACK 
- Job description (Word ( http:/,~oit.l¥/mSXwGG ), PDF ( 

http://bit.l¥/1XvTZz ) ) 
- Application form (Word ( http://bit.lv/1Rdc6V ), PDF ( 
http://bit.l¥/m7azvD ) ) 
- Guidance notes (Word ( http://bit.lv/mSXwGG ), PDF ( http://bitlv,/mSXwGG ) ) 

Please send completed applications to: fahamujobs@googlemail corn 

DEADLINE: 9AM (BST) 27/UN~ 2011 

FEivLNET 

http://www.pambazuka, orgiima~es/altic les/531/ED FEMNET ADVE~RT-ENG.pdf 

The Executive Director is responsible for all programmes and projects 
of the Afidcan Women’s Development and Commtmication Network (FEMNE~T) 
including their conceptualisation, implementation according to 
FE~VLNrET’s contractual obligations and internal policies and reporting 

on them. The Executive Director is responsible to the Board of 
Trustees and Executive Board and manages on the day to day basis the 
human and [’inancial resources of FEMNET and is the Head of the 
Regional Secretariat in Nairobi, Kenya. 
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24 \VikiLeaks and Africa 

MALAVVI: COULD A LEAKE]-) CABL[g LEAD TO HIJNGER? 

http://blovsreuters.com/africanewsi2011 i06/02/could-a-leaked-cable-lead-t o-hunger-in-africa/ 

A leaked cable that has sparked a row between Britain and Malawi could 
g~ve rise to rural hunger in the impoverished southern African nation. 
That is the upshot of the spiralling row that has seen Britain suspend 
aid including its support [’or a support for a highly successful seed 
and fertiliser programme in Malawi - and the government in Malawi 
stick to its guns despite the possible consequences for its people. 
The row, which we have been reporting on, stems from a leaked 
diplomatic cable that described Malawian President Bingu wa Mutharika 
as ’autocratic and intolerant of criticism’. 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http :i/www.f ahamu, org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

co)., Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Noncon~’nercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For further details see: 
http://w~vw.pambazuka.org/ergabout.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://www.pambazuka.orgien ) 
Edi~go cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http:/7xwzw.pambazaka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://wxvw.pambazuka.org/el~,’nexvsfeed.php 

Pambazaka News is published xvith the suppolt of a nun~ber of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
htt~://wxvw, pambazuka.ora/ergabout .l~hp ). 

To SL~BSCRI~E or UNSIo~BSCRIBE go to: 
http://pambazaka.gn.apc.orgicgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 

or send a message to editor@pambaaaka.org ~vith the word SLrBSCRIBE or 
UNSLrBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate 



The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka Ne~vs or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka Ne~vs is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
ne~vsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commental)’ and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Alicica. 

Order Samir ~rnin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
CapitalismT from Pambazuka tS-ess ( 

http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm me&urn email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukane~vs’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as the?- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
/itwitter.col~’pambazukanews ( http ://twitter cona/pambazukanews ). 

* Pambazuka News has a De[.icio us (http://Del icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of A[~rica! Visit http://de[icious.comJpambazuka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 6, 2011 10:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CCO transition to Sakai 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope you’re doing well! 

As I’m sure you’ve heard, UNC is transitioning from Blackboard to Sakai for its learning management system. A group of our CCO courses already made the 

transition to Sakai for the current summer term, and we’ve been very pleased with the ease of the transition. In order to make a more streamlined procedural 

process for us and our Student Services department, we are planning to fully migrate to Sakai for our CCO fall 201]_ courses. One very prominent benefit for CCO 

courses is that students will only have one log-in; the Sakai site and the course Web pages will coincide. 

The process will not change for submitting your revisions, however, and we’ll continue to set up your course in Sakai as we’ve done with Blackboard. You should 

be receiving an e-mail from me soon alerting you that you’ve been added to the Friday Center Faculty site, which will enable you to go into Sakai, explore its 

features, and start becoming familiar with the platform. We’ve included a variety of help documents, and the site also serves as a preliminary sample of how our 

courses will be set up in Sakai. To access the site, simply go to ._h__t__t_p__s__:/_/___s__a__[<__a__!:_u___n___c__.__e___d___u_ and log in with your Onyen and password. 

I hope this helps introduce you to Sakai, and I’m looking forward to working on your course for fall. Please let me know if you have any questions! 

Thanks again, Eunice! 

Jessa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <~bakan@queensu.ca> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 10:l0 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: wrapmg up the bibliography.. 

Great news! Looking forward to receiving this -- and I’m sure you’re also 
looking forward to sending’. 

Abbie 

On 11 -(;6-06 7:43 A2~ "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>and tightening the concluding notes on the post-apartheid conjuncture to 
>end with Biko. Sending it before the end of the day. 
> 
>Solidarity’ al~vays, 
>Eumce 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sakaJ@sakaipilot.unc, edu 

Monday, June 6, 2011 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@etnail,tmc.edtr> 

UNC Chapel Hill Site Notification 

Hello, Jessica Bliss has added you to a UNC Sakai site: 

Welcome! 
To log in: 
1 Go to htt.//sak~i.vaac~dt~ and click the "Onyen Log ln" button 
2. Type your username (your Onyen) and password, and click Login. 
3. You will "Iand" in your own personal My Workspace area. To go to ?’our site, click on the site tab near the top of your screen (or in the "More" drop-down menu). 

Thank you for your collaboration and participation 

Kind regards, 

UNC Sakai Support Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, Jnne 6, 2011 11:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Corrent message - Your message 

Mwalimu - 

I don’t mean to s~und dense here: 

Do you want both a section of endnotes AND a works cited page, or just the endnotes? I have seen both used, and am still unclear as to which I need to do. 

The first would have, for example: 

ENDNOTES 

5. Jackson, 1990, 76. 

WORKS CITED 

Jackson, R. H. 1990. "Quasi-States: SovereignS, Intemationed Relations and the Third World." Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University. Press. 

The second would iust have: 

ENDNOTES 

5. Jackson, R. H. 1990. "Quasi- States: Sovereignty, Intemationa] Relations aa~d the Third World." Cambridge, UK: Caanbfidge University Press. 76. 

I atx~log~e for the misunderstanding. If you have a copy of a chapter that fits what you’d like, that would be really u~ful. 

’I’h~lks! 

On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 9:07 AM, 

Got it. Thanks for the clarification. 

I’ll have this to you soon! 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 8:45 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~)etnaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Kindly turn your in-text citations to Endnotes at the end of your chapter. In-text citations remain in the the chapter you just sent, see for example, (Jackson 1990, 

25) on page 4. 

May be I was not clear. At any rate, for the citation I just cited what the publisher expects is that you would have an Endnote - which would appear at the end of 

the chapter reading as "5 (or whatever number it ends being) Jackson 1990, 25. - at the end of the sentence. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu. 

From:                     ~mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 8:24 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Corrent message - Your message 

tIi Mwalinm - 

Thanks for this ulxtate. 

Given your suggestions, I think that my chapter was ~ready formatted correctly. I have attached it here. l?lease let tne know if my understanding of what you 

wanted was incorrect, or if there is anything at ~11 that you need frown me. 

All best wishes. 



On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 7:27 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu<mailto:eunice~emaJl.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks. 

Endnotes: exmnple 

Larldn 1996; Hirsch and Wardlaw 2006; Cole and Thomas 2009. 

Best rashes, 
Mwalimu 

From: 

Sent: Sundw, June 05, 2011 9:03 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Corrent message - Your message 

~gmail.com>] 

Hi Mwalimu - 

I hope all is well, wherever in the world you are. Where, ifI may ask, is that at the moment? 

rm writing in response to your requests Ibr a~nendments for the tx~ok project: 

1. I’m attaching the requested discussion questions lbr my chapter on sovereignty and t?ceedom in Africa. I’ve written more than requested so that you aM the 
editors can choose which ones best fit your requirements. 
2. As for the conversion of the in-text citation to endnotes, what style would you like these to be? I began to do this in MLA, but wanted to check with you to be 
sure that I was doing this correctly. 

I’d love to see you before Will you be around for a coflEe an~ime in the coming months? 

On Wed, May 25, 2011 at 8:21 AM, Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu<ma~to:eunice@email.unc.edu~mai~to:eunice~bmnad.unc.edu<mai~to:eunice~bmnad.unc.edu>>> wrote: 
Dear 

Ignore the previous message that repeated the ,nessage below several times. I am trying to send emails before the system where I am keeps generating endless 
problems. Her we go: 

1) Generate 3-4 discussion questions based on what you consider to be the key issues raised in your chapter. A core reason for this request - as the book moves 
to the next stage - is that it will be among other things marketed as a good text for upper nndergraduate and gradnate seminars. 
2) All contributors have to turn their citations to Endnotes at the end of their chapters. 
3) Once the revised manuscript is received no later that first week of June, it will take 8 months tbr it be published a~d contributors will most likely receive further 
comments on their work from a blind peer reviewer in August m~d will be expected to respond to them in asap. 
4) UICZN will seek North American publishing partners to enable the marketing of the book. These are pawners they have worked betbre m~d who make the 
process very smooth. Here possible partners - Ohio University" Press, California University Press~ Lexington Press (an imprint ofRowmm~ etc, who have soon 
interest from the beginning), Michigm~ University Press, UN Press). They will let us lmow soon. 
5) In the evolution of the project in the last mm~y months m~d discussions with Patrick Bon& it has become obvious that Sahle lms done the work of not only 
reviewing each chapter (there are 26 including an introduction and an Epilogue by the first week of June), writing a new proposal summarizing each chapteis 
central for the project as additional sections to the book were added to enrich it, and has recently been asked to write an Epilogue by the publisher (in light of 
developments in Egypt and elsewhere in the continent), thus she will be the ,sole editor for the project. 
6) The new title of edited volume is: African in a globalizing context: a critical introduction to key issues. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, Jnne 6, 2011 11:49 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Corrent message - Yonr message 

Wonderful! Thanks for your patience! 

On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 11:48 AM, Sable, Ennice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

Dear 

The publishers needs both. The Endnotes will appeax at the end of each chapter. The works cited will be compiled into a master bibliography that will appear at the 

end of the volnme before the Index pages. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From:                     ~gmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 11:27 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Corrent mes~ge - Your message 

Mwalimu- 

I don’t mean to sound dense here: 

Do you want both a secfion of endnotes AND a works cited page, or just the endnotes? I have seen both used, and am still unclear as to which I need to do. 

The first would have, for example: 

ENDNOTES 

5. Jackson, 1990, 76. 

WORKS CITED 

Jackson, R. H. 1990. "Quasi-States: Sovereignty, International Relations and the Third World." Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. 

The second would just have: 

ENDNOTES 

5. Jackson, R. H. 1990. "Quasi- States: Sovereignty, Intemationdl Relations and the Third World." Can~bridge, UK: Cambridge UniversiU Press. 76. 

I apologize for the misunderstanding. If you have a coW of a chapter fl~at fits what yotfd like, that would be really nseful. 

Thanks! 

On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 9:07 AM, 

Got it. Thanks for the clarification. 

I’ll have this to you soon! 

~gm~fil.com>> wrote: 

On Mort, Jun 6, 2011 at 8:45 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~emafil.unc.edu<mailto:eunice~emafil.unc.eduv > wrote: 

Dear 

Kindly turn your in-text citations to Endnotes at the end of your chapter. In-text citations remain in "the the chapter you jnst sent, see tbr example, (Jackson 1990, 25) 

on page 4. 

May be I was not clear. At any rate, for the citation I just cited what the publisher expects is that you would have an Endnote - which would appear at the end of the 

chapter reading as "5 (or whatever number it ends being) Jackson 1990, 25. - at the end of the sentence. 

Best wisbes, 



Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 8:24 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Corrent message - Your message 

?b~gma]l.com>] 

Hi Mwalimu - 

Thanks for this update. 

Given your suggeslions, I think that my chapter was already tbrmatted correctly. I hmT e attached it here. Please let me know if my undersianding of what yo u wanted 
waa incorrect, or if there is anything at all "that you need from me. 

All best wishes, 

On Mon, Jun 6, 2011 at 7:27 AM, Sable, Eunice N 

<eunice~ema~l.unc.edu<lnadlto: eunice~ema~l.unc.edu ~lna~lto: eunice(~email.ul~c.edu<nraJlto: eunice(~email.ul~c.edu>>> wrote: 

Deal 

Thanks. 

Endnotes: example 

Larldn 1996; Hirsch and Wardlaw 2006; Cole and Thomas 2009. 

Best rashes, 
Mwalimu 

Sent: Sunday, June 05, 2011 9:03 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Re: Corrent message - Your message 

~glnaiLcom>>] 

Hi Mwa]inm - 

I hope all is well, wherever in the world you axe. Where, ifI may asL is that at the moment? 

I’m writing in response to your requests for amendments for the book project: 

1. I’m attaching the requested discussion questions for my chapter on sovereign~ and freedom in Africa. I’ve written more than requested so that you and the editors 

can choose which ones befit fit your requirements. 

2. As for the conversion of the in-text citation to endnotes, what style would you like these to be? I began to do this in MLA, but wanted to check with you to be 

sure that I was doing this correctly. 

I’d love to see you before Will you be around tbr a coffee anylime in the coming months? 

All best, 

On Wed, May 25, 2011 at 8:21 AM, SaNe, Eunice N 

<euliice~email.unc.edu~ma~t~:euliice~email.unc.edu>cma~t~:eunice(~email.unc.edu<mai~t~:eunice(~email.unc.edu>~mai~t~:euliice~email.unc.edu~‘~mai~t~:euliiceN 

Dear 

Ignore the previous message that repeated the message below several times. I am trying to send ema]ls betbre the system where I am keeps generating endless 

problems. Her we go: 

1) Generate 3-4 discussion questions based on what you consider to be the key issues raised in your chapter. A cole reason for this request - as the book moves to 

the next stage - is that it will be among other things marketed as a good text Ibr upper undergraduate and graduate seminars. 

2) All contributors have to turn their citations to Endnotes at the end of their chapters. 

3) Once the revised manuscript is received no later that first week of June, it will take 8 months forit be published and contributors will most likely receive further 

comments on their work from a blind peer reviewer in August and will be expected to respond to them in asap. 



4) UKZN will seek North Ame6can publishing paxmers to enable the marketing of the book. These are partners they have worked betbre and who make the 

process very smooth. Here possible partners - Ohio University Press, Calitbrnia University Pres~ Lexington Press (an imp6nt ofRowman etc, who have soon 

interest from the beginning), Michigan Universi~ Press. UN Press). They will let us know soon. 

5) In the evolution of the project in the last many months and discussions with Patrick Bond, it has become obvious that Sal~le has done the work of not only 

reviewing each chapter (there are 26 including an introduction and an Epilogue by the firfft week of June), writing a new proposal sumtnarizing each chapter’s central 

for the project as additional sections to the book were added to enrich it, and has recently been asked to write an Epilogue by the punisher (in light of developments 

in Egypt and elsewhere in the continent), thus she will be the sole editor for the project. 

6) The new title of edited volume is: African in a globalizing context: a critical introduction to key issues. 

Siucerely, 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Monday, June 6, 2011 12:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

June 2011 Newsletter 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

Over the last several months, the 
Walter and Duncan Gordon 
Foundation planned and co-hosted 
several major events on our priority 
areas: the Arctic, the North, and 
water. 

i~i Tom Axwor~hy, 
...... President & CEO 

The January conference launched 
our Arctic Security Program, in 
partnership with the Canada Centre 
for Global Security Studies at the 
Munk School of Global Affairs, and 
we released the results of an 
unprecedented international survey on Arctic issues. The 
survey and conference garnered both national and 
international media attention and were featured in the Globe 
and Mail, BBC, London Times, American Foreign Press, 
etc. More importantly, in keeping with our commitment to 
include those too often excluded from policy discussions, 
we made sure that Northerners had a hand in shaping our 
Program, and our conference featured prominent 
Northerners like Udloriak Hanson, Madeleine Redfern,Cindy 
Gilday, Aaju Peter,and Meeka Mike. 

>> Read roOFer,. 

The inaugural Canada Water 
Week (March 14-22), co- 
presented by the Foundation, 
VV\AiF-Canada and Living 
.~=.ek~&Dg.D.a.~l.#., made a big splash! With 138 registered 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

water events, and representation from every province and ~ M%~ ~rct}~ 
territory, the celebration of "Healthy Rivers, Living Lakes," 
attracted media attention and the suppo~ of some of the 
county’s most respected water advocates. Help us make 
Canada Water Week 2012 even bigger~ Follow us on ~l~ ~.~.~.~ 
Twitter (@CanadaWaterWeek), "Like" our Facebook Page 
(w~.facebook.com/CanadaWaterWeek), and make 
w~w#DurLivingWater~ca, a blog dedi~ted to the ongoing 
conversation on water issues, regular reading. ~fe~ ~ss ~ 

New [~twork o~ Abodg#~ 



The Circle on Philanthropy 

Canada was launched in 
Vancouver on May 11. It is a 
new network with the aim of 
promoting philanthropy in, 
and in partnership with, 
Aboriginal communities 
across the country. 

>> Read more,,. 

~i The Circle 

From Northern Ideas to Natio~a~ Priorities: 
A[ctic Fellows meet i~ Ottawa 

The Jane Glassco Arctic 
iXi Arctic Fellows 

.E#.t!~2.~.b.[P program ¯ 
recognizes and supports 
young emerging leaders in 
the north, especially 
Aboriginal Northerners, 
aged 25-35, who want to 
build a strong and resilient 
north. It is for those who, at 
this stage in their lives, are 
looking foradditional support, networksand guidance from 
mentorsand peersasthey deepen theirunderstanding of an 
importantpublicpolicyissuefacingtheArcticorfarnorth. 
The Fellowshad theirsecond offourmajorgatherings, this 

Rethinkin,qthe Topofthe World: The Arctic Coundl 
summarizespublioopiniononAroticco-operationinCanada 
(North and South), the United States, Russia andthe other 
Arctic Council countries. Itdoesso while exploring the 
historyofthe Council and outlining the key questionsthat it 

Ryan Deana ResearcherwiththearcticSecudty Program 

op-ed aboutthe utilib/ofarmingthe Canadian Coast ~uard, 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 
11 Church Street, Suite 400 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5E lWl 
Canada 

This email was created and delivered using industry Madout 

J~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieflcohl@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, Jnne 6, 2011 5:08 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: [charangacarolinanews] Orquesta GarDel @ Motorco Music Ha~l, June 11 

From: David Garcia [mailto:daga@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 03, 20:t:I 9:55 AM 
To; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S 
Subject; [charangacarolinanews] Orquesta GarDel @ Motorco Music Hall, June 

Dear Chaxanga Carolina community, 

Please come out next Saturday, June 11 to see and dance to Orquesta GarDel. This is the tbllow-up to their CD release show in Janua~ and they’re looking to make 

this one just as memorable. It roll be a high energy show for sure! DJ S~sa Mike will spin Latin music before, in-between, and after the show. GarDel is the only band 

on the schedule, pumping out the grooves for two hours. 

Saturday, June 11 

MOTORCO MUSIC HALL 

723 Rigsbee Ave 

Durham, NC 27701 
Doors open at 8:00 and show is at 9:00 

Tickets are $13 in advance m~d $15 at the door 

Que viva la salsa en Carolina! 

David Gmeia, Director 

UNC’s Charm~ga Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Are you still in the area? 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I have plen~z of time to help you out! Send me the details when you can and I’ll start right away. I hope your travels are going well! 

Cheers, 

On , at 7:21 AM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 

Dear 

Greetings. 

I am vel)’ small research job - revisions on biography, that you do via the internet- for you which is urgent, and I am wondering if you have time to help you old teacher who is 
and the publisher needs the information asap. 

Kindly let me 

Thanks 
Dr SahIe 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowilz@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 12:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CCO AFRI 101 Contract tbr Fall 2011 

CCO Telnplate to Revise and Teach Eunice SaNe AFRI 101 Fall 2011 pdf option.doc 

Hi Eunice, 

This is a reminder to return your contract for this fall, which I’ve attached as a pdf file. After you and Julius have signed it, please 

make a copy for yourself and for Adam Kent (if he does payroll in your department). Then return it to me by campus mail or as a pdf 

file. 

Thanks very much! 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 12:56 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 533: Special issue: Water and privatisation 

PAMBAZUIZ, LA NEWS 533: SPECIAL ISSUE: WATER AND PRIVATISATION 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Features 

/VV/VVV/VV’,I/V\/\//’,i’,/VI’,IVV/?/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//’, 
1 Features 

AFRICA: ACCESS TO WATfiR AN[) PRIVATISATION 

Why proclaim access to water a fundamental hutmm right? 

Jacques Cambon 

Despite UN recognition of access ’to safe and clean drinking water and 

samtation as a hutnan right that is essential for the full enjoyment 

of life and all human rights,’ it is a right that is far from being 

realised in most parts of the world, writes Jacques Cambon 

http ://www pambazuka org/en/cate~ory/[eatures/73860 

TIlE WATER CRISIS IN AFRICAN CKNES 
Mi chel Makpenon 
Access to runmng water remmns ~n a state of crisis :[’or a huge number 
of people across Africa, writes Michel Makpenon. With growing 
urbanisation across the continent, African cities will need the 
political determination to ensure sustainable water resources based on 
social need rather than commercial concerns, he stresses 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/73836 

GI I~%NA’ S QUES T TO QUENCH ITS T[I]R ST 
Alhassan Adam 
Ghana has a long history of struggle against the inequitable 
allocation of water - beginning with protests against colonial water 
policy and, more recently, with opposition to water privatisation that 
began in the 1990s. Alhassan Adanr writes about the history, the 
challenge to privatisation and the road ahead. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1~/fcaturesi73856 

THE CONflMODWICATION OF WATER AND LAND IN MALI 
Sdkou Diarra 
Mall’s Dogon have traditionally seen water as a source of life and a 
public good, with the right to water ’a prerequisite to all other 
human rights.’ No~v the privatisation of water threatens to exclude 
citizens frora managing their raost precious resource, leaving ’the task 
with a conm~ercially minded technocracy’, says S~kou Diarra. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~,’categor,i-/features/73861 

YVATER PRIVATISATION: SENEGAL AT THE CROSSROADS 
Olivicr Petitjean and Elirnane Diouf 
While the Senegalese government wishes to ’disengage financially- frora 
the ~vater sector’, it is precisely the previous public raanageraent of 
water that has begun to improve infrastructure and people’s access to 
the resource. 
http://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/73837 

WATER IVLANAGEMENT REFOPdvl IN- RURAL AREAS OF SEi’~EGAL 
Moussa Diop 
Changes to the water sector in Senegal that have seen a disengagement 
of the state and the promotion of the private sector have had 
unforeseen effects, writes Moussa Diop. Increased ~vaste in domestic 
water consumption is one of the contradictions, while existing social 
relations also have a significant impact on the water delive~z 
enviroutnent. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/73859 



Pal ,LUTION: AFRICA’S Rt;~**I~ [~[ffSOI2RCE CI2RSE? 
Khadija Sharife 
A Tanzanian gold mine leaks polluted water into a major river. A 
mining town in Zambia is listed as amongst the most polluted places in 
the world And a water pollution problem in South Africa that is 
caused by mining threatens national water resources. Khadija Sharife 
examines the hidden costs behind Africa’s resource extraction 
reputation. 
http://www pamba×uka org/en/category/features/73857 

PUBLIC-PL-BLIC PARTiN~RSHI~S IN" WATER 

David Hall 
Donors and development banks have largely focused on private-public 
partnerships in their attempts to develop water management capaci~" 
around the world, overlooking the vast expertise of public sector 
water operators. But now they too are starting to recognise the 
benefits of public-public partnerships for the provision of public 
water and sanitation services, writes David Hall. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/73862 

S TRENGTHEix~XIG PUBLIC WATER 
South Soutt~North public~ublic partnerships 
Samir Bensaid 
While both North South partnerships and Sout~South partnerships have 
strengths and limitations, lit~ing these in networked models is an 
effective way to mobilise expertise and funding and achieve success, 
writes Samir Bensaid, with reference to the example of ONEP (Morocco) 

and SNDE (Mauritania). 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~,’category/features/73858 

THE WRONG CLIMATE FOR BIG DAbIS 
Why Africa should shun hydropower megaprojects 
Lori Porringer 
Hydropower dams are ’well-suited for facilitating industrialisation 
and exploitation of natural resources, but not for reducing Africa’s 
energy poverty’, writes Lori Pottinger And given the water-security 
problems posed by climate change, ’the proposed frenzy of African dam 
building could be literally disastrous.’ 
http ://w~vw pambazaka org/el~/category/features/73863 

THE COST OF ADDING CARBON CREDITS TO CLEAN WATER 
Shiney Varghese 
Linking carbon credits to clean ~vater initiatives as a means of 
reducing carbon emissions is simply a corporate effbrt to cash in on 
measures to tackle climate change, ~vrites Shine)’ Varghese. 

http ://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/featuresi73834 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,/\,//’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,//\/’,/’,//I, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

{~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivauve Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 

http://www pamba zuka. or~/en/about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://wunv.pambazuka.or~ien ) 
Edi¢5o em lingua Portuguesa ( http://www pambazuka or~/pt ) 
Editinn fran~aise ( http://www.pambazuka.or~/fr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.orff/er~,newsfeed php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pamba zuka. org/en/about.php ). 

To SL-BSCRJ~E or UNSI~-BSCRIBE go to: 

http://pambazaka.An, apc. org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 



With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Afi-ica. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or ]~;nding 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazakanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Cor~m~ent & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more itffom~ation: 
/itwitter.corr~’pambazukanews ( http ://twitter. com,~pambazukanews ). 

* Pambazuka News has a Del.icio.us (http://Del.icio.us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visithttp:i/delicious.cotr~’pambazuka news. 
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Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Front page? : 
Parity 

Equality between men and women, a common value in all European SLates, 

~i photo nondispo becamea fundamenLal law with the LisbonTreaLy. During the period 
the European Commission is undertaking a strategy for equality between men 
and women aiming Lo promote the respect of this in all policies and activities 
across the Union, notably in terms of access Lo employment, promotion and 
professional training, working conditions, remuneration, the protection of 
motherhood and parental leave ... In your opinion what are the next stages the 

EU should address in this area? Answer our survey! We need Lo know what you think! 

Elections : 
Latvia 

I Andris Berzins (Union of Latvian Greens and Farmers’ Party, ZZS) became the 
.~.iI photonon dispo new President of the Republic of Latvia on 2nd .June. The former chair of 

Latvijas Unibanka, won the votes of 83 of the :L00 members of the Saeima, the 
only chamber in Parliament. His rival, outgoing President Valdis Zatlers, 
supported by the government led by Prime Minister Valdis Dombrovskis, Unity 

(V), won 41 votes. ]in the first round of voting Andris Berzins won 80 votes and outgoing President 
Valdis Zatlers 43. 

%e. ~..d..                                                               ~ 

The Social Democratic Party (PSD) easily won the general elections that took 

~i photo non dispo place on 5th.lune in Portugal. Led by PassosCoelho, the PSDwon 38.68% of 
the vote and 105 seats (+ 24 in comparison with the previous election on 27th 
September 2009). The Socialist Party (PS), led by outgoing Prime Minister ]os~ 
Socrates came second winning 28.05% of the vote (73 seats, - 24). lit came out 

ahead of the People’s Party (PP) led by Paulo Portas which won 11.74% of the vote (24 seats). The 
left, which is against economic liberalism, suffered a severe defeat: the Communist-Green Coalition 
(CDU) led by .leronimo de Souse won 7.94% of the vote (16 seats, + :L) and the Left Bloc (BE) of 
Francisco Louca, won 5.:~9% of the vote (8 seats, - 8). Turnout, which is traditionally low in Portugal, 
totalled 58.32% ie slightly below that recorded in the election in September 2009 (- 1.86 points). 
Given the serious socio-economic crisis experienced by the country the Portuguese chose to change 
government. With its allies in the People’s Party the PSD will enjoy the absolute majority in the 
Assembly of the Republic, the only chamber in Parliament. 

j The Revolutionary Organisation-Democratic Party for National Unity (VMRO- 
.~.iI photo non dispo DPMNE) led by outgoing Prime Minister Blikola Gruevski won the elections on 8th 

.lune in Macedonia. ~t won 39% of the vote and 88 seats according to results 
that are still incomplete. The Social Democratic Union (SDSM), the main 
opposition party led by former President of the Republic (2004-2009), Branko 

Crvenkovski, won 32.78 % of the vote (39 seats), the Democratic Union for ~ntegration (DUI-BD~) 
led by Alija Ahmeti, member of the outgoing government won 10.24% of the vote. It came out 
ahead of the Albanian Democratic Party (PDA-PDSh) led by Menduh Thaci which won 5.89% of the 
vote and National Democratic Renaissance (RDK), a party created at the end of March by the mayor 
of Gostivar, Ruff Osmani, won 2.67% of the vole. Finally the Revolutionary Organisation-People’s 
Party (VMRO-NP) of former President of the Republic (1998-2002) Ljubco Georgievski won 2.81% of 
the vote. The VMRO-DPMNE will probably join forces with the Albanian speaking party that won ie the 
Democratic Union for integration (DUT-BDi), to form the next government. 



Turkey 
On 12th June, 50,189,930 Turks will appoint the 550 members of the National 

i~] phot .... dispo Grand A .... bly (Parli .... t) from the 7,492 candidat ..... ing in 85 
constituencies. According to a poll by Konsensus for the daily Haberturk 
published on June 1st last the AKP led by outgoing Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan is due to win 48.6% of the vote. He is running ahead of the CHP which 

is due to win 28.3% of the vote and theMHP, 11.6%. 

~ 

Financial Crisis : 
Charlen~agne P r;.ze 

As he received the Charlemagne Prize for his contribution to European 
.~j photonon dispo unification on 2nd June in Aachen the President of the European Central Bank, 

Jean-Claude Trichet suggested, in an interview in a German daily the 
"Frankfurther AIIgemeine Zeitung", two levels of sanction for European countries 
that do not succeed in managing their budget. One would comprise financial aid 

together with strict conditions and would grant the right of control and monitoring to the countries 
providing the aid. The second "should be fundamentally different from the present supervision, 
recommendation and sanction system," explains the ECB President who suggests the creation of a 
European Finance Minister "who would have a right to review the budgetary policy and 
competitiveness and a right to direct management of the economic policies of heavily indebted 
countries." Jean-Claude Trichet said he supported the establishment of the position of European 
Finance Minister 

Raad I Othe:- hnk :: Otha:- Iin~k I Other ~ink                                                    I~.1 

j According to figures published by the Federal Employment Agency on 31st May, 
.~j photo non dispo unemployment in Germany declined again over the month. The unemployment 

rate totalled 7% of the working population in May in comparison with 7.3% in 
April whilst the number of job seekers dropped by 118,000 in gross data to 
reach 2,960,000. "The labour market is benefiting from the continuous recovery 

of the Germany economy," explained the Agency. 

Read ICl:herlir!k 

J The unemployment rate in Austria declined in May to 6.1% of the working 
~] photo non dispo population (-0.3 ,o) according to provisional figures published on 1st June by the 

Labour Ministry. According to the latest statistics published by Eurostat the 
unemployment rate in Austria lay at 4.2% in April. The difference between these 

figures is due to different calculation methods. 

J On 31st May the national statistics institute Statistics Denmark announced that 

~i photo non dispo according to figures adjusted to seasonal variations and price rises Denmark’s 
GDP had declined in the first quarter of 2011 by 0.5%. In the fourth quarter of 
2010 the GDP contracted by 0.2% said Statistics Denmark in a press release. 
Hence the Danish economy has entered recession once more. 

Read [ Other link I×1 

Spai:’: 

J The Employment and Immigration Ministry in Spain announced on 2nd June that 
.~j photo non dispo unemployment continued to decline in May (-2%): it is the second consecutive 

month that it has decreased. The unemployment rate lay at 21.3% in the first 
quarter ie twice that of the European average. In Spain nearly half of the 
working population amongst the under 25’s was unemployed. 

Finland 

1 According to a press release published on 3rd June by the national statistics 

i~ill photo non dispo institute, Statistics Finland, the country’s GDP rose in the first quarter of 2011 
by 0.8% in comparison with the previous quarter. In comparison with the first 
quarter of 2010 the Finnish GDP was up by 5.5%. 

The national statistics and economic studies institute, INSEE announced on 1st 
~i photo non dispo June that there had been a decrease in unemployment down to 9.7% of the 

working population (including in the DOM). On mainland France unemployment 
lay at 9.2% ie 2.6 million people. There had been a slight decrease in 
comparison with the fourth quarter of 2010 (-0.1 points). 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Greece 

j The Greek government is facing the challenge of keeping up with the austerity 
.~j photo nondispo commitments given to its creditors, the euro area and the IMF, whilst the social 

and political atmosphere is declining sharply across the country. Greece was 
granted further financial aid on 3rd June from its creditors in order to prevent 
bankruptcy and its forced exit from the Monetary Union; this aid comes in 

addition to the 110 billion euros already granted one year ago. In exchange the government, led by 
George Papandreou, promised to step up the austerity plan to reduce public deficit and to accelerate 
privatisation to settle the debt of 340 billion euros. 



On 31st May the Italian statistics institute published unemployment figures for 
photo non dispo April. The number of unemployed in Italy decreased by 2.9% in comparison 

with March and by 7.6% in comparison with April 2010. Unemployment totalled 
8,1% in April ie a decrease of 0,2 points in comparison with March and a 
decrease of 0.6 points in comparison with the previous year. 

Read 

.fceland 

j On 3rd June the International Monetary Fund announced the release of 188 
photo non dispo million euros in support of Iceland as part of a loan granted in November 2008. 

The IMF stressed that the Icelandic economy was still recovering from the crisis 
and that growth was forecast to be positive in 2011. 

Lithuanii~. 

I The Lithuaniann statistics office published its GDP estimation for the first quarter 
photo non dispo of 2011 on 30th May. It totalled 22,991 million LTL. The GDP increased by 6.9% 

in comparison with the same period in 2010. 

j On 30th May the Luxembourg statistics institute, Statec published the main 
.~.iI photo non dispo developments in Luxembourg’s foreign trade balance. The study revealed that 

in 2010 the Grand Duchy’s current account displayed a surplus of 3.3 billion 
euros with the rest of the world which represents nearly 7.8% of the GDP. 
According to the study the explanation to the surplus is to be found its financial 

service exports, since the other partial balances in the current accounts (goods, wages, investment 
revenues and current transfers) were, for their part, in the negative. 

~ 

UK 

j On 3rd June the British government published the results of the structural 
.~.iI photonon dispo reform plans in May for each ministerial department. The Structural Reform 

Plans are the key tool of the Coalition Government for ensuring that 
departments are accountable for the implementation of the reforms set out in 
the Coalition Agreement. 

I On 31st May the Riksbank published its financial stability report in which it says 
photo non dispo that the national banks’ resistance has improved over the last few months. 

OECD 

J On June 1st the OECD published growth figures for the first quarter of 2011. The 
oz photo non dispo GDP in the OECD area increased by 0.5 ,o in spite of slow growth in the US and 

Japan. Growth accelerated in most major European countries and Canada. 

Read 

European Council : 
Jta[y 

On 2nd June Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi and President of the 
~i photo non dispo European Council Herman van Rompuy met at the Villa Doria Pamphili. They 

exchanged views on the economic situation of the euro area, immigration, the 
reform of the Schengen agreement and the Union’s role in the country’s of the 
Southern Mediterranean during the Arab Spring uprising. 

P..~ad [ Other li!~k 

Slovenia 

j On 3rd June the President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy 
.~.iI photo non dispo travelled to Slovenia to meet the Slovenian Prime Minister Borut Pahor. They 

discussed the Euro Plus Pact, the sovereign debt crisis in the euro area and 
accession negotiations ’with Croatia. During a press conference Mr Van Rompuy 
recalled the interest of the Euro Plus Pact for the coordination of vital reform of 

the social protection systems and public finances - vital reforms to avoid excessive debt. Mr Van 
Rompuy notably congratulated Slovenia on the progress it has made over the last 20 years, 
qualifying it as a "model" amongst the new members. With regard to Croatia Mr Van Rompuy said 
"he was prudently optimistic that the conclusion of negotiations is now close to hand." 

I I 



M[g~aLioRs 

j On .June ::[st the European Commission presented two proposals to amend the 
~iI photo non dispo directives in view of moving forwards in setting up a common European asylum 

system planned for 20::[2. The first, relative to asylum procedures, aims to 
improve the effectiveness of the processing of asylum requests in order to 
finalise cases within six months. The second concerns reception conditions and 

aims to guarantee a decent standard of living for asylum seekers, notably thanks to access to the 
labour market. However the debate over this common asylum system is proving difficult. The main 
impediment being the creation of a common rule for the management of migrant arrivals and the 
processing of their requests. France and Germany want to maintain their own criteria. The 
Commission has planned to put forward these two proposals to the ".Justice and :Internal Affairs" 
Council on 9th .June in order to come to an agreement. 

Standards 

j On .June 1st the European Commission proposed a series of legislative and non- 
.~.iI photo non dispo legislative measures to develop more and faster standards. Standards are sets 

of voluntary technical and quality criteria for products, services and production 
processes. They help both businesses and consumers. ?The Commission will 
enhance its cooperation with the leading standardisation organisations in Europe 

so that their standards will be available more rapidly. It will also establish an annual Work 
Programme, which will identify priorities for European standardisation. :It notably wants to develop 
standards in services and information and communication technologies. The Commission also intends 
to update the Directive on overall product safety to cut down time taken to adopt standards. Finally 
the Commission wants to promote European standards and international convergence. 

Digitai 

j On 31st May the European Commission published a scoreboard showing what 

~i photo non dispo the EU and its Member States have achieved in terms of their digital strategy 
one year after implementation. The progress achieved over the first year is 
generally satisfying especially in terms of internet use (65% of the EU 
population). But in certain areas they are somewhat disappointing particularly in 

terms of the deployment of new ultra-rapid broadband networks (one of the key goals in the digital 
strategy) even though progress has been made in view of modernising cable networks. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

As part of the annual dialogue between the Union and religious groups, churches 
~iI photo non dispo and communities the Presidents of the European Council, the European 

Commission and the European Parliament, Herman van Rompuy, ~]os~ Manuel 
Barroso and 3erzy Buzek met 20 representatives of the Christian, 3ewish, 
Muslim and Buddhist religions from 13 Member States and third countries on 
30th May. The meeting provided an opportunity to discuss the "Partnership for 
democracy and shared prosperity" between the Union and its neighbourhood. 

The religious representatives welcomed this partnership positively and said they were ready to work 
with the Union for the promotion of democracy, Human Rights, and fundamental freedom. 

Parliament : 
Crisis 

The European Parliament’s Special Committee on the Financial, Economic, and 
.~.iI photo nondispo Social Crisis adopted a final non-legislative report written by Pervenche Bergs 

(S&D, FR). The report recommends a "new European approach". MEPs in this 
committee are suggesting an increase in the EU’s budget beyond 2020 by 5% to 
10% of the Union’s GDP, funded in part by new own resources, but also by a 

greater shift of Member State spending over to the Union to fund investments, notably in areas such 
as energy, transport and R&D. They also advise on better coordination of fiscal policy and taxation 
on financial transactions. Finally the report asks the Commission to undertake a study on the future 
euro-bond system and for it to look into the principle of the European Treasury. This report will be on 
the agenda of the European Parliament’s plenary session in ]uly. 

Read [ Othe:-,nk                                                                            I. I 
Council : 
Competitiveness 

On 30th and 31st May during the Competitiveness Council (:Internal Market, 

~:~iI photo non dispo ~ndustry, Research and Space) the 27 EU Ministers approved the 
Communication on the implementation of the Single Market Act. ~n support of 
SMEs they approved the revision of the "Small Business Act" and the 
conclusions on intelligent regulation. Similarly they also came to agreement on 

the draft of a directive that aims to exempt micro-businesses of some accounting obligations. They 
also discussed the regulation on the European private company and the implementation of greater 
cooperation on the Union patent. Finally in the conclusions on space, ministers recalled that satellite 
positioning systems (including Galileo) are major priorities for the Union. 

Raad                                                                                                        ~ 

Diplomacy : 

j On 31st May the High Representative Catherine Ashton condemned the 
.~.iI photo non dispo repression of demonstrators in Taiz in Yemen. She called on Yemeni President 

Saleh to start a political transition process by implementing the Gulf 
Cooperation Council initiative. On 3rd June Ms Ashton repeated her concern 
about the political situation in Yemen and announced the launch of the Union’s 
Civil Protection Mechanism (M[C) for the evacuation of European citizens from 

the country. :Injured during an attack, the Yemeni President was forced to travel to Saudi Arabia on 
4th .June. The President of the European Parliament .]erzy Buzek called on 5th June for an end to 
violence and the start of political transition. 



Ombudsman : 
Radioactivity 

Following the catastrophe of Fukushima in Japan many complaints have been 
~:i photonon dispo lodged by citizens. The European Ombudsman opened an inquiry on 30th May 

on information given to citizens about the modifications in the maximum 
admissible levels of radioactive contamination of foodstuffs. Indeed in a letter to 
the President of the European Commission the Ombudsman points out that no 

comparative information on the maximum admissible levels of radioactivity either before or after the 
incident in Fukushima had been made available to the public. The European Commission is invited to 
provided answers to the Ombudsman by 30th June. 

K~!. I ~!~.~.E.ILE.!’~                                                       I I 

J As part of her trip to Asia From 31st May to 2nd June German Chancellor Angela .~j photo non dispo Merkel visited India and Singapore. During the first German-lndian meetings in 
New Delhi the two governments confirmed that they wanted to cooperate more 
closely in various areas, such as education, environment and technology. In 
Singapore she met Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong on June :ist. Ms Merkel 
stressed the close relations between Germany and Singapore. Moreover she 

pleaded in Favour of transparency in the financial markets. 

!\~!. I ~¢J3.~E..!lE.!’~ :: :~#~=b.~rJ.:..~.h                                              I- :I 
Nuclear 

On 3rd June German Chancellor Angela Merkel met the Minister Presidents of 
~i photo non dispo the Lander to discuss the accelerated implementation of Germany’s energy 

policy. In a press conference after this meeting Ms Merkel confirmed the 
federal government and Minister Presidents’ agreement on the gradual exit 
from nuclear energy up until 2022. On 6th June during an extraordinary 
Council of Ministers the German government adopted the draft law relative to 
the abolition of nuclear energy in Germany and defined the strategy which will 

enable the country to rise to the challenge. 

Spain : 
Equai}ty 

J The Spanish government approved to draft laws on 27th May on gender 
.~j photo non dispo equality. The first concerns stepping up the fight against discrimination and for 

equal treatment. The second aims to promote gender equality in rural areas. 
After this decision Spanish Prime Minister Jos~ Luis Zapatero received Exective 
Director of UN Women, Michelle Bachelet, who congratulated the Spanish people 

on its commitment and work in support of gender equality. Spain is indeed the main contributor to 
the UN Women budget as well as to other international organisations that fight against sexual 
discrimination. 

Read I Other hnk :: Other llnk                                                                     I: .I 

Finland : 
Govern me~t? 

j On June 1st Conservative leader, Jyrki Katainen, who was asked to form a 
.~j photonon dispo government, said during a press conference that the Social Democratic Party 

and the Left Alliance had decided that they were no longer going to take part in 
negotiations for a coalition. Jyrki Katainen announced that he would continue 
negotiations with the National Coalition Party, the Greens, the Christian 

Democrats and Swedish People’s Party and possibly the Centre Party. 

I<osovo 

J On 3$st May French Foreign Minister Alain Jupp~ hosted his Kosovar counterpart 
.~j photo non dispo Enver Hoxhaj in Paris. Their meeting focused on stepping up bilateral relations 

between France and Kosovo and regional issues. The two ministers addressed 
the issue of dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina which the EU had helped 
facilitate four times. They finally spoke of Kosovo’s European perspectives. 

Near East 
French Foreign Minister, Alain Jupp~, travelled on lst-3rd June to Israel and to 

i~] phot .... dispo the Palestinian Territory. Recalling that the USA ...... t ...... ding alone in 
speeding up the peace process in the region he said that he hoped that all 
States could work towards the same goal. Stressing the urgency of dialogue 
between the parties he invited Israeli and Palestinian representatives to a 

conference in Paris at the end of June, beginning of July, to negotiate "on a specific basis" and 
stressed that "none of those he had been talking to had said "no" to this idea." 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Hungary : 
Albania 

On June 1st Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban travelled to Tirana to meet 

i~] phot .... dispo hisAIbani ...... terpart Sail Berisha. Thei .... ring mainly f ..... d on the 
Western Balkans’ integration into the EU. Mr Orban gave a speech at the 
University of Tirana on this subject. 

Read IOtherlink 

Italy : 
Nuclear 



j The Italian Appeal Court said on June Zst that a referendum on nuclear power 
.~ photo non dispo demanded by the opposition ’would take place. It will be organised on 12th 

and 13th June in addition to the decision to bring to a halt projects to return to 
nuclear power that were decided in April by Silvio Berlusconi’s government. 
On this occasion the Italian must also say by referendum whether they reject 
two other laws: one on the deregulation of water management to give greater 
place to private companies and the so-called "legitimate prevention" law that 

would allow Silvio Berlusconi not to stand before the courts for the next 18 months because of his 
work as President of the Council. This law has already undergone many amendments. 

Norway 
From 30th May to June 1st the Grand-Duke and Grand-Duchess of Luxembourg 

~] photo non dispo went on a State visit to Norway. Luxembourg Prime Minister Jean-Claude 
Juncker spoke with the leader of Parliament Dag Terje Andersen and Norwegian 
Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg. During a meeting with his Norwegian 
counterpart he spoke of international and European news; Luxembourg Foreign 
Minister Jean Asselborn commended Norway’s commitment to the defence of 

international law, the consolidation of peace and the promotion of Human Rights. ~n a meeting with 
his two counterparts Luxembourg Economy Minister Jeannot Kreck~ first addressed energy issues 
with the Oil and Energy Minister Ola Borten Moe and discussed developments in the industrial domain 
with Secretary of State for Trade and Industry Rikke Lind. 

Read I Othe:- hnk :: Otha:- 

j On 30th May the French President Nicolas Sarkozy and Luxembourg Prime 
.~j photo non dispo Minister Jean-Claude Juncker met at the Elysee in Paris. They discussed 

international and European news and notably the Greek economic situation, 
preparations for the European Council and the G20 in June and the 
implementation of nuclear stress tests in Europe. Taking advantage of this 

meeting JC Juncker asked Mr Sarkozy about the reform of the Schengen area and asked him "not to 
challenge the acquis of European integration". In his opinion "a relaxation in measures governing 
border controls as part of the Schengen convention would only be tolerable in extreme situations and 
in close consultation with the European Commission and the other Member States. 

Poiand : 
Presidency/EU 

j On 31st May the Polish Council of Ministers adopted the Six monthly Programme 
~] photo non dispo of the Polish Presidency of the Council of the European Union. The main aim will 

be to lead the Union to faster economic growth as well as to greater community 
policy. The Polish priorities will comprise three mainstays: European integration 

as a source of growth, secure Europe, Europe benefiting from openness. 

Fra nee 
On 3rd June Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk travelled to Paris to meet French 

~i photo non dispo President Nicolas Sarkozy and Prime Minister Frangois Fillon. The Polish 
government leader presented his country’s goals for the ppresidency of the 
starting on 1st July; he particularly focused on issues related to the EU’s energy 

policy, enlargement as well as the budget. Together with the Polish Secretary of State for European 
Affairs Mikolaj Dowgielewicz he spoke with French representatives of a possible extension of the 
Schengen area and the future of the Neighbourhood Policy notably as far as the Eastern Partnership 
was concerned. 

K~..d.. I ~!~b..e..L..LL..’LL: :: (Q.~b.e...:.L:’J:~..k: I~I 

Portuoal : 
Elections 

According to the official results of the general elections on 5th June the head of 
.~j photonon dispo the Portuguese Socialist government Jos~ Socrates suffered a severe defeat. 

The right won easily, with the Social Democratic Party, (the centre right PSD) 
led by Pedro Passos Coelho in the lead. He will form the next government with 

the support of a small rightwing party the CDS-PP, and will enjoy an aboslute majority in the 
Chamber of Deputies. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

UK: 
[.ibya 

] British Foreign Secretary William Hague and State Secretary for ~nternational 
phot .... 

dispoj Development Andrew Mitchell t .... lied to Benghazi (Libya) on 4th J .... This 
was a demonstration of the UK’s support to the National Transition Council and 
they discussed the political roadmap planned by the latter for the future of 
Libya. 

Read 

Bosnia-Herzgovina : 
Satajevo 

j On 31st May Bakir Izetbegovic, a member of the presidency of Bosnia- 
~] photo non dispo Herzegovina hosted the representatives of the consortium in charge of building 

the museum of the siege of Sarajevo. As Ratko Mladic is about to be judged, 
the project points to the desire to share a common history and pass on high 
quality information about the siege and the years of war. The Bosniak 

presidency said that he supported this project so "that the recent past is not forgotten, and the 
lessons learnt kept for the future generations." 



Croatia : 
Vatican 

i On 4th and 5th June Pope Benedict ×VI travelled to Zagreb in Croatia. He met 
~] photo non dispo the population, which is 90% Catholic, as they are about the enter the EU; the 

Vatican considers the country as "little Poland in the South". On 4th and then on 
5Lh June he defended Europe’s Christian identity and said that Croatia had its 
place in Europe, as he spoke to young people during an open air mass at the 

Family Festival. He invited followers to counter the secularisation of society saying that "a rationalist 
culture does not take account of diversity adequately". Pope Benedit XVI met Croatian President Ivo 
Josipovic and Prime Minister Jadranka Kosor. 

Serbia : 
Mladic,’ICfY 

j After having escaped justice for nearly 16 years Ratko Mladic was delivered to 
~iI photo non dispo the ICTYon 31st May. During the first hearing on 3rd June he said he had not 

read all of his file, and qualified the charges against him as "vile" and refused to 
plead either guilty or not guilty. The next hearing is planned for 4th July. 

Read IOtherlink 

NATO : 
Bulgaria 

j NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen travelled to Bulgaria on 30th 
.~j photo nondispo May. In Sofia he spoke with President Georgi Parvanov on the lSAFoperation 

led by the Alliance in Afghanistan and Operation Unified Protector in Libya. In 
Varna Mr Rasmussen spoke with Prime Minister Boyko Borrisov, Foreign Minister 
Nikolai Mladenov- he also spoke during the plenary session of NATO’s 

parliamentary assembly. On the situation in the Balkans Mr Rasmussen said that the arrest of Ratko 

Mladic, former commander of the forces of the Serbs of Bosnia, accused of war crimes, offers an 
opportunity for justice and for all the Balkan region to draw closer to Euro-Atlantic integration. 

Libya 

j On June 1st NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen announced a 90- 
.~j photo non dispo day extension of the "Unified Protector" mission. On 31st May in a meeting with 

the President of the Commission of the African Union Mr Ping, he stressed the 
importance of dialogue with the latter to facilitate the successful completion of 
the NATO mission in Libya. NATO announced on 4th June that it had used fighter 
helicopters in Libyafor the first time, striking military vehicles, equipment and 
the armed forces led by Colonel Mouammar Kadhafi. 

: 

On 31st May the government and the Belarus National Bank sent a joint request 
photo non dispo to the IMF for a further loan to stabilise the economy. An IMF mission travelled 

there on 1st June to assess the present economic situation and the effects of 
measures already taken by the government. Conclusions are expected on 14th 
June. 

Read 

WHO : 

J On 2nd June the World Health Organisation identified the bacteria EHEC that is 

~i photo non dispo spreading across Europe as being an "extremely rare form of E.coli" - until now 
it has not been encountered in epidemic form and is particularly resistant to 
antibiotics which makes its treatment rather difficult. So far the epidemic has led 
to 22 deaths in Europe, 21 of which have been in Germany. Moreover the 

Netherlands and the UK were the latest States to declare cases of contamination. The European 
Commission said on June 1st that Spanish cucumbers were not to blame and lifted the warning that 
was affecting all of the country’s vegetables. Suspicion is now focused on seeds that have been 
germinated in Germany. 

Read [ Other link                                                                                  1×1 

ding to a E .... tat study published on 31Sto May th ...... ployment rate in 

photo non dispo the euro area remained stable in April at 9.9 YS in comparison with the previous 
month. In the EU the rate declined slightly to lie at 9.4 Yo instead of 9.5 Yo in 
March. The figures indicate that :1.5,529,000 people were unemployed in the 
euro area in April and 22,547,000 in the EU. The figure had declined by 115,000 

in the euro area and by 165,000 in the Union. 

I According to economists inflation slowed slightly in May in the euro area but this 

~i photo non dispo will not be enough to calm the European Central Bank’s concern and persuade it 
not to raise its main rates, probably in July. According to a first estimate on 31st 
May published by the European statistics office, Eurostat consumer prices 
increased by 2.7% over one year in May. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 



industry 
in April 2011 in comparison with March 2011 the industrial price index rose by 

.~j photo non dispo 0.9% in the euro area and by 1% in the EU. in March prices increased 
respectively by 0.8% and 1.2%. In April 2011 compared with April 2010 
industrial producer prices recorded an increase of 6.7% in the euro area and of 
7.8% in the EU. 

Languagas 
According to a Flash Eurobarometer published on 30th May English is by far the 

~iI photo non dispo most frequently used language, indeed 48% of Internet users in the EU 
mentioned using English. However the language issue is still important in the 
construction of a European public space; although 88% of those interviewed say 
they use sites in another language 90% still prefer to consult sites in their own 

language. Amongst those most closed to other languages feature the English speakers. Conversely 
the most open to navigating on sites in different languages are the Maltese, Cypriots, Luxemburgers, 
Slovenians and Greeks. This study reveals a Europe divided by languages which, in the main, is a 
result of a lack of education in languages. 

Studies/Reports : 
Social Dialogue 

j The European Trade Unions institute (ETUI) has published a study by Stefan 
.~j photo non dispo Clauwaert and Isabelle Sch6mann entitled "European Social Dialogue and 

Transnational Framework Agreements as a Response to the Crisis?" Analysing 
the reactions of social partners and the crisis as part of European social 
dialogue, the authors plead in favour of a greater role for social partners in 

European economic governance. 

G20 

j The Coll@ge de Bruges has published a study by Katharina Gnath and Claudia 

~:i photo non dispo Schmucker entitled "The Role of the Emerging Countries in the G20: Agenda- 
Setter, Veto Player or Spectator?". Comparing the preferences of China, India 
and Brazil with that of the USA and the EU the authors conclude that the 
emerging countries do not form a united bloc but that they do influence the 

international agenda. 

j The Elcano institute has published a paper entitled "Germany, the Schengen 
.~j photonon dispo Crisis and Frontex: a Funny Kind of Pro-Europeanism". The author shows that 

Germany’s present reticence towards extending the Schengen area is not a sign 
of euro-scepticism but rather a new kind of commitment and enthusiasm with 

regard to the EU. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j On 31st May the European Environment Agency announced that in 2009 there 
~] photo non dispo had been a sharp decrease in greenhouse gas emissions in the 27 EU Member 

States in comparison with 2008. The decline recorded in the manufacturing, 
construction and electricity industries finds its explanation in the economic crisis 
and also in the increased use of renewable energies. However with the return of 

growth this trend reverted in 2010 since emissions have increased by 3% in comparison with 2009. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Culture : 
E>’hibili.’~n/Bon n 

The new permanent exhibition at the House of History of the German Federal 
i~} phot .... dispo Republic in B ..... titled "Our History. G ..... y since 1948" p ..... ts in an 

realistic, modern manner Germany’s recent past, since the end of the Second 
World War to modern day. With more than 7000 objects on show this exhibition 
illustrates Germany’s modern history in an international context. 

Read I Cther link                                                                                  [ ;~"( I 

Fest:.vaiiLelpzlg 

/ I The Bach Festival in Leipzig (G ..... y) which is being held this year from 10th 

[ [~ photo non dispoj to 19th June pays tribute ’with numerous concerts to the famous German 
composer, Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). Nearly one hundred events 
are being planned. 

FeslivaliTra nsy[va nia 

j The International Film Festival of Transylvania, one of the most important in the 
.~j photonon dispo Balkans, is open until 12th June in Cluj-Napoca and from 15th to 19th June in 

Sibiu (Romania) for the 10th year running and is hosting 220 films from across 
the entire world. 



Agenda : 

6th-Tth June 
"Employment, social policy, healthcare and consumer" Council 

6th-9th June 

7th June 
Extraordinary ’Agriculture" Council (implications of E.Coli contamination) 

9th June 
ECB Governing Council 

9th- lOth June 
".Justice and Internal Affairs" Council 

10th June 
"Energy" Council 
EU-Russia Summit 

12th June 
General Elections - Turkey 

Suq~]estions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, .]ohanna Karl-]oubert, Camille L~pinay, 
Charles de Marcilly, Sophie Paternoster ; Sandra Cadot, Alix Dehin, Mairi Friesen, 

Philippine Lef~vre, Marie Vaugeois 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale .]oannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad, it encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr. lean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 8:45 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Instructors teaching Summer2011 Carolina Courses Online 

not paxticipating letter sample.doc 

To: Carolina Courses Online Instructors 

From: Carol McDonnell and Jody Cashion 

Date June 7, 2011 

Subject:       Registration Verification Rolls for Summer 2011 

It is time once again to verify your rolls for Carolina Courses Online. As we approach the mid way point in the summer session, students who are not participating 

should be notified about how to proceed with their enrollment. Please check your roster in Connect Carolina Faculty Center to see if you have students who have 

not participated at all, or have stopped participating and are now in danger of failing your courses. Send me a list of these students as soon as possible so I can 

contact them. I have attached a sample of the letter that we send to these students which informs them that they need to take some action. ~ also need to know if 

you have students who are taking your class, but do not appear on your roster. Students who were added late were given access to your course homepage and 

blackboard, but the Registrar has not completed their registration in Connect Carolina. We are diligently tracking the forms sent to the registrar to ensure those 

students are properly enrolled. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter 

student se~vlces Assistant 

Ca~ollna ~ou~ses Online 

F~iday Cente~ fo~ Continuing Education 

Ph o neg:~02;a 6 ~- 

j~ion@unc.ed u 

<lJ> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: <a href "maJdto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu<!a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hreD"mmlto:leave-29291393-3634613.47fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tga959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29291393- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

RE: IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION 

CAROLINA COURSES ONLINE 
AFRI 265 Africa in Global Systems 

Dear 

SEMESTER 

This is a reminder that you are registered for this class and it appears on your schedule and transcript. 
However, your instructor has indicated that you are not participating in this online class. Nonpayment 
of tuition and nonparticipation in the class does not result in automatic withdrawal. There is no 
indication that you have dropped or withdrawn from this class. If you wish to drop or withdraw, please 
submit your request in writing to our office. If you do not drop, a failing grade may result and be 
reflected on your transcript. 

As was stated in the information welcome letter confirming your enrollment: 
Students are expected to work continuously throughout the term, making deadlines for 
assignments and participatiug weekly in discussiou forums. 

*DROP: To drop a course assumes you have other courses on your schedule for the current term. 

**WITHDRAWAL: dropping all of your courses once classes have begun (INCLUDING IF YOU ONLY HAVE 
COURSE). 

***CANCEL is dropping all of your courses before classes begin. It: is, in effect, the same as not having a registration 
at all. No entry is made on your permanent record and 100 percent of your prepaid tuition and :fees is refunded. 

If a tuition refund is due, the University Cashier will make the adjustment to your account. 

To return your textbooks for repurchase, contact Friday Center Books and Gifts, CB# 1020, The Friday Center, phone 919- 
962-2430. 

Jody Cashion, Student Services Assistant- j ody_cashion@unc.edu 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 

stuserv@unc.edu ¯ Telephone: (919) 962-1134 ¯ FAX (919) 962-5549 



From: @live,unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 8, 2011 12:24 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@mailxmc.edu~> 

Subjet~: Reference 

Hello Dr. SaNe, I hope your summer is going well, I was wondering if it would be alright to list you as an email reference for an internship I am applying for with 

I would like to add your email address to the bottom of my resume. Let me know if this is alright with you! Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Joshuaktill --~Joshuaktill@fi~eetotalnetworking.info > 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 5:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Final Notice - Plea~ Review 

eunice, 

This is the final notice regarding your inclusion within the 2011 Edition of W~ho’s \Vho :Mnong Executives 

and Professionals. We have sent you several emafls requesting your inclusion, and so far we have not 

received any confirmation on your biographical proof. 

Most individuals look at the Who’s "v$11o as the world’s premier source for networldng. Our professional 

network of trusted contacts gives you an advantage in your career, and is one of your most valuable 

assets. The \Vho’s \Vho exists to help you make better use of your professional network and help the 

people you trust in return. Our mission is to connect the world’s professionals to make thein more 

productive mid successful. We believe that in a globally connected econoiny, your success as a 

professional and your competitiveness as a company depends upon faster access to insights mid 

resources that you can trust. 

We urge you to flick here and fill out the appropriate inforlnation in order to get the biographical process 

started. There is no cost or obligation to be listed. 

Best of luck in all of your future endeavors, 

Click Here to move torward your SUCCESS 

JoshuaHill 

Managh~g Director 

XVho’s XVho .~miong Executives and Professionals 

119 Chambers Street 

15th Floor 

New York, NY 10007 

To unsubscribe dick here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Haslam <~phaslam@uottawa.ca> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 10:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Chapter - see attached 

Thanks so much Eunice! 

On 2011-06-07, at 9:36 PIVI. Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

> 

> 

> Dear Paul, 
> 

> Please find attached the revised chapter. My edits are in bold and purple, in brackets I am on transit tomorrow returning to the USA from Canada, but can respond to any questions you 
may have by evening or early Thursday morning 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> <Edited and sent back to - Haslam ch 4doc> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@glnail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:54 PM 

Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; I 

Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edtr~; 

Defense Date/time and Chapter 2 

i@email.unc.edu>;                   @ad.unc.edu>; Sable, 
~emaJl.m~c.edu>; edgar.pieterse <edgar.pieterse@uct.ac.za> 

Hello All, 
I am attaching Chapter 2--the theoretical framework. Below is the 
defense date and times. 

Defense Schedule: 

PuNi c Defense-- I pm--location TBA 

Con~nittee Defense--2:30~4pm--Conference room, 2rid floor in Saunders }Jail 

Please let me know if you have any quesuons Thank you all so mucht I 
will be sending chapter 5 (analysis) ver,f soon. 

The Umversity of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowilz@email.unc ,edu> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 8:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO AFRI 101 Contract for Fall 2011 

Thanks, Eumce. 

Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom" 
Marchel Proust 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 8:04 AM 
To: Benowitz~ Judith 
Subject: R[{: CCO AbT{I 101 Contract for Fall 2011 

Dear Judith, 

Sorry for the delay ] will be back from Canada shortly and will take care of this next week. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 12:54 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: CCO AFR1101 Contract for Fa[] 2011 

Hi [{unice, 

This is a reminder to return your contract for this fall, which I’ve attached as a pdf file After you and Julius have signed it, please make a copy :for yourself and :for Adam Kent (if he does 
payroll in your department). Then return it to me by campus mail or as a pdf file. 

Thanks very much! 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 
Program Dcvelopment Specialist 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people ~vho make us happy; the?" are the charming gardeners ~vho make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondafion Robert Schumm~ <info@robertschuman.eu> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 10:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Womes from Turkey as it approaches the General Elections 

~ii Fondation RobertSchuman 

~i Fondation RobertSchuman 

Fondation Robert Schuman 

On the eve of the genera] elections planned for 12th .June next in 
lurkey t~e ~obert ~ch~man Foundation has punished a European 
Issue by N~ K~pr~8, editor ~n chief of the review "Turkish Policy 
Quarterly", 

Using concrete examples to support his argument the author shows 

his concern about developments led by the Turkish government in 

terms of both foreign and domestic policy, 

He talks of the fears caused by the AKP amongst public opinion. 

ii~;~iiSchumanF°ndati°n Robert 

~iI Fondation Robert Schuman 

You can read all our publications on our site: 

THE ROBERT SCHUNAN FOUNDATION, c:r~stec: i!; :991 ~n, ~ (k!;c...: 4), ~;! d by ::!e!~ d! (:4)~ i!~ :992: i.~. th~ 

.~iI Fondation Robert Schuman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <editor~;pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 1:42 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 534: Interpreting the ’Arab Spring’ 

PAMBAZUI-LA ix.~EWS 534: INTEtLPRETLNG THE ’ARAB SPR1NG’ 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1 Features, 2 .amnou~cements, 3 Cornment & analysis, 4 
Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Pan-African Postcard, 6. Obituaries, 7. 
Letters & Opinions, 8 African Writers’ Corner 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

1 Features 

2011 : AN ARAB SPR]NGT]N/;E? 
Sawar 2~nin 
The year 2011 began with a series of shattering, wrathful explosions 
from the Arab peoples. Is this springtime the inception of a second 
’awakening of the Arab world’?’, asks Samir Amin. 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory /~eatures/73902 

FAIl[It AN[) THE POLN;ICS OF TE[~RORISM 
Ayi Kwei Armah 
Africa’s intellectual history puts into clear perspective the burning 
issues of our day, including imperialism, globalisation and the 
culture of ten-orism, argues Ayi Kwei Annah in this article from 
Global Breaking News ( 
http://www.globalbreakin~news.comffnews/3908/82/Faith-and-t he-Politics-of-Terrorism 
) Retrieving that history would ’change our perception of Afi’ica, 
and our self-perception as A[ricans, enabling us to leave the 
scffbcating hold in which European domination has locked us.’ 

http : //www pamba×uka org/en/categorW[eatures/73905 

CHILLING THE ~ad4AB SPR]NG 
Neoliberal financiers in Norfl~ Africa and Palestine 
Patrick Bond 
’There appears to be very little difference in what is being advocated 
[by the IMF] to Arab democrats today and what was advocated to Arab 
dictators yesterday,’ writes Patrick Bond. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1~/featuresi73932 

LIBYA: NATO’S WAR OF AGGRESSION ON SOVEREIGN AFRI(~’AN STATE 
Obi Nwakanraa 
Despite all pretence at humanitarian rhetoric, the Western invasion of 
Libya is simply a question of securing oil and energy resources and 
responding to the challenge to its international hegemony posed by 
China and India, writes Obi N~vakanma. ’It is the 19th century all over 
again,’ Nwakanma stresses, while underlining the tineat posed to 
Nigeria by blindly supporting the invasion. 
httr~:/iwww.,oambazaka.or~/ergcateao1~v/featuresi73923 

MAGHREB L~PRISINGS: TRUTH IS ’LMPOSSIBLE TO F]N~D’ 
Sokari Ekane 
Despite all the news and analysis on Libya, we still don’t know ve~z 
much about who the rebels are and where their support comes from, 
writes Sokari Ekine 

http ://w;vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/73928 

TRUTH DISPATCH: UPDATES FROM LIBYA 
Cynthia McKinney 
On the ground in Tripoli and ;vestem Libya, Cynthia 2vlcKinney reports 
that the current NATO-led war looks nothing like the mainstream media 
would have us believe: ~The situation on the ground in Tripoli. could 
not more difi~rent from what is being portrayed by Western news 
net;vorks and newspapers.’ 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorg/featuresi73940 



SUDAN: THE ’CONFLICIT IS Ek~LA~KNG E~,’ERY HOLIR’ 
Sokari Ekane 
Sudan’s invasion of the town Abeyi; sexual harassment in Egypt; the 
impact of Egypt’s uprising on migrants; the detention of Syrian 
blogger Amina Arraf; Western Sahara; and the opening of the a centre 
for women in Eastern Congo, the City of Joy, are among the topics 
featured in this week’s review of African blogs, by Sokari F, kine. 
http : // www pambazuk a org/en/cate~ory /[eatures/73 919 

I I~.ITI: T[tE RI(JHT TO HOUSING 
A number of organisatinns in ttaiti representing social organisations, 
grassroots movements and people displaced in the aftermath of the 2010 
earthquake came together over the period 19 21 Mi~y 2011 to discuss the 
country’s housing crisis. 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,category/features/73904 

FACE TO FACE WITH ~IItE CON(JO 
Part one 
Cameron Duodu 
Cameron Duodu reflects on the exciting and challenging times he had in 
the Congo in the 1960s 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory /geatures/73943 

A[~’RICAN AWAKENINGS AN[)NI~IW VISIONS OF SOMDA[ZITY 
Firoze Manji, Molly Kane and Pius Adesanmi 
Recorded on 25 May- at Ottawa’s Carleton University, the following is a 
video of a talk 
(http://www~.car~et~n.ca/africanstudies/nmltimedia-ias~‘~ide~s-audi~-and-pictures/pambakuza-ta~k-xvith-fir~ze-manii-and-m~Y-kane/ 
) led by Firoze Manji and Molly- Kane of Pambazaka News and hosted by 
Pius Adesanmi. The panellists discuss ’African awakenings and new 
visions of solidarity’ to celebrate Africa Liberation Day. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1~/featuresi73933 

I’,I’,h",~i’,~iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,~i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
2 Announcements 

FOOD VOLATILITY LINZKED TO US HEDGE FUNDS’ LAND GRABS IN AFRICA 
Oakland Institute 
A series of investigative reports reveal never-before-seen materials 
cotmecting financial backers including US tmiversities and pension 
funds to land deals responsible for destabilisation of food prices, 
mass displacement and environnrental damage, writes the Oakland 
Institute. 
http:/iwxwz.pambazuka.orgien/categoryiAnnouncei73946 

WHY D]L3 THE OAKLAND INSTITUTE PUBLISH ITS FINDINGS ON LAb,X) GRABS IN" AFRICA? 
Oakland Institute 
’Land grabs encompassing the size of France, displacing thousands of 
families, building miles of irrigation canals without concern fbr 
environmental impacts, allowing crops to be planted that do not 
improve food security for Africa--done with little or no consultation 
with those directly impacted, and have no accountability or 
transparency--are exactly the kind of issues the Oakland Institute ~vas 
established to investigate and make public.’ 

http ://ww~ pambaza~ka, orgies’category/Announce/73944 

JOIN US FOR AN AMAik©LA! CLrLTLNAL CELEBRATION OF THE FIGHTING SPIRIT OF 16 JL,2NE 
FEATURING: Raak~3,-s (The reunion of one of Cape Town’s greatest Bands) 

PLUS: The Zoe Abrahams & De Kaapo, DJ Sampie: Zounds of Da South, 
Spoken word/poetry, Stand up Come@ & more.. 

DATE: 15 Jtu~e 2011 
TNdE: 7pm till late 
VEik~.JE: AIDC Solidarity Centre, 129 Rochester Rd, Obselwatory, Cape Town 
DONATION: R10, Bring your own XYX and meat to braai 

INFO: Andre@amandla.org za, 0838867164 or 0214472525 

ZANZI[3AR INTED.NATIONAL FILM bX*;STIVAL 
’]?he Zanzibar International Film Festival, now in its 14th year and the 
largest of its kind in East Africa, takes place from 18-26 June. 
Renowned the world over lk~r putting African film, music, art and 
design at the fore:[’rant of the international scene, main events are in 
Stone Town, Zanzibar, with some events on Pemba Island and mainland 
Tanzania See the website ( http:/Iwww,z2~fl’or tz ) lk~r more details. 



http : //www pambazuka, or~ienTcate~oryiAnnounce/73947 

DOSHISIIA INTERNATIONAL CONFI".RI~NCE ON HUMANFFA2&[AN [NWf~;RVEN~ION 

Academics, N(iOs, policy makers, students and other interested parties 

are invited to participate at the Doshisha International Conference on 

tlumanitarian Intervention, to be held in Kyoto, Japan from 27-29 June 

2011. 

http ://xvww.pambazuka. org/erVcategolT/Announce/73945 

IVV IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
3 Corcanent & analysis 

HAITI: ARIST1DE STANDS, THE PEOPLE STAND 
Nia hnara 
Tens of thousands of Haitians turned out to greet democratically 
elected President Jean-Bertrand Aristide on his return to his cotmtry. 
Though originally forced into exiled under the Bush achfinistratinn, 
Aristide has been treated in much the same fashion by Obama’s 
goverlmxent, writes Nia Imara. 
http:i/www,pambazuka.org/en/catego1~//comment/73897 

SIERRA LEONE: REMEMBER THOSE LIVLNG ATOP THE HILL AT KISSY MEiN~AL HOSPITAL 
Roland Bankole Marke 
Life for the mentally ill in Sierra Leone is ’incredibly hard’, writes 

Roland Bankole Marke, and even for those incarcerated in the 
psychiatric hospital, there is little to look forward to. \~no is to 
blame for the situation and what should be done to improve access to 
good clinical care? 
http://www.pambaaaka.orgien/category/comment/73936 

PAN-AFRICANISM FOR A NEW GEiN~RATION 
Kingwa Kamencu 
Drawing on the irmnortal words of Thomas Sankara, Kingwa Kamencu calls 
on all those concerned for Afldca to ’dare to invent the fhture’, in 
an opening speech at the Oxfbrd Universi~ Africa Society 
’Pan-Africanism for a new generation’ conference. 
http://www.pambaaaka.orgien/category/comment/73901 

PO~P~ PRIVILEGE AikzD VIOLENCE AN~D INJUSTICE AGAINST WOMEN 

Kabahenda ik~akabwa 

’Imagine if all African women could break the silence of sexual abuse 

wifhout fear of shame and reprisal,’ writes Kabahenda Nyakabwa 

http://www.pambaz~ka.or~ien/categorv/comment/73903 

OF LOSING AT THE CONFERENCE TABLE 
Onitaset Kumat 
Get moving. That’s the message :[’rom Ointaset Kumat on how to rewve 
Africa. ’We must communicate to cooperate to elevate and we should 
have started years ago.’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~opicomment/73906 

\VtIAT IS TIlE UNGA R[~VO]~ UTION? 

Patita Tingoi 

The Unga Revolution, a group of young people who gather daily at lpm 

in Nairobi’s Harambee Avenue to campaign for the right to :[’ood and 

housing, reminds Kenyans that they need to exercise our civic duty 

more often, observes Patita Tingoi ’We need not give up just because 

we can survive on what we have today, tomorrow might be a different 

ball game all together.’ 

http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categoryicomment/73929 
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4 Advocacy & campaigns 

FINAL CALI. FOR ORGANISATIONS TO S [GN ~I~[JE DAKAR APPEAL AGAINST LAND GRABBING! 
During the World Social Forum in I)akar, Senegal, in Febmapy 2011, 
social movements and organisations released a collective appeal 
against land grabbing. Over 150 organisations have already signed. If 
your organisation would also like to support this appeal, please do so 
before 15 Jtme 2011. The Dakar Appeal, together with the names of 
organisations endorsing it, will be presented during the mobilizations 
against the G20 Agriculture Ministers’ meeting in Paris on 22-23 June. 
Read and sign the petition here: 
http :liwavw.pctitiononline. com~,’dakar/petition.html 
http://www.pambazuka.orgienicategot~iadvocacyi73937 



ttUNDREDS OF YOUTf I I)ETAIN~IiD IN EQUATORi~%L GUINEA 

EG Justice 

Security J2~rces in Equatorial Guinea have detained more than 200 youth 

in the past week. The reasons lbr the detentions remain unclear, 

although government authorities chastised parents for giving their 

children too much liberty, writes EG Justice. 

http ://www.pambazuka.orgienicategot~,iadvocacyi7393 5 

STAiNTD UP FOR AFRICA! STAND UP FOR CLLMATE JUSTICE! 
Africa Trade Network et al 
Developed countries must become carbon neutral well before 2050, 
undertake ambitious nationally appropriate mitigation actions, pay 
their adaptation debts and discontinue carbon rnarket mechanisms. These 
are some of the conclusions reached by delegates who attended a 
meeting on the climate crisis in Johannesburg bctween 24-26 May. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/en/category/advocacy/73898 

SLTPPORT THE FREE MAX~VELL DLAMINI CA_MPAIGN 
Swazi student leader tortured and forced to sign confession 
Free Maxwell Dlan~ni Campaign 
The President of the Swaziland National Union of Students, Maxwell 
Dlamini, has been detained, tortured, and forced by Swaziland’s regime 
to sign a cotffession that says he was in possession of explosives 
dming the April 12 Swazi Uprising - a movernent inspired by similar 
uprisings in North Africa and The Middle East. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/en/category/advocacy/73892 

REDUCTION OF PRICES OF BASIC COiVE’~IODITIES 
Open letter to the President and Prime Minister of Kenya 
Unga Revoution Steering Committee 
The Unga Revolution, a ’self motivated and non-violent movement of the 
people of Kenya aimed at realising all the rights and privileges as 
enshrined in the constitution of Kenya’ has called on the goverl~ment 
to ensure that all citizens are guaranteed their right to food, 
shelter, healthcare, education and social security, as enshrined in 
Article 43 of the country’s constitution, in part by reducing the 
prices of basic commodities. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/73938 

STATEMENT ON ffldE UK GO\rER~NThdENT’ S hd]LITARY IiN2rOL~fflMENT IN THE LIBYAN 
AR~4B JAMAHIRIYA 
LrK ~rILPF 
UK ;VILPF ’is extremely troubled by the worsening situation in the 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. In particular we are concerned with NATO’s 
excessive militaW aggression and with the UK government’s actions, 
which are fuelling a civil war in the Nolth African cotmtry ’ 
http://w;vw pambazaaka.oraienicate~orviadvocacv/73934 

CAEL FOR ACTION: TEEL IGLYO TO GET Ol.2f O[~" ISR~;], 
Palestinian Queer Groups 
We Palestinian queer activists from alQaws ( http://www alqaws.org/q ) 
for Sexual & G ender Diversity in Palestinian society, Aswat ( 
http://www aswat~roup or~/) Palestinian Gay Women, and PQBDS ( 
http://www.pqbds.con~, ) @alestiinan Queers for Boycott Divestment and 
Sanctions), are wriung to you to express our disappointment with the 
International Gay and Lesbian Youth Organization’s [IGLYO] decision to 
hold its General Assembly for 2011, this December, in Tel Aviv, 
Israel 

http ://www pambazuk a. or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/73891 
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5 Pan-African Postcard 

T[tE LANGUAGE OF PAN-AF[~ICANISM 

H. Nal~jala Nyabola 

’If we are to have a truly Pan-African language, shouldn’t it be a 

language that best reflects Africa as it is today, rather than as we 

imagined it to be 100 years ago,’ asks tt Nanjala Nyabola. 

http:/iw~a~’.pambazuka.org/erVcategot~/panafricar~,’73900 
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6 Obituaries 

DEATH OF A PAiNTHER 



R emembermg G 
Seth Markle & Mejah Mbuya 
Former Black Panther Geronimo Ji-Jaga died in Arusha, Tanzani a last 
Friday. ’His death marks yet another loss of a committed social 
j ustice activist of an era that is gradually fading from our 
collective memory,’ write Seth Markle and Mejah Mbuya. 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/obituaryi73911 

IN MEMORY OF NONTSIKELELO ’MAMA’ ALBERTINA SISI~LU 
The death of Albmtina Sisulu has been met xvith national mourning in 
South Africa. At age 92, Sisulu, an anti-apartheid struggle icon, had 
SUl~’ived the darkest days of apartheid rule. She was banned for a 
continuous 18-year stretch by the apartheid regime and xvas separated 
froru her husband, Walter Sisulu, for 25 years while he was in jail. h~ 
this article, Shaka Sisulu pays tribute to his ’Gogo’. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categoryiobitua1T/73930 

SAYING GOOD-BYE TO GIL SCOTT-HERON 
1949 2011 
Bill Fletcher, Jr 
Poet and singer Gil Scott-Heron’s ’albttms becanre part of my life and 
his songs and nressages xvere part of the support systera on which I and 
many other Black radicals came to depend,’ xvrites Bill Fletcher, Jr. 
htt~://www.1)ambazuka.or~/elw’cate~orviobitualw/73914 

THE REVOLUTION STILL W]LL NOT BE TELEVISED 
Keeping it Real 
L arr~" Pirtkney 
Politically conscious musician and poet Gil Scott Heron’s ’physical 
bo@ is gone from us now- but his message is more relevant than ever. 
We ever,vday Black, V~hite, Brown, Red, and Yellow people know only too 
well that the revolution still will not be televised-- "it will be 
live",’ writes Lar~’ Pinkney 

http ://w~vw pamba zuka org/el~/category/obituarv/73915 
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7 Letters & Opinions 

ZL2vIA SHOLrLD FOCUS ON ZDdBABWE INSTEAD OF LIBYA 
Ndumba J. Kamwanyah 
I question the wisdom of the African Union (AU) sending South Afidcan 
President Jacob Zu.ma, who is also the SADC mediator and facilitator on 
the Zimbabwean crisis, to Libya in an attempt to revive the AU 
’roadmap’ (another AU loaded word) for ending the COllflict between 
Mualnmar Gaddafi and the anti-Gaddafi uprising. Zulna’s visit to Tripoli 
occurred amid concerns over Mugabe’s refhsal to abide by the SADC 
roadmap fbr free and fair elections in Zimbabwe. 
http://www.pambazuka org/en/categorv/letters/73922 
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8 Ali*ican Vv~dters’ Corner 

PRAYER FOR RAIN 

Akwe Amosu 

These are dry days. 

I stop to breathe 

as if the wall of heat 

must be coaxed aside 

to let air enter, leave... 

http://www.pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/African Writers/73899 

WE HAVE (;()ME HOME 
Lenrie Peters 
We have come home 
From the bloodless wars 
With sunken hearts 
Our booths :full o f pride 
From the tree massacre of the soul 
When we have asked 
’What does it cost 
To be loved and leJ~ alone’. 
http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/categot~,/African Writers/73890 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 



http://www.fah amu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-N0ncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazuk a org/en/abo ut php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http :/iw~’.pambazuka.org/en ) 
Edi~5o era l~ngua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.orgipt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http://wavw.pambazuka.orgifr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http:i/~vw~v.pambazuka.org/ergnewsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a ntwaber of funders, 

details of ~vhich can be obtained here ( 
http : i/~vw~v, pambazuka, org/et~/about.php ). 

To SU~BSCRIBE or LrNSL-BSCR]~E go to: 
http://pambazuka.gn, a pc. org/cgi-bir~raailmar~listinfo/parabazuka-ne~vs 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge cormnentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samtr Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capit~qlism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambaz~ka Press ( 

http://thhamubooks.org/boolc/?OCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines licom our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS Visit our %vitter page for more reformation: 
//twitter com/pambazukanews ( http :/,,’twitter. com/pambazukanews ) 

* Pambazuka News has a Del icio.us ( http://Del.icio us/) page, where 
you can vie;v the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
the pulse of Africa[ Visit http:/idelicious com/pambazuka ne;vs. 
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CBC Communications 6.10.11 .pdf 

Hi CBC. Due to the important recent announcement regarding IAAR, this communication is being distributed to all Black employees. A very sincere apology 
for any duplication in emails. 
Stay cool! 
Horambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
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Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

**Institute of African American Research (IAAR) Closing** 

Provost Carney recently notified Dr. Fatimah Jackson that the IAAR is scheduled to be closed at 

the end of this month, http://www.unc,edu/iaar/The CBC will host a meeting Monday, June/3 

at 1:30 p.m. in Woollen 203 to discuss the decision and a response. All CBC members and 

interested persons are welcome to attend. 

Oh my, what a Spring Social! Thanks to all who attended this special event. Great 

fun was had by all. Blackmail pictures are on the Carolina Black Caucus Website (unc.edu/cbc) 



Cameron Belton, Student Ambassador jammin" 

Thanks Leigh! Our Fearless Leader -         @hotmail.com) Want more? www.meetup.com 

(Search Line Dancing and Zumba Fitness/Leigh Williams) 

C8C Activities lno June/Judy/August meetings): 

1. Interested in learning golf?. Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu. We are researching a 

beginner/advanced beginner clinic in late July/early August. 

2. "Caucus Cares"/UNCAA update - Follow up meeting held in May with Dick Baddour (athletic 

director). UNCAA requests that CBC work closely with UNCAA compliance department and John 

Blanchard (Senior Associate AD - Academics) as we continue to develop and deliver the 

mentoring program. Additional student athletes have requested participation in the program. 

FYI - It is expected that the NCAA will contact UNC with a Notice of Allegations before mid-July. 

3. NEW! Blacks in Technology or BIT is a subcommittee of CBC. If you know of 

persons working in technology related positions, please contact or refer them 

to OJ at oj mcghee@unc.edu. We need to collaborate and support these 

associates. 

4. Stay connected. Let us know if there are new hires (faculty, staff, post-docs, 

etc.) in your unit or department. Send information to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 



Live Longer. Stay Active. 

Announcing a FREE summer wellness series for all university employees. Taking place 

throughout the summer, topics covered include exercise motivation, workouts on the go, and 

beginning bicycling and running. For more information, see 

http: ! ! campusrec.unc.edu ! employee-only-summer-wellness-workshops 

The Huge African-American Gender Gap in Graduate Degree Programs 

As reported in last week’s ]BHE edition, new data from the U.S. Department of Education shows that in 
2009, there were 342,400 African Americans enrolled in graduate programs in the United States. 
But when broken down by gender, the enrollment statistics are shocking. There were 243,600 black 
wome~ e~rolled i~ ,qraduate pro~qrams, compared to 90,500 black me~, Thus, wome~ accoutered for a 

whoppi~q 71.1 percent oj~ alI African-America~ ~qraduate school e~wolIme~ts. 
For whites in 2009, women were 59.6 percent of total graduate school enrollments. 
Ten years earlier in 2000, black women made up 67.5 percent of all African-American graduate 
enrollments. For whites the figure was 57.8 percent. 

Black Enrollmeuts i.n G.rad~tate. 

Programs, 2009 

0    ?5,000 I50.000 225~000 ~00.,000 

~243,600 

Are you a size 8 now? If you are like most Americans, in 15 years you could be a size 14 or 
16! The average American woman gains 30 pounds between the ages of 18 and 35. Not 
only does this mean larger clothes but a greater risk for developing significant health problems 
(high blood pressure, diabetes, high cholesterol, joint pain). No matter what your size is now or 
whether you are currently at a healthy weight or overweight, you may be at risk for becoming 
overweight or obese. That doesn’t have to happen to you. Sign up for SNAP! 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are studying novel approaches to 
preventing this weight gain. We are seeking volunteers to enroll in a cutting edge research study 
that applies proven strategies to target weight gain prevention in young adults. 



Go to www,snapstudy, org for more information and to find out if you may be eligible. This study 

if funded by the National Institutes of Health. 

The study has been reviewed and approved by the Public Health Nursing IRB (Study # 07-1783~ 

11/2/10 

Non-CBC Events 

June 9 - July 23 - American Dance 

Festival - Heralded as "One of the 

nation’s most important institutions" 

(New York Times), the ADF’s sustained 

record of creative achievement is 

indivisible from the history of modern 

dance. Since 1934, the ADF has remained 

committed to serving the needs of dance, 

dancers, choreographers, and 

professionals in dance-related fields. 

There is a six and a half-week series of residencies and performances by major established 

companies as well as emerging artists from around the world. 

http://www.americandancefestival.org/index.html 

2. Sunday, June 19 @ DPAC- Martin Lawrence - Just as colorful in 

his career as in his real life, popular and successful comedian Martin 

Lawrence visits the Triangle. As star of the FOX TV syndicated series 

Martin and host of HBO’s Def Jam Comedy Hour, Lawrence has 

found a wide and varied audience for his humor based on the black 

urban experience. 

3. Friday, June 16 @ The Preserve at Jordan Lake. 8th Annual 

Banks Foundation Charity Golf Tournament- Featuring celebrity 

guests: Rod Broadway (Head Football Coach NC A&T); Walter 

Davis (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA All Star); Hubert Davis 

(UNC, NBA Star); Phil Ford (UNC, Olympic Gold Medalist, NBA 

Star); Levelle Moton (Head Basketball Coach NCCU); Jerry 

Stackhouse (UNC, NBA All Star); AI Wood (UNC, NBA Star); and 

James Worthy (UNC, NCAA Championship, NBA All Star, World Championship, NBA Hall of Fame). 

Proceeds go to the Foundation which is a tax-exempt organization that assists families who are 

moving from welfare to work and from public housing to private homeownership. Over the years, 

the Foundation has provided down payment assistance to families who have qualified to purchase 

their first home. Captain’s Choice format, http:!!www.thebanksfoundation.org!charity-golf- 

tournament! 



Please visit the Caucus website and provide us with feedback, www.unc.edu/cbc What do like or dislike? 

What would you like to see on the site? If you have events to post on the CBC calendar, please send a note to 

cbcinfo@unc.edu. Include the event name, date, time, contact information. Note: The new CBC Sakai site is 

under developmen t. 

Thar~ks for the great year! We look forward to the fall activities serving YOU! 

Carolina Black Caucus- www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcinfoOunc.edu 

919.843.0336 

every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal 

In every heart, there is the power to do ~t." M. Wglliamson 



Climate negotiations on track to see 5C of warming 
¯ A recent UNBP report shows that countries’ promises for emission reduc- 

tions are way below levels necessary to avert dangerous climate change, 
and could lead to a 5C degree rise in temperature. 

To keep global temperature rise below 2C degrees, 14 gigatonnes of car- 
bon pollution mustbe cut. To keep global temperatures below a safer 
level of 1.5C degrees even more pollution mustbe curbed - but currently 
pledged cuts only add up to 5.5 gigatonnes (less than half what is re- 
quired). Scientists predict that this could lead to 5C of temperature rise. 

¯ 5C of warming is unprecedented in human history, would lead to cata- 
strophic impacts, and is far above any of the stated objectives in interna- 
tional climate negotiations. 

Rich countries are breaking their promises on pollution 
targets and controls 
¯ Developed countries, who have greater capacity and resources, commit- 

ted in 1997 to establish legally binding pollution controls in line with 
what science demands and to take the lead on stopping climate pollution 
due to their historical responsibility for climate change. 

Currently, of the insufficient proposed global reductions in climate pollu- 
tion, 65% of those reductions could happen in countries in the global 
South and just 35% in rich countries. This is despite the fact that 75% of 
all historical emissions have come from rich countries. 

A recent report by the Stockholm Environment Institute reveals that cur- 
rent rules of accounting, which decide what is an emission and what is 
not, could result in climate pollution from industrialized countries actu- 
ally increasing by 2020 - this is veW creative accounting and will lead to a 
huge breach of trust 

The international system of climate pollution controls is 
being deregulated 
¯ Most countries are calling for a second commitment period of the Kyoto 

Protocol, as the first ends in 2012. This should ensure a top-down 
science-based approach to emissions targets while respecting the estab- 
lished principle of common but differentiated responsibilities among 
countries. 

In contrast some countries, led by the United States under Barack Obama, 
are trying to deregulate the climate regime by introducing ’pledge and 
review’ instead of a system of binding targets. Pledge and review means 
tl~at there is no check to see that pollution controls are in line with sci- 
ence and no way to make sure they are actually followed. 

Pledge and review represents dangerous backtracking on promises made 
by the Clinton and two Bush presidencies and will ensure "atmospheric 
anarchy" atthe moment when the world needs fair global governance of 
carbon pollution. 



Civil society has an essential role to play in the tlNFCCC ne~lotiations. The civil society participation 
workshop in Bonn is a chance to stren~lthen the rules and their implementation in for COP17 in Durban. 

Effective civil society participation increases 

legitimacy and strengthens outcomes 
¯ Civil society provides an extremely valuable technical and politi- 

cal resource, especially for countries with severely limited capac- 

¯ Civil society plays a pivotal role in holding governments and insti- 
tutions to account for decisions that affect the lives and liveli- 
hoods of people around the world. 

¯ Civil society plays a central role in raising the profile of issues 
under negotiation, leading to greater public awareness and le- 
gitimacy. 

Civil society participation in the UNFCCC is 

severely restricted 
¯ The participation of civil society organizations, including climate 

justice, indigenous peoples, youth, gender and faith-based organi- 
zations, have been effectively side-lined throughout the negotia- 
tions. 

During the 2009 Copenhagen climate talks, NGOs were barred, or 
their access was severely restricted, from the main venue under 
the excuse of ’security’. 

Public actions and statements have been consistently censored by 

the UNFCCC Secretariat. 

Negotiations on key issues are often held in closed session with 
no participation from civil society and access to negotiations 

documents is restricted to Parties. 

Opportunities to speak in negotiations are infrequent and often 

limited to a minute. 

Business must not be privileged over real people 
if Durban is to be a democratic conference 

Civil society wants to make current mechanisms effective, while 
business is trying to introduce new ones, such as ’advisory pan- 

els’. 

By concentrating on new mechanisms, current ones can be left 
unchanged while the UNFCCC still claims to involve stakeholders, 

Civil society is integral in achieving a science- and equity-based 
outcome at the 2011 Durban climate conference but to do so it 
needs effective means of participation. 



Emissions reductions are at the core of the climate negotiations. The transition to a 100% renewable 
energy future must begin now. 

IPCC confirms renewable energy can power the world 
According to the recent IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy 
Sources and Climate Change, renewable energy can account for 80% of 
the world’s energy supply by 2050. 

¯ These 80% represent less than 2.5% of the world’s available technical 
renewable technology potential. 

Therefore, a 100% renewable future is within reach, but requires 
political will and public investments. 

Transformation to renewable energy is affordable 
and key to development 
¯ The IPCC report concludes that renewables can accelerate access to 

sustainable and reliable energy, particularly for the 1.4 billion people 
without access to electricity and the additional 1.3 billion using tradi- 
tional biomass. For poor countries increased access to affordable en- 
ergy is key for human development. 

According to the report, investment needs would on average be less 
than 1% of world GDP. Considering the crucial importance of a renew- 
able energy revolution for both mitigation, adaptation and develop- 
ment, this sum is a bargain. 

A global system of feed in tariffs can enable the 
energy transformation 
° IPCC sees feed-in tariffs* as one of the key tools for stimulating afford- 

able renewable energy by guaranteeing long-term paylnents for 
energy generation. 

If applied across developing countries and paid for by a global fund, 
this would aggressively cut the costs for renewable energy, thus trans- 
forming our default choice away from fossil fuels while simultaneously 
addressing development in the global South. 

While funding should come through Annex I public finance, in line with 
common but differentiated responsibility, such an investment would 
make the transformation to zero-carbon societies much cheaper both 
in the north and the south - a true win-win situation. 

If enacted appropriately at a national level, a global system for feed-in 
tariffs and other targeted subsidies can promote public efforts and 
enable energy sovereignty among local communities through decen- 
tralised generation - a bottom-up energy revolution. 

Feed-in tariffs should be brought into the discussions of the Green Cli- 
mate Fund Transitional Committee and the LCA negotiations. 

* Public subsidies through guaranteed prices over a 10-15 year period, covering the gap 
between costly investments and lower selling price. 



STAND UP FORAFRICA! STAND UP FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE! 

From 24-26 May 2011, representatives of African trade unions, farmers, 

women and faith-based groups, as well as key African non-governmental 

organisations and networks concerned with the climate change crisis met 
in Johannesburg, South Africa to discuss shared strategies to confront 

this crisis and its root causes. Under the joint sponsorship of the 

Africa Trade Network (ATN), the International Trade Union 
Confederation-Africa (ITUC-Africa) and the Pan African Climate Justice 
Alliance (PAQA), the meeting deliberated on the threats posed to the 
peoples of Africa and the world over by climate change, as well as the 

continuing inaction by governments in the face of these threats. The 

meeting reached the shared understandings and adopted the conclusions 
that follow. 

This year and the next few years ahead are critical for the survival of 
humanity on Earth, and for our ability to live in conditions that meet 

our material, spiritual and cultural needs and aspirations. There is 
increasingly little time left to take the action required to avert 

further catastrophic effects of climate change, in a manner that is 

consistent with the developmental needs of the overwhelming majority of 
people who live in poverty and deprivation. For Africa and its peoples 

in particular, governments meeting at this year’s United Nations 
Conference on Climate Change in Durban must end years of unacceptable 

vacillation, and meet their moral, historical and legal obligations and 

commitments for action on climate change, in accordance with the 
requirements of science and the principles of equity. 

Like the other major crises ravaging the world, the crisis of climate 
change arises principally from policies and practices of the advanced 

industrial countries over a long period of time, and the related systems 
of production and consumption by which the needs of the vast majority of 

people are sacrificed for the comfort of an elite few. The peoples of 

Africa and other developing countries bear little responsibility for the 
climate change and other crises, yet they are suffering its worst 

effects, and lack the means for countering them. 

CLIMATE CHANGE: CHALLENGES AND THREATS TO AFRICA 

Africa stands on the front-line of climate change. According to the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Africa’s land mass and other 
geo-physical characteristics means that it will warm one and a half 
times more than the global average. The consequences of global warming 
are likely to be more severe in Africa. Indeed, the World Meteorological 
0rganisation has recently reaffirmed that African countries are already 
suffering major levels of warming and effects in terms of drought and 
other extreme weather events. 

Extreme weather events are already disrupting Africa’s agricultural and 

other livelihood systems, which are more dependent on natural cycles. 

{PAGE } 



These effects will worsen unless global warming is reversed in time. 

However, the impacts of climate change, as well as the capacity of 
African nations to cope, are further complicated by the essentially 

primary commodity export-dependent economic structures inherited from 
colonialism and perpetuated since. This has resulted in a neglect of the 

economic and social needs of the rural and agricultural majority, 

limited domestic development of national and regional industry, and, 
above all, extreme weaknesses in overall productive capabilities. 

Transforming these structures is essential to Africa’s ultimate response 

to the challenge of climate change. Such transformation encompasses 

building more resilient and people-centred agriculture systems; 
industrialisation and creation of decent work; addressing the immediate 

and systemic livelihood and social needs and challenges of women; 

conserving and using natural resources for local, national and regional 
needs; and other measures - all as part of a just transition to systems 

and methods of production and consumption that are compatible with the 
needs of the planet, as well as societies that place the needs of people 

above the narrow pursuit of profit. 

A SCIENCE- AND EQUITY-BASED RESPONSE 

An international regime on climate change that supports these needs and 

circumstances of Africa requires not only a global temperature goal that 

keeps Africans and other vulnerable communities safe, protects 
ecosystems and food production, and promotes sustainable development. It 

requires a corresponding limit on global emissions. It requires 

equitable distribution of the Earth’s atmospheric space through 
ambitious emission reductions by the developed countries. And it 

requires adequate transfers of finance, technology and capacity to 
Africa and other developing countries to enable adaptation to rising 

temperatures and implementing mitigation actions. It requires, in sum, a 

package of measures that "adds up" to curb warming, provide space and 
support for the sustainable development of all countries and peoples, 

and ensure effective compliance with commitments. 

The foundation and essential elements of this regime exist already in 

the UN Climate Convention and the Protocol and decisions implementing 
it. At the Bali Conference on Climate Change in 2007, governments agreed 

to renew their efforts to implement and strengthen this system through a 

second phase of legally binding mitigation commitments for developed 
countries under the Kyoto Protocol, as well as through a comprehensive 

process to implement their commitments under the Convention relating to 
mitigation, adaptation, finance and technology transfer, in line with a 

shared vision and temperature goal. 

RISKS OF AN INAPPROPRIATE RESPONSE 

However, instead of working towards the effective realisation of such a 
regime, the advanced industrialised countries that are historically 
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responsible for the climate crisis have embarked on its destruction. 

Instead of honouring their obligations, these countries are now seeking 

to impose a voluntary "pledge and review" system in which countries only 

take actions that are consistent with their own national circumstances 
and prescriptions, instead of scientific requirements and equitable 

principles. This will enable developed countries to escape their 

historical, moral and legal responsibilities, and provide only token 
support to developing countries to meet the challenges of climate 

change, leaving developing countries with the greater burden. 

This attempt, which runs against the entire history of the global 

understanding and efforts to address climate change based on "common but 
differentiated responsibilities", gained prominence with the Copenhagen 

Accord, an extra-legal agreement cooked up by a small group of countries 

outside normal UN practices and principles at the climate meetings in 
Copenhagen in 2009. Although vigorously contested all throughout the 

following year, it was further embedded in the Cancun decisions adopted 
in December 2010. 

If implemented, the agenda of a pledge-based climate regime has serious 
consequences. A recent UN report concludes that under current pledges, 

the world risks global warming of 2.5 to 5°C before the end of this 
century, and much higher levels in Africa. Many scientists and over 100 

governments believe that the safe limit is below 1 or 1.5°C. Warming at 

higher levels threatens hundreds of millions of people to inhumane 
conditions and serious violations of their human rights, and risks 

destabilizing the Earth’s climate system. 

DEMANDS FOR DURBAN 

The gradual erosion of the science, equity, and pro-development based 
climate change regime in order to advance the narrow economic interests 

of a small elite in the industrialized countries cannot be allowed to 
progress further in Durban. On the contrary, in the interests of 

Africa’s peoples, of the world’s majority of poor, marginalised and 

vulnerable, and of all humanity, it must be reversed. To this end, the 
climate change negotiations must deliver on the following: 
¯ As part of the shared vision, the call of over 100 countries and many 

civil society groups and movements for warming to be kept well below 1 

or 1.5°C must be acted upon; developed countries must peak their 

domestic emissions in the shortest possible time and become carbon 
neutral well before 2050; developing countries must have equitable 

access to global atmospheric space. 

¯ The principle of just transition adopted in Cancun as part of the 

shared vision must be strengthened and operationalised through, among 
other things, the adoption of concrete measures in all fundamental 

elements of the international regime on climate change that support 

structural economic transformation in Africa and ensure a socially just 
and equitable global response to climate change. In this regard, we 
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support the call for the International Labour Organisation (ILO) to be 

given the mandate to oversee the operationalisation of just transition 
and report on progress at all Conferences of the Parties. 

¯ Developed countries must halve their emissions by 2017 through all 
available domestic measures. These must be undertaken in accordance with 

their legally binding obligation to adopt a second commitment period 

starting in 2013 under the Kyoto Protocol. The United States, which has 
been outside the Kyoto Protocol, must adopt "comparable" efforts in 

scale, legal form and compliance under the Convention. Developed 
countries must close all accounting loopholes relating to market 

mechanisms, land-use, surplus allowances and marine and aviation 

transport, which threaten to undermine their contribution by 
demonstrating reductions "on paper" without delivering them in practice. 

¯ Developing countries should undertake ambitious nationally appropriate 
mitigation actions to the extent they are enabled and supported by 

finance, technology and capacity as legally required from developed 

countries. Oversight and review of developing country mitigation actions 
must reflect their responsibilities and capabilities and thus be 

substantially less onerous than for developed countries. 

¯ Existing carbon market mechanisms in the Kyoto Protocol as well as 
proposals to create new carbon market mechanisms under the Convention, 

both generally and in relation to forests management (REDD) must be 

discontinued, and the use of market mechanisms ultimately eliminated. 

Financial resources under the Convention must come from public sources 

and should not provide a means by which developed countries shift the 
burden of mitigation further to developing countries, thereby 

appropriating an even greater share of the Earth’s limited remaining 
atmospheric space. 

¯ Climate change presents a fundamental threat to agriculture in Africa 
and elsewhere. Developed countries must not be allowed to shift 

attention from emission reductions in their own highly industrialized, 

subsidized and polluting agriculture sector towards mitigation in 
developing countries. Efforts to connect soil carbon to carbon markets 

must not be allowed as they threaten to transfer rights over the soil of 
the poorest farmers in developing countries to the richest financial 

institutions and most polluting corporations in developed countries, to 

enable those countries to continue emitting the climate pollution that 

threatens food security in Africa. Adressing agriculture and climate 
change in developing countries must emphasize food security and 
sovereignty, farmers’ rights and rural livelihoods, and focus on 

adaptation, public finance and the transfer of appropriate technologies. 

¯ The effect of response measures taken by developed countries must be 

evaluated for their economic, social and environmental consequences on 

all developing countries. Climate measures must not be used as a means 
of arbitrary or unjustifiable trade discrimination. The spill-over 
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effects of developed countries’ policies must be minimized and fully 

compensated, while also addressing other fundamental challenges relating 

to a just transition, the elimination of poverty and sustainable 
development. 

¯ Adaptation is a central priority for Africa and for all developing 

countries. The people of Africa - including workers, farmers, women, 

indigenous peoples, and other affected groups - must be fully 
compensated for the adverse impacts of climate change, for the costs of 

avoiding impacts wherever possible, and for lost opportunities for 
development. Mechanisms to address loss and damage must address adverse 

impacts to agriculture and other sectors in Africa. Developed countries 

must pay their adaptation debts, while "adapting" their own lifestyles 

to reduce climate pollution and minimize future impacts on Africa. There 
must be an Adaptation Committee that is fully supportive of, and 

responsive to the needs of, African and other developing countries. 

¯ The technology mechanism established in Cancun, including an executive 
committee, centres and network, must be forged into an effective 

constellation of institutions, including technology centres in each 

country, with clear reporting and accountability to Convention Parties. 

Patents and other intellectual property rights that inhibit the transfer 
of accessible, affordable, sound and adaptable technologies to 

developing countries must be removed, and domestic capacities and 

technologies in developing countries enhanced. 

¯ Developed countries must provide financial resources to address their 

climate debts and implement their commitments under the Convention. The 
$30 billion pledged as "fast start" finance has emerged as neither new 

nor additional, but as largely repackaged official development 
assistance. The $100 billion pledged to be mobilized offers a start, but 

as an ultimate level of financing for 2020 is arbitrary, inadequate and 

inconsistent with the requirements of the Convention. We therefore 
support the African Group’s call in Copenhagen for immediate funding of 
$150 billion in Special Drawing Rights, $400 billion in short-term 

finance, and 5% of Annex I GNP in longer-term finance. In addition, 
mechanisms must be established to evaluate the necessary scale of 

finance; clarity provided over the sources of funds; "innovative 
sources" evaluated for their incidence on developing countries; and the 

Green Climate Fund and Standing Committee established in Cancun must be 

fully operationalized. The role of the World Bank as interim trustee of 
the Green Climate Fund must be narrowly defined, and it must have no 

further role in the Convention’s financial architecture. 

¯ Finally, the system of binding emission reductions for developed 
countries must be continued and extended. The United States and other 
wealthy countries must not be allowed to replace the agreed science-, 
equity- and rules-based system being negotiated under the Kyoto Protocol 
with a weak system of domestic pledges that are not negotiated, not 
binding in international law and not subject to robust oversight and 
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compliance. 

To enable the above, African governments must strengthen their 
collective positions and action. In particular, the South African 
government must support the interests of all 53 African states and their 
peoples; ensure the Durban process adheres rigorously to UN practices 
and principles (including on consensus); avoid the undemocratic and 
untransparent processes of Copenhagen and Cancun; and guarantee 
effective civil society participation. 

All African institutions - particularly the African Union and the 

Conference of African Heads of State and Government on Climate Change 

(CAHOSCC) - must respect the sovereignty of all African countries in the 
formulation and negotiation of climate policies, African climate policy 

must remain "bottom up" to ensure our Heads of State are informed by 

their people and experts and not merely by a small group of technicians 
that are not directly accountable to the people. 

OUR COMMITMENT TO STRUGGLE AND GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY SOLIDARITY 

As civil society organisations we commit ourselves to continued struggle 
for the realization of these demands, and call on other organizations 

and citizens groups across Africa to join us in this effort. We express 
solidarity with the global movement and efforts in the cause of climate 

justice, and with the spirit and commitment to climate justice expressed 

at the World Peoples’ Conference on Climate Change and Mother Earth 
Rights in Cochabamba, Bolivia. 

As we approach Durban, we call for the support of other global civil 
society movements as part of a common platform for solidarity and action 

with a view to ensuring that the Durban Climate Conference is the 
turning point for climate justice - a major stepping-stone on the 

journey towards stabilizing the climate system, securing a just 

transition and ensuring a future in which the rights and aspirations of 
all peoples can be realized. 

Signed by: 
Africa Trade Network (ATN) 
Alliance Panafricaine de la Justice Climatique (PACJA) 
ConfGd@ation Syndicale Internationale - Afrique (CSI-Afrique) 
Alternative Information Development Centre (AIDC), South Africa 
Centre for Trade Policy Development (CTPD), Zambia 
Civic Response, Ghana 
Economic Justice Network (EJN) of FOCClSA, South Africa 
ENDA- Syspro, Senegal 
t~nergie, Environnement, D~veloppement (ENDA-Energy), Senegal, 
Environmental Rights Action, Nigeria 
General Agricultural Workers Union of the Trades Union Congress of 
Ghana, Ghana 
Global Network Africa (GNA), South Africa 
National Workers’ Union of Mali (UNTM), Mali 
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Pambazuka News 

Participatory, Ecological Land Use Management (PELUM), Lesotho 

Public Service Association, Zimbabwe 

Rwanda Rural Rehabilitation Initiative (RWARRI), Rwanda 
South Africa Municipal Workers Union, South Africa 
South African Non-government Organisations Coalition (SANGOCO), South Africa 

South African Transport and Allied Workers Union (SATAWU), South Africa 

Southern and Eastern African Trade Information and Negotiations 
Institute (SEATINI), Uganda 

Third World Network-Africa (TWN-Af), Ghana 
Trade Strategy Group (TSG), South Africa 

Working Group on Climate Change, Cameroon 

Zambia Climate Change Network, Zambia 

Zimbabwe Environmental Lawyers Association (ZELA), Zimbabwe 

Friends of the Earth is blogging from Bonn! Here is the first post (comments warmly 
welcomed!): Blog #1: Bring the March on Blair Mountain to Bonn 
http://www.foe.org/bring-march-blair-mountain-b onn 
and the rest of them at: 
http:!!www.foe.org!climate-talks-bonn-germany 

More blogging: 
http : / ! climate-debt.org!2 O l l ! O6 ! civil-society-analysis-in-bonn ! 

Blog: The EnvironmentaList 
The UN Climate Negotiations Kick Off-- Sort Of 
by Tina Gerhardt - June 8, 2011 
Bolivia Criticizes Market Mechanisms in the Cancfin Agreement and REDD 
Bonn, Germany - On Monday, a two-week long round of UN climate negotiations, lasting 
from June 6 to June 17, 2011, kicked offin Bonn, Germany. The talks will prepare for the 
way for the COP 17, which takes place November 28, 2011 to December 9, 2011 in 
Durban, South Africa. 

Over 3000 participants from 183 countries, doing their best to avoid the E. Coli scare 
currently sweeping Germany, are in attendance. 

The work before the group is clear. Last week, the International Energy Agency 
announced that emissions continue to increase unabated. Emissions released in 2010 
were the highest in history, despite the economic recession. The report stated that the 
"prospect of limiting the global increase in temperature to 2 degrees Celsius is getting 
bleaker." 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) announced that the 
level of CO2 emissions released in May 2010 set another record high. 

UN member nations have gathered to set emissions reductions for developed and 
developing nations; to secure funding and technology to help developing nations adapt 
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to climate change; and to decide how emissions reductions will be measured, reported 
and verified. 

The future of the Kyoto Protocol forms a topic of considerable concern at this meeting. 
It is currently the sole legally binding international treaty that establishes targets for 
reducing emissions. And it needs to be signed up for a second renewable period post- 
2012. 

To date, no meeting is scheduled subsequent to Bonn and prior to Durban, South Africa 
at the end of the year, so time is of the essence and the pressure is on. 

Delegates representing the majority of countries -- including the G77, the EU, the 
Alliance of Small Islands States (AOSIS), the Least Developed Countries, the Africa 
Group, and ALBA - support a second renewal period. Canada, Japan and Russia, by 

contrast, have announced that they will not sign on to renew. 

Talks Stall: Bolivia Criticizes Cancfin Agreement, REDD and Market-Mechanisms 
The preparatory negotiations take place on two tracks: the ad hoc working group on the 
Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP) and the ad hoc working group on long-term cooperative 
action (AWG-LCA). 

On Tuesday, these two working groups were to kick off their work. But the beginning of 

each meeting was deferred again and again, as negotiators met behind closed doors, 
trying to agree on the agendas. 

A number of countries expressed concerns about different agenda items, including 
Canada and New Zealand; Saudi Arabia; Papua New Guinea; Bolivia; and Ecuador. Most 
of their concerns were quickly addressed. 

Pablo S61on, Bolivia’s lead climate envoy, criticized the stalling, calling the previous 
meeting in Bangkok in April, the $6 million agenda, underscoring that all that was 
discussed was the agenda and no headway was made on generating a draft text for 
negotiation in South Africa. 

Given that there is no time to draft a new binding agreement before Durban, S61on told 
journalists, there were two options heading into the COP 17: "Move forward in a second 
commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol or have a repetition of Cancfin." 

"From Cancfin," S61on told journalists, "we have come out with commitments of 
emissions reductions that leads us to a scenario of [a temperature increase of] 4 
degrees Celsius. And that is absolutely unacceptable. We need to come out of South 
Africa with commitments of emissions reductions that will put us in a scenario of 
]temperature increases] between i to 1,5 degrees Celsius in order to preserve our 
planet and life as we know it," 

Additionally, S61on took a strong stance against Reducing Emissions from Deforestation 
and Degradation (REDD). S61on stated that the main objection resided in the approach 
to forests. "There is a proposal in the Cancfin agreement that focuses everything on ... 
guidelines in the capacity of forests to capture CO2 ," he said. "We must not focus on how 
to prepare forests for a market mechanism ... We must fight deforestation now." 
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He stated: "We cannot spend the money that we have now ... trying to measure the 
amount of carbon that a forest stores, in order to prepare the conditions for a future 
carbon market on forests. What we need do is to spend the small amount of resources 
that we have to preserve forests now. 

"In the case of Bolivia, but it is also the case in many other countries," S61on said, "one of 

the main drivers of deforestation is forest fires. In Bolivia, we usually have forest fires 

between July and September. Are we going to spend the money, the aid that we receive, 

measuring the capacity of our forests when it comes to capture of CO2 or are we going to 
direct all those resources to the implementation of a plan that we have developed to 
fight those forest fires that have an impact over 350,000 hectares every year? 

A new proposal has been developed to address these concerns. S61on said he hoped that 

it would form part of the official negotiating text. 

Funding Climate Aid through Financial Tax 
Lastly, S61on proposed the creation of an international tax to fund climate aid, 
underscoring that the $30 billion in fast track funding pledged by 2008-2012 has not 

been provided yet, not in new funding. 

A tax of 0.01 percent coming into a country from abroad could go towards this fund and 
be used to address climate change. According to Bloomberg News, this proposal "picks 
up on one [made] by a UN panel last November. The group, which included billionaire 
investor George Soros and Larry Summers ... said an international financial transactions 
tax could generate $27 billion a year." 

Tina Gerhardt is an independent journalist who covers climate change, international 
negotiations and energy policy. Her work has appeared in Alternet, Earth Island ]ournaL 
Environment News Service, Grist, In These Times, The Nation and The Progressive. 

TWN Bonn News Update No.10 
9 June 2011 
Published by Third World Network 
www.twnside.org.sg 

SBSTA session remains suspended 

Bonn, June 8 (Hilary Chiew) - The 34th session of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and 
Technological Advice (SBSTA) under the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC), remained suspended for a further two days on June 7 and 
8th as Parties continue to be deadlocked over an agenda item on response measures 
which is pending resolution under the Subsidiary Body on Implementation (SBI). 

The SBSTA session opened on the morning of June 6 but Parties could not adopt the 
provisional agenda as Saudi Arabia and Bolivia wanted changes made to two of the 
agenda items, resulting in the Chair Mama Konate from Mali suspending the session for 
informal consultations. Apparently, consultations on the REDD issue is said to have 
been concluded but consultations on REDD are still ongoing. 
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Saudi Arabia had submitted a proposal to replace agenda item 7 on "Economic and 

social consequences of response measures" with the title "Forum on the impact of the 
implementation of response measures". It wanted the amendment to reflect the 

mandate from COP 16, which was for the chairs of SBSTA and SBI to conduct a forum to 
discuss modalities to measure impact of response measures. Since the SBI was also 
dealing with the same issue, the Chair of SBSTA proposed that Parties wait for the 

outcome of informal consultations being undertaken by the SBI Chair, which apparently 

is still on-going. 

Bolivia disputed the inclusion of REDD (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and 
Forests Degradation) as an agenda item (item 4) as it had objected to the adoption of 

the Cancun decision. Ambassador Pablo Solon of Bolivia said his country rejected 
carbon trading in relation to forests as this reduced forests to mere carbon sinks. He 
said Bolivia believed it is essential for all countries to avoid deforestation and forest 

degradation but via an integral management of forests and not just by mitigation of its 

carbon emissions. He said that the financing for forests is necessary but it should not 
come from carbon market mechanism. He said that Bolivia’s views on this matter were 

not allowed to be discussed at Cancun. 

Bolivian’s position drew sharp objections from several members of the Coalition for 
Rainforest Nations such as Guyana, Costa Rica and Colombia. ~3uyana said that since the 
Cancun decision was decided by the Conference of Parties, no single body should 
subsequently question it. It opposed Bolivia’s move in the strongest term as forests offer 
early and cost-effective mitigation measures. Costa Rica echoed Guyana’s statement. 

Tuvalu expressed sympathy for Bolivia’s position, but said that those views can be 
discussed when the agenda item is discussed, It shared the concerns of Bolivia on the 

way REDD was approached at Cancun where there was no contact group but only 

bilateral consultations without stakeholder inputs, adding that was a flawed process, 

It suggested that all consultations on REDD are made in a contact group so stakeholders 
can have significant inputs on the work of SBSTA and the matter is addressed in an open 

and transparent manner, 

Bolivia suggested to change the title of agenda item 4 to include "forest-related actions" 

besides reducing emission from deforestation and forest degradation in developing 

countries, It said its suggestion in no way changes the views of all Parties but signaled 

inclusiveness and its own flexibility to make progress in SBSTA, 

At the onset of the session, the Chair invited Parties that submitted new proposals listed 

as agenda items 13 to 16 to make clarification of their proposals. 

Algeria and Saudi Arabia wanted the inclusion of "Carbon dioxide capture and storage 
in geological formation as clean development mechanism project activities" Papua New 
~3uinea wanted the inclusion of"Blue carbon: coastal marine systems". Bolivia wanted 
the inclusion of an agenda item entitled "Rights of nature and the integrity of 
ecosystems". Ecuador wanted the issue of impacts of climate change on water 
resources and water resource management to be discussed in SBSTA while Canada 
wanted a work programme on agriculture. 
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Due to the limitation of time, the Chair proposed that agenda items 1 to 12 that 

contained ongoing work and mandated tasks to be adopted with the exception of items 
related to response measures and REDD. The Chair said that having consulted the SBI 

Chair and to avoid discussion of the same issue, the SBI will take the lead in resolving 

this matter. On the issue of REDD, he proposed holding informal consultations. 

On the new proposals for inclusion of agenda items, the Chair proposed that Parties 

consult informally to deepen understanding of issues and determine further 
consideration. 

Many Parties - the United States, New Zealand, Australia, Pakistan, Brazil, Trinidad and 

Tobago, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Argentina, Egypt, China, Costa Rica, Philippines, 

Tuvalu, Papua New Guinea and Ecuador expressed their support for the Chair’s 
proposal with China and Venezuela emphasizing that consultations on the new items 

should only be held if they are included on the agenda eventually. 

The Chair urged Parties to adopt the agenda pending the changes in relation to response 

measures and REDD but Saudi Arabia, Bolivia and Papua New Guinea said they could 
not adopt the unknown but have to be clear on what is being adopted. 

The session was announced for reconvening at 3pm on June 7 but did not take place. At 
6pm, the Chair conveyed a message through the secretariat that the consultations under 

the SBI on response measures were still ongoing and that SBSTA will not reconvene 
until June 8, but as consultations were still on-going, the suspension continues. 

TWN Bonn News Update No.9 
9 June 2011 
Published by Third World Network 
www.twnside,org.sg 

G77 and China cautions against transfer of issues to subsidiary bodies 

Bonn, June 8 ( Hilary Chiew and Meena Raman) - The G77 and China, at the opening of 

the 14th session of the Ad-hoc Working Group on Long Term Cooperative Action 

(AWGLCA) in Bonn under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) on June 7, stressed that new processes needing further political 

development and which have not been resolved must not be transferred to other 
bodies. 

Ambassador Jorge Arguello from Argentina, the Chair of G77 and China, said that 
discussions on unresolved issues should continue in the AWGLCA and not be 

transferred to other bodies, since that would not be in line with the Convention or with 
the mandate given by Parties to the AWGLCA. 

He said that the Cancun outcome introduced new issues under the Subsidiary Bodies 
and some of them were clear enough but there were new processes needing further 

political development that must be kept under the sphere of the AWGLCA. 
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Ambassador Arguello was referring to some issues that have been put on the 

provisional agenda of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI) which have yet to 
be resolved by the AWGLCA, leading to delay in the adoption of the agenda. (See TWN 

Updates 3 and 8). 

He further emphasized that the AWGLCA must maintain an overview of the specific 

issues that were mandated to the SBI through the Cancun decision and that progress 

made under the SBI must feed into the comprehensive and balanced outcome of the 

AWGLCA. 

Arguello emphasized that the mandate for AWGLCA is the full, effective and sustained 

implementation of the Convention as per the Bali Action Plan (BAP). Cancun marked a 

milestone towards the fulfillment of the mandate of the BAP. On this basis, the AWGLCA 
must continue its work with a view to presenting its results to the Conference of Parties 

(COP) at its 17th session (in Durban later this year) in a way that contributes positively 

towards reaching a balanced and comprehensive outcome, he added. 

He also reiterated the need for Parties to work in an open, party-driven, transparent 
and inclusive multilateral process that can lead to a consensus. He said the Group stands 

ready to engage constructively in the required drafting and negotiating of texts based 

on proposed language from Parties, with the guidance and assistance offered by the 
Chair and his appointed facilitators. 

The G77 and China Chair said that even with the best use of the time available, this 
session of the AWGLCA cannot be the last one before Durban and there is a clear need 

for an additional session to be held in the fall. The Group expects to receive further 
clarity on the preparations under way before Parties adjourned their work in this 

session. 

Representing the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), Grenada said that the 
Cancun agreements represented a step forward, but they do not represent, in terms of 
scope, substance or ambition, the response envisaged at Bali, or the response demanded 
by science. It viewed the agreements and understandings reached at Cancun as being a 
foundation rather than a ceiling, on which future actions must be predicated. In this 
regard, it said the Group remained convinced that on the road to Durban, efforts must 
be focused on meeting all the Durban deadlines, while addressing and finalizing the 
unresolved issues from Bali. 

It expressed concern that the negotiation tactics and squabbling from some corners is 
evidence that not everyone is taking this process seriously. Putting the statehood of 

small islands on the line is not a game - it is a gross and unprecedented breach of 

international law. It said that Parties need to be brutally honest with the world that 
right now we are not only way offtrack to meet the global goal of temperature rise 

agreed to in Cancun but we also have no clarity at all on a specific process to get us 
there. 

Grenada said that the real possibility is a 3 to 4 degree C future and is the largest over- 
riding threat facing the international community and cannot be ignored. To close our 

collective eyes to this most obvious of failings would evidence irresponsibility of the 

highest order, it added. It said that it is fundamental to address the legal architecture 
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and environmental integrity of the climate regime, which strike at the very heart of the 
response demanded to fight this global challenge. 

Speaking on behalf of the Arab Group, Egypt said that the success of Durban depends 

on achieving a balanced result, 

Gambia, representing the Least Developed Countries said although the Cancun 

conference restored hope and established new institutions advocated since Bali, 
progress had been slow. It said LDCs recognized the need for peaking by 2015 and for 

Annex I countries to commit to more ambitious mitigation targets and finance, adding 
that it was disappointed to see targets of developed countries that will lead to a 4 

degree C increase in temperature as they only add up to 12% of Annex I emission 

reductions. 

It emphasized the need for a comprehensive framework of implementation for the 

short, medium and long-term programmes of adaptation, finance and capacity building. 
It said that a credible plan by developed countries to meet the US$30 billion fast-start 

finance is needed as most fast-start finance is not new funding and is being provided as 
loans rather than grants. Furthermore, only between 11% and 16% of the funds under 

the fast-start finance had been designated for adaptation. 

Representing the African Group, the Democratic Republic of Congo said Africa 

expects the AWGLCA to result in a binding, fair outcome that prioritises both mitigation 
and adaptation and supports efforts of developing countries to create sustainable and 

equitable societies that assure economic development and competitive growth. It said 

that the Cancun Agreement must recognize that solving the climate problem will only be 
possible if it takes into account the African need for development. 

Developed countries must take the lead in their commitments in line with science, the 
Convention and the BAP with a stronger compliance system. Another priority is the 

operationalisation of the finance mechanism, adding that if this can be achieved in 

Durban, it will restore confidence in the UNFCCC. 

Representing the European Union, Hungary called for speeding up work on the 
implementation of the Cancun decision in all the areas and of particular urgency for the 

EU are mitigation and MRV (measurement, reporting and verification). It said 

workshops on mitigation in Bangkok (in April) were a useful start in clarifying the 
pledges of Parties and hoped that the second round of workshops here in Bonn will help 

Parties better understand assumptions made in these pledges, particularly on 
accounting, use of offsets and BAU (business as usual) assumptions. If we are to stay 

below 2 degrees, it said Parties will need to increase the overall level of ambition, 

adding that it would like to see the outcomes of these workshops inform the negotiation 

process in Bonn. 

It further said that a robust MRV framework is key to the credibility of any future legally 

binding agreement, adding that it is essential to call on the SBI to agree on a work 
programme, including a series of technical workshops, and to commence discussions on 
substance so as to ensure that the main elements of an enhanced MRV framework are 

already adopted in Durban. Further progress is also needed on the other building blocks 

for a balanced package in Durban that is acceptable for all, including on international 
aviation and maritime, HFC gases and agriculture. 
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Simply implementing the Cancun decision is not enough and Parties need to turn to the 
business left unfinished which is the legal form, it said. The EU’s ultimate goal is for the 

achievement of a comprehensive and legally binding global framework for combating 

climate change that covers all major emitters. It said that science showed that the 

window of opportunity to keep the 2°C objective within reach is rapidly closing. It 
referred to the International Energy Agency’s recent findings that suggest that energy- 

related carbon dioxide emissions in 2010 were the highest in history. This means, it 
said, that over the next ten years, emissions must rise less in total than they did 

between 2009 and 2010. 

Australia, representing the Umbrella Group, said building a new climate regime will 

take time but the first step has been taken and the next step at Durban is to get the 

infrastructure up and running, and that it is important to prioritise areas of common 
agreement as revealed by the Cancun outcome. It said the group supports a new regime 

for binding emission cuts by major economies but delivering it will not be easy. It said 
that there must be coordination of all the four implementation bodies (SBI, SBSTA, 

AWGLCA and AWGKP) and spin-off groups targeted at decisions to take in Durban. 

Venezuela, speaking for the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America 
(ALBA) said that trust and good faith need to be ensured, with transparency and 
inclusiveness being essential elements for real progress. In relation to the expectations 

for Durban, the continuity of the Kyoto Protocol is key for ensuring a balanced outcome. 
Many subjects were also not concluded in Cancun, and for these matters that were not 

addressed it said that Parties need to refer to the Party-driven negotiating text of 
August 13, 2010 (FCCC/AWGLCA/2010/14). It wanted to see an ambitious agreement 

that ensures the preservation of life, not harm nature and the planet and not one that is 
driven by economic interests. 

Papua New Guinea for the Coalition of Rainforest Nations said that REDD-plus 

(reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation etc) offers cost effective 
early action. It was ready to explore financing options with the full range of approaches, 

including market-based and market-linked approaches for incentives, and that 

safeguards are key and need to be addressed. 

The Chair of the AWGLCA, Mr. Daniel Reifsnyder from the US, clarified to Parties that 

the in-coming COP President from South Africa will be holding consultations with all 
Parties on expectations for the Durban outcome on Saturday 11 June. 

He then proposed the establishment of a contact group to address substantive items on 

the agenda of the AWGLCA, which was accepted by Parties. 

The contact group then convened immediately and agreed to launch informal work on 

shared vision; mitigation commitments by developed countires; nationally appropriate 
mitigation actions by developing countries; REDD-plus; cooperative sectoral 

approaches; various approaches including opportunities for using markets; economic 

and social consequences of response measures; adaptation; finance; technology 
development and transfer; capacity-building; review; legal options; and other matters. 

The Chair said that Parties in their work will capture elements for draft texts and asked 

Parties to provide texts. 
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Tuvalu stressed the need to involve all s~akeholders in considering the REDD-plus issue 

as the livelihoods of millions are affected, especially that of indigenous peoples by 
decisions in this regard. Parties were moving into a new treaty and it was important for 

stakeholder involvement to be above reproach and suggested that discussions on this 

be in a contact group and not in informals which are closed to observers. It also said 
that on the selection of facilitators, it was important to ensure that they were from 

countries where there is no perception of conflict of interest. 

Bolivia and Nicaragua supported the Tuvalu proposal but this was not agreed to by 

Papua New Guinea, Guyana, Surinam, Cameroon and the United States. The US said that 
it was up to the Parties to decide in the informal group if they wanted to allow 

observers. 

The Chair said that the rule is for Parties in each informal group to decide if it is open to 

observer participation. 
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SBI and SBSTA agendas still not adopted 

Bonn, 8 June (Meena Raman) - The second day of the Bonn climate meetings under the 
United Nations Framework on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol) saw 

continued wrangling over the provisional agendas resulting in the failure to adopt them 

in the 34th sessions of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation and the Subsidiary Body 
for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA). The agendas for both these bodies 

were expected to have been adopted on Monday, 6 June. 

Delays over the agendas for both subsidiary bodies have primarily been over matters 

related to the decisions reached in Cancun, as to whether the related items have been 
either properly formulated and reflected or if they have been mandated for 

consideration by the respective bodies. 

While the SBSTA opening plenary began on Monday and was later suspended to allow 

for informal consultations on certain agenda items, the SBI opening was delayed with 
consultations still taking place behind the scenes over the revised provisional agenda 

issued on Monday at 5 pm. (See TWN Update 6 for further details on the SBI). 

The SBI finally convened at around 12.30 pm on Tuesday, 7 June but the meeting was 

suspended about an hour later to allow for further consultations by the Chair and did 

not reconvene. 

A proposal by the SBI Chair to adopt in the interim, the provisional agenda on specific 
agenda items while informal consultations are held on the status of the remaining items 

was rejected by the LDCs and Saudi Arabia for not reflecting agenda items which were 

of interest to them. The LDCs were supported by the African Group and Nicaragua. 
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Both the SBI and SBSTA are expected to reconvene on Wednesday, 8 June. 

Meanwhile, the Ad-hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex 1 Parties 

under the Kyoto Protocol (AWGKP) and the Ad-hoc Working Group on Long-term 

Cooperative Action (AWGLCA) began their meetings on Tuesday. The AWG-KP 
reconvenes on Wednesday, with two contact groups meetings scheduled, while the 

AWGLCA will have meetings in informal groups (which are closed to observers) on 
various issues under the agenda. 

At SBSTA on Monday, June 6 

Parties could not adopt the provisional agenda following concerns raised by Bolivia 

over the inclusion of agenda items on reducing emissions from deforestation and forest 
degradation in developing countries (REDD) and Saudi Arabia proposing that the forum 

on the impact of implementation of response measures on the agenda replace the 

agenda item on economic and social consequences of response measures. 

SBSTA Chair, Mama Konate of Mali suspended the plenary on Monday (6 June) to allow 

for informal consultations to be held on the REDD issue. He also said that the SBI Chair 
was holding consultations on the issue of response measures and that the solution 

reached under the SBI could be imported into SBSTA. 

While it is learnt that consultations on REDD have concluded, consultations on the issue 
of response measures by the SBI Chair were still taking place on Tuesday, 7 June. Hence, 

the SBSTA plenary has not been reconvened. 

At SBI on Tuesday, 7 ]une 

When the SBI plenary opened, its Chair, Mr. Robert Owen Jones from Australia said that 
he had consulted with Parties on the revised provisional agenda issued on 6 June and 

that there does not seem to be readiness to adopt the agenda in its entirety. He invited 
the SBI to consider the interim adoption of the agenda with the following agenda items, 

viz. 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, while holding consultations as regards the 

remaining agenda items, with a view to adopting the entire agenda in later plenaries. 

In response to the Chair’s proposal, Gambia, speaking for the LDCs in reference to 

agenda item 8 (which was not included by the Chair for interim adoption) said that this 
item had been changed in its formulation and indicated it did not properly reflect 

paragraph 15 of the Cancun decision (1/CP16). In view of the revisions made, Gambia 
could not adopt the agenda. 

(Item 8 of the agenda reads - "Modalities and guidelines to enable least developed 
countries and other developing countries to formulate and implement national 

adaptation plans.) 

(Paragraph 15 of the Cancun decision states as follows -, "Decides to hereby establish a 

process to enable least developed country Parties to formulate and implement national 
adaptation plans, building upon their experience in preparing and implementing 

national adaptation programmes of action, as a means of identifying medium- and long- 

term adaptation needs and developing and implementing strategies and programmes to 

address those needs;" ) 
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The Chair then noted the views of Gambia and said that this would be taken up in 
informal consultations. Gambia then reiterated that the LDCs could not agree to the 

adoption of the agenda without including in agenda item 8 the process referred to in the 

Cancun decision. 

The Chair then said that his proposal was for the interim adoption of the agenda 

without reference to paragraph 8 of the agenda item. Gambia then responded that it 
was not trying to block the agenda but wanted this agenda item to be agreed to as part 

of the overall agenda. 

The Democratic Republic of Congo, speaking for the African Group supported Gambia 
as well as Nicaragua. 

Saudi Arabia then said that just as Gambia, it could not proceed with the adoption of 

the agenda before agenda item/1 is included, which is also from the Cancun decision. It 
said the proposal by the Chair implies that the agenda items that he had not read out 

(for interim adoption) are held in abeyance subject to further consultations and this it 
could not go along with. It said that there are different status as regards varies items on 

the agenda, some of which had clear mandates while some did not and the Chair could 

not put them all in one basket. 

In response, Jones said that he is not proposing to hold matters in abeyance but that the 
adoption was put on hold pending consultations. 

Grenada, for the Alliance of Small Island States, European Union, Australia, US and 
Colombia supported the proposal by the Chair. 

South Africa then proposed that the Chair include agenda item 11 (on the forum on the 
impact of the implementation of response measures) in the list of provisionally adopted 

items and agenda item 8 with some modification as follows - "Modalities and guidelines 
for a process to enable least developed countries to formulate and implement national 

adaptation plans, which could be employed by other developing countries." 

The SBI Chair then proposed the adoption of the provisional agenda with the inclusion 

of agenda item 8 and 

Australia and the United States did not support the South African proposal as they 

stressed the need for balance. Tanzania said that the proposal by South Africa reflects 
the Cancun decision and gave its support. 

The SBI Chair then reverted to his initial proposal for the interim adoption of the 
agenda without the inclusion of agenda items 8 and 11 on the understanding for work 

on the full agenda. 

Saudi Arabia said that South Africa had a constructive proposal and it could go along 

with that proposal and in reference to Australia and the US on the need for balance, it 
said that agenda items which were not included by the Chair did not seek the balance 

needed. 
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Gambia reaffirmed its previous position for a full agenda to be adopted and was not in 

agreement for the adoption of any interim agenda. It asked the Chair to further consult 

Parties. 

Bolivia wanted the record to reflect that the Cancun decision was adopted with the 
formal objection one member and the Chair said that this would be so. 

The SBI Chair said that he will hold informal consultations and expressed 
disappointment in not being able to launch the work of the SBI. 
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Developing countries form solid front to advance Kyoto Protocol 

Bonn, 8 June (Lim Li Lin) - The developing countries formed a solid front to advance the 

Kyoto Protocol when the opening session of the KP working group took place on 7 June 
morning. It was clear that a second KP period has become a rallying point for these 

countries as an essential component for a successful Durban climate conference in 
December. 

The many groupings of the developing countries, led by the 677 and China, and 
supported by the groups representing Africa, LDCs, small island developing states, 

ALBA, and Arab countries, insisted that the Durban conference achieve a finalization of 
the negotiations for the KP’s second commitment period for emission reductions. The 

Durban meeting is the last chance to try and ensure there is continuity after the first 
commitment period ends in 2012, and that there is no gap between the first and second 
periods. 

They warned that failure to agree to a second period in Durban would put the 
international climate regime at risk with serious consequences for developing 

countries already suffering from the effects of climate change. They called on developed 

countries which are KP members to show the political will needed to make the second 
period a reality. 

Many developing countries also insisted that there should be no conditionalities set by 

developed counties for them to commit to a second period. In any case, discussions on 

such conditionalities should only be with developed countries that have signaled their 
willingness to enter into a second phase of commitments. 

The G77 and China expressed concern at the slow progress of the KP talks and at 

attempts to erode the relevance of the KP as a key cornerstone of the climate regime. It 

stressed the need to avoid a gap between the commitment periods, and to overcome the 
wide gap between the Annex I pledges and what is required. The Africa Group decried 

the lack of political will by developed countries, which could result in no legally binding 

instrument, which unacceptable to the future of the multilateral climate change process. 
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The LDC Group was disappointed with the three countries that did not support a 

second period and said "history will not look favourably upon them". Small island 
states said the threshold for a 1.5 degree target may already be crossed, there is thus no 

room for delay, or on reliance on a pledge and review system for emission reductions. 

The Arab Group criticized some developed countries’ attempts to avoid a second 

period by imposing conditionalities, as a refusal to accept legally binding commitments 

and disrespecting the negotiating process. ALBA stressed that aggregate and individual 
targets must be the central mitigation obligation; Cancun was a step backward that 

challenged this objective and the climate regime cannot be a weaker, voluntary regime. 

In contrast to the strong developing-country statements, the Umbrella Group (which 
comprises Australia, Japan, Russia and Canada among others) indicated that they want a 
new agreement to replace the Kyoto Protocol. The European Union said committing to 
a second period was a "very difficult decision" for the EU and reiterated it can consider 
such a commitment only if its conditions are met, mentioning the need for all major 
economies to take ambitious actions. 

Argentina, speaking on behalf of the Group of 77 and China, reiterated its serious 
concerns with respect to the slow progress of the Ad hoc Working Group on Further 
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP) in completing the 
milestones of its work programme. (Among others, this includes adopting conclusions 
on the aggregate scale of emission reductions by Annex I Parties (developed countries) 
by April 2009 and on the contribution of Annex I Parties, individually or jointly, to the 
aggregate scale by June 2009.) 

It said that the primary objective is to reach a second commitment period for Annex I 
Parties’ emission reductions under the Kyoto Protocol, to avoid any gap between the 
first and second commitment periods. (The first commitment period ends in 2012.) In 
the meantime, developing countries are experiencing the adverse effects of climate 
change, including increasing frequency and intensity of extreme weather events, and 
face challenges from the impact of response measures, it said. Developing countries are 
the most affected, and have contributed less to the creation of the climate change 
problem. "Historical responsibilities cannot be disregarded", it said. 

It expressed concern at attempts to erode the relevance of the Kyoto Protocol as a key 
cornerstone of the multilateral climate change regime. Substantive discussions on the 
scale of emission reductions must be concluded to overcome the wide gap between the 
Annex I pledges and what is required by science, equity and historical responsibility. It 
said that the Group was willing to engage in a discussion of the (accounting) rules, but it 
is clear that political will to have a second commitment period is key for the technical 
issues (on the rules) to go forward productively. A second commitment period for the 
Kyoto Protocol must be reached as part of a balanced and comprehensive outcome in 
Durban (where the 7th Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties 
(CMP) will be held in December 2011), it said. 

Australia, on behalf of the Umbrella Group, said that it is committed to building a 
new and effective global climate regime. It looks forward to progressing the discussion 
on how the Kyoto Protocol can contribute to that regime, as it has elements that it wants 
in the global regime, for example quantitative commitments, coherent MRV 
(measurement, reporting and verification) and flexible mechanisms. It said that the 
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Kyoto Protocol is only part of our work, as it captures only 27% of global emissions and 

this is falling. This alone will never be effective, and an agreement with all major 

economies is needed, it said. 

Australia said that Cancun moved us towards this outcome, and all countries have put 

forward targets, and are committed to achieving these targets even if there is no treaty. 
A more comprehensive regime remains someway off. However progress can still be 

made to improve and enhance Kyoto Protocol rules, as part of implementing the Cancun 
agreements, and moving towards a new treaty, it said. It said that there was no point in 

a new agreement that Parties cannot sign up to, and it would be better to have one that 
Parties can agree and improve. 

Hungary, speaking for the European Union, said that it would like to build on the 
discussions in Bangkok (the previous session in April), and continue exploring the 

overarching political questions, as clarity is needed on the future of the Kyoto Protocol. 

It said that the EU was willing to consider a second commitment period in the context of 
conditions that are genuine, challenging but not impossible to meet. Solving the issue of 

the second commitment period alone, especially with limited participation of Parties 
with commitments, cannot keep the 2 degree objective within reach, it said. Committing 

to a second commitment period is a very difficult decision for the EU and will not be 

taken lightly. We need to ensure that all major economies take ambitious mitigation 
actions. We need assurances that the overall level of ambition will reach an adequate 

level, it said. 

It said that spin-off groups are needed to continue working on the rules without delay. 

As many of the outstanding technical issues need to be resolved as soon as possible, and 
political questions framed for Ministers’ considerations. It said that the rules should 

also serve as the basis for parallel work under the Ad hoc Working Group on Long-term 

Cooperative Action under the Convention (AWG-LCA). 

Grenada, speaking for the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS), said that every 
single Party has agreed in CMP decisions that the AWG-KP shall aim to complete its 

work and have its results adopted as early as possible and in time to ensure that there is 

no gap between the first and second commitment periods. This means that in Durban 

there should be a decision to finalise, and emission reduction numbers to lock in. Its 
position that temperature increase should be limited to 1.5 degrees Celsius is at risk if 

we do not take action now, and the threshold may already be crossed. There is no room 
for delay, or on reliance on a pledge and review system for emission reductions, it said. 

It said that in Durban, there should be agreement on the second commitment period 

under the Kyoto Protocol from 2013-2017 based on a single legally binding base year of 

/990, as part of the two-track outcome. In addition, loopholes relating to land use, land 

use change and forestry (LULUCF) and surplus assigned amount units (AAUs) should be 
closed, market mechanisms improved, and new gases included. There should also be 
provisional application of new ambitious targets pending the entry into force of the 

second commitment period. 

Grenada proposed to (1) focus on working only with those Parties who have expressed 

willingness to enter into a second commitment period, (2) clearly identify and assess 

whether conditionalities for Parties to enter a second commitment period have been 
met or can be met, (3) agree on the process and timing for political decisions between 
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now and Durban, (4) make as much progress as possible on technical issues so that the 
remaining political issues can be addressed in Durban, and (5) establish a spin-off group 
on legal issues to discuss the full range of legal options available to ensure no gap 

between the commitment periods. 

Democratic Republic of Congo, on behalf of the African Group, said that they 

wanted to make the upcoming African CMP a meeting that delivers the mandate that its 

people have been waiting for. "The message from the millions of African people is clear 
and loud. It is neither ambiguous nor complicated. The voice from Africa and other poor 

countries is calling for humanity to save the planet. The voice of our people speak in 
unison in reaffirming its full confidence in the ability of the Kyoto Protocol Parties to 

deliver the deal that is essential to ensure their survival," it said. 

It said that the long-term solution to the climate crisis is an effective and ambitious 

global effort to mitigate emissions of greenhouse gasses. In this regard, it reasserted 

that agreement to a second commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol is absolutely 

essential. Africa requires a strengthened international climate regime that ensures 
ambitious reductions in greenhouse gas emissions from Annex I Parties in order to 
ensure that the impacts of climate change do not undermine its development goals. 

It said that the most visible obstacle is the lack of political will by developed countries to 
meet their legal obligations under the Kyoto Protocol, which could result in no legally 

binding instrument for Annex I Parties’ emission reductions. This is unacceptable to the 
future of the multilateral climate change process, it said. In this regard, it confirmed that 

developed countries must reduce their emissions by at least 40% below 1990 levels in 

the second commitment period and at least 95% below 1990 levels by 2050. It 
reiterated that there should be full separation between the two negotiating tracks and 

stresseed that the AWG-LCA should not be used as a way to delay negotiations on the 

second commitment period. 

It strongly opposed attempts to link technical and political decisions under the AWG-KP 
in order to create a gap between the first and the second commitment period, and 

emphasized the elaboration of a detailed and clear work programme for the Kyoto 

Protocol in order to ensure the adoption of a final decision on the second commitment 
period in Durban. This must include a formal meeting under the CMP of high level 

decision makers and/or politically mandated representatives of Kyoto Protocol Parties. 

In Durban, the international community must have a precise strategy for adopting an 

amendment to the Kyoto Protocol for the second commitment period. This amendment 
must contain deep economy-wide quantified emission reduction and limitation targets 

for all developed countries for the period 2013-2017. This requires, in accordance with 

the science and in line with their historical responsibility for emissions, all developed 
countries to commit to deep and ambitious emission reduction targets, it said. 

Papua New Guinea, on behalf of the Coalition of Rainforest Nations, said that there 

should be ambitious targets to reduce emissions under the second commitment period 

for the Kyoto Protocol. It called for the introduction of a new REDD (reducing emissions 
from deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries) mechanism under 

the Kyoto Protocol, with national accounting systems and MRV at the national level in 

order to ensure environmental integrity. It said that loopholes relating to LULUCF and 

the carry over of surplus AAUs should be closed. 
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Mexico, for the Environmental Integrity Group, supported continuing the political 
discussions from Bangkok, and making progress on technical issues. It said that the 

commitments of Annex I Parties should be strengthened and not weakened, and that 

there should be no gap between the commitment periods. These efforts alone will not 
attain the ultimate objective of the Convention, and a global agreement for all countries 

is necessary, it said. It urged for the inter-linkage between the two negotiating tracks to 

be duly accounted for in the negotiations. 

Gambia, on behalf of the least developed countries (LDCs), said that all outstanding 
issues should be resolved in Bonn, and the necessary amendments to the Kyoto Protocol 

for the second commitment period presented in Durban. It said that it was important to 

continue discussions on political conditionalities, to understand them. There should be 
no conditionalities in order to advance for the second commitment period, it said. It 

expressed disappointment that three countries have said that they will not support a 

second commitment period. History will not look favourably upon them, it said. We 
need to have focused discussion with those who are willing to enter a second 

commitment period, and cannot be distracted by those who are no longer interested, it 
said. The legal group should discuss ensuring that there is no gap between the 

commitment periods, it said. 

Egypt, for the Arab Group, said that in Durban, there must be a second commitment 

period to avoid a gap between the commitment periods. The attempts by some Annex ! 
Parties to avoid a second commitment period by imposing conditionalities represents a 

refusal to accept legally binding commitments. This was not respecting the negotiating 

process, and was not in harmony with the international system seeking to lower 
emissions to limit global warming, it said. The Kyoto Protocol is the most important 

legal instrument that exists, with effective monitoring mechanisms. It is a cornerstone 

of the international framework for climate change, it said. 

Bolivia, speaking for the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America 
(ALBA) said that the road to Durban now is far from the joint objectives agreed to so 

long ago. The principle of common but differentiated responsibilities and obligations for 

aggregate and individual targets must be the starting point for any agreement on 
mitigation, and is its central obligation. Without this, all the rest is irrelevant, it said. 

Cancun was not progress, it was a step backward and a challenge to our objectives. The 

climate regime cannot be a weaker, voluntary regime without any advantages. Durban 
is the last chance to avoid a gap between the commitment periods, it said, and Annex I 

parties must assume commitments to stabilize temperature increase to 1-1.5 degrees 
Celsius. 

Mexico, speaking as the (Conference of the Parties) COP Presidency, said that 
Durban should remove doubts with regards to the Kyoto Protocol and the future of the 

climate change regime, and that there should be no gap between the commitment 
periods. Both negotiating tracks are part of the approach, it said. It said that it would 

continue consulting throughout this year. 

South Africa, speaking as the incoming COP Presidency said that the Durban COP is 

not going to be easy, but that it is driven by its belief in multilateralism and a rules- 

based system. It re-affirmed the integrity of the UNFCCC multilateral process. It 
announced that it would conduct open-ended consultations on 11 June and invited all 
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Parties to share their expectations. It will inform on the consultations that it intends to 

hold from Bonn onwards. 

Tuvalu said that it was of great importance to reach a conclusion to our work in 

Durban. It said that the agenda of the AWG-KP in paragraph 15 refers to document 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2010/18/Add.1 as the basis for the work of the AWG-KP. This is not 
entirely correct as this document was introduced after the CMP, and is not the basis for 

our work. It said that document FCCC/KP/AWG/2010/CRP.q/Rev.4 was adopted as the 
basis of our work. It asked what was updated between those 2 documents? It expressed 

unhappiness with the form of document FCCC/KP/AWG/2OIO/CRP.4/Rev.4, in 
particular the three options in the LULUCF chapter, as this had not been agreed in 

Cancun and was not an appropriate way forward as the views of all Parties must be 

represented in a fair and balanced way. It said that it looked forward to negotiating the 
text so that we can have ownership over it. It said that only the views of Parties that 

intend to move forward with a second commitment period should be considered. 

The Chair of the AWG-KP, Adrian Macey from New Zealand, said that the contact 

group/s for the following day would continue with the political discussion. He 
suggested that one cluster of issues could be the conditionalities or linkages made by 

Annex I Parties with regards to their pledges and the second commitment period, and 

what sort of package of outcomes for Durban there could be. He said that there was no 
clarity on whether there will be further meetings of the working group before Durban, 

and stressed that what we see at the end of this session, will be what we get in Durban. 
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Wrangling over agenda delays opening of SBI by over a day 

Bonn, June 7 (Meena Raman) -- The opening of the 34th session of the Subsidiary Body 
for Implementation (SBI) of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) could not take place on June 6 as scheduled in Bonn because of a 
wrangle over the agenda of the SBI’s work. By 7 June noon, the opening had still not 
taken place. 

Many developing countries requested the Chair of the body to amend the provisional 

agenda, and closed door meetings were held throughout the morning, while the opening 

session was delayed several times as participants waited. 

A new agenda was issued just before S pm but more closed meetings continued as some 

countries were still unhappy with one or more items in the agenda. Eventually the Chair 
of the SBI, Mr. Robert Owen Jones of Australia, announced that the opening would be 

postponed till Tuesday 7 June. 

Behind the apparent wrangling over the agenda was a larger issue - whether some 
issues considered to be key to the developing countries would be discussed in the SBI or 
in another body - the Ad-hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action (AWG- 
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LCA) which is charged with producing an outcome for the Bali Action Plan adopted in 
December 2007. 

By evening of 6 June, the remaining contentious issue related to the Cancun decision 
(para 66) on the reporting by developing countries on their mitigation actions 
(including the controversial issues of MRV (measurement, reporting and verification) 
and ICA (international consultation and analysis). A related item is the reporting by 
Annex I parties on their mitigation actions. The question is whether these should be 
discussed at the AWG-LCA or the SBI. 

Most developing countries want the issues to be negotiated in the AWG-LCA where they 
originated rather than have them transferred to the SBI, especially since the Cancun 
decision did not mandate this transfer to the SBI. 

The original provisional agenda dated 16 May 2011 was prepared by the Executive 
Secretary of the UNFCCC, Ms. Christiana Figueres with the agreement of the Chair of the 
SBI and was planned to be presented for adoption on 6 June. 

Saudi Arabia, had on 24 May communicated to the secretariat requesting deletion of 
some items and an inclusion of other items on the provisional agenda. Following this, a 
supplementary provisional agenda was issued on 1 June 2011. 

It is learnt that Saudi Arabia communicated to the secretariat that "the SBI Chair had 
done some major rearrangements and shuffling of items as well as introducing new 
items at his own discretion, even though there are very clear rules and procedures for 
how agenda items are introduced or removed once concluded." 

Saudi Arabia proposed corrections to be made to the original agenda "to avoid wasting 
the whole meeting discussing and trying to adopt the agenda, like what happened in 
Bangkok." 

It was referring to an intense two and a half day negotiations in Bangkok over the 
agenda to be adopted under the Ad-hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative 
Action (AWGLCA) in early April this year in which the G77 and China proposed an 
alternative agenda to that proposed by the Chair of the AWGLCA. 

Among the proposals made by Saudi Arabia to correct the SBI agenda included the 
removal of the following agenda items- 

¯ "Other matters relating to the work programme referred to in decision lCP/16 (the 
Cancun decision on the outcome of the work of the AW6LCA) paragraph 46" and "Other 
matters relating to the work programme referred to in decision lCP/16, paragraph 66" 
as there was no mandate for the SBI to do any work in this regard; 

¯ "Matters Related to Adaptation" (and all sub headings)" as this was not part of the SBI 
agenda and were incorrectly added. 

"Matters Related to the implementation of response measures" (and all subheadings) 
as this agenda item was not part of SBI agenda, and they were incorrectly added. 

Among others, it wanted the following agenda items restored- 
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"Matters Relating to Article 4, Paragraphs 8 and 9, of the Convention 

(a) Progress on the implementation of decision ICP/10 ; (b) Matters Relating the Least 

Developed Countries as work was not concluded under this agenda items, and all its 
subheadings, and thus it cannot be removed or changed 

Saudi Arabia also wanted the following additional agenda items to be included - 

Forum on the impact of the implementation of response measures (Paragraph 93 of 

Decision 1/CP16); 

¯ Modalities and Guidelines to enable Least Developing Countries to formulate and 

Implement National Adaptation Plans (Paragraph 17 of Decision 1/CP16) 

¯ Activities to be undertaken under a work programme to consider approaches to 
address loss and damage (Paragraph 27 of Decision 1/CP16) 

Following informal consultations by the Chair with Parties on 6 June (the scheduled day 

of opening of the SBI), a revised version of the provisional agenda was issued in the late 

afternoon. This new agenda seemed to have taken on board the proposals by Saudi 
Arabia except the proposals for deletion of two agenda items on "Other matters relating 

to the work programme referred to in decision 1CP/16 (the Cancun decision on the 
outcome of the work of the AWGLCA) paragraph 46" and "Other matters relating to the 

work programme referred to in decision 1CP/16, paragraph 66", which appears as 

items 3(e) and 4(e) in relation to the national communications of Annex 1 and Non- 
Annex 1 Parties respectively. 

Item 3(e) deals with reporting methods and procedures for the reporting of Annex I 
Parties’ mitigation actions and Item 4 (e) deals with non Annex I parties’ reporting of 

mitigation actions (including MRV and ICA). 

It is learnt that many developing countries had supported the Saudi Arabian proposal 

for deletion of items 3(e) and 4(e) as there has been no mandate given to the SBI to 
undertake the work and that these were matters for the AWGLCA to continue to address 

and this concern had been brought to the attention to the SB! Chair. 

When the revised provisional agenda was circulated to Parties at close to 5 pm on 

Monday, the G77 and China convened an informal consultation among members of the 
Group to consider the matter. The SBI opening was then suspended and is expected to 

reconvene on June 7. 

The contentious paragraph 66 from the Cancun decision (referred to in item 4(e) of the 

SBI provisional agenda) deals with "Nationally appropriate mitigation actions by 
developing country Parties". It states: 

"6& Agrees on a work programme for the development of modalities and guidelines for: 
facilitation of support to nationally appropriate mitigation actions through a registry; 
measurement, reporting and verification of supported actions and corresponding 
support; biennial reports as part of national communications from non-Annex I Parties; 
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domestic verification of mitigation actions undertaken with domestic resources; and 

international consultations and analysis;" 

The paragraph does not state that the "work programme for the development of 
modalities and guidelines" should be undertaken under the SBI. 

In fact, paragraph 67 of the Cancun decision "Invites Parties to submit views on the 

items in paragraph 66, including with respect to the initial scheduling of the processes 
described in this section, by 28 March 2011", 

Several countries have in fact submitted their views in relation to items in paragraph 66 

in accordance with paragraph 67 above, clearly indicating the need for further 

discussions and negotiations on how the work-programme is to be developed. 

Paragraph 46 of the Cancun decision (which is referred to in item 3(e) of the 

provisional agenda) deals with reporting by Annex I parties of their mitigation actions. 
Many developing countries also want this item deleted from the SBI agenda. 
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Transition Committee workshop discusses Climate Fund design 

Bonn, 7 June (Meena Raman) -In discussing the operational modalities of the Green 
Climate Fund, several developing countries cautioned against over-estimating the role 

of the private sector and the carbon markets in generating climate finance while 
developed countries stressed their importance. 

This debate took place at the first technical workshop of the Transitional Committee 
(TC) for the design of the Green Climate Fund (GCF) under the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change held in Bonn, Germany from May 30- I June. 

Many developing countries emphasized that the GCF needed predictable and sustained 

funds and that this was only possible through public sector financing on an assessed 
basis. 

However, some countries also expressed caution that the TC should not be discussing 
the sources of funds as this was the remit of on-going negotiations under the Ad-hoc 

Working Group on Long-term Cooperation (AWGLCA). 

On the scope of the GCF, the United States expressed caution that the GCF should not 

seek to resolve the political commitments of Parties, and said that there would not be 
USD 100 billion a year in the GCF. It said that there were many sources of funds which 

are complementary and the GCF did not have an exclusive role. 
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On the issue of monitoring and evaluation, many members of the TC, from both 

developing and developed countries expressed that the fiduciary standards as well as 
the environmental and social safeguards should not be prohibitive for developing 

countries and hinder their access to the funds. 

Below are some highlights from the intervention of TC members in work-streams 1, 3 

and 4. (Please refer to our earlier report for discussions on work-stream 2). (The 4 

work-streams are (1) scope, guiding principles and cross-cutting issues; (2) governance 
and institutional issues; (3) operational modalities; and (4) monitoring and evaluation.) 

Work-stream 3 on "Operational Modalities" 

According to the co-facilitators’ note, this work-stream addresses the following issues: 

(1) Methods to manage large scale financial resources from a number of sources and 

deliver through a variety of financial instruments, funding windows and access 
modalities (including direct access), with objective of balanced allocation between 

adaptation and mitigation; (2) Methods to mobilize and leverage private sector finance 
(foreign and domestic); (3) modalities for contribution to the Fund; (4) Financial 

instruments the fund can use to achieve its priorities; (5) Methods to ensure balanced 

mitigation/adaptation allocation; (6) Mechanisms to ensure expert and technical non- 
binding advice, including from relevant thematic bodies under the Convention and (7) 

Mechanisms to ensure stakeholder input and participation 

The United Kingdom, on the issue of the private sector, said that it was important to 

ask what the private sector would prioritize if they had resources. Hence, it asked for 
good analysis on identifying where gaps are in the in the existing financial architecture 

and what new instruments were needed to leverage these resources. 

On private finance, it was important to distinguish between private financing 

substituting for public financing and how to use public subsidy to leverage private 
finance. It said that it was referring to the latter. The UK also suggested considering 

insurance as a way of hedging in relation to climate variability 

On the issue of direct access, the UK asked how this could be structured in the GCF 
window. It enumerated reasons why direct that direct access was good -- it improves 

responsiveness; gives choice on what to fund and who would fund it; gives control and 
choice to the lowest level possible and has potential to improve accountability. It said 

that the principles in the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness were being reviewed 
and this needs to be looked at in relation to the issue of direct access. 

Belize said that the modalities for contribution should accept resources from a wide 
range of sources, both public and private, including grants and investments. Public 

sources should be the primary source through direct contributions from developed 

countries on an assessed scale. Other sources from the carbon markets, taxes and levies 
can be can be supplementary. 

Philippines also stressed that the principle source of financing should be from the 

public sector and other sources would be supplementary. It said that the predictability 
of funds through an assessed contribution was key. It said that the use of market 
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mechanisms is a problem in ensuring environmental integrity as it would shift emission 
reductions from developed to developing countries. 

Nicaragua expressed concern over the focus on the private sector not in a 

complementary role but as a substitute for public financing. It called for support for 
direct access which must come mainly from ear-marked and assessed contributions, 

and be predictable on a long-term basis. It expressed caution over viewing the GCF as an 

investment promotion agency. 

Ethiopia said that private sources of funding are more volatile. 

Canada said that there was need to address how public funds can mobilise private 

financing with sustainability criteria. 

Spain said that creating a new fund which is part of a new international financial 

architecture that is transformational and ambitious needs new sources of finance that 
are predictable and innovative. 

China said that it was not the mandate of the TC to deal with the specific sources of 

funding especially where there were different views and there are ongoing negotiations. 

It also said that the private sector role is only complementary and cannot be 
overestimated. The involvement of the private sector from developed countries in 

emissions trading in developing countries cannot be regarded as climate change 
financing because this is double counting, as it goes to the counting of emissions 

reductions of developed counties. 

Brazil said that there was little doubt that the GCF should cope with different sources of 

funds although the sources are still matter of debate and ongoing negotiations. It said 

that it was important for the TC to design and know what decisions have to be made and 
what will not pre-judge or hinder the on-going negotiations. 

United States was also troubled by discussion about the sources of funds and said that 

the TC was not the best forum for it. The focus should be on the design of the GCF. On 

the private sector, it said that it was important to see how they can be leveraged and 
suggested having a conversation with the private sector to identify specific areas. 

Egypt said that in the short-term, resources for the Fund must come from public 
sources. The first 3 to 5 years are the formative years and there needs to be a 

predictable amount of money which can be assessed. There needs to be an estimate of 
what is core funding or seed fund. The core funding should be reasonable and 

predictable and should create confidence in the system. 

India said that it was premature to discuss the sources of contributions as addressing 

modalities means ensuring predictability of resources. There was need to ensure how 
the flow of funds can be recurring, sustainable, predictable, additional and measurable. 

Logically, public financing is the only sustainable way of ensuring predictable resources. 

If funds are generated through the markets, there are risks and thus there is the 

question of who is addressing these risks. The needs of the climate cannot be predicted 

in a manner in which returns are expected by the private sector. Governments at the 
national level can involve the private sector but not at the global level. 
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Singapore said that the discussion on sources goes beyond the remit of the TC. Sources 
from taxes on aviation and maritime transport have impacts on small island states and 
views on the sources should not jeopardize the design of GFC. 

France on the modalities for contribution, said that there was need to know first what 
type of instruments are involved and there could be different scenarios from 3-5 years 

on the scale and sizes of allocations. It also said that there was need for a structured 
dialogue with the private sector not only in the design of the GCF but also early in the 

project cycle. France wanted a window in the GCF for private sector participation. It 
wanted the GCF to be attractive enough for funds from the capital markets. 

Saudi Arabia said that direct access is key to avoid fragmentation of funds and any 
funding outside the Convention should not be regarded as fulfillment of obligations 
under Convention. 

Spain said it was important to see the public sector cooperating with the private sector 

but members should not promote business for the private sector. Instead the focus 
should be on what we want them do. It also suggested insurance to deal with extreme 

weather events, and also mobilizing resources from the carbon market. Germany 

wanted to also see how insurance schemes can be included in dealing with risk 

management. 

Work-stream 4 on "Monitoring and Evaluation" 

According to the Co-Chairs’ note, this work-stream will address two main areas (A) and 

(B). 

(A Evaluation mechanism for overall performance of Fund - results achieved, efficiency, 
effectiveness - (l)Take account of the goal and objectives of the fund; (2) Look at 

mechanisms and learn from the experience of other climate and other relevant Funds; 
(3) Consult with evaluation experts (4) Need for practical and not complicated 

mechanism; (5) Consider specific characteristics of GGCF, potential multiplicity, its 
variety of windows, instruments; (6) Consider special circumstances, relevance, 
concerns, national priorities of LDCs and SIDS; (7) Consider need for initial baselines to 

facilitate evaluation studies; (8) Consider institutional aspects of periodic independent 

evaluations 

B. Activities supported by the GCF: BI-- Evaluation and monitoring of activities to 
ensure environmental and social safeguards; (1) Define concept of environmental and 

social safeguards; 

(2) Consult other organizations with same systems; (3). Develop simple guidelines to be 
used by clients and GCF; (4) Consider institutional aspects of implementing this 
monitoring and evaluation and division of responsibilities; 

B2 -- Ensure financial accountability, good fiduciary standards and sound financial 

management (1) Definition of financial accountability, good fiduciary standards and 
sound financial management; (2) Consult other funds and organizations re good 

experience and systems eg Adaptation Fund; (3) Consult financial experts in relevant 
international organizations; (4) Develop standards that are not prohibitive to 
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developing countries; (5) Guidelines and protocols, considering national circumstances 
of developing countries; (6) Capacity and technical support to clients in financial area; 
(7) Institutional aspects of developing this mechanism and division of responsibilities. 

Germany said that the monitoring and evaluation should be linked to the purpose of 
the GCF to stay below the 2 degree C and to deal with the inevitable consequences. 
There is need for evaluation also of the Board, trustee and secretariat. Monitoring 
should be an ongoing exercise. 

Italy said that on the safeguards, there is need for harmonisation with others and to be 
clear as to how safeguards will apply especially in direct access. 

Singapore said that what is essential is the idea of a bottom up evaluation and not just 
to focus appears to be on a top down process. 

United Kingdom said that it is important for donors to justify to tax payers that the 
money is spent effectively. The challenge is to integrate good strong monitoring and 
evaluation into the work of the GCF. 

Spain said that there was need to integrate the evaluation with the recipients of the 
funds, not only those who manage but also those who benefit from project and the 
donors. It said that there was need to define financial accountability, as well as the 
environmental and social safeguards. The environmental and social safeguards should 
not be prohibitive, not only in terms of cost alone but must be feasible. 

Bangladesh, who is one of the co-facilitators of this work-stream, in response, said that 
support for the Small Island Development States (SIDs) and LDCs should not be 
eliminated due to the issue of the safeguards. 

India supported the view that the evaluation should not only be done on the 
achievement of outcome but also on the impact on ground level which is done in a 
participatory and bottom up manner. The reason is the outcomes are not decided at a 
global level but in the course of national development strategies especially mitigation 
and adaptation. The outcomes and goals are part of the national strategy. The 
monitoring and evaluation should not be limited to the achievement of outcomes but 
also of monitoring additionality of funds. 

Democratic Republic of Congo said that effective governance requires appropriate 
checks and balances to assess performance and enable course corrections when 
required. Independent monitoring and evaluation of the fund, fund entities and fund 
operations and projects plays a key role in enhancing decision-making, accountability 
and effectiveness. Monitoring and evaluation is required on a number of related levels -- 
Fund level entity level, thematic level and project level. 

Monitoring and evaluations must be independent to be informative. In this regard, a 
body or bodies that are independent of the Fund Board, Secretariat and other entities 
should undertake the monitoring and evaluation function, while also remaining 
accountable to the Board and the Parties. 

Work-stream 1- Scope, guiding principles, crosscutting issues 
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According to the co-facilitators’ note, this work-stream addresses the following areas: 

(1) Objectives -- why the GCF is it different; broad objectives and guiding principles; (2) 
Principles; (3) Thematic scope/windows - how many windows and the activities in 

each window; all windows now or possible additions later; define 

mitigation/adaptation balance ; (4) Size and scalability - size of GCF compared to 
existing funds, what is large scale (minimum/maximum volume?), should GCF design be 

scalable over time or design match volume goal immediately? (5) (i) Country led 
approach (how to encourage this principle; how to ensure it alongside safeguards and 
financial standards and management); (ii) Results based approach - how to encourage 

it among thematic areas, and options to implement it, including possible different 
approaches per thematic area; (6) Value added and complementarity of fund - Fund’s 

value added to be put in design and operations; what is GCF role among climate finance 

entities; how will GCF ensure complementarity in activities vis-a-vis other bilateral, 
regional and multilateral mechanisms and institutions? 

Samoa for the AOSIS said that the GCF should support low carbon, equitable, 
sustainable development on basis of common but differentiated responsibility and to 

overcome the proliferation of existing funds and to ensure the predictability of long- 
term public finance. It said that 50% of the funding should be for adaption and be on a 

grant basis. The guiding principles should include that it must benefit every developing 

country and equity be applied in ensuring access to especially those who need it most. 

Germany said that the objective of the GCF should be to facilitate transformational 
efforts of developing countries to contribute towards global warming staying as much 

below 2 degree C, with a significant deviation from business-as-usual. It should also 

support adaptation actions that can assist climate resilient development. 

The United States said that the CGF should be a state of the art for financing climate 

that leverages private sector confidence. It should be attractive to donors and the 
private sector. It expressed caution that the GCF should not seek to resolve the political 

commitments of Parties. On the size and scale, it said that the GCF should be designed in 
ways that allows for transformational investments. It said that there would not be USD 

100 billion a year in the GCF and that there are many sources of funds which are 

complementary and the GCF does not have an exclusive role. 

Philippines said that members talk about transformation, it should also be in the way 

we deliver funds. 

Ethiopia said that there is need to have a sense of the magnitude of funds in the GCF by 
2020 otherwise the TC’s work would not be fruitful. There is also need to agree on what 

the allocation of funds between mitigation and adaptation. It asked what portions of the 

funds will be directly implemented by the GCF and through other agencies. 

Denmark said that the GCF should be efficient, country-driven and managed locally by 
a designated entity, as a centralized organisation will not be efficient. The GCF should be 
simple, flexible, quick and efficient. 

Nicaragua said that the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the Accra Agenda 
were drafted outside the UN process and therefore, its standards which are not 
negotiated by all are difficult to accept. 
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Brazil said that the GCF should address both the quantitative and the qualitative gaps in 

terms of the scale of financing and the support for programmes and policies that will 
have a transformative impact on the ground. Every country should be guaranteed 

access, it said. 

Sweden said for transformational change, the GCF must enhance country ownership 
and direct access must be promoted. 

India said that the Cancun decision made clear that that GCF should have a flow of 

resources which are predictable, new and additional. These are the agreed principles 
and the TC must ensure the achieving of these principles. 

Democratic Republic of Congo said the GCF must be consistent with the basic 

principles of the Convention of common but differentiated responsibility and equity. It 
must also be consistent with the principles of being new and additional with an 

assessed contribution. 

China said that the objective of the GCF should be for long-term financing in all the 
thematic areas of the Bali Action Plan, viz. adaptation, mitigation, technology transfer 

and capacity building with specialized windows and it must be adequate to meet the 

needs of developing countries. 
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Climate Fund workshop discusses issues on Fund governance 

Bonn, 6 June (Meena Raman) - The first technical workshop of the Transitional 

Committee (TC) for the design of the Green Climate Fund (GCF) under the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change held in Bonn, Germany from May 

30- 1 June witnessed a broad and wide-ranging discussion on several critical aspects 

relating to the GCF. 

The workshop discussed the four "work-streams" that had been introduced by the 
transition committee’s Co-Chairs at the committee’s first meeting in April in Mexico 

City. The workstreams comprise (1) Scope, guiding principles and cross-cutting issues 

facilitated by Mr. Derek Gibbs (Barbados) and Ms. Alicia Montalvo (Spain) (2) 
Governance and institutional issues facilitated by Mr. Tosi Mpanu Mpanu (Democratic 

Republic of Congo) and Mr. Bruno Oberle (Switzerland); (3) Operational modalities 
facilitated by Mr. Farrukh Khan (Pakistan) and Mr. Ewen McDonald (Australia) and (4) 

Monitoring and evaluation facilitated by Mr. Aparup Chowdhury (Bangladesh) and Mr. 

Jan Cedergren (Sweden). 

This first day of the workshop on May 30 mainly discussed work-streams 2 and 3, while 

the second day dealt with work-streams 4 and i and some aspects of work-stream 3. 
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The workshop on 1 June saw an interactive discussion between observers (civil society 
and international organizations) and TC members. 

This article reports on the discussion on work-stream 2 on governance/institutional 
issues. Among the issues were how to ensure that the GCF is accountable to the 
Conference of Parties; how to enable the GCF to have legal personality; how to enable 
direct access by all developing countries to the GCF; and how to avoid a conflict of 
interest as regards the trustee and its relationship to the GCF. 

Mr. Farrukh Khan of Pakistan, in his opening remarks of the workshop on behalf of the 
Co-chairs of the TC said that the purpose of the workshop was to provide an 

opportunity to the TC members to discuss in-depth various matters related to the 

design of the GCF. He said that the inputs from the workshop would be captured in 
reports to be prepared under the responsibility of the respective co-facilitators. A 

deadline of 8 June was also set to receive written submissions from the TC members on 
the various issues raised. 

When discussion began on Work-stream 2 on governance and institutional 
arrangements, the co-facilitators of the work-stream presented a draft work plan for 
consideration, which proposed the organization of work according to the following 
issues: 

1. Legal and institutional arrangements - Fund’s legal status; legal relation with 
partners; accountability relation between COP and GCF Board, secretariat, trustee; 

2, Board issues - composition and election, role of NGOs, Chair election, term of service 
of members; Mandate and responsibilities of Board (extent of engagement in project 

approval); Rules of procedure and functioning, especially in decision-making; 

3. Secretariat - Establishment of independent secretariat, legal status, composition, 

recruitment procedures; Mandate and functions (including role if any in project review 
and MRV; Relation with implementing institutions including project cycles and division 

of responsibility; 

4, Trustee arrangements: role of trustee and investment strategy; from where it gets its 

instructions (Board, secretariat); Relation of trustee and implementing agencies; 

Review of interim and process to select permanent trustee and 

5. Relation between GCF and the Standing Committee; GCF and other funding entities 
with national entities and GCF with Adaptation Fund 

The Philippines said that the GCF was established as an operating entity of the 
financial mechanism of the UNFCCC and functions under the guidance of and is 

accountable to the Conference of Parties, It said that it is the COP that decides on the 
policies and programme priorities, and that the Board of the GCF follows its guidance 

and does not decide, 

Egypt said that there was need to also address the legal arrangements between the 

Board and the implementing entities as members were talking about the legal 

personality and status of the CGF. As regards the Secretariat, Egypt said that there was 
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need to address its relation to the trustee and it was not clear if this is a function of the 

Board or the TC. 

In relation to the trustee, Egypt raised the issue of the auditing of accounts. He also 

raised the issue of legal arrangements between the Board and the Trustee and asked if it 
would be a Memorandum of Understanding or a binding legal agreement between the 

two entities. 

Egypt also pointed out factual errors in a factsheet prepared as regards the Multilateral 

Fund (MF) under the Montreal Protocol which described the MF as not having any legal 
capacity when in fact it did have juridical personality. 

Italy, while agreeing with the division of work as proposed by the work-plan, was not 
clear about the prioritization of work. It suggested that the issue of the legal status can 

be dealt with first and the role of the Board and Secretariat later and there were also 

some issues that can be left to the Board. 

Nicaragua stressed the need for a clear picture of the division of labour between the 
different structures of the GCF in terms of tasks and that the new fund should not be 

"business-as-usual" but must address the shortcomings and difficulties of the existing 

funds. It stressed the need to respect the principle of universality and non- 
discrimination as regards developing countries’ access to the resources of the GCF. It 

also stressed the need to address the issue of conflict of interest as regards the role of 
the trustee. 

(The World Bank has been proposed as the interim trustee of the GCF under the Cancun 
decision. At the first meeting in Mexico City, Nicaragua said that since the World Bank 

has been invited to serve as the interim trustee for the GCF, staff connected to the World 
Bank could not be involved in also providing consultancy services related to the GCF). 

China shared the views of Philippines and said that the GCF is accountable to the COP 
and is under its guidance. It was therefore important to finalise the method of 

accountability as regards the Board to the GCF. On the issue of the representation of 

countries on the Board, it said that the Cancun decision was clear on the need for 
regional representation according to the UN regional groupings and it was not the 

mandate of the TC to decide on the distribution of Board. 

Singapore said it was wary about discussing the coherence issue as regards the 

relationship of the GCF and the Standing Committee (SC) as the role of the SC was still 
under negotiations and a discussion in TC presupposes that the TC knows what this role 

is. 

(Under the Cancun decision, Parties decided to establish the SC to assist the Conference 
of Parties in exercising its functions in relation to the financial mechanism in terms of 
improving coherence and coordination in the delivery of climate change financing etc.) 

Canada said that since the SC is to assist the COP, it has no relation to the GCF and it 
was not for the TC to decide. 

Australia said on the issue of legal and institutional arrangements, as a first step, the 
experience of other funds such as the Adaptation Fund, the Multilateral Fund under the 
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Montreal Protocol and the Global Fund on HIV-AIDs could help. On the issue of the GCF 

being accountable to the COP under Article 11 of the Convention, TC members could 

also draw from the experience of the Global Environment Facility (GEF), which is also 

an operating entity of financial mechanism and is accountable to the COP. 

Denmark on the issue of coherence of the GCF with other entities, said that this will 
depend on the Board and how the GCF positions itself in the international financial 

architecture and asked if the GCF is a fund of funds and called for more reflection on 
this. 

Spain said that while it was important to learn from the past as regards other funds, 

there was need to consider fresh approaches and for the GCF to be creative, while 

respecting the elements of the Cancun decision which prescribes the boundaries in 
terms of the formalities. 

India stressed the need to address the legal status of the GCF upfront as the degree to 
which the GCF is a success depends on the contributions it receives. It said that when 

the Cancun decision tasked the TC to design the GCF, it was about the form and not how 
it functions which is for the Ad-hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action to 

decide. It said that it was premature to go into the functions debate. The TC is supposed 

to address the institutional arrangements. 

On the issue of the implementing entities, India said that everything depended on access 
to funds and the principles adopted for contributions and disbursements. It could be 

that no implementing agency at all may be needed. If the principle was one of direct 

access, then the funds could pass through directly through national entities. 

India also stressed the need to avoid any conflict of interest as regards the trustee and 

there was need for an appropriate relationship between the GCF and the trustee in this 
regard. On the issue of conditionalities, India said that members were discussing issues 

that did not belong to the TC as this was the domain of the negotiations. (It was 
referring to issues such as MRV of mitigation actions). 

United States agreed with China that the Cancun decision has made clear how the 
Board composition is to be decided and it was for the developing and developed 

countries to decide. As regards the legal issues, there was need for sequence as to what 

the fund should do and then address the legal personality. It was also of the view that it 
was premature to discuss the link to the Standing Committee when the COP was still 

deciding this. 

Pakistan said that the work-plan was only a guiding tool and not cast in stone and 

additional issues might arise. As regards what is missing such as the issues of MRV and 
SC which are being dealt with the AWGLCA, these still have to be reflected as this was a 

back and forth process and keeping the issues in the TC is reasonable and to maintain 
the communication with the two processes. It stressed the need to focus and sequence 

the issues. The nature of the legal personality was important and is crucial for direct 

access if this principle is to be operationalised, either by way of a country incorporating 
it by domestic law or by Parliamentary ratification. Pakistan said that the best way is to 

incorporate it under domestic law like the Adaptation Fund. There was also need for 

description of fiduciary standards. 
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On the issue of the Secretariat, Pakistan said that there is need to define its mandate and 
this is linked to the scale of the Fund. If we channel a large scale, then there was need 
for a bigger Secretariat. On the role of the trustee and its fiduciary management, it is 

important to establish the relationship with the GCF by a Memorandum of 

Understanding or by other ways. 

France said that on legal arrangements it was important to draw on the experience of 

the GEF, which is under the guidance of the COP. While there were criticisms of the GEF, 
it said that learning from its lessons was important. It also did not want the TC to 

prejudge discussions on the SC and that this could be postponed until its role is clarified. 

Samoa said that it was important that there be no conditionalities as exists under 

existing Funds. When we talk of the GCF, it has to be different from all existing funds 
and avoid the pitfalls. 

Barbados said that the GCF should have legal capacity to enable direct access and enter 
into contractual agreements. The Board should be elected by the COP to ensure 

accountability and transparency and its membership should be for a period of 2 years. 
The composition should be consistent with the Cancun decision. Decision-making 

should be by one member one vote. Functions of the Board should be to address the 

strategic priorities and policies and recommend them for adoption by the COP. It should 
also decide on the operational policies and provide guidance for administration and 

financial management. It should also decide on projects including allocation of funds in 
accordance with the guidance of the COP. 

The independent Secretariat should be tasked with executive policies, resource 
mobilization, providing financial, legal and administrative support and overseeing 

monitoring and evaluation. On the trustee, it said that there should be open bidding to 

determine the permanent trustee. 

(Further updates will follow in relation to the workshop’s discussion on other work- 

streams). 
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Concerns on process to design Climate Fund raised by developing countries 

Bonn, 6 June (Meena Raman) - Representatives of several developing countries on the 

Transitional Committee (TC) for the design of the Green Climate Fund (GFC) under the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) raised serious 

concerns over the process to design the GCF at the first technical workshop of the TC 

held in Bonn, Germany from May 30- 1 June. 

The developing countries also raised these concerns in their written submissions to the 

TC Secretariat following the first meeting of the TC held in Mexico City from 28-29 April. 
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The first two-days of the Bonn workshop consisted of exchanges between TC members 

and the Co-facilitators of the work-streams, while the last half-day on June 1 involved an 
exchange between the Co-facilitators, TC members and observer organizations. 

[The four work-streams which were launched following the first meeting of the TC in 
Mexico City comprise of (1) scope, guiding principles and cross-cutting issues facilitated 

by Mr. Derek Gibbs (Barbados) and Ms. Alicia Montalvo (Spain); (2) governance and 

institutional issues facilitated by Mr. Tosi Mpanu Mpanu (Democratic Republic of 
Congo) and Mr. Bruno Oberle (Switzerland); (3) operational modalities facilitated by 

Mr. Farrukh Khan (Pakistan) and Mr. Ewen McDonald (Australia); and (4) monitoring 
and evaluation facilitated by Mr. Aparup Chowdhury (Bangladesh) and Mr. Jan 

Cedergren (Sweden)]. 

The concerns raised by the developing countries about the process in the design of the 

GCF included: 

¯ The absence of an adequate report of the first meeting of the TC in Mexico City despite 
a request by several developing country members of the TC for this. What was provided 
to TC members was a Co-chairs’ summary report instead of a report or the meeting 

subject to the adoption of Committee members. The Co-Chairs’ report of the initial 

meeting was said to contain certain inaccuracies and also failed to reflect many 
important suggestions from developing countries, as in the case of proposals for an 

alternative agenda by the African Group as well as a proposal for a work plan for the TC 
by the Alliance of Small Island States; 

¯ The role and level of engagement of the Co-chairs in the process (two of them did not 
attend the workshop, and one did not attend the initial Committee meeting); 

¯ Questions about who was driving the TC process when it is supposed to be a process 
led by the members themselves; 

¯ Lack of clarity on who was producing the documents for the meetings/workshops and 

¯ Insufficient time allocated for the TC meetings and budgetary constraints for the 
completion of the task at hand. The members are concerned that only a few days of 

negotiations have been set aside for the TC between now and Durban, while there are 

many complex issues to resolve. 

Sources indicate that only 2 official meeting days per meeting have been scheduled and 
with 3 meetings planned from now till Durban, the total number of days for completing 

the design of the GCF would only be 6 days. Several developing country delegates from 
the TC wondered how they were expected to execute the difficult and important task in 
such a short period of time. 

Concerns were also raised along the corridors by some members of the TC from 

developing countries that when they raised issues to ensure transparency and to bring 

order to the TC meetings through proper documentation and keeping of records, they 
are being perceived by some quarters as "blocking progress" in the efforts to design the 

GCF. 
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None of the Co-chairs were present at the opening session of the first technical 

workshop in Bonn on 30 May. Mr. Kjetil Lund of Norway attended parts of the session 
on the last two days. Another Co-chair Mr. Ernesto Cordero Arroyo from Mexico was not 

at the workshop while Co-Chair Mr. Trevor Manuel from South Africa was not at the 

workshop or at the first meeting of the TC in Mexico during which he was elected. 

The absence of the Co-chairs during the technical workshop prompted members of the 

TC from Egypt, the Philippines, Nicaragua and Saudi Arabia to raise with Mr. Lund at the 
wrap up session on 31 May to consider the proposal by the Asian Group for a Vice-chair 

in addition to the 3 existing Co-chairs, as the existing Co-chairs were high-ranking 
officials with important responsibilities and might not be able to participate in all 

meetings. 

The Asian Group had in Mexico City proposed Singapore’s TC representative, 
Ambassador Burhan Gafoor as the Vice-Chair. Saudi Arabia as Chair of the Asian Group 

wanted this issue of the Vice-chair to be addressed as a matter of priority in Japan at the 

next TC meeting. 

Outside of the TC meeting or workshop, one senior developing country negotiator who 

is not a TC member remarked that it was "ridiculous to have 3 Co-chairs" and that there 

had never been such a precedent before in the UNFCCC. He stressed further that a Co- 
chair should notbe an honorary role. 

The Philippines, Egypt and Nicaragua stressed at the beginning of the technical 

workshop on 30 May that the process of work of the TC needed to be clear as to who 

was driving the process, i.e. whether it was the Co-chairs and Co-facilitators, or 
members of the TC themselves. 

They raised questions as to who was drafting the various documents for the 
consideration of the TC members for the workshop. They also stressed the need for 

more time for the meetings to carry out the work needed to be done by TC members. 

These matters were also raised with Mr. Lund from Norway at the wrap up session of 

the workshop on May 31. 

During the wrap up session, Egypt and the Philippines said that the financial resources 

needed for the TC meetings must be organized to do what is needed to fulfill the huge 
tasks of the TC. They also stressed the need for more dedicated time for the duration of 

the future meetings to deliver the job. 

Mr. Lund at the session said that he took note of the views of the TC members and 

would look into the issue of the length of the meetings. He said that the primary task 
was to ensure a good process and to find balance in working efficiently together with 

the engagement of all TC members. 

Egypt and Philippines also raised their concerns in their written submissions to the TC 

Secretariat following the first meeting of the TC. 

In his submission to the TC Secretariat, Mr. Omar EI-Arini of Egypt said, that there 

should be a report of the first meeting of the TC and not a Co-Chairs’ summary, and this 
should be prepared and submitted to the TC members for adoption. 
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He submitted that "all documents prepared for the TC meetings, including reports of 
the meetings, should follow the same format as that of documents prepared for 
meetings of other bodies of the Convention. The format used by the Adaptation Fund 
Board for its meetings’ reports (for each agenda item/sub item, a summary of the 
discussion is provide, followed by the decision taken on the issue and the decision 
having a number that can be referred to in future documents) would be a good example 
to follow in the preparation of the TC meetings reports." 

He had also raised other issues including the election of offices, adoption of the agenda. 
working arrangements and work-plans. 

Ms. Bernarditas Mueller of the Philippines in her submission said that there should 
be a clear delineation between a "Co-Chairs Summary" and a report of the first meeting 

of the TC, and these cannot be made in one document. 

She said further that" a Co-Chairs’ summary is prepared under their own responsibility 
as their appreciation of what occurred, which, in principle, cannot be subject to 
consideration and adoption of the TC. A Report of the Meeting is a document which 
comes at the end of the meeting, usually prepared under the guidance of a Rapporteur 
who is an officer of the meeting, and which informs on the discussions and results of 
each item of the agenda of the meeting." 

Ms. Mueller said that this was very important because it lays out the agreements, if any, 

reached at the meeting held. She said that the Co-Chairs’ summary report was 

incomplete and contained inaccuracies. 

Ms. Mueller said that there was no understanding that the Co-Chairs were elected "on a 
permanent basis," as reflected in the Co-chairs’summary. 

She submitted that "what was clear, was that the co-chairs remain under the authority 
and mandate of the TC, and that they are elected in their personal capacity and that I 
also later specifically clarified my understanding that the officers of the meeting, given 
its mandate, will end in Durban, and that a new set of officers would have to be elected 
should the mandate of the TC be extended, under a new decision by the Conference of 
Parties. At no moment was there agreement that the officers elected at this first meeting 
on a permanent basis", she said in the written submission. 

She said further that there should be mention of the draft agenda presented and 
circulated by the TC members representing the African Group, with support from other 

TC members, and that the Co- chairs did not open discussions of this draft, although it 

remained on the table and could still be taken up. 

"All submissions from TC members, including the draft agenda submitted by the African 
Group, should be compiled in a MISC. document of the meeting", submitted Ms. Mueller. 

She submitted further that the very serious concerns raised over the issue of conflict of 
interest by some TC members should be mentioned in the report, and included in Annex 
I to the report. 
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(Developing countries on the TC had raised concerns that there could be a conflict of 

interest if World Bank personnel are seconded to the Technical Support Unit to help in 
the design of the GCF.) 

"There was even general agreement, including by the co-chair, that even the perception 
of a conflict of interest should be avoided. Mention must be made of the suggestion to 

delete the reference to the specific institution that will provide the different members of 

the TSU as stated in the Annex to document TC 1/4., in order not to prejudice the 
expertise that could be provided by other institutions, including at regional levels," she 

submitted further. 

Ms. Mueller added further that she did not remember "that members in any way 

endorsed the TSU arrangements, but instead received the assurances of the Executive 
Secretary (of the UNFCCQ that all concerns raised will be further discussed." 

She also submitted that "what should be stated (in the report) is that TC members of the 
Asian Group recalled its understanding that there will be a Vice-chair from Asia among 

the officers of the TC, to reflect regional balance, as well as balance of expertise which, 
with the three Co-chairs, only reflect financial expertise without climate expertise. The 

Asian Group offered a candidate that had both expertise. TC members from Africa and 

GRULAC (Group of Latin American and Caribbean Countries) supported the Asian 
proposal. It was agreed to revert to this issue at the next TC meeting." 

The next TC workshop is to be held in Tokyo, Japan on 13-14 July, to be preceded by a 
second technical workshop on 12 July. 

TWN Bonn News Update No.2 
6 June 2011 
Published by Third World Network 
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Technology Mechanism: Need for country-driven approach 

At a two-day expert workshop in Bangkok held from 4-5 April, participants stressed 
that the Technology Mechanism must be a country-driven process with developing 
countries setting out their own needs. Also discussed among other matters, was the 
relationship between the Technology Executive Committee and the Climate Technology 
Centre and Network, the governance structure of the Centre and its relation to the 
Network as well as the issue of IPRs and technology assessment. 

Bonn, 6 June (Meena Raman*) - As the next round of climate negotiations takes place 
from 6 to 17 June in Bonn, Germany under the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC), a key issue on the agenda for consideration of Parties is 
that of technology development and transfer. 

In Cancun, at the 16th meeting of the Conference Parties (COP), a decision was adopted 

to establish a Technology Mechanism comprising a Technology Executive Committee 

and the Climate Technology Centre and Network. This was the outcome of the Ad-hoc 
Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action under the UNFCCC (AWG-LCA). 
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In Bangkok, at a two-day expert workshop (4-5 April 2011) many critical issues were 
raised on how to operationalise the Technology Mechanism (TM) with a view to 

achieving a fully operational and effective mechanism in 2012. 

One area of convergence among participants was for the TM to be a country-driven 

process with developing countries setting out their own needs. 

Parties from developing and developed countries as well as experts that included 

presenters from South Centre, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), 
and the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) exchanged 

views. 

The workshop was facilitated by Jukka Uosukainen of Finland who asked Parties to 

address: 

(i) the relationship beWveen the Technology Executive Committee (TEC) and the 

Climate Technology Centre and Network (CTC&N); 

(ii) the governance structure and terms of reference for the CTC&N and how the CTC 

will relate to the Network; 

(iii) the procedure for calls for proposals and criteria to be used to evaluate and select 

the host of the CTC&N; 

(iv) the potential links between the TM and the financial mechanism; and 

(v) consideration of additional functions for the TEC and CTC&N. 

Uosukainen, in his report to the AWG-LCA on the outcomes of the workshop, (which 

was displayed at the UNFCCC website as he was not present at the plenary session of 

the AWG-LCA on 8 April), said that the workshop was very practical and dynamic with 
participants presenting their ideas and exchanging views on how to achieve a fully 

operational Technology Mechanism by 2012. He said this meant that Parties will need 
to work hard this year to define the following: 

(i) the terms of reference and governance structure for the CTC&N; 

(ii) the criteria and selection procedure for the host of the CTC&N; 

(iii) the relationship between the TEC and the CTC&N to ensure coherence, and the 

reporting lines of these two bodies within the Convention; 

(iv) how Parties are going to finance the TM; and 

(v) how the TM is going to interact with other parts of the international climate change 

architecture in the most efficient and effective way. 

He said that there was a high level of convergence among Parties on many aspects 

of the design of the CTC&N. According to Uosukainen, many participants emphasised 
the need for a prompt start to the TM and suggested that the CTC&N could start small 
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and be flexible so that it can grow over time in response to the needs from developing 

countries. 

All participants emphasised that the TM must engage the private sector at many levels, 

and leverage its expertise and resources to accelerate and scale up technology 
development and transfer, he further said. 

On the governance and Terms of Reference (TOR) of the CTC&N, Uosukainen said that 
participants generated many ideas on how to achieve both accountability and a flexible 

and innovative CTC&N that is responsive to the needs of Parties and is responsible to 
the Convention. From the discussion, many possible elements of the TOR were 

identified, he added. 

Another key point he noted was the role of national institutions in relation to the 

CTC&N to ensure a country-driven approach and to build in-country capacity over the 
long term. 

On the procedures for the selection process for the host of the CTC&N, he said that 
participants emphasised the need for transparency and for a well defined set of criteria. 

He added that participants suggested specific ideas for a list of criteria that will be 

useful to discussions in the more formal setting of the AWG-LCA. 

On the relationship between the TEC and the CTC&N, Uosukainen said that there were 
different views on the role of the TEC in guiding or governing the CTC&N. He said that 

participants emphasised the importance of achieving a coherent TM. 

On the issue of financing the TM, he said that all participants emphasised the need to 
ensure adequate and stable financial support for the operations of the TM, including for 

the services that would be provided by the CTC&N. 

There was a need to identify sources of finance in the short term for the prompt start of 
the TM, as well as long-term sources that will allow it to grow and develop in response 

to the needs of Parties, he said further. The question of whether there should be a 

specific funding window for technology development and transfer was also discussed, 
he said. 

On the links between the TM and other parts of the UNFCCC climate change 
architecture, Uosukainen said that participants were of the view that the TM would be 

an important part of the international climate change architecture that would need to 
interact with all other components, particularly the bodies supporting adaptation, 

mitigation and finance. The focus should be on efficient and direct linkages that do not 

create additional layers of complexity. 

India, in reflecting on the various presentations from Parties said that it saw 
convergence emerging on the following matters: (i) the need for a country-driven 

process with developing countries setting out their own needs; (ii) the CTC being an 

enabling centre which receives requests from Parties and is in touch with a team of 
experts, and be located in an existing institution and there is a group who will be in it, 

with a CEO; (iv) when services are provided, these are provided by teams of service 

providers in the Network who can be drawn from a certain number of organizations 
which can put together a team. 
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India said that there was a good discussion on some issues although there was no 
convergence and identified 3 such issues: (i) the size of the CTC; (ii) governance of the 

CTC and attention is needed on the issue of transparency of the governance process and 

its responsibility to the COP; and (iii) the vexed issue of intellectual property rights 
(IPRs) and how to address this. It said that there was need to establish a process to on 

how to move on the IPR issue. 

Following calls by some developing countries for the TEC to address the issue of IPRs, 

the United States said that it was agreed in Cancun that IPRs are not a hurdle to 
technology transfer. 

Following is an account of the presentations by various Parties and experts. 

Dr, Jonathan Pershing spoke for the United States said that there was need to 

elaborate on the specifics to move rapidly to operationalise the CTC&N, including 
enabling the issuance of request of proposals in Durban (South Africa, where the next 

COP meeting will be held in December 2011) to host it. 

For this purpose, it was useful to discuss the objective, core responsibilities, tasks, 

governance, relationship between the Centre and Network. It said that the CTC&N could 
help developing countries identify and implement technology projects strategies to 

enhance low emission climate-resilient development. It was not to do basic research or 
provide money or allocate intellectual property but to draw from others. 

On how the CTC&N could deliver results, the US said that it could be a significant new 
avenue for technical assistance in identifying and securing appropriate technologies. In 

this regard, it could be the first stop for technology information, analysis tools, best 

practices and ideas on financing options. 

It can help in identifying technology needs and options as well as policy barriers based 
on country requests. It could also provide access to a global network of regional and 

sector experts for knowledge sharing to build capacity and knowledge. 

On the tools to deliver results, the US said that there could be expert team responders 

drawn from the Network of institutions both in developed and developing countries and 

support in-country visits and provide capacity building for project or policy proposals 
for example on feed-in tariffs or solar panels. 

There could be trainings which could be country, region or issue specific. There could 

also be identification of funding through the use of the CTC&N financial and business 

planning expertise to advise on how to structure project finance or programmes. The 
eventual goal is for the CTC&N "stamp" to enable funders to know that the 

project/programme has been vetted. 

It said that they were many models for the structure to work but it should be results- 

oriented, cost-effective and efficient. Among the considerations could be: (i) for the 
centre to play a coordinating role, matching requests to right parts of the Network; (ii) a 

single centre or regional but should not be too many; (iii) for the Network to undertake 

most of the substantive work; (iv) the Network is arranged in sectoral areas such as in 
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renewable (energy), efficiency, water, agriculture etc. and (v) the private sector and 

academia could have an important role in the Network. 

The US gave an example of the CTC&N in action. A country contacts the CTC with 

request for assistance in securing a type of project or policy. If accepted, a case manager 
is assigned to help ensure transparency and responsiveness. The CTC works with the 

country to develop a work-plan and timeline; define the project scope; identify the 

Network team and consult with stakeholders. 

The US also raised questions about the budget for the CTC&N as to how much goes to 

the Centre versus the Network. On the structural issues to be resolved, it identified the 
following: responsibilities of the Centre versus the Network; Network membership; 

collaboration with the private sector and academia; accountability, oversight and 
reporting including the governance system for e.g. if the CTC&N should be run by a 

Board of Governors. 

Dr. Ajay Mathur spoke for India said that the CTC has 3 functions viz. to stimulate 

technical development and transfer; provide technical assistance and facilitate and 
establish networks. A developing country makes a request to the CTC for e.g. to develop 

a project for installation of renewable energy. This could involve project preparation, 

capacity building or innovation or encompass all 3 aspects. 

The Centre will ask a group of experts to respond to the request which is a Network to 
provide services. The Network is self-organised and could be at the country, regional or 
international level. The Network needs a hub or a coordinator which draws on various 
experts including regional experts, sectoral experts, industry experts and financial 
experts. 

Initially, no networks exist. The CTC will need to facilitate the establishment of 
networks that respond to country requests. The developing country partners need to 

provide early intimation of the kinds of requests and of the volume of requests. The CTC 
may assess the feasibility of the requests and prioritise requests. The CTC may, through 

a transparent process, invite, evaluate and select a consortia/network that meets the 

requests. Future requests may be directed to the appropriate network. 

In the selection of the CTC, India said that there was need to ensure experience in 

technology development and transfer, innovation in technology and business models, 
collaborative actions and project management. It must have the capability to host the 

CTC in terms of office space, expatriate staff and logistic support and provide access to 
technical, human and financial resources. There must be willingness for long-term 

commitment as well as financial, infrastructural and human resource support. There 

must be ease of travel and connectivity and should preferably be in a developing 

country. 

On the activities of the CTC, India said that it should receive developing country 

requests for technology development and transfer, and identify the appropriate 

network to respond to the requests. It must stimulate collaboration with a range of 
institutions for technology development and transfer. It must enable learning and 

transfer of experience and knowledge as well as manage the request-response process 

and facilitate the necessary funding to enable timely implementation by the appropriate 
network. 
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On the governance structure, the CTC should have a governing body of senior technical 
experts drawn from various countries (both developed and developing), elected by 
Parties. The governing body will provide policy on issues such as prioritization, 
operational criteria and guidelines, human resource policies, response to requests, 
timelines and appropriateness of response and budget, resources, audit etc. 

The TEC could be the governing body of the CTC. 

In relation to the financing of the CTC&N activities, the core funding could come from 
the Green Climate Fund, the host country/institution and other donors. The activity 
funding could also come from the Climate Fund as well as from donors, host country 
and the private sector. 

Tomasz Chruszczow for the European Onion said that it envisioned the CTC as being 
light with a small team with a clear and effective structure and is cost efficient and able 
to undertake administrative support. CTC is to be small compared to the Network and 
should only play the facilitator role, with a country-driven approach being assured. 

The Network should be as flexible as possible, facilitating a project/country driven 

approach based on ’national circumstances and priorities’. 

For the EU, the terms of reference of the CTC should focus on how to facilitate the 
Network and manage information; collect and maintain information on the Network 

members; collect and receive nominations; set up and maintain database, web-based 

networking and registration tools; seek memberships amongst relevant existing 
organizations; promote and stimulate cooperation between the members of the 

Network; information and reporting on activities: engagement with Network members 

and disseminate information on Network members. 

The key role of the Network is to advice and provide support for identifying technology 

needs and implementing technologies on the ground; support networking and capacity 
building for developing countries; stimulate technology development and transfer e.g. 

through public and private collaboration at all levels; disseminate good policies and 
best practices for technology planning and diffusion. The Network should be open to 

applications and draw from existing public and private institutions; help improve the 

quality of projects to make them more fundable; and make information available for the 
identification of potential funding sources, as appropriate. 

The EU stressed the need for a country-driven action based on national circumstances 

and priorities. It said that the CTC catalyzes action in developing countries by 

facilitating information and access to a network of organizations and initiatives; 
connects institutions and makes information available on them with the purpose to 

facilitate/enhance action on technology development and transfer in support of action 
on mitigation and adaptation, stimulate North-South, South-South cooperation; provide 

information on the organisations and initiatives but Parties will have the final decision 

on the partnerships for collaboration. 

On the selection process of a host for the CTC, the EU said that the process should be 

open, transparent, fair and neutral and the host should inter alia demonstrate expertise 
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and knowledge of technological processes. The EU expressed the preference of the CTC 
as an intergovernmental institution within the UN system. 

As regards the link between the TEC and the CTC, the EU said that both these 

institutions are to promote coherence and synergies in relation to technology transfer. 
The CTC facilitates access to a Network and shall operate independently within its TOR 

and take into account the strategic guidance provided by the TEC. The CTC and the TEC 

will report on an interim basis to the subsidiary bodies of the UNFCCC and the TEC 
recommendations are to be provided directly to the COP, which decides which 

recommendations it will take into account. 

In reference to some developing countries calling for the CTC to be under the TEC, the 

EU said that the TEC and CTC are in "different worlds" and there is no hierarchy 
between them. 

In relation to the TEC’s relationship with other institutional arrangements, the EU said 
that there should be a clear separation between the strategic policy level advice from 

the TEC and operational aspects related to the work of the entities entrusted with the 
financial mechanism. 

There was need to ensure that the Technology Mechanism is not a stand-alone 
arrangement but should enhance synergies with other institutional arrangements. 

Bolivia’s Ambassador Pablo Salon presented on the CTC governance structure and its 

Terms of reference (TOR). He stressed that the explicit goals of the CTC are to enable 

the transfer of skills and know-how to use, operate, maintain as well as to understand 
the technology hardware; promote research and further independent innovation by 

developing countries; facilitate the development of technology through imitation or 

reverse engineering to adapt it to local conditions; finance and acquisition of equipment 
and innovation; identify, suggest and promote initiatives to remove obstacles for 

technology transfer to developing countries such as intellectual property rights; 
support the recovery and promote traditional and indigenous knowledge; and support 

the evaluation, in an independent manner and without conflict of interest, of the 

potential environmental, health, social, and economic impacts of new technologies 
before they are spread. 

Bolivia also emphasized the importance of safeguards in relation to the use of 
technologies and said that many dangerous technologies have been released in the 

market before their environmental or health impacts are known, or before their social 
and economic impacts on poor people and developing countries are understood. This, it 

said, is currently the case with genetically modified organisms, agrochemicals, biofuels, 

nanotechnology and synthetic biology. Further, geo-engineering and all forms of 
artificial manipulation of the climate should be prohibited, said Bolivia, for they (bring) 

enormous risk of further destabilization. 

Bolivia also cautioned that the CTC should not be reduced to a show case for sale of new 

technologies by developed countries and should not be a source of monopoly profits. 

In terms of structure, Bolivia sees the CTC as operating under the TEC. At the national 

level, it should be led and coordinated by the national state-involved entities. At the 
regional level it is necessary to identify existing entities that can coordinate the CTC. It 
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should not only be limited to public-private partnership but also public-public 

partnership and public-social partnership. 

Bolivia also identified several obstacles for technology transfer which included finance, 

high cost of certain technology and equipment suppliers, inadequate laws and 

regulations, lack of absorptive capacity, shortage of skilled personnel, poor 
infrastructure, and intellectual property rights (IPRS), particularly patents and trade 

secrets. 

On the issue of IPRs, Bolivia said that it is often argued that availability of effective IPR 
protection provides foreign companies an incentive to transfer protected technologies 

to developing countries and will encourage the inflow of FD! (foreign direct 

investment). It said that the availability (and enforceability) of IPRs is by no means a 
sufficient condition for an increase in FD! or for transfer of technology to occur. 

Countries with weak IPR regimes have been among the major technology borrowers 

(e.g. South Korea, Taiwan, Brazil in the years preceding the coming into force of the 
World Trade Organization), while many countries (including many African countries) 

with IPR regimes comparable to those of developed countries have a poor record of 
being technology importers. 

It said that strong IP protection means that the IP holder can control the use of his 
technology, and decide when, where and how to use it and whether to transfer it and 

the ways in which the technology can be utilized, if at all, in those countries where 
protection has been obtained. 

Bolivia pointed out that 10 developed countries account for 84% of resources spent on 
R&D (research and development) globally, control 94% of the technological output in 

terms of patents taken out in the US between 1977-2000 and received 91% of global 

cross-border royalties and technology licensing fees in 1997. 

Bolivia cited the example of India where prior to 1970, when India allowed patent 
protection for pharmaceuticals, multinational corporations dominated the supply of 

medicines and the Indian manufacturers supplied a much smaller share of the Indian 

market. It said that in 1970, the Indian law was amended and patents on 
pharmaceutical products were not allowed, and provided some figures to show that 

over the years the share of the Indian pharmaceutical market supplied by domestic 

companies increased dramatically, and India moved from being a net importer of 
medicines to a net exporter, with exports to a large number of countries, including 

developed regions such as the United States and Europe and developing countries. 

Bolivia said that as regards the CTC in relation to the issue of IPRs, it was important to 

identify the concrete IPR obstacles and propose alternatives, provide support in the use 

of flexibflities available within the TRIPS Agreement (such as the use of compulsory 
licenses, exceptions to patent rights, regulating voluntary licenses and ensure strict 
application of patentability criteria). 

It said that the CTC must support in the development of proposals for national 
legislation that allowed more flexibilities in IPRs, initiatives to promote and fully benefit 

from innovations that are in the public domain and analyze and propose initiatives to 

deal with other patent issues. 
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Australia’s Louise Hand wanted a country-driven CTC that is adaptable and responsive 
to national circumstances. It stressed the need for enhancing conditions necessary for 
investment and a key role for the private sector. The TM and its aspects must be 
leveraged around existing processes and structures and should be hosted by existing 
institutions. It said that both the TEC and the CTC&N are complementary and non- 
subservient, with each being accountable to the COP in its own right and report as such. 

Dr. AI Binger spoke for the Alliance Of Small Island States (AOSIS) and said that the 
function of the TM and its key aspects should focus on creating the environment for 
more technology development and transfer. It should increase the availability of green 
technologies for development including social development. The TEC must be Party 
driven and the financial mechanism provides resources for development of projects. 
This must be an integrated approach. 

On the issue of governance of the TM, AOSIS supported a distinct Board of Directors 
with regional representation, including from SIDs and LDCs (Least Developed 
Countries). The TOR should be decided by the COP, including fiduciary responsibility, 
and have oversight of the business plan, developed in response to the needs of Parties 
liaising with the TEC. There should also be operational oversight and reporting to the 
COP. 

AOSIS presented two options for the appointment of the Board of Directors, which could 

either be appointed by the COP or the TEC. 

In terms of the day-to-day functions, the TM must respond to the needs of developing 
countries. The funding should come from the financial mechanism under the UNFCCC 
and should be coordinated with the work of the TEC. Other functions include the 
preparation of reports and proposals for mobilizing financial resources, identify 
technologies to meet members’ needs; develop strategies for further development 
testing/criteria for new technologies; facilitate collaborative agreements between the 
private sector and research institutes and facilitate training to help develop capacity. 

On the staffing, it said that the key administrative officer should be an executive director 

with two deputy directors (one each for adaptation and mitigation); and sector 
specialists, with regional distribution mainly from developing countries. It should be 

located preferably within host institutions with technology development experience 

and international accounting standards and credible international status. 

On the composition of the Network, AOSIS wanted the establishment of regional and 
national centres of excellence, with criteria set by the TEC. It said that initial members 

of the Network should be identified by the TEC and the membership be open to all who 

meet the criteria. There is need also to have memoranda of agreement between the CTC 
and institutions. 

Apart from an effective and efficient technology transfer mechanism, AOSIS also called 
for capacity building support and a loss and damage mechanism to help SIDs recover 
from adverse climatic impacts. 

Dr, Ainun Nishat of Bangladesh said that the major task of CTC will be, but not limited 
to, supporting the establishment of regional Centers and its networks; the selection of 
best available technologies; the diffusion of new technology; resolve issues related to 
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IPRs; support R&D for hard and soft technologies as well as enable capacity building 
including skills training programs to its Network. 

Bangladesh also envisioned the governance structure of the CTC to comprise of an 

Expert Group that will provide strategic guidelines to the CTC for technology selection, 
review, assessment, evaluation, and monitoring of technology innovation, development, 

deployment and diffusion as requested by its Networks. It also advocated the need for a 

secretariat that will be responsible for day-to-day management and in supporting the 

Expert Group. 

It also proposed the creation of Regional Climate Technology Centers (RCTCs) to be set 

up in all the UN Regions as Networks of the CTC, with mandates of the RCTCs being 

similar to that of the CTC. 

Japan’s Mr. Jun Arima said that the main tasks of the CTC is to provide advice to 

developing country governments on technology needs assessment, low carbon 
development strategies and nationally appropriate mitigation actions (NAMAs) through 

its Regional Centers. It would also support developing countries to identify technology 
options and conduct capacity building/training programs and facilitate communications 

among "networks" of national, regional, sectoral and international technology centers, 

networks, organization and initiatives. 

The CTC is also to provide support and advice to CTC&N members/network 
organizations to develop and implement projects related to technology transfer. 

Japan said that technology transfer requires a tailor-made approach and the CTC should 
function as an efficient gatekeeper, which enables efficient implementation of 

technology transfer, and utilizes outside experts to respond to the needs and requests of 
developing countries. It also said that sectoral/regional approaches are effective to 
identify available technologies/experts and to create efficient networks to support 

developing countries. It wanted the CTC’s operation to be prompt and flexible enough to 
engage companies. It proposed the CTC governing board to have 10 members in total 

with an Executive Director. 

Mr. Can Wang of China said that there was need for an appropriate coordination, 

management and accountability system within the TM. It said that the TEC provides the 

broad framework, directions and strategy for technology development and transfer 
under the Convention and guides the CTC and Network. It said that the TEC could serve 

as the governing body of the CTC&N. 

China wanted the CTC&N to be accountable to the TEC, which could ensure that its 
activities are closely aligned with the needs of developing countries. The CTC&N would 
report to the TEC, through which the report of the TM as a whole would be submitted to 

the COP. 

On the linkage between the TM and the financial mechanism, China said that there was 

need for a specific window for technology development and transfer. The TEC would 
recommend the policies, programme priorities, eligibility criteria for support and 

actions that are necessary to accelerate technology development and transfer. The TEC 
would have a role of overseeing and providing recommendations for the review process 
of the operating entities of the financial mechanism. It said that the TEC would also have 
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a role in the regular performance evaluations of projects. The results of the evaluations 

would feed into the TEC’s guidance to the CTC&N and on programme priorities, policies 

and eligibility criteria to the COP. 

China said that the additional functions of the TEC could be to evaluate the performance 
of development and transfer of environmentally sound technologies in terms of speed, 

range and size of the technological flow; measure, report and verify (MRV) the 

technology support for developing countries actions on mitigation and adaptation and 
properly deal with IPRs. 

Dr. Carola Borja of Ecuador addressed the issue of additional functions for the TEC 

and proposed two key functions which relate to policy and enabling functions to 

remove technology transfer barriers for adaptation and mitigation actions. This was 
needed, it said, as developing countries faced many challenges in relation to technology 

transfer that included the high prices of technologies that prevent its adequate use by 

developing countries; IPRs; technologies that are not adequate for the realities of 
developing countries and the lack of resources to devote to research and development 

in developing countries. 

Ecuador presented data showing how OECD countries dominated the field of clean 

energy technologies through patents. 

As regards the policy functions of the TEC, Ecuador said that this included ensuring that 
environmental-climate related technologies are in the public domain and free of 

patents. The TEC should foster technology disaggregation; influence multilateral 

entities to enact policies to facilitate the transfer of clean technologies and reduce IPR 
barriers; guarantee the access to the needed resources for capacity building, at a 

sectoral level according to the priorities of each developing country; lead to innovation 
through the development and improvement of endogenous technologies and determine 
policies to develop the "know-how" for the new and existing technology, research and 

development needs. 

On the enabling functions, Ecuador said that the TEC should provide the means to 

facilitate the establishment of technology transfer sharing arrangements between 
providers and users; find enough resources to transfer technology; build institutional 

arrangements so that developing countries can have easy access to technology 

providers; encourage developing countries to conduct their technology needs 
assessments; facilitate the mapping of technologies available from developed countries; 

foster the exchange of experiences and technological solutions and once a technology is 
developed, it becomes part of the public domain for easy and fast transfer to countries 

who are in need of it. 

It said that the TEC should recommend actions to address the barriers to technology 

transfer through policies and enabling functions and deal with the necessity of applying 
a flexible system of IPRs with respect to clean technologies. 

Mr. Aziwimpheleli Makwarela of South Africa proposed some additional functions of 
the TEC which included examining the draft work programme and the budget of the 

CTC and making recommendations to the governing body of the TM (represented by the 

Parties); reviewing the implementation of the approved work programme and 
reporting back to the governing body; elaborating on the medium and long-term 
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potential of the CTC’s programmes and planning, including specialized and new fields of 

research, and making recommendations to the governing body and assisting the heads 
of the CTC&N on all substantive, scientific and technical matters concerning the 

activities of the CTC, including co-operation with other centres and networks. 

Mr. Martin Khor of the South Centre was one of the experts invited to share 
perspectives on the form and content of the TM. He said that the big challenge was to 
combine the big policy issues relating to technology transfer, while seeking to stimulate 
a bottom-up approach. 

He said that the functions of the TM must include helping developing countries identify 

technology needs in the different sectors; help to assess which technologies are suitable 

(environmentally-sound, socially appropriate and efficient economically) and identify 
the policy and other barriers for access to technologies at affordable prices. 

Khor said that there were three kinds of technologies relevant to this discussion viz. 
technologies in the public domain which needed to be expanded; technologies with 

proprietary rights, where there is scope to exploit the flexibilities under the WTO’s 

TRIPS (Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) agreement, including 
compulsory licensing; and future technologies that require international cooperation in 

R&D and for this to be in the public domain and that could be funded by the TM. 

Khor said that adaptation of technology relates to transfer skills, equipment and 
climbing up the technology chain. The role of the public and private sector such as SMEs 

(small and medium sized enterprises) need to be supported as well as public sector 

investment especially in energy and water. 

He highlighted that in technology needs assessments (TNAs), the issue of greenhouse 

gases was only one aspect. Other aspects that are critical to the TNA process include 
sustainable development aspects such as jobs creation, poverty, health and social and 

economic cost factors. 

He stressed the need for a bottom-up process that helps build technological capacity at 

the base in developing countries. He said that while the Network can be dense with 
bases at the country level, the global structure of the CTC should be quite light. He 

cautioned against a big top heavy global CTC structure. 

In this context, Khor gave two examples of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change) and the Montreal Protocol Fund (related to ozone depletion) models. 
In the case of the Montreal Fund, he pointed out that it works because they established 
ozone national focal points in various countries. The CTC could function in a similar 
fashion as the IPCC or the Montreal Protocol Fund with a light secretariat, voluntary 
technical committees plus networks utilizing an implementing agency such as the UNDP 
(UN Development Programme). 

Mr. Emile Frison from the Consultative Group on International Agricultural 
Research (CGIAR) shared some lessons. He said that it was important to keep the TM 
simple and avoid complexity so that there could be creativity without a bureaucratic 
organization. There is need to build trust and the principles must be agreed to before 
legal experts write agreements. 
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Mr. Mark Radka from UNEP said that from its case studies, attributes of successful 
centres and networks showed that there must be shared interests among partners, with 
strong incentives for collaboration; stable and long-term funding and political support; 
clearly defined missions and metrics; open and efficient information sharing; 
commitment from senior managers; participation of both public and private sectors; 
flexibility to respond to evolving conditions and opportunities; integrated approaches 
to R&D, demonstration and deployment; appropriately sized networks for effective 
cooperation and provision for capacity building of members where needed. 

Many of these issues raised in the April workshop are expected to be considered at the 
June meeting of the AWG-LCA in Bonn. 

(* With inputs from Majorie Williams) 
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Climate Fund’s design Committee wrestles with process problems at first meeting 

The first meeting of the Transitional Committee to design the Green Climate Fund held 

in Mexico City from 28-29 April 2011 wrestled mainly with process issues surrounding 
the election of officers, the agenda and work plan, rules of procedure, selection of staff 
to the Technical Support Unit and avoiding a conflict of interest. 

Bonn, 6 June (Meena Raman) - The first meeting of the Transitional Committee (TC) to 
design the Green Climate Fund (GCF) established under the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) kicked off on Thursday, 28 April in Mexico 
City, following protracted discussions behind closed doors over election of officers of 

the meeting. 

On the first day of the meeting, Parties also had an intense exchange of views on the 

agenda of the meeting, with the African Group proposing an alternative agenda and the 

Alliance of Small Island States asking for an amendment to the agenda proposed by the 
Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC. While the AOSIS proposal was accepted, the African 

Group proposal was not accepted despite several proposals by some countries to take 
into account the issues raised by the Group and there being no objections. 

There was also a lively exchange on the purpose, principles and scope of the GCF. Many 
countries, both developed and developing, stressed the need for a new financial 

architecture in climate financing which brings transformational changes in developing 
countries in addressing climate change and that also enables developing countries to 

have direct access to funds. 

On the second and final day of the meeting on Friday, 29 April, developing countries on 

the TC raised concerns that there could be a conflict of interest if World Bank personnel 

are seconded to the Technical Support Unit to help in the design of the GCF. 
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(See below for further details on day two of the meeting. A technical workshop for the 

TC was also held in Bonn from 30 May to 1 June and further updates will follow in this 
regard.) 

The first day of the meeting in Mexico City on 29 April was supposed to begin at 10 am 
but got delayed for more than 6 hours, as informal consultations among TC members 

took place behind closed doors and was closed to observers. 

According to sources, Mexico, the host of the TC meeting (and which was also the 

President of the 16th Meeting of the UNFCCC Conference of Parties) insisted on wanting 
a key role as Chair or co-chair of the process. Its representative on the TC is its Minister 

of Finance and Public Credit, Mr. Ernesto Cordero Arroyo. 

Several Parties had wanted two co-chairs to steer the TC meeting - one from an Annex 1 

(developed) country and another from a non-Annex i country, as is commonly the 

practice under the UNFCCC. 

Mexico, though an OECD country, is a non-Annex 1 Party under the UNFCCC but is not a 
member of the G77 and China. 

It was also learnt that South Africa (which will host the next meeting of the Conference 
of Parties in Durban later this year) had wanted its representative, Mr. Trevor Manuel, 
the Minister in the Presidency in charge of the National Planning Commission, to be also 
considered as Chair or co-chair of the process. Mr. Manuel was however not present at 
the meeting in Mexico City. 

This would have meant two co-chairs from non-Annex 1 Parties, which was not 
acceptable to some developed countries. 

The Asian Group had also proposed a representative from Asia to be considered as a 

possible co-chair, given that none of the existing subsidiary bodies under the UNFCCC 
and the Kyoto Protocol are led by a member from the Group. 

Following intense consultations, a compromise was finally reached with Parties 
agreeing to the TC being led by three co-chairs, comprised of Mexico, South Africa and 

Norway, with the last represented by its State Secretary from the Ministry of Finance, 
Mr. Kjetil Lund. 

The delegations of the Philippines and Pakistan, during the formal session of the TC, 
expressed the extreme flexibility shown by the Asian Group in the discussions in 

agreeing to the compromise reached. 

The Philippines said that its understanding was that the role and mandate of the co- 

chairs will emanate from the TC members and also that there would be roles for other 
TC members to also drive the process forward. 

Ms. Christiana Figueres, the Executive Secretary of the UNFCCC declared open the 
meeting in the late afternoon, and explained that at Cancun (last meeting of the COP in 

2010), Parties had agreed that the GCF would be designed by a Transitional Committee 

comprised of 40 members, with 15 members from developed countries and 25 
members from developing countries. 
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She stressed that the task of the TC was to design the GCF in time for its approval at the 
South African COP meeting in Durban and the Fund spelt a new era for climate change 

financing. Figueres also said that the GCF would benefit from a robust, transparent and 
flexible design to deploy climate funding both for adaptation and mitigation. 

Once the Parties confirmed the election of the 3 co-chairs, Mexican Finance Minister 
Cordero conducted the meeting. He said that the work of the TC would be conducted in 
an inclusive and transparent manner to achieve satisfactory results. 

When it came to the consideration of the agenda for approval of Parties, Samoa, 

speaking for AOSIS, wanted an additional agenda item to consider the "purpose, 

principles and scope" of the GCF. The proposal by AOSIS was accepted by members of 
the TC as an exchange of views on this matter. An interesting discussion followed under 

this agenda item. 

Egypt submitted the proposal of the African Group for an alternative agenda for the 

consideration of Parties. The African Group proposal was more detailed than that 
provided by the Executive Secretary. Egypt said that its proposal was for a work 

programme that was taken from the operative paragraphs of the Cancun decision and 

would encompass the work needed for the lifetime of the TC. The agenda provided by 

the Executive Secretary included the following items: working arrangements for the TC; 
work plan of the TC and other matters. 

The African Group proposal included agenda items on procedural matters (relating to 
rules of procedure for the TC meetings; designation of a secretariat of the TC; budget for 
the TC meetings, secretariat etc; division of work of the elected TC officers); 2011 work 
programme of the TC (including legal arrangements, institutional arrangements, 
financial matters relating to resources of the GCF, modalities of contributions to the 
Fund etc, role and responsibilities of the Fund’s trustee, advisory and technical 
expertise of the Board, complementarity between the Fund’s activities and those of 
other funding mechanisms and institutions); monitoring and evaluation of the 
operation of the GCF and modalities for involving stakeholders in the Fund operations. 

In the Mexican co-chair Cordero’s response to the African Group proposal, while saying 

that the comments of Group were well taken, he said that Parties had to be practical to 

advance discussions. Cordero said that the agenda proposed by the Executive Secretary 
was general enough to capture the suggestions of the African Group and these issues 

could be added when the specific agenda items were being addressed. 

Several delegations expressed support for consideration of the African Group proposal, 

including Nicaragua, the Philippines, Bangladesh, India and Singapore and no objections 
were raised by any TC member. Singapore in fact suggested that the African Group’s 

listing of issues could be an annex to the agenda with the understanding that it was an 
indicative list of issues though not exhaustive, as the general agenda by the Executive 

Secretary did not give the assurance that all the issues were on the table. 

Despite these interventions, Cordero insisted that the agenda be adopted as proposed 

by the Executive Secretary, with the additional amendment made to include the AOSIS 

proposal. Cordero said that there was no consensus to accept the African Group 
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proposal. He said this despite the fact that there were no objections to considering 

them. 

In fact, as shown above, several delegations had supported the listing of the issues for 

consideration of the TC. 

The TC members then adopted the agenda as proposed by the Mexican co-chair. The 

meeting proceeded to deal with the agenda item on an exchange of views between 
Parties on the purpose, principles and scope of the GGF. 

Brazil said that the fund should be governed by the principles of the Convention. 

Among them was the primary responsibility of the developed countries to provide 
financial resources to developing countries. There was a need to balance the resources 
for mitigation and adaptation. Brazil also said that there was need to promote through 

democratic governance the developing countries’ sense of ownership of the fund. 

Samoa, speaking for AOSIS said that the purpose of the Fund was to enhance 
implementation of the Convention and its ultimate objective by scaling up the delivery 
of new, additional, predictable and adequate multilateral climate financing to catalyze 
transformational changes in developing countries in accordance with their sustainable 
development priorities, as well as to support adaptation actions. It said that the Fund 
functions under the guidance of, and is accountable to, the COP and supports projects, 
programmes, policies and other activities in developing countries related to mitigation, 
adaptation, capacity-building, technology development and transfer. It also stressed the 
need for the Fund to operate as a financial instrument with implementation 
responsibilities, including direct access. 

The United Kingdom said that it was important to ask what the objective of the Fund 

was and how to ensure value for money, It also asked the question of the purpose of the 

Fund and the problem it was trying to fix in terms of the existing architecture. Some of 
the problems it identified included the issue of fragmentation of the funding, the 
responsiveness and ability to respond at a speed and scale to deliver finance to where it 

needs to go quickly and to address direct access, It also stressed the need to leverage 

private sector financing. 

The United States said that it was useful to have a short statement of purpose which 

related to the need to address the challenge of addressing climate change through 
deploying financial instruments that leverage private sector investment, It said that 

there was need to refer back to what was decided to Cancun and not to re-litigate what 
was decided butto focus on the mechanics of the GCF. 

Pakistan said that the principles and provisions of the Convention must apply. It 
stressed the importance of the Fund having an international legal personality, which 

was capable of getting into contracts with member states and operationalising direct 
access of the funds to developing countries. It said that there was need for a 

transformation and a new business model that also ensured sufficiency of funds, 

predictability and delivery. 

Nicaragua referred to the Cancun decision and said that Parties had agreed to scale up 
new and adequate funding, taking into account the urgent and immediate needs of 
developing countries. It also stressed that direct access was important to 
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operationalising the GCF. There was also need to operationalise the need to derive 

funds from a wide variety of sources, including alternative sources. It said that there 
was need to operationalise the GCF to be accountable to, and function under the 

authority of, the COP and to enable thematic funding windows. It said that the work of 

the Board of the Fund should be Party-driven. 

China said that the objective of the GCF was to establish support to developing 

countries to combat climate change. The mandate of the TC is from the Cancun decision. 
On the principles of the GCF, as an operating entity of the financial mechanism of the 

Convention, it should be consistent with principles of the Convention, the Kyoto 
Protocol and the Bali Action Plan (adopted at the COP meeting in 2007 as the mandate 

for the ongoing negotiations). It also stressed the need for easy access with no 

conditionality. 

Australia said that there was need for private sector involvement and the funding 

should be results-based, with strong country ownership and that enable direct access. 
The GCF should be flexible to a range of finances and financial instruments. It should 

also be based on robust fiduciary standards and effective use of funds. 

Germany said that there was need to assist developing countries for a low carbon path 

which cannot be business-as-usual and must ensure transformational change in energy, 
land use and forestry management. The purpose must be to build resilience to existing 

impacts in all areas. It said that there was need to build on existing efforts and 
experience, and merge these into better design and framework. 

The Philippines said that there was need to learn from lessons from the past. It 
referred to the G77 and China proposal for establishing a new financial mechanism 

which was underpinned by the principles of the Convention relating to equity, common 

but differentiated responsibility, operate under the authority and guidance of the COP, 
have equitable and balanced representation in the governance and be transparent and 

ensure direct access of funding for developing countries. It should be flexible and free 
from conditionality and be predictable as well as adequate. 

France said that the GCF should help scale up climate financing and support the effort 
of existing institutions. There was need to address the missing links and cover all 

thematic windows and streamline and reduce fragmentation. 

lapan stressed the need to operationalise the Cancun decision and said that the GCF 
provided an historic and unique opportunity to address climate change and can be a 
game-changer. It said that there was need to stock-take on why existing funds cannot 

bring transformational change and also address fragmentation and the governance 

structure. It asked if Parties were respecting ownership and if the voices of stakeholders 
were being heard. It said that there was need to address the missing links and to 

address why there were problems and how to address them. 

Saudi Arabia also stressed the need to adhere to the principles of the Convention and 

for the Fund to be comprehensive in serving the needs of all developing countries, 
including in addressing response measures and the need for diversification. 

Spain said that the objective of the GCF should be to resolve the current problems of the 
financial architecture and that there was need for a new financial architecture. There 
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was need for a new approach to adaptation and mitigation financing and to consider the 
needs of developing countries. The added value in governance was in having new 
actors; in identifying new sources and new financial instruments. There was need for 

huge amounts of money for transformation. 

Denmark asked what it would take the Fund to be a success and said that Parties 

needed to look at this when comparing with other institutions. There was need to 

deliver results at speed. There was also need for national institutions to ensure direct 
access (to funding). 

Barbados said that it would like to see transformational change and that the GCF was 

established after experiencing frustration. It hoped that the GCF would be 

transformational and ambitious. 

India reiterated that the GCF should be demonstrably new and additional. The funds 

should be primarily in the form of grants. It said that it must be recognized that the 

overriding priority for developing countries is to overcome poverty and that there are 
trade-offs for developing countries in the short-term in addressing climate change. It 

stressed that there should be no conditionality for financing and that the institutional 
mechanism should be innovative with a new architecture and governance. 

Singapore said that the GCF must make a difference in achieving the ultimate objective 

of the Convention in stabilizing greenhouse gases. It must also be a model of efficiency 
in terms of administration with no wastage. 

World Bank’s conflict of interest in Green Fund design? 

Developing countries on the Transitional Committee for the design of the GFC raised 

concerns that there could be a conflict of interest if World Bank personnel are seconded 
to the Technical Support Unit to help in the design of the GCF. 

This issue of the conflict of interest was raised during the second day of the meeting of 

the Transitional Committee on Friday, 29 April in Mexico City, by developing countries 

including the Philippines, Nicaragua and India, when the working arrangements for the 
TC and the role of the TSU were discussed. 

They said that since the World Bank has been invited to serve as the interim trustee for 
the GCF under the December 2010 Cancun decision [of the Ad-hoc Working Group on 

Long-term Cooperative Action under the UNFCCC], staff connected to the World Bank 
could not be involved in providing consultancy services related to the design of the GCF 

which is about its governance. 

Nicaragua said that this would be contrary to international fiduciary standards, citing 
the case of Arthur Andersen, the audit firm involved in the Enron Corporation scandal in 
the United States, where as auditors of Enron, Arthur Andersen was also involved in 
providing consultancy services to the company and this was found to be a conflict of 
interest. 

Nicaragua said that it is not internationally acceptable for the World Bank to be 

involved both in a consultancy function (in designing the GCF) as well as in being a 
trustee of the GCF. This would be a violation of international fiduciary standards, as 
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there is an apparent conflict of interest to be involved in role of designing the GCF that 

relates to the governance structure of the GCF when the World Bank is a trustee of the 
GCF. In such a situation, any World Bank personnel should excuse themselves from such 

a role as in the designing of the GCF, said Nicaragua. 

Philippines referred to the "sunset-clause" under the World Bank’s Strategic Climate 

Fund (SCF) that provides for the cessation of the SCF once a new financial architecture 

becomes effective under the UNFCCC. 

It referred to the ’sunset clause’ of the Climate Investment Funds (CIF) of the World 
Bank as contained in paragraphs 57 and 58 of the Strategic Climate Fund (SCF) where 

the World Bank as the trustee of the SCF is involved in decisions about the continuity of 
the SCF. (The SCF is one of the two funds of the CIF, the other being the Clean 
Technology Fund). 

The Philippines said that anybody who is connected with the CIF and the SCF would be 
in a conflict of interest situation if they were also involved in the design of the GCF. It 

also referred to the ’Arthur Anderson syndrome’ (in the Enron scandal). 

(Paragraphs 57 and 58 of the Strategic Climate Fund of the World Bank’s "sunset- 
clause" are as follows: 

"SZ Recognizing that the establishment of the trust fund is not to prejudice the on-going 
UNFCCC deliberations regarding the future of the climate change regime, including its 
financial architecture, the SCF will take necessary steps to conclude its operations once a 
new financial architecture is effective. Specifically, the Trustee will not enter into any new 
agreement with donors for contributions to the trust fund once the agreement is effective. 
The Trust Fund Committee will decide the date on which it will cease making allocations 
from the outstanding balance of the Trust Fund. 

5& Notwithstanding the above paragraph, if the outcome of the UNFCCC negotiations so 
indicates, the Trust Fund Committee, with the consent of the Trustee, may take necessary 
steps to continue the operations of the SCF, with modifications as appropriate.") 

In response to this, the United States did not agree that there was a conflict of interest 

involved and said that any determination relating to the sunset-clause as to whether the 

CIF was to continue or not would be done by the Governing Body of the CIF and not the 

trustee (the World Bank). 

(Paragraph 58 above clearly shows that the consent of the World Bank as trustee of the 
SCF is necessary in determining the continuation of its operations.) 

Germany also disagreed that there was a conflict of interest and said that there was no 
need to overstate the issue as the Technical Support Unit was not an independent 
consulting body but is working through the Transitional Committee and therefore, it did 
not have independent judgment. On the sunset-clause of the CIF, it said that Bank 
worked under the direction of governments and did not have an independent role. It 
was the governments that decided what the priorities are. 

Sweden agreed that the issue of conflict of interest must be taken seriously and there 
was need to ensure impartiality on the part of members of the Technical Support Unit. 
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Nicaragua in response to the interventions by developed countries, said that it could 
not agree that there was an abdication of a situation of conflict of interest just because 
the Technical Support Unit functioned under the Transitional Committee. It said that if 
Parties were applying international fiduciary standards, then a consultancy function (of 
persons in the Technical Support Unit) could not be combined with a fiduciary function 
of being a trustee of the GCF (as in the case of the World Bank). 

India said that the issue was not just of whether a conflict of interest existed in reality 
but whether there was also a perception of such a conflict and this must prevented. 

The Cancun decision requested the UNFCCC secretariat to make arrangements enabling 
relevant United Nations agencies, international financial institutions and multilateral 
development banks, to second staff to support the work of the Transitional Committee 
for the design phase of the GCF. 

Pursuant to this, the Executive Secretary, Ms. Christiana Figueres, informed Parties that 

arrangements have been made for establishing the Technical Support Unit, which is to 
be operational immediately after the initial meeting of the Unit. The Unit consists of the 

secretary to the Transitional Committee and a substantive team drawn from the 

UNFCCC secretariat staff and staff seconded from relevant organizations to support the 

work of the Committee. 

In an information note by the UNFCCC secretariat, Parties were informed that a fund 

design specialist will be seconded from a multilateral development bank (MDB) and will 

inter alia, coordinate the preparation of design options papers, including assessment of 

governance options. 

Philippines requested the deletion from the information note any reference to a fund 
design specialist being seconded from an MDB. 

Another issue of controversy that arose during the meeting related to how decisions are 

to be made by the Transitional Committee and what the meaning of consensus was. 

Developing countries led by the Philippines and supported by China, Saudi Arabia, 
India, Egypt, Pakistan, Nicaragua and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) 
wanted the existing United Nations rules of procedure to continue and for consensus to 
mean that no single member has made a formal objection to adopting conclusions. They 

did not want a repeat of what happened in Cancun where despite the express objection 
by Bolivia, decisions were adopted. 

The DRC and Pakistan also said that since the Transitional Committee was a body 
created by the Conference of Parties (COP), the rules of procedure of the COP applied, 

and this could be modified as necessary but there was need for explicit consensus in 
this regard which must be clearly reflected under the working arrangements of the 

Transitional Committee. 

Developed countries such as the United States, Spain and Canada wanted a more 

flexible approach. The US said that it was possible to have "consensus voting" and that it 

was not appropriate to use the UNFCCC rules wholesale and there could be important 
modifications and Parties can look to the UNFCCC rules for guidance. 
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Spain said that there was need for flexibility on the consensus rule according to the 
work that was needed and would not support a strict definition of consensus. 

Canada said that a hard rule on consensus could lead to "filibusters" (referring to 
tactics used in the US Congress to prevent a measure from being brought to vote). 

Italy said that the TC was not a decision-making body and could provide options that 
can be brought to the decision-making bodies, while ensuring a transparent process. 

A further matter that was controversial was in relation to a request by members of the 

Asian Group of the Transitional Committee to have a representative from the region to 

serve as Vice-Chair to the Committee, in addition to the three Co-Chairs that were 
agreed to through a compromise reached on the first day of the meeting on April 28 

(see TWN Info. Service on Climate Change April 11/01 dated 30 April 2011 for a report 

of meeting held on 28 April). 

The current 3 Co-Chairs are Mr. Enersto Cordero Arroyo of Mexico, Mr. Trevor Manuel 
of South-Africa and Mr. Kjetil Lund of Norway. 

Saudi Arabia, speaking for the Asian Group said that that the Group had shown great 
flexibility on the issue of the election of the Co-Chairs, It said that the Group deserved a 

seat on the leadership of the Transitional Committee and would like to be assured that 
there was a place for it in the process as vice-chair. 

Pakistan supported Saudi Arabia and said that at the time of the election of the 3 Co- 

Chairs of the TC, the issue of the vice-chair was not addressed and this did not mean 
that the position was precluded. It said that before the next Committee meeting, the 

Asian Group needed a chance to be represented. 

Philippines said that when the Asian Group agreed to the suggestion for the 3 Co- 
Chairs, it was made clear several times that the Group would also have a role. The Asian 

Group wanted Singapore’s Transitional Committee representative, Ambassador Burhan 

Gafoor to be considered as vice-chair of the Committee. 

The request by the Asian Group was supported by the Democratic Republic of Congo 
for the African Group, Nicaragua, El Salvador and Brazil. 

The developed countries, led by the US, did not want the discussion on the matter to 

continue. 

The US suggested that the matter be left to the Co-Chairs to decide when and how 
additional vice-chairs can be allowed and that this issue be brought to the next meeting, 

The UK and Australia echoed the US suggestion and the Mexican Minister of Finance 

Mr. Cordero who was chairing the Transitional Committee meeting, said that discussion 

on this issue should be resumed at the next meeting of the Committee. 

An interesting exchange also followed on the kind of experts needed for the Technical 
Support Unit with the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) setting out principles for 
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its staffing and operation, including a call for an additional expert familiar with the 
specific constraints faced by developing countries in accessing climate finance. 

Barbados, speaking for AOSIS, said that among the principles that should operate for 

the staffing and operations of the Technical Support Unit should be included the 

guarantee of independence and impartiality of each member; it should be composed of 
experts and specialists who have demonstrated and recognized technical expertise in 

the relevant field of work; the selection of experts and specialists should be made 
through a transparent and fair process; no dominance or over-representation of one 

single institution in the Unit; avoidance of conflict of interest; and the need for 
geographical balance in the representation of regional development banks. 

Several developing countries including Nicaragua and the Democratic Republic of 
Congo also stressed the importance of the work of the TSU to be mandated by the TC. 
Nicaragua said that the TC should not be a "rubber-stamp" of the TSU. 

The TC meeting also considered a revised discussion note prepared by the Co-Chairs 

which was entitled ’Revised draft work-plan for the TC (Transitional Committee)" with a 
proposal for 4 work-streams on (1) scope, guiding principles and cross-cutting issues; 

(2) governance and institutional arrangements; (3) operational modalities; and (4) 

monitoring and evaluation. 

Nicaragua said that the document was not a work-plan for the TC but was a proposal 
for work-streams. The co-chairs were requested by Parties to revise the document 

following inputs received during the meeting. 

There was also disagreement between developed and developing countries over 

whether the Transitional Committee should address the roles and functions of the 

Standing Committee 

Under the Cancun decision, Parties decided to establish the SC to assist the Conference 
of Parties in exercising its functions in relation to the financial mechanism in terms of 

improving coherence and coordination in the delivery of climate change financing etc. 

Under work-stream 2, the Co-Chairs’ note referred to the relationship between the 

Green Climate Fund and other bodies including the SC. The US wanted the reference to 

the SC to be removed as it said that the SC was yet to be established. 

The Mexican Co-Chair agreed with the US that the SC had not been created. 

The Philippines, Pakistan, China and India all insisted that the Cancun decision 

established the SC and that it was an integral part of the Transitional Committee 
process. India said that the Cancun decision established the SC but what remained to be 

done was for the SC to be operationalised. The Philippines opposed the removal of any 
reference to the SC as suggested by the US. 

The Mexican Co-Chair also proposed that two facilitators facilitate each work-stream, 

with one from an Annex 1 country and one from a non-Annex 1 country, Work-stream 1 
would be facilitated by Barbados and Spain; work-stream 2 by the Democratic Republic 

of Congo and Switzerland; work-stream 3 by Pakistan and Australia and work-stream 4 
by Bangladesh and Sweden, 
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The UNFCCC Parties at the meeting also expressed support for workshops to learn the 
lessons from the (UNFCCC) Adaptation Fund as well as from other existing funds, 
including from beneficiaries of the funds. 

The Parties also agreed that the second meeting of the two facilitators would be held in 
early July in Japan, while further meeting venues were offered by Switzerland (Geneva), 
Singapore and South Africa. 

Redd-monitor.org 

Q&A: REDD in Bonn, June 2011 
By Chris Lang, 8th June 2011 

The latest round of UN climate meetings is currently taking place in Bonn, Germany. 

REDD is on the agenda in several parts of the meeting. Here is REDD-Monitor’s attempt 
to explain what is on the agenda regarding REDD during the meetings in Bonn over the 

next two weeks. It will be interesting at the end of the two weeks of meetings to see how 
much progress has been made on these issues. 

What are the meetings in Bonn? 
The 34th session of the Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI), the Subsidiary Body 
for Scientific and Technological Advice (SBSTA), the second part of the fourteenth 
session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action under the 
Convention (AWG-LCA) and the second part of the sixteenth session of the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol 
(AWG-KP). 

SBI, SBSTA, AWG-LCA and AWG-KP. What do these groups do? 
UNFCCC explains each of these groups as follows: 

¯ The SBI gives advice to the Conference of Parties (COP) on "all matters 

concerning the implementation of the Convention". 
o 

° SBSTA’s task is "to provide the COP with advice on scientific, technological and 
methodological matters. Two key areas of work in this regard are promoting the 

development and transfer of environmentally-friendly technologies, and 

conducting technical work to improve the guidelines for preparing national 
communications and emission inventories." 

o 

o AWG-LCA: "At its thirteenth session, the Conference of the Parties (COP), by its 

decision 1/CP.13 (the Bali Action Plan), launched a comprehensive process to 

enable the full, effective and sustained implementation of the Convention 
through long-term cooperative action, now, up to and beyond 2012, in order to 

reach an agreed outcome and adopt a decision at its fifteenth session." 
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¯ AWG-KP: "To discuss future commitments for industrialized countries under the 
Kyoto Protocol, the Conference of the Parties serving as the Meeting of the 

Parties to the Kyoto Protocol established a working group in December 2005 

called the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties 
under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP)." 

A decision, at COP-15? That was 2009, in Copenhagen. There was no decision, was 
there? 
Er, no. There wasn’t a decision at COP-16 either. And there isn’t going to be one at COP- 
17, at least according to what Christine Figueres (the Executive Secretary of the 
UNFCCC) said at the press conference before the meetings started earlier this week. 
Even if there was an agreement in Durban (which there won’t be), it would have to be 
ratified by three-quarters of the parties before the end of 2012 in order to avoid a 
"regulatory gap" (the first phase of the Kyoto Protocol expires at the end of 2012). "We 
would assume that there is no time to do that between Durban and the end of 2012," 
Figueres said, in response to a question from Reuters journalist, Gerard Wynn. 

REDD will not function as a carbon trading mechanism without an international 
decision to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, because without an agreement on a global 

emissions cap there will be little demand for carbon credits. One of the arguments in 

favour of carbon trading is that it is supposed to help achieve more rigorous targets 
(presumably by providing a loophole, to make the regulation look more attractive to 

polluting industry). Currently there is no evidence whatsoever that this is happening. 
REDD is one of the few areas that’s moving forward at the UN discussions - there is 

little or no progress on establishing meaningful action to address climate change. In 

effect, the UN is designing the loopholes into the regulatory framework, in the full 
knowledge that there is no regulatory framework. It’s cap and trade, without the cap. 

So, what is on the REDD agenda in Bonn? 
The SBSTA agenda on REDD. involves the following: 

20. In accordance with decision 1/CP.16, the SBSTA will initiate a work programme on 
the following matters: [17] 

(a) Identifying land use, land-use change and forestry activities in developing countries, 
in particular those that are linked to the drivers of deforestation and forest degradation, 
identifying the associated methodological issues related to estimating emissions and 
removals resulting from these activities, and assessing the potential contribution of 
these activities to the mitigation of climate change, and reporting on the findings and 
outcomes of this work to the COP at its eighteenth session; 

(b) Developing modalities relating to paragraph 71(b) and (c) and guidance relating to 
paragraph 7 l(d) of that decision, for consideration by the COP at its seventeenth 
session; 

(c) Developing, as necessary, modalities for measuring, reporting and verifying 
anthropogenic forest-related emissions by sources and removals by sinks, forest carbon 
stocks, and forest carbon stock and forest-area changes resulting from the 
implementation of the activities referred to in paragraph 70 of that decision, consistent 
with any guidance on measuring, reporting and verifying nationally appropriate 
mitigation actions by developing country Parties agreed by the COP, taking into account 
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methodological guidance in accordance with decision 4/CP.15, for consideration by the 

COP at its seventeenth session. 

[17] As contained in appendix II to decision 1/CP,16, 

Meanwhile, the REDD text from Cancun, includes the following for the AWG-LCA: 

77. Requests the Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action under the 
Convention to explore financing options for the full implementation of the results-based 

actions [8] referred to in paragraph 73 above and to report on progress made, including 
any recommendations for draft decisions on this matter, to the Conference of the 

Parties at its seventeenth session; 

[8] These actions require national monitoring systems. 

What does all this mean? 
Good question. Let’s start with the SBSTA. Point (a) includes four items: 

1. Identify land use, land-use change and forestry activities in developing countries, in 

particular those that are linked to the drivers of deforestation and forest 

degradation 

10. 
11. 

This in itself is an enormous task. In any country, there may be several drivers of 
deforestation. The drivers will vary depending on the region of the country. In 
some areas the driver may be the palm oil industry, or logging. In others it might 

be the pulp and paper industry, or mining. The drivers of deforestation may vary 

depending on the time-scale used as well as the size of area looked at. Swidden 
cultivation may, in some areas, appear to be a driver of deforestation, over a 

short time-scale and at a local level. But the activity may have intensified as a 
result of less forest being available, in turn a result of the expansion of industrial 
tree plantations, say. Whether SBSTA will uncover the underlying drivers of 

deforestation is not clear - particularly when many governments would prefer to 
blame "shifting cultivators" for deforestation, rather than looking at the impact 

of industrial tree plantations and land concessions (which bring with them the 

potential for corruption, as well as legitimate income for governments). 

identifying the associated methodological issues related to estimating emissions 
and removals resulting from these activities 

Again, this is no small task. Measuring the amount of carbon in forests is 
extremely complex and the room for error is large. Meanwhile, the focus on 

carbon is controversial. As Bolivia pointed out at the start of the meetings in 

Bonn, there are other issues to be considered. 

assessing the potential contribution of these activities to the mitigation of climate 
change 

I assume that this means the potential contribution of stopping the expansion of 
these activities to the mitigation of climate change, because the vast majority of 

land use, land-use change and forestry activities lead to increased emissions. In 

any case, the assessment will depend on how accurate the estimates in part 2 

were. 
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12. 

13. 

14. 
15. 

reporting on the findings and outcomes of th& work to the COP at its eighteenth 

session 

That’s in 18 month’s time, at the end of 2012. An interesting question is who will 
actually carry out these studies to identify the activities "linked to the drivers of 
deforestation and forest degradation" and how the outcomes will actually be 
reported. One possibility would be a 1,000 page report, that no one would ever 
read, with a two-page summary highlighting the politically acceptable parts of 
the research. In any case, this agenda item is unlikely to be a high priority in 
Bonn, because the report date is well in the future. 

16. 
Point (b) of the SBSTA agenda is shorter, but no simpler: 

(b) Developin9 modalities relatin9 to paragraph 71(b) and (c) and guidance 
relatin9 to paragraph 71(d) of that decision, for consideration by the COP at its 
seventeenth 
session; 

Here are the various paragraphs referred to in SBSTA’s agenda point (b): 
71 b) A national forest reference emission level and/or forest reference level or, if 
appropriate, as an interim measure, subnational forest reference emission levels and/or 
forest reference levels, in accordance with national circumstances, and with provisions 
contained in decision 4/CP.15, and with any further elaboration of those provisions 
adopted by the Conference of the Parties; 
71 c) A robust and transparent national forest monitoring system for the monitoring 
and reporting of the activities referred to in paragraph 70 above, with, if appropriate, 
subnational monitoring and reporting as an interim measure, in accordance with 
national circumstances, and with the provisions contained in decision 4/CP.15, and with 
any further elaboration of those provisions agreed by the Conference of the Parties; 
71 d) A system for providing information on how the safeguards referred to in 
appendix I to this decision are being addressed and respected throughout the 
implementation of the activities referred to in paragraph 70 above, while respecting 
sovereignty; 
The most useful definition of the word "modalities" that I found is the following: "The 
ceremonial forms, protocols, or conditions that surround formal agreements or 
negotiations." 
So point (b) of the SBSTA agenda is crucial to the way REDD will look when it is 
presented at C0P-17 in Durban. Which explains why 48 NGOs wrote a letter about it: 
"Civil Society Recommendations for the SBSTA Agenda". 

Under paragraph 71 (b) SBSTA will come up with a way (or ways) of calculating the 

level of forest loss (or emissions from the forest loss) so that reductions in emissions 
from deforestation can be compared against this level and the reduction estimated. This 
is the "baseline" question. 

Greenpeace emphasises the importance of this issue: 

The decisions made on reference levels will in large part determine whether REDD will 

strengthen or weaken the global effort to avert catastrophic climate change. 

In April 2011, Greenpeace produced a "Greenpeaceposition on Reference Levels for 

REDD" (pdf file 268.3 kB). 
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UPDATE - 8 June 2011: The Meridian Institute produced a report for the Norwegian 

Government on reference levels: "Modalities for REDD+ Reference Levels: Technical and 
Procedural Issues" (pdf file 845.7 kB). 

Under paragraph 71 (c) SBSTA will decide on which system (or systems) are acceptable 
for monitoring forest loss. 

Under paragraph 71 (d) SBSTA will decide how governments report on how they are 
implementing the safeguards in the Cancun REDD text. This is the clause that Kevin 

Conrad infamously weakened in Cancun by removing the words "A system for 
monitoring and informing the Convention". There’s a long discussion about this here: 

"How Kevin Conrad dismissed NGO requests not to weaken safeguards in the RED[) text 
in Cancun." 

Point (c) of the SBSTA agenda involves more modalities, this time for measuring, 

reporting and verifying (MRV) the carbon stored in forests. Global Witness pointed out 
the importance of MRV relating to more than just carbon in this report from December 

2009: "Building Confidence in REDD - Monitoring Beyond Carbon". REDD-net also 
produced an information sheet on "Monitoring, Reporting and Verification of social and 

development issues". 

OK, that’s SBSTA. What about AWG-LCA? 
The AWG-LCA is to look into financing options for REDD and report at COP-17 in 
Durban. There is also a AWG-LCA contact group with informal consultations on REDD+ 

facilitated by Antonio Gabriel La Vifia from the Philippines. IISD reported the following 

discussion during yesterday’s AWG-LCA contact group meeting: 
TUVALU expressed concern with the manner in which consultations on REDD+ were 

undertaken in Cancun, highlighting that no contact group meetings were convened to 

consider the issue or approve conclusions or documents. Stressing the need for 
transparency and inclusiveness, he proposed, supported by BOLIVIA and NICARAGUA, 

that REDD+ discussions should be held in a contact group, rather than in a spinoff group 
or informal consultations, to ensure the involvement of indigenous peoples and other 

stakeholders, and that facilitators should be selected from Annex I and non-Annex I 
countries that have no material or financial interest in REDD+ outcomes. AWG-LCA 
Chair Reifsnyder noted that REDD+ includes more than just REDD+ financing, which is 

why an informal group has been proposed to consider REDD+ issues broadly. 

Where can I find out more about REDD in the Bonn meetings? 
FIELD (Foundation for International Environmental Law and Development) has 
produced a "Guide for REDD-plus negotiators", which was updated in May 2011 and is 
also available in French and Spanish. IISD produces notes of all the UN climate meetings 
- the Bonn meeting home page is here: "UN Climate Change Conference June 2011". And 
the entire event is covered on the UNFCCC webcast page. 

REDD-Monitor will try to follow the negotiations (from a distance) and will report on 
any major decisions made regarding REDD. 

share this: 

Share 
Share 
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Tags: Bonn, Deforestation, FinancingREDD, REDD and rights [ Category: Uncategorized 

2 comments to Q&A: REDD in Bonn, ]une 2011 
1 
Chris La~c~ says: 

9June 2011 at 10:54 am 
Papua New Guinea responded to Tuvalu’s intervention on the need for 
transparency in the AWG-LCA by saying that Tuvalu did not have enough trees to 

be entitled to have an opinion on REDD. As a result, CAN International awarded 
PNG second place Fossil of the Day as a result. 

SBSTA and SBI made no progress in the first two days because of on-going 
disputes about the agenda. 

2 
X Witness says: 

9June 2011 at 5:06pm 
In other words, they’re rearranging the REDD deck-chairs whilst the islands are 

sinking. Nice. 

Climate Train Dialogue: Giving voice to new thinking 
In the context of this document, the term ’Dialogue’ refers to the exchange of ideas and 

new ways of thinking offered by various different communities of practice from across 
South Africa. 

Our vision for this aspect of the Climate Train is to enable a dialogue in several small 
towns across the country between practitioners who are well versed in the issues of 

climate change and communities who would not ordinarily be exposed to such ways of 
thinking. However, this should not be a one-way conversation and while practitioners 

will have the space and time to share their specialised work at festivals in Cape Town, 

Johannesburg and Durban, their real work will be to spend time in several small towns 
getting to know the people, challenges and conflicts of that town and to use their 

practise to contribute, with the town’s community, to respond to the project’s key 
question: "What can we do in our town?". This dialogue is one of the project’s major 
outcomes and a physical manifestation of this will be a "Climate Charter", built by small 

town communities, crafted by practitioners and finally presented to the climate change 
decision makers at the COP. 

In terms of logistics, there will be 7 dedicated trains journeying concurrently towards 
Johannesburg over the same week just before COP. Each train will stop in two towns 

within their province of origin on their way to Johannesburg. A large station festival in 
Johannesburg will bring together these 7 trains and their different contributions. These 

7 trains will then form one train headed to COP in Durban. 

Contributors to the Climate Train dialogue will include a variety of different people 

including artists, scientists, activists and civil society groups; educators, researchers, 

inventors, etc. These practitioners might not work alone or in a single genre and so 
could include people working in multiple genres, disciplines, backgrounds and 
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collaborations. We use the term Creative Cultural Practitioners to refer to this broad 

range of people. 

The Creative Cultural Activators will work in two main areas. First, they will be 

collaborating with each other and working in the abovementioned small towns and 

secondly they will showcase their climate awareness initiatives and projects at station 
festivals in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban. These two areas of participation 

make up the Creative Cultural Action Framework. 

The Climate Train on its journey through South African towns. 

Creative Cultural Actions will include the following criteria: 

¯ Be able to travel by train and easily transportable into the town. 

¯ Engage meaningfully with each town selected per province. 

¯ Engage meaningfully across the social spectrum with within these communities - 

from people in local government, youth, teachers, businesses, etc. 

¯ Be able to with people’s dreams and aspirations for their town, and explore 

different people’s interpretations of the word ’progress’. 

¯ Enable participation and/or have content that is interactive. 

¯ Have avisual and/or audio dimension. 

¯ Work with the question in each town, "What can we do in our town?" in relation 

to the climate crisis. 

¯ Be able to consider particular social and economic issues emergent in each town. 

¯ Fit into a particular time frame: activities in each town will last for four days, 

with the first two days dedicated to getting to know the town and the second two 

days dedicated to creative dialogue about issues dominant in the town and 
visions for the future of the town. In addition to this, the second two days will be 

used to work on the Climate Charter with the town’s community. 

The aim of the Climate Train is to create spaces in which various different practitioners 

work together with towns to explore particular challenges in each town, and to explore 
creative cultural actions that work with the question of "What can we do in our town?" 

considering the climate crisis. Each carriage will contain three creative cultural action 

projects. 

To submit your contribution, please send us the following: 
¯ Contribution tile 
¯ Contribution outline (max 50 words) 
¯ How will your contribution be adapted to traveling by train and interacting with 

towns (max 50 words)? 
¯ How will your contribution be able to work with existing issues within the town, 

without merely offering your own content (max 50 words)? 
¯ Which province would you prefer to work in? 
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¯ Is there a particular collaboration that you would like to create with other 

organisations in developing your contribution? 
¯ How have you considered your energy usage in your contribution? 
¯ Anyimages, sketches or designs. 
o 

¯ A basic budget for your contribution including: project fee, food stipends, 

accommodation costs in towns, transports to and from departure rail station. 
o 

Showcase festivals at in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban 
In addition to the interactive participation in each town during the journey described 
above, there will be larger showcase festivals in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban. 

With the limited number of concerted practitioners per province, it will be logistically 

feasible to showcase both the journeying practitioners and the "new thinking" emerging 

from the different towns as well as curated work from various invited South African, 
African and International practitioners. 

The showcase will be developed through a call for contributions from different 

individuals, collaborations or other groupings to share their initiatives, projects and 
concepts within these train-station based festivals[i] 

The station festivals will be orientated around the theatre performances, film 

screenings, creative dialogues, round table discussions, think tanks, visual installations 
and exhibitions. Fundamental elements of this project are interaction and participation 

and so alongside the time spent in small towns along the way, the showcase festivals 
will offer interaction on the trains in the form of access to the in the Creative Studio as 

well as the Knowledge Carriage. The following is an outline of the festival contribution 

areas as it currently stands. [2] 

Interactive performance type work (e.g. Theatre, performance art~ 
¯ Film (e.g. a selection of full feature films, short films and documentaries) 
° Visual installations and exhibitions (e.g. visual artwork that can be either 

exhibited in the Knowledge Carriage or could be mobile and versatile enough to 

be set up in each station). 
o 

° Lectures and talks (e.g. guest speakers around thematic areas considering the 

climate crisis, group seminars or open debates): Potential thematic areas: 
Adapting to climate change 

Mitigating climate change 

What can we do in our town? 
The National Climate Change Response Strategy 

° Creative dialogues (e.g. creative exchange of thoughts, ideas, and imagined 
pictures around various themes that include people from different backgrounds 

and different ways of knowing) 

A curating team of four curators selected by the Climate Train Project Steering 
Committee (PSC) will oversee the design and aesthetic of the Climate Train as well as 

manage the programmatic contributions to the station festivals and the town creative 
dialogues. The call will cover the following details: 

° Contributions must be able to travel, and either be housed in the Knowledge 

carriage, Round Table carriage or the Creative Studio Carriage or be able to be 
easily and conveniently transported off the train and into the station. 

o 

¯ Contributions must have minimal carbon footprint, and will need to show careful 
consideration of their energy consumption. 
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¯ Contributions that show collaboration between different practitioners from 
different disciplines and backgrounds would be favoured. 

The legacy of the Climate Train 
Each creative cultural action has the potential to form part of the legacy of the Climate 
Train. The Climate Train will continue to travel beyond COP17 to continue finding 
practical solutions to particular problems related to climate change within 
communities. The Climate Train will work with the communities on the subject of how 
to live in a climate changing world long after the COP has packed up and left South 
Africa’s shores. The nature of the mobile project and the flexibility of its features allows 
this project to continue journeying and working. In fact, one could see the Climate 
Train’s journey to COP as just the beginning of a legacy of an invaluable tool used by 
schools, NGOs, creative, researchers, policy makers, communities and families. The 
Climate Train work in November 2011 in each town it visits and in the metropolitan 
cities where festivals are held can be seen as planting a seed of creative cultural action 
that responds to the climate crisis by encouraging collaboration between people from 
all backgrounds, disciplines and practices. 

Sharing local and global Climate Change Actions 
There are many more climate awareness projects, initiatives, ideas, and actions that are 
growing locally and abroad and one can see the Climate Train as a collaboration site for 
all of these projects working in the same vein. To do this, the Train will be used as an 
exhibition space to showcase these projects through the installation of six fiat screen 
televisions on the interior of the train and a call for content. We are calling for 
contributions that can share their project/action/idea in no more than 4 minutes; this 
can include an interview, images, narration over video, animation or other media to 
outline your work and to share how you are working around the question of "what can 
we do in our town?" A guideline for content is as follows: 

¯ Images: 15 maximum per submission 
¯ Text: 1A4 page maximum, including: About (intro, background and objective), 

people involved, Location and certain results. 
o 

Video: 4 minutes maximum 
Two of the six fiat screens will have touch screen capability for showcasing 

projects that require interaction. The design length of this interaction should not 

exceed two minutes, 

[1] The term festival does not necessarily mean that this showcase is artist heavy, but 
includes practitioners from all backgrounds who feel that they have something they 

would like to contribute to the festival, 

[2] For clarity’s sake, we have divided suggested three projects per generic area 
however we understand that much work challenges these boundaries and will be 
flexible with these areas. 
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Agriculture in the Climate Change Negotiations 
Joint Declaration by Farmers and Civil Society Organizations to the UNFCCC 

Climate Change Conference 
7 June 2011, Bonn, Germany 

We, member organizations of the Eastern Africa Farmers Federation (EAFF), the 
umbrella platform of over 20 million farmers in Eastern Africa, and member 

organizations of the Pan African Climate Justice Alliance (PACJA), a network of 300 civil 

society organizations across Africa: 
Recognizing the need to promote climate change policies that meet the needs of 

Africa, in particular its rural poor communities, and to improve the livelihoods of 
farmers and other citizens through enhanced access to decision-making regarding 

agriculture, food security and climate change, 
Recalling that food security has a central role in the ultimate objective of the UN 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which is to avoid dangerous 

climate change within a "time frame sufficient ... to ensure that food production is not 

threatened", 
Recalling the UNFCCC confirms that the "largest share of historical and current 

global emissions of greenhouse gases has originated in developed countries, that per 
capita emissions in developing countries are still relatively low", 

Recognizing that climate change is already causing major adverse effects in 

Africa, particularly in the agricultural sector, and that the scale of effects indicates that 
climate change is proceeding faster than predicted by the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment, 
Recalling that the IPCC has confirmed that Africa is one of the most vulnerable 

continents, that warming in Africa is likely to be larger than the global mean warming 

throughout the continent and in all seasons, and that warming in Africa is projected to 
be roughly 1.5 times the global mean response, 

Notin9 the "implementation gaps" in the efforts by Annex I (developed) countries 

under the UNFCCC and its Kyoto Protocol to reduce emissions and to provide the 
financing and technology transfer required by developing countries to mitigate and 

adapt to climate change, 
Noting that scientific studies project that global mean warming of around 1,5°C 

could lead to reductions in crop yields continentally in Africa in excess of 30 percent of 

current levels, leading to potential for major levels of food insecurity, economic collapse 

and social conflict, 
Expressing7 serious concerns that Annex I countries now seek to establish a global 

goal of limiting warming to below 2°C, implying warming of upwards of 3°C in Africa, 
which risks unprecedented and catastrophic levels of costs, damage and destruction in 

Africa, 
Expressing7 concern further that Annex I countries seek to establish a global goal 

of reducing global emission levels by a mere 50% by 2050 from 1990 levels, which 

implies a risk of more than 50% of exceeding 2°C globally, 
Expressing concern further that pledged emission reductions by Annex I emission 

offer an inadequate and inequitable contribution to reach even these goals, and that 
through use of accounting "loopholes" in the agriculture sector and other sectors, as 

well as carbon markets, they intend to further increase their domestic emissions and 

shift the burden of mitigation and adaptation to developing countries, 
Expressing concern that, rather than address these issues, some Annex I 

countries now seem intent on replacing the current science- and rules-based 

multilateral system embodied in the UNFCCC and its Kyoto Protocol with a weaker 
pledge-based system under the Copenhagen Accord and Cancun decisions, 
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Noting the potential for these developments, if left unaddressed, to cause 
widespread and major adverse implications for agricultural production, food security, 
rural livelihoods, farmers and human rights and economic and social development 
across the continent of Africa, with implications not merely for Africa but for the world, 

Reiterating the issues and concerns voiced in our joint declaration to the 
September 2010 African Conference on Agriculture, Food Security and Climate 
Change, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and at the October 2010 Hague Conference on 
Agriculture, Food Security and Climate Change, in The Hague, the Netherlands, 

Emphasizing the value and need for a more participatory, transparent and 
accountable process to address linkages between agriculture, food security, rural 
livelihoods, farmers and human rights and climate change, 
We, therefore, call for the following demands as the basis of a farmer- and civil society- 
led approach to UNFCCC negotiations addressing these issues in an integrated manner 
as follows: 
On agriculture and climate change 
1.    We call for a response to linkages between agriculture, food security, rural 
livelihoods, farmers and human rights and climate change that is developed in full 
consultation with farmers and other members of African civil society. Such an approach 
must place the rights of rural poor communities, development and food security at the 
center of concern and help to integrate adaptation and mitigation as part of a broader 
effort to develop the sustainable agricultural practices required to build healthy soils, 
improve agricultural productivity, increase value for farmers and society, and enhance 
the climate resilience of agriculture. 
2. 
3. We demand that farmers organizations and other civil society organizations play 
a central role in the design, implementation and review of all climate-related policies, 
including national adaptation plans of action (NAPAs) and nationally appropriate 
mitigation actions (NAMAs), and in the formulation of all sectoral, national, regional and 
international policies affecting our interests. We demand that actions to address climate 
change ensure the free, prior and informed consent of farmers, indigenous peoples and 
are gender responsive in all processes. 
4. 
5.    We oppose efforts by some developed countries to replace the current science- 
and rules-based climate architecture reflected in the UNFCCC and its Kyoto Protocol 
with a weaker "pledge-based" system of mitigation and finance pledges reflected in the 
Copenhagen Accord. Efforts to address climate change must be based on science, 
principles, equity and the rule of law. Parties must implement the UNFCCC and its Kyoto 
Protocol as agreed in the Bali Roadmap. 
6. 
7.    We thus call on Annex I countries to repay their climate debts and implement 
their commitments under the UNFCCC and its Kyoto Protocol including through a 
second commitment period from 2013 to 2017 under the Kyoto Protocol, and through 
efforts to close "implementation gaps" in the Convention in areas of adaptation, 
mitigation, technology transfer and finance as part of a shared vision sufficient to 
implement the Convention, ensure the safety of Africa and secure our sustainable 
development. 
8. 
On climate change adaptation 
9.     We call on developed countries to compensate Africa for: 1) the full costs of 
avoiding harms, 2) actual harm and damage, as well as 3) lost opportunities for 
development, particularly for small-holder agricultural communities. Compensation 
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must be paid through a new fund established under the UNFCCC’s finance mechanism. 

The central priority for Africa on agriculture and climate issues is adaptation. 

10. 
11. We support the Africa Group’s position in Copenhagen that initial financing 

equivalent to at least 2.5% of Annex I countries’ GNP is required to fund the full costs of 

adapting to climate change. We call for a system of liability and compensation for 
adverse impacts, particularly on smallholder farmers who have contributed nothing to 

climate change yet bear its worst effects. 

12. 
13. We call for agriculture issues to be addressed in the formal negotiations under 
the UNFCCC, and not merely in its subsidiary bodies, with a focus on agriculture in 

discussions regarding loss and damage as well as response measures, to ensure that 

small-holder rural communities are protected from and compensated for the adverse 
effects of climate change, and that adverse policies in developed countries that 

undermine the livelihood and well-being of agricultural communities in Africa are 

removed. 

14. 

On climate change mitigation 
15. We call on Annex i countries to adhere to their legally binding commitments to 

reduce emissions through a second commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol, and 

call on them to reduce their domestic emissions by at least 50% from 1990 levels by 
2017 and become carbon negative well before 2050. The United States, the only 

developed country to have repudiated the Kyoto Protocol, must take on comparable 
commitments under the Convention. 

16. 
17. We express concern that Annex I countries’ pledges currently amount to a mere 
17-25% from 1990 levels by 2020 (and 12-18% if the United States is included) and are 

well below what science and equity demand. Without more ambitious efforts, 

developed countries will appropriate a further share of Africa’s atmospheric space 
without compensation and risk dangerous warming, thereby threatening farmers and 

other communities in Africa. 

18. 
19. Annex I countries must change their highly industrialized, subsidized and 

polluting agricultural practices, rather than shifting the focus and burden to farming 
communities in developing countries. We demand an immediate closure of all loopholes 

and creating accounting that would enable Annex I countries to make emission 

reduction on paper but not in practice. Annex I countries must not use creative 
accounting relating to land-use, land use change and forestry or other issues to increase 

their domestic emissions, while shifting the burden of mitigation further to developing 
countries through market-based mechanism. 

20. 
21. We oppose the undue focus by developed countries on mitigation and 
agricultural carbon in developing countries, which threaten to skew the agriculture and 

climate agenda away from adaptation in developing countries, and provide a means by 
which developed countries avoid reforming their own agriculture systems, and we call 

instead for an integrated and development-oriented approach focusing on food security, 

rural livelihoods, farmers and human rights, adaptation and liability and compensation 
for adverse impacts. 

22. 
23. We call for an ambitious package of finance, technology transfer and capacity 
building to cover the full incremental costs of all nationally appropriate mitigation 
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actions (NAMAs) by developing countries. We support the Africa Group’s position in 
Copenhagen that initial financing equivalent to at least 2.5% of Annex I countries’ GNP 
is required to fund a major program of mitigation actions and technology transfer in 
developing countries. We confirm that farmer and other civil society organizations must 
play a central role in the design, implementation and review of NAMAs. 
24. 
On technology transfer 
25. We demand a deliberate effort to scale up existing and appropriate technologies 
and knowledge that would assist small-holder farmers to adapt to climate change, and 
for these efforts address farmers’ indigenous knowledge, support agro-ecological 
practices and to preserve biodiversity. 
26. 
27. Agricultural research leading to the development of climate change adaptation 
and mitigation technologies must be farmer-driven. Farmer organizations must be 
deliberately engaged in developing research agendas. 
28. 
29. We call for full technology assessments to ensure that all technologies developed 
and transferred are environmentally sound, appropriate, affordable and adaptable to 
conditions in developing countries, in particular by farmers and rural communities. We 
oppose the use of technology transfer to push technologies that are unsuitable or 
dangerous. 
30. 
31. We call for a programme under the UNFCCC to ensure that developed countries 
implement their commitment to provide technology in "all relevant sectors" (Article 
4.1(c)), to fund this at "full incremental costs" (Article 4.3) and to enhance "endogenous 
capacities and technologies" in developing countries (Article 4.5). This agenda should 
not be narrowed to focus solely on agriculture. 
32. 
33. We demand an end to efforts by foreign corporations to patent climate-resilient 
African plant and seed varieties, and call for a system of intellectual property rights 
tailored to the needs of small-holder farmers and that is favorable to technology 
transfer at all levels including through appropriate plant variety protection. 
34. 
35. We support developing countries’ demand for a Technology Mechanism that 
meets the needs of developing countries and ensures the full, effective and sustained 
implementation of the Convention. 
36. 
On climate change finance 
37. Those who caused climate change must compensate African farmers and citizens 
for the adverse effects of their pollution. African countries must receive full 
compensation for adapting to the adverse effects of climate change (UNFCCC Article 4.4) 
including for crop and livestock losses and other impacts on food security. Systems for 
liability and compensation must be established. 
38. 
39. Climate change finance should be provided from public sources from Annex I 
countries, and not through market-based mechanisms. This finance must be new and 
additional to overseas development assistance, adequate and predictable, and made 
directly available through a fast-track procedure. The finance must be in the form of 
grants, and not loans. We express concerns that the short-term finance provided by 
developed countries during the period 2010-2012 is largely re-packaged official 
development assistance, and is not new or additional. 
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40. 
41. We oppose efforts by Annex I countries to appropriate more of Africa’s fair share 
of atmospheric space through the creation of a global carbon market, which would 
allow them to increase their domestic emissions, while shifting the burden of mitigation 
further to developing countries, and risking further impacts on our food security and 
development. We are concerned that new markets will consolidate rights for large 
banks and financial institutions over the soil of poor farmers, while enabling an increase 
in pollution from the developed countries. Climate finance for enhancing agricultural 
practice and improving soil carbon must be provided through adequate, new and 
additional public sources. 
42. 
43. We call for a Green Climate Fund operating under the authority of the UNFCCC to 
support adaptation, mitigation and technology transfer - in particular in the agriculture 
sector through a new fund to address agriculture. Governance of climate change finance 
must be democratic, with an effective and transparent compliance mechanism. Farmer 
organizations must play a role in the tracking, monitoring and evaluating the 
effectiveness of these funds. 
44. 
On capacity building 
45. We call upon our own governments at the national and regional level to establish 
strong institutions to manage climate change in the areas of resource mobilization and 
other climate change related issues. 
46. 
47. Farmer organizations need to effectively participate in the various climate 
change policy processes including the UNFCCC negotiations, the African Environmental 
Ministers Conference (AMCEN) and other relevant national, regional and global bodies. 
48. 
On a shared vision 
49. We demand a set of global goals on adaptation, mitigation, technology transfer 
and finance that together will safeguard the interests of all Africans and enable the 
international community to achieve the ultimate objective of the UNFCCC of avoiding 
"dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system" and to do so within a 
"time frame sufficient ... to ensure that food production is not threatened". 
50. 
51. We recognize that the Earth’s atmosphere is a global commons that must be 
shared equally among all people. We reject attempts by the developed countries to 
"grab" this resource as a form of climate colonialism. We call on them to share the 
atmospheric space fairly with Africa and to compensate us for their excessive historical 
use and continuing excessive consumption. 
52. 
53. We express solidarity for farmers organizations and other civil society groups 
and over 100 countries calling for global temperature increases to be limited to below 1 
or 1.5°C, as an essential outcome to safeguards the interests of farmers and other 
vulnerable communities. Warming of as little as 1°C risks temperature increases of over 
1.5°C in parts of Africa, which will warm more than the global average, and will require 
major levels of compensation for damage to African farmers and communities. 
54. 
On further negotiations under the UNFCCC 
55. We express our concern over the handling of agriculture issues in the UNFCCC 
negotiations. Inadequate consultation has taken place at both the national and 
international level with farmers and other members of civil society. We are concerned 
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with attempts to create new agendas to address agriculture in UNFCCC subsidiary 

bodies as distracting attention from the urgent need for compensation and finance for 
adaptation, and for measures to address loss and damage and response measures that 

undermine rural poor communities in developing countries, including perverse 

agricultural subsidies. We believe that discussions in the UNFCCC must be based on 
prior extensive consultation with rural communities if their rights and interests are to 

be protected. 

On a development-oriented approach 
56. We call for a development-oriented approach that embodies each of the above 

elements and centers on food security, rural livelihoods, farmers and human rights and 
rural development. This must be developed in full consultation with all stakeholders 

and it must address the needs of African farmers and civil society through an integrated 
effort at the national, regional and global levels and across a variety of institutions 
including the UNFCCC, UN Food and Agriculture Organization, UN Convention to 

Combat Desertification, UN Environment Programme and other organizations. 

57. 
58. In addition to the actions above directly within the context of the UNFCCC and its 

Kyoto Protocol, we call for efforts as part of a development-oriented approach to 

ensure: 
a) Provision by developed countries for forced climate migrants and internally 
displaced people arising from the adverse effects of climate change on rural and other 

communities; 
b)    Emergency funds and contingency plans for major climate-related droughts and 
extreme weather events and provision of full costs for adaptation to those adverse 

effects; 
c)    Emergency funds and contingency plans for market volatility associated with the 
adverse effects of climate change on food production in Africa and other parts of the 

world, which may affect the availability or affordability of food to African communities; 
d)    Removal of adverse policies in developing countries, including the immediate 
removal of agricultural subsidies and tariff barriers that undermine the resilience and 

economic security of farmers and rural communities in Africa; 
e)    Reform of intellectual property rights systems that undermine the interests of 
farmers and rural communities in Africa, and establishment of appropriate intellectual 

property rights systems including appropriate protection for plants and seeds; 

f)     Agreement of a declaration of intellectual property rights, food security and 

climate change setting out elements of an intellectual property rights regime that is 
suited to the current challenges facing developing countries and rural communities; and 

g)    Full transparency and accountability to farmers and other members of civil 
society in the development of all climate-related policies, and in particular full 
democratic accountability of institutions including the African Union, CAHOSOCC and 

AMCEN on issues relating to agriculture, food security, rural livelihoods, farmer and 
human rights and climate change. 

h) 
59. We believe that an ambitious global effort to combat climate change and to 
secure the lives and livelihoods farmers and citizens across the continent of Africa and 

around the world is possible and achievable, and can be advanced by engaging and 

empowering affected communities everywhere and ensuring their voices are heard and 
their values respected. We call on governments to heed this demand and to implement 

the approach outlined above through discussions at this the UNFCCC and other regional 

and international forums. 

60. 
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CDM market value halves as global CO2 trade stalls in 2010 
{il-~’ ~..~ b/i~ii she.d{: 
www.pointcarbon.com 

low i,:~ 2010, [al~~g for a ~th~rd year and ~:~early k~alv~:~g i~ts value in 200% as growth 

Wed ~:msday~ 

Overall global trade in emissions units fell %r the first time last year, dropping by $1.,8 
billion or 1.3 per cent:, to $141o9 billion, down fi’om $143.7 billion in 2009, as stalled 
national climate policies and regulatory uncertainty deterred investors and frustrated 
participants. 

The value of the wholesale market for projects submit.ted under the Kyoto protocol’s 
clean development mechanism (C][.)M), [-.he so-called primary CDM market, fell to $1_,5 

billion last yem; the lowest level since the UN started handing out carbon credits in 

2005. 

According to the World Bank, that market, considered a barometer lbr investment in 

carbon-cutting projects in emerging economies, peaked in value in 2007 when it was 

estimated it to be worth $7.4 billion, and has been in decline ever since. 

"’1[’he CDM is failing us," Andrew Steer, the World Bank’s special envoy on climate 

change, told reporters during a press conference at Carbon Expo in Barcelona. 

"That’s not to say it’s not doing good ,., but right here and now, it is not delivering what 

we feel is necessary (in developing countries)," he added. 

"$1..5 billion doesn’t do the trick, quite frankly," 

Investors say the primaW CDM market’s decline is mostly due to the programme’s 
increasingly complex rules, stricter rules on of[iset eligibility in the EU’s emissions 

trading scheme (ETS) and a lack of clariW surrounding the (oDM o. rules post-2012, when 

Kyoto’s first leg expires, 

But market supporters were adamant that the CDM was not broken. 

"The carbon markets are doing exactly what they’re expected to do," said Henry 
Derwent, president and rED of industry group the International Emissions Trading 

Association. 

"This is about demand. It’s nothing to do with transaction costs or the presence or 
absence or new mark.et mechanisms, 
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The point is who actually wants to buy these things? Why should I put money into 
something where I can’t see anybody who wants to buy 

Derwent argued that the decline was due in part to countries failing to embrace the 
CDM as a tool to help them meet binding nationai emissions targets, from which many 

maior emitting countries including the US and China have shied away, 

"This isn’t a question of whether they like the CDM; they don’t like the targets," he 

added. 

Apart fl’om regulator:y uncertaint~v, the primary CDM market declined clue to lower 

emissions in the wake of the global economic downturn, the Workt Bank report said. 

Other markets 

The E!.] ETS, which accounted for 84 per cent of all transactions in the global carbon 
market, edged tip $1.3 billion or 1.1 per cent to $119.8 billion last year as Europe 

climbed out of a deep recession, the report said. 

The market’s growth came despite an ongoing probe by national authorities into value- 
added tax fraud and emissions permit (EUA] thefts, which has led to a loss of confidence 

and liquidity in the spot carbon market 

The value of the secondary CDM market, which represents all subsequent sales of 

backed certified emissions reduction [CER] certificates after they pass through the 
primary market, also swelled by $800 million, or 4.6 per cent; to $18.3 billion. 

Together, the two markets made up around 97 per cent of total global trade, the report 
said. 

The World Bank dkt not estimate, as it did in previous years, the number of emissions 

units traded globally, nor did it calcula te the value of trade in joint implementation (JI) 

credits or assigned amount units [AAUs), the sovereign emissions rights traded mainly 

amongst Kyoto signatories. 

Around 245 million AAUs have been contracted by governments to date, said World 
Bank senior finance specialist Alexandre Kossoy. 

Kossoy put pre-201.3 demand fl’om industrialised countries for all t~vpes of’ Kyoto units 

at 1.39 billion, slightly above its 1.37-billion supply estimate, but said most 

governments had now contracted most of their required permits. 

"Demand for Kyoto units will be residual over the next two years," he added. 

Meanwhile, the over-the-counter voluntary carbon market, which made up 0.3 per cent 
of all trade, rose I. per cent to $393.5 million, the report said. 

Trade in credits fl’om the UN-backed reduced emissions fl’om deforestation and forest 

degradation (l[ledd) scheme jumped five-fold to i6.7 million units from the 2.8 million 
transacted in 2009. 
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2011 growth? 

After a lacklustre 201.0, the g~obal carbon market has gotten off to a roclu start this 
year, 

A spate of cyber thefts rocked the EU’s spot emissions market, crippling l~quidRy and 

damaging credibility, while a court rul~ng ~n California and New Jersey’s proposed 
withdrawal from the regional greenhouse gas init[tiat:ive (RGGI) could stall market 
growth in the US, 

Regardless, Kossoy said he doesn’t believe t:he market will decline in value again th~s 
year, 

"Tradh~g volumes have been qu~te healthy in the first months of 2011," he sa~d, 

"Most analysts see a veW short E{..~ ETS phase three (2013-2020), and that shouId start 
pushing up EE~A and CER prices th~s year," 

By Michael Szabo - m*chaeLszabo@po~nt:carbonxom 
BarceIona 

STAND UP FORAFRICA! STAND UP FOR CLIMATE ]USTICE! 

From 24-26 May 2011, representatives of African trade unions, farmers, 
women and faith-based groups, as well as key African non-governmental 
organisations and networks concerned with the climate change crisis met 
in Johannesburg, South Africa to discuss shared strategies to confront 
this crisis and its root causes. Under the joint sponsorship of the 
Africa Trade Network (ATN), the International Trade Union 
Confederation-Africa (ITUC-Africa) and the Pan African Climate Justice 
Alliance (PAC]A), the meeting deliberated on the threats posed to the 
peoples of Africa and the world over by climate change, as well as the 
continuing inaction by governments in the face of these threats. The 
meeting reached the shared understandings and adopted the conclusions 
that follow. 

This year and the next few years ahead are critical for the survival of 
humanity on Earth, and for our ability to live in conditions that meet 
our material, spiritual and cultural needs and aspirations. There is 
increasingly little time left to take the action required to avert 
further catastrophic effects of climate change, in a manner that is 
consistent with the developmental needs of the overwhelming majority of 
people who live in poverty and deprivation. For Africa and its peoples 
in particular, governments meeting at this year’s United Nations 
Conference on Climate Change in Durban must end years of unacceptable 
vacillation, and meet their moral, historical and legal obligations and 
commitments for action on climate change, in accordance with the 
requirements of science and the principles of equity. 
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Like the other major crises ravaging the world, the crisis of climate 
change arises principally from policies and practices of the advanced 

industrial countries over a long period of time, and the related systems 

of production and consumption by which the needs of the vast majority of 
people are sacrificed for the comfort of an elite few. The peoples of 

Africa and other developing countries bear little responsibility for the 

climate change and other crises, yet they are suffering its worst 
effects, and lack the means for countering them. 

CLIMATE CHANGE: CHALLENGES AND THREATS TO AFRICA 

Africa stands on the front-line of climate change. According to the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Africa’s land mass and other 

geo-physical characteristics means that it will warm one and a half 

times more than the global average. The consequences of global warming 
are likely to be more severe in Africa. Indeed, the World Meteorological 

Organisation has recently reaffirmed that African countries are already 
suffering maj or levels of warming and effects in terms of drought and 

other extreme weather events. 

Extreme weather events are already disrupting Africa’s agricultural and 

other livelihood systems, which are more dependent on natural cycles. 

These effects will worsen unless global warming is reversed in time. 

However, the impacts of climate change, as well as the capacity of 

African nations to cope, are further complicated by the essentially 

primary commodity export-dependent economic structures inherited from 
colonialism and perpetuated since. This has resulted in a neglect of the 

economic and social needs of the rural and agricultural majority, 
limited domestic development of national and regional industry, and, 

above all, extreme weaknesses in overall productive capabilities. 

Transforming these structures is essential to Africa’s ultimate response 

to the challenge of climate change. Such transformation encompasses 

building more resilient and people-centred agriculture systems; 
industrialisation and creation of decent work; addressing the immediate 

and systemic livelihood and social needs and challenges of women; 
conserving and using natural resources for local, national and regional 

needs; and other measures - all as part of a just transition to systems 

and methods of production and consumption that are compatible with the 
needs of the planet, as well as societies that place the needs of people 

above the narrow pursuit of profit. 

A SCIENCE- AND EQUITY-BASED RESPONSE 

An international regime on climate change that supports these needs and 

circumstances of Africa requires not only a global temperature goal that 

keeps Africans and other vulnerable communities safe, protects 
ecosystems and food production, and promotes sustainable development. It 
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requires a corresponding limit on global emissions. It requires 

equitable distribution of the Earth’s atmospheric space through 
ambitious emission reductions by the developed countries. And it 

requires adequate transfers of finance, technology and capacity to 
Africa and other developing countries to enable adaptation to rising 
temperatures and implementing mitigation actions. It requires, in sum, a 

package of measures that "adds up" to curb warming, provide space and 

support for the sustainable development of all countries and peoples, 
and ensure effective compliance with commitments. 

The foundation and essential elements of this regime exist already in 

the UN Climate Convention and the Protocol and decisions implementing 

it. At the Bali Conference on Climate Change in 2007, governments agreed 

to renew their efforts to implement and strengthen this system through a 
second phase of legally binding mitigation commitments for developed 

countries under the Kyoto Protocol, as well as through a comprehensive 
process to implement their commitments under the Convention relating to 

mitigation, adaptation, finance and technology transfer, in line with a 
shared vision and temperature goal. 

RISKS OF AN INAPPROPRIATE RESPONSE 

However, instead of working towards the effective realisation of such a 
regime, the advanced industrialised countries that are historically 

responsible for the climate crisis have embarked on its destruction. 

Instead of honouring their obligations, these countries are now seeking 

to impose a voluntary "pledge and review" system in which countries only 

take actions that are consistent with their own national circumstances 
and prescriptions, instead of scientific requirements and equitable 

principles. This will enable developed countries to escape their 
historical, moral and legal responsibilities, and provide only token 

support to developing countries to meet the challenges of climate 

change, leaving developing countries with the greater burden. 

This attempt, which runs against the entire history of the global 

understanding and efforts to address climate change based on "common but 
differentiated responsibilities", gained prominence with the Copenhagen 

Accord, an extra-legal agreement cooked up by a small group of countries 
outside normal UN practices and principles at the climate meetings in 

Copenhagen in 2009. Although vigorously contested all throughout the 

following year, it was further embedded in the Cancun decisions adopted 

in December 2010. 

If implemented, the agenda of a pledge-based climate regime has serious 

consequences. A recent UN report concludes that under current pledges, 

the world risks global warming of 2.5 to 5°C before the end of this 
century, and much higher levels in Africa. Many scientists and over 100 

governments believe that the safe limit is below I or 1.5°C. Warming at 

higher levels threatens hundreds of millions of people to inhumane 
conditions and serious violations of their human rights, and risks 
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destabilizing the Earth’s climate system. 

DEMANDS FOR DURBAN 

The gradual erosion of the science, equity, and pro-development based 
climate change regime in order to advance the narrow economic interests 

of a small elite in the industrialized countries cannot be allowed to 

progress further in Durban. On the contrary, in the interests of 
Africa’s peoples, of the world’s majority of poor, marginalised and 
vulnerable, and of all humanity, it must be reversed. To this end, the 
climate change negotiations must deliver on the following: 

¯ As part of the shared vision, the call of over 100 countries and many 

civil society groups and movements for warming to be kept well below 1 
or 1.5°C must be acted upon; developed countries must peak their 

domestic emissions in the shortest possible time and become carbon 

neutral well before 2050; developing countries must have equitable 
access to global atmospheric space. 

¯ The principle of just transition adopted in Cancun as part of the 

shared vision must be strengthened and operationalised through, among 

other things, the adoption of concrete measures in all fundamental 
elements of the international regime on climate change that support 

structural economic transformation in Africa and ensure a socially just 
and equitable global response to climate change. In this regard, we 

support the call for the International Labour Organisation (ILO) to be 

given the mandate to oversee the operationalisation of just transition 
and report on progress at all Conferences of the Parties. 

¯ Developed countries must halve their emissions by 2017 through all 
available domestic measures. These must be undertaken in accordance with 

their legally binding obligation to adopt a second commitment period 
starting in 2013 under the Kyoto Protocol. The United States, which has 

been outside the Kyoto Protocol, must adopt "comparable" efforts in 

scale, legal form and compliance under the Convention. Developed 
countries must close all accounting loopholes relating to market 

mechanisms, land-use, surplus allowances and marine and aviation 

transport, which threaten to undermine their contribution by 
demonstrating reductions "on paper" without delivering them in practice. 

¯ Developing countries should undertake ambitious nationally appropriate 

mitigation actions to the extent they are enabled and supported by 
finance, technology and capacity as legally required from developed 

countries. Oversight and review of developing country mitigation actions 

must reflect their responsibilities and capabilities and thus be 
substantially less onerous than for developed countries. 

¯ Existing carbon market mechanisms in the Kyoto Protocol as well as 
proposals to create new carbon market mechanisms under the Convention, 

both generally and in relation to forests management (REDD) must be 

discontinued, and the use of market mechanisms ultimately eliminated. 
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Financial resources under the Convention must come from public sources 

and should not provide a means by which developed countries shift the 
burden of mitigation further to developing countries, thereby 

appropriating an even greater share of the Earth’s limited remaining 

atmospheric space. 

¯ Climate change presents a fundamental threat to agriculture in Africa 

and elsewhere. Developed countries must not be allowed to shift 
attention from emission reductions in their own highly industrialized, 

subsidized and polluting agriculture sector towards mitigation in 
developing countries. Efforts to connect soil carbon to carbon markets 

must not be allowed as they threaten to transfer rights over the soil of 

the poorest farmers in developing countries to the richest financial 
institutions and most polluting corporations in developed countries, to 

enable those countries to continue emitting the climate pollution that 

threatens food security in Africa. Adressing agriculture and climate 
change in developing countries must emphasize food security and 

sovereignty, farmers’ rights and rural livelihoods, and focus on 
adaptation, public finance and the transfer of appropriate technologies. 

¯ The effect of response measures taken by developed countries must be 
evaluated for their economic, social and environmental consequences on 

all developing countries. Climate measures must not be used as a means 

of arbitrary or unjustifiable trade discrimination. The spill-over 
effects of developed countries’ policies must be minimized and fully 

compensated, while also addressing other fundamental challenges relating 
to a just transition, the elimination of poverty and sustainable 

development. 

° Adaptation is a central priority for Africa and for all developing 

countries. The people of Africa - including workers, farmers, women, 
indigenous peoples, and other affected groups - must be fully 

compensated for the adverse impacts of climate change, for the costs of 

avoiding impacts wherever possible, and for lost opportunities for 
development. Mechanisms to address loss and damage must address adverse 

impacts to agriculture and other sectors in Africa. Developed countries 

must pay their adaptation debts, while "adapting" their own lifestyles 
to reduce climate pollution and minimize future impacts on Africa. There 

must be an Adaptation Committee that is fully supportive of, and 
responsive to the needs of, African and other developing countries. 

¯ The technology mechanism established in Cancun, including an executive 
committee, centres and network, must be forged into an effective 

constellation of institutions, including technology centres in each 
country, with clear reporting and accountability to Convention Parties. 

Patents and other intellectual property rights that inhibit the transfer 
of accessible, affordable, sound and adaptable technologies to 

developing countries must be removed, and domestic capacities and 

technologies in developing countries enhanced. 
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¯ Developed countries must provide financial resources to address their 

climate debts and implement their commitments under the Convention. The 
$30 billion pledged as "fast start" finance has emerged as neither new 

nor additional, but as largely repackaged official development 
assistance. The $100 billion pledged to be mobilized offers a start, but 

as an ultimate level of financing for 2020 is arbitrary, inadequate and 

inconsistent with the requirements of the Convention. We therefore 

support the African Group’s call in Copenhagen for immediate funding of 
$150 billion in Special Drawing Rights, $400 billion in short-term 

finance, and 5% of Annex I GNP in longer-term finance. In addition, 
mechanisms must be established to evaluate the necessary scale of 

finance; clarity provided over the sources of funds; "innovative 
sources" evaluated for their incidence on developing countries; and the 
Green Climate Fund and Standing Committee established in Cancun must be 

fully operationalized. The role of the World Bank as interim trustee of 

the Green Climate Fund must be narrowly defined, and it must have no 
further role in the Convention’s financial architecture. 

¯ Finally, the system of binding emission reductions for developed 

countries must be continued and extended. The United States and other 

wealthy countries must not be allowed to replace the agreed science-, 
equity- and rules-based system being negotiated under the Kyoto Protocol 

with a weak system of domestic pledges that are not negotiated, not 
binding in international law and not subject to robust oversight and 

compliance. 

To enable the above, African governments must strengthen their 

collective positions and action. In particular, the South African 

government must support the interests of all 53 African states and their 
peoples; ensure the Durban process adheres rigorously to UN practices 

and principles (including on consensus); avoid the undemocratic and 
untransparent processes of Copenhagen and Cancun; and guarantee 

effective civil society participation. 

All African institutions - particularly the African Union and the 
Conference of African Heads of State and Government on Climate Change 

(CAHOSCC) - must respect the sovereignty of all African countries in the 
formulation and negotiation of climate policies. African climate policy 

must remain "bottom up" to ensure our Heads of State are informed by 
their people and experts and not merely by a small group of technicians 

that are not directly accountable to the people. 

OUR COMMITMENT TO STRUGGLE AND GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY SOLIDARITY 

As civil society organisations we commit ourselves to continued struggle 

for the realization of these demands, and call on other organizations 

and citizens groups across Africa to join us in this effort. We express 
solidarity with the global movement and efforts in the cause of climate 

justice, and with the spirit and commitment to climate justice expressed 

at the World Peoples’ Conference on Climate Change and Mother Earth 
Rights in Cochabamba, Bolivia. 
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As we approach Durban, vve call for the support of other global civil 
society movements as part of a common platform for solidarity and action 

with a view to ensuring that the Durban Climate Conference is the 

turning point for climate justice - a major stepping-stone on the 

journey towards stabilizing the climate system, securing a just 
transition and ensuring a future in which the rights and aspirations of 

all peoples can be realized. 

Signed by: 

Africa Trade Network (ATN) 
Alliance Panafricaine de la Justice Climatique (PACJA) 

Conf&d~ration Syndicale Internationale - Afrique (CSI-Afrique) 
Alternative Information Development Centre (AIDC), South Africa 

Centre for Trade Policy Development (CTPD), Zambia 

Civic Response, Ghana 

Economic Justice Network (EJN) of FOCCISA, South Africa 
ENDA- Syspro, Senegal 
~nergie, Environnement, D&veloppement (ENDA-Energy), Senegal, 

Environmental Rights Action, Nigeria 

General Agricultural Workers Union of the Trades Union Congress of 

Ghana, Ghana 

Global Network Africa (GNA), South Africa 
National Workers’ Union of Mali (UNTM), Mali 
Pambazuka News 

Participatory, Ecological Land Use Management (PELUM), Lesotho 

Public Service Association, Zimbabwe 

Rwanda Rural Rehabilitation Initiative (RWARRI), Rwanda 
South Africa Municipal Workers Union, South Africa 
South African Non-government Organisations Coalition (SANGOCO), South Africa 

South African Transport and Allied Workers Union (SATAWU), South Africa 
Southern and Eastern African Trade Information and Negotiations 

Institute (SEATINI), Uganda 

Third World Network-Africa (TWN-Af), Ghana 
Trade Strategy Group (TSG), South Africa 

Working Group on Climate Change, Cameroon 

Zambia Climate Change Network, Zambia 
Zimbabwe Environmental Lm~jers Association (ZELA), Zimbabwe 

(Although it appears South African policy is not favouring a national carbon market 
scheme, as originally threatened, the World Bank’s CDM pilot in Durban is the awful 

Bisasar Rd methane-electricity landfill - see, e.g. 
http: ! !www.agenda.o~N.za/ dmdocuments!PA TRlC%20BOND.indd.pdf and 

h ttp : / /www. y o rku.ca ~ f es /res earch/ stu d e n ts / o utstan din g~ d o cs / Grah amEri o n.pdf . And 
it looks like there are going to be lots more of the disasters that are currently in the 
works in the North, including here in California where the governor is about to decide 

whether to continue Arnold Schwarzenegger’s ridiculous Chiapas carbon trading pilot... 

my letter of appeal to him is below and if you feel so moved, please write Jerry Brown 

here: http://gov.ca.gov/m contact.php) 
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World Bank Eyes Net~vork of C02 Markets in Make-or-Break Decade 

2011-06-06 15:04:11.342 GMT 

By Ewa Krukowska 

June 6 (Bloomberg) -- Emerging nations are growing 
increasingly interested in using market-based mechanisms to 

fight climate change and may become the "incubator" for a 
network of new emissions-trading programs, according to the 

World Bank. 

As many as 20 countries worldwide are considering the 

introduction of programs that would reduce greenhouse gases and 

create tradable pollution permits, said Andrew Steer, World Bank 
special envoy for climate change. The bank last week approved 

the first grants to developing nations to help them analyze and 
design emissions plans that could boost the $142 billion global 

carbon market after it shrank for the first time in 20/0. 

"This is the make-or-break decade," Steer said in an 
interview. "Emerging markets are becoming the incubators for 
some of the most exciting ideas with regard to climate change. 

One could envisage a sort of organic development of networked 
carbon markets." 

The global value of the market for greenhouse-gas permits 
and credits for cutting pollution fell to $142 billion last year 

from $144 billion in 2009, snapping five years of growth amid a 
lack of clarity about the future climate framework, a World Bank 

report showed last week. 

The idea of a carbon market "is not dead or dying," 

according to Steer. "On the contrary, it’s catching on," he 

said in an interview on June 2 during the Carbon Expo conference 
in Barcelona, Spain. 

Cap-and-Trade System 

"There’s China, for example, which will over the next two 
years introduce its own cap-and-trade system on a pilot basis in 

four cities and two provinces," he said. "The World Bank is 
providing technical support, together with others. Chile, 

Colombia, Costa Rica, Mexico, Indonesia, Thailand, Turkey are 

all experimenting with market-based instruments." 

Those eight countries each received from the World Bank an 
initial grant of $350,000 last week to think through market- 

based mechanisms that would help cut greenhouse gases. Carbon 
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markets started in emerging nations may later become linked with 
those in rich nations, such as the European Union’s emissions 
trading system or the planned programs in Australia and 
California, Steer said. 

Australia wants to impose a price on greenhouse gas 

pollution starting July 2012 in preparation for a trading system 

that could begin as early as 2015, Prime Minister Julia Gillard 
said in February. 

Greenhouse Gases 

In the U.S., where President Barack Obama failed to win 
Congressional approval for a national emissions-trading program, 

California is pressing ahead with plans to start a system to cap 

and trade greenhouse gases in 2012 as climate envoys worldwide 
prepare for the next climate summit in Durban, South Africa, 

toward the end of November. 

UN talks to iron out a climate-protection framework for 

when the Kyoto Protocol expires next year have stalled amid 
differences between industrialized and developing nations. 

Countries including Japan and Russia have said they don’t want 

to extend the treaty, which bound 37 industrialized nations to 
targets for cutting greenhouse gases that scientists blame for 

heat waves, floods and storms. 

While climate envoys agreed in Copenhagen in 2009 and 
Cancun in 2010 to try to contain global warming to 2 degrees 

Celsius beyond pre-industrial levels, carbon emissions from 
electricity generation climbed to a record last year, according 

to the International Energy Agency. 

"We believe a global deal is highly desirable and also 

believe we shouldn’t wait for a global deal," Steer said. "We 

are working in 130 countries on climate issues and trying to 
demonstrate that adaptation can be achieved." 

International Obligations 

A global agreement that would allow part of international 
obligations to cut carbon to be met by trading pollution rights 

between developing and industrialized nations would help reduce 
the costs of fighting climate change and facilitate the transfer 

of technology, Steer said. 

"Carbon markets are great for financing long-term 

recurrent costs, they’re not good at financing upfront 

capital," he said. "You earn your money by generating savings 
over time. The trick is how you use other forms to finance the 
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upfront investment and use carbon markets to help service that 

investment." 

The UN Clean Developed Mechanism, which generates so-called 

offset credits for investment in projects that reduce emissions 
in poorer countries, shrank 46 percent last year to $1.5 

billion, according to World Bank estimates. The EU emissions 
trading system, the world’s biggest, increased to $119.8 billion 

from $118.5 billion in 2009. 

Emission-Reduction Projects 

The World Bank, which has several facilities and funds to 
develop emission-reduction projects and purchase ensuing offset 

credits, believes trading of offsets between countries will 

recover, Steer said. 

"The CDM can have a strong future, but it does need reform 

at two levels," he said. "First, the transactions costs need 
to be reduced; it doesn’t need to take 600 days to approve 

projects. Second, it needs to become bolder in embracing new 

approaches such as city-wide approaches or nation-wide crediting 
of forests. It’s about moving toward programmatic rather than 
project-by-project." 

While the summit in Durban will not result in a binding 
deal on post-2012 greenhouse-gas targets, it will bring "a lot 

of progress," according to Steer. Nations can agree to create a 

global network of technology centers, move forward on the green 
climate fund to help channel finance to developing countries and 

to the reform of the CDM, he said. 

"Would it make a global deal more likely? Yes," he said. 

"Don’t expect anything like the July 4 fireworks -- a big bang 

global deal that will change the world in one blow. The building 

blocks need to be put in place first." 

For Related News and Information: 
Emission market news: NI ENVMARKET <GO> 

Today’s top energy stories: ETOP <GO> 

European power-markets home page: EPWR <GO> 

--Editors: Jones Hayden, Peter Chapman 

To contact the reporters on this story: 

Ewa Krukowska in Brussels at +32-2-237-4331 or 

ekrukowska@bloombergmet; 

To contact the editor responsible for this story: 
Stephen Voss at +44-20-7073-3520 or sev@bloomberg.net 
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7June2011 

Governor Jerry Brown 

Sacramento, California 

http:!!gov.ca.gov!m contact.php 

Dear Governor Brown, 

I have been on sabbatical since last September based at the University of California-Berkeley 
Department of Geography. ! am normally the director of a university research centre in 

Durban, South Africa, which will be the host city of the world climate summit in November- 

December this year. We very much hope you will be coming to the COP17 summit, because 
California has an opportunity to take world leadership. 

(I hold a doctorate in Geography and Environmental Engineering from Johns Hopkins 
University and have authored dozens of articles and book chapters about climate change 
politics - and worked with the Berkeley-based Story of Stuff project to generate a popular 
video, seen by more than a million people, called The Story of Cap and Trade - at 
http://www.storyofsmff.org .) 

Having prepared a book manuscript on this topic during my California sabbatical, my view is 

that the most important single thing your office can do in the short term is cancel your 

predecessor’s reliance upon carbon trading within AB32, and move to direct emissions cuts 
instead. As you know, recent court rulings against the California Air Resources Board are 

based on CARB’s and the Schwarzenegger administration’s failure to take into consideration 
various harms associated with carbon trading. Amongst these are the residual racist 

locations of emitting industries which, because of carbon trading, will continue into the 

future. It is gratifying that Communities for a Better Environment and their allies have been 
able to persuade the courts to offer you an opportunity for revisiting such a dangerous and 

discriminatory policy. 

There are a variety of other reasons that your cancellation of carbon trading in AB32 will be 

considered enlightened, and allow you to take the world stage in Durban with more integrity 
than could your predecessor. A global civil society network, the Durban Group for Climate 

Justice (http~/!www.durbanclimatejustice.org/), was formed in 2004 as a network of 

community and environmental activists, researchers and policy advocates opposed to 
carbon trading. We worried that the main test case, the European Union’s Emissions Trading 

Scheme, would not only fail to reduce net greenhouse gases there (we were correct), but 
would suffer extreme market volatility, an inadequate price, the potential for fraud and 

corruption, and the likelihood of the market crowding out other, more appropriate 

strategies for addressing the climate crisis. The same approach was already being tried in 
the Third World through Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects, whereby 
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investment strategies to prevent ’additional’ pollution also qualified for carbon credits. 

CDMs reached around 6 percent of total trading at peak in 2008, when the carbon market 

reached its current level of around $140 billion in annual turnover. 

The specific concerns about carbon trading we raised then, and that are even more relevant 
today, can be summarized as follows. 

the idea of inventing a property right to pollute is effectively the ’privatization of the 
air’, a moral problem given the vast and growing differentials in wealth inequalities; 

greenhouse gases are complex and their rising production creates a non-linear impact 
which cannot be reduced to a commodity exchange relationship (a ton of C02 produced 

in one place accommodated by reducing a ton in another, as is the premise of the 

emissions trade); 
the corporations most guilty of pollution and the World Bank - which is most 

responsible for fossil fuel financing - are the driving forces behind the market, and can 

be expected to engage in systemic corruption to attract money into the market even if 
this prevents genuine emissions reductions; 

many of the offsetting projects - such as monocultural timber plantations, forest 
’protection’ and landfill methane-electricity projects - have devastating impacts on local 

communities and ecologies, and have been hotly contested in part because the carbon 

sequestered is far more temporary (since trees die) than the carbon emitted; 
the price of carbon determined in these markets is haywire, having crashed by half in a 

short period in April 2006 and by two-thirds in 2008, thus making mockery of the idea 
that there will be an effective market mechanism to make renewable energy a cost- 

effective investment; 
there is a serious potential for carbon markets to become an out-of-control, multi- 

trillion dollar speculative bubble, similar to exotic financial instruments associated with 

Enron’s 2002 collapse (indeed, many Enron employees populate the carbon markets); 

as a ’false solution’ to climate change, carbon trading encourages merely small, 
incremental shifts, and thus distracts us from a wide range of transformative changes 

we need to make in materials extraction, production, distribution, consumption and 
disposal; and 

the idea of relying upon market solutions to address market failure (in this case 

’externalities’) is an ideology that rarely makes sense, and especially not following the 
worst-ever financial market failure (fully half the value in the world’s stock markets 

disappeared from October 2008 to March 2009), and especially not when the very idea 
of derivatives - a financial asset whose underlying value is several degrees removed 
and also subject to extreme variability - has been thrown into question. 

If implemented, California’s market might grow to $10 billion/year by 2016, according to 

Point Carbon - but even then if the price of carbon is $18/ton, as optimistically projected, 

the funding would be insufficient to finance any viable market-related replacement of fossil 

fuels; it would need to reach $60/ton before such investments become viable. The 
Schwarzenegger administration’s offer of free permits from 20/2-15 and its high target of 
25% of California’s legislated cuts allowed from such trading and offsets would make a 

mockery of climate policy here, just as has happened in the EU. (The EU’s problems extent 

far beyond the widespread fraud, corruption and incompetence that are often the subject of 
media critiques.) 

Moreover, Schwarzenegger’s pilot offset and trading sites, such as forests and jungles in 
Chiapas, Mexico (home to the Zapatista movement), and others in Brazil and Indonesia, 
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remain conflict-ridden. It is not hard to predict that this will result in enormous headaches 

and bad publicity for your government, when Third World community movements resisting 
displacement are (very likely) oppressed by authoritarian local administrators, and when 
AB32 will be blamed, and your office subject to embarrassing protests in coming years. 

All these are reasons why California is fortunate to have you as a Governor able to make a 

needed policy shift. I know from my research that a host of superb civil society 

organizations - Communities for a Better Environment, the Center on Race, Poverty and the 
Environment, the Global Justice Ecology Project, Mobilization for Climate Justice-West, 

Friends of the Earth (SF), the Center for Biological Diversity, the Global Alliance for 

Incinerator Alternatives, International Rivers, Movement Generation, Grassroots Global 
Justice networks and many others - will give you very enthusiastic support for taking 

decisive action to halt climate change by avoiding any reliance upon carbon trading. I look 
forward very much to hearing how your deliberations go, and then to celebrating 

California’s world-leading role at the Durban climate summit in six months’ time. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Bond 
Senior Professor and Director, Centre for Civil Society 

University of KwaZulu-Natal School of Development Studies 

(California: 1720 Rose St, Berkeley 94703, 510 525 4802) 

(This statement is just out now in Bonn, the prepcom for the Durban 
COP17, and is a wonderful effort to stop Korea from hosting the 2012 
Conference of Polluters. I met these SC] comrades a couple of weeks ago 
and can’t wait for more of their profound lessons in venal-government 
delegitimisation, and also surviving bouts with mean police.) 

On 6/7/2011 6:27 PM, Bo-young wrote: 
> 
> Dear C]N! members and other activists! 
> Climate Justice group in Korea (Solidarity for Climate Justice) has 
strongly against that Korea host CCOP18. 
> Host of COP18 country will be decided in Bonn 
> In terms of this, Solidarity for Climate Justice presents our statement. 
> Please read it with interesting!! 
> Cheers! BO 

The Korean Government is Unqualified to Host the UNFCCC COP18 

South Korea’s rivers, upon which the lives of tens of million people 

depend, are now under heavy construction. Winding rivers are being made 
straight so that ships can travel along them with ease. Numerous dams 

and reservoirs are being built. Soon, huge resorts and amusement parks 

will replace the wetlands and natural ecological systems that now exist 
along the rivers’ banks. The South Korean government has made it clear 

that it plans to participate in the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) on 

the basis of these experiences. 
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South Korea obtains about 34% of its total electric power from nuclear 

energy. Despite the Fukushima disaster, the South Korean government is 
refusing to abandon its plan to raise the proportion of nuclear energy 

to 60% by 2030. It is also stimulating local conflicts through its 

efforts to secure sites for new nuclear power plants and construct 
nuclear waste disposal facilities in unsafe areas. Even worse, South 

Korea is taking the lead in the expansion of nuclear energy use. This 

can be seen clearly in South Korea’s signing of a contract concerning 
nuclear power plant export with the UAE and it participation in the 

bidding for a Turkish nuclear power plant project. 

The South Korean government persists in calling nuclear energy ’Green 

Energy’ and, in spite of the anti-nuclear sentiment sparked by the 
Fukushima disaster, has not changed its position that nuclear energy is 

the only alternative. South Korea is 8th in greenhouse gas emissions 

among the world’s countries. What is more, it is currently promoting 
plan to reduce emissions compared to the "business-as-usual level," 

which will in fact increase the actual volume of emissions. 

The South Korean government calls these policies "Green Growth." This is 

a nice sounding phrase, but we who know what is really behind it are 
deeply concerned. We are concerned that so-called Green Growth policies 

are being spread across the world in the form of the destructive 
development of tropical rain forests and the increase in nuclear plants. 

We are also concerned that the South Korean government seeks to use the 

C0P18 as a means for expanding Green Growth diplomacy. 

At the Copenhagen COPI5, South Korean President Lee Myungbak declared 

his desire to host the COP18 so he could contribute to the global 
reduction of greenhouse gases through promotion of a "Me first" 

mentality. At the same time however, the Korean government held a 
domestic press briefing at which no mention was made of the goal of 

contributing to global climate negotiations. Instead, the government 

proclaimed that it would actively use the COP18 to "promote Korean Green 
Growth." This hypocritical posture clearly demonstrates Lee’s intentions 

to use the COP18 as a means to promote South Korean economic growth in a 

manner reminiscent of the resource-intensive developmentalism of past 
decades. 

In addition, the report issued within Korea concerning plans to host the 

COP18 claimed, "As the hosting country, South Korea can adopted a 
flexible response, enabling us to determine emission standards according 

to our capacity." It is clear that the South Korean government plans to 

make use of the COP18 to meet is own selfish interests, and has no 
intention to cooperate to achieve global climate change goals. At the 

same time, the government has announced plans to establish a so-called 

Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI), an international organization 
whose goals and character remain unclear. Having witnessed these shady 

actions, we in Korea recognize that the government’s "Green Growth" is 

actually a "Green Wash". 
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As the world is now all too aware, there is no luxury of choice 

concerning when or how to tackle climate change. While participants at 
the COP13 pledged to come up with an agreement on a ’post-2012 regime’ 

by the COP15, that deadline has now passed with discussions pushed on to 

the COP16 and then to the COP17. In the worst case, a new agreement will 
be delayed until the COP18. Even though ambitious emissions standards 

were set during the COP17, the COP18 will be an important space for 

working out a detailed plan for execution. If a party as irresponsible 
as the Korean government hosts the COP18, we cannot expect that the 

meeting have significant results. 

South Korea is the 8th highest emitter of greenhouse gases. Its per 

capita emissions are higher than European countries, but it still 

retained developing country status. As such, South Korea belongs neither 
to the G77/China group nor to the group of developed countries. It 

belongs only to the EIG (Environmental Integrity Group), a formation 

with little substance that includes such countries as Mexico, 
Switzerland, Monaco, and Liechtenstein. It is common sense that given 
its position, the South Korean government will be unable to effectively 

mediate sensitive negotiations between developed and developing 

countries. We saw the great importance of the hosing country when Mexico 
hosted the COP16. Clearly, South Korea’s hosting of the COP18 could be a 

disaster for the global struggle to tackle climate change. 

The South Korean government, moreover, has a poor record when it comes 

to the repression of democratic rights. When it hosted the G20 Seoul 
Summit in November 2010, the Korean government build a huge barricade 

and positioned armored vehicles around the conference hall, giving the 

security of participants as an excuse. Many foreign NGO activists were 
denied entry at the airport and the right to peaceful protest was 

severely restricted. Such measures are against the spirit of the UNFCCC, 
which permits the participation of NGOs, trade unions, peasant 

organizations, aboriginal groups and other stakeholders. Should the 

Korean government suppress the rights of these groups while hosting the 
COP18 it could result in a tragic case of climate injustice. 

If the governments that seek to host the COP18 cannot not be trusted to 
carry out this role responsibly, the COP18 should be held by a trust 

worthy third party country or in Bonn, Germany, which houses the UNFCCC 
headquarters. Such a solution would best enable honest negotiations 

towards a new agreement. We have to make it possible for the COP18 to 

truly solve the global problem of climate change. As such, we, 
"Solidarity for Climate Justice," state clearly that the South Korean 

government is not qualified to host the COP18. We also make the 
following demands: 

1. That the South Korean government withdraws its bid to host the COP18 
and participates sincerely in negotiations concerning the reduction of 

greenhouse gases, 

2. That the South Korean government abandons its "green washing" Green 
Growth policy and instead expands international aid towards climate justice, 
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The host for the COP18 will be determined in Bonn this June. For the 
sake of climate justice, South Korea must not be chosen. For this reason 

we ask that you sign on to this statement, whether you will be in Bonn 

or not. Your support for this position is vital to the global struggle 
to achieve climate justice and a just transition. 

May 2010 
Solidarity for Climate Justice 

All Together / Citizens’ Movement for Environment Justice (CMEJ) / 
Korean Democratic Labor Party (KDLP) / 

Energy & Climate Policy Institute for Just Transition (ECPI) / Energy 

Justice Actions (EJA) / 
Federation of Korean Trade Unions (FKTU) / Green Korea United / (South 
East Asia division of) La Via Campesina / Korea Alliance of Progressive 

Movements (KAPM) / Korea Labor and Social Network on Energy (KLSNE) / 

Korean Confederation of Trade Unions (KCTU) / Korean Federation of 
Medical Groups for Health Rights (KFHR) 
Korean Peasants Leauge (KPL) / Korean Women Peasant Association (KWPA) / 

New Progressive Party (NPP) / 

People’s Solidarity for Social Progress (PSSP) / Socialist Party (SP) 
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A reflection on 2011 Durban Sings! Objectives indicators and Activities. 

2011 First Quarter Narrative Report of the: Durban Sings! Project: 

From Jo’burg to the Globe: Consolidating an Online Archive & Joining Alternative 

Community Media Networks- a reflection. 

Prepare, d by Mole, fi Ma{ereka Ndlovu 



Overall Project Objectives: 

Conceptually: 

Durban Sings! Oral HistoU and Audio Media project is a creative community-orientated 
re-assessment of audio radio tools and methods of broadcasting in/for the ’information 
society’ spread across eight communities in Durban KZN; with an interest in evaluating 
the following concerns: how do post-colonial histories and stories sediment into everyday 
language? How do they shape or mark communication desires needs and practices of 
various          forms          and          types          of          communities? 

- Theproject has the following aims: 

- bridging ICT gap between North and South, lack of- IT resources, training and access 
- bringing together divided and isolated communities in SA due: to ,Apartheid legacy 

revealing peripheral oral histories and memories of ordinaU South Africans 
- contributing to the growing sources of indigenous knowledge systems and methods 
- initiating nexv outlets and networks in support of creative endeavors and youth initiatives 
in                             disadvantaged                             communities 
- finding and reinforcing opportunities for a creative use of media and ICTs at community 
level by developing links between local and global activist networks 

Practically: [)urban Sings! Is a mobile radio ’street’ research and broadcasting training 
based on the: NGZ project’s audio tools and strategies for circles of participants intended 
to link in networks of active listeners (i.e. ’radio communities’ and alternative media 
producers) which would expand also geographically in the outlined trajectory of the 
project: 

a. In and around Durban townships and communities (initially with community groups 
loosely linked to the Centre for Civil Society at the University of KwaZulu Natal). 

b. In and around Johannesburg and Soweto (with the: RASAfm collective, the Keleketla 
Library & affiliated groups and interested community media and cultural entities around 
Gauteng province). 

c. In between ’active: listeners’ in Durban, Johannesburg, Soweto, new listeners of the: on- 
line, on-air and off-line broadcasts and across the channels and networks of ’radio 
communities’ already established by RASAfm and the NGZ project via the open call for 
contributions: "Remixing African Oral History for a Global Audience" 

d. On the way across hemispheres and on-air from the xgZ)R studio in Cologne (initially 
with groups of participating listeners in the studio from local community groups) as the: 
celebratory launch of a "listening bridge". 
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Overall: 
A study of collective (’public’) radio projects in Southern Africa; their interactive: 
practices, activist and activating possibilities for civil society, locallB across African 
countries, and globally; towards identifying and developing suitable channels and 
platforms of productive exchange between radio initiatives; towards a "listening 
bridge:" between productive listeners and audio activists across the: Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres. 

At this stage our audio media activist initiative xvill require the creative collaboration 
with software designers and web-developers to identify and develop in 
correspondence with the producers a suitable peer-to-peer exchange on-line platform 
t-or its future journey. 

Team: The team grows and continues to take form with the: current and future 
development of the project’s activities from inception to its present and future forms, 
which will be shaped by all its diverse contributors: 

Du&an commonality, o,.~a,’oduce~- includes: 

xw~v.durbansings.xvordpres s .corn 
Clef~ovZ: Ub~vm Babasha: Thembinkosi Daemane, Malaodi Sekake, Mpumelelo Kwini, 
Zandile Ngidi, Sibusiso Mazibuko http://www.ubuntubabasha.wordpress.com 
Foh>’e~i Town, ship: Imiz, ebe,~~ Ye~tsha: Thulile Zama, Ayanda Mthembu, Zinhle Ndaba, 
Malusi Mkhwanazi, Sanele Langa, Nkosi Zama, Phumelele Dhlomo 
htrp:/iv~awv.imis ebenziyentsha.wordpres s.com 
Madavddge: Mada~ Coo~’dhatigg Commime: Jenny Boyce, Beverly Webster, Linda 
Dupreez, Kathy Boyce, Charleen Bridget, Lucy Kok 
htrp:/iv~awv.mariannridge.wordpres s.com 
M~’athi: Maluvgisa You& Deuelop~vevt: Bongisipho Phewa, Mthokozisi Ngcobo, Zine 
Ngcobo, Sphelele Phewa htrp:iiwww.malungisa.wordpress.com 
I,~a~da Newtowa A: You& h Action: Nhlanhla Mkhonza, Nkosinathi Buwa, Ndumiso 
Sondezi, Maswazi Mkhonza, Bomgani Mzaka, Nqobile Kunene, Vukani Mahiaba 
htrp:/iv~awv.inanda.wordpress.com 
Iva~zda Newtoa,a A: Abasha: Phindilie Xulu, Nokulunga Mthethwa, Ayanda Sokele, 
Nosipho Maphumulo, Nkosinathi Xulu htrp.,"//www     . abasha2009,      .word    p tess . corn 
l~rm~~’ Ci/y: UKZN Refhgee Coumil: Mambo Mukambilwa, Oliver Babingwa, Mustafa, 
Faustin, Stephen, Jean Claude http://v~wv.communitymediadesk.wordpress.com 
Umlag.i (G sectiov): Umlazi You& Oga~zisatio~: Cyril Linda Vezi, Sandile Desmond 
Sekeleni, Nokubonga ka Seme http:iiwxx~xz.youthumlazi.wordpress.com 
Ce~m fo~" Cirri Sohty: 
Dennis Brutus, Faith Ka Manzi, Mavuso Dingane, John Devenish, Claudia Wegener 
(radio continental drift) and Molefi Mafcreka Ndlovu (motho), Philisa Zibi 
(bhungane). xv~v.ukzn.ac.zaiccs 
Betsie Greyling: eThek~vini Municipality’s Ulwazi Indigenous Knowledge Project. 

The initial consultation meeting with future Johannesburg collaborators and 
contributors took place on the 17th October 2008 in Mbabane in Swaziland 
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occasioned by the Southern African Social Forum. Planning and collaboration has 
continued since then core: reference group includes: 
Rasa FM: Thapelo Mokoto, Nompumelelo Magwaza, Gab, China, Ayanda, 
ManHlokes, Trevor Ngwane and Thabo Marfiens 
Imbau/a Ttrtst: Sibongile I/~umalo, 
INdymedia dhb): Silumko Radebe & Prishani Niadoo, Ahmed Virieva & Nicholas 
Dielteins 
Fiza oN the MouNtaiN: Sputla & Tolo 
LaNdless PeopleS Mot,emeNd. Comrade Zulu 
ANti-Pdu~tisatioN Fo,um (GauteNg): Comrade Windy 
Sosal Mo~:emeNts INdaba: ((~,e TowN). 

Further collaborating and potential contributing Johannesburg organisations and 
institutions Include: 
The Ma~ketPhotoWo~shop: John FleeIwood 
Digital Atts at Wits UNi~,,e~’s{ty: Professor Christo Doherty 

Ke/eketla Ldbva~7/ Dd// Hall: Rangoato Hlasane 
Hector" Pe~teSON Memorial/JohaNNesbugA~1 Ga//eO’: I~wezi Gule 
Rosa Luxembug Fouadatiov: Jos Martens 
P~uNdatio~jbr tIuma~ D~hls: ~%dile ~ijama 
Goethe Iastitute: Sou~ Africa: Ffl Ulla Wester 
~at~ya C}//ege: Nicholas Dielteins 
UNiue,~ ~flJohavvesbuW T~’e~,,o~" H~d~ov Memorial CFvt~e: Ffl- Ka~na Fink. 

Detailed list gl’RLX-~oNsoved actAgties scheduled jar 201 i; 

Period ActiviB/ Projected Outcomes Output Items 

Indicat Publication- 
or: of Outputs 

Dec. 
2010 
January 
2011 

To analyze & compare 
data archives, draw out -Final-draft Prepare 

manuscript key findings & evaluate manuscript; 

outlining key lessons learned. "Media 

content of To prepare final draft Activist 

"Media manuscript, prepare: for Handbook" 

Activist publication & approach 

Handbook" publishers. 

& detailing- To represent the "Media 

key findings content, tools and A.ctivi~t 

of the. methodology developed Handbook" 

Durban in the project in a public (ed.ofl000)plus 

Sings! Oral viewing activiey and -free-download 

History through an accessible on-line 

Project hands-on text 
- To complement the on- 
line/ off-line relation of 

-Critical media and cultural 
reviewiupdat activist practice: 

developed in the project 

Data analysis 
and    off-line 
editorial and 
organizing-the 
DURBANSIN 
GS audio 
archive 
Printing 

manuscript 
Final-editorial- 
and 
development- 
DURBAN- 
SINGS! text 
publication 
Design of 
Handbook 
Reproduction 
(1~ edition of 



March- 
J une 

2011 

e& xvriting 
editorial and- 
post- 
production 
of "Media- 
Activist: 
ttan.dbook~ 

Connecting 
Producer 
Networks 
Durban- 
JHB-Globe. 

One-week 
performative 
-audio 
media-&oral- 
histoU 
workshop. 
With       5 
members of 
DURBA_N 
SINGS!- 
editorial- 
collectives 
and    poet/ 
activists of 
theFanPal 
Project 
hosted by at 
Keleketla 
LibraU in the: 
inner city of 
Joburg 
involving 
also the JAG 
-Artbus’ (tbc) 

as a user-friendly text- 
based medium. 
- to encourage and equip 
off-line audiences to 
copy the tools and 
methodology of 
DURBAN SLINGS for 

communi~ and media 
development. 

To extend & strengthen 
networks of producers 
which the project has 
alrea@ initiated in a 
direct and productive 
workshop and 
participatory training 
format.    To    include 
members of the 
DURBAN SINGS! 
Collectives in     an 
immediate form    of 
publishing the work and 
passing-on         their 
experience to other 
media initiatives in other 
parts of the countU and 
the global village. 
To launch and distribute: 
the hard-copy DVD 
publication 

The Public-Launch of 
the walk-in-installation- 
of- ~Media-Activist 
Har~dbook*~ & entire 
DS! Archive for public 
listening & viewing in 
JHB(JAGi Drill-Hal- 
Gallery/GOETHEON 
MAIN)          Durban 
:(UKZN/DurbanArtGall 
e y) (tbc) 

ParticipatoU 
Workshop, 
presentation 
and walk-in- 
audio media 
environment 
based- 
resources& 
methods 
developed 
through 
DURBANSIN 
GS! Project 

500) 

Travel- 
Durban/ 
Joburg-Stipend 
Accommodati 
on 

Car hire 
KeleketlaLibrar 
y (service: bills) 
Material/ 
documentation 
Equipment 
hire 
Hospimli~ 
Coordination& 
facilitation-of 
D URBANSIN 
GS! Presence- 
JHB- Durban 
events. 

Durban 
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launch of 
DURBAN 
SINGS 
publication 
in special 
Wolpe 
Lecture 
event. 

July- 
Dec 
2011- 

Project 
Conclusion 

Project 
conclusion& 
financial 
reconciliation 
s and final- 
funding 
narrative- 
reporting, 
seminar 
presentations 
, conference 
participation. 
Hand-over’ 
process- 
project 
resources-to 
participant 
groups. 

Align-institutional and 
organizational-reporting- 
&-review processes. 
To-offer-practical 
options t-or moving the 
work forward. 

Financial Contingencies 
statements, UKZN 
account Adminis trative 
settling &filed- overheads 
project surcharge @ 
narrative- 10% 
reports& 
summaries. 

TracklV: 2011. Durban Sings & RASAfm lives! - From Joburg to the Globe: 

Object#~es a~d i~dicators J~elated to ou~ut 

Building listening bridges: consolidating online content and building offline tools. 

The project has reached critical phase where the various outcomes and outputs of the 

project activities are being concluded and aligned in order to conclude the Durban Sings! 

Project. The phase involves a process of tailor-making the media and communication tools 

and methods in a manner that will allow maximum access to the shared products of this 
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participatory research concerns for individual groups as well the broad collective and the 

supportive public whose energy has brought life to the initiative. 

We undertake this individual by assessment, reflections and evaluation of current facilities, 

particular needs and desires of participating groups. There is general awareness that a 

workable balance has to be reached in order to link online and offline tools and products 

so as to fine-tune these to given local circumstances, while at once also opening a view on 

the horizon of other additional means and options for future developments. 

There are four main ways the project seeks to do this; to be discussed in deeper detail in 

reflection section below: 

1. Finalize and distribute the ..{i.>{ii,,,.q".}ig:.~.iN~gTi::%*{ZS?" "" " " 

~.<":k:>~":..."~::g.g* ~:I,,~,~:g~:L,’,<:.t,,’~<2<!Y,. ,,"<,,~gg" .¢ DVD publication with audio outputs and interactive 
presentation of the: project activities. 

2. Host a public discussion and presentation of project activities and methods to a wider 
circuit of audiences and producers in order to raise the levels of public engagement and 
debate: on the prospects of the participatory media approaches adopted in project 
activities. 

3. Strengthening and building on the active grassroots media networks that have been 
created through out the project activities. Pursuing alternative community media 
initiatives that would put to action the skills and resources generated during the 
Durban Sings! Initiative in the day to day organizing activities of participating groups. 

4. Reaching out to new potentials and parmerships in other community groups as well as 
institutional parmers in the area of community history and archive depositories 
development. 

Project Indicators December 2010- June 2011 

I~clicator 1: Prorl~ctio~ a~rl 1)istril~tio~: 

Currently, project activities are focused on small-scale production and local distribution of 

D\,qD publication, reviewing and evaluating participant groups’ efforts in the use and 

maintenance of their dedicated web blog which was used to host local archives ofuploaded 

audio files, to ascertain whether this tool is of any use for the continued local organizing 

and community building activities of individual participant groups. 

The common blog for Durban Sings: http:i/wxx¢~.durbansings.wordpress.com has been 

updated, to date we have received 12,103 hits from interested readers and those searching 

for public archives of local histories of 1)urban; we are in the process of archiving all data 

on this site: and a new blog inter-phase has been applied in order to better organize the 

presentation of the content and allow- for easier navigation; the blog still functions as a 

’switchboard’ to the different parts of the archive for on-line listeners and facilitates 

communication between all the participants towards a shared creative goal of producing 

the interactive DVD publication. 
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The healthy levels of interest have the effect of increasing the distribution of project 

outputs to wider audiences and listener communities. 

Secondary effects: 

An impommt secondag g~ct that has emeged since the commencement of &e Dmban Shgs] Project is &e 
Owashd Portal ~ Onhne Archi~,<flor Commun@ Digital Content. 

The Qwasha ivitialhe has a regioval, co~rtim,tal avd global ode,tatiov, howeuer, &e iviliaI simatio, bad 
at~a of operatiov of &eproposedp~e~r will be o,, the eThekwivi Metropohta. Area (EMA) bad ~adous 
commuaities who a~v geographical.l), located wi&i, its bouvdades. 

7}e projec~ h a~rticipahd to begiv opem~io~rs jiom Scphmber 20~- Sc~hmber 20~2 bad MII be a 
pa,tmt&ip betweev &e Ce,mjM CT~d Sod<t)’ avd &e Goe&e I, st~tute & Ge,~vav C, ltuml Fo, adatiov- 
a #h qff]ces i~ Johammbm~ 

Inch’cator 2: Ech’torial Collectives: 

Another opportuni7 for a listening exchange across the diverse groups involved will also 

be provided by the contextual framework of Durban Sings as a local exchange of songs 

and stou-telling. The common blog http://www.durbansings.wordpress.com has served 

as a shared and public archive for a wider ’global’ audience and for the communities 

themselves. It has helped collect, develop and produce the final [)urban Sings DVD, which 

is a presentation of a selection of songs and stories in off-line format and as visible 

product. Such a common and communal production process has provided the opportunity 

t-or exchange and sharing between the different groups: each community/group had 

production teams of their local audio archive would send a representative with a pre- 

selected play-list of local audio production to a joint editing meeting xvhere the selection of 

tracks for the DVD would be finalized. On-line and off-line presentations could - in a long 

ter~n perspective - develop the form of a journal-like appearance with periodical 

publications and via the individual audio collections of local radio DJs. 
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Secondary effects: 

DURBAN SINGS! Audio reports, songs and stories for the Johannesburg producers 

A one-week workshop aimed at sharing, exploring and providing participants with tools, 
methods, background material and information to become active in the fields of audio 
radio/ communiey media and oral history archiving procedures. We wanted to practice, 
discuss and develop together and for your various groups and areas how they can actively 
adopt the methods and applications developed by the DURBAN SINGS project; and 
through this process develop a working audio media collective for Johannesburg. 

The activi~ will took the form of a dramatic walk-in audio media and oral history 
environment ~raveling with its producers from Durban to Johannesburg to extend and 
streng~chen the network of producers the project has initiated. 

A participatory audio media and oral history environment including: 

listening room and exhibition (documentation of ’slow broadcast’ and oral 
history tools in process) 
All parts of the environment facilitated by DURBAN SINGS producers 
(Bongisipho Phewa, Sandile Sekeleni, Molefi Ndlovu, Phndile Xulu & Molaudi 
Sekake.) 
on-line broadcast involving international participants and stations 
"pavement-broadcast" 



Trajectory of the project: 

- (audio) portray the diversi~ of people and communities active in cultural production and 
music through a variety of songs, views, issues, stories and audio reports 
- Making another <image/sound’ of Johannesburg to be heard ¢" x a living counter history") 
via an open on-line audio archive and a I)VD publication collectively produced and edited 
by all the participants. 



Aiming at: 
- Developing and articulating particular take on audio media productions that allow for 
citizen based productions and archiving activiBT within the interested members of forum 
and participant groups. 
- To initiate an audio production team and editing collective that could be based in 
Johannesburg and surrounding areas. (A pre.liminary group dra~ving from activists from 
Keleketla library, RASAfm, So-fire Town Collective, Imbaula Trust, Khanya College and 
JHB- Indymedia have expressed an interest in taking this work forward) 
- Making use of the procedures of the DURBAN SINGS project to develop xvays to 
organise and maintain media collectives in a horizontal and participatoU manner in / for a 
group of producers. 

Developing links and networks with other alternative media initiatives within 
Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town, the continent and the globe to f:acilitate cultural 
exchange and dialogue. 
- Additionally to the on-line and off-line audio publications, we also want to gather the 
experiences of communiey media production gained through this process in the release of 
an audio media activist DVD application, to ~vhich all participants are also invite to 
contribute below is a prospective: outline for the week’s activities: 

Thh is iv lira wi& &e project aim of buildivg ov-goivg /iaks to commua4{y media ivvitiatiues 

groups iv Johavmsbug, arouvd Sou& Afi~ica aad thro~ghout Afii~a a,~d &e globe iacludivg 

collecti~,es iv A~r~sha, Taazgvia ghited Afi~caa Alh~vce Commuv~ @ateO, Botswava, 

Nam&ia, Zimbabwe, Ke~,a ~API, Ghe~o Radi¢ Oukoo Ku~vi Mau Mau) , Ma~v~, 

Ugaada ( Cevte<~r Basic Resea~), E&i~ia ~ig,~g You& Asso~z~tio# Rwav& L~sotho 

~he N~,tio~al Uvhe~si# g~.eso&o), SwallOwed ~v~tlim A,tists gSwa~w~cO, Sie~’t~ Leone, 

B~u~l, USA flv(~media New Yo~k, Scribe, Malcom X G~uarmots Mouemeva 

Germany’SDR), Cavadag Tviue~si# g WYvdsoO, a~d Sou> Ko,~ea (Korea 

Uouvdatio~). 

Indicator 3: Connecting Producer Ne~orks: Durban-JHB-Globe. 

This part of the project moves from organizational development for local micro-media 
hubs, on-line distribution and network development through global ’call-for-response’ 
("Remixing African Oral History for a Global Audience") to a public audio media/ oral 
history and street theatre workshop in Johannesburg (Keleketla Library ) launching the 
final hard-cover publication and preparing for a global audio media intervention to tour 
across the geographic North to contribute to the: process of launching an on-line global 
platform for on-going peer-to-peer media activist exchange and mutual collaboration. 

This objective is realized through a One-week performative-au&’o media hub 
installation and oral-histoup" training workshop. With up to 5 members of DURBAN 
SINGS!-editorial-collective members and poets/activists of theFanPal Project hosted by at 
Keleketla Library in the inner cib~ of Joburg involving also the Trevor Huddleson Museum 
based in Sophia Town 

To-extend-&streng~hen networks of producers which the project has already initiated in a 
direct and productive workshop format.& to include members of the DURBAN SINGS 
collectives in an immediate form of publishing the work and passing on their experience. 



The Public-Launch of fine’, walk-in-installation-of- "Media-Acti~4st Handbook" and the’, 
entire online and offline DS! Archive for public listening & viewing in creative 
collaboration with artists and media producers from JHB through the Johannesburg Art 
Gallery     (JAG)/     I)rill-t tall-Gallery/GOETt tEON MAIN,     Durban     :( 
UKZN/DurbanArtGallery, Durban Sings!. 

In coming online links and networks July 2010-June 2011include the follovNng: 

DURBAN SINGS! Remixing African Oral History for a global audience. 
Vol: 1. DVD publication. (tTnal edi£on to be ~leased~l/~.st 18 201/) 

A short video clip consisting of air remix from the Durban Sings! archive was 
produced on this youtube page: 
htrp:/ix,awv.youtube.com!watch?v= qtU5t2kUMSg 

Durban sings! Workshop with Jozi Producers Program can be accessed on this link: 

http:i/ccs.ukzn.ac.za!de~;ault.asp?11,62 photo slides of the event are also posted 
lnere: 
http: / /www.facebook.comi mediai set/ Pox / ?set= a.191863864183 279.34811.17 5 
816109121388 

A Call for response was publicized ~videly m the IMC Africa initiative a link to the site can be 

found here: http:iiimc-africa.mayfirst.orgiaggregator/sourcesi4 

Durban Sings! Producers were invited to present at the KZN Music Imbizo 
planned for Augvst 2011 in Durban a feature of the project was publicized here: 
http:i/kzn- 
musicimbizo.co.za/index.php?option= com_content&view=arficle&id= 53%3Ad 
urban-sings-radio-mix-&catid= 1%3Alatest-new s&lang= en 

An exciting new collaboration with newly launched radio Durban is underway, a 
feature of the Durban Sings! Project can be found on finis link: 
http:! / ra&odurban.com/ 

A positive review of the Durban Sings! project was featured by Julie Drizin for 
The Association of Independents in Radio, Inc, (AIR), public radio’s vibrant 
social and professional network of reporters, producers, and sound artists blogs 
here about Makers Quest 2.0 ~MQ2) and other inventive projects and producers 
that are driving the evolution of public media, new journalism, and fresh 
approaches to craft read more here: http:iiw~,av.mq2.org/durban-sings-africa- 
remixed 

A Yahoo! Music page has been created for the Durban Sings project for easier 
navigation and listening to fine archive that is online, it can be accessed here: 
http:i/new.music.yahoo.com!durban-sings / 

Durban Sings! ttelping ordinary people find their voices. Innovations in Local 
Sustainability: Good Practice from Ethekwini. Published by the Corporate Policy 
Unit; Written by: Fezile Njokweni and ~kmanda Dray. EThe~vini Municipally, 
Durban, South Africa; First Edition, Copyright © eThe~vini Municipality 2010. 

DURBAN SINGS rough radio mix (13:33) http:/iww~,.gruenrekorder.de 

AFRICA; SOUTH AFRICA; DURBAN SINGS! Volume 38, No I (2010), Issue 
I: "PO\VER AND PROTEST", Oral History Journal, Oral History, and Oral 
History Society. The British Library, London. 
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Through its wide-spread on-line presence, it’s local Editorial Collectives, multiple 
producers and collective approach, through national and international re-broadcasts 
and contributions, DURBAN SINGS continues to spread a message that ’grass-roots 
media’ is alive, achievable and can thrive in former disadvantaged communities in SA 
and around the: world, www.durbansings~wordpress.com 

Key Lessons learned: 

An important critical observation of the first phase (Pilot) is that the timeframe was 
tight and the pressure on local producers and t~acilitators was veU high. There was little 
time to review and consolidate the learning on all sides. For a solid foundation of the 
local audio media and oral histoU work to be established, it proved to be necessaU to 
move on slower than predicted so that the local media-hubs are still to be considered in 
their ’inl~ancy’ as far as media production and output are concerned; distribution and 
networking are still ’close-range’ and ’patchy’. 

For example a workable balance and linking of on-line and off-line tools and products 
needs to be fine-tuned to given local circumstances, while at once also opening a view 
on the horizon of other additional means and options for future developments. 

A reflection of output distribution and a practical understanding of’broadcast research’ 
remains to be addressed together with and for each of the editorial collectives involved. 
Preliminary efforts aimed at, linking the project and its activities beyond the local is 
gradually taking place, through contacts such as xvith the Ulwazi Indigenous Knowledge 
Project hosted by Ethekwini library services; Kcleketla Library in J ohannesburg or 
Cjam radio in Canada and the Sinomlando Oral History Centre based in 
Pietermaritzburg; these contacts continue to be fruitful and productive. The local IT 
situation in the communities remains extremely minimal, needs maintenance and 
updates. 

As the project moves forward to Phase 2 (Incubator phase). A thorough analysis and 
aggregation of data archives and other sound outputs of the entire Durban Sings oral 
interview archive of the project that was generated in the pilot stages will be 
undertaken. This will involve a process of tailor-making the media and communication 
tools and methods jointly with the individual groups by assessing and reflecting their 
current facilities, particular needs and desires. 

Moving forward beyond a facilitated stage of the project, the above described online 
platform for direct peer-to-peer exchange will require close creative collaboration with 
sot~K~-are- and web-developers to identify and establish a suitable framework. Such 
contributors still need to be found. 

Achievements thus far: 

- pioneering audio media and oral history methods in communi~; development 
- pioneering collective ’slow broadcast’ methods as a challen~ng alternative to existing 
media standards based on audiences that can make their own media 

Training and equipping young people of ’under-resourced’ communities through a 
collective production inspiring them to make advances by relying on their own creativity 
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- creatively engineering platforms of exchange and communication systems through which 

communities ’at the’, peripheries’ can network and organize themselves and make, their 

voices heard 

Promoting and practicing resource and knowledge sharing between community 

organizations and wider academia. 

promoting and amplifying another, more open and participatory media through a 

collective work with multiple producers and international contributors based on creative 

commons, share alike and open source understanding of ICT use 

Evaluation of project findings. 

As Durban Sings! Project cycle comes to an end; active efforts have been made to link 

the Durban producer network with alternative media platforms such as the Independent 

Media Center: Indymedia was dedicated to providing "real-time" information to readers 

as part of a larger anti-capitalist movement had several maior consequences regarding its 

relationship to traditional iournalism, the rel%~ing of-specific information from 

"ne~vsworthy" e, vents immediately brought Indymedia into a closer relationship with 

iournalistic activity. Second, Indymedia was grounded in a radical critique of the 

corporate press. IMC iournalism is more directly linkable to the tradition of "alternative 

media" and "alt. journalism" that has existed for hundreds of years, ever since the start of- 

journalism itsel£ 

The, Durban Sings! Pro)ect sent three representative, s to participate in the’, alternative 

media activities at the World Social Forum in Dakar Senegal from the, 2end to 

February 2011. We were representing the South Africa collective of the IMC 

convergence Centre aimed at building an Africa wide platform for alternative media and 

citizen based media production. The Inde, pendent Media Center is a network of 

collectively run media outlets for the, creation of radical, accurate, and passionate 

revealing of marginal critical voices of truth and )ustice: 

http :iiw~.indymedia.orgienistaticiabout. shtml. 

IMC-Africa is a working group of Media Activists from Africa and the rest of the world, 
engaged since 2003 in the promotion of independent media in Africa. Projects of IMC 
Africa involved a conference in Dakar, Senegal to the theme of media in Africa, the 
promotion and assistance of various African IMC’s and two further events where IMCA 
facilitated the creation of Independent Media Centres at the WSF in Bamako, Mali, 2006 
and in Nairobi, Kenya 2007.Following from the recent success of the IMC-Africa 
convergence center which was organized; activists and practitioners agreed that there xvas 
a need to further consolidate the work achieved and create a shared vision about ho~v the 
network will relate hence-forth. The occasion of the UN Conference of Parties 17 on 
Climate change planned for Nov 28- Dec 09 2011 in Durban South Africa, offers the 
opportunity for such an Africa vdde consolidation to occur. 

The local IT situation in the communities remains extremely minimal, needs maintenance 
and updates. The project has moved forward to Phase 2 (Incubator phase). In this stage of 
project activities; focus has been directed at making a thorough analysis and aggregation of 
data archives and other audio visual outputs of the entire Durban Sings oral interview 
archive that was generated in the pilot stages. This has involved a process of tailor-making 
the media and communication tools and methods jointly vdth the individual groups by 
assessing and reflecting their current facilities, particular needs and desires. The extensive 
archive of recordings which has been generated which roughly consist of interviews with at 



least three representatives (3) of local development practitioners/ organizations in the 
specific site’., two (2) representatives from local authorities such as a local councillor, five (5) 
respondents who are considered local experts on the histon/of the particular community, 
three (3) respondents from Churches or religious societies from each site and seven (7) 
respondents who would represent a sample of the demographic content of each site e.g. 
gender, age, literacy level, size, and race. A Total of twenty (20) semi- formal intenTiews in 
each of the sites have been collected by this project in total one hundred and eighty (180) 
audio interviews have been generated at the end of the project. 

On August 14 2011, a final Wolpe Lecture event is being planned in orde, r to present, 

reflect and distribute the hard-copy DVD publication: DURBAN SINGS! Remixing 

At’rican Oral History for a global audience. ¥o1: 1. to an audience of up to ,300 

community members including especially those who agreed to be interviewed for the audio 

media archive. 

A reflection of ou~ut distribution and a practical understanding of ’broadcast research’ 

remains to be addressed together with and for each of the editorial collectives involved. 

Preliminary efforts aimed at, linking the project and its activities beyond the local is 

gradually taking place, through contacts such as the Goethe Institute supporting a 

dedicated seIwer and online digital media archive to cover a wider array of themes and 

communities across the EthekTvini Municipal Area (EMA) anticipated to run from 

September 2011- September 2012. 

Word of thanks: 

We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to the R()~;’A 
FOUNDATION, for the financial support for the Durban Sings Project. For the loving 
support and humane interest they have provided throughout this long ioumey. Particular 
mention goes to the Fantastic 31ohannesburg office: Dr. Annin Osmanovic, Mr. 
Martins, Ms. Rose K2qumalo, Mrs Esther Bango, Mrs. Babara Hime and the rest of the 
staff at RLF; Siyabonga. 

The project is also grateful for the institutional support and leadership shown by the 
University of KwaZulu Natal; Prot~: 31. 31" Meyerowits (Registrar); Prof Vishnu Padayachee 

(Past Head of School: SODS), Prof. Patrick Bond (Director: CCS) and the rest of our 
colleagues and visitors at the Centre for Civil Society, without your guidance and support 
the project could not have reached the highs it has. 

Final gratitude go to the Ethekwini Municipality, all the contributors, participants, teachers, 
parents, Amakhosi of Ethekwini area, members of editorial collectives who were the life 
and soul of the project; may your days be many. 

Finances: 

Please see financial report on separate page. 
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- Alan Fowler 

"It seems that the reasons why we 

thought a revolutbn impossible 

were wrong, our identificatbn of the 

agents of change was misguided 

and our understanding of how 

collective mobilisation happens was 

too narrow. We need new ways to 

capture what is happening on the 

ground through the eyes of these 

countries’ people. 

"Informed by social movement 

theory about actors, agency and 

how change happens, we ended 

up asking the wrong questions as 

to why the people have risen. In 

Egypt, Tunisia and Yemen, was there 

an organised social movement? 

Certainly not: Did they have visible 

leadership? No. Did they have 

a massive, or at least significant, 

following? Not in the conventbnal 

(Mariz 

Tadros, IDS 

Bulletin, 7 
February, 

2011) 

With 
these words at the back of my 

mind, I visited Cairo in early May at 

the invitation of Plan International. 
Here, my work required visits to 

the city’s slums and neglected 

neighbourhoods. It involved 

(translated) discussions with 
young men and women who had 

been active on the streets during 

the revolution, listening to the 

experiences of savings and loan 

associations run by women, as 

well as the stories of members of 
women’s literacy groups. The post- 

revolutionary sense of empowerment 

I was told, become more assertive 
in tone and more public centred in 
terms of their hopes and demands. 
Through their eyes and stories, the 
most important gain from all the 
unrest and violence seemed as much 
about restoring their dignity as it was 
about winning freedom. 

Why did this political outpouring 
happen now and not a year back, 
or a year hence? What is it that 
we, as observers and analysts 
of these unanticipated events, 
missed? Explanations abound about 
the multiple contributory reasons 
for revolt: high levels of youth 
unemployment; rigged elections 
and an illegitimate regime; endemic 
corruption; inflated food prices; 
abuse of human rights with impunity 
for the abusers; oppression of political 
parties; playing up fear of an "Islamic 
threat"; reported regime instigation 
of sectarian violence and bombings 
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for all these issues. We note people’s 

reactions to them in forms that we 
can understand because they 

resemble expressions of NGOs and 

in real time. This new political space 

to self-organise seems now to be a 

reality. Enhancing the capacity of 

Egyptians to make use of that space 

disobedience as the means to 

achieve the civic ends of a new, 
non-autocratic political dispensation. 

A third lesson is to rethink leadership 

and followership that an upcoming 

"connected generation" will value 

and trust because, as Clay Shirky 

(2008) suggests, beyond the failure of 

political parties, in the socio-politics of 

organising, "here comes everybody". 

formal civil society organisations 

with which we are familiar. But what 

we do not see, or even look for, are 
what Jeffrey Goldfarb (2006) calls 

the "politics of the kitchen table". 

This describes the discussions and 
struggles of farnilies who function in 

all walks of life as they make sense 

of what is happening to and around 

them, and decide where to invest 
their energy. Those taking to the 

streets were not "organised civil 

society". They were traders fed up 

with bribing the police. They were 

office workers from corporations 

big and small. They were middle- 

class professionals from many fields 

alongside factory workers and 

small-scale subsistence farmers from 
along the banks of the river Nile. 

They were the unemployed and 

unemployable. They were people 

with disabilities. They were, simply, 

Egyptian citizens who had, for years, 

been denied a sense of self-worth, 
who were collectively fed up enough 

to overcorne fear and redefine the 

situation for themselves, not as the 
power holders would have them 

believe it to be. 

will be a major challenge with a long 

time frame. 

I came away with many lessons. 

Three stand out for civil society 

Jeffrey Goldfarb, 2006, The Politics 

of Small Things: the Power or 

Powerlessness in Dark Times, University 

of Chicago Press. 

researchers. One is to look beyond 

the usual expressions of organised 

civil society to find the drivers and 

places of civic energy. That is, to 

fully comprehend the organic 

stuff of power at micro level and 

its connections. Second is to look 
for civic energy that is "uncivil" 

and potentially destabilising. In the 

case of Egypt, this means working 

through the paradox of using public 

Clay Shirky, 2008, Here Comes 

Everybody: The Power of Organizing 

Without Organizations, Penguin, 

New York. 

Alan Fowler is a former President 
of ISTR and an affiliated professor 

of civil society and internatbnal 

development at the Internatbnal 

Institute of Social Studies of Erasmus 
University, Rotterdam. He is resident in 

So uth Africa. 

The process was spontaneous and 

virtually leaderless. Figureheads came 

and went but were not legitimated 

or, it would appear, needed to hold 



The analysis shows that almost four-fifths (80%) of the network members 

reside in African countries, with the remaining one-fifth living in Europe and 

America. Our members come from 13 different African countries, including 

South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania, Senegal, Uganda, Chad, Ethiopia, 

Cameroon, Zimbabwe, Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt. 

Similarly, the group appears to represent a good balance of practitioners 

and academic researchers, with 63% of nelwork members employed by 

academic institutions and 37 employed by NGOs. 

We also asked nelwork 

members about their 
areas of specialisation 

and expertise. We found 

that the most popular 

words respondents used 

to characterise their 
work were "democracy", 

"governance" and 

"development". These 

words appeared in one- 

third of members’ free 
format descriptions of 

their research interests. 

In contrast, we found 
that just more than 10% 

of respondents refer fo 

"poverty" and slightly 

over 5% mention "social 

movements". 



iJiJ n their latest book, Poor 
ii Economics, Abhi]it Baner]ee 
iiiii and Esther Dutlo present a 
highly readable overview of the 
problems facing the world’s poor, 
as well as the most effective ways 
of overcoming those problems. The 
book covers the usual suspects of 
poverty research (health, education, 
nutrition, family size, and financial 
access), and provides an overview 
of the findings from Randomised 
Control Trials. It reads as a non- 
technical summary of their research 
over the past two decades and is 
completely free of economic ]argon 
and theoretical grand-standing, 
making the book accessible to non- 
economists. 

Those more familiar with RCT 

research will find the countless stories 
and anecdotes enlightening and 

informative. By painting a nuanced 

picture of the lives and choices 

of the poor, we are better able to 

understand the sometimes elusive 
logic that drives households, families 

and individuals to make the choices 
they do. 

Yet it must be said that although the 

book is filled with colourful vignettes 

and moving anecdotes, the authors 

do not base their recommendations 
on a few personal encounters, as 

is so often the case in qualitative 

research. Rather, they use the 

anecdotes as emotionally pleasing 

poster-boys for the less palatable 

RCTs that litter the end-notes of 
every chapter and convince the 

reader that this is all based on highly 

legitimate stuff. 

One of the lasting motifs of the book 
is the humanisation of the poor. By 
placing their evidence in the wider 
sociological context that poor 
people inhabit, we begin to see that, 
while their world is vastly different 
from our own, the contradictions and 
complexities inherent in all human 
behaviour are no less prevalent 
among the poor. 

Another notable feature of the book 
is the companion website (vvww. 
pooreconomics.com). The site 
provides dowNoadable data for 
every chapter of the book, as well 
as data visualisations and extensive 
references and research links. There 
is an entire section devoted to 
"Teaching the book", which provides 
lecture notes, problem sets, podcasts 
and assignments for every chapter. 
Keeping in step with the pragmatic 
ethos of the book, the website’s 
"What you can do" section has 
links to a number of organisations 
involved in various projects around 
the world. 

In their concluding chapter, the 

authors highlight "five key lessons" 

which emerge from their research. 

f~.:.I.~ c i.~: g ~ c: ! ~ n :.~i 
Banerjee and Du~lo are both highly 
decorated economists from MIT and 
well regarded in both academic 
and policy circles. In 2003, they 
cofounded the Adbul Latif Jameel 
Poverty Action Lab (J-PAL), which 
aims to ’reduce poverty by ensuring 
that policy is based on scientific 
evidence’. Their method of choice 
is using Randomised Control Trials 
(RCTs) to test the impact of an 
intervention. In the same way that a 
medical trial would test the impact 
of a drug by randomly assigning 
individuals to an experiment group 
(who receive the drug) or a control 
group (who receive a placebo), 
RCTs in the social sciences test the 
impact of interventions such as 
increased textbook provision, or free 
immunisation. In much the same 
fashion as the medical experiment, 
individuals or villages are assigned 
to an experiment group (receive 
additional textbooks) or a control 
group (no additional textbooks) 
and the outcomes are compared. 
As the authors explain: "Since the 
individuals assigned to different 
treatments are exactly comparable 
(because they were chosen at 
random), any difference between 
them is the effect of the treatment". 



The classification is both interesting 

and informative: 

~i } iiir~fo~im~ci~iii:~:;~i~’~ d.:~>/:tci~:~:~.r~cy - the 

poor often lack information, such 

as the benefits of immunisation and 

early education, or the higher HIV 

prevalence among older men. 

2} ii.x::~ic~,~:: .¢q =~:::~iccess - they lack access 

fo financial products such as savings 

and retirement accounts, as well as 
medically enhanced products like 

chlorinated water, iodised salt and 

fortified cereals, all of which could 

substantially improve their lives. 

3) MiissMg M:~::~@:Ms - Although 
there are success stories of markets 
emerging to meet the needs of the 
poor (micro credit, for one), many 
times the conditions for a market 
to emerge on its own are simply 
not there. This deprives the poor of 
services that would enhance their 
lives, especially health insurance and 
no-frills savings accounts. 

4} Tt:~:~: ii:h~:~:~,:~:~, iis: Rather than predatory 

elites, the Ideology, Ignorance, and 

Inertia of experts, aid workers and 

local policy makers often explain 

why policies fail and why aid does 

not have the desired effect. Rather 

than continually pointing to abstract 

conspiracy theories that are difficult 

to prove, we should focus on the 

errors we know we are making. 

!!!i;) ii~"~c~:.::~:~:~.cii~ ~:~:::~:::p:~:~.ciiciiiicm~::~ - the poor 

often do not know what they are 

entitled to from local government, 

as the authors conclude: ’’ Politicians, 

whom no one expects to perform, 

have no incentive to try improving 

people’s lives". Furthermore, low 

expectations of their own capabilities, 

as well as their children’s educational 

capabilities, become self-fulfilling 

prophecies. 

Throughout the book, the authors 
highlight what solutions have worked 
in the past and why. They make 
numerous thoughtful proposals 
about the way forward but their 
most valuable contribution is their 
pragmatism in tackling the global 
problem of poverty. Although there 
are institutional deficiencies in many 
developing countries, these do not 
negate the possibility of improving 
governance and policy, they argue. 
Indeed, their research shows that 
improvements can be made in 
spite of these institutional deficits. 
Thoughtful policies that nudge people 

in the right direction can have large 

impacts: "We may not have much to 

say about macroeconomic policies 

or institutional reform, but don’t let the 
modesty of the enterprise fool you: 

Small changes can have big effects". 

After removing the straitjacket 

of academic formality, Banerjee 

and Dullo provide a flowing and 

detailed portrait of the lives of poor 

people. They are content to confine 
their world-class research methods 

and award-winning techniques 

to the end-notes of the book and 
instead give centre stage to the 

problern at hand: global poverty. 

This combination of technical rigour, 

readability and pragmatism is 

likely to make this book a classic in 

development economics literature. 

By moving beyond platitudes and 

ideological dogmas, they show us 

that a small group of thoughtful, 

committed researchers can change 

the way we look at poverty, and 

hopefully, the way to eradicate it. 

Nicholas Spaull is a research student 

at the Department of Economics, 

University of Stellenbosch. He studies 

the impact of poverty on learning 

and education in South Africa. 

Much ink has been used recently in writing conqmentaries on the vortex of,,F.~ ~ris]ncg,.~ in ~he 
Arab woHcL Starting as spontaneous reactions ~o the seJfdmmola~en of the Tunisian s~reet 

vendor, Mohamed Bouaz~zi, these upr~sk~gs were reactions to iong-s~and~ng sodai and 
economic grievances of the masses against the ruling el~te. The fa~l of the regimes ~n Tunisia 

and Egypt ~n quick succession as a result of the power of politics on the street, and the 
speed with which such mass demonstrations and revolts spread to the res~ of the Middle 

East and North Africa, left many political regimes shaken, 

iiii ................. ive months since the fall of the 

ii ................. Tunisian regime, questions are 
iiii emerging regarding whether 

the much-celebrated "Arab Spring" 
was not a fagade. Was there really 
"a revolution" in Tunisia and Egypt? 
"Post-revolution" events in these two 
countries, as well as the ongoing 

ill-intentioned attempts by NATO to 

sustain a civil war in Libya under the 

false pretense of "protecting the 

Libyan people", suggest that the 

so-called "revolutions" have been 
far from transformative. Instead, they 

are turning out to be iterations of 

regime change. These developments 

point to limitations in the power of 
the people in transforming the state, 

specifically in Tunisia and Egypt, but 

more fundamentally in a peaceful 
overthrow of Gaddafi’s regime in 

Libya. 

While the reasons for these outcomes 



are many and contested, I advance 
lwo that hinge on Gramsci’s concept 

of hegemony. Hegemony in the 
Gramscian sense helps explain how 
the old order in Tunisia and Egypt 
has refused to die. But it also explains 
the possibilities for a new order to 
be born. The first reason, I argue, is 
the illusion of a revolution among 
both protesters and commentators. 
The second is the political interests 
of Western powers, who appear 
benevolent and supportive of 
the popular course while covertly 
undermining the will of the Arab 
people. 

Regarding the first of these reasons, 
it is instructive to note that the so- 
called "new regimes" in both Tunisia 
and Egypt have included influential 
figures of the old regimes. In the 
case of Tunisia, a fragile coalition 
crafted to run the country in the 
interim is a product of elite bargains 
that may not necessarily result in 
great change. The situation in Egypt 
is even more poignant, as it is slowly 
retlecting a scenario where one 
Mubarak is being replaced with 
a council of many Mubaraks. For 
Egypt, this is not the first time that 
outpourings of protest have resulted 
in regime changes. In 1952, protests 
by thousands of young Egyptians 
precipitated the young officers’ coup 
against King Farouk. Since then, the 
army has remained the hegemonic 
political force firmly embedded in the 
Egyptian political fabric, determining 
who runs the government through 
outright dictatorship or competitive 
dictatorships following shambolic 
elections. Replacing Mubarak with 
a military supreme council translates 
to continuity of this hegemonic role 
of the army in Egyptian politics, as 
leaders of the protest movements 
have been excluded from the 
running of the state in the interim. 
The important question remains: are 
we likely to see new waves of mass 
protests when Egyptians realise that 
nothing much has changed? Yes, 
people will continue to agitate and 
this is likely to result from the army’s 
attempts to embalm the dethroned 
Mubarak. Nonetheless, it is highly 

unlikely that we will again see mass 
outpourings of a magnitude seen in 
early February. This is due to fatigue of 
the protestors and, more so, because 
of the palliative measures that the 
army continues to take in placating 
the people. 

To comprehend the second reason 
why radical transformation may 
never come to pass, the words of 

John Quincy Adams aptly capture 

the role the US and her NATO allies 
play in the political games in the 
region: "America does not go abroad 
in search of monsters to destroy. 

She is the well-wisher to freedom 
and independence of all. She is the 
champion and vindicator only of 

her own". Some Western critics have 
gone into overdrive in dismissing the 
revolutions as pointing to the illiberal 
attitudes of the "new regimes", 
and lobbying for the Obama 

administration to ensure that the US 
does not lose its hegemonic status in 
the region. The aim is to ensure that 
whoever comes into power in the 
ongoing civil war in Libya, as well as 

across the Red Sea in Yemen and in 
the broader region, is firmly tethered 

to the West. It is indeed because of 
this self-interest that the US has been 
complicit in killing or neutering any 
progressive uprisings throughout 
the world. In this regard, oil and 
geopolitical strategic interests are 
important explanatory factors for the 

interventions of the US and NATO in 
Libya compared to their deafening 

silences, or mere condemnations, 

in Yemen, Syria, Bahrain and Saudi 
Arabia, where the force used by 
the regimes against peaceful 
demonstrators has been equally as 

brutal. 

It will be interesting to see what 
happens in Libya after Gaddafi. 
Might Libya turn out fo be another 
Iraq or Somalia? I argue fhaf if 
may well be. The longer Gaddafi’s 
autocracy lives, while his latter-day 
political competitors - former allies 

turned foes - continue fo drink from 
the poisoned chalices fhaf the West 
freely hands fo them in the name of 
protecting the Libyan people, the 
greater the likelihood of extremist 
nationalism taking roof. This is already 
happening in Yemen, where the 
ongoing counter-hegemonic wars 
have wrestled control of the popular 
struggle from the peaceful non- 
violent protest movement in favour 
of AI Qaeda. If would be a sad day 
for democracy were such forces to 
master the critical mass and attempt 

to turn these states into theocracies, 
as this is a certain way to create 

new fronts for the so-called "War on 
Terror". 

Despite the challenges, I propose 

that reforms will continue in the 
Middle East, albeit in most instances, 
in slow and measured steps. People 
are definitely likely to go back to the 
streets to protest against that which 
they deem too oppressive. But, at 

the moment, the tide seems to have 
turned against the emergent social 
movements because the congruence 
of hegemonic powers (local and 
global) have conspired to ensure that 

real transformation of the Arab state 
does not happen. If the popular will 
is ever to become the hegemonic 
force, it needs to guard against elite 
bargains, at the same time being 
careful of the supposed benevolent 
support of the West. 

Jacob Mati is a research student and 
PhD candidate at the University of the 

Witwatersrand. He is also a member 
of the ISTR Board and part of the ISTR 
Africa organising committee. 



WORLD ASSEMBLY 

ASSEMSLEE MONDIA.LE 

O TREAL 

CIVICUS invites civil society practitioners, researchers, activists, 

concerned business leaders and representatives from development 

agencies to share ideas and experiences on strengthening citizen 

participation and engagewith donors and government representatives. 

The World Assembly actively engages all parts of civil society to work 

together across sectors in tackling sustainable development and 

human rights issues. 

Through plenary sessions, interactive activities, learning exchanges 

and social activities, the World Assembly’s strength is its ability to act as 

a forum where traditionally unconnected sectors engage in dialogue 

to act collaboratively towards the strengthening of civil society. 

Theme for 2011 

Under the overarching slogan, "Acting Together for a Just World’~ 

the 2011 World Assembly theme is ’Civil Society and Global 

Decision-Making: Doing it Better: 

542 delegates at the World Assembly (52% 

women) including 62 Youth Assembly 

delegates 

94 countries represented with 32% delegates 

from developing countries 

133 panellists, workshop facilitators and 

speakers 

3 plenary sessions on Economic Justice 

Development Effectiveness and Climate Justice 

2 live radio broadcasts of BBC’s World Have Your 

Say from the Youth and World Assemblies 

A "Flash mob" by the Youth Assembly on the 

streets of Montreal 

The impact of issues like human rights, climate justice, 

development effectiveness, women’s rights and labour rights is 

felt at the local level.Yet, more a nd more freq uently, policydecisions 

are being made at the global level. Populated by governments, multi- 

lateral institutions, multinational corporations and large international 
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Chapter 2: Economic Promises and Pitfalls of South Africa’s World Cup 

By Patrick Bond & Eddie Cottle 

Introduction 

What were the costs and benefits of hosting soccer’s great festival? Economic 

consultants like Grant Thornton1 and KPMG~ issued one rosy report after the other 

prior to, during, and after the 2010 World Cup3, There were two standard claims of 

benefits: a ’massive infusion of cash’ into South Africa, resulting in higher Gross 

Domestic Product and state tax revenues, as well as more jobs, and the ’rebranding’ 

allegedly required for both new Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and tourism. Setting 

speculation about the future aside, in general, there are several problems with 

mainstream economic accounting: failure to consider opportunity costs of the state 

investments; refusal to incorporate negative social and environmental ’externalities’; 

and the lack of cognisance of dangerous foreign debt and foreign exchange outflow 

overhangs associated with the World Cup (which in South Africa are amongst the most 

extreme of any emerging market) 

These problems are extremely costly. They not only partially offset World Cup benefits 

calculated in purely economic growth terms, but also cause political-economic and 

political-ecological problems that mainstream economists rarely comprehend, much 

less measure. Even factors that lend themselves to measurement are hotly contested. 

Overall estimates of capital expenditure changed dramatically over time, with the 

amount of R22 billion for stadiums and related infrastructure often cited5, Although the 

upgrade of other infrastructure is more complicated, it is estimated by South African 

Finance Minister, Pravin Gordhan to amount to R18 billion6. Other benefits of a 

pecuniary character include ticket sales, broadcast sales, advertising, hotel and 

restaurant trade (highly uneven) and direct revenue from related sales (much of which 

went to Chinese suppliers). Downstream spin-off benefits are harder to estimate, for 

they include expenditures on building materials, services-related job creation, and 

longer-term benefits associated with a successful hosting that in turn attract tourism 

and foreign investors. 7 Some commentators put the overall estimate of benefits at R93 

billion.8 



Is it accurate to declare the World Cup an unequivocal success for South Africa based on 

these figures? To assess such claims and to provide countervailing information about 

costs not usually calculated, this chapter: 

considers the experiences of other countries who had been hosts of the FIFA 

World Cup, 

recalls claims made of economic multipliers South Africa would enjoy, 

puts the World Cup’s economic distortions in context, and 

raises questions about both the economic sustainability of World Cup 

investments and limited trickle-down benefits that reach poor South Africans. 

Lessons of overspending and exaggerated benefits 

Before South Africa’s bid to host the 2010 World Cup there was already a body of 

knowledge consisting of both ex-ante and ex-post studies regarding the economic 

impact of mega-sports events on host countries and host cities. One thing that all hosts 

have in common is reporting from supporters of the bids that inevitably show a large 

economic windfall for the host country. On the other hand, ex-post evaluations "tend to 

find hardly any significantly positive income and employment effects from World Cups, 

Olympic Games, other large scale sporting events and/or the associated investments in 

stadia") Moreover, the predicted impact studies are generally inaccurate when 

projecting costs and benefits for the host country and cities. 

A 1994 World Cup impact report by a large private US consulting firm, AECOM 

Technology Corporation, predicted a benefit of $4 billion; but an ex-post study found 

that there were overall net costs to the US host cities’ economies of $9.26 billion.1° The 

recent financial crash of the Greek economy was in part blamed on the 2004 Athens 

Olympics which cost nearly $11 billion by current exchange rates, double the initial 

budget. Most of the sports infrastructure is barely used and stands empty,n Further, 

Symanski’s (2002) study of twenty of the world’s largest economies over the past 30 

years, many of which either hosted the Olympics or Soccer World Cup at least once, 

came to the conclusion that the growth of these countries was significantly lower in the 



soccer World Cup years.12 Similarly, Matheson’s (2005) regression analysis of taxable 

sales in Florida, USA from 1980 to mid-2005 found that the World Cup and World Series 

baseball championships actually reduced taxable sales in host regions of $34.4 million 

per event.13 

The prior World Cup is also illustrative. Wolgang Maennig (2007) conducted the first 

ex-post study of the 2006 World Cup in Germany, where it was predicted that 

investments worth �6 billion would increase income growth between �2 and �10 

billion and generate up to 10,000 additional jobs. These estimates were based upon 

studies carried out by Ahlert 2000, Capital 2006, Deutse Industrie und Handelskammer 

2006, Deutse Postbank AG 2005 and 2006, and Kurscheidt 2004. His study was 

conducted over 111 months from January 1998 to March 2007, and found that "in none 

of the respective match venues did the effect of the sporting event on unemployment 

differ significantly from zero".14 Not only were employment claims exaggerated, there 

was also no meaningful boost to the German economy25 In fact, a survey undertaken by 

the Duetsche Industrie und Handelskammertag (German Association of Chamber of 

Industry) found that only 15 percent of the members replied that they expected positive 

spin-offs while 83 percent expected no net effects and 2 percent expected negative 

effects of the World Cup.16 The director of the German Institute for Economic Research, 

Gert Wagner, concluded, "The World Cup’s contribution to economic growth has been 

negligible. It was great fun. Nothing more, nothing less". The main beneficiaries of the 

World Cup were FIFA and the German Soccer Association DFB, which cashed in �187 

million ($254 million) and �21 million respectively27 

When considering where to host the World Cup, FIFA’s financial imperatives 

predominate. South Africa illustrates how FIFA can override any concerns expressed for 

the huge capital outlay and state mega-subsidies required, especially when it came to 

moving the location of the Cape Town stadium from Athlone to Green Point. As 

witnessed in 1994 in the US and in 2002 in Japan and Korea, FIFA’s desire to expand its 

market means willingness to grant hosting rights to countries where there is no mass 

appeal for soccer, provided that the host country satisfies FIFA’s budgetary and 

commercial interests28 Neither country had a large existing infrastructure for soccer, so 

South Korea built ten new stadiums at a cost of nearly $2 billion, and Japan built 7 new 



stadiums and refurbished 3 others at a cost of at least $4 billion.19 An impact study by 

the Dentsu Institute for Human Studies estimated a $24.8 billion and a $8.9 billion 

economic windfall for Japan and South Korea respectively.2° 

Disputing such figures, Baade (2004) argues that mega-sports impact studies are 

generally exaggerated and flawed in three respects21: 

firstly, the impact study provides a measure of direct spending that is a ’gross’ 

rather than ’net’ measure, and by including local resident spending which has 

been displaced on the event and would otherwise have been spent elsewhere in 

the economy, exaggerates the financial impact, and ignores a ’substitution effect’ 

(when Australia hosted the Sydney Olympics in 2000, for example, it was found 

that while Sydney reported 100 percent occupancy levels this was accompanied 

by a decline in Melbourne and Brisbane of 19 percent and 17 percent 

respectively if compared to the same time the previous year); 

secondly, the figures of event tourists coming to the country are exaggerated, for 

in 2002 in Korea, the number of European visitors was higher than usual 

(around 400,000) but this was offset by a similar decrease in number of regular 

Japanese visitors to South Korea if compared to the same period the previous 

year; 

thirdly, the ’multiplier’, that is, the stimulation of other economic sectors caused 

by direct spending attributable to the hosting of the event - normally doubles the 

impact figures (gross impact) that economists cite, yet this method is unreliable 

because it ignores ’leakages’ in income through remittances and profit outflows, 

and also assumes that companies will employ additional staff due to the huge 

nature of the event, although studies have found that due to underemployment, 

existing staff" may well be requested to increase productivity or work increased 

hours. 

Given the overwhelming evidence that mega-events do not provide substantial 

economic benefits to a host country or city, and require enormous expenditure of public 



funds, why then do states compete so fiercely to be the next host? According to 

Crompton (2006), "Most economic impact studies are commissioned to legitimise a 

political position rather than to search for economic truth. Often this motivation results 

in the use of mischievous procedures to produce large numbers that study sponsors 

seek to support a predetermined position". The exaggeration is so outlandish that 

reputable firms make extensive use of qualifiers to maintain their credibility. According 

to Deloitte and Touche, analysis is based upon ’conditions and assumptions provided by 

the City and the developer’. In this instance the consultants did not bother to "offer 

(any) critique of the legitimacy of the assumptions given to them by the projects’ 

strongest advocates but merely accept the assumptions as a given irrespective of how 

outrageous it may be",22 This was also illustrated by PriceWaterhouseCoopers: 

We have not audited or verified any information provided to us and as such we take 

no responsibility for the accuracy of the information which was provided by third 

parties.,.Some assumptions inevitably will not materialise and unanticipated events 

and circumstances may occur; therefore actual results achieved during the analysis 

may vary from those described in the report...and the variation may be material.23 

It is therefore not surprising that there is so much secrecy surrounding the actual 

private impact assessment reports which form part of the FIFA Bid Book. Thus the USA 

Bid Committee, responsible for the United States’ Bids for the 20:[8 and 2022 World 

Cups, refuses to make the report public, "which at a minimum calls into question the 

Committee’s confidence in its figures".24 Similarly, South Africa’s Bid Book was not 

available because, "...it is rumoured that, despite requests, the reason why the Bid Book 

was not being made available is because the numbers are so ’out’".2s 

And if the numbers were so ’out’ what does this say about the motives of the World Cup 

organisers and who its driving forces are? Most studies on mega-events argue that the 

International Olympic Committee and FIFA are the main beneficiaries of the mega- 

sports event since the economic effects are negative for the host country and the losses 

"can be seen as a voluntary exchange in favour of the non-pecuniary positive effects of 

sporting events".26 Yes, but as we have shown and as we will demonstrate later, bids to 

host mega-events are accepted by a range of interest groups including the general 

public precisely because of the economic benefits they promise. 



In 2007 the Human Science Research Council (HSRC) conducted a survey of the 

expectations of South Africans with regards to the World Cup. About 50 percent of 

people perceived economic growth and job creation to be the two main benefits of 

South Africa hosting the event. About one-third of people in the survey believed that 

they would personally benefit through job opportunities and 50 percent believed the 

economic benefits would be lasting.27 

But the FIFA World Cup is a globalised commercially-viable multinational corporate 

enterprise (see chapter 2: ’FIFA and the sports-accumulation-complex’). By not 

disclosing the full impact reports for public scrutiny, and by not carrying out a more 

realistic accounting than those we have surveyed, the questionable procedures used to 

justify the mega-event will remain unchallenged. That permits a vast amount of unfair 

profits to flow to FIFA and its commercial partners, the Bid Companies, the Local 

Organising Committee (LOC), South African monopoly capitalists (especially in the 

construction sector) and their Black Economic Empowerment partners. Thus we argue 

that while there may be a ’voluntary exchange’ of costs and benefits there is a capital 

accumulation strategy that goes beyond FIFA and its organising committee. We now 

consider how, through the exchange of costs, the South African government used public 

funds as a mega-subsidy to support the capital accumulation process for the World Cup. 

Allocating the burden of costs 

There are two broad categories of costs associated with hosting the World Cup: the 

logistics for the management of the event; and the investment in stadiums and other 

infrastructure. The first set are paid for by broadcasting rights, corporate partners who 

fund FIFA on an ongoing basis and global corporate sponsors and local corporate 

supporters who fund the event itself.28 The second set are funded from public funds, 

which include the stadiums, transport and broadcasting/telecommunications 

infrastructure, safety and security, health services and other undertakings to protect 

and enforce the rights of global partners and international and local sponsors. This was 

the responsibility of the South African government and host cities.~9 



The hosting of mega-sporting events such as the FIFA World Cup is fiercely contested by 

national states, while the actual bids are sponsored by multinational corporations. In 

South Africa the bid process was sponsored by Anglo American, Avis, BMW, SABMiller 

and Adidas, none of which have their financial headquarters within South Africa.3° The 

economic section of the bid document was drawn up by Grant Thornton’s Kessel 

Feinstein, one of the world’s leading ’independently’owned and managed accounting 

and consulting firms. The initial report was prepared for the South Africa Bid Company 

for submission to FIFA in September 2003. 

According to Grant Thornton, "to calculate the overall economic benefit of the event we 

have applied appropriate income and employment multipliers and taxation rates. Based 

on our assumptions..." and at a cost of R2,3bn of public spend on stadia and 

infrastructure, the event would lead to direct expenditure of R12,7 billion, contribute 

R21,3 billion to the GDP of South Africa, create 159 000 new employment opportunities 

and add an additional R7,2 billion to Government in taxes. Grant Thornton concluded, 

"...the staging of the Soccer World Cup in South Africa in 2010 will create significant 

direct and indirect economic benefits for the country’s economy, with minimal tangible 

and intangible costs".31 The tangible costs were to be the stadia and infrastructure, with 

tangible benefits such as job creation, taxation income and contribution to Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP). The intangible benefits were to include raising the profile of 

the country, increasing tourism and foreign direct investment and growing pride by the 

local population in South Africa hosting the World Cup.3~ 

Tangible costs and benefits 

The current total direct World Cup expenditure is estimated to be R55,3 billion. Of this 

R8,8 billion or 16 percent was spent by foreigners (tourists, teams, FIFA Organising 

Committee, the media, sponsors and broadcasters).3~ The majority of economic spend 

comes from national and local government (municipalities) for infrastructure and 

operational expenditure. This increased significantly from original estimates, that is, 

from R2,3 billion (2003), R17,4 billion (2007), and R30,3 billion (2010), with a further 

estimated R9 billion spent by cities and provinces bringing the total to R39,3 billion. Of 

this total expenditure, R22,9 billion was spent on stadia and related infrastructure. The 



total impact on South Africa’s economy (direct and indirect) is estimated to be R93 

billion with 63 percent spent before the event took place and 38 percent during this 

year, including during the event itself. The net economic contribution to South Africa’s 

GDP for 2010 is 0.54 percent.34 The HSRC, in contrast, calculated the World Cup’s 

contribution to be between 0.2 percent and 0.3 percent of GDP, far less than the original 

prediction of 3 percent.35 

Table 1: Total Direct Spend Estimates 2010 World Cup 

Number of foreign visitors       373 609 483 000 483 000 251 453 

Organising spend 6 805 6 888 5 509 5 492 

Foreign & domestic tourism 

spend 9 273 8 780 7 446 4 917 

Infrastructure and stadia spend 39 229 17 400 17 400 2 304 

GDP Contribution 92 992 55 714 51 144 21 419 

Employment generated 694 758 415 400 381 327 159 697 

Source: Gillian Saunders, Grant Thornton (2 0 10)36 

There are two key considerations when looking at the figures provided by Grant 

Thornton. The first is that the difference between the original budget and current 

estimated expenditure indicates that the original budget was hopelessly incorrect. The 

total tangible costs for the South African government was supposed to be "minimal", 



estimated at R2,3 billion in 2003. Currently the 2010 estimated cost (and this is likely to 

be much higher) for the South Africa government is R39,3 billion - an enormous 1 709 

percent increase from the original estimate.37 Of course here one has to take into 

account the decision to build additional new stadiums (Cape Town and Moses Mabhida) 

and the often absurd cost escalations since the original bid was developed. But given 

that such escalations for hosting mega-events are standard (and that the construction 

industry is notorious for such padding), should this not have been made part of the 

original bid’s assumptions? 

Figure 1 

SA Government World Cup Expenditure and Taxation income 
2003 & 2009 in Rbn 

Expenditure g-.--~ Taxation~ In, come 

39.3 

7¸,2 

2003 2009 

Source: Labour Research Service, August 2010 

Secondly, the figure of R93 billion as the contribution to GDP is broken into two parts 

that are often not clearly specified: R55,3 billion as the total for direct expenditure, and 

the estimated multiplier effect of R38 billion. There now arises a serious number- 

crunching problem. All expenditures are pooled as gross expenditure so it is almost 

impossible to determine the net income to the South African government and citizens. 

That means that the economic impact reports were ’unscientific’, and should be 

considered as merely a ’best guess scenario’ or a guestimate.38 One such key calculation 



would be for income derived through taxation before the World Cup and during the 

event itself. Although we have included the older R19,3bn tax revenue (Figure 1), in 

Grant Thornton’s latest estimates (Table 1) this calculation has all but been excluded. 

The reason why the tax revenue due the government was left out of the more recent 

reports is that it is possibly far less than originally estimated. After all, the FIFA 

associated corporations and FIFA itself paid no taxes. 

In 2003 Grant Thornton estimated that with an expenditure of R2,3 billion the South 

African government would generate R7,2 billion in taxes based on the multipliers, a 

huge return on the investment to be made. However, even if we took into account the 

total government expenditure of R39,3 billion and the 2009 estimation of taxation 

income at R19,3 billion (which is highly unlikely] the FIFA World Cup 2010 represented 

a very substantial financial loss to the South African government. As spokesperson for 

the South African Revenue Services (SARS], Adrian Lackey, candidly stated: 

Our approach to the World Cup has been that it was never going to be a revenue- 

raising exercise. Certainly it would be wrong to view the World Cup as a significant 

contributor in itselt~ The concessions we had to give to FIFA are simply too 

demanding and overwhelming for us to have material monetary benefits.39 

Those concessions included 17 government guarantees contained in the Bid Book and 

secured through the Revenue Laws Amendment Act 20 of 2006.4° Guarantees include a 

tax-free bubble around FIFA-designated sites, unrestricted import and export of all 

foreign currencies to and from South Africa, as well as their exchange and conversion 

into US dollars, euros or Swiss francs, the suspension of any labour legislation that could 

restrict FIFA, its commercial partners, media and broadcast members, free security and 

medical care, the protection of FIFA’s intellectual property rights and guarantees to 

indemnify FIFA against all claims and proceedings against it. To enforce these 

extraordinary concessions to South African sovereignty, FIFA demanded that the state 

set up and fund special courts. FIFA was also provided offices with free, unlimited 

access to telephone and internet and other communication equipment, and received a 

guarantee to ensure that "hotel prices for the FIFA delegation, representatives of the 

FIFA’s Commercial Affiliates, Host Broadcaster, and accredited media shall be frozen as 

of January 2010" and that "government shall ensure that hotel prices for FIFA’s 

delegation are 20 percent less than the frozen rate".41 Furthermore, for the entire 



duration of the competition, no construction works were allowed in the host cities, 

thereby creating a ’displacement effect’ which most ex-ante studies do not account for 

when considering the impact of infrastructure spending for the FIFA World Cup.4~ 

The South African government was compelled to act as guarantor of capital 

accumulation to fulfil the financial greed of FIFA and its commercial partners. According 

to Jerome Valcke, Secretary General of the FIFA Executive Committee, the event was a 

commercial success: "In fact, we have increased our income by 50 percent since 2006 in 

Germany to 2010 in South Africa".43 The total revenue accrued to FIFA is R25 billion 

($3.4bn) tax free - "making the first World Cup in Africa the most profitable in FIFA’s 

history".4~ 

Consider the other very important tangible benefit of the World Cup: job creation. The 

figures looked very encouraging. The number of annual sustained jobs was estimated to 

be 695,000 in total for both the pre and post World Cup periods. Of these, 280,000 

annual jobs would be sustained in 2010.¢SThese figures are a dramatic improvement 

from the 159 697 new jobs that were to be created according to the 2003 guesstimate. 

The Grant Thornton’s figures are guesstimates~6 generated though a formula of rands 

invested (x) producing a number of jobs (y). They are not precise, as the numbers can 

vary greatly depending on the assumptions they are based upon. In the firm’s primary 

formula, you can determine: a) how many months’ employment would constitute a job 

(three months, six months or one year) and b) whether the amount of jobs are direct 

jobs or/and indirect jobs. Indirect jobs refer to employment sustained through the 

utilisation of the wages of those employed through the specific jobs created to purchase 

commodities in the general economy thereby creating and sustaining indirect jobs.~7 

The use of employment multipliers for mega-events are inappropriate because these 

events are short-term tourism episodes and can only be applied properly when there is 

consistent use of a facility. Employment multipliers as used by proponents of mega- 

sporting events include full-time, part-time and seasonal jobs without distinguishing 

between them. Nor do they look at hours worked. There is an assumption that because 

there is an increase in direct expenditure due to hosting the event, additional workers 



will be employed. While this may be true for the construction sector it may not be the 

same for the tourism and retail sectors. Because the World Cup is a short event, 

employers in the latter case will rather increase the number of hours worked because of 

underemployment and at best hire a few short-term employees while the rapid 

expansion of construction may increase employment opportunities.48 

On 27 July 2010, in the immediate aftermath of the World Cup being held in South 

Africa, the official government statistics bureau, Statistics South Africa released its 

Labour Force Survey, Quarter 2 (April-June) and stated that, "there was an annual 

decrease of 4,7 percent (627 000) in employment" in the overall economy and "the loss 

of jobs in the formal sector was driven by construction where employment contracted 

by 7,1 percent or 54 000 jobs". On a year on year basis 111 000 jobs were shed in the 

construction industry. With all major construction projects completed for the World 

Cup these jobs have all but disappeared. 

It now becomes apparent that, given the blood bath of job losses, the employment 

figures presented by Grant Thornton are hugely exaggerated with most employment 

being in the form of short-term unsustainable jobs. Furthermore, the formula used by 

Grant Thornton is simplistic as it does not take into account the phenomenon that is 

taking place in the real economy: "jobless growth". Despite an increase in Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP), job creation falls. A good example is in South Africa’s tourism 

sector. 

In 2009 South Africa experienced the highest ever recorded number of foreign tourist 

arrivals (9 933 966). The total direct spend by foreign tourists was R89,3bn (up 7,1 

percent from 2008). The increase in expenditure was due to South Africa hosting the 

2009 FIFA Confederations Cup, the British Lions Tour and the Indian Premier League.49 

In 2009 the tourism sector employed 398,100 workers in direct employment, a decline 

of 32 700 workers from the 421, 800 that were employed in 2008.5° Thus, the 

employment multiplier employed by Grant Thornton falls apart because instead of 

increased employment there was an actual decrease in direct employment. What this 

suggests is that public mega-subsidies for mega-sports events which are tourism events 

degenerate into vehicles for sponsored private capitalist accumulation. Despite the 



public subsidies, the working class is the loser with workers engaging in increased 

competition for scarce jobs and a reserve army of the unemployed driving the wages 

downwards. Further, this phenomenon of jobless growth is indicative of growing 

poverty and inequality in South Africa and the World Cup has sustained, if not 

deepened, this problem. 

Estimating intangible benefits 

The intangible benefits include raising the profile of the country, increasing tourism and 

foreign direct investment and growing national pride by the local population in South 

Africa through hosting the World Cup. 

Table 2 - Overnight Tourist Visitors to South Africa in 2009 and 2010 

Overnight Tourist June July 

Visitors 

2009 505431 623414 

2010 721311 680414 

difference 215880 57000 

% incr. 42.71% 9.14% 

Overnight Foreign tourism during the World Cup period increased to 721 311 in June 

2010 and 680 414 in July 2010, representing increases when compared to 2009 of 

42.71 percent and 9.14 percent respectively. What these tourist figures imply is that 

there was no ’crowding out’ of usual tourists due to the hosting of the World Cup. 

However, it should be noted that the majority of these tourists were from the African 

continent and made of up 60 percent of all overnight visitors in June 2010.51 



Grant Thornton’s April 2010 projected number of World Cup visitors was 373 000 

(down from a projected 483 000 in 2007). But ’it must be understood that 

approximately 105 000 of the 373 000 visitors to South Africa in 2010 were expected to 

be non-ticket holders; 85 000 of whom would come from Africa for a short visit’ 

indicated Gillian Saunders, Principal of Grant Thornton Strategic Solutions. A total of 

228 500 overseas ticket holders were projected, accounting for only 38 percent of ticket 

sales.52 The expenditures of casual visitors (non-ticket holders) as part of the impact of 

the World Cup is misleading as these visitors would have spent their funds in South 

Africa regardless of the event. 

Ticket sales to non-SA Africans who are the biggest contributor to South African tourism 

income,53 only accounted for 2 percent, with just 11 300 Africans holding tickets. 

Originally, African ticket holders were expected to total 48 145, a difference of -77 

percent. Despite huge interest from the African continent, there has been a failure in 

distribution channels and an unaffordable pricing of tickets,s4 The implication of the 

huge costs of tickets for Africans and the highly inflated accommodation and transport 

costs to attend the games meant that it was Africa’s World Cup in name only, making a 

mockery of a claim by Sindiswa Nhlumayo, the Deputy Director General in the 

Department of Tourism that "we have promised to host the best-ever World Cup. Not 

just by providing infrastructure, but by ensuring we convert all participants into 

Tourism Ambassadors".ss 

There is no doubt that South Africa hosted a ’successful’ FIFA 2010 World Cup. There 

were very few reported logistical hiccups or crimes committed against foreign visitors. 

Furthermore, the media broadcasted to over 32 billion viewers,s6 the shining lights, 

spectacular stadiums and background scenery, glamorous outfits of die-hard fans, 

cheers of football fans - albeit overpowered by the persistent strain of the vuvuzelas 

leaving a very positive image of South Africa internationally. This positive branding of 

South Africa, it is hoped, will stimulate further interest in the country as a prime tourist 

and foreign direct investment destination. But if we look at the tourism generated 

during the World Cup where one expects the highest rates for occupancy, levels of 

accommodation utilised were in fact much lower than expected due to lower than 

expected numbers of World Cup tourists. This is possibly due to the impact of the global 



economic crisis on soccer fans internationally. The lower levels of occupancy were, 

however, offset by an increase in the number of unit nights sold in the tourism industry. 

According to a preliminary report from Statistics South Africa, the sale of unit nights 

increased by 15,3 percent in June 2010 compared to June 2009. This resulted in an 

increase in the total income for the tourist accommodation industry from R1, 4bn in 

June 2009 to R2, 3bn in June 2010. This was a vast increase of 55, 3 percent from 2009, 

although only a 9, 9 percent increase from the first quarter of 2010.57 The increased 

revenue was attributed to price increases for accommodation and related services. This 

official report does not provide details of the accommodation between international and 

domestic tourists, but Grant Thornton estimated that 60 percent of World Cup tickets 

were bought by South Africans. Again, these preliminary figures do not provide for 

’leakage’ of revenue for an internationalised tourist industry or displaced spending by 

locals and the ’net’ gain is not explicit. Despite this rosy report of increases in income by 

the tourism accommodation industry it cannot account for the ’substitution effect’ of the 

World Cup in terms of the tourism industry as a whole. 

There were, however, major disappointments, mainly because of cancellations by the 

FIFA hospitality agency, Match. According to Western Cape Finance, Economic 

Development and Tourism MEC (member of the executive council), Alan Winde, 

"...despite the Western Cape’s reputation as a tourist destination, the short-term 

economic impact of the World Cup has been muted. The tourist figures are far lower 

than expected, and accommodation occupancy rates in the CBD, at just 55 percent, were 

well below expectation".58 According to the KwaZulu Natal office of the Federated 

Hospitality Association of South Africa, Durban experienced similar problems, where 

occupancy hovered at about 30 to 40 percent during non-match days59with the 

Gooderson Hotel Group condemning FIFA for raising expectations through massive 

bookings, only to suffer extremely low occupancy rates thereafter. 

If these examples of prime tourist destinations in South Africa are anything to go by, the 

non-tangible benefits of increased tourism after the World Cup are completely 

speculative taking into account the global financial crisis and competing tourist 

destinations. South Africa in any case has since 2003 been experiencing upward growth 



with an annual foreign tourism increase of 3.9% recorded in 2009 despite a worldwide 

decline of tourism by 4.3%.60 

World Cup costs soar 

Cost escalation is important, and was attributed to South Africa’s vulnerability to the 

2008-09 world economic crisis. Then Finance Minister, Trevor Manuel remarked in 

October 2008 that World Cup construction work would be affected, because "building 

costs are a huge threat to what we want to do" (Sapa 2008). Although South Africa’s 

currency fell dramatically in January 2008 and again in October 2008, by July 2009 the 

real effective exchange rate had fully recovered. Hence, arguments that the huge cost 

escalations incurred on stadiums - especially the rising cement prices - stemmed from 

the volatility of global and South African financial markets, were not convincing and 

require further justification. 

Not only is confidence in the government’s ability to contain costs at stake, but this issue 

is also crucial in terms of the ’Keynesian multiplier’ anticipated from stadium and 

infrastructure investment, which was intended to stimulate the rest of the economy. 

There are many missing billions of rands in escalations announced from 2009 to 2010 

that simply do not make sense, and likewise, if these rands were not spent on real 

economic activity but instead on padding the profits of construction companies, they 

will not have positive knock-on effects elsewhere in economic terms. 

Manuel failed to reflect on the October 2007 Competition Commission investigation 

which set up a team to review the construction materials and services sector.61 A full- 

scale investigation into possible anti-competitive practices in the industry focused on 

consistently high rates of price increases of many products, high levels of concentration 

in the industry and barriers to entry in the construction-materials market as well as 

increased possibilities of bid-rigging and that this may become the focus of further 

investigation6~ Indeed, when the commission completed its investigation in early 2011 

it found that South Africa’s top five construction companies Aveng, Group Five, Murray 

& Roberts (M&R), Wilson Bayly Holmes-Ovcon and Basil Read were all involved and 



that ’bid-rigging had artificially raised the cost of contracts and resulted in the public 

sector paying more of taxpayers’ money for projects.., some of which were related to 

the construction of the 2010 World Cup soccer stadiums, the Gautrain and various road 

construction projects."63 (See chapter 4 on construction companies for more detail). 

Yet the media hardly mentioned increased costs incurred by the government. 

Multinational companies were responsible for most of the design, were involved in 

materials manufacture and construction of the ’iconic’ legacy stadiums mostly in joint 

ventures with South African construction companies. Amongst the most important were 

German companies HBM Stadien-und Sportsti~ttenbau GmbH, a specialist stadium 

construction company, GMP Architekten64 and Hightex engineers,65 the Italian company 

Cimolai, the French company Bouygues, and the Dutch company BAM International 

which was involved in stadia construction where huge increases of costs for stadia 

construction were incurred. This implies that economists have not yet calculated the 

losses by South Africa’s economy as remittances and profits land in international 

companies’ coffers. Further research and investigative journalism directed to the cost 

escalations should be a high priority, particularly if further construction activity of this 

type is anticipated for future mega-events, including a bid to host the Olympic Games in 

2020. What this highlights is that calculating the ’net’ income rather than the ’gross’ 

impact is therefore very crucial in providing a more accurate picture of the cost and 

benefits associated with the World Cup. 

Likewise, a claim has emerged that the World Cup investments were an antidote to the 

economic crisis. In February 2009, Manuel claimed that South Africa would not even 

face a recession, even though the first quarter of 2009 registered a massive 6.4 percent 

decline in GDP. The argument continued into 2010, as KPMG’s Blackmore argued "that 

the almost RS00 billion infrastructure ’cracker’ helped mitigate the effects of the global 

recession" and that "while the rest of the world were licking their financial wounds, we 

here in the South were beavering away". 66 (Tellingly, there is no effort made to assess 

whether other public works investments related to the World Cup would have had a 

greater multiplier effect, requiring fewer imports and creating more employment.) 

Not only were South African taxpayers subsidising the mega-sporting event at highly 

inflated costs, locals were also going on a spending spree due to the excitement and the 



patriotic effect of the World Cup. Standard Bank, South Africa’s largest credit card 

provider, said the number of credit card accounts opened in the first half of 2010 rose 

30 percent from a year earlier, boosted by spending for the World Cup.67 According to a 

debt councillor for Octogen, Paul Slot, 

Certainly, some people will have made a conscious effort to save in order to afford 
items such as tickets to one or more matches, the must-have accessories of clothing 
and memorabilia, even a new TV, but sadly, they tend to be in the minorit7. By far the 
majority will be indulging in this once-in-a-lifetime event, and the consequences for 
normal instalment and debt repayments, even home loan repayments, could be dire.6~ 

Officially, Statistics South Africa reported a 7,9 percent increase (year-on-year) in retail 

spending in July 2010 and 8,1 percent between May to July 2010 (year-on-year).69 

World Cup hype created increased indebtedness through consumer spending in South 

Africa at a time when debt ratios had risen to extremely high levels, increasing the total 

number of over-indebted to South Africans to a record high of 1/million people.70 
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Foreign tourists on the other hand increased their spending (1 June 1 to 20 June 2010), 

on Visa-branded cards (a FIFA official sponsor) exceeding US$ 128 million (R974 

million), up 54 percent from US$ 83 million (R629 million) during the same period in 

2009.72 Total spending by foreign tourists in the second quarter of 2010 is estimated at 

R15 billion, of which roughly R3,5 billion could be associated with the soccer 

tournament.73 The World Cup also spurred on international consumerism as people 

bought new televisions and manufactured goods contributing to increases in retail 

spending.74 Unfortunately there is no global data available (that we are aware of) of 

how this increase in retail sales have impacted on the increased profits of Sony and 

Adidas, the other official FIFA sponsors. Thus, the financial services, manufacturing and 

retail sectors were cashing in on the personal debt growth of the World Cup fans as part 

of a globalised village of capital accumulation with FIFA’s commercial partners at the 

centre of that strategy. 

In summary, the idea that the World Cup spending somehow contributed to a Keynesian 

project is at odds with evidence that South Africa’s economy has been ’boosted’ by the 

construction sector, increased spending and finance. Capital investments in the 

hospitality industry and consumer credit binges are inconsistent with the idea that, 

somehow, a ’developmental state’ could be restored given the collapse of the private 

sector and the need for government subsidies in so many aspects of World Cup 

financing. The only voice making such a claim is the South African Communist Party 

(SACP) and it is worth quickly reviewing the mistakes behind this rhetoric. 

The World Cup as ’developmental state’ (sic) catalyst 

In a press statement, ’SA’s done well with the World Cup - SACP Political Bureau 

commends ordinary South Africans for making the event a success’, the South African 

Communist Party made the following argument: 

The organisation of this World Cup has been different from most others in that 

government in all spheres has played a much more central role than, for instance, in 

Germany in 2006. This was necessitated by the scale of infrastructural development - 

notably with new stadiums and a wide range of new transport-related infrastructure. 

The SA Police have also had to step in on an even larger scale than originally planned 

as a result of private security failures (linked, of course, to labour brokering and 

casualisation). What we have seen has been a developmental state in action, rallying 



the widest range of South Africans around a common vision and a common task. Of 

course, beyond mid-July the key challenge will be how to build on the momentum and 

experience gained. This, in any case, is not an issue that has been deferred to mid-July, 

from the start we have sought to ensure that we use the World Cup to lay down a 

transformational legacy in our towns and cities. This will particularly be the case with 

public transport.7~ 

The idea of a developmental state typically refers to the East Asian experience 

combining manufacturing-sector growth and diversification with authoritarian 

politics,7° but this off-abused phrase often means, in the South African context, a 

combination of macroeconomic neoliberalism and unsustainable mega-project 

development, dressed up with rather tokenistic social welfare policy and rhetorical 

support for a more coherent industrial policy. In practice, it has meant the following 

areas of state subsidy and crony-capitalist relationships: 

The Coega industrial complex in Nelson Mandela Bay Metropole, where massive 

amounts of electricity and water could one day be consumed in a new smelter 

(Alcan and subsequently Rio Tinto had in-principle commitments though by 

early 2008 these faded, as electricity shortages became obvious), and where a 

new R80 billion PetroSA refinery is anticipated.7~ 

The Lesotho Highlands Water Project mega-dams (Africa’s highest dam) which 

since 1998 have diverted Lesotho’s water out of the Senqu River feeding the Free 

State water table, into the insatiable Gauteng industrial complex, especially for 

coal-fired power plant cooling and Johannesburg’s swimming-pool fill-ups 

(further mega-dams are on schedule for the 2010s).78 

The corruption-ridden R43 billion arms deal, which implicated a wide slice of 

both Zumite and Mbekite ANC factions starting at the very top.~9 

Major energy investments such as the Medupi and Kusile coal-fired power plants, 

as well as nuclear reactors potentially costing hundreds of billions of rands.8° 

The R25 billion+ Gautrain fast rail network that will link Johannesburg, Pretoria, 

and the OR Tambo airport (but costs riders five times more than previously 



advertised, gambles on shifting rich people’s behavior away from private cars, 

but probably will not dislodge Johannesburg-Pretoria commuters, thanks to 

traffic jams and parking shortages at the new stations, and as labour leader, 

Zwelinzima Vavi, put it, Gautrain "does nothing for those who really suffer from 

transport problems - above all, commuters from places like Soweto and 

Diepsloot. Instead, it takes away resources that could improve the lives of 

millions of commuters".)81 

The new R8 billion King Shaka International Airport, affordable only to elite 

travelers (and the premature closure of Durban International Airport - which 

had sufficient capacity until 2017 - proved the single biggest embarrassment for 

LOC leadership and the Airports Company of South Africa, when King Shaka 

could not cope with VIP and FIFA private jets that jammed the airport on 7 July 

2010, the day of the semi-final, leaving more than 1 000 furious soccer fans in 

planes that had to be re-routed).82 

Most of the ten World Cup stadiums fit well within these examples. We do not yet have a 

final tally of the estimated stadium and infrastructure costs that are directly correlated 

to the World Cup. The SA Reserve Bank’s (SARB) Quarterly Bulletin of June 2010 offers a 

few disturbing indicators of far higher costs to the state - including through state- 

owned enterprises taking on higher levels of debt. The full implications of this debt 

were not yet known at the time of writing. But the SARB acknowledged: 

Higher national government spending also stemmed fl’om an increase in current 

payments by the Justice and Protection Services cluster, mainly from the Department 

of Police (formerly Safety and Security). This allocation was for security requirements 

for the 2009 elections and the 2010 FIFA World CupTM tournament; revamping the 

criminal justice sector; and inflation-related adjustments, essentially to cover the 

higher fuel price and salary increases granted in the public sector... Owing to the 

2010 FIFA World CupTM tournament and related activities, non-financial public 

business enterprises accelerated their capital spending in 2009, resulting in a net 

borrowing position of R62,9 billion. Similarly, general government reported a deficit 

of R145,5 billion as revenue collection slowed and infrastructure needs remained 

high... In 2009 public non-financial corporate business enterprises recorded a 

financing deficit of R63,0 billion after spending R129,7 billion on gross capital 



formation mostly related to providing infrastructure for the 2010 FIFA World Cup1~’ 

tournament. The enterprises sourced funds primarily by issuing bills, bonds and loan 

stock; taking up bank loans and advances; increasing trade credit and short-term 

loans; and issuing shares. ~3 

In short, the World Cup was the excuse to initiate a great many projects, and to be sure, 

some (like expanded broadband capacity) will have important economic multipliers. 

But for many reasons, the ’developmental state’ initiatives associated with the World 

Cup and other mega-projects can better be considered under-developmental insofar as 

they contribute to vast eco-social and economic distortions, ranging from excessive 

reliance upon imported materials - with the consequent rapid increase in SA foreign 

debt starting in 2006 (reaching more than $80 billion by mid-2010) - to short-term 

employment due to the capital-intensive nature of the output (just 1.3 percent annual 

construction sector job increases even during the peak years). 

World Cup stadium economics 

FIFA requires host countries to provide at least eight modernised stadia with a seating 

capacity of between 40,000 and 60,000. In 1998 France hosted the event at a cost of 

$700m for stadia construction.84 In 2002 South Korea and Japan are said to have spent 

$2bn and $4bn respectively on stadia85 while in Germany the stadia cost only $2.2bn.86 

South Africa has however, spent R17, 4bn ($2.5bn) on the World Cup stadia (excluding 

other infrastructure).87 



Figure 3: FIFA World Cup Stadia Spend 
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There are clearly distinctions to be made in terms of costs in hosting the World Cup 

between so-called ’developing’ and ’developed’ countries. Besides the stadia 

construction, the infrastructure required to host the event will likely be higher and so 

too the opportunity costs of the capital investment made. 88 Unlike the German World 

Cup where 60 percent of the World Cup stadiums were financed by clubs and private 

investors, in South African the stadium investment was publically financed. In light of 

the huge costs associated with the event the point is whether the South African 

government has made the best use of the resources at its disposal, in the context of huge 

social inequality in South Africa. A key promise of the 20:10 World Cup has been its 

sports legacy and in particular this justified the enormous expenditure on the World 

Cup stadia. 



http:/www.sa-venues.com/2OlO/2OlO-htm (accessed 6 October 2010) 

On 17 August 2010, the sports and recreation committee of parliament heard reports on 

the topic of the future utilisation and sustainability of the World Cup stadia, which were 

very much in doubt,s9 Leslie Sedibe, CEO of the South African Football Association 

(SAFA) expressed concern to parliament that, although the stadiums were built "for the 

World Cup as part of the legacy from the global event and we accept that they have to be 

sustainable, the problem is the high cost of hiring these venues".9° SAFA told the 

parliamentary committee that it was not consulted in the original planning stages of the 

stadiums, and "believed that many were not sustainable, since they would require very 

aggressive business plans".91 Echoing the concerns of Sedibe, the Premier Soccer 

League’s (PSL) chief executive, Kjetil Siem, stated that the FNB stadium (formerly Soccer 



City) is ’just too big’ to host teams like Pirates and Santos and the costs too high to make 

an income for soccer since none will achieve capacity. Even betting on cricket to be the 

saviour of the stadiums was put to rest. According to the general manager of Cricket 

South Africa (CSA), Gerald Majola all but one, the Moses Mabhida stadium in Durban, 

have pitches that are too small to host cricket matches.92 The Western Province Rugby 

president, Tobie Titus stated that, on the advice of an independent financial adviser, 

Western Province Rugby was staying at its current stadium in Newlands and not 

moving to Green Point Stadium in Cape Town.93 

South Africa only required the use of a maximum of eight stadiums instead of the ten 

stadiums built. The five new stadia were built in Cape Town (Cape Town Stadium), Port 

Elizabeth (Nelson Mandela Bay Stadium), Durban (Moses Mabhida Stadium), Nelspruit 

(Mbombela Stadium) and Polokwane (Peter Mokaba Stadium). Five others were 

upgraded and modernised, namely, Johannesburg (Ellis Park and Soccer City), 

Rustenberg (Royal Bafokeng), Tshwane (Loftus Versfeld) and Mangaung (Free State 

Stadium). According to Udesh Pillay, director of the Human Science Research Council, 

South Africa had spent at least R6 bn on three new ’white elephant’ stadiums. These are 

the Peter Mokaba Stadium in Polokwane, the Mbombela Stadium in Nelspruit and the 

Moses Mabhida Stadium in Durban.94 Pillay is referring to the fact that both the Peter 

Mokaba Stadium and Mbombela Stadium have no popular football or rugby teams 

nearby and that the stadiums ’may have to be demolished to avoid crippling 

maintenance bills’25 While the iconic Moses Mabhida Stadium in Durban is still to 

establish or make public its full maintenance costs%, the Green Point Stadium in Cape 

Town costs R46,5 million per annum to maintain.97 Both stadiums’ managements have 

already requested an operating cost subsidy from national government in order to 

sustain the maintenance of the stadiums. The Nelson Mandela Bay Stadium which is still 

looking for an anchor tenant will cost R65 million per year to run28 So, if we include the 

(unsustainable) Cape Town and Nelson Mandela Bay Stadiums then there are actually 

five new ’white elephant’ legacy stadiums. 

The macro-and micro-implications will be felt over many years, not only because the 

World Cup contributed to South Africa’s world-leading income inequality and future 

economic calamities once debt payments become due. The overspending on new 



stadiums (in Durban, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Nelspruit and Polokwane) and related 

infrastructure plus extravagant refurbishment expenses for Soccer City brought the 

state subsidy to over R22 billion. It will be exceedingly hard for nearly all the stadiums 

to just cover their operating expenses (much less meet capital and interest 

repayments). Already only eight months after the World Cup the evidence is starting to 

show. The Sunday Argus recently reported that, the Nelson Mandela Bay Stadium in 

Port Elizabeth is the key reason for an RS00m cut in service delivery provision 

especially the undignified bucket sewage system.99 

Yet an African National Congress government allowed FIFA and multinational corporate 

sponsors full access to ’exclusion zones’ with no taxes, no exchange controls and no 

security worries. Other logistical support, access control, and protection were provided 

to FIFA’s corporate partners (Adidas, Sony, Visa, Emirates, Coca Cola, Hyundai-Kia, 

McDonalds, local phone giants Telkom and MTN, First National Bank, Continental Tyres, 

Castrol, and Indian IT Company, Satyam). Only FIFA endorsed items were advertised 

within a one kilometre radius of the stadium and along major roads, signifying how very 

little the World Cup managers would permit benefits to trickle down to ordinary South 

Africans. 

Trickle-down promises broken 

Little money trickled down and most evaporated. Crafts, tourism and township soccer 

facilities were all meant to benefit. But as SAFA’s Western Cape provincial president, 

Norman Arendse, confessed, FIFA’s ’fatal’ top-down approach left grassroots soccer 

with merely ’crumbs’. 100 StreetNet international in its publication, "This World Cup is 

Not for Us Poor People" estimates that some 100,000 South African street vendors and 

informal traders lost their livelihoods during the World Cup as they had been forcibly 

removed or banned from trading in areas around the World Cup stadiums and official 

viewing areas.1°1 

Likewise, ordinary workers were misled into thinking they would benefit from 

manufacturing opportunities associated with World Cup paraphernalia, but as Congress 

of SA Trade Unions (COSATU) spokesperson, Patrick Craven ruefully concluded, "local 



companies have lost out, Chinese companies have emerged as big winners". 102 Workers 

lost insofar as they failed to gain local production rights for the Zakumi doll mascot, 

which was instead produced in what the trade union movement alleged were Chinese 

sweatshops where teenagers were paid $3/day. The man who arranged the deal was 

ANC Member of Parliament Shiaan-Bin Huang, whose home district in KwaZulu-Natal, 

Newcastle, had many idle factories which could have produced Zakumi.1°3 

Residents, too, suffered, especially if they were working class and needed treatment at 

local hospitals. As Times journalists observed, 

FIFA’s guidelines for designated hospitals around the country - which include keeping 

wards half empty - will result in long-term patients removed from their beds and 

shifted to facilities elsewhere. Routine referrals to major specialist hospitals have 

already been curtailed, if not stopped, until alter the World Cup, leaving hundreds of 

patients without care for the next two months. 104 

As these realities sunk in, more pessimistic perspectives emerged amongst the citizenry. 

According to Udesh Pillay of the HSRC, in 2005, one in three South Africans hoped to 

personally benefit from the World CupTM, but this fell to one in five in 2009 and one in 

100 by the time the games began. 

Some who personally benefited from the World Cup could not even recognise the failure 

of investments to trickle down. A former leading official in the presidency, Trevor 

Fowler - subsequently Murray & Roberts construction executive director - claimed 

there was "much-needed" infrastructure: 

Our roads have seen great improvement, public transport has been elevated to a level 

not experienced in the country before, we have built stadiums of the highest global 

standards and hotels, accommodation and other facilities had been constructed that 

can now be used by the people of South Africa, tourists entering its borders and other 

sporting events.1°6 

Further, all the major construction companies involved in the World Cup aggregated 

pre-tax profits have been increasing by more than 100 percent per annum (2004-2009) 

and with this increase in profits there has been a concomitant increase in income 



inequality and major retrenchments of workers in the industry as stated previously. The 

wage gap in the construction sector (between a general worker and CEO) increased 

from 166 in 2004 to 285 in 2009.1°7 The World Cup therefore, has made its contribution 

to increasing inequality within South African society. 

Conclusion 

One of the most revealing statements about the World Cup was by KPMG senior 

economist, Frank Blackmore: "One does not have to be an economist to know that 

things went well’U°8 In 2008, economists gained a deservedly scandalous reputation for 

their inability to calculate underlying political-economic processes associated with the 

world economic crisis and for advocacy of financial liberalisation due to blind faith in 

capitalist markets. In a confessional letter to Queen Elizabeth, some used the word 

’hubris’ to describe their state of mind.1°9 

To illustrate, Blackmore’s KPMG colleague (and audit director), Devon Duffield was 

quoted as saying that "all the money that was spent during the 2010 World Cup was still 

circulating in South Africa, and that money that was circulating faster defined the 

creation of wealth". 110 Of course, not only did FIFA record R2S billion in profits 

(without taxes or exchange controls), but all the sponsoring firms expatriated their 

revenues. And as noted earlier, the high levels of imports associated with World Cup 

investments created all manner of foreign debt and current account distortions that will 

most likely contribute to deepening the economic crisis in South Africa in coming years. 

Not all the mainstream commentators are so blas~ about the World Cup’s economic 

impact. ACE senior underwriter, Trevor Kerst observed that; 

... the return on that [state] investment is by no means assured; add to that the reality 

that F|FA pays no taxes and institutes exclusion zones around the stadiums where 

matches take place, and tax income is curtailed. Within these exclusion zones, only 

FIFA and its partners may sell any goods; nothing from these sales accrues to the 

government. 

As a result, he warned, that domestic debt would force diminished state spending on 

other major projects. 111 



Still, the overall view is that the World Cup assisted in South Africa’s ’creation of wealth’ 

- typically accounted for without considering damages outside the realm of the market, 

’externalities’. When economists, for example, consider a GDP increase, environmental 

destruction is typically omitted, even when the implications are potentially 

catastrophic, such as in the case of greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon footprint of 

the 2010 World Cup was twice that of the German games, due to longer flights and new 

stadium construction.11~ 

There has clearly been a lack of effort by government to ensure that a more accurate 

impact study be conducted, but suffice to say, the large costs associated with ecology, 

society, politics and economic distortions are substantial casualties that typically go 

unmentioned by economists and commentators. The excesses of South Africa’s World 

Cup hosting duties deserve much more consideration, because failure to consider what 

went wrong will lead to a repeat of the model in coming years, most obviously in 

preparation for a 2020 or 2024 Olympic hosting bid. 

The tangible benefits of the World Cup have been greatly exaggerated to legitimise a 

major rip-off and profiteering by FIFA, its commercial partners and local monopoly 

capitalists. We can now clearly see that while the original guestimates in 2003 promised 

that South Africa could host the event with "minimal tangible costs" involved and with 

"significant" direct benefits, the outcome in reality is the converse. 
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The IMF ’social justice’ ruse in Cairo 

For IDEAS website, 8 June 2011 

By Patrick Bond 

After the International Monetary Fund’s long support for tyranny, dictatorship and 

rampant corruption in Egypt, the last few weeks have witnessed the incongruous 
appearance of the two words, ’social justice’, in official statements. The June 4 loan of $3 

billion adds to an existing $33 billion in foreign debt inherited from Hosni Mubarak’s 

regime, which a genuinely new, free democracy would have grounds to default on because 

of its ’Odious’ nature in legal and technical terms. 

To legitimize that debt requires new loans that have an aura of relevance. As Ratna Sahay, 

IMF mission head in Egypt, said on June 2, "We share the draft budget’s overarching goal 

aimed at promoting social justice. The measures go in the right direction of supporting 
economic recovery, generating jobs and assisting low income households, while 

maintaining macroeconomic stability." 

Three days later, acting Managing Director John Lipsky claimed, "We are optimistic that the 
program’s obj ectives of promoting social justice, fostering recovery, and maintaining 
macroeconomic stability and generating jobs will bring positive results for the Egyptian 
people." 

The same day, Sahay repeated, "Following a revolution and during a challenging period of 

political transition, the Egyptian authorities have put in place a home-grown economic 
program with the overarching obj ective of promoting social justice." 

Details have not been released about conditionality, but the IMF claims there will be more 
progressive taxation and "additional spending for job creation and protection of the poor, 

while limiting the widening of the deficit" following the recent huge increase in spending 
"as a result of the protests." 

But in future, a squeeze on poor and working people can be anticipated via "a Value Added 
Tax (VAT)-like consumption tax and reform of the highly inequitable and costly system of 

subsidies" so as to reduce the deficit. As the IMF confessed, "immediate implementation of 

such reforms was not feasible" because of the state’s failure so far "to protect the low 
income households." 

The World Bank has another $4.5 billion in Egyptian loans lined up "to finance reforms that 
strengthen its credit and investment prospects." 

To get a sense of the longer-term agenda, it is worth recalling the last major overview of the 

Egyptian economy, in the April 2010 Article IV Consultation. The IMF complained about the 
postponement of "key fiscal reforms - introducing the property tax, broadening the VAT, 

and phasing out energy subsidies." 



But there was a generally upbeat endorsement of Mubarak’s regime: "Five years of reforms 
and prudent macroeconomic policies created the space needed to respond to the global 
financial crisis, and the supportive fiscal and monetary policies of the past year have been 
in line with staff’s advice. The authorities remain committed to resuming fiscal 
consolidation broadly in keeping with past advice to address fiscal vulnerabflities." 

In addition to expanding Public Private Partnerships (PPPs, a euphemism for services 
privatization and outsourcing), the IMF named its priorities: "adopting as early as possible 

a full-fledged VAT, complementing energy subsidy reform with better-targeted transfers to 
the most needy, and containing the fiscal cost of the pension and health reforms." 

The IMF noted just once that "Transparency International cites accountability and 
transparency, and weaknesses in the legal/regulatory system as key reasons for Egypt 

remaining 111th of 180 countries on its Corruption Perception Index." Even so, it 

recommended "resuming privatization." The word governance does not appear in the 
document. 

Then after Mubarak was overthrown, in its late May report to the GS, IMF staff worried that 

"managing popular expectations and providing some short-term relief measures will be 

essential to maintain social cohesion in the short term." Halting the revolution through 
buying off political pressure was essential. 

As Adam Hanieh from London’s School of Oriental and African Studies concluded just after 
the G8 summit and allied Arab states pledged $15 billion to Egypt, "The plethora of aid and 

investment initiatives advanced by the leading powers in recent days represents a 
conscious attempt to consolidate and reinforce the power of Egypt’s dominant class in the 

face of the ongoing popular mobilizations." 

As he warns, this is "a sustained effort to restrain the revolution within the bounds of an 
’orderly transition’ - to borrow the perspicacious phrase that the US government 
repeatedly used following the ousting of Mubarak. At the core of this financial intervention 

in Egypt is an attempt to accelerate the neoliberal program that was pursued by the 

Mubarak regime." 

Hanieh proj ects that if Washington wins, the result will be "a society that at a superficial 
level takes some limited appearances of the form of liberal democracy but, in actuality, 
remains a highly authoritarian neoliberal state dominated by an alliance of the military and 

business elites." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <bakan~post.queensu.ca> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 9:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Chapter - see attached (this has a ve~ good ring to it...) 

Got it[l! And the photo too! 

Soon, 

Abbie 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 2011-(;6-10, at 8:31 PM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eumce@email nnc edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear Abbie, 
> 

> I cannot thank enough you for your patience, encouragement and support over the last malay moons when I was rethinking this chapter 
You have been a great colleague and inspiration. Thank you so much for the space you gave me so many times during 

> 
> Thanks too for you wondertM call today. CONGRATS ON THE POSITION at Queen’s. I still remember your tough questions - always good - during my ’women and politics’ 
comprehensive exam and the struggle that went into the creation of such a category in the comprehensive exanas landscape I am delighted that you are leading the initiative and that such a 
critical program will be available at Queen’s! 
> 

> For my peace mind, kindly me know that you received the chapter when you have a moment. Looking ~2~rward to moving forward with the prqject 
> 

> Once again, many thanks The chapter is attached in addition to a photo I took at one of the memoria[ forums celebrating Fatima Meer’s work which I reference in 2 endnotes - hopefully we 
can use it in the chapter. 
> 

> Best wishes and in solidarity, 
> Eunice 
> <Chapter’s for Abbie’s prc~iect (YES finally...Sent) docx> 
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tettey@ucalga~.ca 

Saturday, June 11, 2011 7:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

On Reseaxch Leave 

I am on research leave until June 30, 2011, and it may take me a ~vhile to respond to messages I will, ho~vever, endeavor to respond as quickly as I can. 

Please, note that this is an automatic response, and does not mean that I have seen your message 

Thanks 
Wisdom Tettey 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, 5:11 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Greetings Dr. Sahle 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope this finds you well. Are you enjoying the summer and taking any exotic trips cunently? 

I an~ finally preparing all my graduate school application materials and hope to em~oll in The application deadlines are still quite a way offbut I want to make 

sure I give ample time to those involved. I an~ thinking of applying to 

I have a couple of questions for you if you don’t mind to answer when convenient. 

Do you have any t~edback on the quafity of those uNversiW programs regarding caliber of their Iyofitical science or development programs? 

and Will you be an academic reference tbr me tbr these? I think most can be consolidated and I can let you know more specifics as the date draws nigh. I wanted to 

make sure you would have an~ple time since I know your schedule geks busy with your various endeavors. Please let me know when you have a moment. 

Thanks Dr. Sable. I am excited about continuing to learn and pursue this next s~tep! Take care and I hope to hear from you soon. 

Best Regards, 
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Questia <newsletter@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, June 12, 2011 3:39 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

5 things you should know about college costs 

College tuition and r~ 
College tuition and fees continue to rise 

fees continue to riseL ....... 
What does it cost to get a college degree? 

The job market has always been competitive, and in the current strainec 

economy, it is even more so today¯ A job seeker needs every edge 

possible to leap to the top of the resume pile, and a college degree 

might just be your ticket to rising above the competition. In the quest for 

a college education the below topics should be explored: 

The rising costs 

Finding affordable programs 

Published prices 

Federal aid softens the blow 

The good news 

Learn more about ways to save on education costs 

here. ii~:~iI Continue 

~ Questoids 

June 15, 1752 - Beniamin Franklin shows that lightning is 

electricity. 

ii.~ FollowQuestia on Twitter 

Facebook 

::~.~ Questia libraryfor iPh ..... d iPod Touch 

June 16, 1920 - The 18th Amendment, the "National Prohibition 

Ac~t" becomes law, banning the sales of beer and distilled spirits. 

June 25, 1950 - North Korea invades South Korea, thus starting 

the Korean War. 

Have yoar own website or Nog? 

"[bese free we#master tools are 

fbr you! 

Questia Search Widget ::X:: Questia RSS Feed 

Si~qn u~ for a FREE Trial I Se~ rcn the Questia [.ibrar~ I Send to a Friend 
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East Asia Forum@anu.edu.au 
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Pambazuka News 534: Liuks and Resources 

PAMB~a~ZUKA iX~EWS 534: LINJ<~S AND RESOLrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2. Zimbabwe update, 3. Women & gender, 4 
Human rights, 5 Refugees & forced migration, 6. Social movements, 7. 
Emerging powers news, 8. Elections & governance, 9. Corruption, 10. 
Development, 11 Healfl~ & HIV/AEDS, 12. LGBTI, 13. Envirollment, 14. 
Land & land rights, 15. Media & freedom of expression, 16. Social 
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ZIX,f[3ABWE UPDATE: The SADC summit, Zuma and Mugabe 
WOMI{N AN’[) GENDER: New DRC sexual viulence laws have little impact un 
gender crimes 
HUMAN RIGIITS: One year since Khaled Said’s death, justice is awaited 
REI,"[JGEES AN’[) FORCED MIGRATION: Asylum se&ers find refuge in street papers 
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: A demand for basic sanitatiun in Cape Town 
EMERGING POWIIR S NEWS: Latest news abuut China, India and Af’rica 
][~;LECTIONS AN’[) GOVERNANCE: News frum Algeria, Botswana, Burkina Fasu, 
South Africa, Swaziland, Tunisia and Uganda 
CORRUPTION: Coalition launches Make Aid Transparent campaign 
DEVI~;LOPMENT: Alkica’s biggest fi-ee trade bluc is launched 
HEALTI~ ANal) tI[V/AIDS: Free trade pruvisions damage access tu medicines 
LGBTI: Will US H[V/AIDS funds start trickling tu gay/MSM gruups? 
ENVIRONMENT: Madagascan campaigner seeks tu stup tar sands mining 
LAND AND LAND RIGHTS: Egypt and Kingdom Huldmgs sign disputed land deal 
MEDIA AN’[) }:RF, EDOM OF EXPRESSION: Statements frum South Afidcan civil 
suc~ety un cuntruversial fi-eedum of expression bill 
SOCIAL YVELFARE: Global food prices set to stay high 
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Soraalia, Sudan and Western Sahara 
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Jobs.. 

1 Announceraents 

FOOD VOLATILITY LEX~<2ED TO US HEDGE FUN©S’ LAND GRABS IN AFRICA 

Oakland Institute 

A series of investigative reports reveal never-before-seen materials 
connecting financial backers including US ~fiversities and pension 
funds to land deals responsible for destabilisation of food prices, 
mass displaceraent and environmental damage, writes the Oakland 
Institute. 

http :/iw~w¢. pambazaka, or~ien/cate~orviAnnouncei73946 

DID THE O.AJ-ELAND INSTITUTE PUBLISH ITS FINDINGS ON LAiX~D GRABS IN- AFRICA? 

Oakland Institute 

’Land grabs encompassing the size of France, displacing thousands of 
families, building miles of irrigation canals without concern for 
environmental impacts, allowing crops to be planted that do not 
improve food security for Africa--done with little or no consultation 
with those directly impacted, and have no accountability or 
transparency--are exactly the kind of issues the Oakland Institute was 
established to investigate and make public.’ 

http ://ww~ pambaza~ka, org/er~’category/Announce/73944 

JOIN US FOR AN ANIANDLA! CULTURAL CELEBRATION OF THE FIGHTING SPIRIT OF 16 ID’NE 



FEATURING: Raakw3~-s (The reunion of one of Cape Town’s greatest Bands) 

PLUS: The Zoe Abrahams & De Kaapo, DJ Sampie: Zounds of Da South, 
Spoken word/poetry, Stand up Come@ & more.. 

DATE: 15 June 2011 

TZME: 7pro till late 

VENUE: AIDC Sulidarity (;entre, 129 Rochester Rd, Observatury, Cape Town 

DONATION: R10, Bring your uwn XYX and meat tu hraai. 

INFO: Andre@amandla.urg.~, 0838867164 or 0214472525 

ZANZ[[3AR INTERNATIONAL FILM bX*;STIVAL 

The Zanzibar [nternatiunaI Film Festival, now in its 14th year and the 
largest of its kind in East Africa, takes place from 18-26 June. 
Renowned the wurld over fur putting African film, music, art and 
design at the fi~refront of the international scene, mmn events are in 
Stune Tuwn, Zanzibar, with sume events un Pemba Island and mainland 
Tanzania. See the website ( hrtp://www ;dff.or.tz ) fur more details. 

http : //www pambazuka, urgienYcateguryiAnnounce/73947 

DOSHISHA INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HUMANITAP, IAN IN’PERVENTION 

Academics, NGOs, policy makers, students and other interested parties 
are invited to participate at the Doshisha International Conference on 
Humanitarian h~ter~,,ention, to be held in Kyoto, Japan from 27-29 June 
2011. 

http :/iw~w¢. pambazuka, orgien/categoryiAnnouncei73945 
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2 Zimbabwe update 

SOUTHERN AFRICA: TOP LAWYERS SAY S.4DC TLgr~NING ITS BACK ON HI~IAN RIGHTS 

htto :llw~w¢,swradioafrica.com,’news030611/toola~wers030611 .htm 

Top lawyers in the Southern Afiican region have told SW Radio Africa 
that leaders in the Southern Afiican Development Corcanunity (SADC) are 
turning their back on bunyan rights, by dissolving the region’s human 
rights Tribunal. Concern is still high after the shock decision by 
SADC leaders to close the court, ;vith growing warnings about what this 
will mean for the rule of law across Southern Africa The move has 
been described as regressive and a serious threat to human rights, the 
rule of law, and the regional bloc’s credibility, because it means 
there is now no independent court in the region to protect citizens’ 
rights. 

ZINIBABWE: LGBTI ACTIVISTS JOIN SADC SU’vE’~qIT PROTEST 

Press Statement 

’The Lesbian and Gay Equality Prqject (LGEP) joins the Crisis in 
Zimbabwe Coalition in calling on this ;veekend’s Extra-OrdinaD’ Summit 
of the Southern African Development Community fbcusing on Zimbab;ve can 
lead to a peaceful, ficee, fair and legitimate democratic transition in 
that count~¢. We fully endorse and support the Coalition’s call on the 
summit to put on public record minimum pre-conditiuns that Zimbabwe 
must meet in order to create an environment conducive to holding free 
and fair elections ;vhere violence and intimidation play no part and to 
inspire confidence in the people of Zimbabwe, in SADC and the wider 
international community.’ 

http:i/www pambazuk a or~/en/cate~org/zimbabwe/74037 

Z[MBAB\V[~: SI~2V;MIT PUSHES MUGABE ON ELECTIONS 

http:h’mmcuza/article/2011-06-13-sadc-exer ts-press ur e-o n-mugabe-t o-reform 

Sumhem African leaders on Sunday pressured Zimbabwe President Robert 
Mugabe to make democratic reforms ahead ufnew electiuns, hoping tu 



set a nmv timetable for polls Leaders of the 15-nation Southern 
African Development Community had discussed Zimbabwe late on Saturday 
on the eve of a free trade summit After failing to reach a decision, 
the?" resumed talks after Sunday’s trade meeting. 
’]?he full summit is expected to sign off on a roaNnap that will lay out 
a new timetable for the constitution and later elections. 

3 Women & gender 

AFRICA: ONLINE ACTIVISM TOOLKIT 

Association for Progressive Communication Women’s Networking Support 
Prograrmne (APC YVNSP) and Violence is not our Culture (VNC) 

http ://www.violenceisnotour culture, org/filesiStrategising %20Online%20Activisrrl.pdf 

While this toolkit has been designed primarily for the local partners 
and activists of the VNC campaign, this can be a resottrce, too, for 
human rights activists who are keen to develop their 
online activism and want to know where and how to start. The toolkit 
aims to irrlpart the following skills: 
- An understanding of why and how information and communication 
tecl’mologies (ICTs) can 
be appropriated by women’s rights and human rights groups in their 
advocacy skills 
ttnough their use of online tools, including networking and mobile 
tools for advocacy and 
campaigning. 

- The abili)- to develop an advocacy/corrm~unication strategy. 
- Knowing what social neworking is and the various spaces and tools 
they could use in their 
online activism. 
- An understanding of online privacy and security issues relevant to 
building their online 
activisln 

CAMEROON: CAMEROON LOSES GROUND IN FIGHT AGAINST MATERNAL iVIORTALITY 

http ://bit.N/iQ6GNq 

Ngwa Amos, ~vho earns a living by taxiing people from town to town on 
his motorbike, is now a single father of four. His wil’e died in labour 
on a recent morning at the Bamenda General Hospital in northwestern 
Cameroon The African Union, along with government and nongovernmental 
organisations, have pledged to reduce maternal deaths in this region, 
but Cameroon is moving further from that goah Cameroon’s maternal 
mortalitT rate ~vas 550 deaths for every 100,000 births in 1990 the 
reference year for the goals Since then, the key figure has risen to 
1,000 deaths, according to the latest L%,- statistics. 

DRC: NEW LAWS HAVE Lr]7]TLE IMPACT ON SfiXUAI. VIOLENCE 

http://ww*v.irinnews or~/Report.aspx ?R epor rid 92925 

Five years after the Dem ocra ti c Republic o:[" Congo (DR C) revised its 
laws against sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV), these crimes 
continue to go unpunished because of judicial inaction and a legal 
culture at odds with the changes. The laws, ignored and 
misinterpreted, have left escalating numbers of sexual violence 
survivors unprotected, and perpetrators free to violate again When 
the penal code was amended in 2006, it was intended to ’prevent and 
severely reprimand infractions relating to sexual violence and to 
ensure systematic support for the victims of these crimes,’ according 
to the text. To this end, it included previously ignored sexual 
violations addressed in international humanitarian law, and toughened 
up sentencing ~2~r those who violated the vulnerable, including 
children, the disabled and subordinates. 

G] ,OBAL: WOMEN’S RIGHTS AND TIlE INTIiRNET AT ~II tE HUMAN RI(IIITS COUNCIL 

http ://www.genderit.org/articles/xvomens-rights-and-internet-human-rights-council 

For the first time, the role of the internet on the right to freedom 
of opinion and expression is being reported at the 17th session of the 
UN Human Rights Council. This signals a clear recognition that the 
increasing prevalence of the internet in all aspect of our lives is 
becoming impossible to ignure, and that it is becoming pivotal in the 
realisation of our fundamental rights and freedoms. At the same 
session, the UIq Special Rapporteur on violence against women is also 



presenting her report on violence against women, its causes and 
consequences. The synchronicity of both reports, especially given the 
fact that human rights are umversal, interdependent and in&visible, 
cal ls J2~r a close reading to identify,! the points of connection that 
can be built in the ef[’ort to recognise, analyse and address 
violations that affect the recogmtion, protection and fulfilment of 
women’s human rights. 

SOIJ~bIER_N .%WRICA: CLIMATE CHANGE IS A GENDER ISSUE 

According to Eco-Watch Africa, sexual harassment and violence against 
women and girls in the aftermath of natural disasters, like recent 
floods in Mozambique, is an enorraous challenge. This means women will 
suff;cr both the effects of natural disasters and also the gender-based 
violence comnron in refugee camps or post-disaster situations. Yet 
despite women being the most vulnerable, they are grossly 
underrepresented in debates, discussions and other decision-makirg 
structures around issues of climate change. 

http :/iwww.pambazuka. org/en/categols~/wgender/73996 
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EGYPT: O~ YEAR SINCE KHALED SA~D’ S DEATH, JUSTICE AYVAITED 

http:i/livewire,arzmesty.org/201 ll06106/a-year-since-khaled-saids-death-egypt-still-waits-for-j ustice/ 

On 6 June 2010, Khaled Said, 28, ~vas beaten by two plain-clothes 
police officers in an internet caf~ in Eg2zpt’s second city, 
Alexandria. He was then dragged out into the street where, 
eyewitnesses say, the beating continued until he died. Khaled Said 
quickly became a symbol for eve~z victim of the security- forces’ 
brutality. The first seeds of what would become the ’25 Januar,v 
Revolution’ ~vere sown in Alexandria on 6 June 2010 Despite the 
uprising, however, the trial for those accused of killing Khaled Said 
is still ongoing. 

KENYA: WITNESSES PUT ON THE SPOT O~ER MASSACRE 

http://bit.ly/kEr7uU 

Two witnesses were taken to task by the truth commission over their 
contradicting and inconsistent testimonies on the 1984 Wagalla 
massacre, reports the Daily Nation. Former Finance minister David 
Mwiraria maintained that a visit by the Kenya Intelligence Committee 
to Wajir a day before the killings was purely to assess development 
projects. But on closer scrutiny, he admitted that the trip ~vas 
sanctioned to resolve the Shifta movement in north eastern Province. 

SO(TflI AI:RK;A: BACKYARDERS INJ-URED IN AX~-f’I-LAND INVASION DEMOLITION 

http://westcapenews.com/?p 2999 

The homes of 12 Tafelsig backyarder families *vere demolished by the 
city’s Anti-Land Invasion unit recently, in a fierce face-of[’that 
left several people ir~jured, including a woman who was seven months 
pregnant. This came two days afier the (;ape High Court granted a 
postponement to allow baclcyarders sufficient time to get legal 
representation to appeal the city’s application for an eviction order. 

SUDAN: I)ARFUR IN ’IZIE StIADOWS 

http://www.hrw, oralenheports/2011106/05/darfur-s hadow s-0 

This Human Rights Watch report documents the intensification of the 
eight-year conflict over the past six months. Since December 2010, a 
surge ~n government-led attacks on populated areas and a campaign of 
aerial bombing have killed and injttred scores of civilians, destroyed 
property, and displaced more than 70,000 people, largely from ettmic 
Zaghawa and Fur communities linked to rebel groups. 
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5 Refugees & forced migration 



BURUN’D[: RIi}:UGEES ARRESTF, D, BEATEN AN[) J±~,SLED IN GASO[ZWE CAiVfP 

http://w*vw refu~eespace.net/news.htm[ 

On Wednesday, 30 March 2011, the Refugee Space Project reports that Mr 
Swedi Fataki Mutambala was arrested in Gasorwe Refugee Camp, Muyinga 
Province According to refugees talked to over the phone, Swedi - 
leader of the Association for the Defense of Rel’ugees (ADR) in Burundi 
- had been sick and gone to the camp administrator so that he could go 
to BNumbura hospital for a medical check-up. The police had arrived 
and Swedi had been arrested. Refugees said they- did not know the 
reason for the arrest, but a few months ago refugees had been 
complaining about the violation of their rights. 

EG’*7)T: TORTU.NED FOR RANSOM IN THE SINAI DESERT 

http:i/unvw.iritmews.orgiRepot t.aspx?Report~) 92921 

GA had looked forward to leaving Eritrea with her husband and living a 
better life in Israel, until they found themselves kidnapped for money 
by local Bedouins in Egypt’s Sinai desert. GA, who spoke to IRIN in 
the Israeli ci~ of Jaffa, is just one of the hundreds of 
asylum-seekers trafficked by international gangs every month from the 
Horn of Aftica to the Middle East, mainly tl-trough Sudan, ostensibly in 
search of better opportunities. Hoxvever, say hun~an rights groups, many 
of them end up in captivi~’. Bedouin tribes in Sinai, ~vhich borders 
Israel, often hold them until their relatives pay a ransom. 

GABON: FOUR D~E AS GABON EXPELS 3,000 AFRICAN- 

http :/A~w africareview com/News/-/979180/1179124/-/hnb4fnz/-iindex.html 

Four persons are reported to have died as Gabonese gendarmes forced 
more than three thousand African migrants out of a gold mining site 
According to Mr Ndongo, a crisis committee set tap by the Cameroonian 
authorities has counted a total of 2,000 Cameroonians and over 1,000 
Africans of various nationalities among those ~vho crossed the border 
from Gabon The?’ include nationals of Senegal, Burkina Faso, Niger al’~d 
Mali 

GLOBAL: AS2~LU2VI SEEKERS FIND REFUGE IN STREET P.&PERS 

http://ipsne~vs.netinews asp?idnews 55968 

Around the world, street papers have been welcoming people who felt 
too insecure to stay in their home lands. V~nnether or not they have 
official refugee status in their newly adopted countries, what these 
vendors often have in common is the fear of returning to where the?, 
came ticom. Coming to a ne~v country might save people from a 
potentially dangerous situation but it is not, by an?’ means, a magical 
solution for all problems 

LIBERIA: REFUGEES WATCIt AND WAIT 

http:i/wxvw irinnews.orgiReport.aspx?ReportlD 92914 

Liberian officials at Bahn refugee camp - set up by the government and 
the UN refugee agency (UNHCR) to shelter Ivoirians fleeing violence - 
prefer residents to play down their political affiliations, and 
discourage the wearing of partisan T-shirts or the holding of 
political meetings. But late on a Saturday afternoon, with little to 
do and much to discuss, Ivoirian refugees talked with anger and 
concern about their future, while ruefully reviewing the events of the 
past six months in their country j ust across the border. ’I don’t want 
to be here, but what choice does a refugee have?’ asked Sandigm 
Lacinje Traor~, who previously worked for the Ivoirian state media ~n 
Yamoussoukro, C6te d’Ivoire’s administrative capital. ’The war is not 
over yet as far as I am concerned,’ Traor6 told IRIN. 

SOUTH .¢5"RICA: LESSONS LEAP~NED FROM THE ZDeIBABWEAN DOCU2vflENTATION PROCESS 

http :i/bit.NidRVSUw 

Between 20 September and 31 December 2010, the Department of Home 
Affairs (DHA) calwied out the Zimbabxve Docunmutation Process (ZDP). 
Intended as a model for similar documentation projects that the DHA 



plans to extend to other categories of Southern Africans, the process 
provided a path :[’or regularising the status of undocumemed migrants. 
It also provided an alternative to the asylum system, which 
Zimbabweans have turned to in large numbers. The African (;entre for 
Migration and Socie~ (ACMS) - J2~rmerly the Forced Migration Studies 
Programme -began sending researchers to observe the situation at 
several DHA offices. ’]"he findings from this monitoring provide a 
picture of how the process worked and highlight important problem 
areas 
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GLOBAL: SOCIAL MOVEMENTS PRESENT DEI~,~-x~DS ON ECONOIv~~ AND FINANCE 

Representatives from various organisations in the region and 
nationally agreed to submit a series of observations and demands to 
the finance ministers and central bank presidents of the Union of 
Nations of South America, UNASUR, during the first meeting of the 
South American Council of Economy and Finance. The meeting, due to be 
held in Buenos Aires, was suspended as the proliferation of volcanic 
ash forced the closure of airports. 

http :llwww,pambazuka, orgienicategor~/socialmovements/74038 

SOUTH AFRICA: A DEiVLAi’~TD FOR BASIC SANITATION IN CAPE TO~2~ ~rN 

An Open Letter to Mayor De Lille from the Social Justice Coalition 

http://writingrights.org/2011/06107/an-op en-letter-t o-mavor-d e-lille-fi’om-the-social-iustice-coalition/ 

’While many take having a toilet that is clean and safe for granted, 
it remains a luxul)- for a great deal of our most vulnerable 
communities. Approximately 10.5 million people in South Africa still 
do not have access to basic sanitation services. According to recent 
research by the Water Dialogues, approximately 500,000 people in the 
City of Cape Town do not have access to basic sanitation. Although 
this is a challenge facing every municipali~, sanitation provision is 
a local government function. As a resident of Khayelitsha, I intend on 
holding my local government to account in acting in accordance with 
its constitutional obligations.’ 
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7 Emerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWERS NEWS ROUNDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers. 

http:llwww,pambazuka,or~ienicate~owiemplayersnewsi73995 
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A[X]ER[A: A[.(IER[ANS PUZZ] ,ED BY Tt".KM LIMIT REVI~RSAL 

http:llwww.magharebia com/cocoon/awi/xhtmll/en GB/[’eaturesiawi/features/201 l106/07/feature-02 

In an enigmatic U-turn, Algeria’s political parties now support 
presidential term limits, j ust three years after they fought tooth and 
nail to defend the idea of an indefinite term for the chief executive. 
’Algeria cannot stand aloof from globalisation and the systems applied 
~n most countries, namely limitation of terms of office,’ the National 
Liberation Front (b%N) said during a meeting of its Central Committee 
on Sunday (5 June) in Algiers The majorib~ of Algeria’s political 
organisations, whether among the opposition or close to the government 

Islamist, republican and secular now advocate a return to the 
principle of limited terms of off’ice as enshrined in previous Algerian 
constitutions. 

BOTSWANA: L2X!DERSTANDING THE PI~BLIC SECTOR STRIKE 

http:i/thiakafricapress.com/botswanaiexperts-weckly-strikes-botswana 

’In simple terms, the struggle of the workers of Botswana is a 
struggle against the neo-liberal restructuring of the public sector, 
which is about sustained attacks on worker’s rights, their conditions 



and access tu services by cummunities,’ says Bongani Masuku, 
International Relations Secretary, Congress of South African Trade 
Unions, un http://w,~,.a,.thinkafficapress.com ’It is a struggle we all 
suppurt and continue to wage in uur own countries and globally. We 
support them and call fur glubal solidarity, particularly because for 
far tuo long, Botswana has paraded itself as a paragon of democracy on 
the continent and nuw that myth is being e×pused and debunked Workers 
have a right to defend their pay and conditiuns, as well as demand 
better set, rices fur communities.’ 

BLgLKINA FASO: COMPAOR~ SACKS ALL HIS COL~-NTTRY’S GOVERNORS 

http:iibit.ly/mGs~qUi 

Burkina Faso President Blaise Compaord has sacked all of the 14 
governors of the country’s regions and promised to name replacements 
in clue course. A statement on the State radio said the move followed a 
Cabinet meeting which was chaired by the President in the capital, 
Ouagadougou. Even though no reasons were given for the sackings, it is 
believed the action was in comxection with the riots and military 
mutinies that have rocked the country for three months now. 

SOL’I~I AFRICA: h4A_LEh4A REBUKED OVER ’ANC PLOT’ CLAEVIS 

htt~:/iwww.businessdav.co.za/articlesiContent.as~x?id 145117 

African National Congress (ANC) secretary-general Gwede Mantashe has 
criticised youth league leader Julius Malema fbr saying senior ANC 
leaders were plotting to disrupt the league’s elective congress as 
part of a play to oust him Mantashe said Mr Malema’s claim was an 
attempt to create a ’scapegoat’ before the league congress. His 
response to the youth league’s claims is the latest indication of a 
tense relationship between the youth league and its mother bod.v The 
league seems unhappy ~vith the current leadership of the ANC and is 
likely to lobby for its removal next year should Malema be re-elected. 

SOUTH AFRICA: SISULU LAID TO REST 

http :~/english.allazeera net/newsiafrica/2011/06/20116118182617 644.html 

South Africans mourned the loss of a ~voman celebrated for her role in 
the fight against apartheid, and for her nurturing of a new generation 
of leaders Crowds singing hymns and songs ficom the anti-apartheid era 
gathered hours before Albertina Sisulu’s funeral on Saturday, 
eventually filling about a quarter of a 40,000-seat soccer stadium in 
Soweto. The service followed a week of national mourning during ~vhich 
flags were flo~vn at half-mast across South Africa and at its foreign 
missions. Albertina collapsed and died at her Johannesburg home 2 June 
at the age of 92. 

SOUTH A[~ICA: VAVI S’IKfrNS AN(; 

http:llwww.timeslive co. zailuc allarti c le 1113 015 ec e/Vavi-s tun s -ANC 

COSATU general secretary Zwelinzima Vavi warns in a report prepared 
fur the federatinn’s central cowanittee meeting this month that South 
Africa could become a ’banana republic’, and threatens tu repudiate 
President Jacob Zuma’s leadership. Cosatu’s central cummittee meeting 
is a mid-term review since the federatinn’s last cungress in 2009. In 
its analysis, the repurt cumpares the ANC’s attitude towards the 
federation tu the bad treatment it received during the era of former 
president Thabo Mbeki. The report confirms that Cosatu believes the 
ANC Youth League is on a campaign tu remove Mantashe and Zuma. 

http ://[’reemaxwelldlamini wordpress.con~, 

President of the Swaziland National Union of Students, Maxwell 
Dlamini, has been detained, tortured, and forced by- S~vaziland’s regime 
to sign a confession that says he ~vas in possession of explosives 
during the April 12 Swazi Uprising - a ruovement inspired by similar 
uprisings in North Africa and The Middle East. The Free Maxwell 
Dlamini Campaign, together with the people and organisations that 
support the campaign - are demanding that Maxxvell Dlamini, and his 
fellow accused Musa Ngubeni, is released unconditionally and that an?" 



and all wrongdoings committed by Swamland’s police J2~rces and 
security J2~rces towards Maxwell Dlamini and other members of 
Swamland’s democratic movement are investigated, and that an?’ 
perpetrators are brought before a court of law 

TUNISIA: PARTIES APPROVE NEW E[.ECT]ON DATE 

http://ww~v.xit~huanet.com/english2010/world/africa.htm 

The majority of Tunisia’s political parties have approved the 
postponement of the election date for the countl~/’s Constituent 
Assembly to 23 October, the official TAP press agency has reported. 
The new- date was announced by Tunisian caretaker Prime Minister Beji 
Caid Essebsi, after the head of the independent election committee had 
suggested 16 October, ruling out the initial date of 24 July for 
logistic reasons. 

UGANDA: THE STATE OF THE NATION 

http://www.1rI~nit~r.c~.ug/News/Nati~na~/-/688334/~769~6/-/c~u22xz/-/index.htm~ 

Opposition lawmakers on 6 June abandoned President Museveni in 
Parliament as he delivered his first post-election State-of-the-Nation 
address, protesting what they said was his tolerance of graft and 
corrupt individuals in government. Leader of the Opposition in 
Parliainent, Mr Nandala Mafabi, led from the front as the MPs stormed 
out of Serena Hotel’s Victoria Conference Hall where Parliament had 
convened. They later denounced what they felt is President Museveni’s 
continued failm-e to deal with crooked government officials 
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EQUATORIAL GUINEA: LL~URY RESORT BUILT FOR’¢,~EK-LONG SUMMIT 

http://www.guardian, co.uk/world~’2011/iun/OT/equatorial-guinea-luxtuy-resort-sipopo 

Equatorial Guinea has built a multimillion-pound deluxe ’city’ to host 
African leaders ;vhile the majority, of its people live in dire poverty. 
Sipopo boasts 52 luxury presidential villas, a conference hall, 
artificial beach, luxury hotel and the county’s first 18-hole golf 
course. It was built over two years to host an African Union (AU) 
summit that will last just a week. ’It’s definitely a misplaced 
priority by the Equatorial Guinea government,’ said Tutu Alicante, 
executive director of EG Justice, a group focused on human rights in 
the ;vest African nation ’This is a country where 75 per cent of 
people are living on less than $1 (60p) a day This attempt to give an 
image of prosperity is totally misguided.’ 

G] ,OBAL: MAKE AID T[~XNSPARENT 

http:i/bit.ly/kwvUmr 

A coalition of more than 40 civil society groups fi*om 20 countries 
around the world on 8 June launched a campaign Make Aid Transparent, 
which calls on governments and other aid donors to publish more and 
better information about the money the?’ give. At the centre of the 
campaign, whose members include Transparency International, the 
amI-corrupuon organisation, and 18 groups from developing countries, 
is a petition aimed at donor governments to make their aid more 
transparent. ’Providing more and better informatinn about aid isn’t 
hard, and it will help save lives, reduce corruption and waste and 
dehver lasting positive change in the world’s poorest countries,’ the 
petition reads 
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AFRICA: IS CItINA BEGINNING TO I.OOK AWAY b~{~)M TItE CO]x~INENT 

http ://xvwav. affonline, org/?p 16638#more-16638 

China is evaluating the impact of the Jasmine revolution on its 
overseas investment and outw-ard business expansion strategy, says this 
article. ’Africa - once considered the lab for Chinese companies’ 
reach outside is being relegated into a destination with too many 
risk factors. Safer political destinations and countries closer to 
home are likely to benefit frorrl the shift. The readjustment has been 



in the works for some time but the uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt and 
Libya have made those subtle shifts more pronounced’ 

Ab-RICA: TIME FOR DOHA ’PLAN B’, SAYS SA TRADE MINISTb;R 

http:/iwww.tralac.org/cgi-bir~/giga.cgi?cmd=cause dir news item&news id=104991&cause id=1694 

Although members of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) are reluctant 
to label the Doha development round of multilateral trade negotiations 
’dead’, Trade and Industly Minister Dr Rob Davies says that there is 
no hope of concluding the round in 2011, and it is tirue to pursue 
’plan B’. He explains that ’plan B’ is to decide what palt of the ~vork 
prograrame of Doha could be delivered this year. ’The fundaruental focus 
should be to deliver something for the least-developed countries 
(LDCs),’ says Davies. This will likely include a duty-free quota-free 
access agreement - an aid-for-trade package opening markets to LDCs - 
which could facilitate the elimination of non-tariffbamers in LDCs, 
and a resolution of the ’cotton dossier’, which would put a stop to 
subsidies for cotton farruers in the US. 

MALA~£rI: WORLD BAiN~K HOLDS BACK $40 MILLION 

htt~ :/ibloom.bR/kUS3hM 

The World Barf~ is holding back $40 ruillion in budget suppolt to Malawi 
because the country hasn’t completed the review of its program with 
the International Monetary Fund, the Daily Times reported, citing the 
bank’s country manager. The lender is waiting for a review of reforms 
to help address persistent external economic imbalances, the Blantyre 
- based newspaper cited Sandra Bloemenkamp, the World Bank’s manager 
for Malawi, as saying. The money is fbr the budget for the fiscal year 
through June. 

SOLrFH AFRICA: ZL2VIA LAUNCHES FREE TRADE BLOC 

http://mg.co.za/article/2ul 1-06- l~-all-to~ether-now-zuma-launches-free-trade-bloc 

South African President Jacob Zuma on Sunday launched Africa’s biggest 
free trade bloc aimed at el~aancing cooperation between 26 nations to 
boost economies in the world’s poorest and underdeveloped cuntinent 
The Southern African Development Community (SADC), East African 
Con’unuinty (EAC) and the Common iVlarket fbr Eastern and Southern Afidca 
(Comesa) will now work as a joint bloc 

S OUTHERN AFRICA: iN~EOLIBERAL ISM AiN~D THE SADC FREE TRADE AGREEMENT 

http ://www.ituc-africa or~/IMGipd[/SADC-FTA-Policy-Bnef-2011 .pdf 

[[’he SADC made a fundamental mistake in adopting a strategy of 
embracing the headlong rush to implement a regional ’free trade’ 
regime, argues this article written for the Economic Justice Network. 
’. all SAID(; member nations (with the partial exceptmns of South 
Africa and Botswana) remain in various stages of severe societal 
under-development, largely due to their continued and mostly similar 
mono-economic (natural resource) foundations, huge socio-economic 
~nequalities, incredibly high levels of poverty and general lack of 
popular democratic control and participation.’ 

11 ttealth & IIIV/AIDS 

A[~’RICA: MAKE VACCINES }"OR AFRICA IN AFRICA, GAVI TOLD 

As donors gathered for a major meeting on funding vaccines for the 
developing world, campaigners called for vaccine production to be 
transferred to Africa to save money and contribute to the continent’s 
broader economic development. The Global Alliance for Vaccines and 
Immunisation (GAVI), a public-private initiative, is asking for US$3.7 
billion in funding over the next four years to irrmmnise 243 million 
children against a variety of diseases. But vaccines supported by GAVI 
are produced almost entirely in Europe, North America, Latin America 
and Asia, said the Council on Health Research for Development 
(COHRED), based in Sxvitzerland. 



.¢~’RICA: PLUGGING THE HEALTH WORKER BRAIN- DRAIN" 

The global shortage of health workers is estiruated at 4.2 raillion by 
the World Health ©rganisation (WHO), but the ruigration of doctors, 
nurses, midwives and pharraacists from poor to rich countries rueans the 
shortfall is not evenly distributed - of the 57 nations identified as 
having reached a crisis point, 36 are in sub-Saharan Africa. In some 
countries with fragile health systerus and hea’,~" disease burdens, over 
half" of all highly trained health workers have left for j ob 
opportunities abroad. In some of the worst cases rural hospitals have 
been left with just one doctor and a handful of nurses to attend to 
thousands of patients. What has worked so far in addressing the 
problem? IRIN took a look at sonre of the push and pull factors behind 
health worker nrigration, and what countries are doing to address them. 

C~)TE D’IVOIRE: FREE HEALTH C.a~E ~,ffik~)W HIGHLIGHTS CHALLENGES 

http://www iriunews.org/Report.aspx?ReportID 92952 

The Ivoirian government has extended a special period of free health 
care to help a population reeling from months of tutrnoil. But in a 
countly where cost recovery for health services has long been the 
policy, an abrupt change to free care is posing challenges. Shortly 
after Alassane Ouattara took power in April 2011, he almounced that 
public health services would be free until the end of May as a way to 
help people in the aftermath of widespread unrest and economic 
stagnation Doctors reported 20-30 times the number of patients after 
free care was announced. Advocates of free care say the explosion of 
patients indicates that cost is one of the biggest barriers to access. 

GLOBAL: FREE-TRADE PR©VISI©NS "¢~rlLL DAMAGE ACCESS TO MEDICINES 

http :/ /www.scidev.net/en/opiniuns/~ee-trade-provisi~ns-wi~-dama~e-access-to-medicines-1 .html 

Impact studies warn that TRIPS-Plus provisiuns can lead tu higher 
prices and reduced access tu medicines, say Nusaraporn Kessomboun and 
culleagues in this http://www.scidev.net article The nun-technical 
term TRIPS-Plus refers to pruvisi on s :[’ur the protection of 
intellectual pruperty rights that go beyund the World Trade 
©rganisation’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects u:[" Intellectual 
Pruper~ Rights (TRIPS Agreement). ’]"he), include extending the life of 
a patent beyond the minimum requirement impused by TRIPS; limiting 
government permission to reproduce a patented pruduct ur tu reprocess 
withuut the patent uwner’s consent (’cumpulsory licensing’) in ways 
not required by TRIPS; and limiting exceptions that facilitate the 
prompt introduction of generic drags into the market 

G] ,OBAL: WOMI~;N AND H[V 

http ://bit [y/kvnl3[" 

’In a world of changing priorities, can we spare some change 
female-initiated prevenuve technulugies, such as micrubicides and 
female condonrs, to support HIV-positive women and not just to protect 
women who are HIV-negative?’ asks Morolake Odetoyinbo in this article 
froru the UN Cl’uonicle. ’Can we dare take a look at those national laws 
and policies which make women second-class citizens? Is it conceivable 
- and that is no accidental pun - that women’s rights can include 
sexual, reproductive, inheritance, and property rights?’ 

GLOBAL: W©RLD LEADERS TO REVIEW PROGRE S S ON HIV/AIDS 

http://www.monitor.co.ug/NewsiNationaliJ688334/1176904/-/cOu23v~g-iindex.httrfl 

World leaders began nreeting in New- York on 8 June to review progress 
made in the fight against HIV/Aids, 30 years after the pandemic first 
stluck. The joint United Nations Programnre on HIV/Aids (UNAids) says 
the rueeting will also adopt new declarations and commitracnt to guide 
and sustain the global Aids response. UNAids says while progress has 
been made, more work remains to be done in coming years - especially 
in reducing the number of new infections. Globally, some 7,000 people 
get infected with HIV daily. 

MALAWI: UK A~]3 CL~S HIT HH~ALTH CARE 



http://www.IRINne~vs.org/Reportaspx?ReportId 92877 

After several years of fragile gains, Malawi’s healthcare sector is 
running into trouble, with the latest challenge an aid freeze by its 
largest international donor, the l~K’s Department for International 
Development (DFID). The L,Ni provided about US$122 million annually- to 
Malawi, of which $49 million went to fhnding Malawi’s public health 

sector, but DFID made its final aid disbursement in March and has 
decided not to renew a six-year ftmding commitment ~vhich ends in June. 

SOLrfH AFRICA: NEW POLICY SA~,’ES THOUSANDS OF BABIES FORiM HIV 

http:/i~vw~v.health-eorg.za/newsiarticlephp?uid 20033189 

Government has slashed the HIV transmission rate from pregnant mothers 
to their babies to merely- 3.5 per cent, potentially sparing some 
67,000 babies fi’om HIV infection This success is clue mainly to the 
health department vastly improving its programme fbr the prevention of 
mother-to-child ttIV infection (PMTCT):[’rom April last year. ’We have 
worked very, very hard to train staff to make the changes and we are 
so happy with the improvement,’ said Precious Robinson, deputy 
director of government’s PMTCT programme, at the release of the new 
figures at the SA AIDS conference 
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12 LGBTI 

AFRICA: WII.I, MASSIVt~; US ttIV/AIDS t:UNDING START TRICKI,ING TO GAY/MSM GD.OUPS? 

http://ilga.or~iil~a/en/article/n00v, 5m 1 l~u 

The Office o:[’the US Global AIDS Coordinator (OGAC) has released new 
guidance :[’or the massive US President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief 
(PEPt;AR), a US$48 billion dollar programme started by George Bush The 
programme has come in for criticism for providing millions to 
church-run orgamsations promoting the unscientific prevenuon 
strategy of abstinence alongside providing no funding :[‘or programmes 
which address the needs of Men who have Sex with Men (MSM). The new 
guidance document shows strong leadership, said The Global Forum on 
MSM & HIV (MSMGF), in recognising that human rights, legal barriers 
and homophobia must be addressed as part of an effecuve HIV response 

BOTSWANA: SEX WORKER INITIATIVE INCLL©ES LGBTI COMPOiN~ENT 

http://www.mask.org.za/lgbti-component-in-new-botswana-initiative-on-sex-work/ 

A new sex ~vorkers initiative in Botswana has included an LGBTI 
component in its prograrmne..adrican Sex Workers Alliance (ASWA) is a 
Pan African movement and alliance for the rights of sex workers which 
was established in 2009 in Johannesburg South Africa, with a number of 
105 sex workers from different counntries in Africa. Sisorf~e Bots~vana, 
a sex work group currently housed by Botswana Network on Ethics La~v 
and HIV/AIDS (BONELA), joined ASWA and dedicated a ~veek to the nrapping 
of sex ~vorkers rights in Botswana with the aim to rotating a coalition 
which will advance the human health rights of most key population (sex 
workers, transgender, MSM and drug users). 

KENYA: NO2vffNEE FOR CHIEF JUSTICE DENIES GAY ALLEGATIONS 

http://www mask.org za/kenya’s-nominee-for-chief-justice-denies-gay-allegations/ 

Dr Willy- Mutunga, the man set to become Kenya’s next chief justice had 
to publicly declare he was not gay this ;veek in front of a connnittee 
that ;vas vetting him fbr office. Opponents of Dr Mutunga’s nomination 
for the post ;vho included leading members of the clerg,d- had implied 
that because he wears a stud and has in the past been supportive of 
LGBTI causes, Dr Mutunga was gay- or might support an LGBTI agenda and 
as such was unfit for office 

TANZANIA: GAY ACTIVIST \~ETS BRITISH ASYLUM SYSTEM 

http://ilga.org/ilga/en/article/nORpelO1Z5 

An African gay activist, Edson ’Eddy’ Cosmas, has had his first appeal 

for L~ asylnm turned down by a judge in a hearing 26 May at 

Harmondsworth detention centre, where he is being held. Judge S. Chana 



accepted the UK Border Agency (UKBA)’s argument that Cosmas’s stury 
was nut ’credible’ and that he has nu reason tu fear persecution in 
Tanzania even if he was gay, which he isn’t. A lawyer J2~r Cusmas, who 
had unly been instructed fur the case the previuus night, asked for 
the case to be remnved from the ’fast track process’ su a 
psychological and physical assessment (tu establish whether he had 
been turtured) could take place. ’]"his was refused. 

UGANDA: WOMAN BRANDED B Y NON OVER SEXUALITY FACES DEPORTATION FROM UK 

http ://www. guardian, co .ttk/uki2011/may/31/ugandan-branded-iron-deportation-sexualits, 

A Ugandan woman who was branded with a hot iron in her home country as 
a punistwnent for her sexuality, is facing forced removal from the 
Betty Tibika~va, 22, who is detained in Yarl’s Wood irmnigration removal 
centre in Bedford, is awaiting rcmoval directions after her asylum 
claim was refused. Human rights organisations have consistently 
docmnented abuses against gay men and lesbians in Uganda and say that 
it’s one of the most dangerous countries in the world for gay people. 

13 Envirotwnent 

.4FRICA: ECO-LABEL S ’GREE~XIF~rASHLNG’ FOREST EXPLOITATION 

htVo :ll~vw~v,il~s, or~/africa/201 l l061africa-eco-labels-areenw ashin;-f orest-exploitationi 

’Eco-label fatigue’ is setting in as green logging ccrtification 
schemes are undermining proper government management of forest 
resources ;vhile ’greenwashing’ private ownership of these public 
resotu-ces, critics say The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), created 
in 1993, is an internationally recognised scheme f;ar the certification 
of the responsible management of forests. FSC-certified territory in 
sub-Saharan African countries has more than doubled, from three 
million ha in April 2008 to 7,6 million ha in Apn-il 2011. Yet, 
African and international civil society organisations are increasingly 
wa~z of ;vhat some nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) call ’eco-label 
fatigue’, and particularly of the FSC labelling scheme 

KENYA: SOLAR ENERGY BRLNGS OPPORTUNITIES TO RURAL KENYA 

http://bit.ly/mGnn~’it 

Producing electricity from the local ~vaterfall ~vas once just a dream 
for two falTning cormnunities on the fertile lower slopes of Mount 
Kenya. But thanks to a local initiative backed by UN cash and 
know-how, it is now- a reality. Eager to harness power from the 
waterfall, villagers started the project by building a weir and 
powerhouse. But without a turbine, the work was in vain. But then the 
UN Industrial Development Organisation, or U~x,’IDO, stepped in to 
pruvide the turbines. 

MADA(IASCAR: CAX/fPAI(INI~;R SEEKS TO STOP TAR SANDS MINING 

http://bit.ly/keiLsE 

A human rights campaigner from Madagascar was in the UK recently to 
demand that the Ruyal Bank uf Scutland withdraw its financing of 
companies mining tar sands in her cuuntry The Ruyal Bank uf Scutland 
(RBS) has a long track recurd of:financing cumpames uperating in the 
Canadian tar sands, which are devastating the land and lives uf First 
Nations peuple in Alberta. The bank has alsu financed French uil giant 
Total’s test mining of tar sands in Madagascar over the last three 
years. Total is expected to decide next mumh whether tu gu ahead with 
larger scale expluitatiun u:[’tar sands in the cuuntry If it dues, the 
water supply ufmure than 120,000 peuple in one of Madagascar’s 
puorest areas cuuld be disrupted and poisoned and its unique 
biodiversi~ severely threatened. 

SENEGAL: WOMEN SOLAR ENGLNEERS BRIGHTEN SENEGAL 

http://weeklv.fart~adin.orgi2011/06&6isenegal-women-solar-engineers-brighten-senegal-alertnet/ 

Screwdriver in hand, Doussou Konat4 unscre~vs a broken solar lantern. 
She patiently cross-checks the cables. And within a fe~v moments, it is 
fixed. Mrs. Konat4 has never attended school. But two years ago she 
was one of seven Senegalese women who travelled to India to be trained 



as a solar power engineer at the Barefoot College in Rajasthan. When 
darkness falls in the small village of Keur Simbara, 76 kilometres 
from Dakar, the lights come on. Mrs. Konat~, a 57-year-old mother of 
six, is known locally as the ’light woman’. With a bright smile, she 
says, ’When night falls, everybo~dy lights up their lamp and you can go 
anywhere you wish because everything is clear. It is just wonderful.’ 

14 Land & land rights 

EGYPT: EGYPT, KINGDOM HOLDING SIGN DEAL ON DISP’LrrED TOSHKA LAND 

http :I/farmlandgrab.orgipost/view/18747 

Egypt and Kingdom Holding Co,, the company controlled by Saudi 
billionaire Prince Alwaleed bin Talal, have signed an agreement in 
Cairo over contested land in Toshka in southern E~’pt. The signing 
ends a dispute over a 100,000-fcddan (104,000- acre)piece of land 
that is part of the Tostf~a agriculttual development project, which is 
intended to use water diverted frora the Aswan High Dam reservoir to 
irrigate land in E~’pt’s western desert. Kingdom’s original 
acquisition carue under criticism after a revolution in Egypt that 
ended the 30-year role of President Hosni Mubarak. 
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15 Mcdia & freedom of expression 

DJIBOUTI: OPPOSITION RADIO CONTR!BUTORS HELD 

http:i/en.rsf.org/djibouti-six-contributors-to-opposition-11-06-2011,4(N45,hWrfl 

Reporters Without Borders has learned that six opposition activists, 
who are also reporters or informants for La Voix de ]~iibouti, an 
opposition radio station that broadcasts on the short-wave from 
Europe, have been held in E~iibouti’s Gabode prison for the past four 
months without being tried. The six detainees - reporters Farah Abadid 
Hildid and Houssein Ahmed Farah and informants Houssein Robleh Dabar, 
Abdillahi Aden Ali, Moustapha Abdourahman Houssein and Mohamed Ibrahim 
Wa~;ss - who are members of various opposition parties, were placed in 
pre-trial detention on 9 Februaw on a charge of’participating in an 
instu-rectional movement’ 

GLOBAL: IN~2ERNL~TIONAL DAY AGAINST IMPUNITY ANNOUNCED 

http:llw~vw, ifex,org/internatiunal/2Oll/O6/OS/international day to end impunitvlaunch/ 

The International Freedom of Exchange has am~ounced that they are 
j oining forces with other organisations to launch the first ever 
International Day to End Impuni~z on 23 November, the anniversary of 
the single deadliest attack on journalists in recent history: the 2009 
Maguindanao massacre in the Philippines On the heels of this 
announcement the members learned that Pakistani journalist Saleem 
Shahzad had been found murdered in Islamabad, most likely lk~r his 
reporting on ties between AI Qaeda and Pakistan’s navy. 

GLO[IAL: SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND JOURNALISTS 

http://www.cpi, org/reports/2011 i06/silencing-crime-sexual-violen ce-] ournalists.php 

Few cases of sexual assault against j ournalists have ever been 
documented, a product of powerful cultural and professional stigmas. 
But now dozens of journalists are coming forward to say they have been 
sexually abused in the course of their work The Committee to Protect 
Journalists has interviewed more than four dozen journalists who have 
undergone varying degrees of sexual viol ence -fi-om rape by multiple 
attackers to aggressive groping - either in retaliation :[’or their work 
or during the course of their reporting. They include 27 local 
journalists, from top editors to beat reporters, working in regions 

from the Middle East to South Asia, Afi-ica to the Americas. 

MOROCCO: EDITOR GETS ONE YEAR SENTENCE 

http :/,’bit.lv/meDD5B 

A Casablanca court on 9 June sentenced opposition jo~nalist Rachid 
Nini to one year in prison and fined him 1,000 dirharus (100 euros). 
The A1Massae editor ~vas indicted in late April on charges of 
disinformation, attacking state institutions, public fig~es and the 



’security and integrity of the nation and citizens’. Nini published a 
series of articles criticising Moroccan security’ authorities and other 
influential figures. In his writing, he cast doubt over the terrorist 
attacks experienced by Morocco and demanded the abrogation of the 
Terrorist Act 

NIGERL~: JONATHAN CO2~fENDED FOR SIGXrING THE FOI IN~I’O LAW 

http:i,’www.mediafound.org/indcx.php?option com content&task~’iew&id 689&Itemid 1 

The Media Foundation for West Africa (MFWA) has applauded President 
Go odluck Jonathan, of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, for signing 
into law the Freedom of hfformation (FOI) Bill. ’The objective of the 
act is to make public records and irfformation more freely available 
and to also protect public records and itfformation to the extent that 
they are consistent with the public interest and the protection of 
personal privacy,’ according to a statement fiom the presidency. 

SOUTH AFRICA: ’THE PROTECTION OF IN~FOR2vfATION BILL IS I~I’NCONSTITUTIONAL 

AND ANTI-DEMOCRATIC’ 

Joint SECTION27iTAC statement 

htt~://bit.lv/iR870E 

’Transparent governance, free expression and a free press are 
essential components of democracy. They are the means by which all 
people in South Africa, especially the ~ralncrable and poor, can hold 
our government to account. Our effectiveness at getting the state to 
implement HIV treatment and prevention programmes has been dependent 
on the Constitution being upheld, especially- the Bill of Rights. We 
are therefore deeply- concerned by reports that the ANC Parliamentary 
Caucus is backtracking even on its recent, inadequate concessions in 
relation to the Protection of Infbrmation Bill. As it stands, this 
bill will restrict media freedom It will also severely limit the 
ability of organisations like ours to hold goverl~ment accountable or 
to support government in working for a better life for all The bill 
will drive a wedge between the state and the people it is supposed to 
serge.’ 

SOUTH .4FRICA: COSATU SLAMS INFORIMATION BILL 

Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) statement 

http ://bit lv/knl5EB 

’The Congress of South African Trade Unions welcomes the decision by 
ANC MPs to extend the 24 June deadline to complete drafting the 
Protection of Information Bill. COSATU hopes that the extra time will 
be used to re-examine the problematic c]auses of the Bill which could 
conflict with Clause 16 of the Constitution’s Bill of Rights ]n 
particular the parliamentary ad-hoc comnnittee needs to examine the 
genuine concerns from c~vil society that the provisions o:[’the bill 
cou]d be abused to cover up crime, corruption and misuse of funds by 
allowing officials to classi~ the evidence o:[’this as secret.’ 

SOUTH ~k!~’RK;A: INFORMATION BILL BAD FOR MUNICIPAl. GOVt~;RNANCE 

South African Municipal Workers Union Statement 

http:i/bit.ly/iebGI© 

’We wholeheartedly endorse the position o:[" our federation COSATU in 
critic~sing the current state of the Protection of ]nthnnation Bill. 
We are also alarmed that the ANC Parliamentary Caucus is using its 
majority to ensure that no significant improvements and safeguards 
against abuse of’the bill are being taken into consideration. Many 
other organisations supporting the growing Right to Know Campaign have 
eloquently outlined what the implications will be for c~vil liberties 
and accountability if the Bill is passed, and we are grateful to them 
for bringing this to the attention of the South African public, but we 
also believe that for those of us in the municipal sector, there are 
particular concerns. S.~MV~rU has been in the forefront of fighting 
corruption at municipal level, and long before it was politically 
acceptable to do so.’ 



16 Social welfare 

GLO[3AL: FOOD PRIC][~;S SET TO STAY HIGIt, SAYS UN FO©D AGENCY 

http :i/www.bbc. co.ukJn e*vs/business- 13687714 

Global :food prices will remain high and w~latile throughout this year 
and into next despite record food production. The United Nations Food 
and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) twice yearly Food Outlook analysis 
says rising demand xvill absorb most of the higher output. It says its 
index of food prices in May- was at 232, only six points below 
FebrualT’S record high of 237. 

SOLm2H AFRIC’A: FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME; DASHED HOPES, D.,XaMAGED LIVES 

http://www.who.intibulletil~’volumesi89i6/11-020611/cn!index.html 

’When I was pregnant with my son I drank a lot mostly on weekends,’ 
says Marion Williams, a 45-year-old mother who lost txvo of her five 
children in childbirth. Williams lives in one of South Africa’s famous 
wine-growing areas in the Western Cape. She started drinking as a 
teenager and was taken out of school, she suspects, to work to buy 
wine for her parents. ’It is estimated that at least one million 
people in this country have fetal alcohol syndrome and approximately 
five million have paltial fetal alcohol syndrome and [other] fetal 
alcohol spectrum disorders. It’s tragic because it’s completely 
preventable,’ says researcher and human geneticist Denis Viljoen in 
Cape Town, the provincial capital of South Africa’s Western Cape. 

SOUTH AFRICA: WORLD DAY AGAIN-ST CHILD LABOUR, SOUTH AFRICA’ S FORGOTrE~N CHILDREN 

DoreenGaura 

The theme for this year’s World Day Against Child Labour is ’Caution! 
Children in Hazardous Work’ 
The 12 June global event will attempt to shine a spotlight on the most 
exploitatlve and harlnful fbrms of child labour, man)’ which occur m 
South Africa. Evidence of the active movement to protect children and 
end child labour call be seen in the large number of International 
Labour Organisation (ILO) policies and other legislation enacted over 
the past decade 

http://www pambazaaka org/ela/categorv/welfare/74017 
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COTE D’IVOIRE: NO WAR, BUT NO SECURITY 

http ://w~vw.africafocus.ora/docs 11/cil 106.php 

In his inaugural speech on 21 May, C6te d’]voire President Alassane 
Outtara called for Ivorians to come together and unite. The text and 
tone of his speech was conciliatopy, observers agreed, and earlier in 
May he called for the International Criminal Court to investigate 
human rights abuses on all sides, including those by his own troops. 
But if his words are to have credibility, observers also agree, his 
administration must take effective action to halt ethnically-based 
reprisals that are ongoing, reports the latest edition of the 
AfricaFocus Bulletin, which contains a summau article and excerpts 
from the latest Human Rights Watch report, published on 3 June. 

LIB YA: R][~;BEL S BATTLE GAD]-)Ab~I FORCES 

http://en~lish.aliazeera net/news/africa/2011/06/2011612155350821500 html 

R ebels and forces of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi have fought over 
Zawuyah, a major oil port just 50kin west of Tripoli, and in locations 
across the North African country. Libya’s government said it has 
stopped opposition fighters from entering Zawlyah but rebels said the?’ 
were continuing to fight :[’or the town on Sunday, after hours of 
battles. Mussa Ibrahim, the government spokesman, said that Gaddafi’s 
forces had ’total control’ of the area from Aidabiya in the east to 
the Tunisian border in the xvest. 

NIGERIA: FIVE KILLED IN NIGERIA POLI(-’E STATION ATTACKS 



http://bit.lyilpDXii 

At least five people have been killed after police stations were 
attacked in the northern Nigerian city of Maiduguri, hospital sources 
say. The BBC’s Bilkisu Babangida in the city said there were at least 
three explosions, while gunfire rang out in what is believed to be the 
latest attack by the Boko ttaram Islamist sect. Its members have killed 
dozens of police officers and politicians in the city’ in the past 
year 

SOMALIA: RIVALS REACH DEAL 

http ://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-13710833 

After months of squabbling that angered donors and jeopardised gains 
fiom Islamist militants, the rival leaders of Somalia’s govelmnent 
have agreed to delay elections. Despite the row, pro-government forces 
have been gaining ground in Mogadishu. African Union troops have 
seized territory frorrl the al-Qaeda litfi(ed group, al-Shabab. However, 
al-Shabab still controls much of southern and central areas of the 
countty. 

SLrDAN: WAR CRLMES CONTINUE IN D.~.~L-R. MORENO-OCA_MPO SAYS 

httl~:/iwww.un.oraial~ps/news/stol"~’.asl~?NewsID 38660&Cr darfur&Crl 

Sudan’s President Omar al-Bashir continues to corrmfit crimes against 
humanity and carry- out genocide against the residents of Darfur in 
defiance of the United Nations, the Prosecutor of the International 
Criminal Cotut (ICC), Luis Moreno-Ocampo, told the Security Cotmcil. 
In 2005 the Council refen-ed the situation in Darfur to the ICC after 
a LPq inquiry’ found serious violations of international human rights 
la~v. The ICC has since issued arrest ~varrants against Mr. Bashir on 
charges of genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity, making 
him the first sitting head of State to be indicted by the court. 

¥~,~STERN SAHARA: PARTIES CONCLUDE UN-BACKED TALKS 

http://w~vwunorg/apps/news/story asp?NewsID 38650&Cr western+sahara&Crl 

Parties to the conflict in Western Sahara continued to deepen their 
discussions on the electoral mechanisms for self-determination during 
three days of United Nations-backed infol~nal talks in New York, 
according to a communiqu~ issued at the end of the meeting. By the end 
of the talks, ho~vever, ’each part?,’ continued to reject the proposal of 
the other as a sole basis for future negotiations,’ said the 
communique, reached ariel- the meeting in Long Island, New York, that 
was convened by the Secretary-General’s Special Representative for 
Western Sahara, Christopher Ross 

II, II,//VVVI’,IVVIVVV/\I\AII’\AiVAI’,IVII, IVViV\I\//’\ 

18 Internet & technology 

AI:RICA: AI:RICA RI4LEASES FIRST SURVI4Y OF ITS OWN SCIENCE 

http ://bit l¥/kv2nd5 

A major pan-A:[’rican science, technology and innovation (ST&I) survey, 
aimed at mapping the state o:[’research to help with policymaking, was 
released on 24 May The ’Africa Innovation Outlook 2010’, prepared by 
the African Science and Technology Indicators Initiative (ASTII) and 
launched at its workshop in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, covers 19 countries 
from across the continent and aims to plug an information gap on the 
state of science in Ariica. 

G LO[3 AL: GO ~’IZ RN[\AfiNTS A ND PO WE R S - TIt A T- B E bT~; AR T}]E INTERNE T 

http://ipsnews net/n ewsTVE asp ?idnews 55951 

The global reach of the internet, and its ability to transmit 
information in real time and mobilise populations, creates fear among 
goverrm~ents and the powerful, says Fratfi( La Rue, United Nations 
Special Rappolteur on the promotion and protection of the right to 
freedom of opinion and expression. During the presentation of his 
report to the UN Htunan Rights Council 3 June, La Rue mentioned 
bfformation filtering systerrls used in China that block access to 
websites containing key- words such as ’democracy’ and ’human rights’. 



The strength of’the internet and the popular uprisings in recent 
months in North Afi-ica and the Middle East, especially in Tunisia and 
Egypt, ’scares politicians’, he told a press conference. 

G] ,OBAL: N[£W BOOK LAUNCt lED ON REVO] ,UTK)N OF NFJ#,; TECI tNOLOG[ES 

http:iibit.l¥/kH3QZX 

Following the so called ’Arab spring’, and in the midst of the 
’acampadas’, organised mass mobilisations through social networks in 
many Spanish cities, the Spanish Agency for International Dev-elopment 
Cooperation (AECID) in collaboration with IPS Inter Press Sel~zice News 
Agency launched the book ’Politics, Networks and Technologies in 
Comnmnications for Dcvelopn~ent’, a tour through the different visions 
of nexv technologies and their contribution to itfformation in general 
and more concretely, to communication for development. The book has 
contributions from experts who analyse challenges faced by journalism 
and corrmmnication for dcvelopn~ent, in front of the revolution of new 
technologies. 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
I. p eNewsletters & mailing lists 

NEW EDITION OF THE N’~q~LI~NI NEWSLETTER 

The following can be found in the new- issue: 
- An in-depth look at the food price volatility and food markets 
- The launch of the People’s Food Policy in Canada 
- Voices attd testimonies frora Brazil attd Mozambique 
- An update from the International Seeds meeting in Bali. 
Visit the http ://wwwnveleni. org website for more infbrmation. 

IVV/VVV IVV \I IV\I\// \i \AII \IVV AIVV IVV\I IV \i \/ / \ 
20 Fundraising & useful resources 

FELLOWSHIPS TO THE Lrik~’CCC COP17 CLINIATE SLriVIIVIIT IN SOL~ft AFRICA 

http ://panos.or g.uk/press-relea sesiclimate-change-media -partnership-fellowships/ 

The Climate Change Media Partnership (CCMP) has aunounced the launch 
of a Fellowship programme that will send j ournalists to the United 
Nations Climate Change Conference in Durban (COP17) in late 2011. The 
Fellowships are open predominantly to j oumalists from developing 
cotmtries, but journalists from the US and Russia are also welcome to 
apply. 

MEET YOU AT fftqE CROSSROADS: IMAGES OF RESISTANCE 

http :i/bit. b/’/ipR zI) f 

The aim of Meet You At The Crossroads is to circulate, document, 
provoke, inspire and support It is a librar,f of public images o:[" 
resistance, rebellion, revolt and rebuilding occurring ~n cities right 
across the globe, often on the streets; in the public realm. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

21 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

LAND POLICIES IN EAST A[~ICA 

Kampala, Uganda, 3-4 November 2011 

http:i/wwwpambazuka,or;lima~esiarticlesi534/CALL FORPAPERS EALand 
policies conference.p~ 

’]?his conference aims at promoting scientific exchanges involving 
researchers and stakeholders dealing 
with land issues. Participants will be invited to share their work and 
experiences in order to assess land 
strategies and policies within a comparative :[’ramework This 
conference was initiated by Ugandan and 
French researchers front the Institute of Research for Development 
(IRD, France) attd the Universi _ty of 
Makerere (Kampala, Uganda). Many local and international researchers 
in East Africa have docmnented 
land-related issues and wider scientific exchanges are expected to 
stem front this meeting. 



\VHO SE MEMORIES COUNT AND AT WHAT COST? 

Call for Applications 

http://www.pambazu.ka, org/imagesiarticles/534/La.TJ 2011 Call for 
ApplicationsFinal.pdf 

The Refugee Law Project (RLP), Faculty- of Law, Makerere University, 
Kampala, Uganda, in collaboration with the African Transitional 
Justice Research Network (ATJRN) is accepting applications to its 2nd 
Institute for African Transitional Justice (IATJ), an annual week-long 
residential programme with a focus on Transitional Justice issues in 
the context of Africa. The Institute, which is scheduled to take place 
from 20-27 November 2011, in Kitgum, Northern Uganda has as its theme: 
’Whose iVlemories Cotmt and at What Cost?’ 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V / \/VV /VVV /VV\/ /\A/\/ /\/ \/V / \/VV /VVV /\ 
22 Publications 

AFRICA: THE POLITICS OF .NECESSITY 

http ://africasacountr¥ com/2011/06/07/the-politics-of-necessits~/#more-27223 

Over the course of 15 years (1994-2009), Elke Zuem has interviewed 
civic and social movement leaders, local goverl~ment leaders, members 
of NGOs and other communi~z organizations in South Africa. In her new 
book, The Politics of Necessi~z, she compares these movements in South 
Africa to those elsewhere on the continent (Benin, Botswana, Nigeria), 
and beyond (Argentina, Chile, Mexico). Read an excerpt ficom the 
introduction to the book on the blog Another Country. 

WATER GRABBING? FOCUS ON THE (RE)APPROPRIATION OF FIN1TE WATER RESOLrRCES 

Call Jbr Papers: Water Alternatives, An interdisciplinap)~ journal on 
water, politics and development 

http://www.water-alternatives.or~/indexphp?option corn content&task view&id 151&Itemid I 

’]?his special issue will focus explicitly on instances of ’water 
grabbing’, where powerful actors are able to reallocate to their own 
benefits water resources already used by local communities or feeding 
aquatic ecosystems on which their livelihoods are based, as well as 
processes of contestation and resistance. It will in particular focus 
on how material, discursive, administrative and political power is 
mobilised to enable such water reallocation and on the impacts of the 
latter on local hvelihoods, rights, gender, class and other social 
relations. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

23 Jobs 

SOUTtt AFRK;A: COI’,/I~dR~-NITY ADVICE Ot,I~’ICE PROJECT SUPERVISING LAWYER 

ProBono.Org 

ProBono.Org has a one-year contract position for a qualified lawyer to 
build on its cotmnunitI,- advice office (’CAO’) project, which aims to 
support CAOs and communi~ based organisations (’CBOs’) by linking 
them to local la’~.ff-ers. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/etgcategory/iobs/73997 

I\I\/ /\i\iV i\iVV IVVV /V\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iV I\IVV iVVV /\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http ://www.f ahamu, org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

co)., Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Nonconwnercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For further details see: 
htt~://wxvw, pamba zuka. ora/er~about.l~hp 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w,~v. ~ amb azuka, or ~ien ) 
Edi~go em lingua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http:/;’xwzw.pambazuka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazukaorg/el~/newsfeed.php 



Pamba×uka News is published *vith the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCRI[3E or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
h ttp :/ /pambazuk a.gn. apc. oraicai-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-new s 
or send a message to editor@pamba~nka.org with the word SUBSCR]Ia.E or 
UNSUBSCR]Ia.E in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authuritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platfurm for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conmxentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm sottrce PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka Nexvs is on Twitter. By following ’pambazakancws’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Conn’nent & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more it~fom~ation: 
/,,’twitter.corr~’pambazukanexvs ( htt~ ://twitter. com,’l)ambazukanexvs ). 

* Pambazuka Nexvs has a Dehicin.us (httr~:/iDel.icin.us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that xve visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visithttp:i/delicious.con’~’pambam.tka news. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Air Canada <news@email.aircanada.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 2:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Importaat update - Mise ajour impormnte 

Version fra nc~aise 

AT AIR CANADA, WE ARE FULLY COMMITTED TO TAKING 
CARE OF OUR CUSTOMERS. 

Dear customer, 

We are very disappointed that an agreement with the Canadian Auto Workers (CAW) 
leadership has not been reached, leading call centre and airport customer service agents 
in Canada to take strike action. 

How will this affect your travel plans? 

Rest assured that we will continue to operate our regular schedule, and have 
implemented a contingency service plan to minimize impact to our customers. Existing 
bookings will be honoured and future bookings welcomed. 

Use our self-service tools 

To manage or book your flights visit aircanada.com or contact your travel agent. 

Our customers are requested to check-in within 24 hours of flight departure, online at 
aircana~a,co8~ or on a mobile device at 8~obile,aircanada,com. Check-in prior 
to going to the airport, to avoid expected long line-ups at our self-service check-in 
kiosks. 

Get flight updates at aircuna~a,com 

We apologize for the inconvenience. We look forward to welcoming you on board while 
we work things out on the ground. 

For up-to-date information visit aircan~da,coF~. 

Air Canada 

You have been sent this email because you are an Air Canada customer. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

English version 

AIR CANADA S’ENGAGE ~ PRENDRE SOIN DE SES 
CLIENTS, 

Bonjour, 



Nous sommes particuli~rement d~sol~s que les pourparlers avec les Travailleurs 

Canadiens de I’Automobile (TCA) aient cess~ avant la conclusion d’une entente, 
entralnant ainsi les agents du service ~ la clientele de centre d’appels et d’a~roport 
d~clencher une gr~ve au Canada. 

Que! sera I’impact sur la plauificiation de vos voyages ? 

Soyez assur~ que nous continuerons de mener nos operations selon les horaires 
habituels et nous avons mis en place un plan de contingence afin de r~duire au 
maximum los inconv~nients pour notre clientele. Nous honorerons les r~servations 
existantes et vous invitons ~ en effectuer de nouvelles en route confiance. 

Utilisez nos outils libre-service 

Pour g@rer ou effectuer vos r~servations de vols, visitez aircanada.com ou 
communiquez avec votre agent de voyages. 

Nous vous invitons 8 effectuer I’enregistrement de vos vols 24 heures avant le d~part, 
en ligne ~ ~j.[$.#.#.#.~’~.~.9.~. ou ~ ~’~.:~.~.[!~.~.!:~:~.#.#~’~.~.~.8.~. en utilisant votre appareil 
mobile. En vous enregistrant ~ I’avance, vous ~viterez ainsi los Iongues files 
d’attente devant nos bornes d’enregistrement libre-service ~ I’a~roport. 

Obtenez aussi la mise 8 jour de vos vols 8 

Nous nous excusons pour les inconv~nients et esp~rons avoir le plaisir de vous accueillir 
~ bord bient6t, en attendant que les choses se r~glent au sol. 

Visitez ~.~:~.~.~.~.~.~. pour les routes derni~res informations. 

Air Canada 

Vous avez re~u ce courriel parce que vous ~tes un client d’Air Canada. 

Consultez la poiitique d’Air Canada sur ia protection des renseiqnements personneis. 

Veuillez ne pas r~pondre ~ ce courriel. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary. Galvin < ~mail.ugo.za~ 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 5:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Phiri input 

Hi Eunice 

I am planning to write for you on Phiri, but I need to get some funding 
proposals in by the end of June. Would mid to late July be ok? 

What is the title of the book and chapter? Do you have a copy of the 
draft chapter without my section so I can locate it properly? 

Hope you are well’. 

Thanks 

Maw 

Dr. Maly Galvin 
Director 
Umphilo waManzi 
tel/fax: 27-31-205-IX.B4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: US Universities iu Africa ’land grab’ 

Greetings ticom Brazil! I saw this article and thought of you. Hope all is well al"~d cooler there 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http : //wv~v. unc. edu~’depts/afriaf am 

From: tI-NET I)iscussion List for African American Studies [H-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU] on behalf of Abdul Alkalimat [mcwo~er@ILLINOIS.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, J~e 14, 2011 8:03 AM 

To: 11 - At: RO - AM@tI-~IT. bISU. EI)U 
Subject: US Universities in Africa ’land grab’ 

From: gchorne@email.~c.edu 

From: Joan Wardrop 

From: Pe~r L~nb 

Land grabs have been a big issue for Al}icans lately, and this 
report suggests HapCard and Vande~bilt Universities are up to their 
necks in it--shades of apartheid and disinvestment campaigns. 

http://www.guardian, c o ~iworl~2011/j ~/08/us- universiti es-al}i ca-I and-grab 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AfricanBmins - No Reply <no-reply@africm~brains.org> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:36 AM 

AtiicanBraJns - No Reply <no-reply@a£ricanbraJms.org> 

AfiicanBmins Newsletter - Atiicm~ Educatiou Summit Special 

AfricanBrains, organisers of the prestigious African Education Summit in Rabat, Morocco this July 12-13 have so far confirmed an impressive 
array of keynote speakers taking part in the event. See www.africanbrains.netiedu 
These are led by African Ministers of Education and Higher Education along with heads of private sector technology companies, ICT leaders, 
development programmes, and bi-lateral & multi-lateral agencies all with the sole purpose of improving the quality of education and increasing 
investment & access to technology across the continent 
Being held under the Patronage of the Moroccan Ministry of Education; H.E. Ahmed Akhchichine - Minister of Education - will open proceedings 
on the morning of Tuesday 12th July. The two days will cover keys issues as diverse as developing centres of excellence in science & technology 
to women’s undergraduate scholarships and academic staff development. It is also inclusive of an exhibition that will be toured by ministers and 
officials with sponsorship from the World’s foremost education technology companies= 
Confirmed Keynote Speakers so far:- 

¯ H.E. Ahmed Akhchichine - Minister of Education, Morocco 
¯ Hon. Angeh’na Motshekga - Minister of Basic Education South Africa 

¯ Hon. ProL He[/en Sambifi- Minister for Higher Education, Science & Technology, Kenya 

¯ H.E. Dr. Ahmad Jama/-.Eddh~ Moussa = Minister of Education, Egypt 

¯ Hon. Mr Dawd CoRart - Minister for Education, Sports, Arts & Culture, Zimbabwe 

¯ Hon. M~riama Sa~;~Ceesay- Minister for Higher Education & Scientific Research, The Gambia 

¯ Hon. Prof. PeterMuL#a6ka - Minister for Education, Science & Technology, Malawi 

° Hon. L)r Boniface Kawimbe - Deputy Minister of Education, Zambia 

¯ Hon. Mr Maharna Aya6ga - Deputy Minister of Education, Ghana 

¯ Mr. Moses Kewamatw- Permanent Secretary for Education Hub, Botswana 

° Mr Driss Oueouicha - President of AI Akhawayn University 

¯ Dr/brahim Mayaki- Chief Executive, NEPAD 

¯ Dr Jeen Pierre ~zin - Commissioner for Human Resources, Science & Technology, African Union 

¯ Ms. Ag~;es Soucat- Director, Human Development, African Development Bank 

¯ Dr. Cheick Diarra - Chairman, Microsoft Africa 
¯ Dr Mark Pete~on -AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellow, USAID 

¯ Mr P~ut Fife - Director of Health, Education and Research, Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation 

¯ MrAhfin Byl/-.Cata6a- Executive Secretary, ADEA 

¯ ProL O/ugbemiro Jegede - Secretary-General, Association of African Universities 

¯ E)r Caro/h;a Odn ~n-Go ~ ender- Director of Academic Development, African Institute for Mathematical Sciences 

¯ Dr Baka,~, Diaflo - Rector, African Virtual University 
We have special dispensations for Universities, Colleges and Education NGOs wishing to attend. To secure your place at one of the most 
important events in Africa’s educational calendar please email events@africanbrains.org or visit www.africanbrains.net/edu/regi to register your 
interest. To take advantage of 70% discount on flights to the Summit with Royal Air Maroc please visit the travel page 
~.~ a_fd_c_._a_ .n__b_raJ._n .s_, .n_ e__V__e_.d__u i_tr_a_ v__e_! 
For press enquiries and Media Partnership requests please email press@africanbrains.org 
Also the News & BIog site has changed to a new Magazine style. 
Below is a selection blogs & stories from the last couple of weeks: 

Countries failing to assess mHealth 
http:/it.coix7UcW70 
Make vaccines for Africa in Africa, GA Vl told 
http://t.coiTTN2SYx 
Egypt to create up to 50,000 research jobs 
b_t__t_p_;_/_/__t :__c__o_L__O_LS_LE____P__E 
Time for Africa to harness smart grid technologies 

FAO’s tool weighs pros and cons of biofuels 

http://t~co!uJGqHMQ 
CTO assists UNICEF in improving the lives of children with mobile telephony 
http:/it.coioGsXXtB 
Deadline for young computer scientists in Africa awards is 31 July 2011 
http:i/t.co/8yVl Niv 
Regards 
The AfricanBrains Team 
www.africanbrains.net 
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed If you have received this email in error please notify the system 
manager. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the corn pany. Finally, the recipient should check this email and 

any attachments for the presence of viruses The company accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 

Please do not reply to this email as the mailbox is not monitored. To unsubscribe please email unsubscribe@a[ricanbrains.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 11:32 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] summer pay 

CCO Instructors- 

Let me give you a quick heads-up about how you’ll receive your stipend for teaching CCO this summer. The majority of you will receive 75% of your stipend on June 

30 and the remaining 25% on July 29. Those of you who will be receiving your stipend differently should be aware of that. 

The reason for the 75/25 split this summer is the uncertainty of the state budget. Since we receive 100% of the tuition from students in your courses in this fiscal 

year, we rely on the state allowing us to carry-forward the unspent part of those tuition funds to pay the second part of your stipend in the new fiscal year. This 

year there is a question as to whether carry-forward will be permitted, so we wanted to pay you more in the current fiscal year - hence the 75% before July 1. You 

need not worry about the second payment even if carry-forward is not allowed as we will still cover that amount - no cause for concern! 

I hope your courses are going well. Please realize that the campus first summer session is finishing today with the second session starting on Thursday. Hopefully 

all of your students realize that their CCO courses keep on going. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: <a href "maAlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu<!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"ma~lto:leave-29323609- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29323609- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tours Desk (Admissions) <tonrsdes~@admissions.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 2:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

UNC Admissions: Class Visitation Program 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
Greetings from the Undergraduate Admissions Office! 

Each semester" summer session, we conduct a classroom visitation program, allowing prospective students the opportunity to visit current C~olina classes. We waist to 

expose prospective students to our world-class faculty, and this program helps us address that mission. 
The parameters of the program are as follows: 

i. Students will be instructed to choose their class from our web site. They will then email their class visit request to our visit coordinators. 
a. Please assume that the maximum number of students you have allowed will visit each class, unless the date is unavailable. 
b. Unless you specifically request that we email you each time a student requests to sit in on your class, we will not be emailing you a confirmation. 

2. You may limit the number of visitors on a given day. 
3. You can identify days that are inappropriate for visitors (i.e. exam days), and we will refrain from scheduling any visitors on those days. 
4. Students will be asked to attend your entire class -they will be told they may not arrive late or leave early. 

We would appreciate it if you would allow visitation in some of the First-Yeas Seminar and Honors Seminar courses you may be teaching this summer. This does not 

limit your class options to FYS or Honors classes. If you have a regular class that you would like prospective students to attend, we encourage you to intbnn us of 

those classes that you are teaching. 

If you are interested in participating in the Class Visitation Program this summer, please till out the sign-up form below a~d emml it back to 

_tS~__u__l_~_d___e_5__k_~L~_@_)_i__s_~iR_r!~:__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_.. We are asldng for all responses to be submitted by Friday, 3mie 17th. 

On behalf of the Admissions Office, thank you for your support with the Classroom Visitation Program. 
Sincerely, 

Laura Ochs 
Tour Coordinator 
Undergraduate Admissions Office 

Class Visitation In form ation Form - Sum m er 2011 
Please fill out: one form for each class and email to toursdesk(?~admissions.unc.edu 

1. Academic Department: 

2. Please fill out the following infomialion reg~xting the course: 

N ame of Course: 

Course Number and Section: 

Professor: 

Days of Week and Time(s) of Course: 

Maymester Summer Session 1: Summer Session 2: 

Course Location: 

Max # of visitors allowed on a particular day: 

3. Days inappropriate for visitors to attend class: 

Exam date(s): 
Other date(s) when no visitors are allowed: 

4. Professor’s email address (please print clearly): 
** Please check here if you would like the Tours Desk to email you with a confirmation for every student request: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter & Duncan Gordon Foundation <mail@senderauthenticated.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 3:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Blue Economy Initiative Announced 

If you are having difficulty viewing this email properly, please click here: 

Blu÷ Econo~ny ~nitiative An~o~nc÷d ~.~.~ Wat .... dtheE ..... y 

~.~.~...~n£#. ~.. ~[~..~.~.#.~.~.#.~n, ~Q~#.~. 
Water Network and RBC Blue VV~ter Pro~ect 
team up for "Blue Economy Initiative/’ 

Today, Canada’s most experienced funder of 
water organizations, the nation’s leading water 
research ne~ork and Canada’s largest bank 
joined forces in a two-year venture that will make 
a clear case for the critical role water plays in Canada’s economy. 

The Walter & Duncan Gordon Foundation, Canadian Water Network and RBC Blue 
Water Project announced The Blue Economy Initiative, which will provide information to 
Canadians and key decision makers about the economic benefits of protecting Canada’s 
fresh water, and the economic risks of neglecting the health of our watersheds. Its goal is 
to create an upswell of support for sustainable water management in Canada, addressing 
questions that so far remain unanswered such as: 

What is the value of protecting/restoring aquatic ecosystems? 
Can we decrease healthcare costs by reducing water pollution? 
Can we enhance agricultural productivity to help address the global food crisis while 
at the same time ensuring responsible water use? 
How can cities tackle the costs imposed by climate change with new and innovative 
forms of water infrastructure? 

The Blue Economy Initiative will be lead by Nicholas Parker, Chair of Cleantech Group 
and Parker Venture Management. Its first milestone will be the fall of2011, with the 
release of a ground-breaking economic study of the contribution of water to the Canadian 
economy, authored by Canada’s foremost water economists Steven Renzetti and 
Dianne Dupont, and award-winning journalist, Chris Wood. 

The announcement was made at the second annual Canadian Water Summit in Toronto. 

For more information, contact Tim Morris, Program Manager, Fresh Water Protection at 
tim~@_c~ordo n~O 

X:: Canadian Water 

Netwod~ 

Wake[ & Duncan 

Gordon 

Foundation 

Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation 
11 Church Street, Suite 400 

Toronto, Ontario 
M5E 1W1 
Canada 

This email was created and delivered using i d slrv Maik~ut 



FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Congresswoman Corrine Brown <corrine.brown@capitolenews.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Corrine’s Comer: Annual .lob Fair 

June 14, 2011 

Dear Friends,                                                            ~ 

Please accept this as your personal invitation to participate in the 2011 Annual .lob 
and Community Resource Fair in Orlando with my special guest, Orlando Mayor 
Buddy Dyer. There are many opportunities and resources available for you to benefit 
from. 

The event will take place on Monday, .lune 27th from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. at the 
Amway Center, 400 West Church Street, in downtown Orlando. Doors will open for 
the event at 7:30 a.m. 

In addition to the .lob Fair, on-site mini workshops will be available to help job 
seekers sharpen their employability skills. I have invited a number of community 
resource and social service agencies to share their programs and services with job 
applicants. Housing foreclosure prevention workshops and additional resources will 
also be available for seniors and high school and college Students. 

With one in ten Floridians out of work, this is a difficult time for job seekers in 
Florida and around the nation. This job fair represents a tremendous opportunity to 
network with and speak directly to prospective employers in order to improve your 
chances of finding a job in this challenging economy. Registration is not required; 
however, siqninq-up on my website will help me stay in contact with you before and 
after the event. Feel free to invite family and friends. 

Please come prepared and meet a broad cross-section of employers and agencies! 
Contact my Orlando District Office at 407-290-9031, if you have any questions. 

PARKING INFORMATION FORTHI= 3OB FAIR: Free parking is available in the Geico 
Garage located next to the Amway Center at 400 West South Street. Once parked, 
please exit the garage on the street level and walk to the main Amway Center 
entrance on the Church Street side of the venue. For driving directions to the 
garage, please click here. 

look forward to seeing you dressed for success at the job fair! 

~ erely, 

Corrine Brown 
Member of Congress 

Please do not respond to this email. Click here to contact me. 

Web Version 

Click Here to be removed from this list 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:35 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Sakai training sessions! 

Sakai letter to department managers.docx 

From: McHale, James 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 1:56 PM 
To: Harris, Lori; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay; Buell, Agatha; McIver, Samelia; Sorrell, Lynn; Clemmons, Jason; Woytowich, 
Mary C; Susan Landstrom (landstro@email.unc.edu); Gautier, Janet E; Roberge, Paul T; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Sakai training sessions! 

Can you make sure this gets out to your faculty? We are hosting training sessions throughout the summer for Sakai, 

which will be soon replacing Blackboard. If you don’t have any faculty in your group/dept who need Sakai, then please 

disregard this email. Take care! 

James McHale, OASIS 

Tech Support Analyst 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29329489 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29329489-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Hello, 

We ask that you pass this on to your faculty so that we may assist them in the move from 
Blackboard to Sakai. Let us know if there is anything else we can do to help with this move. 

Sent: Friday, June 03, 2011 12:24 PM 
To: college-sakai-fall-11@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Sakai Trainings for Fall 2011 

Dear UNC Faculty Member/Blackboard Instructor, 

In the recent Sakai preference survey, many of you indicated that you would like hands-on assistance 
using Sakai. Some of you have already been contacted and can ignore this message. 

We have scheduled 8 different workshops, each with 3 one-hour sessions. During these sessions, you 
will have the opportunity to migrate your content and learn the basics of Sakai with hands-on personal 
assistance from OASIS and ITS Teaching & Learning. The times we have available are: 

Wednesday, June 15, 1 PM, 2PM, & 3PM 
Friday, June 24, 9 AM, 10AM, & 11AM 
Wednesday, July 13, 1 PM, 2PM, & 3PM 
Friday, July 29, 9 AM, 10AM, & 11AM 
Wednesday, August 3, 9 AM, 10AM, & 11AM 
Wednesday, August 10, 1 PM, 2PM, & 3PM 
Wednesday, August 17, 1 PM, 2PM, & 3PM 
Friday, August 26, 9 AM, 10AM, & 11AM 

To register, click here: 
http://re.q.abcsi.q n u p.com/view/view month.aspx?as=52&wp=658&aid=UNC-ITS 

For Self-Starters: 
¯ ITS has a variety of workshops, and consultations available. 
¯ Great training resources are available here: http://blo.q.sakai.unc.edu/faculty/learnin.q-sakai-on-your- 
own/ 

¯ A Quick Sakai Orientation: 
Take a moment to walk through the "road maps and signs" built into Sakai. They will help you 
navigate your way successfully. In addition, there are a few tips and tricks (including accessibility 
suggestions) that are helpful to know right from the start. They are all in this quick overview! 
Note: You can download this presentation as PDF or you can make the presentation full screen by 
clicking the 4-headed arrow in the lower right-hand corner. 

We’re eager to help, and if you have any questions or other needs, you can request help directly from 
OASIS by submitting a Remedy ticket at http://oasis.unc.edu/remedy 

Thank you, 
OASIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 9:48 AM 

Welcome to Afril01 - Summer 2:AFRII01.001.2NDSS2011 

Dem All, 

Gmelings. 

Please note that I have posted our course outline to Blackboard. Because ofbudgetao~ constraints, course outlines are only available on Blackboard. Consequently, 

print out the course outline and bring it to class tomorrow. 

Welcome to Afiil01 and see you tomorrow. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:41 AM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Films- request 

Hello, 

Please resep~e the following films for my Afril01 class: 

1 ) Different but Equa[ - Basil Davidson’s series on Africa 
2) Caravans of Gold - Basil Davidson’s series on Africa 
3) Black Gold" - 65-DVD3514 

Thursday, June 16- Friday July, 18 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

media resources center <mrc@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 2:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Films- request 

Professor SaNe, 

Did you just want these films to be on reserve in the MRC for your students to come mid watch here’? Did you need to take theln out for class screenings at m~y point 

in time? 

Thanks, 

MRC StaB" 

Media Resources Center 

RB. House Undergraduate Library 

mrcl~,unc.edu 

962-2559 

On Jun 15, 2011, at 10:40 AIVI, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Hello, 

Please rese~’e the following films for ~ny Afril0l class: 

1) Different but Equal - Basil Davidson’s series on Africa 

2) Caravans of Gold - Basil Davidson’s series on Africa 

3) Black Gold" - 65-DVD3514 

Thursday, June 16- Friday July, 18 

PID 

AIiJcan a~d Afro-America~ Studies and 

Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomlz, Juditl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 2:35 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccot~c] CCO Fall 2011 Minor Course Revisions Reminder 

CCO Material Submission Definitions m~d Deadlines.doc; facultyhandbook-CCO.pdf; t:al12011 assignments-cmrent only (5).doc 

This is a reminder for those of you who will be teaching a CCO course this fall. 

July 15th is the deadline for new and returning course instructors to submit minor changes they need to make to update their 

courses for the new semester. These include changes to the course schedule of lessons and assignment dates for the new semester; 

updating links (your instructional designer will do a link check and inform you of any problem links); and any other minor changes you feel 

might be necessary. 

See the attached Materials Submission document for distinctions between minor and major revisions. It’s too late to submit textbook 

changes or anything more than minor revisions at this point. 

Also, see the attached fall assignments for a list of instructional designers and their course assignments. You should send your revisions 

directly to your instructional designer and copy me as well. For those of you who are listed under the new instructional designer’s column, 

please send your revisions to Tyler Ritter (etritter@email.unc.edu). It would be helpful to review "Sending Your Revision to Your 

Instructional Designer" in the online Faculty Handbook h~:i/f:ridaycer~ter.ut~c,eduifaculW/re~’isit~gl...CCO~h~ml 

We welcome all of the new instructors teaching this coming fall and welcome back all of our returning instructors. We hope that you will 

all enjoy teaching your online course and will actively engage with your students throughout the semester. Let us know if you have any 

questions or need our help in any way. 

Hope you’re having a great summer! 

Cheers from Judith, and everyone else in Credit Programs and CID (Communication and 

Instructional Design) 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 
<nl> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</nl:~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emml ~) ~a href "mailto:leave-29331462-3634613A7t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29331462- 

3634613.47fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

CCO Course Materials Submission: Definitions and Deadlines 

New Courses: all materials, textbook lists (including ISBN numbers), and requests for course flyers, axe 
due no later than: 

a. June 1st for a fall course offering 
b. October 1s~ ~br a spring course offering 
c. March 1st for a summer offering. 

Major Revisions: follows the same schedule as # 1 above. A major revision represents changes of more 
thazl one-quarter of a new course (or more than $1000 in compensation). In this case, it’s very importm~t 
to start the process at least three months before the materials deadline. We’ll need a proposal and your 
department chair’s written approval. Once we have these we’ll write you a contract. If you send us a 
major revision at the last minute without having followed this process, we’ll most likely have to 
postpone the revision until the following semester. 

Regular semester updates or minor revisions: These consist of changes to the course schedule of 
lessons and assignment dates for the new semester; updating links (your instructional designer will do a 
link check and inform you of problem links); an?, other minor chazlges you feel might be necessa%~. The 
due dates follow: 

a. July 15th for the fall 

b. November 15th for the spling 
c. April 15th for sunm~er 

Note: All textbook changes must be submitted according to the major revision dates even if the 
changes associated ruth theln are minor. Usually, but not always, textbook changes necessitate a 
major revision. Contact Judith or your instructional designer well in advance if you’re not sure if your 
changes are major or Ininor. 

Setting up e-reserves: When you give the library your list of items to place on e-reserve fbr your course, 
library, staff quickly begin the process of requesting permission to use it. If they do not receive a 
response from the publisher by the time the semester stats, they assume that perrmssion will be granted 
and place the item on e-reselve, ttowever, it can easily happen that permission is denied or that the fee 
for using the item is too costly. In these cases, the library, must remove the item from e-reserve with very 
little notice. 

Submit your e-reserve lists to the library’ staff far enough in advance so that publishers have time to 
respond to requests to use the nlaterials, ttere are the deadlines requested by library staft~ 

o Fall semester: July 1 
o Spring semester: November 1 
o Sulraner term: April 1 

When you complete the e-reserve request form, make sure you identify yourself and your 

course as part of the CCO program and include the name and campus address of your 

instructional designer along with a note asking that we be notified along with you of any 
changes as the semester proceeds. (Our campus address is CB# 1020 The Friday Center.) 



Welcome to your teaching assignmem wi~h the Friday Cemer. 
We have created an online Faculty Handbook to provide you 
with an orientation and reference materials that will be useful 
throughout yore’ work with us. ~bu can locate the Handbook at 
fridayce~ter.unc,edu!fac~ty. 

for New COO 

[] Attend a new instructor orientation meeting at the Friday 
Center with Judith Benowitz, Program Development 
Speci alist. 

[] Review the CCO Web site, fridaycenier.unc.edu/cp/CCO, 
and the CCO Student Handbook (see the Samples section 
of the online Faculb’ Handbook). 

[] [f you are taking over an existing CCO course, review the 
most recent full semester and summer version of your 
course in the CCO archives (you will receive information 
on accessing the courses). 

Review the sample CCO courses listed on ~he reverse of 
this sheet. 

Optional but highly recommended: speak with a current 
or former COO instructor from your department to get an 
idea of what’s inw~lved in teaching a CCO course. 

Read the online Faculty Handbook. Pay particular 
attention to: 

o information about deadlines for sub[r’.,itting [r’.,aterials, 

book lists, and e-reserves 

o information on how to submit your changes or new 
course materials (see Authoring a New Course, 

Revising an Existing Course) 

o Teaching a Distance Education Course 

o Conu’acts and Pax, 

O How your Course is Marketed 

o Using Blackboard 

Submit your course materials to your instructional 
designer. 

Enjoy teaching the course! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@robertschuman.eu> 
Wednesday, June :[5, 20:[:[ 4:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°49:[ 

":[r~r~igrants who fit in wel~ can add value to European society~ stimulate it and 
facilitate its opening onto the world" 

Front page? : Ge!mar!y I Freedom/Press I c~Liz.~n~i~p Elections : Turkey Financial Crisis : ECB I 
Garm~r~y I AustR~ I F:~nland I France I Greece I ltaiy I L~via I Uthuan~a I ~qalta IThe Nethedands 
Pcrl:uga~ E~re~ea~ ~il : S~slka~s ~i~i~ : Cc, rrupUon I Erasmus I CroaHa I Euro I 
European Bemester Parliament : Budge~ I Environment I Road Transport I 
Council : Agriculture I Healthcare I Energy I ~u~stb::e/[n~edor Diplomacy : EUiKuss~a I 
Mediter:-anean Germany : Greece I Women I USA I Ubya Austria : Asia Bulgaria : Slovenia 
Cyprus : UN France : USA I PaH~yItaly : ReE~re~xJum Romania : UK UK : Health Slovakia : 
[.ithuan~s Slovenia : Croatia Croatia : U~ Turkey : Poland NATO : Croatia I Futu=-e I~F : 
Cand~da1:ures [u[ostat : C~l:~enship I GDP I Pc:,puiaUo~ I Russia Studies/Reports : Democra,::~, 
DeF.cit I Armament I Parh’~ersh=’P I lntegrstion Publications : Europear~ Model Culture : ArtiBssel 

E>’h~b~Uon/BerHn I Exh~b~tic.niEdinburDh I FHmiSIc, vakia I M.:)~arl:iWars~sw 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Front page? : 

j The Chairman of the Robert Schuman Foundation Jean-Dominique Giuliani 
.~.iI photo non dispo recalled the importance of the German contribution to the EU in a new European 

comment that was broadcast on Canal Acad6mie. 

j The international organ?sat?on for Francophonie together with the Robert 

~:i photo non dispo Schuman Foundation and the Council of Europe organ?seal a regional seminar on 
30th and 31st May in Sofia on the freedom of the press and the regulation of the 
media in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe since the end of the Soviet 

era. During the inaugural session G6rard Saint Paul, journalist and member of the Robert Schuman 
Foundation’s Scientific Board, reviewed the origins and main points that form the freedom of the 
press in democratic societies. 

j On 18th June Toute I’Europe is organ?sing an awareness raising day on the 
~iI photo non dispo European Citizen’s :Initiative. A panel of citizens and 75 NGO’s will be invited to 

say something about the new citizens’ participatory tool as well as about the 
way it might rise to the challenges facing the EU at present (democratic deficit, 

citizen motivation, exploration of new forms of direct democracy .... ) We would like to remind 
readers that the Robert Schuman Foundation is also organising a vast consultation on the citizens’ 
initiative, notably with regard to women. 

Elections : 
Turkey 

J The Justice and Development Party (AKP) of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 

~i: photo non dispo Erdogan easily won the general elections that took place on 12th June in 
Turkey. The party took 49.91% of the vote and 326 seats in the National Grand 
Assembly, the only chamber in the Turkish Parliament ie 15 less than in the last 
general election on 22nd July 2007. The head of government came out ahead of 
the People’s Republican Party (CHP), the leading opposition party led by Kemal 

Kilicdaroglu, which won 25.91% of the vote and 112 seats (+23) who lost one of its bastions in the 
west, Antalya, to the Justice and Development Party - and also the Nationalist Action Party(MHP), an 
ultra-nationalist party led by Devlet Bahceli which won 12.99% and 53 seats (-18). Those who stood 
mainly as independents (mostly Kurds) in order to get around the obligatory 10% threshold 
nationally in order to be able to enter parliament made a breakthrough winning 6.3% of the vote and 
clinching 36 seats (+10). Turnout rose to 86.7% ie 2.3 points higher than in the previous general 
elections on 22nd July 2007. 

Financial Crisis : 
ECB 

:ii’~iii On 9th June the European Central Bank decided to maintain its main rate at 
photonon dispo 1.25%. Since April the rate had increased due to the restrictive monetary 

policy that has been implemented. The ECB also revised its growth forecast 
for the euro area in 2011 upwards. A 1.9% increase in the GDP has been 
forecast. However the GDP in 2012 has been revised downwards to 1.7%. 
Moreover the ECB president recalled that he was against a possible default of 



payment by Greece to settle its debt problem. On the same day the BCB 
Board of Governors adopted a favourable opinion on the EU Council’s recommendation with regard 
to the new ECB president Mario Draghi. At a conference in London on 13th June Jean-Claude Trichert 
pleaded in favour of reform in terms of euro area governance, such as the introduction of stricter, 
systematic sanctions in the event of budgetary inadequacy. 

The federal statistics office, Destatis, indicated in a press release on 8th June 

i~} photo non dispo that in comparison with April 2010 German exports had risen in April 2011 by 
13.4% and imports by 20.1%. ]:n comparison with March 2011 and according to 
seasonally adjusted data, exports decreased in April 2011 by 8.8% and imports 
by 2.5%. in April 2011 the German economy achieved a trade surplus of 12 

billion euros. 

I Austrian statistics institute, Statistik Austria, announced on 7th June that imports 

~i photo non dispo had increased over the first quarter of 2011 by 22.6% and now stood at 31.04 
billion euros. Exports had increased by 22.2 .o in comparison with last year 
rising to 29.83 billion euros. "The value of foreign trade has reached the 

January-March 2008 level approximately," indicated the institute. The Austrian trade deficit totalled 
1.8 billion euros in the first quarter of 2011. 

Finla!~d 
o j On 7th June the Finnish Finance Ministry set the basic rate at 2 Yo for the period 

o ~:: photonon dispo July 1st 2011 until the end of December. The latter had been at 1.8 Yo since 
January 1st 2011. 

Read 

Fra nee 

i The National French ~nstitute for Statistics and Economic Studies (Z[NSEE) 
~iI photo non dispo published employment figures on 9th June for the first quarter of 2011 which 

have risen by 88,200 posts ie +10,000 jobs more in comparison with the fourth 
quarter of 2010. Over one year paid employment in the trading sector has 
increased by 1.1%. On 8th June the French customs announced the French 
trade deficit in April 2011 - it now totals 7.14 billion euros - a level that has 

never been reached before. On the same day the French budget minister estimated in his latest 
monthly budget assessment that the State budgetary deficit totalled 61.4 billion euros, in both 
instances the French State quotes exceptional circumstances. 

I The Greek government gave the greenlight on 9th June to a new recovery plan 

~i photo non dispo 2012-2015 during a Council of Ministers which lasted nearly six hours. The text 
plans for toughening up on austerity with an estimated 28.4 billion euros in 
savings including 6.4 billion in 2011. The project intends to increase taxes, 
reduce public spending and plan for privatisations. It will now be examined by 

parliament. 

J The Italian statistics institute ’[star’ announced on 10th June that the GDP had 
photo non dispo risen by 0.1% in the first quarter of 2011 in comparison with the fourth quarter 

of 2010 and by 1% over one year. 

Latvia 

j On 6th June the credit ratings agency Moody’s changed its outlook on Latvia’s 

~i photo non dispo rating of Baa3 rising from "stable" to "positive". Moody’s said it had noted the 
political uncertainty surrounding President Valdis Zatlers’ suggestion to dissolve 
parliament but did not foresee that this might affect economic recovery 
immediately. Moreover on 8th June the Latvian Central Statistics Bureau 

published inflation figures for May in comparison with April; prices have increased by 0.4%. The 
average annual rate in May rose to 2.1%. 

Read I Othe:- Ib’:l~ i Other [in[<                                                                     I. I 

j The Lithuanian statistics office published the latest inflation figures on 9th June. 

i~i photonon dispo In Nay the average annual inflation lay at 2.8 ,o. In Nay 2010 to Nay 2011 it 

rose to 5%. 

j The Maltese national statistics office (NSO) announced on 8th June that the 

~i photo non dispo trade deficit in April had risen by 50.6 million euros in comparison with April 
2010. This now lies at 119.7 million euros. On 9th June a rise of 2.3% in the 



GDP in real terms for the first quarter of 2011 was also announced. 

P..~ad J Other li!~k                                                                                  ~ 

tietheriands 

j In May 2011 Dutch inflation reached its highest level of the last 30 months said 
photo nondispo the Dutch statistics institute on 9th June. It explained this rise of 2.3% mainly by 

an overall increase in energy prices such as gas and electricity (+6.1% in 
comparison with the previous year). 

Pertugai 
On 9th .lune the Portuguese statistics institute (INE) announced a decrease of 

photo non dispo 0.6% in the volume of the GDP in the First quarter of 2011. Also the consumer 
price index recorded a rise of 3.8% over one year. 

European Council : 
Balkans 

j On 6th .June European Council President Herman Van Rompuy congratulated 
~:~iI photo non dispo Serb President Boris Tadic, who was visiting Brussels, on the arrest and 

extradition of Ratko Mladic. He declared he supported President Tadic’s 
European ambition as well as his determination. On 8th .June, during a meeting 
in Brussels with Croatian President Ivo .]osipovic, H. Van Rompuy congratulated 
Croatia on the progress it had made in its EU membership negotiations. He 
recommended that reform relative to the legal system and the fight to counter 

corruption be stepped up because they were major reference points for the 27 Member States. 
According to Mr Van Rompuy Croatia’s accession to the EU should facilitate the European perspective 
of the other Balkan countries. 

gt.~ad [Other li!~k [ XI 

] On 6th ,June the Commission decided to publish a report in order to gauge the 

photonon dispoj work undertaken by Member States in the fight to counter corruption which 
costs the EU 120 billion euros every year. As of 2013 the report will be 
published every two years by the Commission. It will apply to corruption in 
both the private and public sectors. This report will not establish a ranking, it 
will include information gathered from NGO’s and independent consultants. 
The Commission would like to modernise rules relative to the confiscation of 

the products of crime as of next autumn. Moreover it is planning to put forward a strategy to 
improve national penal, financial inquiries in 2012. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

J The student exchange programme Erasmus is a real success according to the 
~:~:i photonon dispo European Commission. indeed more than 213,000 students were awarded an 

Erasmus grant to study abroad for the academic year 2009/20:1_0 ie an increase 
of 7.4% in comparison with the previous year. Learning mobility is a vital goal in 
Europe’s 2020 Strategy for growth and employment. Hence the EU decided to 

invest 415 million euros in the Erasmus programme in 2009/2010. Spain, France, the UK were the 
favourite destinations in 2009. Since 2007 the Erasmus programme has also fostered in-company 
training periods abroad. Hence 35,000 students opted for this alternative in 2009 ie an increase of 
17.3% in comparison with last year. 

Ct~’~at ia 

I On 10th .]une the European Commission suggested that the Council close the 

~i photonon dispo last Four chapters (justice, budget, finance, competition) relative to Croatia’s 
accession negotiations to the EU. Croatia may join the EU as of 1st July 2013 if 
all of the Member States ratify this membership and if the Croats say yes in the 
referendum that will be organised in Croatia. According to the Commission’s 

President progress made by Croatia is also a strong sign for the West Balkans. Hence since Croatia 
has undertaken all of the necessary structural reforms it might be an inspiration for other States in 
the region. 

I On the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the launch of the euro the 

~i photo non dispo Commission is holding a competition so that all citizens and residents in the 17 
euro area Member States can vote on internet in support of the drawing that will 
feature on the new two euro coin as of January 2012. The public can choose 
between five drawings until 24th ,June. Once the choice has been made lots will 

be drawn amongst participants who voted for the winning drawing and a set of euro coins will be 
offered to the person selected. 

Read I Cther link 

j On 3une 8th, the Commission adopted 27 country-specific recommendations - 

~:~:i photo nondispo plus one for the euro area - to help Member States gear up their economic and 
social policies to deliver on growth, jobs and public finances. As situations vary 
from one country to another, the Commission is recommending targeted 
measures for each Member State. This should help each country to focus on 

strategic levers in the next 12 to 18 months, and thus boost EU economy. These recommendations 



are part of the European Semester, whereby - for the first time this year - Member States and the 
Commission have been coordinating their economic and budgetary policies, The recommendations 
will be debated and endorsed by the European Council on 23rd & 24th June, 

Budge~ 
On 8th June MEPs approved the report by the European Parliament’s Special 

.~j photo nondispo Committee on "policy challenges and budgetary resources fora sustainable EU 
after 2013" 468 votes in favour, 134 against and B4 abstentions, in the next 
multiannual financial framework they are requesting an increase of 5% between 
2014 and 2020 or that the Member States state which policy priorities they want 

to relinquish. MEPs want to maintain the level of funding for the regional policy and with regard to 
agriculture and increase investments in energy infrastructures. They also want a European budget 
Funded by own resources and renewed their appeal for a tax on Financial transactions across the 
Union. They also called for the suppression of contribution reductions like the British rebate for 
example. However an amendment in support of a single European Parliament HQ was rejected. 

Read 

j On 7th June MEPs approved a draft regulation on "European economic accounts 
~:: photo non dispo for the environment" 616 votes in favour, 26 against and 24 abstentions. ]t aims 

to harmonise Member States’ national data on atmospheric emissions and on 
environmental taxes; it plans therefore for better monitoring of environmental 
data in the EU. This legislation still has to win the formal support of the Council 

before it is implemented in 2012. At the same time MEPs also approved the non-binding resolution on 
the theme of "GDP and beyond" which, in line with the European environmental economic accounts, 
plans to complete the European economic index with social and environmental indicators drawn up 
by Eurostat. 

On 7th June MEPs approved the revision of the "Eurovignette" Directive, 505 

~i photo non dispo votes in favour, 141 against and 17 abstentions, which plans for the taxation of 
lorries when they use certain infrastructures. They approved the principle of the 
polluter-payer that enables the Member States to levy additional taxes on HGVs 
in terms of their environmental and sound pollution impact and to increase or 

diminish taxes depending on low or peak periods in order to improve the management of traffic. 

RomaniP./Buigarh~ 

I On 8th June MEPs approved 487 votes in favour, 77 against and 29 abstentions 
~iI photo non dispo Bulgaria and Romania’s membership of the Schengen area. They did however 

acknowledge that the Bulgarian border was still a sensitive area for the EU. 
Indeed they believed that it was an access route for illegal immigration like the 
Greek and Turkish borders. For this reason they called on Bulgaria to increase 

its controls, establish an action plan and lay out a common approach with Greece and Turkey for its 
entry into the Schengen area. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Council : 
Agricui~ur.~ 

I Following the mortal E.coli epidemic and the drought in Europe, the 27 
~iI photo non dispo Agriculture ministers met exceptionally on 7th June to discuss the aid to provide 

to farmers, the main victims in these catastrophes. Concerning E.coli, the 
ministers asked for a European response to the crisis. On 8th June Dacian 
Ciolos,Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development, made some 

proposals to compensate farmers to a total of 210 million euro. 

Heaithcare 

j On 6th June the 27 Healthcare Ministers encouraged the vaccination of children 

~i photonon dispo given the new outbreak of measles in Europe. The Member States and the 
Commission are invited to step up national vaccination programmes and the 
exchange of information. The ministers adopted conclusions that finalised the 
work achieved as part of the European Pact relative to mental healthcare and 

well-being since June 2008. This pact makes mental health and well-being a priority for healthcare 
policies. They invited the Commission and Member States to implement joint action as part of the 
European Public Health Programme 2008-2013 to improve information sharing, coordination and 
cooperation. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Energy 

j On 10th June the 27 Energy Ministers approved the conclusions on energy .~j photo non dispo efficiency 2011 to implement the goal to improve this by 20°,0 by 2020. They 
particularly called for additional work to be done on buildings and in the 
transport sector, notably by way of leadership amongst the public authorities. 
They also advised on improved information to consumers on energy efficiency 

and products to guide their choices. The ministers also discussed the directive on integrity rules and 
transparency of the energy markets, energy infrastructures and strategy for 2050. The German 
delegation informed the Council of its decision to put an end to nuclear power by 2022. Finally the 
European Commission informed ministers of the implementation of stress tests on European nuclear 
power plants that started on June 1st. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 



On 9th and 10th .June the 27 Interior Ministers adopted conclusions relative to 
.~.iI photo nondispo borders, immigration and asylum. Astrengthening of the protection of the EU’s 

external borders was advised upon; it will facilitate the fight against illegal 
immigration and cross-border criminality. Moreover ministers recalled that the 
Member States were responsible for the application of the Schengen acquis. 
Conclusions related to the membership procedure of the Schengen area on the 
part of Bulgaria and Romania were adopted. They maintain that the assessment 

process has been completed. The question will be examined by the Council at a later date - in 
September of this year at the latest. In addition to this the 27 ministers looked into strengthening 
links between internal and external aspects of the fight to counter terrorism. They encouraged 
Europol and SITCEN to work together to fight the terrorist threat. 

Diplomacy : 
Eu/~ussia 

J During the EU-Eussia Summit on 9th and 10th .June Russian President Dimitri 
.~.iI photo non dispo Medvedev, the President of the European Council, Herman Van Eompuy and the 

President of the European Commission 3os~ Manuel Barroso came to an 
agreement on lifting the Russian embargo on European vegetables in exchange 
for a certification system on the safety of these vegetables that is to be set up 

between the European Commission and Russia. They also noted the progress achieved in terms of 
liberalising visas, Russia’s membership of the WTO and on energy. Finally with regard to the 
partnership for modernisation the European investment Bank signed agreements with the Russian 
development bank VEB in support of the partnership for modernisation to a total of 2 billion euros. 

l I 
Mediter=-anean 

j On 7th ,]une the High Representative Catherine Ashton announced the 
~i photo non dispo establishment of a new "task force" on the south banks of the Mediterranean. 

This "task force" will bring together the experts of the European External Action 
Service (EEAS), the European Commission, the European investment Bank 
(EIB), the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and 
other international financial institutions. The aim is to improve the coherence of 

assistance, notably financial, for the political transition of the countries of North Africa. 

Greece 
On 10th .June Federal Finance Minister Wolfgang Schauble won, in principle, the 

:~:iI phot .... dispo support of G ..... MPs for further aid toG ..... - but thi ........ d ..... rain 
conditions, in a speech to the Bundestag he said that the "situation in Greece, 
and therefore in Europe, was serious" and that aid and an additional adjustment 
programme were necessary for the payment of the next part of aid in ]uly. 

Pointing out that "we are the ones to have benefited most from the euro", he said in his speech that 
"we have a responsibility towards Europe" and even "to the entire world". The resolution that was put 
to the Bundestag by MPs in the ruling coalition and which also plans for the participation of private 
creditors in the cost of this additional aid, was adopted by the majority of MPs. in a letter dated 6th 
.June to the EU Finance Ministers as well as to the management of the ECB and the IMF W. Schauble 
said he wanted Greece’s creditors to agree to a seven year extension of the country’s outstanding 
sovereign bonds. 

j According to figures published on 8th ,]une by the federal statistics office 
~i photonon dispo (Destatis) 27.7% of management posts in private Germany companies were 

occupied by women in comparison with 21.8% in :1.996. The percentage of 
women in these positions is still "clearly below" that of women amongst all wage 
earners (45.6%) explains Destatis. On the issue of male/female parity the 
Robert Schuman Foundation launched the "Women and Europe, Citizens’ 
initiative" project this year. Answer our questionnaire on women and Europe! 

We need to know what you think! 

USA 

j On 7th and 8th .June German Chancellor Angela Merkel visited the White House 
.~.iI photo non dispo and was President BarackObama’sguest-shewas paid military honoursand 

attended a State banquet. Mr Obaman awarded her the prestigious presidential 
freedom medal in honour of her commitment to freedom and civil rights during 
the political transition of the GDR. She is the second German head of 

government to receive this distinction after Helmut Kohl. At the same time they discussed 
international issues: Afghanistan, the situation in the Near East and economic issues. After their talks 
Mr Obama declared that Germany was one of the USA’s best allies. 

Libya 
Germany has acknowledged the National Transition Council, the political 

~iI photo non dispo organisation behind the Libyan rebellion, as the country’s only "legitimate 
representative", declared German Foreign Minister Guido Westerwelle on 13th 
.}une in Benghazi, the "capital" of the rebellion. 

Read [Ctherlink 

Austria : 
Asia 

j The 20th World Economic Forum on Europe and Central Asia took place in 

~i photo non dispo Vienna on 8th and 9th June. The heads of state and government present 
exchanged views on "Expanding the Borders of innovation", in his inaugural 
speech Austrian Chancellor Werner Faymann spoke of the gas pipeline project, 



Nabucco, supported by the EU; he pointed to the growing cooperation between Europe and Central 
Asian countries, the Caucasus and the Black Sea. Austrian President Heinz Fischer also insisted on 
the continued rapprochement between Europe and Central Asia. 

Bulgaria : 
Slovenia 

On 6th June Bulgarian President Georgi Parvanov travelled to Slovenia to meet 

.~.iI photo non dispo his counterpart Danilo TUrk, as well as Prime Minister Borut Pahor. Cooperation 
between the two States within the EU was the focus of discussions. The political 
leaders also spoke of the future of Europe and the development of joint 
projects, notably in the area of energy. The Slovenian leaders stressed their 

support for Bulgaria’s entry into the Schengen area. 

Read ICthe!iir!k 

Cyprus : 
UN 

I The UN Security Council decided on 13th June to extend the UN Force’s mandate 

~i photonon dispo for peacekeeping in Cyprus until mid-December, its members also said they 
were concerned about the slow progress being made in negotiations between 
both sides for the reunification of the island. In its resolution the Council has 
asked both sides, Cypriot and Turk, "to step up the pace in negotiations and to 
take part in the process constructively, to improve the general climate in which 

negotiations are taking place and to increase participation on the part of civil society." 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

UBA 

l On 6th June the French Foreign Minister Alain Jupp6 and American Secretary of 

~i photo non dispo State Hillary Clinton discussed major international issues, particularly the peace 
process in the Near East, after Alain Jupp6’s journey to the region. During their 
joint press conference they stressed that they shared the same points of view 
on all of these issues and that they would be working towards the same goal. 

Read [ Other li!~k IxI 
Parity 

j On 7th June a report was delivered to the French Minister for Solidarity and 
.~.iI photo non dispo Social Cohesion, Roselyne Bachelor- it was devoted to women and men’s 

access to professional and family responsibilities and which sets out 25 real 
suggestions. On the issue of equality between men and women the Robert 
Schuman Foundation launched the project "Women and Europe and the Citizens’ 

initiative". Answer our survey, we need to know what you think! 

Italy : 

The President of the italian Council Silvio Berlusconi, suffered a Further defeat 
.~.iI photonon dispo on 13th June. The italians were called to ballot to vote on four referendums 

which were called for by the opposition and which Focused on the abolition of his 
penal immunity, the ban on the return to nuclear power, and the opening of the 

water market to the private sector. They voted en masse; for the First time in 16 years the vital 
quorum for the validity of the popular referendum initiative (50% of the vote plus one vote) was 

reached (57%). 

UK 

j On 6th and 7th June the Romanian President Traian Basescu travelled to the UK 
.~.iI photo non dispo to meet British Prime Minister David Cameron. They discussed bilateral relations 

as well as possibilities to develop their work together. The European agenda, 
ranging from economic growth and the EU’s enlargement, were also major 
issues in their discussions. Mr Basescu stressed the importance of completing 
the internal market and Romania’s entry into the Schengen area. He also called 

for the stabilisation of the Balkan region and asserted the need to provide these States with a 
European perspective. The two men also exchanged views on international events and on the 
situation in North Africa and the Middle East. 

UK: 
Health 

j David Cameron’s government in Britain has to amend its project to reform the 
~iI photonon dispo British healthcare system according to a report delivered on 13th June by a 

group of experts officially requested to look into this extremely controversial 
reform. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Slova kia : 
Lithuania 

On 6th June the Slovakian Presdient ivan Gasparovic and Lithuanian President 

~i photo nondispo Dalia Grybauskaitediscussed bilateral issues, the Union’sneighbourhood policy 
in the East, as well as energy and nuclear security in the region. The Lithuanian 
President addressed a letter on this subject to the EU in order to ensure that 
measures guaranteeing the safety of nuclear plants that lie in the Union’s 

neighbourhood are taken. The Slovakian President maintained his support with regard to the claims 
being made by Lithuania. 



SIoveuia : 

j On 8th June Slovenian Prime Minister Borut Pahor travelled to Croatia on the 
~:: photonon dispo invitation of his counterpart, Jadranka Kosor. The two ministers recalled the 

progress that has been made in terms of Croat-Slovenian relations, both on a 
political and economic level. 

Croatia : 

j On 10th June Croatian Prime Minister Jadranka Kosor travelled to London to 
~:: photo non dispo meet her British counterpart David Cameron. The latter congratulated Croatia 

on the formidable progress it has made in its EU membership negotiations 
stressing an "historic day" and explaining that Croatia had its place in the EU. 
He also mentioned Croatia’s work undertaken to reform in view of European 

integration. Ms Kosor said she was pleased with British support and recalled the importance of the 
message sent out by the European Council on 23rd and 24th June to Croatia and the entire Balkan 
region. 

Read I Cther ]ink                                                                                  I~l 

Turkey : 
PoiP.nd 

On 6th and 7th 3une Turkish President Abdullah G01 travelled to Warsaw to meet 
~i photo non dispo his Polish counterpart Bronislaw Komorowski as well as Prime Minister Donald 

Tusk. He said he hoped to see Turkey’s membership negotiations to the EU 
gather pace during the Polish presidency. Polish leaders recalled their support 
for the country’s European aspirations insisting on the conditions that still have 

to be fulfilled in terms of the economy, social and political spheres. Discussions focused on continued 
bilateral relations between the two States. 

Read I Cther Hnk i OIher [ink 

NATO : 
Cr.’~atia 

Croatian President Ivo Josipovic travelled to the NATO HQ on 7th June to meet 
~i photo non dispo with NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen, to discuss various 

subjects, including the Unified Protector Operation led by NATO in Libya. Mr 
Rasmussen stressed that Euro-Atlantic integration was the most effective means 
to maintain stability long term in the Balkan region as a whole. 

Read [ Od’ler li!~k 1×1 

FuLure 

j The American Defence Secretary Robert Gatea warned NATO’s western alliea on 
.~.iI photo non dispo 10th June about their lack of military investment and political will, stressing that 

the "inadequacies" noted in Libya could "compromiae" the mission’s 
effectiveness. He warned against "a two-speed alliance" with some nations 
contenting themaelves with humanitarian operations whilst others should be 

supporting the operations. "It is no longer a hypothetical concern and it is unacceptable," he said. 

Read I Cther link                                                                                  I= ,l 

IMF : 

The IMF executive board announced in a press release on 13th June that it had 

ii:’~:iI phot .... dispo retained th .... didat ..... f Mexican Central Bank g ......... Agustin Carstens 
and French Economy, Industry and Employment Minister Christine Lagarde in 
the race for the post of director general. Stanley Fischer has been sidelined as a 
candidate. The next IMF Director General is due to be appointed on 30th June. 

Eurostat : 
Citizenship 

J Nationality of one of the EU Member States was granted to 776,000 people in 
photo non dispo 2009 according to a Eurostat study published on 10th June. In 2008 the number 

totalled 699,000. Moroccans, Turks, Indians, Equatorians are the main groups 
who have acquired nationality from an EU Member State. 

GDP 

J The EUIs GDP rose by 0.8°0 in the first quarter of 2011 according to Eurostat. 
~iI photo non dispo The figures published on 8th June stress that the GDP increased by 2,8% in 

comparison with the first quarter of 2010. Indicators are the same for the euro 
area. 

Population 
Eurostat has published its population forecasts for the period 2010 to 2060. The 

i~iii photo non dispo population of the 27 EU Member States now lies at 501 million people. It is due 
to rise to 517 million in 2060 after a high of 526 million in 2040. The study also 
forecasts a sharp increase in the elderly population due to a low fertility rate 
and greater life expectancy. In 2060 the over 80’s are due to count for 12% of 

the population in the 27 Member States on average. 



In 2010 the external goods trade deficit of the FU with Russia increased 

i~] phot .... disp ...... ding to data published on 9th June by E .... tat. Indeed the latt ...... From 
52 billion euros in 2009 to 72 billion euros in 2010. Russia was therefore the 
EU’sthird most important trade partner in 2010 after the USA and China. It 
represented 6% of: EU exports and 11% of its imports. 

Read 

Studies/Reports : 

I Carnegie Europe has published a study by Tsevta Petrova entitled "The New 

photo non dispoj Role of Central and Eastern Europe in International Democracy Support." The 
author points to the increased commitment of the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe in the spread of democracy, notably in the Former Soviet 
Union and the Western Balkans. 

Deficit 

J The Thomas More Institute has published a study called "163 milliards de plus... 
.~j photonon dispo Analyse comparative de la d@pense publique en France et en Allemagne". The 

authors look at the pertinence of "budgetary convergence" aligning the 
management of public finance in France against that of Germany and the effects 
this would have on the quality of French public services. 

j The International Institute for Peace Studies (SIPRI) of Stockholm has published 
~] photonon dispo the 2011 edition of its directory that focuses on armament, disarmament and 

international security. The authors note that in spite of the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty in 1968, official or de facto nuclear powers deploy new nuclear arms 
systems making real disarmament highly unlikely. 

Partnershlp 

j The Foundation for International Relations and External Dialogue based in 
~:: photo non dispo Madrid has just published a study entitled "The EU and the "Special Ten": 

Deepening or Widening Strategic Partnerships?" Author Susanne Gratuis 
analyses 10 strategic partnerships that have been made by the EU over last two 

decades stressing how diverse they are and investigating the place they might acquire in the Future 
European Foreign policy. 

Integration 
The CFPS (Centre for European Policy Studies) has published a paper managed 

~i photo non dispo by Michael Emerson called"Interculturalism: Europe and its Muslims, in search 
of sound societal models". Give the debate over the Failure of "multiculturalism" 
the authors suggest the definition of an intercultural model - between 

multiculteralism and assimilation. 

Pub|icatio.s : 

] The University of California Press has published a book by Steven Hill entitled 
phot .... 

dispo] "Europe’s Promise". The author d ..... p .... daci .... ision of Europe 
presenting a model that is able to take the world forward in this time of 
economic crisis, global warming and geopolitical tension. 

Read 

Culture : 
Ar tiBas,~l 

j The 42nd edition of the prestigious annual modern art fair of Basel in 

~i photo non dispo Switzerland, "Art Basel" will take place from 15th to 19th June. It brings 
together 300 galleries from North and Latin America, Europe, Asia and Africa 
showing over 2,500 modern artists. The exhibition includes paintings, 

sculptures, drawings, installations, photos as well as videos. 

ExhibitloniBerlin 

j The Kupferstichkabinett in Berlin is presenting an exhibition entitled "New 
.~j photo non dispo Realities PhotoGraphik From Warhol to Havekost" from 10th .June to 9th 

October; it is devoted to photographic printmaking, the beginnings of which go 
back to the 1960’s during the Pop Art era. Works by Andy Warhol, Robert 
Rauschenberg, Wolf Vostell, Sigmar Poll<e, Richard Hamilton, Gerhard Richter, 

AI Taylor are all on show. 



Exhlbition/~:~din burgh 

j The Scottish National Gallery of Edinburgh is devoting an exhibition to German 

~i photo non dispo Renaissance artist, Albrecht DL~rer (1471-1528) until 11th October; it is called 
"D0rer’s Fame". This exbibition includes a selection of around 30 prints, 
engravings, paintings by the artist but also modern, later copies of his work as 

well as portraits and work that reflect D0rer’s art. Moreover the show includes work by Scottish artist 
John Runciman (1744-1768/1769) and William Bell Scott (1811-1890). 

Fiim,’Slovakia 
The International Art Film Fest (Slovakia), one of the most renowned Slovakian 

i~] phot .... dispo cultural .... ts is starting on 17th June in T .... ianske Teplice For the 19th year 
running. It will take place until 25th June and will host 194 Films From across the 

world. 

M cza !t iWa rsa w 
The opera of Warsaw is kicking off the 21st Mozart Festival on 15th June, during 

i~] phot .... dispo which all of th ..... i ..... ks by th .... p ..... ill be played-it will be 
unique world performance" guarantees its director. The festival is starting with 
the "Magic Flute" and will continue with the composer’s Favourites ’Don Giovanni, 
The Mariage of Figaro, Cosi Fan Tutte, the Abduction From the Seraglio. It will 

also enable audiences access to other lesser known works notably the pastoral opera Ascanius in 
Alba or the Goose of Cairo and the Deluded Bridegroom. 

Read 

Agenda : 

14th June 
Eurogroup MeeLing 

~.6th June 
Transport, Telecommunications, Energy Council 

~Tth June 
Employment, Social AFFairs, Healthcare and Consumers’ Council 

20th June 
Eurogroup Meeting 
Economy and Finance Council 
Foreign Affairs Council 

23rd and 24th June 
European Council 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday’, 7:46 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Fwd: Tell Gov. Perdue: Protect NC workers l]com "E-Verify" high, hare 

See a link to sign petition below 

The North Carolina Senate just passed a bill (HB 36) that ~vould f,arce 
employers 
to check all workers against a notoriously faul~ federal database known as 

"E-Ve~," meant to identit) undocumented immigrants. 

If signed into law- by Governor Bev Perdue, HB 36 (E-Ver~’) will harm 
citizens 
and immigrants alike -- as well as the North Carolina economy overall 
[~Verify can easily be abused by employers and has error rates as high as 
50 
percent frequently tagging undocumented workers as eligible and vice 
versa 
yet would cost North Carolina taxpayers millions of dollars to implement. 
The E-Verify bill could hit Governor Bey Perdue’s desk as early as today 
That’s why groups in North Carolina are gathering public support and 
fighting 
back against this shortsighted bill with a Change.org petition. 
Click here to sign the Latin American Coalition (LAC) and National COLmcil 
of La 
Raza (NCLR) petition asking Governor Perdue to protect North Carolina 
workers 
and safeguard the NC economy by vetoing HB 36 (E-Verify). 
If Governor Perdue doesn’t stop this bill, E-Verify could have disastrous 
consequences for North Carolina workers and their families -- including 
delays 
in employment, legal fees, and even job loss 

Here’s just one example from testimony given before the U.S. Congress: 
"A U.S. citizen and former captain in the U.S Na’~?" with 34years of 
service and 
a history of having maintained high securi~ clearance was flagged by 
~Verify 
as not eligible for employment. It took him and his wife, an attorney, two 

months to resolve the discrepancy." 

If in~plemented in North Carolina, E-Veri[’y could misidentil~- nearly 105,000 

American citizens and lawful irrm~igrant ~vorkers as ineligible to work. 
To prevent this harmful bill from hurting North Carolina’s economy and 
putting 
barriers between eligible workers and much-needed j obs, add your name to 
LAC and 
NCLR’s petition urging Governor Perdue to veto E-Vcr~’: 

h ttp://w~vw.change.org#petitions/tell-governor-perdue-dont-use-in~igration-t o-keep-nc-workers-from-their-iobs 

Thaak you for taking action, 
-- Jackie and the Change.org team 

This email was sent by Change. org to        @ahoo. coru. 
Start a petition. Unsubscribe from future weekly updates.     Edit your 

eruail notification settings. 

--- You are CUl~ently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29333018-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listsep<Lmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterwiel <os~terwei@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:31 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd: [progfac] IAAR will stay open: see news, below 

Good news: 

The IAAR will NOT be CLOSED!’.! 

Yay! 

m 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

Thank you all for coming to talk about the IAAR this afternoon. I found the conversation very 
productive. 
And to reiterate the key point, I will not close the IAAR. 

---Bruce 

<UI> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:osterwei@email.unc.edu">osterwei@email.unc.edu<!a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
<br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-29333050- 
~3~4~6~6~5~2~5~5~.~e~2~7~1~4~a~d~5~8~b~a~1~a~1~2~d~d~6~7~5~b~5~a~f~a~b~1~d~1~@~!!~s~t~s~e~;~u~n~c~;~e~d~u~’’ > I e a v e - 29333050 - 
34665255.e2714adOO58bala12dd675b5afaObld1@listserv.unc.edu</a> 

* -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~ema~l.unc.edu To unsnbscribe send a blmak etnail to leave-29333477-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fcT~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamai[com> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 8:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.’~mc.edu> 

Save big on Canada Day travel plans 

Canada Day DeNs for June 30-July 3,2011 

!~’©FQ $ 60      ’ i.’~.; Canada Day saving .... here! 

Long live the long weekend! Just think: no 

chores, no work, and no worries So make it 
really count with a quick getaway--and get 

great rates on ’four stay. Book now for ti~e 

best deals. 

i~’{ Sign up for travel deals around the world. 

See tull 

if ’feu de aot wish to :ecei,~e say further such el~:ails troi:~ us please ~:i[~.l~!f..’£¢... 

ti~is address [o coatact :.Is o: send ~eedbeck, please (::[~:~.[19J1~2. ~er additienal ~ssistsace. ~a.sit the Bxpedia.ca 

Box 47t~,28, ?oranto, ©N, 1’,,~3C 3:tr?. Canada 

Pbotes ,Cerbi,s. G~r~J.y im::97rs 



Fl,om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Invitaion IN - Pmgrmnme Afrique Subsahafienne <sua~ez@ifri.orgv 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 8:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Rappel : Cont~rence Inddpendance du Sud-Soudan 

ifri - Programme Confdrence.pdf 

RAPPEL 
Si vous avez requ un real de confim~ation d’inscfiption, merci de ne pas tenir compte de ce rappd 

A I’atte~tio~ de Dr. Eunice SAHLE 

Le programme Afrktue subsahadenne de I’#ri et I’AFID 
sont heureu× de vous inviter ~ la conf6rence 

VE~UILLEZ CLIQUER 1C~ POUR ACCeDeR AU FORNU~IR~ D3NSCRIPT~ON EN L1GNE 

Contact : H6~ne @u6not-Suare~ 
courriei : suarez@i~#.orq ou t~l : 01 40 61 60 86 

Si vous ne souhaitez plus recevoir nos invitations merci d’envo} ~n email vide ~ suarez(~ifri.o~q 



r~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia Travel Deals <usmaJl@expediamail.com> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 9:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Get it now: Free Audroid app tbr Expedia Hotels 

The New AndroM Exp÷dia Hotels App is Here 
(Psst...it’s also on the iPhone) 

1he critically acclaimed iPhone app is now 

available for your Android power device. Real- 

time hotel searciles~ easy filtering, gorgeous 

g[aphics, and super-simple booking----eli FREE 

with t~e Expedia Hotels app. 

Check out the new Expedia Hotels Android app. It’s free! 

i~ yOL: do net wish to ~eceive fL:tule e~/18ii 8dve~tisemei~ts from Expedis corn; please ~[!9.]S.!~L9. Piease do net 

CON .~ACT ij:~; 

333 !08th A,~eaue NE Bellevue, WA 98004. For ad@.io~:a~ assistance, v~s~t the 

Hotel, vacation package, and cruise prices on tile Expedb Website are consLsatly updated PR~ssa i~felte tile 

apply. ~:ares are su~’:ect to sddR~ons~ charses, h~ckid~n2, w~tbout ~hs~tatba: the Septehsber ~]th Secudty ~:ee os 
82.50 pe~ ¢np~anemeht at s U S s~:po:!, up to s maximum of i>,vo e~:p:a~ements pe~ one~ws’f tdp: Passenger 

of up to %8 ! 0 each way. Fa~es to/[:ore Pue@ R~co and the :.;.S Vh9~n ~s~a rids do not ~nc:ud¢ U S Oepa~¢u:e Sax 
of S!6. :0 each way Fs:es for ~nte:natioaa~ t:sve~ do not ~nc~ude up to $250 ~: 2overnmentdmposed f~:es per 

~o:.:nd~p a po}~o~ of’,,,h~ch may bs co~ecte~ b’f the [o~e~g~ government depending on ~ot:t~ng and qesth~a~o~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 11:34 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Summer News for the List Serve. Latin Concert & Plaza Comunitaria Graduation 

Subject: DPR Third Friday Latin Concert- June 17, 2011 

This email is generated from the Ci~ of Durhm~ Intranet. 

PLAY MORE WITH DPR 

Third Friday Latin Concert 

Friday, June 17 (6 p.m. 8 p.m.) 

Durham Centre Plaza (top of the parking deck) 
300 W. Morgan St. across from the Carolina Theatre 

The Guillo Carias Trio’s upbeat Latin rhythms will make you waist to tap your feet or even get up mad dance. Join us for an evening of fun, t~llowship mad 

entertainment. This event is free mad will be held raJm or shine. 

To learn more atx~ut Durhmn Parks and Recreation, visit w~,.DPRPla#,More.or~ or call (919) 560-4355. 
// 

Subject: LATINO GALA GRADUATION. Commencement speech by ARIEL DORFMAN. 

The "Lafino Gala Graduation", will take place Jane 21 st., 7pm-9:30pm at the Nasher Maseuln of Art at Duke University. The event will honor the 2011 gradaates of E1 

Centro Hisp~lo’s Adult Literacy Program "Pla.za Colnunitaria", mid will give guests the oppoi~unity to see firsthand the result of this education program. Eve .ryone is 

invited! 

During this event, El Centro Hispano will also describe the work they currently do and seek support for thier programs, which benefit the Triangle’s Hispanic/Latino 

community. Your support will make it possible for El Cent~o to continue the education, health, community organizing and direct service programming to vulnerable 

communi ,W members. 
Th~mk you tbr your support of E1 Centro Hispa~o and tbr those in need in our community. 

Sincerely, 

Pilar Rocha-Goldberg 

Presidem/CEO 
E1 Centro Hispm~o 

201 W. Main St. Ste. 100 

Durham, NC 27701 

919.687.4635 ext. 43 

Please, consider your support to E1 Centro Hispano: http:i/~v.elcentronc.org/ingles/Mission.html 
El Centro Hispm~o (ECH) is a grassroots communi~ based organization dedicated to strengthening the Latino communiF and improving the quality of life of Latino 
residents in Durham, Carrboro, Chapel Hill and surrounding areas. We accomplish our mission tl~ough service, education m~d community orgaa~izing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 12:54 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pamhazuka News 535: From aid ~d humanit~ianis~n to solidarity 

PAMBAZUKA ik~WS 535: FROM AID AND HL,~4Aik]TARIANISM TO SOLIDARITY 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne;vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Features, 2 Am~ouncements, 3. Advocacy & campaigns, 4. 
Pan-African Postcard, 5 Books & arts, 6. Letters & Opinions, 7. 
Highlights French edition, 8. Cartoons 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\?’,/ /\?,~/\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
1 Features 

FROM AID AND HUMANITARIANISM TO SOLIDARITY 
Discourses on development and the realities of exploitation 
Horace Campbell 
ttorace Campbell charts Africa’s exploitative history of’aid’ and the 
struggle to establish a new global system rooted in digniW, equality 
and genuine social justice. 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory /[eatures/74098 

TINPOT BOMBPd~D]IiRS: NATO IN LIBYA 
Alexander Cockburn 
In NATO’s hands, UN Security’ Council resolution 1973 has morphed into 
a cleat- attempt at regime change in Libya, wrttes Alexander Cockburn. 
He stresses: ’A hundred years down the road the I~2N NAT() Libyan 
intervention will be seen as an old-:[’ashioned cohmial smash-and-grab 
affair.’ 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~op~/feamres/74077 

MAURITANIA: ’A SIMPLE CI’IT2/~EN DEMA]x,’I)ING ttIS RIGttTS’ 
Sokari Ekine 
Followit~g the death by- self-mm~olation of 41-year-old Mauritanian 
Yacoub Ould Dahoud in January, Sokari Ekine revisits his demands for 
change in the country. In the wake of the revelations around Gay Girl 
in Damascus’s true identity, she also explores the outrage and severe 
criticism directed at the site from those in the LGBTI and Middle 
Eastern blogosphere. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/74110 

FACE TO FACE WITH THE CONGO 
Part two 
Cameron Duodu 
In the second part of a two-part article, Cameron Duodu reflects on 
the exciting and challenging times he had in the Congo in the 1960s 
and the experiences of George Padraore, Kwame Nkrumah and Patrice 
Lturmmba in seeking to support Africa’s liberation movements. (Part one 
is available to read at 
htt~://www.~ambazuka.ora/elw’cate~orv/features/73943) 

httr~:/,,’www.’oambazaka.or~/et~cateaolw/fbaturesi74111 

FRANTZ FANON 50 "~%ARS ON 
Richard Pithouse 
’On 6 December 2011, 50 years will have passed since the death of 
Frantz Fanon. Around the world people are getting together in 
universities, trade union offices, shack settlements, prisons, church 
halls, and other places where people try to think together, to reflect 
on the meaning of an extraordinary man for us and our struggles here 
and now-,’ writes Richard Pithouse. 
http://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi74090 

GENLTNE PARTNERSHIP OR A MARRIAGE OF CONVEik~ENCE ? 
India Africa relations in the 21st century 
Fantu Cheru and Cyril Obi 
~9,~ile China’s relationship to Afi’ica is much examined, knowledge and 
analysis of India’s role in Africa has tmtil now been limited but, as 
a significant global player, India’s growing interactions with various 
African countries call for detailed analysis of the Asian giant’s 



influence and its relations with the African continent. ’india in 
Africa: Changing Geographies of Power ( 
http://fahamubooks.or~/book/?GCOI 90638100776420 )’, a new title:[’ram 
Pambazuka Press, brings together expert commentators to explore 
inter-related areas including trade, investment, development aid, 
civil society relations, security and geopolitics, enabling readers to 
compare India to China and other ’rising powers’ in Africa. In this 
extract from the book, Fantu Cheru and Cyril Obi explore the nature of 
the relationship between India and Africa. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/el%,’category/features/74100 

INDLa. IN AFRICA: CHANGING GEOGRAPHIES OF POWER 
Edited by- Emma Mawdsley and Gerard McCam~ 
Pambazuka Press 
Parabazuka Press is proud to atmounce the latmch of’India in Africa: 
Changing Geographies of Power ( 
http:i/fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100776420 ) ’ a new title 
edited by Enm~a Mawdsley and Gerard McCann. ’With India and other 
eruerging powers increasingly eyeing the rich resources of the African 
continent, this book by leading experts makes both tiruely and 
essential reading,’ writes Yash Tandon, forruer executive director of 
the South Centre, Geneva. Featuring contributions from Padraig 
Carmo@, Fantu Cheru, Alex Gadzala, Dave Harris, Paul Karuau, Dorothy 
McCormick, Renu Modi, Sanusha Naidu, Cyril Obi, Zarina Patel, Luke 
Patey, Zahid Rajan, Alex Vines and Simona Vittorini, the book enables 
readers to compare India to China and other ’rising po~vers’ in Africa. 
httD:/iwww.’oambazuka.or~/er~cateaorv/featuresi74115 

CA2~OON: PROPPING L~P A DICTATOR 
Dibussi Tande 
A bewildering list of Cameroonian academics and intellectuals at home 
and abroad are throwing their full support behind President Biya and 
the ruling CPDM part?-, writes Dibussi Tande, in this week’s review of 
African blogs. 
http:/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi74089 

THE SBqRF~CY BILL: SPEAK NOW OR FOREVER BE GAGGED 

Dale T. McKinley 
Dale T. McKinley takes a clause by clause look at South Afi’ica’s 
Protection of Inf;armation Bill (POIB) known publicly as the Secrecy 
Bill It is ’all very real and even more dangerous’, he writes, and 
South Africans should speak up now- before it is too late. 
http:/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi74060 

THE PREVENTION OF SCHOLARSHIP B]LL 
Jane Duncan 
South Africa’s th-otection of Information Bill (POIB) known publicly 
as the Secrecy Bill represents the biggest threat to academic 
freedom since 1994. Yet the voice of universities has been missing 
from the uproar over the bill, writes Jane Duncan. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/74062 

SOUTtt A!~’RICA: BRING BACK TIIE TRUTIt AND DIGNITY FROM 1976 
Abahlali baseMjondolo Youth League 
’On 16 Iune 1976, the youth died :for Freedom, yet today while we are 
told that we are free it is clear that we are not free,’ writes South 
African shackdwellers movement Abahlali base Mjondolo, as the country 
marks both Youth Day and the 35th armiversary of the Soweto uprising. 
’We are struggling for a freedom that everyone can experience for 
themselves in their every day byes. That means decent education, 
decent work, a decent guaranteed income :[’or those without work and a 
decent place to stay for everyone. It also means the freedom to 
organize as we want and to say what we want in safe~.’ 
http : // www pamba×uk a or~/en/cate~ory /[eatures/74104 

RE-EXAMINING ~fItE [vI[gANING OF 16 JUNE 

Veli Mbele 
With the legacy of South Afi-ica’s 1976 student uprising marked on 16 
June, Veli Mbele writes that education is an area in which the ANC has 
failed South Africa’s young black people ’The situation is so dire 
that it gives credence to the theory that it serves the political 
interests of the ruling party- to keep a huge section of the population 
uneducated and trapped in pover~ and ignorance.’ 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~category/featuresi74070 

SOUTH AFRICA: YVHERE IS THE FREEDOM CHARTER? 
Lindela S. Figlan 



If South Africa’s government ’is really implementing the Freedom 
Charter, why are people comphining everywhere?’ asks Lindela S. 
Figlan. If’the ruling par~" was on the side of the poor it would 
encourage us to organise ourselves and to speak for ourselves. But 
instead it is always repressing the struggles of the poor’. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/74103 

A BETTER LIFE FOR ALL: A DREAM FOR POOR AND UNEMPL O "FED 
Ayanda Kota 
UPM 
The ’old woman stopped for a moment, looked at me, a smile crawling 
out of her mouth. Yet I could see the tears making the way through the 
corners of the eyelids. I then stopped and stared at her. She made a 
sound, tlying to remove a lump in her throat and finally broke the 
silence. She said "Vote ANC, Vote for Better Lifc, Vote for Heaven and 
Vote for Jesus. Better life in heaven indeed not under ANC".’ 

http :/iwww.pambazaka. org/et~ categ Ol-y/featur es/74091 

SOAWR YOUTH ESSAY COMPETITION: FINALIST ESSAYS 
’VV2xy is the Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa important to you’?’ 
Brenda Kombo 
A month ago Solidarity for African Women’s Rights coalition (SOA;\’~) 
invited young people to reflect on the contributions women and girls 
can make to development issues, by writing an essay on the importance 
of Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa. The four finalists 
Nonyelum Umeasiegbu, Laurence Lemogo, Itodo Samuel Anthony and Nelly 
Nguegan will attend this month’s AU surrm~it in Malabo on the theme of 
’Youth empowennent for sustainable developmeut’. The three best essays 
in English are published in this issue of Pambazuka News. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/74095 

HF~DIN-G THE PROTOCOL 
Nonyelum Umeasiegbu 
’It is taking Africa forever to commence the implementation and 
domestication of the protocol on national levels and in various 
countries. If the charter had been implemented even a year after its 
declaration, I ~vould not have lost my friend to childbirth,’ writes 
Nonyelum Umeasiegbu, one of the four finalists in SOAV’,rR’s essay 
competition. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/ela/category/features/74097 

THE PROTOCOL ON 21qE RIGHTS OF WOMEN: iVP*~ PERSPECTIVE 

Itodo Samuel Anthony 
The importance of the Protocol to the African Chalter on Human and 
People’s Rights on the Rights of Women in Aficica lies in its potential 
to change negative power relations and address the impoverishment of 
women in Africa, writes Itodo Samuel Anthony, a finalist in the SOAWR 
essay competition. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/featuresi74063 

SA[q{GUARDING RIGtITS AND EiVfPOWI{RING YOUTtI 

Eunice Kilonzo 
As part of the Solidarity :[’or African Women’s Rights (SOAWR) 
coalition’s essay competition (’Why is the Protocol on the Rights of 
Women in Africa important to you?’), Eunice Kilonzo discusses the 
strengths and limitations of the protocol 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~,/features/74096 

/’\/’\//VVV/VVI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,A/VA/VV/’\/V\,i/V’,/’,/ /I, 

2 Announcements 

TIldE MODERNIST DEMOCRATIC POLE: A ’NE’vV POLFI’ICAL COALITION 
Afef 
The political scene in Tunisia has witnessed the birth of a new 
political force: The Modernist Democratic Pole This pole is a 
coalition of a number of political parties and civic associations. Mr 
Riadh Ben Fad1 and Mr Mustapha Ben Ahmed, the founders of the pole, 
believe that it is crucial for all entities that have the same 
political ideas to unite 
http : //www pambazuka, orgien/categop~iAnnounce/74069 

I’,I’,h",2,~iV i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,~i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iVV\I I\ 
3 Advocacy & campaigns 

AFRICAN FAPdv~.RS GATHERED TO DISCUS S AGROECOLOGY IN-Z~MBABVVE 
Via Campesina 
’Zimbabwean fammrs’ organizations are hosting a training meeting on 



agroecology., an encounter organized by Ira Via Campesina (LVC) Africa 
in Masvingo province in Zimbabwe, from June 13 to 19 The training 
workshop brings together LVC member organizations in the continent, 
key allies including academics, NGOs, social science practioners, and 
small-scale farmers.’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cateao~’/advocacyi74101 

ANOTHER SHACK FIRE DESTROYS FA_M]L]ES HO2vflES IN SIYANDA 
Abahlali baseMjondolo 
South Africans are still recovering from the hea~T rains that caused a 
lot of daruage and flooding especially to poor communities. In Siyanda 
people have to deal w-ith fire as well as flood. The Shange family, the 
Buthelezi family and one other family have all been left homeless 
after a fire that destroyed three shacks in Siyanda B Settlement on 
Saturday, 11 June 2011 during the broad day light. 
http://www.pambazuka.orgienicategot~iadvocac~/i74068 

HUGE SL~PPORT FOR FREE MAX~giELL C.aaMPAIGN 

Africa Contact 
Messages of solidarity- with the detained president of the Swaziland 
National Union of Students Maxwell Dlamini keep flowing in. 
http://www.pambazuka.orgienicategot~iadvocac~/i74067 

ISRAEL@ALESTKNE: ~2~Z-LITER AND ACADEMIC DETAINED WITHOUT CHARGE 

Rapid Action Network 

The Writers in Prison Corcanittee (WiPC) of PEN International is 

seriously concerned about the detention of prominent Palestinian 

writer and academic Dr Ahmad Qatamesh, who has been held without 

charge by the Israeli anthorities in the occupied West Bank since 21 

April 2011. 

http :/iwww.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/74088 

NAivIIBIA: DEATH THREAT FOR AVID ACCUSED 
NA2vfRIGHTS 
NAIVIRIGHTS is alarmed by what appear to be rene~ved death threats 
directed at one of the seven key accused persons in the alleged AVID 
Investments Corporation-Social Security Commission (AVID-SSC) 
financial fraud, suspected to come from people fearing their 
involvement in the case will be exposed 
http ://w~vw pambazaaka.orgienicategoryiadvocacy/7 4102 

STOP TAR SANDS IN MADAGASCAR - WRITE TO TOTAL’S CEO NOW! 
World Development Movement 
http://www wdan org.uk/actio~’stop-tar-sands-mada~ascar-total 
Madagascar, its unique biodiversity and its people, are under threat 
French oil company Total is deciding whether to mine highly polluting 
tar sands in one of the poorest area s of Madagascar. Please act now to 
help stop this. Email Total’s chief executive today and call on him to 
abandon his company’s destructive plans 
http://www pambazuka.or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/74118 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

4 Pun-African Postcard 

ON CUL~IIJRAL OPPRESSION 
H. Nal~iala Nyabola 
’(;an African women or women of A:[’rican descent ever be truly liberated 
if they never learn to love their hair as it grows out of their 
head?’, asks H. Nanjala Nyabola. 
http://www.pambazuka or~/en/cate~orv/panafricar~,74092 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

5 Bunks & arts 

CONX~’L ICT RESO] .UTK)N: NEW AND EVOLVING DISCIPLINE 
Review of’The SAGE ttandbook of Conflict Resolution’ 
Lucy Shule 
While stressing the need for greater engagement with the theme of 
gender, Lucy Shule commends the ’historical depth and topical breadth’ 
of ’The SAGE Handbook of Conflict Resolution’. 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/categorg/books/74064 

IVV /VVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
6 Letters & Opinions 



SHINING A VERY BRIG}r]7 ],IGHT ON AFRICA 
Response tu ’The lies behind the West’s war un Libya’ 
Lars 
Thanks Jean-Paul Puugala for a ve~ inJ2~rmative article ( 
http:/,,www pamba×uka ur~/en/cate~ury/[‘eatures/72575 ). Your article 
shines a very bright light un what is happemng un the A[’rican 
continent in global terms. I hope that unity can be fuund quickly 
amungst the African leaders Thanks again t 

CANADA’S WARPLAiN~ES AiNTD THE LIB YAN CONFLICT 
Response to ’The lies behind the West’s war on Libya’ 
A truly wonderful article ( 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/etgcatego1T/featuresi72575 ) and explanation 

of the history leading to the Libyan cotfftict. But you failed mention 
that it is Canada’s walplanes (at the direction of Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper) who have taken the lead role in the air assaults on 
the Libyans-to the cheers of many Canadians and to the heartfelt 
shame of many others like rnyself. 

INFORMED PL~3LIC NEEDS ACCESS TO INDEPEiNTDENT NEWS 
Response to ’The lies behind the West’s war on Libya’ 
William LeGere 
’Hopefully, in this new- era of electronic information where we are no 
longer dependent upon corporate owned and sponsored media, people can 
now find access to honest, independent news agencies with trutl-tful 
information, writes William LeGere. 
htt~:/iwww.~ambazuka, or~/en/cate~ol541etters/74108 

NEWS NOT COMFNG OUT OF .&FRICA 

Seri Nytrimpisi 
Certainly, the Africa media is inept and poor equipped and/or perhaps 
scared to do its job But you have to highlight and perhaps give 
credit to some of the blogs that do a good job of taking over ficom 
where the local media fails. For example, one the newest blogs about 
Tanzania, mtafakari.blog.com ( http://mtafakariblog.com/), is such 
one that most people are not aware of, but it is literally a fantastic 
blog to read. iVltafakari should be given credit, and encouragement to 
contim~e 

~¢~STERNERS: CHA2vlPIONS OF HYPOCRISY 
O. Cosgrove 
I’m sometimes ashamed to be a Westerner Throughout history, 
Westerners have conquered by violence as though they had a right to 
conquer and kill. Anyone ;vho stands in our ;vay is cannon fbdder and 
anyone who competes with us, as Gaddafi has by tlying to make Africa 
independent of western ’aid’, evokes jealousy and retribution 

We have not set a good example to the world; we have made po;ver and 
money our gods while professing to be children of God and champions of 
democracy What we are champions of is hypocrisy. 

\VE (;AN MEET TfW. (;I I~%L[.ENG ES 
Gerry German 
Communities Empowermem Network 
Many thanks :[’or keeping us up-tu-date with events and happenings and 
continuing tu cunvince us that we can meet the challenges, some u:[" 
which sumetimes appear uverwhelming ttundreds ufproblems but also 
hundreds of sulutiuns, su lung as we keep the faith Peace, love and 
blessings un all yuur efforts tu access freedom, equality and jusuce 
for alh 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

7 Highlights French editiun 

PAMBAZUKA N~f{\VS 193: DR CONGO: TfJE I)EAT[t OF Ct]EBAYA AND ’HIE AI)%~IN~ OF 

ANOTHER CONGO 

bX,ORIBERT CIIBBEYA’S DEAT}], ONE YEAR ~q’ER: A S’~()NG S[GN~ 

Jean-PierreMbelu 

How can the struggle for human rights be converted intu a struggle 
with the Congolese people (male and female alike) so that they become 
defenders of their own social, economic and cultural rights and 
political freedoms? V~nat to do with the Congolese people whose rights 
and freedoms are constantly violated so that they- do away xvith their 
status of’innocent victims’ defended only- by a few worthy sons and 
daughters of Congo’? How to enable them to becorne a people able to 
shout ’their indignation’ without fear of death nor of vampires which 
can suck blood but cannot eat the spirit of resistance against the 



forces of death? Such are the questions which should bring the 
Congolese together, passionate for peace, justice and truth, and 
fighting for the advent of another Congo on this day when we remember 
these worthy sons and daughters of our people Our article explores a 
few ideas 

http: //www.pambam.tka or~/fricate~or¥/features/74011 

GABON IN- RU1NS FROM SHATTERED DEMOCP~.CY 

Marc Ona Essangui 

The visit to the United States of America by the Gabonese President 
Ali Bongo Ondimba from 6 to 9 June has sparked offprotests frora 
Gabonese civil socie~. In a letter addressed to President Barack 
Obama, the Gabonese civil society not only denounced the catastrophic 
state of democracy and governance in their co~try but also reminded 
President Obama of his speech in Accra, Ghana, which should form the 
basis of his relations with African leaders. 

http:/iwww.pambam.tka.orgifricategor~/features/74044 

MOROCCO: CITIZENS NOT SUBJECTS! 

In the wake of revolts which changed the course of history in Tunisia 
and Egypt, the movement of 20th February by young Moroccans fulfils 
and asserts this aspiration to freedom and social justice. Under the 
slogan ’citizens not subjects’, Moroccan associations decided to join 
Moroccan youth in the ongoing @namics of revolutions of the people of 
the Maghreb and Mashreq in the quest for a legally constituted state. 

http://,a~vw.pambazuka org/fr/categor,,,/features/74013 

MADAGASCAR: STOP THE DISORDER 

The political crisis continues in Madagascar, with false solutions and 
missed opportunities in the search of a return to political stability 
For the members of the observatolT of public life, it is time to get 
out of this cycle which has brought about the crumbling of evelTthing 
and now- the iVlalagasy people have started to lose their bearings 

http:/i~vww.pambamaka.orgi~/catego~z/i~atwes/74010 

/ \/ \/ /\/\/V i \iVV /VVV /V\?\/ /\?,2,~/ /\i \iV / \/VV /VVV /\ 
8 Cartoons 

SELLING OUR LAND FOR DONOR AID 
The economics o:[" foreign aid.. 
http : // www pambazuk a. or~/en/cate~ory/cartoons/7 4094 

ZIMBABWE’S PRESI]-)E;X~f~[A], TOILET 
Gado 
A policeman *vas arrested lk~r using Zimbabwean President Mugabe’s 
private toilet at a trade fair last month. 
http://www pambaz~a.orv/en/cate~ory/cartoons/74093 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/\/\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViV\/\//\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fah amu.ora 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

~3 Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-N0ncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazuk a org/en/abo ut php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http :/iwxa~’.pambazaka. org/en ) 
Edi~5o em lfngua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.orgipt ) 
Edition flan~aise ( http ://wavw.pambam.tka.orgifr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http:i/xvwxv.pambazaka.org/et~newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 



details of which can be obtained here ( 

http://www.pambazuka org/en/about php ) 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http://pambazuka.gn, apc. or~/c~i-bir~mailman/listinl’o/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazaka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazaka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in At~ica providing cutting 
edge cormnentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 

http://i~ahamubooks.org/boolc,’?GCOI 90638100866770&utm so~ce PZ nexvsletter footer amin crisis&utm raedmra email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Featuxes’ and ’Corrm~ent & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
//twitter.con,Jpambazakanews ( httl~ :/,,’twitter. cor~,0ambazakanews ). 

* Pambazaka News has a Del.icin.us ( htt~://Del.icio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Africat Visit http:/idelicious.comJpambazaka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 17, 2011 8:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

proposal follow up 

Hello Comrade Eunice! 

I hope all is going well and you are enjoying your summer. I know you are busy writing and traveling between continents, but I wanted to follow up with 

the proposal for your summer program in 2012. I have been working on all six of the proposals that I have to give to Bob over this summer, so I get 

confused at times. I came up with a question for you: I probably asked you already, but do you want your program to be open to Non-UNC students? 

Mambo freshi! 

Rodney 

confidc, ntial 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 10:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Request for Updated Instructor Contact Information Form 

Instructor Contact Information Template.doc 

Eunice, 

One of our staff members came to me to ask for your telephone number and I couldn’t find anything but a 2008 contact into form for 

you. Attached is a current template that I’d very much appreciate your filling out for us asap. Please include a home/cell phone so that 

we can contact you in case of some pressing issues. Today it was because you hadn’t shown up for a summer classroom course on campus 

that you are evidently supposed to be teaching. 

Thanks! 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hi~ 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 



12/14/2010 
Instructor Contact/Payroll Information Sheet 

Carolina Courses Online 

PID #: 
Gender: 

1) Current Affiliation with UNC-CH: 
Dept: 
Academic Rank: 

Full time or Part-time? Permanent or temporary? 

Highest earned degree - be specific ( BA, BS, MA, MS, MFA, MAC, PhD, EDD, JD, MBA): 

If you’re currently a teaching assistant at UNC-CH, when do you expect to complete your 
PhD? 

Course: 

Teaching: 
Authoring or revising?: 

Date of Contract: 

Term or expected start date: 

Payment expected (from contract): 

Email Address: 

Home and Work Addresses: please indicate whether you want mail to go to your home or 
work address. 

Home Tel #: 
Cell #: 
Work Tel#: 
Department contact (departmental manager) - name, phone, email 

Other Notes: 

Today’s date: 
Full Given Name (not nicknames): 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Jennie H <vhbrooks@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 17, 2011 10:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

AFRI 101 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am emailing to learn where your AFRI 101 class is located. A student called me yesterday looking, and she called back today to say she thought she had found the 

room but there was no class there. 

Do you think she is too late to join the class? 

Thanks. 

Jennie Brooks 

Jennie H. Brooks 

Academic Advisor 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone 919-962-3449 

Fax 919-962-5549 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Booker, Vaughn <vbooker@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 17, 2011 12:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Using the VCR tapes in Murray 201 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

This is Vaughn from the Classroom Hotline, I am aware that you are still using VHS tapes during your lectures. As you saw today the newer classrooms do not have 

VCRs and as time progresses, the industry will more or less force us to one day phase out all of the VCRs on campus. 

We are trying to get ahead of this by identifying certain instructors with video material on VHS tapes who are interested in transferring the contents of these tapes 

to DVD. We have a device that will basically copy a VHS tape in its entirety to a DVD for playback at home or in any of the multimedia classrooms on campus. 

If you are interested in digitizing some of your collection for this Summer Session let me know and we can arrange a time to acquire your tapes and get them 

COl:fled on to DVD. This will allow you to show your materials in Murray 201 and anywhere else in the future if a VCR is unavailable. 

Thanks, 

Vaughn Booker, CTS 

iTS Classroom Hotline 

UNC-CH 

962-9734 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Friday, June 17, 2011 1:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Fwd: [aliiaIhm] TIME SENSITIVE: What do you need? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [afriafam] TIME SENSITIVE: What do you need? 

Date:Mon, 23 May 2011 15:37:03 +0000 

From:Buell, Agatha <abuell~emaikunc.edu;~ 

Reply-To:Buell, Agatha ~buell@emailamc.edn> 

To:Department listserv <afi:iaIiam@list~rv.~mc.edtv~ 

Dear All, 
We may have some funds available that must be spent by June. Please email me with any requests of things that you would like/need. Specifically any furniture, 
supplies, or books. There is no guarantee that we can get what you want, but we will try! 

For books, please let me know the title, author, year and ISBN # if possible. Feel free to send a list in order of preference. Haeran and I will make all orders, we 

generally will not be able to make any reimbursements with these funds due to the time frame. 

Please EMAIL YOUR REQUESTS to me ASAP and no later than TUESDAY, MAY 31st at 8am. The sooner you make your request, the more likely it is that we can get it. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 
Depa~anent of Public Policy 
217 Ab emethy Hall, C B #3435 
Depart~nent of ~4J?icaa~ & Afro-A~nerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
University of Nor~2q Cm’olina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~; 919.962.5824 

You axe currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: hallpa~;emailamc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361597.149a4 fe4dctbe07d55b66962c4e2de99&n =T&l=afri at?m~&o=~9202110 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to [e~a..~:.e~-..2...9~2~(.!.2...!~.~.~.~..:..3~2..~3..~.~...5...c.)..7.:.~4..2~4~.‘.e~4..c.~..~Z~.~.~?~2~.~.~s~2~£~!~1~D2~.~:~.~I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 17, 2011 1:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Checking in - books 

Hi Eumce, 
I am sorry but it is indeed too late 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of AIicican & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.9622788 
£ 919962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 1:39 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Sut~iect: Checking in - books 
hnportance: tligh 

[)ear Agatha, 

Greetings and I hope your summer is going well. 

This may be too late, but I am wondering if I can order some books that I need for my classes Sorry ~2~r this delayed response It has been a busy time 

Best wishes, 
Eunice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 2:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Request for Updated Instructor Contact Intiormation Form 

Sorry for the wording in my message, Eunice. That’s how someone related it to me, but then later, that person had been told that it might be because the class is in G, which is ground and 
some students may have been confused/couldn’t find the room and reported you missing. 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 1:27 PM 
To: Benowit7. Judith 
Sutziect: RE: Request :[’or Updated Instructor Contact Information Form 
Importance: tligh 

[)ear Judith, 

We had to move to Dey 304 because we were watching a :film 1 left a note on the blackboard in the classroom indicating that our classroom had been changed. Further, the students and 
left 10 minutes after class had begun I am sorry for all this information, but it is important to clarify that given the statement in your email that "i hadn’t shown up for my class" today. 

I will 1511 the form and sent to you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 10:38 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: Request for Updated Instructor Contact Information Form 

One of our staff members came to me to ask for your telephone number and I couldn’t find anything but a 2008 contact info form for you Attached is a current template that I’d very much 
appreciate your filling out for us asap. Please include a home/cell phone so that xve can contact you in case of some pressing issues. Today it was because you hadn’t shown up for a 
sunmxer classroom course on campus that you are evidently- supposed to be teaching. 

Thanks! 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people xvho make us happy; the?" are the charming gardeners xvho make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowilz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 2:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Using the VCR tapes in Murray 201 

I’m not involved in the Classroom Studies program so I forwarded this to Arlene Rainey who manages that program. Do you need some permission from us or from your department to 
convert the VHS tapes to DVDs? Wasn’t sure why you forwarded this to Jennie Brooks and me but I’m happy to help by conveying information to the right person 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Ennice N 
Sent: Fri&~y, June 17, 2011 2:07 PM 
To: Benowitz, Judith; Bronks, Jennie H 
Sublect: FW: Using the VCR tapes in Murray 201 

Frum: Bnnker, Vaughn 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 12:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Using the VCR tapes in Murray 201 

Hello Professor Sable, 

’]7his is Vaughn from the Classroom Hutline, I am aware that yuu are still using VHS tapes during your lectures. As you saw today the newer classrooms do not have VCRs and as time 
prugresses, the industry will more ur less force us tu one day phase out all ufthe VCRs on campus. 

We are trying tu get ahead of this by identifying certain instructors with videu material un VHS tapes whu are interested in transferring the contents of these tapes to DVD. We have a 
device that will basically copy a VIIS tape in its entire~" to a I)VD ]2~r playback at home or in any ufthe multimedia classruoms on campus. 

Ifyuu are interested in digiti7sng some of your cullectiun ]2~r this Summer Session let me knuw and we can arrange a time to acquire yuur tapes and get them copied on to DVD. This will 
allow yuu to shuw your materials in Murray 201 and anywhere else in the future ira VCR is unavailable. 

Thanks, 

Vaughrl Booker, CTS 
ITS Classroom Hotline 
UNC-C~I 
962-9734 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 2:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Checking in - books 

Hi F.unic e, 
Unfortunately no, all of the accounting shuts down prior to June 15th 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

l~ 919.9625824 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 2:03 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Checking in - books 

Thanks for your response Agatha. I thuught since we were still in June I cuuld order sume buoks 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 1:47 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Checking in - books 

Hi Eunice, 
I am surry but it is indeed tou late 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of PuNic Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
~ 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 1:39 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Checking in - books 
Importance: High 

Dear Agatha, 

Greetings and I hope your summer is going well 

This may be too late, but I am wondering ifI can order some books that I need for my classes. Sol~V for this delayed response. It has been a busy time. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Friday, June 17, 2011 3:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: propx~l fbllow up 

Hi Eunice, 

What do you mean? I have unly been in 6 countries in the last month :) 

I am glad the program will only be open to UNC students Do you want to include both undergraduate and graduate students? 

I need from you a paragraph or two for the following sections of the proposal: 

1- Rationale for the Program -- why do we need a program in this topic? "v~qay in South Africa? 

2- Program activities -- the visits to the villages and any program excursion. 

As soon as you send me this I will send you the draft proposal for your revie~v. Thanks so much. 

Have a nice weekend! 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin ./~anerica, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX GIoba[ Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 
WWW: http:i/stud,vabroad.unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
m[’ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Fri&~y, June 17, 2011 1:42 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: proposal follow up 

Hi Cot~ade, 

It is you who is traveling all over the world! 

In terms ofyo~ question: based on the Taz-Mex experience, I don’t think it is wise to open the program to non-UNC students. 

On the proposal: Kindly remind me what else you need frora me and I will send it your way. 

Mambo freshi! 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 8:58 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: proposal follow up 

Hello Comrade E~fice! 

I hope all is going well and you are enjoying your sunm~er. I know you are busy- writing and traveling bet~veen continents, but I wanted to follow up with the proposal for yo~tr surcancr 
program in 2012. I have been working on all six of the proposals that I have to give to Bob over this summer, so I get cortfused at times. I came up with a question for you: I probably asked 
you alread,v, but do you want your program to be open to Non-UNC students? 

Mambo freshi! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universiry of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 



Tel: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/stud,vabroad.unc.edu<http://smdyabroad unc.edu/> 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamaiLcom> 

Saturday, June 18, 2011 8:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

One-day ~le: Our biggest cruise event is back 

Princess Cruise Line: Our Biggest Sale of the Year is Back! 

"¢’)~~" i i,’~ aooka Princess Cruise on June 18 Sale 
Be the First to book Princess® C[uises’ newes[ 
ships and itineraries, or find an amazing last 
minute deal on s 2011 cruise. 

Plus, book your cruise on Expedia.ca and you’ll 

receive one or more exclusive offers: 

® Up to ,$!75 (USD) Onboard S~ending Money 

® $200 (CAD) Reduced Deposits 

® $850 (USD) in Onboard Coupon Books 

~ Upto !,500 Bonus Aeroplan® Miles 

CON TAC[ US 

This email has been ser~[ by .Bzpedia ci~f[ E}-iTFS 

F’i~otos Corbis, Ge~Jcy 

{EM i D: CM...M ..4 0.. ! 37...X.. M ..Eiq) (M D: 20110(:. 18(1812¢2 }{ EPI D: i 02075:[175)( S_!x I D 342157) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia Travel Deals <usmaJl@expediamail.com> 

Saturday, June 18, 2011 9:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

All NEW: Get exclusive discounts on a~n~ing getaways 

~,." :: Expedia and Groupon have teamed up to bring you unbeatable deals on travel to destinations around the world 

Sign up Now 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~¢: 

EUNICE N SaNe ~-~eunice@email.unc.edu:, 

Saturday, June 18, 2011 10:03 AM 

Exam l - ulxtate and confirmation our new classroom(Dey 305): AFRI101.001.2NDSS2011 

Dem All, 

Here are three updates: 

a) As promised in class, please note that I have posted a study guide for exam 1 (June 27) to Blackboard. 

2) Late atiemoon yesterday, UNC’s classroom scheduling olfice iudicated that our new classroom will be Dey 305. The class meets all our needs. 

3) Ditt~rent but Equal and Caravans of Gold: For those who missed class yesterday, please note that after we wrap up the screening of Caravans of Gold - parts of 

which we watched yesterday - on Monday, bofl~ of these films will be available at the Media library. For Different but Equal you axe required to view the first 45 

minutes. 

See you on Monday. 

Siucerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edn> 

Sunday, Jnne 19, 2011 1:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu~~ 

UNC-CH Catalog mlonna’uon tot From rebelhon to refi~rm m B( hwa : class straggle, indigenous liberation, and the politics of Evo Morales’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb6640049 

Title: From rebellion to refolrn in Bolivia : class struggle, indigenous liberation, and the politics of Evo Morales 

Author: Webber, Jefii-ey R 

Published: Haymarket Books 

Publisher Location: Chicago, Ill 

Published: 2011. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 

Social conflict -- Bolivia 

Bohvia -- Social policy. 

Bolivia -- Politics and government -- 21st century 

Morales Ayma, Evo, 1959- 

Item Description: 

x, 281 p. : ill ; 22 cm 

1608461068 (aN. paper) 

9781608461066 (alk. paper) 

601128335 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Table of Contents: 
From rebellion to reform, 2000-2007 -- Domestic class structure, Latin American trends, and capitalist imperialism -- Revolutionap)~ epoch, combined liberation, and the I)ecember 2005 
elections -- Neoliberal conunuities, the autonomist right, and the political economy of indigenous struggle -- Dynamite in the mines and bloody urban clashes -- Consolidating reform, 2007- 
2010 -- ][]he ideologi cal structures o17 reconstituted neoliberalism -- ][]he economic structures of reconstituted neoliberalism -- (;on clusion 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

ttN273 5 .W43 2011 (Davis ]~,ibrary)Available 

...... Mail generated at Jun. 19.2011 13:22:16 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 8:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

06-20-11 08:11AIM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: 
Space, gender, knowledge : feminist 
CALL NO: HQ 1190. $67 1997 
BARCODE: 00015708575 
Davis Library DUE: 07-01-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Expedia.ca Travel Deals <caenmail@expediamaiLcom> 

Monday, Jnne 20, 2011 8:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Up to 30% oil’. ttotels in Vegas, Toronto, and Whistler 

Support7 

Save BIG in Vegas, Toronto, and ~taistler 

~ ]~ 
:~’;"30%Stay off.and play in Las Veg .... d bwond Hotel ..... p to 
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TALK BY 

Christopher Gaffney 
Visiting Professor 

School of Architecture and Urbanism 

Universidade Federal Fluminense 





Dr. Gaffney’s work on the World 
Cup has recently been quoted in A! 

Jazeera, The New York Times, the 
Guardian, Reuters, the Associated 



Press, ESPN, and multiple 

BraTilian media outlets. His first 

book, Temples of the Earthbound 

Gods (University of Texas Press 

2006), examined the history and 

culture of soccer stadiums in Rio 

de Janeiro and Buenos Aires. 

Gaffney was a lecturer in the 

Departments of Geography and 

International Studies at UNC- 

Chapel Hill from 2006-2008, 

covered the Carolina RailHawks for 

the Independent Weekly and 

frequented the Triangle’s pick up 

soccer games. His website, 

www.geostadia.com, analyzes the 

shifting political, economic, urban, 

and social dimensions of Brazil’s 

current mega-event cycle. He lives 

and works in Rio de Janeiro. 

All are welcome. Parking is 

available next to the Smith 

Warehouse, along Buchanan Blvd. 
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Fall Semester Book Order 

Book Signings.doc 

Book Summary 

Of 

Peculiar Atlini ,ty: The World the Slave Owners and Their Female Slaves Made 
By 

Gerald S. Nord ~ St. Ph.D., Sociologist 
Peculiar ANnit,/~ presents over twenty-three (24) years of scientific research on the sexual and reproductive relations between the South ~ s White slave owners and 

their Black female slaves. These sexual and reproductive relations managed to produce over 8,000,000 children/oft’spring between the years 1807-1865. During the 

same time these sexual and reproductive relations existed, the White slave owners were also having children/offspring from their white women, and their White roves. 

Consequently, the slave owners~ children from their Black female slaves, the children from their White women, and the children from their White wives were all 

actually brothers mad sisters. Most importantly, these sexual and reproductive relations between the slave owners and their female slaves manifested as very peculiar 

and [ldark ~; (hidden) family and kinship relations and relationships because the White children mad the Negro slave children were both fathered by the same White 

fathers. 

The book ~ s cover page portrays this peculiar aftiniF resulting in the children having actually been manuthctured. The children appear as commodities on a factory 

conveyor belt because these children ~ace proven to have been manufactured as commodities through this peculiar affinity. The contents of the book consist of a forward 

by the world renowned sociologist Willim~ Chambliss of the George Washington University. Most recently, the book has been endorsed by Professor Cornel West of 
Princeton University. The preface provides the reader with the author ~ s personal introduction to a brief histol3~ of the research which began as the author ~ s Ph.D. 

dissertation at the University of Delaw~ace. ’][’he book ~ s introduction provides fl~e reader a silnple and clear description of this peculiar affinity. ’][’he book~ s seven 

chapters conclusively identi~, confirm, and explain the widespread and consistent practices of the South ~ s slave owners who were breeding and manufacturing the 

human bod,v as Negro slaves, while using their own bodies to breed themselves with their female slaves. The book ends with the author~ s notes, an extensive appendix 

that is inclusive of nine (9) data sources, an e~ensive select bibliography, and, a photograph of family, fraternity, and friends of Dr. Nord~ who appeared at his first 

book signing on March 8, 2008, Washington, DC. 

The implications of the research toward Black American histo~ are thr-reaching. One major conclusion drawn t?om the bookk;s research is the calling for a re- 

interpretation of Black American history. The years of researeh presented in the monograph provide substantial proof that a signiiicant majority of Black Americans ot 

the 21 st Centary and who have a southern heritage do not, in fact, hmze an Atiican slmze heritage. Prior and current Black American historiography has purported an 

African or an African slave heritage for Black Americmas. Not so’. The book ~ s research substantiates that fl~e i:athers, the patriarchs, of the 8,000,000 Negro children 

were the White slave owners of the South. Consequently, these 8,000,000 children and their heritage are not an African slave heritage or, even, of an African histo~. 

That is, the slave owners were not Africma mid, consequentl?~ their children were not Africma. 



Professor Cornel West of Princeton University has endorsed the research, monograph, titled: Peculiar 
Affinity: The World the Slave Owners and Their Female Slaves Made. and authored by Gerald S. Nordd 
Sr., Ph.D., Sociologist. 

"Gerald S. Nordd, Sr. has written a ground-breaking work that lays bare the barbaric treatment of Black 
women during U.S. slavery. It is both revealing and riveting in it terrif37ing horror." - Cornel West 

Dr. Nordd exclaims[ 
"One major conclusion that has been drawn from this ’grounding-breaking’ research and compelling 

evidence strongly suggests a calling for a re-imerpretation of Black American history. We are not African 
Americans because the majority of Black Americans of the 20th and 21st Century are the legacies of White 
slave owners who were breeding themselves with their Black female slaves." - Gerald S. Nordd, Sr., 
Ph.D., Sociologist 

Any inquiries regarding the endorsement by Professor West may be directed to: 
Ma:~ A~m Rod ri~:uez,_ Assistam ~o Pro~ssor West 

Cen~er for African American Studies .................................................................................................................. 

StanhoR~ Hall Room 205 

Peculiar Affinity... is published by History 4 All, Inc., Fairfax, VA 22038 and can be obtained at Amazon 
com., and the Anthorsden.com. Dr Nordd is available for providing power point lectures and presentations 
for Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU), southern historical societies, college/university 



Black American/African-American Studies Programs, Women’s Studies Programs, and civil rights 
organizations. He has provided and is also available for providing guest appearances for radio and 
television talk shows. Dr. Nordd is also available for providing classes and presentations, lectures, and 
seminars for academic social science programs, including sociology, psychology, histo~7, women’s 
studies programs, and freshman convocations. The topics of these lectures or presentations are: (1) the 
breeding and selective breeding of millions of Black female slaves; (2) an explanation of the ~’...ground- 
breaking work" on the breeding of female slaves by the South’s White slave owners (3) the ’~...barbaric 
treatment of Black women during U.S. slavery... ", and (4) the scientific rationale for the re-interpretation 
of Black American histo~. He is also available for journal/news’ articles and interviews, faculty 
colloquia, radio and television talk shows, and all related to Dr. Nordd’s research, the major scientific 
findings, and conclusions that have been endorsed by Professor Cornel West. 

Any inquiries regarding Dr. Nordd and his research may be made by a reply to this e-mail or by 
contacting Dr. Nordd at: gsnorde@bcps.kl2.md.us or dr.gsnorde@verizon.net. Additional information 
regarding presentations, lectures, colloquia, convocations, a summary of the book, most frequently asked 
questions and answers about the book, or a press release are available and should be made by replying to 
the above intemet addresses. 

Gerald S. Nord  Sr. Ph.D Sociolo ist 
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Front page? : 
Budr:~e~ 

j On 22nd June in Brussels the Robert Schuman Foundation and Edelman - the 
.~iI photo non dispo Centre are organising a conference on the future of the European budget after 

the crisis together with Alain Lamassoure (Chair of the Budgets Committee at 
the European Parliament), Marc Lemaitre (chief of cabinet for the Budget 
Commissioner .]anusz Lewandowski), Olivier Debande (Managerial Adviser of 
the Institutional Affairs Department of the European :investment Bank) and 
Pascale ]oannin, Director General of the Foundation. On this occasion The 

Schuman Report on the State of the Union 20}_1, published in French by Lignes de rep~res, and in 
English by Springer, will be presented. 

lm migratior~ 
The Robert Schuman Foundation and the Permanent Representation for France 

i~iii phot .... dispo at the EU ..... ganising a debate in B ..... is on 27th .] ..... the th .... f 
"Immigration, borders, asylum: which European policies?" between .Jacques 
Barrot, former Vice-President of the European Commission for Transport, then 

.Justice, Freedom and Security and Carlos Coelho, MFP (FPPiPT). On the invitation of Ambassador 
Philippe Etienne, the debate will be introduced by lean-Dominique Giuliani, Chairman of the 
Foundation. On this theme the Foundation has just published a European :interview with Jacques 
Barrot. 

Food 
Bernard Bourget, general engineer, General Council for Food, Agriculture and 

i~i photo non dispo Rural Areas at the Food, Agriculture and Fisheries Ministry will take part on 
24th June in the 4th visio-conference in a series of six "Dialogues for the 
Future" organised with the support of the Robert Schuman Foundation; these 
will be broadcast in Bransat and Bamako. This conference will be broadcast 
live on our site and will focus on "Food Geography". 

Read 

Our Publications : 
Opinio!~iEu 

j The Foundation for Political Innovation and the Robert Schuman Foundation 

~i photo non dispo have published the 12th edition of the "European Opinion" with Lignes de 
RepUte. This book, published under the management of Dominique Reyni~, is 
prefaced by the Chair of the Robert Schuman Foundation, lean-Dominique 
Giuliani. It is available in all good bookshops and on the Foundation’s site. 

.Ja pa niKo:-ea 
] The Robert Schuman Foundation has published the proceedings of the 

photo non dispoj seminar "Saint-Maur en Toutes Libert~s" which took place in November 2010 
on Japan and South Korea and their relations with the EU. Order them! 

Read 



DebL/C-reeee 
Alain Fabre, economist and business financial advisor, has published an article 

~] photo non dispo in the "Echos" explaining "Why shouldn’t we restructure the Greek debt’?". Alain 
Fabre works with the Foundation and has published a European issue entitled 
"The challenges of a European Fiscal Strategy." 

Read JOU’~er link 

Financial Crisis : 
Eurogrop 

/ri~}            On 14th and 19th June the 17 European Fi ..... Minist .... f the Eurogroup photo nondispo discussed the modalitiesofa second rescue plan for Greece. They agreed on 

the principle of additional funding with the voluntary and informal participation 
of the private sector via a "roll-over" of Greek bonds that are coming to 
maturity. However they delayed the decision on a second rescue plan until July 

- this is conditioned by the adoption of fiscal and privatisation measures by the Greek Parliament. 
The Ministers called on all Greek political parties to support the government’s austerity programme 
and to stand together just before the confidence vote submitted by the Greek government for 21st 
June. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

ECB 
According to the six-monthly financial stability report publshed on 18th June 

ii.~j photo non dispo by the European Central Bank (ECB) the economic and financial situation in 
the euro area has improved but remains vulnerable. Of course the banking 
sector and insurance sectors’ resistance has increased but risks continue to 
threaten recovery. More importantly the public finance crisis continues in 
some euro area countries. Given this the ECB has repeated its proposed 
solutions, such as structural adjustments in countries which are struggling, 

external aid and the recapitalisation of the banking sector, with an improvement of its transparency. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

On 17th June the IMF published an update on its six-monthly economic, financial 
~] photo non dispo and budgetary forecasts. In this report the IMF reviewed its growth forecasts for 

the USA downwards. It is now only counting on 2.5% in 2011 in comparison with 
a 2.8% forecast in April and 3% in January. For the entire euroarea the IMF 
raised its forecast to 2.0% in 2011 against 1.6% previously. Germany will have 

the highest growth amongst the G7, standing at 3.2%. France’s growth will rise to 2.1%. The IMF also 
estimated that Europe had little time left to settle its global public debt problem and the fragility of its 
banking sector, given increasing concern on the part of investors and public opinion. 

Read 

On 17th June the Austrian Central Bank (OeNB) reviewed its growth forecast for 
~] photo non dispo 2011 upwards by one point to 3.2% of the GDP. It plans for growth of 2.3% in 

2012 and of 2.4% in 2013. According to figures published on 16th June by the 
national statistics institute (Statistik Austria), 4,071,800 people were employed 
and 194,200 were unemployed in Austria in the first quarter of 2011. Hence the 

number of working people (according to international definitions) clearly increased in the first quarter 
of 2011 in comparison with the previous year (+48,700). Moreover Statistik Austria indicated on the 
same day that the inflation rate lay at 3.2% in May, against 3.3% in April and 3.1% in March. 

Read I Cther link i Other link                                                                     [xI 

j According to a report published on 16th June by the National Bank of Belgium 
~] photonon dispo economic forecasts for 2011 and 2012 reveal higher GDP growth than that of 

the euro area but also an increase in inflation. Indeed the report indicates that 
growth lay at 2.1% in 2010 and is due to reach 2.6% in 2011, declining slightly 
in 2012 to 2.2%. Prices rises progressed from 2.3% in 2010 to 3.4% in 2011 - 

and are Forecast to decline to 2.2% in 2012. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Spain 
Spain’s public debt increased sharply to 63.6 .~ of the GDP in the first quarter ie 

.~j photo non dispo 8 points more than one year ago (55%),according to figures published by the 
Bank of Spain on 17th June. Public debt at the end of Narch lay at 679.779 

billion euros, which represents 63.6% of the G~P in comparison with 60.1% 
three months ago. This is three points more than the limit set by the EU’s Stability and Growth Pact 
(60%). 

Read I Cther link                                                                                  [ I 

Finland 
1 According to figures published on 14th June by the national statistics institute, 

photo nondispoJ Statistics Finland, the inflation rate lay at 3.3% in May. In April it lay at 3.2%. 

On 15th June the IMFannounced that measures taken in Hungary since the 
photo non dispo 2008 agreement have proven effective in terms of strengthening the economy 

and stabilising the markets. However, it was more reserved as far as macro- 
financial monitoring and financial aid to banks was concerned. Finally given the 



high public debt and major funding requirements the IMF recommended the 
implementation of enhanced consolidation measures. 

R.~ad J Od’~er li!~k 

J The national statistics institute, Istat, announced on 16th June that the inflation 
photo non dispo rate has risen by 2.6% over one year in May 2011. The harmonised consumer 

price index (HCPI) gathered pace to lie at 3%. 

Malta 

I On 16th June the Maltese national statistics office (NSO) announced a 1.3% rise 
~iI photo nondispo in the harmonised consumer price index in May. Annual inflation rose to 2.5%. 

The Netheriands 

j The Dutch central bank announced on 17th June a balance of payments surplus 
.~.iI photo non dispo of 17 billion euros for the first quarter of 2011. ]t is up by 4 billion in comparison 

with 2010. 

UK 
On 16th June British Finance Minister, George Osborne, launched a major 

~i photo non dispo reform of the banking sector. In his speech he said he wanted to draw the 
lessons of the financial crisis and demands that banks make a clear 
demarcation between their various activities to avoid further public rescue 

operations. Mr Osborne also announced the privatisation of Northern Rock that had been 
repurchased in 2007. 

I I 

On 14th June the Swedish Statisticso Jnstitut ......... d that inflati ...... to 
photo non dispo 3.3% in May, an increase of 0.2 }S since April. 

Raad 

European Council : 
ireland 

j On 17th June the President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy met 
.~.iI photonon dispo irish Prime Minister Enda Kenny. The interview focused on ireland’s economic 

situation and the euro area, thereby preparing the European Council of 23rd 
and 24th June. Herman Van Rompuy declared that he supported and admired 
the efforts undertaken by ireland. The 85 billion euro loan on the part of the EU 

and the IMF in financial assistance has effectively been implemented. Herman Van Rompuy recalled 
that these reforms facilitated the guarantee of the stability of the euro area. 

Raad I Other link                                                                            I: .1 

] On 16th June the President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy, 
phot .... dispo g ..... peech at th ...... I conf ....... f the"European Policy Centre" on J the State of the European Union. Given alarmist remarks about differences of 

opinion over Libya and the Schengen Area, Herman Van Rompuy called for a 
little objectivity; he recalled that the Union had been been built gradually and 
that decision making in the Union takes time. However on the sovereign debt 
crisis he spoke of the strengths of the euro area and the recent progress that 

has been achieved. Speaking of "euroland" instead of the euro area he also called to take better 
note of the interdependence of European economies. The Schuman Report 2011 includes an 
exclusive interview with the President of the European Council who gives his view of the future of the 
EU. 

j On 14th June, during a conference organised by the European Commission on 
.~.iI photo non dispo raw materials, the President of the European Commission, Jos~ Manuel Barroso, 

recommended the G20 as the international cooperation framework on this issue. 
French President Nicolas Sarkozy, the present president of the G20, warned 
against price rises on raw materials, one of the main threats to world growth. 

He pleaded in favour of greater transparency and regulation of the markets. On raw agricultural 
materials, the Commissioner for Agriculture, Dacian Ciolos, promised to publish regular short-term 
market forecasts as of this autumn. Finally the Commissioner for the internal Market, Michel Barnier 
advised on enhancing transparency both in the derivative, as well as the physical markets, for the 
regulation of all players and for a strengthenig of supervisors’ powers and tools. 



j On 14th June the European Commission gave the greenlight for a grant of 
~] photo non dispo emergency funds totalling 210 million euro to vegetable producers, victimsof 

the consumer confidence crisis in the wake of the ECEH bacteria epidemic. The 
next stage involves declaring the volumes of vegetables withdrawn from the 
market by 22nd July in order to start compensating farmers. 

j The Commissioner for Internal Affairs, Cecilia Mallstr6m, inaugurated the seat 

~i photo non dispo of the European Asylum Support Office on 19th June in the Maltese capital, La 
Valette. Created by a regulation on 19th May 2011_0 this office was opened to 
enhance practical cooperation on all aspects of asylum request assessment and 
the reception of seekers in the Member States. The office will notably aim to 

organise training sessions Europe wide and to improve access to information for Member States. In 
addition to this it will offer technical and operational support by deploying teams of asylum experts. 
Hence the aim is to set down a more comprehensive, more protective common European asylum 
regime. 

Raad IOtherlink 

Detention 
1 On 14th June the European Commission launched a public consultation on 

[~ photo non dispo detention in the Union. The aim of this Green Paper is to improve relations J between legal authorities in each country by the development of exchanges 
between national administrations. The consultation focuses on detention 
conditions, children, remand, and mutual acknowledgement between States. 
Answers should be sent before 30th November next. 

SeaiWaler 

/[i~] 

Although the quality of bathing waters in Europe declined slightly bet ..... 2009 
photo non dispo to 2010, it is not denied that overall their quality is good. More than nine bathing 

areas in ten now satisfy minimal requirements. In Cyprus, where 100% of its 
sites were declared to match requirements has beaten all records; then comes 
Croatia (97.3%), Malta (95.4%), Greece (94.2%) and Ireland (90.1%). These 
results come from an annual report on bathing waters established jointly by the 

European Environment Agency and the European Commission, which compares water quality in over 
21,000 bathing areas, both on the coast and inland, in the various countries of the Union. The 
Commission also adopted a new range of signs and symbols designed to inform the public on the 
ranking of the bathing waters and on bathing restrictions. 

On 17th June the pilot phase of the European Voluntary Humanitarian Aid Corps 

~i photo non dispo was launched in Budapest by the European Commission. Hence, the first 
European volunteers will be able to follow indepth training in order to help 
communities which are vulnerable to humanitarian hazards. Later in the year 
volunteers will be dispatched to third countries. The two main goals are to 

enable European citizens to play a decisive role in the world and to give collective value to the 
individual desire to be as a volunteer in humanitarian work. The European Commission will put 
forward a regulation relative to the structure of the European Volunteer Corps and its role in 2012. 

Parliament : 
Draghi/ECB 

j On 14th June the "Economic and Monetary Affairs" Committee at the European 
.~j photonon dispo Pariament received Mario Draghi for an audition in his bid to succeed Jean- 

Claude Trichet as president of the European Central Bank. When questioned 
about Greece he recalled the ECB’s opposition to a restructuring of the debt and 
said he was optimistic about reform in Greece. On economic governance he 
suggested that there was a need to integrate fiscal policies, he supported the 
European Parliament’s position for automatic sanctions in the event of the non- 

respect of the rules and insisted on financial supervision. He also recalled that the ECB’s mission was 
to maintain price stability. His competences were appreciated by MEPs who supported his 
appointment, 33 votes in favour, 2 against and 4 abstentions. 

Read I Cther link 

Council : 
Empioyment 

On 17th June, the 27 Employment and Social Affairs Ministers met to discuss the 
~i photo non dispo proposed amendment relative to the directive on maternity leave. More over in 

2012 it will be the year of active ageing and solidarity between generations. 
Indeed these policies play an important role in the Europe 2020 Strategy. 

Ministers adopted conclusions in support of fostering work amongst young people. Hence the 
education and training system has to reflect the needs of the employment market. 

On 16th June the 27 Transport Ministers agreed on a position for negotiations on 

i~] phot .... dispo the ref .... fEurop ..... ilwaylegislation which will establish a single railway 
area in Europe. The aim of this directive is to simplify the regulatory framework 
to foster investment, competition and market monitoring. At the same time 
ministers reached agreement on the EU’s membership of the International 

Railway Transport Convention, changes in the competence of the Europaean Maritime Safety 
Agency, the creation of a new river transport programme, NAIADES II and the signature of an 
agreement on air transport with Brazil. 



j German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Nicolas Sarkozy 
photo non dispo declared their agreement with regard to a rapid solution to the Greek debt with 

the voluntary participation of private creditors. 

AfHca 

j On 15th June the German government adopted a new strategy on Africa. [t 

~i: photonon dispo aims to open a new partnership chapter between Germany and Africa. The 
government said it wanted to implement a coordinated, convincing policy 
focused on goals achieved in Africa. 

Demography 
The number of births increased by 1.9 ,o in 2010 in Germany, a country that 

~i photo non dispo faces an ageing population said the Federal Statistics Office on 17th June. 
678,000 babies were born last year ie an increase of 13,000 in comparison with 
2009 which recorded the lowest number of births ever, according to provisional 
Destatis data. 

Belgium : 
Padt~ 

On 16th June during a plenary session, the MPs in the Chamber of 
i~} phot .... dispo Rep ..... tati ..... dopted, 71 votes in f ....... 54 against and 16 abstenti ..... 

draft law that makes it obligatory to have one third of women on public 
company boards or on boards of companies floated on the stock exchange. The 
Senate still has to approve the proposal so that it can enter into force. With this 
vote Belgium has joined other European countries on this issue, such as Norway 
and France. On the issue of parity the Robert Schuman Foundation has launched 

a project called "Women for Europe and the Citizens’ initiative". Answer our opinion poll on women 
and Europe, we need to know what you think. 

Read [ Cther link i OIher link                                                                     I<1 

Finland : 

The new Finnish Prime Minister-, Jyrki Katainen, announced on 17th June that he 

~i photo non dispo had formeda new coalition government of 19 ministers bringing together six of 
the eight parties represented in Parliament two months after the elections on a 
detailed programme. The coalition parties came to a consensus on three points: 
the stabilisation of public finance, encouraging economic growth and the 

improvement of revenues of the poorest and most marginal segments of society. 

Pussia 
Russia and France signed a sales contract for two French-built Mistral class 

photo non dispo amphibious assault ships. 

I From 20th to 26th June the 49Lh international Air Show is taking place at the 
~iI photo non dispo BourgeL, France. it was inaugurated on 20th June by French President Nicolas 

Sarkozy. 2,100 exhibitors are expected and the show has notably planned for 
the participation of the solar plane "Solar impulse", as well as the opening of 
the Air and Space Museum. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

J On 17th June Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou announced a reshuffle 

~i photo non dispo in his government. George PapaconstanLinou has lost his post as Finance 
Minister and is now Environment Minister. He has been replaced by Evangelos 
Venizelos, former Defence Minister, who has also been promoted to Deputy 
Prime Minister. Panos Beglitis has become Defence Minister. 

Italy : 

ParmaiaLiLactahs 

j On 14Lh June the European Commission gave the greenlight to project to 
.~.iI photo non dispo acquire the italian dairy group, Parmalat by the French dairy company Lactalis. 

Hence this concentration should not significantly impede competition according 
to the Commission. After acquiring 23.97% of Parmalat’s social shares, Lactalis 
made a public bid to buy all of the shares on 23rd May 2011. 



Poland : 
North Afr:ca 

J On 18th and 16th June, Polish Foreign Minister Radoslaw Sikorski travelled to 
~] photonon dispo Egypt and Tunisia. Tn Cairo he met Prime Minister Sharaf Essam and Foreign 

Minister Nabil El-Araby, as well as representatives of the political parties that 
emerged after the Revolution on 28Lh January. Tn Tunisia he spoke with Prime 
Minister Beji Caid Essebsi and Foreign Minister Mouldi Kefi, together with 

representatives from youth and intellectual movements. Discussions mainly focused on Poland and 
the EU, notably within the context of the democratic developments in Egypt and Tunisia and the 
preparation of the Polish Presidency. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

PoFtugai : 

j On 15Lh June the Portuguese President Anibal Cavalco Silva appointed Pedro 

~i photonon dispo Passos Coelho, head of the Social Democratic Party, as Prime Minister. Allied 
with the People’s Party, Mr Coelho has an absolute majority in Parliament and 
has promised to respect the austerity associated with the financial rescue plan 
negotiated with the EU and the IMF. On :L7th June Mr Coelho presented a 

reduced government of :L1 ministers including economist Vitor Gaspar, former advisor to the 
European Commission and the ECB, appointed to the Finance Ministry. This government has four 
ministers from the Social Democratic Party (PSD - centre-right), 3 members of the People’s Party 
CDS-PP and 4 independents according to a list published by the Presidency of the Republic. The new 
government will enter office on 21st June. 

UK: 

J The British government said on 17th .June that it intended to align civil servants’ 
~] photo non dispo age of retirement with that of the general regime - ie to 66 in 2020 instead of 60 

in most cases at present. The Chief Secretary to the Treasury, Danny 
Alexander said in an article published by the Daily Telegraph on the same day 
that the unions would be making a "colossal mistake" if they believed they could 

force the government to change its mind. 

P..~ad [ Other link 

Libya 
1 The Swedish Parliament voted a three month extension of the Swedish forcesI 

~ photonon dispoj commitment to Libya on 17th June - this was due to come to an end on 22nd 
]une; its force comprises five fighter planes and a maximum of 280 soldiers. 

Read [¢therlink 

Bosnia-Herzgovina : 
Prime Miaister? 

J The Central Collegial Presidency of Bosnia appointed Slavo Kukic as Prime 

~i photo nondispo Minister on 14th ]uneannounced the Serb member of the Presidency, Nebojsa 
Radmanovic to the press. It is now up to Bosnia’s Central Parliament to confirm 
this nomination during its next meeting. 

Read 

OECD : 

j The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
photo nondispo announced on 15th.lunethat unemployment had decreased in the OECD area in 

April 2011, down to 8.1% after stagnating for two months at 8.2%. The 
unemployment rate in the euro area lies at 9.9%. 

On 17th .June the OECD presented the results of a new report on the economies 

~i photo non dispo of Eastern Europe and the Southern Caucasus. According to the study’s results 
the economies should "become more competitive if they aim to attract more, 

better targeted foreign investment." The report recommends that government implement reform to 
overcome the challenges facing competitiveness such as "educational systems that do not prepare 
workers for the modern employment market adequately, limited access by SME’s to funding and the 
lack of judicious incentives to attract diversified investment." 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

NATO : 
UKiSpain 

NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen travelled to the UK on 15th 
~i phot .... dispo .June. On this occasion he met Prime Minister David Cameron and Foreign 

Secretary William Hague with whom he exchanged views on the various ongoing 
NATO operations. To an audience of experts at the Royal United Services he 
recalled the need to develop defence capabilities by means of balistic missiles 

for the Alliance. He then travelled to Madrid on :L6th 3une where he met the Head of Government, 
]os~ Luis Zapatero, Foreign Minister Trinidad ]imenez, Defence Minister Carme Chacon. Discussions 
focused on NATO’s relations with Russia, the NATO reform and ongoing operations in Libya and 
Afghanistan. During a speech to the Senate he recalled the major role played by NATO in the 
Mediterranean. 



According to provisional estimates based on national data published by Eurostat, 
~] photo non dispo in the first quarter of 2011, the number of people who had work in the euro 

area and in the EU remained stable in comparison with the previous quarter. 
Estimates indicate a rise of 0.1% and 0.3% for the euro area and the EU in 

comparison with the first quarter of 2010. The data also shows that 222.9 million men and women 
had a job in the EU in the first quarter of 2011 of whom 146.5 million were in the euro area. 
Estimates also show that employment had mainly grown in financial and business service areas and 
in the manufacturing industry. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Trade 
According to figures published by Eurostat on 17th .]une the euro area recorded 

~] photo nondispo an external trade deficit of 4.1billion eurowith the rest oftheworld compared 
with -0.? billion in April 2010. As far as the EU is concerned the external trade 
deficit totalled 15.9 billion euro. 

Inflation 
On 16th June a study published by Eurostat indicated that the annual inflation 

o o 
~i photo non dispo rate in the euro area was down slightly to 2~? Yo against 1.? Yo a year ago and to 

3.2 Yo against 2.1 Yo in 2010 in the EU. The study also noted that the lowest 
annual rates in May 2011 were seen in Ireland (1.2%), Sweden (1.?%) and in 
the Czech Republic (2%). Moreover the highest rates were in Estonia (5.5%) 

and Lithuania (5%). 

Indusl:rl/ 

/[i~] 

A .... ding tOo estimates published by E ..... tat on 15th ,June industrial production 
photo non dispo rose by 0.2 Yo in the euro area in April 2011 in comparison with March 2011. In 

o the 27 EU States the increase in industrial production reached 0.1 Yo. In April 
2011, in comparison with April 2010, industrial output progressed by 5.2% in the 
euro area and by 4.7% in the Member States. 

Read 

Fores~ 

j Since 2011 is International Forest Year Eurostat has decided to publish a report ~:~iI photo non dispo on the forest in Europe and the world. Hence, Forest covers around 40% of the 
EU’s area. Half of the EU’s renewable energy consumption comes from wood, In 
2010 three-quarters of the forest area was being used for the supply of wood. 
Moreover the wood industry in 2008 comprised around 7% of the total added 

value of the industry in the EU. 

P.ead 

I On 16th .June the European Commission published a Eurobarometer survey on 
~iI photo non dispo citizens’ behaviour and atttitudes on identity management, data protection and 

private life. Amongst its conclusions the report notably reveals that three 
Europeans in four agree to giving their personal data but they are concerned 
about the way companies use this information. On 15th 3une the European Data 

Protection Supervisor, Peter Hustinx published his annual report 2010. He noted an improvement in 
the effectiveness of data protection generally but stresses that it is necessary to step up work to 
protect personal data. To do this the EDPS is planning to revise the directive on data storage in 
2011. 

Read ICtherlink 

Rail transpor~ 

j On 15th June Eurobarometer published a survey on passenger satisfaction in 

~:i photo non dispo terms of the various apsects of rail transport services, including stations. Rail 
passengers were defined as being those who had travelled on trains between 
towns in their coutnry over the last 12 months. Amongst the results the three 
aspects of transport services which were the source of greatest satisfaction 

were peronsal safety on board trains, the time taken to complete a journey and the comfort of the 
seats. In stations the most positive details were the simplicity in ticket purchase, information on train 
times and platforms, together with safety in stations. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Studies/Reports : 
Funamenla[ Rigi~Ls 

1 On 15th .lune the EU’s Fundamental Rights Agency published a report on key 
photonon dispo] legal and political developments in 2010. With the entry into force of the 

Lisbon Treaty, the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights acquired new, binding 
legal value. This report criticises the marginalisation of the Roma in Europe. 
Hence this community is still the minority group which Faces the most 
discrimination in the EU. The report deplores "the deterioration in the living 
conditions of asylum seekers" in Greece and Italy. Moreover it recalls that all 

Member States except Denmark had been condemned by the European Court of Human Rights for 
the infringement of the EU’s fundamental rights. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

J .]ean-Frangois Humbert and Simon Stutour published a report on 15th ]une on 
.~j photonon dispo behalf of the European Affairs Committee at the Senate - it focuses on the 

economic and financial crisis in Greece. This report reviews the situation in 



Greece one year after intervention by the EU and the IMF. It throws light on the 
perennity of funding problems, as well as on the social cost of the austerity 
measures adopted by the government. Although the Union has progressed in 
terms of economic governance over the past year it has to move on to the next 

stage to focus on the sovereign debt crisis. 

Indusl:rl/ 
The Bruegel Institute has published a paper by Philippe Aghion, 3ulian Boulanger 

i~] photo non dispo and Elie Cohen entitled "Rethinking industrial policy". Given that there is under 
investment in green technologies and the manufacturing sector and in the face 
of the emerging countries the authors call for European sectoral policies that 
respect competition and sources of growth. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

prIesidency/EU 

j Notre Europe has just published a contribution made by 16 European think- 
~:~iI photo non dispo tanks to the Polish, Danish and Cypriot Presidency troika- the study was 

coordinated by Elvire Fabry. Like the previous two editions, "Think Global - Act 
European (TGAE)", this report is devoted to a mid-term scenario covering the 
trio of the Polish, Danish and Cypriot Presidencies, extending from 3uly 2011 to 

December 2012. 

gt’~a d                                                                                                        ~ 

Cultore : 
E>: hibili:sn/’Basel 

J Until 21st August the Beyeler Foundation in Basel, Switzerland is hosting the 
~iI photo non dispo works of two sculptors, Constantin Brancusi (:1_876-1957) and Richard Serra 

(born in 1939). Around 40 pieces of work by C. Brancusi, as well as a selection 
of 10 sculptures and several works on paper by R. Serra are on show together. 

j In London in its exhibition "Treasures from Paradise: Saints, relics and devotion 
~] photo non dispo in Medieval Europe" the British Museum has brought together, for the very first 

time, some of the most important holy treasures of the Middle Ages. This 
exhibition includes more than 150 objects from 40 institutions and notably from the Vatican, 
European and American museums, as well as from its own collection. The exhibition will take place 
from 23rd .June to 9th October. 

Read 

Exh:bitioniParia 

] The Quai Branly Museum is putting on an exhibition entitled "Maya, de I’aube 
phot .... disp ..... ~p .... le" (Maya from Da~’~n to Dusk). 150 pi ..... f ~’~ork from the J national collections of Guatemala, some of which have never been on show 

outside of the home country before, are on exhibition and enable the public to 
form a better and more complex idea of the Maya civilisation, thanks to the 
most recent archeological discoveries. 

F~.~stival/’Bulgaria 
On 18th .June the 9th "In the Palace" International Festival of short films ~’~as 

photo nondispo inaugurated in Balchikin Bulgaria. This festival brings together film makers, 
both amateur and professional, from all around the world. The films running in 
the competition will then be selected by an international jury. 

Read I¢l:h~alink 

J On 17th June the first modern art museum of Bulgaria, the Sofia Arsenal 

~:~:i photo non dispo Museum of Contemporary Art, was inaugurated in Sofia. It presents a 
Norwegian exhibition of applied art alongside its own collection, which includes 
Bulgarian paintings, as well as prints by the American-Bulgarian artist Christo, 
Marc Chagall, Salvador Dali and Pablo Picasso. 

Agenda : 

19th and 20th June 
Eurogroup Meeting 

20th ~une 
Economy and Finance Council 
Foreign Affairs Council 

21st June 
"General Affairs" and "Environment" Councils 

22rid June 
Conference with Edelman-The Centre on the future of the European budget after the crisis, 



22nd-23rd June 
Mini plenary session of the European Parliament 
G20 Agriculture 

23rd and 24th June 
European Council 

24th June 
4th Visio-Conference of "Dialogues d’avenir" with Bernard Bourget 

27th June 
Debate on "Immigration, Borders, Asylum : which European policies?" 

27th-28th June 
Agriculture and Fisheries Council 

Suqqestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors :Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, Johanna KarI-Joubert, Camille L~pinay, 
Charles de Marcilly, Sophie Paternoster ; Sandra Cadot, Alix Dehin, Mairi Friesen, 

Philippine Lef~vre, Mathilde Sabouret, B~rang~re de Saint-Exup~ry, Marie Vaugeois, 
Rahel Wendebourg 

Chief Editor :Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale Joannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. Tt develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr. Jean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newsletter~eneslow.com 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 6:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Eneslow Summer Catalog is Here! Get yours TODAY! SAV1NGS GALORE’. 



Depending on your internet connection, it may take 2 - 5 minutes to download Eneslow Summer Catalog 2011 Pdt2 

Please do not hit the reload button. If you ave having problems with the dow~fload link, 

please CLICK TttIS LINK! 

https:/, www.you~ndit.com/dowrdoad/UnlCQndFQXBVVGxFQ1E9PQ 

Eneslow The l~’oot Comfort Center is located at: 

Midtown Manhattax~ 

470 Park Avenue South @ 32nd Street, NY, NY 10016-6819 
Tel. 212.477.2300 Fax: 212.353.2876 

Upper Easl Side Manhattan 

1504 Second Avenne bet. 78th and 79th St, NY, NY 10075 
Tel. 212.249.3800 Fax: 212.249.3848 

Little Neck, Queens 

254-61 ttorace Harding Expressway, Little Neck, NY 11362 

Tel. 718.357.5800 Fax: 718.357.0531 

Eneslow the Foot ComfoiS Ceater i ,S 70 [:’sfi< A’~e South I blew York ~’q~’ 10016~6819 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 7:27 PM 

Wednesday morning oNce hours (tomorrow and beyond): AFRII 01.001.2NDSS2011 

Dem All, 

Given the location of my once - it is on E. Frm~klin - please note that I will be holding Wednesday- morning ottice hours at the Cafe inside the Bulls Head Book Store. 

See you then. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Air Canada webSaver <news@email.~Jrcm~ada.com> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 12:08 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

This week’s summer savings! 

Make sure you receive your webSaver emails. Add r!ews~email aircana,’!,a.com to your address book 

Wing+ Hin Lee, 

This; weei,:’s Ic, w h~res to Canada and to popular international destinations. 
Book now! Air Canada offers you great value. And remember, when you fly with us, 
,::hecked-ba,:~ is free. 

];~.~;&[X~.2;J~]~..~Z~2~2~Lb~IJ2¢J. Fly to Canada and to the Caribbean in style for less. Book now~ 
You save at a]r,sanada,com on all aspec[s oF your trip,Need a hotel or car in your preferred 
destination? Check this week’s .hg]&[.~;.~ and 

Remember to ~:~s 

Nake your webSaver work for you. ~.~.~..N~?.#.[ 

~el~e~d et the ~e~[ l~re~ to 

your inbox weekly. 

CANADA 

¯ Sample one-way Tango Plus fares. 

¯ Purchase in advance may apply. 

¯ Travel dates vary. 

¯ Day-of-week and other conditions may also apply. 

¯ Book by ~l~e :Z2, ~1:1., unless otherwise indicated. 

B Edmonton 

B Victoria 

INTERNATIONAL 

Tickets for each-way sale fares indicated must be 

purchased on ROUND-TR[P basis. 

¯ Departure dates vary. 

¯ Higher levels for weekend departure are available on other 

dates. 

¯ Other conditions may also apply. 

¯ Book certain fares by .~ae 3~, :Zel:l., unless otherwise 

indicated. 

n Beiiinq $547 I] Shanqhai 



Best Hotels, Best Rates. Guaranteed. 

This week’s Top Value Hotels* to help you plan 
your trip." 

~.~__.~__:_~._ Toronto I "       I 
Sandalwood Suites, airport 

~.4~,,55 Toronto l ’       I 
Delta Chelsea 

Aloft, airport 

~.~.~.~..~. Las Vegas I "       I 

Hooters Casino Hotel - Stay 3 night and save 30% off 

~._~_._~,__4__,_.._~. London, U.K. ~ 
Ramada London Heathrow 

Hotel rates subject to availability as of June 21, 2011. 

Other deals: 

~ Hotels, ground transportation, sightseeing and 

Take advantage of great weekly rates on car rentals 

WEEKLY ~TE sta~ing from: 

~..&__.~__.~__.--~ Toronto- T .... to Lester B. P ...... 

s~,~0 Toronto I Toronto Lester B. Pearson 

International Airport 

Compact car - AVIS 

8 .~__.~__ Edmonton -- Edmonton International Airport 

Compact car - AVIS 

~.&7 IVlontreal - Montreal Trudeau Airport 

Compact car - AVIS 

~4~ Ottawa - Ottawa International Airport 

Compact car - AVIS 

* Rates are valid for bookings through July 6, 2011. 

Prices may vary according to currency exchanges rates 

may vary. 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~i~i!~iii!i!i~i 

You are subscribed to receive emails From Air Canada as eunice@email,unc.edu. IF you no longer wish to 
receive webSaver deals please click on the Following link to unsubscribe: :_d__b_~_’_a_]2~__c_L!~L~_A_Lr_,’:![_0___~__b_~_~_t?L~_A£. if you 
no longer wish to receive Air Canada promotional emails, including webSaver deals and onAir e-zine, 
please click on the Following link: :_,)__n_~j:~_~7~_’_c_[j__b_~__/L?__n-_L_a_)_!, You can also update or modify your email 
preferences by visiting our 

The webSaver fares advertised are intended to represent the lowest fares offered on 
aircanada.com at time of sending. However, as fares may vary depending on travel period, 
booking period~ availability and advance purchase, other fares than those advertised may 
occasionally be found on aircanada.com. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

t Baggage policy: A Fee of up to $30 (USD) is charged For the second checked bag on Flights between 

the US and Canada. See complete details on baggage allowance at aircanada.com/baggage. A different Fee 
may be charged For checked bags by Air Canada partners on the Flights they operate. 

All Fares shown are valid at time oF transmission can be purchased at aircanada.com and apply to new 
bookings only. Tickets are non-refundable. Seats are limited and subject to availability. Ce~aiu flights 
may only be available in one direction and/or are not offered on each day of the week. The 
Fares indicated are not valid on seasonal routes past the last date the Flight operates 

Transborder Travel (between U.S. and Canada) 
* Fares are one-way per person and include carrier surcharges and 7.~% U.S. domestic air transportation 
tax. Fares do not include Flight Segment Fee oF $3.70(USD) per leg, U.S. immigration User Fee oF $7 (USD) 
and airport Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs) of up to $4.50 (USD) per enplanement, maximum $18 (USD) 
For a round trip. Fares shown also exclude the September 11th Security Fee is $2.50 (USD) per U.S. 
enplanemenL, maximum $10 (USD) For a round-trip. Fares are subject to other taxes, fees and charges. 
Total taxes, fees and charges are of up to $185 (USD) based on itinerary. Total price may vary slightly 
based upon currency exchange at Lime oF purchase. SeaLs are limited and subject Lo availability. Popular 
dates (e.g., school holidays) will fill quickly and Air Canada cannot guarantee availability on some dates. 
Some flights may already be booked and consequently have no seats available for this offer. Ticketing is 
required at time oF reservation. Day-of-week, time-oF-! day restrictions may apply. Other conditions. 

Certain flights may be operated by other carriers on a codeshare basis. Unless otherwise specified, Flights 
will be operated by Air Canada, 3azz or Star Alliance® member United Airlines or United Express carriers 
(SkyWest Airlines, Chautauqua Airlines, Shuttle America, Trans States Airlines, GoJet Airlines or Mesa 
Airlines) or member Continental Airlines or Continental Express carrier Express,let. 

Hotel deals and city attractions and services are provided by our travel partner WWTMS. 
® Aeroplan is a registered trademark oF Aeroplan Limited Partnership. 



Canadian destinations: 
* Purchase requirements: All fares are in US Dollars, per person, are one-way and include carrier 
surcharges and 7.5% U.S. domestic air transportation tax. Fares do not include other applicable taxes, fees 
and charges. All seats are limited and subject to availability. Fares apply to new bookings only. Price is 
subject to change without prior notice. Some conditions apply. All sales transaction must be completed by 
23:59 EST/20:59 PDT on the ticketing deadline date. Date restrictions and other conditions may also apply. 

Fares to Canada: * Fares indicated are one-way. Tickets must be purchased by 23:59 EDT and by 20:59 
PDT as indicated. Fares are valid for travel as indicated. Purchase in advance of travel, day-of-week 
restrictions and other conditions may apply. 

Fares to Tnternationai destinations: 
International travel (between U.S. and Foreign Countries via Canada): Fares shown are each-way 
per person, must be purchased on a EOUND-TE[P basis and include base fare, carrier surcharges and U.S. 
Transportation Lax of $17 (USD) each way, $34 (USD) for a round-trip. 

Fares shown do not include Immigration User Fee of $7 (USD) and airport Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs) 
of up to $4.50 (USD) per enplanement, maximum $18 (USD) for a round trip. Fares shown also exclude the 
September 11th Security Fee is $2.50 (USD) per enplanement, maximum $10 (USD) for a round-trip. 
Fares are subject to other taxes, fees and charges. Total taxes, fees and charges are of up to $185 (USD) 
based on itinerary. Fares may be subject to government approval. 

Hong Kong (HKG): Fares shown are each way based on the purchase of a round-trip. Fares shown include 
a fuel surcharge of $288 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - 
Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by .]lune 30r 2011. Fares are valid 
for departure from June 22, 2011 until July 10, 2011. Minimum stay: none. Maximum stay: 6 months. Day- 
of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are 
limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Western USA to Beijing/Shanghai (PVG): Fares shown are each way based on the purchase of a round- 
trip. Fares include a fuel surcharge of $260 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do 
not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by .]lune 30r 2011. 
Fares are valid for departure from August 15, 2011 until November 30, 2011. Minimum stay: none. Maximum 
stay:l Month. Advance purchase required: none. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday 
departures. Blackouts apply: fares are not valid for return travel from Asia from 15August, 2011 to 
15September, 2011. Special fares are available for travel on other days of week. Seats are limited. 
Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Eastern USA to Beijing/Shanghai (PVG): Fares shown are each way based on the purchase of a round- 
trip. Fares include a fuel surcharge of $260 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do 
not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by .]lune 3B~ 2011. 
Fares are valid for departure from August 15, 2011 until October 15, 2011. Minimum stay: 3 days. Maximum 
stay:6 Months. Advance purchase required: 7 days. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday 
departures. Blackouts apply: fares are not valid for return travel from Asia from 15August, 2011 to 
15September, 2011. Special fares are available for travel on other days of week. Seats are limited. 
Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Seoui (][CN): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $220 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by 
.June 30~ 2011. Fares are valid for departure from September 03, 2011 until October 31, 2011. Maximum 
stay: 1 Month. Minimum stay: 3 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday 
through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

~lapan (NRT): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $416 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by 
31une 3B~ 2Bll. Fares are valid for departure from June 15, 2011 until August 22, 2011. Maximum stay: 6 
Months. Minimum stay: 3 days. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday 
through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Surcharges may apply depending on return travel date. 

Santiago (SCL): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $530 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by .July 11, 2Bll. Fares for departures are valid from June 22 until July 8, 2011 and from 
August 11, 2011 to December 9, 2011. Minimum stay is 1 Sunday, Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are 
limited. 

Buenos Aires (EZE): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $530 USD and a US Transportation Tax of 
$34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Fares for departures are 
valid from June 22 until July 13, 2011 and from September 4, 2011 to November 30, 2011. Minimum stay is 
3 days, Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 

Lima (LIM): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $530 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised 
fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Fares for departures are valid from 
August 25 until December 5, 2011. Minimum stay is 3 days, Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 

Bogota (BOG): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $300 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 USD. 
Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Advertised 
fares are valid Monday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Fares for departures are valid from 
September 4 until November 30, 2011. Minimum stay is 3 days, Maximum stay: 6 Months. Seats are limited. 

Sao Paulo (SAO): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $254 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 
USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. Seats 
are limited. Tickets for fares shown must be booked by .June 24~ 2011. Fares for departures are valid from 
June 22 until June 30, 2011. Minimum stay is 3 days, Maximum stay: 3 Months. Seats are limited. 

London (LHR): Fares shown are each way and include a fuel surcharge of $362 USD and a US 
Transportation Tax of $34 USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week 
restriction may apply. Advertised fares are valid Monday through Wednesday departures. Seats are limited. 
Tickets for fares shown must be booked by .]lune 30, 2011. Fares for departures are valid from July 1, 2011 
until August 13, 2011. Maximum stay: 12 Months. Seats are limited.7 days advance purchase applies. 

Sydney (SYD): Fares shown include a fuel surcharge of $500 USD and a US Transportation Tax of $34 



USD. Fares shown do not include - Security Charge up to 15USD. Day-of-week restriction may apply. 
Advertised fares are valid Sunday through Thursday departures. Seats are limited. Tickets for fares shown 
must be booked by :lene 28, 20:!.1. Fares for departures are valid from 3uly 24, 2011 until September 21, 
2011. Maximum stay: 12 Months. Seats are limited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Film request 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for my Afril01 class: 

"This magnificent African Cake" - Basil Davidson African Series 

Date: Wednesday, June 22 

PIE 
African and Airo-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice SahIe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterwiel <os~tervvei@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 11:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

missed you? 

Hi there Eunice, 

I am not sure ~vhat happened weeks ago when we ALMOST had a date I know you were going to be away for some of the stammer, but thought I would tly to reconnect. If you are around I 
would love to really find a time to get a tea or drink or something! 

I should be here all surmner except perhaps a week in August. 

Best, 

Michal 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 12:43 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] FW: Raleigh St. Closing to Through Traffic: Wednesday, June 22 - Friday, July 29 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 2:t, 20:I:t 4:30 PM 
Subject: Raleigh St. Closing to Through Traffic: Wednesday, June 22 - Friday, July 29 

Parking Coordinators, here is a reminder. So please distribute this information: 

Attention Motorists & Transit Riders: 

Raleigh St. Closing to Through Traffic 

Wednesday, ,Iune 22 - Friday, July 29 
Wednesday, June 22 through Friday, July 29, Raleigh Street will be closed to through traffk from the intersection with 
]Franklin Street south to the intersection with Cameron Avenue / ConntD, Club Road due to storm drainage construction to 
prevent furore flooding. 
Local traffic will be allowed sonth on Raleigh Street only as far as the entrance to Spencer Residence Ilallo All other 
north-south traffic should use alternate routes, including Boundary Street:. Click here to see a map of the affected area and detour 
routes. Pedestrian flow will be limited to one sidewalk along Raleigh Street to be designated by on-site signs. 
Chapel Hill Transit routes will be detoured and the bus stops on Raleigh Street at Spencer Hall and Aldemmn Hall will be closed. 
The A, N U, U, Smu rday FG and Saturday T rou~e~ will be de~onred along Co~mtry Club Road, Sou th Bou ndary Street 
and Eo Franklin Street. Passengers may board detoured buses at the alternate bus stops on E. Franklin Street at the Morehead 
Planetaritun or on Raleigh Street at Mangum and Lewis Halls. 
For additional information on the transit detour, call 919-969-4900 or visit their website here. 
Call the Department of Public Safety at 962-3951 during normal business hours with other questions or concerns. 
Thank you, 
77w Department ofPublic Sc~kly 

You a~e currently subscribed to at~al?am as: eunice@email.unc.e&,. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafarn&o~9368619 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29368619-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listserv.unc~edu 



21~une 2011 

and Research in Development 
Cooperation et de R¢¢herches pour le D~veloppement 

luisa para o Desenvolvimente 

1 - 00200, Nairobi 
r 

Professor Eunice N. Sahle 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~L09 Battle Hill 
Chapel Hill 

North Carolina 27599-3395 

USA 

Emai~- eunice@email.unc.edu or eunicensahle@~mail.com 

Dear Eunice 

CONFIRMATION OF ASSEMBLY MEMBERSHIP STATUS 

Greetings from ACORD. 

I hope all is well with you and the family. I have tried reaching you on the phone but without success. As 

a result I am writing you this short note to follow up on action points from the last ACORD Board 

meeting. 

Following on from the discussions at your last board meeting, I wish to confirm with you whether or not 

you wish to continue membership of the ACORD Assembly. You will recali following The Hague meeting 

in 2008 that automatic Assembly membership was accorded to all board members at that date. 

However resignation from the board does not automatically end your Assembly membership and thus 

should you not wish to continue Assembly membership, we would require you to formally resign from 

the position. 

I am happy to discuss this further with you, should you wish to do so before making a decision. 

I would be grateful if you can respond to this letter as soon as possible, preferably before mid July. 

Thank you for your prompt response and looking forward to hearing from you. 

Executive Director 

P. O. Box 6~~" .~ ~ Na~robi 
Tel: + 254 20 273 1f T2185186 

Fax: +254 20 ~72 11 66 

UK Address: Development House, 56 - 64 Leonard Seree~ London EC2A 4LT Telephone: +44 (0) 207 065 0850 Fax: +44 (0) 207 065 08SJ Website: www, acordineerna~ional.nr~ 
UK Registered Chari~/No, 283302 Our Organisatlon is Company Limited by G~arantee |n¢or~ora~d in England under No. 1573552 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Nichols <rnichols@ualberta.ca> 

Monday, June 27, 2011 10:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: James Tully Book - update 

Deal Eunice, 

That sounds great. Looking forwa~l to reading it. 

All best, 

Robert 

On Mon, Jun 27, 2011 at 3:57 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Robert, 

Hope you are doing well. 

This is ~o let you know fl~at I roll sending Iny chapter next weekend. 

More soon. 

Best msbes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 27, 2011 11:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: CAP registration 

Hi Eumce, 
The site is hard to find, I kno~v’. Here is the site where you can log in and sign up: 
http://www, dps. uaac edu/Transit/g ettingtowork/CAP/c ap. cfm 

Click on "2010/11 CAP Registration" I can’t see what you will see once you are in there, but the?’ often include CAP with "Permits" The?’ direct you do~vn a path based on your primal’ 
mode of transport - if you want a free TTA pass, indicate that bus/TTA is your primary mode of transport. 

I hope that this helps, the new registration opens in July for August 15 an onward. Hopefully they will eventually make this process a bit more user friendly’. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hail, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle }{all, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
p. 919.9622788 
£ 919962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 10:52 AM 

To: Buell, Agatha 

Sublect: CAP registration 

Importance: High 

Dear Agatha, 

Hope you are well. 

Following a visit to the office of public safe~ in an ef~2~r t to obtain a TTA pass for the reminder of the year, I have been searching for information on where to register with no luck hence 
this emaih Do you have a web site address where I can register for CAP so that I can obtain a pass ~2~r the reminder of the year? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Amy Vaxgas-Tonsi <amy.varg&s@duke.edu~ 

Monday, June 27, 2011 4:42 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

United Nations Assn. announces Cont~rence on Fragile States 

Save the Date.doc 

Save the Date: October 4fl~ 2011 Conference on "Fragile States, Global Consequences" 

Sponsored by the West Triangle Chapter of the United Nations Association, the Currienlum in Peace War and Defense at ~VC-CW, the Curriculum in Global 
Studies at UNC-CHI the ~l~iangle Institute for Security Studies, The Center for Global ]nitiatives at UNC, the student United Nations Organization at UNC-CH; 

and the student ~nternational Relations Association at Duke Universi& 
For over a century the balmace of power among the world’s strongest nations was the dominant issue in discussions of global security. Many of today’s policies and 
iutemational institutions were created to deal with conflicts between the major powers. 

B ut today ti~agile s~tes, such as the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Bosnia. East Timor, and Haiti, are emerging as "the most serious fl~reat to global securi~. These 

countries straddle the "thin line between su~ival and chaos, suffering from weaJ~ governments, internal conflict, ethnic conflict, pover~/and sometimes all of these. 

Fragile states’ weaknesses often permit extremist groups to thrive within fl~eir tx~rder~ create breeding grounds for disease pandemics, s~imulate mass migrations, and 
oiler safe havens fi~r drugs or arms traders and for human traftickers. 

This Co~ffereuce will examiue the global challenge of fragile s~tates. It ai~ns to encourage discussion of comprehensive ways to promote stronger natious and deal ~nore 

ett~ctively with those fl~at axe already on the brink of failure. 

Location: The FedEx Global Educatiou Center; UNC-CH, 301 Pittsboro Street. Free parking 

after 5:30 pro. 
Schedule: 5:30 6:00 pm reception with light refreshments. 

6:00 6:45 pm Welcome and video Fragile States, Global Consequences 

6:45 7:30 pm Dialogue among fl~ose in attendance led by TBA 

For more information, please contact: Tuck Green 

Charles S. Green, III, Ph.D. 
Co-Chair, Education Outreach Committee 
West Triangle Chapter, UNA-USA 
1161 Fearrington Post 

Pittsboro, NC 27312 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

06-28-11 05:00AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: 
Space, gender, knowledge : feminist 
CALL NO: HQ 1190. $67 1997 
BARCODE: 00015708575 
Davis Library DUE: 07-01-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:60 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 1:51 PM 

Department listserv ~atHalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: tlR Digest: June 28, 2011 

062811 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

From-" Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, June 28, 201J. J.:22 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Digest: June 28, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

P~ease forward the attachment titled "HR Employee information" within your department(sl. 

e Full te×t of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-eventsiitems. 

,Jtmo 30: EPA t~ot~oNculty performance review deadline 

July 4: University holida~ - ~ndependence Day 

Appointment of New Senior Director of Bet)efi~s and Workj’Lff(~ Programs 

After conducting a national search, effective yesterday, Jun. 27, Ashley Nicklis was appointed as OHR’s new Senior Director of Benefits and Work/Life Programs. 

Retirement Cou~se~h3g (Contact: 13e~efits Services, 962-3071} 
Several of the University’s optional retirement program providers and 403(b) supplemental retirement program providers are offering individual counseling 

sessions to UNC-Chapel Hill employees to discuss their retirement investments. A listing of available one-on-one retirement counseling dates can be found on the 

Benefits Education web page. 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: eunice,@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atH afam&o=29401144 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [e~a.~.~.e~-..2...9~4~(.!]J~.4~4..:.3~2..~3..~..~..6~(.!.8..:.e~8..7~£c.).]/.a..~.~]~.~!.~.~.~.~7.~i~i.~.~1~L~:£~.~1 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, June 28, 20 ! ! 

Jun. 30: EPA non-faculty p...e....r...f...~.....r.....m.....a..~..n....c....e..~~~.r....e....v..!...e.....w..., deadline 
July 4: University holiday-Independence Day 

Appointment of New Senior Director of Benefits and Work/Life 
Prog ram s 

FROM: Brenda Richardson Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

After conducting a national search, effective yesterday, Jun. 27, Ashley Nicklis was 
appointed as OHR’s new Senior Director of Benefits and Work/Life Programs. 

Ashley joined UNC-Chapel Hill in December 2006 in our Benefits Department 
and has 20 years of progressively responsible experience in the human 
resource field. Prior to joining UNC- Chapel Hill, Ashley was the Benefits 
Manager at UNC General Administration. Ashley is a graduate of the University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro, where she received a B.S. degree in Business 
Management with a concentration in Human Resources. She is also a Certified 
Benefits Professional and Certified Compensation Professional through World 
at Work. 

I am so delighted that Ashley emerged from a competitive pool of candidates 
to be our new Senior Director. UNC will benefit greatly from her exceptional 
talent and her ability to make significant contributions to our benefits and 
employee programs here at Carolina. Please join me in congratulating Ashley 
on this significant accomplishment. I’m sure that I can count on all of you to 
give Ashley your full support as she takes on this important new role. 

Retirement Counseling 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Several of the University’s optional retirement program providers and 403(b) 
supplemental retirement program providers are offering individual counseling 
sessions to UNC- Chapel Hill employees to discuss their retirement investments. A 



listing of available one- on- one retirement counseling dates can be found on the 
Benefits Education web page. 

You can link to TIAA- CREF and/or Fidelity’s website to schedule a counseling 
appointment from the Benefits Education page or call TIAA- CREF at 800- 732- 
8353, or Fidelity at 800- 642- 71 31, prompt 1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 28, 2011 1:58 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: BVP - Window Repair Schedule 

BVP Window Repair Schedule - REVISED-2 June 2011 .pdf 

Just a reminder! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 1:52 PM 
To: ’Department listserv’ 
Subject: FW: BVP - Window Repair Schedule 

From: Hillis, Wendy (Facilities Planning) 
Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 2011 11:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Buell, Agatha; Mork, Peter J.; ’Vin Steponaitis’ 
Cc: Beke, Bob (Construction Management) 
Subject: BVP - Window Repair Schedule 

Travis, Agatha, Peter and Vin, 

Attached is a revised schedule for the window work at Battle, Vance and Pettigrew Halls. Due to a 6-day work stoppage 

last week, and a desire to make sure we have the scaffolding taken down before school starts, we have scheduled the 

remaining first floor windows for the very end of the project. 

Please share with the office occupants so that they are aware of when they can expect work to be done in their vicinity. 

Thanks for your patience, 

Wendy 
Wtendy Hillis, AIA, LEEDTM AP 
Campus Historic Preservation Officer 
The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 1090, Giles F. Homey Building 
103 Airpo£ Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1090 
Office: (919) 843-3238 
Fax: (919) 962o9103 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 



id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29401220 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29401220-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



Battle Vance and Pettigrew Halls - Window Repair Schedule Revised 6/8/2011 - #2 

1 complete complete Vance 1 West 108, 109, 120, 124 

2 complete complete Pettigrew 1 West 100, 104, 110, 111 

3 5/17/2011 6/10/2011 Vance 2 West 214, 216, 220, 224 

4 6/7/2011 6/16/2011 Pettigrew 2 West 200, 204, 210, 212 

5 6/13/2011 6/20/2011 Vance 3 West 316, 318, 320, 322, 324 

6 6/15/2011 6/22/2011 Pettigrew 3 West 300, 304, 306, 310, 312 

7 6/17/2011 6/24/2011 Vance 2 East 215, 219, 221, 223 

8 6/21/2011 6/28/2011 Pettigrew 2 East 201, 205, 211, 213 

9 6/23/2011 6/30/2011 Vance 3 East 317, 319, 321, 323 

10 6/27/2011 7/4/2011 Pettigrew 3 East 303, 305, 313, 315 

11 6/29/2011 7/6/2011 Battle 2 West and SW 207, 208, 209 

12 7/1/2011 7/8/2011 Battle 3 West and SW 306, 307, 308 

13 7/5/2011 7/12/2011 Battle 2 East and SE 202, 203, 204 

14 7/7/2011 7/14/2011 Battle 3 East and SE 302, 303, 304, 305 

15 7/11/2011 7/18/2011 Battle 2 North 201, 202, 209, 210 

16 7/13/2011 7/20/2011 Battle 3 North 301, 302, 308, 309 

17 7/15/2011 7/22/2011 Vance 1 East 113, 119, 120, 123 

18 7/19/2011 7/26/2011 Pettigrew 1 East 101, 102, 103, 111, 112 

19 7/21/2011 7/28/2011 Battle 1 West and SW 106, 107, 108 

20 7/25/2011 8/1/2011 Battle 1 East and SE 102, 103, 104 

21 7/27/2011 8/3/2011 Battle 1 North 101, 102, 108, 109 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 3:34 PM 

Fanon’s reading - Important update as you prepare for our class and exam 2:AFRI101.001.2NDSS2011 

Dem All, 

For purlx~ses of our discussion - and exam 2 - you are only required to read the following pages of Frantz Fanon’s reading: 

pp. 35-65 

As indicated in the last tEw lectures, pay attention to the ti~llowing themes emeiging ti~m Fanon’s work: 

1) the centraJi~ of violence in a colonial context (by both the colonizers and the colon~ed). This is a thenre that is central in the novel God’s Bits of Wood 

2) His discussion of the compart~nenVmanichean nature of colonidt geography. Link this theoretical insight to Anderson s discussion of the organization of urban 
geography - specifically Nairobi - in the context of Settler colonidtism in Kenya and Sembene Ousman’s description of colonia] geography in Senega] as indicated in his 
novel. 

3) the role of’native intellectuals’(and other members of the African collaborating social groups - *tai tai* among others in the Anderson reading - in the anti-colonial 
straggle. 

4) Cultural and wmbolic meanings as responscs to colonialism. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow. 

Dr. Sahle 



The Arts and Sciences Travel Fund is supported by assistance from The Arts and 
Sciences Foundation, the Dean’s Discretionary Fund, and other sources to enable faculty 
to attend meetings of learned and scientific societies. The annual travel awards are 
listed below: 

$1,000 for tenure track assistant professors, untenured associate professors, tenured 
associate and full professors, instructors with special provision and senior lecturers. 

$2,000 for department and curriculum chairs for travel. In this case, the purpose of 
the travel may also be to conduct departmental business, such as the recruitment of 
faculty or placement of graduate students. 

$750 for permanent full-time fixed-term teaching faculty who have been in the 
College for at least one year. This generally applies only to lecturers, but may 
include full-time paid adjunct teaching faculty. 

Since funds are limited, the travel grants are meant to be a support system available in 
lieu of other funds. Therefore the following exceptions apply: 

Distinguished named professors are not eligible, as they may use their research 
stipend for travel purposes. (Note: Chairs who are distinguished professors are still 
eligible for the chair travel allocation.) 
Faculty receiving $100,000 or more in grants for the year are noteligible to receive 
Arts & Sciences travel funds. 
Visiting and part-time faculty, full-time fixed term faculty in rank less than one year, 
research and clinical faculty, faculty in phased retirement, and EPA nonfaculty are 
n(~t eligible. 

To receive funding, the applicant must be traveling for one of the following purposes: 

To attend a scholarly or professional meeting at which they will present a paper, 
participate in a panel discussion, or preside over a session they have organized. 
To attend a meeting of a scholarly association in which the applicant holds an officer 
position. 
To participate in recitals or artistic exhibitions of an academic, non-commercial 
nature. 

Travel for meetings sponsored by University-related organizations or by individuals 
connected with the University is not covered. 

Research-related activity, such as travel to a special archive, is not covered. Tenure- 
track or tenured faculty may apply for University Research Council funding to support 
special research-related travel. See http://research.unc.edu/n/CCM1 029335. 



Complete an Arts & Sciences Travel Fund Application, available on the College website, 
and submit it to the Dean’s Office, 205 South Building, CB 3100. Special Note: Advance 
submission enables the Dean’s Office to inform the applicant of any problems of eligibility 
before the traveler incurs any expense. 

Within a week after the completion of the trip, a completed travel reimbursement form 
with receipts for transportation, hotels, and registration must be sent to the Dean’s 
Office, 205 South Building, CB 3100. To comply with University travel policies and allow 
adequate time for processing through University offices, we must adhere to this seven- 
day time frame. 

To obtain reimbursement using the Central Air Billing System (CABS), prepare the CABS 
form leaving the account number blank, and save as "incomplete." Call or email Ed 
Payne (843-3941, edpayne@email.unc.edu) with the travel form number, and he will 
insert the account number and approve the form. 

The application form for travel grants is available at the CAS intranet website: 
hLtps://college.unc.edu/intranet/Travel%20Appl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 30, 2011 1:39 PM 

Department listserv ~athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: MAJOR CRAStt CLOSES 1-85 1N BOTtt DIRECTIONS IN ORANGE COUNTY 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 1:37 PM 
Subject: MAJOR CRASH CLOSES 1-85 IN BOTH DIRECTIONS IN ORANGE COUNTY 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information received from the North Carolina Department of Transportation: 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
June 30, 2011 
Contact: Communications Office, (919) 733-2522 
MAJOR CRASH CLOSES 1-85 IN BOTH DIRECTIONS IN ORANGE COUNTY 
RALEIGH - A multi-vehicle crash involving tractor trailers and automobiles has shut down 1-85 in both directions near the N.C. 86 exit in Orange 
County, creating major backups. This is at mile marker 165 just north of the 1-85/I-40 split. 
Northbound traffic is being diverted off the interstate by the N.C. Highway Patrol at N.C. 86 (Exit 165). However, emergency crews expect to re- 
open the northbound lanes around 11:30 a.m. 
Southbound traffic is being detoured off the highway at U.S. 70 (Exit 170). Motorists are being sent onto U.S. 70 West, then onto 1-85 Connector 
Link Road back to 1-85. The southbound lanes are expected to remain closed into the afternoon as crews will need to clean up a fuel spill caused 
by the crash. 
Motorists are urged to avoid the area. The roadway is expected to be closed until at least this afternoon. 
For real-time travel information at any time, call 511, visit www.ncdot.gov/travel 
<https://apps.dot.state.nc.us/pio/releases/admin/www.ncdot.gov/travel> or follow NCDOT on Twitter at www~ncdot.Rov/travel/twitter. Another 
option is NCDOT Mobile, a phone-friendly version of the NCDOT website. To access it, type "m.ncdot.gov" into the browser of your smartphone. 
Then, bookmark it to save for future reference. NCDOT Mobile is compatible with the iPhone, Android and some newer Blackberry phones. 
***NCDOT*** 

Thank you, 

The Departmen~ of Public Safety 

You a*e currently subscribed to atrial?am as: eunice@email.tmc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati]afarn&o~9415104 

(It mW be necessaW to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29415104-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada270a798d(g~)listsmw.unc~edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexandra McKnight <xan.mcknight@duke.edu> 

Friday, July 1, 2011 10:05 AM 

asm27@duke.edu 

Volunteer Opportunity 

Duke’s Office of Durham and Regional Affairs is running a kindergarten readiness program called Stepping Stones at Lakewood Elementary School this summer. 

Stepping Stones is a five-week transition-to-kindergarten summer program that helps kindergarteners with little to no preschool experience get ready for school. 

Stepping Stones also seeks to prepare students’ families for this transition by facilitating parent workshops. This summer we’re holding four evening parent 

workshops at the Lakewood Elementary. They’re tentatively scheduled for July 12, 19, 26, and August 2 from 6-7:30. We are in need of some friendly folks to help 

out at these events. Some volunteers may be asked to watch and play with kids (we offer child care during the workshops). Others, especially Spanish-speaking 

folks, could help translate for parents. We also have some opportunities to hand out name tags and help parents fill out feedback forms. 

~f any of this sounds exciting to you, please email me back at asm27@duke.edu. Because these events are held at a school, you will need to complete a 

background check if you haven’t done so already. 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Alexandra Shayne McKnight 

A.J. Fletcher Community Engagemem Fellow 

Olt]ce of Durharn aald Regional Affairs 

Duke University 

700 West Main St. 

Box 104352 

Durham, NC 27701 

919.684.1508 

"Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through experience of trial and suffering can the soul be strengthened, ambition inspired, and success 

achieved." 

-Helen Keller 



From: ~email.unc.edt~ 

Sent: Friday~ 2:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: AFRI Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 

It was my intent to come to your office today, but I had a computer 
application error while working on Stats homework. I would like to make an 
appointnaent with you to d~scuss tlae paper I arn taking 3 classes this 
session, so I can meet after 2:45 pm. any day. 

Do you have any- time one day next week? 

Regards, 



From: Postmaster [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOH F23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=POSTMASTER] 

Sent: 7/3/2011 1:23:58 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo [IMCEAEX- 

O=UNC+2OEXCHANGE OU=EXCHANGE+2OADMINISTRATIVE+2OGROUP+20+28FYDIBOHF23SPDLT+29 CN=REClPIENTS 

CN=Aescobar@ad.unc.edu] 

Subject: Undeliverable: Greetings 

AttachmenGreetings 

ts: 

Your message 

To: Escobar, Arturo 

Subject: Greetings 

Sent:    7/3/2011 1:23:57 PM 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

Escobar, Arturo 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message. Tf the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, July 3, 2011 9:24 AM 

Escobar, Arturo </O~JNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN Aescobar> 

Greetings 

Dear Comrade, 

Sending you summer greetings. ~Vhen I last saw you in the Spring you mentioned that you had experienced a difficult conjuncture. My prayer and hope is that you’re 

experiencing peace and good health in these summer months. I was away in South Africa for a while and now spending time with my north american based side of my 

immediate and extended lhmily. 

Take care and in solidariU, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 3, 2011 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: Greetings 

I may not be able to reply to your message in a timely manner. 

You may contact the Anthropology department’s Business Manager, 

Ms. Carrie Stolle (stolle@email.unc.edu) for urgent matters. 

ar~uro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disabili~ Services-~tisabili .tyser~dces@tmc.edtc, 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 9:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F.xaJn Upload Confirmation 

Thank you for submitting your exam. If you have any questions or need additional information about the process, please contact our office at 919- 

962-8300 or disabilityservices@unc.edu. 

Regards, 
Disability Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com on behalf of 

@msn.com> 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 10:05 AM 

~@msn.com 

{ASNC-DurhamCounty} Post on Surviving Summer w/ASD 

Tf you have additional tips, add them in the comments section! Thanks!- Alison Davis 

http://autisms~cietv~fnc.w~rdpress.c~m/2~:[1/~6/3~/survivinc~-summer-with-autism-spectrum-dis~rder/ 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ASNC-DurhamCounty" group. 
To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com. 
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
For more options, visit this group at http:!!groups.google.com!group/asnc-durhamcounty?hl=en. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@uncc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 5, 2011 1:33 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Group ~apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

FW: Position in International Relations 

Dear APCG colleagues: 

hope everyone is having a veW good summer. Please see message below and forward to any colleauges or PhD students who might be available and interested. 

Best wishes, 

B eth ;Vhitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise YVhitaker, Ph.D ] Associate Professor 
UNC Charlottei Depaltment of Political Science 
9201 Umversi~ City Blvd ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] Fax: 7(;,4-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc edu 

........ ©riginal Message ........ 
Subject:    Position in International Relations 
Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2011 15:00:42 +0000 
From: Rita Hewlett <rhew@stlawu edu><mailto:rhe~v@stlawu.edu> 
To: Peter.VonDoepp@uvm.edu<mailto:Peter.VonDoepp~uvm edu> <Peter.VonDoepp@uvm.edu><mailto:Peter. Von][)oepp(a)uvm edu> 
CC: FredF, xoo <fexoo@st/awuedu><mailto:fe×oo(a)stlawu.edu> 

][)ear Dr VonDoepp, 

©ne of our professors here in the Government I)epartment at St Lawrence University has j ust taken another position, so we are in an emergency search for a replacement. 

We’re looking for someone in International Relations Ability to off’er a course in African Politics would be a plus, but is not essential. ©ur teaching load is 3/3; the salary would be $52,000 

(Ph.D) or $50,500 (ABD). 

should add that while this would be a one-year appointment, we hope to have this position restored to tenure track and to fill that position this year Of course, an in-house candidate 
who’s taken our one-year appointment would have an advantage in the competition for the tenure track posiuon 

I’m hoping you might forward this letter to graduate students in your program who might fill the bill, or to your program’s graduate student placement advisor. Abundant and heartfelt 
thanks in advance J2~r an)’ help you can offer us in this very late-season emergency 

Yours truly, 

Calvin F Exoo, 
Professor and Chair, 
Government Departm ent, 
St. Lawrence Umversity, 
Canton, NY 13617 

P.S. Could you share this letter with the listserv of APSA’s African Politics Conference Group? 

You are currcntly subscribed to apcg as: e~mice@email.unc.edu. 
To ansubscribe click here: https:iilists.wisc.edu/u?id 40299565.f186558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 16182632 

or send a blank email to leave-16182632~40299565.fI 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, Jnly 5, 2011 2:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email. unc.edu> 

filnding for human rights working group 

Dear Eumce: 
I hope this finds you well We have worked out a way to provide our 
usual financial support to your almual Human Rights event, despite the 
47% cut we received ticom the US Department of Education. There is $1500 
allocated to you, if you choose [budget line H. ]. Tracey Cave can 
work with you on this in telrnS of the finances, and I look forward to 
being of support as well. Just let me know ~vhen you have something in 
mind Walrnest regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Afi-ican Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedF, x Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fi~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 



Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 11:00 AM 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za:~ 

Patrick Bond <pbond@mail.ngo.za>; Shauna Mottiar <Mottiar@ukzn.ac.za>; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy <Ramsamyal@ukzn.ac.z~>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC (Universi~ of North Caxolina) - 15th May-30th June 2012 - Draft Budget 

Dear Helen, 

Thanks so much for" sending us the cost estirnates for our program in 2012. This information is very help[:@ at this time while we prepare the proposal for internal 

review at UNC~ We will review the draft budget and will get back to you shortly. 

Again, thanks for your help with this projecL it has been a pleasure workh~g wkh you and everyone at the U~(ZN Centre~ 

All the best 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin ~l~erica, Africa end the Middle East Progrems Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2@16 FEDEX Globel Education Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

informetion. Any unauthorize~ review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 

From: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 20:tl 8:33 AM 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin; Eunice SaNe 
Ce: Patrick Bond; Shauna Mottiar; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy 
Subject: UNC (University of North Carolina) - ISth May-30th June 20:12 - Draft Budget 

Hi Rodney!Eunice, 
Hope all is well with you, please find attached copy of a draft budget which is 
self-explanatory. 
ffyou have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

Please find our Ema~l Disclaimer here-->: Ntp:/,wwvx.ukz~.ac.za,’disclaimer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 11:11 AM 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@emml.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: funding for humm~ rights worldng group 

Tracey: 
Thanks so much for catching my mistake. Hopefully the $1000 will bring 
someone significant to campus in the spring. Regards, Barbara 

On 7/6/2011 11:02 ANd. Cave, Trace?, wrote: 
> Good morning Barbara and Ennice, 
> I’m sorry to be the "hea~’" but we only have $1000 budgeted for an award in this area Could we please consider reducing the amount of the pledge from $1500 to $1000? We will get 
through these budget cuts somehow! 
> Thanks, 
> -Tracey 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sable, Eunice N 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 3:36 PM 
> To: Barbara Anderson 
> Cc: (;ave, Tracey 
> Subject: RE: funding [’or human rights working group 

> I)ear Barbara, 
> 

> Thanks so much [’or your efforts during these difficult budget times Afri416 students and others in courses offered in the human rights cluster will appreciate your support The event will 
in the Spring when I teach Al?i416 

> Kind regards and hope your summer is going well 
> Eunice 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@nnc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2011 2:02 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Cc: Cave, Trace?, 
> Subject: funding for hnn~an rights working group 
> 

> Dear Etmice: 
> I hope this finds you well. We have worked out a way to provide our 
> usual financial support to your annual Human Rights event, despite the 
> 47% cut we received from the US Department of Education. There is $1500 
> allocated to you, if you choose [budget line H. ]. Trace?" Cave can 
> work with you on this in tcrms of the finances, and I look forward to 
> being of support as well. Just let me know when you have something in 
> mind. Warmest regards, Barbara 

> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
> Associate Director, Afidcan Studies Center 
> Lecturer, Department of.M’rican and Afro-American Studies 

> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 office 
> (919) 843-2102 fax 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> www.global.ur~c.edu/africa 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 i?x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/afldca 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 11:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: UKZN 

Who? YVhen? "¢~qaat program is this? You mean, you still want to mn a summer program in Durban? I like your sense of humor! : ) 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 11:20 AM 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: UKZN 

Importance: High 

Hi Comrade Rodney, 

Finishing up my editorial duties and writing for a book that was to be in the press 3 weeks ago. We be will sending you the material you need for the proposal this weekend 

Pole Sana for the delay 

Mamba Freshi soon! 
Comrade Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 3:16 PM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciastZaculty] Cross-Lis~ing 

Dear all, 

I wanted to update you on two issues concerning the curriculum in Global Studies at U~’~’C. 

Cross-listing: As some of you may know- the new Connect Carolina system has made it particularly difficult to cross-list courses. We analyzed the situation and decided that we did not have 
to require cross-listing for all the courses our joint facul~z oiler As joint facul~, you teach courses relevant to our major, and whether a course is cross-listed or not has no bearing on 
whether a course can be approved for credit in the major. We ask that ;vhen you have a class that pertains to international politics, global health and the environment, global economics, 
transnational cultures or a specific geographical area that you contact us so that we can request the class be approved by the administrative board for credit for the global studies maj or. 
These courses fulfill your obligation to the curriculum 

In this ;vay, students are still able to receive global studies major credit for the classes in exactly the ;vay that they did before. Furthermore, not pursuing cross-listing will not change how 
we promote the courses to our students, and in fact, we encourage our joint faculty’ to send us class descriptions and any other promotional material that we can distribute to our majors. 

We are still cross-listing INTS210 because the large intro class originates in our curriculum and ;ve are able to offer reserved seats to departmental majors 

INTS210: With the addition of two new- lecturers in 2010 we are able to cover the teaching needs of the tour INTS210 courses ;ve oiler each academic year. This frees up our joint facul~z to 
focus on their special areas of expertise. However, if you have a desire to teach 210 (either in the larger 200 student section, or majors only 50 strong section) please let me know and we shall 
be delighted to work you into the rotation 

If you have any other questmns ur concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me 

Very best for the suwaner, 

An@ Reynolds 

-- You are currently subscribed tu ciasfaculty as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists uric eduiu?id 11543919156a16el f12d28b:Po45]L;d153beccSdb&n T&I ciasfaculty&o 29445883 or send a blank email tu leave-29445883- 

11543919 156al 6el 1"12d28b:Po45]L;d153beccSdb@listserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 8:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: UKZN 

Hi Eunice, 

That would be pelfect and have it on nay calendar. See you then. 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 5:15 PM 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: RE: UKZN 

Hi R odney, 

How about July 19 at Bulls Head Cafe at 8.30am? If not, aW day the :first week of August. 

Cheers, 
E 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: \Vednesday, July 06, 2011 3:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: UKZN 

HiEtmice, 

If you want to schedule it noxv, pick a day between July 18-29 to meet. My schedule is pretty open those day-s. Thanks. 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Stu@ Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Edncation Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: htt~ :/istudvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Cor~fidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachraents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cor~fidential irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 2:47 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: UKZN 

Good suggestions Comrade 

I am here and can meet the last week of July or the first week of August 

Mambo Fresh! 



Comrade F.unice 

From: Vargas, Rodne?’ Joaqmn 

Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 2:20 PM 

To: Sahle, F.unice N 

Subject: RE: UKZN 

Hello Conrade F.unice! 

I have several questions on the budget, for example, field mentoring in addition to the honoraria for comm~i~" visit? The budget seems on the high side, but it is a draft, they probably 
expect us to go back and request sorue changes. For now, let’s focus on the proposal and after it is complete and in Bob’s hands, we can meet and go over the budget. OK? 

I’ll be in Turkey from this Saturday on and back on July 18th. We should meet soon after. 

Manrbo fresht 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC~ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: httl~ :/istudvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cortfidential irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosttre, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 2:09 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: UKZN 

Ha, Ha comrade! 

At an?’ rate, what are your thoughts on the estimates from the Centre? By the way, remind them that Patrick will not have to grade the work? 

Cheers and more soon. 
Comrade Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 11:57 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: UKZN 

Who? YVhen? "¢~q~at program is this? You mean, you still want to mn a summer program in Durban? I like your sense of humor! : ) 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 

Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Stu@ Abroad Office 

2016 b-£~;r)lCX Global Education (;enter 

301 Pittsboro Street 

Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/stud,vabroad.unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is lbr the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 11:20 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: UKZN 
Importance: High 

Hi Cormade Rodney, 

Finishing up my editorial duties and writing for a book that was to be in the press 3 weeks ago. We be will sending you the ruaterial you need for the proposal this weekend. 

Pole Sana for the delay. 

Mamba Freshi soon! 



Comrade Eunice 



fFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 12:50 PM 

Department listserv ~athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: Eubauks Road and Masou Farm Road Constructiou 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 20:t:t :t2:42 PM 
Subject: Eubanks Road and Mason Farm Road Construction 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute the information about TWO separate construction projects that will affect 

commuters using Eubanks Road or Mason Farm Road during the month of July: 

Construction Proiect #1: 
On Fl~day, July 8 - Saturday, July 30, between 9:00 a.m. and sunset, 2.1 miles of Eubanks Road will undergo widening 

and repaying operations. The portion of Eubanks Road to be affected extends from NC 86 (Martin Luther King It. 

Boulevard) to Old NC 86. 
The affected portion of the road will be narrowed to one lane. Two-way traffic will be maintained at all times and 

staff will be onsite to direct traffic. Please anticipate delays and plan extra commute time. 
******************************************************** 

Construction Project #2 Mason Farm Road: 
From Monday, luly 11 through Monday, ~uly 25, between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. a portion of Mason Farm Road will 

be narrowed to one lane to allow for the installation of an underground electric ductbank. The portion of Mason 

Farm Road to be affected extends from West Drive to the Ambulatory Care Center driveway. This portion of Mason 

Farm Road will be narrowed to one lane. Traffic flow in both directions will be maintained at all times and staff will 

be onsite to direct traffic. 

Each day, closed lanes will be reopened outside the 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. time period. Commuters and permit holders 

for the Cardinal and ]ackson Parking decks are encouraged to consider the use Manning Drive to avoid congestion 

and delays. 
Tbanl,, you, 

The Departrnem of Public So]etA, 

You aye currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u T&I afriathm&o~9451262 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-29451262-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(t~listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterwiel <os~tervvei@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 8, 2011 7:32 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Relevant Course: Anthropology of Design 

?qTH 897-053 

-turo Escobar 

112011 

~ursdays 5:00-7:50 

Anthropolog3’ of Design 

mrse Description 

This seminar is intended as an introduction to a nascent interdisciplinmT area, namely, design theo~T and practice. While design studies have taken 

ace witlfin a reduced number of fields (largely, school of architecture and the arts), design involves every aspect of life. The seminar is based on the 

’esumption that is it possible, mid important, to take design out of the ’studio’ and into the larger territories of socio-natural and cultural life. In so doing, 

~wever, design necessarily takes on a critical character well beyond its more well-kno~ applications mid their instrumental, commercial, or even 

~sthetic aspects. In this critical perspective design becomes, broadly speaking, a conversation about the iniaginafion and invention of other possible 

~rlds based on novel ways of relating miderstanding and creation. As a well known volume on the ’massive’ (and largely im~sible) changes produced by 

adern technologies put it, "massive change is not about the world of design; it’s about the design of the world." This begs the questions, however: \Vhich 

)rid? What kind of design? Bringing critical theories to bear on design theory and practice produces a ’strong’ notion of design capable of tackling these 

~ues. As we shall see, novel critiques of epistemoiogical and ontological dualism and rising non-dualist perspectives are at the heart of this attempt at 

invigorating the question of design. 

The seminaac will seek to map an e,nerging field of ’critical design studies.’ Above all, the seminar takes and ontological approach to design. This means that in 

signing tools, interventions, practices, and even narratives we axe designing ways of being. In this way, the approach goes well beyond being ’anthropological’ in the 

~ciplinmy sense. It involves mapping an e,nerging ontologicalfield --a complex cultural-philosophical domain-- ruth the potential to reorient social practice in ways that 

s~ter the i~tersecting goals of ecological st~stainabiliU, cultural pluralism, socia] jus~tice, and autont~my. This field is cn~cial for generating new ~nedia indeed, entirely new 

ltural orientations for counteracting current patterns of unsustainabiliU. This domain is emerging out of various seemingly tmMated thieads that could be nevertheless 

an as enacting converging cultural-political proposals, including phenomanology; ecological design; networks, emergence, and complefiU; collective intelligence and 

;ital design; indigenous people’s and other social movements; and some strands of spirituality-, paNcularly Buddhism. What brings these threads together is a relatively 

w kind of critiqne of the dualist ontology of capitalist moderniU and a tbcus on non-dualist epistemologies and ontologies. 

We will dew~te significant attention to building the theoretical foundations tbr non-dualist approaches to design out of these various sources. The t~a~nework will then 

applied to questions aIx~ut sustainability, development, globalization, and the economy. This approach is inevitably political, with an ultimate goal of contributing to a 
~ory and practice of ontological design. 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29455544-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b261657fcT~listserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Juditll <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, July 11,2011 9:48 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@lis~se~7.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] CCO Summer Final Evaluations 

Hi all, 

With the end of the CCO summer courses coming right up. we encourage you to persuade your students to fill out the final course 

evaluations. Too often we’ve been just getting one or two evaluations which makes it difficult to really assess our administrative 

processes and your course instruction. 
Thanks very much for teaching this term. We hope that you have some time to enjoy the rest of the summer! 

~Vudith 
Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 

919-962-6302 

"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 

Marchel Proust 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: <~a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.nnc.edu">ennice@emaAl.unc.edn<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emml k~ ~a href "mailto:leave-29468372-3634613A7t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29468372- 

3634613.47fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterweil <os~terwei@email.unc,edu~ 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 1:37 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] CFP: "From Meyda~ Ta]mr to Wi~onsin: Rethinking Revolution, Democracy and Citizenship" Graduate Student Cont~rene 

*Call for papers* -- deadline 11/1/2011 

"From Me.)’dan Tahrir to Wisconsin: 

Rethinking Revolution, Democracy and Citizenship" 

An interdisciplinary graduate student conference, hosted by the political theory graduate students in the Department of Government at 

Comell University 

April 27 - 28, 2012 

From revolutionary awake~mxgs in the Arab xvorld to protests against austeri~ measures in Europe and assaults on labor rights in ~qsconsin, 

a "specter is haunling the xvorld" - the specter of democracy and equality. This conference ahns to bdng togelher a diverse group of 
graduate students to discuss the significance of these revolutionary mobilizations and moments of solidarity for political thought. How do 
unfolding events challenge us to reconsider political concepts such as democracy, revolution, and citizenship? In light of these historical 
developments, papers might address polilical possibilities and anxieties unleashed by the current revolulionary enthusiasm: To ;vhat extent 

are these demands for economic equality-, labor rights, and democracy compatible with contemporaW hegemony of (neo)liberalism? Does the 

Tea Parly as a conservative social movement challenge our ideas regarding the conlent of democratic politics? Is it the altempt to weaken 
union rights in Xgqsconsin that represents an undermining of democratic citizenship, or the recall efforts that have followed them? 
are "rebels/protestors" justified in claiming popular authority- and taking up "constituent poxver"? How should ~ve interpret the nationalist 

discourse and imagery evoked in revolutions? XNrhat is at stake in the tendency to present the Egyplian revolution as a radical break from the 
past, as a distinctively "secular moment~’? \~hat do transnational connections between the protestors m Tahrir Square and the public workers 

of \Visconsin tell us about revolutionaW enthusiasm from afar, about democrac)¢s ’witness’, or about projection of democratic imageW and 
metaphor? 

We seek papers that will engage a wide range of disciplines, including politics, sociology, developmental sociology-, history, anthropology, 
and near eastern studies. In order to be considered, applicants should email their proposals to cornelltheorvconference@glnail.comby 

November 1, 2011. Proposals should include a two-page c.v. and a prospectus of 500-1000 words. 

Decisions will be announced by January 15, 2012. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@emml.uuc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak mnail to leave-29475835- 4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7~listserv .unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:41 PM 

Honor Code - Reminder - hfformation on 2nd examination: AFRI101.001.2NDSS2011 

Dem All, 

As I stated in class yesterday, them am students who did not take exam 2 based on considerations that are considered legitimate by our University-. 

This is an importa~t reminder that any sharing of information conceming the exam is unethical and will be considered a violation of the honor. 

It is vital that the honor of our University be respected and your hazd work in courses be protected by ensuring that no student receive unfair advantage. Let’s keep the 
Cm-olina spirit of hard work a~d integrity in our class. 

Sincerel> 

Dr. Sahle 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret McLaughlin <maggie.mclaughliu~a£ricanstudies.org> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 3:18 PM 

Margaret McLaughliu qnaggie.mclaugNi@afrJca~studies.org> 

Request for Assistance 

DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL. The following message is being sent to all ASA members and associates. If you are interested and wish to respond to this 

request, please do so by contacting Norman L. Olsen directly at NOIsen@camris.com or by phone at 301-770-6000, ext. 102. Otherwise, please ignore this 

message. 

CAMRIS International is preparing a proposal to evaluate the International Republican Institute (IRI) political party strengthening program in South Sudan. 

They are looking for a person with experience in evaluating political party strengthening programs who is also an expert on the recent development of 

South Sudan. The evaluation would start in mid August to September and involve approximately one month in South Sudan. The final report is due by the 

end of December. 

If you or others in ASA know of anyone with this type of credential, please contact Norman L. Olsen, Practice Area Manager directly at 

NOIsen@camris.com 

or by phone at 301-770-6000, ext. 102 

To find out more about CAMRIS, please visit their web site at http://www.camris.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 10:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Fanon Symposium 

That is wonderful Eunice -- we have to find a place for you on the program -- I have gone over scores of articles but only one on Fanon and South Africa. ~at do you think?? 
On            at 9:26 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

> 

> Dear Joseph, 
> 

> The program looks great! Just finished a piece on Biko and Meer through Fanon in the context of South Africa, thus I look forward to the forum. Will reflect on your email and be in touch 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Joseph Jordan [jfiordan@emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday,             5:55 PM 
> To: Caldwell, Kia L; Maria DeGuzman; Sahle, Eunice N; Kleiunaan, Sherryl; 
> Subject: Fanon Symposium 
> 

> Hello Maria, Shel-W1, Kia, Eunice, 
> 

> I hope you are doing well - I am writing to tell you about a program here at the Stone Center this coming fall. I briefly mentioned this to you (Maria) last summer, but could not really get to 
work on it until May of this year. 
> 

> As you know this fall marks the armiversary of the death of Fanon, and of the publication of the Wretched of the Earth My Center is plarming a symposium (day and a half) with a 
keynote by Mireille Fanon Mendes-France (his daughter) and presentations by scholars/activists or various tendencies-- We are asking Linda (;art)’ from Syracuse to respond to her 
presentation and to join in the discussion 
> 
> We begin with a screening of the Chelkh ~iemai film Frantz Fanon: His Life, His Struggle, His Work on and then pick up on at 7 pm with the keynote.. On the 
(friday) we will pick up in the a]~emoon with two panels: the first will focus on postcolonia[ Africa with 2 scholar activists: one from Eritrea ( Prof. Bereket Selassie, ]2~rmer rep of the EPLF to 
the UN and main author of Eritrean constitution), another from the Congo (Professor Geoges Nzongola-Ntalaja who writes on Marxism in Africa and has published extensively on the 
process of colonialism, neo-colonialism and empire in the Congo and Africa (both confirmed). The third person is Fouzi Slisli from St. Cloud State who writes on Palestinian issues and who 
did a great piece on Fanon’s mistake in not considering the role of Islam in anti-colonial ideas (see his Islam: The Elephant in Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth, Critique: Critical Middle 
Eastern Studies; Spr. 2008, Vol. 17 Issue 1, p 97-108) 
> 

> The second afternoon panel would feature, (a postdoc from UNC whose diss. focuses on Cabra[, Fanon and CLR James (confirmed) and Kalpana Seshadri (post-colonial, 
psychoanalysis and Marxism, critical theory)from Boston U who has examined masculinity and political violence in Fanon’s work (see, I am a Master: Masculini~ and Poltical Violence in 
Fanon, Parallax 8 (2002): 84-98. (unconfirmed) We have also invited another postdoc from Urbana-Champaign (Daynali Flores) whose work focuses on transnationa] comparisons of 
depictions of dictatorship in Caribbean, Lationa/o and Latin American novels 
> 
> As you can see I am trying to get a good regional/geographical and field of work mix in the presentations. None of these folks are Fanon scholars as such, but I think they can provoke 
good interaction from a number of perspectives. I purposely [e]~ the morning open --- do you think there should be some additions here ? Is there something else we should consider --- the 
biggest problem is that this will be a football weekend so we have to be aware of those dynamics. 
> 

> I asked for support from other departments but the (;enter for African Studies is the only one that responded ($250) -- Most are concerned about budget cuts and rightly so. Hopefully 
they will be willing to publicize and help tam folks out. 
> 

> Please let me know what you think - but as you think please think: close by; will do it for free; 
> 

> If you are interested in participating presentation-wise ...... 
> 

> Hope you can! 
> 

> Regards 
> Joseph 
> 

> 

> Joseph Jordan, Director 
> Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 019) 962-9001 
> jfj ordan@eraaihunc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-~X.)01 
j fj ordan@emaihunc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Jordan <jt~ordan@igc.org> 

Sunday, July 17, 2011 9:28 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <j~jordan@email.uuc.edu> 

Reportback on 4fl~ At?odescendant Forum 

Venezueloxeportback630.pdf 

I kno~v most are bus?’ during this period but a small group ~vill gather tomorrow to talk about the Forum and have a brief discussion. Drop by if you have time! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 8:09 AM 

pam~uka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 539: Links and Resources 

PAMB~a~ZUKA iX~EWS 539: LIN~,~S AND RESOLrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Zimbabwe update, 2 Women & gender, 3 Human r~ghts, 4. 
Refugees & forced migration, 5. Africa labour news, 6. Emerging powers 
news, 7. Elections & governance, 8. Corruption, 9. DevelopmenL 10. 
Health & HIV/AIDS, 11 Education, 12 LGBTI, 13. F~nvironment, 14. Food 
Justice, 15. Media & freedom of expression, 16 Social welfare, 17. 
Ne~vs from the diaspora, 18 Conflict & emergencies, 19. Intemet & 
technologT, 20. Fundraising & useful resources, 21 Courses, seminars, 
& workshops 

/’V’V/VVV/VVI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/VVV/’VV\,i/V’,/’,/ /I, 
tligh]ights from this issue 

ZIMBABWE UPDATE: Election timelines ’unrealistic’ 
WOMEN AND GENDER: South Su&m what independence means :[’or wumen 
HUMAN RI(IttTS: Apartheid era plunder in South Africa to be prubed 
REFUGEES AND FORCED ]Vf[GRAT[ON: ECOWAS claims largest refugee numbers 
AFRICAN LABOUR NEWS: Independent Egyptian trade unions endorse BDS 
EMERGING POWI~R S NF, WS: The latest editinn uf the Emerging Powers News Roundup 
ELECTIONS AN’[) GOVERNANCE: News fi-om Algeria, Angola, Bokswana, Cute 
d’]vuire, Egypt, South Africa, Suuth Sudan, l.Jganda 
DEVELOPMt~;NT: Developing country gruups slam climate change loans 
ttEALTfl AN[) HIV/AIDS: New hupe in fight against HIV/Aids 
EDUCATION: Egyptian prufessurs fight back with sit-in 
F, NVIRONk,ff~;N~: (IMOs ’Africa is not the place :[‘or these things’ 
FOOD JUSTICE: Wumen and ~k~ud sovereign~ 
MEDIA AND [~Pd[~;t~;D()M OF ][~;XPRESSION: Moving from principles to rights at Rio 2012 
NF, WS FROM THE DIASPORA: Cameruon gives franchise to diaspura 
CONb%ICT ANal) EMERGENCIES: News from Ethiopia, Libya, Nigeria, Suuth Sudan 
PLU S: Imernet and Technolog7 and Fundraising and useful resources.. 

IVViVVVi’,iVVIVV\IIV\AII\AiVAi’,iVIVVViVV\II\ 

1 Zimbabwe update 

ZIMBABWE: ELECTION TLMELINES ’UNN.EALISTIC’ 

Zimbabwe Election Support Network press stateraent 

’The Zimbabwe Electinn Support Network (ZESN) notes with concern the 
continued disregard of the voice of the people of Zimbabwe as 
witnessed by the lack of coramitment to consult the people in the whole 
negotiation process. ZESN is of the view that the timelines that have 
been set are unrealistic and fail to address a nun~ber of pertinent 
concerns that are essential before the country can hold a new 
election.’ 

http:i/www.pambazaka.org/en/category/zimbabwe/74967 

Z~MBABWE: THREE Z~MBAB\VE MTNISTERS ARRESTED BUT LATER FREED 

http ://bit.lyhuWX7k 

Three Zimbabwean government rainisters were briefly detained on Sunday 
evening (10 July) as tension continues to mount in Harare’s troubled 
coalition, it was reported, h~dustry and commerce minister Professor 
Welsl~nan Ncube, also the lead er of the smaller faction of the Movement 
for Democratic Change (MDC) was arrested alongside two ministers from 
his par~z as they returned from a meeting in Victoria Fails. He ~vas 
with regional integration minister Ms Priscilla IVhsihairabwi-Mu shonga 
and her national healing and reconciliation counterpart Mr Moses Mzila 
Ndlo,~ 

ZIMBABWE: ZAikUg-PF INSISTS ON FLECTIONS BEFORE YEAR’S END 

http://mg.co za/article/2011-07-14-zanupf-insists-o n-zim-elections-before-years-end 

Zimbab~vean President Robert Mugabe’s party has renewed its calls for 
ne~v elections this year, rejecting a timeline that his own negotiators 



hamanered out last week, a state daily reported. ’The politburo is 
unanimous that elections should be held this year,’ Zanu-PI" 
spokesperson Rugare Gumbo told the Iterald newspaper after the party’s 
top decision-making bo@ met in the capital. On 6 July, negouators 
from Mugabe’s party and Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai’s Movement 
for Democratic Change (MDC) agreed on a timeline for election 
preparations which would put the polls in 2012. 

I’,I’,h",~i’,~iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai’,~i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
2 Women & gender 

SOUTH SUDAN: WPL~.T INDEPENDENCE MEANS FOR WOMEN 

http:i/reliefweb.int/node/425734 

On 9 July 2011 the world witnessed the birth of a nation - South 
Sudan, Africa’s 54th cotmt13~. In an interview- with lj~- Women, South 
Sudan’s Minister of Gender, Child and Social Welfare Agnes Lasuba 
weighs in on the country’s independence and what it means for women. 
’The xvomen of South Sudan played various roles to achieve 
independence. During war they picked up arms. Others were mobilisers 
and others were taking care of the wotmded, the sick and the elderly. 
And others were yearning for peace and they took it upon themselves to 
lobby other people and other countries, so that there could be peace 
for thera and for their children,’ says Lasuba in the inter~,~iew. 

SUDAN: BORN IN’TO CRISIS, VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN CONTINUES 

http://ipsnews.net/newsTVE.asp?idnews 56457 

Violence against women is rampant, devastating and tolerated in South 
Sudan and the new countQz needs to address these gross human rights 
violations and train people, especially soldiers, to respect women’s 
rights. This is according to rights activists in the country ’I have 
worked with many women and girls ~vho have been abused. They are beaten 
by their husbands, raped by the rebel soldiers and they suffer in 
silence,’ says Loise Joel, a human rights activist who runs the 
non-governmental organisation Human Rights fbr the Vulnerable, in 
Central Equatorial State in South Sudan. 

AFRICA: ’UN WOIVIEN IS CREATIN-G A ik]EW ENERGY’ 

http://ipsnews net/news.a sp ?idne~vs 56432 

While in New York to celebrate the launch of UN Women’s flagship 
biermium publication, ’Progress of the World’s Women: In Pursuit of 
Justice’, Bots~vana’s Unity Dow sat down with IPS to discuss the United 
Nations’ newest entity, its landmark repolt, and the road ahead for 
women. Dow is a la,a~,’er, human rights activist, and fbrmerly Botswana’s 
first female judge She has studied both within Africa and abroad, and 
has authoured five books. She is serving her second term as 
comanissioner of the International Commission of Jurists, and is 
chairperson of their E×ecuuve Committee. 

DRC: WO~IN(I G ROUP CONCERN~f{]-) OVER LA~[I{ST RAPE REPORTS 

NGO Working Group on Women, Peace and Security statement 

http://womenpeacesecurits’.org/media/pdf-DRC Statement July2011.pdf 

"]"he NGO Working Group on Women Peace and Security is alarmed at the 
latest reports by its member organisations and the United Nations o:[" 
mass rape and other crimes against civilians perpetrated in the Fizi 
area o:[" South K1vu by troops of the armed forces of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC) The NGO Working Group urges the Government of 
the r)RC, the United Nations and Member States to heed the voices of 
Congolese women, who have repeatedly stressed that such attacks stem 
from the persistent failure o:[’the DRC authorities to advance equality 
for women and ensure justice :[’or su~’ivors ’ 

GLOB.¢~L: STRAUSS-Y.L¢MN CASE ~LLUSTRATES \rIOLENCE AGAINST WO2vflEN 

http:iibit.lv/n6KO 5rVV 

The media circus sm~ounding the Dominique Strauss-Kahn rape case 
dishes out more drama each day, with a side of lurid fascination. But 
we basically know how the stolT ends. The narrative of the immigrant 



housekeeper allegedly assaulted by a European official perfectly 
illustrates an axiom of violence and power: the wider the gap between 
genders and races, the greater the latitude of injustice, states this 
article from http://www.colorlines corn 

EQUATORIAL GU]NEA: GOVERNMENT MUST FOI LOW ’]"HROUGt]~ ON PLEDGE 

http ://www. egiustice, org/post/government-must-follow-throuah-pledge 

The goverm’nent of Equatorial Guinea’s ratification of the African 
Union Protocol on the Rights of Women is a potentially iraportant step 
toward gender equality in Equatorial Guinea, but to be meaningful it 
must be folloxved by- concrete reforms designed to promote and protect 
the economic, political, and social rights of women, EG Justice said. 
Equatorial Guinea became the 31st Afiican Union member country to 
ratify the Protocol, also known as the Maputo Protocol. It guarantees 
the equal rights of women to political participation, economic and 
social equality, reproductive rights, and an end to genital 
mutilation. Despite existing laws intended to forbid domestic violence 
and defend women’s rights, to date the Equatoguinean government has 
failed to consistently safeguard and advance the rights of women. 

KENYA: COSMETIC SURGERY FOR ELITE, REMOTE FROM THE MASSES 

http:/7~wzw.wunrn.condnews/2011/07 11/07 11/071111 kenva.htrn 

Surgeons say there are no statistics on cosmetic surgetTi in Kenya, a 
country- ~vhere half the population lives at or below the poverty line 
But among higher-earning women here, tummy tucks and breast reductions 
are on the rise, according to surgeons interviewed for this sto~z. 
Sue, ~vho declined to give her last name to protect her privacy, is in 
her 40s and has one child. She says that after years of emotional 
abuse from her husband, she paid $5,500 to have a tulnmy tuck and a 
breast lift to boost her self-esteem 

AFRICA: NEW GUIDE ON PROTOCOL ON RIGHTS OF WOi’~NN IN AFRICA 

http://bit.lv/o3uubE 

Equality Now in conjunction with Solidarity for African Women’s Rights 
(SOAV’,rR) is delighted to annotmce the release of ’A Guide to Using the 
Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa for Legal Action’. The 
release of this manual comes five years after the Protocol came into 
force. ’We hope African lawyers and women’s rights advocates find the 
manual useful and it gives them hands-on guidance on how best to apply 
the remarkable standards of the Protocol in cases of violations of 
women’s rights,’ said Faiza Jama Mohamed, Nairobi Office Director of 
Equality Now, which convenes SOA~rR, a coalition of 37 civil societT 
organisations working to ensure that the Women’s Protocol is ratified 
and implemented across the continent. 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 
3 Human rights 

SOl.~fI t AFRICA: APAR71tElD-ERA PLUNDER TO BE PROBED AF~f~ER ALI, 

http://bit.N/nii ln7 

Pub]ic Protector Thu]i Madonsela anticipates she wi]l have some tough 
questions :[’or the government once her probe into missing apartheid 
billions gets under way. This week Madonsela armounced she had 
reversed her initial decision not to investigate allegations that 
upwards of R26 billion was looted from state coffers via various 
schemes under apartheid. The allegations originate from a report 
compiled by a UK-based investigation and asset recovepf firm, Ciex, 
which alleges it was contracted by the govermnent to track billions 
which were siphoned from the government in the @ing years of 
apartheid. 

UGANDA: REBEL CO)vLMANDER CHARGED IN WAR CRIMES TRIAL 

http:/ibit.N/rtL JZib 

Uganda opened its first war crimes trial Monday-, 11 July charging a 
coramander of the Lord’s Resistance AiTny rebellion blamed for brutal 
civilian murders during a 20-year war in the north of the country. 
Thomas Kwoyelo was charged before the International Crimes Division 



court in the northern town of Gulu with 53 counts of wilful killing, 
hostage taking, destruction of property and causing injury 

SOUTH A[~.ICA: ILLEGALLY EVICTED OCCUPIERS RETURN TO THEIR HOMES 

http:/iwww.seri-sa.org/images/stories/salisburv press release 71ul11 finakpc!f 

Having been illegally evicted from a building in Johannesb~g’s CBD, 
several hundred people were able to return to their homes after an 
urgent hearing at the Johannesburg High Co~t. The residents had been 
evicted from their homes without a court order by the City of 
Johannesburg’s Metropolitan Police Department (JMPD) and Fire Brigade 
officials. Hundreds of women and children, including 50 blind people, 
were locked out of their home by- JMPD officers. The officers readily 
conceded that they had no court order but said that they were ’only 
following orders’. 

SENEGAL: HISSENE HABRE’S EXTRADITION TO (-~EL¢33 SUSPENDED 

http:iibit.ly/mPekt’l 

Senegal has suspended its plans to forcefully send home Chad’s former 
President Hissene Habre, who has been sentenced to death in his home 
country, Senegal’s foreign minister has said. The move followed an 
appeal by LEXT hurnan rights chief Navi Pillay. Ms Pillay had expressed 
concern that Mr Habre could be tortured in Chad. Mr Habre is blamed 
for killing and torturing tens of thousands of opponents between 1982 
and 1990, charges he denies. 
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4 Refugees & forced migration 

COTE D’IVOIRE: IVORE&N LNFIGHTING FORCES 10N" REEUGEE RELOCATION 

http://bit 1 ,v/nm81Hv 

Insecurity- and malnutrition among Ivorian refugees in Liberia have 
forced the UN’s refugee agency to relocate hundreds to inland camps. A 
LPx~ICR statement this week quoted refugees expressing fear for their 
lives due to fighting among armed rival gangs and which is affecting 
the distribution of relief aid ./xm estimated 2,000 refugees are 
affected by the relocation from transit centres and villages along the 
Liberian border with Cote d’Ivoire 

GLOBAL: ARMED NON-STATE ACTORS ~ND THE PROTECTION OF INTERNALL Y DISPLACED PEOPLE 

Report from expert conference held 23-24 March 2011 

’In man?" countries, IDPs are exposed to violence and to various 
violations of their rights, either by the State or by armed non-State 
Actors (ANSAs). ANSAs have various obligations towards IDPs under 
international law, which can be found in the Geneva Conventions and 
their additional protocols, but also in the Rome Statute and the 
Kampala Convention, as well as the Guiding Principles on Internal 
Displacement (the ’Guiding Principles’) Ho*vever, the vast majority of 
violations commitmd by ANSAs against IDPs and other civilians are 
perpetrated *vith impunity, as national governments have [<)st the 
monopoly on the use of force and their judicial systems may function 
poorly ’ Visit http ://*vw*v.~enevacall.or~/to downl oad the report. 

KENYA: KBNYA TOLD TO OPEN UP NEW RB}:UGEE CAMP 

http ://bit l¥/nhU~vVLw 

A United Nations agency wants Kenya to open up a ne*v settlement to 
accommodate refugees who have flocked to the Daadab camp The head of 
the I_TN refugee agency 2mtonio Guterres was taken aback by the pathetic 
state of affairs at the camp, one of the word’s largest, when he 
visited at the xveekend. According to UNHCR, the camp initially set up 
to cater for only 90,000 refugees, has now- exceeded the nurnbcr by 
nearly- five times. 

KENYA: LOCALS FEEL THE STRAIN AS REFUGEE NU2v~IBERS SOAR 



http://www.irinnews.or~/report.aspx?reportid 93223 

About 1,300 Somalis are amving at the Dadaab refugee camps in 
northeast Kenya every day. The nutritional state of older children, as 
well as under fives, is of concern, but the local Kenyan population is 
faring little better. Outside the camp, the host population is not 
faring much better An MSF nutritinn assessment showed that the local 
community was suffering from malnutrition at the same rates as the 
refugees living in camp outskirts, and people had stopped feeding 
their animals in order to have enough food for themselves. 

KElxPxrA: MINISTER YVANTS REFUGEES SETTLED OUTSgOE COUNTRY 

http:/ibit.l~/rti3oA 

The government wants new refugees settled outside Kenya to ease 
congestion in existing camps. Internal Security assistant minister 
Orwa Ojode said Kenya is overwhelmed by the number of people fleeing 
Somalia, wl-lich has escalated in recent rnonths. ’It’s a very heavy 
burden which we did not budget for. The United Nations Refugee Agency 
(UNHCR) can feed them in Somalia since the latest arrivals are not 
fleeing due to insecurity but lack of food,’ he said. 

SOUTH .¢5"RICA: SA BEGINS SHUTFING DOORS TO REST OF AFRICA 

http ://wwwa~exvs24.COl~x/Soutl-tAfrica/PoliticsiSA-begins-shutting-doors-t o-r est-of-Africa-20110715 

South Africa has set the stage fk~r the mass deportation of more than 
one million Zimbabwean immigrants later this month in a move tdaat 
could alter its status as the ;vorld’s largest country of refuge. South 
Africa has been a beacon for asylum seekers clue to liberal in,migration 
laws, proximity to African trouble spots and massive economy compared 
to the rest of the continent that has attracted millions seeking 
wealth they cannot find at home. About one in five of the 845 800 
asylum seekers globally in 2010 sought refuge in South Africa, 
according to the UN High Cormnissioner for Refugees. 

WEST AFRICA: ECOYVAS CLAIMS LARGEST REFUGF.E NUMBERS 

http://w~vw.coastweek.colr~xin 110708 02.htm 

The Economic Community of West African States says that the region has 
a big chunk of internally displaced persons (]DPs) and refugees in 
Africa. The regional bloc commissioner fbr human development and 
gender Adrienne Diop said this at a news conference on the ministerial 
conference on the implementation of the African Convention on 
Internally Displaced Persons in West Aficica Out of the 27.5 million 
people, who were displaced in 2010 in Africa, 11 1 million were from 
the West African sub-region, Diop said. 

WEST AFRICA: ECOWAS REN’EWS COMMITMI~;N~ TO IMPLEMENTING AU CONVENTION ON IDPS 

http:i/bit lv, /nLQm,,5 

ECOWAS Ministers in charge of humanitarian affairs have resotved to 
set up a Task Force of (i overnment Ministries, relevant partners and 
civil society to coordinate the implementation of the African Uninn 
(AU) Convention on humanitarian assistance and internal displacement 
in Africa, also known as the Kampala Convention At the end of their 
first Ministerial Conference on Humanitarian Assistance and Internal 
Displacement in West Africa, held 7 July 2011 at the ECOWAS Commission 
headquarters in the Nigerian capital, Abuja, the ministers also agreed 
to formulate coherent national IDP (]mernally Displaced Persons) 
policies, legal and institutional frameworks that will fully reflect 
the content and the spirit of the Kampala Convention 
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EGYPT: INDEPENDEiXm2 TRADE UNIONS ENDORSE BDS 

http :/iwxa~’.e-ioussour.net/en/node/9892 

Kamal Abu Aita, representative of the Egyptian Independent Union 
Federation (EIUF) which was recently formed in Tahrir Square during 
the revolution, has confirmed that the EIUF rqiects any attempt to 
’normalise’ relations with Israel. In a speech in London to hundreds 



of activists frum the campaign :[’or Boycott, Divestment and Sanctiuns 
(BDS) against Israel, Abu Aita also welcomed the formation of’the 
Palestinian Trade Union Coahtiun for BDS (PTUC-BDS) and called un the 
internatiunal trade union movement to join the cualitiun. 

SOUTf J At,RICA: I)ECENT WORK DOES NOT CAUSE UNEMPLOYMENT 

Alternative Itfformation Development Centre statement 

’The profiteering of SA’s businesses (enabled by lax corrlpliance with 
labour law and weak regulation of trade and capital finws) stand in 
the way of creating decent j obs that can offer the majority of South 
Africa’s the dignity prescribed in our Constitution. In this context 
the Alternative Information Development Cerltre (AIDC) suppmts the 
struggle of ND2vISA and other unions for a living wage. A victory for 
them will set a better standard for the whole labour market.’ 

http:/iwxa~’.pan’lbazaka.org/e1~’categot541abouri74893 

SOUTH .~’PJCA: iN~¢ISA WORKERS RETURN TO WORK 

http :i/www.iol.co. za/businessibusiness-news/nmnsa-workers-return-t o-work- 1.1100774 

The violent two-week metalworkers strike has ended, with some workers 
gaining a 10 per cent wage increase. Eight of the nine National Union 
of Metal Workers of South Africa (Numsa) regions accepted the off;or, 
bringing an end to a strike that brought a near-total halt to the 
second-biggest contributor to GDP. 
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LATEST FDITION: EMERGIik-G POWERS NEWS ROU~FDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers. 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categors~/emplayersnews/74964 
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ALGERIA: 100 ~DEAS FOR A ’NEW ALGERIA’ 

http://www.maaharebia cona/cocoon/awi/xhtmll/el~ GB/features/awi/featuresi2011/07ill/feature-01 

Fifty young economists, academics and businesspeople called an Algiers 
press cunference on Saturday (9 July) to unveil ’100 Measures :[’or a 
New Algeria’. It was the symbolic &ite uf5 July, however, that 
’Nabni’ (’Our Algeria Built on New Ideas’) selected to annuunce the 
recommendatiuns. The group hopes to implement the proposals, drafted 
after two months uf deliberations, befure next years’ independence 
decennial. 

AN(IOLA: ASSESSIN(I RISKS TO ST,’kBILITY 

http ://www.chathamhouse or~.ukJpublicatiuns/papers/vie*v/-/id/1104/ 

Angula’s commudity-based ecunumy is tied to global oil and diamond 
prices, and is thus highly susceptible tu exogenuus shocks, says this 
Chatham Huuse briefing paper ’Urban poverty is a source of social 
strife. The ruling Peuple’s Movement for the Liberation of Angula 
(MPLA) will need to improve service deliver), and quicken the pace of 
social reform to stave off potenti al unrest. If mismanaged, th e task 
of chuosing a successor to President Jus6 Eduardo dos Santus cuuld 
spark a destabilising power struggle within the MPLA.’ 

BOTSWANA: OPPOSITION COALITION FACES L’PHILL TASK 

http://wxwz.l~nnegi.bwiindex.php?sid l&aid 191&dir 2011iJuly/Mondavll 

Reports that major opposition parties in the countly have united to 
form an umbrella opposition coalition against the Botswana Democratic 
Party (BDP) could be the beginning of an end to the ruling party’s 



45-year rule over this country However, the level of support for the 
new coalition remains unclear. With negotiations still underway, the 
opposition coalition has not yet taken control of any political power 
base nor demonstrated its popularity. Leadership of the coalition 
might also prove a contentious issue. 

COTE D’WOIRE: INTERLM LEADER OF DEPOSED GBAGBO’S P.4RTY QLP/TS 

http://bit, ly-/pNq O_v!R 

The acting president of the party of former strongman of Cote d’Ivoire 
Laurent Gbagbo has quit. Mamadou Koulibaly resigned, accusing some 
executive members of being opposed to ’any change’. Koulibaly, who is 
also the Speaker of the National Assembly, accused the Ivorian 
People’s Front (FPI) of being ’static, inwnovable, walled up in 
disorder, idolatly, xvorship of its founders, hopeless contradictions 
and fear of innovation’. 

EGYPT: NEW CABINET TO BE SYVORN IN 

http :i/english. alia zecra.net/news/africa/2011/07/2011717232716512838.htm1 

Egypt’s new cabinet will be sworn in on Monday after a reshtfffle that 
protesters say- have partially satisfied their demands for deeper 
political and economic reforms. Protesters, who have camped out in 
Cairo’s Tahrir Square since 8 July, say they want further measmes, 
including a quicker trial of Hosni Mubarak. Thousands of Egyptians 
have returned to Tahrir Square, the epicenter of Egy. pt’s uprising, 
complaining that change has come too slow under the militaw council 
that took over power. 

MOROCCO: THOUSAik©S RALLY IN MOROCCO OVER REFORM PLAN 

http:/Tenglish aliazeera.net/news/africa/2011/07/201171811243633791 .html 

Both supporters and opponents of constitutional changes offered by 
Morocco’s king have protested in their thousands, indicating debate 
over the country’s future sparked by the "Arab Spring" uprisings has 
not ended. Sunday’s opposition protests organised by the youth-based 
Februa~ 20 Movement took place in three cities and passed off without 
any clashes The movement is a loose national network that was 
inspired by uprisings in Tunisia and E~zpt. 

SOL.hi AFRICA: ANC REGIONAL SECRETARY SHOT DEAD IN- DURBAN 

http://m~.co za/article/2011-07-12-anc-re~ional-secretarv-shot-dead-in-durban 

AN(; eThekwini regional secretary Sbu Siblya was shot dead at his home 
in Inanda, Durban, KwaZulu-Natal police said on Tuesday, 12 July. 
Brigadier Phindile Radebe said Siblya (40) was shot in his driveway at 
10pm on Monday. He had just returned :[’rom his off’ice in Durban. 

http://wwwindepthnewsnet/news/newsphp?ke’~’l 2011-07-09%2015:23:28&ke’~,2 I 

While top government leaders of the world’s newest nation, South 
Sudan, have announced plans to make the count~ not only the ’hub’ of 
Africa but also the bread basket for the Eastern African region, the 
Civil Socie~ Taskforce is stressing the need for creating a just, 
peaceful and equitable society. The new independent state needs 
hundreds of billions of dollars of investment in order to connect its 
territory, which is the size of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania combined 
with expensive roads and bridges It plans to build refineries and 
pipelines to transport its crude oil to the international market, 
reported the Sudan Tribune 

UGANDA: MPS THROW MINISTERS OUT OF PARLIAMENT 

http://www.m~nit~r.c~.ug/~x-ews/Nati~na~/-/688334/1~99288/-/b.~k~mq7~-/ind~x.hw~l 

A joint meeting that sought to end the current po~ver crisis in the 
cotmtry on 11 July ended without any solution after lawmakers on the 



budget committee threw out government officials, including ministers, 
over accountability concerns. Four ministers were in Parliament 
pleading for the approval of Shs207 5 billion needed to pay for the 
outstanding thermal power subsMy bills but without success. 
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S OLm2H AFRId’A: KNIVES OUT FOR CORRUPTION BUSTERS 

http ://www.timesliVe. c~.za/sunda~times/2~11/~7/ ~ 7/kniVes-~ut-f~r-wi~1ie-h~fm~¥r 

SA’s top prosecutors are in a fight to the death over the future of 
corruption-buster Willie Hofmeyr, who heads the Asset Forfeiture Unit 
and the Special Investigating Unit. The Sunday Times reports that new 
corruption claims have been levelled at Hofnreyr and top NPA officials 
thought to be close to hint. NPA officials in various provinces claim 
the charges were stage-managed by iN~PA boss Menzi Simelane. 

SOUTH AFRICA: MINISTER’S REFUSAL TO ANSWER A ’CRE~IINAL ACT’ 

http ://www.timeslive. co. za/stmdavtimesi2011/07/17/minister-s -refusal-t o-answer-a-criminal-a ct 

The refusal of the minister of public works to answer questions on her 
role in clinching dodgy police lease deals amounts to a criminal 
offcnce. This is one of scveral danming findings in public protector 
Thuli Madonsela’s final report on the police lease saga, which 
concludes Madonsela’s investigation into dodgy police leases, worth 
R1 8-billion, in Pretoria and Durban ~vith businessman Roux Shabangu, 
which was exposed by the Sunday Times last year. Shabangu is an 
associate of President Jacob Zuma’s 
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AFRICA: DEVELOPING COUixWRY GROUPS SLAM UK’S CLIMATE LOANS 

http://ww~ wdm~rg uWc1imate-change/deve~ping-c~untrg-gr~ups-s~am-uk,s-c1imate-~ans 

Groups fi-om 13 developing countries have slammed UK climate loans to 
be given through the World Bank. Community leaders in countries 
including Nepal, Bangladesh, Mozambique and Yemen have written to 
British cabinet ministers Chris Huhne and Andrew Mitchell rejecting 
the loans the LrK is providing to their cotmtries to help them cope 
with climate change. In their letter the?- say the UK and other rich 
industrialised countries, who have done the most to cause climate 
change, owe a ’climate debt’ to poor countries who are worst affected 
by the phenomenon. ’Climate loans will only lock our countries into 
further debt, and further impoverish our people,’ reads the letter 

A}:[ZICA: NEW INDUSTRI2,I. POLK;Y NEE[)ED, SAYS [<EPOR;]7 

http://bit ls:/nLh[P3 

Africa now accounts for about one per cent of’global manufacturing, 
and cannot realistically hope to reduce widespread poverty if its 
governments don’t take effective measures to expand this vital 
economic sector, says a new joint report by UNCTAD and the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organisation. The ’Economic Development 
in Africa Report 2011’, subtitled ’Fostering Industrial Development in 
Afi-ica in the New Global Environment’, calls for a practical, 
well-designed approach to industrialisation, that is adjusted to 
specific count~ circumstances and based on extensive discussion with 
and feedback from businesses and entrepreneurs. 

AFRICA: W[tAT II~%S TAX GOT TO DO WITtt 

http:i/bit.bf/qBY53t 

In two new- reports ’What has Tax got to do with Development: A 
critical look at Mozambique’s Tax System’ and ’What has Tax got to do 
with Development: A Critical look at Zimbabwe’s Tax System’, AFRODAD 
analyses the role played by taxation in the development of the two 
countries. The link between development and taxation has come up in 
various fora as development practitioners and activists discussed 
nrethods of nrobilisation of domestic resources for financing 
development in the South. The reports reveal that mobilising domestic 
resources as a means to financing development has become an important 



development issue, a shift from the past emphasis on financing 
development from aid and external borrowing 

ANGOLA: t".CONOMIC ISSUES IX)MINATE MERKEUS VISIT 

http://trademarksa, org/n ews/economic-issues-dominate-merkels-visit-angola 

German economic interests played a key role during Angela Merkel’s 
three-country trip to Africa. In oil-rich Angola improving business 
ties was a rrmior topic on the agenda for Chancellor Merkeh Ricardo 
Gerigk, who has headed the delegation of Gcrnran business in Luanda 
since last year, said: ’Angola’s oil production is close to two 
nrillion barrels a day-,’ he said. Angola is the second largest oil 
producer in Africa after Nigeria. But with a population of just 17 
nrillion, corapared to Nigeria’s 150 million people, there’s nrore 
wealth, he said. 

MALAWI: UK SUSPENDS AID TO MALAVVI INTDEFINITELY 

http:iibit.lv/oSGIhO 

The United Kingdom has aunounced the suspension of all general 
budgetary support to Malawi indefinitely-, effective 14 July. The 
International Development Secretary Andrew Mitchell said they 
suspended aid based on concerns about governance, democracy, 
suppression of freedom of expression, chronic fuel shortages and a 
deteriorated tobacco industry. Relations between Malawi and UK soured 
in April this year when President Bingu wa Mutharika expelled British 
High Commissioner Fergus Cochrane I2ffet and the L,T,~ reciprocated 

SOUTHERN- AFRICA: INTRA-SADC TRADE EDGES UP 

http://,a~vw.southemtimesafrica com/articlephp?title Intra-SADC tradeedges up&id 6088 

Contrary, to popular beliel; intra-regional trade has actually been 
slo~vly going up since 2000, though the figure still pales into 
insignificance compared to what the rest of the region trades with the 
outside world, specifically China and United States of America (USA). 
SADC Secretariat trade policy advisor Paul Kalenga told The Southern 
Times that intra-SADC trade grew in absolute terms to US$34 billion in 
2009 licom US$13.2 billion in 2000, a 155 percent increase 
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AFRICA: NEW HOPE IN FIGHT AGAINST HIV 

http://english aliazeera.net/ne*vs/afi-ica/2011/07/201171475221688413.html 

AIDS drugs designed to treat tIIV can also be used to reduce 
dramatically the risk of infection among heterosexual couples, two 
studies conducted in Africa have shown for the first time. ’]"he 
findings add to growing evidence that the type of medicines prescribed 
since the mid-1990s to treat people who are alrea@ sick may also hold 
the key to slowing or even halting the spread of the disease. The 
research inw~lving couples in Kenya, Uganda and Botswana found that 
daily Aids drugs reduced infection rates by an average of at least 62 
per cent when compared with a placebo 

A[~ICA: PROTEC’~NG ACCESS TO (IENfiRIC MEDK;INES 

http://seatini.or~/publications/policv, brieJ~/preventin~ substandard medicines.pdf 

Recent developments at national and international levels with regards 
to anti-counterfeiting legislation and actions have raised debate 
about such laws not undermining access to affordable generic drugs 
This policy brief produced by EQUINET, SEATINI and TARSC points to the 
separate measures and mandates needed to combat firstly fraudulent 

trade mark and intellectual properb" (go) irff’ringemcnt in counterfeit 
medicines by IP authorities, secondly to ensure that any 
anti-counterfeit measures protect TRIPS flexibilities, including for 
access to generic nredicines. 

DRC: CHOLEP~., MEASLES KILL HI~rDREDS 



http:i/www.iritmews.or~ireport.aspx?repottlD 93231 

Outbreaks of measles and cholera in parts of the Democratic Republic 
of Congo have killed hundreds of people, with thousands more infected, 
says an official of the 10N World Health Organisation (V,2HO). ’Since 
September 2010, 115,484 measles cases and 1,145 related deaths have 
been reported in South Kivu, Katanga, Manienra, Kasa~ Occidental, 
Equateur, Bas Congo and Kasai Oriental provinces,’ Tarik Jasarevic, a 
WHO media and advocacy officer, told IRIN. According to Jasarevic, a 
lack of government funding halted follow-up mass irmnunisation 
activities in the regions, leading to the measles outbreak. 

KENYA: MORE CF.RVICAL CANCER SCREENING FOR H~,7-POSITI~,’E ~VOMEN LrRGED 

http:/i;vww.plusnews.orgireport aspx?reportid 93209 

The Kenyan govermnent is taking steps to incorporate screening for 
cervical cancer - one of the biggest killers of women of child-bearing 
age - into HIV care, but health workers say low awareness means the 
uptake of this vital service is low-. Studies show- that HIV il~fection 
increases ;vomen’s risk of human papillomavims (HPV) refection, a 
leading cause of cervical cancer. Cel~zical cancer screening is 
included as part of routine care for HIV-positive women trader the 
count~is national guidelines for HIV care However, screening levels 
remain low; according to the L~,- World Health Organisation, just 3.2 
per cent of Kenyan ;vomen aged 18-69 are screened for cervical cancer 
ever3, three years, compared ;vith 70 per cent of women in the developed 
world. 

LIBERIA: DEBLrNKING DIABETES MYTHS 

http://www irilmews.or~/report aspx?reportid 93239 

Lucy I)olloldeh, a mother o:[’four from Liberia’s Nimba County, 
developed severe pains when urinating and thought she had been cursed 
by a witch, but when a volunteer came to her village describing 
diabetes symptoms she recognized them, went to a nearby hospital and 
was diagnosed with diabetes. She now injects herself daily with 
insulin With low awareness of the disease’s symptoms and only one 
hospital in the country that can diagnose it - Ganta Methodist 
Hospital in Nimba County - the vast majority of the estimated 50,000 
cases in Liberia go undiagnosed, according to the World Diabetes 
Foundation (WDF) 
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EG ~-PT: PR£)[~]{SSORS FIGHT BACK WKH I SIT-IN 

http:i/bit l,v/~iaNOi 

Hundreds of university professors are staging a sit-in at over a dozen 
campuses across EgT. pt to call for the ousting of universi~ 
administration officials appointed by the former Mubarak regime and to 
replace them with elected representatives. ’We are calling for 
democracy that is part of the revolution that started on JanuatTi 
25th,’ says Khaled Sameer, an assistant professor of cardiac surgery 
at Ain Shams Medical School and the spokesperson for the Unified 
Coalition for the Independence of Universities. 

GLOBAL: ENDING THE CRISIS IN GIRLS’ EDUCATION 

http ://www.campaignforeducation.org/makeitright 

A new- report from the Global Campaign for Education shows that 
millions of girls are being forced out of school because of povelty, 
child labour, early- child marriage, the threat of sexual violence, 
inadequate and poor-quality schools. The report exanrines 80 poor 
co~tries in terms of the gains the), have made in girls’ education. 
The report shows that the Democratic Republic of Congo, Egypt, India, 
Iraq, Nigeria and Pakistan are anrong those countries failing to 
respect the rights of girls to an education. 

KENYA: VARSITY STAFF TO STRIKE O\~R DISSOLVED COUNCIL 

http://bit N/nR1L20 



Staff at a public university have threatened to boycott work in 
protest against the dissolution of the institution’s governing 
council The Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Teclmology 
workers gave the govermnent one week to appoint a new council or face 
industrial action. The council, which is charged with the umversity’s 
administrative duties, was dissolved through a Kenya Gazette notice 
published on 3 Jtme 

SOLTfH SU~)AN: UXrfVERSITIES RE\lAIN CLOSED 

http ://w~vw scidev net/eninews/south-sudan-s-umversities-remain-closed.html 

The Republic of South Sudan formally became independent from Sudan on 
9 Afiy, but its three tmiversities remain closed, bereft of staff; 
students or facilities. The umversities moved to the north in the 
early 1990s, when civil war was at its worst in the south. They- ~vere 
supposed to have relocated by now-, with lectures due to have begun in 
the south in early May But South Sudan’s government has raised only 
hal:[" of’the US$12 milliun it needs tu build and refurbish lecture 
halls, laburatories and student accommodation. 

TOGO: [~A(IILE TRUCE AF’K~;R F[Vt~; WIiEK S OF STU]bEN~F PROTESTS 

h ttp :l/b it.lyIqqJFB M 

West African cuuntry Tugu’s students’ struggle fur better education 
conditiuns is nuw in its :fi["th week and despite a recent truce, 
tensiuns remains high in the capital Lore6 A wind of appeasement 
seemed tu blow on the demonstrations organised by the Mouvement pour 
Ft’{panuuissement des t’{tudiants Tugulais - Mt".ET (Muvement fur the 
Fulfillment of Togulese Students) - when students managed to ubtain 
frum authurities the reinstatement uf the president uf their 
association on 30 June Abuu Seiduu, a student uf the University of 
LumP, had been previuusly expelled fur allegedly causing truubles un 
the campus This reinstatement was expected to upen the way to 
negutiauons, repurts (ilubal Vuices Online. 
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SIERRA LEONE: GOVERNMENT STL~DY ON MSM BREAKS SILENCE 

http://www.mask.~rg.za/breaking-the-si~ence-g~vernment-stud‘~-~f-ntsm-in-sierra-1e~ne/#m~re-5486 

The National HIV/Aids Secretariat of Sierra Leone, which f~alls under 
the National HIV/Aids Control Program (NACP) recently conducted a 
study on Men who have Sex xvith Men (MSM) around the country. The 2011 

stu@ on MSM in Sierra Leone has broken the silence on the existence 
of sexual minorities in Sierra Leone. Findings from this survey 
revealed several problems affecting sexual minorities, especially- MSM 
in Sielwa Leone. 

TANZANL~: EDDY COSMAS FREED FROM UK DETENTION 

http ://il~a.or~iil<a/ergarticle/n3RVi4nl Ez 

Following a hearing before an British immigration judge, Tanzanian gay 
asylunx seeker Edson ’Eddy’ Cosmas was released from Harmondsworth 
Removal Centre at 5pm and was also removed fiom the ’detained fast 
track’ process The judge’s decision has not been written but a 
witness at the court hearing said that it was on the basis that 
previous immigration judiciaw decisions could be regarded as possibly 
’unsafe’ and that more time was needed for both a psychiatrist’s 
report as well as for an expelt witness of the situation of LGBT in 
Tanzania to be found 
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Environment 

AFRICA: WHOSE VOICE COLFik’rs IN TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE POVERTY IN AFRICA? 

http://www africa-adapt.neffAA/Uploads/news/AfricaAdaptnew voices different~erspectives.pdf 

A new collection of stories, research and good practice is showing how 
African climate and poverty activists are leading the global fight for 
climate justice -finding creative, inspired ~vays of using life-saving 
knowledge networks to share climate change and poverty research. But 



their vuices are often ignured by African governments when it cumes tu 
policy, and funding for African-led research and knowledge sharing is 
nut seen as a prmrity. ’New" vuices, different perspectives’ is a 
pmneering pan-African ’encyclupaedia’ of the brightest and best ideas 
in climate change adaptatiun. It’s the result uf a cullaboration 
between over 200 of the continent’s leading develupment researchers, 

cowanun~ activists, NGOs, climate scientists and international donurs 
at the AfricaAdapt Climate Change Symposium held in Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia. ’New w~ices, different perspectives’ uffers a stark message 
to African politicians in the run up to the L2N" climate negotiations to 
be held in Durban, South At~ica, this December: African governments 
can only lead the global fight for climate justice if they start to 
seriously value indigenous knowledge, communi _ty-led responses and 
African-led research. Apart from the publication, a video animation 
can be watched at: http://www.y-outube.conriwatch?v dN-5JtI~U~Q 

CAMEROON: LAiNTDF]LL GAS PROJECT PL’rS CAMEROON IN" EMISSIONS iVL4R_KET 

http ://www.trust orgialertneth~ews/landfill-g as-pr o i ect-put s-canter oon-in-emissions-market 

Cameroon has opened its first landfill gas recovery_ plant, which aims 
to reduce methane emissions from waste and earn the country emissions 
reduction credits under the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development 
Mechanism The plant will trap methane generated by- decaying household 
waste at the Nkolfoulou waste disposal site, on the outskirts of the 
capital, Yaounde. The gas will be stored in wells and bttrned off’, 
releasing carbon dioxide, a gas that contributes substantially less to 
climate change per volun~e released than methane. 

DR(?: DRC, LNDIA TO BUILD H’,KTR() PLANT 

http://trademarksa, org/newsidrc-india-build-hydro-plant 

The Democratic Republic of Congo and India have signed a deal to build 
a hydroelectric plant in southern Congo Officials from both countries 
participated in a signing cerelnony in the Congolese ci~z of Kananga 
late Monday-. Congo’s Energy Minister Gilbert Tshiongo said the plant, 
when completed, will have a capacity of 65 megawatts. The project is 
part of Congo’s effort to address power shortages and develop the 
country’s infrastructure Analysts say the country has huge 
hydroelectric potential because of its many rivers. 

EAST AFRICA: TOO SOON TO BLAME CLIMATE CHANGE FOR DROUGHT 

http://wx~.iriune~vs.or</reportaspx?reportid 93204 

As parts of the Horn of Africa experience their driest periods in 60 
years, pushing the numbers needing aid to beyond 10 million, some have 
been quick to blame climate change. But no single event can be 
attributed tu climate change, which invulves long-term (decades or 
lunger) trends in climate variability. There is, huwever, consensus in 
attributing the druught to the particularly strung La Nifia event. ~fhe 
nnpact uf climate change on the intensity and :frequency ufLa Nifia and 
El Nifio in future is a big unknown Philip Thurnton, a seniur 
scientist who wurks part-time with the Nairobi-based International 

Livestuck Research Institute (II,RI) and the Universib" of 
Edinburgh-based Institute uf Atmuspheric and Environmental Sciences, 
tuld IRIN via email that projectiuns of the climate-change impact in 
East Africa were ’a prublem’ as the authoritative Inter-guvernmental 
Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Repurt ’indicated that 
there was goud consensus amung the climate mudels that rainfall was 
likely to increase during the current century’ 

GLOBAL: A LOOK INTO T[IE OCEAN’S FUTURE 

http://www.nvtimescum/2011/07/16/opiniun/16sat3 html? r 2&nI tudavsheadlines&emc tha211 

A new report by an intematiunal coalition of marine scientists makes 
for grim reading. It cuncIudes that the uceans are approaching 
irreversible, potentially catastrophic change, reports the New Yurk 
Times. The experts, convened by the International Program on the State 
of the Ocean and the International Union for Consel-v’ation of Nature, 
found that marine ’degradation is now happening at a faster rate than 
predicted’. The oceans have wamxed and become more acidic as they 
absorbed human-generated carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. The?" are 
also more oxygen-deprived, because of agricultural runoff and other 
anthropogenic causes. This deadly- trio of conditions was present in 
previous mass extinctions, according to the report. 



G] ,OB}kL: ARCTIC MAY BE IC[£ -}:[<[£E W[T[ t]N 30 YIiARS 

http :/TmR. co. ~ffarticle/2011-07-12-arctic -ma~/-b e-ice free-within-30-v e ar s 

Sea ice in the Arctic is melting at a record pace this year, 
suggesting warming at the north pole is speeding up and a largely 
ice-free Arctic can be expected in summer months w-ithin 30 years. The 
area of the Arctic ocean at least 15 per cent covered in ice is this 
week about 13.6 square kilometres - lower than the previous record low 
set in 2007 - according to satellite monitoring by the US National 
Snow and Ice Data Centre (NSIDC) in Boulder, Colorado. In addition, 
new data ftom the University of Washington Polar Science Centre, shows 
that the thickness of Arctic ice this year is also the lowest on 
record. 

KENYA: GMOS, ’AFRICA IS NOT THE PLACE FOR THESE THINGS’ 

http ://bit.l’i-ipl2e lq 

Anne Maina of the African Bio-diversity Network says the introduction 
of patented seeds and related chemicals into Kenya’s farming systems 
threatens the countt?~’s agricultural practices, its livelihoods, the 
envirotm~ent, ’and undermines our seed sovereignty’. The House 
(Parliamentary) Committee on Agriculture has also warned that opening 
up the country to genetically modified products would endanger lives. 
Committee chairman John Mututho said last week that the country lacked 
technical capacity to assess the quantity and type of genes in 
imported products, and had a long way to go before fully- embracing use 
of GM products while ensuring the health of its citizens. 
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14 Food Justice 

AFRICA: WO/vlEN AND FOOD SOV~I~REIGNTY 

http://www foei org/ela/resources/publications/pdfs/2011/’~vomen-and-fo od-soverei~nty/view 

’Women and Food Sovereignty: The voices of rural women from the south’ 
provides an overview of the situation of peasant women in the Global 
South. The document showcases the problems faced by these women, as 
well as their different forms of resistance and struggle in demand for 
food sovereignty. It includes testimonies of rural women from Africa, 
Latin America and Asia. They explain why it is necessal?,’ to struggle 
for access to land, for the conservation of seeds and fbr small-scale 
farming 

BURKEkLA FASO: COTTON GROWERS GAIN SOME VICTORIES AND MANY PROMISES 

httpi/bitly/p©GGBd 

Cotton production resumed quietly in the small town of Sara after 
farmers won a victopy in their :fight with SOFIT[~X, the leading company 
in Burkina Faso which buys and processes cotton, reports Farm Radio 
Weekly. The renewed interest in cotton contrasts with the violent 
protests in June. Some :[’armers threatened not to produce the valuable 
fibre this year. But others had alrea~dy planted and did not support 
abandoning the crop. Angry farmers destroyed some of the newly-planted 
fields Police intervened to prevent them from pulling up all the 
young cotton plants. 

G] ,OB>kJ_,: PREDICTING FOOD PRICE VOLATILITY 

http :/Twww affonline.or~/?p 17590~imore-17590 

A new tool for measuring food price volatility in global agriculture 
markets could help poor countries or aid agencies like the World Food 
Programme (WFP) decide where and when to buy staples, says Maximo 
Torero, director of the US-based International Food Policy Research 
Institute’s (IFPRI) Markets, Trade and Institutions Division. The 
early warning tool, NEXQ (Non-parametric Extreme Quantile Model) has 
been developed by WPRI and is based on sophisticated economic 
modelling, which provides daily price variability ratings for four 
major crops - hard wheat, soft wheat, maize (corn) and soya beans - 
and aims to help analysts predict price volatility. 



15 Media & freedom of expression 

AI:DdCA: MOVING [~OM PRINC]IPLES TO RIG HTS AT RIO 2012 

http://www.article19,or;hesources p hp/resource/2225/ewrio-2012:-movin;-fi-om-principles-to-rizhts 

The rights of access to information, public participauon, and access 
to j usuce are essential to sustainable development. The 1992 Rio 
Declaration provided for these rights in Principle 10 and Agenda 21 
moved them into reality in many countries. Now renewed commitment is 
needed for the full inrplementation of the rights in all countries. The 
Rio 2012 S~tmmit provides an opportunity for govemmunts to transform 
Principle 10 from aspirational goals into actionable rights. 
Governments and civil society should use the opportunity to conrmit 
together in adopting, implementing, and exercising these rights in 
support of sustainable developnrent. 

DRC: KABILA GOVEP~NMENT BANS BROADCASTER FAVORABLE TO RIV.4L 

http:i/w~.cpi,orgl2011/07/drcs-kabila-government-b ans-broadcaster-favorable.php 

The Connnittee to Protect Journalists has condemned the Democratic 
Republic of Congo’s ban of a private broadcaster favourable to 
opposition presidential candidate Etienne Tshisekedi. Radio Lisanga 
T6l&dsion (RLTV), based in the capital, Kinshasa, lost its signal 
without fotrual notice, the station’s director-general, Basile Olongo 
Pongo, told CPJ. The same day, Congolese Corrmrunication Minister 
Lambert Mende issued a decree indefinitely banning the station across 
the country over ’programs that are promoting violence and contribute 
to disturb public order,’ according to news reports. 

ETHIOPIA: UNrftCHR GR]LL S ETHIOPL4 ON ANTI-TERROR LAW 

http:Ii;vww.cpj.orgiblogi2011i07/unhchr-grills-ethiopia-on-anti-terror-law.php 

The Human Rights Con~mittee of the L~N High Commissioner for Human 
Rights reviewed Ethiopia’s compliance with the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights recently, including its press ti’eedom 
record. Peppered with questions about an indefensible record of abuse 
-jailing the second largest number of journalists in Africa and 
leading the continent in Internet censorship -representatives of the 
Ethiopian govermnent responded with cursor), talking points and bold 
denials in contradiction of the facts, says the Committee to Protect 
Journalists. 

SEiX]EG.4L: ATFACKED HL*rlAN RIGHTS DEFENDER IN HIDING FOR FEAR OF HIS LWE 

http://www.mediafound.or~/index.php?option comcontent&task~’iew&id 702&Itemid 1 

Alioune Tine, the executive secretary of the Dakar-based African Human 
Rights Organisation (RAI)DHO), who was on 23 June 2011 violently 
attacked by militants of the ruling Senegalese Democratic PaW (PDS) 
during a demonstration, has gone into hiding after being discharged 
from hospital ’]"he militants indiscriminately attacked Tine, a 
prominent human rights defender, to the extent that he was rushed and 
admitted at the Dakar main hospital. 

SIER[~% IIEONE: NI{\VSPAPER REPORTER ~f7 tREAT[{N[{D WI~UI DEATH 

http:i/www.mediafound.or~/indexphp?option corn content&task view&id 710&Itemid 1 

Ibrahim Kalokoh, an investigaive journalist of the prlvately-o~vned 
For Di People daily newspaper, was threatened with death by two staff 
members of the Sierra Leone Port Authority (SLPA), following 
corruption reports by his newspaper against the SLPA’s General 
Manager, Benj amin Davies. ’]"he Media Foundation :for West Africa’s 
(MFWA) correspondent reported that the two men warned him to 
discontinue ’publishing’ negative stories about their boss or they 
would be killed 

SUDAN: POST-SPLIT, GOVERN~dEix~rS SILEN(~’ING VOICES 

http://~’w.ifcx.org/sudan/2011/07/13/post split media problems/ 

Just a few- hours before South Sudan’s independence, the popular Arabic 



daily ’Ajras A1-Hurriya’ and five English-language newspapers were 
suspended - a worrying start to the relationship between north and 
south, report the Arabic Network for Human Rights Information (ANHR[) 
and Index on Censorship Sudan’s National Press and Publication 
Council said the papers were closed because the owners and publishers 
are from South Sudan, and, under the country’s Press Law, they must 
have Sudanese nationality’, reports ANIIRI. 

http:iibit.ly/pHiSNL 

In May, Decree No. 2011-41 was promulgated in Tunisia relating to 
administrative docmnents held or produced by public authorities. In 
its cormnent on the Decree, Article 19 notes that the exceptions to the 
right to information outlined in the Decree should be amended in order 
to comply xvith international standards. ’According to international 
law in this area, information should never be withl-leld unless it 
affects a legitimate interest protected by law-, release of the 
itfformation would cause actual harm to that interest and this harrrl 
would be greater than the harm caused to the public interest by 
non-disclosure. The provisions of the Decree on exceptions (Articles 
16 to 18) should be replaced by a 
single provision clearly laying down this three-part test.’ 
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16 Social welfare 

SOUTHERN- AFRICA: MAJORITY ST~LL LACK ACCESS TO SAFE WATER 

http://ipsne;vs,netinews asp?idnews 56443 

Only two in ever,v five people in the Southern African Development 
CommuniZe has access to safe water for drinking and household use. 
Three quarters of those lacking access, live in rural areas and the 
majority- of these are women and children. Chrispin Sedeke, head of the 
TransboundalTt Water Management Division of the ivlinistry tbr the 
Environment of the Democratic Republic of Congo, believes that even 
these discouraging figures are likely understated. According to a 
report published in iVlarch 2011 by the United Nations Environment 
Programme, the DRC possesses half of the water resources in Africa, 
but more than 50 million Congolese do not have access to water. 
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17 News from the diaspora 

CAMEROON: CAMEROON GIVES FRANCHISE TO DLASPORA 

http://bit,lv/qJ35v8 

A Bill that gives Cameroonians in the diaspora the vote has been 
passed into law The Bill sailed through during an extraordinary 
session of the National Assembly. Opposition groups and civil society 
organisations have, however, termed the new law a ’political gimmick’ 
by the ruling Cameroon Peoples Democratic Movement (CPDM) party to 
gain political capital and extra w~tes [’rom abroad during the 
forthcoming elections. 

ttAITI: ’It JE SHELTER S TttAT CLINTON BUILT 

http://www,theinvesti;ativefund.orv/investivations/internationali1524/the shelters that clinton built,’ 

When I)emosthene Lubert heard that Bill Clinton’s foundation was going 
to rebuild his collapsed school at the epicenter of tlaiti’s January 
12, 2010, earthquake, in the coastal city of L4og~ine, the academic 
director thought he was ’in paradise’. The project was armounced by 
Clinton as his foundation’s :first contribution to the Interim Haiti 
R ecovery Commission. However, when Nation reporters visited the 
’hurricane-prool’ shelters in June, six to eight months after they’d 
been installed, we found them to consist of 20 imported prefab 
trailers beset by a host of’problems, from mold to sweltering heat to 
shoddy construction. 

INTERNATIONAL CO)¢LMITFEE FOR THE FREEDOM OF THE CL~BAN 5 

Will the Real Terrorist Please Stand Up, Tuesday 26 July, Los Angeles, 
CA, Screening and Release to the Public 



’Will the real terrorist please stand up’ shows that US-backed 
violence against Cuba continued for decades Some Bay of’Pigs 
participants and the most well-known terrorists appear on camera to 
boast or re-evaluate their activities over the years. Orlando Bosch, 
Jose Basulto, Luis Posada Carriles and 2mtonio Veciana discuss 
assassinations and other actions the?’ took to bring down the 
Rew)lutionary government. The new film, with Danny Glover, Cuba’s top 
counter spy and Fide1 Castro himself (filmed recently) is combined 
with fascinating archival footage and a rare recorded interview from 
prison with one of the Cuban 5. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/en/category/diaspora/74985 

i 8 Co~fflict & emergencies 

ETHIOPIA: FAMINE TRAGEDY LOOMS IN" THE HORN 

http :/,,’bit. 1yiqgVJRc 

The Sornalia Food Security and Nutrition Analysis Unit (FSNALo 
estimates that 2.85 million people - a third of the population - are 
now in humanitarian crisis and in need of urgent assistance, an 
increase of 42.5 per cent over the figure in December 2010. ’We are no 
longer on the verge of a humanitarian disaster; we are in the middle 
of it no,v,’ Isaq Ahmed, the chaim~an of the Mubarak Relief and 
Development Organisation, a local NGO working in the south of the 
cotmtry, told IRIN on June 28. ’It is happening and no one is 
helping.’ 

LIBYA: NATO JETS DESTROY LIBYAN M1LITARY DFPOT 

http:h’english, allazeera netlnews/africa/201110712011717142844567305 html 

NATO jets have struck a military storage facility and other targets in 
the eastern outskirts of the capital, Tripoli Sunday’s attacks came 
two days after major international players recognised Libya’s 
opposition leadership as the country’s legitimate representative From 
Tripoli, bright flashes could be seen on the eastern horizon just 
after midnight, fbllowed by a steady rumbling that went on for an 
hour 

NIGERIA: THOUSAi~DS FLEE MAIDUGLff~I 

http:llwvav.bbc.co.ulc/newslworld-africa-14122175 

Thousands of Nigerians are fleeing the north-eastern city- of Maiduguri 
follo~ving a spate of recent attacks, which have killed at least 40 
people. Some of those leaving are students after the university’ was 
closed. The attacks have been carried out by the radical Islamist 
group, Boko Haram, which opposes Western education and fights [’or 
Islamic rule. 

SOUTtt SUDAN: UN COST-CUTTING TI]RI{A~IENS PEACEKEEP[NG MISSION 

http:llwww.hrwor~len/news/2011/07i06/south-sudan-un-c o st-cutting-th rea tens-peacekeepin~-mission 

The United Nations should ensure that peacekeepers have a strong 
mandate to protect civilians and should increase the number of troops 
deployed to South Sudan, a global coalition of eight international 
nongovernmental organisations said The UN Security’ Council is 
expected to authorise a new peacekeeping mission in South Sudan to 

succeed the current United Nations Mission in Sudan (UNMIS) The UN 
secretary-general has recommended increasing the number o:[’troops from 
the current 5,000 to 7,000 ttowever, some member states have urged 
lower troop levels, citing cost concerns. 

Vv%ST AFRICA: ECOWAS STfiPPIN(I UP RESPONSE 

http://www.irim~ews.or~/r epolt, aspx?reportid 93222 

Following years of discussion, representatives from the Economic 
Cormrlunity of West African States (ECOWAS) are now testing joint 
disaster responses in light of increased flooding and more severe 
droughts in West Africa over the past decade, according to the African 
Centre of Meteorological Application for Development (ACMAD). ’Major 
effbrts’ are under way for ’south-south cooperation between member 



states’, according to Andrea Diop, disaster focal point at ECOWAS, 
including setting up an Emergency Flood Fund for disaster response 
which individual countries can tap into; a natural disaster reduction 
task force; and an Emergency Response team. 
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19 Internet & technology 

.¢FRICA: NEW REPORT GIVES INSIGHTS ON MOBILE APPS POTENTIALS IN AFRICA 

There has hardly been a week without headlines on mobile apps in the 
last six nronths. The launch of the Apple apps store in July 2008 has 
undoubtedly been a turning point in what is today considered as a 
sector that generates at the global level US $ billion of annual 
revenues through apps downloads. Consultancy and research corapany, 
Balancing Act, has just released a new report entitled ’Mobile apps 
for Africa: Strategies to make sense of free and paid apps’ which 
analyses the nascent apps ecosystunr in Africa while providing an 
analytical framework allowing At~ican mobile operators or other 
stakeholders to decide on what strategy to adopt regarding mobile 
apps. 

http :/iwww.parabazuka. org/en/categot54internet/74959 

KENYA: PUBLId~ GAIN OiN~L INE .ACCESS TO GOVERN~MENT DATA 

http ://bit.lyioJ9~ 1 

Kenya has launched an Open Data portal, the first African country to 
make government data accessible to the ordinary citizen on an 
Internet-based platform. The portal will allow users to compare 
infbrmation at national, province and counbf levels Users will also 
create maps and other visualisations and directly download data on 
their computer or mobile phone 
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CALL FOR PAPERS: IMPACT OF THE NORTH AFRICAN" REVOLL~IONS ON SU~-SAHARAN AFRICA 

Afri\lAP invites submissions of papers on the impact of the events in 
Tunisia, Egypt and Libya on governance in sub-Saharan Africa 
objective is to encotu-age and promote new thinking and debate on 
issues that Afri\lAP is exploring through its research. We are 
particularly keen to encourage submissions based on primary sources, 
personal research and innovative thinking. 

MAKING EVERY YVOMAN COUiX’r 

Make Every Woman Count (]’,/It*;WC) is a newly established African women’s 
organisation. The organisation has launched a website, which provides 
timely and accurate information regarding the African women’s 
movement. Please visit the website for more information 
http://www makeeverywom anco unt.or~/ 

SOUTH AFRICAN ARfFISTS AGAINST ISRAELI APARTf;r[{ID 

http://www.south~fricanartistsa~ainstapartheid.com/2010/1 l/about html 

The http :i/www. southafricanartistsagainstapartheid corn website is 
dedicated to the declaration launched on 1 November 2010 by South 
African Artists Against Apartheid. You can follow the campaigns and 
events initiated by South African Artists Against Apartheid on this 
website, as well as recent news relating to international cultural 
boycott activities. 
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21 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

CALL FOR PAPERS: THE AFRICAN WOME~S JOURNAL 

As part of contributing to the African Women’s Decade (2010-2020) 
ttnough provision of information on the themes of the Decade, the 
African Wonren’s Journal for July-December 2011 will focus on the 
theme: Women’s Education and Training in Africa. 



http : //v, as, w pambazuka.ur~/en/cate~uryicuurses/74963 
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Fahamu - Netwurks Fur Sucia[ Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

(~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Nonconwnercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For furthcr details see: 
http://w~vw.pambazuka.org/er~about.php 

Pambazttka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://wwav.pambazuka. orgien ) 
Ediggo cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pambazttka.org/pt ) 
Edition frangaise ( http:/;’xwzw.pambazaka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://wxvw.pambazuka.org/el~,’nexvsfeed.php 

Pambaz~ka News is published xvith the suppolt of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://wxvw, pambazuka.org/erdabout .php ). 

To SL~BSCRIBE or UNSI~BSCRIBE go to: 
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or send a message to editor@pambazaka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka Netvs is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
netvsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentals’ and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Aiicica. 

Order Samir ~vnin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka th-ess ( 

http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm me&urn email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanetvs’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
/itwitter.col~’pambazukanews ( http ://twitter com/pambazukanews ). 

* Pambazaka News has a Del.icio us ( http://Del icio.us/) page, where 
you can view the various tvebsites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visit http:i/delicious.col~’pambaz~ka news. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~; 

Monday, July 18, 2011 1:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: UKZN 

Hi Eunice, 

For our meeting tomorrow, is this cafd in the L~NC bookstore by the student union? 
Thanks and I look folavard to receiving the 200 pages that you have ready for the proposal for South Africa :) 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, AIicica and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http:/istudyabroad unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
infi~rmation. Ant’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 5:15 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: R[~: UKZN 

Hi Rodney, 

How about July 19 at Bulls Head Care at 8.30am? ]f not, any day the first week of August. 

Cheers, 
E 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaqmn 
Sent: YVednesday, July 06, 2011 3:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: UKZN 

Hi Em~ice, 

If you want to schedule it now-, pick a day between July 18-29 to meet. My schedule is pretty open those days. Thanks. 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi[y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: htt p :i/studvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential information. Any unauthorized revie~v, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 2:47 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Su~iect: RE: LrKZN 

Good suggestions Comrade. 

I am here and can meet the last week of July or the first week of August. 



Mambo Fresh! 
Comrade Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: \Vednesday, July 06, 2011 2:20 PN/I 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: R[{: UKZN 

Hello Conrade Eunice! 

I have several questions on the budget, for example, field nrentoring in addition to the honoraria for cotmntmity visit? The budget seems on the high side, but it is a draft, they probably 
expect us to go back and request some changes. For now-, let’s focus on the proposal and after it is conrplete and in Bob’s hands, we can meet and go over the budget. OK’.’ 

I’ll be in Turkey front this Saturday on and back on July- 18th. We should nreet soon after. 

Mambo fresh! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi[y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: htt I~ :i/studvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Cotffidentialib" Notice: This e-mail nressage, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential itfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 2:09 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sulziect: RE: LrKZN 

Ha, Ha comrade’. 

At any rate, what are your thoughts on the estimates fi-om the Centre? By the way, remind them that Patrick will not have to grade the work? 

Cheers and more soon. 
Comrade Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 11:57 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sulziect: RE: LrKZN 

Who? lVhen? What program is this? You mean, you still want to mn a summer program in Durban? I like your sense of humor! : ) 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Al~;ica and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FF, DEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Teh ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http:/iatudyabroad unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential inlbrmation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies o:[’the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 11:20 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: UKZN 
Importance: tligh 

Hi Comrade Rodney, 

Finishing up tW editorial duties and writing for a book that was to be in the press 3 weeks ago. We be will sending you the material you need for the proposal this weekend. 

Pole Sana for the delay. 



Mamba Freshi soon! 
Comrade Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Use the attached edited dral?t proposal - UKZN 

Thanks, corm-ade, I’ll use this one then 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, AIicica and the I~ddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http://studvabroad unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is [’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

inJ2~rmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:44 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Use the attached edited draft proposal - UKZN 
Importance: tligh 

Comyade, 

Here is a draft proposal with minor ~’pos corrected! 

Use it as you move forward. 

Thanks [’or the productive meeting this morning. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Use the attached edited dral?t proposal - UKZN 

Did you mean to include in the title the program for Tanzania and Mexico? 
I hope that ~vas a typo :) 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 9:44 ~\I 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

SubJect: Use the attached edited draft proposal - UI<ZN 

Importance: High 

Comrade, 

Here is a draft proposa] with minor typos correctedt 

Use it as you move forward. 

Thanks for the productive meeting this morning. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, Jnly 19, 2011 11:37 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Grade roster information - CCO Summer 2011 courses 

AB-IN report form.pdf 

To: Instructors teaching CCO Summer 2011 

Grade rosters will be available through FaculW Center in ConnectCarolina on July 20, 2011. 

¯ Check to make sure you can see your rosters for Summer Session 2011 
¯ Enter grades for sections 990, 991, 992 {you may not have students in all 3 sections). You must use the "Change Class" button to switch sections. 
¯ Set the status to Approved and Save 
¯ Complete an IN/AB Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade and forward to Friday Center if necessary {attached). 

Final grades are due 72 hours after a class’s scheduled final exam. 
The entire ~’ading policy memo can be found at http:iiregweb.oit.unc.edu/resnurcesirpm24.php 
Important points about specific grades: 
(1) Regular Grades 

Every registered student must have an appropriate grade designation (no blanks). 
If a student did not show up for the final examination or has not been attending 
classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" must be assigned. 

If you are teaching a course at the 400 level or above, please check to see if a student is at the graduate level. If so they should be assigned a 
graduate grade. 

{2) Temporary Grades- 

"IN" Instructors should assign an "IN" where the s~tudent took the fina~ examination but did not complete some other course requirement. The student could 

pass the course if the assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as m~ "F" in m~ undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate student~ an "IN" is 

changed automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next regulm- semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will revert to an 

"F*" (a&ninis~tmtively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared mthin one ye~:r from the original exmnination. 

"AB" Must be given to a ffmdent who Nd not take an exam regardless of the reason, but might have passed the course had they done so. The "AB" is 

computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate s~dent’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is thronged automatically to an "F*" if the grade is 

not clea~ced by the last day of class in the ne~’~ reguloa so,nester. For gradaate s~m&nts, m~ "AB" will revert to an "F*" (administratively assigned grade) if the 
grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

"FA" Failed and absent from exam. The FA grade is given when the undergraduate s~adent did not attend the exam, and could not pass the course regaacdless 

of performance on the exam. This would be appropriate for a student that never attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as 

missing the e~n. 

Changing Grades 
To change a permanent grade or report the removal of a temporary grade, use the Official Report of Grade Change or Change of Temporary Grade 
Form. The University Registrar, must receive this completed form. [Temporary grades of "IN" {Incomplete) and "AB" {Absent), unless assigned in 
error, are recorded as a part of the official record, but are not reflected on a student’s external official transcript after conversion to a permanent 
grade.] 
If you need help with this process, my office will be happy to assist you. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Carol McDonnell 
Student Services Manager 

CarolMc Donnell 
Student Services Manager 
Universit3~ of N orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB#~t020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599d020 
carolmc@unc.edu 
800-862-5669 
fax 919-962-5549 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hreD"maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<’a>. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emml to ~’a bref "mailto:leave-29511457-3634613.47t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589fSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29511457- 

3634613.47fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a~ 



REPORT FOR ASSIGNMENT OF TEMPORARY GRADE OF AB OR IN TO UNDERGRADUATES 

This completed form should be forwarded with the Official Class Rolls and Grade Report to the Office of the University Registrar, Suite 3100, SASB North. 
The University Registrar will forward all forms to the students’ schools after the grading period. 

An AB(sent) grade must be assigned: 
if the student did not take the final examination and who by having taken the final exam, might have passed the course. The student must obtain an Official 
Examination Excuse from an academic dean (or the Office of the University Registrar for an excuse authorized by the University Student Health Service) 
before the final examination can be taken. An excused AB carries the force of an "F" grade until removed and automatically becomes an "F" if not removed 
within one regular semester. (NOTE: An "FA" is a permanent grade and must be assigned if the student was absent from the final and would not have 
passed the course, even with a satisfactory grade on the final. The grade of "FA" computes as an "F" in the student’s GPA) 

An IN(complete) grade may be assigned by the instructor: 
If the student takes the final examination at the scheduled time but needs to complete some work in the course. An "IN" carries the force of an "F" grade 
until removed and automatically becomes an "F" if not removed within eight weeks after the beginning of the next regular semester. 

Student’s Name: 

(E’nter Student’s Last, First, Middle) 

PID (Person ID): 

(Enter Student’s PID) 

School: 
(Enter Student’s School as it appears on Grade Roll i.e., AS, JO, SS, VS, etc.) 

Course: 
(Enter Course Number e.g., ECON ! O      Section: E.G., ’006’      Semester: E.g., Fall, Spring        Year: E.g., ’1999’) 

Grade Assignment 
AB: Part I 
Complete Part I if AB is assigned: 
1. If an Official Examination Excuse is (has been) issued, when will you schedule the final examination for this student? 

[]Fall []Spring []lstSS []2dSS 
2. Please rate the student’s attendance and performance during the semester. 

a. attendance [] satisfactory [] unsatisfactory 
b. performance [] satisfactory [] unsatisfactory 

3. Has the student completed all course requirements except the final examination? [] Yes [] No 
ffNO, will you allow the student to complete these requirements? [] Yes [] No 
If you will allow the student to complete these requirements, please complete items 1, 2, & 4 in Part II of this form. 

4. Based on your responses to items 2 and 3 in Part 1, can the student pass the course with a satisfactory performance on the final 
examination? [] Yes []No 

IN: Part II 
Complete Part II if IN is assigned 
1. Has the student been informed of the requirements needed to complete the course? 

[]Yes [] No 
2. Has the student made arrangements with you to submit tiffs work? [] Yes [] No 

If YES, briefly describe these arrangements in the comments section (below). 
3. Please rate the student’s attendance and performance during the semester. 

a. attendance [] satisfactory [] unsatisfactory 
b. performance [] satisfactory [] unsatisfactor?, 

4. Will the student be required to attend a part of your section or another instructor’s section of this course during a subsequent semester? 
[] Yes [] No 

Conm~ents Section (may be used for an assigned "FA" grade; use other side of form if necessary): 

Instructor’s Name: (pddnt) D ate: 

Instructor’s Signature: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 12:38 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] News & Observer 

Dear All, 

You may have noticed that our department has been mentioned in some recent News and Observer articles in relation to the football team. I have been advised to 

let you know that if you are contacted by the News & Observer or any other news source, etc from outside of UNC, you may choose to say something along the 

lines of, "I have no information about that, you can contact University Relations at 919-962-4515". 
Please do keep in mind that all students are covered by FERPA laws, and thus no information may be given out about them - this applies to student athletes 
as well as those who have already been in the paper (no matter what someone else might say!). 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Bnell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africa~n & Afro-America~n Studies 

109 Battle ttall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

1~ 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to al’dat~m as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mic.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:afdaIiam&o=29511930 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~..e..-..2..2.5...~...~..~:.~..Q..-:.3...2.~}.!~..@~8..:.e..~..7.2.a.~.~...a...5~8.~3..~:.3...~..c.)...5~4.~.~.~}~.~!~.~2~@~istser~.unc~edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 3:00 PM 

CCO Fall 2011 Revisions 

CCO instructors, 

This is a friendly reminder that standard revisions for your CCO fall 2011 course were due last Friday, July 15th. Please send your revisions to me as soon as 

possible. If you have any questions or concerns regarding your fall course, please let me know. 

Thanks, and have a great day! 

Jessa Bliss 

The Friday Center 

Jessa Bliss 

Instructional Designer 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 

jessa@unc.edu 

www.fridaycenter~unc.edu 





















http :iiairhugger.wordpress. comi2011/07/01 ithe-fight-for-environmental-j ustice-from-durban- 
south-africa-to-richmond-californiai#more-324 

The Fight for Environmental Justice: 

from Durban, South Africa to 
Richmond, California 

July 1,2011 in Richmond-CA, Bay Area, Environmental Justice, Oil Refineries, Human Health 
Tags: chevron, refinery, toxic, big oil, Environmental Justice, Bucket Brigade, Global 
Community Monitor, Air Pollution, air monitoring, Desmond D’sa, Durban, South Africa, 
SDCEA I by jmalonehendricks 

Last week, a national leader from across the globe visited Richmond, CA to show solidarity 
amongst fenceline communities. Desmond D’ sa, a South African native, living next to an 
industrial hub containing multiple petrochemical plants and two oil refineries, (one of which is 
the largest in the country), pointed out the vast similarities between his hometown of Durban, 
South Africa and the disproportionately effected fenceline community of North Richmond, CA. 

At a community meeting in Richmond, hosted by International Development Exchange (1DEX), 
Desmond, the Director of South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA), told 
stories of corporate bullying, neglect and the corrupt government officials that idly stand by. 
These stories rang true to the residents of Richmond who have seen many &the same corporate 

tactics. After a toxic release in Richmond in 1991, West County Toxic Coalition wrote a letter to 
Chevron that included the same observation: "But when it comes to the company’s damage to 
human beings, who are your neighbors, you have ignored your responsibilities." 

The residents of both communities are plagued by acute health problems believed to be related to 
the heavy industrial chemicals processed at nearby oil refineries. Asthma and cancer rates are 
high in both communities and the risk of accidents at the refineries is a day-to-day threat for 
residents. Both communities feel their health is marginalized in favor of corporate profits and 
that their concerns have been minimized and left to fall on deaf ears. And yet, both communities 

see similar solutions of real time air monitoring and emergency response plans. 

Residents deserve the right to know what they are being exposed to, and real time air monitoring 
along the fenceline is the only way for the community to understand the level of exposure. 
Global Community Monitor empowers residents by training citizens to monitor their own air 

through the Bucket Brigade, and has worked closely with Desmond as well as other members of 
SDCEA. Desmond argued that collecting and distributing data regarding pollution and its health 
impacts were crucial in winning larger public support for environmental reforms. Industry needs 
to be held accountable and should be required to use their profits to clean up their mess. 



These similarities do more than just make personal connections. These similarities show a 
troubling trend of industrial neighbors world,vide. Many industries across the globe operate with 
impunity and apparent disregard for their neighbors living on the fenceline. This is not an 
isolated problem and we cannot view it as such. In a radio inte~’iew (Desmond’s portion begins 
around 3A mark), Desmond stressed the need for fenceline communities, like the ones in 
Richmond, CA and South Durban, South Africa, to unite with other Environmental Justice 
groups around the world. Small groups of committed activists can alter the policies of maj or 
multinational corporations and histol5" tells us that is usually the only way to bring about change. 

"You can win against giants" -Desmond D’ Sa 

An important semantic battle is on, over ’Green Economy’ meanings. Here’s an ecofeminist input: 

"Today, those who have created the ecological crisis talk of the Green Economy. For them, the Green 

Economy means appropriating the remaining resources of the planet for profit -- from seed and 

biodiversity to land and water as well as our skills, such as the environmental services we provide. For us, 

the privatization and commodification of nature, her species, her ecosystems, and her ecosystem services 

cannot be part of a Green Economy, for such an approach cannot take into account our traditions. The 

resources of the Earth are for the welfare of all, not the profits of a few. Sharing our vital resources 

equitably and using them sustainably for livefihoods and basic needs is at the heart of our concept of a 

Green Economy. Our rich knowledge of biodiversity, our ecologically sustainable agriculture, and our 

crafts techniques are free of fossil fuels and toxics... Our Green Economies are diverse and decentralized 

and therefore are a path of empowerment for all. Women are the storehouse of knowledge and provide 

the cultural base to create and build economies that increase wellbeing and happiness, joy and beauty, 

sustainabifity and equity. It is from our region of South Asia that the concept of Gross National Happiness 

has spread worldwide. We will deepen this concept and make it the basis of the Green Economy." 

DHAKA DECLARATION: 

SWAN (South Asia Women’s Network)’s Positions on an emerging Green Economy 

Preamble 

We, the women of South Asia, gathered in Dhaka, Bangladesh on July 2 and 3, 2011, for the Third 

Annual Conference of SWAN (South Asia Women’s Network), which was dedicated to the theme of 
"Women of South Asia and the Green Economy". We come from nine South Asian countries : 

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Myanmar, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. 

The SWAN Annual Conference brings together eight individual SWAN networks, respectively on Arts and 

Literature; Women in Peacemaking; Health, Nutrition, and Food Security; Education; Crafts and Textiles; 

Microcredit, Livelihood, and Development; Environment; and Women in Media. Women working in each 

of these areas make vital contributions to the Green Economy. There can be no Green Economy without 

Arts and Literature that express our local traditions, and women play a central role in preserving and 

disseminating these traditions. There can be no Green Economy without Peace. Armed conflict, 
terrorism and all violent acts are destructive of the Green Economy. The peace we ask for cannot ever 

be at the expense of women’s rights. A Green Economy is the only enduring basis for good health, and 



for ensuring adequate nutrition and food security. Education for an authentic Green Economy is our 

commitment. Our rich tradition of crafts and textiles does not just contribute to our rich culture, it is the 

very basis of green livelihoods. Facilitating local sustainable livelihoods is the real role of microcredit and 

financial systems. We will use the media to show to our region and the world that the women of South 

Asia bring solutions to the ecological and poverty crises. We will define the Green Economy on our 

terms, through our cultures and our lives. 

South Asia is the region that bears a heavy burden of the global ecological crisis, including climate 

change and species extinction. The melting of the Himalayan glaciers, the intensification of droughts, 

floods, and cyclones, and the rising sea level aggravate the already-serious ecological stresses in our 

region. Despite the differences and diversity within our region, we all share and depend on one 

geographical space. During periods of deep catastrophe and uncertainty, we need to recognize a 

multiplicity of perspectives that will offer diverse and plural solutions. 

South Asia is one of the richest regions in terms of bio-cultural diversity, but this diversity is under threat 

of monocultures pushed through the Green Revolution and genetic engineering. These non-sustainable 

and failed technologies are being forced on our people, driving them deeper into debt and poverty. Our 

rich biodiversity and knowledge heritage is being patented and pirated, depriving our people of the 

benefits of their own heritage and resources. When environmental crises force us to migrate to cities, 

we also experience loss of livelihoods due to lack of access to urban space, materials and new forms of 

urban management. Our bodies are imprinted with toxics from unsustainable consumption of others. 

The right to sustainable development should be inalienable. This is vital for women’s empowerment and 

for preserving our planet for future generations 

Women of South Asia bear the highest burden of climate change, biodiversity erosion and unsustainable 

forms of urbanization. But we also bring solutions to these global crises with our knowledge, skills, 

wisdom, and experience. We seek to work in harmony with nature, rather than resorting to geo- 

engineering that could further aggravate the ecosystem balance. That is why we bring something 

unique to the global discussion on sustainable development and the Green Economy in the lead-up to 

Rio+20 and visions beyond. 

Statement and Commitment 

A Green Economy should be an economic system that ensures social justice and equity, protects the 

ecological balance and creates economic sufficiency. Such a Green Economy should replace the current 

economic order, which is based on inequity, environmental destruction and greed, which has resulted 

in keeping nearly half the world’s population in poverty, and has brought the planet to the point of a 

severe environmental catastrophe through climate change. The core idea of a Green Economy must be 

poverty alleviation, environmental sustainability through maintaining biodiversity, and the well-being of 

all the people. 

As SWANs, we embrace such a Green Economy. We commit ourselves to raising our collective voices for 

it. We will transcend the fragmenting boundaries that attempt to divide us, and will unify our energies 

to create a better world for all. 

Our local economies have always been in harmony with nature. We have used resources prudently, and 

shared them equitably. SWAN believes that agriculturists and craftspeople around the world have 

always worked in tandem with the seasons and in harmony with nature. A craftswoman carries with her 



the wisdom of generations that did not pillage the planet for profit. She has a deep commitment 

towards nurturing the natural world for sustaining livelihoods. The only raw materials needed to keep 

millions employed is a thriving green environment with rich forests, wild grasses, clean waters, and 

unravaged hillsides. The dignity and creativity of hand-work greatly contributes towards sound rural 

economies. This work of women across the South Asian region must be acknowledged by all those who 

wish to build an inclusive and truly integrated, ecologically balanced world. 

Today, those who have created the ecological crisis talk of the Green Economy. For them, the Green 

Economy means appropriating the remaining resources of the planet for profit -- from seed and 

biodiversity to land and water as well as our skills, such as the environmental services we provide. 

For us, the privatization and commodification of nature, her species, her ecosystems, and her ecosystem 

services cannot be part of a Green Economy, for such an approach cannot take into account our 

traditions. The resources of the Earth are for the welfare of all, not the profits of a few. 

Sharing our vital resources equitably and using them sustainably for livelihoods and basic needs is at the 

heart of our concept of a Green Economy. Our rich knowledge of biodiversity, our ecologically 

sustainable agriculture, and our crafts techniques are free of fossil fuels and toxics. They generate 

creative and dignified livelihoods and they provide the basis for poverty alleviation. We stand 

committed to strengthening these life-giving traditions. 

It is of vital importance to spread awareness about these issues through the media and through the 

educational process, which reaches out to youth and children. Awareness about the Green Economy and 

the significance of its diverse impacts is essential in order to enable all segments of society to make 

informed choices. Recognizing the changing face of the media, SWAN encourages the use of new media, 

including social networking tools, to reach out and support the women of South Asia in their struggle to 

meet the challenges of ensuring the Green Economy for sustainable development. 

Our Green Economies are diverse and decentralized and therefore are a path of empowerment for all. 

Women are the storehouse of knowledge and provide the cultural base to create and build economies 

that increase wellbeing and happiness, joy and beauty, sustainability and equity. It is from our region of 

South Asia that the concept of Gross National Happiness has spread worldwide. We will deepen this 

concept and make it the basis of the Green Economy. 

We stand committed to peace in our region and to strengthening these life-giving traditions. We commit 

ourselves to defending the ecological integrity of our region -- our mountains and rivers, our land and 

oceans, our natural forests, biodiversity and seeds. We commit ourselves to creating prosperity and 

peace through the Green Economy that protects and enriches our natural and cultural heritage. We 

commit ourselves to resisting those irresponsible policies and armed conflicts that directly harm women 

and children. We commit ourselves to equity and to defending vital resources, like forests, seed and 

biodiversity, rivers and water, as a commons, or We recognize that the Green Economy we envisage will 

greatly facilitate and strengthen women’s empowerment in South Asia and in other parts of the world. 

We commit ourselves to working together to show that a better world is possible. We commit ourselves 

to making our voices heard at all important regional and multilateral forums where these issues are 

being discussed. 

Signatories: 



Ms Veena Sikri, Professor, Academy of Third World Studies, Jamia Millia Islamia University, New 

Delhi (India) : Convener of SWAN and Coordinator of the SWAN on Arts and Literature 

Dr Vandana Shiva, Navdanya (Research Foundation for Science, Technology & Ecology), New Delhi 

(India), and Dr Uchita de Zoysa, Executive Director, Centre for Environment & Development, Colombo 

(Sri Lanka) : Co-coordinators of the SWAN on the Environment 

Ms Shinkai Zahine Karokhail, Member of the National Assembly of Afghanistan : Coordinator of the 

SWAN on Women in Peacemaking 

Ms Shaheen Anam, Executive Director, Manusher Jonno Foundation, Dhaka (Bangladesh) : 

Coordinator of the SWAN on Microcredit, Livelihood and Development 

Dr Mira Shiva, Director, Initiative for Health, Equity and Society; and Founder Member, Diverse 

Women for Diversity : Coordinator of the SWAN on Health, Nutrition and Food Security 

Dr Rasheda K Choudhury, Executive Director, CAMPE (Campaign for Popular Education), Dhaka 

(Bangladesh) : Coordinator of the SWAN on Education 

Ms Jaya Jaitly, Founder President of the Dastkari Haat Samiti, New Delhi (India) : Coordinator of the 

SWAN on Crafts and Textiles 

Ms Nandini Sahai, Director, The International Centre, Goa (India) and Founder Director, MICCI 

(Media Information and Communication Centre of India) : Coordlnator of the SWAN on Women in 
Media. 

AFGHANISTAN : 

Ms Razia Sadat, Member of the National Assembly of Afghanistan 

Ms Elay Ershad, Member of the National Assembly of Afghanistan 

Asila Wardak Jamal, Director, Human Rights & Women’s International Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Kabul 

Ms Monireh Hashemi, Theatre Director, Simorgh Film Association of Culture and Art (SFACA), Herat, 

Ms Frozan Rahmani, Correspondent, Pajhwok News Agency, Kabul 

Ms Hasina Safi, Afghan Women’s Education Centre (AWEC), Kabul. 

BANGLADESH 

Ms Sabrina Islam, President, Women Entrepreneur’s Association, Dhaka 

Ms Farida Zaman, Professor & Chairman, Deptt of Drawing and Painting, Faculty of Fine Arts, University 

of Dhaka 



Ms Tropa Majumdar, Theatre Director, Dhaka. 

Ms Munni Saha, Head of News, ATN News, Dhaka. 

Ms Lubna Marium, Creative Director, Sadhana, Dhaka 

Ms Khushi Kabir, Coordinator, Nijera k~ori, Dhaka 

Dr Kaosar Afsana, Associate Director Health, BRAC, Dhaka 

Dr Meghna Guhathakurta, Executive Director, Research Initiatives Bangladesh, Dhaka 

Dr Niaz Zaman, Professor, Department of English, University of Dhaka 

Ms Rubi Ghaznavi, Managing Director, Arannya Crafts, Dhaka 

Sara Zaker, Deputy Managing Director, Asiatic Marketing Communications, Dhaka 

Suraiya Chowdhury, Director of Design, Prokritee, Dhaka 

Ms Rokeya Sultana, professor, Department of Print Making, Faculty of Fine Arts, University of 

Dhaka 

Ms Kanak Champa ¢:hakma, Contemporary Free Lance artist 

Ms Jharna Dhara Chowdhury, Secretary, Gandhi Ashram Trust, Jayag, Noahkhali 

BHUTAN 

Ms Kunzang Choden Tshering, Chief HR Officer, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Thimphu 

Ms Roseleen Gurung, Microfinance Specialist, Tarayana Foundation, Thimphu. 

Ms Namgay Wangmo, Project Officer, Bhutan Association of Women Entrepreneurs (BAOWE), Thimphu 

Ms Meena Rai, Programme Officer, Bhutan Association of Women Entrepreneurs (BAOWE), Thimphu 

INDIA 

Ms Bharati Chaturvedi, Director, Chintan Environmental Research and Action Group, New Delhi. 

Professor Madhu I~hanna, Director, Centre for Comparative Religions and Civilisations, Jamia Millia 

Islamia University 

Dr Saryu Doshi, Author and Art Historian, Mumbai 

Ms Shalini Joshi, Co-Director, Nirantar, Centre for Gender and Education, New Delhi 



Dr Sabiha Hussain, Associate Professor, Dr KR Narayanan Centre for Dalit and Minority Studies, 

Jamia Millia Islamia University 

Ms Sohaila Kapur, Theatre Director and Playright, New Delhi 

Ms Sarita Kumari, Social Activist, Ghanerao, Rajasthan 

Ms Sadia Dehlvi, Editor, Curator, Author and Art Historian, New Delhi 

Ms Usha Ganguli, Theatre Director, Rangakarmee, Kolkata. Email : 

Ms Arati Jerath, The Crest Edition, Times of India, New Delhi 

MALDIVES 

Ms Yudhra Abdul Latheef, Attorney-at-Law, Deputy State Attorney, Attorney General’s Office 

Ms. Aminath Shaneez Saeed, National President 2011, Junior Chamber International, Maldives, 

Ms Thoiba Saeedh, Director, Encore Theatre Productions, Male 

Ms. Aishath Rishtha, Programme Mannager, SWAD, Society for Women Against Drugs, Male 

MYANMAR 

Ms Cherie Aung Khyn, CEO & Designer, Elephant House Co. Ltd, 

Yangon 

Ms. Nu Nu Yee, Vice President, Myanmar Women Entrepreneurs’ Association, Yangon 

Mr Isaac Khen, Executive Director, Gender and Development Initiatives, Yangon, 

NEPAL 

Ms Pramila Acharya Rijal, Chairperson, SAARC Chamber Women Entrepreneurs’ Council (SCWEC). 

Mr Bidur Thapa, Director of Field Programmes and Operations, SEARCH-Nepal, Kathmandu 

Ms Prativa Shrestha, Coordinator, Status of Women in Nepal Report, Shtrii Shakti, kathmandu, 

Ms Radha Kayastha, Madhesh Foundation for Peace and Development, Kathmandu 

Ms Abha Jha, Madhesh Foundation for Peace and Development, Kathmandu 

PAKISTAN 



Professor Salima Hashmi, Dean, School of Visual Arts and Design, Beaconhouse National University, 

Lahore 

Ms Madeeha Gauhar, Artistic Director, Ajoka Theatre, Lahore. 

Ms Madiha Kazi, Textile Designer, Thardeep Rural Development Programme, Karachi 

Dr. Durre Sameena Ahmed, Chairperson and Senior Research Fellow, Center for the Study of Gender and 

Culture, Lahore 

Ms Marianna Baabar, Diplomatic Editor, The News, 27 A, Harkey Street, Rawalpindi 

Ms Zoia Tariq, CEO, ZEST Media/Events/Publications, Lahore 

Ms Ambreen Waheed, Executive Director, Responsible Business Initiative, Lahore 

Dr Faiz H Shah, Head, Development Management, Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok. 

Ms Tabinda Alkans Jaffery, CEO, Asasah Microfinance, Lahore 

Ms Zehra Arshad, National Coordinator, Pakistan Coalition for Education, Islamabad. 

SRI LANKA 

Hon’ble Justice Shiranee Tilakawardane, Justice of the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka, Colombo 2. 

Ms Vidyani Hettigoda, Chairperson, Women’s Chamber of Industry and Commerce, Colombo. 

Ms Nishani Jessica Marina Dissanayake, Foreign News Editor, Lakbima (Sinhala daily), and Editor, 

Samudra (Sinhala magazine) 

Ms Mano Alles, Managing Director, Abans Financial Services, Colombo 

.Ms Rohini Nanayyakara, Chairperson and Board Member, Lanka Orix Leasing Company Lid, and Lanka 

Orix Microcredit Limited, Colombo 

Ms Chandramali Liyanage, National Crafts Council of Sri Lanka, Colombo. Email : buddhincc@sltnet.lk 

Debate-list mailing list 

Debate-list@fahamu.org 

http:i/lists.fahamu.orgicgi-binimailman!listinfo/debate-list 

Why are fossil fuel assets Triple-A rated? 



BusinessGreen..‘5.~.~.t.!.R:../../.~y.~y.~y....~2.t.~.i.~ke..%g.r..c.‘..c.‘.~:..c.9.Ln.~: Report suggests valuation of top 200 listed fossil fuel firms is 

based on ’unburnable’ carbon assets 

* guardian.c~.uk.%~t..t.l?.;./../3y3y3y.:.g~.~.a~r..c..~j..a-n.:.~..~.A~./..~‘.~ Tuesday 12 July 2011 14.38 BST 

*http Jiwww.guardian.co.ukienviro~wnenti2011ijuli 12/fossil-fuels-coal 

[http:iistatic.gtfim.co.uldsys-i~ruagesiGuardianiPixipicmresi2009i2i14/1234647991926iChm~k-of-coal-on-fire- 
001.jpg] 

Why are the stocks and shares of carbon-intensive firms Triple-A rated? Photograph: Don FarralliGetty Images 

Why are the stocks and shares of carbon-intensive firms Triple-A rated when they face significam legislative, 
reputational and enviromnental risks in virtually every geography in Milch they operate? 

It is a question that is gaining traction among green investors, and one which looks set to gain fresh momentum 
following the release of a report today investigating how the valuation of many fossil fuel firms is based on 
coal<http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/coal>, oil and gas assets that climate change policies may ultimately 
stop them from exploiting. 

Entitled Unburnable Carbon - Arc the world’s financial markets cawing a carbon bubble?, the report analyses the 
fossil fuel reserves of the top 100 listed coal companies and the top 100 listed oil and gas companies, and concludes 
that if the world is to actfieve the internationally agreed target of limiting average temperature rises to 2°C, only 20 
per cent of these reserves can be accessed. 

The report:, produced by the Carbon Tracker hfitiafive NGO, draws on research from the Potsdam Institute, which 

calculates that to limit the chance of exceeding the two degree target agreed by the UN, then the world can emit just 

565 gigatounes of CO2 (GtCO2) between now and 2050. 

However, according to the report, known fossil fuel reserves declared by mining and 
energyZ.~.!.t.:t.~]../.~.~.~.:g..u~a.Ld~i.~:..c...~..:.~.e....n~v.j..r..~..1~!&~gy.): firms top 2,795 GtCO2, meaning just 20 per cent of 
known reserves can be used if the world is to stand a good chance of avoiding temperature increases of two degrees. 

"hwestors are thus left exposed to the risk of unburnable carbon," the report states. "If the 2°C target is rigorously 
applied, then up to 80 per cent of declared resel~;es owned by the world’s largest listed coal, oil and gas companies 
and their investors would be subject to impairment as these assets becmne stranded." 

Speaking to BusinessGreen, Jere~ny Leggett, chairman of Carbon Tracker and founder of renewable energy firm 
Solarcenttn% said there was significant evidence to suggest fossil fuel companies were sitting on a huge investment 
bubble. 

"At the very minimum, there is substantial unrecognised risk in the capital markets and the way they operate," he 
said. "We can only burn 20 per cent of what we know to be underground, and that does not even include future 
reserves tlrat fossil fuel companies will uncover." 

He added that investors were guilty of underestimating the likely impact of policy measures designed to curb carbon 
emissions<http:iiwww.gt~ardian.co.ukienvirounaenticarbon-emissions>, such as the carbon tax aunounced by the 
Australian goven~nent yesterday. 

"Investors are facing the policy risks that will arise if governments do just a little bit of what they say they will do on 
climate change, and then you have the disruptive teclmology risk [presented by low-carbon energy] that could mean 
lbssil fuel assets become stranded," he explained. 



Leggett’s cormnents were echoed by Sean Kidney, chair of the Climate Bonds Initiative, which will this month 
launch new standards for green investment bonds. "When is someone going to draw the link between the likelihood 
of govermnents getting their act together on climate change within the next 10 years and the fact that these fossil 
fuel assets have a 30-year life span?" he asked. 

He warned that maW investors, including pension funds, were not cognisant of the significant long-term risk fossil 
fuel firms and assets now face. "If you have an i~fformed view that climate change policy is a fad, then you can 
argue the risks are low," he said. "But if you think climate change policy will get tighter and climate change impacts 
will get more severe, then you have to factor in greater levels of risk than is appreciated at the moment." 

Leggett warned that governments, regulators and investors need to undertake an urgent reappraisal of the valuation 
placed on fossil fuel assets that could be left stranded by either emerging clean technologies or robust climate 
change policies. 

"The lesson from the credit crunch is that the entire shooting match can be based entirely on dysfunctional 
assumptions," he said. "We are dealing with an analogous scenario in the energy markets." 

The report is calling on investors and asset owners to ask themselves the extent to which they are exposed to carbon- 
intensive assets that could be left stranded, while also challenging regulators to introduce new rules that require 
fossil fuel firms to report on the potential carbon impacts of their resea~es and put in place "stability measures" to 
cope with the bursting of any "carbon bubble". 

Download lull report<http://www.carbontracker.org/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2011/07/Unburnable-Carbon- 
Full-rev2.pdl~ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:[climateO9-int] Earth First! and Rising Tide Say "No" to Tar Sands at MT Gov. Brian Schweitzer’s 

Office 

Date:Sun, 17 Jul 2011 21:33:37 -0700 

From:Scott Parkin <sparkin@ran.org> 

Hey all--last week, in response to the Silvertip pipeline oil spill of 1000 barrels into the Yellowstone 

River, Exxon’s heavy haul shipments of tar sands equipment to Alberta and the proposed Keystone XL 

pipeline, Earth First! and Northern Rockies Rising Tide organized 100 activists to take over and lock 

down in MT Gov. Brian Schweitzer’s offices in the MT capitol. 

Five were arrested, over 100 occupied the building and a climb team ascended the flagpoles to hang a 

banner that said "Pipelines Spill, Tar Sands Kill, Big Oil Out of Montana." 

Here’s a video and some selected media hits. 

http;//www.youtube.com/watch?v=e vd4QC rg4 

tell-gov-schweitzer-%E2%80%9Cbig-oil-out-of-montana%E2%80%9 D! 



h ttp :!!northernro ckies risingtid e. w o rd p ress.com!2011!07! 12!pipelines-s~i/Fexxon-ki! !s-b!g- o i l- o u t -o f- 

montana! 

http:!!www.usatoday.com!news!nation!2011-07-13-m o nta na-oil-protest n.htm 

http ://www.democracynow.org/20 $ $/7 /13 /headl ines#7 

Tl~s, Scott Parkin 

Rainfomst Action Nelwork 

SeNor Orga~zer, Coal Florence 

sparkin@ran.org 

221 Pine St #500 

San Francisco, CA 94104 USA 

415-659-0524 office 

415-398-2732 fax 

cell 

www.ran.org 

Join o~ activist list sere to plug into local grassroots activities at http://lists.riseup.net/www/subscriber/ran. 

You are subscribed to the "ClimateJusticeNow! SA" group on GoogleGroups. 

To post : climatejusticesa@googlegroups.com 

To unsubscribe : climatej usticesa+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com 

For more options : http:iigroups.google.co.zaigroupiclimatejusticesa?hl----en?hl----en 

message-footer, txt 

Climate Justice Action Network International Coordination List 

POST TO LIST: climate09-int@lists.riseup.net 

UNSUBSCRIBE: send a blank email to climate09-int- 
unsu]bs cri:be@i!::i:st s. ri:seup, net 

LISTKEEPERS : climateO9-in t-editor@li s ts o ri s eup o n e t 



(Darn those UN bureaucrats and Chinese coal addicts, amplifying the world’s worst climate 
trends, and potentially funding Medupi.) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [climate justice now!] U.N. body upholds the right to incentivize ’clean coal’ (World 

Bank to blame) 
Date:Sat, 16 Jul 2011 08:56:46 -0400 

From:Daphne Wysham 5 @gmail.com> 

It was the World Bank who 

pushed this flawed methodology forward in the first place by lowering 

their energy efficiency standards back in the late ’90s. See my 

article here: 

http:iiwww.earthisland.orgijournal/index.phpiarticle/wysham 

U.N. body upholds the right to incentivize ’clean coal’ (07/15/2011) 

Nathanial Gronewold, E&E reporter 

UNITED NATIONS -- The concept of coal plants as soldiers in the fight against 
global warming survives, for now. 

Yesterday, the Executive Board of the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) 
refused to suspend a process whereby coal-fired power plants can earn 
greenhouse gas emissions offset credits, which usually go to projects that 
are seen as removing or preventing emissions from entering the atmosphere. 

The CDM is a U.N.-run international offsets generation and credit 

trading program, created after passage of the Kyoto Protocol 

international climate change treaty. 

Proponents of the methodology used to allow coal plants to earn 

credits say the practice awards developers for building more efficient 

supercritical coal-fired plants, which are cleaner than the older 

technology that would be built instead. 

Last week, a panel that reviews project methodologies recommended that 

the coal plant approval process be suspended immediately. The "meth 

panel," as it is commonly called, said the rules as currently drafted 



pose a serious risk of allowing power plants to grossly overestimate 

the carbon dioxide savings of using newer technology. 

The meth panel argued that the coal-plant methodology used today 

doesn’t factor in normal advances in the coal industry or the regular 

maintenance and enhancements that companies usually take that end up 

making plants more efficient anyway° 

However, at a meeting under way in Morocco, the Executive Board found 

that the risk didn’t seem serious enough. It has now requested that 

the meth panel take a second look at its earlier recommendation. 

"The meth panel should start working on it to see if there is a 

serious problem," argued Dutch Executive Board member Lex de Jonge 

during the meeting, broadcast live over the Internet. 

The methodology panel argued that it would be prudent to suspend the 

approval process now, to give it time to revise the process before any 

offset credits get issued to coal plants. Thus far, five supercritical 

coal-fired power generation facilities are registered in the CDM, most 

in India, but none of them have been issued greenhouse gas emission 

reduction credits, according to CDM offices. 

Chinese board member happy; Sierra Club livid 

Chinese member Maosheng Duan was the most vocally opposed to either 

suspending credit allocation to the plants or to ordering a revision 

in the methodology. "I don’t think the information is enough to make a 

decision1" he said. 

"We are not sure of the magnitude," Armenian member Diana Harutyunan 

agreed. "First study, and then start a revision°" 

Instead of a suspension, the Executive Board will instruct the 

methodology panel members to take another look at the rules and come 

up with a more convincing argument that it is flawed. After its first 



review, the panel found that by allowing companies to set 

emissions-level baselines against technology that is now a decade old, 

they could be exaggerating their estimated avoided emissions through 

using newer technology by 25 or 50 percent. 

Should the panel find inadequacies that are serious enough in a second 

review, it is authorized to come up with an alternative methodology, 

which would have to be looked at by the Executive Board at its next 

meeting. Board Chairman Martin Hession called it a "conditional 

mandate for the revision to the meth panel." 

Environmental groups are opposed to the very concept of allowing coal 

plants to earn credits for reducing greenhouse gases. But many were 

hoping that a suspension of credit allocation would be the first step 

towards getting the methodology tossed out of the CDM entirely. 

Justin Guayl an associate with the Sierra Club’s International Climate 

Program, was livid about the Executive Board’s decision. 

"The panel was presented with clear flaws in the methodology and 

failed to act decisively in accordance with the facts," Guay said. "It 

seems to reinforce the notion that they are asleep at the wheel." 

During the meeting yesterday, Hession said that the board’s decision 

merely amounted to a request that the methodology panel "come forward 

with a more detailed analysis." 

Daphne Wysham 

Fellow, Institute for Policy Studies 

Co-Director, Founder, Sustainable Energy & Economy Network wwwoips- 

Host, Earthbeat Radio/TV www.earthbeatradio.org; www.therealnews.com 

twitterocom!daphnewysham 

202-787-5208 
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Business Day 

Eskom seeks Medupi carbon credits 

JOCELYN NEW~hRCH 

Published: 2010/04/28 06:40:40 ~I 

Photo: Sunday Times 

ESKOM wants to apply for carbon credits for Medupi, its planned coal- 

fired power station in Limpopo, under the United Nations (UN) Clean 

Development Mechanism (CDM) programme, in a move sure to inflame 

environmental sensibilities. 

Medupi will use supercritical coal technology -- known in fossil fuel 

circles as "clean coal" -- which emits fewer greenhouse gases per 

kilowatt compared to older technology. 

Nevertheless, the power station is expected to add about 32-million tons 

of CO2 e (CO2 equivalent) emissions, a large addition to SA’s annual 

total of 450-million tons 

"It would be very controversial. This is a coal-fired power station, 

with large emissions and using discard coal ," said Ciska Terblanche, MD 

of carbon market consultancy CDM Africa Climate Solutions and a member 

of the UN’s CDM methodology panel, last week. 

Mandy Rambharos, Eskom’s climate change and sustainability manager, said 

a feasibility study was under way to check whether Medupi could apply 

for carbon credits. 

Medupi, which will produce 4800MW , is set to cost about Rl20bn , but 

Eskom has struggled to pay for it, even with a 3,5bn World Bank loan. 

Ra~haros said Eskom’s carbon credits application, if it went ahead, 

could take up to two years. To receive the credits -- which can be traded 

-- projects must be registered with the UN programme. 



Although CDM registration does not provide for a direct cash injection, 

projects are awarded carbon credits based on the amount of avoided 

emission reductions each year. 

A methodology for supercritical coal has been approved by the CDM, 

although as yet no large coal projects using this technology, such as 

Medupi, have been registered. 

Projects must prove "additionality", that is, that they would not be 

viable without CDM registration, or that there were barriers to 

establishing the newer, more efficient technology in a particular 

country. It is not yet clear whether Eskom would be able to prove 

additionality. 

Terblanche said Eskom would need to put forward documentation showing 

why Medupi would need CDM funds, and would then apply for registration 

She said Eskom’s application might be accepted on the basis that Medupi 

would be the first power station of its kind in SA to use this 

technology, but that it was difficult to say without details on the project. 

T he World Bank might have encouraged Eskom to apply for carbon credits, 

as the bank was known to push its projects for CDM accreditation, 

Terblanche said. 

Eskom would be able to sell forward any potential carbon credits in 

order to obtain funds up front, but this would be risky as it would have 

to pay these back if Medupi’s registration were not approved. 

Richard Worthington, climate change manager for the World Wide Fund for 

Nature lobby group, said Eskom would have built a supercritical coal 

plant anyway and the application was unlikely to work. 

"Eskom has enough to get right without trying to get carbon credits for 

a business-as-usual power station," he said. 

newmarchj@bdfm, co,za 
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EDITORIAL 

A Look Into the Ocean’s Future 

PubiisPled: July 15, 20I 1 

There is simply no exaggerating the importance of the oceans to earth’s overall ecological balance. Their health affects 
the health of all terrestrial life. A new report by an international coalition of marine scientists makes for grim reading. 
It concludes that the oceans are approaching irreversible, potentially catastrophic change. 

The experts, convened by the International Program on the State of the Ocean and the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature, found that marine "degradation is now happening at a faster rate than predicted." The oceans 
have warmed m~d become more acidic as they absorbed human-generated carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. They 
are also more ox3~gen-deprived, because of agricultural runoff and other anthropogenie causes. This deadly trio of 
conditions was present in previous mass extinctions, according to the report. 

The oceans’ natural resilience has been seriously compromised. Pollution, habitat loss and overfishing are dangerous 
threats on their own. But when these factors converge, they can destroy marine ecosystems. 

The severib~ of human impact was reinforced last week when scientists concluded that seven commercially important 
species, inefuding marlin, mackerel and three tuna species, were either ~allnerable to extinction, endangered or 
critically endangered according to I.U.C.N. standards. The solutions that might help slow further degradation include 
immediate reduction in carbon dioxide emissions, a system of marine conservation areas and a way to protect ocean 
life that goes beyond national jurisdictions. 

This is the work of nations, but such goals require pressure fl’o~n ordinary citizens if there is to be any hope of 
bringing them about in the face of opposing political and economic interests. As the new study notes, changes in the 
oceans, caused by carbon emissions, are perhaps "the most significant to the earth system," par tieularly because they 
will further accelerate climate change. 

Roadmap to Earth Summit 2012: 

Key dates, events and milestones 



2011 

KEY ROLES 

European Union Presidency: Hungary 

Presidency of the G20 and G8: France 

Chair of G77: Argentina 

August 21st - 27th World Water Week, Stockholm, Sweeden 

September 3rd - 5th 64th UN Department of Public Information (DPI) Conference, Bonn_ Germany 

September 7th - 9th Regional Preparatory Meeting for the Latin America and Caribbean Region (ECLAC), 
Santiago, Chile 

September 21st -23rd Seventh "Enviromnent for Europe" Ministerial Conference, Astana, Kazakhstan 

October - Regional Preparatory Meetings, Africa and Tlrailand (Location and Date TBC) 

October 10th - 14th Joint session of the UNECE Timber Committce and the FAO European Forestry Commission, 
Antayla, Turkey 

October 18th - 20th Regional Preparatol3, Meeting in thc Arab Region, UN Economic and Social Commission for 
Western Asia (ESCWA) and partners, Cairo, Egypt 

October 10th - 21st UN Convention to Combat Desertification, Changwon City, Republic of Korea 

November - Regional Preparatory Meeting, Asia. (Location and Date TBC) 

November 1st -Deadline for written contribution to zero draft of the outcomc document. 

Novelnber 16th - 18th The Water, Energy and Food Security Nexus: Water Resources in the Green Economy, 
Boom, Germa~r 

Nove~nber 21st -25th FAO Cotmcil, Rome, Italy 

Nove~nber 28th - December 9th UNFCCC COP-17, Durban, South Africa 

December 1st - 2nd Regional Preparatory Meeting for ECE Region, Geneva, Switzerland 

December 1st - 2nd or Dece~nber 7th - 8th UN ESCWA, League of Arab States (LAS) and partners 

December 15th - 16th 2nd Earth Summit 2012 Intersessional, New York, USA 

December The 23rd regular session of Council of Arab Ministers Responsible for the Environment (CAMRE), 
Cairo (date tbc) 

2012 

KEY ROLES 

European Presidency: Denmark 

Prcsidency of GS: USA 



Presidency of G20: Mexico 

Chair of G77: TBC 

January World Economic Forum (date TBC) 

January 16th - 18th Meeting to discuss the content of the Zero Draft document (made available for all to read early 
January) to be convened, UN, New York -Informal informals 

February 13th - 17th First informal negotiating week on the Zero Draft, UN, New York 

February 27th - 29th UNEP Governing CounciL/Global Mi~fisters Environmental Forum (Location TBC) 

March 5th - 7th 3rd Earth Summit 2012 Intersessional, New York, USA 

March 19th - 23rd Second infom~al negotiating week on the Zero Draft, UN, New York 

March 26th - 29th Planet Under Pressure conference, London 

April - Spring Meetings of the World Bal~k Group and the Intematiolral Monetary Fund Development Conm~ittee 
meeting (date TBC) 

April 30th - May 4th Third informal negotiating week on the Zero Draft, UN, New York 

May 28th - 30th 3rd (Final) Earth Sumnfit 2012 Preparatory Committee Meeting 

June I st - 3rd Informal Informals 

June 4th - 6th Earth Summit 2012 
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Fighting the minerals-petroleum-coal complex’s wealth and woes in Durban 

By Patrick Bond and Khadija Sharife 

When African National Congress youth leader Julius Malema recently proposed the mining 
industry’s partial nationalization - and last week asked, quite legitimately, ’what is the 

alternative?’ to those in the SA Communist Party (SACP) and Business Leadership South 
Africa who threw cold water at him - a debate of enormous ideological magnitude opened 
in public, which workers, communities and environmentalists have already joined in their 

myriad struggles. 

For those of us in the province of KwaZulu-Natal, awareness of mining’s foibles is vital for 

several reasons, including new scientific findings about overestimated coal industry 
reserves; SACP leader Jeremy Cronin’s recent useful suggestion to ’phase out aluminum 

smelters’ at the vast Richards Bay port (and we might add, at Durban’s killer-manganese 

Assmang at Cato Ridge which alone chews a third of our city’s electricity); and the global 
climate summit that Durban hosts in November-December. 

It is no secret that the COP17 will be embarrassing for South Africa, not only because 

Durban will host the demise of the Kyoto Protocol’s binding commitments, due largely to 

the destructive influence of the US, Japan and the European Union. WikiLeaks revealed 
Washington’s bad habits - bullying, bribery and blackmail - when promoting the non- 

binding 2009 Copenhagen Accord, a sham of a climate agreement. Pathetically, SA 

president Jacob Zuma played into the hands of the major polluters as an original signatory. 

Expect more UN wreckage on December 9, closing day. But that aside, the main reason that 
Pretoria faces embarrassment is increasing local awareness of SA’s coal-fired electricity 

dirty laundry. This is a result of the way that mining houses - especially Anglo American 

Corporation and BHP Billiton - have managed to monopolize the world’s cheapest energy 
while poor people are so overcharged that they face widespread disconnection. 

Fighting for electricity, water and health 

High-profile resistance this month alone included the burning of municipal councilors’ 
houses over high prices and prepayment meters in Soweto, residents’ attacks on Eskom 

officials engaged in power cuts in the small northern city of Tzaneen, and here in Durban’s 

Kennedy Road, successful protests against a municipal subcontractor chopping illegal 
electricity connections. 

South Africa’s ’Minerals-Energy Complex’ - a phrase coined by former Trade and Industry 

director-general Zav Rustomjee and British economist Ben Fine - has become a barrier to 

society’s balanced development and also a threat of great magnitude to the local and global 
environment. As last month’s diagnostic document from the new planning ministry 

admitted, ’SA’s economy is highly resource intensive and we use resources inefficiently. As 
a result we are starting to face some critical resource constraints, e.g. water.’ 



Eskom is the biggest water consumer, so as to cool Mpumalanga power plants. The coal 

burned in the process has ruined many rivers, and so badly polluted the Kruger Park that 
hundreds of crocodiles have died. 

The main beneficiary, whose smelters guzzle more than a tenth of SA electricity, is BHP 
Billiton, headquartered in Melbourne though rooted in South Africa through the Afrikaner- 
owned Gencor mining house. Eskom’s annual report admits BHP Billiton was given a $200 

million subsidy last year thanks to apartheid-era deals, and was responsible for Eskom’s 
$1.4 billion loss the year before. 

This is why our wealth is a ’resource curse’. Dating back to the discovery of Kimberley 

diamonds in the 1860s and Witwatersrand gold in the 1880s, a handful of corporations 

gained power over national development policy. At one point, Anglo American and De 
Beers - run mainly by the Oppenheimer family dynasty - controlled almost half the 

country’s gold and platinum, a quarter of the coal, and virtually all the diamonds, with held 

critical stakes in banking, steel, auto, electronics, agriculture and many other industries. 

According to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the mining industry’s ’direct 
involvement with the state in the formulation of oppressive policies or practices that 

resulted in low labour costs (or otherwise boosted profits) can be described as first-order 

involvement [in apartheid] ... The shameful history of subhuman compound [hostel] 
conditions, brutal suppression of striking workers, racist practices and meager wages is 

central to understanding the origins and nature of apartheid.’ 

Apartheid-economy residues 

The legacy of Minerals-Energy Complex political power continues, as witnessed by the 

World Bank’s 2010 financing of Eskom’s new coal-fired mega power plant Medupi and 

other foreign finance for its successor Kusile (the world’s third and fourth largest), the 
energy ministry’s multi-decade integrated resource planning exercise - run by a committee 

dominated by electricity-guzzling corporations - and Pretoria’s contributions to global 
climate debates. These include the COP17, Zuma’s co-chairing of a UN sustainable 

development commission, and Planning Minister Trevor Manuel’s role as co-chair of the 
Green Climate Fund (GCF) design team, which seeks $100 billion a year in North-South 

flows. 

Last week at a Tokyo GCF meeting, Manuel suppressed debate requested by Nicaragua 
about World Bank conflicts of interest, for it provides input to the huge fund as well as 

serving as interim trustee, against UN procedure. 

Instead of paying reparations for ’climate debt’, the GCF appears to cement existing power 

structures, and instead of raising funds from from polluters in the North to deter emissions, 
potentially half of the fund might come from carbon trading (a suggestion by Manuel), 

which will prolong Northern corporate climate destruction. No doubt we will learn soon of 
GCF funding of ’false solutions’ to the climate crisis, such as nuclear, Carbon Capture and 



Storage, biofuels and whacky geoengineering schemes (sulfur in the air to shut out the sun, 
or iron filings in the sea to create algae blooms), 

Minerals-Energy Complex ecocide extends to Johannesburg’s acid mine drainage drisis. 
Mine railings dams composed of waste material measure 400 square kilometers, alongside 
six billion tons of iron sulphide, which, exposed to air and water, creates acid mine water 
which drains into the water table. The combination is devastating, especially when added 
to the coal mine pollution further east, on the country’s best agricultural land, not to 
mention hundreds of thousands of workers’ silicosis and tuberculosis, traced by Durban’s 
Health Systems Trust to the mines. 

These legacies mean that even if Malema has won the spotlight, mining and energy firms 
are consistently criticized by labour, communities and environmentalists. The problem so 
far has been divisions of interest that prevent them from coming together effectively, a 

problem that needs to be urgently solved, certainly before the COP17 Conference of 

Polluters begins. 

Satyagraha time 

On the positive side, it is now certain that December 3 is a global day of civil society protest 
action, with a march against climate change culminating at the Durban beachfront - South 
Africa’s leading public space with unusually mixed class and race access - for a ’going away 

party’ to the receding sand. What is needed next is a strategy to ratchet up pressure as 
protesters pass by the International Convention Centre, Durban’s City Hall and the US 

Consulate, and generate consensus on the next stage of commitment. 

Amongst the world’s highest profile climate activists is Greenpeace International director 

Kumi Naidoo, who in his Durban youth learned and practiced the highest arts of democratic 

advocacy within the Natal Indian Congress and anti-apartheid youth structures. Last 
month, Naidoo scaled a Greenland deep-sea oil platform to present S0,000 signatures 

against dangerous Arctic drilling. A fortnight later, his Johannesburg comrades dumped five 
tonnes of coal at Eskom’s headquarters in Johannesburg’s northern suburbs to protest the 

climate-catastrophic Kusile powerplant construction. 

With extreme weather events worsening in recent months, who can doubt the imperative 

to get what Naidoo terms a fair, ambitious and binding (FAB) deal? Such a superhuman, 

genuinely multilateral effort has been tried once before, in the 1987 ’Montreal Protocol on 
Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer’, which banned chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) 

emissions by 1996, in the nick of time. 

Since then, nothing else attempted by elite global negotiators aside from AIDS-medicines 

access - granting an exemption to intellectual property rights at the 2001 Doha World 
Trade Organisation summit, driven from below by the Treatment Action Campaign - has 

properly addressed world-scale economic, environmental and geopolitical crises. Nothing, 
really. 



Blame the neoliberalism of the 1990s or the neoconservatism of the 2000s or Barack 

Obama’s fusion of the two vicious ideologies since then, but it’s usually vested corporate 
interests that block progress, impose austere economic imperatives (as is even hitting 

home for western workers from Greece to Wisconsin) which in turn generate even more 

desperation for ’growth’ at any cost, and then ignore their historic responsibility for 
climate-change culpability. 

Top US State Department negotiator Todd Stern, who has already publicly written off the 
COP17 on two occasions, put it plainly at the Copenhagen COP in 2009: ’The sense of guilt 

or culpability or reparations - I just categorically reject that.’ 

That bad attitude is why Greenpeace and others in society passionate about the 

environment are so desperately needed, putting their bodies on the line to dramatise the 
threats and solutions. And why unity on strategy and messaging is vital. 

Divergent NGO paths 

But as an Australian civil society unity initiative (’Say Yes’) six weeks ago showed, this is 
not easy. Two activists at the website ’Climate Code Red’, David Spratt and John Rice, ask 

tough questions about the Australian climate lobby: ’Do the branding imperatives of large 

NGOs, financially reliant on e-list supporters, drive them to market themselves as separate 
and distinct from, and of higher standing, than other NGOs and the community groups with 

which they profess common purpose? Is this one reason why climate advocacy is so often 
chronically divided and ineffective?’ 

Adds Desmond D’Sa of the South Durban Community Environmental Alliance, ’Greenpeace 
did a good action against Eskom, but where were they when we ran our community 

campaign against World Bank financing for Medupi last year? Why don’t they support local 

activism?’ 

These complaints join others about Greenpeace’s naive climate policy messaging: 
supporting Pretoria’s negotiating stand in Copenhagen and encouraging Zuma to turn up 

on the last day even though, predictably, he sabotaged the Kyoto Protocol there; supporting 

SA tourism minister Marthinus van Schalkwyk to head the UN climate body though he was 
a laggard at home; and supporting carbon trading (what critics term ’the privatization of 

the air’) even though at Durban’s massive Bisasar Road landfill, that strategy for financing 

methane-to-electricity has locked in environmental racism. 

But in this time of urgency, the challenge is to find common cause amongst all the visitors 
to Durban. For in contrast to the hopelessness of a UN conference where procrastination, 

paralysis, pollution and profit will probably beat the interests of the people and the planet, 

it’s the indominable spirit of Greenpeace staff and those like them, willing to take huge 
personal risks for the sake of the planet and people, that will shine through. 

One reason is the host locale, Durban, whose 20th century legacy of heroic figures willing to 
make great sacrifices includes Dube, Luthuli, Naicker, Meer, Biko, dockworkers, community 



activists, women’s groups, the Diakonia faith community, the Mxenges, Turner, Brutus and 

so many others. The most compelling for climate politics may well be Mahatma Gandhi, 

who a century ago in his Phoenix settlement in northern Durban built up a tradition that 

needs revival today: Satya~qraha, putting bodies on the line in search of truth, to shake the 
system and avert its destructive course. 

The same spirit of civil disobedience is being invoked in Washington against the Canada-US 

tar-sands/pipeline complex in late August, with a host of leading climate activists including 
Maude Barlow, Wendell Berry, Tom Goldtooth, Danny Glover, James Hansen, Wes Jackson, 

Naomi Klein and Bill McKibben (http://www.commondreams.org/view/2011/06/23). 

The desire of those promoting climate justice in Durban is to evoke that earlier round of 

protests at the SA embassy in Washington a quarter century ago, which conjoined 
international solidarity to militant activism in the townships and in turn led to sanctions 

and the fall of a regime. This one is bigger and will fall more slowly - but for our survival 

the Minerals-Energy Complex will have to take the same course as apartheid. 

Patrick Bond and Khadija Sharife are at the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil 

Society: http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 8:52 AM 

Department listserv <atHalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriM~m] FW: HR Facilitator Digest: July 19, 2011 

071911 Information for Employees.pdf; Holden Thorp Melno.pdf 

From: Bryant, Kathy [mailto:kathy_bryant@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 4:35 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Facilitator Digest: July 19, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department{S}o 

¯ Full text of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/iterns. 

J~ly 20: HR Facilitat~r Meeting (ace bek~w) 

Aug. 10: Ea~ ~N~rt~ Nov~ Nore~ Wejg~ ~e~Drogram begins 

Aug. 30: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fa~ semeste~ 

Tuitian Waiver Deadline IContact: Benefits Services, 962-3071} 

Tuition waiver forms for the fall semester 2011 must be turned in no later than 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Aug. 30, to Benefits Services in the Office of Human Resources, 

located in the Administrative Office Building at 104 Airport Drive. Tuition waiver deadlines may vary from institution to institution. Employees are responsible for 

knowing the deadline applicable to the institution at which they are enrolled. 

Campus Collaboration [or In[ormation Technology, Nnance and Human Resources Leadership Searches (Contact:: Jeask:a Moore, 962-80(19} 

Please review the attached memo from Chancellor Holden Thorp, which will go out to the DDD list overnight tonight. It provides new guidelines on search 

committee development for key administrative positions in schools, divisions, and UBCs, as well as central administrative offices. 

You are currentb- subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~ema[l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: l~ttp:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~9516905 

(It may be necessa~ m cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-29516905-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~;listserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Hurnan Resources 

Tuesday, Ju/y 19, 2011 

J uly 20: Diversity in the Workplace class 
Aug. 2: Fundamental Communication Skills class 
A u g. 10: ...E....a...t......s......m......a...r...t..~.......M.....~.....v....e........M.....~....r....e..~......w.....e...!.g...h.......L....e....s....s....p....~..~...g...r...a......m... b eg i n s 
Aug. 30: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fall semester 

Tuition Waiver Deadline 

FROM: Askiey Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuition waiver forms for the fall semester 2011 must be turned in no later than 5 
p.m. on Tuesday, Aug. 30, to Benefits Services in the Office of Human Resources, 
located in the Administrative Office Building at 1 04 Airport Drive. Tuition waiver 
deadlines may vary from institution to institution. Employees are responsible for 
knowing the deadline applicable to the institution at which they are enrolled. 

.C__.!i_._c__k___.b__._e_._r_e__. for more information on the tuition waiver policy and the required form. 
Email Benefits Services for any questions concerning the tuition waiver program, or 
call 962- 3071. 

If you have any questions, please contact Benefits Services in the Office of Human 
Resources at 962- 3071. 



HOLDEN T H O Rl’*" 

503 SOUTH BUILDING 

CAMPUS BOX 9Ioo 

CHAPEL HILL, NC z7599-9~oo 

T 9~9,96z.~365 

F 9~9.96Z.~647 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE:, 

RE: 

Deans, Directors and Department Heads 

H. Holden Thorp 

July 18, 2011 

Campus Collaboration for Information Technology, Finm~ce, and 
Human Resources Leadership Searches 

In connection with our Carolina Counts initiative, we plan to strengthen linkages 

between schools and central administrative offices including Finance, Information 

Technology Services (ITS), and the Office of Human Resources (OHR). One step in 

this direction is to ensure that these groups participate in searches that will tilt 

leadership roles. For key positions in schools, divisions, and unified business clusters 

(UBCs), a representative of the applicable central office will be included in the search 

process, and conversely for high level positions in the centra! office, a representative 

from one or more schools will be included. These are minimum requirements and do 

not limit the committee constitution, and mmay search committees already reflect this 

mix of expertise and areas. 

The attached guidelines provide details. These guidelines are intended to bring 

central office experts into search processes and thus provide the hiring manager with 

the perspectives of the central units. At the same time having schools represented on 

central unit senior search committees will provide input from the distributed units in 
the hiring process. These guidelines are intended to increase collaboration between 

the schools and central offices regarding senior searches, but the ultimate decision 

making authority remains with the hiring unit. 

I appreciate your cooperation in adhering to these guidelines for covered positions. 

These guidelines apply for all searches initiated after the date of this memorandum. 

HHT:bi 

Attachment 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Guidelines on School/Division/Major Center/Unified Business Cluster (UBC) Searches for 

Information Technology, Financial and Human Resources Key Leadership Positions 

Applicability 

These guidelines supplement normal University position classification and search/appointment 

procedures for "covered" positions. The positions covered by these guidelines include 

finance/business operations, information technology, and human resources key leadership 

positions (e.g., Managers/Directors, Assistant/Associate Deans, Assistant/Associate Vice 

Chancellors) that have responsibilities that are School!College or University-wide in scope or 

that function as part of a Unified Business Cluster (UBC). Typically, these are positions that 

function as part of a Dean’s Office or report to a Vice Chancellor, Associate Vice Chancellor, or 

Associate Provost. 

Participation of Central Offices in Key Carnl~US Searches 

The University features a decentralized administrative infrastructure that provides broad 

discretion and flexibility to School and Division leaders to innovate and make local decisions 

while stil! maintaining compliance with University-wide policies and procedures. At the same 

time, it is important to assure that key School!Division!UBC administrative leadership 

appointments in the areas of finance, information technology, and human resources are 

accomplished in close partnership and coordination with counterparts in applicable University 

central offices. To this end, key administrative leadership searches for covered positions will be 

accomplished with the active participation of a designee of the Vice Chancellors of Finance and 

Administration, Human Resources, or information Technology as may be applicable given the 

specific duties of the position under recruitment. This participation will include consultation 

regarding the position duties and requirements to be used in recruiting and the participation of 

a designee of the applicable Vice Chancellor on the hiring unit’s search committee. The Office of 

Human Resources (OHR) will identify and flag all covered positions in a manner that.assures 

these requirements are satisfied. 

Pa rticil~ation of Schools/Collel~es i n Key Ce ntral Offi ce Sea rches 

Conversely, these guidelines also intend key senior leadership searches in University central 

offices (e.g., Directors, Senior Directors, and Assistant/Associate Vice Chancellors) that involve 

finance, information technology, and human resources to involve one or more representatives 

of a School/College to participate as a member of the Search Committee. Such individuals will 

be selected based on their subject matter expertise and/or the extent to which they have 

formal interactions with the University office conducting the search and can provide directly 

relevant input to the search process. Senior Officers are encouraged to formulate search 

committees which can provide a diversity of campus input and perspectives to assure hiring 

decisions are reflective of the University’s total needs including those of key constituencies 

served by position under recruitment. 



Decision Makin~ and Points of Contact 

While these guidelines intend to assure the active participation and input of the relevant 

parties in recruitments and appointments for covered positions, final hiring decisions remain 

that of the hiring manager under the University’s established recruitment policies. When a 

search process is being contemplated for a covered position by a School/College, Division, or 

UBC, advance notice and consultation with the applicable University senior officer as indicated 

below should be initiated in a timely manner. For searches conducted by one of the covered 

central offices, contact will be made directly with one or more individuals from within the 

University community who is being invited tO participate on the search committee. 

For covered information technology-related leadership positions, contact the Associate 

Vice Chancellor and Deputy Chief Information Officer in the Office of the Vice Chancellor 

for Information Technology Services. 

For covered finance/business operations-related leadership positions, contact the 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Finance in the Finance Division. 

For covered human resources-related leadership positions, contact the Associate Vice 

Chancellor for Human Resources in the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Human 

Resources. 

Effective Date: July 13, 2Oll 

This policy is maintained by the Office of Human Resources on behalf of the Chancellors 

Questions regarding its application should be directed to the Director of Classification and 

Compensation in the Office of Human Resources. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:08 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: 2011-2012 CAP REGISTRATION 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:03 PM 
Subject: 2011-2012 CAP REGISTRATION 

Parkin~ Coordinators, please distribute this information: 
Registration for 2011-2012 is open for this year at the Departlnent of Public Sa£ety website: 

http://www.dps.unc.edu/ 
There are three links in the center of the home page: one each tbr University employees, s~mdents and Hospital elnployees. 
University employees will need the onyen to begin the CAP registration process. The Hospital registration page gives instructions for Hospital employees to get onto the 

site. All groups need to supply vehicle information. 

Attentio~ to those ~o~ ow~fing a licensed vehicle: Please postpone CAP registratio~ ~d check back in a few days. Website will We ~mtice 

re~is~’a tion process is availa ble. 

Need to Know: 
Occasional-Use Permits 

For those eligible, Occasional-Use Permits are now available "only" online beginning September 1 st at DPS website. They will not be mailed with the CAP Welcome 

packet. Usage roles 

CAP Packet Shipping 

Allow 10 business days for shipping. If CAP credentials due to be received via mail are not received by Friday, August 12, tempom~ credentials will be issued in 

person at the appropriate Transportation office. 

CAP Vanpool & Carpool 

Vanpool & Carpool participants may register for the CAP program (merchant program, prizes, etc.), but registration for the actual on-ca~npus parking permit should 

have been processed thiough the departmental parking coordinator. 

Secondary UNC Park & Ride Permit 

Those receiving the GoPass, PX Pass or vm~pool subsidies who also want the UNC Park & Ride permit valid for daily use: Purchase the pelrnit in person at the 

appl~opriate parking office after Monday, August 8. 

Remote Employees 

Employees with remotely located offices (not on main campus) who choose daily UNC Park & Ride must legister for this permit in person at the Department of Public 

SafeF, after August 8. 

CAP Registration Completed Individually 

Each CAP participant completes their own registration. If an employee is out of town prior to the new permit year, it is their responsibili~’ to work with their 

departmental parking coordinator to insure their registration process is completed in time for the new permit year. 

Please call the Department of Public Safety during normal business hours at (919) 962-3951 during normal business hours with additional questions. 

Thank you, 

You a~ce currently subscribed to af~al?am as: eunice@email.unc.e&,. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafarn&o~9518188 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29518188- 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(F~listselw.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teresa Stack--~abou~@thenation.com> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 4:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

The Antidote to Strauss-Kahn, Casey Anthony and Murdoch 

Nation eohmmist Patvicia Willi;m~s c;dled today’s media ch;~tter (Strauss-Kahm Casev 
Anthony, Mardoch) "beholden not to truth but rather to pt’ofit, [ear and f;mtasy." 
We’re "foundering m increasingly deb;~sed [mbiic diseassion" ;~s rmdnstream media 

........... .~d thought." 

The irony is th;,t th ........ "ds appeared in last ...... k’s Nati ...... gazi ..... A ...... ieds VlRST 
poli~iea] weekly, designed in ~865 ~o counter’ dm "vices of violence, exaggeration, 
..... isret ........ ~a~ion by whict ........... h of the political writing of the day i ........... d." 

Ther ......... t ........ tent for k. The Nation was f ....... ted at tt ..... d o[ the Civil War i 
newly united country ready for a new joarnalistie creation: investigative t’eporting; 
thot@~fful ..... lysis; incisive ............. taW. Polities, literatur ..... i ........... ] art, 
independent of politie;d parties and corporate interests. 

Today’s Nati ........ ins ~he haST W O a~ for engaged ........ "ned and influential 
readers. And you can try 4 weeks of The Nation FREE~ 

The Nation has always been published for wha~ our founders called ~he ’~ho~ghtful part 
of th ........... i~y." That’s why no A ..... i ......... gazine h .......... table or loyal 
readership. 

The champion of civil libe~ies, truman rights, peace and economic justice for nearly 

~5o years, we have never stopped fighting those vices of violence, exaggeration and 
misrepresentation. 

Please ~ry The Nation. You’ll be investing in independen~ and honest jom~alism--the 
kind that will keep our dm~ocraey s[rong and healthy. Four trial issues at our expense, 
then a total of 24 weekly issues for only 818. It’s risk-fi’ee. 

Thank you. 

Teresa Stack 
President 

P.S. If you’re ah’eady a s~bseriber, why not give someone~a family member, a 

eo[league, a friend 



From: "_c}gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subject: Crceetings 

Professor Sable, 

I hope this message finds you in good spirits. 

Also, the application requires a recommendation form from throe professors, and I wotfld be honored if you would be able to be one of my recommendations. I will be 
finishing up a draft of my proposal and meeting with the UNC Fullbright advisor on Thursday. If it is not too much to asla I would love to see your input regarding my 
proposal. Perhaps we could meet sometime ne~ week in person to discnss my proposal and aspirations morn thoroughly? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 5:03 PM 

Department lis~serv ~atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[aliiafaJn] Re-enrollment tbr Health InsuraJ~ce - due 7/29 

071211 Information for Elnployees.pdf 

Dear’ All, 

Please see below and attached for IMPORTANT information about how to re-enroll in Health Insurance for 9/1/20].I. This second enrollment period is due to the 

recent changes in employee contribution rates. 

~f you ~ou~d Ji~e ~o kee~ ~:he same h~surance you already have (~H:h ~nereased fee@ you do no~ need to do at~ytNng. I[ you would l~ke ~:o mare changes, you must 

follow ~:he attached d~rect~ons and re-enm~l no la~er than 

~f you have additiona~ questions you may contac~ Danna Richards, our gene[:its consu~tanL at danna richards@unc.edu or (919) 843-8352. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha 

Bush~ess OlXccr 

Dep~u’tment of Public Policy 

217 ~bemetby Hall. CB ~13435 

Department of Ali’ican & ~M~:o-:~erican Studies 

109 Battle ttal[, CB #3395 

U ni versily of No~h Carolina 

Cba{~d H~IL NC 27599 

p. 919,962,278g 

~i 919.962,5824 

From= Davis, Christie WyneRe [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 12, 2011 4:18 PN 

T~= Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject= [hrfac] HR Facilitator DNest: July 12, 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

Please forward the attachment dried "HR Employee Inf~matg~n" witNn y~ur department{s}. 

, Full text of a~l articles i~ the ~eeklg d~gest is available gn the attachments a~d at 

Ju~V 20: Diversity ~n the Workplace class 

Aug. 2: Fundamental Communica0on Skills class 

Aug. I0: Ea~ ~m~rtz Now Nore~ Weigh Levi program begins 

Aug. 30: 2~1119_~__W_~Zg£L[R[~__~9_~_~J~_~e£~£9_d_[J.~ ~:or ~:a~ sere ester 

[.earning Opportunities o Upcoming Training & Ta{ent Development C{asses Awil~ble 
The Office of Human ResouFces will distFibute a monthly communication listing classes that aFe available fFom the COLIFSe catalog. These leaFning oppoFtunities aFe 
fFee and open to faculty and staff. Please see the attached flyeF fOF available classes in August. See below foF July’s featuFed COUFSe fFom OHR. 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =at?iafam&o=29520025 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.£e..-...2...9...5~2~..2~.5..-~3..2~3..~..~6..(.!..8.:..e~8~7..~.t.~]2.a.~..S.~..2~3..~.~..4..Q.~.~.~.~7.~ijj.~.~1~Lu~:£~.~1 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, July 12, 201 ! 

J u l y 14: .R_u__n.__.n__!_n._g__E_f.f_e__._c_t_Lv__e__.M__e_e_t_!__._ng__s_. c l as s 
J u ly 18: -S...t...a...t...e.....b....e...a...!..t..b.....p...~...a....n.....a...n....n....u....a..L..e...~..(.9.~.!.m.~.~.~. begi n s 
July 20: Diversity in the Workplace class 
Aug. 2: Fundamental Communication Skills class 
Aug. 10: Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less program begins 
A u g. 3 O: ...T....u..j..t.j...~....n........w....a..!...v....e....r......f...~....r.....m.......s....u.....b.....m..j...s....s.j...~.....n......d.....e...a....d..!.j....n....e..~ fo r fall s e m e s t e r 

State Health Plan Annual Enrollment Reminder 

FROM: Ash/ey Nick!is, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Enrollment Dates: July 18 - 29 
Effective Dates: September 1,2011 - June 30, 2012 

The State Health Plan’s second annual enrollment, which will go into effect Sept. 1, 
will take placeJuly 1 8- 29. During this period, members will have the opportunity 
to change their plan elections and add eligible dependents. For a comparison of 
the changes in copays and deductibles click here. 

Along with these changes, the Comprehensive Wellness Initiative (CWl) has been 
eliminated. Therefore, effective Sept. 1, the tobacco cessation and weight 
management components will no longer determine the plan in which members 
may enroll. If members previously elected to enroll in the 70/30 Basic plan due to 
CWl, they can now enroll in the 80/20 Standard plan. 

Members who wish to remain in the plan that they enrolled in during the 
enrollment period that ended Jun. 8 will not need to do anything during the 
follow- up enrollment period. 

For the first time, employees who wish to enroll in the 80/20 Standard plan will be 
required to pay a premium for employee- only coverage. However, the 70/30 Basic 
plan still requires no premiums for employee- only coverage. 

In addition, dependent premiums will increase 5.3 percent for the 2011/1 2 benefit 
plan year, which begins Sept. 1. Click here for further detail and rates. Health 



insurance premiums are paid one month in advance, so you can expect to see any 
applicable rate changes in your August paycheck(s). 

If you have any questions, please contact Benefits Services in the Office of Human 
Resources at 962- 3071. 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development 
Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Murill, Training & Talent Development 

Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources will distribute a monthly communication listing 
classes that are available from the course catalog. These learning opportunities are 
free and open to faculty and staff. Please see the attached flyer for available 
classes in August. See below forJuly’s featured course from OHR. 

Administrative Leave Programs - New Course! 

An overview of the University’s Administrative Leave programs for staff employees, 
including adverse weather, communicable disease, and other administrative 
absences covered by these categories. (This program discusses only the policy 
issues of these policies, NOT the TIM process related to them.) 
Sponsor: Employee & Management Relations 

Section ! 
Location: Pleasants Family Assembly, Wilson Library 
Date: Wednesday, July 27 
Time: Noon to 1:00 p.m. 

Section 2 
Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1 500-A 
Date: Wednesday, July 28 
Time: Noon to 1:00 p.m. 

To register on- line, please visit the Training & Development _w_____e_____b___s___i___t___e__. or contact 
Training & Development at 962- 2550 for more information. 



i..c< t:tior~: 104 Airport Drive, 1S00-A 

D~-’4e: Tuesday & Wednesday, August 2 & 3 
-ii,~-~¢-.: 8:30 a~m. to 12::30 

Lo<:4tio,q: 104 Airpor~ Drive, 1500.-A 

\~ 
iir~,,e:: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

i.oc~-’,tio,,":: 104 Airport Drive, 1500-A 

D.:~te; Thursday, August 11 

[iine: 8:30 a.rn. to 12:30 p.rn~ 

k oc~.Iic, ic 104 Airport Drive, 1500-A 

D~::ii:e: Wednesday &Thursday, August 24 & 25 
~i~"q~. : 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

Lo(:at~o,q: 104 Airport Drive, 1500-C 

D~::~i:e: Wednesday, August 24 

lir~~: 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 

::.oc::::tioli: 104 Airport Drive, 1500-A 

Dat~.: Tuesday, August 30 

Ii~m~: 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc,edu~ 

Thursday, July 21,2011 7:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: UNC proposal 

Hi Eumce, 

Looks much better. Thanks so much! 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy al[ copies of the origina[ message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:25 PM 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: R[~: UNC proposal 

Importance: High 

Hi Rodney, 

See attached. I have edited, added stuff~ etc. Let me know what you think. 

Cheers and Mambo l?eshi, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaqmn 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 8:05 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: UNC proposal 

Hi Eunice, 

Please take a look at the draft attached and let me know if you think it is fine to move forward. Feel free to edit as needed, the section on Safety, I think can be improved. Also, should you 
list Patrick Bond as a co-instructor in one of the courses? 

I look forward to hearing back from you. Thartks for all the help with writing this proposal. 

Mambo freshi, 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: http :/istudy abroad, unc. edu<http : i/studv abroad, unc. edu/> 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information An?- unauthorized review-, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh@ukzn.ac za] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:16 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Re: UNC proposal 

Dear Rodney 



I’m well thanks for asking, please note that I will forward to you shortly Patrick’s recent CV Please pass my best wishes to Eunice. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" 
>>> <rvargas@emaihunc.edu<mailto:r~ar~as(~email uric edu>> 2011/07/19 
>>> 07:36 PM >>> 
Dear Helen, 

I hope this message finds you doing very xvell. 
Professor Sahle and myself are working hard in the proposal for the program in 2012. I need to ask you for Professor Patrick B ond’s C~riculum Vitae. Would you kindly send me a copy to 
attach to the proposal? Thanks so much for your help. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill iNT’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: http :/istudv abroad, unc. edu<htt~ : i/studv abroad, m~c. edu/> 
*************************************************** 

Corffidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cordidential irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/i;vwwukzn.acza/disclaimer<http://www.ukznac.zaidisclaimer/> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, July 21,2011 8:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: UNC proposal 

I believe you only need to send me a daily schedule and the Syllabi and you are home free. I got Patrick’s CV yesterday. 
Thanks, it has been a pleasure! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, AIicica and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDF.X Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
N(? 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http://studvabroad unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is [’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
inJ2~rmation. Ant’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 21,2011 8:28 ~M 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: UNC proposal 

Glad you like it Rodney. 

Let me know what else you need as we move forward Looking forward to continued collaboration. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, July 21,2011 7:33 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: UNC proposal 

HiEtmice, 

Looks much better. Thanks so much! 

Mambo 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: httl~ :/istudvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cortfidential irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: UNC proposal 
Importance: High 

Hi Rodney, 

See attached. I have edited, added stufI; etc. Let me know what you think. 



Cheers and Mambo freshi, 

Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 8:05 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sutzject: FW: UNC proposal 

Hi Eunice, 

Please take a look at the draft attached and let me know if you think it is fine to nrove forward. Feel free to edit as needed, the section on Safety, I think can be improved. Also, should you 
list Patrick Bond as a co-instructor in one of the courses? 

look forward to hearing back from you. Thaaks for all the help with writing this proposah 

Mambo freshi, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: htt p :i/studvabroad.unc. edu<httl) ://studvabr oad.unc, edu/> 
*************************************************** 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail nressage, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and ruay contain cotffidential information. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, 
disclos~e, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:16 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Re: UNCl proposal 

Dear Rodney 

I’m well thanks for asking, please note that I will forward to you shortly Patrick’s recent CV Please pass my best wishes to Eumce. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" 
>>> <rvargas@emaihua~c.edu<mailto :r~argas@email unc edu>> 2011/07/19 
>>> 07:36 PM >>> 
Dear Helen, 

I hope this message finds you doing ver,v welh 
Professor Sahle and myself are ~vorking hard in the proposal for the program in 2012. I need to ask you for Professor Patrick B ond’s Curricululn Vitae. Would you kindly send me a copy to 
attach to the proposal? Thanks so much for your help. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Ali*ica and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 EF.DEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu<http:i/stud,v abroad.un c edu/> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://vavw.ukznac.a~/disclaimer<http:i/wwwukzn.ac.za/disclaimer/> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 21,2011 10:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Connecting you with in LA 

Dear Eunice, 

I just sent an email to Michelle Johnson, ~vho used to be in the business but has since left it for UC Berkeley As soon as I hear back from her, I’ll pass the information on to 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-.~rnerican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (Ihx) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http://wwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/janken html 

http : //uncpress. unc. edu/buoks/T-8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu/buok/P00780 

http ://undpress.nd edu/bouk/P00723 

From: Sahie, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 21,2011 9:04 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc:          ~)gmaikcom 
Sut~ject: Connecting you with       in LA 

Dear Kenneth, 

Guod tu catch up with yuu yesterday. 

Thanks [’or suggesting the pussibilit’i uf connecting 

I mentiuned, 
(hi) with folks ;’uu might know in LA (yes, this where he is living on 

Cheers and have a great summer break (whatever remains uf it). 

Eunice 

- I need tu get my geugraphy right.. ) As 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, July 21,2011 11:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Connecting you with in LA 

I looked up address. 
Bus? 

How does he get around? By car? 

Kennetla R Janken 
Professor of Afro-~vnerican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (Igx) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http ://wv,~v.umass edu/umpress/spr 97/janken.html 

Walter VVhite, Mr. NAACP: 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059 hmtl 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursda’~’, Jub’ 21,2011 10:34 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sut~iect: RE: Connecting you with in LA 

Thanks Kenneth. 

Suffering without bitterness - grading day is here. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, July 21,2011 10:28 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Connecting you with in I,A 

Dear Eunice, 

] just sent an email to Miche]le Johnson, who used to be in the business but has since left it for UC Berkeley As soon as I hear back fi’om her, I’[] pass the information on to 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-Araerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 96~-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about ray publications: 
http:/iw~wz.umass.edu/mnpressispr 97/ianken.html 
http :/iuncpress. unc. eduibooks/T-8059.hmtl 
htt’0 ://und’0ress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http:i/undpress.nd.edu/bookiPO0723 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July- 21,2011 9:04 AM 

To: Janken, Kem~eth R 
Cc           ~gmail corn 
Subject: Connecting you with       in LA 

Dear Kelmeth, 

Good to catch up with you yesterday. 

Thanks for suggesting the possibili~ of comaecting 
I mentioned, 

(hi) with folks you might know in LA (yes, this where he is living on 

Cheers and have a great summer break (whatever remains of it). 
Eunice 

- I need to get my geography right..). As 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <editor~;pambazuka.org> 

Thursday, July 21,2011 12:08 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Paml~znka News 540: Lega]ised looting: Exploitation and dissent 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS 540: LEGALISED LOOTING: EXPLOITATION AiXX) DISSENT 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne;vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Features, 2. Advocacy & campaigns, 3. Books & arts, 4. 
Highlights French edition, 5 Cartoons 

/VV/VVV/VV’,I/V\/\//’,i’,/VI’,IVV/?/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//’, 
1 Features 

T[IE WORLD ()[~" DIRTY MONEY 
Charles Abugre 
Charles Abugre introduces ’the web of secrecy, co]lusions and the 
players that drive and sustain the world of i]licit money flows’, with 
reference to the ongoing case of Kewan public officials Chris Okemo 
and Samuel Gichuru and multinational corporation Alcatel-CIT 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/75085 

FIGHTING THE M]NERALS-PET[<OLEI.ZXl-COAL C(]MPLEX’S WEALTH 
Patrick Bond and Khadija Sharife 
Procrastination, paralysis, pollution and profit These are the 
keywords for the UN climate corfference s]ated :[’or Durban, South 
Afi-ica, in December But, write Patrick Bond and Khadi~a Sharife, the 
spiri~ of those who :[’ace down the powerl~] minera]s-energy complex 
wil] shine through. 
http : //www pamba×uka orz/en/cate~ory /geatures/75042 

MAGNUS MALAN AN[) CRIMES AGAINST t]IIMAN[TY IN 
Horace Campbell 
With General Magnus Malan the main architect of South Africa’s 
apartheid military passing away on 18 July (Nelson Mandela’s 
birthday, no less), Horace Carapbell reflects on Malan’s central role 
in the systematised discrimination of apartheid and the system’s 
troubling legacy. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categor,//features/75087 

]F THEY COME FOR YOU, WHO ~,\,XLL SPEAK OUT? 
Jane Duncan 
As part of a broad climate of political intolerance, incidents of 
torture of both activists and criminals in South Africa appear to be 
on a disturbing rise, writes Jane Duncan. 
http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/erdcategory/featuresi75061 

\~ SHOULD NE\~R HAVE LEFT TAHRIR SQU.¢RE 
Sokari Ekine 
’Four months on, Egypt’s euphoria of 11 February has turned to anger 
and frustration against the military rulers ~vho are proving to be as 
ruthless as the former regime,’ writes Sokari Ekine. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/er~,’category/features/75089 

AIVIERICA’S ROLE IN SOMALIA’S HL~IANITARIAN CRISIS 
US sends in the marines and more drones 
Glen Ford 
Glen Ford for Black Agenda Radio ( http ://bit.lv/nZ©bVd ) explains how 
US militarisation has contributed to the humanitarian crisis in the 
Horn of Africa. 
http ://w;vw pambazuka org/el~/categor,//features/75059 

NATO’S DF~BACLE ]ix- LIB YA 
Alexander Cockburn 
With suppolt unravelling from within NATO itself; the organisation’s 
intervention in Libya is looking increasingly humiliated, writes 
Alexander Cockbum. 
http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/featuresi75016 



FROM T[tE M]I)D] E DISTANCE: ETHIOPIAN JOURNALIST IN EXILE 

Abiye Teklemariam 

Ron Singer interviews Abiye Teklemariam, :[’ounding editor of’Addis 

Neger’ (~New Addis’), which until 2009 was b;thiopia’s leading 

dissident newspaper. 

http : //www pamba×uka org/en/categor¥ /features/75084 

HOW THE RAYVLINGS CAMP YVERE DEFEATED IN- GHANA’S ELECTIONS 
Kwasi Adu 
The July elections of the National Democratic Congress (NDC) in Ghana 
were billed as the event to elect a presidential candidate - and the 
wife of former president Jerry- Rawlings was set to triumph. But the 
Rawlings camp ended up being trounced. Kwasi Adu explains what 
happened. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’categor¥/features/75070 

CONFRONTING FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION 
The role of youth and ICTs in changing Africa 
Marie-H~14ne Mottin-Sylla and Joelle Palmieri 
’Confronting Female Genital Mutilation: The Role of Youth and ICTs in 
Changing Africa’ by Marie-Hdl4ne Mottin-Sylla and Joelle Palrrlieri is a 
new title from Pambazuka Press. For 25 years campaigners from within 
and outside Africa have worked on eradicating female genital 
mutilation. This fascinating short book reports succinctly but in 
depth on an innovative research and action project among girls and 
boys in francophone West Africa that explored whether young people’s 
use of information and comm~xication technology" could contribute to 
the abandol~ment of female genital mutilation. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/ela/category/features/75090 

SETFING THE RECORD STRAIGHT ON THE NILE 
Fasil Amdetsion 
The coming together of six East African states to sign the Cooperative 
Framework Agreement regulating use of the Nile the first basin-wide 
agreement to attract the support of a majority of Nile riparian states 

has elicited widespread media coverage. But, warns Fasil Amdetsion, 
’significant aspects of what appears in print is wrong’ 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi75086 

THE LAST OF THE ANTI-APARTHEID HEROES 
Elizabet2a Barad 
On the occasion of Nelson Mandela’s 93rd birthday, Elizabeth Barad 
reflects on the lives of anti-apartheid heroes, the late Walter and 
Albertina Sisulu and Helen Suzman. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/ela/categorv/features/75094 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

2 Advocacy & campaigns 

VICTORY FOR ABA[tLAI,I BASEMJON~fX)LO - DEt,ZiAT ()[~" OUR DETRACTORS! 
Bishop Rubin Phillip 
’We celebrate the victory that the shack-dwellers movement, Abahlali 
baseMjondolo, has won in court today where ALL o:[’the "Kenne@ 12" 
have finally been acquitted of ALI, charges against them,’ Bishop Rubin 
Phillip has said in a statement issued on 18 July ’Abahlali’s victopf 
today is a victory for all who speak the truth; it is a victoW that 
should give courage to the poor of eThekweni, of South Africa, and the 
world who organise and mobilise together, and who speak and act for 
themselves.’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~,/advocacyi75092 

SOUTH Ab~RICA: H~kLALA ABAHI.ALI BAS[~MJONDOLO[ 

A victory for one is a victor), J2~r all{ 

Unemployed People’s Movement 

Following the acquittal on all charges of 12 young men arrested after 

perJk~rming a dance at an Abahlali baseMjondolo Heritage Day, the 

Unemployed People’s Movement has issued a statement saluting the 

’witnesses for the prosecution that had the courage to tell the truth 

in the court’ and celebrating a victo~ for ’the struggle of the 

working class and the poor in South Afiica.’ 

http :/iwww.pambazuka. org/en/categor~/advocacy/7 5091 

CONGRATI~LATIONS TO AB.~X~ILALI BASEMJONDOLO 

Mandela Park Backyarders 



Mandela Park Backyarders ~vould like to congratu]ate Abahla]i 
Basemiondo]o for striking back against the government to free their 
comrades. Struggling fi)r justice has proved to be packed with 
obstacles put before us by those we put in power through ballot paper. 
http://www pambazuka.or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/75088 

KENNEDY R©AD 12 ACQUITTED[ 
Press statement 
Democratic Left Front 
The Democratic Left Front (DLF) salutes the 12 raembers of Abahlali 
basebljondolo (AbM) who from Kenne@ Road in eThekwini who were 
acquitted of all charges of murder. 
http :/iwww.pambazuka. org/en/category/advocacy/7 5066 

CELEBRATING THE ACQLTfTAL OF THE ’KENNEDY 12’ 
Bishop Michael Vorster 
Today- we celebrate a victo15~ as all twelve men of the Kennedy 12 were 
acquitted of all charges against them and released in the Durban 
Magistrates Court. We celebrate as these fathers, brothers and sons 
are able to finally reunite with their f~amilies and friends whose pain 
and sufl;ering we can only iraagine. This is a victol7 for the truth and 
a victoty~ for the poor indeed a wonderful gift on the birthday of 
Nelson Mandela! 
httt~://www.~ambazuka.or~ienicate~ot~4advocacvi75065 

KENNEDY 12 ACQUITTED ON ALL CHARGES 
Richard Pithouse 
The Kennedy 12 have been acquitted on all charges. No defence was led 
as no case was made against any of the 12 by the prosecution. However, 
clear evidence of a police frame-up did emerge and the only two 
credible wimesses (an ANC leader and a police officer) both testified 
to the correctness of the Abahlali account of what happened back in 
September 2009. A great day 

More details to come Now- we celebrate 

HALALA FOR THE KENik~DY 12 
Desmond D’ Sa 
We see this as a great day for the 12, their families, their movement 
and the struggle of the poor in South Africa 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/a dvocacy/75067 

DE.4R MANDELA YV©RLD PREMIERE: DURBAN KN~"ERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 
I’m delighted to share the news with you that ’Dear Mandela’ is 
finally completed, and will have its world premiere at the Durban 
International Film Festival on the 26 July. 
http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/a dvocacv/75064 

S()UTIt A[~.ICA: X~%NDELA P~A2&K LAY7) AN[) TttE H()USING CRISIS 
()pen letter to Madam Mayor Patricia de Lille 
Mandela Park Backyarders 
There’s little sign that the Western Cape ttuman Settlement ]Vff~C intends 
to deliver on its promises to prioritise housing for the Mandela Park 
Backyarders in the 2011/12 financia] year, the group has said in an 
()pen letter to mayor Patrica de Lille. 
http://www pambazuk a.or~/en/cate~orv/advocacy/75093 
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3 Books & arts 

S()[\~LIA: DEVE[.()PING R©BUST AND PRINCPL[{D P©MCY 
Review of Afyare Abdi Elmi’s ’Understanding the Somalia Conflagration: 
Identity, Political Islam and Peacebuilding’ 
Farah Abdulsamed 
]n a review of A:[’yare Abdi Elmi’s ’Understanding the Somalia 
Conflagration’, Farah Abdu]samed praises ’a book which is 
well-written, inventive and amazingly readable’. 

http ://www pambazuka org/en/category/books/75062 
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4 Highlights French edition 

PAMBAZLff<2A NEWS 198: MONEYTHEISM AND MONOTHEISM OR THE OBSCURANTIST 
INTERNATIONAL ? 
Moneytheism and monotheism or the obscurantist international? 



Saturr 2~nin 
The resurgence of spirituality has made religion a determining factor 
in histop)< But despite its strength, argues Samir Amin, religious 
belief has not destroyed what he calls the ’immoral and savage 
competition’ that accompames the coupling of moneytheism and 
monotheism Amin notes that ’contemporary monopoly capitalism is in 
crisis and is desperately twing to develop a new ideological 
offensive by a systematic recourse to ’spiritual’ discourse 
http : //www.pambazuka org/fricategor¥/features/74991 

Religion and the struggle of the oppressed 
S arrm Amin 
Histocy- has a wealth of examples of the involvement of religious 
revivalist movements in revolts against oppression. But while 
liberation theology" made waves in Latin America, similar movements in 
the Muslim world, says Samir Arnin, were scotched in the bud with the 
complicity of all the powers. But today’s revolts seem to be 
unafi;ected by religious argunmnts and Amin asks whether ’this is an 
indicator of the limits of this model of legitimising the struggle for 
social justice.’ 
http:/iwavw.pambazaka.orgifricategor~/features/75007 

When a maniac tries to diagnose 
Amy Niang and Aboubakr Tandia 
It is impossible to understand and analyse the socio-political 
transfi~rmations in Senegal and elsewhere in post-colonial Africa 
without looking at how the ’body’, in all its manifestations, is 
governed, write Amy Niang and Aboubakr Tandia. 
http:/iwavw.pambazaka.orgifricatego~/features/75009 

Historical landmarks in the fight against violence against women 
Aline Murin-Hoarau 
The reason why violence against women seems to be so ingrained is 
because it is rooted in relationships of social dominance and racial 
discrimination, which historically have left little liberty for ~vomen 
A key point Aline Murin-Horau took away from a recent meeting of 
Indian Ocean countries is that people must be aware of the histo~z of 
this scourge if they want to succeed in transforming hearts and minds 
and the actions that follow. 
http://,a~vw.p ambazuka org/fr/categorW~atures/75005 

France against democracy in Africa 
Paul Maltial 
France’s imperialist policy towards Alidca means it has to maintain 
its zone of influence, otherwise known as ’Fran~afrique’, in order to 
protect the interests of French multinational companies, among others 

a situation in which the democratic demands of African peoples count 
for little. It is difficult not to conclude, says Paul Martial, that 
French policy is a major obstacle to democracy in Africa. 
http://,a~vw.p ambazuka or~/fr/cate~orv/~atures/75006 

An Al~ican of his times - Mamadou Dia would have been 100 today 
Tidiane Dia 
Mamadou Dia died on 25 Februapf 2009 at the age of 98. He was ousted 
from his position as president of the council in Senegal’s first 
government after only two years. Accused of attempting to stage a coup 
d’&at, he was arrested in December 1962. tIis imprisonment effecuvely 
ended his dream of genuine independence in Senegal tie would have 
turned 100 on 18 July. Tidiane Dia looks back at his life and times. 
http: //www.pambazuka or~/fricate~or~/features/75004 

Gabon: France’s new military shield 
Mengue M’Eyai~ 
Gabon has been in a political crisis since the ’coup d’~tat’ staged by 
the Bongo clan in August and September 2009. It was in this context 
that Paris signed several new agreements with Tripoli which, laments 
Mengue M’Eyag, will only perpetuate France’s African backyard, also 
known as Fransafrique 
http://www.pambazuka.org/l?/catego~,/feat uresi75008 

5 Cartoons 

MIOBAP~.K IN" COURT 
Gado 



How do you plead X/Is Mubarak? 

h ttp ://www. pambazuka, org/en/categop,,/cartoons/7 509 7 

UK HACKING SCANDA[~ 

(}ado 

F.veryone is trying to hide behind somebody else. 

http : // www pambazuk a. org/en/categor¥/cartoons/7 5098 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.org 
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Order Samtr Amin’s ’Ending tJ~e Crisis of Capit~nlism or Ending 
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* Pambazuka News has a Del icio.us ( http://Del,icio us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse ofAfidca! Visithttp://delicious com/pambazuka news. 
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The Last Cow - story by Ariel Dortinan in the Atlantic Monthly 

http:!/www.theatlantic.com!magazineiarchive!2011!OS!the-last-copyi8582i 

Fiction 2011 ATLANTIC MAGAZINE 

The Last Copy 
As soon as his book was pnblished, Antonio realized that the pure vision of him that only she harbored would be shattered and that he wonld do anything to keep 
her from reading it. 

By Arie! Dorfinan 

Description: Description: 

http://cdn.theatlantic.com/statidc 
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Oil MY GOD, she would know. As soon as she’d read the book, she’d know that he had lied to her. 

The revelation came to Antonio on the train, exactly at midpoint between Siena and Firenze, as if some pext of his brain wanted hiln to understand how hopeless his 

situation was, suspended bem~een two cities, not knowing whether to hmD" forward to Firenze to make sure that the publisher did not send out any more copies, or 

backward to Siena to visit every, one of his fi-iends and also the local critics scattered across Tuscany, to rescue every last book out there. 

Why didhe care? 

He did. He hadn’t seen her in twen~ years, but eveu morning when he awoke, the first thing he thonght of was her awakening at that same time. He imagined Graziela 
in her nan’s cell, he imagined her imagiNng him. She nursed the only image of Antonio that he wanted to be kept unbroken somewhere in this world. He derived an 

inordinate mnount of comlbrt from that idea, that somebo@ thought well of him, thought he had a brilliant desliW ahead of him. Even if her image of his decency was 

t?audulent, a IZalsified memory, one that had persisted only in her head, belied by his drab, gray, lonely life and by what had really been corroding his mind that night long 

ago. 

And now the pure vision of a faultless Antonio that only she kept heaboring, that hallucination of hers, was in danger of being shattered. She would devour the book, he 
knew it, he could not doubt that some haxpy would remember that they had once been friends not that anyone knew what had transpired that first and only night, but 
some malicious bitch would decide, had already decided, to send Graziela the novel by her old amico Antonio. Oh, he suspected who it might be, who would commit 
that perfidy, and Graziela would open the novel and s~rt to mad, om of loyalty to what they had been thiough two decades ago, and soon realize that her first love, 
Antonio, was a liar. Worse than that: that Antonio had not been a virgin when they had made love that night, when he had consoled her for the loss of her mother and 
sister. Worse still: that Antonio had fucked both the mother and the sisler in Bellagio over consecutive weekends before the boat had capsized, before both her 
relatives had gone to their drowning and death in the generally placid waters ofLago di Como. The worst of all: he had used that tragedy to seduce her the day of the 
double thneral, used her grief to tbrce her heart open and then her legs and deposit there the image of himself as immaculate and Ibrever benevolent and ordained 
groat things. 

A prediction that was about to be t?actumd into pieces when Graziela in her cell one week from today, two weeks from today or maybe it had already happened’. 
when she received that book written by her old flame, everybody had known he was sweet on her~ even if nobody had guessed that the sweetness had been returned 
tbr that one night. Yes, the whole illusive conslmction, so to speak, would be tom down as soon as the faraway nun came to the second chapter, the only part of the 
novel that was true, that Antonio had not invented for his protagonist. 

Why had he taken that incident from his real life, from her life, and grafted it intact and exact onto the fiction of the character he had made up? What authorial demon 
had possessed him to slip into that entirely fabricated sham the one secret he had never revealed to anyone, that only she would recognize as she read among the 
cloisters while the Gregorian chants mingled with the songs of swallows outside, those birds fluttering under the sun and over the Abruzzian hills? 

He’d done it because he could think of nothing more heinous "to implant on the absurd creature he’d invented, because that entirely imaginary (?iaccomo led a life as 
dingy and boring as Antonio’s and that character had to be forced to sin grievously against the innocent so that he might rise and redeem himsell~ be saved from his 
lackluster Pate, go on to a life of heroism and sacrifice tbr otber~ rescue AtiJcan orphan~ save widows left homeless and adrift in a Bangladesh flood, discover a 
tbrmula to Nueeze endless enemy out of orange rinds and milk cartons and other rubbish, an idealized version of what Antonio’s long-dead mother had dreamt for her 
son~ that he had inscribed only in those fictitious pages, fictitious, all of it, except foe Skte 7l never know, anyway., Antonio had sa~d to himsell~ jusli~ing his sacrilege, 



it’s more than likely she’s forbidden to read any&ing asJ?ivolous as a novel in the strict co~(ines of the 3/[onaswry of Santa Maria della Annunciazione. The 

mother superior was safd "to rule with a harridan’s riser, run a fight ship. Impossible that the novel could roach Gr’~iela. 

B ut that was then, that was what he had thought when he was laboring over the episode, when he was clacking it into his computer, when he was correcting it as he did 
for a living with so many books by real authors, men and women who did not need to PW a vanity publisher like Montefeltro, that’s how he had depleted his days and 
many of his nights, mcfifying and amending adjectives and cognates aM mangled tenses. He was the best in the business, no mistake ever escaped his hawk eyes, but 
now he had made the only mistalce that mattered: he had let his desire to see his name in print, his need to remedy and tweak his own novel, his own proofs and galleys, 
ovemome the only wild and woMrous thing that had ever happened to him, to sully the woman he still revere& yes, he did ca~re, he cared, but only now, on this train, 
had he realized it, realized that he could make it thl~ough the ne~what? thiW years of a lonely mas*urbafing exis~tence without ever seeing his name on the cover of a 
book or one word he had ever written by himself tatting the world by fftorm (ha! with a vani~ press?), he could live without that, but he could not live unless he could 
think of Graziela every dw rising with the sun and the mafins and offering a thought and a prayer in his direction. 

Probably a lie, "that as well, everything in his lit} a lie except this sudden u~ent fixation of his, to find every coW of the book aM withdraw it ficom the planet or at least 
from Tuscany, as if the book were also a nnn, needed to be sequestered away ficom the eyes and the cities and the whores and the lascivious looks of men who 
scooted by on their motorbikes with "their tight leather pants and carethlly coiflhmd hair s~,les. Probably a lie that she kept some memou of him alive inside the body 
that he had unl~inged so magnificently that night while the waves lapped on the nea~-by lakeshom, while he licked her all over, inside out, the way the waves were 
making love to the pebbles and extmcfing a hushed cry from them as well. Probably a lie, because the next night they were supposed to meet again and she had left a 
note not discourteous, not a hint that she had seen through him, no, j ust that the last thing her mother and sister had heaM from her before going oft’on that dreadful 
boat ride on Lago di Coma was that she had indeed decided to enter a monastery as had been her intention since childhood, and that she now realized that if her 
mlafives had no rest with God it would be her fanlt, that she had to fulfill her pledge; but not a word about last night, not a word about what they had discovered 
together in that bed, not a word about remembering him fomvm: not a thank you for having given her at least a taste of another sort of heaven. Except for a postscript: I 
could never have taken this momentous decision if not for you. And I hope, in the com,ent, to be worthy of such a noble and cam’tolerate soul 

So maybe she did collect and recollect each instance and turn of the bedclothes under the moon and sweat of that night, and if so, she would likely be appalled, 

perhaps morn at his in~nsitivity at pnblishing that hidden island of their lives than at the original lack of purity in his heart. 

And if discovery was possible, then he had to have a plan. What wonld be best? He was closer to Fimnze than to Siena, and the train was heading in that direction 
anyway, m why not staxt them, visiting Edizione Montet~lta~? 

FORTUNATELY, GUIDO VANNI was in, talking to so,ne other hapless client on the phone, but he motioned Antonio to take a seat, mouthing that he’d be done 
soon; and, in effect, it did not mice long for the soft-spoken and urbane publisher to soothe the feathers of who knows what authoress at the other end of the line, 
concerued that her s~tory of illicit infatuafion an~ong the ruins of Tarqninia had not been reviewed by one paper; not one Do not wo~D; Signora Vanni’s mellow voice 
had delivered the right message as he winked at Antonio, Do not fret, San~uel Beckett had Waiting for Godot rejected thirty- five times, or was it thirty- six, so all I can 
counsel is patience and also to pi~ the poor critics who have not yet seen the light, but they shall, we’ll send out another press release, yes, of course, of course, st, 
ciao, ciao. 

"And what can I do tbr you, Antonio?" 

Said in a matter-of-thct tone, because he knew that Antonio was aware of how the business operated, had no illusions as to the success of his book, would understand 

that Montefeltro could not force some overburdened literary editor to assign the novel to even the most distracted of his contributors. Antonio was aware that all was 

vanitasvanitatis in such enterprises, Guido Vanni knew that all Antonio wanted was the safisfacfion of seeing a book penned by him in the hands of friends and one or 

another illiterate relative and perhaps the bribing of some bookseller to place it in the window so a photograph could be snapped of the display, Antonio Sinone next to 

U,nberto Eco and Stephen King, Nadine Gordimer and Dante. What, Vanni asked pleasanfly~ could he do for him’? 

AM Vanni was suitably impressed, when he heard what his cow-reading patron was mquesfing: a list of every store the book had been sent to, that he hunt down 

every last item, refim them all, all, bring them back, don’t dispatch even one morn to anyone anywhere, call up the papers and ask them to return The Heart Thief 

even if they had no intention of reviewing it, even if they were just using the novel as a doorstop or ballast, whatever, Antonio did not want even one replica of his book 

to circulate, not now, not tomorrow, not ever. 

Vanni did not ask why. His specialty was failure. As an expert in shipwrecked souls who had never lost their aspiration to greatness and stardom, he was not surprised 
when, once in a while, ~m author wandered into his offices and cont~ssed that, now that his final fan ’ta.sy had materialized, he tbund himself unable to cope with the sheer 
weight of the book in his life, wa~s ovemome by stage flight, would rather live tbmver secure in what might have been than in "the hard maim where his best friend 
insisted that the book was extraordinary while behind his back all was sniggers and derision. Better not to risk those waters. Were those Antonio’s masons? Vanni 
presumed they were diffemut, but the mat mofive was none of his business. His business was to make money not an excessive amount, enough to live a comtb~table 
exis~tence in his beloved Fimnze and now them ,night be still morn money to be made, so ... 

"You realize that such measures am not included in our contract?" 

Antonio realized it perfectly well and was pmpamd to pay whatever fees were customary in this case. 

"Well, them axe things we can do aJad things we can’t do. Recall the books, that’s not haM, stop shipping them out if orders come in, take The Hearl Thief out of the 
catalog and out ofany advertisemenks we had planned th~ughthemis~nethatwastoappearinLaS~ampathatwi~havetobemdesigned,andthat,sc~st~y those 
measures axe mlafively easy, but I’m atiaid certain things you will have to do by yourself, tbr yourself, Antonio. We can’t really call up the newspapers and withdraw a 
boo,that might even be a way of guaranteeing that they’ll cover it, or at least mad it to tO, and discover what secrets are concealed in "that volnnm, not a bad tactic if 
you want to call attention to yoursel£ but appamnfly what you want is " 

"Just the opposite," Antonio said. "I don’t want anyone to know of this book’s existence." 

"So you will have to find a way to retrieve your own book from the literary bureaus of the five papers we have sent it to, according to our files an~" 

"Our contract stated that you would provide books to at least thiW-five papers." 



"Snrely you’re not complaining thal, lbr staxters, we sent them to t~wer papers, initially only regional ones well, with one exception. I thonght you’d be thankful that 

we had been prudent in our campaigi~, had begun with "the local tblks who might be interested in an author wbom they can find dining in the tarerna around the corner, 

and then go on to tim national dailies, I hope we are not going to play a gmne of reproaches." 

"Not at all. What else do I have to do on my own?" 

"You need to get them back from your friends and family, of course. And also ..." Vanni looked over his computer records. ’~l’here has been one sale, it see~ns." 

"One sale?" 

Vanni sighed. "One person is better than none, and you have to remember that we have not yet arranged publicity-, author readings, book launches, there’s been no 
word-of- mouth yet. Given yonr current requirements, this should be a cause for joy and gratitude and not for recriminations. One sale in your own hometown of 
Siena. Ten dws ago." 

"The Libreria Senese, or Feltrinelli?" 

"Senese," Vam~i said. 

Who couM it be? Antonio wondered about tiffs, vaguely, though his curiosity did not get the better of him and he left the visit to the Libreria Senese on tim Via di Cittfi 

for the laser after all, anyone M~o had, on who knows what wlfim or impulse, bought The Heart Thief was not likely to be in touch with Giaziela or even aware of her 
monastic exis~tence, so it made ,sense to tackle friends and family filet, and then on to the critics. 

The next few days were intense, pulsing with a purpose that had been missing from his life, a fervor and excitement, in fact, that he had not felt since that night with 

Graziela, an outburs~t of energy and commitment that almost seemed to reincarnate the enthusiasm and zeal of his own character’s crusade in the novel he was now 

withdrawing from the hands of the twenty or so people he had been foolish enough to send it to, colleagues, childhood acquaintances, "the owner of the ristorante that 

Antonio frequented three days a week and always on Sunday evenings. They were startled by the vehemence ruth which the author insisted on removing his 

masterpiece farm the premises but none had even opened it, no one had as much as cracked the first chapter, let alone the second one. Rather than disappointment, 

Antonio felt a bizarre sense of relief. Because Graziela, her mere existence, was actually doing him a service, once more: she was revealing to him that nobody caxed 

about his wor~ about his dreams~ about his alter ego Giacco~no, that only she remained true to him, only she would have consumed every" word, she was his sole 

reader and it was crucial, therefore, ti~at she never set eyes on that novel, that the one person who Antonio conjectured would have sent the book to Graziela be 

blocked from doing so. 

The only one Antonio was really concerned about. He had sent this Francesca a copy because nineteen years ago she had rejected him quite brusqnel>; this after 
leading him on, after having accepted dinner and a film and even a hand slipped into her hand and on her knee, and then at tim portal to her house had said, No, this 
wasn’t right, she couldn’t do this to her friend Graziela./M~d Antonio pleaded with her. reminded her that Graziela was a mm and "nothing going on between her and 
me, I just feel sorry for her, that’s all, lira she loses her only living relatives and then she checks into a monastery, tbr Clmst’s sake." But Francesca, damn bitch, had 
been adaJnant. She had her rules, loyalty to a friend was more important than a fling with someone she didn’t t}el, after all, that attracted to, mad she had added, 
unnecessarily, a series of dispa-aging remarks about his lit}, his prospects, his physique. And that’s why he had decided to send her his novel, so she could see that he 
had accomplished something, that all those years ago she had snubbed a man with a book in him, she wonld read it and apprehend what she had missed out on by her 
rebufl~ Sheer lunacy on his part, Antonio now reedized. She did not give a daJnn about him, there was the proof" the book was still in its package, still ensconced in the 
paper wrappm; with her address on the fiont and his on the back. She hardly recognized him when he came to repossess it, handed it over without a protest. Sure, she 
said, take it if you have someone else to give it to. And Antonio: "1 can’t, I’ve written a dedication inside." And Francesca: "A dedication? Why?" And Antonio: 
"Never mind." 

Francesca looked at him with sudden interest. "No, hold on, what does it say?" 

"It doesn’t matter anymore," Antonio said. 

That’s when she had tried to take it back t?om him, and he had held his ground, stuffed it in the bag that was already full of other copies, mad she had tugged at the bag 

and he had wrenched it t?om her clntches and the books had come spilling out, right there on the floor of her living room, and she had been nonplussed long enough tbr 

him to scramble mad snatch up the books and cram them back into the bag. 

"I always lmew you were crazy," Francesca said. 

And Antonio’ s answer confirmed her opinion. ’¢Fhank yo~" he said, as he rose with all the books sate, including the one still inside the package, the one she was 
supposed to have at least opened a few weeks ago when it amved. 

"For what?" 

"For not reading my novel." 

And with that he was gone. On his way home, he stopped by his aunt’s apartment, but she wasn’t there. He knew that she hadn’t read the book because she had 

commented on it in the h~iest of terms, claimed she had read it twice in thct, had gushed that it was thbulous, his mother would have been so prond. And went on and 

on, but the old woman hadn’t read a news itmn from the local paper in yeaxs, was too tired to decipher the labels on her medicine, asked Antonio for help in that task. 

On the other hand there was no chance Zia Bernarda would get rid of her one coW to send it to anyone. She would hoard it and delude herself into believing ti~at a 

night wonld come when she’d read its paragraphs out loud over and over again to the photo of her dead sister. 

In his apartment, he carefully piled the salvaged novels of the day in a mound, next to the eighty other copies that would never have gone ont anyway, soon to be joined 

by hundreds more volumes. Within a few days the whole edition would be here, overwhelming eve~ corner of his home, all one thousand copies. He smiled at the 

thonght of an author who sqnirrels away all his novels and lives and breathes and eats among them, reads the same book each day-. What better reader than his own 

monomaniacal self, what better critic? 



AND THE NEXT day and the day atter that were, in thor, dedicated to the critics, to visiting the five papers, starting with Siena’s own II Corriere Nazio**ale II 
Citadino Oggi. No problem, the drowW editor at the cultural desk had been morn than happy to mtum both copies of the book to him, accepted his explanation that 
he’d tbund too many typos and that a new edition was forthcoming and these two would be replaced at that point. And no trouble either in Perugia, where a woman 
who was cleaning up the bathrooms at the Corriere dell’Umbria led him into a depositoW packed with books and watched him dig away until he had found both 
copies, and waved him aside when he tried to show her his identification. "Nobody roads them anyway," she said. He had even less trouble at the two papers in Pisa~ 
the Giornale II Tirreno and La Nazione, where the editor tried to mlload some of his nephew’ s poeW on Antonio, wondered if he wouldn’t cam to write a review for 
the Sztpplemento Culutrale, ad honomm, naturally. 

The next morning he set out for the station. He was going back to Fimnze and to the last journal on his list. the one he had postponed till now. First he stopped by his 

aunt’s, but again she didn’t answer the door. Maybe she was sick. This afternoon when he returned from Firenze he would have to check up on her. She had even 

forgotten to leave the answering machine on. 

Antonio wasn’t looking forward to the upcoming visit, the only one he had mine trepidation about, had decided to leave tbr the very end of his quest: La Rivista dei 
Libri, on the Via dei Lmnberti. ’%~hy did you send them a cow?" he had asked Guido Vanni, and Vanni had shrugged his shonlders and said that authors were never 

happy no matter what their publisher did, most of them insisting on their books’ being remitted to the most prestigious mag~ines. And if Antonio hadn’t been hell-bent 

on repossessing every last copy of)’he Heart Ihief, he would a2lso have complained that Montefeltro was not doing enough to get tile book the attention it deserved. 

"Go and see them, they won’t ,nind retaming it to you. Ask for Giovanni Bellochio." 

Giovanni Bellochio, the famous essayis~t? 

The same. 

All right, he’d do it. Anything, even speak to Bellochio, in order to spare Graziela the terror of seeing her story told for all the world to wallow in, an~hing in order to 

spare himself the hmniliation of receiving a ~athing letter from that nun in her monastery. 

But he had a mason for not wanting to see the thmous writer, for putting it off until now. It was true that Bellochio, the acerbic critic, made every writer in Italy and 

many abroad tremble with his witty demolishment of their sources, their prose, their egos. Antonio, however, did not tear that Bellochio would do something similar to 

his book, IT~e Heart Thief No, them wasn’t a chance in heaven that anyone of that caliber would bother with anything issued by a vani~" press, even if Montefeltro 

was just around the comer from La Rivista dei Libri. No, Antonio was concerned because 

"Sinsone? Antonio Sinsone? In person?" 

He heard the voice of Bellochio emerging from the cavernous depths of the other room, muffled only by the thousands of books lining ever>- wall and nook and cm~my, 

the gmffvoice he had hemvl on the radio and on television and once on the phone only once that ver>- voice now calling, "Send him in, by all means, what a 

pleasure, what a pleasure," the words ironic, seasoned with a chortle. 

Antonio ventured into the den of the dragon, the greatest critic in all of Italy. 

Bellochio gestured to him to take a seat while he finished a sentence on the computer, all "the while smiling "to himsell; peflaaps because he was bulldozing the reputation 

of some wretched author with the droll turn of phrase he had jus~t written. But when tile critic swiveled in his chair and looked at Antonio and then spoke, Antonio 

realized that the smile was one of anticipation, derived from the delight Bellochio was about to experience by flattening Antonio, erasing him like a superfluous adjective. 

"So, you’re Sinsone, eh? Antonio Sinsone? And me, I’m ungranlmatical, eh? Don’t know the difference between the present and tile past tense, eh? Write as if Dante 
had never bmatbed the air of the city where I was born and now reside?" 

"I was jus~t doing my job." 

"You have guts, I’ll give you that. I told you as much in our one and only phone conversation. And what else did I say?" 

"That I could stick my copyediting up my ass." 

"And did you?" 

"I’m sum someone so eminent is awaxe that you can stick a book up your ass and many other objects, but not the copyediting itsel£ It’s a typical metaphor that doesn’t 
work. Of which you had several in your text." 

"So you think I was wrong to demand a different copyeditor?" 

"It happens to me from time to time. Authors who don’t like my comments. Authors who think they are God. Authors who make up words that don’t exist in the 

dictionary." 

"Listen, Sinsone. Every word that’s ever been worth its own piss and lots of words that are worth nothing at all, every word in the world in thct, existed in some other 
mouth belbm it was ever incorporated into a dictionary by some bureaucrat or pal’aT scrivener. And the words I invented in my boo,that won the nationa] book 
awaxd for nonfiction, mindyou ~w award-winning book, ~aanslated into thirteen languages~ was filled with words " 

"Throe words," said Antonio. 

"The words you rejected, man. Words that roll be welcomed reverentially into the next edition of each and every dictionary in Italy. And what words of yours will ever 
have that honor?" 

"My life has not ended yet, sir." 



"You do have guts. That’ s why, when I got yo ur novel, when Guido Vanni alerted me to the thct that the worm of a coweditor who had dazed to criticize my s~le 

coming out with a novel, no less, mad ~at maybe this was my chance tbr revenge o1~ he’ll do anything to get a review, Guido is shameless, he’s doing you a favor, he 

rea]lycares, Sinsone Well, I munnumd a) mysel£ why not read his little book? And ... you wa~t to know what l think?" 

"No," said ~to~o. "I just want it back." 

"Here’s what I think. The first chapter, sl~t. The thir& the fou~k fl~e fiRh chapter~ eveW chapter till the end, including ~e epilogue a~d the author’s note and even the 

ac~owledgments, shit. But the second chapter, now, that’s as if someh~@ el~ had wri~en it. Did you steal it, Sinsone, come o~ you can tell me." 

’~o, of course not, I " 

"Well, it’s the only ~ing that 6ngs true in ~e whole mudNe you have &red to call a novel." 

"I want it ~ck." 

"Good man. ’Fake fl~at second chapter; delve deepe~; mm it into a novella~ keep up that tone, that sensually; that ~note guilt, thatjo~ng tone that does not quite Nde 

the desire to escape frown res~nsibili~, and you may ~ onto something write i~ publish ik not with some q~ck like Guido Vamfi. Publish it wi~ Einaudi 

BompiaN, ~d I’ll ~view it my~l£ you can rake that prmni~ to the Nnk. I’ll even write a note of in~oducfion to fl~e editors them." 

"I ~ow the editors there. I work for them." 

"Ha’. And they declined to publish it. right? How many publishers ~efused you [~fore ~vu went ~ Montefeltro and Nid for your own monstrosi~ to come out?" 

"~y-five." 

"~ay- five’. And why did you stop flaere? Why not go on to forty, si~t?~, seventy, one hundred? Why s~p at tN~y-tive?" 

"You ~ow why. It w~ a sec~t hom~e m Dante. That w~ his ~e, thi~- five, when he was midway fl~ough life, when he sta~s Ns journey into Hell fl~at eventually 

ends up in Heaven." 

"Yes. t~e allusions ~ The Divine Come@ axe strewn t~roughout your texX they make it even more Nthefic and, dare I say, purgatorial. Here, ~ke it." 

~d Bellochio’s bee~, hai~’ hand passed Antonio a coW of The Heart Thief ~mo put in his bag, then waited. 

"What is it now?" 

"The other one. Where’s the other one?" 

"What other one?" 

"Va~i must have ~nt you m,o copies." 

"Oh, that one. I gave it ~ Ma~a Pietr~gelli. A N~dNng journalist friend at H Firenze. The sweet gift came by the other day, asked me what I was reading and I 

showed it to her and o~md her our e~ra cow." 

"You c~’t do that." 

"We do it all the time. IfI didn’t give away most of the books that we’re sent, I wouldn’t be able to step into my own office. It’s bet~r than tl~owing them in the 

garbage." 

Antonio s~od up and, wi~out fi~her hesi~tiot~ ~ached across the desk m~d grabbed BellocNo’s eno~ous Rolode:< s~ed to rifle tNough it. 

"What am you doing?" 

~toNo didn’t answer. He had found Maria Pietr~gelli’s address, memorized it quicNy, shoved the Rolodex into BellocNo’s emp~ hands that were trembling ruth 

rage. 

’~ow this," he sNd to the great ma~ ’Xhis is ~metNng that ~vu can s~ick up your ass." 

MARIA PIET~GELLI ttAD been warned that Antonio was on his way and refused m open the door. 

"All I wmat is fl~e book Bellochio gave you. Just hand it over to me and I’ll leave, you’ll never ~e me again." 

The voice on the other si& of~e door sounded timid. 

’Tm ~eading it now." 

’~ow? Right now?" 

"~ght now. Until you inte~pted me." 



"How fax have you gone?" 

"I’m starting the second chapter. It’s quite interesting, the second chapter." 

"I need you to return the book to me. It’s £hll of typos, errors, nobody ever showed me tile proofs or the galleys. I can’t have anyone reading it in those conditions. I’m 

a perfectionist. I’m a copyeditor myself. It would reflect badly on me." 

"Well, you should have exercised more control." 

Mafia was fight, of course. He wished she would open the door so he could explain how right she was, thongh not probably in the way she had meant it. Maybe he 

needed to pour his soul out to somebody, confess eve ~r~thing, receive some hint of absolution, and she sounded strangely full of empathy. Her voice had a lovely timbre. 

But no, no, no, he couldn’t tell her his sad stou, not to ajoumalis~ and certainly not through a closed door. 

Suddenly, Antonio felt tired. How many days had he been at this task? Three? Was this really the end of the third day, and he still hadn’t received back all the books? 

Could it be possible? He realized that he had hardly eaten over this period, felt somehi~w purged and weary and soiled, aJ~l at the same time. 

"Are you going to write something about the novel’?" 

"I think so. You should be pleased." 

"Why bother? You’re not going to like it." 

"Oh, don’t wonT. I never write a bad review, not of anything. If I don’t like a book, I won’t publish a word about it. I only wfite about the books I like. I figure the 

world has enough pain already, without my having to add to it. I model myself on Bellochio, W to be his opposite." 

"You can’t sIand pain, the pain of others?" 

Antonio took a deep breath and then banged his head against the door. Hard. 

"What was that?" 

His ears were ringing, a big bruise mnst be forming on his forehead, tears canoe to his eyes. 

"That was me. I banged my head against your door." 

"You banged your head against my door?" 

"Yes, and I’m going to do it again unless yon give me back my book I’m going to do it again and again until I get my book back." 

There was a pause. Antonio could imagine Maria inside, weighing her options. He decided to hurry her along. He banged with his hand on tile door, trying to ,nake it 

sound as much like a head as possible. He let out a little groan. 

"I’m going to call the police." 

"By the time they get here I’ll be all blood and bruises. And you’ll be responsible." 

"All fight, all fight." 

Antonio heard her secnre the latch and then the door was slipped open slightly, just sntticient tbr a ray of light to come flooding ont of the room so she would be able to 

see him, realize that he had indeed hurt himsel£ a big ugly bump Ibrming on his Ibrehead. 

"Wait here." 

He heaacd her foots~teps on the wooden floor, tried to imagine what her face ,night be like, whether she was Bellochio’s lover, whether she would be able to finagle 

another cow of the novel somewhere else. He hoped that Vanni had managed to have them all withdrawn, all of them returned from the bookstores, he thought that 

this Mafia sounded like a determined woman, so obstinate that she might make the rounds nntil she found his novel and finished it. He knew that’s what he would do if 

someone had come along and stolen the book he was reading, he’d have definitely not rested nntil a new cow was in his hands. 

Now Mafia was back. She edged The IIeart Thief through the opening as if he, Antonio, was carrying the plague and she wanted "to make snre that not a microbe 

could reach her. 

"Yon’re cr~y, do you know that?" 

"So,nebody else, a woman totally different from you, said exactly the same thing to me yesterday, so you’re probably right. But the other person wasn’t as nice as you 

are, didn’t say it tile way you said it." 

"How did I say it?" 

"I don’t know. A mix of pity and admirations, I guess." 



°°I’ll never see another coW of this book, right? No second printing? All that talk about ~pos and lost galleys, all that was a lie." 

°°A lie," Antonio said. "So here’s the truth: I’m aft’aid you’ll never be able to read the rest of it, write your review." 

"I doubt that I’d have written anything. The first chapter was not very good, if you don’t mind my frankness. But the second chapter, it showed promise, I sensed real 

passion and regret there." 

Real passion and regret. 

Antonio kept repeating those words to himself on the train back home, ahnost like a mantra, the claptrap of the rails and the wheels of the train and the creaking of the 

wagons mixing in his mind, real passion and regret, regret, regret, not a bad way of summarizing what that night with Graziela had been, how it had led to these three 

days. Who would have thought he had it in him, to attempt this sort of journey way past the midway of his own life? Would the years ahead ever bring him an~hing this 
exhilara~6ng? Or. when he got back the last two copies only two more were out there, that’s all he needed to complete the thousan~would his exis~tence return to its 

incessant Sisyphus rock, would the rest of his days be one manuseript after another, all by other writers, correcting their little tbibles and lapse~ pointing out 
anachronisms, flagging the words that people like Bellochio were creating for the men and women and children of tomorrow? Was that what awaited him once this 

odyssey of his was over, no san anymore, no other s~rs in his sky? If millions of copies of The Heart Thief were out there, wouldn’t it be thrilling to spend every chy 

till he died hunting them down, one by one, meeting people he would never have daaced to approach othem,ise, the cleaning woman with her mop and her generosity, 

Bellochio full of self-impo~Iance and yet strangely tender, and Maria, of course, that angel oftnercy, who had looked at him through that gap in the door and felt 

compassion as the light streamed through. But no, if there were that many copies of his book in the woft& one of them might fa~l, was sure to fall, into the hands of 

Gra.ziela, would perturb her peace and des~troy her feelings for him. No, better to bring an end to the task today. 

So he headed for Il Campo as soon as he arrived in Siena and then turned right and there it was, Libreria Senese, and there he was, old Albero, the same bookseller as 

always, about to close shop, but stopping to greet Antonio with severi~. 

"Yesterday," Albero said, "we returned all your books, all tbur copies of them. I said the request had to be a mistake. Why was Montet~ltro withdrawing the novel? 

Guido Vanni said it was you, the author, that you’d decided you weren’t happy with the edition after all. And do you know M~at I said? I said: That book’s not a best 

seller, but it’s doing well. For a firs~t novel, it’s not doing badly at all. Why, we sold a cow just the other day, last week." 

"Yes, that’s why I " 

"All I can say is that I hope 5’our action is not some sort of plague of false ~nodesV, that other authors don’t get it into their heads to do something similaac. And talking 

about heads, that’s a nasa" bump you’ve got there." 

"Who was it?" 

"Who was what?" 

"Who bought my book?" 

Old Albero had never seen the woman before. She wasn’t a regular customer. He’d noticed her walldng a2long the street from titne to time; everybody in Siena had at 

some point crossed the path of eve~?~body else, but this woman, she was mos~t categorically not your ~pical reader of books. She could ha~v~ly see, in fact, and yet she 

had only wanted that book. Antonio’s book. 

Antonio asked for a description, though he didn’t need one, he hardly waited for the bookseller to conclude his observalions when he was ofl~ Zia Bernarda! Of 

course. Who else would want to acquire a cow of the novel? But why a second one? Had something happened to the first one? 

THIS TIME, SHE was at home, welcomed him effusively, sat him down to the table, said, "You look temble, how did you get that homble lump up there? How long 
has it been since you ate an>~thing, you look thmished." 

Antonio tried to get to the point, the novel, May had she ? but his aunt would not discuss anything but the ravioli she was cooking and the secret ingredients ofthe 

ragfi, bequeathed to her by none other than Antonio’s saintly mother, may she rest in peace. Ills aunt would not accept any other topic of discussion than family and 
food until her nephew had cleaned his plate, sopped up the last re,nnants of the sauce with nice fresh bread. She took the plates into the kitchen and shuffled back and 

then plopped herself in front of him and waited for his ques~tions. 

’][’he first was easy to answer. His book was by’ her bedside and, yes, well, if he insisted, he could take it back, as long as he promised to bring her a new copy once it 

had been printed all over again. Such an extraordinau novel, such talent. 

The other one? The one she had purchased some ten days ago at the Libreria Sanese? Oh, she had remembered that gift. "Remember that gift, Graziela, who seemed 

to be in love with you? Remember her. the one who decided to become a nun, bless her soul, though it would have been better, such a beauty, if she had married you 

and made you a happy man." Well, Zia Bemarda had thought about that gift and that maybe she’d like to know of this triumph of the man she once had love~well, 

not loved, ’°not sure that you two had ever really been sweet on each other, or you’d be together right now, right? But you could tell that something was there, some 

alchemy, so I sent it to her, didn’t pester you to inscribe anything tier her, just sent it along." 

Antonio didn’t remonstrate with her, brushed a gentle kiss on her hai~; accepted some bahn for the wound on his forehead, left her there, singing to herself~ but as soon 

as the song thded and he was down in the street, his heart filled with drea& which increased absurdly as he traced his steps back to his apartment. The closer he got to 

it the more he felt that something temble was about to happen, even if he now had in his bag the last copies of the novel, the last but one of the thousand, the last of his 

books but one. 

She wc~s holding it in her hands. 

She was there, sitting on top of the pile of his books, in the black robes of her order, she was there waiting for him. 



She didn’t seem to have aged. 

He did not ask her how she had managed to get in, how she had convinced the porter to open the apartment, a nun cm~ get anybo@ to do an~thing in It~Jy. tte didn’t 

say a word, didn’t apologize, didn’t refer to the Heart Ihiefthat was open in front of her. He had interrupted her reading of it, he could see that it was a worn- out 

book by now, that she had probably read it many times over, it looked like one of those books in a libraxy, that has gone through a tnultiplication of hands and eyes m~d 

houses. But in this case, the only reader was Gmziela. He could imagine her in that cell, perusing the s~to~3~ that neither she nor he had ever told to anyone, their secrek 

his secret, his vile behavior. 

"What happened to your head?" Graziela finally asked. "No, don’t answer that. Don’t breathe a word, in fact. I have something to say to you. I would like you to listen 

and not to interrupt me. Do you think that’s possible?" 

He nodded. Yes, that was possible. 

"I read yonr book. As yon can see, I have read it several times over. And then I did something that perhaps I sbonldn’t have done. I trusted someone. My bes~t liiend 

at the monaste~. Sister Venedica. I told her that one of the chapters was about me. I told her about you and me and that night ... And she ... well, she told our mother 
superior; went and betrayed me. Sold me, her sister, sold me to gratif?~ her vanity. I never thought it would be that easy to betray, to indulge our vaniU. But this book 

has taught me, this book... Mother Superior ca2lled me in, asked me if it was true. 

"If what is true’? I asked. 

"Is it true that you were not a virgin when you came to this convent, is it true that you lied when you came to this convent, is it true that you enjoyed that night of carnal 

love with a man? 

’°And I said yes, it was all true. 

’°And she ~id I mnst recant, I mnst repent. Repent having spent that night with a man. 

’°And ... No~ I said. No I don’t repent, I won’t, I can’t. 

’°That’s what I answered. I’m not sure where I got the strength to answer her like that. Maybe from the book. 

"Mother Superior insisted. And the lie? Keeping this from me, your confessor, a]l these years? You don’t repent of that? 

"And no, again, no, I can’t and I won’t and I shouldn’t. Because I unde~tood that I could not live ruth myself if I got rid of that memo~, of that night inside me, of you 

inside me. It was the firs~t thing I thought about in the morning when I awoke and the last thing that visited me when my eyes closed to sleep. Not God, not Jesus or the 
Resurrection or the Mother of God or the sins of Eve, but your wa~cm hand on my cold breast until my breast was wanner than your hand. So I left the convent. I took 

the few things I tx~ssess in the world mad this book, I also took the book with me, ~md came to see yon, crone to thank you tbr having written this. I don’t know if what 

you say about yourself is true or is not true, what is or is not invented. And I really don’t care. I crone to say this m~d only this: I’m ready. Now, tinally, I’m ready. How 

about you? Are you ready, Antonio? Are you?" 

Antonio looked at her, sitting on top of the books as if on a totnbstone or an alt~c, sitting in that room strewn with their sto~y, Antonio looked at her, perched on that 

heap, holding in her hand the only book he would ever publish in this world, copy number one thousand, the last book~ and he knew what to answer, what he had been 

whispering to her over the last twenU years and over the last three days and over the last hours that he had spent collecting eve~y last copy so she would not suffer. 

"Yes," Antonio said, "now I’m ready." 
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list Patrick Bond as a co-instructor in one of the courses? 

I look forward to hearing back from you. Thartks for all the help with writing this proposal. 

Mambo freshi, 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Edncation Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: http :/istudy abroad, unc. edu<http : i/studv abroad, unc. edu/> 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information An?- unauthorized review-, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh@ukzn.ac za] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:16 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Re: UNC proposal 

Dear Rodney 



I’m well thanks for asking, please note that I will forward to you shortly Patrick’s recent CV Please pass my best wishes to Eunice. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" 
>>> <rvargas@emaihunc.edu<mailto:r~ar~as(~email uric edu>> 2011/07/19 
>>> 07:36 PM >>> 
Dear Helen, 

I hope this message finds you doing very xvell. 
Professor Sahle and myself are working hard in the proposal for the program in 2012. I need to ask you for Professor Patrick B ond’s C~riculum Vitae. Would you kindly send me a copy to 
attach to the proposal? Thanks so much for your help. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill iNT’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: http :/istudv abroad, unc. edu<htt~ : i/studv abroad, m~c. edu/> 
*************************************************** 

Corffidentiality Notice: This e-ruail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cordidential irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/i;vwwukzn.acza/disclaimer<http://www.ukznac.zaidisclaimer/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, July 21,2011 1:32 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] CCO Summer grades m~d memo 

SSII grade memo.doc 

Please see the attached follow-up memo from the University Registrar concerning your summer session grades. 

CarolMc Donnell 
Student Ser~dces Manager 
University of N orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB#I020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
carolmq@unc.edu 
800-862-5669 
fax 9!9-962-5549 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.nnc.edu">ennice@ema~l.unc.edn<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-29524984- 3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-29524984- 

3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu</a;, 



TH E U N IVER.SIT’~ 

NORTH CAROLINA 

CttAI~E L HILL 

MEMORANDUM CHA.PEI. HILL. NC 

F 919.962,.666z 

TO: All Teaching Faculty 

FROM: Senora DeCosta, Assistant University Registrar 

RE: Summer Session II Grades 

DATE: July 19, 2011 

Our University is now entering another electronic grading period. The purpose of this 
communication is to provide you with information that is usually sent at this time as it 
pertains to our new system. 

Summer Session II Rosters will be available on=line Wednesday, July 20, 2011. 

Grades should be entered no later than 72 hours after the scheduled time of the final 
examination. To facilitate the timely reporting of grades, please follow this schedule for 
entering and approving your grades: 

¯ Exams scheduled on Thursday, July 21 are due by 9:00 AM on Monday, July 25. 

o Exams scheduled on Friday, July 22 are due by 5:00 PM on Monday, July 25. 

Courses that do not have final examinations are due by 9:00 AM on Monday, July 25. 

You may find our training document on grading useful: htt s://re istrar- 
edit.unc.edu/Trainin /DocumentRe~/CCM1 042457. 

The 72 hour deadline for retumin Grade Reports is critical. We must be able to 
reliably determine academic eligibility information to report to School Deans. This 
enables them to assess whether or not a student may continue enrollment for the next 
term. 

Submitting Grades 

Every registered student (’those that appear on your grade roster) must have 
an a ro date rade desi nation no blanks~. If a student did not show up for 
the final examination or has not been attending classes, a grade of "AB" or "FA" 
must be assigned. Use a Post-Semester Registration/Drop/Add Form to 
remove or add a student to a course after the Official Grade Rosters have been 
generated for the semester. 

The beauty of an electronic grading system is that the instructor of record can 
enter grades by computer/internet from anywhere in the world. By doing so, 
his/her digital signature is recorded as having assigned the grades. The 
University prefers the "signature" of the instructor of record. 



When Assigning Grades 

The Report for Assignment of Temporary Grade of AB or IN to Undergraduates can 
be found online at https:iireg~,strar- 
edit. u~c. ed uiccmig~o~llp sip u bl ici@~egi stra~idoc~m entsiconte~ticcm3.___.031444, pdi’ 

o New: you may use the Comment Section of the IN/AB reporting form should 
you wish to explain the assignment of a "FA" grade. 

Refer to Registrar Procedures Memorandum for University grading policies and 
grade definitions (https://registrar- 
edit. unc.edu/AcademicServices/PoliciesProcedures/U niversityPolicyMemorandum 
s/CCM1 042580). 

Even if you know an undergraduate student has elected to take your course 
under the PS/D+/D/F option, you must assign an appropriate letter grade for 
their performance. The computerized grade table will convert grades of "C-" or 
better to "PS." 

¯ Only the appropriate grades for a student will appear in the drop down 
selection. 

The "FA" grade is assigned when an undergraduate student did not attend the 
final examination and could not pass the course regardless of performance on 
the exam. This would be appropriate for an undergraduate student that never 
attended the course or has excessive absences in the course, as well as missing 
the exam. You may use the Comment Section of the IN/AB reporting form 
should you wish to explain the assignment of a "FA" grade. 

The "AB" grade is assigned when a student did not attend the final examination 
and there is the possibility that the student could pass the course if the exam was 
taken. The "AB" is computed as an "F" grade in an undergraduate student’s 
GPA. For undergraduate students, an "AB" grade is changed automatically to an 
"F*" if the grade is not cleared by the end of the next regular semester. For 
graduate students, an "AB" will convert to an "F*" (administratively assigned 
grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from the original examination. 

The "IN" grade is assigned when a student took the final examination but did not 
complete some other course requirement. The student could pass the course if 
the assignment was completed. The "IN" is computed as an "F" grade in an 
undergraduate student’s GPA. For undergraduate students, an "IN" is changed 
automatically to an "F*" if the grade is not cleared by eight weeks into the next 
regular semester. For graduate students, an "IN" will convert to an "F*" 
(administratively assigned grade) if the grade is not cleared within one year from 
the original examination. 

The "SP" grade is assigned for an undergraduate student participating in the first 
course(s) of an approved departmental Undergraduate Honors Program. The 
Honors Program usually runs for the duration of at least two semesters (Junior 
and/or Senior Honors/Research). A final permanent grade is not assigned until 
completion of the second and/or final course. When the final permanent grade is 
assigned for an Honors Program, any previously assigned grade(s) of "SP" must 
be changed to the appropriate permanent letter grade by an Official Grade 
Change Form. 



Should you need to assign a "NG" grade for a judicial action, please contact the 
Registrar’s Office, Records Section (962-0495). If you were entering grades 
when you reached the need to assign a "NG", be sure to save the grade roster 
before you call. 

Note: "IN" and "AB" are temporary grades that can be reported on the Official Grade 
Rosters or on an Official Grade Change Form. Instructors can change temporary 
grades to permanent grades by completing the Official Grade Change Form within 
the specified deadlines. Once a grade has been changed to an "F*", a dean’s 
signature is also required on the Official Grade Change Form. 

Tips when entering and approving grades 

SAVE SAVE SAVE - when ready to approve grades, press approve firmly 
then press save firmly to submit grades for posting. 

¯ For assistance/concerns/questions email grades@unc.edu. 

cc: All OUR Staff 
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African Journal of Agricultural Research AJAR <ajar.reviewO5@gmail.com> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 5:34 AM 

Invitation to Review: AJAR- 11 - 1161 

AJAR- 11-1161 .doc; Reviewers Guide.doc; AJAR Instruction For Authors.pdf 

Dear Colleague, 

We received a manuscript Titled: Facing Water Scarcity mid Components iniluencing this Challenge in Fars province. 

wish to inquire if you can create time to review this manuscript and send it to us within two weeks. 

Find below the Abstract 

As water scarcity is alarmingly on the increase in national and international level especially in agriculture and due to the i~nportance of examination of co~nponents 

influencing how water scarcity, is dealt with by farmers, this reseaxch was carried out to analyze the situation of Facing Water Scarci~~ (FWS) by farn~ers of Zarindasht 

ConnF and to examine influencing colnponents on this challenge. This couiW is located in Southeas~ of Faxs province, Iran. This research was a sort of survey studies 

and a questionnaire was used for the collection of data. Questionnaire’s reliabili~ was confirmed through computing Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient which was above 

0.80. 150 farmers were selected as a sample population through calcnlating Cochran’s Formula among 4648 farmers in this county and were sampled using multi- stage 

sampling techNque. Findings revealed that more than 70 percent of farmers were highly faced with water scarcity., and there was a significant relationship but negative 

between FWS and variables such as "the depth of water in the well", "income", and a positive significant relationship between this challenge and variables such as 

"length of water transmission canal" and "the volume of water decrease". In addition, the older farmers, the ones without a second job, the ones using soil canals for 

water transmission, and the ones with salty water irrigation were l?aced with water scarcity challenge more often. Also, geographical situation was recognized signiiica~t 
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having a second job and, the length of water transmission canal were the most important factors, explaining 40 percent of the varim~ce, influencing farmers’ FWS in 
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Facing Water Scarcity and Components influencing this Challenge in Fats province 

Abstract 

As water scarcity is alarmingly on the increase in national and international level especially 

in agriculture and due to the importance of examination of components influencing how 

water scarcity is dealt with by farmers, this research was carried out to analyze the situation 

of Facing Water Scarcity (FWS) by farmers of Zarindasht County and to examine influencing 

components on this challenge. This county is located in Southeast of Fars province, Iran. This 

research was a sort of survey studies and a questionnaire was used for the collection of data. 

Questionnaire’s reliability was confirmed through computing Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient 

which was above 0.80. 150 farmers were selected as a sample population through calculating 

Cochran’s Formula among 4648 farmers in this county and were sampled using multi-stage 

sampling technique. Findings revealed that more than 70 percent of farmers were highly 

faced with water scarcity, and there was a significant relationship but negative between FWS 

and variables such as "the depth of water in the well", "income", and a positive significant 

relationship between this challenge and variables such as "length of water transmission canal" 

and "the volume of water decrease". In addition, the older farmers, the ones without a second 

iob, the ones using soil canals for water transmission, and the ones with salty water irrigation 

were faced with water scarcity challenge more often. Also, geographical situation was 

recognized significant as there was a significant difference among villages and states. Finally, 

the results showed that, among all the examined components, the decrease of used ~vater 

volume, having a second job and, the length of water transmission canal were the most 

important factors, explaining 40 percent of the variance, influencing farmers’ FWS in 

Zarindasht County. 

Key words: Facing Water Scarcity (FWS), influencing factors, Water Transmission canals, 

Zarindasht County, Fars province, Iran. 

Introduction 

Water has been the most important factor in the development of the world for a very long 

time (Khalilian and Zare mehrjerdi, 2005). Ninety seven percent of the world’s water 

resources are salty, and a very limited amount of it is directly being used by human beings. 

Almost 1.76 percent of the water on the planet is crystallized or has changed into frozen 

rivers and whatever left is stored in the underground. Increasing demands for water by 

industrial and urban users will intensify the competition to get it. At the same time, water 

scarcity is increasing in several important agricultural areas (Fraiture and Wichelns, 2010). 

According to the scientists’ prediction, in the following decades water scarcity in the global 

scale will be experienced more than before, and the necessity of this vital substance will 
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Abstract 

As water scarcity is alarmingly on the increase in national and international level especially 

in agriculture and due to the importance of examination of components influencing how 

water scarcity is dealt with by farmers, this research was carried out to analyze the situation 

of Facing Water Scarcity (FWS) by farmers of Zarindasht County and to examine influencing 

components on this challenge. This county is located in Southeast of Fars province, Iran. This 

research was a sort of survey studies and a questionnaire was used for the collection of data. 

Questionnaire’s reliability ~vas confirmed through computing Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient 

which ~vas above 0.80. 150 farmers were selected as a sample population through calculating 

Cochran’s Formula among 4648 farmers in this county and ~vere sampled using multi-stage 

sampling technique. Findings revealed that more than 70 percent of farmers were highly 

faced with ~vater scarcity, and there was a significant relationship but negative between FWS 

and variables such as "the depth of water in the well", "income", and a positive significant 

relationship bet~veen this challenge and variables such as "length of~vater transmission canal" 

and "the volume of water decrease". In addition, the older farmers, the ones without a second 

job, the ones using soil canals for water transmission, and the ones with salty water irrigation 

were faced with water scarcity challenge more often. Also, geographical situation was 

recognized significant as there was a significant difference among villages and states. Finally, 

the results showed that, among all the examined components, the decrease of used water 

volume, having a second job and, the length of water transmission canal were the most 

important factors, explaining 40 percent of the variance, influencing farmers’ FWS in 

Zarindasht County. 

Key words: Facing Water Scarcity (FWS), influencing factors, Water Transmission canals, 
Zarindasht County, Fars province, Iran. 

Introduction 

Water has been the most important factor in the development of the world for a very long 

time (Khalilian and Zare mehrjerdi, 2005). Ninety seven percent of the world’s water 

resources are salty, and a very limited amount of it is directly being used by human beings. 

Almost 1.76 percent of the water on the planet is crystallized or has changed into frozen 

rivers and whatever left is stored in the underground. Increasing demands for water by 

industrial and urban users will intensify the competition to get it. At the same time, water 

scarcity is increasing in several important agricultural areas (Fraiture and Wichelns, 2010). 

According to the scientists’ prediction, in the following decades water scarcity in the global 

scale will be experienced more than before, and the necessity of this vital substance will 

become more obvious (Sayer and T. O’Riordan, 2000). Nowadays water crisis has become 
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one of the controversial issues among all countries’ scientists, researchers and politicians~ As 

Frank Rager Berman one of the managers of International Water Institute said, about one 

fourth of the world are Faced with water scarcity because of physical factors including 

natural disasters, overuse of water resources and, poor management in agriculture which 

cause rivers and underground water resources to dry up early (Sistan and Baluchestan 

Regional Water Company, 2007). Iran is located in the arid and semi-arid area in the world, 

and as a result, water scarcity is a big problem (Forooghi et al, 2006). Generally, water 

scarcity happens when the rate of ~vater users’ pressure is more than water supply, and 

increasing demands of different parts of the environment like agriculture, industry and urban 

users are not answered completely (FAO, 2007). 

Zarindasht County is one of the 13 counties of Fats province in Iran faced with water scarcity 

which is due to the persistence of drought and overuse of the underground resources 

(Ansarifar, 2006). This county with an area of 4626 km2 and the population of about 65000 

people is located in the southeast of Fats province of Iran. With an average amount of 236 

mm rain and the average temperature of 22.7° centigrade, Zarindasht is a hot and semi-arid 

county of Iran. In recent years ~vater scarcity has been highly increasing owning to persistent 

droughts which has made the farmers leave their spoiled farms behind and migrate to big 

cities (Jihad-E-Agriculture Management of Zarindasht County, 2010). While agriculture in 

this county is of great importance, the main source of supplying agricultural water is 

ground~vater. However, due to overexploitation of groundwater, the annual decrease of the 

water level from this resource is considerable. Decreasing number of agricultural water wells 

from 915 in years 2004-2005 to 870 wells in years 2008-2009 and decreasing average of 

discharge from 12 Ls to 9 Ls prove that groundwater, as the main source of supplying 

agricultural water, signifies an alarming case of water supply (Jihad-E-Agriculture 

Management of Zarindasht County, 2010)~ In fact, both sequential droughts and lack of 

groundwater optimal consumption in Zarindasht County have caused water scarcity problem 

which has ended in agricultural yield loss in this county (Asadi et al, 2009). Considering the 

importance of water scarcity problem in this county, this research aimed to investigate how 

water scarcity is dealt with by farmers and to find out factors influencing this challenge~ 

Scientists believed that different factors can cause water scarcity. Pereira et al (2002) 

believed that overexploitation of water resources and water quality degradation are associated 

with water shortage. Also overexploitation and poor management of groundwater threaten the 

resources (Fraiture and wichelns, 2010). Luquet et al (2005) showed that traditional irrigation 
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methods are a big challenge in countries facing water scarcity. Research carried out in 

Rafsanjan County by Abdollahi and Soltani (1998) revealed that the land ownership and 

topography are the factors causing waste of water which results in water scarcity. Kardovani 

(2000) also believed that the long length of irrigation canals as well as their turns and twists 

are the factors causing water loss and water scarcity. Zehtabian (2005) refers to three points 

that is the fact that irrigation canals are made of soil, the farms are not leveled, and the long 

length of water canals. He believes that these factors result in decreasing irrigation 

productivity and water scarcity. Davarpanah (2005) concluded that agricultural product 

insurance against water scarcity and government supportive policies are the managerial 

components to overcome water scarcity and draught. Furthermore, studying water scarcity in 

Darab County (located in Fars province, Iran) and determining components leading to water 

scarcity, Forooghi et al. (2006) stated that turning soil irrigation canals into polyethylene 

pipes, and improving water consumption in the farm by Hydroflom pipes are the best 

managerial strategies to tackle water scarcity. 

Research Method 

This study was a sort of survey study. A number of 4648 households from Zarindasht County 

(with two divisions, 5 rural districts and 23 villages from Fars province) were selected as 

statistical population 150 of which were selected as sample population using Cochran’s 

formula. Sampling was done in two phases, first by using stratified sampling method and in 

the second phase by random sampling. A questionnaire was used to gather data and 

information. Pilot studies revealed statistically acceptable reliability of the questionnaire. 

Cranach’s Alpha coefficient was above 0.80. Validity of the questionnaire was also confirmed 

by expert opinions like Fars water organization experts, power ministry experts. Data analysis 

was carried out by SPSS. As the dependent variable, that is FWS, had a ranking scale, Mann- 

Whitney test was used to compare the average of FWS of farmers between virtual 

parameters, and for more than two levels, Kruskal-Wallis test were exploited. 

Results 

Personal and professional characteristics: The results of this research showed that most of 

the farmers were middle aged (30-60 years old) with the average age of 42, and the average 

years of their agricultural experience was 16. Most of them, just able to read and write and a 

high percent of them were illiterate. Also according to the research findings, the average 

cultivated lands were 6.5 Hectares, and the average number of their lands’ fragments was 
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variables 

Average 

or mode 

three. About 50 percent of their farms were not fiat (having ups and downs) and the soil was 

salty with white spots on. According to the findings, 95 percents of farmers use a deep well 

with pipes with an average diameter of 4 inches to irrigate their farms. In addition, 62 

percents of the wells were located farther than 1 km away from farms. Moreover, Most of the 

farmers had a joint ownership regarding the water resources, and more than 90 percent of 

them used the traditional deepwater irrigation method to irrigate the farms. Also, most of 

them use soil canals to transmit water to the farms with an average length of 1.5 km About 

61% of the farmers used governmental credits to improve their irrigation systems. Water 

quality for most of the farmers was a little salty, and more than 97 percent of them didn’t have 

drainage system for their farms (table 1) 

Table 1- The current situation of under study population characteristics 

Read & 

vaite 

age Agri- 

exp- 

years 

42    16 

Literacy Cultivated 

Lands 

6.5 

topography soil Source of 

quality irrigation 

not flat salty Deep 

wells 

Source: Research findings, 2011 

Length 

of water 

canals 

>lkm 

Water 

ownership 

Joint 

Irrigation 

method 

traditional 

type of 

~ater 

canal 

soil 

Water 

quality 

Semi- 

i salty 

Facing Water Scarcity (FWS) 

Research findings showed that 41.3% of the farmers believed that they were faced with water 

scarcity very much. Also 32.7% of them described it much, 211.3% said it was average, 4% 

described it low, and just 0.7% of them believed that they were faced very low" with water 

scarcity (Table 2). 

Table 2 - facing with water scarci~" (FWWS) among Farmers 

Intensily of FWWS Frcquenlly Percent Cmnulative percent 

Very. low 1 0.7 0.7 

low 6 4.0 4.7 

average 32 21.3 26.0 

much 49 32.7 58.7 

Very much 62 41.3 100 

Total 150 100 

Source: Research findings, 2011 

As it is observed in table (2), water scarcity is a very serious problem in Zarindasht because 

Farmers faced with water scarcity of above average were more than 70 percent, then the 

necessity to find out and pay attention to the factors influencing water scarcity is completely 

inevitable. 

Relationship between F~N, and personal and agricultural characteristics 
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Research findings in table 2 show that there is a positive and significant relationship between 

how often farmers are faced with water scarcity, the length of irrigation canal in the level of 1 

% and the variable of age in the level of 5 %. Also there is a negative and significant 

relationship between the variable of the amount of water resource, water depth in the well, 

and income with facing water scarcity in the levels of I and 5 %. 

According to the results in table 2, as the age increases, the rate of facing water scarcity 

increases which could be due to the fact that farmers pay more attention to their old principles 

and don’t use new irrigation methods. In addition, the rate of water scarcity increases with 

increasing the length of irrigation canal. This seems to be due to the fact that increasing the 

length of the route causes over evaporation considering high penetration of canals. 

Decreasing the depth of water in the well and considered water also cause the problem of 

water scarcity. But increasing income causes a decrease in water scarcity which could be the 

result of purchase of new irrigation systems like polyethylene pipes, electro pumps. These 

help farmers to use water much better, and to face water scarcity less often. 

Comparing the ranked mean of the facing water scarcity rate between virtual parameters 

The results of comparing ranked mean of the rate of facing water scarcity between two 

different levels of virtual parameters could be observed using Mann-Whitney Test. 

Table 3- ranked mean of the facing water scarcity rate between virtual parameters 

Dependent grouped variables levels Ranked mean U Sig. 
variable 

have 83.93 
second job 

Don’t have 70.48 2160.00"* 0.050 

~ use ,2.1 / 
*~ insurance 1179.50" 0.040 
"~ Don’t use 90.82 

~ modem 34.00 ca irrigation method 65.00* 0.201 ~ conventional 76.06 

~ Water extracting Electro pump 66.01 
~ 2136.00"* 0.008 
~ tool Diesel pumps 83.80 
~ use 83.29 
= Soil canals 2118.00"* 0.008 

"~ Don’t use 65.59 
~ yes 105.63 
u. drainage - 171.500 0.135 
~ no 74.67 
~a <1 Mn 65.24 
~ Location of wells 2076.00* 0.018 
~, >lkm 81.68 
.= salty 19.60 
~ Water quality 

sweet 13.39 
75.50* 0.096 

Not-flat 54.53 
Land topography 

fiat 42.65 
758.00* 0.061 

** Difference is significant at the 0.01 level * Difference is significant at the 0.05 level 
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As you can see in table 3, farmers with second job are different from farmers without it 

regarding the rate of facing water scarcity. Farmers with a second job face water scarcity less 

often. This could be to the fact that farmers with a second job have a higher income, and 

consequently are more powerful to buy water than the other group. Also farmers who use 

product insurance have fewer problems than others because they are not worried about 

draught and water scarcity and use water better. However, those who don’t have insurance try 

to exploit water more to compensate for the problems caused by water scarcity. As a result, 

they face a decrease in the level of water in the well. 

There is a significant difference between the farmers who use modem irrigation method and 

the ones who use conventional irrigation. Therefore, the second group faces water scarcity 

more often than the first group. This is understandable considering how more water in deep 

water irrigation method is wasted compared with sprinkler irrigation methods. 

Also the results showed that the rate of facing water scarcity is high among people who use 

diesel pumps compared with the ones who use electro pumps, and people who have soil 

canals as compared to the ones with polyethylene or cement pipes. This could be because of 

the fact that soil canals are penetrable, and weeds grow along these canals. 

Others results also showed that the farmers whose pumps were more than 1 km away from 

their farms compared to the ones with a distance less than 1 km, and farmers who had salty 

water and not flat agricultural farms compared with the ones with sweet water and flat farm 

face water scarcity more often. 

Comparing the ranked mean of facing water scarcity with d~fferent levels of non-virtual 

parameters 

In order to compare the ranked mean of facing water scarcity among different levels of non 

virtual parameters, Kruskal-Wallis test was used. The results are observable in the table. 

Table 4- ranked mean of the facing water scarcity rate among non-virtual parameters 
Dependent variable grouped variables levels Ranked mean Chi square Sig. 

~_ Districts East Izad Khast 95.17 17.557"* 0.002 
~ West Izad Khast 98.05 

~ Khossuyeh 63.24 

~ Dabiran 73.86 

l~ Zirab 73.00 

¯ ~ .,.. Villages Mazijan 95.17 26.518*~ 0.001 

~ 
,~ Darreshoor 98.05 

1.~ ~ Khossuyeh 71.73 

~ Sa choon 74. 85 

"~~ Tajabad 60.36 

~ Miandeh 36.40 

2~ Dehno 73.86 

"~ Chahsabz 74.69 
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Dependent variable grouped variables levels Ranked mean Chi square Sig. 
Galugah 71.77 

Water ownerships Joint 79.12 6.567* 0.037 

Personal 80.99 

Rental 58.82 

Water transmission polyethylene pipes (1) 63.07 12.342" 0.030 
canals Cement Canals (2) 69.00 

Soft Canals (3) 83.59 

(1) + (3) 81.52 

(2) + (1) 119.50 

(3) + (2) 119.51 

With up and down 79.45 11.407" 0.044 

(1) 
Smooth & Flat (2) 61..52 
Smooth & gradient 71.66 

(3) 
(1) + (2) 119.50 

(1) + (3) 68.50 
(2) +(3) 75.10 

Land topography 

** Difference is significmat at the 0.01 level * Difference is significant at the 0.05 level 

As the results show there is a significant difference among different districts and villages of 

Zarindasht County regarding the rate of facing with scarcity. The least and the most rate of 

water scarcity were related to Khossuyeh and Izad Khast districts respectively. This could be 

because of salty water in west Izad Khast district. Aamong villages also the least and the 

most rate of facing with water scarcity were observed in Miandeh and Darreshoor villages. 

This could also be because of salty water in Darreshoor farms and the shortage of rain and 

low level of underground water in this village as well. 

In addition, there is a significant difference among Farmers with different ownerships of 

water resource regarding facing with water scarcity which means that the least and the most 

rate of water scarcity is belong to personal and rental ownerships respectively. 

the farmers who use polyethylene pipes to transmit water and the ones who use soil canals, 

face with the least and the most rate of water scarcity respectively. 

Also the results showed that there is a significant difference among different topographies of 

the farms regarding the rate of facing water scarcity. So the highest rate of facing water 

scarcity was observed in non-flat farms and the least of it in flat farms. 

The Discriminant analysis of the components influencing the challenge of FWS 

There were definitely certain characteristics that could separate farmers who faced water 

scarcity more often compared to farmers who did less often. These characteristics are the 

factors really influencing the challenge of facing water scarcity. To find out these factors, one 

has to find out what characteristics differentiate these groups regarding how they face water 
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scarcity. Discriminate analysis is a technique that shows the discriminant characteristics of 

these two groups. Using estimated discfiminant equation, we could identify the components 

affecting the challenge of water scarcity, and how important each factor is. 

Table1. Eigenvalues and Canonical Correlation of discriminant functions 

Function Eigenvalue    % of Variance    Cumulative %    Canonical Correlation 

1 .616(a’~       100.0         100.0         .617 

a. First I canonical discriminant functions were used in the analysis. 

Table 2. Wilks’ Lambda 

Wilks’ 
Test of Function(s) Lambda Chi-squaxe df Sig. 

1 .619 68.863 3 .000 

Table3. Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients 

Vaxiables                         Function 
1 

% of water decrease .898 
length of irrigation canal .352 

having a second job -.364 

Considering the two groups of compared farmers, one discriminate equation with the 

Eigenvalue of 0.6116 and canonical correlation of 0.617 was gained which explained about 40 

percents of the discrimination between the two groups because the square root of canonical 

correlation coefficient indicate the percentage of explained discriminations by linear 

combination of independent variables (table 1). Another criterion for the assessment of the 

function is referring to Eigenvalue which in this function also showed that the gained 

function was very powerful in discriminating the groups. 

The results of table 2 also showed a significant level for the discriminant function. 

Considering the value of chi-square and Wilks’ Lambda, the discriminating equation was 

significant and could discriminate groups well. The estimated equation from discriminant 

analysis can be written as: 

D= -2.308 + 0.082xl + 0.264x2 - 0.765x3 

According to table 3 and discriminant equation, it was showed that between 13 components 

in discriminant analysis, during two stages, three came to be the significant components 

influencing the rate of facing water scarcity most by farmers. Of these three components, the 
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percentage of water decrease was the most important component, having a second job comes 

next, and then the length of irrigation canal. 

Discussion 

According to the results gained in this study, most of the studied farmers were older than 40 

years old, and had a low level of literacy. More than half of their farms were not flat and their 

soil was salty. In addition, the distance from their farm to their water resource was also a lot 

considering that most of them transmit water through soil canals, and that the canals were 

very long too. As a result, most of them face water scarcity a lot which is also observable in 

table 1. Also the method of conventional irrigation and lack of drainage system in farms 

worsen the situation as More than 90% of farmers had farms without drainage which 

explained why more than 74% of the farmers faced water scarcity much or very much. The 

relationship between mentioned characteristics with the rate of facing the challenge of water 

scarcity was proved which means increasing age, increasing the length of irrigation canal and 

decreasing the depth of water in the well make farmers face water scarcity more often. The 

older a farmer is the less able he is in maintenance and management of canals. The longer the 

canals are from the wells to the farm, and the fact that they use soil canals, the more water is 

wasted, and the productivity of water transmission decreases, too. Therefore, the farmer faces 

water scarcity more often. Although, the more people’s income increases, or the deeper their 

well water is, the less often they face water scarcity. Since they have more water, and they 

could also use their money to employ some workers. Or, they could buy polyethylene pipes 

and increase the productivity of water transmission. So, the farmers who had a second job as 

compared with those without a second job faced water scarcity less often because having a 

second job means another source of income that the farmer can use to buy new equipment of 

irrigation, turn soil canals into polyethylene pipes, and change his pipes and irrigation pumps 

to increase the productivity of water transmission and consumption. Poor farmers who had to 

use the traditional irrigation method instead of sprinkler irrigation, use soil canals to transmit 

water, utilize diesel pumps instead of electro pumps definitely faced water scarcity more 

often as these farmers wasted more water, and they had low water productivity. Other 

components e.g. land topography, the quality of agricultural water and the place of water 

resource also decrease the productivity of water consumption. The farmers who didn’t have 

flat farms, with agricultural salty water and those whose farms were more than one kilometer 

away from the pump, usually faced water scarcity more often because the farms that are not 
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flat use lots of water while the amount of water penetrating the earth is also less than flat 

farms. Salty water is also more penetrating and gets into the soil ve~T quickly. Many weeds 

preferring salt grow there, and use most of the water. This results in less water productivity 

and more water scarcity. The longer the distance is between water pump and the farm, the 

more evaporation into the air, and more penetration into the land is. This decreases the 

transmission productivity dramatically. 

Moreover, the kind of water resource ownership influenced how the farmers felt toward water 

scarcity. Those ~vho o~vned water resources personally felt ~vater scarcity more than the ones 

who had rented the resources. It seems that those who rented the resources considered the 

condition of water just at the moment while the owners were worried about the water 

condition now and in the future. 

The place where farmers lived was also a component that influenced the rate of facing water 

scarcity. The rate of facing the challenge of water scarcity between different districts and 

villages of Zarindasht County had significant differences. It can be concluded that different 

districts and villages are different considering the amount of rain, land topography, the 

amount of ~vater in the ~vells, the quality of agricultural water, the amount of the farmers’ 

income, and so on and all these components had a significant impacts on facing water 

scarcity. 

All in all, of all these components, the rate of water decrease in wells (which is caused by 

draught or overuse), having or not having a second job (which could provide a financial 

support for farmers to increase the productivity of water transmission), the length of the 

irrigation canals were the most influencing components considering the results of 

discriminant analysis. This means that enough attention should be paid to these components 

to tackle water scarcity. 

Conclusion 

To sum up, the results showed that water scarcity in Zarindasht County is a serious problem 

and more than 70% of the farmers faced water scarcity. This challenge of facing water 

scarcity was influenced by farmers’ age, their income, having a second job, water depth in 

well, decrease in the amount of consumed water, the length of irrigation canal, the kind of 

irrigation canal being made of soil, irrigation method, the quality of irrigation water, the place 

of settling water pump, and the farms of improper topography. Of these components, the 

decrease of the amount of the consumed water, having or not having a second job and the 
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length of irrigation canal were known as the most important ones. This means that to tackle 

this challenge, and improve the condition of irrigation water in Zarindasht County, it is 

imperative to pay due attention to these components. Operational strategies should be taken 

to remove these obstacles. For instance, considering the fact that long length of water canal 

and soil canals increase the rate of facing water scarcity, it is suggested that we use new 

methods of water transmission like polyethylene pipes or concrete canals in order to prevent 

waste of water (according to the findings of Yang and Jin, 2001 and Foroghi et al., 2006). 

Considering the positive effect of a second job and high income in decreasing the rate of 

facing water scarcity, it is suggested that the government provide financial or credit support 

in order to improve farmers’ financial situation (according to the finding of Alizade, 2001; 

Farzam Poor,2001; Zehtabian,2005; Mahdavi, 2005; Assare et al, 2005; Arjmandian and his 

coworkers,2005). 
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Facing Water Scarcity and Components influencing this Challenge in Fats province 

Abstract 

As water scarcity is alarmingly on the increase in national and international level especially 

in agriculture and due to the importance of examination of components influencing how 

water scarcity is dealt with by farmers, this research was carried out to analyze the situation 

of Facing Water Scarcity (FWS) by farmers of Zarindasht County and to examine influencing 

components on this challenge. This county is located in Southeast of Fats province, Iran. This 

research was a sort of survey studies and a questionnaire was used for the collection of data. 

Questionnaire’s reliability ~vas confirmed through computing Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient 

which ~vas above 0.80. 150 farmers were selected as a sample population through calculating 

Cochran’s Formula among 4648 farmers in this county and ~vere sampled using multi-stage 

sampling technique. Findings revealed that more than 70 percent of farmers were highly 

faced with ~vater scarcity, and there was a significant relationship but negative between FWS 

and variables such as "the depth of water in the well", "income", and a positive significant 

relationship bet~veen this challenge and variables such as "length of~vater transmission canal" 

and "the volume of water decrease". In addition, the older farmers, the ones ~vithout a second 

job, the ones using soil canals for water transmission, and the ones ~vith salty ~vater irrigation 

were faced with water scarcity challenge more often. Also, geographical situation was 

recognized significant as there was a significant difference among villages and states. Finally, 

the results showed that, among all the examined components, the decrease of used water 

volume, having a second job and, the length of water transmission canal were the most 

important factors, explaining 40 percent of the variance, influencing farmers’ FWS in 

Zarindasht County. 

Key words: Facing Water Scarcity (FWS), influencing factors, Water Transmission canals, 

Zafindasht County, Fats province, Iran. 

Introduction 

Water has been the most important factor in the development of the world for a very long 

time (Khalilian and Zare mehrjerdi, 2005). Ninety seven percent of the world’s water 

resources are salty, and a very limited amount of it is directly being used by human beings. 

Almost 1.76 percent of the water on the planet is crystallized or has changed into frozen 

rivers and whatever left is stored in the underground. Increasing demands for water by 

industrial and urban users will intensify the competition to get it. At the same time, water 

scarcity is increasing in several important agricultural areas (Fraiture and Wichelns, 2010). 

According to the scientists’ prediction, in the following decades water scarcity in the global 

scale will be experienced more than before, and the necessity of this vital substance will 
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become more obvious (Sayer and T. O’Riordan, 2000). Nowadays water crisis has become 

one of the controversial issues among all countries’ scientists, researchers and politicians. As 

Frank Rager Berman one of the managers of International Water Institute said, about one 

fourth of the world are Faced with water scarcity because of physical factors including 

natural disasters, overuse of water resources and, poor management in agriculture which 

cause rivers and underground water resources to dry up early (Sistan and Baluchestan 

Regional Water Company, 2007). Iran is located in the arid and semi-arid area in the world, 

and as a result, water scarcity is a big problem (Forooghi et al, 2006). Generally, water 

scarcity happens when the rate of water users’ pressure is more than water supply, and 

increasing demands of different parts of the environment like agriculture, industry and urban 

users are not answered completely (FAO, 2007). 

Zarindasht County is one of the 13 counties of Fars province in Iran faced with water scarcity 

which is due to the persistence of drought and overuse of the underground resources 

(Ansarifar, 2006). This county with an area of 4626 km2 and the population of about 65000 

people is located in the southeast of Fars province of Iran. With an average amount of 236 

mm rain and the average temperature of 22.7° centigrade, Zarindasht is a hot and semi-arid 

county of Iran. In recent years water scarcity has been highly increasing owning to persistent 

droughts which has made the farmers leave their spoiled farms behind and migrate to big 

cities (Jihad-E-Agriculture Management of Zarindasht County, 2010). While agriculture in 

this county is of great importance, the main source of supplying agricultural water is 

groundwater. However, due to overexploitation of groundwater, the annual decrease of the 

water level from this resource is considerable. Decreasing number of agricultural water wells 

from 915 in years 2004-2005 to 870 wells in years 2008-2009 and decreasing average of 

discharge from 12 Ls to 9 Ls prove that groundwater, as the main source of supplying 

agricultural water, signifies an alarming case of water supply (Jihad-E-Agriculture 

Management of Zarindasht County, 2010). In fact, both sequential droughts and lack of 

groundwater optimal consumption in Zarindasht County have caused water scarcity problem 

which has ended in agricultural yield loss in this county (Asadi et al, 2009). Considering the 

importance of water scarcity problem in this county, this research aimed to investigate how 

water scarcity is dealt with by farmers and to find out factors influencing this challenge. 

Scientists believed that different factors can cause water scarcity. Pereira et al (2002) 

believed that overexploitation of water resources and water quality degradation are associated 

with water shortage. Also overexploitation and poor management of groundwater threaten the 
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resources (Fraiture and wichelns, 20110). Luquet et al (2005) showed that traditional irrigation 

methods are a big challenge in countries facing water scarcity. Research carried out in 

Rafsanjan County by Abdollahi and Soltani (1998) revealed that the land ownership and 

topography are the factors causing waste of water which results in water scarcity. Kardovani 

(2000) also believed that the long length of irrigation canals as well as their turns and twists 

are the factors causing water loss and water scarcity. Zehtabian (2005) refers to three points 

that is the fact that irrigation canals are made of soil, the farms are not leveled, and the long 

length of water canals. He believes that these factors result in decreasing irrigation 

productivity and water scarcity. Davarpanah (2005) concluded that agricultural product 

insurance against water scarcity and government supportive policies are the managerial 

components to overcome water scarcity and draught. Furthermore, studying water scarcity in 

Darab County (located in Fars province, Iran) and determining components leading to water 

scarcity, Forooghi et al. (2006) stated that turning soil irrigation canals into polyethylene 

pipes, and improving water consumption in the farm by Hydroflom pipes are the best 

managerial strategies to tackle water scarcity. 

Research Method 

This study was a sort of survey study. A number of 4648 households from Zarindasht County 

(with two divisions, 5 rural districts and 23 villages from Fars province) were selected as 

statistical population 150 of which were selected as sample population using Cochran’s 

formula. Sampling was done in two phases, first by using stratified sampling method and in 

the second phase by random sampling. A questionnaire was used to gather data and 

information. Pilot studies revealed statistically acceptable reliability of the questionnaire. 

Cranach’s Alpha coefficient was above 0.80. Validity of the questionnaire was also confirmed 

by expert opinions like Fars water organization experts, power ministry experts. Data analysis 

was carried out by SPSS. As the dependent variable, that is FWS, had a ranking scale, Mann- 

Whitney test was used to compare the average of FWS of farmers between virtual 

parameters, and for more than two levels, Kruskal-Wallis test were exploited. 

Results 

Personal and professional characteristics: The results of this research showed that most of 

the farmers were middle aged (30-60 years old) with the average age of 42, and the average 

years of their agricultural experience was 16. Most of them, just able to read and write and a 

high percent of them were illiterate. Also according to the research findings, the average 
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variables 

Average 

or mode 

cultivated lands were 6.5 Hectares, and the average number of their lands’ fragments was 

three. About 50 percent of their farms were not flat (having ups and downs) and the soil was 

salty with white spots on. According to the findings, 95 percents of farmers use a deep well 

with pipes with an average diameter of 4 inches to irrigate their farms. In addition, 62 

percents of the wells were located farther than 1 km away from farms. Moreover, Most of the 

farmers had a joint ownership regarding the ~vater resources, and more than 90 percent of 

them used the traditional deepwater irrigation method to irrigate the farms. Also, most of 

them use soil canals to transmit water to the farms with an average length of 1.5 km. About 

61% of the farmers used governmental credits to improve their irrigation systems. Water 

quality for most of the farmers was a little salty, and more than 97 percent of them didn’t have 

drainage system for their farms (table 1) 

Table 1- The current situation of under study population characteristics 

Read & 

write 

age Agri- 

exp- 

years 

42    16 

Literacy Cultivated 

Lands 

6.5 

topography soil Source of 

quality irrigation 

not flat salty Deep 

wells 

Souxce: Research findings, 2011 

Length 

of water 

canals 

>lkm 

Water 

ownership 

Joint 

Irrigation 

method 

traditional 

type of 

water 

canal 

soil 

Water 

quality 

Semi- 

i salty 

Facing Water Scarcity (FWS) 

Research findings showed that 41.3% of the farmers believed that they were faced with water 

scarcity very much. Also 32.7% of them described it much, 21.3% said it was average, 4% 

described it low, and just 0.7% of them believed that they were faced very low with water 

scarcity (Table 2). 

Table 2 - facing with water scarcity (FWWS) among Farmers 

Intensi~ of FWWS Frequently Percem Cumulative percent 

Vely low 1 0.7 0.7 

low 6 4.0 4.7 

average 32 21.3 26.0 

much 49 32.7 58.7 

Very. much 62 41.3 100 

Total 150 100 

Source: Research findings, 2011 

As it is observed in table (2), ~vater scarcity is a very serious problem in Zarindasht because 

Farmers faced with water scarcity of above average were more than 70 percent, then the 

necessity to find out and pay attention to the factors influencing water scarcity is completely 

inevitable. 
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Relationship between FWS, and personal and agricultural characteristics 

Research findings in table 2 show that there is a positive and significant relationship between 

how often farmers are faced with water scarcity, the length of irrigation canal in the level of 1 

% and the variable of age in the level of 5 %. Also there is a negative and significant 

relationship between the variable of the amount of water resource, water depth in the well, 

and income with facing water scarcity in the levels of 1 and 5 %. 

According to the results in table 2, as the age increases, the rate of facing water scarcity 

increases which could be due to the fact that farmers pay more attention to their old principles 

and don’t use new irrigation methods. In addition, the rate of water scarcity increases with 

increasing the length of irrigation canal. This seems to be due to the fact that increasing the 

length of the route causes over evaporation considering high penetration of canals. 

Decreasing the depth of water in the well and considered water also cause the problem of 

water scarcity. But increasing income causes a decrease in water scarcity which could be the 

result of purchase of new irrigation systems like polyethylene pipes, electro pumps. These 

help farmers to use water much better, and to face water scarcity less often. 

Comparing the ranked mean of the facing water scarcity rate between virtual parameters 

The results of comparing ranked mean of the rate of facing water scarcity between two 

different levels of virtual parameters could be observed using Mann-Whitney Test. 

Table 3- ranked mean of the facing water scarcity rate between virtual parameters 
Dependent grouped variables levels Ranked mean U Sig. 

variable 
have 83.93 

second job 
Don’t trove 70.48 2160.00"* 0.050 

;~ use 72.17 
-~ insurance 1179.50" 0.040 
"~ Don’t use 90.82 
~ modern 34.00 
~ irrigation method 65.00* 0.201 ~ conventional 76.06 

¯ . Water extracting Electro pump 66.01 
~ 2136.00"* 0.008 
~ tool Diesel pumps 83.80 

~ use 83.29 
= Soil canals 2118.00"* 0.008 

¯ ~ Don’t use 65.59 
~ yes 105.63 
~. drainage 171.500 0.135 
~ no 74.67 
~ <1 km 65.24 
~ Location of wells 2076.00* 0.018 
~- >lkm 81.68 

a= salty 19.60 
~ Water quality 

sweet 13.39 
75.50* 0.096 

Not-flat 54.53 
Land topography 

fiat 42.65 
758.00* 0.061 

¯ * Difference is si nificmat at the 0.01 level                              * Difference is significant at the 0.05 level 
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As you can see in table 3, farmers with second job are different from farmers without it 

regarding the rate of facing water scarcity. Farmers with a second job face water scarcity less 

often. This could be to the fact that farmers with a second job have a higher income, and 

consequently are more powerful to buy water than the other group. Also farmers who use 

product insurance have fewer problems than others because they are not worried about 

draught and water scarcity and use water better. However, those who don’t have insurance try 

to exploit water more to compensate for the problems caused by water scarcity. As a result, 

they face a decrease in the level of water in the well. 

There is a significant difference between the farmers who use modem irrigation method and 

the ones who use conventional irrigation. Therefore, the second group faces water scarcity 

more often than the first group. This is understandable considering how more water in deep 

water irrigation method is wasted compared with sprinkler irrigation methods. 

Also the results showed that the rate of facing water scarcity is high among people who use 

diesel pumps compared with the ones who use electro pumps, and people who have soil 

canals as compared to the ones with polyethylene or cement pipes. This could be because of 

the fact that soil canals are penetrable, and weeds grow along these canals. 

Others results also showed that the farmers whose pumps were more than 1 km away from 

their farms compared to the ones with a distance less than 1 km, and farmers who had salty 

water and not fiat agricultural farms compared with the ones with sweet water and fiat farm 

face water scarcity more often. 

Comparing the ranked mean of facing water scarcity with different levels" of non-virtual 

parameters 

In order to compare the ranked mean of facing water scarcity among different levels of non 

virtual parameters, Kruskal-Wallis test was used. The results are observable in the table. 

Table 4- ranked mean of the facing water scarcity rate among non-virtual parameters 
Dependent variable grouped variables       levels       Ranked mean Chi square Sig. 

Districts East Izad Khast 95.17 17.557*~ 0.002 

~ West Izad Khast 98.05 
.~ ~ Khossuyeh 63.24 

~ "~" Dabi~an 73.86 
K Zirab 73.00 

~ ~ Villages Mazijan 95.17 26.518"* 0.001 

~ ~. Darreshoor 98.05 

~ ~ 
Khossuyeh 71.73 

,~ ~ 
Sachoon 74.85 

..~ Tajabad 60.36 

Miandeh 36.40 
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Dependent variable grouped variables levels Ranked mean Chi square Sig. 
Delmo 73.86 

Chahsabz 74.69 

Galugah 71.77 

V~’ater ownerships Joint 79.12 6.567* 0.037 

Personal 80.99 

Rental 58.82 

Water transmission polyethylene pipes (1) 63.07 12.342" 0.030 

canals Cement Canals (2) 69.00 

Soft Canals (3) 83.59 

(1) + (3) 81.52 

(2) + (1) 119.50 

(3) + (2) 119.51 

With up and down 79.45 11.407" 0.044 

(1) 
Smooth & Flat (2) 61.52 

Smooth & gradient 71.66 

(3) 
(1) + (2) 119.50 

(1) + (3) 68.50 
(2) +0) 75.10 

Land topography 

** Difference is significant at the 0.01 level * Diffbrence is significant at tile 0.05 level 

As the results show there is a significant difference among different districts and villages of 

Zarindasht County regarding the rate of facing with scarcity. The least and the most rate of 

water scarcity were related to Khossuyeh and Izad Khast districts respectively. This could be 

because of salty water in west Izad Khast district. Aamong villages also the least and the 

most rate of facing with water scarcity were observed in Miandeh and Darreshoor villages. 

This could also be because of salty water in Darreshoor farms and the shortage of rain and 

lo~v level of underground ~vater in this village as ~vell. 

In addition, there is a significant difference among Farmers with different ownerships of 

water resource regarding facing with water scarcity which means that the least and the most 

rate of water scarcity is belong to personal and rental ownerships respectively. 

the farmers who use polyethylene pipes to transmit water and the ones who use soil canals, 

face with the least and the most rate of water scarcity respectively. 

Also the results showed that there is a significant difference among different topographies of 

the farms regarding the rate of facing water scarcity. So the highest rate of facing water 

scarcity was observed in non-flat farms and the least of it in flat farms. 

The Discriminant analysis of the components influencing the challenge of FWS 

There were definitely certain characteristics that could separate farmers who faced water 

scarcity more often compared to farmers who did less often. These characteristics are the 

factors really influencing the challenge of facing water scarcity. To find out these factors, one 
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has to find out what characteristics differentiate these groups regarding how they face water 

scarcity. Discriminate analysis is a technique that shows the discriminant characteristics of 

these two groups. Using estimated discriminant equation, we could identify the components 

affecting the challenge of water scarcity, and how- important each factor is. 

Tablel. Eigenvalues and Canonical Co~elation of discriminant fimctions 

Function Eigenvalue    % of Variance    Cunmlative %    Canonical Co~aelation 

1 .616(~        100.0           100.0           .617 

a. First 1 canonical discriminant functions were used in the analysis. 

Table 2. Wilks’ Lambda 

Wilks’ 
Test of Function(s) Lambda Chi-squaxe df Sig. 

1 .619 68.863 3 .000 

Table3. Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients 

V~xiables                         Function 
1 

% of water decrease .898 
length of irrigation canal .352 

having a second job -.364 

Considering the two groups of compared farmers, one discriminate equation with the 

Eigenvalue of 0.616 and canonical correlation of 0.617 was gained which explained about 40 

percents of the discrimination between the two groups because the square root of canonical 

correlation coefficient indicate the percentage of explained discriminations by linear 

combination of independent variables (table 1). Another criterion for the assessment of the 

function is referring to Eigenvalue which in this function also showed that the gained 

function was very powerful in discriminating the groups. 

The results of table 2 also showed a significant level for the discriminant function. 

Considering the value of chi-square and Wilks’ Lambda, the discriminating equation was 

significant and could discriminate groups well. The estimated equation from discriminant 

analysis can be written as: 

D= -2.308 + 0.082xl + 0.264x2 - 0.765x3 

According to table 3 and discriminant equation, it was showed that between 13 components 

in discriminant analysis, during two stages, three came to be the significant components 
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influencing the rate of facing water scarcity most by farmers. Of these three components, the 

percentage of water decrease was the most important component, having a second j ob comes 

next, and then the length of irrigation canal. 

Discussion 

According to the results gained in this study, most of the studied farmers were older than 40 

years old, and had a low level of literacy. More than half of their farms were not flat and their 

soil was salty. In addition, the distance from their farm to their water resource was also a lot 

considering that most of them transmit water through soil canals, and that the canals were 

very long too. As a result, most of them face water scarcity a lot which is also observable in 

table 1. Also the method of conventional irrigation and lack of drainage system in farms 

worsen the situation as More than 90% of farmers had farms without drainage which 

explained why more than 74% of the farmers faced water scarcity much or very much. The 

relationship between mentioned characteristics with the rate of facing the challenge of water 

scarcity was proved which means increasing age, increasing the length of irrigation canal and 

decreasing the depth of water in the well make farmers face water scarcity more often. The 

older a farmer is the less able he is in maintenance and management of canals. The longer the 

canals are from the wells to the farm, and the fact that they use soil canals, the more water is 

wasted, and the productivity of water transmission decreases, too. Therefore, the farmer faces 

water scarcity more often. Although, the more people’s income increases, or the deeper their 

well water is, the less often they face water scarcity. Since they have more water, and they 

could also use their money to employ some workers. Or, they could buy polyethylene pipes 

and increase the productivity of water transmission. So, the farmers who had a second job as 

compared with those without a second job faced water scarcity less often because having a 

second job means another source of income that the farmer can use to buy new equipment of 

irrigation, turn soil canals into polyethylene pipes, and change his pipes and irrigation pumps 

to increase the productivity of water transmission and consumption. Poor farmers who had to 

use the traditional irrigation method instead of sprinkler irrigation, use soil canals to transmit 

water, utilize diesel pumps instead of electro pumps definitely faced water scarcity more 

often as these farmers wasted more water, and they had low water productivity. Other 

components e.g. land topography, the quality of agricultural water and the place of water 

resource also decrease the productivity of water consumption. The farmers who didn’t have 

flat farms, with agricultural salty water and those whose farms were more than one kilometer 
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away from the pump, usually faced water scarcity more often because the farms that are not 

flat use lots of water while the amount of water penetrating the earth is also less than flat 

farms. Salty water is also more penetrating and gets into the soil very quickly. Many weeds 

preferring salt grow there, and use most of the water. This results in less water productivity 

and more water scarcity. The longer the distance is between water pump and the farm, the 

more evaporation into the air, and more penetration into the land is. This decreases the 

transmission productivity dramatically. 

Moreover, the kind of water resource ownership influenced how the farmers felt toward water 

scarcity. Those who owned water resources personally felt water scarcity more than the ones 

who had rented the resources, it seems that those who rented the resources considered the 

condition of water just at the moment while the owners were worried about the water 

condition now and in the future. 

The place where farmers lived was also a component that influenced the rate of facing water 

scarcity. The rate of facing the challenge of water scarcity between different districts and 

villages of Zarindasht County had significant differences, it can be concluded that different 

districts and villages are different considering the amount of rain, land topography, the 

amount of water in the wells, the quality of agricultural water, the amount of the farmers’ 

income, and so on and all these components had a significant impacts on facing water 

scarcity. 

All in all, of all these components, the rate of water decrease in wells (which is caused by 

draught or overuse), having or not having a second job (which could provide a financial 

support for farmers to increase the productivity of water transmission), the length of the 

irrigation canals were the most influencing components considering the results of 

discriminant analysis. This means that enough attention should be paid to these components 

to tackle water scarcity. 

Conclusion 

To sum up, the results showed that water scarcity in Zarindasht County is a serious problem 

and more than 70% of the farmers faced water scarcity. This challenge of facing water 

scarcity was influenced by farmers’ age, their income, having a second job, water depth in 

well, decrease in the amount of consumed water, the length of irrigation canal, the kind of 

irrigation canal being made of soil, irrigation method, the quality of irrigation water, the place 

of settling water pump, and the farms of improper topography. Of these components, the 
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decrease of the amount of the consumed water, having or not having a second job and the 

length of irrigation canal were known as the most important ones. This means that to tackle 

this challenge, and improve the condition of irrigation water in Zarindasht County, it is 

imperative to pay due attention to these components. Operational strategies should be taken 

to remove these obstacles. For instance, considering the fact that long length of water canal 

and soil canals increase the rate of facing water scarcity, it is suggested that we use new 

methods of water transmission like polyethylene pipes or concrete canals in order to prevent 

waste of water (according to the findings of Yang and Jin, 2001 and Foroghi et al., 2006). 

Considering the positive effect of a second job and high income in decreasing the rate of 

facing water scarcity, it is suggested that the government provide financial or credit support 

in order to improve farmers’ financial situation (according to the finding of Alizade, 2001; 

Farzam Poor,2001; Zehtabian,2005; Mahdavi, 2005; Assare et al, 2005; Arjmandian and his 

coworkers,2005). 
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dedicated patron of CREED Africa, Michael returned to Orisai a 

changed man. He is well positioned to make a nice profit this season 

from his maize and beans and to be a resource person for the 

community to share the knowledge gained from Tanzania about 

tbod securiF mad preservation. 

INNOVATION 

In the early paxt of 2010 there was a surplus of food across most of 

Kenya due to favorable rains. This was a good problem to have. 



But every t~aner knew that the surplus could be followed by several 

yeaxs of drought and famine. Many of our partners were asking, 

"ttow can we make the best use of tltis surplus to reduce the burden 

of tbture scarcib~?" In response, Africa Rising made tbod 

prese~:ation a focus for 2010-2011. This resulted in the food 

securi~ and prese~:ation training in Tanzania mentioned above. 

In addition to planning how to preserve surplus fruits and 

vegetables, the Kilisa Village Development Committee (KVDC) in 

Kenya is prepared to pilot a food bank in their village the next time 

there is an abundant harvest. The food bank aims to reverse the 
current cycle of farmers selling at a deflated market price in times of 

abundmace and buying staple tbods at exorbitant prices during times 

of draught. Through purchasing m~d storing surplus food for later 

sale at a reasonable profit, as well as training the community in this 

process for replication, KVDC is contributing to achieving food 

security in Kilisa. 

GATHERING 

On July 21-July 23, 2011 Africa Rising partners from Kenya, 

Uganda, and Tanzania are gathering in Naivasha, Kenya for the 

third annual partners meeting. The theme of the three day gathering 

i s "Envisioning the East African Community." Participants will 

explore how their dreams for their own communities fit into the 

opportunities and challenges of the region as a whole. Facilitated by 

Africa Rising, partners will envision together how their collective 

action can itnl~ct East Africa while building relationships that lead to 

collaborations. 

Stay tuned for next month’s newsletter to hear about the results of 

the gathering from Jim Thomas. the fotmder of Africa Rising. 

Africa Risin~ depends on the generous support of donors to 
continue our wore Click here to make a donation today. 

Any questions please contact amber(~z)africa~rising.org. 

Afqc3 Rising ~ PO Box 98574 ] Raleigh 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Saturday, 2:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Books t?om TGNP 

Hi Dr Sable, 

hope this message finds you well and enjoying your summer. 
wanted to let you kno~v that I 

Please let me know what books you’d like me to pick up for you at 
TGNP. I’m more than happy to do that for you! 

Also, I’m applying to be an 
and I gave your name as a faculty reference. I hope this is 

alright. I don’t know what they will ask from you, but if they ask for 
a lot and you are too bus?’, please don’t worry about it. 

’]’hank you for EVIiR Y~[I tlNG [ 

Best, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Judith Blau <jrblau~)emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 24, 2011 5:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

wonderful ingera 

Hello Eunice, 

I had to laugh VVhen I set up my vacation mail, the new- Outlook 
(microsoI’t) asks for "inside the organization" and "outside the 
organization." The liberal academy takes itself so seriously, down to 
the last detail. 

Delicious meal. I feel homesick for the Continent, alrd hope to have 
lunch again with you in the earl?’ fall 

Love, Judith 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 25, 2011 7:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Updale 

Hi Hunice, 

This is fine, no problem Thanks for letting me kno~v. 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:02 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Update 

Hi comrade, 

Just a quite update: since late last week I have been busy preparing for a Ph.d thesis defense being held today in the geography department. Once this is over later today, I will return to the 
proposal and send the revisions by tomorrow. 

Cheers, 
E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blau, Judith qudith blau@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 9:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr’~ 

Automatic reply: wonderful ingem 

I am away from my computer and may not be able to return your message until I return 



July 26, 2011 

MEMORANDUM 

~: 9t94}62 159;~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences 

BErxUeCceu t iWv ~Cv~ r22Yc~e i i o r--~a n d p r--~o~ 

New Student Convocation 

New Student Convocation is a formal welcome to the University, designed to engage 
students in the intellectual endeavors of our University and to introduce them to the 
proud traditions of Carolina. By attending this ceremony and representing your 
School and the work it does with undergraduates, you play a critical role in exposing 
new students to your field and the opportunities of the academic community from the 
very start. 

Your participation enhances New Student Convocation and helps it to more closely 
mirror the formal graduation ceremony. Thus, I am writing to invite you to join the 
Chancellor, and others, in the formal processional of the New Student Convocation 
that will be held this year on Sunday, August 21,2011, at 7:00 p.m. in the 
Carmichael Arena located on South Road. The work you do on behalf of new 
students is critical to their success at Carolina, so Chancellor Thorp will take a 
moment to recognize you and others during the ceremony. 

We request that all members of the faculty wear academic regalia. The stage party 
will process at 7:15 p.m. but please plan to arrive by 6:45 p.m. and meet in the Media 
Room on the first floor, room 1515, for robing. Parking will be available in the Bell 
Tower Parking Lot. You will need to enter the area via the old drive next to the 
football center. 

As seating will be reserved, please RSVP to Stephanie Thurman at 962-2198 (or 
email sthurman@email.unc.edu ) by Friday, August 5th. 

Please note that this year we have developed a special "pep rally" that will conclude 
New Student Convocation and kick-off Fallfest. The pep rally portion of the program 
will begin immediately after the academic recession. You are more than welcome to 
stay for this portion of the program. 

It is my sincere hope that you will join us for this event. Thank you for your 
commitment to undergraduate education at Carolina. 

BWC:st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 2:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Revised - [INC proposal 

Thanks, Etmice. I’ve made the edits and pass it on to Bob. I think he will like it and give us the go ahead sign. We’ll wait and see 

For now, all is mambo freshi’. 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the M~ddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
m[’ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 8:39 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: Revised - UNC proposal 

Dear Rodney, 

Greetings. 

See attached revised proposal. 

Cheers, 

Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, July 21,2011 1:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: UNC proposal 

Hi Comrade, 

Would you please call me at 919 962 8358? I have some feedback from Bob that I need to discuss with you. Thanks. 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: httl~ :/istudvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Cortfidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachraents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cortfidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: UNC proposal 
Importance: High 

Hi Rodney, 



See attached I have edited, added stuff, etc. Let me know what you think. 

Cheers and Mambo freshi, 

Eumice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 8:05 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutziect: J~’W: UNC proposal 

HiEtmice, 

Please take a look at the draft attached and let me know if you think it is fine to move forward. Feel free to edit as needed, the section on Safety, I think can be improved. Also, should you 
list Patrick Bond as a co-instructor in one of the courses? 

I look forward to hearing back from you. Thaaks for all the help with writing this proposal. 

Mambo freshi, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: htt I~ :i/studvabroad.unc. edu<httl) ://atudvabr oad.unc, edu/> 
*************************************************** 

Cotffidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential information. Any unauthorized reviexv, use, 
disclos~e, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:16 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Re: UN¢: proposal 

Dear Rodney 

I’m well thanks for asking, please note that I will forward to you shortly Patrick’s recent CV Please pass my best wishes to Eumce. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" 
>>> <rvargas@emaihua~c.edu<mailto :r~argas@email unc edu>> 2011/07/19 
>>> 07:36 PM >>> 
Dear Helen, 

I hope this message finds you doing ver,v welh 
Professor Sahle and myself are ~vorking hard in the proposal for the program in 2012. I need to ask you for Professor Patrick B ond’s Curricululn Vitae. Would you kindly send me a copy to 
attach to the proposal? Thanks so much for your help. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Ali*ica and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 EEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel:~ 1 919 962 7002Fax:q I 919 962 2262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu<h~p:i/study abroad.un c edu/> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Please find our Emai[ Disclaimer here-->: http://vavw.ukTmac.a~/disclaimer<http:i/~vwukzn.ac.za/disclaimer/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <ctk@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 3:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

We Invite You to Take the 26-Day Challenge 

The ~6 Day (;]/~alle~ge Latmcilaes Today 
How can we begin to understand what life is like for those in 

Kibera? By walking a mile in their shoes. Can you go a day with only 

one meal? Do you borrow from your neighbor to survive? It’s hard to 

understand the complex, dynamic nature of Kibera, but before we 

can affect positive, lasting change, we need to try. 

We invite you to take the 26 Day Challenge. Through a series of 

small activities, one a day for 26 days, you can experience a glimpse 

of the challenges and joys of life in Kibera. Most importantly, we 

hope you’ll finish with a deeper understanding of the power of 

community and share your experiences and reflections with our 

online community. 

We are excited to launch the 26 Day Challenge today, July 26, to 

coincide with our 10th Anniversary activities here in Kibera. Our 

Kenyan team has planned a day of celebration of CFK’s 10th 

Anniversary and the Kenyan launch of Rye’s book, It ilappened On 

The Way To War, and what better way to celebrate this series of 

anniversary events in Kenya than with the challenge release. 

Beginning today, you may visit the challenge website to create 

~__o__u___r_~_r__o__f_!_!_e_. and become part of the challenge taking team. "(our 

profile will enable you to track your progress in the challenge and 

interact with other participants in the comment section. Once you 

register, you will instantly get an email with your first daily 

challenge item, and will get one each day for 26 days. 

We encourage you to not only share your experiences within the 

challenge site comment section, but to also use Facebook, Twitter, 

and Flickr to help raise awareness of the challenge. For more 

information, sign up to take the challenge, and begin to 

experience a community full of hope and challenges beyond what 



you have ever experienced. 

Tuko Pamoja. (We are together.) 

Carolina for Kibera I 301 Pittsbero Street CI3 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I +1 (919) 962-6362 I cfk~unc ed~u 



From: Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 4:16 PM 

To: Department lis~serv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [affiathm] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: July 26, 2011 

Affach: 07.26.11 HR Information for Employees.pdf; nom form 2011 .doc 

From-" Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, July 26, 201:t 4::t4 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Facilitator Digest: July 26, 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

P~ease forward the attachment titled "HR Employee information" within your 

e Full te×t of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events[items. 

~uly 29: State health plan annual enrollment ends 

Aug. 2: Fundamental Communication Ski~ls class 

Aug. I0: .~#!__~_~_~[~_NRg_&NR£~_~£[~__~#_~_££9_g£#_N begins 

Aug, i9: HR Facilitator of the Year nominaUons due 

Aug, ;0: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fa~ semester 

State Health P~an Annual Enrollment Reminder (Contact: genafits Services, 962-3071) 

This is just a friendly reminder that we are currently in the last week of the State Health Plan’s annual enrollment. 

Nominal:ions Open for HR Facilitator o[ ~he Yea~’ (Click here) 

Nominate your department’s Human Resources Facilitator for the HR Facilitator of the Year award! Download nomination form in Word format 

New Postdoc Fa~l Orientation 

If you have hired a new postdoctoral scholar since our last orientation, Feb. 2, click here to send the name and email address of the postdoc. 

You are currently subscribed to afi~iafam as: eunice,@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atH alan&o=2954.9879 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [e~a..~:.e~-..2...9...5~4..~..)..8..ZR:.3~2..~3..~..~..6~(.!.8..:.e~8..Z£c.)..1/.a..~.~.2~3~.~R~.~!.~.~.~.~7.~:~2~i.~.~£~Lu~£~.~ 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Hurnan Resources 

Tuesday, July 2~, 2011 

July 29: State Health Plan annual enrollment ends 
Au g. 2: ...F....u.....n....d...a......m....e.....n....t..a...L...C....~......m......m.....u....n..j...c...a....t.!....~....n.......S....k.!.!.!...s.. class 
Aug. 1 0: Eat Smart~ Move More~ Weigh Less program begins 
Aug. 1 9: HR Facilitator of the Year nominations due 
Aug. 30: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fall semester 

State Health Plan Annual Enrollment Update 

FROM: Ashley Nick!is, ~3enefi~s Se~’vices 
Office of Human Resources 

Enrollment Dates:July 18- 29 
Effective Dates" Sept. 1,2011-Jun. 30,201 2 

This is just a friendly reminder that we are currently in the last week of the State 
Health Plan’s annual enrollment. 

During this period, members have the opportunity to change their plan elections 
and add eligible dependents. Click here for a comparison chart of the changes in 
copays and deductibles. 

Employees must enroll online. Paper enrollment forms will not be accepted. 
Loq in to enroll online using your onyen and password. 

Along with these other changes, the Comprehensive Wellness Initiative (CWl) has 
been eliminated. Therefore, effective Sept. 1, the tobacco cessation and weight 
management components will no longer determine the plan in which members 
may enroll. If members previously elected to enroll in the 70/30 Basic plan due to 
CWl, they can now enroll in the 80/20 Standard plan. 

Members who wish to remain in the plan that they enrolled in during the 
enrollment period that endedJun. 8will not need to do anything during the 
follow- up enrollment period. 

For the first time, employees who wish to enroll in the 80/20 Standard plan will be 
required to pay a premium for employee- only coverage. However, the 70/30 Basic 
plan still requires no premiums for employee- only coverage. In addition, 
dependent premiums will increase 5.3 percent for the 2011/1 2 benefit plan year, 



which begins Sept. 1. _C___!__i___c___~_____h_____e____r___e__. to view rates. Health insurance premiums are paid 
one month in advance, so you can expect to see any applicable rate changes in 
your August paycheck(s). 

Members will receive new identification cards by Sept. 1 reflecting any changes 
made during the follow- up enrollment. 

If you have questions, contact Benefits Services in the Office of Human Resources 
at 962- 3071. 

Nominations Open for HR Facilitator of the Year 

FROM: Kathy Bryant~ HR Communications & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

Nominate your department’s Human Resources Facilitator for the HR Facilitator of 
the Year award! Download nomination form in Word format. 

HR Facilitators are employees in University workgroups including UBCs who 
process permanent, temporary and student employee personnel actions; handle 
leave or benefits matters for their department; serve as the primary liaison 
between the Office of Human Resources and employees; and/or supervise a work 
group that performs these functions. They are integral in ensuring that HR policies 
and procedures are followed in departments and that HR services are known and 
available to department employees. 

The Office of Human Resources has established an award program to recognize 
their service. Please complete the nomination form (attached and linked below) 
and let us know specifically how your HR Facilitator helps you and your 
department. Multiple or group nominations for a Facilitator are welcome. All 
nominees, as well as the award recipient, will be honored at a reception this fall. 

Please be as detailed as possible in your nomination. The more specific the 
information you share, the better we can assess each nominee’s contribution. 

The nomination deadline is Friday, Aug. 1 9. Some criteria to consider: 
¯ Ambassadorship - diplomatic; positive attitude; excellent communication 

skills 
¯ Customer Service - available; flexible; helpful; responsive to needs 
¯ Knowledge - accurate, dependable responses; resourceful 
¯ Teamwork - support within the department; dependable; honest; 

trustworthy 

Return nominations to: 
Christie Davis 
CB# 1 045 
Fax: 962- 8677 
Email: Christie_davis@u nc.edu 



HR Facilitator of the Year 
2011 Nomination Form 

Human Resources Facilitators are employees in University departments who process permanent, temporary and 
student employee personnel actions; handle leave, benefits or payroll matters for their department; serve as the 
primary liaison between the Office of Human Resources and employees; and/or supervise a work group that 
performs these functions. They are integral in ensuring that HR policies and procedures are followed in 
departments and that HR services are known and available to department employees. 

The Office of Human Resources has established this award program to recognize their service. Please complete 
the following nomination form and let us know how your HR Facilitator helps you and/or your department. The 
more specific the information you share, the better we can assess each nominee’s contribution. Multiple 
or group nominations for a Facilitator are welcome. Nominees and the award recipient will be honored at a 
reception in late fall. 

Some criteria to consider: 

Ambassadorship: diplomatic; positive attitude; excellent communication skills 
Customer Service: available; flexible; helpful; responsive to needs 
Knowledge: accurate, dependable responses; resourceful 
Teamwork: support within the department; dependable; honest; trustworthy 

NOMINEE’S NAME: 

NOMINEE’S DEPARTMENT: 

NOMINEE’S SUPERVISOR: 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION 
(you may use additional pages, as necessary; please provide specific examples of exceptional work): 

NOMINATED BY: 

SIGNATURE: 

May we share your name with the HR Facilitator whom you nominated? 

DATE: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } YES 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } NO 

Return to: Christie Davis, CB# 1045, fax (962-6010) or email (christie_davis@unc.edu) 



NOMINATION DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 6:49 AM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 541: Forced tnigra~ion: Rethinking ’governance’ and justice 

PAMBAZUKA NEWS 541: FORCED MIGRATION: RETHIN~,~ING ’GOVERNANCE’ AND JUSTICE 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1 Features 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
Introduction 

’]7he Refugee Law ProJect of the Faculty of Law at Makerere Universi~ 
hosted the 13th International Association lk~r the Study of Forced 
Migratmn (IASFM) Con[~erence in Kampala, Uganda, between 3-6 July 
2011 

This special issue of Pambazuka News brings together a selection of 
papers and research presented at the conference, which explored key 
dimensions of the relationship between forms and tools of governance 
on the one hand and patterns and experiences of:forced migration on 
the other. 

Some of the questions the conference sought to address were; to what 
extent is lack of’good governance’ a factor in generating forced 
migration? Are some rights violations and particular ~pes of ’weak 
state’ more intimately related to forced migration than others? ttow 
does the governance of migration intersect with other areas of 
governance, such as identity, gender, sexuality’, and ethnicity? What 
can be said about the international refugee rights regime and the more 
recent IDP Guiding Principles as forms of international and/or global 
governance which both contribute to and detract l?om the protection of 
forced migrants? 

According to the chief rapporteur, Priyanca Mathur Velath, ’The papers 
and research presented recognised that displacement and human rights 
~ssues are increasingly inter-connected and that transitional justice 
is applied in conflict settings where displacement is also an issue.’ 

I’,I V i\i\iY i’,iY\I IY\I\I I\I\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IY\I iY\I\I I\ 
1 Features 

OVERHAUL kNG MIGRATION GOVERNANCE TO PROMOTE HL~kN RIGHTS AND JUSTICE 
Stephen Oola 
Stephen Oola writes about how a recent International Association for 
the Study of Forced Migration conference explored the links between 
transitional justice and forced migration. 
http :Iiwww,pambazaka,org/et~catego1~/fbaturesi75 208 

TR~NSITIONAL JUSTICE AN~D FORCED DISPLACEMENT 
Adam Branch 
Acronyms used to conceptualise transitional justice and forced 
displacement can have negative political consequences when deployed to 
understand situations and inform interventions, observes Adam Branch, 
as ’people start to take that acronym for uncontested reali~, 
forgetting the words that raake it up’. 
http://www.pambaznka.org/elw’category/features/75211 

REFUGEES AS HUMAN RIGHTS DEFEN~)ERS: CAN THEY PROTECT OR DO THEY NEED PROTECTING? 

Katie McQuaid 
A panel discussion at the recently held I~temational Association for 
the Stu@ of Forced Migration conference tackled the often precarious 
position of refugee human rights defenders. Katie McQuaid reports on 
the issues at stake 
http :llw~vw pambazaka org/el~/category/features/75 209 

LOCAL INTEGRATION: THE FORC~DTTEN DURABLE SOLUTION 
Berna Ataitum 
Berna Ataitum makes the case for the local integration of refugees in 
their host countries, describing it as the forgotten yet ultimate 
solution 
http:Ii~vw~v,pambazuka.org/en/categorv/featuresi75210 



UGANI)A: THE STATE AN[) TItE NATIDN 
Annelieke van de Wiel 
Uganda has had a turbulent history of nation-building, with identity 
often rooted in ethnicity rather than notions of citizenship, notes 
Annelieke van de Wiel. This year’s International Association for the 
Stu@ of Forced Migration (IASFM) conference gave rise to numerous 
discussions on the need for the country to face up to its past and 
develop an inclusive Ugandan identity, van de Wiel writes. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/el~,~category/features/75 207 

GOVERNMEiN~F AS A DRIVER OF MIGRATION 

Angella Nabwowe 

Uganda ’is seeking to corrle up with a law that will make it impossible 

for sexual minorities, or even those who know about them, to live 

within the country. Consequently this is going to lead to an increase 

in the nttmber of people seeking asylum based on their sexual 

orientation,’ writes Angella Nabwowe. 

http :/iwww.parrlbazaka.org/et~]category/fbaturesi75214 

BRLNGL’qG LGBTI ISSLrES INTO THE FOR(~’ED _’vflGRATION DEBATE 

Jeff Ogwaro 

The recent International Association for the Stu@ of Forced Migration 

(IASFM) corfference discussed a range of issues around LGBTI people and 

forced migration, writes Jeff Ogwaro, such as the fears asylum seekers 

may have around declaring their sexuality. 

http :/iwww.pan:lbazaka.org/er~]categolw/featuresi75 200 

CAN THE CRIME OF DISPLACEMENT BE ACCOLrIx,~"ED AND PAID FOR? 
Levis Onegi 
Faced with the slow response to the African Uniun Convention for the 
Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons, the 
International Association for the Stu@ of Forced Migration (IASFM) 
convened a debate over 3 6 July in Kampala on gaps bet;veen 
ratification and implementation, engaging member states and involving 
civil society. 
http ://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi75201 

THE PROTECTION OF ]NTEKNALL Y DISPLACED PERSONS AND PROPERTY RIGHTS IN AFRICA 
Denis Barnabas Otim 
Existing ’normative social, political and legal structures do not 
support’ internally displaced persons and ’their quest to own and have 
access to properties or land’, writes Denis Barnabas Otim, in an 
exploration of the relationship between IDPs and propelty rights in 
Africa. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/categorv/features/75 212 

’]lIE EXCLUSIDN OF URBAN IDPS 
Eveliina Lytmen 
Eve]iina Lytinen reports back on a roundtable discussion about the 
exclusion of internally disp]aced persons from protection and 
assistance, during the recent International Association for the Stu@ 
of Forced Migration conference in Uganda. 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory /geatures/75 223 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-N0ncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazuk a org/en/abo ut php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http :/iw~-~’.pambazaka. org/en ) 
Edi~5o em lfngua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.orgipt ) 
Edition flan~aise ( http ://wa~w.parrlbazuka.urgifr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http:i/www.pambazaka.org/et~]newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http : i/www, pambazuka, orf~/en/about.php ). 



To SIJ~BSCP,!BE or UNSL~BSCRIBE go to: 
http://pambazuka.gn, a pc. org/cgi-birgraailmarglistinfofparabazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@parubazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in At~ica providing cutting 
edge cormnentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, huruan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samtr Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capit,nlism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambaz~ka Press ( 

http://thhamubooks.org/boolc/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambaz~ka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines ficom our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS Visit our %vitter page for more reformation: 
//twitter com/pambazukanews ( http :/,,’twitter. com/pambazukanews ) 

* Pambaz~ka News has a Del icio.us ( http://Del.icio us/) page, where 
you can vie~v the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
the pulse of Africa[ Visit http:/idelicious com/pambazaka ne~vs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 10:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: [AbaNali] Dear Ma~dela World Premier, Durba~L Tuesday, 26 July 2011 

FYI 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http : //wv~v. unc. edu~’depts/afriaf am 

From: H-NET I)iscussion List for African American Studies [tt-AFRO-AM@It-NET.MSU.EDJJ] on behalf of Abdul Alkalimat [mcworter@lLI~INOIS.EDU] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 7:42 AM 

To: tt-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU 

Subject: [Abahlali] Dear Mandela World Premier, Durban, Tuesday, 26 July 2011 

From: abmpress@gmaiLcom 

http:i/www abahlali.or~ - Sekwanele! - http://antieviction.or~ za/ 

DEAR MANDELA TO ttAVE WORLD PREM~{RE AT I)URBAN ]N~[I{RNATIONAL FII,M t:ESTIVAL 

DO(ZJMENTARY SItlNES LIGIIT ON UNCONS~[ITUTIONA], FORCED EVICTIONS AN[) A NEW 

(i ENERAT[ON OF B ORN-FREE STRUG(ILE LE,~,I)ER S 

On Tuesday together with the public, 150 Abahlali BaseMjondolo 
members will watch theft- remarkable story unfold on the big screen: How 
they stood up to protect their communi~ against Red Ants, bulldozers, 
assassination attempts and forced remowds, all eerily reminiscent of 
the Apartheid-era 

Dear Mandela will have its world premiere at The Elizabeth Sneddon 
Theatre on Tuesday, 26 July 2011 at 18:00 as part of [[’he Durban 
International Film Fesuwd The documentary explores the inspiring 
story behind Abahlali BaseMjondolo, the largest movement of the poor to 
emerge in post-Apartheid South Afi-ica, and the innovative leadership of 
a few ruernbers of South Africa’s first post-Apartheid generation. 
Abahlali BaseMiondolo - Zulu for ’people of the shacks’ won a lan&nark 
victory in The Constitutional Court in 2009 to overturn The Kwa-Zulu 
Natal Elimination and Prevention of Re-emergence of Slums Act, which 
legalized rnass 
evictions within itffom~al settlements. 

The premiere’s tinting is perfect: This week, the KwaZulu Natal-based 
nrovement won another victory" in court xvhen 12 Abahlali BaseMj ondolo 
mernbers were finally acquitted of all charges related to a September 
2009 attack on the organization in the Kennedy Road itfformal settlement 
in eThekwini. Clear evidence of an atternpted police frame-up enrerged 
in court. 

Now the story of this remarkable group is being told in stunning cineruatic 
style. A coup for the South African docmnentary scene, international 
filnwaakel~ 
Dara Kell and Chris Nizza have chosen the Durban International 
Filrn Festival for the world prenriere of Dear Mandela. 

American Ctnistopher Nizza, and KZN-born Dara Kell whose editing work 
includes the Oscar-nominated documentary Jesus Carnp, are recipients 
of Participant Media’s Outstanding Fihnmakcr Award representing Africa, 
and developed the project with support front the Sundance 
Documentary Film Program. The documentary is beautifully shot by Emmywiuning 
cinematographer Matthew Petersun and co-produced by South 
Alidcan Neil Brandt of Firewol~z Media (uGugu noAndile, A Lion’s Trail). 
Dara, ~vho will be in Durban tbr inter~dews from Monday 25th July, says, 
"Abahlali BaseMjondolo won a victory, but it’s a paltial victory: every few 
weeks we hear of a new- community being evicted, usually where they 
don’t know their constitutional rights The story is far licom over and we 
hope our ~vorld premiere will kick-start an essential national conversation" 

The title of the documentary refers to a comment by I~haikelo, one of the 
three main characters in the film and the spokesperson of Abahlali 
baseMjondolo. "I would like to meet Dr. Nelson Mandela and ask him how 
he feels about the unstable conditions we are living under after he 



spent 27 years in Robben Island for a better life for all. He’s like 
Jesus Christ himself. What he has been jailed for has never been 
achieved." Sixteen years after Mandela was elected president, the number 
of families living in irfformal settlements has doubled and "housing for 
all" seems like a promise the government will be unable to keep 

’]7he documentaW is a coming-of-age stop)~ about the new generation of 
born-free leaders emerging to continue Madiba’s struggle for equality 
As Mnikelo says in the documentaw, "You don’t need to be old to be 
wise." Dear Mandela is set to be one of the most talked about and 
inspiring fihns at this year’s Duxban International Film Festivah Dara, 
Christopher and the lead characters from Abahlali BaseMjondolo are 
available for intelwiews to discuss the film, evictions and the housing 
crisis. 

Dear Mandela will also screen at eKhaya Multi Arts Centre in KwaMashu 
at 6pro on Wednesday, 27 July 2011 as part of Durban International Film 
Festival, as well as on Friday 29 July 2011 at Luthuli Muscuru in KxvaDukuza 
at 3pro and at The Nelson Mandela Youth Centre in Chatsworth at 6pm. 
"It’s a homecon~ing from the fihn - which was born in the shacks and has 
its stotT told by shack dwellers," says Dara. 

For more irdormation, contact: 

Kevin Kriedemann 

KEViN LIKES 

+27(0)83 556 2346 

kevin@kevinlikes.com 

Watch the trailer: 
htt~:/iwww.voutube.com/watch?v PPc62K9su k 
http :~,’vimeo. corr~26538549 

http:i/www, abal-dnli.or g 
http://www.khayelitshastruggles.com/ 
http://www.antieviction.or~, za 
To unsubscribe from this list, receive a single daily digest, or change 
your list preferences please visit http://lists.riseup.net/www/info/abahlali 

To subscribe to the Western Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign list ;vrite to 

aec@antieviction.org.za 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 11:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Atiil01 : CCO Fall 2011 Revisions 

Thanks, Eunice! I’ll let you know if I have any questions. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 10:59 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Su~iect: Afril01: CCO Fall 2011 Revisions 

Dear Jessica, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Sorry for the delay. Here are revisions for Afri101 I have created a new lesson on political economy of HIViAIDS and carried out other revisions. 

Many thanks and looking forward to working with you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:59 PM 
Subject: CCO Fall 2011 Revisions 

(;(20 instructurs, 

’]7his is a friendly reminder that standard revisiuns for yuur CCO fall 2011 course were due last Friday, July 15th. Please send your revisions tu me as suon as pussible If you have any 
questions or cuncerns regarding your fall cuurse, please let me know 

Thanks, and have a great day! 

Jessa Bliss 
’]7he Friday Center 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
’]7he Friday Center fur Continuing Education Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel tlill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 
jessa@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whit~ker, Beth <BWhitaker@uucc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 3:04 PM 

AIiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

photos needed tbr uew APCG website 

Dear APCG colleagues: 

We are in need of photos of APCG members conducting research in the field or giving a talk or presentation. Several photos will be selected to be displayed on the 

front page of APCG’s new website that will be launched September 1. Please include a caption for the photo that includes the name of the researcher, the name of 

the project or presentation in the photo, and the location of the photo. High quality/high resolution photos are preferred. Please send all photos in jpg format to 

web manager Jeff Paller at R_a_!!__e___r_~___w__!_s__c_:__e___d___u_.. 

Thanks, 

Beth Whitaker 

APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor 
UNC Charlolte I Department of Political Science 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker@uncc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice,@~ema31.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: https://lists~wisc.edu~/u?id~0299565.f186558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&l apcg&o 16310814 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste fire above URL if fire line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave- 16310814-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c01"d76e7dcf0622e(cblists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 8:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: [Fem-a~th-1 Listserv fi~r AFA] TOC of JENdA: Women Political Leaders (Part II) 

FYI 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

krNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http : //wv~v. unc. edu~’depts/afriaf am 

From: fem-anth-l-bounces ~klcaldwe email.unc.edu@binhost corn [fem-anth-l-bounces+klcaldwe email.unc.edu@binhost coral on behalfofazuka@africaresource.com 
[azuk a@africaresource.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 12:35 PM 

To: fem-anth-l@binhost corn 
Subject: [Fem-anth-lListservl2~r AFA] TOCol!Y2{NdA:WomenPoliticalLeaders (Part II) 

Dear All, 

’]7he award-winning JENdA: A Journal of Culture and African Women Studies 
dedicated an issue on African Women and Leadership. This is part two of 
the issue. JENdA was recently selected by The New York Public Library as 
the Best of the Web for Social Sciences and Women’s Studies. 

JENdA is available by subscription to individual s and institutions I_t" your 
university is not a subscriber, you may recommend the journal to your 
librarian to purchase. In addition, there are individual subscription 
options available, ffyou have questions, you can email me off the list. 

JENdA: A Journal of Culture and African Women Studies Issue 10 
ttomepage: http://www.africak nowled~eproiect.or~/index php/ienda/ 

Issue Title: Vv%men Political Leaders {Part II) 

TOC: http ://www.africaknowledgeproject. org/index.php/ienda/issue/view/37 

1. Indomitable Luisa Diogo: Prirae Minister of Mozambique 
Nkiru Nzegwu 

With the resignation of Prime Minister Pascoal Mocumbi of Mozambique in 
February 2004, Luisa Dias Diogo became the first woman Prime Minister of 
the country while retaining the finance portfolio, and the first official 
in independent Mozambique to combine the two positions. This biographical 
ovet’,dew examines her spectacular economic successes and her achievements 
in politically transforming the country. 

http://www.africaknoxvledgeproiect.org/index.php/ienda/article/vicw/560 

2. Aloisea Inyuraba: Mother of New Rwanda 
Nkim Nzegwa 

Aloisea Inymnba, a Senator in the Parliament of Rwanda, played a critical 
role in the post-genocide era in the formation of a new Rwanda. In her 
capaci~ as Ministcr of Family, Gender, and Social Affairs, Conwnissioner 
and Executive Secrctary of the National Unity and Reconciliation 
Commission, and Governor of Kigali province, she organized and supervised 
national dialogues to promote reconciliation between Hutu and Tutsi in 
post-genocide Rwanda. Using the concept of Mothers, this essay examines 
her work in the context of her role as Public Mother and mother of the 
nation. 

http://www.africaknowled geproiect.org/index.php/ienda/article/vie~v/561 

3. Portia Simpson Maller: A YVoman of Courage 
Nkiru Nzegwu, Dwight Bellanfante, Robert Buddan 

This profile examines Judge Navanethem Pillay’s legal and judicial 
philosophy prior to her appointment on the bench in South Africa Judge 
Pillay was the first woman to start a law practice in Natal Province and 
the first black woman to serve in the High Court in South Africa. Prior to 



her appointment as judge she defended many opponents of apartheid and has 
written on and practiced international criminal law, international 
humanitarian law and international human rights law, particularly" on 
crimes of sexual violence in conflicts She had an illustrious career on 
the South African bench and was elected by the United Nations General 
Assembly’ to be a judge on the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwan&~, 
where she is credited with turning the Tribunal towards a more positive 
course. 

http:i/www, aft ic aknowledgeproi ect. urg/index, php/i endaiart icle/viewi563 

4. Judge Navanethcm Pillay: An Unapologetic Feminist and Human Rights 
Activist 
Nkim Nzegwu 

This profile examines Judge Navanethem Pillay’s legal and judicial 
philosophy prior to her appointment on the bench in South Africa. Judge 
Pillay was the first woman to start a law practice in Natal Province and 
the first black woman to serve in the High Court in South Africa. Prior to 
her appointment as judge she defended many opponents of apartheid and has 
written on and practiced international criminal law, international 
humanitarian law and international h~tman rights law, particularly on 
crimes of sexual violence in cordlicts. She had an illustrious career on 
the South African bench and was elected by the United Nations General 
Assembly to be a judge on the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, 
where she is credited with turning the Trib~mal towards a more positive 
course. 

http:i/www, aft ic aknowled~eproi ect. urn/index, php/i endaiart icle/viewi563 

5. Judge Akua Kuenyehia: First Vice President 
Nkiru Nzegwu 

This is a profile of Judge Akua Kuenyehia ~vho was elected for a nine-year 
term from the African Group of States, and is assigned to the Pre-Trial 
Division. Prior to her appointment to the International Criminal Court at 
The Hague (ICC), It focuses on her legal and professional qualifications 
that prepared her for the position she now occupies. 

http://www.atlcicaknowledgeproiect.org/index.php/iendaiarticle/viewi564 

6. J~hriam Makeba: The Revolutiona~ Warrior 
Nkiru Nzegwu 

This is a portrait of the most important female vocalist to emerge from 
South Africa and fittingly’ celebrated as a triumphant revolutiona~ 
Hailed as "The Empress of African Song" and as "Mama Africa," Miriam 
Makeba brought the rhythmic and spiritual sounds of Africa to a global 
audience in the 1960s Her wonderti~l and versatile music is a soulful mix 
of jazz, blues, and Xhosa and Zulu folk songs shaded with potent political 
overtones. 

http://www.atlcicaknowled~eproiect.or~/index.php/iendaiarticle/viewi565 

7. Angelique Kidjo: I)iva with a Heart 
Nkiru Nzegwu 

This is a professional profile of Africa’s vibrant woman singer, performer 
and songwriter, Angblique Kic[io 

http:i/www.africaknowledgeproiect.org/index.phplienda/articlehiew/566 

8. Oyibo Ekwulo Odinamadu: A Woman of History 
Obi Nwakanma 

Oyibo Odinamadu, an icon of politics, civil rights and the women’s 
movement, made a name for herself as a leader of various women’s 
organizations and as a public servant in Nigeria. She was especially’ 
active in the fi~unding of the National Council for Women Societies (NCWS) 
and was president of the Eastern N~geria wing of the Council from 1958 
until she joined active partisan politics in 1978. In this intep¢iew with 
Obi Nwakama conducted during a visit to Raleigh, North Carolina, she 
provides a comprehensive overview of her administrative, professional, and 
political work. 

9. Celebrating Africa House 

Jessie Kabwila Kapasula 

Professor Nzeg~vu is scheduled to open two alt galleries at her ne~vly 
renovated three-storey complex called Africa House. I am sure many" of us 
would like to l~ow more about this project so I sat down to intelwiew her 
one Thursday afternoon on 26 @ril 2007, at her residence. The interview 
engaged the many hats that Nzegwu wears art history, feminist theoretician 
and African philosopher. It also features her vie~vs on "safari scholars" 
the effect of ~vestern imperialist approaches to engaging Africa and the 



movement of primitivism in the arts. Nzegwu is a professor of Africana 
Studies and Philosophy, Interpretation and Culture at Binghamton 
Umversity. 

http://www.africakno*vled~eproject.or~/index.php/ienda/article/view/568 

Selected Supplementary Readings are online on the journal website. 

Thanks, 
Azuka Nzegwu, Pl-tD 

Africa Knowledge Project 
azuka@africaresour ce.cora 

Fem-anth-1 mailing list 
Fem-anth-l@bir2aost.com 

https: //my.binhost.com/listsilistinfo/fem-anth-I 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

CCO AFRI 101 ereserves.jpg; CCO AFRI 101 Readings.docx 

Hi Eunice, 

We’ve recently been evaluating the use of articles in our courses in regards to fair use. There are a number of articles!readings that are currently being posted on 

Blackboard for AFR1101, and we need to be assured that they fall under the University’s fair use policy. 

I can therefore extract the documents that the course had posted on Blackboard (and send them to you), but I cannot repost them in Sakai. If you yourself wish to 

post any of the articles on Sakai, we ask that you look over this fair use worksheet 

(~h~t~t~p~;//~w~w~w~n~o~r~t~h~c~a~r~o~!!~n~a~e~d~u~/~e~Ka~[/~s~m~c~o~y~r!g~h~t~R~!p~[!~!~-~-~b~-9~!~:~D and make sure that the article(s) qualify under fair use. If 

you do decide that some of the articles qualify for fair use, and you plan to post them to Sakai, please send me an e-mail to that effect so I can keep it in my 

records. I know some of the articles are authored by you, so I’m sure you can determine fair use for those rather quickly. 

The alternative and my recommendation, however, is to get these articles on e-reserves. I know that AFR1101 does have and utilize e-reserves, but currently there 

is only one document on e-reserves being used in the course (Rodney reading). You can contact AFLing Chang (ailingc@email.unc.edu), the Reserves Supervisor, 

to help assist you get these readings on e-reserves. Here’s the e-reserves site with the appropriate forms: ~h~t~t~p~/~W~W~W~:!~!~b~:~u~n~c~e~d~u~f~r~e~s~e~r~v~e~s~/forms-htm~ Just let 

me know if you need me to extract the articles/readings out of Blackboard for you in order to submit the files to e-reserves. I do not have access, however, to the 

electronic files for the new articles!readings you added in your Fall 2011 revisions. The attached Word document is a list of the current article!!readings used for 

the course that are being put directly on Blackboard (and have the question of fair use). 

Also, the CCO AFR1101 e-reserves site does already have a large number of documents on it, so it can probably be cleaned out and/or replaced with the current 

documents for the course that need to be on there. It does cost the library money to renew these resources every semester, so if they’re not being utilized, they 

could definitely be a cost saver by being removed. I’ve attached a screenshot to this e-mail so you can see the current articles on e-reserves for the course. 

Thanks for working with us in getting this cleaned up, Eunice. We find it very important to get all of these issues squared away for our fall courses. Please let me 

know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks again J 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 

Instructional Designer 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 

jessa@unc.edu 

www.fridaycenter.unc.edu 





CCO AFRI 101 Readings (Fall 2011) 

Currently being put on Blackboard: 

Adam Hochschild, "The Great Forgetting" in King Leopold’s Ghost, 1999 

Ngugi wa Thiong’o and Eunice N. Sahle, "Hegel in African Literature: Achebe’s Answer" 

Franz Fanon, "Concerning Violence" 

Arturo Escobar, "The Problematization of Poverty: The Tale of Three Worlds and Development," 

Chapter 2 

Julius Nyang’oro, "The Challenge of Development in Tanzania: The Legacy of Julius Nyerere," 

from David McDonald and Eunice N. Sahle, The Legacies of Julius Nyerere: Influences on 

Development Discourse and Practice in Africa 

Timothy Mitchell, "The Object of Development, America’s Egypt" 

Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Penpoints, Gunpoints and Dreams: Towards a Critical Theory of the Arts and 

the State in Africa, Chapter I 

Edward Osei Kwandwo Prempeh, "Social Movements and the New Trade Regime: An Issue of 

Fairness, Not Charity" 

Eunice N. Sahle, "Gender, States, and Markets in Africa," in Joseph Mensah (ed), Neoliberalism 

and Globalization in Africa (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008) 

Eunice N. Sahle, "African States NEPAD Project: A Global Elite Neoliberal Settlement," in Joseph 

Mensah (ed), Neoliberalism and Globalization in Africa (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008) 

Joseph Mensah, "Cultural Dimensions of Globalization in Africa," in Neoliberalism and 

Globalization in Africa (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008) 

Wisdom Tettey, "Globalization, Cybersexuality Among Ghanaian Youth and Moral Panic," in 

Joseph Mensah (ed), Neoliberalism and Globalization in Africa (New Yrok: Palgrave Macmillan, 

2008) 
lan Taylor, "Chinese foreign policy in Southern Africa in the post-Cultural Revolution Era," and 

"China’s oil diplomacy in Africa," in International Affairs, 82:5, 2006 

Joshua Eisenman, "China’s Post-Cold War Strategy in Africa: Examining Beijing’s Methods and 

Objectives" 

Eric Heginbotham, "Evaluating China’s Strategy Toward the Development World" 

New readings for Fall 2011: 

Joseph R. Oppong and Ezekiel Kalipeni, "Perceptions and Miscperptions of AIDS in Africa" 

Susan Craddock, "The Politics of HIV/AIDS in Africa: Representation and the Political Economy of 

Disease" 

Ezekiel Kalipeni, Susan Craddock and Jayati Ghosh, "Mapping the AIDS Pandemic in Eastern and 

Southern Africa: A Critical Overview" 

Seven Friedman and Shauna Mottiar "Seeking the High Ground: The Treatment Action Campaign 

and the Politics of Morality" 

Susan Craddock, "Aids and Ethics: Clinical Trials, Pharmaceuticals, and Global Scientific Practice" 
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1 Features 

I,[[3 YA: rill;% ’KR U[~ COS TS OF WAR 

Charles Abugre 

A wicked blow to Afi-ica, the invasion of Libya has little to do with 

protecting civilians and all to do with strategic interests. Why are 

these invaders so heartless, asks Charles Abugre. 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,category/features/75252 

MALAWI’S UPRISING: DEM©CRACY, D[£BATE AND LEAD[£RSHIP 

Steve Sharra 

Following a day of protest on 20 July and a violent government 

crackdown that left 20 dead, Steve Shan-a reflects on the lack of 

debate in Malawi. 

http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory /geatures/75 243 

’BLOOD DIAMOND’ R[{GULATION SYS[[I{M BR£)KEN 
Khadi~a Sharffe 
The recent regulatory approval of Zimbabwean diamonds fi)r sale reveals 
deep flaws in the system, writes Khad[ia Sharife 
http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/etgcatego17/featuresi75 251 

SOUTH SUDAN 1N THE POST-CPA EI-L%: PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES 
Christopher Zambakari 
As a means to reduce conflict and fulfil its citizens’ hopes, South 
Sudan’s key challenges revolve around the development of an inclusive, 
residency-based citizenship, writes Christopher Zambakari. 
http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categor.i/features/75 248 

THE AMERICAN DEBT CEILING DEBATE 
A symptom of class warfare 
Horace Campbell 
The debate on the United States public debt ceiling is ’really another 
gambit to step up class warfare against the majorib" of American 
citizens and the planet by the growing political power of the top one 
per cent of US society,’ argues Horace Campbelh 
httr~:/iwww.’oambazaka.or~/et~catep.olw/fcaturesi75263 

FREE TRADE IS NOT ~?~T AFRICA NEEDS, MR C.~4ERON 
Nick Dearden 
African prosperity relies on a wholesale rejection of the Western free 
trade model, which was not the view- of David Cameron or the delegates 
he travelled with on a recent trip to Africa. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/75 242 

IS THIS BRITAIN’S WATERGATE MO\~NT? 
Cameron Duodu 
With L~ Prime Minister David Cameron continuing to face pressure over 
the News International scandal, Cameron Duodu considers the parallels 
with Watergate in the US in the 1970s 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi75 244 

THE CASE FOR OPEik~qG SADC BORDF~RS 



Mandisi Majavu 
’Suuth Africa became the regional econumic powerhouse that it is tuday 
partly on the backs uf immigrant labuurers fi-om the SADC who helped 
build the country’s economy. Is it unreasunable fur people to want to 
share in the fruits of what the?’ helped create?’ asks Mandisi Majax~u. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or</er~,cate~op~/features/75238 

AN- AFRICAN RESPONSE TO ’THERE IS NO ALTERNATI\~’ 
Revolutions from Tunis to Ouagadougou 
Guy Marius Sagna 
For the past three decades, neoliberalism has insisted that ’there is 
no alternative’ to serrli-colonialisru and the diktats of tl-le E’vflv and 
World Bank. But, writes Scnegal’s Guy Marius Sagna, our people ’have 
enough corumon sense to understand that things have to change’. 
http :/iwww.pan’lbazaka.org/et~catego1-y/featuresi75 240 

I’&h’\i\iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
2 Comment & analysis 

CH]EF JUSTICE’ S MANDATE AND Iv~KNAGING PL~BLIC EXPECTATIONS 
Katto K. Wambua 
The appointment of Dr Willy Mutunga as chief justice in Kenya is a 
welconre development, writes Katto K. Wambua, but the xvider public’s 
optimism needs to be tempered w-ith pragruatism to avoid unrealistic 
expectations and subsequent frustration. 
htt~ :i/www,~ambazuka. or~/en/cate~olw/comnrent/7 5 260 

THE ~iN’YAN PEOPLE IKa.VE SPOKEN 
Beth Maina Ahlberg 
Will there be an end to impunity- and the cultivation of the rule of 
la~v and justice for the Kenya people? Beth Maina Ahlberg writes about 
the fresh winds blowing through the Kenyan judiciary and the vested 
interests wanting to maintain the status quo 
http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/categ org/comment/7 5 23 7 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
3 Advocacy & campaigns 

PETITION TO ALGERIAN- GOVERNMENT: STOP R ENE~¥VED ATTACKS ON WOiVNN 
On 11 June and 2-3 July 2011 ’ptmitive’ night raids ~vere can-ied out 
against women in the southern city of M’sila, Algeria. Considered to 
be ’potential prostitutes’ by their neighbours because they live 
alone, and under the pretext of the defense of morality, htmdreds of 
youth have burnt down the houses of women who barely escaped being 
lynched. The police did not intelwene 

Recently a press conference was held in Algeria where the ObservatoQz 
on Violence Against Women condemned the lax manner with which the 
public authorities react to these punitive raids: ’V~hat we are 
denouncing is the absence of the state to the point where every 
individual can take the law intu their own hands and find a pretext in 
the defense nfmorality to make an attempt un the lives of wumen ’ 

Please fulluw this link ( http:l/wwwsiawior~/article2455html ) to 
read more and to sign a petitiun addressed tu the Algerian 
authorities. 

A French statement about these raids is available here ( 
http ://www. elwatan.con’b, act ualite/en-l-absenc e-de-l-etat-tuut-individu-peut-s e-sub stituer-a-la-loi-21-07-2011-133436 109 php[url 

). 

MOSOP STATfiX/;ENT ON ANOTI]ER LAND Sfi[ZURE IN O(IONI[.AND 
Muvement for the S urvival of the Ogoni Peuple 
Fulluwing plans by Nigeria’s Rrvers State to expropriate 258,954 
hectares uf land frum Oguniland for the development uf a new town by 
the :federal government, MOSOP has issued a statement condemning the 
’scramble :for Ogoni’ which it says ’will no doubt generate 
unmanageable land shurtage :for lucal subsistence fuod productiun and 
other uses especially housing development.’ 
http : // www pambazuk a, ur~len/cate~ury/advocac y/7 5 25 3 

MANDELA PARK BACKYARDERS PRESS STATEMENT ON HOUSING ALLOCATIONS 
The Mandela Park Backyarders have issued a press statement detailing 
irregularities in the allocation of houses at the Mandela Park Housing 
Project in Cape Town, South Africa. 
http :/iwww.pan’lbazuka. org/en/category/advocac¥/7 5 24 5 



II, II,//\i\iYI’,I’!/\IIV\I\II\I\AII\Ai\iAI’,I’!/II, IV\IiY\I\II\ 
4 Pan-African Postcard 

THE VALUE OF S~[Y)RYTELLING 

H, Nal~jala Nyabola 

’Storytellers accounting for the role of terrorism in defining modem 

societies have chosen to tell a story in which cowanunities are 

constituted and bound by an irrational fear of difference,’ writes H 

Nanja[a Nyabola 
http://www.pambazuka.orgien/category}panafricatg75241 

I\I\I I \I\IV I\IV’,I IV’,,i’,,i," ,i’,AI I’,AI\I AI\IV I\IV’,,i lV’,i’,i , ", 
5 Books & arts 

CHIN-A: ’ALL-VVEATHER FRIEix~D’ OR ’NEW COLONIA_LIST’? 
Review of ’The Forum on China-.¢frica Cooperation (FOCAC)’ 
Stephen Marks 
’The ongoing narrative wars over China’s African involvun~ent between 
(mostly) Western Sinophobes and those they deride as "panda-huggers" 
have becorue as predictable as the opening ruoves in a garue of chess.’ 
But Ian Taylor ’well-informed and independent-minded account’ both 
challenges these orthodoxies, and brings out and questions ’the 
assmnptions they share,’ finds Stephen Marks. 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/books/75247 

TELLING IT AS IT IS 
Review of Rasna Warah’s ’Red Soil and Roasted Maize: Selected Essays 
and Articles on Contemporary Kenya’ 
Oby Obyerodhyarrlbo 
In a review of Rasna Warah’s ’Red Soil and Roasted Maize: Selected 
Essays and Articles on Contemporary Kenya’, Oby Obyerodhyambo praises 
a hard-hitting collection of commentaries from the Daily Nation 
colurm~ist. 

http ://w;vw pambazuka org/en/category/books/75239 

IVV/VVVIVV,,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII,,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//,, 
6 Letters & Opinions 

IVL&LAWI’S LTNDELIVERED PROMISE 
Ndumba Kamwanyah 
In April of this year, Malawian president Bingu ;va Mutharika delivered 
his state of the nation address, entitled ’A Promise Delivered’. Well, 
from ;vhat is currently happening in the country (which some observers 
liken to the ongoing uprising in the Arab world), nothing there 
remotely resembles a promise delivered. As far as I can make out, 
things in Malawi look more like a promise undelivered to me. Now 19 
people have reportedly been killed by the police in an attempt to 
squa sh the anti-government protests 

Here is the deal: unleashing soldiers and police on a peaceful 
citizens’ demonstration protesting against economic mismanagement is 
not delivering a promise. Signing a bill into law that bans any 
publication deemed not to be in the public interest (including a law 
that makes it impossible for individuals to obtain a court injunction 
and seek judicial redress against the government) cannot be termed as 
a promise delivered. Nor can postponing the local government elections 
mean a promise delivered. 

Stifling academic freedom as with the detention of Dr. Blessings 
Chinsinga because he discussed the Arab uprising during a political 
science lecture is not a promise delivered. Currently four Chancellor 
College lecturers, including Dr Chinsinga and Dr Jessie 
Kabwila-Kapasula, have been :fired under mysterinus circumstances. And 
neither is lavish spending to promote your own bunk (as the president 
did in January) a promise delivered 

Expelling the British High Commissioner from Malawi for a leaked 
embassy cable that referred to you as ’autocratic and intolerant of 
criticism’ is not delivering a promise. In response, the UK (the 
largest aid donor to Malawi) decided to go on the offensive by 
expelling the Malawian representative, and froze all new aid, the 
country’s main life support as 40 per cent of Malawi’s budget comes 
from international aid. The outcomes: :Fuel and energ3, shortages, 
severe foreign exchange (forex) shortages, and depreciation of 
Malawi’s local currency, the kwacha 

But the big picture is that wa Mutharika’s behavinur and his response 
to citizens’ demands for more democracy are similar to how- dictators 
behave when their reign is threatened. The?" try by an?" means to stifle 
criticism through state violence, using the soldiers and police at 
their disposal. 

But also the behavior also tells the true but sad story of this 
relatively peaceful southern African co~try. For decades Malawi has 
seen leaders/rulers who treated the country as a private company for 



personal gains. The first postcolonial president, Dr Kamuzu Banda 
(Ngwazi, the great lion, or Mkango wapfuko laMalaw, the lion of 
Malawi, as he prefen-ed to be called) tnrned Malawian citizens into 
subjects, and the country into Kamuzu Banda’s Malawi, Inc. Kamuzu’s 
successor, Professor Bakili Muluzi was accused o:[" dictatorial 
tendencies, including imposing Mutharika on the people There is no 
love left between Bakili and Mutharika now, but if there is anything 
Mutharika learned from his predecessor it is how to impose his will on 
the Malawian people. Apparently, he is also now plotting to pave a 
political path for his oxvn brother, Professor Arthur Peter Mutharika 
@es another professor!) to be Malawi’s next president. 

The bottom line: despite the presidential rhetoric, promises of 
economic and social development, reduction of poverty, and promotion 
of peace have not been delivered to the citizens of Malaxvi. 

DIASPORA LOST ’IN PURSUIT OF MATERIAL THINGS’ 
Henri Malo 
Keep up the good/bad nexvs. African need a shock treatment, because so 
far the maj ority of us are lost in the pursuit of material things 
since moving up north. We need more debate, small or large educational 
forum around the country, freedom of speech for snre but not at the 
expense of truth. Know the truth and it shall set you free. 

I’&h’\i\iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
7 African Writers’ Corner 

TIA 
Nebila Abdulmelik 
It’s Cairo, Casablanca & Cape Town 
Addis, Abuja & Accra 
Ouagadougou, Timbuktu & Antananarivo 
Lagos, Lom6, Lusaka & Lalibela 

Its peace and turmoil 
Order and chaos 
Evolution and revolution 
Anarchy and regulation 
Innovation and duplication 
Progress and retreat 
Static and constant change.. 
http :llw~vw,pambazuka org/en/categorv/Africal~ Writers/75249 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
8 Highlights French edition 

PALMBAZLZg.A XTEYVS 199: WORLD FACED WITH EhdERGENCE OF TRANSNATIONAL C.APITALISM 

Globalisation continues its for~vard march 
Noam Chomsky 

To date, the rise of public indignation has not questioned the power 
of companies The future depends on what the majori~z is ready to 
withstand and knowing whether this vast majority will collectively 
come to a constructive proposal in response to the problems that are 
at the heart of the capitalist system of control and domination. If 
not, the consequences may be grave, as history has so clearly shown 

http : //www,pambazuka or~/fricate~ ory/featnres/7 515 7 

One Europe, several Europes ~n construction or deconstruction? 
Satnrr 

To some, Enrope is currently under construction But Samir Amin thinks 
that those who think so have limited and fragile criteria for 
j udgement which could be compared with the inter-dependence of 
interests, in the short-term, of European monopoles. According to 
Amin, the current crisis is most probably the start of the 
’deconstruction’ of Europe 

http:llwww,pambazuka,orzlfrlcatezo~,/featuresi75164 

The emergence of transnational capitalism’? 
Satnrr 

Globalisation has always been an aspect of capitalism. By its vein 
nature, it has been able to change with transformations which, 
depending on the parameters of analysis, give varied interpretations 
to the transnationalisation that the world is currently cxpcriencing. 
In this transformation Samir Amin notes that the only question which 
arises is to know whether we have noticed ’a qualitative change in the 
nature of capitalism’. 



http://vavw.pambazuka or~/fricate~ory/features/75162 

Senegal: What interpretation can be made of the happenings in June? 
Si@ Diop 

The events which recently shook Senegal show that the political system 
of the country is in crisis. Through massive street demonstrations, 
the population prevented the parliament from adopting a laxv, and a few 
days later, violent protests expressed the great dissatisfaction 
created by the energy policy. It should not be doubted that this is an 
unprecedented occurrence which calls for reflection in order to 
determine the true meaning of the happenings and perhaps draw lessons 
which are essential to hatch the institutional evolution that measures 
up to the new expectations displayed by the people. 

http://~a~’w.pambaz~tka.org/fr/categot3,ifeatmesi75154 

Making revolution in Cuba today- 

For many Cubans, Pedro Campos Santos does not need to be introduced. 
However, to most Cubans, he is probably- still a stranger. What a pit7. 
This is a result of the absence of horizontal flow of irfformation and 
ideas. ’Perucho’ belongs to an informal group called the SPD 
(Democratic and Participative Socialism), which for a few years now 
has devoted their activity to the advancement of the socialist way of 
life for the present and future Cuba a way of life based on social 
self-governance and freedom for all people who practise this way of 
life, a socialism with all and for the good of all, just like the one 
Josd Marti wished for. In this intel~’iew, Marti, in his biography, 
recounts and gives us reasons for his political involvement and that 
of his comrades in the SPD. 

http:/i~vww.pambaz~ka.orgifr/categorv/features/75159 

The reason for marching against rape of women in Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC) 

When some Congolese heard of a march by their fellow citizens from 
Paris to Brussels, they thought it was madness One of the recun-ent 
questions asked was: ’What ~vill that change?’ The material, symbolic 
and humane reason behind the march was unknown to them. They had 
forgotten that great changes start from little things. This article by 
Jean-Pierre 2vlbulu is an attempt at theorising this walk and its 
efl’ects 

http ://~’w.pambazaka org/~/catego~/t~atures/7 515 5 
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9 Cartoons 

FREE PRESS AN’[) CORRIFPTION: C~YMI{R~)N L[{C’KJR[{S AFRICA 
Gado 
IIK Prime i’,/hnister David Cameron may want to get his own house in order 
before lecturing African leaders.. 
http://www pambazuk a.or~/en/cate~ory/car toon s/75236 

GMOS AN’[) GOATS 
Gado 
Claims that eating GMOs leads to giving birth to goats cause complaints . 
h ttp ://www. pambazuka, org/en/catego~qcartoons/7 5 23 5 

/\/\//VV\//\/VI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/\//I,,~/V/\/\/V/\/V\i/\/’,/’,//I, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

{~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Nonconwnercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazuka.org/erdabout.php 

Pambazaka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://wv~,v. p amb azuka, orgien ) 
Ediggo cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/pt ) 
Edition fran¢aise ( http:/;’~wzw.pambazaka.org/fr ) 



R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pamba×uka News is published *vith the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCRI[3E or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http://pambazuk a.gn. apc. orgicgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pamba~nka.org with the word SUBSCR]Ia.E or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authuritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platfurm for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conmxentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm sottrce PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka Nexvs is on Twitter. By following ’pambazakancws’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Conn’nent & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more it~fom~ation: 
/,,’twitter.corr~’pambazukanexvs ( htt~ ://twitter. com,’l)ambazukanexvs ). 

* Pambazuka Nexvs has a Dehicin.us (http:/iDehicin.us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that xve visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visit http:i/delicious.col~’pambaz~dka news. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of American Geographers <membership@aag.org> 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 5:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Introducing the AAG Knowledge Comm~mities 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Association of American Geographers. 
Please c__._o_.n__f_i.r_o2 your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i ~I~ i AAG News B ..... 

Dear Prof. Eunice Sable, 

We are pleased to welcome you ~o the release el the AAG Knowledge 
Community, a collection of online social nelworking tools. To begin 
exploring your AAG Specialty Group Knowledge Community, please bg 
~n with you[ AAG accoun~ credentials a~ ~.aag.org. I~ you need help 

wN~ your password, please email password~aag.orq or d~ck the Get 
He~p ~ink on the home page. Followh~g a successfu~ log ~n, navigate to 
the Knowledge Community iink (under the membership area) where you 
can use this new tool ~o: 

Verify and update your profile information - My Profile: 

After you’ve successfully logged in - tiff out your pr~file1 Access ~he "tMy 
Profile" tab whets, yeu can enter a photo, and link te your Llnked#~, 
Twi~er or Facebook accounts. Look for "%~y Contact Preferences" (left 
navigation) ~o con~ro~ what you shat~ wi~h o~her mem~r& 

Search for contracts - Directory: 

Next you are. ~eady to start ne~’working~ In the "Directo~" tab, 
members you know or want ~ know better and send them a contac~ 
requesL Contacts can see more ef yeur profile, and it is easy to invite 



con~cts rejoin your network. 

Share documents witf~in your SpeciaRy Group o Libraries: 

Read ~,~ur Specialty Greup Newsletters, Annual Reports and share other 
documents library. Find #~e document libraries under the "Libraries" tab. 

Start forum discussions = Discussions: 

Now you can start a discussion or pest news #ems~ A# AA G Specialty 
G~up Knowledge Communities have ~elated discussion groups wi~h ~ 
marl alerts and digests. A# members’ ale,s have been autematicaffy 
subscribed to receive immediate messages. If you would like to change 
your alert p~efe~nces you can find #~e %fy Subscriptions" N~k on the left 
margin of the My Profile page. 

Start a blog in your Knowledge Community = Blogs: 

Stardng a blog in ff~e AAG Knowledge Community is easy. Once you 
find #~e "Blogs" ~ab a~ the top of #~e page you can start a new Meg and 
decide to make ~t public, or share ~t only wiM~ your AA G Speda#y G~oup 
K~ot, vle~e Community. 
We hope thst you will aH find the new AAG Know~edge Communities 
s~ra~ght [opt~ard aRd easy ~o navigate. The AAG S~aff ~s available to 
assist you with any questions thal may come up dudng the h~itiM ~se of 
tMs new product, so p~ease feel free 1o contact us any time. 

Sincerely, 
Greg Osbum, Technical Services Coordinator 
~osburnCi~.aa~.or~ 
Adam Thecher, Director of Membership & Business Operations 

athocher@aag.org 

Connect with us: ~ ~ ~,~ 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu b~,, membership@aaq.orq :: 

Association of American Geographers ~ [7[0 ~6th Street NW ~ Washington :: DC 20009 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterwiel <os~terwei@email.unc,edu~ 

Thursday, July 28, 2011 10:12 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Live webstreaJn from the Encuentro eu Mexico 

Hello there, 

For those interested, a group from Chapel Hill is attending and presenting at an Encuentro at Umversidad della Tierra in Chiapas Mexico as a part of our participation in the project 
"Collaborative Investigations in Times of Crisis" 

Malay parts of the event are being live streamed via: http://retoschiapas.tki 

Check it out and send in comments and questions via the chat[ 

It is in Spanish. 

Best, 
Michal 
--- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blal~ email to leave-29567492-4140465 0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <’jessa bliss@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 8:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Eumce, 

Yes, I would contact Ai-Ling to get these materials removed. I would recommend copying reservereading@unc edu on your e-mail, just in case Ai-Ling is presently unavailable. 

E-resel~zes actually only has a 2-3 day processing time, so if you have the PDFs available, I think it would be very, feasible to have them available before classes start. I’ll go ahead and 
remove the Joseph Mensah chapter from the course site 

Let me know what you decide to do, and I will alter the directions for students on the course site for fall; for example, I’ll change "Available on Sakai" to "Available on e-reserves." As you 
know, e-reserves will renew your readings from semester to semester, so I think it will be a more manageable way of organizing the course readings (in addition to complying with all Fair use 
rights and copyright law). 

Thanks again for helping us get this in line! It’s much appreciated. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 8:11 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 
Importance: tligh 

[)ear Jessa, 

I have reviewed the material and here is my take. 

1) E-Reserves: Yes, the list needs to be cleaned up Here are the unly two readings that need to remain there: 

R odney, Walter 
Mamdani, Mahmoud 

Do I need to get in tuuch Ai-Ling (;hang to have these removed? 

2) Fair use: I have reviewed the material and they cumply with the Fair Use pruvisinns. ’]’he unly reading I will remove from the course uutline is Juseph Mensah’s chapter For the new 
additions, I will turn them to pdfs next week when I return l~;um Canada 

Huw lung du yuu think the Library will take tu place the material on E-reserve? My feeling is that given that we unly have 3 weeks before schuu[ starts, I might as well place the material on 
Blackboard fur this semester and send to E-reserve [’or next year What du you think? 

Thanks so much Jessa 12~r all your help 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2011 12:06 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subj ect: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

HiEunice, 

We’ve recently been evaluating the use of articles in our courses in regards to fair use. There are a nmnber of articles/readings that are currently being posted on Blackboard for AFRI 101, 
and we need to be assured that they fall under the University’s fair use policy. 

I can therefore extract the docunrents that the course had posted on Blackboard (and send them to you), but I cannot repost them in Sakai. If you yourself wish to post any of the articles on 
Sakai, we ask that you look over this fair use worksheet (http://wxvw.northcarolina.edu/leaalisnricol~vri~htownershipiPrimer Fair Use Worksheet 042209.~d13 and make sure that the article 
(s) qualify under fair use. If you do decide that some of the articles qualify for fair use, and you plan to post them to Sakai, please send nre an e-mail to that effect so I can keep it in nry 
records. I know some of the articles are authored by you, so Fnr sure you can determine fair use for those rather quickly. 

The alternative and my reconmxendation, however, is to get these articles on e-reser~,~es. I know that AFRI 101 does have and utilize e-reset~zes, but currently- there is only one document on 
e-reserves being used in the course (Rodney reading). You can contact Ai-Ling Chang (ailingc@email.unc.edu<mailto:ailingc@emaih~xc.edu>). the Reser~,~es Supet~zisor, to help assist you 
get these readings on e-reserves. Here’s the e-reserves site with the appropriate fornrs: http://www.lib.unc.edu,’reserves/forms.htmh Just let me kno~v if you need me to extract the 
articles/readings out of Blackboard for you in order to submit the files to e-reserves I do not have access, however, to the electronic files for the new articles/readings you added in your Fall 
2011 revisions The attached Word document is a list of the current articles/readings used for the course that are being put directly on Blackboard (and have the question of fair use). 

Also, the CCO AFRI 101 e-reserves site does already have a large number of documents on it, so it can probably be cleaned out and/or replaced ~vith the current documents for the course 
that need to be on there. It does cost the libraW money to renew these resources evely’ semester, so if they’re not being utilized, the?- could definitely be a cost saver by being removed I’ve 
attached a screenshot to this e-mail so you can see the current articles on e-reserves for the course. 

Thanks for working ~vith us in getting this cleaned up, Eunice. We find it ve~z important to get all of these issues squared away for our fall courses. Please let me kno~v if you have any 
questions or concerns. Thanks again! 

Jessa 



Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 
jessa@unc edu 
www.fridaycenter.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu~ 

Friday, July 29, 2011 11:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Atiil01 -Dr. SaNe 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you f,ar the request. We’ll remove all other material on your AFRI101 list except for 

Rochaey, Waiter: Africa’s Contribution to the Capitalist Development for Europe - The Colonial Period 

Mamdani, Mal~nood: Racialization of the Hutu/Tutsi Difference Under Colonialism 

Best, 
Ai-Lmg 

Undergraduate LibraW Reserves 
R.B. House Undergraduate Libraly, CB# 3942 
reservereading@unc edu 
919962.1054 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 10:47 ~\~i 
To: Chang, Ai-Ling; (;hang, Ai-Ling; Library Reserves Reading 
Cc: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: A[’ril01-Dr Sahle 
Importance: High 

Dear Aiding, 

Greetings 

I kindly write to request that with the exception of the two readings below, the current material :[’or Ali’i 10 on E-Reserves be removed 

R odney, Walter 
Mamdani, Mahmood 

I will be sending additional material to be added to Afri 101 B-Reserves shortly. AH the material meet the copy right law under Fair Use 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 11:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Atiil01 -Dr. SaNe 

ReserveRequestPhotocopiesForm.doc 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

We actually prefer to take Ereserve submissions in pdf and other electronic folTnats now. I’ve attached an articles request form f,ar you to email back with the pd£ alticles - no need to trek to 
the library! 

Best, 
Ai-Lmg 

Undergraduate Library Reserves 
R B. tlouse Undergraduate Library, CB# 3942 
reserve reading@unc.edu 
919.962 1054 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 11:04AM 

To: Library Reserves Reading 

Sut~iect: RE: Afri101-Dr. Sahle 

Dear Ai-Ling, 

(;an I send the additional material in pdf furmat or do I need to bring photucopies to the library’? 

Many thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Library Reserves Reading 
Sent: Friday-, July 29, 2011 11:00 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Afril01-Lvr. Sahle 

Dear LVr. Sahle, 

Thank you for the request. We’ll remove all other material on yore AFRI101 list except for 

Rodney, Walter: Africa’s Contribution to the Capitalist Development for E~ope - The Colonial Period 

Mamdani, Matmmod: Racialization of the Hut~’Tutsi Difference Under Colonialism 

Best, 
Ai-Ling 

Undergraduate Library Reserves 
R.B. House Undergraduate Library, CB# 3942 
reserve reading@tmc.edu 
919.962.1054 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 10:47 AM 
To: Chang, Ai-Ling; Chang, Ai-Ling; Library Reserves Reading 
Cc: Bliss, Jessa 
Sulziect: Afril01-Dr. Sahle 
Importance: High 

Dear Ai-ling, 

Greetings. 

I kindly write to request that with the exception of the two readings below-, the current material for Afril0 on E-Reserves be removed. 

Rodney, Walter 
Mamdani, Mahmood 

I will be sending additional material to be added to Afril01 E-Reserves shortly All the material meet the copy right law under Fair Use. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 





RESERVE MATERIALS LIST: 
PHOTOCOPIES 

Reserve Reading in the Undergraduate Library, CB #3942 
Phone: 962-1054, Email: reserve_reading(~)unc.edu 

{ FORMCHEC~OX } This is an online course through Carolina Courses Online (Friday Center).* 
*Only electronic reserves will be available. 

Instn~ctor (last name): (first name): Course / Section #: Semester : 

CB# Email : Phone # of students: 

To ensure we can process your request quickly and accurately, please include complete and accurate copyright citations. 

Your copies are automatically put on both electronic reserve and regular reserve~ unless they do not comply with our copyright policies. 
Loan periods for photocopy reserves are 2-hours, 1-day, 7-days, and 2-hours-Building-Use-Only (BUO) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } I would like these items on ERES ONLY. I m~derstand that my copies will be returned to me, and if 
these items are 

de~fied for electronic reserve use, there will be not backup copy on regular reserve. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } I would like these items on PAPER RESERVE ONLY for use here in the libraly. No electronic 
access. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@nnc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 12:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Eumce, 

Great! rm glad to hear it. I will send you the PDFs that I have shortly (I will try to zip the files together, but they might have to come in multiple e-mails due to the large size). In addition to 
the readings you added for Lesson 13, I also do not have a copy of the follo~ving reading: 

-Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Penpoints, Gunpoints and Dreams: Towards a Critical Theory~ of the Arts and the State in Africa, Chapter 1 

I believe this is also newly added for the fall? 

Thanks’. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 11:24 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Eli Jessa, 

Ai-Ling has been very’ helpful! 

Kindly send the pdfs and I will J2~rward them to her for E-Reserve placement. 

Thanks 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 8:29 AM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: RE: CCO ~FRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Eli [~unice, 

Yes, I would contact Ai-Ling to get these materials removed. I would recommend copying reserve reading@unc edu on your e-mail, just in case Ai-Ling is presently unavailable. 

F,-reser~,~es actually only has a 2-3 day processing time, so if you have the PDFs available, I think it would be very" feasible to have thera available before classes start. I’ll go ahead and 
remove the Joseph Mensah chapter from the course site. 

Let me know what you decide to do, and I ~vill alter the directions for students on the comse site for fall; for example, I’ll change "Available on Sakai" to "Available on e-reserves." As you 
know, e-resel~zes will renew- your readings from semester to semester, so I think it will be a more manageable way of organizing the course readings (in addition to complying with all Fair use 
rights and copyright law). 

Thanks again for helping us get this in liner It’s much appreciated. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 8:11 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 
Importance: High 

Dear Jessa, 

I have reviewed the material and here is my take. 

1)E-Reserves: Yes, the list needs to be cleaned up. Here are the only two readings that need to remain there: 

Rodney, Walter 
Mamdani, Mahmood 

Do I need to get in touch Ai-Ling Chang to have these removed? 

2) Fair use: I have reviewed the material and they comply with the Fair Use provisions. The only reading I will remove from the course outline is Joseph Mensah’s chapter. For the new 
additions, I ;vill turn them to pdfs next week when I return from Canada. 

How long do you think the Library’ will take to place the material on E-reserve? My feeling is that given that we only have 3 ;veeks before school starts, I might as well place the material on 



Blackboard for this semester and send to E-reserve for next year. What do you think? 

Thanks so much Jessa :[’or all your help. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Thursday, July 28,2011 12:06 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi E~ice, 

W e’ve recently been evaluating the use of articles in our courses in regards to fair use. There are a nuruber of articles/readings that are currently being posted on B lackboard for AFRI 101, 
and ~ve need to be assured that they fall under the Universib"s fair use policy. 

I can therefore extract the documents that the course had posted on Blackboard (and send them to you), but I cannot repost thera in Sakai. If you yourself ~vish to post any of the articles on 
Sakai, we ask that you look over this fair use worksheet (http:i/~vw~v.northcarolina.edu/legal/sm/copyrightownership/Primer Fair Use Worksheet 042209.pdf) and ruake sttre that the article 
(s) qualify under fair use. If you do decide that some of the articles qualify for fair use, and you plan to post thenr to Sakai, please send me an e-mail to that effect so I can keep it in rny 
records. I know sonre of the articles are authored by you, so I’m sure you can deterruine fair use for those rather quickly. 

The alternative and my- recormnendation, ho~vever, is to get these articles on e-reselwes. I know that AFRI 101 does have and utilize e-reserves, but currently there is only one docmnent on 
e-reserves being used in the course (Rodney reading). You can contact Ai-Ling Chang (ailingc@enrail.unc.edu<mailto:ailin~c(~eruail.tmc.edu>), the Reselwes Supervisor, to help assist you 
get these readings on e-reserves. Here’s the e-reselwes site with the appropriate forms: htt~:/iwww.lib.unc.edu/reserves/forms.html. Just let me know- if you need rue to extract the 
articles/readings out of Blackboard for you in order to subnrit the files to e-reserves. I do not have access, ho~vever, to the electronic files for the new articles/readings you added in your Fall 
2011 revisions. The attached Word docunrent is a list of the cm~ent articles/readings used for the course that are being put directly on Blackboard (and have the question of fair use). 

Also, the CCO AFRI 101 e-reselves site does alrea@ have a large number of documents on it, so it can probably be cleaned out and’or replaced with the current doctunents for the course 
that need to be on there. It does cost the library money to renew- these resources every semester, so if they’re not being utilized, they could definitely be a cost saver by being removed. I’ve 
attached a screenshot to this e-mail so you can see the CUl~ent articles on e-reserves for the course. 

Thanks fbr working with us in getting this cleaned up, Eunice. We find it verb, impoltant to get all of these issues squared away fbr our fall courses Please let me know if you have an), 
questions or concerns. Thanks again’. 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919962.7974 
jessa@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bliss, Jessa <’jessa bliss@nnc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 12:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

CCO AFRI 101 Readings Batch 3.zip 

Final batch’. This should be all of the readings that I have. Please let me know if you’re missing anything. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 11:24 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Jessa, 

Ai-Ling has been very helpful! 

Kindly send the pdI~ and I will forward them to her for E-Reserve placement 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 8:29 AM 

To: Sahle, Euince N 

Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: t:air use 

Hi Eunice, 

Yes, I would contact Ai-Ling to get these materials removed. I would recormnend copying reserve~eading@unc.edu on yo~ e-mail, just in case Ai-Ling is presently unavailable. 

E-reselwes actually only has a 2-3 day processing tinre, so if you have the PDFs available, I think it would be very feasible to have them available before classes start. I’ll go ahead and 
remove the Joseph Mensah chapter front the course site. 

Let me kmow what you decide to do, and I will alter the directions for students on the course site for fall; for example, I’ll change "Available on Sakai" to "Available on e-reset~zes." As you 
know, e-reserves will renew your readings from semester to semester, so I think it will be a more manageable way of organizing the course readings (in addition to complying with all Fair use 
rights and copyright law). 

Thanks again for helping us get this in line! It’s much appreciated. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July- 29, 2011 8:11 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 
Importance: High 

Dear Jessa, 

I have reviewed the material and here is ray take. 

1)E-Reserves: Yes, the list needs to be cleaned up Here are the only two readings that need to remain there: 

Rodney, Walter 
Mamd ani, Mahmood 

Do I need to get in touch Ai-Ling Chang to have these removed? 

2) Fair use: I have reviewed the material and they comply with the Fair Use provisions. The only reading I will remove from the course outline is Joseph Mensah’s chapter For the ne~v 
additions, I will tuna them to pd£s next week when I return from Canada 

How- long do you think the Library, will take to place the material on E-reserve? My feeling is that g~ven that ~ve only have 3 weeks before school starts, I might as well place the material on 
Blackboard for this semester and send to E-resel~ze for next year. What do you think? 

Thanks so much Jessa for all your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: r,[lqursday, July 28,2011 12:06 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: (;(20 A[~’RI 101 readings: Fair use 

Eli [~unice, 

W e’ve recently been evaluating the use of articles in our courses in regards to fair use. There are a number of articles/readings that are currently being posted on Blackboard for AFRI 101, 
and we need to be assured that the?’ fall under the Universi~’s fair use policy 

I can therefore extract the documents that the course had posted on Blackboard (and send them to you), but I cannot repost them in Sakai. If you yourself wish to post any of the articles on 
Sakai, we ask that you look over this fair use worksheet (http://www.northcarolina.edu/leval/sm/copyri~htownership/Primer Fair Use Worksheet 042209.pdf) and make sure that the article 
(s) quali~ under fair use. If you do decide that some of the articles qualify for fair use, and you plan to post them to Sakai, please send me an e-mail to that effect so I can keep it in my 
records. ! know some of the articles are authored by you, so I’m sure you can determine fair use for those rather quickly. 

The alternative and my recommendation, ho*vever, is to get these articles on e-reserves. I know that AFRI 101 does have and utilize e-reserves, but currently there is only one document on 
e-reserves being used in the course (Rodney reading). You can contact Ai-Ling (;hang (ailingc@email.unc.edu<mailto:ailin~c(a)email.unc edu>), the Reserves Supervisor, to help assist you 
get these readings on e-reserves. Here’s the e-reserves site with the appropriate :forms: http://wwwlib.unc.edu/reserves/forms.html. Just let me know if you need me to extract the 
articles/readings out of Blackboard for you in order to submit the :files to e-reserves I do not have access, however, to the electronic :files for the new articles/readings you added in your Fall 
2011 revisions The attached Word document is a list of the current articles/readings used :[’or the course that are being put directly on Blackboard (and have the question of fair use). 

Also, the CCO AI:RI 101 e-reserves site does alrea@ have a large number of documents on it, so it can probably be cleaned out and/or replaced with the cun-ent documents for the course 
that need to be on there. It does cost the library money to renew these resources every semester, so if they’re not being utilized, the?" could definitely be a cost saver by being removed I’ve 
attached a screenshot to this e-mail so you can see the current articles on e-reserves for the course. 

Thanks %r working with us in getting this cleaned up, Eunice. We find it very important to get all of these issues squared away %r our fall courses. Please let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns. Thanks again! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 
jessa@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter .unc. edu 



CHAPTER 4 

GENDER  STATES  AND 

MARKETS IN AFRICA 

and politica! charactcristics of African states along the lincs of the ncolibcral 
dcvelopmcnt paradigm. In the economic arena, most states have institutcd 
devdopment policies aimed at significan fly reducing the role of the statc. On 
the political fi’ont, an attempt has bccn made to introduce good governance 
pracriccs, of which an important aspect has bccn the demisc of one-parD~ 
authoritarian political structures and thc establistm~cnt of multiparB~ politi- 
cal structures. In ~eolibcral tcrms, thcse refbrms are intcndcd to rcjuve~atc 
A}]’ica’s stuntcd economic and political development and thus Facilitate tt~e 
continent’s transition to modem markct--based capitalist societies. 

TNs chapter examines ncoliber~ restructnrii~g ~qth specitic refkrence to 
retbrms geared to the promotion of a market-based capital accumulation 
process in social tbrmatio,~s i~ Afi’ica. The ct~apter conte~ds that co~trary to 
the neolibcral theory; which informs contemporary rcconfiguration of the 
role of thc state in the economic arena in Afiqca and clsewhcre, statc struc- 
tures and markets arc not gender neutral. The analysis demonstrates how 
both the patriarchal idco]ogy that has marked the evolution o~African states 
has contributed to thc marginalization of thc majofib~ of Af)ican women, 
and higt~lights t~ow thc promotion of markct-lcd accumulation strategies by 
thc transnational lcndi~g commnniW and ~hc govcr~ing institutions of ~his 
comtmmiDv Icading among thcm, thc ~i)~]d Bank, is decpcni~g ~his pro- 
cess. The chapter has three scctio,~s. The first section discusses the domi,m,~t 
approaches to the central concerns of this chapter and t~ghlights tt~e analytical 
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powcr of a critical f~minist political cconomy perspectivc. Scction t~vo dcm- 
ons~ratcs the gcndcrcd t2mndadons of African states through an cxamination 
of core aspects of the state-led accumulation process in the colo,~ial and prc- 
ncolibcral rcstructudng pedods. Thc last section analyses the kcy }?atures of 
ncolibcral markct-bascd rc~)rms and shows their gcndcrcd nature. 

GENDER AND THE STATE VS. MARKET DEBATE: 

DOMTINANT THEORET][CAL PERSPECT][VES 

Thc asccndancT of the global ncolibcral political, cultural, and economic 
project has gcncra~cd a significan~ debate on thc role of the statc and market 
in capital accumulation processes. Given space ~mitations, it is impossible to 
cxtcnsivcly discuss thc intcrcsring strands of all the thcorerical approaches 
characterizing that dcbatc; consequently, this discussion is limited to thc 
dominant perspectives of neolibera~sm, neo-Wcbcrian, politic~ economy 
and fcminist political cconomv: 

The economic dimension of the ncolibcral development paradigm has its 
roots in the evolution of classical economic thought.~ In its current rebirth, 
this approach dccms thc statcs thcmscNes, in .Africa and dscwhcrc, as being 
the main barriers to economic growth. In the ncolibcral view, the role of Afri- 
can states in postcolo~d economic dcvclopment has bccn so extensive that it 
has led to the inc£ficient allocation of resources and hampered thc cntrcpre- 
ncnrial spirit (World Bank 1994, 17-34). Thus, ~br scholars working within 
tiffs paradigm, the reduction of the role of the state and the promotion of 
the market logic with all its attendant fcaturcs~fk)r instancc, the monopoly 
of private capital and privafization of public goods~is d~c kcy to overcoming 
,~?ica’s economic stagnation. 

The nco-Wcberian pcrspccfivc, commonly known as ncopatrimonialism, 
has its intcl~cctu~ roots in the writings of Max ~:cbcr on social, economic, 
and political change. According to tiffs perspective, neopatrimoNal practices 
have their roots in traditional Afi’ican political and economic Wstcms in which 
lcadcrs (patrons) extended social and cconomic benefits to d~cir k~cal peoplc 
(clients) and in return gained---in addition to extensive power---obedience, 
admiraOon, and k)yalty. Most works sitnatcd in this pcrspccOvc cmphasizc 
the ncopatrimonial fonndafion of~rican states, which has created avenues 
~r irrational economic practices, the concentration of power in personalized 
state structnrcs, and othcr practices that havc led to thc cmergcncc of states 
tha~ are not developmental in character2 For studies situated within this per- 
spective, the establishment and deepening of market i,fitiativcs x~q~ fac~itate 
the cmcrgcnce of statc structures committed to climinating economic wastc 
through rcn~-sccking acfiviOcs, and a technocratic bureaucratic cadre com- 
mitted to promoting a rational economic and political development path. 

The contributions of thc political economy perspecti~ to thc debatc 
have bccn an attempt to broaden the analyocal ~crr~n, given what scholars 
worNng wittfin tiffs approach deem to be major limitations of the preceding 
approaches. Central to thc political cconomy approach is an cxaminadon of 
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thc logic and risc of a global capitalist system characterized by power asym- 
metry and thc marginalization of countries at the periphery o~ this s?~stcm, 
especially those in ~i’ica) ,~ong these lines, Samir .~nin argncs that, rather 
than mcrely highlighting the ’%ilure" or %ucccss" of cconomic proccss- 
cs~which tcnds to be characteristic of m~nstream stndics~scholars need 
to explain, why owners of capital and institutions governing the expansion 
of global capitalism ha~, at timcs, Facilitated this process and at other timcs 
constrained it (Amin 1997,14-17; Amin 1998, 13-26). Scholars using this 
approach also contend that the role of the state and the market in capital 
accumulatio~ processes cannot bc nnderstood fhUy if the global and national 
di~cctic is neglected in analytical t~ameworks, which tcnds to bc the case in 
most studies of this phenomenon situated ~4t~n the nco~bcral and nco--Wc- 
berian pcrspccfivc. Using such an approach, fbr instancc, would disma~fle the 
hcgcmonic c~plana~ion of contemporary African economic criscs that views 
them as emerging solely f~om widfin nation~ borders and having noting to 
do with the local and gk)bal political, economic, and intellectnal shifts (Sable 
2008). Critical poli~cal cconomists ~so call ~or a broader conceptualization 
of states and markets to incorporate the t~storical, politic~, idcologic~, and 
economic fimndations that shapc their role i~ thc capital accumulation pro- 
ccss (Mkand~virc and Soludo 1999, 87-138, Sahlc 2008). 

W~le the above--noted dominant theoretical approaches oftkr insights to 
thc central conccrns of this chapter, their profound silcncc o~ thc gcndcred 
nature oi’statc and markct-lcd capital accumulation stratcgics limits thcir ana- 
lytic~ power in the study ofneolibcral economic restructuring in.~rica. Even 
thc polid.cal cco~omy approach, which addrcsscs major gaps i~ d~e main- 
strcam literature, has, as Joannc Cook and JenniFer Roberts arguc, made gcn- 
dcr power relations "invisible... with women, and ttfings feminine, defined 
only in rclad.o~ to the masculine norm (Cook and Roberts 2000, 3)." This 
chapter, then, situates i~sclfwithin the critical feminist political economy tra- 
dition, which, like the political economy approach, links national and global 
dcvclopments in d~e study oldie corc elements ofthc ncolibcral project. Spc- 
cifically it builds its analysis on dccadcs of critical feminist political economy 
scholarst~p that incorporates gender as an analytical category, along with cul- 
tural, historical, idcologica], and structnral Factors in the examinaOon ofinsti- 
~u~onal, politic~, and economic proccsscs, and highlights thc link between 
soci~ reproduction and economic production.* 

Using this approach as an entry poh~t, this chaptcr not only demonstratcs 
d~c gcndcrcd naturc of prcc~isting states, but also unmasks the gender bias 
in policies and concepts, which arc central to the ncolibcr~ project in Africa, 
such as cfficic~cy and market inid.aOvcs and statc Failurc. For cxamplc, thc so- 
called markc~ inccn~vcs in the agrarian sector, as will bc demonstrated later, 
arc gcndcred~ and thus tt~crc is nothing ncutr~ about tt~em. So, contrary to 
thc dominant perspectivcs, markcts i~ any scctor have to bc understood as 
socially constructed institutionss whose c~x~lution leads to a rcconfignration 
of socict~ strncturcs~ including gender power rclaOons. In essence, ncolib- 
eral promotion of a markc>Icd capital accumulation pattern has, in Africa 
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as clsewhcrc, affected women and men diffkrcndy. Yet, as Janine Brodie has 
argued, while ncolibcralisna "recommends a l~mdamcntal reordering of the 
mode of regulation and a new definition of the public good, lilt] is silent 
about the gendercd underpinnings of this shii~" (Brodic 1994, 48). 

Rise of Gendered States 

Critica! feminist scholars have highlighted the gcndcrcd character of states 
through analysis of, fbr instance, politica! participation and dcmocradza- 
tiom~’ An examination of the pattern of capital accumulation processes offers 
another site for an exploration of d~is phenomenon. This sccdon, then, 
briefly demonstrates the gcndcred fsundations of Aft’lean states by exam- 
ining how the patriarchal idcok)gica] ~)nndation of African states and the 
evolution of d~c core elements of d~csc states’ accumulation strategies prior 
to ncoliberal restructuring contributed to the margindizafion of the major- 
itv of Aft’lean women. 

The gcndcrcd fioundat{ons of contemporary African states have their 
origins in European impcri~ projects of the nineteenth centnr> Colo~fial 
cco~omic structures in the main involved the hm’odncdon of capitalist agri- 
cnkural product{on in conntrics such as Zimbabwe, Senegal Kenya, Iw>ry 
Coast, Malax~q, and maW others, and the extraction of the continent’s mineral 
wealth, which saw various European interests competing ~)r pieces of what 
King Leopold of Belgium rot)fred to as "this magnificcn~ ~rican cake.’’r For 
l~ng ~opold, Congo Free State became iris higtfly prized piece of,~)ica’s 
magnificent cake thanks to its abundance of natural resources, spccificall> 
rubber and miner,s. 

The evolution of the above-cited fkatures of colonial states’ economic 
strategies was marked by gender bias and laid the ~)nndafion fk~r the eco- 
nomic marginalizafion o~ most Afi’ican women. In d~c agrarian sector, this 
process began with the land commodification process, where the colo~fial 
state deemed African mcn as heads of houscholds and the rightful owners 
of land; conscqncnOB men became title deed holders once Africans wcrc 
allowed to own land.s W[file not all .~rican men benefited fi’om colo~fial 
land alienation policies~this process, likc other historical dcvdopmcnts, was 
mediated by cultural practices such as age, lineage, and the embryonic cok> 
N~ class structure---they were nevertheless able to accumulate wealth since, 
as owners of land, they could access capital that could f{~cilitatc their entry to 
other sectors of the cconomB or use d~cir wcald~ ~i>r leisure act{v{tics (Gof 
don 2001, 277). Such a strong base fL~r creating wc~th was not ava~able to 
Africa~ women, except indirectly fbr those who wcrc related to men with 
access ~o the cokmial political and economic machiner> 

The land alienation polioT was not the only element of the colonial eco- 
nomic structures that dcmonstratcd the gendercd fi)m~datio~s of Africa~ 
states. The introduction of cash crops aft)ctcd women and men ~ffcrentt> 
Colo~al oft~cials, with the help of men fi’om .~rican traditional ruling strnc- 
turcs, constructed mcn as Farmers and the social actors who, givc~ their 
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masculine ’°essence," would bc opcn to thc modernization of the agricul- 
tural sector. Thus, men wcrc given the role of controlling and dispensing 
new tcchnolo~ and seeds, and ~so access to training in modern agricultural 
methods ([x)vc~t 1989, 37-38). In the eves ofcolonial authorities, African 
women were backward, childish, and irrational, and ~hus could not con- 
tribute to the emerging modern agricultural sector, Colo~al states’ racist 
attitude toward African womcn, coupled with ~hcir patriarchal ideological 
~ramcwork~whosc hallmark ~s deeply held Victorian ideas about the role 
of women in political, social, and economic processes---contributed greatly 
to the marginalizafion of African womcn in thc agrarian sector. Yet, it was 
African women who ~v~rkcd in both the cash crop and the ~ood production 
subscctors, as men lcf~ their villages to work in, for instance, the European 
plantations in Malawi, the Whi~e Highlands in Kcwa, tt~e mines of Southcrn 
Africa, or the emerging urban centers. 

The gendered pattern of accumulation strategies also marked the emer- 
gence of the mining scc~or, which was tt~e constitutive f~atnrc of colonial 
accumNation strategies in mincr~ rich colonies, such as contemporary South 
Af)ica, Zambia, and the Democratic Republic of Congo. In these conntries, 
Af?’ican men wcrc fbrccd to leave thcir homes ~o mcc~ ~he economic demands 
generated by the colonial politic~ cconom> such as ~hc introduction of h ut 
and head taxes and the deepening of monetized economic activities (,~c 
1981, 32-35). The cstablishmcnt of mining centers was a gcndcrcd process 
from the outset because colonial recruiting policies prohibited Afi’ican men 
fi’om bringing their f~m~ics to the mining towns. From the colonial states’ 
s~andpoint and mining interests, i~ was important ~o cxtract as much labor 
as possible fi’om African mcn~mandatorB state-sanctioned separation from 
their famiEes, in addition to fbrced labor practices, facilitated this process2 
Furtt~er, the policy of restricting the movement of African womcn to tt~e 
mining towns also served the rnral economic in,crests of the colonial state, 
Af)ican chief~, and men. In the development of colonial agrarian sector, it 
ensured stcady and cheap labor f?’om .African women in thc rural areas. For 
~hc chiefs, this colonial policy ensured ~hat they maintained their control and 
access to wealth fi’om cultural practices such as bride wealth; ~)r .~rican men, 
it protected their land fights (Gordon 1989, 29-30). 

The devclopmen ~ of the mining sector had a major impac~ on gender and 
power rdations in ,M?ican societies. As in the newly established cash crop 
sector, Afi’ican men could use their wages ~o buy properties, such as land, to 
pursue leisure activities, or cn~cr emerging sectors of the cokmi~ economy 
as they become open to Af)icans. ,~>ican women did not have such options 
and thus cndcd up creating altcrnafivc economic avcnucs for thcmselvcs in 
precarious and unstable informal economic activities, such as bccr brewing 
and the commercial sex trade. Further, the rise of the mining sector led to 
thc cstablishmcnt of a labor migration system, a dcvdopmcnt ~hat t~ad a pro- 
found impac~ on ~hc cw>lution of Afi’ican Families because it disrupted family 
structures in a manner very sim~ar to that in political economics undcxpinncd 
by slaver> such as in the United Statcs and the Caribbean. In addition, it 
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increased the workload of African women since it changcd thc prccolonial 
patriarchal, yet complcmcntar~ ~vision o~ labor bctwccn ~v~mcn and mcn 
(Kandawire 1989, 198). This process, in addition to other colonial wage 
labor policies and industrialization stratcgies, also laid thc ~mndation for 
the risc of a gcndcrcd employment pattern flint limited women’s access to 
wage employment, As Ma~jorie Mbilinyi demonstrates, in colmfial Tanza- 
Na, a country that was once a major source of migrant labor, womcn and 
mcn accounted ~or 3 pcrcen~ and 19 percent o~ wage earners, rcspcctivct3~ 
in 1948. Further, women whose labor, under colored rule, was categorized 
as "child labor" wcrc paid significantly lcss, with wagcs ~0 percent lcss than 
those of men (Mbilinyi 1989, 220). 

Wt~lc the dismanOing of European imperialism opened up political and 
economic spaccs R)r Afi’icans, the gcndcrcd character of colonial statcs’ accu- 
mulatkm strategies did not fundamentally change in the postcolonial era. 
Wt~le 2~k’ican women contributed greatly to the anticolonial struggle, their 
participation in thc public arcna, both politically and cconomicallB was put 
on the back burncr as ruling clitcs redefined gender rolcs in their cfforts 
to protect male interests. For instance, in contrast to their public roles in 
the anficolonia] strugg!cs, womcn wcrc suddenly constructed as apolitical 
bcings and relegated to roles flint wcrc suitcd to their so-called innate naturc: 
decent and God-4karing wives and mothers, tireless Farm laborers, and the 
mothers of thc ncwly indcpcndcnt nations. Thesc arc the same women who 
had, in the case of Zambia, ~or example, contributed greatly in fl~c national- 
ist strnggle by "fk~ing . . . trees to block roads maMng them impassaNc to 
the cncmy.., staging hal}:nakcd demonstrations, [and] taking part in civil 
disobc~cncc" and mobilization campaigns and polit{cal cducaOon (Munach- 
onga 1989, 134). 

In the economic arcna, thc social construction ofwomcn as in}?~ior, apo- 
litical beings, and the gender bias cmbcddcd in ~wfious state-led accumu- 
lation strategies, resulted in deepening the margina~zation of the majori~ 
of African women. For instance, during this era of state-lcd capitalism, a 
number of African states insOtutcd ~wrious capi~al indigcnizafion programs 
in an eftbrt to create and expand local capitalist classes. Tiffs process mai~fly 
bcncfited mcn drawn from thc dominant dasscs and state-appointcd cthnic 
notablcs at the cxpcnsc of fl~c major{ty of women and men from the lower 
social classes. In the case of postcolo~fial Zambia, ~br example, women, who 
arc thc mainstay of agricultural production, wcrc denied access to modern 
agr{cNtural methods such as the "Tr~n and Visit System" agriculmr~ train- 
ing program sponsored by the World Bank (Munachonga 1989, 131). 

Thus, Afi’ica’s postcolonia1 statc-1ed economic "boom" of thc 1960s and 
catty 1970s was a gcndcrcd process. This does no~ mean At~ican women wcrc 
hapless "victims" and that they wcrc not agents of their own histor3~ or that 
they did not cngagc the state or scck ~w~ys to improve their cconomic posi- 
t{ons. But this does stress fl~c dialectical rclaOonship bctwccn political agency 
and power structures because no social or po~tic~ strugg!es, including those 
of African women, occur in a power vacuum. For instance, womcn who wcrc 
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members of womcJ~’s orgal~izarions closely linked to thc ruling parties had 
better access ~o the state apparatus, while women ~rom subordinate classes 
were gener~ly marginalizcd or had their strategic demauds coutaiued dnriug 
thc prc-markct-bascd rc~)rms cra.~° Eve~ when African womcn carved cco- 
nomic spaccs ~or their survive, thc gcndcred fi~undations of A~i’ican states led 
to coutainment of the expausiou and streugtheNng of these spaces because 
thcy wcrc considcrcd a cha]Icngc to the local patriarchal sta~e ideological 
~ramcwork tha~ constructed women’s and mcn’s rolcs di~t~rcnfly: In Ghana, 
fbr example, the m~itary dictators[tip of t~wlings promoted a discourse that 
blamed ~hc country’s historicaUy impor~a~t womc~ markc~ tradcrs for tt~e 
country’s cconomic crisis, and in its high noon in the late 1970s, members o~ 
its secnriD~ apparatus ~’bn~dozed Makola No. 1 Market and reduced it to a p~c 
ofrnbble," an ac~ viewed bv the soldiers b~voNed as a grcat male discipli~ary 
measure that woMd "teach Ghan~an women to stop being wicked.’’~ 

By the late 1970s, when the state--led capital accnmulatiou strategy began 
to nnravcl dnc to in~ernal a~d external political, intcllcctual, and cconomic 
devdopments, a clearly gendercd accumNation pattern consOtu~cd the 
fbnndations of these states. Yet, as these states embarked on a ncoliberal 
accumulatio~ stratcb~; promoters of tt~is dcvclopme~t paradigm and prac- 
tice neglcctcd to t~c cognizancc o~ the gcndcred nature of ~hcsc states. It 
is important to note that tt~e omission of gender issues in the era of state-- 
led capitalism occurred ~ot only at thc level of state accumulation patterns, 
but also in dominant d~corics o~ devck~pmcnt, such as modernization theory 
and development pracOces of g!obal development institutions ~ke the World 
Bank, wt~osc dc~lopmcnt projccts wcrc prescribed as gender ~cutral. ~ 

Gender and the Promotion of Market-led Acct~mulation 

The promotion of market-led capital accumulation stratc~" in the global 
South has its origins in the onset of the global economic crisis of the late 
1970s. At the global level, the post-1945 boom was facing deep fi’acturcs fbr 
a myriad of reasons, the ccntral oncs bcing the two oil crises of thc 1970s, 
structural changes iu ecouomic production, and the breakdown of the Brct- 
ton ~’oods ccoJaomic framework, espccially its financial arrangeme~t that 
had alTordcd nation-states the ability to control movement of capital.> In 
Af>ica, this crisis manif~:stcd itself in the inabili~; of govcrumeuts to service 
thcir dcbt, dcc]inil~g private a~ad public b~vcstment, declbaing exports, and 
balance-or%payment problems (Sahn 1994, 3-9). 

As the crisis deepened, .M’rican countries responded by embarkiug on eco- 
~omic reforms based oJ~ ~colibcral economic thought, which, duc to global 
shifts in intcllcctual, economic, and political arcnas, had slowly become the 
global hcgcmonic ecouomic paradigm. On the iutcllectual terrain, the 1970s 
also saw shiff_s in intcl]cctual economic thought and practice. The latter was 
marked by the withering away of the Keynesian economic framework that 
had govcrued post.-’VVorld ~’Var II economic ideas, the rise of ueolibcral ideas 
drawn fi’om thinkers such as Fricdrich Hayck and Milto~ Fricdman, and, in 
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the subfield of dcvclopmcnt economics, the arrival of what John "I~)yc has 
termed the "countcr-re~x~lution," embodied in d~c work of Dccp~ L~ and 
Ian Mtflc, among others (Toyc 1993). Fundamentally, this ncolibcr~ rcvo- 
]ution ca]Icd fbr thc curtailmcnt of the ro]c of thc statc in cconomic affi~irs, 
privadzafion of thc public sector, promotion of the entrepreneurial spirit, 
liberalization of financial markets, and promotion of international f)ee trade. 
Powcrf~fl as tt~esc idcas were, howcver, thcir asccndancy to hcgcmonic status 
occurred due to d~c earlier-mentioned unraveling of d~c post-World War II 
capitalist boom and tt~e rise of conservative governments in the key indus- 
trializcd countrics~Margarct Thatcher in Great Britain, Ronald Rcagan in 
the Unitcd Statcs, and He]rout Koh] in Gcrman?~whosc political projccts 
embraced tt~e core ideas of neolibcra~sm. 

In thc context of Africa’s dcvc]opment, this ncolibcral "counter-revolu- 
tion" in thought explained d~c continent’s economic crisis and stagnation 
as being a result of the state’s extensivc role in economic af~hirs, especially 
tt~rougt~ thc cxpansion of publicly owned cntcrprises in thc postcolonial 
period (World Bank 1981,37). Od~cr contributing factors were tradc protec- 
tion measures, such as [figh tarifI; and licensing procedures, and overvalued 
currencies. In addition, agricultural policies, cspccially thc practice of paying 
small-scalc producers limited returns for d~cir products, and thc decline of 
agricultur~ exports in the 1970s, wcrc seen as contributing to economic 
stagnation and crisis. Tt~e expenditure patterns f~)l]owcd by postcolonial gov- 
crnmcnts~in providing subsi~cs in agriculturc and in socia~ sectors such 
as education and t~ealth, and the expansion of tt~e civil service---were also 
considcrcd to bc fi~ctors. 

The preceding brief ouflinc of the ccntr~ tcncts of nco~ibcr~ economic 
policies in,cares a gender-blind approact~ to economic processes that char- 
actcrize ncolibera] g!obalizafion in Afi’ica and clscwhcre. The silence on thc 
gcndcrcd nature of economic processes becomes evcn more cvidcnt, as this 
section of the chapter demonstrates, when one examines the core refL~rms 
gcarcd to tt~e emergcncc of a capital accumulation stratcbD~ subsumed to thc 
logic of market-led capita~ accumulation processes: agrarian rcR)rms, priva- 
tization, social sector spending, and civil service refL~rms, wtfich is what we 
mrn to in thc ncxt section. 

Givcn thc structural reality of thc dominance of agrarian production in most 
Aft’lean economics, agricul rural rct%rm has been a central focus of ncolibcral 
refbrms in the promotion of market.-led pattern of capital accumtflation. As 
a dctailed analysis of all thcsc targctcd agricultural refk)rms is bcyond thc 
scope o1: this chapter, thc discussion will be limited to an examination of thc 
much-touted rcfbrms in the small--scale agricultural subsector. One of the 
corc refk)rms in that subscctor has addrcsscd a wcll-studicd phenomenon: 
the asymmetric naturc of agrarian producc earnings that marked colonial 
and postcolonial state agricultural practices. ~’~ For these states, farmers in the 
large-scale subsector earned thc cquivalcnt of international pdccs in local 
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currency R~r thcir agrariaJ~ produce, while statc-owJ~ed agricultural cntcr- 
prises paid small-scale farmers low priccs.~ Thus, with the onset of economic 
crisis and a st~f~ in development discourse, reforms in state agricultural 
pracrices ha~ become a ~ca.l poi~t of ncoliberal reforms. In thc small-scale 
subscctor, reforms have included, but arc not limited to, the introduction 
of market iucenrives to fffcilitate increased agricultural output---because a 
core argument of ~eolibcralism is that decli~cs in agricultural cxports in 
~hc 1970s greatly contributed to ~hc cconomic crisis (~Vodd Bank 1981, 
31)---aud to increase earnings fbr farmers in tiffs sector. With respect to the 
latter, small-scale produccrs arc no kmgcr man,dated to sell their agricn ]rural 
surplns to statc-owncd cntcrpriscs, but can sell to private traders who, i~ is 
assumed, givcu their commitment to efticiency and profit maMng, will pay 
thcm higher prices. 

Securing individual land ownership t2~r small-scale farmers is another 
refbrm advocated under ncoliberd structuring of the agrarian sector. Accord- 
i~g to thc World Bank, this dcvdopmcnt is importa~t at the houschold and 
national levcIs becausc it would lead m increases in agricuItural producrion, 
thus euabling Farmers and Ak’icau countries to accrue more earnings f)om 
exports. According to the World Batik’s la~d refbrm agc~da, small-scale 
ffarmcrs enjoying individual land ownership arc more producrivc than those 
in large--scale fffrming operations since the fbrmer do not incur high labor 
cos~s~thcy rcly solely o~ what thc World Bank calls "non-contractor labor" 
provided by members of households (Manji 2003, 102). Another argument 
put forward by the World Bank is that, armed with rifled deeds, sm~l.-scalc 
f~rmcrs can borrow capital f?’om the emerging rural credit markets and trans- 
form land from a "dead asset" to an economic resource that they can use 
invest, accumulate wealth, and transfkr.., beBvccn generarious" aud, in the 
proccss, gain wha~ thc WoOd Bank terms as "major equiw bcncf?~s" (Manji 
200.~, ~00). 

Given the t~storic~ margjna~zation of a large segment of sm~l.-scalc 
f~rmcrs, the call R)r refbrms is a welcome development. Howc~r, ~eolibcral 
advocatcs i:dI to consider ~hc cuItura], politic~, and economic contexts that 
fi’ame these refbrms. Specifically, years after Ester Boscrup’s seminal interven- 
tion, thc ncw dcvclopmc~t paradigm has ncglcctcd to analyze the gcndcred 
nature ofagricul~ur~ produc~on in both small- and large-scale sectors (Bosc- 
rup 1970). In tI~s era of ncoliberal restructuring, small-scale producers arc 
perccNed as sclf-maximizi~g rafio~al indNiduals who, tmmcdiated by gcndcr 
power rclarions, will ~akc advantagc of market inccnrivcs in ~hcir onward 
march to economic progress. Fundameutal issues, such as the fffct that gem 
der power dynamics would i~#]ucncc wome~’s access ~o, a~d thc ~aturc 
~hcir interact{on with private traders, arc ~so unproblcmatizcd in this era 
underpinncd by a dcvclopmeut discourse promoriug a deIfistorizcd market- 
led accumularion stratcb~: 

Other Factors, such as the male bias that characterizes most land ~cnure 
systems in :~i’ica, matri~neal and patrilineal specificiD~ noavithstandiug, and 
how this co~flnucs to limit womcn’s agrarian producfi(m and economic 
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wcl]-bcing, arc ]c~_ untouched. As discusscd carlicr, since the early days ofthc 
land commodificadon process, it is African men who have bencfi~cd from this 
development due to the patriarchal ideological fk~undations oflocal states and 
societics. Conscqucndy, the current phase of tha~ proccss, rathcr than Facili- 
tating d~c ability of women m achieve the so-called ’~major cqnity benefits" 
only deepens their margina~zation at various levels. For instance, it has been 
argued here, it is women who have historically constituted the backbone of 
agricNtural production in A~i’ica. Consequently, it is these soci~ actors who, 
as Manji has argued, will end up servicing and paying the debts their hus- 
bands and other malc rc]atNes accumulate as they cuter rural crcdit markets 
using their ]and as collateral (Manji 2003, 105). 

Further, the assumed increase in agricultur~ productiviD~ in the small- 
scale scctor duc to ma~kcd-bascd land tcnure is premised, as stated earlier, 
on the gcndcr-blind notion of noncontractiblc labor. But as this chapter and 
other studies have argued, gender power relations shape agricultural labor 
processes, and gNcn that it is women who prcdominanfly providc unwagcd 
labor in thc agricultural sector, it is d~cy who will contribute to whatcvcr 
increases occur in tiffs sector (Manji 2003, 105). Of course, the presentation 
of terms such as noncontracfiNe labor in a gcndcr-Nind manner cmcrges 
li’om the failurc of mainstream scholars to problcmadzc tcrms such as "thc 
~mily, .... household," and ~’labor markets." These concepts do not eydst, 
cvoNe, or translate in cultural, political, and economic vacuums. The notion 
of household, ~)r example, which is a core conccp~ in hcgcmonic economic 
discourses, such as the current agrarian refbrms being promoted in .~rica, 
is a gendered term (Elson 1998). A ccntral assumption of policies such as 
the ~orld Bank’s contemporary land reform in Al:rica is that members of 
the household work collaborativcly ~r the wcl~re of the unit, guided by 
bcncvolcnt dictator" and altruism, rather than by the rational %clf-ish behav- 
iour expected in the marketplace" (X~aylcn 2000, 20). Such a conceptualiza- 
tion of households is very limited because it ~:Als to proNcmatize the power 
politics that govern }~mily relationships. 

Using an approach that ~)rcgronnds tensions and hierarchies in household 
processes, ,~ar~a Sen has argued that households should not be articu- 
lated as power-neutral placcs, but rather as sites cmbcddcd in power dynam- 
ics charactcrizcd by "cooperative conflict": a social practice that i~volvcs a 
"bargai,fing process" whose outcome is shaped by an in~vidnal’s "gender, 
]ifccyclc and class" positioning in a household (Sen 1990 and Waylen 2000, 
20).> Thus, a person’s role in the economic sphere in aW household or 
commu~fi~ is influenced by gender ideologies and other power dynamics. 
Such an approach to labor and household processes sheds more light on 
our understanding of the gcndcrcd nature of the much cherished ideology 
and practice of "hard work" among the Gikwn commu~fi 
everyone in this commnniw is supposed to embrace the ideok)~~ of hard 
work and a disciplined work ethnic epitomized by the culturally held myth 
that %york has never Mlled anyone," tiffs ideolo~ is disseminated di£f~r- 
cnfly to mcn and womcn and af})cts thcm dift?rcntl> Throughout their 
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fi)rmatNe years, young girls of all social classcs hcar, "womcn, especially 
mothers, never get sick," and marrying a ~vx~men who is lazy or from a lazy 
lineage is a disgrace.~7 These cultural gender power dynamics have historically 
rcsultcd in hcavv workloads for Gikuyu women, especially those involved in 
agrar{an production, a process that will only dccpcn with the promotion 
uotions such as the World Ba~’s doctriuc of noncontractible labor. Fur- 
thcr, rural class dynamics in the Gikuyu community will also shape that pro- 
ccss since women from ~hc ahoi~a marginalizcd class will have little room to 
maucuvcr when compared to their counterparts whose husbands own land. 

In additi.on, the question of how ncolibcral rcstructuring in other scc- 
mrs, such as social spending (to be discussed later), would affect women’s 
involvement iu agriculture has beeu left out of the neolibcral agrarian refbrm 
agenda, which }:ails to take account of the h~tcrconnectcdncss {)fall economic 
production. Last, but not least, the overal! decline of agricultural earnings 
in A~)ica and the other regious on the periphery of the world capitalist sys- 
tcm, duc to thc awmmctrical naturc of the global trading structure and 
~hc rcsuMng impact on small-scale product{on, is dcpoliticizcd and fi’amcd 
witt~iu the ahistorica! aud technical discourse of comparative advantage and 
f)ee market incentives. 

The privatizafion of govcrnmcnt-owncd public cntcrpriscs is another policy 
reform aimed at reducing ~hc role o~ thc state and thus ~acilitating thc tran- 
sition to market-led capitalism. The postcolonial pattern o~" accumulation 
i~ most of Africa saw thc cxpanskm of colonial public entc~l)rises as a core 
componcnt of the state-led capitalist institutional architecture. This trend 
was not relegated to the contineut alone, but rather was a development 
model cmbraced by other count~ics in thc so-called Third ~%rld that was 
in~ormcd by thcorics of latc-modcrnizing societies, the risc of welFare states 
in the West a~cr the 1930s ecouomic crisis, aud the contradictions gener- 
ated by colonialism. 

For newly independent Afi’ican states, public enterprises encompassed all 
key sectors of their economic structures. In the financi~ sector, state--owned 
banks and insurance firms become the norm in diverse political/ideologi- 
cal landscapes such as President lnlius Nyercrc’s Tanzania and President 
Jomo Kcnyatta’s Kenya. Agrarian prodnctiou and marketing parastatals, 
such as the Agricnltn ral Dcvdopmcnt and Marketing Co~l)oration in Malawi 
(ADMARC), governed the extraction of agricultural surplus, albeit diffcr- 
cntl?~ tbr the estate aud small--scale agricultur~ subscctors (Sat~e 2008). The 
Industrial and Commercial Dcvclopment Corporation and Malawi Dcvelop- 
mcn~ Corporation were responsible for the cw~ufion of industrial and com- 
mercial development in Kenya and Mdawi, respectively (Himbara 1994 and 
Kaluwa 1992).> 

Due to historical and international poliOc~ and economic condioons, 
the varied ~brms of state-led capitalism led to steady economic growth in 
thc first dccadc or so ofthc first wa~ oftransi~km to independencc on 
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African continent. For example, in countAcs such as C6te d’bx_~ire, which had 
a strong local capit~is~ class and an influx of French capita, and in ~brmcr 
colo,~al settler economies such as Kcnya with Kcnyatta’s pro.-Wcstcm alliance 
stancc, cconomic growth was significant comparcd with that in other African 
comm’ics. Even countries such as M~awi, considcrcd a ~’colonia] slum," a~so 
experienced rapid economic growth beavc~en 1964 and 1972, duc to fhvor- 
ablc intcrnafional markcts ff)r agricultural commodities and Kamuzu Banda’s 
stand against communists (Ghai and ~dwan1983, 73-74). 

As ~)ica’s postcoloN~ states entered a period of fiscal crisis, their reliance 
on pu blic entc~l)riscs as cn glues of statc-led capitalism came nnder hca~3: crit- 
icism, especially by scholars ~vx~rking within the new dcvelopmcnt paradigm 
of neolibcralism and the transnafional lending commmfib;, including leading 
institutions such as thc World Bank and the Intcrnafional Monetary Fund. 
According to supporters of ncolibcral economic rct2~rms, public enterprises 
were largely responsible for the continent’s ~mited dcvclopmcnt and eco- 
nomic crisis since thcv wcrc inef~cicnt, crcatcd rcnt-secking opportunities, 
and stifled the entreprcncurial spirit. It is in this respect, then, that ncolibcr~ 
discourse presented parastatal refbrm along market lines as a centr~ element 
in Africa’s recovcry from its cconomic quagmire. Thcsc rc~)rms indudcd 
the s~c of publicly owned cntcrpriscs and a commimaent to the crcation 
of ~an incentivc system conducive to efficient pcrfbrmance" (World Ba,~ 
1981, 38). Liquidating public entcrpriscs would supposedly not only rcducc 
the role of the state in economic affairs, but also lead to the emergence of an 
independent capitalist class committed to an ethos of cfficienc?~ comparativc 
advantage, compctition, and a frcc markct systcm. 

Over the last twenty years, African states have established bo~cs to ftacili- 
tare public enterprise rcfbrms. Wt~le absent in the mainstream literature on 
privafization, gender power rclations within spccific Afi’ican countries havc 
shaped the e~x~] ution of thc privatizafion process. The gender-blind and ahis- 
toric~ nature of the neo~beral theory that infbrms privatizafion ~scourse 
has rcsultcd in thc ncglcct of thc gendering that marks privatization. This 
discourse assumcs that women and men have cqu~ acccss to capit~ and thus 
will participate equally in the buying of state-owned enterprises. ~1~ be sure, 
social class, cthnicity, religion, and other social catcgorics mediatc thc abiliD: 
of both women and men to participate in the accumulation process. How- 
ever, in the case of;~i’ican societies, historical dcvclopments have continually 
marginalizcd large numbcrs of women. Thus~ one can make a general state- 
mcnt about this reality without Falling into the homogenizing tendency that 
Chandra Mohanw’s seminal work addresses.2° 

In terms of privatizafion programs, primary data fFom Malawi indi- 
cate that of the number of public enterprises sold, none wcrc bought by 
a woman or a group of women. Essenfiall?; what these figures show is the 
rcproduction of class powcr: it is mcn drawn from the dominant class~from 
the upper echelons of the ruling parties, the nascent bourgcoisic, and thc 
bureaucracy-------that have benefited fl’om Mdasvi’s privafization process (SaNe 
2008). Forcign owncrs of capital have also becn major actors in privatization 
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proccsscs in various Af?’ican countries. In Senegal, fbr instancc, ~\~ssinc Fall 
demonstrates how the state, with the support of the World Bank, has deep- 
cncd tbrcign capital involvcmcnt in key economic sectors through the privati.- 
zation program. Even after challenges f)om groups in civil socicD~ against the 
privatization of the state--owned cncrg7 provider SENELEC, the Scncgalcsc 
state went ahead and sold the company to Hydraulique Quebec (Fall 2001, 
69). Further, in the tclccommtmications sector, the state has guaranteed the 

ncw owner, SONATEL, a scvcn-ycar monopoly in this arena, and the Frcnch 
RATP and SDE firms have bcncfi~cd from the purchasing of former pub- 
lic cntcrpriscs in the transportation and water provision sectors, respectively 

(Fall 2001, 69). 

Sociu! Secto,~ 
Thc reduction of social scctor cxpcnditurc is another ccntral tenet of thc 
neolibcral capital accumulation framework. Like the priva~izafion of publicly 
owned enterprises, these rc~brms arc based on the premise that the nature 
of postcoioN~ state expenditure in sectors such as health and education was 
inc~Iicicnt and led to the wasting of resources. Central to the rolling back 

of the state’s involvement in the economic arena, ~i’ican states have had 
accept severe reductions in health spending (Turshen 1994, 79)5~ ~stori-- 
call> state cxpenditurc on health has bccn very low in most o~ Africa, with 
the household, specifically women, carrying the burden of health care for 
fl~cir Family mcmbcrs(Tnrshcn 1994, 81 ).~ 

A core tenet of heath sector rct2~rms has been fl~c introducoon of user fees 
a proccss that has had serious effkcts on women and children. In the Za~ia 
region of Nigeria, thc introduction of nscr fccs Icd to an incrcase of 56 per- 
cent in maternal death and a 46 pcrcent drop in hospital deliverics (Nanda 
2002, 129). The assumption nnderpinning thc introduction of user fccs is 
that womcn and other members ofmarginalizcd social forccs can avoid mcct- 

ing their health costs, but as Nanda argues, tNs position assumes women 
havc similar social and economic resources as men. A study on market.-bascd 

health rcfbrms in Uganda demonstrated that it is men who control access 
to carNngs fi’om the cash crop sector, although it is women who not 

work in tiffs sector but ~so take care of sick relatives (Nanda 2002, 131). In 
another study in Zairc about the introduction of uscr t~cs, % rapid increase 
in the price of hc~th care sharply dccrcascd the demand for curative scrviccs, 
prenatal vMts and clinics for children under 5 years of age (Tnrshcn 1994, 
82)2’ Conscqucnfl5 as E]son has argued, what ncolibcral economists saw 
as incrcascd efficiency with the reduction of hospit~ costs has amounted to 
%imply a transfcr of thc costs f}’om the hospital to the home . . . which in 
practice mcans womcn" (Elson 1995, 177-78). This has serious implications 
for women’s wcll-bcing because, as womcn statcd in a study of health scctor 
rcfi)rms in Zambia, "they could not af~)rd to be ill becausc of thc time it 
would takc away fi’om thcir work"; in Ghana, "doctors rcportcd that womcn 

were presenting much more complex, chrmfic and terminal a~mcnts because 
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they dclaycd sccking mcdical trcatmcnt" (Elson 1995, 177 and gcncrally 
Brown and Kerr 1997, 74; Porter and ludd 1999, 191-92). 

The health crisis [~cing most A[)ican women with the cvolution of nco- 
]ibcral rcfbrms is compoundcd by austerity reforms in othcr sectors. In 
Mozambique, steady incrcasc in ~ix)d pdccs wi~h the rcmov~ of govcrn- 
merit subsidies has led to a ’%qdcsprcad deterioration in the nutrition~ sta- 
res of children and pregnant m~d lactating mothcrs in both rural and urban 
areas .... Mothers arc unable to bW enough fiood of ~hc right typc to t)cd 
the whole famil}~ and in maW cases priori~; iu flooding is given to adult males" 
(Elso~ 1989, 68 and Turshen 1994, 80). 

While the WoOd Bank has modified its heath sector rc~orm policies and 
now calls on :~i’ican states to provide a c~nical package that includes "peri- 
natal m~d delivery care, Family services, managcmcnt of thc sick child, [and] 
tuberculosis," which is linked to the HIV virus, this modification is still very 
limited and does not address the health needs of women bcyond their role 
as mothers (Turshcn 1994, 89). Moreover, this shi~ should bc put in thc 
overall context of the ~ofld Bank’s approach to women’s hc~th in Africa, 
wNch is mai~fly geared to eusnre that local states enact measures to control 
population growth. Further, the majority of womcn live in rural arcas with 
limited opportunities ~or al~crnativc cconomic activities in the era of statc 
restrncturiug; thus, an alrea@ poor health iuf~astructnre, coupled with nco- 
libcral hcalth rcforms, reduce thcir abiliB: to take care of their own and thcir 
i:ami[y’s health (Turshcn 1994, 77, 91). 

Overa~, reduction in social sector spcndiug has aftkctcd women and men 
diff~rcnflv: For example, thc rcmoval of govcrnmcnt subsidics fbr education 
has led to incrcascd cducation~ costs~a dcvelopmcnt that has contributcd 
to the reproduction of the t~storic~ gender bias in education opportmS- 
ties ~)r ~he majoriw of Africm~ gi~]s~a~in Chad, 29.4 percent of gMs and 
49.6 percent of boys attend school (Tsikata, Kerr, B]acklock, and La~orcc 
2000, 238). Over >vo decades ofrcfbrms have led to a public outcr3~ leading 
some states in their attcmpts to gain popular support, cspccially in thc days 
lcading up m the holding of gcncra] elections, m promise to introduce li’cc 
education---albeit not with a gender au~ysis.>* Beyoud rcfbrms in education 
and health, thc so-called rationalization of thc civil service through policies 
such as public sector rctrcnchmcnt has lcd to the loss of jobs in sectors ~hat 
have generally bceu employment domaius ~)r the majori~ of women, such 
as nursing, teaching, clcrica] work, and low-cnd managerial positions. In thc 
Afi’ican context, ~his has led to an incrcascd ~v~rkload t2)r women, a soci~ 
trend that a Tanzaxfian woman characterized as ~the big slavcr?~ work with 
~no bounda~ics’ ~hat is endless" (Mbi]inyi 1989, 241). To be surc, variables 
ncglccted by ncolibcr~ advocates, such as class, and cultural practices (such 
as the earlier--mentioned work critic of the GiM~?m commuND~ in Kenya) have 
also compounded this ~rcnd. 
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Contemporary Afi’ican ~v~mcn, like their connterpar~s in carlicr historical peri- 
ods, have, of course, responded to these new realities not o~y by ch~lcnging 
thc ncolibera] development model, evidenced bv their stro~g involvement 
~hc popular social movements o~the catty 1990s and the growing anti-global- 
izafion fbrum, but also by sccMng whatcvcr economic avenncs they can find 
to sustain their social and economic needs. For example, ~hcsc womcn have 
become thc dominant workers in cxport-frcc zones as gk~bal firms establish 
off;bore producoon sites in various regions of the global South. Wh~e 
b~g womcn wagc employmcn~, the offTshore production zoncs are d~i~ bv 
~he search for cheap, ficxiblc, and abundant labor; hence, co~trary to their 

claims of contributing to women’s empowcrmcnt, they have ensured that 
women are trapped in the vicions cycle of povcrW due to the nature of work 
in these zones. The core characteristics of this Mnd of work arc low pa?~ insc- 
cnre wage contracts, and cxploitativc worldng conditions marked by extensive 
snrveillance and long worMng hours. The social and economic wall--being of 
women worMng in off;bore production sites in the global South are ~rther 
undermined, as SasMa Sassen has argued, bccanse the traditional ronte fbr 
struggling for better wages and worMng con~tions---thron gh labor n~fions’ 
bargaining with capita-----is not open to them due to the antilabor practices, 
new producoon regimes, the reorgaNzation of labor with the decline of the 
tractional economic sectors, and immigration patterns in the current phase 
of glob~izaOon (Sassen 1998, 111-31 

As cmpk~ymcnt opportunities fbr ~v~)mcn who arc engaged in some form 
of wage-labor arc scarce, African women arc in constant search o~ additional 
means o~ mccting thc economic demands and nccds of thcir ~:amilics. This 
soci~ phcnomcnom commonly retorted to as "hassling," is especially com- 
mon ~br women in ~rica’s declining middle classes, and even in segments o~ 
the upper-middle classes.>~ Nevertheless, the "hassling" trend is not limitcd 
~() women in thcsc classcs~v~)mcn in rnral areas have also had to deal with 
the impact ()~" state restructuring. In the rnr~ areas, women have become 
involved in the precarious ~v~)rld o~ agriculmr~ piecework t2)r households 
that can still atTord ~o hire workers. Piecework agricNtural wages arc tra- 
ditionally vcry low and gcndcrcd: %~omcn rcccivc only one-third of male 
wages and, unlike men, they typically choose ~o be p~d in kind" (Gcislcr and 

Hanscn 199& 103). 
~k)men are also increasingly engagcd in activities that have historically 

bcc~ lb~kcd to men, such as drug trafficking and armcd robbery (Taiwo 1997, 
87). Further, there has been an b~crcasc in, a~d social rcmapping of, strcct 
work during this pcfiod of ~eolibcral restructuring. In Nigeria, a study by 
Sadc Taiwo ofcommcrcial sex work in varions citics indicates that thc women 
c~gagcd in this work arc increasingly draw~ fi’om the cducated strata, from 
high school to nnivcrsiW graduates, who, while awarc of the psychological 
violcncc and othcr problems generated bv this line of work, see it as the only 

altcrnafivc in thc currc~t historical moment (’Paiwo 1997, 88). Suffice to 
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concludc that in the midst of economic crisis and austcre cconomic policies, 
women in .Africa then have to find ways to mcct thc cconomic needs of their 

immediate f~m~ics and, in the context of the HIV/.~ds crisis, care fbr sick 
relatives. Indeed, Wisdom Tcttcy m~cs a similar observation, regarding the 
lira< be~vccn neolibcral policies and the prolifcration crime, in his Bvo chapters 
on Ghanaian youth and the Intcrnct in this volun~e. In :~k’ica, as elsewhere, 
women havc become, to use lanine Brodie’s phrase, the %hock-absorbers" 
of"net-liberal restrnctnring" (Brodic 1994, 50). This "caring sector" is not 
vicwcd as contributing to a country’s economic activities in official economic 
analysis. Yet, according to the United Nations Development Program: 
women’s work ~s monctizcd k would add up to USSI l trillion a ycar, a 
huge contribution ~o thc world economy" (Kerr 1999, 194). 

Gender, States, and Markets: Concluding Notes 

The ncolibcral dcvelopmcnt theory and practice has bccn the hcgcmonic 
dcvelopmcnt paradigm fi~r morc than ~wo decades nm~: This chaptcr has 
demonstrated the gcndcred namrc ofstatc- and market-led capital accmm~la- 
tion strategies. Thus, while the neo~beral paradigm presents capit~ accnmu-- 
lation processes and core policies and concepts (such as such as privatization, 
civil service retrenchment, and sell’regulating markets) as gender neu~r~, 
a crific~ t~minist political approach of this phenomenon (such as ~hc one 
ufilizcd here) demonstrates thc gendered foundation ofnco]ibcral discourscs 
and practices. In addition to unmasking the gender bias in thc nco]ibcral 
economic project, tt~s analysis has attempted to Nghlight how the histori- 
cal, cultural conditions and the gcndcred fbundations of African states place 
structural limits on women’s politic~ agency: 
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NOTES 

1. Ncolibcra[ state rcstt’ucturing is not [imitcd just to thc cconomic structure of 

African states, but extends also to thcir political organization, which is vicwed as 
lacMng good govcrnancc structurcs--a situation that has manifested itself in high 
levels of corruption and abnsc of human rights, iPolitical rcfbrms undcr ncolibcral 

rcstructuring havc conccntratcd on the promotion of good govcrnancc struc- 
tu rcs and the cstablishmcnt of mu ltiparty democratic statcs (Hydcn 1992, 2----3). 

2. For cxtcnsivc discussion on this, scc Ican-Francois Bayart, 
politics of the belly "v ~ ~ondon: Longm an, 1993); and Michael Bratton and Nicolas 

van de Wallc, De,t~ocra~ic experiments in Africa regime ~ransi~ions in comparative 

persT~ective. Cambridgc: Univvrsity Press, 1997). 
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have a piccc of this magnificcnt African cakc. Quotcd in thc fihn, This rnagnificen~ 

African cake, Basil Davidson, African Fihn Scrics, voL 3 
8. For an examination of colonial statc agricultural policies scc, Estcr Boscrup, 

Woman’s Role in Economic Development (Ncw York: St. Martin’s, 1970). 

9. [t is important to notc that tBc gcndcrcd labor migrant system and forced labor 
pracficcs werc no~ limited to thc mincral rich colonics but also to agrarian bascd 
colonics such as Ivory Coast, Senegal M~awi, ~1~anzania, Kenya, and many 
othcrs. 

10. For a discussion of thc conccpt ofwomcn’s strategic nccds, scc Maxinc Moly- 
ncux, ’~Mobilizaoon wit_Bout emancipation: women’s in,crests, tBc s~atc, and 
rc~lution in Nicaragua," Femb~ist Studies 1 (2}: 2-27. 

11. Scc Clarc Robcrtson, Sharing the Satne Bo~d: A Socioeconomic His~o~?~ of Vv~)men and 
Class in Acct,, Ghana (Bloomington: Indiana UnivvrsitF; 1984). 

] 2. For an in-depth discussion ofthc gcndcrcd nature of dominant tBcorics ofdevcl-- 
opmcnt, scc Cathcrinc Vi Scott, Gender and Development Rethb~king Moder~ization 

and Dwendenqy" 7~heoEy" (Bouldcr: Lynnc Ricnncr, 1995). 
13. Thcrc is an cnormous body of litcraturc on tBcsc tBcmcs, tBus a limitcd sam-- 

pie will suffice: Eric Hcllcincr, States and the Ree~ne~gence of Global Fina~ce: From 
Bre~ton Woods to the 1990s (Ithaca: Cornel[ UnivcrsiD" Prcss, 1994); Samir Amin, 
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Capitalism in the Age of Globalizatiom the Management of Contemporar)’ Society, op. 

cir.; Robert Cox, Production, Prover, and World Ordet’ (New ~)rk: Columbia Uni- 
versity Prcss, 1987); Coli~ Lcys, Marke>driven Politics (London: Verso, 2001); 

Susan St-rangc, Casino Capitalism (()x~i~rd: Basil Blackwcll, 1986); Stcphcn Gill, 

The Globa~ Po]iticaI Econo,w: perspeai*~’es, problems and policies (Balomorc: John 
HopM~s UnivcrsiW Press, 1988), and G!obalization, Democratization and M, dtila> 

eralism (I~ondon: Macmillan, 1997). 
14. Michac[ Ncocosmos, The Agrarian Question in So~thern Africa and ’~cc~mu~a~ion 

.f!’om Belo~v" (Uppsala: The Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1993); and 

Dharam Ghai and Samir Radwan, Ag~=rian Policies and Ru~=l Povert)’ in Ay?ica 

(Gcncva: International Labour Organisafion, 1983). 

15. Other bcncfits cnjoycd by largc-scalc ~:armers indudcd easy acccss to loans, pro- 

duction of high.-carning cxport crops, and agricultural cxtcnsion scrviccs. 

16. For an extendcd discussion of thc notion of coopcrativc conflic~, sec Amar~a 
Scn, ’~Gcndcr and Co-opcrafivc Conflicts," in I. Tinker, cd~, Persistent Nquali- 

ties: ~men and World Development (Oxford: Ox~brd University Prcss, 1990); 

and Gcorgina ~y[cn, ’%;cndercd Po[iocN Economy and Fcminist Analysis," 

in Tmvards a Gendered Politica! Economy,, cd. loa~nc Cook, Jcnnifer Roberts and 

Gcorgina Waylc~, p. 20. 
17. Rcfcrcnccs to Gikuyu mctaphors drawn fi’om sonic aspccts of author’s cultural 

mcmory. For an elaboration of the ma~i£~stafions patriarchal pracficcs by thc 

colonial and postcoloniN st-arcs and in Gikuyu and I,uo communities, scc Wam- 

bui ~Vaiy~d Oticno’s fascinating biograph}; Ma~ Ma~ Da~@ter: A l;¢[[e Histor)’ 

(London and Boulder: Lynnc ~cnncr, 1998). 

18. Gikuyu tcrm ~br the landlcss. 

19. For details on Kcuya’s industrial scctor, scc David Himbara, R)n)’an Capitalists, 

the State, and Deve!o,oment (Nairobi: East Afi’ican Educational Publishcrs, 1994); 
and tbr Malawi, scc Bcn Kaluwa, ~’Malawi industry: Policics, Pcr~brmancc and 

Problems," in Mahiwi al the C~’ossroads: 75e Postcolonia] Pofitica] Economy, cd. Guy 

Mhone (Hararc: S~ES, 1992L 
20. Scc Chandra ’I". Mohant}q Feminism ~2t]~out Borders: Decolonizing Theorg Praais- 

ing Solidadt)’ (Durham, NC: Dukc Univcrsi~- Prcss, 2003) for a critique of thc 
tendency to homogcnizc ~’ican women and othcr womc~ in the global South. 

21. For figurcs on dcdi~ing hcalth spcnding, scc Mcrcdcth Turshc~, ’~[[mpact of 

economic reforms on women’s hcalth and hcalth carc in sub-Saharan Africa," 
in Women in the z%ge ~Economic D’an{formation, cd. Nahid Aslanbcigui, Stc~vn 

Prcssman and Galc Summcrficld (London: Roudcdgc, 1994), 7.---9. 
22. For detailed ~sc~ssion, scc G. A. Comia and J. dcIong, ~’Policics for fl~c rm4- 

ta~sation of human rcsources dcvelopmcnt," in A2Z~ica~ Reco,’eW in the ~990s: From 

Stagnation and A4justment lo Human Development, cd. G. A. Cornia, R. va dcr 
Hocvcn and T. Mkandawirc (Ncw ~))rk: St. Martin’s, 1992), 2-68, quoted in 

Mcrcdith Turshcn, op. citcd., 81. 
23. For a powcrfi~l visual prcscnt-afion of ~bis pbcnomcnon, scc thc documcntarv film 

Tkese Girls are Missi,g, which chroniclcs the obstadcs and strugglcs that young 

girls from a vaficW of rcgions in .~?ica t~ce in attcmpts to gNn an cducaOon. 
24. Malawi and Kenya arc thc best- cxamplcs, with Bakili Muluzi and Mwai Kibaki 

making the introdncoon of frcc education a central promise during thcir rcspec- 

tivc prcsidc~tial campNgns. 
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For a scminal argument tha~ lir~ks gender, immigrat.ion, and ~hc reorganization 

of production rcgimcs, scc Sasldn Sasscn, Globalizatio~ and It; Disco~tent.; (Ncw 

~2~rk: Thc Nmv Prcss, 1998), 1-11. 
I am indcbt.cd to fi:icnds in Malawi--]{arcda Chimimba and F. Msimati---and in 
Kcr~ya----Ircnc M’kwcnda. 
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CHAPTER 8 

GLOBALIZATION  CYBERSEXUALITY 

AMONG GHANAIAN YOUTH  

AND MORAL PANIC 

INTRODUCTION 

Irrespective of where one stands with regard to the benefits, or otherwise, of 

the processes of globalizafion, there is no denying fl~c ~:act tha~ fl~cy have had 
~rcmcndous transfbrmafivc impacts on socioeconomic, cultural, and political 
dynamics around ~hc wodd (Pctras and Vcltmcycr 2001; Pc~tman 2003). 
These transformations have produced qualitative shifts in how ~ransnafional 
interactions arc organized, as they rcconfigurc thc spatiotcmporal cnviron- 

mcnt within which thosc interactions occur (McGrcw 2000, 48). Part ofthc 
reason bchind thc dcvclopme~ts ~otcd abovc arc tcchnological innovations 
dmt allow the flow of capital and in~rmati<m to travcrsc physical boundaries 
with a]acriD~ and to bc i~tcgrated at an nnprecedcntcd levcl. As wc wimess 
what Giddens (1991) describes as the empWing of time and space, there 
have emerged new cha~enges that arc raising widespread concern. O’Grady 
(2001, 132), fbr example, contends that: "Two of the key contribntors to 
globah’zation-----tourism and the Intcrnc>----havc provided an n ncxpectcd bonns 
to child abuscrs, making thc opportunity fior child abnsc morc acccssiblc. 
One coMd draw a partial caus~ relationship bc~wccn the rapid expansion 
of gtobalization and the growth of child sex trade. Tom’ism has bccomc the 
world’s largest industry and its long arms reach out into evcr more obscure 
parts ofthc planct." 
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Hughes (2000) argncs that, as part ofthc proccss ofg]obalization, womcn 
and children have bccomc commodifizcd on d~c global market ~)r various 
iuterests, including o~ga~zcd crime, tourists, and mi~tary personnel seeMng 
to satis~, c<mcupiscent desircs of onc fi)rm or another. Shc furthcr opiates 
tha~ "through financial and technological indcpcndcncc, thc sex industry and 
the Internc~ indnst~y have become partners in ~he global sexual exploitation 
ofwomcn and childre~" (Hughes 2000, 35). While scxua] cxp]oitation is 
not ncw~ dtc emergence o~ new technologies has cxpandcd the coterie oi" 
actors im~olvcd (both victims and beueficiaries), aud the sophisticafiou and 
gcographical scope of such ac~Nities (Shah 2007). As Chow-White (2006, 
884) observes, "incrcasingl> information and communication technologies, 
such as the Internct, are playing a particularly sig~fificant role, not only in 
the promoti(m and packaging of scx tourism but also of a new rypc of gk)bal 
surveillance of bo~cs, race and desire." Bcrnstein (2001) ~so cxplica~cs thc 
conuection bc>vcen globa~zatiou and the commodification of the bod3~ 
arguing tha~ capitalist res~ruc~uri~g of ~he international political economy 
tha~ wc have cxpcricnccd over the last d~rcc dccadcs has manifested itsc]~ at 
the most intimate levels. 

Studics from various parts ofthc world have contributed to ~hcsc f?ars as 
the Janus-Faced naturc o~ the In~crnct leads to the conclusion d~at it is not 
ouly a use~l resource, but also % ’Pandoras Box’ of crimiual opportuNW" 
(Schneider 2003, 374). O’Grady (2001, 124) argucs ~hat ~’for all thc ben- 
cfits thc Intcrnct providcs, it also has its drawbacks, cspcci~ly providing a 
vehicle to spread ch~d po~’uograpk¢)’ quicM3< . . . Increasing ties among nations 
provides ~hc pcdophile with thc opportunity to hide ii’om thc immcdiatc 
community, to operate within residence, ~o encounter a gk)bal nct~v~)rk oi" 
likc.-mindcd individuals and worst of all, to discover an endless supply of 
victims." Some rescarchcrs reveal po~e~fials ff)r ’~cvberscxuai compulsivi~y" 
among Internct users and the erosion of other areas of youth ac~vity and 
respousibi~ that result fi’om social pathologies referred to as technological 
addictions (Griffith 2000). A study by thc Pew In~ernct Research Ccnter 
(2001) shows tha~ 57 percent of parcnts ~v~)rry that strangers wilI contact 
their cIfildrcn o~inc; close to 60 perceut of teeus have received a message 
i)’om a s~ranger; and 50 pcrccnt report communicating wi~h somconc thcy 
have ncvcr met. A national survcy oi" youth, aged ten to sevcntccn, in thc 
U~ted IGngdom suggests that about one-quarter of respondents had had 
unwanted cxposurc ~o sexual matcrial on the In~ernct (Mitchcll et al., 2003). 
%~hat makes the situation cvcn more worrisome is thc Fact d~at most teens 
acM~owlcdge that they do not tell their parents when a stranger coutacts 
them online. Onc said, ~’i woul&~’t tcll about it to my parents, thcy’d flip 
out and probably restrict my access to the Intcrne~" (Pew Intcrne~ Research 
Center 2001; scc also Mitchell 2003, 343). 

Thcrc is growing concern ~hat Intcrnct usc in Ghana may rcflcct Cooper 
ct al.’s (1999) study that scxu~ pursuits, ranging ii’om visiting Web sites 
with sexual themes to intense o~fline sexual interactious may be the most 
common usc ofthe Internet. The Gha~a Health Survcy in 2002 revcaicd thc 
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’°disturbing... rate at which kids arc watching porno via thc Intcrnct. Some 
of thesc kids arc so smart that they have obtained addresses of wcbsites of 
porno all over the world and afkcr classes they dash to the nearest Internet 
cafd to watch nudc picturcs on thc Intcrnct" (2002a). My own observations 
indicate ~hat it is not unusual to find young adu]~ males in Intcrnc~ cafes 
trying to discretely browse through sexually explicit Wcb sites or engage 
in cybcrscx, which invo]vcs thc tcxtual cxchangc of erotic matcrial. Scvcral 
respondents who were surveyed or interviewed during fidd rcscarch ti)r a 
larger study on cyberscxual activity in Ghana that I am working on, inti- 
matcd that they usc, and or know othcrs who usc, thc Intcrnct for these pur- 
poses. One interviewcc disclosed ~hus: "The Intcrne~ allows mc to entertain 
myself in ways that will not lead to trouble.., such as STDs or pregnancy." 
Thcrc is conccrn among the public that tot) much engagement with the 
Intcrnct may lead to addiction to thc lascivious ~v~rld oflntcrnct sex, which 
could significantly distract the youth f~om more ~productivc endeavors," 
such as school, community service, and so on As thc World Youth Report 
2003 (UN 2004, 302-3) no~cs, "the impact of ~hc global media on young 
people is perhaps a metaphor J~br the broader impact of globalization, in 
so f~r as thc apparcntly ]ibcrating technologics such as mobile phones and 
Intcrnct computer games actually alienate ?~ung people by creating a world 
of individualistic h}~erstimulation in wt~ich more mnndanc activities such as 
school simply cannot compcte." 

It is in thc context of the preceding dcvclopmcnts that ~his chaptcr exam- 
ines cybersexual activi~ among the youth in Ghana. In this stud?\ I adopt the 
United Nations’ (n.d.) dcfinition of"youth," meaning those betwccn fifteen 
and ~wcnty-fbur years of age. ~Vi~h thc e~pansion in ~hc number of Internct 
calks, and the subsequent access that youth havc to the technolog?~, there 
is anxictv about the negative moral, social, and psychological impacts that 
it can have. These conccrns are predicated on the rclativcly free access that 
the youth have to adult Web sites; the potential risks that thcy J~cc, vis4-vis 
solicitations in chat rooms and rc]ationships that thcy dcvclop with cyber pen 
pals; and thcir vulnerability to sexual marketing on the ~,g~ofld \¥idc ~,g~cb. It 
is important to note that some of the individuals who lure these youth pre-- 
tcnd to bc online pen pals, and then dcmand nude picturcs with promiscs of 
financial reward, helping to bring the girls abroad, or finding them partners 
fbr marriage (see Ta}qor 2002, 3). These developments havc resulted in a 
moral panic among the public at largc, leading to calls for action by ]cgis]a- 
~ors, religious leaders, and various civic groups (scc Ghanawcb 2002b). One 
senior Christian cleric intimated that %omething gravc is going to happen 
to this country if steps are not taken to fight this abomination [which is] 
undermining cf~brts to control the }-II¥iAID~ scourge." The government 
has responded by cautioning "Ghanaian women against participation in such 
obsccnitics and pomographics which go against the very grain of thc culture 
and training of the Ghanaian" (Ghanawcb 2002a). 

Having provided an insight into the moral pa,~ic that the intersection of 
thc Internct and scxual activity has gencratcd, through the social construction 
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of this online danger (Kuipers 2006), the next section provides an analysis 
of the theoretical fi’amework wid~in which the stu@ is situated, tigllowed by 
a discussion of tt~e methodolog?~ that guided the research. The chapter then 
proceeds to analyze the socioeconomic sitnafion confronting Ghanaians, and 
the youth, in particular, afzer which it t2)cuses on how Ghanaian youd~ arc 
negotiating their participation and survival in the context of the economy 
of desire that has resulted fi’om processes of globalization and the infbrma- 
tion tcchnolo~~ revolution that l~aci]itatcs d~cm. It specifically explores the 
invoDcmcnt of youtt~ in the transnational space of Intcrnet-rclated sex and 
scxna]ity. It intcrrogates how economics of desire intcrwvinc with dcsper- 
ate economic circumstances in Ghana, to turn Ghanaian youth into objects 
and seekers of desire in the spaces created by the Intcrnet~ It examines how 
these spaces Vaciiitatc cthno-scxua] consumption through ~racial, ethnic, and 
national scll~imaginings and constructions" (Nagc] 2003, 21 ) and reproduce 
patterns of domination and inequali~ in tl~e g!obal system. 

ECONOMY OF DESIRE~ THE [NTERNET~ AND 

TRANSNATIONALIZATION OF SEXUAL COMMERCE 

I use a political economy of desire framework to engage with d~c issues dmt 
arc tt~e object of tt~is project. ~’Lack and scarci~ arc ~t~c main ct~arac~crisfics 
of the economy of desire .... This scarcib~ is not restricted to economic 
resources. It also applies to the gratification, bodily well-being, scxu~ desire 
and body commkmcn~" (Epclc 2001, 161). It draws fFom poetical econ- 
omy (Mosco 1996), critical race theory (Ahmcd 2000; Wing 2000; Dclgado 
1995, xiv; Bhaba 1994), gender and class analyses (B6hmc 2003; Nordan 
2001; Kcmpadoo 1999; ChapNs 1997; Bell 1994) to examine the relation- 
ships among global fbrccs, technological advances, and the transnational 
manifestations of cybcrscxual activities and their of~linc impacts. 

Over the last fk~w decades, ncolibcral economic policies havc defined the 
socio-cconomic trajectories of many countries in the woN& Among those 
who have been significan@ affected by these policies arc developing societ- 
ies tha~ havc been competed by circumstances ~o adop~ polic~~ prescriptions 
whose repercussions on their popnlafions have been very harsh (World Bank 
2004; SaN 2001). The neolibcral policies have significan@ eroded access to 
public goods, exacerbated uncmploymenk and rcsukcd in ~hc creation of 
despondent popnlafions. These circu instances, corn bincd with Intcrncbffacil- 
itated sexual commerce, have produced conditions that reveal "d~¢ relation- 
strip among capka~sm’s disruptivc, restructuring activities: powcr~l images, 
f~ntasics, and desires (prodnccd bo~h locally and globally) ~hat arc inextri- 
cably tied up with race a~d gender; the emergence of young, poor black 
single mothers, married women and single young women, who arc wi~ing to 
engage in the sex trade; and a strong demand ~r these women’s services on 
the part of white, figrcign male tourists" (Brcnnan 2001, 621). 

Rcla~ed ~o ~his is Nagcl’s (2003, 22) observation tha~ ~;the In~crnct is a 
symbolically rich domain for cruising shcs of c~hno-scxual desire" (see also 
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Moorc and Clark 2001). The expression of this dcsirc is shapcd by struc- 
tural incqua]itics in thc global political economy, which, in turn, inflncncc 

access to exotic bodies or compels a search fk~r "opportn~fitics" presented 
by the privileged. ,~ interesting ~mcnsion of Intcrnet-f~cilitatcd scxuali>/, 
thcrefk~re, is the extent to w[fich it has expanded possibilities fbr sex to be 
racialized, and fbr race to be scxualized. The Internct not only combines 
~qth a competitive global market of sexual desire (B6hmc 2003) to make 
access to the cheapest bodies very easy; it also reflects how racialization of 
those bodies fkeds the desires ofpriv~eged groups (Gossett and Byrnc 2002; 
sec also Check 2003). It is significant to note, fbr example, that one area 
o~ global scxua~ exchanges (i.e., sex tourism) in~s~lvcs mosOy economically 
bcttcr-to-do white men as the seekers of desire, and poor ~v~)men, mosdy of 
color, as the objects of desire (Nchtcr 1998). For the women inw~tvcd in this 
markct, thc ~cminizadon o~ poverty makcs the transnafional sex trade more 
enticing. Entering a relationship wid~ mcn from the developed wood presum- 
ably provides an opportunity fior them to escape the cconomic hardships of 
d~cir homcland~what Brcnnan (2001) calls the "opportunit?~ myth." Thus, 
intcracOons among actors in this transnadona] sexual spacc arc prcmiscd on 
culturally and racially based imaginings, which stem from csscnOalized rcpre- 

scntations of"thc othcr" (Sct~aeffkr-Grabicl 2004). 
Thc acOvc way in whict~ somc Third World women scek Wcstcrn mcn, or 

"play along" in pursui~ ofthc %~pportm~ity myth," poscs a challcnge to fkmi- 
nist theor> Thcrc is a tcndcncy by somc fcminist scholars and o~t~er women’s 
rights acOvis~s sceMng to addrcss "Third World" women’s cngagemcnt 
~l~e commercial sex industry, to f}’amc such involvement cxclusively in tcrms 
ofpatriarct~al systems of oppression and subordination (scc Bell ~ 994; Chap- 
Ns 1997; Robinson 1998). However, as the narratives by some Ghan~an 
women in the ensuing discussion, and those of some "Tt~rd World" pros- 
titutcs (see WojcicM 2002; Brennan 2001), reveal, the concept of the 
worker," wNch suggests cntrcpreneursNp within a capit~ist cconom?; aptly 
describes their motivations. These motivations, and the actions pursued to 
actualize them, retlect actNe agentT on the part of the women. There is the 
need, thcrcfbre, to move beyond the discourse ofvictimology that exclusivdy 
characterizes maW f~minist an~yses of "T[fird World" women’s engagement 
in scx-rclatcd acOvities~both in the public and domesOc spheres (sec Jeg 
frcys 2004). A morc apposite approach should recognize ~vx~men’s agency as 
an intrinsic part o~ the commodification of sex in the era of gk~balizadon, as 
actors make various choices, even as they arc constrained by systemic strnc- 
turcs of one kind or anod~cr (see also Kcmpadoo 1999, 226). 

The preceding argumen~ is not to diminish the reality of power incqu~i- 
ties in the relationships dcscribcd above. Indccd, the location of the intcrac- 
~ants, and their socicfics, in the global capit~ist structure shapes the power 
tha~ they cxcrt or cxudc, and hence tt~eir bargaining powcr. Thcrc are 
clcarly diffcrcnt dcgrecs of power bc~wecn Third World womcn and tt~eir 
clients fi’om thc industrialized world wt~osc prNilcgcd location in thc global 
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capitalist structure gives them an upper hand in fulfilling their objcctNcs 
within the economy of desire. 

The theoretical fi’amexvork adopted fbr tNs study, thus, allows us to 
approach the sexual uses of the Intcrnet fi’om a pcrspccti~ that is not encum- 
bered by an cxclusivdy patriarchal and dichotomized problcmatization of 
women’s position in the global sex trade, but rather recognizes the multiple 
spaces occupied by various actors in these contexts, as thcy negotiate a plu- 
rality of, sometimes contradictor?~ locations. It l:acilitatcs analyses not only 
of the class-based exploitation of the economically ~lncrable, but also the 
racializafion that characterizes the myth of the scxualizcd "othcr~" and the 
agency that Atl’ican actors exhibit even as they are constrained by systemic 
structures of one ldnd or another. As Zook (2002, 1261) points out, "The 
roles of these actors . . . arc not simply determined by a spaceless logic of 
cybcr-intcraction but by histories and economics off the physical places they 
inhabit. In short, the ~spac¢ of flows’ cannot be understood xvithout reference 
to the ~spacc of places’ to which it connects. This geography also provides a 
v~naNc counterpoint to mainstream electronic commerce and highlights the 
ab~i~ of soci~ly marginal and underground interests to use the Intcrnet to 
fbrm and conncct in global nc~vorks." 

It is worth noting tha~ while much of the literature tends to ~i)cus on 
~he eroficizafion of the fk’male body and ~he safisfScfion of male desire, the 
objects of desire in Ghana, as in other places, are sometimes males and the 
exploiters/beneficiaries female (Nagel 2003, 204-9; SchaetTer-Grabid 2004; 
Daily Graphic 2002). The rdafionships are both homo- and hereto--sexual in 
nature. TNs chapter will, nevcrthclcss, fbcus on the latter Vpcs of relation- 
ship because ~hey are the most dominant. Moreover, the ~i)rmer ~yp¢ tends 
~o be more dift~cul~ to assess because it is culturally unacceptable and could 
attract stringent social and legal sanctions when it is detected. 

METHODOLOGY 

The stu@ is mainly qualitative and, as alluded to above, is part of a larger 
stu@ on cybersexual activi~; in Ghana. Our interest was not in chur,~ing out 
statistical data about number of respondents, fi’cqucncy distributions, and so 
on, that can bc gcncralizcd across all Ghanaian youth or scx tourists, but to 
get insights into the lived experiences of our subjects, their mindscts, and the 
motivations that drive thcm as they cngagc with thc Intcrnct. Thcse insights 
provide a basis for more extensive rescarch on the issues addressed in thc 
study, and [~r rethinNng theoretical, conceptual, and analytical approaches 
to undcrstanding thcm. 

Wc employ the "global cthnography" mcthodology put ~iorward by Bnra- 
woy et al. (2001; sec also Gottfi’ied 2001), which allows us to transcend 
the local fbcus of traditional cthnography to cmbrace analyses that incorpo- 
rate broader gcographica! and historical processes which influence, and clicit 
responses [)om, the local. In the context of the time--space compression that 
dcfincs thc ~CT-globalization nexus, it is important that thc cthnographic 
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scopc of thc study bc global, cvcn as it focuses on the study of specific 
locales. This requires engaging not only with those in Ghana who arc agents 
and victims of the economy of desire, but also those who arc implicated 
in those proccsscs in placcs beyond thc countrw For this latter purpose, 
~hc research dra~v~s on Ghana-t%cnsed scxually oriented ~g~cb sites and sexual 
activities by tourists who are drawn to Ghana by narratives that they have 
acccsscd on ~he Intcrnet. 

Narratives o~rcality arc socially cons~ruc~cd (Esposito and Murphy 2000). 
Wc, there,)re, adopted methodologies and fbrms ofc54dence and intc~prcta-- 
tion that alk)wcd R)r %torytclling, countcrstory telling, and the analysis of 
narrativc . . . [because they cnablc one to contcst] myths, prcsupposit{ons, 
and received wisdoms that make np the common culture" in one locale or 
anothcr (~5.ng 2000; scc also Dclgado 1995, xiv). In a global contcxt whcre 
~hc dominant narrat{vcs reflect the posit{ons of the powcrt2fl, this me~hod 
also gives subalterns the opportuNW to voice their interpretation of realities, 
thcir location within thcm, how thcy ncgotiate thcm, and why thcy rclatc to 
~hcm thc way they do. 

To get at the various narratives, wc purposivcly sampled sex.-rclated Web 
sitcs/R)rumsichat rooms that contained inR)rmation on Ghana in order to 
gain pcrspcctivcs on the g]ob~ e~hnography of cybcrsexual activities (see 
McCle~and 2002). Tiffs was done benvcen Jannary 2003 and August 2004, 
and im~oNed contcnt analyzing discussions on thc sites (scc Phna and Kanf- 
man 2003; Phua 2002). Wc also conducted field research in Ghana between 
May 2003 and August 2003, and during the same period in 2004. During 
thc ficldwork, we analvzcd secondary data on cyberscxua] activiw such as 
police, court, and nmv~s reports. Intcrvicws were conducted with reprcscnta- 
tNes of various orgaNzations interested in cybcrscxualiD~ (e.g., law enfbrce-- 
ment, rc]igk)us, cducationa], communiW based, and human rightsiadvocacT) 
m gain an understanding of thcir knowledge of the issues, as well as the 
nature and extent of the problem and responses to it. A sample of Intcrnet 
cafd operators and intcmet Service Providcrs (ISPs) wcrc intcrvicwcd for the 
samc reason. Two c] ubs identified on the Web sites rcfcrrcd to above, as loca- 
tions where sex tourists can meet potential c~ents, wcrc visited. The research 
tcam had conversations with tourists at thc clubs. Through this method, 
kcy inR)rmant contacts, and a process of snowball sampling, wc identified 
those who had used the Intcmet to fhci~tate or infbrm their trip to Ghana. 
Wc interviewed tcn of them and nine of thcir clicnts. Thc intcrvicws hclped 
to understand why they engage in thcsc activities and to give voice to thcir 
personal experiences. 

In addition to the abo~ mcthods, an in-depth ethnographic casc study of 
cybcrscxu~ activity was conducted in Swcdru, a commcrcia] town in the Ccn- 
tral Region of Ghana, beavcen May and August 2004. The region is one of the 
most dcprivcd in thc countr5 and ccrtain towns thcrc (particularly Swedru) 
gaincd notoriety as physical locations where virtual actors arrange in-person 
rendezvous to ~dfi~ their desires (Ghanawcb 2002c). Swcdru, thus, became 
a transnafional mccting ground, both in a physical scnse and in the context of 
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the boundlcssncss of cTbcrspacc. The casc study, thus, provides insights as to 
why the town is a destination of choice and thc impac~ dmt cybcrscxua] activ- 
iw has had on the commnni~ and individu~s. Wc orga,fized ~vo fL~cus gronp 
discussions with a rcprescntativc sample of com muniB~ members (including 
the yo uth, paten ts, and commurfi ty leaders) to clicit their vicws on these mat- 
tcrs. Wc also interviewed some women who were advcrtcntly or inadvertently 
involvcd with cTbcrscxual activities, fiamily members of the womcn who wcrc 
invo[vcd, key inR~rmants, and some young men who served as mediators of 
the transnafional spaces f:acilitated by the Intcrnet. 

POI_,ITICAL ECONOMY OF DEPRIVATION 

AND THE SOCIOECONOMIC CONTEXT 

FOR CYBERSEXUAL ACTIVITY 

Ghana went through intense economic crises over the course of the 1970s 
and early 1980s. The crisis was prccipitatcd by both internal and external fi~c- 
tots. Among the internal triggers wcrc economic mismanagcmcnt, politic~ 
corruption, severe drought, and the deportation of about a million Ghana- 
ians fi’om Nigcria. Extcrnal]3~ the country had to contcnd with dc~edorating 
terms of trade, ~:a~ling c~port prices ~or its primary commodities, and conse- 
quent balance of payment problems. The implications oftt~esc developments 
wcrc Far-reaching. By thc cafly 1980s, inflation was hovedng at over 100 
percent, per capita GDP had plumme~cd to USS739 from its 1960 ]evd of 
US$1009, real export carNngs stood at only h~fof 1970 values, and import 
volumcs had shrunk bv over 33 pcrcent (Konadu-A~cmang 2000, 473). 

In response to this economic morass, the country underwen~ Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Ba~ dictated Structural Adjustment 
Programs (SAPs), which involvcd reductions in govcrnment cxpendimrc, 
dcvaluation of the currency, retrenchment of ~vx~rkcrs, privadzation of statc 
enterprises, and removal of price controls. Consequentl}; 300,000 workers 
in the public scrvicc wcre laid off and decp cu~s wcrc made to go~rnmcnt 
support to social services, such as hc~th carc and cducafion. 

WtSlc these policies havc helped address some of the macrocconomic 
prob]cms that ~he country was Facing, thcy have not cxtricatcd thc coun- 
try fi’om its economic doldrums. Inflation continues m bc high %vith wild 
fluctuations that over the course of [thc 1990s] saw prices increase more 
than tcn times," cvcnmal]y sc~fling at 50 percent in 2000 (Canagarajah and 
P{Srtncr 2003, 5). Total debt has continued to risc fi’om US$1.39 billion 
in 1980, to US85.87 bil~on in 1995, to its cnrrcnt lcvcl of over US$6 bil- 
lion. Thc countr3~ thus, spcnds over 60 percent of i~s cxport carnings on 
dcbt-scrvicing, d~crcby redirecting resources away from sectors and groups 
in desperate need (Tsikata 2000). The restflt of the economic crisis, and the 
policies implementcd to dcal with i~, was ex~rcmc deprivation ~r largc scg- 
mcnts of the popNafion. By 1999, about 40 percent of Ghanaians were living 
below tt~e povcr~ line, wh~e 27 percent f~ced extreme povcrW (Government 
of Ghana 2003a, 13). The situation in Ghana rcflcc~s the ~rcnd in much of 
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Afi’ica, whcrc %round 55% of all pcoplc cmploycd arc not earning cJ~ou gh to 
lift themsc]~s and ~hcir Families abovc the US$1 a day poverD~ line" (Inter- 
national Labor Organization 2005 60; see also "l~alc 2000). 

The fi~ilurc of the SAP to ~lcviatc Ghanaians’ economic privation is borne 
out by the Fact that the country is now implementing the Highly Indebted 
Poor Countries’ (HIPC) I~fitiative under the guidance ofthe IMF and World 
Bank. Konadu-Agycmang (2000) notes the increased regional, class, and gen- 
der disparities that have resulted fi’om the deplorable economic conditions 
that maW Ghanaians live under. MaW citizens have responded in a varic~ 
of ways, including the exodus of both s~lled and unsMllcd workers to other 
countdcs, mainly in the industdalizcd ~v~rld (see Tcttey 2002). The coun- 
try’s agricMtura~ sector, which constitutes the mainstay of d~c economy, has 
sccn the grcatcst rcdnctk)n in productivity registered by any Afi’ican country 
bctwccn 1980 and 2001 (Intcrnafional Labor Organization 2005, 61). Total 
expenditure on education, bctwccn 1992 and 1998, droppcd significan dy by 
about 10 pcrccn~ (Canagarajah and P6rtncr 2003, 8). The overall prognosis 
for Ghana docs not sccm different from the R~llowing blcak assessment for 
the continent as a whole: ~rica: "The high share of working poor and total 

povcrw is likely to pcrsist gi~ ~hc rcgio~’s high unemp]oymcn~ ratcs, insuf: 
ficicnt capaciw R)r job creation, rapidly cxpa~ding labor R)rcc and huge over- 
all decent work dcfici~" (International Labor Organizatio~ 2005, 64; scc also 
I~tcrnational Labor Organizatio~ 2004; Govcmmcnt of Gha~a 2003b, 6). 
This portcntous picturc has scvcrc implications for thc country’s youth, who 
constitute 21.4 pcrccnt of thc population (United Nations 2002). Gener- 
a]l> ~hc youth tend to bc poorer than thc older generations, thcrcby com- 
pounding thcir suscepfibi]iw to othcr sociocconomic problcms, which ]cads 
to disillusionment and or ris~~ behavior aimed at extricating themscNcs f)om 
poverW (World Ba~d< 2002; see also Sigud[fia 2004; ,~?ican Dcvclopmcnt 

Forum 2004, 3; MuNne 2000). The World Ba~d< (2002) notes that M)ican 
youngsters are growing up in a time of both heightened peril and unprco- 
cdcntcd opportuNW. More than cvcr be%re, adolescents--particularly 
those in cities--arc connected to the world at large through communica- 
tion, infbrmation, and transportation technologies. Yet, the cycle of pover>/, 
inadequate education and work opportmStics, and civil unrest stunts the 
dcvclopmcnt of too many millions of young people (see also Govcrmncnt 
of Ghana 2003a, 28). The gcndcrcd nature of povcrW means tha~ the situa- 
tion is cvcn worse r~)r young womcn, thereby increasing their vulnerability to 
exploitation (Government of Ghana 200.ga, 25; Glovcr ct a]. 2003, 35-36; 
Okojic 2003). I~ is dear that a~ the same time as globalizafion is bringing the 
world togcd~cr in a variety ~vwys, wc arc a~so witnessing significant dispari- 
ties in the circums~anccs of people in dift~rcnt rcgions of d~c world. It is in 
d~is rcspcct d~at d~c UN (2004, 302) obscrvcs that "the global cuknrc has 
become a fimdamental building block in many yotmg pcop]c’s ]ivcs. How- 
cver, thcir rclafio~ship with it is vcry fragilc bccausc youth, more than any 
othcr, arc cxposcd to and ha~ come to rely o~ the global consumcr cukure 
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but probably have the fewest resources and the most to lose should global 
culture not provide the satisi:actkm they demand of it." 

In tt~e midst of the deprivation ~scusscd above~ and the disparities that 
define the global political economy, globalizatkm and in~)rmafion technol- 
ogy are teasing Ghanaian youth with images of the ctmsumcrist lifestyle dmt 
characterizes the industAalized world. Unfbrtunatcl?~ howevcr, most of them 
do not have the whcrcwhhal to replicate that lifestyle. Consequently, many 
young pcop]c are compelled to be ingenious, through processes of"globa]iza- 
fion from below" (Falk 1993), in order ~o survive witNn tt~¢ ncw rcali~ For 
f~malc youth, some unpleasant, yet compelling, options include prosthufion, 
both at home and abroad (Tayk)r 2002; Aghafis¢ 2002). As Chapkis (1997, 
29-30) observcs, in the context of sex workers, "practices of prostitution, 
]ikc o~hcr fbrms ofcommodification and consumption, can bc read [M] more 
complex ways than simply as a confirmation of m~c domination. They may 
also be skes ofingc~fious resistance and cultural subversion ~ ~. the prostitute 
canno~ bc reduced ~o . . . a passive objcc~ used in male sexual practice, bu~ 
instead it can be understood as a [)]ace of agency where the sex worker makes 
activc use of the e~sfing sexual order" (see also Schacffkr-Grabicl 2004). 
The In~crnct has also become one of the mechanisms by which African 

youth arc exploring opportunities fi)r pcrsonM advancement (see World 
Ba,~ 2002). 

CONSUMPTION OF THE VIRTU.AL HUMAN CORPUS, 

SEX TOURISM, AND SEXUAL COMMERCE 

In the new transnational social space made possible by ][CTs, one does not 
have ~o cross physic~ boundaries in order to engage dircc@ with the cen- 
ter or pcriphcry of the wood capitalist systcm. Devclopmcnts in In~ernct- 
cnablcd sexual commcrcc, and the concerns tha~ they havc cngendercd, arc 
complicated by processes of globa~zation with wNch ti~cy are intricately 
intcrr;wincd. The consumcrism that is characteristic of g]obalization, and of 
the capit~ist economic system that undcrgirds it, is not limited to matcri~ 
goods bnt has been cx~cndcd to ~hc consumption of people as well (Firat and 
Dholakia 1998). This latter consumption pattern involves deriving satisfi~c- 
tion from the human body itself as opposed to concrete produc~s of human 
endeavor. The 1nternet ~cilitates the practice in a varic~ of %rms, including 
viewing scxu ally explicit m atcrial and fi)stcring on-line and, and su bsequentbv 
offqinc amorous or scxual relationships. 

Beyond just accessing lcsvd material, wNch was referred to earlier, some 
GhanMan youth, principally fcmalc, have become recruiting targets for advcr- 
rising on sexually cxplick Web sites. Interviews with some young ~v~)mcn at 
~ghtclubs noted fi)r sex tourism in Accra revcaled that they make contact 
with their clients via the Mtcrnet. These womcn, some of whom arc second- 
ary school and university studcn ~s, arc registered with online scrviccs locatcd 
abroad (scc, for example, Afficanprincess.com 2004; One--and-oNy 2004a; 
Onc-and-only 2004b). Prospecti*~ clients obtain contact numbcrs from 
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dating scrviccs online and makc contact with the womcn when thcv arrNe 
in thc conntry. In othcr cascs, thc men contact the womcn prior to ]cav- 
ing their homc countrics, and arrangcmcn~s arc madc R)r diftkrcnt kinds of 
romantic or sexual activity when thc mcn arrivc in Ghana. One man claimcd 
that hc bonght a list fi’om %fi’iconnections," a dating scrvicc, ~)r S17.50 
that had twcnb~-fivc phone numbers with photographs of thc girls. 

~ghi]c some young ~vx~men, cspcdally urban and secondary school/uni- 
versity educated women, cngagc with the tcchnolog9" dircctl> this is not 
the casc with all thc women who appear on the Intcrnct by way of texts 
or images. Most of the women outside the major cities, who arc involved 
in cybcr-l:acilitatcd sexual activlt3~ arc not convcrsant whh the Intcrnct, and 
hence do not dircc0y engage with d~c technology This bccamc clear during 
the ethnogtaptfic research in Swcdru~ when it was revealed that the encoun- 
ter bebvccn young women from the area who appear on the Intcrnet and 
thdr prospective clients is mediated not only by the technolo~, but by an 
organized group of local young men. The young men’s modus operandi are 
captured by one of them in the fbllowing statement: 

~Vc normally approach thc bcautiful girls in town and toil thcm that wc can 

find thcm pcn pals abroad who can help thcm lcavc the country. We ask ~hcm 
fbr thcir picturcs [o accompany thcir profile. Somctimcs thc girls arc no[ in[cr- 
ested, but affcr wc give them money, they agree. About one month later, wc 
tell them that somc mcn abroad arc intcrcstcd in marrying thcm, but xvant to 
scc them naked so [hat thcy can bc sure... [hat thcy mcct thcir standards 
Many of the girls are not comfortablc with this, but wc tell thcm that they will 
rccch~c bctwccn $100 and $300 for doing that. Aftcr they takc thc picmrcs, ~vc 
send them m ou~ contact pcoplc who use them on thcir wcbsites. 

Based on intervimvqs with kcy informants in the communit% it looks like the 
money that the young women receive for taking the nude photographs is a 
very small percentage of what thc gcndcred agcnts get r)om the Web site 
operators. This mirrors inequities in resource ~stribution evident in cconomic 
transactions betwccn men and ~v~mcn within the larger socicty. Nevcrthclcss, 
in a comnmnity charactcrizcd by high ]evds of povcrb~ uncmp]oyment, and 
little prospects, the offer of a couple o~hundred dollars can bc a very enticing 
propositkm. The gcndcrcd agents ~0r thc transnational cybcrsex networks 
also serve as go--be~vccns, when the men who respond to the ads an’ivc in 
Ghana, and get paid ~)r their services. The television toward these q~ber and 
reaMifh phnps is vividly illustrated by the fbllowing criticism f}om one key 
h~)rmant: %omc young men in ou~ own commu~W are assisting these sex 
ma~fiacs to destroy ou~ danghtcrs and ou~ commu~bt" 

What the above discussion makes cleat ~s the potential fb~ an expanding 
sex tonr~sm he,york that has been sig~fificantly ffadlitated by the Intcrnet. As 
Wonders and Mich~ows~ (2001, 545) point out, "’sex tourism’ tfighlights 
the convergcncc bc>vccn prosfimtk~n and tourism, links the global with thc 
local, and draws attcntion to both the production and consumption ofsexnal 
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scrviccs." There arc ncwvorks on thc Intcrnet whcrc pcoplc cxchangc cxpcri- 
cnces about sexual exploits in Ghana and of~’cr advice about how to satis~, 
members’ concupiscence. A sixD~--one-ycar--old fi’om Australia wrote: ~’Gha- 
naian babcs are uninhibitcd, e.g., some [write in on]inc ads] openly sccking 
q>road-mindcd, sexy men; [saying] I am interested in erotic pictures.., m~- 
ing lovc .... Well, atker $2500 fbr a round--trip 38--hour tSght... I arrived 
inn [sic] Accra the capita]. I found myway to Swcdru... the workd [sic] soon 
got around tha~ an eligible ’obroni’ [white man] had arrived; . . . I had to 
schedule them .... Each was gorgeous, like the best cotike: hot, strong, black 
and fi~l~ offlavour." The opcration ofthcsc ne>vorks confirms Chow-White’s 
(2006, 884) assertion that "cybcrspacc enables sex tour{sts to bu{ld deeper 
connections bc>vcen the raci~izaOon, sexna~zation and commodification of 
scx workcrs’ bodics and Western masculini~z" 

Some scx tourists target young teenage g{rls. Not only do they have sex 
with them; they also take nude photographs of them, presumably ~)r ct~ld 
pornography Wcb sitcs, Lis~scr~% chat rooms, and othcr exchange ne>vorks. 
The case ofMorgcns Nbcr Nidsen, a Danish man based in NorwaB hdps to 
put the issue ofIntcrnet-f~cilitatcd pedopt~lia into perspective. The Criminal 
Invcstigation Dcparm~cnt (CID) of the Ghana Police Service worked in col- 
laboration with d~c Norwcgian Policc m arrcs~ Nidsen. At the dmc of his 
arrest in Norwa> hc had in [fis possession pictures of ~vclvc teenage girls 
amongs~ 3,000 films that he had produced (Ghanawcb 2002c). 

It is not inaccurate to say tha~ the economic hardships that a lo~ o~ Ghana- 
ians f~cc turn these young women into x~lnerable prq;s for marauding sexual 
predators whosc cgos arc prcsm~ably f~nncd by the Ghanaian womcn whom 
they encounter. As one sex tourist said: "Oh, how nice to bc a big slob of an 
,~efican and be f~wned cover by the waD~ard co~ege females that would just 
do anything for a fcw dollars!" A~other intimatcd tha~ "cvcry Ghanaian girl’s 
dream is to catch a white man ~)’om the wcs~crn world" (%rofld Scx Guidc 
Forum 2004). Nevertheless, the swceping generalizations presented by the 
scx tourists, in thc Foregoing narrati~s about Ghanaian women’s ambitions, 
reflect the condcsccnding attitudes of these privileged Westerners toward thc 
subaltern ;~other" that they exploit. It is also an insult to Ghanaian woman- 
hood as a wholc to havc thc ambitions of all thc country’s women rcduccd 

to the pcrccpfions contorted in thesc inflammatory and egotistical, sclf-grad- 
~ing discourses ofw[fitc men. The views expressed by these sex tourists cor- 
roborate the obscrvation that "most global sex ~ourism . . . ariscs from thc 
linkagc between the polit{cal economic advantage enjoyed by affluent mcn 
f)om devdoped countries and the widespread cultural f~ntaq; in those nations 
that duskv-sMnned ’others’ f)om cxodc southern lands are ]ibcratcd from thc 
sexual/emotional inhibit{ons characteristic of women (and/’or mcn) in their 
own societies" (Wonders and MichalowsM 1998, 549-50). 

By and largc, white mc~ are ~hc targets of thosc women who cngagc in 
cyberscxual activities, whether ~rccfly or mediated, as well as d~cir oft~linc 
manif?stafions. This prefk~rcncc is based on a general, and somcOmes errone- 
ous, impression tha~ white men arc wealthy and generous. For thcse women, 
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a rc]ationship with a white man providcs an opportunity to ovcrcomc the 
vicissitudes ofli~ in Ghana, and an avenue to ]if~ d~cir families ou~ of poverty 
and squalor. A relationship with a white man could ~so mean an opportnNW 
to migrate m Europe or America, ~he dream dcsfinafion of many a Ghana- 
Jan youth. They arc suffused with thc "opportunity myth," and crave the 
glamorous images of these places that are painted in the media, or peddled 
by ccrtain compatriots rcmrning fi’om thcrc. Fnrthcrmorc, thc cconomic 
sncccss of some Ghanaians rcsidcnt abroad, which is rcflcctcd in bNldings, 
cars, and conspicuous consumption, ~i~cl these perceptions of the metropolc. 
The social status that comes with conspicuous consumption of~)reign goods 
is another motivation fior seeking links to foreigners who can provide such 
symbols of perceived upward mobili~< Tiffs status then gives them the power 
to upsct the existing dominant structurcs ofpowcr (Friedman 1990; sce also 
United Nations 2004, 302). Nyamnjoh and Page (2002, 612-13) oudine 
similar motivations in the Camcroo~San context, where "young ladies . . . 
[who] comb the bcachcs in search ofwhitcncss arc interested in morc than 
prostitution; d~cy arc in(crested in a gateway to fMfil]ing their Fantasies, thus 
maNng sense of the promises ofmoder~Szation in a context where the realiW 
()fits implementation has f~ilcd wocfull>" 

The narratives above also illustrate how interactions among actors in this 
transnafion~ scxu~ space created by the Internct and its off:dine relative 
deri~ fi’om culturally- and racially-bascd and esscntiaiizcd imaginings of the 
"other." It is, moreover, clear dmt the rclath~c power of d~c intcractan~s in 
these rclationstSps is dependent on their town, and their countries’, location 
within thc global capitalist structurc. Thc scx tourists are drNen by a desire 
for thc cheap and thc exotic, while d~c women arc moth~a~cd by the need 
to escape economic despondency by becoming entrepreneurs in the global 
marketplacc of sexual consumcfism, and/or by hopes of a flmtasy marriage 
and rclocafion to the mc~ropolc. 

Another dimension of cybcrsexual activi~; that needs to be Nghlighted is 
thc way in which its organizers exploit victims without their consent, whethcr 
la~cnt or manKcst. Some of the Ghanaian ~v~mcn on d~c Intcrnct clam that 
they did not consciously choose to bc there. One woman in Swcdru whose 
scmi-m~dc picture appcared on thc Internct assertcd that shc was unaware 
d~at it would cud thcrc when a photographer oft~rcd ~o ~akc a picture of 
her at a nearby beach. Some women the research team talked to at a popular 
beach in Accra cxprcsscd conccrn about pcoplc at thc beach with cameras. 
They were concerncd tha~ thcsc indhddnals may ~ake picturcs of them in 
compromising situations that may cud up in one medium or another, thereby 
creating thc impression that thcy arc selling thcir bodies. What thc Swcdru 
woman’s assertion and the concerns of others in Accra show is thc emergence 
of a group of sa~T local entrepreneurs who are responding to the markct fbr 
exotic images by cxploifing unsuspecting women and their bodics fi~r thcir 
own pccuniary gain. 

There is no gainsaying the exploitation that characterizes the women’s 
rclatkmship with local, Ghanaian, maic agcnts who manipulatc thcm, and 
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arc comp]icit in the exploitation and violation of their bodies. As processes of 
globalizadon and their intersection with advances in in~brmation technology 
f~cilita~c the ftflf~lmcn~ of needs and desires for diffErcn~ actors, these yonng 
men in Ghana arc taking advantagc of the situation by acting as agents within 
the interstices ofethno-scxua~ desire, sex tourism, and economic deprivation. 
This is d~cir own way of addressing ~hc socioeconomic deprivation tha~ thcy 
f~cc, by taking advantage of the opportunities ~hat thc economy of desire 
and the Intcrnct present. There wcrc suggestions in the Swcdru area that the 
local agents had gained financia~y fi’om their involvcment in these activities, 
and somc of thcm arc said to ha~ built houscs and bought cars with thc 
monies tha~ thcy made ftom their activities. 

SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS OF CYBERSEXUAL ACTIVITY 

The activities described abovc have affected individuals, f~milics, and con> 
munitics in a varictv of ways. Onc of thc biggcst impacts on Swcdru, as a 
result ofthc cybcrscx rdatcd s~orics, is the stigma that has cngMfcd the town. 
It has assumed a rcpntafion among many Ghanaians and Interact chatroom 
participants as a haven ~)r immorality and promiscuity. The reputation goes 
back to 1998, when, out of the sevcnt?’-sevcn women showcased in Ghanaian 
ncwspapcrs as unashamcdly selling their naked bodies on the Internct, fif~- 
fbur came from the town. This stigmatization of a whole communib: angcrs 
many residents of the town and makes them uncomfortablc. The reaction 
has created resentment and strong antago,fism not only toward those women 
and mcn who arc accuscd of bringing the name of the town into disrcputc, 
but their relatives as well. Consequend3~ fissures have emerged within thc 
town’s soci~ structure, thereby upsetting the [fithcrto e~sting soci~ balance. 
According to the parcnts of some of thc young women whosc pictures wcrc 
featured on the Internct site in 1998, d~cir ~amilics have had to facc untold 
hardships, inclu~ng social isolation, as a result of the social stigmatization 
that comes with cngagcmcnt in what most Ghanaians consider to bc shame- 
l~fl, indecent, and immor~ activities. One mother lamented that right after 
the story broke, others thought of them as "an ashawo Family [i.e., fhmily of 
prostimtcs]. Peoplc pointed at us wherevcr we wcnt, scorned us, and callcd 
us all sorts of names." 

~ong some of the microlcvel cffhcts is %qrtual infidclib~" that is impair- 
ing or devastating real lif? rclafionsNps. Marriagcs have also Fallen apart as 
a result of thc revelations. One woman was reported to have had a miscar- 
riage when pictures of her on the Intcrnet were published by the local media 
(Attah 1998). Fnrthcr invcsfigafions, in the course of this study, rcvcalcd 
that her shock was duc to thc fhct that she was unawarc that the picturc, 
wNch was ostensibly meant fbr a potential suitor abroad, had ended up on 
the Intcrnct, in the ffdl glare of the world. One woman disclosed that her 
planned marriage to her fiancd was ruincd because of thc ridicule that thc 
publication of the pictures in the newspapers brought him. He was prcssnred 
by f)icnds and Family not to go ahcad with thc marriagc. According to hcr, 
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"they said they did not want to bring into thcir flintily a girl who had cxposed 
herself to the who~c world." 

It is interesting to note that despite the widespread condemnation, among 
thc Ghanaian public, of cybcrscxual activities, their oFfqinc corollaries, as 
well as sexual commcrcc in genera, many of thc female youth interviewed 
intimated that they understood why their peers would engage in such activi- 
ties. They contcndcd that thc sociocconomic cha]Icngcs thcv ~hce makes thcir 
bo~cs the only asset they could use as a means of survival. A ?s)ung woman, 
operating at one of the clubs f)equentcd by sex tourists, confided thus: "If 
I am hungry and a whitc man is willing to take mc abroad fbr sex, what is 
wrong with d~at) ~vcr M1, I will not bc the lErst to do thaL l know girls who 
have met fbreign men thron gh the Internet and are enjoying lifk abroad no~ 
or getting money sent to ~hem f?’om thcre." This disclosurc corroboratcs 
Frceman-Longo’s (2000, 79) observation tha~ "it is easy for young people to 
recognize that maW of these h~odels’ are close to their age, thus legifimiz- 
ing in the minds of the youth online that pcople their age arc also inw)lved 
in rcM liFe and online sexual activities. It normalizes the cxpcricncc." Thus, 
while various in~viduals and organizations have appealed to moral values as 
a means of curbing thc youth’s involvement in cybcrscxual and othcr forms 
of sexual commcrcc, these appeals do not sccm to be an easy sell. The clash 
bc>vcen the "f~cl good" appeal of moral rectitude and the expedience of 
engaging in ~he economy ofdcsirc, howcvcr risk> is a diff?cuJt dilemma fbr a 
lot of youth tethering on d~c br{nk of cconomic survival, but d~c likelihood 
that they w~l resolve it in fEvor of expedience is very t~gh. 

Unfi)rtunatcl> howcvcr, while sex: tourists and ~hosc who fccd on the 
cxoficizcd bo~cs of these Ghanaian women and girls arc, by and large, able 
to ~bl~ill their desires, a vast majoriW of the latter tends to be disappointed in 
thc long run. This is bccanse thcv are hardly ablc to realize ~he dreams that 
have been promised by thc "opportunity myth." There arc reports of girls 
and young women who have been impregnated by sex tourists and lefk to 
fend R)r thcmscNes. This }~tc is vividly illustratcd by the case of a young tccn- 
age single mother who was taken from Swcdru and abandoned in Accra by 
a sex tourist a~kcr she got pregnant. Narrating the storE her mother rcc~lcd 
that %hc was only 13 years old and in ~SS-1 [~unior Secondary School - 
grade 1]. She was introduced ~o Morgcns Ribcr [thc Danish man rc~krrcd to 
curlier] by boys in the town. ~er that she lc~} Swcdrn with [tim and she ~d 
not come back again. After shc got prcgnant, he ]c}~ the country and now she 
is struggling to look aFter the child in Accra." 
Stories lkc tiffs mirror Brcnnan’s (2001) accounts of women in the Domini- 
can Republic who have Fallen victim to thc wood of sex ~onfism. 

CONCL13SION 

The ncolibcral cconomic agenda tha~ underpins economic globalization 
holds sway over the economies ofdeveloping countries, and the prescriptions 
ofthat agenda imposc trcmcndous hardships on many young people in those 
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locations. Ncolibera] prescriptions also claw back, to a significant dcgrec, thc 
public goods that citizens had enjoyed in the pas~. Consequen~t3~ the youth 
are compelled to bc inge~5ons in order to survive within the new realiD~ That 
ingcnuiD~ takcs a va~icty of fbrms, including forays into the Internct-cnablcd 
global scx market, which can bc described as part of ~hc process of"global- 
ization f)om below" (Eaton et al. 2003; Falk 1993). 

This chaptcr argues that thc interaction of Ghanaian youth with the global, 
as an avcnnc for economic redress, has bccn Faci]itatcd in unprcccdentcd wa?~s 
by the new in~brmation technologies. In the new transnafion~ social space 
madc possiblc by thcsc technologies’ capaciB~ for time-space compression, 
onc does not have to cross ph?~sical bonndarics in ordcr to cngagc ~rccfly 
with the center or periphery of the world capita~st system. Processes of glo- 
balization intricately intcrtwinc with dcvdopmcnts in Internct-cnablcd scxu al 
commerce to introduce a sophistication to transnationa~ scxua~ cngagcmcnt 
that has created a moral panic in Ghana. 

The nexus of interactions that havc been enabled by the intcrnet hclp to 
cxtcnd the rcach and scopc o~ processes that intensify consumcrism as well 
as the commodification of women’s bo~es and male desire (Wonders and 
Michalowski 2001 ). The Intcrnct combines with a competitive global market 
of sexual desire to target the cheapest bodies and to f:acilitatc access to them. 
Moreover, it has provided a mechmfism fbr ingenuiW among Ghanaian youth 
who take advantagc of innovations in the global capitalist market, a market 
that, ironically, simultaneously perpetuates their economic periphcr~ization 
and/or sexual exploitation. The Ghanaian case also points to the racializafion 
that characterizes the myth of the sexualizcd ’X~ther" and the consciously 
class- and gcndcr-bascd exploitation o~ the economically vMncrablc. 

For the Ghan~an women involved in tiffs market, the f?mi~fization of pov- 
erty intensifies the allure of thc transnational scx tradc, and increascs their 
vMncrability to exploitation in thc context of the cxchangc rclations that 
characterize the market. Their engagement with the market is, however, not 
bcrc~ of agency, and calls fbr analytical fi’amewo~ks that transcend thc vic- 
timolo~~ off an exclusively patriarchal and dichotomized problcmatization 
of women’s position in the global sex trade. More appropriate approaches 
must rccogNzc the ingcnuity and activism of women in thcsc cxchangc rela- 
tionships, as they ncgotiatc thcir locations within mNtiplc, and sometimes 
contradictor?~ spaces. The foregoing analysis of the Ghanaian experience sup- 
ports Chapkins (1997, 29-30) observation, in the context of scx workcrs, 
that "practices of prostitution, likc other forms of commodification and con- 
sumpfion, can bc read [in] more complex ways than simply as a confirmation 
off male domination. Thcy may also bc sites of ingenious resistance and cul- 
tural subversion.., thc prostitute cannot bc reduced to . . . a passive object 
used in male sexual practice, bnt instead it can bc understood as a place of 
agcncy whcrc the scx worker makes active usc of the existing sexual ordcr." 
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Hegel in African Literature::  Ach.ebe’s Answer!: 

:Ngugi~ wa Th iong’o and Eunice :Njeri Sable 

:The :ccl.omal. project b.a.s: three inter:rela.:ted .facets~ lit :,s at: once a pract:~ce; a body ,of 
kno~le.dge, and a tech.no!ogy for: mind change, :or :sm~ply men:tal engrafting, 
Decolon:ization: is necessari.~y: a negat:ion of the th:r~-imone chara.cter: of the colonia:I 

...... " S~:" ~=~ ~~ .......... ’ * " ,.. ’ 
~.                                 ~ ~* ~ process, to produce a th:trd pos.:,=.~b:~l.,.ty, mdependen:ce, liberatio:~n and ~,.o:c~al ju.s{ice.: 

Colo nialism= :a.s :m.:i~nd-engin.e~:ri.n: g res.u! ~s fm m colonialis m as pra trice a n d =re x t~ but i 
also aids tt~em, .......... Mmd-eng’:meermg ~:~.,, dir~fl.y ~Th:.e result of coionial.i.sm as text, :for 
colonial text is sim.ul.taneoosly a b~mst to =the minds. ~.i.nd co!onizi.ng practices and 
a :prison house for ~he mm,,. of the colon.ized=, The ba.{tle be~wee:n the colom:a.l text 
and :its dialecti:cal opposite,-the ant>c,olomal {~ext,. ~s. central to the en.:ti:m procese., of 
deco!onization, Achebe and Hegel exempli.fy 

Now we do not know whether Ach.ebe, a{ the :{i.me of h:~s writing Things Fall 
Apa~rt,~ had rea:d Hegel or not, but it doe.~ not ma:tter, for the Hegelian view of Afro:ca 

an d the .A.&ican i.{self demed .from 1 ’9{ h-centu:W m.~ssmnary and explor,er na rra{..~ 
ermeate,s the enIi.re colonial text,: 

Achebe is part of a group of =graduates from Ibad.an Uni.versi:ty., the others being 
Wole ~)ymka, Christopher O.k:~gbo, a.nd J., P,. Clark, who i:n =the 1950s helped con-. 
soli.da’te the base of the t:radi:=tion, of A~frican writin-. ,. =..,, g in English, But... they were not the 
f:~.rst~ .Africans to write: in English ~or for: that matter i.n. European la.nguag:e:s, We have 
before them: the wry:tings by A.frica:~ns in the 19th ce::ntuW= as part o.f the ant>slavew 
movement,. In ~the 1=920s and I930s there was writing by Africans in English m 
Africa, By the time t:ha:t Ch.inua .Achebe and others ca.me to write, Peter Abrahams 
:from :South: Africa had already made a name with ti.tles like Mine BW and Te!l 
Freedom,. In French.-do~minated West; Africa ~dar :~.:nghor, David Diop and others 
had a!ready created significa.nt ~p:{mt:W, part of th~e :movement that came to ~ar the 

" *rude ha:me Negn: .... ., 
W~.at is s.~gn...~.f~c=a.nt i.n Achebe and that group of wri.ter:s wire ~emerged in the 1950s 

~.s =their being a product of two movementTs taking place :i.:n the ~Br~{.~:s~~ colomes in 
particu!a:r and :in the co!omes as a whole,. One was: the rise in Africa of universi~{~y 
collegm, such a.s ibadan in Nigeria.,. : ...... : :Achimo{a later .... the Um .~ers~ty of Gha:na n Ghana, 
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E .e.pa.rt.me n t wi t h t b.e syl.la b:~ rood e:led on t:bat of t he U n i:versity o f Lond o:n ~.. Thu s t hey 
~.ou.ld. all have b~,.n ~.x[~.csed to the great trad~tmn o.f L.n.glish:. htera.ture, meaning 
the :canon., from Sh.akes:peare to % S:. Eliot, or what Abiola lrele, cal./ed SF::ens:er to 
~.~ ~.~ ende.r,: In sb.o~t, they ~ (. uld have been exF~osed to the col.cn~.al text :~:~ one form 

ns.e o:f 

enc..e .......... A:t:r~ca and ant.>colomal n:at~onal~:,t m~..vements demanding male.penal in Asia, 
.. ~ .:       ~ .: . . .~ ..: .... ~ ~ .... 

} ..... .:a. ¯ . ~.~.~.: : ..:~:    "                . :~. .~.~ .. ::: ..~..... ~:~:. ~.’ . ~..-.~...~ ~ .... 

the rest of the w.crld. 

w~.I.ue~, ofa B.r~.t~h middle class so th.at a.t Independence they wc.uld form a 
ship based on a shar~.d commumt} of values .... Eurocen.tr:~c of course . 
en.e:rgy.., of the a.nti<o!on:ial upsurge..          ...~... found its wa.y., into: the classrooms, 

The ant>cokm~aI nat:~onal~st mc; emen.t after the: Second World. :War, Achebe te].ls 
. .... tl~.e essa? N~med f!::," V~ct::~:..r~a, h.ad bro:ught about a men:ta:l: r~evolu:t:~.o.n that began 

’ "~’~ T}. ~:~..y rejected ha~;.mg the ,.:~,tory of Afri.ca told for 
them by anyone eLe.~ lf t:!.e nat.~ona!.~st agenda rejected ~ok.~.mahsm as ~rac::t~.ce, 
new ~home-.:,rown mte!.lec:tua! ~:e.:je.cted i.t also as a Lode,-of knowledge~ The coI:on~a.l 
t:~.~xt .k, b.rflha:ntlF,, ca:ptur~d, in the: t~.t:.Ie ot: the book the District Comm~s:~oner ..... the 

¯ wh:~le enforcer of cobmal,sm as practK:~: in Things ~:~ll Ap~:~r~ ........ 

>~hfle Achebe, has v " " :’ : ’ : " " whole book on the: Iife an.d ~ s 

........... ~.~ 

na.rratwe of the colon.~.al a.d:mm~strator turned produce:r of .know.l.edge.. 

}~lh.elm Friedrich Hegel.. s        The Phglosoph..=.      H~:s~orv~,. k:, a fo:u~:~dat:ionaI text: ~n 
this d ~ scou rse is a p~:ofou nd unde rs.ta teme~ t. At a n.y rate., m these m :~:t u e :nt:i.al Ie c tu.re.~. 
Hegel fred:, the African conti.nent: lacki:ng in the core: ~eatures of what he deems 
h.~.stor~.caI socmt~es. 

s~:nc e it ex h~b:~ts F.m.=,~t, the re.gmn ~represents humamt: " ’ " 
.,~ ~.ld a.nd u n.t a :reed ~.,ta te a nd t hu s he c o un~:,e.ls t he 

¯ . g , . ...      ~ : .~ ..., .: ~.. :: ~, ~. or.l d. H.,. ~.. t ~ ..r~..c,=. I I n d ~v~ d ua ls t o I ay a:s~..d: e a.]i t houg ht o f t e: v.e.re.nce a~ ~ d mo.r a h t }. 

harmon:,:ou.~:.: with humamt~ to be found in th~s type of cha ract:e.:r ~ :~=c:cord mg 

.- sa~=age~ .forms ~::a.l..~s not w:,.:t:.lm~ the sc~ne a.:nd 
.... ~ ~ :" :.. ;..: ~ . ~: 

:Secon~ ::,. A fncan                     ..,pe°ples:.: are marked b:y.. h~g.h I e v eh. of cu ltura I :gi.v~d erde:~ ek~pm.e:n t.: ......... 

a view: of the ~d.~vme ~s pregnant: .~;.~.th. ~:~=:rtues. o:f the unc~v~hzed world for it ~ 
¯ no:thing to =do w~th a sp~r:,t::ual, adoration. ....................... of G:o.d,. nor w:~.th an emp:~re~= of .R.~ght.:.: G:<::~d. 



ing to Hegel s.evere!y hm.:~ .~:,s ’the ability of A.fr:~cans to ~develop ~consciousness of an~y 
Umversahty ,, It i:s interesting to note that for Hegel it ~:~ on!y socmtms in w~h,~,ch the 

~ entrenched that hold h~stor~ca! ~prom~se and: in ~.h.~.:~ respect he 
clam~.:,~ that *the Cerman: nation:s:, under the m.fluence cf v..n:r:tst::~amt:y.:, were the 
attain t:he consc~ousnes:s that: man, as :mail, l.s [~g<~;. that it ~.;s .......... 
conshtutea. I[S essence,. This ¯ ........ ...... ’ ..... : ........... ~ ~ ....... ’ .......... consc.~ ous.ness arose ............ hrst in :re!i,~gion.. ...... =., the. ............. inmost :reg~ on o~ 

~ m(~.dern rati.onai states :~ ~..Af:rica situat:es the continent 
ou:tside the :pa:ramete:rs: of histo:rical ..... ~~ ’~ ~ ...... .. . .............................. ............. :=: ............. progress. For Hegel the establishment of state;~. 
.................... ~~ struggle for= freedom. serves a~ the i~.tmus= :test: :in the de...,~ elog~ment of the s:pmt and ........ 

Africa then e:mbod:ms for Hegel al.l that: ~,s u:~ac:~v~.l.:~..zed abou{: hu:manity,, a region 
~ 

,. . ~ ........... ~ " ’" ’ ~ t|.,e. :rest of tl~e World - shut up; it that rema..ms ’for all purpos=es o.f connect~on~ with ~"~ ~ .... " 
..... 

" ......... .~, ~..~ = ~ . ...:~ .~ ~ ......... 
~ ........... } * is t!~e G.old:-!and compressed, within ~tse.!.[ := th=e land of chil.dh.ocd., which lying 

beyond {he day: of se!f-conscious .hk:.tory.,: is en.veloped i.n. the dark= mantle 
The co:ntment::s fa:du.re to ~d.emo:astrate moveme:nt in achmv:~ng h~.s md:~ca:=t(:.,rs of 
.p.rog:ress .leads him to con.clude that~ ’At th.~s F,omt vv~::,., .~ e: ==.lea..: ve :~ .Af:rica, not to mentio:n 

~ "~.~          ,.. ,~. 

. ................. 
~ . ~ . ...~ .............. again=..F;..r it is no historical part of the Wo:r!d;: it has no movement or development 

to exhi.bit",~:z Of course he makes a partial exce:ption for those .African societies 
.... ¯ " ~~ mmt [his: empha~sl :be attached to .Euro~:e. located in the north, wh.~c.h he decl.ares ’ s ...... ~" s" ~ 

so.cmt~e=;, are the only ones that: halve d,emo.n~..trated 
h ~sto r:~ cal mov em.en t:.,., a I though in a l.imi fed ~o rm.,: stance onl                          ~.~.Y Egyp...~. = hans have ma d e the 
{ran.~,~.ho~ of the huma~, mi:nd :from :~=t:s Eastern to":s~.~ = "~"W~e~,~ter.n’s ..... phases ’:. 

This view is to be found in many other narratr~,es, pa:rticularly in the popular 
literature of the Rider Haggard and Joyce Carv variety, where ...h.e African emer.~es 
as the acted upon rather than as an. actor in the theatre of human h~.stc,~,.. I.t .~s embed- 
ded even in the work o.f some that: cla:~m to be engaged i.n se.rK us. scholarship, It is 
internsring that just a year after the= F ubhcahon of Th:~n£,.s Y~fl~ A.part (in. 1~959), Hugh 

Hege;~.k;n-aype. lecture;;.:= m Oxford repeati..n.g the same 
Hegelian :view of the continent as exh~b,.tmg only da,:.kness prior ~o Eu.r(:,.pe.an 
~.... ~ ... :.. ~. ....                                                                                                                                                                                         , e.nce:, The .h,e.tory of A..[r:,,ca was therefore :only the h~sto:ry o~ Europe in Afr:~ca, for 
darkness could never be the sub]ect of h.~s{ory:~ And the. claim of the cen.tr.ality 
Ch.nst~amt> in the deve!op:ment o!= hk tor:~cal soci, etms was recentl:y reproduced in a 
much,<ited book: by one of Hegel s fo!!owers, .F.ra.nc~s Fukuyama who stat.es~ "the: 

.. .. ~ I ~ ~ 
~ ’~ . ."    . ~ . .. ..... ~.::~ ¯ 

~} The .Hegeha.a image of a.n African:=pc°pie: . . .:. as being., md~stmgu,s.hable... ..................... :[rom nature 
is most msu.~tmg. For what distinguishes human, bem.g.~ ~.s that they establish a con- 
~=.=.ad.~ct:~on betw~n the:msel.ves"~ ~ and :aatu.re~ of ~.h~.=ch.~ they are ..... a :::=part,. and change~~ - .... ’ ,: it 
to thei.r n.:t~ds. They act on na~,re. !t can be the :simplest of act.:..~, like rowing: foods, 

.7 ~" = ..= ~..? .,- ~*:~ ,,    . 
~ ~ ~ ::’" ....... .... .~ -::~...,. ¯ mul.tip!ying seeds if you like, instead of merely collectmg from w~.!d: plants. It can be 





,H:egel s dialectic° If O,ko, nk**o s act i.s an early shot against +the colonial practice, 
" ~Ach ebe’s act is an ea :r ly s h ot a gamst coio real ~s m as a bo ~,~ y of k:n ow led ge~ Cc:mbmed,,: 

:.hi~: w:fiter’s act and that of his hero: resist colomal~;,m a~.:. a mechamsm, for remo:u!d~ : ’ ’ $ ................ 
*: ~ ’ ~ .... ~..) .... :~: ..~...~.. ..... ing {he mind, and they are m3Fortant steps in the c{::n:tmumg, unfolding adventures 

.. decolomzaticn. 

N g:u g_ wa Throng o 

!7. 

Ibid. p. 
Did:,. 
Did,: p~ 

’ . ,,h.~ch: the Ch:r~st!a3n faith has I8=. What: ~s o~:e to do with 7Ethio:p:ia:n a~-~d Eritrea~ societies in. w: ~:~ ..... = ~ ~ 
......... ~,~:rld these are sh.apt~ ct~lturaL polmcaI and eco~omic arra:ngeme~3.ts for :"~ +~:~ ::~ :’:~ 

Ibid, p. 29, pp. 47~9~ 

Ibid. p. 99. 
~bid. p. 93. 
/b~a.. p, ~ Hegel d:.~v:Iares= {hat                                                ,E,:: ,:~~.~gyF. ~ ~ ~ ..... ..... :=.: ’:         , ...... ’*’)~ .... 
deve~o. F~ment; .......... of ...... ~he; .............................. ot:]~er :s{~ieti~ i~ ihi:s :regio]~ i;$ n,ei:Iher Asiatic or :E~ro~m and. as :for {~;e 
............................. {.~ e ...: the cont:~:nent, what he call.;s ~A.~:~ca proper’ i:s :h’~ ’Un~istor:~caL Und:evel.o~t Spirit:,: :stiI:.l ~:~woiv~! i~. 
the co:~.di:tio~s of mere n~.~t~ma,~’ ......... ~ .... ..... ’: :.*=..~=:~[~buL[].~. Th:is wew:’, contim, m to be mp:r{:~{t~.ced" and: one ....... n~d 

d.emonstrate:~ the :no:n A.~:nca,~-            ~ origins o.f Egyptia~ society:. 
" ...... ~~s 7~:~;:::~: :* End ~’~ ..... ~ . ............... ... ....................... ......... . 56~ Franc~;:.: Fukuyama, ......... {g History and The !~st Man. New York, The Fr~ Press,: 1992, p. 

~:, ~ . ~. , ~.*:.,~ G~ W, F,: ................... Hegel, t:ra:ns, A. :V.: Mille:r, .H~gd~. ~ Phe:n0men0t0.W. :~;:~..~. ~:g...~:.: .SpiriL:~. .......... . Oxford:, ~Oxfo:rd University. Press,:..~.. 
:. ~...~ ......... ~ ....................... ~:: ,, ~a~.~ i:9, 9. I~ ~p:a.:ra:~: 1.>~3I, :he discu:s:sm: :the struggle ~or recog~:ition ~bet:w:~ a master and a slave and *’~ .... 

;: ~ .-~ ~:~ .~: ,: ........................................ c:ludes :that it is th.ro:u:gh this ~k:i~d o:~ long4ought s:~mi:ai str’u~le that:: we b~ome histo:rica! 
A.che~% Okonk~o :demo:ns;trate:s the straggles and ;:ontradi;~ti{ms that are the p:i.l~la:rs of ~historical 
development i:~. their fi~e.st fo:rm.~ 

;:~, i ~; .~ .................. 

::~ri~t mark~t by the ri~ o:~ a~uthori:tar~an~ ~potiti.~cs~ :~<~, for: i~’~sta:~c:.e, his A~t:hil~s of the’ 
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The Reaso:~s o~ Mad;~ess 

in the area of questions, or rather respo~ses, arom~d ’the su.bject~ of mad:~ess 
(research, treatment, etc.), ’scientific’ ratio,:~aiity falls back o:,:~ simple causality, 
together with: a co]:~cern ~:or ge~:~eral:ization. Drawn from {he ~pure sc:~.e:~:~ces, these 
ca teg3~¢ies ad mi t~ no exceptio~s, even (and particu:larl y) if {he borderli.nes of ma dness 
touch u~ the b~rdex....s of ra.ti.on~ality:~ The: dinicai experie~ce and rigour of workin:g: 
with ma dn ess may lea d on e to co~:~= ci ud e tha t ot her criteria a:m~ need ed~ The r ation a 
ities at work in t~he treatment of :ma d:~:~:ess (medicaid, :econ omi c, ideoIogica!) are i:n line 
with. habitual cat~egories, ~but the: specific research: area: opened up by each d istu rbed 
pe:rso,~ cha!!e~ges a causality: that: has no se~se or efficacy except in :t:.tr~:e dimensions 
of ho:mogeneous time, orie~:~:te~d fir,ore the past to the fut:t!.Tm~.. The t:ra:n:sfere::.ntial 
par:ticularities of t:he a:~alysis of madness arid trauma demand that we ~critique 
these :pri~ci:pI.es and: describe ways of wo:rki:~:~g with a:noth:er logic, one :that aims 
recover ]:ost facts rather :d~an modifying the discourse that: represen:ts 

.ra ~,ona im es is ........ the core .......... of {}.~.:.e; .,;~s.~.v :choana!.y,. ~ ~c trea m~e~t ............ of mad,~es:s. 
We see madness as a field, of research i:~ :the area: of historical:, po~!iticai a:n:d ha tufa1 
disasters where tt:~.e social bond disintegrates, !angu~a ge slips awa y; the u~:~ima~gi]~ab !e 
hap=pens a~.d tried and tested rationaiit:ies fail.. Faced with~ the irratio~:ality of a 
behaviour or delusiona!: episode, we need 1o find the: ’reason for this un:mason~:, The 
pa{ient is a search.er in: a :disaster area,, looking= for someone= to sha:rie the craziness of 
what: is discowered,= An. analysis of madness more often than: not consisN: of discow 
eri.ng excised: ~ ~ot :repres~d ~ truths fl~at are revealed durin:g a heuristic jou:rn,ey 

’~ ~" ~’~ 
~ 

~ S " taking place over o[ten tu~rbuie~:~t: ............. sessions..... ........................... It :~.~ th.e 
pr~s]ng :e~counter v..,, ~:th d~e rat~(ma I rues car ried by:~. .......... the a naly;.:, t~ emergiag..=     ,.: from s~m~la r 
a~eas o:[ disturba~nce, :bri~:ging to light common: 
invarian;ts. Based o~: a brief cl.inicai exchange with an A.f:rican patienL in: which the 
man who discovered the ~e~quations of quantum mecha,~ics had a role, the author: 
~d.r:aws ............ o~ the work. ....... of Schrcdmger.. wi[h i.[:~,~: :"~ ~:~: ~’~,~.                                   ."’:.:~;=    .              .. 
whe:n we are stmggiing for :mean.in:g.= 

Ngug"i wa Thm:ng o and. N ler,!,: Sable 
Hegeil= in ~African :Literatu~:e: Achebe’s ~Answer 

There are three .l.acets to ~he co.k., real proNct~: a ’practice, a body 
mental :~ .......... ’ ....... ~ . .......................... ~::~:, ti~e result of colomal.~:=,:m: a:s text.,: i:or ~,:u:,,::h a text 
:bolsters the :minds bel:~md~ colonizing pra.ct~ce:,~ :a::n~d: :~:;s ~ :’: ~.:"~~: .~:, ~~ prison house 
for the minds of the: colomze.d~ ~ he bat:tie ~":v’~ :,"a ’~ s ~:,, :’.. "~ ~ ~i 
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Ratmna.!~ties and ~L, ega! Processes Africa 

Taki.:~g: together piace, time and :maturer, it:: :would :be possible :to describe the 
e~:~=coun:ter as com pri sh:~ g a~ least six: mod es: flagility, tem~porality,: acti vity, 
causality and disparity~ The author the~: explores what is meant by a rationality,, and 
discusses t:he encounter bet~ween legal rationalities in :Africa~: The suggestion is that. 
the l.aw exists :i:n Africa on!y ~n the tension between oM and ~ew:, impositions: 
and negotiation; the question a~ issue is the possibiIi:ty of thi::~ki:ng %etween:4wo~, 
reaii{ies:’, the "space~between’~ 

Remi Sonaiya 
Of Cha::nge,, Famished: Roads, and A f:ri,can Dewelopme~{: 

The ;~,.eemmgly retractable eco~:~om~c, ipc h t~cal and soc.~a I =problems o:~ .A.Ir~.ca demand 
~t:~:rgent a ttent:~on from the m teI.l~vtua L o:n the cc ~:~:tme~,~ t~ The challen. ....... .g. e ......... f~;~cl.ng::..: the 
c<~.¢~tment is perce, ived as that of see=:kmg al! Fossible means c4: reasom~:~g~ ~ts way: out 

. 

beI.m.f~:: a:~:d tra~l~tmns. .... wh~:c.h keep:, i:{: bounds.. .......................... in a ~r~g:~.d ~past, ~ncapable.~ of 
ma king t he kind ~ o f fu nda:me~tal, cha n ,es that :~= ormally l.ea.d to de ~ elog~ =mean t,~ Th.i~ 
::~.~.:~ exem:phfm=d by the Y oruba behe:~ :in fa.m~shed road;~ :.~ The hngm~ 
pr:e:<onstrt~cted~ .................... :do.mam~::~ m the: ~: cruba Ian~ua:,eg ..g.: is seen. to be ck.~selv;, .................... trod with 
worl,d,-vmw fo~i:!~ded o7~ pre-determh~atio~=~: !t is a~rgued that the t?=.p~.ca:i .African 
rests ........ ta.:nc~::: to change,..a:~:~d: t:. ............. he b li:nd :p:r... ................................ omo t ion of the ccmmunal 
.~ .~ed to be supplemented ~by a cr~:t~:c,:.1 engagement w:~th trad ~tK.n, esF ec,a!Iy withi~ 

H o,~mr,at Agu e ss y 
Conflict of Ratio~nali|ies: The: DesIiny and Destination of Research on .Africa 

Mm~:y scho!ars say, eve~:~.= demand, tt.~at research on A:ffica sh:ou!d be intensified and 
i:~:~creased:~, lilts desti:~:y is linked to the future of A.frica:ns’ self’awareness and their~ 
radicaI .......... de~ ~ almna tmn,:,~ :: Howeve:r,.~ the current mrect~on ..................... ot some :~:.prolects:.; ..... :g~..:~’~es~*" cause      for 
concern in that: the fun:damenta!= question~ they raise is wheth~er ~what drives them is 
science or a certain unstated but active ideology~ in other wo:rds, has science :become 
a slave to or a ~pseud.on:ym for an ideology? What: are the :motives of researchers, an:d 
what are the structural ccmstrainN framing thdr discourse? 



CHAPTER 7 

A GLOBAL 

AFRICAN STATES’ 

NEPAD PROJECT 

ELITE NEOLIBERAL SETTLEMIENT 

Curreylt 
~ discourses on international political eco~xonw generally coiltend 

that the decade of the 1970s generated sigilificant shifts in economic, ~iltel- 
lectual, and politic~ spheres that continue ~o shape nation~ and global devcl- 
opmcnts. On ~hc cconomic levcl, thesc discourses clam that thc period saw 
~hc emergence of a serious gk~ba] recession characterized by decline in pro- 
duction, high inflation, crisis of profits K~r the majoriw of firms, tcchnological 
dcvclopmcnts, fisc in govcrnment deficits, and massivc layoffs for workcrs. 
Thcsc eco~omic dcvclopmcnts and major cha~gcs in the political landscape 
of major countries in the global North in the late 1970s and early 1980s~thc 
rise of Margarct Thatchcr in the UK, Hclmut Kohl in Gcrman3~ and Ron- 
aid Rcaga~x in the U,~ited States----a,~d intcllectu~ shifts that called ~br the 
dismanfli~g of the global Kcyncsia~ economic fi’amcwork are higt~ighted 
as core ~ctors that nshered iil a ~cw phase of globalization nnderpinned by 
~eolibcral economic disconrse. 

In ~hc context of African countries, analysts argue that these global eco- 
nomic, polific~, and intellectual shifts have had a significant influence on the 
contincnt’s devclopmen~ process. In thc economic realm, for instance, the 
core features of the nco]ibcral cconomic g]ob~ization arc said to have con- 
tribnted to an economic downward spiral i~ most .African cotmt~ics. These 
countries, howcvcr, are ~ot the only o~es that have Faccd major economic 
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crisis, For as John Raplcy has argucd, thc crisis of capital accumulation has 
bccn a core t:caturc of the current phasc of gk~balizadon in all parts of thc 
world (i~plcy 2004). In essence, the onset of this phase of globalization 
markcd thc end of ~he pos>1945 "goldcn agc" of global capitalism, which 
had sccn significant economic growth in the glob~ Nordl and various parts 
of the global South. In Africa, the crisis of postcolo~ capita~sm has been 
charactcfizcd by a sedous economic crisis, cvidcnccd by dcclinc in economic 
surplus, levels off invcstmcnt and savings, inability of AFrican states to meet 
their debt obligatious to public and private lenders, aud fi~ilure of these states 
to maintain what ~2~suf Bangura has tcrmcd as the postcok~nial social con- 
tract (Ihonvbcrc 2000; Bangura 1992).i Thc dcvclopmcnts that cmcrgcd 
globally in the 1970s have, ovcr the years, seen states institute various eco- 
nomic and political strategies as a rcsponse to thc economic conditions and 
contradictions gcncratcd by ncolibcr~ economic strategies. This chapter’s 
objective is to examine the v~ays in wtfich ~i’icau states havc responded to 
ncolibcral gk~balizafion, with a spccific ff)cus on thcir Ncw Partnership for 
Aft’ira’s Devdopmcnt (NEPAD) initiadvc. In the na~n, African states, likc 
other states elsewhere, have not bern bystanders in the cvolutiou of the con- 
temporary phasc of globalization and other gk~bal sNffts that charactcfizc thc 
current global conjuncture. Consequently, the launching of NEI~D dcm- 
oustrates the political agentT of these states. Nonetheless, aud contrary to 
dominant approachcs to the study of Affrica’s political cconomy, it is argucd 
tha~ thcir agency is nonetheless mediated by local arid global factors. 

With respect to the emergence and promotion of the NEIh~ project, 
the chapter’s underlying argument is that its transfk)rmatNe concepts such 
as "ownership, .... parmcrship" notwithstanding, it represents a g]ob~ ditc 
neoliberal settlement aimed at the consolidation of the ncoliberal project in 
Africa. This global elitc comprises local political-economic c]itcs and leading 
actors of what wc have termed elsewhere as the transnafional development his- 
tofic~ bloc (Sa[fle 2008) Mmse members arc powcrfhl institutions of global 
govcrnancc~k)~]d Bank, International Monctarv Fund (IMF), and World 
Trade Organization (~O)~thc dominant states in the world systcm, and 
private capital. The chapter has three secfious. Iu effbrts to contextudize the 
discussion on NEPAD, section onc highlights the ~v~ays in which the constitu- 
tive ideas framing ncolibcr~ economic globa]ization shaped Afiqca’s devclop- 
merit discourse in the pre-NEPM) era. Section avo cfitic~ly examines the 
corc features of the NEPAD initiative, wNlc section thrcc dcmonstratcs thc 
limitations of the initiative as a blueprint for Aft’ira’s political-economic pro- 
cesscs in the coujn ncturc of ncoliberal capitalist strategies. 

CONTEX IALIZING NEPAD: 
GLOBAL NEOL[BERALISM AND THE EMEIIGENCE 

OF A NEW DEVELOPMENT DISCOURSE IN AFRICA 

Over the last two decades, the emergence and cvolution of ncoliberal glo- 
balization has grcady shaped .Africa’s economic and political proccsscs. On 
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thc economic front, this dcvclopmcnt has seen the rise ofa ncw devclopmcnt 
paradigm that borrows hcavily f)om thc constitutive ideas that undcrpin net- 
liberal thought aud practice, such as calls fbr a limited role of the state in the 
economic arena, cuts in social spen~ng, valorization of private capital, and 
the promotion of international f)ee trade. In specific terms, tt~s discourse 
has explaiued Afl’ica’s ecouomic crisis and stagnation as being a rcstflt of the 
state’s exteusivc role in economic affNrs, especially through the expansion 
of pnblicly owued enterprises in the postcolonial period (World Bank 1981, 
37). Other contribnfing thctors to the continent’s economic crisis, as arficn.- 
luted by advocates of ncoHberd restructuring, are exteusive trade protection 
measnrcs, such as high tariffs and licensing proccdnrcs, and overvalued cur- 
rcncics. In addition, agricu]mr~ policies, especially the practice of paying 
small-scale producers limited rcturns ff)r their products, and the dcclinc of 
agricnltura] exports in the 1970s, arc also highlighted as contributing ~o eco- 
nomic s~agnation and crisis. The expenditure pattcrns ~)llowcd by postcolo- 
nial govcrnmcnts of providing snbsidics in agriculturc and in social sectors 
such as education and health, and the expansion of the civil scrvicc, arc 
highlightcd as ~actors. 

With thc dsc ofa neolibcral dcvelopmcnt paradigm, and in responsc to thc 
scfious cconomic crisis that camc to a hcad in most Afl’ican countries in the 
late 1970s, Afi’ican states havc, over the last >vo dccadcs, implcmcntcd corc 
clcmcnts ofthc cconomic stratcgics advocated by thc ncolibcral devclopmcnt 
framcwo~k. In line with ncolibcral dcvclopmcnt thought, thcsc states, at 
ous cost ~o many pcoplc, cspccially women and childrcn, havc cut spending 

in various social scctors. In the health scctor, ff)r instance, ncolibcral 
that call fbr the introduction of a markct-bascd approach to hcalth service 
provisiou havc resulted in increases in health costs-------a process that has, in the 
case of the Democratic Re’public of Congo, seen a decline in women seek- 
ing prenatal care and hospital visits fbr young cNldrcn (Turshcn 1994, 81). 
Ncolibcral economic strategies havc also been implcmcutcd in education, a 
dcvclopmcnt that has fffcilitatcd the deepening of the gender gap that has his-- 
toficdly c~stcd iu this sector (~sikata aud Kcrr 2000).~ Other rcff~rms havc 
included layoff~ of public sector workers in the cffbrt to achicvc what various 
reports ff’om the World Bank on Aff’ica term as the ’~rafiona~zafion" of the 

civil service (World Bank 1981, 1989, 1994).~ 
Pfivatization of publicly owned enterprises is another elemen~ of ncolib- 

cral economic strategies. As African countries entered a period of serious 
economic crisis, their reliance on public enterprises as cngincs of cconomic 
growth camc under heavy criticism by scholars working within the new dcvcl- 
opmcnt paradigm of ncoliberalism and thc international ]ending community 
and i~s lcading institnfions, such as thc %ford Bank and the International 
Monctary Fund. According ~o supporters ofneolibcra] economic stratcgics, 
punic cntc~l)fises wcrc hrgcly responsible fbr the African contincnt’s limited 
dcvelopmcnt and cconomic crisis bccausc thcv were incfflcicnt, crcatcd rcnt- 
sceking opportunities, and stifled thc cntrcpreneufial spidL 
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These core mcasurcs ofncolibcral economic restructuring described above 
were, by thc late 1980s, deemed inadequate for d~c transformation of Afri- 
can economic dcvclopmcnt along modem capitalist ~ncs. Conscqucntl}; by 
the late 1980s, advocates of the ncolibcral dcvclopmcnt paradigm began to 
call ~or rc~)rms in Attica’s political arena. As a World Bank seminar report 
declared in 1989, the economic problems of the continent were also due to 
political practices: "Underlying the litany of Africa’s development problems 
is a crisis of governance... [a] dccp political malaise [thatj stymies action in 
most countries" (World Bank 1989, ~i). The discourse on political refbrms 
Nghlightcd the ]ack of good go~rnancc as a Factor that had led to economic 
crisis, extensive personalized ~orms of rule, human rights abuses, and limited 
f~reign in~cstment, due to an inefficient judiciary that had failed to "protect 
property and enfk)rcc contracts" (WoOd Bank 1989, 9). TNs trcnd, according 
to rids line of thoug[~t, ~so led to high levels of corruption, waste, and lack 
of economic dcvclopment in most of Afiica. Thus, according to ad~ocates of 
good govcrnance~ changes to regime structures wcrc necessary ~r the eco- 
nomic and political recovery of the continent. By the late 1980s, the debate 
on political refbrms had evolved beyond ca~s fbr good governance practices 
to include the promotion of the establishment of multiparD~ democratic 
states. In contrast to their earlier development paradigm, w[~ich supportcd 
the establishment of "developmental dictatorships" in the peripher?¢ their 
new discourse no longer upheld dictators as the ~)undafion fi~r economic 
dcvclopmcnt. Conscqucnfly, multiparty dcmocracy (along with odtcr tcrms 
such as gox~crnance, human fights, and fi’ec markets) in Aft’lea and other 
parts of ~he global South occupied a prominent place in the development 
discourse of d~c international lending communit?" who utilized foreign aid 
as a powerfi~l tool in the push fbr its establishment. Wlfile advocating politi- 
cal reforms as a cornerstone of good governance thc underlying frame of 
the %rofld Bank’s definition of thc lattcr is adoption of ncolibcral economic 
strategies by ,M?ican states: "Good governance includes the creation, protec- 
tion, and cnfbrccmcnt of property fights, without which the scopc for market 
transactions is limited. It includes the provision of a regulatory regime dmt 
works with the market to promote competition. ,M~d it inclu des the propulsion 
of sound macrocconomic policies tha~ create a stable environment ff)r market 
activity. Good governance also means the absence of corruption, whic[~ can 
subvcrt the goals of policy and undermine the legitimacy of the pubEc insti- 
tutions that support markets" (WoOd Bank 2002, 99). 

Wlxilc the glob~ clitc-dri~’cn twin project of promoting market-led capi- 
talism and democracy in ,M?ica in the current phase of globalization contin- 
ued to shape dc~lopmcn~ discourse in Af?’ica and clsewhcre in the global 
Sourly, by dtc late 1990s, this project was increasingly being ch~lcngcd 
fkom vaAous sites. In the main, fbr analysts ofAfi’ica’s de~clopment, the nir- 
vana that advocates of the ncolibcral development model had promised had 
not emerged. Instead, stu@ after study of ~Xashington Consensus policies 
in Africa demonstrated the f:dlure of these policies as a model fk~r equitable 
and democratic dcvclopmcnt. As one analyst has stated, "the anticipation 
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[ccom)mic rccovcry and dcvclopmcnt] provcd to bc false. Balance-of-pay- 
ments gaps were o~cn narrowed, but by less dmn expected and only ~cm- 
porarily. The benefits of reforms were o~en overwhelmed by the c~IEcts of 
advcrsc cxtcrnal shocks-like thc collapse of cxpor~ pdccs. New invcstmcnt 
~ailcd to appcar. Indccd, the dcmand-rcstraint policies encouraged by the 
IMF depressed investment instead of increasing it, and many ~i’ican econo- 
mies confirmed to stagnatc in the 1980s" (Lancastcr 1993, 16). 

The evident ~:dlurc of the ncolibcral development modcl did not dc~cr 
its advocates ~)om claiming that tt~s model had benefited ~i’ican societies, 
espccially thc poor. From the pcrspcctivc of the World Bank, for instance, 
"the poor arc mosdy rural and as prodnccrs, they tend to benefit from agri- 
cultural, trade and exchange rate rc~brms .... As consumers, both the urban 
and the rural poor tcnd to bc hur~ by rising food prices. But adjustmcnt poli- 
cies have seldom had a major impact on food priccs in either the open or the 
parade1 market, which supplies most of the poor" (Bond 2001, 25)) This 
claim contradicts cmpirical cvidcncc from various parts ofAfrica, and thc fact 
d~at most of the IMF riots in the continent, whcd~cr in Zambia, Sudan, or 
Tunisia, emerged ~bllo~qng the NMng of food prices dnc to other Washing-- 
ton Conscnsus policies of currcncy dcva]uation and cutting f~x~d subsidics. 
It is in d~c context of increasing loc~ and global discontent with ncolib- 
cral economic restructuring (notabl}; the anti--g!obalization riots in Seattle, 
among maW othcrs, as discussed by Edward Prcmpeh in Chapter 4 of this 
vo]unac) that ~rican statcs cmcrgcd with the NEI~D initiative that they 
claimed would lead not only to economic recovery but to an ~i’ican Rcnais-- 
sancc charactcrizcd by sustainablc cconomic growth and dcmocratic politics. 
Wc now turn to a discussion of NEPAD. 

P~ESPONSE TO NEOLIBERAL GLOBALIZATION: 
AFRICAN STATES’ NEPAD 

NEPAD cmcrgcd in Octobcr 2001 when .African Presidcnts ]aunchcd it at 
d~c Organization of African Unity (now, Afi’ican Union) meeting in Abuja 
(NEIhRD 2001). Prior to tiffs launch, however, ruing elites had not shared 
this ncw initiative with cifizcns in the various social ~)rmations in Af?’ica. 
These climes, however, especially Thabo Mbcki the current President of South 
Africa, had consulted widely with global North political elites, such as ToW 
Blair, and had prcsentcd a dra~ version of NEPAD (Ncw Af?’ican initiaovc) 
m G8 lcadcrs at d~cir mccting in Genoa in luly 2001. 

The NEPAD iNoativc ondincs what it conccivcs as the origins of~i’ica’s 
undcrdcvck~pmcnt and offcrs an economic and political roadmap gcarcd to 
addrcssing the conOncnt’s perpetual crisis of devclopmcnt and "exclusion in 
a globdising world" (NEP,~ 2001, 1 ). The document higNights tire dcvcl- 
opmcnts as being the sourccs of Africa’s undcrdc~lopmcnt. First, it claims 
d~at the evol udon of the ~vx~rld economic system has resulted in Africa bcing 
relegated to the role of producing primary commodities ~br internaOonal 
markets and as a reserve }br cheap labor. This global division of labor has 
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contributcd greatly to the continent’s economic stagnation since, "of neces- 
sity, [it] has meant d~c droning of Afiqca’s resources rather dmn d~cir use for 
the continent’s development .... Thus~ .~rica rcm~ns the poorest continent 
despite being one ofthc most richly endowed regions of the world" (NEIL~D 
2001, 5), 

Second, the docnmcnt argncs that the nature of colonial economic and 
political structures laid the f~)undafion that would haunt the continent’s devel- 
opment fi)r a long time. The era of European colonialism lcd to the deepen- 
ing of the continent’s integration into the global system, on unequal tcrms~ 
as mainly a produccr ofprimary commodities for thc industrial nccds ofthc 
cokmizing powcrs, and to d~c cstabHshmcnt of weak state structures. In thc 
main, "colo,fialism subverted ~thcrto traditional structures, institutions and 
values or made thcm subscrvicn~ to the economic and political nccds ofthc 
imperial powers. It also retarded the dcvck)pmcnt of an entrepreneurial class, 
as wc~ as a middle class wifl~ sldlls and managerial capacity" (NEPAD 2001~ 
S). Third, postcolonial political and cconomic dcvck)pmcn~s did not usher 
in a ncw period of democratic and sns~aincd economic growth. According 
to NEP~3, "At independence~ virtua~y ~1 the new states were characterised 
by a shortage of skilled profkssionals and a weak capitalis~ class, rcsu ]tin g in a 
weakening of the accumulation process. Post-colonial Afiqca inhcritcd weak 
states and dys~ncfional economies, wtfich were fi~rfl~er aggravated by poor 
]cadcrship, corruption and bad govcrnancc in many countrics. Afi’ica’s expe- 
rience sho~v:s that the rate o~’accumulation in the pos~-colonial pcriod has not 
been sufi~cicn~ to rebu~d societies in the wake ofcolo~fial nndcrdevclopment~ 
or to sustain improvcmcn~ in the standard oflMng .... This has had deleteri- 
ous consequences on d~c political process and led to sustah~ed patronage and 
corruption" (NEI~ 2001, 5-6). 

Four,h, whflc emphasizing the ro]c ofk)cal historical conditions in Facili- 
tating strnctural dcpcndcncy and the emergence of undemocratic and weak 
states~ fl~e document argues that international conditions in the immediate 
postcokmia.I era wcrc no less important, in particular, ’~thc dMsions causcd 
by the Cold %~ar hampcrcd d~c development o~" accountable governments 
across the continent" (NEP.M) 2001, ~). Fifth, cvcn a~er re:enD~ years o~ 
nco]ibcral rcforms, fl~e document declares that ~he fimdamcntal characteris- 
tics of~rican s~atcs rcmain: wcaL nndcrpinncd by corruption and patron- 
age~ and thus "a major constraint on sustainable development" (NEPAD 
2001, ~). According to NEPAD, whi]c thc ncoliberaI economic restructuring 
o~’thc 1980s-90s was mcan~ ~o rcconsdmtc Afi’{can political economics, lead- 
ing them to a dynamic capitalist pafl~, it did not lead to a fimdamental s~5~} 
in the contincnt’s economic s~ruc~urcs ~hus there remains an "urgent nccd 
to implement ~ar-rcaching rcfi)rms [since] .... Structural adjustment pro- 
grammes . . . provided only a partial solnfion. They promoted rcfbrms fl~at 
tended to remove serious pdcc distortions, but gavc inadcquatc attcntion to 
the prov{sion of social services. Conscqucnd3~ only ~kw coun~r{cs managcd 
to actficvc sustainable tfghcr growth nndcr these programmes" (NEPAD 
~00~, ~). 
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Architects of NEPAD do not stop at articulating thc historical dcvclop- 
m cn~s that have gcncratcd obstaclcs ~br thc continent’s devclopmcn~thcy 
are keenly looNng fL~rward and asNng, "What is to bc done)".--to borrow 
a pcrtincnt phrase from Vladimir Lenin. On this f)ont thcy see the current 
phase of globalization as offering an opening no~ only for the continent’s 
economic dcvelopment, but also fi)r it to join and take on an important role 
in the "global body politic." So what is to bc donc for African countfics 
m make a sound transition to capit~ist modcrni~y~ According to NEPAD, 
the measures that are needed to address the continent’s undcrdcvelopment 
encompass rc~)rms in thc cconomic and political arena and the formation 
o~"a new partnership" between African statcs and d~cir global North coun- 
terparts. In the main, the NEP,~) initiative proposes scvcral economic and 
political measures to f~cilitatc not only Africa’s economic rcco~ry but also 
d~c emergence of sustainablc economic growth. Here wc conccntratc on 
fbnr measures. 

A first mcasnrc is a rcthinking of the continent’s intcgraOon into thc world 
economic Wstcm in the contemporary phasc of glob~ization. For African 
ruling elites, ~i’ican countries can benefit fi’om dcvelopments generated by 
neolibcral cconomic globalizafion, such as new ~echnologies and cconomic 
production mcthods. In ordcr ~or rids to happen, thcy argue that the integra- 
tion of:~)ica countries needs to be rethought since, [fistoricall?~ the process 
has generatcd incqualiW bctween the continent and thc industoali zed North. 
In d~cir vie% what is needed is a new integration fi’amework that views 
tt~s process ~)om a global interdependence perspective. Such an approach 
to global economic integration would takc as its s~arting point the reality 
oF "global interdcpcndcncc wid~ regard m production and demand, the 
cnvirom~ental base that sustains the planet, cross.-border migration, [and[ 
a global financial architcctnrc tha~ rcwards good socio-cconomic managc- 
men~" (NEPAD 2001,8). 

A second measure, wNch, in a w~ay, derives ~)om NEPAD’s call ~r an 
intcrdepcndcnce approach to cc(momic globalizarion, is thc redefinition of 
d~c relationship between African statcs and thcir global North counterparts, 
which NEPAD argncs has t~storicdly been markcd by inequaliw duc to the 
global powcr awmmc~ry that has characterized ~he evolution of thc world 
economic systcm. For At~ican states, what is nccdcd is "a ncw partnership" 
bc>vcen ,~)ican countries, the global North, and the leading institutions 
of global governancc, in this respcc~, such a partncrship would require the 
global North "m reverse the decline in ODA flows m Africa and m meet the 
target level of ODA flows equivalent to 0.7 pcr cent of each dcvclopcd coun- 
try’s gross national product (GNP) within an agrccd period" (NEPAD 2001, 
53). Fnrthcr, d~c parmcrship ~vs~Nd involve a more progressive approach to 
addressing development problems generated by thc debt overhang that most 
Afi’ican court,tics Face, by having conntOcs in the global North and multi- 
lateral insOtutions increase "a{d flows [that would] bc used to complement 
~imds released by debt reduction f~r accelerating the fight ag~nst poverD# 
(NEPAD 2001, $4). In addition, ~his new partncrship would seek to address 
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the unequal nature of the contemporary intcrnafional trading systcm by hav- 
ing global North countries admitting goods from Afi’ican countrics to their 
markets and secNng %~orc equitable terms of trade fbr Afi’ican countries 
within the WTO multilateral framework" (NEPAD 2001, 53). Last, but not 
lcast, this partncrship woNd sec ~rican polific~ ditcs working collabora- 
tivcly with their counterparts in the North in ef~brts to push and encourage 
prNatc capital involvement in Afi’ican conntrics with the World Bank and 
other international financi~ institutions playing a central rolc in this proccss 
(NEP.~) 2001, 53-54). 

"I:aking "owncrship" of the dc~lopmcnt proccss by African peoples and 
their leaders is a third mcasure proposed by NEPAD advoca~cs. In this regard, 
NE1L~ declares that a time has come for ,~)icans to be agents of their own 
dcstiny and to %mderstand that dc~lopmcnt is a process of empowcrmcnt 
and self-reliance," which rcquircs that ~ricans "not bc wards o~ bcnew~lcnt 
guardians" but "the architects of their own sustained upliffinent" (NEPAD 
2001,6). This spirit of ownership, arguc African ruling elites, is embodied 
NEPAD, for the initiative "ccntrcs on Afi’ican ownership and management 
of its development process including its relations[tip with the global North." 
For these clitcs, thc NEPAD initiative is a bold turn in thcir dc~1opmcnt 
thought and practice as it rcprcsents their first step in t~ing rcsponsibil- 
iW fi~r the continent’s development. According to them, NEP:~? is their 
pledge, which is ~’bascd on a common vision and a firm and shared convic- 
tion, d~at thcy havc a pressing duty to eradicate poverty and to place their 
countries, both in~vidnally and collectively, on a path of sustainable growth 
and dcvc]opment.., an agcnda ft)r thc renewal ofthc contincnt. The agenda 
is based on national and regional prkmtics and development plans that must 
be prepared through participatory processes invoMng the people" (NEPAD 

A fourth mcasurc is the Peace, Sect~rit)~ DemocraW and Pofiticat 
Initiatives that is aimed at the promotion of dcmocrac}~ good governance, 
and pcacc. While the various componcnts of this initiativc arc all impof 
tan~, here, wc will highlight thc core clcmcnts of the Den~ocraO~ at~d Political 
Go,’ernance I~zitiati,,e since it takes centre stage in the NEI~ fi’amcwork. 
Likc thc transnationai lending communiB~ the architccts of NEPAD claim 
to strongly endorse politic~ rct2)rms that arc undcrpinncd by democratic 
politic~ practices. In tiffs respect, ,~?ican ruling elites claim that they are 
awarc and acknowlcdgc that development will only occur in the contcxt of 
a polific~ framework that cmbraccs "democracy, rcspcct for human rights, 
peace and good governance" (NEI~} 2001, 17). NEP~) also states that 
African lcadcrs plcdgc ’~to respect the global standards of democracy, the corc 
components of which include political pluralism, allowing t%r the existence 
of several political parties and workers’ rations, and f~ir, open and democratic 
elections, pcfiodicaily organised to enable people to choose their Icadcrs 
fi’ccly" (NEPAD 2001, 17). 

According to NEP:~} advocates, embracing global democratic practices 
and other political refk)rms is the only political option fbr African countries, 
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since with the cud of the cold war, the world community will tolerate nothing 
clsc. In d~is rcspcct, they claim tha~ the post-1989 world has sccn the dcfi- 
nifion of core poetical concepts st~ch as "democracy and state legitimacy," 
which must now bc accompanied by a demonstration of good governance, ’~a 
cNturc of human rights and popular participation." With this development, 
Af)ican ruling elites clam that they have instituted political reforms that arc 
widely "recognized by go~rnmcnts across the wofld"~a dc~lopmcnt that, 
according to them, has led kcy players in the world political-economic s?~stcm 
to view ~i’ica through a ncw lens as cvidenced, they claim, by dcvclopments 
such as thc: "The Unitcd Nations Millennium Dcdarafion, adopted in Scp- 
~cmbcr 2000." Thc latter, in their vicw, confirms the global communky’s 
readiness to support Af)ica’s efibrts to address the continent’s nndcrdcvclop-- 
merit and marginalisation (NEPAD 2001, 9). 

NEPAD AS A BLUEPRINT FOR AFRICA’S 
POLITICO-ECONOMiC TRANSEORMATION 

As the preceding discussion indicates, the central message of the proponents 
of NEPAD, both on the continent and outside, is that it provides a blucprint 
for ~rica’s cconomic and polific~ ~ransKmaaation that wil] lead to an "Aftlean 
Renaissa~,ce," characterized by sustainable economic growth and democratic 
political pracficcs. But does the NEPAD initiative provide an cconomic and 
political framework that will facilitate such a renaissance? Does the frame- 
work represent a trans~brmativc~ move in ,~ica’s dcvclopment discourse or a 
consolidation of the contcmporary hcgcmonic neolibcral dcvclopment para- 
digm wkh an indigenous imprin~ The chapter contcnds tha~, as it stands, the 
NEPAD f~amcwork has several limitations as a blueprint for, and explanation 
of; political and economic proccsscs in Afi’ica. Thcsc limitations cmcrge fi’om: 
its undcrcstimation of forces that underpin the global systcm; the ncolibcral 
theory that infbrms NEPAD’s economic f~amcwork; its neglect of the class 
fbundations of Afi’ican statcs; and its narrow dcfinifion of dcmocrac?: 

In terms of Afi’ica’s economic dcvc]opmcnt, NEPAD’s discussion on 
the Nstorical origins of the continent’s underdevclopment illuminates an 
important historical dcvc]opment that has had a grcat influencc on Afri- 
ca’s development and tha~ challcngcs the ahistodc~ ~cndcncics of some of 
the dominant approaches in studies of the continent’s political economy. 
~1~) arguc, as somc analysts do, that thc roots of the contincnt’s cconomic 
stagnation lic in postcolonial patterns of accumulatk)n, especially the nco- 
patfimo~Sal basis of the :~k’ican state, which it is cl~med are the "essential 
operating codcs R)r politics" in thc continent, of?krs only partial insights 
(Bra~ton and Van dc ~;al]c 1997, 63). The ncopatrimoni~ foundations of 
these states have their roots in the evolution of colonial political ccono~V 
whosc hallmarks wcre to limit both thc emergcncc of an independcnt capi- 
talist class not dependent on thc state for its reproduction, and d~c develop- 
ment ofdivcrsified economic structures. NEPAD’s historical approach to the 
question of m~dcrdcvelopmcnt fi~rther challcngcs the hegemonic ncolibcral 
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dcvclopmcJ~t pcrspcctivc, which considers colonialism and other local-global 
structural and political conditions irrelevant to our understanding of,~?ica’s 
so--called development crisis. 

NEP:~}’s fk~rcgrounding of the tfistorical roots of Africa’s development 
crisis leads to its call fbr a rcdfin~ng of the rclations~fip bcBvccn ~)ican 
countries and tt~c global North. As it astutely argues, tiffs relationship has 
bccn marked by incqualit~ with thc global North ~rcing its own dcvclop- 
mcnt visions on AtS"ican countries and supporting an internadon~ cconomic 
architccturc that has continually dccpcncd thc continent’s margin~ization. 

~rhat is nccdcd then, as mcntioncd earlier, is a new t~amework d~at ouflincs 
responsibilities and obligations for AtS’ican and global North states. The call 
fbr % new partncrship" may be all very well and good on paper, but it 
reflects a major dcpartnre fi’om NEI~AD’s grasp of thc profbtmd ways in 
which thc cconomic, political, a~ad ideok)gica] R)m~dafions tha~ undcrpin thc 
world polifical-cco~aomic systcm shapc Africa’s political and cconomic pro- 
ccsses. Af}cr s~ating how At)’ica’s integration into tt~e wood cco~aomic system 
has been marked by "exclnsion," NEPAD’s architects now envision a new 
era whereby the modafitics of global capitalism can be tamed by a civil dia-- 
lognc and "gentlemen’s" agreements be~vcen A~)ican elites and their global 
North counterparts. 

The notion that, at this global conjuncturc, the R~rccs of global capital 
can be persuaded to become partners with A~)’ican states and contribute to 
thc continent’s recovery and development demonstrates the many limita- 
tions and contradictions that pepper the NEI~D initiative. For ins~ancc, 
thc initiative does not explain how thc compctidon d~at has markcd the 
cvolndon of global capitalism would snddcnly not sct strnctnral limits 
Africa’s dcvclopmcnt, and why forccs of global capital would bc willing, 
given their searct~ for expansion and profits, ~o f~cilitatc thc continent’s 
dcvelopmc~at. Global capitalism involvcs competition, not only among local 
firms, but intcrnational ones, a~ad also amo~ag nations. As an carly analyst of 
the rise of global capitalism astntely observed: ~’the dcvclopmcnt of capital-- 
ist production makes it constantly necessary to keep increasing the amount 
of capital l~d ont in a given indnstrial undertaMng, and competition makes 
. . . competition to be ~lt by each individual indnstrial capitalist as external 
coercive laws . . . compels him to kccp constandy extending his capital, in 

ordcr to preserve it, but extend hc cannot except by means of progressive 
accumnlafion" (Marx 1961, 592). Thus, capit~ism, as a mode of produc- 
tion, rcm~ns a spectre of competition that continncs ~o incorporate ~wri- 
ons parts of thc ~v~)fld into the world capitalist economy unevenly and on 
unequal terms. Conscqucnd> the rhetorical offrcc tradc, global village, and 
intcrdependencc norwid~sta~ading, thc proccss condnncs decpcning thc his- 
torical economic dividc be>vccn ~he global North and global South, a realiW 
tha~ is cap~urcd by one of NEPAD’s organic intcllcc~uals, Thabo Mbcki, 
his co~asta~at c~idqnc of thc contemporary global systcm as being markcd by 
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"global aparthcid"--a system that "has pity neither f~)r bcautiffd nature nor 
for living human beings" (Mbcki 2002). 

NEPAD supportcrs’ underestimation of how thc imperatives of global 
capital ~mit the emergence of ~a new partnerstfip" bebvccn ,~rican coun- 
trics and the global North cxtcnds to its claim that a partncrsNp can emergc 
bctwccn At~ican states and institutions of global governance. As mcntioncd 
earlier, these supporters claim that the embrace of market--led dcvclopment 
and good go~rnancc measurcs havc resultcd in institutions of global gov- 
crnancc viewing African countries through a new lcns. But thc empirical 
evidence stemming fi’om the cfIbrts of global South states and civil socic~ 
actors to craft a democratic dialoguc on dcvc]opment as a global and a social 
justice issue with the global North and institutions of glob~ governance 
demonstrate otherwise and m~c the claims of ~i’ican states ring hollox~< A 
few cxamplcs will sufffice hcre. In the last dccadc or so, civil society groups 
have bcc~ i~w>lvcd in a persistent strugglc for the dcmocratization of ]cad- 
ing institutions of global govcrnancc to address what they deem as a scriot~s 
casc of their undcmocratic underpinnings. In addition, thc promotion of 
"unrcgulatcd economic globalization" by these institutions, a proccss that is 
generating deep social dislocations, is another source of discontent be~vcen 
thesc institutions and groups in civil socic~~ (Murphy 2000, 789). It is 
important to note the nature of civil society’s cngagcmcnt with leading inter- 
national institutions varies depending on the institution, the nature of issues 
that frame thc dialogue, and thc global political conjuncture. In the spccif?c 
case of the World Trade Organization’s involvement with transnation~ civil 
socic~ the process has been generated through major critiqt~es by groups in 
transnational civil socicb~ and by intcllecma]s who have highlighted the asym- 
metrical naturc of the international trading regime. From its establishment 
in the imme~ate post-1945 period, tNs regime has served and reflected the 
nccds and intcrcsts of dominant transnational interests drawn maiNy from 
the industrializcd North at the cxpcnsc of countries in the developing world. 
Tiros, contemporary ch~lcnges presented by transnafional civil socieb~ to 
the WTO~from the ministcrial meetings in Singapore and bcyond~havc a 
long history, but the intensity of the undemocratic and unjust nature of rids 
internation~ trading regime has bccn shaped by the nature of the current 
stagc of globa]ization. 

Since i~s inception in 1994, the World Tradc Organization has used an 
inclnsion/cxclnsion stratcg3~ in its im:olvement with transnafional civil soci.- 
cD: The fbunding momcnt of the WTO’s stratcb~~ with transnational civil 
society was in 1996, when the institution issued guidclincs tha~ were to gov- 
ern its relationship with tt~s commuND: As Rordcn Wi~dson’s argues, the six 
guidelines stipulated that, first, thc WTO’s association with non-state actors 
was to bc a~ the "discrcfitm of thc orgarlizatio~, and the latter would only 
be involved in a di~ogue with non-state actors who showed concern" with 
the ccntral issues of the WTO. Second, non-statc actors imzolved in the dia- 
logue had to play an important role in disseminating int~maaation about the 
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WTO; and third, the latter would become more transparent bv making its 
docmnents increasingly available on its Web site. The t2mrd~ guideline spelled 
out specific ways in wtfich the rclafionstfip benveen the W~FO and non--state 
actors would dcvc]op, mainly through the WTO’s organized ’qssuc-spccific 
symposia" (Wilkinson 2005, 163). Fifth, %~O staff who participated 
di~ogucs with non--state actors wotfld do so in a ~pcrsond" capaci~/, and 
the last guideline stipulated that ~undcr no circumstances" would non-state 
actors be engaged in "the work of the %~O or its meetings" (Wilkinson 
2005, 165). The preceding clearly indicates the Hmitcd room ibr maneuver 
ff_)r transitional civil socicD~ actors in their engagement with the WTO. What 
has occurred since the cstab]ishmcn~ of the gNdclincs is that non-sta~c actors 
whose agenda is closer to that of the WTO arc lcgitimizcd and those that 
raise questions arc dclcgitimizcd. 

The other institutions of glob~ governance, the World Bank and the IMF, 
have also increasingly adopted ~hc s~ra~cgy of engaging transnationd civil 
socicbz These t:wo institntions havc been criticized main]y ff)r their ]ack of 
accountability and their endorsement of global polific~-cconomic ncolib- 
truism strategies. In ~crms of representation, tbr example, countries that 
have what Ngairc Woods terms ~hc most "intensive" relationship with ~hcsc 
organizations arc inadequately represented on d~cir executive boards 
2001, 84). In ~hc contex~ of representation in ~hcse avo institutions, Afi’ican 
countries arc the most underrcprcscnted. For example, "The 21 anglophonc 
members of ~hc IMF, 11 of whom havc ~an in~cnsc’ relationship wi~h 
IMF, arc represented by one Exccnfivc Director" (~ix~ds 2001, 85). The 
same countries, including the Seychelles, arc represented by one Executive 
Director at ~hc World BarN. Tiffs power asymmetry has led transnafion~ 
civil socic~ to call ff_)r rc~brms in ~hc structure of these ~vo institutions. The 
IMF and d~c ~)rld Bank have, in the past ~kw years, opened up spaces for 
dialogue wi~h members of transnafional civil socic~ Bo~h institutions have 
made attempts ~o provide inff)rma~ion on their activities and ~o hold bian- 
nual meetings with some members of transnational civil society. While 
cffbrts mark a sig~Sficant dcvelopmen~ givcn ~hc Ns~ory of secrecy in these 
ins~imfions, it would be na?X’c ~o ~Nnk ~hat their practices will become demo- 
cratic in d~c near ~turc. As Ngairc %roods declares, even with recent devel- 
opments, non-sta~c actors ’qmvc no~ taken a place as ma)or ~s~akeholdcrs’ in 
the ins~imtions: thcy have no~ acquired control, nor a ~brmal participatory 
role in decision-making" (Woods 2001, 96). 

Moving bcyond the limits of NEPAD’s doctrine calls for the formation 
of a ncw partnership ~br Af)ica’s dc~lopmcnL NEPAD has other limita- 
tions as a blueprint for Afi’ican countries’ polificocconomic development 
along capitalist lines. WtSlc its aims arc to institute measures ~hat would 
rcsuk in the deepening of capitalis~ economic s~ructnrcs in ~hc continent, 
NEPAD’s vision is riddled with contradictions. To begin with, its concep- 
tualization of capitalist transtbrmafion of Afi’ican countries ~alls witNn 
same narrow parameters advocated bv the WasNngton Consensus. The la~- 
tcr deems the transi don of the continent to capitalist economic modernity as 
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inw)lving mcrc]y the introduction of "market incentives" in all the kcy scc- 
~ors of the economy, and limited investment in social sector dcve]opmcnt. 
NEPAD goes even ti~rthcr and claims that what ,~?ican countries need is 
"~:ar--rcaching" neoliberal rctbrms, since S.A2Ps did not go tar enough, espc.- 
cially in the rcstrncturing of the social service sector along market lines. This 
limited view of the capitalist economic development model stems from the 
ahis~orical and rcductionist nature of the ncolibcral theory of development 

d~at frames NEPAD and Washington Consensus dcvclopmcn~ frameworks. 
Such an approach ignores the brutality, social dislocation, structural, and 
historical conditions, such as, "enclosure movcmcnt" (Polanyi 1946) impe- 
rialism and slavery, that h avc markcd the cvolution of capitalist development 
trajectories. Historical cvidcnce of societies undcrgoing capitalist transfor- 
mation demonstrates a radical and brutal dis]ocatkm of core aspccts of social 
life and thc central role o~: states and dominant classcs in this process. Yet 
these ~actors arc ignored by adw)catcs of ncolibcral economic development 
in Africa and elsewhere in their representation of capitalism in a historical, 
bcnign, apolitical and technical terms. As Joscph Sdg]itz, a fi)rmcr stew- 
ard of global neolibcralism at thc %’~orld Bank, states in a forward to Karl 
Polanyi’s seminal text: 

Thc advocates of the ncolibcral ~’ashington conscnsus emphasize that it is gov- 
crnmcnt_ interventions ~hat arc thc sonrcc of thc problcm; ~c key to t_rans- 
fbrma6on is ~gctting prices’ and gctting thc go;~mmcnt out of the economy 
through privatizafion and libcralizafion. In this view, dcvclopmcnt is little morc 
than the accumulation of capital and improvements in the cNcicncy with which 
resources arc alloca~cd----pu rely t_cchnical m alters. This idcolo~/misu ndcrsmnds 
the nature of the transfbrmation itself~a transformation of society; not just of 
thc cconom}~ and a u’ans~)rmation of the economy that is far morc pro~)und 
than their simple prescriptions would suggest. Their perspective rcprcsc~t_s a 
misreading of hist_orB as Pola~yi effectively argues (Stiglitz 200 I, xiv). 

Further, NEPAD’s approach to politico-economic change is deeply rcduc-- 
tionist and leads it, like its Washington Consensus counterpart, to concep- 
tu~ize transition to market--led capitalism as a ui~linear process, leading all 
socictics to the last stage of economic dcvclopmcnt, as Wi Rostow articulated 
almost rift}, years ago in his %tagcs of growth" argumcnt (Rostow 1960). 
Such an approach to political-cconomic changc neglects to acknowlcdgc that 
cven thc transR)rmation to capitalism in thc global North involvcd complex 
social proccsscs that took diffcrcnt trajcctories. Europcan transitions to capi- 
talist economic modernity, ~r instance, took various paths, and wcrc higNy 
mediated processes. ConsequenOB in the context of Ari’ica and clsewherc, it 
would bc ri’nitfi~l to think of thesc proccsscs of social changc as bcing com- 
plex and taking diffkrcnt trajectories, albcit within structural constraints sct 
by local structures and the world Wstcm. As Hcnriquc Cardozo and Enzo 
Falleto have argued, capitalist transff)rmations arc mediated by local class 
structures, cultnral practices, colonial histor> and ofconrsc, the natnrc ofthc 
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global political and economic conjuncture (Cardoso and Faletto 1979). Tak- 
ing such a complex view of politico-economic change will not only historicizc 
~?ica’s dcvdopment trajectories, but also Europe’s and North America’s 
transfbrmation to their own ~brms of capitalism. 

NEI~D’s advocates ~so misrepresent the transtbrmativ¢ potential off the 
social fbrces closely li~cd ~o ~)ican s~atcs. In essence, ttleir claim that Af)i- 
can states arc committed to leading their societies to a ncw era of dcvc]op- 
mcnt marked by equality and "people-centered" development ignores the 
social bases of these sta~cs. TNs approach to Mi’ican states represents them 
as institutions that float abo~ history and class dynamics. In the case of the 
latter, for instance, die class fbundations of the initiative were embedded 
f)om the beginning, fbr the process leading to the adoption of the NEPAD 
fi’amcwo~k was initiatcd and fi’amed bv mcmbcrs of thc continent’s ruling 
dasscs. Throughout the flaming process, For instance, civil society groups 
and other social actors wcre never consulted. Further, like the arctfitects of 
earlier and contemporary hcgcmonic thcories of dcvclopmcnt, modcmiza- 
tion and ncolibcr~ism, respectively, proponents of NEPAD represent ruling 
elites as the bcncvolcnt, and the only, agents and guardians of political and 
economic processes in Afi’ica. 

In the political arena, NEPAD claims, as mentioned earlier, that the 
continent has entered a ncw political age marked by dcmocrac?q respect 
fbr human rights, and search fi~r peace. Yet, from Malawi to Nigeria and 
places in between, Africa’s so-c~lcd democratic regimes have the markings of 
"illiberal" democracies (Zakaria 1997). In the case of Nigeria, the return of 
President Obasanjo to of~cc was characterized by what internal and external 
observers termed as "massive irregularities." Electoral records in the south- 
crn }~vcr State, f~r instance, indicated "a near 100 per cent turnout with 
2.1 million of2.2 million registered ~x~tcrs supporting President Obasanjo," 
a rcsNt that contradicts the k~w turnou~ trend recorded by observers in the 
state; and in Obasanjo’s home region he "won 1,360,170 votes against 
opponent’s 680" (Bond 2004, 18).a Confi’ontcd with questions about the 
legitimacy of the election results, given die irregularities that characterized 
them, not just in Ns home state but in others as xveH, President Obasanjo 
off)red a "cultural" explanation: "Certain communities in this country make 
up their minds to act as one in political matters .... They probably don’t 
have that Nnd of culture in most European countries" (Bond 2004, 18). 
These comments roll offthc tongue of one of the f)amcrs of NEIL&D and a 
self-proclaimed leading t%rcc in die African Renaissance project. The same 
undemocratic trend and return to authoritarian tendencies is also evident 
in Kenya. In 2006, for example, fllcing a major political crisis generated by 
questions surroun~ng his response to corruption in his government with 
the emergence of Githongo’s report, Mwai I~baN’s regime returned to the 
old repressive ways of Kcnyatta and Moi eras. In the middle of the night 
early March, die regime had workers of the media oudcts off 77~e Standard 
Grot¢p attacked by hooded men. During these raids, xvorkers at The 
dard newspapers wcrc ordered to lie down by men carrying AK-47s, who 
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wcnt on to burn newspapers recant fbr delivery thc fbllowing day and arrest 
d~rcc journalists. Yet, the regime’s response through its Internal Security 
Minister, lohn Mictmku, was that "the raids were designed to protect state 
sccuriB~" (BBC Ncws, March 2, 2006; The S*andard, March 3, 2006). 
nadonal and global criticism of this incident and the increasing intolerance 
of independent media and dissent in the conntry, I~b~’s regime responded 
by stating that it was committcd to thc "promotion of responsiblc jour- 
nalism" (BBC News, March 2, 2006)2~ Thc ncoaud~ofitarian tendencies 
the Kcnyan state confirmed in December 2007, as in~cated by the brutal 
rcsponsc of its sccuriD~ apparatus fk)llowing thc questioning by a range of 
social ~)rccs on the validity of the rcsMts of the Dcccmbcr 27 prcsidendal 
vote, givcn the reported irregularities characterizing the process.7 

The class R)undafions of Afi’ican ruling clitcs’ commitment to dcmocrafic 
politics and d~cir disrespect of the popular will is also clearly evident in thcir 
stiptflation in the NEP.~ blueprint that thcy hold each accountable fbr the 
decpcning of dcmocracv and other good govcrnancc practices. According to 
NEI~SD, this is to bc achieved d~rough thc Afiqcan Peer Review Mechanism 
(APILM). Thus f~r, Afi’ican leaders have ignored their mnch.-toutcd 
f)amcwork. The support of Robcrt Mugabc’s autocratic ru]c in Zimbabwe 
by Mbcki and othcr Afi’ican rNing elites demonstrates how rhetorical thcir 
support ~br democracy and respect ~br human fights is. For scver~ years no~ 
Mngabc has consolidated his power in an authoritarian political structure 
d~at has no regard ~)r basic h uman figh ts, lct ~onc thc broader h uman fights 
embodied in second and third generation human rights discourses. Yct, at the 
Commonwcalth Heads of Governmcn~ meeting, Mbcki had no qualms stat- 
ing that the push ~o suspend Zimbabwe from thc Commonwcald~ ~vv~s noth- 
ing bat sheer racism on the part of the leaders of the Wt~te Commonwealth. 
This resorting ~o claims of White Commonwealth racis~ conspiracy ignorcs 
facts pertaining to thc March 2002 presidential elections in Zimbabwe. As 
various observers havc stated, intimidation and other fi)rms of statc.-spon- 
sated tcrror charactcrized thcse elections. According to onc report: "The 
Presidential clcction was marred by a high level of politically mofiva~cd vio- 
lence and intimidation .... Wc were concerned tt~at the legislative f)amcwork 
within which the elections wcrc conductcd, particularly ccrtain provisions of 
d~c Public Order and Sccnfity Act and the General Laws Amendment Act, 
was basically flawed. Limitations on the f)eedom of speech, movcment and of 
association prcvcn~ed the opposition from campaigning freely" (Star [Johan- 
nesburg], March 31, 2002). 

W[file Mugabe continues to deepen iris autocratic rule, iris NEP~) col- 
leagues arc silcnt or, like Mbcki, claim thcv believc in "quict diplomacT." 
2005, t%r instance, Mugabc continued his policy of gross violation of human 
fights by ordering tt~e destruction of homes of the most marginalized com-- 
mtmitics in Harare under his regimc, so-callcd "Operation Murambatsvina- 
Shona or "drive out trash" (Bycrs 2005). But Afi’ican elites have thus Far not 
called ~br political sanctions or a~V artier discip~nary measure, nor havc their 
global ’~partncrs" in devclopmcnt called ~br regimc in Zimbabwc. 
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The cmcrgel~ce of limited fbrms ofdcmocracy is not surprising ifonc takes 
a carc~:ul look at the nature o~" the dcmocracy that is being promoted in thc 
era ofneolibcral economic and po~tic~ globalization. Elites drawn from gov- 
crnmcnt and busincss sectors arc decmcd bv mcmbcrs of the transnational 
dcvc]opmcnt histor~c~ bloc to be the central p~aycrs in the establishment o~" 
democracy in the developing world. As the World Ba~ declared in 1989, "A 
common mistakc is to ig~orc local leadership, of~cn on the grounds that it 
is cxploitativc .... On the contrar> studies show that working with existing 
leaders" (quoted in Sable 2008) yidds better results. The intdlectn~ and 
political origins of the international Icndi~g commm~ity’s democratization 
campaign m~c it clcar that undcrlying the push for pcriphcral democratiza- 
tion is the stabi~zation of the e~sting economic and social system, and hence, 
the intcrcsts of capital at both thc local and international lcvcls (Robinson 
1996; Sable 2008). In addition, like its view ofmarkct economic rcforms, thc 
commu~fi~;’s view of democratization in Afkica and elsc~vherc in the global 
South is not that of a historical and social proccss; rathcr, their idca is that as 
king as there arc k~cal ditcs who arc intcrcstcd in implementing proccdur~ 
democracB liberal democracy can gcncra~y operate (Hn ntington 1991 ). 

Givcn the significant limitations of the cmcrgcnce of % ncw partner- 
ship" fior ~rica’s dcveJopmcnt, and other clcmcnts embodied in the NEI~D 
f)amcwork, what are some of the f~ctors nndcrpin~fing the lattcr~ "lXvo pos- 
sible Factors i~fbrm the cmcrgence and promofi(m of fi’amcwork. To begin 
with, in the current age of ncoJibcral capitalism, the world systcm has set 
structural limits on Af)ican states as f~r as their capital accumulation strate- 
gies arc concerncd. In thc era of ~’disciplinary ncolibcralism" (Gill 2003, 
130-32), vcry few states, cspcciaJly those whosc economic structures arc 
underpim~ed by ~’pctrol--capit~ism" (Watts 199), have room to mancnvcr in 
terms of mapping out economic stratcgies and contai~ing thc hcgemony and 
pressures from the leading statcs in the wood politicabeconomic system. Sec- 
ond, at the politic~ level, the need fbr political legitimacy--givcn the serious 
crisis oflcgitimacT that Africa~ statcs have had to contend with ~i’om thc latc 
1970s due to intern~ and global dcvclopmcnts~has resulted in the major- 
iW of African states adopting neoliberal economic strategies in the hopes of 
accessing intcrnational fi~ancia] flows fi’om i~stitufions such as thc World 
Bank and the International Monetary Fund, and ~i’om dominant states in thc 
North. From the perspective of these states, the era of sceNng development 
paths that di~rgc from the global norm, as epitomized by Julins Nycrcrc or 
Thomas Sankara politicaJ-cconomic projects in an earlier period, is not enter- 
tained in tt~s glob~ conjuncture marked by a neolibcral regime of truth. 

Whilc seeking external legitimacB ruling clitcs have also cngaged in polit- 
ical stratcgics aimed at gaining conscnt and legitimacy at the k~cal level. 
What has emerged in .~rica in the era of neolibcralism and NEPM) stratc- 
gics is that thc Icading lights of African ruling bk~c "talk ]c~i a~d walk fight," 
as Patrick Bond has argued in various works. Mbcki’s scathing critiqucs of 
market-led development---e.g., "The critic~ly important task to end the 
povcrty and underdcvclopmm~t, in which millions of Afi’icans arc trappcd, 
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inside and outside our countr5 cannot bc accomplished by the market, if 
wc were to r~)l]ow the prcscriptions ofneolibcral market idcolo~ wc would 
abandon the masses of our people to permaneut pox~er~; and underdevclop-- 
ment," whi]c referring to himsclfas a Thatchcritc (Mbeki 2003)~cxcmplif~ 
d~c phcnomcnon that Bo~d articulates. In thcir promotion o~ NEPAD, 
Afi’icau ruliug elites and their Northern counterparts embrace La@ Mar- 
garct Thatchcr’s mantra: "Thcrc is no altcrnafivc" to ncolibcra] capitalism. 
Givcn these political and structural realities, Afi’ican states have, through 
NEPM), constructed glob~ capitalist cxpausion as a process that can bc 
civilized through the fi)rging of a partnership with the global North and the 
dominant i~sdtufions of global govcr~a~cc, among other measures oudincd 
in the NEPAD fi’amework. 

At the local level, African states’ cmbracc of global ncoliberalism through 
NEPAD has cnaNcd the reproduction of their lcgitimacy~at least fi)r the 
dominant classes, f:acfions of which have benefited fi’om neolibcral ecouomic 
strategies, such as pfivatization~vcn though thc contincnt continues on 
d~c same economic dowm~ard spiral that marked its prc-NEPAD era. ~qth 
the launclfing ofNEihRD, Af)ican leaders claim that they can dclivcr the long 
awaitcd ’~devclopment cake" sincc thcv "own’" the continent’s dcvelopmcnt 
proccss. Further, d~cy claim that "a new parmcrship" with the global North 
has emerged, since their NEP~) i~Stiativc has bccu endorsed by leaders of 
thc global North, as evidenced bv the enthusiastic support it has rcccNcd 
from ~v~fions nord~crn quartcrs, especially in Canada, under Pdmc ]can 
Chrdticn, the G8 mccfiugs in Gcuoa, the European Union, and in Wash-- 
ington, where onc commcntcr stated, "NEPAD is philosopNcal]y spot-on. 
The U.S. wi]l ~ocus on those emerging markets doing the fight thing in 
terms of private sector de~clopmeut, economic f)eedom aud libcr~" (Bond 
2004, 15).~ How long thc hcgcmony of thc transna0onal elite ncolibcral 
sctdcmcnt will last is diflicnlt to tell ~i~r the rcgimc o~ truth embodicd in 
the NEPAD ~)amework, and other ncoliberal inspired polifical--ecouomic 
projects in thc continent are increasingly contcstcd, as cvidcnccd by social 
mo~cmcnts and organizations linked to the African Social Forum and local 
critical groups in cix~il socie~ (SaNe and Boud, 2009). The abiliw of,~)ican 
statcs to contain thcse movcmcnts, however, cannot be ru.lcd out, given 
what has gone on in Zimbabwc in the last several years, and given the e~t%rts 
in M~¥i to contort critics of the ncolibcraliziug state through the enacting 
ofpm~itive laws (Sahlc, 2006). 

CONCLIJSION 

This chapter has a~tcmptcd to demonstrate the ways in which ~d:rica sta~cs 
have responded to the current phase of globalizatiou. As the discussion 
has indicated, these states have been hcavily involved in the process and 
havoc used d~cir political agency in cf~)rts to reproduce themselves givcn the 
nature of the contemporary global coujuncture. The chapter has also chal-- 
lenged thc claims by African statcs as outlined in the NEPAD initiative and 
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has demonstrated its limitations as a tool fbr Afi’ica’s transfbrmation akmg 
democratic and equitable li~cs. Finally the discusskm has also highlighted 
ho% in very prod)and wa~% die NEPAD initiative represents the recycling 
of the hcgcmonic ncolibcral development and thus offers not a new start for 
the continent, but a deepening ofncoliberal political and economic practices 
in the contingent as advocated by g]obal political and cc(momic c]itcs. 
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Announcement ti~om SAMP 

ANNOUNCEMENT FROM SAMP 

’][’he Southern Afi-ican Migration Programme (SAMP) has l~cenfly released several new publicalions: 

Migration Policy Series 

No. 52: Migration Relnittaa~ces and ’Developmeiff in Lesotho 

No. 53: Migration-Induced HIV and AIDS in Mozambiqne and Swaziland 

No. 54: Medical Xenophobia: Zimbabwean Access to Health Services in Sonth Africa 

No. 55: The Engagement of the Zimbabwean Medical Diaspora 

These papers are available for download at: http:/,’w~’w.queens~.ca/sam~,’sampresot~rces’sam~puNication~~ 
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FW: US to boycott world racism conference at UN 

US to boycott world racism conference at UN- 
By ANITA SNOW 
Associated Press 

L~IITED NATIONS (AP) -- The Obama administration said Wednesday it will 
boycott a world COl~ference against racism being held at U.N headquarters 
in September. 

The United States will not participate in the 10-year cotmnemuratiun uf the 
2001 Wurld Cunference Against Racism because the Durban process "included 
ugly displays uf intolerance and anti-Semitism," Joseph E. Macmanus, 
acting U.S. assistant secretary of state for legislative af[)airs, wrute in 
a letter to Demucratic Sen. Kirsten (iillibrand. 

AP obtained a cupy of the letter, sent Wednesday tu Gillibrand and other 
members of Congress 

(iillibrand welcomed the administratiun’s decisiun. "It is an insult tu 
America that the United Nations has decided to huld the Durban III 
conference in New York just days frum the tenth anniversap)~ uf the 
September 1 lth attacks," the New York senatur said in a release Wednesday. 

"We all witnessed huw extreme anti-Semitic and anti-American voices tuok 
over" the original gathering in South Africa and a follow up conference, 
the senator ~vrute. 

The administratiun’s mnve was alsu lauded by the Conference uf Presidents 
of Major American Jewish Organizatiuns, an umbrella of52 gruups including 
B’nai B’rith Intematiunal, the Anti-Defamation League, the American 
Jewish Cummittee and Hadassah, the Wumen’s Ziunist Organi~tiun uf 
America. 

There was no immediate response to a request sent late Wednesday afternoon 
seeking cormnent from the New York office of the U.N. High Commissioner for 
Human Rights. 

Macmanus’ letter was responding to a letter Gillibrand had sent America’s 
U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice asking her to "send a strong signal" by not 
participating. She also applauded Canada’s earlier decision to boycott the 
event. 

"In December, we voted against the resolution establishing this event 
because the Durban process included ugly displays of intolerance and 
anti-Semitism, and we did not want to see that commemorated," Macmanus 
told the senator. 

He added that in 2009 the U.S. withdrew from the plam~ing of the 
cotfference because it reaffirmed the 2001 Durban Declaration, "which 
unfairly singled out Israel and included language inconsistent with U.S. 
traditions of robust free speech." 

The U.S. and Israel ~valked out of the 2001 World Conference Against Racism 
in the South African city of Durban over a draft resolution that 
criticized Israel and equated Zionism with racism. 

The U.S. and at least seven other countries boycotted the 2009 follow up 
event that the U.N. held in Geneva, citing concerns that Islamic countries 
would demand a denunciation of Israel and insist that all criticism of 
Islam be balmed. 

As for this year’s event, "the United States delegation in New York has 
not been involved in the formal negotiations on the modalities resolution 
or the outcome document and has had a notetaker only in these 
proceedings," the State Department letter said. "We share your concern 
about the Durban commemoration’s timing and venue as just days earlier, we 
will have held solemn ten-year memorials for those murdered in the 
September 11 terrorist attacks." 

The letter said that the United States is "fully committed to upholding 
the human rights of all people and to combating racial discrimination, 
xenophobia, intolerance, and bigotly." 

© 2011 The Associated Press. 
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Introduction 

Since the early 1970s, the international financial architecture formally established in 1944 has been 
nearly destroyed by a combination of termites, sinking foundations, flash fires and earthquakes. 
Choices for reconstructing a new architecture include mere interior design, some exterior 
rehabilitation, full remodeling and demolition. So far no substantive work has begun, so the 
architecture continues to decay, punctuated by extreme shocks that weaken the entire structure. 

The crisis facing the current international financial architecture is profound, by all accounts. 
Consider two views, from the mainstream economics tradition of the International Monetary Fund, 
and then from the political economy tradition: 

The global economy has entered a period of unprecedented turmoil, with the prospect of a 

prolonged economic downturn, heightened financial volatility, and social instability. Weakly 

coordinated macroeconomic policies among major world economies, deficient financial regulation, 

and insufficient commitment to financial stability as a public good have each contributed to the 

current global economic conditions. The world needs a multilateral institution at the center of 

the world economy to help anchor global financial stability. Achieving that aim depends on the 

monitoring of risks, coordinated policy responses, and agreed norms and standards to which all 

countries subscribe. To be effective, the institution requires a strong and respected voice, human 

and financial resources appropriate to its mission, and it must be accountable to its members. It 

must also work closely with other international organizations and standard setters, and provide 

a focal point for discussions on crisis management and the macroeconomics of financial 

regulation. The International Monetary Fund is well placed to be this institution, but it needs a 

re-energized multilateral mandate to reflect the evolution of the world economy and to increase 

its legitimacy and effectiveness in addressing today’s global challenges. Few of the conditions 

outlined above are currently being met, [emphasis added] 

- International Monetary Fund Committee on Governance Reform, March 2009 

It is becoming more apparent by the day that the financial architecture or architectures that 
emerge out of the crisis will be heterogeneous, multi-nodal and will provide for substantially 
greater policy space for developing countries than we have seen in recent decades. That said, 
barring any substantial change in the global political economy it will very much remain the case 
that only some developing countries will be so positioned so as to take advantage of this new 
autonomy. The most difficult policy challenge will be to address the most pressing needs of those 
states that lack the resources, geopolitical power and or inclination to pursue a truly 
developmentalist path. 

- Professor Ilene Grabel, University of Denver, November 2010 

The two views above are distinguished by their divergence on what is required to establish a new 
architecture. First, the mainstream view - from within the IMF as well as through its allies in national 
finance ministries - diagnoses the global financial crisis only in terms of ’weakly coordinated 
macroeconomic policies’ and deficient regulation’. Then, in seeking a solution, the mainstream 
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perspective advocates a larger role for the IMF in rather limited terms: monitoring risk, coordinating 

policy and establishing norms and standards. 

These are functions they have already, yet the IMF was notable for its failure to predict and 

monitor the nature of the crisis (which continues into new terrains of financial destruction including 

the bonds of Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain and Italy), much less to identify the appropriate norms 

and standards or to support a coherent ’anti-cyclical’ policy. During the crisis, much of the South - 

especially Africa - was given rehashed IMF pro-cyclical policy advice, and in the wake of the worst 

manifestations, the IMF has returned to relatively unchanged neoliberal austerity demands for its 

new set of European borrowers. The only genuinely new factor in the 1MF’s repertoire is its flush 
accounts, for in 2008 the Fund was losing large amounts of capital, borrowers and staff. The revival 

of neoliberalism was possible because the IMF did indeed receive a ’re-energized multilateral 

mandate’ in April 2009, in the form of a vast funding increase (said to be more than a trillion dollars 

in real value), and in November 2010 a decision was taken to adjust its voting power (by 6 percent) 

and to shift t~vo board positions (from Europe to emerging markets) - albeit with both to take effect 

only in 2012 - so that IMF Managing Director Dominique Strauss-Kahn could claim a new 

’legitimacy’. In May 2011 he lost this, of course, and French Finance Minister Christine Lagarde’s 

’election’ to an office that apparently has a ’Europeans Only’ sign on it, confirms what some South 

Africans (who remember this sign well) term ’global apartheid’. 

Even if a profound critique can be offered of ’false-flag’ IMF Keynesianism, it can not be denied 

that in search of legitimacy, the IMF’s neoliberal economic managers have permitted increased 

national sovereignty in relation to capital flows. The opportunities to impose both inward and 

outward exchange controls increased after the 1980s-90s liberalization experience did so much 

damage, especially in the 1997-98 and 2008-09 crises, as well as at presenL The main opposition to 

the kind of international financial architecture that would permit currency controls, as an example, 

comes from financiers themselves, as well as their most enthusiastic advocates, professional 

economists. Still by way of introduction, it is useful to consider why the discipline of neoliberal 

economics is in disrepute, even if it remains in power. 

The legitimacy of economists 
An important component in the debate over the new international financial architecture is 
foundational ideology. The revival of neoliberalism notwithstanding the ongoing financial meltdown, 
reflects the strong, residual credibility of economists. The leaders of this profession came to occupy a 
greater power within academia and society since the 1980s, because of their claims to having 
developed ’an all-encompassing, intellectually elegant approach that also gave economists a chance 
to show off their mathematical prowess,’ according to Nobel Prize laureate and Princeton professor 
Paul Krugman. A few economists ’questioned the belief that financial markets can be trusted and 
pointed to the long history of financial crises that had devastating economic consequences. But they 
were swimming against the tide, unable to make much headway against a pervasive and, in 
retrospect, foolish complacencyA Added University of Texas professor ]ames K. Galbraith, 

Leading active members of today’s economics profession.., have formed themselves into a kind of 

Politburo for correct economic thinking... They oppose the most basic, decent and sensible 

reforms, while offering placebos instead. They are always surprised when something untoward 

(like a recession) actually occurs. And when finally they sense that some position cannot be 

sustained, they do not reexamine their ideas. They do not consider the possibility of a flaw in 
logic or theory. Rather, they simply change the subject. No one loses face, in this club, for having 

been wrong2 

The financial markets offered some of the greatest instances of flawed economic reasoning based on 

the ’efficient markets hypothesis’ and a general commitment to liberalization. One high-profile 

economist, Columbia University’s ]agdish Baghwati, argues for trade liberalization but not capital 

liberalization. But most have resisted the necessary move towards reregulation of capital accounts 

on grounds of incorrect economic thinking. 

In contrast, the greatest economist of the 20th century, John Maynard Keynes, had a much deeper 

understanding of intrinsic contradictions within capitalism, and as a result, he opposed the 
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neoliberal (then called ’Treasury View’) commitment to a footloose flow of capital because such a 
policy 

assumes that it is right and desirable to have an equalisation of interest rates in all parts of the 
world. In my view the whole management of the domestic economy depends upon being free to 
have the appropriate interest rate without reference to the rates prevailing in the rest of the world. 
Capital controls is a corollary to this.3 

Keeping in mind the need for capital controls, Keynes advocated an International Currency Union as the 

name for an international financial architecture to be negotiated at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire in 

mid-1944. However, in the arrangement that was arrived at, and that lasted from 1944-71, Keynes 

failed to persuade the dominant US negotiators of the need for a more expansive strategy based on 

penalizing countries with persistent trade surpluses. His defeat atthe Bretton Woods and 1946 

Savannah conferences reportedly left Keynes despondent, and he soon died of a heart attack.4 

Keynes’ most forceful statement of the merits of inward-oriented development in a context of socio- 

political globalization is as follows, from the 1933 Yale Review: 

I sympathise with those who would minimise, rather than with those who would 
maximise, economic entanglement among nations. Ideas, knowledge, science, hospitality, 
travel - these are the things which should of their nature be international. But let goods be 
homespun whenever it is reasonably and conveniently possible and, above all, let finance 
be primarily national.~ 

Given the pre-Keynesian context of both the economics discipline and economic policy-makers, it is 
important to view international financial turmoil historically, and to establish the roots and patterns 
associated with financial crises and the rise and collapse of financial architectures. 

Financial crises and monetary instability, then and now 

Periodic accumulation crises 
A financial crisis typically consummates a period of irrational speculation, in the wake of 
monetary/credit expansion during a structural stagnation (or even decline) in underlying economic 
growth rates, also known as a ’crisis of overaccumulation’.6 Starting with the 1720 South Sea 
Company bubble, panics occurred in financial, commodity or property markets in 1763, 1772, 1793, 
1797, 1799 and 1810. Such panics reflected relatively immature markets, underdeveloped 
institutions, the uneven expansion of financial systems, the gullibility of investors, and systemic 
vulnerability to emotion. Wars and geopolitical conflict were often catalysts. In this earlier era, both 
the Bank of England and City of Amsterdam performed lender-of-last-resort functions. 

As capitalism matured, however, the tendency to generate period financial crises did not wane 
but instead became more acute. There were episodes of stagnation, speculation and crashes from 
1815-48, 1873-96, 1917-48, and 1974-present (the exact beginnings and endings are subject to 
dispute), featuring international financial influences. Such periodic cycles (or ’long waves’) suggest 
that a crescendo of financial turbulence may contribute to economic catharsis and renewed capital 
accumulation. Yet discrete crashes are sometimes insufficient to restore conditions for recovery, 
generating instead ’payment-freeze’ which in turn makes commerce or investment very difficult to 
finance in subsequent years. 

Past cycles were interrupted by severe financial panics - 1{{73, 1882, 1890, 1893; 1920, 1929, 
1931; and various 1980s-90s crises - which did not immediately rej uvenate growth. Instead, it was 
only much more dramatic economic devaluations that laid the basis for a revival of accumulation. 
Within the long-wave of accumulation, there are even more obvious ’Kuznets cycles’ of fifteen years to 
three decades duration witnessed in particular by labour migration patterns and investment in 
buildings, infrastructure and other facets of the built environment, Ultimately, as in the 1929-45 period, 
massive devaluations of both financial and real capital - ’creative destruction’ as Joseph Schumpeter 
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would say (even if war is very uncreative) - are typically required to remove excess capacity, invoke 
technological innovation, and thus begin a new round of accumulation.7 

Before reaching the stage of system-wide devaluation, partial devaluations occur, and 
increasingly, financiers gain the power to direct the austerity process, even when financial markets 
are in chaos. Financial panics have caused enormous economic, social and ecological harm, often to 
firms, workers or entire societies which were innocent of speculation. As contemporary speculator 
George Soros put it, financial markets ’move in a herd-like fashion in both directions. The excess 
always begins with overexpansion, and the correction is always associated with pain.~ The Bretton 
Woods Institutions and US government will often bail out investors and institutions instead of 
assisting the victims of finance. Their propensities to impose austerity and enforce extractive- 
oriented export-led economic strategies are typically justified as necessary for debt repayment, 

Hence the asymmetric liability (or ’moral hazard’) for the enormous costs associated with recent 
and ongoing financial meltdowns is one important reason for the challenge to ’Washington 
Consensus’ economic policy. However, given the adverse power relationships and context of deeper 
economic crisis, elite reforms to the international financial system have failed to address imbalanced 
power; indeed, most mainstream reform proposals amplify banker power. Before exploring why, it is 
useful to locate the development of globalized finance within an understanding of economic crisis. 

lnternational financial architecture and accumulation crises 
Moving to the next step, we can verify the rise and fall of finance during the course of accumulation 

cycles, especially atthe global scale, and hence the ways that the international financial architecture 

was constructed under stress. During four periods - the late 1820s, 1870s, 1930s and 1980s - at least 

one third of all national states fell into effective default on their external debt following an 

unsustainable upswing of borrowing (F(qure 1). With the exception of the 1980s (in which there was a 

significant lag), the onset of global debt crisis was the precursor for the onset of decades-long 

downswings in the Kondratieff cycles, also known as ’long waves’ of accumulation followed by crisis. 

The reason for sustained financial speculation (instead of a full-fledged global crash), was the bailout 

role of the international financial architecture, in which the IMF and World Bank provided debt 

’restructuring" instead of permitting the kinds of national defaults that had been required to 

systemically clear away financial deadwood in earlier epochs, a topic to which we will return. 

Drawing on the world-systems perspective pioneered by Immanuel Wallerstein, Christian Surer 

explains the ’global debt cycle’by way of stages in the long wave, beginning with technological 

innovation and utilising international product cycle theory. At the upswing of a Kondratieff cycle, as 

basic technological innovations are introduced in a labour-intensive and unstandardised manner, both 

the demand for and supply of external financing are typically low, and in any case the residue of 

financial crisis in the previous long-cycle does not permit rapid expansion of credit or other financial 

assets into high-risk investments. As innovations gradually spread, however, peripheral geographical 

areas become more tightly integrated into the world economy, supported by international financial 
networks. However, as the power of innovation-led growth subsides, and as the consumer markets of 

the advanced capitalist countries become saturated, profit rates decline in the core. This pushes waves 

of financial capital into peripheral areas, where instead of achieving balanced accumulation and growth, 

low returns on investment plus a variety of other political and economic constraints inexorably lead to 

sovereign default~ In sum, at the global scale there is a three-stage process characterised by, as Surer 

puts it, ’first, intense core capital exports and corresponding booms in credit raising activity of 

peripheries; second, the occurrence of debt service incapacity among peripheral countries; and third, 

the negotiation of debt settlement agreements between debtors and creditors.~ 

One of the reasons that debt crises took the form they did was the failure of monetary systems to 
retain the integrity required to halt excessive credit creation. The weak anchoring of international 

financial integration, followed by a demooring that signified financial autonomy, can be understood 

in part through considering the prevailing international financial architecture. Columbia University 
monetary specialist Robert Mundell set out a chronology for the international financial architecture 

over two centuries, with distinct periods entailing combinations of monetary bases (Table). 

Simplifying Mundell, in modern economic history, five core strategies were used at various times: 

Gold Standard (pre-1932) 
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Anchored $ Standard (1944-71) 
Flexible Exchange Rates (1973-85) 
Managed Exchange Rates (1985-99) 
Dollar and Euro (1999-present) 

The chaotic architecture’s wobbly add-ons permitted severe slippage, especially with respect to 
financial regulation and currency valuation, and especially as banks and other financial institutions 
internationalized their activities in recent decades. Based upon University of California economist 
Maurice Obstfelfs studies of international financial integration, World Bank researcher Stijn 
Claessens has loosely charted the extent to which the globalization of finance proceeded during the 
last century and a half; with high points of integration reflecting extreme vulnerability in geopolitics 
(1914) and economics (1929, late 2000s) (Fi~qure 2). 

The current period of excessive financial integration began in 1971. It is therefore instructive to 
review how the Bretton Woods system broke down at the outset of a general rise in financial 
turbulence, and how over the subsequent four decades the monetary and financial systems reacted, 
leaving us with the desperate need for a new international financial architecture. 

Episodes of financiaI crisis, 1971-2011 
Over the last four decades, a series of speculative bubbles and panics ensued, reflecting uncontrolled 
financial turbulence. To some extent these were offsetby bailouts, but they generally destroyed more 
than 15 percent of the value of financial assets at stake within a short period of time: the dollar crash 
(1970s), gold and silver turbulence (1970s-80s), Third World debt crisis (1980s), US farmland 
collapse (1980s), energy finance shocks (mid 1980s), crashes of international stock (1987) and 
property (1991-93) markets, the long fall (from 1973-2002) in non-petroleum commodity prices and 
related securities, and after the dot.com crash of 2000-01, vast new devaluations of real estate, 
commodities, financial institutions and exposed sovereign securities in Europe (2007-11). Emerging 
markets offered spectacular examples of financial panic, including Mexico (1995), South Africa 
(1996, 19913 and 2001), SoutheastAsia (1997-98), South Korea (1998), Russia (1998), Brazil and 
Ecuador (early 1999), Argentina (2001-02) and Turkey (2001-03). Other examples of investment 
gambles gone sour included derivatives speculation, exotic stock market positions, and bad bets on 
currency, commodity and interest rate options, futures and swaps, with specific victims covering 
enormous losses. 

Chronologically, we can see how the following dozen moments of fragility reflect systemic global 
financial volatility. Because international policymakers generally reacted with increasing commitments 
to fiscal bailouts, the problems were merely displaced to more extreme levels, as we see presently in 
Europe: 

in 1973, the Bretton Woods agreement on Western countries’ fixed exchange rates - by which 
from 1944-71, an ounce of gold was valued at US$35 and served to anchor other major 
currencies - disintegrated when the US unilaterally ended its payment obligations, representing 
a default of approximately $80 billion, leading the price of gold to rise to $850/ounce within a 
decade, and atthe same time, several Arab countries led the formation of the Oil Producing 
Exporting Countries (OPEC) cartel, which raised the price of petroleum dramatically and in the 
process transferred and centralized inflows from world oil consumers to their New York bank 
accounts (’petrodollars’); 

from 1973, ’los Chicago Boys’ of Milton Friedman - the young Chilean bureaucrats with 
doctorates in economics from the University of Chicago - began to reshape Chile in the wake of 
Augusto Pinochefs coup against the democratically-elected Salvador Allende, representing the 
birth pangs of neoliberalism; 
in 1976, the International Monetary Fund signalled its growing power by forcing austerity on 
Britain at a point where the ruling labor Party was desperate for a loan, even prior to Margaret 
Thatcher’s ascent to power in 1979; 

in 1979 the US Federal Reserve addressed the dollar’s decline and US inflation by dramatically 
raising interest rates, in turn catalyzing a severe recession and the Third World debt crisis, 
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especially in Mexico and Poland in 1982, Argentina in 1984, South Africa in 1985 and Brazil in 
1987 (in the latter case leading to a default that lasted only six months due to intense pressure on 
the Sarnoy government to repay); 
at the same time, the World Bank shifted from project funding to the imposition of structural 
adjustment and sectoral adjustment (supported by the IMF and the ’Paris Club’ cartel of donors), 
in order to assure surpluses would be drawn for the purpose of debt repayment, and in the name 
of making countries more competitive and efficient; 

the overvaluation of the US dollar thanks to the Fed’s high real interest rates was addressed by 
formal agreements between five leading governments that devalued the dollar in 1985 (Louvre 
Accord), but with a 51 percent fall against the yen, led to a 1987 revaluation (Plaza Accord); 
once the Japanese economy overheated during the late 1980s, a stock market crash of 40 percent 
and a serious real estate downturn followed from 1990, and indeed not even negative real 
interest rates could shake Japan from a long-term series of recessions; 

during the late 1980s and early 1990s, Washington adopted a series of financial crisis- 
management techniques - such as the US Treasury’s Baker and Brady Plans - so as to write off 
(with tax breaks) part of the $1.3 trillion in potentially dangerous Third World debt due to the 
New York, London, Frankfurt, Zurich and Tokyo banks which were exposed in Latin America, 
Asia, Africa and Eastern Europe (although notwithstanding the socialization of the banks’ losses, 
debt relief was denied the borrowers); 

in late 1987, crashes in the New York and Chicago financial markets (unprecedented since 1929) 
were immediately averted with a promise of unlimited liquidity by Alan Greenspan’s Federal 
Reserve, a philosophy which in turn allowed the bailout of the Savings and Loan industry and 
various large commercial banks (including Citibank) in the late 1980s notwithstanding a 
recession and serious real estate crash during the early 1990s; 

likewise in 1998, when a New York hedge fund - Long Term Capital Management (founded by 
Nobel Prize-winning financial economists) - was losing billions in bad investments in Russia, the 
New York Fed arranged a bailout, on grounds the world’s financial system was potentially at risk; 

starting with Mexico in late 1994, the US Treasury’s management of the mid- and late 1990s 
’emerging markets’ crises again imposed austerity on the Third World while offering further 
bailouts for investment bankers exposed in various regions and countries - Eastern Europe 
(1996), Thailand (1997), Indonesia (1997), Malaysia (1997), Korea (1998), Russia (1998), South 
Africa (1998, 2001), Brazil (1999), Turkey (2001) and Argentina (2001) - whose hard currency 
reserves were suddenly emptied by runs; and 

in addition to a vastly overinflated US economy (with record trade, capital and budget deficits) 
whose various excesses have occasionally unraveled - as with the dot.com stock market (2000) 
and real estate (2007) bubbles - the two largest Asian societies, China and India, picked up the 
slack in global materials and consumer demand during the 2000s, but not without extreme 
stresses and contradictions that in coming years threaten world finances, geopolitical 
arrangements and environmental sustainability. 

tInderlying factors behind accumulation crisis 
Powerful underlying forces are the main reason for such extreme financialization. Recall that the 

world’s per capita annual GDP increase fell from 3.6 percent during the 1960s, to 2.1 percent during 

the 1970s, to 1.3 percent during the 1980s to 1.1 percent during the 1990s followed by a rise to 2.5 

percent for the first half of the 2000s, but then a crash in absolute terms at the end of the 2000s, 

according to the World Bank (Figure 3). To be sure, the bundle of goods measured over time has 

changed (high technology products enjoyed today were not available in the last century). Yet overall, 

GDP measures are notorious overestimates, especially since environmental degradation became 

more extreme from the mid-1970s, when a ’genuine progress indicator’ went into deficit (Figure 4). 

Related debates unfold over what is mainly a symptom of economic crisis: declines in the 

corporate rate of profit during the 1970s-90s, emanating from the United States. At first glance, the 

after-tax US corporate profit rate appeared to recover from 1984, nearly reaching 1960s-70s highs 

(although it must be said that tax rates were much lower in the recent period). On other hand, 

interest payments remained at record high levels throughout the 1980s-90s. By subtracting real 

(inflation-adjusted) interest expenses we have a better sense of net revenue available to the firm for 
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future investment and accumulation, which remained far lower than earlier periods (Figure 5). 

Furthermore, we can trace, with the help of Gdrard Dumdnil and Dominique Ldvy, the ways that US 
corporations responded to declining manufacturing-sector accumulation. Manufacturing revenues 

were responsible for roughly half of total (before-tax) corporate profits during the quarter-century 

post-war ’Golden Age’, but fell to below 20 percent by the early 2000s. In contrast, profits were soon 

much stronger in the financial sector (rising from the 10-20 percent range during the 1950s-60s, to 

above 30 percentby 2000) and in corporations’ global operations (rising from 4-8 percent to above 

20 percent by 2000) (Figure 5). Dumenil and Levy show that since the 1979 ’Volcker Shock’ 

(dramatic interest rate increases imposed by Paul Volcker) (Figure 6) changed the interest/profit 
calculus, there have been more revenues accruing to capital based in finance than in the non-financial 

sector, to the extent that financiers doubled their asset base in relation to non-financiers during the 

1980s-90s. 

Many such trends continued into the 2000s, with low investment rates (especially after the 

dot.cmn software bubble burst) (Figures 7 and 8), high debt loads and even bankruptcy threats to 

what were once some of the US’ most powerful auto companies. Hence the restoration of profits for 

capital in general disguised the difficulty of extraction of surplus value, leaving most accumulation 

hollow, based increasingly upon financial and commercial activity rather than production. Although 

productivity increased and wage levels fell, profitability was mainly found outside the production 
process, especially in finance (Figures 9-11). Nevertheless, with much lower interest rates, low 

inflation and relatively low unemploy~nent (Figure 12), resulting in steady GDP, a rising stock market 

and recovery from earlier outbreaks of currency volatility (Figure 13), it appeared to many investors 

that the US economy could continue along this trajectory. 

This naivety changed immediately in 2008, as the world economy began what initially appeared 

to be an even worse decline than in 1929-30, in terms of crashed industrial output (Figure 14), trade 

(Figure 19), and stock market valuation (Figure 16). Commodity prices crashed by record amounts 

(Figure 17), and world GDP, industrial production and Foreign Direct Investment levels plummeted 

(Figure 18). The extreme devalorisation and required several major interventions: very rapid 

increases in government debt (Figure 19), dramatic declines in interest rates (Figure 20) and a vast 

inflow of new liquidity from the US Federal Reserve (’Quantitative Easing’ on two occasions) (Figure 

21), which raised global money supply after a break associated with the 2008 crash (Figure 22). 

Volatility associated with ongoing financial processes and minimalist intrastate regulation is 

addressed later, but Harvey’s analyses of spatio-temporal ’fixes’ (not resolutions) and of systems of 

’accumulation by dispossession’, are also appealing as theoretical tools,x° They help explain why 

economic crisis doesn’t automatically generate the sorts of payments-system breakdowns and mass 

unemployment problems witnessed on the main previous conjuncture of overaccumulation, the 

Great Depression. Several obvious variables - the rise in US debt in comparison to the production of 

goods in the US economy, the rise of financial sector debt (in relation to other sectors), the rise of 

profits attributable to financial (not productive) activity, underinvestment and rising inventories - 

were all quite extreme during the 2000s. 

Is there a framework that explains these events? Based on Harvey’s broader theory of historical- 

geographical-materialism, four core arguments emerge about the way financial volatility relates to 

social power and global macroeconomic manage~nent: 

first, the durable late 20th century condition of overaccumulation of capital - as witnessed in 
huge gluts in ~nany markets, declining increases in per capita GDP growth, and falling 

corporate profit rates - was displaced and mitigated (’shifted and stalled’ geographically and 

temporally) at the cost of much more severe tensions and potential market volatility in 

months and years ahead; 

second, the temporary dampening of crisis conditions through increased credit and financial 

market activity has resulted in the expansion of ’fictitious capital’ - especially in real estate 

but other speculative markets based upon trading paper representations of capital 

(’derivatives’) - far beyond the ability of production to meet the paper values; 

third, geographical shifts in production and finance continue to generate economic volatility 

and regional geopolitical tensions, contributing to unevenness in currencies and markets as 

well as pressure to ’combine’ market and non-market spheres of society and nature in search 
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of restored profitability; and 

fourth, capital uses power associated with the two stalling and shifting (temporal and spatial 

displacement) tools above to draw additional surpluses from non-market spheres 

(environmental commons, women’s unpaid labor, indigenous economies), via extra- 

economic kinds of coercions ranging from biopiracy and privatization to deepened reliance 

on unpaid women’s labor for household reproduction in an ever-expanding process of long- 

distance labor migrancy. 

This background gives a better sense of why damage from termites, from sinking foundations, from 

from periodic earthquakes and from uncontained financial fires have not only left the international 

financial architecture on the verge of collapse, but have also wrecked national economies because of 

their excessive reliance upon international financial flows. There are even more severe challenges 

just ahead, however, and the existing architecture is not likely to withstand the rising structural 

pressures that will undermine and potentially even collapse international finance. 

New challenges to the integrity of the financial architecture 

An inadequate architecture for the times 
One of the strongest statements about why the current international financial architecture is 
fundamentally unsound came from the South Centre advisor Yilmaz Aloyuz in 2010: 

There are no effective rules and regulations to bring inherently unstable international 
financial market and capital flows under control. 
There is no multilateral discipline over misguided monetary, financial and exchange rate 
policies in systemically important countries despite their strong adverse international 
spillovers. 
National and international policy makers are preoccupied primarily with resolving crises by 
supporting those who are responsible for these crises, rather than introducing institutional 
arrangements to red uce the likelihood of their recurrence. Through such interventions, they 
are creating more problems than they are solving, and indeed sowing the seeds for future 
difficulties. 11 

These problems have become increasingly evident in 2011, especially in the European debt market. 

There are several specific challenges that emerged as a result of the 1970s destruction of the Bretton 

Woods architecture, and especially since the financial meltdown of 2008, which any new 

international financial architecture would have to tackle: currency imbalances and volatility; fiscal 

deficits and the limits to neo-Keynesianism; US monetary ’quantitative easing’; global and local real 

estate; European national sovereign debt; and US state/municipal debt~ 

The underlying problem, however, remains an imbalance in the real economy. ’As I have been 

saying repeatedly,’ insisted Yale University sociologist Immanuel Wallerstein in January 2011, ’we 
are not in a recession but in a depression.’ In these circumstances, ’politicians look for quick fixes. 

They call for ’austerity,’ which means cutting pensions and education and child care even further.’ 

Wallerstein warns, qChe governments of Russia, India, and South Africa are all facing rumbling 

discontent from large parts of their populations who seemed to have escaped the benefits of 

presumed economic growth.’ He predicts continuing ’sharp rises in the prices of energy, food, and 

water, and thus a struggle for these basic goods, a struggle that could turn deadly.~2 

Financial crisis is also hitting the middle class even in sites such as the United States and Ireland 

considered earlier in the decade to be amongst the world’s leading capitalist success stories. 

Currency volatility will continue, with imbalances in trade and payments still at all-time highs. The 

November G20 meeting in Seoul narrowly avoided a currency war between the US and China, 

because no one would support Washington’s saber-rattling rhetoric. The Obama administration lost 
credibility after Federal Reserve Board (’Fed’) chair Ben Bernanke pushed $600 billion through the 

banks a few days earlier. Yet even Goldman Sachs economists opined that $4 trillion more of this 

’quantitative easing’ would be required to pull the US economy out of its stagnation.13 
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Other N orthern governments are stuck even deeper in the mire. But unlike the US, which has the 

power to print dollars, the central bankers of Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, Spain (the ’PI1GS’) and 
even Belgium and Austria are trapped by Eurozone membership: they can’t run the printing press 

the way Washington does. In many of these countries, riots and political protests confronted 

austerity policies. The recent unrest was also intense in Britain - with its revitalized student 

movement unwilling to accept the extreme Tory-Liberal tuition hikes - and France due to retirees’ 

resistance to longer work-lives. 

Other troubling economic weaknesses are finally being noticed within the alleged world 

’recovery’. US real estate continues to rot, even though Bernanke bought over $1 trillion worth of 

mortgage-backed securities from banks that would have gone belly-up otherwise. Residential 

properties and commercial real estate - especially shopping malls - keep shrinMng in value. One of 

the very few outspoken US politicians, Vermont’s independent socialist Senator Bernie Sanders, 

explained in December, ’After years of stonewalling by the Fed, the American people are finally 

learning the incredible and jaw-dropping details of the Fed’s multitrillion-dollar bailout of Wall 

Street and corporate America. 44 In 2010, it was finally revealed that between March 2008 and May 
2009, Bernanke not only pumped in $3 trillion into the US economy as emergency liquidity, but also 

secretly lent $9 trillion to bail out 1{{ financial institutions deemed ’too big to fail’. Citigroup, Merrill 

Lynch and Morgan Stanley were at such risk that they approached Bernanke for cheap loans on more 
than 100 occasions. Goldman Sachs went {{4 times. It was not only the US taxpayer and all holders of 

dollars who lose in the process. Sanders remarks that ordinary homeowners are victims: ’Banks are 

foreclosing on untold numbers of families who have never missed a payment, because rushing to 

foreclosure generates lucrative fees for the banks, whatever the costs to families and investors,q5 

Moreover, according to leading New York research analyst Meredith Whitney, US municipal and 
state debt has reached $2 trillion: ’Next to housing this is the single most important issue in the US 

and certainly the biggest threat to the US economy. There’s not a doubt on my mind that you will see 

a spate of municipal bond defaults. You can see fifty to a hundred sizeable defaults - more. This will 

amount to hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of defaults. ’Cash outflows from mutual funds that 
hold municipal debt rose in November 2010 to a level higher (-$4.{{ billion) than even recorded in 

October 200{{ (-$4.2 billion). It’s not just Detroit, but also great European cities - Madrid, Florence, 

Barcelona, Lisbon, Naples, Budapest and Istanbul - which are now sinking in debt to the level of junk- 

bond status. 1¢ 
There are also other sources of financial turmoil awaiting: 

more US financial institution failures, including Bank of America (after an anticipated 
WikiLeaks disclosure at some point in 2011), 
other large banks and mortgage companies that acted illegally in the recent wave of millions 
of home foreclosures, 
millions more foreclosures in 2011 that could sink the property market further, 
more ’flash crash’ financial markets incidents (as in May 2010 when the Dow)ones Index 
crashed 700 points within minutes), and 
soaring energy and especially oil prices.17 

These kinds of factors suggest the urgent need to shore up the international financial architecture, 

especially so as to protect low-income countries’ economies from adverse exposure to monetary, 

fiscal and other macroeconomic tsunamis or earthquakes whose Ground Zeros will continue to be the 

US and Europe. A variety of options are on the table, including from the existing institutions, but 

these appear inadequate to the task at hand. 

Ongoing architectural decay 
As in any such system-threating situation, the choices for reconstructing a new architecture include 
mere interior design, some exterior rehabilitation, full remodeling and demolition followed by 
rebuilding. So far, because of insufficient political will, no substantive work (aside from repainting) 
has begun, so the rather anarchic architecture continues to decay, punctuated by extreme shocks that 
weaken the global system. As has often been remarked upon, the same arsonists who set the financial 
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fires remain at the heads of international banks, national governments (especially the US) and 

multilateral institutions (especially the Bretton Woods Institutions). To ask the arsonists for a new, 

fire-proof architecture, is to ask the fox to guard the henhouse. 

In addition to the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in Basel and each country’s central 

bank and finance ministry, there is a dizzying array of institutions involved in the international 

architecture, as it now stands: 

intergovernmental fora representing the leading economic powers (especially the G7 finance 
ministers and G8 heads of state, and their expansion into the G20 group of major 

economies), 

international financial institutions charged with the surveillance of d ifferent aspects of 

domestic and international financial systems (IMF, World Bank, OECD), 

sector-specific international groupings of regulators and supervisors, 

com mittees of central bank experts concerned with market infrastructure and functioning, 

and 

a cross-sectoral international grouping - the Financial Stability Forum - in which national 
authorities, international financial institutions, sector-specific international groupings of 

regulators and supervisors as well as the committees of central bank experts are 

represented. 

Related institutions include multilateral organisations involved with 
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monetary cooperation (Bank for International Settlements); 
liberalisation of financial services (World Trade Organisation); 
financial system stability (Financial Stability Forum); 
counteracting money laundering and terrorism (Financial Action Task Force); 
supervision of financial conglomerates (Joint Forum); 
supervision of international banks (Basle Committee on Banking Supervision); 
supervision of capital markets and securities firms (International Organisation of Securities 
Commissions); 
supervision of insurance intermediaries (International Association of Insurance 
Supervisors); 
integrity of payment and settlement systems (Committee on Payment and Settlement 
Systems); 
operation of market infrastructure (Committee on the global Financial System); 
deposit insurance (International Association of Deposit Insurers); 
corporate governance (OECD); 
accounting standards (International Accounting Standard Board); and 
auditing standards (International Forum of Accountants). 

To illustrate the limitations of those who hold power at present, a typical mainstream perspective on 

fixing the architecture would stress the following: transparency, crisis prevention, flexible exchange 

rates and ongoing capital mobility. Since the 1995 Mexican currency crash, the IMF has permitted a 

slight deviation from orthodoxy in the form of capital controls on incoming flows of funds (e.g. the 

’speedbump’ on portfolio inflows so as to keep them in a given financial market for a minimum 

period). But the general regime of neoliberal financial deregulation and pro-cyclical macroeconomic 

policy remains. 

For example, protection for US consumers from predatory finance was promised in legislation 

sponsored by Senator Christopher Dodd and Representative Barney Frank in 2010, but ultimately 

amounted to a slap-dash paint job on the existing architecture. Aside from the 2008-09 failure of 

several major US institutions and the purchase of their downgraded assets by newly centralized 

private financiers in the wake of US government bailouts of investors, none of the needed 

rehabilitations were made. There was no restructuring of the financial architecture comparable to 
Washington’s early 1930s banking legislation which separated credit from investment and which 

maintained strict geographical controls limiting banks to operations within a single US state. 

Many of the multilateral functions broke down fairly conclusively in 2008-09, when some of the 

world’s largest financial institutions failed as a result. It may be possible to offer a kind of interior 

design strategy to relegitimize the architecture, as was attempted for the IMF at the G20’s April 2009 

meeting in London with substantial added funding and atthe Seoul meeting in October 2010 with a 

minor degree of Board representation (a 6 percent shift in voting power that mainly benefited 

China). But all other indications suggest that elite managers have reached the limits of crisis 

management, both in terms of their analytical ability and their vision for architectural reform. 

Conventional analysis and strategies for architectural repair 
Although the roots are decades old, the most proximate cause of the ongoing international financial crisis 
can be traced to weak United States fi nancial institutions. The 2008 crash of a varieD’ of the main 
investments banks, the two main home mortgage guarantors, the largest insurance company, the largest- 
ever bank to collapse and the Dow Jones itself (which on 29 September 2008 had the biggest-ever fall in 
share prices) was superficially explained by mainstream commentators. Many mention deregulation, 
corruption, greed, feckless borrowing by debt-addicted consumers, or a combination. Joseph Stiglitz 
adds ’ideology, special-interest pressure, populist politics, and sheer incompetence’. Populist 
conservative posturing aside, it is more instructive to consider the view from the financial power 
center, in Washington. Three leading IMF economists - Olivier Blanchard, Jaime Caruana and Reza 
Moghadam - typify what is wrong with the existing managers of global finance. In a 2009 paper for 
the 1MF, ’Initial Lessons of the Crisis; the three addressed what they understood as the deficiencies in 
’regulation, macroeconomic policy and the global architecture for stability’: 
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¯ Causes. At the root of market failure was optimism bred by a long period of high growth, low 
real interest rates and volatility, and policy failures in: 

Financial regulation--which was not equipped to see the risk concentrations and 
flawed incentives behind the financial innovation boom. 

00 Macroeconomic policies--which did not take into account the build-up of systemic 
risks in the financial system and in housing markets. 
Global architecture--where a fragmented surveillance system compounded the 
inability to see growing vulnerabilities and links. 

¯ Lessons. The most basic one is that flawed incentives and interconnections in modern 
financial systems can have huge macroeconomic consequences. These need to be understood 
and tackled as best possible. 

Financial regulation. The perimeter of regulation should be broadened and made more 
flexible, with enough disclosure to determine the systemic importance of institutions 
and the associated degree of needed oversight. A macro-prudential approach to 
regulation and compensation structures should mitigate pro-cyclical effects, promote 
robust market clearing arrangements and accounting rules, raise transparency about 
the nature and location of risks to foster market discipline, and facilitate systemic 
liquidity management. 

oo Macroeconornic policy. Central banks should adopt a broader macro-prudential view, 
taking into account in their decisions asset price movements, credit booms, leverage, 
and the build up of systemic risk. The timing and nature of preemptive policy 
responses to large imbalances and large capital flows needs to be reexamined. 
Global architecture. The fragmentation into silos of expertise needs to be overcome 
and senior policy makers engaged in promoting global stability, including via early 
warning exercises. The case for cooperation is pressing in financial regulation, 
especially the resolution of cross-border banks. A failure to meet the financing and 
insurance needs of crisis-hit countries will worsen vulnerabilities and outcomes. 
Governance reform is key to this agenda.18 

In other words, what the IMF economists are calling for is merely continuing occupation of the 
current architecture, with no major changes aside from more sophisticated residents who can utilize 
existing systems more effectively. Instead of seeing the financial crisis and collapsing architecture as 
indicative of broader financial power and long-term crisis, the IMF economists view the 2008-09 
financial meltdown as the logical outcome of the success of the neoliberal project. Where the 
economists view market failure as a function of ’optimism bred by a long period of high growth, low 
real interest rates and volatility’ during the 2000s, the reality is that the long era of low growth in the 
productive economy of the 1980s-90s was accompanied by high interest rates (the 1979 Volcker 
Shock and sustained positive levels far above the negative real rates of prior years) and then by 
volatility borne of the resulting political power to deregulate global finance. 

A genuinely new architecture focusing on reregulation (not a ’more flexible perimeter’ of 
regulation) and national-scale protection from financial vulnerability would be required to 
accomplish the anti-cyclical policy the economists acknowledge is necessary. There is no way to 
carry off this kind of task within the existing system given the adverse power relations and the lack of 
institutional controls over footloose finance. 

In sum, because the earlier Bretton Woods architecture was torn down during the 1970s, the 
possibilities for national regulation of finance were limited in the 1980s-90s by deregulation (the US 
was most notorious during the Clinton administration), the liberalization of financial markets was 
stressed as a condition for loans by multilateral creditors and for membership in the OECD, and the 
capital controls which had earlier established firewalls between national economies and global 
financial markets were torn down nearly completely. Very little of the prior architecture - which had 
hosted a higher-growth, more balanced and financially far less volatile world economy prior to the 
1970s - remained and thus the IMF economists’ call for ’better’ regulation within the context of the 
deregulated system is incongruous. 
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Post- Washington Consensus reform proposals 
Since the mid-1990s, when the emerging markets crises began in Mexico, the void of reason on 

economics has been so great that even moderate reform efforts in both disciplinary terms (as noted 

in Section 1) and public policy have been foiled. There have been two main sources of advocacy for 

international financial architecture reform within the United Nations system, but neither - the UN 

Conference on Trade and Development (Unctad) or the Commission of Experts of the President of the 

United Nations General Assembly on Reforms of the International Monetary and Financial System 

(known as the Stiglitz Commission) - mustered sufficient clout to achieve their objectives. N or were 

the objectives sufficient to address the foundational problems. 

As Unctad argued, 

The crisis dynamics reflect failures in national and international financial deregulation, 

persistent global imbalances, absence of an international monetary system and deep 

inconsistencies among global trading, financial and monetary policies. Market fundamentalist 

laissez-faire of the last 20 years has dramatically failed the test. Financial deregulation created 

the build-up of huge risky positions whose unwinding has pushed the global economy into a debt 
deflation that can only be countered by government debt inflation. 19 

In other words, it is merely neoliberal public policy that is to blame, and hence ’this systemic failure 

can only be remedied through comprehensive reform and reregulation with a vigorous role by 

Governments working in unison. Contrary to traditional views, Governments are well positioned to 

judge price movements in those markets that are driven by financial speculation and should not 

hesitate to intervene whenever major disequilibria loom.’2° But as for details, Unctad provided quite 

meek notions of reregulation. With regard to the ’speculative bubbles’ in commodity markets, for 
example, ’Regulators need access to more comprehensive trading data in order to be able to 

understand what is moving prices and intervene if certain trades look problematic, while key 

loopholes in regulation need to be closed to ensure that positions on currently unregulated over-the- 

counter markets do not lead to ’excessive speculation’.’’21 Similarly, ~I’he absence of a cooperative 

international system to manage exchange rate fluctuations has facilitated rampant currency 

speculation and increased the global imbalances.’Yet Unctad merely desires that ’Developing 

countries should not be subject to a ’crisis rating’ by the same financial markets which have created 

their trouble.’ And while arguing that ’Multilateral or even global exchange rate arrangements are 

urgently needed to maintain global stability, to avoid the collapse of the international trading system 

and to pre-empt pro-cyclical policies by crisis-stricken countries,’ this is a vague call with no strategic 

orientation for achieving a new international financial architecture. 

The same reversion to orthodoxy was witnessed in Joseph Stiglitz’s )anuary 2009 report on 
’Recommendations for Immediate Action’. The Stiglitz Commission’s brief statement consisted of a 

call to correct market imperfections (for which Stiglitz won the 2001 Nobel Prize) added to national 

Keynesianism. The gaps in the report were striking, especially because Stiglitz had once called for the 

replacement- not relegitimisation/recapitalisation - of the IMF. His report failed to mention ongoing 

IMF austerity conditions. He failed to get the commission to explicitly support capital/exchange 

controls. There were no suggestions for converting bank bailout nationalizations into a genuine 

public utilities. The Jubilee movemenfs projects of debt cancellation, Odious Debt and reparations 

were not mentioned. There were no detailed strategies to address ecological debt and the financing 

implications of climate crisis, or even unregulated hot money centres. There was no attempt at 

commodity price regulation. Instead, Stiglitz’s commission endorsed the tired Doha Agenda. The hard 

work of insulating national economies from international financial volatility was simply not 

advanced by Stiglitz’s group. 

A few weeks later, Stiglitz’s Commission proposed a UN Global Economic Council (with 20-25 

members) with similar status to the UN Security Council, a potential codification of the 620. On the 

other hand, the Commission also proposed a new currency and reserve system that would suffer 

relatively less veto power from the wealthy countries, plus a 1 percent GDP levT to redistribute from 

North to South. 22 However, none of these very minor reforms had any scope for being passed given 

the adverse power relations. 
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Challenges beyond the scope of the existing architecture 
The limits to reform of the existing architecture became obvious in 2007-10, as nmnerous financial 
markets and institutions collapsed. These limits will become even more obvious in coming years 
notwithstanding the alleged global recovery, The most important challenges in the world economy 
cannot be addressed using the strategies available within existing institutions, because those in 
charge have neither the analytical capacity nor political will to properly address them: 

the need to raise global effective demand (albeit in an environmentally more sustainable 
way), given that the IMF and World Bank have permitted only a momentary Keynesianism 
and remain committed to the Washington Consensus austerity and liberalization agendas; 
the need to transcend systemic false optimism about the state of the world economy, as 
revealed not only in repeated wishful thinking by economic forecasters, but also in (;7 and 
620 finance ministers’ communiqu6s; 
the need to re-empower the politically most democratic multilateral institution, the UN, 
whose assessments of international financial architecture reforms (from Monterrey in 2002 
to the 2009 Stiglitz Commission) failed to persuade those with real power to make the 
recommended changes; 
the need to address weaknesses in the banking standards of the Bank for International 
Settlements, whose emphasis on capital adequacy has been repeatedly unveiled as 
inadequate especially in view of derivatives market growth; 
the need to upgrade regional financial and monetary strategies, especially Asian and Latin 
American efforts to intervene in extremely uneven economic relationships; 
the need to redress geopolitical power imbalances in international finance and global 
financial and monetary governance, given the mainly cosmetic shifts accomplished through 
the G20; 
the need to systematize bilateral deal-making, including the Chinese government’s currency 
swaps with various national authorities in other emerging markets, so as to avoid dollar- 
dependency; and 
the need, at the national level, to permit appropriate sovereign defaults and generate 
effective resolution (’workout’)mechanisms (as recently pioneered by Argentina and 
Ecuador), which have notyet reached the critical mass of the ’debtors’ cartel’ advocated by 
courageous leaders of some states (Julius Nyerere in Tanzania and Fidel Castro in Cuba in 
the early 1980s, for example). 

To these ends, a dramatically different approach will be needed, which we can call ’pro-South’ insofar 
as the more foundational reforms to the international financial architecture would simultaneously be 
pro-development and pro-environment. 

Towards a Pro-South International Financial Architecture 

To address the challenges listed above, a new architecture with a pro-South bias is required, so that 
the persistent crises can be addressed with appropriate national insulation, while new institutions 
(such as the Bank of the South) emerge to replace the outgoing neoliberal institutions. Remaking the 
global architecture requires reversing current tendencies towards extractive-oriented, export-led 
growth in which uneven development is amplified by deregulated, free-flowing finance. 

The most appropriate global combination to rebuild this architecture was identified by Keynes in 
the 1930s, but his defeat in the initial 1944-46 Bretton Woods System negotiations meant his 
proposals for an International Currency Union and a ’Bancor’ international currency were not 
implemented. However, because of relatively deglobalized finance and economics during the 1930s, 
national exchange controls were common, and short of an ambitious attempt to build an appropriate 
international financial architecture, could be easily restored. In addition, other controls - e.g. a 
financial transactions tax - can be applied at national level, along with the kinds of banking 
regulations and even nationalizations and mandates for banks to serve as public utilities. A variety of 
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strategies and tactics will be necessary to restore the proper economic balance between the financial 
and the real economies, as well as between the economy and the environment. These are all 
considered in turn. 

Keynes" InternationaI Currency Union 
John Maynard Keynes worried about the inappropriate international financial architecture from the 
early 1920s’ Versailles austerity for germany, through the 1930s when he wrote The General Theory, 
until his death in 1946. The ’Treasury View’ - or what we now consider ’neoliberalism’ and the 
’Washington Consensus’ - was fixated on orthodox strategies. Instead, very new and creative 
approaches would be needed to establish the basis for balanced economic development, he argued. 

In particular, he insisted, countries which export too much for the world economy’s good should 
be compelled to spend - not hoard - the resulting foreign currency reserves, so as to then raise the 
value of their own currency, hence re-establishing equilibrium between economies and preventing 
untenable mismatches of trade and financial relations. In 1941, Keynes proposed an International 
Currency Union, led by an International Clearing Bank, based on: 

a general and collective responsibility, applying to all countries alike, that a country finding itself 
in a creditor position against the rest of the world as a whole should enter into an obligation to 

dispose of this credit balance and not to allow it meanwhile to exercise a contractionist pressure 

against the world economy and, by repercussion, against the economy of the creditor country 

itself, [original emphasis)23 

Accomplishing this coordination is possible, so long as every country (and its central bank) has 

unqualified control over the capital transactions of its residents both outward and inward 
(subject to the obligations of a Surplus Bank), and it shall be entitled to call on the collaboration 
of other member banks to prevent unlicensed movements... The object, and it is a vital object, is 
to have a means of distinguishing (a) between movements of floating funds and genuine new 
investment for developing the world’s resources; and (b) between movements, which will help to 
maintain equilibrium, from surplus countries, to deficiency countries and speculative 
movements or flights out of deficiency countries or from one surplus country to another. There is 
no country which can, in future, safely allow the flight of funds for political reasons or to evade 
domestic taxation or in anticipation of the owner turni ng refugee. Equally, there is no country 
that can safely receive fugitive funds which cannot safely be used for fixed investment and might 
turn it into a deficiency country against its will and contrary to the real facts24 

This would be the ideal-type of international financial architecture for countries to achieve greater 
self-sufficiency and lower their dependence upon environmentally- and socially-destructive export- 
led growth strategies. Since the late 1990s, Keynes’ ideas have been periodically revived. Sir John 
Eatwell and Lance Taylor advocated the establishment of a World Financial Authority.25 Leading post- 
Keynesian economist Paul Davidson proposed an international clearing union providing for capital 
controls.26 The former chief economist of the UN Conference on Trade and Development (Unctad), 
Yilmaz Akyuz, made similar calls.27 Other far-sighted US economists - Jane D’Arista, James Galbraith, 
William Darity and Dean Baker of the Financial Markets Center in Washington - suggested a new 
international public bank and regulatory framework2~ 

In 2007, for example, D’Arista suggested three proposals for rearranging global financial 
regulatory institutional arrangements, to penalise exporters and mitigate processes of financial 
uneven development between countries29 This would work with two other reforms: 

The first proposal puts forward a plan for establishing a public international investment fund 
for emerging markets. Structured as a closed-end mutual fund, this investment vehicle would 
address the problems that have emerged with the extraordinary growth in cross-border 
securities investment transactions in the 1990s. The proposal advocates a role for the public 
sector in managing those problems so that private portfolio investment - now the dominant 
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channel for flows into emerging markets - can promote steady, sustainable growth rather than 
the boom and bust cycles that so far have been its primary contribution. 

The second proposal recommends a new allocation of special drawing rights (SDRs), the 
international reserve asset issued by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Issuing a new 
round of SDRs would provide substantial short-term relief from the debt burdens that 
aggravate imbalances in nations’ access to international liquidity and perpetuate policies 
favoring lower wages, fiscal and monetary austerity and deflation. 

The third proposal articulates an alternative to the privatized, dollar-based international 
monetary system that is a root cause of global instability and market failure. This proposal 
would create an international transactions and payments system managed by a public 
international agency in which cross-border monetary exchanges can be made in each country’s 
own currency. This critical feature would help governments and central banks conduct 
effective economic policies, including countercyclical initiatives, at a national level. Equally 
important, it would allow all countries -- not just a privileged few -- to service external debt 
with wealth generated in their domestic markets. Thus it would help end the unsustainable 
paradigm of export-led growth that now governs the global economy.3° 

The second of the proposals was achieved at the G20 meeting of April 2009, but did not lead to any 
substantive changes in the IMF’s normal pro-cyclical, neoliberal approach, which became especially 
evident in loan and advisory activity in low-income countries.31 

As one component for disincentivizing cross-border financial flows in the spirit of Keynes, the 
idea of International Transaction Taxes has been posed regularly, even gaining the occasional 
support of governments and parliaments such as France and Canada. Whether for ’throwing sand in 
the wheels’ of a speeding financial system, or raising funds for climate mitigation and adaptation (as 
suggested by the UN’s Stiglitz Commission), there are potential applications of the ’Tobin Tax’ now 
gaining increased credibility amongst more serious global reformers. Nobel Prize laureate James Tobin 
had suggested a 0.05-0.50 percent tax on cross-border financial transactions bet~veen major 
countries.~2 Environmental economist Hazel Henderson also advocated the prevention of currency 
’bear raids’ by taxing electronic funds transfers (and requiring a transparent transaction reporting 
system).~ To concerns that money would flee the major countries for off-shore centres (Bahama, 
Jersey, Guernsey, the Cayman Islands, Panama, etc), Tobin Tax advocates insist that any funds flowing 
to or from such sites could be penalised by concerted 68 action.~4 To concerns that the rise of 
derivatives trade and other financial innovations would make a Tobin Tax difficult to apply/~ advocates 
suggest taxing profits orlosses (through a ’contract for differences’ payment mechanism) realised as a 
result of movements of the exchange rate relative to the notional principal amounts traded. In sum, 
logistical hurdles can be overcome. Establishing the European Union’s common currency was, after all, 
a far more difficult technical exercise, yet was accomplished with few problems because there was 
sufficient political will at the time. 

However, the only substantive step in this direction, has been the renewed interest in capital 
controls, especially because of the hot money financial portfolio flows that have been moving into 
emerging markets since 2009. 

National capital controls 
Thanks largely to Keynes (arguing in 1944 against the American negotiating team at Bretton Woods), 
the IMF Articles of Agreement still allow member countries to ’exercise such controls as are necessary 
to regulate international capital movements.’As recently as 1990, 35 countries retained capital 
controls. But from the early 1990s, however, the US Treasury Department led a formidable attack on 
this provision, and not only forced South Korea’s financial doors open as a condition for it joining the 
rich nations club known as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), but 
even attempted to change the IMF Articles of Agreement to ensure that all member states agreed to full 
financial liberalisation. After the 1997-98 Asian crisis, this became more difficult, but the leading 
financial system, in the US, proceeded throughout the late 1990s and 2000s - under both Clinton and 
Bush ad ministration rule - to deregulate to the point that a burst financial bubble in one market (low- 
income housing) could spread like wildfire to the rest of the system, as happened in 2007-08. As a 
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result especially of hot money flows in late 2010, a new round of capital controls were initiated, mainly 
to keep footloose portfolio finance out rather than lock in existing finance. 

Capital and exchange controls have existed as long as there have been forms of money and states. 
These have included controls on foreign and local expatriation of investment income, controls on 
domestic ownership of foreign assets and vice versa, controls on currency convertibility, and 
restrictions on financial flows related to local branches of foreign banks.36 Virtually all countries have 
used capital controls, and even since the 1980s, studies have shown that these controls effectively 
prevented capital flight during financial crises,37 in the process dampening local financial volatility and 
allowing interest rates to be kept at relatively lower levels.38 The IMF listed numerous post-war 
exchange controls in a 1995 survey, just at the point- when Mexico’s crash reawakened interest- that 
the Fund’s own dogmatic opposition to capital controls began to fade.~9 

Following the Mexican peso crisis of 1994-95, the IMF admitted that controls on incoming hot 
money would have been appropriate, butby 1997, US policy-makers had stepped up pressure on all 
countries, through the IMF, to liberalise their capital accounts. In August 1998, Paul Krugman stunned 
the economics profession and policy-makers more generally when he told a seminar in Singapore of his 
switch from advocating classical Washington Consensus crisis-management techniques of high interest 
rates and austerity (’Plan A’), to the ’radical’ notion of exchange and capital controls. ’We tried Plan A,’ 
he told CNBC television. 

But it didn’t work. Then what do you do? It’s hard for the IMF and the US Treasury to 
admit it was wrong and to do something different. But the time has come... We cannot cut 
interest rates because the currency may fall and we can’t get more IMF funds because the 
IMF didn’t have enough. The only possibility I see is imposing capital controls... It’s a dirty 
word, capital controls, but we need them to get out of the bind.4° 

What Krugman was expressing was the dilemma of the so-called ’impossible trinity’ of 
macroeconomics.41 Of three free-market (’open macroeconomic’) objectives - a fixed exchange rate 
(even one pegged to a strong currency, potentially through a Currency 13oard),42 full capital mobility, 
and monetary policy independence - only t~vo (any combination of pairs) can ever be sustained. 
Amongst East Asian countries, the conditions of free capital mobility meant that when the crisis began 
to unfold, either or both monetary policy independence (especially relatively low interest rates) and 
currency values were sacrificed. Krugman argued that in order to restore economic growth to a region 
suffering its worst depression in living memory, domestic interest rates would have to come down. To 
gain the ’policy freedom’ to recover, imposing exchange controls would be necessary. Without exchange 
controls, wrote Krugman, ’the region’s economic policy has become hostage to skittish investors... ’Plan 
B’ is a solution so unfashionable, so stigmatised, that hardly anyone has dared to suggest it. The 
unsayable words are exchange controls.’ 

As practiced throughout modern economic history by many countries, their implementation 
assured both currency-price certainty and affordable interest rates, according to Krugman: 

Exporters were required to sell their foreign-currency earnings to the government at a 
fixed exchange rate; that currency would in turn be sold at the same rate for approved 
payments to foreigners, basically for imports and debt service. Whilst some countries tried 
to make other foreign-exchange transactions illegal, other countries allowed a parallel 
market. Either way, once the system was in place, a country didn’t have to worry that 
cutting interest rates would cause the currency to plunge.4~ 

On 1 September, 1998, Malaysian prime minister Mahathir bin Mohamad applied strong restrictions to 
trading of the Malaysian currency, the ringgit. The measures followed a decline in 1997 GDP growth of 
7.7 percent to a depressionary -6.7 percent in 1998, and a 77 percent crash of the stock market from its 
peak in February 1997 through August 1998.44 Notwithstanding initial hostility from the IMF and 
speculative financial funds, Mahathir’s capital controls were widely praised,4~ at least for having 
accomplished a more effective stabilisation of Malaysia’s economy than witnessed elsewhere in the 
region. As the Asian Wall Street Journal commented, ’the failure of IMF orthodoxy to arrest the 
contagion sweeping through Asia has made ideas like capital controls intellectually respectable again. 
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Policy makers can’t help but notice that China and Taiwan both have capital controls and neither has 

succumbed to the region’s contagion.’46 

The Asian cases suggest that certain technical interventions to lock in capital are feasible and have 

had the desired effect~ But there are a variety of other measures that may also prove useful for 
consideration.47 For example, responding to excessive financial inflows during the 1960s, Germany, the 

Netherlands and Switzerland imposed limits on non-residents’ purchase of local debt securities and on 

their bank deposits. Chile attracted excessive capital inflows and responded during the early 1990s 

with reserve requirements of 30 percent for a one-year period, which represented both an interesbfree 

source of funds for the government, and a penalty tax in the event of early departure; Chile hence 

coined the phrase ’speed bump’ as applied to hot money inflows. A similar tax-based strategy against 

foreign capital was adopted by Brazil in 1994, in the form of levies on Brazilian-based foreign-currency 
bonds issued abroad, on non-resident investment in the stock market, and on non-resident purchases 

of domestic fixed-income investments. A year later, the Czech Republic imposed a tax of 0.25 percent on 

foreign exchange transactions with banks, and limited its banks and companies ability to borrow from 

foreign sources. In the context of the Asian crisis, Unctad’s 1998 Report on Trade and Development 

endorsed a variety of similar capital inflow restrictions: licensing; ceilings on foreign equity 

participation in local firms; official permission for international equity issues; differential regulations 

applying to local and foreign firms regarding establishment and permissible operations and various 
kinds of two-tier markets; a special reserve requirement for liabilities to non-residents; forbidding 

banks to pay interest on deposits of non-residents or requiring a commission on such deposits; taxing 

foreign borrowing (to eliminate the margin between local and foreign interest rates); and requiring 

firms to deposit cash at the central bank amounting to a proportion of their external borrowing. 

The upsurge of interest in capital controls in the last half of 2010 - ’the new normal’ in policy 

terminology - included new actions against speculative inflows by governments in Brazil, Thailand, 

Taiwan, China, South Korea and Indonesia. To illustrate, Thailand placed a 15 percent tax on short- 

term inflows into its bond market, South Korea and Taiwan limited assets accessible to foreign 

capital, and the 50-member UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific endorsed 

capital controls just prior to the 620 meeting in Seoul. 

Still, intent on foiling a global, regional or national-scale restructuring of the international 

financial architecture, the US government continued to disapprove of these controls. As a result, a 

group of reform economists (including Stiglitz, Dani Rodrik and James Galbraith) wrote an open 

letter in November 2010 arguing that, ’Authoritative research recently published by the National 

Bureau of Economic Research, the IMF and elsewhere has found that limits on the inflow of short- 
term capital into developing nations can stem the development of dangerous asset bubbles and 

currency appreciations and generally grant nations more autonomy in monetary policy-making. ’The 
economists warned, however, that, ’many US free trade agreements and bilateral investment treaties 

contain provisions that strictly limit the ability of our trading partners to deploy capital controls. The 

’capital transfers’ provisions of such agreements require governments to permit all transfers relating 

to a covered investment to be made ’freely and without delay into and out of its territory.’ Under 

these agreements, private foreign investors have the power to effectively sue governments in 

international tribunals over alleged violations of these provisions.’ 

The challenge of controlling both incoming and outgoing capital is especially important so as to 

promote economic democracy. In his book Capitalism’s Achilles Heel, Brookings Institution scholar 

Raymond Baker documents ’falsified pricing, haven and secrecy structures and the illicit movement 

of trillions of dollars out of developing and transitional economies... Laundered proceeds of drug 

trafficking, racketeering, corruption and terrorism tag along with other forms of dirty money to 

which the US and Europe extend a welcoming hand.’ Adds John Christensen of the ’Fax Justice 

Network, nearly one third of the value of the annual production in sub-Saharan Africa was taken 

offshore during the late 1990s. Across the world, eight million ’high net-worth individuals’ have 

insulated $11.5 trillion in assets in offshore-financial centres.4~ 

In sum, extreme levels of financial turmoil and capital flight highlight the extent to which exchange 
control liberalization had occurred in the Third World. Ironically, IMF researchers - including the then 

chief economist, Kenneth Rogoff- finally admitted in 2003 that there was severe damage done through 

more than two decades of financial liberalization. Rogoff and his colleagues (Eswar Prasad, Shang-Jin 

Wei and Ayhan Kose) admitted ’sobering’ findings, namely ’evidence that some countries may have 
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experienced greater consumption volatility as a result... Recent crises in some more financially 
integrated countries suggest that financial integration may in fact have increased volatility’.49 These 
conclusions are also conceded by the World Bank, which promoted financial liberalization with a 
vengeance during the 1980s-90s.~° 

Aside from capital controls, the final mode of national protection against the failure of the 
international financial architecture is unilateral debt restructuring, including default. 

National debt strategies to defend against international financial turmoil 
Prior to 2001 when Latin Americans became more active, the most important sovereign defaults were 
Russia’s in August 1998, Brazil’s of 1987 and South Africa’s of 1985. A few small countries with rogue 
regimes or completely bare treasuries also fall into regular default, including Zimbabwe. Others like 
Nigeria occasionally suffer poor foreign exchange management and miss payments, no~withstanding 
large oil-related inflows. To deal with these rare cases which were largely a function of emergency 
inability to pay, Unctad suggested extending to the international scale some form of national 
bankruptcy procedure (along the lines of the US Bankruptcy Code Chapters 9 and 11).~1 

The typical way of addressing the problem of excessive indebtedness for most countries, 
however, was a mild form of ’debt relief’ arranged by the Bretton Woods Institutions and Paris Club 
of major Northern donor governments. The first stage of the 1996 Highly Indebted Poor Countries’ 
initiative (HIPC) was reviewed in 2002 at Monterrey, and after intensive criticism, a year later even 
the World Bank admitted the plan’s shortcomings. The Bank conceded that its staff ’had been too 
optimistic’ about the ability of countries to repay under HIPC, and that projections of export earnings 
were extremely inaccurate, leading to failure by half the H IPC countries to reach their completion 
points,s2 Although 21 countries had been scheduled to have reached HIPC completion point by 2003, 
only eight had passed and received a total cancellation of $8 billion. A few other countries won partial 
relief via the Paris Club ($14 billion) so the grand total of debt relief thanks to the 1996-2003 exercise 
was just $26.13 billion. 

Structural adjustment conditionality - renamed as the Poverty Reduction Strategy Programs - 
continued within debt relief schemes. According to a Norwegian government study of 40 World Bank 
Poverty Reduction Growth Facility loans, ’privatization is a condition in over half... In addition, 10 of 
the programs described in detail the privatization plans of the government, but these were not 
included in the policy conditionalities. That means that in only 7 of the 40 cases did privatization not 
figure as an important element of the PRGF.’~3 

Three years later, itwas clear in the run-up to the 68 summit at Gleneagles that debt payments 
made by Third World countries were unjustifiable. Large mobilizations of British citizens - and Tony 
Blair’s unpopularity because of the lraq War, during an election year - compelled the British 
government to offer some financial concessions so as to appear humanitarian in character. According to 
Alex Wilks of the European Network on Debt and Development: 

British finance minister Gordon Brown said in February 2005 that the G8 meeting in Scotland on 
6-8 luly would be known as the ’100 percent debt relief summit’. Both Tony Blair and George W 
Bush used similar language at their White House press conference on 7 June... In actual fact, the 
official plan may only write off 10 percent of low-income country debt... In order to get what 
little extra money they are eligible for, the governments of developing nations will have to accept 
harsh World Bank and 1MF conditions. This typically means privatization and trade 
liberalization, misconceived policy measures which often harm poorer people and benefit 
international traders.~4 

In contrast, a more generous approach was initially taken in 2006 by Norway, whose government’s 
’Sofia Moria’ manifesto included a mandate that its representatives would 

lead the way in the work to ensure the debt cancellation of the poorest countries" outstanding 

debt in line with the international debt relief initiative. The costs of debt cancellation must not 
resultin a reduction of Norwegian aid, cf. the adopted debt repayment plan. No requirements 

mustbe made for privatisation as a condition for the cancellation of debt. The Government will 
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support the work to set up an international debt settlement court that will hear matters 

concerning illegitimate debt..,ss 

These promises reflected strong lobbying by progressive Norwegian civil society organisations like the 

debt movement Slug and the country’s Attac branch, and a high level of social consciousness about the 

ills of corporate globalization. Subsequent events indicated the potential for at least partial 

implementation of Soria Moria. In October 2006, after many years of discussion, the Norwegian 

government cancelled debt dating to the late 1970s Shipping Export Credit Campaign and in February 

2007, the government cut funding for the World Bank’s water privatization facility in the wake of a 

critical report by two NGOs. But the debt cancellation, while welcome, was not decisive. In late 2006 

there were NOK 4,4 billion in outstanding loans from Norway to the Third World. Of that amount, 
more than two thirds came from the Norwegian Ship Export Campaign during the late 1970s, when 

156 ships were sold for NOK 3.7 billion to 21 countries via the Norwegian Guarantee Institute for 

Export Credits. Within ten years, Gro Harlem Brundtland had determined that the campaign was 

economically unsustainable, benefiting Norway more than the countries, by maintaining its dying 

ship-building industry a bit longer. A further eighteen years later, after vast repayments on the 

illegitimate loans, the following countries still owed for the ships plus interest in arrears: Myanmar, 

NOK 1 579 million; Sierra Leone, NOK 60 million; Sudan, NOK 772 million; Peru, NOK 48 million; 
Ecuador, NOK 225 million; Jamaica, NOK 19 million; and Egypt, NOK 168 million. The cost to the 

Norwegian government of the debt cancellation, it estimates, will be only NOK 577 million between 

2007-21. The major question raised by this opening is whether reparations should be paid by Norway 

to countries which already repaid loans for the ships. Leading debt campaigner John Jones of 

Networkers South North explains: 

If the loans were granted on wrong premises, Norway should follow their logic to go into the 

question of repayment of money gone to serve these loans. In the case of Ecuador more than 
$100 million has been repaid over the years to downpay $24 million. Originally the loan was only 

$59 million. The remaining $35 million has been ’forgiven’ today. Hugo Arias’ alleged claim that 

Norway should return the $100 million is well taken and correct. The original loan was 

misplaced and should be considered as part of internal Norwegian subsidy of shipyards and be 

financed as such. Ecuador is a good example to show the story of debt and debt-payments,s~ 

That means, finally, that the Ecuadoran state-society foreign debt audit in 2007-08 and the 

governmenfs default of December 2008 are decisive moments in moving forward national-level 

reconstruction of a new international financial architecture. 

Conclusion 
As noted above, John Maynard Keynes argued from the bottom up in his attempt to reconstruct the 

international financial architecture for the post-war era: ’the whole management of the domestic 

economy depends upon being free to have the appropriate interest rate without reference to the rates 

prevailing in the rest of the world. Capital controls is a corollary to this.’ The most important change in 

International Monetary Fund thinking in the wake of ongoing systemic crises appears to be its 
endorsement of inward-oriented exchange controls, although as noted from the Malaysian experience, 

it is just as vital to regulate out, yard flows. 

To conclude, we must face up to a formidable challenge: the current balance of forces is terribly 

adverse. The basic barrier is that too many neoconservatives and neoliberals populate the 

multilateral institutions, so that not since 1987 when the Montreal Protocol agreed upon 

chlorofluorocarbon emission reductions, have we seen a serious global governance reform. In areas 

ranging from democratisation of the IFIs and UN Security Council, to climate change, to international 

aid and trade, efforts made to establish cooperative reforms across North and South have profoundly 

failed. The hope for global economic reform top down, seems myopic. Instead, what kinds of 

examples can we find, bottom-up, that correspond to the pressures of global financial volatility, and 

social resistance? 
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One of the world’s leading countries in making bottom-up progress against international 
financial power is Ecuador, especially after calling into question the $3.2 billion in loans that are 
considered formally in default, and buying back other loans from foreign creditors at a deep discount. 
Yet if the analysis above is correct, and if the mandate of economists of the pedigree of Keynes 
remains valid, several challenges remain at national level. These include restoring a local currency 
(hence resuming a national monetary policy) and imposing tighter exchange controls. In relation to a 
rapidly-growing foreign debt mainly owed to China, the challenge will be adjusting from the current 
focus on extractive industries (which consume a disproportionate amount of the national energy 
capacity), especially oil with its climate-destroying implications, in favor of a more integrated 
development strategy that can be funded through Climate Debt payments. These will start to become 
available through the Green Climate Fund in coming months (though at this writing the design 
process is underway) and it is very likely that projects such as the Yasuni National Park will be 
considered deserving of international support~ Until now, countries like Germany and Norway have 
failed to offer grant funding, but that policy stance is likely to change. At present, planning for further 
extractive industries development is based upon a vast hydroelectric scheme with adverse ecological 
and social impacts in the Amazon, mainly financed by China at a very high rate of interest (between 
6.5-7%). Although the economic valuation of such projects can justify the foreign financing under 
optimal conditions, a deeper ecological and social valuation would lead to reconsideration. 

A new global financial architecture would include serious considerations for reform that would 
benefit countries like Ecuador, given their long oppression in world markets. The ability of 
Ecuadoran representatives to make strong arguments on behalf of transformative changes, such as 
those described above, in turn rests upon continued world leadership in questioning inherited debt, 
as well as new commitments by Ecuador’s leadership to a future in which economic, social, cultural 
and environmental ambitions are balanced, so that further engagement with world finance (even if 
largely limited to Beijing) will be done from a standpoint of maximum strength. 
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the heat in Durban 
Durban’s climate is already changing. It 
is a degree hotter than in 1950 and storms 
are more intense but also less predictable 
and less frequent, so periodic droughts are 
more likely. It is also vulnerable to rising sea 
levels and has already experienced a major 
storm surge which swept away coastal roads 
and beach-side buildings. While the city 
is beginning to feel the impacts, it is also 
stoking climate change and is home to some 
world-class polluters. 

Durban’s port is the biggest in Africa and 
the primary route for imported crude oil 
and exported petrochemical products. Big 
industries are concentrated in south Durban. 
Next to the port is the Island View bulk 
chemical storage which contains an extensive 
infrastructure of tanks and pipelines, some 
running inland to Gauteng while others lead 
directly, beneath residential streets, to the 
south Durban refineries - Sapref, jointly 
ownedby Shell and BP, and Engen, controlled 
by Petronas. Between the refineries is the 
massive Mondi paper mill. Another 150 
smoke-stack industries, together with toxic 
dumps and a major sewerage works, are 
located in adj acent areas. 

What is now Durban was once a series of 
interconnected wetlands centred on the 
bay and stretching from the Mgeni to the 
Isipingo River. This was the land of the 
Thuli clan who were moved out as the first 
colonial settlement expanded. With the city 
centre growing up on the north side of the 
bay, Durban’s early industrialists looked to 
the south for flat land close to the port. The 
area was occupied by black people, mostly 
of Indian descent, who were brought to the 
Colony of Natal as indentured labour to 
work on the sugar plantations. Once free of 
indenture, they made their living as market 
gardeners, seine netters and small traders. 
Being excluded from the city’s decision 
making, they were easy targets politically. 

The process got going in the 1930s when 
the all-white Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry lobbied the all-white Durban 

Town Council to zone the entire area for 
industrial development. They also initiated 
planning to segregate people along lines 
of colour. Black people were moved to 
make way for industrial complexes and 
crowded into residential areas close by to 
create a pool of cheap labour. When the 
apartheid government came to power in 
1948, it modelled industrial planning on the 
precedents set by Durban while taking the 
logic of racist planning to new extremes. 

In the process, thousands of black people 
were forcibly removed, restricted and/ 
or resettled in south Durban. The result is 
a patchwork of residential and industrial 
areas located cheek by jowl. The area is 
now nicknamed ’cancer valley’. It has 
a population of close to 300,000 people 
living in the low-income communities of 
Clairwood, Jacobs, Isipingo, Merebank, 
Wentworth, Umlazi and Umbogintwini. The 
Bluff, a white and predominantly working 
class area, also borders the industrial areas. 

Community protest against proposed Eskom 
price hikes - :1.6 February 20:1.0, 

Photo: SDCEA 

These south Durban communities have 
made the city a centre of resistance to the 
state and corporate agendas which are 
leading the world to destruction. They have 
a long history of resistance to polluting 
industries. In 1996, they formed the South 
Durban Community Environmental Alliance 
(SDCEA) to step up their campaign and 



connect with fenceline communities in 
South Africa’s other pollution hotspots. In 
the 2000s, they responded to calls from local 
fishermen and market gardeners to support 
their struggles against dispossession. They 
also linked with struggles across Durban, 
with shack dwellers and street traders and 
with campaigns in defence of democratic 
freedoms. 

SDCEA has long understood the struggle 
against polluting industries as part of the 
struggle against the drivers of climate 
change. People are now also feeling the 
impacts of climate change and it is the 
poorest who are most vulnerable. In 2009, 
SDCEA hosted hearings on climate change 
and poverty to hear people’s own views and 
this was followed by a series of workshops 
and meetings. The first part of this booklet 
draws on the hearings and two climate 
justice workshops held in 2011 to document 
the people’s analysis of the links between 
their local struggles and climate change. 

The second part looks at SDCEA’s response 
to the climate politics of the national state. 
The South African government published a 
green paper on climate policy in late 2010 
and intends publishing a white paper later 
this year. Then, at the end of the year, the 
seventeenth Conference of the Parties 
(COP 17) to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
meets in Durban. SDCEA, together with its 
allies in Climate Justice Now! South Africa 
(CJNSA), is highly critical of these processes 
and has dubbed the COP the Conference of 
the Polluters. 
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Local resistance, gtobal 
significance 

Driving c~imate char~ge 

The port is at the centre of Durban’s 
economy. Over the years its development 
has led to the complete destruction of the 
once extensive mangrove swamps. Infilling 
to make land for quays and storage, railways 
and roads has reduced the bay to a third 
of its original size and the rivers have 
been canalised and diverted. Much of the 
bay is now biologically dead. At the same 
time, people were forced out of the way of 
successive expansion projects. The once 
expansive area of Clairwood is now boxed 
in by the port infrastructure on the one side 
and the southern freeway on the other. 

Many families have lived here for sixty 
years and more and carry a living memory of 
struggle against this piecemeal dispossession 
over several generations. Residents recall the 
significant markers in the process. It started 
around 1936 when the Council put a freeze 
on residential development. Under apartheid 
the urban infrastructure was allowed to decay 
but, in 1986, the Council finally responded 
to community pressure with the promise of a 
structured plan to enable coherent residential 
development. 

The people of Clairwood won a significant 
victory when a sewage system was installed 
to replace the buckets used for sanitation 
but the roads, pavements and street lighting 
were largely neglected. With the transition to 
democracy, they anticipated a real change in 
the process of development. ’Instead, things 
went backwards. A new Council came to 
power but the only difference was the colour 
of the councillors.’ 

The lifting of anti-apartheid sanctions 
coincided with the massive expansion of 
global trade. This trade is dominated by the 
big transnational corporations. They now put 
together products made from components 
produced in many different places - wherever 
is cheapest - and so export goods from one 
part of the corporate empire to another. 
To facilitate this global restructuring of 
production, they demanded quick delivery 

and ships were made ever bigger, faster and 
more energy intensive. By 2007, carbon 
emissions from ships were estimated at up to 
5% of total global emissions - more than the 
whole of Africa. 

Durban’s port capacity was expanded with 
new wharfs, cranes and container yards 
and, most recently, the harbour mouth was 
widened and deepened to take the latest 
generation of big ships. Demand for transport 
inland grew explosively. With rail capacity 
stagnating, the trucking industry expanded 
rapidly to add to South Africa’s carbon 
emissions from transport. They cut costs by 
using local streets for overnight truck stops 
rather than investing in new depots. 

In the language of the City’s planners, 
Clairwood is the ’back of the port’. Local 
people see a process of purposeful neglect. 
The truckers have invaded the narrow 
streets and colonised vacant land owned but 
abandoned by the Council. ’We are woken at 
4am when the trucks start up. The vibration 
shakes us awake - you can hear, see and feel 
them. Crime is not our greatest fear - being 
run over by a truck is.’ They also wash out 
the trucks, some of which carry toxics, and 
the effluent drains from Clairwood into the 
bay. 

This invasion is illegal but the law is not 
enforced. The City says that dealing with 
the problem is ’a process’ but, say residents, 
nothing happens. This is part of a general 
pattern of neglect. The City turns a blind 
eye to illegal waste dumping and to noisy 
workshops operating in contravention of 
zoning regulations. In the environment 
created by neglect, crime thrives. 

Local people are still demanding proper 
planning to restore the residential character 
of the area. This too, says the City, is a 
process. Nothing happens. Residents say that 
’process’ has been turned into distraction. 
The real agenda is to clear the way for a new 
round of industrial modernisation through 
the whole of south Durban. ’If Clairwood 
goes, Austerville, Wentworth, Merebank 
and Isipingo will follow. We need everyone 
to stand together.’ 
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Making the ca~ culture 

Port expansion is also linked with the 
expansion of the Toyota car plant at the other 
end of the south Durban valley. Supported 
by massive subsidies from the Department 
of Trade and Industry, Toyota’s Prospecton 
plant next to Isipingo has been transformed 
from a local to a global manufacturer 
producing 220,000 vehicles a year. A high 
proportion of the components are imported 
while over 60% of the cars are exported. The 
port car terminal capacity has been increased 
five-fold since 1994 to meet Toyota’s needs 
but still imports much more than it exports. 

Cars, of course, burn up the better part of 
the petrol produced at the refineries. It also 
takes a lot of energy to make them and more 
to build the roads surfaced with tar from 
the refineries. In the 20a~ Century, the entire 
urban infrastructure was re-organised for the 
convenience of the minority of people who 
owned cars. Public transport was meanwhile 
run down, making it difficult to get around 
without a car. Durban sold off its bus service 
to Remant Alton in 2003 in what was widely 
regarded as a cheap sweetheart deal. The 

company ran down the service until it finally 
collapsed in 2009. As government itself 
acknowledges, creating a decent public 
transport system for all is essential if we are 
serious about climate change. 

On the fer~celir~e 

In 1946, the development of the airport 
in south Durban resulted in most of the 
surrounding wetland areas being drained. 
In 1954, Mobil built South Africa’s first 
refinery, now the Engen refinery. BP and 
Shell followed with Sapref in 1960. Both 
refineries were built on land that had been 
used by local people for market gardening. 
Engen is right across the road from people’s 
houses in Wentworth while Sapref is just 
a kilometre away, across the Umlaas canal 
from Merebank. 

The Key Points Act, a notorious piece of 

apartheid security legislation, made it illegal 

to publish anything about the refineries. 

Not even the local authorities were allowed 

to know how much pollution the plants 

were pumping out. Permits issued by the 

Department of Environment, which regulated 
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An aerial photograph of the Enger~ plar~t in south DurbaR, 
Photo: groundWork 



Flare from Sapref. 
Photo: groundWork 

only for sulphur dioxide emissions, were 
similarly secret. In fact, the permits were 
mostly written by the industries themselves. 
Engen was allowed 72 tonnes of sulphur 
dioxide a day while Sapref was allowed 
50. Both claimed to operate well below 
their permit levels but, in 2000, it emerged 
that Sapref had cooked its figures. It was in 
fact emitting over its very generous permit 
allowance. 

Under sustained pressure from SDCEA, 
both plants have substantially reduced their 
sulphur emissions. It seems, however, that 
there’s a trick to it. They put the surplus 
sulphur into the heavy diesel used by ships so 
it is emitted at sea. Emissions of other toxics, 
particularly benzene, remain extremely high. 
This is from ’normal’ operating. 

Fires, explosions, gas leaks, spills and 
excessive flaring occur with appalling 
regularity at the petrochemical plants. In 
2001, Sapref spilled between one and two 
million litres of fuel from a pipeline buried 
under a residential street. The spill forced 
the evacuation of local people and marked 
the beginning of a lengthy struggle to make 
Sapref replace its 40-year-old pipes rather 

than just patch them. This was just one of 26 
spills from the Engen and Sapref refineries 
recorded by SDCEA from 2001 to the end 
of 2004. 

2007 was a year of fire. At the Island View 
chemical storage on Durban docks a series of 
explosions ripped through eight tanks which 
burnt through the night of 18 September. The 
air was thick with chemical smoke and fish 
turned up dead in the water a few days later. 
More fires at the refineries, three at Engen 
and one at Sapref, spread fumes and soot 
across the neighbourhood. In 2008 another 
major fire at Engen’s crude-oil feed shut 
down the entire refinery for weeks. 

The City says it has adequate emergency 
plans. SDCEA has repeatedly asked to see 
them but has been refused. People do not 
believe they really exist. ’Incidents and 
accidents - the fires - they call them "acts 
of God". but they are not. There is no 
emergency plan. People don’t know where 
to go when there’s a fire. And the old people 
can’t go anywhere without assistance. So we 
want an emergency plan.’ 

People’s immediate concern is health. 
Government and industry have always 
claimed superior scientific knowledge to 
belittle this concern. The first systematic 
study of health in south Durban confirmed 
that the people were right. Living here 
is likely to blight your life. Respiratory 
diseases like asthma are well above average 
and people who live with pollution do not get 
used to it - they are made more vulnerable to 
it. And the chances of getting cancer are 250 
times higher than normal. Most families have 
lost someone. ’I live with the pollution from 
Engen. I gave birth to a boy in 1993. After 
14 years, he was diagnosed with leukaemia. 
He died on 13 January 2009.’ Leukaemia is 
strongly associated with benzene. 

Expanding 

’We don’t need industrial expansion. We are 
polluted enough already.’ 

Refinery carbon dioxide emissions rise or 
fall pretty much in line with production. 
The one sure way to reduce them is to cut 
production. Since 1990, both refineries have 



In November 2007 a petrol storage tank containing 7 million Iitres of fuel exploded at the Engen Plant. 
It burned for 58 hours. Inset picture shows the remNns of the tank once the fire had burned out, 

Photos: independent Newspapers 

dramatically expanded production capacity 
- Engen from 67 to 150 barrels a day and 
Sapref from 120 to 180 barrels a day. The 
refineries also supply the basic feedstock to 
south Durban’s other chemical industries, 
many of them located at the AECI complex 
in Umbogintwini. 

The latest expansion is driven by 
government’s infrastructure development 
programme. The state-owned corporation 
Transnet is building a high capacity multi- 
product pipeline to carry crude oil to Sasol’s 
Natref refinery and petrol and diesel from 
the Durban refineries to the big Gauteng 
market. It is routed through poor semi-rural 
areas where little resistance was anticipated. 
’They are taking the pipeline through our 
gardens. What will happen when there are 
leaks and explosions? We are sick already. 
Why are they taking it through our area? 
They don’t talk to us, they don’t care about 
us, because we are poor.’ 

In 2010 the new King Shaka International 
airport was opened leaving the old 
airport in south Durban vacant. This was 

long anticipated and in 1998 a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) looked at 
what to do with the land. The Department 
of Trade and Industry pushed for a ’world 
class’ chemicals cluster, supposedly free of 
pollution, to take advantage of feedstock 
from the refineries next door and create 
jobs. SDCEA did not buy this. Promises of 
clean production are broken everywhere. 
Moreover, new investment in Durban’s 
chemicals industries has replaced labour 
with automated plant and so destroyed j obs 
rather than creating them. 

Transnet lobbied for a dug-out port to expand 
capacity even further. This new port would 
be physically separate from the existing port 
and located at the opposite end of the valley. 
For SDCEA, it became evident that this 
would create a new ’back of the port’ hunger 
for land. The SEA report indicated that port 
infrastructure would elbow into Merebank 
j ust as it does into Clairwood. And the new 
infrastructure would be required to connect 
the new port with the old and so run right 
through all the communities in between. The 
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new port would also destroy what remains of 
the Isipingo lagoon and mangroves. 

In 1999, thousands of people packed into 
public meetings to denounce these plans. 
Government, however, has now expanded 
its ambitions. It wants both the port and 
the chemicals cluster plus an ’automotive 
supplier park’ to supplement Toyota next 
door. 

The means of regulating industry have 
meanwhile been gutted. Under pressure 
from SDCEA, eThekwini City Health 
painstakingly built up a local air quality 
monitoring and regulatory system - not 
perfect but probably the best in the country. 
In 2011, the staff compliment was cut 
by more than half, effectively restoring 
industry’s charter to pollute. 

A growing stream of toxic waste flours from 
expanded production. Two toxic dumps were 
opened in black residential areas in south 
Durban in the 1980s. Waste-Tech’s Umlazi 
dump did not even have a lining. It leached 
poisons into the Isipingo River below while 
toxic fumes from the dump repeatedly forced 
nearby schools to shut down. Sustained 
community protest forced the closure of the 
dump in 1997, although it in fact continued 
to take toxic ash from Mondi until 2007. 

Waste-Man’s Bulbul Drive dump in 
Chatsworth opened over the protests of the 
local community. Poorly constructed on 
steep land, the dump subsequently ’slipped’, 
releasing toxic clouds into the air and a 
toxic flood into the Umlazi River below. 

As at Umlazi, children at local schools are 
periodically overcome by fumes from the 
dump. Meanwhile, ’the waste trucks pass 
our homes and shops and schools endlessly 
every day’. What they bring in includes 
galley waste from ships, chicken waste from 
Rainbow and high hazard chromium waste. 
’All this is illegally dumped at Bulbul.’ 

In 2009, Waste-Man applied to expand the 
dump and extend its life to 2021. Building 
on the long running campaign to close the 
dump, local organisations united to oppose 
the application. They won. In March 2011, it 
was finally announced that the dump would 
be closed by the end of the year, a process 
that will be closely monitored by the Bulbul 
Drive Dumpsite Action Committee. 

World-class appropriation 

Durban’s street vendors observe that: 

’COP 17 urill be a big event with many 
visitors from around the world. And we 
know that they will then start with "street 
cleaning" so the international visitors will 
not see dirty street vendors. We want support 
for our demand that we are not cleaned off 
the streets. We have learnt that the same thing 
happens in other parts of the world when 
they host big events. And we experienced it 
during the football World Cup.’ 

South Africa pulled off the 2010 World 
Cup with style. The grand stadiums were 
all completed on time, though not within 
budget, and Durban opened its new King 
Shaka International Airport shortly before 

The Durban Port as it looked in 2007 and the proposed port expansion. 
Photos: Transnet 
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the opening. Government said this was proof 
that it could deliver. The poor of Durban 
asked, ’To who?’ 

In the late 1990s, Durban managed an 
innovative and generally supportive 
approach to street traders. This was reversed 
when the Council adopted the ’world 
class city’ slogan, meaning that high value 
locations should look attractive to investors. 
Global capital has made the succession 
of mega-events into significant sources of 
profit with carbon emissions to match. For 
host countries and cities, they present the 
opportunity to market themselves to global 
investors. These opportunities come very 
dearly. FIFA walked off with staggering 
profits from the World Cup, the corporate 
sponsors latched onto the global audience, 
and Durban was stuck with a R2 billion 
bill. The prestige Moses Mabhida Stadium 
has not been filled since the World Cup and 
maintenance alone drains the City coffers. 
South Africa will also pay handsomely for 
the privilege of hosting COP 17. 

The whole of Warwick Triangle, a major 
commuter terminal andthe centre of Durban’s 
street trade, was to be ’cleaned up’ ahead of 
the World Cup. The Early Morning Market, 
Durban’s original fresh produce market, was 
about to celebrate its centenary year. Instead 
of celebration, the City planned denlolition. 
It intended using central government 
funding for World Cup related infrastructure 
to replace the venerable building with a mall 
owned by politically connected businessmen 
and intended to capture the commuter 
market. The plan threatened around 2,000 
people - stall holders, workers and barrow 
boys. ’This is the politics of the Council, 
robbing poor people of their livelihoods, 
destroying small businesses to give it to big 
business.’ 

The market was the centre of a web of 
connections across the city. ’The whole of 
Springfield was farmed when I was growing 
up and all the produce went to the Early 
Morning Market. My grandmother started a 
stall and handed it on to my parents. That is 
what kept me and six siblings.’ Springfield 
is on the banks of the Mgeni River and has 
since been turned over to industry and big 
box stores selling cheap imported consumer 

goods. The farmers were moved and moved 
again. The last of them are on the old airport 
land. They still supply the local markets 
but have been working under the threat of 
eviction, with their leases extended one 
month at a time, since 2005. 

’My grandfather was an indentured labourer. 
He started farming at Springfield Flats. That 
was very fertile land. Durban City Council 
said they needed the land for housing but 
then they built industry there. He was moved 
first out to Phoenix then to the new airport 
land. Now where?’ 

Farmers already feel the climate changing. 
’The weather is odd. The rain does not come 
when it is expected. The droughts dry out the 
land and then the floods come and wash it 
away. We also have more pests.’ 

Because climate change threatens food 
production, the farmers say it is vital to keep 
productive land for agriculture close to the 
city. The municipality, however, is turning 
it all over to industry. This will undermine 
the resilience to climate change of the whole 
Durban community. ’If we are moved, 
you’ll be paying exorbitant prices for your 
vegetables at supermarkets.’ Out along the 
route of the new pipeline, small farmers want 
government to support them in adapting to 
climate change. What they experience is a 
government that cannot distinguish support 
from command. ’Government should give 
us the seeds we need - not the ones they 
think we need.’ 

The street traders are also threatened. 

’We are concerned that the changing 
dynamics of the market are squeezing us out. 
Seventy percent of street trade is in foodstuff 
but, for example, it is increasingly difficult 
to get bananas because they are now bought 
in bulk. We are trying to respond to that but 
we get no support from government, NGOs 
or civil society.’ 

The City colludes with the market, using 
the police ’day-to-day to shut us down’ and 
providing neither shelters nor toilets. And 
women traders have to look after children 
while working because the City will not 
provide creches. 
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The fight to defend the Early Morning Market 
drew support from community groups across 
the city. They took to the streets and took the 
Council to court four times. ’We won in the 
courts but it is very expensive and we have 
problems getting legal support.’ The Council 
abandoned the proj ect when it became clear 
that it could not push it through in time to 
capitalise on World Cup funding. It no doubt 
awaits its next opportunity. 

Subsistence fishermen are also criminalised. 

Fishermen and their families take to the street 
in protest against being denied access to their 

traditional fishing grounds. 
Photo: SDCEA 

’We’ve been thrown out of the Bay and 
surrounding areas that were our traditional 
grounds. The harbour is being privatised for 
industry and polluters. Rules are imposed on 
us limiting our catch .... They blame shore 
fishers with one hook for the decline in 
stocks, They don’t look at the big industrial 
fishers with long lines and kilometres of net. 
They are the ones depleting the stock.’ 

Stocks are also declining with the loss of 
habitat. The Bay and the local estuaries, vital 
spawning ground for several marine fish, are 
shrunk and most of the mangroves are gone. 
They are also poisoned by pollution. ’Engen 
uses storms as a cover for releasing polluted 
waste water. It also pollutes the mouth of the 
Umlaas canal. That used to be good fishing 
but there is nothing there now.’ The fish 
themselves are also polluted, so the poison 
’comes back in food’ to add to the toxic 
burden carried in people’s bodies. 
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To bring the World Cup to the people and 
leave a legacy, several township football 
grounds were upgraded to FIFA training 
standards. People living next to the Umlazi 
stadium were moved ’because they said the 
place must be clean for 2010 when the visitors 
come’. The visitors did not come. Some of 
the people lost substantial homes and were 
compensated with one room houses in a 
toxic area. ’We have been removed to where 
chemicals were dumped, The chemicals are 
now coming back up. The wind comes into 
our homes and our children are sick.’ 

Shack dwellers 

New people are arriving every day in South 
Africa’s crowded shack settlements. They 
come from the farms, from the destitute 
former bantustans and from other areas of the 
city hoping for work or a space of freedom. 
Abahlali baseMj ondolo, the shack dweller’s 
movement started in Durban, has resisted 
the world-class city agenda to remove 
them to the peripheries. It sees the roots of 
dispossession in the unending privatisation 
of land initiated under colonial rule. ’In 
places where we had houses, they are taken 
from us because we do not have the money 
to bribe officials. And we have no access 
to RDP [Reconstruction and Development 
Programme] houses for the same reason.’ 

In the towns and cities, they are occupying 
the spaces left open. ’That is the land that 
is not privatised, that we have taken back 
for the people because we understand that 
land is a gift from God.’ This is often land 
without value to the market. In the small 
town of Ixopo, inland from Durban, people 
have built their shacks from mud. They call it 
Chocolate City because that is what it looks 
like from across the valley. ’It is on a steep 
slope. There are no proper drains so it is 
badly eroded and we have mud slides when 
it rains. Whole houses are swept away and 
people die. We recently buried two children.’ 

Shacks are more commonly made of tin, 
’In the heat of summer, people die in their 
homes.’ They are cold in winter and sodden 
when it rains. Most are not serviced. ’We 
have no electricity so we must use dirty and 
dangerous energy to cook, to keep warm, to 
have light. We have the mbaula (braziers) 



A fire at Kennedy Road informal settlement on 
1 August 2008, 

Photo: Richard Pithouse 

which fill our homes with smoke and we use 
paraffin. We live in constant danger of fires.’ 
Respiratory infections from indoor pollution 
are a leading cause of death in young 
children. The fires are alarmingly frequent 
and spread rapidly through the densely 
packed shack settlements. Many people lose 
their lives every year while many more lose 
all their possessions. 

The people see safe connection to electricity 
as the most significant solution. However, 
’electricity is for some but not for us, so 
many of us connect illegally. This too is 
dangerous and people die. And they make 
us into criminals.’ Disconnections by utility 
officials are frequently accompanied by 
violence. ’The poor in Durban have been 
abandoned to fire, left to burn, because we 
do not count in this city.’ 

Most shack settlements have no water and 
no sanitation. ’This is the most disgusting 
problem. People defecate in open ground 
and in rivers. Some use plastic bags which 
they throw away. People also keep animals 
to survive and have pigs and chickens living 
in their homes. Animal and human faeces are 
mixed. So we are put in the way of disease 
and we contaminate the rivers which people 
downstream use for drinking.’ 

Waste pickers 

Waste pickers work in dirty and dangerous 
conditions, mostly for little return. They 
are amongst the most vulnerable of people 
working in the informal economy. But 
they are getting organised. ’We’ve founded 
co-ops and started provincial movements 

and a national movement. These are our 
own organisations - of waste pickers, by 
waste pickers and for waste pickers. Our 
first concern is getting recognition because 
neither government nor communities 
recognise us or the value of the work we do.’ 

The dumps produce landfill gas (LFG) which 
is dirty methane and a major greenhouse 
gas. It is created from rotting organic matter 
and it is dirty because it is contaminated 
by everything else that goes to the dmnp. 
’The waste management system neglects 
separation of waste so it is all mixed together 
and creates dirty and dangerous working 
conditions for us. We also appeal to people 
to separate wet compostable waste from 
other waste.’ 

At COP 16 in Cancun, South Africans j oined 
the Global Alliance of Waste Pickers to 
campaign against false climate solutions 
and demand recognition for their role in 
mitigation. Recycling produces the largest 
savings on carbon emissions. ’We return 
materials to industry and the avoided 
emissions along the production chain are 
even greater than the emissions from dumps 
and incinerators.’ 

Waste, like everything else, is also being 
privatised. ’Waste pickers are displaced so 
that private companies can take the profits 
from recycling. Corporations are also 
promoting incinerators and other forms of 
waste to energy.’ Incinerators are also being 
promoted by governments and the World 
Bank as saving on carbon emissions. But this 
is a false solution to the climate problem. ’It 
wastes resources that could be recycled.’ 

At Durban’s Bisaser Road dump, dirty 
LFG is used to produce electricity. It also 
produces toxic emissions. It is nevertheless 
credited under the ’clean development 
mechanism’ of the Kyoto Protocol because 
it is claimed to save carbon emissions when 
compared with the equivalent amount of 
coal fired power. New coal fired stations are 
built anyway while the supposed emission 
reductions are traded away to polluting 
corporations in the rich countries of the 
North. These corporations can then claim the 
reductions without actually reducing their 
real emissions. 
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Shack dwellers get no waste services. ’We 
know about separation but no-one comes 
to collect. So when "are separate we end up 
throwing it in the dump or even burning 
it.’ For their part, the waste pickers ’are 
promoting residential recycling centres 
where residents can take separated waste.’ 
Beyond this, they are looking for solidarity 
with community organisations and the 
movements of the poor. They come from the 
same communities. 

Exclusion 

’We are crying and no-one can hear. Nothing 
has changed. We are the underclass.’ 

It is the common cry of the people that 
government disregards them. It promises 
people’s participation but it acts in the 
interest of corporate capital. ’Government 
talks about women on women’s day. They 
talk about fighting poverty. They say Batho 
Pele [people first]. But they should change 
that. For government, it is Money First.’ 

People from across Durban try to engage 
government. ’We have approached the 
authorities - both national and local. But if 
the request is from the shack dwellers they 
send people who have no authority. Then 
when we make a press statement, they will 
say we were not aware of this problem.’ 

Even the formal mechanisms of participation 
are used to prevent real participation. As in 
Clairwood, people spend time engaging 
in processes that never end and never 
produce any results. Other processes, like 

The Abahlahli exercising their right to protest. 
Photo: SDCEA 
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the environmental impact assessment for the 
multi-product pipeline, rubber stamp plans 
that have already been decided. 

Shack dwellers in Kennedy Road spent years 
trying to work within the proper channels of 
participation but were never heard. ’So we 
have taken our protests onto the streets. But 
we are met with violence. They use rubber 
bullets and tear gas against us. The system 
that is supposed to protect us kills us.’ This is 
the experience that led them to form Abahlali 
baseMj ondolo. 

Protest is itself a legitimate means of 
participation. In terms of the law, people have 
to notify the police that they intend holding a 
protest. They do not have to ask permission 
but the police often respond as if they do. 
So police denied permission when SDCEA 
and twenty other organisations organised a 
protest to stop the pipeline. Since the police 
acted in breach of their own regulations, the 
people protested anyway. 

People in Durban do use the courts to defend 
their rights and sometimes they win. It was 
Abahlali who established in court that the 
police did not have authority to deny them 
permission to march. Nevertheless, ’the 
judicial system is biased against the poor’. 
This is not only because the cost of going to 
court makes it prohibitive without financial 
assistance. Officers of the court tend to share 
the prejudice of the establishment against 
the poor. A man in a suit is generally given 
more credibility than a woman without 
shoes. Beyond this, the privatisation of land 
and labour is backed by the laws of property 
made by and for the rich. 

People’s demand for participation is not only 
about whether they are consulted in this or 
that process about precinct plans or service 
delivery or even national policies. Their 
slogans are, ’Nothing about us without us’ 
and ’Talk to us, not for us’. Real participation 
means that development as a whole should 
be democratised. This raises the challenge 
of beginning to think about what people’s 
development would look like: ’how would 
we organise production and consumption, 
what are people’s technologies as opposed to 
corporate technologies, how would we relate 
to the environment?’ 



Carbon pofitics 
While SDCEA was born out of local 
struggles, it has always looked beyond to 
forge national and international solidarities 
and to engage government on policies that 
shape the way local struggles play out. 
Together with organisations from other 
fenceline communities, it ran a long battle 
for the overhaul of air quality and waste 
legislation. It is also fiercely contesting 
government’s climate policy - both as it is 
written and as it is revealed in practice. 

Climate and energy 

South Africa ratified the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC) in 1997 and signed onto the 
Kyoto Protocol in 2002. These signatures 
cost it little and climate change scarcely 
ruffled government’s policy agenda. 

In December 2010, it finally published a 
Climate Change Response Green Paper. The 
Department of Environmental Affairs ran a 
brutally short consultation process, with one 
workshop in each of the three major urban 
centres. Challenged on this, officials replied 
that the green paper was part of a longer 
policy process that began in 2004 with the 
first national response strategy. 

That was a bad start. The 2004 document 
gave absolute priority to economic growth 
based on cheap energy from coal. It said 
that cutting emissions in the North meant 
that energy intensive industries could be 
relocated to the South but warned that South 
Africa should defend its coal exports to the 
North. 

This was a fair reflection of the govermnent’s 
real policies. It offered the cheapest power 
in the world to transnational corporate 
investors, particularly for mining and 
minerals processing. It told Eskom to 
build more coal fired stations to meet their 
demand. It told Transnet to expand the rail 
and port infrastructure to handle more coal 
exports, as well as to build the big new oil 
pipeline out of Durban. It allowed Sasol to 
wriggle out of repaying subsidies when the 
rising price of oil lifted the coal-to-liquid 
(CTL) plants into profit. Instead, it agreed 

that Sasol should invest windfall profits in 
expanding production. Beyond expanding 
production at its existing plants, Sasol 
then started feasibility studies on building 
an entirely new CTL plant. State-owned 
PetroSA, meanwhile, started planning a 
new and very large refinery in the Coega 
Industrial Development Zone outside Port 
Elizabeth. 

The current Sasol Plant at Secunda. 
Photo: groundWork 

These initiatives reflect the entrenched 
interests of the ’minerals-energy complex’ of 
state and private corporations that, from the 
discovery of gold, have dominated the South 
African economy. The policies of the 2000s 
thus echoed those of the 1920s when Eskom 
was established specifically to supply ’cheap 
and abundant’ electricity to industry. 

Since 2004, there have been two national 
climate summits where ministers said all sorts 
of good things but still insisted that coal was 
king. The DEA meanwhile commissioned the 
Long Term Mitigation Scenarios (LTMS), a 
research process with participation heavily 
biased to industry. These processes largely 
confirmed the subordination of climate to 
energy policy and SDCEAj oined with allies 
around the country to protest the expansion 
of the carbon economy on the ground. 

Coal power expansion 

In 2008, the national power supply tripped 
out. Suddenly, government and Eskom 
started talking about saving energy as if 
they meant it. They also wanted to speed up 
Eskom’s ’new build’. But the costs of the 
enormous new power stations - Medupi and 
Kusile - went up and up and Eskom ran into 
funding difficulties. It then went repeatedly 

to the National Energy Regulator (NERSA) 
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to demand a succession of hikes in the 
electricity price to pay for the new build and 
the interest on borrowed money. The actual 
increases that NERSA awarded Eskom add 
up to 137% above inflation over the period 
from 2008 to 2012. And there is more to 
come. 

South Durban people took to the streets 
to protest the whole deal. Their reasons 
included: 

They can’t afford it. Most are just 
scraping by and will be forced to choose 
between food and the means of cooking 
it, between schooling and the light to 
study by. 

Eskom’s new build is based almost 
entirely on coal and will add 80 or 
90 million tonnes of carbon to South 
Afi’ica’s already excessive emissions. 

These plants are primarily designed to 
supply energy-intensive industries. The 
biggest consumers - BHP Billiton and 
Anglo American - get power at below 
what it costs Eskom to produce it. So 
South Afi’ica’s people are subsidising 
the richest minerals corporations in the 

world, who then take their profits out of 

the country. 

Eskom went to the World Bank for funding. 

Government has guaranteed World Bank 

and private bank loans to the tune of SAR 

350 billion. If (or when) the rand hits the 
skids again, this will turn into a debt trap 

and the World Bank will hit the country with 

a structural adjustment process designed 

to ensure that, whatever else happens, the 

creditors will get their money back with 

interest. Ordinary people will then end 

up paying all over again. And Eskom will 

go back to pushing up demand to get the 

revenues to cover its debt. 

Next up was the Integrated Resource Plan 

(IRP 2010) for electricity through to 2030. 

The IRP approach was meant to shift 

planning from a one dimensional focus on 

supply to looking at the electricity system as 

a whole. IRP 2010 doesn’t make the shift. It 

is a traditional power expansion plan which 

justifies itself by projecting accelerated and 

unrestrained demand. Most of this future 

new demand is driven by a maj or expansion 

of minerals processing and ferro-chrome 

smelters in particular. 
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Coal Fired power stations are still being seen as the major source of energy in South Africa. 
Photo: Paul Weinberg 



People protest outside NERSA in 
January 20~L0. 
Photo: SDCEA 

Some renewable energy is introduced into 
the supply mix and is mostly to be privatised. 
The real business remains big base-load 
power. Beyond Medupi and Kusile, the IRP 
plans on two or three major new coal plants 
between 2014 and 2030. In addition, big 
minerals corporations will be building their 
own coal stations in the hope that they will 
be exempt from future power cuts. The IRP’s 
biggest, and most expensive, ambitions are 
reserved for nuclear power. It plans for a 
’fleet’ of six new plants to be built by 2030. 

So the IRP looks very much like the 
minerals-energy complex view of the future. 
This is not surprising. In February 2010, the 
Department of Energy (DOE) secretly called 
together a ’technical committee’ to develop 
the IRP. Committee members were drawn 
from the minerals-energy complex A list 
- Eskom, Anglo American, BHP Billiton, 
Sasol, Xstrata and the Chamber of Mines. 
Once the existence of the committee was 
exposed, the DoE refused to open the doors 
to the public or even to show the minutes of 
its meetings. 

Public consultations - the by now usual 

round of a one day workshop in each 

major city - followed on the foundation 

put down by the technical committee. For 

most participants, they had the feel of a 

formality, of consultation after the real 

decision. SDCEA therefore used the process 

to register its protest both at the process and 

the substance of the IRP 2010. 

False start 

As a developing country, South Africa is 
not obliged to cut carbon emissions. It is 
nevertheless a heavy carbon emitter, ranked 
12~ in the world and 1st in Africa, and its 
emissions are growing rapidly. At COP 15 
in Copenhagen, South Africa offered to 
trim the growth in emissions. Compared 
with the steep rise in emissions expected in 
a business-as-usual scenario, it would slow 
the growth in emissions by 34% by 2020 and 
42% by 2025. It would look to cut emissions 
in real terms sometime after 2035. This offer 
was said to be based on the LTMS. 

The offer itself, and the LTMS, were then 

used by government and the World Bank 

to justify Eskom’s new build and the World 

Bank’s loan. Medupi and Kusile, they said, 

were already factored into the promised 

reduction so there could be no objection 

to these plants on climate grounds. The 

Copenhagen offer was proof enough of 

South Africa’s climate commitments. 

But the numbers do not add up. First, the 
Copenhagen offer does not come close to the 
reductions that the LTMS says are ’required 
by science’. Second, the offer itself has 
already been overtaken by the rampant 
growth of South Africa’s emissions. The 
numbers are shown in Table 1. 

Things are even worse than they look in this 
table for two reasons. First, what the LTMS 
says is ’required by science’ actually falls 
well short of the reductions that will really 
be required to avoid catastrophic climate 
change. This is mainly because the LTMS 
assumes that global warming of 2°C is safe 
- which it is not - and calculated allowable 
carbon emissions on that basis. Second, the 
IRP 2010 commits South Africa to another 

100 million tonnes CO2 emissions from 
the power sector alone. So, excluding all 
other emissions growth from transport and 
industry, it is on track for emissions of 
around 640 million tonnes by about 2018. 

South Africa’s climate commitments thus 

look flimsy. The real commitment is to 

economic growth driven by expanding 

energy. Given that commitment, climate 

policy offers several false solutions: 
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Table 1: South A[rican emissions and promises 

LTMS 
Actual                                Copenhagen offer 

Dates 2020 2025 

CO~ emissions 

(million tonnes) 

2004 2011 

440 540 

(’required by science’) 

2020 2025 

460 453 495 505 

Carbon capture and storage (CCS). It is 

possible to separate COx from the rest of a 
power station’s emissions and then pump 
it underground. SDCEA opposes CCS 
because: 

It has not been shown anywhere in the 
world that either capture or storage will 
work at the scale required to make a real 
difference. 

It is very expensive both to build and 
to operate and would require a global 
infrastructure on the scale of the oil 
industry. Even if separation plants are 
built, there can be little faith that utilities 
looking to cut costs will not switch them 
off when no-one is looking. 

Separating CO2 will consume around 
30% of the energy produced by the power 
station and thus substantially reduce 
their efficiency. Sasol’s CTL process 
allows for a relatively cheap separation 
of a portion of its carbon emissions. 
On Sasol’s own account, CCS would 
at best reduce its emissions to the level 
of those emitted in producing fuel from 
conventional crude oil. 

Underground carbon storage requires 
very particular geological formations. 
A ’CO2 Storage Atlas’, prepared at the 
behest of government, Eskom, Sasol 
and other minerals-energy complex 
corporations, shows that potential (not 
proven) sites are remote from industrial 
areas and mostly off-shore. 

CCS is one of several ’clean coal 
technologies’ promoted by policy. This 
is merely an industry greenwash slogan: 
any technological advances in mining or 
combustion is claimed to be clean coal and 
used to j ustify expanded coal use. 

Nuclear power. Government says this is 
the low carbon option that will provide 
for industry’s base-load power needs, 
SDCEA opposes it because: 

Nuclear power is low carbon only 
at the point of generation. The rest 
of the production chain through to 
decommissioning is both energy and 
carbon intensive. 

Rivers on the West Rand are already 
poisoned with radioactive waste from 
uranium mining. 

Costs are excessive and will likely 
bankrupt the country. Even if cheap 
options are taken, the industry record is 
one of major cost escalations. 

Safety cannot be guaranteed and is likely 
to be further compromised if cheap 
options are taken. 

Nuclear    security    regimes    are 
not compatible with democratic 
accountability and control. 

Nowhere has a safe storage option for 
high level waste been identified. 

Carbon markets. Carbon trading was 
brought into being by the Kyoto Protocol, 
It allows dirty industries to avoid the costs 
of cleaning up by buying ’carbon credits’ 
from industries that are (or that claim to 
be) reducing emissions. It assumes that 
everything is cheaper in the Third World. 
The clean development mechanism (CDM) 
therefore allows Northern corporations to 
invest in cheaper but supposedly cleaner 
Southern projects and claim carbon credits 
without reducing emissions from their own 
factories. The market is now a decade old, It 
has not been shown to reduce real emissions 

by so much as a single tonne of COx, It has 
been shown to be riddled with corruption 
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and has worked primarily to transfer more 
money to the rich. 

South Africa is not alone in looking for 
false solutions. Most other countries 
are also protecting their interests in the 
carbon economy and corporate business, 
particularly the big polluters, are included 
in most official delegations. South Africa’s 
delegation includes the Chamber of Mines, 
Eskom, the Chemical and Allied Industries 
Association (representing Sasol and the 
crude oil refineries amongst others) and 
Business Unity South Africa. 

The UNFCCC was negotiated in 1992. It 
recognises that developed and developing 
countries have ’common but differentiated 
responsibilities’. This means that the rich 
Northern countries are responsible for most 
carbon emissions to date and must therefore 
cut first and hardest. Since then, they have 
done everything possible to avoid making 
real cuts in emissions. 

The UNFCCC initially relied on voluntary 

reductions from rich countries. No-one 

volunteered. A binding agreement was 

therefore called for. The Kyoto Protocol is a 

’cap-and-trade’ scheme based on a proposal 

pushed by the US. It proposes a ’cap’ on 

Northern emissions - with each country 

committing to binding emission reductions - 

but then lets them trade these commitments 

away. Having imposed this market system, 

the US refused to sign the Kyoto Protocol 

and so exempted itself from any binding 

reductions. 

Copenhagen was supposed to mark the 

opening of a ’second commitment period’ 

with tougher reduction targets. Instead, 

the US led a process for abandoning the 

very idea of binding commitments. The 

Copenhagen Accord, negotiated between the 

US and the BASIC countries - Brazil, South 

Africa, India and China - invited all parties 

to make their own carbon reduction ’pledge’. 

These are promises made to be broken. Even 

if they are kept, they put the world on course 

for warming of 4°C - that is, for climate 

catastrophe. Carbon trading is meanwhile 

retained even as the cap is abandoned. 

The Accord was met with howls of derision 
and the Copenhagen COP broke up in 
disarray. One year later, all its key elements 
were formally adopted to the cheers of 
delegates at Cancun. Only Bolivia refused 
to agree to this charade. For its part, the 
South African government says Cancun was 
an ’extraordinary achievement’. Clearly, 
there is little to expect from its chairing of 
the Durban COP. It will rather confirm that, 
within the present logic of the negotiations, 
the basis of any agreement is that it should 
work for the economy but not for the climate, 
for corporate capital but not for people. 

The commitments agreed by the rest of the 
North added up to a mere 5% reduction 
compared with what they emitted in 1990. 
These targets were based on ’grandfathering’: 
the biggest historic polluters get the biggest 
future pollution allowance. Even so, several 
countries missed their target and those that 
made it did so only because of the economic 
recession. Canada, defending its profits from 
the tar sands, made a big display of throwing 
its supposedly binding commitments into 
the bin. 
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Where SDCEA stands 

SDCEA expects little from the governments 
gathered for the Durban COP. They have 
not shown themselves to be serious about 
addressing climate change. They have not 
shown themselves to be capable of leading 
the necessary change in the economic system 
of production and consumption. 

SDCEA expects much from the people. 
On the streets of Copenhagen and Cancun, 
people chanted "change the system not the 
climate". This is the real issue. This is what 
will be debated in the people’s autonomous 
space in Durban. This is what people from 
south Durban, together with their allies from 
around the city and the world, will call for 
as they j oin the Global Day of Action on 3~’d 

December 2011. 

Changing the system is necessary because 
capitalism is not compatible with addressing 
climate change. Capitalism requires 
never ending economic growth which can 
be sustained only with growing carbon 
emissions. Addressing climate change 
requires a very steep reduction in emissions 
starting now. Further delay means steeper 
reductions. 

Governments, North and South, have 
adapted their concept of development to 
capital’s requirement for economic growth. 
They claim that it is necessary to ’pull people 
out of poverty’. Growth has indeed brought 
incredible wealth to the owners of capital and 
prosperity to the world’s middle classes. But 
it has brought untold misery to the maj ority 
of people particularly in the global South. 
It is accompanied by growing inequality 
of incomes globally and in most countries, 
intensified pollution and carbon emissions 
and large scale dispossession of those who 
stand in the way of ’development’. 

In South Africa, the richest 20% of people 
take 75% of all income and 60% of the 
people are poor by any reasonable measure. 
This is not for want of economic growth. 
The boom years to 2008 merely intensified 
poverty as ever higher food prices cut into 
the budgets of poor households. 
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Targets 

There is no ’safe’ level for rising 

temperatures or carbon concentrations. 

Global temperature rise is now about 0.85°C. 

This is already catastrophic for millions of 

people around the world. In 2010, Pakistan 

drowned while Russia burned. 2011 opened 

with unprecedented flooding in Australia 

and Brazil. 

In much of Africa the temperature rises at 
1.5 times the global average and already 
exceeds 1°C. In Niger, several years of 
drought were followed by unusually severe 
flooding in August 2010. People already 
vulnerable to malnutrition saw their crops 
destroyed and their homes flooded. In South 
Africa, successive years of heavy flooding in 
the southern Cape yielded to severe drought 
in 2010 while the normally dry northern 
Cape was inundated with flood waters in 
early 2011. 

The Cancun agreement sets a target for 
stabilising temperatures at 2°C. This is a 
target for global catastrophe. The risk of 
runaway climate change - the point when 
natural feedbacks become more significant 
than man-made emissions - is already 
evident and becomes a near certainty at 2°C. 

It is therefore imperative to keep warming as 
little above one degree as is now physically 
possible. That probably means 1.5°C which 
is the target demanded by African countries. 
This is not a ’safe’ target. It is what the global 
elites have brought us to. 

The rising temperature is dragged up by rising 

concentrations of CO_~ in the atmosphere. As 
with temperature, ’safe’ concentrations are 
far exceeded. Over the last million years 

or so, CO2 concentrations have fluctuated 
between 180 and 280 parts per million (ppm) 
in the atmosphere. The concentration is now 
over 390 ppm, well outside earth’s normal 
operating range, and increasing at around 2 
ppm a year. 

Including    all    greenhouse    gases, 
concentrations are now around 440 CO2e 



(carbon dioxide equivalents) ppm. Global 
leaders talk of ’stabilisation’ at 450 COxe 
ppm. This does not correlate even with the 
dangerous 2°C target but puts us on the path 
to 3°C. Nor have global leaders taken any 
credible action to achieve stabilisation at 
450. 

unconventional resources (tar sands, 
deep water, shale gas, coal-to-liquids, 
etc) must be abandoned; 

no more coal power stations should be 
built in South Africa or anywhere else in 
the world. 

It is now clear that the rise in temperature 
cannot be reversed. If we go to 1.5°C, that is 
what we are stuck with. But the concentration 

of CO2 can and must be reduced to stop 
the temperature rising further. The 2010 
People’s Conference on Climate Change 
meeting in Cochabamba demanded a return 
to pre-industrial concentrations. 

There is no ’carbon space’ left. 

Meeting any credible target now requires 
that global energy and industrial emissions 
are cut by between 2 and 3 billion tonnes 
each year. The implications are evident: 

all oil, coal and gas exploration should 
stop - more than enough to burn the 
planet has already been found; 

Getting real abo~.mt the future 

Government is not planning for the real 
future. The Climate Change Response Green 
Paper warns that average temperatures will 
be 3-4°C hotter at the coast and 6-7°C hotter 
inland. That is not liveable. 

But government cannot face up to what it 
sees coming because it remains wedded 
to the dominant interests of the minerals- 
energy complex. It remains locked in a view 
of the world in which economic growth 
constitutes the central organising principle 
of development. This is not because growth 
is needed to alleviate poverty but because it 
is needed to reproduce capital. This is the 
system that puts profit before people. 

To address climate change and meet the 
needs of people, there must be a radical 
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redefinition of what is meant by development 
and who defines it. 

First, the central organising principle should 
be sustainable development founded on 
economic, social and environmental justice. 
This means a commitment to grouting human 
solidarity and equality and that people 
recognise themselves as a living part of 
earth’s ecology. To destroy the environment 
is, finally, to destroy the people. 

Second, localisation is essential to any 
serious programme of mitigation and 
requires that national resources should be 
focused on supporting people’s capacities to 
direct local development. 

Third, the energy system must be transformed 
as a matter of urgency. This is not only about 
choosing renewable technologies. It is about 
what energy is for and who controls it. We 
call for people’s energy sovereignty founded 
on democratic and local control. 

Fourth, the transition to a different energy 
and development order will require energy 
inputs from the declining fossil fuel system. 
If these investments go into the declining 
system, they will represent a permanent loss. 
In the period between now and the latest 
credible peak emission target date of 2015, 
fossil fuel resources should be used to build 
the new system. 

Fifth, food is the most basic form of energy 

for people and the food system must be 

thoroughly transformed to enable people to 

define and take control of production and 

consumption and hence of their own futures. 

Finally, the Green Paper repeats 

government’s stated commitment to people 

centred development. That commitment is 

not visible to ordinary people. We believe 

that a ’people centred approach’ means an 

open-ended process of transition to a society 

in which people are actively and consciously 

making the decisions that shape their 

collective future. 
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The Zir~b~bwe SoIidariLy Forurn m ¢o::I~aboration vv~th Crisis 
Zi~mbabwe~ Coalition--S.A, Soiidar~ty Peac~ Trust, !--IUP.~SA arid the 
.Sou~h Afric~;r~ Coundl of Churches would like t:o ~}3vite you to 
very h~port,arlt Se~~inar o~ ’-’P~lanagii~g Transition ~n 
the South A~ri(:a~] experience": The Se~i~ar wil:~l draw ~:~ctivis~s 

fron~ South A~rica ~w~d Zimbabwe, to have a robust debate 
d~velop creative, cons~ruc~ive ~:~d coope~ative st~a~.egies as weM 

Zi~babwe. 

OIve:rview of ~he GPA, ~ts challenges a~d su{:cesses 

Constitutional reforms, lessons learned frorr~ the 

SA::DC Nediat~ie~ rand Electio~ Road~]ap 

Th~ Chur~, ~tm r~mpo~m~ to Xenophobia a~n:d promoting 
~nteg ratio n. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 8:38 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Books t?om TGNP 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I’m not in ~ at the moment, but I will be back and will do some shopping for yon. How about I just buy the books now and yon can pay me back when I return? 

That should be easiest, and it’s no problem for me. 

See you soon, ( I can’t believe the summer is almost over. It went by so fast) 

On Thu, at 11:18 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your update. You Inost likely will have left when you get this email. I traveling hence this delayed response. If yon Inanage to get to TGNP get me 

any books or matefi~ on the following themes: 

Let know if you have access to a western union so that I ca~ send you money to purchase the books if you have time. Alternatively I can delyosit funds in a bank in 
the USA to cover the cost of the books. Nonetheless, if this is all too stressful please forget it. 

I have not heard from the Office of Undergraduate Research, but I will be delighted to provide a reference when I do. 

Good to hear abont developments in your research and looking forward to hearing more when you return. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 

Frown: ~@gm~Al.coml 
Sent: Saturday, 2:51 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 

Subject: Books frown TGNP 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope this message finds you well and enjoying yonr summer. 

Also, I’m applying to 

and I gave your name as a faculty, reference. I hope this is 

alfight. I don’t know what they will ask fio~n you, but if they ask for 

a lot and you are too busy, please don’t woiD" about it. 

Thank you for EVERYTHING! 

Best, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 1,2011 8:43 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Prot~ssor               reading 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope you had a great ~veekend as well! 

I’ll go ahead and make the change. Would you also like me to go ahead and delete the discussion forum question in Lesson 12 regarding the Joseph Mensah reading? Or do you have a 
replacement question? 

Thanks’. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 01,2011 8:39 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: Professor               reading 

Dear Jessica, 

Hope you had a great weekend 

I have decided to remove Professor reading from Afri . I am replacing it with the following reading which I will be sending to E-Reserves: 

Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edome, "Refraining Contemporary Africa" in Refraining Contemporap)~ Africa: Politics, Culture, and Socie~ m the Global Era (Washington, D.C: CQ 
Press, 2010). 

I will send a discussion forum question/s to reflect this change by tomorrow. 

With thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richards, Danna M z<lanna richards@unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 1,2011 9:48 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Tuition Waiver Program 

You contact the Registrar for their part and for Tuition Waiver you send the form to Ruthie Hold here in Benefits, and you can fax to her at 962-6010. Dalma 

Danna Richards 
Benefits Consultant 
Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 
UNC Chapel Hill 
direct: 919-843-8352 
fax: 919-962-6010 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and an?’ transmitted documents 
contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 
the sender The infolTnation therein is solely for the use of the 
addressee If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 
result of an error, please immediately noti~ us so we can arrange for 
the return of the documents In such circumstances, you are advised 
that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 
reliance on the information transmitted. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Monday, August 01,2011 9:32 AM 

To: Richards, Danna M 

Sublect: Tuition Waiver Program 

[)ear Danna, 

Greetings and I hope you are well 

I plan to be taking two courses this academic year (a graduate course in the Department of Geography and the Water Institute). Once I have permission from the relevant facul~" member, do 
I contact you or the registrar’s office? 

Thanks for your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <editor@~pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, August 1,2011 10:01 AM 

pam~uka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 542: Links and Resources 

PAMB~UKA E,~E’vVS 542: LIN~7,~S AND RESOI~IRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and plattbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Zimbabwe update, 2 Women & gender, 3 Human rights, 4. 
Refugees & forced migration, 5. Social movements, 6. Emerging powers 
news, 7. Elections & governance, 8. Col~cuption, 9. Development. 10. 
Health & HIV/AIDS, 11. Education, 12. Racism & xenophobia, 13. 
Enviromnent, 14. Land & land rights, 15. iVledia & liceedom of 
expression, 16. Conflict & emergencies, 17 eNewsletters & mailing 
lists, 18 Fundraising & useful resources, 19 Jobs 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

ttighlights from this issue 

ZIX/2[IABWE UPDATE: MPs and journalists assaulted 
WOMEN AN[) (IF, NDER: Governments need to reach out to rural women 
ttUMAN RIG HTS: (i ambia coup anniversary celebrated in ’climate of fear’ 
REI:UG][~;ES AND FORCE[) iVf[GRATION: 40,000 famme-hit Somalis flee to 
Mogadishu, says UNIICR 
SOCIAL MOVF, MENTS: Citizenship, violence and the struggle for a place 
in South Africa 
EMIIR(IING POWERS NEWS: Latest edition of the Emerging Powers newsletter 
ELECTIONS AND (IOVERNANCE: News :from Botswana, Burkina Faso, Egypt, 
Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania, Tunisia, Zambia 
DEVELOP,V2ENT: Scrap East Africa tax incentives, says civil society 
HEALTIt AN’[) tI[ViAIDS: Protests over drug shortages in Swaziland 
ENV[RONMI{N~f: Cloud hangs over climate change talks 
LAND AN’[) LAND RI(IttTS: Can Africa develop a reginnal response to 
’resource grabbing’ 
M-EDIA AN’[) }IRF, EDOM OF EXPRESSION: Bloody crackdown on Malawian media 
CON[q ,ICT AND EMIIR£1ENCIES: News from Benin, Burundi, DRC, Erltrea, 
Libya, Nigeria, Sudan, Uganda 
PIAJS: eNewsletters & mailing lists; Fundraising & useful resources; Jobs 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
1 Zirrlbabwe update 

Z~dBAB\TVE: CASES OF PERSONS ACCUSED OF INSULTING MUGABE SK’xrROCKET 

http:/;’xwnv,mmcye.orgi’.’p 32671 

The Zirrlbabwe Laxa~’ers for Human Rights (ZLHR) has said it is xvorried by 
the rate at which state securi~ agencies are arresting citizens on 
charges of insulting President Robert Mugabe, whose cases the 
organisatinn is receiving every day. ’One of the most fascinating 
things at ZLHR is that evets~day we are getting a case of a person 
being charged with the law- of insulting President. If you say anything 
critical especially mentioning govcrnance and in particular current 
President you are likely to spend a night in j ail, and that to me is a 
symptomatic of a cotmtly which is not rea@ to accept denrocracy. 
Democracy in its own alloxvs citizens to freely express themselves 
without fearing for xvhat will happen after.’ 

ZIMBABYVE: MUGABE’S SL~PPORTERS ASSAULT MPS AN~D JOL~NALISTS 

http ://bit. lyloe78ZT 

Supporters of President Robert Mugabe’s Zanu PF part?’ on Sunday 24 
July assaulted an NiP and four journalists as the?- disrupted a 
parliamental~- committee receiving submissions on a proposed human 
rights law-. Journalists who were caught in the mayhem said a crowd of 
more than 200 Zanu PF supporters stormed the parliament building 
singing revolutionaQ/songs A legislator ~vas dragged out of the 
building and was repeatedly assaulted. Journalists from privately 
owned newspapers were also locked inside the building and heavily 
a ssaulted. 

ZIMBAB~rE: THIRTEEN" ACTIVISTS .~,ESTED 

http :llv,~,swradioafric a cam/News270711/ROHR270711,htm 



Thirteen activists from Restoration of Hun~an Rights Zunbabwe (ROHR) 
were an-ested by the police outside the High Court on Wednesday (27 
July), for protesting against ongoing human rights abuses in the 
country-. ROHR said their activists were protesting against the 
continued incarceration of eight MDC-T activists who have remained 
behind bars since they were arrested on 29 May 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IY\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

2 Wumen & gender 

AI:[ZICA: GOVF, RNMENTS NEED TO RF, ACH OUT TO RURAL WOMt~;N 

http://bit.N/r4ZAAs 

Governments, especially in Africa, need tu have strung accountability 
measures in place in order to effectively reach women in rural areas 
through gender responsive budgeting This was une of the 
recommendatiuns in the Global Call fi~r Action plan drawn up at the end 
uf an intematiunal high-level meeting on gender responsive budgeting 
held in Kigali frum 26 to 28 July The meeting was held in cunjunction 
with the United Natiuns Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment 
ofWumen (UN Women) and the European Union. Delegates also agreed that 
there was a need tu strengthen the skills, competencies and abilities 
of lucal gnvernment leaders. 

CAMEROON: MEETING DEC’LARES WOME~S INTERESTS IN LAND 

http://bit.l¥/pT0bVT 

Afiican women want their govemmunts to undertake reforms that will 
enable them to get easier access to land. Making the appeal, the over 
40 women drawn from across the continunt also clarified: ’We are 
talking about natural succession to land.’ This was at the end of a 
two-day workshop in Carrleroon’s Edea town on 28 July. 

KENYA: GENDER RESPONSIVE BUDGETING KICKS 

http://ipsnews.net/news.asp?idnews 56612 

For the first time ever, the Kenyan finance minister has allocated 
almost four million dollars, about 3.6 per cent of the prima~ 
educatiun budget, to provide free sanitary pads to schoolgirls. This 
comes after persistent pressure frorrl women parliamentarians who took 
the issue of girls’ absenteeisrrl from school, due to lack of sanitary 
pads, to parliament. It was a campaign that left their male 
counterparts speechless, fbr such matters are rarely spoken about in 
public, let alone in parliament, in Kenya’s conservative society-. 

KENYA: LIMITI~D SUCCESS FOR CAMPAIGNS TARGETING FGM,’C PRACTITIONFRS 

http://www irinnews.org/report aspx?reportid 93382 

August is when Nchoo Ngochila would normally- be gearing up for the 
traditional female genital mutilation/cutting (FGM/C) season in her 
Ilchamus cormnuni~z in Kenya’s Rift Valley Province This year, 
however, Ngochila will spend her time trying to convince her communi~ 
the practice should be abandoned About a year ago, a campaign by the 
UN Population Fund (Uik~’PA) urged FGIVb’C practitioners in the area to 
put down their razors and campaign for women’s rights in their 
communities. 

RWANDA: CALLS FOR GENDER BLrDGF~TING 

http://ipsnews net/news.a sp ?idne~vs 56629 

Rwanda is the first country in the world where wumen uutnumber men in 
parliament, with women occupying 45 OUt Uf 80 seats However, despite 
this, experts say that the cuuntry still needs a gender equality 
perspective on huw national resuurces and prugrammes are implemented 
’The move will help ensure guvernment spending addresses the needs of 
wumen and men equitably,’ said Susan Mutoni, referring tu the 
situatiun in Rwanda. Mutoni is the prcliect courdinatur uf gender 
responsive budgeting in Rwanda’s ministry of finance and economic 
planning. Since 2009, the country has been part of a three-year pilot 
programme, the Gender Equitable Lucal Development (GELD), which is 
urganised by UN Women and the United Natiuns Capital Development Fund. 



ZAMBIA: CUR[3[NG GENDER-BASED VIOLEN(X*; 

http://wwwafricanews.com]siteiZAMBIA Curbinz zenderbased vio]ence/list messazes/39268 

Wumen in Law in Southern Africa (WILSA) working in Zambia, be]ieves 
prevention is important in reducing the number u:[" wumen who becume 
victims ufgender-based viulence Rudo Chingube Mouba says the media 
can play an unpurtant rule in raising awareness uf risks and dangers 
as xvell as in influencing public opinion and policies that protect the 
rights of women. Rudo is worried that a number of gender-based 
violence cases occur in marriages. A situation she says ’poses a 
threat to stopping gender-based violence, notwithstanding the issues 
of HIV/AIDS which stand at 16% in Zambia.’ 

ZIMBABWE: NEW S CREEiXTNG IN1TIATI\~ FOR GENDER RIGHTS 

http :i/bit.ly/q TRSmE 

’Greatest Silence: Rape in the Congo’, ’I Want A Wedding Dress’ and 
’Ungochani’ were three of the films recently screened at the Women’s 
Law Centre in Harare as part of a new film based gender rights series 

initiative between Women Filmmakers of Zimbabwe (¥VFOZ) and The Women’s 
Law Centre. The collaboration started in Febluary this year and will 
continue in the next semester. 

I’,I’,IiVVVi’,iVVIVVVIVV’,II\I,d,~iLi’,iVI’,IVViVVVI\ 
3 Human rights 

GA2vlBIA: COUP AikZN1VERSARY CELEBRATED IN" ’CLE’~IATE OF FEAR’ 

http ://bit.lv,/n~,Z5qb 

Gambia feted the 17th anniversalT of a coup by President Yayha Janm~eh 
on 22 A@ as his regime faced allegations from rights bodies of 
muzzling journalists, killings and torture. Jammeh seized power in 
Gambia on 22 July 1994 in a bloodless coup from predecessor Dawda 
Ja;vara, and the annlversaQz is ~pically feted with more pomp than 
independence day celebrations Rights bodies have accused the 
46-year-old leader of creating a climate of fear which has telTified 
journalists and rights defenders into toeing the line and quashes an)’ 
dissent against his regime. 

NIGERIA: POLICE ’KILLED ~3 AFTER BOMB ATTACK’ 

http :h’mg. co.za/article/2011-07-26-nigerian-police-killed-23-after-bomb-attack/ 

Nigerian securi~z forces killed at least 23 people in the 
north-eastern city of Maiduguri in retaliation for a bomb attack 

blamed on a radical Islamist sect, Amnes~z International said on 
Monday (25 July) Buku Haram, a radical gruup which wants sharia la~v 
more widely applied acruss Africa’s must populuus nation, has been 
behind ahnust daily shoutings and attacks with homemade bumbs in and 
around Maiduguri, the capital ufBomu state 

UGANDA: FORCED LABOUR, DISEASE [M~PERIL PRISONERS 

http : /iwww.hr~v.or~/erdne~vs/2011/07/14/u~anda-forced-labur-disease-unperil-prisuners 

Inmates in Ugandan prisuns are subject tu brutal compulsory labour, 
frequent viulence, miserable uvercrowding, and disease, ttuman Rights 
Watch said in a repurt examining conditiuns in 16 prisons throughout 
the cuuntry. Over half uf thuse in Ugandan prisuns are in pretrial 
detemiun and may be held fur years without having been convicted of 
any crime, Human Rights Watch said. Profits from prisuner labour uften 
benefit individual prisun ufficers, while prisuners suPfer illness 
frum inadequate loud, water, and basic hygiene. 

ZI[\ABAB\V[ff: ’NO VACANCY’ FOR tIANGMAN JOB 

http:i,~oit.lv/p2ViwY 

Zirnbabwe’s Justice and Legal Affairs ministry has dismissed reports 
that the countly has failed to recruit a hangman since 2005, after 



several people rushed to hand in their applications :[’or the suppusedly 
vacant post. rflne ministry has said there is nu opening :[’or the job and 
instead blamed the cabinet :[’or ’sitting’ un requests to carry out 
e×ecutions since last year. There are 55 convicts un death row, some 
who have been there :[’or up tu 13 years. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IY\IIVVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\IVViV\I\//\ 

4 Refugees & forced migration 

KENYA: RED TAPE ADDS TO REFUGEE WOES 1N DADAAB 

http:i/w~.irinnews.org/report.aspx?repo~tid 93332 

After walking for days to escape drought and insecurity, often 
barefoot and with almost no food or water, Somali refugees who arrive 
at Dadaab camps in northern Kenya are met with delays and red tape. 
Some wait up to two weeks to be registered as refugees, and longer to 
get food and shelter. The sluggish pace of the registration process is 
partly- because refugees may only register and receive ration cards at 
Ifo camp, at the centre of the three Dadaab camps set up to 10km 
apart. 

SOIviA_LIA: 40,000 FA_NIINE-HIT SOMA_LIS FLEE TO MOGADISHL\ SAYS L2NHCR 

http:L,’v~vw.timeslive.co.za/africa/2011/07i26i40000-famine-hit-somalis-flee-t o-moaadishu-unhcr 

Some 40,000 fanfine-hit people have fled to the Somali capital 
Mogadishu over the past month in search of food and water, the UN 
refugees agency said. ’Over the past month, Uik~ICR figures show that 
nearly 40,000 Somalis displaced by drought and famine have converged 
on Mogadishu in search of food, ~vater, shelter and other assistance,’ 
said Vivian Tan, spokeswoman for the UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees. ’A further 30,000 have arrived at settlements around 
Mogadishu.’ 

SOMALIA: ADDRESSING MENTAL ILLNESS STIGMA IN" SOMALI DIASPORA 

http://www.IRIik-ne~vs.org/report.aspx?reportid 93319 

Post-traumatic stress, depression and ar~xiety disorders are the most 
common mental health problems experienced by Somalis who fled their 
count~z to settle in the ErK, according to Abdi Gure, a community 
development worker fbr Mind, a mental health organization based in 
Harrow-, north London. Uncertainty over irmnigration status, housing and 
language barriers can compound mental illness but fear of being 
stigmatized may prevent sufferers from seeking support from their 
con~munity as well as from the mental health services 

SOIKIIt AI:RICA: LIFE FOR MOZ-SA TRA[~’FICKER 

http://WwW ci~press.c~.za/S~uthA~rica/News/SA-sends-c~ear-messa~e-tu-human-traffickers-2~ 10720 

’]7he International Organisation for Migratiun (IOM) in Pretoria has 
welcumed the sentencing uf human trafficker Adina dus Santos (28) to 
life imprisonment. Dos Santos was also given a one-year sentence in 
the Pretoria R egional Cuurt lk~r living off the money the young wumen 
had made. She was J2~und guilty in May of trafficking three girls frum 
Muzambique to Pretoria in February 2008 

SOl.2fII SUDAN: R~)W LOOMS AS JU[3A LOCKS OUT SOM~kLIS 

http :,’,,bit. b/’/q 8MnC8 

Suuth Sudan has barred people uf Sumali urigin li’um entering its 
territory by road, creating a potential diplomatic and trade crisis 
with its neighbours A senior Kenya Revenue Authority ufl’icial, who 
sought anunymity because he is nut authorised to speak tu the press, 
said that the rules were introduced two weeks ago due to what is 
believed to be securi~ reasons. Kenyan traders, including those of 
Somali origin, have flocked to South Sudan in search of new business 
opportunities. 

TL2X!ISIA: _’vffGRANTS FLEE TO NEW TRAPS 



http://ipsnews.net/news asp ?idnews 56638 

As African Union and NAT() leaders push :[’or a political solution to the 
Libyan crisis, many of the thousands of refugees and migrants stranded 
on the Libyan- Tunisian border say their plight continues to fall on 
deaf ears. Sitting outside her makeshift tent with her daughter and 
grandson, 63-year-old Somali refugee Hawuyeh Awal tries to find a bit 
of shelter from the scorching sun on the Tunisian desert. ’I’m so 
scared that I’m going to die in this hot desert,’ she says ’I have 
diabetes and Fve lost more than eight kilos since coraing here because 
of the hot weather.’ 

ZIi’,ABAB~Z,~: L’vflMIGP~Ai’~S IN THE DARK 

http://www.timeslive, co. zailoc al/2011/08/01/zimbabwean-inmfi~r ants-in-t h e-dark 

Thousands of Zimbabweans in South Africa are in the dark about their 
residency status as the raoratorium on the deportation of illegal 
irmnigrants expired. Though NGOs claimed that the Department of Home 
Affairs had indicated that the moratorium might be extended until the 
end of this month, no announcement has been made. Though the 
departrnent has registered 275762 applications, NGOs estimate that 
there are as many as a million undocmnented Zimbabweans in this 
country. This means thousands could be deported back to Zimbabwe. 

I\I\/ i\i\iV i\iVV IVVV /V\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iV I\IVV iVVV /\ 
5 Social movements 

S OL~I-I AFRICA: CAPE TOYVN BACKYARDERS CALL FOR HOUSING MEC’ S RESIGNATION" 

http ://westcapene~vs. comi?p 3080 

Mandela Park BackTarders say they have ’proof of corruption’ in a 
Khayelitsha housing project and have called for the ’immediate’ 
resignation of Western Cape Human Settlements IVIEC Bonginkosi 
Madikizela. The call follo~vs the organisation’s online publication of 
results of their investigation into the occupation of houses in the 
Mandela Park Housing Project, of which 150 houses out of a planned 950 
have been completed 

SOI_,~H A2rRICA: THE SMOKE THAT CALLS: INSURGENT CITIZENSHIP, COLLECTIVE 

VIOLENCE ~X~ND THE STRUGGLE FOR A PLACE IN- THE NEW S OL~I-I AFRICA 

http ://www swopinstitute.or~ za/node/286 

There are several innovations to the research proj ects captured in 
this report. Firstly, it consists of studies of both xenophobic 
violence and communi~z protests, drawing the links both empirically as 
one of collective action spa~vns or mutates into another, and 
theoretically through the concept of insurgent citizenship. Secondly, 
the research was conceived of, and conducted, through a collaboration 
between an NG O, The Centre for the Study of Violence and 
Reconciliation (CSVR) and an academic research institute, the Socie~ 
Work and Development Institute (SWOP) at University of the 
Witwatersrand. This brought together scholars and practitioners, 
psychologists and sociologists, in a challenging and productive 
partnership to try to understand collective violence and its 
underlying social @nam~cs. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

6 Emerging powers news 

LATEST fiDIT]ON: EMERGING POWERS NEWS ROI2NDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers. 

http://www.pambazuka.or~ienicate~ol~iemplayersnewsi75322 

IVV /VVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
7 Elections & governance 

BOTSWANA: MOTION OF NO COiN~F1DENCE IN KHAMA IN THE OFFING 

http:i/xvww.rrm~egi.bw/index.php?sid l&aid 481&dir 2011/Julv~/ondav25 

After being filed txvo xveeks ago, it is now only a matter of time 
before the MP for Gaborone Central, Dumelang Saleshando, presents a 



mution ofnu confidence in President Ian Khama and his government. 
Because the motion is not likely to pass, Saleshandu intends to use it 
to highlight the shortcumings o:[’the Botswana Demucratic Party (BDP) 
government under Khama, whom he considers unfit Jbr uffice. Speaking 
~n an interview, Saleshando blamed the recent public service strike on 
Khama, saying as unions bargained with the empluyer, the president had 
seen fit to tour the country w~wing that there would be nu salary 
increase. 

BURKINA FASO: IN DOGGED PURSUIT OF L’AFFAIRE SANKARA 

http ://,~ax-xv.ips. org/a fric a/2011/07/burkina-fa so-in-dogg ed-pursuit-of-laffaire-sankarai 

Opposition members of parlianmnt in Burkina Faso have called on France 
to open its archives to look for evidence of involvement of the French 
secret ser~,4ces in the 1987 death of Thomas Sankara. The call is the 
latest effolt in a long-running struggle to force a full and open 
inquiry into the assassination which brought Burkina Faso’s cttrrent 
president, Blaise Compaor~, to poxvel. ’Evidence presented in other 
countries indicates that France was involved in the death of Thomas 
Sankara,’ said MP and lawyer Stanislas Benewindd Sat~:ara - no relation 
to the former president - at a 16 July press conference in 
Ouagadougou, the Burkinab6 capital. 

EGYPT: 26 POLITICAL PO~2~RS SUSPEND TAHRIR SIT-IN" 

http ://thedailynewse~’pt. corr~’egypt/26-political-power s-susp end-tal’trir -sit-in-hundr eds-remain.html 

The April 6 Youth Movement said that the movement, alongside 25 
political powers, decided to suspend its sit-in in Tahrir Square until 
the end of Ramadan. ’We want to facilitate the traffic riow during 
Ramadan and put into consideration the special circumstances related 
to this holy month,’ Amr Aly, member of the group’s political bureau 
said.The movement said that it ~vould continue exerting pressure on the 
government to execute the rest of their demands including ending the 
military prosecution of civilians, sacking the Prosecutor General, 
cleansing the interior ministly and setting a reasonable minimum and 
maxunum wage. 

EGYPT: CIVIL SOCW~TY CALL S FOR OPEN DEMOCRATIC SPACE 

http :/i~v~av.e-ioussour.net/en/node/l O009 

A group of civil society organisations have issued a statement that 
requests that the government removes the restrictions imposed on civil 
society organisations and human rights activists in order to enable 
these actors to contribute to the change called fbr by the revolution 
and in implementing a peaceful transition of power towards a civil 
government freely elected by the people 

EG YPT: PROTESTER S UNDER E[RE 

http://www~uardiancuuk/cummentisfree/~a~ery/2~/~u~/25/e~ypt-protest~/?picture 377243821&index 8 

A gallery of images from Hossam el-Hamala~" and published on the 
London Guardian website illustrates how a protest march towards army 
headquarters in Cairu ended in violence. 

MALAWI: CONCERNS OF PROTEST[gRS NEED TO BE TAKI{N SERIOUSLY 

http://www.ips or~/afi-ica/2011i07/malawi-concerns-of-protesters-need-tu-be-taken-seriously/ 

Unless Malawi’s government dues sumething tu find sulutiuns to its 
ecunumic and governance problems, the country will see mure nationwide 
protests like the ones last week where 18 people were killed and 275 
arrested, analysts say. Mustapha Hussein, a pulitical analyst at the 
Umversity uf Malawi, told IPS that Mutharika should start taking the 
concerns of Malawians seriously before things get out of hand. ’The 
president seems to not be ready to accept blame for the economic and 
governance problems facing the country. There will be bigger protests 
in the country than what we just saw should the government not move 
fast in addressing the issues that are being raised,’ said Hussein. 



MALAWI: KEY ACTIVISTS ]N ttII)]NG 

h ttp :~/wv#s,. m aravi p o s t. c om/m a[ awi-p o li t i c s is o c i etyi5505-ke’¢-real awl-p r o t e s t-I e a d e r s- in-h i d in ~-p a c-~ e ttin ~-re d-up. h 

Several key Malawi leaders of last week’s anti-government protests are 
in hiding after President Bingu wa Mutharika threatened to arrest them 
following the deadly riots, a leading rights activist said. ’The 
leaders have received death threats from unknown people. They are in 
hiding for their personal safety and that of their families after the 
President said he would arrest them,’ Moses Mkandawire, one of the 
main organisers of the protests in the northern city of Mz~az-a, said. 

NIGERL~.: JONATHAN’ S POLITId’AL REFOR_M PLAN FAd’ES STRONG OPPOSITION 

http:i/234ncxt.corrgcsp/cmsisites/i%xt/NewsiNational/5736379-147/stor~.csp 

President Goodluck Jonathan walked into the National Executive 
Committee (NEC) hall at the Peoples Democratic Patty national 
secretariat in Abuia (PDP) recently to meet a tribe of al~xious palty 
faithfuls. They had gathered in the hall for the 56th meeting of the 
NEC, the first since the end of April general elections, to discuss 
the various issues confronting the ruling party. But prior to Mr 
Jonathan’s arrival, party members xvere overheard discussing the 
proposed amendment to the constitution to bring about a single tem~ 
for the countly’s president and state governors, which the incmnbent, 
through his media aide, Reuben Abati, had offered explanations on, but 
which has raised the countlT’S political temperatuxe. 

TANZANia: C<3~EI~NNNNT URGED TO RELEASE NEYV BEbL ON CONSTITUTION 

http :/,,’bit NinqRTEP 

The Tanzanian Government has come under pressure to make public the 
revised version of the Constitutional Review Act 2011 Participants at 
a weekend meeting accused the government of being reluctant to issue 
the document and vowed that they would not relent in their quest to 
have it released. The chairman of the Constitutional Debate Forum, Mr 
Deus Kibamba, said the government appeared not to be ready for change, 
and was trying to delay the process The countU might experience 
chaos should the process of writing the new- constitution not be 
transparent, he said. 

TUNISL~: VOTER REGISTRATION DRI~E LAL~NCHED 

http://www.magharebia con~/cocoon/awi/xhtmll/en GB/features/awi/feattu-esi2011/07i27/feature-O1 

Concerned with a low rate of voter registration, Tunisia’s Independent 
High Electoral Commission (ISIE) is in the midst of a major push to 
encourage citizens to register for the country’s historic 23 October 
elections Tunisians have until Tuesday (2 August) to register to w)te 
for the Constituent Assembly elections. 

ZAMBIA: ELECTIONS SET FOR 20 SEPTEMBER 

http://www.africanews.con~,site/Zambia elections set for September 20/list messages/39313 

Zambia’s President Rupiah Banda has put this year’s general vote on 
Tuesday, 20 September. Incumbent Zambian President and top contender 
under the governing Movement for Multiparty Democracy (MMD) stable, 
Rupiah Banda announced the election day during a live broadcast to the 
nation. 
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8 Corruption 

http://*vw*v.timeslive co.za/politics/2011/07/31/ha*vk s-reveal-arms-deal-bombshell 

The Hawks have taken the first step towards re-opening the 
multibillion-rand arrus deal probe - which could expose those who took 
bribes to prosecution. The head of the Directorate for Priority Crime 
Investigations, Anwar Dramat, xvrote to the Standing Committee on 
Public Accounts (Scopa) itffonning it of the Hawks’ intention to speak 
to European investigators to establish whether or not criminal charges 
should be brought against any South Africans. The Haxvks 
controversially dropped the probe into the arms deal in September last 



year, arguing that prospects of successful prosecutions were slim. 
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9 Development 

AFRICA: LACK ()Iv INP~(ASTRUCTURE IMPEDES DEVELOPMENT 

http ://a£reuters.comJarticlc/investingNewsiidAFJOE76IOBG20110719 

A massive sholtfall in funding for African infrastructure projects is 
costing the continent up to three per cent of Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) a year, a senior African Development Baak oJ~Ticial said. ’The 
gap right now is sonrething like $45 billion a year and that gap is 
dragging down econonric groxvth in Africa by as rauch as 3 percent of 
GDP,’ Mthuli Ncube, chief economist for the lender, said at a latmch 
event for its annual economic outlook. ’The most critical area is 
energy- - power. Any power outages are bo~md to cause nrassive problems 
for growth.’ 

AFRICA: POWER PRODUCTION WAY BELOW POTENTIAL 

In 2005, countries in the wider East African region latmched a master 
plan that would finally sort out the region’s perermial power woes. 
The East African Power Pool (EAPP) ~vas to exploit the enormous 
hydropower potential in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia and 
Uganda, the geothermal potential in Kenya, Tanzania and Ethiopia, 
natural gas in Tanzania and Rwanda and coal in Tanzania and the DR 
Congo Six years later, the region’s po~ver troubles seem to be going 
from bad to worse - Kenya this week joined Tanzania and Uganda in the 
growing list of East African Community countries rationing power to 
domestic and industrial consumers. 

EAST AFRICA: SCRAP TAX IN-CEB,~B,’ES, CIVIL SOCIETY SAYS 

http ://thecitizen. co.tz/sund av-citizen/-/13294-scr ap-incentives-clvil-societ ,v-urg es-east-aficica 

Civil society organisations want East African governments to scrap tax 
incentives as a stimulus for investment inflo~vs and development 
accelerator. Speaking during a roundtable discussion in Nairobi, Kenya 
on Wednesday, activists said incentives hinder the entry of revenue 
and have no empirical results to prove their efficacy and impact to 
investment The meeting - organised by the Tax Justice Network-Africa 
and ActionAid International Kenya - attracted policy makers, 
academics, tax a&ninistrators and business leaders in the EAC 

G] ,OBAL: UN AIDING CORPORATE TAKEOVER OF WA’IEIR 

http://www.alternet.or~/sto~/151367/the un is aiding a corporate takeover of drinking water 

Earl?" last month, pharmaceutical titan Merck became the latest 
multinational to pledge allegiance to the CEO Water Mandate, the 
United Nations’ public-private initiative ’designed to assist 
companies in the development, implementation and disclosure o:[’water 
sustainability policies and practices’. But there’s darker data 
beneath that sunny marketing: The CEO Water Mandate has been heavily 
hammered by the Sierra Club, the Polaris Institute and more for 
exerting undemocratic corporate control over water resources (PDF) 
under the banner of the United Nations. 

MALAWI: US SUSPENDS AID AFTER KILLINGS 

http://www bbc.co ul,:/n ews/world-africa-14299172 

’]7he US has suspended a $350m (£213my aid package to Malawi aJ~er the 
securib" forces were accused of killing ant>government protesters 
last week. A US government agency, the Millennium Challenge 
Corporation (MCC), said the money was to have been spent on developing 
Malawi’s power sector. But it had suspended the aid because it was 
’deeply upset’ by the deaths of 19 people during the demonstrations. 

SOL’Itt SUDAN: PUBLIC SECTOR JOB REGISTRY LAUNCHED 



http://www s udantribune, comiS-S udan-and-Affican-Development,39597 

The Republic of South Sudan (R SS) government has, in partnership with 
the Afidcan Development Bank (AfDB), officially launched a Curriculum 
Vitae (CV) registry that seeks to assist its citizens in their quest 
for employment opportunities in Ali’ica’s newest nation Under the new 
arrangement, the Ministry of Human Resource Development and other 
government ministries will review CVs received through the registry, 
thus matching them with appropriate openings within the public sector, 
if available. ’South Sudan requires a skilled and dedicated workforce 
in order to iraplement its national development plan and other goals 
effectively. The country needs qualified professionals to help it 
address challenges and who can share in the nation building process,’ 
said Ai~-DB in a statement. 

http :/itrademarksa. orgh~ews/ministries-told-cut-budgets-25 

Government departments have been called upon to cut their 2011/2012 
budgets by 25 per cent. According to Bheki Bhembe who is Director of 
Budget and Economic Affairs in the Ministry of Finance, meetings with 
the ministries on the issue are underway. ’We have issued Circular 
No.3 of 2011 to cut ministries’ budgets by 25 per cent. We are meeting 
them to look at reducing their budgets hoping to reduce level of 
commitment going forward,’ he said. He noted that the reality of the 
government financial crisis has hit home with the ministries and they 
are cooperating. 
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10 Health & HIV/AIDS 

NIGERIA: CHANGING ATTITUDES TO COi’~RACEPTION 

http:/’/w~.irinne}vs.org/report.aspx?reportid 93340 

Health }vorkers say an apparent rise in contraceptive use in Nigeria 
stems largely flcom a }villingness by traditional and religious leaders 
in some regions to use their influence in promoting reproductive 
health. In the predominantly Muslim north, }vhere contraceptive use has 
historically been far lower than the national average, the support of 
traditional leaders has helped change attitudes in con~munities where 
contraception }vas long regarded as taboo. 

SOLTI’H AFRICA: A CONDOM IN E~fflRY JAIL CELL 

http ://ilaa or~/ilaa/un/artlcle/n5FVRb81Cc 

The government of South Africa should provide access to protective 
measures such as condoms and water-based lubricants in prisons and 
other places where forced and consensual anal sex is prevalent, say 
some advocates fi~r improved health sep~ices for men who have sex with 
men. Sensitivity training fi~r health care workers, improved 
counselling for HIV-infected men and the provision of condoms and 
lubricants in prisons and other places where men have sex with men are 
among solutions being advanced to combat rising HIV/AIDS prevalence 
rates in major cities of South Afidca. The solutions are among 
measures urged by participants to the :first South African conference, 
the ’Top2Btm MSM [men who have sex with men] Symposium,’ held to 
’brainstorm about prevention, care and treatment for MSMs’. 

SOUTH ~k!~’RICA: TAKIN(I HEALTH TO THE PEOPLE 

http://www.health-eorg.z;~/news/articlephp?uid 20033216 

South Africa’s health system is on the brink of a dramatic change, 
with the National Health Insurance White Paper expected to be 
considered by Cabinet this week. ~flne main priority will be to provide 
free health care to all South African’s regardless of what they earn 
or where they live. On this page, listen to - or read - a Health-e 
report on a visit to South Africa’s west coast where an innovative 
prograrmne is leading the way. 

S~2~L~ZILA_ND: PROTESTS OVER SHORTAGE OF DRUGS 

http:i/english, ali azeera.net/news/afric a/2011/07/201172717352197113.html 



Hundreds of people have taken to the streets in Swazi land protesting 
against poor governance which has led to a shortage of essential 
medical supplies in sub-Saharan Africa’s sole absolute monarchy ?,/lore 
than 500 people demonstrated in Mbabane, the capital, on Wednesday (27 
July) while nearly 1,000 protested in the western town of Siteki. A]~DS 
groups have warned of an unminent shortage of anti-retroviral drugs in 
a country where a quarter of the people between the ages of 15 and 49 
are believed to carry HIV. 
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11 Education 

MOROCCO: STUDENTS SEEK TRAINING, NOT TEACHING 

http:ll,a~~v,ips,org/africai2011/07/morocco-students-seek-training-not-teaching/ 

Despite 12 years of reform, Morocco’s universities continue to fall 
short of expectations, with students complaining that the training 
they- get does not meet the demands of the job market. Professors in 
this North African country of 32 million people echoed their students’ 
grievances, adding that Moroccan universities are poorly managed and 
riddled with corruption. ’The kind of training provided by 
universities remains poor and does not meet any of the educational, 
pedagogic, academic and intellectual conventional standards,’ Zakaria 
Rmidi, a student preparing for his master’s degree in English studies, 
told IPS. 

UGAN~DA: CITY SC’HOOLS DIVIDED OVER STRIKE 

http :Ii~vw~v,monitorco,ug/News/National/-/688334/1208418/-Ibll svaz/-lindex html 

The government failed to stop a teachers’ strike last week after the 
ministers responsible insisted there was no money to meet their 
demands. Education Minister Jessica Alupo and other line ministers 
told MPs on the Parliamentary Social Selwices Committee that their 
hands ~vere tied and that the matter had been forwarded to Minister of 
Public Selwice HemT Kajura, who asked teachers to be patient as there 
was no money. 
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12 Racism & xenophobia 

SOL~H AFRICA: OSLO KILLER COPND FRObI SA BLOG 

Norwegian mass-murderer Anders Behring Breivik is reported to have 
copied several ideas from a right-wing South African website when he 
compiled his 1,518-page ’manifesto’ Breivlk borro;ved liberally from 
several sources in writing his rambling ideas to defend Western 
civilisation. One of his themes is the struggle against 
multi-culturalism, and he used several articles on the topic from the 
blog iluvsa.blogspot org, which has a bam~er proclaiming: ’I luv South 
Africa.. but I hate my goverr~nent’. 
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13 Environment 

A[~’RICA: WOMEN EXCLUDED FROM CL]2vIATE CttANGE PROJECTS IN At,IRICA 

http ://bit.ly/mO YYtim 

()[’the millions of dollars spent on climate change projects in 
developing countries, little has been allocated in a way that will 
benefit women Yet, in Africa, it is women who will be most affected 
by climate change. According to United Nations data, about 80 per cent 
of the continent’s smallholder farmers are women. While they are 
responsible for the food securi~ o17millions of people, agriculture 
~s one of the sectors hardest hit by climate change. 

MOZ~’,~V;[3IQUE: FIRST EXPOR TS OF BK)-FUELS TO EUROPEAN MARKETS 

http ://trademarksa. org/news/mozambique-first-exports-bio-fuels-european-markets 

Sun Biofuels Mozambique, a subsidiary of United Kingdom-based Sun 
Biofuels, has exported the first batch of 30 tonnes of Jatropha oil, 
froru its fields in the central Mozarnbican province of Manica, to the 
Omruan airliner ’LuPthansa’. Cited in the daily paper ’Noticias’, Sun 
Biofuels Mozambique manager for corporate affairs, Sergio Oouveia said 
that the exports of Jatropha oil follows an order placed by- Ltffthansa 
for testing on its planes, Mozambique’s news agency, ALM. reported. 



’Civil aviation is an interesting market, that’s why we are looking 
forward for Lufthansa test results, which has shown a keen interest in 
our production,’ stressed (iouveia. 

NI(I ER[A: N[ GE RIA’ S W A N]NG S TA TU S IN C L [?,/JATI~ NE (i OTIA T[ O N 

http://trade1r~arksa.~rg/news/nigeria%E2%8~%99s-waning-status-c~imate-neg~tiati~n 

Barely- four months to the 17th round of the United Nations-backed 
climate change conference scheduled for Durban in South Ai~dca, 
Nigeria’s place as a leading voice seeking justice for the African 
continent appears to have taken a free-fall. Proceedings from the 
recently-held climate talks in Bonn, Gernrany indicated that, out of 
the over 200 negotiators appointed as Africa’s representatives under 
the platfornr of the African Group, only one Nigerian was acknowledged. 
The list showed that South Africa had 29 negotiators, including the 
national focal person; Ghana had six; Sudan, five; Gambia, three; 
Senegal, eight; _Mall, four; Kenya, five; Malawi, four; Egypt, six; and 
Ethiopia, two. 

SOLTH AFRI(~’A: CL Ol~W.D OVER PREPARATIONS FOR COP 17 

http://m~.co.za/articlei2011-07-29-cloud-over-~re~ar ations-for-co~ 17/ 

Four nronths before South Africa hosts the United Nation’s big 
climate-change conference in Durban, concerns are nrounting that the 
cotmtly is lagging behind in its preparations. This comes araid 
accusations that tensions are running high between the department of 
environmental affairs (DEA) and the department of international 
relations and co-operation (Dirco) over responsibilities. Because of 
international protocol, the environment department handles the content 
of the climate change COl~ference and Dirco the logistics. Greenpeace’s 
Melita Steele, who is also part of the civil socieW steering 
conm~ittee for COP17, said it was only- now, in July, that Dirco was 
ready and the confusion over which department was responsible fbr what 
seemed to have been sorted out 
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14 Land & land rights 

AFRICA: CAN" AFRICA DEVFLOP A REGIONAL RESPONSE TO ’RESOURCE GR ABBLNG’ ? 

http:/,,’bit ly/pO8 IIZ 

The Pan African Parliament (PAP) recently held a meeting of 
parliamentarians from across the continent to discuss an appropriate 
African response to resource grabs, reports the blog 
anothercountryside.wordpress com. ’The meeting noted the strategic 
potential of countries with natural resource wealth, but also the 
inequitable deals that have been approved by many governments, 
providing long-term leases of 50 to 99 years to companies at minimal 
or even no cost, and with few guarantees about development. Of 
priorlW concern was evidence that local communities are often 
displaced, undermining local 12~od production and aggravating 
vulnerability to hunger and chronic poverty.’ 

A[~T!ICA: FA]RI~R LAND DE,’kLS NEE[~ED TO ENSURE OPPORTUNITY FOR LOCALS 

http://farmland~rab.orv/post/view/18986 

’]?he trend of international land grabbing - when governments and 
private firms invest in or purchase large tracts of land in other 
countries for the purpose of agricultural production and e×port - can 
have serious environmental and social consequences, according to 
researchers at the Worldwatch Institute Deals that focus solely on 
financial profit can leave rural populations more x~ulnerable and 
without land, employment opportumties, or 12~od security 

SUDAN: UAE INVESTORS LZ~GED TO ST.QRT DEVELOPING FAP.MLAR~D 

http ://farmlandgrab.org/post/view/18987 

Sudan is urging the UAE to begin developing the vast expanses of 
farnrland it has acquired in the cotmtly, as the north loses the 
nrajori _ty of its oil revenues following the independence of South 
Sudan. The country, ravaged by years of conflict, is now turning its 
focus to its agricultural sector, as it desperately tries to generate 



cash. Investors from the UAE, including the Abu Dhabi Fund for 
Development, have been given a total of 600,000 feddans o:[" farmland in 
Sudan, either for free or at nominal rent costs, on condition they 
will invest in the land, said Salih Ibrahim Sahh Mohammed, a senior 
researcher at the Sudan Economic Advisor’s Office, a division of the 
country’s embassy in Abu Dhabi. 

15 Media & freedom of expression 

GA_’vIBIA: FREE EXPRESSION ADVOCATES C.¢AvIPAIGN AGAIN-ST LMPL2NITY 

http:llwww,mediafound.oraiindex.php’.’option corn content&task~riew&id 713&Itemid 1 

The Media Foundation for West Africa (MFWA) on 22 July 2011 joined 
Amnesty International-Ghana, Human Rights Advocacy Centre, 
Commonwealth Human Rights Initiatives (CHRI) and Centre for Democratic 
Development (CDD)to mark Oambia’s descent into tyranny. Over the 
years Amnesty International and its global partners including MFWA 
have been marking this so-called ’Freedom Day’ annually xvith various 
campaign events to continue highlighting the grave human rights 
violations to the world for action. 

MALAWI: BLOODY CRACKDOVV2N~ ON MEDIA 

htPo:/,’m~.co.zalarticlei2011-07-25-malawis-bloodv-crackdown/ 

Malawi journalists were beaten by police in churches and hospitals in 
Lilongwe, and were blamed for the demonstrations that swept the 
countlT last week The cotmtry’s radio stations ~vere also shut down in 
the ’national interest’. Meanwhile, private media houses shut down 
last week after the)’ heard that their buildings were about to be 
torched, said Kondwani Munthali, a journalist from Nation 
Publications. 

S OL~bI AFRICA: REVIEW PANEL FOR INTO BILL 

http:llwvav.timesliveco.za/thetimes/2011/07/26hevie~v-p anel-for -info-bill 

The Protection of Information Bill is back in the spotlight in 
parliament, with the focus on a new panel that will have the power to 
decide if information has been wrongly classified. The proposed la~v - 
dubbed ’the secrecy bill’ - has been ~videly criticised fbr giving the 
state wide powers to classify information, and for punishing people 
who publish that classified information, even if it is in the public 
interest. Opposition parties and civil society groups say- a key 
problem m the bill remains: it provides for reformation to be 
classified in the interests of ’national security’ but it is not clear 
what exactly national security is. 

Z2k~\~[3IA: EDITOR TELLS COURT BANDA IS CORRUPT AND A LIAR 

http://bit ly/ruSynM 

A Zambian newspaper editor has appeared in a Lusaka High Court to 
commence his defence in a defamation suit brought against him by 
President Rupiah Banda. President Banda, in power for almost three 
years now, sued ~flqe Post editor Fred M’membe and his publication for 
defamation ahead of the 2008 polls after the paper allegedly said he 
was ’corrupt and a liar’. 

ZZ[\ABAB\V[g: FRESH IAI[. TfIREATS ’I70 JOURNALISTS REPORTING ON C~g IN~KZT 

http:h’wvav.s*vradioaffica.con~,’News27071 liCabinetJai1270711 .htm 

Journalists in Zimbabwe are concerned over a fresh warning that they 
face being jailed, if the?" report on issues discussed in cabinet. It 
~s understood that the government plans to use the Official Secrets 
Act to silence the media, as it forges ahead with its culture of 
keeping ordinalT Zimbabweans in the dark. 
Govertrment ministers are said to be getting increasingly uncomfortable 
with media reports of their deliberations in parliament, especially 
over issues they- disagree on. 



ZIMBABWE: JOURNALISTS ASSAULTED AT PA2Pd.IAME;~f 

http:h’~vw~v.misazun.co.~,,iindexphp?option corn content&task view&id 810&Itemid 1 

Ioumalists Aarun Ufumeli and Lev Mukarati were on 23 Iuly 2011 
reportedly assaulted and harassed by suspected Zanu PF supporters who 
were part of a public hearing un the Human Rights Bill that was being 
cunducted at the Parliament of Zimbabwe in ttarare, l~fumeli, chief 
photugrapher with Alpha Media Huldings publishers uf The Standard, 
Zimbabwe Independent and Newsday, was nranhandled by the mob that tried 
to grab his camera while the others demanded that he delete the 
pictures he had taken. 

i d Co~fflict & enrergencies 

AFRICA: HOW BEST TO REMOVE GU~qS FROM POST-CONFLI(-’T ZONES? 

http:ll~w,IRINnews,org/report.aspx?reportid 93354 

Cash for guns or buy-back prograrmnes in post-conflict states have 
fallen out of favour as a method of ridding a society of weapons, and 
have been replaced by often elaborate schemes designed to remove money 
from the equation, but the debate continues as to the best way 
forward. The disam~ament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) 
corc~unity has grappled for years with buy-back practices and 
acknowledges they can have a profound effect on the nature of peace 
and even encourage a return to conflict. However, sometimes they can 
be termed ’good practice’. 

BEiN~LN: T&~NKER SEIZED 

http ://www bbc.co uk/news/world-africa-14270010 

Pirates have hijacked an Italian diesel tanker off Benin in ~vestern 
Africa in an attack of the kind more usually associated ~vith Somalia. 
Assailants boarded the RBD Anema e Core in the Gulf of Guinea, 
officials m Benin and Italy confirmed. The Gulf of Guinea has become 
increasingly important for its potential energT reselwes which have 
attracted international interests, BBC West Africa con-espondent 
Thomas Fessy reports from Dakar. 

BURL~FDI: ikTNE DEAD IN BURUNDI CLASHES 

http://bit, lv/p 1Fx5h 

At least nine people have died in clashes between unidentified ’armed 
gangsters’ and securi~z forces in northwest Burundi, sources said. The 
incident, the most deadly since the end of the 1993-2006 civil war, 
came amid increasing reports in recent weeks of attacks by ’armed 
gangs’ 

DRC: US ASKED TO USE OECD GUIDANCE FOR CONF[.ICT-MINERAL RULES 

htt~:~trademarksa.~r~/news/drc-asks-us-use-~ecd-~uidance-cur~Iict-minera~-ru~es 

’]?he Democratic Republic of Cungu has appealed tu the US Securities and 
Exchange Cummission to prevent forthcoming cor~flict-mineral rules frum 
causing a ’de- facto embargo’ on trade from the Central African 
natinn. The comanissiun was asked to develop the guidelines last Iuly 
under the Dodd-Frank Act to help cut the link between Congo’s mineral 
trade and armed gruups. ~Ilqe SEC rules, which are expected as earl?" as 
next month, will apply tu US cumpanies inw~lved in the trade in tin 
ore, tantalum, tungsten and gold shipped :[’rum Congo and nine 
neighboring countries 

EAST A[*~RICA: ETHIOPIA AND (X3 ANDA SKIN REGK)NAL SECURITY DEAL 

http://bit.lvioGNOm0 

Ethiopia and Uganda have signed bilateral agreements to cooperate in 
regional securib" operations. The deal also seeks to strengthen 
economic ties while allowing for the free movement of people between 
the two countries. Ethiopia’s Foreign Air:airs ministry said the 
agreement would enable the two countries to take a con~’non position on 
regional security affairs. Among the issues to be prioritised are 
Somalia, South Sudan and Eritrea. 



ERITREA: ERITREA BEHIND AL- SLZVIMIT ATTACK PLOT, SAYS UN REPORT 

http ://aEreutcrs. com/article/topNewsiidAF JOE76ROAS20110 728 

Eritrea xvas behind a plot to attack an African Union summit in 
Ethiopia in JanualT and is bard(rolling al Qaeda-linked Somali rebels 
ttnough its embassy in Kenya, according to a L~N" report. A L~N" 
Monitoring Group report on Somalia and Eritrea said the Red Sea 
state’s intelligence persotmel xvere active in Uganda, South Sudan, 
Kenya and Somalia, and that the country’s actions posed a threat to 
security and peace in the region. 

LIBYA: BENGFLa2,I CLASH EXPOSES CRACKS IN REBEL R~NKS 

http ://wwv~v.n~times. con~/2O l l /OS/O1/w orld/africaiO l libva hWnl ? r 1 

Rebel fighters challenging the role of Col. Muammar el-Qaddafl waged 
an eight-hour gunfight here in their de facto capital on Sunday, 
against what their leaders called a ’fifth colunm’ of Qaddafi 
loyalists ~vho had posed as a rebel brigade It was the latest sign of 
discord and trickeQz in the rebel ranks to emerge in the four days 
since the killing of the rebels’ top militar,v leader, Gen. Abdul 
Fattah Younes, a former Qaddafi confidant who had defected to their 
side. The mysterious circun~stances of his death have raised new 
questions about his own loyalties, and about the unity and discipline 
of the rebel troops 

NIGERIA: PANEL SEEKS TALKS ~9,~TH BOKO HARAivI 

http:h’en<lish.allazeera net/news/africa/2011/07/2011731145755671650 html 

Goodluck Jonathan, the Nigerian president, has set up a committee to 
negotiate with a radical Islamist group that has claimed 
responsibility fi~r a string of almost daily shootings and bomb attacks 
in northeastern Nigeria, the government has announced The committee 
was set up on Saturday after a meeting between Jonathan and local 
leaders in Bomo state, which concluded that the military’s strategy 
against Boko Haram, the group in question, has done more harm than 
good. 

SU]DAN: UN TROOPS MOVE INTO DISPUTED A[JYEI ARF, A 

http://www.un.or~/apps/news/sto~asp?NewsID 39167&Cr abyei&Crl 

The top United Nations peacekeeping official has reported that more 
than 500 troops with the new UN mission in the disputed Abyei area of 
Sudan have been deployed and both of’the contesting sides appear 
committed to avoiding combat and willing to withdraw in favour of the 
blue helmets. But Alain Le Roy, the under-secretary-general for 
peacekeeping operations, told a meeting o:[’the Security Council that 
’deployment dil!ficulties’ in working with the Sudanese government have 
left some of the troops :[’acing a ’critical food shortage’. 

UGANDA: RISK OF STARVATION IN KARA2v~OJA REGION 

http://www.iriunews.or~/r epolt, aspx?reportid 93338 

Several districts in Uganda will need urgent relief aid to mitigate 
the risk of stalwation following poor rains that have affected this 
year’s harvest, the bfinister for Disaster Preparedness warned. Most of 
the affected districts are in Karanrqia where the situation was 
particularly unique because crop failure and a prolonged drought had 
aggravated the region’s food crisis, Musa Ecwem said. 

I\I\I I \I\IV I\IV’,I IV’,,i’,,i," ,i’,AI I’,AI\I AI\IV I\IV’,,i lV’,i’,i , ", 
17 eNewsletters & nraiiing lists 

ANGOLA bfON~ITOR NEWSLETq2ER 

http ://www. actsa.or g/page- 1499-Ang ola Monitor.htnrl 

The Angola Monitor follows the progress of peace, stability, 
development and human rights in the country as it struggles to 



overcome the legacy of nearly three decades of war. Since the first 
multi-party elections in 1992, we have been monitoring the progress of 
democracy and peace in the reginn. The Monitor is produced in English 
and Portuguese. You can subscribe to the Angola Monitor and get it 
sent direct to your inbox :[’our times a year. 

ART FOR HUMANITY: JUNE/JL~LY 2011 NEWSLETFER 

http:i/w~vw.affn.org, za/imagesistories/newsletter %20iulv%202011%20(2).pdf 

In this month’s issue: 

Dialogue among Civilizations News 
- Dialogue 2unong Civilizations Book Launch 
- Dialogue 2unong Civilizations Exhibition KZNSA GallclT 2011 
- Dialogue .~ong Cb, dlizations Exhibition Leeds 2011 
- Profile: Bclry Bickle 

Wonren for Children News 
- Gabisile Nkosi Remembered (4 February 1974 - 27 May 2008) 
- Youth Day 16 Jtme 2011 
- "Precious Cargo" by Ernestine ~Z,~nite 
- DUT Students view on Youth Day- 2011 

Break the Silence Ncws 
- 5th SA AIDS Cortference - J~xe 2011 
- Art work: Yehoshua Conrforting an Aids Victim by Mduduzi Xakaza 

General News 
- ASJ Conference 
- Nelson Mandela Day- 18 July 2011 

SOUTH CEikTRE, ISSUE 55, 11/U~Y 2011 

Capital flow booms and busts damaging to south 

http :,’ ,’bit.lv/qfxH C8 

This issue of South Bulletin focuses on the adverse elt’ects of the 
boom and bust cycle in capital fio~vs into and out of developing 
countries, which has caused adverse effects in many economies. After 
the financial crisis, capital flows resumed their large surge into 
some developing countries This has caused them many problems, such as 
currency appreciation affecting their trade, excess money, asset price 
boom and inflation 
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18 Fundraising & useful resources 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS: 16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM AGAINST GEik~)ER BASED VIOLENCE 

http://www, awdl~ orb/browse/1963 

A call for applicatinns to grantees seeking to organise acuvities to 
mark 16 Days of Acuvism against Gender based Violence has been issued 
by African Women’s Development Fund. The maximum amount of grant 
disbursed per organisation will be US$1,000. 

JUST BUDGETS 

A practical tool in budgeting for gender equali~ and women’s empowerment 

http://62.149.193.10/wide/downk~ad/OWA%20JUST%20BUDG][~;TS%20TOOL%20-%20POST[~R EN.pd[~?id 1470 

Just Budgets aims to support civil socieb" organisations, Southern 
governments and donors to track 
donor and goverr~nent commitment to gender equality thus promoting 
accountability to the poorest citizens. 

NORTH AFRICA: INTERACTIVE TLMELIN’E ON PROTESTS 

http ://~xv.guardian. co. ukiw orlc$’interactive/2011/mar/22/middle-east-pr otest-interactiv e-timeline 

Ever since a nran in Ttmisia btu-ned himself to death in December 2010 
in protest at his treatnrent by police, pro-democracy rebellions have 
erupted across the Middle East. This interactive timeline produced by 
The Guardian UK traces key events. 



Jobs 

LEGAL INTERNSHI~ VACANCY 

Coalition on Violence Against Women (COVAW) 

COVAYV (K) is looking for persons to fill one (1) available position 
for a Legal Intern for a term of six (6) months begitming August, 
2011. The intern will be required to conduct client interviews, draft 
pleadings, undertake case management, undertake comprehensive research 
on varied legal issues to back legal briefs and/or advice to clients 
and the Organization, accompany Progran~’ne Officers to field work 
activities, draft reports and attend meetings on behalf of the 
Organization if need arises. 

http :llw~vw pambazuka org/un/categoryilobs/75 319 

PART-TIME POSITION AVA]LABLE (24 HOURS PER’O,,W~EK) 

Human Rights Watch 

http:llwwwpambazaaka.org/images/articlesi542/AFR SA Office 
Administrator 2011-07-21 .pdf 

Human Rights Watch is seeking a part-time (24 hours per week) Office 
Administrator to be responsible for providing a high level of 
professional day-to-day support to ensure the smooth and efficient 
running of HRW’s South Africa office. The position reports mainly to 
the NY-based Associate Director of Financial Operations, and will also 
have a dotted line to the South Africa Director. 

I’\I’\//VV\/I\IVI, IIV\,i\,i/’,/’,/VII, AIVAI\IVI’\IV\,iI\/’,/’,//I, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fah amu.ora 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

~ Un]ess otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-N0ncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazuk a or~/en/abo ut php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http://www.pambazuka or;/en ) 
Edi~go em lingua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.or~ipt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http://www pambazuka.or;/Ii- ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazuka or,/en/newsf’eed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of f’unders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.pambazuk a org/en/abo ut php ) 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCR]~BE go to: 
http:I/pambazuka.gn, apc. org/cgi-bir~mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-nexvs 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazaka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazaka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Afiica providing cutting 
edge cormnentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samk Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 

http://f~ahamubooks.org/boolc,’?GCOI 90638100866770&utm so~ce PZ nexvsletter footer amin crisis&utm raediura email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Featuxes’ and ’Corrm~ent & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
//twitter.condparnbazakanews ( htth :I/twitter. cor~dpambazakanews ). 

* Pambazuka News has a Dehicio.us ( http://Del.icio.usi ) page, where 
you can vie~v the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
the pulse of Africa[ Visit http:/idelicious com/pambazuka ne~vs. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1,2011 10:03 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiMhm] FW: 8/1 - 9/2: West Drive Closure Phase I 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 20:t:t :t:t:00 AN 
Subject: 8!:t - 9/2: West Drive Closure Phase I 

Parldng Coordinators, please distribute this information: 
West Drive will be closed to through traffic from Monday, August i through Friday, September 2 for the first 
phase of construction on the West Drive Overhead Pedestrian Bridge, to link the Cardinal Parking Deck with the 
Imaging Research Building ORB). 
Motorists are asked to plan accordingly. Barricades will be placed at the northern end of West Drive, and a 
monitor will be on duty allowing access to PD Permit Holders only. 
Detoured traffic should use East Drive or Columbia Street to reach areas normally accessed via West Drive. To see 
a map of the affected area click here. 
PLEASE NOTE: West Drive will be open to through traffic for all UNC Home Football Games. 
Phase 2 of the project will be Monday, October 31 through Friday, December 2 (for the installation of structural 
cross-beams), and the final phase will be in the spring of 2012. 
Call the Department of Public Safety during normal business hours at (919) 962-3951 with additional questions 
or conceFns. 

Thank you, 
The Department of Public Safety 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(t~email.uac.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29583211-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickles, John <jpickles@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1, 2011 12:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Re: Fall Seminar 

Eunice 
You are very welcome in the seminar. You can register, but you don’t need to if there is no other reason to do so. Just come along, 

I arrived in Cape Town last night, at’ter a 2500 km journey around old haunts further north Lovely 

Best, 

John 

John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

On Aug 1,2011, at 9:41 AM, "Sahle, Eumce N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

[)ear John, 

tIope you’re having a great summer. 

Is it OK for me to register in your GEOG814? It would be helpful. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1,2011 2:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Water and health - Kenya, South Afi-ica, etc 

WaSH and Global Health sounds like the course you are looking for We ran it last year ;vith a different title and number. It runs in the spring tho’ - too late? 

Regards 

Jamie Bartram 
Professor, Enviromnental Sciences and Engineering 
Director, Water Institute 
Oillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
www.waterinstitute unc. edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 01,2011 9:18 AM 
To: Bartram, Jan~e 
SubJect: Water and health - Kenya, South Africa, etc 

[)ear Professor Bartram, 

Greetings. 

I am writing to see if you are offering any courses in the Fall concerning water, sanitauon and health issues I would be interested in taking a class on these issues if you are offering aW in 
the coming semester. If you are not teaching this fail, I would grateful if suggested other classes offered at the Water Institute pertaining to these matters 

I am facul~ member who ages ago began her studies with a keen interest in environmental science and geography at the Universi~ of Toronto but shifted to political economy (may be too 
given my interest in geographic and environmental studies). All these years later, my interest on environment issues have returned although with a specific interest on the intersection of 
water, sanitation and health in the context of environmental degradation especially in Kenya and South Africa. This growing interest has emerged in the last 6 years after spending time in 
rural KwaZulu-Nata[, Kenya - Central Province - Oaxaca, Mexico, Malawi (Southern Region where hved during my time as a researcher and visiting scholar at the Universi~" of Malawi in 
the 1990s - and in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 
Eunice Sahle, Ph D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 1,2011 3:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Water and health - Kenya, South Aliica, etc 

Yes, it will be 

Best 

Jamie Bartram 
Professor, Enviromnental Sciences and Engineering 
Director, Water Institute 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
www.waterinstitute unc. edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 01,2011 2:33 PM 
To: Boxtram, Jarme 
Subject: RE: Water and health - Kenya, South Africa, etc 

Dear Jamie, 

Thanks ]2~r your response. 

Is the course being off’ered in the Spring of 2012? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bartram, Jamie 
Sent: Monday, August 0l, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Water and health - Kenya, South Africa, etc 

WaSH and (ilobal ttealth sounds like the course you are looking for. We ran it last year with a different title and number It runs in the spring tho’ - too late? 

Regards 

Jamie Bmtram 
Professor, Environmental Sciences and Engineering 
Director, Water Institute 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
www.waterinstitute.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 01,2011 9:18 AM 
To: Bartram, Jarme 
Subject: Water and health - Kenya, South Africa, etc 

Dear Professor Bartram, 

Greetings. 

I am writing to see if you are offering any courses in the Fall concerning water, sanitation and health issues. I would be interested in taking a class on these issues if you are offering any in 
the coraing semester. If you are not teaching this fall, I would grateful if suggested other classes offered at the Water Institute pertaining to these matters. 

I am faculty member who ages ago began her studies with a keen interest in environmental science and geography at the University of Toronto but shifted to political economy (may be too 
given my interest in geographic and environmental studies). All these years later, my interest on environment issues have rettu-ned although with a specific interest on the intersection of 
water, sanitation and health in the context of environmental degradation especially in Kenya and South Africa. This growing interest has emerged in the last 6 years after spending time in 
rural KwaZulu-Natal, Kenya - Central Province - Oaxaca, Mexico, Mala~vi (Sout2aem Region where hved during my time as a researcher and visiting scholar at the University of Malawi in 

the 1990s - and in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 
Eunice Sable, PhD 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowi~z@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, August 1, 2011 4:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~"~ 

Fall CCO Contract Return 

Hi Eunice, 

I don’t believe we’ve received your signed contract for this fall back. Will you be returning that soon? I last emailed you on July 21st 

but haven’t heard back from you. 

I hope everythin9 is OK. Perhaps you’re out of the country and don’t have access to email. 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Takken, Renee <r.takken@palgrave.com> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 6:24 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Eunice 

With apologies for the delayed response - I have ordered for replacement copies for the endorsers 

I hope the sun is shining where you are too! 

Rende 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 08 July 2011 19:28 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Rende, 

Thales so much for your email. 

I am sorry to bother again about this project -hope this is the last request I will send. I sent the request in light of what occurred in the production process. I know Arturo, Abigail and even 
Patrick - I give him a copy li’om the ones you sent for the launch - received copies, but I sent the request for new complimentary copies in light of what occurred in the production process. I 
know Arturo is keen on using the book in his classes and he alrea@ got students to read a chapter from the copy you sent last year and he also noticed the problem with the editing Once 
again I am terribly sorry for making this request but I just want to do the right thing for these 3 colleagues who continue to support the book 

All the best the weekend. 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken,~palgrave com] 
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2011 11:24 ~\I 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: R[~: Review -Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

[)ear Eunice 

Thank you for your email. A complimentary copy each went to Arturo and Abigail on publication of your book. Patrick hadn’t responded to my request for his address at the time, but I have 
now found his details in the emails about the launch and a complimentary copy will be send to him. We sent a complimentary copy to every endorser as a token of our appreciation. 

Which books would you like for your reader payment’? You can choose Palgrave Macmillan books up to the value of£90 

Have a good weekend[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:em~ice(&,’email.unc.edu] 
Scnt: 02 July 2011 13:49 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 
Importance: High 

Dear Rcnee, 

Hope you are well and enjoying the sunm~er months. 

I am finally- writing concerning the reader’s fee pertaining the my review of the above-cited manuscript. After careful thought, I would be grateful if the fee was used to send copies of the real 
print of my book to the wunderful and graciously- colleagues- Arturo, Bakan and Bond - who endorsed and have tirelessly continued to protnote it. If the fee does not cover the costs of the 
3 copies I can be billed and will take care of it. Please let me if this would work from your end. 

Thaaks for your consideration. At any rate, even though I will not be receiving the fee, please update - I have recently moved and I thirfi( what you have is my old home address - my 
contact details for future commtmication: 

Telephone: 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 6:53 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 



Dear Eunice 

Thank you very much for your helpful review. Please let me know if yOU would prefer to receive your reader’s fee as a cheque for £45, or books to twice tha amount from the 
Palgrave/Macmillan list 

If you would prefer the cheque, to process your payment and fully comply with current UK HMR(7 tax and VAT regulation, please could I ask you to complete the attached document in the 
shaded areas, where applicable, and e-mail it to our accounts department at sprinterlnvoices@macmillan.co.uk<mailto:sprintermvoices@macmillan.co.uk> 

If you would prefe~ the books, please could I ask you to make your selection from our I~PK website as we can only supply books from our l~,~ warehouse. Also, kindly- corKirm your preferred 
delivery address and contact phone nmnber. 

Best wishes 

Ren~e 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:e~mice(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 11 April 2011 06:09 
To: Takkcn, Rcnee 
Subject: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear R~lee, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. 

Please find attached the revie~v as promised. I give it quite a bit of thought and hopefully you will find it useful 

For my peace of mind, kindly acknowledge receipt and please do not hesitate to contact me if you have questions on my- commentary on the project 

Best wishes and greetings to Prof. Shaw-. 
Eunice 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone who is 
not the original intended recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 
please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox or any other storage 
mechanism. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any- of its agents accept 
liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender’s own and not 
expressly made on behalf of Macmillan Publishers Limited or one of its agents 
Please note that neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents 
accept any responsibili~z for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 
its attachments and it is your responsibili~ to scan the e-mail and 
attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 
Publishers Limited or its agents by means of e-mail con~munication. Macmillan 
Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales ~vith registered number 785998 
Registered Office Brunel Road, Hotmdmills, Basingstoke RG21 6XS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kamoji ~Vachiim < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 7:07 AlVl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Re: Martha 

Hi Njeri 
Ali’s well and the vicious little winter seems to be ending. Trust summer there is peaceful were it not for the Tea paxty’s new reign. This deal will ensure Obama’s 
election so lie will thus be most likely the demon who sees the US go bankrupt for sure. I wish Minx were alive to see this charade. But we are s~ let’s enjoy the 
burlesque. 

Another burlesque is the coming COP 17 post-Kyoto in Durban Nov. Would you have Patrick Bonds phone number in California. I want to give his name for 

Alj~eera to possibly interview him as we prepaxe a Panel critique. Would you believe NOT one not one of all "the many people he contacted me with ever came 

through, not one. j ust promises week in week out. 

By the way you’d mentioned Bereket might send a letter of invitation, could you ~e if it’s still on or still on the back buruer. Washington had a similar idea and I have to 

pla~ my next 2 yeaxs. Sudan secession is proving full of surprises m~d opportunities, but they axe drill celebrating and have no substantive cabinet yet! And the wax 

continues unabated. 

We roll be in Ottawa mid-month, talk then. 
Kmnoji 

On Tue, Jun 14, 2011 at 9:52 AM, kamoji wachiira < ~gma~l.com> wrote: 
Hello Nj eri, 
Longest tutoring trip - just recovering. Zanzibar was a~ eye opener of sorks. I imagine Martha was inaccessible - or did it work out? I did hear she came around and 
supported our candidate lbr CJ as she took herself off the list so she can run for Prez. 

How’s the UNC fiiends? I met Berekets buddies at ZIORI confin Unguja. I should write him and pass on their warm regards to him, highly considered there. I 
imagine your summer gmden is flourishing, here it is a s~tmngely vicious little wintm; &y, dusty, smoky (grass rites) and miserable. Luckily bfie£ Salaams to Magana. 

On Tue, May, 17, 2011 at 2:06 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Kamoji, 

Thanks. The trip was productive and we’re looking forward to our growing institutional linkages with UKZN. [ wish it was Nairobi, but with no luck. At any rate, UNC 

students will love the campus and of course their work among communities in rural KwaZulu-Natal and in the city. 

[ called Martha on Sunday but the phone just kept ringing. [ sms’ed her number on my cell but [ have had no reply. [ will call her again today and see. 

Thanks for all your efforts and congrats on Will. 

Cheers, 
Njeri 

From: kamoji wachiira I       @qmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, May 15, 2011 6:49 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Martha 

She just replied so the phone number its a good one - also try, to call but SMS mentioning my name is most advisable, she’s expecting you. Once you give her the 

number KEEl? THE PHONE and not wait for a third party to deliver the message if possible. Good luck. ! He had 

refused to stand till I sat on hi,n haxd, dragged him in screaming. He better deliver. 

Kw 

On Sun, May 15, 2011 at 10:50 AM, kalnoji wachiira~ ~)~ma~l.com> wrote: 
I trust trip goes well. I passed by Cambridge quickly and participated in an exciting Saturday seminar - inspiring campuses therein! 

I SMSed Martha and said yoffd call or sms’text her 15-18 (hope early enough). I used the same old number which I hope she has NOT abandoned. You have 

it in an old email I had sent you, but just in case it is~            . Good luck. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrick Bond < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 2, 2011 9:19 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Re: Possible interview - COP 17 
bond brief bio.doc; Bond oil in soil 2 Aug.lxlf 

Of course, I would be happy to! Our main A1-J correspondent is Khadlja 
so I’ll give her some comradely competition.., if you need a bio, here’s 
one attached.. 
I dich~’t see Kamoja’s email, can you please resend? It’s GREAT you’ll be 
here in November, yay! 
A shame that John P was here last week and I ~vas in Ecuador. oh 
well., my report from that wonderful scene is attached 
Hugs, 
Patrick 

On 8/2/2011 2:04 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Hi Patrick, 
> 

> Elope you’re back in Durban following your j ourneys in the Amazon. 
> 

> My Kenyan comrade, Kamoji Wachiira - who as you know is currently based in Pretoria - would like to give your name to A[jazeera for a possible interview as he prepares a Panel critique 
during the COP 17 post-Kyoto forum in Nov. Would you kindly get in touch with him’? I think you two have lots to share. 
> 
> Hopefully the three of us can connect when I am [)urban with students next May or in Nov. when I attend the alternative :forum you and others are organizing in Durban. 
> 

> In solidarity and sending hugs tc 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 



Patrick Bond 
Brief biographical note 

Patrick Bond is a political economist at the University of KwaZulu-Natal School 

of Development Studies in Durban, where since 2004 he has directed the Centre 

for Civil Society: http:/ iccs.ukzn.ac.za. Working closely with advocacy 

organizations, Patrick’s research presently covers political ecology (especially 

climate, energy and water), economic crisis, social mobilization, public policy 

and geopolitics. Amongst his authored, edited and coedited books are: Politics 

of Climate Change (2011); Zuma’s Own Goal (2010); Climate Change, Carbon Trading 
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Leaving oil in the soil, from Durban’s coast to Ecuador’s Amazon 
By Patrick Bond 

There’s no way around it: to solve the worsening climate crisis requires we must accept both that the vast 
majority of fossil fuels must now be left underground, and that through democratic plan ning, we must 
collectively reboot our energy, transport, agricultural, production, consumption and disposal systems so that 
by 2050 we experience good living with less than a quarter of our current levels of greenhouse gas emissions. 

That’s what science tells our species, and here in South Africa a punctuation mark was just provided by a 
near-disaster in Durban - host of the world climate summit, four months from now - during intense storms 
with six-meter waves last week. A decrepit 40-year old oil tanker, MT Phoenix, lost its anchor mooring on July 
26 and was pushed to the rocky shoreline in Christmas Bay, 25km north of the city. 

The shipwreck is in the heart of a beautiful albeit class-segregated tourist and retirement site, Durban’s North 
Coast, that just two weeks earlier held an Association of Surfing Professionals (ASP) world competition, Mr 
Price Pro. That event boasted some of the best waves ever seen in ASP history, said contestants. 



But cold winter swells from marine hell reemerged just when MT Phoenix was being towed into Durban 

harbour for confiscation, having lost its engines a few hundred miles down the coasL According to Cathleen 

Jacka of the maritimematters.net website, the incident confounded the South African Maritime Safety 
Authority (SAMSA), what "with hints at a deliberate beaching; the possibility of a mystery stowaway still 

hiding onboard; uncertainty as to the true identity of the owners and even that the vessel was scrapped in 

India last year." A SAMSA official observed that the 15-member crew "seemed inexperienced in the basic 

actions required to stabilise the vessel’s position" and remarked, "It would not be the first time that an 

unscrupulous ship owner was prepared to sacrifice a vessel in attempt to realise the insured value." 

Except that there was apparently no insurance for the MT Phoenix, since Lloyds took it off the books late last 

year, and allegedly it was on its final trip, from WestAfrica to India’s ghastly ship breaking graveyard. The 

owner, Suhair Khan of Dubai, stopped taking calls, leaving South Africans to bear the risk of 400 tons of oil 

spilling if the ship broke on the rocks. Estimates of the heroic rescue operation’s cost to the taxpayer easily 

run into the millions of dollars, but thankfully the crew was saved and oil was laboriously pumped ashore. 



Offshore drilling in the ’remarkably stable’ (sic) Agnlhas Current 

However another potential oil disaster looms in this very location, thanks to South African government 

energy bureaucrats. On May 5, the Petroleum Agency of SA began authorizing seismic oil surveying by a 

dubious Singapore-registered company, Silver Wave Energy, in water depths ranging from 30 meters to two 

kilometers. By comparison, BP’s Deepwater Horizon platform in the much calmer Gulf of Mexico drilled 1.5 

km down to the seafloor surface. 

Silver Wave Energy’s primary owner is Burmese businessman Min Min Aung, who is tight with the junta that 

still rules there, according to reliable reports. Exploitation of oil and gas in Burma’s Andaman Sea has long 

been controversial (my grandfather was deputy warden there during brutal colonial times), and when Unocal 
- now Chevron - built a pipeline to Thailand, it did such enormous damage to people and the environment 

that local villagers, supported by Earthrights International, successfully sued the firm for $30 million. 

Since 2007 the Arakan islands on Burma’s Bay of Bengal coast have been the main site of intense conflict, as 
]ockai Khaing from Arakan Oil Watch told me last week, and again Aung is a key player. Silver Wave has also 
been exploring dubious extraction projects in Russia, Sudan, Guinea-Conakry, Indonesia and Iraq, but in spite 
of sanctions against Burma (supposedly supported by South Africa), Aung received PetroSA’s endorsement to 
explore 8000 square km stretching from Durban to SA’s main aluminum-smelting city, Richards Bay. 

Source: PetroSA, ]uly 2011 

Silver Wave simultaneously announced a $100 million oil search in the fragile Hukaung Valley in 
northeastern Burma, and if the company carries out its initial plans, this will threaten local villagers as well as 
endangered tigers, Himalayan bears, elephants and leopards. Although the area contains the world’s largest 
tiger reserve, according to reporter Thomas Maung Shwe of Mizzima news service, "the Burmese regime has 
encouraged logging, gold mining, large scale farms and the building of factories inside." As the scandal grew, 
Silver Wave denied what its own press release had announced, but conceded it would drill near the reserve. 



A company this dastardly is a high risk, and to prove the point, Silver Wave’s environmental impact document 
includes a description of the notorious Agulhas Current, which begins at the Mozambique border: "Compared 
to other western boundary currents the Agulhas Current adjacent to southern Africa’s East Coast exhibits a 
remarkable stability." Huh7 In reality, the Natal Pulse races down the Agulhas a half-dozen times each year, 
pushing 20km per day. It is one reason Durban’s coastline hosts more than 50 major ship carcasses. Creating 
havoc further south on the Wild Coast, the Pulse contributes to the rouge waves that have sunk 1000 more 
vessels in what is considered one of the world’s most dangerous shipping corridors. 

Susan Casey’s book The Wave pays Agulhas this respect: "Crude, diesel, jet fuel, liquefied natural gas: oil in all 
its forms was heartbreaking, infuriating and all-too-common sight in the ocean. Supertankers, behemoths that 
couldn’t make it through the Suez Canal, swung down Dom the Middle East, took their chances hopping a ride 
in the Agulhas, and met their share of disasters. Salvagers used every tool at their disposal to prevent the 
damaged tankers from gushing out their contents, especially in fragile near-shore environments, but 
sometimes the battle was lost." 

KWAZULU- 
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South Africa’s petrochem armpit 

If, thankfully, the beaches at Christmas Bay were saved from a spill this week, others have not been so 

fortunate. Just offshore South Durban’s Cuttings Beach, a few kilometers from where I’m writing, we 

witnessed a significant 2004 oil spill of five tons at the Single Buoy Mooring, the 50-meter deep intake pump 

that feeds the refineries with 80 percent of SA’s crude oil imports. Onshore, corporate pollution standards are 
so lax that the rust-bucket structures regularly spring disastrous leaks and explode. 

Source: South Durban Community Environmental Alliance photos of 2007 incidents 

Daily, poisons are flared onto thousands of neighbouring residents. The Indian, coloured and African 

communities suffer the world’s highest-ever recorded asthma rate in a school (52 percent of kids), as Settlers 

Primary sits next to the country’s largest paper mill (Mondi) and between two refineries: one run by Engen, 

Chevron and Total; and the other, called Sapref, by BP, Shell and Thebe Investments. Sapref’s worst leak so far 

was 1.5 million liters into the Bluff Nature Reserve and adjoining residences in 2001. 

Source: SDCEA 

Together these refineries can process 300,000 barrels of oil a day, more than any other single site in Africa 

aside from an Algerian mega-refinery. A new 705km pipeline from the Durban refineries to Johannesburg will 

double the existing pumping capacity, an invitation for much more damage here. Delayed two years, the 
government pipeline project’s cost overrun went from $1.4 billion announced in 2005 to $3.4 bn today. Our 

petrochemical armpit gets smellier, as soaring financial costs add to the social and environmental calamaties. 



Amazonian oil soils our forest lungs 

Because of flying so much, I am feeling an acute need to identify and contest the full petroleum commodity 
chain up to the point it not only poisons my South Durban neighbours but generates catastrophic climate 
change. And regrettably, this search must include Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador (and from last week Peru as 
well), for even South America’s most progressive governments are currently extracting and exporting as 
much oil and gas as they possibly can. We may even be recipients in South Africa, if government’s plans to 
build a massive $15 billion heavy oil refinery near Port Elizabeth come to fruition. A $300 million 
downpayment was announced in the last budget, and full capacity will be 400,000 barrels per day. 

From where would this dirty crude come? Two weeks before he was booted from office in September 2008, 
disgraced SA president Thabo Mbeki signed a heavy oil deal with Hugo Chavez. It appeared a last-gasp effort 
by Mbeki to restore a shred of credibility with the core group to his left- the Congress of SA Trade Unions 
and SA Communist Party - who successfully conspired to replace him with their own candidate, Jacob Zuma, 
as ruling party leader nine months earlier. In those last moments of power, Mbeki fancifully claimed he 
wanted to pursue Bolivarian-type trade deals, and Chavez told Mbeki, "It is justice ... it will be a wonderful day 
when the first Venezuelan tanker stops by to leave oil for South Africa." The harsh reality is that the preferred 
refinery site, Port Elizabeth’s Coega, will probably retain its nictmame, the "Ghost on the Coast", and Durban 
will continue to suffer the bulk of oil imports, as BP now actively campaigns against a new state refinery. 

Venezuelan dirty crude is akin to Canadian tar sands, and hopefully sense will prevail in Caracas. There is a 
fierce battle, however, for hearts and minds in both Bolivia - where movements fighting ’extractivism’ have 
held demonstrations against the first indigenous president, Evo Morales, even at the same time his former UN 
ambassador Pablo Solon bravely led the world climate j ustice fight within the hopeless arena of UN 
Framework Convention on Climate Change negotiations - and Ecuador where Rafael Correa regularly speaks 
of replacing capitalism with socialism. Both have ’rights of Mother Earth’ in their constitutions - so far 
untested. 

In Quito and Neuva Rocafuerte deep in the Amazon last week, I witnessed the most advanced eco-social battle 
for a nation’s hearts-and-minds underway anywhere, with the extraordinary NGO Accion Ecologica insisting 
that Correa’s grudging government leaves the oil in Yasuni National Park’s soil. Because he was trained in 
neoclassical economics and hasn’t quite recovered, Correa favours selling Yasuni forests on the carbon 
markets, which progressive ecologists reject in principle. 

Accion Ecologica assembled forty members of the civil society network Oilwatch - including four others from 
Africa led by Friends of the Earth International chairperson Nnimmo Bassey from the Niger Delta - first to 
witness the mess left by Chevron after a quarter century’s operations. Six months ago, local courts found the 
firm responsible for $8.6 billion in damages: cultural destruction including extinction of two indigenous 
nations, and water and soil pollution and deforestation in the earth’s greatest lung - but Chevron’s California 
headquarters refuses to cough up. 

Oil spots from Texaco’s operations already encroach into Yasuni - where Basseyfeels at home 



The really hopeful part of the visit, however, was Accion Ecologica’s proposal at Yasuni, on the Peruvian 
border, that $7-10 billion worth of oil in the block ka~own as 1TT not be drilled. Part of the North’s debt for 
overuse of the planet’s CO2 carrying capacity must be to compensate Ecuador’s people the $3.5 billion that 
they would otherwise earn from extracting the oil. Leaving it unexploited in the Amazon is the most 
reasonable way that industrial and post-industrial countries can make a downpayment on their climate debt. 

If the UN’s Green Climate Fund design team, co-chaired by South African planning minister Trevor Manuel, 
were serious about spending its promised $100 billion a year by 2020, this project is where they would start, 
with an announcement on November 28 to put the Durban COP17 climate summit on the right footing. 

Don’t count on it. Instead, as usual, civil society must push this argument, in the process insisting on leaving 
oil in the soil everywhere so that other tankers share what we pray will be the final fate of the wretched ship 
MT Phoenix: a graceful not rocky retirement. 

Patrick Bond directs the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society, 



Threatened lagoons at Yasuni National Park 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Bond < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 2, 2011 9:51 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

~gmaJl.com 

Re: A word from Patrick 

Great, Kamoji, let’s be in touch on email but if you want to ring me, 
I’m at 

I’m in Joburg early next week at the Jozi book fair by the way. 

Patrick 

On 8/2/2011 3:42 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Kamoji, 

Patrick (thanks) is willing re; possible interview. Thus, kindly get in touch - I have cc.ed him to this this email - with him He is back in Durban. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 
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Foreword 
Anshu Padayachee 

It is with great pleasure that we present this book, originally a collection 
of papers presented in their initial form during the SANPAD-organised 

2007 Poverty Conference that took place in Durban. 
This Conference was characterised as seminal by those who 

attended, because it brought together large numbers of academics, 

researchers, senior politicians, analysts, opinion--makers, senior 
students, and representatives of civil society and the poor under one 

roof. 
It elicited a wide variety of stimulating, occasionally heated debates 

on the challenges facing our country. And it provided a unique 
opportunity to all sectors of our society to be heard and noticed on 
issues such as economic policy, HIV/AIDS, social security, housing, basic 

services and education. 
The result is an intellectually rigorous, meticulously researched and 

politically suffused book that is different, mostly because thorough 
analysis is complimented by advocacy for innovative and tangible 

alternatives. Thus it enhances and enriches one of the key objectives of 
SANPAD, that of providing developmental alternatives to the problems 
and challenges facing South Africa. 

It is a book highly recommended for all citizens, policy makers, 
researchers, journalists, academics and all those who are deeply 
interested in the future of our country. 







Introduction: 
Poverty eradication as Holy Grail 
Ashwin Desai, Bri) Mahara) and Patrick Bond 

One of the most abiding stories of all time is the quest for the Holy Grail. 

The twentieth century witnessed the return of this symbol time and 
again, in order to make sense of upheavals that accompanied 

industrialisation, the horrors of war and the erosion of the influence of 
Christianity. 

It was the theme of probably the most popular English-language 
book of the 20tj’ century, Lord of the Rings by Bloemfontein-born J.R.R. 
Tolkien. But in Frodo’s hands, the Grail is not the "healing, heavenly 

talisman" but "powerful, corrupting and malevolent" (Morgan, 2005: 
131). Poets, too, got in on the act_ TS Eliot’s masterpiece, The Waste 

Land, drew from the Grail legend as Eliot responded to the Great 
Transformation of the 1920s that saw the destruction of a system reliant 
on hierarchy and tradition, and replaced by a sense of despair and 
foreboding. No wonder, since Eliot was a Conservative and a Royalist. 

Movies followed. John Boorman’s Excalibur, George Lucas’s Star 

Wars, the Indiana Jones series, and Monty Python’s Holy Grail were 
obviously re-tellings. And there were many others in which the Holy 

Grail was less a literal artefact and more a religiously redemptive state of 
being, to be Ibund in a place, a person or a way of life (see Barber 2004, 
for a review of the Grail’s many incarnations). 

And with the release of the last of the Star Wars episodes and the 

amazing popularity of Dan Brown’s Da Vinci Code, the Grail continues to 
re-invent itself as representing personal struggle, collective journeying 
and the need to achieve the ultimate goal which when found will reveal a 

deeper level of truth and meaning to a dispiriting post-industrial society. 

No matter how exotic the locale, however, the search tends to occur 
across social terrain that has been carefully laid by ruling groups. 
Whatever poverty-alleviating fruit is found along the path reminds those 

missionaries who consume it, that legitimising the earthly garden 

market is, ultimately, a worthy substitute for the elusive Grail. ’The 
perfect is the enemy of the good,’ say some who give up the search, 

content to eat what’s available; even if that means others go hungry. If 
you don’t like this terrain, you might survive on the margins. But moving 

onto a more revolutionary terra incognita is, for rulers who define our 
narratives, strongly discouraged. 

In economics, the quest for poverty eradication often represents the 
struggle to find one magic solution to bring an end to unnecessary 

worldly sufferings. Merlin-like characters abound, peddling various 
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potions and expounding all manner of sage-like advice. The last century 
led to a host of approaches that ranged from colonialism (civilise the 
natives), the United States (bomb the natives), Pol Pot (exterminate the 
natives), the Bolshevik Revolution (that ran from permanent revolution 
to Stalin’s socialism in one country to Castro’s socialism on one island), 
home-grown forms of state-led African socialism (Nyerere’s ujamma), 
the hybrid of state and market (the Asian Tigers), and shock therapy 
economics (post-communist Russia and post-Allende Chile). 

As journalists en route with the Grail search party, social scientists 
tried to explain the growing gap between the first world and the rest - 
through modernisation (Rostow’s take-off), dependency (Frank’s 
development of underdevelopment), combined and uneven 
development (Bond and Desai) and the articulation of modes of 
production 0Nolpe). The search for not only accurate analysis but also 
the magic bullet that would kill poverty ran the full gauntlet of 
experiments. 

And so what of South Africa7 A great many of these theories - 
highlighting race-class interactions - were attempted here from the 
1960s-80s, even if theorising poverty has been far less common since. 
Most academics took on consultancies to become more relevant, and in 
such a milieu, asking bigger questions about the mode of production is 
plainly useless. The resulting state of intellectual sloth has compelled us 
to ask, both in our practice and our thought: are we uprooting or re- 
rooting poverty in post-apartheid South A)rica? 

It is indeed an old question. To close their book published at the end 
of the 1980s, Francis Wilson and Mamphele Ramphele posed the 
following issues: 

Will political liberation necessarily be accompanied by a 
significant improvement in the material conditions and the 

quality of life of the very poor? The fact that the answer to the 
latter question could be and has been ’no’ for a number of 
African countries is a measure of the extent of the challenge in 
South Africa. There is nothing inevitable about the economic 
consequences of redistributing political power. Everything will 

depend on the capacity of the new society, not least of its 
leadership and of the variety of organisational structures 

available at the time, to move in that the right direction within 
the limits of what is feasible. It is not impossible, as the recent 

history of Latin America makes all too plain, that the hard won- 

gains of a long political struggle be lost in a few months or years 
either by provocation (for example through unnecessary 
hyperinflation) or a revolutionary counter-coup or by the 
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sacrifice of the claims of the poor to the selfishness of a new elite 

(Wilson and Ramphele, 1989: 355). 

Sixteen years after the coming of democracy and four national 
democratic elections later, it is safe to say that right-wing coups or 
hyperinflation are not on the horizon. However, that the poor remain as 
large a group as ever, while a selfish new elite runs rampant, seems an 

intractable feature of post-liberation South Africa. The United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) revealed in its 2004 report that the 

poverty rate in South Africa stood at 48 per cent (UNDP, 2004). The 

Taylor Commission reported a poverty rate of between 45 and 55 per 
cent. Charles Meth holds that there were some 19.5 million people living 

below the poverty line in 2002, up from the 1997 figure of 17.2 million. 
Of these people somewhere between 7 and 15 million are living in utter 

destitution (Meth, 2004: 9). A government agency, Statistics South 
Africa, reports that households earning less than R670 a month 

increased from 20 per cent of the population in 1995 to 28 per cent in 

2000 (SSA, 2002)2 
Did matters improve thanks to the post-2000 ’developmental state’ 

agenda and relaxation of fiscal constraints? It is hard to be certain, but 
the most recent available analysis - by tile SA Labour and Development 

Research Unit, published in early 2010 - suggests that while rural 
poverty has been reduced mainly through expanded welfare transfer 
payments and emigration of poor people to the cities, urban poverty 

actually increased from 1993-2008. As Leibbrandt et al. explain, "Over 

the period poverty incidence barely changed in rural areas, while it 
increased in urban areas. However, due to the large urbanisation of the 

period from the high poverty rural areas to lower poverty urban areas, 
overall poverty incidence declined" (Leibbrandt et al., 2010: 36). 

In other words, what ordinary observers view as a manifestation of 
dreadful policy failure - the peri-urban shack settlement stretching ~br 

miles with dreadful living conditions - is in reality an improvement over 
life in the depressed, hopeless rural periphery of South Africa. 

Urbanisation increases, urban poverty increases, but overall poverty 
decreases - leaving the South African Presidency and some 

commentators to brag that progress is gradually being achieved, that the 

War on Poverty is being won. How might we understand this narrative? 

I. Perhaps the most upsetting statistic deals with levels of child poverty. Using a poverty 

line of R430 a month (2002), 74 per cent of children between 0-17 years are poor, i.e. the 

equivalent of more than 13 million children. Using R215 per month poverty line, 54.34 

per cent are ultra poor; translating into 9.7 million children. 
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Losing the ’War on Poverty’ 

What, actually, is the status of the South African state’s War on Poverty 
(WoP)? We don’t really know, because this is one of the most clandestine 
operations in human history, with status reports kept confidential by a 
bureaucracy that appears to be in rapid retreat from the front. A google 
search of South African websites locates a mere 104 mentions (as of July 

2010) in 2008, with a smattering in 2009 and 2010. 
Initially the WoP appeared as a major national project. Early hubris 

characterised the war, as happens in most. Imminent victory was 

claimed even before then-president Mbeki officially launched the WoP 
during his February 2008 State of the Nation speech. Trevor Manuel 

bragged in his October 2007 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement, 

"The number of South Africans living in poverty - based on a poverty line 
of about R3000 per person per year in 2000 prices - has dropped 
steadily from 52.1 per cent in 1999 to 47 per cent in 2004 and to 43.2 

per cent by March this year.’’2 

But such claims, initially devoured without questioning by a starving 
press corps desperate for morsels of victory, would fall apart under 
subsequent scrutiny, e.g., from the University of Cape Town research 
team in January 2010 (Leibbrandt et al., 2010), showing virtually no 

change from 1993-2008. The brag forewarned even the most moderate 
NGOs - like the Global Call to Action Against Poverty (GCAP) - that the 
WoP’s first casualty could well be the Truth. From Johannesburg, a 

cynical GCAP official chided, 

President Mbeki needs to be mindful of the gap between policy 
pronouncements and actions on the ground so this is not just 
more empty hype. He signed onto the Millennium Development 
Goals in 2000, and so far his obligations to the people of South 
Africa have not been fulfilled, Current levels of poverty and 
inequality in South Africa are unacceptable and we want to see a 
delivery plan to match the rhetoric.3 

The plan to win the WoP was never unveiled, but six months after its 

announcement, in August 2008, a national ’war room on poverty’ was 

established in the office of the Deputy President. From there, teams of 

2. Benton, S., 2007. SA ’winning the war on poverty.’ BuaNews, 31 October, 
http:iiw~wv.southafrica.info/aboutisocialimin ibudget-311 OO7.htm 
3. Global Call for Action Against Poverty, 2008. GCAP Africa welcomes MBEKI’S "war on 
povert37" but warns of empty hype, Johannesburg, 8 February. 
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professionals would go ’from household to household’ in thousands of 
identified areas where the enemy, poverty, was lurking. 

Something akin to a ’Total Strategy’, to borrow a 1970s phrase, was 
meant to include both low-intensity warfare techniques - such as 
welfare grants (old-age pensions, child and disability grants) and short- 
term Extended Public Works Projects jobs (usually no more than six 
months in duration) - as well as high-profile shock-and-awe tactics, such 
as delivery of water to schools, in what would become the equivalent of 
Protected Villages. 

Although at that stage, newspaper references to the WoP became 
scarce, in late 2009, a new surge of WoP rhetoric emanated from 
Pretoria. As the government’s SA Broadcasting Corporation headlined, 
"Motlanthe gets his hands dirty in helping the poor.., pushing 
wheelbarrows and laying foundations for Reconstruction and 
Development Programme houses in ]acobsdal.’’4 Small towns had some 
of the country’s worst cases of poverty, and Motlanthe’s ammunition 
included the Integrated Sustainable Rural Development Programme and 
presidential pilot projects aimed ostensibly at pacification of the enemy 
in hundreds of the country’s poorest villages (demarcated politically, of 
course, as wards). 

Motlanthe also unveiled a special weapon, namely self-help. Instead 
of soldier-bureaucrats doing the fighting, winning the WoP would be 
outsourced to the masses, thanks to: 

A pilot project aimed at ending grant dependency. The project 
identifies and helps individuals in poor households to either 
return to school or find a job. The project is expected to be rolled 
out countrywide and Motlanthe says the state believes such a 
project is the only way to fight poverty. He is of the opinion that 
such an approach will force people to help themselves out of 
poverty.5 

But would the people ’help themselves’ and join the state in the WoP, or 

instead would they continue to harbour the enemy in their houses? 
Would the masses fight dependency, or instead continue to nurture this 

psychological thug deep within their hearts, minds and homesteads? 
Frankly, not enough is known about WoP to answer these questions. 

4. SA Broadcasting Corporation News, 2009. Motlanthe gets his hands dirty in helping the 
poor. lohannesburg, 21 November. 
http: //w~vw.sabcnews.com/portal/site /SABCNews/menuitem.5c4fSfe7 ee92 9f60 2 ea12 
ea1674daebg/~gnextoid=fc16277225715210VgmVCM10000077d4eagbRCRD&vgnexff 
mt=d el~ault 
5. Ibid. 
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Why do we have so little reliable intbrmation? After all, most 

contemporary wars feature extraordinary public relations offensives. It 
turns out that those who have been leading South Africa’s WoP 
established a secret society, as can be discerned by checking in on the 

WoP’s empty website or requesting research information directly from 

the webmaster.6 
But the problem is deeper than a secrecy fetish. Unlike the old-style 

apartheid-era ’WHAM’ (winning hearts and minds) strategy during the 
1980s, in which Afrikaners maintained a lasting commitment to ’oil 

spots’ and other pacification strategies in their War on Black South 

Africans, there really isn’t enough action on the current WoP front to 
merit reporting, it would seem. 

Reporting about the WoP had ceased nearly entirely by 2010, aside 

from SABC and BuaNews journalists hopelessly embedded amongst the 
bureaucrats and politicians. The WoP dropped off the media’s radar 
screen, so the only information we have about the state’s infiltration of 

enemy ranks with its new self-help artillery is a few filtered dispatches 

written by civil servants. 
While genuine battles by the poor against the state were raging 

across the country, the next official siting of the WoP came again only in 
April 2010, when General Motlanthe returned to Ground Zero, to rally 

the troops and inspect the weaponry. According to Government 

Communication and Information, 

Deputy President Kgalema Motlanthe arrives in the Eastern Cape 

today on a two-day visit to assess launch sites for the War on 
Poverty Campaign and the roll-out of service delivery at Lubala 
village in Lusikisiki, The WoP Campaign was launched in Lubala 

village in September 2008 where commitments on service 
delivery were made. 

6. Correspondence with a mercenary, aimed at unearthing WoP secrets, was truncated: 

Subject: RE: War on Poverty website 

Date: Fri, 26 Feb2010 17:11:21 +0200 

From: Ian Houvet <IanH@dsd.9ov.za> 

.,. Apologies for the delayed response, I am afraid the War on Poverty web site is 

[br government of~icials associated with the War on Poverty only and there[bre 

access can no t be gran ted. 

To give a flavour of the qualifications of a leading WoP warrior, Houvefs online bio 

records "several years in IT and Management consulting where he served organisations 

such as Vodafbne UK, Barclays and Cegetel h~ France. In moving to South Africa, Ian has 

continued his focus in the area of complex IT architectures and programme management 

in his work with Tdkom SA and the Department of Social Development." 

httP:iiwww.govtech.co.zaihttp://~cvwgovtech09/docs/speakers/IanHouvet_Govtech0 

9_SpeakerInfo.pdf 
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The high profile visit also seeks to re-energise and re-focus the 

anti-poverty initiatives of government and to provide political 
leadership and mobilise all stakeholders. The campaign is also an 

instrument of coordination, alignment, support and supervision 
of anti-poverty initiatives to impact greatly on households and 
communities living in poverty in the short-term. Such initiatives 
seek to halve poverty by 2014 and eventually eradicate it in the 

long term. 7 

Another state journalist, Chris Bathembu, reported for Pretoria’s 

BuaNews: 

Mthatha - Government will explore every possible measure to 

ensure that poor people across the country are able to get 
assistance from the state, Deputy President Kgalema Motlanthe 
has vowed. Speaking at Lubala village near Mthatha on Saturday, 
Motlanthe said for as long as there were people still trapped in 

abject poverty, the country’s hard won democracy was under 

threat. 
Government launched the WoP campaign in the village in 

2008 and Motlanthe’s visit aimed at assessing progress made by 

the provincial government to meet the needs of the affected 
communities. Since the start of the WoP campaign, formerly 
headed by the then Deputy President Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, 

government has implemented a number of programmes 
designed to eradicate poverty. Lubala, which had about 93 
households in 2008, was chosen as a pilot site for household 

based integrated service delivery for the eradication of poverty. 

A survey conducted by Social Development pointed to high rate 
of unemployment, non-availability of quality drinking water, lack 
of primary health care services and high illiteracy rate as among 

the challenges facing this small Eastern Cape community. 
After speaking to locals, BuaNews also established that most 

families were child headed as a result of the high mortality rate 
in the area and parents migrating to cities to look for work. The 
majority of people also depended on social grants to survive and 
some lacked the necessary documents to access these grants. 

Motlanthe, who undertook door to door visits before addressing 

7. SA Broadcasting Corporation News, 2010. Motlanthe in E Cape to assess anti-poverty 

campaign. Johannesbu rg, 16 Ap ril. 

http: //~cv.sabcnews.com/portal/site/SABCNews/menuitem.5c4fBfe7 ee92 9f60 2 ea~ 2 

eal 674daebg/.Wgnextoid=5926d55755508210VgnVCM10000077d4eagbRCRD&vgnext 

fmt=default 
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more than 2000 people gathered in an open field, urged the 

provincial government to move with speed in ensuring that all 
government services were accessible to all people from where 

they live. He warned officials to guard against corruption which 
he said was contributing to the poverty experienced in most 
parts of the province. "We must make sure that we give projects 
to the right people and that monitoring takes place on a regular 

basis," he said. 8 

Pledging that "rural people needed to be part of the economic 
transformation taking place in the country and that government will 
leave no stone unturned to ensure that poverty is tackled," Motlanthe got 
back into the sedan and left Lubala. But before departing, Eastern Cape 
Premier, Noxolo Kiviet, confessed that "lack of coordination and 
integration of government services" meant that "only 30 percent of the 
households surveyed received all the services needed." Those services 
bravely endeavoured to hit the enemy, but were obviously too few and 
far between to genuinely defeat poverty on home turf: 

the Departments of Agriculture and Rural Development assisted 
families with seedlings, and provided fencing "in more than 19 
households"; 
the Department of Water Affairs had "undertaken" to provide 
water and sanitation to Lubala Primary School, and to give water 
tanks to 15 households; and 
there was skills upgrading: "about 15 young people have been 
trained in areas such as First Aid, chain saw operator, health and 
safety, personal finance and accounting." 9 

Bathembu concluded his report with a stiff upper lip: ’~Fhe local 

community has indicated that they have benefited in many respects from 
the projects started in 2008."10 But aside from such small incursions at 
the first pilot site, this tiny Protected Village, the rest of the country was 
going up in flames. Poverty was clearly winning the WoP. 

Of course in any such war, those waging the Good Fight will suffer 
faulty intelligence and troops will be lost to friendly fire. The most 
obvious cases would be the seemingly ubiquitous ’service delivery 

protests’ that turn the state’s attention from attacking poverty, to 

8. Bathembu, C., 2010. ’Govt to intensify war on povert?’,’ BuaNews, 18 April. 
http:iiw~acv.buanews.gov.zairssi10/10041814151001 
9. Ibid. 
l O. Ib id, 
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attacking the poor themselves. The poor in turn react by burning down 

state buildings and councillors’ houses in townships ranging from small 

Mpumalanga dorpies in the mountainous East, to the big-city ghettoes 
and highways on the plains of the Western Cape. The state’s enemy, 
poverty, was by now bunkered in and heavily fortified. From time to 

time the enemy would suddenly emerge in the form of toyi-toying youth, 
who could manoeuvre with seeming ease around the desperately 

outnumbered local police forces and even the SA National Defence Force. 
Amidst thousands of battles in the WoP, one was especially 

illustrative. Amongst the state’s most feared symbols is an armoured 

vehicle, the Caspir, and on the auspicious date of 21 March 2010, 
Sharpeville Day, one found itself surrounded in the township of an 

Mpumalanga dorpie, Ogles. The SA Press Association’s courageous 
reporter filed this story: 

Captain Leonard Hlathi, spokesperson for the Mpumalanga 
police said the Caspir was irreparably damaged when it was 
"outrageously attacked" by a mob who petrol bombed it several 
times. The protesters apparently led the Caspir into an ambush, 
by leading it over an improvised spike strip to puncture its tyres. 
Three of the heaw vehicles’ puncture-proof tyres were blown 
out when it drove over the spikes, that were camouflaged with 
branches. "Nothing working remained in the vehicle," said Hlathi. 
"Only the steel hull remained." 

Hlathi said the protesters were targeting the 10 police 
members that were in the vehicle. The trapped police officers 
were forced to fight their way out, using live sharp point 
ammunition. "They had to get out of the vehicle. By that time it 
had been bombed several times," said Hlathi. "If they didn’t fight 
back and if they weren’t assisted by reinforcements who came to 
help, we would have been talking about a different matter 
entirely." 

Hlathi said it wasn’t clear how many times the vehicles, which 
was used extensively by police during unrest before the 1994 
elections, were bombed. He also couldn’t say how long the spikes 
that were used to blow out the tyres were, or what they were 
made of. "They do have puncture proof tyres, but the spikes were 
too long," said Hlathi. 

One protester was injured during the violence, but Hlathi said 
there may have been more. "They [the protesters] carried the 
wounded away," he said. Sixty-one people have been arrested for 
public violence during service delivery protests in Mpumalanga 
over the long weekend. Twenty-nine of these were in Leslie near 
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Secunda after a municipal building and other property were 

burnt down. Another 32 were arrested in the Ogies protest_ 
"Several cars were pelted with stones and 20 complaints have 
already been registered for malicious damage to property cases." 
Four civilian Toyota Quantum minibus taxis, a Condo, and two 

bakkies were also burnt down. 
The Ogles protest started on Thursday, when a march was 

held to hand over a memorandum to representatives of the 
provincial government. "It is alleged the authorities did not turn 

up as requested. The people went on rampage, barricading the 

roads with burning tyres and burning down property." - Sapa11 

Encountering these sorts of minefields across the country, the state had 
a choice at this stage: either rapidly intensify from the ongoing war of 

position (nice-sounding rhetorical speeches) to a serious war of 
movement against poverty, or simply retreat. Back in the War Room, it 

must have appeared that the WoP was now a fully-fledged class war, 

unwinnable under the country’s prevailing economic conditions, given 
the motley coalition of power brokers in the Alliance and the continuing 
grip of neoliberal Treasury and Reserve Bank officials. A million jobs had 
been lost over the prior year, and the macroeconomic ’recovery’ was 

accompanied by further job-shedding. The poor were advancing 
relentlessly, and the WoP looked like a US/Vietnam or Soviet/US 

Afghanistan story-line. 
The state’s forces were obviously confused and confounded. The 

older anti-poverty strategies were comparable to pre-1942 Maginot 
lines, easily broken through by a clever enemy. In this new terrain, 
trickle-down grants were simply not good enough to stem the broken 

dike. Poverty - and especially the poor themselves - fought back 
tirelessly, with sticks, stones and Molotov cocktails, retreating into the 
shack settlements and township alleyways before sallying forth tbr yet 

more outrageous attacks. Newer military techniques, such as aerial 
bombings or even US-style drones were either too high profile (an 

embarrassment when the state needed global legitimation during its 
other war - to carry off a World Cup in the face of global elite scepticism) 

or simply ineffectual. The late-apartheid regime’s WHAM strategy looked 
impressive in comparison. 

Finally in March 2010, the state took a new turn, a strategic 
repositioning of the WoP. In his March 24 budget speech to Parliament, 

Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform Gugile Nkwinti 

11. SAPA 2010. Police Caspir burnt down in protest, 23 March. 

http:iiwww.iol.co.zaiinde~cphp?art_id=nw20100323154047240 C790446 
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described both an advance and a retreat. On the one hand his 
department would ’roll out’ its Comprehensive Rural Development 

Programme from the current 21 wards to a target of 181 within tour 
years. But he dropped another bombshell: "As from 1 April, 2010 the 
War on Poverty, which has prioritised 1128 wards over the Medium 

Term Strategic Framework period has been relocated from the 
Presidency to the DepartmenU’12 

Apparently, it was clear to the generals that one of their fronts had 
become too dangerous: the cities, and that the WoP was bogged down. 

After all, recall that the 2010 report of the Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development prepared by Cape Town academics 
declared that, "poverty incidence barely changed in rural areas, while it 

increased in urban areas" (Leibbrandt et al., 2010: 36). So a crucial 
component of the new plan is, it seems, retreat. 

Is the new rural-poverty general fit for the job? One report shows the 
kind of abuse of war funds that compares to the US Pentagon and 

Halliburton in Iraq, with similar results in the WoP: 

Nkwinti suggested that the government’s land reform 
programmes had not been sustainable and confirmed that the 
target of transferring 30 percent of agricultural land to black 

farmers by 2014 would not be reached. He revealed that at least 
nine out of ten emerging farmers given land under the 
government’s land reform policy had failed to make a 

commercial success of their farmland. A total of 5.9 million 
hectares had been redistributed since the end of apartheid but 
90 per cent of that land was not productive. 13 

Oops. But there is a good reason this part of the WoP was failing, 
according to Nkwinti: the beneficiaries’ own failure to "continue 

producing effectively and optimally on the land." The poor obviously 
wanted to remain poor. As a result, it seemed, the new WoP strategy to 
deal with this rural guerrilla army would be to financially starve the 

desperate landless: 

12. Speech by the Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform, Mr G. Nkwinti, (MP), 

debate on the Budget Vote of the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform, 

National Assembly, Parliament, 24 March 2010, 

http: //www.politicsweb.co.za/politicsweb /view/politicsweb /en/page 71654 ?oid=16 7 8 

97 &sn= D etail 

13. SAPA 2010. Land beneficiaries owed R34 billion, Pretoria, 25 July. 
http: //~cv.news2 4.com/SouthAfrica/Politics/Land-beneficiaries-owed-R34bn- 

Nkwinti-20100705 
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Cape Town - The government has failed to pay R3.4bn in post- 

settlement grants to beneficiaries of land reform with potentially 
damning consequences, Rural Development and Land Reform 

Minister Gugile Nkwinti said on Monday. Recipients in 389 cases 
had not received grants, the minister said in reply to a 

parliamentary question from the Democratic Alliance. He warned 
that this could lead to a change of land use on farms, a decline in 

crop production, an inability to maintain infrastructure, a lack of 
skills transfer to beneficiaries, community conflicts and even 
farm invasions. "Farm invasions could take place where 

beneficiaries cannot occupy farms as result of delays," he said. 14. 

Then, in the wake of the apparent silent surrender on the urban front, 
another disaster emerged in the countryside: the colonel directing the 

troops apparently walked off the job. Nkwinti’s director-general, Thozi 
Gwanya, resigned in July, but it happened secretly, like the WoP itself. 

Aside from WoP saboteurs in the Democratic Alliance who issued a press 

release about a mysterious but allegedly damning Auditor General’s 
report, no one else breathed a word about this until days later. Then, the 
alleged departure was described as a ’malicious’ report by the 
department, yet Gwanya was finally acknowledged as a real casualty 

four days later.15 
The battlefield carnage was now too close to home. Just as Pretoria 

lost its last war against Cuban fighter jets on the outskirts of the Angolan 

city of Cuito Cuanavale in 1988, bodybags of high-profile WoP warriors 
(then it was younger white men, now older ANC politicians) could no 
longer be disguised. The state’s inevitable defeat in the WoP war 

appeared, by now, just as hot a potato as Afghanistan had become to 
Stanley McChrystal, Barack Obama’s top commander until indiscretions 

were revealed by a Rollin~t Stone reporter in July 2010. As Michael 
Hastings reveals, there are comparisons to the SA WoP, given SA state 

patronage systems and likewise, given that in Afghanistan, 

The massive influx of aid championed by McChrystal is likely 
only to make things worse. "Throwing money at the problem 

exacerbates the problem," says Andrew Wilder, an expert at 
Tufts University who has studied the effect of aid in southern 

Afghanistan. "A tsunami of cash fuels corruption, delegitimises 
the government and creates an environment where we’re 

14. iAJ~rica News, 2010. Land reform failing 6 July. 

httP:iibu siness.iafrica.cominewsi2519343.htm 

15. Business Day, 2010. Denial, then department admits boss has resigned, 23 July. 
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picking winners and losers" - a process that fuels resentment 

and hostility among the civilian population. So far, 
counterinsurgency has succeeded only in creating a never- 

ending demand for the primary product supplied by the military: 
perpetual war. There is a reason that President Obama 

studiously avoids using the word "victory" when he talks about 
Afghanistan. Winning, it would seem, is not really possible. Not 

even with Stanley McChrystal in charge. 16 

Like Obama’s imminent defeat in the Afghan war, part of the problem 

stems from corruption of the chain of the command - a core reason why 
McChrystal was fired. Other kinds of political corruption, patronage 

scandals, neoliberal logic in national policies, resistance to ’indigency’ 
policies and service delivery protest by the ungrateful recipients, are 

indications of Zuma’s imminent WoP defeat. And as Obama himself may 
learn in November 2012, extreme class conflict can go terminally sour 

even for two of South Africa’s supreme leaders who, respectively, were 

fired and went Absent Without Leave: Thabo Mbeki and Phumzile 
Mlambo-Ngcuka. Motlanthe may yet push more wheelbarrows for SABC 
cameras, but where a fighting spirit is required - amongst generals like 
Nkwinti, colonels like Gwanya and especially ordinary bureaucrat-grunts 

- it has fizzled out. 
Pretoria’s last-gasp strategy, even if dangerously short-term and 

lacking the bread that comes with the old Roman circus (and we know 

what happened to that empire), was to welcome thirty-one squads of 
eleven soccer players and introduce millions of Chinese-made vuvuzelas 
in mid-2010, as a quaint distraction. It appeared effective, at first, and 

gave a boost to morale in the ruling party. But social protest soon 
returned at near the same pace as before. 

Such analysis may yet be proven excessively pessimistic (after all, it’s 
a secret war and there may be successes that are simply not being 

recorded, so as to keep the enemy off-guard, overconfident). However, 
since winning the WoP in South Africa now seems utterly impossible, 

given the balance of forces, the leadership, the chosen weaponry and the 
economic terrain upon which the battle rages, it’s probabb, best for 

Pretoria to not even talk about this struggle any more. The war room is 
best located in the state’s least effective ministry, one with an impressive 

record of failure, and the secret dispatches can be kept off the web too. If 
Pretoria is lucky, no one will really notice (and indeed no one else has). 

16. Hastings, M., 2010. The runaway general. Rollin~q Stone, 22 June. 
http:iiwww.rollingstone.comipo!iticsinewsi17390i119236 
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Divine intervention 
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On 10 May 1994, Nelson Mandela was inaugurated as President. Before 
our eyes, the racial hierarchy of apartheid became the ’rainbow nation of 
god.’ The twentieth century had come late to South Africa, but in this 
time of miracles, would not the last be first? While the right-wing threat, 
jittery investors and bureaucratic hostility could account for some of the 
state’s inhibition - not opting for the most transformative outcomes - at 
least the ANC had set its sights, laudably, on a ’people-centred’ strategy, 
the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). 

Government ministers (even Communists such as Slovo and 
Maharaj) and big business immediately distorted the RDP, saying that 
the original mandate did not pay sufficient heed to the god of the market. 
In the era of globalisation, capital moves. Fast. Greater cognisance would 
need to be taken of the ’outside’ forces. By not abiding by the 
commandment: ’Thou shall make maximum profits’, South Africa ran the 
risk of being abandoned in the wilderness for another forty years. And so 
the original social-democratic RDP became apocryphal, and a new gospel 
was preached, the more ’market-friendly’ Growth, Employment and 
Redistribution (GEAR) strategy of liberalisation. More compatible with 
the prevailing neoliberal project, Thabo Mbeki nevertheless cleverly 
touted GEAR as an annexure to the commandments of the RDP, merely 
the macroeconomic accounting matrix. 

It was widely believed, however, that in the land of small miracles, 
the negative effects of ’outside’ forces would be mitigated. Here, 
neoliberalism would never lose its human face; it was trusted that the 
Merlinesque magic of Madiba would never allow this to happen..."the 
saviour from on high, an incarnation of public virtue.., a demiurge of 
history to break the chain of fatalism... The Word is made flesh, the 
immense and uncontrollable forces of history are incarnate in a 
personified Higher Being" (L6wy, 2003: 14). Mandela’s state, in the 
hands of the part5,, came to be seen as a "magnanimous sorcerer," to 
borrow from Coronil. It "acquired a providential hue" (Coronil, 1997: 1). 

Mandela’s emphasis on societal reconciliation, placating big business 
and paranoia about the right-wing threat, left him revealed as South 
Africa’s saint, albeit a lame one. His successor, Thabo Mbeki was seen 
initially, as the ’Mr Delivery’ of transformatory goals, such as the 
creation of jobs and alleviation of poverty. It was still a time when a once 
racially-stigmatised people basked in the defeat of apartheid and a belief 
in an almost divinely determined better future. 

If it was (falsely) believed Mandela’s long walk to freedom had 
illuminated the path to the Holy Grail, Mbeki felt he knew the real map. 
Edicts would be issued and the masses must follow directions. If things 
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did not go according to plan, it was not the wrong policy, but the 

ignorance, impertinence and impatience of the masses. A document 
tiffed The State and Social Transformation, written by Mbeki and his 

close associates in 1996, laid out how the relationship between civil 
society and the state is to be viewed: 

The issue turns on the combination of the expertise and 

professionalism concentrated in the democratic state and the 
capacity for popular mobilisation which resides within the trade 

unions and the genuinely representative non-governmental 

popular organisations (ANC, 1996). 

What is clearly implied in this is, in the words of Krista Johnson, 

To draw a clear distinction between the government or party 
experts who ’know’ and the mass of the people who are 

supposed to apply this knowledge. He leaves no room tbr 

popular political participation outside of fl~e state or the ruling 

class (Johnson, 2002: 228). 

John Stuart Mill, writing disparagingly of the way the relationship 

between the ruling class and the poor was envisaged in the early days of 
modern English capitalism, elaborated: 

The lot of the poor, in all things which affect them collectively, 
should be regulated for them, not by them... It is the duty of the 
higher classes to think for them, and to take responsibility for 
their lot ... The rich should be in loco parentis to the poor, guiding 

and restraining them like children (Bauman, 2002:31). 

In the ANC’s South Africa, the state and party blurs into one, and the 
president becomes the ’keeper of the chalice cup of wisdom.’ Those who 
challenge the wisdom of the president, challenge the people. It is not a 

coincidence that the ANC comes to see itself as a broad church. But as 
Raymond Suttner, former ANC member of parliament and party 
enforcer, laconically commented, a church "also implies priesthood, 
often with superior powers of scriptural interpretation...Thabo Mbeki’s 
interventions do not appear to be part of a broad debate. They are more 

in the nature of authoritative pronouncements" (Suttner, 2003). 
All members of the broad church must show unswerving loyalty to 

the ’Leader’ whose wisdom over time will be revealed and trickle down 
to the masses. Other leaders - false idols like Madikizela-Mandela, 
Ramaphosa, Sexwale and Phosa, for example, or a dozen others, who 
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preached even slightly dissonant sermons, were swiftly 

excommunicated. 
Mbekism represented a mixture of African nationalist neoliberalism 

that rails against colonialism and racism, while simultaneously imposing 
an economic trajectory drawing the country into a global capitalism 
notorious for its highly unequal terms. At a continental level too, the 

conditionalities and oversight mechanisms of the West - sugar-coated 
with ideas like good governance - were incorporated into Mbeki’s 
African Renaissance economic bible, the New Partnership for Africa’s 

Development (NEPAD). 

Like the late 1990s Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative 

of the World Bank, NEPAD would, 

Support existing poverty reduction initiatives at the multilateral 
level, such as the Comprehensive Development Framework of 
the World Bank and the Poverty Reduction Strategy approach 

linked to the HIPC debt initiative... Countries would engage with 

existing debt relief mechanisms-the HIPC and the Paris Club - 
before seeking recourse through the New Partnership for Africa’s 
Development (NEPAD, 2001: 118, 149). 

This approach was proposed despite the fact that - or perhaps precisely 
because - HIPC deals are fundamentally committed to maintaining 
existing power relations and the neoliberal economic philosophy 

because they entail only very slight adjustments to debt loads, and in 
return require lowest-income countries to liberalise their economies 
even further. By the late 2000s, low-income African countries realised 

that the cost of servicing external debt would actually rise by 50 per cent 
(in 2009) because although the overall outstanding debt was diminished, 
that was credit which would never be repaid in any case. The crucial 
matter was the cost of servicing debt year in and year out, and the 2005 

’debt relief’ of the G8 in Gleneagles was structured in such a way that 
Africa ended up making large downpayments on debt and paid a higher 

servicing cost. 
Moreover, with debt relief and HIPC came yet more neoliberal 

conditionalities. In the main southern African pilot of HIPC, 
Mozambique’s conditionality requirements included quintupling cost- 

recovery charges (user fees) at public health clinics, the privatisation of 
urban and rural water supply systems, and the simultaneous 

liberalisation and privatisation of its largest agro-industry, cashew nut 

processing, which destroyed the industry (Bond, 2002: 65, 79). 
At a local level, the call for an African Renaissance and the need for 

us to be masters of our own destiny is negated by Mbeki’s claim that the 
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transformation of South Africa cannot include "solutions which are in 
discord with the rest of the world.., which can be sustained by virtue of a 

voluntarist South African experiment of a special type, a world of anti- 
apartheid campaigners, who, out of loyalty to us, would support and 
sustain such voluntarism" (ANC, 1996: 5). Quite the opposite: the 
liberated South African state is opposed to the mass mobilisations that 
seek to challenge the architecture of global finance from the ’outside.’ As 

ANC policy director Michael Sachs explained: 

We don’t oppose the WTO. We’d never join a call to abolish it, or 

to abolish the World Bank or the IMF. Should we be out there 
condemning imperialism? If you do those things, how long will 

you last? There is no organisational alternative, no real policy 
alternative to what we’re doing (Bond, 2004: 29). 

The ANC ensured that the post-apartheid state is open to serving the 

interests of global capital, especially financiers, and to legitimating the 

power of the International Monetary Fund, World Bank and World Trade 
Organisation. To do this, according to Castells: "Nation-states must ally 
themselves closely with global economic interests and abide by global 
rules favourable to capital flows, while their societies are being asked to 
wait patiently for the trickle-down benefits of corporate ingenuity" 

(Alexander, 2002: 163). 
Or, as Michael Hardt and Toni Negri explain, 

States conform to and even anticipate the needs of capital for 
fear of being subordinated in the global economic system. This 
creates a sort of race to the bottom among the nation states in 

which the interests of labour and society as a whole take a back 
seat to those of capital (Hardt and Negri, 2004: 279). 

In this regard, Michael Neocosmos’s arguments on how state rule is 
legitimised merit reflection. On one hand, the 

post-apartheid state attempts to secure its legitimacy around a 

state-defined consensus centering on liberalism (economic and 
political), human rights discourse and a nationalist discourse (for 

example, overcoming poverty among the previously 
disadvantaged racial groups, equalising access to economic 

resources between races, economic leadership in Africa) 

(Neocosmos, 2002: 11). 
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On the other hand, "a neoliberal economic discourse has presented the 

solution to poverty as a particular kind of technical intervention by both 
capital and the state." The liberal and nationalist "discourse relegates 

questions of political entitlements to the juridical sphere of the state, 
where claims to rights can be settled by an apparently impartial and 
technical juridical system." The neoliberal discourse: 

Relegates other political entitlements to an economic or 
managerial field where they are exclusively reduced to objects of 

state policy, again devised by apparently impartial experts. In 

either case, these issues are removed from an arena or domain of 
legitimate independent political intervention (and often even 

contestation) by society itself, and placed within the confines of a 

state-controlled domain where they are systematically 
’technicised’ and thus made out to be politically neutral and thus 
should be handled exclusively by apolitical experts. They are 

effectively de-politicised in form while still remaining highly 

political in context (Neocosmos, 2002: 11). 

But while this is important, it is crucial to understand how the ANC 
government wields state power as a disciplinary power. One can discern 
it through the way the ANC government has approached the issue of 
poverty. This requires us to try to understand the state as a disciplinary 
power over its subjects, which is exercised in part as a regulating gaze 

aimed at what Deveaux has called "self-regulating docile bodies" 
(Deveaux, 1994). This of course is a conclusion thmously arrived at by 
Foucault, when he showed how under the present system, 

there is no need for arms, physical violence, material constraints. 
Just a gaze. An inspecting gaze, or gaze which each individual 
under its weight will end by interiorising to the point that he is 

his own overseer, each individual thus exercising this 
surveillance over, and against himself. A superb formula: power 

exercised continuously and for what turns out to be minimal cost 

(Foucault, 1980: 155). 

Employment 

The literature on the state of unemployment in South Africa is riven with 

what appears at first glance to be scraps over issues of definition. 

Government made extravagant claims that anything between 1.6 million 
net new ’jobs’ were created between 1995 and 2002, and 2.1 million by 

February 2004. These gains, Terry Bell argued, were almost exclusively 
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in the precarious informal sector and are also the result of some 

ingenious ’accounting’: 

Homemakers who help sustain themselves and their families out 
of backyard vegetable plots or who keep a few chickens are part 
of the new employed class. In fact, that vast army of the barely 
hidden jobless who stand forlornly on street corners for hire or 

who sell coat hangers, rubbish bags or handful of sweets at 
traffic lights or railway stations in the hope of making a few rand 

all add to this two million jobs figure. According to the latest 

statistics, in September 2001, 367,000 workers earned nothing 
for their labour, while a further 718,000 were paid between R1 

and R200 a month.17 

There is the official definition, ranging between 23 and 30 per cent 
(during the 2000s), which tallies active job-seekers who cannot find 

work. On an expanded definition that also counts those who have given 
up seeking employment, the figure during the late 2000s hovered 
around 35-40 per cent. The South African Reserve Bank put the 
unemployed (expanded) at 46.6 for males and 53.4 per cent for females. 
In order to survive, 79.2 per cent relied on other persons in the 

household (SARB, 2003:28). In 1995, 69 per cent of the economically 
active African population was employed full-time. By 2001 this figure 

had fallen to 49 per cenL At the same time, informal or atypical 
occupations rose from 13 per cent to 31 per cent (Altman, 2003). By late 

2008 there were improvements in these data, but over the subsequent 
year and a half, roughly a million jobs were lost. 

There is no denying the extent of joblessness in South Africa and that 

unemployment figures continue to mount. The economic effects are 
devastating, according to Hein Marais: 

Given that black workers’ wage packets tend to be shared 

extensively within the family and kin circles, each job lost 

diminishes consumer demand-hitting sales of semi-durable 
goods (especially furniture and appliances), groceries, shoes and 

clothing...low income families spend up to 75 per cent of income 
on these categories...the sacking of an average semi-skilled 

miner costs the economy R83 000 a year: for a skilled miner the 
figure climbs to R132 000. The calculations measure the social 

burden created by the loss of the miner’s consumption 

17. Bell, T., 2004. How ’Non Jobs’ come to the Aid of Government Election Propaganda. 

Sunday Independent, 15 February. 
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expenditure (that supports businesses and creates demand 
through a multiplier effect), as well as lost tax payments and the 
disappearance of remittances that support dependants (Marais, 
2001: 176). 

Why has the ANC government zealously contested the employment 
figures7 One of the reasons, of course, is that governments the world 
over need to show that macro-economic policies are job-creating 
especially were unemployment figures are high. A central reason in post- 
apartheid South Africa is that the ANUs discourse is premised on the 
idea that social inclusion comes from access to formal employment. This 
position is captured in the RDP’s position of how wage labour is the 
remedy for welfare dependency: 

Although a much stronger welfare system is needed to support 
all the vulnerable, the old, the disabled and the sick who 
currently live in poverty, a system of ’handouts’ for the 
unemployed should be avoided. All South Africans should have 
the opportunity to participate in the economic life of the country 
(RDP, 1994). 

Still, the government policy insists that social inclusion is about getting a 
job. This insistence came against the backdrop of two pillars of attack by 
the ANC government. Firstly, the inability of the existing social grants 
system to be financially viable as de-racialising took place. Secondly, the 
language of the threat of welfare dependency became increasingly shrill. 

The National Department of Welfare published its White Paper for 
Social Welfare in 1997. At the centre of its objectives, it placed the 
building of human capacity and self-reliance: "South Africans will be 
afforded an opportunity to play an active role in promotin9 their own 
wel!-bein!7 and in contributing to the development of our nation" 
(Department of Welfare, 1997: 2), This gets concrete expression in the 
section that links macro-economic policy and welfare: 

While sound economic policies and a well-functioning labour 

market are essential for growth and employment generation, by 

themselves they are not sufficient. To reap the benefits, South 
Africa must invest in people; that is, to develop the human 
capital, which is essential for increasing productivity and moving 

people out of poverty...Social development programmes are 

investments, which lead to tangible economic gains and in turn 
lead to economic growth...Since resources are limited, trade-offs 

must be made between investment in economic growth and 
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human resources, and investment in a social safety net. Welfare 

expenditure will only be able to expand as higher economic 
growth targets are achieved...This means that the high 

expectations of many people for the new democratic 
Government to deliver welfare services cannot be fully met in the 

short-term (Department of Welfare, 1997: 4-5). 

There are keywords to discern here: investments, tangible economic 
gains, trade-offs and a position that welfare expenditure will grow as a 

result of higher growth targets. In terms of the latter, there is very little 

consideration of how higher growth rates can be predicated on job 
losses and ’poverty wages’ increasing the need for social security. Any 

form of decommodification is to be held hostage to market forces. 
’Community development’ and ubuntu are insinuated to replace the 

responsibilities of government. 
The logic of the financing policy released in 1999 made more explicit 

the trend started in the White Paper (Department of Welfare, 1999; cf. 

Se~@aul and H61scher, 2004). Vishanthie Sewpaul and Dorothee 
HOlscher have shown how the policy is replete with 

managerial terms and market metaphors...the Financing Policy 
talks of business plans, contractual agreements, affordability, 
effectiveness, efficiency, output and outcome orientation, 
financial sustainability, quality assurance and performance 

audits. Outsourcing, venture financing and service purchasing 

are new terms borrowed from the world of commercial 
interactions (Sewpaul and H61scher, 2004: 82-83). 

The emphasis is on how to shift money from institutional care to 
community-based models: 

The state is an entrepreneur of its own. It must make profit 
where it can. People don’t understand the developmental debate, 

and they can’t see that everything anybody does must be 
developmental. The state must be minimalist. It really must do 

the least and last. Civil society, empowered civil society is to do 
the most, and I don’t know it will ever get there, the state must 

just give the money. Because of the bureaucracy, it becomes 
inefficient. So when it comes to service provision, it must be 

become the funder and let others do (Sewpaul and H61scher, 

2004: 84-85). 

Privatisation, commodification and poverty 
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Government has made much of the delivery of basic services. A recent 
government publication highlighted the claim that 

more than 10 million people have access to clean water since 

1994. Free basic water reaches three-quarters of those in areas 
with water infrastructure. Two million housing subsidies have 

been allocated to the poor since 1994 (Government 
Communication and Information System, 2005). 

While it should have led to a Gini coefficient reduction, it was 
counteracted by other forces, leading to a rising Gini. Nevertheless, the 

optimistic position was taken to an extreme stand by Stellenbosch 
University professor Servaas van der Berg, who argued that between 

1993 and 1997, social spending increased for the poorest 60 per cent of 
households, especially the poorest 20 per cent and especially the rural 

poor, and decreased for the 40 per cent who were better off, leading to a 

one-third improvement in the Gini coefficient (Bond, 2004). Hence the 
overall impact of state spending, he posited, would lead to a dramatic 
decline in actual inequality. Unfortunately, van der Berg (a regular 

consultant to the neoliberal Treasury Department) made no effort to 
calculate or even estimate state subsidies to capital, i.e. corporate 

welfare. Such subsidies are enormous because most of the economic 
infrastructures created through taxation - transport, industrial districts, 

the world’s cheapest electricity, R&D subsidies - overwhelmingly 
benefits capital and its shareholders, as do many tax loopholes. It is hard 

to take the work of van der Berg seriously, and the ambitious claims by 

the Mbeki-era Government Communications and Information Service if 
apples (for poor people) are not compared with apples (for capital), but 

instead with simply nothing. 
Steven Gelb, on the other hand, questioned the effectiveness of 

government’s redistributive programmes, 

Where a service has to be delivered in an ongoing fashion to 

build assets (such as in education) or an asset has to be 
transferred (such as housing or land reform) ... addressing the 

unequal legacy of apartheid and enabling more effective 
participation in, and returns from, factor markets has been less 
extensive than would appear from an examination of 

expenditure only (Gelb, 2003: 57). 
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Pointing to the great strides in the delivery of housing, for example, Gelb 
argues that the government’s focus has been on quantitative aspects, yet 
subsidies are low compared to other developing countries, 

and housing quality undervalued, while diversity of housing 
demand is overlooked together with the need to locate housing 
development in the context of broader processes of community 

development. These points are strikingly similar to those made 
about education in the sense that apparently successful current 

expenditure programmes have not produced the sought-after 

improvement in outcomes, for reasons which may well lie in the 
inability (or unwillingness) of government to address the wider 

context of inequality (Gelb, 2003: 58; Rust, 2003). 

Delivery has also been overshadowed by the marketisation of basic 
service delivery, the institution of cost recovery mechanisms and a rash 

of disconnections and evictions. The numbers of disconnections have 
been file arena of dispute between researchers and government. But 
there is no doubt this occurs on an on-going basis and is a constant 
threat to poor people. 

The reason for the disconnection epidemic was obvious. 

Notwithstanding deeper poverty, the South African government - ranging 

from municipalities to water catchment agencies to Eskom - raised water 
and electricity prices dramatically from the mid-1990s. By 2002, they 

accounted for 30 per cent of the income of those households earning less 
than R400 per month. One cause of higher municipal utility prices was that 
central-local state subsidies designed to cover operating/maintenance 
expenses suffered dramatic declines during the 1990s (85 per cent in real 

terms, according to the Finance and Fiscal Commission) (Bond, 2005). 
The government responded to the wave of protests about water cut- 

offs with the introduction of a free basic minimum of water. A very small 

lifeline (6000 litres per household per month) was followed by very 
steep increases (along a convex tariff curve), such that the next 

consumption block became unaffordable. The free 6,000 litres represent 
just two toilet flushes a day for a household of eight, for those lucky 

enough to have flush toilets. It leaves no additional water to drink, to 

wash with, or to clean clothes or the house (Bond, 2005). 
The UNDP 2003 Report also pointed to the issue of affordability: 

Eskom’s lull cost recovery approach has made access to 

electricity unaffordable to many Sowetans. The ’free services’ 
policy has not been a particularly effective strategy for the urban 

poor because of the household density of many low-income 
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households and their need for larger volumes of electricity. The 

number of electricity disconnections has increased drastically, 
especially since 1996: On average, disconnections increased 

from over 22 000 per month in 1996 to almost 100 000 by 2001 

(UNDP, 2003: 105). 

In thinking through this process, David Harvey has written about the 
continuing centrality of primitive accumulation. In these times new 
forms of accumulation through dispossession have emerged. This 

involves in the main, privatisation. In South Africa, Harvey holds that, for 

example, "total cost recovery by municipal owned utilities" has meant 
that, "unable to afford the charges, more and more people were cut out 

of the service, and with less revenue the companies raised rates, making 
water even less affordable to low-income populations" (Harvey, 2003: 

15% 
But inscribed also in the commodification of basic services is the 

development of new forms of control and self-regulation. Veriava and 

Ngwane have shown how the installation of water meters affects this 
purpose. Once you get your free six kilolitres it will cut you off unless 
you feed the machine. Water meters 

are celebrated as tamper-proof and work in a very specific way 
to limit your possible options. They foreclose any negotiation or 
institutional mediation. The only option becomes feeding the 

device. They are in a sense a pedagogical tool, teaching the new 
laws of the economy - Pay as you go or go. As such they define 

the new condition of the citizen, that of the consumer (Veriava 
and Ngwane, 2004: 134). 

Here we have, at microlevel, Foucault’s 

mechanisms of power...its capillary form of existence, the point 
where power reaches into the very grain of individuals, touches 

their bodies and inserts itself into their actions and attitudes, 
learning process and everyday lives (Foucault in Chambon: 

1999: 59). 

In many cases, as Ferguson has pointed out, Foucault helps us 
understand "how the outcomes of planned social interventions can end 
up coming together into powerful constellations of control that were 
never intended ... "(Ferguson, 1990: 19). As Foucault argues, 
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For the observation that prison fails to eliminate crime, one 

should perhaps substitute the hypothesis that prison has 

succeeded extremely well in producing delinquency, a specific 
type, a politically or economically less dangerous, on occasion, 
usable-form of illegality; in producing delinquents, in an 

apparently marginal, but in fact centrally supervised milieu; in 
producing the delinquent as a pathologised subject...So 

successful has the prison been that, after a century and a half of 
’failures’, the prison still exists, producing the same results, and 

there is the greatest reluctance to dispense with (Ferguson, 

1990: 20). 

If one looks at the installation of water meters, the indigency policy, the 
technical details to be filled in to get any form of state support, it is not 

difficult to see how the emphasis on the second economy can lead to an 
emphasis on control and surveillance. 

The political economy of AIDS 

The literature on the impact of AIDS in exacerbating poverty is chilling. 
According to Jonathan Lewis, 

A wave of sickness and death is already sweeping through South 
Africa, and its impact will be felt throughout this decade and 

beyond by the millions of households that will be directly 
affected. Beyond the widespread personal and human costs 
created by the pandemic lies a second level of effects. South 
Africa’s economy, which has been struggling for two decades, is 

another indirect victim of the pandemic. HIV/AIDS adds one 
more ’tax’ on South African firms trying to compete in a global 
market and burdens a government already facing pent-up 

demand for services that lie beyond its means. Just as society 
needs more resources to confront HIV/AIDS, the adverse impact 

of the epidemic on human capital, on productivity, and on 
government finances could impose a macroeconomic cost which 

would run as high as 1 per cent or more of the growth in GDP per 
capita, which is already too low to create enough jobs and 

alleviate widespread poverty (Lewis, 2004:117). 

Much more work is needed on the impact of AIDS on companies in 

different sectors - both direct and indirect. One significant attempt is 
that of Rosen et al., (2003) who try to discern the cost of a worker 

getting infected today and found that, "workers who tend to be at high 
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risk of HIV infection, are not eligible for most of the benefits provided to 

permanent employees, nor do the companies invest substantial 
resources in training them (Rosen et al., 2003). 

Very little work has been done on the effect of AIDS on households. 
One study by Booysen et al., found that besides the increased prevalence 

of illness in affected households, the difference between affected and 
unaffected households had an impact on economic outcomes. As Lewis, 

relying on the figures of Booysen et al., argues: 

For affected households, the average household that utilised 
savings spent the equivalent of twenty-one months of savings, 
whereas unaffected households using savings spent only five 
months’ worth. How affected households used their savings 
differed as well. For affected households, the largest uses were 
funeral expenses (40 per cent) and medical expenses (24 per 
cent). In other words, nearly two-thirds of savings went for AIDS 
(or at least illness) related costs. For unaffected households, the 
pattern is more ’normal.’ There was some spending for funerals 
(8 per cent), but the largest shares went to asset maintenance 
(31 per cent) and education (30 per cent), which did not appear 
at all in the affected households’ spending (Lewis, 2004: 111). 

In the face of this disaster, some argue that the spread of AIDS has 
potential benefits. Allister Sparks writes that economic and other 

forecasters have not 

taken sufficient account of the possible impact of this pandemic 
on the other doomsday scenario we heard so much only a few 

years ago - the population explosion...Well AIDS is not going to 
reduce South Africa’s overall population, but it is going to slow 
its growth rate...a smaller population can be better educated, and 

better education, especially of women who are then in a stronger 

position to determine their own choices, is by far the more 

effective method of birth control (Sparks, 2003: 302-303). 

Lazarus like Malthus has risen from the dead. 
Mbeki’s AIDS denialism was cloaked in an outrage against racism 

and westernisation. Yet his economic policies demand integration into 
the circuits of global capital on terms set out by the West. Alongside 

fiscal stinginess comes a set of new codewords: home-based care, self- 

reliance, community support. This strategy draws on old traditions of 
ubuntu. Hein Marais shows how a 
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confluence occurs between two apparently contrary ideologies: 
ubuntu and neoliberalism. The guiding principles of 
communitarianism, mutual assistance and the bonding sense of 

shared destinies that underpin ubuntu provide a bedrock for the 
anticipated community-level resilience and solidarity that is 
expected to animate and sustain home-and community-based 
care...This is surprisingly compatible with a central thrust of 

neoliberalism, which is to absolve or at least excuse the state 
from its encompassing responsibility for social reproduction. On 

the one hand there is the disintended faith in ’coping’ capacities 

at community and household levels; on the other, government 
strategies are marked by an overarching obeisance to the market 

and its organising principles. Around AIDS, these two apparently 
contradictory, value patterns emerge (Marais, 2005: 66-67). 

The impact of AIDS is devastating. But in a country with South Africa’s 
extent of inherited inequalities, Marais points out 

these miseries are not distributed indiscriminately. The glacial 
crush of the epidemic exaggerates the social relations that 
constitute society. In that, AIDs unmasks the world we live in and 

reiterates the need to transform it. In South Africa, it specifically 
underscores the need for an encompassing social package as part 
of an overarching programme of redistribution and rights 

realisation (Marais, 2005: 109). 

Poverty as crime 

In the context of spiralling poverty, people must resort to desperate 
measures often merely to access life-saving support. Many hope to be 
able to be classified as disabled. Some even prefer to fall pregnant to be 

eligible for a meagre child support grant of less than R300. A 2003 study 
by the Planned Parenthood Association put the number of teenagers 

doing this as one in ten. The argument is that if you are not old, disabled 
or a vulnerable child, you have to look after yourself. "For salvation, this 

perspective looks toward increased employment opportunities (as a 
product of economic growth) and a surge in small-scale entrepreneurial 

activities" (Marais, 2005: 108). Both of these ’solutions’ are completely 
unrealistic. 

One of the shortcomings of ’poverty studies’ in South Africa is the 

absence of the issue of Power. The result is much like the outcome of 
Percival’s failure to ask the crucial question, "whom does the Grail 
serve?", thus denying him the chance to grasp the Holy Grail. 
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Ralph Miliband contends that in looking at the question of poverty 

one should focus 

first and foremost on the respective strength of conflicting forces 

operating in society, some making for the persistence of poverty, 
and others working against its persistence; and the trouble, for 
the poor, is that the forces operating against them are very much 

stronger than those working in their favour. What is involved 
here is not recognition, or the discovery of the right policies, or 

the creation of the right administrative framework, or even the 

good will of the power-holders. The matter goes deeper than 
that, and concerns the distribution of power in society (Miliband, 

1974: 187). 

Yet this is an area sorely lacking. Gillian Hart and Ari Sitas allege that 
there is "remarkably little critical, sustained research and reflection on 

the changing power relations and processes of acquiescence and 

opposition that are emerging in the post-apartheid era" (Hart and Sitas, 

2004: 56; 31), 
In a poem delivered at the opening of the KZN parliament, Sitas 

spoke about the House passing a Bill abolishing poverty. 

On the first day 
Oj%he 11th year 

Of our democracy 

The provincial house 

Unanimously 

Unambiguously 

Famously 

Promulgated a Bill 

Abolishing Poverty 

At night 

As the moon made us 

Alljazzhappy 

Th e su bversives 

Who still claimed to be poor 

Were rounded up 

And sent to other provinces 

Provinces that deserve them. 

This was meant to be tongue in cheek. But regularly - e.g., before the big 

annual Tourism Indaba in the city of Durban, and as recently as February 
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2010 in advance of the World Cup - street-kids were rounded up and 

sent to shelters out of the city, or simply dumped miles from town. 
Reality catches up with parody. 

In surveying the response of the South African state to the alleviation 
of poverty we see various attempts at what Foucault called 
govermentality. Central here is "Discipline...a type of power, a modality 
of its exercise, comprising a whole set of instruments, techniques, 

procedures, levels of application, target; it is a ’physics’ or an ’anatomy’ 
of power, a technology." This discipline is meant to constitute a "process 

of normalisation" that "not only restricts or erases unwanted behaviour, 

it also shapes wanted behaviour" (Chambon, 1999: 66). 
For discipline to be effective, civil society must not simply be 

demobilised, it must become a conduit for decisions of the party in order 
to counteract those opposed to change. According to then presidential 

spokesperson, Joel Netshitenze, 

mass involvement is therefore both a spear of rapid advance and 

a shield against resistance. Such involvement should be planned 
to serve the strategic purpose, proceeding from the premise that 
revolutionaries deployed in various areas of activity at least try 
to pull in the same direction. When ’pressure from below’ is 

exerted, it should aim at complementing the work of those who 
are exerting ’pressure’ against the old order ’from above’ (ANC, 

1998: 12), 

In the aftermath of the 2004 elections, the Minister of Public Service and 
Administration, Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, stated that the election 
results showed that the mass of South Africans have "declared that no 
amount of sophistication or camouflage by the opposition can make 
them lose sight of their liberators" (Sunday Times, 2 May 2004). (Yet she 
and her husband - long an SACP power couple exiled until 1990 - were 

amongst the highest-profile victims of the Polokwane palace coup, agh 

shame.) 
The class character of this approach, Frantz Fanon (1976) attested, 

is reflected most clearly in the relegation of the political and civil 
life of the people to being flag-waving supporters for those in 

power who speak of the ’people’... the masses are depoliticised, 
they are made to be ’unpolitical’, only to be brought back at 

scripted events to legitimate the political ~lite. The party 

becomes administrative, encouraging an administrative 
mentality rather than a humanist programme... And in practice, 

when the civil rights come in conflict with the political life of the 
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country, they are trumped. The loyalty of the opposition is 
decided in advance (for in the end loyalty to the party trumps 
opposition) and mass action becomes, by definition, disloyalty to 

the ’nation’, the ’revolution’, and so forth. And as the 
administration sees threats everywhere, the by-word becomes, 

those who are not for us are against us (cited in Gibson, 2004: 

12), 

The party presents itself as the only legitimate agent of change. It "expels 
the people from history" and, through nationalist rhetoric, claims that 

the party incarnates the will of the people and therefore, to oppose it is 
to oppose the nation. So "these men who have sung the praises of their 

race.., proclaim that the vocation of their people is to obey, to go on 
obeying and to be obedient to the end of time (Fanon, 1976: 135-138). 

What happens when people stop obeying? Of course, if you ban 
poverty, then those who protest poverty are breaking the law. 

Criminalisation. Like magic, the wand becomes a sjambok. Third 

Force. Misled by opportunists. The National Intelligence Agency is called 
upon to investigate the reasons for protest. Often, the poor find their 
quest for justice ending in the same way that the Monty Python quest for 
the Holy Grail was subverted: with the entire cast arrested. 

Alas, there is no Holy Grail at the back of a police van. 

A book, not a Holy Grail 

We have no thoroughly convincing solutions to the problems we and our 
colleagues will now proceed to discuss. If the tone of independent 
critical thinking is set, the evidence must be assembled in such a way 

that the big, sweeping arguments we prefer about economic 
neoliberalism and political nationalism - joined by crony capitalism and 
’tenderpreneurship’ - can be validated by concrete data. And to do so, we 

must scan the broadest possible set of fields of policy and practice in 
post-apartheid South Africa. 

This is not to support an epistemology of hypothesis-proof in 
positivistic ways. We readily confess the fluidity and conjunctural 

character of many features we have described, and the need for inter- 
relational (dialectic) thinking by which ingrained contradictions drive 

forward social processes. 
For example, the society’s most powerful post-apartheid Polanyian 

’double-movement’ - popular resistance to the commodification of life - 

may well be the backlash against Mbeki’s refusal to provide AIDS 
medicines. And yet, whereas the Treatment Action Campaign is widely 

celebrated for its achievement in defeating Mbeki (2003) and before him 
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the Bush (2001) and Clinton (1999) administration’s property rights 
fetish, as well as Big Pharma’s profits via monopolies on branded drugs 
(2001), still we dispute two aspects of the accounts you will read later. 

Firstly, we would want to question the ’rights talk’ that sets up delivery 
of state services in terms of effective advocacy (albeit in this case there is 

a strong argument given the 2001 Constitutional Court victory which 
changed policy on access by pregnant women to nevirapine). And 

secondly, we are unconvinced by the Campaign’s inordinate proximity to 
the ruling party, which gave its members confidence that their attack on 
Mbeki was merely an attack on a specific person or policy - not on the 

neoliberal-nationalist perspective that underlays Mbeki (and Zuma as 
well). This, in turn, probably explains why the struggle to get AIDS 
medicines never overlapped and interlocked with struggles to access 
clean water and free electricity (both vital components of AIDS 

prevention), as each of the major rights campaigns were locked within 
the silos of NGOist issue-area specialisations. By not connecting the dots, 

the activists and strategists in each of these excellent social movements 

did the society, and themselves, a disservice. 
The point we would make from this example, is simply that the 

critiques you will read, in coming pages, of neoliberal post-apartheid 
economics, of nationalist rhetorics, and of crony-capitalist practices are 

tough, but they are measured and well deserved. They include 

autocritique. Moreover, latter chapters show how open the society is to a 
variety of bottom-up political influences. No one has a vanguard party 

formula that will take society forward, and no one believes anymore that 
the ’new social movements’ are the agents of change that some of us 
(Desai and Bond especially) might have advertised a decade ago. 

Of special importance here, is that the conjunctural forces associated 
with the trade union movement - mainly corporatist in orientation, 

seeking policy deals between big government, big business and big 

labour - are fragile. We are unable to confidently predict whether a 
Congress of SA Trade Unions (Cosatu) break from the Alliance is feasible 
in coming years, say before the next national election in 2014. If not, 

there is no reason to think that the present hegemonic block within the 
ANC, shorn of a few relatively conservative personalities in the Congress 

of the People party, will not continue to take society down a slippery 
slope. If the centre-left Communists and labour activists fend off the 

young rightwing populists (and their financial sponsors) and maintain 
the current fairly solid relationship with the KwaZulu-Natal regional 

powerbase, ’the centre can hold.’ But we do know that if Cosatu does not 

break, we will need deepened independent-left thinking about social 
movement, environmentalist and community oppositionalism, of the 
sort that many of our writers see as the vehicle for their own critiques. 
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How are these critiques organised? The first chapter captures the 

long debate about the first and second economy, as Ashwin Desai and 
Brij Maharaj make the case that Mbeki’s discursive framing strategy, 

enthusiastically re-articulated by Zuma, sets back our understanding of 
the challenges ahead. In the next chapter, evidence of both 

macroeconomic degradation and rising social tensions is presented by 
Patrick Bond. In the third chapter, on ’Provocations of neoliberalism,’ 

Gillian Hart investigates some of the deeper meanings that relate 
economic orthodoxy to nationalist ideology. The fourth chapter 

considers another distracting concept, the ’developmental state,’ which 

Ben Fine has long been sceptical about~ Finally, by way of broad 
introductions, Andries du Toit’s fifth chapter considers the different 

ways to enter the narratives of poverty and inequality, making the case 

for the latter. 
The next chapters consider several more detailed topics. The 

question of whether ’Free Basic Water’ does its beneficiaries more harm 

than good is raised by Greg Ruiters in Chapter Six. Prishani Naidoo uses 

the seventh chapter to debunk another discourse of poverty, namely its 
’feminisation.’ In the field of labour and social policy, the concept of 
citizenship is compared to state interests in social discipline by Franco 
Barchiesi in Chapter EighL Moving to rural South Africa, the ninth 

chapter, by Fred Hendricks and Lungisile Ntsebeza, covers questions of 
race, class and the Zimbabwe precedent for land reform. In the tenth 
chapter, education and training are reconceptualised as the 

reconstitution of dominant power and privilege, by Enver Motala, Salim 
Vally and Carol Anne Spreen. For an eco-ethnographic account of a major 
environmental problem, golf courses, Jackie Cock uses Chapter Eleven to 
link the social relations that produce both ’caddies and cronies.’ 

The most challenging social problem, AIDS, is treated in terms of 
structural inequality by Hein Marais in Chapter 12, and in terms of 

Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) rights-based activism in Chapter 13 

by Mark Heywood. While TAC is the most successful of civil society 
single-issue campaign challenges to state power, matters are far more 

complicated in the rural grassroots settings. In Chapter 14, Mary Galvin 
shows how generalisations about community-based organisations 

require rethinking if strategies emerge to take them from ’survival’ to a 
more ’revolutionary’ role. The subsequent two chapters, 15 on ’Poverty 

and social movements’ by Lenny Gentle, and 16 on ’Political strategies of 
township social movements’ by Trevor Ngwane, tell the story of civil 

society organising, mobilising and advocacy from the standpoint of 

uneven urban strength. A final chapter, by James Ferguson, addresses 
the ways that he believes post-neoliberal social policy and economic 

strategies might develop, in conjunction with momentum established 
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through local agency. And an Afterword by the editors draws further 

lessons about elite hegemony from South Africa’s experience hosting the 
World Cup in mid-2010. 

Yet capitalist hegemony as reflected in commodification, corporate 
power and periodic displays of state repression, all displayed 

prominently in mid-2010, is bound to decline, in part because so many 

aspects of poverty and inequality - amplified as they were by the World 
Cup, its preparations and its aftermath - will be looked back upon as a 
collective Own Goal by South Africans. The tragedy, of course, is that this 

was a time when a very different outcome to the game was possible had 
the players in Pretoria stayed and fought onside with their constituents, 
not wandered offside with capital. 

Zurna’s Own Goal of worsening poverty and inequality is 

comprehensible only by considering the elite’s War on Poverty as lost 

from the outset, given their ineffectual market weaponry. It was the 
policy equivalent of searching for a Holy Grail but returning home with 

only neoliberal-nationalist, corrupt, patriarchal, crony capitalism. 

Crowing about this sort of trophy, we see Mbeki, Zuma and their 
successors hoisting it as high as they may reach. 

But they are being drowned out by a new vuvuzela din, ’service 
delivery protests.’ For as ideologically chaotic and leaderless as they 

presently are, it is from discontent of this sort that, as we have witnessed 
in several Latin American countries, an alternative ’war on poverty’ can 
at least be waged in coming years:/or state power, new policies and a 

very different approach to grassroots and shopfloor constituents. 
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Debating the first and second economy 
Ashwin Desai and Brij Maharaj 

Introduction 

There has been a great deal of debate about the division of South Africa 

into ’two economies.’ It is noteworthy how the notion of the second 
economy "has become stump material for politicians, journalists, 
activists and academics alike and an integral component of 

contemporary political jargon" - key elements of a rhetoric that now 
informs "a substantive framework of policy and programme of action 

with tangible effects on the roll-out of services and societal 
interventions," as John Faull explains (2005: 10). This approach is, at 

times, even presented as being a radical divergence from classic 
neoliberal or trickle down economics, in that it provides for substantial 

state intervention. 
However, despite the ubiquitous use of the term second economy - 

as much in the narratives ofIacob Zuma from 2009 as from Thabo Mbeki 
in the prior decade - there is little clarity about exactly what comprises 
the second economy. What particular interventions are to be made in the 

second economy are just as hazy, leading to a series of questions neatly 
summarised by Faull: 

Is the so-called ’Second Economy’, and its contingent 

underdevelopment, a necessary consequence of the dynamics of 
the ’First Economy’? Is the concept of two parallel economies an 
appropriate basis for conceptualising policy and its 

implementation? To what extent is it desirable, efficient, or 
sustainable, to pursue two distinct, but related, macroeconomic 

policies on the basis of this separation of economic activity? Will 
government intervention, in this context, reinforce or ameliorate 

existing schisms in the economy and society? To what extent are 
the immediate needs and aspirations of the poor, as articulated 
by these constituencies, addressed through these interventions? 

(Faull, 2005: 9). 

The main contention of this chapter is that the South African 
government yearns to solve its ’two economies’ problem by marrying 

efficient managerialism at the microeconomic level and neoliberalism 
with a human face at the macroeconomic and social policy levels, 
exemplified by the extended public works programmes (EPWP), access 
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to microcredit, and an expanded social wage. We consider the argument 

within four sections. The first focuses on the debates relating to the 
second economy. The second presents an assessment of two state-led 

approaches: the extended public works programmes, followed by the 
social grants debate. Turning to more entrepreneurial considerations, 

the third section considers micro-credit as a potential ladder out of the 

second economy. The final section highlights the brutal realities of 
survival in the second economy. 

Mbeki dichotomies 

Mbeki liked dichotomies. He characterised South Africa as two nations: 
one white and privileged and the other Black and poor. And politically, 
he adopted an approach that says if you are not for me, you are against 

me, much like George W. Bush after September 11, 2001. No middle 
ground for him, even while he adopted a befuddled middle road of 

Western neoliberalism tied to paranoid nationalism. 

In 1998, then Deputy President Thabo Mbeki defined South Africa in 
this way during a debate on national reconciliation in Parliament: 

South Africa is a country of two nations. One of these nations is 
white, relatively prosperous, regardless of gender or geographic 
dispersal. It has ready access to a developed economic, physical, 

educational, communication and other infrastructure... The 
second and larger nation of South Africa is black and poor, with 
the worst affected being women in the rural areas, the black 
rural population in general and the disabled. This nation lives 
under conditions of a grossly underdeveloped economic, 

physical, educational, communication and other infrastructure... 
This reality of two nations, underwritten by the perpetuation of 

the racial, gender and spatial disparities born of a very long 

period of colonial and apartheid white minority domination, 

constitutes the material base which reinforces the notion that, 

indeed, we are not one nation, but two nations. And neither are 
we becoming one nation. 

Mbeki here was describing how he saw South Africa, but he provided 

little of how he envisaged redressing this state of affairs. Building on this 
analogy, Mbeki followed the two nation thesis with another dichotomy, 

but this one - two economies - provided more substance to how he 

proposed to deal with the two separate worlds of South Africa. His 
argument about the first world and third world components of the 

economy bears closer examination: 
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The first economy is the modern industrial, mining~ agricultural, 
financial, and services sector of our economy that, everyday, 

become ever more integrated in the global economy. Many of the 
major interventions made by our government over the years 

have sought to address this ’first world economy’, to ensure that 
it develops in the right direction, at the right pace.., the successes 

we have scored with regard to the ’first world economy’ also give 
us the possibility to attend to the problems posed by the ’third 
world economy’, which exists side by side with the modern ’first 

world economy’... Of central and strategic importance is the fact 
that they are structurally disconnected from our country’s ’first 
world economy’. Accordingly, the interventions we make with 

regard to this latter economy do not necessarily impact on these 

areas, the ’third world economy’, in a beneficial manner (Mbeki, 

2003). 

Mbeki argued that the solution depended upon tweaking the neoliberal 
approach. For Mbeki, "those who benefit from the growth and 
development of the ’first world economy’ will benefit even more from its 
expansion, resulting from the development of the ’third world economy’ 

to the point that its loses its ’third world’ character and becomes part of 
the ’first world economy’. To get to this point will require sustained 
government intervention" (Mbeki, 2003). 

This, to some, appeared to lay the groundwork for a state-led attack 
on poverty. Progressive economist Sampie Terreblanche holds that 

Mbeki’s admission that there was no staircase between the first and 
second economy confirms 

that the ’trickle down’ effect is nothing but a myth... The 
acknowledgement that the government will have to play an 

entrepreneurial role in the ’second economy’ is rather promising. 
Unfortunately, the government’s ability to intervene in the 

’second economy’ is very much hampered by the lack of capacity 
in the public sector. But what is perhaps of greater importance, is 

that it will become contra-productive to intervene in the ’second 
economy’ while the ’structure’, the macroeconomic policy and 

the neoliberal privileges granted to the corporate sector remain 
intact in the ’first economy’. It is highly necessary to move 

towards a truly developmental state system in South Africa. But 
this cannot be created in the second economy only. It will have to 
be created in the South African economy as an undivided entity 

(Terreblanche, 2005: 10). 
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That was apparently not Mbeki’s intention, though. And despite the 
transition from Mbeki to Zuma the first/second economy approach 

became the prevailing discourse in government circles, and is still, in 
2010, seen as the framing strategy for addressing poverty and 
inequality. This approach has, at times, been presented as a divergence 
from classic neoliberal or trickle-down economics because of the implied 

state intervention. On the other hand, this is disingenuous, as we have 
come to know that neoliberalism relies on state intervention, especially 

its financial bailout mechanisms and repressive apparatus. Indeed, the 

emphasis on the second economy is trespassed with an agenda of 
control, as it is from here that the most sustained confrontation against 

the country’s neoliberal transition has taken root. 

Extended Public Works Programme and the BIG debate 

One of the key areas of intervention is a programme known as the 
Extended Public Works Programme (EPWP). Here we can find the devil 

in the detail associated with using ’two economies’ as a framing device. 
Melanie Samson has made an in-depth study of two EPWP’s in the waste 
management sector. Her study shows that, 

rather than forging a pathway from the ’second’ into the 

supposedly distinct ’first’ economy, the public works projects 

minimised the need for the generation of new jobs within the 

forma! waste management sector, and created new, inferior jobs 
which bear characteristics associated with the so-called ’second’ 
economy. The public works projects therefore contributed to the 

production of the very problem that they were meant to 
overcome, belying both the myth that the two economies are 
separated by a structural divide, and the policy claims that the 

EPWP will be an effective way of bridging this divide (Samson, 

2007: 245). 

The EPWP entrenches the notion of a two-tier labour markeL 
Interestingly, this was a position proposed by the Deputy Finance 

Minister, Jabu Moleketi, at the 2005 ANC National General Council, when 
he wrote in his paper for the conference that: "An increase in investment 
is only likely to result in an increase in employment if the cost of labour 

is reduced relative to capital" (ANC, 2005: 8). It was vigourously argued 

against on the floor by ANC members and the position of a two tier 
labour market roundly rejected. But as Samson explains, the EPWP 
allowed it to be introduced through the back door: 
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The framing of the EPWP as a mechanism to assist the 
’unemployable’ relegated to the ’second’ economy disciplines 

those employed on the projects to accept their marginalised 
status as ’nonworkers’. As significantly, it also disciplines 

organised labour by getting labour to accept the de facto creation 
of a two tier labour market and defining the ’beneficiaries’ as 

falling outside of organised labour’s constituency. Once the 
EPWP workers with their minimal rights, wages and benefits 

become an entrenched reality, the EPWP will also limit and 
circumscribe labour’s ability to negotiate wages and conditions 
of employment for full-time public employees (Samson, 2007: 

254). 

So the very mechanism promoted by Mbeki to act as a ladder out of the 
second economy in practice only serves to entrench and broaden its 

ambit. 

For social welfare advocates with a desire for more straightforward 

income distribution in what became, under Mbeki, the world’s most 
unequal major economy, a different approach emerged a decade ago, the 
Basic Income Grant (BIG). In 2000, the government appointed a 

Committee of Inquiry chaired by Vivian Taylor to recommend measures 
to streamline and rationalise the system of social assistance. The Taylor 

Committee advocated the much vaunted Basic Income Grant (at R100 a 
month). A coalition of liberal/progressive (Black Sash and the SA NGO 

Coalition), church (SA Council of Churches) and labour (Cosatu) forces 
emerged in support, although BIG advocacy never had the feel of a 
grassroots or shopfloor-led campaign, rumbling on the ground with 

urgency. 
In spite of support from a welfare minister, Zola Skweyiwa, the ANC 

government rejected the recommendation, largely due to hostility from 

Trevor Manuel’s Treasury. The ANC’s 2002 National Policy Conference 
instead showed its preference for public works programmes to facilitate 

"pride and self-reliance of communities" (ANC, 2002). Mbeki, in his 2003 
State of the Nation address, insisted that the task of his government was 

to "reduce the number of people dependent on social welfare, increasing 
the numbers that rely for their livelihood on normal participation in the 

economy" (Mbeki, 2003). Likewise, a vocal ANC MP, Ben Turok, argued 
that BIG "contains the risk of fostering a culture of dependency and 

entitlement which could bring major social strains if the funding should 

not be available in future years" (Turok, 2004: 7). This harks back to an 
old-fashioned ’culture of poverty’ analysis, so common to the debate that 
wrecked the welfare system in the United States, and to hear it not from 
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Ronald Reagan Republicans but South Africans, who in exile three 

decades earlier were Muscovite communists, is extraordinary. 
For those with faith in the sturdy ladder between second and first 

economies, R100 would act as a disincentive for people to look for work. 
Charles Meth disagreed: 

What cannot be called into question is the welfare improvement 

in, for example, workerless households, among whom the 
slightest risk (eg, job search requiring some expenditure) 

threatens an already precarious existence. Their menu of choices 

could be considerably expanded by the existence of a secure 

income source, be it ever so small (Meth, 2004: 22). 

Many in the ANC camp have countered advocates of BIG and social 

grants in general with the alternative of public works programmes and 
the development of an ’entrepreneurial culture.’ A government 

spokesperson explained that the government’s approach had a different 
philosophical bent from the Taylor Report: 

It is a kind of approach that motivates against an income granL 
We would rather create work opportunities... Job creation 

proposals to be considered include a ’massive expanded public 
works programme’, which would include partnerships with the 
private sector.., only people who were disabled or ill should get 

handouts.1 

In 2002, the government allocated R15 billion for public works 
programmes over the next three years: "It is hoped that young work- 

seekers will gain experience of formal employment, and that older 
skilled men and women will have employment recourse in an economy 
where unskilled jobs are dwindling" (McCord, 2004: 69). In general, as 

Anna McCord points out: 

A public works programme cannot reduce the number of people 
living in poverty or ensure workers will find alternative formal- 

sector employment, but if designed sensitively, it can reduce the 
depth of poverty... In the context of mass poverty and 

unemployment that characterise South Africa in 2004, public 
works programmes are of limited impact, since the scale of such 

1. Sunday Times, 28 July 2002. 
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programmes is modest in relation to the size of the problem 

(McCord, 2004: 71).2 

The Taylor Committee noted that high unemployment, the loss of jobs in 
the formal sector and the rise of ’atypical’ work together reduced the 

incomes of the poor, saw no change to the shift away from formal 
employment: "In developing countries, where stable full-time waged 

formal sector labour was never the norm, it is increasingly unlikely that 
it will become the norm...The reality is that in the developing world 
formal sector employment may never become the norm that it is in 

Europe (Department of Social Development, 2002: 38; 154, cf: Sewpaul 

and H61scher, 2007). 
Wage labour for the government remains the answer to poverty, 

despite the fact as Barchiesi points out, deteriorating 

material conditions.., confirm a growing body of research 
according to which, far from being a vehicle of social 

advancement and emancipation, wage labour is turning in South 
Africa into a reality of poverty and social exclusion. The 

economic inadequacy of wages is compounded by the 
uncertainties generated by the increasingly commodified access 

to healthcare, housing, retirement income, transport and 
municipal services (Barchiesi, 2006: 31). 

Marais points out that it is, 

not that job creation is not desperately needed - it is - not that 
joblessness doesn’t constitute a national crisis - it does. But given 

the surfeit of working poor, the porous division between formal 
and informal employment, and the resolute grab-back of 
workers’ benefits by employers, a job often does not ensure the 

rudiments of well-being, a secure living income, affordable 

access to essential services and insurance, food security, etc 

(Marais, 2005: 104). 

For Marais, in the context of this and as the AIDS epidemic peaks, the 
real debate is not about jobs, but "about social rights and about the 

various ways of realizing them in a society in which millions are 
impoverished in the midst of abundance" (Marais, 2005: 204). Barcheisi 

goes further, arguing that one cannot conceptualise "the South African 

2. Ibid., 71. Some estimates have indicated that this programme will create 200 000 jobs. 
Some 8 million people are unemployed. 
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’social question’ based on the simplistic dichotomy of employment and 

unemployment...." Barcheisi insists upon the urgent need for research 

"into the ways in which wage labour itself reproduces poverty and social 
marginalisation (Barchiesi, 2006:31). 

For the advocates of the Taylor recommendations, the solution to 

malting unemployment productive lies in the very thing that was seen as 
the problem: the informal sector. BIG is not a temporary solution while 

people search for formal employment, but an incentive to release 
entrepreneurial energies in the informal sector: 

The informal urban economy, long understood as intrinsically 
resistant to, if not completely outside of, a state power conceived 

of as essentially regulatory is here imagined in a very different 
relation to a very different state. Having recognised the 

charismatic power of the dynamic, bustling netherworld of the 
shanty, reformers now envisage harnessing it, and bringing it 

into a new relation both with the national economy and with the 

project of government...the informal economy is not to be 
overcome or incorporated, but enhanced and expanded 
(Ferguson, 2007: 84). 

This new relationship between the ’informal’ and the ’formal’ has come 
to be conceptualised as the first and second economy. James Ferguson 
sees in the ’adoption’ of the informal sector narrative a strategy for 

informality "not to be overcome or incorporated, but enhanced and 
expanded." Moreover, Ferguson holds that a careful reading of the 
Taylor report illustrates a language entirely compatible with the 
neoliberal trajectory of the government: 

The BIG would provide not a ’safety net’ (the circus image of old- 
style welfare as protection against hazard) but a ’springboard’ - a 

means of risky (but presumably exciting) neoliberal flight 
(Ferguson, 2007: 81). 

Micro-credit and micro-enterprises 

The ideas of property-rights economist Hernando De Soto and 
microfinancier Muhammad Yunus have become increasingly popular 
amongst South African policy commentators (De Soto, 2000; Yunus and 
Jolis, 1998). For De Soto, according to Ferguson, the Holy Grail of ending 

poverty lies in the 
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very shacks that slum-dwellers live in...if only they could be 

properly titled and registered. Simple reforms in property law, 
he imagines, have the potential to almost magically bridge the 

gap between capitalist rich and poor by even making the ’poorest 
of the poor’ into capitalists themselves (Ferguson, 2007: 74). 

Yet as Kate Philip has pointed out in her case studies of rural enterprises, 

Rural local economies will not kick-start development from their 
own resources, nor will the poor capitalise their way out of 
poverty... In an economy such as ours, which is not poor in 
absolute terms but where inequality rooted in social injustice is 
deeply structurally embedded, there is both an economic and 
social imperative to address this inequality through a range of 
redistributive measures. Effective social protection, including 
social grants, is a key instrument in this respect (Philip, 2005: 
38s). 

Yunus’s reputation has grown since winning the Nobel Peace Prize in 
2006, and this led to renewed interest in his ideas in South Africa. This is 
understandable, as his approach serves to depoliticise poverty and 
indeed it often cuts off attempts to focus on the causes of poverty by 
positing that somehow all that is missing is credit, for which people 
really should exercise their ’human right.’ This is exactly the approach of 
Mbekism with its mantra of not creating a ’dependency culture’ and the 
’poor must help themselves.’ It is quite ironic that this approach is tied to 
an orientation that sees the need for a leg-up for black business from 
white corporates in Black Economic Empowerment, where among top 
ANC leaders, the dreaded culture of entitlement and black people’s 
dependency on handouts are together given legitimacy and legislative 
sanction, as well as preference in state outsourcing contracts. 

In contrast to the traditions of crony capitalism and intra-capitalist 
handouts, at the dawn of the industrial enterprise, ’Taylorism’ was all 
the rage. It sought to measure the output of every worker scientifically. 
In this way the worker was also atomised and discouraged from 
attempts at collective organisation. The neoliberal South African version 
of Taylorism may appear welfarist in intent, but in reality our Taylorism 
would turn every unemployed person into a ’micro-enterprise,’ 
atomising each household and inculcating a sense of self-reliance, and 
then, inevitably for most, self-failure. 

Unpacking the idea of access to capital, with its multiple mentions in 
the ’post-GEAR’ Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South 
Africa (Asgisa), we quickly wonder how facilitating the poor to get mired 
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in credit is a positive step. Patrick Bond points out some of the ways 

microfinance suffuses the Asgisa document: 

One key mechanism is to use the leverage of the First Economy 
to address the Second Economy. There are two key examples in 

Asgisa. The first is to leverage the increased levels of public 
expenditure, especially investment expenditure, to promote 

small businesses and broad-based empowerment addressing 

such issues as access to finance... 

Expanding women’s access to economic opportunities... 

Ensuring they have access to finance (micro to mega bucks); 
Fast-tracking them out of the Second Economy... Leveraging 

components of BBBEE: Provisions for access to finance for 
women and youths; Funding commitments for housing and small 

business loans... 

The National African Chamber of Commerce has committed to 
establish 100 000 new small and medium enterprises per year, 

and government will support these efforts. A key challenge in 

this regard is to address the gap in loans between R10 000 and 
R250 000. One such effort is a new partnership between Khula 

and Business Partners in a R150-million fund for business loans 
of this size. Another is a planned fund for women entrepreneurs, 

which is the result of a collaboration between the DTI, Eskom, 
Umsobomvu and the Women’s Development Bank... 

A commitment in the Financial Services Charter of R5 billion to 
small business loans is still to be finalised as a programme, but 
we expect progress shortly under the new leadership of the 

Charter. We also plan to accelerate the roll-out of the Apex 
(SAMAF) and Mafisa programmes of loans under R10 000... A 
final set of Second Economy interventions is centred on the 

challenge of realising the value of dead assets - land, houses, 
livestock, skills, indigenous knowledge and other assets that 

have intrinsic value not currently realised (cited in Bond, 2007: 

216 - 230). 

Though subsidies are certainly involved, what these strategies ultimately 
do is absolve the state from genuine, durable second-economy support 

Failure to progress is seen as an individual issue. As Hein Marais notes, 
"microfinance schemes distil neoliberal ideology quite pithily, by 

presenting a household-level analogy of international finance institution 
emergency loans with deeper integration into the household economy 

and adherence to its strictures and conditions" (Marais, 2005: 108). 
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The problem is not only ideological, but in a society with the income 
disparities of South Africa, practical. Who can afford to repay the credit? 

The same issue arose in Bangladesh, where Yunus was actually a failure 
on his own terms, at least as judged by peers a decade ago when his 
generous Ford Foundation subsidy was removed, interest rates rose and 

the inevitable rise in defaults (and women’s resistance to Yunus) began 

in earnest. As Bond argues in his survey of South African microfinance, 

On the one hand, when the Wall Street]ournal profiled Yunus on 
its front page in 200/, it started in a celebratory manner: "To 

many, Grameen proves that capitalism can work for the poor as 
well as the rich," having "helped inspire an estimated 7,000 so- 

called microlenders with 25 million poor clients worldwide." Yet 
looking more closely, the Journal’s reporters conceded the 

prevalence of Enron-style accounting. A fifth of the bank’s loans 
in late 200:1 were more than a year past-due: "Grameen would be 

showing steep losses if the bank followed the accounting 

practices recommended by institutions that help finance 

microlenders through lowinterest loans and private 

investments." 
Indeed by 2001, Grameen itself conceded a 6.9 per cent 

default rate, up from 0.1 per cent in 1997. According to the 
]ournal, a typical Grameen gimmick was to reschedule short- 
term loans that were unpaid after as long as two years, instead of 

writing them off, letting borrowers accumulate interest through 
new loans simply to keep alive the fiction of repayments on the 
old loans. Not even extreme pressure techniques - such as 
removing tin roofs from delinquent women’s houses, the Journal 

reported - improved repayment rates in the most crucial areas, 
where Grameen had earlier won its global reputation amongst 
neoliberals who consider credit and entrepreneurship as central 

prerequisites for development... 
Leaders of the microfinance industry expressed their sense of 

betrayal. "Grameen Bank had been at best lax, and more likely at 
worst, deceptive in reporting its financial performance", wrote 

World Bank microfinance promoter ]. D. von Pischke. "Most of us 
in the trade probably had long suspected that something was 

fishy." Agreed Ross Croulet of the African Development Bank: "I 
myself have been suspicious for a long time about the true 

situation of Grameen so often disguised by Dr. Yunus’s global 

stellar status" (Bond, 2007: 219). 
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Bond observes that after the 1998 financial crisis, which brought down 

many Black Economic Empowerment ventures as well as most of the 
higher-profile microfinance institutions in South Africa, a growing 

suspicion about the model was even registered - if not acted upon - in 
the ruling party’s own ranks: 

The state’s deregulatory orientation created severe microfinance 

problems, as acknowledged even by the African National 
Congress Economic Transformation Committee: "Rather than 

promoting asset creation, an unregulated micro-lending industry 
can promote the liquidation of assets to support consumption. 
Rather than promoting employment and economic security it 

could promote unemployment and economic insecurity by 
thriving on the extension of unsustainable debt burdens among 

low-income    workers,    thus    generating    economic 
disempowerment... The commercial micro-lending sector has 

rapidly reached the limit of its expansion. The nature of its 

business model is such that it can only extend financial services 
to the salaried workforce. The vast majority of the ’unbanked’/all 
outside this category. Furthermore, the objectives and 
institutional culture of the high street lender can hardly be 

considered appropriate for the implementation of an asset-based 
community development strategy" (Bond, 2007: 223). 

Why, then, did Mbeki rely so heavily on microfinance ideology? 

The highest-profile South African proponent is probably Zanele 
Mbeki, but her Womens Development Banking not only finances 
rural women, according to the oil company BP, a supporter. It 
has also made "investments in high-growth businesses" such as 
Ceasars Gauteng casino and "Siza Water Company, the first 
privatised water company" in KwaZulu-Natal Province - both of 
which are counter-examples of poverty eradication (Bond, 2007: 
226). 

In the same spirit of privatisation, Taylorism was a management 
technique honed for the factory floor. It was here that ’new’ workers had 

to be disciplined into ’work hours’ and ’output,’ and it was here of course 
that workers had to be cut-off from a collective challenge to the bosses, 

for it was trade unions that were seen as the central plank of resistance. 

In South Africa, suffering from large-scale unemployment and jobs that 
do not serve as a launch-pad out of poverty, and a trade union 

movement that is caught in the quagmire of the ’Alliance’ and 
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corporatism, community movements became a militant challenge to the 
ANC government. They have been at the forefront of struggles to defend 

the elements of ’bare life’ and to reverse the state’s attempts to 
commodify basic services. And so it is here that the state has turned its 
attention, instituting policies that have the net effect of dividing the poor 

from the very poor. This process takes place within an overarching 
ideology that places responsibility on the individual for their future. 

Policy prescriptions are received from on high as the ’scientific way’, and 
the role of the citizen is to obey. 

Providing credit as a launch-pad into entrepneurism is one example. 
The other is the implementation of devices such as prepaid meters for 
electricity and water. As Ahmed Veriava points out, they are 

introduced as a way of circumventing the problems associated 

with a system in which the onus for delivery is still on the state 
or a service provider. With a prepaid meter, the onus of delivery 

is on the individual paying citizen and the individual is forced to 

cut her]himself off from supply or employ ’self-inflicted’ 
punishment for ’poor budgeting’ (Veriava, 2006: 58). 

Especially in the context of the renewed focus on the ’second economy’, 

the significance "of this refocus of cost recovery practices through 
prepaid technologies is that it points to the close relationship between 

cost recovery initiatives and community struggles...in which each 
successive twist in the state’s strategy is aimed at addressing the 
creativity and tenacity of communities in struggle," Veriava argues. The 
introduction of prepaid meters reaches deep into disciplining the 
household, so for example Johannesburg township water delivery is 

accompanied by a plethora of brochures that advise "daily regimes for 
(conservative) water usage in the observance of every day practices 
(including alternative daily hygiene regimens)" (Veriava, 2006: 58-59). 

The SA Water Caucus ’People’s Voice’ process in conjunction with the 
Durban and Cape Town municipalities was similarly aimed at cutting 

poor people’s consumption, notwithstanding objections from 
Chatsworth leaders. 

The Taylorism of the factory has moved address. The household as 
commodity, as entrepreneur, as a site of discipline, Taylorism for the 

twenty-first century. NeoTaylorism if you like. And neoTaylorism gels 
with the broader project of Mbekism: neoliberalism. But, just as at the 

scale of the factory, Taylorism met its opposition in trade unionism, 

neoTaylorism in South Africa also runs into severe potholes when it 
travels too quickly along the dirt roads of the second economy. 
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Inside the second economy 

Mbeki described the challenge as follows: 

The second economy (or marginalised economy) is characterised 

by underdevelopment, contributes little to the GDP, contains a 
big percentage of our population, incorporates the poorest of our 

rural and urban poor, is structurally disconnected from both the 
first and the global economy and is incapable of self generated 

growth and development.3 

To expose the duplicity of Mbeki’s approach, one needs to first take 

cognisance of how the very success of the first economy that Mbeki 
heralds is predicated on the progressive underdevelopment of the 
second economy which he wanted to rescue. Andries du Toit’s research 
on shack dwellers and farm workers in the Western Cape shows 

graphically why the notion of ’structural disconnection’ does not capture 

the complex actual relationships that exist between the wealthy core of 
the South African economy and its underdeveloped and impoverished 
periphery: 

Shack dwellers in Khayelitsha, seasonal workers in Ceres and 
villagers in Mount Frere cannot be meaningfully described as being 
’disconnected’ from the South African economy. Their 

impoverishment, on the contrary, is directly related to the 
dynamics of 150 or more years of forcible incorporation into 
racialised capitalism; on disadvantageous terms. Indeed, it may 
well be that many of the obstacles to accumulation from below 

among poor people are at present linked to the depth of corporate 
penetration of the South African economy as a whole. The issue is 
not that there are ’not enough linkages’ but the nature of those 

linkages, and the extent to which they serve either to empower 
poor people or simply to allow money to be squeezed out of them 

(Du Toit, 2004: 29-30). 

Du Toit’s research in the Ceres valley, the heart of wine and food 
production illustrates the consequences of new global competitive 
pressures and the effects of being all too well sutured into the first 
economy. Employers responded by restructuring the labour market: 

3. Address by President Thabo Mbeki to the National Council of Provinces, August 2003. 
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For many, this meant the restructuring of their businesses to 

reduce their exposure to the risks, costs and administrative burden 
of employing permanent labour...temporary and seasonal workers 
were supplanting permanent workers, and large numbers of 
farmers...were opting to use third-party labour contractors. In 

addition, there was a significant move away from the provision of 
tied housing to farm workers ... (Du Toit, 2004: 994). 

Du Toit argues that labour on the farms of the Ceres Valley, 

are not people trapped in a second economy, unconnected from 
the first economy. Farm workers in Ceres, far from being excluded, 

are thoroughly incorporated into the first economy. Their poverty 
is produced and created by the normal operations of the market in 

that economy. This should give us cause to think twice about the 
simplistic notion that all South Africa needs to end poverty is 

growth. What matters is the kind of growth and the kinds of power 

relationships that shape the terms of economic exchange. 4 

Moving further from the major urban centres, Du Toit and Neves show in 
haunting detail how the poverty, unemployment and lack of a secondary 

economic sector in the former Transkei and in Mount Frere in particular 
are linked to the strength of the region’s association with the formal 
economy. After 1990, deregulation of Bantustans meant the quick entry 

of large national supermarket chains into places such as Mount Frere. 
Building on the back of cheaper goods, these chains have dramatically 
changed the rural economy. One of the first causalities was the often 
inter-connected rural trading stores that in many ways comprised local 

centres in the district’s agrarian economy: 

Although these stores enjoyed a statutory protection from 
competition that saw their white traders, and later the homeland 
elite, benefiting from a captive market, they were also important 

centres of local exchange. Rural trading stores were where 
migrant labours took ’the join’ (labour recruitment); stores 
milled local farmers’ maize, bought and sold local agricultural 
surpluses, and were hubs of postal and telephonic 

communication. The local credit economy on which these stores 
depended has made way for a cash economy in which 
supermarkets are central. These stores are in part what gives 

Mount Frere its centrality in the district: its limited importance 

4. Du Toit, A., 2 0 0 5. Hungry in the valley o f plenty, Mail&Guardian, April 1 S to 21. 
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as a centre of local government is of far less significance that the 

five large wholesalers and supermarkets it is home to. The 
national supermarket chains of Shoprite, Spar, and Boxer (a 

subsidiary of the Pick n Pay group) have shop frontage within a 

few hundred metres of the town’s main road (Du Toit and Neves, 

2007: 158). 

The consequences of the entry of national supermarket chains for local 
production have been disastrous. The supermarkets all source their 

goods from further afield and this includes perishables like milk and 

meal The only local owned of the five largest retailers in Mount Frere 
(by a long-resident Cypriot Greek family) does purchase locally. But this 

is done under one prerequisite. The producers cannot sell their products 
locally: 

The store’s enterprising owners turn their local expertise and 
decentralised management into a competitive advantage; surplus 

or bruised fruit and vegetables are peddled directly on the 
pavement. Thus this store -- a franchise of a major global 
supermarket chain, with 14 500 stores in 33 countries -- 

competes head-to-head with the informal vendors on the dusty 

sidewalks of Mount Frere (Du Toit and Neves, 2007: 159). 

The starkest signpost of the changing nature of the local economy is the 

machinery of retail banking: 

In less than a kilometre of main street there are three automated 
teller machines (ATMs) -- and the way they are positioned says 

much about cash flows in the local economy. Each one is 
positioned in close proximity to one of the three major 
supermarkets: the Standard Bank ATM is in a new facebrick 

edifice across the road from the local Spar, Mount Frere’s oldest 
supermarket_ The ABSA ATM is grafted onto the side of a steel 

shipping container, on the pavement alongside the local Shoprite. 
One of the FNB machines illustrates the symbiosis between retail 

banking and food retail even more dramatically. A compact 
device no larger than a modest television set it sits within the 

lobby of the local Boxer supermarket -- and contains no money. 
Instead, the machine dispenses printed slips which can be 

redeemed for cash or goods from the store cashiers, thereby 

eliminating the need for superfluous duplication of the cash 
infrastructure. A similar arrangement exists in respect of the 

pension pay-out machine situated inside the local Spar. The 
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machine bears a handwritten sign indicating that pensions can 

be drawn from the machine -- on condition that they spend 10 
per cent of their payout, immediately, in the shop (Du Toit and 

Neves, 2007: 159). 

Tracing the flow of cash into Mount Frere and its subsequent journey 
provides clues as to connection and inter-connection with the ’first 

economy’: 

cash comes into Mount Frere in armoured transit vans; is 
deposited into the ATMs; is drawn by local people - often against 
funds deposited there by distant relatives or drawn down as 

social grants - it typically moves five or ten metres across the 
street or lobby of a store, and then leaves again: repatriated as 

profits to South Africa’s retail giants. Mount Frere is neither a 
local economic hub nor a neglected, economically irrelevant 

hinterland: rather, it is a small node in a larger network. 

Although the links into the national and mainstream economy 

appear direct and strong, what is lacking is a network of interna! 
interconnections and meaningful local multipliers to constitute a 

functioning local economy (Du Toit and Neves, 2007: 159). 

Mbeki’s quaint idea of ’structural disconnection’ - leaving the first 
economy blameless - does not meet these realities on the ground. The 

consequences of this are quite revealing for the connections are already 
there, but the terms on which they are connected actually exacerbate 
underdevelopment. The irony of the two economy thesis is that it is 
predisposed to integration but fails to recognise the importance of the 

terms on which this is done. 
The idea of the second economy being absorbed by the first economy 

is, simply, old4hshioned modernisation theory, namely, to quote Mbeki, 
that "the ’third world economy’ ... loses its ’third world’ character and 
becomes part of the ’first world economy’.’’5 Instead of distributing social 

goods by means other than the market (or imposing the sort of serious 
social and regulatory constraints on the profit motive that even Adam 
Smith had in mind) so as to integrate the two economies, Mbeki’s 
apparent task was simply to complete the modernisation process. 

But this is a version of the old Rostowian model in which Europe was 
what Africa should be judged by. Europe was the future. Now this 

Rostowian model has been repackaged so that we have an internal 

modernisation project of a special type, in which the first economy 

5. Mbeki, op cir. 
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(Europe) is the future sans any cognisance of how the first economy is 
predicated on the underdevelopment of the second. The old Wolpian 
language of (internal) colonialism of a special type with its attendant 
two-stageism now mutating into two economies, has been dressed up for 
these neoliberal times. 

The potential adverse effects of the Rostowian project remain. 
Writers on development have pointed to the ’unintended consequences’ 
of Mbeki’s approach to the informal economy, a large part of which is 
denoted by the second economy. As Serge Latouche warns: 

The normalisation of the informal tends to destroy the social ties 
existing at intra-national levels, on which the informal’s dynamism 
rests. It introduces, indeed, the most destructive ingredients of 
outdated modernity: egoism, individualism and unchecked 
competition, which actually eat away at the social underpinnings of 
endogenous creativity, the tissues of social solidarity and networks 
with clients...the informal is already a synthesis of modernity and 
tradition. It becomes a question of somehow conserving the 
dynamic and original quality of this creative activity while 
simultaneously coming to take the form of mimetic development. 
These are rather long odds!... Formalising the informal boils down 
to asphyxiating it (Latouche, 1993: 151-15{3). 

South Africa has a long history of trying to make ’improvements’ in the 
second economy. In the 1930s, we had ’betterment schemes’ whose aim 
was to ostensibly improve ’native agriculture’ and reduce the pace of 
migration to urban areas. Betterment schemes under apartheid mutated 
into Bantustans and became a pillar of National Party policy under the 
rubric of separate development. Ferguson reminds: 

As the grim process of ’separate development’ proceeded, it 
became more and more clear that ’betterment’ was functioning 
less as a means for boosting agricultural production in the 
’homelands’ than as a device for regulating and controlling the 
process through which more and more people were being 
squeezed on to less and less land, and through which the dumped 
’surplus people’ relocated from ’white areas’ could be 
accommodated and controlled. As the bantustans assumed their 
contemporary role as dumping grounds, ’betterment’ schemes, as 
one source puts it, ’lost almost entirely any aspect of improvement 
or rationalisation of land use and became instead principally 
instruments of coercion (Ferguson, 1990: 262). 
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By the 1980s, as Deborah Posel pointed out, "large areas of state control 

are depoliticised by being depicted in technical terms which disclaim 

their political contestability. The legitimation of such policies devolves 
around ’proving’ their effectiveness, rather than demonstrating their 
’democratic’ basis (Posel, 1987: 421). Similarly, Gill Hart argues that 

Mbeki’s shift should be seen as part of dealing with challenges from 
social movements protesting a myriad of issues, from the non-provision 

of anti-retrovirals to the slow pace of land redistribution: 

What is significant about this discourse is the way it defines a 

segment of society that is superfluous to the ’modern’ economy, 
and in need of paternal guidance - those falling within this category 

are citizens, but second class. As such, they are deserving of a 
modicum of social security, but on tightly disciplined and 

conditional terms (Hart, 2007: 59). 

How prescient was Ashis Nandy when he warned of how the new ruling 

class borrowed the old elites’ civilising mission of development: 

When, after decolonisation, the indigenous elites acquired 
control over the state apparatus, they quickly learnt to seek 

legitimacy in a native version of the civilising mission and sought 
to establish a similar colonial relationship between state and 
society (Nandy, 1992: 269). 

At its core, then, the language of development wants to play precisely the 
role of what Ferguson calls an Anti-Politics Machine: 

the ’development’ apparatus...is not a machine for eliminating 
poverty that is incidentally involved with the state bureaucracy; it 
is the machine for reinforcing and expanding the exercise of 

bureaucratic state power, which incidentally takes ’poverty’ as its 
point of entry (Ferguson,/990: 255). 

Conclusion 

Writing of the apartheid state’s trajectory in the 1980% Stanley 
Greenberg reflected on the attempt to diffuse protest by "negating the 
racial character of the state, diminishing the direct and visible role of the 

state in the labour market and workplace and shifting the locus of 

prestige to the private sector" (Greenberg, 1987: 391). Chris Tapscott 
argues that this strategy "rested heavily on discursive efforts to 

depoliticise the social order, to transmute the racial character of the 
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state and to argue that social life should be governed by the market 

(Tapscott, 1995). This was basically the essence of Mbekism: to 
depoliticise the social order, to transmute the class character of the state 

and to spread the market into the very life of the poor through the 
commodification of basic services, and the turning of the poor into 
micro-entrepreneurs relying on micro-credit. 

In the face of the dominance of Mbekism and its handmaiden 

neoTaylorism, to talk of the developmental state and South Africa’s ’War 
on Poverty’ is as Orwellian as calling the war waged by the United States 
in Iraq a weapon of peace and democracy. It takes appearance for its 

essence and takes the changing language of Mbekism as genuine intent. 
The proponents of the developmental state present it as a revelation but 
it obscures the main trajectory of the transition, the entrenching of crony 
capitalism dressed up in the language of nationalism. The effects of the 

pincer of commodification and the abrogation of state responsibility for 
the promised massive investments in education, health and 

infrastructure alongside the push away from welfare has had 

catastrophic effects on the poorest of South African society. 
And herein lies the conundrum with the ascent of Zuma to power, 

first at Polokwane in December 2007, then with Mbeki’s ouster as 
president in September 2008, and again in April 2009 when Zuma won 

his electoral mandate. The left within the Alliance initially trumpeted 
this process as a decisive victory. But it is now self-evident that they 
confused style with content, and mixed up who was playing in what 

uniform. If South Africa is a soccer pitch, the economic game played by 
Zuma includes some left-feint exhibitionism: dribbling a ’new’ (more 
bouncy, shiny and slippery) Jabulani ball, playing to the gallery. After 
more than a year in power, it is clear that for Zuma’s regime, the 

neoliberal nationalist fundamentals of Mbekism remain in place. Passes 
always go right, from Zuma, Trevor Manuel and former Reserve Bank 
governor Tito Mboweni, to their ideological twins, Pravin Gordhan and 

Gill Marcus. 
Zuma’s failure to reverse the course on poverty policy, including 

adopting a new narrative frame, is a world-historic Own Goal. 
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Limits to class apartheid 
Patrick Bond1 

Just as the world tailed to shake the ’Washington Consensus’ during the 
height of the September-October 2008 world economic crisis, South Africa 
could not shake ’Mbekism’ at the same moment. Perhaps no South African 

talked left and walked right with more confidence and eloquence than 
former president Thabo Mbeki, who ruled not only from 1999-2008, but 

arguably also from 1994-99 as Nelson Mandela’s deputy.2 Reversals of his 
policies have long been promised, but aside from AIDS treatment, have not 
yet emerged in the Zuma administration. 

Mbeki is of interest as a representative of the last quarter-century of 
Southern African ideological zigzagging. He was a star pupil not only of 

Keynesianism at Sussex during the mid-1960s but subsequently of what 
former SA Communist Party (SACP) theorist Raymond Suttner calls 

’Brezhnevite Marxism’ at the Lenin Institute in Moscow. Mbeki served in 
the SACP politburo until 1990, when the new SA president, FW De Klerk, 

liberalised politics as the Berlin Wall fell. From April 1990, Mbeki was 
crucial for drawing back the World Bank - whose last prior SA loan was 
1967 - in part thanks to his old friend at Sussex, Geoff Lamb, a former 

SACP youth activist and then top Bank strategist credited with introducing 
the idea of homegrown structural adjustment to Africa during the 1980s. 

The segue from racial to class apartheid could be read from more than 

a dozen World Bank ’reconnaissance missions’ from 1990-94 in all the 

main sectoral areas, in which the ANC shoe-horned the more radical Mass 
Democratic Movement allies into cooperation rather than conflict~ 
Intermediary agencies like Anglo American Corporation’s Urban 

Foundation thinktank and the Development Bank of Southern Africa (a 
World Bank junior partner) were crucial in shaping the transition in hotly 
contested fields like housing, water, energy, land, healthcare and 

education. ANC functionaries, Thozamile Botha and Michael Sutcliffe, 
lubricated the Bank’s re-entry for Mbeki in 1990. There was not a single 
aspect of social policy in which the ’Knowledge Bank’ pilot function of the 

World Bank and its local consultant corps was not a powerful factor. 
Even before liberation, an October 1993 agreement to repay the 

apartheid debt- $25 billion in foreign loans from commercial banks, and 

somewhat more domestically - prevented the subsequent ANC 

I. A version of this chapter appeared in Monthly Review in 2010 and we are grateful for 

permission to republish. Thanks of a special type are due to Jeremy Seekings, Roger Keil, 

and Terry McBride for comments on an earlier draft. 

2. The t~vo leading studies of Mbeki are by Gevisser (2008) and Gumede (2007). 
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government from meeting social spending goals. An interim constitution 

in November 1993 assured property rights and an ’independent’ (i.e. 
banker-biased, democracy-insulated) Reserve Bank. The International 

Monetary Fund had set the stage for other neoliberal economic policies - 
e.g. public sector wage and spending cuts - as a condition for a December 
1993 $850 million loan, and the Fund’s manager, Michel Camdessus, even 

compelled Mandela to reappoint the apartheid-era finance minister and 

central bank governor when the ANC took state power in May 1994. The 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (soon to be the World Trade 

Organisation) hit South Africa hard in mid-1994, as fast-declining 

manufacturing protection reversed the anticipated gains of liberation for 
workers. 

By early 1995, the dissolution of the dual exchange control system (a 
’financial rand’ used to deter international capital flight during the prior 

decade) and the encouragement of stock market investment by 
international finance meant first a huge inflow and then, on five separate 

occasions in the subsequent fifteen years, dramatic outflows and currency 

crashes of at least 25 per cenL The first of these runs, in February 1996, 

followed a rumour (unfounded) that Mandela was ill, and it left the 
president and his team so psychologically shaken that they ditched their 
last left vestige, the Reconstruction and Development Programme 

ministry, and within four months imposed the hated ’Growth, 
Employment and Redistribution’ agenda of neoliberalism. 

Slowly-deracialising class power had obvious macro manifestations of 

these types, but exactly the same dynamic was occurring in all the 
microdevelopmental arenas - one mite Paper after another crafted by 
the World Bank and its proxies as well as in provinces and 
municipalities. Water, for example, was priced at ’full cost recovery’ by 

minister Kader Asmal, a populist social democrat, a policy that generated 
massive disconnections, a cholera epidemic and a steady flow of protest 
riots and illegal reconnections. Housing policy was constructed by Joe 

Slovo - then SACP chair and housing Minister - prior to his 1995 death, in 
a manner wholly consistent with the World Bank and Urban Foundation 

developer-driven, bank-centred philosophy. 
The basis for a ’government of national unity’ which included De 

Klerk’s National Party and the Zulu-nationalist Inkatha party during the 
initial years of liberation was, of course, the reconciliation of several 

thousand elites in the liberation movement, white politics and white 
business. Due in part to the political-economic cowardice of Archbishop 

Desmond Tutu - who remains extremely strong on symbolic political and 

ethical matters but weak on social justice - the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission he chaired ensured that reconciliation would not touch much, 
let alone penalise the vast majority of whites who were the main 
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economic beneficiaries of apartheid. Successive Reserve Bank governors 
loosened exchange controls two dozen times from 1995 onwards, and 
finance minister Manuel let the capital flood out when in 1999 he gave 
permission for the relisting of financial headquarters for most of the 
largest companies on the London Stock Exchange. The firms that took the 
gap and permanently moved their historic apartheid loot offshore include 
Anglo American, DeBeers diamonds, Liberty Life insurance, Investec bank, 

Old Mutual insurance, Didata ICT, SAB Miller breweries (all to London), 
BHP Billiton metals (to Melbourne) and Mondi paper (to NewYork). 

Although back in /990, Mbeki had hurriedly quit the SACP to take 
advantage of the centering of mainstream SA politics, he never forgot how 
to deploy leftist rhetoric, as witnessed perhaps most publicly in his 
popularisation of the phrase ’global apartheid’, first in mid-2000 when SA 
narrowly lost the hosting rights to the 2006 Soccer World Cup (to 
Germany thanks to a racist New Zealander’s vote), and then again just 
prior to the 2002 United Nations World Summit on Sustainable 
Development in Johannesburg. That conference’s main impact was the 
UN’s reification of ’public-private partnerships’ in areas as diverse as 
water, climate and environmental management, and represented another 
example of a potentially transformative analysis denuded by local/global 
corporatism. However, under neoliberal conditions, none of the global 
strategies - especially the New Partnership for Africa’s Development, 
dubbed ’philosophically spot-on’ by the US State Department - could and 
can deliver the goods (Gopinath, 2003). 3 

3. Others that occurred in the same spirit to the same ends, were the high rhetoric and 

low performance at the World Conference Against Racism in Durban (2001); the st~nted 

New Partnership for Africa’s Development (2001) and especially its disarming African 

Peer Review Mechanism (2002) strategy to canvas societies on how to fix problems 

caused largely by crony-capitalist ruling parties; the World Trade Organisation’s Doha 

Agenda (2001); shakedowns of the G8 in exchange for photo opportunities, culminating 

in expansive (~vet thoroughly broken) promises at Gleneagles (2005); the 

’democratisation’ of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank (2000-present); 

’reform’ of the United Nations including its Security Council (2006-08); and the Kyoto 

Protocol process with its carbon trade financing strategy (2006-present). These efforts 

have all come to naught. The more recent radic’al-nationalist critique of North-South 

power relations was often of a symbolic but relatively meaningless nature, e.g. SA’s siding 

with the Myanmar junta and the Sudanese regime in Security Council votes and 

International Criminal Court proceedings respectively, or the pos~c-Mbeki government’s 
refusal in March 2009 to issue a visa to the Dalai Lama at the request of the Chinese 

government (a major ANC donor). F’or Zimbabweans, however, enormous damage was 

done by Mbeki’s repeated inter-imperialist rivalries with the Brits, EU, Commonwealth 

and US. His objective seems to have been two-fold: forestall the dislodging of the 

liberation movement by a labour-led opposition party, and retain regional dominance for 
the sake of SA firms’ penetration of Zimbabwe’s potentially substantial resource base and 

consumer markets. 
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Degeneration set in within a year of Mbeki’s ascent to the presidency, 

as witnessed in accusations that the Central Intelligence Agency and the 
industry known as ’Big Pharma’ controlled the Treatment Action 

Campaign (TAC). TAC is a grassroots movement ultimately successful not 
only in combating AIDS stigma, but in getting anti-retroviral drugs to 750 

000 South Africans today, albeit at the cost of 350 000 unnecessary 
deaths. TAC’s victory was an extraordinary accomplishment given that the 

price for a year’s supply of medicines when it started the campaign 

exceeded $15,000 (Cullinan and Thorn, 2009). Other forms of delusion 
and schizophrenia characterised Mbeki’s grip on power (e.g. a claim that 

three businessmen embarked on a 2001 conspiracy to unseat him). 
Mbeki’s paranoid fear of leftists in and outside the Alliance reached a peak 

following the march of 30 000 social movement protesters against the UN 
environment summit on August 31 2002: ’They accuse our movement of 

having abandoned the working people, saying that we have adopted and 
are implementing neoliberal policies’.4 

The neoliberal roll-out and results 

Just as he refused to acknowledge the link between HIV and AIDS or that 

Zimbabwe faced a ’crisis’, Mbeki and his ANC Political Education Unit 
would regularly deny critiques that his government served big business, 
e.g.: ’There are no facts that the anti-neoliberalism can produce to prove 

its accusations. Its statement characterising the policies pursued by the 
ANC and our government since 1994 as the expressive of a neoliberal 

agenda are complete falsification of reality’ (sic).5 Yet the evidence was 
overwhelming (Bond 2009): 

¯ there was an immediate post-apartheid rise in income 

inequality, which was slightly tempered after 2001 by 

increased welfare payments, but which meant the Gini 
coefficient soared from below 0.6 in 1994 to 0.72 by 2006 (0.8 
if welfare income is excluded), while absolute urban poverty 

actually increased, 
¯ the official unemployment rate doubled (from 16 per cent in 

4. Mbeki, T., 2002. Statement of the President of the African National Congress, at the 

ANC Policy Conference, Kempton Park, 27 September 2002. 

5. African National Congress Political Education Unit. 2002. Contribution to the 

NEC/NWC Response to the ’Cronin Interviews’ on the Issue of Neoliberalism. 

lohannesburg~ September 2002; posted on the debate listserve, 25 September 2002. An 

edited version was published in the Mail&Guardian, 11 October 2002: 

http://archive.mg.co.za/nxt/gateway.dll/PrintEdition/MGP2002/31vOO362/41vO0454/ 

51v00485.htm 
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1994 to around 32 per cent by the early 2000s, falling to 26 per 

cent by the late 2000s - but by counting those who gave up 
looking for work, the realistic rate is closer to 40 per cent) as a 

result of imported East Asian goods in relatively labour- 
intensive sectors (clothing, textiles, footwear, appliances and 

electronics) and capital-intensive production techniques 
elsewhere (especially mining and metals), 
¯ the provision of housing to several million people was 

marred by the facts that the units produced are far smaller than 

apartheid ’matchboxes’, are located further away from jobs and 
community amenities, are constructed with less durable 
building materials, come with lower-quality municipal services, 

and are saddled with higher-priced debt if and when credit is 

available, 

¯ while free water and electricity are now provided to many 
low-income people, the overall price has risen dramatically 

since 1994, leading to millions of people facing disconnections 
each year when they cannot afford the second block of water 

consumption, 

¯ the degeneration of the health system, combined with AIDS, 
has caused a dramatic decline in life expectancy, from 65 at the 

time of liberation to 52 a decade later, 

¯ with respect to macroeconomic stability, the value of the 
Rand in fact crashed (against a basket of trading currencies) by 

more than a quarter in 1996, 1998, 2001, 2006 and 2008, the 
worst record of any major economy, 

¯ South Africa’s economy has become much more oriented to 
profit-taking from financial markets than production of real 
products, in part because of extremely high real interest rates 
(after a spike in 2008, consumer and housing credit markets 
were badly strained by serious arrears and defaults, although 

the 2009 cuts somewhat mitigated the problem), 

¯ the two most successful major sectors from 1994-2004 were 
communications (12.2 per cent growth per year) and finance 
(7.6 per cent) while labour-intensive sectors such as textiles, 
footwear and gold mining shrank by 1-5 per cent per year, and 

overall, manufacturing as a percentage of GDP also declined, 

¯ government admitted that overall employment growth was - 
0.2 per cent per year from 1994-2004 - but -0.2 per cent is a 

vast underestimate of the problem, 

~ overall, the problem of private sector ’capital strike’ - large- 

scale firms’ failure to invest- continues, as gross fixed capital 

63 
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tbrmation hovered between 15-17 per cent from 1994-2004, 

hardly enough to cover wear-and-tear on equipment, 
¯ where corporate profits were reinvested, returns were 

sought from speculative real estate and the Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange: there was a 50 per cent increase in share prices 

during the first half of the 2000s, and the property boom which 
began in 1999 had by 2004 sent house prices up by 389 per 

cent (US markets rose only by 64 per cent prior to the banking 
collapse), 

¯ businesses also invested their South African profits abroad, 
tbr dating to the time of political and economic liberalisation, 

most of the largest Johannesburg Stock Exchange firms shifted 

their funding flows and even their primary share listings to 

overseas stock markets, 

¯ the outflow of profits and dividends due these firms is one of 
two crucial reasons South Africa’s ’current account deficit’ has 
soared to amongst the highest in the world, and is hence a 
major danger in fl~e event of currency instability, 

¯ the other cause of the current account deficit is the negative 
trade balance, which can be blamed upon a vast inflow of 

imports after trade liberalisation, which export growth could 
not keep up with, and 

¯ ecological problems have become far worse, according to the 
government’s own commissioned research in the 2006 
’Environmental Outlook’ report, which according to the leading 
state official, ’outlined a general decline in the state of the 
environment’. 

Countervailing claims of a ’developmental state’ under construction hinged 
upon a series of vast white-elephant projects: 

¯ the Coega industrial complex aimed at attracting a persistently 

elusive aluminium smelter (by early 2008 electricity shortages 
made this unlikely as it would add 3.5 percent demand to the 

stressed grid while creating only 800 jobs); 

¯ the Lesotho Highlands Water Project mega-dams which permit 

hedonistic water consumption in Johannesburg while unaffordably 
raising prices for Soweto township residents; 

¯ construction and refurbishment of ten soccer stadiums for the 
2010 World Soccer Cup, which required a R24 billion capital 
subsidy and large operating subsidies in coming years; 

¯ the $5 billion arms deal; 
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¯ until finally defunded in 2010, Pebble Bed Nuclear Reactors 
potentially costing tens of billions of dollars, alongside tens of 

billions more on coal-fired power plants notwithstanding SA’s 
world-leading CO2 emissions rate; and 
¯ a $3 billion fast rail network allowing wealthy travellers easy, 

albeit expensive access between Johannesburg, Pretoria and the 
OR Tambo airport. 

To finance state infrastructure spending and steady tax cuts for 

corporations (down from a rate of nearly 50 per cent in 1994 to less 
than 30 per cent today), Manuel engineered a parasitical growth process 

that looks impressive at surface level - a 5 percent GDP increase for 

much of the 2000s - but isn’t when the downside is considered. The GDP 
growth fails to incorporate the depletion of non-renewable resources, and 

if such calculation is adjusted, SA would have a net negative per person rate 
of national wealth accumulation, according to even the World Bank. 

Going into the Zuma era, in early 2009 South Africa had amongst the 
world’s highest current account deficits and is the most economically 

vulnerable emerging market, according to The EconornisL6 After the 

ANC’s huge victory on April 22, SA is not politically ’unstable’ in the 
classical sense of potential government overthrow. But it is a society that 
is profoundly unstable in the Polanyian sense, i.e., with a powerful 
double movement operating, because experience has shown that anti- 
neoliberal resistance can make a genuine difference. The police 
measured more than 30,000 ’gatherings’ (15 or more people in some form 

of protest, for which permission is typically applied for a week ahead of 

time) from 2004-07. Of these, 10 percent generated ’unrest’. But many tens 
of thousands more spontaneous protests were not recorded, according to a 
survey by Johannesburg’s two leading progressive research institutes 
(Freedom of Expression Institute and University of Johannesburg Centre 
for Sociological Research, 2009: 13). 

Burst bubbles and socio-econornic struggles 

South Africa’s wholehearted embrace of neoliberalism left its economic 
growth path especially fragile, relying on asset bubbles and subject to 
capital flight at the first sign of trouble. It is no surprise that in the 

second week of October 2008, the Johannesburg stock market crashed 
10 per cent (on the worst day, shares worth $35 billion went up in 

6. The Economist, 25 Feb 2009. The order of riskiness is as follows: SA, Hungary, Poland, 

South Korea, Mexico, Paki~an, E~razil, Turkey, Russia, Argentina, Venezuela, Indonesia, 

Thailand, India, Taiwan, Malaysia and China. 
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smoke) and the currency declined by 9 per cent, while the second week 

witnessed a further 10 per cent crash. Even the apparent death of South 
Africa’s neoliberal project in September 2008, personified by former 

president Mbeki, whose pro-corporate managerialism was one reason 
for an unceremonious removal from power, is misleading. The ’populist’ 

ruling party leader Jacob Zuma was intent on retaining Manuel as long as 
possible - he became overall planning minister in mid-2009, replaced at 

finance by the equally conservative Pravin Gordhan - even if that meant 
a collision course with his primary internal support base, trade unionists 

and communists. As Zuma put it to the American Chamber of Commerce 

in November 2008, "We are proud of the fiscal discipline, sound 
macroeconomic management and general manner in which the economy 

has been managed. That calls for continuity.’’7 
A few days earlier, Manuel was asked by The Financial Times about 

the impact of the world crisis on South Africa, and told his constituents 
to tighten their belts: 

We need to disabuse people of the notion that we will have a mighty 
powerful developmental state capable of planning and creating all 

manner of employmenl: It may have been on the horizon in 1994 
[when the governing African National Congress first came to office] 

but it could not be delivered now. The next period is likely to see a 
lot more competitiveness in the global economy. As consumer 
demand falls off there will be a huge battle between firms and 

countries to secure access to markets.8 

Although as late as February 2009, Manuel claimed his policies would 
prevent a recession, he was proven badly wrong in May when 

government data showed a 6.4 per cent quarterly GDP decline, the worst 
since 1984 during anti-apartheid protests, the gold price’s plummet and 
the tightening of sanctions. The economy shed close to a million jobs in 

2009, especially in manufacturing and mining. January 2009 alone 
witnessed a 36 per cent crash in new car sales and 50 per cent 

production cut, the worst ever recorded, according to the National 
Association of Auto Manufacturers. Repossessed houses increased by 52 

per cent in early 2009 from a year earlier. 
The first quarter 2009 crash was, however, mitigated by the 

construction industry, which grew 9.4 per cent thanks to white elephant 

7. Chilwane, L., 2008. Economic Policies to Remain, Zuma Tells US Business, Business Day, 

27 November 2008. 

8. Lapper, R. and Burgis, T., 2008. S Africans Urged to Beware Lef~ Turn, Financial Times, 

27 October 2008. 
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state infrastructural investments. The impact of all these public 

investments was to both maintain the expansive fiscal posture (at least 
through the Medupi power-plant when state-backed construction will 

probably grind to a halt), and to raise foreign debt dramatically given 
that these projects carry enormous import bills. From 7 per cent of GDP 
in 2003, the foreign debt rose to over 30 per cent (${35 billion) in mid- 

2010 to what First National Bank projected would be 45 per cent soon 
thereafter, a level last broached in 19{35 when the apartheid leader P.W. 
Botha was forced into a $13 billion default and imposed exchange 

controls to halt capital flight. 
Although South Africa technically left its downturn in late 2009, 

there is little doubt that further property recession, ongoing 
manufacturing stagnation, the credit squeeze and a return to dangerous 
current account deficits will create ever-sharper tensions, especially 

with labour demanding more concessions and increasingly angry about 
the macroeconomic policy status quo. Cosatu’s mini-revolt included 

threats of a national strike to halt 25 per cent/year electricity price 
increases in the foreseeable future (with inflation hovering around 7 per 

cent), and anger that Gordhan’s first budget in February 2010 not only 
ignored a promised National Health Insurance plan and the need to 
phase out ’labour brokers’ (responsible for mass hiring/firing of 

casualised workers), but even introduced a ’dual labour market’ by 
subsidising young workers at a cheaper entry-level wage. 

In this context, some of the most important lessons of resistance 

come from deglobalisation and decommodification strategies used to 
acquire basic needs goods during the early 2000s, as exemplified by the 
Treatment Action Campaign and Johannesburg Anti-Privatisation Forum 
which have won, respectively, antiretroviral medicines needed to fight 

AIDS and publicly-provided water. The drugs are now made locally in 
Africa--in Johannesburg, Kampala, Harare, and so on--and on a generic 
not a branded basis, and generally provided free of charge, a great 
advance upon the $15,000/patient/year cost of branded AIDS medicines 

a decade earlier. In South Africa today, nearly {300,000 people receive 

them, representing one of the world’s greatest victories against 
corporate capitalism and state neglect. Just as successful in the 

Constitutional Court was Durban’s Abahlali base Mjondolo 
shackdwellers movement, which in 2009 won a major victory against a 

provincial housing ordinance justifying forced removals, though shortly 
afterwards they were uprooted from their base in Kennedy Road in 

vicious attacks attributed to the local ANC. 
The water in Johannesburg is now produced and distributed by 

public agencies (Suez was sent back to Paris after its controversial 2001- 

06 protest-ridden management of municipal water). In April 200{3, a 
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major constitutional lawsuit in the High Court resulted in a doubling of 

free water to 50 litres per person per day and the prohibition of pre- 
payment water meters, but the Constitutional Court reversed this 

decision in September 2009 on grounds that judges should not make 
such detailed policy, leading activists to commit to illegal reconnections 

if required (Bond and Durgard, 2008). 

The ability of social movements in the health and housing sectors to 
win major concessions from the capitalist state’s courts under conditions 
of crisis is hotly contested, and will have further implications for 
movement strategies in the months ahead. Critics, however, consider a 

move beyond human rights rhetoric necessaD, on grounds not only that 
- following the Critical Legal Scholarship tradition--rights talk is only 

conjuncturally and contingently useful (Brand, 2005; Madlingozi, 2007; 
Pieterse, 2007). In addition, the limits of neoliberal capitalist democracy 

sometimes stand exposed, when battles between grassroots-based social 
movements and the state must be decided in a manner cognisant of the 

costs of labour power’s reproduction. At that point, if a demand upon the 

state to provide much greater subsidies to working-class people in turn 
impinges upon capital’s (and rich people’s) prerogatives, we can expect 

capital to pot-hole the road to rights to the city. 
The challenge for South Africans committed to a different society and 

economy is combining requisite humility based upon the limited gains 
social movements have won so far (in many cases matched by the 
worsening of regular defeats) with the soaring ambitions required to 

match the scale of the systemic crisis and the extent of social protest~ 
Looking retrospectively, it is easy to see that the independent left--the 

radical social movements, serious environmentalists, internationalist 
activists and the left intelligentsia--peaked too early, in the impressive 

marches against Durban’s World Conference Against Racism in 2001 and 
Johannesburg’s World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. The 
2003 protests against the US/UK for the Iraq war were impressive, too. 

But in retrospect, although in each case they out-organised the Alliance, 
the harsh reality of weak local organisation outside the three largest 

cities--plus interminable splits within the community--created major 
ideological, strategic and material problems that South Africa’s 

independent left has failed to overcome, including divisions between its 

various currents. 
By all accounts, the crucial leap forward will be when leftist trade 

unions and the more serious SA Communist Party members ally with the 

independent lefL The big question is, when will Cosatu radicals reach the 

limits of their project within the Alliance? Many had anticipated the 
showdown in 2007 to go badly for unionists and communists, and they 

(myself included) were proven very wrong. There is probably no better 
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national trade union movement in the English-speaking world than 
Cosatu, and the National Union of Metalworkers’ regular bouts with 
neoliberal macroeconomic policy-makers are indicative of the soaring 
ambitions and harsh realities of life inside the Alliance. 

These challenges are not particularly new nor unique, with many 
socialists in Latin America and Asia reporting similar opportunities 
during this crisis, but profound barriers to making the decisive gains 
anticipated. It is, however, in South Africa’s intense confrontations 
during capitalist crisis that we may soon see, as we did in the mid-1980s 
and early 2000s, a resurgence of perhaps the world’s most impressive 
urban social movements. And if not, we may see a degeneration into far 
worse conditions fl~an even now prevail, in a post-apartheid South Africa 
more economically unequal, more environmentally unsustainable and 
more justified in fostering anger-ridden grassroots expectations, than 
during apartheid itself. 
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Provocations of neoliberalism 
Contesting the nation and liberation after apartheid 
Gillian Hart~ 

Introduction 

Deeply rooted in the current conjuncture in South Africa, this essay 
engages broader debates over neoliberalism. From a South African 
vantage point, I show how currently influential theories of neoliberalism 
cast in terms of class project, governmentality, and hegemony are at best 
partial. A more adequate understanding is not just a matter of combining 
these different dimensions into a more encompassing model of 
’neoliberalism in general’. The challenge, rather, is coming to grips with 
how identifiably neoliberal projects and practices operate on terrains 
that always exceed them. 

A crucially important dimension of what is going on in South Africa is 
that escalating struggles over the material conditions of life and 
livelihood are simultaneously struggles over the meaning of the nation 
and liberation, as well as expressions of profound betrayal. These 
processes underscore the analytical and political stakes in attending to 
interconnected historical geographies of specifically racialised forms of 
dispossession, and how they feature in the present. The chapter 
concludes with a call for a properly post-colonial frame of understanding 
that builds on the synergies and complementarities between a 
Gramscian reading of Fanon and relational conceptions of the 
production of space set forth by Lefebvre. 

Let me start with a formative geographical moment In 1965, the 
National Union of South African Students (NUSAS) invited Martin Luther 
King to deliver an address to mark the Day of Affirmation of Academic 
and Human Freedom. King agreed to come to South Africa - but the 
apartheid regime refused him a visa. He then helped to arrange for 
Bobby Kennedy to come in his stead. On June 6 1966, in the Great Hall at 
the University of Cape Town, Kennedy delivered what is widely regarded 
as his finest speech. Here is his introductory paragraph: 

I. The essay was originally delivered as the Antipode Lecture at the Association of 
American Geographers conference in April 2007, and dedicated to the memory of my 
colleague Allan Pred who died earlier that year. A version appeared in Antipode in 2008 
and we are grateful fbr permission to republish. 
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Mr. Chancellor, Mr. Vice Chancellor, Professor Robertson, Mr. 

Diamond, Mr. Daniel, Ladies and Gentlemen: I come here this 
evening because of my deep interest and affection for a land 
settled by the Dutch in the mid-seventeenth century, then taken 
over by the British, and at last independent; a land in which the 

native inhabitants were at first subdued, but relations with 
whom remain a problem to this day; a land which defined itself 

on a hostile frontier; a land which has tamed rich natural 
resources through the energetic application of modern 

technology; a land which was once the importer of slaves, and 

now must struggle to wipe out the last traces of that former 
bondage. {PAUSE) I refer, of course, to the United States of 

America. 

The audience gave forth an audible gasp of recognition before erupting 
in riotous applause. In retrospect I realise that this was my first 

encounter with relational comparison, in the sense that grasping 

relations and connections between the US and South Africa enabled 
different understandings of both. I vividly recall excited discussions after 
the speech. For all the similarities and interconnections between the two 
settler societies that Kennedy had highlighted, at least some in my 

generation of South African students came to an understanding of what 
was profoundly different: unlike their North American counterparts, 
European settlers in South Africa had failed to decimate indigenous 

populations, and were still engaged in an ongoing struggle to subdue 
them. It is important to recall that 1966 was the height of apartheid 
repression, and at the time this insight seemed capable of punching at 

least a small hole in the armory of oppression. 

Also in retrospect, what remains so important about this moment is 
that it placed interconnected global histories of racialised dispossession 
front and centre, forcing attention to specifically racialised forms of 

dispossession as ongoing processes - and disrupting situated ignorances 
and forgettings. 

In this essay I return to the theme of racialised dispossession and to 
debates over socalled primitive accumulation as an ongoing process, as 

opposed to an historical evenL My ambition is to move beyond an earlier 
Antipode essay that engages these debates (Hart, 2006a) to think about 

the contemporary salience of Fanon, and suggest the importance of a 
properly post-colonial frame of understanding that builds on the 

synergies and complementarities between a Gramscian reading of Fanon 

and relational conceptions of the production of space ~ la Lefebvre. 
This framing grows out of my efforts to grapple with turbulent forces 

at play in South Africa over the past several years. They include, as we 
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shall see, the collapse of what are labeled new social movements, the rise 

of what I call ’movement beyond movements’, and the relationship of 
these shifting expressions of popular discontent to intense conflicts 

within and between the African National Congress (ANC) and its alliance 
partners, the South African Communist Party (SACP) and the Congress of 
South African Trade Unions (Cosatu). The key challenge, both analytical 

and political, is to produce concrete concepts that are adequate to the 
conditions with which they are seeking to come to grips. 

Most immediately, these unfolding processes compel one to confront 

questions of ’neoliberalism’, which functions in South Africa as a site of 

popular contention (and term of insult!), as well as a set of analytical 
categories informed by larger debates. My concern here is less with the 

question of what is or is not ’neoliberal’ than with the analytical traction 
and political stakes in different conceptions of neoliberalism. Engaging 

debates over neoliberalism from a South African vantage point, I show 
how currently influential theories of neoliberalism cast in terms of class 

project, governmentality, and hegemony are at best partial. A more 
adequate understanding is not just a matter of combining these different 
dimensions into a more encompassing model of ’neoliberalism in 
general’, as some have suggested. The challenge, rather, is coming to 
grips with how identifiably neoliberal projects and practices operate on 

terrains that always exceed them. 
A crucially important dimension of what is going on in South Africa, I 

will argue, is that escalating struggles over the material conditions of life 
and livelihood are simultaneously struggles over the meaning of the 
nation and liberation, as well as expressions of profound betrayal. More 
generally, these struggles underscore the analytical and political stakes 
in attending to the interconnected historical geographies of specifically 

racialised forms of dispossession, as well as to the contemporary 

salience of Gramsci, Fanon, and Lefebvre. 

Unfolding challenges in South Africa 

After an absence of nearly 20 years, my re-engagement with South Africa 
in the early 1990s was through research on transformations in the first 

phase of post-apartheid order. Disabling Globalisation (Hart 2002) was 
an effort to engage with these transformations in two radically 

globalised sites in northwestern KwaZulu-Natal. A crucial moment came 
on June 30 1996, when the ANC government unilaterally inaugurated 

GEAR (an acronym for Growth, Employment and Redistribution), a 

home-grown version of structural adjustmenL Strategically-placed 
government officials announced unequivocally fl~at GEAR was 

nonnegotiable - because of globalisation there is no alternative. 
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Contrary to what I’d expected when I started out in 1994 in the 

afterglow of the first democratic election, an important part of my 

research came to focus on the devolution of massive responsibility to 
newly constituted local governments, concurrent with policies of fierce 
fiscal austerity that starved them of resources. I also witnessed the 
dramatic contraction of labour-intensive forms of production as the new 
government dismantled tariffs more rapidly than required at the time by 

the GATT, and cheap goods poured in from China. While GEAR had 
promised huge increases in employment, the 1990s saw the sharp 

contraction of jobs, especially in labour-intensive sectors. 

My book came to an end with the Bredell land occupation in early 
July 2001 when thousands of impoverished settlers ’bought’ plots of land 
for $3 - and were promptly thrown off the land by agents of the post- 

apartheid state who bore an uncanny resemblance to their predecessors. 

The moment was vividly captured in a declaration by Thoko Didiza, then 
Minister of Land and Agricultural Affairs, that "these people must go 

back to where they came from." 

Bredell represented a profound moral crisis of the post-apartheid 
state (Hart 2002; 2006a). It also fed into and accelerated the rapid rise of 
oppositional movements such as the Landless People’s Movement (LPM) 
protesting the snail’s pace of land redistribution, tl~e Anti-Privatisation 

Forum (APF) - an umbrella for widepread protests over electricity and 
water cutoffs - and the Anti-Eviction Campaign (AEC), among others. 
Two prominent international events - the World Conference Against 

Racism in Durban in early September 2001, and the World Summit on 
Sustainable Development in Johannesburg a year later - provided hugely 
important platforms for these movements, as well as opportunities for 
forging connections witl~ related movements in other parts of the world, 

and with sympathetic donors. Of great significance at the close of the 
WSSD was the sharp contrast between the huge, rollicking March of 
Movements bedecked in red T-shirts, and the embarrassingly meager 

turnout for the simultaneous counter-march by the ANC and its Alliance 

partners, the South African Communist Party (SACP) and Cosatu, the 
Congress of South African Trade Unions. 

Following the bitter disappointments of the 1990s, the rise of this 
first round of post-apartheid ’new social movements’ (NSMs) renewed 

faith in South Africa as a site of hope for many on the left. What made 

these movements so compelling was their appearance as a ’bottom up’ 
set of resistances to neoliberal capitalism, as well as their transnational 

connections. Widely heralded as embodiments of global civil society and 
counter-hegemonic globalisation, South African NSMs have pulled 
masses of researchers along in their wake. They have also provided grist 

for bigger theoretical mills. Both David Harvey (2005) and Hardt and 
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Negri (2004), for example, invoke South African movements in support 
of very different theoretical and political positions. 

Recent developments have overtaken the celebratory accounts of 
NSMs. Many of the oppositional movements that burst on to the 
international stage in the early 2000s are in a state of decline. Some (like 
the LPM) appear to have imploded, and others are significantly weaker 
than they appeared in 2002.2 State repression has undoubtedly played a 
role, but so too have internal conflicts and problems associated with 
donor funding - transnational connections are no guarantee of success. 

At the same time, we have witnessed the emergence of what I call 
’movement beyond movements’ - vitally important processes taking 
place largely outside the scope of NSMs, about which most research 
focused on such movements has had very little to say. First is the 
massive outburst of angry protests that erupted after the national 
elections in April 2004, and spread throughout the country. In October 
2005, the Minister of Safety and Security announced that his department 
had recorded 881 illegal protests during the 2004/5 financial year - 
during which period there were 5,085 legal protests.:~ The frequency of 
municipal revolts seemed to subside after local government elections in 
March 2006, but they re-emerged in early 2007 and are becoming 
increasingly violent. Many uprisings are directed at local government 
officials and councillors, and are framed in terms of failure to deliver 
basic services and housing. Yet they encompass a range of grievances 
and forms of politics that extend well beyond the technocratic language 
of ’service delivery’, as well as the ’spontaneous’ or ’non-ideological’ 
labels that are often attached to them.4 On a most general level, these 
protests exemplify the failure of the first round of post-apartheid NSMs 
to tap into huge reservoirs of popular anger and discontent - a point to 
which leaders of several of NSMs concede more readily than do many of 
those who study them. 

Second, contrary to widespread expectations of massive boycotts of 
local government elections in March 2006, the ANC Alliance actually 
increased its share of the vote from 60 per cent in the 2000 local 
elections to 66 per cent, with a very similar turnout rate. These 
aggregates unquestionably mask significant shifts. Yet, as Susan Booysen 
(2007) has observed, it is also the case that many of the poorest South 
Africans have come to regard protest as a legitimate and necessary form 

2. See for example Benjamin (2004), Desai (2006) and Pithouse (2006). 
3. These figures are contained in an article entitled, ’66 cops injured in illegal service 
delivery protests,’ Cape Awus, 13 Oc~cober 2005. I am indebted to Patrick Bond for this 
reference. 
4. For a pointed critique of the language of ’service delivery’ in relation to the Durban 
shackdwellers’ movement (the Abahlali baseMjondolo), see Pithouse (2007). 
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of political action - at the same time that they continue to support the 

ANC vis-h-vis other political parties. 
A third key dimension of what I am calling ’movement beyond 

movements’ is popular support for Jacob Zuma, who stands at the centre 
of the ’succession debate’ that is producing massive upheavals within 

and between the ANC, SACP, and Cosatu. Part of what is going on, no 

doubt, is opportunistic jostling for position in provincial, national, and 
local political arenas in the run-up to the ANC national conference in 
December 2007 that will elect a new party president. Yet the challenge 
to Mbeki and his followers has been made possible by powerful currents 

of popular support for Zuma, despite his having been charged with rape 
(for which he was acquitted) and threatened with charges of corruption. 

Indeed, for many of his followers, these charges are evidence of an anti- 
Zuma conspiracy. 

On the left as well as the right, distaste for Zuma is authorising 
condescending, and at times, bizarre assertions of the reasons why 

millions of ordinary people throw their support behind him. The 
tendency on much of the left is to regard such support as false 
consciousness, or as an unpleasant populist resurgence of Zulu ethnic 

nationalism that the figure of Zuma is somehow capable of interpellating 
from above - an interpretation which fails to take into account support 

for him well beyond KwaZulu-Natal and isiZulu speaking populations,s 
Perhaps the most extravagant claim is that of Achille Mbembe (2006), 
who likens support for Zuma to a collective suicide impulse akin to the 

1856-7 Xhosa cattle killings - "a populist rhetoric and millenarium form 
of politics which advocates, uses and legitimises self-destruction, or 

national suicide, as a means of salvation" (Mbembe 2006: 21).6 
Yet ’populism’ and ’millenarianism’ are totally inadequate in coming 

to grips with multiple sources of support for Zuma, and the multiple 

manifestations of intense and seething popular anger within and beyond 
the ANC Alliance that far exceed the reach and organisational capacity of 

social movements - or the sort of liberal solutions proposed by Mbembe. 
Over the past several years, I have been able to witness the upsurge of 

this roiling discontent in the regions of KwaZulu-Natal where I have 
been engaged in research since 1994. Especially in areas of historically 

S. A 2006 survey in Soweto by the Centre for Sociological Research at the University of 
Johannesburg found that Zuma support was strongest among relatively low income 
households, but that there were no marked differences between men and women, or 
among language grou ps (T erreblanche, 2007). 
6. His recommendation is that fractions of the Communist Party, the trade unions, and 
the ANC Youth League should leave the Alliance to form their own political party: "What 
should emerge is a new political mainstream committed to a liberal constitution, to an 
explicitly social democratic agenda and to an Afropolitan cultural project" (Ibid). 
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strong ANC support, anger is palpable. Some of it has been channeled 

into a local chapter of the Umkhonto we Sizwe Military Veterans 
Association (MKMVA), with many ’non-veterans’ clamoring to join. ANC 

Local Election Committee meetings in the second half of 2005 became 
increasingly contentious; on one notable occasion an infuriated man 

jumped up shouting, "The leadership must not privatise knowledge!" 
When Thabo Mbeki campaigned in the area shortly before the local 

government election, an angry crowd forced him to remove his ANC T- 
shirt and throw it into the crowd - and other dignitaries were compelled 

to follow suiL7 
These uneven and changing forms of popular discontent pose urgent 

challenges, both political and analytical, precisely because they can 
potentially move in radically different directions. Most immediately, they 

call into question celebrator), claims - often bolstered by invocations of 
Polanyi’s (2001 [1944]) ’double movement’ - of an inevitable, 
cumulative rising tide of progressive working class and popular 

opposition springing from below to challenge the devastation wrought 

by the top-down extension of neoliberal market forces into all forms of 
life and livelihood. One of the limits of this currently popular ’optimistic’ 

reading of Polanyi is its neglect of the possibility - if not likelihood - that 
what he called ’enlightened reactionaries’ may well become major forces 

in protective counter-movements, "seeking to re-embed neoliberalism in 
society, to make it more acceptable socially and politically, and to ensure 
that it is environmentally sustainable’ as ]essop (2002: 467) puts it. One 

could argue that this is precisely what has been happening in South 
Africa and many other parts of the world under the guise of what Mohan 

and Stokke (2000) term revisionist neoliberalism, and Peck and Tickell 
(2002) dub the shift from roll-back to roll-out neoliberalism. Yet ideal- 
type categories run the danger of obscuring as much as they reveal. The 
imperative, rather, is to grasp the complex back-and-forth processes of 
contestation and acquiescence through which multiple, interconnected 

arenas in state and civil society have been remaking one another - and 
to the slippages, openings, contradictions, and possibilities for alliances. 

Of necessity in a very schematic way, let me situate the changing 
shapes of popular discontent in relation to re-embedding strategies 
within and beyond the post-apartheid state. In 2001, at precisely the 

moment that the new social movements were gathering force, 
Padayachee and Valodia (2001) discerned signs of ’changing GEAR’ - 
including a more interventionist stance in infrastructural investment, 

7. The immediate source of popular anger was that the ANC leadership had replaced a 
popularly elected (male) candidate for ward councillor with a woman. She was elected, 
but died six months later. 
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industrial policy, and labour market interventions. These shifts, they 

argued, were the product of changing global conditions - including ’post- 
Washington Consensus’ debates provoked by the Asian financial crisis - 

combined with growing pressures from within the ANC Alliance over the 
palpable failure to meet targets laid out in GEAR for growth, 
employment, social infrastructural development, and redistribution.8 

This was also a moment in which biopolitical pressures were 

gathering force. The height of the Mbeki faction’s denialism over the 
HIV/Aids pandemic coincided with a severe cholera epidemic in 2000/1 

(Sitas, 2002). The spread of cholera was linked in turn to watercutoffs 

prompted by practices of cost-recovery. In September 2000 Ronnie 

Kasrils, then Minister of Water Affairs, announced a Free Basic Water 
policy that would provide a minimal free household allocation of 6 
kilolitres a month, regardless of household size. This has since developed 

into a full-blown Municipal Indigence Policy that resembles in some 
ways the Poor Laws in early 19th century England (Hart, 2007a). 

In the first phase of the post-apartheid era (1994 - 2000) local 

government emerged as a key site of contradictions, encapsulating in an 
intense form the tensions between stern rhetorics of efficiency, fiscal 

discipline, and responsibility on the one hand, and invocations of local 
participation, social justice, and democracy on the other. My recent 

research in northwestern KwaZulu-Natal makes clear how Municipal 

Indigence Policy embodies reconfigured but equally intense 
contradictions - but also how these tensions are constituted and fought 

over in locally specific ways. That townships in this region and beyond 
have not exploded in rage seems to have a great deal to do with the 
inability of municipal officials to impose water restrictions. 

Municipal Indigence Policy has its counterpart in the invention of a 
First and Second Economy in mid-2003. In introducing the Second 

Economy, Mbeki pointed with disarming frankness to a relatively 
uneducated, unskilled, stratum of the population that is ’not required in 

terms of modern society’, but in need of protection. Subsequent official 
statements embody fierce denials that the ANC government is neoliberal. 

For instance, a series of papers on the Second Economy published on the 
ANC website in 2004 launched a searing critique of the Washington 

Consensus in terms of how it serves the interests of the ’developed 
countries’ and fails to address poverty: 

8. EIetween 1996-9, fiscal restraint, tariff reduction and inflation control exceeded GEAR 

targets. At the same time, real private sector invesnnent growth fell far short (1.2 per 

cent per annum in contrast to the 11.7 per cent projected by GEAR), as did GDP growCh 

(2.4 per cent as opposed to a projected 4.2 per cent per annum). Formal non-agricultural 

employment is estimated to have shrunk by over 125,000 per year, in contrast to the 

project annual increase of 270,000 new jobs (Padayachee and Valodia, 2001: Table 1). 
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Contrary to arguments about minimal state intervention in the 
economy, we must proceed on the basis of the critical need for 

the state to be involved in the transformation of the Second 
Economy. This state intervention must entail detailed planning 

and implementation of comprehensive development 
programmes, fully accepting the concept of a developmental 
state.9 

At the same time, leading ANC figures were quick to make clear that 

planned intervention in the Second Economy did not in any way reduce 
official commitment to rapid capital accumulation driven by market 

forces. The ANC government’s embrace of the Second Economy needs to 
be understood in relation to pressures from the first round of social 

movements. In the second half of 2002, immediately following the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development, Mbeki and other strategically- 

placed figures in the ANC launched a vicious attack on ’ultra-leftists’, 

accusing them of acting in alliance with ’real neoliberals’ (i.e. the 

predominantly white Democratic Party) and foreign elements hostile to 
the national democratic revolution (Hart, 2006a). The ANC policy 
conference in December 2002 clamped down heavily on the left within 

the Alliance. Simultaneously, the government increased ’pro-poor’ 
spending on the Child Support Grant, and funding going to local 
governments to finance Municipal Indigence. These strategies to identify 

and treat a ’backward’ segment of society go a long way towards 
explaining the vehemence with which powerful figures in the ANC 
dismissed proposals set forth in 2002 for a modest universal Basic 
Income Grant (BIG) in favor of an Extended Public Works Programme: 

precisely because the BIG is universal, it lacks points of leverage for 
instilling ’correct’ behavior (Hart, 2006b). 

Yet the inadequacy of these responses - essentially strategies of 

containment - are evident in the escalating municipal protests. Deep 
tensions within the Alliance also burst into the open at the ANC National 

General Council conference in June 2005, when opposition to an 
additional set of Second Economy proposals to waive labour protections 

in the ’lower segment’ of the labour market merged with anger over 
growing perceptions of ’second class citizenship’. The conference 

coincided with Mbeki dismissing Zuma as Deputy President, following 
the conviction on fraud charges of Zuma’s financial advisor. This potent 

9. http:i/www.anc.org.za/ancdocsianctoda~vi2004/text/at47.txt Last accessed 19 

December 2004. 
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combination of forces amplified popular support for Zuma and 
intensified powerful anti- Mbeki sentiment (Hart, 2007b). 

Crucial to grasping these processes are resurgent forms of 

nationalism in South Africa today. On the left, there is a strong tendency 
to see the first round of post-apartheid social movements as embodying 

a post-nationalist cutting edge, capable of slicing through the ANC 
government’s self-serving deployment of what is often termed 

’exhausted nationalism’. In contrast, I suggest that we are witnessing the 
rise of diverse new forms of popular nationalism that are highly 

ambiguous, and can potentially move in very different directions. 
Struggles in multiple arenas over the meaning of the nation and 
liberation have become a key driving force in the remaking of state and 

civil society in relation to one another in the post-apartheid era - and 
will crucially shape the possibilities for something different to emerge. 
In short, the conjunctural moment in South Africa is radically open - 
which is why the analytical and political stakes in how we understand it 

are so high. 

On one level these arguments are part of an effort to build a set of 
concrete concepts adequate to the dangerous conditions in which we 
find ourselves in South Africa today. At the same time, this effort to 
grapple with the current conjuncture in South Africa also speaks to 

broader debates around neoliberalism, and a more general imperative to 
focus on specifically racialised forms of dispossession. 

Provocations of’neoliberalism’ 

At the risk of oversimplifying complex and changing debates, it seems to 
me that a broad consensus has emerged over the past several years that 

an adequate analysis of neoliberalism entails joining understandings of it 
as a class project (and/or economic policy) with conceptions of 

neoliberalism as governmentality and as hegemony.10 Advocates of this 
approach also seek to identify and deploy "the abstraction we might 
provisionally term neoliberalism in general" (Peck, 2004: 395), 

generated through a comparative synthesis of similarities shared by 
different variants of neoliberalism. 

A provocative intervention by Clive Barnett (2005) is deeply critical 
of what he calls this trouble-free amalgamation of Foucault’s ideas into a 

Marxist (or Gramscian) narrative of ’neoliberalism’. Conceptions of 

10. Harvey (2003, 2005, 2006) offers the most comprehensive statement of 
neoliberalism as a class project. Claims about the relationships between neoliberalism as 
economic policy, governmentality and hegemony emerge from a set of back and forth 
engagements between Larner (2000); Peck & Tickell (2002); Lamer (2003); and Peck 
(2004). 
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’neoliberalism-as-governmentality’ and as hegemony, he asserts, suffer 

from the precisely the same problems - both are caught up in an account 
of subject-formation in which subject-effects are automatically secured. 

He recommends that we do away with the concept of ’neoliberalism’ 
altogether, and focus instead on liberal democratic impulses springing 

up from below. 
In addition to questions about melding Gramsci and Foucault, there 

are important methodological stakes in this debate. The attraction of 
’neoliberalism in general’, Noel Castree points out, is that it seems to 

allow us to link our ’local’ research findings to a "much bigger and 

apparently important conversation" (Castree, 2006: 6; see also Castree, 
2005). Yet trying to abstract neoliberal practices from what are always 
more-than-neoliberal contexts involves simply listing generic, albeit 
historically specific, characteristics found in multiple geographical 

contexts (Castree, 2006: 4). 
Precisely what is important about in-depth historical geographies 

and ethnographies grounded in relational conceptions of the production 

of space is their capacity to illuminate constitutive processes and 
interconnections, and thereby contribute to the production of concrete 
concepts. Thus, while concurring with Castree’s critique, I suggest that 
refusing to chase after the chimera of ’neoliberalism in general’ does not 

simply consign us to the idiographic specificities of ’case studies’. 
Accordingly, in engaging debates over neoliberalism from a South 
African vantage point, I am not positing South Africa as a specific ’case’ 

or variant of a more general or abstract genus of neoliberalism, but what 

Doreen Massey (1994) would call a nodal point of interconnection in 
socially produced space. Essentially I want to show how understandings 

of neoliberalism as class project, governmentality, and hegemony - 
either singly or in combination - are at best partial, and how the 
turbulent processes underway in South Africa sharply delineate their 

limits. 

Let me start with the question of neoliberalism as a class project. 
Pressures emanating from the growing power and reach of finance 

capital undoubtedly played into the advent of GEAR in 1996, as did the 
negotiated end to apartheid that made major concessions to corporate 
white-owned capital. It is also indeed the case that IMF and World Bank 

emissaries along with South African capitalists moved quickly in the 

early 1990s to try to purge the ANC leadership of socialist (and indeed 
Keynesian) ambitions and understandings, and imbue them with 

appropriate knowledge. Yet arguments about a socialist-inclined ANC 

having been steamrollered by external forces into accepting neoliberal 
economic policies are totally inadequate. A far more useful 

understanding, spelled out most fully by Hein Marais (1998), attends to 
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complex struggles in the ANC Alliance in which a conservative power 
bloc with increasingly close ties to domestic and foreign capital emerged 
triumphant. 

From one perspective, GEAR can undoubtedly be seen as a wide- 
ranging class project that has been stunningly successful on its own 

terms. On July 9, 2006, the Johannesburg Sunday Times reported the 

Merrill Lynch World Wealth Report finding that South Africa had 
produced 5,880 new dollar millionaires during the previous year - the 
highest per capita rate of increase in the world. At the same time, the 

collapse of formal employment that has accompanied the opening up of 

the economy has devastated the livelihoods of millions of South Africans 
and severely weakened the labour movemenL11 The political stakes in 

understanding neoliberalism as a class project are laid out unequivocally 
by David Harvey: 

The more neoliberalism is recognised as a failed if not 

disingenuous class project masking a successful attempt at class 

power, the more it lays the basis for a resurgence of mass 
movements voicing egalitarian political demands, seeking 

economic justice, fair trade and greater economic security, and 
democratisation...The more clearly oppositional movements 

recognise...that their central objective must be to confront the 
class power that has been so effectively restored under 
neoliberalisation, the more they will likely themselves cohere 

(Harvey, 2006: 157-8). 

In other words, the central task confronting the left is to rip away the 
mask that obfuscates neoliberal class power - and such an expos~ will 

help pave the way for a coherent resurgence of mass movements. We 
must, in other words, move beyond race, ethnicity, gender, and other 

dimensions of difference in order to achieve class-based solidarity in an 
increasingly dangerous world.12 

11. The fbllowing week, the Sunday Times carried results of research showing that more 

than 15 per cent of South Africa’s 46.9 million people live on less than $1 a day. The 

report also cites figures published by Global Insight Southern Africa, indicating that the 

number of desperately poor people had risen from 1.9 million to 4.49 million between 

1994 and 2002. 

12. As Melissa Wright (2006: 101) points out, Harvey’s claims rest on "the dual 

assumption that differences can be recognised as such and then that, through negotiation 

or agreement or some other enlightenment appeal to reason, these differences can be put 

aside for strategic purposes." Harvey is, she notes, susceptible to some of his own 

criticisms of Hardt & Negri’s (2000; 2004) assertions that an amorphous multitude will, 

as he himself puts it, "magically rise up and inherit the earth."A recent volume devoted to 

critical appreciations of Harvey’s work (Castree and Gregm3,, 2006) contains several 
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Pace David Harvey, the task confronting the left in South Africa and 
elsewhere is considerably more complex than that of exposing neoliberal 
class power. Nor is it adequate to posit a shift from race to class 
apartheid. Most immediately, the ANC government’s embrace of GEAR 
constitutes a re-articulation of race and class that is also very much part 
of an activist project of rule. Elements of this project include the 
consolidation of conservative forces working in alliance with white 
corporate capital to create a black bourgeoisie nominally more 
responsive to ’development’; creating the conditions in which the 
coalition in control of the state can hold not only its agencies but also 
non-state bodies to its principles; and inciting not only the black 
bourgeoisie but the population more generally to embrace freedom and 
democracy by becoming ’entrepreneurs of themselves’. 

How useful, then, are conceptions of neoliberal governmentality - 
strategic interventions exercised delicately and at a distance to 
transform citizens into consumers and entrepreneurial subjects who will 
take responsibility for themselves? In fact, increasingly influential claims 
about neoliberal governmentality derive less from Foucault’s quite 
circumscribed observations on neoliberalism than from a self-described 
group of English Foucauldians who became disillusioned with Marxist 
theory - most notably Nikolas Rose (1996; 1999; 2006).13 For the Anglo- 
Foucauldians, neoliberalism (or what Rose terms ’advanced liberalism’) 
embodies a new rationality of government in the name of freedom that 
emerged as a sustained critique of the welfare state in the 20th century. 
14 Whereas the ’state of welfare’ entailed government through ’the social’ 

- characterised by discretionary authority and defined in terms of the 
territorial space of the nation - neoliberalism works through individual 
allegiances to multiple, overlapping communities "whose vectors and 
forces can be mobilised, enrolled, deployed in novel programmes and 
techniques which encourage and harness active practices of self- 
management and identity construction, of personal ethics and collective 
allegiances" (Rose, 1999: 176). Hence his claim that neoliberalism 
entails ’the death of the social’ - endorsing, in effect, Thatcher’s 
declaration that "there is no such thing as society." 

other incisive engagements with these sm*s of claims - contributions by Castree, 
Gregory, and Katz are especially salient. 
13. See also the collection edited by Barry, Osborne and Rose (1996). 
14. "Like critics from the radical left, [neoliberal critics] regarded social government as 
generating government overload, fiscal crisis, dependency, and rigidity. Yet unlike those 
critics, they created another rationality for government in the name of fi’eedom, and 
invented or utilised a range of techniques that would enable the state to divest itself of 
many of its obligations, devolving these to quasi-autonomous entities that would be 
governed at a distance by means of budgets, audits, standards, benchmarks, and other 
technologies that were both autonomising and responsibilisinge’ (Rose et al., 2006: 91). 
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Viewing post-apartheid South Africa through an Anglo-Foucauldian 

lens undoubtedly brings into view some important dimensions that tend 
to be obscured by economistic understandings of neoliberalism. From 

this perspective, GEAR inaugurated not just a set of conservative 
economic policies that strengthened the hand of white corporate capital 

and a reinvigorated black bourgeoisie. In addition, it can be seen as 

having installed a new political rationality of rule that can contrast itself 
with apartheid precisely because it takes the market as its model, to 
which it can articulate freedom, democracy, and flexibility as opposed to 

apartheid state repression and rigidity. 15 
In South Africa today, one can easily come up with any number of 

instances of neoliberal rationalities of rule. In addition to prepaid water 

and electricity meters, they include the proliferation of NGOs heavily 
engaged in governmental practices; the ’responsibilisation’ through new 

practices of audit of state education, health care and local government; 
privatised forms of security, and many other examples of the extension 

of market models into realms that were heavily bureaucratised under 

much of apartheid rule. 1~ The revamping of parts of the bureaucracy 
along neoliberal lines and devolution of responsibility to non-state 
agencies also makes sense when one recalls that the negotiated end to 
apartheid included a ’sunset clause’ for apartheid state employees whom 

the new ANt government inherited. In addition, as Jim Ferguson (2007) 
has noted, some proponents of a Basic Income Grant are deploying 
neoliberal logics in their efforts to pressure the Mbeki government to 

provide a minimum income to every South African. 
At the same time, what one might identify as neoliberal rationalities 

of rule in themselves provide very little leverage into some of the most 
urgent and compelling forces at work in South Africa today - the ANC 

government’s efforts to identify and cordon off the ’deserving poor’ and 

the groundswell of popular anger that such strategies are unable to 
contain. These processes throw into sharp relief the limits of Anglo- 

Foucauldian explications of neoliberal (or advanced liberal) 
governmentality more generally. Several critics of such notions 

(including some quite sympathetic ones) have pointed out that it is one 
thing to identify a project of rule, and quite another to presume that it is 

accomplished in practice.17 In a revealing recent response to their critics, 
Rose et al., (2006) explicitly reject attention to ’messy processes of 

15. Elsewhere (Hart, 2002: 25), I have made broadly similar points within a Gramscian 

fi’amework. 

16. It is important to note, however, that some moves in this direction were underwa~v in 

the later phases of apartheid. 

17. See for example O’Malley et al., (~1997); Li (1999, 2007); Lamer (2000); and Moore 

(2000). This is also the thrust ofl~arnett’s (2005) critique. 
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implementation’ - their focus, they insist, is precisely on diagnosing 
rationalities and technologies of rule.18 They are not, in other words, 
concerned with the question of whether or not subject-effects are 
secured. 

The methodological limits that the Anglo-Foucauldians themselves 
concede, undermine some of their key claims. John Clarke (nd: 6), for 
instance, punctures a large hole in Rose’s sweeping assertion about the 
death of the social in ’advanced liberal’ Britain: 

Governmental technologies - and their conceptions - represent 
specific attempts at mapping (and institutionalising the maps), but 
they have to negotiate both pre-existing and emergent mappings. 
They do not, so to speak, have the social all to themselves...The social 
remains a conflicted and contested terrain - with struggles to 
mobilise collective identities taking place alongside, at the same time 
as, and in conflict with political-cultural projects that aim to ’de- 
socialise’ ... contested inequalities. 

Significantly, Clarke’s insistence on a richer conception of ’the social’ is 
simultaneously spatial; indeed, he draws his metaphor of mapping from 
Catherine Hall’s (2002) focus on ’mapping difference’ in her study of 

metropole and colony in nineteenth century England and Jamaica. A 
related point is not just that projects of rule are congenitally failing 
operations that continually generate new and revised projects, as the 

Anglo-Foucauldians maintain; it’s that Anglo-Foucauldian conceptions of 

neoliberal governmentality are congenitally incapable of coming to grips 
with the constitutive role of contestation. 19 What also falls out of sight in 

Anglo-Foucauldian formulations is Foucault’s own emphasis on 

liberalism as the effective practice of security. 2o 
Let me turn now to the question of hegemony, and underscore that 

what Barnett (2005) and others gloss as Gramscian theories of 

18. In response to the charge that the Anglo-Foucauldian governmentality approach is 
limited to studies of the mind or texts of the programmer, Rose et al., (2006: 100) 
respond as follows: "If the alternative is thought to be the sociological study of how’ 
programmes are actually implemented, or the proportions and numbers of subjects who 
adopt or refuse governmental problematics or agendas, or whether or not according to 
their own criteria programmes succeed or fail, then there is a limited truth to the 
statement. Governmental analysis does not aspire to be such a sociology’." 
19. Rose et al., (2006) complain that the tripartite division of liberalism, welfarism and 
advanced liberalism was initially a heuristic device, but that it has become fbnnalised as 
a set of chronologically-arranged ideal types into which everything else is fitted. Yet the 
resolute focus on diagnosis encourages precisely the latter interpretation. 
20. I develop this argument more fully in a forthcoming book provisionally entitled The 
Government of Freedom. 
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neoliberalism-as-hegemony in fact refers to interpretations of 
neoliberalism cast in terms of regulation theory. There is a 
fundamentally important difference between these regulationist 

accounts, and a fully Gramscian conjunctural analysis of the terrain on 
which identifiably neoliberal policies and practices take hold, along with 

the multiple, contradictory trends and tendencies that such policies and 
practices reflect and reconfigure. This Gramscian conception of 
hegemony is also closely attentive to the cultural politics of articulation 
in the sense laid out by Stuart Hall. As I have argued more fully 

elsewhere (Hart, 2007b), Hall’s concept of articulation was honed 

through his engagement with the race]class debate in South Africa in the 
1970s and 1980s as well as with Thatcherism, and remains powerfully 

salienL 
Crucial to any understanding of the contested terrain on which GEAR 

was launched are issues of popular mobilisation - both in terms of the 
fierce opposition to apartheid that gathered force during the 1980s, and 

the intense contests within the liberation movement in the early to mid- 

1990s over the role of popular mobilisation in what is widely termed the 

National Democratic Revolution (NDR).21 Reflecting the dominant 
position of conservative elements within the liberation movement 
following the assassination of Chris Hani in 1993, GEAR can be seen in 

part as a fundamental redefinition of the NDR that embodies a powerful 
drive to contain popular mobilisation, as well as a re-articulation of race 

and class. More than just a neoliberal rationality of rule or a narrowly 
defined class project, it is part of a vanguardist project to exercise a new 

form of activism defined in technocratic and hierarchical terms, and to 
assert the dominance of a transnationally-connected technocratic elite 

over mass mobilisation and action. 22 
This broader project also works in and through articulations of the 

nation and liberation. To grasp the hegemonic power and limits of 
official articulations of nationalism, we also have to attend carefully to 

ongoing invocations of ’the national question’- a profoundly evocative 
term in South Africa that conjures up struggles against colonialism and 

imperialism, the indignities and violence of racial injustice and 
dispossession, the sacrifices and suffering embodied in movements for 

21. I discuss the NDR more fully in Hart (2007b), For a fascinating set of reflections on 
debates over popular mobilisation within the liberation movement in the early 1990s, 
see Helena Sheehan’s interview with leremy Cronin, available at 
http://webpages.dcu.ie/-sheehanh/zaicronin02.htm. Last accessed 8 December 2007. 
22. Johnson (2003) argues that Mbeki and his followers have found the reorganisation of 
the state along conventional (neo)liberal lines quite compatible with their Lenini~ 
understanding of the primacy o fvangx~ard party leadership over mass action. 
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national liberation, and the visions of social and economic justice for 

which many fought and died. 
Articulations of national liberation are not just cynical manipulations 

from above; they carry powerful moral weight and connect with specific 
histories, memories, embodied experiences and meanings of racial 

oppression, racialised dispossession, and struggles against apartheid. 

Precisely because official articulations of nationalism tap into popular 
understandings of freedom, justice, and liberation from apartheid racial 
oppression, they bolster the ANC state’s hegemonic project in crucially 

important ways. At the same time, because such articulations of 

nationalism are linked to histories, memories, and meanings of freedom 
struggles, redress for the wrongs of the past, and visions of a new nation, 

they are vulnerable to counter-claims of betrayal - which is exactly what 
has been happening. 

In other words, the capacity of the ruling bloc to tap into deep veins 
of popular understandings of ’the national question’ has been 

simultaneously the lynchpin of its hegemonic power and a key source of 

vulnerability. Thus, for example, what are ostensibly ’service delivery’ 
protests over housing, water, sanitation, electricity and so forth are 
simultaneously expressions of betrayal - intensified and sharpened by 
obscene and escalating material inequalities, and the crisis of livelihood 

confronting many in South Africa today. At the same time, my recent 

research highlights some of the contradictory processes through which 
the capacity of Municipal Indigence Policies to produce governable 

subjects are severely limited in practice (Hart, 2007a). 
The double-edged character of official deployments of nationalism in 

the context of escalating inequality and persistent deprivation is also 
crucial to grasping popular support for Jacob Zuma. As I have argued 

more fully elsewhere (Hart, 2007b: 97-8), part of what Zuma represents 
is a move to seize the mantle of the liberation struggle, and present 
himself as its rightful heir. Positioning himself as the hero of national 

liberation is the key to Zuma’s capacity - at least for the time being - to 
articulate multiple, often contradictory meanings into a complex unity 

that appeals powerfully to ’common sense’ across a broad spectrum. 
They include his asserting himself as a man of the left (much to the 

chagrin of many on the left who point to his support for GEAR, as well as 
his links to certain fractions of capital); as a traditionalist who dons 

leopard skins on key occasions; as a peace-maker who helped to end the 
violent civil war in KwaZulu-Natal in the early 1990s; and as an anti- 

elitist (as displayed in his regular reference to himself as ’not educated’ - 

but, by implication, extremely smart). 
Together, they constitute a direct attack on the technocratic elite 

surrounding Mbeki, often portrayed by Zuma supporters as arrogant and 
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self-serving, and as not having served in the trenches of the 

revolutionary struggle. These rearticulations of race, class, and 

nationalism are also shot through with gender and sexuality - overtly, as 
in the phallic symbolism of Zuma’s signature song about his machine 
gun, as well as in some more of the more complex ways that Mark 

Hunter’s (2007) important analysis of the Zuma rape trial makes clear. 

Recent fascinating developments underscore the importance of 
different contemporary expressions of nationalism, and their 
relationship to one another and to neoliberalism. Early in 2007, folk rock 

singer Bok van Blerk issued a music video entitled De la Rey, an ode to 

the Anglo-Boer War general Jacobus de la Rey, which captivated white 
Afrikaans-speaking South Africans and quickly became a spectacular 
hit.23 With its chorus "De la Rey, De la Rey, sal jy die Boere kom lei [will 
you come and lead the Boers]," the song sparked widespread speculation 

of a right-wing Afrikaner call-to-arms. Yet it can also be read as an 
insistent recollection of white Afrikaner struggle for liberation from 

British imperialism at the turn of the last century. Sung by a young Boer 

soldier in the blood and mud of the battle field, De la Rey depicts 
courageous Boer men confronting the overwhelming might of British 
forces, their farms burnt to the ground by the ’khakies’, and their women 
and children dying in concentration camps. 24 

The English language press and the liberal opposition Democratic 
Alliance were quick to draw parallels between De la Rey and Zuma’s 
theme song, Awaleth’ umshini wami (Bring me my machine gun), 

debating which of the two nationalist (and hypermasculinist) antl~ems 
was more dangerous. When Zuma invited Bok van Blerk and several 
other prominent white Afrikaners in the popular culture industry to a 

braai (barbeque) in March 2007, the Mail & Guardian responded witl~ 
the telling headline Generaal Jacobus Zuma? 25 The irony intensifies 
when one recalls that rapprochement between British and Boers at the 
end of the war came about through the political exclusion, economic 

exploitation, and further dispossession of black South Africans - and that 
the ANC has its origins in demands for inclusion in the post-war order by 

an African landholding class, many of them groomed in Protestant 
mission schools and imbued with a tradition of liberal politics stretching 

well back into the 19th century. 

23. See http:i/~,.youtube.com/watch?v=fAhHWpqPz9A. Last accessed 30 July 2007. 
24. The visuals are ve~3z precise about the number of British (346,693) and Boer (82,742) 
forces - but make no mention of the very large numbers of black South Africans directly 
entangled in the war. 
25.http:ii~cv.mg.co.za/articlePage.aspx?articleid=303365 &area=/insightiinsight nat 
ionali. Last accessed 30 July 2007. 
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In other words we are confronting resurgent popular nationalisms, 
both African and Afrikaner, in which historical geographies of 
colonialism and imperialism are insistently being inserted into the 

present through struggles over the meaning of the nation and liberation. 
What makes these struggles so urgent and compelling is that 

articulations of nationalism have no necessary class belonging; they can 
potentially be linked to multiple projects, and move in many different 
directions. While these struggles are unquestionably bound up with 
identifiably neoliberal projects and contestations in the post-apartheid 

era, they also exceed understandings of ’neoliberalism’ as class project, 
governmentality, or hegemony either individually or in combination. 
Further, any effort to abstract from such excesses to identify a more 

generic model of ’neoliberalism in general’ is analytically untenable and 
politically dangerous. 

Instead of a generic model to which we link our ’local’ research, what 
we need are properly post-colonial understandings of interconnected 

processes unfolding in different regions of the world. In elaborating 

what seems to me a more productive way forward, I want to return to 
questions of primitive accumulation, and attend closely to the stakes in 
focusing on specifically racialised forms of dispossession. 

Revisiting racialised dispossession 

One of the most important debates of recent years turns around efforts 

to understand what Marx termed ’so-called primitive accumulation’ as 
an ongoing process, as opposed to an event that can be relegated to the 
past. In a comprehensive review of unfolding debates, Jim Glassman 
(2006) calls attention to the political implications of different 

conceptions, both in terms of how they have operated in the past and in 
relation to the imperatives of the present. He notes how, historically, the 
focus by many Marxists in the Global North on the vanguard role of the 

urban-industrial working class in effect pushed primitive accumulation 
into the theoretical background while forefronting its status as an 

historical event. In the Global South, by contrast, the focus historically 
has been on far more heterogeneous popular nationalist movements. 

Part of what is at stake in focusing on specifically racialised forms of 
dispossession is bridging this sort of divide. In laying out what I mean by 

a properly post-colonial understanding, let me start with Henri 
Lefebvre’s ([1974] 1991) observations on the limits of a binary model 
that opposes capital to labour. This framing makes it possible to grasp 

their conflictual development in a formal manner, he pointed out, but 
presumes the disappearance from the picture of the figure Marx called 

Madame la Terre in the ’trinity formula’ that he sketched out at the end 
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of Volume III of Capital. In speaking of the earth, Lefebvre reminds us, 
Marx did not simply mean agriculture. Nor was he only concerned with 

natural resources, but also with ’the national state confined within a 
specific territory, and hence, ultimately, in the most absolute sense 
[with] politics and political strategy’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 325). 

Fernando Coronil (1996; 1997; 2000) has made an enormously 
important contribution in elabourating Lefebvre’s arguments, and 

extending them in a post-colonial direction: A perspective that 
recognises the triadic dialectic among labour, capital, and land leads to a 

fuller understanding of the economic, cultural and political processes 

entailed in the mutual constitution of Europe and its colonies, processes 
that continue to define the relation between postcolonial and imperial 

states. It helps to specify the operations through which Europe’s 
colonies, first in America and then in Africa and Asia, provided it with 

cultural and material resources with which it fashioned itself as the 
standard of humanity - the bearer of a superior religion, reason, and 
civilisation embodied in European selves (Coronil, 2000: 357). 

In other words, we have to attend closely to the complex and uneven 
reverberations and articulations in the present of much longer historical 
geographies of colonialism and imperialism, along with their specifically 
racialised - as well as gendered, sexualised, and ethnicised - forms. 

Relational conceptions of the production of space bequeathed to us by 

Lefebvre are crucially important in attending to specifically racialised 
forms of dispossession as ongoing processes, precisely because of their 

capacity to illuminate spatial interconnection and mutual processes of 
constitution at play in different regions of the world. Building on these 
conceptions, the first phase of my research drew on connections 
between South Africa and East Asia to suggest how methods of relational 

comparison and critical ethnography could be made to do analytical as 
well as political work (Hart, 2002; 2006a). 

My eflbrts to grapple with the processes currently unfolding in South 

Africa reinforce the stakes in focusing on specifically racialised forms of 
dispossession as ongoing processes, while also suggesting new 

dimensions to what I am calling a properly post-colonial frame of 
understanding. Along with several others, I want to suggest the 

contemporary salience of a Gramscian reading of Fanon, and how this 
complements, extends, and enriches Lefebvrian understandings of 

spatial interconnection and mutual processes of constitution. 26 Indeed, 

26. See also important recent work by Kipfer and Goonewardena (2007) and Kipfer 

(200?), who have drawn attention to key sections ofthe second volume of Lefebvre’s The 

Critique of Everyday Life and De l’Etat that are deeply complementary with Fanon, 
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Lefebvre’s own Gramscian provenance makes him a natural, as it were, 

for linking with Fanon in mutually enriching ways. 
Let me start with one of many passages in The Wretched of the Earth 

that resonate painfully in South Africa today: 

During the struggle for liberation the leader awakened the 
people and promised them a forward march, heroic and 

unmitigated. Today, he uses every means to put them to sleep, 
and three or four times a year asks them to remember the 

colonial period and to look back on the long way they have come 

since then. Now it must be said that the masses show themselves 
totally incapable of appreciating the long way they have come. 

The peasant who goes on scratching out a living from the soil, 
and the unemployed man who never finds employment do not 

manage, in spite of public holidays and flags, new and brightly- 
coloured though they may be, to convince themselves that 

anything has really changed in their lives....The intellectuals who 

on the eve of independence rallied to the party, now make it 
clear by their attitude that they gave their support with no other 

end in view than to secure their slices of the cake of 
independence. The party is becoming a means of private 

advancement (Fanon, 1963: 169-171). 

Not surprisingly, the chief use of Fanon in South Africa today is to 

excoriate a comprador national bourgeoisie.27 This deployment of Fanon 
is often linked to claims that nationalism is rapidly becoming exhausted, 
and that oppositional movements embody a post-nationalist sensibility. 

Yet Fanon did not just posit the first, most prescient - and to my 

mind still the most powerful - critique of the betrayals of post-colonial 
promises. The Wretched of the Earth is also a plea for a transformative 
new humanism and internationalism that has to be grounded in national 

consciousness forged in the struggle for liberation: 

National claims, it is here and there stated, are a phase that 
humanity has left behind...We however consider that the 

mistake, which may have very serious consequences, lies in 
wishing to skip the national period...National consciousness, 

27. Patrick Bond (2005) extends what he calls ’Fanon’s warning" to the New Partnership 
for Africa’s Development (Nepad), a South African-led reform initiative which maW see 
as entrenching neoliberal policies and economic dependence throughout the African 
continent. 
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which is not nationalism, is the only thing that will give us an 

international dimension (Fanon, 1963: 247). 

National consciousness for Fanon was a unifying force, essential to 
bridging rural-urban, racial, ethnic, and other divisions produced or 

reinforced by colonialism. At the same time, he insisted, "if nationalism is 

not made explicit, if it is not enriched and deepened by a very rapid 
transformation into a consciousness of social and political needs, in 
other words into humanism, it leads up a blind alley" (Fanon, 1963: 

204). Fanon’s insistence on an international dimension, along with his 

focus on the racialised spaces of the colonial city and connections 
between the city and the countryside, resonate powerfully with 

Lefebvrian understandings of spatial interconnection and mutual 
processes of constitution. 28 

The contemporary salience of Fanon’s work is elaborated in 
important recent rereadings through a Gramscian lens by Ato Sekyi-Otu 
(1996) and Nigel Gibson (2003).29 Both are writing against 

interpretations of Fanon as the prophet of violence. They are also 
writing in critique of cultural discourse theorists like Homi Bhabha 
whose "postmodernist commitments result in the evisceration of 

Fanon’s texts; they excise the critical normative, yes, revolutionary 

humanist vision which informs his account of the colonial condition and 
its aftermath" (Sekyi-otu, 1996: 3). Reading Fanon’s texts "as though 

they formed one dramatic dialectical narrative", Sekyi-Otu acknowledges 
Fanon’s debt to Hegel while making a powerful case that Fanon’s 
dialectic of experience is far closer to Gramsci: "So strikingly similar are 
Gramsci’s and Fanon’s idioms and programmes - to say nothing of their 
supportive concepts - that I am tempted to call Gramsci a precocious 

Fanonist" (Sekyi-otu, 1996: 1113). 
At the same time, Sekyi-Otu shows how bringing Gramsci and Fanon 

into relation with one another compels careful attention to the specific 
historical-geographical conjunctures with which each was grappling - 
and serves as a powerful warning against any mechanistic applications 

of their insights. A key point of overlap between Gramsci and Fanon, 
albeit with their own historically and geographically specific differences, 

turns around engagements between intellectuals and ordinary people, 

28. See Kipfer and Goonewardena (2007) and Kipfer (2007) for a useful elaboration of 

these points. 

29. Along with Richard Pithouse, Gibson has also written about how a shackdweller’s 

movement that emerged in Durban in 2005 embodies Fanonian understandings. These 

and other articles (including Gibson’s earlier work on Fanon in relation to Steve 13iko) are 

available on the websites of the Centre for Civil Society at the University of KwaZulu 

Natal and the Abahlali baseMjondolo. 
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and the reciprocal processes through which they transform one another. 

Noting how realists and scientific analysts have ridiculed the 

romanticism of Fanon’s account of the mutual embrace of urban 

intellectual revolutionaries and country dwellers, Sekyi-Otu (1996: 177) 
urges us to read the text "as a symbolic account of what is to be done if 

the nascent nation’s disparate resources are to be gathered for its self- 

renewal." 

Of necessity in a skeletal way, let me suggest some of the analytical 
and political leverage that Gramsci, Fanon, and Lefebvre together 

provide in South Africa and beyond. Most immediately, they sound a 

strong warning against presumptions that one can read political 
struggles directly off tl~e structure of economic relations, or that top- 

down neoliberalism (or ’accumulation through dispossession’) 

necessarily calls forth bottom-up resistance. By the same token, they are 

adamantly opposed to vanguardist understandings that define the role 
of intellectuals in terms of specifying the level of development of 

productive forces (or unmasking the class basis of neoliberalism), and 

supposing that progressive popular opposition will follow in some 
automatic fashion. Together they alert us to how there are always 
slippages, openings, contradictions, and possibilities for something 
different to emerge - but that these have to be grounded in what 

Gramsci called common sense, through a process of "renovating and 
making ’critical’ an already existing activity" (Gramsci, 1971: 330-1). 

A closely related set of points concerns the imperative of 

intellectuals’ engaging deeply and seriously with popular 
understandings and the processes that produce them, recognising that 
"the educator must him(her)self be educated", and is also in part a 
product of these forces. This challenge is rendered all the more complex 

by the enormous diversity of historically and geographically specific 
conditions, as well as their interconnections with forces at play 
elsewhere. At the same time, understandings of space and place as 

actively produced, and of relational interconnections, mutual processes 
of constitution, and the ongoing reverberations of the past, are key 

resources. Let me end with fl~e ideas of Allan Pred: 

In Sweden, as anywhere else, the connection between locally 
situated practices and locally occurring racialisation and racist 

relations ... is not to be confused with a purely local production 
and experience of ’race’ [and racialised dispossession] ... Even 

under the most isolated of circumstances, ’local’ social forms 
have always to some extent been synonymous with a hub of 
material and relational flows, with a more or less developed 

mesh of interactions and interrelations across multiple 
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geographical scales, with comings and goings that have made a 

virtual impossibility of the unselfconsciously ’local’ (Pred, 2000: 

23], 

Postscript 

I write this Postscript in South Africa in the immediate aftermath of the 

ANC’s conference held in the northern town of Polokwane from 
December 16-20, 2007. Zuma and his supporters came sweeping into 

power on what some have called a Zunami, while the Mbekiites suffered 

a deeply humiliating defeat at the hands of delegates elected by ANC 
branches. Popular anger towards the ruling bloc was powerfully evident 

at the conference, especially on the first day when thousands of 
delegates hissed Thabo Mbeki, and broke into singing Mshini warn 

immediately following his speech that lasted for two and a half hours. 
Delegates then shouted down conference chair Mosiuoa (’Terror’) 

Lekota - a strong Mbeki supporter, openly critical of Zuma - who was 

forced to cede the platform to Zuma’s chosen deputy, Kgalema 
Motlanthe. On a national scale, these expressions of popular anger and 
discontent mirrored precisely the dynamics that I have been observing 
in ANC meetings in Ladysmith since the second half of 2005. 

Not surprisingly, there is intense speculation about the direction in 

which the Zumaites will steer the ANC - and indeed the state. In his 
acceptance speech at the close of the conference on December 20, Zuma 

assiduously reassured domestic and international capital that nothing 
would change in terms of macro-economic policy - at the same time that 
he spoke of the importance of the SACP and Cosatu in the ANC Alliance, 
and the imperatives for redistributive policies. 

Shortly before the Polokwane conference, Zuma travelled to India, 
the UK and the US to calm the jitters of nervous capitalists, and impress 
upon them his good intentions. I was able to observe one version of this 

performance at first hand on December 5, 2007, when Zuma addressed a 
small group of academics and business people at a lunch sponsored by 

the Institute for International Studies at UC Berkeley. 30 In his speech, 

30. I was told that Zuma was interested in meeting academics, and a student in the 
Political Science department at UC Berkeley had connections with him. South African 
press reports subsequently explained that Zuma had been invited by Stratfor (Strategic 
Forecasting Incorporated), described by Fortune magazine as "one of the elite but low- 
profile private intelligence agencies that are increasingly relied on by multinational 
corporations, private investors, hedge funds and even the [US] government’s own spy 
agencies, for the analysis of geopolitical risks" (reported in an article entitled, US 
intelligence firm sponsors Zuma trip, 6 December 2007 http:iiw~a,w.thetimes.co.za La~ 
accessed 12 June 2007). George Friedman, the CEO of Stratfor, was favorably impressed 
by Zuma, according to this and other reports. 
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delivered with considerable dlan, Zuma started out by emphasising the 
need for political stability and economic growth. He went on to outline 
the role of the ANC in bringing about the transition from apartheid, along 
with the inclusive, democratic process through which the constitution 
emerged: ’~Fhis is not a country that depends on a leader," he insisted, 
going on to note that "we play in a framework determined by the 
constitution; no individual or party can take us in a different direction." 
Zuma then turned to the question of the economy - carefully separated 
in good liberal fashion from that of politics. Here are some of his 
comments, taken from my notes: 

We have established a political system that no-one can complain 
about. Our economic policies have been balanced up to now. 
They have withstood turbulences in different parts of the world. 

However we are still faced with a first economy and a second 
economy. The question is how to put them together. This goes 

with [the question of] the plight of the poor. Some say that the 

gap between the rich and the poor has increased. There has been 
a big increase in the number of people in the cities living in 
informal settlements. We need thinking people to say how to 
address the poverty issue. This is the issue we are debating 

within the Alliance and the progressive forces. What policies do 
we need? We are having this debate with the participation of the 
trade unions and the SACP. Where do we go? The challenge is to 

bridge the gap between the first and second economies to 
address the plight of the people. How to address this problem? 
We want scholars to help: how do we grow the economy and 
address the plight of the people? Education is critical. A high 

percentage of the unemployed people are unskilled. A big chunk 
of them are unemployable because they have no skills. The 
country cannot develop when people are not educated. Human 

capital is essential. We have not done enough to address this 

issue. Rural development is also very important - how do you do 
that? People are flocking into the cities because there is no 
economy in the rural areas. We do have policies in general terms. 

But how do we implement them? I come from a university 
situated in a rural area. I am the chancellor [an honorary position 

in South Africa]. I am running a pilot project of toilets in rural 
areas. You can’t solve problems of sewage in rural areas in the 

same way as in the cities. I spoke to Billiton - they understand. 

They put in septic tanks in rural areas. [More generally] sewage, 
water and electricity must be put in rural areas. We want to 

establish a relationship with this university. Professor Vilakazi in 
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South Africa says that development must go from rural to urban. 

This is an issue we are debating all the time... We have a surplus 
while people are starving. The system has tried to do something 

- but we need to do more. 

Zuma’s appropriation of Mbeki’s discourse of a first and second economy 

in this context is especially interesting and significant - and was notably 

absent from his crowd-pleasing acceptance speech at the ANC 
conference, where themes of social justice were far more overt. In the 

wake of the Zuma victory that caught many by surprise, intense debate is 
currently unfolding on the independent left about whether - and, if so, 
how - to engage with the left of the ANC Alliance. That this debate is 

happening at all represents a significant shift from the era of the new 
social movements, when the predominant position was to maintain a 

careful distance from Alliance politics. 
Much of course depends on how one analyses the present 

conjuncture. One emerging line of argument, articulated most fully by 

Patrick Bond, is that the fall of Mbeki and the rise of Zuma is simply a 
smokescreen. 31 Bond argues that, for all his left-leaning talk, Zuma 
represents neoliberal business-as-usual, and class apartheid will rapidly 
reassert itself. Since grassroots protests are directed primarily against 

the ANC’s neoliberal economic policies we can expect them to continue, 
and the independent left represented by the new social movements 

should position itself to capture this discontent: "Only then," he says, 
"will South Africa enjoy the possibility of a fully liberatory, post-Mbeki 
set of politics, not personalities, as the far-sighted left-left makes 

common cause with serious comrades in labour and the Communist 
Party, egged on no doubt by increasingly angry feminists and other 

democrats." 
My argument throughout this chapter has been that the challenges 

confronting the left are far more complex. The drama that exploded at 

Polokwane was as much about contesting the meaning of the nation and 
liberation as it was about the fallout from a neoliberal class project and 

socio-economic structure, and we ignore these sentiments and struggles 
at our peril. It is useful here to recall Gramsci’s warnings about the 

complexities of grasping the dialectical nexus between organic and 
conjunctural movements, along with his observation that "if error is 

serious in historiography, it becomes still more serious in the art of 
politics, when it is not the reconstruction of past history but the 

31. Bond, P., 2007. ’Zuma, the centre-left, and the left-left.’ 21 December 2007, 
distributed on the debate listserve (debate@lists.kabissa.org). 
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construction of present and future history which is at stake" (Gramsci, 

1971: 178). 
Polokwane also stands as a profound warning against the dangers of 

vanguardism. When the news of Zuma’s victory broke, a friend in 
Ladysmith turned to me and said, "You must understand, Gill, that this is 
about the masses versus the intellectuals." It seems to me that those of 
us who occupy the formal position of ’intellectuals’ need to take very 
seriously the subtext of this statement What it suggests, among other 
things, is that we should be attending far more carefully to the complex 
dynamics unfolding in ’ordinary’ places. 
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The developmental state? 
Ben Fine 

Introduction 

My contribution is in part a tale of the murder of the developmental state 

in those dark days of the Washington Consensus) But is not the world of 
development economics now illuminated by the light shed by the more 

progressive post Washington Consensus? Does this not offer the 
prospect of a revival of the developmental state? 

With minor exceptions, the answer is in the negative. Whilst there is 

a limited degree of reform in thinking attached to the post Washington 

Consensus, it is appropriate to view the notion of developmental state 
with a degree of circumspection. As I have emphasised elsewhere, 
scholarship, ideology or rhetoric and policy in practice, especially of the 

World Bank, are mutually supportive if inconsistent in different and 
shifting ways (Fine 2001a and 2010a). Much the same is true more 

generally for development in terms of scholarship, policy and ideology - 
or ’advocacy’, as it has now become more gently known (see Deaton et 
al., 2006 and Bayliss et al., forthcoming Ibr critique). We have to be 

careful in negotiating intellectual autism in the dark, and not to be 

blinded when emerging into the bright lights of alternatives. 
This, though, is a chapter primarily concerned with some aspects of 

the developmental state paradigm. Nonetheless, I am acutely aware of 

why I have been solicited to address these topics. It is a result of the 
recent prominence of the developmental state in political discourse in 
South Africa to which I will turn my attention in the final section. Its 

sudden and unexpected appearance means that I will be more than 
normally, if selectively, attentive to the history of the developmental 

state as an idea, as covered in the next section. I have on and off been 
concerned with both the developmental state and South African 

economic policymaking for twenty years or more. Possibly it is my age 
and the revisiting of fond and familiar topics that has induced me to be 
more than normally, even acceptably, self-indulgent in reviewing my 

1. This is a shortened version of Fine (2007), the lengthier title indicating in part what 

has been omitted. See also Ashman et al., (2010) and Fine (2010b). For continuing critical 

work on the developmental state, visit: 

http://w-vvw.iipp e.o rg/wiki/E{ eyond_D evelo pment’al_State_Wo rking_G roup 

and for the South African minerals-energy complex, see below, visit, 

httP:iiw~acv.iippe.orgiwikiiMinerals_gnergy_Complex and Comparative_Industrialisati 

on_Working_Group 
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own contributions. Immodesty aside, this also has the effect in practice 
of giving an unattractive air of ’I told you so’ to the proceedings. In these 
respects, I simply beg your indulgence, as well as exercising my own, as 

the price to be paid for shedding some light on why the developmental 
state has not been deployed to address South Africa in the past, why it is 

being used now, and how it might best be used. 

The developmental state is dead - long live the developmental state 

This is the third occasion on which I have sought to examine the extent 

to which the developmental state approach can realise its promise of 
offering solutions to the problems of development.2 In the early 1990s, 

the influence of the developmental state was at its height for a number of 
reasons, and it seemed appropriate to draw out lessons for the South 

African economy on which I was working at the time in both academic 
and policy arenas. First and foremost, the developmental state offered an 
explanation for the East Asian Miracle, and the sorts of policies that 

made it possible. Second, it was one of the two main pillars of criticism of 
the Washington Consensus, the other being adjustment with a human 

face. Third, it combined contributions from across the social sciences, 
economics, politics, sociology and history if the latter only to a limited 
extent. 

I returned to the developmental state a decade or so later, by which 
time its influence was probably at an all time low. Again, there are three 

reasons for this. Following the sudden and generally unanticipated Asian 

crisis of 1997/98, the perspective of miracle was rapidly turned over, 
and all that had been perceived to underpin it was cast aside or 
reinterpreted as negative. For Lee (2004: 11), "the 1997 Asian financial 

crisis triggered suspicion by many scholars about the utility of the 
developmental state model".3 Second, the Washington consensus had 
given way to the post Washington consensus, and the positive lessons of 

the developmental state had been both absorbed and diluted down. 
Third, the academic literature had itself evolved to suggest that the 

developmental state brought about its own dissolution. Development 
itself, brought about by the state, is perceived to undermine both the 

conditions and need for the developmental state. 
There is then a curious incidence of the developmental state by 

virtue of its sharp shift in influence over time. No doubt, this reflects its 

2. See Fine (1992) and Fine and Rustomjee (1997) for first occasion, and Fine (2004c and 

2006) for the second. Here I seek predominantly to cover the literature not discussed in 

these earlier contributions. 

3. Zhu (2002) also sees the end of the Cold War as leading to the erosion of threat as a 

galvanising factor in promoting the unity underpinning developmental states. 
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own analytical strengths and weaknesses as well as the changing 

material conditions that it seeks to address and within which it is 
situated. But it also, as already indicated, is more or less prominent by 

virtue of its alter ego, the developmental thinking deriving from the 
World Bank that has always distanced itself from this approach. This 
was, of course, overt during its commitment to the Washington 

Consensus which set the analytical, ideological and policy agenda of 

market versus the state in which the developmental state situated itself 
on the opposite to the pro-market side. This conflict came to a head with 

the East Asian Miracle Report of the World Bank (1993). It was 

motivated and funded by Japan, not least in light of its dissatisfaction 
with the Washington Consensus for the denial of its own history and in 

seeking to serve its policy needs in undertaking direct investment in the 
Asia-Pacific Rim, Wade (1996) and Rigg (2002) for more recent view.4 

In substance, though, far from the Report serving to promote the 
state in general and the developmental state in particular, it represented 

the death throes and not the death of the Washington Consensus, 

drawing the conclusion that the miracle or, more exactly, miracles were 
market-conforming, when attached to state intervention, and non- 
replicable. By this is meant that there was extensive state economic 
intervention but it was only successful when it did what the market 

would have done had it been working perfectly. Even within its own 

terms of reference of market versus state, this is vacuous in content, 
unlike the implication drawn that this perfection of the market through 

state intervention could not be emulated in other countries. 
As a result, the developmental state did not emerge triumphant from 

the demise of the Washington Consensus. Instead, it was ignored or 
outflanked by the post Washington Consensus, not least through a 

remarkable rewriting of intellectual history although one that is far from 
rare in the practices of the World Bank, as it partially incorporates 
longstanding ideas in opposition to it and claims them as due to its own 

originality. Thus, whilst the developmental state literature was one of 
the major intellectual driving forces behind the rejection of the 

Washington Consensus, and in prompting the East Asian Miracle Report 
that denied the salience of the developmental state, the Report is 

perceived to have initiated a turn in the Bank’s thinking. 
Such is the view of Stiglitz himself, Literally in a half-truth (first 

sentence right, the second wrong), the creator of the post Washington 

4. Crucially, Japan had also become a leading source of aid and so had some muscle in 
determining how its role should be perceived. But see also H irata (2002) for the idea that 
the death of the developmental state in Japan has also opened up growing influence of 
NGOs on Japanese policymaking 
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Consensus launches it with the following claim of East Asia, "Their 
industrial policy, designed to close the technological gap between them 
and the more advanced countries, was actually contrary to the spirit of 

the Washington consensus. These observations were the basis for the 
World Bank’s East Asian Miracle study (WB 1993), and it stimulated the 

recent rethinking of the role of the state in economic development." 

On the contrary, the rethink long preceded WB 1993 and was denied 

by it. What this allowed is for the developmental state literature to be 
denied its intellectual significance as a killer of the Washington 

Consensus and for its substance to be watered down if not ignored. As I 

was to write a few years later, it was a case of ’The Developmental State 
Is Dead - Long Live Social Capital?’, Fine (1999) although, now in 

retrospect, this was to exaggerate the influence and role of social capital 
in commanding the World Bank’s continuing antipathy to substantial 

state intervention. This is to point, however, to how little social capital 
had to be promoted in order to outflank the developmental state, 

buttressed as it was by notions of governance, empowerment and so on 

- anything other than the developmental state. 
The subsequent rise, and fall, of social capital within the Bank’s 

thinking has proven to be a misconceived and failed attempt by its social 
scientists to have themselves taken seriously by its economists, as 

opposed to them being successfully used by the economists to legitimise 
their appropriation of the ’non-economic’ intellectual, ideological and 
policy terrain. I have discussed this all at inordinate length elsewhere, 

most recently Fine (2010a). But, to return to my two earlier forays into 
the developmental state literature, they offered both continuities and 
change in thinking. 

The most important continuity is the division of the literature into 
two schools, the economic and the political as I have termed them. They 

are complementary and mutually exclusive witl~ remarkably limited 
overlap between them. The economic school focuses on the economic 

policies that the state needs to adopt in order to bring about 
development, and identifies how this has been done in the past, most 

notably from Latin American ISI through the variety of interventions 
associated with the East Asian NICs, especially protection, export 

promotion, targeted investment and finance, and so on. Inevitably, 
explicitly or otherwise, tl~is involves an economic theory that breaches 
with laissez-faire, drawing for example on the notion of static or 
dynamic economies of scale and scope. The political school, on the other 

hand, is more or less free of economic analysis, and vice-versa for the 

economic school, addressing the issue of whether the state has the 
capacity and motivation to adopt developmental policies without really 

interrogating what these might be. In particular, the focus is upon 
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whether the state has the autonomy in some sense both to adopt policy 

independent of special interests and to deploy that independence for 
developmental aims. 

If the first continuity across the evolving developmental state 
literature is that it has been divided into two mutually exclusive parts, 

the second continuity is one of difference in how it has been able to 
accommodate empirical evidence, as its sphere of application has been 
extended over time and by time itself. In general, the economic school 
has not suffered any discomfort in this respect. It is simply possible for it 

to interpret any case of successful development as the consequence of 

the right policies having been adopted and failed development 
otherwise. Wherever there is or has been development, there must have 

been a developmental state, with Ha-Joon Chang the leading proponent 

of this view. 
The situation with the political school has been entirely different. 

For, it seems that the autonomy of the state has to be refined to take 

account of each new case study, both in terms of the nature of the state 

and the conditions which allow it to be so or not. Within the literature, 
there has been a proliferation of terminology to fill this empirical 
credibility gap, relative and embedded autonomy, weak and strong 
states, the role of culture, institutions, bureaucracy, and so on. As Howell 

(2006: 275) puts it, "the notion of the developmental state, too, has 
become vulnerable to semantic overload, ideological appropriation and 
empirical amorphousness." It leads him to adopt the notion of "a 

polymorphous state that reveals contradictory features of 
developmentalism and predation, rivalry and unity, autonomy and 
clientelism, efficiency and inefficiency, across time and space" (Howell, 

2006: 278).5 
With this portfolio of opposites, anything becomes explicable. This 

does not mean the developmental state literature is without content 
because it focuses upon the role of the state in development and on 

particular mechanisms and pre-conditions. As a result, as already 
indicated, change is possible within the literature, and is discernible with 

my second review finding the literature to be much less upbeat than the 
first, reflecting the Asian crisis, the intellectual climate of more state- 

friendly post Washington Consensus (undermining and sidelining the 
status of developmental state as opposition), increased concern over the 

sustainability and/or the feasibility of late-comer developmental state in 

5. Note that Doner et al., (2005) seek to roll back this polymorphism by reducing 

presence of developmental state to the presence of systemic vulnerability, itself induced 

by the constraint of building internal coalitions, scarce resources and external threat. 

Their casual claims to the contrary, Africa would appear to be replete with 

counterexamples! 
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light of globalisation,6 and, if only implicitly, an evolving recognition of 

lack of integration across the two schools. The latter took the form of 

bringing class back in, an economic and political category, in suggesting 

that the East Asian developmental states had brought about their own 
demise by creating forces more powerful than itself, a capitalist class for 

example or democratisation in case autonomy had been seen as a 
consequence of authoritarianism. 

In retrospect, the developmental state literature now appeared 
remarkably and paradoxically static as a portfolio of economic policies 

or as a political structure, each separately divined but together 

wroughting fundamental economic and social change, eroding their own 
conditions of existence. In addition, the developmental state had now 

been round long enough that it can now be used casually and in passing 
without acknowledging its theoretical and empirical complexities.7 This 

is important and, in a sense, paradoxical. For, as the developmental state 
literature has grown in theoretical and empirical complexity to the point 
of overburdening itself with refinement and exceptions, so it can become 

its opposite, something emptied of content, to be flagged in passing, or to 
mean whatever any contributor cares to make of it, see below in case of 

South Africa. 
There were a number of conclusions that I drew from these 

literature surveys. First, it is inappropriate to seek a simple synthesis 
across the two literatures. Rather, second, it is necessary to reintroduce 
class and economic and political interests more generally at a higher 

analytical level in order to examine how these are represented through 
both the market and through the state (and rather than starting from a 

stance of state versus market). Third, this combination of interests will 
be attached to a particular system of accumulation of capital with 

differences that need to be identified in ranging from one country to 
another and, almost inevitably, from one sector to another within a 
country. Fourth, this also applies to what are liable to be the specific 

relationships between industrial and financial systems, as well as the 
presence and influence of international interests. 

In this light, what does my third turn at the developmental state 
literature reveal? Most important is that there has been something of a 

revival of the developmental state in the literature, although I have not 

6. For Painter (2005: 336), if unduly homogenising, but in the context of the Hong Kong 
neo-administrative state: ’The combination of a powerful bureaucracy, incomplete 
democratic institutions, limited political freedoms, and a dynamic capitalist economy 
typifies the so-called East Asian developmental state ... A common challenge ... is to adapt 
these in~itutions and roles to the changing nature of the global economy." 
7. As for two studies for Singapore as city developmental state, the term only effectively 
appears in Ooi’s (2005) title and similarly fbr Hee and Ooi (2003) and lha (2004). 
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prepared any hard and fast evidence in support of this assessment. Its 
renewal comes in three forms. First is business as usual with the 
developmental state, and the pre-conditions for it, being recognised 
wherever any development has taken place. This is most notable for 
China, unsurprising in view of its most recent growth record.8 More 
generally, as Boyd and Ngo (2005: 1) put it, with more than a degree of 
exaggeration if not error, "for more than twenty years the theory has 
captured and held the imagination of researchers working across East 
Asia. It has extended its scholarly empire far and wide to embrace the 
political economies of Asia, Latin America, and Africa. The theory has 
been taken up as much by planners, policy-makers, and international 
organisations such as the World Bank as by academics." They see it as a 
convenient intermediary between command and market economies, a 
challenge both to neoclassical and dependency theory. 

Indeed, "it has become a stylised fact: the thing itself, a fixity in real- 
world politics in a trope that makes it possible to assert that ’State X is a 
developmental state’" (Boyd and Ngo, 2005: 2). It might have lost some 
of its ’gloss’ with the Asian crisis, for "Recipes for success were now said 
to be the ingredients of failure," and sound empirical foundations have 
been lost with refined contributions from regional experts. They 

appropriately observe, at least for the economic if not the political 
school, that the developmental state literature has adopted a partial 
Weberianism that emphasises "legitimacy, rationality, and 
instrumentality at the expense of monopoly, violence, and domination." 

It is, in short, a state-led theory of economic growth that lacks a 
theory of the state other than primarily as an independent variable 
promoting growth, rather than examining the politics of the state that 
make it the way that it is. This assessment is both rare and late in 
recognising the limited integration of economics and politics within the 
developmental state literature, and how the corresponding theory of the 
state is underdeveloped in terms of underlying classes and the forms 
taken by them in the state apparatus (as opposed to taking the state 
apparatus as developmental bureaucracy or ministry for example)) 

8. There has been almost no work on the transition economies of Eastern Europe as 
developmental states, not surprising in view of their perceived failure. An exception is 
provided in a comparative study of Hungary and Romania by Negoita (2006) whose 
emphasis is upon the absence of a capitalist class that, accordingly, needs to be created. 
For Afl’ica, sample Lockwood (2005), Sindzingre (2006), Shaw (2006), Edigheji (2005) 
and Nabudere (2006). See also ’The Democratic Developmental State in Africa: 
Conceptual and Methodological Workshop’, Centre for Policy Studies, Johannesburg, July 
24-25, 2006, http :iiwww.pidegypt.org/africaijnb.html. 
9. See also Jessop (2005) and Pirie (2006 and 2007). 
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These themes of a proper theory of politics, the state, class interests, 

the consequences of change, etc, do, however, recur in milder form in the 
latest literature, reflecting at least implicit dissatisfaction with division 
between economic and political schools. To a large extent, this is 
inevitable as any new literature has to negotiate the charge of death, and 

can only do so by claiming life after death or despite the crisis, changed 
global circumstances, and the consequences of development itself. 

Second, then, revival of the developmental state is notable in the 
literature that suggests that reports of its death in its classic locations 

have been exaggerated. It is hardly surprising, under the assault of crisis, 
neoliberalism and globalisation, that the developmental state should 
take something of a battering. But the state does remain crucially 
important, not least in industrial policy, both in riding and restructuring 
in the wake of the crisis, albeit in changed circumstances. In South Korea, 

for example, as revealed by Cherry (2005), it has brokered Big Deals 
amongst the chaebol, or large-scale conglomerates. This has often been 

against their individual and collective resistance, especially in 

coordinating investments and restructuring capacity to avoid undue 
duplication, but equally in a context in which foreign MNCs have now 

made substantial inroads into the industrial base as a result of the 
opening up of the economy in the wake of the crisis. This is not so 

different from the policies adopted by the state in the classic period of 
the developmental state, although the creation of the chaebol and the 
absence of, if cooperation with, foreign capital was more to the fore. Is 

this, then, the death or the continuing evolution of the South Korean 
developmental state? 

Third, though, the life of the developmental state is no longer 

confined to the nation-state but has been extended to the local or 
sectoral developmental state. Thus, Ahmed (2006: 97) sees electricity 
policy in India as a challenge to the clean sweep of neoliberalism 
imposed by the IFIs, with "the changing nature of state-society ... as new 

coalitions representing [a] different set of interests come to occupy 
positions of power at different points of time." Alcahiz (2005) examines 

how nuclear professionals proved capable of resisting privatisation of 
the Argentine nuclear energy sector, against the more general 

dismantling of the welfare-developmental state. Jacobs (2003: 620) 
suggests that the developmental state view of Japan has been over- 

centralised, neglecting the role of prefectures so that, "the term 
’centralised’ no longer appropriately describes the Japanese 

developmental state." Lira (2003: 233) describes how the internet has 

allowed popular resistance to the media representation of Indonesia as a 
"progressive ’developmental state’ ... bolstering civil society in its 

resistance to state and corporate dominance". 
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For Thun (2006: 4), as admiration for the developmental states of 
East Asia spread, "China was no exception, and there were many early 
indications that Chinese policymakers sought to emulate the example of 
its neighbours: from plans for ’pillar industries’ beginning in the mid- 
1980s to formal industrial policies in the mid-1990s." He offers three 
ideal types for decentralised state-led development    the local 
developmental state, the laissez-faire local state, and the centrally 
controlled state-owned enterprise - arguing for the need to focus on the 
needs attached to a specific sector, the car industry in his own case 
study, to locate it within a specific institutional and local context, and 
highlighting the importance of local government and inter-firm relations. 
Whilst there are strong first mover advantages to be derived from the 
local developmental state, it becomes necessary to neutralise the vested 
interests created in moving to more competitive but resisted external 
relations, for sources of supply for example, the temporary infant 
industry argument within the nation as it were.10 

Further, Howell (2006) provides some account of the differing ways 
in which the Chinese local developmental state has been broached, and 
Pieke (2004), an anthropology of the local Chinese developmental state 
in which the state is seen as part of society and not just as its regulator. 
For Zhu, J. (2004: 47), "In its transitional phase, China is changing from a 
centrally controlled economy to a market oriented one. The forces of 
decentralisation, marketisation and political legitimisation have 
transformed China’s local government into local states with a strong 
interest in development ... China’s local state is a developmental state of 
its own kind."l~ Zhu (2005) sees the Chinese local developmental state in 
terms of its command of land and regulation of emerging land markets. 
Zhu, Y. (2004) raises the issue of the Chinese developmental state in 
light of labour migration. But Keeley (2003) offers a sectoral variant in 
terms of the Chinese biotech developmental state, emphasising how first 
and foremost, there is a need for the state to create an indigenous bio- 
tech corporation that negotiates across different agencies from foreign 
corporations through its own ministries to scientists, etc - with the 
prospect if not guarantee of pro-poor outcomes. 

Fascinatingly from a comparative perspective, Wong (2006) offers a 
study for the same sector for Taiwan, focusing on how the 
developmental state needs to move beyond catch-up and to play a dual 
facilitative and coordinating role, the latter having been eroded - "Gone 

I0. For an alternative view’, dedicated to Samuel P. Huntington, see Pei (2006) who 

argues that the Chinese authoritarian but decentralised developmental state will 

inevitably degenerate into a non-performing predatory state. 

11. See also Edin (2005). 
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are the days when government policymakers in Taiwan could play a ’big’ 

leadership role in guiding industrial transformation, mobilising public 
and private resources, and know-how around certain targeted 

technologies," (Wong, 2006: 668). Is this the prospect for the Chinese 
developmental state too, whether relative to localities or sectors? The 

explicit treatment of innovation itself is an innovation in the 
developmental state literature, having previously been presumed to be a 

consequence of other factors (such as involvement of foreign capital). 
Nonetheless, treatment of agriculture has remained more or less absent. 

A fourth area in which the developmental state literature has made 

some progress in the most recent period is in paying attention to welfare 
provision. This has been neglected in the pasL On the one hand, the 
decline of the Latin American developmental state is perceived to be a 
consequence of the destructive claims made upon it by strengthening the 

labour movement in particular and populist demands in general. On the 
other hand, the success of the East Asian developmental states is 

explained in part by a conventional wisdom of low priority to welfare 
provision relative to developmental goals and the subordination of 
labour and broader demands to the requirements of capital. Kasza 
(2006: 3) offers ample evidence, for example, that Japan has been 
considered to be a ’welfare laggard.’ Indeed: 

The mainstream view is that (1) ]apan adopted welfare 
programmes comparatively late in its economic development; 

(2) its policies are less generous than those of the major western 
European nations, if still more open-handed than those of the 
United States; and (3) company and family play greater roles in 
welfare provision than they do in other developed countries, and 

the state a lesser role. 

Further, "This half-hearted character of Japan’s welfare state is one of 

the few points on which leftish and non-leftist scholars of Japan seem to 
agree ... owing to capitalist greed or to developmental [state] priorities," 

respectively (Kasza, 2006: 4). 
Kasza pinpoints this conventional wisdom in order to debunk it. As 

he concludes, not only in Japan, but also in East Asia more generally, and 
Taiwan and South Korea in particular, the need for an educated, healthy 

and highly motivated workforce, "reads the priorities of the 
developmental state into health [and other] policy" (Kasza, 2006: 124). 

He demonstrates this both empirically and by critical reference to the 

welfare state literature. As he correctly observes, "Most leading figures 
in welfare scholarship today accept Esping-Andersen’s basic contention 

that several distinct types of welfare regime exist" (Kasza, 2006: 6). 
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Esping-Andersen’s (1991) approach is one that identifies three 

different types of welfare regime - the social democratic, the liberal and 
the authoritarian (with Scandinavia, UK and Germany as illustrations) - 

this itself derived from a more general resources-power approach to 
welfare provision, "the different degrees of control that class-based 

political parties have exercised over governments." So dominant has this 
approach been that it has inevitably been extended from a few 

developed countries to the world as a whole, including East Asia and 
developing countries. Equally inevitably, such extrapolation of ideal 
types has floundered as case studies fit more or less uncomfortably 

within the hypothetical scheme of three welfare regimes, whether across 
or within countries across different programmes of welfare provision. 

These anomalies have been more neglected than observed, not least 
because they have been subordinated to two other concerns. The first is 

the response of the Asian developmental states to the crisis of 1997/98. 
The presumption is that welfare provision would come under assault 

from the presumed initially low levels of provision. This also explains 

why, and when, welfare has come within the orbit of fl~e developmental 
state literature. Second, though, is the impact of the globalisation 
literature, suggesting much the same conclusion in its neoliberal, and 
some radical versions, that welfare provision through the state is liable 

to be undermined by the free international movement of capital and its 
squeeze upon the nation state’s room for manoeuvre in this respect. 

The empirical evidence, however, suggests otherwise with expansion 

of welfare programmes in response to fl~e crisis in some East Asian NICs, 
most notably South Korea, although this can be explained in terms of the 
greater need for support prevailing over greater constraints with 
uncertain outcomes from one country to another (Haggard 2005 and 

Kwon 2003: 2005), for example. As a result of these theoretical and 
empirical developments, fl~e conclusion can be drawn, as emphasised by 
Kasza, that divergence in welfare provision has predominated over 

convergence. Thus, in looking at the literature on welfare policy in 
comparative perspective, divergence has carried the day, and this has 

reinforced the status of the welfare regimes approach and the notion of 
Japan and east Asia as a distinct regime (and backward for its level of 

development). For Kasza (2006: 133-34), however, there is no evidence 
for an East Asian welfare model, since welfare policies are not regionally 

based there any more than they are across (western) Europe. In 
contrast, Kasza suggests that a more appropriate conclusion is that the 

provision of welfare in Japan and more widely in East Asia is not 

exceptional compared to elsewhere, nor homogenous within. 
To a large extent, this conforms with my own critical take on the 

Esping-Andersen and the welfare regime literature, Fine (2002 2005). 
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Leaving aside an analytical convergence upon the new welfare 

economics, in which the state and individuals play games with one 
another in a context of asymmetric information, my dissatisthction with 

the approach is because of its undue generalisation across different 
welfare programmes within and across countries. This critique has two 

elements. First, account must be taken of the differences in the nature of 
what is provided - health, education, water, unemployment benefit, 

pensions, housing, etc, are all distinctive in what they constitute and how 
they are provided. There can be no presumption that one, or other, or a 

mix of three welfare regimes will address their particularities. Second, 

by the same token, provision will be both country and programme 
specific, reflecting economic, political and ideological factors as well as 

the nature of the service itself.12 
As a result, in lieu of the welfare regimes approach, I have suggested 

what I have termed a public service system of provision approach, pssop, 
to welfare and social and economic infrastructure more generally, one 

that focuses on the material culture attached to welfare across specific 

programmes and countries, Fine (2002; 2009a; b) and (Bayliss and Fine, 
2008). In a sense, this is to push against an open door since there is a 
longstanding tradition of examining the health, education, housing and 

water systems, etc. To a large extent, though, such a systemic approach 
has been squeezed out by the pincer movement furnished by 
neoliberalism (and a one market-delivery model fits all) and file welfare 
regimes approach which is almost as insensitive to differing 

programmes of delivery as opposed to the diverse balance of politics and 
resources that is supposed to underpin them. 

Significantly, then, there is the welcome prospect of the 
developmental state literature critically interrogating the welfare regime 

approach as it begins to address welfare provision more fully and 
accurately. China, the latest developmental state, offers a significant case 

study. Guan (2005), for example, points to the tensions involved in 

Chinese welfare policy, a previous duality between urban and rural 
provision, with state-owned enterprises serving as a pillar for the 

former. But state-owned enterprises are being displaced and Guan 
concludes that, "two decades of social policy reform can be summarised 

as a transition from the traditional state enterprises model to a 
’societalised’ model, form a pure welfare service system to a 

marketisation service model and from a universal welfare to a selective 

welfare model" (Guan, 2005: 252). But, in his conclusion, he is forced to 
qualify these generalisations since, "for political stability social welfare 

12. A third element concerns the context-specific construction of the meaning ofwellhre 
itself both to those who provide and to those who are provided. 
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decline cannot go too far, and needs to be strengthened in some specific 
fields ... a slowing down in welfare reduction and even some policy 
reversal after the late 1990s" (Guan, 2005: 255). Yet, partly prompted by 
the SARS crisis from 2003, the Chinese government is already proposing 
a total reform of the health system, the leadership potentially choosing 
to adopt the UK National Health Service model in the National People’s 
Congress of March, 2007, certainly to undertake provision based on the 
ultimate responsibility of the central state.13 Similar moves are on the 
agenda for education but outcomes are liable to depend on the nature of 
each service involved and the continuing tensions within Chinese 
development, rather than to follow from a given model derived and 
imposed from study of best international practice. 

South Africa as case study 

At this point, across developmental state, industrial policy, welfare 
provision and growth, a single conclusion is being drawn concerning the 
need for country and sector specific analysis. This does, however, need 
to be located within an understanding of an evolving system of capital 
accumulation with its attendant configuration of shifting economic and 
political interests. Yet, South Africa had not attracted much attention 
from those seeking to pin the label of developmental state upon it It did 
not really hit the radar of my last previous review of the literature even 
though it has only just been published. Interestingly, the most recent 
academic literature has offered some exception to the rule of neglect of 
South Africa as developmental state but it still remains, as yet, limited by 
search of academic journals alone�4 A search by Google offers 
disproportionately greater rewards, with my downloading being 
brought to an end on the two-hundredth entry or so that at last had 
reached developmental state as an element in the research of South 
African child psychologists, a syndrome I have previously encountered in 
literature searches. 

The reason for this pattern in the literature is that the developmental 
state has sprung into South African discourse from the political arena. 
Trevor Manuel (2004), for example, cites Sen extensively and in grasping 
the developmental state can even be seen as groping towards the pssop 
approach in lecturing senior public sector managers on their 

13. ’We will phase in a basic health care system that covers both urban and rural areas,’ 
Report on the Implementation of the 2006 Plan for National Economic and Social 
Development and on the 2007 Draft Plan for National Economic and Social Development, 
Fifth Session of the Tenth National People’s Congress, 5 March 2007. 
14. See also Luiz (2002) and Lemon (2005) and Tsheola (2002), the latter deploying the 
concept casually. 
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responsibilities in delivering through increased public (welfare) 

expenditure.1,~ Manuel’s text is heavily quoted verbatim in President 
Mbeki’s Budget Speech for 2006. And the developmental state has 

appeared in speeches from a range of Ministers over the last couple of 
years.1~, Further, in opening its next edition, Southall (2006: xvii) reports 
that:iT 

In the introduction to the State of the Nation: South Africa 2004- 
2a05, the editors noted that ’the African National Congress (ANC) 

is in the throes of shifting from the Growth, Employment and 

Redistribution (GEAR) strategy to a more interventionist, 
developmental state’. 

Further, they later reveal how the developmental state in principle is to 

be complemented by plans to launch a massive public sector investment 
programme, with state-owned enterprises to become, citing Mbeki 

(2005: xix) ’drivers of growth and development’. I cannot resist the 

temptation to observe what a remarkable if belated acceptance this is of 

the MERG (1993) programme, see below, and also to quote my own 
commentary of almost ten years ago, Fine (1998a): 

Currently, GEAR is generally and rightly, if not openly, admitted 

to be an empty shell as far as policymaking and judgement of 
performance are concerned. The only interesting questions in 

this respect are how long can GEAR hold out as official 
ideological talisman and what will replace it in substance and 
rhetoric. These will be open to dispute for which clarity on the 
nature and dynamic of the South African economy is of crucial 

importance for progressive outcomes. 

15. See also Soobrayan, B., ’Reflections on SA’s Perspective on Capacity Development for 

the Developmental State’, Director General, South Afl’ican Management Development 

Institute, Presentation to the CAPAM High Level Seminar, In Pursuit of Excellence: 

Developing & Maintaining a High-Quality Public Service. 

http://~,wv.capam.org/pdfs/Soobrayan_SAMDI.pdf. 

16. For example, for education, 

http://v~vw.chet.org.za/issues/PandorAcademicFreedomOS.doc; for science and 

technology, h~p://www.dst.gov.za/mediaispeeches.php?id=208&print=l; for public 

service and administration, 

http://www.info.gov.za/speeches/2004/O4052714151001.htm; and for the Presidency, 

http: iix~vvw.p ro gr e ssive- 

governance.net/uploadedFiles/Events/Events/Pahad%20speech.pdf. 

17. But note that the developmental state hardly appears at all in the rest of the volume. 
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The developmental state, at least in part, seems to be the answer to the 
first question but what of the nature and dynamic of the South African 
economy7 

For this, we are not liable to find answers from the politicians. 
Inevitably, the posture they adopt is one within the economics school, of 
the appropriate balance and redirection of policy with little or no critical 
assessment of capacity or willingness to deliver, bureaucracy and 
administration apart, in light of underlying economic and political 
interests. Equally inevitably, and commendably, COSATU and the CPSA 
have both welcomed the shift in rhetoric but with some suspicion, given 
experience of the last decade or more, of what will be delivered and how, 
Makgetla (2005) for COSATU. Southall (2006: xxvii) quotes Jeremy 
Cronin, Deputy General Secretary of the SACP, "there is now a growing 
inter-ANC alliance consensus on the need for a strong, developmental 
state" but observes that, the latter’s "present popularity may well be that 
it can serve as an ideological glue to hold the Alliance together." 

In short, when it comes the developmental state, how long or thick is 
such a piece of string and how long does its glue remain stick3< The 
notion might be abandoned as rapidly as it has been taken up, given that 
the fluidity between political and academic (and other) discourses in 
South Africa is remarkably extensive and rapid, possibly uniquely and 
troublingly so, in so far as politicians may then set scholarly agendas 
(and selectively vice-versa) and intellectual independence and dissent is 
heavily squeezed if not circumscribed. 

There has been a flush of workshops, conferences and academic 
papers on the developmental state and South Africa.18 For Swilling et al 
(2004), South Africa even aspired to be a developmental state from the 
mid-1990s (although no evidence is presented for this and I suspect 

there is little) but failed to realise this ambition. But nor did it 
degenerate in this account to the opposite extreme of a "corporate-led 
globalisation plus the need to accommodate a new black elite [that] 
resulted in neoliberal economic policies that conformed to the global 
’Washington Consensus’ about ’best practice’" (Swilling, 2004:17). 

This view is also questionable since no adjustment under the 
Washington Consensus let alone the post Washington Consensus, then 
waiting in the wings, has ever conformed to the neoliberal template in its 
pure form. Rather, discretion and local ’ownership’ to a greater or lesser 
degree have always been present in the interventions dictated by the 
IFIs in practice. What is apparent is that in a few years, the ANt-led 

18. See especially Gelb (2006), Freund (2006) and Hassim (2005) the latter only pegging 
gender and wellhre to the developmental state. See also Akoojee and McGrath (2005) in 
context of education and training 
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Government of National Unity had, through GEAR, adopted policies that 
were more or less indistinguishable from those being proposed by the 
IFIs and even from those put forward by the previous apartheid 

government as its New Economic Model. 
Swilling et al suggest that the last decade or more has been marked 

by an interregnum lying somewhere between, or adrift of, 
developmental state and Washington Consensus for the "priority was to 

dismantle the uniquely configured apartheid state system that was 
deeply rooted in South Africa’s economy of racial capitalism" (Swilling et 

al, 2004: 16). Most important, they suggest that the foundation has now 

been provided for greater integration and coordination of policy in the 
future, for a developmental state to emerge, so that with black 

empowerment "it remains to be seen whether ... [such] strategies, 
coupled to state-funded investment strategies, will manage to break 

white control of investment decision-making quickly enough to ensure 
private sector investment levels climb back up over the 15 per cent of 

GDP mark" (Swilling et al, 2004: 74). Further, in terms of social 

expenditure, they suggest, ’~Fhe results have been mixed, with 
disappointingly low levels of expenditure due mainly to a failure to 
adequately manage the institutionalisation of these various strategies 
and approaches. A shortage of funds was never the problem" (Swilling et 

al, 2004: 75). 
In a companion piece, Swilling and Breda (2005) assess fl~e record of 

such institutionalisation more closely, concluding that a ’developmental 

state’ (their own inverted commas) is seen to be in operation over the 

first ten post-apartheid years, not least in proliferation of "innovative 
institutional experiments aimed at capturing and directing funds into 

developmental and anti-poverty programmes ... [but] the most 
important contribution that many of these experiments may have made 
is to institutional learning about what it takes to build institutions that 
can make a lasting developmental impact on the ground" (Swilling and 

Breda, 2004: 88). Thus, the benefits that might have been gained are to 
learn about institutions, institutionalising trade-offs between welfare 

and development, and institutional capacity itself (Swilling and Breda, 

2004: 130). 
Nit-picking aside, there is much to commend these analyses other 

than that they are at least ten years too late, without explaining why. For 

much longer, the power of South African corporations has been 
highlighted in the literature. My own take on this, from almost ~renty 

years ago, was to characterise the South African economy as a mineral- 

energy complex, MEC. Here is an account taken more or less verbatim 
from an unpublished paper often years ago, Fine (1998a). 
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What is the ME(; and what are its current structure and dynamics? 

As discussed in detail in Fine and Rustomjee (1997), the MEC is to be 

understood as a system of accumulation specific to South Africa and its 
history. At the simplest level, it comprises a core set of activities 

organised in and around energy and mining. Contrary to majority 
opinion, these core sectors continue to carry a, if not the, major 

determining role in the economy. Further, they have been attached 
institutionally to a highly concentrated structure of corporate capital, 
state-owned enterprises and other organisations such as the IDC which 

have themselves reflected underlying structure and balance of economic 
and political power. 

In the 1930s, there was what has been termed a disjuncture between 
the economic power of mining capitalists and the political power of 

Afrikaners. The post-war period has witnessed the erosion of this 
disjuncture in a particular way. During the 1950s, Afrikaner finance 
capital was built up. In the 1960s, it incorporated ownership of 

productive capital, not least in mining itself. Until this point, 
industrialisation only proceeded on a piecemeal basis according to 
limited diversification out of the MEC core sectors and import- 

substituting industrialisation for consumer goods under heavy 
protection. Notably absent was vertical integration of and between the 
two. This reflected a lack of commitment on the part of the mining 
houses, lack of resources on the part of Afrikaner capital, and the 

political impossibility of the state adopting industrial policy to support 
large-scale capital along a programme of industrialisation. 

In the 1970s, with the creation of large-scale Afrikaner capital and its 
integration with the corporate sector as a whole, coherent economic 

policy became possible for the first time. However, the decade was 
marked by oil and gold price increases. Economic policy became heavily 
oriented around a state-sponsored investment programme to expand 

the core sectors. At the same time, South Africa’s conglomerate structure 
was further consolidated as profits from mining were deployed through 

the financial system to gain ownership across many sectors. By the 
1980s, with the decline both in oil and gold prices, the apartheid system 

was in crisis, and investment stagnated, precluding a programme for 

industrialisation. 
The current structure and dynamic of the MEC has changed again. 

For it is heavily dependent upon the globalising strategies of South 

African conglomerates.19 They are little prepared to commit their 

19. Note that between 1994 and 1999, South Africa’s (legal) outflow of foreig~ direct 
investment was R77 billion compared with an inflow of R55 billion, placing the GEAR 
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financial resources to domestic investment in industry, and they are 
equally concerned to integrate their domestic operations with their 
international interests. There is no reason why these should coincide 

with the imperatives of generating viable domestic industry, given the 
age of capital stock, lack of vertical integration, lack of intermediate and 
capital goods, and a general pre-disposition to oppose interventionist 
policy in case it becomes more radical. By the same token, there is 
extreme pressure for the removal of exchange controls on domestic 

corporations in order to be able to engage in capital flight. The ethnic 

divisions between white capitalists have been resolved. It would be 
unfortunate if those with black capitalists focused primarily on 

promoting small business and creating a share for a minority of blacks 
within big business without unduly affecting the scale and scope of 

domestic industrialisation. 
The macroeconomic policy associated with GEAR for stabilising the 

economy had the effect of underpinning the capacity for capital flight, 
exposing the economy to vulnerability however well or badly it 

performed, since success would prompt pressure for relaxation of 
controls and failure for increased austerity on government expenditure 
and intervention (often excused by appeal to responsible management 

and/or lack of capacity). This account was complemented in another 
paper by specifying detailed strategic considerations for formulating 
industrial policy, Fine (1997), the summary of which appears as an 
appendix to Fine (2007).20 If South Africa was to become a 

developmental state, at least in the industrial arena, this suggested how. 
Further, in the field of welfare, I was responsible for the social and 

economic infrastructure section of the MERG Report (1993), covering 
health, housing, electrification and schooling as pssops (although the full 

term was not yet in use then).21 Whilst Swilling et al make no reference 
to this report, it fully anticipates their conclusions arguing that the 
greatest constraint on welfare provision would be institutional capacity 

to deliver. This is unless, as has indeed occurred by a more circumspect 
interpretation of the evidence of a decade of institutional learning, other 

constraints were unnecessarily imposed such as the imposition of user 

focus on attracting FDI into perspective. Further, of the inflow, two-thirds was for 

acquisition as opposed to new investments, one third ’alone for the purchase ofprivatised 

energy and telecom facilities, Heese (1999). Further, even this poor record has been 

based upon the unusual contribution made by Malaysia which came second in volume 

behind the United States but ahead of the United Kingdom! This is due to political and 

economic motives that are not liable to be sustained, Padayachee and Valodia (1999). 

20. See also Fine (1998b) for a case study of the steel industry. 

21. I find it amusing to point out that this Report, published in the same year, also took 

the same title as Putnam’s (1993) study of Italy that launched his career as a leading 

social capitalist. 
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charges, and market- and finance-led imperatives in provision more 

generally. Once again, these perspectives from my earlier work are 
available from an unpublished contribution of more than ten years 

standing, again reproduced as an appendix to Fine (2007). 
As has been recognised within South Africa, what will be made of the 

developmental state remains open and to be contested but that the 
notion has arisen at all reflects both progress and potential although, in 

returning to the theme of the complex and shifting reactions between 
ideology, scholarship and policy, these have to be negotiated and are not 

guaranteed. With a sense of d~j~ vu, I am reminded of the rise of the 

notions of globalisation and of social capital, Fine (2004d). The first has 
been won away from neoliberal dogma, that the state is withering away 

under market forces and this is to be welcomed. The rise of the 
developmental state in South Africa is in part testimony to this victory. 
Social capital, heavily promoted by the World Bank and highly influential 
within South Africa, if not so much for Africa more generally, is much 

less amenable to broader, progressive capture.22 Indeed, it has now been 

abandoned by the World Bank social capitalists, accepting the criticisms 
made in retrospect but justifying themselves in having shifted the social 
content of the Bank’s economic agenda. Whether the developmental 
state in South Africa turns out more like globalisation or more like social 

capital remains to be seen and negotiated, but my own personal 

inclination and perspective is one in which scholarly integrity should not 
be sacrificed for political opportunism with South Africans particularly 

susceptible to swings in thinking in conformity to political and economic 
imperatives, from Freedom Charter, through RDP and GEAR to the 
developmental state. 

I fear I have cast myself into a Cassandra-like figure, a dog that did 

bark in the night but was only murdered in the sense of not being heard. 
On tile other hand, in South Africa, the creation of a developmental state 
is, to coin a far from subtle reference to Sherlock Holmes, a dog that did 

not bark in tile night. This silence in the past offers an admirable clue to 

a deeper understanding of the country’s predicament and the failure to 

address it. It remains to be seen whether the shift in rhetoric to tile 
developmental state in South Africa will shed bright light where there 

was night and offer a more dogged attempt to address the deeply 
entrenched inequality and inequity inherited from the past_ 

But I want to close on an empirically humbling note for all concerned 
in the developmental state debate. Three features stand out from the 

experience of the successful east Asian Nits, although they are rarely 
observed and I exaggerate them. First, they had no economists. Second, 

22. On social capital and (South) Africa, see Fine (2001b, 2004a and b and 2011). 
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they had no notion that they were developmental states until they were 
told so by western social scientists. And, third, the east Asian melt-down 
hit at the point when returning American-trained economists reached 
critical numbers and influence. I leave you to draw your own conclusion, 
although replicability does not seem to be on the agenda in these three 
respects. 
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The proper subiect for poverty research is inequality 
Andries du Toit 

Introduction 

This chapter explores some key challenges facing poverty research in 
South Africa today. Although there have been real advances in poverty 
studies, important challenges lie ahead. In particular, it argues that a key 

challenge for poverty researchers is the need to go beyond the limits of 
what Alice O’Connor has called official American poverty knowledge: a 
theoretically orthodox, politically circumscribed and institutionally 

enforced ’normal science’ -- exported globally through the dominance of 
institutions like the World Bank -- which marginalises and ignores 

other, more critical ways of looking at poverty (O’Connor, 2006). 
This argument engages with the wider international, theoretical and 

methodological issues in the field of poverty studies and development 
research, but it is also concerned with local specificity. For although 

South African poverty research is powerfully shaped by international 
trends, buzzwords, paradigms and orthodoxies, it has also been 
influenced by the local idiosyncracies of the South African political 

context. These idiosyncracies have, among other things, ensured that 
poverty studies in South Africa have an arnbi~luous nature: they are 
unable either to satisfactorily address or to entirely evade politically 
contentious questions about the nature of ’durable inequality’ and 

economic marginalisation. 
This ambiguity means that mainstream South African poverty 

discourse at the moment contains important opportunities for engaging 

critically with orthodox theories of economic growth and development 
-- but at the time of writing this critical engagement is only happening 
patchily. A key underlying thread in this chapter is an argument that 
poverty studies in South Africa can be deepened and strengthened 

through revisiting some debates from the recent past, and by being 

reconnected with important earlier threads of scholarly enquiry into the 
nature and sources of inequality in South Africa. 

The chapter begins with a brief discussion of the ambiguous political 
nature of dominant approaches to poverty studies in South Africa. This is 

followed by a brief description of some of the ways in which dominant 
poverty discourses work to depoliticise discourse about poverty in 

South Africa, and the consequences of this dominance for the discursive 
construction of poverty. This sets the scene for a brief discussion of the 

state of ’poverty knowledge’ in South Africa, and of the extent to which 
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South African poverty studies have managed to break with O’Connor’s 
problematic ’normal science.’ Here the focus will be to look at some of 

the more important ways in which poverty researchers have explored 
how structural factors, social relations and social process contribute to 
the perpetuation of deep and entrenched inequality. The chapter closes 
with a brief description of a research agenda by which these advances 

may be continued, to create space for a more critical approach to 

poverty studies in South Africa. 

Depoliticising poverty research 

Since the transition to democracy, research on poverty has expanded 

and deepened considerably in South Africa. South African scholarship on 
poverty has indeed moved far from the days when the state could not be 

bothered to collect data about the wellbeing or ill-being about the 
majority of its subjects (Seekings, 2002), and when concern about 

poverty, and about understanding its depth and scope, was the preserve 
of a small number of relatively marginal academics situated in the 

universities (Seekings, 2002; see also Wilson & Ramphele, 1989). 
Poverty now occupies a central place in the national political agenda. 

A central role here has been played by an explosion in quantitative 

research described elsewhere by Jeremy Seekings (Seekings, 2002), 

starting from SALDRU’s 1993/1994 Project for Statistics on Living 
Standards and Development (PSLSD); its elabouration into a panel 

dataset by Waves 2 and 3 of tile Kwazulu-Natal Income Dynamics Study 

(KIDS); and official surveys such as the October Household Study (OHS) 
and the Incomes and Expenditures Survey (IES). In addition, the 
government has launched a range of additional data collection exercises 

specifically geared at better understanding the nature and dynamics of 
poverty. Thus, the South African Presidency has initiated a National 
Income Dynamics Study (NIDS) while Statistics South Africa has 

launched its own ’Living Conditions Survey’ intended to provide detailed 
information about well-being and poverty indicators (Stats SA, 2008). In 

addition, there have been a number of smaller area-based academic 
studies, focussing in greater detail on one or other aspect of poverty in a 
particular region: prominent examples are the Cape Area Panel Study 

and the Agincourt Health Demographic Surveillance System.1 
Useful as these advances are, they also involve some significant 

limits. Consider in more detail the centrality of poverty as an item on the 

1. See the Agincourt H ealth D emographic Su rveillance System. 

http:iiw~acv.caps.u ct ac.za 

httP: iiweb.wits.ac.za/AcademiciHealth/PublicH ealth/Agincourt/ 
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national agenda, and the rise in the importance and productivity of 
poverty studies. This unquestioned centrality is in itself worth reflecting 

on. Given the highly divisive policies of the past and the great inequality 
in the distribution of wealth and incomes in South Africa, one might have 
expected discussions about the nature of poverty and about policies for 

addressing it and its consequences to be a matter of intense political 

division and disagreemenL Instead, one of the more remarkable features 
of the post-Apartheid political scene is the breadth of the national 
consensus - stretching across most of the formal political spectrum, both 

on the need to address poverty and (for the most part) on the means by 

which to do so. 
Part of the reason obviously lies in the emphasis on consensus and 

nation-building that characterised the years after 1994; and part of it on 
the way in which the tripartite alliance between the African National 

Congress, COSATU and the SACP has affected debate about key strategic 
alternatives. But it also lies in the nature of the discourse around poverty 

itself. In these debates, poverty is a concept that appears -- on the face 
of it at least -- to be without politics: it is usually presented as a form of 
unnecessary human suffering all citizens should be against. Though it 
carries a significant moral charge, the concept seems to be quite 
amenable to use in apparently value-free, technical discussions that do 

not require participants to subscribe to particular ideological and 
political positions. 

Poverty discourse in South Africa thus seems to be characterised by 

a deep ambiguity: discourse analysts would say that poverty talk in 
South Africa has a ’double logic’, or that it operates in two registers at 

once. On the one hand it draws its appeals to legitimacy, its demands for 
time, attention and resources -- and, indeed, the motivations of many of 

its practioners -- from a distinctive and historically specific moral, 
political and social context: poverty studies in South Africa need to be 
understood as a project informed by, and responding to, a plethora of 

politically charged issues relating to the structural violence of colonial 
settlement and Apartheid, the deeply entrenched forms of highly 

racialised inequality that it institutionalised in South African society, the 
broad based resistance that arose in response to it, and the 

incontrovertible and widely supported demands for political and social 
transformation and change articulated by this popular movement. 

At the same time, the discourse about poverty in South Africa, as it is 
articulated by researchers and policymakers, has developed in ways that 

generally work to dispel and sublimate this political charge, framing 
poverty in managerial and modernist terms as a problem essentially 
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available to technical solution.2 Poverty discourse in South Africa, in 
other words, functions in some ways like an ’anti-politics’ machine -- 
the term famously coined by James Ferguson in his analysis of the ways 

in which development discourse acts to reframe political problems as if 
they can be understood and resolved in technical terms (Ferguson, 

1990). 
It is important to recognise that this depoliticising, technicising 

aspect of South African poverty discourse has had mixed consequences: 
some of them useful and others less so. On the one hand, it must be 
acknowledged that this depoliticisation has allowed wide political co- 

operation in policy initiatives aimed at addressing poverty, and plays a 
key role in underpinning public support for anti-poverty initiatives that 

would otherwise be much more contentious. On the other hand, this 
depoliticisation vitiates the ability of participants in South African 
poverty debates to engage effectively with the underlying causal 
processes and political dynamics that underpin structural poverty and 

entrench inequality. Most importantly, mainstream poverty discourses, 

and debates about poverty reduction, often seem characterised by a 
difficulty in developing a critical argument that can relate discussions of 

poverty in South Africa to an analysis of social relations of power. 

Variants of poverty discourse 

To understand why, it is important to look more closely at the nature of 

South African poverty discourse and the frameworks that shape it, and 
to understand in more detail how the ’depoliticising’ effect is 
accomplished. To begin with, a word is in order about poverty discourse 

more generally, and the essentially contested nature of poverty as a 
concept. This is something that is often not recognised -- not even in 
contemporary discussions about the politics of poverty concepts: these 
discussions often proceed as if all that is at stake is a narrow range of 

competing technical ’definitions’ (’monetary’ poverty, capability poverty, 
and so on) (see, for example, Alcock 2006). Such discussions seem not to 

grasp the full implications of the notion that poverty is an essentially 

contested concepL Historically, the notion of poverty has always been 
deployed in ways that are informed by a wide range of highly specific -- 

2. The nature of poverty discourse is of course only part ofthe story. The development of 
institutionally invested poverty knowledge (and poverty management) fits within the 
mud~ wider and complex discursive formations that dominate the new South African 
political order. Other impm~cant components which I will not touch on here include, of 
course, technicist discou rses about ’delivery’ and ’institutional transformation’ within the 
state. Here I am much indebted to insights gleaned from Olajide Oloyede, Ciraj Rasool 
and Lionel Thaver, and to Oloyede’s paper on the subject (Oloyede, 2007). 
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and often contested and contradictory -- underlying ideological stories 

about the nature of society, the relationship between suffering, humanity 
and material lack, and the obligations of citizenship, community 

membership and solidarity. These discourses draw on and are informed 
by a wide range of diverse and sometimes contradictory religious, 

ideological, historical and cultural traditions about civic duty, social 
obligation, social solidarity and moral community (see, e.g. Iliffe, 1987). 

This diverse and contested history gives the concept of poverty a 
protean diversity and breadth of meaning, and imparts to it a certain 
inherent ’messiness’. As it occurs in the wild, poverty is a broad and 

sprawling concept. It has no single, clear ’core’ meaning; rather it 
functions in a field of meaning that includes objective material lack, 

experienced want, indignity, suffering, social standing, the nature of 
social expectation, social contracts and obligations, and moral desert; 

often in no particular order and related in no systematic manner. Indeed, 
this messiness is arguably one of the more important and valuable 
aspects of the notion of poverty as it has circulated in popular discourse 

in modernity, because it is this open-textured discursive nature that 
gives the notion of poverty its ability to play such a central role in 
hegemonic and counter-hegemonic social struggles in present day 
society. The notion of poverty is available for mobilisation in a wide 

range of different contexts and in the service of a multitude of agendas. 
Its flexibility and its open-textured nature means that discussions about 
what poverty is and what it is not play a key role in highlighting (or in 

hiding) all manner of contentious social problems, and in legitimating 
(or delegitimating) various political and economic arrangements. 

In present-day South Africa, this complex legacy is available for 
public discourse in very particular ways. More work is necessary on this, 

and the remarks here should be taken as broad interpretive hypotheses 

and not as authoritative assertions. However, it seems reasonable to 
suggest that mainstream debates and discussions about poverty in South 

Africa are shaped by (inter alia) three dominant underlying traditions of 
poverty talk: firstly, a moral tradition focussing on desert and obligation; 

a technical and managerial discourse of poverty measurement, and lastly 
a radical tradition that is not so much concerned with understanding the 

depth of poverty itself, but rather sees it essentially as the symptom of 
deeper, underlying tensions and contradictions in society. These 

traditions are of course not neatly separable: any particular intervention 
or argument may contain elements of all three. At the same time, they 

involve very different ways of framing or approaching poverty. 

Furthermore, it seems that since the transition to democracy, the 
first two have predominated. Radical discourse about poverty is still 

present, as we shall see later. But an understanding of the strengths and 
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limitations of mainstream poverty discourse requires that we deal first 
with the underlying assumptions of the moral and the technical 

discourses. 

Social solidarity and the deserving poor 

Firstly, much popular poverty discourse - particularly in tl~e media - 

focusses on poverty essentially in moral terms. The focus is not on why 
people are poor, nor on exactly how poor they are: other than vague and 

often (in the eyes of ’experts’) quite poorly informed talk about 
’breadlines,’ poverty is most commonly unpacked in terms of fairly 
general and untheorised references to hunger, want, need, lack, indignity 

and social justice broadly conceived. Consider, for example, the words of 
two sixteen-year-old Soutl~ Africans, interviewed in 2006 for a story 

about the persistence of poverty twelve years after transition (Nduru, 

2006): 

I am a 16-year old white, middle class female. You may not find 
that relevant but it is sad how it affects my daily life,’ [Laura] de 
Lange told IPS, noting that she saw poverty every day. ’When I 
climb into my parents’ car and drive to school, when I walk to the 

nearest coffee shop with my friends, when I do community 
outreach work -- I see people living in the pieces of open ground 

where the wealthy developers have not built yet,’ said the 
student at Sutherland High School in Centurion, near the capital 
of Pretoria. ’I see their houses made from plastic and rubbish. I 
hear their soft talking or animated voices as they wait for their 
turn to get soup from the big can. I feel their rough hands as I 

hand over the plastic cup filled with soup that probably means 
they will live a little longer,’ she added. ’And I know this has to 

stop. 

Her words were echoed by another campaigner, 16-year-old Sarita 

Pillay: 

It’s not easy to simply close your eyes when the reality of poverty 

is everywhere. A child and mother begging at the side of a BMW 
at a robot (traffic light) is a common occurrence in South Africa,’ 
said the pupil from Sagewood College in Midrand, near 
Johannesburg. ’It’s unfair that we live in a country where a 

person living in a shack and barely making ends meet can live a 
few kilometres away from a person living in a mansion with 

three cars,’ she added. ’Poverty shows an unequal distribution of 
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the world’s resources, when it has been proven that it is an issue 

which can be addressed. The problem of poverty has to be 
tackled head on and not brushed aside. 

Given the highly diverse and many-faceted nature of poverty discourse, 

it would of course be mistaken to take any single example such as this 
and offer it as ’typical’: popular moral discourse on poverty in South 

Africa can take many different directions and contain very different 
emphases. At the same time, this example usefully highlights some key 

themes. Note, how here a focus on the depth or level of poverty takes 

second place to a concern with the ethical standing of the people 
involved, and the nature of the moral, social and political obligations 

faced both by ’poor’ people themselves and society more generally. From 
an econometric point of view, some of those considered ’poor’ by De 

Lange and Pillay may in fact be living above one or other poverty line: 
they could well be surviving on more than one or even two dollars a day. 

But here, this does not matter: in this discourse, particular signifiers of 

poverty (living in shacks, begging by the side of the road) are indicated 

as general signs of suffering - a suffering that is explicitly contrasted 
with the wealth of others. 

In post-Apartheid South Africa, this moral discourse about poverty is 

of course closely linked to broader discourses about nation-building, 
reconciliation, and social justice. But they also often echo or draw on the 
pre-occupations of Victorian notions about the ’deserving poor’. As 

]eremy Seekings has pointed out, in South Africa such notions are for 
example commonly present in discussions about ’desert’, i.e. about who 
should and who should not, benefit from social welfare (Seekings 2005b; 

for an overview of these arguments in tl~e development of poverty 

studies in Britain, see Alcock 2006). 
But although tl~ese notions of poverty may draw their moral 

framework from religious discourse, they are not exclusively religious. 

When South African journalists, for example, draw attention to the 
persistence of poverty in post-Apartheid South Africa, and refer to poor 

people ’patiently waiting’ for their lives to improve with changing 
political times, or to nuclear families threatened with dissolution by the 

depredations of unemployment, they are, just like Victorian writers on 
the ’deserving poor,’ and like Laura and Sarita in the quote above, also 

drawing on an essentially moral framework for understanding what 
poverty is, what the presence of poverty obliges ’society’ to do, and what 

is expected from poor people themselves if they are to benefit from 
social solidarity. What they have in common is that tl~ey are not so much 
concerned with precise judgements as to who is or is not poor, or witl~ 
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how poor they are, as they are with the nature of the claims and 

obligations arising from it~ 
Although scholars often dismiss or warn against Victorian 

’deserving-poor’ arguments and their present-day descendants, it can be 
argued that some kind of discourse about ’desert’, however constructed, 

is essential for any project that tries to justify pro-poor interventions 

through some kind of broader discourse of social solidarity or 

humanitarian concern. As Seekings’s arguments imply, South Africa’s 
current welfare system would not draw the support it has -- a support 

that, incidentally, cuts across racial lines -- without being able to rely on 

often fairly moralising discourses around ’desert’ (Seekings, 2005a, 

2005b). 
At the same time, these moralising discourses around poverty have 

their dangerous side. Popular moral discourse on poverty often proceeds 

in the absence of any real sociological and analytical understanding of 
the factors that actually cause and perpetuate poverty. Because it often 

focuses on the individual character of poor people themselves, it is often 

blind to structural and contextual factors. It is often available for quite 
conservative individualist and voluntarist ideologies that fall back on 

simplistic notions, for example of the need for a ’work ethic’ among poor 

people. And, in the context of deeply entrenched patriarchal ideology, 
notions of ’desert’ often end up leaving out, or actively demonising or 
blaming, some of the most vulnerable and marginalised groupings in 
South African society: this is most evident, for example, in the 

generalised notion that young women are abusing the South African 
child grant, either by spending it on alcohol or clothes, or by falling 
pregnant with the explicit aim of accessing this grant. 

Measurement, management and the government of poverty 

A second important and distinct discursive tradition is often found in 

approaches that frame poverty in technical, managerial or economistic 
terms. Again, this is a heterogenous tradition with a complex and 

internally contested history. One important strand in this tradition is the 
attempt to create a ground on which judgements about poverty can be 
held to be value-free, neutral, objective or scientific. Historically this has 
taken many forms, ranging from Rowntree’s pathbreaking surveys 

(Alcock 2006), through the desire of the Save the Children Fund, the 
oldest of present-day relief organisations, to "elevate charity into an 

exact science" (Iliffe, 1987: 199), to the current tendency to frame 

poverty in biomedical terms -- for example, the definition of food 
insecurity through reference to calorie requirements and the like (FAO, 

2000). 
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A key characteristic of this is the tendency to frame poverty as a 
state fl~at can essentially be defined in terms of some concretely 

specOable degree of objective and measurable lack. (This, incidentally, is 

the case for both ’absolute’ and ’relative’ poverty; this approach is 
present when this lack is defined in terms of supposedly invariant 

human needs, and when it is defined in terms of a ’moving’ threshold 
defined with reference to fl~e distribution of resources in a particular 

society). Attempts to define poverty in terms of monetary poverty lines 
are only the most obvious example of this approach: ’multidimensional’ 

and ’capability’ approaches to poverty -- often thought of as challenges 

to monetary definitions -- are often operationalised in very similar 
ways, especially when they too are reduced to questions of 

measurement, or of the absence or presence of one ’poverty indicator’ or 

another (du Toit, 2006). 
This tradition plays a dominant role in present day scholarship 

around poverty in South Africa. The reasons for this are complex. One 

factor is undoubtedly the hunger for reliable quantitative information on 

the part of the newly elected government. In addition, as Jeremy 
Seekings notes (2003), the aversion of many left-leaning sociologists to 
quantitative analysis has meant that most of the current work on 
poverty has been done by economists. But developments in South Africa 

have also been shaped by the domination of econometric approaches in 
the international literature on poverty and development. 

In the field of poverty research, the agent par excellence of this 

reframing has been the World Bank which, as Ben Fine has argued, has 
presided over the wholesale annexation by economists of questions that 
previously were the preserve of sociology and anthropology (Fine, 
2001). The domination of econometric approaches to poverty in South 

Africa and elsewhere can, I have suggested elsewhere, be seen as aspects 
of what we might think of as a globalised project of the ’government of 

poverty’ -- a set of portable, widely adaptible strategies that help us 
conceive of poverty as an object avaialble for managerial intervention 
and ’neutral’ scientific judgement (Du Toit, 2006). 

The result is fl~at the domination of poverty research by detailed 
large scale quantitative work has been accompanied by a fl~eoretical 

monoculture, the underlying assumptions of which can be called the 

econometric imaginary. Key aspects of this monoculture are the 
centrality of economics as a privileged discipline in the field of poverty 
studies, of explanatory frameworks drawing on methodological 

individualism, ’rational-choice’, and of underlying assumptions often tied 

to ideological neoliberalism. It is also central in very particular forms of 
institutional power and bureaucratic functioning, and therefore its 

scholarly and research preoccupations cannot be understood separately 
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from the managerial need of government for targeting, budgeting, and 

’monitoring and evaluation’. Very often in South Africa, it is closely 

linked to bureaucratic discourses and practices of ’service delivery’ and 
the construction of poor people as ’clients’ and ’targets’ of various 
government departments. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of the dominance of the 
econometric imaginary is that policy discussions of poverty almost 
universally proceed on the basis of the assumption that poverty needs to 
be ’defined’ in some particular way (see, for example, SPII, 2007); that 
this definition has to be one that allows a systematic distinction between 

’the poor’ and ’the non-poor’; and that essentially the most useful way of 
doing this is on the basis of some kind of monetary poverty line (see du 

Toit, 2006 for a more detailed discussion). Even discussions that 
critically question ’poverty line orthodoxy’ often simply amount to an 

attempt to derive a monetary poverty line in a different way -- e.g. 
through the development of a more consensual approach to the 

determination of the ’socially accepted minimum necessities’ without 

which a person can be deemed to be poor (Noble, Ratcliffe and Wright, 
2004)-- or through the development of some other dichotomous 
capability-based indicator on the basis of which people can be identified 
as either deprived or non-deprived (Barrientos, 2003).3 

Like the moral discourse about poverty, this approach has both its 
strengths and weaknesses. On the one hand, tile ability to approach 
poverty in this way is clearly a key prerequisite for modern bureaucratic 

or governmental action, and also helps sidestep political divides. At the 
same time, as I have argued elsewhere (Du Toit, 2006), the consensual, 

technicist aspects of this discourse come at a cost. The domination of 
mainstream poverty studies by the econometric imaginary has meant 

that key concepts and bodies of theory that can contribute centrally to 

the understanding of poverty have all too often tended to be 
marginalised or ignored. Above all, it makes it possible for us to discuss 

poverty without also discussing politics, and to talk about ’the poor’ 
without discussing the wealthy. 

Here, it is important to be clear about just what this means. Although 
I and others have extensively criticised the centrality of measurement- 

based approaches to the definition and understanding of poverty 
(Eyben, 2003; Bevan, 2004; du Toit, 2005; du Toit, 2006; Harris, 2006; 

O’Connor, 2006), these arguments should not be taken to be an objection 

3. Even discussions of relative poverty often seem to lose sight of the close link between 

the relative concept of poverty and the critique of inequality, and thus conflate the 

distributional relativity of ’relative’ poverty with the question of the social and temporal 

mobility and relativity of absolute poverty lines; or attempt to derive ’relative poverty 

lines’. 
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to the notion of measurement or quantitative knowledge about poverty 
as such. Clearly the detailed quantitative understanding of, for example, 

the distribution of income or access to social resources in South Africa is 
absolutely crucial. The problem arises when, rather than trying to 
understand access to income or other material resources as an 

important aspect of poverty, poverty itself is deftned in terms of such an 
absolute lack. 

This is not only true of monetary poverty indicators such as poverty 
lines: it holds as well for indicators of capability poverty, or for attempts 

to develop consensually derived poverty lines (Barrientos, 2003; Noble, 
Ratcliffe and Wright, 2004). It holds also for attempts to define 
structural poverty by way of asset poverty lines (Carter and May, 2001; 

Carter and Barret, 2005). These processes risk confusing poverty with 
its indicator: taking one aspect of a complex relational process, and to 

reify it as if it is poverty. To some extent, as James C Scott pointed out, 
this is a necessary aspect of the ’optics of governmentality’ by which the 
modern state tries to make society ’legible’ and available for systematic 
intervention: for the state to ’see’ poverty and to be able to make 

juridical managerial judgements about it, it needs technologies of 
measurement and judgement that are acontextual and portable from one 

context to another (Scott, 1998). But very often, what is produced is a 
focus on poverty that disconnects it from an understanding of the social 
relations that produce and perpetuate it. 

This point is perhaps worth expanding on. If the key issue in 

understanding poverty is not simply material lack, but also social and 
economic agency -- people’s ability to participate effectively in society 
as social and economic actors -- this poses very specific challenges to 
poverty research. As Charles Tilly has pointed out (Tilly, 1998), social 

power is not something that is distributed in society in continuous 
gradations. Rather, there seem to be sharp discontinuities, ’tipping 
points’ and ’state changes’ that are linked to powerfully enforced and 

historically durable social dichotomies: white and black, master and 
slave, male and female, christian and barbarian. Inequality is not simply 

a matter of distributions, but rather of social relations and socially 
imposed categories. And if our focus is on the concrete implications of 

poverty -- on the link between poverty and social agency --students of 
poverty should not simply consider it in terms of a particular threshold 

on a continuously moving variable like income, or nutritional intake, or 
years of education: attention should also be on social power relations in 

society. 

This is why the econometric attempt to defne poverty in a 
measurement based way is so important, and why its critique is not just 

trivial. Poverty lines can be useful constructs when their essentially 
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arbitrary and indicative nature is recognised -- and indeed most 

econometricians will be quick to acknowledge that any particular 

threshold is ’just a line’, essentially arbitrarily placed, and useful mostly 

as a way of monitoring change. But in spite of this acknowledgement, the 
reality is that econometric analysis at the same time often proceeds as if 

such lines do indeed mark a significant ’tipping point’ or state change. 

Firstly, poverty lines are usually set and justified in terms of (often 

rather tendentious) arguments that do try to suggest (on the basis of 
arguments about the supposed behaviour of imaginary, ahistorical and 

decontextualised ’households’ and ’individuals’) that particular income 

or other tl~resholds are more significant than others. 
Secondly, econometric analysis often proceeds as if poverty lines do 

indicate some kind of fundamental underlying state change. Such 
fetishisation of poverty lines occurs, for instance, when students of 

chronic poverty seek to construct a population called ’the chronic poor’ - 
imagined to be significantly different from another group called ’the 

transitory poor’ - based on the way in which people show up in a 

transition matrix around a poverty line. While it is clearly true that 

people who show up under a poverty line in repeated measurements are 
worse off than those who do not, imagining that this means they are a 
socially and economically distinct group is to mistake a statistical 

construct for a social reality. 
And thirdly, despite scholarly acknowledgement that poverty lines 

are in essence necessary fictions, essentially arbitrary distinctions made 

for the purpose of monitoring, evaluation, political accountability and 
international reporting, the reality is that in policy discourse and in 

programme implementation, these notional distinctions are given 
political consequence and institutional weight. Consider tl~e tendency of 

official discourse to refer to socio-economic programmes, ’graduating’ 
people ’out of poverty:’ a tellingly formal metaphor that constructs the 
transition out of poverty as a two-tailed, cut-and-dried and bureaucratic 

matter. Moreover, it is tightly linked to material consequences, because 

’graduating’ someone out of poverty is also about getting them to 
"graduate out of dependence on social grants" (Mbeki, 2007). 

Understanding poverty as social and economic disempowerment 

requires that we do not simply measure the extent of people’s access to 
or deprivation of a particular asseL We need to understand process. We 

need to explore the particular causal pathways and interactions by 
which access (or deprivation) of particular resources or goods interact 

with one another and with complex social processes to systematically 

produce social and economic disempowerment and marginalisation. 
This is one of the reasons why calls for the integration of qualitative and 

quantitative research in poverty studies is welcome (Kanbur, 2002; 
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Kanbur & Shaffer, 2007). The interactions involved are rarely linear, and 

are always mediated by locality, history, and a wide range of factors that 
may be unquantifiable, hard-to-quantify, or simply ignored in household 

surveys. Though they may be partially visible in large quantitative 
datasets, quantitative analysis of these factors needs to be supplemented 

and informed by forms of research that can explore these complex social 
processes in more detail. 

But qual-quant integration is not simply about adding ’qualitative 
data’ to the analysis of the smooth and continuous curves of econometric 

distributional analysis. If we want to understand the social processes 

that constitute and undergird poverty, this requires an analysis of the 
functioning of social relations; and because social relations cannot be 

understood outside the meaning-giving context of the discursive 
practices, local contexts and histories in which they are embedded, 

analysis has to grapple with the complexities of ideology, identity, 
’culture,’ practices, and all the other complex dynamics that contribute to 

what Tilly called ’durable inequality’ in society. The econometric 

reification of poverty, in terms of its indicators, disconnects the study of 
poverty from the study of inequality; and by directing attention away 
from the structural factors and social processes that perpetuate ’durable 
inequality,’ it marginalises the kinds of questions that would allow a 

critical and political engagement with its causes and with ways of 
changing iL 

The ambiguity of poverty discourse in South Africa 

My argument so far has traversed terrain that should be familiar to 
readers of Alice O’Connor, Tanya Murray Li, Ben Fine, Uma Kothari and 

other critical scholars of the development and poverty research industry 
more generally (Ferguson, 1990; Ferguson, 2007; Kothari, 2005; 
O’Connor, 2006; Li, 2006). These writers have argued that international 

development studies have been dominated by a theoretical monoculture, 
and this has meant, as Alice O’Connor (2006) has pointed out, that 

Anglophone scholarship and debate about poverty have increasingly 
been characterised by a deep disjuncture between two different ways of 

understanding poverty. On the one hand, there is what O’Connor calls 
the officially sanctioned ’Poverty Knowledge’ institutionally situated in 

the World Bank -- ideologically neoliberal, profoundly dominated by 
economics, and prone to what Pip Bevan and Ravi Kanbur have called 

’policy-messaging’ approaches (Bevan, 2005). On the other hand there is 

a much more marginalised and critical approach -- ’knowledge about 
poverty’, as O’Connor (2006) calls it-- centred more in the disciplines of 
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sociology and anthropology, and often much less closely connected to 
the machineries ofpolicymaking. 

These arguments clearly have important resonances in South Africa: 
by refraining the contested, politically charged and explosive legacy of 
racial inequality in terms of the rather more ahistorical consensus on the 
need to ’eradicate’ or ’reduce’ poverty, the mainstream of post-Apartheid 
discourse on poverty risks jettisoning the ability to critically understand 
the power relations and social processes that perpetuate ’durable 
inequality’ and entrench social injustice. This risks marginalising or 
excluding the political traditions of struggle for transformation and 
change to which the present day political order owes at least some of its 
existence. 

At the same time, this is not all that can be said. It is not enough 
simply to present this generic critique of managerial discourse. 
Elsewhere, critics of the mystificatory aspects of development discourse 
can sometimes present the operations of global capitalist ideological 
hegemony as all but seamless and complete - Ferguson’s analysis of the 
way in which the discourse of community based natural resource 
management subjugates local community interests to those of a 
globalised tourist industry, for instance (Ferguson, 2006); or Kothari’s 
critique of the way in which participatory approaches amount simply to 
a new ’ordering of dissent’ that leaves colonial modes of power- 
knowledge intact (Kothari, 2005). 

But in South Africa, matters seem (for now at least) more 
ambiguously posed. Firstly, in contrast to many other ’developing 
nations,’ where the study of poverty is almost entirely dominated by 
distantly located ’development experts’ who often work to a research 
agenda narrowly contained within World Bank orthodoxy, South Africa 
is in the fortunate position of being able to ’write back.’ Although the 
’poverty research community’ is still rather small (and, it must be said, 
noticeably white), it does constitute an important source of local 
capacity. This means that quantitative research about poverty research 
in South Africa is not as dominated by those whose engagement with its 
social reality is limited to crunching datasets from distant places. 
Secondly, poverty research in South Africa takes place within the highly 
distinctive political context created by the aftermath of the struggle 
against Apartheid. Even though moralising, technicist, managerialist and 
consensualist tropes have a powerful hold, and play a central role in 
regulating what can and what cannot be said, the ghost of the earlier 
project of deeper social and political transformation cannot be entirely 
exorcised. Most crucially, even the most abstruse and technicist debates 
about poverty measurement in South Africa do not take place in a 
political vacuum: in a context where the post-Apartheid government has 
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staked so much of its credibility on its promises to improve the lives of 
poor people - and in which a rising tide of service delivery protests 
signify the willingness of those poor people to challenge government to 

live up to those promises, debates about poverty measurement and pro- 
poor policy are necessarily shaped by an awareness of the presence, or 

at least the possibility, of a more contestatory politics. 
The result is that poverty-related research and debate in South 

Africa have a crucially ambiguous nature. Although the depoliticising 
logic I describe here is present and real, the discourse on poverty in 

South Africa is not simply an ’anti-politics’ machine; politics seems still to 

have a powerful, if occluded presence. The converse is also true: 
although debates and research about poverty often explicitly note the 

broader processes of political struggle and social inequality to which 
poverty is linked, these dynamics and processes are often only patchily 

explored. It is necessary to go further. In particular, it is important that 
the possibility of the political critique of technicist discourse does not 

lapse into the kind of romantic populism that explains poverty in terms 
of the simplistic dyad between virtuous poor victims and an oppressive, 
persecutory system. Compelling as such psychodramas are, we should 

resist the temptation to substitute their moral authority for more 
dispassionate, careful analysis. This section of the chapter considers 

some of the more important advances in poverty studies in South Africa, 
and (perhaps rather presumptuously) sets out some points on a 
research agenda that can take these advances further. 

Understanding durable inequality in South Africa 

The first set of challenges arise out of the notion that the proper study of 

poverty is inequality: that it is necessary to challenge the way in which 
some of the orthodox approaches described above make it possible to 
de-link the study of poverty from a concern with the distribution of 

resources in society. In this regard, it does seem that South African 

poverty studies seem to have done well. Research on poverty in South 
Africa since 1994 has been marked by a lively and detailed concern with 
the nature of inequality in South Africa. Poverty research has been 
thoroughly informed, for example, by an awareness of the ways in which 
inequality may in fact have been deepened since 1994 (to mention just a 
few examples, see e.g. Leibbrandt, Bhorat & Woolard, 2001; Seekings, 
2003a; Seekings et al., 2003; McCord & Bhorat, 2003; Seekings & 

Natrass, 2005; Keswell, 2004). 
However, with the exception of Seekings and Nattrass, poverty 

researchers in South Africa seem to have done less well in unpicking the 

social aspects of inequality in some detail. One of the more interesting 
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aspects of poverty research in South Africa since 1994 is the virtual 

absence of any really coherent and systematic exploration of the 
dynamics of class in South Africa. For the most part, the discussion of 

inequality has tended to understand it narrowly in terms of 
distributional inequality, without considering the numerous other 

sociological and relational aspects of inequality - the power relations 
and the hierarchical orderings of society on which sociologists and 

anthropologists focus. 
Given the centrality and importance of class analyses in earlier 

scholarship on South African inequality, this absence is quite 

remarkable. From a situation where Marxist analysis was virtually 
hegemonic in South African sociology and historiography, we have 

shifted to a situation where it is deeply marginalised. Not only is there 
relatively little mainstream South African scholarship that takes class 

seriously; it also seems that even when there are explicit attempts to 
take it up again, such attempts fall well short of anything that can be 

called class analysis. 

The call to take social class seriously should not be taken for a call 
for a return to the forgotten verities of structuralist class analysis. 
Though the broader structural analyses of South African society are very 
useful, Marxist analysis has also often analysed class in reductionist and 

theory driven ways that serve not to organise or provide insights into 
empirical reality, but to ignore it and ride roughshod over it (see e.g. 
Bozzoli, 1983; Bradford, 1990). Neither is it enough simply to explain 

inequality in South Africa through a blanket reference to ’globalisation’ 

and ’neoliberalism,’ words that are used to explain everything in general, 
hence turning out to explain nothing. 

A return to structural analysis of inequality, however, does not have 

to follow these reductionist or generalising and flattening paths. There is 
a rich tradition in South Africa of empirically nuanced analysis of social 
identity that looks carefully at the complex interrelations between class, 

’racial,’ gender and other identities. While in the 1990s, much of this 
analysis was articulated in a Marxist tradition, later work (e.g. Erasmus, 

2001; Steyn, 2001; Habib & Bentley, 2008) have often however, 
remained confined to the analysis of the politics of identity - particularly 

race and gender. Although they are alive to the social dynamics of 
inequality, class in present-day South Africa is taken as a given; the 

perpetuation of durable inequality in South African society more 
broadly, is not itself explored head-on. 

The most notable attempt to account in a systematic way for the 

structural underpinnings of inequality in South Africa is Seekings and 
Nattrass’s searching exploration of the changing nature of inequality in 

South Africa since 1994 (Seekings and Nattrass, 2005). This study is 
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unusual in that it goes beyond merely focussing on distributional curves 

and the stratification of population in terms of income percentiles, and 

tries to link the analysis of income inequality to an account of an 
(essentially descriptive and occupational) sociological account of class. 
Using an analysis that draws both on the strengths of recent quantitative 

household surveys and on insights from Weberian (Goldthorpe) and 
neoMarxist (Erik Olin Wright) class analysis, Seekings and Nattrass 

highlight important continuities between the ’distributional regime’ of 
post-Apartheid South Africa and the key institutions that regulated the 

labour market and redistribution in late Apartheid society. In particular, 

their argument emphasises the ways in which these institutions, and the 
capital-intensive, skills-intensive ’productivity now’ growth path 

adopted by the democratic government, have helped create an 
’underclass’ of increasingly marginalised landless and unemployed 

people. Going well beyond the simplistic appeal to ’neoliberalism’ as a 
catch-all explanation for deepening inequality, their analysis argues that 

working class politics has contributed to the deepening divisions 

between this underclass and those who still have a foothold in the South 
African economy. 

Seekings and Nattrass provide a powerful and wide-ranging account 
of the reasons for continuing and deepening inequality in South Africa. 

Their argument is sure to be controversial in some quarters, not least 
because of the emphasis they put on the role played by the high-wage, 
high-productivity policies supported by the mainstream trade union 

movement in accounting for deepening unemployment. At the same 
time, it is hard to fault their account of the differences that separate the 

’core working class’ from marginalised workers and the broader mass of 
the landless and structurally unemployed. Certainly their analysis poses 

important questions for accounts of change in South Africa that try 
simply to champion ’working class interests,’ without considering the 
internally diverse nature of this working class, or that would absolve 

South Africa’s industrial relations machinery from its part in the South 
African economy’s flight from unskilled labour. 

At the same time, important questions remain. Although their 
critique of labour market policy in South Africa is important, questions 

remain about its place in their analysis. In fact, they themselves seem to 
vacillate at times, arguing at some points that it is merely one of many 

factors contributing to South Africa’s unemployment problems; and at 
other times giving it pride of place (Seeking and Nattrass, 2005:376 ff). 

This is problematic on two counts. In the first place, one important 

problem with privileging labour market rigidity as a cause of inequality 
is the danger of ignoring the reality of poverty among the presently 

employed, and the existence of significant scope for the employment of 
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low-waged, unskilled workers within the terms of South African labour 

law. Secondly, it’s worth remembering that both the creation of a 
relatively privileged, skilled and waged ’core’ and the processes of 
externalisation, casualisation and informalisation by which corporates 
pass risk and cost onto workers are aspects of a broader process of 

economic restructuring. It is true that the defense of the gains of the 
’core working class’ does not address the needs and interests of 

marginalised workers or the unemployed - but neither can it be entirely 
blamed for their exclusion. 

This is related to another feature of Seekings and Nattrass’s overall 

analysis: ambitious, detailed and sweeping as their account is, it tends 
more or less to ignore the questions posed by South Africa’s insertion 

into a wider, ’global’ economic order. As the authors note in their 
introduction, the book is an investigation primarily of South African 

labour market and welfare policies, and how these might need to be 
transformed to address the challenges of poverty and inequality. This it 
does well -- but ultimately the analysis remains too limited. The result is 

an oddly parochial analysis which seems to omit the need to look at the 
transnational economic changes within which South African labour 
market and welfare policies had to take shape. Thus, the flight from 
labour intensive manufacturing is approached almost sui ~leneris, a 

country-level capitalist strategy, as if it has only been happening in the 
Republic, rather than being recognised as the local variant of the 
complex re-articulation of an increasingly global and footloose 

capitalism internationally. To be sure, as Seekings and Nattrass point 
out, not much is contributed by analyses that simply and in blanket 

terms blame ’neoliberalism’ and ’globalisation’ for everything. But 
subtler and more nuanced approaches to the analysis of the impact of 

’globalisation’ are possible: the avoidance of tub-thumping anti- 
globalisation rhetoric should not lead to the failure to take into account 
the complex ways in which, alongside labour market and welfare 

reforms, international trading relations, value chains and commodity 
systems have themselves been restructured and re-regulated in ways 

that contribute powerfully to marginalisation and inequality. 
Answering these questions requires us to go beyond positivist, 

rational choice and methodological individualism in the analysis of 
identity, and to look more closely at the ways in which discourse, 

identity and social meaning shape the ways both race and class are 
mediated. Such an account will have to be able to look carefully both at 

the level of the micro-politics of everyday life (because this is the level at 

which we have to understand the kinds of socio-economic agency, 
empowerment and disempowerment that should be one of the key 

concerns in poverty studies); but it should be able to connect and relate 
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what happens at the micro-social level to an analysis of the broader 

political economy of poverty, and the macro-structure of South African 
society and economy. 

From ’social capital’ to identity, relationships and networks 

The dominant way in which mainstream poverty discourse makes sense 
of questions of social process and interaction at the micro-level is 
through the now almost ubiquitous notion of ’social capital.’ Discussion 
of the strengths and weaknesses of ’social capital’ as a term is made 

somewhat difficult by the fact that it is in itself such a vague and open- 
ended term, and tends to be used in a wide range of more or less 

rigorous ways. Part of its centrality comes from the fact that it 
represents one of the (limited) ways in which mainstream poverty 

discourse (read: the World Bank) has attempted to recognise the role of 
social dynamics (Fine, 2001; Eyben, 2003). Although this may be an 

important achievement in that it may have won some space 

considering the value of traditions of co-operations, solidarity and 
mutual aid among World Bank policymakers, it has serious 
disadvantages as an analytical concept. Above all, what ’social capital’ 
discourse almost entirely obscures is that social capital is not a 

quantifiable resource; at best it is a kind of convenient shorthand for the 
various complex ways in which social networks work to shape, enable, 
undermine, facilitate or inform a wide range of social transactions, 

exchanges, encounters, contestations and negotiations. ’Social capital’ 
exists nowhere except in particular social relationships and interaction; 
conceiving of it as a quantum that can be accumulated, dispersed, 
exchanged, stored or appreciated is to misunderstand it entirely: it can 

only be grasped by looking at the particular transactions in which people 
engage, and by analysing the resources and goods involved in their 
exchanges, the social relationships that shape the terms of those 

exchanges, and the meaning-giving discourses, ideologies and identities 
that lay down the explicit or unspoken rules of the game. 

An analysis of how reciprocal exchange works in Khayelitsha and the 
Eastern Cape highlights the ambiguous and ambivalent nature of the 

practices and connections that constitute the phenomena usually 

referred to by champions of ’social capital.’ Research recently done by 
PLAAS in the Eastern Cape and in impoverished suburbs of Cape Town’s 
African townships (du Toit and Neves, 2008a, 2008b) highlights the 

important role social networks and practices of reciprocal exchange play 

in ameliorating the effects of poverty and inequality. But these practices 
have real limitations. For one thing, only those who already have access 

to some resources are able to participate in the practices of reciprocal 
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exchange (Spiegel, 1996). Secondly, these practices work in highly 

uneven ways -- while they ameliorate vulnerability for some, they 
worsen it for others. They often involve ways of passing on cost and risk 

to others -- and the practices of exchange can be highly extortionate and 
exploitative. This is the dark side of ’social capital’: those who are 

disadvantaged within the terms of patriarchal gender roles, the elderly 
and unemployed, those who defy local cultural norms of respectability, 

those who are excluded from local communities on the basis of identity, 
and those who have little leverage to begin with, are poorly positioned to 

transact effectively within the networks that constitute ’private social 

protection’ (Sagner & Mtati, 1999; du Toit & Neves, 2008a, 2008b). This 
presents a very different picture from that conjured up by the notion of 

’social capital’ as a kind of universally beneficial lubricant for 
entrepreneurship and mutual aid. Looking at the ways in which social 

networks are constituted through particular transactions, negotiations, 
and practices of reciprocal exchange (and how they, in their turn shape 

these transactions) suggests a rather grimmer view of how social 

connections of various kinds impact on poverty and vulnerability. 

The prevalence of the notion of social capital thus presents poverty 
analysts with a serious strategic conundrum. On the one hand, it is 
almost omnipresent in the discourse of government, policymaking and 

social movements as a kind of generalised shorthand for what armchair 

sociologists might call ’the fabric of society’; as such it is almost 
impossible not to use the term. On the other hand, it is seriously lacking 

as an analytical concept. Many of the more heated sociological 
discussions about ’social capital’, indeed, are not about what the word 
means or how social capital itself should be understood; but rather the 
strategic merits and demerits of using it as a kind of conceptual ’trojan 

horse’ by which some of the blindnesses of World Bank discourse can be 
somewhat addressed. At present in South Africa, it does seem as if we 
are stuck with ’social capital’; and as if the best that social scientists 

involved in use-oriented basic research or public sociology can do is not 
to discard it, but to try to use it in a way that is informed by a finer 

analysis of the logic of social networks. 

From social exclusion and disconnection to adverse incorporation 

One of the more interesting shifts in policy debates about poverty in 
recent years has been the increasing centrality of ’second economy’ 

discourse in official and policymaking circles (Mbeki, 2003; PCAS, 2003; 

Faull, 2005; Bond, 2007). The rise of second economy discourse has 
marked an important break in official economic thinking, particularly in 

that it involved an explicit recognition of the limitations of ’trickle down’ 
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and put on the map not just the need for growth, but also questions 

about the nature of the growth path and the pattern of growth. Another 
important contribution of ’second economy discourse’ is that it involves 

a serious attempt to recognise the segmented nature of the South African 
economy, and raises as a possibility tile existence of ’structural 

disjunctures’ which may systematically marginalise poor people, 

preventing them from benefiting from the opportunities arising out of 
increased rates of economic growth. 

At the same time, as I and others have argued extensively elsewhere, 
these benefits are somewhat neutralised by the fact that second 

economy discourse typically tends to misrecognise and misrepresent the 
nature of these structural disjunctures. Like the liberal versions of ’social 

exclusion’ discourse that are at present being assiduously imported into 

developing country contexts, second economy discourse locates the 
nature of the structural disjuncture in the idea that people are 
’disconnected’ from the formal economy, for instance because they do 

not have marketable skills and because they do not produce the kinds of 

goods the formal economy needs. This kind of analysis misunderstands 
the nature of the relationship between the informal and the formal 
economies in South Africa. For one thing, in many cases poverty seems 
entrenched in particular regions or communities not so much because 

people are disconnected from the formal economy, but because they are 
tightly integrated into it on disadvantageous terms. Part of the problem, 
indeed, may be the very high degree of corporate penetration deep into 

Soutll Africa’s rural economy, and the highly concentrated and anti- 
competitive nature of the South African formal sector (du Toit & Neves, 

2007). 
This is perhaps among the most important challenge facing 

researchers about poverty in South Africa. Rather than reifying a realm 

called ’the second economy’, it is necessary to explore in much more 
detail the multifarious ways in which it is connected into the formal 

economy; and rather than disconnecting the study of poverty from the 
analysis of the formal economy, it is necessary to look in more detail at 

the structural composition of tile South African economy as a whole and 
to explore tile ways in which the entire formation of this economy, 

including the ’successful, globally integrated first economy’ contribute to 
the patterns of marginalisation and disempowerment that perpetuate 
and entrench durable inequality in South Africa. 

In a way this is not a new task - it is the kind of analysis that was the 
stock in trade of Marxist analyses of South Mrican society in the late 

1970s and the 1980s. No doubt many of the crucial insights developed 
inter alia by Legassick and Wolpe (Wolpe, 1972; 1980) can still be relied 

on and extended; and indeed some important steps in that direction are 
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being undertaken (Arrighi, 2007). At the same time, more will be 
required than reiterating in a doctrinaire way the certainties of earlier 
ideological battles. More is required than simply explaining all of South 
African poverty by way of vague references to globalisation, 
international capitalism and neoliberal ideology. Comforting though it 
may be to answer neoliberalism with neopopulism, it does not help the 
task of an accurate analysis, and neither does it help with identifying 
more clearly the room for manoeuvre that is available in struggles for 
social justice. 
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Poverty research, oppression and ’Free Basic Water’ 
Greg Ruiters 

Introduction 

Recently in South Africa there has been an enormous amount of policy- 

oriented poverty research often driven by large-scale funding 
organisations and state agencies. This reflects commitments by the ANC 

and local pressures on the government, but also a larger development 
whereby poverty has been put at the centre of the development agenda 
on a global scale. According to the World Bank, about one person out of 
five in the world still lives in extreme poverty (less than US$1 a day), and 
nearly half of the world’s population lives in poverty (less than US$2 a 

day; World Bank, 2006: 9). In September 2000, the United Nations 
Millennium Declaration made ’Eradicating Extreme Poverty and Hunger’ 

the first of eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), with specific 
targets for 2015.1 Globally, poverty was the top concern on all 

continents, and in 60 of the 68 countries recently surveyed (Noel, 2006). 
Poorer countries now produce Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers 

(PRSPs), with procedures from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

and the World Bank. 
For the most part, the current fashionability of pro-poor state 

interventions has been welcomed by civil society organisations as a 
progressive move. Those enlisted as social partners in the ’war on 

poverty’ are seen as ’partners’. For the first time in many decades 
poverty has been made a ’national’ issue for public debate and 
contestation. A government can now be held to account by its own 

people and by international agencies for not meeting targets. The 
antipoverty consensus creates new opportunities for creative reformist 
politics. It "changes the terms of the debate between the left and the 
right and, in doing so, it redefines the world of policy possibilities" (Noel, 

2006). By seizing on the poverty issue, governments have been able to 
define the terms of debate and continue to promote neoliberal policies. 

"Poverty became a new focal point because it is an issue closely tied to 

the dominant neoliberal agenda, an agenda that is supposed to be 

1. United Nations. 2000. Resolution Adopted by the General Assembly: United Nations 

Millennium Declaration, A/RES/55i2, 18 September. New York: UN, accessed 8 August 

2006. http://www.un.org. United Nations. 2001. Road Map Towards the Implementation 

of the United Nations Millennium Declaration: Report of the Secretary-General, 

A/56/326, 6 September. New York: UN, http:/iwww.un.org. 
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effective in reducing poverty at home and abroad, through stronger 
economic growth" (Noel, 2006). 

Why has there been a resurgence of interest in poverty alleviation? 

Have the pressures from social movements or the embarrassing gaps 
between the rich and the poor forced governments to step in? Have 

governments coopted social movements and their discourse or should 
we take the establishment of pro-poor commitments seriously and 

recognise a new beginning and possibilities for ’inclusionary 
partnerships’ between governments, the private sector and civil society 

to fight poverty? 

In this chapter, I suggest that the ’consensus against poverty’ needs 
to be examined more critically. The state does not innocently solve social 

problems. The new poverty programmes are carefully tied to new 
discourses of responsibility and framed within what might be termed 

’residual welfarism’ that is largely consistent with ongoing neoliberal 
styles of governance. Residual welfare assumes that welfare is a 

temporary measure tbr selected poor groups, considered deserving 

(Patel, 2005). The state uses limited welfare concessions to extend its 
own administrative power over resources and people. Thus, any pro- 
poor programme also needs to be evaluated as an exercise in power. In 
addition, pro-poor policies are couched in the language of partnerships 

between ’stakeholders’ and participation obscuring fundamental social 
antagonisms. The social and political conditionalities imposed on 
recipients need to be carefully researched. The chapter starts with a 

brief review of the critical social policy literature. We then move on to an 
examination of a few case studies of pro-poor programmes in South 
Africa to illustrate the general argument. 

The issues commonly addressed in poverty research are most often 

cast in moral terms firstly and then in technocratic terms. The argument 
is that the state wants to help people but it needs to be able to measure 
social and demographic conditions. It needs a definition of poverty, its 

geographical spread, and this will inform how to target, design and 
evaluate anti-poverty programmes. In South Africa the poverty issue is 

also framed as a human rights issue, a constitutional imperative, and a 
means for lifting the poor out of the ’second’ economy and into 

employment. In more populist versions, it is about ’helping our people... 
healing the nation etc.’ 

The politics of poverty and everyday needs 

One of the major anti-development critics, Arturo Escobar has observed 
a relationship between poverty relief programmes and 

disempowerment; "while running water may mean real improvements 
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in people’s living conditions, these changes enter into an ongoing 
situation of power and resistance" (1995: 145). As ]ames Ferguson has 
argued, state projects whether they tail or whether they ’succeed’, 
produce a host of regular and unacknowledged effects, including the 
expansion of bureaucratic power and the translation of the political 
realities of poverty and powerlessness into ’technical’ problems awaiting 
solution by development agencies and experts (Ferguson, 1999). In her 
critique of the World Bank, Payer suggests infrastructure services (like 
roads) bring benefits but can equally serve to exploit, pacify, integrate 
and reconstitute subjects and cultures (Payer, 1982: 90-91). It can bring 
about a change in social organisations, notions of citizenship and beliefs. 
Services therefore also serve to govern. 

For Gramsci (1971), hegemonic state projects involve processes led 
by the state to win ’the active consent of those over whom it rules’. 
Gramsci’s idea is that "every relationship of hegemony is necessarily an 
educational relationship" (1986: 350). In the exercise of hegemony, the 
state appears as an ’educator’ in as much as it shapes and creates new 
forms of social organisation and citizenship (Gramsci, 1971: 244-247). 
State pro-poor projects might therefore be seen as partly an exercise in 
education. Services also function as means to socially integrate 
’marginal’ populations. But "hegemony is not possible if it is not 
plausible ... it has two sides" (Wood, 1988: 149). The problem for firs> 
wave neoliberalism is that it has broadly lost credibility, both as a 
programme for reducing inequality and for producing economic growth 
and jobs (Harvey, 2004; ]essop, 2002). First-wave neoliberalism was 
punitive and deepened social polarisation, and it has been followed by a 
revised ’social neoliberalism’.2 In second-wave neoliberalism, the active 
role of the state in educating civic-cultural values can be seen in social 
policy discourse. Local government and ’pro-poor’ services thus need to 
be seen as politico-cultural interventions that do not question inequality 
or interrogate the political economy but instead strengthen the overall 
property regime of the post-apartheid settlement and post-apartheid 
social formation.3 Benign interventions and concessions help to secure 

2. Neoliberalism is most often understood as referring to the ’political preference for 
market mechanisms as a means of ensuring economic and social wellbeing" (Larner, 
2004) and the privatisation of public assets. But neoliberal projec*cs also attempt to 
create new forms of governable subjects and subjec~civities in the form of 
entrepreneurial, self-responsible individuals 0essop, 2002: 470; Newman, 2004). 
Citizens are re-articulated as customers or as on the way to becoming customers within a 
’first economy’. More recently, what we might call ’Third Wayism’ has articulated 
neoliberalism with social democratic aspirations. 
3. For gramsci, the ,state is not only within the ’public’ domain (political pm~cies, public 
administration etc.) but it also constitutes the ’private’ domain: civil society (church, 
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popular complicity in new forms of marketised subordination and 
governance. If we look closely at pro-poor programmes’ design we find it 
is broadly consistent with neoliberal notions of citizenship. Its pedagogic 

aims are to help the poor to cope within and ’graduate’ into market 
society. It also has a strong rehab element (from the culture of non- 

payment to a culture of payment). 
Hegemony includes the power to name a problem, to set an agenda 

and rules for policy, and exercise of material power. The decision to call 
South Africa’s problems ’poverty’ as opposed to exploitation or 

oppression has the effect of shifting the focus to the ’victims’ and away 

from the underlying causes and perpetrators of poverty. Pro-poor social 
policies thus always have normative content, i.e, they seek to change or 

direct the behaviour of subject populations. The moral side of state 
social policy or welfare includes an image of how things ought to be, 

beliefs, ideologies about the state, society and the good citizen. These 
processes are mediated locally and are revealed in the ambivalent ways 

the ’target populations’ view the state’s eftbrts (see Desai, 2002; Egan 

and Wafer, 2006). 
Policy makers invariably have underlying ideas about recipients’ 

needs. In the third world context, the term ’basic needs’ frequently 
occurs and there are vigorous disputes about how far the state should go 

in helping individuals or groups of people and who should be helped. 
The politics of how needs get decided is crucial: subjectively felt, and 

expressed needs, or ’objective’ experts, a democratic consensual process, 
or comparing with others are examples of various approaches. Bare 
physical survival and human needs are not the same. Humans require 
autonomy, the ability to interact with other humans, take decisions and 
so on. Early welfare in Europe (Poor Laws} ’targeted’ fl~e really poor 

(paupers or indigents), who were given assistance in exchange for some 
of their freedoms. The Poor Law sought to develop the ’character’ of the 
poor. The deserving and undeserving were separated; opportunists had 

to be weeded out. Any welfare concessions had to be carefully managed 
lest the demand Ibr welfare exceeded public budgets. 

Echoes of the Poor Law may be found in contemporary social policy 
debates, in neoliberal policy and, as we shall argue, in the FBW policy 

and its implementation. What also flows from this observation is a basic 
’tension’ in social welfare between the state’s caring role and social 

control. Efforts to help the poor may be entangled, if not compromised, 
by efforts to control claimants and their behaviour (Ferguson, 1999). 

The state also imposes concepts of needs, and ’resources’ creating 

public opinion, media, education) through which hegemony functions (Gramsci, 1971: 

261). The state is nora separate entity from society but itself a social relation, 
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struggles with communities about what these are and whose standards 
of needs and justice are being used (Harvey, 1996: 147). A stress on 
defining the ’needy’ and weeding out unworthy or fraudulent recipients 
deeply affects the way welfare is experienced by recipients and 
perceived by the public at large (Walker, 1993:146-7). 

Welfare may be seen as a form of social control, a quid pro quo for 
social peace, a class or racial compromise, a way of co-opting opponents 
such as social movements, an insurance for the safety of the rich, a way 
of cementing social inequality and as a method for expanding state 
legitimacy and the state’s reach (Elster, 1988; Painter, 1995). Titmuss 
devised three models of welfare (residual, mixed, work-based or 
redistributive). Residual welfare is welfare for those who cannot provide 
for themselves. Residual welfare assumes that welfare is a temporary 
measure for selected poor groups, considered deserving. It has been 
associated with neoliberal approaches that favour privatisation and 
community-based self-provisioning and work-fare (Patel, 2005: 24-5). 
Work-related welfare systems provide welfare that focuses on getting 
people back into the labour market.4 Redistributive (universal welfare) 
aims for social equality and inclusive citizenship. Esping came up with a 
similar classification of welfare regimes; using a ’decommodification 
score’ (Alcock, 1998: 18-19) he showed that there was both convergence 
and divergence. Implementing and administering welfare can be 
complex and expensive, and welfare regimes (conservative, liberal, 
social democratic) differ considerably. 

The Left has also noted that certain welfare regimes often require, 
implicitly perhaps, a ’submissive recognition’ by claimants of the 
superior morality of the capitalist order which created these needs (see 
Offe, 1983: 154-6; Desai, 2002). The welfare dispensed by the state 
becomes an ’exchange transaction’ that harms the politico-ideological 
and dignity of claimants. Curiously these arguments are harnessed by 
both the Right and the Left although for different ends. The left both 
support and criticise welfare. 

4. The conservative argument (sometimes expressed by the Democratic Alliance, Centre 
for Development Enterprise and even in the African National Congress) is that welfare 
(or the wrong kind and amount of welfare) will discourage the unemployed from looking 
for work and encourage dependency and discourage an entrepreneurial culture (see 
Trevor Manuel, Minister of Finance, in Btfsfness Day, 19 February 2004). According to a 
free market thinktank, ’The government’s roll-out of electricity, telephones, water, and 
housing since 1994 is extremely impressive. But people do not have money to pay for 
these goods and services, and considerable roll-back is occurring. Unless economic 
growth improves dramatically and results in many more job opportunities, these 
services are unsustainable’. Centre for Development and Enterprise, Roundtable: 
Number seven, 2003. 
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State action in welfare and social infrastructure is a factor in socially 

constructing the needs of the poor and keeping people ’in place’ (Harvey, 
1996). A geographical perspective of social control as ’spatio-temporal 

ordering’ is explored by David Harvey (1996: 230): "The fixing of 
spatiality through material building creates solidly constructed spaces 

that instantiate negotiated or imposed social values, spatial 
stigmatisation and spatial control of unwanted groups (vagrants, 

homeless, the poor) as well as complex processes of symbolic meanings 
and attacks on spatio-temporal orderings through, for example land- 

invasions, illegal ’squatting’ and the like." Critical geographers stress a 

socio-spatial dialectic driven by capitalist uneven development that 
helps to situate welfare as part of the built environment of class 

reproduction. Housing, sidewalks, water-supply are social 
infrastructures that define residential property markets and place. 

According to Harvey, "Place functions as a closed terrain of social control 
that becomes extremely hard to break (or break out of) once it achieves 

a particular permanence" (Harvey, 1996: 312). 

These introductory remarks might provide a useful critical 
standpoint for exploring the rollout of pro-poor services in South Africa 
and the politics of needs. 

Keeping people out using ’free’ water 

Mainstream ANC leaders and government strategists insist that 

development should not be universal but ’targeted’ at the needy. Poverty 
needs to be ’scientifically’ and bureaucratically defined and the needy 
identified. The amount of benefit has to be carefully defined to maintain 
macro-fiscal discipline and economic sustainability. The poor should be 

geographically mapped, their conditions measured and resources 
’directed’ only at the qualifying poor. The immediate aim is the relief, not 
elimination or; the condition of poverty (hence the slogan ’some for all, 

for ever’). Universal welfare is seen as wasting resources, but crucially 
welfare should not be excessive to discourage work-seeking. 

The ANC government has rejected services for all (for example as 
embodied in the Freedom Charter) in favour of selective provision 

(means tested delivery). The selective approach seems fair; it means 
benefits for the poor, better containment of costs to the fiscus and allows 

for cross-subsidies. The child support grant and municipal services 
packages (6 kl of free water and 50 KwH of free electricity) are examples 

of this. 

Opponents of targeting point to the huge expense in administration, 
the risk of excluding the less poor (those who just earn above the 
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poverty line), stigma and low take up. Lund shows that in the case of the 
child support grant, the decision was made to adopt a selective strategy: 

Much administrative effort is now being spent on finding ways of 
keeping some children out, rather than bringing all in. Even a 
sophisticated state would be hard pressed to devise and 
administer a means test which can finely discriminate income 
and asset levels in households on either side of the 50 per cent 
line (Lund, 2001: 235). 

As Gillian Hart (2006) puts it, the shift to basic welfare and stepped-up 
poverty alleviation should be seen as, 

part of an effort to contain the pressures emanating from the rise 

of oppositional movements protesting the inadequacies of 
service provision, the snail’s pace of land redistribution, failures 

to provide anti-retrovirals, and the absence of secure jobs-as 

well as pressures from within the Alliance... What is significant 
about this discourse is the way it defines a segment of society 
that is superfluous to the ’modern’ economy, and in need of 

paternal guidance...they are deserving of a modicum of social 
security, but on tightly disciplined and conditional terms. 

This observation applies to the entire gamut of social policy in South 

Africa.,~ Consider the case of Free Basic Water. In late 2000, after six 
years of unsuccessful cost recovery in urban services, a cholera epidemic 
and just before municipal elections, the South African government 

backed down from its hard-nosed cost recovery approach. Different 
stories have circulated about why it changed its mind. The Water 

Minister, then Ronnie Kasrils, claimed that FBW came about because of 
an epiphany. While visiting a rural village, he was appalled to see that 

despite having nearby communal taps from which water could be bought 
for a few cents, women and children were still walking to rivers to fetch 

unsafe water. He decided then that free basic water was the answer. The 
idea then started circulating in government and Mbeki later announced 

that government was giving all households a free ration of basic services 
(starting with free basic water to be followed by electricity and 

S. Lund (2001) argues: ’Three main lessons: policy makers underestimated the time it 
takes to move from policy making, policy consultations to implementation. There is a 
trade off between public participation and rapid delivery. Policy makers underestimated 
the ’power of the old guard to undermine attempts at change.’ New administrative 
leaders lacked insider knowledge of procedures. The lack of money is often not the 
problem in some services but the lack of human resource management.’ 
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sanitation). Those using more than the basic amount (six kl of water per 

month) would still pay. 
According to an ANC statement, "In October 2000 at the launch of the 

ANC’s election campaign in Beaufort West, Mbeki announced that ANC 
controlled municipalities would provide free basic water and electricity 
to its citizens. This was central to the ANC local government Manifesto. 
The DA not to be outsmarted also adopted the idea.’’6 During late 2000 

and early 2001, a number of consultative meetings took place within 
government and with consultants and a task team headed by Macleod to 

decide on the best way or ways to deliver FBW was established. Macleod 

was credited with initiating free basic water in 1996-7 in Durban 
(Loftus, 2005). Of interest for this chapter’s argument, however, are the 
administrative and legal conditions attached to FBW. 

The FBW policy stipulated a free monthly supply of at least six 

kilolitres of water per property (not family). Unmetered communal 
standpipe supply in informal settlements was free (distance and 

drudgery instead of meters imposed limits and discipline on users). 

Households with in-house taps had to be metered and had to desist from 
meter tampering in order to get the free water ration. Urban households 
had to pay for any extra water used over the six kilolitre limit. Illegal 
connections disqualified the household, and failure to pay incurred being 

moved onto a limited service, instead of total cut-off (as in previous 
years). Residents could also request a prepaid meter. 

The narrative was straightforward, according to Thabo Mbeki: "the 
provision of free basic amounts of water and electricity to our people 
will alleviate the plight of the poorest among us" (Mbeki, 2001). In 
February 2000, the Minister of Water Affairs, Ronnie Kasrils, further 
announced that government had decided that poor households could not 

be cut off from an assured basic free water supply. It was announced as a 
programme to uplift the poor, and especially women and children, who 
suffered because water was unaffordable and municipalities were 

disconnecting water on a large scale. 
Subsequently, government’s Strate(liC Framework for Wafer Services 

stipulated that no poor household could be deprived of basic supply. 
Kasrils insisted, "Users [are] entitled to their quota regardless of the 

state of their accounts. In no way have we ever indicated that they can 

cut water supply..."7 Tile Strategic Framework document, adopted by 

Cabinet, feared that FBW would be misunderstood as free water in 
general. The document warned, ’"With the right to free basic water, 

6. http:iiwww.anc.org.zaiancdocs/pri2002iprO326.html (26 March 2002) 
7. Sunday Times, 12 May 2002. 
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comes responsibility to pay for services over and above the basic 
service." 

Indeed, government believed that FBW would ’enhance 
sustainability’ since the "adoption of the free basic water policy has not 
negated this (user-pays) principle. On the contrary, the free basic water 
policy strengthens the principle in that it clearly requires consumption in 
excess of the basic water supply service to be paid for while enabling 
free access by the poor to a basic water supply service necessary to 
sustain life" -- a constitutional right. This is a very significant aspect of 
the policy in that free basic water would teach people the ’payment 
principle’. 

In 2004, the government further clarified that "instead of total water 
cuts...restriction valves will be placed on meters, allowing for a trickle of 
water. However, anyone tampering with the valve will have a full-service 
cut.’’8 Hence FBW signalled the end of full disconnections and the 
opening of new regimes of restricted water services of which the prepaid 
meter was one type. 

In technical terms, a basic water supply facility was defined as "the 
infrastructure necessary to supply 25 litres of potable water per person 
per day supplied within 200 metres of a household and with a minimum 
flow of 10 litres per minute (in the case of communal water points) or 6 
000 litres of potable water supplied per formal connection per month (in 
the case of yard or house connections)." 

In many big cities all residents on the network were not charged for 
the first six kl, favouring smaller middle class households compared to 
multiple families on single plots in townships. Some urban households 
without metered supply (Soweto for example) could not get free water 
because they were still billed on a flat rate basis (i.e., ’deemed’ 
consumption). As from 2004, to get free water, Sowetans were 
compelled to get a prepaid meter or be downgraded to yard taps. The 
typical strategy is for smaller municipalities to ’invite’ the poor to 
register as ’indigents’. Indigents are those South African households with 
very limited property, unemployed, on pension and earning combined 
household income below a certain amount (typically in the order of 
R1500 per month). No uniform national indigent standard exists. 

In 2003-4, Buffalo City had just under 40 000 registered indigent 
households (200 000 people) in a city of just under a million people. But 
70 per cent of the municipality’s households are poor (earning under 
R1500). In 2005-6, the number increased to 50 000. What is evident is 
that to register as an indigent, the householder (registered owner with 
title deed, or tenant) must appear in person with South African ID. An 

8. The Star, 26 Februaw 2004. 
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’indigent grant application’ must be obtained and filled in. If 

unemployed, an affidavit signed at a police station is required. 
Furthermore, the IDs of husband, wife, a recent municipal account, and 

ward councillor signature are required. The applicant is screened and 
then later informed by post of their fate. Indigence status is valid for one 

year and has to be renewed every year. There is a R5 000 fine for giving 
false information and loss of all benefits9. 

The strategic political aims of Free Basic Water 

In addition to the payment principle and generating an indigency 
registry, the implicit aims of state pro-poor policy are well illustrated in 
Kader Asmal’s assessment of FBW which stresses free basic water as a 
separation strategy to ’sort out’ certain groups: 

My successor, Minister Ronnie Kasrils, has pioneered a bold new 
policy, a difficult compromise between global imperatives and 
local realities. It aims to sort out those who for whatever reason 
won’t pay for water services, and those impoverished millions 
who simply can’t pay. It is South Africa’s ’free basic water’ policy, 
which allows a free quantity of 25 litres per person per day, and 
then charges a steeply graded price for consumption thereafter. 
When first introduced it seemed heresy to the World Bank and 
IMF, but has since been praised by liberals and conservatives 
alike, garnering favourable mention during the recent WSSD 
from unlikely supporters (Asmal, 2004: 23). 

Interestingly, in 1998 Asmal himself- as Water Minister had 

strenuously opposed implementation of FBW, writing to Patrick Bond (a 

FBW advocate), 

The positions I put forward are not positions of a sell-out, but of 
positions that uphold the policy of the South African government 
and the ANC ... The provision of such free water has financial 
implications for local government that I as a national minister 
must be extremely careful enforcing on local government~10 

The free basic services ’strategy’ (sic) was also justified within the state 
bureaucracy as "an innovative approach that will enable us to separate 

9. http: ii~vw.buffalocity.gov.za/news2OO5 isep isep30_benefits.~m 

10. Asmal, K., 1998. Policy Directions of the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry. 

Letter to the author, Pretoria, 8 May, p. 1. 
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the can’t pays from the won’t pays or ’free-riders.’" Once the poor get 
their free water (through ’freepay’ meters as Johannesburg Water called 
them), they simply won’t be allowed to get into debt because they would 
have ’chosen’ a restricted service (e.g., a self-disconnect prepaid meter, a 
yard-tank, standpipe or a flow restrictor). The poor would ’self-target’ by 
accepting the FBW concession in exchange for lower, but free 
consumption. 

Mike Muller (the DWAF director general) also openly articulated the 
deeper political rationales and strategic governmental advantages of 
FBW.11 Free basic water, the tariff systems and cost recovery are 
strongly interconnected and have to be considered together. While 
different municipalities have different tariffs regimes, the state advised 
municipalities to adopt stepped tariffs. The more you use, the more you 
pay, so that overall people would learn to use less water. Muller 
reassured that free basic water was in fact the state’s cost recovery 
strategy. Also stressing the cost-recovery aspect, the authoritative 
Department of Finance suggested, ’q~o make it (FBW) work only the 
really proven poor should get these while anyone else should be forced 
to pay even at higher tariffs" (2001: 132). Itwas explicitly fashioned as a 
’strategy’ for distinguishing between the deserving and non-deserving 
(Muller, 2001: 14). 

Since free basic water was introduced, most large urban 
municipalities began to use step tariffs to recover the cost of providing 
free water (Still, 2001: 17). In Durban, once households used above the 
extremely limited free amount, R32 extra per month was automatically 
added to the next tier’s volume charges. In 2003, Johannesburg charged 
R5, 81 per kl in the 20 to 40kl range (this was R7, 75 in 2005-6) but 
Johannesburg has not proceeded without fixed charges (Dog 2003: 223). 
The anomaly is that the urban poor use well over six kl a month, and in 
Durban, the effective doubling of water prices for poor people from 
1997-2004 led to a 30 per cent decline in consumption, from 22kl per 
household per month, to 15 (while wealthier household consumption 
declined only 10 per cent). The state acknowledges that 20-30kl is the 
average for black urban townships (Dog 2003). In many cases, to save 
themselves, households have had to ’voluntarily’ downsize by having 
flow limiters fitted so that they can only access 6 000 litres per month 
and not get into a financial mess. 

The politics of lohannesburg~s special cases programme 

11. Muller, M., 2001. Free basic water challenge. Water Sewage and EjTluent, 
AugustiSepteraber, p.14. 
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The ’Special Cases Programme’ in Johannesburg provides another 

illustration of how pro-poor policies are implemented as political 

strategies. A major concern in city government is the attitude and 
behavioural characteristics of the poor, specifically their civic duties to 
pay regularly for services and second, the dispositions of public servants 

towards discharging their duties. City of Johannesburg (CoJ) managers 
see ’rehabilitation’ of defaulters and mobilising consumer-centred civic 

participation as one of the key tasks of good governance.12 Some 
municipal managers still prefer ’strong rule’, while many have come to 

see governance as a pedagogic task over the long-term, not to be 

imposed through rushed marketisation. 
Alongside the educational dimension, municipal strategists have also 

debated the appropriate socio-technical infrastructure (such as prepaid 
meters) that can circumscribe consumption choices and assist 

pedagogically. The CoJ managers have, since 2001, utilised a 
sophisticated blend of neoliberal cost-recovery and paternalistic, 
residual welfare. This blend sought to develop the poor person into civic 

responsibility. ’Rehabilitating’ the citizen involved new city-wide 
institutions and education programmes signalling a shift to more 
humane and at the same deeper marketised forms of delivery. Various 
schemes for ’meeting the poor halfway’ but on new state terms such as 

prepaid meters were developed. Rather than exclude, it seeks to manage 
the poor and to provide technologies for the poor to increase their 
capacity to self-manage. 

Smith and Vawda (2003: 35) caution against a too rapid "shift from 
the citizen to the customer," as this may alienate residents. The authors 
point out that because black South Africans lack consumer skills, it will 
take time before customer-citizenship can become feasible. The SCP was 

a multi-faced intervention to assist ’indigents’, pensioners, the disabled, 
HIV-Aids patients, and all households with a monthly income of under 
R1401 ($200). It was also designed for the poor "to rehabilitate their 

municipal accounts and (to) create a culture of payment.’’1:~ 
Johannesburg Metro has a total of 3, 2 million residents (1 050 229 

households) with a million people (300 000 households) classified as 
poor. It has a higher percentage of poor (32 per cent) compared to 

12. The United Nations has considered ’good’ governance as an essential component of 
the Millennium Development Goals [MDGs], because ’good’ governance establishes a 
framework for fighting povmty and inequality (United Nations. 2007. Public aovernance 
Indicators: A Literature Review, New York: UN). 
13. Johannesburg extends helping hand, City News, 3 February 2006. Note that ’accounts’, 
not people are singled out for rehabilitation in this document. 
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Tshwane with 28 per cent and Cape Town with 23 per cenr_14 By late 
2005, one in six CoJ accountholders (or 92 000 households) were 
estimated as eligible. 

Pensioners and the disabled needed to show their National Social 
Security Grant cards; ’indigents’ were required to present ID documents, 
a copy of latest municipal account, a letter from the tax authority 
confirming tax status and, a police affidavit confirming their unemployed 
status. Concessions included FBW, FBE, free sewage and refuse 
collection, rates exemption for property if valued under R20 000, total 
write-off of arrears, conditional on accepting prepaid meters for water 
and electricity, agreeing to random ’home assessments for verification of 
information’ and paying all current charges until the prepaid meters are 
installed. Cheating incurs a five year ban on re-applications�5 "Although 
there is no cut-off date to apply for the subsidy itself, one feature of the 
scheme expires on 31 January 2005 - successful applicants will have 
their arrears debt written off."16 

Prepaid meters in Johannesburg and the shift to self-disconnections 

Johannesburg Water (JW), created in 2001 as an offshoot, in a radical 
restructuring of Johannesburg municipal administration, became a ring- 
fenced corporatised, independent private utility company, under a 
management contract with the French Suez Water company. 
Johannesburg Water is one of a few ring-fenced water departments in 
South Africa, and as an independent company, it has the City of 
Johannesburg as its only shareholder. Johannesburg Water claims that 
the reason for the formation of a private utility to control the water was 
to "introduce greater efficiency, professionalism, customer orientation 
and service delivery" (Johannesburg Water Corporate Profile, 2001). 
Johannesburg Water claims that there is greater accountability by 
separating the roles of governance and delivery (Johannesburg Water 
Corporate Profile, 2001). Johannesburg Water has implemented the 
FBW policy since July 2001. The first block (0-6kl) is zero-rated, 
thereafter steep tariff increases apply. ]W’s FBW policy is non- 
discretionary, i.e., it is applied throughout Johannesburg where there are 

14. National Treasury. 2007. Local Government Budgets and Expenditure Review, 2001/2 
- 2006/7. Pretoria: Republic of South Africa, p. 107. 
15. Official Brochure, Municipal Smvices Subsidy, 
http:i/www.joburg.org.zaismvicesimunicipal_sub sidy.stm 
also see Speech by Executive Mayor, 4 May 2005, 
http:iiw~acv.joburg.org.zai2005imayimayS_speech.stm, 15 March 2006. 
16. Arrears write offs end Tuesday, 
http:/iwww.joburg.org.za/2006/janijan30_revenue.stm 
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meters by simply zero-rating the first 6kl of metered water. Thus the 

FBW is nominally provided to all (who are already served with metered 
infrastructure) rather than to only the poor. 

There are technical impediments to the delivery of 6 kl of free water 
in major townships where there are no meters. ]W indicated that flat- 

rated areas (i.e., where meters were either not read or not installed) 
were not recipients of the FBW (Interview with J.P Mas, July 2004, cited 

in Deedat, 2002). In fact, in Soweto, which is flat-rated, prepayment has 
been marketed as a strategy to give the poor their allotted FBW. Areas 
where FBW is not yet supplied include Alexandra (350 000) and Soweto 

(1 million) except for prepaid metered households. For instance, 
Alexandra, one of Johannesburg’s oldest townships, has 4 060 formal 

houses and 34 000 shacks with an average four households for every 
40m2, "Approximately 70 percent of households accommodate more 

than 10 people" (Jonews Agency, 16 June, 2005). 
In 2003, the city provided 36 392 households in informal 

settlements with free water from mobile water tankers at a cost to the 
city of about R5 889 000 in the 200312004 financial year (Social 
Services Package, 2004: 19). Additionally 92 277 households (9 per 
cent) got water at the nearest stand pipe that is over 200 metres 
away.17 [Half a million residents in informal settlements around the 

province were serviced in this way.] Residents living in the informal 
settlements were not charged for these essentially emergency services. 

The tanker service and communal tap was also counted as FBW, 

although this is clearly not the same FBW that suburban households 
conveniently receive inside their homes. 

FBW, nevertheless was a concession, it provided strategic space and 
legitimacy to pursue market and punitive strategies directed at the poor 

(such as restricted or full cut-offs if people were caught stealing 
services). But another possibility existed: installing the prepaid meter 
(PPM). Dubbed ’the way of the future’ by town planners and leading 

politicians (Imeisa, 2001: 31), the installation of prepaid meters (PPM) 
in South Africa has taken place with an amazing speed. Already since 

2000, the national electricity commission (Eskom) and municipalities 
had installed some 3.2 million prepaid meters. "Most went to new 

customers, i.e., previously non- electrified houses" in black areas (Tewari 
and Shah, 2003: 25-6). After 2002, all RDP houses with in-house or yard 

taps were meant to be fitted with prepayment water. 
The City of Johannesburg (CoD saw the problem (of water 

management) as, "the effects of a much bigger problem of oversupply 

17. http://www.joburg-archive.co.za/corporate_planningipackage.pd f 
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and a lack of ownership of water consumption by residents."18 Poor 
residents (without meters and on fiat-rated deemed consumption) were 
said to have bad attitudes, overused water, and many did not pay or 
were illegally connected.> ]ameel Chand, a city official portrayed Soweto 
as an area ’riddled with illegal connections’.20 Residents were implored 
to accept prepaid water meters, and in return ]oberg Water would repair 
household leaks and install ’free-pay meters’, to allow a monthly 6 kl of 
free water. With less water loss, ]W projected savings of R158 million 
per year upon completion of the prepayment project.21 In 2003, 
therefore, Johannesburg Water spearheaded a major campaign to install 
prepaid water in 160 000 Soweto homes, although nothing prevented 
them from fixing leaks without PPM. By 2006, about 44 000 meters had 
been installed with all 160 000 to be installed by 2008. 

Speaking optimistically of a ’new culture of prepayment’ in South 
Africa which would make installing prepaid water more acceptable to 
the population, Johannesburg Water, the new corporatised utility that 
emerged out of restructuring in 2001, hoped PPM could be installed as a 
quid-pro-quo for arrear write-offs. In parts of Orange Farm, 
communities were promised sanitation.= National government has 
supported prepaid meters: "The pre-paid meters are in fact designed 
and programmed to provide the basic amount for free. They have the 
added advantage of allowing households to monitor and control their 
water consumption.., households appreciate this facility" (Kasrils, 2003). 
Since consumers ’self-disconnect’ the PPM strategy is ’debt-proof’ and 
convenient for councils as long as consumers do not tamper with the 
system. 

Promoted as the ’ultimate solution’ to non-payment, the PPM is less 
dictatorial, and conceals the penalty itself, as Foucault (1995: :tO) would 
put it. The PPM does not have to be read by council workers, and no bills 
have to be sent out. Disconnections are self-imposed. The consumer 
bears the costs of buying prepaid units from the municipality or local 
vendors. This downloading of transactions and costs to the end-user 
may also be counted as a part of the logic of privatisation. Some 
consumers however, believe it at least provides them a measure of direct 

18. lohannesburg Water Managing Director, Greg Segoneco, cited in Special Projects 
http://www.johannesburgwater.co.zaiaspicatalogue, 16 May 2005. 
19. See Egan and Wafer, 2006 for account of electricity and water ’theft’ or popular 
illegalities in Soweto and the activities of the Soweto Elec~cricity Crisis Committee. 
20. Chand, cited in, ’Johannesburg Municipality, city gets cracking’. Financial Mail, 11 
February 2005. For a detailed account of how illegalities become normalised, see 
Olukoju, A., 2004. Never Expect Power Always: Electricity consumers response to 
monopoly, corruption and inefficient services in Nigeria. African AJ~J’airs, 103, pp.51-71. 
21. Co], Johannesburg Business Plan, May 2005. 
22. TheStar, 2 May 2003. 
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control over their expenditure and at the same time avoids billing errors, 

a common problem in Johannesburg. 
The ’technical’ literature on prepayment (see DBSA, 200/; WRC, 

2003) showed a keen awareness of the political ’benefits’ of prepaid 
water, in particular what managers call ’conflict avoidance’ and cheap 

administration. Tewari and Shah (2003: 20) argue: "The social 
unwillingness to use prepaid primarily stems from the political power a 

society enjoys which gets translated in to rent-earning activity." 23 
Prepaid meters change the structure of opportunities and discipline 

consumers through direct money power. The initial free amount on the 

prepaid meter is crucial as it provides the incentive for ’wise use’ and 
legitimises self-disconnection. 

As suggested recently by John Rabe, one of the architects of 
Johanesburg’s PPM, 

Probably the biggest impact (newly created dimension) that 

prepayment can have on a service provider is the effective 

creation of customers...offering ’customer service’ rather than 
continuing in a paradigm which considers the end-users as only a 
consumeF.24 

To make FBW and PPM more credible, the Johannesburg Water 
Company’s ’customer services’ division conducted an education 
campaign to show the poor that six kl is enough to survive in an urban 

setting. With six kl, a family could choose five body washes; six toilet 
flushes, two kettles of water, one sink-full of water for dishes (per day), 

and one clothes wash every second day.25 
Prepaid meters are, to borrow from Foucault (1995: 23), ’political 

tactics’. As technologies they educate, they create ’modern’ rational 
patterns of behaviour suitable for marketised social life. As Foucault 
insisted, modern forms of power such as evident in the FBW and prepaid 

meters are not prohibitions, but ’go right down to the depths of society’ 
as ’fields of knowledge’. 

23. Eskom had a difficult time managing the conventional meters. Eskom used to hire 

workers whose main task was to read meters and disconnect electricity of those whose 

payments were overdue. This entailed ensuring the transportation from house to house 

and the protection of its employees in the event of conflict with customers. ’The 

conventional metering, in the absence of proper social attitudes to electricity, became a 

system demanding very high maintenance. Prepaid metering reduced this cost 

tremendously’. (McGibbon, 2002, Eskom Manager). 

24. Michael Rabe, Affidavit, 11 lanuary 2007, p. 17, in the Case on prepaid meters, Centre 

for Applied Legal Studies. http://~ww.law.wits.aczaicals (20 May 2007). 

25. h ttp://www.j ohan ne sb u rgwate r. co.za. 
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But as we have argued, they are also part of a wider project of new 

subject formation and new social attitudes: an ideal middle-class thrifty 
consumer transposed onto the poor. The liberal commodity discourse 
associated with households’ use of prepaid meters is evident in the idea 
that the consumer ’takes ownership’ of the service (Johannesburg Water, 

2001) and that such ownership is ’empowering’ and reinforces 

’consumer sovereignty’. 
Since there are no public records of how many times households 

self-disconnect, municipalities are also spared the political 

embarrassment of loud disconnections. Soweto, historic centre of the 
1976 uprisings, owed R 506 million in electricity payments to Eskom 
over two years (2001/2), but payment rates fell from 61 per cent to 36 

per cent in the same period (Sowetan, 14 March 2003). Since the early 
1990s, some 65 000 or 45 per cent of township bondholders have had 

homes repossessed (Financial Mail, 30 August 2002: 34). 
A national survey of municipalities revealed that municipal 

managers overstate the extent of community support for PPM and, 
"there is a tendency by water services providers to assume that 

technology will solve problems which are in fact social ones" (WRC 

2003: 14). Pre-paid meters may weaken community solidarity with 
neigbours sometimes stealing water from one another or re-selling 

water to others (Deedat, 2002). Highly politicised communities, such as 
Soweto in Johannesburg, have perceived prepaid meters as racially 
discriminatory,26 while more middle-class consumers have welcomed 

prepaid meters because they have been victims of wrong billing and 
mistaken cutoffs by the municipality27. As in Durban with its restrictors, 
"prepayment technology has reduced, not necessarily solved the 
problem of pilferage; revenue losses from pilferage are still high.’’28 

Angry Soweto residents have repeatedly ripped out electricity prepaid 
meters and dumped them at local council or Eskom offices. 29 

Conclusion 

This chapter points to the need to research the ambiguities of neoliberal 
social development and the underlying political rationales of ’pro-poor’ 

policy in South Africa and how these are woven into an attempted 
engineering of a market-based disciplinary society. The chapter 
concludes that service delivery has only to a limited extent addressed 

26. Business Day, 16 March 2004 and 17 November 2004. 

27. Sunday Times, 4 July 2004. 

28. Business Day, 23 March 2001. 

29. The Stat; 14 March 2003. 
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absolute poverty, but more generally has become linked to negative 
outcomes such as isolating the very poor and imposing market 
citizenship on township communities in South Africa, the African 

National Congress’s core constituency. 
The critique of poverty alleviation research programmes needs three 

further comments. First, research needs to address the problem that 
poverty reduction policies have not shifted wider macro-economic 

orthodoxy, such as the priority given to fighting inflation through high 
real interest rates. Thus many pro-poor interventions are systematically 

undermined by pro-rich ones. South Africa’s failure to reduce 

unemployment and insecurity must rank as one of its fundamental 
failures. 

A second critique of existing research takes this further by 
suggesting that pro-poor policies are designed to promote market values 

and are specifically designed as selected or targeted programmes to 
deepen a prevailing neoliberal ethos. Poverty reduction has become both 

a symbolic and institutionalising politics for stringing the poor along and 

incorporating them into a market society. The project of reducing 
poverty may be seen as a component of a neoliberal idea itself. The focus 
on ’poverty’ postpones speaking of the impediments to wider social 

change. Poverty reduction usually fragments into various fundable 

specialisms and programmes (child poverty, rural poverty, or ’extreme’ 
poverty). It is less threatening as long as a holistic approach is avoided. 
The poverty consensus has become a discursive bridge uniting a more 
conservative clique of NGOs, the academy and the state. 

Anti-poverty as an official state activity sets up a contractarian mode 
of accountability where once performance targets are met, the poor are 
meant to reciprocate with good behaviour and loyalty to the state. 

Poverty, and development offered by the government is also clearly a 
defensive response to waves of protests and a way of keeping various 

populations in their place. In SA, rather than abandoning the poor, 

poverty relief seeks to regulate the poor by ’meeting the poor halfway’ in 
exchange for concessions but on strict terms.30 Consequently, the tension 
between helping and regulating the poor needs to become a more 
central concern for research in welfare policy and governance. 

30. For purposes of this chapter, ’the poor’ may be defined as broad category households 
including the working poor that ~ruggle to pay for services and fall into debt either 
periodically or chronically. Some 40 per cent of Johannesburg’s municipal 
accountholders (or 290 000 accounts) earn less than R6500 per month and straggle to 
pay municipal bills (these are termed the less poor). Aside from these households, there 
are 32 per cent of the general population, who have less than R1500 income per month, 
the official poor. 
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’The feminisation of poverty’ as disabling discourse 
Prishani Naidoo1 

’Help Eliminate PoverO/. 
Empower a woman and feed a family. 
Make Morn proud. Help fight poverty!’Z 

Introduction 

It has almost become a mantra that women are the worst affected by the 
growing poverty that characterises society today, and that any serious 
attempt at poverty alleviation or eradication needs to target women as a 
group. The statement quoted above is just one of the many adverts and 
slogans that appear on the sidebar of a google search results page when 
one types in the word ’poverty’. In fulfilling one’s own desire for 
affirmation (by making Morn proud), one is urged to assist in eradicating 
poverty through the empowerment of one woman through whom an 
entire family, it is claimed, will be fed. In these undoubtedly nobly- 
intentioned sentiments, lie a number of moral judgments of men and 
gendered expectations of women, as well as a host of gendered (and 
other culturally-biased) assumptions about ’families’. The statement also 
falls into a growing trend that seeks to measure the lowest levels of 
poverty and to find interventions that cost the least and have the widest 
effect with regard to neutralising the potential volatility of the poor, 
most often reinforcing levels of vast inequality in society and confining 
large layers of society to extremely basic levels of services, and life on its 
margins (Naidoo, 2007). Here, women become the ’most cost-effective’ 
and ’sensible’ targets for intervention, allowing ’limited resources’ to be 
spent in ways that are thought to guarantee ’good returns’. And, the 
underlying causes of poverty (which are deeply gendered) are left 
untouched. This article interrogates how such discourses of poverty, that 
seem to address the position of the most vulnerable in society, identified 
as women, often reinforce the very gendered stereotypes, beliefs, values, 
and practices that have allowed for inequality and poverty to exist. 

The term ’the feminisation of poverty’ appears within this context of 
woman becoming the global face of poverty and target of interventions, 

1. This article began as a collabourative project with Gladys Mokolo, Nthabiseng 
Mahlangu, Christina Nthoroana and Nonhlanhla Ngwewa, to whom I am deeply indebted 
for sharingtheir time and life experiences so generously with me. 
2. sponsored link on google search results page for <poverty> to 
http://www.unitus.orgiEmpowerWomen; accessed 12 March 2007 
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particularly in the research and policy documents produced by 

governments, the United Nations, donor agencies, parts of academia, and 
the growing number of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 

comprising global civil society. It is most often used as a catch-all 
descriptive phrase for the growing vulnerability of women today, 
without much substantiation or argument (BRIDGE, 2001; Chant, 2003; 

2006). Often it is just tagged onto discussions to give the impression that 

gender issues have been considered in an argument or set of 
recommendations about poverty. When the term is defined, it usually 
refers to the greater incidence of poverty amongst women (most often 

measured in terms of household income); the greater severity of the 
experience of poverty by women compared with that experienced by 

men; and a trend amongst women towards greater poverty, usually 
associated with a rising number of female-headed-households and 

growing female participation in the informal economy (BRIDGE, 2001). 
However, theorists highlight the paucity of appropriate statistics and 

research to prove all of these claims, and look towards understanding to 

what ends this discourse works in different contexts. In particular, 
theorists problematise easy assumptions that are made about female- 
headed-households and the absence of gender disaggregated household 
data, and argue for the development of statistical models and indicators 

that consider the ways in which gender relations determine the nature 
of poverty and the success or failure of interventions designed to 
eradicate it (BRIDGE, 200/; Chant, 2003; 2006). Sylvia Chant (2006) 

argues that use of the term is also usually accompanied by some form of 
recommendation for the targeted relief of women when designing 
programmes to address poverty, in this way allowing for minimalist 
interventions to be crafted and sold by governments and donor agencies. 

This article will explore some of these critiques through the experiences 
of a group of women living in Orange Farm, a socio-economically 
disadvantaged part of Johannesburg. 

Beginning with the experiences of women, described by the 
dominant discourse as ’poor’, rather than with the discourse itself, this 

article attempts to offer an alternative way of approaching the question 
of poverty in society, a method that acknowledges the workings of 

power in the very act of speaking and writing about ’the poor’. Rather 
than examining the experiences of ’poor women’ through the discourse 

of ’the feminisation of poverty’, this article will evaluate the worth of the 
discourse in terms of the lived experiences of a group of women living in 

conditions of socio-economic disadvantage. In this way, the writing up of 

the experiences of ’the poor’ is not mediated by the frame of the 
discourse, but is directed by the nature of the experiences themselves 

and the contexts in which they unfold. 
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On method 

This article began as an attempt to initiate a discussion on ’the 
feminisation of poverty’ with a group of four women living in Orange 
Farm, who would subsequently become co-researchers on this project. I 

came into contact with each of the women through my research, 
development and political work with community organisations in 
Orange Farm, in particular the Kganya Women’s Consortium (a collective 

of thirteen women’s projects) and the Orange Farm Water Crisis 
Committee (OWCC), and based my choice of participants on their 
different ages and experiences with regard to poverty. When, in the first 

group meeting, none of the women had heard of the term ’the 
feminisation of poverty’, it was decided that discussions would focus 

rather on the experiences of poverty as felt by each of the women in the 
group, and a more qualitative exploration of the experience of poverty 

would be undertaken through discussions facilitated by me in this small 

group. I would feed information gleaned from a secondary research 

process on ’the feminisation of poverty’ into group discussions, in this 
way facilitating a conversation amongst participants about the 
discourse. While the group discussions are by no means representative 

of the views of all poor women in Orange Farm, Johannesburg or South 
Africa, they do, however, speak to experiences of poverty and knowledge 
of experiences that go beyond those of the women in the group, that 

suggest the need for alternative approaches to the study and eradication 
of poverty in society today. They provide reasons for greater effort to be 
put towards more qualitative and participatory approaches to the study 
and attempted eradication of poverty. 

In two separate discussions, the group met and shared experiences 
related to their lives as women in Orange Farm, in processes facilitated 

by me. Discussion was allowed to flow freely, with participants speaking 
about their individual life histories, relating their experiences to the 
overall theme of poverty, and steering of the discussion happening only 

when necessary, and feeding of the discussion from time to time with 
information from the secondary research process that was directly 

related to the discourse of ’the feminisation of poverty’. Participants also 
shared their experiences and knowledge of poverty in Orange Farm 

more generally. While this article is, then, based on the stories and 
experiences of the four women from Orange Farm, it also speaks to the 

stories of others known to them. 
To facilitate openness, honesty, trust, and the absence of fear in 

group discussions, it was agreed that the names of participants would 

not be linked to the particular stories discussed in this article. In 
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addition, specific stories would not be used to reach particular 

conclusions. Rather, there would be general discussion about the 
conclusions reached in group discussions, with some stories being used 

to illustrate some conclusions. 
In this way, participants believed that they could speak about their 

lives and experiences without ignoring the very potential effects that this 
act of speaking could have on their lives and the lives of their loved ones 

who might come to recognise themselves in criticisms raised in this 

article. This article does not, therefore, contain names. It does, however, 
contain the views and experiences of four women living in Orange Farm 

about the lives of women generally in Orange Farm, mediated by my 
own views and experiences. While I acted largely as facilitator of 

discussions amongst the four other women, I did also, at times, become a 
participant by offering my own views and experiences, and sharing 

material collected from the secondary research process. My control of 
facilitation also allowed me to frame and direct discussions towards 
answering particular questions, and my own interpretation of secondary 

material undoubtedly had some effect on the nature of discussions. 
While the group attempted to maintain as democratic, horizontal and 
open a space as possible in which discussions could take place, the role 
of facilitator and writer would ultimately afford me much more power in 

the process of research, discussion, and writing. This was recognised at 
the outset, and the very limitations of academic writing problematised. 
While this discussion could be the subject of another article, the group 

felt that it would be important to signal here the need for greater 

resources (both human and material) to be dedicated towards more 
participatory and qualitative approaches to understanding and 
eradicating poverty being developed in which the traditional hierarchies 

set up by academic forms of writing and research are challenged. The 
method employed in the writing of this article must, then, be seen only 
as an initial step in developing an alternative way of studying and 

writing about poverty that is itself limited and limiting. It nevertheless 
highlights the importance and need for this alternative, and shows the 

potential for its development given greater resources and commitment 
in society. 

Experiences and critique 

Through the stories and experiences that flowed in the first discussion, 

participants began to make some of the assertions also made by 

proponents of the discourse of ’the feminisation of poverty’ i.e., that the 
majority of the poor are women, that the majority of women are poor, 

and that rising female poverty corresponds with an increase in the 
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number of female headed households. These assertions are borne out in 

statistics related to poverty when explored through a gender lens with 
regard to Orange Farm (Khanya College/Kganya Women’s Consortium, 

2002) and South Africa (Hassim, 2005). With Orange Farm being 
identified in official state policy documents as a socio-economically 

disadvantaged area, it would also be reasonable to expect the population 
of Orange Farm to reflect the gendered characteristics of poverty 

exhibited in national statistics related to households. 
Orange Farm is a township located approximately 45 km south-west 

of the city of Johannesburg. It began as an area demarcated for the 
resettlement of black squatters by the apartheid government in 1987, as 
influx control laws were lifted and strategies were crafted to organise 

and regulate the urbanisation of black people. The few research projects 
that have been conducted in Orange Farm since 1994 have 

demonstrated the particularly precarious and vulnerable positions 
occupied by women in Orange Farm, many living in female-headed- 

households, often led by single mothers or grandmothers (Khanya 

College/Kganya Consortium, 2002; Coalition Against Water Privatisation 
et. al., 2003). These projects have also highlighted the widespread 
existence of income generation and other community projects, many of 
which have been initiated by unemployed women. 

While existing statistics and the immediate experiences of the group 
seemed to support each other, participants agreed that such assertions 
and their implications for policy formulation and community struggles 

needed to be explored further to make them meaningful. What did it 
mean that poverty in Orange Farm was characterised by a large number 
of female-headed households? How did women experience poverty 

differently from men? Was this indeed the case or was poverty the result 
of more complicated sets of gendered relations in society that produced 
inequalities that allowed poverty to persist? 

Female-headed households as Apartheid’s gendered legacy 

In the experience of participants, the majority of their neighbours in 
Orange Farm are single mothers, heading households without the 

presence of men. Each of them had been confronted with personal 
difficulties as well as the problems of other women and families in the 

community in their daily lives and work as the problems associated with 
rising poverty presented themselves. In a survey of 194 women in 
households in Orange Farm conducted in 2001, the majority of 

interviewees were single parents and widows (Khanya College/Kganya 
Consortium). In the small group constituted to produce this article, two 

participants were single parents, the oldest member of the group - a 
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pensioner who had divorced twice due to the experience of domestic 

violence, and a widow who had recently lost her partner to HIV-AIDS 
and is herself HIV-positive. The youngest member of the group shared 

the experience and perspective of a young girl whose life had been 
adversely affected by the separation of her parents at an early stage of 
her life. Only one participant was happily married. In this group of four 
women, three had been directly affected by the phenomenon of female- 

headed households. 
As the group tried to understand the reasons behind this 

phenomenon, participants began to talk about the experiences of women 

in male-headed households, that resulted in divorce, separation and the 
rise in the number of female single parents spoken about in mainstream 

discussions and apprehended in their own experiences. In many cases, 
domestic violence was a reason for separation. Experiences in the group 

going back as far as 1946, participants were able to explore some of the 
changing living conditions for men and women since the start of 

apartheid, and the effects that they produced in society. For most African 
women, life under apartheid was extremely difficult, with their survival 
almost completely dependent on their relationships with men. 

While African culture and colonial society had already produced a 
highly gendered society, segregation and apartheid made further 

changes to the structure of gender relations, particularly through the 
regulation of the labour markeL Migrant labour had profound effects on 
relations between African men and women, dividing families and 

separating husbands and wives (or partners) for most of their lives. 
Based on the notion that an African male worker was ’single’ or 
’responsible for’ a wife and children living in the ’homelands’ or 

’bantustans’ who were able to subsist through farming and support of 
extended family networks, wages were generally low, and living 
conditions harsh. Through the migrant labour system and influx control, 
apartheid legislated the separation of African men and women, and 

attempted to structure African life in such a manner that only the most 
basic needs of men and women would need to be provided for by the 

state and white employers. The welfare system was based on the notion 
that African life was cheaper than white life, with African needs 

requiring fewer resources than white needs. As life in ’the homelands’ 
became increasingly difficult, many women would move to urban areas 

to seek employment or join their partners. (Parnell, 1992; Parnell & 
Mosdell, 2003; Ramphele, 2002). Stories shared in this small group 

focused largely on urban women as all participants had been born to 

parents already living in townships of the city of Johannesburg. But here 
too, African men and women experienced the effects of a system 

designed to (re)produce the deep lines of inequality of apartheid society. 
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Under apartheid, African women were not tolerated in urban areas 

unless they could prove that they were married to working men or 
themselves employed. The Natives Urban Areas Act (1923) and the 

Slums Act (1934) legislated these stipulations (Parnell, 1992). African 
women were also actively prevented from entering the formal labour 

market, with a minority gaining access to professions such as nursing 
and teaching, and the majority of employed African women in urban 

areas being found in domestic service, especially in white homes (and 
some Indian and coloured homes). The oldest in the group shared the 
frustrations she felt as a young African woman living under apartheid 

through her experiences of being prevented from buying furniture 
without her husband being present to ’sign for her’, and not being able to 

buy a house without being married even when she could prove that she 
had a job. For her generation, choosing a life of independence as a single 

woman was difficult. In the urban areas, this was almost impossible 
without resorting to various forms of illegality e.g. the running of 

shebeens, spaza shops, and sex work. In order to have a roof over one’s 

head, most women had to submit themselves to marriage or to domestic 
employmenL The independence of women was also not generally 
accepted in African culture, and clearly defined roles were prescribed for 

men and women. Being accepted in society and gaining respect and 
affirmation from one’s elders meant getting married (in most cases 
meaning to have a man pay ’lobola’ for a woman) and assuming 
particular roles in a family and extended family. Participants agreed that 

these roles, across cultures, taught us that men should occupy the role of 
’provider’ and women that of ’caregiver’, be it in the nuclear or extended 
family. Living up to these roles came to be defined by the restrictions 
placed on the lives of African men and women by apartheid. 

Working with a group of African youth in the early 1990s in 

Crossroads, Cape Town, Mamphela Ramphele was able to record and try 
to understand the effects of the disruption of families through the 

migrant labour system on the lives of future generations. In the group of 
sixteen young people with whom she came to work, ten were raised by 

their mothers, two by their grandmothers, and one by his sister. Only 
one of the youth had been raised by both parents. And only six of the 

group did not have the experience of encountering problems related to 
parents having children from previous relationships. (Ramphele, 2002: 

31). The lives of these children had been deeply affected by the nature of 
the relationships between men and women in their homes, in particular 

between their parents. Ramphele writes that men are, "disempowered 

by having to depend on the very women that a patriarchal culture 
designates as inferior to them. The dissonance between the cultural 

expectations of gender power relations on the one hand, and the reality 
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of powerlessness on the other, sets off a vicious cycle of low self-esteem, 

resentment, anger and abuse of the very source of your support - the 
woman, mother, sister, wife, lover." (Ibid: 160). As apartheid ate away at 

the African man’s ability to fulfill his role of ’provider’, resentment would 
grow towards those for whom he was meant to be ’providing’. In many 

homes, domestic violence arose when ’the man of the house’ was unable 
to provide for the needs of ’his home’, either by having too little money 

and/or losing his job, and/or having too little time to spend with his 
family. At other times, it might be the fact that a woman’s ’caregiver’ role 

was coming under question as she began to work or earn an income. 

Neoliberal policies reinforce gender inequalities 

As the apartheid economy in the 1980s would be forced to respond to 
changes in the global economy, neoliberal policies would begin to be 
introduced. While the African National Congress (ANC) would assume 
electoral power on the promise of a broadly redistributive programme 
(the Reconstruction and Development Programme - RDP), it would tie 
itself to a logic of export-oriented growth in the form of the Growth, 
Employment and Redistribution Strategy (GEAR), adopted in 1996 by 
government, and underpinned by a number of neoliberal macro- 
economic principles. In the years following the adoption of GEAR, the 
gendered structure of the labour market would face a number of 
pressures and changes. Trade liberalisation would result in job losses in 
traditionally male sectors of the economy, such as mining, and female 
industries, such as footwear and textile, and flexible forms of labour, in 
the form of part-time, casualised, and seasonal forms of work into which 
women tended to move as forms of cheap labour, would be introduced 
(Kenny & Webster, 1999; Mosoetsa, 2001). 

These changes with regard to labour have been accompanied by 
rising costs of living with the introduction of the logic of cost recovery 
and corporatisation in the delivery of basic services, health, and 
education being a major contributory factor. In the experience of 
participants, life for working class men and women has become more 
difficult. In Orange Farm, it would seem as though very few people have 
full time jobs. Men and women ’are sitting at home’. The only form of 
work available is contract jobs, which both men and women have access 
to. In this context the roles of ’provider’ and ’caregiver’ continue to shape 
the ways in which men and women are expected to earn respect and 
acceptance in the family, community, and society, but the ability for men 
and women to live up to them is increasingly constrained. Domestic 
violence, and general instability in the home and community manifest 
along gendered lines. 
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Gendered socialisation 

In the experience of this group, the roles into which men and women are 
socialised also determine how people respond to change and crises in 

their lives. In Orange Farm, it is the experience that many men, when 
they lose a job or source of income, become depressed and despondent, 

often turning on women and children, and becoming violent. Many men 
turn to alcohol and drugs, and become angry about not being able to be 

’providers’. While there are also women who respond in similar ways, it 

was the experience of participants that more women than men in Orange 
Farm have been able to start informal activities and projects in order to 

sustain themselves and their families. Participants felt that this was 
probably due to the fact that women are socialised to be ’caregivers’, 

ensuring that the most basic needs of the family are met at all times. Also 
that women often see men’s well-being as coming before their own, and 

being dependent on women. Men are more likely to continue looking for 

formal employment than women who make up more of the informal 
economy and are more likely to take up positions as volunteers rather 
than full-time workers, these differences themselves produced by our 
acceptance of and socialisation into our different roles as men and 
women as those of ’provider’ and ’caregiver’ respectively, as well as the 

gendered nature of the labour market. For participants, there was no 
innately purer moral substance to woman than man that makes her a 
better ’caregiver’. Unfortunately, many current interventions that seek to 

alleviate poverty are based on the notion that women are morally better 
than men (more responsible and trustworthy), and that support of a 

poor woman thus allows an entire family to be supported. What such 
approaches miss is the fact that the lives of men and women are closely 
intertwined, and that the ways in which men and women relate today 
are based on the ways in which we are socialised to become ’providers’ 

and ’caregivers’ in society. The targeting of women alone serves only to 

allow for the most minimal interventions to be made, and often makes 
worse the divisions and tensions that already exist between men and 
women in homes and communities. 

Participants also felt that it was often due to men’s own perceived 
failure to live up to the role of ’provider’, and not necessarily due to any 

expectations of women, that men became despondent, frustrated, angry, 
and violent. As one of the group said, "Even if a man doesn’t work, he 

always moans, sits alone or becomes aggressive and violent because he 

is not working. And he thinks that the wife doesn’t give him any respect 
and yet it’s not so. Women do respect their husbands even if they don’t 
work. But the men are too aggressive and violent. That is why women 
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are always being harassed in the house and there is a lot of domestic 

violence." Participants went on to speak about how it is important to be 

accepted and respected in and by society, and how the gendered norms 

of society often prescribe to men (and women) the achievements by 
which to measure one’s success in the world. Failure to reach these steps 

leads to feelings of resentment and anger that manifest in our relations 
with those closest to us, those who are also part of how people see 

themselves and their success in the world. 
Participants also spoke about the changing roles and responsibilities 

into which men and women are being socialised today, under the sway 

of neoliberal policies. As women are being targeted for ’capacity 
building’, ’skills development’, ’entrepreneurship’, and ’empowerment’, 
traditional roles and responsibilities defined for women as those of 
’caregivers’ are being challenged as is the ability for men to live up to 

their traditional roles and responsibilities related to being ’providers’. 
Participants felt that targeting women for assistance with improving 

their socio-economic positions without addressing the problems of 

rising unemployment and flexibilisation of labour experienced by men, 
often leads to feelings of resentment and anger amongst men as a result 
of perceptions that their traditional roles are being undermined. 

The group also came to interrogate issues related to socialisation, in 

particular culture and the stereotypes associated with living in Orange 

Farm, through a story that spoke of an experience different to the norm 
or the expected. While many women came to Orange Farm to escape 
poor domestic relationships, the group also shared the story of someone 
who had come to Orange Farm ’out of love’. For this woman from a well 
known middle-class family in Johannesburg, Orange Farm had meant the 

opportunity of continuing a love relationship that was forbidden by her 

family, through which she had had a son at the age of eighteen while still 
at school. It also meant a change in her class position and style of life as 
both she and her partner were unemployed. Being a committed activist 

in the anti-apartheid struggle, experiencing arrests and torture, her 
partner made many sacrifices that would compromise his ability to live 

up to the role of ’provider’ that was expected by both their families. 
While the couple lived apart during apartheid, with their son being cared 

for largely by her extended family, as apartheid ended, the couple 
attempted to make a life for themselves as a family in Orange Farm. 

While they took up house together without being married, gaining 
respectability in the eyes of their families would become increasingly 

important. This would mean trying to secure the necessary money for 
her partner to pay ’lobola’. With his first cheque, earned through a 
contract job in the construction industry, this goal was achieved and the 

families gave the couple a wedding ceremony. For the group, this story is 
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important as it demonstrates women’s choice in matters of life, in spite 

of expectations and norms almost never reflected in the discourse of ’the 
feminisation of poverty’. It also shows how culture and the economy 
work together to reinforce gender inequalities and oppression. 

Escaping problems in male-headed households 

For many single women (mainly mothers) living in Orange Farm, the 
ability to purchase one’s own site and erect a shack meant the possibility 

of freedom from unhappiness, and the tension, stress, and violence being 

experienced in male-headed households. With the emphasis of the 
discourse of ’the feminisation of poverty’ falling on women without any 
real interrogation of the reasons behind the phenomenon characterising 
it (rising female-headed-households), what is erased is the involvement 

of men in women’s increasing vulnerability, and the fact that the 
structure and production of poverty is deeply gendered. Using the term 

’feminised’ only describes the fact that more women are poor or that 

women are poorer than men. It does not describe the fact that men and 
women’s oppression and exploitation are enmeshed. Before women 
leave violent relationships, what are their lives like within male-headed 

households? The ’feminisation’ discourse neglects to explore the nature 
of life for women in poor male-headed households. 

In the group, discussions revealed that divorce and separation bring 
tremendous problems and instability in the lives of children. Even when 

the cause of separation is not linked to tensions arising due to economic 
pressures (e.g. an extra-marital affair or a new love interest), women 
still tend to suffer economically. Their lives usually being completely 
dependent on their husband’s, separation means a loss of income, a 

home, and the means to care for one’s children (who usually accompany 

the mother). 
The group shared the story of a young girl whose life was seriously 

disrupted by the divorce of her parents. Kicked out of the family home 

with her mother and brothers, she went from a life of relative comfort to 
one of complete vulnerability, first living in a shack and then moving into 
a hostel for Zulu migrant workers after the shack was burnt by residents 

accusing the family of being Inkatha supporters - they were Zulu- 
speakers. Her mother and brothers unemployed, she began selling 

sweets at school and clothes in the community, going door to door on 
weekends. She assumed the role of ’provider’ for most of her school-life 

and beyond, yet continued to be disrespected by her brothers. She also 

bore the cruelty of other children at school, who questioned her about 
staying at the hostel, and taunted her for ’being Zulu’. In Std 9, she was 

raped by a brother’s friend, and received no support in her crisis except 
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the emotional support of her mother. The stress and emotional pressure 

became unbearable, and she dropped out of school. She worked 
extremely hard, selling goods, and was eventually able to purchase a site 

in Orange Farm, where she moved her mother and brothers into a two- 
roomed shack. In Orange Farm, she came to know about a local NGO 

through which she has received counselling and become part of a group 
committed to changing the lives of women with similar problems. Her 

mother has recently passed away, and she has subsequently broken 

contact with her brothers. However, she has been able to face these 
adversities through the support she has received from the NGO. Today, 

she is in a long-term relationship with a partner with whom she has a 
baby, is a volunteer in the local NGO that assisted her and so assists 

other young women with problems, such as rape, and continues to make 
a living by selling clothes and sweets. While she wishes that she had a 

better job or the ability to study further, she is content with life at 
present. Participants commended her for her resilience and strength in 

the face of opposition from her brothers and society in general. 

The sharing of this story led to a discussion about the ways in which 

women often take control in situations of crises in households, and how 
it is often the absence of men in households that allows for the positive 
development of women. In many cases, it was felt that, female-headed- 

households have presented women with the space and opportunities to 
develop their own potential, unconstrained by the needs and demands of 
male partners. 

In using the rising number of female-headed-households as an 
indicator of ’the feminisation of poverty’, a negative development, 
proponents of this discourse deny the potential that female-headed- 
households do indeed present greater household economic stability and 

individual social and economic well-being as compared with male- 
headed-households, in which individual female and child well-being may 
be compromised for various reasons, some of which have been 

mentioned above (e.g. domestic violence). Recognition of this potential 
should lead to the strengthening of support for female-headed- 

households, and not its withholding. However, it should not allow for the 
problems faced within male-headed-households to go unaddressed. 

With household income being the sole determinant for comparisons 
made between the poverty of male- and female-headed-households, 

little weight is given to the intra-household factors that might prejudice 
the individual well-being of women and children. With the targeting of 

female-headed-households, the problems experienced by women in 

male-headed-households go unexamined, and thus unsolved. While it 
might be important to target female-headed-households with certain 

socio-economic interventions, it is equally important to try to 
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understand the problems being experienced by women in male-headed- 

households and to develop interventions to address them too. 
While female-headed-households represent an important response 

from women against the abuse they face in male-headed-households, 
addressing their needs cannot define the sum total of the interventions 

necessary to eradicate poverty and the unequal position of women in 
society. Rather, such interventions need also to address the position of 

women in their situations of need. 

Teenage pregnancies as a cause of female poverty 

Participants also put forward the high incidence of teenage pregnancies 

as a possible reason for rising female poverty and female-headed- 

households. In trying to understand this phenomenon, participants 

spoke about the fact that poor young girls have very few choices in their 
lives with regard to higher education or jobs. Often, even school life is 

difficult, and many young girls are forced to drop out of high school in 

order to work or conduct informal economic activities e.g. selling sweets 
or clothes. And the aspirations that young girls are encouraged to hold 
are far from their reach. The group happened to hold its first discussion 
on ’Take a Girl-Child to Work’ day. When one of the members asked what 

this day was all about and received clarification about it, all participants 

were extremely dismissive of the day, asking where the jobs were that 
young girls could be taken to. In the context where young girls are being 

encouraged to pursue consumerist lifestyles, the temptation for poor 
young girls to enter into relationships with richer and older men is 
common. The phenomenon of ’sugar daddies’ and entire families 
becoming dependent on the relationship of a young girl with a richer 

man are common stories today. With the lack of proper sex education at 
school level, many young girls fall pregnant in this context. 

There was also the feeling in the group that the existence of the child 

support grant (CSG) was a reason that poor young girls fell pregnant. 
Some participants disagreed. While participants accepted that there is a 

study that government has conducted that shows that the CSG is not ’a 
perverse incentive’ for young girls (Department of Social Welfare, 2007), 

it was argued that many people still believe that the grant does 
encourage teenage pregnancies. In a focus group being conducted for 

another project, also held in Orange Farm, with a group of men who had 
been retrenched in the late 1990s by Premier Milling Company in whose 

full-time employ they had been, deep-seated anger was expressed at the 

CSG (Naidoo, forthcoming, 2010). An old man accused government of 
’fathering’ the children of teenage mothers, arguing that it was 

government’s provision of the CSG that encouraged such pregnancies. A 
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middle-aged man grew extremely angry, stating that government, 

through the CSG, had turned its back on the men who had slaved for so 
many years in jobs tbr their families, and was now supporting ’little girls 

who have never worked in their lives’. 
Interestingly, this focus group discussion spoke clearly to the fact 

that men who were suffering the effects of post-apartheid neoliberal 

reorganisation of the labour market and economy felt that their ability to 
’provide’ had come under threal: A man who had not found full-time 
work in the last twelve years since his retrenchment, described how he 

had gone from supporting five families to ’being alone in the house’. 

Many of the men spoke about their failure to ’be fathers’ and provide for 
the needs of their wives and children. The majority feeling in the small 

group, and these experiences in the focus group, speak to the fact that 
changes in the economy that have resulted in changes in the ways in 

which work is organised and in the sphere of reproduction have been 
deeply gendered, provoking responses that are deeply gendered. 

Targeted interventions, such as the CSG, in this context, even though 

they may not aim to be gender-specific (with the CSG, caregivers of 
children are not defined as needing to be mothers in order to receive the 
grant), end up having effects on gender relations as they do not address 
the underlying causes of problems and so reproduce and entrench 

gender inequalities. 

Teenage pregnancies are, then, both a result of poverty and a reason 

for its continued existence. As such, holistic interventions need to be 
developed to address the context of poverty and inequality in which 
young girls fall pregnant today. This means changing how society views 
the respective roles and responsibilities of men and women in 

relationships, particularly with regard to birth control and protection 
during sexual intercourse; child-care; household duties; occupational 
roles; and family responsibilities. 

AIDS, women and poverty 

All participants spoke about the inescapable reality of the many effects 
of the HIV-AIDS pandemic on their lives and the lives of the majority of 

Orange Farm residents. Discussions focused on the difficulties presented 
by conditions of poverty for those living with HIV-AIDS and those caring 

for the sick (usually women, and increasingly older women, pensioners). 
In the experience of one participant, living with HIV-AIDS, watching her 

partner die from the virus, being unemployed and without access to anti- 

retroviral treatment, has made life often unbearable. However, she 
persists for the sake of her children, trying to keep healthy and 

’occupied’. In this case, groups like the 0WCC have provided women, and 
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residents generally, with the spaces in which to find support in and from 

others with similar problems. All participants were involved in projects 
at community level in which support for members and their families 
with regard to the experience of HIV-AIDS was a priority. All participants 
spoke of the increase in fl~e number of funerals as a result of HIV-AIDS, 

and the ways in which the community came together around these 
occasions. Participants felt that any discussion about poverty and its 

gendered nature today needs to include some reflection on HIV-AIDS, 
and the gendered nature of the context in which it has become a 

pandemic and the relations through which it is spread and addressed. 

Reflections on experience 

In trying to understand the commonalities and similarities in 

experiences and stories shared, the group agreed that growing up, 
attaining self-hood, and being accepted by a community of people are 
closely related to becoming men and women in society. And, being good 

men and women had come to be defined through culture, religion, 
education, the media, and so on. In the collective experience of the 
group, these roles had come to be defined as those of ’provider’ (man) 
and ’caregiver’ (woman). It was in the perceived failure of men and 

women to live up to these roles that many of the problems that 
participants had experienced in their lives had their roots. 

Understanding apartheid society as a capitalist patriarchal one, the 

group also spoke of the fact that women’s ’caregiver’ role allowed (and 
continues to allow) particular reproductive forms of work (traditionally 

provided by women) to go unpaid in society, facilitating the paying of 
lower wages and the provision of less welfare and fewer social 

protections to workers. The unpaid labour of women has, in other 
words, always ’subsidised’ the greater exploitation of men. The position 
of women in the household has also allowed families to weather poverty, 

and women have always been the poorest in society. The term 
’feminisation’ suggests a point in time at which poverty suddenly 

becomes characterised by women’s greater vulnerability than men, 
without any real data to substantiate this claim. Most literature today 

states that 70 per cent of the word’s poor are women. However, there is 
little gender disaggregation of poverty statistics to back this up (Chant, 

2003; 2006). The group could understand that as poverty increased, 
women would suffer more than men as the nature of society was such 

that women occupied the lowest positions in the economy and the 

household, and the roles that would serve to provide the care and 
additional unpaid labour necessary to withstand increased poverty. But, 
it could not understand why there would necessarily be an increase in 
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the proportion of women to men who are poor, necessitating the term 

’feminisation’. Instead, the group began to ask when and why the term 
had become popular. 

The feminisation of poverty’? 

The term ’the feminisation of poverty’ can be traced back to discussions 
in the United States in the 1970s related to single mothers and welfare 
(BRIDGE, 2001: 1). It has, however, gained popularity, particularly in the 

development sector, in the 1990s, continuing to be used today. In the 

words of Sylvia Chant, ’the ’feminisation of poverty’ made its major 
breakthrough into the development lexicon in the 1990s. A critical 

catalyst was the fourth United Nations Conference on Women at which it 
was asserted that 70 per cent of the world’s poor were female, and 

eradicating the ’persistent and increasing burden of poverty on women’ 
was adopted as one of the twelve critical areas of the Beijing Platform 

For Action. Disregarding the fact that the 70 per cent level was supposed 

to be rising, and that ten years on there is still no change to the original 
estimate, this categorical claim, with its alarming(ist) predictions of 
’worse to come’, seems to have accorded "women, if not gender, 
unprecedented visibility in international fora on poverty reduction." 

(Chant, 2006: 202). This has been accompanied by an increase in the 
number of interventions aimed at alleviating or eradicating poverty that 
target women. Most major donor agencies include a focus on poor 

women, with several programmes targeting women specifically. As 
neoliberal policies have increased the vulnerability of the working and 
lower middle classes, women have come to be ’the shock-absorbers’ of 
the system. But this does not mean that women survive without men. 

Using the term ’the feminisation of poverty’ describes only one aspect of 

the gendered nature of poverty, allowing for easy interventions to be 
made that can be proclaimed as having answered to the needs of ’the 

poorest of the poor’ without addressing the root causes of poverty, 
which are gendered, involving both men and women. 

Presented with ’the feminisation of poverty’ as a topic for research 
towards this conference article, discussions in the group tended towards 

trying to understand whether the discourse as presented above holds 
any value with regard to the experiences of women in Orange Farm. 

In the experience of most in the group, such targeted approaches of 
donors had had positive effects in their lives. All participants belong to 

women’s community projects that have at some point received funding 

from donor programmes targeting poor women. But their survival 
through these interventions has been difficult nevertheless. Participants 

shared their experiences of working in community projects, including a 
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sewing income generation initiative; a recycling, creche, and gardening 

income generation project; a project providing counselling and advice to 
young women, in particular survivors of rape and domestic violence; and 

a group campaigning for free access to basic services and better living 
conditions for Orange Farm residents. In all these experiences, problems 

had, however, emerged with regard to expectations and understandings 
of different members of the projects. In particular, many of the women 

who worked in the projects were expected to take home a salary, 
showing something material for their time spent away from home. 

However, most projects have often been unable to ensure that members 

receive stable incomes. Where projects have received donor or state 
funding, these funds have come with the stipulation that they not be 

spent on stipends or salaries. Often, not enough income has been 
generated to pay stipends. When this has happened in the past, some 

project members have experienced anger from their husbands or male 
partners, often unemployed and therefore also relying on the expected 

income from the project. While participants stressed that attempts are 

always made to address such problems, the existence of such 
expectations and the gender dynamics within households often result in 
project members leaving for more stable employment as soon as it 
becomes available. In cases where members are only able to find casual 

or contract jobs, they often return to the project only to leave again 

when better work becomes available. In this way, the projects have often 
become the spaces to which women turn only in desperation. At the 

same time, however, they have also offered many women the 
opportunity to build lives for themselves outside of quickly declining 

formal wage labour, and the possibility to imagine a different way of 
living for themselves as collectives. 

These opportunities have, however, been determined by the 
interests of donors, with the targeting of women featuring as one of the 
focus areas for spending. In these targeted interventions, the 

development of women’s entrepreneurial capabilities have been 

prioritised, and the building of capacity and skills amongst women to 
sustain themselves and their own projects, have become priorities. 
’Sustainable livelihoods’ has become a euphemism for the provision of 

the very basic and most minimal resources deemed necessary for 
survival to those considered to be unable to provide for themselves, and 

women have received attention as the most ’cost-effective’ and ’reliable’ 
vehicles through which to dispense these resources. In most cases, 

women’s labour is once again not given value, and women are once again 

expected to be the ’shock absorbers’ of the ills of our economy. 
Participants spoke of the fact that, while donors might prefer to fund 

women’s organisations, they have chosen not to prevent men from 
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joining them. While women continue to be the majority in projects and 

continue to lead them, there are also men who work in some of the 
projects, accepting their positions as equals in the work and in decision- 

making related to the project. Participants argued that it was the fact 
that projects could not guarantee a stable salary or stipend that 
prevented more men from joining them. 

In the view of participants, targeting women in poverty alleviation 
interventions, while undoubtedly bound to have some positive effects in 
contexts of extreme disadvantage, also entrenches certain gendered 
roles and divisions in society that do not benefit the lives of poor men 

and women in the long run. The role of woman as ’caregiver’ continues 
to be played on in the ways in which it is presumed that the targeting of 
women will benefit more people than the support of a man, and in the 

provision of minimal interventions based on the belief that women 

provide certain tasks unpaid and driven by levels of sacrifice and 
voluntarism due to their ’caregiver’ ’nature’. It also carries the danger 

with it that existing gendered divisions, inequalities, and stereotypes will 

be reinforced as people’s lived circumstances change without their 
means of interpreting and making meaning of them changing. 

Conclusion 

As the group returned to discuss the main statements and assertions 
made by those using the term ’the feminisation of poverty’, participants 

realised that none of the richness and detail of their stories and those of 
so many other women that they knew were reflected in these 
mainstream documents claiming to speak in the interests of ’the poorest 
of the poor’ - women. In most of these documents, women’s voices and 

agency were absent, erased, as poverty was described as an over- 

powering experience to which women are constantly on the receiving 
end, responding to effects of changing macro-economic policies. 

Participants did not dispute the fact that the circumstances in which the 
majority of women today find themselves are those of growing poverty 

and vulnerability. However, they argued that poor women fight and 
survive against this system, and choose to live in different ways in spite 

of the system. The system itself is allowed to change based on the 
resilience and creativity of women. And how changes are introduced are 

shaped by resistance and struggle undertaken by women. 
While ’the feminisation of poverty’ might serve as a useful 

descriptive term when speaking about poverty, the experiences shared 

in this group’s discussions suggest that the discourse inaugurated by 
increased use of the term has neglected some of the detail necessary in 

understanding how poverty is produced in gendered ways in society, 
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ways that involve men and women in relationships of inequality. Rather 
than developing interventions that speak to this gendered nature of 
poverty, the discourse of ’the feminisation of poverty’ has resulted in the 
targeting of women and female-headed-households for intervention to 
the neglect of men and male-headed-households. Recognising the central 
role that gender plays in the ways in which people come to relate to each 
other and to the world, it is important that discourses of poverty pay 
attention to the ways in which the unequal position of women in society 
relates directly to the position of men and the power relationships 
between men and women, relationships also determined by 
intersections of class and race. 
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Wage labour, citizenship and social discipline 
Franco Barchiesi 

Introduction 

This chapter is an investigation of the social policy discourse of South 

Africa’s post-apartheid state, with specific regard to its conceptualisation 
of the relationships between wage labour and social inclusion within 

interventions aimed at addressing poverty and social inequality. The 
underlying assumption is that discourse and ideology are constitutive 
aspects of the state’s normativity in relation to social actors and 
conflicts. The epistemological and ideational authoritativeness of 

governmental policy discourse depends on its ability to assert ethical 

and moral constructs aimed at disciplining social agency and 
expectations. At the same time, social agency is autonomously capable to 

appropriate categories of rights and entitlements underpinning state 

policies in order to strengthen popular claims to citizenship rights and 
social provisions. 

In South Africa, the post-1994 ANC-led government has tried to 
combine institutional interventions aimed at overcoming racialised 

social inequality with a fundamental acceptance of the need to make the 
economy competitive within the scenarios of neoliberal globalisation. 
The resulting social policy discourse placed a priority emphasis on 
waged employment and labour market participation, to the detriment of 

universal, non-work related redistributive programmes. The concept of 
’developmental social welfare’ has combined a positive appreciation of 
individual self-activation with the stigmatisation of ’dependency’ on 

state assistance. 
The state’s promotion of a form of social disciplining centred on 

wage labour has, however, clashed with a material reality in which 
waged employment faces an enduring crisis evident in both spiralling 

unemployment and the proliferation of precarious and unprotected 
occupations. The policy discourse’s growing inability to reflect material 
realities of poverty in relation to the crisis of waged employment raises 

important questions concerning the capacity of the new institutional 
dispensation to govern South Africa’s long transition. 

Wage labour-citizenship nexus as object of contested signification 

In his 2007 ’State of the Nation’ address, South African president Thabo 
Mbeki announced the forthcoming introduction of important changes in 
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the country’s social security system. He proposed, in particular, a new 
social insurance and retirement programme funded with payroll taxes, 
intended to cover all employed people, and a wage subsidy for low-wage 

employees, especially young first entrants (Mbeki, 2007). Such measures 
responded to suggestions contained in the 2002 report of the Taylor 

Committee of Inquiry into Comprehensive Social Security, according to 

which the existing system of private, contributory and earning-related 
social insurance schemes fails to cover many workers, especially in 
casual and informal occupations. The Taylor Committee report, however, 

also argued for an additional social provision to alleviate the impact of 

unemployment and working poverty: A modest basic income grant to be 
allocated to all South African citizens on an individual, non-contributory 

basis. The income grant would be universal and, in principle, 
decommodified, meaning that it would be provided to everyone 

regardless to individual employment status (Esping-Andersen, 1990). 
Mbeki’s government has always been adamantly opposed to the basic 

income grant idea, regarding it as a state ’handout’ that would act as a 

disincentive to jobseeking. Three days after his promise of sweeping 
social security changes, Mbeki restated the point by arguing that with a 
basic income grant, "the government would be effectively ’abandoning’ 

its citizens" (Da Costa, 2007). 
Mbeki’s rebuttal of the basic income grant quashed the expectations 

of many, including government members like Minister of Social 
Development, Zola Skweyiya. Their hopes were that, following three 

years of uninterrupted growth, the government could be more daring in 
its move away from the tight budget constraints enforced under 

neoliberal adjustment during the first decade of post-Apartheid 
democracy. They therefore expected the government to finally opt for a 

genuinely redistributive, fiscally funded programme that does not 
subordinate access to social provisions to the recipient’s position in the 
labour market_ Mbeki’s opinion was, however, ultimately consistent with 

a long-standing discourse, which, having accompanied the government 
of the African National Congress (ANC) since the first democratic 

elections in 1994, has seen waged employment and individual self- 
activation on the labour market as the main avenues to social inclusion 

and social citizenship. It also responded to a growing alarm, expressed 
by various academics as well as by the powerful Treasury Minister, 

Trevor Manuel. They warned that one quarter of the South African 
population, almost 12 million people, are now covered by non- 

contributory social assistance, mainly state old-age pensions and child 

support grants, despite the fact that such programmes are means tested, 
addressed to the very poor, and intended to target specific vulnerable 

groups outside the labour market_ 
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Child support grants, disability grants and state old age pensions 
often represent the main source of income for unemployed or 
underemployed household members. This situation, deemed ’untenable’ 

by the government (Daniels, 2006), is on the other hand a further 
reflection of the levels of social marginality in a country where 18 
million people, or 45 per cent of the population, live below the poverty 
line. Mbeki’s proposed wage subsidy and basic social insurance for low- 

wage jobs would, therefore, contribute to make such occupations 
preferable to receiving social grants, which, while well below the 

poverty line, are currently more generous than most entry-level low- 
skill occupations. 

The centrality of wage labour in the government’s responses to 

poverty was confirmed, on the other hand, by prominent functionaries. 
Shortly before Mbeki’s announcement, Minister Skweyiya himself 

declared that social grants ’could promote dependency instead of 
boosting self-reliance’, unless they are accompanied by policies designed 

to put welfare recipients to work (SAPA, 2007). His department was, on 
the other hand, committed to providing, on a ’case management 
approach’ basis, grant recipients with ’half jobs’ and training to 
encourage them to ’migrate from welfare benefits’ (Gallagher and 

Russouw, 2007). More inventive, Minister of Labour, Membathisi 
Mdladlana, suggested a programme of militarisation of the unemployed, 
arguing for conscription in the army as an alternative to joblessness and 
a way to ’inculcate discipline’ in unruly unemployed youth, who could in 
this way "understand better the importance of defending our hard- 

earned liberation" (SAPA, 2007). 
A public discourse that so starkly prefers wage labour to 

decommodified social provisions, and asserts the centrality of labour 
market participation on such strong disciplinary and moral grounds 
raises many questions in the context of post-Apartheid South Africa. The 
country is in fact witnessing persistently high unemployment, with 26 
per cent of the economically active population (EAP) out of jobs - a 
figure that rises to almost 40 per cent if discouraged jobseekers are 
counted - and with one third employed in casual or informal 
occupations, without benefits, job security or wages above poverty 
levels. In the mid-2000s, 65.8 per cent of the unemployed aged 25 to 34 
and 37.9 per cent aged 35 to 44 had never worked in their lives (Bhorat 

and Oosthuizen, 2005). 
Low-wage, temporary occupations provide a large share of the jobs 

that have been created in the wake of economic growth, especially 
between 2004 and 2006. South Africa’s employment problem cannot in 
fact be confined to high unemployment rates, as government officials, 
policy-orientated academics and pro-business pundits recurrently do, 
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but it crucially encompasses the expansion of working class poverty 
within wage labour itself. Altman (2006) observes that by defining the 
’working poor’ as employed persons earning less than R 2,500 per 

month (approximately the bottom individual threshold for income tax 
exemption), then 65 per cent of South Africa’s waged population can be 

defined as ’poor’, with half of them earning less than R1,000 per month. 
It should be incidentally noticed, however, that, in this study, workers 

with incomes between R1,000 and 2,500 (which include more stable, 
unionised employees) are, paradoxically, the ones who most frequently 

report chronic food shortages and the inability of their wages to provide 
for basic family needs. In fact, income levels below R 1,000 more likely 
benefit from paltry, means-tested state grants, which provide a form of 

household income integration from which higher incomes are excluded. 
Altman (2006) concludes that, given the predominance of low skills 

in the South African labour market, policies that facilitate job creation in 
labour intensive activities will most likely expand low-wage occupations. 

As a result, a pattern of rising inequalities and declining earnings in low- 

skill activities - especially for women - which has accompanied the first 

ten years of post-apartheid democracy (Woolard and Woolard, 2006), 
would in all likelihood be confirmed. Persistently high unemployment 

has also proven to be, on the other hand, quite impervious to upswings 

in the economic cycle. At the end of 2006, even Deputy President 
Mlambo-Ngcuka had to admit that even if official growth targets are met, 

by 2015 the country will still fall two million jobs short of the 
government’s target of a 15 per cent unemployment rate (Hamlyn, 

2006). 
Concomitantly, the informalisation and casualisation of South 

Africa’s economy is driven not so much by the entrepreneurialism of the 

poor, but by technological innovations, outsourcing and work 

reorganisation as part of the restructuring of formal enterprises, which 
produce flexible employment contracts that expand the scope of 

exploitation within the wage relation (Cheadle and Clarke, 2001; Theron, 
2004). According to Devey, Skinner and Valodia (2006), if ’informal’ 

work is defined not in terms of the nature of the employer (registered or 
unregistered) but according to the nature of the work performed (in 

terms of the enforcement of legal provisions, statutory benefits, and 
protections), formality and informality tend increasingly to overlap. In 

fact, 44 percent of ’informal’ workers (80 percent of which have no 
written employment contract) are in permanent relations with their 

employers, while 16 percent of ’formal’ workers are not. Apart from 

casuals, more and more ’informal’ workers are hired as subcontractors 
by ’formal’ enterprises, even in manufacturing sectors where the 
externalisation of functions was once limited. While almost 90 percent of 
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informal workers have no company-based retirement coverage (and in 

South Africa there is no national state-subsidised retirement system), 
this also applies to one third of formal employees. Finally, while 44 

percent of formal workers are members of trade unions, only 8.4 percent 

of informal ones are. Posel (2003) observes that the remarkable 
resilience of domestic long-distance and commuting migration - well 

after the end of apartheid’s system of coerced migrant labour - is linked 

not only to historic patterns of rural-urban inequality, but also to the 
movement of African women into low-wage, informal jobs that replace 
the income lost by laid off or casualised male household members. 

This chapter investigates the persistence of a wage labour-centred 
social policy discourse throughout South Africa’s post-Apartheid 

democratisation, contrasting it with wage labour’s widespread decline as 
a form of dignified social existence. It argues that the seeming 

contradiction between wage labour centrality in the new democracy’s 
policy discourse and the frail, problematic realities that characterise 

waged employment as a social reality reveal, at a closer look, peculiar 

features of post-Apartheid’s governance project. Rather than envisaging 
universalistic citizenship frameworks, wage labour has reproduced a 
stratified, hierarchical social space. Whereas current social hierarchies 
are profoundly different from apartheid-era ones, reflecting the 

deracialisation of the political order, labour markets continue to play a 

decisive role in structuring social disparities. In this scenario, 
universalistic citizenship discourse operates mainly in the promotion of 

a national work ethic and the intimation to hard work and minimisation 
of welfare ’dependency’. At a practical level, however, the responsibility 
for social inclusion is shifted towards the individual, relieving the state 
of redistributive functions undermined by budget constraints and 

macroeconomic adjustment The contradiction between a universalising 
state morality based on work, and the material inequalities shaped by 
waged employment reproduces for the democratic state the dilemma, 

already experienced by the Apartheid regime, of using wage labour as a 
form of social discipline, while remaining unable to place it as the 

foundation of meaningful social citizenship. 
In the tradition of the modern democratic nation-state, policy 

discourse embodies forms of ideas and knowledge aimed to structure 

social actors’ fields of action (Hall, 1989). Following Michel Foucault, and 
Zukin and Di Maggio’s notion of ’cognitive embeddedness’, Somers and 
Block (2005) argue that, in particular, discourses of welfare and social 

rights have operated as ’ideational causal mechanisms’, where public 

narratives must, in order to gain the power of ’making themselves true’ 
and influence policy outcomes, gain an ’epistemic privilege’ based on the 

power of their internal claims to veracity and their imperviousness to 
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empirical challenges. Such is the case, for them, of the late twentieth 

century neoliberal rollback of Keynesian welfarism. 
In industrialised capitalist countries, the idea of ’welfare reform’ 

enjoyed a substantial epistemic privilege due to its combination of 
seemingly unassailable economic logic (the unsustainability of ’big 

government’ in a context of growing diversification of social claims), 
moral proscriptions (the stigmatisation of ’dependency’ on state 

handouts), and positive incentives (the reevaluation of individual 
responsibility and work ethics). The empirical evidence suggesting a 

decline in the living standards of many former welfare recipients that 

were pushed into low-wage employment under coercive ’workfare’ 
schemes (DeParle, 2004; Schram, 2005), therefore, did not disrupt the 

cognitive embeddedness of welfare reform. The fact that the removal of 
social programmes deepened existing racial and gender income 

inequalities did not act, likewise, as a deterrent. 

The ideational turn of welfare reform, on the other hand, served to 
displace a previous public narrative, which, in a context of growing 

working class organisation, had also celebrated wage labour as the main 
avenue to social citizenship, but in different ways. T.H. Marshall’s 
welfarist ideas were, in fact, based on the assumption that productivity 

and social peace could make full employment the basis of universal, 

state-funded social provisions (Mezzadra, 2002). In both cases, which 
reflected seemingly diverging policy trajectories, the social field of action 

of the individual as citizen of the nation-state was structured around the 
idea of wage labour as a morally superior and economically sounder 
form of membership of the body politic. 

The policy discourse that has linked social citizenship to wage labour 
in the trajectory of industrialised capitalism can be understood as an 

example of what Jacques Lacan (1977) conceptualised as chains of 
signification through which subjectivity is constituted. Social 
citizenship’s institutional discourse defines rights that are inseparable 

from the conceptualisation of wage labour as a subject in relation to 
other - the unemployed, the poor, the disabled and so on - which, 

lacking access to a stable wage, become specific problem areas and 
targets of social policy. The assumption, on the other hand, that waged 

employment is the normal condition of social existence, acts as a 
’signifier’ (lan~que, in Lacanian terms) that to build a signification 

requires a signified, or a ’non-overlapping set of the concretely 
pronounced discourse’ in the form of the desired effect of policy 
interventions. As a signifier, the idea of wage labour implies a 

prescriptive ethical horizon, as in the praise of waged employment as a 
condition of independence, probity and respectability. At a ’signified’ 

level, conversely, wage labour represents the enunciation of a 
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disciplinary discourse aimed at shaping behaviours, proclivities and 

attitudes. 
Signification for Lacan (1977: 137) does not refer to a ’real’ thing. 

Similarly, the ’epistemic privilege’ of wage labour does not necessarily 
need empirical validation of its actual functioning as a form of social 

inclusion, or even as a generalised condition characterised by decent 
jobs with benefits. The Keynesian welfare state collapsed under the 

weight of mass unemployment and the struggles and claims of a range of 
workers, including young casuals and women employed in unpaid 

household reproduction (Fortunati, 1996). For them, the view that 

productivity and employment lead to social provisions did not apply. 
Indeed, many of them rejected the Marshallian idea of citizenship as the 

imposition of despotic factory discipline (De Angelis, 2000). 
Neoliberalism responded to this early crisis of wage labour ideology 
with a further, aggressive reassertion of waged employment at the 
centre of the policy discourse, this time in the guise of cutbacks of social 

provisions for beneficiaries reluctant to seek employment (Peck, 2001; 

]essop, 2002). 
In both cases, despite being materially invalidated as a condition of 

generalised social uplift, wage labour emerges as an ordering principle 

through which disorderly, diversified living experiences and desires are 
regulated by state institutions. Despite their divergent outcomes, both 
Keynesianism and neoliberalism share the goal of enforcing a work- 
centred universalistic discourse (social citizenship rights in the former 

case, the responsibility of a disembodied individual in the latter) to 
contain, channel, and discipline a multiplicity of social existence 
perceived by the state as unruly and threatening (Ranciere, 2003; Hardt 
and Negri, 2000; Virno, 2004). The fact that social disciplining operated 

in the former case as ’modern’ enforcement of social homogeneity (full- 
employment policies), and in the latter as ’postmodern’ regulation of 
social difference (Hone 2005) in the case management of welfare-to- 

work programmes, is more a matter of procedural diversity than of 
substantial divergence in principles. 

At the same time, the policy linkage between wage labour and ideas 
of social rights is a slippery slope for the state and capital, and it is not 

entirely controllable by the rationality of the institutions. Such links, in 
fact, enable claims and expectations from below, which act as 

’symptoms’ of underlying grassroots social worldviews, alternative 
rationalities, and what Zizek (2000) calls ’leftovers’ of unspecified 

desires outside the labour market. The existence of life forms that are 
unassimilable to the logic of capital (Chakrabarty, 2000), and whose 
claims are unintentionally triggered by the discursive and policy 

connections between wage labour and social rights, is particularly 
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relevant to the transition from colonialism to postcoloniality, in Africa as 

elsewhere (Chatterjee, 2004). 
Wage labour in Africa has never represented a generalised social 

condition, much less the foundation of a discourse of citizenship. The 
despotic forms of labour exploitation introduced by colonialism have not 
only limited wage labour numerically and confined it geographically to 
the urban and mining areas. They have also placed it in a privileged 

position within a discourse of colonial modernity that was overly 
hierarchical and unequalising (Ferguson, 1999; Quijano, 2000). Initially 

feared by the colonial state as a threatening organised proletariat, 

African urban waged workers came to be regarded under late 
colonialism as partners in the state’s project of ’development’ (Escobar, 

1994), where they admittedly embodied wage labour’s ’civilisational’ 
qualities. Late colonial welfarism used universalistic European 

discourses of citizenship and rights to elicit the collaboration of urban 
waged social layers (Cooper, 1996; Lewis, 2000). 

Here too, however, the universalism of citizenship ideologies belied 

the material unevenness and inequality that wage labour presided upon. 
But in this case as well, however, the linkage between wage labour and 
ideas of citizenship unintentionally encouraged African workers’ social 
claims and demands for meaningful family allowances, retirement 

benefits, and unemployment insurance. These underpinned the struggles 
of the ’urban subaltern’ (Bayat, 1997), despite the fact that only few of 

them were lull-time waged workers, and many indeed preferred casual, 
informal jobs as alternatives to capitalist work discipline (Cooper, 1987; 
Scarnecchia, 2000). Colonial administrations eventually left postcolonial 
African nation-states with the task of addressing their citizens’ claims. 
Continued dependency on Western markets, and later the imposition of 

neoliberal structural adjustment, allowed on the other hand the 
perpetuation of Western hegemony in new, globalised and 

deterritorialised forms. 
A further legacy of the wage labour-citizenship linkages transmitted 

from colonialism to the postcolonial state, and then to the World Bank 

ideological templates, was the idea that those excluded from formal 
waged employment had to rely for the satisfaction of their claims not on 

public spending but on ’community development’ and self-help. The fact 
that these groups were now fully-fledged citizens of African nation- 

states did not interfere with such inequalities of treatment. Actually, the 
idea of citizenship provided a powerful weapon to limit state obligations 
to the poor and the unemployed, for whom citizenship status was 

supposed to facilitate the acceptance of sacrifices and renunciations 
needed for the purpose of an orderly, united nation-building (Chatterjee, 

1994). Traditionalist themes (the allegedly solidaristic, egalitarian basis 
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of the African community) and new ethical imperatives (pride in one’s 
hard work as opposed to depending on state transfers) were mobilised 
to provide a cultural foundation to the social discipline enabled by the 

postcolonial citizenship discourse (Eckert, 2004). More recently, such 
themes have powerfully resurfaced in World Bank-inspired literature on 

the self-regulated resourcefulness, safety nets and social capital of the 
African poor (Bahre, 2007; Ferguson, 2006). 

To summarise, a main terrain of continuity between colonialism and 
postcoloniality has operated through a chain of signification that, by 

linking wage labour to citizenship, reproduced the seeming 

contradiction between the promise of rights that citizenship implies, and 
the material hierarchies and inequalities structured through wage 

labour. Two main outcomes emerged: Public policies cannot ultimately 
interfere with objective social hierarchies determined by the functioning 

of the labour market; and public policies’ claims to veracity and their 
imperviousness to counter-evidence are enabled by the state’s ability to 
prescribe virtuous behaviours for its citizens. The following section will 

look at South Africa’s post-apartheid transition as a particular case of 

passage to postcoloniality, revealing important commonalities with the 
scenario here outlined. It will in particular focus on the ways in which 
the links between wage labour and social citizenship have been 

conceptualised in the policy discourse of the post-1994 democratic 
dispensation. 

South Africa’s racial state and the emerging wage labour pedagogy 

The formative processes of a black industrial proletariat in South Africa 
present obvious, vast differences from the rest of the continent. The 

nature of social inequalities and legal hierarchies made particularly 

evident in this case a reality where, as Trapido (1971: 313) put it, "South 
Africa has not incorporated the major part of its working class into its 

social and political institutions." 

Not only does the country possess an economic structure that is far 
more diversified than in the rest of the continent, but it also presents a 
unique level of industrialisation, and a waged working class numerically 

more developed (Mamdani, 1996: 218-284). The specific political regime 
that has presided over South Africa’s capitalist industrialisation, and the 

peculiar dynamics and timing of its own demise and of the democratic 
transition, defined the interactions between wage labour and citizenship 
in rather exceptional ways. Institutionalised racial segregation and 

coercive labour control, in a context of lack of citizenship rights for the 
black majority, have shaped state policies of reproduction and 
stabilisation of the black working class well after the wave of 
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decolonisation that started sweeping the continent in the 1960s. While 

gradually accepting, and trying to control, African working class 
urbanisation, Apartheid’s labour and spatial policies defined social 

engineering interventions that deferred the establishment of a formally 
’free’ wage labour system. 

Moreover, the post-1948 Apartheid state diverged from most African 
colonial governments, which were at that time privileging policies of 

stabilisation and social reforms to accommodate and co-opt urban strata 
of the African labour force. Instead, Apartheid’s project chose to 

structure the legal status of the African workers as temporary urban 
residents, subject to coercive controls of movements and residence, and 
reproduced in the circuits of forced migration and short-term contract 

employment (Posel, 1991). Only at a much later stage, in the reform 
period of the late 1970s, triggered by renewed African working class 

insurgency, deepening economic crisis, and shortage of qualified black 
labour, did the racist regime adopt a policy of urban stabilisation and 
formalisation of rights for a section of African waged workers. In this late 

context, therefore, Apartheid started to experiment in earnest with a 
project of inclusion based on wage labour and market-determined, not 
only racial, differences (Ashforth, 1990). The project ultimately failed 
due to the regime’s lack of legitimacy, its violently repressive nature, and 

the enduring absence of political democracy. 
The links between wage labour and social citizenship, however, were 

not only shaped by institutionally enforced racial divides. In fact, even 

for the politically enfranchised white minority the segregationist state 
put in place a welfare model that eschewed decommodified social 
provisions, non-contributory schemes, and universal public 
programmes. The protection and benefits white workers enjoyed relied 

instead on their privileged labour market positions, which included 
better opportunities for education and training, state-sponsored job 

creation, and job reservations in qualified occupations (Seekings and 
Nattrass, 2005). The South African racial state, therefore, was not only a 

’racialised welfare’ state (Posel, 2004), in the sense that it enforced 
differential social provisions for blacks and whites. It was also, quite 
importantly, a heavily commodified society where wage labour and 
employment status, much more than public spending as such 
(Terreblanche, 2002), underpinned and structured, for blacks and 

whites alike, social provisions or the lack thereof. 
On the other hand, the racist state has been traditionally reluctant in 

enforcing decommodified, non-contributory, or fiscally funded 

programmes, even for its white working class constituency. According to 
Martin Chanock (2001: 407), highly regulated forms of unfree black 

labour based on racial occupational segregation "made politically 
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possible the continued dominance of market ideology in other sectors," 

which included the overall limitation of the state’s responsibilities in the 
provision of social services. Only in 1928 did the state first introduce 

means tested old-age pensions for whites (Meth and Piper, 1984), while 
private provision of healthcare, mainly in the form of company-based 

schemes, was always preferred to publicly funded universal health 
coverage (Pillay, 1995). The rise of Apartheid, finally, meant the defeat of 

proposals, which gained momentum in sections of the white 
establishment during World War II, to expand non-contributory social 
security programmes, including old age pensions, which could have 

covered limited African strata (Nattrass and Seekings, 2000; Meth and 
Piper, 1984). 

The idea of wage labour as a moral and civilisational force addressed 
to the African population was best expressed, in stark contradiction with 

the oppressive and exploitative conditions in which it was experienced, 
by the 1932 Native Economic (Holloway) Commission. Its words were 

particularly keen on underlining the pedagogical impact of wage labour 

as a signifier of social existence: 

When the raw Native has enough for his wants he stops 
working and enjoys his leisure (...). He must learn to school his 

body to hard work, which is not only a condition for his 

advance in civilisation, but of his final survival in a civilized 
environment (ciL in Ashforth, 1990: 84-85. Emphasis added). 

Sure enough, however, Apartheid’s social security and welfare policies 
were aimed primarily at reinforcing racial hierarchies. Therefore, the 

state’s discourse of social insertion based on work ethic and 
commodification defined a set of social provisions that for most of the 
twentieth century privileged specifically the white population. Such 
objectives were most evident in policies aimed, during the 1920s and 

1930s, to uplift urban ’poor whites’ to standards deemed ’civilized’, 
which could moreover defuse dangers of interracial solidarity among the 

poor (Giliomee, 1992; Grundlingh, 1999). The workplace, however, 
remained the core institution on which a modern civilisation based on 
wage labour ultimately rested. In this sense, the moral and pedagogical 

overtones with which work ethics was propagated among the white 
working class were not substantially different from the ’schooling bodies 
to hard work’ approach that the Holloway Commission used with regard 

to African workers. In the context of Afrikaner nationalism’s rise to 
power, the idea that government-funded non-contributory social 
programmes are a perverse incentive to work avoidance and an 

encouragement to welfare dependence became the norm. Quite 
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significantly, this discourse was advanced across the racial spectrum, as 

in the words of J.G. Strijdom: 

Is it not a fact that natives only work to supply their 
immediate wants, and if you grant them old age benefits and 

other benefits you would only make them lazy? (...) They only 

work when starvation stares them in the face (...). There are a 
large number of Europeans to whom that applies as well (cit. in 
Meth and Piper, 1984: 9. Emphasis added). 

The centrality of wage labour in South Africa’s policy discourse was 
strengthened throughout the Apartheid age. The movement of white 

workers into managerial and supervisory positions, and their greater 
access to private benefit schemes, encouraged a further withdrawal of 

state interventions in the realm of social security. For example, between 
1949 and 1981, the share of state contributions to the Unemployment 

Insurance Fund (UIF), created in the late 1930s and from which Africans 
were largely excluded from 1948 to tile mid-1970s, was reduced from 
50 per cent to 7 per cent (Meth and Piper, 1984: 27). 

The struggles of the black working class, powerfully resumed in the 
wake of tile 1973 ’Durban strikes’, placed the links between wage labour 

and social citizenship, and the role of decommodified provisions within 
them, once again at the centre of social contestation. The strikes were 
motivated by a deepening collapse of the living conditions of the urban 

black working class. Their wage demands responded to the needs of 
expanded social reproduction, which generally included migrant 
workers’ families in the rural areas. Within this context, the government- 
appointed Riekert Commission identified widespread refusal of work by 

African township residents as a major impediment to capital’s 
profitability (RSA, 1979). The late-1970s reports of the Riekert and 
Wiehahn commissions promoted, respectively, limited urban 

stabilisation and trade union rights for Africans, which were reminiscent 

of late colonial social reIbrms in the rest of the continent_ Wiehahn’s and 
Riekert’s purported aim was to redefine waged employment, private 
corporations and tile labour market as institutions of social cohesion, 

citizenship, and ’legitimate’ socioeconomic inequalities, rather than 

ambits of mere racial despotism and discrimination (Ashforth, 1990: 
205). Black trade unions generally rejected the government’s reforms 
agenda, and used newly gained state recognitions to escalate their 

demands during the 1980s. 

The struggle of the African working class came then to encompass 
not only workplace issues, but revolved around black people’s living 

conditions, social security pensions, resistance to township residents’ 
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evictions, and demands for social rights and political democracy 

(Friedman, 1987; Ruiters, 1995). The unions’ participation in social 

movement politics and community struggles underpinned a new 
discourse of citizenship (Seidman, 1994), for which wage labour was at 
the same time an enabling condition and a constraint to be transcended 

via broader social claims. 

Restoring the dignity of wage labour? 

The failure to make wage labour the foundation of a new discourse of 

citizenship, this time partially deracialised, was one of the main factors 
in the collapse of late Apartheid reforms, and expressed the capacity of 
South Africa’s subalterns to turn that discourse into an opportunity for 
subversive social claims and desires. The task of managing such claims 

and desires was therefore inherited by the post-1994 ANC government 
as a decisive challenge. On one hand, democracy, political citizenship, 
and a newly found juridically ’free labour’ regime restored the moral 

credibility of wage labour as an icon of state governance and policy 
discourse. As ’reconstruction’, ’development’ and ’nation-building’ 
replaced ’resistance’, ’ungovernability’ and ’people’s power’ in public 
discourse and intellectual narratives, ’job creation’ became the main 

demand for the labour movement - especially the 2-million strong, ANC- 
allied Congress of South Africa Trade Unions (COSATU) - as well as for 
vast sections of the civil society. Massive unemployment, poverty and 

social inequalities, on the other hand, conferred to this demand a 
particularly dramatic urgency. 

Recognising the importance of working class organisation and 
expectations, the new democratic dispensation established corporatist- 

style organs of tripartite bargaining over labour and social policy, like 
the National Economic Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC), 
which included representatives from the government, business and 

trade unions (Adler and Webster, 2000). At the same time, however, the 
negotiated nature of the transition and its underlying compromises 

underpinned the ANC government’s choice to privilege the terrain of 
global competitiveness, private investor confidence, and economic 

liberalisation as avenues to economic recovery (Hirsch, 2005). The 
institutionalisation of the labour movement within corporatist organs, 

therefore, was corralled by a programme of structural adjustment, the 
Growth, Employment and Redistribution Strategy (GEAR) - adopted by 

the government in 1996, unilaterally and despite COSATU’s opposition - 

which reproduced the basic tenets of macroeconomic orthodoxy (Bond, 
2005; Gumede, 2005). Particularly evident were the constraints imposed 

on public expenditures and budget deficits, while the state’s fiscal 
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capacities were concomitantly undermined by rapid reductions in 
corporate taxation and the government’s advocacy of corporatisation of 
municipal services. 

A programme of macroeconomic liberalisation and fiscal discipline 
contrasted therefore the expectations derived from political liberation, 
which included the survival needs of a largely poor, unemployed 

population. The contrast was conducive to the resumption by the ANC 

government of a social policy discourse that once again placed wage 
labour, once discredited and reviled by Apartheid-age black worker 

insurgency, in the position of master signifier of social existence, main 

response to poverty, and central form of social inclusion. 
In its frequent warnings and admonitions to its COSATU allies, the 

ANC was well aware of the imperative of taming and controlling labour 
radicalism. In an important 1996 discussion document on The State and 

Social Transformation the party strikingly recalled post-independence 
African governments’ calls to national unity and consent. It emphasised, 

the centrality of the continuing and special role of the 
progressive trade union movement and its leadership to the 

mobilisation of black workers to understand and adhere to 
the broader objectives of the process of democratic 

transformation, in their own interest. The instinct towards 
’economism’ on the part of the ordinary workers has to be 
confronted through the positioning of the legitimate material 

demands and expectations of these workers within the wider 
context of the defence of the democratic gains as represented 
by the establishment of the democratic state (ANC, 1996: 

6.10}. 

As in Africa’s late colonial and postcolonial state-building, the ANC 
government has maintained that an objective social hierarchy exists, and 

can be scientifically observed, based on individual citizens’ positions in 
relation to waged employment. The government has adopted a view of 

the South African society as constituted by the asymmetrical coexistence 
of ’two economies’. In recent policy documents, South Africa’s ’first 

economy’ is defined as ’an advanced, sophisticated economy, based on 
skilled labour, which is becoming more globally competitive’ (RSA, 2003: 

97). The first economy, in short, involves a minority with access to stable 
wage labour, registered enterprises, and recognised participation in 

productive employment. In ’intersubjective’ contrast to the ’second 

economy’, it also defines an ideal status of social inclusion and active 
citizenry. In fact, the government defines the second economy in socially 

pathologising terms as, 
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a mainly informal, marginalised, unskilled economy, 
populated by the unemployed and those unemployable in the 

formal sector.. [which] with the enormity of the challenges 
arising from the social transition .. risks falling further 

behind, if there is no decisive government intervention (RSA, 

2003: 97). 

The trajectory of post-Apartheid social policymaking, on the other hand, 
has made clear that ’decisive government intervention’ is not intended 

to question the idea that no rea! social citizenship can be conceived of 
that does not depend on the insertion of the able-bodied within wage 

labour relations. In continuity, again, with state ideologies of African late 
colonial and postcolonial modernity, wage labour operates here as an 

ethical-pedagogical construct that gains an epistemic prominence over 
the material attributes, rights, and benefits that define actual 

employment conditions. As Mbeki summarised: 

A society in which large sections depend on social welfare 
cannot sustain its development, Our comprehensive 
programme to grow the economy, including the interventions 

in both the First and Second Economies, improving 
sustainable livelihoods and create work is meant precisely to 

ensure that, over time, a smaller proportion of society, in 
particular the most vulnerable, subsists solely on social grants 

(Mbeki 2004). 

The fact that, as noted at the beginning of this chapter, regular waged 

employment is a reality for only a shrinking minority of the black 
population, and work is currently created mostly in the form of unstable, 
precarious, low-wage occupations does not function here as a 

countervailing empirical evidence. Low-wage jobs are indeed regarded 
by the government as short term alternatives to, rather than part of, 

social exclusion. The principle of letsema, intended as volunteerism and 
mobilisation for development, in the government’s Vukuzenzele (’arise 

and act’) programme celebrates a work ethic made of self-sacrifice, 
responsibility, and renunciation of financial rewards (Twala, 2004). 

Before the 2004 elections the government launched an ’expanded public 
works programme’ presented by President Mbeki as an incentive to 

’productive employment’ for millions that could concomitantly be 

’moved off social grants’ (McCord, 2004). For other government officials, 
the plan would ’eradicate poverty’ and lift members of the second 

economy to the level of the first. McCord (2004: 8-9), however, 
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estimated the impact of the programme in the creation of a meagre 

200,000 temporary occupations, with the households of 90 percent of 
recipients remaining below the poverty line even in the optimistic 

scenario that new jobs would pay minimum wages. 
The combination in post-Apartheid policy discourse of the absolute 

centrality of wage labour as a universal imperative of citizenship on one 
hand, and the material inequalities reproduced by wage labour on the 

other, shows many continuities with the colonial discourse of 
citizenship, which point at the permanence of unresolved legacies of 

Apartheid. The government’s 1997 White Paper on Social Welfare (RSA, 
1997) argued that, as workers in fulltime wage employment already 
enjoy pension and healthcare benefits through company-based private 

schemes, government social assistance and social security had to remain 

residual and focused on specific groups with ’special needs’, namely 
children, disabled, and the elderly. The document phrased such 
commitments in terms of focusing on the needs of the ’poor’ and the 

’vulnerable’. With regard to the able-bodied, long-term unemployed, 

however, it recommended ’active labour market policies’, ’more 
stringent and appropriate means testing and eligibility requirements’, 
and welfare-to-work training to ’divert people from the welfare system’ 

(RSA, 1997: 6.22). 
Similarly to African colonial welfare discourse, as inherited by post- 

independence developmentalism and structural adjustment, the 
reassertion of the centrality of wage labour opposes here the extension 

of redistributive programmes on a universal basis. In South Africa as 
well, therefore, the state appropriated a discourse of ’authenticity’ of 
local traditions to praise notions of ’community development’ and ’self- 
help’ as alternatives to state-based provisions (Sevenhuijsen et al., 

2003). The government official that most directly influenced the White 
Paper’s intellectual orientation, Welfare Department’s director general 
Leila Patel proposed ’family centred and community-based programmes’ 

to replace state expenditures and encourage the spirit of initiative of 
’disadvantaged groups’ (Patel, 2001). As in the language of colonial 
administrators in previous generations, Patel’s rejection of universalism 

and public delivery of social services was phrased in terms of "self- 
reliance, dignity and respect of tradition" (Patel, 1991: 105). A selective 
welfare model where working age unemployed would have to fend for 

themselves was presented as "authentic development which has grown 

out of the real conditions and traditions of life in South Africa" (Patel, 

1991: 124). 
The 2002 report of the Taylor Committee, and in particular its 

proposal for a basic income grant as a genuinely universal, redistributive 

and decommodified provision, represented to a significant extent a 
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departure from the framework of the 1997 Social Welfare White Paper. 

As I have argued elsewhere (Barchiesi, 2006), the Taylor Report 

responded positively to the concerns expressed both by labour 

organisations and large sectors of the civil society, concerns that by early 
2000 were publicly uttered by the competent government official, 

Minister Skweyiya. According to them, too many vulnerable sections of 
the able-bodied population were not covered by basic social provisions, 

either because unemployed, or because in casual jobs with no benefits, 
or because they did not fall under the age and income requirements to 

access existing means-tested grants. Such perceptions were clearly 

reflected in the Taylor Committee’s remarks that, "poverty and 
inequality in South Africa are rooted in the labour market" (RSA, 2002: 

25), where "the wage-income relationship is breaking down" (RSA, 
2002: 32). As indicated in the introduction of this chapter, however, the 

government’s reception of the Taylor report has been highly selective. 
While new expansions of work-related social insurance schemes are 

foreseen, the government’s opposition to the basic income grant remains 

unaltered, despite the extremely reduced monetary amount suggested 
for the grant, R100 (US$15) per month. Throughout its pronouncements 
rejecting this idea, prominent representatives of the cabinet and of the 
ruling party have revealed a persistent ideological vehemence, mindful 

that the task of social policy remains for them to ’school bodies to hard 
work’, rather than running the risk of creating disincentives to 
jobseeking. The ideological crescendo is, on the other hand, evident in 

successive statements. Initial opposition to the basic income grant 
focused on its economic implications, and Minister of Finance, Trevor 
Manuel lambasted the basic income grant as an ’unsustainable’ and 
’populist’ option (Makino, 2003: 19). Subsequently, ANC ideologue Joel 

Netshitenzhe refused the proposal arguing that the "opportunity, the 

dignity and the rewards of work" (Coleman, 2003: 122) remained the 
government’s preferred alternative to decommodified social services. 

Eventually, minister of Trade and Industry, Alec Erwin, admitted that for 
the government, "the problem with the [basic income grant] is not the 
money but the idea" (Hart, 2006: 26). 

The idea that social citizenship can rely, in other words, on 

interventions, no matter how limited, that reduce individual compulsion 
to work by virtue of universal redistributive provisions continues to be 

perceived as a threat by the South African government. Under such 
conditions, the ’epistemic privilege’ enjoyed by wage labour as the 

cornerstone of post-Apartheid policy discourse can be reproduced 

indefinitely. In a context where the new democracy’s episteme 
increasingly departs from a reality of deepening waged employment 

crisis, questions will remain concerning the continuing ability of the 
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current policy discourse to normatively regulate social subjectivities and 
desires. 

Conclusion 

In interrogating the role of wage labour under Apartheid and post- 

Apartheid social policy discourse, this chapter has emphasised the 
problematic interactions between waged employment and social 
citizenship in South Africa as a case of transition from African 

colonialism to postcoloniality. It has also raised questions concerning the 

position of the subjectivity of the subaltern in countries that witnessed a 
transition to capitalism presided over by colonial and minority rule. The 
choice, apparent in the policies of South Africa’s post-apartheid 
government, to keep wage labour at the centre of policies of social 

inclusion does not resolve or problematises the role wage labour has 
played in structuring social hierarchies, inequalities, and exploitation in 

the African continent. 
The fact that, contrary to the experience of welfarist class 

compromise in Western industrialised capitalism, wage labour could 
provide in Africa only an extremely weak, highly selective foundation to 
a discourse of citizenship, turned such a discourse mainly into a set of 

ethical prescriptions and coercive pedagogical interventions aimed at, as 
the 1932 Holloway Commission put it, ’schooling the native body to hard 
work’. The overbearing normativity of post-Apartheid South Africa’s 

policy discourse disguises the constant deterioration wage labour has 
suffered under the new democracy, after a brief period during 
Apartheid’s final years in which black workers’ struggles seemed to 

restore the possibility of a socially emancipatory discourse revolving 
around wage labour. 

At the same time, maintaining a moral imperative for hard work, 
regardless to what hard work practically means in the daily lives of most 

black South Africans, is a reminder that the celebration by the 
postcolonial nation-state of the industriousness and probity of the poor 

actually endorses a form of subaltern citizenship that can only be 
premised on a fundamentally mutilated social subjectivity. South Africa’s 

labour movement has found it increasingly difficult to square its 
representing such a mutilated social subjectivity with grand ideas of a 

future society where work for all underpins effective social citizenship. 
On the cracks and fissures of organised labour’s identities and discourse, 

new struggles and conflicts have emerged over the past ten years. Some 
of them are structured by social movements openly critical of the ANC; 
most protests, however, take the shape of ’service delivery riots’ with 

only a partial and uneven political articulation. Recent upsurges in strike 
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levels and workers’ wage radicalism - in the private and public sector 
alike - as well as working class support for Jacob Zuma as a populist 
alternative to Thabo Mbeki also revealed a growing discom/brt with 
wage labour’s failed promise of social emancipation. But the failure of 
Zuma’s government to take advantage of this explicit support, and build 

further alliances with informal workers, was evident in the broken 
promise to outlaw labour broking in 2009-10. 

Wage labour and its contradictions, therefore, and the unresolved 
legacies of South Africa’s past in this realm, seem to remain at the centre 
not only of social conflict but of contestation over alternative ways of 
schooling the body of the citizen. 
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Black poverty and white property in rural SA 
Fred Hendricks and Lungisile Ntsebeza 

Introduction 

The main problem facing South Africa today is the problem of black 

poverty. Identifying the problem is easy enough. Understanding its 
generative mechanisms and suggesting feasible ways in which it might 

be addressed are much more difficult. We trace the contours of black 
poverty in South Africa in relation to land inequality, recognising that 
there are many other indicators of social differentiation, but insisting 

that land remains at the heart of the struggle for both livelihoods as well 
as citizenship. Our argument revolves around the colonial division of 

land in the country and how it should be overcome to create possibilities 
for the resolution of the problem of black poverty and dispossession. 

There is urgency in the argumenL The South African constitution 
currently provides a legal sanction for colonial land dispossession, yet 

the overwhelming majority of the population questions the legitimacy of 
the extent of white ownership of land. This racialised division of land 
fractures the nation into opposing camps of white owners and the black 

dispossessed. The identities of economic exclusion on the one hand and 
privilege on the other produce schisms which have proven to be 
incredibly durable after 1994. While formal apartheid is clearly dead, its 
legacy lives on in the deeply racialised social stratification of the society. 

Even today, you are far more likely to be poor if you are black. 
It is in this context that the enduring colonial division of land acts as 

a spatial barricade against any effort at developing a unitary imagination 
of the South African nation. Resolving the land question is therefore not 
simply about creating livelihoods, but also very much about what it 
means to be a citizen in South Africa. In many ways, the very concept of a 

dispossessed citizenry is a contradiction. Poverty hollows out the notion 
of citizenship, especially since the constitutional franchise presumes a 
level of equality in rights that does not exist in reality and the fact that 
blackness and poverty still coincide to such a great degree raises critical 

questions about the legitimacy of the democratic state. 
The chapter claims that linking land retbrm to agriculture only is far 

too restrictive in the South African contexL While it is clear that there is 
an urgent necessity to change the structure of land ownership in South 
Africa’s rural areas, we suggest that the land question also has relevance 
in urban areas, where the demand for a place to live is a potent force for 
resistance, mobilisation and the illegal occupation of municipal land. 
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There is an unfortunate conceptual linkage between the land question 

and agriculture that bifurcates rural and urban struggles. In its stead, we 
argue for a more nuanced conception of the land question which 

incorporates the quest for land in both urban and rural areas and 
considers the vital interconnections of race and class around land 
ownership in the making of South African citizenship. 

The central argument of the chapter is that there are structural 

constraints in the current land reform programme in South Africa that 
make it impossible to make a substantial dent in levels of poverty. 

Analyses of the Ihilures of the land reform programme have ~bllowed a 

very familiar and well-worn path. The narratives invariably start by 
mentioning the promises of the democratic government to redistribute 

30 per cent of agricultural land within the first five years of democracy 

and they proceed to demonstrate just how inordinately slow the 
implementation of this programme has been against the backdrop of 
rising levels of poverty. The story is an important one, but it has reached 
an impasse. We need to move beyond the complaints of government 

failure in delivering on its election promises. This paper seeks to 

understand this thilure within a broader context of the various debates 
around the land and agrarian questions in Southern Africa, the enduring 
realities of colonialism and civil society responses to the ongoing crises 

of landlessness and poverty. 
The chapter has four sections. It commences by insisting that the 

colonial context remains a vital backdrop to any analysis of the land 

question in South Africa. The second section provides a critique of recent 

analyses of the agrarian question with a specific tbcus of the debate in 
Zimbabwe. We have included this discussion on Zimbabwe as an 
important lesson in what could happen if the question of land inequality 

is not addressed timeously and democratically. In the third section, the 
chapter highlights the constitutional constraints to land reform by 
examining the compromises of the negotiated settlement and the limits 

that they place on possibilities for land reform. The fourth section 
provides an overview of the lack of agency around the demand for land 

through a critical perspective on the role of NGOs. Finally we conclude 
the chapter with a discussion on the manner in which racialised land 

inequality impinges on the possibilities for imagining a unitary South 
African nation. 

Colonial contexts 

In very many ways South Africa is an exception on the continent If we 
were to consider a continuum between the extent to which colonialism 
either disturbed or left untouched the pre-existing social structures and 
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relations, then the country definitely resides closer to the former. Chege 
(1997) provides some insight into other extremes, "...long after 
independence there were regions in Africa, like Northern Chad and 
interior Mozambique, where it was news that the colonists had departed. 
The people had never heard of their arrival." With more than 90 per cent 
of the land surface actively alienated from indigenous belonging, there 
was little chance of this happening in South Africa. For the majority, 
there was no escape from the all-encompassing embrace of colonialism 
and later apartheid. Everybody felt it. The fact of this crushing 
dispossession poses serious problems for the formulation of the land 
and agrarian questions. In this respect, the land question cannot be 
reduced to a question of livelihoods only because it concerns 
fundamental claims of legitimacy over ownership and control of the 
country at large. 

The various struggles for national independence in Africa were 
almost invariably premised on the idea of local control and the 
emancipation of the people from the shackles of colonialism. 
Nationalism was supposed to be the very antithesis of colonialism. 
However, across Africa there has been a profound dissatisfaction with 
the fruits of independence. Nationalism, in the guise of post-colonial 
regimes has turned out to be an imitation of colonialism rather than its 
antithesis and the process of decolonisation has not brought about a 
level of social citizenship capable of releasing the full potential of its 
denizens. Instead, the vast majority of the population remains 
impoverished even under a new set of indigenous rulers. There is a 
never-ending paradox on the role of colonialism. It was supposed to 
usher in modernity, yet it has to do that by undermining, oppressing and 
destroying the local culture, social structure and economy. The 
underlying racist assumption is that since Africans are incapable of their 
own modernity, it has to be brought home to them and thrust upon them 
by others from outside the continent. 

It is important at this point to mention that we do not follow lean 
Paul Sartre’s depiction of colonialism as genocide, outlined so forcefully 
in his Preface to Frantz Fanon’s (1961) The Wretched of the Earth. 
Clearly genocidal massacres were part and parcel of colonialism, but it 
was defined by conquest rather than by mass murder. If the current 
South African constitution legitimises the racialised division of land 
inherited from its colonial past, then it raises a whole host of questions 
about the nature of the transition to democracy and about the discourse 
of the national movement for liberation. 

One of the more compelling questions in this regard is whether this 
brand of nationalism can be construed as the antithesis of colonialism. 
Across Africa, nationalist historiography was supposedly informed by 
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the anti-colonial struggle. Yet, as Mamdani (1996) mentions, virtually all 
nationalist movements did not have an "...agenda for democratising 
customary power" and the struggle to overcome the legacies of 

colonialism are still with us today. Without exception, all African 
colonies were ruled by undemocratic regimes. Colonialism was 

intrinsically undemoctaric because it meant rule by outsiders over a 
subject population. 

In South Africa, centuries of colonial exclusion have been replaced by 
an inclusive democratic government. It now faces the enormous task of 

correcting the injustices and inequalities inherited from the past 

Virtually all analyses of the land question in South Africa point to how 
dismally slow the land reform programme of the new government has 

been. We will not go down that route. Instead we will try to show why 

the sanctity of private property premised on the notion of an atomised 
individual is singularly inappropriate under conditions of colonial 
expropriation of land. While countless individuals lost their access to 

land as a result of colonial dispossession, they did not lose their land as 

individuals but as members of a collective indigenous community of 
people. In this sense, the only viable corrective action has to be 
collectively-based rather than individually-ascertained like the current 
South African land reform policy. 

Twentieth century Africa was indelibly marked by colonisation. Of 
course there are wide variety of ways in which colonialism affected 
agricultural production and rural social relations in Africa. Broadly, 

there is an inverse correlation between the extent of white settler 
expropriation of land and the survival of indigenous agricultural 
production, but there was no uniform way in which rural producers 
responded to the colonial encounter. Colonisation of Southern Africa by 

white settlers followed a particular trajectory. With few exceptions, the 
land seized by whites was held under freehold title, but Africans held 

land under various versions of communal tenure. There are varieties of 
overlapping rights of clans, lineages and households in relation to land 
and its fruits in Africa that defy neat categorisation as property. The fact 

that these rights are usually associated with affiliation by kinship has 
profound implications for tl~e manner in which claims for land may be 

structured, including the attempt by chiefs and other traditional 

authorities to ensure that they monopolise the ownership of tl~e 
community’s land under their individual title deeds. An understanding of 
the peculiarities of these social relations of production, reproduction and 

domination is vital for any discussion on the land and agrarian questions 

in Africa. The white-claimed land became their private property as 
colonialism ushered in an entirely different conception of property - one 

of exclusive domain. In order to protect the newly-acquired private 
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property of the settlers from the natives, they excluded them from access 
and prosecuted them when they trespassed on the land. This conception 
obviously contradicted the pre-existing customary forms of land tenure 
where the very concept of ownership over land as property did not exist. 

While there were few possibilities for Africans to own land by 
individual title deed, the overwhelming reality for them was one of 
confinement to a distorted type of communal tenure in reserves with 
restricted agricultural potential. This form of land holding also 
contributed to the decline of the rural production in the designated 
reserves. Most land in the reserves was (and continues to be) legally 
owned by the state. However, unlike on commercial farms, residents had 
access to small allotments of land where they could build their houses 
and cultivate small gardens. Squeezed between the freehold tenure 
under white control and the customary tenure in the reserves were a 
number of quitrent tenurial arrangements which allowed some Africans 
access to considerable plots of land which they used for agricultural 
purposes. 

Ntsebeza’s (2006) research in the former Xhalanga district shows 
that descendants of a targeted group of progressive African farmers in 
this district continued with the legacy of their parents and grandparents 
under quitrent tenure well into the 1960s. Preliminary findings of 
current research conducted by Iiyama (2007) in the same district also 
demonstrates that cultivation still contributes a substantial part of the 
livelihoods of the people. Confirming the continued significance of 
agriculture in social reproduction in the rural areas, Ncapayi (2006) has 
shown that these households tend to be dominated by the elderly and 
would have begun their working careers as migrant workers, only 
turning to land based activities later on in their lives. The persistence of 
agricultural activity by indigenous people has been seen in the context of 
the overwhelming dispossession of the majority. It has happened despite 
the enormous obstacles placed in their way and because of their ongoing 
crisis of livelihoods. 

The allocation and administration of land in the reserves was the 
responsibility of a complex mix of traditional authorities and colonial 
officials. Some land-based activities survived, but the major trend was 
towards a massive decline in agricultural production which further 
deepened the problems of reproducing families. While colonialism led to 
the modernisation and commercialisation of agriculture of white settlers 
who benefited from state assistance through tax rebates, transport 
concessions, marketing subsidies, low interest credit and so on, African 
farmers were denied the wherewithal to undertake proper farming. 
Their efforts to respond to the opportunities of producing for the market 
were stifled by the colonial demand for labour. Africans were not to be 
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independent producers nor were they to be capitalising farmers, they 

were to be workers on white claimed farms, in white mines and later in 
white factories. The boundaries between settlers and natives were 
palpable and they remain the main factor in social stratification in South 
Africa today as the legacies of colonialism and apartheid are etched on 

the political and social landscape. 
One of the main dividends of colonialism is the grossly unequal 

access to, control over, and ownership of land between whites and 
blacks. It is a situation of extraordinary inequality that requires an 
extraordinary response. However, when one views the thst-track land 

reform in Zimbabwe, there can be little doubt that it has fundamentally 
altered the nature of land ownership in that country. In this sense, it is 

important to provide a critical review of the Zimbabwean debate as a 
backdrop to the land question in South Africa. 

The Zimbabwe debate 

The fast-track land resettlement programme in Zimbabwe commencing 

in earnest in 2000 has stimulated a heated debate. On the one hand, 
Moyo and Yeros (2005: 165) assert that the land occupations in 
Zimbabwe represent the "...most notable of rural movements in the 

world today" and that it is "...the most important challenge to the 
neocolonial state in Africa." They conclude that these occupations are, 
"fundamentally progressive" (Moyo and Yeros, 2005: 188) and that, 

"...rural movements today constitute the core nucleus of opposition to 
neoliberalism and the most important source of democratic 
transformation in national and international politics" (Moyo and Yeros, 

2005: 6). 
Moyo (2007: 71) is at pains to demonstrate the inadequacy in civil 

society advocacy around land reform, a position confirmed by Kirk 

Helliker (2006) in a recent doctoral dissertation on NGOs in Zimbabwe. 
They are also impatient with the vacillation of the Zimbabwean 
government’s policy in respect of redistributing land. It was to be 

expected, as far as they are concerned, that the war veterans would step 
into this leadership vacuum. Their argument is solidly enmeshed in a 

nationalist discourse with a major focus on the land question as the 
clarion call in the anti-colonial struggle. For them, the national 

democratic revolution and proper decolonisation can only happen with a 
fundamental return of the land to blacks. We agree. 

However, Moyo and Yeros (2005) are so entirely committed to the 

notion of a radical redistribution of land in the former settler societies 
that they do not seem to notice that there are other processes at work as 

well. In the fervour of their support for the fast-track land resettlement 
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programme, they do not appear to appreciate the level of 
authoritarianism in the making of the contemporary Zimbabwe state. 
They provide a crude class analysis with seemingly very little 
understanding of the methodological and conceptual problems in 
empirically demarcating classes and they rush to claim the agency of a 
movement in the occupation of land. 

Kirk Helliker (2006) has summarised the views of the various critics 
of Moyo and Yeros in the following manner, as ’patriotic agrarianists’ or 
’authoritarian populist anti-imperialists’ (Moore, 2004), or ’left 
nationalists’ following a path of ’exhausted nationalism’ (Bond and 
Manyanya, 2003). In contrast to their positive response to the land 
occupations since 2000, Hammer and Raftopoulos, (2003) characterise 
the regime as one of ’exclusionary nationalism’ and Raftopoulos and 
Phimister (2004) call it a ’domestic tyranny’. 

Hammar and Raftopoulos (2003: 21) provide a detailed account of 
the discursive and practical complexities involved in the political 
landscape of Zimbabwe and they conclude that, "such a dense and 
dynamic social fabric and the multiplicity of land and natural resource 
conflicts which it generates, can hardly be explained only in terms of the 
legacy of colonial conquest and land appropriation, no matter how 
profound their imprints on agrarian structures and relations." But while 
everything obviously can’t be explained in these terms, abandoning the 
colonial legacy is also problematic precisely because of the deep 
imprints it has left in post-colonial former settler societies. Indeed, very 
little can be explained outside of the colonial context. It is precisely the 
colonial inheritance of structural inequality, especially in access, 
ownership and control over land that makes it possible for a tyrant like 
Robert Mugabe to masquerade as a legitimate liberator. In this respect, 
Mafeje’s (2003: 28) claim is apt, "The African tragedy is that the state 
itself has become the single biggest development problem." Hammer and 
Raftopoulos (2003: 13-14) share this view, but they apparently de-link it 
from the enduring racialised inequalities of colonialism. The 
overwhelming thrust of their introductory chapter concentrates on the 
negative effects of the recent seizures of land in Zimbabwe. The 
occupation of large-scale commercial farms, increased rate of inflation, 
the fall of the currency, the fall in GDP, rise in unemployment, debt, loss 
of foreign investment, the loss of judicial independence, severe 
restriction on freedom of the press and so on, all paint a very accurate 
picture of economic collapse and political crisis. 

In response, they propose to "expose and interrupt such rigid 
polarities and the essentialisms that underpin them" and "to open out 
the space in which the crisis can be told or read so as to facilitate greater 
transparency and nurture critical intellectual and political debate." 
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(Hammer and Raftopoulos, 2003: 17). Yet, in as much as Moyo and Yeros 
concentrate on the imperative of economic redistribution, Hammer and 
Raftopoulos focus on democratic rights, and in our view they contribute 

to rather than transcend this ’devastating rupture’ (Hammer and 
Raftopoulos, 2003: 218). In the same way that Moyo and Yeros do not 

appear to see anything beyond the necessity for land reform, Hammer 
and Raftopoulos appear to see nothing beyond the need for a restoration 
of democratic and human rights in the context of an accountable 
government. 

It is a schism that is related in complex ways to the intractable 

problem of political equality alongside economic inequality. This, after 
all is one of the abiding paradoxes of all democracies. They all uphold 

political equality through the franchise and a host of other rights and 
liberties. Simultaneously, they all maintain material inequality, 

essentially through the protection of private property. What is peculiar 
about Southern Africa is the extreme nature of this inequality and the 

fact that the division between rich and poor still coincides largely with 

the distinction between black and white. To put it bluntly, it is a problem 

of race and class. In Zimbabwe, there can be little doubt that the official 
view of land reform being crucial to maintaining the sovereignty of the 

state, is contested by the very manner in which the concept is employed. 
It is left up to Jocelyn Alexander (2006: 180) to attempt to accommodate 
both strands in her analysis when she asserts, 

Zimbabwe seemed to be entering the world described by the 
political scientists of Africa elsewhere - the ’politics of disorder’, 
the ’politics of the belly’. But Zimbabwe did not easily fit these 
models. Violence, corruption and economic collapse were 

accompanied by a massive redistribution of land; nationalist 
history - and specifically race and colonialism - played a central 
role in political discourse. The state did not ’collapse’ or ’fail’: 

instead, a closely orchestrated process of remaking the state took 
place in which land took centre stage. 

In countering Sam Moyo’s point that land has always been a political 

issue in Zimbabwe, Alexander asserts that in both officialdom and in the 
public domain, the discourse around land has gone through major shifts. 

She periodises these shifts from the dominance of the concept of 
reconciliation during the 1980s to the increasing use of race in the 

rhetoric of the 1990s to the authoritarian role of the state in the recent 
fast-track land redistribution, with contested claims over land amongst 
its various beneficiaries - the war veterans, the urban poor, farm 

workers, rural residents in the communal areas (Alexander, 2006: 192). 
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Sachikonye (2005: 32) is in agreement with this view, "In the 1990’s 
there was a discernable shift in how the land question was interpreted." 
Alexander (2003:104) takes an unambiguous position against the 
untenable and illegitimate distribution of land in Zimbabwe between 
white farmers and the black majority, 

Others, myself included, have felt ambivalent about criticising 
the occupations, and thereby seeming to belittle the real desire 
and need for land that motivated popular participation in them. 
Mugabe’s political genius was to place the clearly unjust and 
unresolved question of land redistribution at the heart of his 
campaign. However, to focus narrowly on the occupations alone 
misses the point that what they marked was not just an 
unprecedented assault on the unequal distribution of land but 
also an extraordinary transformation of the state and political 
sphere. 

Robin Palmer (2003) agrees, but his emphasis is different, 

While Mugabe has certainly become a brutal, self-serving tyrant, 
this does not negate the fact that the issues he is raising require 
much more imaginative responses than they have received to 
date. For example, I believe that he is right: 
- in categorising the colonial expropriation of land as unjust and 
oppressive - and needing radical solution; 

in castigating colonial powers for encouraging and 
legalising it; 

in appealing in the language of historical injustice which - 
because the fundamental issues have not been adequately 
addressed - has enormous popular appeal among the poor right 
across Southern Africa and so - to the chagrin of European 
governments - make it very difficult for neighbouring Presidents, 
especially Thabo Mbeki, to criticise him in public. 

It is well known that Robert Mugabe is an undemocratic oppressor. Yet, 
there is enormous support on the continent for Zimbabwe’s fast track 
land reform programme. Consider the statement by the President of 
Tanzania at the SADC meeting in Luanda in 2002: "the land question in 
Zimbabwe," says Benjamin Mkapa (2002), the current SADC 
Chairperson, 

...needs to be put in its proper historical context. Above all, 

everyone must respect and uphold the independence and 
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sovereignty of Zimbabwe. We are convinced that the ongoing 

land reform in that country is aimed at the rational, fair and 
equitable distribution of land to be used for the benefit of the 

people of Zimbabwe. Such reforms also respond to the justified 
need to correct injustices of the past. For that reason, we in SADC 

remain united in appreciating the need for and supporting land 

reform in Zimbabwe. 

There was little interrogation of the concept of sovereignty as implying 
consent by the citizens and accountability and responsibility by the 
government. Notwithstanding the overwhelming evidence of the 
violence and repression of the Zimbabwe government, at its meeting in 
Tanzania in 2003, the SADC reiterated these supportive statements. For 
its part, at its inaugural conference in Johannesburg in 2001, the 
Landless Peoples Movement resolved to "support the gallant actions of 
Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe to return stolen land to the 
people of Africa." 

The official opposition in Zimbabwe, the MDC, has not made any 
promises to reverse the recent fast track land reform programme. 
Whatever may be said about the land reform process in Zimbabwe, it 
has fundamentally altered the terms of the debate around the land 
question in that country and a great deal of this has spilled over into 
South Africa. In the midst of all the ideological and conceptual 
disagreements, there is one point of commonality - all scholars agree 
that the results of the 2000 constitutional referendum represented a 
turning point in Zimbabwean history. 

Besides the corruption, the cronyism, the human rights violations, 
the violence and authoritarianism, the other main problem with the 
Zimbabwean experience of land redistribution is that it was not located 
within the production relations on commercial farms. In other words, 
tens of thousands of farm workers, those who have been directly 
involved in labour on commercial farms, often for many decades, have 
either been evicted from the farms or remain there with slim prospects 
of securing livelihoods. The evidence in this respect is varied, while 
Moyo claims 70 000, Alexander argues that 200 000 farm workers have 
been forcibly displaced from their places of residence and work. 
Sachinkonye (2005: 33) concurs with the latter. He goes on to explain 
the tensions between the farmworkers and the occupiers of the land in 
the following terms, 

Farm workers were viewed as standing between the aspirant 
farmers and their goals, which was seizing ownership from the 

white commercial farmers...The occupiers had a vested interest 
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in disrupting production on farms so that white commercial 

farmers would leave or share their farms with them through 

subdivision. 

The economic collapse of Zimbabwe over the last five years is caused by 

various deep-rooted problems, but provides a potent lesson of what may 
happen if the question of land redistribution is not dealt with timeously 

and comprehensively. It has ruined the prospects of developing a non- 
racial democracy for many years and it has made it extremely difficult to 

build a non-racial Zimbabwean nation. When Robert Mugabe (2002) 

says, "If there are white farmers who want to continue working on the 
land, they must seek permission from us because the land is ours," he 

effectively denationalises white Zimbabweans, stripping them of their 
citizenship and imposing a racialised claim over the land. 

This is what is at stake for us in South Africa as well. Land reform 
should and must happen in South Africa, but there are profound 

disagreements on the methods, the timing and the extent of 

redistribution. Now we have to ask a very awkward historical and 
sociological question. We believe that we must confront this question if 
we are to avoid the chaos of Zimbabwe: can land redistribution in 

pursuit of equality, a process of transferring ownership of and access to 
land from one group to another, ever be a pleasant thing? 

Constitutional constraints 

In South Africa, the democratic transition after 1994 produced a flurry of 
policy changes to deal with the palpable inequalities in land and to 
reorganise the institutional frameworks so that it may reflect the values 

of the new order. But policies don’t easily translate into practice, 
especially when there are so many obstacles placed in their way, and 
when the policy itself encapsulates the broader contradictions between 

formal political equality and economic inequality. To all intents and 
purposes, land reform has been a dismal failure as White privilege, 

borne out of colonial land theft, has become firmly entrenched and 
redistributing land to the poor under these conditions is necessarily a 

fraught process. 
In the debates leading up to the adoption of the constitution, ]udge 

Didcott, one of the leading legal figures in South Africa, appeared to 
appreciate the contradiction, 

What a Bill of Rights cannot afford to do here ... is to protect 
private property with such zeal that it entrenches privilege. A 
major problem which any future South African government is 
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bound to face will be the problem of poverty, of its alleviation 

and of the need for the country’s wealth to be shared more 
equitably ... 

Should a bill of rights obstruct the government of the day when that 

direction is taken, should it make the urgent task of social or economic 
reform impossible or difficult to undertake, we shall have on our hands a 

crisis of the first order, endangering the bill of rights as a whole and the 
survival of constitutional government itself (quoted in Chalskalson 1993: 

73-4). 

Tile central question we need to address is whether our 
constitution provides the necessary mechanisms for dealing with 

poverty or whether it merely offers a legal sanction for colonial 

land alienation. 

The new constitution ushered in a system of formal legal, civil and 

political equality. It also committed the state to some second-generation 
rights and policies designed to offset the worst effects of apartheid on 
the formerly disenfranchised majority. There can be little doubt that the 
institutional mechanics of democracy are firmly in place in post- 

apartheid South Africa. However, the very constitution that guarantees 
formal equality before file law, also entrenches material inequality 
especially in the distribution of land ownership. Clause 25 of the Bill of 

Rights in the Constitution establishes property rights under which 

nobody may be arbitrarily deprived of their property. Expropriation of 
property is permitted for public purposes only and subject to agreement 
in the payment of fair compensation. It is our view that land reform 

should be regarded as an imperative public purpose. While blacks are 
now allowed to own and dispose of property freely in the country as a 
whole, that right is significantly circumscribed by the truncated 

possibilities for its realisation. People are simply too poor to buy land 

without the assistance of the state. 

In his annual State of the Nation Address in 2007, Thabo Mbeki 
acknowledged that very little progress had been made in respect of land 

redistribution and he promised to investigate the factors preventing the 
implementation of the programme. While there is widespread 

agreement across that the country that the South African land reform 
programme is inordinately slow, there is very little concurrence on the 

reasons for this lack of progress or on the mechanism for speeding up 

the process. Some argue that the policy itself is coherent but the means 
for implementing it are woefully inadequate. Others suggest instead that 

there are structural and policy problems inhibiting the objectives of land 
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reform. Our key argument is that both the policies as well as the 

mechanisms for its implementation require revision. In particular, the 
entrenchment of the property clause in the constitution, coupled with 

weak civil society organisations addressing the land question, are the 
major obstacles in the achievement of even the limited objective of the 

land reform programme in South Africa. Our paper revolves around 

these two factors. 

The relevant section (28) in the Interim Constitution reads as 
follows: 

1. Every person shall have the right to acquire and hold rights in 
property and, to the extent that the nature of the rights permits, 

to dispose of such rights. 
2. No deprivation of any rights in property shall be permitted 

otherwise than in accordance with a law. 
3. Where any rights in property are expropriated pursuant to a 

law of referred to in subsection (2), such expropriation shall be 

permissible for public purposes only and shall be subject to the 
payment of agreed compensation or, failing agreement, to the 
payment of such compensation and within such period as may be 
determined by a court of law as just and equitable, taking into 

account all relevant factors, including, in the case of the 
determination of compensation, the use to which the property is 
being put, the history of its acquisition, its market value, the 

value of the investment in it by those affected and the interests of 

those affected. 

It is widely accepted that section 28 represented a compromise between 

the ANC and National Party positions. The major question was how the 

new state would accommodate both the need to protect the property 
rights of those with property and at the same time ensure that the 

historical injustices of land dispossession would be addressed. It is 
impossible to equally satisfy both the need to protect property rights 

and to ensure a policy of redistribution to a level that would approach a 
more equitable distribution of land in South Africa. The compromise 

reached at the negotiating table clearly favoured the existing property 
holders and consequently compromised any hope of genuine land 

reform that could fundamentally alter the pattern of land inequality. The 
constitution made the possibility of expropriation of land an 

extraordinarily litigious process, effectively giving the property holders 

(mostly whites, of course) a veto over the extent and pace of land 
redistribution. This is an untenable position because it undermines the 
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vitally important object of land redistribution in correcting the injustices 

of apartheid. 
Rights take precedence over policies. Hence, the right of protection 

of property has trumped the policy of land reform. The effect of this lack 
of delivery has meant that the colonial and apartheid division of land has 
remained more or less intact since the demise of apartheid. This remains 
an abiding grievance for the mass of the population because their 

dispossession has been sanctioned by the new constitution. The very 
recognition of existing property rights expunges the possibility for 
redistribution on a scale broad enough to ensure legitimacy. It also 

makes the task of the government in delivering land for redistribution 
impossible, because the courts in the country have already decided that 

the existing division of land is legitimate and legal. Any attempt to 
change the current colonially inherited division of land will have to 

contend with the force of freehold and the rights of title deeds to 
property. Under these circumstances, land redistribution is necessarily a 

dead letter. Since it is impossible to expect genuine land reform from the 

government in the current context, we need to understand the limits and 
the possibilities of pressures from below. 

A critique of NGOs 

Debates and discussions around land policy since 1994 have involved 
NGOs, with barely any direct participation of rural people. Often, NGOs 

have presented (or misrepresented) themselves as the voice of rural 
communities. As Davids (2003: 49) points out, there was a lack of rural 
community participation in the drafting of key documents on rural 
development such as the Integrated and Sustainable Rural Development 

Strategy (ISRDS), despite the fact that a Rural Development Initiative 
(RDI) had been established with the explicit purpose of mobilising rural 
communities. As a result, very few rural people are aware of the ISRDS 

and this makes nonsense of the constitutional obligation requiring the 
participation of communities in policy and implementation processes, 

particularly with regard to local government. 
The marginalisation of rural communities in these discussions must 

be viewed against the back-drop of the active role rural residents played 
in the struggles against ’Betterment’ between the 1940s and early 1960s. 

There is overwhelming evidence that these struggles were led by the 
rural residents themselves, who were directly affected by the policies 

they were challenging. The liberation movements in South Africa, 

including the ANC, were largely pre-occupied with urban struggles. 
When resistance against apartheid re-emerged following the Soweto 
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uprisings of 1976 and shifted to the countryside in the 1980s, the 
struggles of rural residents were, with few exceptions, led by NGOs. 

How then do we explain the apparent invisibility of rural 
communities in struggles since the early 1970s, particularly considering 
wide-spread rural resistance against the colonial and apartheid regimes 

in the period up to the late 1950s and early 1960s? At a very basic level, 
this can be traced to the brutal and mass dispossession of land of the 

indigenous people in South Africa, which forced large numbers of rural 
people to gradually depend more and more on wages and less and less 

on agricultural production for their survival. This, coupled with the 

ruthless suppression of the rural revolts in the early 1960s, followed by 
the consolidation of the Bantustan strategy hastened the decline of 

agriculture in these areas, thus contributing to greater levels of 
urbanisation, despite the many repressive pieces of legislation designed 

to keep Africans out of the towns. The nature and form of organisation 
and struggle against apartheid was invariably affected by this reality. 

Resistance took an urban character and the land question and rural 

struggles assumed secondary significance especially in liberation 
movements. As the work of Ntsebeza (2006) in Xhalanga shows, 
organised struggles that took place in the rural areas of the former 
Bantustans from the late 1980s were largely directed by migrant 

workers and students, particularly from tertiary institutions, when they 
returned home for their holidays. 

This however should not be interpreted to mean that there is no land 

question in South Africa. There may be no coherent and overt 
organisation around the demand for land in the country but there are 
many covert, disorganised expressions of the manner in which the 
majority of the population consider the widespread occupation of land 

by whites as illegitimate. The unequal division of land between whites 
and blacks is in itself a major question around land that needs urgent 
resolution. The land question and its role in the livelihoods of South 

Africans cannot be adequately understood in isolation of the broader 
political economy of the country. 

Inasmuch as there is a clear link between the decline of rural 
production amongst Africans and the role of migrant labour, there is also 

an urgent necessity for social movements to involve the active 
participation of rural people. There is no escaping the fact that there are 

still people residing in the rural areas of the former Bantustans, 
regarding these as home without any intention of permanently settling 
in the urban areas. Once again, the research of Ncapayi referred to above 

makes this point. In these circumstances, the building of urban-rural 
alliances, rather than substitutionism remains firmly on the political 

agenda. 
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Another explanation for the lack of active involvement of rural 

residents in struggles since the early 1960s can be attributed to the 
emergence of NGOs, particularly in the 1980s. This coincided with the 

decline of organised resistance in the countryside noted above. It seems 
clear that the invisibility of rural communities contributed to the 
emergence of NGOs, mostly urban based and led by whites, in the 1980s 
as the main representatives of rural communities. 

Since a resolution to the land question is elusive in the current 
constitutional context, we provide a critical appraisal of the role of NGOs 

as a mobilising force in the post-1994 period. As noted, the organised 

voice from below in the land sector at the advent of democracy in 1994 
was led by NGOs, specifically a group of land based NGOs that 

established a network referred to as the National Land Committee 
(NLC). These organisations had emerged during the apartheid period, 

mainly in the 1980s, in response to the forced removal of millions of 
black Africans from white designated areas. Thus, land and agrarian 
movements were led by NGOs who acted on behalf of black victims of 

segregation and apartheid in South Africa. In contrast to these NGOs, the 
pre-existing rural movements of the 1940’s, 1950’s and early 1960’s 
were led by those directly affected by land dispossession. In the majority 

of cases, there was no direct involvement of political organisations and 

NGOs hardly existed (Matoti and Ntsebeza, 2005). 
When resistance re-emerged in the late 1960’s after the massive 

clampdown in the wake of the Sharpeville massacre the focus was, as 

already indicated, on urban areas, particularly around trade unions. This 
culminated in the 1973 Durban Strikes and the subsequent formation of 
the independent trade union movement. The urban struggle intensified 
after the student uprising of 1976 and the establishment of the United 

Democratic Front (UDF) in 1983. It is in this context that NGOs like NLC 
which were urban based but with a focus on rural issues emerged. In the 
1980s, most of the affiliates of the NLC supported the broad liberation 

movement under the auspices of the UDF. In the early 1990s, during the 
political negotiations, the NLC became part of the land lobby identifying 

with the ANC. Although some affiliates were not happy with the adoption 
of the property clause in the constitution, they nonetheless remained 

loyal to the ANC. 
A question that arises is how land activists and their organisations 

have responded to post-1994 developments around questions of land. It 
is also necessary to examine how deeply they were involved in the 
shaping of government policy? Despite the fact that the ANC has adopted 

a market-led approach to land reform, there seems to have been a sense 
amongst many that the ANC government was seriously committed to 

redressing historical injustices and that this would somehow be done 
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within the limits of neoliberal capitalism. The new South African 

constitution clearly stipulates the three main pillars of the land reform 
programme    land redistribution, land tenure reform and land 

restitution. The government followed a World Bank recommendation 
that 30 per cent of white-claimed agricultural land be transferred during 

the first five years of democracy. This target has been altered a few times 

since then, but it remains a fiction. 
Some organisations, including the National Land Committee (NLC), 

and a number of individuals supported the ANC-led government in its 

efforts to formulate a programme and implement a plan for land reform. 

Some members went as far as resigning from their organisations and 
joining the Department of Land Affairs as government officials. The 

presumption was that the ANC-led government was a people’s 
government seriously committed to accomplishing the objectives of the 

constitution. The endorsement of the protection of existing property 
rights, the unilateral decision by the ANC leadership to adopt the 

extremely conservative set of macro-economic policies under the 

acronym of GEAR in 1996, as well as the entrenchment of the market- 
based ’willing buyer, willing seller’ principle as the basis for land reform, 
did not discourage land activists in the NLC and its affiliates from 

pushing ahead with their strategy of working within the structures of 
government. This was despite clear signs that policy decisions between 
1996 and 1997 represented a key moment of closure in efforts by the 
NLC and its affiliates to push land reform policy in a more progressive 

direction from within the structures of government 
By 1999, when Thabo Mbeki came to power, the NLC affiliates found 

themselves in an increasingly difficult position. On the one hand they 
were drawn into implementing the limited, technocratic, and hopelessly 

under-funded land reform programme. In addition, NGOs were under 
pressure from their donors to collaborate with the government. Some of 
these funding agencies began to channel their funding through 

government departments and expected NGOs to do commissioned work 
for the government. These factors contributed to the weakening of NGOs 

and, more importantly, to an almost total neglect of rural mobilisation, 
on both farms and the former Bantustans. This was particularly the case 

in the first few years of South Africa’s democracy. 
On the other hand, NGOs were confronted with growing pressure 

from below in different regions. Most significant was the escalating 
anger of black tenants over ongoing abuse on white-owned farms, 

despite the Extension of Security of Tenure Act which simply instructed 
white farmers on how to go about evicting tenants. The continued 
inequality in land, the limitations of the land reform programme, the 

ongoing repression on white-claimed farms, as well as the ’hidden 
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struggles’ around land issues on Ihrms and urban areas, combined to 

create conditions for mobilisation around the issue of landlessness. 
The formation of the Landless People’s Movement (LPM) was by far 

the most significant event in the resurgence of resistance in the land 
sector in South Africa at the start of the 21S~ century. Its significance in 

the context of our discussion about the invisibility of rural communities 
above, lies in the fact that this initiative had the potential of not only 

involving the landless, but also of pushing forward a movement that is 
led by the landless themselves, along the lines of the Brazilian 

movement, the Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais sere Terra - MST. 
The LPM was launched in Johannesburg in 2001. Events in neighbouring 
Zimbabwe in 2000 clearly had an impact on the fledgling organisation as 

President Mugabe of Zimbabwe received warm praise for his role in the 
Fast Track Land Reform Programme. 

For their part, COSATU, the giant South African trade union 
federation, was critical of Mugabe’s undemocratic methods of 

implementing ’fast track’ land relbrm in Zimbabwe. Apart from 

developments in Zimbabwe, the formation of the LPM was preceded by 
land occupation on a farm in Bredell, outside Johannesburg where the 

Pan Africanist Congress, parliamentary political party ’sold’ land to 
squatters. The new movement noted the extent of dispossession in the 

country and the lack of progress in the official land reform practice, and 

hence proposed that the government should urgently hold a land 
summit. It moreover committed itself to a programme of mass 

mobilisation around the demand for land. 
There were two other major events which helped promote the LPM: 

the United Nations World Conference on Racism and the World Summit 
on Sustainable Development. In the run up to the United Nations World 

Conference on Racism which was held in Durban in August 2001, the 
LPM together with the NLC, the South African Non-Governmental 
Organisation Coalition (SANGOCO), the Rural Development Services 

Network, the Trust for Community Outreach and Education embarked 
on a Landlessness = Racism campaign just in time to highlight the plight 

of the landless in South Africa and elsewhere under the banner of the 
Durban Social Forum. 

A year later, at the World Summit on Sustainable Development also 
held in Johannesburg, the LPM was one of the prominent organisations 

behind the ’Week of the Landless’. This time these organisations came 

under the umbrella of the Social Movement Indaba (SMI). Towards the 
end of the Summit, the organisations led a huge march to Sandton, the 

venue of the Summit, demonstrating against the negative effects of 
neoliberalism in South Africa in the form of privatisation of essential 
services and landlessness. Apart from these two major events, the LPM 
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in Gauteng in particular also joined forces with movements protesting 
water and electricity cut-offs and rent evictions. 

There is little doubt that the formation of the LPM marked a major 
shift in the form of organisation of the land and agrarian movement in 
South Africa and the methods used in the demand for land in the post- 
1994 scenario. Additionally, this was the first time since the 1950s and 
early 1960s that a movement having the potential of a mass base, led by 

those directly affected was emerging. As already noted, rural resistance 
from the 1980s was led by urban-based NGOs, with left-wing white 
activists, lawyers and researchers playing prominent roles. The LPM, at 
least in theory, was a social movement with membership drawn from the 
’grassroots’ of landless people themselves. In this regard, the LPM 
followed the tradition of the powerful land and agrarian movements in 
Latin America and Asia. Above all, the formation of the LPM clearly 
showed that the land question is not only about rural areas and about 
agriculture, but is as important for those in urban areas. It also 
highlighted the importance of urban-rural alliances in the struggle for 
land in South Africa. 

Despite its potential, there were by 2003 clear signs that the LPM 
was in disarray. Part of the explanation for this decline were tensions 
within the NLC and its affiliates. The NLC, or more precisely, prominent 
activists such as Andile Mngxitama, played a prominent role in the 
establishment of the LPM. Tensions within the NLC revolved primarily 
around the critical issue of how civil society organisations should relate 
with the democratic state, on the one hand, and social movements on the 
other. The formation of the Landless People’s Movement in 2001 
deepened these tensions. Yet, there was no unanimity within the NLC on 
the involvement of the organisation in the struggles of the LPM. Some 
affiliates of the NLC were against the involvement of the NLC in the 
struggles of the LPM which were increasingly confrontational. These 
affiliates argued that support of the LPM would harm relations with the 
state. Tensions within the NLC reached a peak in the period following 
the World Summit on Sustainable Development. The organisation never 
recovered from these tensions and ended up disbanding as a network, 
with affiliates pursuing their own independent existence. 

In the midst of all this, yet another actor emerged on the land scene: 
the South African Communist Part5, (SACP). In 2004, the SACP launched 
its Red October campaign with a focus on the land question. In a bid to 
win mass based support among rural people, the SACP established an 
ambiguous relationship with the LPM. Both organisations supported the 
need for a land summit. It appears as if the SACP in particular used its 
influence as a member of the Tripartite Alliance to persuade the then 
Department of Land Affairs to hold a Land Summit in July 2005. The 
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SACP played a prominent role in the summit. The role of the LPM, 

however, was not as prominent. Part of the reason is that by this time, 
the LPM was almost moribund. Furthermore, its relationship with the 

SACP would have been jeopardised by the ’no land, no vote’ stand it took 
in the 2004 election. More research needs to be done on these processes. 

While the NLC and LPM were riddled with tensions and in disarray, a 

new actor, the Trust for Community Outreach and Education (TCOE) 
entered into the land struggle debate. There is little doubt that the entry 
of TCOE would have strengthened the land and agrarian movement had 

these tensions not existed. The TCOE, like the NLC, represented a 
network of six affiliates in the Western Cape, tile Eastern Cape and 
Limpopo. Its roots lay in the Black Consciousness movement after the 

death of Steve Biko, and in Liberation Theology. At a time when the NLC 
and LPM were garnering most of the publicity and attention, TCOE and 

its affiliates were quietly involved in low profile rural organisation. Their 
initial programmes were in response to the education crisis following 

the students’ protests and boycotts against ’gutter education’ in the 

1970s and early 1980s. 
In the transition to democracy, TCOE resolved to move away from its 

’welfarist’ moorings which characterised the 1980s to a more 
’developmental’ approach to working with communities. The TCOE 

adopted a strategy with origins in Bangladesh called People’s 
Participatory Planning (PPP), which emphasises the need to involve 
poor communities in all aspects of their development, including 

planning. TCOE has over the years built locally based Community 
Development Committee (CDCs) in its areas of operation. There is a 

strong focus on the ’poorest of the poor’, in particular building capacity 
and local leadership with a stress on community ownership of 

development initiatives. Since 2000, the focus of TCOE has been on 
issues of land, local government and basic needs. To mark its 20th 
anniversary in December 2003, TCOE organised a People’s Tribunal on 

Landlessness in Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape.1 
The announcement by the then Department of Land Affairs of a Land 

Summit that would be held in Johannesburg in July 2005 galvanised 
activism among various organisations that had an interest in land issues. 

At the time, there was no nationally organised movement that would 
mobile resources and people and plan for the Summit The NLC was no 

longer effective, the LPM was weakened by the demise of the NLC, and 

I. Vely little research has been done on this organisation. However the organisation 

writes annual reports and has been evaluated externally on a few occasions. There are 

also detailed recordings and reports of its People’s Tribunal which give one a good sense 

of the organication, its origins and activities. 
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the TCOE a relatively young actor. Given this organisational vaccum, 

there appeared on the scene a new organisation named the Alliance of 
Land and Agrarian Reform Movements (ALARM). This was a consortium 

of movements, including TCOE, LPM and some affiliates of the former 
NLC. ALARM’s stated mission is "for a people centred rural 

transformation rooted in a rapid and fundamental transfer of land to the 

poor and the promotion of security for those living and working on the 
land." At the July Summit, ALARM became the voice of the landless and 
their supporters. Far reaching resolutions were taken at the SummiL The 

principle of willing buyer/willing seller came under major attack from 

several different quarters - and, for the first time, ANC government 
officials appeared to be backing away from it. In his State of the Nation 

address to Parliament in February 2006, President Mbeki referred to the 
Summit resolution that the willing buyer]willing seller condition should 

be revisited. 
However, despite all the rhetoric, the impasse in respect of land 

policy and practice remains. It must be said that land based 

organisations in South Africa remain very weak and unorganised. The 
demise of the NLC and the reported divisions within the LPM are some 
of the examples. Furthermore, hopes that ALARM would fill an 
organisational gap were dashed when debates arose about the future of 

the initiative after the Land Summit. Former affiliates of the NLC such as 
the Surplus Peoples Project (SPP) argued that ALARM was a short term 
response to the crisis that thced NGOs when the Land Summit was 

announced. Something had to be done. After the Summit, the SPP 
argument was that there was no room for ALARM.2 Others, mainly in the 

TCOE and the Transkei Land Service Organisation (TRALSO), which was 
an affiliate of the NLC, argued for the continued existence of ALARM in 

order to, inter alia, take forward the resolutions of the Land SummiL 
These debates continued for the rest of 2005 and most of 2006. In the 
final analysis, the debates petered out and ALARM, as with the LPM, 

faded away. Most of the existing organisations in the land sector on the 
whole continue to operate in isolation, although now and again they 

work together, as the annual reports of the SPP and TCOE suggest. 
In summary, the key issue around tensions amongst the NGOs in the 

land sector seems to be how these movements should relate to the 
democratic state. Indeed, this is a challenge that has confronted most 

organisations in post-colonial/independence Africa. It is an issue, it 
seems, which has yet to be resolved. We have seen how in the case of 

2 These discussions and debates are based on interviews and conversations Lungisile 

Ntsebeza had with some members of the SPP, Nkuzi Development organisation in 

Limpopo, TCOE and CALUSA, an affiliate of TCOE. 
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South Africa, organisations such as the NLC have moved backwards and 

forwards between collaborating with the state (the period roughly 
between 1994 and 1999) and adopting a more confrontational approach 

at times (during the Mbeki Presidency). These are of course broad 
generalisations as some organisations continued their collaborative role 

with the state, while others were in favour of a much more 
confrontational approach where the mobilisation of the landless 

themselves would be a key strategy. 
Another issue which the formation of the LPM brought to the fore is 

the relationship between NGOs and ’grassroots’ social movements. Here, 

some of the key questions and issues revolve around how to build an 
autonomous people-centred organisation that can contest powerful 

forces which support global capital; who should build this organisation; 
what is the relationship of the poor to those who support them; who 

should determine the agenda and so on. It is also a question about the 
sustainability of rural based organisations in the era of globalisation, 

particularly in situations where they operate on their own without 

positively seeking alliances with urban based organisations which are 
committed to social change and geared towards not only political 
liberation but socio-economic emancipation too. 

Conclusion 

The Reconstruction and Development Programme initially promised to 

transfer 30 per cent of white agricultural land to previously 
dispossessed blacks within the first five years of democratic rule. After 
15 years, less than 3 per cent has been redistributed. This single fact, 
together with the recent history of land seizures and farm occupations in 

Zimbabwe has forced the land question into the public mind in South 

Africa. 
A question on many people’s minds is: Will the kind of fast track land 

redistribution in Zimbabwe which transferred virtually all white owned 
land into black hands in the space of merely three years, happen in South 

Africa? There are many differences between Zimbabwe and South Africa 
- the level of proletarianisation and urbanisation is much higher in South 

Africa, the fact that the struggle for liberation was largely an urban affair 
in South Africa, as opposed to a rural guerilla war in Zimbabwe, the low 

level of industrialisation, settler alienation of land accounted for about 
50 per cent of the land surface of Zimbabwe and about 90 per cent in 

South Africa. Yet there are also some telling similarities between the two 

countries in respect of their colonial histories. 
One of the more striking anomalies between Zimbabwe and South 

Africa is the number of people who have died in rural violence. In 
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Zimbabwe, the evidence is contradictory, but the highest figure 
presented is that 12 white farmers were murdered in the turmoil during 
the process of land redistribution. In South Africa, with no apparent 
turmoil in sight, about i 500 white farmers and farm workers have been 
killed since 1994. This is a staggering number of murders. The South 
African Human Rights Commission (2003) published its report into farm 
violence in 2003. Its main finding was that these murders were 
criminally and not politically inspired. ]onny Steinberg (2002) tells an 
entirely different story in his gripping investigative account of the 
murder of a farmer’s son in the Midlands of KwaZulu-Natal. It is a story 
of communal collusion in murder, premised on perceptions of the 
illegitimacy of white ownership of land in the heart of KwaZulu-Natal. 

Claims over land, and beliefs about how it should be returned to 
African ownership, are as widespread in South Africa as anywhere else 
in southern Africa, including Zimbabwe. It is impossible to extinguish 
these claims because they concern the perception of a birthright and not 
only the possibility of using land to create livelihoods or for residence. 
The market-based willing-buyer/willing-seller model of land reform 
adopted in South Africa can never hope to reverse the horrors of colonial 
and apartheid dispossession which have prompted these claims in the 
first instance. The violence on farms, the illegal occupation of municipal 
land, the problem of unfarmability, of stock theft, cutting of fences, theft 
of electric wires and land invasions in rural areas all relate in complex 
ways to the grossly imbalanced distribution of land ownership between 
blacks and whites. 

An organised campaign around land issues, with clear objectives and 
strategy and involving those who are directly affected is a sine qua non 
for successful land redistribution. Such a structure becomes all the more 
necessary given the organised nature of commercial farmers and the 
alliances they enjoy with other formations of capital in South Africa. 

There are two inter-linked issues. In the first place, we reject the 
tendency to define the land question as a rural phenomenon with an 
exclusively agricultural focus. This is a very narrow and limited way of 
thinking about the land question. Not only does it exclude urban 
struggles around the land question, including housing and the possibility 
of urban agriculture, but the mining industry is also erased. This takes us 
to the second issue which has to do with the nature of land and agrarian 
movements and questions of strategy. Defining the land question as 
rural and concerned with agriculture shapes the nature and strategy of 
land and agrarian movements in particular ways, which pose challenges 
for the possibility of forging alliances with urban based movements 
which are also involved in land struggles. 
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Besides the clear necessity for a greater degree of urgency around 

the demand for land by organisations of civil society, it is also important 
that the state be held accountable on its own terms and by its own 

targets for land reform. In order to ensure the survival of democracy, 
there will have to be a way in which the state navigates between the 

legitimate claims for land by the dispossessed and the claims over land 
by those who currently hold it. Up to now, the government has not taken 

this issue seriously at all. The budgets are woeful, there is no political 
will to see to it that delivery takes place, and the market as well as the 

constitutional and legislative frameworks favour the existing property 

holders. There is a huge gap between popular expectations of land 
reform delivery and the actual possibilities for transferring land 

ownership to the majority under the current constitutional arrangement, 
and the stated objectives of safeguarding existing property holders in 

their landownership on the one hand, and redistributing land to the 
previously dispossessed on the other, are manifestly contradictory. It 
was always going to be difficult to simultaneously redistribute land to 

the rural poor and maintain the rule of law in the context of the extreme 
racial distortions left by apartheid and in an environment of political 
compromise. The current government has opted to protect the rule of 
law against any opposition, including the homeless seeking a place to 

live. 
While the current division of land is safeguarded by the constitution, 

this is no guarantee of its legitimacy. The unequal division of land, 

premised on conquest, is a constant reminder to the majority, that they 
remain excluded from the ownership of their country. Seen in this way, 
the claims about land are directly linked to the meaning of citizenship 
after 1994. The political legitimacy of the state through the franchise, 

and other civil and political rights enshrined in the constitution must be 

seen in the context of continued and extreme inequality, and land is 
merely one of the indices of this inequality. 

One of the most compelling questions in Soufl~ Africa is whether the 

construction of a unitary democratic nation is viable in South Africa as 
long as the colonial division of land remains more or less intact. A recent 
survey conducted by ]ames Gibson (2004) reveals the extent of racial 

polarisation in attitudes to land. Using a sample of 3 700 people, one of 
the statements he put to his respondents in face-to-face interviews was 

"(M)ost land in South Africa was taken unfairly by white settlers, and 
they therefore have no right to the land today." He found that "an 

astonishing 85 per cent of the black respondents agreed with the 

statement while only 8 per cent of the whites held the same view." In so 
far as this polarisation threatens nation- building, it also threatens 

democracy. Since the identities are formed out of the intersection 
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between a racial and class experience, the level of inequality in our 

society remains our most urgent social problem. 
We thus have to ask how we are going to reverse the accumulated 

privilege of being white in South Africa in favour of dispossessed blacks 
as long as the context remains an unequal colonial division of land. The 

democratic government has been very keen to uphold the rule of law, 
not least to allay fl~e fears of potential foreign investors that their 

property will be protected by the state. The real challenge is whether 
redistribution will happen to an extent which will lend popular 

legitimacy to the state and encourage economic growth within the 

framework of the current constitutional recognition of property rights. 
The vital question in this regard is a temporal one. What is fl~e pace of 

change and is redistribution of land happening quickly enough? 
Our main concern is how the continued inequalities in land 

ownership translate into racialised identities, with negative 
consequences for the project of nation-building and with very real 
threats to the long term sustainability of democracy. Reconciliation was 

supposed to be the glue which holds our society together, but if land is 
not redistributed rapidly and drastically, there is a real possibility that 

continuing exclusion from ownership will turn into revenge rather than 
reconciliation. 

It is commonplace that identities are complex, that there are 
contradictions in all of us that we may assume different subjectivities in 
different contexts, but this should not prevent us from attempting to 

deconstruct their meanings. What is clear though is that we have to 
avoid essentialising identities. Land is obviously not the only factor in 
the manner in which identities are formed in South Africa. People are 

clearly not one-dimensional zombies following a pre-determined path 

on the basis of the racial imbalance in the distribution of land. It is 
unquestionable that identities are forged by a multiplicity of sources, 
factors and variables, and that people may take on various identities in 

different situations, but there can be little doubt about the very powerful 

role of land as a metaphor of dispossession and as a continuing reality of 

poverty. 
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10. 
Transforming education and training, 
or reconstituting power and privilege? 
Enver Motala, Salim Vally and Carol Anne Spreen 

Introduction 

In South Africa, as indeed in many other countries, there is considerable 

interest in developments relating to the public (and to a lesser extent, 
the private) education systems. Its importance in South Africa is not 
simply fortuitous since it is both a consequence of the struggles against 

the apartheid state, in which the need to overturn a cynical and 

calculated education and training system was an important pillar of the 
broader demands for democratic change, and a struggle for the 
ascendancy of particular approaches to the reform of the education and 

training system, post-apartheid. At the end of apartheid there was a real 
expectation that the death of the racist, fragmented, incoherent yet 

planned education and training system together with its policies and 
practices - the manufactured bureaucracies spawned to give effect to the 
intentions of apartheid ideologues and political leaders and its 

deleterious outcomes would be terminated once and for all. Everywhere 
the talk was about ’transtbrmation’ and no vision seemed too 
implausible or difficult to grasp. 

Soon however, the intractabilities of reform confronted the state and 
all those who were intent on securing a ’transformed’ education and 
training system for the ’benefit of all’. It was clear that the meaning, 
purposes and content of what was implied by the idea of 

’transformation’ was by no means uniformly understood and that in fact 

it was the subject of conflicting interpretations, contesting perspectives 
and ideologies contesting the domain of education and training reform. 

Nzimande (who is presently the Minister for Higher Education and 

Training in the South African Cabinet under President Zuma) and 

Mathieson (2004) (Nzimande and Mathieson, 2004), writing about the 
role of the ANC’s Education Study Group in Parliament during the period 

1994 to 1999, characterise the idea of a transformed education and 
training system by explicit reference to its political and democratic 
content. They aver that its policy, 

(w)as based on the premise that the inherited education system 
would need to be fundamentally transtbrmed if it was to 
overcome the legacy of the past, while at the same time 

becoming responsive to a new set of challenges. The transformed 
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education and training system was to be a unified system based 

on the principles of equity, quality, non-racialism and non- 
sexism, and that was more appropriate to the socio-economic 

needs of the emerging democratic society. These goals were to be 
met by moving towards the provision of lifelong learning, so that 

workers, adult learners and others who had been denied access 
in the past would gain access to education and training 

opportunities. It was asserted that the state would have to play a 
leading role in overcoming the inherited fragmentation and 
achieving these policy goals. (Nzimande and Mathieson, 2003: 3) 

This approach to the transformation of education and training suggested 

that the ANC was intent on thoroughgoing reforms based on a number of 

fundamentals such as equity and quality, entrenching the principle of 
lifelong learning for adult learners and working class constituencies, 
affirming the directive role of the state and arguing that the state itself 

had to be "sufficiently empowered to carry out the most thorough 
transformation of the inherited education and training system." 

(Nzimande and Mathieson, 2003: 5) 
Outside the ANC, academic researchers and analysts, public 

commentators, institutional representatives, members of social 

movements and trade unionists have adopted approaches that are less 
overt in their political predispositions. These extensive analyses and 

commentaries range over a variety of issues affecting education and 
training at all levels and reflects a comprehensive list of learning 
contexts both formal and non/in formal, from early childhood to adult 
basic and pre-school to tertiary. They refer to issues relating to urban 
and rural contexts, nearly all the sub-disciplines in education, 

epistemological concerns, subject areas and pedagogical strategies, 
learning environments, the management and organisation of learning, 

quality and assessment, the management of research and its outputs, the 

development of research capability and other topical areas.1 Moreover, 
these writings reflect the perspectives of legislators and bureaucrats, the 

demands of the labour market and the economy, institutional planning 
and reform, ideas emanating from systemic reviews and reports, 

1. The intersections between aspects of these systems (education and training) derive 

from an overarching qualification framework which seeks not only to provide a canvas 

for the acquisition of education and training related qualifications, but also attempts to 

’integrate’ these into a ’coherent~ national system of education and training. The creation 

of a new’ higher education Minis~try which specifically includes training issues and bears 

the responsibility for the variety of related training institutions is an expression of this 

intent - to produce coherence between education on the one hand, and training on the 

other. 
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academic scholarship and media coverage. There is little doubt that the 

perspectives that are represented in these interests differ widely in their 
orientations, focuses, analysis and critique and exemplify contradictory 

and conflicting political, economic and social interests. 

Extant explanations 

In these writings and commentaries, a wide range of causalities is used 
to explain the persistent failures of the education and training system. 

They refer to specific symptomatic characteristics as explanations of the 
system. In regard to schooling for instance, its failure is attributable to 
poor school and curriculum management, inadequate teacher 

knowledge and competence, low teacher and pupil discipline, the 
unavailability of good teaching and learning text, poor school 

infrastructure, lack of support from officialdom at the various levels of 
government, conflicting labour relations, poor language policy and the 

lack of community participation in encouraging greater levels of school 
accountability, undemocratic decision-making processes at all levels of 
the system and other related issues. For most commentators these 
systemic failures find expression in the recurrent phenomenon of low 
matric pass and high school drop-out rates, low scores in international 

benchmarking, poor performance in areas relating to the mathematics 
and science, and the phenomenon of unemployment that faces most 
learners passing through the schooling system. In higher education these 

would refer, inter alia, to the weaknesses of teaching and learning and 
the absence of meaningful support for students and faculty, the 
problems of institutional differentiation, poor student accommodation, 
the persistence of racist practices, the general lack of funding, the 

challenges of revitalisation of academic profession, and the dispiriting 
quality of leadership in the institutions of higher education. 

Several other explanations have also been offered by academic and 

other commentators about the causes of failure in the education and 
training system. Most of these are based on the premise that while there 

is a high degree of well developed policy in this area, the problems lie in 
the domain of policy implementation. It is suggested that in the area of 

policy making the government has provided both a framework and the 
legislative authority for qualitative changes in education and training 

and that very little, if anything, has to be done to augment these polices. 
In reality, the complaint sometimes is that the overabundance of policies 

constitutes a heavy load for those charged with its implementation, since 
in practice this is foreboding for those unaccustomed to the complexities 
of law and regulation leading often to contradictory and inconclusive 
interpretations of the public mandate. 
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Explanations about state failure on account of its lack of ’capacity’ 

are unrelenting and persistent. The concept of ’capacity’ is invoked 
widely and refers inter alia to the lack of knowledge and competence of 
bureaucrats regarding their mandates and the legislative injunctions by 
which they must operate, their poor work ethic, lack of commitment to 

the underlying values espoused in the Constitution and laws, the 
absence of certain ’critical skills’, poor management and leadership, the 

prevalence of corruption and other such difficulties. This lack of 
’capacity’ is also attributed to legislators themselves. It is suggested that 

they simply do not have a sufficient grasp of the complexities of their 

role, are unwilling or unable to submit to public account, have no 
understanding of the public perceptions of their weaknesses or are 

indifferent to these, and, are themselves implicated in corrupt and other 
deplorable practices. 

These criticisms are often associated with suggestions about how 
such ’capacity’ can be augmented including by a re-evaluation of the 

affirmative action policies of government whose effect, it is alleged, is to 

exclude whites who are endowed with the very skills which are in short 
supply, the need to open the doors to the importation of such skills from 
abroad, intensifying the training of public servants, stronger oversight in 
respect of public mandates and greater judicial sanction against corrupt 

practices and the like. All these criticisms moreover are made in the 

context of the repeated attempts by government to deal with them 
through a variety of strategies, such as public hearings and lekgotla, the 
commissioning of research and consultancy reports, the appointment of 
advisors on strategic issues and even permanent positions for the 

purpose, the convening of commissions of enquiry and review panels on 
various issues, and the writing and rewriting of position papers, plans 

and strategies. 
In the light of these criticisms and the state’s responses to them, how 

are we to understand the paralysis in education and training better? 

There is no question that many of the criticisms directed at the actions of 
bureaucrats and politicians resonate with commonsensical experience 

and are in fact supported by a considerable body of evidence. Yet the 
question remains about why, in the light of these criticisms and the 

public dissension about many of these issues, the government remains 
unable to mitigate the criticisms against iL What is the explanation for 

the persistence of its failures and its inability to climb out of the morass? 
Why, despite the radicalising perspectives first adopted by the 

ideologues of the leading party of state (such as that of Nzimande above) 
has the promise not materialised? Or is the answer simply, as some 
commentators critical of government suggest, the absence of ’political 

will’ and ’weak states’ an issue we return to later. 
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Although there is some agreement about the causal explanations 

above amongst educationalists and other commentators (policy-makers, 
researchers, analysts, public commentators and the media), there is little 

to suggest that the present impasse is likely to be resolved soon, This 
begs the question about why, despite the many pointers to the failures of 

the education and training system, do those who are responsible for it 
remain unable to resolve these difficulties? Why, despite the unabated 

criticisms of the systems failures, do those who are responsible for it 
remain paralysed? What meaningful explanation can there be why 

despite the seeming ’self-evidence’ of the ’solutions’ to the crisis, nothing 

seems to work? Why, despite all the ’consultations’, conferences, reviews 
and special committees, does the education and training system seem 

transfixed? And why, despite the agreement between analysts and policy 
makers, the many new initiatives, plans, strategies, lekgotla, and 

roadmaps, the widely recognised characteristics of the ’crisis’ and 
’dysfuntionality’ of the education system~, does the crisis persist while 

Ministers and their departments remain incapable of effecting the 

changes that are necessary even while governments have changed, 
leaderships have mutated and bureaucrats fired? 

In our analysis we hope to show that although extant explanations of 
the causes of failure are instructive, they remain partial since they speak 

only to the ’endogenous’ characteristics of the education system and 
have little or no orientation to the exogenous and relational issues that 
frame the education and training system, its policies and practices. 

Despite the important insights these causal explanations might provide, 
such explanations (mono and multi-causal) are inadequate and, 
inevitably, tautologous and circular. More fundamental insights are 
required which go beyond these causalities to provide a stronger 

critique and a theorisation of the crises. Such a theorisation is 
necessarily historical and contextual and seeks to explore the relational 

issues affecting the sovereignty of the state in developing countries like 
South Africa, and understanding the ’limits and possibilities’ shaping the 
process of reform and change post 1994. Such analysis does not exist in 

2. In fact both the present and previous Minister of Education (now Basic Education) 

have pronounced on the ’dysfunctionality’ and ’crisis’ of the education system and the 

gravity of the challenges of constructing a quality public education system. Even as 

recently as 12 May 2010, Parliament debated a plan intended to address such basic issues 

as the question of literacy, numeracy and quality of education and even now a long term 

strategy - Schooling 2025 - is being finalised to deal with these issues. Despite the 

repetitive monotony of affirmations about the need to ’transform’ education and 

training, it has become ever more apparent that the possibilities for its achievement are 

no more than whimsical impulse and unrealisable hope. 
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extant writings about the education and training system in South Africa 

despite the large body of texts about it. 

Explaining the impasse 

For us, the most important factor explaining the impasse is the failure of 
the post-apartheid state to take up the challenge off undamenta! and 

socially tranfformative change in education and training. This failure is in 
turn explicable by reference to the limits imposed on the possibilities for 

change by a combination of local and global factors, whose impact on the 

process of post-apartheid reform has not been properly understood or 
subjected to critical analysis. We deal with this latter issue further in the 

paper since we should firstly clarify our conception of fundamental and 
transformative change, an approach which refers to several conditions. 

The first condition emphasises definitive alterations in the nature of 

the pre-existing relations o~f power exemplified by the racial, gendered, 

class, geographic and other discriminatory practices of the apartheid 
state. This conception of social change would refute any approach which 
simply reconstitutes forms of social power and privilege along new class 
and gendered lines and especially seeking to reconstitute new forms of 

power through the creation of black elites. These relations of power are 
central to any understanding of the possibilities for social reform since 
they constitute the most intractable barrier to change. Secondly, in our 
approach transformation is a complex and multi-faceted process affected 

by history and context. It refers to a wide range of systemic, structural 
and ideological (value-based) interventions through state policy, 
regulation and practice. It seeks to affect the behaviour of individuals, 
institutions and whole societies. It requires change in the behaviour of 

both the public and private sectors, and protects the sovereignty of its 
policies against the incursions of corporate globalisation and its negative 
consequences. Thirdly, the purposes of such change must produce, at a 

minimum, freedom and social justice, equity and fairness, accountable 
systems based on democratic mandates and public review, and ensure 

that the power of public systems is meaningfully directed towards the 
achievement of the ’public good’, especially in serving the interests of the 
most marginalised and vulnerable citizens. 

Assessed on the basis of these criteria, very little has changed in the 

lives of worldng urban and rural poor and the unemployed who 
constitute the majority of the population of this country. This, despite 

the constant refrains about South Africa being a democratic society, a 

’rainbow nation’ in a state of ’transition’; and despite the references to 
the ’best Constitution in the world’, the ’many lessons to be learnt from 

South Africa’ and other such appellations. Poverty and inequality are 
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rampant in South Africa affecting women more severely than men, rural 

dwellers more than those in urban areas and unsurprisingly blacks more 

than whites. In tact inequality has grown consistently over the last eight 
years and unemployment has increased even in the last year even while 
there are programmes intended to address it~ In education the situation 

can be characterised as follows: 

Just over a year ago we came together as concerned South 
Africans, committed to public education, to issue a call for public 

participation in education. Yet as the year passed we saw little 

progress in overcoming the challenges facing our education 
system. Poor South Africans have placed their hope in education, 

since the social system, as it exists, seems to be a dead-end for 
most people. It remains a fact, though, that our system of 

education is in a crisis and is failing our children. If left 
unaddressed this will not only undermine any potential for 

economic and social development, but also the vibrancy of our 

democracy. 
Despite initiatives, policies and good intentions, we 

continue to propagate a two-tiered educational system - one for 

the children of the rich, and another for the children of the urban 
and rural poor. Too many of our children attend schools that are 
under-resourced, bleak and fearful places. Too many of our 

children still do not have access to education in their mother 
tongue, and, shamefully, too many of our children are forced to 
learn on an empty stomach. Our scores in literacy, numeracy and 
our critical thinking skills show how much the education system 
continues to reproduce the characteristics of apartheid 

education.3 

A great deal more has been written about the increasing level of social 

differentiation in South Africa, regarded as one of the most unequal 
societies in the world; the failure to provide basic services as evidenced 

by the widespread upheavals in a number of South African townships, 
the inability of government at the local level to understand that the 
’service delivery’ protests are no less than a demand for democratic 

expression and the right to proper consultation and the inclusion of local 

communities. The state continues to be incapable of engaging such 
communities in the selection of the choices and priorities in the use of 

local resources; is unable to deal decisively with the high levels of 

3. See SEKOLO, Public Participation in Education Network (PPEN) website 
http: //~,wv.ppen.org.za for its Call to Action 2010. 
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corruption evinced by public representatives, and permits these 
practices which frame the terms of governance in ways that reproduce 
the economic system where market relations trump the public purposes 

of democratic rule. South Africa scores poorly in a number of the usual 
indicators used for the purposes of establishing the country’s human 
development indices. 

In the light of these realities we do not accept arguments about the 

’weak’ state or about the absence of ’political will’, nor are the claims 
about the lack of ’capacity’ sufficient as explanations for the parlous state 
of education. Here we draw on the explanation offered by Shalini 

Randeria, who argues that criticisms relating to the lack of ’political will’ 
or a ’weak state’ are not useful since the state has not had much difficulty 

in supporting policies which, despite their unpopularity, resonate with 
its sometimes unpopular choices and priorities. This she argues, is 

prevalent in situations where, "the new architecture of global 
governance characterised by legal plurality and overlapping 

sovereignties has facilitated a game of ’passing the blame’ among these 

four actors" - referring to international finance and trade organisations, 
multinational corporations, governments and NGOs (Randeria, 2007). 
Contrary to the view that the nation state can no longer be relied upon 
for the range of functions it must discharge, Randeria argues that, 

the state is both an agent and an object of globalisation. The 
capacity of subordinate states in the international system to 

make and enforce rules as well as to set and achieve policy 
agendas is being limited from without and contested from 
within. Although inadequate the state remains indispensable, as 
its laws and policies play a key role in transposing neoliberal 

agendas to the national and local levels (Randeria, 2007: 2). 

According to her, globalisation uses the violence of law in place of 

political violence to establish its ascendancy in sovereign states. Since 
law now transcends sovereign boundaries it is no longer "coterminous 

with the state and its sovereignty over a well-defined territory and a 
population to be governed" (Randeria, 2007: 2). The new forms of global 

governance have in her view led to "the erosion of entitlements and of 
the rights of citizens marginalised by processes of economic 

restructuring" (Randeria, 2007: 2). 
The implication of this approach to sovereignty is that analyses 

which are limited to an evaluation of the behaviour of national states are 
truncated and partial since they are unable to reckon with the power of 
global regimes, the overlapping claims of local and international rule, 

reconfiguring the relationship between states and the law. In this 
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connection Randeria fashions the notion of a ’cunning state’ and 

repudiates the notion of the ’strong’ and ’weak state’. She argues that 
although these states are hamstrung by the lending institutions such as 

the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund and have little 
freedom in designing their own policies, it would be a mistake to accept 

their ’self-representations’ as to their weaknesses since they seek to 

(r)edistribute their responsibilities. Whereas weak states lack 
the capacity to protect their citizenry from external incursions, 
’cunning states’ show strength or weakness, depending on the 

domestic interests at stake. "Cunning" is a weapon of weak states 
... It does not describe a characteristic of state structure or 
capacities but the changing nature of the relationship of national 

elites (very often in concert with international institutions) to 
citizens. The notion of a cunning state is therefore a useful way to 
delineate a range of tactics deployed at various sites of 

negotiation where a shift in responsibilities and sovereignties 

occurs (Randeria, 2007: 3). 

Following upon this characterisation of the behaviour of national states, 
she examines various case studies to explore how globalisation "as a 

transnational apparatus, discourse and as a social reality is (re)produced 
(Randeria, 2007: 3). This approach to the impact of globalisation on the 
performance of national states is instructive for our purposes since it 

reveals to us the causal basis of the equivocal behaviour of the national 

state, the nature of the interests which it subordinates and those which it 
advances purposively. Graphically illustrative of this is the South African 
government’s support for hosting the football World Cup. Here there 
was no shortage of will or ’cunning’ in proclaiming the ostensible 
benefits that would accrue to the country in spite of the fact that no 

tangible evidence can be adduced about its long term positive effects, if 

any. In fact, careful analysis (which we are unable to provide here) is 
likely to reveal that the real beneficiaries of the showpiece phenomenon 

are the self-same elites and large corporations and that there is not likely 
to be any consequential benefits for the working class and the poor. Yet 

there is little ’will’ to support the basic requirements of the citizenry as 
we have argued above. 

An associated reason for the intransigence of the state is that policy 
makers, (and even researchers and mass-based organisations) are 

hostages to the conceptual conservatism of the ideas that are dominant in 

education and in other related social arenas. The fact that there may be a 
few ’progressive’ voices amongst educationists does not provide an 

adequate counter-weight to the dominance of this ideological 
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conservatism which is pervasive in the influential discourses about 

education and training. Its effects are profound and not to be 
underestimated since it bears the imprint of powerful international 

’advice’ and the ever present spectre of its sanction. This conservatism 
has shaped the policy and practice terrain despite the best intentions of 

the law and public policy and it is essentially ideological, despite the fact 
that it is never explicitly so, nor candid about the underlying 

assumptions framing its prescriptions. Moreover, its approach to the 
public education and training system threatens to paralyse researchers 

and policy makers alike who have yet to mount a proper, sustained, 

defensible, alternative approach to its hegemonic propositions. The 
effects of this ideological position are manifest in: 

How and what questions are examined for the purposes of policy 
making and practice. 

The ascendancy of technical solutions uninformed and 
deliberately obfuscatory of contextual and historical analysis. 

The reliance on so called experts who provide such technical 
advice to the exclusion of other expertise, especially since the 

criteria by which they are chosen is rarely defined or agreed by 
those who are directly affected by the nature of their advice as 
such experts. 

The socially divisive and privileging effects of the ’solutions’ that 
are provided by such advice and its deleterious consequences for 

socially and economically disadvantaged social classes. 

The skills discourse 

A brief examination of the contemporary skill discourse in South Africa 
is illustrative of the ascendancy of these approaches in the domain of 

’skills, competencies, and knowledge’. As the constant refrain in South 
Africa goes, "If we want to become a strong economy again, the best thing 

we can do is have an educated workforce."The pre-emptive implication of 
these refrains is that the only permissible approach to the skills 
discourse is that which bears the imprimatur of big business and those 

officials in government who support its approach. 
Even a casual reading of the media or a listen-in to the many ’chat’ 

shows on it, will show how unrestrained the power of a particular way of 
thinking about skills and knowledge has become. The nation, and 

regrettably it seems even organisations of the working class, are hostage 
to a particular way of thinking and are largely paralysed by it_ In this 

thinking the main proposition is the idea that there is a great shortage of 
skills in our society and that in particular areas of skills these are so 
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critical as to make any possibilities for economic advancement in 

particular sectors of the economy unimaginable; that the education and 
training system is hopelessly out of sync with the demands of the 

economy, that the lack of skills is one of the (if not the) greatest obstacles 
to achieving high levels of economic growth, that the lack of skills is the 

primary cause for low levels of productivity, and that the country cannot 

compete internationally given this poverty of skills and will therefore fall 
further behind relative to the developed and other developing 
economies of the world. 

We know that knowledge, skills and competencies are important for 

all societies, critically important even - for the well-being of nations. 
Reducing the discussion about knowledge and skills to its use for 

employment in market dominated economic systems is a serious 
limitation on how the question of skills can and must be understood. 

This is because in the first place no capitalist economy in the world or in 
any period of its history, outside the periods of worldwide war, has been 

able to provide full employment in the economy. In fact, the reality for 

most developing countries is high levels of unemployment as a structural 

condition of the economy - as an inevitable and crucial condition 
necessary to its reproduction. 

Capitalist profitability has and will always be dependent on the 

availability of ’surplus labour’. In South Africa that level of ’surplus’ has 
hovered around 28-30 per cent even in the period after apartheid, and if 
those who are numbered amongst the so called ’discouraged work- 

seekers’ - much higher. Indeed if the figure is disaggregated to some 

parts of the country or for gender, that figure is egregious. Discussions 
about the skills needs of society rarely transgress the bounds of these 
economic-determinist approaches, despite the strong and seemingly 

instructive legislative injunctions about the broader humanising and 
citizenship related role of education and training systems. This, despite 
the occasional genuflections by political leaders and the leaders of 

education institutions to the idea that knowledge is essential to the 

development of a citizenry, for the fullest expression of civic rights and 
responsibilities, for such elementary rights as numeracy and literacy, 
accessing public goods, making choices, understanding the complexities 

of the market and importantly for ensuring greater levels of democratic 
accountability of public representatives and organisations. 

There is sometimes a recognition too that the role of education and 
training involves understanding the many cultures, values and belief 

systems in society, rebutting race, gender, ethnic and other stereotypes; 

the ability to evaluate ideas and systems critically, for tolerance and 
independent thinking, the ability to communicate socially and to work 

for oneself and for society. Despite the occasional realisation that in 
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developing countries in particular there are a wide range of socially 

useful activities which members of society can be engaged in, such as in 
the case of health and the general welfare of working class and poor 

communities, and that a wide range of activities are possible to support 
the lives of working class families from child care and the processes of 

early childhood development to care for the aged, frail and disabled. 
Furthermore, that communities can and must be supported in these 

endeavours since they have limited resources to do so themselves and 
that there are a wide range of community projects which can be 

supported relating to areas like primary health, the local economy, 

housing development, service infrastructure, land usage, recreation and 
cultural activities and support for schools. Indeed, there are examples of 

communities who support the unemployed through finding useful 
activities such as child care, community and school meals services, and 

school renovation, maintenance of public spaces, etc. And these activities 
are undertaken collectively often leading, as in the case of the 

Argentinean factory occupations, to co-operative forms of production 

and distribution. We know too that much more has to be done to 
exemplii~ the potential for co-operative forms of production and 
distribution and to understand the educational requirements of such 
forms of production, as here too there is a valuable history of worker co- 

operatives which provide the evidence and the potential for humanising 
and creative approaches to the formation of skills and competencies in 
developing societies. 

Limiting the discussion to skills for the ’economy’ is also problematic 
because its effect is to place the blame for the lack of skills and 
knowledge on the poor themselves or on the government alone, the poor 
being answerable for their predicament since they have ’no one to blame 

but themselves’. The ideologues of this ascendant discourse about skills 

have managed steadfastly to persuade policy makers about the inefficacy 
of discussing the combination of social and economic circumstances 

which make the acquisition of knowledge and skills difficult for the poor, 
not the least of which are questions of access and costs, the pedagogical 

barriers confronting learners who have no educational resources, the 
absence of locally based educational infrastructure for workers and the 
poor, and the social circumstances impacting on the possibilities for 
education that face them daily. 

Blaming government alone too is disingenuous - since business itself 
was hugely complicit throughout the past decades for erecting the 
structural barriers to high quality education for the working class and 
the poor. Corporate capital’s culpability on acquiescing to the idea that 
black people were only good as ’hewers of wood and drawers of water’ 
remains unacknowledged and hidden from view purposefully - since any 
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acceptance of such culpability can only be meaningful if it is 
accompanied by structural atonement - changes to the regime of capital 
itself which is hardly likely to be contemplated by it. Similarly, the 

expectation that government will resolve the skills crisis re-enforces the 
false idea that supply side interventions are adequate in and of 

themselves. This idea hides from view, once again, the culpability of 
capitalists in regard to the low levels of employment creation and the 

inadequacy of its investment in jobs in the first place. And despite the 
occasional protestation about the ’tardiness’ of business about plans to 

mitigate job losses no tangible benefits for the unemployed are likely to 

follow? 
Several other factors attributable to the behaviour and choices made 

by the leaders and ideologues of corporate capital too affect the level of 
jobs in the labour market, including its ability to relocate to centres of 

cheaper labour in the world, the unthinking replacement of workers by 
technologies, the low levels of training investment in occupational skills 

following sea-changes in technological innovation and the absence of a 

protective and supportive environment for workers. In addition, in some 
approaches to the issue of skills and knowledge especially in relation to 
labour markets, so much of the analysis is no more than an extension of 
neoclassical economics and to mathematical modelling that factors that 

do not lend themselves to mathematical models are ignored.5 

All these demand side j~actors are largely ignored in the 
propagandistic approaches adopted by those who insist that the poor 

supply of skills is the only cause of the knowledge and skills crisis in 
South Africa. The reality is that low paid and insecure jobs, low levels of 
investment in skills acquisition, unsatisfactory conditions of work, and 
the spectre of unemployment are an inherent part of capitalist systems 

4. The Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu), 23 August 2009, lauded 

President Jacob Zuma’s government after its first three months in office, but singled out 

business, saying its tardiness in implementing the plan to mitigate job losses was "deeply 

disappointing ." 

5. In this regard, the wisdom of the eminent physicist John Ziman [(1991) Reliable 

Knowle~le, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press] is appropriate. Writing about the 

use of mathematical models as ’permissible’ in the physical sciences because its 

approximations are ’applied only to carefully chosen subject matter under highly 

contrived conditions’ (1991: 160) he warns against the unwarranted use of 

mathematical models in the social sciences. In his view’, "For such intellec°cual feats to 

succeed, however, the formal properties of the mathematical symbols must be 

isomorphous with the empirical relations of the categories they purport to represent in 

the real world. The language of tl~eory must correctly mirror reality. In physics, of 

course, this isomorphism is imposed by convention; it is taken for granted that nature is 

inherently ’mathematical’, and the subject matter for research is selected accordingly." 

[1991: 163] 
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of production and blaming the government and the poor themselves is 

obfuscatory and disingenuous. 
Another important issue to free the discussion about education and 

skills from its current bondage concerns the idea that for members of the 
working class and their families only technical knowledge, knowledge 

useful in the workplace, is possible. This is the old ’head and hand’ issue 

resurfacing itself. Regrettably it has a pervasive grip even amongst some 
progressive academics. In their view, worker’s knowledge and 
experience is inadequate for grasping the requirements of ’higher 

learning’. This conceit is fostered despite the tact that many academics 

themselves have working class backgrounds and yet accept this view 
uncritically. Yet the history of human civilisation over tens of thousands 

of years reinforces the idea of collective knowledge, is dependent on and 
has been built upon the knowledge of ordinary human beings going 

about their daily lives and fashioning new ways of doing things, of 
thinking, of observation and experience, of trial and error and practical 

application, intelligently solving many of the vexing issues that faced 

humanity over the millennia. Without these contributions to human 
knowledge there would be no civilisation as we know iL 

Knowledge and skills are indispensable human attributes and not 

the preserve of special castes or classes in society; they are what makes 
us human and are derived from the mutually reinforcing socialisation 
that makes possible the progress of society. They are utterly reliant on 

the idea of sharing, collective learning and caring in the community of all 

nations. They are as cumulative over time as they are interdependent~ 
This is despite the searing tribulations suffered in some moments of 

extreme inhumanity such as the periods of slavery, colonialism and 
Nazism in Europe, the recent episodes of genocide in many places, or 

indeed, Apartheid here. The fact that some individuals have made 
outstanding contributions to the stock of civilisation knowledge is 
entirely due to its collective social origins; they were able to rely on the 

pre-existing body of knowledge bequeathed to humanity by previous 
generations wherever they may have been located. These great leaps in 

human understanding that occur at some times in human history are 
entirely reliant on the slow and steady accumulations of generations of 

knowledge produced by humanity over time. This humanity is no other 
than the vast multitudes of those who toil to produce the socially useful 

labours in all societies throughout the world. 

Schooling and higher education 

The ideological assault on the prerogatives of an ostensibly sovereign 
state can also be illustrated by reference to the power of the 
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conservative discourses about schooling. Here the normative 

prescriptions about school reform seek to elide all reference to the 
underlying social construction of the school and classroom. 

Elsewhere (Motala and Vally, 2010), we have shown that while 
educational analyses about South African education have great merit, 

they have largely ignored any direct reference or analysis of the social 

pathologies and structures created by racial capitalism in South Africa 
and have consequently not provided any theoretical (or practical) basis 
for understanding the continuing and pervasive phenomenon of class 

and its analysis of school reform in South Africa. This absence leads to a 

debilitating failure in our understanding of the deeper characteristics of 
society. Motala and Vally (2010argued) that where social class applies, 

this is done tangentially, mostly to recognise the social location 

of students as ’poor’, or ’disadvantaged’, to provide descriptions 

of the conditions under which children (and even communities) 
are found, to evoke characterisations of the conditions 
prevalent in ’poor’ and ’disadvantaged’ communities, and to 
provide testimony for the rigours of school life, the 
intractability of the problems of access, the grinding 
incapacities and effects on the lives and potential opportunities 

for the children of the ’poor’. These descriptions have meaning 
because they evoke for policy-makers, administrators, the 
general public and even academic commentators, a sense of 

urgency about the challenges of achieving educational equity, 
fairness and social justice in and through education. They make 

graphically evident the educational symptoms that typify the 
conditions under which ’poor’ communities learn since they 

deal not only with issues of infrastructure or the lack of it, the 
lack of teachers in critical subjects, poor or non-existent 
learning materials, indefensible approaches to teaching and 

learning, but also provide rich evidentiary material about the 
social cleavages predetermining the life chances and 

opportunities available to the children of the ’poor’ and the 
intractability of these conditions. 

The implication of this is that the schooling system is treated as 

homogenous and subject to the same template of policy and practice 
which ignore all references to the actual existing class, racial, geographic 

and gendered forms of differentiation that exist in the system, the 

implications of home language in working class and poor rural schools, 
subjected to the anarchic choices of school text, the continued struggles 

over schooling costs and the idiosyncratic, fragmentary and 
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uncoordinated agenda of reform which is unable to make deliberate 

choices in favour of the most disadvantaged members of society. This 
failure allows conservative forces to regain ascendancy in their nostalgic 

calls for apartheid era authoritarianism characterised by its 
differentiated opportunities for learners (including the fundamental 

pedagogics of didactic and choral recitation, ’talk-and-chalk’ instruction, 
rote learning and corporal punishment) and blaming teachers and 

learners (and not structural inequality) for educational shortcomings. 
Similarly in higher education, this ideological conservatism lies in 

the emphasis on the responsiveness of universities to business to the 

virtual exclusion of all else. This means that a closer relationship 
between universities and industry is regarded as an unmitigated good 

despite its danger for relinquishing the broader mandate of ’public good’ 
as ameliorative of the needs of the poor and the use of public resources 

for private profit; the conversion of research into private consultancy; 
undermining the integrity of public institutions through the 

commodification of their outputs, the marketisation of their core 
activities in teaching and research enforced by the concomitant 
pressures on university managements to become ’managers’ instead of 
intellectual and social leaders. There is an abiding failure, until now, to 

examine a substantive approach to what is the ’community’ that 

universities are meant to serve and an abdication to the idea that ’third 
stream income’ generation is a prior and more pressing mandate for 
higher education. 

The ideological struggle to assert a broader conception of education 
and training reflective of a humanising discourse exemplifies the 
contradictory nature and the contestation over how the role of education 
and training is to be interpreted and what social outcomes, for whom, 

and at what cost these are to be achieved. The intentions of the 
Constitution and its subsidiary legislation cannot ameliorate the 
structural realities which provide an impenetrable bulwark against the 

possibilities for genuine social transformation. The implication of this is 
that authoritative references to the power of the Constitution and the 

law remain unhelpful since they can only have meaning in the context of 
the struggle over the form and content of the ’negotiated settlement" 

itself and by recognising that such a settlement was fashioned on the 

basis of a ’substantial consensus’, which deferred the fundamental 
structural characteristics of apartheid capitalism for resolution ’on 
another day’. Recognising this conditionality on the ’freedom’ of the 

post-apartheid government and its entrapment within a global regime of 

capitalist accumulation provides a sounder basis for understanding its 
possibilities and the constraints of the reform process. It is equally 

instructive in interpreting the seminal legislative incursions by the new 
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state into such matters as human rights and education or other social 

legislation given the inseparability of the concerns of the law and its 
conjunctural nature. 

This also means that despite the strong injunctions in the 
Constitution about the entrenched right to education, it remains 

erroneous to assign to the law attributes that it cannot have outside the 
contestation over historically evolving social and political relations. Any 

conception of rights must pay attention to these larger framing 
conditionalities (local and global) bequeathed to social systems by the 

force of global context since the rights discourses too are limited by it. 

Examining the precepts of the law for their efficacy is only a part of the 
analytical framework for understanding what goes on in the world of 
workers and the poor, since meaningful analysis must rely on a wider 

range of factors and circumstances which themselves play a critical role 

in defining the limits of legalism and its muted role.6 
Finally we have no doubt that democratic political agency is essential 

to advance the progressive agenda of change - i.e. the necessity of 
particular forms of social and political agency beyond and in addition to 
the formal legislative structures of representation. This agency is 
indispensable for advancing the interests of the poor and working 

classes and fundamental to the realisation of the transformative social, 
political, economic and cultural aspirations of the majority of the 
population. Agency is vital to the ability of communities and individuals 
representative of the interests of the working classes and the urban and 

rural poor to engage in autonomously generated activities to change the 

material conditions in which such communities find themselves - even 
though they might not do so with complete freedom. Hence, critical to all 

social policy and its implementation is the question of who participates 
in it, who is privileged by its processes and who ignored, since questions 
of social power are deeply connected to issues of social mobilisation, 
advocacy and agency7. 

Regrettably, government and even political organisations have 
become increasingly reliant on so-called experts to the exclusion of 

social processes, public engagement and democratic debate. This is 
perhaps the most pernicious of the mechanisms of ideological 

conservatism. It privileges those who are business oriented in their 

6. This is notto deny for instance that in some cases ’explanations’ based on the efficacy 

of policies or the desultoriness of bureaucracies in implementing policies are 

inappropriate. But these ex~lanations are fl’om ’inside’ the framework of policy. They 

cannot explain why even where no such policy or implementation barriers exist, human 

rights infractions continue to be pervasive. 

7. See Dreze and Sen (2002) for an extensive argument about the critical importance of 

participation to democracy. 
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approach to education and training, endows huge contracts to 

consultancy firms, abandons educational research to accountants at 

hugely profitable rates for them and removes education policy and 

practice from history, context and critique. The idea of participation 
needs to be defined politically to avoid its treatment "in a normative 

manner as purely a positive phenomenon. We can begin to treat the 
problem of participation analytically and ask on what basis people 

participate, around what goals and to what ends" (Putzel, 2004: 3). This 
in turn deals with the question of how and where ’ordinary and poor’ 
people are organised, the critical role of the state in guaranteeing 

’associational space’, and the forms of support for civil society 
associations engaged in strategies for ’poverty reduction’ and other 
rights based strategies. 

Conclusion 

Our approach points to the need for a more complex analysis - extant in 

South African historiography. Especially in relation to apartheid 
capitalism such analysis evinces a complex set of causalities based on the 

complexities of its contradictory history; including the wide ranging 
factors shaping its political economy and the struggles against iL Such 

analysis must seek to transcend the simplistic economism characteristic 
of some of the writing about the period, since the concept of ’political 
economy’ can encompass a wider range of political, social and cultural 

relations and perspectives affecting ’race’ and gender, class and 
geographic and other forms of social differentiation and the structural 
conditions which reproduce them. 

Associated with such a critique of the apartheid state was an analysis 

of the role of the state in securing the hegemony of mining and 
agricultural capitalism in the early years of its development and of the 
military industrial complex in its latter years. The apartheid state 

represented a form of capitalism which attempted to perfect an 
avalanche of draconian and racist forms of control over the working 

classes and the poor in establishing the pre-eminence and rights to 
capitalist accumulation and control. This form of accumulation is 

evidenced by some of the most concentrated forms of wealth anywhere 
giving rise to massive differentials in the wealth, incomes and 

capabilities between the apartheid ruling elite (and its backers) and the 
population as a whole. 

Towards the end of the apartheid regime for instance, shares in the 

stock exchange represented graphically this concentration of wealth and 
its concomitant expression in power. One conglomerate corporation 

alone - the Anglo American Corporation - owned 44.2 per cent of all the 
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shares quoted on the country’s stock exchange while the leading four 
conglomerates together owned no less than 80 per cent of those shares. 

It is this pervasive and unmitigated aspect of the potent mix between 
capitalism and the apartheid regime which in our view continues to cast 
the widest shadow on any possibilities for fundamental social change in 

South Africa and nullifies the effects of any alternative to the 
concentration of wealth and capitalist interests. Indeed it is possible to 

show that its effects, together with the unmitigated power of corporate 
globalisation, have deepened the forms of social differentiation so 

evident now. It is this which belies any suggestion that there can be 

fundamental changes to the organisation of power in society outside the 
reorganisation of the proprietary relations guaranteed by the 

Constitution. 
Discussions today about this or that model as appropriate to the idea 

of a South African ’developmental state’ remain truncated in the absence 
of such critical analysis and an exploration of the process of capital 

accumulation, state formation and the restructuring of class and other 

social relations of power as new forms of the global hegemony of market 
relations and indeed the sub-imperialism of the South African state. In 

our view, any attempt at understanding the underlying possibilities for 
changing social relations remains obtuse without such analysis. The 

possibilities that face the post-apartheid state and its ostensibly unifying 
constitution and the quest for social cohesion across the divides that 
presently exist remain no more than capricious hope for as long as the 

conditions for the real democratisation of the state are not understood. 
Without such an understanding, the expectation that state formation 
post-apartheid will be unaffected by its past, is misplaced. 
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11. 
Golf’s caddies and cronies 
Jacklyn Cock 

Introduction 

As a way of illustrating several aspects of class, race, inequality and 
environmental abuse, this chapter will show that the apparently 
harmless scene of the golf course is embedded in two processes - social 

polarisation and ecological degradation - which are increasing both 
globally and in contemporary South Africa. It illustrates the shift from 

race to class-based exclusion that has characterised South Africa since 
1994, and the increasing conspicuous consumption that shift has 
involved. The chapter argues that golf is contributing to two apparently 

contradictory processes - the exclusion of the majority of South Africans 
from crucial resources, at the same time that it promotes inclusion into a 

new power elite that is marked by the co-existence of political and 
economic power. 

There are over 500 golf courses in South Africa (almost 100 in 
Gauteng), and they are sharply stratified in ways that reflect the social 
mobility of some of the new players. For example, keen golfer Cyril 

Ramaphosa learned to play golf on the Parkview course which only costs 
R6,000 to join but now belongs to the exclusive River Club which has an 
entry fee of R200,000 and an annual fee of R25,000. The top end of the 
market, the recent and growing phenomenon of golf estates illustrates 

the dynamics of exclusion most dramatically. There are now some 81 
golf estates (defined as areas with a golf course with residential stands) 

in South Africa1. 

Six features of the contemporary golf course 

Golf estates have the following features: 
(i) Social and spatial enclavisation: These estates are fortified 

enclaves of wealth. To cite some examples, recently a house at Zimbali 
Golf estate, north of Durban which describes itself as ’one part golf, two 
part paradise’, sold for R19 million. A new development there will 
include six beachfront villas which will be priced from R30m each.2 

1. ’In recent years, the demand fbr exclusive residential conglomerations built around 

luxurious golf courses has far outstripped supply’ and ’provides concrete evidence of the 

strong appeal of the high-security, green lifestyle offered by such enclosed residential 

estates’. (Murray, 2004: 149) 

2. Business Day, 30 March 2007 
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Property prices at Mount Edgecombe Golf Estate "range from R2.2 

million to over R20million.’’:~ The cheapest house available at Pecanwood 
Golf Estate, near Hartebeestpoort Dam is R2.5 million but earlier this 

year a house sold there for R15 million. A house currently on show at 
Pezula Golf Estate, balancing on the clifftops of the Knysna Heads 

overlooking the ocean, is advertised for R10,6 million.4 Pezula describes 
itself as "the best luxury development in the world.’’5 The Pinnacle Point 

Beach and Golf resort was voted by GolJ~and Leisure magazine as one of 
the ten best new golf courses in the world.6 

The first golf estate in South Africa, Selbourne Hotel, Spa and Golf 

Estate, established in 1983 south of Durban, "offers a unique 
opportunity to experience a gracious style of hospitality in a cocoon of 

utter exclusivity and privacy." This ’cocoon’ exists in a sea of the 
desperate rural poverty. But golf estates (along with gated communities 

more generally) involve a retreat from any substantial engagement with 
such social issues. Selbourne and other golf estates illustrate what 

Steven Gill has called "a new politics of inequality" in the contemporary 

world. He writes, 

This is a global phenomenon, where the affluent are increasingly 
not only economically, but also socially, spatially and politically 

segregated from the rest of society and especially from the poor 
of the world’s population (unless of course the poor are their 

domestic servants (Gill, 2003: 201). 

He calls this process of social enclavisation, "a new medievalism that 
separates and segregates rich and poor communities" (Gill, 2003: 201). 

In this process the poor are often rendered invisible. As Starns expresses 
it, in golfing resorts "The white-collar masters of postmodern corporate 
capitalism are welcomed into a fantasy island of ’comfort", ’amenities’ 

and ’luxury’ and the real world of poverty, inconvenience and social 
division is fenced out into invisibility." (Starn, 2006: 460). 

(ii) Fortification: These are fortified enclaves based on a new kind of 
class-based segregation. Golf estates are marked by an emphasis on 
security in all their promotional literature. For example, Zimbali is a 

secure gated estate with vehicular access controlled via two security 
entrance points manned 24 hours a day. The entire perimeter fence is 

3. Saturday Star, 23 June 2007 

4. Saturday Star, 5 August 2006 

5. Sunday Times, 24 September 2006 

6. Sunday Independent, 24 June 2007 
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patrolled on foot and a security control centre monitors pedestrian and 

vehicular access points via CCTV cameras. 
(iii) Social homogeneity: This involves what Thorsten Veblen 

stressed the ’social confirmation’, which "nothing but a considerable 
body of like-minded people can give" (Veblen, 1899; 2005: 63). It means 

the exclusion of people perceived as different or threatening. "The golf 
estate lifestyle has captured the interest of South Africans who seek the 

freedom of living in a secure, rural setting, AMONG PEOPLE OF SIMILAR 
PERSUASION. (My emphasis) These are the driving forces behind what 

some are calling a phenomenon, with demand tbr golf estate property 

seemingly insatiable." (Lloyd Nicholson cited in The Star, 2 June 2006). 
As one resident of Pecanwood Golf estate, said, ’The people here are all 

PLMs’ (’people like me’). Here, as in other golf estates, there are a small 
minority of black residents. 

The class exclusivity of golf estates is illustrated by the strict controls 
to which ’the other’ is subject. Generally no workers are allowed to live 

on site. At the golf estate of Blair Atholl, access involves ’biometric 

fingerprint technology’. At the planned Chintsa Golf Estate, "domestic 
workers will be picked up at the entrance and transported to residents 
homes by an internal shuttle service." At Cove Rock near East London, 
the few domestic workers and gardeners employed are issued with 

permits and special aprons for identification. 
(iv)This homogeneity involves a kind of social closure. In golf estates 

the trend is towards creating self-contained residential environments. 

For example, the Dainfern Golf Estate includes a preparatory and 
secondary school and shopping centre and describes itself as a "self 
contained residential community ideally suited to families." (Van Eyk, 

2007: 4). 
(v) The fifth feature of golf estates are extravagant claims about 

contributing to development and creating employment. For example, 
empowerment millionaires Saki Macozoma, Bulelani Ngcuka and Dali 

Mpofu "have launched a campaign ’Plough your millions back home’ to 
encourage other tycoons from the Eastern Cape to invest in it. Leading 

by example Macozoma has taken a 25 per cent stake in the company 
which is developing a R2 billion golf estate in Chintsa.’’7 A Pare Golding 

agent refers to substantial benefits for "our local community.’’8 
Some employment is provided for local people but it is very limited 

and largely casualised labour, lacking security, regulation, a living wage 
or benefits. Furthermore, the establishment of golf estates often involves 

dispossession and a loss of employment. The establishment of the 600ha 

7. Sunday Times, 28 January 2007 

8. Business Day, 16 February 2007 
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Blair Atholl golf estate north of Johannesburg on former farmland 

involved the removal of a number of families to create the "country 
sanctuary.., offering an exceptional lifestyle emphasising nature, privacy 

and security" for those who can afford the R2 - R4.5m stands.9 
Golf estates are lucrative investments and there are other examples 

of direct links between the new black elite and golf courses and estates. 
For instance, Lazarus Zim is a member of a consortium that has bought a 

26 per cent stake in property developer Pinnacle Point Holdings, which 
is committed to the multi-billion-rand Pinnacle Point Beach and Golf 
Resort on the cliffs near Mossel Bay. The company is also constructing 

golf resorts in Port Elizabeth and Clarens.10 Cyril Ramaphosa is a key 
actor in the development of Huddle Park golf estate. 

(vi) Lastly, these golf estates involve appeals to nature, while 
destroying it For example, Zimbali claims to be ’inspired by nature’ and 

the Zimbali ethos is ’living in harmony with nature’. The marketisation of 
nature is very clear in their advertisement which reads: 

Start living your dreams. Imagine waking up every morning to a 
view over the Indian Ocean with schools of dolphins surfing 
among the breakers. Imagine having two championship golf 
courses to choose from, any time you feel like playing a round. 

Imagine living among indigenous coastal forest, with natural 
lakes, bushbuck and blue duiker, set against pristine golden 
beaches,n 

Promotional material for Blythedale estate promises, "Home to a pair of 
Crowned Eagles nesting in a Marula tree, Blythdale Coastal Resort offers 

a rich heritage of natural flora and fauna." 

In similar terms Chintsa River Golfing Estate offers, "A world of quiet 
pleasures and glorious sunsets." Arabella offers visitors an "African 

Rainforest experience" and frequently appeals to nature in its 
advertising, such as citing a quote from Cezanne, "Art is in harmony, 
parallel with nature.’’~2 According to the promotional literature, "The 

splendour of Pecanwood Estate wraps you in nature, embracing the 
good life and encompassing a lifestyle rich in relaxation, giving you a 
time to pause, enjoy and take in the stylish comforts this illustrious 
development has to offer." A new golfing estate in the Drakensberg, 

Nondela is described as "nature undiluted." 

9. Business Day, 16 May 2008 

10. Sunday Times, 22 October 2006 

11. Sawubona, July 2006 

12. The Sunday Times, 11 June 2006 
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These appeals are characteristic of golf courses more generally. 

According to one landscape architect, "A golf course is man interacting 

successfully with nature.’’13 This is a preposterous claim given the 
ecological damage involved in golf courses and estates in relation to the 
amount of chemical pesticides and fertilizers used for maintenance, the 

destruction of wetlands and indigenous vegetation during construction 
and particularly the amount of water they use. Not only golf estates, but 

golf courses more generally, involve a process of exclusion of various 
kinds. 

Forms of exclusion 

Consider seven forms of eco-social exclusion associated with the golf 

course. 

(i) Exclusion from arable and grazing land: 

Recently the minister for agriculture and land affairs raised concerns 

about the use of prime agricultural land for golf estates.14 The concern is 
that this converts land to non-productive use while depopulating the 
areas and reducing employment. A spokesperson from AgriSA, the 
commercial farming association agreed that this involved the conversion 

of good agricultural land and the intensive use of water.This is especially 
worrying given declining production of major staples of the poor such as 

maize and wheat 
The size of an average 18 hole course is between 50 - 60 hectare and 

golf estates about 400ha, although some are much larger, for example 
Zimbali covers 700 ha.Using the last figure, the total amount of land 
devoted to golf is thus in the region of 57,400 ha. 

The exclusion involved is illustrated by the case of Bushman Sands 
golf estate established in 2003 in the desperately poor village of 
Alicedale where most of the 4,500 residents survive on social grants. 

Locals are bitter that this multimillion-rand golf estate housing 
development included 60ha of municipal commonage land, traditionally 

used to graze their cattle. "The developers gave the stock owners 
another piece of land as compensation but this is a rocky mountain with 

no river. You can’t plant anything."15 
A golf course is contested as part of the land claim of the 

Umgungundlovu clan who were removed from a fertile coastal strip of 

13. Sabine Baring-Gould, cited in the Mai! and Guardian, 30 OO:ober 2006 

14. Business Report, 10 November 2008. 

15. Interview with Peter Skara, manager of the ANC constituency office. Alicedale, 12 ]an 

2007. 
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land in 1980 to make way for the luxury resort that became the Wild 
Coast Sun. Young clan members are threatening to plough up the golf 

course. 
The Blythedale golf estate on the KwaZulu-Natal North Coast is 

presently the subject of a bitter land battle between the developers and 

the Dube community who lodged a claim in 1998 with the Land Claims 
Commission, arguing that they had been forcibly removed from their 

ancestral land, a claim which was declared valid by the Land Claims 
Commission. A R20 million offer to the community was rejected as 

"peanuts compared with what the developers would gain out of the 

projecL’’16 A similar struggle is underway near Dullstroom in 
Mpumulanga where a multimillion rand golf estate, designed by Ernie 

Els involves the eviction of local farm workers. "We want to plant maize 

and green beans and potatoes, but this new land they’re offering is not 
good," said Solomon Mahlangu27 

Associated with dispossession from land are other problems such as 

the displacement of farm workers who do not necessarily find 

employment on the golf estates, and inflated land prices. A Western Cape 
Department of Environmental Affairs and Planning (DEADP) report 
points out that the inflated prices that are paid for agricultural land with 
a view to development prevents farmers from expanding their 

operations. They cite the case of the "average price paid per hectare for 
agricultural land of 50ha or less in 2004 in the George area has been 
R42,751. In one instance in excess of R293,000 ha was paid for land 

apparently with the view to golf estate type development." (DEADP, 
2004: 36). A golf estate is planned at Woody Cape, adjoining the Addo 
National Elephant Park. This was prime agricultural land used for dairy 
farming. The farmer was paid R38 million for his 400 hectare farm 

which is 10 times the going rate for agricultural land~8. 
Overseas investors are involved in several golf estates, for example, 

the portfolio of IFA Hotels and Resorts Kuwait includes Zimbali, 
Boschendale in the Western Cape and a planned development in the 
Waterberg. (Enslin-Payne, 2007). The Australian company Medallist is to 

develop a R5bn ’lifestyle community, the Eye of Africa’, including a golf 
course near Johannesburg29 A high proportion of residences on golf 

estates are owned by overseas investors at Zimbali, for instance 
(Robertson, 2007). The relatively cheap price of land in South Africa for 

this social category is contributing to inflated land prices. 

16. Sunday Times, 17 June 2007 

17. Sunday Times, 20 July 2008 

18. Interview with local farmer, 12 Jan 2007 

19. Business Day, 25 January 2006 
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(ii) The second form of exclusion is from scarce water resources 
South Africa is a water scarce country. As Western Cape 

Environmental Minister Tasneem Essop said when she introduced 
ground-breaking guidelines in December 2005 for future development 
of golf courses, golf estates and polo fields, "Our water resources are 
under threat."20 One of the difficulties is that such governmental 
guidelines and regulations are often ignored.21 

Golf courses use on average 1.2 - 3 million litres of water a day. 
(Endangered Wildlife, 2006: 44). This is equivalent to the water 
consumption of a town of 20,000 people. Using the RDP calculation of 25 
litres a day, this is equivalent to the basic amount 30 million people - 75 
per cent of South Africans - should receive daily.= The River Club Golf 
course obtains its water from the Jukskei River to maintain its 
manicured greens and emerald fairways, even during the Highveld 
winter, and on both my site visits, sprinklers were operating in the mid- 
day sun. 

While Pecanwood golf course uses over 1 million litres of water a 
day from the Hartebeestpoort dam, many of their workers lack access to 
water and electricity. The Pecanwood workers who live in an informal 
settlement known as ’Jan’s place’ have to walk 5 km to buy water at R3 
for 20 litres. This illustrates what Marx called ’savage capitalism’. Labour 
is ’only a naked commodity’, any sense of responsibility of the employer 
towards employees is dissolved. 

Golf courses are also environmentally damaging in that they involve 
the destruction of indigenous vegetation, a reliance on exotic grass types 
and the harmful use of fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides. The 
destruction of indigenous vegetation in the course of these 
developments also means a significant loss of biodiversity. For example, 
a golf course being planned at Kathu, on the edge of the Kalahari desert 
will destroy a camelthorn forest, which is one of only two in Southern 
Africa. 

(iii) Exclusion from traditional access to fishing and recreational 
sites: 

For example Pecanwood denies access to traditional fishing sites on 
Hartebeestpoort Dam, the Fish River Sun Golf course blocks access to the 

20. Mail and Guardian, 24 February 2006 
21. For example, the developer of the Ebotse Golf Estate, Benoni ignored prescribed 
bufferzones. (The Star; 15 Aug 2008). The legislation provides for Environmental Impact 
Assessments but these are often biased, marked by inadequate public participation and a 
’lack of investigation of key issues (particularly social impacts and water use impacts)’ 
(DEADP, 2004: 66). 
22. Mail and Guardian, 24 February 2006 
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beach as do the Blythedale and Prince’s Grant golf courses in Kwa-Zulu 
Natal. 

(iv) Exclusion from heritage sites: 
A few miles west of East London there is a rocky cliff at the end of a 

wide, sandy beach. Known as ’Gombo Rock’ it is a place of great spiritual 
power and has great significance for Xhosa traditionalists. It is "a scene 
of indescribable pathos to contemplate" (Mostert, 1992: 483). 
Thousands of Xhosa converged here in 1819 after their defeat at the 
battle of Grahamstown, and their leader, Makana, declared that he would 
summon the Xhosa ancestors to rise from the sea and come ashore to 
help drive the white man from the land. 

Today the mainly white inhabitants of the gated Cove Rock Golf 
Estate have erected an electrified fence which makes access to the beach 
impossible. As one informant told me, "the beach is ours. If we find a 
stranger there we chase them."23 

One of the world’s most important early human habitation sites, with 
artifacts dating back to the Middle Stone Age, is being damaged by water 
seeping on to it from the irrigation of the 9th and 18t~ holes of the 
Pinnacle Point Golf Estate. 24 Pinnacle Point is a luxury estate with house 
prices varying from R3 to R22m.25 

(v) Exclusion from decision making: 
As Peter Skara said of Bushman Sands, "Locals were not consulted 

about the loss of their communal grazing land.’26 Of course this is true 
more broadly as many EIA procedures allow for very shallow public 
participation. 

(vi) Exclusion from decent work: 
Some local employment is provided for maintenance workers, 

caddies, gardeners, domestic workers and security guards but it is 
largely casualised labour lacking security, regulation, decent wages and 
benefits. In this sense golf estates illustrate both exploitation AND 
exclusion. For example, the Fish River Sun only employs 2 security 
guards who are paid RS0 a day. The general pattern is for golf estates to 
use outsourced private security companies. These "often employ illegal 

23. Interview with resident, Cove Rock. 28 Dec 2006. The golf estate of Dainfern 
generated considerable controversy as it was built on a traditional burial site.The South 
African Heritage Resource Agency has ’noted their concern that large-scale 
developments such as golf estates in agricultural or rural settings are incongruent.’ 
(DEADP, 2004: 40). 
24. Sunday Independent, 15 July 2007 
25. BusinessDa); 6 lune 2008 
26. InterviewAlicedale, 12 Jan 2007 
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immigrants and security staff from outside the local area on the grounds 

that they will not be part of any local criminal networks.’’27 
Employment is largely outsourced at Pecanwood Golf Estate. While 

some 400 workers are employed, it is entirely casualised labour lacking 
benefits or protection, thereby effectively operating outside the labour 

legislation which was one of the most important achievements of the 
transition. For example some 100 people are employed by ’Golf Data’, 

the firm which manages the golf course (and most of South Africa’s top 
golf courses and estates). One informant whose job is ’to look after the 

golf carts’ works 9 hours a day for R2,400 a month. 

There were thirty young African men pressed against the wire fence 
of the Royal Port Alfred Golf Club hoping for employment as caddies, 

earning R60 for 18 holes on the day I visited. On that day only 3 were 
successful According to the ’caddiemaster: "Most people take a golf cart 

at R150 a round. These people are very cruel. People say they don’t like 
caddies because they steal, but they must steal. They have nothing. If I 

was hungry I would also steal.’’28 The exclusive River Club only provides 
employment as caddies "twice or three times a week" to some fort3, 
African men (mostly from nearby Alexandra township), at R150 a round. 

At Bushman Sands in Alicedale there were no caddies on site when I 
visited. However, according to the Golf Director, it is possible "to find a 

caddie from the township but most people use golf carts." While caddies 

are paid R70, a golf cart is hired at R180 for a round of golffg. Some 400 
people were employed during the construction of Bushman Sands and a 

total of 125 are now employed by the complex as waitresses (earning 

RI,100 a month), maintenance workers and security guards. 
According to Peter Skara, Bushman Sands has brought some 

employment but they are low level jobs. At the time the R20 million 

project was launched, Premier Stofile called the project ’a new dawn’, 
which would transform life for the people of Alicedale. The Chairperson 
of the Alicedale Management Committee said, "Poverty is going to 

disappear."30 

The developers made many promises....There were high 
expectations. But now even the people who work there are not 

happy, the money is not good. No one earns more than R1,300. 
Bushman Sands promised to train people to become managers, 

27. Interview with key informant Roger Roman, of Land for Peace, 29 May 2007 

28. Interview, 17 Jan 2007 

29. Interview Grey Thomas, Alicedale. 12 Jan 2007 

30. Daily Dispatch, 12 July 2003 
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but this is not happening. Good iobs are reserved tbr outside 

people. :n 

Caddies do not only carry golf bags but provide advice on how to play. 
But they are employed on a casual basis and are excluded from the core 

economy and the rights conferred on core workers by post-apartheid 
labour legislation. The overall trend is that motorised golf carts are 

preferred to caddies. At Zimbali, the hire of golf carts is compulsory at 
R160 a cart. At the same time golf estates are often surrounded by 

desperately poor communities. Whenever I have visited Cove Rock the 

entrance was crowded with men from the informal settlement of Fort 
Grey waiting in the hope of obtaining work as day labourers or 

gardeners. 
An indication of the desperation for employment is that, 

poor communities (either mobilised by developers or self 

mobilised) are putting the most pressure to have these 

developments approved, organising marches, petitions and so. 
This is counter-weighed by environmental groupings 
(unfortunately still predominantly white and perceived to be 
privileged) who also mobilise...this furthers the polarisation of 

our communities and its race and class dynamic.32 

In the same way that it was only as ’nannies’ that black women were 

allowed onto whites-only beaches during apartheid, it was only as 
caddies that Africans were allowed onto the golf course. The 
humiliations and indignities caddies were subjected to is illustrated by 

Joseph Leyleveld who never explored the social dynamics of golf though 

the title of his book, Move Your shadow. South Africa: black and white, 
taken from a golfer’s phrase book. 

’Moving your shadow’ could be an example of what Thorsten Veblen 

called a ’Tactic of subservience’. He wrote, it is ’imperative’ that 

subordinates "should show an acquired facility in the tactics of 
subservience - a trained conformity to the canons of effectual and 
conspicuous (in this case invisible) subservience" (Veblen, 1899; 2005: 

38). 
(vii) Finally, golf courses involve the exclusion of subordinate social 

classes and (historically) social categories such as Jews and women: 
Playing golf is a means of asserting class privilege; a vehicle of 

identity. In South Africa, as Starn has written of the USA, "embracing a 

31. Peter Skara interview, Alicedale. 12 ]an 2007 
32. Personal communication from MEC Tasneem Essop, 23 June 2007. 
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game with pricey equipment, elaborate etiquette and exclusive clubs 

allowed America’s elites both to mark a special identity and to isolate 

themselves from their social inferiors" (Starn, 2006: 451). A common 
feature of most golf courses, whether parts of golf estates or not, is a 
social, class-based exclusivity. This is illustrated by the expensive nature 

of the game (for example, at Fancourt, membership fees are R13,350 and 
R550 for :[8 holes) and elaborate etiquette and dress codes are strictly 

imposed. For example, at Elements Private Golf Reserve north of 
Pretoria, "Strictly collared shirts with tailored trousers or shorts are 

allowed and socks must be worn at all times." At Eagle Canyon in 

Honeydew, only white or light beige socks are allowed. 
These class exclusions of cost and style are replacing the race-based 

exclusions of the past when golf courses were for whites only. This 
generated some controversy, for example in the case of Papwa 

Sewgolum, a self taught golfer who achieved international fame and 
managed to secure entry into whites-only local golf tournaments during 

the 1960s. He won the Natal Open championship at the Durban Country 

Club (beating Gary Player). In terms of the Group Areas Act he was not 
allowed in the club house and was given his trophy outside during a 

rainstorm. 
One of the most dramatic changes in South Africa since 1994 is fl~e 

rise of a black middle class among whom golf is a popular sport, perhaps 
as a marker of social mobility and choice. According to one source, "the 

number of registered golfers in this country has doubled in the last 3 
years." (Dirk Els, cited by Ray, 2006: 19) 

Golf "is no longer the sole preserve of the white-skinned, the wealthy 
and the politically warned." (Winter, 2007: 23). The SABC show, ’The 
golf bag’ appeals to these new black players. For example, on ’The golf 

bag’ shown on 24 March 2007 hosted by Thabiso Tema, the ’personality 

of the week’ was Bafana football coach Khabo Zondo. We are told that, 
golf ’teaches us to manage your situation’, ’control your anger’, 

’discipline’, ’respect’, ’high level of concentration’, ’create friends’ and 
’meet people who come from a different environment’. However, blacks 

remain a minority, for example only 15 out of the 230 members of the 
exclusive River Club3:~ and only 3 out of 64 participants in a recent 

tournament. Patricia De Lille, who plays golf once a week, told the BBC 
that golf "was never accessible to us as blacks so there is an 

inquisitiveness about it.’’34 

33. Interview with club official, 5 September 2007. 

34. Sunday Times, 10 Dec 2006; It is significant that De Lille chose to specify her racial 

identity. Women have traditionally been excluded from golf which is partly why the 

British suffragettes poured acid or inscribed AZores for Women’ on golf greens. Access to 

this masculine sport happened very slowly, and women are still excluded from 
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While the apartheid exclusion of blacks and the patriarchal exclusion 

of women means that the social composition of the 300,00 golfers in 
South Africa is changing, it remains a predominantly white male game 

and is linked to assertions of class and masculinist power. 
While the situation of caddies is at the centre of the dynamics of 

exclusion, this chapter uses ’cronies’ as the peg for the paradoxical 
process of inclusion. 

Dynamics of inclusion 

In South Africa the golf course is one site where the new power elite is 
coalescing. Here golf involves the inclusion of a small number into a tiny 

black elite and a growing black middle class. "The golf course is 
emerging as one terrain on which the relationship between the 

emergent sections of the black bourgeoise and the state is being 
cemented."35 

For Nzimande this is a problematic relationship because the black 

bourgeoise is parasitic and compradorist; (in the sense of being driven 
by self interest) rather than patriotic. It is "not only tiny, but is highly 

dependent and parasitic on the white capitalist class (’the single biggest 
beneficiary from the current growth path’) and the state" (Nzimande, 

2007). He noted that in the 2003-4 annual report of the National 

Prosecuting Aufl~ority to parliament, "one item that appears on the 
budget is the Penuell Maduna Golf Classic." Nzimande asks, "What a golf 

classic tournament is doing in a national prosecuting authority is 
baffling."36 

But corporate sponsorship of such ’Golf Days’ is a major activity and 
brings together the small but growing black bourgeoisie and various 

factions of the new power elite. Among the most popular are the 
Presidents Cup, and the SAA Open Golf Tournament~ A total of 2,738 

golfers and over 50 companies participated in Sentech’s World’s Biggest 
Company Golf Day held on 24 May 2005 on golf courses throughout 

South Africa. The popular Nelson Mandela Invitational charity golf 
tournament was cancelled after a campaign led by Desmond Tutu calling 
for Mandela to distance himself from the organiser Gary Player on the 
grounds of his involvement in a golf course design in Myanmar that 

membership at the Augusta Golf club, the site of the US Masters (this club admitted its 

first black members in 1990), and from the famous Royal and Ancient Golf Club in 

Scotland. 

35. Blade Nzimande, Sunday Times, 4 Dec 2005 

36. Sunday Times, 4 Dec 2006 
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involved forced labour and dispossession37. As George Monbiot wrote at 

the time in Burma, "golf is a powerful symbol of oppression.’’:~8 
The cost of such golf days "is relatively small at about R750 per 

person (R250 green fees for one of the finer courses, R100 caddie fee, 
R200 for drinks and R200 for a shirt). That equates to just more than a 

meal per person at a fancy restaurant.’’39 It should be noted that caddies 
earn half the amount spent on drinks. 

The social interactions between business and politics that occurs in 
these golf days has worried a number of different commentators. For 

example, Richard Calland has called the "overlapping of business with 

politics," the "congealing embrace." (Calland, 2006: 5). ]eremy Cronin 
believes that a major point of concern is the collapse of boundaries 
between business and public office. "The key boundary that has been 

crossed is the business/political boundary," he said.40 A 2006 SACP 

discussion paper referred to the entanglement of two groups: a new 
political elite (state managers and technologically inclined ministers) 

and (often overlapping with them) a new generation of black private 
sector BEE managers/capitalists. 41 

However a recent advertisement states, ’Business and Politics should 
never mix: but what happens when you’re invited to play with the 

Premier?’ ABSA Premiers Invitational. By personal Invitation Only.42 On 
the initiative of keen golfer, Premier Sam Shilowa, ABSA began in 2007 
to organise these events in all nine provinces with a final to be played at 

Fancourt in October 2007. Their aim is explicitly to "improve our 

relations with government.’’4:~ ’A typical field involves about 120 players 
about 50/50 black and white; three-quarters of the field is by invitation 

from ABSA targeting our key customers, wealthy and corporate clients. 
The other quarter is made up of government officials selected by the 

premier of the relevant province... We give away R250,000 to a charity of 

the Premier’s choice." 44 
What is significant here is the integration of both black and white 

and of men from both business and politics. At the Absa Premiers 
Invitational played at Centurion Golf Estate in August 2007, this formula 

of integration was very deliberately followed in the construction of each 

37. Star, 8 Nov 2007 

38. Mail and Guardian, 5 Oct 2007 

39. Harold ]ones, in a letter to Realbusiness, 2005 

40. TheStar, 1 Dec 2006 

41. Bua Komanis, vol 5, no I, May 2006 

42. The Weekender, 24 April 2007 

43. Interview with ABSA organiser Matt Ellenbogen, Johannesburg 2 July 2007 

44, Ibid 
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4 ball. Also "at least one Absa person is included’’45 One corporate player 

commented, "In todays business environment government and 
municipal accounts are key. Events like this means you can create or 

loose a government accounU’46 Premier Shilowa was clearly the kingpin 
in the drinking and socialising after the event He feels it is a very 

valuable occasion. In his view, ’golf is not necessarily an elitist sporL It’s 
only that here in South Africa because there are no public courses’. He 

"invites players who do business with the provincial government as well 
as friends."47 

Another source of evidence of this mixing is this account: 

President Thabo Mbeki has friends too. But while Jacob Zuma’s 
supporters are calling for machine guns, Mbeki’s are reaching for 
their golf clubs. Hosted by the ANC-linked Network Lounge, 

Mbeki’s friends will be teeing off in the second Friends of the 
President Golf Day at the Pretoria Country Club this weekend. 

But it is only when all the clubs are stored away that the real 

action will take place. Prominent South Africans - ’captains of 
industry’, sporting celebrities and ministers - will join the 
president for cocktails and dinner.48 

Pursuing its commitment to facilitating a collaborative relationship 
between big business and the ANC, the Network Lounge has hosted 

three such days. "Every 4 ball is hosted by a minister, a celebrity, a 
Director General or an ambassador." Nicholas Wolpe maintains that 
"these occasions are valuable networking opportunity for people. They 
can engage in dialogue in a relaxed, warm and friendly atmosphere." 
Wolpe promotes golf because "all the ANC leadership are playing; 

relationships are established, a lot of business is done on the golf course, 
deals are finalised and secured. The golf course is an enabling 
environmenL" The most recent golf day held at the Pretoria Country 

Club involved 120 golfers and 250 guests at the final dinner. A minimum 
payment of R50,000 allows sponsors to invite two people to cocktails 

(involving bottles of Johnny Walker Blue Label at R3,000 a bottle) and 
dinner. This is cheap compared to the R159,000 corporations are 

required to pay for a stall at the Network Lounge tent at ANC policy 
conferences which gives them "three days of unfettered access to the 

ANC leadership.’’49 This amount was increased to R140,000 each for 

4 5. Ibid 

46. Anonymous informant, Centurion 8 Aug 2007 

47. Shilowa Interview, Centurion 8 Aug 2007 

48. Mail and Guardian, 12 Oct 2006 

49. Interview with Nicholas Wolpe, Johannesburg, 2 Oct 2007 
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companies to occupy the stalls Wolpe terms ’bonding sites’ in a ’luxury 
networking marquee’ at the ANC national conference in Polokwane.50 

President Mbeki made an effusive speech when he opened the 2003 
Presidents Cup hosted by Dr Hasso Plattner, the billionaire owner of 
Fancourt Golf Estate. This event cost R8 million or R27,000 a head at a 
time when the per capita income of all South Africans was R14,000. On 
the menu for the 30 guests were salmon trout that had been specially 
grown for the party so that they would all be the same size. The opening 
party was attended by Nelson Mandela former President FW de Klerk, 
Patrice Motsepe and Tokyo Sexwale. 

Capitalism is grounded in the hubs and networks of power and 
influence that are forged at these events and that promote a mix of 
economic and political elites. These are people with real power - these 
events include corporate leaders, politicians and state officials who are 
keen golfers, such as Trevor Manuel, Paris Mashile (chairman of Icasa), 
Jacob Maroga, chief executive of Eskom, Johannes Magwaza, described in 
the Sunday Times of 14 Jan 2000 as ’the father of BEE’ executive 
chairman of Nkunzi Investment Holdings, Khaya Ngqula CEO of SAA, and 
the ex CEO of the IDC. (SAA sponsors the SAA Open, and the popular Golf 
Directory, with a comprehensive list of all golf venues), Khutso 
Mampeule, CEO of the Post Office, ex-Gauteng Premier Sam Shilowa, ex- 
Western Cape Premier Ebrahaim Rasool, Dali Mpofu, CEO of the SABC, 
Peter Mageza, CEO of Absa and Buhle Mthethwa who succeeded Patrice 
Motsepe, as president of the National Mrican Federated Chamber of 
Commerce, Minister of Corectional Services, Ngconde Balfour, Moses 
Ngoasheng of Nail and a member of the R25,000 a year River Club, Jabu 
Mabuza chair of the Tsongo Sun Group, journalist Xolela Mangcu, 
Gauteng’s director general Majopodi Mokoena, Kingley Makhubedu, 
Zanosi Kunene, chair of Coca-Cola Fortune and the chair of the 
Government Employees Pension Fund Martin Kuscus. 

Former president Thabo Mbeki is a keen goiter, as are former Public 
Enterprises Minister Alec Erwin, Irvin Khoza of the World Cup 2010 
local organising committee ,Thobile Mhlahlo who was Eastern Cape 
Safety and Transport MEC, and other important political and business 
personalities of the last decade such as Bulelani Ngcuka, Snuki Zikalala, 
Penuell Maduna, Patricia De Lille, Nondumiso Maphazi (executive mayor 
of Nelson Mandela Bay), Murphy Morobe, Bantu Holomisa, United 
Democratic Movement leader, Johannesburg mayor Amos Masondo, 
Cyril Ramaphosa, Don Ncube, Peter Vundla, Khehla Mthembu, Kaizer 
Motaung (chairman and managing director of the Kaizer Chiefs), 

50. Sunday Times, 9 Dec 2007 
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columnist Xolela Mangcu as well as Tony Yengeni, who has joined 

several of Cape Town’s exclusive golf clubs. 
Golf is one space where these members of the new black elite 

interact with keen golfers who are members of the established white 
elite such as Brian Joffe, Derek Cooper of Standard Bank, Steve Booysen 
of ABSA, Whitey Basson of Shoprite, Ian Kirk of Sanlam, and John 
Gnodde, executive director of Brait. In this sense, golf is a lubricant of the 

new power elite. 
Their interactions could be significant. According to Nzimande, the 

black bourgeoise is "preoccupied with deal making and other 

shenanigans" and points to many deals involving prominent ANC 
politicians and vast amounts of money. A number of informants stressed 

that the golf course is a popular site for this ’deal making’. 

Golf is part of the ’comfort factor’ which facilitates informal 
networking. There are a lot of deals done on the course. Business 

is discussed. Many people learn the game specifically to make 

deals and to entertain business colleagues. Black and white mix 
and play together. 51 

Another informant explained "there was pressure on the established 

white elite to find BEE partners. The golf course was where social 
contacts could be made and relations established." The empowerment 
charters added to the pressure to establish partnerships with black 

business interests by establishing targets to be attained such as black 
representation at board level, at executive level and of procurement 
expenditure. 

This ’deal making’ is anchored in establishing the personal relations 

of trust on which business depends, for "companionship flourishes on a 
golf course, as it does in few other climes" (Talamini, 1973: 407). The 
golf course promotes team building and ’networking’ and "for those who 

successfully use their old school ties and inner circle business contacts to 

generate growth and profit, effective networking is their most important 
marketing tool.’’52 "Furthermore the unique thing about golf is you can 
be sure of undivided time spent with your clients and colleagues, and 

good relationships can be forged. Golf is also recognised as a very good 

test of people’s temperament and personal integrity."53 "Businessmen 
like to play golf. Relationships get built on the golf course.’’54 

51. Golf Director, Parkview Golf Club interview, 18 May 2007 

52. Trevor Nel in a letter to Realbusiness, 21 May 2005 

53. Letter from Cyril Lincoln to Real Business, 2005 

54. Interview with AB SA Premiers Invitational organiser, Matt Ellenbogen, 2 Ju12007 
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According to Lerato Motsoeneng, "in business there is no better 
place to be with your client than on a golf course."55 According to 

Ramotena Mabote, 

the golf course has become the extension of the boardroom, the 

Internet or even the business-class seat aboard an aircraft. It is 
often on the golf course that business deals are initiated or even 

concluded....attitude and temperament throughout the day helps 
fellow players determine whether or not you are a suitable 

business partner for the future... 56 

Published monthly in Business Day, The Golfer advertises itself as "tailor- 

made for executives." 
The golf course is one terrain where the carriers of economic and 

political power are coalescing, a space which promotes the integration of 
the new black elite and the established white elite into a new formation. 
By ’power elite’ is meant the concentration of political and economic 

power in a small interlocking and cohesive group or node who maintain 
dominant class interests. The social construction of this new power elite 
raises interesting sociological questions. Writing of the power elite in the 
USA, C. Wright Mills talked about them as "a homogeneous group," 

marked by a "similarity of origin (my emphasis) and outlook," and 
"social and personal intermingling." (Mills, 1956: 292). 

The new power elite in South Africa lacked this ’similarity of origin 
and outlook’ that is generated by going to the same schools and 

universities and even intermarrying like the British and US elites. There 
are no ’old school ties’ to promote bonding, no tradition of family 
interactions or intermarriage. On the contrary, relations were 

historically marked by social distance, completely different life worlds 
and often deep ideological antagonisms. So the sites of ’social 
intermingling’ and social cohesion that comes from ’easy intermingling’ 

have to be manufactured to connect the various fractions of the new 
power elite - the established white elite and the new black elite. 

The golf course is one such site. As Nicholas Wolpe expressed it, "Golf 
helps to promote the assimilation of black and white capital. Capital 

doesn’t see colour, it only sees green. The cementing of new capital with 
the old has happened through the golf course.’’57 In this sense golf is a 

lubricant of a degree of social cohesion in the new power elite, marked 

55. Mail and Guardian, 21 D ec 2 O07 
56. Sunday Times, 29 Jan 2006 

57. Interview, Johannesburg, 2 Oct 2007 
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by the co-existence of black and white, old and new, and the co-existence 

of political and economic power. 
This is not unique to South Africa. Golf seems to play a part in the 

new more ’diverse’ power elite that Zweigenhaft and Domhoff (2006) 
have described in the US. They quote an ambitious woman manager who 

lamented the fact that her men colleagues played golf with a broad range 
of people in business and government including corporate executives. 

She said, "I wish I played golf. I think golf is the key. If you want to make 
it, you have to play golf.’’58 

What this chapter is claiming is that golf is connected to capitalism 

and its excesses of wealth and social display. In South Africa it has long 
been part of the lifestyle of conspicuous consumption of the old white 
elite, and now seems to be becoming part of the lifestyle of conspicuous 
consumption that marks the small new black elite, some of whom have 

used their political power for self enrichment_ 
This process of elite formation involves some unlikely connections 

and alliances. For example there are reports that ex SADF and ex-MK 
players are frequent golfing partners at the Pretoria Golf Club. In April 
2007, Tasneem Essop stopped a huge R1 billion golf estate development 
planned on the Garden Route in which former Scorpions boss Bulelani 
Ngkcuka is a major shareholder, in partnership with an apartheid-era SA 

Defence Force officer in the controversial Recces forces.59 These 
examples illustrate the "curious interlocking elite interests that have 

formed since 1994" (Calland, 2006: 27). 
However perhaps the most ’curious’ connection is the golf 

partnershp between Jackie Selebi, the National Police Commissioner 
who used to play golf with Glen Agliotti, now named as ’the Landlord’ in 
an international narcotics syndicate and arrested for Brett Kebble’s 

murder last November.60 Selebi insists that Agliotti "was my friend, 
finish and klaar.’’61 

Does this golf friendship point to a corrupt relationship that is part of 

an emerging ’crony capitalism’? Calland has pointed to a new network of 
influence comprised of those who wield political and economic power. 

To him this represents "a congealing of elites with a defiant crony- 
capitalist agenda" (Calland, 2006: 46). But it could be argued that ’crony 

58. Cited by Zweigenhaft and Domhoff, 2006: 56. Writing of how women and minorities 

have been incorporated into the power elite in the US, Zweingenhaft and Domhoff 

conclude that ’the power elite now shows considerable diversity.., but its core group 

continues to consist of wealthy, white, Christian males, most of whom are still fl’om the 

upper third of the social ladder’ (Zweingenhaf~ and Domhoff, 2006: 7). 

59. CapeArgus, 5 April 2007 

60. Sunday Tirnes, 12 Nov 2006 

61. Cited in Mail and Guardian, 11 May 2007 
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capitalism’ is an incoherent notion, and rests on a false dualism between 

’crony capitalism’ and ’normal capitalism’. The notion of ’normal 
capitalism’ implies that it operates on a Weberian basis of impersonal 

rationality with strict boundaries between corporations and 
government. In reality, corporate capitalism depends on networked 
power; it involves highly personalised networks and connections which 

blur the distinctions between politics and business. As Harvey points 
out, the global trend is that "the boundary between the state and 
corporate power has become more and more porous" (Harvey, 2007: 

78). Furthermore, capitalism always involves what Ndebele has called 

undermining "corruptive conditions.’’62 
There is much cronyism, ’connectivity’ and a reliance on ’clubby 

networks’ in South African business life. This is evident in South Africa’s 

extensive interlocking directorships. For example, keen golfer SAA Ceo 
Khaya Ngqula holds 38 directorships.63 Crotty and Bonorchis report that 
the boards of the 50 companies they surveyed are predominantly 

comprised of white men and the ’cosy’ relationship between CEOs, 

boards and remuneration committees suggest a system of highly 
personalised networks which could help to explain excessive executive 
salaries. 

The game of golf promotes these ’connectivities’, and is often 

associated with corruption.64 For example, "Former Western Cape 

Premier Peter Marais was accused of bribery and corruption at the 
Roodefontein (golf) estate." David Molatsi, Wesern Cape Minister of 

Environmental Affairs was sentenced to 5 years imprisonment for 

accepting a bribe to approve a Plettenberg Bay golfing estate. Questions 
have been raised about whether Western Cape Premier Ebrahim Rasool 
used his influence to drive through the controversial Arabella Golf Club 

and Country Estate situated in an environmentally sensitive area, the 
Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve. It has been reported that top Land Bank 

62. C ited in Th e Sun day Times, 22 0 ct 2006 

63. Business Day, 16 March 2007 

64. In 19131 Sol Kerzner used golf as the vehicle to promote his new gambling resort at 

Sun City and break the international boycott of apartheid. In the USA there was the 

Abramoff scandal which exposed golf as ’not only a cherished pastime but increasingly... 

a critical cog in the wheels of campaign financing and lobbying’ (Anne Kornblut cited in 

The Sunday Tirnes, 29 ]an 2006). In South Korea ’public se~vants are sometimes banned 

fl’om playing the game which is associated not only with wealth but also neglect of duty 

and corrupt business links.’ (Mail and Guardian online 30 Oct 2006). This link between 

golf and the neglect of duty goes back to it origins when an Act of Parliament of ~457 

banned golf because its ’popularity strongly interfered with archery practice, importance 

for the defence of the realm’ (Pinner, 1988: 8). 
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officials siphoned off more than R2 billion, meant for farmers to fund 

their close friends’ ventures, including luxury golf estates. ~5 
The central issue of public debate is the nexus between politics and 

business. There are several references to golf in these debates. To cite 
only three: firstly, the Young Communist League has claimed that there 

is a need to defend the ANC from "outsourcing of key decisions by the 
movement to the Golf courses, Native Club and Working groups etc.’’66 

Ben Turok (2006) has warned of "emerging partnerships, reflecting golf- 
course activity, whereby an elite is encouraged, out of sync with the 

values of the ruling party." A very different source has referred to golf in 
his critique of BEE as blacks simply buying shares in companies run by 
white people. He asks, 

What insights into business does a black man who becomes rich 
through the efforts of white people share with his children 
around the dinner table?... As things stand today, most BEE 

players have nothing more than golf course tips to share with 

their children (Sikhakhane, 2006). 

Globally, golf is a multibillion dollar industry. There are approximately 

32,000 courses and some 56m golfers - nearly half of them in the USA - 
involved in an industry worth about R150 billion (Blitz, 2007: 38). Some 
emphasise that the growth of golf in South Africa is a positive 
development which may contribute to economic growth, job creation, 

attract tourists and benefit surrounding communities. According to Didi 
Moyle of South African Tourism, foreign tourists contributed R222 
billion to SA’s economy between 2003 and 2006.67 But these ’benefits’ 
must be questioned. For example, Vietnam is planning to build 123 more 

golf courses because "golf courses create employment, bring more 
money to local people, develop services and attract high-end foreign 
tourists," according to an official. But 76 of the courses are taking up 

more than 23 800ha of which 15 400 is farmland and it is claimed that 
these plans "are posing a hazard to the nation’s rice crop and threatening 

food security" (Thomas and Van Nguyen, 2008). Golf courses also 
deepen social polarisation, and 

deplete water resources, consume agricultural land, spoil 

landscapes and heritage resources, impact on biodiversity, 
impact on scenic landscapes , routes and heritage resources, 

65, Sunday Times, 11 Nov 2007 

66, YCL message on the occasion ofthe 62nd anniversary of the ANC youth league 

67. The Tourist, Business Day, February 2008 
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displace and divide especially rural communities, and impact on 

access to resources such as the coast (Department of 
Environmental Affairs and Development Planning, 2005) 

Fortunately some political leaders are acting on the negative social and 

environmental consequences of the game, and civil society is beginning 
to speak out~68 In 1993 the Global Anti-Golf Movement was launched to 

draw attention to the "toxicity of golf courses" and document how golf 
course development is associated with "the displacement of farmers and 

fishermen, water supplies, the eco-system and the promotion of a 

consumerist lifestyle" (Cole, 2002: 1). Golf courses have been criticised 
by the Endangered Wildlife Trust and the Wildlife and Environmental 

Society of Southern Africa, the Southern Cape Land Committee, the 

Guardians of the Garden Route and Land for Peace. 

Conclusion 

To conclude, some of the golfers who are the focus of this chapter are 
cronies in the sense that they are enmeshed in the personalised 
networks on which capitalism is structured, with an overlay of struggle 
networks in the case of the small black elite faction. Golf is ultimately 

about class power. It is tied into capitalism and its excesses of wealth 
and social display. This is why it was banned in communist China and 
why CastTo shut down Cuba’s golf courses after seizing power in 1959.69 

Caddies and ’cronies’ are highly gendered and racialised social 
categories. Their structural locations illustrate "the gangrenous 
inequalities that lie untreated in an untransformed South Africa" (Saul, 

2005: 227). Millions of South Africans live on less than R300 a month 
which is the cost of a game of golf at many courses. At the same time 
many of the white men who constitute the majority of golfers earn 
enormous salaries. They are part of what John Saul has called "a 

dominant, transnational capitalist class" which is surrounded by "vast 

68. According to Tasneem Essop, the government view is that golf, polo and other luxul3z 

housing estates perpetuate apartheid style segregation. (Finweek off course 24 March 

2006). Essop’s department has rejected an application fbr the development of a second 

golf estate in the Kogeberg Biosphere Reserve by Arabella. The first phase of the estate 

consumes about 4 million litres of water a day - two million on the golf course and 2 

million in the luxury resort. Mail and Guardian, 24 Feb 2006. 

69. However the social meanings of golf are changing. For example, while banned by 

Chinese Communist Party chairman Mao Zedong as decadent and elitist, day ’golf has 

become the latest fashion among wealthy Chinese - a way to exercise and, more 

impoVcantly, a way to affirm one’s status’ (Fan, 2007: 
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outer circles of less privileged people, in both North and South" (Saul, 

2006: 22). 
Saul takes these "present inequalities within the world-wide 

economy as the ... central fact of the current global reality." He also takes 
the struggle to overcome such inequalities as the absolutely central 
challenge that confronts humankind in the new century (Saul, 2006: 6). 
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12. 
AIDS and inequality 
Hein Marais 

Introduction 

An AIDS epidemic as severe as the one ploughing through South Africa 

will change society, but in ways that are not yet fully understood.1 
Literature on the impact of serious AIDS epidemics anticipates severe 

outcomes, and places special emphasis on the epidemic’s likely effects on 
productive and governance capacities. Foreseen is a chain of effects in 
hard-hit settings that culminates in stunted economic growth, 

dysfunctional state institutions, possibly even ’derailed development’ 

and state failure. 
This approach expresses dominant ideological trends of our time, 

not least the overriding obsession with productive processes and growth 

potential, governance and security. The well-being of humans is 
refracted through these cognitive screens. What emerges is a fuzzy 

picture of a calamity that flattens everything in its path with a sort of 
’democratic’ disregard. Emptied of its unsightly injustices and 
inequalities, society becomes a fiction. In this fanciful world, we’re all 

bobbing in the ’same boat’, if not exactly equal then at least equally-at- 
peril. Consequently, AIDS is seen to induce a kind of levelling panic. 

Neglected in such narratives is the powerful interplay between the 
epidemic and those factors that determine the distribution of power, 

resources and entitlements in society. Plagues zero in on the 
dispossessed, on those forced to build their lives in the path of danger. 
AIDS is no different in South Africa, where more than five million people 

are living with HIV. Here the epidemic is entangled in the circuitries that 
determine the distribution of power and privilege. 

Epidemiological overview 

South Africa’s AIDS epidemic exhibits two striking features. It evolved 
with astonishing speed (HIV prevalence in women attending antenatal 

clinics was less than 1 per cent in 1990, but surpassed 22 per cent in 
1999), and has become extraordinarily intense. At the turn of the 

century, when new HIV infections were probably peaking, more than 
600 000 people were being infected with HIV each year (ASSA, 2003). A 

recent analysis estimated 571 000 HIV infections occurred in 2005 in 

1. This essay substantially updates and ti~rther develops sections of Marais, 2006. 
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persons older than two years, and that incidence rate among adults (15- 
49 year-old) was very high, at 2.4 per cent (Rehle et al., 2007). Some 
5.5m [4.9 million - 6.1 million] people, including 240 000 [93,000- 
500,000] children younger than 15 years, were living with HIV in 2005 
(UNAIDS, 2006). Approximately one in five adults (19 per cent) is 
infected with HIV. 

As in the rest of sub-Saharan Africa, the epidemic in South Africa 
disproportionately affects women: young women (15-24 years) are four 
times more likely to be HIV-infected than are young men: 17 per cent 
compared with 4.4 per cent (Shisana et al., 2005). HIV incidence rates 
among women in their prime child-bearing ages (20-29 years) were 
more than 6 times higher than among men in the same age bracket in 
2005, 5.6 per cent compared with 0.9 per cent (Rehle et al., 2007). In the 
2005 national household HIV survey, 17 per cent of young women (aged 
15-24 years) tested HW-positive, as did 4.4 per cent of young men 
(Shisana et al., 2005). Although the data are not directly comparable, 
those infection levels were very similar to those found in the 2003 
national survey of 15-24 year-olds: 15.5 per cent among young women, 
and 4.8 per cent among young men (Pettifor et al., 2004). One in three 
women aged 30-34 years were living with HIV in 2005, as were one in 
four men aged 30-39 years, according to a 2005 national HIV household 
survey (Shisana et al., 2005). 

South Africa’s epidemic has matured to the stage where a large and 
growing number of AIDS deaths are now occurring. Despite the 
expanded roll-out of antiretroviral treatment, the AIDS death toll is likely 
to keep increasing until well into the next decade. The latest official 
mortality data show South Africans are dying in unprecedented 
numbers, at exceptional rates and at unusually young ages. Total deaths 
(from all causes) in South Africa increased by 87 per cent from 1997 to 
2005 (from 316 505 to 591 213) (Statistics SA, 2005, 2006, 2007). Death 
rates for women aged 20-39 years more than tripled and for males aged 
30-44 they more than doubled over that period. A large part of these 
trends in death rates is attributable to the AIDS epidemic (Anderson and 
Phillips, 2006; Actuarial Society of South Africa, 2005; Medical Research 
Council, 2005; Bradshaw et al., 2004; Dorrington et al., 2001). The 
increasing death toll has driven average life expectancy below 50 years 
in four provinces (Eastern Cape, Free State, KwaZulu-Natal, 
Mpumalanga) (Actuarial Society of South Africa, 2005). 

Epidemiological imprints of inequality 

William Budd’s assessment of cholera in 19th century England - that "the 
disease not seldom attacks the rich, but it thrives most among the poor 
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(Budd, 1849)"--would seem to apply to AIDS, too, in South Africa.2 
Certainly, wealth and privilege does not provide a shield against HIV 
infection. But in South Africa, privilege seems to be associated with a 
swirl of contextual factors that deflects at least some of the risk. 

Typically, such analysis does not aid attempts to rattle the 
complacency of the privileged. Which is why Budd went on to sermonise 
that "he that was never yet connected with his poorer neighbour, by 
deeds of charity or love, may one day find, when it is too late, that he is 
connected with him by a bond which may bring them both, at once, to a 
common grave" (Budd, 1849). Subsequently, others have sought to 
establish an empirical basis for such prompting. Richard Wilkinson, for 
example, argues that high levels of inequality aggravate health problems 
among the poor, but also cause overall health standards to deteriorate 
(Wilkinson, 2002) An injury to some becomes, in one way or another, an 
injury to all. 

AIDS, though, seems to be cutting a much more discriminatory path 
through our society. The effects of an epidemic as sustained and intense 
as South Africa’s ultimately will penetrate the breadth of society, but in 
various ways and to varying extents. Those effects are likely to be 
inordinately concentrated in and around the lives of the disadvantaged. 

Poverty, inequality and HIV in South Africa 

HIV infections are not distributed evenly in South Africa; infection levels 

differ significantly according to gender, age and population group.:~ HIV 
prevalence is considerably higher among black South Africans than 
among any other population group. A national HIV household survey in 
2005 found HIV prevalence of 19.9 per cent among black African adults, 

3.2 per cent among Coloureds, 1.0 per cent among Indians and 0.5 per 
cent among whites (Shisana et al., 2005).4 Geographically, distribution 
also varies. Adult HIV prevalence in 2005 ranged from 26 per cent in 

KwaZulu-Natal, to 20-22 per cent in the Gauteng, Free State, 
Mpumalanga and North West provinces, and 8-12 per cent in Limpopo, 
Northern Cape and Western Cape (Shisana et al., 2005). 

2. Regarded as virtually axiomatic in some circles, the association between poverty and 
HIV has been questioned in recent research in Africa. The debate is discussed below. 
3. Women are significantly more likely to be HIV-infected than men: 20.2 per cent of 
adult women were living with HIV in 2005, compared with 11.7 per cent of men (Shisana 
et al., 2005). 
4. The yew small samples of Indians and whites mean it is possible that the prevalence 
figures are underestimations (Shisana et al., 2005). Subsequent analysis suggests that 
HIV incidence among black Africans older than two years was nine times higher in 2005 
than among other South Africans: 1.8 per cent compared with 0.2 per cent (Rehle et al., 
2007). 
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As in the rest of sub-Saharan Africa, infection levels in South Africa 
tend to be higher in urban and peri-urban areas compared with rural 

areas. The distribution of HIV in South Africa seems also to mirror the 
spatial order established under apartheid. HIV prevalence is by far the 
highest among persons living in urban and rural ’informal’ areas, where 

it was 25.8 per cent and 17.3 per cent, respectively, in 2005 [Shisana et 
al., 2005). Needless to say, these are areas typified by high levels of 

livelihood insecurity, and poor infrastructure and services [Shisana et 

al., 2005). 
The contours of privilege and deprivation in South Africa express 

deeply-lodged class, racial and spatial patterns of accumulation and 
dispossession. These are not static patterns. Since the mid-1980s 
especially, they have been modulated to varying degrees, but they retain 
distinct and familiar features. The vast majority of South Africans living 

in poverty are black Africans, among whom slightly more than half [55 
per cent) were earning less than R400 per month in 2004. A full 16 per 

cent of Africans earned less than R100 a month in 2004, while, at the 
other end of the scale, a mere 3.2 per cent earned more than R5000 per 

month [Meth, 2006). 
Even if HIV infections were distributed evenly among all income 

quintiles, as many as half of South Africans living with HIV would be 

persons surviving below the poverty line. According to UNDP [2003), 
48.5 per cent of the population was living below that income threshold 

in 2003. 
The potential interaction between various forms of deprivation and 

insecurity [poverty among them) and HIV risk is complex, and remains 
inadequately understood. In addition, there is some evidence that the 
interaction can be counterintuitive.5 As of yet, there is no national 

population-based study that correlates income to HIV prevalence in 
South Africa. Nevertheless, research does indicate that poverty-related 
factors or ’stressors’ are associated with higher HIV risk in South Africa. 

Kalichman et al., [2006), for example, conducted surveys in three 
residential settings - an overall impoverished African township, an 

economically impoverished but fairly well-serviced and racially 
integrated township, and a relatively wealthy urban neighborhood. The 

findings showed that HIV risks were closely related to poor education, 
unemployment, discrimination, violence and crime. [Alcohol and 

5. See, for example, Mishra, V., 2006. Understanding the positive association between 
household wealth status and HIV prevalence in sub-Saharan Africa. Paper presented to 
the International AIDS Economic Network. Toronto, 11-12 August. A copy of the 
presentation is available at: 
http:ii~-~rw.ukzn.ac.za/heard/whatsnewiAIDS2006pres/PresentationsllaugiVinod% 
20 Mishra%20 HIVWealth.ppt. 
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substance abuse did not moderate the effect of poverty stressors on HIV 

risk (Kalichman et aL, 2006).6 Several workplace and sectoral studies 
also provide evidence that HW infections are disproportionately 

concentrated among poorer and lower-skilled South Africans, the 
majority of whom are black. 

A national study among educators has found HIV prevalence was 
highest among those with lower socio-economic status: among those 
earning R132 000 (US$19,000) or more a year, HIV prevalence was 5.4 
per cent, while among those earning less than R60 000 (US$ 8,000) a 

year, prevalence was 17.5 per cent (Shisana et al., 2005). An HIV 

prevalence survey among employees of the Buffalo City Municipality in 
2004 found higher prevalence among temporary than permanent staff, 
with infection levels highest in the lowest skills levels (Thomas et a]., 

2005). Among health workers surveyed at private and public health 
facilities in four provinces, HIV prevalence was just under 14 per cent 
among professionals but exceeded 20 per cent among non-professional 

staff (Shisana et al., 2003). Among South African workers participating in 

a three-country seroprevalence survey of 34 major companies in 2000- 
2001, HIV prevalence was 15 per cent for unskilled workers, 18 per cent 
for their semi-skilled counterparts and 20 per cent for contract 
employees--but 7 per cent among skilled workers and 4 per cent among 

management staff (Evian et a]., 2004). A recent analysis of the 
epidemiology of HIV in 22 public and private sector organisations in all 
nine provinces of South Africa, found that HIV prevalence among 

workers on average was more than twice as high as among managers 
(12.4 per cent compared with 5.3 per cent) (Colvin et al., 2006). 

This does not mean that HIV infections are distributed in a neat, 
linear pattern that corresponds to income, with prevalence highest 

among the very poorest South Africans and then tapering off as incomes 

rise. Workplace studies illustrate patterns of infection among employed 
persons, who generally tend not to fall in the bottom income quintile. It 

is likely that, if charted, the correlation between HIV prevalence and 
income quintiles in South ?drica would describe a distorted bell curve - 

with prevalence highest in the second and third quintiles, and 
considerably lower in the fourth and lowest in the fifth quintile. 

Towards a political economy of AIDS 

In the 1940s, the social epidemiologist Sidney Kark linked syphilis 

outbreaks to the migrant labour regimes servicing mining corporations 

6. It is possible, too, that income pove~l~, might also be a proxy for other risk factors that 
could include sociocultural and ps37chosocial f~ctors. 
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in South Africa. Kark observed that "the problem of syphilis in South 

Africa is so closely related to the development of the country that a study 
of the social factors responsible for its spread is likely to assist in its 

control" (Kark, 1949).7 South Africa’s AIDS epidemic similarly iterates 
particular configurations of social, cultural and economic systems. 

Many of the factors that appear to drive South Africa’s AIDS epidemic 
are entangled in the social engineering and economic accumulation 

strategies that have moulded the society over the past 120 years. Large- 
scale circular migration and accelerated urbanisation (encompassing 

ever-greater numbers of women since the 1980s) are salient features 

against a background of rising unemployment levels. Systematic 
dispossession and dislocation, the destabilisation of social systems, the 
undermining of social cohesion (particularly in the urban peripheries) 
and the entrenching of highly unequal social relations helped create a 

social and ideological terrain that strongly favours the spread of sexually 
transmitted infections such as HIV (Walker et al., 2004). Taking shape in 

the slip-stream of such social engineering - and the chronic humiliation 

and disempowerment it entailed - were aggressive constructions of 
masculinity and the valorisation of sexual risk-taking, which spawned a 

kind hyper-machismo. These are partly reflected in South Africa’s high 
rates of violence against women. High unemployment and the profound 

marginalisation of African women in the labour market have likely also 
encouraged resort to sexual liaison as a survival tactic or as a lever for 
fulfilling various aspirations (Hunter, 2007; Dunkle et al., 2004; LeClerc- 

Madlala, 2003). 
In his examination of the changing political-economy of sex in South 

Africa, Hunter (2007) highlights the significant increase in female 
entrants into the labour market (which rose by two million in 1995- 

1999) while median wages for women fell sharply (Casale, 2004) - 
against a backdrop of collapsing agrarian and wage livelihoods generally. 
According to Hunter (2006: 19), South Africa’s epidemic surged in a 

context where "the sexual economy overlapped with the informal 
economy in ways that involved a much larger number of people and 

reflected dramatic shifts in economic circumstances and household 
composition." He emphasises (2006: 21) that such ostensibly 

’transactional’ sexual networks "are not simply instrumental," but have 
complex affective, emotional and cultural dimensions, and are 

sometimes used also to foster kinship ties. Ultimately, it was "the coming 
together of very poor single women and economic hardship" that helped 

7. Kark (1949) reprinted in International Journal oJ’Epiderniolosy, 2003, 32(2): pp.181- 

186, and Myer, L. Morroni, C. & Susser E, S., 2003. Commentary: The social patholog~ of 

the H IV/AID S pand ernics. In tern a rio n a[ Jou ~ al oj~Epidem iolo, qy, 32 (2), pp. 189 - 192. 
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cause the HIV epidemic to explode in South Africa (Hunter, 2006: 23). 

The AIDS epidemic is interlaced, in other words, with the circuits and 

terms on which power, opportunity and entitlements are distributed and 
desires and needs are pursued. In the case of South Africa, these remain 
highly unequal (Marais, 2005; Walker et al., 2004). The effects of AIDS 

morbidity and mortality are likely to reinforce those inequalities.8 

Moreover, access to medical aid and other forms of health insurance 
is comparatively rare. Only 15 per cent of South Africans have any form 
of medical aid, according to Statistics SA (SSA, 2005). Among low-income 
earners (individuals in households earning less than R6,000 or US$ 850 

a month) only 7 per cent have some form of medical scheme coverage 
(Broomberg, 2006). The racial disparities are striking: three out of four 

whites belong to medical schemes, compared with one out of fourteen 
black Africans (Ijumba and Ntuli, 2004). (Steps are underway to create a 

new class of medical scheme aimed at persons with an income of 
R2,000-R6,000 or US$ 280-850.) According to one survey, only one 

quarter of workers in the private sector have access to subsidised 

medical care (Torres et al., 2001). Community-based burial insurance 
and ’stokvels’ are widespread: as many as 4 in 5 households in parts of 
the country belong to such schemes. But they provide meagre protection 

(De SwardL 2003). 
Savings levels are very low and debt levels are high. More than 90 

per cent of poor households are paying off debt each month, according to 
one recent study, and one quarter of them are ’highly-indebted’ (Saldru, 

2005). In another study, between three quarters and nine-tenths of 
surveyed households had no savings whatsoever (de Swardt, 2003), 
while 85 per cent of urban and 89 per cent of rural respondents in a 
recent survey said it was ’difficult’ or ’very difficult’ to save (Everatt et 

al., 2006).9 The baseline reality for a large proportion of South Africans, 
the majority of them African, is distressed and insecure with little 
padding to cushion the impact of shocks such as AIDS. 

The unequal impact of AIDS 

Two powerful dynamics are interlacing: on one hand, the deeply- 

embedded social and economic inequalities that define South African 
society and, on the other hand, a burden of disease - principally the 

8. See, for example, Salinas, G. & Haacker, M., 2006. HIViAIDS: The impact on poverty and 

inequality. IMF Working Paper WP/06/126. May. Washington: International Monetary 

Fund. 

9. De Swardt C., 2003. Unravelling chronic poverty in South Africa: Some food for 

thought. Paper presented at the conference ’Staying poor: Chronic poverty and 

development policy’, University of Manchester, 7-9 April. 
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overlapping AIDS and TB epidemics - which are disproportionately 

severe among the more vulnerable and disadvantaged sections of 
society. 

AIDS piles hardship upon adversity. There is ample evidence that 
households affected by chronic illness tend to be poorer than other 

households--and in some cases by a wide margin. Those battling serious 
illness in a rural part of Zambia’s Kafue district were found to have 

annual incomes 46 per cent lower than other households in the late 
1990s (Topouzis, 2000) and a similar discrepancy was seen in a Cote 

D’Ivoire study around the same time (Bechu, 1998). This was partly due 

to the fact that the costs of health care are regressive--i.e, they impose a 
bigger burden on poor households, compared with their better-off 

counterparts. On average, poor households spend less on health-care, 
but those expenditures constitute a bigger share of their overall income 

than for wealthier households (Russel, 2003). It also expresses the fact 
that health outcomes tend to mirror other inequalities, and that health 

prospects are, to a significant extent, a function of the distribution of 

resources and power in society (Wilkinson, 2002; 1986). 
AIDS corrodes household viability in many other ways, too. The 

reigning understanding is that AIDS robs households of income earners 
and carers, distorts expenditures patterns, depletes savings and assets, 

and erodes livelihoods. In sum, it further impoverishes the poor and 
threatens to dump even the relatively secure into poverty (Barnett & 
Whiteside, 2002; UNDP, 2001). According to Aliber, by 2010 AIDS could 

be expected to push between one quarter and one third more 
households into chronic impoverishment than would have been the case 
in the absence of the epidemic. This would mean that 24-30 per cent of 
households would be chronically poor (Aliber, 2003).10 

The research evidence supports such forecasts. A longitudinal study 
in urban and rural parts of the Free State province has found that AIDS- 
affected households’ income and expenditure were 10-20 per cent lower 

than unaffected households and that they spent 20-30 per cent less on 
food.n Income levels appeared to drop significantly after an AIDS 

death--due mainly, it seemed, to high funeral expenses (Booysen & 
Bachmann, 2002).12 Note, though, that affected households also tended 

to be poorer than unaffected ones; the discrepancy in food expenditure 
could therefore also have preceded illness or death. 

10. Aliber notes that these estimates do not take account of the indirect effects of AIDS on 

households and communities. 

11. These findings were based on observations six months into the study. 

12. According to a study in four South African provinces (Steinberg et al., 2002), 

households experiencing a death spent an average of one third of their annual incomes 

on funerals. 
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According to another study, conducted in four provinces, AIDS care- 
related expenses on average absorbed one third of their monthly 
household income (Steinberg et al., 2002). 13 Mills’ (2004) research in 
KTC, Cape Town, made similar findings: AIDS-affected households were 
found to be rationing food and relying on donations of fruit and 
vegetables. Again, it’s the underlying, pervasive poverty that catches the 
eye: almost 50 per cent of the households surveyed in the four-province 
study were already experiencing food shortages before AIDS struck 
(Steinberg et al., 2002). 

But the uniform category of ’affected households’ tends to obscure 
the variety and contingency of experiences and responses, and veils the 
unequal distribution of authority, duties and resources within 
households. This is especially obvious in the ways that gender relations 
distribute the effects of AIDS. 

Gender, households and AIDS 

The epidemic’s impact at household level is complex and varying. 
Neither the effects nor the responses necessarily conform to a 
predictable pattern, but are shaped by a range of other factors that can 
fluctuate over time and according to circumstances. This has an 
important bearing on the kinds of policies and interventions that are 
most likely to cushion the epidemic’s impact. 

Many households, for example, regularly add and shed members-- 
not only in response to their own predicaments and aspirations but also 
to those of others. When Hosegood et al., (2003) examined data gathered 
from some 10,000 households in Umkhanyakude district in rural 
northern KwaZulu-Natal, they found that households with an adult death 
tended to dispatch one or more of the surviving members elsewhere-- 
probably to supplement income and reduce the strain on the household. 
Some households, however, seemed to dissolve after an adult death; 
those which had lost an adult to AIDS were three times more likely to 
dissolve than any other households. (Note that the rate of household 
dissolution might be overestimated in many studies, possibly because 
not enough effort is made to trace households that moved; see Mather et 
al., 2004.)14 Similar patterns have been observed elsewhere in southern 
and in East Africa. But they by no means fully describe household shifts, 
the realities of which tend to be more obtuse. 

13. A total of 771 households were surveyed in parts of Free State, Gauteng, KwaZulu- 
Natal and Mpumalanga. 
14. According to Mather et al., (2004: 31), "panel surveys in Kewa, Malawi, and Rwanda 
show that while household dissolution does occur as a result of adult mortality, the rate 
of dissolution due to mortality is not as high as that fbund in some of the literature." 
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Household adjustments are not discreet events that occur linearly in 
a simple, cause-effect-cause-effect chain. In the KwaZulu-Natal study, for 
example, about half the households that took in unemployed members 
fell deeper into poverty, which is to be expected--but a similar 
proportion saw their income rise after adding unemployed members. 
Why? It appears that households that increase their overall income often 
also attract new members who are unemployed (causing per capita 
income to fall again). Or, after welcoming a new member, they despatch 
someone into the job market (whose remittances can send per capita 
income higher again). Whereas impact narratives tend to picture 
households reacting more or less mechanistically to misfortune, with 
AIDS the main variable, these (re)configurations remind that responses 
to AIDS illness or death are entangled with other, ’routine’ adjustments. 
People try to remain agents of their destinies--but within limits that 
extinguish many, sometimes most, options. 

The hidden toll of home- and community-based care 

In all countries, women and girls perform the lion’s share of social 
reproduction work--raising and nurturing children, schooling them in 
norms and values, managing their introduction into wider society, 
performing domestic labour and tending the ill, and much more. Most of 
this labour is not remunerated. In societies defined by extensive labour 
migration systems--including those hardest hit by the AIDS epidemic in 
Southern Africa--women also head a large share of households. Almost 
three quarters of ’AIDS-affected’ households in South Africa are female- 
headed, a significant proportion of whom are also battling AIDS-related 
illnesses themselves, according to one study (Steinberg et al., 2002).15 
The epidemic’s impact therefore pivots especially on the ways in which 
women are being affected: "[Their] burdens are greater, their time 
limited, and their lives shortened. Can social reproduction be secured 
when half of all adult women die before they are forty?" (De Waal, 
2003a: 17). 

Home- and community-based care are generally seen as a vital parts 
of the AIDS response. Elsewhere in Africa, the AIDS epidemic has 
underscored the fiscal frailty of the state and highlighted the public 
health system’s apparent inability to meet care needs. Home- and 
community-based care came to be regarded with reverence since the 

15. In 17 per cent of the cases, households heads were suffering fl’om AIDS-related 
illnesses, and in a further 14 per cent of cases, household heads were described as 
chronically ill (a possible indicator of unrecogmised HIV infection). See Steinberg et al., 
(2002: 12). 
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sheer volume of care needs in high-prevalence countries would swamp 

hospital and clinic systems. Limited public resources required that 
community organisations, NGOs and households step into the breach. 

In South Africa’s case, such an approach jibes well with fl~e post- 
1994 overhaul of its health-care system, in which great emphasis is 
placed on ensuring that ’care in the community’ becomes ’care by the 
community’.16 In theory, this entails marshalling the respective strengths 

of households, of the communities they constitute and the organisations 
they spawn, and of the state--and create ’continuum of care’ that boosts 
the quality, scale and sustainability of care (African National Congress, 

2001). Home- and community-based care in particular would involve 
"the provision of health services by formal and informal caregivers in the 

home, in order to promote, restore and maintain a person’s maximum 
level of comfort, function and health, including care toward a dignified 

death" (Department of Health, 2001a). In the Department of Health’s 
view, the advantage of home-based care is that it is a cost-effective, 

cheap and flexible way of providing basic palliative and symptomatic 

care (Department of Health, 2001b). 

In theory, all this seems admirable. By slotting home- and 
community-based care into a ’continuum of care’ which links together 
the various levels and zones of the public health-care system and other 

role-players, the aim is to boost the quality, scale and sustainability of 

the care effort. In such a context, home-based care in South Africa is seen 
as a more humane and dignified Ibrm of care,17 while community-based 
care is seen as a way of drawing on and enhancing communal solidarity 
and mutual assistance.~8 Supported in various ways by the public sector 

and NGOs, care-givers at the home and community levels would, to the 
extent possible, tend to fl~e daily needs of patients, provide emotional 

support and help patients draw on ’formal’ health-care and other 
services (for example, accessing grants, etc.). This would occur against a 

backdrop of ’integrated services’ that addressed the basic needs of 

16. Like most public health strategies of this era, the shif~ also consummated the 

centuries-long transfbrmation of hospitals away from their previous functions as poor 

houses, orphanages and refuges for the mentally ill, and into secularised, medicalised and 

exclusive institutions. 

17. The definition in the National Guideline on Home-based Care and Community-based 

Care makes that much clear. It defines home-based care as ’the provision of health 

services by formal and informal care-givers in the home in order to promote, restore and 

maintain a person’s maximum level of comfort, function and health including care 

towards a dignified death’ (African National Congress, 2001, cited in Mills, 2004: 3). 

18. Thus the National Guideline defines it as care which "the consumer can access 

nearest to home, which encourages participation by people, responds to the needs of 

people, encourages traditional community life and creates responsibilities" (African 

National Congress, 2001, cited in Mills, 2004: 4). 
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people infected with or affected by AIDS to food, shelter, education, 

health care and more. 
The reality is more profane. Home- and community-based care might 

reduce the cost of care to the health system (and state), but it does so in 
the main by displacing costs onto care-givers, patients and the 

neighbourhoods they live and work in--with women bearing the brunt 

(Mills, 2004). As Hunter (2006) reminds, imbedded in home- and 
community-based care are stout assumptions about the respective roles 
of the state, the family and women within in it. 

The burdens are shifted mainly in two ways. Firstly, patients (and 

care-givers trying to tend to their health and other needs) bear the cost 
of not receiving the levels of care and support they require--the 

consequences of which spill across households and families. Secondly, 
patients and care-givers themselves often subsidise care provision 

(investing their time, borrowing and lending money, paying for 
transport, consultancy fees, food and more). Thus the poor subsidise the 

poor. These appear to be widespread features of home-based care, not 

just in South Africa but elsewhere in the sub-region too. 
Such outcomes fit squarely within neoliberal frameworks of social 

governance and resource allocation. In Hunter’s summary (2006: 4), 
they involve: 

new frameworks for the allocation of resources for individual and social 
welfare ... between the state, the family, the market, and the voluntary 
and informal sectors ... social citizenship therefore appears to be giving 

way to market citizenship, where citizens now become responsible for 
helping themselves. 

The fetish of ’coping’ 

A curious paradox emerges. Reams of studies have appeared examining 
the impact of AIDS. The literature and the programmes aimed at 

cushioning that impact tend to share a deep faith in the presumed pluck, 
grit and altruism of the poor. Households are described in sweeping, 

generalising terms--ignoring the many inequalities and other dynamics, 
internal and external, that shape them and the communities they 

constitute. The hobbling circumstances of households are acknowledged 

in cursory manner (they are ’poor’), but the systemic reproduction of 
those realities usually escapes mention. A similar blind-spot occurs in 
poverty research and analysis generally, as John Harriss (2007) has 

reminded. 
Ritually talked up are interventions that can ’empower’ households, 

strengthen kinship and community safety nets, and support the ’coping 
strategies’ households deploy. All this seems beyond reproach. The 
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resilience, resourcefulness and endurance people deploy in the throes of 

adversity can be a marvel. But this does not remove the unsightly, 
sometimes cynical, assumptions that lurk in an unquestioning 

admiration for ’coping’ capacities. 
To ’cope’ is to ’deal successfully’ with hardship or misfortune; it’s to 

see off adversity. Thus a ’coping strategy’ is generally understood to be a 
coherent set of actions aimed at managing the costs of an event or a 

process that threatens the welfare of a household. At the very least it 
involves returning to the status quo ante, at the very best it enables one 

to achieve a better state of affairs than had pertained. To be sure, some 

studies have indicated tl~at a partial recovery in consumption levels can 
eventually occur, suggesting that the households have overcome the 

shock and are again ’coping’. But to describe as ’coping’ the activities of 
households sunk in impoverishment is to unmoor the discussion from 

ethics. By any humane definition of the word, such households are not 
’coping’; a ’successful coping strategy’ becomes an oxymoron. Regaining 

a precarious and chronically insecure form of household ’viability’ 

cannot reasonably be declared a success. 
Tapping into networks of mutual assistance and other forms of social 

support are vital aspects of poor persons’ survival strategies. But these 
social connections tend to lack a transcendent thrust powerful enough to 

propel the poor out of poverty. "Social networks and relations at best 
seem to stabilise incomes, but provide little in the way of longer-term 

accumulation or economic advance," is the conclusion of Adato, Carter 
and May (2006: 245) after reviewing South African poverty and trends 

for 1993-1998 and 1998-2001. 
Indeed, as Davies (1993) has pointed out in the context of famine 

studies, coping strategies actually are not about success--they’re about 

failure. They can enable one to survive, but not to transcend the 
circumstances that trapped one in the path of mishaps in the first place. 
Implicit in the discourse of ’coping’ is an acceptance, an endorsement 

even, of the way things are, a patronising gloss on a reality of privation 
and marginality. 

It’s instructive to track the lineage of ’coping’ strategy-speak, which 
acquired theoreticised footing during the African famines of the 1980s as 

part of efforts to explain--and anticipate--households’ responses to 
disasters. Researchers sought to answer three important questions: 

what strategies did households use to survive, could coping strategies be 
used as a kind of ’early warning system’ for impending famines, and 

what kinds of support could buttress those strategies? (Goudge & 

Govender, 2000). From this emerged a relatively standard schema that 
described a sequence of responses fl~at contained a ’tipping point’ 

beyond which households would ’plunge’ or ’tip over’ into destitution 
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and, quite possibly, dissolution.19 This notion of famine as a unique, 

singular shock would later be adopted in the AIDS impact literature, 

even after a more refined understanding had found favour in famine 
studies. (By the early 1990s, studies were placing famine-related shocks 
in the wider context of long-term and structural vulnerability; the 
shocks, in other words, formed part of an agglomeration of chronic 
adversities.)20 The concept of ’coping strategies’ entered AIDS discourse 

in the late 1990s21 amid a spate of research into the effects of the 
epidemic on households (and their likely capacities to mount and/or 

participate in home- and community-based care programmes) 

(Rugalema, 2000; Ogden & Esim, 2003). 
But ’coping’ strategy orthodoxy emerged also against the backdrop 

of ascendant neoliberalism (Bailies, 2002), with states shorn of their 
capacities to fulfill key societal duties and were recast as little more than 

interlocutors between the market and individuals. In subsequent years, 
notions of community resilience and coping strategy gathered 

enthusiastic support among multilateral agencies, some of them active 

promoters of structural adjustment programmes in the South. After 
years of scorched-earth social policy directives, ’the community’ found 
itself cast in an almost redemptive role as a repository of unfathomed 

vigour, invention and grit. Coping dogma schematised those qualities. 

Home- and community-based care and ’coping’ dogma orbit around 
similar principles and assumptions, central among them the consigning 
of care to the sphere of the home. This veritable ’privatisation’ has 

coincided with the increasingly implacable subordination of social life to 

the rules of the market. As more dimensions of life and work are ceded 
to the rule of the market, the responsibility for providence and calamity, 
for life and death is lodged with ever-smaller units of society (and is 

ultimately, in the neoliberal ideal, ceded to the individual). Hence the 
loud iteration of household and community ’resilience’, and its centrality 
in policy and strategy. 

In practice, in a society like South Africa, the model rests on and 
underwrites a status quo of unconscionable inequality. Neoliberal 

discourse, of course, tries to skip around such contradictions. It 

19. See, for example, Walker, P., 1989. Famine early warnin,q systems: Victims and 

destitution. London: Earthscan Publication. 

20. See, for example, De Waal, A., 1989. Famine that kills: Daffier, Sudan, 1984-1985. 
Oxford: Clarendon Press; Keen, D., 1994. The benefits o[’[’amine: A political economy oj 

[’amine and relief in southwestern Sudan, 1983-1989. New Jersey: Princeton University 

Press. 

21. See, for example, UNAIDS 1999. A review of household and community responses to 

the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa. Geneva: UNAIDS 

Practice Collection. 
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proposes, for example, that households’ and communities’ close 
knowledge of their circumstances and environment enables them to act 
as rational agents within a market-governed context. In theory, the 
market, by rewarding and penalising various courses of action over time, 
not only confers a good deal of this accumulated ’knowledge’ but also 
imbues households’ and communities’ actions with rationality 
(Rugalema, 2000). When ambushed by adversity, households juggle 
alternatives and take decisions which, however apparently unpalatable, 
ultimately yield rational and provident outcomes. Such assumptions, 
although rendered in slightly more fragrant manner, circulate also in 
many multilateral agencies’ thinking. Hence the widely-embraced tenet 
that what’s required to make home- and community-based care ’work’ is 
a secondary, reliable infusion of support from other sources, including 
the state. The fundamental, overriding narrative of amputated options 
and foreclosed alternatives is backhandedly endorsed as ’the way things 
are’. 

IJbuntu and the market 

South African history applies a further twist On one hand, an ethos of 
communalism and mutual obligation survives and is encoded in social 
practices and arrangements. Since the mid-1990s, that ethos has been 
enlisted also in an avowedly Africanist project of ideological 
recuperation and self-identification that taps into indigenous popular 
practices, "the capacity for innovation, reinvention of traditions and 
resurgence of native skills" (Ela, 1998). As a result, it now also forms 
part of the ’language’ or signifiers of identity and distinction that 
circulate in South Africa. In this sense, the ethos appears to be in fine 
fettle. 

On the other hand, the fracturing impact of colonial and apartheid 
social engineering--and, in its wake, the ascendancy of values 
appropriate to the hyper-animated consumerism that governs 
increasingly large parts of social life--should not be underestimated. 
Alongside this ranged the government’s attempts to restrain claims on 
state beneficence and social provisions, as part of 1996 Growth, 
Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) strategy. The promotion of self- 
empowerment and community responsibility meshed well with a policy 
framework that sought to restrict claims on the state (Barchiesi, 2005). 
Indeed, the system, as Shireen Hassim (2005: 3-4) has reminded, 
"remains constrained by narrow conceptions of the state and by distrust 
of rights-based demands on state resources." 

All this while poverty, joblessness and disease saps the support that 
can be proffered. Powerful dynamics are shrinking the boundaries in 
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which obligations and entitlements circulate, and the extent of support 

that is on offer.22 It is within this material and ideological environment 

that home- and community-based care practices operate. An odd 

confluence occurs between two apparently contrary ideologies: ubuntu 
and neoliberalism. 

The guiding principles of communitarianism, mutual assistance and 
the bonding sense of shared destinies that underpin ubuntu provide a 

bedrock for the anticipated community-level resilience and solidarity 
that is expected to animate and sustain home- and community-based 

care. The strategy of home-based care in particular rests on such 

assumptions. This is surprisingly compatible with a central thrust of 
neoliberalism - which is to absolve or at least excuse the state from its 
encompassing responsibility for social reproduction. On one hand, then, 

there is the aggrandised faith in ’coping’ capacities at community and 
household levels; on the other, government strategies are marked with 
an overarching obeisance to the market and its organising principles. 

Around AIDS, these two, apparently contradictory, value patterns 

converge. This is not to disparage the associational flowering that 
ubuntu is meant to evoke and which home- and community-based care, 
in theory at least, could entail, but to underline the wretched inequality 

and exploitation this cloaks as ’normalcy’. Claude Ake’s cautioning 
rejoinder to the celebration of "an explosion of associational life in rural 

Africa," seems better-aligned with reality: 
By all indications, this is a by-product of a general acceptance of 

the necessity of self-reliance ... Some have welcomed this 
development as a sign of a vibrant civil society in Africa. It may 
well be that. However, before we begin to idealise this 

phenomenon, it is well to remind ourselves that whatever else it 

is, it is first and foremost a child of necessity, of desperation 
even.23 

To pretend that home- and community-based care express a reanimated 

social solidarity that can supplant the logic and the ethics of the market 
is to miss the plot entirely, While the well-being of the poor becomes 

22. Mutangadura’s (2000) research findings in urban and rural Manicaland, Zimbabwe, 
are instructive. Fully 95 per cent of respondents said it was difficult getting relatives and 
friends to help with loans or child fostering Community support mainly involved food 
and clothing, and rarely extended to assistance in paying school or health-care fees or 
rent This underscores the need to waive at least certain fees and to extend and deliver 
state grants more effectively. 
23. Quoted by Bond, P., (2001). The African grassroots and the global movement. 
JanuaW. Zne~: Available at: 
httP:iiw~a~v.zmagorgiCrisesCurEvts/Globalismiafrican_grassroots.htm. The quote is 
drawn from Ake, C., 2000. TheJ:’easibility o[’democracy in A[fica. Dakar: Codesria. 
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ever more precarious, additional burdens are being shifted onto them. 

Celebrating this as an expression of hardiness and vim, an affirmation of 
ubuntu, seems morally base. In practice, home- and community-based 
care displaces much of the burden of care into the ’invisible’ zones of the 
home and the neighbourhood--and especially onto women, most of 

them poor, many of them desperately so. 
The model reinforces firmly-entrenched assumptions about women 

and domesticity, about their roles as bearers of children, nurses of the 

sick, nurturers of families. It rests on and further entrenches the 
assumption that ’care’ is what ’comes naturally’ to women, effectively 

locking women even more securely into the domestic sphere.24 The 

esteem and worth women draw from this should not be belittled, 
circumscribed as it is. It is worth recalling that the ideology of 
motherhood and the realities of women’s fortitude were enlisted very 

successfully as part of the idiom of the South African national liberation 
struggle, becoming ’% defining trope in nationalist discourses on gender" 

(Hassim, 2005: 628). The burdens and responsibilities borne by women 

often are extraordinary, but generally the expectations they live up to 
are an utterly conventional iteration that women shall serve, literally, as 
’mothers of a nation’. Home-based care today ratchets up the 
exploitation of women’s labour, financial and emotional reserves--a 

form of value extraction that subsidises the economy at every level from 

the household outward; little wonder that such ’enforced’, free care- 
giving has been likened to levying a tax on women (Glendinning and 

Millar, 1987). 
State support for home- and community-based care is too 

threadbare, unpredictable and poorly-coordinated to reduce those 
burdens to any significant extentY5 In sum, home- and community-based 

care is not ’cheap’. It only appears that way because the true costs are 

hidden, deflected back into the communities and domestic zones of the 
poor. Not only is this unjust, it also undermines the sustainability of care 

provision in the drawn-out crisis that AIDS presents. Expecting the poor 
to provide the backbone and lifeblood of care--with a minimum of 

structured support--is unreasonable and unrealistic. 

24. When qui~ed, care-givers complain, for example, that they are expected ’to be 
always around home’ and have ’to do everything’; as reported in assessments of care- 
giving projects in Khayelitsha, Gugulethu and Delft (Cape Town), 2004; personal 
communication. 
25. Hunter’s analysis of the 2004/05 spending and allocation figures of the KwaZulu- 
Natal departments of health and social welfare showed that 0.2-0.3 per cent of total 
allocations went toward supporting home-based care in general (not only for AIDS- 
related care) (2006: 8). That, in the province with the large~ number of persons living 
with HIV in South Africa. 
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South Africa’s dual health-care system, of course, mirrors such 
disparity. One part of it is a profit-making venture, run by the private 
sector and fed with contributions to medical and other insurance 
schemes. Its clientele represent not only the wealthier but the healthier 
in society. Hence a good deal of its services are highly-niched and arcane. 
The other part is an overburdened public health sector. The danger, of 
course, was that the restructuring of the public health system--noble 
intent notwithstanding--would serve as a footnote to these much more 
robust and polarising trends that shape health care provision and the 
allocation of resources across society in general. As a percentage of gross 
domestic product, public health expenditure in 2000 was 3.7 per cent, 
while private health expenditure was 5.1 per cent, an exceptional ratio 
that is seen in fewer than two dozen countries around the world (UNDP, 
2003b).26 The private sector, which is accessible to less than one fifth of 
the population, consumes more than 60 per cent of health-spend and 
employs more than 70 per cent of healthcare specialists (Yach & 
Kitsnasamy, 2006). The principle of universalism lacks even a toehold in 
this arrangement. Government promises to expand access to medical 
insurance, and make it more affordable. However, the dualism (which is 
not of the government’s making) will remain in place and will continue 
to define the quality of health-care provision and the terms on which it is 
provided. And it is expressed--and reinforced--in home- and 
community-based care. 

Deflecting the economic costs 

That South Africa’s epidemic will affect economic activities seems 

beyond dispute--but it is much less obvious what the extent of that 
damage might be. Some estimates seem to trivialise the effect of AIDS by 
suggesting a negligible effect on national economic output, while others 

anticipate severe damage.27 The disagreements stem from the fact that 
the estimates rest on different assessments of the epidemic’s 
demographic impact, about the channels along which AIDS affects the 

economy, and about the nature of those effects themselves. 

26. Only one of those countl"ies (the United States of America) ranks in the top 60 of the 

UNDP’s Human Development Index. Countries with similar ratios include Brazil, 

Cambodia, Cameroon, Dominican Republic, E1 Salvador, Georgia, India, Kenya, Lebanon, 

Morocco, the USA, Viet Nam and Yemen. See UNDP (2003b: 254-257). 
27. AIDS: SA not facing doomsday scenario. Mail and Guardian, 13 luly 2006. 

http: //vwvvw~mg.c~.za/artic~ePage.aspx?artic~eid=2 77 346&area=/breaking-news/breaki 

ng_news business/; 

Arndt, C. & Lewis l., 2000. The macro implications of HIV/AIDS in South Africa: A 

preliminary assessment. South African Journal of Economics, 68(5), pp.856-887. 
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The direct costs of AIDS to organisations and businesses tend to 

manifest in the form of higher health-care costs and more expensive 

workers’ benefits, while the indirect costs take the form of reduced 
productivity, loss of skills, experience and institutional memory, as well 
as (re)training and recruitment time and expenses. Indirect costs are 

significantly higher for skilled workers, as are employee benefit costs 
(Whiteside and O’ Grady, 2003). In a serious AIDS epidemic, such costs 

can add up to a hidden employment or payroll tax (De Waal, 2003). 
South Africa has a very stratified labour pool, marked by shortages of 

highly-skilled workers and a surplus of low- and medium-skilled 

workers. Increased demand for an already-limited pool of skilled and 
highly skilled labour could push up wages and salaries at that end of the 

labour markeL Some analysts expect the epidemic to also discourage 
private-sector investment in skills training and education, with 

companies more inclined to poach or lure top skills from elsewhere in 
the world, especially from other African countries (Vaas, 2003). One 

effect of this would be to widen income inequalities. 

A handful of major companies have introduced high-profile ARV 
treatment programmes for some of their employees, and several more 
also emphasise HIV prevention. At least one major retailer has 
diversified its operations abroad and tightened credit control systems in 

a bid to limit the anticipated effect of the epidemic on its market share.28 
Most companies, though, especially medium-sized ones, seem to be 
taking AIDS in their stride. They have considerable leeway for deflecting 

the effects of the epidemic--and they are using it (Rosen and Simon, 

2003). 
In bids to achieve greater flexibility in production and employment, 

companies continue to shift the terms on which they use labour, a trend 

that predates AIDS but is having a huge effect on working South Africans’ 
abilities to cushion themselves against the effects of the epidemic. AIDS 
is likely to intensify that trend (Nattrass, 2002). Companies have been 

intensifying the adoption of labour-saving work methods and 
technologies (spurred by a host of incentives) (Rosen et a], 2006), the 

outsourcing and casualisation of jobs (and the use of labour brokers for 
recruiting new workers), and cutting worker benefits (Rosen and Simon, 

2003; Rosen et a]., 2006; Vass, 2002). When surveyed in 2004, almost 
one quarter of mining companies and almost one fifth of manufacturing 

companies reported that they were investing in machinery and 
equipment in order to reduce their labour dependency because of AIDS 

(Bureau for Economic Research, 2004). Partly as a result of such 

28. What next for retail? Moneyweb, 15 February 2002. Available at: 

http:iimoneyweb.iac.iafl’ica.com/sharesiboardroom_talk/366902.htrn 
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changes, unemployment levels remain very high, and real wages for 

lower and medium-skilled workers have stagnated or declined 
(depending on the sector) in the past decade (Altman, 2005). 

For the minority of employed workers with access to private health 
insurance (roughly one quarter in 2001), medical benefits are now often 

capped at levels far too low to cover the costs of serious ill health or 
injury, while companies have been slashing employer contributions and 

requiring that workers pay a larger share of the premiums for the same 
benefits. By 2000, on average more than one third of workers with 

access to medical schemes had withdrawn from them because they 

couldn’t afford to pay their contributionsY9 According to one of South 
Africa’s largest insurance companies, the burden of medical aid costs is 

being borne by employees.30 Regulatory changes proposed by the South 
African Government in 2006 could improve some workers’ access to 

medical insurance schemes, but ’casual’ and ’piecemeal’ workers are 
unlikely to benefit. In addition, a major shift has also occurred from 

defined-benefit retirement funds to defined-contribution funds (the 
latter offering meagre help to workers felled, for example, by disease in 

the prime of their lives) (Barchiesi, 2004; Van Den Heever, 1998). The 

net effect is a whittling of benefits for those South Africans with jobs--at 
a time when they and their families face increased risks of severe illness 

and premature death. Left to fend for themselves, meanwhile, are the 
masses of ’casual’ workers, and the unemployed. 

While such adjustments are enabling many companies (particularly 

larger ones) to sidestep much of the epidemic’s impact, many thousands 
of small enterprises lack similar evasive abilities. 

The faith in entrepreneurial activity as a route out of poverty is well- 
entrenched. But it’s not at all clear to what extent demand exists to drive 

significant growth in small and micro enterprise development in poor 
communities (Aliber, 2003). The impoverishing effect of AIDS on poor 
households further underlines that question. As the epidemic shrinks 

household incomes, small businesses are likely to be badly-affected-- 
especially those in the ’informal sector’ of the economy which rely 

heavily on the custom of poor households, such as informal retailers, 
spaza shops and ’microenterprises’, which typically are operated by 

vulnerable households themselves. Cohen’s (2002) anticipation that 
reduced discretionary household spending due to AIDS would hamstring 

capacities to invest in informal sector activities, is plausible in South 

29. Will your trustee fund survive AIDS? OldMutua! Trustee Times, February 2000. 
30, Old Mutual (2003). Old Mutual Healthcare Survey2003, Cape Town: Old Mutual. 
http: ii~rw2.oldmutual.comiCRireportsiccr/2003/indicatorsieconomicicustomersin 
eeds.htm 
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Africa, too. As well, reduced growth in demand for informal sector sector 

services and goods is equally likely. Give that the growth of the informal 
sector is partly a response to high unemployment, such outcomes would 

further sharpen the socio-economic insecurity of poor households. 
In such ways, many of the costs of the epidemic are ’socialised’-- 

trapped or deflected into the lives, homes and neighbourhoods of the 
poor. A massive, regressive redistribution of risk and responsibility is 

underway. 

Conclusion 

In a society with South Africa’s characteristics, the AIDS epidemic feeds 

off and aggravates existing inequalities. A range of deflective factors and 
actions - some systemic, others more calculated - funnel the most 

grievous effects of the epidemic in and around the households of the 
poor. High unemployment, income precariousness, and employers’ grab- 

back of workers’ wages and benefits are some examples. Another is the 

current reality of home-based care, which expresses a basic assumption 
lodged in South African economic policy: that rationed social welfare 
spending will be subsidised by women’s unpaid labour (Naidoo & 

Bozalek, 1997]. 
The epidemic and its effects are long-term, and these will remain 

severe for at least another generation - leaving in their wake deeper 
impoverishment, wider inequality and intensified polarisation. The 

ultimate extent and duration of these outcomes will depend partly on 
whether South Africans can improve and expand HIV prevention, 
treatment and care efforts, and at the same time temper the effects felt 

by the disadvantaged and distressed sections of society. 
These basic components of an AIDS response - along with efforts to 

reduce HIV transmission from mothers to children, and develop effective 

microbicides and, hopefully, vaccines - form the backbone of South 

Africa’s new AIDS Strategic Plan for 2007-2011 (Government of South 
Africa, 2007). The Plan, which has drawn widespread praise, also 

includes a set of objectives aimed at reducing "vulnerability to HIV 
infection and the impact of AIDS" by reducing gender inequality and 

gender-based violence, "accelerat[ing] poverty reduction strategies and 

strengthen[ing] safety nets" (Government of South Africa, 2007: 61-63). 
Chief among those interventions are: 

Scaling up access to government poverty alleviation 
programmes, 
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Ensuring equitable provision of basic social services ~especially 
in rural and urban informal settlements, where HIV prevalence 
tends to be highest), 

Introducing a sustainable income transfer system for poor 

families, 

Implementing all national policies and legislation aimed at 
improving the status of women, 

Increasing the proportion of vulnerable children accessing social 
grants, 

Recruiting and training 25,000 new community care givers by 
2011 and paying each of them a stipend (Government of South 

Africa, 2007: 61-63, 95-96). 

Implicit in those requirements is a recognition that stronger social 
protection is needed to mitigate the epidemic’s impact. Some of the basic 
elements of such a package already feature in current Government 

commitments and policies. So, for example, social grants serve as a 

lifeline for millions of South Africans, while access to basic services 
continues to expand. Similarly, food security ranks among Government’s 
many social development commitments. But current efforts to protect 

people against hunger are dwarfed by the scale of need and the 
trammeled capacity - and will - to meet that need. Indeed, various 

surveys indicate that between one quarter and one third of households 
cannot afford to meet the dietary requirements of children at any given 

time (Roberts, 2005). 
The compounding and discriminatory nature of AIDS impact in South 

Africa demands a more far-reaching response that slots into an 

overarching programme of rights-realisation and redistribution that 
strongly favours the poor. 

Leaving aside the need for deeper, structural changes in South 

Africa’s development path, trends as severe as these underline the 

importance of social protection in any strategy aimed at shielding 
households against privation and precariousness. In the South African 
context, social grants are proving to be a powerful tool in that respect. 

More than a mere stopgap, they are potentially an integral l~art of a long- 
term social protection strategy. 

The best evidence indicates that South Africa currently has no better 

poverty-alleviating tool than its social transfer system, especially the 
child support grant and old-age pension (Lurid, 2007). Indeed, the 

single-biggest income poverty-reducing instrument currently is the child 
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support grant (Meth, 2006; Everatt et al., 2006).31 Whether measured by 
income or by a more expansive matrix, poverty levels have fallen since 
2000-2001 (Everatt et al., 2006). According to Van der Berg et al., 
(2004), the poverty headcount fell by 3 million in 2001-2004.32 
However, Meth’s careful examination of the data (2006)33 calls into 
question van der Berg’s suggestion that "improved job creation in recent 
years" possibly also lowered the poverty head count, and shifts the 
poverty head count decrease closer to 1.5 million.34 

There is also ample evidence of the poverty-reducing and 
developmental functions of such transfers in the South African context 
(Aguero, Carter, Woolard, 2006; Barrientos, DeJong, 2006; ODI, 2006; 
EPRI, 2004; De Swardt, 2003; Taylor Committee, 2002). The observed 
effects include improved school enrolment, reduced stunting in children, 
and better nutrition levels. Aguero, Carter and Woolard (2006: 25) point 
out the long-term effects of improved child nutrition, including 
improved physical and mental development which is likely to affect 
school performance and, later, labour productivity. Case, Hosegood and 
Lund (2004) have found a positive association between receipt of the 
child support grant and school enrolment of young childrenY5 Booysen & 
Van der Berg’s (2005) research in the Free State province among AIDS- 
affected households echo such findings. Social grants, they found, reduce 
inequality and decrease the prevalence, depth and severity of poverty in 
those households. Disturbingly, however, they also found that uptake of 
available grants was weakest among the poorest households, probably 
an index of their social exclusion (Booysen and Van der Bert, 2005). 

31. See van der Berg, S. Burger, R. Louw, M. and Yu, D., 2005. Trends in poverty and 
inequality since the political transition, Stellenbosch Economic Working Papers No: 1 
32. A heartless irony is also at play, however. Several factors - central among them the 
AIDS epidemic - have pushed South Africa’s population growth rate into decline. (Note 
that it is the growth rate that is declining, not the population size.) In 2004-2005, the 
growth rate was estimated at 0.92%, down from 1.1-:1.2 per centa decade earlier. 
33. See page 9, in particular, fbr a trenchant example of the politicisation of data. 
34. Meth claims to find no evidential basis fbr assuming that disability grants have 
reduced the poverty headcount, or for determining by how much they might do so. One 
reason for this is that it is not clear to what extent the grant in fact meets the special 
needs of the disabled. 
35. There is no evidence to support claims that young women are deliberately having 
children in order to claim the child support grant. See, for example, Makiwane, M. & Udjo, 
E., 2007. Is the Child Support Grant associated with an increase in teenage fertility in 
South Africa? Evidence from national sm~veys and administrative data. Final Report. 
December. Pretoria: Human Sciences Research Council. Biyase’s (2005) analysis of data 
also found no association between the child support grant and fertility rates; see Biyase, 
M., 2005. A simple analysis of the impact of the child support grant on the fertility rate in 
South Africa. Paper. Available at: 
http:iiwww.essa.org.za/downloadi2005 Conference/Biyase2.pdf 
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Expanding social grants - for example, by increasing and extending 

the eligibility for child support grants (Lund, 2007) or by introducing a 
new instrument such as a basic income grant - would be one, essential 

cornerstone of a stronger social protection package. In the context of the 
overlapping AIDS and TB epidemics, such a package also has to include a 

drastic overhaul of the current home- and community-based care 
systems. Stronger financial and institutional support, more user-friendly 

administrative procedures, and a much sharper focus on using and 
developing existing sldlls in communities in order to boost access to 

social services should be one priority. That could include developing a 

para-professional cadre to improve community access to services such 
as early child development and education, and various forms of care 

provision (including, urgently, mental health care and support) (Altman 
2005: 448).36 Their value and importance are intuitively obvious, even if 

this does not reveal itself nearly in spreadsheet arithmetic: sharing and 
socialising the individualised burdens caregivers currently bear with 
respect to care-giving, reducing the mental health strain in stressed 

households and communities, providing a more solid and reliable basis 
for the development of human capital, strengthening social cohesion, 
and possibly even increasing gender equity in home and family. This 

could help reduce the extreme exploitation of women in the spheres of 
care provision and social reproduction. 

Such a protection package would also include job creation strategies 
that benefit the masses of low-skilled jobless workers, a restructured 

system of social transfers, a more resolute strategy to ensure food 
security, a massive boost for community social services (including 

overhaul of the home- and community-based care system), and 
decommodification of essential services (to ensure that the poorest 30- 

40 per cent of households benefit manner from improvements in social 
wage provision). AIDS is hardly the only shock wrenching lives, homes 

and communities in South Africa apart_ But it casts a horrifying light on 
the need for a comprehensive social protection strategy that forms part 
of an enveloping programme of rights-realisation. 
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13. 
Justice and the Treatment Action Campaign 
Mark Heywood 

Introduction 

It is a terrible irony that the need for an effective and ongoing response 
to the AIDS epidemic will be one of the defining legacies left to the ANC 
by a President who tried to deny the existence of HIV. It is also ironic 
that the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), an organisation that Mbeki 
once branded as ’flag carrier for pharmaceutical companies’, is heralded 
as one of the few organisations that was able to force a complete 
overturn policy in an area defined and defended by himself, during his 
Presidency. However, rather than looking back, this chapter attempts to 
draw some lessons from TAC and the Mbeki era. It aims to inform how 
both government and civil society (hopefully together) approach AIDS, 
as well as health more broadly, during the Zuma government. 

There is no question that, in the last decade, the health of millions of 
South Africans has deteriorated. Over 5.5 million people live with HIV. 
An estimated 2.5 million people have died of AIDS since the mid 1990s. 
Tuberculosis (TB) has exploded and multi-drug and extremely drug 
resistant TB have assumed epidemic proportions. There has been a 
growth in non-communicable disease among the poor. Malnutrition is 
rife. Infant and maternal mortality have risen (South African Health 
Review, 2008). 

There is both a social and political explanation for the crisis in public 
health. In general, the importance of health promotion and disease 
prevention not just to the individual, but to national development was 
not understood by the ANC or the government~ Symptomatic of this was 
the trusting of health to an incompetent Minister. 

But this chapter argues that health is also about politics, and the 
health crisis grew in the places where post-apartheid democracy failed: 
in the patronage and protection of an inefficient Minister of Health, in 
the failures of internal democracy in the ANC and the inability to admit 
and overcome AIDS denialism, in the blurring of lines between the views 
of the party (or its President) and the duties of the state. But whilst the 
declining health of poor people, and particularly the scale of the AIDS 
epidemic, can be attributed to political negligence, it was not its only 
cause. As important has been the growth of socio-economic inequalities 
- and their impact on both health and development~ 

By the time of its 52na National Conference in late 2007, the ANC had 
recognised the disastrous consequences of its political omissions on 
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health. It adopted resolutions that promised that "education and health 

must be prioritised as the core elements of social transformation.’’1 In 
2008, this was carried into several ANC-led initiatives to develop new 

policy for health reform, a process which culminated with the adoption 
by the ANC of a ’road map for health reform’, including the introduction 

of a system of National Health Insurance (NHI). The result is a health 

plan that foregrounds AIDS, TB and the resuscitation of health systems. 

However, what remains unclear is whether there is sufficient will to 
finance the reorganisation of health care. It is also unclear whether the 

ANC understands that arresting and reversing the health crisis also 

means tackling inequality. Both require massive social investment -- in a 
period when global and national economic forces will cause more 

pronounced inequality. 

Civil society will once more have a major role to play in ensuring 
implementation of health policy. During its first decade, 1998 to 2008, 
TAC made a name as an organisation fighting for health. But its actual 

campaign has been less for health, than for health goods, particularly 

medicines, for the poor. The strategy of the TAC was shaped by the 
political context, largely made by President Mbeki, and defended 
acolytes such as Essop Pahad, Manto Tshabalala-Msimang, Smuts 
Ngonyama, Ngoako Ramathlodi and the late Peter Mokaba. TAC had no 

choice other than to mobilise people to challenge and overcome AIDS 
denialism and to reduce medicine prices. Both campaigns had 
demonstrable success. In early 2002 the price of first line anti-retroviral 

medicines fell dramatically, making them affordable in South Africa. 
AIDS denialism ended with the appointment of Barbara Hogan as 

Minister of Health in October 2008. 
But with Mbeki gone, and access to ARV medicine guaranteed to the 

extent that the health system has the capacity to provide it and the 
government can afford it, the next decade will contain different 
challenges, for both government and civil society. A balance will have to 

be found between sustaining campaigns for access to ARV treatment and 
health care services, and robust political advocacy and action against 

inequality. Campaigns for health goods will be self-defeating if they 
ignore the link between social and economic inequality and poor health. 

In the words of Daniel Becket, a Brazilian health activist: "How much 
good does it do to treat people’s illnesses, only to send them back to the 

conditions that made them sick?" (Becket, 2007). Similarly, Dr Paul 
Farmer asks whether it is possible to practice medicine effectively 

"without addressing social forces, including racism, pollution, poor 

1. ANC, 52nd National Conference Resolutions, available at: 
http:iiwww.anc.org.za/ancdocsihistoryiconf/conference52 iresolutions-f:html 
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housing, and poverty, that shape [the course of ill health] in both 

individuals and populations?" (Farmer, 2006). 

This chapter considers the implications of the changing political and 
economic environment for continuing efforts by civil society to ensure 
the right of ’everyone’ to have access to health care services, and for 

conditions that make for health.2 It questions whether the government 

will have the will to take all measures that are available to it in law to 
advance health. The ’road to health’ will require that TAC and its allies 
unite more effectively to directly challenge governmental policies which 

cause and reinforce inequality. It will also require that pro-poor 
organisations of civil society, including political parties, better 
understand and act on the relationship between health and 

development. 
Finally, in the context of ongoing global economic pressure towards 

austerity, it will almost certainly necessitate compelling the government 
to use of the state’s legal power and moral legitimacy to ensure it can 
carry out its positive constitutional duties to protect and promote health. 

This requires an intention to defend the Constitution and sustain 
community mobilisation in order to utilise the national state as an 

instrument of democracy that can deliver on poor people’s needs. 

What did TAC achieve? 

The work and achievements of TAC have been extensively documented 
and analaysed, including by myself (Heywood, 2009). This chapter looks 
at TAC, and the struggle for AIDS treatment, in a broader political and 
social context. It frames TAC’s achievements in gaining access to 
medicines in a longer term perspective of health and development. TAC 
was launched on 10 December 1998, the 50th anniversary of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The ideal was the realisation of 
the right to equality, specifically in relation to poor people’s right of 
access to life-saving medicines for the treatment of HIV, and the belief 
that the South African constitution could advance this right_ 

In the late 1990s it seemed as if AIDS would follow the course of 
other diseases of the third world: treatable if you were rich and life- 
threatening and invariably fatal if you were poor. However, TAC and 
AIDS activists globally were able to change that course. By late 2008, it 
was estimated that 500,000 people were receiving ARV treatment in the 

2. The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa states that: ’~veryone has the right to 
have access to health care services, including reproductive health care" and that the ’~che 
state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resou rces, 
to achieve the progressive realisation of each of these rights" (s 27). 
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public sector in South Africa, and over three million world-wide 

(UNAIDS, 2008). In terms of absolute numbers South Africa has the 
largest ARV treatment programme in the world, achieving some of the 

best results in terms of drug-adherence. In late 2008 it was estimated by 
the Treasury that every month 20,000 additional people were being 

initiated onto treatment every month. But this is still only meeting less 
than 50 per cent of the existing need for treatment. 

That so many people are on treatment has a great deal to do with 
TAC’s social, political and legal mobilisation. For over a decade it was 

able to develop and sustain a cadre of activists, at its peak numbering 

over 20,000, who confronted both government policy and private health 
sector profiteering from medicines. TAC’s volunteers were mostly 

marginalised young women and men from poor communities, many of 
them living with HIV and in need of treatment. They were assisted to 

organise and unleash their power as rights-bearing citizens of the 
democratic South Africa, through utilising constitutionally entrenched 

rights to demonstrate, organise, educate and have resort to the courts to 

promote and fulfill rights. In many ways TAC developed as a model of 
how human rights, law and mobilisation can be combined to further the 
interests of poor people. 

TAC’s achievements are real. The course it followed in overcoming 

the obstacles to access to treatment was unavoidable. Guaranteeing 

access to life-saving medicines was, after all, its primary mission. But 
TAC has grown into more than iust a limited campaign for ARV 

treatment. Delegates at its fourth national congress in 2008 amended its 
constitution to reflect its aspirations to protect human rights more 
broadly and sustain access to treatment through transformation and 
improvement of the state health system. This therefore requires us to 

examine TAC in the broader context of the social and political factors, 
which (as I argued in the introduction to this chapter) determine health, 
including HIV. 

In its first decade, TAC became very much a creature of the context of 

President Mbeki’s AIDS denialism (Nattrass, 2007). The contest with 
AIDS denialism was the backdrop to the struggle for access ~o treatment~ 
Every maior breakthrough in the struggle for treatment access -- 

whether in relation to the prevention of mother-to-child HIV 
transmission (2002), a national treatment plan (2003), the 

implementation of the treatment plan (2004), access to treatment for 
prisoners (2006), an ambitious National Strategic Plan on HIV, AIDS and 

STIs (2007), and the battle against state-encouraged quackery (2008) - 

was also a victory over AIDS denialism~ Against this constant, the 
question of profiteering from medicines by multi-national 
pharmaceutical companies was an issue taken on by TAC successfully, 
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but only sporadically. Similarly, the critical issues of access to a quality 
health care system and HIV prevention, received scant attention. In fact, 
it could be argued that the malign shadow cast by AIDS denialism, and 

the relentless campaign that had to be waged to overcome it, largely 
eclipsed other factors tllat were driving the HIV epidemic, factors that 

suddenly loom large with the defeat of AIDS denialism. 

The next challenges 

Two issues can be postponed no longer: 

preventing new HIV infections and 

resuscitating South Africa’s health system. 

The sustainability of access to treatment for people with AIDS is 
dependent on both. Unless the tap of new infections is turned oft; it will 
be impossible to meet the demand for treatment. Unless, the healtl~ 
system is sorted out, it will be impossible to supply the demand. 

Successful HIV prevention on a large scale has thus far proved 
elusive and intractable. It cannot be undertaken without challenging the 

socio-economic drivers of HIV infections, drivers that have become more 
pronounced in the last decade. Similarly, unleashing the potential quality 
of South Africa’s total3 health system means challenging the inequalities 

within it, and the systems for its governance, particularly its financing. 
These issues necessitate a new approach to AIDS by civil society as a 

whole and TAC in particular. In this respect the end of AIDS denialism 

may not mean the end of conflicts with the ANC or the next government. 
In late 2008 it was still estimated that over 1,500 people daily were 

being newly infected with HIV (Rehle et al., 2007). However, these 1,500 
people are not random innocent bystanders who happened to be in the 
path of a virulent virus. They have at least one and sometimes a 
combination of the following characteristics: being black and poor, 

women, young, unemployed, living in rural areas and being without 

formal homes. In other words, they are people who live in a country 
where although ’all people are equal under the law’,4 millions of people 

3. The South African health system is divided between a privately financed system, 
accessible to wealthy and employed people via medical aid schemes, and a tax-funded 
public system, used by the poor. Although poor people utilise the private system when 
they can afford it, rich people do not use the public system because of its disrepair. They 
two systems do not work together or share the same vision. In order to meet South 
Africa’s health needs it will be necessaW for the two to complement each other. 
4. $9 (1) and (2) of the South African Constitx~tion. 
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are less equal than others and do not have "the full and equal enjoyment 

of all rights and freedoms." 

This requires an examination of inequality and its relationship to 
HIV and AIDS. It is a reasonable supposition that that it is inequality, 
rather than just ’extreme poverty’ - as was claimed many times by 

Mbeki5 - that has become the major driver of declining ill health 
generally and rising rates of HIV infection particularly. For example, 

research conducted in a number of developed countries has 
demonstrated that inequality, rather than just wealth, is a major social 

determinant of health. This is the case even when the inequality is 

between people who, comparable to developing country standards of 
living, are socially secure. Thus, Daniels et al., point out that: "the 

relationship between economic development and health is not fixed, and 
that the health achievement of nations is mediated by processes other 

than wealth" (Daniels et al., 2004: 67). Put simply, a country may 
simultaneously be gaining in wealth, and failing in health. 

This would suggest that a social and economic strategy which 

promotes narrow economic growth (measured primarily by GDP, FDI 
etc), whilst at the same time using a parallel strategy to alleviate poverty 
primarily through selective cash transfers to a segment of the poor (child 

support grants, foster grants etc), will increase inequality even whilst it 

mitigates poverty. Such a policy was followed by the Mbeki governmenL 
But it is contrary to the method of government required by the South 
African constitution, which must progressively reduce inequality. It will 

also not assist HIV prevention. If HIV cannot be prevented it will be hard 
to improve public health generally or make progress against specific 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 

Put another way, economic policies that widen inequality, both 

between classes and within classes, fuel both disease and ill health. This 
makes public policy questions such as access to social security, sufficient 
food and fair labour practices integral to HIV prevention and treatment. 

Inequality and HIV 

There may be dispute about the depth and breadth of poverty, but there 

is no doubt that inequality has grown. Fewer people are classified as 
living in absolute poverty. But more very poor people live side-by-side 

with less poor people in urban formal and informal settlements all over 

5. See Mbeki, T., Speech at the Opening Session of the Thirteenth International AIDS 

Conference, ]uly 2000. Available at: 

http: //~cv.anc.org.za/show.php?doc:ancdocs/history /mbeki/2OOO /tmO7Og.hml ’~Fhe 

world’s biggest killer and the greatest cause of ill health and suffering across the globe, 

including Soufl~ Africa, is extreme poverty," 
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the country. The growth in proximal inequality creates an immediate 
vulnerability to disease, however distant its political causes. 

In the words of the report of the Commission on the Social 

Determinants of Health (CSDH): 

The poor health of the poor, the social gradient of health within 
countries, and the marked health inequities between countries are 

caused by the unequal distribution of power, income, good, and 
services .... This unequal distribution of health-damaging 

experiences is not in any sense a ’natural’ phenomenon but is the 

result of a toxic combination of poor social policies and programmes, 
unfair economic arrangements, and bad politics (WHO, 2008). 

What is meant by this in South Africa? The vast majority of people in 

South Africa are poor. But people’s experience of poverty is not uniform. 
Poverty (like wealth) is layered, with sex and disability in particular 

being associated with deeper degrees of inequality.6 In South Africa the 

fact that women and girls experience deeper social and economic 
disadvantage than men and boys, is thought to explain their earlier and 
higher rates of HIV infection and mortality. Girls and young women, who 
are the least equal of poor people, adopt survival strategies that are not 

necessary for boys and men.7 For some, sex becomes a commodity they 
can exchange in return for a degree of social security (or greater 
equality) (Weiser et al., 2007). This is obtained from men who may be 

only slightly less poor (after all, they often live in fl~e same community), 

but whose access to income is linked to their sex, limited access to the 
economy and often slightly older age. 

In the past (before the emergence of HIV) the migrant labour system, 

and its enforcement by apartheid laws, penned millions of women into 

rural areas, and hundreds of thousands of men in soulless hosteels. This 
shaped a demographic of sexually transmitted disease, particularly 

syphilis (Jochelson, 2001). 
Fifteen years alter the end of apartheid, internal migrancy driven by 

economic rather than political factors, remains a major risk for disease 
(Lurie, 2000). According to some research, in the post apartheid years 

changes to the South African economy have created "a changing political 
economy of sex’ and ’most African women today are no longer waiting in 

6. The association between disability and povm~, has not been properly studied or 

quantified in South Africa. 

7. It is important to note that by ’survival’ I do not mean solely ensuring access to food, 

but also access to other commodities and resources that define modern living, and which 

very poor people see all around them, but lack money to acquire. In the words of King 

Lear: "Allow not nature more than nature needs, man’s life is cheap as beasts." 
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rural areas to be infected by their migrant partners" (Hunter, 2007). 

Women are as poor as they were under apartheid but more mobile, 

making them much more the active agents of their own vulnerability. 
But in this changed socio-economic context one particular area of state 
failure has been glaring and has added to the risks of HIV infection: that 

is the failure to invest in gender equality and to protect women and girls 
from sexual violence. This is an issue that TAC has also attempted to 

tackle, but one on which it has not been able to make the same social 
imprint with its ideas, as it has for example on access to ARV treatment. 

In a number of communities, particularly Khayelitsha, TAC showed that 

it is possible to mobilise against domestic violence and ensure that the 
legal system fulfills its responsibilities towards women. But these 

campaigns have remained localised. 
The result of social insecurity and inequality is that if awareness of 

HIV is not accompanied by access to income, or a dependable justice 
system that can prosecute domestic violence and rape, or support 
services for women and girls, it will be insufficient to reduce risk 

behaviour. But although women have a particular vulnerability, poor 
men are also not immune to behaviours that are directly influenced by 
their marginalisation and inequality. Catherine Campbell has drawn 

attention to how: 

Frequent and unprotected sex with multiple partners may often be 
one of the few ways in which men can act out their masculinity. This 

might be the case particularly in situations where men, at best, work 
in difficult conditions over which they have little control or, at worst, 
have little access to jobs and money (Campbell, 2003: 184). 

This analysis helps us to understand how, during the Mbeki years, 
inequality, migration and sex coalesced into a risk vector to health and 
well-being. The theatre where this risk is acted out is poor residential 

communities where people live their ’private lives’. But the factors that 
influence people’s behaviours (or choices) are being heavily influenced 

by the social, economic and political policies of government. 
The vicious circle that fuels HIV infections can be summarised as 

follows. For people who are poor, vulnerability to HIV starts by being 

driven by external factors, particularly inherited disadvantage in access 
to education and employment. However, once greater risk has become 
actual HIV infection, then illness that is caused by HIV provides a further 

motor to the cycle of inequality. Unless people with HIV have access to 

health care services that provide treatment and care, illness deepens 
pre-existing deprivation: it incapacitates people, creates new needs and 
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diverts household resources. HIV infection becomes not just the 

symptom, but an agent, of inequality. 
For these reasons, if HIV prevention is to succeed it requires that 

organisations such as TAC campaign on two levels: directly through a 
social mobilisation to diagnose, prevent and treat HIV and politically 

through challenges to the policies that create, or fail to alleviate, 
inequality. 

Health systems decline 

Because of the lack of competition from the public sector and because 
good health is essential to life and well-being, health services have 

become a site of ruthless profiteering by private companies and of 
growing inequality in access to health care services. Tragically, in the 

post apartheid period two processes, until recently both largely 
unchecked, have made the national health system worse and more 

unequal. 

On the one hand, the public health system has been gravely 

underfunded and subject to constantly growing demand. It has been 
placed under the tutelage of mostly incompetent and sometimes corrupt 
politicians. In the mid 2000s, despite the mounting evidence of the near 

collapse of this system in many districts, ANC politicians protected each 
others’ backs and claimed that health systems were improving. Those 
who spoke out, most notably Nozizwe Madlala-Routledge, the Deputy 

Minister of Health from 2004 to 2007, were ganged up against_ 
Routledge was eventually dismissed in August 2007. 

As public health services deteriorated, the private health system 
became more necessary for access to health care both for those with 

money and those without - the diametric opposite of the intention of the 
ANC’s 1994 National Health Plan and the 1997 White Paper on Health. 
For example, it is estimated by the Health Roadmap that nearly 50 per 

cent of poor people first seek primary care from private doctors when 
they are ill ’despite having access to tree care’, paying out of pocket, and 

accounting for nearly 20 per cent of total national health expenditure. 
Approximately 15 million people use private health services of one kind 

or another for out of hospital care. But, because of its expense, private 
hospital care can be afforded by only 7.5 million people. 

Profits in the private health sector soared because firms were 
relatively free from legal regulation and oversight in most areas of 

operation (with the exception of medicine pricing and medical 
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schemesS). Netcare,/or example, made post tax profits of Rlbn in 2007.9 
In this respect it is also important to note that TAC’s focus on private 
profiteering from medicines, albeit necessary, obscured the fact that 
profiteering was also taking place in other parts of the health system as 
well, particularly by the large hospital groups. 

When it came to the public sector, TAC initially concentrated its fire 
on public health sceptics who claimed that the public health system 
would ’collapse’ if ARV treatment was introduced, overlooking the 
deeper processes that were taking place in health provision. As a result 
of TAC’s campaign, health services for AIDS treatment were one of the 
only areas in the health system that experienced consistent investment 
and strengthening. Unfortunately, under less pressure and scrutiny, 
most other areas of health care suffered an unchecked decline. 

In 2004, after TAC’s pressure on the government finally secured a 
National Treatment Plan, the movement began campaigning for a 
People’s Health Service, aiming to draw attention to the crisis of health 
systems. However, TAC’s calls for investment in the public sector and 
regulation of the private sector were inconsistent. Pressure for health 
reform could not be sustained, not only because of the continual re- 
surfacing of AIDS denialism, but because the demand was much more 
complex than the call for AIDS treatment and needed a new alliance to 
be built. 

TAC’s campaign was eventually overtaken by a process launched by 
the ANC in mid-2008, following up on resolutions taken on health at the 
Polokwane Congress. This process, facilitated by the ANC’s Health and 
Education committee, recognised both the crisis of disease and the crisis 
of health systems and made proposals to address both. In its early stages 
Manto Tshabalala-Msimang, the then Minister of Health, had almost 
nothing to do with it. But a new era began with the appointment of 
Barbara Hogan from October 2008 through May 2009, and Aaron 
Motsoaledi from May 2009. The report and its recommendations appear 
to have largely been adopted by both the government and the ANC, even 
if progress on the National Health Insurance component is not yet 
visible.10 

The ’health road map’ appears to be consistent with the 
constitutional duties of the state in relation to health, and has therefore 
been welcomed by activists. It recognises the importance of establishing 
health budgets based on needs assessment, on resolving the human 

8. In its first term the ANC amended both the Medical Schemes Act and the Medicines and 

Related Substances Act, to tly to control prices and improve affordability. 

9. Financial Mail, A Sore Point, 9 May 2008. 

10. A Roadmap for the Reform of the South African Health System, A Process Convened 

and Facilitated bythe Development Bank of South Africa, 8 November 2000. 
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resources crisis, and and on prioritising the reduction of AIDS, TB and 

infant mortality. But the roadmap is silent on the crucial questions of 
cost, how it will be financed and how it will be implemented in the 

context of government’s fiscal constraints. For example, in late 2008, 
reports began to surface of massive, uncontrolled over-expenditure on 

the health budget, and the running out of funds for the purchase of ARVs 

four months before the end of the financial year in several provinces.n 
In addition, the government must address powerful private sector 
resistance to fundamental reform and a depleted and demoralised health 

workforce. 

The political will may be there, but the political how is uncertain. 
One thing we may be certain of: without the external pressure of civil 

society, the ANC’s ambitious goals will not be implemented. 

Duties of government and uses of the state 

The final report of the CSDH points out that "the structural determinants 
and conditions of daily life constitute the social determinants of health." 
In keeping with this, the analysis I have offered in this chapter of how 
social inequality influences state of health (including relative risk of HIV 

infection), as well as how inequality influences the de~lree of access to 

health care services, begs the question of what is likely happen to health 
and health services under South Africa’s next government. 

If the ANC’s 2009 Election Manifesto is to be believed, it will: "aim to 
reduce inequalities in our health system, improve quality of care and 
public facilities, and boost our human resources and step up the fight 
against HIV and AIDS and other diseases. Health reforms will involve 
mobilisation of available resources in both private and public health 

sectors to ensure improved health outcomes for all South Africans." 12 
Should this aspirational statement be trusted? There is certainly a 

qualitative difference between Motsoaledi and Tshabalala-Msimang, and 
between the Mbeki and Zuma governments more generally. But at this 

stage it is not possible to say yet whether the left rhetoric emanating 

from the new ANC leadership is mere posturing and positioning in the 
quest for leadership or whether it will translate into a genuine concern 

11. See: Independent Newspapers, ’Opposition Wants MECs Head’, 14 November 2008, 

reporting a budget shortfall of R3.1bn in KwaZulu Natal ; ’No Money for New ARV 

patients in the Free State’, Health Department, Health-E News, 14 November 2008, 

reporting that the Free State had stopped enlisting new ARV patients because it had run 

out of money. 

12. ANC 2009 Election Manifesto, Together We Can Do More, available at: 

http://w~a~w.anc.~rg.za/sh~w.php~d~c=e~ecti~ns/2~9/manifest~/manifest~.htm~&tit~e 

=2 O0 9+Election+Manifesto, 
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for the poor. If it is the latter, it is also not clear whether the ANC will 

operate by means of populism or constitutionalism. But whatever 
happens, there is no doubt that in its first few years at least, the next 

government will find itself even more restricted than its predecessor. 
How will it deliver costly and necessary social reforms in a turbulent 

global economy drifting from deficit-spending to austerity? How will it 
calculate and apportion its ’available resources’? How will it justify 

decisions to invest in social services, such as health, to the financial 
markets which judge the value of SA state securities? 

Regardless of the pressures, the health crisis will not pause while 

these questions are answered, or wait for a more expansive fiscal 
outlook. If the health crisis is not arrested in coming years the damage 

may end up being beyond repair. As a result, there is now a need for 
AIDS and health activism to become enmeshed with political activism 

and vice versa. But, this will require a mind shift. 
Up to this point, health has been marginal in campaigns for equality 

and justice. In the words of a group of authors, including the former UN 

Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health, writing in the Lancet: "until 
recently, the right to health was only dimly understood and attracted 
little support from civil society or any other sector" (Backman et al., 

2008). 
There are many ways in which the right to health can be used to 

mobilise around other social ills, and improve other aspects of the lives 
of poor people, even if these are still largely overlooked.13 Ill health 

seems to be regarded by many in social movements primarily as the 

consequence of poverty and inequality, rather than equally as a 
contributor to iL As a result, it is rare to find health advocacy at the 
centre of the campaigns and programmes of pro-poor and social justice 

organisations. Internationally, socialist parties, trade unions and social 
movements have rarely shown any sign that they appreciate how 

integral health is to dignity and development Consequently very few 
have prioritised and aggressively implemented health programmes and 
platforms - and the duties of the state in this regard have been forgotten. 

Compounding this problem is the way in which many activists and 
analysts seize too quickly on explanations for poor health that are 

nearest to hand and which offer grist to their mill about the ’inherent 
evils’ of neoliberalism and globalisation. Of course, there have been good 

reasons to draw attention to the negative consequences for health of 

13. In Public Health, Ethics" and Equity (see footnote 8) Sen et al., provide evidence to 

show how re-distributive economic policies have a positive outcome on health. On the 

other side of the coin, however, successful campaigns for health can also bring about 

economic and social redistribution. 
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IMF-led structural adjustment programmes, debt repayment and World 

Trade Organisation (WTO) agreements, particularly the Agreement on 

Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS). 

But globalisation and neoliberalism are an insufficient explanation 
for state failure on health, and when it is offered as the main explanation 

it is disarming. Decline in health indicators is not caused by globalisation 

alone, but by the voluntary retreat of governments from their social 
responsibilities - sometimes citing ’globalisation’ as a feint for its own 
omissions. 

South Africa is an example. Between 1994 and 2003, South Africa 

reduced its external debt as a per cent of GDP, and avoided taking loans 
from the IMF.14 This changed in 2003 as the country’s rising current 

account deficit required inflows of funds not covered by other financial 
capital. But although there were 14 World Bank loans, including hospital 

refurbishment, South Africa was not under the direct thumb of global 
finance the way many other African countries were. The debt burden did 
not impede increases in social spending. But despite this, between 1996 

and 2000, under the Growth Employment and Redistribution Strategy 
(GEAR), the ANC government voluntarily imposed arbitrary limits on 
public spending on health with profound consequences for the capacity 
to meet health needs, and it was only in the mid-2000s that per capita 

state spending on healthcare began to rise (after inflation is discounted). 
In some ways, the subsequent increases were wasted, because by then, 
nursing colleges were closed, scare skills had migrated, and hospitals fell 

into disrepair. 
The Health Roadmap suggests that to achieve staffing ratios similar 

to a decade ago and to take into account population growth and added 
disease would require an additional R12 billion to be spent per annum. 

Despite the health system’s desperate need for funds, Tshabalala- 

Msimang refused to calculate the country’s health needs and properly 
quantify its human resource or budgetary deficits. For example, in 2007 
she belligerently asked the SA Human Rights Commission why "we need 
to get into an exercise, which will be very expensive and costly, of 

determining for all these areas and others the extent and the resource 
requirements of the backlogs, in order to determine needs based budget 

for the realisation of the rights in the Constitution?’’is 
Similarly, although Mbeki and the ANC occasionally engaged in fierce 

rhetoric against pharmaceutical company profiteering, his government 

14. The Presidency, Republic of South Africa. 2007. Development Indicators Mid-Term 
Review, p 10. 
15. See address by the Minister of Health to the SA Human Rights Commission, 30 May 
2007. 
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did not take advantage of the flexibilities negotiated by developing 
countries at the WTO Ministerial meeting in Doha, in November 2001, 
under the TRIPS agreement (Loft and Heywood, 2002). These 
flexibilities permit developing countries to issue compulsory licenses on 
essential medicines under conditions that they consider constitutes a, 
"national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency" 
including HIV/AIDS, TB "and other epidemics." Hence the political 
determinants of the health crisis lie in large part with the refusal of 
developing country governments (particularly the so-called emerging 
economies that have available resources) to use state resources or legal 
authority to prioritise health in public policy. In the current context of a 
global financial turbulence and competing demands for huge social 
investment which will be deemed ’unaffordable’ in the current economic 
climate, the health system may not receive the political attention or 
financial and other resources that it urgently requires. What can be done 
about this? 

Stand up for your rights 

One of TAC’s most valuable contributions to post apartheid democracy 
has been its demonstration of the supremacy of South Africa’s 
constitution, which encompasses both human rights and rules of 
government. This makes it possible to combine law with mobilisation in 
order to improve social conditions. TAC has given practical 
demonstration of the role that courts can play in protecting rights, 
ensuring democratic practice, political accountability and insisting on 
openness and ethics in government. Its legal challenge to government in 
the PMTCT has been described as "a new form of political trial" (Davis 
and le Roux, 2008). 

Invoking and utilising the Constitution, and all the rights it gives 
people in relation to government, is going to become more rather than 
less necessary in the years ahead. In addition, the demand for 
constitutional government, policy making and the fulfillment of duties 
needs to be directed at more than just issues of AIDS or housing. Such an 
approach is also relevant to some of the most fundamental inequalities 
in South Africa, including access to food and education - both rights in 
the Constitution. 

But here too there is a hurdle to be overcome. The legalisation of 
socio-economic rights by many countries, including South Africa, 
represents an important advance in the quest for social justice. However, 
many academic writers on health still appear to be in a quandary on this 
issue and activists are sceptical of the value of this development, largely 
because of a distrust of lag, and suspicion of ’liberal values’ such as 
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human rights. David Fidler, for example, worries whether human rights 
will become "a morally compelling but politically ignored mantra" 

(Fidler, 2004). Aginam says we should "de-emphasise justiciability and 

stress human dignity, indivisibility and the interdependence of all 
human rights" (Aginam, 2005: 36). From a different perspective, The 

Economist tried to pour cold water on a human rights approach to 

challenging inequality: 

Food, jobs and housing are certainly necessities. But no useful 
purpose is served by calling them ’rights’. When a government locks 
someone up without a fair trial, the victim, perpetrator and remedy 
are fairly clear. This clarity seldom applies to social and economic 
’rights’. It is hard enough to determine whether such a right has been 
infringed, let alone who should provide a remedy or how.16 

The Econom&t is not alone it its thinking, although some progressive 

academics come to the same conclusion through different arguments. In 

2003, Patrick Bond questioned TAC’s ability to use a rights-based 
campaign to compel the SA Government to introduce a national anti- 
retroviral treatment programme, something that happened later in the 
same year. In a mea culpa he nonetheless concludes: 

Such socio-economic human rights can be won, in my view, only 
through deglobalisation, namely the delinking of countries and 

regions of the world from the bureaucratic straightjackets designed 
in Washington and Geneva-structural adjustment, TRIPs, etc-on 
behalf of corporate interests. 17 

These writers are correct insofar as they think that the recognition of 
human rights in themselves will make a difference in the struggle against 
inequality. But they are mistaken insofar as they overlook the value that 

rights can play in social mobilisation that aims to compel governments 

to carry out their duties. They are also mistaken in underestimating how 
rights can be utilised to reshape public policy and resource allocations. 
In a December 2007 issue of the Lancet, dedicated to the right to health, 

various writers assert that, "an equitable health system is a core social 
institution, no less than a fair court system or democratic political 

system.’’18 But they also point out, 

16. The Economist, 24 March 2007. 
17. Z Net Daily Commentaries, Can Victory on AIDS Medicines Catalyse Wider Change? 
Dec2003. 
18. Ibid, Lancet 2082. 
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The right to the highest attainable standard of health encompasses 
medical care, access to safe drinking water, adequate sanitation, 

education, health-related information, and other underlying 
determinants of health.19 

In the same issue Amartya Sen states that human rights are necessary as 
not as ’the children of law’ but as the ’parents of law’: that is, as 
aspirations that law must find means to advance and protect: 

The right to health has similarly broad demands that go well beyond 
legislating good health care ~important as that is). There are political, 

social, economic, scientific, and cultural actions that we can take for 
advancing the cause of good health for all (Sen, 2008: p.2010). 

Thus the wheel comes full circle, and we are back at the confluence of 
health, inequality, the duties of government to fulfill the right to health 
and the necessity for sustained and organised pressure on government 
from civil society. In this context, let us look again at how law may assist 
the campaign for the right to health in South Africa and internationally. 
Today there is a growing body of domestic law on the right to health and 

state duties. More than 150 countries have become State parties to the 
International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (IESCR) 

which recognises states’ duties to take steps to achieve "the highest 

attainable standard of physical and mental health" for their populations. 
20 Fully 83 have signed regional treaties which recognise the right to 

health. And, more than 100 countries have incorporated the right to 

health in their national Constitution ~Hogerzeil et al., 2 006).21 

19. Ibid, Lancet 2048. 

20. Articles 2, 11 and 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (ICESCR) deal with duties of States to assist each other and the rights to ’adequate 

fbod’ and the ’highest attainable standard of physical and mental heath.’ 

See: http: iiwww.oh ch r.o rg/english/law.ind ex.htm 

21. These cases were in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Columbia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, India, 

Nigeria, Panama, San Salvador, South Africa and Venezuela. 
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The Economist and fellow rights-sceptics22 would not dispute that a 
wrong is committed when people starve in a country that has a grain 
surplus (like India) or die of AIDS within proximity of under-utilised 

private health care facilities (as they do in South Africa). But they would 
argue that such a finding is essentially moral rather than legal, and 

therefore of little remedial value. There was a time when this was true. 
However, in the last few decades, human rights have become more than 
just ’pious wishes’. Since 1990, there have been 71 documented court 
cases concerning the right to medical treatment, 59 of them successful 

(Hogerzeil et al., 2006). Therefore the justiciability of the right to health 
no longer seems to be an issue. Rather, the problem revolves around 
how a court can meaningfully remedy its infringements and ensure the 

enforcement of its orders. It is also about how to persuade governments 
to take into account in all policy-making and resource allocations the 

positive duties that they have assented to. The international human 
rights Covenants, Treaties and Declarations such as the 2001 UNGASS 

Declaration of Commitment on HIV should all have bearing on what the 

state must do in relation to health. These are political issues as much as 
they are legal duties. 

For those who are committed to social justice (including justice in 
health), the growing recognition (if not respect) for fundamental human 

rights in national and international law (Klug, 2000) provides an 
opportunity to mobilise poor people to compel their governments to 
fulfill the duties they have accepted on paper. But, it is also incumbent on 

civil society to better define the content and duties arising from crucial 
socio-economic rights. It is necessary to be able to state ’when a right has 
been infringed’ and what a state must do to fulfill it. As the Lancet says: 
"the right to health is not just a slogan, it has a concise and constructive 

contribution to make to health policy and practice." 
What are the duties that arise from the Constitution’s recognition of 

the right of ’everyone’ to ’sufficient food’, ’appropriate social 

assistance’23 and of children to ’basic nutrition’ and ’basic education’? 

22. See: Neier, A., Social and Economic Rights: a Critique: 

http:iiwww.wcl.american.eduihrbriefi13i2neier.pdf. Neier claims that the socio- 

economic rights in the SA Constitution and Universal Declaration of Human rights ’get 

[us] into territory that is unmanageable through the judicial process and that intrudes 

fundamentally into an area where the democratic process ought to prevail’. But this 

claim entirely misses the dialectical relationship that should exist in a democracy 

between legal systems and politics. The two should be part of a continuum and a process 

for ensuring accountability. 

23. In early 2009 a proposal for Chronic Illness Grant was developed under the auspices 

of the South African National AIDS Council (SANAC). It arises from the Constitutional 
duty to provide appropriate social assistance. Predictably it has major cost implications 
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How will government be monitored to ensure that it is under constant 

pressure to fulfill these rights? Linked to this, is the necessity for civil 
society to demand that legal systems are made more affordable and 

accessible to people to assist them to ’remedy’ violations of human rights 
(Hassim and Heywood, 2009). 

Looking at the years ahead, we can say that we have a policy 
framework rooted in the right to health, particularly the National 

Strategic Plan on HIV, AIDS and STIs and the Health Roadmap. Both 
documents create legal duties on government generally and the Minister 

of Health in particular. However, whether these duties are fulfilled will 

depend upon an active and effective civil society; the precise contours of 
the struggle for the realisation of the right to health will depend upon 

how the Ministry sets about implementation of policy. 

Towards a politics of rights 

In the same article in which it denounces the notion of socio-economic 
rights, The Economist states: "For people in the poor world, as for people 
everywhere, the most reliable method yet invented to ensure that 
governments provide people with social and economic necessities is 
called politics.’’24 

The denial of health is political. Health (or the lack of it) has an 
impact on human capability, dignity, and the right to life, in a similar 
fashion to whether people have access to sufficient food or not. The 

denial of the right to health has been described by Paul Farmer as a form 
of ’structural violence’ against the poor. That is, not just a violence of 
omission, but the predictable result of political neglect of poor people’s 
socio-economic rights. Health is described as a socio-economic right, and 

a positive obligation that must be acted upon by the state. By contrast, 

protection against torture is described as a civil right, and a negative 
injunction. But the effect of a violation of either is the same: pain, 

indignity, incapacitation and often death. Both are preventable. 

But whilst a growing acceptance of civil and political rights protects 
people in many countries of the world (although by no means all) from 
torture, the lack of respect for the right to health blights lives across the 

globe, but overwhelmingly the lives of the poor.2s The outcry about the 

and will be an early straggle to test whether constitutional duties tromp fiscal res~craint 

by the next government and how ’available resources’ are determined. 

24. The Economist, Ibid. 

25. In 2006, Lawrence Gostin published an article arguing for the development of a UN 

Framework Convention on Global Health. See Gostin, L., 2007. Meeting the Survival 

Needs of the World’s Least Health People, A Proposed Model for Global Health 

Governance,JAMA, 11 July 200?, Vo1289(2), pp.225-228. 
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AIDS epidemic has contributed to a new tbcus on health and justice, 

which has exposed the whittling away of public health systems to a point 
where there are few doctors, few medicines and, with the exception of 

South Africa, a huge dependency on donor aid. It is estimated that AIDS 
has caused the death of 25 million people since file 1980s. Most of fllese 

deaths are in Africa. But, despite the social and humanitarian crisis this 
has caused, according to Alex de Waal: 

HIV/AIDS has turned out to pose a political threat no greater than 

familiar pathologies such as hunger and homelessness. AIDS has 

been politically domesticated. Anti-retroviral treatment has become 
the central mechanism for managing AIDS (de Waal, 2006: 119). 

What does de Waal mean? In many African countries, AIDS has led to the 

emergence of independent civil society organisations, such as the AIDS 
and Rights Alliance of Southern Africa (ARASA)2~. These organisations 
have begun to examine and challenge governmental conduct, including 

resource allocations and commitment to health. They have exposed gaps 
between pledges and practice, such as the AU’s 2002 Abuja commitment 

to spending 15 per cent of government expenditure on health.27 In South 
Africa, AIDS spawned one of the most successful social mobilisations of 

the post apartheid era. AIDS was a political running sore of the Mbeki 
government and contributed to the readiness of the ANC to dismiss him 

as President. 
De Waal’s conclusion may ultimately prove correct, but it is 

premature. AIDS activism has won access to treatment for many people 
who, in the past, governments would quietly have let die, believing that 
nobody would notice their deaths. However, if AIDS activism does not 
extend beyond the campaign for ARVs, then it may well end up being 

’politically domesticated’. AIDS has exposed the fault lines of inequality 
in society. Ultimately, it is these fault lines that must be attended to. 

This chapter has tried to illustrate how health is heavily influenced 
by the political choices made by government. Promoting and demanding 

the fulfillment of human rights is a political response to health that 
measures these choices against nationally and internationally agreed 

standards. In South Africa TAC pioneered a political campaign for health 
that was founded in human rights. However TAC’s method has a 

potential not only for health, but also for mobilisations to demand 

26. http :iiw~.arasa.in fo 

27. African Union. Abuja Declaration on HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis and Other Infection 

Diseases, April 2001. 
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delivery by government of housing, sufficient food, social security, 
education and employment- all ultimately determinants of health. 

But what will it take to realise this potential7 A cohesive civil society 
is essential. But unfortunately, it is arguable that in the drawn out 
politics of the succession battle for the ANC leadership, civil society, 
whilst not becoming more divided, has become more fragmented, and 
thus weakened. There are deep fissures that divide civil society over the 
approach adopted by the Alliance in its justifiable quest to unseat Mbeki, 
but its unprincipled quest to promote Jacob Zuma. The trade union 
movement in particular has encouraged the belief that a Zuma 
presidency, however tainted, will be the foundation for policies that are 
more sympathetic to the poor and to equitable and sustainable 
development. As was evident from the ANUs 2009 election manifesto, 
new policies have been thrown up, but much less thought seems to have 
been given to how to implement these plans. 

It seems probable that the next ANC government, whilst more 
sympathetic to the poor in its outlook, will not find itself in a position to 
better deliver on basic rights (or needs). What George Orwell termed 
’doublespeak’ in 1984 will become the order of politics. Already, for 
example, the promise to create jobs is being redefined as a promise to 
protect jobs. 

As important as civil society coherence, is its ability to work 
strategically, building on legal principles and institutions that exist to 
ensure social progress. In the health arena, for example, TAC’s advocacy 
has led to the fleshing out and empowerment of institutions of co- 
governance between civil society and government departments, such as 
the South African National AIDS Council (SANAC).28 With regard to 
health more broadly, civil society should recognise and act upon the 
opportunities that have been created by the National Health Act, which 
sanctions the creation of Hospital Boards, district health committees and 
national and provincial health consultative forums.29 

However, both of these are ultimately dependent upon encouraging 
and building active citizenship, based upon knowledge of rights and the 
responsibilities of government. In the context of the complexity of 
markets, political and legal reform, there seems little value in 
resuscitating the hackneyed mantra of political ’alternatives’ that have 
been superseded by modern history. 

In this context, the South African Constitution - and how it obliges 
government to use its resources - could be the ally of a government that 

28. http :iiw~a,.sanac.o rg za 
29. AIDS Law Project, Siberink. The National Health Act 61 of 2003, A Guide. Available at 
http:iiwww.alp.o rg.za 
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genuinely seeks social betterment_ It could be used to justify policy 

choices that may not be considered ’wise’ by international financial 
institutions, but which can be framed as reasonable and legally binding 

state duties. In the advent of precedents that spent trillions of dollars 
bailing out failed companies in order to restore market stability, there is 
a strong legal and moral case to be made that this recession should not 
take its normal toll on poor people. But taking advantage of the 

Constitution in the years ahead, means protecting the Constitution and 
its institutions now, something the ANC is flagrantly not doing. To 

protect its President, it must perforce cast aspersions on the rule of law 

and its institutions. 
If South Africa’s leading political party and liberation movement will 

not protect the totality of the Constitution that it gave birth to, then this 
will be one of the most immediate and pressing responsibilities of civil 

society. South Africa is deeply divided in its inequality. In many areas 
(not surprisingly after 300 years where the majority of the population 
was legally disadvantaged), government is weak. As has been evident 

from the tender-test of the South African government at all levels, the 
opportunities for corruption and self-enrichment are greaL Social 
reform and, in the context of this chapter, reform of health systems, 

depends upon active democracy, continual engagement in policy making, 
monitoring of implementation and the unrelenting external and 

independent pressure of the poor on the government that owes a legal 
duty to improve their lives. 
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14. 
Rural survival, development or advocacy? 
Mary Galvin 

Introduction 

Lip service is paid to addressing poverty in rural areas, but little effort is 
made by either government officials or activists to understand what is 
really going on in these areas, which remain "terra incognita". Instead of 

unpacking the variety of organisational structures in rural areas, the 

tendency is to make assumptions about the "rural periphery" and to "see 
what you want to see". Aside from being highly insulting to the masses 

of people who live in these areas, essentially dismissing their realities 
and agency, these projections undermine prospects for anti-poverty 

programmes to succeed, as well as for social movement activists to 
promote more "revolutionary" responses to the structural causes of 

poverty. 
To date practitioners and researchers have failed to engage 

adequately with one of the most difficult and important realities 
characterising civil society and its relationship with the South African 
government. The major study on the size and scope of the non-profit 

sector in South Africa concluded that the number of CBOs proliferated to 
53 per cent of the total number of non-profit organisations (Swilling and 
Russell, 2003). The main non-governmental actors at the grassroots 
level are no longer NGOs, but CBOs, ranging from development 

committees to sewing and gardening clubs. If NGOs are praised 
internationally for being able to extend service delivery while 
contributing to the participatory nature of democracy, CBOs combine 

these advantages with a local and, because local people themselves 
rather than outsiders are driving the organisation, arguably a more 
legitimate base. Thus, at first glance, CBOs appear to be an ideal 
organisational form. But further questions require exploration. 

What is the overall motivation or reason d’etre of CBOs? How do they 
relate to outside organisations? What potential do they exhibit for 
implementing development plans? Do CBOs operate as an independent 

component of civil society? What contribution do they make to a vibrant 
civil society? Do CBOs provide a basis for a burgeoning anti-neoliberal 

social movement? 
Research concentrated on dynamics in rural areas, which are often 

ignored even though the need for development is dire. Based on key 

informant interviews, areas were selected based on evidence of variance 
in community dynamics and levels of organisation. The three areas in 
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KwaZulu Natal included Mvuzane, about 40 kilometres west of Eshowe; 
Nsukangihlale, about 30 kilometres west of Escourt in the Drakensburg 
mountains; and Mbazwana, next to Sodwana Bay. Mvenyane, Masakala, 

and Diaho are in close proximity to Matatiele, but fall in the Eastern 
Cape. These areas can all be described as rural but differed enough in 

location and history to produce findings that are both interesting and 
characteristic of a range of rural areas. 

Contextualising rural CBOs 

While there have been interesting analyses of NGOs and their changing 
role in South Africa (e.g. Habib and Taylor, 1999), the academic 

literature has yet to capture adequately the history of CBOs and the ways 
in which they arose from and interacted with the history of South Africa. 

This section begins by providing a simplified overview to help 
contextualise the rise of CBOs during this period. 

In response to South Africa’s apartheid history, South Africa has not 
only NGOs but also CBOs, whose differentiation and relationship is 
unique to the country. Local NGOs were formed in South Africa to 
challenge aspects of apartheid and to channel resources to black people. 
These organisations were typically run and staffed by whites. 

International NGOs worked through local NGOs, so they did not have a 
presence of their own. Local civics that arose in townships were the first 
equivalent of what are now termed CBOs. They were locally based and 

locally run organisations that responded to the daily concerns of 
people’s lives and placed them in the larger context 

The South African National Civics Organisation (SANCO) organised 

civics to fight the apartheid system, became politicised, and represented 
civics nationally (Seekings, 2007). Although civics arose in some rural 
areas, they were more difficult to organise, one reason being that it was 
difficult to organise around specific grievances since the whole rural 

existence was often a result of apartheid policies. In addition, civics were 
frequently blocked by existing power structures, such as Traditional 

Authorities in KwaZulu Natal. Other precursors to CBOs included 
Zenzele Women’s Groups, which focused on income generation and were 

survivalist in nature, as well as faith based organisations and black 
consciousness groups. 

From 1990, and particularly from 1994, the number of CBOs 
multiplied, as freedom of organising and a chance at improving local 

circumstances widened. The RDP clearly raised people’s hopes of 

government delivery. However, the RDP Office also sent the message 
that participation was a cornerstone of the RDP and that people would 

be expected to have structures to assist government with setting local 
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priorities and helping to deliver its development promises. Although 
new RDP committees were formed, CBOs were considered attractive for 
the same reasons that NGOs are praised internationally: they are 
stereotyped as participatory and community sensitive. Moreover, South 
African CBOs have the added value of being closer to the people, being 
their own spokespersons, and avoiding the patriarchal approach of 
whites that is often part of the apartheid legacy. 

The international development literature has produced 
classifications that include organisations whose nature is either 
’grassroots-social change’ or ’technical-private sector’. CBOs can be 
accommodated in existing classifications as grassroots organisations. 
The chart below outlines classifications of four authors. Friedman, in 
reference to Villegas’ classification, distinguishes between popular 
organisations, politically progressive NGOs, professionally oriented 
NGOs, and parastatal NGOs (Freidmann, 1992). These relate well to the 
types of organisations referred to above. 

Author    Grassroots-Social Change 

Villegas 

Clark 

Technical-Private sector or 
state 
Professionally oriented 
NGOs, parastatal NGOs. 
Public service contractors, 
technical innovation 
organisations, and relief and 
welfare agencies 

Popular organisations, 
politically progressive NGOs 
Advocacy groups and 
networks, grassroots 
development organisations, 
popular development 
agencies 
People’s organisations, 
voluntary organisations 
Community based 
voluntarism, 
institutionalisation 

Korten Public service contractors, 
governmental NGOs 

Smillie Professionalisation, welfare 
state 

Similarly, Clark’s typology (above) refers to Advocacy Groups and 
Nem, orks, Grassroots Development Organisations, and Popular 
Development Agencies, which would all fall on the Grassroots 
Organisations-Social Change end of the continuum. His remaining 
organisations, public service contractors, technical innovation 
organisations and relief and welfare agencies, belong alongside the 
technical-private sector and state organisations end of the continuum 
(Clark, 1991). Korten’s typology is straightforward, ranging from 
people’s organisations to governmental NGO (Korten, 1987). Yet the 
requirement that voluntary organisations depend on voluntarism 
pushes many different NGOs into the public service contractor type by 
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default Finally, Smillie refers to stages through which organisations 

move back and forth (Smillie, 1995). 
What is the basis for classifying organisations as ’grassroots-social 

change’ or ’technical-private sector’? Classification depends largely on 
the attributes one deems to be important. Although the development 

literature treats ideology as a significant aspect of organisations, it has 
not been developed into an organisational classification. Yet an 

important basis of difference amongst NGOs is often ideology, or the 
dominant values, norms, or orientation within an organisation.1 In terms 

of ideology, NGOs can be classified as social change or technical 

according to several characteristics: 

Grassro o ts/ CBOs 

Based in the 
community 

Community need as 
end 

Social Change 

People-centred or 
driven, bottom up 

Internal aim of 
democratic practice 

End as social 

i transformation 
Empowerment 

Technical outputs 

Top down with 
participation 

Internal 
Hierarchy 

Process as a means to 
achieve end, product 

as end 
Delivery 

Linear, mainstream 
approach 

Modernisation 

Relatively adhoc i Learningorganisation, Blueprint 
i shifting strategies 

Politics of survival i Political, strong ideals Non-political 

i (can include ’radical’ 
i causes that are not 
i necessarily left wing) 

Local realities Local realities 

In contrast, as grassroots organisations, CBOs are placed alongside social 
change NGOs. In general, they may appear to exhibit a mixture of the 
characteristics listed above: they are based entirely in the community, 

pursue a community need as an end, and are less conscious of 
organisational approach and structure. The overriding factor is often 

1. I refer to the ’dominant’ ideology in recognition of the fact that there are ongoing 

power struggles within organisations over ideology, as discussed in organisational 

theory literature. 
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that, at some level, CBOs are simply about survival. In terms of their 

approaches, internal functioning, and the ends being pursued, CBOs 
differ from NGOs in that many CBOs are not driven by what many might 

recognise as an ideology per se, but by creating an immediate response 
to local realities. However survival itself can serve as an ideology, 

allowing these CBOs to "demand access to the resources it mobilises in a 

manner that refutes orthodox developmental logic" and to locate 
themselves as closer to social change NGOs or social movements (Bond, 

1999). 

Since organisations often embody a mixture of characteristics, they 

can be placed along a continuum. Grassroots organisations/CBOs as well 
as social change and technical NGOs are presented above as ideal types. 
It is highly unlikely that any organisation will fit one of these 

descriptions entirely. Organisations are constantly in flux, interacting 
with their environment and with other organisations. Thus they can be 
placed along a continuum according to what is given priority and to what 

degree, depending on their embodiment of these characteristics. It is 

also useful to place this continuum within its wider environment, 
including what is often referred to as the first (state) and second 
(private) sector (Clayton et al., 1996: 20): 

Conceptualising organisations along a continuum allows for their 
movement in response to financial pressures, new formative 

experiences, and ideological shifts. Analyses of NGOs and CBOs often 
focus on how CBOs are becoming more like NGOs and NGOs are 
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becoming more like consultants. They assess why NGOs have tended to 

move toward the technical end of the spectrum and some CBOs have also 
moved toward becoming more professionalised.2 However it is often 

implied that it is fruitless to study NGOs and CBOs since they are in flux. 
While acknowledging that CBOs move along this continuum, and that 

their characteristics may shift, this should not deter researchers from 
gaining a better understanding of CBOs within this organisational range. 

This is also important to monitor potential movement in the opposite 
direction, as CBOs respond to the impact of neoliberal policies. 

CBOs’ motivation may differ depending on their location along the 

continuum. Kotze ponders whether the motivation of CBOs is to help 
extend the reach of the state’s service delivery, which she refers to as the 

"efficiency argument," or to "organise against the human fallout of 
neoliberal policies" (Kotze, 2004: 21-23). She seems to subscribe to a 

third option, which is that communities have formed CBOs to help them 
survive in response to desperate economic circumstances and the 

neglect of the state. The first two motivations reflect debates and 

divisions taking place within the NGO sector; the ’efficiency argument’ 
seems to characterise a technical NGO and the organising argument 
seems to characterise a social change NGO. Analyses that consider CBOs 
as having either of these motivations are probably observing CBOs that 

have essentially become NGOs. As evident in the following section, the 
motivation Kotze proposes is far more consistent with characteristics of 

a typical CBO in rural areas. 

A typology of CBOs 

Most rural CBOs can be characterised as one of the following types: 

coping or survival; income generation; service delivery, governance, and 

advocacy; and culture, youth and sport~ This typology offers a 
framework to assist in organising and examining the complex reality of 

rural CBOs, but does not claim to be definitive. A couple of issues arise 
immediately~ First, there can be overlap between types. For example, a 

small block-making project not only generates income, but also offers its 
members a way of coping or survival. A dance project can be both 

cultural and income generating. The following profiles illustrate how the 
defining characteristics of CBOs were used to place organisations in a 

given type. Second, while types appear neatly defined, what happens in 

2. Organisations’ need to obtain funding explains much of their behaviour. Other 

pressures arise from being part of a wider network, when primary accountability can 

shif~ from local members to the network. Clearly there are competing demands that 

make the ideal of remaining accountable and attentive to the local level difficult to 

maintain. 
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rural areas does not lend itself to easy definition. This is because local 

people act on fl~eir own initiative to establish local structures that work 
for them or access other resources available through NGOs, other CBOs, 

or government and adapt them to their local needs. This section 
describes each type of CBO and discusses typical issues that they 

encounter. 

Coping/survival CBOs 

As their name indicates, coping or survival CBOs help people deal with 

life realities such as food security, sickness, and death. These include 

CBOs such as burial societies, stokvels, and HIV/AIDS or other health 
care and awareness groups. It is likely that historians would date this 
type of CBOs to the mid-1800s when mutual aid organisations emerged 

with the rise of migrant labour. 
Based on this history, two characteristics distinguish coping and 

survival CBOs. First, this type of CBOs depends almost exclusively on 

funds from within the community. Stokvels and burial societies most 
clearly take a local form, with people joining and providing funds. Many 
HIV/AIDS CBOs also use their own resources, although some work 
within a governmental framework. 

Second, coping or survival CBOs tend to be both driven and 
comprised almost exclusively of women, on one hand seeming to 
confirm the gender stereotype of women as the caregivers but also 

showing once again that women are the backbone of rural households. 
They also play a central role in these CBOs because coping and survival 

CBOs are ironically not perceived as entailing levels of power and 
responsibility.3 

Most burial societies operate as they do in Nsukangihlale. Here there 
are two burial societies to which members make a small monthly 
contribution of R20. Both burial societies pay around R800 to the family 

when a family member dies. One has 105 members and has buried 47 
people since 1997 (interview AP6). In Mbazwana, there is one burial 

society that also operates in this manner. Another does not take 
contributions or provide funds; instead it helps the bereaved with food 

and support. There is no dedicated burial society in Mvuzane, but a CBO 
with another purpose has occasionally provided limited funds to 

families. Burial societies were not found to be as widespread in these 

3. Kongolo and Bamgose (2002) assert that women are generally inactive participants in 

development initiatives, ’especially where they entail significant power and 

responsibility’. Although this can explain their predominant role in coping and survival 

CBOs, this research shows that class as well as gender explains women’s involvement as 

women do play a role in other CBOs. 
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three areas of KwaZulu Natal as one might expect given the increase in 

deaths due to AIDS related illnesses. 
Burial societies appear to be more widespread in the Eastern Cape. 

In Masakala, there are many burial societies offering different benefits 
that people can choose between when joining. In Diaho, the significance 
of burial societies is evident in the fact that they are registered by the 

Traditional Authority and given the power to operate. The umbrella CBO 
in the area encourages women to select and join a burial society and 
helps resolve any disagreements between the burial society and the 

claimants. 
Stokvels have become a well-known component of rural livelihood 

strategies. They save and invest money through the monthly 

contributions of members and buy food in bulk on an annual basis for 
distribution to members. The number of members varies depending on 

the stokvel, typically between 10 and 30. The number of stokvels in an 
area is likely to vary according to geography and relations/ trust 
between neighbours, but there is an average of at least three stokvels 

per ward or induna area. 
Two interesting variants of stokvels were noted in these areas. First, 

some stokvels have begun to operate a parallel savings structure to meet 
children’s educational costs. This shows that people have experienced 

stokvels as useful enough to extend the model to other areas of their 
lives where they struggle. Second, stokvels in Mvuzane compelled 
members to borrow a certain amount of money each year so that the 

stokvel can make interest on the loan. If a member does not borrow 
money, he or she must make a payment to the stokvel for the equivalent 
interest. Others do not compel members to borrow, but charge members 
who do borrow more than twice the prime lending rate. 

The HIV/AIDS CBOs that exist in an area depend on what local 

people have considered necessary. In a small area like Mvuzane, which 
has not fully felt the affect of AIDS (or has not acknowledged its impact), 

there are no HIV/AIDS related CBOs. In contrast, in Mbazwana, there is 
an awareness CBO, Inhlelenyo Youth HIV and AIDS Awareness Group, 

that does performances and drumming around preventing HIV and 
taking care of people who are ill. The local development committee was 

the catalyst for the formation of this CBO and has provided limited funds. 
The CBO has received no outside funding (interview B5). In 

Nsukangihlale there is a singing group called Peace Against Aids that 
holds singing competitions and uses the event to talk about AIDS. This 

CBO also made a video that provides counselling on HIV and AIDS 

(interview A7). 
While younger men are involved in awareness activities related to 

HIV/AIDS, the direct care of people with general health problems or 
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illnesses due to HIV are almost entirely conducted by women, 

particularly middle aged or older women. Nsukangihlale and the three 
communities in the Eastern Cape followed the suggestion of the 

Department of Health at the time of the RDP to acquire community 
health workers and, more recently, to organise home-based care for 

those with HIV/AIDS. Although a promise to provide funding seemed to 

accompany government’s ’suggestion’, this has not been forthcoming.4 
Perhaps due to the lack of outside funding, community members 
perceive these initiatives as community driven and identify home-based 

care, as well as community health workers and the health committee, as 
important CBOs. Home-based care CBOs assist sick people by caring for 
the sick and providing food. These CBOs are well structured: volunteers 

are organised per district and feed into a wider committee for the entire 

area. Community health workers, who work on a voluntary basis, 
conduct door-to-door visits for the ill and provide education and 

information about HIV/AIDS. The Health Committee monitors and 
encourages health workers to do their job properly. 

Income-generating CBOs 

Income generating CBOs produce a good that is sold and the profit is 

then shared among its members. Some of their activities include sewing, 

gardening, catering, poultry, block making, candle making, and crafts. 
Most income generating CBOs are comprised mainly of women, since 

men are often working as migrant labourers or are disinterested. There 
is a clear gender division in the composition of various income 
generating groups. Although the gender composition of CBOs varies per 
area, men tend to be engaged in agricultural CBOs, poultry, or block 

making and women tend to comprise gardening, sewing, catering, candle 
making, and craft CBOs. The differences can appear minimal to an 
outsider, for example between agriculture and gardening or between 

crafts using beads or crafts using wood. The division reflects accepted 
gender roles and the status of women within the community. Issues that 

typically arise within income generating CBOs include needing funds for 
training, as well as start up capital and inputs. In running projects, CBOs 

often face the problem of a market for their goods and experience 
conflict among members around the administration of the project. 

4. These findings are based on the three areas in the Eastern Cape. Here it was reported 

that, most recently, the Depal~cment of Health asked that NG0s and CB0s together form 

committees to bring together their needs. It appears that fimds have been provided for 

community health workers in KwaZulu-Natal. 
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Some income generating projects start with enthusiasm and then tall 

apart because they are not profitable. Many goods that they generate are 
trying to compete with cheaper goods, which are often produced and 

imported in bulk and sold cheaply.5 For example, a woman in Mvuzane 
studied sewing, returned to the community, and started a sewing CBO 
with her sewing machine. She taught the members, who contributed 

funds to buy materials (interview M3). This would appear to be an 

impressive case of entrepreneurship and the transmission of skills. 
However the project made little profit and the CBO gradually stopped 

operating. Donors who provide funds for income generating projects 
often support these projects because they are considered a means of 
empowering the local population. In cases such as the one above, it is not 

clear whether the net effect is empowering or discouraging future 

efforts. 
Most rural communities have some form of gardening CBOs working 

on communal gardens, typically initiated by either an NGO or by an 

extension officer from the Department of Agriculture. Gardening CBOs 

are particularly important if there is a shortage of land with access to 
water. Working together also helps increase women’s motivation 
because they are not working in isolation and can share responsibility. 
After the women take their share of produce for home use, the 

remainder may be sold locally and any profit is put back into the garden 

or possibly shared among members. Often there is very little profit 
generated by community gardens. 

Another drawback is that gardening projects are often beset by the 
free rider problem, that is women who contribute different amounts of 
labour all obtain the same end benefit, leading some members to 
contribute little labour or to ’free ride’. This dynamic engenders 

resentment and infighting between members. In Mvuzane, after 
functioning for nearly ten years, the women became discouraged and 
gradually abandoned the Zamimphilo gardening project. Tired of 

infighting amongst members and frustrated by the theft of vegetables, 
more and more members opted to garden small plots next to their 

homes for their own use. The CB0 collapsed (interview M1). In 
Nsukangihlale, an agricultural project was started on the newly 

redistributed land but experienced the problems of free riding and low 
profits and stopped operating during its first year (interview A21). 

One conclusion is that less ’generic’ projects, or projects responding 
to specific local circumstances or opportunities, have a greater chance of 

success. For example, one can compare the likelihood of success of a 

5. The price of goods CBOs produce is already subsidised because the cost of sewing 
machines and materials has already been covered. 
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block making project in Mvuzane with a craft project in Nsukangihlale. 

Although five people were trained in Mvuzane, there is no clear market 

for blocks. In contrast, community leaders in Nsukangihlale are working 
closely with the Natal Parks Board that manages the nearby Giants 
Castle Nature Reserve to ensure that the project meets the demand of 

tourists (interview All).6 Such an option clearly depends on the 
proximity of a community to a tourism site. For example, in botll 

Nsukangihlale and Mbazwana, the Natal Parks Board has liaised with 
youth who have formed cultural dance groups to perform for tourists. 

Otherwise it is the element of uniqueness that is important. Perhaps the 

paper-making project being initiated in Mbazwana using fibres from 
pineapple, sugarcane, bananas, and grass offers the most potential 

(interview B 1 ). 
In two areas in the Eastern Cape, Masakala and Diaho, community 

members have established CBOs to coordinate income-generating 
activities. Their logic is that this allows greater economies of scale as 

well as avoiding duplication and creating the framework for groups to 

support one another. In Masakala, the Community-Based Tourism 
Organisation was established to ensure fair share benefits to the 
community from tourism. In Diaho, the George Moshesh CBO has poultry 
and garden projects for the benefit of the entire area. Most of its 

members are women whose husbands are migrant labourers; this allows 

them to do something themselves to provide food for their families. Both 
of these CBOs are discussed below in more detail as case studies. 

Service delivery, governance and advocacy CBOs 

Service Delivery CBOs help bring services to rural areas or help manage 

them. Services include water, sanitation, roads, schools, and land. The 
members of Service Delivery CBOs are typically elected by a show of 
hands at a community meeting called by the Traditional Authority.7 

Those elected tend to be local ’big men’ or people who have significant 
standing in the community. These positions are considered powerful and 

are highly visible, so it is not surprising that both gender and class are 
central to tile selection of CBO members. This means that their level of 
commitment or availability to contribute to the project is generally 
limited. The community response to problems arising in CBOs is either 

to ignore them or to elect new members to the committee. Although 
many Service Delivery CBOs are linked to a specific project, most are 

6. Still one can point to many craft projects that produce more oft_he same types of crafts 

for an already glut{ed market. 

7. This form of ’election’ limits competition, but gives legitimacy to the process. 
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sub-committees of a wider development committee and are rarely 
dissolved when a project is completed. 

Development committees and service delivery CBOs played a 
particularly prominent role during the country’s transition to democracy 
in the early 1990% when state structures and institutions were not yet 
in place. These CBOs were formed to fill a gap in governance and began 
to see the coordination and implementation of local development plans 
as their responsibility. With the introduction of local government in 
1995/1996, their role has become increasingly complex and contentious 
(Galvin, 1999). This is particularly the case since service delivery CBOs 
are elected by the community and consider themselves best able to 
represent local concerns. 

Perhaps the most typical CBO in rural areas is the water committee 
or water CBO. Often the water committee is considered a sub-committee 
of a wider development committee. Water committees are often formed 
because a community wants to embark on a water project and it is well- 
known that NGOs such as Mvula Trust as well as the Department of 
Water Affairs and Forestry require a water committee. Sanitation 
committees have developed along the same lines, particularly as a 
consequence of the cholera epidemic in KwaZulu Natal in 2000/2001 
during which over 100,000 cases were reported. It is frequently noted 
by outsiders that, while women are usually responsible for collecting 
water, water committees are often comprised primarily of men. 

Since water committees are often formed to meet an external 
requirement, this has sometimes raised the issue of how ’real’ they are. 
In Mvuzane, the Zamimphilo water committee relies almost entirely on 
the individual who applied to Mvula Trust Although there were clearly 
meetings, members of the committee say that they do not know much 
about the project. Even officers of the water committee referred basic 
questions to the individual who applied. In other areas, such as 
Nsukangihlale, this external requirement has acted as a useful catalyst 
for the formation of a committee and the experience implementing a 
project has helped to build the committee’s capacity. The strength of a 
committee seems to relate closely to the existing capacity within a 
community. 

One of the main problems that emerged was that water committees 
or CBOs were handed responsibility for a basic service like water 
without the necessary authority. Before water schemes were 
implemented, water committees had to agree to implement cost 
recovery plans formulated by outside agencies upon the completion of 
the schemes. Desperate for water and unaware of the potential pitfalls of 
cost recovery, water committees usually agreed to do so. In Mvuzane, 
neither of the two water projects funded by the Municipality is 
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functional. Not surprisingly, water committees were unable to 

implement untenable cost recovery plans, damaging the confidence of 
members trained for this purpose (interview M5). This has a significant 

impact on the emerging leadership in the area and the perceptions of 
community members of their capabilities. 

As a result of the Water Services Act 8, all water projects were 
transferred to local government municipalities, raising the issue of 

whether there is still a role for water committees. In Nsukangihlale the 
local government municipality took over the water project and the 

Masibambisane water committee stopped functioning. Now the water 

project, which worked well before, is no longer working and many 
community members feel that they have no power over the situation 

(interview A28). In contrast, in two of the three areas studied in the 
Eastern Cape, namely Masakala and Diaho, Maluti Water implemented 

schemes and communities formed project steering committees to work 
on the projects. These schemes have been transferred to local 

government, which appointed the project steering committees as Water 
Service Providers. While this was the type of institutional arrangement 

anticipated in the application of the Water Services Act, many local 
government municipalities perceive water committees or CBOs in their 
areas as lacking the capacity to play this role (Galvin and Habib, 2003). 

In cases where CBOs play a role as Water Service Providers, this is either 
a transitional arrangement such as in Ugu District Municipality or the 
municipality treats CBOs as small businesses such as in Chris Hani 

Municipality (Galvin, 2009). 
Sanitation committees have operated in a similar manner as water 

committees. The main difference is that rural communities have 
generally sought water, but have not been interested in sanitation 

projects since the need for sanitation is not immediately evident. The 
cholera epidemic in 2000/2001 resulted in an influx of resources for 
sanitation. As specified by Mvula Trust and the Department of Water 

Affairs and Forestry, CBOs took on the role of ’creating demand’ and 
supervising the building of toilets. Their ability to play this role was 

significant to implementing a sustainable response to cholera and other 
diseases. However it is clear that sanitation committees were formed 
due to external demand. In Nsukangihlale, the Emahlutshini Sanitation 
Project was described by one interviewee as, "formed by Thukela 

Municipality with Mvula Trust" (interview AP17). 
School committees or governing bodies are typically formed because 

the Department of Education in terms of the School Act wants to involve 

parents in the education of their children. However, they sometimes take 

Republic of South Afl’ica, Water Se~"eices Act, no.108 (Pretoria, ~1997). 
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an interest in improving infrastructure. In Mvuzane, the school 

committee is comprised of a group of parents who have been trying to 
get financial assistance to build another school. Many children walk 

seven kilometres through steep terrain to reach school. The Traditional 
Authority’s response was that the committee should do something on its 

own and then government may provide assistance when some progress 

is evident (interview M5). 
In Nsukangihlale, the Natal Schools Project, an NGO, has assisted 

with the building and renovating of classrooms. In the Eastern Cape, 

each of the three communities studied has a School Governing Body 

(SGB).9 The SGBs managed the building of three classrooms for each 
school in the area 10 and, based on this experience, another funder is 

planning to provide funds directly to SGBs for the construction of 
additional classrooms. All CBOs make input into the SGB, allowing for the 

linkage of issues. For example, there are often discussions looking at 
school funds and agreements around what people can do if they are not 

working. 

With a clear advocacy agenda, communities form land committees to 
claim land from which they were removed during apartheid. In 

Mbazwana, the land committee claimed state coastal forest. It received 
20,000 hectares in Emandeni from government; however it is specified 

that this land will not be used for households but for business. For the 

amaHlubi Land Committee to receive 8,600 hectares of land, a condition 
of the Department of Land Affairs was that the committee becomes a 

Trust responsible for managing the land. Not only did this change the 
nature of the CBO, but it also affected its functioning since the Trust is 

now in conflict with the Traditional Authority over power,n 

Culture, youth, and sport CBOs 

Culture, Youth, and Sport CBOs are formed around members’ shared 

interests. Cultural groups formed around dancing and singing are often 
considered income generating CBOs if that is their main aim. Not only do 

sports groups improve members’ playing skills, but they also offer a way 
for a member to become known outside his local area. When playing 

other groups, members can be identified to pursue a professional career. 

9. As Minister of Education, Kadar Asmal arranged for SGBs to be registered as section 21 

companies. Essentially this allows for a local CBO to manage the education of its children. 

I0. Classrooms were built with funding from the Japanese Embassy through the 

I nd epend ent D evelopment Tru st. 

11. This information was provided by researchers who live in these areas and, inthe case 

of the amaHlubi, was confirmed in interviews for another project. 
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Youth groups have been formed in these areas, but have generally 

lacked an aim and failed to initiate anything. Arguably this has not only 
been due to ’lazy’ or ’undirected’ youth, but also to a lack of support from 

the community at large. In more ’traditional’ areas of KwaZulu Natal like 
Mvuzane, the tendency has been for active members of the community, 

who are elders, to suspect attempts by youth to organise as being 
instigators of the ANC. This is clearly a danger in rural KwaZulu Natal 

where there has been ongoing violence between supporters of 
competing political parties. In most areas this has eroded community 

support for youth efforts and acted as a strong disincentive for youth 

themselves to get involved. 
Sometimes the ’community’ supports the youth nominally. In 

Nsukangihlale, the umbrella development committee formed a youth 
committee by holding an election at a community meeting. Although 

probably well-intentioned, it seems unlikely that the youth committee 
will have much success with this genesis or with its aim ’to develop life 

skills of the youth, education, health, and economy’. However youth do 

play an important role in some rural areas. Youth organising has been 
exceptional in Mbazwana, where the development committee as well as 
individual leaders have supported the initiatives of youth to form CBOs 

that play a role in lifesaving and local security. 

CBO complexities 

Treating CBOs as an ’unknown’, this research used an open-ended 
approach to avoid the tendency of outsiders to ’see what you want to 
see’. Instead of asking whether rural CBOs might help with state 
delivery (the ’efficiency’ agenda) or act as a basis for a social movement 

(the ’organising’ agenda), it explored the genesis and characteristics of 
CBOs, and their relationships with NGOs and local government in six 
rural areas of KwaZulu Natal and the Eastern Cape. On this basis, it 

proposed a rough typology of CBOs that includes very different 
organisations: survival or coping; income generating; service delivery, 

governance and advocacy; and culture, youth, and sport CBOs. Although 
typologies force a complex empirical reality into a simplified theoretical 
one by their very nature, this exercise was valuable because it provides 
us with analytical purchase in understanding CBOs. Including a range of 

CBO types made apparent the diverse ways in which people respond to a 
challenging environment. If less ’developmental’ organisations are not 

considered CBOs, we miss important local dynamics and expressions of 

people’s agency that are potential bases for engaging and challenging the 

state ~Chazan, 1994). 
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Applying this typology, one can see how the formation and 
composition of specific types of CBOs is a direct reflection of local power 
dynamics, often expressed in terms of gender and class. Survival and 
income generating CBOs are typically comprised of voluntary members. 
Members are predominantly women, most of whom are middle aged or 
older. In contrast, service delivery, governance and advocacy CBOs are 
mainly elected members who have significant economic or political 
standing; they are predominantly men. The former are related to 
survival or caring for the household, which tend to be considered by the 
community as low status, where the latter are engaged in visible, high 
profile activities that build their power in the community. In other 
words, local power dynamics and gender divisions are reflected in the 
composition of CBOs. This in turn affects the potential for rural CBOs to 
help deliver services or ’development’ and/or to pursue a social change 
agenda. 

Potential for CBOs to play a ’larger’ role 

The divide between these types of CBOs has important implications for 
both the efficiency and activist agenda. Overall it appears that local 
dynamics in which CBOs are engaged often limit the likelihood of their 
playing a ’larger role’. How might it be possible to overcome these 
limitations7 Clearly CBO members themselves need to challenge and 
change these power dynamics. This typically requires a change agent 
from inside the community, probably in the form of empowered 
community members willing to challenge the status quo, or an internal 
change or crisis that creates an opening, such as the weakening or 
departure of a leader. Although outside organisations working in the 
area can help strengthen the voices of the less powerful and affect power 
dynamics, their efforts are only likely to succeed in a community with a 
pre-existing social foundation for change (Galvin, 2005).12 

In terms of the ’efficiency’ agenda, survival and income generating 
CBOs tend to operate on a small scale, but some may offer potential for 
expansion to help the state meet its objectives. With capacity building 
and limited project funding, it is possible that members of these CBOs, 
who are often committed individuals, could expand health services or 
contribute to limited economic objectives in rural areas. This is a benefit 
of the way the macro-structures operate in the research areas in the 
Eastern Cape - the committed volunteers from small CBOs end up 

12. See summary in Galvin, M., (forthcoming 2010). Unintended Consequences: 
Development intmventions and socio-political change in rural South Africa. In W. Freund 
and H. Witt, eds. Development Dilemmas in Post-Apartheid South Africa. 
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forming a much more powerful intermediary capable of engaging with 
larger initiatives. Of course problems can arise if the intermediary 
assumes a dominant role and acts as a gatekeeper. In general, service 

delivery CBOs are more likely to have the capacity to implement larger 
scale development projects, but their elected members may be too busy 
to play a consistent role in implementing projects. 

In contrast, given their capacity, one might expect service delivery 
CBOs to be more effective in adopting an ’organising’ or activist position 
vis-a-vis power structures, particularly the state. Certainly this has 
potential in areas where the local leadership is open and interested in 

challenging the state around social justice issues that affect their area. 
But members are typically distracted by local power struggles rather 

than engaging with broader issues that are often perceived as external. A 
key consideration is that members of these CBOs themselves tend to be 

part of or closely aligned to local power structures, making such 
advocacy highly unlikely. 

In some cases, instead of seeing external support to other CBOs as 

something to build on, development committees feel threatened by other 
groups developing contacts and perhaps obtaining some resources and 
spend their energies trying to assert control over projects. Moreover, it 
is difficult for rural people to see the link between their survival-related 

issues and the broader issues of social movements. There is clearly a 
material and issue basis for organising in rural areas, but it seems that 
an external catalyst is needed to widen CBOs’ vision of power and of 

what they can achieve.1:~ Building an understanding of the broader 
context of survival issues in rural areas is a significant undertaking for 

activists. 
The majority of CBOs were formed to address the basic survival 

needs of rural people, although the definition of ’survival’ is wider than 
originally hypothesised. CBOs exist to play a direct role in responding to 
local people’s needs. Without an external catalyst, they are generally not 

interested in either the ’efficiency’ or ’organising’ agendas. 

Personalising structures 

Typically CBOs are initiated by individuals with a concrete purpose in 
mind that meets immediate rural needs. In many cases the strength and 

capacity of individuals seem to contribute more to rural development 

13. In the late 1990s the National Land Committee and the Rural Development Services 

Network were active in trying to build a Rural Social Movement. The issues are clearly 

ripe in rural areas, even if activism is difficult to motivate. Reference is often made to 

Colin Bundy’s, The Rise and Fall of the South African Peasantry. 
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than CBOs as such. This tendency to personalise activity may be 
indicative of either the agrarian status of these areas or the ’pioneer’ 
stage of an organisation in terms of organisational development. In the 
most positive cases, the individual is not simply acting in his or her own 
interest, but initiates a CBO as a vehicle for individuals to organise, gain 
wider participation, and obtain community acceptance for his or her aim. 
Of course, there are cases in which individuals are clearly acting in their 
own self- interest. For example, some CBOs are formed with all their 
members from a single family and then seek funding.14 While an 
individual with capacity can play a positive role in generating activity in 
an area, s/he can also play a dominant and controlling role in CBOs, 
fostering the dependence of CBO members. By developing the capacity of 
weaker CBO members, not only would skills be spread, but the reliance 
of CBOs on individuals and their ability to dominate decisions would be 
checked. 

When NGOs work in rural areas, it is usually around implementing a 
specific project. An interesting research finding was that CBOs establish 
relationships with NGO staff members as individuals, reinforcing the 
tendency to personalise relationships in rural areas. For example, 
interviewees gave the name and description of individuals who worked 
in the area from outside, but struggled to give the name of the NGO the 
individual represented. One CBO member had worked on an NGO project 
for five years and only knew the names of the individuals. This confirms 
that the tendency of CBO members is to focus on local dynamics and 
what is most immediately significant to their lives, not organisations that 
are distant geographically and in terms of development ’language’, 
identity, and capacity. Most rural CBOs do not develop ongoing 
relationships with outside organisations or organisational linkages or 
networks, which is an important component in being part of a social 
movement or in creating transnational linkages (Keck and Sikkink, 
1998). 

Resource dynamics and structures 

The need for resources has also driven communities to form certain 
structures. In a rural area, one often finds as many committees as there 
are government departments, NGOs, and other organisations working 
there. Another example is that the RDP Office demanded that small CBOs 
organise themselves. So communities in the Eastern Cape developed 
their ’mega-structures’ in the hope of obtaining funding. Now these are 

14. After a steep learning curve, mo~ donors have established means to insure that this 
is not the case before providing fhnds. 
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the only structures they consider to be CBOs. Community members 
insist that small groups are not CBOs, while outsiders tend to think 
about almost any community structure dealing with community issues 

as a CBO. 
CBOs often work through or report to a wider development 

committee, which in turn relates to either the inkosi or local government 
councillors. On one level, this simply means that CBOs are ’small fish’ 

that must deal with various power structures. The real question is 
whether CBOs’ decisions are unduly affected or their identities seriously 

constrained. In some areas CBOs are simply required to present their 

plans to the traditional authority and can then go about their work. This 
is often a matter of protocol in KwaZulu Natal; in the Eastern Cape, 

government line departments such as the Department of Agriculture or 
the Department of Welfare often bypass these structures and deal 

directly with CBOs. In contrast, other CBOs must discuss all plans with 
the traditional authority, which must approve all funding and decisions. 

Similarly, development committees liaising with local government 

councillors can support and strengthen local CBOs or they can block 
local eflbrts by imposing their blueprint for development and 
organisation. 

CBO leaders may be frustrated to see well-funded NGOs 

implementing projects while they struggle to obtain funds. Yet, the 
difference in scope and capacity of NGOs and CBOs in rural areas has 
typically meant that the competition over resources between CBOs and 

NGOs is not a reality. Instead CBOs look to NGOs as a source of resources 
and support_ In tact, CBO leaders often complain that few NGOs reach 
rural areas. Of course, the absence of natural competition changed with 
the funding environment. Funds became scarce with the ’funding 

drought’ which began in the mid-1990s and all civil society 
organisations began to compete for the same funds. 

CBO relationships with local government 

In the mid-1990s lay Naidoo, then Minister Without Portfolio heading 
the RDP Office, referred to local government as the "hands and the feet of 

the RDP." NGOs expected new local government structures to provide 
funding to NGOs and CBOs to implement projects. Many projects that 

NGOs would have implemented in the past became the responsibility of 
local government. One would expect that local government would work 

with both CBOs and NGOs toward the implementation of such projects. 

This relationship would be a form of resource dependency that NGOs 
have established with national and provincial government departments, 
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but it is not evident between NGOs or CBOs and local government in 

rural areas. 
Although local government may see legitimate weaknesses in the 

ability of specific NGOs to deliver, no organisation is ideal for deliver),. In 
many cases, the added value of using NGOs has diminished since there is 

an overall shift of NGOs toward the technical side of the organisational 
spectrum; NGOs can be difficult to distinguish from consultants. 

However it also seems that the tendency of some local government 
officials and councillors to criticise NGOs is a product of their political 

interest. For example, local government councillors establish databases 

of NGOs and consultants and act as middlemen with the community. The 
motivations of local government councillors and civil servants are 

complex: to ’protect’ the community and to establish a patron-client 
relationship in the process; to monitor development as part of their 

technical responsibility; and to maximise their visibility and gain 
political ’credit’ for projects. In general, officials and councillors appear 

to perceive NGOs as competition or as blocking them in playing these 

roles. 
The tendency of outside agencies is to treat rural areas as if they are 

a ’blank slate’. Perhaps they do this because there appears to be a power 
vacuum. This is clearly a fundamental mistake. As this research has 

illustrated, there are a range of local structures, and a wealth of 
experience, for any development initiative to be built upon. The specific 
history of the area and the dynamics between community members and 

leaders are a major factor, explaining the nature of relations between 
CBOs and local government as well as the development potential of 

various areas. 
Unresolved issues around the role of local government in rural areas 

and a lack of clarity by community members and their leaders about the 
system undermine socio-political dynamics in rural areas overall. As a 
result, locally specific outcomes have emerged in areas, depending on 

the history of local leaders and other influential individuals. These have 
taken a range of forms. Sometimes local government councillors are in 

conflict with CBOs, caught up in what one might call a ’battle over turf’ or 
a contentious relationship. This is based on the question of who can 

represent rural people’s concerns. Although a councillor may be elected 
to do so, local people often feel that their own structure more 

legitimately represents them. Councillors often want to work on their 
own and may even feel that CBOs should dissolve. Alternatively, local 

government councillors are unknown in the area and the CBO gets on 

with its work, in other words it is ’business as usual’. Although local 
government councillors are supposed to represent a wide area, they 

typically attend to local issues or concerns only when they actually come 
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from the area, This relationship is also contentious, although 

unexpressed. Finally, an extension of this scenario is that the CBO or 
community has its ’own man’ in place. This is typically someone who will 

work with the Inkosi and existing structures. The CBO and community 
feel they are involved or even running the show. Although it rarely 
emerges neatly, this has the potential to be a synergistic relationship. 

Conclusion 

Can CBOs drive rural change? Although structural relationships between 

CBOs and local government are unresolved or problematic, there is 
scope for agency in how local dynamics affect these relationships. NGOs 

can play an important role in supporting CBOs to participate in 
development, to work with local government, and to advocate greater 

attention to rural concerns. NGOs and CBOs can formulate plans around 
what is really needed at the local level, not just materially, which is 

largely the government’s responsibility, but in terms of empowerment, 

participation and capacity building. The old adage that NGOs play an 
important role in ’teaching people to fish’ may appear simplistic in 
today’s world. NGOs are needed to continue with their ’teach people to 
fish’ approach, but must also teach people how to negotiate and 

manoeuvre within an increasingly politicised and complex environment. 
It is tempting to assume that this requires social change with NGOs 

establishing long-term relationships with communities.15 Their activities 

require significant funding on ’process’ components, such as meetings 
and workshops for consultation, training, and capacity building. 
However, even assuming that NGOs are committed to this role, it has 

become increasingly difficult for NGOs to secure funding for these 

activities in the present funding environment. Instead NGOs are shifting 
toward becoming more technical in nature, making long-term 
relationships between CBOs and social change type NGOs even rarer. Yet 

research elsewhere has shown that rural areas are likely to experience 
socio-political change not because of an outside organisation, whatever 

the type, but because of their social foundation for change. With this 

foundation, even limited interactions between technical NGOs and CBOs 
may have a positive effect on the socio-political development of rural 
areas (Galvin, 2005). So the question becomes: as development 

practitioners and activists, are we linking to rural groups through our 

15. This research considered the role of social change organisations including the 

National Land Committee affiliate in KwaZulu Natal, the Association for Rural 

Advancement, and the now folded Environment and Development Agency in the Eastern 

Cape. It also encountered the Insika Rural Development Trust working in northern 

Zululand in KwaZulu-Natal. 
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networks? Are we imposing our lens of understanding or assumptions 

about rural areas, or are we open and really listening to their complex 
histories and local dynamics? If the latter, there is scope for engagement 

and possibly social change. 
This research has provided a start in deepening our understanding 

of CBOs. It has also uncovered a range of issues requiring further 
research in the form of in-depth qualitative studies. Some of these 

questions include: How have NGOs and CBOs worked with local 
government around specific projects and what can be learned from this 

experience? Have programmes to assist rural communities understand 

local government, helped to resolve the ’battle over turf’ or contentious 
relationship between CBOs and local government? Under what 

conditions are CBOs able to operate independently, and when have rural 

CBOs played a role in advocacy? If we want to promote rural 
development and more systemic social change, it is crucial that 
researchers pursue a research agenda that recognises and incorporates 

CBOs as significant actors in their own right~ 
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15. 
Poverty and social movements 
Leonard Gentle 

Introduction 

Notions of poverty have a peculiarly will-o’-the-wisp quality, 
occasionally popping in and out of the language of politicians almost 
shamefacedly the way one may privately acknowledge flatulence - 
everyone has occasions to be affected by this condition but its not 
something to be discussed in polite society. The reason for this 
capricious nature of the term, poverty, is that a double movement is 
happening here. On the one hand poverty is being taken out of the 
economic policy priority list for neoliberal regimes, and, on the other, as 
economics is being separated from issues of political power, so poverty 
can be depoliticised by being seen as a purely economic issue. Under 
neoliberalism fighting poverty is no longer an articulated economic goal 
of governments. ’Make Poverty History’ may look good on T-shirts and 
G8 governments can sign up for photo-shoots under such a banner, but 
none of these governments articulate this commitment in their national 
economic policies. 

This can be contrasted with the 1930s and 1960s in the US when 
politicians responded to poverty reports in the land of plenty with socio- 
economic programmes such as the New Deal and the War on Poverty. 
And in South Africa the 1948 Apartheid regime embarked on an 
economic programme of state employment and public services for 
whites to solve the ’poor white’ problem. But these were in the heyday of 
the Keynesian consensus - when accumulation required state 
intervention to manage demand and when governments in the 
parliamentary democracies (even the whites-only aberration that was 
South Africa) had to be seen to be doing something which could prevent 
electoral losses and social unrest. 

Charles Meth (2007), exploring mainstream economic literature on 
poverty and pro-poor growth, found that for a period over the last 
twenty years poverty had simply disappeared off the agenda, and that 
there were few mainstream economists who even wrote about poverty. 
Instead poverty had become an issue for sociologists writing about 
issues of ’social exclusion’. Economists themselves were concerned 
mainly with seeking out greater mathematical models to ensure macro- 
economic stability or new forms of and opportunities for market 
speculation. 
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Powerful regimes which have flourishing stock markets speak to 
issues of poverty only in so far as they are relevant to the behaviour of 
money markets. Such is the case with unemployment data. This data is 
highly regarded by rating agencies as they may influence the direction of 
inflation and possible interest rate adjustments and, thereby, affect the 
ebb and flow of opportunities for the money mandarins. 

Obsessed with competitiveness and growth and seeking out new 
opportunities for commodification and private investment, shielded 
from disengaged electorates by what Bob ]essop (1998) has called the 
’hollowing out’ of the neoliberal state under globalisation and the 
convergence of political parties, governments no longer need to engage 
poverty reduction as an economic priority. In fact for any political party 
to even suggest that poverty reduction may be any component of 
economic policy would be to incur the charge of ’economic populism’ 
and the immediate opprobrium of, and punishment by, the finance 
markets. 

Politics of poverty 

Being removed from the lexicon of economic priorities does not mean 
that poverty does not appear in the policy discourse of governments. 
When it does, however, its purpose is as a weapon or a device whose 
objective is something else. Three instances are pertinent here. 

Firstly, poverty does appear in the lexicon of imperialist 
governments as part of instructions issued to Third World countries; as 
a kind of backhanded rationale for why they should undergo even more 
restructuring to make their countries more investor-friendly. Poverty 
alleviation by adopting more market-friendly reforms is a disciplinary 
measure for weaker states imposed and check-listed by powerful 
regimes. 

Secondly, poverty is also used as a stick for beating back and dividing 
mass campaigns. This is when neoliberal governments (including the 
South African government) evoke targeted groups for means testing - 
using concepts such as the ’poorest of the poor’, the ’indigent’ etc as a 
counterweight to the moral legitimacy of other struggles of the working 
class and as a political weapon in contestation with the people over 
access to resources. Thus the notion of indigency and of ’means testing’ 
is a device used by the South African government to deny poor people 
universal access to services and an attempt to divide sections of the poor 
against other poor activists struggling for such universal access. Or as a 
means of policing and control, as in shifting the responsibility for 
sections of the poor to fulfil the requirements for means-testing so that 
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they are seen to be ’genuine’ rather than bogus (a device also used in 
rich countries to fight refugees). 

Thirdly, definitions of poverty and measures of poverty sometimes 
serve the important function of legitimising current governments and 
their state policies. So governments try to massage the figures and use 
definitions to suggest that their policies are working. The World Bank 
has for years championed the notion of a dollar a day as the measure of 
absolute poverty, while its alter ego, the IMF, imposes structural 
adjustment programmes on Third World countries so that the harsh 
measures imposed - which, in their terms, were supposed to marshal 
savings and provide the lure for foreign investment, and thereby ensure 
growth, which would then lead to the trickle down of development - 
could eventually be seen to be working over time. The role of measuring 
poverty in this way would both be a vindication of the policies imposed 
as well as a universal standard which could be used by all countries. 
With the ensuing failures to achieve even this contentious approach to 
poverty, the IMF simply responded to see failure not as the failure of its 
policies but as failure to implement these policies sufficiently or with the 
required firmness, whilst the World Bank shifted the analyses of failure 
to issues of democracy, good governance or lack of consultation - all 
issues of which both these institutions are themselves particularly guilt5,. 

In South Africa, the ruling party - the African National Congress - 
won electoral power in 1994, after decades at the head of a radical mass 
movement, with a pro-poor election platform called the Reconstruction 
and Development Programme (RDP), and then abandoned this 
programme in 1996 replacing it with a programme called the Growth, 
Employment and Redistribution Strategy (GEAR) whose claimed 
rationale was touted variously by the ANC as ’economic growth’ and, 
later, ’macro economic stability’, and poverty fell off the political agenda. 

In the first uncertain days after the negotiated political settlement, 
which ushered in a form of democracy within the shell of apartheid 
neoliberalism, there was some sensitivity to the question of poverty and 
its measurement. In the early RDP days the state set up an RDP Ministry 
and Presidential Lead projects aimed at providing basic services, like 
water and electricity, for select sections of what was then called ’the 
poorest of the poor’. These were talked up in the Government’s 10-year 
review in 2004 even though the RDP and its ministry were ended along 
with the Presidential Lead projects. 

The South African state has redefined what is to be measured so that 
it looks better. Hence the change in unemployment statistics taking out 
the effects of so-called ’discouraged’ workers. South Africa’s 
unemployment rate drops from 40 per cent to 28 per cent. With other 
definitions like potable water - where the government has focused on 
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access to water and, therefore, by putting a public tap in an informal 
settlement where households are within 200 metres of the tap can 

suddenly claim that thousands of people have ’access’ to potable water. 

These definitions and measures reveal more about the current power 
relations and the concerns of the government, and to whom it speaks, 

than people’s livelihoods and living standards. 
There is however a possibly more important sense in which a 

descriptive and definitional approach to poverty is used as a political 
device and this is in the sense that poverty comes to be seen as a lack of 

resources rather than an absence of entitlements, as an ’economic’ 
rather than a political problem. This separation of politics and 

economics has a long history in bourgeois ideology and masks the 
degree to which what is referred as to the ’economic’ is itself a social 
relation of power between people, rather than a physical relation 

between things. 
In South Africa, we have seen attempts to depoliticise poverty by 

making it appear as if it is a neutral, technical question of implementing 

policies better, of getting the right mix between the state and the private 
sector, of prioritising increased opportunities for investment, of 
expertise and so on. The responsibilities for creating and intensifying 
poverty of current patterns of ownership, of government policies, of 

capital flows etc are taken out of the equation and poverty becomes an 
exercise best left to technical experts - which is why the government 

launched its much-vaunted Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for 
South Africa as a product of the finest development economists at 
Harvard. 

Depoliticising poverty is in itself political. On the other hand, 
attempts to make the social/relational nature of poverty explicit are not 

acts of ’imposing politics’ but worthy acts of clarification. 

Poverty indices and social mobilisation 

In response to this sleight of hand approach to poverty measures and 

definitions of poverty, committed development sociologists and others 
have striven to get a greater integrity to the measure of poverty. 

Concerns here have been about absolute versus relative poverty and 
notions of chronic poverty, of reflecting on issues of assets and of 

measures of living standards (infant mortality, access to potable water, 
different gendered access to primary education etc). It is also from this 

side that there have been pressures from progressive lobbyists to 

quantify progress - like trying to use the UN Millennium goals to exert 
pressure on governments. 
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This is, however, not an argument against having a definition of 

poverty or even a measure - it is possible that social mobilisation and 

class struggles against the state can be waged on the basis of contesting 
measurements (after all the fact that trade unions recognise the class 
bias in the notion of inflation etc has not prevented them from making 

wage demands using inflation as a measure) - but is an argument for 
noting the ’this-sided’, temporary, provisional nature of these, and that 

measurements are at best indices of processes being contested and not 
absolute categories which can stand forever. 

In fact, from a social mobilisation perspective, there can be, and are, 

struggles against poverty even when the indices show a ’lessening’ of 
poverty. Poverty and struggles do not amount to the same thing and do 

not necessarily have some kind of one-to-one causal relationship. 
Important as it is to have a clear language on the characteristics and 

defining features of poverty, it is also important to recognise that 
descriptions and definitions of poverty involve political contestation, 

which has assumed greater importance under neoliberalism. 

In this sense it may be imperative to develop concepts of poverty 
that incorporate within them an understanding of the causes of poverty. 
In the absence of such an approach to poverty, interventions will be 
targeted at symptoms of poverty rather than its drivers, and for that 

reason will have little effect. Concepts of relative or absolute poverty 
similarly may end up with appeals to change public policy but not 
necessarily with dealing with its underlying causes. 

But whatever the differences between those who massage the 
figures to make their policies look good or those who are earnest 
reformers and campaigners for better government policies so that the 
poor may genuinely benefit, there is a shared perspective of agency - 

which is that those who have the power either already have all the good 
policies so that its all just about the need for greater technical capacity, 
or instituting reforms so that they can deliver better services to the poor. 

The poor, however defined, are in both these senses passive recipients of 
the largesse of others - whether vindictive or benevolent_ 

Notions of poverty and poverty reduction are rooted in issues of 
agency and power. The social surplus generated by society is 

appropriated by a minority because this minority has effective control 
over the repressive and ideological apparatuses which can ensure that 

this appropriation is maintained. At the same time this apportionment is 
constantly challenged by struggles on the part of those not having this 

control. The poor, in this perspective, makes its own decisions as to what 

constitutes poverty and acts through struggles to contest the terms of its 
impoverishment_ 
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Discussions of poverty as a relation or a process (of 
impoverishment) emphasise the extent to which poverty is 
chronic because of the social relationships and structures within 

which particular groups of the poor are embedded. In this sense 
poverty should be understood as a socio-political relationship 

rather than a lack of assets. In such an understanding, processes 
of social mobilisation and social movements become central to 
any discussion of poverty because they are vehicles through 
which such relationships are argued over in society and 

potentially changed (Bebbington, 2006: i). 

Starting from this observation social movements are key in addressing 

the vicissitudes of poverty and the measure and acceptability of what 
can be considered poverty. There are two domains in which movements 

might influence poverty. 
Firstly, social movements change dominant meanings associated 

with poverty, make their own sense of what constitutes poverty and 
influence the ways in which the poor are thought of in society. Secondly, 
they challenge the institutions, social structures and political economy 
dynamics that underlie poverty. In this domain, movements can play 
potential roles in changing the conditions under which accumulation 

occurs and attacking relationships of adverse incorporation or social 
exclusion. 

Social movements and perceptions of poverty 

The conception of poverty as a social relation leads one to reflect on why 
poverty is not a mainstream priority of the dominant elite in the world. 

And why, in South Africa, poverty measures have been so easily 
manipulable, and the poverty-relief concerns of the RDP so easily 
trumped by the (so it is claimed by its architects) ’achieving of macro 

economic stability’ concerns of GEAR. Poverty has become depoliticised 
and reduced to special groups - those quali6zing/or ’special grants’ and 

’poverty programmes’, free basic water and electricity etc once they 
prove their ’indigency’. This is a South African variant of what policy- 

makers in the imperialist countries call the ’socially excluded’. 
None of the political parties in South Africa express any sense of 

poverty being a priority. All agree that economic growth and having 
sound economic fundamentals are a priority. They differ in degree and 

how the terms are couched to different strata within the electorate - the 
ANC couching pro-growth neoliberalism in terms of black economic 
empowerment, the DA pro-growth with no concessions to a future black 
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bourgeoisie, the smaller parties like the ID and the PAC etc wanting less 

corruption and patronage. 
Where a poverty index - unemployment - is championed as a policy 

priority, it is as a rationale for further attacks on the poor - in the form 
of calling for greater labour market flexibilities and less state 

intervention in any form of welfare. The disappearance of poverty from 

the dominant concerns of the elites is not because inequality has been so 
reduced as to make any special claim for the poor to be highly 
exceptional. Rather it is that the poor, as a politically active voice 

challenging the dominant classes and forcing concessions from them, is, 

at present, incapable of making its mark - except as a vector of crime 
and disease - on those dominant strata. 

On the one hand much of this is a story of the reconfiguration of 
social strata in South Africa after 1994. Sections of the black middle class 
have become detached and no longer occupy the same moral universe as 
their working class township counterparts, while others have sunk into 

increasing precariousness alongside informalised workers and evicted 

labour tenants. Poverty for many new middle class blacks, and for the 
suburban white middle classes in protected villas and townhouses, is no 
longer an issue except as a vector of crime. And it is their opinions which 
are reflected in, and courted by, the media and government 

But, on the other hand, inherent in the notion of poverty is a sense of 
passivity of the poor and their incapacity to move beyond being the 

study of sociologists and other poverty experts. The poor have become 

an object of study and not a subject of their history. In South Africa this 
relative weakness of the poor allowed the state to implement its 

neoliberal strategy of commodifying public services, cutting access to 
water and electricity and evicting homeless people from land they had 
occupied. Lacking a challenge from the poor, the government could get 
away with reducing its obligation to its past programme of social 
transformation, to providing social grants. 

Social mobilisation has the capacity to change that - to re-insert 

poverty as a national and international priority and, to this end, social 
movements can change dominant meanings of what constitutes poverty 
and the issues associated with poverty - lack of basic services, 
homelessness, HIV/AIDS, unemployment etc. 

We began to see this in the rise of new social movements after 1999, 

firstly in the way the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) took HIV/AIDS 
and turned it from an issue of insurmountable, plague-like proportions 

to one that had a clear target and a demand - public provision of ARVs. 

From one associated with the passive poor dying ’out there, somewhere’, 
to one where the poor were in the streets making demands on 

government and pharmaceutical companies. We have also seen this new 
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re-insertion of issues of poverty starting with Anti-evictions Campaign 
(AEC) activists putting housing on the agenda, Soweto Electricity Crisis 
Committee (SECC) activists reconnecting water and electricity, and then 

the 2005 service delivery revolts that made these issues matters of 
general public concern and were forerunners to the kind of public 

support being given to the public sector strike of June and July 2007. 
In important ways, social mobilisation filled in meaning at the level 

of the social construction of concepts such as property, rights, restitution 
etc. This has been significant in South Africa because the nature of South 

Africa’s political settlement between 1990 and 1994 left a Constitution 

which articulated the balance of forces at the time - between a radical 
mass movement and an undefeated Apartheid regime and its 

beneficiaries. The Constitution contains a curate’s egg of first and second 
generation human rights together with endorsing Apartheid property 

relations and committing South Africa to paying all external debts. Much 
of the human rights part of the Constitution was left to interpretation by 

judicial precedent and the Constitutional Court. 

In the absence of social mobilisation the Constitutional Court gave a 
very narrow definition of the Bill of Rights clause on the right to health 
in the case of an indigent patient - Soobramaney - who fought for the 
right to dialysis treatment at public hospitals and lost a Constitutional 
Court decision which ruled that the right to health had to be within the 
budgetary restrictions of the fiscus. Soobramaney’s death indicated a 
triumph of conservative meaning in law in the first years after 
Apartheid, when the case provided media discussion but no social 
mobilisation. 

On the other hand the rise of social movements such as the TAC, the 
Anti Privatisation Forum (APF) and the AEC has seen cases taken up by 
these around issues of property clauses and patent rights receiving 
much more human-rights centred approaches by the courts even at the 
expense of the public opinion of middle class property owners. 

Social movement challenges to the institutions of accumulation 

Social movements rarely emerge around poverty per se, and social 

movements of the chronically poor, in a self-declared sense, are even 
rarer. Cleaver (2005) argues in large measure that the chronically poor 

are so asset-deprived that engaging in organisation, mobilisation or 
political action would demand time, social networks and material 

resources that they do not have, and incur risks they are unlikely to 

tolerate. Social movements do, however, emerge in response to social 
relationships and dynamics of capital accumulation that are implicated 

in the creation and reproduction of poverty. 
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Bebbington (2006: 2) notes that many of the classic types of social 

movement in Latin America are of this nature: 

Indigenous movements, women’s movements, Afro-Latino 
movements, and landless people’s movements were all 

motivated and sustained by aspirations that derive from shared 
identities, and are directed against social relationships and 

structures that have adverse consequences for these identity 
groups: in these examples, relationships of racism, ethnic 

prejudice, patriarchy and land ownership. 
Other movements are directed against forms of capital 

accumulation that are deemed adverse to human well-being: 

anti-globalisation movements, environmental movements 
protesting deforestation or oil and mineral extraction, fair trade 

movements and so on. Of course, social relationships are closely 
related to forms of accumulation (patterns of participation in 
ownership and regulation, for instance, affect the forms that 

economic growth takes and how its benefits are distributed}. 

Likewise, identity based movements are generally also 
concerned that the social relationships that they are contesting 
are also implicated in the ways in which wealth is distributed 

and markets regulated - as for instance when Ecuadorian 
indigenous movements protest the signing of a Free Trade 
Treaty with the US. (Bebbington, 2006: 2) 

Elsewhere Naila Kabeer (2005: 41) refers to the tasks facing those 
seeking to support poverty reduction in Bangladesh in the following 

way: 

the challenge for the future ... lies in the field of politics as much 

as in the domain of policy ... in creating the capacity of poorer 
and more vulnerable sections of society to influence those that 
make policies ... and hold them accountable. 

Barbara Harriss-White (2005) advances a similar argument as she 

reflects on the possibilities that anything might be done to address 
destitution. For her, the workings of power - embodied in and exercised 

through distinct sets of social and political economic relationships - are 
central to the production of destitution. The destitute are exploited, 

denigrated, and ignored, deemed less than citizens by others - all acts of 

power that reproduce their destitution. In the face of this power, even if 
the destitute have agency of some sort, this is merely an agency that 

allows them to ’defy death’ (Harris-White, 2005: 887) - it does not allow 
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them to challenge the conditions of their existence or the powers that 

reproduce their destitution. These conditions will only change when 
poor people have political power to effect social change and when elites 

begin to feel their own well-being challenged by the existence of the 
destitute. 

The challenge, then, is to understand the possible sources of such 
political change. There is no panacea in this regard. Social movements, 

political parties and groups, other civil society organisations (churches, 
sports clubs etc) may all have a role to play, but each comes with a 

health warning. Some of the potential pitfalls in any reliance on, or 

alliance with such actors, might include a systematic lack of interest in 
the very poorest except for reasons of patronage, institutional fragility, 
or tendencies towards self-serving behaviour - all calling into question 
any inherent pro-poor qualities of these actors. The more general point 

relevant for this discussion, is that political action and change are 
essential if poverty is to be addressed. This means not only linking civil 
society and political society but also linking social mobilisation and 

justice-based forms of agency with the state - and, more exactly, with 
processes of state power and transtbrmation. 

Few if any of these politically sensitive analytical interventions 
suggest that social movements are in and of themselves vehicles for 

addressing poverty. Instead, they suggest such movements can be 
vehicles for forms of political action that attack the social relationships 
underlying chronic poverty and that therefore increase the likelihood 

that poverty will be addressed, by the state or that the current state will 
be overthrown. That is, social movements are the progenitors of change 

in the form and culture of the state, and this is their main contribution to 
poverty reduction. 

What does the emergence of new social movements say about the 
present conjuncture? 

The emergence of revived mass struggles in Latin America in the 1990s, 

the post-Seattle global justice movement and, in South Africa the post- 
Apartheid struggles against evictions, cut-offs and poor service delivery 
etc have seen a plethora of explanations of what has been dubbed ’new 

social movements’. Attempts have been made to characterise them and 
their apparent newness by looking at them in terms of their forms 
(networks, loose, sometimes transnational), their content (identity, 

eschewing state power and electoralism), their methods (direct action) 

etc. Some like David Harvey have found support for distinguishing them 
from older social movements by delineating between contesting 

accumulation by exploitation (older movements, notably trade unions) 
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and contesting accumulation by dispossession (new social movements) 

etc. 
There has been considerable difficulty within social movement 

literature with tying down a definition which appears sustainable. 
Increasingly there is evidence of acceptance that new social movements 
are a recent form of a long historical tradition of struggles, and to each 

apparently unique feature there are, sometimes, centuries of precedenL 
In a recent South African study the editors had this to say: "Social 
movements are thus in our view, politically and/or socially directed 

collectives, often involving multiple organisations and networks, focused 

on changing one or more elements of the social, political and economic 
system within which they are located." (Ballard, Habib and Valodia, 

2006: 3) 
This, however, seems to me to be describing all instances of social 

mobilisation in South Africa over more than 100 years. Having said that, 
I do not want to add to the pursuit of some kind of quintessential social 

movement theory except to reflect on two things pertinent to the topic of 
this chapter, and in this way derive a perspective on social movements 

useful for this discussion. 
Firstly, much of the talk of the newness of new social movements is a 

comment on other, older ’politically/socially directed collectives’ who 

are either absent from the attempts to change ’one or more elements of 
the social, political and economic system’ or are now part of that system. 
As such it is the defeat/decline/cooption of the old that gives some 

conceptual credibility to the apparent newness of the new, not so much 
the distinction between modes of accumulation, forms of struggle etc. 

Secondly, the emergence of new social movements after the 
decline]co-option etc of the old movements indicates that we are 

recovering but from low water mark, i.e., the emergence of new 
collective actions comes after a period of serious and widespread defeaL 

As such, the fact that poverty has been for some time off the horizon of 
neoliberal governments and their international agencies such as the 
WTO, the IMF and the World Bank, speaks not so much to a decrease in 

human inequality but because the capacity of social mobilisation, of 
social movements, has been weakened since its height in the 1980s. 

In this context as well, it is the notable absence of older social 
movements - particularly COSATU and its trade union affiliates in issues 

of contestation over the structures of power in the state and against 
workers’ decreasing control over their own labour power - and the 

cooption of the ANC as a social movement into power in a neoliberal 

state - that has left the new social movements as the main social force 
contesting the terms of impoverishment. 
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I therefore favour the much more relational view of social 

movements of Nilsen and Cox (2005) - one which draws on the 
contestation between social forces over the surplus product and the 

institutions and relations which sustain the current modes of 
appropriation and distribution. 

To say this suggests a much broader view of social movements 

than that dominant in much mainstream sociology, where social 
movements are thought of as field-specific institutional 

formations     i.e. unconventional or informal political 

organisations and campaigns, but excluding (with a few 
honourable exceptions) such issues as revolutions, political 

parties, popular culture and consciousness, states and capital. 
What we propose is that the conflictual historical process of 

developing needs and capacities through the social organisation 
of human practice constitutes the kernel of Marxism as a theory 
of social movements. Rather than taking the status quo for 

granted and examining social movements as ripples on the 

smooth surface of society, this means seeing the whole of society 
as socially produced through collective agency - and hence open 

to contestation and transformation (Nilsen and Cox, 2005: 2). 

Social movements, in this perspective, are not considered as ruptures on 
an otherwise passive or institutionalised political landscape. They are 

the ways in which human practices are socially articulated. And that 

what is regarded as the current conjuncture, and everything in it - 
including the state, political parties, notions of poverty and who are the 
poor etc - are the outcomes of past struggles of social movements and 

that are being, in the present, contested by current social movements. 

Under neoliberalism, poverty has been intensified as social services 
get commodified and poor people’s access to any public services 

individualised. Social movements are instances of collective action which 
challenge this impoverishment. 

New social movements - particularly those fighting the service 
delivery struggles in South Africa - are partial struggles of a working 

class re-constituting its combativity in the 1990s and early 21st century, 
after a decade of defeats in which the ruling class successfully intensified 

the neoliberal order. The fact that poverty is still a discussion formulated 
and dominated by elites is a reflection of the state of South Africa’s social 

movements today. They are present by invitation at the wedding but 

they are not the wedding planners and they are certainly not getting 
married. 
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South African social movements 
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In South Africa, new social movements have emerged after 1999, in the 

wake of the failure to take up social mobilisation on the part of COSATU 
and the cooption of the ANC, and in response to the new mode of 

accumulation today - a mode of accumulation that I have elsewhere 
styled as neoApartheid (see Gentle, 2006). Accumulation has been 

filtered through and sustained by social relations inherited from 
colonialism but reconfigured in the service of white monopoly capitalism 

after the country underwent its mining revolution at the turn of the 20th 

century. Apartheid is best understood as a form of racial capitalism in 
which capital accumulation took place based on a racially-divided 
working class, in which black labour power was cheapened through 
extra-economic state interventions in the wage relation. These measures 

included political exclusion, sampling of forced labour in the Reserves 
(and later BantusLans) using the contract labour system and policed 

labour segmentation in the urban areas. These schemas of cheapening 

were bolstered by the use of patriarchy to exploit forms of black female 
domestic and rural labour. The capitalist class at whose behest these 
arrangements were made was white and South African. This 
characterisation was based not so much on the electoral behaviour of 

individual capitalists (some of whom supported the all-white 
parliamentary opposition) but on their being the direct beneficiaries of 
the policies pursued. 

From the 1970s the apartheid state began a series of reforms in 
response to increased concentration and cenLralisaLion of capital and a 
growing urbanised black proletariat These reforms, however, 
precipitated a tide of radical working class militancy which began to 

challenge the legitimacy of existing social relations and the state which 
stood at it head. While these processes were underway in South Africa, 
neoliberalism and globalisation were underway internationally. With the 

legitimacy of the South African state in question and South African 
monopoly capital ready tbr its own shift towards international capital 

and commodity markets, the mode of accumulation began to change and 
an elite pact between the ANC and the reformed apartheid state ushered 

in a far-reaching new political order. 
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This change is from a Keynesian racial capitalism,1 in which the state 

secured the conditions for accumulation of capital as a whole based on 
cheap black labour power, cheap energy and regulated capital to a 

neoliberal state attempting to lever open new arenas for 
commodification. In the case of the former, the state intervened to 
constrain the commodification of certain processes (electrification, rail 
transport) deemed essential to ensure capital accumulation and, in the 

case of the latter, the state intervened to expand the terrain of 
commodification. 

The post-1994 social formation has certain sharp discontinuities 

with the above configuration. Chiefly the victory over the apartheid state 
has brought to an end the extra-economic intervention into wage 

relations based on the legal separation of white and black labour and the 
political exclusion of black people from citizenship. But there are many 

points of continuity with the Apartheid form of capital accumulation. 
These are: 

¯ The racial composition of the bourgeoisie has remained the 

same. The capitalist class is overwhelmingly white. 

¯ The state has championed a process called Black Economic 
Empowerment, which has been carried out at the behest and with 

the enthusiastic support of the white capitalist class. But BEE is 
based on the same regime of accumulation as that espoused by the 
white capitalist class - cheap labour power. 

¯ The system of cheap labour power is now based on neoliberal 
prescriptions of labour flexibility, externalisation of labour 
contracts, informalisation and increased labour segmentation and 

these are being pursued by an interventionist state (through its 

promotion of greater labour flexibility in its labour laws amongst 
other things). 

¯ The racial composition of the new battalions of cheap, 
informalised, flexibilised, segmented labour is overwhelmingly 

black, with black women being the most informalised and 
flexibilised. All indices indicate that the white employed still 
dominate the white-collar, the professional and the managerial 

strata. 

1. The concept, racial capitalism, is associated with a body of work by what was then 

called ’the revisioni~ school’ of historians and political economists in the 1970s. Analysts 

associated with this body of work include Frederick Johnstone (1976), Harold Wolpe 

(1972) and Stanley Trapido (1971). They counterposed themselves to the dominant 

liberal perspective, which saw apartheid as dysfunctional to capitalism and 

industrialisation. Instead they argued that racial segregation and apmzheid were 

integrally linked to capitalism in South Afi’ica. 
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These continuities with the Apartheid period of racial capitalism lead me 
to characterise the Mbeki regime as neoApartheid. The new social 

movements in South Africa arose as instances of social action in defence 
of declining living standards but with a particular focus on service 

delivery and the local state. 
These struggles were first and foremost local in that they are about 

the arena in which the working class is most confronted with the class 
character of the ANC governmenL At the local level it has been the 

institutions of local government that have been the agents of the attacks. 

But while being given additional responsibilities for delivering services, 
the institutions of local government have had their transfers from the 

national fiscus drastically cuL Under the SA political dispensation, the 
ANC State has followed in the path of other neoliberal states in that: 

¯ It has shifted executive power and financial decision-making 
outside the scrutiny of the electorate and consolidated this power 
in the Executive, grouped around the Office of the State President. 
¯ It has shifted and devolved ’non-core’ management of services 
functions to the provinces. 
¯ In turn, the locus for delivery of services has been devolved to 
local government. 

But the transfers of resources from the national fiscus are substantially 

inadequate to meet the scale of delivery required for a post-Apartheid 
configuration. And so cost-recovery and collecting of payments has 
become the leitmotif of the officers of local government And, therefore, 

against the promises of a ’better life for all’ and the expectations that 

after apartheid things would be better, living standards for the black 
working class have worsened. And after 20 years of local residents in 

working class townships boycotting service payments as a protest 
against the apartheid organs of local government, now it is an ANC local 
government attempting to force the poor to pay. And so evictions from 

houses, water cut-offs and electricity cut-offs have become the order of 
the day in the sprawling townships around Johannesburg, Durban and 

Cape Town. 
The issue of locality is deeply bound to the experience of the urban 

and rural poor and the attacks on their living standards - as attacks by 
the institutions of local government. They have thus been defensive 

struggles against the immediate oppressor - the local government 
functionary cutting off their water, evicting workers from their houses 

or suspending electricity connections. 
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The service delivery struggles of social movements in South Africa 

are defensive struggles - even where they challenge service 
commodification for instance. They have extracted important 

concessions from the state - stopping evictions and cut-offs in the 
Western Cape in 2005/2006, stopping the pink slips, forcing the state to 

respond with indigent policies and engagement around alternative 

housing, obtaining favourable legal judgments in respect of evictions etc. 
They are challenging the terms of their impoverishment. But they have 
not as yet begun to challenge the legitimacy of current relations of 

accumulation in South Africa and the state institutions which reproduce 

poverty as a requirement for accumulation. 

Challenging social movements on poverty and the poor 

The principal vehicle for ensuring the conditions for accumulation is the 
state. The capitalist state and its set of institutions - the legislature, the 

army and police, the judiciary etc - is itself a product of capitalist social 

relations but also enforces, regulates and shapes the terms of these 
relations, who gets apportioned which amount of the social surplus 
generated, who gets exploited and how this exploitation is enforced and 
what forms it may take. The state uses its monopoly on violence and law- 

making to force the terms of its rule, but its institutions are continually 
engaged and contested from within the side of those who own the means 
of production, as well as from those are excluded from ownership. Those 

who own the means of production and control the terms of 
apportionment and distribution do so through the state, but capitalist 
social relations are also maintained and mediated through a whole 
gamut of institutions of civil society which make these relations appear 

natural, everyday and eternal. This appearance of the naturalness of 
capitalism, of the sanctity of private property, of the millions of daily acts 
of commodity exchange, of the natural roles of men and women, of 

wages being the reward for work etc is maintained through the church, 
the family, political parties, social clubs, schooling, and the media. But 

these institutions of civil society extend their influence deeply into 
society, into the working class and the poor themselves and establish 

what Gramsci called hegemony over public opinion. 
Interestingly enough Nilsen and Cox (2005) refer to this shaping of 

public opinion/hegemony as ’social movements from above’ in their 
schema which paraphrases Gramscian theory in the language of social 

movement theory. Social movements may contest the terms of 

accumulation by engaging the state and changing public policy, with 
regard to the issue of poverty as a case in point~ Green and Hulme (2005) 
have an analysis and understanding of poverty which leads them to the 
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notion that people need to be empowered and mobilised in order to be 

more effective in influencing the so-called poverty reduction 
programmes: "Poverty reduction does not simply require ’good’ policy: it 

requires creating the capacity of poorer people to influence, and hold 
accountable, those who make policies" (Green and Hulme, 2005: 867). 

But social movements can also fundamentally change public opinion 

about the ’normality’ of capitalist relations themselves. In its most 
extreme form this may involve shifting the centre of gravity of public 
opinion so fundamentally from the capitalist state, that its rule is 

challenged at the level of its very legitimacy - thereby either exposing it 
as a force of counter-revolutionary violence or impotence. 

But in order to do this, new social movements need to become more 
than issue-based collectives or instances of social action - local or 
otherwise - more than networks - national or international. They need 

to become counter-hegemonic forces, able to, whether collectively or 
otherwise, galvanise public opinion so that the normality of capitalist 

relations and the legitimacy of its state and institutions of accumulation 

are questioned in practice. They need not only contest the terms of 
impoverishment but become movements of the poor. 

Writing on social movements is often normative, with a related 
tendency to celebrate the potential of movements to transform society 

as well as the role they play in making the political dimensions of 
development that much more visible. Yet movements suffer many 
constraints. Elsewhere I spoke about poverty being political and that the 

focus of poverty-eradication should be political power and political 
change. I also said that the fact that poverty is regarded as an issue for 
action by poverty specialists and state reformers indicates a relative 
weakness in the state of the social movements in South Africa today. 

Among these weaknesses are problems of representation and internal 
democracy within movements. 

Another evident problem is the extent to which movements capture 

the concerns and interests of the poorest. In this sense movements suffer 
the same problem as other organisations - namely that the poor, and 

especially the very poor, lack time and resources to participate in 
mobilisations; and also lack capacities to make their voices heard in the 

debates and arguments that lead, ultimately, to the formation of 
movement discourses. Movements, thus, become captured by, or at the 

very least give attention to the most vocal or the most resourced within 
their ranks - in South Africa this is often English-speaking, politically- 

literate, urbanised men. 
There are three indices of these weaknesses - firstly the current 

divide between the strongest of the old social movements, the labour 

movement, and the new social movements; secondly, the lack of 
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immersion of the activists of the new social movements in the 
communities in which they are active and thereby, the lack of self- 
sustaining pipelines of activists which result from such an immersion; 

and, thirdly, the lack of explicitly feminist politics in movements which 
are largely female in composition but continue to be lead by male 

activists. 

In the case of the trade union-new social movement divide, ILRIG 
conducted a 2002/2003 study of a Cape Town example of two 
movements - the older South African Municipal Workers’ Union 

(SAMWU) and the then new Anti-Eviction Campaign (see Xali, 2004) - 

and found that despite the fact that both shared a commitment at 
leadership level to make common cause, instances of collaboration 

almost never occurred 
The AEC and the SAMWU Cape Town branch are organisations that 

draw their membership from working class communities in and around 
Cape Town. SAMWU’s membership consists of blue collar workers 

involved in delivering municipal services such as water and cleaning. 

The union has a number of current campaigns focusing on the impact of 
privatisation and commercialisation of public services on employment 
and service delivery. The Western Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign (AEC) 

brought together community groupings fighting the evictions of 
householders from both private and public sector houses in poor 

communities - frequently the same victims of the same policies 
contested by SAMWU. 

Our study found, however, that there are few instances of the 
membership of the two formations working together and there is little 
knowledge of the daily struggles and campaigns of the other. Moreover, 
despite SAMWU members, including shop stewards, living in the very 

communities from which the AEC formations draw their membership, 
there are few instances of these members participating in AEC 
campaigns. 

There appear to be a number of obstacles that currently stand in the 
way of developing the limited linkages between the trade unions and the 

new social movements. The obstacles referred to in this study were 
broadly grouped as: 

¯ institutional - how the formations are structured and how they 

define membership; 

¯ political - specifically differing attitudes towards the African 
National Congress and its ally, the South African National Civics 
0rganisation (SANC0); 
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¯ organisational methods - particularly the structured 

membership base and negotiations culture of the union as against 
the campaign-based activities of the new social movement. 

Compounding these were issues of composition - in terms of the 

differing gender, age and employment status of the membership and 
leadership of the organisations. The majority of people active in the 
social movements were unemployed, black women. In many cases they 
are single mothers, unemployed and running households (Despite the 

fact that the majority of the membership was female, the leaderships of 
the movements as represented through its various structures were 
predominantly men). 

That women are being drawn into struggles and largely constituting 
the shock troops of the emerging social movements in South Africa can 

be ascribed to the attack on the living standards of the poor chiefly in the 
area of social services. These social services are being commodified - 

largely through forms of privatisation, commercialisation, outsourcing 
and cost recovery. The attack comes in the form of a direct attack on 
spheres of public life which are closest to the domestic sphere and which 

increase the burden on the domestic sphere. Women are therefore 
directly bearing the cost of the neoliberal restructuring in specific ways 
and are therefore directly in the firing line. But having been drawn into 

struggles in overwhelming numbers why do women not dominate these 
and have their domination reflected in leadership, in decision-making 

and in policies adopted? 
The coming out of women in struggle is of additional significance 

because it also opens up the potential to challenge what takes place in 
the domestic sphere. It opens a possibility for the women from poor 
communities to think of ways to address the gender division of labour in 
the household. But only if the movements themselves are challenging 

this gender division of labour and are creating an environment in which 

women (and men) are able to unmask the gender power relations in the 
public and private spheres and the connections between these two. 

Women in struggle willing to stand the brutality of the police may make 
the link with oppressive relationships at home, but they need 

appropriate organisational expressions of their struggles which allow 
this link to be facilitated. 

In many ways this composition of the new social movements in 
South Africa is a challenge to the willingness of the trade unions to take 

seriously their capacity to reflect the concerns of the poorer, 
unemployed or informally employed sectors of the poor. The labour 

movement in South Africa has a long history, what Moody (1997) and 

others have called ’social movement unionism’, but the decline in the 
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living standards of the poor has raised the real possibility that trade 
unions in their current composition and structural forms may be losing 
their ability to be a social movement of the poor. 

In the case of the new social movements studies by Egan and Wafer 
{2006) on tile Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee {SECC), by Greenberg 

{2006) on the Landless People’s Movement {LPM) and others all reveal a 
picture of mainly poor unemployed older women as the backbone of 

movements in which vocal leaders were young male activists. This 
speaks to the fragility of the new social movements as representative 
forces within the poor: they still lack women’s empowerment and have 

shallow roots in communities, beyond the courageous activists at the 
coal face of confrontation with the state and local authorities. 

This is not a uniquely South African problem. For instance, two 
studies of one of the most celebrated, South-based anti-globalisations 

mobilisations - the water movement in Cochabamba, Bolivia, that 
contested the privatisation of the cities’ and region’s water provision 

system, and ultimately led to the withdrawal of the concessionaire - 

each refer to ways in which certain interests were squeezed out of the 
main platforms of the movement. 

Perreault {2006: 166) comments: 

In the water war, irrigators consolidated their influence, but ... 
they did so in a way that largely obscured the needs of 
Cochabamba’s urban migrant population, which has only 

precarious access to water and shares in few of the collective 
political and social benefits enjoyed by more organised sectors 
such as irrigators, miners, or factory workers. 

A caveat related to this regards the role of alliances within movements. 
The likelihood that movements will affect policy and deeply-seated 
social structures depends greatly on the extent to which, within the 

movement process, alliances form that cut across social differences: 

urban/rural, ethnic, gender, local economic interests, nationality etc. 
This requires an understanding, a Gramscian understanding, of 
hegemony not only in respect of becoming hegemonic in respect to civil 

society (which is a goal which may yet be some way off), in general, but 
in the sense of how social movements - old and new may become a 

representative force of the poor. 
In order to do so, they must contest with the ruling class the 

definition of poverty - tbr instance moving the measurements upwards, 

setting the bar higher, making poverty unacceptable because public 
opinion wants any existence in whatever form or measure eradicated {as 

opposed to wanting it hidden and disguised) etc. They must forge 
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common struggles between the trade unions and the new social 
movements. They must sink roots in all sections of their communities 

and integrate migrant communities. They must confront patriarchy and 
remove obstacles to women’s full participation and leadership. In short - 
become a hegemonic force amongst the poor. And important in 

establishing this hegemony, in becoming such a representative force, is 
the winning of public opinion of the middle class. 

This means that social mobilisation and action must become so 
generalised that sections of the middle classes regard their own material 

conditions as being poor and become angry at being poor in relation to 

the state but proud to be part of the poor in regard to social mobilisation. 
This was the case with the black middle classes in South Africa until the 
1980s - where poverty was seen as a mobilisation issue vis-h-vis the 
state but an issue of social solidarity in relation to other oppressed 

strata. The demobilisation of the South African mass movement after the 
1980s was also an act of de-linking the black middle classes from the 

poor, making poverty a special interest - as a subject for disdain - and 

not a matter for public opinion - and so depoliticising poverty. 
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16. 
Ideologies, strategies and tactics of township protest 
Trevor Ngwane 

Introduction 

A variety of questions are suddenly apparent, and the former certainty 

that critical analysts had when confronting apartheid and post-apartheid 
neoliberalism must now be reviewed, given the many thousands of 

unexpected protests that rose from townships in recent years. Why are 
people coming out in protest? What are their demands? Is the protest 

action solely about the delivery of services or does it signify a bigger 
dissatisfaction with the social order as such? Is there an imagined future 
that inspires the protesters when they wage their struggles? Or are the 

people only interested in getting their ’bread and butter’ and their 
’bricks and mortar’? What do the protesting people actually want? Do 

they have dreams? What are the social conditions and power relations 
that are necessary for the fulfillment of their demands? Do they link the 

struggle for satisfying their immediate needs, e.g. for water, electricity, 

housing, etc., with the struggle for broader social change, for a change in 
power relations? Do they see continuity between the anti-apartheid 

struggle and the struggle today? Questions of ideology and agency 
intertwine and the search for ways to pose these questions - rather than 
settle upon answers - is the raison d’etre of this chapter. 

In the pages that follow, we ask the following related questions: 

What is the significance of the service delivery protests in South Africa? 
To what extent do they contribute to policy change and development in 
South Africa? To what extent do they signify a renewal of working class 

politics and the rebuilding of a movement for radical change in the 
country? The context is the crisis in the provision of basic services at 
local government level, and we are mainly concerned with protests 
around the delivery of basic services such as water and electricity, as 

well as strikes by municipal workers insofar as they are related to the 
delivery of basic services. 

The chapter asks these questions in order to eventually understand 

the protest actions, the ideology and thinking that informs the actions of 
the protesters, who they are in sociological terms, and the political 

significance of their actions in post-apartheid society. Any such research 
should aim to assess the actual and potential impact of the protests in 

changing (specific) policies and (general) power relations in favour of 

the protesters, and I will argue, consider how protests signify underlying 
processes in the development of working class politics. 
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In general I am inclined to conclude that the protests pose 
fundamental questions for emergent, dominant and residual approaches 

to political and social analysis. These approaches are, respectively, the 

postmodernist, (neo)liberal and Marxist schools of thought, 
Postmodernist analyses have, over the last three decades, challenged 

and sometimes eclipsed theoretically-inclined liberal and structuralist 
social scientific perspectives in the academic world. Postmodernist 

arguments are related in complex ways to the ’autonomist’ perspective 
propounded by some social movement practitioners. Liberal and 

neoliberal approaches are dominant in that almost all the governments 
of the world, and hence the universities and research institutes they 
fund, willingly work within this paradigm, or are compelled to, given the 

global balance of forces. Marxist perspectives increasingly seem residual, 
that is, they are losing their past power and influence in the political and 

academic world, mainly as a result of the crisis of the global socialist 
project marked by the collapse of the Soviet Union and the capitalist 

restoration that occurred in countries once deemed socialist or 
communist. 

I write this chapter from a Marxist perspective but in so doing I also 
aim to point a critical searchlight on the Marxist approach as much, if not 
more than, on the other perspectives. Marxism, to paraphrase Engels, is 

not a dogma but a guide to action. My job in this chapter will have been 

done if I can help us move one step towards understanding the protest 
action taking place in South Africa through examining the action itself 

and, in the process, evaluate and improve the intellectual tools we use to 
evaluate social phenomena. 

Protest action has an important and proud history in South Africa. It 
was primarily working class action that drove the ruling class to discard 

the apartheid system and embrace democracy. Despite the fact that an 
’elite transition’ was ultimately brokered, the engine of change was the 
underlying class struggle and at the forefront of that struggle was the 

action of millions of ordinary working class people (Bond, 2005; 
McKinley, 1997; Marais, 199{}). But this action was arguably inspired by 

a collective dream or vision of a society without apartheid, a society 
where all would be equal before the law, all could vote, all would have a 

share in the country’s wealth. Although each community and group was 
fighting around its own demands, the anti-apartheid movement 

provided a common platform and forged a broader unity around the 
need for a struggle to abolish apartheid as a social system or form of 

government. In this sense it was primarily working class action that 

challenged and ’solved’ the crisis of apartheid. This is not to discount the 
role of other actors and processes, but the catalyst and driving force was 

arguably militant mass action especially in the 1980s. Through their 
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actions, working class people forced the apartheid state to unban the 

ANC and other liberation movements and to allow for majority rule. 
Today, many commentators, basing themselves on government 

figures, note the exponential increase in the number of protest actions in 
post-apartheid South Africa (Harvey, 2007; Duncan and Vally, 2008, 

Ballard et al., 2006). What are the continuities and the breaks between 
the old anti-apartheid mass action and the new mass action in post- 

apartheid society? What is the crisis that is pushing worldng class people 
into struggle? And what is the solution that might be engendered by 

protest action? Are people only fighting about the delivery of basic 
services or is there a broader vision informing the protests just as was 
the case in the struggle against apartheid? During the anti-apartheid 

struggle the various problems and grievances of the people coalesced 
around the demand for ending apartheid and ushering in democratic 

majority rule. What are the problems today, what are the main demands 
and what is the unifying vision, if any? 

The ANC government has not lived up to national liberation 

expectations. The delivery of basic services has been slow, inequality has 
increased, millions live miserably in shacks while still more millions lead 
futile lives unemployed. In addition, there are the social problems 
associated with poverty and inequality such as crime, alcohol and drug 

abuse, youth delinquency, dysfunctional families, rape, child molestation, 
etc. South Africa is also experiencing a health crisis with HIV/AIDS 
infections at record high levels while the health system is deteriorating 

(Buhlungu, 2007). This research will investigate the extent to which the 
protests are a response to these problems. Importantly, it will seek to 
find out from the protesters themselves: what are the reasons behind 
government failure and what are the possible solutions? 

The protests have tended to centre on issues of service delivery at 
local government level. It is generally agreed even by the government 
that there is a crisis in the operation of local government in South Africa. 

This necessitated, for example, the setting up of Project Consolidate by 
the central government to support struggling municipalities.1 Left 

scholars of local government have generally seen the crisis of local 
government as a crisis of neoliberal policy (Bond, 2007; Bond, 2004; 

Bond and Dugard, 2007; McDonald, 2002). This implies that the protests 
might represent a profound working class critique of neoliberalism at 

local government level. But if that is so, are the protesters aware of the 
significance of their protests? Do the protesters make demands that 

1. Mail & Guardian, ’Ministers’ report card, December 2005; SA Reconciliation Barometer 

Newsletter, The Institute for ]ustice and Reconciliation, quoted in The Sunday 

Independent, 8 December 2005. 
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require a change away from neoliberal policies? What are the solutions 

and alternatives inherent in the protests? 
But the question of service delivery goes beyond socio-economics 

into politics. It brings into question the nature and quality of the post- 
apartheid democracy. South Africa has a government, a Constitution and 

laws that for all intents and purposes guarantee open and accessible 
channels of communication between policy makers and the people. 

Indeed, those who make the decisions are ostensibly answerable to the 
masses. So, why are there protests? Why are the people not following the 
’proper channels’ to air their grievances? 

Theories of contemporary participation and protest 

Certain laws compel municipalities to involve communities in 

’community participation’ processes to enable people to influence 
decisions that affect them.2 John Williams, after studying community 

participation in the Western Cape, observes, 

Most community participation exercises in post-apartheid South 
Africa are largely spectator politics, where ordinary people have 
mostly become endorsees of pre-designed planning 

programmes, [and] are often the objects of administrative 

manipulation (Williams, 2006: 197). 

He concludes that the formal democratic processes that he observed at 
local government level are "a limited form of democracy [that] give rise 
to an administered society rather than a democratic society" since there 
is no real debate of policy or of social programmes by the (working 

class) electorate and government officials and leaders. (Williams, 2006) 
A study of community participation in local economic development 
processes in Durban by Richard Ballard, Debbie Bonin, Jennifer 

Robinson and Thokozani Xaba reveals that these processes allow 
ordinary people ’to demand accountability’ from "their elected 

representatives and sometimes quite senior officials." However, they are 
’consultative rather than participatory’ and "invariably... become 

conspicuous for the issues they leave out, and for the voices they did not 
hear" (Ballard et al., 2006). John Mavuso points out, the limitations of the 
ward committee system as a mechanism to involve the people in local 

government participatory democracy (Mavuso, undated). 

2. Republic of South Africa, Municipal Structures Act No. 117 of 1998, Pretoria: 
Government Printers; and the Local Government Systems Act No. 32 of 2000. Also, 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act No. 108, 1996. 
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David Hemson, dealing with the same issues of participation, 

concludes that ordinary people can either participate through voting in 

local government elections, through official ’community participation’ 
structures such as ward committees, and interestingly, through "social 
movements; the contestation of municipal policy and practice through 

marches, memoranda and the setting up of local alternative community 
structures" (Hemson, undated). For Hemson, the protests are part and 

parcel or an extension of the democratic process of contesting power 
and exerting influence. Williams more or less comes to the same 

conclusion when he argues that "community participation in South 

Africa is informed by the memory of community struggle - a radical form 
of participation - against the racist apartheid State" and that this must 

be harnessed because: "It is precisely this repertoire of radical strategies 
that can and should be revisited and adapted, to advance the interests of 

the materially marginalised communities at the local level" (Williams, 

2006: 1). 
In his groundbreaking research Luke Sinwell (2009: 31) 

distinguishes between ’invited’ versus ’invented’ spaces of popular 
participation in matters of state and governance. The tbrmer refers to 

formal channels of participatory democracy afforded to the masses by 
state authorities such as ward committees, irnbizos and integrated 

development plans (IDPs). Invented spaces are those that the people 
create for themselves through their ’self-activity’ such as community 
self-organisation, direct action and other non-official mechanisms of 

exerting pressure and effecting desired change sometimes against the 
wishes of the powers that be. Based on extensive research conducted in 
Alexandra, one of the oldest and poorest black working class townships 
in South Africa, he concludes that progressive change is more likely to 

emanate from invented rather than invited spaces. 
However, Sinwell laments the extent to which community activism 

even in the invented spaces tails to question power relations and social 

structures in a fundamental way. His research findings indicate that 
community organisations tend to work within, for example, the 

budgetary constraints set by the state. As a result community groups end 
up competing among themselves for limited state resources rather than 

questioning what he regards as the state’s neoliberal framework and its 
ideological underpinnings. 

Sinwell’s thesis forces all radical commentators to revisit their 
premises and their assessments of the protest movement in South Africa. 

For example, the emergence of social movement organisations in post- 

apartheid society around the year 2000 was heralded by many (of this 
ilk) as indicative of a popular critique of neoliberal policy that would 

presumably culminate in radical and even revolutionary change. I am 
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among those who, from a Marxist activist perspective, advocated this 
position both as a wish, goal and prognosis (Ngwane, 2003). But 
Sinwell’s findings indicate that even prominently radical social 
movement organisations such as the Anti-Privatisation Forum are better 
characterised as having a politics that looks to the state for ’delivery’ 
rather than seeking to question the legitimacy of the state, let alone seek 
to replace it with a new social order and power. There is a need for 
further research into the actual practices and politics of a wider range of 
social movement organisations in order to test the accuracy or 
otherwise of Sinwell’s argument. If he is right, many social movement 
practitioners and commentators will no doubt have to go back to the 
drawing board. 

Is there continuity between protest action during apartheid days and 
that taking place in post-apartheid South Africa? Do the protests today 
represent a form of revival of the working class militancy that 
characterised the battles against apartheid? If so, is this desirable or 
must South Africa ’move on’ and deal with new issues in new 
’democratic’ ways? The language, imagery and form of the protest action 
suggest continuity between the present post-apartheid and the past anti- 
apartheid struggles. But there is also evidence suggesting a break, for 
example, the fact that the present government is regarded as ’legitimate’, 
as ’our government’. The democratic and human rights rhetoric adopted 
by the post-apartheid state is also a crucial factor. 

Do Sinwell’s critical observations reflect processes that arise out of 
this changed historical context? The call to overthrow apartheid seemed 
perfectly ’reasonable’, but the same call against a democratically elected 
government, no matter the hardships visited on the masses by its 
neoliberal policies, would relegate a movement to the lunatic fringe by 
hostile critics. As Michael Sachs (2003: 27) put it, the new movements’ 
"claims to be the voice of the poor will continue to sound hollow against 
the spectacle of 15 million working class people standing in the sun to 
mandate their political representatives in the state ." 

I am not suggesting that the call for revolutionary transformation is 
wrong or outdated, but rather that the ushering in of a democratic order 
might erode the power of this argument in the popular imagination. 
Furthermore, radicals during the anti-apartheid struggle tended to see 
racial oppression and class exploitation as two sides of the same coin. 
The post-apartheid order appears to belie this twinning in that the two 
seem to have been successfully disentangled in a manner closer to the 
liberal perspective on apartheid than that of the radicals (although the 
liberals believed this would occur gradually and through capitalism’s 
rising success in ’lifting all boats’, whereas actually it happened via 
capitalist crisis in the mid-1980s). Indeed, the liberals had argued that 
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apartheid was like a letter on capitalist development; could it be that in 
the new South Africa we see unleashed the full - Marx would say ’naked, 
brutal’ - power of capital? Further thinking along these lines is 

necessary, and I would tentatively suggest that the Gramscian notion of 
hegemony might provide a good entry point in addressing this 

conundrum. There is evidence to suggest that during the transition from 
apartheid to a democratic order the leaders of the national liberation 

movement co-operated in the ’demobilisation’ of the popular protest 
movement as part of the preparation for the new order (Grossman and 

Ngwane, forthcoming). But these thoughts require further elaboration 

and verification. 
In his 3rd Thesis on Feuerbach, Marx wrote: "The coincidence of the 

changing circumstances and of human activity or self-changing can be 
conceived and rationally understood only as revolutionary practice."3 In 
other words, by engaging in mass action, the masses change themselves. 
Participation in mass protest action affects the thinking of the 

participants and thus can be seen as contributing to the development of 

class consciousness and, by extension, of the workers movement. One 
possible implication is that despite the ’reformist’ nature of the demands 
and politics of the present protest movement, it is possible that over 
time it might radicalise and the protesters develop a more radical 

consciousness that would disprove Sinwell’s disconsolate assessment 
and serve as a fillip to revolutionary thought and aspiration. 

There are certain commonalities between postmodernism and a 

strand of revolutionary thinking found in 21st century movements called 
’autonomism’ or what to me sometimes seems better termed ’anarcho- 
autonomism’. The post-modernists acknowledge the historical role of 
modernism but argue that the time has come to go beyond it; the 

autonomists acknowledge the historical role of Marxism but argue that 
the time has come to go beyond it. There are other more substantive 
similarities such as the disdain for structures, organisation and 

(hierarchical) leadership. There is also a common emphasis on the chaos 
and messiness of social phenomena rather than a locus on identifying 

order and patterns. In this section I want to deal with the autonomists’ 
emphasis on the ’newness’ of protest politics in the post-Soviet Union 
historical era, hence the deployment of terms such as ’new social 
movements’ to refer to the current protest movement in this country. 

It is noteworthy that newness is emphasised by prominent 
practitioners and commentators of the international ’anti-globalisation 

movement’ or what some call the global economic justice movement, ’the 

children of Seattle’. A celebrated catchphrase of this movement is ’one 

3. Marx, K., 3rd Thesis on Feuerbach, Marx Engels inicernet archive. 
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no, many yeses’ (Kingsnorth, 2003). Is there a contradiction between the 

emphasis on the newness of struggles waged in post-apartheid South 

Africa by the ’new social movements’ or ’service delivery’ protesters, and 
the claim that these organisations or communities carry the mantle of 
the anti-apartheid struggle that has been usurped by the new 

government’s adoption of neoliberal policies? 
Marxists tend to see a continuity in struggles because then and now 

the struggle was and still is about attaining the goal of ’socialism’. For the 
autonomists the struggle for socialism is not only old hat but represents 

a retrogression because of the failures of the socialist experiment in the 

world and their principled opposition to a fight for state power or any 
common alternative vision of society. Such visions are regarded as grand 

meta-narratives that are imposed on the masses and as such must be 
denounced. The struggle for state power is discouraged by the 

autonomists because the state is seen as inherently hierarchical and 
undemocratic. 

But this perspective is challenged by Sinwell’s observation that many 

movements look to the state for delivery and relief rather than being 
anti-state. Perhaps what is new in South Africa is a legitimate democratic 
order which for the masses is still too early to dismiss, whereas in 

Europe the masses have had a long enough experience of and 
disappointment with liberal democracy. 

Studies of contemporary politics in South Africa must now take into 
account the service delivery protests (Hemson and Owusu-Ampomah, 

2005). Richard Ballard, Adam Habib and Imraan Valodia co-edited a 
seminal work dealing with the ’new social movements’, that is, the 
various organisations such as the Treatment Action Campaign, the Anti- 
Privatisation Forum (APF), the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee, 

Jubilee South Africa and even the South African National Civic 
Organisation, an organisation active during the anti-apartheid struggle 
but with a different orientation after apartheid (Ballard et al., 2006). In 

general the movements are seen as a response to the shortcomings of 
neoliberal policy but the editors question the notion that these 

movements consciously seek to go beyond the neoliberal order, 
notwithstanding the apparent need for this. While some leaders might 

state this need, the rank and file members are seen as more interested in 
immediate ’bread and butter’ issues rather than in grand schemes to 

change the world. The book was published before most commentators 
had recognised the rise of ’spontaneous’ community uprisings and riots, 

termed ’service delivery protests’. 

Subsequent research into protests and social movements addresses 
the community uprisings that became notable in the small towns of the 

Free State in 2004, such as Harrismith (Intabazwe township), a few 
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years after the emergence and prominence of the ’new social 
movements’. At first these protests were referred to as ’spontaneous’ 

because observers were caught by surprise and could not identify a 

single organisation or leader that organised them. However, it is now 
recognised that these protests are organised and led by community 
organisations and leaders many of whom belong to the ’Alliance’ of the 

ruling party, the African National Congress (Alexander 2010). 

There has been some debate as to whether it is accurate to call these 
’service delivery protests’ given the fact that some of their demands 

relate to questions of good governance, accountability, corruption and 
community participation in local government Some prominent 
community protests, such as in Khutsong, have been around the issue of 

demarcation. Demarcation struggles involve communities refusing to be 
administratively re-allocated into another province, a kind of forced 

removal by pencil. This controversy arose out of the attempt to 
’regularise’ cross-border municipalities in South Africa. 

Other works on the subject tend to focus on one or two case studies, 

and still others deal with the service protests as an important factor or 
background phenomenon in the analysis of the political economy of the 
country or aspects of it under study (Barcheisi, 2005; Harvey, 2007; 
Desai, 2002). During the decade beginning around 1997, South Africa 

experienced an exponential rise in the number of community protests 
and strikes after a period of lull following independence in 1994 
(Duncan and Vally, 2008). 

How are we to understand these protests? In his prolific work, 
Patrick Bond (2002, 2003, 2004, 2007) has consistently approached the 
protests as representing the beginnings of a solution to the present 
neoliberal crisis. His revolutionary optimism requires critical 

assessment in the light of evidence and recent scholarship on the 
subject Does Sinwell’s assessment pour cold water on Bond’s hopes? 

The jury is still out, in part because many of these struggles involve and 
are led by the youth. Youth learn fast and it is possible that the struggles 
may still evolve along radical lines. My 2009-10 research visits to 

Siyathemba township, Balfour, seem to indicate the existence of 
processes that accelerate the political development of the youth 

leadership’s struggle ideas within a relatively short space of time. 
However, this research is still very much work in progress and cannot be 

deployed here in a definitive gray. 
In a study of an earlier period in South Africa’s history, Jonathan 

Grossman usefully deploys the twin concepts of working-class mood and 

combativity in an attempt to explain political processes, class relations 
and class struggles (Grossman, 1985). Grossman asserts that an increase 

in mass action (strikes) and "the development of new organisations, the 
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decline of existing organisations, and the revitalisation of old 

organisations" are indicators of the mood of the working class 

(Grossman, 1985: 20). 
With the dawn of the new South Africa, mass action and protest 

tended to increasingly take the form of peaceful and orderly marches 

which invariably culminated in a banal ceremonial handing over of the 
memorandum. Then followed a period mainly characterised by massive 

one-day strikes by the unions against the privatisation of state assets. 
From about 2000 to 2004, a new wave or type of mass action emerged 
that was increasingly organised by emergent organisations called the 

’new social movements’, that is, campaigning organisations such as the 
Anti-Privatisation Forum, Landless Peoples Movement, Concerned 

Citizens Forum, the Treatment Action Campaign, Western Cape Anti- 
Eviction Campaign, etc. (Ballard et al., 2006). These were militant 

protests and were often ideologically scathing of the political status quo. 
They were often referred to by commentators as ’single-issue’ 
campaigns. 

Then, from mid-2004, an unexpected wave of protests arose that 
tended to involve whole communities in veritable ’community uprisings’ 
or riots, also sometimes termed ’popcorn protests’. A noticeable feature 

of these protests was their sometime violent or disruptive nature 
captured in the emblematic burning tyre. This brief overview of the 
protest movement and its changes over time underline the importance 
of periodisation. 

During the period under investigation, municipal workers also 
struggled memorably against Igoli 2002, a privatisation plan by the 
Johannesburg municipality (Barcheisi, 2005; Bond, 2002). The 
dynamism of the protests and strikes appear to indicate changes in the 

nature of the protests, the political context and possibly in the ’class 

consciousness’ or political outlook of the protest movement and its 
leadership over the (post-apartheid) period under investigation. Further 

research and analysis is necessary. 

Despite the localism of the service delivery protests, some scholars 
have pointed out the national and international dimensions of these 
struggles. They note that national government sets the policy and 

budgetary parameters for the operation of local government. They also 
note that, in the context of globalisation, national policies are sometimes 

a result of external influences such as the need for countries to follow 
the policy recommendations of the World Bank, the World Trade 

Organisation and other international agencies. Bond, for example, has 

argued that the World Bank acted as an advisor to the new ANC 
administration in the 1990s, a role that culminated in the bank’s officials 
co-authoring the country’s macro-economic policy GEAR (Bond, 2005). 
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This suggests that we need to locate our understanding of protest action 

in South Africa within an international context in order to account for 
influences that exist outside our borders. Some protesting organisations 

receive support from organisations abroad. 
What is the relationship between the development and contestation 

of social and economic policies at international, national and local level? 
To what extent and in what ways do the protesters see themselves as 

contributing to the global struggle against neoliberalism? How are they, 
if at all, influenced by the global movement? Is ’localism’ a constraint on 

struggles that challenge processes that are national and international in 
character or origin? 

The interpretation of social movements 

Various scholars, activists and unionists have explored and criticised the 
shift of the ANC government from pushing a redistributive agenda 

assumed to be beneficial to the majority to implementing trickle-down 
macro-economic policies fl~at primarily benefit big business and related 

social interests (Barchiesi, 1005; Bond, 2005; Harvey, 2007). This is 
often characterised as the shift from the Reconstruction and 
Development Programme (RDP) to the Growth, Employment and 

Redistribution programme (GEAR). Some of this work has focused on 
the provision of municipal services with some of it showing how 
neoliberal policies have led to a slowing down or abandonment of 

programmes that would allow more working class people to access 

services (Ruiters and Bond, 1999; Roome, 1995). Some of this work has 
zeroed in on privatisation and cost recovery as policies that jeopardise 
access to basic services for millions of ordinary South Africans 

(McDonald and Pape, 2002; Municipal Services Project Special Report, 

2002). 
Ebrahim Harvey has investigated the implementation of neoliberal 

policies in the sphere of local government where Johannesburg 
municipality enforced the installation of pre-payment meters in a 

working-class area in Soweto (Harvey, op ciO. Some writers in this genre 
have gone further to explore and suggest alternative policies that would 

be more likely to guarantee access to basic services to most South 
Africans. The underlying principle in such solutions involves calls for the 

’decommodification’ of basic services and a Constitutional-legal 
reminder that these are enshrined in the country’s Constitution as rights 

(Bond, 2003). However, some analysts (like Bond and Karen Bakker) 

have criticised the discourse of human rights, and they prefer to 
conceptualise the struggle as a fight for declaring basic services as part 

of the ’commons’ (Bakker, 2007). This is an important debate at a 
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conceptual level, and needs grounding in reality and in the lived 
experiences of people who must live with the consequences of policy 
choices such as the protesters. 

Harvey’s study leads him to make some general observations about 
the struggle and the politics of protest He argues that organisation is key 

in the building of any movement, and particularly an anti-neoliberal 
counter-movement In contrast, he argues, social movements have 

tended towards spontaneous and ad hoc mobilisation around single 
issues and not towards a focus on building organisation with a broader 

vision and programme in mind. He sees the way forward as necessitating 

the forging of links between different organisations such as between 
social movements and unions (Harvey, 2007: 250). 

Franco Barchiesi (2005) also bemoans the failure of municipal 

unions to support and link up with the community in the struggle against 
privatisation. This contrasts with experiences of unity during the anti- 
apartheid struggle. 

Are social movements intrinsically good tbr democracy? Do protests 

undermine or strengthen democracy? In a study of the Soweto 
Electricity Crisis Committee, Fiona White argues that in general social 
movements do contribute to strengthening democracy but may 

undermine it if they use illegal methods on a long-term basis (White, 
2008). This criticism necessitates self-reflection by members of this 
organisation and other movements assessing, to what extent their 

strategies advance or undermine their cause. The question of legality, 
rule of law and the constitutionality of struggle strategies are very 
important given South Africa’s relatively young democracy. How do the 
protesters justify themselves when they burn down a government 
building, as sometimes happens? 

This question is related to a general critique that is emerging in 
’democracy studies’ in post-colonial societies. For example, a survey of 
democracies and democratisation in Asia reveals that there is a rolling 

back of substantive democracy using ’culture-centric [Asian] 
exceptionalism’ as a justification because of (an elite) "fear of mass 

participation in representative democracy" (Cho et al., 2008: ix). 
Analysts of developments in South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and the 

Philippines indicate that there are many ways in which democracy can 
be subverted such that regimes "hold elections in order to provide a 

representative fagade for undemocratic governance" (Surendara, 2008: 

25). 
Could it be that the mass protests are provoked by a perceived 

failure of democratic processes in South Africa? Or should they be 
considered, as Williams and Hemson argue, part of the democratic 
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process? How do the protesters justi6z themselves in post-apartheid 

South Africa? 

Marxist answers to social movement questions 

Government, (neo)liberal and pro-establishment commentators tend to 
view the protests as an aberration and a problem that needs to be sorted 
out But if we start from Karl Marx’s assertion, "The history of all 
hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles," instead of 
seeing the turmoil and disruptions caused by the service delivery 
protests and the strikes as somehow ’dysfunctional’, we might conclude 
that it is exactly these struggles that ultimately drive history forward. 
Policy changes arise out of the sometimes adversarial interaction 
between the policy makers and those who are objects of that policy. The 
tension arises from the contradictory class interests represented by the 
authorities vis-a-vis those of the masses. 

This materialist interpretation of history requires systematic review 
and updating given class formation and differentiation processes taking 
place in South Africa today and their intersection with race and racial 
identities. For example, there is arguably a burgeoning ’underclass’ that 
leads precarious lives in shacks without steady employment and social 
security and a black middle class, sections of whom live fabulous lives of 
newfound riches and privileges. Gender is another important variable 
that needs to be factored in our analysis. The fact that some protests 
become xenophobic needs exploration in order to combat this. In what 
follows, I will consider some writers whose ideas might help in 
developing an enhanced theoretical understanding of protest politics in 
South Africa. 

David Harvey provides a Marxist theoretical framework to explain 
how government services that were heretofore assumed to be the 
birthright of citizens are turned by the neoliberal regime into 
commodities that can be bought and sold on the market 
’Commodification’ of basic services is what the World Bank, IMF and 
WTO recommend to local governments throughout the world. This 
arises out of the profitability crises facing world capitalism, and the 
attempt by the capitalists to obviate this by seeking new avenues to 
make profits through taking over services that traditionally fell under 
the ambit of the state; what others call ’public goods’. He has termed this 
process "accumulation by dispossession" (Harvey, 2000; Harvey, 2005). 

Ashwin Desai wrote We are the Poors, a seminal work on post- 

apartheid grassroots struggles, from a participant-observer point of 
view. His theory is that class eclipses race in the struggle for basic 

services in South African working class townships. ’SAZe are not Indians, 
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we are the poors" (Desai, 2002). This research seeks to explore 

questions of agency and identity on the part of those acting collectively 
in defence of their interests. In this respect the relationship of class, race 

and gender is important. The work of Manuel Castel]s is important in 
that it focuses on the sphere of the community as a site of struggle and of 

reproduction and consumption; a corrective to the customary Marxist 
focus on the workplace (Castells, 1978; Castells, 1983). 

George Rude (2005) provides us with a theory of ’popular ideologies 
of protest’ that can help in understanding the motivations and ideas of 

people participating in collective actions such as strikes and service 

delivery protests. He distinguishes between ’received’ and ’inherent’ 
ideologies and makes the point that ordinary people integrate formal 

ideologies into their daily thinking when they are engaged in making 
history. Antonio Gramsci’s (1971) concept of ’hegemony’ and ’counter- 

hegemony’ helps us understand the role of dominant ideologies in 
society and how these are sometimes challenged leading to monumental 

social change. Do the protesters represent aspects of a counter- 

hegemonic project in South Africa? 
Michael Addison (2002) helps us to understand the role of ’violent 

politics’. His concept covers riots, terrorism, insurrection and civil war. 
Its relevance is that a significant number of the community protests turn 

violent. Addison’s concept helps us to understand the eruption of 
violence in an analytic way locating it in a historical-social context rather 
than following the mass media’s sensationalism, the government’s 

denunciation or indulging in moralistic repugnance or indeed uncritical 

support. 
The escalating protests seem to give credence to the Marxist 

perspective of class struggle, that class society is always involved in a 

fight with itself. Postmodernists and autonomists can and will 
legitimately proffer their own profound insights and truths based on 
their perspectives. The difference is that for Marx (and the Marxists) the 

solution is socialism and communism and for these to occur what is 
required is active commitment to progressive social change. Scholars 

and commentators need to put words into action, to turn analysis into 
programme, understanding into vision. In his words: ’The philosophers 

have interpreted the world in various ways, the point is to change it.’ 

Conclusion 

Critical research cuts through surface appearances by analysing the 

backdrop of their historical and structural contexts. It gives a voice to 
imposed silences and explores hitherto unexplored areas. It introduces 
new and fresh perspectives even on issues that have been well 
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researched by other scholars. Unlike crude positivism that seeks to 
explain social reality from an indifferent perspective, critical research 
strives to change the world for the better. 

However, the researcher must also be able to sift through social 
reality systematically and with honesty, without being blinded by 
preconceptions and moral preferences. Social research is a social activity 
like any other; hence it can take a side, since it serves a social purpose. It 
should declare its moral-political position to the scholar community so 
that it can be judged accordingly (Thompson, 1995; Bailey, 19~32). 

In this chapter I have endeavoured to pose some critical questions 
about the genesis and prognosis of protest politics in post-apartheid 
society and, as expected, have managed to raise more questions than 
providing any definitive answers. This unsatisfactory outcome is 
unavoidable because often half the battle in the quest to understand 
complex social-historical phenomena is to pose the correct questions in 
the first place. More research, thinking and debate are necessary to shed 
better light on the subject matter of this chapter. I hope my attempt, 
inspired by and building on the work of others, has advanced tile debate 
a little. 

Let me conclude on a general and conceptual note and observation. 
It seems to me that all three major theoretical approaches considered 
here provide an inadequate framework for tackling the questions raised. 
The neoliberal, tile postmodern/autonomist and the Marxist schools of 
thought all suffer shortcomings. 

Neoliberalism represents the ideology of the ruling class and as such 
needs to be understood, dissected and, I would argue, transcended. In 
South Africa there is simply too much evidence to indicate that this 
approach is an essential part of the problem of increasing human 
suffering, rather than part of the solution. 

Autonomism, which is related in complex ways to postmodernist and 
sometimes anarchist thought, is an approach that is legitimately 
deployed to advance the interests of subaltern classes. However, in the 
South African context, autonomism has struggled to inspire and guide 
tile protest movement in a significant way due to certain theoretical and 
strategic weaknesses this chapter has generally, if inadequately, pointed 
to, 

Lastly, as a Marxist scholar and movement activist, I admit to the 
challenges facing Marxist revolutionary thought including the burden of 
a historical legacy of failure in the practical implementation of this 
ideology. But for some reason, Marxist thought is still taken seriously by 
scholars and mass movement activists in this country, perhaps more so 
than in many other countries. 
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This is a gift to Marxists and we must courageously bear the brunt of 

reviewing this intellectual approach, identify its weakness, update it to 

suit the changing times and strive to re-unite its emancipatory ideas to 
the real mass protest movement of change. The hallmark of this work 
should be the unity of theory and practice and a willingness, in the spirit 
of Marx himself, to criticise everything existing, including our own 

shibboleths. 
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17. 
Rethinking poverty and assistance in Southern Africa 
James Ferguson 

Introduction 

In reflecting on the large and rapidly expanding literature on 

neoliberalism, I am struck by how much of the critical scholarship on the 
topic arrives in the end at the very same conclusion - a conclusion that 

might be expressed as: "neoliberalism is bad for poor and working 
people, therefore we must oppose it." It is not that I disagree with this 

conclusion. On the contrary. But I sometimes wonder why I should 
bother to read one after another extended scholarly analysis only to 
reach, again and again, such an unsurprising conclusion. 

This disappointment in recent progressive scholarship strikes me as 
related to a parallel problem in progressive politics. For over the last 

couple of decades, what we call ’the Left’ has come to be defined by a 
series of gestures of refusal, which I call ’the antis’. Anti-globalisation, 

anti-neoliberalism, anti-privatisation, anti-Bush, perhaps even anti- 
capitalism - but always ’anti’, not ’pro’. This is good enough, perhaps, if 
one’s political goal is simply denouncing ’the system’ and decrying its 

current tendencies. And many, it must be said, seem satisfied with such 
politics. In my own discipline of anthropology, studies of state and 

development tend, with depressing predictability, to conclude (in tones 
of shocked indignation) that the rich are benefiting and the poor are 

getting screwed. The powerless, it seems, are on the losing end of things. 
This is not exactly a surprising finding, of course (isn’t it precisely 
because they are on the losing end of things that we call them 

’powerless’ in the first place?). Yet this sort of work styles itself as 
’critique’, and imagines itself to be very (as we say) ’political’. 

But what if politics is really not about expressing indignation or 
denouncing the powerful. What if it is, instead, about getting what you 
want? Then we progressives must ask ourselves: What do we want? And 

this is really a quite different question than: What are we against? What 
do we want? Such a question brings us quite directly to the question of 

government. Denunciations of government as power sometimes seem to 
imply that it is some sort of scandal that people should be governed at 

all. But unless one finds anarchist alternatives convincing (which I 
certainly do not), a progressive answer to the question "what do we 

want?" will have to involve an exploration of the contemporary 
possibilities for developing genuinely progressive arts of government. 
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New arts of government 

I therefore wish to begin by pointing out two reasons (no doubt not the 

only two) why such arts of government will have to depart in significant 
ways from those that the left came to rely upon in the 20th century (and 
that characterised, in different ways, both socialist and social democratic 
or ’welfare state’ regimes). The first reason is the increasing prominence 

(especially in Africa, but not only there) of urban masses who are not, 
and are not likely to become, formal wage labourers. Such people 
(variously, and inadequately, described as ’the informal sector’, ’the 

lumpen’, the youth, and so on) now constitute the majority of the 
population in many African cities, and a very substantial proportion in 

much of the rest of the world, as Mike Davis (2007) has recently pointed 
out, in his usual alarmist style. The twentieth century social democracies, 

on the other hand (and still more so the state socialist regimes), were 
built on the putatively universal figure of ’the worker’. The Keynesian 

welfare state, as we know, was founded on a pact between capital and 

organised labour, and the domain we have come to know as ’the social’ 

was constructed on the foundation of the able-bodied worker. Indeed, 
the list of those requiring ’social’ intervention (the elderly, the infirm, the 
child, the disabled, the dependent reproductive woman) sketches a kind 

of photographic negative of the figure of the wage-earning man. 
Today, however, the question of social assistance is transformed in 

societies where young, able-bodied men look in vain for work, and are as 

much in need of assistance as everyone else. A compact between capital 
and organised labour, meanwhile, even were it politically possible, risks 
leaving out most of the population. New approaches to distribution, and 
new approaches to the question of social assistance, will need to be 

based on a fundamental rethinking that gives a new prominence to those 
hard-to-categorise urban improvisers who have for so long been 
relegated to the margins both of society, and of social analysis. 

The second challenge to progressive thought and politics that I 
would like to identify is the rise of transnational forms of government, 

and philanthropic funding of what we used to call ’the social’. Much has 
been written about the governmental role played by international 

organisations like the IMF and the World Bank. But the last couple of 
decades have also seen an explosion in de facto government carried out 

by an extraordinary swarm of NGOs, voluntary organisations, and 
private foundations. The Gates Foundation in Mozambique, to take just 

one example, is carrying out a wide range of projects (in health, hygiene, 
education, sanitation, etc.) that looks something like the 20th century 
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’social’ of the social welfare state.1 But there is obviously a very different 
relation to the nation-state here, and to the national political arena. 
Policy and state are, in very significant ways, decoupled, in ways that we 

are only beginning to find ways to think about. 
More generally, technical prescriptions for ’making poverty history’ 

often seem almost irrelevant because they presume the central actors to 

be states - and certain sorts of states at that: well financed, 
bureaucratically capable, poverty-fighting states that resemble nothing 
so much as 20th century European welfare states. Couldn’t the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo solve all its problems, reformers seem 

to say, if only its government would start to behave like that of Sweden? 
Well, maybe so, but it’s the sort of ahistorical and asociological 

formulation that is worse than useless. Yet what happens when states of 
the imagined, poverty-fighting kind are simply not present? How can 

poverty policy be effective where states are (as the political scientists, 
rather misleadingly, say) ’weak’, or even actively anti-developmental? 

Where financial capacity is tiny and needs are enormous? What happens 

when the key implementers of poverty policy are not national states at 
all, but transnational NGOs, or private transnational foundations? What 
would count as progressive politics here? 

One response here - understandable in the wake of neoliberalism - 

is to call for the reinstating of old-style developmental states, effectively 
undoing neoliberalism and going back to the 1970s. I am sceptical that 
this is an adequate response - partly because the supposedly 

developmental states I know from the 1970s in Africa were pretty awful, 
and partly because I doubt that you can run history backward (as if you 
could just hit the rewind button and try again). The world has changed, 
and simply re-asserting third world sovereignty will not get us very far 

in dealing with a fundamentally reconfigured politico-spatial world 
order. Imperialism is undoubtedly alive and well. But I don’t think we 
have a good analysis of, say, the Gates Foundation, or the Soros 

Foundation, if we see them simply as the imperial tools of the global rich, 

undermining the sovereignty of African governments. It is much more 
complicated than that - and perhaps also more hopeful. Can we find 
ways of thinking creatively about fl~e progressive possibilities (and not 

only the reactionary dangers) of this new terrain of transnational 
organisation of funds, energies, and affect? Can we imagine new ’arts of 

government’ that might take advantage of (rather than simply fighting 
against) recent transformations in the spatial organisation of 

government and social assistance? 

1. I refer here to the remarkable Ph.D. research now being carried out by Ramah McKa~v 
(Department of Anthropology, Stanfbrd University,). 
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Most broadly, can we engage with these new configurations of 

governmental power in a way that goes beyond the politics of 
denunciation, the politics of the ’anti’? Can we develop new ways of 

thinking through the problem of government that are genuinely 
progressive, but that don’t take for granted the absolute solidity or 

centrality of those two figures of twentieth-century left common sense: 
the worker and the nation-state? 

It is here that we have to look more carefully at the ’arts of 
government’ that have so radically reconfigured the world in the last few 

decades, and I think we have to come up with something more 

interesting to say about them than just that we’re against them. With 
respect to povert3, and social policy, for instance (my particular interest 

here), it is simply not the case (as is often suggested) that neoliberal 
government ignores poverty, or leaves it to ’the market’. (Later in this 

essay, I will discuss a range of welfare-like interventions and social 
payments that coexist with - and may, in fact, be necessary complements 

to -- neoliberal economic models). 

Twentieth-century democracy and social policy 

At the same time, there is sometimes room (in part because of the 

political spaces opened up by ’democracy’ as the characteristic mode of 
legitimation of neoliberal regimes) for social movements and ’pro-poor’ 
organisations to have some real influence on matters of ’social policy’. 

(Hence my current interest in the ’Basic Income Grant’ (BIG) campaign 

in South Africa, which I’ll discuss in a moment.) To understand the 
political possibilities and dangers that such emergent phenomena 
contain, we will surely need empirical research on the actual political 

processes at work. But beyond this, there is a palpable need for 
conceptual work, for new and better ways of thinking about practices of 
government and how they might be linked in new ways to the 

aspirations and demands of the economically and socially marginalised 
people who constitute the majority of the population in much of the 

world. 
In matters of ’social policy’, Foucault’s 1983 observation remains 

true more than a quarter century later: %Ve are still bound up with an 
outlook that was formed between 1920 and 1940, mainly under the 

influence of Beveridge, a man who was born over a hundred years ago. 
For the moment ... we completely lack the intellectual tools necessary to 

envisage in new terms the form in which we might attain what we are 

looking for." (Foucault, 1988: 166). 
It is in this spirit, then, that I want to consider what I am calling ’the 

uses of neoliberalism’. I begin with a consideration of ’uses in the literal 
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sense of semantic usage, as the wide variation in the way the term is 

used requires some clarification before we can begin to ask some new 

questions that might bring to light the surprising affinity of some aspects 
of what we call ’neoliberalism’ with certain forms of progressive politics. 

As even a cursory inspection reveals, there is a huge variation in the 

way the word, ’neoliberalism’ is used in contemporary scholarship. In 
perhaps the strictest sense, neoliberalism refers to a macroeconomic 

doctrine (and is, in this sense, a true -’ism’). The key elements of the 
doctrine have been variously described, but all accounts include a 

valorisation of private enterprise and suspicion of the state, along with 

what is sometimes called ’free-market fetishism’ and the advocacy of 
tariff elimination, currency deregulation, and the deployment of 

’enterprise models’ that would allow the state itself to be ’run like a 
business’. (See Peck 2008 for an illuminating review of the rise and 

dissemination of this doctrine.) 
A related usage would have ’neoliberalism’ refer to a regime of 

policies and practices associated with or claiming fealty to the doctrine 
referenced above. Such a regime of practice is obviously different from 

the doctrine itself. Indeed, as David Harvey (2005) has argued, this 
divergence is, in fact, necessary, since neoliberal doctrine, if applied 
consistently, implies a world that could never, in fact, exist (which leads 

Harvey to term it ’utopian’). Rather than purely applying the utopian 

neoliberal doctrine, Harvey points out that dominant groups around the 
world have used neoliberal arguments to carry out what is in fact a class 

projecL ’Neoliberalism’, in this sense, has become the name for a set of 
highly interested public policies, only partly consistent with neoliberal 
doctrine, that have vastly enriched the holders of capital, while leading 

to increasing inequality, insecurity, loss of public services, and a general 
deterioration of quality of life for the poor and working classes. 

But the policies of neoliberal regimes have often diverged from 

neoliberal doctrine for other reasons, as well - reasons which have less 
to do with straight-forward power grabs by the rich than with the 
contingencies of democratic politics. This no doubt helps to account for 

the otherwise paradoxical fact that a number of regimes pursuing 
undoubtedly neoliberal macroeconomic policies have also seen 

substantial recent rises in social spending (examples include India, 
Brazil, and South Africa, among others). Neoliberal policy is thus much 

more complicated than a reading of neoliberal doctrine might suggest. 

The neoliberal label 

It is perhaps also worth mentioning, if only very briefly, some other 

common uses of the term. One is as a sloppy synonym for capitalism 
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itself, or as a kind of shorthand for the world economy and its 
inequalities. In much current anthropological usage, for instance, 
’neoliberalism’ appears in this way, as a kind of abstract and malevolent 
causal force that comes in from outside (much as ’the world system’ was 
reckoned to do at an earlier theoretical moment) to decimate local 
livelihoods. Another, more interesting, usage sees ’neoliberalism’ as the 
name of a broad, global cultural formation characteristic of a new era of 
’millennial capitalism’ -- a kind of global meta-culture, characteristic of 
our newly de-regulated, insecure, and speculative times (e.g., Comaroff 
and Comaroff, 2000). And finally, ’neoliberalism’ can be indexed to a sort 
of ’rationality’ in the Foucauldian sense, linked less to economic dogmas 
or class projects than to specific mechanisms of government, and 
characteristic modes of creating subjects. (I will have more to say about 
this last usage shortly.) 

It is, then, possible to identify many quite distinct referents for the 
same widely-used term. This has some obvious dangers, of course. There 
is plainly a danger of simple confusion, since the meaning of the term can 
slip in the course of an argument being passed from author to reader (or, 
indeed, even in the course of an argument made by a single author). 
There is also another danger, only slightly less obvious, which is that 
such an all-encompassing entity can easily come to appear as a kind of 
gigantic, all-powerful first cause (like the mega-categories like 
’Modernity’ or ’Capitalism’ have often done before it) -- that malign force 
that causes all manner of bad things to happen. This yields empty 
analysis (since to say that all our problems are caused by ’neoliberalism’ 
is really not to say much), and may also lead to an ineffectual politics -- 
since all one can do with such a gigantic, malevolent ’thing’ as 
’neoliberalism’ conceived in this way is to denounce it. (And that, the 
evidence suggests, doesn’t seem to do much good). 

One response would be to stop using the word altogether. This is 
indeed very tempting. If the word is so ambiguous and imprecise, 
perhaps we should just be careful to be more specific, and use less all- 
encompassing terms. When the term ’neoliberalism’ is used as sloppily 
as it is in many texts, one is tempted to pencil one’s objections in the 
margins as one might in reading a student paper: ’"What do you mean by 
’neoliberalism’ here? Do you mean the liberalisation of trade policies? 
Then say so! Do you mean techniques of government that work through 
the creation of responsibilised citizen-subjects? Then say that! The two 
don’t necessarily go together. Say what you mean, and don’t presume 
that they are all united in the giant package called ’neoliberalism’. Such 
insistence on specificity and precision would undoubtedly improve the 
analytical clarity of many of our discussions. 
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But there is also some utility in words that bring together more than 
one meaning. As long as we can avoid the mistake of simply confusing 
the different meanings, the word can be an occasion /br reflecting on 

how the rather different things to which it refers may be related. In 
particular, I would like to use this confusing, conflating word as an 

occasion for thinking about the relation between the following two 
things: 

First, we may consider the new governmental rationalities that 
emerged through the Thatcher-Reagan assaults on the North Atlantic, 

post-war welfare state. Key here was the deployment of market 

mechanisms and ’enterprise’ models to reform government, restructure 
the state, and pioneer new modes of government and subjectification, as 

discussed in the pioneering works of what are sometimes referred to as 
the ’Anglo-Foucauldians’. (See, e.g., BarD,, Osborne and Rose, 1996, Rose, 

1999, Cruikshank, 1999, Miller and Rose, 2008.) There is a clear analysis 
in this literature of what it is that distinguishes ’neoliberalism’ from 

liberalism. Liberalism, in this account, was always about finding the right 

balance between two spheres understood as properly distinct, if always 
related: state and market, public and private, king and merchant~ 
Neoliberalism, in contrast, puts governmental mechanisms developed in 
the private sphere to work within the state itself, so that even core 

functions of the state are either subcontracted out to private providers, 
or run (as the saying has it) ’like a business.’ The question of what should 
be public and what private becomes blurred or irrelevant, as the state 

itself increasingly organises itself around ’profit centres’, ’enterprise 
models’, and so on. Rather than shifting the line between state and 
market, then, neoliberalism in this account involved the deployment of 
new, market-based techniques of government within the terrain of the 

state itself. At the same time, new constructions of ’active’ and 
’responsible’ citizens and communities were deployed to produce 
governmental results that did not depend on direct state intervention. 

The ’responsibilised’ citizen, in the ideal scheme at least, comes to 
operate as a miniature firm, responding to incentives, rationally 

assessing risks, and prudently choosing from among different courses of 
action. 

Against this understanding of the neoliberal, consider what we might 

call neoliberalism in the African sense. Here, neoliberalism has meant 
first of all the policy measures that were forced on African states in the 
1980s by banks and international lending agencies, under the name of 

’structural adjustment’. Reforms focused on removing tariffs, 

deregulating currency markets, and removing the state from production 
and distribution (via dismantling of state marketing boards and 

parastatals). This did involve privatisation, and an ideological 
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celebration of markets. But the development of new technologies of 

government, responsibilised prudential subjects, and so on (all the 
things that Nikolas Rose and the other ’Ango-Foucauldians’ tend to 

emphasise) was very limited. Neoliberalism here, in fact was (in these 
terms) not very ’neo’ at all. It was, in fact, largely a matter of old-style 

laissez-faire liberalism in the service of imperial capital. And it had 
disastrous and wildly unpopular results (especially, the selling off 

precious state assets to foreign firms at fire-sale prices, massive 
deindustrialisation, and increased unemployment). Across much of the 
continent, indeed, it has raised the spectre of a kind of recolonisation. 

The result is that ’neoliberalism’ in Africa refers to a quite fundamentally 
different situation than it does in Western Europe and North America. 

The hasty and uncritical application of ideas of neoliberalism-as- 
governmental-rationality to Africa is thus clearly a mistake, based on a 

confusion (an art of government versus a crude battering open of third 
world markets). 

But bringing these two different referents together can be more 

interesting, if we don’t just equate them, but instead reflect on the 
conceptual themes they share (broadly, a technical reliance on market 
mechanisms coupled with an ideological valorisation of ’private 

enterprise’ and a suspicion of the state), and use such a reflection to ask 
if the new ’arts of government’ developed within first-world 
neoliberalism might take on new life in other contexts, in the process 
opening up new political possibilities. 

Can the left follow the right’s lead in developing new arts of 
government? And (perhaps more provocatively) are the neoliberal ’arts 
of government’ that have transformed the way that states work in so 
many places around the world inherently and necessarily conservative? 
To ask such questions requires us to be willing at least to imagine the 
possibility of a truly progressive politics that would also draw on 
governmental mechanisms that we have become used to terming 
’neoliberal’. 

I have been led to these questions by my current interest in anti- 
poverty programmes in southern Africa that seek to provide cash 
support for incomes, and thus (in theory) harness markets to the task of 
meeting the needs of the poor. This is happening in several African 
countries, but also in a great many other postcolonial states - from 
Brazil and Venezuela to Mexico and Bangladesh - where leftist and 
rightist regimes alike have seen fit to introduce policies that transfer 
cash directly into the hands of the poor. (See Fiszbein and Schady, 2009, 
Standing, 2008 for reviews.) The South African Basic Income Grant 
campaign is the example I will focus on here. The proposal, which I’ll 
discuss in some detail in a moment, is to deal with a crisis of persistent 
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poverty by providing an unconditional minimum monthly payment to 

all. The argument goes like this: Markets aren’t working for poor people 
because they’re too poor to participate in them. Government 

programmes aren’t working because the state is inefficient. So: provide 
income support directly, in the form of cash, and then say to the poor: 

"you are now empowered to solve your own problems in the way you 
see best." 

In contrast to older forms of ’welfare’ assistance, the claim is that 
such grants rely on poor people’s own ability to solve their own 

problems, without imposing the policing, paternalism, and surveillance 

of the traditional welfare state. More broadly, similar new lines of 
thought are calling for an increased role for direct cash transfers in many 

forms of social and humanitarian policy (e.g. famine relief, which will be 
briefly discussed shortly). The reasoning here often includes 

recognisably neoliberal elements (including the valorisation of market 
efficiency, individual choice, and autonomy; themes of entrepreneurship; 

and scepticism about the state as a service provider). But the politics are 

avowedly (and, I think, on balance, genuinely) ’pro-poor’ (as the phrase 
has it). ’Pro-poor’ and neoliberal - it is the strangeness of this 
conjunction that is of interest here. For the sorts of new progressive 
initiatives I have in mind seem to involve not just opposing ’the 

neoliberal project’, but appropriating key elements of neoliberal 
reasoning for different ends. We can’t think about this (or even 
acknowledge its possibility) if we continue to treat ’neoliberal’ simply as 

a synonym for ’evil’. Instead, I suggest (and this is a deliberate 
provocation) that some innovative (and possible effective) forms of new 

politics in these times may be showing us how fundamentally 
multivalent the neoliberal arts of government can be. 

Let me emphasise that to say that certain political initiatives and 
programmes borrow from the neoliberal bag of tricks doesn’t mean that 
these political projects are in league with the ideological project of 

neoliberalism (in David Harvey’s sense) - only that they appropriate 

certain characteristic neoliberal moves (and I think of these discursive 
and programmatic moves as analogous to the moves one might make in 
a game). These moves are recognisable enough to look ’neoliberal’, but 

they can, I suggest, be used for quite different purposes than that term 
usually implies. In this connection, one might think of statistical 

techniques for calculating the probabilities of workplace injuries. These 
were originally developed in the 19th century by large employers to 

control costs (Ewald, 1986), but they eventually became the technical 

basis for social insurance, and ultimately for the welfare state (which 
brought unprecedented gains to the working class across much of the 

world). Techniques, that is to say, can ’migrate’ across strategic camps, 
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and devices of government that were invented to serve one purpose 
have often enough ended up, though history’s irony, being harnessed to 
another. Might we see a similar re-appropriation of ’market’ techniques 
of government (which were, like workplace statistics, undoubtedly 
conservative in their original uses) for different, and more progressive 
sorts of ends7 Maybe not -- one should remain genuinely open-minded 
about this - but it is perhaps worth at least considering. 

The Basic Income Grant proposal 

My principal example is the Basic Income Grant campaign in South 
Africa. For historical reasons, South Africa came to democratic 
independence in 1994 with a quite well developed system of social 
grants and pensions (which I will not be able to describe here for 
reasons of space). In recent years, as neoliberal restructuring has led to 
widening inequality and very high rates of unemployment, these social 
grants have substantially expanded, and have been instrumental in 
holding together what might otherwise be an explosive situation (a fact 
of which the ANC government appears to be acutely aware). But 
planners have been bothered by the patchy and arbitrary spread of the 
coverage, and the inefficiency and cost of administering a host of 
cumbersome and bureaucratic targeted programmes. 

In this context, the government appointed, in 2000, a Committee of 
Inquiry (the Taylor Committee) to recommend measures to rationalise 
the system of social assistance. When the Taylor Committee issued its 
report in 2002, it surprised many by calling for a far-reaching new 
comprehensive system of income support, anchored by a ’basic income 
grant’ (BIG) to be paid to all South Africans (Department of Social 
Development 2002). (This idea had first been raised by COSATU in 1998 
[at the Presidential lobs Summit], and has been advocated from 2001 
onward by a formal coalition of church groups and labour, the BIG 
Coalition).2 

The proposal was for a modest payment of about R100 (at that time, 
about $16) per person per month, to be paid to all South Africans, 
irrespective of age or income. (The amount may seem so small as to be of 
little use, but the theory was that the sum of many per-person payments 
would put a larger household on a footing similar to that of a household 
with a member receiving a pension under the current system). The 
commission argued that such a universal system of direct payments was 
the most efficient way to direct assistance to all poor South Africans. 

2. Barchesi (2007) gives a detailed and illuminating account of the origins of the BIG 
campaign and the Taylor Committee report. 
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Better off South Africans would also receive the grant, but the funds they 

received (and then some) would be recuperated through the tax system. 
Since South Africa currently has both effective mechanisms of taxation 

and comparatively low tax rates (as a percentage of GDP), BIG advocates 
argue (e.g., Standing and Samson, 2003), the measure could be funded 

through increases in either the income tax or the VAT, as well as by 
savings created by rationalising the existing system of pensions. The 

proposal has been endorsed as fiscally viable by some reputable 
economists, and promoted in recent years by a wide-ranging alliance of 

backers, including church groups, NGOs, and the powerful Congress of 

South African Trade Unions (COSATU); and a watered down version has 
even been endorsed by the main (and historically white) opposition 
party, the Democratic Alliance. It appears to enjoy support from some 
significant forces within the ANC (including the former Minster for Social 

Development, Dr Zola Skweyiya), but has been emphatically rejected by 
the top leadership. 

My interest in the campaign is not driven by a strong sense of 

personal support for or opposition to it_ As a piece of public policy, I find 

it both very attractive and potentially problematic; and I don’t presume 
that it will be implemented (indeed, I would guess that it probably will 
not be). I am interested, rather, in the logic of argument that is deployed 

in its advocacy - a way of thinking about persistent poverty, the 

’informal sector’, the market, and the state. 
It is important to recognise that the arguments that have been made 

in favor of the BIG have been many-sided and complex, and they are not 

reducible to a single logic or rationality (neoliberal or otherwise). These 
arguments do include recognisably neoliberal elements (as I will 

emphasise below). But BIG proponents certainly do not all, or always, 
make a radical or unconditional break with the older language of social 
democracy. On the contrary, a reading of pro-BIG documents shows that 
traditional welfare-state arguments are regularly deployed. These 

include themes of social solidarity and moral obligation; the advantages 
of social cohesion and dangers of class war; Keynesian arguments about 

stimulating demand; and labour-rights arguments about giving workers 
the security to say no to dangerous and demeaning work.:~ Yet these lines 

of argument lie side by side with others, which are markedly different 
from social democratic reasoning, and surprisingly similar to the 

neoliberal reasoning that we more usually associate with anti-welfare 

3. As Barchiesi (2007) has noted, some more conservative fbrmulations of the BIG have 

also made the contrary argument, that it would help move unemployed people into ve~3z 

low wage jobs. He also points out another important theme that I do not explore here: 

the implicit or explicit moralism of much of the discussion around ’the social question’ in 

South Africa. 
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discourses. The intermingling of these different themes speaks to the 

complex political struggles around the BIG, which have been discussed 
by others (e.g., Mattisonn and Seekings, 2003 and Barchiesi, 2007). My 

interest here, though, is not in analysing these politics, but in identifying 
some surprising ways in which certain discursive ’moves’ that we can 

readily identify as neoliberal are being put to work in the service of pro- 
poor and pro-welfare political arguments. To make this process visible, 

it is useful to pull some of these neoliberal ’moves’ out of the broader 
mix of BIG arguments so that we can see the work that they are doing. 

Consider the tbllowing distinct arguments that are presented in pro- 

BIG discourse: 
1. Perhaps unsurprisingly (in these times), the social democratic 

theme of social obligation is largely replaced in BIG rhetoric by the 
theme of ’investment in human capital’. The poor individual is explicitly 

conceptualised as a micro-enterprise. The BIG would (as the coalition 
web site claims) "enable working families to invest more of their 

incomes in nutrition, education and health care - with corresponding 

productivity gains" (Triton, 2005). So, hungry people, for instance might 
appear to need to eat, but really what they need is "to invest more of 
their income in nutrition" in order to build up their "human capital", 
with "corresponding productivity gains." Pro-BIG arguments are 

generously seeded with this sort of language that recasts social spending 
as ’investing’ in a kind of ’capital’ (see Fine, 2000 for a useful critique of 
’social capital’ theory). 

2. A second theme is a critique of dependency (one that neatly 

reverses the usual right-wing arguments against social payments). It is 
the existing ’safety-net’, the BIG promoters argue, that breeds 
dependency. Today, any economically productive poor person is 

surrounded by dependents who must be supported. This dependency 
constitutes a ’tax’ on tile productivity of tile poor, which both creates a 
disincentive to work, and degrades human capital. The ’dependency’ of 

absolute poverty is a drag on productivity, and it makes workers unable 
to be economically active, to search for better jobs, etc. What is more, 

insecurity breeds passivity, and inhibits entrepreneurship and ’risk- 
taking behaviours’. A poor South African thinking of starting a small 
business, for instance, under present circumstances must consider the 
terrible risk of falling into destitution and hunger in the event of failure. 

The same person with a monthly BIG payment would be empowered to 
be much bolder. Providing basic income security for all, it is claimed, will 

enable the poor to behave as proper neoliberal subjects (i.e., as 

entrepreneurs and risk-takers); the status quo prevents it, and promotes 
’dependency’. 
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As the report of the Taylor Committee put it, "By providing ... a 

minimum level of income support people will be empowered to take the 

risks needed to break out of the poverty cycle. Rather than serving as a 
disincentive to engage in higher return activities, such a minimum (and 
irrevocable) grant could encourage risk taking and self-reliance. Such an 
income grant could thus become a springboard for development" 
(Department of Social Development 2002: 61). In this way, the BIG 

would provide not a ’safety net’ (the circus image of old-style welfare as 
protection against hazard) but a ’springboard’ - a facilitator of risky (but 

presumably empowering) neoliberal flight. 

3. Pro-BIG arguments also borrow from established neoliberal 
critiques of welfare paternalism (such as the old Thatcherite complaint 

about the ’nanny state’ that tries to run everybody’s life in the name of 

the needs of ’society’). The existing social assistance system, BIG 
advocates point out, makes moralising judgments about ’the 
undeserving poor’, and requires surveillance, normalisation, and so on, 

which is both objectionable in itself, as well as expensive and inefficienL 
What is more, recipients are publicly labelled as such, and thus set apart 
from the general population; in this way, they may be subtly stigmatised. 
The BIG, on the other hand, would be paid to everyone; citizens would 
access their funds (in the ideal scheme) by simply swiping their national 

identity cards in an ATM. They would use the funds (as good rational 
actors) in the way they saw best. There would be no policing of conduct, 
no stigmatising labels, no social workers coming into homes - and no 

costly bureaucracy to sort out who does or doesn’t qualify. Through the 
radical step of eliminating means testing (and, in some versions, 
replacing documents with biometric technology [Breckenridge, 2005]), 
it is proposed that the ’formalities’ of social assistance might be 

streamlined in a way that might make social payments catalytic of, 

rather than contrary to, the vital economic logic of informality. The state 
is here imagined as both universally engaged (as a kind of direct 

provider for each and every citizen) and maximally disengaged (taking 
no real interest in shaping the conduct of those under its care, who are 

seen as knowing their own needs better than the state does). 
4. Perhaps the most striking (and in some ways, disturbing) change 

from traditional social democracy is the explicit rejection of formal 
employment as the ’normal’ frame of reference for social policy (let 

alone as an entitlement to which all have rights). The Taylor Committee 
Report notes that "High unemployment, including the massive net loss of 

formal sector jobs, and a growing shift towards so-called ’atypical’ work, 

has reduced the incomes of the poor" (Department of Social 
Development, 2002: 32). And it sees no prospect for an end to this shift 

away from formal employment. Indeed, the report goes on: 
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In developing countries, where stable full-time waged formal sector 
labour was never the norm, it is increasingly unlikely that it will 

become the norm. (2002: 38) 
The reality is that in the developing world formal sector 

employment may never become the norm that it is in Europe" (2002: 

154). 

The need for assistance, then, is not about being ’between jobs’ or 
correcting for dips in the business cycle. Formal employment is not (and 

never will be!) the normal state of affairs. Social assistance is here 
radically decoupled from expectations of employment, and, indeed, from 
’insurance’ rationality altogether. Instead: the Taylor Report re- 
understands the condition of unemployment not as a hazard, but as the 
normal condition (most people, most of the time will, for the foreseeable 
future, live that way), and seeks not to prevent that condition, but to 
make it productive. 

5. How can unemployment be productive? Here, the ’informal sector’ 
appears in a newly central role, appearing not as it did through most of 
the 20th century as a problem to be solved, but instead as the solution 
itself. To be economically productive, BIG advocates point out, does not 
require formal sector employment; social payments are most significant 
not as temporary substitutes for employment, but as a way of promoting 
greater productivity, enterprise, and risk-taking in the ’informal’ domain 
within which more and more South Africans are expected to make their 
living. BIG payments, then, are understood neither as temporary relief 
nor as charity, but as a means of enhancing production by enabling both 
job-seeking and, crucially, entrepreneurial activity. 

I hope to have identified some recognisably neoliberal motifs here. 
But I hope it’s also clear that this is not the neoliberalism we love to hate, 
the so-called ’neoliberal project~ identified by David Harvey (2005). It’s 
something else - a set of much harder to place arguments that link 
markets, enterprise, welfare, and social payments in a novel way. It 
leaves us neither with something to hate, nor something to love, but 
rather something to ponder. 

Farmers and food prices 

It may be helpful to briefly discuss one additional example, to help 

suggest something that I am increasingly convinced is the case: that the 

BIG campaign is part of a much wider, worldwide shift in thinking about 
poverty and social and humanitarian assistance. The example I have in 

mind is the increasingly influential argument that hunger is best dealt 
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with by boosting the purchasing power of those at risk, rather than by 

distributing food aid. 
The traditional international food aid system involves taking excess 

grain (produced under subsidised conditions in rich countries) and 
transporting it to places (largely in Africa) where people are at risk of 

hunger. Following Amartya Sen, critics have long noted the perverse 
effects of this: depressing producer prices for local farmers, and 

damaging the local institutions for producing and distributing food 
crops. Once food aid has arrived, local food production often never 

recovers, and the ’temporary’ crisis becomes permanent. 

As an alternative, Sen’s followers have pushed for cash payments to 
be made directly to those at risk of food deficit~ People with money in 

their pockets, Sen points out, don’t starve. And the economic chain of 
events that is set in motion by boosting purchasing power leads 

(through market forces) to increased capacity for local production and 
distribution. 

A number of pilot projects have been launched putting these 

principles into practice in recent years. Among the best known is the 
Cash for Relief Programme in Ethiopia, which used cash payments to 
enable households that had been hit by crop failure to rebuild their 
assets and regenerate their livelihoods (and not only to eat). Another 

widely discussed project has been the Kalomo Social Cash Transfer 
Scheme in Zambia. Here, too, cash took the place of food aid, with the 
result that recipients were able to meet non-nutritional as well as 

nutritional needs, including education, transportation, and health care 
(Schubert and Goldberg, 2004). An impressive range of similar projects 

is reviewed in Standing (2008) and Farrington and Slater (2006). (See 
also the review of the potential for cash transfers in ’unstable situations’, 

recently done by Harvey and Holmes (2007) for the UK Department for 
International Development.) 

The arguments made by the increasingly numerous promoters of 

such programmes are in many ways similar to those made on behalf of 
the South African Basic Income Grant. Dispensing cash, they insist, is in 

the first place more efficient and less expensive than other sorts of 
assistance, and often requires less infrastructure and institutional 

capacity. In any case, they argue, why should bureaucrats decide on 
behalf of recipients what their needs are? Cash transfers provide hungry 

people with the flexibility to access a broad range of goods and services 

available on the market to meet their needs, and their enhanced demand 
stimulates the provision of needed services through market 

mechanisms. 
And poor people, in this conception, are the best judges of what their 

needs are, and how they should be met - perhaps using money to go to 
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the clinic this month, to pay school fees for a child the next, to buy a bag 
of maize meal the next, and so on. Rather than wasting the money on 
frivolous expenditure, advocates insist, the research shows that 
recipients generally apply their scant cash resources very rationally, and 
even make canny small investments. As one power-point presentation 
on the Kalomo project put it: "The ’grannies’ turned out to be excellent 
economists!" 

Top-down, state-planned attempts to directly meet nutritional needs 
through trucking in food, in this view, are bound to be clumsy, 
inefficient, wasteful, and destructive of local markets. Cash transfers, on 
the other hand, put more decision-making power in the hands of those 
who know their predicament best (the hunger-afflicted themselves), and 
enable them to use the flexibility and efficiency of markets to help solve 
their own problems. Much more than direct food aid, cash transfers can 
have a catalytic effect on many other income-gaining activities, thereby 
contributing powerfully to the ’multiple livelihood strategies’ that are so 
important in keeping the poorest households afloat 

Such arguments recall lane Guyer’s groundbreaking work on feeding 
African cities (1989). Consider, Guyer suggests, how food ends up 
finding its way to consumers’ plates in the vast megacities of West Africa 
such as Lagos. The logistical task of moving thousands of tons of food 
each day from thousands of local producers to millions of urban 
consumers would be beyond the organisational capacity of any state (to 
say nothing of the less-than-exemplary Nigerian one). Here, market 
mechanisms, drawing on the power of vast self-organising networks, are 
very powerful, and very efficient Such forms of organisation must 
appear especially attractive where states lack capacity (and let us 
remember how many progressive dreams in Africa have crashed on the 
rocks of low state capacity). 

Why should relying on this sort of mechanism be inherently right- 
wing or suspect in the eyes of progressives7 The answer is, of course, 
not far to find: markets serve only those with purchasing power. Market- 
based solutions are thus likely to be true ’solutions’ only for the better- 
off, whose needs are so effectively catered to by markets. But the food 
aid example shows a way of redirecting markets toward the poor, by 
intervening not to restrict the market, but to boost purchasing power. I 
have become convinced that (at least in the case of food aid) this is 
probably good public policy. 

Is it also neoliberal? Perhaps that is not the right question. Perhaps 
we should rather ask: Are there specific sorts of social policy that might 
draw on characteristic neoliberal ’moves’ (like using markets to deliver 
services) that would also be genuinely progressive7 That seems like a 
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question worth asking, even if we are at this point not fully ready to 

answer it. 

Conclusion 

I want to emphasise that none of the examples discussed here are (in my 

view) unequivocally good (or unequivocally bad, for that matter). 
Instead, they leave us feeling uneasy, not sure of our moorings. They 
leave us less with strong opinions than with the sense that we need to 

think about them a bit more. They do not permit the simple 

denunciations (Aha! Neoliberalism!) that have become so familiar a part 
of the politics of the ’anti-’, even as they clearly require us to turn a 

thoughtfully critical and sceptical eye toward their dangers and 
ambiguities. 

I also want to emphasise as clearly as possible that none of these 
examples is a matter of ’leaving it to the market’. All require major non- 

market interventions (either by states or by state-like entities such as 

foundations or international agencies), and all are premised on the 
principle that public policy must play a redistributive role. But they are 
interventions that create a situation where markets can arguably serve 

progressive ends, in ways that may require us to revise some of our 

prejudices that automatically associate market mechanisms with the 

interests of the well-to-do. 
By way of concluding, let me be clear: we need to be sceptical about 

the facile idea that problems of poor people can be solved simply by 
inviting them to participate in markets and enterprise. Such claims 
(which often ascribe almost magical transformative powers to such 

unlikely vehicles as ’social entrepreneurship’ or ’microcredit’) are almost 
always misleading, and often fraudulent~ But it would be a mistake to 
dismiss the coupling of avowedly pro-poor social policy with market 

mechanisms out of hand, out of a reflexive sense that the latter are 
’neoliberal’ and thus ’bad’. Again, the interest here is in the potential 
mobility of a set of governmental devices. These devices originated 

within a neoliberal project that deserves all the criticism it gets. But they 
may be in the process of being redeployed in creative and potentially 

powerful ways. 
If so, some emergent political initiatives that might appear at first 

blush to be worryingly ’neoliberal’ may, on closer inspection, amount to 
something a good deal more hopeful. To be able to spot such 

developments, we will need to forgo the pleasures of the easy, dismissive 

critique, and instead turn a keen and sympathetic eye toward the rich 
world of actual social and political practice. That is a world still full of 

invention and surprise, where the landscape of political possibility and 
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constraint that we have come to take for granted is being redrawn, even 
as we speak. 
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Afterword: 
World CupTM profits defeat the poor 
Patrick Bond, Ashwin Desai and Brij Maharaj 

Introduction 

Sport, once viewed as a form of entertainment, has now emerged as an 

important political, social and economic force (Cochrane et al., 1996; 

Hillier, 2000; Smith, 2005; O’Brien, 2006). South Africa’s sacrifices to host 
the 2010 Soccer World CupTM - and possibly the 2020 Olympic Games - are 
illustrative. What can we learn from the 2010 experience? Was it a roaring 
success, or instead, yet another example of Jacob Zuma’s own-goal 

approach to poverty and inequality, i.e. squandering a golden opportunity 
and instead making matters worse through careless regression backwards 

on the field? 
We begin the review of South Africa’s experience in June-July 2010 by 

providing context. We tend to view soccer within the parameters set by 
neoliberal globalisation, which first and foremost requires countries and 

cities around the world to compete for illusory direct foreign investments 

and portfolio capital flows. Prominent promotional strategies include 
stimulating investment in businesses through the provision of incentives 

and marketing the country and city as a tourist and sporting destination. 
For the latter, which we experienced intensely in Durban, the consensus 
seems to be that major sporting events offer the "possibility of ’fast track’ 
urban regeneration, a stimulus to economic growth, improved transport 

and cultural facilities, and enhanced global recognition and prestige," as 

Chalkley and Essex (1999) argue. Although such events do produce 
benefits, the international experience suggests that the privileged tend to 
benefit at the expense of the poor, and that socio-economic inequalities 

tend to be exacerbated (Andranovich et al., 2001; Rutheiser, 1996; 0wen, 
2002). These concerns were borne out when South Africa hosted the 2010 
World Cup. 

Peter Alegi (2010: 128) argues that in South Africa, the 

social and political significance of rugby and soccer ... entrenched a 
desire among increasingly self-confident.., leaders to host sporting 
megaevents /or the purpose of bolstering the quest for national 
unity and triggering faster economic growth. 

The government committed itself to spending R40 billion from the public 
purse to prepare the country for the 2010 Fifa World CupTM, largely in 
constructing/upgrading 10 stadiums, fast-tracking a fast-train from OR 
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Tambo Airport to Sandton and a new airport outside Durban, improving 

roads and building associated infrastructure. The obvious question, in the 
wake of the discussion in previous pages, is, can SA aflbrd such 

expenditure against the competing demands of housing/services, health 
care, welfare and education? 

This Afterword raises the following concerns relating to the hosting of 
the 2010 mega event in South Africa: Fifa super-profits and political 

corruption; dubious priorities and overspending; repatriation of profits; 
suspension of democratic freedoms and sovereignty; protest and defiance; 
and xenophobia. Until very recently, Fifa was relatively unknown in the SA 

public domain, and the organisation was implicitly presented as a benign, if 
not philanthropic, organisation. That changed in mid-2010. 

Fifa mafia, dubious priorities and overspending 

The F6d~ration Internationale de Football Association (Fifa) was 
established in Paris on 21 May 1904. Initial membership comprised 

countries from Western Europe. Present membership comprises football 
associations from 208 countries, exceeding that of the UN (192 
members). In its quest to increase membership, Fifa often turned a blind 
eye to the undermining of democracy and the violation of human rights 

in member states, on grounds that sports and politics should not 
intermingle. There were allegations that senior Fifa officials were close 
to corrupt governments and ignored the influence of drug cartels on the 

game in Latin America. 

But politics and sport do mix. In the early 1960s, Fifa implicitly 
espoused apartheid when its British president Sir Stanley Rous 
supported the Football Association of South Africa and its racially 

segregated teams and matches. It was only in 1976 that the apartheid 
team was thrown out, thanks to lobbying led by the late Dennis Brutus. 
During this period, there was another dramatic turn as the 

commercial/business arm of Fifa grew exponentially, ostensibly in 
response to the development needs of football in Africa, Asia and Latin 

America. However, there were concerns that Fifa had become part of the 
’capitalist entertainment business’; that it had turned football into a 

’millionaire’s gambling casino’; and that there was a lack of transparency 
and accountability about how its funds were spent; and especially 

payments made to senior officials. There have also been controversies 
and allegations of corruption relating to how Fifa sells its TV rights, 

elects its President and chooses the hosts for the World CupTM, Before a 

ball was kicked, Fifa already earned R25 billion from TV broadcast rights 
for 2010. 
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World CupTM visitors did not fail to comment upon degenerate 

conditions in the Cape Flats and the Soweto shacklands, while in 
contrast, the new R4.5 billion Green Point stadium in Cape Town and 

R2.3 billion refurbished Soccer City in Johannesburg received vast 
subsidies thanks to rulers from both the white-liberal-dominated 
Democratic Alliance and the black-nationalist African National Congress, 
respectively. Cape Town’s is especially obnoxious given that an upgrade 

of the Newlands rugby pitch (in a white suburb) or of Athlone’s stadium 
(in a black neighbourhood) would have been far cheaper. The latter was 

reportedly rejected, according to a representative of Fifa, because "A 

billion television viewers don’t want to see shacks and poverty on this 
scale."1 

The second-largest city, Durban, boasts the most memorable new 
sports facility (R3.1 billion worth, overrun from an original R1.8 billion 

budget), as well as the country’s highest-profile municipal sleaze and 
chutzpah, exuding from a city manager, Mike Sutcliffe, who tried - but 

failed - to gentrify a century-old Indian/African market for Fifa’s sake, 
and who regularly bans non-violent demonstrations. Durban’s 70,000- 

seater Moses Mabhida stadium is delightful to view, so long as we keep 
out of sight and mind the city’s vast backlogs of housing, 
water/sanitation, electricity, clinics, schools and roads, and the absurd 

cost escalation. Harder to keep from view is next-door neighbour Absa 
Stadium, home of Sharks rugby, which seats 52,000 and which easily 
could have been extended. The Sharks have said they cannot aftbrd to 

make the move to Mabhida because of high rental costs, and a titanic 

battle lies ahead over destruction of the older stadium to force the issue. 
Trevor Phillips, former director of the South African Premier Soccer 
League, asks, 

What the hell are we going to do with a 70,000-seater football 
stadium in Durban once the World Cup is over? Durban has two 

football teams which attract crowds of only a few thousand. It 

would have been more sensible to have built smaller stadiums 
nearer the football-loving heartlands and used the surplus funds 
to have constructed training facilities in the townships. 2 

The local winners in the process are not footballers nor even rugby 

teams that municipal officials fruitlessly hope will one day fill the white- 
elephant stadia. They are the large corporations and politically- 

1. ’Table Mounain or Bust’. The Antidote, 18 January 2007. 
http:iitheantidote.wordpress.com/2007i01 i18/fifa-table-mountain-or-busti. 
2. http: /iw~,v.guardian.co.ukisporti2OO7 ijuniO3 /newsstory 
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connected black ’tenderpreneurs’ (who win state tenders thanks to 
affirmative action, if linked to established white firms) especially in the 
construction sector. Asking if Mabhida’s legacy is an ’arch of hope’ or 
instead a ’yoke of debt’, journalist Sam Sole named Durban’s 
beneficiaries: primary contractor Ibhola Lethu supported Craig Simmer 
(whose previous employers were the crashed bus privatiser, Remnant 
Alton and Point development flop, Dolphin Whispers); the 
Broederbonder firm Bruinette Kruger Stoffberg; and Group 5/WBHO 
with Tokyo Sexwale’s and Bulelani Ngcuka’s Mvelaphanda group 
subcontracting a major electricity deal to Vivian Reddy’s Edison Power 
(Sole, 2010). This tenderpreneurship strategs, was profoundly corrupt, 
according to Moeletsi Mbeki, brother of former president Thabo: "It was 
a matter of co-option, to co-opt the African nationalist leaders by 
enriching them privately."3 

The macro-implications will be felt over many years, because the 
World CupTM has worsened South Africa’s world-leading income 
inequality and set the stage for future economic calamities once debt 
payments become due. The overspending on new stadiums (in Durban, 
Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Nelspruit and Polokwane) plus extravagant 
refurbishment expenses for Soccer City brought the state subsidy to over 
R25 billion, not to mention spending on associated infrastructure. It will 
be exceedingly hard for nearly all the stadiums to even cover their 
operating expenses after the final World CupTM game. 

An excess portion of the stadium bill came from unnecessary 
imports, at a time the SA foreign debt rose from the $24 billion Nelson 
Mandela inherited from apartheid to more than $85 billion today. Paying 
interest on the debt plus dividends to the huge, formerly South African, 
but now overseas-based multinational corporations - Anglo American, 
BHP Billiton, DeBeers, Old Mutual, SAB-Miller beer, Liberty Life, Didata, 
Investec Bank - pushed the country to the very bottom of the emerging 
markets rankings. South Africa’s sixth post-apartheid currency crash (of 
more than 15 per cent over a month’s time) will occur sooner than later, 
as a result. 

Other indirect costs to the economy are also important to count. The 
World CupTM was partly responsible for the country’s construction 
bubble, which drove the economy at 5 per cent GDP increase per year 
from 2004-08, just as happened in the US prior to its crash. With the 
World CupTM as justification, the state’s investment in new luxury 
transport infrastructure soared. The R25 billion Gautrain rapid rail costs 
riders five times more than previously advertised, gambles on shifting 
rich people’s behaviour away from private cars, but it probably won’t 

3. httP: iiwww.dw-world.de/dwiarticleiO,,44 34689,00.html 
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dislodge Johannesburg-Pretoria commuters, thanks to traffic jams and 

parking shortages at the new stations. As labour leader Zwelinzima Vavi, 
put it, Gautrain "does nothing for those who really suffer from transport 

problems - above all, commuters from places like Soweto and Diepsloot- 
Instead, it takes away resources that could improve the lives of millions 

of commuters." 4 
And was a new R8 billion King Shaka International Airport wise for 

Durban, given that the old one had excess capacity until 2017, and given 
the doubling of distance and taxi fares from central Durban? The closure 

of Durban International prematurely proved the single biggest 
embarrassment for Local Organising Committee leadership and the 
Airports Company of South Africa, when King Shaka could not cope with 

VIP private jets that jammed the airport on July 7, the day of the semi- 
final, leaving more than 1000 furious soccer fans in planes that had to be 

rerouted. 
At least one auditing firm, Grant Thornton, disagrees, arguing that 

more than RS0 billion in spin-offs can be expected, including 415 400 
jobs, with tourists spending about R.5 billion. -~ But this appears to be 
pie-in-the-sky, as government’s statistics office reported the first quarter 
of 2010’s losses of 71 000 jobs, with no prospect for improvement in 
sight, bringing to nearly a million those shed since the world crisis hit 

hard in 2008. In this context of economic contraction, another dose of 
xenophobia is feared, from both the state and society, as noted at the 
end. But the state’s own power to regulate multinational capital itself 

came into question during the World CupTM. 

Loss of sovereignty and democratic rights 

British sports journalist Andrew Jennings, author of Foul! has 
documented in painful detail Fifa’s abuse of host countries. According to 
Jennings (2006) a third of Fifa’s executive "are involved in bribery and 

corruption, ticket rackets and diversion of funds." No one has uncovered 
explicit fraud in South Africa, in spite of a combination of a corruption- 

riddled Fifa and a corruption-riddled government. To illustrate, during 
the World Cup7~’ South Africa’s leading police official of the 2000s (at the 

same time he was serving as president of Interpol), Jackie Selebi, was 
judged guilty of sufficient fraud to warrant a 15-year jail sentence. 

Suspicions of Zuma’s personal and family corruption also continued 

4.http:iiamadlandawonye.wikispaces.com/COSATU+GS+Z+Vavi,+Input+to+Red+Octobe 
r+Transport+Campaign 
5. httP: i iwww.gt.co.zaiNews/Press-releasesiStrategic-solutionsi2 Ol O i2Ol Oeia.asp 
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through mid-2010, as did concerns about the ruling party’s youth leader, 
Julius Malema. The man Zuma chose as ambassador to the US, Ebrahim 
Rasool, was unveiled in July 2010 by a Cape Town iournalist as a 
politician who spent cash to buy favourable newspaper coverage, and 
yet the appointment went ahead unhindered. 

But setting aside deals - or the awarding of huge cost escalations on 
construction contracts    that might have been lubricated with 
backhanders, the most pernicious corruption associated with the World 
Cup was actually above board, in formal legal contracts that were kept 
secret until a iudge ordered them opened to public scrutiny in June 2010. 
As lennings concluded, "South Africa bent over and let Fifa have their 
way. Officials and the government have sold South Africa down the river: 
’Bye Africa, bye suckers!’" 6 

There are many ways in which South African sovereignty was 
violated by those contracts. Maior geographical spaces, especially those 
around which the poor engage in the informal economy, have been 
legislated as local business Exclusion Zones (or Fifa zones), in which the 
South African Constitution would be temporarily suspended. Instead, the 
South African Government was obliged to enforce Fifa’s laws, including 
the curtailing of democratic rights such as peaceful marches and 
protests. The national security apparatus told Parliament it would throw 
a 10kin ’cordon’ around the stadia, replete with "air sweeps by fighter 
iets, ioint border patrols with neighbouring countries, police escorts for 
cruise ships and teams of security guards with ’diplomat’ training." The 
aim, according to safety and security Minister Nathi Mthethwa, was to 
"prevent domestic extremism, strike action and service delivery 
protests." 7 

To serve Fifa, Durban gave up a great deal of its own power as well 
as common sense. To illustrate, a few dozen metres away from where 
poor people were denied their source of fishing and income, expensive 
imported (German) marquee tents apparently required erection by a 
German construction company. And Fifa took sole occupation of Moses 
Mabhida Stadium, even on the 75 percent of days that soccer wasn’t 
played over the month, keeping the facility off-limits to visitors. 
According to Wits journalism professor Anton Harber, this was part of a 
general takeover: "Fifa has banished those people who try to make a 
living around the stadiums, they have made us divert development 

6.    httP:iiwww.timeslive.co.zaiopinion/article461110.eceiThe-underb elly-of-world- 
football 
7.      http://www.news24.com/SouthAfricaiNewsiPolice-unveil-SWC-secu rity-plan- 
20100507 
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money into fancy stadiums, and we have had to give up all sorts of rights 

for the month they will be in control of our cities." ~ 

Most chilling is that not only did Fifa get full indemnity "against all 

proceedings, claims and related costs (including professional adviser 
fees) which may be incurred or suffered by or threatened by others." In 

addition, confirmed one official agreement, SA will provide police 

specifically "to enforce the protection of the marketing rights, broadcast 
rights, marks and other intellectual property rights of Fifa and its 
commercial partners."9 (One author, Bond, learned this first hand on July 
2 when he was detained by police for circulating an anti-xenophobia flier 

at the Fan Fest,) 10 
Journalists getting Fifa accreditation also pledged not to throw the 

World CupTM ’into disrepute’ while reporting, at the risk of being banned. 
Hence, press freedom was compromised. With such pressure, no wonder 

that the superb documentary film Fahrenheit 20!0 was turned down by 
the three major SA television networks in the period before the World 

Cup. Refusing to screen it, SA Broadcasting Corporation spokesperson, 

Kaiser Kganyago, confirmed: "Our job is obviously to promote the World 
Cup and flighting anything that can be perceived as negative is not in our 

interest." 
Rhodes media professor Guy Berger called Fifa’s power an "artificial 

and autocratic fiat It is simply stupid to regulate for information scarcity 
in an age that has unprecedented information potential -- potential even 
for Fifa itself. Such authoritarian backwardness is hardly surprising, 

however. It comes from a body that in 2010 is still forcing journalists to 
agree not to bring it into disrepute as a condition for getting 
accreditation." n Fifa’s definition of "disrepute" is writing anything that 
"negatively affects the public standing of the Local Organising Committee 

or Fifa." 12 
Fifa also received special judicial treatment, with 24/7 prosecution 

of several dozen criminal incidents, including a three-year jail term for a 

man whose only crime was holding 30 Fifa game tickets ’without 
explanation’, as Fifa tried to cut down on the black market~ Two Dutch 

’ambush marketers’ were arrested as 36 women wore orange dresses, 
representing Bavaria brewery, to the Holland-Denmark game, though 
the firm’s logo was tiny. 

8.http: //www.tin3eslive.co.~a/specialreports/Our2010 /articleS 2 42 69.ece/Blatter- 

threatens-to-gag-FIFA-repoVcers 

9. http://www.mg, co.zaiarticlei2010-06-04-fifa-called-the-shots-and-we-said-yes 

10. http://ww’vv.pambazuka.org/en/category/features/65597 

11.http:iiw~cv.mg.co.za/prJntformatisinglei2010-0 S-14-no-one-wants-to-air-2010- 

documenta~2~, 

12. httP:iiwww.bizcommunJty.com/ArtJclei196 /147 /44260.html 
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Cases of this sort made Fifa seem extremist. The loss of state 
sovereignty to Fifa surprised observers, given the enormous experience 
that former president Thabo Mbeki and his negotiating team amassed in 

world economic policy negotiations since apartheid ended in 1994. Yet 
Mbeki allowed Fifa and multinational corporate sponsors full access to 

’exclusion zones’ with no taxes, no exchange controls and no security 

worries. 

Trickle-down promises broken 

Other logistical support, access control, and protection were provided to 
Fifa’s corporate partners (Adidas, Sony, Visa, Emirates, Coca Cola, 
Hyundai-Kia, McDonalds, local phone giants Telkom and MTN, First 
National Bank, Continental Tyres, Castrol, McDonalds, and Indian IT 

company, Satyam). Only Fifa-endorsed items were advertised within a 
one kilometre radius of the stadium and along major roads. 

Little money trickled down and most evaporated. Crafts, tourism and 

township soccer facilities were all meant to benefit. But as SA Football 
Association Western Cape provincial president, Norman Arendse, 
confessed, Fifa’s ’fatal’ top-down approach left grassroots soccer with 
merely ’crumbs’. 13 Aside from ear-splitting vuvuzela plastic trumpets, 

the much-vaunted ’African’ feel to the World CupTM will be muted, as 

women who typically sell ’pap’ (corn meal) and ’vleis’ (inexpensive 
meat) just outside soccer stadiums will be shunted off at least a 

kilometre away. According to leading researcher, Udesh Pillay of the SA 

Human Sciences Research Council, in 2005, one in three South Africans 
hoped to personally benefit from the World CupTM, but this fell to one in 

five in 2009 and one in 100 by the time the games began. 14 
Danny Jordaan, CEO of the World CupTM Local Organising Committee, 

predicted in 2005 that the games would be worth as much as R50 billion 
profit to South Africa, even after 2010-related infrastructure expenses. 

But current estimates have been approximately halved (or more). The 
hospitality industry’s market was glutted in many areas, after a third of 

rooms booked by Fifa’s Match agency were cancelled in May. 
Likewise, ordinary workers were misled into thinking they would 

benefit from manufacturing opportunities associated with World CupTM 
paraphernalia, but as Congress of SA Trade Unions spokesperson Patrick 

Craven ruefully concluded, "Local companies have lost out, Chinese 

13. http: i iw~-~,.mg.co.za/article/2Ol O-OS-20-a-tale-of-two-~adiums 
14. http:iiw~-~.project20 lO.co.zai20 lO_World_Cup_interview_U desh_Pillay.asp, 
h ttp: / / dispatch.u g/ 2 010 /O6 /16 / is-it-really-africas-world-cu p / 
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companies have emerged as big winners." 15 Workers lost insofar as they 

failed to gain local production rights for the Zakumi doll mascot, which 
was instead produced in what the trade union movement alleged were 

Chinese sweatshops where teenagers were paid $3/day. The man who 
arranged the deal was ANC Member of Parliament Shiaan-Bin Huang, 
whose home district in KwaZulu-Natal, Newcastle, had many idle 

factories which could have produced Zakumi.16 

Residents, too, suffered, especially if they were working class and 
needed treatment at local hospitals. As Times journalists observed, 

Fifa’s guidelines for designated hospitals around tt~e country - 
which include keeping wards half empty - will result in long- 
term patients removed from their beds and shifted to facilities 
elsewhere. Routine referrals to major specialist hospitals have 
already been curtailed, if not stopped, until after the World Cup, 
leaving hundreds of patients without care for the next two 
months. 17 

Protest and defiance 

The mood of poor and working people remained feisty in the run-up to 
the big event, with several dozen protests each day according to police 

statistics, most over ’service delivery’ shortcomings. Several protests 
were aimed explicitly at the way the World Cup was being implemented. 

For example, more than a thousand pupils demonstrated against the 
Mbombela stadium (Nelspruit) when schools displaced in the 
construction process were not rebuilt. Other World CupT~"-related 

protests were held by informal traders in Durban and Cape Town, 

against Johannesburg officials by Soccer City neighbours in 
impoverished Riverlea township, against construction companies by 
workers, against the stadium construction by disabled people, and 

against national officials by four towns’ activists attempting to relocate 
the provincial borders to shift their municipalities to a wealthier 
province. 

Just a month before the first kick and during the competition, strikes 

were threatened, raging or had just been settled over national electricity 
price increases, Eskom and transport sector wages and municipal 
worker grievances. The SA Transport and Allied Workers Union won a 

15. h ttP: i iwww.spo ~tsillustrated,co,zaicatego~y isoccer iworld-cup-2 010 ipage i34 / 
16.http: //w~vvv.cosatu.org.za/show.php?include=docsipr /2010 /prO202.htm|&ID=2872 
&cat=COSATU%20Today 
17. http:iiwww.timeslive.co.zaisunday~imesiarticle464252.ece/World-Cup-hospitals- 
face-crisis 
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wage increase double the inflation rate, while the mineworkers and 

metalworkers demanded and won an increase 50 per cent higher than 

inflation. 
Fifa had insisted on a protest-free zone, with regular police bannings 

of attempted marches - even an innocuous education-for-all rally on 
June 7 (even though Fifa had sponsored the group, One Goal, requesting 
permission to march) - until sufficient resistance emerged to overcome 

the harassment. A few other victories were recorded along the gray. 
Thousands of stadium construction workers fought for higher wages and 

often won. And AIDS activists prevented from distributing condoms at 

stadiums objected and won that right. 
On 13 June 2010 in Durban, several hundred security workers at 

Durban’s Moses Mabhida Stadium began revolting after the Germany- 
Australia game, demanding payment of a promised bonus. They only 
received R190 for 12 hours’ work; outsourcing and super-exploitation 

have soured employee relations in the often dangerous security sector. 
Police tear-gassed and stun-grenaded 300 to break up the protest and 

promised that the ringleaders would be arrested. But half the ten stadia 

suffered this fate, as workers downed tools against the security labour 
brokers, leading to mass firings and compelling more expensive policing 
to come to Fifa’s aid as internal security. 

The most successful protest explicitly against the World CupTM was 
by hundreds of Durban informal traders facing displacement from the 
century-old Early Morning Market. Were it not for sustained resistance 

over a year-long period, including a pitched battle with police in mid- 
2009, their space would have been transformed into a shopping mall, 
without them. 

Some of the most impressive mobilisations were on the hardest 

front, perhaps: pop culture. To illustrate the challenge, Somali-born 
Toronto-bred musician K’naan had used his hit, ’Wavin’ Flags’, to 

promote the notion that a young boy on a dusty soccer field could simply 
drink a Coca Cola and become a world-class player. His remixed tune for 
Fifa self-censored all his earlier version’s harder, anti-war lyrics: 

many wars, settling scores 

bringing us promises, leaving us poor... 

but look how they treat us 

make us believers, make we fight their battles 

then they deceive us... 

... violent prone, poor people zone... 

out oJ~ the darkness, in came the carnage 

threatening my very survival 

)~ractured my streets, and broke all my dreams 
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Explaining why he remixed (without ideas like broken promises), K’naan 
explained: "It’s about the one time that we all get together and the world 

forgets its conflict and its problems and we focus on this unity and 
celebration. That moment is connected now to "Wavin’ Flag’." Added 

Coca Cola entertainment marketing chief, Joe Belliotti: "He has the 
connection to Africa, he is not a fly-by-night pop star, and his song is 

very indicative of celebration.’’18 
This kind of tragic commercialisation and depoliticisation called for a 

culture jam, readily provided in the tune ’Wavering Flag’ by the Playing 

Fields Connective, whose lyrics included: 

When they are older 

Our children might wonder 

Why we sold out 

In the name of the 

When I get sober 

From all the soccer 
There will go FIFA, and 

guess who’ll be making cash 

They don’t put back? 

They never put back? 

They don’t put back? nooo 

The enemy’s balls, 
the penalties scored 
The LOC had the key, 
let in own goals 

I heard them say 
’~World Cup is the way" 
But what about later? 
How long will we pay?~9 

Then there were the Chomsky AllStars, whose ’Beautiful Gain’ rip-off of 

the World Cup was advertised as follows: "Blending punk, blues, dub and 
Afrobeat, ’The Beautiful Gain’, with its infectious melody and sublime 

rhythms, is set to become the ’Free Nelson Mandela’ of the 21st century," 

18. http:iiw~a,.songfacts.comidetail.php?id= 17880 
19. http://www.youtube.comiwatch~=KPlsh-csauA 
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e0 Yet more ripping protest music was released by a network of artists 

who came together to publicise Khulumani Support Group, the anti- 
apartheid victims’ network which is suing corporations in the United 

States courts for taking away profits and interest when they should have 
been observing sanctions. Durban’s Iain Robinson (Ewok) contributed 
the tune ’Shame on the Beautiful Game’~1 which soon joined a whole CD 
of hip-hop protest tunes produced by the Grahamstown-based group 

Defboyz: "The core message of this CD is that social justice should never 
be subordinated in the pursuit of profits... The artists represented on 

this CD come from all over the world and in a variety of languages - put 
one message across - that the powers that be must be held accountable 
for their actions! Peace.’’2~ 

Finally, 15 artists from across the world were gathered virtually by 
Nomadic Wax, Dj Magee and Dj Nio to produce a song they describe as 

follows: 

Legendary South African emcee Emile YX (Black Noise Crew) 

used the ’World Cup’ track as an opportunity to respond to what 
is currently happening in his hometown of Cape Town, rapping 
"We’ll foot the bill just so they can foot the ball." Emile and 15 
other artists from a range of nations, including Italy, Brazil, South 

Africa, Morocco, and Trinidad-Tobago, among others, rap their 
verses in French, Spanish, Portuguese, English, and Arabic and 

explore many of the controversies, benefits, and pitfalls of the 
historic 2010 World Cup in South Africa.~:¢ 

But there were many aggrieved by Fifa and its South African government 

allies who did not fare so well. Durban’s subsistence fisherfolk 
unsuccessfully fought a forced removal from piers at the World CupTM 
Fan Fest park on the main beach. Johannesburg and Cape Town traders 
also lost their battle for space, due to the exclusion zones. And Cape 

Town housing displacees were shuttled into a bizarre, apartheid-style 
’temporary’ transit camp, Blikkiesdorp. Other losers included 

environmentalists concerned about the World Cup’sTM vast carbon 
emissions - twice the 2006 record - and the South African government’s 

attempt to ’offset’ these through ’greenwashing’ strategies such as the 
Clean Development Mechanism and inappropriate tree planting. 

20. http://chomsky’alls~cars.bandcamp.com/track/the-b eautififl-gain-full-version 

21, http:iiredcardcampaign,wordpress.comitagishame-on-the-game 

22, http:iien.wordpress.com/tag/music-4-justice 

23. h ttp://no mad icwax band camp. co m/tra ck/wo rid- cu p 
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Most troubling, the networks of independent leftists which normally 

mobilise against large international events - the World Conference 
Against Racism (12,000 protesters on 31 August 2001) and the World 

Summit on Sustainable Development (30 000 marched on 31 August 
2002) - were simply unable to generate enthusiasm for two attempted 
marches: in Soweto against Fifa’s headquarters, by the Anti-Privatisation 
Forum; and from Blikkiesdorp by the Western Cape Anti-Eviction 

Campaign. In Durban, a June 16 protest march to City Hall gathered more 
than 1000 to demand a ’World Cup for All’, On July 3, several hundred 

rallied at City Hall against what might be regarded as the greatest failing 
of South Africa’s subaltern classes: xenophobia. 

Xenophobia threats 

A crisis began to emerge as the World Cup wound down, one that 
terrified progressives here and everywhere: xenophobic violence where 
sore losers adopt right-wing populist sentiments, and frame the 

foreigner. The FaceBook pages of hip young Johannesburg gangstas 
exploded with xenophobic raves after Uruguay beat Bafana Bafana. 
Wrote Khavi Mavodze, for example, "Foreigners leave our country, be 
warned, xenophobia is our first name." 24 

Even the ordinarily defensive African National Congress national 
executive committee and the Cabinet both expressed initial concern in 
May 2010 about a potential repeat of the violence two years earlier, that 

left 62 people dead and more than a hundred thousand displaced. 
But denialism was another common reaction by those in power. 

Recall that in late 2007, the Africa Peer Review Mechanism panel of 
eminent persons issued a warning that went unheeded: "Xenophobia 

against other Africans is currently on the rise and must be nipped in the 
bud." Thabo Mbeki replied that this was "simply not true." 25 

So when Jacob Zuma, told his party executive in May that "The 

branches of the ANC must start working now to deal with the issue of 
xenophobia,’’26 it was depressing when another politician combined 

denialism and stereotyping. Replying that ’~Fhere is no tangible 
evidence," Police General Bheki Cele added, a few days later: "We have 

24. 

http:i/www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001215301464&ref=search#!/profile.ph 

p?id= 100001215301464&v=wall&ref=search 

25 SA Press Association (2007) ’Mbeki critical of crime issues in APRM report’, Pretoria, 

6 December. 

26. 

h ttp: / /~v.p~iticsw eb.c~.za/p~ ~iti csweb /view /p~ iti csweb / en /p age 716 54 ?~ id=17 7 5 
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observed a trend where foreigners commit crime - taking advantage of 
the fact that we have an unacceptable crime level - to tarnish our 
credibility and image." 27 

Cele’s finger-pointing at immigrants for crime is just one of the 
scapegoat strategies. The Consortium for Refugees and Migrants in 
South Africa called xenophobia a ’credible threat’ in part because "some 
perpetrators appear to believe they have the tacit support of local 
political actors." 28 

In addition to increasing its moral suasion, prosecuting those guilty 
of xenophobic attacks, resolving local leadership turf battles that have 
xenophobic powerplays, and establishing emergency response 
mechanisms, the state has an obligation to address root causes for the 
social stress which is often expressed as xenophobia: mass 
unemployment, housing shortages, intense retail competition in 
townships and South Africa’s regional geopolitical interests which create 
more refugees than prosperity. 

Conclusion 

The World CupTM is a formidable spectacle, not least because it attracts 
the world’s largest sports audience. South Africa’s hosting has gone off 

nearly flawlessly, contrary to predictions by Afropessimists. According 
to Fifa general secretary Jerome Valcke, "It’s been a perfect World Cup. 
The number of foreign visitors and tickets sales were beyond 

expectations." 29 Fifa’s profit increase over the 2006 games in Germany 
was at least 50 per cent, he reported. Yet it is equally evident that aside 

from the unparalleled - albeit temporary - psychological boost, the 
rewards to society are outweighed by the burdens. 

The international experience suggests that mega-sporting events were 
organised largely by the private sector, with little or no accountability to 
citizens or elected officials, although its decisions were likely to have major 

public policy implications. As Jennings has emphasised, Fifa’s 
"unaccountable structure ... is honed to deliver the game to the needs of 

global capitalism - with no checks or restraints. Just cheques." The nature 
of urban governance associated with these events is "characterised by less 

democratic and more elite-driven priorities" (Swyngedouw et al., 2002: 

542). 

27. http:iiwww, sport24.co,zaiSo cceri¥VorldCupiNationalN ewsiSAs-Cup-courts- fast- 

track-law-20100620 

28, http:iiipsnews.netiafrica/nota.asp?idnews= 51919 

29, http:iiw~.timeslive.co.zailocaliarticle 520522 .eceiJordaan--B rother-not-cashing- 

in-on-2010 
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The South African experience was no different. The Fifa 2010 World 
CupTM paid rhetorical lip service to reducing the socio-economic 
inequalities in the region; addressing the needs of the poor; was largely 

driven by corporate interests; and underwritten with public funds, with 
limited or no public participation; and undermined sovereignty and 

democratic rights. Mega sporting events should create zones of 
opportunity for those who have been historically disadvantaged; integrate 
the city so that urban resources are accessible to all citizens; and ensure 
popular participation in the planning process (Khan and Maharaj, 1998). 
Greater emphasis should be placed on policies that sustain growth through 

redistribution. This will also require a more direct intervention by the state 
than that currently envisaged. 

In South Africa, as soccer hype fades and social protests become 
more insistent, local elites may realise their mistake in hosting these 

games in such a wasteful, arrogant manner. They may learn what we 
already know: profiteering by business and genuine joy associated with 

the world’s most loved sport are mutually incompatible. The question 

for Brazilian soccer-lovers (2014 hosts) and for critics of multinational 
corporate rule is whether they will have greater success establishing 
countervailing pressure and reversing Fifa’s power. Only with an 
antidote to commercialisation and foreign control can we truly call 

soccer the beautiful game. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Takken, Renee <r.takken@palgrave.com> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 10:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Eunice 

I’m afraid Amazon only takes the ’inside’ feature Iicom us once. We can’t update it ul~fortunately. 

I’m holding on to SUlnmer as long as possible! 

Take care 

Rende 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eumceCJ)email uric edu] 
Sent: 02 August 2011 12:57 
To: Takken, Renee 
Sulziect: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Ren~e, 

No worries. I know you’ve a :gull plate. I am thankful for this development for the endorses continue to say great things about the book. 

On another note, do you think the Amazon site will ever get got up with the correct version of the book? When one clicks on ’the first few pages’ the unedited earlier version is what shows 
up. 

Enjoy the rest of sutmner - whatever is left of it - and I look forward to working with you again 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken,~palgrave com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 6:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: R[~: Review -Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Eunice 

With apologies :[’or the delayed response - I have ordered [’or replacement copies for the endorsers. 

I hope the sun is shining where you are too! 

Ren~e 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Etmice N [mailto:em~ice(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 08 July 2011 19:28 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Ren~e, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

I am sorry to bother again about this project - hope this is the last request I will send. I sent the request in light of what occulted in the production process. I kmow Alturo, Abigail and even 
Patrick - I give him a copy from the ones you sent for the launch - received copies, but I sent the request for new complimentary" copies in light of what occurred in the production process. I 
know- Art~o is keen on using the book in his classes and he already got students to read a chapter from the copy you sent last year and he also noticed the problem with the editing. Once 
again I ara terribly sorry for making this request but I just want to do the right thing for these 3 colleagues who continue to support the book. 

All the best the weekend. 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave com] 
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2011 11:24 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sulziect: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Eunice 

Thank you for your email. A complimentary copy each ~vent to Arturo and Abigail on publication of your book. Patrick hadn’t responded to my request for his address at the time, but I have 
now- fouaad his details in the emails about the launch and a complimental5’ copy will be send to him. We sent a complimental5’ copy to every, endorser as a token of our appreciation. 

Which books would you like for your reader payment? You can choose Palgrave Macmillan books up to the value of £90 



Have a goud weekend! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailtu:eunice(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 02 July 2011 13:49 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Review - Pulitical Econumy uf Development in Kenya 
Impurtance: High 

Dear Renee, 

Hope you are well and enjoying the surmner months. 

I am finally writing concerning the reader’s fee pertaining the my reviexv of the above-cited manuscript. After careful thought, I would be grateful if the fee was used to send copies of the real 
print of ray book to the xvonderful and graciously colleagues- Armro, Bakan and Bond - who endorsed and have tirelessly continued to promote it. If the fee does not cover the costs of the 
3 copies I can be billed and will take care of it. Please let me if this would work from yottr end. 

Thartks for your consideration. At any rate, even though I will not be receiving the fee, please update - I have recently moved and I think what you have is ray old home address - mY 
contact details for future coramtmication: 

Telephone: 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 6:53 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sulziect: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Eunice 

Thank you vel~- much for your helpful revie~v. Please let me know if you would prefer to receive your reader’s fee as a cheque for £45, or books to twice that amount from the 
Palgrave/Macmillan list 

If you would prefer the cheque, to process your payment and fully comply with cun-ent L,~¢ HMRC tax and VAT regulation, please could I ask you to complete the attached document in the 
shaded areas, where applicable, and e-mail it to our accounts department at sprinterinvoices@macmillan.co.uk<mailto:sprinterinvoices@macmillan.co.uk> 

If you would prefer the books, please could I ask you to make your selection Iicom our UK website as we can only supply books from our L,~¢ warehouse. Also, kindly confllTll your prefen-ed 
deliver?, address and contact phone number. 

Best ~vishes 

R en~e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailtu:eunice(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 11 April 2011 06:09 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: Review-Political Ecunomy uf Development in Kenya 

DearRenee, 

Greetings and I hope yuu are well 

Please find attached the review as prumised. I give it qmte a bit uf thuught and hupe[’ully you will find it useful. 

Fur my peace uf mind, kindly acknowledge receipt and please do not hesitate tu contact toe if you have questions on my cummentar?’ on the prc~ject. 

Best wishes and greetings to Prof Shaw 
Eunice 

DISCLA[MF.R: This e-mail is confidential and should nut be used by anyone who is 
not the original intended recipient. Ifyuu have received this e-mail in errur 
please itfform the sender and delete it frora yottr mailbox or any other storage 
mechanism. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accept 
liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender’s own and not 
expressly made on behalf of Macmillan Publishers Limited or one of its agents. 
Please note that neither Macmillan Pulqishers Limited nor any of its agents 
accept any responsibility for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 
its attachraents and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 
attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 



Publishers Limited or its agents by means of e-mail cotmnunicatinn Macmillan 
Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with registered number 785998 
Registered Office Brunel Road, tloundmills, Basingstoke RG21 6XS 
******************************************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Takken, Renee <r.takken@palgrave.com> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 10:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Review - Political Economy of Devdopment in Kenya 

Dear Eunice 

I thil~ it is more a systems’ issue - e-files are only supplied and accepted once. The digital developments in the book industlT aren’t such yet that these can be updated. 

Best wishes 

Rende 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 02 August 2011 15:25 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Rende, 

Thanks for the clarification. Can I contact Amazon and see if the?- can update the "Inside" if I pay for it? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 10:14 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Eunice 

I’m afraid Amazon only takes the ’Inside’ feature from us once. We can’t update it uNk~rtunately. 

I’m holding on to summer as long as possible! 

Take care 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice!~email uric edu] 
Sent: 02 August 2011 12:57 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Review -Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Rcnde, 

No worries. I knoxv you’ve a full plate. I am thartkful for this development for the endorses continue to say great things about the book. 

On another note, do you think the Amazon site xvill ever get got up with the correct version of the book? ;\~en one clicks on ’the first few- pages’ the unedited earlier version is what shows 
up. 

Enjoy the rest of smnmer - whatever is left of it - and I look forward to working with you again. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 6:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Etmice 

With apologies for the delayed response - I have ordered for replacement copies for the endorsers 

I hope the sun is shining where you are too! 

Ren6e 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 08 July 2011 19:28 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 



Dear Rende, 

Thal~kS so much for your email. 

I am sorry to bother again about this project - hope this is the last request I will send. I sent the request in light of what occurred in the production process. I know Arturo, Abigail and even 
Patrick - I give him a copy from the ones you sent for the launch - received copies, but I sent the request for new complimentary copies in light of what occurred in the production process. I 
know- Arturo is keen on using the book in his classes and he already got students to read a chapter from the copy you sent last year and he also noticed the problem with the editing Once 
again I am terribly sorry for making this request but I just want to do the right thing for these 3 colleagues ~vho continue to support the book 

All the best the weekend. 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r.takken@palgrave com] 
Sent: Friday, July 08, 2011 11:24 ./MM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Review -Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

[)ear Eunice 

Thank you for your email. A complimentalT copy each went to Arturo and Abigail on publication of your book. Patrick hadn’t responded to my request for his address at the time, but I have 
now found his details in the emails about the launch and a complimentary copy will be send to him. We sent a complimentary copy to every endorser as a token of our appreciation. 

Which books would you like for your reader payment? You can choose Palgrave Macmillan books up to the value of£90 

Have a good ~veekend[ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(~email uric edu] 
Sent: 02 July 2011 13:49 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: RE: Review -Political Economy of Development in Kenya 
Importance: High 

Dear Rcnee, 

Hope you are xvell and enjoying the sunmxer months. 

I am finally- writing concerning the reader’s fee pertaining the my review of the above-cited manuscript. After careful thought, I would be grateful if the fee was used to send copies of the real 
print of my book to the wonderful and graciously- colleagues- Artu*o, Bakan and Bond - who endorsed and have tirelessly continued to protnote it. If the fee does not cover the costs of the 
3 copies I can be billed and will take care of it. Please let me if this would work from yo~ end. 

Thaaks for your consideration. At any rate, even though I will not be receiving the fee, please update - I have recently moved and I think what you have is my old home address - my 
contact details for future cotr~ication: 

Telephone: 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Takken, Renee [r takken@palgrave.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2011 6:53 .~MM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Review - Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

Dear Eunice 

Thank you very much for your helpful review Please let me know if you would prefer to receive your reader’s fee as a cheque for £45, or books to twice that amount frol;q the 
Palgrave/Macmillan list. 

If you would prefer the cheque, to process your payment and fully comply ~vith CUl~cent L~ HMRC tax and VAT regulation, please could I ask you to complete the attached document in the 
shaded areas, where applicable, and e-mail it to our accounts department at sprinterinvoices@macmillan co.uk<mailto:sprinterinvoices@macmillan.co uk> 

If you would prefer the books, please could I ask you to make your selection from our UK website as we can only supply books frol;q our l~.q<~ warehouse. Also, kindly confirm your prefel~ced 
delivery address and contact phone number 

Best wishes 

Ren6e 



From: Sahle, ]~;unice N [mailto:eunice(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 11 April 2011 06:09 
To: Takken, Renee 
Subject: Review-Political Economy of Development in Kenya 

DearRenee, 

Greetings and I hope you are well 

Please find attached the rcview as promised. I give it quite a bit of thought and hopefully you will find it useful. 

For my peace of mind, kindly acknowledge receipt and please do not hesitate to contact me if you have questions on my commental3, on the proiect. 

Best wishes and greetings to Prof. Shaw-. 
Eunice 

DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone who is 
not the original intended recipient. If you have received this e-mail in error 
please itfform the sender and delete it frora yottr raailbox or any other storage 
mechanism. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accept 
liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender’s own and not 
expressly raade on behalf of Macmillan Publishers Limited or one of its agents. 
Please note that neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents 
accept any responsibility for viruses that may be contained in this e-mail or 
its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 
attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 
Publishers Limited or its agents by means of e-mail communication. Macmillan 
Publishers Limited Registered in England and Wales with registered number 785998 
Registered Office Brtmel Road, Hotm&nills, Basingstoke RG21 6XS 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 10:35 AM 

Masia DeGuzman <           ~eaxthlink.net>; intl-duncplas@duke.edu; Romance L~guages Facul~ <romlangfac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

FW: 2012 I.oz~o Long Cont~rence, Universi~ of Texas at Austin 

Lozano Long 2012 CFP 3.docx; ATT00001 .c 

i apologize for double posfings 

From: cas-lasa-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [cas-lasa-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Arias, Arturo [arturo_arias@austin.utexas.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, August 0:t, 20:t:I 6:09 PM 
To; CAS-LASA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu 
Subject; CAS-LASA] 20:t2 Lozano Long Conference, University of Texas at Austin 

** CALL FOR PAPER S** 
The 2012 Lozano Long Conference 
A CMAS-LLILAS Collaboration 
Central Americans and the Latino/a Landscape: 
New Configurations of Latinoia America 
FebruaD~ 22-25, 2012 
The University of Texas at Austin 
Co-sponsored by the Lozano-Long Institute for Latin American Studies and the Center for Mexican American Studies at The 
University of Texas at Austin. this conference initiates a dialogue about the locations and experiences framing the practices of the wide 
spectrum of Latinoia comlnunities. Focusing on U.S. Central American populations whose role has been critical in the reconfigmration 
of Latinoia studies in the first decade of the twenty-first centmy, this scholarly conversation and cultural interchange is of paramount 
importance, considering the continuous growth, visibility, and significance of Central Americans in the U.S. and Latino/a landscape. 
The purpose of this COllference is to suggest that Latinaio America needs to be understood as a geographically displaced phenomenon 
with complex counections of conm~odities, people and cultural production. 
Latinaio America has gained prominence as in the United States through the demographic changes charted by the 2010 US Census and 
the contentious, ongoing political debates over migration, undocumented and otherwise. The coming demographic projections of an 
increasingly US Latino population has been complimented by an unprecedented Inilitarization of the border and criminalization of the 
migrants who successful cross it. Heavily militarized workplace raids by the U.S. Customs and Immigration Enforcement agency 
(ICE), such as the 2008 Agriprocessors’ kosher meat processing plant that detained 389 undocumented workers, confirm that such 
stale actions reveal, among other tt~ngs, the changnig nature of Latinidad in the United Stales. In that raid, most of those detained were 
of Guatemalan Maya origin, a fact which suggests yet another layer of complexity to the migratory flows that now comprise Latinaio 
America. 
While theoretically committed to analyzing the necessarily-transnational dimensions of US Latinaio communities, Latinaio Studies in 
practice has typically focused upon the experiences of three specific Latinaio subpopulations in their quest for social, economic and 
political power once in the United States by either conquest, migration, or some combinution of the two. The contestation of power-- 
often racialized its operation by the state and civil society--by Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Cuban Americans have been 
the primaD- focus of Latinoia Studies for the past forty years. While valuable for its insights into these key experiences, Latinoia 
Studies has sometimes fetishized land loss (in the case of Mexican Americans), the loss of an authentic "Island" (Puerto Rico), or 
political eMle (Cuban Americans) as the defining characteristics, and therefore problematics, of Latinoia Studies. How Latinoia 
communities, and therefore Latino/a Studies, might: be transformed by new migrations has been seriously overlooked. 
This traditional vision is being transformed by the arrival of Central Americans in the US. Migration from Central America has 
impacted their countries and region of origin since the original mass departure to the United States as a consequence of the civil wars 
of the 1980s and the implementation of neoliberalist economic policies during the 1990s. The case of Central Americans might be 
considered paradigmatic in this regard. The massive flow of Central American immigrants to the United States was a direct result of the 
brutality of civil wars, particularly the toll they extracted on peasant communities. As armies advanced destroying village after village 
and massacring its occupants, thousands of refugees, primarily from E1 Salvador and Guatemala, fled to Me,co seeking safety. Some 
remained there in U.N.-sponsored refugee camps, but ma~ more continued to the United States and Canada. Anti-Sandinista 
Nicaragnans also fled from their country, setlling primarily in Florida. 
Ostensibly, peace was signed in E1 Salvador in 1992 and in Guatemala in 1996. This implied, in principle, a process of social 
reconciliation, reconstmctiork and development. Nevertheless, the peace dividend never took place. The arrival of peace did end 
military combat, as guerrillas turned their weapons in and formed legal political parties. But the much-promised international aid never 
arrived in sufficient qnantity as neoliberalisln gained influence in a hemispheric revisioning of the role of the state. What was expected 
to be a massive Marshall-like plan to fitly modernize these nations to uproot a model of underdevelopment became o~fly a trickle that 
dwindled to almost nothing "after 2000. The most delinquent country in terms of economic aid was the United States. Despite President 
Clinton’ s apologies to the population of Guatemala, E1 Salvador and Nicaragua in 1997, the U.S. Congress only approved negligible 
aid to them in the post-war period. As a result, the actual effect of post-war neoliberalism was one of little economic growth, massive 
unemployment (officially recorded at 50% in Guatemala and E1 Salvador, but most likely higher in botli), and the gradnal emergence of 
a non-regulated parallel power to the state produced by criminal gangs. These gangs gained muscle, wealtlL and prestige as 
unemployed youngsters and immigrants deported from the United States joined their ranks. These last two factors were direct 
consequences of the U~ited States reneging on most promises made prior to the signing of the peace treaties after the election of 



George W. Bush in 2000, and most markedly after 9/11 when Central America became thoroughly invisible in U.S. foreign policy, 
while the immigration escape valve began to close. 
As the example of Central American migration to the United States suggests, the massive inflow from areas hitherto seldom considered 
as sources of Latina/o comnunfities, along with continued migration from Mexico, have remade the very notion of latinidad. The infltrx 
of undocumented Central Americans and Mexican nationals challenge older frameworks of cultural conflict modeled upon the specific 
historical experiences of Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Cuban Americans, often (but not always) regularized in their legal 
status in the United States. The goal of this conference is to explore the ways both Latinaio Studies and Latin American Studies must 
change fundamental assumptions abom each field’ s object of study in order to more accurately and fully understand the 
transformations taking place across the Americas. 
The conference will have a well-known Keynote Speaker linked to the Central American experience in the US. It will also have 8 Invited 
Speakers, an inangural on We&~esday February 22 in the evening with well-known performers, and a closing round table. These 
scholars have all been centrally involved in debates about Central Americans in the US and/or the transformation of Latino Studies in 
the last decade. They will anchor the various thematic areas around which the conference panels will be organized, which include but 
are not linfited to: 
1) Growth, visibility, and significance of Central Americans in the U.S. and Latinaio landscape; 2) Complex connections of Latinaio 
commodities, people and cultural production; 3) Theoretical transformations of Latinaip Studies; 4) Transforming nature of raigration 
flows to the U S; 5) "Central-Americanizaiton" of Mexico as a result of becoming both an immigration corridor :for non-Mexicans as 
well as the war against drag cartels and its ensuing violence. 
Those interested in participating should send their abstracts (be~-een 250 and 300 words) as 
well as a short bio-bibliographical notice (200 words) to the two conveners: Dr. Arturo Arias and Dr. Jotm Morfin Gonzfilez, at 
Armro arias@austin.utexas.edu andjmgonzal@mail.utexas.edu. 
The deadline for sending the proposals is October 31, 2011. Acceptance will be notified by December 1, 2011. Be sure that the 
abstract makes clear the connection between your paper proposal and the concept statement of the Conference 
This Conference is organized by an eight-member Conference Steering Committee from across the UT campus. All decisions are 
n~ade collectively. Members are Arturo Arias (Spanish and Pom~guese); John Morfin Go~filez (English);Virgi~fia Garrard Bumett 
(History); Donna De Cesare (Journalism); Hector Dominguez-Ruvalcaba (Spanish and Portuguese); Ndstor P. Rodriguez (Sociology); 
Gloria Gonzfilez-Ldpez (Sociology); Rebecca M. Torres (Geography). 
Arturo Arias 

Dept. of Spanish & Portuguese 

The University of Texas at Austin 

1 University Station 

B3700 

Austin, TX 787:12 

Office: (5:12) 232-4518 

Fax: (S:12) 473L-8073 

arturo_arias@austin.utexas.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kamoji ~VacNira < @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, Angust 2, 2011 12:27 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: A word from Patrick 

Many thanks for prompt action, just talked to Patrick! 

Kw 

On Tue, Aug 2, 2011 at 3:42 PM, Sahle, Ennice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti Ka~noji, 

Patrick (thanks) is rolling re; tx~ssible interview. Thus, kindly get in touch - I have cc.ed him to this this email - with him. tte is back in Durban. 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kamoji ~VacNira. @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 1:07 PM 

Sable, Euuice N <euuice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: A word from Patrick 

PS; I rash you’d mentioned P Bpnd is back here earlier he’d have helped me brainstorm on some events. Are you following waMutharikas Arab spring mo~nent> He is 

all but out as is Mswati. But msely the former wants his little brother to succeed him. Not a dull moment on this B~:ra. Wathira said there is a kind of drought in Ottawa 

too, nothing like yours though. It means you have to mix desertic plants ruth tl~e usual. Agaves, Yuccas i.e sisal like things. Times ae changing climatically. 

On Tue, Aug 2, 2011 at 6:26 PM, kamoji Wachiira < 

Mmay thanks for prompt action, just talked to Patrick! 

,~gma~l.com> wrote: 

On Tue, Aug 2, 2011 at 3:42 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Kamoji, 

Patrick (thanks) is willing re; possible interview. Thus, kiMl-y- get in touch - I have cc.ed him to this this email - with him. He is back in Durban. 

Cheers, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L ~-~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 5:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Getting Togelher 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope you are well. l’m writing to see if you would like to get together one evening this week or early next week. Lunch is difficult for me, since 
Sharon Holland, from AI:AlVl at Duke, is speaking about "Eating the Other: Food, Race, and You" at the Southwest Durham Library this Thursday from 7 - 8:30. It sounds like 

she’ll address racialized language in food and the politics of eating foods from different cultures. I’m thinking about going. Maybe we could have dinner before or have drinks 
after. My schedule is also open in the evenings next Mlonday and Tuesday. 

Best, 
l(ia 
l(ia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@ernail.unc.edu 
http:!/www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Bond -~ ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Augnst 3, 2011 3:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Zuma’s own goal 

Great, so kind of yo!! 

I thil~ Africa World Press will be veW pleased to hear of this order! 

Patrick 

On 8/2/2011 4:23 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> Hi Corm-ade, 
> 

> Given that one of the themes in AIici600 will be pover~ focusing on South Africa, I will order the book for the seminar. I think it is one of the texts that I will also order for the 6 week 
program next summer. I will send the title to U2x.-C’s student stores right away for the Fall semester. 

Cheers, 
>E. 

From: Patrick Bond [              @gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond      @mail.riga za] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 10:09 ~vl 
To: SahIe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Zuma’s own goal 

Sure, here it ~s.. you can certainly print it there or we can get an 
order via SANPAD. 

Ciao, 
Patrick 

On 8/2/2011 3:58 PM; Sahle, Eun~ce N wrote: 
>> Hi Patrick. 
>> 

>> I am considering using the above title as a text in one of my seminars. Do you have its table of contents? This would help me decide. 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Secretariat Heritage 2012 <heritage2012@greenlines-inslitute.org> 

Wednesday, Augnst 3, 2011 9:56 AM 

HERITAGE 2012: CALL FOR PAPERS 

i:~i heritage2012 banner.JPG 

HERITAGE 2012 3rd International Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development 

Heritage 2012, 3rd International Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development follows the path of the previous editions: it aims at 

establishing a state of the art event regarding the relationships between forms and kinds of heritage and the framework of sustainable 

development concepts. 

Environment, economics, society and culture, the four dimensions of sustainable development, are brought here to define a singular approach on 

howto deal and go beyond the traditional aspects of heritage preservation and safeguarding. On our today’s world, heritage is no longer just a 

memory or a cultural reference, or even a place or an object. Heritage is moving towards broader and wider scenarios, where it becomes often the 

driven forces for commerce, business, leisure and politics. 

HERITAGE 2012 is a peer reviewed conference. 

Visit the conference website for full details about the conference scope, topics and submission procedures at: 

http://~^A~W, heritafle2012.!qreenlirles-institute.org 

Submit an abstract via the conference website: httDi/!,^~ww:~AEit#qg~0! :2~g[~AEJj£gs-!Dst!tu~A:D[g or contact the Conference Secretariat below 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Heritage and governance for sustainability 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Heritage and society 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Heritage and environment 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Heritage and Economics 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Heritage and culture 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Heritage and education for the future 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Special Chapter: Preservation of historic buildings 

Secretariat HERITAGE 2012 

Green Lines Institute for Sustainable Development 

Av. Alcaldes de Faria, 377 $12 

4750-106 Barcelos, PORTUGAL 

Telephone: + 351 253 815 037 

Email: heritage2012(~weenlmes-.institute.or~! 

Please circulate this announcement to colleagues who may be interested in this conference. 

Follow us on:       ~ 

Please note: We endeavour to e-mail you information relevant to your field. How’ever, if you are now specialising in another field or if you no longer 

wish to be included in this list please reply to the email: h~[[tA~e~0:!2~_q[#AN[nA~-i£~ti$~te=or_q with ’Unsubscribe HERITAGE 2012’ as the subject 

line. 

logo gI.JPG logo ijhsd.jF:J 

i~i Io9o heritagesc 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 9:59 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Argentine playwright Pdcardo Monffs play Apocalypse Tomorrow 

Below please find a description ofa cotfference/festivoJ on theatricaJ translation being planned for April 2012. One of the staged readings will be Argenline playwright 

Ricaxdo Monti’s play Apocalypse ~lbmorrow, translated by Jean Graham-Jones. 

THEATRICAL TRANSLATION AS CREATIVE PROCESS: A CONFERENCE/FESTiVAL: From April 12-15, 2012 The Hercurian: A Theatrical 

Translation Review, J~ conjunotien with The Precess Series ef the Carolina Performing ~rts Ser~es, the Department of Dramatic 

Art at the University of North Carolina, and Theatre Studies at Duke University, will hold a conference!festival on 

theatrical translation as creative process. Staged readings of t<ansiated mate<ial with the t<ansiators in attendance will be 

preser~ted, along with other events. Hose information LO come at a late: date, but pLlt Ap~] on yeLlr ca]enda~ and let us knew 

if yo~ plan to 

attend! Adam Vers6nyi anversen@e~ail.unc.edu<mailto:anve<sen@e~ail.unc.edu]~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 1:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CCO AFRI 101: Sakai site ready for review 

Anderson StmgglesCib~.pdf 

Hi Eunice, 

The AFRI I01 Sakai course site is now available for your review. Please carefully review the site and let me know of any changes you have for the course. If 

everything looks in place, please send me an e-mail to that effect. 

https:/isakai.unc.eduiportal 

You can k~g ~n here w~th your Onven and password, and [:hen select on the AFRI101.990 }1All tab. To v~ew ~:he course ~rom ~:he studen~:s’ perspectiw~, simpiy clk:k on 

Lhe drop--down menu oR the upper-right s~de of the screen that says ’%e~ect Role.’~ Then choose %Ludent." 

A few questions!th~ngs to note: 

¯ Just to double-check, b the reading assignment ~:or Lesson 9 sl~ three noveb (Nervous Conditions, A GrNn of Wheat, and Msdgar~)? 

¯ AgabL just to double-check, the midterm covers Lessons 3-9 and the ~:b~al exam covers Lessons I0-14, correct? 

¯ The term essay prompt (which ~s a~ set up on Saka~) references an Anderson readb~g, but this b not a required readb~g for the course. Do you want to add 

the Anderson readb~g to e-reserves, or do you want to alter the term essay prompt? I’ve attached the Anderson read~n~ to th~s e-maiL 

The map quiz, m~dterm, and fina~ exam are set to appear ~n the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai at the noted time parameters~ You can review the exams 

and quiz by goklg to "Preview~ in the drop-down menu for each. To make any changes, you can go to "Edit." 

The Term Essay ~s set to appear ~n the Term Essay section of Saksi at the noted t~me~ Students a~so submit their com#eted essay here as an attachment. 

The section acts as m~ "Assignments~ tool which allows students to submit their essay (as an attachment) directly through Sakai m~d thek submissions are 

t~me-stamped and ~k~ked directly to the gradebook. You can also select a setting that has SakN send you an e-mall a~ert whenever a student submits an 

ass~nmenL ~ currently have the set:t~ngs set t:o send you one da~ly e-~TH~I t:hat summarizes all the submit:ted essays~ just let me know ~[, instead, you wouh~ 

Hke e-msi~ alerts to be sent every thole an b~d~vidua~ student subnl~ts their essay. Or you can have no alerts at aH and just check the section on your own. 

Thanks agakL Eunice~ P~esse ~et me know ~f you have any questions or concerns, i’m ~ook~ng forward to workin~ with you again this l:aH~ 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 

Instructional Designer 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 

jessa@unc.edu 

www.fridaycenter.unc.edu 
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UNC 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

(~AM|:’I.,):~; BOX 3300 

)EABC~DY H:~LL 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 

August 3, 2011 

Dear Parent: 

We are writing to invite you to participate in a family internship project for our graduate 

students in early childhood, special education, speech and language pathology, and 

occupational therapy. They will be enrolled in a fall course focused on working with parents 

and other team members. A component of the course is linking students with a family of 

children aged birth to fifteen and having them spend time with the family as well as doing a 

service project for the family. The student (or team of 2 students) would spend a minimum of 

15 hours with your family between September and the end of November. Part of those hours 

should involve having the student participate in some routine family activities with you and 

the remainder of that time may involve the student doing a project for your family such as 

helping you locate community resources for your child, free kid sitting, or whatever would 

meet your individual needs as a family. 

If you have questions or concerns, please contact Sherry Mergner at ~              or via 

email at smergner@email.unc.edu. In the meantime, if you are interested in participating, 

please contact Sherry or return the enclosed form by mail or via email. Each family ~vill be 

reimbursed $50 for their participation. We ~vill contact you regarding further details in late 

August. 

Thank you in advance for supporting our personnel preparation efforts at UNC at Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

Harriet Able, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 

Sherry C. Mergner, MSW, LCSW 

Assistant Clinical Professor 

Co -Instructor 

Enclosure 



SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

)EABC~DY 1-t :~ LL 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 

Name: 

Address’. 

Phone Number and Email Address: 

Best times and ways to contact you: 

Brief description of your family: (e.g., cultural background, 

number of children, children’s special needs, interests, 

challenges) 

Any preferences you may have for students: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Abigail Bakan - gmail @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 4:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

EuaDua <edu~r@yorku.ca> 

Re: Chapter - see attached (this has a very good ring to it...) 

Chapter’s for Abbie’s proj ect revise.docx 

Thanks so much ~2~r sending your chapter. Ena and I have both read it and 
think it’s an excellent contribution to this collection 

Attached, in track changes, is an edited version. It will look like a lot 
of coloured markings, but the changes are in fact very, very minor -- 
nothing substantive. 

’]7he markings indicate that I’ve moved around some paragraphs, with a view 
to a reader unfamiliar with both the theoretical arguments you develop and 
the case study, which collectively make ~2~r a very original and creative 
presentauon Your chapter seems to, my eye, to suffer from two many lists 
or ~first, second~, and also sublists, so I’ve simplified this framing a 
bit. Please alter or amend as you see fit. Also, please dheck all quotes 
for accuracy, as sometimes there seemed to have been words missing, and 
I’ve added what I thought was likely a g~’po, but not sure 

We are using U of T Press style, as they are keen to have the manuscript, 
but we’re also waiting to hear from a couple others before we commit. 

Note that the track changes are so you can see the changes; please use 
this version for amendments and send back, but we don’t need to see your 
editing notes of course! 

We are no~v moving quickly to preparation for submission for review. 

Can you please get this back to us by August 19 (about two weeks) at the 
latest? that xvould be very, very helpful. 

Thanks again for your important contribution to this exciting volume. 

Best and soon, 

Abbie 

PS: The Queen’s facul) are in a near-strike or lock out position. Long 
story...the admin is really pushing for corffrontation, and, in the event 
of a work stoppag, we will have our e-mail addresses suspended. So I’m 
sending this on my gmail account. Please use this address for 
now...(whcw! !). 

On 11-(;6-10 8:31 PM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Dear Abbie, 
> 

>I cannot thank enough you for your patience, encouragement and support 
>over the last many moons when I was rethinking this chapter 

i You have 
>been a great colleague and inspiration Thank you so much for the 
>space you gave me so many times during a difiicult conjuncture in my 
>life 
> 
>Thanks too for you wondelful call today. CONGRATS ON THE POSITION at 
>Queen’s. I still remember your tough questions - al~vays good - during my 
>’women and politics’ comprehensive exam and the struggle that went into 
>the creation of such a category in the comprehensive exams landscape. I 
>am delighted that you are leading the initiative and that such a critical 
>program will be available at Queen’s’. 
> 

>For my peace mind, kindly me know that you received the chapter when you 
>have a moment. Looking forward to moving forward with the project. 
> 

>Once agmn, many thanks. The chapter is attached in addition to a photo I 
>took at one of the memorial forums celebrating Fatima Meer’s work which I 
>reference in 2 endnotes - hopefully we can use it in the chapter. 
> 



>Best wishes and in solidarity, 
>Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 10:06 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculF] INTS FaJ~l GRC Course Grants 

The Office for Undergraduate Research (OUR) and the Graduate Research Consultant (GRC) Program are soliciting proposals from faculty who ~vant to transform undergraduate course 
projects or assignments into research projects. By research projects, we mean opportunities in which students use the methods of the discipline to pose questions, apply those methods in 
investigation, and formally communicate their findings to others. 

So that a faculty member can develop, guide and evaluate the research component, the GRC Program will compensate an advanced graduate student to work as a Graduate Research 
Consultant (GRCs) with the instructor and the students for 30 hours during the concentrated period of the research-exposure course when the students are planning, carD-ing out and 
communicating their research. The GRC will receive a one-time payment of $750 for the 30 hour commitment Since the Program’s reception in 2003, 501 faculty- have collaborated with GRCs 
to develop course-based research opportunities for over 15,000 undergraduates Although ~ve have received a decrease in program funding for this year because of the difficult financial 
times, we appreciate that support for the classroom and for undergraduate research remain priorities 

For the online proposal, more inIbrmation and our ne~v proposal review- process, please go to the OUR website at http://www.uaacedu/depts/our/facultv/facultv ~rc.html Please submit your 
proposal tbr a Fall 2011 course by August 15 to receive full consideration. For an early response, submit before the deadline. We look for~vard to hearing from you. 

Regards, 

Pat Pukkila 
Professor, Biology and 
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Research 
pukkila@unc.edu 

Martha Arnold 
Associate Director, OUR 
msamold@email uric edu ] 843-7790 

-- You are currently subscribed to ciasfaculty as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: ht*p://lists unc eduiu?id 11543919156a16el f12d28b:Po4512gd153beccSdb&n T&I cias~aculty&o 29602278 or send a blank email to leave-29602278- 

11543919 156al 6el fl 2d28b:Po4512gd153beccSdb@listserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Thursday. Angust 4, 2011 11:19 AM 

CCO facnlty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccoPac] new Instructor Bulletin 

Bulletin-V8No2.pdf 

CCO Instructors- 

Please take a look at the attached new edition of the Instructor Bulletin. As mentioned in the Bulletin, we were pleased to welcome our new Director, Dr. Robert 

G. Bruce (Rob) from the University of Texas at Austin, on August 1. 

Financially, as you no doubt are aware, this is going to be a tough year for us, UNC, and the State. To handle the 18.3% cut to our state appropriated funds, we are 

reducing the amount we allocate to developing new courses or making major revisions. Hence, if any of you were thinking about doing a new CCO course for spring 

or next summer, that is not going to happen this year. We are hopeful that we will be able to develop new courses in future years. 

If you have problems opening the attachment or if you would just like a paper copy of the Bulletin, please let me know and I’ll stick one in the mail to you. 

I hope you are having a good summer; personally, I’m looking forward to some cooler weather in the fall. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@elnafil.nnc.edu">ennice@email.unc.edn~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blm~k <br> 

em~fil to <a l~f "mailto:leave-29602815- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-29602815- 
3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



At the ninth annual Instructor 
Appreciation Banquet held on April 13 
at the Friday Center, 
we were delighted to 
announce the winner 
of the Friday Center 
Excellence in Teaching 
Award, Kathy Maboll. 
Kathy has been teaching 
a course on professional 
public speaking in the 
Community Classroom 

series since 2001, and 
her students rave about 
their experiences in 
her class. One of her 
students remarked, 
"She is a very effective 
communicator so it was 
easy to follow where she 
was leading us. Her critique of what we 
needed to improve on was accurate and 
insightful." Congratulations Kathy! 

use Sakai in the fall. We expect the transition 

to Sakai to be relatively easy for most of 

our instructors, but we do recommend that 

instructors visit ii~!i~i~ii~i to learn more 

about Sakai. 

Get regular updates about new 

developments at the Friday 

Center by "lkNg" us on 

Facebook. We be~eve this foray 

Nto social media will help us 

communicate more effectively 

with students of all ages who 

may be Nterested in our corpses 

or programs. To become a fan, 

simply visit the 

~.~.~ and click 

While the details of what the state budget 

for 2011-12 will mean to us are not final, it 

does appear that the Friday Center will see 

a reduction in state appropriated funds of 

around twenty percent from last year. This 

is a significant cut and may result in out" 

having to reduce some of our programming 

efforts, but we are fortunate that the 

majority of our budget comes fi’mn receipts 

we generate rather than from appropriated 

funds. We expect to weather this difficult 

year successfully, and with your help, to 

provide high quality com’ses as we have 

always (tone. 

As mentioned in the March issue of the 

Instructor Bulletin, the University is 

changing its learning management system 

from Blackboard to Sakai. This summer, we 

offered six Carolina Courses Online courses 

in Sakai, and all but three CCO courses will 

Norman H. Loewenthal retired June 30 from 

the University after serving as the Director of 

the Friday Center for over a decade. Excerpts 

from Norm’s keynote address at this spring’s 

Instructor Appreciation Banquet are included 

in this issue of the Bulletin on page 2. The 

new Director of the Friday Center as of August 

1 is Dr. Robert G. Bruce, Jr. Rob comes from 

the University of Texas at Austin where he was 

Associate Dean for Research in Continuing and 

Innovative Education. He served in a number 

of roles at Texas since 1997. 

June Blackwelder retired this spring after 

nearly forty years of service to UNC. 

She served as Associate Director for 

Communication and Instructional Design 

and worked for the Friday Center, under 

various organizational titles, for her entire 

career. Replacing June is Tyler Ritter who 

was promoted from the Communicatkm and 

Instructional Design staff. Taking Tyler’s 

position is William T. Ferris; Bill comes to 

us from LEARN NC, a K-12 outreach group 

within the School of Education. 



~pp~e¢iatio~ B~nq~et ~eynote Address 

"Throughout the years, 
continuing education has 
existed, literally, on the 
periphery of the institution. 
In one sense, that is precisely 
where we have belonged-- 
that is, on the boundary 
between the University and the 
community, serving as a link 
between the two. 

But in another sense, it has 
made for a somewhat marginal 
existence. There has always 

been a kind of tension, a 
unique sort of challenge, 

(enter %e<:t0r F.meritus 1,10rm {.oewe~tha{ in extending the resources 
of a great University whose 

priorities have been elsewhere (no matter what its stated mission may say). There 
has always been a sense of adventure, of danger even, in deciding how visible, how 
successful, to become in providing opportunities to all of those nontraditional, non- 
matriculated, older-than-average, part-time students when flying below the radar might 
have seemed the wiser course of action. I don’t think that, in this gathering, I need to 
explain what that tension is all about. 

The threat has never been greater than it is right now. To a large extent, of course, this is 
due to the dire economic climate in North Carolina and beyond; I hasten to add, though, 
that, while we have taken our hits, we are extremely fortunate to be able to generate 
revenue, to do so through programs that meet the needs of so many learners, and now, in 
these hard times, to have those learners look to us more than ever. 

But, as is true in the larger society, the economic crisis not only diminishes resources; it 
also unmasks deeper issues of institutional values and priorities. The disproportionate 
cuts to the University’s public service-oriented centers and institutes--in each year of 
this crisis--is a very worrisome development. So is the University’s new Academic Plan, 
developed with strikingly little input from around the tJniversity, which minimizes the role 
of University centers, makes no mention at all of distance learning, continuing education, 
or nontraditional students, and treats "engagement" essentially as the province of so 
called "engaged scholarship" while ignoring the kind of outreach instruction in which we 
are all involved. This beloved building itself, despite the giants honored in its name and 
the gigantic role it has played in our state, has even been subject to suggestions that the 
ground on which it stands might somehow be better put to other purposes. And if we want 
additional evidence of the seriousness of the current threat, we need look no farther than 
NC State, where, land grand institution though it may be, continuing education stands a 
real chance of being reorganized into irrelevance. 

The message for us is clear. We need to not only continue the work we are doing, but also 

continue to advocate for nontraditional learning and find advocates to support us. We need 

to be resourceflfl and to be more effective than ever in generating resources. We need to 

learn how to exist at the margin while not becoming marginalized. 

And we need to continue to represent the greatness of the University of North Carolina 

whether or not it understands that what we do enhances, not reduces, its greatness." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <editor~;pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, Angust 4, 2011 12:06 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

P~mlaazuka News 543: Resisting imperia]ism: Sites of s~truggle 

PAMBAZI~K_A NEWS 543: RESISTING IMPERIALISM: SITES OF STRUGGLE 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne;vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Features, 2. Announcements, 3. Conm~ent & analysis, 4. 
Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Pan-African Postcard, 6 Books & arts, 7. 
Letters & Opinions, 8. Highlights French edition, 9. Cartoons 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\?’,/ /\?,~/\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
1 Features 

NO EASY PATII T[tROUGH THE EMBERS 
Richard Pithouse 
’]?he recent acquittal of members of a leading South African social 
movement showed up the undemocratic tendencies of the AN(; Those 
committed to democracy will have to stand firm, writes Richard 
Pithouse. 
http://www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory/£eatures/75415 

LEAVING OIL IN THE SOIL 
Patrick Bond 
From a wrecked tanker on South Aftica’s coast to the forests of South 
America, Patrick Bond explains why mining oil is a bad idea. 
http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~ory /£eatures/75430 

EGYPT: PHARAOH IN A CAGE 
Dibussi Tande 
"]"he surreal images of ex-Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak on a 
hospital bed inside an ~ron cage in a Cairo courtroom have been the 
leading topic in the African blogosphere this week,’ writes Dibussi 
Tande. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/er~category/fcaturesi75436 

LIBYA AiN© THE RIGHT TO PROTECT 
Khadija Sharff’e 
The ’international and continent-wide issue is not so much whether 
Gaddafi’s regime should be removed’, but rather ’how this should be 
approached, and why it is being approached at all,’ writes Khadija 
Sharife. 

http :/iwww.parr~bazaka.org/ergcategory/featuresi75438 

US DEBT CEILING DEBATE AND THE ALTERNATIVES 
Horace Campbell 
In the wake of the passing of the Budget Control Act to prevent the US 
defaulting on its debts, Horace Campbell stresses the need for 
progressive people to organise to oppose railitarisation, defend 
livelihoods and social security protection, and chart the path towards 
alternatives. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/7545 3 

STRUGGL Iik-O FORAN ALTF~NATI~,’E MEDIA 
200th edition of Pambazuka News in French 
Tidiane Kass4 
With Pambaza~ka News publishing its 200th French-language edition ( 
http://wwwpambaza~ka.org/fr/issue/current/) this week, Tidiane Kass4 

Pambazuka’s French-language editor discusses the importance of 
alternative, Africa-led media and the challenges fbr the fhture. 
http ://’;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi75452 

FAMINE B Y MAN NOT DROUGHT 
Africa Answerman 
The famine spreading across the Horn of Africa is ’not principally the 
result of drought’, it’s ’due to political and social circumstances 
that if left unaddressed will begin one terrible unending famine 



capable of wiping out entire populations and massively stressing 
global resources’, writes Africa Answerman. 
http://www pambazuka or~/en/cate~ory/[‘eatures/75437 

FA]k4riN’[~ IN SOR~%LIA 
[[’he story you’re unlikely to hear any time soon 
R asna Warah 
In the absence of a well-f~ctioning central govermnent, Somalia is in 
effect being ’managed and comrolled by aid agencies’, writes Rasna 
Warah. But it’s a sto~ that is unlikely to be told by either the 
global news networks or the ’aid workers whose livelihoods depend on 
donor money that will soon flow into Somalia via Kenya." 
http:/iwww.pamba~ka.org/ergcatego1~/i~aturesi75419 

MALNITANIA: SLAVERY AND STATE RACISM 
Sy Hamdou 
Tackling the racism and slavery itfiaerent in Mauritania will rely on 
overthrowing ’the ideological and religious foundations of slavery and 
racism with the state’, writes Sy Hamdou. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/ett,’category/features/75421 

A WAR CRLMINAL IN" SPAIN: TSHOMBE AND THE OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT 
Agustfn Velloso 
Following a trip to Madrid’s archives, Agustin Velloso uncovers the 
history of Spain’s relations with the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC) in the 1960s and the secret backing given to Moise Tshorabe’s 
’subversive activities’, his use of Spanish state resources and 
institutions and ’the support of the press and other fascist entities 
of the time’. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/75425 

Ei’~DFMIC VIOLENCE IN POST(?OLONIAL NAM]BIA 
Shaun R. Whittaker 
’Colonialism signified nothing less than the collective traumatising 
of the Namibian people who must carQz the heavy burden of the 
consequences for generations,’ writes Shaun R. ~ittaker. 
http://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi75423 

/,J,J /VVV i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/V Ai’,iV /,JVV /VVV /\ 
2 Announcements 

PA~fflMEix’T DYVELLERS IN JOHANNR~SBURG TO PROMOTE NEW BOOK 
Symphony Way Pavement Dwellers 
The Symphony Way- Pavement Dwellers the authors of ’No Land! No 
House! No Vote! Voices from Symphony Way’ ( 
http://fahamubooks.ora/book/?GCOI 90638100888310) invitePambazuka 
readers to learn more about their struggle by attending events in 
Johannesburg, South Africa, this week Naomi Klein (’The Shock 
Doctrine’, ’N0 Logo’) has called their book ’a beauty, e×traordinap)~ 
in every way’. 
h ttp ://wv, as,.pambazuka, or~/en/cate~ory/Announce/7 54 3 5 

/VV/VVV/\/VI,//VVVI’,I’,/V/I,A/VA/\/V/VVV/V’,/’,/ /I, 

3 Comment & analysis 

RETURN ()[~" ’WANJIKU’ TO Kt~;NWA’ S C()NSTKf"[Z[‘ION IMPLfiM[gNTATION PROCES S 

Katto K. Wambua 
If Kenya’s new constitution is to provide for a genmne 
democratisation of the country’s politics, public pamcipation will 
need to be the prerequisite underpinning all other constitutional 
provisions, writes Katto Wambua. 
http ://www.pambazuka. org /en/categ opicomment/7 5414 

EAST A[*~,ICA’S DROUGHT RESPONSE: UN’[ON X~f[~MBER S MUST ARISE 

Anne Mitaru 

With the Horn of A:[’rica facing an acute drought and food cri sis, Anne 

Mitaru underlines the need :[’or Afl-ican states and leaders to take 

centre stage in dealing with the crisis 

http :i/www.pambazuka. org/en/categ o~N/comment/7 5413 

KENYAN LIVES ARE CHEAP, SOMALI LIVES E\~N CHEAPER 
Muthoni Wanyeki 
’Life is cheap. And so we are lethargic until the numbers become too 
large to ignore,’ writes Muthoni Wanyeki, as Kenyans fail to heed the 
plight of either their fellow- citizens or neighbouring Somalis during 



the region’s worst drought in 60 years 

h ttp : i/www.pambazuka, or~/en/cate~ory/commem /7 5420 

SEXq.JAL VK)LENCE IN UGANDA 

Doreen Lwanga 

When it comes to sexual violence against women in Uganda, Doreen 

Lwanga says it is about time men start seeing women as human beings 

and not sexualised obj ects. 

http ://www.pambazuka. orgien/categ oryicomment/7 5416 

I\I\h’\i\iY i\iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iY I\IYV iYV\I I\ 
4 Advocacy & campaigns 

ALL C~L&RGES DROPPED AGAINST THE GRAHAMSTOWN FOUR 
Unemployed People’s Movement 
All charges have been dropped against four activists from the South 
African town of Grahamsto~vn, reports the Unemployed People’s Movement. 
But it has taken six month’s for justice since their initial arrest on 
10 February. 
http ://www.pambazttka. orgienicategot~,,iadvocacyi7 5431 

YVAR IN BLIKKIESDORP 
Symphony Way Anti-Eviction Campaign 
The Symphony Way Anti-Eviction Campaign reports on a spate of killings 
in Cape Town’s notorious Blikkiesdorp and demands to know what the 
Ci_ty of Cape Town is doing to address their circmnstances. 

http :/iwww.palT~bazuka. org/en/category/advocacy/7 543 2 

PETITION: FOR A REAL GAS REVOLUTION, STOP GAS FLARING 
Environmental Rights Action/Friends of the Earth, Nigeria 
In&viduals and organisations are invited to endorse a petition 
registering concern about the Nigerian government’s proposed ’Gas 
Revolution’ and calling for the ’total stoppage of routine gas 
flaring.’ 
http : /i~vw~v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/7 545 7 

DESECRATION OF THE LATE PRESK)ENT SANKARA’ S TOMB 
Mariam Sankara 
Following the desecration of the tomb of the late Thomas Sal~ara in 
Ougadougou, his family is calling on the Burkinab~ state ’to apprehend 
and sanction the authors of this barbaric act and to ensure that this 
type of behaviour does not go unpunished.’ 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. or~/en/categorv/advocacv/7 5443 

PRESIDENT OB.QVIA SHOULD NOT HOST CdpTE D’PgOIRE’S .4LASSANE OUATTAR_A 

AdddAfrica 
On Friday, July 29, 2011 President Barack Obama will meet Mr Alassane 
Ouattara at the White House Ahhough the meeting may fall into the 
normal US-C6te d’Ivoire bilateral relations, it is nonetheless 
questionable that it is to take place at a moment when C6te d’Ivoire 
is still suffering from the consequences of the tragic events, which 
followed the presidential election of November 2010 and to which the 
Obama aNninistration contributed. 

http ://www pambazuk a.or~/en/cate~ory/advocacy/75412 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

5 Pan-African Postcard 

KENYA: DEALING WIT[t DROUGItT 
H, Nal~jala Nyabola 
’DelT’ing the image of Kenyans as a parasitic nation that would gladly 
stand by and watch fellow citizens die’, Kenyans of various 
backgrounds have raised ’in eight days ten times what the Kenyan 
government had pledged to put towards food distribution to the drought 
stricken areas,’ writes H. Nanjala Nyabola Shouldn’t the government 
be doing more? 
http://www.pambazuka.orgien/categor¥/panafrican/75434 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
6 Books & arts 

A LIBP~&RY IN ASABA 
Chun]a Nwokolo 
Chuma Nwokolo revisits a childhood library and is shocked at its 
deterioration. ’It is great to have a completed central bark project 



and a new airport, but how about a time frame :[’or a public library?’ 

http ://www.pambazuka. org/en/cate~ow/books/75433 

/’\/’\//VV\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/\/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,//I, 

7 Letters & Opinions 

SOI.YlTf I SUDAN: T[tE URGENCY ]N S’]Yk’I~; FORMATION 

Response to South Sudan in the post-CPA era: Prospects and challenges 

Africaforafrica 

Christopher Zambakari’s article on South Sudan fails to address the 

key issue of leadership, ~vrites Africaforafrica. 

http://www.pambazuka.orgienicategoryiletters/75424 

Highlights French edition 

PAMB.CZUKA NEWS 200: CELEBRATING 200 ISSL~ES IN THE SERVICE OF 
RESISTANCE, ALTERNATIVES AND SOCLCL JUSTICE 
Why Panrbazu.ka is ~mique 

The 200th edition of Pambamaka Ne~vs in French is a special issue 
featuring different contributors ~vho over the years have made this a 
reality. In the 10 years of Pambazuka’s existence, 2,500 researchers, 
academics, activists and others, driven by a Pan-African ideal and a 
conrmitment to social justice, have made Pambazu.ka the most prolific 
African platform for citizen journalism. This special edition hears 
from these contributors, why they read Parnbazuka and why it is 
iraportant to them. The 200th edition also cames excerpts from the 
500th English-language edition of the newsletter published in October 
2010 (http://www.pambazuka.org/el~’issuc/500). Pambazuka is clearly 
more than just a newsletter. 

The struggle fbr a ne;v thought world order 
Tidiane Kasse 

Fotu- years on, we are now- at the 200th edition of Pambazuka News in 
French After years of cutting one’s teeth in mainstream journalism, 
working with Pambaza~ka (which means ’arise’ in Swahili) and urm~ersmg 
oneself in the fervour of activism has led to a better understanding 
of the issues at stake in the battle for information in Aficica 

http://,aa~’w.p ambam.tka orglfrlcategor¥/features/75360 

Pambazuka and the struggle against capitalism, imperialism and for the 
emancipation of peoples 
Demba Moussa Dembele 

Demba Moussa Dembele pays tribute to Pambazuka’s cormnitment to the 
struggle for political, economic and social justice for the peoples of 
Africa and the diaspora and underlines that ’its credibility and 
prestige make it a vital sotu-ce of infblrnation on Africa for other 
media in the world, many of which reproduce Pambazuka articles, 
including translations, on their websites.’ 

http://www.pambazuka or~/fricate~orv/features/75358 

Pambazuka a constant questioning 
Amy Nlang 

According to Amy Niang, ’the artic]es in Pambazuka use a kind of 
subversion which allows us ~o break through the dogma of the dominam 
narrative Pambazuka generally puts forward subversive thought which 
allows one ~o break out of the dogma of the dominant narrative which 
paints Africa as frozen in ume and incapable of following its own 
rhythm of change rather than one dreamed up elsewhere’. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/l?/categor,,,/feat uresi75361 

The second phase of African decolonisation needs an alternative press 
Guy Marius Sagna and Fode Roland Diagne 

After reviewing the evolution of the African press since colonisation, 
Guy Marius Sagna and Fode Ro]and Diagne make a plea for a different 
kind of press ~o mck]e Africa’s currem challenges, one that will pm 
at the forefront the voices of ’workers, peasants, workers in the 
informal sector, wonren, youth and progressive Africans’ and accompany 
them in the straggle to take destiny into their own hands and break 
with the slavish ties imposed on the peoples of Africa by 
Fran~afrique, Eurafrique and Usafrique.’ Pambazaka, the?" say, ’is the 
kind of nrodel required for a truly alternative and anti-neoliberal 
press.’ 



http : //www.pambazuka or~/fricate~ ory/featur es/7 5 3 5 7 

Pambazuka an example of a fi-ee, alternative, citizen media 
Zrika Carmelo 

The partnerships and links developed by Pambazuka News over the years 
have created bridges to several organisatinns including Ritimo. It is 
hence important, says Erika Carmelo, that Pambazuka remain ’a 
reference and an example of what is meant by a free, alternative, 
citizen nredia’. 

http:/iwww.pambam.tka.orgifricategor~/features/75347 

Alternative media, a nmans of struggle against the capitalist system 
Bernard Dodji Bokodjin 

Anridst the plethora of mainstream media that has swept ttnough the 
world to consolidate a system of exploitation and selwitude, Pambazuka 
News, according to Bernard Bokodiin, stands out as a platform that 
enlightens people in Africa and elsewhere on the real issues of 
governance in Africa and ’fights for the emancipation of Africa from 
the yoke of colonialism and the domination of the Frangafrique mafia’. 

http://xa~’w.pan~aaNa.org/~/catego~ifeaturesi75356 

I’&h’\i\iY i’,iYV IYV\I IV\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IYV iYV\I I\ 
9 Cartoons 

ADVICE FOR GRF~CE 
Gado 
African countries could advise Greece on its economic woes,, 

http :/i~vw~v.pambamaka.org/en/categorv/cartoons/75408 

GMOS OR ORGANIC? 
Gado 
Debates around GiVIOs or organic food are far from the first concern of 
those without food. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambamaka.org/en/categorv/cartoons/75407 

/’,/’,/ I\I\IY i’,iVV /YVV /V\A/ I\AI\I Ai’,iV /’,/YV IYVV /\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.or~ 

Pambamka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

.c© Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 

under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For :further details see: 

http://www pamba zuka. or~/en/about.php 

Pamba×uka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://wvav.pambazuka.orvien ) 
Edi~5o em llngua Portuguesa ( http://wwwpamba×ukaor~/pt ) 
Editinn fran~aise ( http://www,pambazuka.or~/fr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pamba×uka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCR~[JE or UNSUBSC[Z[BE go to: 

h ttp :l /pambazuk a,~n, apc, orvicvi-binlmailman/listinfo/pambazuka-new s 
or send a message to editor@pambaa~ka.org with the word SUBSCR]Ia.E or 
UNSUBSCR]Ia.E in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
developnrent, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm sottrce PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm nmdium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 



* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS Visit our Twitter page for more inJ2~rmation: 
//twitter com/pambazukanews ( http://twitter.con~,pambazukanews ) 

* Pambazuka News has a Del icio.us ( http://Del.icio us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse ofAfi-ica! Visithttp://delicious com/pambazuka news. 



Jozi Book Fair Proqramme 

Museum Africa, Newtown, Johannesburq 
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The Jozi Book Fair programme 2011 

As with its two predecessors, the Jozi Book Fair 2011 activities at the book 
fair include: 

A programme of seminars, roundtable discussions and public lectures 
featuring fiction and non-fiction writers from South Africa, Africa and 
around the world 
Book launches, conversations with writers/authors, art and literature 
exhibitions and film screenings 
Training workshops on various issues including reading and writing 
skills 
Debates and events on Women and Literature to coincide with 
Women’s Month 
A Children’s programme to encourage reading and writing among 
children 

The programme outline below outlines topics, panelists, venues, dates and 
times for the event on the 6th to 8th August 2011. The programme outlined 
here is valid as at the time of the catalogue going to press, and may be 
subject to change. A final programme will be issued on the 6~ August 2011. 

1. Roundtables 

1.1 Xenophobia Resurgent: shame and dilemmas of anti-African sentiments 
among South Africa’s poor 

Panelists: Janet Munakawe; tbc 

Date and Time: Saturday 6th Aug, 1130-1230 

After the low intensity war against African immigrants that followed the 
xenophobic attacks of 2008, there is a new resurgence of xenophobia in 
various parts of South Africa. As in the past, the violence is concentrated 
against small traders from immigrant communities who trade in South Africa’s 
black working class townships. This discussion will explore the persistence 
and the depth of these anti-African sentiments, and the implications for the 
way South Africa is viewed in the rest of Africa. 

1.2. Arab Spring - will the winds blow south? 

Panelists: Michael Kaiyatsa; Naeem Jeena; Thomas Wheleer; Maria van Driel 

Date and Time: Saturday 6th Aug, 1400-1500 

By far the most dramatic and far-reaching events of the last 6 to 7 months 
have been the wave of struggles for democracy that have swept across north 
Africa and the Arab world. The significance of this Arab Spring will be 
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explored at an historical, geopolitical and human rights levels will be explored 
in this discussion. In particular, this discussion will look at the impact of these 
developments in Africa south of the Sahara. The panel will explore the 
possible influence of the Arab Spring on the struggles for democracy and 
social justice in Africa south of the Sahara. 

1.3 South African Publishing - an elite project in crisis 

Panelists: Frank Meintjies; Vonani Bila; Mandla Matyumza; tbc 

Date and Time: Saturday 6th Aug, 1600-1700 

Against the backdrop of the economic crisis, an under-resourced public library 
system, an under-resourced small publishers industry, low levels of literacy, 
rising numbers of imported book on the country’s bookshops, the closure of 
Exclusive Books in South Africa’s largest metropolis (Soweto), and the 
suspension of the Cape Town Book Fair for 2011, South African publishing is 
in crisis. This discussion will explore the nature of South African publishing 
and the sources of its current state of crisis. 

1.4 Social Media, Reading and Writing 

Panelists: Malaika wa Azania; Lebogang Ngwatle; Mangaliso Khonza; tbc 

Date and Time: Sunday 7th Aug, 1130-1230 

The explosion of social media in the world in the last decade, and the 
increasing access that many young people in South Africa - and young 
women in particular - have to this media has revolutionised leisure, 
communication and relationships in general in South Africa and the world. 
Coming against the background of a poor education system, low levels of 
reading in general, the various social media platform and their forms of 
writing and reading raise important challenges for reading among young 
people. This panel will explore the implications of the explosion of social 
media on reading and writing in SA today. 

1.5 Communities under siege: women, poverty, survival and resistance 

Panelists: Sarah Mosoetsa; Maria van Driel; tbc 

Date and Time: Sunday 7th Aug, 1400-1500 

South African women, and in particular black working class women, are the 
poorest section of the South African population, and yet they bear the burden 
of feeding families in a deteriorating economic environment. We see a rise in 
families headed by women, and a struggle for survival that strikes at the 
heart of communities in South Africa. This panel will explore the sources and 
nature of this paradox, will explore the socio-economic environment and 
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government policies that underpin this struggle, and will also explore 
responses by women to the conditions in which they find themselves. The 
panel will be organised around a recently published book by Dr Sarah 
Mosoetsa, called ’Eating from one pot’. 

1. 5 Women and South African publishing: between gloss and literature 

Panelists: Ellen Banda Aaku; Lerato Mogoathle; 

Date and Time: Sunday 7th Aug, 1600-1700 

Women in South Africa constitute the biggest target of the magazine industry, 
with tens of titles published every month. Against the background of the 
struggle to promote reading among South Africans in general, and women in 
particular, this discussion seeks to explore the influences that shape South 
African women’s reading habits, and in particular the factors that influence 
how much and what black working class women read. The panel will engage 
the question of whether magazine reading culture makes a positive 
contribution to a transition to other genres in reading cultures and habits. 

1.7 Freedom of Expression -journalism under siege? 

Panelists: Glenda Daniels; Michael Schmidt; Kate Skinner; Ido Lekota 

Date and Time: Monday 8th Aug, 1130-1230 

Against the background of political attacks against press, and debate on 
institutional mechanism contemplated by the ANC to control the press and the 
nature of freedom of expression, this discussion seeks to engage in a debate 
on the nature of the journalistic cadre that has been produced, and that 
produces news in post apartheid SA: is this cadre up to the challenge of 
freedom of expression in South Africa today, are they able to deal with the 
political pressure that comes with the structures of media ownership, the 
dominant political elite, and the absence of alternative for publishing in South 
Africa today? 

1.8 Mother Earth on the brink?- Economy, society and the challenge of 
climate change 

Panelists: Patrick Bond; tbc 

Date and Time: Monday 8th Aug, 1400-1500 

The coming meeting of the Conference of the Parties (COP 17) in Durban 
later this year, and the sometimes sharp shifts in climatic conditions in various 
parts of the world, including South Africa, has cast the spotlight on what is 
probably the most important challenge facing humanity for the next century: 
climate change. This discussion will explore the debate on climate change, 
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and its intersection with nature of 21st century capitalism and its models of 
economy development, society and culture. The panellists will engage on the 
prospects for success in Durban later this year, and on the implications of 
failure for the poor all over the world. 

1.9 The South African Economy in Debate: the return of nationa/isation and 
the planned economy 

Panelists: Mafika Mndebele; Zuko Godlimpi; tbc 

Date and Time: Monday 8th Aug, 1600-1700 

The adoption of resolutions on the nationalisation of the mines at the recent 
conference of the ANC Youth League, and publication of the diagnostic report 
of the National (or Central) Planning Commission, has rekindled the debate on 
the nature and future of the South African economy. Not since the publication 
of GEAR in 1996 has the public been in the grip of a debate on economy and 
society. This panel will explore the different standpoint in this debate, and will 
also explore the implication for the direction of the ANC in the next few years. 

2. Book Launches 

2.1 Title: Go Tell the Sun 
Author: Wame Molefhe 
Time: 6th Aug, 1030-1130 
Venue: Board Room 

2.2 Title: The Right to Mourn 
Author: Masingitha Masiye 
Time: 6th Aug, 1100-1200 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4th Floor North 

2.3 Title: No Land! No House! No Vote! 
Author: Symphonyway Pavement Dwellers 
Time: 6th Aug, 1200-1300 
Venue: Arena 

2.4 Title: Rose Coloured Thoughts 
Author: Wiann Janse van Rensburg 
Time: 6th Aug, 1330-1430 
Venue: Arena 

2.5 Title: Qabu/a - Poet and Organiser 
Author: Khanya History Project 
Time: 6th Aug, 1330-1430 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4th Floor North 

2.6 Title: Is Malema a Mugabe? 
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Author: Andile Mngxigtama 
Time: 6th Aug, 1500-1600 
Venue: Arena 

2.7 Title: The Foster Child 
Author: Frankie Panaino 
Time: 6th Aug, 1500-1600 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4~h Floor North 

2.8 Title: Tshohang Batjha! 
Author: Setsi sa Mosadi Teenagers Group 
Time: 7~h Aug, 1030-1130 
Venue: Arena 

2.9 Title: A Tribute to our Forefathers 
Author: Tholsi Mudley 
Time: 7~h Aug, 1030-1130 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4~ Floor North 

2.10 Title: Voice of the Town Crier 
Author: Themba Zulu 
Time: 7th Aug, 1230-1330 
Venue: Arena 

2.11 Title: Drag 17 
Author: Huw Edwards 
Time: 7~ Aug, 1230-1330 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4~h Floor North 

2.12 Title: Hard Lessons of Life and Self-healing 
Author: Raphael Ogbuagu 
Time: 7~h Aug, 1200-1300 
Venue: Board Room 

2.13 Title: A Traumatic Revenge 
Author: Tshifhiwa Mukwevho 
Time: 7~h Aug, 1500-1600 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4th Floor North 

2.14 Title: The Young Gay Guy’s Guide to Safe Gay Sex 
Author: Robin Malan 
Time: 7~h Aug, 1500-1600 
Venue: Arena 

2.15 Title: Patchwork 
Author: Ellen Banda Aaku 
Time: 7~h Aug, 1730-1900 
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Venue: Auditorium 

2.16 Title: Where Ange/s Fear 
Author: Sandile Memela 
Time: 8th Aug, 1000-1100 
Venue: Arena 

2.17 Title: Manservant Mysteries 
Author: Lee Herman 
Time: 8th Aug, 1230-1330 
Venue: Arena 

2.18 Title: My Right to Write and be Read 
Author: Mokutu Moeketsi 
Time: 8~h Aug, 1230-1330 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4~h Floor North 

2.19 Title: The Way of Love 
Author: Mphutlane Bofelo 
Time: 8~h Aug, 1430-1530 
Venue: Library Corner, 4~h Floor 

2.20 Title: Launch of Forum of Activist Journalists 
Host: Jozi Book Fair 
Time: 8t" August, 1500 - 1600 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4~" Floor North 

3. Conversations and Readings 

3.1 Title: Sol Plaatjie’s Contribution to African Language Literature 
Panelists: Sabata Mokae 
Time: 6~h Aug, 1230-1330 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4~" Room North 

3.2 Title: The African Humanism of Es’kia Mphah/e/e 
Panellists: Simphiwe Sesanti 
Time: 6~h Aug, 1430-1530 
Venue: Arena 

3.3 Title: My Dream to be Bo/d 
Panelists: Sipho Mthathi and others 
Time: 7t" Aug, 1030-1130 
Venue: Board Room 

3.4 Title: To be confirmed 
Host: Apartheid Museum 
Time: 7~h Aug, 1400 - 1500 
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Venue: Arena 

3.5 Title: The Romance Novel in South Africa 
Panelists: Romance Association of South Africa 
Time: 7th Aug, 1400-1500 
Venue: Board Room 

3.6 Title: Youth Unity in South Africa 
Panellists: Black Wash 
Time: 7th Aug, 1430-1530 
Venue: Arena 

3.7 Title: Publishing in a Southern African Context 
Panelists: Lesotho Publishers Association and others 
Time: 8th Aug, 1000-1100 

Venue: Conversation Room, 4th Floor North 

3.8 Title: The Literature of Heritage in South Africa 
Panelists: All Hlongwane, Kwezi Gule and others 
Time: 8th Aug, 1230-1330 
Venue: Board Room 

3.9 Title: New Frank Talk no 9: A conversation 
Panellists: Sankara Publishing 
Time: 8th Aug, 1500-1600 
Venue: Arena 

3.10 Title: Children’s Literature in an African Context 
Panelists: Ellen Banda Aaku and others 
Time: 8th Aug, 1500-1600 
Venue: Board Room 

4, Workshops 

4.1 Title: Challenges of Reading Clubs in Townships 
Facilitator: Jozi Book Fair 
Time: 6th Aug, 1100-1200 
Venue: Library Corner, 4th Floor East 

4.2 Title: Self-publishing in South Africa 
Facilitator: Porcupine Press 
Time: 6th Aug, 1200-1300 
Venue: Board Room 

4.3 Title: Hip-hop as a Form of Writing 
Facilitator: Thobile Disemelo 
Time: 6th Aug, 1500-1600 
Venue: Board Room 
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4.4 Title: The Responsibility of Authors 
Facilitator: Frankie Panaino 
Time: 7th Aug, 1530-1630 
Venue: Board Room 

4.5 Title: Creative Writing for Young Girls 
Facilitator: Ellen Banda Aaku 
Time: 8th Aug, 1030-1130 
Venue: Boardroom 

5. Free Reading: Poetry and Short Stories 

5.1 Title (s): Various 
Authors: Various 
Time: 6 Aug, 1430 - 1530 
Venue: Library Corner, 4th Floor East 

5.2 Title (s): Various 
Authors: Various 
Time: 7 Aug, 1130 - 1230 
Venue: Library Corner, 4th Floor East 

5.3 Title (s): Various 
Authors: Various 
Time: 7 Aug, 1600 - 1700 
Venue: Library Corner, 4th Floor East 

5.4 Title (s): Various 
Authors: Various 
Time: 8 Aug, 1030 - 1130 
Venue: Library Corner, 4th Floor East 
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On .ecords 
on the Ball 

and Keeping Our Eyes 

Kwesi Kwaa P,~ah 

24.7.20// 

Dear Issa, 

In our brave new world, with the technolog37 of our times, we are able, without face to face 

meetings, to successfully lock horns in debate in cyber-space. It is most convenient. Let’s get on 

with it. I read your recent paper, The St~g_~/e to Comment Natiovahsm to Pav--A~icavism: Taki~_~ Stock 

ofSOyea~s ofAjiicav Ivdepevdevce~ with riveting interest. It has given me reason to explain a fexv 

things here. 

I found the first part easily agreeable and unproblematic, if ~actually hackneyed. But beyond a 

certain point the narrative becomes troubling, prickly and unsubstantiated by evidence. Your 

elastic use of the notion of territoriality and the analytical ambiguities of your commentary on the 

contributions of Garvey and Du Bois deserve fresh reflection. An important point one needs to 

note: relates to the differences in the class character of their followings in the inter-war period. 

Without an appreciation of their different socio-historical mainsprings the: rationalities of their 

ideologically divergent significations will remain obscured and elusive. The contradictions 

between these two figures mirrored a lot of the historical and social realities of the African 

Diaspora during the early decades of the 20th century and in turn they influenced the 

development of political thought and practice on the continent. We are informed that, after 

reading the Au/obiog~’ap~)’ of Du Bois in Conakry, in exile, in 1968, Nkrumah reacted thus; "... 

My opinion of the book is very mixed. Here is an intellectual aristocrat born in 1868; and here is 

the CommuJ~istMav~[esto by Marx and Engels published in 1848, and this man never became a 

communist -not even a socialist- until the last evenings of his life. ttis philosophy for the 

Talented Ten and his fight with Booker Washington, and later with iMarcus Garvey, put me: off 

him when I was a student in the United States ...... There are a lot of things Du Bois did which 

have put a brake to the revolving machine of African Revolution. Dr Du Bois lived behind a 

’veil’ which he was afraid to tear open. He was an intellectual but not a revolutionary. If Du Bois 

had supported Marcus Gatwey, the course of Afro-American history might de different now. But 

~ I. Shivji. The Struggle to Convert Nationalism to Pan--Africanism: Taking Stock of 50 years of African 
Independence. Keynote Address to the 4*h European Conference on African Studies UppsalaJtme 15 To 18, 2011. 



I loved him and respected him just the same.’’2 That was Nkrumah. But these are not the issues I 

wish to raise here. 

It is with regards to matters ofxvitting or umvitting obfuscation that I want to react here. You 

write that; 

Some of the old debates on racial and territorial nationalisms are re-appe.aring, g’%o is an 

African for the purposes of Pan-Africanism? And, therefore, who constitutes the nation 

for purposes of national liberation? For Kwesi Prah, Bankie Bankie, Chinweizu and 

others, "African" is defined by colour, culture and custom. 

I hold no brief for others, but in the face of your assertions and our earlier debates, I am 

surprised about the lack of familiarity with my xvork and position. For Kwesi Prah it is culture 

and history. Please learn that. Why have you studiously avoided the written evidence? I ask 

myself. I shall not attempt to put my finger on possible explanations for this here. But, giving 

you the benefit of the: doubt; I shall start from the premise that you arc: poorly informed and do 

not know xvhere I stand on these issues. I have long been on record, in 1989, (The Cause 

Times: Pa~-A~ca~ism Re~isited)~ that; 

The racial definition of an African is flawed. It is unscientific and hence, untenable. No 

serious mind today would use the race concept in any xvay except as an instrument for 

poetic imagery. What 1 am saying is that no group of people has been ’pure’ from time 

immemorial. Notions of purity belong to the language of t~ascists and the rubbish-bin of 

science. But before nV obsetwations are misunderstood let me take: the argument into 

another direction. Most Africans are black, but not all Africans are black, and not all 

blacks have African cultural and historical roots. Jews range from blond to black. 

Another example, Arabs also do. I am not denying the fact that this continent is the 

cradle of the African and as far as we know today the birthplace of homo sapievs. There are 

many groups in Africa today which are not African, do not describe themselves as 

African or wish to be so regarded, peoples whose cultures and histories are linked and 

derived from extra-African sources. Needless to say, they are full citizens and must 

always remain full and equal citizens in all respects to the Africans amongst whom they 

live, and 1 dare: say apartheid and caste systems of any kind should not be: tolerated, since 

we seek ultimately the freedom of all humanity, and the untrammelled social intercourse 

of all the peoples of this earth. The cultures of these minorities who live amongst us have 

helped in the enrichment and cosmopolitanization of social life and tastes in large areas 

of Africa. Some of these groups may in due course of time and history, come to regard 

themselves as African. All peoples have a right to their culture and its usage. But cultures 

: Letters to Reba Lewis, 12/05 and 03/06/1968. In, J. _~lne. Kwame Nkrmnah: The Conakry Years: His Life and 
Letters Pp. 234 and 238. Quoted here from; Elikia M’Bokolo. George Padmore, Kwame Nkrumah, Cyril L. James et 
l’id4ologie de la lutte panafricaine. Mimeo. Paris. 2009. 
~ K, l-C Prah. The Cause of Our Times: Pan-Africanism Revisited. In, Beyond the Colour Line. VMia. Jo’burg. 1997 
and Africa World Press. Trenton. N~I. Pp. 36-38. 1998. 
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are not stagnant or fixed entities. Cultural change is a permanent feature of all societies. 

No human group has From time immemorial been hermetically sealed, culturally or 

otherwise. Diffusion, interpenetration and mixing is the real substance of the historical 

process, but at every given historical con)uncture, people are formed by the existent 

culture they produce and reproduce. But cultures are created and also wither. When 

cultures die’,, the people ~vhose culture declines and Falls, do not necessarily physically die, 

they become other people. Often they are absorbed by more dominant cultures. 

Obviously, there is constantly a world culture in creation. This universal cultural Fund is 

shared literally by all people. The phenomenologT~ of a global village underscores this 

point. It is a cultural Fund to which we all in principle contribute, but in practice, it is the 

dominant or hegemonic cultures of the world which determine active cultural 

development in this sphere. There are many, particularly among Westerners who too 

easily and rather ethnocentrically, equate universal culture with western culture. In a 

world of competing cultures, growth, prosperity and cultural advancement is a Factor of 

economic and political power. This is why, for example in the. case of South Africa, 

under Afrikaner National Parl-y rule, the language: of the Afrikaner, Afrikaans which had 

started as a patois xvas developed and rapidly elevated to a language of modem science 

and technolog3~ and forced on to the rest of the population. Culture, history, attachment 

to these and consciousness of identity and not skin colour primarily defines the African. 

The fact that most Africans or people of African historical and cultural descent arc: black 

is only one characteristic, a bonus which generalizes and typifies Africans. And indeed, 1 

dare say, for us, in the absence of a strong unifying religion or single language, colour has 

become an easy and fortunate identifying attribute of most people who regard 

themselves as African. Thus while others have used our colour to distinguish us for 

oppression and deni~wation, it is at the same time one of the most fortunate coincidences 

xvhich identifies a people whose cultures have over centuries been xvoefully shattered by 

their oppressors. While in recent centuries slavery by Europe and the Arab world has 

hung heavily on African history, Africans have existed long before these periods, and 

cannot be defined as a people mainly on the basis of this experience. Definitionally, 

being AFrican is not simply or essentially a reaction to the history of oppression. It 

includes this, but also stands be~-ore and transcends this history. 4 

In the preface to the same text; Beyond the Co/ouv Line (the title was chosen to carry meaning), I 

wrote that; 

If most obviously AFricans are mainly black, to some extent for the present and 

increasingly in Future, there will be more and more non-blacks whose cultures will claim, 

acquire and assume African sources and connections, to the point that they assert an 

African identi~. It is in this sense that Africaness is ultimately colourless. It is beyond 

colour. It transcends colour. It is indeed more history, and/or culture, and not biology. I 

however think we are still very Far from there,s 

I-Q. ~-~ Prah. The Cause of Our Times .... Ibid. 
Ibid. Preface. P.5. 



In Pa~bazuka News of 2008-10-22 (Issue 403), the editor, for purposes of contexmalization 

prefaced my paper; A Pan-Afi~can/s/R¢ileciio,: Po/,t Courtier-polio/, with this note; 

In a response to Issa Shivji’s OurpoliticalguidiJ~gpost.’pav-Afiica~ism’s ~ea., daw~. 

&@:iiwww.pambazuka.o{~/evicategof)’ifeatu,’esi5~O~4) featured in Pambaz!~ka’s 400th issue 

English-language edition, Kwesi Kwaa Prah asks what can be achieved with pan- 

Africanism as a "category of intellectual thought". Problematizing the extent to which 

pan-Africanism could ever represent a politically neutral philosophy, the author suggests 

that its proponents can be located across the political spectrum and argues that while 

colour may have provided a useful racially-based organizing tool, it should never override 

the essential inclusivity of the African identity) 

The Editor, if imperfectly, clearly understood me better than you. I suppose by "politically 

neutral philosophy" the editor was attempting to summarize the part of tW argument which 

appears as follows in my paper; 

Shivji asserts that the "new pan-Africanism is rooted in social (popular) democracy, [iq is 

African nationalism of the era of the so-called globalized phase of imperialism. African 

nationalism was born of pan-Africanism, not the other way round." On the surface there 

is precious little to quibble about this assertion, but it masks a great deal of ambiguity and 

gross simplification which needs to be interrogated. If by "social (popular) democracy" 

we are to understand a political ideology defined as "democratic socialism", that is a left 

and centre-left political position which acknowledges individual rights, transparent 

constitutionalism, the: rejection of the Marxist-I~eninist notion of the: dictatorship of the 

proletariat, support for universal adult suffrage, the inclusion of social and economic 

equality and rights to education, medical care, pensions, and employment, and some 

measure of social security support for the unemployed and underprivileged, I would say 

yes, these are for many people, without doubt, desirable ideals. They are universal ideals 

xvith practical and theoretical adherents throughout the world, in virtually every single 

country on this planet, but it is certainly not pan-Africanism. Some pan-Africanists are 

doubtlessly social democrats, but not all social democrats are pan-Africanists. Some pan- 

Africanists are right-wing consem~atives while others are to the left of social democracy, 

indeed many have been, or are, Marxists (including Nkrumah in his final years). Indeed, 

pan-Africanists can be found xvithin the whole spectrum of political colouring] 

Of course, the universe of discourse on Pan-Africanism is marked by a wide spectrum of 

political hues. This is what I have noticed in a life time of Pan-Africanist involvement. For our 

purposes here, I xvant to refer to some of the points I made there in reaction to your paper. I had 

pointed out that; 

s Editor’s note to; K. K. Prah. A Pan-Africanist Reflection: Point Counter-point. Pambazuka News. 2008-10-22 ( 

Issue 403), http.’/iw~wv      .p ambazuka        . or g/en/cate       got? ~/comment/51383          . . 
’~ ICK. Prah. Ibid. 
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A few years ago, at the opening of the iMarcus Garvey Pan-Afrikan Institute in Mbale, 

Uganda, I had in my keynote address explained that it was useful to indicate that physical 

attributes would be in no sense the key to understanding identities as objective factors in 

societies. Another way of saying the same thing is that it is not biolog7 but culture that 

defines and identifies people; it is not nature but nurture that separates or unites the: 

tastes, values, behaviour and customary usages of people. I have often remarked that the 

racial definition of African is ~vrong and misplaced. Most Africans, I assert, are black, but 

not all blacks are Africans and not all Africans are black. Indian Dravidians, Melanesians 

and Native Australians are black, but they are not Africans. \Vhat I mean is that colour is 

no basis for defining an African in much the same way as colour cannot define Arabs, 

who range from blonde to black, or Jews who range from blonde to black, or Hindus 

who range from near white to black. In t:act, in the Sudan, for example, it is not possible 

to always differentiate between Arab and African on the basis of colour. The obsession 

with colour, particularly noticeable with Africans in the diaspora arises on account of the 

age-long racism and oppression Africans in the western diaspora have endured at the 

hands of white westerners. But when that has been said, I must add that the 

overwhelming majority of Africans are black and in the absence of unifying cultural 

attributes like a literacy-based religion or a common language, colour has been a 

fortunate reference point for people of African-descent both on the continent and in the 

diaspora. We can literally invariably recognize each other from afar .... I need also to 

point out that there are certain attributes that culturally unite and define Africans. Firstly, 

our religious systems and rituals are fairly homogenous. These extend into the diaspora 

as Candombl~:, Santeria, Voodoo, Obeah and other institutions in South America, in 

Brazil in particular, the West Indies and North America. The central character of these 

religious systems is ancestor veneration and a fairly common sm~cture of religious 

symbolism. All these systems are underpinned by expressive visual art forms, dance and 

recognizable rhythms. Secondly, our systems of kinship and marriage are also ffairly 

ubiquitous. These kinship systems in their specific and general character often cross state 

borders. Thirdly, the pre-colonial political systems that linger into present political order 

were and have been interlocking and largely similar. Fourthly, there is a sense in which 

the commonalities of our customs and history make our aspirations similar. Fifthly, and 

very importantly, our languages are broadly related and the degree of similarity, among 

them is much greater than meets either the eye or the: ear. Territorial contiguity 

characterizes the habitat of the majority of Africans. This is the African continent. The 

cultural attributes are not in all respects unique to Africa either individually or 

collectively, but the mix and history of these cultural affinities are sufficiently shared as 

typifying characteristics among Africans. If cultural attributes constitute the predominant 

feature in the definition of an African identity, it is language that lies at the heart and is 

the principal pillar carrying culture. It is in language that cultures are registered and 

transferred as legacies. Apart from these cultural convergences, Africans generally display 

a recognition and acknowledgement of other Africans as Africans. This extends 

invariably into the diaspora. This recognition exists in spite of considerable localism and 
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the frequent promotion of ethnicism by dominant elites. It needs also to be said that 

being African is an inclusive notion. It is possible for people who are not African today 

to become African in due course of time. But this is not achieved by opportunistic claims 

based on expediency and formulae like ’commitment to Africa.’ I have elsewhere argued 

that Vetavoerd, Henry Morton Stanley, or Ian Smith were all committed in their own 

ways to Africa, but can we say they were Africans? If I arrive tomorrow in China and 

declare my commim~ent to China, does that make me Chinese? Becoming African 

involves immersion into African society and requires a certain degree of acculturation 

into African society. At least it would require the adoption and sharing of the values of 

African society. It is possible therefore to creolize into Africa, but that involves also the 

blurring of the cultural boundaries between the creolizing community and the ~vider 

African community. It has nothing to do with colour, but all to do, to varying degrees, 

with cultural integration. In other xvords, it is not possible to be African while one rejects 

African culture and rejects the self-designation of being African. It is not possible to be 

African, whilst one looks down on Africans, maintains caste-like relations with Africans 

and refuses to mix with Africans. As another English aphorism declares, ’you cannot 

have your cake and eat it.’ Finally, indeed with regards to the African diaspora, the 

interlocking character of the history and sentiments attached to this history and its 

subjective reference points have filtered into the social and political histories of Africans 

on the continent and in the diaspora, particularly in the last hundred and fifty years. 

Africans on the continent feel profound fraternal bonds and intense sentiments of 

attachment to the Africans in the diaspora. It is worthxvhile restating that, indeed, it is not 

possible to understand pan-Africanism outside of the context of the diaspora. Much of 

the theoretical foundations of pan-Africanism as political philosophy were created and 

actively shaped by the diaspora, s 

In another paper you wrote in 20109, you made the following points; 

..... the notion of the African nation, even among Pan-Africanists, is a fiercely contested 

concept. It is, unfortunately in my view, formulated in a rather fruitless question: ’Who is 

an African?’ Are the Arabs in North Africa part of the African nation and therefore 

included in the Pan-Africanist project? Are the Indians in East and Southern Africa, the 

Lebanese in West Africa, the Boers and Malays in South Africa etc. Africans? For Kwesi 

Prah, Arabs are: not Africans and therefore not part of the African nation .... ~0 

Yes, Arabs are not Africans. Nyerere’s late advice (1997) was that Africans should seek unity and 

cooperation on a sub-Saharan basis)* Arabs aspire to Arab unity (el watav el arabi- the Arab 

s Ibid. 
9 Issa G. Shivji. Kwame Nkrumah’s Thought in the Evolution of Pan-African IdeoloD~. Nkrumah Centenary 

Celebrations. 22 25 May 2010, Mimeo. Accra. 2010. 
,0 Ibid 

** Julius K. Nyerere. Reflections. In, Haroub Othman (ed). Reflections on Leadership in Africa -Forty Years After 
Independence. Free University of Brussels Press. 2000, Pp. 17-24. 
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nation). They have a right to this unity. They have organizations which pursue this aspiration and 

which define this, including pre,-eminently the Arab Le, ague, AI,F, CSO etc. Are you unaware of 

what is described as the Arab world? Do you not know the history of Arabs and Africans on this 

continent? There is a history of Arabization in Africa; an assimilationist process which removes 

people away from their native cultures and acculturates them into Arabic culture. In the North 

Sudan most of the people who de, scribe, themselves today as Arabs are historically Arabized 

Nubians; Africans who have bee.n Arabized. They have. become Arabs. Some have bee.n ready to 

go to war against Africans to promote Arabism. 

You continued thus; 

.... and therefore Pan-Africanism includes and covers only Black Africans in sub-Saharan 

Africa and Africans in the Diaspora. Prah defines the African subtly in terms of history 

and culture although he cannot always keep clear of the race and colour in his 

conceptualisation of "who is an African". Having strongly denied that his 

conceptualisation is based on race or colour, he: ends up with a throwaway: "But when 

that has been said, I must add that the overwhelming majority of Africans are black and 

the absence of uni@ng cultural attributes like a literacy-based religion or a common 

language, colour has been a fortunate reference point for people of African-descent both 

on the continent and in the diaspora. We can literally invariably reco~ise each other 

from af;ar.’’~2 

I suppose you mean "give-away" not "throw-away". Of course Issa, do you want to deny that 

the overwhelming majority of Africans arc: black? Even school children all over the world know 

this! The point is that, the fact that the ovel-whelming majority of Africans are black does not 

make blackness the determining criterion of Africaness. Furthermore, you say; 

... The question of colour, Prah’s reference point, often gets reduced to biological rather 

than historical and cultural. While, the issue of %ho is an African’ remains contested, 

from the viewpoint of pan-Africanism, it seems to me, the better approach is po/i/ica/in 

terms of struggle against domination and exploitation. It is xvithin this political context of 

straggle against oppression that Prah’s cultural diversities can be accommodated; 

othe~vise, as Prah rightly points out, these diversities become divisions as oppressors, 

and their allies politicize race:, ethnicity and colour for their own power game .... 

Yes, Africans should "struggle against domination and exploitation". But, please this cannot 

define Africaness, "who is an African" or Pan-Africanism. If Africans are simply those who 

"struggle against domination and exploitation" practically the whole world would be African. 

Again, yes of course, colour is biology. It can be nothing but biology. Pigmentation is biology. 

History and culture are not biology. Maybe, I should add here that, while animals are pre- 

eminently ruled by instinct and biology, humans create and live culture. For social scientists, this 

,2 Ibid 

,3 Ibid 
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is the main difference between animals and humans. Colour is genetically handed down through 

nature:; culture is historically crafted and nurtured by humans. They are quite separate entities. 

The point you are ascribing to me ("The question of colour, Prah’s reference point, often gets 

reduced to biological rather than historical and cultural") is in fact hopelessly contradictoU and 

defies logic. I do not mix up biolog3r and culture. You are procedurally in your argument 

conflating oppositional meanings. Biology and culture are like chalk and cheese. The difference 

between them is parallel to the distinction between changeableness and immutability. Issa, they 

are dialectically contrastive. 

I have already elsewhere made the point that; "This advantage of colour and high visibility is 

such that in a crowd of humans it is invariably easy to pick out those that are Africans. When I 

make this point, I am not suggesting that colour is the most important feature of the African or 

contradicting myself as Shivji appears to suggest. Culture and histoU remain the prime points of 

definition of Africaness but there is t~actually no denying of the reality that Africans are 

overwhelmingly black.’’14 On the basis of visible biological traits one: can hardly confiise a 

Chinese for an Indian? Do we generally confuse: a Chinese for a European? No. Of course these 

biological features are not as categories water-tight. Black and white are not necessarily polar 

opposites. In the real world, beyond binary abstraction, gradations either way are recognizable. 

In the Afro-Arab borderlands one cannot always make out an Arab and an African on the basis 

of colour. In much the: same way, an Indian can hardly be physically/biologically differentiated 

from a Pakistani. Palestinians do not look different from Israelis. The differences are primarily 

cultural and historical, not biologically visible. As humans the most consequential sources of our 

identities are based on cultural and historical roots. Indeed, our struggle as Africans in the 

contemporary world is cultural, social, political and economic not biological. Full stop. 

You asked; "Are the Indians in East and Southern Africa, the Lebanese in West Africa, the 

Boers and Malays in South Africa etc. Africans?" The simple answer is that it all depends. If with 

time the boundaries of the cultures blend and interpenetrate with African cultures and practices, 

of course they will slowly become African; growing into Africaness, adopting local identities in 

the institutional life and social expression of their cultures. Cultural hybridity is historically a 

familiar and ubiquitous standard. But, they cannot live among Africans, maintain social distance, 

practice exogamous and caste-like relations with Africans and become Africans at the same time. 

You cannot go in opposite directions at the same time. I cannot be part of and not part of at the 

same time. 

I must also indicate that I think cultural and universal rights must come equally to all of us; 

minorities in Africa should be free to choose how they societally evolve so long as the universal 

rights of others are not violated. They do not have to become Africans. To argue otherwise 

would be assimilationist, undemocratic and unhelpful. As citizens of African countries they 

should have equal rights as anybody else and should have the right to their cultures in an open, 

’4 K. K. Prah. To;yards a ContemporaD- Pan-African Agenda: Keeping Our Eyes on the B~I (3). Keynote Address 
to the International Colloqumm: Global Africans, Pan-Africanism, Decolonization and Integration of Africa - Past, 
Present and Furore. Organized by CB2&a*C. 21~t - 24th September 2010. Abuja, Nigeria. 
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democratic, equalitarian and multicultural fashion. We should be able to celebrate our diversity in 

peace and harmony. I have recently written that; the logic of multiculturalism and composite 

cultures is a simple one. Given our rich and rampant diversity, the need to tolerate, value and 

respect otherness is the only rational way to collectively prosper and survive on this planet. 

There is also in my view, the inherent wisdom in presetaTing the rich variegation of social and 

cultural habits created and rooted deeply in the past, which dot the globe. FxeU case of cultural 

or linguistic extirpation means an irredeemable and permanent loss to humanity as a whole. 

Cultural freedom and equality offer the best approach to the management of our social diversity. 

Politically, the idea of democratic pluralism, rule of law, and secularism captures this mood and 

need of our times. The pursuit of democratic pluralism bets on diversity, instead of regarding 

cultural heterogeneity as a source of social discord and disunity.~s I ~vent on to say that; 

In recent months and years, some important voices have tried to question or castigate 

the notion of multiculturalism. In Germany, the Federal Chancellor, Angels Merkel has 

on occasion (16.10.2010) announced that the idea of multiculturalism in Germany "has 

utterly failed’’~’ and metaphorically is as good as dead. The British Prime Minister, David 

Cameron, at a security conference in Munich (5.2.2011), in similar vein abandoned the 

doctrine of "state multiculturalism.’’~ Not to be outdone, French President Nicolas 

Sarkozy also announced that "multiculturalism had failed" (11.2.2011).~s Of course, this 

is all in specific reference to their own societies; they were basically referring to the fact 

that after decades of immigration from different parts of the world, some immigrant 

communities, particularly some Muslim groups, have not adopted enough of the local 

predominant European language and culture to indicate a conscientious wish to blend-in 

and demonstrate acceptance of the host culture. F, xtremist theocratic militantism has 

been an unfortunate trend in some immigrant circles. The question remains whether this 

experience; this lack of success for reasons yet to be fully identified, warrants a total 

i~ K. K. Prah. Challenges of Democracy, Language, Multilingualism and Social Development in Africa. Paper 

presented to the Suid-Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns Annual Symposimn on Science in South Africa. 
Pochefstroom. 23rd and 24th June, 2011. 
~ Matthew Weaver. Angela Merkel: German multiculmralism has "utterly failed." Guardigv (UI~, Sm~day 17 
October 20!0. Weaver writes that; "The German chancellor Angela Merkel, has courted growing anti-immigrant 
opinion in Germany by claiming the country’s attempts to create a multiculmral socie~ have "utterly failed". 
Speaking to a meeting of young members of her Christian Democratic Union par~, Merkel said the idea of people 
from different cultural backgrounds living happily "side by side" did not work. She said the onus was on immigrants 
to do more to integrate into German society. ’This [multicultural] approach has failed, utterly failed,’ Merkel told the 
meeting in Potsdam, west of Berlin, yesterday. Her remarks will stir a debate about immigration in a country which 
is home to around 4 million Muslims." 
i.~ See, "SI-ale multioStturalism has failed, sa3~ David C, ametrx~" BBC Ne~,~; 5 February 2011. Laura Kuenssberg Chief political 

correspondent, BBCNews channel (5th February 2011) wrote in reaction to the speech that; "David Cameron strode 
timely into a debate where many politicians tread timidly. In his vie~v, such caution is part of the problem. In frank 
language he made abundantly clear he believes multiculturalism has failed. 2amy organisation that does not stand up 
to extremism will be cut off from public funds, and he wants the country to develop a stronger sense of shared 
identity. It is the first time he has spoken so directly as prime minister, but there are echoes of what has gone before. 
Tony Blair edged a~vay from multiculmralism in the years after the 7/7 bombing, s in London, and his ministers 
moved to stop funding any community organisation that did not challenge extremism. And what of Gordon 
Brown’s continual quest to strengthen ’Britishness’? Behind the scenes, ministers are revie~ving the ’prevent’ 
strategic, the policies designed to try to deal ~vith extremism. But the review, which had been planned for publication 
this month, is likely to be delayed. It is not clear yet how Mr Cameron will translate his strong words into action." 
is Sarkozy ends multiculmralism, http:i/xwvw.youtube.comiwatch?v=mP21~nCLsk&feature=related 
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rejection of multiculturalism; whether the fact that British, French and German societies 

have not had much success with the idea of the melting-pot, or a palpable sense of 

"shared identity", means that the idea of multiculturalism in its entirety needs to be 

jettisoned. Some of us disagree. Doubtlessly, immigrants should do enough to blend and 

integrate into host cultures, but one would also suggest that blending must not be 

expected to mean the total abandonment of one’s inherited culture for the wholesale 

acceptance or immersion into another. We would argue: that it is possible to blend-in and 

at the same time maintain a good measure of one’s specific historical heritage. This has 

successfully happened historically in many societies; admittedly not always without 

problems and difficulties. The European political right cannot have the last word on the 

matter. We should be: careful not to throw out the baby with the: dirty bathwater. Je~vish 

people are scattered as historically rooted communities across the globe in as many 

countries as one would dare to count. Muslims are likewise spread ever3avhere, as 

Filipinos, Indonesians, Malaysians, Indians, Pakismnis, Iranians, Syrians, Senegalese, 

Nigerians, Americans etc, etc. Hindu communities are global. Historically, Chinese 

communities are dotted across South-East Asia and beyond. African-Americans, Italian- 

Americans, Irish-Americans all assertper deji~i/iov the hybridig of their histories, cultures 

and heritage. In all these cases, and others, the success of multiculturalism depends on 

the extent to which they have culturally interfaced and interpenetrated their host or 

majority communities; blurring cultural and communal boundaries, avoiding caste-like 

separation and apartheid-type relations, and respecting in policy and practice the rights of 

all to cultures of their choice in conditions of equality of opportunity and infrastructural 

support.~9 

Issa, my suggestion would be that you should pay more attention to sensitizing minorities like 

yours to the need to embrace Africans. This is what Pandit Nehru advised)° After more than a 

centuU among Africans you could possibly count on t~vo hands the number of inter-community 

marriages. \X,~nat does this indicate? Do not be silent about this. It ~vill be strategically more 

useful for us all than telling Africans who they are or who they are not; or declaring all citizens of 

all countries on the African continent to be Africans. Do not undemm~e the: right of the 

minorities to their cultures, and the celebration of their cultures in equality and diversity, so long 

as all cultural and social borders are permeable. It is also unhelpful to endorse the idea that "xvhat 

,9 K. K. Prah. Challenges of Democracy .... Op cir. 

z0j. Nehrn. India’s Foreigm Policy; Selected Speeches, September 1946 - April 1961. Publications Division MinistU 
of Information and Broadcasting. Govt. of India. Delhi, 1961 ...... "In his address to the Lok Sabha, he said that 
India was interested in the destiny of its Diaspora, because they share a mutual histoU with India. But he clarified 
that Indians overseas had previously- been Dven the option to either vote for the Indian or another citizenship. Once 
they opted for the latter, then ’we have no concern with them, [... because] politically they cease to be Indians’. " 
(See, J. Nehru. Ibid. 196!, pp. !28-!30. Citation on p. 130). "This is evidence that Nehm considered the issues of 
those Indians overseas, who had decided to naturalize to other countries, thus were no longer the concern of India. 
But ~vhat is with Indians who actually retained the Indian citizenship and were legal ~iens abroad? Nehrn expected 
from eveU Indian settler, no matter if Indian national or not, to adapt to the country they live in and respect the 
local enviromnent there. So, he refi~sed to assist them, regardless of the issue. He said: ’If you cannot be, and if you 
are not, friendly to the people of that com~try, come back to India and not spoil the fair name of India’. In other 
words, he kept the door open for expatriate Indians to come back to India but rejected to intervene in their 
concerns .... " Quoted here from; Subin Nijhawan. Why has the Indian Diaspora been shunned by successive Indian 
governments? Mimeo. SOAS. London. 2003. http:i/w~wv.subin.deidiaspora.pdf 
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belongs to me belongs to me, but what belongs to you belongs to all of us." I have said that; "if 

everTbody is an African, then nobody is an African." 

Frankly, I find the obsessive preoccupation with colour and "race talk" uncomfortable and 

oftentimes obnoxious except where we need to volubly confront and combat racism; where 

colour-based racism has become: a societal pestilence and spoiling for a fight. The arbitrariness of 

the race concept is understood by most anthropologists. In the US, the late Matwin Harris (1970) 

exposed the scientific bankruptcy of the concept, ranging from; "one drop rule" hypodescent 

notions of blackness in the US to Brazil’s numerous race-colour gradations and labels towards 

hyperdescent.21 

~’q~at f-or Africans, in our numbers, is really at stake is not colour but rather our culture, xvhich is 

under siege from the twin legacies of Arab and Western imperialism; especially, the Western 

cultural onslaught which is today sometimes sold euphemistically as globalization. Our elites 

have become complicit in this. The threat of slow but steady ethnocide is in my view a distinct 

and undesirable possibility. If we wish to roll back this danger, at this stage, a culturally driven 

renaissance is crucial. As an initial step, we must recenter our languages as instruments for 

cultural retrieval, memoU recall, scientific and technological advancement; in short the 

empowerment of mass society. Our languages must be the vehicles for the journey into 

modernity; and without unity. Africans cannot come into their own. 

Finally, I need to reiterate that, being or becoming African is not an issue of "legality"; it is not a 

reality that is established simply by fiat or pompous declarations. It is a process. It must have 

history and involves cultural inclusion as a process. It is learnt, and continuously changes by 

degrees as it generationally is passed on. It implies sharing the cultural values and usages of 

African society. It is won through practice not formally conferred by proclamation. 

zl Mata~in Harris. Referential Ambigmib~ in the Calculus of Brazilian Racial Identity, 1970. Souzhweszer~_lou/acal ~/ 
A,zda~vpology. Spring 1970. Vol.26. No. 1. Pp. 1-14. See also, M. Harris. Patterns of Race in the Americas. Greenwood 
Publishing Group. Connecticut. 1964. 
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The post-Vasco da Gama epoch of some five centuries, as Pannikar calls it, is a story 

of the ’West and the Rest’*. The West constructed its own story and the story of the 

Rest. It is a story of plunder, privation, invasion and destruction; it is a story of 

permanent wars and passing peace. It is a story of the annihilation of pre-European 

civilizations from the lncas of the Americas, so called after the European explorer 

Amerigo Vespucci, to the Swahili civilisation of the Eastern coast of Africa. The title 

of a book describing the Spanish conquest of Mexico, the near-extermination of the 

Tasmanian Aborigines by the British, the white American dispossession of the 

Apache, and the German subjugation of the Hereto and Nama of Namibia sums it all: 

Rivers of Blood, Rivers of Gold (Cocker 1999). 

The tale of treasures at one end and tragedies at the other cannot be understood, ] 

suggest, without locating it in the trajectory of worldwide capitalist accumulation. 

No doubt it is a complex story of construction and destruction of cultures and 

customs; a story of the exercise of brutal power and subtle politics; a story of 

spinning of epic mythologies and grand ideologies. No doubt it cannot be reduced 

mechanically to the capitalist mode of production nor eThe fxplained in a vulgar 

way by theories of conspiracy or processes of economics. ! am suggesting none of 

* The sub-title of Niall Ferguson’s book, Civilization (2011). The book itself is an 

excellent example of how a right-wing Western historian tells the story of the "west 

and the rest’. 



these. Yet in this complexity and variability, in these major shifts and changing 

continuities - all of which we as scholars must study and have been studying - there 

is a pattern. There is a red thread running through it. That red thread is the process 

of capitalist accumulation seen in a longue dur~e. While we must, by all means, 

resist linear trajectories essentializing the march of progress of the so-called 

Western civilization, including the stagiest periodisation of vulgar Marxists, we 

cannot surrender to agnosticism or eclecticism - that the world is not knowable and 

explainable, however approximately. 

It is in the context of the trajectory of capitalist accumulation that I want to locate 

the genesis of the grand narrative of nationalism and Pan-Africanism. To facilitate 

my presentation, I would resort to some periodisation of the process of 

accumulation. As we all know, all periodisation has its hazards - processes overlap 

and intermingle; the new is born in the garbs of the old and takes time before it is 

recognised as such, while the old persists beyond its usefulness. Keeping that in 

mind, I would categorize the first four centuries (roughly from the last quarter of the 

15th century to the first quarter of the 19th century) of the African encounter with 

Europe as the period of primitive accumulation, or, to use the more recent and 

generic term, accumulation by appropriation. (It should become clear later why this 

term is preferable). Within this period we have two sub-periods - the period of 

looting of treasures, sometimes directly, sometimes indirectly, under the name of 

trade, based on unequal, rather than mutual exchange. This is the period of 

European powers pursuing their singular mission of destroying the pre-European 

long distance trade, - the trans-Sahara trade on the West Coast and the Indian Ocean 

trade on the East Coast of Africa, in order to establish their mercantile and 

maritime hegemony. The pre-European trade systems, both on the West and the 

East Coasts, were governed by Islamic precepts. The gold trade passed through 

Timbuktu on the West and through Kilwa on the East, both of which became centers 

of great Islamic civilization and learning. Timbuktu and Kilwa were brutally 

destroyed by Portuguese privateers. The expeditions had specific instructions to 

Christianize the "natives" and eliminate Muslim traders. 
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As the Portuguese privateers were devastating the African coast in the last quarter 

of the 15th century, so Spanish conquerors were discovering the "New World". 

Vasco da Gama laid the foundation of the European invasion of Africa. Christopher 

Columbus inaugurated the extermination of the indigenous populations of the 

Americas and the Caribbean - the first genocide and holocaust in the history of 

humankind. One led to the white hegemony, the other to white settlement. From 

then on, the fate of the three continents was inextricably linked and found its 

immediate expression in the triangular slave trade. 

The second sub-period of some three centuries (from 16th to 19th centuries) 

witnesses the gruesome Atlantic slave trade, the so-called triangular trade. Half of 

the slaves were transported to the "new world" in the 18th century. Millions - 50 

million one estimate says (Zinn 2001:29) - of men, women and children torn from 

their continent worked the sugar plantations of the Caribbean and cotton 

plantations of the southern states of America to provide the raw material for 

Lancashire mills, the pioneer of the industrial revolution. The African continent was 

looted of its treasures in the first sub-period, which also ruined its established 

mercantile routes; in the second sub-period the continent was looted of its people, 

devastating its social fabric and robbing it of its most important resource. This was 

accumulation by appropriation par excellence - accumulating by appropriating 

wealth in the first instance and accumulating by appropriating people in the second. 

Meanwhile, on the European stage, capitalism is bursting its containers (to use Prem 

Shaker Jha’s term, Jha 2006:17)) and re-constructing them. Jha argues that in its 700 

years of development, capitalism has gone through three cycles of accumulation. At 

the beginning of each cycle it has expanded the size of its container - from the 

maritime city-states of Venice, Genoa, Florence, Milan, and Amsterdam, to nation 

states of England, Holland, and France. The quintessential of the second cycle was 

from the nation state to the colonising state* as European powers colonized much of 

* Here I am slightly modifying Jha’s thesis. 



the rest of the world. The third was from the Island territory of the small nation 

state, Britain, to the continental nation state of North America. Now, in the era of 

globalization, on the eve of the fourth cycle, it is poised to burst the very system of 

hierarchically organised nation states. Whatever the merit of this thesis, for our 

purposes two points can be made - one, that the capitalist container was never self- 

contained. Arteries penetrating deep into the wealth and treasures of other 

continents fed the process of capital accumulation in the heart of Europe. Africa was 

the theatre of the most devastating kinds of appropriation. 

Second, the ideologies, religions, cultures and customs constructed to rationalize, 

legitimize and explain the processes of accumulation were centrally premised on the 

construction of race, in which ’the Self’ was White and ’the Other’ Black the two also 

being the referents for the in-betx~eens. Geography itself was constructed as such - 

Europe being the land of the White and Africa being the land of the Black. The racist 

construct found its typical expression in the Other, Slave - a soulless, depersonalized 

and dehumanized object. For planters and slavers, ’The Negroes are unjust, cruel 

barbarous, half-human, treacherous, deceitful, thieves, drunkards, proud, lazy, 

unclean, shameless, jealous to fury, and cowards.’ (James 1938, 1989:) The Supreme 

Court of the civilised United States decided in 1857 that ’Dred Scott could not sue for 

his freedom because he was not a person, but property’ (Zinn op.cit. 187). Fathers, 

bishops, learned priests and men of conscience found no fault in trading in and 

owning of slaves. ’ ... we ... buy these slaves for our service without a scruple ...’, 

declared men of religion with conscience (ibid. 29-30). The bottom line was the 

enormous profits made from the slave trade and colossal surplus extracted from 

slave labour. James Madison, one of the ’fathers’ of the American constitution, could 

boast to a British visitor that he could make 2000 per cent profit from a single slave 

in a year (ibid. 33). Thus were constructed the universal ideologies, the grand 

narratives and the totalizing outlooks of the Western civilisation, which we are 

living to this day. 

Towards the end of the 18th and the first half of the 19th centuries, capitalism 

entered the throes of the industrial revolution (1780-1840 by Hobsbawm’s 
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reckoning, Hobsbawm 1968). It was also the period of primitive accumulation 

within the container. Indeed the original meaning of primitive accumulation was 

confined to the process of appropriation of serfs and peasants from land to work in 

factories. Marx called it the ’pre-historic stage of capital’ (1887: 668). He theorized 

the capitalist system as if it was self-contained. ’Accumulate, accumulate! That is the 

Moses and the prophets!’ (ibid. 558), he argued, was the driving force of capitalism. 

By dissecting the appearances of the commodity society, Marx showed how surplus 

is appropriated from the working class and accumulated to make more surplus even 

when on the face of it, the exchange appears to be mutual and equivalent in which 

no one is cheated or short changed. (And if cheating does happen in practice it is 

only a deviation from the norm.) Accumulation based on equal exchange is what we 

call accumulation by capitalization. The notion of equivalent exchange forms the 

bedrock of bourgeois legal ideology and philosophical outlook. The edifice of the 

Western legal system is constructed on atomized individuals bearing equal rights 

(Pashukanis 1924, 1978). Atomist individuals of bourgeois society as carriers of 

commodity relations are all equal. This is also the basis of citizenship where to be a 

citizen means to have equal claims and entitlements, as against each other and in 

relation to the state. 

Later day Marxists beginning with Rosa Luxembourg questioned the theorization of 

capitalist accumulation based on the assumption of a self-contained system. They 

argued that the so-called primitive accumulation was not simply the pre-history of 

capital but an inherent part of its history. The capitalist centre always requires a 

non-capitalist periphery to appropriate from, which translates into invasions of 

non-capitalist spaces. Capital not only comes into the world ’dripping from head to 

foot, from every pore, with blood and dirt’ (Marx op.cit. 712) but also throughout its 

life continues to drain the blood of the ’Other’ interspersed by auguries of bloodshed 

called wars. Capitalism by nature is predatory and militarist. Lenin from a different 

point of departure argued that in the last quarter of the 19th century, capitalism had 

become imperialist as monopoly finance capital sought new spaces of profitable 

investment (Lenin 1917). With the Berlin conference of 1885, rapacious capitalist 
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powers carved up the African continent and appropriated them as their exclusive 

possessions thus heralding another 75 or so years of colonialism. The racist 

ideology of the White Self (master) and the Black Other (slave) came in handy in the 

creation of colonies. It was reinforced in religion and anthropology and literature as 

droves of missionaries preceded and anthropologists followed armed soldiers, to 

pacify the soulless, indolent ’native’. The Self was now the White colonist and the 

Other was the ’native’. The ’colour line’ thus constructed had its own internal logic 

and drive - it determined the very life-conditions of the colonist/settler and the 

’native’. The settler’s town, as Fanon said, is a ’strongly-built’, ’brightly-lit’ ’well-fed’ 

town. It is a town of ’White people, the foreigners’. The native town is ’a place of ill 

fame, peopled by men of evil repute.’ 

They are born there, it matters little where or how; they die there, it 

matters not where, nor how. It is a world without spaciousness; men 

live there on top of each other, and their huts are built one on top of 

the other. The native town is a hungry town, starved of bread, of meat, 

of shoes, of coal, of light .... It is a town of niggers, and dirty arabs.’ 

(Fanon 1963, 1967: 30) 

The racist construct of the slave period, assisted by colonial intellectuals, was 

extended and reconstructed. Differences of custom and cultures among the ’natives’ 

became immutable divisions called ’tribes’ (Magubane). Tribes were conveniently 

divided and separated in their ghettoes, lest, as the colonial paternalism averred, 

they kill each other given their violent propensity. The separation was thus in the 

interest of the natives to maintain law and order, meaning to rule. (’Divide et 

impera’ divide and rule.) Institutions of indirect political rule and colonially 

constructed regimes of customary law were created. Colonial identities of race and 

tribe were formed, and to the extent that they were internalised, self-identification 

and perception followed suit. 

The dual tendency of accumulation continued to operate accumulation by 

capitalization being dominant in the metropole and accumulation by appropriation 
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being dominant and pervasive in the colony. To be sure, it manifested in new forms, 

through new political, economic, cultural and social institutions. Politics and 

cultures were reconstructed, so were customs and ideologies. A lot changed. 

Capitalism of 1942 was not the same as the capitalism of 1492 nor is that of 2000s 

the same as that of 1900s. Yet in these sea changes the heart of the system lay where 

it had always lain - in accumulation. New forms of primitive accumulation were 

devised. Minerals were mined with migrant labour; plantations cultivated by 

bachelor labour. Women were turned into peasant cultivators. Children’s hands 

were deployed to weed and harvest. None was paid the equivalent of his or her 

subsistence as the laws of commodity exchange prescribe. Bachelor wages were 

paid in cash and kind. The cash was just enough to pay the poll tax, buy cigarettes 

and the local brew. The other component was food ration. The colonial capitalist 

rationed every ounce of mealy meal and every grain of bean just to keep the body of 

the migrant labourer alive, but not his family. (That was the woman’s 

responsibility.) Rations were meticulously calculated on the basis of expert opinion 

on the needs of the native’s morphology. Prison and forced labour, with no wages, 

constructed the arteries of colonial infrastructure to transport raw materials and 

food - cotton, coffee, rubber, tea - to the coast and thence to the metropole to satisfy 

the voracious appetite of the master’s industries and the luxurious tastes of its 

aristocracy and the middle classes. More often than not prisoners were those who 

had failed to pay poll tax or wife tax. Flat rate tax was levied on every adult native 

above the apparent age of 18. He had to pay tax on each of his "apparent" wives*. In 

addition to flushing out the self-sufficient producer from land to work on 

plantations and mines to get cash for tax, taxation raised the revenue to run the 

colonial machinery of administration and repression. 

* "Apparent" because in different circumstances (for example, when applying the 
rule that a spouse is not a compellable witness against a fellow spouse) "native" 
wives wedded under "native" law were not recognised by colonial courts as wives 
while for the purposes of tax any one who appeared to be a ’wife’ was so recognised. 
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Political economists of the West, who are wont to theorize for the Rest, argued 

interminably on theories of unequal exchange and uncaptured peasantry to explain 

colonially created poverty and underdevelopment. Few would see that cutting into 

the necessary consumption of the ’native’ crippled the conditions of human 

existence and its reproduction, resulting in chronic undernourishment, high infant 

mortality, deprivation and disease. It was nothing short of primitive accumulation of 

the most primitive kind, which even Marx did not foresee. Instead he thought that 

the march of capitalism would bring the backward and tradition bound natives into 

the fold of civilisation by integrating them into capitalism. Thence, they would 

benefit from the proletarian revolution, which would usher humanity to the next 

stage of civilisation, socialism. His twentieth century followers even postulated 

imperialism as the pioneer of capitalism and therefore progress (Warren 1980). 

To be sure, colonial capital by the very nature of capital did introduce commodity 

relations thus planting the seeds of accumulation by capitalization. The post- 

independence development theorists, again of course of the West, considered these 

pockets of capitalist relations the driver of modernization. It required a few and 

minority scholars of the Rest to theorize on the development of underdevelopment, 

the relationship between two tendencies of capitalist accumulation and its 

contradictions. The modern was neither modern, they said, nor the traditional 

backward; rather both were part of the capitalist whole in a symbiotic relation 

which ensured the drainage of wealth and surplus from the continent to be 

capitalized in the West. In short then, accumulation by appropriation dominated 

colonial capitalism under the hegemony of imperialism. If it produced indigenous 

capitalists, they were compradorial or semi-feudal in alliance with, and under the 

shadow of imperial bourgeoisies. 

We don’t have to be told that wherever there is oppression there is bound to be 

resistance (Mao). As CLR James says, ’one does not need education or 

encouragement to cherish a dream of freedom.’ (James op. cit. 18). As happens so 

often in history, ideologies of resistance are constructed from the elements 

borrowed from the ideologies of domination. 
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Pan-Africanism was such an ideology of resistance born in the throes of imperialism. 

Just as the dominant racist construct went back centuries to the slave trade, so did 

the resistance. For two hundred years the slaves in Haiti, originally named 

Hispaniola by Columbus, sang their freedom song (lames op. cit. 18): 

Eh! Eh! Heu! Heu! 

Canga, bafio t~! 

Canga, moun6 de l~! 
Canga, do ki la! 

Canga, li! 

We swear to destroy the whites, 

and all that they possess; 
let us die 

rather than fail to keep our vow", 

This was the pre-history of one strand of pan-Africanism, racial nationalism. The 

pre-history of the other strand, territorial nationalism, found expression in the 

Haitian revolution of 1791. None of it at the time, of course, was called by that name. 

If I may jump the gun, the Haitian revolution was in advance of its times. It was the 

forerunner of both the logical conclusion of territorial nationalism and citizenship, 

and their crisis under imperialism, all of which we see in post-independence African 

states. 

The racial construct in the Haitian freedom song is palpable. It could not be 

otherwise. On the launching of his 1903 book The Souls of the Black Folk Du Bois 

said that the ’problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem of the color line’. 

Pan-Africanism was born at the turn of the century as a racial, anti-racist ideology. 

Its founders came from the West Indies, the confluence of the slave trade, from 

where slaves were transported to the Americas. It is in the so-called ’New World’ of 

North America that the White supremacist ideology found expression in its most 

brutal and dehumanizing forms. It is also here that the roots of Pan-Africanism are 

to be traced. Two names stand out, Du Bois and Marcus Garvey. Du Bois’ father and 

grandfather came from the West Indies. Garvey came from Jamaica. The two men 

stood in contrast, in their conception and methods. They represented - between 
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them and within them - the two poles of nationalism within Pan-Africanism; one 

defined by race and culture, the other by geography. Garvey opposed 

accommodation within the White structures and spearheaded ’back-to-Africa 

movement’. He thus stood for a territorial home. Du Bois demanded equal racial 

treatment within the US. He thus stood for equal treatment or citizenship. Needless 

to say, both positions were a political construct, even if they did not present 

themselves as such. Paradoxically, but understandably, the boundaries of both were 

set by the dominant political and social constructs - White supremacy in one case, 

colonially carved borders in the other. 

In his 93 years, Du Bois lived through and embodied the 60 odd years of the 

evolution of Pan-Africanist ideology and movement. Between the wars, Du Bois’ 

Pan-Africanist congresses were essentially small gatherings of African-Americans 

and African-Caribbean with a sprinkling of Africans from French colonies. Demands 

centered on racial equality, equal treatment and accommodation in existing 

structures. To the extent that colonialism and imperialist oppression itself was 

ideologised in terms of White supremacy, the anti-racist, racial constructs and 

demands of pan-Africanists were anti-imperialist. It is important to keep this 

dimension of Pan-Africanism in mind - that in its genesis and evolution the ideology 

and movement was primarily political and essentially anti-imperialist. No doubt, it 

drew upon the victim’s cultural resources as the Negritude construct originally 

developed by the West Indian Aim~ C~saire clearly demonstrates. 

The turning point was the 1945 Fifth Congress at Manchester. The moving spirits 

behind that Congress were George Padmore and Kwame Nkrumah. The demand was 

unambiguous - Africa for Africans, liberation from colonialism. It ushered in the 

national liberation movement. Pan-Africanism thus gave birth to nationalism. The 

main question was: would this be territorial nationalism premised on separate 

colonially created borders or Pan-Africanist nationalism; which in turn gave rise to 

Wvo sets of sub-questions. If territorial, what would be the boundaries of 

inclusion/exclusion, race or citizenship? And if Pan-Africanist: would it be global 

including the African Diaspora or continental excluding the Diaspora? Even if 
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continental, would it be racial/cultural including only Black Africans while excluding 

Arabs? These became hot issues of debates and contentions a few years before and a 

few years after the independence of African countries. In one sense, the bifurcation 

between racial and territorial nationalism symbolized by Du Bois and Marcus 

Garvey between the wars seemed to re-appear. But the context had changed. There 

were two new factors, independence on the African continent and the Caribbean, 

and the civil rights movement in the US. One introduced state sovereignty in the 

territorial equation, the other citizenship in the global equation, both setting 

apparently "new" boundaries of exclusion/inclusion, identity and belonging. In a 

nutshell, the triangular contestation between citizenship, racialism and territorial 

nationalism defined the parameters of the pan-Africanist discourse. But at this stage 

we must return to the trajectory of capitalist accumulation and explore it in the 

post-independence period in Africa, for that matter even globally. 

Independence of Ghana in 1957 was an earthshaking event. CLR lames described 

Ghana’s independence as a revolution. For a people who had been humiliated for 

five centuries, independence was indeed a revolution. For Nkrumah, though, 

independence of Ghana was incomplete without the liberation of the whole 

continent and the liberation was incomplete without the unity of the continent. 

These two became his passion. With the advice and help of George Padmore 

Nkrumah set in motion two sets of conferences - the conference of African 

independent states - eight in all at the time, and All Africa People’s Conferences, a 

meeting of national liberation movements, trade unions and other leaders. The 

resolutions of these two conferences are a forerunner of the "new" bifurcation of the 

Pan-Africanist ideology - the statist Pan-Africanism and its concomitant state-based 

nationalism and people’s pan-Africanism based on solidarity and African identity. 

Statist pan-Africanism culminated in the formation of the Organisation of African 

Unity (O.A.U.) underpinned by the discourse on the unity of African States while ’All- 

Africa-People’s’ pan-Africanism was increasingly eclipsed by territorial nationalism. 

Each one of these, in its own way, reproduced the triangular tension between 



racialism, nationalism and citizenship. The tension between the two was well 

described by a leading pan-Africanist, Julius Nyerere, as the dilemma of the pan- 

Africanist (Nyerere 1966, 1968). When Nyerere was writing in 1966, there were 36 

independent African states. Each of these was involved in the consolidation and 

development of its nation state. ’Can the vision of Pan-Africanism survive these 

realities? Can African unity be built on this foundation of existing and growing 

nationalism?’ Nyerere agonized. His answer was unambiguous. 

I do not believe the answer is easy. Indeed I believe that a real dilemma 

faces the Pan-Africanist. On the one hand is the fact that Pan-Africanism 

demands an African consciousness and an African loyalty; on the other 

hand is the fact that each Pan-Africanist must also concern himself with 

the freedom and development of one of the nations of Africa. These things 

can conflict. Let us be honest and admit that they have already conflicted. 

(ibid. 208) 

They more than conflicted. The vision of Pan-Africanism was buried in the statist 

discourse of African unity and regional integration/disintegration. More astute 

nationalists like Nyerere defined the two-fold task of the independent government as 

nation-building and development. In absence of a local bourgeois class worth the name, 

the agency to build the nation and bring about development would be the state. 

Meanwhile, imperialism continued to cast its long shadow and at times more than a 

shadow. Assassinations and coups engineered by one or other imperialist power became 

the order of the day. Patrice Lumumba was brutally murdered and Kwame Nkrumah was 

overthrown by the machinations of the CIA. Survival became Nyerere’s pre-occupation. 

Half a century of independent Africa neatly divides into two halves, the first twenty-five 

years of nationalism and the second of neo-liberalism. Underlying the ideologies of 

development and nation building, of identities and politics, from Nyerere’s Socialism and 

Self-reliance to Senghor’s Negritude, lay the contention between accumulation by 
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capitalization and accumulation by appropriation. Programs and policies undertaken in 

the nationalist period, whether under the ideology of modernization or socialism 

(essentially a variant of state capitalism), were meant to bolster the tendency for 

accumulation by capitalization. But under the hegemony of imperialism, accumulation by 

appropriation continued to assert and reassert itself. Using local state or private merchant 

capital as the intermediary, and trade, aid and debt as the means, natural resources were 

rapaciously exploited and working people cajoled or coerced into yielding surpluses that 

inevitably found their way into the capital circuits of imperialist centers. Just as looting, 

plundering, and the triangular slave trade of the previous centuries, called primitive 

accumulation, had primed the wheels of the industrial revolution, so the appropriation of 

resources and surpluses of the working people of Africa fuelled the Golden Age of 

Capitalism (11945-19711). Nationalist attempts to construct a self-reliant economy and 

inaugurate what Samir Amin calls autocentric development were sternly opposed or 

accommodated and absorbed in the imperialist system. 

Nonetheless, imperialism during the nationalist period was morally and ideologically on 

the defensive. Educated in the theories of the master and borrowing from the cultures and 

history of the colonizer, African nationalists attempted to reconstruct their identities and 

polities in the idiom of nationalism, sovereignty, self-determination and citizenship, the 

philosophical underpinning of which, as we have seen, is the notion of the atomist 

individual with equal rights. It was a valiant struggle but it was ultimately defeated, as the 

onslaught of neo-liberalism amply proved. The nationalist, labelled ’ethnic’ by the West, 

either failed or lacked the means and the historical time and opportunity to master the 

driving force of the construction of the ’Selt~ of the West - accumulation. Accumulation 

by capitalization required a relatively autonomous economic space to operate and 

political self-determination to master. In other words, paraphrasing Cabral, national 

liberation meant people reclaiming their right to make their own history whose objective 

was ’to reclaim the right, usurped by imperialist domination’ of liberating ’the process of 

development of national productive forces’. This called for nothing less than a structural 

reconstruction of the economy and reorganisation of the state. None could be successfully 

done under the Western capitalist domination of the economy and the political hegemony 
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of imperialist ideologies and policies transmitted by local proto-bourgeoisies, so well 

caricatured by Fanon. The few who attempted were assassinated, overthro~vn or forcibly 

removed. The rest had to accommodate and compromise to suwive. The problem was 

that the ideology of resistance and anti-hegemony - and their institutions of 

operationalisation - was constructed drawing on the intellectual and cultural resources of 

the dominant and dominating West. African nationalists failed to construct alternative 

ideologies and institutions~ In the course of the struggle, again, a few tried but they were 

nipped in the bud in the nick of time. Amilcar Cabral postulated that ’there are only two 

possible paths for an independent nation: to return to imperialist domination (neo- 

colonialism, capitalism, state capitalism), or to take the way of socialism.’ (Cabral 1966, 

1969: 87). He did not live to see either the independence of his country or practice his 

position. Agents of Portuguese colonialism assassinated him as his country was 

approaching independence. Chris Hani who envisaged a new democratic and socialist 

South Africa ~vas killed on the eve of the transfer of power. Steve Biko who redefined 

Black as a positive identity of the oppressed beyond the colour line, was tortured to death 

by the henchmen of apartheid John Garang who postulated a united New Sudan beyond 

colour, cultural and linguistic lines infuriated racial and secessionist elements both in the 

North and the South and their imperialist backers. We are told he ~vas killed in a 

helicopter crash. The truth lies buried somewhere in the debris. 

The nationalist project was thus defeated and its building blocks shattered. The neo- 

liberal attack was foremost an ideological attack on radical nationalism. Imperialism went 

on the offensive - economically, culturally, politically and intellectually. Within a period 

of two decades, Africa has undergone three generations of structural adjustment 

programmes in an orgy of liberalization, marketisation, privatisation, commodification 

and financialisation. Pockets of capitalist development based on accumulation by 

capitalization have been destroyed as country after country in Africa has been 

deindustrialized. The few achievements of social services in education, health, water, old 

age pensions and other public sew’ices are commodified under such policies as cost 

sharing and outsourcing. Fiscal instruments and institutions of policy making, like central 

banks, have been made autonomous and commercial banks privatised away from the 
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public scrutiny of elected bodies. They make policies on the basis of prescriptions handed 

down by International Financial Institutions and donors. Policies are thrust down the 

throats of politicians and parliamentarians using the carrot of loans, aid and budget 

support whose withdrawal acts as the veritable stick. Meanwhile, voracious imperialist 

capitals backed by their states and the so-called "donor-community" is grabbing land, 

minerals, water, flora and fauna. I need not go into details because a few African scholars 

have amply documented these facts - I say few, because many have succumbed to 

consultancies in the service of "development partners". 

Let me sum up by saying that the tension of the nationalist period between accumulation 

by capitalization and accumulation by appropriation has been resolved in favour of the 

neo-liberal primitive accumulation. To be sure, there are new forms in which the process 

of expropriation is constituted and manifested but the essence remains. The projected 

identity of the ’Self’ in the West is that of a benefactor, humanitarian, investor, advisor, 

entrepreneur and donor while the ’Other’ is the poor and helpless victim of the corrupt, 

unaccountable ethnic ruler. No doubt, capitalism at the centre is not the same either. Prem 

Shankar Jha argues that capitalism is on the verge of bursting its nation-state container 

and is going global in the process wreaking havoc and destruction on a global scale. One 

does not have to accept Jha’s thesis to agree with him that the destruction is real and 

palpable, whose implications are felt not only in Africa but also in the West. Yet Africa 

suffers the most. There have been more wars after the end of the so-called Cold War than 

during its existence. Most of these have been fought on the African continent. Within a 

period of two decades, four countries have been destroyed and the fifth about to be 

devastated. Two of these are on the African continent. The continent is being militarized 

as American imperialism spreads its tentacles through the AFRICOM and seeks more and 

more naval bases on the Indian Ocean rim. 

The continent is in crisis as is the capitalist-imperialist system constructed by the West 

over the last five centuries. Some have argued that the fall of Lehman Brothers and the 

financial crisis following it, marks the beginning of the end of capitalism as we know it. 



Others are taking the position that the centre of gravity and hegemony is shifting from the 

West to the East; that capitalism is poised to reconstitute itself in new centers. The debate 

rages on. Most, at least most African scholars, agree that the national project in Africa 

has failed and national liberation has been aborted. Some locate the failure of the national 

project in the crisis of citizenship; others in the failure to liberate the continent from the 

clutches of imperialism. In my view, the t~vo are connected. Underlying the crisis of 

citizenship is the failure to master the process of accumulation by capitalization, which in 

turn is due to imperialist domination in alliance with local comprador classes. Whatever 

be the case, African scholars, intellectuals and activists have been compelled to re-visit 

the Pan-Africanist project. Some of the old debates on racial and territorial nationalisms 

are re-appearing Who is an African for the purposes of Pan-Africanism? And, therefore, 

who constitutes the nation for purposes of national liberation? For Kwesi Prah, Bankie 

Bankie, Chiweizu and others, ’African’ is defined by colour, culture and custom. For 

Archie Mafeje, Steve Biko Walter Rodney, Tajudeen Abdel Rahman and others, African 

or Black is not a function of colour, race, biology or morphology but a social and political 

construct, which ought to be historicized. Mafeje affirms, ’...Africanity could not possibly 

mean the same thing to succeeding generations of African intellectuals’. And the fact that 

the first and second generation of Pan-Africanists may have borrowed from racial and 

cultural categories to deal with the problematique of white racism in a colonial setting 

’does not commit later generations of Pan-Africanists to the same conflation between 

raceicolour and culture.’ In the view of many African scholars, intellectuals and activists, 

we need to revisit and re-construct the Pan-African project to address the unfinished task 

of national liberation from imperialism and take us beyond to the emancipation of the 

working people of Africa from the hegemony of capitalism. In doing so, we would of 

course borrow from the intellectual and cultural resources of humankind as well as the 

experiences of the struggles of the people of the continent. In constructing a "new pan- 

Africanism" which would go beyond colour and national lines, we need fundamental 

paradigmatic shifts. The African intellectual community is deeply involved in these 

debates and I need not go into details. Suffice it to say that the insurrection of pan- 

Africanist ideas has begun, hesitatingly but definitely. To conclude: 
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Conclusion 

I have given the story of pan-Africanism as a grand narrative of nationalism and 

national liberation. ! have shown its internal contradictions and movements. I have 

tried to locate my narrative in the trajectory of capitalist accumulation and 

imperialist domination, without, hopefully, making it mechanist and deductive. And 

I have called for a reconstruction of a new pan-Africanist grand narrative to face the 

unfinished tasks of national liberation and move forward to the tasks of social 

emancipation. Throughout the history of humankind, masses have been moved by 

the grand narrative of liberty, freedom, justice and emancipation to bring about 

change - sometimes revolutionary changes, at other times not so revolutionary. 

Humanity stands at a cross-roads. It is crying out for fundamental change. We need 

an alternative utopia to live by and fight for if we are not to be consumed by the 

death and destruction wrought by the barbaric system of the last five centuries. The 

worst of that barbarism has been felt and continues to be endured in Africa. In a 

reconstructed Pan-Africanism, Africa is calling all ’at the rendezvous of victory ...’. 

With Aim~ C~saire we can all sing: 

(and) no race possesses the monopoly of beauty, 

of intelligence, of force, and there 

is a place for all at the rendezvous 

of victory .... 
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SA ready to ace UN climate conference in Durban 

KATHARINE CHILD JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA - Aug 02 2011 18:33 

South Africa is ready to host the high-level UN climate summit in Durban 

in November, insists the minister of international relations, Maite 
Nkoana-Mashabane. 

On Friday, the Mail and Guardian reported that there were concerns that 
South Africa was behind in its preparations for the 17th Conference of 

the Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (C0P17). 

Tensions had emerged between the two government departments in charge of 

organising the event, which runs from November 28 to December 9, it was 
reported. 

The department of environmental affairs is leading South Africa’s 
delegation at COP17 while the department of international relations is 

organising the logistics of the conference. 

On Tuesday Nkoana-Mashabane denied that there was a "turf war" between 

the departments but admitted they had "picked up on unease on the 
general state of readiness". The minister said the state wanted to 

"clarify and demystify" the preparations for the conference. 

She said they were finalising accommodation arrangements, security 
arrangements, and a communication plan. Visas for delegates would be 
free, she said, and said the government had already reserved 20 000 

hotel beds and had asked airlines to increase flights to South Africa. 

Environmental Affairs Minister Edna Molewa said the South African 

delegation was in the process of compiling the South African position 
for COP17, which would be taken to Cabinet for approval in October. She 

said Africa would speak with "one voice" at the conference adding that 

"Africa is the continent most affected by climate change". 

Delegates at the previous two UN climate change conferences, in 

Copenhagen in 2009 and Cancun in 2010, did not agree on a legally 
binding treaty to reduce carbon emissions. 

Molewa said that it was not expected that a legally binding deal would 

be reached at COP17 in Durban either. But she said one aim of the 

conference would be to work out what to do when the Kyoto treaty -- the 
international agreement to reduce greenhouse gases -- expires late next 

year. 

"We don’t want South Africa to be the death of Kyoto protocol," said Molewa. 



Emission reduction plans 
Determining what should happen after Kyoto expired would include working 

out an "emission reduction regime" for countries that were not 

signatories to the treaty, she said, adding that all 54 African 
countries had agreed on an African position and would lobby for 

contributions towards an Africa Green Climate fund to mitigate and adapt 

to climate change. 

However, Molewa said South Africa hoped to cut its carbon emissions 34% 
by 2020. 

She added that the rolling out of renewable sources of energy, including 
wind power, was "well underway". 

Emission cuts would be achieved through "nationally appropriate 
mitigation actions" in the transport, agriculture and energy sectors. 

"The extent to which this commitment is achieved depends on the 

provision of finance, technology and capacity building support by 

developed countries, and through the United Nations climate change 
regime," she said, adding that heads of African states would meet in 

Mali for two days in September to finalise the African point of view. 

The chief executive of Impala Platinum, David Brown, told reporters that 

a forum of CEOs had been created so that a "united business voice" could 

represent industry in the talks. The forum of 40 chief executives would 
also support the government in hosting the event and share best business 

practices in mitigating the effects of climate change. 

Molewa also said organisers of COP17 would have more meetings with civil 
society and environmental organisations following criticism that they 

had only met once with civil society groups involved in C0P17 since April. 
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Cloud over preparations for COP17 

YOLANDI GROENEWALD AND MMANALEDI MATABOGE JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA 

-Jul 29 2011 00:00 

Four months before South Africa hosts the United Nation’s big climate-change conference 



in Durban, concerns are mounting that the country is lagging behind in its preparations. 

This comes amid accusations that tensions are running high between the department of 

environmental affairs (DEA) and the department of international relations and co- 

operation (Dirco) over responsibilities. Because of international protocol, the environment 

department handles the content of the climate change conference and Dirco the logistics. 

Greenpeace’s Melita Steele, who is also part of the civil society steering committee for 

COP17, said it was only now, in July, that Dirco was ready and the confusion over which 

department was responsible for what seemed to have been sorted out. 

This week sources in the environment department and Dirco voiced their concern to the 

Mail & Guardian about the planning of the conference. 

"It’s a mess, the ministers are fighting, and we [the country] don’t even have a website. We 

are not communicating enough on the subject." 

Sources at the environment department and close to Minister Edna Molewa said her 

biggest concern was the possibility of failing, not because she did not do the job, but 

because President Jacob Zuma’s instruction that Dirco should take over leadership of the 

conference caused confusion and delay. "If things don’t go well during the conference, the 

DEA will take the blame not Dirco. This is an environmental issue, why should Dirco 

organise it?" asked the source. 

All the departments involved in the COP17 planning meet every Friday and brief Dirco on 

preparations or their new initiatives, but according to internal sources, "there is absolutely 

nothing" to show for it. 

Dirco spokesperson Clayson Monyela and his counterpart in the environment department, 

Albie Modise dismissed these concerns, describing the meetings as fruitful. 

On how Molewa felt about this, a government source said: "Annoyed, hence the tension." 

South Africa’s hosting of the 17th Conference of Parties (COP17) of the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in Durban in late November has been 

described as an even bigger event than the Fifa World Cup last year and the country will 

come under intense scrutiny during the conference. 

But Monyela has dismissed the fears, saying that South Africa is further in its preparations 

than Mexico was in the case of COP16 hosted in Cancfin. "We are happy with our progress 



and we are gearing up for the big ’i00 day till Durban’ launch," Monyela said. 

He and Modise, said South Africa was on track with the campaign to promote the 

conference among ordinary South Africans, in spite of fears that many are unaware of its 

significance. 

Dirco had little experience in the climate change area when the COP17 presidency was 

handed over to International Relations Minister Maite Nkoana-Mashabane in February and 

has been playing catch-up for six months to get itself properly aligned with delicate 

climate-change politics as well as organising the conference with the UNFCCC. 

The appointment of Nkoana-Mashabane is in line with international best practice and her 

experience as a diplomat will serve South Africa well in the negotiations to get critical 

parties such as China and the United States talking. Instead, it is Dirco’s handling of logistics 

including transport, accommodation, venue and accreditation for delegates and the media 

that has come under fire. Molewa will head the South African negotiation delegation and 

will be responsible for content during the negotiations. 

Monyela and Modise dismissed the tension, saying the sharing of responsibility between 

the two departments is not unique to the South African conference. 

"UNFCCC protocol calls for international relations to organise the conference. There was 

nothing surprising about the president’s decision," said Monyela. "That is the protocol 

internationally. This was definitely not a snub." 

Senior government sources within the environment department and Dirco said it was 

understandable that Dirco needed to "support" the DEA because it was an international 

event, but it shouldn’t take over the event. They said the environment department was "far 

ahead" with preparations until Zuma’s announcement. 

Government officials and service providers are also worried that critical tenders still 

haven’t been issued because of the handover. 

"There was an advert in the paper for expression of interest in a project-management 

tender, but after we applied, we heard nothing," a service provider said. "Time is becoming 

critical." 

But Monyela said Dirco was in control of the arrangements and that all the necessary 

tenders had been issued. The remaining tenders would be handled by the department of 

environmental affairs. He said no tender had been advertised to select a host broadcaster, 



because the SABC had already been chosen. 

Modise and Monyela said the first phase of creating public awareness had begun this 

month with adverts explaining climate change. "You can’t expect South Africans to 

understand COPI7 if they don’t understand climate change/’ he said. 

Million Climate Jobs Campaign 
Meeting on 21 July 2011, Durban 

Brief Report 

Participants 
Jane Barrett SATAWU David Hallowes groundWork 

Musa Chamane GroundWork BobbyPeek GroundWork 

Brian Ashley AIDC Mary Galvin Umphilo waManzi 

Sibusiso Mimi NUM Anne Mayher IANRA 

Rehana Dada Million Climate Woody Aroun NUMSA 

Jobs 

Zico Tamela SATAWU Maxwell Farmer Support 

Mudhara Group UKZN 

Jeff Rudin SAMWU Nomonde Rural People’s 

Mbelekane Movement 

Jesse Burton Million Climate Paul Routledge University of 

Jobs Glasgow 

Tristen Taylor Earthlife Africa Lushendrie SDCEA 

Johannesburg Govender 



Jennifer Stern Tourism Consultant BrianAshe Geashpere 

Asha Bahadur CSRSC 

Apologies 
Thank you, those who apologised, and we hope to see you at future meetings. 

General Feedback 

1. The Million Climate Jobs Campaign received official endorsement from COSATU at 

the COSATU Central Committee meeting in June 2011. 

2. COSATU has a resolution on climate change but no specific policy. Policy 
development is being led by Naledi, the COSATU research wing. 

Naledi and ITUC jointly organised a workshop for COSATU, NACTU and FEDHUSA 

affiliates 27-28 July 2011. This will be followed by a COSATU meeting on 29 July 
2011 to develop policy, which is expected to be completed in October 2011 and 

presented to the executive committee for adoption. It is hoped that there will be an 
official policy position on a range of issues prior to COP17 including carbon trading, 

emissions targets and energy. 

AIDC met with Rudi Dicks of Naledi to talk about linking the Campaign with the 
Naledi processes. Dicks took responsibility for encouraging more active COSATU 

affiliate involvement in the Campaign. The Naledi climate change project reference 

group has made links between the two projects, but important to acknowledge that 
Naledi work is focused on developing policy for the federation. 

5. COSATU will develop it s own policy and as part of this build capacity amongst its 
affiliates. It will not outsource policy formulation. 

6. NUMSA held a week-long workshop on climate change, with a focused session on 

energy. 



Research 

Research groups presented their drafts and these were discussed. All participants made 

valuable input. All researchers made own notes and will address issues raised. 

New research commitments include papers on : 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Health 

Mining 

Adaptation 

Trade 

Ecosystem Restoration 

Fisheries 

General comments on research 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Research missing some key sectors, e.g. textiles, chemicals, trade. 

Research missing chapter on skills transition and conversion. 

Still missing clarity on numbers - emissions reductions in each sector, what type of 
jobs, etc 

Be careful not to overestimate the numbers, but stick with informed guesswork 

Do not hide uncertainties about the numbers 

Need credible references for figures, no thumbsucks 

Express where no or little confidence 

Be aware of potential for double-counting of jobs and emissions reductions 

Definition of "Climate Jobs" 

Agreed definition : 

Climate jobs are decent, primarily publicly-driven jobs that directly reduce the causes and 

impacts of climate change. 



O 

O 

This one liner will be fleshed out in the popular book. 

The definition will be reviewed at the final workshop 

Popular Booklet 

0 

0 

0 

Campaign executive to identify and appoint a writer. 

Book must consider cross-cutting issues. 

Book to include some discussion on numbers and uncertainty about the numbers 

Campaign to establish review panel 

Workshop end August for Campaign participants to review draft 

Launch aimed for mid September - concept to be drafted and circulated 

Points to note 

Promotion of renewable energy roll out should bear in mind potential risks of 

privatising energy supply. Important to make sure that renewables don’t become 

another form of colonisation and exploitation. 

There is opportunity for input in to national building codes and engagement with 
that process. 

Need enabling environment for many of the solutions proposed through the 

Campaign. 

Adaptation must be included in the Campaign, however, it is important not to 
confuse climate change specific needs with development needs. 

Campaign should consider commissioning a paper on the minerals energy complex 

post 1994. 

Unresolved Questions 

The parameters of the Campaign 

Campaign membership - how do we grow the Campaign and who do we invite to join 

Roadmap for Durban 



Campaign objectives beyond COP17 

Michelle Chan, Economic policy director, Friends of the Earth 

As Debt Ta~ks C~esce~do, Let’s Not Give the W~r~d E~a~k a Free Ride 

Posted: 8/1/11 05:49 PM ET 

With all this talk of budget deficits and cutting programs for those in need (while unjustly 
keeping in place tax breaks for corporations and the wealthy), you would think that the 
Obama administration and Congress would want to make sure that the money they do 
spend is spent wisely. Well, that’s not always the case, and it certainly doesn’t appear to be 
the case when it comes to the World Bank Group. 

The World Bank is supposed to be a multilateral development bank dedicated to poverty 
alleviation. (Many have deeply critiqued whether the World Bank actually does this, but 
that’s for another article.) It has also tried to position itself as a climate leader, for example, 

by rigorously documenting the disproportionate negative impacts that climate change will 

have -- and indeed is already having -- on developing countries. As the Bank itself says, "At 
stake are recent gains in the fight against poverty, hunger and disease, and the lives and 

livelihoods of billions of people in developing countries." On this point, the Bank is right. I 

would add that this burden on the poor is doubly unjust given that poor countries did little 
to cause the climate crisis. 

But regrettably for both the World Bank and the world’s poor, actions speak louder than 

words. 2010 was a record-breaking year for World Bank funding of coal -- the dirtiest of 
fossil fuels. Last year the Bank provided $4.4 billion in coal financing, representing a 356 

percent increase over 2009. Remarkably, the World Bank voted to fund construction of one 

of the world’s largest coal plants, based in South Africa. South African activists tried to halt 
this deal, arguing that the loan would actually make it more difficult for the poor to access 

electricity. The World Bank, they said, is exacerbating energy poverty at the same time it is 
contributing to the climate crisis. 

Indeed, an independent study by Oil Change International found that none of the Bank’s 
fossil fuel financing in 2009 or 2010 specifically aimed to provide electricity for the poor or 



ensured that energy services reach poor people. Other studies have shown that the 

extraction of fossil fuels is closely associated with increased impoverishment, conflict, 
corruption and other social ills. 

It doesn’t take a genius to realize that the Bank needs a diametric change in direction. The 

Obama administration and many in Congress now have an opportunity to help push for 
that change, but they seem to lack the will to seize it. For the first time since 1988, the 
World Bank has asked for a significant uptick in funding to increase its lending capacity for 

middle income countries, formally known as a General Capital Increase. The World Bank 
has requested $586,821,720 over five years. That’s $117.4 million a year! Coincidentally, 

this year is the first time in more than a decade that the World Bank is revising its outdated 

Energy Sector Strategy. Obama and Congress can -- and should -- put two and two together 
to take advantage of the unique concurrence of these two events. 

The request for a General Capital Increase provides Congress with critical leverage to help 

redirect the World Bank Group’s energy financing to truly serve the needs of the poor in 

today’s climate-constrained world. Recently, 48 environmental, development, faith-based 
and labor groups wrote a letter urging Congress to insist on desperately needed 

improvements. The groups assert that Congress should make provision of the General 
Capital Increase contingent on an Energy Sector Strategy that: 

¯ Overwhelmingly targets energy-poor populations in developing countries with clean energy 
access -- with quantifiable targets that prioritize decentralized renewable energy projects; 
¯ Finances only non-fossil fuel-based clean energy technologies, as measured on a full lifecycle 
basis, except in extreme cases where there is clearly no other viable option for increasing 
energy access to the poor; 
¯ Includes a robust definition of clean energy -- one that excludes fossil fuels, large 
hydropower, unsustainable biomass, and nuclear energy; and 
¯ Mainstreams and prioritizes energy efficiency at all levels of policy, financing, and project 
implementation, 

By "leveraging the power of the purse," the letter states, "Congress can increase the 

chances that limited resources are effectively and efficiently used to ensure energy access 
for those in poverty without compromising public health and long term development." 

But Obama’s Treasury Department is pushing for a "clean" General Capital Increase. And by 
"clean" they don’t mean low carbon. They mean a capital increase that is not weighed down 

by concerns like climate change and energy access for the poor. Sadly, it’s looking like some 
in Congress are heeding Treasury’s call. That would be a mistake. Given previous 

congressional initiatives to improve the Bank’s environmental and social performance, 

members of Congress concerned about international development and environmental 
protection know all too well that, in almost all instances, positive change has occurred at 
the World Bank as a result of monetary pressure. 

The last General Capital Increase was over a generation ago, when the tremendous danger 
posed by climate change was little known. But times have changed, and Congress must not 



let this once-in-a-generation opportunity slip by without demanding serious 
transformation of the World Bank’s energy lending. And in a fiscal environment where we 
need to make every penny count, this is doubly important. It’s time for the World Bank -- 

and Congress -- to be a part of the climate solution, not part of the problem. 

U~S~ o~ Bo~l~ Sides of New Battle Over Ass~sta~ce to *Ugly* Coa~F~re~ Power 

By LISA FRIEDMAN of ClimateWire 
Published: July 11, 2011 

Situated in the village of Obili~ (population 2/,000) a few miles outside of Kosovo’s capital 

city, Pristina, the Soviet-designed, 1960s-era plant spits out 2.5 tons of dust every hour. The 
plant and its nearby cousin, Kosovo B, serve as the country’s two electricity generators. In 
Obili~ alone, 30 percent of the town suffers from chronic respiratory diseases. 

But the U.S.-backed solution -- shuttering Kosovo A and building a new, 600-megawatt 
lignite-fired power station financed through the World Bank -- has provoked outrage in the 
environmental community. 

It also has sparked renewed consternation within the World Bank, which recently suffered 
a public relations nightmare for helping the South African utility Eskom build a 4,800-MW 

coal plant. Meanwhile, managers are scrambling to find support for a controversial new 

policy -- pushed upon it by the United States -- to phase out coal lending to middle-income 

countries. 

"On the one hand, the U.S. is taking a very strong, and we think very positive, stance on coal 

lending in the World Bank. And then on the other hand, they are pushing the bank to invest 
in this coal project that is controversial within Kosovo and also directly contradicts what 

their own coal guidance says," said Justin Guay, with the Sierra Club’s International Climate 

Program. 

So nervous are World Bank officials about being -- in the words of one person with 
knowledge of the project -- "left hanging out to dry" that managers made clear they would 

need explicit written support (pdf) from the Obama administration before bringing it to the 
board. 



"The World Bank itself doesn’t want to do this project," Guay said. "They know they just 

had Eskom. They just had this bruising [board] fight around coal. Why have another fight 
over a project, especially one that is just so bad?" 

The answer, sources say, lies in a complicated mix of geopolitics, a sincere desire to help a 

poor, energy-needy country with few export options, and entrenched bureaucratic 

interests in a project that began years before the United States seriously debated coal. 

Europe wants it, and for the World Bank, the plant represents a lending opportunity in a 
country with a small portfolio. 

Kosovo regards former President Bill Clinton as a hero for launching NATO’s air bombing 
campaign to drive Yugoslavian troops out of the Serbian province in 1999. Pristina boasts 

an ll-foot bronze statue in his honor. These facts have no small bearing on Secretary of 

State Hillary Rodham Clinton’s agency’s strong support for the project, several people 
involved with it said. 

Plans for the power plant are marching quietly but steadily forward. Last week, the World 

Bank’s executive director for Kosovo, Konstantin Huber, assured Kosovo’s deputy prime 
minister that an agreement will come "very soon," according to the Gazeta Express. 

Meanwhile, few officials in either the World Bank or the Obama administration are willing 

discuss the plant publicly. Said one World Bank source, "Everybody wants it, but they want 
it to go away at the same time." 

Europe’s poorest country needs more juice 

Everyone agrees that Kosovo needs help. Once the poorest region of the former Yugoslavia, 
Kosovo today is Europe’s poorest country. Unemployment hovers around 45 percent. 

About as many people live on less than �45 per month. The country’s largest export is 
scrap metal from abandoned cars. 

Energy remains a particular challenge. While Kosovo A is outdated and the largest point 

source of air pollution in Europe, Kosovo B -- built in the 1980s -- is poorly maintained. 

Together, the plants have a combined installed capacity of 1,487 MW, but both are run far 
below installed capacity. Power outages are frequent, propelled by years of 

underinvestment, neglect and wartime damage to the country’s transmission and 
distribution systems. 

There are also what U.N. reports gently refer to as "non-technical losses": that is, meter 

tampering, widespread non-payment of bills, and rampant electricity theft through illegal 
connections to distribution networks. 

Plans to address Kosovo’s power situation began nearly 10 years ago and originally 
envisioned a 2,000-MW lignite plant that would allow the country to export energy to its 

neighbors. Over the years, political and investment setbacks caused the plant to be scaled 
back in size. 



Representatives from the State Department and U.S. Agency for International Development, 

which are leading the energy work in Kosovo, declined to discuss the project. But a five- 
part State Department strategy (pdf) obtained by ClimateWire describes the plan as such: 

to close Kosovo A by 2017, rehabilitate Kosovo B to meet E.U. standards and develop a new 
600-MW lignite-fired power plant. 

It would also privatize the distribution system and assess the ability for alternative energy 
development in Kosovo. Not laid out in the strategy is another element: a new lignite strip 

mine. 

The World Bank’s role would be in providing partial risk guarantees for private-sector 
investments and financing of the power generation. 

"We believe the World Bank engagement is needed to ensure implementation of a 

desperately-needed program for Kosovo to provide energy security and shut down a 

highly-polluting coal plant," said Natalie Wyeth, a spokeswoman from the U.S. Treasury, in 

a statement. Treasury is the only federal agency involved in the project to explain the U.S. 

interest in it. 

Wyeth noted that the Communist-era electricity system and years of neglect have led to not 

only continued blackouts but the need to import pricey electricity from Serbia. "The lack of 

a reliable power supply not only creates a significant drain on the public budget but is also 

a major constraint to private investment and greater private sector-led growth. The project 

is essential for sustainable economic growth in Kosovo, which is Europe’s poorest country 

and still dependent on donor support." 

Meanwhile, she said, the project will have environmental benefits including the offsetting 

of C02 emissions by shutting down Kosovo A and ending the use of about 150 MW of 

backup diesel generators throughout the country. 

’No real alternative’ to brown coal 

Yet to power the new plant, Treasury and World Bank officials say lignite coal is Kosovo’s 

only option. 

Often referred to as "brown coal," lignite is considered the dirtiest of all fossil fuels. And 

Kosovo has tons of it. More than 14,700 metric tons, in fact, the world’s fifth-largest proven 

reserves. 



"Of course, if you hear lignite, you think the Middle Ages. Why would we do this? The thing 
is, they [Kosovo] don’t have money for anything," said one high-level World Bank official. 
When it comes to renewable energy, the official said, "these guys have nothing. I think they 
could cover 1 percent of their electricity needs with hydropower. Solar and wind7 Forget it. 
... But lignite7 They’re sitting on it." 

Wyeth wrote that Kosovo went through a detailed process to determine that the proposal 

is the right approach for the country. While the World Bank’s private investment arm is 

exploring hydropower development as part of the restructuring effort, she said analyses 

concluded that for now, Kosovo has "no real alternative" to lignite for needed baseload 

power. 

Environmental groups don’t believe it. At the very least, they argue, the State Department 
and World Bank have conducted insufficient studies to back up their claims that Kosovo is a 
renewable energy wasteland. Moreover, they maintain that end-use, industrial and 
transmission/distribution efficiency fixes deserve more attention than they are currently 
being given. 

"Since World Bank has not yet done an alternatives study ... it is difficult to say what other 

sources can Kosovo utilize to develop alternative projects," said Nezir Sinani, who 

coordinates Kosovar and international nonprofit groups on energy issues. But, he noted, 

different private companies have found that wind and solar offer "a real opportunity" in 

Kosovo. 

"Knowing this, we do believe that a study is necessary to be done before pushing forward 

the lignite-based power plant," Sinani said. 

Added Guay, "This project has been going on for a long, long time. So it has all this 

momentum behind it. I think the [U.S.] government looks at it as a nation-building exercise, 

and that, I think, is what is trumping more than even the question of what type of energy is 

best." He argued, "The people pushing this have an outdated way of looking at the energy 

sector." 

Green groups push for cancellation 

Environmental groups have urged the World Bank to allow Dan Kammen, who was hired 

with much fanfare last year to be the bank’s chief technical specialist for renewable energy, 

to do a special assessment of Kosovo’s options. That’s something Kammen did successfully 

in Malaysia, which canceled a proposed coal-fired power plant after a team Kammen 



commissioned at the Malaysian government’s request examined the country’s alternative 

energy options, 

Jakup Krasniqi, the president of Kosovo’s Assembly, issued a personal invitation (pdf) to 

Kammen, citing his "great knowledge and experience with renewable energy issues." But 

the World Bank declined (pdf) on Kammen’s behalf, noting that many studies of 

hydropower and other alternatives in Kosovo have already been conducted. Their expert, 

they said, has "scheduling conflicts and other engagements." 

In a statement to ClimateWire, a World Bank spokesman noted that the institution has not 

taken a decision on financing, and that an independent panel of experts is being tasked to 

determine if the project meets the bank’s coal guidelines. 

Those guidelines are at the heart of the fight. Currently, there is a standoff among members 

of the World Bank’s board of directors over a proposal to eliminate coal financing for all 

middle-income countries. That insistence comes directly from the United States, which two 

years ago vowed to push the World Bank to phase out coal lending in light of climate 

change considerations. 

Obama administration and World Bank officials point out that under the proposed energy 

strategy, coal lending is permitted for the poorest countries. Kosovo fits into that category. 

But while the coal plant might meet the letter of the energy strategy, many note it does not 

meet the spirit of it. 

"It’s an ugly project, and these are difficult choices," one World Bank source said. But, he 

noted, it comes down to a decision to provide Kosovo with an imperfect yet cleaner energy 

source or stand on principle regarding climate change. "That will be a tough choice for the 

owner governments, and it’s a choice that the owner countries of this institution will have 

to make." 

Copyright 2011 E&E Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 
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gender and political learning in neighborhood organizations in Chile / Verdnica Schild -- Casa Arniga : feminist comm~mity-building in Ciudad Jufirez as an alternative to the structural 
violence of globalization / Joatma Swanger -- Neoliberalism, cormptinn, and legacies of contention : Argentina’s social movements, 1993-2006 /Robetta Villaldn -- iX,-e~v social movements 
with old pal~" politics : the MTL piqueteros and the Coram~ist Par~" in Argentina / Isabella Alca~iz and Melissa Scheier -- Neo-Zapatista network politics : transforming democracy and 
development / Alicia C.S. Swords -- La Via Campesina : transnationa 
lizing peasant struggle and hope / Maria Elena Martinez-Torres and Peter M. Rosset -- Neoliberal regionalism and resistance in Mcsoamerica : Foro Mcsoamericano opposition to Plan 
Puebla-Panam5 and C~’TA / Rose J. Spalding -- Challenges ahead for Latin America’s social movements / Glen David Kuecker, Richard Stahler-Sholk, and Har15, E. Vanden. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Libraty (1 copy available) 
HN110.5.A8 L398 2008 c. 2(Davis Library)Available 
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Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’The state of resisIance : tx~pulax s~truggles in the global south’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5325922 

Title: The state of resistance : popular straggles in the global south 

Published: Zed Books; Distributed in the USA by Palgrave iVlacmillan 

Publisher Location: London ;New York; New York 

Published: c2007. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Social movements -- Developing countries 
Democratization -- Developing countries 
Anti-globalization movement -- Developing countries. 

O ther Authors: 
Polet, Frangois. 

Item Description: 

xvi, 208 p. ; 23 cm 

1842778676 (hbk. : alk. paper) 

1842778684 (pbk. :alk. paper) 

9781842778678 (hbk. : alk. paper) 

9781842778685 (pbk : alk paper) 

167500228 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical re[’erences (p. 197-200) and index 

Related Items: 
Table of contents only (http://wwwloc~ov/catdir/enhancements/g¥0743/2007034351-t.html) 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

tIN980 $695 2007(])avis Library)Available 
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Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog rot( rmat~on tbr Dispatches trom I,at~n America : on the ti’onllines against neolibemlism’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4920096 

Title: Dispatches from Latin America : on the frontlines against neoliberalism 

Published: South End Press 

Publisher Location: Cambridge, Mass 

Published: c2006. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Social movements -- Latin America 
Anti-globalization movement -- Latin America 
Latin America -- Politics and government. 

O ther Authors: 
Ballv~, Teo. 
Prashad, Vijay. 

Item Description: 

375 p. : maps ; 22 cm. 

0896087689 (alk. paper) 

9780896087682 

9780896087682 (alk. paper) 

70836702 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Related Items: 
Table of contents only (http://www.loc.<ov/catdir/toc/ecip0618/2006024812.htm[) 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

ttN110 5.A8 D585 2006(Davis Library)Available 
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Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 
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UNC-CH Catalog intbrmation tier ’Contesting cit~enship in Latin America : the ri~ of indigenous movements aJ~d the tx~stlibeml challenge’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4674119 

Title: Contesting citizenship in Latin America : the rise of indigenous movements and the postliberal challenge 

Author: Yashar, Deborah J., 1963- 

Series: Cambridge studies in contentious politics 

Published: Cambridge University Press 

Publisher Location: Cambridge ;New York 

Published: 2005. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Indians of South America -- Politics and government 
Indians of South America -- Civil rights. 
Indians of South America -- (iovemment relations. 
Indigenous peoples -- Civil rights -- South America. 
Political rights -- South America. 
Citizenship -- South America 
South America -- Politics and government 
South 2,merica -- Race relations. 
South America -- Social policy. 

Item Description: 
x>ai, 365 p ; 24cm. 
0521534801 (pbk. : alk. paper) 
0521827469 (hardback: alk. paper) 
55877395 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 309-350) and index. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

F2230 hP65 Y37 2005 c. 2(I)avis Libraw)Available 
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Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 7, 2011 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbrmation Ii~r ’The struggle tbr indigenous righ’Ls in Latin America’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb4558544 

Title: The struggle for indigenous rights in Latin America 

Published: Sussex Academic Press 

Publisher Location: Brighton [England] ;Portland, Or. 

Published: 2004. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Indians -- Civil rights. 
Indigenous peoples -- Civil rights -- Latin America. 
Human rights -- Latin America. 
Latin America -- Politics and government. 
Latin America -- Social policy 

O ther Authors: 
Postero, Nancy (ire?’. 
Zamosc, Ledn. 

ItemDescripuon: 

viii, 250 p.; 24 cm. 

1845190068(hardc~ver: alk. paper) 

55679337 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
Undergrad Librap)~ (1 copy available) 
E65 .$87 2004(Undergrad Library Reserves Reading Room)Aw~ilable 
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note- LT 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5888839 

Title: The new Latin American left : utopia reborn 

Published: Pluto 

Publisher Location: London 

Published: 2008. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
New Left -- Latin America. 
Political parties -- Latin America 
Social movements -- Latin America 
Latin America -- Politics and government -- 1980- 

Other Authors: 
Barrett, Patrick S 
Chavez, Danieh 
Rodr~guez (iaravito, C~sar A 

Item Description: 

xviii, 302 p. ; 22 cm 

0745326773 (pbk.) 

9780745326399 

9780745326771 (pbk.) 

228370436 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis l,ibra~ (1 copy available) 
HN110.5Z9 M6 2008(Davis Libra~’)Available 
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Pambazuka News 543: Links and Resources 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and plattbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2. Zimbabwe update, 3. Women & gender, 4 
Human rights, 5 Refugees & forced migration, 6 Emerging po~vers news, 
7. Elections & governance, 8. Development, 9 Health & HIV/AIDS, 10. 
Education, 11. LGBTI, 12. Enviroltment, 13. Land & land rights, 14. 
Media & tlceedom of expression, 15. News from the diaspora, 16. 
Conflict & emergencies, 17. eNewsletters & mailing lists, 18. 
Fundraising & useful resources, 19 Courses, seminars, & workshops, 
20 Jobs 

/\/\//VVV/VVI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/VVV/\/V\i/V’,/’,/ /I, 
tligh]ights from this issue 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: July issue of ’Perspectives on emerging powers in 
Afi-ica’ now available 
ZIMBABWE UPI)A’IZ~;: Political violence up and women being kept out of 
politics, say two new reports 
WOMI~N AND GENDER: How international financial institutions address (or 
don’t) gender based violence 
HUMAN RIG~PFS: Coming soon to a theatre near you: ’The Mubarak Show’ 
REFUGEES AN’[) FORCED MIGRATION: Find out about the refugee camp in the sky 
EMI{RGING POWERS NEWS: Latest edition of the Emerging Powers newsletter 
ELECTIONS AND GOVERNANCE: News :from Botswana, Burkina Faso, Egypt, 
Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Morocco, Niger, Zambia 
DEVEIX)PMF.NT: ~flne effects of the US debt crisis on the rest of the 
world ~ The real cost ofoil 
HEAETH AND HIV/AIDS: Lancet reports on concerns over ART resistance 
EDUCATION: How governments’ needs to please World Bank are bad for education 
LGBTI: News on Uganda’s Freedom and Roam campaign 
ENVIRON~/2ENT: UN set to release Nigeria oil spill report 
LAND AND LAND RIGHTS: ’l’he second Great Trek: the role of South Afidcan 
farmers in Africa 
MEDIA AND FREEDOM OF EX~)RESSION: South Africa blamed for sliding 
freedom of expression ratings 
CONFLICT AiNTD EMERGENCIES: News frora C6te d’Ivoire, Kenya, Libya, 
Soraalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda 
PLUS: eNewsletters & mailing lists; Fundraising & useful resources; Jobs 

IV\I IVVV IVV V IV\i\i /’,i’,AI I’&IV AIVV IVV\i lV’,i’,i /’, 
1 Announceraents 

PERSPECTD;’ES ON EMERGING PO\VERS IN AFRICA: JLZ Y NEWSLETI’ER AVAILABLE 

In this months newsletter Daniel Large provides commentary on 
relations between China and South Sudan, as ~vell as the potential role 
for China to play- in the newly independent state. Irl our second 
coramental7 piece, Peter Bosshard provides insight into the long-term 
impact of China’s Three Gorges Dara and the lessons they offer Africa 
as the number of large-scale hydro-po~ver proj ects on the continent 
continues to increase. Translations of the two conm~entaries are also 
provided in our continuing Chinese series. Trle July edition is 
available here ( http://bit.lv/pR3©KO ). 

PA~EMEix’T DYVELLERS IN JOHANNRSBURG TO PROMOTE NEW BOOK 

Symphony Way Pavement D~vellers 

(http://fahamubooksorg/book/?GCOI 90638100888310 ) The Symphony Way 
Pavement Dwellers the authors of ’No Land! No House! No Vote! Voices 
from Symphony Way’ (http:/?t’ahamubooks.org/boold?GCOI 90638100888310 
) invite Pambazuka readers to learn more about their struggle by 
attending events in Joharmesburg, South Africa, this week. Naomi Klein 
(’The Shock Doctrine’, ’No Logo’) has called their book ’a beauty, 
extraordinary in eve~’ way’ 

http ://ww~ pambazaaka, org/e~’categorg/Announce/7 54 3 5 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVV/?IVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 

2 Zimbab~ve update 



ZIMBABYVE: POLITICAL VIOLENCE ON RISE, SAYS PEACE PROJECT 

http ://www newsdav co.z~v/articlei2011-08-01-political-vi olence-o n-rise-zpp 

The Zimbabwe Peace Project (ZPP) has expressed concern over the 
w~latile political atmosphere in the country as incidents of 
politically motivated human rights viohtions shot up to 1,014 in June 
from 994 recorded in Mi~y In its summalT on political and food-related 
violations, ZPP said Midlands province recorded the highest number of 
incidents, pegged at 214, up from 201 in May The province witnessed 
an increase in assault, harassment and intimidation cases while 
Mashonaland East recorded a drop from 188 to 172 reported cases. 

Z[MBA[3WE: ZANU PIe ACCUSED OF US[N(I POLICE TO BANISIt WOMt*;N FROM POLITICS 

http ://www swradio~[rica.con~,news020811/zpfaccused020811 htm 

The state security sector is still actively being used by Robert 
Mugabe and ZA%’U PF to torture and oppress women in order to keep them 
out of’the political process, a new report has revealed. ’]’he report 
also brings out the direct role of’the ZANU PF militia in the 
violence. The ’Women and Political Violence: An Update’ report was 
compiled by the Women’s Programme of’the Research and Advocacy Unit 
(RAU). It is a study on the degree of violence against women and its 
nnpact, after Robert Mugabe last year began demanding an election in 
2011 

3 Women & gender 

BOTSWANA: FIGHTING FOR EQUALITY FOR BOTSYVANA’ S WOMEN 

http ://www.trust. or p~itrustlawinews/unit,,,-dow-fighting-for-equality-for-botswanas-women 

In many countries women’s rights have been abused for so long that 
many women long ago stopped fighting for them. Not so Unit3,- Dow, a 
la’~gier who challenged the unequal citizenship rights in her native 
Botswana and won. Her 1992 lawsuit was recognised last month as a 
landmark case in the fight for women’s rights when UIx- Women published 
its flagship report: ’Progress of the World’s Women 2011-2012: In 
Pursuit of Justice’. Dow succeeded in overturning the section of 
Botswana’s Citizenship Act that prohibited Botswanan worncn ~vho rnarried 
foreigners from passing on their Botswanan nationality to their 
children. 

CAMEROON: YVOMA_N CAiNTDIDATE E’FES PRESIDENC’Y 

http://bit.lyin132Zx 

At ever3, stop along the campaign trail, Edith Kabbang Walla, 45, 
popularly known here as Kah Walla, is generating excitement among 
women nationwide Walla is the only female candidate running for 
president in Cameroon’s October elections. ’The interest of women in 
politics has been aroused, but now ;ve want their active 
participation,’ Walla says during a recent visit to Bamenda, a city- in 
northwestern Cameroon. Tracing women’s political participation in 
Cameroon, Walla says that women were the first group to hold a public 
demonstration against colonizers in the fight for Cameroon’s 
independence. 

EGSnPT: COPTIC CHRISTIAN DIVORCE LAW CFLa~LLENGED 

http://wwww~am~.com/news/2011/07 11/07 25/072511 e~’pthtm 

Despite the stigma attached to divorce, ending a marriage is still 
relatively easy for Muslim women in E~zpt. All they have to do is file 
paperwork with a family court and the deed is done, as long as they’re 
not seeking alimony or damages from their husbands For the country’s 
millions of Orthodo× Christians, or (;opts, it’s been nearly impossible 
since Pope Shenouda IlI, the head of one of the most conservative 
churches in Christianity, :Forbade divorce except ~n the case of 
conversion or adultery three years ago. ’]?hat overturned a 1930s law 
that allowed Copts to obtain a divorce or an armulment for several 
reasons, such as impotence, mental disabilities and cruelty’. 

G] ,OB~’~,: TtIE WIS AN]-) (I[£NDE[Z BASED VIOl ,ENCE 



http ://bit. lv/q VTGOw 

This document ftom Gender Action assesses the extent to which IFIs 
address gender based violence (GBV) in their policies and investments 

The institutions dealt with include the World Bank (WB), African 
Development Bank (All)B), Asian Development Bank and Inter-American 
Development Bank. 

TL2X!IS IA: WO2vflEN FEAR THE ALGERIAN YVAY 

http://www.ips.orgiafrica/2011/08/tunisian-women-fear -t he-alg er ian-~vay-/ 

A women’s group begins campaigning near La Marsa beach in Tunis to 
convince more women to come up and register in the electoral lists, in 
time for the deadline now pushed back to 14 August. Most of the women 
watching the proceedings are veiled. The veils present more of a 
question than a suggestion at present. One su1%’ey among veiled women 
conducted by journalists here claims that four in five of these women 
will not vote for Ennahda, the Islamist party surging ahead in 
popularity ahead of elections for a constituent assembly due in 
October. 

ZIMBABYVE: WOMEN SEEKING JUSTICE FACE ARCHAIC LAYVS 

http:i/www.afronline.or~/?~ 18497 

The four armed robbers who gang raped her may be selwing time for 
their crimes, but six years later justice has turned out to be a twth 
for Mildred Mapingure. ’I was silently- praying I was not pregnant,’ 
Mapingure told IPS frora her rttral home in Mashonaland West, Zimbabwe. 
It is illegal to terminate a pregnancy in Zimbabwe unless the 
’pregnancy endangers the life. of the mother and/or is a result of 
unlawful penetration (rape)’, according to the Termination of 
Pregnancy Act And abortion is only allowed in the first trimester. 
When Mapingure realised the inevitable had happened two months after 
being raped, prosecutors rushed the application for a termination of 
pregnancy order through the Chinhoyi regional magistrate’s court in 
Mashonaland West But long court delays resulted in the order being 
granted ~vhen she was eight months pregnant. Mapingure had no option 
but to give birth. 

/,,/,,/ /VVV i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/V /V’,iV /,,/VV /VVV /\ 
4 Human rights 

C6TE D’IVOIRE: M]LITARY PROMOTIONS MOCK ABLTSE VICTE’~4S 

http://www.hrw or~/news/2011/08/05/c-te-d-~voire-rmlital~--promotiuns-mock-abus e-victims 

The promotion of two C6te d’Ivoire milital7 con~manders against whom 
there are serious allegations of involvement in grave crimes raises 
concerns about President Alassane Ouattara’s commitment to end 
imptmity and ensure justice for victims, Human Rights Watch has said. 
On 3 August 2011, President Ouattara signed a promotion making Ch6rif 
Ousmane the second-in-command :for presidential security (Groupe de 
sacurit6 de la pr6sidence de la R6publique). During the final battle 
for Abidjan, Ousmane was the head of the Republican Forces operations 
in Yopougon neighborhood, where scores of perceived supporters of 
Laurent Gbagbo were executed extrajudicially 

EGYPT: TAIIRIR SQU~kRIi RAIl) CONDEMNer1]-) 

http://vavw.anhri.net/en/?p 3201 

The Arabic Network for ttuman Rights Information has condemned the raid 
on a Tahrir Square sit-in on 1 August. ’The return of violence and 
repression after a revolution against a dictatorial regime is 
e×tremely disappointing, and the statements o:f some members of the 
Military Council betraying the revolutionaries and describing them as 
"thugs, vandals and agitators aiming to drive a wedge between the 
people and the ann)’" are unacceptable.’ ANHRI’s press release contains 
a list of the detained, the injured and the disappeared. 

EGYPT: THE MUBARAK SHOW 

http://africasacountrv.com/2011i08/04/mubarak-on-trial/~%r~ore-30561 



’In many ways,’ writes Sophia Azeb on the b]og Africa is a Countw 
about the trial of former Egyptian strongman Hosni Mubarak, ’this 
trial is a showpiece’ Azeb writes that it is another attempt by the 
military to distract Egyptians from their own despotism. ’While many 
are well aware of this, Mubarak facing trim and com’iction for his 
crimes against the people is still vew important. I doubt this trial 
will keep the military s~[’e from further demonstrations and actions 
just as I doubt this trial will end well whether Mubarak is 
convicted or not. This spectacle is disturbing to me, and I don’t 
think iraprisoning or executing the Mubarak f:amily will mean justice is 
served.’ 

http ://bit.l¥ioW45N7 

Civil society organisations in Malawi have appealed to the 
Internatiunal Criminal Court (ICC) to investigate and prosecute Malawi 
President Bingu wa Mutharika for crimes against humanity following the 
violent deaths at the hands of police of at least 19 people during the 
20 July- anti-government demonstrations. In a statement issued in the 
capital, Lilongwe, Monday, the eight organisations that organised the 
demonstration also asked the Hague-based court to prosecute Home 
Affairs and Internal Security )~hnister Aaron Sangala, and the 
Inspector General Of Police, Peter Mukhitho, alongside the president. 

SOUTH AFRICA: STUDENT CAMPAIGN ON BOYCOTT, DIVESTMENT Aix~D SANCTIONS 

(BDS) OF ISP~4EL 

http://bit.ly-/rmcohd 

An Israeli mission is being sent to five cotmtries to do pro-Israeli 
propaganda work at campuses, says this statement on the blog 
http://www bdssouthafrica.com ’The mission has been briefed and 
trained by the Israeli Ministry, of Foreign Affairs and the Israeli 
Ministly of Public Diploma cy and Diaspora Affairs. Fulthermore, they- 
have received ftmding from the Ben-Gurinn University and Weizmann 
Institute of Science student unions. The mission’s main focus is South 
Africa in general and the University of Johalmesburg (U J) specifically 
- this is because of South Africa’s critical position on Israel and 
the grooving support for the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) of 
Israel that it is coming from South Africa.’ 

/VV/VVV/VV,J/VVV/’,i’,A/I,JVVA/VV/VVV/V’,i’,//,, 
5 Refhgees & forced migration 

AFRICA: HORN MIGRANTS HEADING SOL.hi ’PUSHED BACK~VARDS’ 

http://www iriunews.or~/report aspx?reportid 93403 

Increasing numbers of Ethiopians and Somalis fleeing war, drought and 
poverty in their home countries face arrest, deportation and detention 
as they try" to make their way to the south of the continent For most 
the goal is South Africa - the only country" in the region where 
refugees and asylum seekers have freedom of movement and the right to 
work rather than being con:lined to camps. But as the number o:[" 
migrants from the Horn of Africa seeking asylum in South Africa has 
reached unprecedented levels, border authorities have started refusing 
them entry 

A[~ICA: TItE REb~X3 }".E (;AMP IN TItE SKY 

http://reut.rsiq g93 fe 

Blogger Natasha Elkingtun writes about a controversial online game 
inw)lving refugees that was taken of[line a few months ago, but has 
recently been relaunched The game, which was taken offline after its 
launch amid claims it objectified refugees and lacked sensitivity, was 
developed by the Danish Relhgee Council (DRC) with :funding :[’rum ECttO, 
the European Commission’s humanitarian agency, and designed to raise 
awareness of Dadaab refugee camp on the Kenyan-Somali border It is 
now back online but with some noticeable changes. 

EGYPT: CAIRO’S BLACK COMML2X!ITY DARES TO KEEP GOING 

http://hit.1,ipxfqxvm 



In recent years, Egypt has become home-away-ftom-home for a big number 
of Africans migrants, asylum seekers and refugees. ’]?hough the majority 
of these are Sudanese from both sides, Ethiopians, Eritreans and 
Somalis also make up the numbers, with a mixture of other African 
nationalities. Despite their numbers here, there are no reliable 
statistics of African migrants in the country, but most organisations 
quote a figure between 250,000 to a few million. 

ERITREA: MORE EKiTREANS FLEE 

http:i/w~.irinnews.org/report.aspx?repoltid 93433 

More and more Eritrean refugees, mostly educated young men, continue 
to arrive in Ethiopia, with the l~2"q Refugee Agency, UNHCR, expressing 
concern over the rising numbers. ’Most say they- left their countty~ [to 
avoid] a prolonged ruilitary conscription, but they- also say they want 
to join their families on the road,’ Moses Okello, UN~ICR’s 
representative in Ethiopia, told IRIN. Ethiopia hosts at least 61,000 
Eritrean refugees. 

GLOBAL: ACCESS DENIED, A CONVERSATION ON UNAUTHORISED ~4/NffGRATION AND HEALTH 

httt~ :i/accessdeniedbloa. wordl~ress, cotW 

The aim of this blog is to challenge readers and contributors to 

re-think the political cormnon sense that denies migrants and 

inmxigrants access to health care and impedes their capacity- to enjoy 

the social determinants of good health. 

LIBYA: A FLOTILLA TO STOP MIGRANT DEATHS IN" THE MEDITERRANE~AN 

http://’~vw~v.ftdh.org/Appeal-A-fiotilla-to-stop-deaths 

Hundreds of thousands of people have fled Libya since the crisis began 
in February 2011, but European policy has sho~vn a lack of hospitality. 
Following a meeting in Cecina (Italy), a coalition of 
Euro-Meditel~canean migrants’ rights organisations, decided to charter 
a flotilla which will undertake maritime surveillance so that 
assistance is finally provided to people in danger The participatoly’ 
organisations call on European bodies and governments on both sides of 
the Mediterranean to establish relations within this cormnon area on 
the basis of exchange and reciprocity. 

S OL~ft AFRICA: LAWYERS F~XPRES S CONCERN- OVFR ZINI DEPORTATIONS 

http :,’,’bit lv/qr~vq)~ 

Lawyers for ttuman Rights says it is concerned about the large numbers 
of Zimbabweans who will become vulnerable to arrest and deportauon at 
the start o:[" August when the moratorium on deportations is lifted. 
[[’his moratorium has been in place since April 2009 when Home Affairs 
took the decision not to carry out an)’ further deportations to 
Zimbabwe :[’or a defined period. The moratorium was supposed to be 
nnplemented together with a special dispensation for Zimbabweans to be 
able to regularise their immigration status. However, this special 
dispensation was only implemented from September to 31 December 2010. 
An?" Zimbabwean who failed to successfully apply lbr one of the 
available pennits during this time and will find themselves 
undocumented on 1 August may be legitimately deported for not having 
any authorisation to remain in the country. This deportation process 
will exclude any Zimbabwean who is in the asylum system and has a 
valid asylum seeker or refugee permit 

SOUTtt A[*~,ICA: ZIM DEPORTATIONS WILL NOT RESUMIi, YET 

http:i/w~vw s~vradioaftica corn/news020811/sasa’~’s020811 .htm 

South Africa’s department of Home Affairs has indicated that the 
current moratorium on Zimbab~vean deportations has not yet been lifted, 
insisting that the conderrmed practice of mass deportations ~vill not 
happen. The forced removals were set to begin when the Zirubabwe 
Docttmentation Project (ZDP) ended, and that deadline was rueant to be 
31 July. Over the weekend, Zimbabwean nationals were reportedly on the 
verge of panic araid concerns that deportations would resume first 
thing on Monday. 



6 Emerging powers news 

LATEST EDITION: EMERGING POWERS NEWS ROI_jN[)UP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emcrging powers... 

http :llwww,pambazuka.orgicnicategoryiemplayersnewsi75514 
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BOTSWANA: YOL~f~I LEAGUE’S iVL4LEiVLa. BLASTED OVER ’REGLME CHANGE’ COMMEN~S 

http://xvwxv.timeslive.co.zaipoliticsi2011/08/02/anc-puts-raalcma-in-his-place 

The ANC Youth league and its leader, Julius Malema, have been publicly 
rebuked by the ANC for calling for ’regime change’ in Botswana and 
describing its president as ’a puppet’. In a harsh statement issued by 
ANC spokesman Jackson Mthembu, the ANC said: ’This insult and 
disrespect to the President [Ian Khama], the governmunt and the people 
of Botswana, and a threat to destabilise and efl;ect regime change in 
Botswana, is a clear demonstration that the ANCYL’s ill-discipline has 
clearly crossed the political line.’ 

BI~R_KINA FASO: NEW VOTE BODY &2vIID TENSIONS 

http://bit 1y/ri4wpF 

Burkina Faso installed Monday 1 August a new election commission al’ter 
the previous one ;vas dismissed amid criticism over November elections 
that handed President Blaise Compaore a large victor?-. The newly 
composed Independent National Electoral Commission will have to 
organise next year’s municipal and legislative elections amid 
unprecedented tensions ;vhich have seen militaw mutinies and other 
unrest this year. 

EG~PT: TAHRXR, .aN F~vFRCISE IN NATION BUILDING 

http://w~,sandmonkev or~/2011107116itahrir-an-exercise-in-nation-building/ 

The blog Rantings of a Sand Monkey reflects on what it means to be an 
activist in Tal~rir Square. ’ .what intrigued me and got me moving 
around, doing things and staying there,’ he writes, ’was the 
fascinating social experiment that the sit-in was creating In 
essence, Tahrir was ver?’ quickly becoming a miniature-size Egypt, with 
all of its problems, but without a centralized government And the 
parallels are uncarmy ’ 

h ttp :l /nv, r,kr/puKPeZ 

Graffiti is suddenly all over Cairo - on schools, on telephone 
exchange boxes, on empty walls and corrugated fencing around building 
sites, reports the New Yorker magazine. ’Daubs of slogans, :finely 
rendered panoramas of Tahrir Square, and, increasingly, the kind of 
biting satire and subversion..’ There’s a great galle~ of the 
graffiti at the top of this article, with 25 scrollable images. 

GI_2[NZ~;A BISSAIJ: THOUSANDS CAIiL FOR PREMI[SR TO QUIT 

http ://bit [¥/qzJNoj 

Thousands took to the streets of Bissau Friday 5 August for the third 
rally in tl~ee weeks to demand the resignation of Prime Minister 
Carlos Oomes Junior, who is accused of hindering an assassination 
probe. ’Carlos, get out’, ’Carlos to court’, chanted protesters, 
according to an AFP jottrnalist, during a march to the presidency-. The 
rally was called by- a coalition of 17 opposition parties accusing 
Oomes Junior of failing to shed light on a spate of high profile 
political assassinations in 2009. Two earlier protests were held on 14 
and 19 July. 



LIBERIA: OPPOSITION PARTIES C~ALL FOR REFEREiNT~LZvl BOYCOTT 

http ://bit.bg/rkr9ik 

Liberia’s leading opposition par)- has called for a comprehensive 
boycott of the national constitution referendum set for 23 August 
2011. The Congress for Democratic Change (CDC) made the declaration 
after the official announcement of the date of the refe*endum, which 
falls just ahead of the presidential polls in October this year. Among 
the things the referendum seeks to ratify- is an amencknent to Liberia’s 
constitution to the eff;cct that changing an aspect of the constitution 
relating to elections would no longer require a two-thirds raajorib" of 
the bicameral legislature 

MALl: P.@,_LIAMENT SLrPPORTS PROPOSED LAW REFORM 

http://bit.N/qwCAOO 

Mali will soon hold a referendum to vote on political reforms after 
the country’s parliament adopted proposed changes to its supreme law 
The National Assembly’s vote was overwhehning in f’avom- of the 
constitutional changes, with 141 deputies supporting them Only three 
deputies rejected the draft while one member abstained Some 105 out 
of 122 articles are targeted in the reforms but the presidential term 
limit remains pegged at two and the governing system 
semi-presidential, although the president’s duties will be reinforced. 

MOROCCO: ARE EARLY POLLS A BID TO STAVE OFF PROTESTS? 

http://ailreuters.com/article/topNe~vs/idAF JOE77109N20110802 

Morocco’s King Mohammed is pushing for earl?’ polls to hasten reforms 
he has initiated but this alone is unlikely to satis~ critics without 
serious steps to curb corruption and to give the next assembly teeth. 
The monarch acted promptly in March to contmn an?" spillover from the 
Arab Spring after protests spread to Morocco, promising constitutional 
changes to reduce the king’s powers. The new palace-made charter won 
near-unanimous support in a July referendum that critics said was 
itself far too has~" to allow proper debate. 

NIGER: CItAOS AS POLICE BREAK 1.2P P()V~;R CUT DEMOS 

http :,’,’bit. N/nfwC ,v 1 

Security forces broke up demonstrations by hundreds of people after 
weeks o:[" electricity cuts in Niger, with several protesters wounded 
and arrested Monday 1 August, radio reports and police said Police 
fired tear gas to disperse demonstrators who took to the streets of 
the central town o:[" Tanout after a first day of protests on Sunday, 
private Anfani radio said. 

ZAMBL~.: BANDA LAU~-CHES RE-ELECTION BID, DISMISSES MAIN OPPONENT 

http ://bit.ly/pvmR4s 

Zambia’s President Rupiah Banda latmched his re-election campaign on 1 
August with scathing attacks on his main challenger Michael Sata, 
describing him as a ’crook’ that ’behaves like a ptmch-drunk boxer’. 
The president also pledged to sustain the countly’s econotnic growth if 
given another chance to lead the southern Africa country. 
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BOTSWANA: PROSPERITY AND TRANQL~LLITY ARE FRAGILE, SAYS US REPORT 

htt~://wxa~’.rcane~i.bw/index.l~h~?sid l&aid 620&dir 2011iJuN/Fridav29 

A report by US-Africa Corrm~and (AFRICOM) says despite the Botswana 
goverrm~ent’s significant achievements since 1966, Botswana’s 
prosperi~" and political stabili~ are more fragile than is frequently 
recognised. Dated June 2011, the report says three current realities 
form the core of this fragility: a population that is highly-dependent 



on social welfare programmes provided by the state; a state that is 
heavily reliant on a single commodity (diamonds) that is highly 
sensitive to fluctuations in the global economy; and a narrow economic 
base that leaves the country deeply tied to that of neighbouring South 
Africa. 

Ct~TE D’IVOIRE: ’P.~O, ALLEL’ TAXATION YET TO BE EL EVIEN’ATED 

http:i/www.irinnews.org/report, aspx?repoltid 93412 

C6te d’Ivoire has one president but two ’treasuries’ - one official, 
the other funded from the continued collection of road tolls and other 
taxes by former rebels. During the nearly nine years rebels controlled 
northern C6te d’Ivoire, the civil administration, comprising such 
things as mayors’ offices and the treasury, did not function and the 
rebels collected ’taxes’. Months aRer Alassane Ouattara was finally 
able to take charge of the country, ’parallel’ taxation has yet to be 
eliminated: The disorder and unpredictable extra costs are affecting 
people’s livelihoods, just as they are looking to bo~mce back from 
months of chaos and econoraic stagnation. 

GLOBAL: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LEA\rES MILLIONS BEHIN~D 

httt~://ipsnews.net/newsTVE.asp?idnews 56700 

The Society for International Development (SED)’s triennial World 
Congress, which concluded Stmday in Washington, drew- over 1,000 
attendees this year, 40 per cent hailing from the global south, raaking 
it arguably one of the most influential and far-reaching forums for 
development experts and organisations in the world today. ’The 
emergence of new paths to development has [grown] along with the rise 
of middle-and low-income countries,’ Rebeca Grynspan, associate 
administrator of the 10N Development Prograrmne, said at the opening 
plenaQz. ’But we have seen that ~ve can also have growth without 
inclusion. In Latin America, for example, one in every four young 
people is not studying or working - 25 per cent out of the education 
system and out of the labour market If that’s not exclusion, then I 
don’t kno~v what is,’ she said. 

GLOBAL: THE EFFECTS OF THE US DEBT CRISIS ON THE DEVELOPING YVORLD 

http :/,,’bit Iy/qcA1GM 

An eleventh hour compromise saw the US move back from the brink of 
defaulting on its debt burden. One of the results of this for emerging 
market economies - Brazil, oilier strong performers in Latin .~merica, 
much of Southeast Asia, and even the better performers in sub-Saharan 
Africa - might be that they will continue to experience a flood of 
capital seeking higher rettu-ns, hot money with all the attendant risks 
of a bubble. 

GLOBAL: TII[E PRICE OF OIL 

http://priceofoil.orgiwp-contentiuploads/2010/12/RRR final A3spreadspdf 

The opportunities for international oil companies (IOCs) to acquire 
new reserves are narrowing considerably, states this report :[’rom Oil 
Change International and Greenpeace The companies have met this 
challenge with the development of technology and engineering that has 
enabled oil productinn in technically difficult locatinns and 
conditions. But the development of these resources, especially the 
offshore Arctic, Canadian tar sands and other unconventional oil such 
as oil shale, is significantly dependent on failure to adopt and 
nnplement effective policy to prevent climate change rising above the 
critical 2°(2 mark, a stated aim of most of the world’s governments, 
says the report 

NIGERIA: BANK TO GO CASHLESS 

http://bit.ly/nl qvsY 

The Central Bank of Nigeria, CBN, plans to iraplemer~t a cashless 
batfidng policy in June 2012. Barn representatives say- the policy will 
enhance convenience and savings for Nigerians and the government, as 
well as elevate the economy to be more corapetitive internationally. 
But raany Nigerians who have had negative experiences with ATMs say- the 



country isn’t ready to go cashless, especially as the majority of the 
population doesn’t yet use banks. 

SOI.Yf~[I AFRICA: VvIIITES STILL RULE TOP MANAGEMENT 

http:t/mg.coza/article/2011-08-04-equity-commision-whites-stlll-rule-t op-managem ent 

Whites still occupy 73.1 per cent of top management positions in the 
count~’, the Cormnission for Employment Equity (CEE) says. Black people 
made up 12.7 per cent of top management, Indians 6.8 per cunt and 
coloureds 4.6 per cent, the CEE said in its 1 lth annual report 
released in Pretoria. Labottr Minister Mildred Oliphant said she was 
disappointed at the slow pace of reform at top rr~anageraunt. 

SWAZILAND: FURY OVER SA’S R2,4BN "RESCUE’ FOR SWAZILAi’~TD 

http://tr ademarksa, org/news/fur,c-over-sa%E2%80%99s-r24bn-%E2%80%98rescue%E2%80%99-swaziland 

Swaziland’s pro-dernocracy activists have threatened to march on the 
Union Buildings in Pretoria to protest against SA’s R2,4bn conditiunal 
rescue package for the kingdom. Swaziland has been hit xvith protests 
this year after its government froze public sector salaries and cut 
social selwices. Protesters have accused King Msxvati of looting state 
coffers to finance his extravagant lifestyle. The Swaziland Solidarity 
Network, xvhich represents a consortimn of pro-democracy movements in 
the kingdom, said it would organise protests at the Union Buildings 
and around SA to voice displeasure at the loan and in support of their 
demand that King Mswati lift the ban on political parties, in place 
since 1973. 

UGANDA: CABINET MUST MAKE TOUGH CHOICES TO FLX ECONOMY - E~Nff~ERTS 

http :i/trademarksa org/ne~vs/uganda -cabinet-must-make-tough-choic es-fix-ec onom~/-experts 

With the hea lth of the country’s economy hanging in the balance and 
financial markets watching closely, President Museveni convened a 
crisis Cabinet meeting to try to come up ~vith austerity measures that 
would deliver a blueprint for economic recovelT. Across the nation, 
the rising public concern caused by double-digit inflation - currently 
standing at 18.7 per cent, is palpable. Of late, public employees, 
particularly teachers, medical workers and the business, are 
increasingly growing impatient as a result of the depreciation of the 
Shilling and the rising cost of living 
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A}:RK;A: STUDY [ZF.VfiALS CONCERNS OVER ART RESISTANCE 

http:i/bit.ly/oQxekQ 

The British medical journal, The Lancet, has published a study that 
shows the Aids virus has mutated into strains resistant to ARTs used 
around Africa. The stu@ published on 28 July, was funded by the Dutch 
Foreign Ministry, and aimed to assess the prevalence of primary 
resistance in six African countries after anti-retroviral treatments 
(ARTs) were introduced and whether wider use of ARTs in the region is 
associated with rising prevalence of drug resistance ~n areas south of 
the Sahara, as has been widely suspected in some circles. 

GIIANA: HF~%L~[It SERVICES BATFI,E MENINGr]TIS OITfla.REAK SAYS REPOR;]7 

http://bit.ly/qFf~a3 

ttealth authorities in southern Ghana are battling an outbreak of 
meningitis which has killed flour people in the municipality of Obuasi, 
the Daily Graphic newspaper reported. Seven other people suit%ring 
from the disease are receiving medical attention at the Obuasi 
Government Hospital although health authorities are not clear about 
how the disease broke out in the region, the paper said. 

GHANA: HOMOPHOBIC STATEMENTS ST’K2v~" HIV FIGHT 

http:/Aaa~’w.plusnexvs.org/report .aspx?reportid 93387 



Recent condemnation of homosexuality by religious and political 
leaders in Ghana has led to a climate of fear preventing men who have 
sex with men (MSM) from accessing vital health sel~ices, say local 
NGOs. The minister of Ghana’s Western Region, Paul Evans Aidoo, 
publicly described homosexuality as ’detestable and abominable’. As a 
result, f~ar fewer MSM are accessing safe sex education and support 
prograrmnes run by the Centre for Popular Education and Human Rights 
(CEPEHRG) to prevent the spread of HIV, said MacDarling Cobbinah front 
the Coalition against Homophobia in Ghana and a member of CEPEHRG. 

MALI: COM2wfUNITY iX~EDED IN FIGHT AGAINST TB 

http://ipsnews net/news.a sp ?idne~vs 56717 

Tuberculosis remains a leading cause of death in Mali despite the 
availability of free treatment. The resurgence of the illness, lil~ed 
to poverty and HIV infection, could be reduced by changing behaviour, 
doctors say. Some 6,840 cases of tuberculosis, counting all fblrnS of 
the disease, were recorded in 2009 in Mali, including 5,163 cases of 
highly cuntagious puhnonary tuberculosis, according to the medical 
authorities 

NORTH AFRICA: HIV ’EPIDEMICS’ EMERGING IN" GAY MEN 

http ://bit. lv/ck¥ 34rP 

New research suggests that HIV epidemics are emerging in North Africa 
and the Middle East among men *vho have sex with men (MSlbf) According 
to researchers from Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar, countries 
such as Egypt, Sudan, Pakistan and Tunisia are seeing high rates of 
refection in gay and bisexual men Across the region, homosexuality is 
illegal or frowned upon in most countries. The researchers said it was 
a common belief that little or no data is held on MSM HIV 
transmissions in North Africa and the Middle East However, they 
discovered some reliable and previously unpublished sources. 

WEST Ab~R ICA: C±~,.LL FOR GREATER ATTENTION ON HEPATITIS 

http:i/www ips or;/africa/2011/08/health-battlin~-hepatitis-in-west-africa/ 

West African health experts are calling lk~r governments to take the 
prevalence of hepatitis B and C more seriously, and to act to reduce 
the cost of treatment as part of more effecuve control of the 
disease The hepatitis B virus is responsible for more than 80 percent 
of hver cancers in Afi-ica, said the coordinator of Senegal’s National 
Programme Against Hepatitis, Aminata Sail Diallo, during an 
international meeting held in the Senegalese capital, Dakar, from 
27-29 July 
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ANGOLA: MYSTERY TOXIN IN" ANGOLA SCHOOLS 

http://~’w.ioh co. za/newsiafrica/ravstery-toxin-in-angola-scho ols- 1.1108816 

A wave of mysterious poisonings has hit hundreds over the last two 
days in Angolan schools, but police have yet to identify the toxin 
that has sown panic in the country, officials said on Friday. About 
300 students from both public and private schools have been hit by 
symptoms that include vomiting, headaches, sore throats and sometimes 
suffocation, said Renato Paulata, director of a public hospital in 
Luanda. 

DRC: ARMED COi’~LICTS KEEP CHILDREN" OUT OF SCHOOL 

httl~ :/iwww. afri~ueiet, com,’school-childr en-20110805 2005 3.htrr~ 

Lingering armed conflicts have kept 40 per cent of African children 
out of school, according to a global report released recently- in 
Kinshasa, capital of the Democratic Republic of Congo. The 2011 
Education For All (EFA) Global Monitoring Report, which focuses on 
crisis and their underlying causes, said the impact of armed conflicts 
on education had been widely neglected, becoming a ’hidden crisis’ 
which is ’reinfbrcing poverty, undermining economic growth and holding 
back the progress of nations’. The report was presented at the 26-28 



July Kinshasa Round Table on ’Education, Peace and Development’, 
organised by the Association for the Development of Education in 
Africa. 

G] ,OB~kJ_,: ENDING THE CRISIS IN GIRLS’ EDUCATION 

http://xvwxv.results.org/uploads/files/make it right report.pdf 

Education values and needs are often superseded by governments’ need 
to adhere to policies promoted by the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) and World Bank, states this report from the Global Campaign for 
Education. ’Despite strong gender research, multiple gender strategies 
and operational policies, and much rhetoric about gender equality, the 
World Bank is often failing to translate their statements, strategies 
and policies into tangible reform in their investments. Education 
operations must be made 
gender-sensitive and especially seek to promote fce abolition, 
gender-responsive budgeting and demand-side incentives to target 
marginalized groups.’ 
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UGANDA: AM]D L2qCERTAINTY FREEDOM AND ROA_M UGANDA LAUNCHES CAMPAIGN 

htm :/iilaa. oralil~alen/article/n6t~uaC 11F 

\~2xile members of Freedom and Roam Uganda (FARUG) are shaken by a break 
in and robbet?, at their offices, FARUG director Kasha Jacqueline says 
a ’Hate No More Campaign’ ;vill go for~vard as plalmed The campaign 
launches on 10 August before the possible reintroduction of the 
Anti-Homosexuality Bill in Uganda’s Parliament by far-right 
extremists 

Z~dBABYVE: GAY ACTIVISTS ANGRY OVER RAPE REPORTS 

http://ilga orglilgaien/article/n6q3bYll Gu 

Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ) says that it is outraged by the 
way that the countl)-’s media has targeted homosexuality in its 
reporting on the case of a police officer accused of sodomising his 
brother’s ten-year-old son. ’There has been a trend in the media to 
equate sodomy with rape,’ said the organisation. ’This is alarming 
because it promotes the dangerous myth that homosexual men are 
automatically rapists and abusers of children.’ 
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DRC: REDD k FORESTRY £~%NAGEMENT GOES TO CANADIAN COMPANY 

http://bit N/oBoNnd 

The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) has entrusted a Canadian 
company with managing a vast section of its forest, including 
containing deforestation, the enviror~nent mimstry has announced. 
Ecosystem Restoration Associates (ERA) will handle a project covering 
nearly 300,000 hectares (740,000 acres) of woodlands in the Mai-Ndombe 
forest, in western Bandundu province, the statement said. The project 
~s part of the country’s Reducing Emissions from Deforestation (R~[~;DD~) 

progratmne 

GI.OBAL: A COiVfPILATION OF N~TER[AL ON CLIMATE JUSTK;E 

http:livavw,twnsideorz.s~itit]e2/climate/pdf/climate iustice briefs/Climate iustice compi]ation.pdf 

’]7he goal of this material is to connect some of the ideas and energy 
from the Wor]d People’s Conference on Climate Change and the Rights of 
Mother Earth held in Bolivia in 2010 with the issues on the table at 
UN climate talks. It contains briefs on 13 issues, including climate 
debt, mitigation, adaption, the dangers of climate markets and gender 
and climate justice. 

GLOBAL: SYSTEM CHANGE, NOT CLIMATE CHANGE 



http://systemchan~e.cai?pa~e id 21 

Systemchange.ca is a free, public, interactive website amulti-media 
tuol fur climate justice. With the full launch ufthe project in 
September 2011, you will find featured videus here including speakers 
such as Maude Barluw on the Rights of Nature, Peter Victor un no 
growth econumics, former UN Bolivian Ambassador Pablo So16n on climate 
debt, John Cartwright un guod green jubs, Naomi Klein un climate 
justice urganising, Bill McKibben on climate science, Nnimmu Bassey on 
climate debt repayment and more. 

NIGEPJA: LEg SET TO RELEASE OIL SPILL REPORT 

http://www.africareview.com/Newsi-/979180/1213302/-/h81 qgq m’-/indcx.html 

The L~N" is to punish a long-awaited report on the impact of the oil 
spills in Nigeria’s Ogoniland region. The report took two years to 
produce and is controversial in part because it was funded by oil 
giant Shell. On Wednesday (03 August) Shell accepted liabili~" for two 
spills that devastated conm~unities in 2008 and 2009. One cormnunity- 
said it would seek hundreds of millions of dollars in cornpensation. 
Shell said it would settle the case under Nigerian law. After two 
years of research, and consultations with all the concerned parties, 
the UN Environment Programme must now present its findings to 
Nigeria’s president and the wider public. 

SOUTH AFRICA: CONCERNS AHEAD OF SA CLLAJATE TALKS 

http://bit, lv/qpnVad 

South Africa’s preparations to host the next major round of climate 
talks have met with scepticism from activists critical of what they 
say is the countlT’S lack of leadership on environmental issues The 
high-level meeting of the E,2"q Framework Convention on Climate Change, 
scheduled for 28 November to 9 December in the eastern port city- of 
Durban, is seen as the last chance to renew the Kyoto Protocol, the 
only international agreement with binding targets for cutting 
greenhouse gases. But environmentalists have voiced concern that South 
African organisers are not doing enough to lay the groundwork fbr an 
ambitious conference that will make hard commitments on climate change 
and raise the cash to achieve them. 

SOLWH AFRICA: GREENING ENERGY SLT’PL~ES 

http ://panos. org. uk/features/greening-south-africa’s-energy-policies/ 

The South African government has been called upon to display moral and 
political leadership as the count~z prepares to host the 17th round of 
United Nations-led climate change negotiations in Durban in December 
But while the continent’s strungest economy gears itself up tu 
represent Africa’s needs in the talks, it may also face scrutiny 
because of its cuaMntens~ve ecunomy which produces nearly hal:l" of 
the cuntinent’s greenhouse gas emissmns 
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13 hand & land rights 

AFRICA: THE ROLE OF SOUTH A[~.ICAN FARMERS ON ~fItE CONTINENT 

http:i/www plaas org. zn/pubs/wp,~VP 19Hall01082011.pdf 

In this working paper, Ruth Hall from the Institute for Poverty, Land 
and Agrarian Studies analyses the shifting role uf Suuth African 
farmers, agribusiness and capital elsewhere in southern Africa and the 
rest ufthe continent. The research cunsiders the changing character, 
scale and locatiun uf Suuth African investments elsewhere in the 
regiun and the cuntinent, fucussing specifically on the Agri SA-Congu 
deal (the largest deal cuncluded thus far), and acquisitions by the 
two South African sugar giants, Illovu and Tungaat-Hulett, for 
uutgrower and estate expansiun elsewhere in the regiun. ’]"he study 
addresses the degree tu which South Africa is nu lunger merely 
exporting its farmers, but also its value chains, to the rest of the 
continent and what this means for traj ectories of agrarian change. 

ETHIOPIA: WORLD HERITAGE TRIBE SITES THREATENED 

http:iibit.ly/pmiTw9 



YVhile millions in East Africa are caught in the cobweb of a 
devastating drought that has spread its tentacles across Somalia, 
Kenya and Ethiopia, the government in Addis Ababa is snatching some of 
Ethiopia’s most productive f:armland from local tribes and leasing it 
to foreign companies to grow and export food. A Survival International 
investigation has uncovered shocking evidence that vast blocks of 
fertile land in the Omo River area in south west Ethiopia are being 
leased out to Malaysian, Italian and Korean companies. Vast stretches 
of land are also being cleared for huge state-run plantations 
producing export crops, even though 90,000 tribal people in the area 
depend on the land to SUlwive. 

GLOBAL: THE PROBLEM ~ffTH FAIR TR~aJDH COFFEE 

http://zunia.org/post/the-problem-;vith-fair-trade-coffee/ 

Although Fair Trade coffee still accounts for only a small fraction of 
overall coffee sales, the market for Fair Trade coffee has gro;vn 
markedly over the last decade. But among the concerns, says this 
article, are that the premiums paid by consumers are not going 
directly to farmers, the quality, of Fair Trade coffee is uneven, and 
the model is technologically outdated 

ZIMBAB~,~E: SMALL-SCALE FARMERS STILL WAITING TO BENEFIT FROM LAND RESETTLEMENT 

http :,’ ,’bit.N/mO licX 

Man?- people believed that land reform would address the problem of 
land shortages, reports Farm Radio Weekly. Gifford Moyo is a social 
con~mentator and member of an advocacy group in Bulawayo which fights 
for the rights of the Ndebele people He warned that if the land issue 
was not handled properly, it might erupt into a serious conflict. He 
says, ’The primaU objective of going to war was to get back our land 
which was taken by the cohmial regime. Now, if this government is 
failing to properly address the issue of land, the question is "VVhy 
did we go to war?"’ 

/\/\//VVV/VV\//V\i\iI\I\/V/\A/VA/VV/\/V\i/V\/\/ /\ 
14 Media & freedom of expression 

Ab~RICA: SA CASTS A SHADOW OVER FREF, DOM OF EXPRESSION IN Ab~RICA 

http://westcapenews.com/?p 3091 

The South African govermnent’s assault on media freedom over the last 
18 months has emboldened other African states to further clampdown on 
free speech said South African National Editors’ Forum chair Mondli 
Makhanya. Speaking in Cape Town to the Southern Ali*ican Freelancers 
Association, Makhanya, who is also editor-in-chief of Sunday Times 
publisher Avusa, said South Africa’s introduction of the Protection of 
Information Bill (POIB) and the mooting of a Media Tribunal had an 
negative effect on freedom of expression in other states on the 
continent. 

ANGOLA: JOU]~NALIST .¢]~,ESTED FOR REPORTS ON MASS FAKNTING 

http:iibit.lv/nLari5 

Angolan authorities should explain the arrest and incormnunicado 
detention of a radio j ournalist for reporting on a nationwide wave of 
mass ftainting of people, the Corc~ittee to Protect Journalists has 
said. Since April, more than 800 people, mostly teenage 
schoolchildren, have fainted after complaining of sore throats and 
eyes, shortness of breath, and coughs, the Catholic Church-run station 
Radio Ecclesia reported. 

COTE D’IVOIRE: PAPER SUSPENDED O\rER OBAMA MEETLNG 

httl~://www, cl~i.ora/2011/08iouattara-~overnment-censor s-pa~er-over-coltmm-crit.php 

The government of Ivory Coast President Alassane Ouattara, who pledged 
to uphold democracy in a Friday (05 August) meeting with US President 
Barack Obama, has suspended a newspaper over a reprinted opinion 
column criticising the ~£~nite House meeting, the Committee to Protect 
Journalists said. 



RWANDA: RWANDAN PAPER CAI,LS PRESIDEN~ A ’SOCIOPATtI’, APOLOGISES 

http ://cpi orb/bloc/2011/08/rwandan-paper-calls-president-a-sociopat h-apologiz php 

Sometimes when a paper produces a defamatory piece, an apologT will be 
published on page two in the next edition along with the day’s news 
In Rwanda, it would appear, a paper will use an entire edition to 
apologise - if the insults were directed at the president. The latest 
issue of Ishema, at left, is perhaps a sign of the times for Rwanda’s 
press. The vernacular bimonthly had recently published an opinion 
piece that claimed President Kagame was a sociopath. The paper fell 
over backward in its attempts to apologise. 

SOUTH AFRICA: ANC RATCHETS UP ITS ANTI-MEDLA CA_MPAIGN IN PROVINCES 

http://bit.l¥iq]pLyK 

South Africa’s young democracy may have been a shining example to the 
rest of the world for a while, but dreams of real freedom of 
expression and of the media seem to be nearing the end of their 
usefulness to SA’s ruling party says this article, which focuses on 
the province of Mpumalanga. ’There’s a shadowy force that threatens, 
arrests, assaults and otherwise intimidates reporters who ask 
incorlvenient questions and publish uncomfortable truths. As Jacob 
Zuma’s fight to retain another terra in office intensifies, the 
malcvolence is spreading.’ 

SOLrq2H AFRICA: SOWETAN APOLOGISES TO CITY PRESS EDITOR 

http ://mg.co.za/articlei2011-08-04-haffaiee-mea-culpa-from-avusa 

The Sowetan newspaper apologised to City Press editor Ferial Haffajee 
on Thursday (04 August) fbr publishing an insulting column. ’In his 
latest column, [Eric] Miyeni crossed the line between robust debate 
and the condonation of violence,’ said Sowetan and Sunday World 
general manager Justice Malala and Avusa editor-in-chief Mondli 
Makhanya in a statement on page 15. iVliyeni’s column, "Haffa3ee does it 
for white masters", appeared in the daily on IVfonday. He wrote that ’in 
the 80s she’d [Haffajee] probably have had a burning tyre around her 
neck’. City Press last week reported about African National Congress 
Youth League president Julius Malema’s trust, which he allegedly uses 
to bankroll his lavish lifestyle. 

TU~qISIA: TARGETING OF JOURNALISTS AiN~D DEMONSTRATORS ALARMFNG 

http://bit.lv/nQF5td 

The International Freedom of Expression Exchange Tunisia Monitoring 
Group (WEX-TMG), a coalition of 21 Ib-EX members, is urging action to 
prevent any repeat ofrecem violent crackdowns on demonstrators and 
journalists in the run up to scheduled constitutional elections in 
October The IFEX-TMG’s concerns deepened after a statement by Interim 
Prime Minister B@ Ca:td Essebsi in which he accused journalists of 
stirring up trouble 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/\/\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViV\/\//\ 

15 News l?om the diaspora 

AFRICA: TtIE REVIVAl, OF PANAb~RICANISM FORUM 

The 7th conference of’The Reviwil of Panafticanism Forum’ was held on 
Saturday, 16 July 2011 The topic of the con[’erence was 
’Panafricanism: A Viable Ideology to Address Aliqca’s Rape 
Redu,’c, Euro-American 21st Century Neo-Colonial Re-Conquest and Scramble 
for Africa.’ The speakers were Dr. Mole:[i Kete Asante (keynote), Peter 
Bailey, Maurice Carney, and Chioma Oruh Videos of the conference are 
posted on Youtube: 
- http:i/www~/’outube.com~watch?v Oiuo6EiSfik&feature relmfu (Part 1) 
- http://www.youtube.congwatch?v mlJ BDSzl4g (Part 2) 
- http:/Aa~’w.voutube.corrgwatch?v ]F5oSfLfiOA (Dr. Molefi Asarlte, 
keynote speaker) 
- http:i/wxw¢.voutube.con’~’watch%7 GC5zQVhLE6I (Q&A Session) 
- l-lttp://www.voutube.com/xvatch?v i0C1OTCcUzo (Closing remarks and conmxents). 



HAITI: THE ARISTII)E FILES 

http :/ /w,~,as,.thenation. com/article/16 2598iwikileaks-haiti-aristide-files 

US officials led a far-reaching international campaign aimed at 
keeping J2~rmer Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide exiled in 
South Aftica, rendering him a virtual prisoner there :[’or the last 
seven years, according to secret US State Department cables. The 
cables show that high-level US and UN ofl’icials even discussed a 
politically motivated prosecution of Aristide to prevent hint froru 
’gaining more traction with the Haitian population and returning to 
Haiti’. 

IVV /VVV IVV’,I IVVV /’,i’,AI I’&IV AIVV IVVV IV’,i’,i /’, 
16 Corfflict & enrergencies 

COTE D’I~TOIRE: CRITICAL PERIOD FOR ENSURING STABILITY 

http ://bit.l¥/raOoHvru 

C6te d’Ivoire remains fragile and unstable, says this report ftom the 
International Crisis Group. ’The atrocities after the second round of 
the presidential elections on 28 November 2010 and Laurent Gbagbo’s 
attempt to retain power by all means despite losing exacerbated 
already acute tensions. The next months are crucial. The new 
governruent must not underestimate the threats that will long 
j eopardise peace and must avoid the narcotic of power that has caused 
so ruany disastrous decisions over recent decades.’ 

EAST AFRICA: WE’RE EQUAL, BUT SOME ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTH~RS 

http://bit.l¥inx4hzr 

The British producer’s voice ~vas clearly audible in the background: 
’Lift up his arm so we can see how thin it is.’ The starving Somali 
baby’s arm was duly lifted fbr the camera. Media interest in the East 
Africa famine stalted to gain momentum a couple of ~veeks ago, when the 
United Nations declared it the worst drought in 60 years and half a 
dozen aid agencies appealed for funds in Britain’s The Guardian 
ne~vspaper, reports Alermet in this article on the media coverage of 
the situation. But journalists in Kenya complain of the international 
media’s ’Animal FaiTh’ news values We’re equal, but some are more 
equal than others. 

KENYA: SECURITY RISK OVERSHAEX)WS BORDER TOWN 

http ://www afr online, or~/?p 18295#more-18295 

Mandera town, on the border between Kenya, Ethiopia and Somalia, is 
the hub for aid operations in the drought-affected Mandera district in 
Kenya It could have been a possible logistics base Jk~r sending help 
by road to the famine-affected areas in south-central Somalia, but the 
security risk is high. About J2~ur months ago, A1-Shabab militia took 
over Bulo Hawo on the Somali side, and continue to mount sporadic 
attacks in the area even though it has been retaken by the 
authorities. 

LIBYA: FIGHTING RAGES ON SEVI{R~kL LIBYAN }’fONTS 

http://english aliazeera.net/news/africa/2011/08/201187133915428.h~nl 

At least three Libyan opposition fighters have been killed in clashes 
near the northern town of Zlitan, j ust 160km from Tripoli, the 
capital, as government troops fought rebel forces :[‘or control of the 
town. Several other opposition J2~rces were injured in the fighting on 
Sunday, AI Jazeera’s Andrew Simanons reported, as troops loyal to 
Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi continued an assault against 
anti-government fighters. Opposition forces were also under attack in 
the newly captured town ofBir al-Ghanam, a strategic location in 
western Libya 85km l?om Tripoli, where Gaddafi forces launched an 
offensive to regain control of the town. 

SOMA_LIA: AP~MY DECLARES MOGADISHU ’FREE’ AFTER AL-SHABAAB FLIGHT 

http ://bit. I¥ioOAFS 1 

The Somali army has declared Mogadishu a ’free territory’ after 



fighters from the radical al-Shabaab Islamist group fled the 
capital Deputy army commander (ien Abdikarim Yusuf Aden confirmed the 
fundamentalist group’s dramatic pull-out Sunday morning, adding that 
it had been as a result of military pressure from government forces 
and its allies, including AU peacekeepers. Most of the retreating 
al-Shabaab combatants headed towards Lower Shabelle and Middle 
Shabelle regions, respectively south and north of Mogadishu, in what 
the?" claimed was a ’change in tactic’. 

SOMALLA: AL- DELAYS SOMALIA FAMINE FIj~!DRAISER 

http ://bit.lvirgnW’s 

The African Union has delayed a fundraiser for millions of starving 
Somalis due to what is said were scheduling challenges. The event, 
initially set for 9 August, would no~v be held on 25 August at the 
bloc’s Addis Ababa headquarters, although this ne~v date remains 
tentative. ’The AU has serious financial challenges and member 
countries are also reluctant to pay their dues. It makes the upcoming 
fund raising [event] challenging,’ the cormnissioner said. 

SOMALIA: CHR,DREN UNDER ATTACK 

htt~ ://w,~v.arrmestvusa. orb/sites/default/files/aft 520012011 cn.’0df 

This report from Amnes~ h~temational &aws on more than 200 
testirnonies from Somali children, young people and adults collected by 
Armms~ International in March 2009 in Kenya and Djibouti, in Djibouti 
city and the Ali Adde refugee camp and in March and Itme 2010 in 
Kenya, in the Dadaab refugee camps in the north-east and in the 
capital Nairobi. Amnesty International delegates interviewed refugees 
who had recently fled Somalia, to get as much as possible, an 
up-todate description of the situation in their country. 

SUDAN: CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS PAINT PICTURE OF CRISIS AND ATROCITIES 

http ://bit l¥/nrff)jx 

Witnesses’ chilling depictions of a new- Sudanese genocide at an 
emergency US congressional hearing quelled any remnants of doubt that 
a humanitarian crisis is unfolding in the Nuba mountain region of 
South Kordofan, reports IPS Africa. ’It is a war of horror,’ Sudanese 
bishop Andudu Adam Elnail told a House con~mittee here Elnail’s 
closest colleagues had told him they witnessed two pits being dug at a 
school one night, where bodies ;vere later transported to the site, put 
in ’wide body bags’ and thrown in the pits something to add to the 
heap of evidence piling tip in Washington that a decades-old campaign 
to exterminate the etlmic Nuba has resumed in the wake of the south’s 
independence. 

TANZANIA: TANZANIA NO LONGER ON CON},I.ICT M]NE[ZALS LIST 

h ttp : / /trademarksa or~/news/tanzania-n o-lon~ er-conflict-minerals-list 

Tanzania *vill no longer become a victim o:[" the new legislation that 
classifies it as a source of conflict mining in Africa, folk)wing the 
US government’ pledge to ease the restrictions. The law known as 
’Dodd-[~’rank Wall Street Reform and Consmner Protection Act’ is aimed 
at improving transparency and accountability in the supply of minerals 
coming li*om the conflict zones o:[" the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC). Commissioner of Manera]s in the Ministry of Energy and 
Minerals, Dr Peter Kafumu, told the ’Daily News’ in an exclusive 
interview in Dar es Sa]aam on Thursday that the decision was reached 
recently folh)wing a specia] request by the government. 

UGANDA: U(I AN~DA COULI) BE NEXT HIT BY MALNUTRI~fION, UN WARNS 

http ://www.trust org/alertneffnews/uganda-c ould-b e-next-hit-b~/’-malnutrition-un-warns/ 

Uganda could be the next countly hit by Manning malnutrition rates 
due to drought which has already sparked famine in southern Somalia 
and hunger in Kenya, Ethiopia and Diibouti, the United Nations warned. 
Pockets of food insecurity have already been detected in drought-hit 
northern areas of Uganda, east Africa’s third largest economy-, the 
10N’s Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) said. 



17 eNewsletters & mailing lists 

NIGERIA: STAKISHOI/)ER I)EMOCRACY NE[[NVORK NEWSLETrfER 

http://www,stakeholderdemocracy,org/monthlv-news-and-ana]¥sis,htm 

Stakeholder Democracy Network produces a monthly news and analysis 
bulletin that is sent out via email. The August 2011 newsletter 
includes the following: 
- Niger Delta Development Cormnission to be probed 
- New Electoral Corrm~ission State RECs nominated 
- Petroleum Industry Bill Re-eruerges 
- USIP Report on the Niger Delta. 
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18 Fundraising & useful resources 

AFRICA: INDIGENOUS YVOMEN’S RIGHTS AND THE AFRICAN HD~4AN RIGHTS SYSTEM 

A toolkit on mechanisms 

http:~/WWW~f~restpe~p1es~r~sites~fpp~f1~es~pub~icati~2~11/~5~t~1kiten~ishintr~1-6en~reduced 0,1~df 

The African Corumission on Human and Peoples’ Rights has been ~vorking 
on the question of indigenous peoples since 1999. The Corumission 
recognises the specific obstacles ~vhich indigenous peoples face in 
gaining recognition, exercising and enjoying their rights. The toolkit 
available tl’nough the link provided has been created in order to 
introduce indigenous woruen, and the organisations which represent 
them, to the African system of human and peoples’ rights It 
highlights the different routes available to ensuring that the rights 
of indigenous women are valued and taken into account by 
the African Commission. 

GLOBAL: THE ix,~E~V SIGiX~FICANCE 

http://bit.ly/pAMkRg 

The New Significance is a web magazine exploring revolutionary forces 
for change and autonomy in the 21st Century 

IVV/VVVIVV,,IIV’,~I’,Z,’,i’,AII,,IVVAIVVIVV’,~IIV’,i’,//,, 
19 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

SOUmYH AJ:rRICA: RUSSELL TRIBL~NAL ONPALESTINE 

Press statement 

[[’he Russell Tribunal on Palestine will convene in District Six, Cape 
Town, site of a brutal apartheid-era forced removal. The land has 
remained undeveloped on the edge of the city since it was declared ’a 
white group area’ and the homes of black residents were demolished in 
the 1970s The Cape Town session of the Russell Tribunal on Palestine 

to be held on 5-6 November will consider whether Israel’s 
treatment of the Palestinian people fits the international legal 
definitions of the crime of apartheid 

http : // v, as, w pambazuka, or~len/cate~ ory icourses/7 5 5 20 
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20 Jobs 

CAMPAIGN COORDINATOR - M]J_,ITARY, SE(XJRITY ~KN[) POLICE 

Amnes~ International (AI) 

Challenging the in-esponsible arms trade and promoting strict control 
of international transfers of military, security and policing 
equipment are high profile issues. Our campaigns on the hutnan rights 
abuses linked to them needs to be stronger than ever. As part of our 
global campaign for an ef[ective Arms Trade Treat?" that helps protect 
human rights, you’ll be critical to its success. 

http :Iiwww,pambazuka.orglet~/category/i obsi75417 

DEN~ND DIGiX~TY CORPORATE C.%MPAIGNER 



Amnes~" International (AI) 

We are looking for a campaigner to contribute to our campaigning work 
as part of our global business and hmnan rights wurk. 

http :/iwww.pambazaka.org/etgcategory/i obs/75418 

PART-TIME POSITION AVAILABLE (24 HOLMS PER WEEK) 

Human Rights Watch 

http:i/www.pambazuka.org/images/articles/542/AFRSA Office 

A&ninistrator 2011-07-21 .pdf 

Human Rights Watch is seeking a part-time (24 hours per week) Office 
Administrator to be responsible for providing a high level of 
professional day-to-day support to ensure the smooth and efficient 
rum~ing of HRYV’s South Africa office. The position reports mainly to 
the NY-based Associate Director of Financial Operations, and will also 
have a dotted line to the South Africa Director. 

/VV/VVV/VV’,I/V\/\//’,i’,/VI’,IVV/?/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//’, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

¢© Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unpolted License. For tiJrther details see: 
http://www pambazuka.or~/en/about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~ien ) 
Edi~5o em ]ingua Portuguesa ( http://wwwpamba×ukaorg/pt ) 
Editinn fran~aise ( http://www.pambazuka.org/fr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pamba×uka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCR][[3E or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
http://pambazuk a.gn. apc. or~ic~i-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pamba~ka.org with the word SUBSCR]I~E or 
UNSUBSCR]I~E in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-A:[’rican e]ectronic week]y 
newsletter and p]afform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on po]itics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Afi-ica. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’F, nding the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm so~ucce PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazakancws’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Feat~uces’ and ’Conm~ent & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twittcr page for more itffom~ation: 
/,,’twitter.corr~’pambazukanews ( http ://twitter. com,’pambazukanews ). 

* Pambazuka News has a Dehicio.us (http:/iDehicio.us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse ofAf’rica! Visithttp:i/delicious.colg:~’pambazuka news. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan, George (Student Stores) <GFMORGAN@store.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 8, 2011 11:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Books for the Fall 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
Frank Pema forwarded your email to me, as he no longer ~vorks in Textbooks. For ?’our convenience, please contact either Frank Bellamy (Ibellamy@email.uaac.edu) or me, George Morgan 
(gfinorgan@store.unc edu) for your textbook needs. 
Each publisher has different policies regarding desk copies. Below- is a list of the books for your two class, amaotated as to publisher, and ~vith a link to that publisher’s desk copy page: 
1NTS 560 
Kuper, Global Response .. and Gmskin, Perspectives... are both from Taylor and Francis/Routledge: http://www.routledge.com/resources/desk copy request,’ 
Pogge, World Poverty ... is distributed by John Wiley: http://w~vw.~viley.com/Wile¥CDA/Section/id-301906.html 

Wettstein, Multinational.. is Stanford U. Press (distributed by U. Chicago): http://www.sup.org/instructors/instructors.cgi?x=desk 

AFR1600 
Soyinka-Aire~vele, Reframing... CQ Press: http://www.cqpress.com/proi?Request-F~x~n-Copy.html 
Hochschild, King Leopold’s Ghost Houghton Mifflin-Harcourt: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 12:15 PM 
To: Perm, Frank (Student Stores) 
Subject: Books for the Fall 

Dear Mr. Perm, 

Thanks ~2~r taking my cal[ this morning 

I would be grateful if provided me with contact details of the various publishers so that I can send Desk Copy requests using a Departmental letterhead. I)o publishers accept email 
requests? 

My courses for the Fall are: 

INTS560 and ~fri600 

Many thanks [’or all your help. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan, George (Student Stores) <GFMORGAN@store.unc.edu.; 

Monday, August 8, 2011 11:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Books for the Fall 

Sorry, Professor Sable, 
I clicked send before I was finished, so look below for the completion of my previous emaih 
Best wishes, 
George 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Morgan, George (Student Stores) 
Sent: Monday-, August 08, 2011 11:35 AM 

To: ’eunice@emaihunc. edu’ 
Sulziect: RE: Books for the Fall 

Dear Professor Sable, 
Frank Penn for~varded your email to me, as he no longer works in Textbooks. For your convenience, please contact either Frank Bellamy (I~oellamy@email nnc.edu) or me, George Morgan 
(gfmorgan@store.unc.edu) for your textbook needs 
Each publisher has different policies regarding desk copies Below is a list of the books for your two class, annotated as to publisher, and with a link to that publisher’s desk copy page: 
INTS 560 
Kuper, Global Response.. and Gmskin, Perspectives. are both from Taylor and Francis/Routledge: http://wwwroutled~ecom/resources/desk copy request/ 
Pogge, World Pover~z .... is distributed by John ~ iley: http://~vw~v.wiley com/¥VilevCDA/Section/id-301906 html 

Wettstein, Multinational.. isStanfordU~ress(distributedbyUChicag~):http://wwwsup~rg/instruct~rs/instruct~rs.c~i?x=desk 

AI:R] 600 
Soyinka-Airewele, Refraining . CQ Press: http://www.cqpress.com/prof/Request-[L’;~an-Cop~/’.htm[ 
Hochschild, King Leopold’s Ghost Houghton Mifflin-Harcourt: http://wwwhou~htonmifflinbookscom/contact/ 
(Under "Help Spotlight" click on "I need a desk copy") 
Kalipeni ttIV and AIDS in Africa... is distributed by John Wiley (see above in your other class under Pogge, World Poverty.. ) 
Maharaja, Zuma’s own .... Africa World Press: there is no reference to desk copies on their page, but here is their web address, which has contact in]2~rmation: 

http : //www al’ricaworldpressbnnks.com/servIet/StoreFront 
Please let me know if you need further information. 
Best wishes, 
George 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, F.unice N [mailto:eunice(~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 12:15 PM 
To:Penn, Frank (Student Stores) 
Sut~iect: Books for the Fall 

[)ear Mr Penn, 

’]?hanks for taking my call this morning. 

I would be grateful if provided me with contact details of the various publishers so that I can send Desk Copy requests using a Departmental letterhead. Do publishers accept email 
requests? 

My courses for the Fall are: 

INTS560 and AI~ri600 

Man?, thanks for all your help. 

Sincerely-, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 12:54 PM 

CCO facnlty & stafl’<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccothc] To Instructors teaching Caxolina Courses Online, Fall 2011 

August ~, 2011 

View your roster and keep up with your enrollments by going to Facnlty Center in ConnectCarolina; make sure that you have access m the 

Faculty Center so that you don’t have problems entering grades at the end of the term. 

* Non-participating students: After the drop deadline, make sure that you report these students to my otIice. We will contact these students. 

* The program information and list of courses can be sJewed at the Friday Center web site: 
http:[[www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html 

REGIST1L~TION: Students cannot register in ConnectCarolina for these online courses. All students, including UNC-CH filll-time students, mufft 

officially register through the Friday Center web registration site. 

Number of spaces in each course 
Section 990 - 10" spaces for UNC-CH full-time s’ttdents 

Section 991 - 15* spaces [br off-campus students 

Section 992 1 space re,fred lbr m~iversity employees 
*In special circumstances we will adjust this number depending on the instructor or their depatment’s preferences. 

Tuition: Students pay the University Cashier. Fnll-time students pay a~ addition tuition charge for these online courses. 

Wuitlist: Once the sections are full, we let additional s~dents waitlist with the Friday Center. They roll be added if spaces become available. 

Instructors should not give students permission to enroll. Please forward any student requests to the Friday Center. 

Confirming Registration to students 

Once students are enrolled, the Friday Center will mail written confirmations to students. This includes the course web site, user name and password. E-mail 

notifications, in addition to written confirmations, will be sent to students who register a few days before class s~arts and during the late registration period. 

Late enrollment requests 
August 29 is the last day to register for classes. After this date, we ask students to contact yon by email for permission to add. You should make a decision based 

on whether there is still time to make up missed work 

Students who want to drop your course 

All students receive in[brmation ti~om us about hi~w to drop and withdraw. So if students discnss this with you, please ret~r them to us at the Friday Center. 

Students mua notify us in writing (or email) to drop a conrse or mthdraw ti~om the term. The CCO web site also contains a withdraw form. 

http:i/fridayceater.mac.ed~icp"cco/’index.htm 

Grade Rosters 

You roll be submitting your final course grades in the ConnectCaxolina system. The Carolina Course Online office will help you complete aid submit grades if 

necessaly. 

Onyens and UNC-CH email 
If students register late, s~me may experience a delay in accessing their course web sites. We nrge new s~dents to create their Onyens ASAP. Please refer 

students to our office if they have problems. 

Calendar and Deadlines for Fall 2011: 

August 22 

August 23 

August 29 

Sept 5 

Sept 6 

Oct 17 
Oct 20=23 
Oct 25 
Nov 23-27 
Dec 7 
Dec 9-16 

CarolMc Donnell 
Student Services Manager 

Last day to cancel your registration 

Courses begin; Late registration beginsprorated charges for withdrawal start 

Last day to add a course 

Holiday - Labor Day 

Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a refund - 5 PM. You must have other courses on 

your schedule. (Note: dropping ALL courses requires a withdrawal from the semester and follows a different prorated refund 

policy) 

Last day for degree undergraduates to drop a course. 

Fall Recess 

Last day to withdraw from the entire semester for any prorated refund 

Thanksgiving recess 

Last day to withdraw - no tuition credit; Last day of classes 

Exams 

University of N orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599d020 
carolmc@unc.edu 
800-862-5669 
fax 9~9-962-5549 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnrrently snbscribed to 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:ennice@email.unc.edn">euNce@email.nnc.edu</a~. To unsnbseribe send a blank 



em~l to ~a l~ef "mailto:leave-29621531-3634613.47~q 0279ea659Oaca3376d3589~a959@l]stserv.unc.edu"~leave-29621531 - 

3634613.47~q 0279ea6590aca3376d35891Sa959@listserv.unc.edu</a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morgan, George (Student Stores) <GFMORGAN@store.unc.edu.; 

Monday, August 8, 2011 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Phone number - RE: Books tbr the Fall 

My phone number is 919-962-2432 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 08,2011 12:52 PM 
To: Morgan, George (Student Stores) 
Subject: Phone number - RE: Books for the Fall 

Dear Mr. Morgan, 

Some of the publishers need the Student Stores’ phone number. I have been trying to access itvia the U2x,-C Student Stores’ website with no luck 

Kindly for~vard your office number when you have a moment so that I can complete the fO1TI1S. 

Thanks. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum: Murgan, Geurge (Student Stures) [GFMORGAN@sture.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2011 11:42 AM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Bouks fur the Fall 

Surry, Prufessor SaNe, 
I clicked send be~2~re I was finished, su [uok below fur the completiun ufmy previuus email 
Best wishes, 
George 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Morgan, George (Student Stores) 
Sent: Munday, August 08, 2011 11:35 AM 

To: ’eunice@email un c edu’ 
Subject: R14: Buoks for the Fall 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
Frank Penn furwarded your email to me, as he no longer wurks in Textbooks. For yuur convemence, please cuntact either Frank Bellamy (fbellamy@emaikunc.edu) ur me, Geurge Murgan 
(gfmorgan@sture.unc edu) :For yuur textbouk needs. 
Each publisher has different pulicies regarding desk cupies. Below is a list of the bouks [’or yuur two class, annotated as tu publisher, and with a link tu that publisher’s desk copy page: 
L’qTS 560 

Kuper, Global Respunse .. and Oruskin, Perspectives... are both from Taylor and Francis/Routledge: http://www.ruutledge.com/resuurces/desk copy request/ 
Pogge, World Puverty .... isdistributedbyJohnWiley:http:/iwww.wiley.comiWileyCDAiSection/id-301906.html 
Wettstein, Multinatiunnl.. isStanfurdU.Press(distributedbyU.Chicagu):http://www.sup.~rg/instructurs/instruct~rs.cgi?x=desk 

~4FR1600 
Soyinka-Airewele, Rcframing... CQ Press: http:i/www.cqpress.cora/prof/Request-Fxarr~-Cop¥.html 
Hochschild, King Leopold’s Ghost Houghton Mifflin-Harcourt: http:i/~vw~v.houghtonmifflinbooks.congcontact/ 
(Under "Help Spotlight" click on "I need a desk copy") 
Kalipeni HIV and AIDS in Africa... is distributed by John Wiley (see above in yo~tr other class nnder Pogge, World Poverty...~) 
Maharaja, Z~nna’s o~vn .... Africa World Press: there is no reference to desk copies on their page, but here is their web address, which has contact information: 

http ://~vwa~,. africaworldpressbooks, corr~selwlet/StoreFr ant 
Please let me know if you need further infom~ation. 
Best wishes, 
George 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:ennice(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 12:15 PM 

To: Penn, Frank (Student Stores) 
Subject: Books for the Fall 

Dear Mr. Penn, 

Thanks for taking my call this morning. 

I would be grateful if provided me ;vith contact details of the various publishers so that I can send Desk Copy requests using a Departmental letterhead. Do publishers accept email 
requests? 

My courses for the Fall are: 

INTS560 and ~adl-i600 

Many thanks for all your help 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 8, 2011 2:10 PM 

~a) verizou.com 

Greetings and request tbr a Desk CoW - Eunice at UNC 

Dear brother Kassahuu, 

Greetings and I hope you are well. Senior brother mwalimu Bereket keeps me informed about you m~d I send you positive energy from Carolina. 

I have adopted the book below for one of my seminars this fall and I actually plan to use it in the coming years. Here are the details: 

Maharaj, Brij, Ashwiu Desai, and Patrick Bond. Zuma’s Own Goal : Losing South Africa’s War on Poverty. Trenton, N J: Ati-ica World Press, 2011. 

Comse’s nmne: Afi’ican Studies Colloquium (At’ri600). 

Number of studeuts: 20 

Already ordered by UNC’s Students Store 

Semeffter: Fall, 2011. 

My address is: 

Depaxtmem of Ati’ican and Al]co-America~ Studies 

109 Battle ttall 

Chapel Hill 

NC 

27599-3395 

Ma~ly thanks for your help. Hopefully I will see you in DC duriug the ASA in November. 

In solidarity, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 9:24 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affaJ?am] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: Aug. 9, 2011 

080911 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

From-" Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 09, 2011 4:27 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject-" [hrfac] HR Facilitator Digest: Aug. 9, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ P~ease forward the ~ttachment titled "HR Employee ~formatio~" withi~ your departme~t(S)o 

¯ Full text of a~l articles i~ the weekly diSest is available in t~e attachments a~d at http://hr.u~c.edu/news-eve~ts/items. 

AuS. 20: Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less program beams 

Au~. 29: HR Facifitator of the Year nominations due 
Aug. 30: !~J.~J~_~__W_~.[~.~£_~E~__~P_~_~J2~_~.~_d_[J.g~ ~:or ~:a~l sere ester 

Aug, ~: Benefits Services workshop - A Baby~ What do ~ do? 
Se~t, 5: ~bor D~y ho~day 

Benefits Services Workshop o A 13ab¥! t~hat do I do? 

Benefits Services has scheduled the following workshop now open for registration: 

You axe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: _e___uji~_i_c_Le_@_e_n_!’_a_i_l_=_u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To 
unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_p_~:!/__[!_~t__s__:_g_r_!c__:_e_d__t_~_:!_u__i~_d______3___2_:_3___6__!=_@_8__:_e___8_7_~_9___1_~ ~_~__2_~_l__~_~__4_0__e___1_ __5_6__@_~7___7__(_!~7__~__8_d_&____r_L_ f __&_l____~_12_g__~_LI_~_r__n_~?____~_~_~ ~ ~_~_~" 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blauk email to leave-29633268-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@Jistservmnc.edu 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Hurnan Resources 
Tuesday, August 9, 2011 

Aug. 1 0: Eat Smart~ Move Morea Weigh Less ~roqram begins 
A u g. 1 9: ..H......R.....E..a....c..!.~..i...t...a....t....~...~.....~....f.....t....h....e.......~....e.....a....r......n.....~.....m....!...n.....a..~!....~....n....s... d u e 
Aug. 30: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fall semester 
Aug. 31 : Benefits Services workshop - A Baby! What do I do? 
Sept. 5: Labor Day holiday 

Benefits Services Workshop- A Baby! What do I do? 

FROM: Ash/ey Nick!is, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Benefits Services has scheduled the following workshop now open for registration: 

A Baby! What do I do? 
Having a new child can be overwhelming. This session is intended to provide you 
with some basic processes to follow to ensure continuation of your benefits, how 
FMLA works and what work/life programs are available to new parents. 

Location: 1 04 Airport Drive, 1 500- C 
Date: Wednesday, Aug. 31 
Time: noon to 1:00 p.m. 
Sponsor: Benefits Services 

Registration is required. Employees can register online, email or call 962-2550. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 2:34 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affat~m] FW: CHT and Tria~gle Transit August 15 Roate Adj ustments 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August :tO, 20:t:t 2:29 plVl 
Subject: CHT and Triangle Transit August :t5 Route Adjustments 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this transit information: 

FOR IMMEDD, TE RELEASE 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 

CHT to implement Schedule Changes Beginning August 15, 2011 

To improve the financial sustainability of the transit system, Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will be implementing schedule changes on Monday, August 15, 

2011. CHT makes changes to its schedules two times a year in response to ridership trends, changing traffic patterns, popular destinations and growth in 

the area. These changes are made in January and August. 

Please see attachment for additional information or visit www.chtransit.org. 

For additional informatio~L please contact: Brian Ivl Litchfield, Assistant Director - Chapel Hill Transit, at 919-969-4908 or blitchfield~townofchapelhill.org. 

Within the Triangle Transit system, the 420 route to coming ii-om Hillsborough is the only route directly ~rving UNC that is going to undergo timetable adjustments. 

For complete information, please visit: 

Thank you 

27~e Department of Public Sa./~ly 

You ~ace currently subscribed to ati-iaiZam as: eunice~email.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,"lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =at?ialTam&o= 29635474 

(It may be necessaW to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-29635474-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv .unc.edu 
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Women’s organisations and the struggle for 

water and sanitation services in Chatsworth 
and Inanda, Durban" The Westcliff Flats 
Residents Association and the Didiyela 

Women’s Group 

Shauna Mottiar, Orlean Naidoo and Dudu Khumdo 

Struggles for the right to basic water and sanitation in Chatswo~h and Inanda, Durban, have largely been underlaken by 
civil society organisations lead by" women and comprising mainly female membership. This Perspective, fallowing a typol- 
ogy put forward by Rachel Einwohner, Jocelyn Hollander and Toska Olson (2000), examines the way in which two of these 
organisations narnely the Westcliff Flats Residents Association and the Didiyela Women’s Group are gendered perlaining 
to composition, goals, tactics, identities and attributions. In terms of composition, it considers how movement issues may 
attract larger numbers of female as opposed to male members. In terms of goals it considers movement objectives and 
the level of attempts to transform gender hierarchies or differentiation. With regards to tactics the way protest is framed is 
examined including anything from demonstrations and picketing, to the signs and symbols employed by movement protes- 
tors. With regards to identities it is questioned whether movement actors include cultural meanings about gender into their 
identities and whether they use these identities to lay clai m to certain issues. A review of attributions centres on the ways that 
meanings are attributed to movements bythose outside of the movement, including its opponents, and whether stereotypes 
about gender alter responses towards the movements they are attributed to. In adopting this typology for analysis, the 
writers atternpt to add some insight into the extent that approaches and techniques employed by women’s organisations 
have been successful in securing the right to basic water and sanitation. 

Gender, social movernents, women’s organisations, water) sanitation 

Introduction 
In their article entitled ’Engendering social 

movements: Cultural images and movement 

dynamics’, Rachel Einwohner, Jocdyn Hollander 

and Toska OIson (2000) develop a typology 

of the ways social movements are gendered. 

Their typology moves beyond the gendered 

composition or goals of a movement and 

considers how movement strategies, identities 

and attributions may be gendered and how 

this affects the movement and its outcomes. 

This Perspective seeks to apply the typology 
to the Westdiff Flats Residents Association 

(WFRA), Chatsworth, and the Didiyela Women’s 

Group (DWG), Inanda, in order to understand 
whether gender is an explanatory factor in the 

emergence, nature and outcomes of social 

movements (Taylor, 1999) in the Durban areas 
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of Chatsworth and Inanda. Following a research 

methods section, the Perspective is divided 
into three parts. The first part discusses the 

typology put forward by Einwohner et al within 
definitions of gender and social movements. 

The second part profiles the two organisafions 
under consideration within understandings 

of social movements and community-based 
organisations in South Africa. The third part 

applies the Einwohner et a/ typology to the 
WFRA and the DWG, considering how it can 

deepen understandings of the way in which 
gender influences social protest in Chatsworth 

and Inanda. In conclusion, the extent to which 
approaches and techniques employed by the 

organisations under study have been successful 
in securing the right to basic water and sanitation 

are considered. 

Methods 
A qualitative approach was identified as the 

most appropriate way to apply the Einwohner 
et al typology to the case study organisations. 

The study employed purposive convenience 
sampling to recruit respondents. Members 

of both organisations were briefed about the 
study during a regular organisation meeting 

in November 2010 and female members who 
were willing, were asked to remain behind after 

the rneeting in order to complete questionnaires 
pertaining to organisation composition, goals, 

tactics, identities and attributions. Members 
were informed about the academic nature 

of the study and its focus on gender and 
respondents were assured of anonymity. The 

target number of questionnaires was ten per 
case study, 20 in total. The questionnaires 

adopted a semi-structured format, ensuring 
that while all respondents were asked the same 

questions in the same sequence there was room 
for them to express their own perspectives. Only 

seven WFRA members and six DWG members 
completed questionnaires, however, bringing 

the total number of completed questionnaires 
to 13. In addition to the membership sample, 

the organisation leaders both also completed 
questionnaires which included sections on 

organisational aspects of the WFRA and DWG. 
Despite two of the authors being leaders of 

the case study organisations, ethnographic 
methods were not employed in order to centre 

the findings more firmly within the experience 
of female members as representative of the 

case study organisations. Given that the 

research gathered was drawn from within the 
organisations under study and not from external 

organisations, other members of civil society 
or government, any conclusions with regards 

identities and attributions are acknowledged as 
being limited. 

Gender and social movements 
’Gender’ refers to the "social and cultural 
interpretations and expectations that are 

associated with sex yet that go beyond biological 

characteristics" (Einwohner et al, 2000:682). 
Furthermore, gender operates at the levels of 

an individual characteristic, a social activity, 
as group level expectations and patterns of 
behaviour and as a broader system of hierarchy 

(Einwohner et a/, 2000). ’Social movements’ 
have been described as: 

"forms of collective action with a high degree 

of popular participation, which use non- 

institutional channels, and which formulate 
their demands while simultaneously finding 
forms of action to express them, thus 

establishing themselves as collective subjects, 

that is as a group or social category" (Jelin, 

1986 quoted in Ballard et al, 2005:617). 

The typology formulated by Einwohner et al 

(2000) proposes five ways in which social 
movements could be gendered. The first is in 
terms of composition. In this sense movements 

focused on issues that directly affect women 
such as the right to abortion which may well 

attract larger numbers of female, as opposed to 
male members. Movements that deal with issues 

not directly affecting women per se but that for 
some reason attract more women than men are 

another case. Exarnples of such issues include 
anirnal rights and peace activism (Einwohner 

et al, 2000). When considering composition 
the typology also considers that social 

images associated with sex and pre-existing 
mobilisation may influence the gendering of 

movements. The second way a movement may 
be gendered according to the typology, is in 

terms of goals. These goals may attempt to 
change gender hierarchies or differentiation. 

Examples would include the women’s movement 
seeking political and social change in terms of 

gender (Einwohner et al, 2000). The third way 
a movement may be gendered is in terms of 



tactics. This would refer to the ways protest 

would be framed and would include anything 
from demonstrations and picketing to the signs 

and symbols employed by movement protestors~ 
Examples of the way tactics would be gendered 

include female activists handing out gifts of 
flowers and home-baked goods associating 

the action with traditional understandings of 
femininity or of female activists banging on pots 

in protest thus invoking the concept of women 

as providers and nourishers (Einwohner et al, 

2000). The fourth way the typology understands 
a movement may be gendered is in terms of 

identities. Movement actors therefore include 
cultural meanings about gender into their 

identities and use these identities to lay claim 
to certain issues~ Examples of this include peace 

movements using feminine or maternal images 

to advocate for peace (Einwohner et al, 2000). 
The fifth way a movement may be gendered is 
in terms of attributions. This refers to meanings 
attributed to movements by those outside of the 

movement including its opponents. In this sense: 

"movements are gendered to the extent that 

opponents and other third parties evaluate 
them in terms of gender...these evaluations 

may either hamper or facilitate protest 

efforts" (Einwohner et a/, 2000:688). 

Examples of gendered attributions include 

opponent responses to American women 
animal rights activists as ’stupid housewives’ and 

Argentinean politicians failing to take members 
of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo seriously 

when they began a series of demonstrations 

against the military government on account of 
the fact that they were just "crazy women" who 

posed no real threat to the regime (Einwohner 

et al, 2000:689). Stereotypes about gender 
may, therefore, delay and even alter responses 

towards the movements they are attributed to. 

The Westdiff Flats Residents 
Association and the Didiyela 
Women’s Group 
Within the literature on contemporary civil 

society in South Africa it is argued that social 
movements and survivalist community-based 

organisations are products of government’s 
adoption of neo-liberal economic policies 

resulting, among other things, in mass water 

and electricity cut-offs, home repossessions and 

rent evictions (Habib, 2005). A survey conducted 
in 2002 indicated that some ten million water 
and electricity cut-offs for non-payment had 
been recorded and that two million people were 

evicted from their homes (McDonald & Pape, 
2002). The WFRA and the DWG, as civil society 
formations in their respective communities, act 
as mechanisms for contesting and engaging the 
state and also enable poor and marginalised 
communities to survive on a day to day basis 

(Habib, 2005). 

Both the WFRA and the DWG are examples 
of this. The WFRA formed part of the Concerned 

Citizens Forum (CCF), a social movement 
orientated around the working class urban areas 

of the Durban (eThekweni)Municipality, namely 
Bayview and Westcliff in the Indian township of 
Chatsworth. The CCF reflected the reactions 
of working-class people to the government 
economic policies resulting in evictions and 
water and electricity disconnections owing to 

non-payment at a local level (Dwyer, 2004). A 
survey conducted in 1999 of the Bayview and 
Westcliff areas indicated that out of the 504 
farnilies living there, 75 per cent lived below 

the poverty line, 58 per cent were unemployed 
and 42 per cent dependent on welfare grants 

(Dwyer, 2004:9). The DWG serves a cornrnunity 
of women in Urnzinyathi under the Qadi Tribal 
Authority, Inanda falling under the Durban 

(eThekweni) Municipality, Ward 3. Of the 5 284 

households in Ward 3, 2 531 are traditional and 
while electricity services are provided to 74 per 
cent of formal households, dwelling/yard water 
is only provided to 27 per cent of households and 
flushing toilets to 7 per cent. Non-economically 
active people represent 46 per cent of the the 

residents (Durban Government Media Gazette, 
2007:8 - statistics drawn from 2001 census). 

The WFRA is a community-based 
organisation. It was established in 1998 in 
response to housing evictions, electricity and 
water cut-offs and rising rental costs. The WFRA 
advocates and lobbies for policy change to 

make basic services affordable and accessible 

and also acts to educate and empower the 
community it serves with regards to rights 
to services and the responsibilities of local 
authorities. It is a highly structured organisation 
with leadership constituted by a chair, vice-chair, 
secretary and treasurer elected by the members. 
It also has eight working committee members 
and running costs are generally funded by the 



membership. It holds regular weekly meetings 

which are typically attended by a 100 members. 
Eighty five per cent of WFRA members are 

women. 

The DWG is a community-based organ- 

isation. It was established in 2008 as a way 
to collect money to purchase food and pay 

school fees for the children of members. The 
organisation soon began to address issues of 

service delivery however, especially with regards 

to sanitation in rural areas. The DWG consists 
of 28 members all of whom are women and 
range from young mothers to older women. 

Leadership consists of four office bearers: 

a chair, vice-chair, secretary and treasurer. 
Regular meetings are held and are open 
to all. The DWG has no formal funding but 

members contribute whatever they are able 
towards running costs and community projects 

spearheaded by the organisation. 

WFRA and DWG composition and 
goals 
Compositionally the WFRA is dominated by 

female members but deals with issues that do 
not affect women only. Members described it as 

a ’community’ organisation and not a ’women’s’ 
organisation. The fact that membership seems 

to have attracted larger numbers of women 
than men is attributed to the fact that men 

are "too lazy" (Anonyrnous Respondent 1, 
WFRA, Novernber 2010) to attend meetings 

and don’t care to undertake the trying work 
of the organisation. Members interviewed 

indicated that women are ’stronger’ than men, 
if not physically then mentally. Women are also 

more committed to achieving the goals of the 

organisation, with regards, for exarnple, to 
accessing running water in their homes because 
they are the primary child carers. Women 

are further seen as having a greater sense of 
commitment to the ’community’ and therefore 

to issues affecting the community~ than men. 
The high number of female members was 

also attributed to the fact that large numbers 
of women are unemployed and can therefore 

commit time to the organisation’s activities 
and many women in the community are single 

and are forced to fight their own battles. 

Most (female) members argued that male 
membership is important for the organisation, 
given that the problem of access to basic water, 

for example, is an issue that affects both sexes 

alike and that men should be involved in issues 
that affect the community as a whole. Members 

also pointed out that sometimes ’physical’ work 
is carried out within the arnbit of organisational 

duties and able men would aid this aspect of 
activity. This was however distinguishable from 

some members who argued that additional 
male members would make the organisation 

’stronger’ as an entity. 

The DWG is, as implied, a wornen’s organ- 

isation composed of only female members. 
Most members are fairly direct about the fact 

that the organisation is better off without any 
male members -to quote one of the members: 

"We think there should be no men at all 

because they complicate things that are (already) 
complicated...especially when it comes to toilet 

issues" (Anonymous Respondent 1, DWG, 

November 2010). 

The physical presence of men was also seen as 
a barrier to the workings of the organisation 

limiting decision-making process: 

"What happens is that where there are men, 
we automatically become subordinates and 

we are forced to listen to what they say. Also 
it is very difficult to find good men. Those 

who support us do not want to get involved. 
Those who get involved are called bad 

names" (Anonymous Respondent 1, DWG, 

November 2010). 

In terms of increasing or supplementing 

rnernbership it was argued that more younger 
women should join the organisation to relieve 

the burden on the older women. The DWG is 
viewed by its members as being an organisation 

that deals with issues pertaining specifically to 
women. In this sense, sanitation is firmly in 

the ’female’ terrain as it is women who have 
to deal with the complication of non-flushing 

toilets for use by children and the elderly. 
This is challenging as the non-flushing or 

urine diversion system requires that urine be 
separated from faeces and that sand or ash be 

used to cover excrement immediately after use 
of the toilet facility. It is also women who have 

to empty and clean these toilets. 

Goals of both the WFRA and the DWG are 
less oriented towards influencing gendered 

compositions and more closely focused on 



dealing with basic issues of survival, such as 

access to basic water and sanitation facilities for 
the communities involved. 

The goals of the WFRA were informed in 
the late ]990s when the rnaintenance grant to 

’Indian’ people was cut by one third to reach 
the African population who had been excluded 

under apartheid. The pressure on households 
was also increased by an increase in Chatsworth 

rentals, electricity and water tariffs, forcing 
people into evictions, arrears and disconnection 

of services for non-payment. The WFRA has 
been part of a long struggle to advocate at local 

government level for better living conditions and 
affordable services to the Chatsworth poor. 

With particular reference to water 

services, the WFRA advocacy has moved from 

moratoriums on disconnections, cancellation of 
arrears, the demand for less complicated water 

bills and reviews of tariff increases, to the call for 
access to free basic water as entrenched in the 
country’s constitutional socio-economic rights 

obligations and resisting the water ’trickier’ 

(limiter) system (Naidoo, 2010). Most members 
interviewed also stressed that organisation goals 
are linked to the pursuit of an overall betterment 

of the community. 

The gaols of the DWG are to achieve more 

productive levels of participation with local 
authorities regarding choices around sanitation 

options for households in the community. 
The urine diversion system of sanitation was 

adopted for traditional homesteads in Inanda 
because the provision of waterborne sewerage 

infrastructure to newly incorporated rural areas 
would be too costly and the limited volume of 

free water per month would not sustain flushing 

toilets, malting the case for dry sanitation 

(Khumalo, 2010). Members of the DWG see one 
of their main goals as being able to influence 

municipal policy regarding sanitation in their 
community. The organisation also advocates 

for municipal services in terms of disposing of 

waste, in order to reduce the burden on women 
who maintain and clean the toilets. 

WFRA and DWG tactics, identities 
and attributions 

Tactics employed bytheWFRAdo not fitwithin 
conventionally gendered norms, in that they are 

not framed within traditional understandings of 
femininity that are frequently very narrow and 

call for women’s subordination, rather than 
organisation to oppose their oppression. In 

the case of the WFRA, the gender tactics reflect 
a challenge to narrow meanings of gender 

identity. Female members have consistently 
utilised tactics traditionally associated with 

the male domain. Tactics that have included 
physically removing municipal disconnectors 
from flats, replacing pipes, modifying the water 
’trickier’ system and reconnecting the water 

supply, were carried out as a matter of course by 
female members. The tactics employed in fact 

played a large role in forcing the municipality 
to engage with the Westcliff community, given 

that the attempts to remove services for non- 
payment were rendered futile. Other tactics 

employed by the WFRA included a High Court 
action against the municipality on the grounds 

of a South African citizen’s socio-econornic 
right to a supply of basic waten This court 

action occurred in 2000 with the WFRA and 
Thulisile Christina Manquele, a Westcliff flat 

dweller, as applicants. The applicants argued 
that Manquele had the right to a basic water 

supply and so should not have suffered a water 
disconnection for non-payment. The action 

was unsuccessful, however, as the court ruled 
that the disconnection was a credit control 

mechanism. The organisation also employs 
basic methods of protest, such as marching 

and serving petitions on local authorities, as 
well as organising defiance campaigns. The 

DWG has a smaller range of tactical responses 
and its stress on peaceful means may have 

some bearing on tactics traditionally preferred 
by women. These include submitting memos 

to the local ward councillor who is designated 
to represent the community’s issues within the 

local government system. The organisation 
also seeks to directly engage with municipal or 

traditional authorities by formally requesting 
meetings. The formal requests for meetings do 



not always yield results, an example given being 
when a report prepared by municipal attendees 
for ’higher structures’ failed to reflect the needs 
of the Inanda community with regards sanitation 
even though they were clearly articulated at the 
meeting. DWG leadership pointed to the tactic 
employed by Ma Lilian Ngoyi, leading women 
in a march against the pass laws, as an example 
for the DWG. This is because it is a peaceful 
rather than violent manner of protest. 

The main gendered identities emerging 
from the WFRA that rnembers use to lay claim to 
their gender interests include the role of mothers 
acting in the interests of their children and of 
women being more concerned with community 
issues than men: 

"(I am a) mother, I will fight tooth and nail 
to protect my family. I will picket daily to 
achieve what will rnake my community a safe 

place" (Anonymous Respondent 2, WFRA, 

November 2010). 

A dominant identity that emerges for the WFRA, 
is the strength and capability of women who 
have taken on roles traditionally associated with 
men’s skills in the gender segregation of work, 
to resolve the problems in the cornrnunity. 

Gendered identities within the DWG centre 
on the burdens placed on women as a result 
of the gender division of labour performed in 
the household as the mothers and carers in a 
patriarchal environment. Furthermore members 
of the organisation see themselves as having 
selfless qualities which are not shared by men. 
In reference to the community garden initiative 
spearheaded by the organisation a member 
stated, "Our men do not do gardening, they only 

do it if they are going to be paid" (Anonymous 
Respondent 3, DWG, November 2010). DWG 
members also see themselves as persistent by 
virtue of being women in the effort to improve 

sa n itatio n: 

"Men take issues easy, and they still believe 
that the person who has more power or in 
the higher structures will come to them and 
tell them what to do and what to wait for. We 
women do not believe in such but we keep 
nagging, as they say. And we want details, 

more details" (Anonymous Respondent 1, 

DWG, November 2010). 

Meanings attributed to the WFRA, to the extent 
that third parties evaluate its members in terms 

of gender, are conflicted with regards men in the 
community. Some of the members believed that 
men acknowledge and respect the work carried 
out by the organisation and that men view the 
women members of the organisation as ’strong’ 

and ’competitive’. Views from leadership 
quarters differed somewhat with the view that 

men in the community can be ’disrespectful’ 
towards women and that they view women as 
’weak’, and by implication ineffective. In terms 

of attributions from local government quarters, 
some members argued that local politicians and 

officials "see us as a threat because we speak 

our minds" (Anonymous Respondent 2, WFRA, 

November 2010). Other members stressed that 
that there was a respect for the organisation 
from municipal authorities following the 
building of a working relationship which did not 
exist at the outset of the struggle. 

Attributions linked with DWG members from 

men in the community and local government 
authorities suggest that the organisafion is 
significantly evaluated in terms of gender, and 
that it hampers participation and engagement. 
Members stated that men in their community 
for the most part consider them "stubborn" 
and women who "do not have enough work 

to do in the home" (Anonymous Respondent 2, 
DWG, Novernber 2010). Municipal authorities 
have been known to dismiss DWG members 
with "umhlaba wamadoda !ona ayikho into 

eningayenza (this is a man’s world, there is 

nothing you can do)" (Anonyrnous Respondent 

3, DWG, November 2010). Traditional 
authorities seern ambivalent towards the DWG. 
A rnernber stated, "They do not care except 
that they say we are teaching our children to 

be stubborn" (Anonymous Respondent 3, DWG, 
November 2010). Despite this perception, 
however, the view from the leadership quarter 

is that the Inkosi (chief) and Izinduna (headman) 
view DWG leaders as strong women with valid 
objectives. Very often engagements are carried 
out with the Inkosi through his wife, suggesting 
that the DWG, being a women’s organisation, is 
seen as best being dealt with by a woman within 

the (albeit unofficial) traditional ambit. 

Discussion 
Applying the Einwohner et a/ typology to the 
WFRA and the DWG adds some insight into 
the way tactics, identities and attributions 
may affect the workings of the organisations, 



whether positively or negatively. In the case of 

the WFRA, tactics traditionally associated with 

masculine identity, involving plumbing skills, 
were undertaken by women in resistance to 
cut-offs of the water supply for non-payment. 

This played a vital role in paving the way for 
engagement with the municipality. Arguably, 

municipal efforts to disconnect water supplies 
and consequently to force payment for services 

were shown to be futile. The relationship 
between the WFRA and the municipality has, 

therefore, evolved to one of engagement, rather 
than conflict, leading to an ongoing upgrading 

of water services in Chatsworth with new meters 
being installed, accumulated arrears wril~en off 

and the delivery of free water under the Free 
Basic Water policy. The WFRA’s success in this 

regard echoes other research carried out in the 
Durban area relating to the success of women’s 

organisations and women’s struggles. A study 

by Caroline Skinner (2009) centred on the Self 

Employed Women’s Union (SEWU) showed that 
it was an "articulate group of female_.traders" 

(Skinner, 2009:104) that created the context 
for the Warwick Junction Project improving the 

environment and infrastructure for informal 
traders. The study shows how SEWU, through 

negotiations with the city council, fought, won 
and forrnalised a space for traditional rnedicine 

traders, and successfully lobbied to entrench the 
livelihood of cardboard collectors. 

In terms of identities, members of both 
the WFRA and the DWG seem to understand 
part of their strength as organisations as being 
linked with their being female. In the case of the 
WFRA, women are seen to be both mentally and 

physically strong, responsible for children and 

concerned with comrnunity as a whole. Likewise, 
DWG members see women as concerned with 

the well-being of the community but also bearing 
the responsibility for children and the elderly in 

a selfless way and being more persistent. These 
qualities are framed as necessary in continuing 

struggles for water and sanitation services 
especially when juxtaposed with the ’laziness’ 
and ’not caring to do anything for free’ male 

a~tributes highlighted. This coincides with the 

’triple role’ of women highlighted in feminist 

debates (Moser, 1993:27) whereby women play 
not only a ’reproductive’ as well as ’productive’ 
role but also a ’community managing’ role. 

The ’community managing’ role comprises 
activities undertaken "primarily by women at 

the community level, as an extension of their 
reproductive role" to "ensure the provision and 

maintenance of scarce resources of collective 
consumption, such as water, health care and 

education", this work is "voluntary unpaid work, 

undertaken in ’free time’ " (Moser, 1993:34). 
The ’community managing’ role is contrasted 
with the ’community politics’ role undertaken by 

men at the community level where "organising 
at the formal political level" is "usually paid 

work, either directly or indirectly, through wages 

or increases in status and power" (Moser, 

1993:34). 

In the case of the DWG, it seems that 
altributions and being framed a ’women’s’ 

organisation has significant impact on how 
seriously organisafion goals are viewed by local 

authorities as the municipality has not taken their 
demands very seriously, despite the demand for 

better sanitation for the community as a whole. 
This may have some bearing on the fact that 

the DWG has made no progress advocating for 
alternative forms of sanitation beyond the urine 

diversion system. Meetings with the municipality 
failed to record the views of DWG members 

adequately. Instead municipal officials have 
continued their campaign to popularise the 

urine diversion system of sanitation in affected 
areas. This reflects how consultation with women 

in communities on sanitation system is critical, 
and that position reflects how inappropriate 

technologies and systerns introduce demands 
on women in which they are required to 

perform additional labour, which is not taken 
into consideration. 

Patriarchy is ever present in South African 
society and may appear under the guise of 

"culture" and "tradition", perpetuating the 
unequal division of labour and women’s 

subordination (Bentley, 2004:247). Furthermore 
within debates around inequality and the 

feminisaflon of poverty, a~tributions associated 
with the DWG reflect the way in which women 

are rnarginalised in terrns of the ability to 
participate in public life and decision making 

(Bentley, 2004). 



Conclusion 
The WFRA and the DWG both reflect the way 

in which gender can affect a rnovernent’s 

processes. In the case of the WFRA, tactics 

traditionally associated with the masculine were 

adopted and successfully utilised by female 

members, forcing the municipality to abandon 

its aggressive techniques of cost recovery 

for water services in favour of community 

engagement and the provision of free water. 

In the case of the DWG, attributions of being 

a female organisation hampered the ability 

of its members to pan~icipate meaningfully 

at the local level. This was evident in the way 

the organisation’s input regarding alternative 

forms of sanitation were not implernented by 

local authorities. The WFIRA and DWG are both 

examples of the role played by social movements 

advocating for rights to water and sanitation in 

Durban and the particular challenges faced 

by female led organisations with regards 

local level service delivery, accountability and 

participation. 

Notes 
1. Acknowledgements are due to the leadership of 

both organisations who took tirne out of their busy 
schedules to engage in this discussion and also to 
members of the organisations for participating in 
the questionnaire phase. The views expressed in this 
Perspective are those of the authors and not of the 
Centre for Civil Society, the Westcliff Flats Residents 
Association or the Didiyela Women’s Group. 

2. For the purposes of this Perspective the term 
’community’ is used to refer to the members of the 
WFRA and the DWG, as well as the respective flat 
dwellers and homestead dwellers they advocate for. 
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AGENDA 

Sunday 14 August 
Travel to Durban 

MEALS on your own 

In Durban, we will be staying at Anstey’s Beach Backpackers, (477 Marine Drive, Bluff, 

Durban, Kwa-Zulu Natal 4001, South Africa. Tel: +27 (0) 31 467 1192 / E: 
ansteysbeach@mweb.co.za). Wi-Fi is available for R21 (1 hour vouchers) 

8:30 to 10:30 

10:30 to 11:00 
11:00 to 1:00 

1:00 to 2:30 
2:30 to 4:30 
4.~0 to 5:00 
5:00 to 6:15 

Monday 15 August 
Team Meeting at Anstey’s (Khaya Manzi Cottage) 

Opening Remarks, Introductions and Country Team Updates 
Each country team will have about 30 minutes to provide an 

overview of what they have been doing during the past year, and to 

report on how the parmet~’hips among academic and NGO 
partners are working, how students" are invoh~ed with the project, 

your preparations for the student exchange trips, and your 
progress m meeting the project’s overall goals. What will you be 
aiming to accomp#sh over the next year? What challenges have 
you f!tced," what is working well? If you can show some photos in a 

short PowerPoint, this wouM be great. Each team is welcome to 
choose one or several representatives to present this overview. 

Hopefully we will have time after the presentations for a short 

discussion about the project’s overall progress to date. 
TEA!COFFEE BREAK 
PAR Training. Patrick Mbanjwa. 

Patrick will help us to develop our skills for working with local 

community members in participatory ways on climate change, 
water, and political engagement issues. 

LUNCH- provided for the group at Anstey’s 
PAR Training (continued). PatrickMbanjwa. 
BREAK 
Student Research Forum (panel presentations) 
Water Governance and Adaptation to Climate Change in Informal 
Settlements: Case of Huruma, Nairobi, Kenya. Stephen Otieno 

The Role of State and Non-State Actors in Climate Change 
Adaptation: The Case of Flood Risk Management in Kibera 
Informal Settlement, Nairobi. Elizabeth K. Wamuchiru 
Responding to Water Insecurity in Durban. Alex Todd 



8:30 

7:00 

The role of participation in water resources management in South 
Africa’s Mvoti to Mzimkulu Water Management Area. Beth 
Lorimer 
!4/-e will hear and provide feedback on the students’ research 
projects, documenting and advancmg~ our project’s objectives. 
DINNER on your own 

Tuesday 16 August 
Field Visits in Durban 

Bus leaves Anstey’s. Box LUNCH provided. 
Community meeting in one of the four areas where Umphilo 
waManzi works on climate changes and water adaptation 
Community activists, who were trained in PAR, will come from 
the other communities to present briefly on the issues and ideas 
from their respective areas. 
Maputo and Nairobi partners to talk about their work (making 
linkages to what they have heard) 
SDCEA Toxic Tour after lunch 
Return to hotel by about 5 p.m. 
PROJECT DINNER together at Bud’ s on the Bay 

8.~0 

Wednesday 17 August 
Trip to Maputo 

Bus leaves Anstey’s. LUNCH at a stop on the road in Swaziland - 
on your own. Arrival by about 6 p.m. at Hotel Tivoli in Maputo. 

DINNER on your own. 

In Maputo, we will be staying at the Hotel Tivoli (Av 25 de Setembro 1321, Maputo, 
Mozambique. Tel: 00 258 21l 307600/6/E: snreservashtm@tvcabo.co.mz) 

8:30 

Thursday 18 August 
Field Visits in Maputo 

Bus leaves Hotel Tivoli. LUNCH with the group, at a restaurant en 
route. Return to Hotel Tivoli by about 5 p.m. DINNER on your 

own. 

8:30 

8:45 to 10:30 

Friday 19 August 
Team Meetings - Planning for the next year 
Faculty of Education, Eduardo Mondlane University 
Bus leaves Hotel Tivoli for the university campus 
Review project’s goals and methods - discussion. 
Can we now characterize the current institutional framework for 
urban water governance in each city? How can we present and use 



10:30 to 11:00 
11:00 to 1:00 

1:00 to 2:30 
2:30 to 4:30 

7:00 

this information in local communities? How do different groups 
cope with climate change and variability? 
BREAK 
What are some of the w’ays that different proj ect partners are 
helping to enhance civil society’s roles in adapting to climate 
change and variability? How do these methods help vulnerable 
groups? What kinds of education, training and awareness 
programmes are we developing? What commonalities and themes 
are emerging? Discussion. 
LUNCH provided at the University for the group 
What are some ways to include local government officials and 
contribute to water governance in each city? How can we bring 
government officials and community- members together in creative 
ways to address climate change and water needs? Discussion. 
Return by bus to Hotel Tivoli. 
PROJECT DINNER with the group. 

8:30 
8:45 to 110:30 

10:30 to 11:00 
ll:00 to 1:00 

Saturday 20 August 
Team Meeting - Sharing our results 

Faculty of Education, Eduardo Mondlane University 
Bus leaves Hotel Tivoli for the university campus 
Recording, writing up, disseminating our work via websites, 
conferences, papers, books etc. What are the potentials and how 
can we do this effectively? 
BREAK 
Planning for our proj ect’s involvement at COP17 in Durban 
(November, 2011) and for next year’s final team meeting in 
Nairobi. Plans for monitoring and evaluation. Final remarks and 
farewells. 
Bus returns to Hotel Tivoli. 
Afternoon free; LUNCH and DINNER on your own. 

8.~0 

Sunday 21 August 
Return trip to Durban / return travel 

Bus leaves Hotel Tivoli. Arrival in Durban by about 6 p.m. 
MEALS on your own. 





Fracking protesters hit the streets 

August 9 2011 at 04:22pm 

REUTERS 

International petroleum group Shell could spend up to 200 million US 

dollars (about 1.4 billion rand) in the exploration phase of its plans 
to extract shale gas in the Karoo. 

Demonstrators wearing gas masks, lab coats to emulate scientists from 

oil company Shell protested in Cape Town on Tuesday against hydraulic 

fracturing (fracking) for shale gas. 

Shell SA is punting shale gas as an affordable alternative to coal, 

nuclear and renewable energy industries and wants to explore 90000km of 
the Karoo. 

The protesters included a man dressed up as a cane wielding silent film 

actor Charlie Chaplin, claim that fracking is causing massive 

contamination of water supplies and is mostly affecting women and 
children who live in the areas where it occurs. 

"Fracking is affecting not just the Karoo. It affects about half of 
South Africa’s landmass including areas in the Drakensberg," said Marina 
Louw, an organiser from Climate Justice Campaign which took part in the 
demonstration with environmental organisation Earthlife Africa. 

’% lot of the waste water from fracking is being discharged into rivers 
and the chemicals are leaching up radioactivity under ground. 

"Water becomes your blood plasma and spinal fluid. 

"The most vulnerable people are rural women and children because they 
live in these areas and many get their water from where fracking water 

is dumped." 

The protesters who had gathered outside the Natural History Museum in 

the Company’s Gardens in the Cape Town city centre held up banners 
reading, "Stop fracking with our water", "Frack off" and "Fracking poisons". 

"I’m a musician and I’m going to write a song about this," one of the 
older male protesters said, 

"You know they have the slogan ’go well go Shell’, well my lyrics will 
be ’go well go to hell’." 



The protester impersonating Chaplin did not answer when asked about the 
significance of his costume, but instead raised his cane and mimed a 

choking motion. 

He then pulled a gas mask over his face and coughed before joining the 

protesters who marched into Cape Town shouting repeatedly: "Fracking 

no... Clean energy now and forever". - Sapa 

Policy Update #9 
What Can a Deal in Durban Deliver? 
posted on: Tuesday, ]une 28th, 2011 

by: Chris Spence, Deputy Director, IISD Reporting Services 

The recent negotiations in Bonn, Germany, under the IJN Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) offer clues about what might be achieved at the end-of-year 

conference in Durban, South Africa. 

The latest round of climate change talks in Bonn are over. Weary delegates are back in 
capitals. Some are probably reflecting on the discussions; others may be trying their best to 

forget them. The lucky ones are preparing for well-earned vacations with family or friends 
in luly or August. Yet with only one more official negotiating session remaining between 

now and the opening of the 17th session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 17) in 
Durban in late November, it is worth reviewing what happened in Bonn. As things now 

stand, what sort of an outcome can we expect in Durban? 

Bonn... But Not Forgotten? 

The June 2011 Bonn meeting is unlikely to be remembered for either an auspicious start or 

a memorable end. It began with agenda disputes in the subsidiary bodies on 

implementation (SBI) and scientific and technological advice (SBSTA), as each tried to 
digest and address the outcomes from the Cancun Climate Change Conference held last 

December. Equally, the Bonn meeting hardly ended on a high, with outcomes my colleagues 

on the Earth Negotiations Bulletin (ENB) team characterized as "relatively modest." 
According to our ENB experts, "a lot of work [needs] to be done before COP 17" (to read 

their excellent summary and analysis from Bonn, visit: 

http:!!www.iisd.ca!download!pd(!enb 71.2 S 71.3 e.pdf). 

The main goal in Bonn was to make progress across a range of topics in order to smooth 
the path to success in Durban later this year. Much of the direction for the Bonn discussions 

was provided by the Cancun Agreements, which were adopted in December 2010. The 
Cancun Agreements contain a variety of decisions ranging from a general recognition of the 

need for deep cuts in global emissions to specific decisions on new institutions or processes 



such as the Technology Mechanism, Adaptation Committee and Green Climate Fund. 

Delegates in Cancun also agreed to extend the mandates of the Ad Hoc Working Groups 
addressing broader issues under the UNFCCC (AWG-LCA) and the future of the Kyoto 

Protocol (AWG-KP). Both the AWG-KP and AWG-LCA now have mandates that take them 
through to COP 17 in Durban. 

Taken as a whole, the Cancun outcomes and discussions in Bonn (and an earlier session of 
the AWGs in Bangkok) suggest that Durban will be judged largely on how it addresses three 

main topics: 
¯ agreement on a second commitment period for the Kyoto Protocol (under which 

developed countries would take on legally-binding commitments post-2012); 
¯ progress on a broader, comprehensive agreement that includes all major emitters; 

and 
¯ progress in operationalizing new institutions such as the Technology Mechanism 

and Green Climate Fund. 

What are the prospects for success on these three issues in Durban? Below is an 

assessment of each element as things stand in the aftermath of the June 2011 Bonn 

meeting. 

Will the Kyoto Music Stop? 

As I noted in a previous policy update, there has been a growing sense in recent years that 
negotiators will be unable to agree on a second commitment period under the Kyoto 

Protocol. The latest Bonn talks provided little evidence to disprove this belief. The merry 
band that formed back in 1997 and pledged to cut emissions is now shrinking rapidly. 
Japan, Canada and the Russian Federation have all recently declared that they will not join 

in a second commitment period under the Protocol. With the US never ratifying, only a 

diminished group--the EU, Norway, Switzerland and a few others--now appear willing to 
sign on the dotted line. An agreement involving a smaller group of mostly European 

countries has been dubbed a "mini-Kyoto" or "Kyotino" by some insiders. However, many 
observers are asking if it is even worth having a second period if so many industrialized 

countries are now unwilling to commit. With the first commitment period set to end on 31 

December 2012, time is extremely short to negotiate a viable alternative. Based on the 
recent discussions in Bonn and Bangkok, there is little reason to believe Durban can deliver 

a major breakthrough. On the other hand, it is not completely out of the question that it 

could provide clarity on the Protocol’s fate, either by giving it a "decent burial" or by 
securing a limited second commitment period that preserves Kyoto’s rules and approach 

for long enough to allow an orderly transition to something else. 

Prospects for agreement in Durban: Poor. 

Can Durban Seal a Comprehensive New Deal? 

Even an ambitious second commitment period under Kyoto will not deliver the type of 

emissions reductions needed to keep the lid on climate change. Some industrialized 



countries have been vocal in calling for a comprehensive global agreement that includes all 

major emitters. Only an ambitious treaty covering all key players could possibly limit global 
temperature rise to 2°C or less. 

The concern on the part of developing countries is that such a treaty could blur the lines 
between the obligations of developed and developing countries. Under Kyoto, developed 

countries undertook to take the lead in combating climate change. This is a condition the 

South wants honored, and explains why they continue to press hard for a second 
commitment period. 

The result of these two divergent opinions has been a circular argument where some 

industrialized countries press for a more comprehensive treaty while developing countries 

insist on the North first taking the lead with ambitious binding targets under Kyoto. Both 
sides present good arguments, but the different approaches they espouse presents a 

daunting challenge for the process. 

Arguably, the 2009 Copenhagen Accord was the result of this stand off. With neither side 

willing to "blink" first and risk losing their bargaining power, an alternative "pledge and 
review" process emerged to fill the gap. Pledge and review is essentially a bottom-up 

approach whereby any country can voluntarily make any promises it feels are appropriate, 

with its pledges subject to review later. The pledge and review approach has a simple 
elegance that appeals to quite a few parties, including the US. However, others criticize it as 

a "lowest common denominator" approach that would not provide a legally-binding 
framework and could not guarantee the level of ambition needed to prevent extreme 

climate change. 

So how does the "pledge and review" system affect efforts to achieve a comprehensive 

agreement? As the ENB team noted in its analysis, there was a sense in Bonn that the US 

and others who are comfortable with the Copenhagen Accord’s pledge and review 
approach already have what they want, meaning there is "little incentive to go any further." 

Prospects for agreement in Durban: Poor. 

Can Durban Deliver on the Details? 

The Cancun Agreements established various institutions and processes under the UNFCCC. 

Several now need to have their rules finalized and become operational. COP 17 in Durban 

will be judged in part on whether it can deliver solid outcomes on the Technology 
Mechanism, Adaptation Committee, Green Climate Fund and Standing Committee on 

Finance. 

One risk in this respect is the insistence by some delegations that "their" particular priority 

issue must not slip behind others in terms of the progress made in negotiations. The 
popular refrain of "nothing is agreed until everything is agreed" sounds fair in theory. 

However, it is going to be hard to achieve agreement in practice when what’s on the 
negotiating table literally seems to include almost everything.., even sinks (although of the 

carbon rather than kitchen variety). 



In spite of this note of caution, the meeting in Bonn provided a fairly optimistic picture. At 
this point in time, the prevailing opinion seems to be that Durban could deliver some 

successes in operationalizing the new institutions and processes established in Cancun. 

Prospects for agreement in Durban: Fair. 

The Road Goes Ever On? 

At this point in time, a gambler would probably be willing to bet that the Durban COP could 
achieve success in operationalizing at least some of the new institutions and processes 

agreed in Cancun. However, insiders are far less optimistic on the likelihood that the AWG- 

KP will conclude its work on a second commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol, or 

that the AWG-LCA will secure a comprehensive broader agreement. As things currently 
stand, an outright success for the AWG-LCA or AWG-KP must be considered extremely 

unlikely at COP 17. 

While progress on new institutions in Durban should be warmly welcomed, it must be 
noted that only an ambitious global agreement could deliver the deep emissions cuts called 

for by the scientific community. Anything less will certainly commit the world to dangerous 
anthropogenic interference in our climate. 

Of course, Durban will not be the last opportunity to achieve such a breakthrough. The 
UNFCCC road will continue with many more milestones and "key meetings" in the coming 

years. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that climate change will not wait indefinitely 

for negotiators to find a breakthrough. The UNFCCC may already have followed its path for 
the last 20 years. But its road must not become a never-ending journey. 

Pledge to Kyoto the bottom line 
YOLANDI GROENEWALD - Aug 05 2011 14:21 

South Africa will fight to ensure that the Kyoto Protocol does not die at the United Nations’s 
big climate change conference, C0P17, in Durban at the end of the year, Environment 
Minister Edna Molewa pledged this week. 

Although Cabinet will approve South Africa’s official negotiating position only in October, 

Molewa and International Relations Minister Maite Nkoana-Mashabane gave the world a 
preview of government’s likely strategy stance at a media conference in Pretoria this week. 

They warned that South Africa was unlikely to budge on Kyoto. 

The press conference was called after the Mail & Guardian reported last week rumoured 

tensions between the two ministers and their departments and concern that South Africa 
was falling behind in its preparations for the event, during which the world will again 

attempt to thrash out a new climate treaty. 



Standing side by side, the ministers gave the assurance that plans were on track and there 
was "no turf battle". Nkoana-Mashabane said South Africa vocabulary did not allow for the 

concept of "turf war". "I’m the president Iof COP 171. Everyone knows their role." 

She said the government knew that expectations were high because of South Africa’s 

history as a reconciler of opposing positions. 

"We picked up on unease on the general state of readiness," said Nkoana-Mashabane. "But 

you can tell the international community we are more than ready." 

Much is expected of South Africa as a host nation and the country’s negotiating position will 
play a large part in brokering a climate treaty. 

In addition to a "determination on the second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol", a 

further South African priority was to remain in step with Africa while balancing its 
membership of the Basic Group, which incorporates Brazil, India and China. They are seen 

to include the developing world’s major polluters. 

"In view of the fact that Africa is the continent most affected by climate change it is 

important that it continues to speak with one voice," Molewa said. 

However, it is becoming clear that South Africa does not visualise a legally binding 
agreement coming out of Durban. 

Molewa said the conference would "be a step towards a fair global regime on climate rather 
than concluding a comprehensive agreement". 

Unresolved issues from the 2007 Bali conference would have to be put on the agenda in 
Durban, while the Cancfin agreement needed to be built in, she said. 

South Africa would push hard to ensure that adaptation to climate change was at the centre 

of any deal. The negotiations should also focus on finance particularly the design of the 

Green Climate Fund. 

Molewa said the government was holding to its target of a 34% reduction in emissions 

relative to the country’s "business as usual" trajectory by 2020 and 42% by 2025. 

But this would be put on the table only if developed nations such as the United States and 
Japan committed to the provision of finance, technology and capacity building. 

While Molewa would lead the presentation of South Africa’s case in Durban, Nkoana- 
Mashabane, as COP17 president, would play a bridge-building role, trying to persuade 

obstinate parties such as China and the US to begin talking again. 



Nkoana-Mashabane said to get talks going South Africa and outgoing host Mexico would 

arrange a "leaders’ dialogue" on climate change in New York in September, bringing 
together presidents of nations critical to any agreement. President Jacob Zuma and his 

Mexican counterpart, President Felipe Calderdn, have invited about 20 heads of state to 

participate. 

"We are managing expectations," said Clayson Monyela, international relations department 

spokesperson "We don’t want to hype it up. We all know what happened in Copenhagen." 

Two years ago host nation Denmark created intense political pressure and expectations 

regarding the signing of a climate treaty in Copenhagen. The conference failed and Mexico 
had to deal with the fallout. 

In spite of organising a host of meetings behind the scenes, Mexico played down 

expectations of an outcome. Although no ground-breaking treaties were signed, the Cancfin 

agreements put the climate change negotiations back on track. Monyela said it would be 
disastrous if South Africa became the graveyard of Kyoto. 

Greenpeace ups the pressure 

Greenpeace has fired the first salvo at the South African government over its nuclear power 

plans, indicating that civil society organisations will not give the country an easy ride at 

C0P17. 

In a report released this week, titled "The True Cost of Nuclear Power in South Africa", the 
environmental pressure group criticises the energy path South Africa has adopted, which 
includes coal and nuclear energy rather than renewables. 

South Africa’s energy policies will come under intense scrutiny as it plays host to the big 
United Nations climate change conference. At previous conferences, civil society 

organisations have used stunts such as scaling power stations or hijacking a coal freighter 
to highlight the policy inadequacies of the host nation. In addition, a host of critical reports 

usually appears just before a conference, designed to pressure the host. 

Greenpeace’s latest 36-page report provides an overview of South Africa’s nuclear industry, 
including its history. It criticises government for not investing in renewable energy and for 
continuing on the apartheid government’s nuclear path. 

Greenpeace says the Fukushima disaster in Japan made the world more aware that old 
nuclear technology is dangerous. However, new technology, especially that which now 

interests South Africa, remains largely untested. 

The report also explores the failure of the pebble bed modular reactor project, saying 

government ignored the warning signs. 



The report highlights the problem of getting rid of nuclear waste. Drawing from eyewitness 
accounts, it underlines the health impact and the denial of justice to workers and 
communities living in the shadow of nuclear waste. 

It ends with clear recommendations on how South Africa can move towards a cleaner and 
more sustainable energy future, principally involving a decisive shift towards solar and 

wind power. 



(No details here, but it’s safe to say, only ill will come of this.) 

http:!!wbcarbonfinance.org!docs!PA1 Chair s Summary" ]une 15.pdf 

The Secretariat briefed the PA on the criteria for and approach to engaging with 
potential Implementing Country Participants, and informed the PA that the 

Secretariat is engaged currently with five countries - Brazil, India, ]ordan, South 

Africa and Vietnam. These countries have participated in PMR consultations and 
attended PMR meetings as observers. 

June 15, 2011 
PARTNERSHIP FOR MARKET READINESS (PMR) 
First Meeting of the Partnership Assembly 
May 30-31, 2011, Barcelona, Spain 
Chair’s Summary of First Meeting of the Partnership Assembly 
OPENING OF THE MEETING 
1. The meeting was opened by the Chair, Ms. ]o611e Chassard, Manager of the Carbon 
Finance Unit, the World Bank. Andrew Steer, the World Bank’s Special Envoy for Climate 
Change, attended part of the meeting on the second day to address the Partnership 
Assembly (PA). 

2. The PMR Secretariat presented an update on the work carried out since the 

Organizational Meeting in Bangkok, April 10-11, 2011. 

3. The PA adopted the agenda as attached to this document. 

4. The PA adopted Resolution PA1/2011-1, which confirmed China as an Implementing 
Country Participant. 

5. The PMR Secretariat presented a document (PMR Note-PAl-i) on Key Steps in the PMR 
Process and Guidelines for the Allocation of the Preparation Phase Funding. The Secretariat 
also provided a briefing on the template for the Organizing Framework for the Scoping of 
PMR Activities (Organizing Framework), which Implementing Country Participants use to 
form proposals for preparation phase funding. 

6. The PMR Secretariat informed that it has created a working group to design the template 
for the Market Readiness Proposal, which will be used by Implementing Country 
Participants to formulate their proposals for implementation phase funding. The 
Secretariat called for volunteers from the PA (representing both Contributing Participants 
and Implementing Country Participants) to participate in the working group. The 
Secretariat proposed to work during the coming weeks on the Tool for Market Readiness 
Proposal, with the aim of circulating a first draft to PMR Participants mid-July. 

PRESENTATIONS BY IMPLEMENTING COUNTRY PARTICIPANTS 



7. The following countries presented their Organizing Framework for consideration and 

discussion to the PA: Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Indonesia, Mexico, Thailand and 
Turkey. 

8. These presentations are publicly available on the PMR website: 

http:!/www.wbcarbonfinance.org!pmr. 

9. The PA adopted resolution PA1/2011-4 in which the PA allocated Preparation Funding 
in the amount of US$350,000 to each of the Implementing Country Participants referred to 

in paragraph 7. As per Resolution PA1/2011-4, the Secretariat will prepare and circulate by 

June 10, 2011 a draft summary of the comments and suggestions following each 

presentation. Participants are invited to send comments on the draft summary by June 24, 
2011 to the PMR Secretariat. 

VIEWS FROM PMR EXPERTS 
10. The PMR Secretariat invited three experts to share views on market preparedness and 

the setting up of an emissions trading scheme. Thomas Black-Arbel~ez (Andean Center for 
Economics and Environment, Bogota, Colombia), Richard Baron (International Energy 
Agency, Paris, France) and Felix Matthes (0ko-Institut, Berlin, Germany) presented their 

views on 

readiness components and challenges for implementation. These presentations are 
available on the PMR website. 

BUDGET 
11. The PMR Secretariat presented the FY 2011 and proposed FY 2012 budgets, as well as a 

long-term plan for the PMR, for consideration and adoption by the PA. The PA adopted the 
FY 2011 and FY 2012 budgets with Resolution PA1/2011-2. These documents are available 

on the PMR website. 

INFORMAL PRESENTATION BY IMPLEMENTING COUNTRY PARTICIPANTS 
12. Ukraine presented the status of its Organizing Framework, which it will formally 
present to the PA at its next meeting. This document is available on the PMR website. 

ALLOCATION OF ADVANCE PREPARATION FUNDING 
13. The PMR Secretariat presented for consideration the PA Resolution PA1/2011-5, which 

provides that an Implementing Country Participant may request an advance of its 
preparation phase funding (not to exceed US$35,000) in order to carry out the necessary 

work to prepare the Organizing Framework. The PA adopted the Resolution. 

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 
14. Morocco formally presented its expression of interest (EoI) to participate in the PMR. 

Morocco submitted to the PMR Secretariat its EoI and letter of support on May 19, 2011. 
Following Morocco’s presentation, the PA adopted Resolution PA1/2011-3, which 

confirmed Morocco as an Implementing Country Participant. 



15. In this context, the Secretariat recapped Resolution Org/2011-3, adopted at the 

Organizational Meeting; in which the PMR Participants decided to "set the target number of 

Implementing Country Participants at 15" and invited "the Secretariat, in consultation with 
the Partnership Assembly, to continue its engagement with other potential Implementing 

Country Participants, with the objective of reaching a total of 15 Implementing Country 
Participants by the end of 2011".1 

16. The Secretariat briefed the PA on the criteria for and approach to engaging with 

potential Implementing Country Participants, and informed the PA that the Secretariat is 
engaged currently with five countries - Brazil, India, Jordan, South Africa and Vietnam. 

These countries have participated in PMR consultations and attended PMR meetings as 
observers. 

17. The PMR Secretariat reported to the PA that both Jordan and Vietnam have submitted 
partial Eols (Jordan has submitted the EoI but still needs to submit a letter of support from 

its government and Vietnam has submitted its letter but not the EoI). Vietnam, attending 

the meeting as an observer, informally presented its plans to participate in the PMR. Jordan 
was unable to attend the meeting but provided a written statement of its interest to join the 

PMR. This statement was read to the PA. Both Jordan and Vietnam are expected to 
complete their EoI submissions prior to the next meeting of the PA. South Africa indicated 

its interest in 
1 The Implementing Country Participants as of May 31, 2011 include Chile, China, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Indonesia, Mexico, Morocco, Thailand, Turkey and Ukraine. 

participating in the PMR and is working on the EoI. Brazil stated that it remains interested 

in participating in the PMR, subject to internal approval process. 

18. The PA endorsed the Secretariat’s approach to continuing to engage with Jordan, 

Vietnam, Brazil, India and South Africa. The PA will assess the status of PMR participation 

at its second meeting; which is scheduled to take place in the fall of 2011. 

19. Kazakhstan attended the meeting as an observer and presented its interest in 
participating in the PMR. 

20. On participation in the PMR meetings by observer countries and observer 

organizations, the Secretariat will draft a proposal for the modality of participation by 
observers for consideration by the PA at its next meeting. 

NEXT STEPS 
21. The next PA meeting is proposed for October 2011. The exact date will be confirmed 
later, taking into account the dates of the UNFCCC negotiations scheduled for September or 

October. The PMR Secretariat proposes that the next PMR meeting include a one-day 

workshop (topics to be determined) followed immediately by a two-day meeting. 

22. The second meeting of the PA may include the following agenda items: 
- Presentations by Implementing Country Participants on their Organizing Framework for 

preparation funding and decision by the PA on allocation of preparation funding; 



- Consideration of Expressions of Interest (EoIs); 
- Presentation of the Tool for Market Readiness and criteria/considerations; 
- Consideration of criteria for allocation of the funding for implementation phase; 
- Consideration of modality for inviting observers to PA meetings; 
- Consideration of establishing the Partnership Committee; 
- Election of the co-chairs for PA3; and 
- Information sharing session: updates and experiences. 

23. The PA requested the Secretariat to develop a set of criteria for the allocation of 

Implementation Phase funding for consideration by the PA at its second meeting. 

CLOSING 
24, The meeting was closed on May 31, 2011. 

Partnership for Market Readiness 

First Meeting of Partnership Assembly 
Draft Agenda 

May 30- 31, 2011 
Fira Barcelona, Downtown Montju~c Venue, Palau de Congressos Avinguda de la Reina 

Maria Cristina s/n 08004 Barcelona 
Nivel 5 - Sala 3 
1. Opening and Introduction 

08:30 
Registration: Welcome Coffee and Badge Pick-up 

09:00 

- Welcome (]o~lle Chassard, World Bank) 
- Introduction of meeting attendees (tour de table) 

- Update since the Bangkok Organizational Meeting (Xueman Wang, PMR Secretariat) 

- Adoption of agenda 

09:30 
Draft Resolution: Confirmation of China’s Participation as an Implementing Country 

Participant in the PMR 

- Discussion and decision 

09:45 
PMR Process and Funding for Preparation Phase 

- Update on Key Steps in the PMR Process and Preparation Phase Funding Allocation 

Guidelines (PMR Note-PAl-i) (Xueman Wang, PMR Secretariat) 
- Briefing on Template for "Framework of PMR Activities" (Martina Bosi, PMR Secretariat) 

- Discussion and questions 

10:30 
Coffee break 2. Presentations by Implementing Country Participants The Implementing 

Country Participants are expected to give a presentation on their Frameworks for PMR 
Activities (about 30 minutes). The Partnership Assembly (PA) is invited to provide 

comments and make funding allocation decisions for the Preparation Phase. The PMR 
Secretariat intends to summarize the comments expressed at the meeting and make them 



available to the Implementing Country Participants and the PMR Participants after the PA 

meeting. 

10:45 
Presentation by Colombia (Sandra Garavito, Ministry of Environment, Housing and 
Territorial Development) 

12:00 
Presentation by Costa Rica (Andrei Bourrouet, Ministry of Environment and Energy) 

13:15 
Lunch break 

14:30 

Presentation by Indonesia (Dicky Edwin Hindarto, National Council on Climate Change) 

15:45 
Presentation by Mexico (lose Antonio Urteaga, Secretariat of the Environment and Natural 

Resources) 
17:00 
Coffee break 

17:15 
Views from PMR Experts 

- Scaled-up Market Instruments: Readiness Components and Challenges for 

Implementation (Richard Baron, International Energy Agency and Thomas Black, Director, 
Centro Andino para la Economia en el Medio Ambiente CAEMA) 

18:30 
Wrap up for Day 1 

20:00 
Reception at Hotel Fira Palace 

May 31, 2011 2. Presentations by Implementing Country Participants (Cont’d) 

08:30 
Presentation by Thailand (Sirithan Pairoj-Boriboon, Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management 
Organization (TGO)) 

09:4S 
Presentation by Chile (]aime Bravo, Ministry of Energy) 

11:00 
Coffee break 

11:15 
Presentation by Turkey (Evren Turkmenoglu, Ministry of Environment and Forestry) 

12:30 
Lunch break 

14:00 
Remarks by Andrew Steer, Special Envoy for Climate Change, World Bank 

14:10 
Presentation by China* (Wang Shu, National Development Reform Commission (NDRC)) 

15:25 
Views from PMR Expert 
Domestic Emissions Trading Schemes: Readiness Preparation and Challenges for 

Implementation (Felix Matthes, OKO Institute - Institute for Applied Technology) 



16:00 
Coffee break 3. Informal Presentation(s) by Implementing Country Participant(s) 

16:15 
- A brief informal presentation by Ukraine on its status of preparation for Framework for 

PMR Activities 4. Expression(s) of Interest 

16:35 
- Remarks by the countries that have submitted an EoI since the Organizational Meeting 

- Discussion and Decision 

5. Next Steps, budget, proposals and adoption of decisions 

17:30 
Next Steps 
- Preparation for the second PA meeting and PMR workshop 

(Sarah Underwood, PMR Secretariat) 
- Briefing on arrangements for preparation grants for Implementing Country Participants 
(Duangrat Laohapakakul, PMR Secretariat) 

18:00 
Budget and Long Term Plan (Elena Chin-lin Lee, World Bank) 

- For discussion and decision: FY11 & FY12 budgets 
- For discussion: Long Term Plan 

PMR Secretariat Proposal (Xueman Wang, PMR Secretariat) 

- For discussion and decision: preparation funding advancements for support of an 
Implementing Country Participant in preparing the Framework for PMR Activities 

18:45 
Decisions 
- Adoption of decisions by Participants 

- Wrap up 
*Subject to decision by the Partnership Assembly to confirm China as an Implementing 

Country Participant. 

Creamer Media’s Engineering News Online 

SAB has cut power use by 17% since 2008 crisis 

By: Terence Creamer 

Published: 26 Jul 11 

Brewing group South African Breweries Limited (SAB) claims to have reduced its yearly 

electricity consumption across its breweries by 17% through a R40-million savings 

initiative introduced since the country’s national electricity crisis of 2008. 

Manufacturing and technical director Clifford Raphiri says the savings are in advance of the 
initial voluntary target of 10% set for energy-intensive companies at the height of the crisis 

and represents 115-million kilowatt-hours. 



Power utility Eskom has warned that the country could face a 9 terawatt-hour gap in 2012 
and is calling for the introduction of a mandatory savings scheme for large consumers as a 

last-resort "safety-net" measure. 

The so-called energy conservation scheme, or ECS, has been tabled before the National 

Economic Development and Labour Council, but business is wary of the proposal, warning 

that it could negatively impact investment and employment, 

The power utility recorded lower-than-expected sales growth of 2.7% during 2010/11, to 
224 446 GWh, having expected growth of 4.2% and sales of around 227 000 GWh as South 

Africa’s economy recovered from its 2009 recession. 

Close observers believe that the system would have come under intense pressure had the 

anticipated growth been achieved, and Eskom has also not revised its supply-demand gap 

for 2012, despite having signed seven independent power producer contracts for 370 MW. 

Raphiri says SAB’s drive to reduce is power consumption has involved a comprehensive 
and vigorous assessment of electricity use across its breweries. 

A primary focus has been to improve operational efficiencies, by reducing power-heavy air 
and steam operations in the manufacturing process. 

The group has also reduced water temperatures used in bottle cleaning, reviewed and 

improved its compressor footprint and controls, replaced smaller motors with high- 

efficiency motors, optimised refrigeration systems by introducing variable speed drives on 
condensers, and reconfigured electrical systems to ensure these are only used when 

necessary. 

It has also installed high efficiency lighting and solar geysers at all production plants and 

has introduced metering to help create a culture of awareness amongst employees of 
electricity consumption. 

Reducing its electricity consumption has also been included into the group’s list of ten 
sustainable development priorities, which is also aimed at reducing its energy and carbon 

footprint. 

The company is aiming to reduce fossil fuel emissions from onsite energy use by 50% per 

hectolitre of beer by 2020. 

It has also started to invest in renewable energy, with a biogas recovery plant having been 

developed at its Alrode Brewery in Johannesburg to reduce its traditional dependence on 
coal. 

Copyright Creamer Media (Pty) Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Western Cape mulling policy changes to promote use of solar water heaters 

By: lean McKenzie 

Published: 26 lul 11 

South Africa’s ’green economy’, which is estimated to be worth R45-billion in the short 
term, offers significant potential for economic growth and job creation, Western Cape 
Finance, Economic Development and Tourism Minister Alan Winde said on Tuesday. 

Winde was speaking at a GreenCape Initiative event hosted by Nedbank to look at energy 
efficiency funding options for solar water heaters and heat pumps. 

The GreenCape Initiative is a vehicle established by the Western Cape provincial 
government and the City of Cape Town to unlock manufacturing and employment potential 
in the ’green economy’ in the province. 

Winde said that the Western Cape government is looking at policy changes to encourage 
solar water heater and heat pump fitments in homes. Options being considered were to 
pursue a policy requiring new housing developments to use only solar water heaters or 
heat pumps and to make it mandatory for existing high consumption users to retrofit 
similar energy saving devices. 

The Western Cape government has set a target that 15% of the province’s energy should 
come from renewable sources by 2014. Swift action is required to achieve the target, 
Winde said, adding that national government processes, most notably confusion around the 
renewable energy feed-in tariff, were holding back renewable energy development. 

The GreenCape Initiative is trying to identify areas that were slowing progress in adoption 

of renewable energy solutions, such as in the case of solar water heaters and heat pumps. 
In support of this, Winde said the Western Cape government would launch ’Red Tape to 

Red Carpet’ on August 4. This initiative, which falls under the Cape Chamber of Commerce, 
would identify problematic legislation and policies stalling economic growth and 

preventing industry from creating job opportunities. The Western Cape government would 

then work towards either removing these ’blockages’ or justifying the need for the existing 
policies to industry and advising as to how they could work successfully within the current 

frameworks. 



At the GreenCape Initiative event, Nedbank staff also presented the bank’s funding options 

for solar water heaters and heat pumps for both individual consumers and installers, which 
were criticised by some attending the question and answer session after the presentations. 

A central criticism was that through its insurance arm, Nedbank has an opportunity to 
provide finance for replacement solar water heaters and heat pumps, but currently the 

financing process for the higher cost installations was too slow and clients were reverting 

to electrical geysers because the replacement time was faster. 

Hilton Vos of the Nedbank small business services division welcomed the criticism, saying 
it provided information for proposals that could be taken to the Nedbank head office and 

used in the development of new products aimed at funding renewable energy projects. 
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SA should register possible CDM projects before 2012 deadline 

By: Loni Prinsloo 

Published: 26 ]ul 11 

Investors looking to get into the business of carbon trading should get their projects 
registered at the United Nations (UN) before the 2012 deadline when current 

arrangements in terms of the Kyoto Protocol run out, Standard Bank carbon sales and 
trading head Geoff Sinclair urged on Tuesday. 

He said that it was important for South Africa to take full advantage of generating revenue 
from carbon trading, as the country might be excluded from the clean development 
mechanism (CDM) project definition come the end of 2012. 

He said that it was likely that only least developed countries would be eligible for CDM 
credits after 2012, which meant that South Africa, as a developing economy, would be 
excluded from this definition. 

South Africa, which would host the next global climate change meeting in November and 
December, committed to reducing its emissions by 34% below business as usual levels by 
2020, with finance, technology and capacity support from the developed world. 



Sinclair said the best way to achieve this, and to generate strong revenues, would be 

through the CDM programme, but he expected that other green financing vehicles would be 
applied to assist South Africa in this ambition after 2012. 

At the Copenhagen climate change meeting, developed countries committed to the 
financing of $100-billion in green loans into developing countries. However, with the 

sovereign debt crisis, future carbon reduction commitments remain uncertain, which is 

why many hope that the US will also come on board in the bid to cut greenhouse-gas 

emissions. 

Compared to 1990 baseline emissions, some countries in Europe, such as Portugal, had 
driven down emissions by 17%, while the biggest emitter of carbon dioxide, the US, had 

increased its emissions by 25%. 

In the absence of clear planning following 2012, Sinclair lobbied for South Africa, and other 

developing parts of Africa to get their plans submitted in order to grow revenue, as well as 
job opportunities. 

To assist Standard Bank in achieving exactly that, it had commissioned Cool nrg, a specialist 

in rolling out mass energy efficiency programmes and compiling complete project plans for 

registration as UN CDM projects. 

Cool nrg is currently in the process of installing 26-million energy saving light bulbs in 

Mexico that would see the poor saving a month’s salary every year on energy costs, while 
the Mexican government would experience a saving of $600-million a year. 

Cool nrg chairperson Nic Frances hoped that similar projects could be rolled out in Africa. 

Some initiatives and actions driven by Standard Bank to encourage the reduction of 
emissions and future energy savings include providing carbon revenues to corporate 

energy efficient lighting retrofits, providing energy efficient loans and helping to roll out 
solar water heaters in the low-income housing sector. 
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SA could see its first hybrid power station after Kusile 

By: Loni Prinsloo 



Published: 27 Jul 11 

A hybrid power station, which would combine concentrated solar power and coal, could be 

an option for South Africa, a speaker at the Renewable Energy Africa conference said on 

Wednesday. 

South Africa’s National Energy Research Institute (Saneri) CEO Kadri Nassiep said that 

senior officials from State-owned utility Eskom indicated at a National Planning 
Commission workshop that a hybrid model could be considered for a third power station, 

after the construction of the coal-fired Medupi and Kusile plants. 

He said that initially the institute had proposed a hybrid model for Kusile, as additional 

power capacity in the form of concentrated solar power was already coming on stream in 
the country. 

"They responded by saying that they would be willing to discuss such a model for coal- 
three, but that Kusile were not up for discussion," Nassiep said. 

Saneri is a public entity, under the Department of Science and Technology and the 

Department of Energy, entrusted with coordinating and pursuing public interest energy 

research, development and demonstration. 
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R100bn investment needed to meet SA’s renewable energy aspirations 

By: Loni Prinsloo 

Published: 27 Ju111 

Investors and stakeholders needed urgent clarification on the policy mechanism that South 
Africa would use to support renewable energy, with investment worth RlOO-bfllion needed 
over the next five years, a Renewable Energy Africa conference heard on Wednesday. 

Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) green industries head Rentia van Tonder said 
that despite the recent legislative uncertainty, the IDC already had renewable energy 
projects to the value of R14-billion over the next five years in the pipeline. 



She said that given the estimate that South Africa would need a R110-billion in invsetment 

to meet the renewable energy capacity as envisaged in the Integrated Resource Plan, the 
IDC had strengthened its skills capacity in the green sector and was also looking to form 
partnerships with others in the know. 

However, in recent months the South African government had created great uncertainty 

around the use of a renewable energy feed-in tariff (Refit) when it started speaking about 

rather using a price-linked bidding process to procure renewable energy in the country. 

Also at the conference, international law firm Dewey & LeBoeuf partner Scott Brodsky said 
that investors had already spent about RS00-million on project development on the 

assumption that a Refit would be used. 

Answering a question about the possibility of legal action should government change to a 

bidding process, Brodsky said that government had set a legitimate expectation with 

investors that could motivate industry players to take legal steps. 

He also warned that price tendering could result in investors under quoting on projects and 
consequently not being able to deliver on those projects, 

In addition, a competitive bidding process also took more time to award, which could see 
South Africa taking even longer to get its renewable energy industry off the ground. The 

first round of bidding meant to have started in April. 

"This could be a recipe for an ongoing headache for government over the years," 

commented the South African National Energy Association chairperson Brian Statham. 

The Department of Energy deputy director-general Ompi Aphane said last week that the 

procurement process for the country’s first energy projects would be launched this week. 
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CoAL suspends some activities at Vele after water licence appeal 

By: Mariaan Webb 

Published: 29th July 2011 



JOHANNESBURG (miningweekly.com) - Emerging miner Coal of Africa Limited (COAL) has 

stopped all activities requiring the use of water at its troubled Vele project in Limpopo, 
after a coalition of nonprofit organisations (NGOs) appealed the integrated water use 

licence. 

The appeal automatically suspends the water use licence, but the company said on Friday 

that it would approach the Water and Environmental Affairs Minister Edna Molewa to lift 

the suspension. 

"The company is actively engaging with the Minister to resolve this appeal process as soon 
as possible. Although the appeal limits our use of water at Vele, mobilisation continues 

towards bringing the mine into production," said CEO John Wallington. 

Earlier this month, CoAL was granted environmental approval for the Vele mine, which it is 

building near the Mapungubwe. Due to its close proximity to the United Nations World 
Heritage site, the Department of Environmental Affairs imposed a number of conditions on 
the mine. 

The coalition appealing the integrated water use licence consists of the Mapungubwe 

Action Group, the Endangered Wildlife Trust, the Wilderness Foundation, BirdLife South 

Africa, the Association of Southern African Professional Archaeologists and the Peace Parks 
Foundation. 

he NGO coalition claimed on Thursday that the Department of Water Affairs (DWA) had 

based its decision to grant the water licence on "inaccurate, apartheid-era population data", 

which assumed that 495 people required water from the subcatchment area, when, in fact, 
thousands of people lived in the area. The group also said that the DWA did not take into 

account warnings that the catchment area was water stressed. 

The group of NGOs also stated that the use of water at the Vele colliery could pose a risk of 

contamination. 

Wallington said that CoAL acknowledged the coalition’s right to appeal against the granting 

of the integrated water use licence, but that the company would pursue its right to develop 
the Vele colliery. 

Vele would produce some five-million tons a year of soft coking coal, over a 25-year life-of- 

mine. 

Creamer Media’s Mining Weekly Online 

Water use at Colombia project won’t be excessive - AngloGold 

By: Brindaveni Naidoo 

Published: 29th July 2011 



http://us- 
cdn.creamermedia.co.za/assets/articles/images/resized/0000152032_resized_colombia.jp 
g]OHANNESBURg (miningweekly.com) - gold major Anglogold Ashanti has denied claims 
that its La Colosa project would threaten agriculture and water resources in Colombia. 

Comptroller Sandra Morelli indicated this week that the project could have negative 

environmental impacts on a river basin, and threatened agriculture and human 
populations. 

But Anglogold Colombia country manager Rafael Herz told Mining Weekly Online that any 

impact, or mitigation of an impact on water resources related to the project could only be 

determined upon conclusion of the prefeasibility studies. 

"Water use studies are part of the overall analysis of the economic, technical and 

environmental feasibility of the proj ect. Water use will not be excessive and will not impact 

on existing economic activities." 

Exploration and prefeasibility studies were expected to take at least three more years. 
AngloGold Ashanti said it would continue the prefeasibility analysis as required to 

determine the viability of the project. 

"Feedback is sometimes critical, but also positive in many ways. The company will continue 

to engage in open dialogue on mining[in general], particularly this project," Herz said. 

The La Colosa deposit lies in mountainous terrain at a mean elevation of 2 800 m and is 

characterised as a copper-poor porphyry gold system. The mineral resource currently 
stands at 392-million tons at an average gold grade of 0.99 g/t for contained gold of/2.4- 

million ounces. 

AngloGold Ashanti has invested $70-million expenditure for all activities at the project in 

2011. 
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Sakai updates 
Here’s a roundup of Sakai updates and resources to help ease into the new academic year. 

SakaiFest offers fun and fundamentals 

Teaching in Sakai this fall? Then take part in Carolina’s first ever SakaiFest on Wednesday, 

August 17. 

Be sure to drop by one of several locations on campus to get Sakai information and help. IT 

support staff will be at the ready to answer questions, help migrate content and assist in the 

course setup process. Participants will have the opportunity to enter a raffle for an Apple TV and 

other prizes. 

SakaiFest will take place from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Rosenau 201A and Davis Library- 246 

and from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Carrington Hall 1300 and Hamilton Hall 228. 

To learn more about SakaiFest and other available assistance, visit 
http:iiblogsakai.unc.eduiservicesi. 

Course Tracking Tool 

This fall a large number of courses will be offered in both Blackboard and Sakai. To minimize 

potential confusion about where students can find their courses, faculty will be asked to use the 

new Course Tracking Tool to indicate which learning management system (Sakai, Blackboard, 

or none) they will use for each of their fall courses. 

It is a simple process and selections can be changed by faculty at any time. Instructors are asked 

to log in, select the system each course will use and log out. The information collected will be 

used to ensure a given course is only available in one system. In addition, migration reports will 

be provided to campus based on the information faculty provide. 

Find the new Course Tracking tool at https://itsapps.unc.edu/course-tracking. 

Ou-campus Group Workshops 
Small group sessions focusing on assignments, grading, tests and quizzes and more begin Aug. 8 

To register for a session, visit 
http ://reg.abcsignup. com/view/vi ew month.aspx?as=52&wp=887&aid=UNC-ITS 

Personal Consultations 
Have a few questions or prefer to learn in your own office? Sign up for face-to-face or online 
(webinar) consultations at a time convenient to you. Personal consultations are available on a 



first-come, first served basis. To register, visit 
http :iireg abcsignup, corn/view/view month.asp×?as=52&wp=887&aid=UNC-ITS 

Sakai @ UNC Tutorials 
Prefer to try Sakai first before seeking help? Tutorials are available at 
http://sakaitutorials.unc.edu. Learn how to migrate content from Blackboard to Sakai at 
http:iisakaitutorials.unc.edui?Migrate from Bb to Sakai. 

To learn more about Sakai, visit http:iiblogsakai.unc.eduiservicesi. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 11~ 2011 3:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Thursday the 18th is fine with me 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 3:21 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Hello 

Welcome back Georges and good to touch base this morning. 

Alas, can we have lunch later next week? Checked my calendar when I got hume and I have a 

Cheers and see yuu suun. 
Eunice 

appuintment that day. 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, August 11,2011 4:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu-~ 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

introduction ~e sust~nability symposium 

Dear Eunice: 
I hope this finds you well (or as ~vell as can be expected just before 
the semester opens!) I believe that Georges contacted you regarding 
possible participation in a February symposium on "sustainabili~" and 
global food issues, which is being co-sponsored by the Business School, 
Institute for the Envirolmaent, European Studies (CES), East European 
Studies (CSEEES), and AIicican Studies (ASC) This will introduce you to 
Jackie Olich, my counterpart in East European Studies, who is the lead 
organizer of the symposium. I believe that in trying to weave a fabric 
that will include these very diverse co-sponsors (and paradigms), Jackie 
may want to talk to you about a panel on "Food Insecurity" or something 
similar. Thanks so much, and you can both pull me in at any point if I 
can be of further help. Warm regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of Ali’ican and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global un c edu~,africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b audersou@uuc.edtc, 

Thursday, August 11,2011 4:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

thanks 

Dear Sister: 
Just a quick note to say that rm thinking of you AND that I will enjoy 
being a "fly on the wall" as you work ~vith this food symposium. The?- 
are currently entitling it: "How Should We Feed the World?: A Symposium 
On Global Food Security and Sustainable Food Systems (2/16/2012 at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)" We car1 talk about this 
at some point I did make a point of telling Jackie that il" our Center 
was going to contribute funds to this project there would have to be a 
critical perspective represented. I also told her that I thought you 
would be quite good in helping her frame a panel that ~vould represent a 
very different perspective from the B School and the interests of the 
EU You can curse me now or later. Sending affection, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-.~rnerican Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 oflfce 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
www.global un c edu~,africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail,¢om> 
Friday,               :1.0::1.5 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc,edu>; @hotmail.com>; @gmail.com 

Aids, History and Struggles,pall 

Mapping the aids pandemic.pdF 

Perceptions and 

Misperceptions.pd f 

Share you~ own onhne docs wi!:i~ Hotmaii ~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <’b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, August 12, 2011 10:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: thanks 

On 8/11/2011 5:12 PM, SaNe, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 11,2011 4:45 PM 
> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Sublect: thanks 

> Dear Sister: 
> Just a quick note to say that I’m thinking of you AND that I will eNoy 
> being a "fly on the wall" as you work with this J2~od symposium They 
> are currently entitling it: "How Should We Feed the World?: A Symposium 
> On Global Food Security and Sustainable Food Systems (2/16/2012 at the 
> UniverslW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)." We can talk about this 
> at some point. I did make a point of telling Jackie that if our Center 
> was going to contribute funds to this project there would have to be a 
> critical perspective represented I also told her that I thought you 
> would be quite good in helping her fi-ame a panel that would represent a 
> ve~ different perspective li*om the B School and the interests of the 
> ]b;U You can curse me now or later.. Sending affection, Barbara 

> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies (;enter 
> Lecturer, Department of At’rican and Afro-American Studies 
> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedE× Global Education Center 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 off~ce 
> (9919) 843-2102 fax 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> www.globah ~c.edu/africa 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lect~er, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.globahunc, edu,’africa 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 12, 2011 2:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Revised - [INC proposal 

Dear Comrade Eunice, 

Bob has given the thumbs up sign for the proposal, so no~v I am collecting signatures before submitting it to the adviso~z committees. As soon as you can, please send me the parts that 
you were ~vorking on for the Appendix (a schedule and the updated Syllabi) Thanks! 

Mambo freshi! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, AIicica and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http:/istudyabroad unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is [’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Ant’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 8:39 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sut~ject: Revised - UNC proposal 

Dear Rodney, 

Greetings 

See attached revised proposal. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, July 21,2011 1:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: UNC proposal 

Hi Coturade, 

Would you please call me at 919 962 8358? I have some feedback from Bob that I need to discuss with you. Thanks. 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http :i/studvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and mat- contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Su~!iect: RE: UNC proposal 
Importance: High 



Hi Rodney, 

See attached I have edited, added stuft; etc. Let me know what you think. 

Cheers and Mambo freshi, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 8:05 AiVl 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sutzject: FW: UNC proposal 

Hi Eunice, 

Please take a look at the draft attached and let me know if you think it is fine to move forward. Feel free to edit as needed, the section on Safety, I think can be improved. Also, should you 
list Patrick Bond as a co-instructor in one of the courses? 

I look forward to hearing back from you. Thanks for all the help with writing this proposal. 

Mambo freshi, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 

Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Stu@ Abroad Office 

2016 b-£~;r)1¢x Global Education (;enter 

301 Pittsboro Street 

l.Jniversi~,, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-313(i USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/stud,vabroad.unc.edu<http://studyabroad unc.edu/> 

Confidentialib" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is lbr the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh(~nkzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:16 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodncy Joaquin 
Subject: Re: UNC proposal 

Dear Rodney 

I’m well thanks for asking, please note that I will forward to you shortly Patrick’s recent CV. Please pass my- best wishes to E~mice. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" 
>>> <rvargas@email.~mc.edu<mailto :lwargas(d?email.unc.edu>> 2011/07/19 
>>> 07:36 PM >>> 
Dear Helen, 

I hope this message finds you doing very well. 
Professor Sahle and myself are working hard in the proposal for the program in 2012. I need to ask you for Professor Patrick Bond’s C~trriculum Vitae. Would you kindly send me a copy to 
attach to the proposal? Thanks so much for your help. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill 5,-C 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http://studyabroad unc.edu<http://stud ~vabroa d.unc edu/> 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may- contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http://v,~’w.ukz~ac.za/disclaimer<http://~wukzn.ac.za/disclaimer/> 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <newsletter@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, August 14, 2011 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

5 tips for writing your best research paper 

J i’~ Back to school tips: Mowto writ .......... h paper ~iii Search our 

Back to school tips: How to write 

research paper 

Classes are starting and it has been a while, hasn’t it? You’re now 
busy getting back into the swing of things, but while you’ve been 
away, you may have forgotten some vital information about how to 
write a research paper. There may also be some key components of 

writing papers with which you’ve always struggled. Here are some 
back to school tips to keep in mind while starting your first research 
paper this school year to help create your best work. 

[] Brainstorm! 

[] Establish Goals 

[] Put Honesty First 

[] Double Check Citations 

[] Don’t Set Yourself Up To Fail 

[] QUESTOIDS 

August 5, 1305 - Wilfiam ~#~llace, who led Scottish resistance to 
England, is captured by the English near Glasgow and transported 
to London for trial and execution. 

August 28, 1963 - Martin Luther King delivers his "1 Have a Dream" 
f~mous speech on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in 
Washington, D.C. 

[] QUESTIA QUIZ 

Lot’s say you are writing a paper 

about literary works in the 1920s 
and citing The Great Gatsby by F. 
Scott Fitzgerald as one of your 

sources. Along with the title and 

author, you would also need 
information about the year the 

book was published and the place 

of publication. Using MLA style, 

which of the following would 
appear correctly on your 

Bibliography page? 

The Great Gatsby. F. Scott 

Fitzgerald New York: 

Simon & Schuster, 1925 
Print. 

B. F. Scott Fitzgerald. The 

Great Gatsby. New York: 

Simon & Schuster, 1925. 

C, Fitzgerald, F. Scott The 

Great Gatsby. Simon & 

Schuster: New York, 

1925 Print 

D. Fitzgerald, F. Scott. The 

Great Gatsby New York: 

Simon & Schuster, 1925. 
Print. 

August 30, 30 B.C - Cleopatra, queen of Egypt and romantic 
interest of Julius Caesar and Marc Antony, takes her life following 
the defeat of her forces against Octavian, the future first emperor of 
Rome. 
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1 Announcements 

PAMBAZL~,2A PRESS BOOKS AT BARGAIN" PRICES 

Pambazuka Press titles are now available at bargain prices get your 
copies frora our website ( http://w~vw.fahamubooks.org ). 

Food Rebellions! (http:i/fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100405800 ) 
$8 (RRP $27.95)/£5 (RRP £16.95) 

Ending Aid Dependence ( 
http:i/fahamubooks.org/booki?GCOI 90638100770030 ) $8 kq~RP $16.95)/ 

£5 (RRP £9.95) 

Speaking Truth to Power ( 
http:i/fahamubooks.ora/book/?GCOI 90638100350930 ) $8 kq~RP $24.95)/ 

£5 (RRP £14.95) 

Reclaiming African History ( 
http:i/fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100162020 ) $15 (RRP $20.95)/ 

£9 (RRP £12.95) 

My Dream is to be Bold ( 
http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100257140 ) $19 (RRP $27.95) / 
£12 (RRP £16.95) 

Where is l~nuru? (http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100052770 ) 
$19 (RRP $2795)/£12 0~KP £16.95) 

SMS Uprising (http://fahamubooks org/book/?GCOI 90638100577370)$13 
(RRP $20.95)/£8 (RRP £12.95) 

Alicican Voices ( http://fahamubooksorg/book/?GCOI 90638100741880 ) $6 
(RRP $2895)/£4 (RRP £17.95) 

Experiments wit& Peace ( 
http ://fahamubooks. orA/book/?OCOI 90638100065280 ) $19 (RRP $32 95) / 

£12 (RRP £19.95) 

* As our website uses sterling as its primary currency, prices in 



dollars are approximauons. 
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2 Zimbabwe update 

Z[MBA[3WE: BR~)AD AGREEMENT ON ZIMBABWE ’[MPOSSZ[3LE’ 

http :i/mg.co.za/ar ticle/2011-08-15-broad-agreement-o n-zimbabwe-impossible 

A sunm~it of Southern African leaders this ~veek was unlikely to affect 
the political crisis in Zirnbabwe given the lack of regional consensus 
on the issue, analysts said. The fragile power-sharing government 
between Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe and rival Morgan Tsvangirai 
was expected to feature prominently when leaders from the Southern 
African Dcvelopment Corc~mity meet on Wednesday and Thursday in 
Luanda, Angola. 

Z~IBAB\VE: ZANU PF DEXrlES TORTL~E LN DIA~MOND FIELD 

http ://bit.154odI3r6 

ZAXrU PF has strongly denied the existence of torture camps near the 

controversial Chiadzwa diamond fields, aftcr video evidence of the 
ongoing abuses by the military there was released. The UK’s BBC 
Panorama investigative series has revealed that the camps have been 
operational in the Marange region for the last tl’uee years, and the 
explosive report shows how- civilians are subject to severe beatings 
and sexual attacks. But Mines Minister Obert Mpofu has denied the 
camps exist, calling it ’cheap propaganda from the BBC~. 
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3 Women & gender 

HAITI: FLAITIAN WOMEN WINNING THEIR RIGHTS 

http :/,,’bit ly/pYVHrVW 

http://wwwto~vardfreedom.com has an article on Gerta Louisama, a 
member of the executive committee and the National Women’s Committee 
ofT~t Kole. She ~vrites: ’Us Haitian women, we have a lot of 
challenges, but as peasant women ~ve have even more. We truly car~z the 
burden of society. We’re the ones who hustle to feed the household and 
send the sick to the hospital if need be. We women, we work the land, 
we raise cattle, we transport merchandise like plantains, yams, and 
black beans to the capital. If we don’t work, there won’t be an?- flow 
of goods.’ 

AFRICA: WOME~S EMPO¥~RNIEik~21N AFRICA 

http://bit.ly/n I Of XD 

The latest edition of Africa Renewal focuses on women’s empowerment in 

Africa. It includes an interview with the head o:[’UN Women in Southern 

Africa and a feature on North African women on the barricades. 

ZAMBIA: OUT],OOK DIM FOR ’vVOiVfEN CAN~DIDATES 

http://bit.N/nqd87s 

Although there is a female presidential candidate contesting Zambia’s 
20 September general elections, her prospects are not strong. And in 
fact, fewer women overall are likely to be elected into public office 
this year, analysts say. Zambia is a signatory of the Southern Africa 
Development Community Protocol on Gender and Development, which 
commits member countries to have 50/50 representation of women in all 
decision-making positions, including the political arena, by 2015. But 
Zambia’s political parties have not reflected this in their adoption 
of fern ale candidates 

SOMALIA: YVOMEN BEAR THE BRUNT OF CRISIS SITUATION 

http :/ibit.l~ip7Ws0v 

The situation for women and children in Somalia remains precarious, 
humanitarian workers warn. According to Janusz Czerniqiewski, head of 



Intersos at the Kenya and Somalia M~ssiun, conflict over scarce 
resources increases during drought, putting women and children at 
higher risk of experiencing sexual violence ’As they :flee Somalia to 
safety, women and children are passing through areas where armed 
groups and bandits roam, only to arrive in crowded and potentially 
dangerous camps. The protection aspects of this crisis are acute and 
life-threatening Gender-based violence (GBV) like rape, domestic 
violence and female genital mutilation is a significant issue in all 
parts of Somalia,’ he told 

TANZANLA: STUDY SHOWS ONE LN THREE GIRLS SEXUALL Y ABUSED 

http :iibbc.in/nVEsix 

Nearly one third of Tanzanian girls experience sexual violence before 
they- turn 18, a Unicef survey has found. The figure among boys is 13.4 
per cent, says the UN children’s agency. The most common form of abuse 
is sexual touching, followed by attempted intercourse, it says. Unicef 
official An@ Brooks said the SUl~’ey was the most comprehensive 
carried out on this issue in any country and showed the goverrm~ent was 
prepared to tackle the problem. 

4 Htm~an lights 

DRC: THE BLOOD THAT FEEDS THE HEART OF DRC~’ S CONFLICT 

http :i/bit,lyltff~4V43 

Blog Black Looks reports on ’Blood in the Mobile’, a documentary which 
traces the mobile phone to it’s source in the eastern DRC The mineral 
cassiterite is mined in deep holes by men and boys and is then 
transported by foot through dense ~vet forests for two days before 
reaching the nearest town. 

DRC: 21qE TIME FOR JUSTICE IS NOW 

http://bit, lv/p26iNd 

Crimes trader international la;v, including rape and murder, continue to 
be committed by the Congolese army and armed groups in the east of the 
Democratic Republic of Congo following decades of similar crimes 
across the cotmtry, Amnesty International has said A ne;v Amnesty 
International report ’The time fbr justice is now; ne;v strategy needed 
in the Democratic Republic of Congo’ calls for the reform and 
strengthening of the countl~fS national justice system to combat 
imptmity that has been fostering a cycle of violence and human rights 
violations for decades 

SOUTHERN AFRICA: REGK)NAL LEADERS URGED TO CON}:RONT HUMAN R[GttTS ISSU[{S 

http://bit.lv/onsuli 

Leaders in the regional grouping SADC have been called upon to 
urgently deal with the ’worrying’ human rights situations in several 
member countries, and to strengthen the mandate of the regional 
tribunal in Namibia instead of weakening it. Writing to SADC’s 
executive secretapf, Dr. Tomaz Salomao, of the global rights group 
Human Rights Watch said the leaders should address the situations in 
Malawi, Swamland, Angola and Zimbabwe, when they meet at a summit in 
Luanda, Angola. 

EQUATORIAL G UINEA: REI~’ORX~S ? W[ tAT REFORMS? 

http ://bit ly/nJdOZY 

In early 2010, the government of Equatorial Guinea accepted more than 
100 recomanendations made by United Nation (UN) member countries at the 
UN Human Rights Council’s Universal Periodic Review (LrPR). The 
accepted reconmxendations were aimed at improving several key areas 
related to the protection and promotion of human rights and civil 
liberties. It is unclear hoxv or if the goverrm~ent of Equatorial Guinea 
is implementing the UPR recommundatiuns; to date it has not provided 
the UN Human Rights Council xvith an?" updates to this effect, reports 
EG Justice. 



CONGO: ~’IPLEMENT A_xrrI-DISCR~,flNATION LAW, L~GE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 

http ://bit.l¥/tffINflyv 

Indigenous peoples in the Congo - minorities who are often 
nrargmalized and experience discrinrination - are calling for the 
application of a law on the pronrotion and protection of the rights of 
autochthonous peoples passed in February’. Potential beneficiaries say 
the authorities should iruplement the law- as soon as possible to stop 
discrimination. ’As an aboriginal person, I stand to gain from this 
law; but we want it to be applied irrmrediately,’ Ngoudl~ Ibara, who 
heads the Association of Indigenous Peoples of the Congo, told IRIN. 

NIGEtLL~: HOW TO GET RID OF FOREIGN PRISONERS 

http://bit. 1,~’/qC Tp Ja 

The Institute fbr Race Relations in the United Kingdom reports on 
prisoner transfer agreements between the U~( and other countries. ’For 
the past few years, trader pressure from right-~ving Tories, the 
government has made strenuous attempts to reach agreements with 
countries such as Nigeria to enable prisoners serving sentences here 
to be compulsorily repatriated to complete their sentences in their 
home countries, so as to save costs, reduce the fbreign national 
prisoner (Fik~P) population and make space for British prisoners.’ 

LIBYA: AMiN~ESTY LrRGES NATO TO INWESTIGATE CB,’ILL~N KILLINGS 

http://bit.lv/qeMrUd 

In a statement issued 10 August, Amnes~ International urged NATO to 
conduct a full investigation of a recent attack near Zlitan, which the 
Libyan government reported killed 85 civilians. NAT() denied seeing any 
evidence of civilian casualties. But did it look? asks this article on 
http:i/www news.antiwar.com ’Its not clear Officials reported the 
attack and independem journalists confirmed seeing large numbers of 
dead c~vilian bodies in the morgue, including a number of civilians.’ 

SOll2fI I AFRICA: t ]IIMAN RIGHTS ¯ S’KfLL A FOCUS OF FORI~IG N POLICY’ 

http :,’,’bit. ly/p 17WOT 

A new white paper on international relations reaffirms that SA’s 
foreign policy should be based on human rights and development in 
Africa but also warns that SA’s regional leadership position could 
soon be challenged In the past SA has been criticised for having lost 
its focus on human rights, particularly when it supported posiuons 
that failed to take strong action on the crisis in Zimbabwe A 
decision to deny a visitor’s visa to the Dalai Lama for fear of 
alienating China was also strongly criticised 

GA_MBIA: )~ffSS1NG EX-GA)~IBIAN iX~rNISTER FOLdeD IN POLICE CUSTODY 

http://bit.ly/rSOJE3 

The forruer Gambian ruinister of Infornration who went nrissing in June 
has been found in one of the country’s jails after the police had 
denied knowledge of his whereabouts. A French news agency quoted 
Gambia’s police spokesperson Yerrn Mballow of not being aware of the 
minister’s arrest and ’no idea where former he could be’. However, 
Justice Ministry officials cotffirmed that Mr Amadou Scattred Janncnh 
was being held in jail awaiting trial for treason and sedition. 

EG’~PT: LEGAL INITL~TI\~ TO AID VICTLMS IN" MLFBARAK TRIAL 

http:iibit.lv/rlKZFO 

The Front to Defend Egyptian Protesters, which includes 34 human 
rights organisations and a number of volunteer lawyers, has welcorued 
the initiative taken by many activists and political powers to help in 
representing the civil plaintiffs in the case of the ousted president 
Hosny Mubarak, his sons, his interior minister, and sonre figures of 
the former police apparatus. The initiative comes to ease the burden 
carried by the Front since establishment in April 2008, especially 



with the growing pattern of cases it is competent with since the 
aftermath of Januar,f 25 th revolution 

SOUTfl SUDAN: FIRST CIVIL SOCIETY CONVENTION ISSUES (2OMML’NIQUE 

http : // www. pambazuka org/imag es/articles/544/sudancom pdf 

South Sudanese civil society organisations met in Juba, from 26 to 29 
of July 2011 to discuss social, political and econotnic issues in the 
new country. Resolutions to citizens included embracing unity in 
diversity and overtly rejecting ethnicity, nepotism and corruption. 
The new government should enhance and promote social justice and 
declare zero tolerance for sexual and gender based violence - and 
develop a national strategy to address gender concerns, says a 
cormnunique from the meeting. 

BDS Working Group press statement 

’Johannesburg’s international airport was put on red alert after its 
National Key Point status was activated this morning due to the 
expected arrival of a delegation from Israel. Plans of the 
delegation’s local host, the South African Union of Jewish Students, 
to welcome their Israeli ’Hasbara’ delegation xvere thwarted, with the 
Israeli delegation arriving at OR Tambo International Ail~oort amidst 
much controversy.’ 

http:/i;vw;v.pambazuka.org/en/category/rights/75699 
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5 Refugees & forced migration 

SOUTH AFRICA: C4)\,~RNNNNT DENIES AGREEMENT PREVEiN~ITNG HORN REFUGF.ES 

FROM SEEKING AS 5’ZLrM 

http ://bit.l¥ir726zy 

There is no bi-lateral agreement bet~veen South Aficica and Zimbabwe to 
prevent refhgees from the famine-wracked Horn of Africa entering South 
Africa, said state officials last week. The statements from the South 
African department of Home Afihirs and the Zimbabwean \{inistry of 
Foreign Affairs this ~veek are in direct contrast to statements 
appearing on the South Aficican Home Affairs website, and Zimbab~vean 
ne~vs repolts on Zimbabwe’s decision to bar entry to Somali and 
Ethiopian refugees. 

SOUTIt A[~ICA: I)E~fEN~ION AND I)EPO[<TAT[ON OF Z[MBA[3WEANS INEbT~’E(2TIVt~; 

http:i/bit l,v/o 1HRwa 

Immigration detention in South Africa and internationally is extremely 
expensive, can harm the health and wellbeing of those detained and has 
been found to not be effective at deterring irregular migrants, 
including Zimbabweans, says this press release. Global research 
spanning two years conducted by La Trobe University and the 
International Detention Coalition (IDC) found cheaper alternatives 
that work effectively in the interests of government and the 
individual 

LIBYA: DOZENS OF MIG[ZANTS LEt~’T DYING AT St;~% 

http:i/bit.ly/pG3ozr 

An Italian coast guard patrol rescued almost 400 people aboard a boat 
that had left Libya six days before and was lost for more than 36 
hours off the coast of Lampedusa Arriving in Lampedusa, migrants 
declared tragic deaths had occured fi-om hunger and fatigue during the 
voyage and dozens of bodies were throxvn over board. 

NIGERIA: NIGERIANS LURED TO ITALY TO WORK IN- SF2*2 TRADE 

http://aie.me/pSlanP 



Every year thousands of West Africans migrate to Europe in search of a 
better life But for some, that search will end in trage@ as they 
fall victim to organised crime gangs. In one area of southern Italy, 
thousands of women from Nigeria are trapped in a nightmare world of 
prostitution. Many are trafficked illegally by Nigerian criminals, who 
deceive them with promises of regular jobs. 

ERITREA: REPORT ON EP, ITREAN REFUGEES LN NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

http://bit, lv/q 9pgvB 

The thrust of this brief report by the International Commission on 
Eritrean Refugees is to bring to the attention of the United Nations 
Office of tile High Corcanissioner for Hmnan Rights Council (UNOHCHR) the 
problem of Eritrean refugees all over the world, in particular those 
found in North Africa. ’Professor Tricia R. Redeker reports that, in 
2008 refugees seeking asylum from Eritrea surpassed that of Iraq and 
the nurnber is increasing. It is reported that an estimated 2,000 
Eritreans per month leave clandestinely to Ethiopia and Sudan. There 
are also those who crossed tile Red Sea to request asylunl in Yemen, 
Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Qatar.’ 

KENYA: THE $60M SOMALI REMYGEE CAMP THAT STILL STANDS EMPTY 

htt~ ://ind. ~r~l~19and 

The Independent newspaper in the United Kingdom reports on how the 
United Nations and the Kenyan government have come in for a ficesh 
round of criticism for the continued closure of a multimillion-pound 
refugee camp that has been left empty despite the deepening 
humanitarian crisis in the Horn of Atidca. ’The 10N High Commissioner 
for Regugees (LrNHCR) has been accused of misdirecting the media by 
renaming scrubland adjacent to empty facilities, rather than sealing a 
deal with Kenya to open up a camp that cost international donors $60m 
(£37m) to build and has been left locked since November last year ’ 

t-~NYA: POST-ELECTION VIOLENCE VICTIMS STILL SUFFER 

http://bit.l¥/oD4rMG 

The Mawingu camp fbr internally displaced persons affected by Kenya’s 
2007- 2008 post-election violence is a desolate place. Located in the 
Rift Valley, the camp is a collection of tattered, sagging and fbrlorn 
tents. Save for the 120 children crammed in a room shouting in unison 
during an English lesson, there is no other sign of life Many of 
those who live here left early in the morning to look for menial jobs 
If they are lucky they will earn Shs 100 (one dollar) for a day’s 
work. 

(IIA)[BAL: RI{[gU(IEE CII[LDRI{N AT ’ttI(itt RISK’ OF MENTAL HF~%LTI I PRf)BLEMS 

http://bit.N/nFZJ3w 

An estimated 18 million children worldwide have been J2~rcibly 
displaced from their homes because of conflict; a third of those are 
refugees whose families have fled across international borders, 
research shows To explain the consequences on their mental health, 
the authors of a study published in the UK journal, ~flqe Lancet, 
undertook a review of all the work on this subject, to see what 
lessons can be learned for the best way to support refugee and 
displaced children and their families. 
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6 Africa labour news 

SOI.TIII AFRICA: M12NICIPAL WORKERS WALK ()b~~" TIlE JOB 

http : //bit.N/o6a6a l 

At least 145,000 South African municipal workers will walk off the job 
on Monday in a strike aimed at shutting doxvn set~zices including 
rubbish collection, in the latest dispute to disrupt Africa’s biggest 
econorny. ’Our demand of an 18% increase across tile board, or R2 000, 
whichever is greater, is very necessary to meet the economic hardships 
that municipal xvorkers suffer,’ the South African M~licipal Workers’ 
Union said in its strike pamphlet. 



7 Emerging powers news 

LATEST fiDIT]ON: EMERGING POWERS NEWS ROI2NDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emcrging powers... 

http:llwww,pambazuka,orgienicategolTierrlplayersnewsi75700 
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Elections & governance 

ZAMBL~.: BANDA 2~IBETS SATA IN ELECTIONS 

http:/ibit.Nh9SpCq 

A chase for votes has kicked off for the much-anticipated 20 September 
Zambia elections. At least 10 presidential hopefuls are in the race 
after seven of their colleagues pulled out. Over 500 candidates are 
~Ting for the 150 seats in the National Assembly. Aspirants and their 
campaigners are crisscrossing the breadth and length of the countly, 
hoping to get their lion’s share of votes. 

TL2X!ISIA: RAP RAGE REVOLT 

http://bit, lv/pXvj d T 

http://www jadali’rw-a.com has an interesting article about rap music in 
Tunisia. ’%vo months ago the private radio station Mosaique FM asked 
Rachid Gham~ouchi whether he preferred rap music or mizwid (Tunisia’s 
most popular sha’bi or folk music, whose name derives ficom the main 
instrument that accompanies the singing, i.e, the goatskin bagpipe). 
Ghannouchi, leader of Ennahda (Renaissance), the previously banned 
Islamic pal~ and now one of the major players in Tunisia’s 
postrevolutionary political scene, did not hesitate to say "rap" How 
come Gham~ouchi opted for the seemingly more "liberal" and 
"progressive" choice, rap music, over the more "traditional" and 
"authentic" one, lniz~vid?’ 

TUNISIA: THE .aP,_AB SPPdNG’S PIVOTAL DEMOCRATIC EXAMPLE 

http ://bit.lv/qOwTYk 

With nearly two months to go before constituent assembly elections, 
Tuinsia conficonts a long list of challenges to the creation of a 
democratic system, begins this policy brief from Freedom House. 
’fixpectations :[’or swift and wide-ranging reforms are very high among a 
population hungry for change after decades of harsh authoritarian 
rule. Ordinary citizens are eager to enjoy the benefits o:[’meaningfal 
political freedom and economic prosperity, having endured unrelenting 
repression, mismanagement, and the plundering of resources by a small 
circle around the family of Jk~rmer president Zinc el-Abidine Ben All.’ 

MALAWI: PRESIDENT WARNS OF IX)SS OF LIt,IS W VIGILS C()NTlNRIE 

http://bit ly/ourRItw 

Malawian President Bingu wa Mutharika has urged rights groups to call 
offnationwide vigils plarmed for Wednesday 17 August in order to 
’save lives and destruction of property’. Civil society groups 
announced the vigils, to be held across the country, after Mutharika’s 
government failed to immediately address their concerns over the 
economy. Last month 19 people were killed in the poor southern African 
country when police opened fire on those taking part in 
anti-government protests that lasted for two days. 

MOROCCO: POSSIBLE ELECTIONS IN NOVE?viBER 

http ://aie.me/oDoYVU7 

Morocco’s government has proposed that a parliamentalT election take 
place early in November instead of the scheduled date of September 
next year. During long overnight negotiations with the interior 



ministry, officials from some 20 political parties agreed in principle 
for the election to be held in mid-November. 

I.XI A]x~f)A: BESIGYE SET FREE IN WALK-]"O-WORK CASE 

http://bit.ly/qOUbDu 

Ugandan Opposition leader Kizza Besigye has walked to partial freedom 
after the Magistrates Court in Kasangati, Wakiso District, acquitted 
him of charges related to the April walk-to-work demonstrations which 
at one point ahnost paralysed the country. The charges xvhich had been 
prefurred against Dr Besigye included alleged rioting after 
proclamation, inciteruent to violence, and disobeying lawful orders of 
a traffic police officer. 

UGANDA: OPPOSITION DEFY POLICE AND VOW TO RESUME PROTESTS 

http ://bit. ly/qKvdC5 

Undeterred by police warnings, the opposition have said they are 
resuming nationwide protests to express their dissatisfaction xvith the 
government’s handling of the high and rising cost of living in the 
country. Masaka M~ficipalib" MP and national coordinator of Activists 
for Change pressure group, which is leading the protests, Mr Mathias 
Mpuuga, said that protesters xvould only bow- to police atterupts to stop 
their plans if police quoted the specific laxv empowering it to prevent 
them from exercising their constitutional right to hold a peaceful 
demonstration 
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9 Corruption 

LIBYA: %VIKKbEAKS CABLES DETAIL QADDAFI FANIILY’S EXPLOITS 

http :/inyti.ms/oIiZ2u 

As the Qaddafi clan conducts a bloo@ struggle to hold onto po~ver in 
Libya, cables obtained by WikiLeaks offer a vivid account of the 
lavish spending, rampant nepotism and bitter rivalries that have 
defined what a 2006 cable called ’Qadhafi Incorporated’, using the 
State Department’s preference from the multiple spellings for Libya’s 
troubled first family. Though the Qaddafi children are described as 
jockeying for position as their father ages - three sons fought to 
profit from a new Coca-Cola franchise - they have been well taken care 
of, cables say. ’All of the Qaddafi children and favorites are 
supposed to have income streams from the National Oil Company and oil 
service subsidiaries,’ one cable from 2006 says. 
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(ILOBA]~,: WIIY TIlE US DEBT CRISIS MATTERS TO YOU 

http://bit l,v/owWJDb 

This video posted on Youtube provides a simple explanation of the US 
debt crisis and why it spells disaster for the global economy. What 
the world is facing, says the video, is complete global economic 
collapse, something that has never happened before And it’s not a 
matter of if it will happen, but when. 

G] ,OBAL: IS A SECOND FINANCIAL (;RASH ON ’YfJE WAY? 

http://bit.ly/ne7fqn 

In assessing the chances of another financial crash, Richard Murphy, 
an adviser to the Tax Justice Network writes that there is a two-part 
economy in the world, the real one and the feral one, which exists 
beyond the limits o:[’the real economy and is made up of the enormous 
financial balances that are only entries in coraputer ledgers. ’This 
feral econotW represents the wealth quite deliberately- extracted from 
the real economy by those who have exploited it over the last thirty 
years of neoliberal domination.’ 

S OU~fFI°dW AFRICA: REGION THREATENED BY EU.~ROZONE COLLAPSE 



http://bit.ly/pXI5Md 

Southern Africa, including Nanribia, stands to loose a lot should the 
euro collapse, a local economist said. ’No one will be unscathed, not 
least Southern Africa,’ said Rowland Broxvn, economist at Capricorn 
Investraent Holdings (CIH). The region’s exports will be particularly 
hard hit, he said. Central in the unfolding financial drama is how 
much longer Germany will be willing to cover debt for others xvith 
little chance of being completely refunded, he said. 

GLOBAL: HOW THE UK IS MAKING DEVELOPING COL2NTRIES PAY TWIt% FOR CLLMATE CHANGE 

http://bit.ly/pw2RiS 

In ’Climate loan sharks’, the World Development Movement and the 
Jubilee Debt Campaign reveal that the UK is pushing $1.1 billion of 
climate loans, via the World Bank, on some of the poorest countries in 
the world. For example Grenada’s debt is alrea@ 90 per cent of GDP, 
yet it is to be lent a further $22 million, over 3 per cent of the 
country’s GDP. Lending to such debt burdened country is at best 
in-esponsible and at worst willfully dangerous. 

AFRICA: THE REPATRIATE GENERATION 

http ://ht.ly/5Znw8 

Chad seems a nightmare location for business - tmless, that is, you 
are Papa Madia~v Ndiaye, 45, or Patrice Backer, 44, of Advanced Finance 
& Investment Group, a private-equity fund-management company in Dakar, 
Senegal, that has so far invested about $72 million in Afidcan 
financial institutions, agriculture and mining. ’It’s like low-hanging 
fruit,’ says Ndiaye, describing the investment climate in Africa. 
’There is no competitiun. If you kno~v what you’re doing, it is a 
bonanza.’ Such bonanzas - opportunities in troubled places with huge 
needs - are increasingly being sought out by a fast-growing group: 
Africans who have returned home ~fter years o:[" living, working and 
stu~dying in the West, reports Time business magazine. 

AFRICA: A I)ECADE OF NEPAD 

http://bitly/nCOB/1 

As the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) marks 10 years 
of its existence as a continental programme aimed at :[’ast tracking the 
development agenda of the continent, opinions are divided about how 
far it has succeeded in achieving its objective Since its inception, 
NEPA]D h as un dergone some metamorphosis. In February 2010, the 14th 
Assembly of AU decided to establish the NEPAl)Planning and 
Coordinating Agency (NEPAD Agency), as the technical organ of the AU, 
to replace the NEPAD Secretariat. 

GLOBAL: U2N SAYS 370 MILLION PEOPLE FACE THREAT OF EXPLOITATION 

http :/,’bit. N/qyXIpu 

The United Nations High Corc~issioner for Human Rights (UNHCR), Navi 
Pillay, said that ’an estimated 370 million indigenous people’ 
globally have lost or face the threat of losing their ancestral lands 
and natural resources due to ’unjust exploitation for the sake of 
development’, PANA repolted. According to U~’HCR, when indigenous 
communities are alienated from their lands because of development and 
natural resource extraction projects, they are often left to scrape an 
existence on the margins of socie)-. 

2v~_LAWI: BORROWING, I, ha.TES SET TO RISE 

htt~ ://trademarksa. or ~k~exvs/malaxvi-borrowina-r ates-s et-rise 

Malawi’s leading economic analysts say government’s domestic borrowing 
and interest rates are set to rise following the suspension and 
withholding of aid to Malawi by some of the country’s donors. The 
analysts, palticularly those from Nico Asset Managers Limited and 
National Baak of Malawi (NBM), have also warned that the country’s 
economy - once a model of success less than two years ago - is on its 
way to a major slowdown as businesses pant under the weight of a 



hostile macroeconomic enviror~nent that denies them even the most basic 
of survival kits such as forex, fuel, water and electrici~. 

NA]VII[3IA: BP K)INS OIL HIJNT 

http://trademarksa.org/newsibpq oins-oil-hunt-namlbia 

Oil giant BP has entered the oil rush in Namibia by clinching 25 per 
cent of the equity in Chariot Oil & Gas’ exploration license in the 
orange Basin. The transaction is in the form of a farm-out agreement 
and was conducted through Enigma Oil & Gas Exploration, a wholly-owned 
subsidialN of Chariot. The new share structure of Block 2714A is 
Petrobras, as operator, with 50 per cent, with BP and Chariot sharing 
the remaining interest. The partners hope to strike an estimated nine 
billion barrels of oil. 

11 Health & HIV/AIDS 

NIGERIA: PFIZER PAYS NIGERIA DRUG-TRIAL VICT~4S 

httl~ :i/english. alia zecra.net/news/africa/2011/08/2011811175753413920.html 

US pharmaceutical giant Pfizer has begun long-awaited compensation 
payments to families over a 1996 drug trial blamed for the deaths of 
11 children and disabilities in dozens of others. But the payments 
were initially distributed only- to four f~amilies, while some 200 
children participated in the trial of meningitis drug, Trovan. Parents 
of four of the children who died as a result of the trial received 
cheques of $175,000 each at a reception in the northern Nigerian city 
of Kano, where the trial took place. 

SOZTTH AFRICA: MATERNAL DKATHS QUADRUPLE 

http://bit 1,v/qa6FYS 

The New- York-based rights organisation Human Rights Watch has 
described the suffering of scores of women in South Aiicican goverument 
hospitals and clinics. It charges the abuse puts women and their 
newborn babies ’at high risk of death or injury’. The report says poor 
governance and corruption contribute to thousands of unnecessary 
maternal deaths. 

S OU’FH AFRICA: HEALTH PLAN’¢,rlLL NEED BILLIONS 

http :llbit lvioxAk3b 

Reuters reports that South Africa’s proposed National Health Insurance 
programane, aimed at giving greater access to healthcare for the 
country’s poor, will require 125 billion rand in 2012 and 214 billion 
rand by 2020, according to a government source The NHI, currently 
being discussed by the government and other parties in South Africa’s 
healthcare system, will require 255 billion rand by 2025, the source 
said citing the document. 

MALAWI: HIV-POSITIVE CIVXL SERVANTS ANGRY AT SW[TCtt }:ROM CASH TO FOOD PARCELS 

http://bit.ly/oxhhOm 

t;r[V-positive civil servants in Malawi are unhappy with the 
government’s announcement that it would stop providing a cash grant to 
help improve their diet In June, the government said the scheme would 
be stopped and replaced with food packages According to Mary Shawa, 
principal secretary in the ol![i ce of the President and Cabinet 
responsible Jh~r HIV/AIDS and nutrition programanes, the cash grant 
programane ’was grossly abused, with hundreds of workers claiming to 
have tt[V in order to cash in on the payment’ 

NIGERIA: JAIL THREAT FOR POLIO VACCINATION REFUSEN]KS 

http:i/bit.lv/mSxBit 

Authorities in Kano, Nigeria, recently announced people would be 
jailed or fined for refusing to irmnunize their children against polio, 



as cases increase in the northern state, but it is unclear whether 
this approach is working. Nigerm, one of four countries that remain 
polio-endemic, has historically been ’a global epicentre of 
transmission’, according to Oliver Rosenbauer, spokesman for the World 
Health Organisation’s polio eradication group Twenty-four polio cases 
were reported in Nigeria between 1 January and 27 July 2011, compared 
to six during the same period last year. 

SWAZILAND: HFv" PREVALENCE AMONG FACTORY WORKERS ’50 PERCENT’ 

http:iibitly/o6TGSB 

A new- governruent study has found that more than half of wurkers in 
Swaziland’s garment industry are living with HIV, and officials are 
realising that the once-hailed promise of manufacturing employmunt has 
becorue a financial and medical nightmare for tens of thousands of 
Swazi ~vomen. ’HIV prevalence among facto~ workers is 50.3 per cunt,’ 
said Nhlanhla Nhlabatsi, an epidemiologist with the Ministly of 
Health. ix~nlabatsi presented the data last week as preliminary findings 
for Swaziland’s first Behaviottr Sentinel Sulweillance Report to be 
released in its entire~" later in the year. 
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SWAZ]I, AND: CASH-STRAt)PED SWAZI LFNIVERSITY CLOSED 

http :~indepthafrica. c~m/news/s~uthern-africa/cash-str apped-s~vam-universi~-c~sed/ 

S~vaziland’s cash-strapped m~iversity failed to re-open for the new 
academic year, officials said, adding it would remain closed 
indefinitely ’The registration process is suspended, and the 
cormnencemunt of the first semester lectures is postponed., to a date 
yet to be determined,’ University of Swaziland Registrar Sipho 
Vilakati said in a statement. 

TANZANIA: TEACHING CRISIS EXX)OSED BY REPORT 

http://bit.ly/piNPR9 

An U~vezo report confirms that in Tanzania 23 per cent of teachers are 
not in school on any given day and ~vhen in school, teachers spend half 
of their time outside the classroom As a consequence, children are 
only taught for two hours and four minutes a day, instead of the 
expected five hours. 
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13 LGBTI 

I.X3 AXrf)A: CAEL FOR POLICE 7D INVESTIGATE RAIDS ON LGBT GROUPS 

http : //bit.lv/p6Vv~jm 

International NGO Human Rights First (HRF) has issued a call for 
pressure on the Ugandan authorities to properly investigate last 
week’s break ins at the offices of LGF~T groups Sexual Minorities 
Uganda (SMUG) and Freedom and Roam Uganda (FARIJG). And FARI_K} are 
calling [’or financml and technical support to replace their losses 
The SMRJG raid was thwarted by employees presence but the raid on FARUG 
led to the theft of computers, equipment, and the electronic database 
unntalning members’ names. 

GHANA: FIGHTBACK BEGINS AGAINST HO]VIOPHOBIC ATTACKS 

http:I/bit.lv,/q Tqq R7 

After initially trying ’quiet diplomacy’, Ghanaiun LGBT have formed an 
a]lmnce with civil society supporters to oppose an increasingly 
vociferous ant>gay campaign in that country. A Coa]ition Against 
Homophobia in Ghana (CAHG) has been announced. It says: ’The Coalition 
has among its objectives to create a friendly rapport between the 
media and the LGBT conrmunity and also educate people to respect the 
rights of LGBT people’s privacy and human dignity, which is a vital 
part of fmxdamental human rights.’ 



(ILOBAL: MARRIED IN NF, W YORK 

h ttp://bit. N/o IEKnK 

Blogger Scarlett Lion spent a weekend snapping photos o:[’the same sex 
weddings that took place recently with the passing of New York’s 
Marriage Equali~ Act, an experience she describes as ’amazing’ You 
can view the pictures on her blog 

SOUTH AFRICA: A GAY CONGOLESE MAN IN SOUTH AFRICA 

http://bit.ly/o3vV4B 

In this article, a Congolese volunteer with People Against Stfffering 
Oppression and Poverty (PASSOP) describes what it is like to live in 
South Africa. ’Life is tough here. Firstly, there is a lot of 
homophobia in the Congolese cormnunity in South Africa. Vv~en I first 
arrived, I lived with rny cousin. Vv~en he found out from my f:amily in 
Congo that I was gay, he kicked me out on the street. My mother 
ensured that no other f:amily mernber in South Africa took me in after 
that. Since then I have moved around a lot, living with different 
Congolese people, but the story is always the same: once they detect 
that I arm gay, they kick me out.’ 

CAMEROON: AffR FRANCE REFUSES TO FLY FAILED GAY ASYLL~¢I SEEKER 

http:i/bit.ly/@YOL7 

Joseph Kaute, the 43-year-old gay Cameroonian who ~vas due to be 
depolted from the UK, is back at Harmondsworth detention centre, 
thales to Air France, the airline that was due to fly him from 
Heathrow back to Yaound6 via Paris It was the third attempt to deport 
him. ’Air France refused to allow me to board,’ Mr. Kaute told L,ff( Gay 
News. 
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Environment 

NIGERIA: L,~! TO MOikTFOR OGONI OiL SPR,L CLEAN-UP 

http :/,~oit.ly /r8 VkEX 

The L,q’~" is said to be planning a close monitoring of the clean-up of 
the Ogoni oil spill in Nigeria as recommended by the United Nations 
Envirol~mental Progranm~e (L~FEP) in its report, the Guardian newspaper 
reported, quoting Martin Nesirky, the spokesperson to the 10N 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon. The paper said that the LrN chief is 
being briefed about the details of the UNEP report, which called for 
the biggest oil spill clean-up ever recommended 

NIGERIA: CLIMATE CttANGE ADAPTION AND CONFLICT 

http :/,’bit lyipoSWMa 

Climate change, a growing number of voices in media and policy circles 
warn, is raising the risks of violent conflict in the twenty-first 
century. Dire futures are predicted for some of the world’s poorest, 
least prepared countries and their most vulnerable citizens. This 
report, sponsored by the Centers of Innovation at the U.S. Institute 
of Peace, evaluates these claims for corfflict-prone Nigeria Based on 
a comprehensive literature survey, intep¢iews with senior government 
officials, academics, and private sector :figures, and the author’s 
work as a corfflict analyst in Nigeria, the report calls for a more 
nuanced approach to mapping the links between climate change and 
conflict. 

SOUTIt ~k!~’RICA: KEF.PING StIELL OUT OF T[tE KAROO 

http://bit.ly/qXtWGv 

About 80 demonstrators wearing gas masks and lab coats to emulate 
scientists from oil company Shell have protested in Cape Toxvn against 
hydraulic fracturing (fracking) for shale gas in the Karoo. Shell SA 
is punting shale gas as an affordable alternative to coal, nuclear and 
renewable energy- industries, and wants to explore 90,000krn~ of the 
Karoo. The march xvas initiated by photographer Kian Erikson in 
partnership with the Climate Justice Campaign and Ealthlife Aflica CT. 



GHANA: COMMU2NITY EXPOSED TO ENVIRONMENTAL RISK 

http://bit.l¥/qALLkl 

httl~://ww~v.africanews.com reports that residents of Oh~vim-2unarffrom 
near Kumasi in the Ashanti Region of Ghana are protesting the siting 
and operations of a factory in the area. According to them, paper 
manufacturer, T &Y Company, is polluting their enviror~ment, which 
exposes them to health risks and also destroys aquatic life. The 
Chinese factory started operating in the conm~unity about two years 
ago. The company recycles plastic waste and produces toilet rolls and 
other plastic products. 

LESOTHO: SA .AND LESOTHO TO BLT~D 1 200 h~9,z HYDROPOWER PLANT 

http ://bit l¥/n5KRyJ 

South Africa and Lesotho have signed an implementation agreement for 
the second phase of the R15-billion Lesotho Highlands Water Project 
(LHWP) and committed to building a hydropo~ver station with an 
installed capacity of between 1,000 iVlW and 1,200 IVP\V The hydropower 
plant would be operational in 2018, and would see some 200 2vfvV supplied 
for Lesotho’s po~ver needs, ~vith the remaining power transmitted to 
South Africa 

SOUTH AFRICA: CABINET NOTES DOCUMENT ON NATIONAL CLEVLATE CHANGE POSITION 

http://bit.NipfSql 1 

Cabinet has noted the national position for the negotiations on 
climate change under the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC), spokesperson Jimmy Manyi said. Previously, 
South Africa said it would commit to lowering greenhouse-gas emission 
by 34 per cent below business as usual trajectories by 2020, and by 42 
per cent by 2025, on condition of financial and technological 
assistance from developed nations The Africa Group Negotiators (AGN) 
- a negotiaung bloc under the UNFCCC - has started developing the 
’African Climate Phtform for Durban’, which would articulate the 
African position at COP 17. 

I.XI ANDA: ACTIVISTS DARE ]kdRJSEVEN[ TO SfiLL MA[3[RA FOREST 

http://bit.ly/qEhxAu 

Conservationists in Uganda have w)wed to tackle President Yoweri 
Museveni head-on over his renewed plan to push through a proposal to 
give away part of Mabira Forest for sugar cane growing Addressing 
district leaders and agriculturalists at Entebbe State House on 
Saturday, President Museveni said failure to give away the J2~rest in 
2007, is partly to blame :[’or the current sugar crisis in the country. 
However, in what might lead to a repeat of the 2007 protests agmnst 
the proposed give-away in which three people were killed, activists 
and politicians have condenmed the President’s latest move and vowed 
to fight to save the forest. 
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15 Land & land rights 

GLOBAL: FOOD SOVEREIGNTY NOW! 

http://bit.lv/n5asUS 

La Via Campesina have released a film on land rights. As the 
organisation notes: ’Watch this 20 minutes fihn and show it to your 
neighbours, friends, community, local organisation, in a cultural 
center, a film festival, a demonstration... You can organise a film 
screening followed by a discussion where you can invite local fhrmers, 
local authorities and anyone interested.’ 

GLOBAL: PEASAY,TTS NEED A NEW ]ix-STRUMENT TO PROTECT THEIR HUMAN RIGHTS 

La Via Campesina press statements 



"]"he 7th session of UN Human Rights Council Advisor), Committee is 
commencing from 8 to 12 August 2011. Among the participants are 
delegations from Ira Via Campesina, who are fighting for an initiative 
towards an international convention of the rights of peasants.’ 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~ienlcate~ory/land/75697 

I. d Food Justice 

AFRICA: HOW YVOULD AN INVESTOR EXPORT MAIZE OR RICE FROM A FA_’vfl2NE -HIT COL ~-NTRY? 

http :/,,’bit. N/p8 aOQv 

The drought and famine in East Africa is already throwing up some 
uncorrffoltable questions for the model of large scale agro-investment 
in a poor cotmtry for export, says this article on 
http:i/www.farmlandgrab.org ’How would an agribusiness be able to 
export maize from a famine-stricken country that depends on the crop 
as its staple food? The furore over South Korean company Daewoo’s 
plans to grow export maize in Madagascar was at least in a mainly 
rice-eating country. But imagine an investor had spent years and 
millions of dollars developing export-maize plantations in a mainly 
maize-eating east African country amidst the region’s current famine.’ 

KENYA: STARVLNG KENYANS STARE AT GMO DANGERS REALITY 

http ://bit.ly/oZaD76 

Forced to survive on wild fluits in the face of drought and food 
insecurity, hungry Kenyans could soon face the dilemma of eating 
genetically modified food The verdict among the scientific COlnmunity 
is that the poor are paying the price for runaway grail that 
precipitated thek and illegal sale of strategic national food 
reserves to foreigners Between 2008 and 2009, the Ministry of 
Agriculture, then under the ~vatch of suspended minister William Ruto, 
came trader criticism for irregular sale of tl~ree million bags of maize 
reserves and the sale of fertiliser to central African countries. 
Al’ter it annotmced it would allow millers to nnport Girl maize, 
Government faces accusations of mortgaging the lives of more than 10 
million hungry Kenyans to multinational companies 
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17 Media & freedom of expression 

GAMBIA: PLEAS TO DROP DEATH SEiN~FENCES ON TWO JOURNALISTS IGNORED 

http :I/bit N/pgLg9B 

The ~vorld is pleading for two Gambian journalists who could face 
capital punishment for distributing T-shirts that call for an end to 
dictatorship in their country Last month the high court in Gambia 
charged Ms Ndey Tapha Sosseh and Mr Matthew K. Jallow with treason in 
a country where the death penal~ is very much ahve. The pair are 
presently in exile in two different West African countries. If the 
regime succeeds in roping the two j oumalists back home, they are most 
likely to be killed by a firing squad or by hanging, analysts say. 

G} IANA: RULING PARTY ACCUSED OF SEfIK]NG TO BRIBE JOURNALISTS 

http ://bit N/rl4iWh 

With elections on the horizon, Ghana’s politics have entered the 
season of allegations - and counter-allegations. First, it was the 
opposition New Patriotic Party (NPP) which claimed it had in its 
possession a tape of the deputy minister of information, B aba Jamal, 
promising bribes to a group of journalists if the?" backed the 
government with positive stories. Before this could blow over, the 
propaganda secretary o:[’the ruling National Democratic Congress (NDC), 
Richard Quarshigah, flung out a cracker: that the NPP was planning to 
unleash a group of young girls to bait NDC officials in sleaze stings. 

GUTNEA: DESPITE DEMOCRATIC RISE TO PO~2~R, PRESIDENT REPRESSES MEDIA FREEDOM 

http://bit.lvfphRHyh 

Guinea’s first democratically elected President survived an 
assassination attempt on 19 July after gumnen surrounded his home and 



pummeled it with heavy artillery Three people were killed during two 
separate attacks. But President Alpha Cond~ immediately clamped down 
on any media coverage of the attack, a censorship that IFEX members 
report is emblematic of his contempt for the media, despite promises 
for positive change. 

MALAWI: _’vL, X.LAYVI SLAPS 16.5% \TAT ON NEWSPAPERS 

http:iibit.lv/qHAIRx 

Newspapers in Malawi used to be cxempt from sales tax. But the finance 
minister has announced they would start attracting the standard 16.5 
per cent VAT. For a press that’s already over-reliant on state 
advertising, the predicted drop in sales - and corresponding need to 
bring in even more governruent ad spend is very bad news for free 
media, says this article un http://freeafricanmedia.com 

SOUTH AFRI(-’A: YVHAT TO DO ~2~rITH SA’S SECRET FILES? 

http ://bit. bg/nSvNQi 

The National .,Xa’chives and Records Service were ill-equipped to deal 
with the deluge of declassified information likely- to ensue once the 
Protection of Information Bill becomes laxv, the Nelson Mandela 
Foundation warned. With over-classification believed to have been the 
norm since the Minimum Informatiun Security Standards became policy in 
1996, MPs have been grappling with the question of what to do with 
secret files from the recunt past, as well as those frora the apartheid 
era 

TOGO: JOURNALISTS RALLY TO PROTECT FREE SPEECH 

http :,,*/bit N/1-5nl V8 

On 6 August 2011, journalists in the West African country of Togo 
rallied in the streets of the capital Lom6 [fr] to protest against the 
tl~reats that their colleagues received recently, reports Global 
Voices The rally was launched on 3 August by the association ’SOS 
Journalistes en Danger’ (SOS Journalists in Danger). The week prior to 
the event, several media professionals in the association warned 
against threats sent to a group of Togolese journalists that were 
believed to be ’critical of the power in place’. 
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MADAGASCAR: RA;V SE;VAGE KR, LS 

http :/,’bit [y/nqbFsF 

About a third of Madagascar’s 20 million people do not have access to 
water for washing and most of’the rest share unsanitary toilet 
facilities, according to a July 2011 World Bank Water and Sanitation 
Programme (WSP) report The threat of diarrhoea and other diseases is 
particularly acute in some of the poorer suburbs of the capital 
Antananarivo. A network of canals, storm water drains and channels 
cr~ss-crossing the city’ are choked with rubbish, causing flooding in 
low-lying areas during the March to November rain?" season. In April 
2011, the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) reported a worrying r~se in 
pneumonic plague 

TANZANIA: VIOLENCE AGAINST CHI[X)[ZEN RA]VIPA;~I’, SAY OEFICIALS 

http : //bit.N/oNScNK 

In a bid to break the silence around violence against children, 
Tanzanian authorities launched a five-year plan on 9 August to 
eliminate all J2~rms of’violence against children, including sexual, 
physical and emotional abuse. ’Levels of violence [against children] 
reported are high in all settings; forms of violence reported and 
described are equally disturbing, including being beaten, tortured, 
sexually assaulted and even murdered,’ Sophia Sirnba, the Minister for 
corc~unity development, gender and children, said in Dar es Salaam 
during the launch of a SUlwey on the subject. 



19 Corfflict & emergencies 

DRC: CONbLICT X~f[NERALS LEGISLATK)N ~N[) ENDING CONbLICT 

http:l/bit, ly/otiLse 

This blog article tackles the issue o:[’how to end conflict in the DRC. 
’Ending the world’s deadliest conflict is no easy task, but a growing 
consensus of Congolese civil society, electronics and metals 
companies, investors, and governments are now taking action to do so. 
A chief driver of their work is the Dodd-Fratfi( legislation on conflict 
minerals, which is why a coalition of 40 Congolese human rights groups 
called it "the leverage needed to instill and impose ethical business 
practices in the Great Lakes region."’ 

EAST .¢]<’RICA: UN SHAR~S RESPONSIB]I.ITY FOR FAMINE, EXPERTS SAY 

http:i/bit.lWnQct0d 

The Ignited Nations Human Rights Co~cil should accept responsibilitT, 
on behalf of the world forum, for the famine spreading through eastern 
Africa, and should call for member countries’ cooperation to overcome 
the desperate food crisis there, experts said. One of the 18 
independent experts on the advisory conmnittee to the Co~cil, Chilean 
academic Jos~ Antonio Bengoa, set forth the idea of asking for an 
urgent special session, in an attempt to draw the attention of the 
international conmnunity to the gravity of the crisis in the Horn of 
Africa. 

LIBYA: GADDAFI DEFL~NT AS REBELS CLAEM GAINS IN ~VEST 

http://ale.meipSO0yZ 

Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has urged his supporters to fight for 
the country ’inch by inch’ as opposition forces launched a two-pronged 
offensive in western Libya that threatens to isolate the capital of 
Tripoli. Facing the sternest challenge of his decades-long rule, 
Gaddafi on iVlonday called on Libyans to alT*] themselves to liberate the 
country from ’traitors and from NATO’ in a broadcast on state 
television. The speech, which was broadcast in audio only with no 
images, was the first time Gaddafi had spoken in public since rebel 
fighters launched their biggest offensive in months 

SOMALIA: A COU~qTRY IN PER]L 

http:/Ibit.lv/qwNohI 

Somalia’s in flames again, but what’s new-? asks this paper from the 
Enough Project ’The answer is that much is new this time, and it 
would be a &mgerous error of judgment to brush off Somalia’s current 
crisis as more of the same. It would be equally dangerous to call for 
the same tired :[’ormulas for UN peacekeeping, state-building, and 
counterterrorism operations that have achieved little since 1990. 
Seismic political, social, and securib" changes are occurring in the 
country, and none bode well for the people of Somalia or the 
international communi~ ’ 

SOMALIA: AL-SH~’IB.AB OFFERED AMNESTY 

http://aie.me/mS7BLR 

Somalia’s government has off’ered an open amnesty to al-Shabab :fighters 
after the rebels made a surprise withdrawal l]com the capital, 
Mogadishu, over the weekend ’We offer an amnesty - put down your 
weapons and your guns, and come and join the people and your society,’ 
Abdirahman Osman, a government spokesman, was quoted as saying by the 
AFP news agency on Tuesday. Al-Shabab, who stil] govern over much of 
southern Somalia, have waged a b]oo~dy war since 2007 to topple the 
Western-backed transitional government. 

SOIvlA_LIA: US RELIES ON COiN~P, ACTORS IN SOIv~_LIA CONFLICT 

http:i/nyti.mshtD5 8ZE 

The New York Times profiles the use of private US military contractors 



in the war in Somalia, introducing the story with Richard Rouget, whom 
the?" describe as ’a gun 12~r hire over two decades of bloody African 
conflict’. The story goes on: ’Rouget, 51, commanded a group of 
foreign fighters during Ivory Coast’s civil war in 2003, was convicted 
by a South African court of selling his militar.f services and did a 
stint in the presidential guard of the Comoros Islands, an archipelago 
plagued by political tumult and coup attempts. Now Mr. Rouget works 
for Bancroft Global Development, an American private security compaW 
that the State Department has indirectly :financed to train African 
troops who have fought a pitched urban battle in the ruins of this 
city against the Shabab, the Somali militant group allied with A1 

Qaeda.’ 

WEST AFRICA: CIVIL SOCIETY STLrDIES ’COUN~FER-TERRORISM PLAN 

http :/,,’bit. 1y/nDcvk0 

Journalists and civil society members in West Africa analysed a 
’counter-terrorism plan’ drawn up by the Economic Corcanunity of West 
African States (ECOYVAS) at a 4-5 August meeting in the Senegalese 
capital Dakar. Main issues that emerged were the need to strengthen 
regional cooperation and to address root causes of terrorism - poverty 
and lack of education, said Biram Diop, director of the African 
Institute for Security Sector Transformation, who facilitated 
discussions. 

WEST AFRICA: PNACY THREAT RISING 

http:/in24.cm/ruO5ss 

The West African coastline has seen increasing attacks on chemical and 
oil tankers London-based Lloyd’s Market Association, an umbrella 
group of insurers, recently listed Nigeria, Benin and surrounding 
waters in the same category as Somalia, where two decades of war and 
anarchy have allowed piracy to flourish 
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20 Intemet & teclmology 

S OL~bI AFRICA: BROADBAND COMPARISON SERVICE LAUNCHED 

http://bit.l¥/rcoV~’.ff( 

South Africa now- has a ~vebsite offering where broadband customers can 
enter their phone numbers and find the cheapest broadband offering in 
their area. 
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21 Fundraising & usefa] resources 

UGANDA: MONITORING ~IItE ~fI IOi’,/IAS KWOYI{LO TRIAl~, 

http:i/bit, lv,/rlHXq0 

Thomas K*voyelo, former middle-ranking Lord’s Resistance Army comanander 
and allegedly captured in March 2009, was charged with war crimes and 
became the first person to be committed to the International Crimes 
Division. As part of their International Crimes Division monitoring 
iniuative, the Refugee Law Project will update you with detailed 
newsletters and video documentaries based on the proceedings related 
to Kwnyelo’s trial. 

/’\/’\//\/\/\//\/VI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,,,\//I,A/\/A/\/V/’\/V\,i/\/’,/’,,, ,’1, 

22 Publications 

CALL FOR PAPERS: 500 YEARS LAT[ER: REVF, R[3[ERATIONS OF TttE TRANSATLANTIC 
SLAVE ’IRAI)E 

Volume 5, Number 2 (Winter 2012) 

http://bit.ly/ni6gAJ 

Guest editor David Anderson Hooker, Director of Research and Training 
for ’Coming to the Table: Taking A~nerica (USA) Beyond the Legacy of 
Enslavement’, and the editorial staff of ’Race/Ethnicity: 
Multidisciplinary Global Contexts’, invite submissions for the first 
issue of its fifth volume, entitled ’500 Years Later: Reverberations 
of the Transatlantic Slave Trade.’ 



RACE/t{T[ tNICITY: hdZILTH)ISC]PLINA[<Y G] ,OBAL CONT[{XTS 

http://bit.ly/pTnhf0 

RaceiEthnicity publishes key information and insights about the 
chal lenges and opportunities presented by race and ethnicity in the 
21 st century, with particular attention to dynamics shaping the 
experiences of racially marginalized people and communities. We 
welcome contributions from advocates, activists, and practitioners of 
all kinds, as ~vell as fiom researchers inside and outside the academy. 
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23 Jobs 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Oorde Institute 

The Executive Director administers the CSO by defining and 
implementing COlT, orate and financial strategy-, by overseeing policy 
programs or projects, and by reporting on the Institute’s activities 
to the Board of Directors. In addition, he/she has an advocacy role 
with national and international institutions. 

httD:llwww,1)ambazuka.or~/el~,’cate~orviiobs/75692 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

¢© Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unpolted License. For ti~rther details see: 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about .php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http :/i}vww.pambazuka.org/en ) 
Edi~5o em lingua Portuguesa ( http://w}vw pambazuka org/pt ) 
Edition franq:aise ( http://w~}v.pambazuka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.org/en/newsfeed pap 

Pambazuka Ne}vs is published with the support of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.or~/en/about .php ). 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSU~SCRIBE go to: 
http:I/pambazuka,an, apc.ora/cai-bir~mailmardlistinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCR]Ia.E in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-African e]ectronic week]y 
newsletter and p]atform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on po]itics and current affairs, 
deveE)pment, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Afi-ica. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Znding 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 

http:i/fahamubooks.or~/book/?GCO! 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka Ne*vs is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS Visit our Twitter page for more iNh~rmatinn: 
//twitter com/pambazukanews ( http://twitter.con~,pambazukanews ) 

* Pambazuka News has a Del icio.us ( http://Del,icin us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visithttp:i/delicious.con’~’pambam.tka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Monday, August 15, 2011 9:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Revised - UNC proposal 

Thanks. Yes, I caught the typos, in fact, you sent me an old drat’t that I had already updated. So, all is fine on this side of the forest 

Best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the M~ddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/stud,vabruad.unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is fur the sule use uf the intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfldentia[ 
m[’ormatiun. Any unauthurized review, use, disclusure, ur distribution is 
prohibited Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Saturday, August 13, 2011 1:17 PM 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: Rig: Revised - UNC prupusal 

Hi Cumrade, 

I am very delighted to hear about this development! Will send remaining material by Wednesday - caught with trying tu get much writing as I can before the beginning o17 the semester. Is 
this OK’? 

On another note, as I was giving the prupusal another louk, I noticed very minor ~pus. I hupe yuu noticed them and currected them before passing the proposal tu our bosses. 

Mambo freshi! 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodncy Joaquin 
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2011 2:14 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Revised - UNC proposal 

Dear Corruade Etmice, 

Bob has given the thurabs up sign for the proposal, so now I ant collecting signatures before submitting it to the advisory committees. As soon as you can, please send nre the parts that 
you were working on for the Appendix (a schedule and the updated Syllabi). Thanks! 

Mambo freshi! 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http://studyabroad unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2011 8:39 AM 



To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: Revised - UNC proposal 

Dear Rodney, 

Greetings. 

See attached revised proposah 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, July 21,2011 1:27 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: UNC proposal 

Hi Comrade, 

Would you please call me at 919 962 8358? I have some feedback from Bob that I need to discuss with you. Thanks. 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http :/istud_vabroad.unc. edu 

Confidentiality- Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information Any- unauthorized review-, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: IONIC proposal 
Importance: High 

Hi Rodney, 

See attached. I have edited, added stuff’, etc. Let me know what you think. 

Cheers and Mambo freshi, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Wednesday, July- 20, 2011 8:05 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: b~V: UNC proposal 

Hi [iunic e, 

Please take a look at the draft attached and let me know if you think it is fine to move %rward. Feel free to edit as needed, the section on Safety, I think can be improved Also, should you 
list Patrick Bond as a co-instructor in one o:[’the courses? 

I look forward to hearing back l~om you Thanks for all the help with writing this proposah 

Mambo freshi, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin America, Alkica and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 

2016 EEDEX Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NC 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/iatudyabroad unc. edu<http:i/study abroad.un c edu/> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential inlbrmation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Helen Poonen [mailto:Poonenh(d?nkzn.ac.za] 
Sent: Wednesday, July- 20, 2011 1:16 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Re: UNC proposal 



[)ear Rodney 

I’m well thanks for asking, please note that I will forward to you shortly Patrick’s recent CV Please pass my best wishes to Eunice. 

Warmest Wishes 
Helen 

>>> "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" 
>>> <rvargas@emaihunc.edu<mailto:r~argas@email uric edu>> 2011/07/19 
>>> 07:36 PM >>> 
Dear Helen, 

I hope this message finds you doing very welh 
Professor Sahle and myself are working hard in the proposal for the program in 2012. I need to ask you for Professor Patrick B ond’s Curricuhm~ Vitae. Would you kindly send me a copy to 
attach to the proposal? Thanks so much for your help. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: http :/istudv abroad, unc. edu<httt~ : i/studv abroad, unc. edu/> 
*************************************************** 

CorKidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain corKidential ilfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/i~vwwukzn.acza/disclaimer<http://www.ukznac.zaidisclaimer/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Jordan <jtjordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, Angust 15, 2011 12:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodle@email.unc.edw~; Spruill, April R <aprilspruill@unc.edu>; Br~ile, Joscelyne M <brazile@unc.edu> 

See Attached -- F~on Program -- Please Read and Respond 

Fm~onMemoUNCAug 152011 .doc; ATI’00001.c; Sahlelnvite 15Aug2011 .doc; ATT00002.c 



THE SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER 

FOR BLACK CULTURE AND HISTORY 

~5o S O UTt t RO AD T 919-96z-9ooI 

CAMPUS BOX 5z5o F 919-96z-37z~ 

CHAPEL I{ILL, NC 

JOSEPH F.JORDAN 

Director 

Memorandum 

Date: 14 August 2011 
From: Joseph F. Jordan, Director, Stone Center, UNC at Chapel Hill 
To: Bereket Selassie      Daynali Flores 

Eunice Sahle Linda Carty 
Alvaro Reyes Georges Nzongola Ntalaj a 
Fouzi Slisli 

Re: Frantz Fanon Symposium. October 4 and 6-7, 2011 

I trust you’ve had a productive and rewarding summer period. I am writing to give you some additional 
details about the upcoming Fanon Symposium here at the Stone Center, 6-7 October 2011. These details 
will help you plan your participation with a better idea of what to expect. I know you are preparing for 
the fall term so I want to make sure you have no outstanding questions. After reviewing the attached 
details please let me know if you need additional information. Attached to this email you will also find 
an official invitation in the event that you need a formal letter. 

If you are coming from out of town we will fly you in on the morning or early afternoon of Thursday, 6 
October. We will provide all local transportation and meals while you are here. 

A. What we need from you within the next week: 

1) The title of your presentation (even if it is tentative) 
2) Your name as it appears on your passport or other legal identification document (for your airline 

or other ticket if we will be purchasing a ticket for you) 
Your full home address and phone number, AND your work address and phone 
The name of the airport and city you prefer to travel from (if you are out of town) 
Your email and your social security number 

3) Your full title and affiliation as you would like it to read in our program 

Clarissa Goodlett, Program Manager for the Stone Center and other staff will be following up with 
you between now and the symposium. They will need the above information to purchase your 
tickets, arrange for pick-up, and prepare publicity and printed materials. It is very important to 
respond to their requests promptly in order for us to obtain the best ticket and hotel prices. 

At the end of this memorandum you will find a complete #st of Stone Center staff that will be 

worldng to plan this event. 



B. What we will need from you by September 8: 

1) The final title of your presentation, along with an abstract that will be posted to 
the Stone Center website, and included in the program; 

2) Information on any audio-visual needs for your presentation; 
3) Any handouts or reprints that need to be reproduced for attendees; 
4) Completion of the Permission and Release form for the photography and video- 

taping of the symposium 
5) A one paragraph bio, along with a photo. These materials will be used in all 

public information and publicity material. 

C. Program Details at this moment: 

!4/-e have confirmed the following participants: 

Mireille Fanon- Mend~s France, Frantz Fanon Foundation 
Prof. Linda Carty from Syracuse U. 
Prof. 
Prof. 
Prof. 
Prof. 
Prof. 
Prof. 

Bereket Selassie, UNC at Chapel Hill 
Geoges Nzongola-Ntalaja, UNC at Chapel Hill 

Eunice Sahle, UNC at Chapel Hill 
Alvaro Reyes, UNC at Chapel Hill 
Daynali Flores, U. of Illinois Urbana-Champaign 
Fouzi Slisli, St. Cloud State 

Unconfirmed: 

Prof. Ranj anna Khanna, Duke Univ. 
Prof. Nelson Maldonado, 

Symposium Details - 2 or 3 sessions with each presenter allowed 20-25 minutes 
with 30-35 minutes for audience questions and discussion. A 
respondent/moderator will be assigned to your session. 

All sessions will be photographed, taped and edited and will be posted on the 
Stone Center site or on our Vimeo site. DVD copies will be provided to all 
participants 

Remembering the Life and Work of Frantz Fanon: A Symposium 



Tuesday, 4 October at 7 pro: Film Screening - 
Frantz t~2mon: His Life, His Struggle, His Work (Dir: Cheikh Djemai/Algeria/2001) 

Thursday, 6 October at 7 pm, Stone Center Theater/Auditorium 
Keynote Address, Mireille Fanon-Mend~s France, President, Frantz Fanon Foundation 
Respondent, Linda Carty, Assoc. Prof., Department of African American Studies 
Syracuse University 

**Friday, 7 October: Symposium Sessions 

Symposium Panel Participants" 

Bereket Selassie, Prof., African/African American Studies, UNC at Chapel Hill 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, Prof. African/African American Studies, UNC at Chapel Hill 

Alvaro Reyes, Asst. Prof., Geography, UNC at Chapel Hill 
Daynali Flores, (affiliation) postdoc, Univ. Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Eunice Sahle, Assoc. Prof., African/African American Studies, UNC at Chapel Hill 

Fouzi Slisli, Assoc. Prof., St. Cloud State Univ. 
Ranj anna Khanna, Prof., Duke University (unconfirmed) 

** One issue we have been attempting to address is the timing for the Friday panels. Community 
partners have approached and strongly suggested that we need to hold sessions in the evening to 
accommodate those who work during the day and would like to attend. Unfortunately UNC has a 
scheduled football game on Saturday, 8 October., and Fridays before games have traditionally been 
programmed for football crowds, including parking, and other logistics. Given the number of 
presentations, and the football variable, we may not be able to accommodate this request. 

Clarissa Goodlett, Program and Public Communications Mgr., The Stone Center 
April Spruill, Administrative Manager, The Stone Center 
Joscelyne Brazile, Assistant Director, The Stone Center 



THE SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER 

FOR BLACK CULTURE AND HISTORY 

~5o S O UTt t RO AD T 9~9-96z-9oo~ 

CAMPUS BOX 5z5o F 9~9-96z-37z~ 

CHAPEL lilLE. NC 27~99-~z~o 

JOSEPH F.JORDAN 

Director 

15 August 2011 

Eunice Sahle 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
CB#3395, 1106 Battle Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Dear Professor Sahle; 

Thank you for agreeing to serve as a presenter at our fall symposium entitled Remembering the Life and 
Work oft~?antz Fanon, to be held here at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill on 6-7 October 2011. We are pleased that you will 
join us to commemorate the life and work of one of the most important political minds of the 20th 

century. 

As discussed in our correspondence we would like for you to prepare a presentation that references your 
work as a scholar and student of the political economy of nation/nation-building in Kenya and East 
Africa, and that calls on your practical engaged work as an internationalist solidarity worker. We are 
very interested in how Fanon traveled in East Africa either in the realm of ideas or as a guide to action 
for those interested in revolutionary change. It would also be helpful to hear your assessment of the 
validity of the conclusions he reaches in The Wretched of the Earth, and their usefulness for 
contemporary theorizing and action. 

If you have questions please let me know, or communicate directly with Clarissa Goodlett our Program 
and Communications Speciali st (919) 962-0395, cgoodl et@email.unc, edu. 

Again, many thanks for agreeing to be a part of the symposium and we look forward to your 
participation! 

With Highest Regards, 

Joseph Jordan, Director 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 15, 2011 12:42 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam(q)listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Fall 2011 Move-In Operations -Transportation Impacts 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [rnailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 11:57 AM 

Subject: Fall 2011 Move-ln Operations -Transportation Impacts 

Attention Parking Coordinators: 
The following messages have been sent to "A, CD, K, L, M, N3, ND, $1, and S4" permit holders regarding move-in operations for August 16-23, 
2010. Please forward as appropriate. 

Additionally, please let all appropriate personnel know there will be several one-way traffic diversion plans put into place: 

? loyner Drive behind loyner Residence Hall (in the Cobb Deck Area) will be converted to one-way from Lewis Hall on Cobb Drive to 
Connor Drive from approximately 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday, August 17th - Sunday, August 21st. State vehicles and N4 permit holders must 
abide by the traffic plan during that time. Traffic exiting the Cobb Deck will be required to exit via Connor Drive or Paul Green Theatre Drive. 

? Raleigh Street will be converted to one-way traffic heading from Cameron Avenue toward South Road on Saturday and Sunday, August 
20th and 21st from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Once barricades and personnel are in place, traffic will be prohibited from turning onto Raleigh Street 
from South Road. All traffic requiring access to areas along Raleigh Street between Cameron Avenue and South Road will need to plan on 
entering Raleigh Street from Cameron Avenue. This will include state vehicles. 

? Craige Drive will be converted to one-way traffic heading from Craige Deck toward Blythe Drive and Bythe Drive will be one-way 
towards Bowles Drive from Wednesday, August 17th - Sunday, August 21st from approximately 8 a.m. until 7 p.m. each date or whenever 
monitors and/or signs are in place. Vehicles ~vill not be allowed to access Craige Drive from Blythe Drive or access Blythe Drive from Bowles 
Drive. This will include state vehicles and "CD" permit holders. 

The Department of Public Sqfety and the Department of Housin8 & Residential Education appreciate your cooperation and 

unde~z~tanding ! 

For more information on move-in operations, please visit the Department of Housing website at http://housing~unc.edu/. For move-in parking 
related questions not answered by the provided website, please contact UNC Public Safety at 919.962.3951 Monday thru Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Attention "CD" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 18, 2010. Consequently, in order to provide students with close proximity access to the 
residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin blocking spaces for unloading as early as Friday, August 13, 2010. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders are required to vacate the designated 
unloading spaces by 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 17th thru Sunday, August 22rid at 9 p.m. 

During the move-in period, traffic on Hardin Drive and Craige Drive may be heavy at times. Additionally, Craige Drive to Blythe Drive and Blythe 
Drive to Bowles Drive will be converted to one-way traffic and one side of the street used for 40-minute unloading. Therefore, "CD" permit 
holders may find the 5th level the most convenient and easiest way to access the deck. 

Wednesday - Friday: Twenty spaces (20) on levels 1 and 3 of the Craige Deck will be designated by temporary signs for 40-minute unloading. 
"CD" permit holders may not park in the designated spaces, unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls and 
obtaining a valid 40-minute unloading permit from the parking attendants. Alternate "CD" parking will be available in the Craige Deck on levels 2, 
4 and 5. 

Saturday - Sunday: Levels 1 and 3 of the Craige Deck will be reserved for 40-minute unloading. "CD" permit holders may continue to use levels 
2, 4 and 6. 

Attention "N3" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students with close proximity access to the 
residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin blocking spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders are required to vacate the designated 
unloading spaces in front of the residence halls by 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 16th. At that time, the Department of Public Safety will officially 
complete their set-up of the reserved unloading spaces. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 6 p.m. on August 16th will need a valid 40- 
minute unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Friday, Augnst 17th-19th: Sections of Emerson Drive, Davis Drive (a.k.a. Lenoir Drive) and Old East Lot will be reserved for 40- 
minute unloading and will be designated as such by either chains and poles or by cones with parking signs. "N3" permit holders may not park in 
the designated spaces unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls. Alternate "N3" parking will be available on 
levels 2 - S of the Cobb Deck near the Center for Dramatic Art and Paul Green Theatre or in the "N5" Park Place Lot. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 20th-21st: All "N3" permit spaces along Emerson Drive, Davis Drive and in Old East Lot, except specialized reserved 
spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading from Saturday, August 20th from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Sunday, August 21st from 7 a.m. until 5 
p.m. "N3" permits are not valid in "N3" lots on Saturdays and Sunday. Alternate parking should be available in the Swain Lot, Highway 54 visitor 
Lot, Bell Tower Deck, McCauley Deck or the Nash Lot for no charge. 

Monday: Two spaces in each lot will remain blocked and designated for 40-minute unloading until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd. Theses 
spaces will be utilized for unloading only. Although overflow is not expected, if overcrowding does occur, "N3" permits will be honored in the 
"NS" Park Place Lot off Boundary Street or the Nash Lot off Wilson Street. 



Attention "ND" 2011-2010 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students with close proximity access to the 

residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will pre-set equipment in the ND Deck as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

ND permit holders will not be impacted until 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 16th. Beginning 6 p.m., August 16th, Parking Control will cone spaces on 

the ground level closest to ]oyner, Connor and Cobb. Over the weekend, multiple levels will be reserved for move-in operations. ND permit 

holders will be required to park in alternate spaces or on alternate levels throughout the various phases of move-in. 

In order to best ensure the maximum close proximity unloading spaces possible, weekday permit holders are required to vacate the designated 

unloading spaces by Wednesday, August 17th at 5 a.m. 

Wednesday - Friday, August 17th-19th: The ground level (considered Level 1 by most) will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be 

designated as such by signs located at the entrance to the Cobb Deck and by signs and cones in the designated spaces. "ND" permit holders will 

not be allowed to park in these areas. Alternate "ND" parking will be available on levels 2 - 5. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 20th-21st: Level 1-3 will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by signs located at the 

entrance to the Cobb Deck. "ND" permit holders may not park on levels 1-3. Alternate "ND" parking will be available on levels 4 & 5. "ND" permits 

are not valid on normal Saturdays and Sundays. 

Monday, August 22rid: Several spaces on level one may remain blocked and designated for 40-minute unloading until 5 p.m. These spaces will 

be utilized for unloading only. The gates will be up during all move-in hours of operation. 

Attention "SI" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students with close proximity access to the 

residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin presetting equipment and/or blocking spaces for unloading as early as 

Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders are required to vacate the designated 

unloading spaces in the front portion of the Public Safety Lot and closest to the residence halls by 7 p.m. on Tuesday, August 16th. 

Wednesday - Friday, August 17th-19th: Approximately 20-30 spaces, in the front section of the Public Safety Lot and closest to Morrison 

Residence Hall, will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by cones and temporary parking signs. "$1" permit 

holders may not park in the designated spaces unless actively moving a student into one of the surrounding residence halls. Alternate "$1" 

parking will be available in the Craige Deck on levels 2, 4 and 5. Some spaces will also be available on level 1 and 3, but please note some spaces 

on levels 1 and 3 will be designated for 40-minute unloading and thus will not be available as alternate "$1" parking. The Craige Deck gates will 

be raised at the 3rd level off Hardin Drive and the back off Craige Drive. When parking in Craige Deck during these days, please remember to 

display your valid 2011-2012 "$1" permit. Vehicles without a valid "L", "CD", "SI" or "40-minute unloading" permit will be cited. 

Saturday - Sunday, August 20th-21st: All of the "SI" Public Safety Lot, except for the police spaces, will be reserved for move-in operations 
from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m. each date. "$1" permit holders working on these dates should park in the Craige Deck on levels 2, 4 or 5. Levels 1 and 3 

will be reserved for 40-minute unloading. 

Monda$5 August 22rid: Move-in operations will be officially over. However, we anticipate heavy vehicular traffic in and out of the Public Safety 

Lot due to student permit transactions. Therefore, the lot will be screened and vehicles without valid 2011-2012 "$1" permits will be sent to 

Rams Head Parking Deck. "$1" permit holders should make sure their "$1" permits are visibly displayed when slowly approaching the lot 

monitors. "$1" permits will need to be readily visible to the monitors. 

Attention "$4" 2011-2012 Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students with close proximity access to the 

residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin presetting equipment and/or blocking spaces as early as August 1 S, 2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders are required to vacate the designated 

unloading spaces in front of the residence halls by 6 p.m. on Tuesday, August 16th. At that time, the Department of Public Safety will officially 

complete their set-up of the reserved unloading spaces. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 6 p.m. on August 16th will need a valid 40- 

minute unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Friday: Sections of Stadium Drive will be reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by either chains and/or 

poles or by cones with parking signs. "$4" permit holders may not park in the designated spaces unless actively moving a student into one of the 

surrounding residence halls. Alternate "$4" parking will be available in the Rams Head Deck by entering and exiting the visitor section of the deck 

and showing the booth attendant a valid "$4" permit between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and S p.m., Wednesday thru Friday. 

Saturday - Sunday: All "$4" permit spaces along Stadium Drive, except for the "RS/S4" and other specialized reserved spaces, will be reserved 

for 40-minute loading Saturday, August 20th from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday, August 21st from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. "$4" permits are not valid on 

Stadium Drive on Saturdays and Sunday. Alternate parking should be available in the Boshamer Lot for no charge or the Rams Head Deck for the 

normal rate of $1.S0/hour. 

Monday: Two spaces in front of each of the three residence halls will remain blocked and designated for 40-minute unloading until S p.m. on 

Monday, August 22nd. Theses spaces will be utilized for unloading only. Although overflow is not expected, if overcrowding does occur, "$4" 

permits will be honored for free in the Rams Head Deck between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and S p.m. In order for "$4 permit holders" to enter and 

exit the Rams Head Deck for free between 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd, Stadimn Drive will need to overflow and "$4 permit 

holders" must show the booth attendant a valid 2011-2012 "$4 permit" upon exit. 

Student Lots: 

Attention "A" Permit Holders: 

Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, August 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students with close proximity access to the 
residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin blocking and signing spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 
2011. 

In order to best ensure as many close proximity unloading spaces as possible, weekday permit holders are required to vacate the designated 



unloading spaces by 6 p.m. on Monday, August 15tb. At that time, the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up of the 
reserved unloading spaces. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 5 p.m. on August 15th will need a valid 40-minute unloading permit. 

Wednesday - Sunday: All of the "A" Lot spaces, except for specialized reserved spaces such as "disability, service and RS Spaces," will be 
reserved for 40-minute unloading and will be designated as such by either chains and poles or by cones with temporary parking signs. "A" 
permit holders may not park in the designated spaces unless actively moving into one of the surrounding residence halls and displaying a valid 
40-minute unloading permit. Alternate "A" parking will be available in the "N5" Park Place Lot beginning Monday, August 15th at noon until 
Monday, August 22rid at noon 

Monday: Two spaces in each lot will remain blocked and designated for 40-minute unloading until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22rid. 

Attention "K, L and M" Permit Holders: 
Student move-in will officially begin Wednesday, 17, 2011. Consequently, in order to provide students with close proximity access to the 
residential communities, the Department of Public Safety will begin blocking spaces for unloading as early as Monday, August 15, 2011. 

In order to best ensure the maximum close proximity unloading spaces possible, weekday permit holders are required to vacate the designated 
unloading spaces by Monday; August 15th at 5 p.m. At that time, the Department of Public Safety will officially complete their set-up of the 
reserved unloading spaces in the "K, L and M" lots. Vehicles parked in the designated spaces after 5 p.m. on August 16tb will need a valid 40- 
minute unloading permit. Regular "K, L and M" permits will not be honored. 

"M" Permit Holders: 

All "M" permit spaces, except for the "RS/M" and Service spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading from Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. thru 
Sunday, August 21st at 9 p.m. Two spaces will remain blocked with traffic cones and reserved until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 22nd for unloading 
use. 

"M" permits will be honored in the "$11 Manning Lot" off Bowles Drive from Monday, August 15tb thru Monday, August 22nd at noon. (Please 
note, "M" permits will not be honored in any of the $11 permit lots except the "$11 Manning Lot"). 

"K" Permit Holders: 
All "K" permit spaces, except the "RS/K" and Service spaces, will be reserved for 40-minute loading from Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. thru 
Sunday, August 21st at 9 p.m. This restriction includes both the upper and lower lots. For Monday, August 22nd late move-in, up to four spaces 
will remain blocked with traffic cones and reserved until 5 p.m. for unloading use. 

"K" permits will be honored in the "$11 Manning Lot" off Bowles Drive from Monday, August 15th thru Monday, August 22rid at noon. (Please 
note, "K" permits will not be honored in any of the $11 permit lots except the "$11 Manning Lot"). 

"L" Permit Holders: 
All of the regular "L permit" spaces in the "L-Morrison and "L-Craige" lots, except the service spaces will be reserved for 40-minute loading from 
Monday, August 15th at 5 p.m. thru Sunday, August 21st at 9 p.m. Up to two spaces in Craige and two spaces in Morrison Circle will remain 
blocked with traffic cones and reserved for unloading until 5 p.m. on Monday, August 23rd. 

"L" permits will be honored on level 2, 4 and 5 of the Craige Deck from Monday, August 15th at 5p.m. thru Monday, August 22nd at noon. "L" 
permit holders may access the deck via the back entrance between Ram Village Building 1 and the Craige Deck. Additionally, "L" permits will be 
honored in the Manning $11 Lot closest to Family Practice. 

Please call the Department of Public Safety at (919) 962-3951 during normal business hours with questions about these necessary Move-In 
operations. 
Thank you, 

The/)epar~ment oJPublic Saj~ty 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@ernail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=323616~8.e87a91a583231954~e156ada77~a798d&n=T&~=afriafam&~=29661330 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29661330-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edu~ 

Monday, August 15, 2011 3:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Atiil01 -Dr. SaNe 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

As long as ~ve can open the pd£s, I thil~ it should be fine to send them’. We’ll let you know if we have an?- trouble with the files 

Best, 
Ai-Lmg 

Undergraduate Library Reserves 
RB. House Undergraduate Libraly, CB# 3942 
reservereading@unc, edu 
919.9621054 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 3:45 PM 
To: Chang, Ai-Ling; Chang, Ai-Ling; LibraW Reserves Reading 
Subject: Atldl01-Dr Sable 
Importance: High 

Dear Aiding, 

, hence the delay in sending the material as I had intended 10 or so days ago 
I am attaching one of the readings to this email. I will send the other flies as ’forwards’ in separate files - the :files were sent to me by Jessica Bliss at the Friday Centre 

There are also 3 files that were pdf-ed by my research assistants last week and he sent them in ’web format’. (;an I ~2~rward them as such? 

I will send the completed form for these readings by tomorrow Many thanks ~2~r your help! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Friday, July 29 2011 10:46 ~\~i 

To: Chang, Ai-Ling; (;hang, Ai-Ling; Library Reserves Reading 

Cc: Bliss, Jessa 

Subject: A[~ril01-Dr Sahle 

Dear Aiding, 

Greetings 

kindly write to request that with the exception of the two readings below, the current material for Ali’i 10 on E-Reserves be removed 

Rodney, Walter 
Mamdani, Mahmood 

I ~vill be sending additional material to be added to Afril01 E-Reserves shortly. All the material meet the copy right la~v under Fair Use. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.edup 

Monday, August 15, 2011 4:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Bliss, Jessa<jessa bliss@unc.edu> 

RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hello, 

It looks like our Outlook email client is blocking all the flies Jessa sent. Our IT technician just told me that the zip files are automatically blocked by the campus mail systems, and there may 
not be a workaround :( 

Is there another format the files can be sent? Another thing we’ve done in the past is through Dropbox (http://wwwdropboxcon~/). 

So sorly for the bad ne~vs’. 
Ai-Lmg 

Undergraduate Library Reserves 
R B. tlouse Undergraduate Librap)~, CB# 3942 
reserve reading@unc.edu 
919.962 1054 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 3:47 PM 
To: Chang, Ai-Lmg; Chang, Ai-Ling; Library Reserves Reading 
Subject: FW: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 
Importance: High 

From: Bliss, Jessa 

Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 12:30 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Final batch! ’]7his should be all of the readings that I have. Please let me kno~v if you’re misstng anything 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Scnt: Friday, July 29, 2011 11:24 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Jessa, 

Ai-Ling has been vet5, helpful! 

Kindly send the pdfs and I will fol~vard them to her for E-Reser~,,e placement. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 8:29 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sulziect: RE: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Eunice, 

Yes, I would contact Ai-Ling to get these materials removed. I would recommend copying reserve reading@unc.edu on your e-mail, just in case Ai-Ling is presently unavailable 

E-reserves actually only has a 2-3 day processing time, so if you have the PDFs available, I think it would be very feasible to have them available befbre classes stalt. I’ll go ahead and 
remove the Joseph Mensah chapter from the course site. 

Let me know ~vhat you decide to do, and I will alter the directions for students on the course site for fall; for example, I’ll change "Available on Sakai" to "Available on e-reserves" As you 
kno~v, e-reserves will renew- your readings from semester to semester, so I think it ~vill be a more manageable way of" organizing the course readings (in addition to complying ~vith all Fair use 
rights and copyright law). 

Thanks again for helping us get this in line! It’s much appreciated. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July ~, 2011 8:11 AM 



To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFR! 101 readings: Fair use 
Importance: High 

Dear Jessa, 

I have reviewed the material and here is my take 

1)E-Resel~zes: Yes, the list needs to be cleaned up. Here are the only two readings that need to remain there: 

Rodney, Walter 
Mamdani, Mahmood 

Do I need to get in touch Ai-Ling Chang to have these removed? 

2) Fair use: I have reviewed the material and they comply with the Fair Use provisions. The only reading I will remove from the course outline is Joseph Mensah’s chapter. For the new 
additions, I will turn them to pdfs next week when I return from Canada. 

How long do you think the Library will take to place the material on E-reserve? My feeling is that given that we only have 3 weeks before school starts, I raight as well place the material on 
Blackboard for this semester and send to E-reserve for next year. What do you think? 

Thaaks so much Jessa for all your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Thursday, July 28,2011 12:06 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Su~iect: CCO AFRI 101 readings: Fair use 

Hi Eunice, 

We’ve recently been evaluating the use of articles in our courses in regards to fair use There are a number of articles/readings that are currently being posted on Blackboard for AFRI 101, 
and we need to be assured that they fall under the University’s fair use policy. 

I can therefore extract the documents that the course had posted on Blackboard (and send them to you), but I cannot repost them in Sakai If you yourself wish to post any of the articles on 
Sakai, ~ve ask that you look over this fair use worksheet (http://wwwnorthcarolinaedu/legal/sm/copyrightownership/PrimerFair Use Worksheet042209.pdi~ and make sure that the article 
(s) qualif}’ under fair use If you do decide that some of the articles qualify for fair use, and you plan to post them to Sakai, please send me an e-mail to that effect so I can keep it in my 
records I know some of the articles are authored by you, so I’m sure you can determine fair use for those rather quickly 

The alternative and my recommendation, however, is to get these articles on e-reserves. I know that AFRI 101 does have and utilize e-reserves, but currently there is only one document on 
e-reserves being used in the course (Rodney reading). You can contact Ai-Ling Chang (ailingc@email uric edu<mailto:ailin~c@email.tmc.edu>), the Reserves Supervisor, to help assist you 
get these readings on e-reserves. Here’s the e-reserves site with the appropriate forms: http:/i~vw~v.lib.uncedu/reselwes/formshtml Just let me know- if you need me to extract the 
articles/readings out of Blackboard for you in order to submit the files to e-reserves. I do not have access, however, to the electronic files for the ne~v articles/readings you added in your Fall 
2011 revisions. The attached Word document is a list of the current articles/readings used for the course that are being put directly on Blackboard (and have the question of fair use). 

Also, the CCO AFRI 101 e-reserves site does alrea@ have a large number of documents on it, so it can probably be cleaned out and,’or replaced with the CUl~cent documents for the course 
that need to be on there. It does cost the library money to renew- these resources every semester, so if they’re not being utilized, they could definitely be a cost saver by being removed. I’ve 
attached a screenshot to this e-mail so you can see the current articles on e-reserves for the course 

Thanks for working with us in getting this cleaned up, Eunice. We find it very important to get all of these issues squared away for our fall courses Please let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns. Thanks again! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education University o:[’North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919962.7974 

I essa@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jt~ordan@igc.org> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 12:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@igc.org> 

Re: England riots: ’The whites have become black’ says David Staxkey 

And some brits claim ~ve don’t get "class". seems the?’ are now forced to understand race! 
On Aug 15, 2011, at 11:25 AM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

What interesting times these are! 

httI~://www.bbc.co.uk/newsiuk-14513517 



PSA 

Carrboro Recreation and Parks 

100 North Greensboro Street 

Carrboro NC 275:10 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT: NOT FOR PAID ADVERTISEMENT 

PRESS RELEASE ABOUT POETS COUNCIL 

The Town of Carrboro announces the formation of the Poets Council, a sub-committee of the Carrboro 

Arts Committee. Up to ten people can be appointed to the Council. The town’s poet laureates will serve 

during their term. The Council will meet at the convenience of its members. 

The Council is charged with the organization, promotion, and coordination of poetry events, including but 

not limited to poetry writing in Carrboro Schools, youth poetry contests, Carrboro Day readings, and 

events involving the poet laureate. 

Carrboro residents interested in applying for the Council will need to complete a brief application form 

which can be found on the town’s web site at http://www.townofcarrboro.org/AdvBoards/Art/default.htm. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:34 AM 

Department lis~serv ~atiJaihm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiaJhm] FW: Student Move-In Road Restriclions 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 5:19 PM 
Subject: Student Move-ln Road Restrictions 

Attention Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

Student Move-|n 2 011 Road Restrictions 
Please be aware that several one-way traffic restrictions will be in place during stages or throughout Student 
Move- In Operations as detailed below. To see a map of the affected area click __h___e___r____e_. or visit: 

http:[[www.dps.unc.edu[NewsLinks]MoveInWeb/MovehLpdf 
]oyner Drive behind ]oyner Residence Hall (in the Cobb Deck Area) will be converted to one-way from Lewis Hall on 
Cobb Drive to Connor Drive 
When: Wednesday, August 17 - Sunday, August 21, from approximately 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
State vehicles and N4 permit holders must abide by the traffic plan during that time. Traffic exiting the Cobb Deck will be 
required to via Connor Drive or Paul Green Theatre Drive. 
Raleigh Street will be converted to one-way traffic heading from Cameron Avenue toward South Road: 
When: Saturday and Sunday, August 20 and 21 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Once barricades and personnel are in place, traffic will be prohibited from turning onto Raleigh Street from South Road. All 
traffic requiring access to areas along Raleigh Street between Cameron Avenue and South Road will need to plan on entering 
Raleigh Street from Cameron Avenue. This will include s~ate vehicles. 
Craige Drive will be converted to one-way traffic beading from Craige Deck toward Blythe Drive and Blythe Drive 
will be one-way towards Bowles Drive 
When: Wednesday, August 17 - Sunday, August 21 from approximately 8 a.m. until 7 p.m. on each date or whenever 
monitors and/or signs are in place. 
Vehicles will not be allowed to access Craige Drive from Blythe Drive or access Blythe Drive from Bowles Drive. This will 
include state vehicles and "CD" permit holders. 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u T&I affiat:am&o~9666130 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx)ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-29666130-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(t~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, Angust 16, 2011 9:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

GoodletL Clarissa <cgoodle@email.unc.edw~; Spruill, April R <aprilspruill@unc.edu>; Br~ile, Joscelyne M <brazile@unc.edu> 

Re: See Attached -- Fanon Progrmn -- Please Read and Respond 

Thanks Ennice -- I am in the same boat but this helps us to get on with some immediate planning. Thanks again and good luck’. 
On Aug 15, 2011, at 4:50 P2~k Sable, Ennice N wrote: 

Dear Joseph, 

I will be extremely busy in the next 10 or so days. Thus, here is nay tentative title for the Fanon forum. I need to change it I will do so by Sept. 8 as you requested. 

’Geographies of violence and displacement in Kenya, 1992-2008’ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Frum: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2011 12:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Ennice N 
Cc: Goodlett, Clarissa; Spruil[, April R; Brazile, Joscelyne M 
Subject: See Attached -- Fanun Program -- Please Read and Respund 

Joseph Jurdan, Director 
Son)a Haynes Stune (;enter 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-~001 
jfjordan@email unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony Dest @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 5:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Greetings from Anthony Dest (Fmr. Student) 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope that you have been well. It was great to see you briefly last time I was in Chapel Hill for the conference on Afro- Colombian issues. 

I would love to catch up with you and discuss some items that I have been considering lately. I am in the process of narromng down graduate programs in older to 

apply this fall. I would like to focus on human rights, Free Prior and Informed Consultation (FPIC), globalization, and the impact of extractive indus~tries on the 
communities where they axe implemented. I would like to orient my studies towards a more policy-oriented and less-academic axena. All of the programs that I am 

considering are Masters degrees. 

Unfortunately, it seems as though many of the issues we discussed a t~w years ago remain the same. PuNic policy and "economic development" programs have little if 

no focus on political ecology, anthropology, sociology, or geography, while many interdisciplinaxy programs axe much more academic and less geared towards 

professional tr~ning. That said, I mn having a little trouble finding a progrmn that is suitable for Iny interests. 

Here is a link to a bulletin with links to some of the issues that I have been worldng on at WOLA: 

http:i/~.wola.org/commenta~/colombia human rights bulletin 

Please let me know if you have any free time to discuss these issues and possible areas of study. I greatly appreciate your assistance and look forward to speaking with you 
soon. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog mlonnat~on tor Go emmg European cities, social fragmentation, ~c~a] exclusion and urban governance’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3951353 

Title: Governing European cities : social fragmentation, social exclusion and urban governance 

S eries: Urban and regional planning and development 

Published: Ashgate 

Publisher Location: Aldershot 

Published: c2001. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Social isolation -- Europe. 
Cities and towns -- Europe 
Municipal government -- Europe 

O ther Authors: 
Andersen, Hans Thor. 
Kempen, Ronald van. 

Item Descripuon: 
xxv, 357 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm. 
0754616274 
46602784 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographica[ references and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis l,ibra~ (1 copy available) 
JS3000 .G68 2001(Davis L/brapf)Available 

...... Mail generated at Aug 16.2011 20:14:25 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog inlbnnation tbr ’Minorities iu European cities : the dynaJnics of socM integration and social exclusion at the 

neighbourhood level’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3614280 

Title: Minorities in European cities : the dynamics of social integration and social exclusion at the neighbourhood level 

Series: Migration, minorities, and citizenship 

Published: St Martin’s Press in association with Centre for Research in Ethnic Relations, University of Walavick 

Publisher Location: Ne~v York 

Published: 2000. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Headings: 
Minorities -- Europe -- Social conditions. 
Social integration. 
Cities and towns -- Europe. 
Europe -- Emigration and immigration. 

Other Authors: 
Bo~dy-Gendrot, Sophie. 
Martiniello, Marco. 

Item I)escription: 

xviii, 262 p. : maps ; 23 cm. 

0312231326 (cloth) 

42753328 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 229-254) and index. 

Locations at UNC: 
[)avis Library (1 copy available) 
HN377 .M56 2000(Davis Library’)Available 

...... Mail generated at Aug. 16.2011 20:16:03 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 8:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbrma’6on tbr ’Cities of the ~uth : citizenship and exclusion in the twenty- firs~t centu~" 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5738232 

Title: Cities of the south : citizenship and exclusion in the twenty-first centuU 

Published: Saqi, in association with Heinrich Boll Foundation 

Publisher Location: [London?] 

Published: c2007. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Citizenship -- Developing countries -- 21 st centur~v 
Cities and towns -- Social aspects -- Developing countries -- 21st centulS’. 
Marginality, Social -- Developing countries -- 21st century 
Sociology, Urban -- Developing countries -- 21st century. 
(i[oba[i~tion -- Social aspects -- Developing countries -- 21st century. 

O ther Authors: 
Driesk ens, Barbara 
Heinrich-B61l-Stiffung. 
]nstitut frangais du Proche-Orient. 
Mermier, Franck. 
Wunmen, Heiko 

Item Description: 

330p : ill ; 25 cm. 

0863566111 (hbk) 

9780863566110 (hbk.) 

124025910 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

TaMe of Contents: 
Preface : cities and g]obalisation--challenges ]’or citizenship / Kirsten Maas and Heiko Wimmen -- Introduction : towards new cosmopolitisms / Barbara Drieskens and Franck Mermier -- The 
paradigm of the ci~ / Jean-Frangois Bayart -- Europe without borders : migration networks, transnational territories and irfformal acuvities / Alain Tarrius -- The emergence of a consumer 
socie~ in the Middle East / Leila Vigna] -- Cairo cosmopolitan : citizenship, urban space, publics and inequality / Diane Singennan -- Decentra]isation and its paradoxes in Morocco / Myriam 
Catusse with Raffaele Cattedra and hghammed Idrissi-Janati -- Global ci~’, tribal citizenship : Dubai’s paradox / Marc Lavergne -- Demonstrations in Beirut /Melhem Chaoul -- From refugee 
camps to the invention of cities / Michel Agier - Of other global cities : frontiers, zones, camps / Engin F. Isin and Kim Rygiel - Redefining (il)legal boundaries / Mariana Cavalcanti - The 
politics of Istanbul’s Ottoman heritage in 
the era of globalism / Ay?e Onc~t - Post-industrial transitions / Vyj ayanthi Rao - Beilut : public sphere of the Arab world? / Franck 2~elmier -- Conclusion : 21 st century cities of the south / 
Jean-Frangois Bayart. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Librars" (1 copy available) 
JFS01 .C58 2007(Davis Librars’)Available 

...... Mail gcnerated at Aug. 16.2011 20:19:22 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 8:25 AM 

Department listserv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafmn] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: Aug. 16, 2011 

081611 HR E~nployee Infomation.lxtf 

From: Bryant, Kathy [mailto:kathy_bryant@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 6:08 PN 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Facilitator Digest: Aug. 16, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

~ Please forward the attachment t{t~ed "HR Employee information" with{n your department(sl, 
~ Fu~ text of all articles in the weekly digest is available i~ the attachments and at h___t__t__~_2[Lh___U__u___n___c__:__e___d___u__[news-eventsJitems. 

Aug° 30: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fall semester 

Aug. 31: Benefits Services workshop - A Baby! What do I do? 

Sept° 2.: HR Facilitator o~ the Year nominations due (deadline extended) 

Sept. 5: Labor Day holiday 

Sept° 6: ESMMWL class begins 

New ES~Vt~WL Classes Announced (Co~)tact: DG Eide, 847!{-7992} 

Are you ready to meet a healthy, new YOU? EotSm~rt, Move More, Weigh Less (ESMMWL) is a weight-management program through the NC Cooperative 

Extension Service and the NC Division of Public Health partnership, funded by the NC State Health Plan, which uses strategic lessons to inform, empower, and 

motivate participants as they make choices about eating and physical activity. Due to demand, additional ESMMWL classes will be offered this fall, with a new 

series beginning Sept. 6 and concluding Dec. 13. 

No~{nat~ons E~tended for H~ Fad~t~to~ of the Year (Conta~: Christie Davis~ 962-9682} 
The nomination period has been extended until Sept. 2 -- you can still nominate your department’s Human Resources Facilitator for the HR Facilitator of the Year 

awardl 

The University recognizes and expresses appreciation for the Ion&term service of permanent SPA and EPA Non-Faculty employees, both full-time and part-time 

(regularly scheduled to work 20 or more hours each week). 

You axe currently subscribed to atiial?am as: eunice@email,tmc,e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists,unc.edu/u?id=32361608,e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atiiafam&o=29673255 

(It may be uecessa~ to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.~.:.e..-.~.2.~.9.~.6.~.7~3~2~5~5..-~3..2~3..~..~6..(.!..8.:..e~8~7..@.]2.a.~..2~3.~.~!.~?~i~i.~L~2u~:~1 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Employee Information 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, August 16, 2011 

Aug. 30: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fall semester 
Aug. 31: Benefits Services workshop__ - A Baby! What do I do? 
Sept. 2: HR Facilitator of the Year nominations due (deadline e×tendect) 
Sept. 5: Labor Day holiday 
Sept. 6: ESMMWL class begins 

New ESMMWL Classes Announced 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Are you ready to meet a healthy, new YOU? Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less 
(ESMMWL) is a weight- management program through the NC Cooperative 
Extension Service and the NC Division of Public Health partnership, funded by the 
NC State Health Plan, which uses strategic lessons to inform, empower, and 
motivate participants as they make choices about eating and physical activity. 
Due to demand, additional ESMMWL classes will be offered this fall, with a new 
series beginning Sept. 6and concluding Dec. I 3. 

The weekly class will meet each Tuesday from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in 
Conference Room 51 27, Bioinformatics Building. 
Each class is approximately 50 minutes, and all curriculum materials and 
equipment (including a personal journal and magazine) will be provided. 
Cost is $30, and must be paid in full at the first class with a check or money 
order made out to NC Public Health Foundation. Cash will not be accepted. 
Participants who attend at least 1 0 out of 1 5 sessions will receive a $25 
refund at the end of the program 

Limited spaces are available, and are expected to fill up quickly. To learn more or 
to participate in this session, please contact DG Eide at 843- 7992. 



Nominations Extended for HR Facilitator of the Year 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The nomination period has been extended -- you can still nominate your 
department’s Human Resources Facilitator for the HR Facilitator of the Year award! 

HR Facilitators are employees in University workgroups including UBCs who 
process permanent, temporary and student employee personnel actions; handle 
leave or benefits matters for their department; serve as the primary liaison 
between the Office of Human Resources and employees; and/or supervise a work 
group that performs these functions. They are integral in ensuring that HR policies 
and procedures are followed in departments and that HR services are known and 
available to department employees. 

The Office of Human Resources has established an award program to recognize 
their service. Please complete the nomination form (attached and linked below) 
and let us know specifically how your HR Facilitator helps you and your 
department. Multiple or group nominations for a Facilitator are welcome. All 
nominees, as well as the award recipient, will be honored at a reception this fall. 

Please be as detailed as possible in your nomination. The more specific the 
information you share, the better we can assess each nominee’s contribution. 

The new nomination deadline is Friday, Sept. 2. Some criteria to consider: 
¯ Ambassadorship - diplomatic; positive attitude; excellent communication 

skills 
¯ Customer Service - available; flexible; helpful; responsive to needs 
¯ Knowledge - accurate, dependable responses; resourceful 
¯ Teamwork - support within the department; dependable; honest; 

trustworthy 

Return nominations to: 
Christie Davis 
CB# 1 045 
Fax: 962- 8677 
Email: Ch ristie_davis@u nc.edu 

Service Award Pick- up 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The University recognizes and expresses appreciation for the long- term service of 
permanent SPA and EPA Non- Faculty employees, both full- time and part- time 
(regularly scheduled to work 20 or more hours each week). 



Service Awards for employees reaching 5-, 10- and 1 5- year milestones between 
July 1 and Dec. 31, will be available at the end of August. Facilitators may collect 
awards for their department(s) at the Office of Human Resources between 10:00 
a.m. and 1:00 p.m. in Room 1 500- C, on Tuesday, Aug. 30, or Tuesday, Sep. 6. 
Additional pick- up times may be scheduled as necessary. 

Questions regarding Service Awards may be directed to Alli Brooks in Benefits 
Services at 962- 6008. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 1:16 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: [clasp] JOB: Lecturer, Haitian Creole @ University of Chicago 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [clasp] JOB: Lecturer, Haitian Creole @ University of Chicago 

Date:Wed, 17 Aug 2011 12:12:37 -0500 

From:Joshua Beck ~ipbeck(d~uchicago.edu:~ 
To:clasp(tb utlists, utexas.edu <clasl,~,d;uflis~s.ute×as.edu> 

[t~__:_/j_t_Ln_y__u__d:_c_g_t_n_ j__3__k_~t r_Le_4_t_n__ 
The University of Chicago Department of Romance Languages and Literatures seeks applicants for a position as Lecturer to teach Haitian Creole for the 2011-2012 academic 
year. The successful candidate will teach three courses (fall, winter, spring) in a language acquisition sequence for Haitian Creole. 

The Lecturer will teach a full-year language course sequence for introduction to Haitian Creole and will develop necessary instructional materials (a full-year commitment is 
required). This includes teaching one course per quarter (2 hours and 40 minutes per week) plus leading an informal weekly discussion section (i hour per week). The course 
will provide students with a general introduction to the Haitian Creole language in its modern context, with emphasis on developing students’ proficiency in speaking and 
writing, and in listening and reading comprehension. The course will also provide necessary cultural and historical context. 

The successful applicant must have a masters degree in hand and must have prior experience teaching Haitian Creole, preferably at the college level. Preference will be given 
to a candidate who presents evidence of scholarly publication related to the Haitian Creole language and culture. Native or near-native proficiency in Haitian Creole is 
preferred. The applicant must commit to teach the full 20:t:t-20:I2 academic year. 

Applications, including a cover letter, CV, and sample syllabus, must be submitted online via the University of Chicago Academic Career Opportunities Web site at 
[~_~_~__ "_._[]_t_Ln__yy_d=c_g_t_n_]_3__k_~tr_Le_4_t_n_. 

All application materials as required must be received by September :t7, 20:tl. Contact Jennifer Hurtarte at ihurtart@uchicaqo.edu with questions. 

Position contingent upon final budgetary approval. 
The University of Chicago is an Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Required Applicant Documents: 

Cover Letter 
Curriculum Vitae 
Syllabi 

Josh Beck 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American Studies 

The University of Chicago 

5848 South University Avenue 

Chicago, IL 60637 

tel: 773-702-974:1 

fax: 773-702-:1755 

web: ht~p://clas.uchica~o.edu 



++++::.-++-+~-+:~+++-+-+.,,+++. :-:+++,,+++ + 
October1: 20!I 

October 3-4: 20!I Edmontos +#is October 



the Centre for the Nod:h Conference, Canada’.s North ~ge,/ond 20!t. 

The Conference will feature ode~nal research contribdtions, b~t wiil aiso seek to eneaee decision- 

makers ~e debacle ~h~se ~<, ~deas p~oposed by the ~~search~s. Th~ Memb~rs o~ i:he Arctic 

have expressed ~n ~n~eres~ ~n d~scussing nevv ~n~at~ves f~r the way fe~s~vard and th~s prejec~ w~ h~p 

to inform that debate 

.~.~9.i.~.[..~.[[E.~ by December 1, 201 i and reoieve the ~LY ~lR~ registration price of $100~ 

-, . ,. ,-, .,~ . ,~ -~ , . .~ .~.~ . 
~.~ I1.N O11 [ ~}1.~.~I ~ ~’x~l ~[l~1~[ l[y 

~ C~.roh St,e~t, S~ite 400 

M5EI WI 

address book or sate I~st. V~ew this ema~i on the web here Yo{~ oan also forward t~ a friend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:25 PM 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Schedule - UKZN program 

2012-Submited to Rodney (weekly schedule) Study Abroad UKZN.htm 

Comrade, 

Working as hard as I can on man?’ fi-onts and until very late into the night! 

Here is the first installment of the outstanding material Let me what you think of the weekly schedule. 

Very busy, thus not mambo freshi days yet. 

On to finalizing the course outlines and sorry for the delay. 

In solidarity, 
Comrade Eunice 



APPENDIX ONE - WEEKIN SCHEDULE: (PROF. EUNICE N. SAItLE) 

Week 1 (May 15 - 18, 2012) University ofKwaZulu-Natal’s Center for Civil Society (CCS), Durban South Ati-ica 

8.30.10.00 

10.30- 
12.00pm 

12.00-1.00 

2.00-4.00ptn 

Monday Arrival, 

Durban 

Room allocation 

Tues 

Orientation: 

Campus, CCS 

Conference Room 

Libra~ visits 

Lunch, CCS 

Conference Rooml 

Bed and Breakf:ast: 

Orientation (owner- 
manager): meal 

schedule (Breakfast), 
cooking facilities, roles 

mad ~curityl 

Wed 

Durban socio-economic 

geography: Tour led by 

Prof. Patrick Bond (CCS) 

Lunch, CCS Conference 

Room 

Four of School of 

Development Studies and 

meeting with the Head of 

School, Faculty and Staff 

INTS405 (Profs. Bond 
and SaNe) 

AFRI:416 

Lunch, CCS 

Cont~rence Room 

Friday 

INTS405: Profs. Bond 

and SaNe 

AFRI:416 

Lunch, CCS 

Conl~rence Room 

Week 2, May 21-25, 2012 

Mon Tue Wed Thurs 

8.30-10.00am 

10.30-12.00pm 

12.00-1.00pm 

[NTS405: 

Profs. Bond and 

Sahle 

~FRI416: Protl 

SaNe 

Lunch, CCS 

2onference 

1NTS: 405, Profs. 

Bond and SaNe 

AFRI416: Prot: 

SaNe 

1NTS405: Profs. Bond 
and SaNe) 

AFRI416: Prof. SaNe 

Lunch, CCS    Lunch, CCS Conference 

Conference room[ Room 

1NTS405: Profs. Bond 

and Sahle 

AFRI416: Prof. Sahle 

Lunch and dialogue with 

UKZN’ s Comm unity 

Schola, s (Indanda, 

Chatsworth and South 

West Durban) 

Friday 

Field research 

(INTS405 and 

AFRI416): Chatsworth 

Flat Dwellers 
communitie~ Led by 

Prot?~. Bond and SaNe, 

and a Community 
Scholm 

8.30am-3.00pm 

Week 3, May 28-June 1, 2012 

[Mon ][Tue ][Wed ][Thurs 

8.30-10.00am 

10.30-12.00pm 

12.00-1.00pm 

[NTS405: 

Profs. Bond and 

Sahle 

a~FRI416: Prof. 

~; a~hle 

Lunch, CCS 
~2onference 

7oom 

INTS: 405, l?rofs. 

Bond and SaNe 

AFRI416: Prof. 

SaNe 

Lunch, CCS 

Conference roomi 

INTS405: Profs. Bond 
and SaNe) 

AFRI416: Prof. SaNe 

Lunch, CCS Conference 
Room 

INTS405: Profs. Bond 

and Sable 

AFRI416: Prof. SaNe 

Field msearch 
INTS405 and Afri416): i 

Inanda Dam 
Conmaunities Led by 
ProN. Bond and Sahle, 
and a Community 
Scholar 

8.30am-3.00pm 



Week 4, June 4-June 8, 2012 

Mon Tue Wed Thins 

8.30-10.00am 

10.30-12.00pm 

12.00-1.00pm 

[NTS405: 

Prot~. Bond m~d 

3ahle 

a.FRI416: Pro£ 
gable 

Lunch, CCS 
2onfemnce 

~ooln 

INTS: 405, Profs. 
Bond m~d SaNe 

AFRI416: Prof. 

SaNe 

Lunch, CCS 
Cont~mnce roomi 

INTS405: Profs. Bond 
m~d SaNe) 

AFRI416: Pro£ SaNe 

Lunch, CCS Conference 
Room 

INTS405: Profs. Bond 

and SaNe 

AFRI416: Pro£ SaNe 

Friday 

Field research 
(INTS405 and Afri416): 
Soulh West Durban 
Oommtmity 
Environmental Alliance 
Led by Profs. Bond and 
SaNe, m~d a Community 
Scholax 

8.30am-3.00pm 

Week 5, June 11-15, 2012 

Mon Tue Wed Thurs~ ~,Vfid-term~ Friday**Mid-tem~** 

[NTS405: ~qNTS408: Mid-term 

8.30-10.00am Prot~. Bond and 1NTS: 405, Profs. INTS405: Profs. Bond 
**AFRI416: Mid- 

~ahle 
Bond and Sahle and SaNe) 9.0~am_ll.00am~~ term** 

~FRI416: Prof. AFRI4I 6: Prof. 
10.30-12.00pm 

%hle SaNe 

Lunch, CCS 
12.00-1.00pro 2onference 

Lunch, CCS 

Conference roomi 
x3om 

AFRI416: Pro£ SaNe Break 

Lunch, CCS Conference Lm~ch, CCS Conference 
Room Roo,n 

Week 6, 18-22, 2012 

8.30-10.00am 

10.30-12.00pm 

12.00-1.00pm 

Non 

[NTS405: 

Profs. Bond and 
gaNe 

~FRI416: Pm£ 

Lunch, CCS 
2onference 
gOOI]l 

rue 

1NTS: 405, Profs. 

Bond and SaNe 

AFRI4I 6: Pro£ 

SaNe 

Lunch, CCS 

Conference roomi 

Wed 

1NTS405: Profs. Bond 
m~d SaNe) 

AFRI416: Pro£ SaNe 

Lunch, CCS Conference 
Room 

Thurs 

INTS405: Prot?s. Bond 

mad SaNe 

AFRI416: Pro£ SaNe 

**Friday- Group 

meetings with Pm£ 

SaNe-AFRI416 

conference** 

Meetings: 9.00am- 

12.00am CCS 

Contbrence Room 

Week 7, 25-29 

Wed**FINAL         Thurs**AFRI416 Con. 
Mon          Tue 

EXAM* * Prepaacati on* * 

8.30-10.00am 

10.30-12.00pm 

[NTS405: 

Profs. Bond and 
gable 

a.FRI416: Pro£ 
gable 

1NTS: 405, Profs. 

Bond and SaNe 

Afri416: Pm£ SaNe 

**INTS405: 9- 

11.00am**: 
**8.30-12.00pm** 

**Friday June 29 Last 

of the program** 
AFRI416: Student 

ConJbrence : 

**Civil Society and 

Development in South 

Africa #~ the era of 
comemporary 

globalization * * * 

8.30am-3.00pm, CCS 
Seminar Room 



12.00-1.00pm 

2.00-4.00pro 

[ranch, CCS 

2onference 
Lunch, CCS    Lunch, CCS Conference 

Conference roomi Room 

Lunch, CCS Conference 

Room 

**Mandatory: 

Conference rehearsal - 

Moderated by Pro£ 

SaNe 

CCS Conference 

Room** 

**Farewell Dinner** 

CCS Conference Room 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 8:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Weekly Schedule - UKZN program 

Thanks, Comrade. The schedule looks terrific, ~vhere do I sign up? 
Best of luck with your deadlines, I hear you! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, AIicica and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http://studvabroad unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is [’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Weekly Schedule - ~UKZN program 
Importance: High 

Comrade, 

Working as hard as ] can on many fronts and until very late into the night! 

Here is the first insta]lment of the outstanding material. Let me what you think of the weekly schedu]e 

Very busy, thus not mambo freshi days yet 

On to finalizing the course out]ines and sorry [’or the delay. 

In solidari~, 
Comrade Euince 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 9:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Weekly Schedule - UKZN program 

Hi Eunice, 

Regarding the weekly schedule, to arrive in Durban on Monday May 14, we will need to depart from the US airports on Sunday May 13. Would that be a problem for you or the students? 
Just checking. 

Thanks, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, AIicica and the IVhddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http:/istudyabroad unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is [’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
iNk~rmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sut~ject: Weekly Schedule- UKZN program 

hnportance: tligh 

Comyade, 

Working as hard as I can on man?’ fi-onts and until very late into the night! 

Here is the first installment of the outstanding material Let me what you think of the weekly schedule. 

Very busy, thus not mambo freshi days yet. 

On to finalizing the course outlines and sorry fi~r the delay. 

In solidarit3-, 
Comrade Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.; 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:21 AIvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Weekly Schedule - UKZN program 

Hi Eunice, 
If you don’t have to be at the graduation ceremony and neither the students, then I don’t think ;ve need to make any adjustments. But, if the students will be finishing their exams on Friday 
May 11, leaving on Sunday will be tight I think it is safer to schedule depalture from the US on Monday May 14. 

I would make the adjustment myself on the schedule sheet, but the format that you sent me does not allo;v me to. 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/stud,vabruad.unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is fur the sule use uf the intended recipient(s) and may contain cunfldential 
informatiun. Any unauthurized review, use, disclusure, ur distribution is 
prohibited Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:10 ~\l 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule -1;TKZN prugram 

Hi R odney, 

I guess it could be a problem because May 13 is the ufficial graduatinn CeremuW and end ufthe schuol year However, none ufthe students in the program will be graduating 

May be we should schedule the arr~wd date fur May 15 just tu be on the safe side from an institutional perspective What du yuu think? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 9:45 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule -L~N program 

Hi Eanice, 

Regarding the weekly schedule, to arrive in Durban on Monday May 14, we ~vill need to depart from the US airpolts on Sunday- May- 13. Would that be a problem for you or the students? 
Just checking. 

Thanks, 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu d ,vabroad.unc. edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information An?- unauthorized review-, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday-, August 17, 2011 11:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 



Sut~iect: Weekly Schedule- UKZN program 
Importance: tligh 

Comyade, 

Working as hard as I can on man?’ fi-onts and until very late into the night! 

Here is the first installment of the outstanding material Let me what you think of the weekly schedule. 

Very busy, thus not mambo freshi days yet. 

On to finalizing the course outlines and sorry fi~r the delay. 

In solidarity-, 
Comrade Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Weekly Schedule - UKZN program 

It’s perfect Thanks so much! 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Ofit)ce 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain coni)dential 
iN’ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies ufthe original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:37 ~\I 

To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule -I~7KZN prugram 

Hi R odney, 

I have changed the schedule fur the first week and I have sent the document in word furmat :for essay reference. 

Let me knuw if it is ()K. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Juaqmn 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:20 ~\~i 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule -L~N program 

Hi Eanice, 
If you don’t have to be at the graduation ceremony and neither the students, then I don’t think we need to nrake an?" adjustments. But, if the students will be finishing their exams on Friday 
May- 11, leaving on Sunday will be tight. I think it is safer to schedule departure from the US on Monday May 14. 

I would make the adjustment myself on the schedule sheet, but the fi~rmat that you sent me does not allow me to. 

Rodney 

*************************************************** 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of g.-orth Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill B.-C 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: htt p :i/studvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Cotffidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail nressage, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cotffidential inforraation. Any unauthorized revie~v, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-nrail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 10:10 A2vl 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule -U~2ZN program 

Hi Rodaaey, 

guess it could be a problem because May 13 is the official graduation Ceremony and end of the school year. Ho~vever, none of the students in the program will be graduating. 



May be we should schedule the arrival date for May 15 just to be on the safe side from an institutional perspective What do you think? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodne>, Joaqmn 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 9:45 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule -L~N program 

Hi Eunice, 

Regarding the weekly schedule, to arrive in Durban on Monday May 14, we xvill need to depart from the US airpolts on Sunday- May- 13. Would that be a problem for you or the students? 
Just checking. 

Thanks, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3130 USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
WWW: httl~ :/istudvabroad.unc. edu 
*************************************************** 

Cordidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cordidential irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday-, August 17, 2011 11:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Weekly Schedule - UKZN program 
Importance: High 

Comrade, 

Working as hard as I can on many liconts and until ver,v late into the night’. 

Here is the first installment of the outstanding material. Let me what you think of the weekly schedule 

Very busy, thus not mambo freshi days yet 

On to finalizing the course outlines and sorry for the delay. 

In solidarity-, 
Comrade Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: CCO AFRI 101: Sakai site ready tbr review 

Great! All of the revisions have been made and the Sakai site has been updated, but please let me kno~v if you come across anything that needs correcting, rll revise the questions in the 
HIV/A~DS lesson once I receive them from you. 

Thanks again, Eunice’. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 2:56 PM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101: Sakai site read?’ for review- 

Hi Jessa, 

Quick responses: 

You said to delete A Grain of Wheat from the Lesson 9 reading I know the book is a required for the course, so when are students asked to read it? I see that a discussion quesuon in 
Lesson 9 refers to the book, so just let know if it should be required reading for another lesson. 

(Yes: it is a required reading for the research paper, but let us remove from Lesson 9). 

Regarding the Anderson reading ]2~r the term essay prompt, e-reserves will need the citation for the reading (along with the reading itself). Did you already send it to them? If not, it would be 
great if you could e-mail Ai-Ling at e-reserves with this information and the attachment. I’ve attached the reading again for your convenience. 

(Citation: Done I will send the reading). 

In reference to the e-reserve reading e-mail you sent: 

I do not have the Poku, Nana, and Alan Whiteside ("Confronting AIDS with Debt: Africa’s Silent Crisis")listed as required reading in aW of the lessons. Do I need to add this somewhere? 

(Kindly add it I alrea~dy sent lit to Ai-Ling for inclusion in the e-resettle) 

I added the Brooke Grundfest reading to Lesson 13; is that correct? 

(Yes. I have also sent this one to e-reserve). 

Also, just to make sure, I should remove the two Craddock readings and the Ian Taylor reading from the Web site? Lesson 13 mentions a Craddock reading in the discussion forum 
questions, so if the reading is deleted, the questions may need to be altered as well 

(Yes remove the readings. I will be sending questions on the HIV/AIDS lesson to reflect the changes ) 

Thanks so much for everything. 
Eunice 

Thanks again, Eanice! Almost there... 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:17 PM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO ~’RI 101: Sakai site ready for rcvie~v 

Dear Jessica, 

Greetings. 

My responses are below your questions. Hope they are clear. Kindly- let me know if you need fmther clarification. 

Thanks 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 03,2011 1:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: CCO AFRI 101: Sakai site rea@ for review 

Hi Eumce, 

The AFRI 101 Sakai course site is now available for your review-. Please carefully review the site and let me know of an?’ changes you have for the course. If everything looks in place, please 
send me an e-mail to that effect 



https ://sakai uric. edu/portal 
You can log in here with your Onyen and password, and then select on the AFRI101 990.FA11 tab To vie~v the course from the students’ perspective, simply click on the drop-down menu 
on the upper-right side of the screen that says "Select Role." Then choose "student" 

A few questions/things to note: 

Just to d ouble-check, is the reading assignment for Lesson 9 all three novels (Mel~ous Conditions, A Grain of A~eat, and Matigari)?: 

(Delete, A Grain of ~Vheat) 

Again, just to double-check, the midterm covers Lessons 3-9 and the final exam covers Lessons 10-14, correct? 

(Yes) 

~I1ne term essay prompt (which is all set up on Sakai) references an Anderson reading, but this is not a required reading for the course. Do you want to add the Anderson reading to e- 
reserves, or do you want to alter the term essay prompt? I’ve attached the Anderson reading to this e-marl 

(Yes, let us add to e-Reserves) 

The map quiz. midterm, and final exam are set to appear in the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai at the noted time parameters You can review the exams and quiz by going to "Preview" 
in the drop-down menu :For each To make aW changes, you can go to "Edit." 

~I1ne Term Essay is set to appear in the Term Essay section of Sakai at the noted time. Students also submit their completed essay here as an attachment. The section acts as an 
~Assignments" tool, which allows students to submit their essay (as an attachment) directly through Sakai and their submissions are time-stamped and linked directly to the gradebook. You 
can also select a setting that has Sakai send you an e-mail alert whenever a student submits an assignment. I currently have the settings set to send you one daily e-mail that summarizes all 
the submitted essays; just let me know if, instead, you would like e-mail alerts to be sent every time an individual student submits their essay. Or you can have no alerts at all and just check 
the section on your own 

Thanks again, Eunice! Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns I’m looking fol~,~ard to working with you again this fall! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919.962.7974 
jessa@unc.edu 
www.fridaycenter .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 18, 2011 4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Lesson 3 

No problem I’ll make the changes’. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:55 PM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: Lesson 3 

Hi Jessa, 

Thanks. Here is another for quick edit: 

Lesson 3: Lecture Notes: 

First paragraph, Line 4: ’continue’ rather than ’continued’ 

2nd paragraph, Line 5 - recunfigure the sentence to read as fullows: ’discourses that sucially cunstructed nun-European peoples in Asia, Africa, Latin America, the Caribbean and Middle 
East, as ’backward’, ’savage’, thus in need of civilization from Europe 

Thanks su much 
Eunice. 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 3:09 PM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: RE: (2(20 A[~’RI 101: Sakai site rea~dy [’or review 

Great! All ufthe revisions have been made and the Sakai site has been updated, but please let me knuw ifyuu cume across anything that needs currecting. I’ll revise the questions in the 
HIV/AIDS lesson once I receive them from yuu. 

Thanks again, Eunice! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 2:56 PM 

To: Bliss, Jessa 

Subject: RE: CCO ~’RI 101: Sakai site ready for review 

Hi Jessa, 

Quick responses: 

You said to delete A Grain of Wheat from the Lesson 9 reading. I know the book is a required for the course, so when are students asked to read it? I see that a discussion question in 
Lesson 9 refers to the book, so just let l~mw if it should be required reading for another lesson. 

(Yes: it is a required reading for the research paper, but let us remove from Lesson 9). 

Regarding the Anderson reading for the term essay prompt, e-reserves will need the citation for the reading (along with the reading itself). Did you already send it to them? If not, it would be 
great if you could e-mail Ai-Ling at e-reserves with this information and the attachment. I’ve attached the reading again for your convenience. 

(Citation: Done. I will send the reading). 

In reference to the e-reserve reading e-mail you sent: 

I do not have the Poku, Nana, and Alan Whiteside ("Confronting AIDS with Debt: At~ica’s Silent Crisis") listed as required reading in any of the lessons. Do I need to add this somewhere? 

(Kindly add it. I already sent iit to Ai-Ling for inclusion in the e-reserve) 

I added the Brooke Grundfest reading to Lesson 13; is that correct? 

(Yes I have also sent this one to e-reserve) 

Also, just to make stare, I should remove the two Craddock readings and the Ian Taylor reading from the Web site? Lesson 13 mentions a Craddock reading in the discussion forum 
questions, so if the reading is deleted, the questions may need to be altered as ~vell. 

(Yes remove the readings I will be sending questions on the HIV/AIDS lesson to reflect the changes ) 

Thanks so much for evels’thing. 
Eunice 



Thanks again, Eunice! Almost there.. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 1:17 PM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: RE: CCO AFRI 101: Sakai site ready for review 

Dear Jessica, 

Greetings 

My responses are below your questions. Hope they are clear. Kindly let me know if you need further clarification. 

Thanks 
Eunice 

From: Bliss, Jessa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 03,2011 1:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: CCO ~[~’RI 101 : Sakai site ready J2~r review 

Eli [~unice, 

The AFRI 101 Sakai course site is now available J2~r your review. Please carefully review the site and let me know of any changes you have for the course. If everything looks in place, please 
send me an e-mail to that effect 

https://sakai unc.edu/portal 
You can log in here with your Onyen and password, and then select on the AFRI101 990.FA 11 tab To view the course from the students’ perspective, simply click on the drop-down menu 
on the upper-right side of the screen that says "Select Role." Then choose "student" 

A few- questions/things to note: 

Just to double-check, is the reading assignment for Lesson 9 all ttuee novels (Nervous Conditions, A Grain of ;\~eat, and Matigari)?: 

(Delete, A Grain of ~neat) 

Again, just to double-check, the midtem~ covers Lessons 3-9 and the final exam covers Lessons 10-14, correct? 

(Yes.) 

The terru essay prompt (which is all set up on Sakai) references an Anderson reading, but this is not a required reading for the course. Do you want to add the Anderson reading to e- 
resel~’es, or do you want to alter the term essay prompt? I’ve attached the Anderson reading to this e-mail. 

(Yes, let us add to e-Reserves) 

The map quiz, midtelan, and final exam are set to appear in the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai at the noted time parameters. You can review the exams and quiz by going to "Preview" 
in the drop-down menu for each. To ruake any changes, you can go to "Edit." 

The Terra Essay is set to appear in the Term Essay section of Sakai at the noted time. Students also submit their completed essay here as an attachment. The section acts as an 
"Assignments" tool, which allows students to submit their essay (as an attacl-unent) directly through Sakai and their submissions are time-stamped and lir~zed directly to the gradebook. You 
can also select a setting that has Sakai send you an e-mail alert whenever a student submits an assignment. I currently have the settings set to send you one daily- e-mail that surrm~arizes all 
the submitted essays; just let me know if, instead, you would like e-ruail alerts to be sent every time an individual student subruits their essay-. Or you can have no alerts at all and just check 
the section on your own. 

Thanks again, Eunice! Please let me know if you have an?’ questions or concerns. I’m looking forward to working with you again this fall’. 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 
Instructional Designer 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB #1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919962.7974 

jessa@unc.edu 

www.fridaycenter.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 19, 2011 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Sakia material 

Hi Eumce, 

Thanks for sending these! I’ve made all the revisions, so all the changes should now be visible Please let me know if anything else comes up. 

Thanks again! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 9:39 PM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Sulziect: Sakia material 
Importance: High 

Hi Jessa, 

I have reviewed the materia[ on Sakia further and attached are the final edits. I think the course flows well now, but if I need to add, delete, etc anything as the term evolves, I know you will 
be there as always 

Thanks so much[ Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need further clarification, etc. 

With thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 9:55 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Beginning of Semester reminders for Faculty 

Dear All, 
Please see below for some ~mportant ~nformat~on and reminders for the beginning of the 
semester. 

Course Waitlists & Adding Students 
As we begin the first week of classes this week, here are a few reminders. As some of you may already know, the wait 

list on Connect Carolina has been purged. For any students that are interested in enrolling in a full class, if throughout 

the week space becomes available, students may enroll directly through Connect Carolina. If all seats are reserved and 
you would like to permit any students to enter your class, send me their PID and I will be able to register them. The last 

day for late registration will be Monday, the 29th at 2:00pm - it is preferable that all students are enrolled by then, as 

this is the date that UNC counts how many students our department is working with. After that, students will need to 

use the add/drop the form. 

Classrooms 

Please double check your classroom. You can also use Classroom Hotline (http://hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm? 

fuseaction=classroom.roomsearch) to view your classroom online. If there is a problem with your classroom you can call 

the support people with the red phone in most classrooms. If there is a major problem with your classroom, please let 

me know, so that I can request a new space. 

BlackBoard & Sakai 
You are encouraged to use BlackBoard or Sakai to post information about your class for your students. Unfortunately, 

staff don’t really have access either of these systems - if you need help, please put in a Remedy Ticket at help.unc.edu, 

with the subtopic BlackBoard (or Sakai) from the pull down menu. 

Copier 
Faculty continue to be limited to 300 copies per semester. If you make more copies than that limit, you will need to pay 

for them with your funds (grants, startup, personal). We will let you know in December/January and June if you have 

exceeded this limit. 

Have a wonderful beginning to the semester! 

Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29706891 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29706891-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 22, 2011 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

CCO AFRI 101 

Hi Eunice, 

The CCO AFRI 101 site is now live! Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Hope you had a nice weekend! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 

Communication Specialist/Instructional Designer 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962.7974 

jessa@unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:00 AM 

pam~uka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 545: Links and Resources 

PAMB~a~ZUKA iX~EWS 545: LIN~,~S AND RESOLrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platform for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2. Zimbabwe update, 3. Women & gender, 4 
Htunan rights, 5 Refugees & forced migration, 6 Emerging po~vers news, 
7. Elections & governance, 8 Corruption, 9 Development, 10 Health & 
HIViAIDS, 11. Education, 12. LGBTI, 13. Envh-onment, 14. Land & land 
rights, 15. Food Justice, 16 Media & freedom of expression, 17. 
Social welfitre, 18. Cunflict & emergencies, 19. Internet & technolugy, 
20. Fundraising & useful resources, 21. Cuurses, seminars, & 
workshups, 22. Publications, 23 Jubs 

/’V’V/VVV/VVI,//V\,i\,i/’,/’,/V/I,,~/V/VVV/’VV\,i/V’,/’,/ /I, 
tligh]ights from this issue 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Bargain buok price sa]e nuw un at Pambazuka Press 
ZIMBABWI~ UPDATE: Ex military chief Mujum dies in fire 
WO?~N AND GENDER: Gender-based curmptiun in Rwanda’s workplace 
HUMAN RIG ttTS: Pamba~ka News Q&A un histuric Suuth A~ica ~o Gaz~ relief cunvuy 
REFUGEES AND FORCED ~[GRATI()N: Re[ugees fight l~r better con&tiuns m 
South Al~ica 
Ek~R(BNG POWERS NEWS: Latest edition ufthe Emerging Powers newsletter 
EEECTIONS AND GOVERNANCE: News from Liberia, Uganda, Cape Verde, South Al~ica 
DEVELOPMENT: Western racism in the IMF and Wurld Bank 
HEALTH AND HIV/AIDS: Aids breakthruugh t~eatened by budget wues 
E[NJCAT[()N: Libyan students call ]k~r help 
LGBTI: UK denies visa to leading Ugandan acuvist 
ENVIRONMENT: Huw Europe should plug oil spills in ~frica 
LAND AND LAN~) RIGHTS: Farmer leader talks abuut resistance to land grabs 
MEDIA AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: SADC told tu tackle press freedum crisis 
CON[q ,ICT AND E?~IRGENC[ES: News J~um C6~ d’Ivoire, DRC, Libya, 
Sumalia, Suuth Sudan 
INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY: Promoting access to i~[u~afion unline in 
repressive enviro~lents 
PLUS: Fundraising & useful resources; Jobs 

NOTE TO READERS: Pambazuka News is taking a break after fltis issue 

(#545). The next edition of Litfi(s and Resources will be on 12 
September. 

1 Announceraents 

PAMBAZL~.L~ PRESS BOOKS AT BARGAKN PRICES 

Pambazaka Press titles are now available at bargain prices get your 
copies from our website ( http :i,%~w. fahamubooks, org ). 

Food Rebellionst (http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100405800 / 
$8 (RRP $27.95)/£5 (RRP £16.95) 

Ending Aid Dependence ( 
http://fahamubooks.or~/book/?GCOI 90638100770030 / $8 ,q°,RP $16.95)/ 

£5 (RRP £9.95) 

Speaking Truth to Power ( 
http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100350930 / $8 ,~RRP $24.95)/ 
£5 (RRP £1495) 

Reclaiming African History ( 

http://fahamubooks.or~/book/?GCOI 90638100162020 ) $15 (RRP $2095)/ 

£9 (RRP £1295) 

IVfy Dream is to be Bold ( 
http://fahamubooks.or~/book/?GCOI 90638100257140 ) $19 (RRP $27 95) / 
£12 (RRP £16.95) 

Where is Uhuru? (http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100052770 ) 
$19 (RRP $27.95)/£12 (RRP £16.95) 

SMS Uprising ( http://t’ahamubooks.org/boold?GCOI 90638100577370 ) $13 
(RRP $2095)/£8 (RRP £12.95) 

African Voices ( http:/Ifahamubooks.org/boold?GCOI 90638100741880 ) $6 
(RRP $28.95)/£4 (RRP £17.95) 



Experiments with Peace ( 
http://fahamubook s.org/bookJ?GCOI 90638100065280 ) $19 (RRP $32.95) / 

£12 (RRP £19.95) 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IY\IIVVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IYI\IVViVV\//\ 

2 Zimbabwe update 

ZIMBABYVE: EX-MILITARY CHIEF MUJURU DIES 

http ://aie.me/tmtfSb 

General Solomon Mujttru, a former Zimbabwean military chief and 
guerrilla leader in the country’s independence war, has died in a fire 
at one of his homes, Zirnbabwe’s arrny commander said. The cause of the 
fire was unclear, but police said Mujttru’s body was ’burned beyond 
recognition’. His widow, Joice Mujuru, is the country’s vice 
president. Her supporters are vying for supremacy within their party 
should Mugabe die or retire. 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
3 Women & gender 

RWANDA: GENDER-BASED CORRU~PTION IN THE WORKPLACE 

htt~ :/,,’bit. lvlova9wC 

Gender-based corruption in workplaces exists in Rwanda, reveals a new 
report published by Transparency Rwanda (TR), the civil socieW 
organisation leading the fight against corruption. The report is the 
first of its kind in Rwanda and reveals a number of challenges for the 
countlT. The study acknowledges that Rwanda has made impressive 
progress both in the fight against corruption and in the promotion of 
gender equality. However, 5 per cent of respondents personally 
experienced gender-based corruption in workplaces, 10 per cent 
perceive that the problem exists and nearly 20 per cent lcaow someone 
who has been a victim 

TU2NISIA: ELECTION LAYV GIVES WOMEN EQUAL CHANCE 

http://bit.ly/n5yxxv 

In the next few months, Tunisian women may have a real opportunity as 
candidates and voters to participate in the country’s new, 
post-revolution, electoral system. With hope, this ~vill lead to more 
women in decision-making roles in government and a chance to 
demonstrate that democracies flourish when women, and the special 
experience and viewpoints they bring to the process, are included. 

SOUTH A[~ICA: SEX, DRUGS AN[) WOMEN’S RIGHTS 

Tafad~,~a Sekeso 

As South Africa commemorates Women’s Month, it is important to look at 
one of the most dangerous and seldom discussed issues affecting 
women in the country today, says this article from Gender Links ’In 
South Africa, drug and alcohol abuse should be an issue of national 
concern. Yet, while production, sale and use of a number o17 drugs, 
including marijuana, cocaine and crystal meth is illegal in South 
Africa, it has done little to curb the use o17 drugs, which remains 
very high.’ 

http : //www.pambazuka org/en/cate~orv/w~ender/75875 

ZIMBA[3WE: FOR Z]N/2[3ABWE’S WOMEN, A BICYCLE CAN BE A TOOL OF L[[3ERATION 

Cycling can flee women :[’rom the daily ordeal of Harare’s public 
transport, and avoid predatory men 

http ://bit. Iy/qX/2K 7NV 

In an article for the Guardian’s Bike Blog, Jane Madernbo relived her 
experience as a public transit and bicycle cormnuter in Zirnbabwe. 
Madembo explains that public transport was scarce in the low-densi~’, 
suburban areas where she had to travel for work, leaving her and other 
comnmters to rely on inadequate and overcapaci~ transport methods. 



GLOBAL: THE FIRST MEN C.~,E CAMPAIGN 

http:~/bit.lyknVO7Le 

More than four out of five men xvorldwide will be f:athers at some point 
in their lives. Sonke Gender Justice, Instituto Promundo and 
MenEngage, joined by the Depaltinent of Social Development - South 
Africa, are excited to announce the launch of the MenCare campaign, a 
global fatherhood campaign to promote active and equal parenting. See 
httl~://ww~v.men-care.or~/node/18 for more itffotruation. 

AFRICA: CULTIVATING KNOWLEDGE AND CROPS 

Women are key to sustainable agricultural development 

http ://huff.to/oT5VIe 

An article in the Huffington Post, ~vhich references findings 
documented in the Worldwatch Institute report ’State of the World 
2011’, finds that despite the challenging circumstances that women in 
developing countries face, important innovations in communications and 
organising are helping them play a key role in the fight against 
hunger and poverty. ’Access to credit, which provides women farmers 
with productive inputs and improved technologies, can be an effective 
tool in improving livelihoods in Africa and beyond,’ said Worldwatch 
Institute’s executive director Robert Engelman 

/VV/VVV/VV,J/V\/\//’,i’,A/I,JVVA/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//,, 

4 Human rights 

WHEN THE NEWS AND THE TRUTH ARE NOT THE S~aJ~IE THING 

Q&A on South Africa to Gaza relief convoy 

An aid convoy *vhich departed South Africa in July is soon to arrive in 
Gaza after traveling the length of Africa. South African Relief Agency 
Chief Coordinator Aneesa Brits answers questions from Pambazuka News 
about the reasons for the epic journey 

http://www pambazuka or~/en/cate~orv/rights/75919 

MALAWI: CIVIL SOCIETY COALITION DEMANDS AJSTICE 

http:i/bit.W/pZOEGO 

A coalition of 18 trade Unions, 11 national Christian councils, 15 
umbrella NGO Bodies as well as civil society groups, think tanks and 
human rights organisations from Malawi and across southern Africa have 
called on the Malawian President, Bingu wa Mutharika, to put an 
immediate stop to the ongoing harassment and intimidation being meted 
out to Malawian citizens - and take action to ensure that those 
responsible for the deaths o:[" 19 people during anti-government 
protests are held to account. 

UGANDA: BL~-YORO KEX-GDOM TO T.~-LE THE QUEEN OF ENGLAND TO COURT 

http:iibit.ly/qpmL1Q 

The British goverm’nent is facing tmprecedented comt claims from its 
former African colonies for various atrocities corrmfitted by its 
officers. The once rrlighty Bunyoro-Kitara Kingdom in western Uganda now 
j oins the Mau Mau of Kenya in lodging court proceedings in which they 
are demanding £1.5 billion ($2.4 billion) as general damages and 
reparations. In a case that also raises questions about what should 
constitute the scope of a colonial power, lawyers representing 
Bunyoro-Kitara Kingdom have set~zed the British government with a 
statutoly notice of intention to sue for invasion, atrocious 
human-rigl-lts abuses and grabbing of their land in the colonial era. 

SOMALLa.: ’ALL SIDES GU]LTY’ IN SOMALLa., SAYS RIGHTS GROUP 

http ://aj e.me/ntZKHP2 

Human Rights Watch (HRW) has said all the palties in Somalia’s 
conflict have violated the rules of war and are guilty of causing 
civilian casualties in the fight for territorial control that is 



contributing to the humanitarian catastrophe there. The New York-based 
group said al-Shabab, the rebel Isamist group that controls large 
parts of the country, ~w~s guilt?, of unrelenting brutality, while 
government troops carry out arbitrary arrests and detentions. 

SUDAN: SUDAN ATROCITIES AMOU]x,F TO ’WAR CRII’,/f£~;S’, SAYS UN 

http:/ia] e.meiokO4nq 

Atrocities corcanitted in June in Sudan’s Southern Kordofan state by 
armies of the north and south ’could araount to crimes against humanib" 
or ~var crimes’, according to a report by the lj2Xl human rights agency. 
The 12-page report covers the period from 5-30 June and describes a 
wide range of alleged violations of international law in the town of 
Kadugli. The violations are also said to have occulted in the 
sttrrounding Nuba mountains, after fighting broke out in Kadugli on 5 
June between the Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF) and the Sudan People’s 
Liberation Array North (SPLA-iX). 

SOUTH AFRI(-’A: TUTU CALLS FOR ~£rEALTH TAX FOR \VHITES 

htt~:iibit.lv/clbSNzV 

Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu has called for a ’wealth tax’ to be 
imposed on all white South Africans. The former archbishop of Cape 

Town and former head of the Truth and Reconciliation Cormnission (TRC) 
also called on members of President Jacob Zuma’s cabinet to sell their 
’expensive cars’, ’to show you care’ about the poor in South Africa 
Tutu said apartheid had left South .Africans riddled with ’self-hate’, 
and it ~vas directly to blame for the countly’s vicious crime rate and 
road carnage. 

COTE D’IVOIRE: IVORY COAST CHARGES FORMER PRES~]bENT 

http://aie.me/o72aPi 

Former Ivory Coast President Laurent Gbagbo and his wife Simone, 
detained since he ~vas ousted 
from power in April, have been charged with ’economic crimes, armed 
robbery, looting and embezzlement’, the public prosecutor has said 
Simplice Kouadio Koffi said Gbagbo was charged on Thursday and his 
wife. on Tuesday. Both have been moved from house an-est in the north 
of the country to jail. 

GLTNEA: PRES~]bENT PARDONS JAEeF~D ACTIVISTS 

http://bit.l’~’/q 8Adds 

Guinea’s President Alpha Conde has pardoned 17 opposition activists 
jailed Jk~r taking part in an illegal rally in April The amnesty was 
aimed at promoung reconciliation after divisive elections last year, 
the BBC’s Alhassan Sillah in the capital, Conakry, says. Mr Conde had 
also appointed Guinea’s top Muslim and Christian clerics to head a 
reconciliation commission. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

5 Refugees & forced migration 

TUNISIA: ITALY SAYS LAMPF, DUSA IVf[GRANT NU]k,ff~ER S RISING 

http:/ibbc.iniqWoa~b 

There has been a sharp increase in the number of African migrants 
arriving in Italy in overcrowded boats, officials say. More than 3,000 
people have reached the small island of Lampedusa - 200km (124 miles) 
off the Tunisian coast - in the past few days, they report Arrivals 
are said to include Somalis and Nigerians as well as North Africans 
fleeing the violence in Libya. 

SOUTH AFRIC’A: CATCH-22 FOR UNACCOMPANIFZ) (-’HEED REFUGEES 

http://bit.l¥ipfioJ4 

South Africa’s progressive constitution and laws extend the same 



protections to unaccompanied minors (the term given to children ~vho 
cross border without parents or adult care-givers) as to local 
children, but in practice they face immense bureaucratic hurdles and 
are often left to fend for themselves Although no figures are 
available, Mmone Moletsale of the UN Refugee Agency (UNIICR) said that 
based on reports from their parmers, South Africa was receiving an 
~ncreasing number of such children, but still lacked an efficient 
system for dealing with them. 

SOL~fH AFRICA: REFUGEES FIGHT FOR BETTER CONDITIONS 

http :/,,’bit.N/rtZMrED 

A group of asylum- seekers has applied to the High Court in Pretoria 
for an order directing the Home Affairs ministu to provide adequate 
refugee reception offices in South Africa, including in Johannesburg. 
The order - xvhich, if granted, could force an overhaul of a refugee 
management system that at times borders on dysfunctional - seeks to 
compel the ministry to address a host of problems, including rampant 
corruption and overcrowding at reception offices that have made 
applying for asylum a nightmare in South Africa. 

SOUGH SUDAN: REINTI~GRATING RETURNEES IN UPPER NILE 

httr~://bit.lv/1) 66Am9 

John Wiyual returned from Khartoum, the Sudanese capital, to South 
Sudan in December 2010, hoping the move would not disrupt his five 
children’s education too much Wiyual’s family was among the first 
groups of Southern Sudanese to go home, pending the South’s secession, 
which became reality on 9 July. For Wiyual and thousands of other 
returnees in the Greater Upper Nile region - comprising the states of 
Upper Nile, Unity, and Jonglei - basic services, land and employment 
opportunities are the key considerations influencing the pace of their 
reintegration 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ /’,i’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
6 Emerging powers ne~vs 

LATEST EDITION: EiVNRGING POV’,rERS NEWS ROU~qDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers.. 

http://w;vw.pambazuka org/en/categopz/emplaversnews/75874 

/VV/VVV/VV’,I/V\/\//’,i’,A/I’,IVVA/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//’, 
7 Elections & governance 

LIBERIA: STRONG POMTICAL WILL REQUIRED FOR S()LUTIONS 

http:i/bit, l,v/paR 11 z 

A World Council of Churches (WCC) and All Africa Corfference of 
Churches (AACC) report details historical conditions that have led to 
the upcoming elections in Liberia and describes the findings of the 
Ecumenical Solidarity Mrssion following their travels through Liberia 
from 7 through 12 August. The report concludes that resolution of 
Liberia’s ’difficulties and anxieties associated with the electoral 
process’ will require ’strong political will from major stakeholders 
to reach a political compromise’. 

LIBERIA: HOW SUSTAINABI E IS ~,[t IE RECOVERY? 

http ://bit iyio3yJ70 

Liberia’s October 2011 general and presidential elections, the second 
since civil war ended in 2003, are an opportunity to consolidate its 
fragile peace and nascent democracy, says this report from the 
International Crisis Group. ’Peaceful, free and fair elections depend 

on hoxv well the National Elections Con~’nission (NEC) handles the 
challenges of the 23 August referendmn on constitutional araendments 
and opposition perceptions of bias toward the president’s Unity Party 
(UP)... The most serious tl-treats to security, however, are the 
persistence of mercenatT activities and alT~lS proliferation.’ 



UGANDA: POLICE BREAK UP OPPOSITION VIGIL 

http :/ibbc.il~’r0BRhM 

Ugandan police have fired tear gas and water cannon filled with a pink 
dye to break up an opposition vigil near the capital, Kampala. Several 
hundred opposition supporters gathered for a ’light a candle’ ceremony 
to mottrn at least nine people killed during protests in April. Police 
said the meeting was illegal and could cause violence. The opposition 
has voxved to step up protests against President Yoweri Muscveni’s 
government. 

CAPE VERDE: OPPOSITION CANDIDATE WINS PRESIDENTL4L ELECTION 

http ://bit.l¥ /pP9zDC 

Cape Verde’s opposition candidate, Jorge Carlos Fonseca, 61, has won 
Sunday’s presidential run-off elections with 54 per cent of the votes 
cast. His rival, IVfanuel Inocencio Sousa, 60, has conceded defeat after 
92 per cent of the overall ballots were counted by Monday morning. 

SOUTH AFRICA: ANC TOP 6 TO DECIDE \{ALEMA’S FATE 

http://bit.ly/mRvPgb 

ANC Youth League president Julius Malema’s fate, and that of his 
executive, rests with the ANC’s top six officials, who will decide 
whether to accept the league’s apologT and retraction of what the 
mother body regards as a politically embarrassing call fbr regime 
change in Botswana ANC spokesman Jackson ivlthembu said officials would 
continue discussing the matter and there was no deadline to finalise 
these talks He had earlier said the ANC would first have to weigh up 
whether the apology undid the damage to the ANC and the country The 
youth league’s apology on Saturday came nearly two weeks after it 
vowed to stand by its intention to mobilise opposition to Sir Ian 
Khama’s government, which it described as a ’puppet regime’. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

8 Cormpuon 

SOUT[t AFRICA: YOI.TII I LEAGUE PRESIDENT UNDER ]NVESTKIATION 

http:i/bit.ly/oZxCfO 

The Hawks confirmed that they were investigating African National 
Congress Youth League president Julius Malema lk~r ftaud and 
corruption, eNews reported on Saturday. ’From the information that we 
have, we have enough to tell us that we need to do a full 
investigation..there’s a lot that tells us that we have reason to 
worry,’ Hawks spokesperson McImosh Polela said ENews also reported 

that the South African Revenue Service (Sars) initiated its own 
~nvestigation into Malema’s :financial affairs and alleged failure to 
pay tax 

IVV /VVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
9 Development 

GLOBAL: WESTERN RACISM IN- THE LMF AND THE YVORLD BAiXT2 

http://bit.lv/oG63W3 

One of the more serious problems facing the World Barn and 
International MonetatT Fund is a long history of Western racism, the 
author of this article argues. ’Unless the LMF and the World Bank are 
willing to undergo a radical reform, not a superficial one (to prolong 
its power structure for Western domination), their historical 
relevance xvill come to an end soon, to be replaced by alternative 
global institutions when the nexv powers in the Asian century (and 
others) take their turn to reshape the world order.’ 

ERITREA: RECONSTRUCTION AiNTD AUTHORITY IN ERITREA AND RWANDA 

http:/ibit.ly/pYpp2u 

Eritrea and Rwanda are among Africa’s smallest and poorest states, 
states this Africa Research Institute briefing ’Substantial militalT 



resources, and expertise, have enabled both countries to exert 
disproportionate influence over regional security. Aggression and 
authoritarianism have not prompted matching responses from donor 
nations. While President Paul Kagame’s leadership of Rwanda has been 
championed as "visionary", President Isaias Afwerki is accused of 
transfi~rming Eritrea into a rogue, pariah state.’ rllqe document argues 
that popular perceptions of these comparable, though seldom compared, 
countries have been simplistic and polarised. 

.¢5"RICA: EMERGING TREND TOYVARDS ESTABLISHING OFFSHORE TAX HAVENS 

http://bit.lv/pKSEkd 

As scveral Afiican governments examine the possibility of setting up 
their own ’offshore’ financial centres, the trade name for tax havens, 
campaigners are calling for transparency and fair tax reginres. ’We 
need pan-African action,’ says Alvin Mosioma, coordinator of the Tax 
Justice Network At~ica, an organisation that advocates fair tax 
regimes to promote econotnic and social development. ’The At~ican Union 
has established a special panel on illicit financial flows, in which 
Thabo M-beki participates, and the African Tax Administrators Forum 
meeting held in 2008 was also a pronrising start, but Africans have 
been too silent too long on the issue of financial transparency.’ 

RWANDA: REPORT ON Dv~PACT OF TAX INCENTIVES IN RYVAiNTDA 

http :/,,’bit. ly/qTvFvY 

Tax Justice Network - Africa and Action Aid International Kenya have 
conducted country studies on tax incentives for all East Afi-ican 
Con~munity (EAC) member states except Burundi. The R~vanda countly study 
is complete. The report titled ’Policy Brief on hnpact of Tax 
Incentives in Rwanda’ is available and the ’East African Taxation 
Project: Rwanda Country Case Stu@’ is also available The amount lost 
in tax incentives is staggering, and rising: ’In 2006, according to 
the International MonetalT Fund, the amount of revenue fbregone in 
Rwanda to tax incentives was three per cent of GDP. Calculations fi-om 
our research suggest that by 2008, this had risen to 3.6 per cent and 
4.7 per cent by 2009 This compares with 28 per cent of GDP in 
Tannqnia in 2008/9; one per cent of GDP in Kenya and 04 percent in 
Uganda.’ 

SOUTH AFRICA: ’ECONOMIC DIPLOMACY’ KICKS IN AS FDI TUMBLES 

http ://bit.lv/p 8~vObd 

Stiff competition in attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) to 
Africa has compelled SA to prioritise ’economic diplomacy’ among a 
range of fbreign policy measures designed to drive economic growth. 
This comes as SA is losing its prime position as the preferred gateway 
from which to do business on the continent A draft foreign policy 
white paper released last week also proposes the setting up of a 
development agency targeting other African countries, saying the 
’success of economic diplomacy will determine the extent to which SA 
can achieve its domestic priorities’. Regional integration, reform of 
the international trading system, and negotiating preferential access 
for African goods on international markets form the core of SA’s 
economic diplomacy 

MADA(IASCAR: SANCTIONS RESULT IN ECONOMIC DECLINE AN’[)FOOl) INSECURITY 

http://bit.l’¢/nYWBv6 

In recent years Madagascar has experienced a slow, seemingly 
unstoppable decline of its fragile economy, that has put a strain on 
the lives of millions of Malagasy citizens. After two and a half years 
under the administration of the transitional government of Andry 
R ajoelina (hal:l" a presidential mandate), the economy has been ranked 
worst in the world by Forbes magazine; thousands have lost their jobs 
and a food crisis is looming in the southern region of the country. 
Food crises in the region have been recurrent over the past decade, 
but an independent United Nations expert has warned that the sanctions 
imposed on Madagascar have made the situation untenable frora a food 
security standpoint. 

DRC: LET’S LIVE WITHIN" OUR MEA_NS, KAB~LA TELLS G4)VEP~NMENT DEPARTMENTS 



http://bit, l¥/r0sZUz 

DRC President Joseph Kabila has warned national institutions not to 
shoot their expenditures out of control. The president has had a big 
issue xvith his prime minister, Adolphe Muzito, on this matter. In the 
past two years, President Kabila has prevented the premier from 
signing documents related to big expenditures. He has accused the 
Prime Minister of excessive spending in disregard of the allocated 
budget. 

10 Health & HIV/AIDS 

GLOBAL: AIDS BREAKTHROUGH THREATENED B Y BUDGET WOES 

http:I/bit.lylph7Krn 

After 30 years and over 20 million deaths in Africa alone, US 
researchers now report that early treatment of people infected with 
the human immunodeficiency vires (HIV) that leads to AIDS cuts 
transmission of the disease by over 96 per cent Unexpectedly 
announced by the US National Institutes of Health on 12 May after a 
six-year clinical trial, the discovelT that anti-retroviral drugs 
(ARVs) can make people living with HIV far less infectious means that 
humanity finally has the tools to reverse the global epidemic. But, 
says this article from African Renewal, having the technology to curb 
AIDS, however, is not the same as having the political will to do so 

KENYA: KENYANS ADDRESS NIEDICAL PROBLEMS IN PLrBLIC HOSPITALS 

h~p:l~it.N/qePhOT 

Ken,vans outraged over lost loved ones accuse public hospitals here of 
frequent medical negligence A}vare of a shortage of space and 
personnel, the government has been working to build and upgrade 
hospitals and train more doctors, thanks to funding li*om the Chinese 
government. Meanwhile, a group of citizens has formed a foundation to 
speak out against medical negligence, reports Global Press Institute. 

G] ,OB2,L: STUDY ASKS \’V[ tE~I7 t[{R PEDIATRIC HIV IS A NE(]LECTED DISEASE 

http:i/bit.ly/qw6GQe 

The failure to implement prevention programmes for mother-to-child 
transmission on an appropriate scale has resulted in hundreds of 
thousands of preventable ttIV infections among newborns, a new study 
published in the New England Journal of Medicine says. The results of 
this study, it is hoped, will influence guidelines in the direction of 
even earlier initiation of antiretroviral therapy. 

SOMALIA: CHOLE[ZA tIITS CROVVDED MOGADISHU CAMPS 

http ://bit.l~/ni91xm 

Fears are mounting that a cholera epidemic could spread rapidly among 
the hundreds of thousands of people living in often unsanitatT 
conditions in Mogadishu after fleeing drought, famine and insecuri~. 
In Mogadishu’s largest health facility, Banadir Hospital, 4,272 cases 
of acute xvatery diarrhoea, a symptom of cholera, have been recorded so 
far this year, causing 181 deaths. (Random laboratolT tests showed 
that 60 pet cent of the cases also tested positive for malaria, 
according to ;\,~IO.) 

2v~_LAWI: HOSPITALS STRUGGLE ~2~rITH LACK OF YVATER 

http://bit.l¥ipaoz70 

Two battered plastic chairs bar entry to the toilets at the Bangwe 
Township Clinic in Blan)-re. The toilets are not working because there 
is no rtmning water - yet again. And if patients want to use the 
facilities they will have to rtm to the next- door primatT school, 
which has pit latrines. ’It’s not a new thing here,’ says a nurse, 
speaking on the condition of anonymity. ’It’s been like this for two 
weeks now-. We often don’t have running xvater, especially during the 
dr,v season We have two toilets, so at times (like this) we close 
them.’ 



SOUTH AFRICA: SHORTAGE OF DRUG-RESISTAix72 TB TREATMENT LOOMS 

http://bit l¥/rfn612 

While com~tries are rolling out new tests that will enable them to 
diagnose more patients with drug-resistant tuberculosis (DR-TB), a 
worldwide shortage of the drags to treat these patients is likely, 
M4decins Sans Fronti4res (MSF) ;vams. DR-TB can occur when TB patients 
do not complete their initial course of TB treatment. The only way to 
test for DR-TB is through cultures or via molecular testing neither 
of which has been widely available in many high incident countries - 
until the advent of the GeneXpert, a t;vo-hour molecular TB test 
released in 2010 
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11 Education 

I,IB YA: STUDENTS CALL FOR HELP 

http://bit.l¥/q/~} I0X 

Thuusands ufLibyan students enrulled in universities and colleges in 
Australia, Britain, Egypt, South Africa and the US face suspension of 
their monthly stipend from the guvernment in Tripoli, possibly by the 
end of August. Many students :[’ear reprisals for holding protests 
against the regime uf Muammar (iaddafi should they return hume, but the 
British and US governments have prumised tu du what they can to ensure 
the students will be able tu cumplete their courses 

SOMAI,IA: FAMINE CAUSES SCtIOOI, DROPOUTS TO RISE 

http ://bit N/nwOrSn 

JamaM Abdi, an eight-year-uld buy at the Badbaado camp un the 
outskirts of Mugadishu, would like to have an education He has his 
uwn dreams fur the future. But since Abdi and his family arrived at 
Badbaado camp the biggest camp for people displaced by the drought 
and famine in suuthern Somalia and hume tu nearly 30,000 people, 
mostly ~vornen and children he has done nothing but sit around all 
day. But for Abdi, it’s nothing new-. He’s never been to school. 
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UGANDA: UK DEiXNE S LEADING UOANDAN LGBT AC’TIVIST A VISA 

http :/,,’bit.l~/puUrt] 

The British government has denied a visa to Kasha Jacqueline 
Nabagesra, a leading LGBT activist in Uganda and the 2011 winner of 
the prestigious Martin Ennals award for Human Rights. She had been 
invited to open Foyle Pride in Derry, Northern heland, 24 August. 

AFRICA: AMERICAN ANTI-GAY CA_MPAIGN IN" AFRICA OPPOSES SEXUAL RIGHTS 

http :/,,’bit. ly/pLmyhD 

Sharon Slater, American anti-gay activist and president of Family 
Watch International, recently encouraged delegates attending a law 
conference in Lagos, Nigeria to resist the United Nations’ calls to 
decriminalise homosexuality. Keynoting the Nigerian Bar Association 
Conference, Slater told delegates that they would lose their religious 
and parental rights if they supported ’fictitious sexual rights’. One 
such ’fictitious right’ is the right to engage in same-sex sexual 
relationships without going to jail. 

GHANA: RIGHTS CHIEF SAYS SHE WON’T FIGHT FOR GAY RIGHTS 

http://bit.ly/n6votl 

The newly appointed boss of Ohana’s Commission on Human Rights and 
Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), Lauretta Lamptey has said she will not 
fight for the rights of homosexuals as the law deems their actMties 
to be criminal. Lamprey also said that the argument on gay rights 



should be a legal discourse, rather than about human rights. 
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13 Environment 

G] ,OBPd.: OUR RIGHT TO WA[[IiR 

A People’s Guide to Implementing the United Nations’ Recognition of 
the Right to Water and Sanitation 

http :/,,’bit.lv/pi sK56 

’This paper is meant to serve as a background document to help civil 
socie)- groups fighting for water justice and their govemrnents take 

these two historic [UN] resolutions and make them work. It traces the 
history of the struggle for the right to water and lays out the case 
for why the recognition of the human right to water is needed.’ 

AFRICA: HOW EUROPE C OU~L D HELP PLUG OI2. SPILLS LN AFRICA 

http:i/bit.l~/p0WspG 

A new- study is asking the European Parliament, European Union mernber 
states and European civil socie)- organizatiuns to push for regulatory 
nreasures targeted at Europe-based companies engaged in oil exploration 
in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). The study follows on the heels of 
landrnark 10N findings reported on August 4, highlighting the 
devastating impact ofoil spills in the Niger delta over the past five 
decades, which will take up to 30 years to clean up. 

GLOBAL: THE GREEN ECONOMY, POVERTY ARID EQUITY 

http://bit.ly/plsv92 

There are many challenges and obstacles facing developing countries in 
moving their economies to more envirol~mentally friendly paths, says 
this paper from the South Centre. ’On one hand this should not prevent 
the attempt to urgently incorporate environmental elements into 
economic development On the other hand, the various obstacles should 
be identified and recognised and international cooperation measures 
should be taken to enable and support the sustainable development 
efforts.’ 

GLOBAL: DEVELOPING ;VORLD LEADING NEW I2,B,’ESTMENTS IN GREEN- Eik~RG Y 

http://bit lv/ruaL 16 

[[’he developing world has, for the first time, outstripped richer 
economies ~n providing new investment in the renewable energy sector, 
according to a report. And research and development (R&D) :funding from 
government sources, at US$5 billion in 2010, for the first time 
overtook corporate R&D investment, according to ’Global ’]?rends in 
R enewable Energ3, Investment 2011 ’, published by the UN Emdroument 
Programme (UNEP) in July, reports http://www scidev net 

ETHIOPIA: E’~J]OPIA ST!~N[)S F[RM ON T[IE GIBE 3 HYDRI) DAM PRO/[{CT 

http://bit. [,v/rWCeb 

Ethiopian authorities have turned down a strong demand by Kenyan 
lawmakers to stop the construction of the controversial Gibe III 
hydro-electric power dam, terming it ’unthinkable’. The massive dam, 
that is expected to cost $1.7 billion, has come under sustained 
criticism from mainly western rights groups over what the?" say are the 
negative environmental and social impacts and the threat it is said to 
pose to the livelihoods of an estimated 500,000 people hying in 
Kenya Kenyan Members of Parliament last week demanded the Ethiopian 
government stop all construction until an independent environmental 
impact assessrnent was done, saying that conmxunities living around Lake 
Turkana xvould be afl;ected. 

SOU~FH AFRICA: ACTD¢ffSTS ~£rfN RIGHT TO INTERVENE IN SEED MERGER 

Afiican Centre for Biosafe~ statement 



’The African Centre for Biosafetv (ACB) welcomes the decision made by 
the Competition Tribunal on 19 August 2011, to allow- the ACB to 
intelwene in the merger proceedings involving multinational seed 
giant, Pioneer Hi Bred’s bid to take over South Africa’s largest seed 
company, Panaar. The ACB, represented by Legal Aid South Africa, and 
advocates Stephen Budlender and Isabel Goodman, has consistently 
sought to lead evidence and present argument on public interest 
grounds that nrilitate against authorisation of the merger.’ 

htm :/,,’w~’.~ambazaka.or~/e1~’cate~otsTienvironment/75816 

NAM]BIA: NAMIBLANS MIj~LL LWE AFTER CLLMATE CHANGE 

http://bit.lyio3AZWi 

Extreme weather conditions predicted because of climate change in 
Namibia are likely to have a tremendous effect on the 70 per cent of 
the country’s people who live in rural areas and depend heavily on 
agriculture According to experts in climate change, Namibia has no 
option but to adapt to the changing climate as radical changes in 
weather, such as extreme dlT spells and exceptionally heavy rainfall, 
are forecast for the Southern African country. 

SOUTH AFRICA: RED LIGHTS FLASH ON SA RB, rERS 

http://bit ly/l~AORR 

Water affairs officials are unable to tell MPs whether the health of 
South Africa’s rivers is improving or ~vorsening, but a rash of red 
spots across maps they presented suggested the latter. Briefing 
members of Parliament’s water and environmental affairs portfolio 
con~mittee, the department’s acting chief director for water resources 
information management, Moloko Matlala, listed the main problems 
affecting the quality of the country’s r~ver water. These included 
fecal pollution, eutrophication (the inflow of nitrates and 
phosphates), high salinity, high toxicity (:[’rom, among other sources, 
agricultural pesticides) and acid mine drainage. 

AFRICA: ONE VOICE FROM AI,T(K;A AT COPI 7 

http:i/bit.ly/qs0RmY 

Africa will speak with one strong voice at the United Nations Summit 
on Climate Change to kick-start in Durban, South Africa in November 
this year, the SADC Senior Programme Officer for Environment and 
Sustainable Development, Mr Alex Banda said. Mr Banda was speaking on 
the sidelines during the 5th SADC Multi Stakeholder Water Dialogue in 
Manzini on 28 June. ’SADC in April this year developed a common 
position during a meeting in South Africa on key issues we are going 
to be pushing for but within Africa as a continent,’ Banda said. 

AFRICA: WORLD’S LARGEST CONSERVATION AREA LAUN(-’HED 

http://bit.ly/mMP l_’vii 

Southern Africa has just acquired the world’s largest conservation 
area - a 444000km~ peace park joining Angola, Botswana, Namibia, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, the Peace Parks Foundation said. The Kavango 
Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area was legally established on the 
last day- of the Southern African Development Corrmmni~" (SADC) 
conference in Luanda, Angola. 
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NIGERL~.: F.~IER LEADER TALKS ABOUT RESISTANCE TO LAND GRABS 

htm :/,’bit. N/ovA2eT 

The United Small and Mediun~ scale Farnrers’ Associations of Nigeria 
(USMEFAN) is a national coalition of smaltholder farmers and their 
organisations. It envisions a food self-sufficient Nigeria where 
ecologically sound and sustainable agriculture forms the foundation of 
an ever buoyant economy in which the small and medium scale family 
farmers who produce most of the food, in harmony and cooperation with 
nature, also eRioy enhanced livelihoods, live and work in dignity- and 



self confidence, making the rural envirur~nent attractive :[’or and truly 
s uppurtive of human habitation. [n this interview, G RAIN talks to 
Olaseinde Makanjuola Arigbede ufthe United Small and Medium scale 
Farmers’ Associatiuns ufNigeria (USX,ffV.FAN) 

AFRICA: LAND GRABS AN’[) T[tE T[tREAT TO Vv~XTE[K KESOURCES 

http:i/bit. I¥/mUGRDk 

This article from http://~’wan~,,bigearth.corr~ focuses on the 
relationship between land grabs and water demand in the countries that 
rely on the Nile River. ’Grooving water demand, driven by population 
growth and foreign land (and water) acquisitions, are straining the 
Nile’s natural limits. Avoiding dangerous comqicts over water will 
require three Basin-wide initiatives. The first is for govertwnents to 
address the population threat head-on by ensuring that all women have 
access to family planning set~zices and by providing education for 
girls throughout the region. The second is to adopt more 
water-efficient irrigation tecl-mologies and shift to less 
water-intensive crops.’ 

AFRICA: LAND INWESTMENT DEALS AS A CAUSE OF .¢5"RICA’ S FOOD SL~PPL Y PROBLEMS 

htto :i/bit.lv/n0bxIY 

Some researchers are pointing to land investment deals in Africa, also 
called land grabs. According to a recent study by the Oakland 
Institute these deals increase price volatility and supply insecttri~ 
in the global food system The organisation says massive amounts of 
land are sold or leased to foreign companies. In 2009, this amounted 
to an area the size of France For more, listen to this intervie~v 
posted online by Free Speech Radio News with Anuradha Mittal, 
executive director of the Oakland Institute 

TANZANLA: V~rEB SITE FOR LAND INFORNIATION LAUlx.-CHED 

http ://bit.ly/oixkti 

ActionAid Tanzania in collaboration with the Tanzania Land Alliance 
(TALA) under the land Accountability Proj ect (LAP) launched on Friday, 
a web-based land portal to aid in accessing reformation and discussion 
of land related issues in Tanzania. The project will also establish a 
system for women and the poor to access support and expose land 
grabbing on the internet, said a statement issued by the ActionAid. 
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A[*~ICA: FOOD SECURITY IN EAST Ab~RICA GETS [KESEARCII BOOST 

http :,’,’bit. Iy/oadzUw 

A consurtium of East African institutes is researching new seed 
varieties better suited tu @ areas tu combat the effects of climate 
change in the region. The partnership, cumprising seven universities 
and institutes in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, and funded by the 
Rockefeller Foundatiun, will alsu disseminate technical knuwledge to 
agricultural extensiun services and farmers, and promote new insurance 
and financing schemes fur building resilience to climate change. 

G] ,OBAL: WORLD BANK SOUNDS AL[£RfP ON FOOD PRICES 

http ://bit l¥irqFe 1 a 

The price of maize in the Horn of Africa has duubled over the last 
year, the World Bank has said In Kenya, it has increased by 89 per 
cent, accurding to the bank’s Food Price Watch repurt This is the 
fuurth highest increase in the price of’maize in the world behind 
Uganda (122 pet cent), Somalia (107 per cent) and Rwanda (104 per 
cent). Overall, the Food Price Watch says global food prices in July 
2011 remain 33 per cent higher than a year ago. 
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(II.O[3AL: VOICES OF OUR [¢UTURI4 CITIZEN J()URNALISTS 

World Pulse Live 2011 

http://bit.b//p 12Tpx 

"]"his October, three amazing women representing the energy and 
optimism of the World Pulse community will come to the US for the 
first time to lift their voices, rflqese grassroots leaders will reveal 
how they are using the power of new media and tectmology to change 
lives and create solutions on the frontlines of today’s most pressing 
issues.’ 

GIjTNEA: FREELANCE JOURNALIST HELD IN-CObZ%IL~-NICADO IN" A ~k/fILITARY CAMP 

http://bit.l~/rnXeo SQ 

E1 Bechir Diallo, a freelance journalist, is currently being held at 
PM3, a military camp in Conakry, the capital of Guinea. The Media 
Foundation for West Africa’s (bflvWA) correspondent reported that E1 
Bechir was abducted in the molTling of 11 August 2011 by officials of 
the Criminal Investigations Dcpartment (DPJ) of the Guinean police for 
no apparent reason. MFWA is sad that despite progress made by Guinea 
in democratic governance, journalists and citizens are still held 
without recourse to the laws of Guinea. 

LI]~YA: NATO LAIJ~qCHES AIRSTRIIZES AT MEDIA OUTLET 

http://bit.l¥/qaUEGZ 

Three journalists were killed and 21 others injured in Tripoli after 
North Atlantic Treaty Organisatinn (NATO) warplanes bombed three 
transmission towers on 30 July in an effort to take Libyan state 
television off the air. The Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), 
the International Federation of Journalists (D’J) and the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (LrNNSCO) 
have condemned the attack. 

S~ERRA LEOiN~E: MEDIA ACCUSED OF FANN~LNG VIOLENCE 

http://bit.ly/omlfrd 

Sierra Leone’s Independent Media Commission (IMC) has raised alarm 
over threats posed by journalists to the peace building in the 
country. The IMC, which is responsible for regulating the country’s 
media Thursday, blamed journalists for breaching code of ethics with 
articles or programmes carrying ’elements of indecency and 
incitement’. This statement comes in the wake of concerns raised by 
lobbyists and members of the public over the possibility of widespread 
violence around elections scheduled :[br next year 

ZIMBABWE: POLICE SEARCH FOR ZI?,/ff:~ABWE INDEPEN~D[ffNT JOURNALISTS 

http://www.misaorff/c~i-bin/viewnews.c~i?cate~orv 2&id 1313163681 

Police :[’rom the Law and Order sectinn on 11 August 2011 visited Alpha 
Media Holdings (AMtt) offices in search of Zimbabwe Independent editor 
Constantine Chimakure and senior political reporter Wongai Zhangazha 
over a story the paper published in its editinn o:[" 8 July 2011. 
Detectives said that they wanted the two to assist in investigations 
of who ’leaked’ the details of the story as it was based on cabinet 
deliberations, which is an offence under the Official Secrets Act. 

ZIMBA[3WE: TACKLE PRESS FREEDOM CRISIS, SADC TOLD 

http ://bit. Iy/oHGG Ot I 

Reporters Without Borders has called on the heads of state and 
government attending the Southern African Development Cormnunity surrmrit 
being held in the Angolan capital of Luanda from 14 to 19 August to 
examine the situation of the media in Zimbabwe, where press freedom 
violations are increasing at an alarming rate. In the past month 
alone, Reporters Without Borders has tallied more than 11 violations 
of the freedom or safety ofj ournalists, all of which have remained 
unpunished. 



17 Social welfare 

SOUTtt AFRICA: THE IMPACT OF Tt]Iv. FINANCIAL CRISIS ON CttILD PO VERTY 

http:i/bit ly/nRV7Jd 

This Unicef paper reports on a study to provide insights into the 
magnitude of the shocks associated with the crisis in macroeconomic 
terms in South Africa, the countly’s capacity" to withstand or cushion 
these shocks, and the extent of fragility in terms of poverty levels 
and child well-being. 
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C~)TE D’IVOIRE: FL-xrDLNG PEACE AFTER POWER SHIFT 

http://www.irim~ews.or~/r epolt, aspx?reportid 93536 

With power in C6te d’Ivoire having changed hands from Laurent Gbagbo 
to Alassane Ouattara, the social @namic has shifted in Moyen-Cavally, 
creating new challenges for stability in the cocoa- and coffee-rich 
region where political partisanship runs largely along ethnic lines. 
But observers say community structures and local will to overcome 
divisions remain and can be built upon to move past unprecedented 
tummih ’People here have no choice but to coexist,’ said Bertiamin 
Effoli, prefect in the western town of Duakoud in Moyen-Cavally. 
’Social cohesion is a non-stop job and every single person has his or 
her role.’ He said in the wake of the latest crisis, long-standing 
community groups are monitoring the situation and discussing how to 
rein in strife. 

DRC: BEIik-G FRANK ABOUT DODD-FRANK 

http ://bit. l?-/pzrf50 

The idea that the Dodd-Frank Act in the US ~vill stop mineral 
exploitation by armed groups is flawed, argues this alticle ’Mineral 
exploitation, the object of activism and legislation, is but one 
source of revenue for these armed groups They literally rule over the 
territories the?- control, taxing every economic activity- and 
terrorizing the civilians into submission Losing access to the mines 
will marginally affect their capacity’ to generate funds, considering 
that weapons and ammunitions are relatively inexpensive. In other 
words, if there were no minerals, the comqict would still rage on as 
armed groups would find other sources of revenue ’ 

LIBYA: FI(IHTINI;I RAGES O’~EV.R GADDAI~’rs COMPOUNZ) 

http ://aie.me/oTN’vV7v 

tteavy fighting and gun battles have broken out in areas of Tripoli 
after opposition fighters gained control overnight of much o:[’the 
Libyan capital in their battle to end Muammar Gaddafi’s decades-long 
rule. (;lashes erupted on Monday after tanks left Bab Aziziya, 
Gaddafi’s compound in Tripoli, to confront the rebel assault. Many of 
the streets in the centre of the city, where anti-government 
supporters had celebrated hours earlier, were abandoned as pockets of 
pro-Gaddafi resistance and the presence of snipers and artillery fire 
made the area dangerous 

LI[3 YA: REBELS CLAIM TO HAND OVER PO\V[~R TO ELEC~[IV.D ASSt;.MBLY IN EIGHT MONr[I tS 

http://tar.ph/nVEViq 

The Telegraphs reports that Libya’s rebel leader has promised to hand 
over power to an elected assembly within eight months of the collapse 
of Muammar Gaddafi’s regime, sketching out the country’s path to 
democracy, after the end of Gaddafi’s 42-year reign, Mustafa Abdel 
Jalil, chair of the National Transitional Co~xcil, sought to draw a 
line under questions about the intent and the legitimacy of his 
un-elected council, which has become the de-facto government in the 
rebel-held east of Libya. 



LIB YA: REt3ELS IN ~[R[P()LrS CENTRAL SQUARE 

http : // aie me/n l ~Rto 

Euphoric Libyan rebels have moved into the centre of the capital, 
Tripoli, as Muammar (iaddafi’s defenders melted away and thousands of 
j ubilam civilians rushed out of their homes to cheer the long convoys 
of pickup trucks packed with fighters shooting in the air The rebels’ 
surprising and speedy leap forward, after six months of largely 
deadlocked civil war, was packed into just a few dramatic hours. By 
nightfall on Stmday, they had advanced more than 32kin to Tripoli. 
Pockets of fighters wl-m are still loyal to Oaddafi still control parts 
of the city - including the areas around Oaddafi’s Bab al-Azizia 
compound in the south of the city. 

SOMALIA: UN)¢IAKES PLEA OVER DISASTER FATIGUE 

http://bit.lv/oQZTJu 

The head of the United Nations Children’s Ftmd (UNICEF) has made an 
impassioned appeal to the world to save an estimated 390,000 starving 
children in i:arnine-ravaged regions of Somalia, saying the 
international cormnunity must not let the so-called ’disaster fatigue’ 
numb corapassion and generosity. Anthony Lake, the UNICEF Executive 
Director, said at a news conference at UN Headquarters to mark World 
Humanitarian Day: ’The statistics can be mind-numbing, but remember 
that the data is sons and daughters. The statistics are little boys 
and little girls, every one of them.’ In addition to the tens of 
thousands of Somalis who have alrea@ died as a result of the 
drought-induced famine, which has been exacerbated by conflict and 
povelty, an estimated 390,000 children are suffering fiom 
malnutrition Four fifths of them are in the worst affected areas of 
the country’s south-central zone. 

SOLTrH SU~bAN: 185 KKULED IN TRIBAL AiN~D 2vffLITIA FIGHTING 

http ://bit. N/q2uTcn 

At least 125 people were confirmed dead on Sunday as sectional 
fighting continued bet;veen two feuding tribes in Jonglei state in 
South Sudan, officials said. Sixty, others perished in fighting between 
the arm?- and a militia group in Upper Nile state on Saturday, 
according to the army spokesman. The caretaker Justice Minister, John 
Luk Jok, said 125 bodies were found dead on the ground in Uror County 
in Jonglei state since the fighting broke out on Thursday. 
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AFRICA: ARE SOCIAL MEDIA PROVIDING NEW PLATFORS¢[S FOR DEbIOCRATIC DEBATE? 

http://www.kubatana net/html/archlve/media/110727fmedia asp?sector MEDIA 

This article form Fesmedia Africa assesses the role of new media in 
social change in Africa. ’New media platforms are changing how people 
con-anunicate with each other around the world tIowever, there is great 
variatinn in both the kind of communication platJk~rms people make use 
of as well as in how they access these platJk~rms Computer ownership 
and internet access are still the prerogative of the wealthy few in 
wide swathes of the Afi-ican continent All the same, mobile intemet 
access is on the rise and if current growth rates continue, A:[’rican 
mobile phone penetratinn will reach 100 per cent by 2014.’ 

AFRICA: BANKING IN SUB-SAtI~RAN A}:R[CA TO 2020: PROMISING [~()NT[ERS 

http://bit.ly/o2MPWC 

This report from the Economist Intelligence Unit claims that African 
countries south of the Sahara are poised to enjoy a surge in growth in 
their banking systems during this decade. The three main drivers in 
this development will be generally very high rates of economic growth, 
financial deepening to 151fil huge unmet needs :[’or basic :financial 
services and new technologies to provide them particularly over 
mobile phones. 

.advRICA: DID YOU KNOW - MOBILE STATS FOR AFRICA 2011 



http://bit.b//qaBX7k 

’]?his animated YouTube video compiled by the Praekelt Foundation 
presents an overview of the mobile technology landscape in Afl-ica, 
with statistics and facts about mobile phones and their use on the 
continent 

GLOBAL: ICTS, INFOR~MAL ONLINE ACTIVISTS Aix~D CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS 

http :/,,’bit. ly/o9a6u7 

When talking about ICTs and the relationship between informal online 
activists and civil society organisations, the key question, says this 
article, is: how can traditional civil society organisations 
capitalise flora and build on an almost organic process, happening 
quite independently- from them, without attempting to capture or 
institutionalise such processes, xvhich would endanger their creativity 
and flexibility? Or put inversely: how can an undefined, motivated but 
oftentimes transient group of individuals best use the technical 
knoxv-how of CSOs? 

GLOBAL: RESEARCH STUDY ON SEX, RIGHTS AND THE INTEP~NET PI~-BLISHED 

http:i/bit.lviol~nCSt~ 

Over the past three years, tile Association for Progressive 
Communications @PC) carried out exploratory research in five 
countries from different continents on the intemet’s role in 
accessing information about sex education, health, fighting sex 
discrimination and defining one’s own sexuality Carried out in Brazil, 
India, Lebanon, South Africa & USA the research looks at how the 
internet plays host to critical information about sex education, 
health, fighting sex discrimination and defining one’s o~vn sexuality. 
It debunks the commonly-held view that sexuality online is just about 
pornography 

GLOBAL: THREE REPORTS ON CIRCUMVENTION TOOL USAGE, INteRNATIONAL 
BLOGGERS, AND IN’rK~I:LNK~T CONTROL 

http ://bit.bv’m~Bj 7x 

The Berkman Center has released three new publications as part of 
their circumvention project. Over the past two years, the Center has 
carried out a number of research activities designed to improve our 
understanding of the knowledge, usage, and effectiveness of 
circumvention tools as a means to promote access to information online 
in repressive online enviromnents. 
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20 Fundraising & useful resources 

AFRICA: RADK) SHOW ON HORN OF AFRICA CRISIS 

http ://bit ly/n9wljMO 

Africa Today host Walter Turner discusses the crisis in the Horn of 
Africa with a guest from a pastoral community and an environmental 
activist. Analysts have noted climate change and militarisation as 
some of the root causes of the crisis, notes Turner in his 
introduction. 

A[~’RICA: ’Kf II~ IMPORTANCE OF FUN~f)[N(I OI.FR ()I~,~’N MOVEMI~NTS 

African Women and Philanthropy 

Sarah Mukasa 

Sarah Mukasa writes that women are ’challenging the dominant 

development narrative that depicts us as passive recipients of 

external aid to one in which we are tile active agents of the change we 

envision’. 

http ://www. pambazuka, org/ett,’c at egory-iftmdr aisingi75823 



MAKING LOC2.1. GOV][~IRN]VIEN~ WORK: AN ACTIVIST S GI.IIDE 

http :,’,’bit. ly/efEKhe 

’]?his helpful guide J2~r activists - developed by SECTION27, TAC, SERI 
and Read Hope Philips Attorneys - sets out the legal responsibilities 
of local government in South Afi’ica and rights under the Constitution 
and in law. It shows how to engage government from inside, by 
participating in J2~rma[ processes, and from outsi de by going public 
through complaints, petitions, protest action, the media and the 
courts. 

NORTH AFRICA: EXPLORE THE MEDLA HABITS OF CONSL~IERS IN" THE M]DDLE EAST 
AND NORTH AFRICA 

http ://bit. 1y/l~xiPDe 

Insights MENA is an interactive tool providing critical data about the 
online behavior of urban consumers in five key- MENA markets: Egypt, 
Jordan, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, and UAE. Visit the website to find out 
more. 
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Courses, seminars, & workshops 

GLOBAL: FAITH-BASED PEA(-’EBUILDIN’G: .AS°PL YLNG A GEiNTDER PERSPECTIVE 

http :i,’bit.ly/oYQNL3 

Join New Tactics and the International Fello;vship of Reconciliation’s 
Women Peacemakers Program (IFOR/WPP) fbr an online dialogue on the 
topic of’Faith-based peacebuilding: The need for a gender 
perspective’, from 19-25 October 2011. The role of rehgion in 
conflict and peacebuilding, the rise of religious fundamentalism, and 
the threat this poses for ;vomen’s human rights are issues receiving 
increasing attention 

/ \/ \/ I\I\IV i \iVV /VVV /V\A/ I\AI\I Ai \iV / \/VV IVVV /\ 
22 Publications 

POLITICS, RELIGION Aix,X) POWER IN- THE GREAT LAKES REGION" 

CODESRIA/Fountain Publishers, 2011 

http://bit lwpoIltq 

’Politics, Religion and Power in the Great Lakes Region’ covers the 
political, religious and power relations in the contemporary Great 
Lakes states: Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, the Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC), Tanzania, Kenya and the Sudan. The work is important 
because of the nexus between these countries’ shared present and past 
- their political, socio-economic, cultural and historical 
aspirations. 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/V\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViVVV/\ 

23 Jobs 

CAM-PAIGNER WEST AFRICA 

Amnes~ International (AI) 

W e’re looking for a campaigner to contribute to our campmgn against 
human rights violations in West Africa Working as part of the West 
Africa Team at the International Secretariat, you will work on a range 
of projects, including our campaign against forced evictions ~n 
N~geria 

http://www.pambazuka.or</ewcatezop~iiobs/75820 

/\/\//VVV/VV\//V\i\i/\/\/V/\A/VA/VV/\/V\i/V\/\//\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http :llwww,f ahamu, org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

© Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Conwnons Attribution-Noncorrm~ercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For fulther details see: 
http : i/xvwxv, pambazuka, orf~/en/about, php 



Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http :/iw~’.p arab azaka, org/en ) 
Edi95o eru l~ngua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.orgipt ) 
Edition frangaise ( http://wa~w.pambazuka.ur~.ifr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http:i/www.pambazaka.org/ergnewsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a nttmber of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http:i/www.r~ambazuka.or~/etl/about.phc~ ). 

To SIJ~BSCP,!BE or UNSL~BSCRIBE go to: 
htt~://pambazuka.~n, a pc. or~/c~i-birdraailmardlistinfo?parabazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@parubazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authoritative pan-Aflcican electronic weekly 
newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentaw and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samtr Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capit.nlism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambaz~ka Press ( 

http://thhamubooks.org/boolc/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambaz~ka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines fi’om our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS Visit our %vitter page for more reformation: 
//twitter com/pambazukanews ( http :/,,’twitter. com/pambazukanews ) 

* Pambaz~ka News has a Del icio.us ( http://Del.icio us/) page, where 
you can vie~v the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
the pulse of Africa[ Visit http:/idelicious com/pambazaka ne~vs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 22, 2011 12:22 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] ttonor Code - plea~ include 

Dear All, 

Please be sure to include reference to the UNC Honor Code on your syllabus. More information can be found here: 

httl~:!/honor.unc.edu/index.php?option=com content&view=article&id=106:honorsyllabus&catid=43:facultycontent&ltemid=148 

Additionally, it is preferable that students are asked to include and sign the following Honor Pledge on each assignment that they turn in or test that they take (any 

graded assignment or otherwise): 

"On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment" 

Enjoy the first week of classes, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depm-~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africmq & Afro-AmericaJa Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Ca~rolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!i~_ig__e_@_e_E!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscribe click hele: ._h__t_t_p_~:!,_/_[_~_~_t__s_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t_~:!__u_i~_i__d____..3.~.2.~3.~.6.~!~.@~8..~.e.~.8~7.~.9...~..‘.a.~..2.~.~.~.9.~..4~..e...~...5~6..@..9.7.~.7..(.!.9.7.~.8~d~&..~.r.L~!2..&~.~.‘.a..~.n....~.~1~ ~____~_~_~ ~=3 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29708473-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.t~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 22, 2011 4:50 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Start of t~ll semester 

CCO Instructors- 

As I am sure you are well aware, classes for fall semester begin tomorrow. Enrollments in the CCO courses look good and that is a credit to your planning and work. 

Let me remind you that I’ll be checking enrollments at noon on Thursday, the 3rd day of class, and any course that does not have at least 6 students registered will 

be cancelled. In the past we have usually let courses go ahead with as few as 4 students, but with the budget cuts the University has had to absorb, we no longer 

have that luxury. Exceptions are possible, but we feel we must hold the line and require at least 6 students in every course. 

I did check enrollments last Friday and we cancelled a course, unfortunately, that did not have the three registrations we required at that point. I wish we could 

have avoided doing that. 

Please realize that the University allows late registration through Aug. 29, and we observe that deadline for CCO courses, too. As many of you know from past 

experience, we often get quite a few enrollments during the week classes begin. I would not be surprised if we get 300 more registrations this week above the 

nearly 1,000 students we have already registered. This means that you will be having students join your course in progress, and I ask that you help them ease into 

your class as best you can. We don’t want you to waste time waiting for late registrants by any means, but we do ask that such students be supported as they join 

you since the University allows late registration. I know this means more work for you and I appreciate your efforts! 

i hope the semester goes well for you and that your course is a solid success for both you and your students. We appreciate your efforts to provide a quality 

learning experience online for our students! 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: ~a href "maJdto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@ema~l.unc.edu~!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

em~l to <a href "mailto:leave-29710760- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29710760- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Alii600 

Afri600 - To be posted (Fall 2011 ) - Course outline.doc 



AFRI600: AFRICAN STUDIES COLLOQUIUM 
Instructor: Dr. Eunice Sahle 
Fall 2011: T-R, GEC 12.30pm-l.45pm 
Office Hours: T-R, 3.30-4.30PM, Battle Hall 302 
Email: Eunice@email.unc.edu 

SEMINAR: DESCRIPTION 

The African Studies Colloquium is a seminar designed to serve as a culminating course 
for African Studies majors and for other undergraduate and graduate students with a 
course background on Africa. The seminar aims to deepen students’ knowledge of 
historical and contemporary developments in the African continent. Throughout the 
semester, we will endeavor to achieve this aim through close reading and discussion of 
the required material. 

REQUIRED BOOKS: 

1) Soyinka-Airewele, Peyi, and Rita Kiki. Edozie. Refraining Contemporary Africa: 

PoOtics, Economics, and Culture in the Global Era. Washin~on, D.C.: CQ Press, 
2010. 

2) Kalipeni, Ezekiel[et al]. HIV and AIDS in Africa : Beyond Epidemiology. Malden, 

MA: Blackwell Pub., 2004. 
3) Hochschild, Adam. King Leopold’s Ghost : A Story of Greed Terror, and 

Heroism in ColonialAfrica. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 11999. 

4) Maharaj, Brij, Ashwin Desai, and Patrick Bond. Zuma’s Own Goal : Losing 5buth 

Africa’s War on Poverty. Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press, c2011. 

The te~books are available at Student Stores. All other readings will be posted to Blackboard or 
E-Reserve. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

Research paper on the Congo: 
Group Presentation 
Exam #1: (Sept. 15) 

Exam# 2: (Nov. 10) 
Participation 
6 Responses to readings (600 ~vords) 

2O% 
10% 
15% 
25% 
15% 
15% 

*You are required to read the required material before the seminar and to come to class 
prepared to discuss issues raised in the readings. 
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UNC’s Honor Code 

The University of North (’arofina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 

system and judicial system for over l OO years. The system is the responsibifty of students 

and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibifty. If you have 
questions about your responsibifity under the honor code, please bring them to your 

instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty (’ounciL 

and the Student Congress, contains all po#cies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system. ~’our full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

Plagiarism: Please review-the following site for insights on this important matter: UNC 
Libraries’ tutorials page. Further, makes use of the Writing Center’s resources for 
assistance with all your assignments. 

PLEDGE: The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a 
pledge on all written work. ("On my honor, I have neither given nor received 
unauthorized aid on this assignment."). This includes all papers and exams. 

Pleading on the first day of class: As part of our introductory class, you will sign an 
attendance sheet titled "Affirming the Honor Code in Affi600’ to confirm that we 
discussed the Code. 

For more information on UNC’s Honor Code, please review the following 
webpage:http:iihonor.unc.eduiindex.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=106:ho 
norsyllabus&catid=43: facultycontent&Itemid= 148 

Grade breakdown 

100-93 A 79-77 C+ 

92-90 A- 76-73 C 

89-87 B+ 72-70 C- 

86-83 B 69-67 D+ 

82-80 B- 66-60 D 

59-0 F 

SEMINAR: FORMAT AND COMMENTS ON PAIRTICIPATION 

This is an upper level undergraduate and graduate seminar that requires extensive engagement 

with the requirement material. As such, the seminar is discussion based. I will lead the discussion 
throughout the term by providing opening remarks in each class and then the reminder of the time 

will be devoted to a critical and analytical interrogation of issues generated in the required 

material. Participation is a core component of upper undergraduate and graduate level courses. 
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Thus, in depth and consistent contributions to class discussion is crucial to your success in the 

seminar. To enable you to achieve this goal, you are required to read the required material before 

class. 

SEMINAR’S OTHER POLICIES 

1. Absence: Any student missing class because of prior commitments that are 
recognized by the University should see me at least a week in advance. 

2. Substitutions: There are no substitutions for course requirements. 
3. Make-up exams: These will only be provided for those students who have 

legitimate excuses such as illness (as long as there is a doctor’s note obtained the 
same day that the assignment is due) and other recognized by the University. 

4. Research paper: Please note that late papers will not be accepted. 
5. Email policy: Unless there are unforeseen circumstances, I will respond to emails 

on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. 

Afri600: Learning outcomes 

At the end of the semester, you ~vill have achieved the following goals: 

1. Conceptual and analytical skills: The key themes that are the foundation of this 
seminar will have provided you with an opportunity to expand your conceptual 
and analytical skills. 

2. Africa in a globalizin~ world: The issues covered in the seminar represent 
cutting edge debates in African studies in the context of a globalizing world. 
Consequently, the seminar will enable you to engage comfortably with these 
issues in academic and policy circles and others such as non-government 
organizations. 

3. Participation: This requirement will deepen your communication skills: a vital 
skill in all areas of life. 

4. Research work (paper and presentation): This is a social science class. As 
such, you are expected to carry out research and examine material analytically 
and systematically. These requirements will expand your research skills and 
critical thought. 

5. Group work: Collaboration is something that is encouraged and in most cases 
required in the work places these days. Hence, throughout the term you will be 
expected to work closely and productively with members of your research group 
in preparation of your presentation. 

COURSE SCHEDULE 

Please note that this schedule is subject to change as the seminar evolves. Thus, you 
should check Blackboard (~ Announcements’) and pay attention to any email that I send 
regarding the seminar. To enable smooth planning, please note that unless in the case of 
unforeseen developments, changes to the schedule will be 5 days in advance. 
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PART 1: CONCEPTUALIZING AFRICA’S SOCIO-POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC 
PROCESSES 

Weeks 1 
Aug. 23: Introductory meeting: Ove~Tiew of the seminar 

Aug. 25: Reading - conceptualizing Africa (part 1) 
Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie, ’Reframing ContemporalT Africa: Beyond Global 
hnaginaries’ (textbook - textbook Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie). 
Mahmood Mamdani, ’Commenta~: Reconfiguring the Study of Africa’ (textbook - Peri 
Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie). 
lheanyi N. Osondu, ’Not Out of Africa? Sifting Facts from Fiction in the New Balkanization of 
Africa’ (textbook - Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rim Kiki Edozie) 

Week 2: Conceptualizin~ Africa - Part 2 

Aug. 30: Readings 
Mahmood Mamdani, ’Introduction: Thinking through Africa’s Impasse’, in Mahmood 
Mamdani. Citizen and Subject: ContemporatT Ajkica and the Legacy of Late 
Colonialism. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1996. 
Paul Tiyambe Zeleza, ’Towards The Globalization of African History: A Generational 
Perspective: Commentary’ (textbook - Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie) 
Anene Ejikeme, ’Engendering African History: A Tale of Sex, Politics and Power’ 
((textbook - Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie) 

Sept. 1: Readings: 
Christopher LaMonica, ’Africa in International Relations Theow: Addressing the Quandary. of 
Africa’s Ongoing Marginalization Within the Discipline’ (textbook - Peri Soyinka-Airewele and 
Rita Kiki Edozie) 
Rita Kiki Edozie and Peri Soyinka-Airewele, ’Reframing Africa in the Global Era: The 
Relevance of Postcolonial Studies’ (textbook - Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie). 
Kendra Sundal, ’Between Multiple Ideas of Feminism: An Intercontinental iEngagement with 
Womenhood: A Young Scholar’s Response and Commentary,’ (textbook - Peri Soyinka- 
Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie) 
Chimamanda Adichie: ’The danger of a single story’ 

SECTION 2: AFRICAN IN A GLOBALIZING WORLD & EXAM #1 

Week 3 and 4: Colonial order contemporary ~lobalization 

Sept. 6: Readings: 
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Mahmood Mamdani, ’Decentralized Despotism’ in Mamdani, Mahmood. Citizen and Subject 
: Contemporary A.#’ica and the Legacy of Late ColoniaOsm. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1996. 
Peri Soyinka-Airewele, ’Colonial Legacies: Ghosts, Gulas, and the Silenced Traumas of 

Empire’ (textbook - Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie) 

Sept. 8: Readings 

Rita Kiki Edozie, ’New Frames in African Democratic Politics: Discourse Trajectories’ 
((textbook - Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie) 
Celestin Monga, ’Civil Society, and Sociopolitical Change in Africa: A Brief Theoretical 
Commentary" Human rights and constitutionalism in Africa’ (textbook - Peri Soyinka-Airewele 
and Rita Kiki Edozie) 
Makau Mutua, ’Human Rights in Africa: The Limited Promise of Liberalism’ (textbook - Peri 
Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie) 

Sept. 13: Readings 
Fantu Cheru, ’The Global Economic Order and its Socioeconomic Impact’ (textbook - 
Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie). 
Okbazghi Yohannes, ’The New Oil Gulf of Africa: Global Geopolitics and Enclave Oil- 
Producing Economies’ (textbook -Peri Soyinka-Airewele and Rita Kiki Edozie). 

***Sep. 15: Exam #1 (15%)*** 

SECTION 3: CONTEMPORARY KEY ISSUES IN AFRICAN STUDIES 

Week 5 and 6: Political economy of poverty: South Africa 

Sept. 20: Readings 
Ashwin Desai, Brij Maharaj and Patrick Bond, ’Introduction: Poverty and eradication as 
Holy Grail’ (textbook - Maharaj, Brij, Ashwin Desai, and Patrick Bond). 
Andries du Toit, ’The proper subject for poverty research is inequality’ (textbook - 
Maharaj, Brij, Ashwin Desai, and Patrick Bond) 
Patrick Bond ’Limits to class apartheid’ (textbook - Maharaj, Brij, Ashwin Desai, and 

Patrick Bond). 

Sept. 22: Readings 
Mary Galvin, ’Rural survival, development or advocacy?’ (textbook - Maharaj, Brij, 

Ashwin Desai, and Patrick Bond). 
Prishani Naidoo, ’The ’feminisation of poverty’ as disabling discourse’ (textbook - 
Maharaj, Brij, Ashwin Desai, and Patrick Bond). 

Sept. 27: Readings 
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Franco Barchiesi, ’Wage labour, citizenship and social discipline’ (textbook - Maharaj, 
Brij, Ashwin Desai, and Patrick Bond). 
Fred Hendricks and Lungisile Ntsebsa, ’Black poverty and white property" in rural SA’ 
(Maharaj, Brij, Ashwin Desai, and Patrick Bond). 

Sept. 29: Readings 
Greg Ruiters, ’Poverty research, oppression and ’Free Basic Water’ (textbook - Maharaj, 
Brij, Ashwin Desai, and Patrick Bond). 
Lenny Gentle, ’Poverty and social movements’ (textbook - Maharaj, Brij, Ashwin Desai, 
and Patrick Bond). 

Week 7: Political economy of land 
Oct. 4: Readings 
Christopher Tanner, ’Land rights and enclosures: Implementing the Mozambican Land 
Law in practice’, in Anseeuw, Ward, and Chris Alden. The Struggle over Landin Africa ¯ 
Conflicts, Po#tics & Change. Cape Town, South Africa: HSRC Press, 2010. 
Renaud Lapeyre, ’The conflicting distribution of tourism revenue as an example of 

insecure land tenure in Namibian communal lands’, in Anseeuw, Ward, and Chris Alden. 
The Struggle over Land in Africa " Conflicts’, Po#tics & Change. Cape Town, South 

Africa: HSRC Press, 2010. 

Oct. 6: Readings 
Chaire M~dard, ’Indigenous’ land claims in Kenya: A case study of Chebyuk, Mount 
Elgon District’ in Anseeuw, Ward, and Chris Alden. The Struggle over Land in AJHca ¯ 
Conflicts, Politics & Change. Cape Town, South Africa: HSRC Press, 2010. 

Documentary film: ’Taking Root: The Vision of Wangari Maathai’ 

Week 8: (Cont - Takin~ Root) and New scramble for Africa’s primary resources 

Oct. 11, Talking Root etc. 

Oct. 13: Reading 
(Available at UNC Libraries’ E-Journal Finder). Johathan Holslag, ’China New 

Mercantilism in Central Africa’ AJHcan andAsian Studies, volume 5, no. 2. 2006. 
Ian Taylor, ’ China’ s oil diplomacy in Africa’, in International AJ.]~tirs 82:5 (2006) 937- 
959. 2006. 

Week 9: Research day - Presentation assignment 

Oct. 18: * * *Research day.for your presentations * * * 

Oct. 20: Fall Break- No classes. 
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Week 10: Immigration, Develol~ment and the African Diasl~ora 

Oct. 25: Readings 

N. Glick Schiller, ’A Global Perspective on Migration and Development’, in Faist, 
Thomas, Margit Fauser, and Peter Kivisto. 7he Migration-development Nexus : A 
Transnational Perspective. Houndmills, Baskingstoke, Hampshire ;: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2011. 

Lars Ore Trans and Ida Marie Vammen, ’African Diaspora Associations in Denmarl~: A 
Study of their Development Activities and Potentials’, in Sonia Plaza and Dilip Ratha 
(eds), Diasporaf!)r Development in Africa (Washington, D.C: World Bank Publications, 
2011 

Oct. 27: Readings 
Claire Mercer, Ben Page and Martin Evan, ’Home Associations and the nation in 
Tanzania’, Mercer, Claire, Ben Page, and Martin Evans. Development and the African 
Diaspora : Place and the Politics of Home. London ;: Zed Books, 2008. 
Jonathan Crush, ’Diasporas of the South: Situating the African Diaspora in Africa’, in 
Sonia Plaza and Dilip Ratha (eds), Dia,sporafor Development in Africa (Washington, 
D.C: World Bank Publications, 2011 

Week 11: Immigration, and xenophobia: South Africa 

Nov. 1: Readings: 
Jonathan Crush, ’Migrations Past’, in McDonald, David A. On Borders : Per,spectives on 

International A4igration in Southern Africa. Ontari o: S outhern African Migration Proj ect 

; 2000. 
Belinda Dobson, ’Women on the Move’, in McDonald, David A. On Borders : 
Perspectives on International Migration in Southern Africa. Ontario: Southern African 
Migration Project ; 2000. 

Nov. 3: Readings 
David A McDonald and Lephophotho Mashike and Celia Golden, ’The Lives and Times 
of African Migrants and Immigrants in Post-Apartheid South Africa’, in McDonald, 
David A. On Borders : Perspectives on International Migration m 5’()uthetw Africa. 
Ontario: Southern African Migration Project ; 2000. 
David A. McDonald, "Shades of xenophobia: in-migrants and immigrants in 
Mizamoyethu, Cape Town’, in Crush, J. S., and David A. McDonald. Transnationalism 
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and New A~ican Immigration to South AJ~qca. [Kingston, Ont.]: Southern African 
Migration Proj ect and Canadian Association of African Studies, 2002. 

Week 12: Exam #3 and introduction to the political economy of HIViAIDS 

Nov. 8: Readings 
Brooke Grundgest Schoepf,’AIDS, History, and Struggles over Meaning’ (textbook - 
Kalipeni, Ezekiel[et al]). 
Ezekiel Kalipeni, ’Perceptions and Misperceptions of A1DS in Africa’ (textbook - 
Kalipeni, Ezekiel [et al]). 

Nov. 10: ***Exam #2: 25%*** 

Week 13: Mappinll the political Economy of HIV/AIDS: Presentations (Group 1 & 

Note on the presentations: 
1) Each group is expected to carry out further research on their presentation theme. 
2) Non-presenting students are expected to submit a response paper (600 words) for 

each presentation before class). 

Nov. 16: Group #1 (2 students) 
Reading: 
Ezekiel Kalipeni, Susan Craddock, and Jayatai Ghosh, ’Mapping the AIDS Pandemic in 
Eastern and Southern Africa: A Critical Overview’ (Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et all). 

Nov. 17: Group #2 (2 students) 
Reading: 
Ezekiel Kalipeni, Susan Craddock, and Jayati Ghosh, ’HIViAIDS in West Africa: The 
case of Senegal, Ghana, and Nigeria’ (Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et all). 

Week 14: HIV/AIDS and Gendered Vulnerabilities (Group 3) 

Nov. 22: Group: #3 (3 students) 

Readings: 
Anne V. Akeroyd, ’ Coercion, Constraints, and ’ Cultural Entrapments": A Further Look 
at Gendered and Occupational Factors Pertinent to the Transmission of HIV in Africa’, 
(Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et all. 
Njeri Mbugu, ’Strategies for Prevention of Sexual Transmission of HIViAIDS Among 
Adolescents: The Case of High School Students in Kenya’, in Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et al]). 
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Brooke Grundfest Schoepf, ’AIDS in Africa: Structure, Agency, and Risk’, in (Kalipeni, 
Ezekiel[ et all). 

*Nov. 23: Thanksgiving recess (no classes)* 

Week 15: Sexualities and HIV!AIDS 

Nov. 29: Group #4 (2 students) 
Ida Susser and Zena Stein, ’Culture, Sexuality, and Women’s Agency in the Prevention 
of HIViAIDS in Southern Africa’ (Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et all). 
Catherine Campbell, ’Migrancy, Masculine Identities, and AIDS: The Psychosocial 
Context of HIV Transmission on the South African Gold Mines’ (Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et 
all). 
Eliya Msiyaphazi Zulu, F. Nii-Amoo Dodoo, and Alex Chika Ezeh, ’Urbanization, 
Poverty, and Sex: Roots of Risky Sexual Behaviors in Slum Settlements in Nairobi, 
Kenya’ (Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et al]. 

Dec. 1: Group #5:(2 students) 
Lynn R. Brown, ’Economic Growth Rates in Africa: The Potential Impact of HIViAIDS’ 
(Kalipeni, Ezekiel [et all.). 
Jayati Ghosh and Ezekiel Kalipeni, ’Rising Tide of AIDS Orphans in Southern Africa’ 
(Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et all). 

Week 16: HIV!AIDS and the political economy of international development 
Dec. 7: Group 6:# (2 students) 

Readings: 
Peter Lurie, Percy C. Hintzen, and Robert A. Lowe, ’Socioeconomic Obstacles to HIV 
Prevention and Treatment in Developing Countries: The Roles of the International 
Monetary Fund and the World Bank’ (Kalipeni, Ezekiel[ et all). 
Nana K. Poku, ’Confronting AIDS with Debt: Africa’s Silent Crisis’ (Kalipeni, Ezekiel [ 
et all). 

{PAGE } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

UNC Onyen Password 

Are you annoyed ~vhen your Onyen password EXPIRES before you have a chance to reset it? You may not realize that the one thing you CAN do with an expired Onyen pass~vord is use it 
to set a ix,~W one by going to "Manage Pass~vord" on the onyen.uaac edu website. That way you don’t have to take the time to come to a password reset location on campus 

What about when you FORGET your Onyen pass~vord? If you set up a "Challenge Response" and answer a few questions BEFORE that happens, you can set a new pass~vord yourself 
Just go to the "Challenge Response" at the top of the "Manage Pass~vord" section on the onyen unc.edu website for instructions. 

Questions? Want to make sure this email is legitimate? Contact the IT Help Desk at 919-962-HELP and ~ve’ll be glad to assist you. 

*** This is an automated message Please do not reply to this email *** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 7:37 AM 

Dr. Sahle - Afii600 - Important: AFRI600.001 .FAI,L2011 

Dem All, 

Greetings and welcome to Afri600. The course outline is posted to Blackboard. 

Please bring the course outline to class this afternoon. There roll be no paper format course outlines circulated in class because of ongoing budgetaD~ constraints at our 
university. 

Sincerel> 
Dr. Sable. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 8:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

08-23-11 08:05AM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: Walker, Chen3zl. 
Women and resistance in South Afric 
CALL ix,-(): HQ1800.5 ¥V341982 
BARCODE: 00009326240 
Davis Library DUE: 09-05-11 

AI)~I’I IOR: 

Gendered peace : women’s struggles 

CALL NO: JZ6dO5.W66 G47 2008 

BARCODE: 00030563881 

Davis Library I)UE: 09-05-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:4 



This is a call for poets to participate in a global event on 24 September, and to initiate events in their own cities In particular, we would like to 

see greater participation by African poets and more African locations in the 100,000 Poets for Change project. We would also like to see more 

African poetry festivals, poetry organisations, groups and poets become part of the World Poetry Movement. 

The World Poetry Movement was founded in the context of the World Gathering of Directors from 37 International Poetry Festivals, held in 

There they discussed the connection between poetry and peace, the reconstruction of the human spirit, the reconciliation and recovery of 

nature, the unity and cultural diversity of peoples, material poverty and poetic justice, and possible actions to take in favor of the globalization of 

A month later, the World Poetry Movement has been joined by 77 international poetry festivals and 317 poets from 83 countries from all 

One of the goals is to include most of the strongest international poetry festivals, poets, schools of poetry and printed and virtual publications, 

to increase our mutual cooperation and thus energize the individual and collective voice of poetry in our time. 

Recently the World Poetry Movement has been joined by the "100,000 Poets for Change" project, a bold initiative by poets Michael Rothenberg 

and Terri Carri6n, in California, who have proposed the implementation of a worldwide poetic action, next September 24th, 2011 in 350 cities 

The World Poetry Movement supports and will always support the thoughts, actions and measures that can contribute to world peace, the 

defense of all life on earth, the sustainable development of a new world, the restoration of beauty’, dignity and truth, in the process of a 

persistent strengthening of poetry’s presence in contemporary society worldwide. 

Poetry is knowledge, reflection and enlightenment, liberation, contemplation and action, lightning, creative imagination and brotherhood, 

spiritual unity of individuals and peoples, past, present and future of humanity. 

World Poetry Movement calls on all its members, poets and international poetry festivals, to plan, develop and spread poetic actions and 

simultaneous poetry readings, across the planet, September 24th, 2011, to consolidate our organizational process, making a formidable 

display of poetic power possible in the world, in hundreds of cities and villages on Earth. 

We ask you to please inform us at worldpoetrymovement@gmail.com about actions you may initiate regarding this proposal: 

Those not already part of the World Poetry Movement are invited to join. Please email worldpoetrymovement@gmail.com 

Peter Rorvik (South Africa), Bas Kwakman (Netherlands), Jack Hirschman (United States of America), Rati Saxena (India), 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 9:41 AM 

Dr. Sable - INTS560:1NTS560.001.FALL2011 

Dem All, 

Welcome to INTS560! 

To facilitate our introductoly discussion, please bring your laptops to class this afternoon. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 3:01 PM 

Department lis~serv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: Aug. 23, 2011 

082311 Information for Elnployees.pdf 

From: Bryant, Kathy [mailto:kathy_bryant@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 12:59 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: Aug. 23, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

~ Please forward the attachment t{t~ed "HR Employee information" with{n your department(sl, 
~ Fu~I text of al{ articles in the weekly digest is available it~ the attachments and at h___t__t__p_’_._Z/__h___r__.__u___n___c__:__e___d___u__[news-eventsJitems. 

Aug. 3,0: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fall semester 

Aug. gl: Benefits Services workshop - A Baby! What do I do? 

Sept, 2: HR Facilitator o[ [he Year nornina[ions due (deadline extended) 

Sept, 5: [.~d)or [)~;y holiday 

Sept° 6: ESMMWL class begins 

Evening ~ivitiesoSafe~yiSecurity Considerations (Click here} 

This reminder is for faculty, staff, and students who attend classes and oLher carnpus and comrnun~ty activities at night, or work a~one ~n carnpus buildings after 

regular business hours. 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Tra~ning & Talent Development Classes Available ~Fo~ more information: http://www.training.un~.edu} 

The Office of Human Resources offers ~ variety of classes e~ch month that are available from the course catak~g. These ~eam~ng opportunities are free and open to 

[acul~:y and staff Pk~;se 5;ee the attached fiver [or available classes in September, 

Reminder: Fa~l S~WL C{asses Beg~n Next Month (Co~ta~: DG Eide} 

Are you ready to meet ~ heakhy, new YOU? Ea[ Smart, Move More, Weigh Less (ESMMWL) ~s a we~ghbrnanagement program through the NC Cooperative Extension 
Service and the NC DMsion of Public Health partnership, funded by the NC State Health Plan, wMch uses strategic ~essons to inform, empower, and motivate 
participants as they make choices about eating and physical activity. 

You axe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: _e___uj!i_c:__e_@_e_n_!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29719714-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, August 23, 20 ! ! 

Aug. 30: Tuition waiver form submission deadline for fall semester 
Aug. 31: Benefits Services worksh_o__p__ - A Baby! What do I do? 
Sept. 2: HR Facilitator of the Year nominations due (deadline extended) 
Sept. 5: Labor Day holiday 
Sept. 6: ESMMWL class begins 

Evening Activities- Safety/Security Considerations 

FROM: Chief jeff: McCracken, Chair, Campus Security Committee 

This reminder is for faculty, staff, and students who attend classes and other 
campus and community activities at night, or work alone in campus buildings after 
regular business hours. 

See Something? Say Something! Emergency Call Boxes are located across 
campus on black poles with blue lights on top. University police respond to 
the call box location as soon as the call box is activated, even if you do not 
speak. Visit the University’s Public Safety website for more information. In 
an emergency or if you notice anything suspicious, notify University Police 
by using a call box or by telephoning 962- 81 00 (routine calls) or 911 
(emergency calls). 

Lock Your Doors! Secure doors to rooms, residences, and offices when you 
are occupying them and also when you’re leaving - even if it’s just for a 
short time. 

SafeWalk provides a male- female pair of DPS- trained student walkers to 
accompany students at night between any on- campus locations, including 
Granville and most Greek housing, as well as select off- campus locations. 
SafeWalk operates Sunday- Thursday; 11 p.m. to 3 a.m. Call 91 9- 962- SAFE 
(7233) or submit a ticket __o_____n___!_!___n_____e_.. 

RaveGuardian is a free service that allows registrants to activate a virtual 
escort with their cell phones when crossing campus after dark. Register for 
the service online and access other safety features. 

Now UNC Mobile and Rave are offering Smart911, a free opt- in system 
through which UNC community members can register their phones and 



create personalized profiles by adding a photo, local address, relevant 
medical conditions and other information. Smart91 I protects your 
information and ensures it gets only to the people who need it and only 
when they need it (your profile is only visible when you call 911). For more 
information on how to register your cell phone free with the Smart911 
_s___y__s____t___e______m__.. 

When walking at night, plan the route in advance so you can stay in well- lit 
areas; stay alert to your surroundings at all times; and never walk alone. Tell 
someone where you are going and when you expect to return. 

In the late afternoon or at night, use fare- free Chapel Hill Transit services. 
The "U" and "RU" routes circle campus in both directions between 7 a.m. 
and 8 p.m. on weekdays. Visit Nextbus to see when the next bus will arrive 
and reduce your outside wait time. Safe Ride Routes are also offered to 
serve parts of campus, Chapel Hill, and Carrboro. For more information visit 
the Chapel Hill Transit .__w_____e_____b___s___i___t___e__.. 

The P2P Express service runs a fixed route every 1 5 minutes from 7 p.m. to 
3 a.m. seven days a week when the dormitories are open during the 
academic semesters. Riders must show a UNC OneCard or University ID to 
board. Click here for an Express map and more information on all P2P 
services (including a Law School shuttle, Student Health Service/UNC 
Hospitals’ Emergency Room transportation, a Library SafeRide Shuttle and 
Sunday service to the PR Lot). 

P2P also transports students to open campus buildings as well as providing 
rides for students, faculty and staff to campus parking lots between dusk 
and dawn, seven days a week, excluding University holidays. To arrange a 
ride, call 962- 7867 (TDD 962- 71 42 for hearing impaired only). 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development 
Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Muri!l, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are 
available from the course catalog. These learning opportunities are free and open 
to faculty and staff. Please see the attached flyer for available classes in 
September. 

To register on- line, please visit the Training & Development .__w_____e_____b___s___i___t___e__. or contact 
Training & Development at 962- 2550 for more information. 



Reminder: Fall SMMWL Classes Begin Next Month 

FROM: Ash/ey Nick/is, Benefits Services 
Office of Hu~n Resources 

Are you ready to meet a healthy, new YOU? Eat Smart, Move More, Weigh Less 
(ESMMWL) is a weight- management program through the NC Cooperative 
Extension Service and the NC Division of Public Health partnership, funded by the 
NC State Health Plan, which uses strategic lessons to inform, empower, and 
motivate participants as they make choices about eating and physical activity. 

Due to demand, additional ESMMWL classes will be offered this fall, with a new 
series beginning Sept. 6 and concluding Dec. 13 at the Bioinformatics Building 
(130 Mason Farm Rd). 

For more information contact DG Eide. 



Oppo 
.........................  rowi g Tatev t 

Tuesday, SepL 13 

~ 

L::’,o::tb:..n: ~04 A~rport Ddve, ~SO0--C 

~ 
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......................... 

L:::::::alk::::< 104 Airport Drive, 15004, 

Wednesday~ Sept. 21 

8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

L~:.t.vd<:::;: 104 Airport Drive, 1500-C 

Wednesday, Sept. 

8:30 a,m~ to 

~ o~ ,:~d<::~ 104 A~rport Drive~ 1500-.A 

Thursdays, SepL 22 & 29 
8:30 a,m~ Lo 12:30 p,m, 

Locet]o~ : 104 Airport Drive, 1500-.C 

Thursday, Sept. 22 

9:00 a,m. 

~.<::<:~::~,:::,;~: 104 Airport Drive, 1500-C 

-]-~esday, Sept. 27 
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m 

: :::::::a:t:>r:: 104 A~po~t Drive, 1500-C 

W~dnsday, SepL 28 

9:00 a.rn. to 11:30 

Loc:v.~e.n; 104 A[rpor~ Drive, 

Wednesday, SepL 28 
8:30 a,m. to 12:30 p,m, 

~ <::ca~t:::.r~: 104 A~po~L E)riw:~, 1500-A 

Friday, Sept. 30 

8:30 a.m. to 12:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 10:01 AM 

INTS Group presentations: INT~ 

Dem All, 

While mofft of you I have sent your choices for the presentations in November, some are still outstanding. I need to finalize the roster for the group presentations today. 

Consequently, if you have not sent your 3 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, Augnst 24, 2011 10:03 AM 

Afri600: Group presentations: AFRI600.001 .FAIA2011 

Dear All, 

While mofft of you have sent your choices for the presentations in November, some are fftill outsianding. I need to finalize the roster for the group presentations today. 

Consequently, if yon have not sent your 2 choices, please do so as soon as possible. 

It was good to meet all of you yesterday. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jesso@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 11:18 AM 

"Paste from Word" option in Sakai 

To: Instructor Role; Studem Role; Bliss, Jessica 

From: Jessica Bliss 

AFRI 101 students, 

Pasting t?om Micromfl Word directly m SaJaai cam result in straJ~ge tbrmatfing codes. This can be avoided by using the "Paste from Word" button, shown in the 
attached image. 

Please be sure to use this option if you are copying aM pasting your messages and thrum responds from MicrosoIt Word. This will avoid clutter and improve 
readibility on the Sakai forums. 

Tha~nk you for your cooperation! 

Jessa Bliss 

The Friday Center 

paste from word.ipg 

This tbrwm’ded message was sere via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "AFR1101.990.FA11" site. To reply to this mesmge click 

this link to access Mesmges Ii)r this site: AFRII 01.990.FA11. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 24, 2011 11:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Re: Requesting a meeting 

Hi Em~ice: 

How does Friday morning after 9 work for you on 9/2 or Wednesday 9/7 
between 9 and 11:30 

Todd O~ven 
Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/!)62-3076 
http://curs.unc.edu/ 

On 8/19/2011 12:13 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Todd, 
> 

> I hope this email finds you ~vell and in good spirits 
> 

> Since our last meeting, I have reflected quite a bit on the way for~vard with some of the ideas that were embodied in my Spring proposal to CURS. Travel to South Africa and Canada over 
the summer months helped me figure out ways to rethink my research on cities, ~mmigration and citizenship, and another project I am working focusing on agrarian reforms and citizenship in 
South A[’rica and Bolivia. 
> 

> At any rate, I am wondering if you have time to meet in the next two weeks so that ! can give you an update and also finalize my ol!ficial affiliation with CURS. I have a class on Monday 
afternoon. Further, Tuesdays and Thursdays are long days because of teaching and administrative responsibilities 
> 

> 

> Sincerely, 
> Eunice 
> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 12:22 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Suefios Americanos/American Dreams on display through October 15, 2011 at UNC Global Education Center 

Suefios Americanos/American Dreams: The Art of Cornelio Campos 
August i - October 15, 2011 I FedEx Global Education Center 301 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill 

Public Reception: September 8, 2011 I 7:00 PIVI 

Modern yet traditional, and deeply personal, the paintings of Cornelio Campos illustrate complex realities of migrant life that are often concealed. A Mexican-born 

artist now residing in the U.S., Campos shares emotions and explores contemporary political issues, such as immigration, the U.S.-Mexico border and cultural 

identity. 

Other works in this exhibition highlight earlier experiences of the history and culture of his indigenous roots using a folkloric art style. These paintings represent 

everyday scenes of Mexican life, such as selling handmade crafts, connecting with family and celebrating religious traditions. 

Through vibrant colors and layer-upon-layer of symbolism, the work of Cornelio Campos challenges viewers to contemplate the American dreams of many, 

including their own. 

This exhibition is hosted by U NC Global, the UNC Department of Geography and the North Carolina State University Interdisciplinary Studies Department. _m____o___r__e____>__>_ 

Suefios Americanos/American Dreams: El Arte de Cornelio Campos 
Agosto i - Octubre 15, 2011 I FedEx Global Education Center 301 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill 

Recepcidn pt~blica: Septiembre 8, 2011 I 7:00 PlVl 

Moderno pero tradicional, y profundamente personal, el arte de Cornelio Campos representa las compl@dades muchas veces ocultas de la vida de migrantes. 

Campos, artista de origen Mexicano que radica en Ins Estados Unidos, comparte en esta exposici6n sus emociones y reflexiona sobre temas politicos 

contempor~neos como la migraci6n, la frontera entre M~xico y Ins Estados Unidos y la identidad cultural. 

Otras obras de Campos en esta exposici6n usan un estilo de arte folkl6rico para resaltar sus expedencias con la historia y cultura provenientes de sus raices 

indigenas. Estas obras representan escenas diarias de la vida en pueblos de M~xico como vendiendo artesanias, conectando con la familia y celebrando tradiciones 

religiosas. 

Mediante el uso de colores vibrantes y capa sobre capa de simbolismo, el arte de Cornelio Campos reta a sus espectadores a que contemplen el Sueffo Americano 

de muchos, incluyendo el propio. 

Esta exposici6n es patrocinada pot UNC Global, el Departamento de Geografiade UNC y el Departamento de Estudios Interdisciplinarios de North Carolina State 

University. m~s >> 

Laura Griest 

Manager of Global Events and Exhibitions 

UNC Global, FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.0318 

lauragriest@unc.edu 

Learn more about UNC global events at g!__o___b__a__!:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 12:55 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly mmouucement <cwc anuounce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] CWC Augusl/September event ca]eudar 

event cdlendar Aug- Sept 2011.pdf 

Dear Friends and Colleagues: 

Please find attached our August!September event calendar. Thanks for your help in sharing this information with others and publicizing our events. I hope to see 

you at some of them! 

Best, 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Director, Carolina Women’s Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

215 W. Cameron Avenue 

CB3302 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-5620 

(919) 843-5619-fax 

dbickford@unc.edu 

womenscenter.unc.edu 

humantrafficking.unc.edu 

The Carolina Women’s Center pursues gender equity at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary 

research, we build bridges and enhance the intellectual life and public engagement mission of the university. 



The Carolina 
Women’s Center n 

The Carolina Women’s Center 

pursues gender equity at the 

University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. Through education, 

advocacy, and interdisciplinary 
research, we build bridges and 

enhance the intellectual fife and 
public engagement mission of 

the university. 

Stay Connected 
Learn more about the CWC 

at womenscenter.u n toed u, 

where you can subscribe to our 

weekly listserv announcement, 

view our online calendar; and 

browse our newsletter. Stay 

connected by "liking" us on 

Facebook, following us on Twi~er" 

(~UNCWome~’sCtr), or 
reading ~nd commenting on our 

biog. 

Wednesday Brown Bag Film Series 

The Wire (2003, J 18 rain.) 
Wednesday, September 7 I ~2-~ :30 pm 1039 Graham Plemorial 

In honor of the 201 I Frank Po~er Graham Lecture, presented by writer/producer Dm~d 

Simon, our September screening will feature two episodes from Simon’s series, The Wire, 

~hat highlight one of ~he CWC’s key ~ssues, Ehe eradication of sex tra~cking.The second 

season of the award-winning drama examines the plight of the blue-collar urban working 

class ~s exemplified by s~evedores in the city po~ of B~ltimore, as some of them get caught 

up in smu~ling drugs and other contraband ~nside ~he containers tt~E d~eir port receives. 

Episodes I and 2 focus on Port Police O~cer"Beadie" Russell’s discovery of a container 

holding the bodies of over ~ dozen young women inside. C~sponsored by ~e]ames M. 

Johnston Center for Undergraduate Excellence and ~he Carolina Wbmen~ Cen~er. 

Diversity 201 :The Diversity of Food 
Thursday, September 15 I 1:30-3:30 pm I Union 3203 
join the Diversity Education Team for a discussion of environmental racism, including food 
deserts.This session will support the summer reading book selection, EatJngAnimals, and 
allow for further discussion about the politics and sociology of food. Recommended readings 
for the discussion will be posted online a~ www.unc~edu/diversity~ Come share your ideas 
about food deserts, envwonmen~al ~dsm and ~he impact ~hey have on American society. 
Contac~ Dn Cookie Newsom a~ newsom~email.unc.edu with questions. Sponsored by ~e 
Diversi~ Education Team. 

American Indian Women of Proud Nations Fifth Annual Conference 
September I S- 16 I Plarriott CrabtreeValley Hotel, Raleigh 
The American Indian ~Aiomen of Proud Nations supportAmerican Indian women’s efforts 
to build healthier lives for themselves, their families, and their communities in a spirit of 
holistic inquiry" and empowerment.The conference s~dves m incorporate Indigenous 
cultu~l t~ditions, language, history, and values to build in~ergenerat~onal relationships and 
networks locally, regionall)g and globa[l)g and ~o develop a movement-building f~mework 
for collaborative leadership in five v~a[ areas: educaOon, communi~A health, spirituality, 

and economic development. Hare ~nforma~ion is available a~ www.aiwpn.org Organized 
colloboratively by AIWPN ~nd ~e American Indian Center and c~sponsored by the Carolina 
Women ] Cen~er 

Support Our Work 
We need your help! If you 

believe in the CWC’s vision 

of a more diverse, inclusive, 

and equitable Carolina and 

value high-quality co-curricular 

programming on gender-related 

issues, consider a gift in support 
of our work! Learn more or 

make a donation online today 

at womsenscenter.unc.ed u/ 

gifts-giving. 

UNC 
215Wese Cameron Ave., CB# 3302 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 
cwc@unc.edu I 919-962-8305 
womenscenter.unc.edu 

Sara Laschever on Gender and Negotiation 
Thursday, September 22 14 pm I BCBS Auditorium, Michael Hooker Building, 

School of Public Affairs 

Sara Laschever is an author, editor, and cultural critic who has written extensively about 

women’s life and career obstacles. She is co-author of Women Don’tAsk:The High Cost of 

Avoiding NegotJatJon, and Ask ~or It! How Women Con Use the Power o[ Negotiation to Get What 

They Really ~ant.AWFP Fall Reception to follow the talk. C~sponsored by ~e Association 

for Women Focul~ and Pro[essionols. the Carolina Wbmen~ Cente< ~e Center for Diversi~ and 

Multiculturol A~oirs and tim UNC Center [or Focul~ Excellence. 

201 I Frank Porter Graham Lecture 

David Simon 

The End of the American Century and the Triumph of Capital Over Labor 
l~londay, September 26 I 7:30 p.m. J ~emorial Hall 

David Simon is a Baltimore-based author, screenwriter, and producer who draws from his 

background as a crime beat reporter to craft richly textured narratives that probe urban 

America’s most complex and poorly understood realities. He has been a screenwriter and/ 

or producer for several critically acclaimed television series, including Homicide: Life on the 

Street (1993-1999), The Wire (2002-2008), and Treme (2010-). Sponsored by the james M. 

johnston Center for Undergraduate Exce!~ence. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 3:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: hello 

What’s your ntunber? -- rll call you when I get to a secure phone 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 3:01 PM 
To: McMillal~, Tim 
Subject: hello 

Hi Tim, 

Can you call me sometimes today? 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 8:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Film request 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:58 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Film request 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for my Afril01 class: 

"’]This magnificent African Cake" - Basil I)avidson African Series 

Date: Wednesday, June 22 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks. 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 24, 2011 8:15 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@uuc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fihn request 

Hello, 

Please reserve the following film for lay Afri600 seminar: 

"Different but Equal" - Basil I)avidson Series on Africa. 

Tuesday, August, 25,2011. 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks 

Dr. E~mice Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 10:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Weekly Schedule - UKZN program 

Dear Comrade, 

hope things started great for you this semester I have completed 99% of the proposals that I need to give to Bob in a fe~v days, just one more, so things are looking good. 

Mambo freshi, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/stud,vabroad.unc.edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
m[’ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:25 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sutzject: Weekly Schedule- UKZN program 
hnportance: tligh 

Comyade, 

Working as hard as I can on man?’ fi-onts and until very late into the night! 

Here is the first installment of the outstanding material Let me what you think of the weekly schedule. 

Very busy, thus not mambo freshi days yet. 

On to finalizing the course outlines and sorry fi~r the delay. 

In solidari)-, 
Comrade Eunice 



A 

1 Graduate Student Timeline for AFRI 600 

2 Task 

3 Read through material and topics forAFRl 600 

4 Brainstorm potential paper topics and preliminary research questions 

5 Plan for papers #1 and #2 established 

6 Literature review for paper #1 

7 Research questions generated 

8 Outline for paper #1 drafted 

9 Draft of paper #1 

10 Paper #1 with annotated bibliography turned in 

11 Literature review for paper #2 

12 Research questions generated 

13 Outline for paper #2 drafted 

14 Draft of paper #2 

15 Paper #2 with annotated bibliography turned in 



E~ 

1 

2 Due Date 

3 

4 6-Sep 

5 15-Sep 

6 

7 27-Sep 

8 

9 13-Oct 

:[0 27-Oct 

12 

~3 

14 

:[5 7-Dec 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 1:02 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Call for Papers - 2012 Conference - Study Abroad in Latin America - An Opportuni~ to Create Social Awareness 

AAPLAC Conference 2012 Call for Papers.docN ATT00001 .lxt 

Call for Papers 
23rd Annual AAPLAC Conference 
February 15-18, 2012 
San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico 

"The Study Abroad Experience in Latin America: An Opportunity to Create Social Awareness" 
The 2012 Amaual AAPLAC conference is coming to Chiapas, Mexico. Chiapas is one of the most interesting States of Mexico, having gone through amazing social changes that are 
reflected on its population, architecture, social structure and eve~--day life. The city, of San Cristobal de las Casas, ~vhere the conference will be hosted, is a small colonial city’ that ~vill 
transport you to a different realdy and at the same time serve as the perfect frame to showcase the social changes present throughout Latin America. The deadline fi~r the proposals is 

November 15, 2011 
Our 23rd conference is our opportunity" to share knowledge, exchange ideas, explore new strategies and develop programming with meaningful outcomes that would result in high quality 
study abroad programs The goal is that after having lived in Latin America, our students would, amongst other gains, obtain a greater understanding of the area, develop social awareness 
and would be able to articulate the learning they have gone through. 
Related topics of interest for the Session proposals should address: 

Are high quality programs those who develop social awareness in students? 
How do you measure "awareness"? 
Methodology. used to increasing this learning. 
Program structure conducive to develop social awareness in Latin America: curricula, logistics program models, and support structure. 
Pre-departure orientation programming; on-site orientation; reentry debriefing 
Program length, structure, integration recommended to obtain this learning What are the best programs? 
New models and strategies employed to create an impact in students. 
Best (worse) ways of creating and measuring student engagement with the host culture and society 
Con-anunity-based learning specifically developed to create this awareness 
Reflection during and after the experience. How to articulate this learning and where do we go next? 
Best practices, challenges and opportumties we face in study abroad in Latin 2,merica Specifically with the increase of social awareness. 
How to incorporate technology in the study abroad process and how would this help us create social awareness? 
Types of students: do heritage speakers have an "easier" time in Latin America? Do minorities :feel "more comfortable" in Latin America? 
How to provide meaningful experiences in times of crisis: Safety in Mexico, any lessons learned? 
Host family impact into the student experience and vice-versa. How to use this experience to increase awareness? 
How to use direct enrollment programs to increase social awareness. 
Ethical issues related to the impact of our students in vulnerable communities. 
Strategies to approach students to social realities. 
Qualifications of I:acilitators / coordinators / I:acul~ leaders to develop social awareness in students. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Silk, Jean [mailto:iean.silk~vale.edu] 
Sent: Thmsday, August 25, 2011 11:56 AM 
Subject: [clasp] FW: Call for Papers - 2012 Conference - Study Abroad in Latin America - An Opportuni)- to Create Social Awareness 



San 

Call for Papers 
23rd Annual AAPLAC Conference 

February 15-18, 2012 
Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico 

Study Abroad Experience in Latin America: An 
Opportunity to Create Social Awareness" 

The 2012 Annual AAPLAC conference is coming to Chiapas, Mexico. Chiapas is one of the most 

interesting States of Mexico, having gone through amazing social changes that are reflected on 

its population, architecture, social structure and every-day life. The city of San Cristobal de las 

Casas, where the conference will be hosted, is a small colonial city that will transport you to a 

different reality and at the same time serve as the perfect frame to showcase the social 

changes present throughout Latin America. The deadline for the proposals is November 15, 

2011. 

Our 23rd conference is our opportunity to share knowledge, exchange ideas, explore new 

strategies and develop programming with meaningful outcomes that would result in high 

quality study abroad programs. The goal is that after having lived in Latin America, our 

students would, amongst other gains, obtain a greater understanding of the area, develop 

social awareness and would be able to articulate the learning they have gone through. 

Related topics of interest for the Session proposals should address: 

Are high quality programs those who develop social awareness in students? 

How do you measure "awareness"? 

Methodology used to increasing this learning. 

Program structure conducive to develop social awareness in Latin America: curricula, 

logistics program models, and support structure. 

Pre-departure orientation programming; on-site orientation; reentry debriefing. 

Program length, structure, integration recommended to obtain this learning. What are 

the best programs? 

New models and strategies employed to create an impact in students. 

Best (worse) ways of creating and measuring student engagement with the host 

culture and society. 

Community-based learning specifically developed to create this awareness. 



Reflection during and after the experience. How to articulate this learning and where 

do we go next? 

Best practices, challenges and opportunities we face in study abroad in Latin America 

Specifically with the increase of social awareness. 

How to incorporate technology in the study abroad process and how would this help 

us create social awareness? 

Types of students: do heritage speakers have an "easier" time in Latin America? Do 

minorities feel "more comfortable" in Latin America? 

How to provide meaningful experiences in times of crisis: Safety in Mexico, any lessons 

learned? 

Host family impact into the student experience and vice-versa. How to use this 

experience to increase awareness? 

How to use direct enrollment programs to increase social awareness. 

Ethical issues related to the impact of our students in vulnerable communities. 

Strategies to approach students to social realities. 

Qualifications of facilitators / coordinators / faculty leaders to develop social 

awareness in students. 



The Study Abroad Experience in Latin America: 
An Opportunity to Create Social Awareness 

PRESENTATION PROPOSAL FORM 

Conference Dates: February 15-18, 2012 

Conference Location: San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico 

Name of Presenter/s Professional Title Name of Institution E-mail Address 

Topic: Which topic from the above Call for Papers does your presentation address? 

Presentation Title: Please write a title that will clearly state the overall theme of your paper. 

This title will be used in the conference program. 



Presentation Abstract: Please include a clear, concise 50-I00 word summary on what will be 

covered in your paper. This abstract will be used in the conference program. 

Presentation Content: Please list the content of your presentation in outline form. 

Presentations are generally 20 minutes in length as part of a larger session of 3 or 4 

presentations with a linked theme. A 15 minute C~&A period follows each session. 



Presenter Bio: Please include a 200-300 word professional bio of the presenter/s. This 

presenter bio will be used in the conference program. 

[If your software will not allow you to click the boxes below, please bold your answers] 

Audience: Please select the audience for your presentation. (You may choose more than one.) 

[] Education Abroad 

[] International Education Leadership 

[] Recruitment, Admissions, and 

Preparation 

[] 2-Year Institution 

[] Any International Educator 

Language of your session: 

r-l spanish 

[] English as a Second Language 

[] Teaching, Learning, and Scholarship 

[] International Students and Scholar 

Services 

[] Other 

English 

AV Equipment Requirements: Check all that apply 

r-l Flip Chart/Stand 

r-] LCD Projector/Screen 

PC Laptop Windows 

Microphone 

Conference Attendance: AAPLAC is a small but dedicated group of professionals who meet 

once a year to exchange ideas and learn from each other. For this reason presenters are 

encouraged to attend as much of the conference as possible. Please select the conference days 

you expect to attend should your presentation be selected. 



[] Pre-Conference Workshop (February 15, 2012) 

[] Day 1 (February 16, 2012) 

[] Day 2 (February 17, 2012) 

[] Day 3 (February 18, 2012) 

Proposal Deadline: Please e-mail this as a word attachment to AAPLAC President, Lupita 

Plum-Guclu (eplumguc@kennesaw.edu) with the subject title: AAPLAC Conference Proposal. 

The deadline for the proposals is November 15, 2011. 

Questions: For questions about proposals, please contact Lupita. For questions about the 

conference site and logistics, please contact AAPLAC Vice President, Diana Arizaga 

(darizaga@ifsa-butler.org). 

Please visit our website for updates on the conference: 

htt p ://www.a a plac.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 1:02 PM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; isa- grad@listserv.tmc.edu 

FW: job tx)sition announcement 

From: Cotler, Angelina [mailto:cotler@illinois.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 10:17 AM 
To; clasp@utlists.utexas.edu 
Subject; [clasp] job position announcement 
Importance: High 

Position Description 

Program Coordinator 

Lemann Institute for Brazilian Studies 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign 

The Lemann Institute for Brazilian Studies seeks a Program Coordinator to assist the Director with the duties of the Institute. The mission of the Lemann Institute 

for Brazilian Studies is to promote research on Brazil by members of the faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates, to encourage collaborative research and 

educational exchanges between University of Illinois faculty and students and their Brazilian colleagues, and to enhance undergraduate and graduate education in 

Brazilian culture, business, agriculture, and the environment. The Institute will intensify and enhance the multi-disciplinary study of Brazil at the University of 

Illinois, and make our campus one of the premier centers for research and teaching on this emerging power. 

Duties include the following: 

*       Manage Institute programs and projects under the direction of the Director, with primary responsibility for coordinating speakers, conferences, and 

fellowship and scholarship programs. 

* Provide direct supervision of graduate assistants. 

* Assist the Director in se~ng and implementing operational policies and procedures for handling administrative matters. 

* Assist with the writing of proposals and reports and defining programmatic and development goals. 

* Coordinate publication of the Institute newsletter, website, and other publicity. 

* May have primary responsibility for day to day operations of the unit. 

* Coordinate activities with the Associate Director of CLACS. 

* Represent the Director of the Institute on campus committees, as requested. 

Requirements: Must have a Bachelor’s degree and be fluent in written and spoken Portuguese and English. Knowledge of and experience in Brazil or in Latin 

America are strongly desired. Superior organizational ability, interpersonal skills, and facility in oral and written communication are important. Experience in 

working with diverse groups, both academic and nonacademic, along with experience with writing reports are considered strong assets. Other desired skills 

include the ability to manage multiple projects simultaneously without supervision and strong computer skills (Microsoft Office, databases, and websites). 

This is a regular, full-time, twelve month, academic professional position. Proposed start date is as soon as possible after closing date. Salary is commensurate 

with qualifications and experience. 

To ensure full consideration please create your candidate profile through http:/ijobs.illinois.edu <http:!/jobs.illinois.edui> and upload your application letter, 

resume, and contact information for three references by the close date of September 21, 2011. For further information contact: Angelina Cotler, Associate Director 

CLACS cotler@illinois.ed% (217) 333-8419. Applicants may be interviewed before the closing date; however, no hiring decision will be made until after that date. 

Illinois is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer and welcomes individuals with diverse backgrounds, experiences, and ideas who embrace and value 

diversity and inclusivity. (~w~w~w~.1~n~c~!~u~s~!~v~e~!!1!~n~!~s~.1[!~!~n~!~s~:~e~d~u~ <~b~t~t~p~..~/~/~w~w~w~:!~n~c~[~u~s~!~v~e~!~!!!~9~!~:~!!1!~e!~a~L> ) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 2:29 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APCG events at APSA Seattle 

APCG agenda 2011 APSA.docx 

Dear APCG members: 

Welcome to another academic year! As many of you get r~ady to travel to Seattle for the American Political Science Association conference next week (September 1-4), 
please plan to join us for the following African Politics Conference Group events: 

1) APCG-.Sponsored Panels: We have two panels at the conference, including one on Accountability and Redistribution in Africa (Fddav 10:15 a.m.-12:00 p.m.) and another 
on South Sudan: A Lens for a New Paradigm of African Politics (Saturday, 8:00-9:45 a.m.). Details for these panels are copied below. There also are several other panels of 
interest to APCG members, and I encourage you to use the search feature on APSA’s website. (Note that there is now a mobile-ready version for use on smartphones.) 

2) APCG Business Meeting: Our business meeting is scheduled for Friday, September 2, 6:15-7:15 p m in the Washington State Convention Center Room 210. Among 
the items on the agenda are the launch of a new APCG website and the presentation of the inaugural APCG-Lynne Rienner Award for the Best Dissertation in African Politics. 
As a follow-up to last year’s meeting at the ASA in San Francisco, we also need to revisit some amendments to the by-laws and propose a new one (see attached draft 
agenda). 

3) APCG Social Event: After the meeting, at 8:00 p.m. on Friday, September 2, we will gather at the Pan Africa Restaurant and Bar, 1521 1st Avenue (half a mile from the 
Convention Center) (http://www.panafricamarket.com/). APCG will provide some appetizers and we’re working with the restaurant for space to mingle. Those who want to order 
dinner and drinks are strongly encouraged to do so (keeping in mind, of course, that our second panel is early the next morning!). Please RSVP for the social event to me 

(bwhitaker@uncc.edu) by Wednesday, August 31, so I can provide the restaurant with an accurate count. 

4) APCG-.Sponsored Short Course: For those traveling to Seattle early, Bob Press and other APCG members have put together a great short course on "Improving Your 
Field Research Anywhere: Methods, Practices, Strategies, and Technologies." It will be held on Wednesday afternoon (8/31) from 1:00=5:00 p=m. in Convention Center 2A. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I look forward to seeing you in Seattle! 

Beth Whitaker 
Chair, APCG 

Beth Elise Whitaker. Ph.D. i Associate Professor. Associate Chair mad Undergraduate Director 

UNC Charlotte i Detmrtment of PoliticaJ Science and Public Administration 
9201 University City Blvd. ] Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 i Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwhitaker~uncc.edu 

AFRICAN POLITICS CONFERENCE GROUP PANELS 

Panel 1 : ACCOUNTABILITY AND REDISTRIBUTION IN AFRICA 
Friday 10:15 am- 12:00 pm 
Room: Convention Center 203 

Chair: Benjamin Arah, Bowie State University 

Papers: 
The Political Economy of Local Democracy: Service Defivery and Accountability in Mozambique since 1999, Beatrice Reaud, American University 
Opposition Parties and Service Deliveryin African Cities, Danielle Elise Resnick, United Nations-World Institute for Development Economics Research 
Ethnic Political Mobilization in Africa’s Multiparty Regimes, Michelle Kuenzi, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Gina M. S. Lambright, George Washington University 
The Distributional Logic of Govemment Transfers in Malawi, Kim Yi Dionne, Texas A&M University, Jeremy Horowitz, Dartmouth College 

Discussant: Sandra F. Joireman, Wheaton College 

Panel 2: SOUTH SUDAN: A LENS FOR A NEW PARADIGM OF AFRICAN POLITICS 
Saturday 8:00=9:45 am 
Room: The Conference Center 205 

Chair: William Reno, Northwestern University 

Papers: 
Maintaining Institutionalized Authority #~ an Ethnically Fragmented Social Landscape: Assessing the Validity of the South Sudan-Somalia Comparison, Miklos Gosztonyi, 
Northwestern University 
PHzes and Compromises: The Survival of the Sudan People’s Liberation Am~y, Christopher Day, Northwestern University 
The S#ategy behind the LRA Strategy: US Intervention and Regional Stability, Adam Branch, San Diego State University 
Con’uption and State-Building in South Sudan, Zachariah Cherian Mampilly, Vassar College 

Discussants: Ariel Zellman, Northwestern University 
William Reno, Northwestern University 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaice@emaAl.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscr~bec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?id~299565.~]8b558a~cd~89c~k~76e7dc~b22e&n T&I apcg&o 16490281 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emaJd to leave- 16490281-40299565.fl 8b558aOl Ocd189cOfd76e7dct~)b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



African Politics Couference Group 

Business Meeting 

Friday, September 2, 2011 

APSA 2011, Seattle, Washington 

1. Welcome and Introductions 

2. Approval of ASA Meeting Minutes 

3. Treasurer’s Report 

4. Vice-Chair’ s Report 

a. Inaugural APCG-Lynne Rienner Best Dissertation Award 2009-2010 

b. Best Graduate Student Paper Award 2010-2011 

5. Launch of new APCG website (Jeff Paller) 

6. Newsletter update (Mike Nelson) 

7. Chair’s Report 

a. Membership update 

b. Conferences update 

c. Committee volunteers for 20111-12 

d. APSA Africa Workshop update 

e. Approved and proposed by-laws changes 

f. Mentoring initiative update 

g. Nominations for upcoming officer elections 

8. New Business 



CHANGES TO THE APCG BY-LAWS 

Approved at the ASA Business Meeting (November 2010) [pending electronic vote] 

1. The language in the by-laws regarding the Vice-Chair will be changed from: 

"The Vice Chair will assist and advise the Chairperson in all the responsibilities assigned to that 
office. The Vice Chair will preside at annual business meeting and the Steering Committee in the 
absence of the Chair and succeed to the office of the Chair in the event of an unscheduled 
vacancy." 

"The Vice Chair will assist and advise the Chairperson in all the responsibilities assigned to that 

office and have specific responsibili@’ for managing cm, ards committees to ensure the timely 
succes.~d completion of the APCG annual ~4:ards’program. ]his includes equal responsibi#ty 
in appointing awards committees, to be undertaken with the advice and consent of the other 

members" of the steering committee. The Vice Chair will preside at annual business meeting and 
the Steering Committee in the absence of the Chair and succeed to the office &the Chair in the 
event of an unscheduled vacancy." 

2. The language concerning the Secretary will be changed from: 

"The Secretary is responsible for keeping minutes of meetings of the Group and the Steering 
Committee." 

to: 

"The Secretary is responsible for keeping minutes of meetings of the Group and the Steering 
Committee. 7he Secretary will also have responsibility for organizing and conducting annual 

APCG elections for office-holders." 

3. To reflect these changes, to the section on the responsibilities of the Chair, we will add the 
language indicated in the first clause below: 

The Chair will..., pursuant to other sections of these by-lcm, s, appoint other committees as 
needed with the advice and consent of the Steering Committee 

New proposed amendment [if passed, will also be snbject to electronic vote] 

4. The language in the by-laws regarding Amendments will be changed from: 

"Amendments to these by-laws may be proposed at the Annual Business Meeting. Amendments 
approved by maj ority vote of those attending the Meeting will be submitted for approval to the 
Section membership by electronic ballot as soon as possible following the meetings at which 
they are approved. Amendments require the support of two-thirds of the members who return 
electronic ballots, provided that at least one-fourth of the members return ballots." 

to: 



"Amendments to these by-laws may be proposed and circulated electronically to the membership 
at least one week prior to the Business Meeting. Amendments require the support of two-thirds 
of the members present at the Meeting, provided that at least thirty members attend. If fewer than 
thirty members attend, proposed amendments can instead be circulated for approval through an 
electronic vote with support from at least two-thirds of the members who return ballots, provided 
that at least one-fourth of the members return ballots." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 4:02 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] Course Announcement 

Course Announcement Ethnog Black Communilies.doc 

Colleagues, 

I am attaching a course announcement for my grad course on Ethnography and Black Communities. If you happen to know of any graduate students who may be 

interested, please pass this announcement along. 

Thanks, 

Karla 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(tbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=:al’riaIiam&o=29739132 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~..e..-..2..2.7~3..~..~.:.~...2...-:.3...2.~}.!~..@~8..:.e..~..7.La.~.~...a...5~8.~3..~:.3...~..c.)...5~4.~.~.~}~.~!).~2~@~istser~.unc~edu 



Fall 2011 
Ethnography and Black Communities 

ANTH 897-056 
Thursday, 2-4:45 

Classroom: Alumni 313A 
Instructor: Karla Slocum 

This course will look at 20th and 21st century ethnographic studies of African American 
communities (and to a lesser extent, communities of the African diaspora) as conducted 

by anthropologists and academic researchers in other disciplines. This will include 
studies of urban neighborhoods as well as rural and suburban towns where black- 
identified populations reside in high concentration or have had significant influence. It 
will also include sites that are somehow "black-identified." In exploring these locales, 
the primary focus will be on major trends in past and current research as well as variation 
in ethnographic approaches to studying black communities. Texts to be explored will 

focus on the following topics relevant to black communities: social organization and 
everyday life; race, class and generational positionings; experiences with education; 
community and economic development; heritage projects and the role of history and 
memory in community identities; and transnational black communities. 

Reading selections include (but are not limited to): 
1. DuBois, W.E.B. (1899) The Philadelphia Negro: A Social Study. University of 

Pennsylvania 

2. Hurston, Zora Neale (1935) Mules and Men. Lippincott Publishers. 
3. Drake, St. Clair and Horace Cayton (1945) Black Metropolis: A Study of Ne~tro 

Life in a Northern CiOy. Harcourt Brace. 

4. Hannerz, Ulf (1969) Soulside: Inquiries into Ghetto Culture and Community. 
Columbia Univ Press. 

5. Gregory, Stephen (:1999) Black Corona: Race and the Politics of Place in an 

Urban Community. Princeton Univ. Press. 
6. Stack, Carol, (1974) All Our Kin: Strate~ties for Survival in a Black Community. 

Harper. 

7. Stack, Carol (1996) Call to Home: African Americans Reclaim the Rural South. 
Basic Books. 

8. Jackson, John L. Jr. (2000) Harlemworld: Doing Race and Class in 

Contemporary Black America. Univ. of Chicago Press 

9. Clarke, Kamari (2004) Mapping7 Yoruba Networks: Power and A~tency in the 

Making of Transnational Communities. Duke Univ. Press 
10. Brown, Jacqueline Nassy (2005) Dropping Anchor, Setting Sail: Geographies 

of Race in Black Liverpool. Princeton Univ. Press. 
11. Boyd, Michelle (2008) Jim Crow Nostalgia: Reconstructing Race in 

Bronzeville. U. Minnesota Press. 

12. Karyn Lacey (2007) Blue Chip Black: Race, Class and Status in the New Black 
Middle Class. U. California Press. 

13. Patillo-McCoy, Mary (1999) Black Picket Fences: Privilege and Peril among 

the Black Middle Class. U Chicago Press. 



14. Tyson, Karolyn D. (2011) Integration Interrupted: Tracking, Black Students 
and Acting White after Brown. Oxford U. Press. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hams, Minnie <Mamie Harris@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Peg~ Bentley <mbentley@emaiLunc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Chensvold, Lisa 

<lisa chensvold@med.unc.edu>; Ramona DuBose (ramona dubose@unc.edu) 

UNC Academic Discsussion on Horn of Africa crises - your participation 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope you are fine and all is going well with the start of the semester. Eunice, we at the Gillings School of Global Public Health would very much love for you to be 

part of a UNC panel to discuss the current famine and political crises in Somalia and the Horn of Africa. 

The 3 member panel would include Dr. Peggy Bentley, Dr. Be~n Meir and you. The goal of the discussion is to help delineate the current food security crises in 

the Horn of Africa (with a focus on Somalia) as well as create a platform for informative, practical and educational input/engagement for the UNC community. 

Realizing that the Somali / Horn of Africa crises is a complex emergency resulting from varied but interconnected environmental, social, political and cultural 

factors; we would like to ensure an interdisciplinary panel to adequately represent the varied factors. We will also point the UNC community to accredited 

organizations with on ground programs for individuals who would like to learn more or give financial assistance. The need for some informative discussion was just 

determined last week hence the rather short notice. I had reached out to both Dr. Selassie and Julius but as you may know they are both out of the country. 

We will like to create a short 10 -15 minute video recorded discussion which will be on the UNC home page - we will work with each of you on the panel to 

generate some key questions for the discussion. The filming will be a closed one with the final product released on the UNC website. The time slots for the 

discussion and filming is next Monday August 29th between 12:30 - 3:00pro and / or August 30th Tuesday 11: 30- 2:00pm. Please do let me know if both or at least 

one of these time slots works for you. We would really be honored to have you on this panel. 

I sincerely apologize in advance for the rather short notice. The need for UNC to respond was determined last week and we had spent that time trying to contact 

both Bereket and Julius. 

I very much look forward to your reply. 

Warmly, 

Mamie 

Mamie Sackey Harris 
Africa Programs Director 
UNC Institute for Global Health and Infectious Diseases 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Public Health Leadership Program 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
Room 2144, Bioinformatics Bldg 
Campus Box 3368 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: (919) 843 8426 
msharris@med.unc.edu 
L~!!p_;~_/_g J_Q_bla_ J_t!_e_a_ J! h_#__r_!_c__~__d___u_ 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction: 
Thinking through Africa’s Impasse 

DISCUSSIONS on Africa’s present predicament revolve around two clear 
tendencies: modernist and communitarian. Modernists take inspiration 
ti-om the East European uprisings of the late eighties; communitarians 
decry liberal or leR Euroccntrism and call tbr a return to the source. For 
modernists, the problem is that civil society is an embryonic and mar- 
ginal construct in Africa; for communitarians, it is that real flesh-and- 
blood communititcs that comprise Africa arc marginalizcd from public 
life as so many "tribes." The liberal solution is to locate politics in civil 
society, and the Africanist solution is to put Africa’s age-old communi- 
ties at the center of African politics. One side calls for a regime that will 
champion rights, and the other stands in defense of culture. The impasse 
in Africa is not only at the level of practical politics. It is also a paralysis 
of perspective. 

The solution to this theoretical impasse--between modernists and 
communitarians, Euroccntrists and Africanists--docs not lie in choosing 
a side and defending an entrenched position. Because both sides to the 
debate highlight different aspects of the same African dilemma, I will 
suggest that the way forward lies in sublating both, through a double 
move that simultaneously critiques and affirms. To arrive at a creative 
synthesis transcending both positions, one needs to problcmatizc each. 

To do so, I will analyze in this book two related phenomena: how 
power is organized and how it tends to fragment resistance in con- 
temporary Africa. By locating both the language of rights and that of 
culture in their historical and institutional context, I hope to underline 
that part of our institutional legacy that continues to be reproduced 

through the dialectic of state,,_Lreform and popular rc__sistancc. The core 
legacy, I will suggest, was forged through the colonial experience. 

In colonial discourse, the problem of stabilizing alien rule was politely 
referred to as "the native question." It was a dilemma that confronted 
every colonial power and a riddle that preoccupied the best of its minds. 
Therefore it should not be surprising that when a person of the stature 
of General Jan Smuts, with an international renown rare for a South 
African prime minister, was invited to deliver the prestigious Rhodes 
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Memoria! Lectures at Oxford in 1929, the native question formed the 
core of his deliberation. 

The African, Smuts reminded his British audience, is a special human 
"type" with "some wonderful characteristics," which he went on to cel- 
ebrate: "It has largely remained a child type, with a chi!d psychology and 
outlook. A child-like human can not be a bad human, for are we not in 
spiritual matters bidden to be like unto little children? Perhaps as a di- 
rect result of this temperament the African is the only happy human I 
have come across." Even if the racism in the language is blinding, we 
should be wary of dismissing Smuts as some South African oddity. 

Smuts spoke from within an honorab!e Western tradition. Had not 

Hegel’s Philosol~hy of History mythologized "Africa proper" as "the land 
of childhood"? Did not settlers in British colonies call every At?ican 
male, regardless of age, a "boy"--houseboy, shamba-boy, office-bo); 
ton-boy, mine-boy--no different from their counterparts in Franco- 
phone Africa, who used the child-familiar tu when addressing Africans 
of any age? "The negro," opined the venerable Mbert Schweitzer of 

Gabon fame, "is a child, and with children nothing can be done without 
uthonty: In the colonial mind, however, Ati-icans were no ordinary 

children. They were destined to be so perpetually--in the words of 
Christopher Fyfe, "Peter Pan children who can never grow up, a child 
race."1 

Yet this book is not about the racial legacy of colonialism. IfI tend to 
dcemphasize the legacy of colonial racism, it is not only because it has 
been the subject of perceptive analyses by militant intellectuals like 
Frantz Fanon, but because I seek to highlight that part of the colonial 
legacy--the institutional--which remains more or less intact. Precisely 
because deracialization has marked the limits ofpostcolonial reform, the 

nonracial legacy of colonialism needs to be brought out into the open so 
that it may be the focus of a public discussion. 

The point about General Smuts is not the racism that he shared with 
many of his class and race, for Smuts was not simply the unconscious 
bearer of a tradition. More than just a sentry standing guard at the cut- 
ting edge of that tradition, he was, if anything, its standard-bearer. A 
member of the British war cabinet, a confidant of Churchill and Roose- 
velt, a one-time chancel!or of Cambridge University, Smuts rose to be 
one of the fi’amers of the League of Nations Charter in the post-World 
War I era.2 The very image of an enlightened leader, Smuts opposed 
slavery and celebrated the "principles of the French Revolution which 
had emancipated E " urope, but he opposed their a1~tion to Africa, 

was of a race so 
co    be for the 
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"de-Africanize the African and turn him either into a beast of the field or 
into a pseudo-European." "And yet in the past," he lamented, "we have 
tried both alternatives in our dealings with the Africans." 

First ~vc looked upon the African as essentially inferior or sub-human, as 

having no soul, and as being only fit to be a slave .... Then we changed to 

the opposite extreme. The African now became a man and a brother. Reli- 

gion and politics combined to shape this new African policy. The principles 

of the French Revolution which had emancipated Europe were applied to 

Africa; liberty, equality and fraternity could turn bad Africans into good 

Europeans.a 

Smuts was at pains to underline the negative consequences of a policy 
fbrmulated in ignorance, even if coated in good faith. 

The political system of the natives was ruthlessly destroyed in order to in- 

corporate them as equals into the white system. The African was good as a 

potential European; his social and political culture was bad, barbarous, and 

only deserving to be stamped out root and branch. In some of the British 

possessions in Africa the native just emerged ~om barbarism was accepted 

as an equal citizen with full political rights along with the ~vhites. But his 

native institutions ~vere ruthlessly proscribed and destroyed. The principle 

of equal rights ~vas applied in its crudest form, and ~vhile it gave the native 

a semblance of equality with whites, which was little good to him, it de- 

stroyed the basis of his A~ican system ~vhich was his highest good. These 

are the two extreme native policies which have prevailed in the past, and the 

second has been only less harmful than the first. 

If "Africa has to be redeemed" so as "to make her own contribution to 
the world," then "we shall have to proceed on different lines and evolve 
a policy which will not force her institutions into an alien European 
mould" but "wil! preserve her unity with her own past" and "build her 
future progress and civilization on specifically African fbundations." 
Smuts went on to champion "the new policy" in bold: "The British Em- 
pire does not stand for the assimilation of its peoples into a common 
type, it does not stand for standardization, but for the fullest freest de- 
velopment of its peoples along their own specific lines." 

The "fullest freest development of [its] peoples" as opposed to their 
assimilation "into a common type" required, Smuts argued, "institu- 
tional segregation." Smuts contrasted "institutional segregation" with 
"territorial segregation" then in practice in South Africa. The problem 
with "territorial segregation," in a nutshell, was that it was based on a 
policy of institutional homogenization. Natives may be territorially sep- 
arated from whites, but native institutions were slowly but surely giving 
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way to an alien institutional mold. As the economy became industrial- 
ized, it gave rise to "the colour problem," at the root of which were 
"urbanized or detribalized natives." Smuts’s point was not that racial 
segregation ("territorial segregation") should be done away with. 
Rather it was that it should be made part of a broader "institutional seg- 
regation" and thereby set on a secure footing: "Institutional segregation 
carries with it territorial segregation." The way to preserve native insti- 
tutions xvhile meeting the labor demands of a growing economy was 
through the institution of migrant labor, for "so long as the native fam- 
ily home is not with the white man but in his own area, so long the 
native organization will not be materially all&ted." 

It is only when segregation breaks down, when the whole fkmily migrates 

from the tribal home and out of the tribal jurisdiction to the white man’s 

farm or the white man’s town, that the tribal bond is snapped, and the 

traditional system falls into decay. And it is this migration of the native 

family, of the females and children, to the farms and the towns which 

should be prevented. As soon as this migration is permitted the process 

commences which ends in the urbanized detribalized native and the dis- 

appearance of the native organization. It is not white employment of native 

males that works the mischief, but the abandonment of the native tribal 

home by the women anti children.4 

Put simpl~; the problem with territorial segregation was that it rendered 
racial domination unstable: the more the economy developed, the more 
it came to depend on the "urbanized or detribalized natives." As that 
happened, the beneficiaries of rule appeared an alien minority and its 
victims evidently an indigenous majority. The way to stabilize racial 
domination (territorial segregation) was to ground it in a politically 
enforced system of ethnic pluralism (institutional segregation), so that 
everyone, victims no less than beneficiaries, may appear as minorities. 
However, with migrant labor providing the day-to-day institutional link 
between native and white society, native institutions--fashioned as so 
many rural tribal composites--may be conserved as separate but would 
function as subordinate. 

At this point, however, Smuts faltered, for, he believed, it ~vas too late 
in the day to implement a policy of institutional segregation in South 
Africa; urbanization had already proceeded too far. But it ~vas not too 
late for less developed colonies to the north to learn from the South 
African experience: "The situation in South Africa is therea~ore a lesson 
to all the :r British communities farther as much 
as possible the of the and 
to enforce from the start tl~ conser- 
vation of se )arat¢ native 
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The Broederbond, however, disagreed. To this brotherhood of Boer 

supremacists, to stabilize the system of racial domination was a question 

of life and death, a matter in which it could never be too late. What 
Smuts termed institutional segregation the Broederbond called apart- 
heid. The context in which apartheid came to be implemented made for 
its particularly harsh features, for to rule natives through their own insti- 
tutions, one first had to push natives back into the confines of native 
institutions. In the context of a semi-industrialized and highly urban- 

ized South Africa, this meant, on the one hand, the forced removal of 
those marked unproductive so they may be pushed out of white areas 
back into native homelands and, on the other, the forced straddling of 

those deemed productive between workplace and homeland through an 
ongoing cycle of annual migrations. To effect these changes required a 
degree of force and brutality that seemed to place the South African co- 
lonial experience in a class of its own. 

But neither institutional segregation nor apartheid was a South Afri- 
can invention. If anything, both idealized a ~brm of rule that the British 

Colonial Office dubbed "indirect rule" and the French "association." 
Three decades before Smuts, Lord Lugard had pioneered indirect rule 

in Uganda and Nigeria. And three decades after Smuts, Lord Hailey 
would sum up the contrast between forms of colonial rule as turning on 
a distinction between "identity" and "differentiation" in organizing the 
relationship between Europeans and Africans: "The doctrine of identity 
conceives the future social and political institutions of Africans as des- 
tined to be basically similar to those of Europeans; the doctrine of diffEr- 
entiation aims at the evolution of separate institutions appropriate to 

African conditions and differing both in spirit and in form from those of 
Europeans."~ The emphasis on differentiation meant the forging of spe- 
cifically "native" institutions through which to rule subjects, bnt the in- 

stitutions so defined and enforced were not racial as much as ethnic, not 
"native" as much as "tribal." Racial dualism was thereby anchored in a 

politically enforced ethnic pluralism. 
To emphasize their offensive and pejorative nature, I put the words 

native and tribal in quotation marks. But after first use, I have dropped 
the quotation marks to avoid a cumbersome read, instead relying on the 
reader’s continued vigilance and good sense. 

This book, then, is about the regime of differentiation (institutional 
segregation) as fashioned in colonial Africa--and reformed after inde- 
pendence-and the nature of the resistance it bred. Anchored histori- 
cally, it is about how Europeans ruled Africa and how Africans re- 
sponded to it. Drawn to the present, it is about the structure of power 
and the shape of resistance in contemporary Africa. Three sets of ques- 
tions have guided my labors. To what extent was the structure of power 
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in contemporary Afi-ica shaped in the colonial period rather than born of 
the anticolonial revolt? Was the notion that they introduced the rule of 
law to African colonies no more than a cherished illusion of colonial 
powers? Second, rather than just uniting diverse ethnic groups in a com- 
mon predicament, was not racial domination actually mediated through 
a variety of ethnically organized local powers? If so, is it not too simple 
even if tempting to think of the anticokmial (nationalist) struggle as just 
a one-sided repudiation of ethnicity rather than also a series of ethnic 
revolts against so many ethnically organized and centrally reinforced 
local po~vers--in other words, a string of ethnic civil wars? In brief, was 
not ethnicity a dimension of both power and resistance, of both the 

problem and the solution? Finally, if" power reproduced itself by exag- 
gerating difference and denying the existence of an oppressed majority; 
is not the burden of protest to transcend these differences without deny- 
ing them? 

I have written this book with four objectives in mind. My first objec- 

in contemporary Africanist studies. Thereby, I seek to establish the his- ~, 
rive is to question the writing of history by analogy, a method pervasive 

torical legitimacy of Africa as a unit of analysis. My second oNective is to 

¯ establish that apartheid, usually considered unique to South Africa, is 
actually the generic ff)rm of the colonial state in Ati’ica. As a tbrm of rule, 
apartheid is what Smuts called institutional segregation, the British 

termed indirect rule, and the French association. It is this common state 
v~ form that I call decentralized despotism. A corollary is to bring some of the lessons from the study of Africa to South African studies and vice 

versa and thereby to question the notion of South African exceptional- 
ism. A third objective is to underline the contradictory character of eth- 
nicity. In disentangling its two possibilities, the emancipatory from the 

authoritarian, my purpose is not to identifi! emancipatory movements 
and avail them for an uncritical embrace. Rather it is to problcmatize 

them through a critical analysis. My tburth and final objective is to showy 
that although the bifilrcated state created ~vith colonialism was deracial- 
ized after independence, it was not democratized. Postindependencc re- 
form led to diverse outcomes. No nationalist government was content 

to reproduce the colonial legacy uncritically. Each sought to reform the 

bifurcated state that institutionally crystallized a state-enforced separa- 
tion, of the rural from the urban and of one ethnicity from another. But 
in doing so each reproduced a part of that legacy, thereby creating its 
own variety of despotism. 

These questions and objectives are very much at the root of the dis- 
cussion in the chapters that Ibllow. Before sketching in full the ~tlines 
of my argument, however, I find it necessary to 
point of departure. 
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BEYOND A HISTORY BY ANALOGY 

In the aftermath of the Cuban Revolution, dependency theory emerged 
as a powerful critique of various forms of unilinear evolutionism. It re- 
jected both the claim that the less developed countries were traditional 
societies in need of modernization and the conviction that they ~vere 
backward precapitalist societies on the threshhold of a much-needed 

bourgeois revolution. Underdevelopment, argued proponents of de- {’ 

pendcncy, was historically produced; as a creation of modern imperial-~ 
ism, it was as modern as industrial capitalism. Both were outcomes of a 
process of "accumulation on a world scale."6 

Its emphasis on historical specificity notwithstanding, dependency 
soon lapsed into yet another form ofahistorical structuralism. Alongside 
modernization theory and orthodox Marxism, it came to view social 
reality through a series of binary opposites. If modernization theorists 

thought of society as modern or premodern, industrial or preindustrial, 
and orthodox Marxists conceptualized modes of production as capitalist 
or precapitalist, dependency theorists juxtaposed development with 
underdevelopment. Of the bipolarity, the lead term--"modern," "in- 
dustrial," "capitalist," or "development"--was accorded both analytical 
value and universal status. The other was residual. Making little sense 
without its lead twin, it had no independent conceptual existence. The 
tendency was to understand these experiences as a series of approxima- 
tions, as replays not quite efficient, understudies that fell short of the 
real perfomance. Experiences summed up by analogy were not just con- 
sidered historical latecomcrs on the scene, but were also ascribed a pre- 
destiny. Whereas the lead term had analytical content, the residual term 
lacked both an original history and an authentic future. 

In the event that a real-life performance did not correspond to the 
prescribed trajectory, it was understood as a deviation. The bipolarity 
thus turned on a double distinction: between experiences considered 
universal and normal and those seen as residual or pathological. The re- 
sidual or deviant case was understood not in terms of what it was, but 
with reference to what it was not. "Premodern" thus became "not yet 
modern," and "prccapitalism .... not yet capitalism." But can a student, 
tbr example, bc understood as not yet a teacher? Put differently, is being 
a professional teacher the true and necessary destiny of every student? 
The residual term in the evolutionary enterprise--"prcmodem," "prein- 
dustrial," "precapitalist," or "underdeveloped’--really summed up the 
"etc." of unilinear social science, that which it tended to explain away. 

A unilinear social science, however, involves a double maneuver. If it 
tends to caricature the experience summed up as the residual term, it 
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also mythologizes the experience that is the lead term. If the former is 
rendered ahistorical, the latter is ascribed a suprahistorical trajectory of 
development, a necessary path whose main line of development is un- 
affected by struggles that happened along the ~vay. There is a sense in 
which both are robbed of history. 

The endeavor to restore historicity, agency, to the subject has been 
the cutting edge of a variety of critiques of structuralism. But if struc- 
turalism tended to straitjacket agency within iron laws of history, a 
strong tendency in poststructuralism is to diminish the significance of 
historical constraint in the name of salvaging agency. "The dependent 
entry of African societies into the world system is not especially unique," 
argues the French Africanist Jean-Francois Bayart, "and should be scien- 

tifically de-dramatised."7 On one hand, "inequality has existed through- 
out time, and--it should be stressed ad nauseum--does not negate his- 
toricity"; on the other hand, "deliberate recourse to the strategies of 
cxtraversion" has been a "recurring phenomenon in the history of the 
continent." Dependency theory is thereby stood on its head as mod- 
ern imperialism is--shall I say celcbrated?--as the outcome of an African 

initiative! Similarly, in another recent historical rewrite, slavery too is 
explained a~vay as the result of a local initiative. "The African role in the 
development of the Atlantic," promises John Thornton, "would not 
simply be a secondary one, on either side of the Atlantic," for "we must 
accept" both "that African participation in the slave trade was voluntary 
and under the control of African decision makers" on this side of the 
Atlantic and that "the condition of slaver),, by itself, did not necessarily 
prevent the development of an African-oriented culture" on the far side 
of the Atlantic.s It is one thing to argue that nothing short of death can 
extinguish human initiative and creativity, but quite another to see in 
every such gesture evidence of a historical initiative. "Even the inmates 
of a concentration camp are able, in this sense, to live by their own cul- 
tural logic," remarks Talal Asad. "But one may be forgiven tbr doubting 

that they are therefore ’making their own history.’-9 
To have critiqued structuralist-inspired binary oppositions fbr giving 

rise to walled-off sciences of the normal and the abnormal, the civilized 
and the savage, is the chief merit of poststructuralism. To appreciate this 
critique, however, is not qnite the same as to accept the claim that in 
seeking to transcend these epistemological oppositions embedded in 
notions of the modern and the traditional, poststructuralism has indeed 
created the basis of a healthy humanism. That claim is put forth by its 
Mi’icanist adherents; scholarship, they say, must "deexoticize" Africa 
and banalize it. 

The swing from the exotic to the banal ( 
be damned!’)a° is from one extreme to another of 
events in Africa as exceptional to the general 

to 
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seeing it as routine, as simply dissolving in that general flmv, confirming 
its trend, and in the process presumably confirming the humanity of the 
African people. In the process, African history and reality lose any speci- 
ficity, and with it, we also lose any but an invented notion of Africa. But 
it is only when abstracted from structural constraint that agency appears 
as lacking in historical specificity. At this point, abstract mfiversalism and 
intimate particularism turn out to be two sides of the same coin: both 
see in the specificity of experience nothing but its idiosyncrasy. 

The Patrimonial State 

Whereas poststructuralists focus on the intimate and the day-to-day, 
shunning metatheory and metaexperiencc, the mainstream Africanists 
arc shy of neither. The presnmption that developments in Africa can best 
be understood as mirroring an earlier history is widely shared among ¯ 
North American A_fi’icanists. Befbre the current preoccupation with civil 
society as the guarantor of democracy--a notion I ~vill comment on 
later--Africanist political science was concerned mainly with two issues: 
a tendency toward corruption among those within the system and to- 
ward exit among those marginal to it. 

The literature on corruption makes sense of its spread as a reoccur- 
rence of an early European practice: "patrimonialism" or "preben- 
dalism.’’~ Two broad tendencies can be discernedJ2 For the state- 
centrists, the state has failed to penetrate society sufficiently and is 
therefore hostage to it; for the society-centrists, society has failed to 
hold the state accountable and is thcrcIbre prey to it. I will argue that 
the former fail to see the form of power, of how the state does penetrate 
society, and the latter the fbrm of revolt, of how society does hold the 
state accountable, because both work through analogies and are unable 
to come to grips with a historically specific reality. 

Although I will return to the society-centrists, the present-day cham- 
pions of civil society as the guarantor of democracy, it is worth tracing 
the contours of the state-centrist argument. Overwhchned by societal 
pressures, its institutional integrity compromised by individual or sec- 
tional interest, the state has turned into a "weak Leviathan,’’1"~ "sus- 
pended above socict3,.’’~ Whether plain "soft’’~ or in "decline" and 
"decay,"~6 this creature may be "omnipresent" but is hardly "omnipo- 
tent.’’~7 Then follows the theoretical conclusion: variously termed as the 
"early modern authoritarian state," the "early modern absolutist state," 
or "the patrimonial autocratic state," this form of state power is likened 
to its ancestors in seventeenth-century Europe or early postcolonial 
Latin America, often underlined as a political feature of the transition to 
capitalism. 
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democratization everywhere is the contention bct~veen civil society and 
the state.22 To come to grips ~vith these claims requires a historical anal- 
ysis, fbr these conclusions arc arrived at through analogy seeking. 

The notion of civil society came to prominence ~vith the Eastern Eu- 
ropean uprisings of the late 1980s. These events were taken as signaling 
a paradigmatic shift, from a state-centered to a society-centered perspec- 
tive, from a strategy of armed struggle that seeks to capture state power 
to one of an unarmed civil struggle that seeks to create a self-limiting 
power. In the late 1980s, the theme of a society-state struggle reverber- 
ated through Mi’icanist circles in North America and became the new 
prismatic lens through which to gauge the significance of events in 
rica. Even though the shift from armed struggle to popular civil protest 
had occurred in South Africa a decade earlier, in the course of the Dur- 
ban strikes of 1973 and the Soweto uprising of 1976, the same observers 
who tended to exceptionalize the significance of these events eagerly 
generalized the import of later events in Eastern Europe! 

For the core of post-Renaissance theory,23 civil society was a historical 
construct, the result of an all-embracing process of differentiation: of 
power in the state and division of labor in the economy, giving rise to an 
autonomous legal sphere to govern civil life. It is no exaggeration to say 
that the Hegelian notion of civil society is both the summation and the 
springboard of main currents of Western thought on the subject.24 
Sandwiched between the patriarchal family and the universal state, civil 
society was for Hegel the historical product of a two-dimensional pro- 
cess. On one hand, the spread of commodity relations diminished the 
~veight of extra-economic coercion, and in doing so, it freed the econ- 
omy-and broadly society--from the sphere of politics. On the other 
hand, the centralization of means of violence within the modern state 
went alongside the settlement of differences within society without di- 
rect recourse to violence. With an end to extra-economic coercion, force 
ceased to be a direct arbiter in day-to-day life. Contractual relations 
among free and autonomous individuals ~vere henceforth regulated by 
civil law. Bounded by law, the modern state recognized the rights of 
citizens. The rule of law meant that law-governed behavior was the rule. 
It is in this sense that civil society was understood as civilized society. 

As a meeting ground of contradictory interests, civil society in H~gel 

comprises two related moments, the first explosive, the second integra- 
tive; the first in the arena of the market, the second of public opinion. 
These two moments resurface in Marx and Gramsci as two different con- 
ceptions of civil society. For Marx civil society is the ensemble of rela- 
tions embedded in the market; the agency that defines its character is the 
bourgeoisie. For Gramsci (as for Polanyi, Talcott P~s, and later 

is triple and 
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not double: between the state, the economy, and society. The realm of 
civil society is not the market but public opinion and culture. Its agents 
are intellectuals, who figure predominantly in the establishmcnt of hege- 
mony. Its hallmarks arc voluntary association and free publicity, the 
basis of an autonomous organizational and expressive life. Although au- 
tonomous of the state, this lite cannot be independent of it, tbr the guar- 
antor of the autonomy of civil society can be none other than the state; 
or, to put matters differently, although its guarantor may be a specific 
constellation of social forces organized in and through civil society, they 
can do so only by ensuring a form of the state and a corresponding legal 
regime to undergird the autonomy of civil society. 

The Gramscian notion of civil society as public opinion and culture 
has been formulated simultaneously as analytical construct and pro- 
grammatic agenda in J{irgen Habcrmas’s work on the public sphere.2s 
Habcrmas accents both structural processes and strategic initiatives in 
explaining the historical formation of civil society. In the context of a 
structural change "embedded in the transformation of state and econ- 
omy," the strategic initiatives of an embryonic bourgeois class shaped 
"an associational life" along voluntary and democratic principles,z6 At 
first, this "public sphere" was largely apolitical, revolving "around liter- 
ary and art criticism." The French Revolution, however, "triggered a 
movement" leading to its "politicization," thereby underlining its dem- 
ocratic significance. 

Critics of Habcrmas have tried to disentangle the analytical from the 
programmatic strands in his argument by relocating this movement in 
its historical context. Thus, argues Geoff Eley, the "public sphere" was 
from the very outset "an arena of contested meanings," both in that 
"different and opposing publics maneuvered lbr space" within it and in 
the sense that "certain ’publics’ (\vomen, subordinate nationalities, pop- 
ular classes like the urban poor, the ~vorking class, and the peasantry) 
may have been excluded altogether" from it. This process of exclusion 
was simultaneously one of "harnessing... public lile to the interests of 
one particular group.’’27 

The exclusion that defined the specificity of civil society under colo- 
nial rule was that of race. Yet it is not possible to understand the nature 
of colonial power simply by fbcusing on the partial and exclusionary 
character of civil society. It requires, rather, coming to grips with the 
specific nature of power through which the population of subjects ex- 
cluded from civil society ~vas actually ruled. This is why the fbcus in 
this book is on how the subject population was incorporated into-- 
and not excluded from--the arena of colonial power. The accent is on 
incorporation, not marginalization. By emphasizing this not as an exclu- 
sion but as another form of power, I intend to argue that no reform of 
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contemporary civil society institutions can by itself unravel this decen- 
tralized despotism. To do so xvill require nothing less than dismantling 
that form of power. 

THE BIFURCATED STATE 

The colonial state was in every instance a historical fbrmation. Yet its 

structure everDvhere came to share certain fundamental features. I will 

argue that this was so because cverDvhcre the organization and reorga- 

nization of the colonial state was a response to a central and overriding 

dilemma: the native question. Briefly put, how can a tiny and foreign 

minority rule over an indigenous majority’? To this question, there were 

two broad answers: direct and indirect rule. 

Direct rule was Europe’s initial response to the problem of adminis- 

tering colonies. There ~vould be a single legal order, defined by the "civ- 

ilized" laws of Europe. No "native" institutions would be recognized. 

Although "natives" would have to conform to European laws, only 

those "civilized" would have acceas to European rights. Civil society, in 

this sense, was presumed to be civilized society, from whose ranks the 

uncivilized were excluded. The ideologues of a civilized native policy 

rationalized segregation as less a racial than a cultural affair. Lord 

Milner, the colonial secretary, argued that segregation ~vas "desirable no 

less in the interests of social comfbrt and convenience than in those of 

health and sanitation." Citing Milner, Lugard concurred: 

On the one hand the policy does not impose any restriction on one race 
which is not applicable to the other. A European is as strictly prohibited 
from living in the native reservation, as a native is from living in the Euro- 
pean quarter. On the other hand, since this feeling exists, it should in my 
opinion be made abundantly clear that what is aimed at is a segregation of 
social standards, and not a segregation of races. The Indian or the African 
gentleman who adopts the higher standard of civilization and desires to 
partake in such immunity from infection as segregation may convey, should 
be as free and welcome to live in the civilized reservation as the European, 
provided, of course, that he does not bring with him a concourse of fol- 
lowers. The native peasant often shares his hut with his goat, or sheep, or 
fowls. He loves to drum and dance at night, which deprives the European 
of sleep. He is skeptical of mosquito theories. "God made the mosquito 
larvae," said a Moslem delegation to me, "for God’s sake let the larvae 
live." For these people, sanitary rules are necessary but hateful. They have 
no desire to abolish segregation,au 
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Citizenship would be a privilege of the civilized; the uncivilized would 

be subject to an all-round tutelage. They may have a modicum of civil 
rights, but not political rights, for a propertied franchise separated the 
civilized from the uncivilized. The resulting vision was summed up in 
Cecil Rhodes’s famous phrase, "Equal rights for all civilized men." 

Colonies xvere territories of European settlement. In contrast, the ter- 
ritories of European domination--but not of settlement--were known 

as protectorates. In the context of a settler capitalism, the social pre- 
requisite of direct rule was a rather drastic affair. It involved a compre- 
hensive sway of market institutions: the appropriation of land, the de- 
struction of communal autonomy, and the defeat and dispersal of tribal 

populations. In practice, direct rule meant the rcintegration and domi- 
nation of natives in the institutional context ofsemiservile and semicapi- 
talist agrarian relations. For the vast majority of natives, that is, tbr those 
uncivilized who were excluded fi’om the rights of citizenship, direct rule 
signified an unmediatcd--centralized--despotism. 

In contrast, indirect rule came to be the mode of domination over a 
"free" peasantry. Here, land remained a communal--"customary"-- 
possession. The market was restricted to the products of labor, only 
marginally incorporating land or labor itself. Peasant communities were 
reproduced within the context of a spatial and institutional autonomy. 
The tribal leadership was either selectively reconstituted as the hierarchy 
of the local state or freshly imposed where none had existed, as in "state- 
less societies." Here political inequality went alongside civil inequality. 
Both were grounded in a legal dualism. Alongside received law was im- 
plemented a customary law that regulated nonmarket relations, in land, 
in personal (family), and in community affairs. For the subject popu- 
lation of natives, indirect rule signified a mediated--decentralized-- 
despotism. 

Even historically, the division between direct and indirect rule never 
coincided neatly with the one between settler and nonsettler colonies. 
True, agrarian settler capital did prefer direct rule premised on "freeing" 
land ~vhile bonding labor, but indirect rule could not be linked to any 
specific fraction of capital. It came to mark the inclination of several frac- 
tions of the bourgeoisie: mining, finance, and commerce. The main fka- 

tures of direct and indirect rule, and the contrast between them, are best 
illustrated by the South African experience. Direct rule was the main 
mode of control attempted over natives in the eighteenth and early nine- 
teenth centuries. It is a form of control best exemplified by the Cape 
experience. The basic features of indirect rule, however, emerged 
through the experience of Natal in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. The distinction is also captured in the contrast between the 
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experience of the nineteenth-century coastal enclaves (colonies) of 
Lagos, Freetown, and Dakar and the twentieth-century inland protec- 
torates acquired in the course of the Scramble. The Cape-Natal divide 
over how to handle the native question was resolved in favor of the Natal 
model. Key to that resolution was the emergence of the Cape as the 
largest single reserve for migrant labor in South Aft’lea, for the domi- 
nance of mining over agrarian capital in late-nineteenth-century South 
Aft’lea--and elsewhere--posed afresh the question of the reproduction 
of autonomous peasant communities that would regularly supply male, 
adult, and single migrant labor to the mines. 

Debated as alternative modes of controlling natives in the early colo- 
nial period, direct and indirect rule actually evolved into complemen- 
tary ways of native control. Direct rule was the form of urban civil 
power. It was about the exclusion of natives from civil freedoms guaran- 
teed to citizens in civil society. Indirect rule, however, signified a rural 
tribal authority. It was about incorporating natives into a state-enforced 
customary order. Re~)rmulated, direct and indirect rule are better 
understood as variants of despotism: the fbrmer centralized, the latter 
decentralized. As they learned from experience--of both the ongoing 
resistance of the colonized and of earlier and parallel colonial encoun- 
ters-colonial powers generalized decentralized despotism as their prin- 
cipal answer to the native question. 

The Aft’lean colonial experience came to be crystallized in the nature 
of the state forged through that encounter. Organized differently in 

rural areas f?om urban ones, that state was Janus-faced, bifurcated. It 
contained a duality: two forms of power under a single hegemonic au- 
thority. Urban power spoke the language of civil society and civil rights, 
rural power of community and culture. Civil power claimed to protect 
rights, customary power pledged to enforce tradition. The former ~vas 
organized on the principle of differentiation to check the concentration 
of power, the latter around the principle of fusion to ensure a unitary 
authority. To grasp the relationship between the two, civil power and 
customary power, and between the language each employed--rights 
and custom, freedom and tradition--we need to consider them sepa- 
rately while keeping in mind that each signified one face of the same 
bifurcated state. 

Actually Existing Civil Society 

The rationale of civil power ~vas that it was the source of civil law that 

framed civil rights in civil society. I have already suggested that this 

idealization--also shared by contemporary Afi’icanist discourse on civil 
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society--reminds one of an earlier discourse on socialism. More pro- 
grammatic than analytical, more ideological than historical, its claims 
call fbr a historical analysis. Thus the need--as I have already sug- 
gested--fbr an analysis of actually existing civil society so as to under- 
stand it in its actual formation, rather than as a promised agenda for 
change. 

To grasp major shifts in the history of the relationship between civil 
society and the state, one needs to move a~vay from the assumption of a 
single generalizable moment and identify" different and even contradic- 
t0i’y moments in that historical flow. Only through a historically an- 
chored query is it possible to problematize the notion of civil society, 
thereby to approach it analytically rather than programatically. 

The history of civil so~n colonial Aft’lea is lace~vith racism. That 

is, as it were, its original sin, for civil society was first and fbremost the 
society of the colons. Also, it was primarily a creation of the colonial 
state. The rights of free association and free publicity., and eventually of 
political representation, were the rights of citizens under direct rule, not 
of subjects indirectly ruled by a customarily organized tribal authority. 
Thus, whereas civil society was racialized, Native Authority was tribal- 
ized. Between the rights-bearing colons and the subject peasantry was a 
third group: urban-based natives, mainly middle- and working-class per- 
sons, who were exempt from the lash of customary law but not from 
modern, racially discriminatory civil legislation. Neither subject to cus- 
toni nor exalted as rights-bearing citizens, they languished in a juridical 
limbo. 

In the main, however, the colonial state was a double-sided affair. Its 
one side, the state that governed a racially defined citizenry, was 
bounded by the rule of law and an associated regime of rights. Its other 
side, the state that ruled over subjects, was a regime of extra-economic 
coercion and administratively driven justice. No wonder that the strug- 
gle of subjects was both against customary authorities in the local state 
and against racial barriers in civil society. The latter was particularly 
acute in the settler colonies, where it often took the form of an armed 
struggle, but it was not confined to settler colonies. Its best-known[ 
theoretician was Frantz Fanon. This then was the first historical moment 
in the development of civil society: the colonial state as the protector of 
the society of the colons. 

The second moment in that development saw a marked shift in the 
relation between civil society and the state. This was the moment of the 
anticolonial struggle, for the anticolonial struggle was at the same time 
a struggle of embryonic middle and ~w3rking classes, the native strata in 
limbo, for entry into civil society. That entry, that expansion of civil so- 
ciety, was the result of an ant~state struggle. Its consequence was the 
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creation of an indigenous civil society. A process set into motion with 

postwar colonial reform, this development was of limited signifi- 

cance. It could not be other~vise, fbr any significant progress in the crea- 

tion of an indigenous civil society required a change in the form of 

the state. It required a dcracialized state. 

Independence, the birth of a deracialized state, xvas the context of the 

third moment in this history. Independence tended to deracialize the 

l 
state but not civil society. Instead, historically accumulated privilege, 

usually racial, was embedded and defended in civil society. Wherever the 

struggle to deracialize civil society reached meaningful proportions, the 

independent state played a central role. In this context, the state-civil 

society antagonism diminished as the arena of tensions shifted to within 

civil society. 

The key policy instrument in that struggle was what is today called 

affirmative action and what was then called Africanization. The politics 

of Afficanization was simultaneously unif!/ing and fragmenting. Its first 

moment involved the dismantling of racially inherited privilege. The ef- 

fect was to unify the victims of colonial racism. Not so the second mo- 

~~ 
m erit, which turned around the question of redistribution and divided 
that same majority along lines that reflected the actual process of redis- 

tribution: regional, religious, ethnic, and at times just familial. The ten- 

dency of the literature on corruption in postindependence Africa has 

been to detach the two moments and thereby to isolate and decontextu- 

alize the moment of redistribution (corruption) from that of expropria- 

tion (redress) through ahistorical analogies that describe it as the politics 

ofpatrimonialism, prebendalism, and so on. The effect has been to cari- 

cature the practices under investigation and to make them unintelligible. 

Put back in the context of an urban civil society encircled by a country- 

side under the sway of so many customary powers--thus subject to the 

~ 
twin pressures of deracialization and rctribalization--patrimonialism, as 

we will see, was in fact a form of politics that restored an urban-rural link 

in the context of a bifiarcated state, albeit in a top-down fashion that 

~] fhcilitated the quest of bourgeois fractions to strengthen and reproduce 
their leadership. 

There is also a second contcxmalized lesson one needs to draw from 

that period. The other side of the politics of affirmative action was the 

struggle of the beneficiaries of the colonial order--mainly colons in the 

settler colonies and immigrant minorities (from India and Lebanon) in 

nonsettler colonies--to defend racial privilege. This defense, too, took 

a historically specific fbrm, ff)r with the deracialization of the state, 

the language of that defense could no longer be racial. Racial privilege 

not only receded into civil society, but defended itself in the language of 

civil rights, of individual rights and institutiomd:~utonomy. To victims 
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of racism the vocabulary of rights rang hollow, a lullaby fbr perpetuating 

racial privilege. Their demands were [brmulated in the language of na- 

tionalism and social justice. The result was a breach bct~veen the dis- 

course on rights and the one on justice, with the language of rights ap- 

pearing as a fig leaf over privilege and power appearing as the guarantor 

of social justice and redress. 

This is the context of the Iburth moment in the history of actually 

existing civil society. This is the moment of the collapse of an embryonic 

indigenous civil society, of trade unions and autonomous civil organiza- 

tions, and its absorption into political society. It is the moment of the 

marriage between technicism and nationalism, of the proliferation of 

state nationalism in a context where the claims of the state--both dcvcl- 

opmentalist and equalizing--had a po~verful resonance, particularly for 

the fast-expanding educated strata. It is the time when civil society- 

based social movements became demobilized and political movements 

statizcd.29 

To understand the limits of dcracialization of civil society, one needs 

to grasp the specificity of the local state, which was organized not as a 

racial power denying rights to urbanized subjects, but as an ethnic 

power enforcing custom on tribespeoplc. The point of reform of such a 

power could not be deracialization; it could bc only detribalization. But 

so long as the rcfbrm perspective was limited to deracialization, it 

looked as though nothing much had changed in the rural sphere, 

whereas everything seemed to have changed in the urban areas. We will 

see that wherever there was a failure to democratize the local state, 

postindependence generations had to pay a heavy price: the unrefbrmed 

Native Authority came to contaminate civil society, so that the more 

civil society was deracialized, the more it took on a tribalized form. 

True, the deracialization of the central state was a necessary step to- 

ward its democratization, but the two could not be equated. To appreci- 

ate what democratization would have entailed in the African context, ~ve 

need to grasp the specificity of tribal power in the countryside. 

Customary Authority 

Late colonialism brought a wealth of experience to its African pursuit. 

By the time the Scramble for Aft’lea took place, the turn fi-om a civilizing 

mission to a law-and-order administration, fi’om progress to power, was 

complete. In the quest to hold the line, Britain was the first to marshal 

authoritarian possibilities in native culture. In the process, it defined a 

world of the customary from which there was no escape. Key to this was 

the definition of land as a customary possession, for in nonsettler Africa, 
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the Africa adnIinistercd through Native Authorities, the general rule was 
that land could not be a private possession, of either landlords or peas- 
ants. It was defined as a customary communal holding, to which every 
peasant household had a customary access, defined by state-appointed 
customary authorities. As we will see, the creation of an all-embracing 
world of the customary had three notable consequences. 

First, more than any other colonial subject, the African was container- 
ized, not as a native, but as a tribcsperson. Every colony had two legal 
systenIs: one modern, the other customary. Customary law was defined 
in the plural, as the law of the tribe, and not in the singular, as a law for 
all natives. Thus, there was not one customary law for all natives, but 
roughly as many sets of customary laws as there were said to be tribes. 
The genius of British rule in Africa--we will hear one of its semiofficial 

;tiistorians claim--was in seeking to civilize Africans as communities, not 

as individuals. More than anDvhere else, there was in the African colo- 
nial experience a one-sided opposition between the individual and the 
group, civil society and community, rights and tradition. 

Second, in the late-nineteenth-century African context, there were 
several traditions, not just one. The tradition that colonial powers privi- 
leged as the customary was the one with the least historical depth, that 

\ of nineteenth-century conquest states. But this monarchical, authoritar- 
~.l Jan, and patriarchal notion of the customary, we will see, most accurately 

** ~mirrored colonial practices. In this seuse, it was an ideological construct. 
Unlike civil lay,; customary law was an administratively driven affair, 

for those who enforced custom ~vere in a position to define it in the first 
place. Custom, in other words, was state ordained and state enforced. I 
wish to be understood clearly. I am not arguing fbr a conspiracy theory 
whereby custom ~vas always defined "from above," always "invented" or 
"constructed" by those in power. The customary was more often than 
not the site of struggle. Custom was often the outcome of a contest be- 

? tween various forces, not just those in power or its on-the-scene agents. 

~>j My point, though, is about the institutional context in which this con- test took place: the terms of the contest, its institutional fi’amework, 

I 
were heavily skewed in favor of state-appointed customary authorities. It 
was, as we will see, a game in xvhich the dice were loaded. 

It should not be surprising that custom came to be the language of 
force, masking the uncustomary power of Native Authorities. The third 
notable consequence of an all-embracing customary power was that the 
African colonial experience was nIarked by force to an unusual degree. 
Where land was defined as a customary possession, the market could be 
only a partial construct. Beyond the market, there was only one way of 

I 
. driving land and labor out of the world of the customary: force. The 

"~ day-to-day violence of the colonial system ~ eml~edded in customary 
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Native Authorities in the local state, not in civil power at the center. Yet 
we must not ibrget that customary local authority was reinforced and 
backed up by central civil power. Colonial despotism was highly de- 
centralized. 

The seat of customary power in the rural areas was the local state: the 
district in British colonies, the cercle in French colonies. The functionary 

of the local state apparatus was everywhere called the chief’. One should 
not be misled by the nomenclature into thinking of this as a holdover 
from the precolonial era. Not only did the chief have the right to pass 
rules (bylaws) governing persons under his domain, he also executed all 

laws and was the administrator in "his" area, in which he settled all dis- 
putes. The authority of the chief thus fused in a single person all mo- 
ments of power: judicial, legislative, executive, and administrative. This 
authority was like a clenched fist, necessary because the chief stood at 
the intersection of the market economy and the nonmarket one. The 
administrative justice and the administrative coercion that were the sum 
and substance of his authority lay behind a regime of extra-economic 
coercion, a regime that breathed life into a whole range of compulsions: 
forced labor, tbrccd crops, fbrced sales, tbrced contributions, and forced 
removals. 

ETHNICITY AND THE ANTICOLONIAL REVOLT 

To understand the nature of struggle and of agency, one needs to un- 
derstand the nature of power. The latter has something to do with the 
nature of exploitation but is not reducible to it. I started writing this 
book with a focus on differentiated agrarian systems on the continent. 
From the perspective that has come to bc known as political economy, 
I learned that the nature of political power becomes intelligible when 
put in the context of concrete accumulation processes and the struggles 
shaped by these.~° From this point of view, the starting point of analysis 
had to be the labor question. 

I began to question the completeness of this proposition when I came 
to realize that the form of the state that had evolved over the colonial 
period was not specific to any particular agrarian system. Its specificity 
was, rather, political; more than anvthing else, the form of the state was 
shaped by the African colonial experience. More than the labor ques- 
tion, it was the native question that illuminated this experience. My 
point is not to set up a false opposition between the two, but I do main- 
tain that political analysis cannot extrapolate the nature of power from 
an analysis of political economy. More than the labor question, the or- 
ganization and reorganization of power turned on the imperitive of\ 
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maintaining political order. This is ~vhy to understand the l~brm of the 
state tbrged under colonialism one had to place at the center of analysis 
the riddle that was the native question. 

The form of rule shaped the form of revolt against it. Indirect rule at 
once reinforced ethnically bound institutions of control and led to their 
explosion from within. Ethnicity (tribalism) thus came to be simultane- 
ously the tbrm of colonial control over natives and the l~brm of rew~lt 
against it. It defined the parameters of both the Native Authority in 
charge of the local state apparatus and of resistance to it. 

Everywhere, the local apparatus of the colonial state was organized 
either on an ethnic or on a religious basis. At the same time, one finds it 

~ 
d ifficult to recall a single major peasant uprising over the colonial period 
that has not been either ethnic or religious in inspiration. Peasant insur- 

, rectionists organized around xvhat they claimed was an untainted, un- 
compromised, and genuine custom, against a state-enlbrced and cor- 
rupted version of the customary. This is so for a simple but basic reason: 
the anticolonial struggle was first and foremost a struggle against the 

.hierarchy of the local state, the tribally organized Native Authority, 

lwhich as customarv. This is ~vhv everv- enforced the colonial order 
~ where--although the cadres of the nationalist movement ~vere recruited 

"’~ mainly movement gained depth the more it was f?om urban areas--the 
| anchored in the peasant struggle against Native Authorities. 

Yet tribalism as revolt became the source of a profound dilemma be- 
cause local populations were usually multiethnic and at times multireli- 
globs. Ethnicity, and at times religion, was reproduced as a problem in- 
side every peasant movement. This is ~vhy it is not enough simply to 
separate tribal power organized from above from tribal revolt waged 
fi’om below so that we may denounce the former and embrace the latter. 

~ 
The revolt from below needs to be problemized, l~br it carries the seeds 

of its own fragmentation and possible self-destruction. 
I have already suggested that the fragmentation is not just ethnic. 

Rather, the interethnic divide is an effect of a larger split, also politically 
enforced, between town and country. Neither was this double divide, 
urban-rural and interethnic, fortuitous. My claim is that every move- 

ment against decentralized despotism bore the institutional imprint of 
that mode of rule. Every movement of resistance was shaped by the very 
structure of power against which it rebelled. How it came to understand 
this historical fact, and the capaciu it marshaled to transcend it, set the 
tone and course of the movement. I ~vill make this point through an 
analysis of t~vo types of resistance: thc rural in Uganda and the urban in 
South Africa. 

We are now in a position to ans~ver the question, What would democ- 
ratization have entailed in the African contc.~t? tt would have entailed 
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the deracialization of civil po~ver and the detribalization of customary 
power, as starting points of an overall democratization that would tran- 
scend the legacy of a bifurcated power. A consistent democratization 
~vould have required dismantling and reorganizing the local state, the 
array of Native Authorities organized around the principle of fiasion of 
prover, fbrtified by an administratively driven customary justice and 
nourished through extra-economic coercion. 

In addition to setting the pace in tapping authoritarian possibilities in 
culture and in giving culture an authoritarian bent, Britain led the way 

in fashioning a theory that claimed its particular fbrm of colonial domi- 
nation to be marked by an enlightened and permissive recognition of 
native culture. Although its capacity to dominate grew through a disper- 
sal of its own power, the colonial state claimed this proccss to be no 
more than a deference to local tradition and custom. To grasp the con- 
tradiction in this claim, I have suggested, needs the analysis of the insti- 
tutions within which official custom was ~brgcd and reproduced. The 
most important institutional legacy of colonial rule, I argue, may" lie in 
the inherited impediments to democratization. 

VARIETIES OF DESPOTISM 

AS POSTINDEPENDENCE IREFORM 

Clearly, the form of the state that emerged through postindcpcndence 
reform was not the same in every instance. There was a variation. If ~ve 
,start with the language that power employed to describe itself; wc can 
identify two distinct constellations: the conservative and thc radical. In 

case of the conservative African states, thc hierarchy of the local state 
~aratus, from chiefs to headmen, continued after independence. In 
radical Afi’ican states, though, there seemed to be a marked change. 

some instances, a constdlation of tribally defined customary laws was 
as a single customary law transcending tribal boundaries was 

The result, however, was to develop a unifbrm, countrywide 
la~v, applicable to all peasants regardless of ethnic affiliation, 

g alongside a modern law for urban dwellers. A version of the 
state, forged through the colonial encounter, remained. 

the conservative regimes reproduced the dccentralizcd despo- 
xvas the fbrm of the colonial state in Africa, the radical regimes 

to reform it. The outcome, however, was not to dismantle des-. 
through a democratic reform; rather it was to reorganize decen- 
power so as to unify the "nation" through a reform that tendedl 

centralization. The antidote to a decentralized despotism turned out 
be a centralized despotism. In the back-and-forth movement between 
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a decentralized and centralized despotism, each regime claimed to be 

reforming the negative features of its predecessor. This, we will see, is 

best illustrated by the seesaw movement between civilian and military 

regimes in Nigeria. 

The continuity between the form of the colonial state and the power 

fashioned through radical reform was underlined by the despotic nature 

of power. For inasmuch as radical regimes shared with colonial powers 

the conviction to effect a revolution from above, they ended up intensi- 

fying the administratively driven nature of justice, customary or modern. 

~ 
If anything, the radical experience built on the legacy of fused power 

entbrcing administrative imperatives through extra-economic coer- 

cion-except that, this time, it was done in the name not of enforcing 

custom but of making development and waging revohltion. Even if 

there was a change in the title of functionaries, from chief~ to cadres, 

there was little change in the nature of power. If anything, the fist of 

colonial power that was the local state was tightened and strengthened. 

Even if it did not employ the language of custom and enforce it through 

a tribal authority, the more it centralized coercive authority- in the name 

of development or revolution, the more it enforced and deepened the 

. gulf between town and country. If the decentralized conservative variant 

~of despotism tended to bridge the urban-rural divide through a clien- 
~~ telism whose effect was to exacerbate ethnic divisions, its centralized 

radical variant tended to do the opposite: de-emphasizing the customary 

and ethnic difference between rural areas while deepening the chasm be- 

tween town and country in the pursuit of an administratively driven de- 

velopment. The bifurcated state that was created with colonialism was 

deracialized, but it ~vas not d,.e~_mg~cr~atized. If the two-pronged division 
that the colonial state enforced on the colonized--between town and 

country, and between ethnicities--was its dual legacy at independence, 

each of the two versions of the postcolonial state tended to soften one 

part of the legacy while exacerbating the other. The limits of the con- 

servative states were obvious: they removed the sting of racism from a 

colonially fashioned stronghold but kept in place the Native Authori- 

ties, which enforced the division between ethnicities. The radical states 

went a step further, joining deracialization to detribalization. But the 

deracialized and detribalized power they organized put a premium on 

administrative decision-making. In the name of detribalization, they 

tightened central control over local authorities. Claiming to herald de- 

velopment and wage revolution, they intensified extra-economic pres- 

sure on the peasantry. In the process, they inflamed the division between 

town and country. If the prototype subject in the conservative states 

bore an ethnic mark, the prototype subject in the radical states was sire- 
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ply the rural peasant. In the process, both experiences reproduced one 
part of the dual legacy of the bifurcated state and created their own dis- 
tinctive version of despotism. 

SOUTH AFRICAN EXCEPTIONALISM 

The bittersweet fruit of African independence also defines one possible 
future fbr postapartheid South Africa. Part of my argument is that apart- 
heid, usually considered the exceptional tkature in the South African 
experience, is actually its one aspect that is uniquely African. As a form 

of the state, apartheid is neither self-evidently objectionable nor self- 
evidently identifiable. Usually understood as institutionalized racial 
domination, apartheid was actually an attempt to soften racial antago- 
nism by mediating and thereby refracting the impact of racial domina- 
t_ion through a range of Native Authorities. Not surprisingly, the dis- 
course of apartheid--in both General Smuts, who anticipated it, and the 
Broederbond, which engineered it--idealized the practice of indirect 
rule in British colonies to the north. As a form of rule, apartheid--like 
the indirect rule colonial state--fractured the ranks of the ruled along a 
double divide: ethnic on the one hand, rural-urban on the other. 

The notion of South African exceptionalism is a current so strong in 
South African studies that it can be said to have taken on the character 
of a prejudice. I am painfully aware of the arduous labor of generations 
of researchers that has gone into the making of South African studies: 
someone new to that field must tread gingerly and modestly. Yet we all 
know of the proverbial child who combines audacity with the privilege 

things anew; perhaps this child’s only strength is to take notice 
emperor has no clothes on. My claim, simply put, is that South 

Africa has been an African country with specific differences. 
The South African literature that has a bearing on the question of the 

comprises three related currents. The first is a body of writings 
economistic. It focuses on the rural-urban interface and the di- 

g significance of the countryside as a source of livelihood for its 

Its accent is on the mode of ex~_~f, r.___ul__e. With 
eye on an irreversible process of proletarianization, it sees rural areas 

shrinking in the face ofa unilinear trend. Because it treats rural 
as largely residual, it is unable fully to explain apartheid as a form 
state. It is only from an economistic perspective--one that high- 

levels of industrialization and proletarianization one-sidedly--that 
African exceptionalism makes sense. Conversely, the same excep- 

masks the colonial nature of the South African experience. 
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The point is worth elaborating. It is only from a perspective that fo- 
cuses single-mindedly on the labor question that the South African ex- 
perience appears exceptional. For the labor question does illmninate 
that which sets South Africa apart more or less in a category of its 
own: semi-industrialization, scmi-prolcterianization, semi-urbanization, 
capped by a strong civil society. This is xvhy it takes a shift of fbcus 
from the labor question to the native question to underline that which 
is African and unexceptional in the South African experience. That com- 
monality, I argue, lies not in the political economy but in the form of the 
state: the bifurcated state. Forged in response to the ever present di- 
lemma of hmv to secure political order, the bifurcated state was like a 
spidery beast that sought to pin its prey to the ground, using a minimum 
of force--judicious, some would say--to kccp in check its most dynamic 
tendencies. The more dynamic and assertive these tendencies, as they 
inevitably ~vcre in a semi-industrial setting like South Africa, the greater 
the force it unleashed to keep them in check. Thus the bifurcated state 
tried to keep apart forcibly that which socioeconomic processes tended 
to bring together freely: the urban and the rural, one ethnicity and 
another. 

There is a second body of scholarship, which is on the question of 
chiefship and rural administration. It is a specialized and ghettoizcd lit- 
erature on a particular institutional fbrm or on local government, ~vhose 
findings and insight are seldom integrated into a comprehensive analysis 
of the state. And then, finally, there is a corpus of general political ~vrit- 
ings that is wholistic but lacks in depth and explanatory poxver. This is 
the literature on "internal colonialism," "colonialism of a special type" 
and "settler colonialism." No longer in vogue in academia, this kind of 
writing has tended to become increasingly moralistic: it is preoccupied 
with the search fbr a colonizer, not the mode of colonial control. With 
a grmving emphasis on non-racialism in the mainstream of popular 
struggle in South Africa, it appears embarrassing at best and divisive 
at worst. As a failure to analyze apartheid as a form of the state, this 
triple legacy is simultaneously a failure to realize that the bifurcated state 
does not have to be tinged with a racial ideology. Should that analyti- 
cal failure be translated into a political one, it will leave open the possi- 

~ 
bility fbr such a form of control and containment to survive the current 
transition. 

The specificity of the South African experience lies in the strength of 
its civil society, both white and black. This is in spite of the artificial 
dcurbanization attempted by the apartheid regime. The sheer numerical 
weight of white settler presence in South Africa sets it apart from settler 
minorities elsewhere in colonial Africa. Black urbanization, however, has 
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been a direct by-product of industrialization, first fbllowing the discov- 

ery of gold and diamonds at the end of the nineteenth century, then 

urban uprising that built xvave upon wave fbllowing Smveto 1976 
that was at the basis of the shift in the paradigm of resistance from 

to popular struggle. The strength of urban forces and civil soci- 
~ased movements in South Africa meant that unlike in most African 

the center of gravity of popular struggle was in the townships i against Native Autho~rities in the countryside. The depth of re- 

not 

in South Africa was rooted in urban-based worker and student[~. 
not in the peasant revolt in the countryside. Whereas in most 

countries the formation of an indigenous civil society was mainly 
)endence affair, follmving the deracialization of the state, in 

Africa it is both cause and consequence of that deracialization. 
civil society-based movements in apartheid South Africa mirror the 

weakness of similar prodemocracy movements to the north: shaped-7 
the bifurcated nature of the state, they lack an agenda for democratiz- 

customary power gelled in indirect rule authorities and thereby 
)ective for consistent democratization. 

The contemporary outcome in South Africa reflects both features, 
generically African and those specifically South African. The situa- 

leading to the nonracial elections of 1994 is a confluence of five 
developments. The first is the shift to apartheid rule in the late 

Most analysts have seen this as an exception to the "wind of 
then blowing across the continent, a wind that in its xvake 
state independence to nonsettler colonies. In retrospect, 

apartheid--the upgrading of indirect rule authority in rural 
to an autonomous status combined xvith police control over "ha- 
movement between the rural and the urban, an attempt to convert 

into an ethnic contradiction--was the National Party’s attempt 
a leaf from the history of colonial rule to the north of the 

gave apartheid its particularly cruel twist ~vas its attempt 
to deurbanize a growing urban African population. This re- 

the introduction of administratively driven justice and fused 
in African townships; the experience can be summarized in two 
forced removals, which must chill a black South African spine 

forced removals notwithstanding, the processes of urbaniza- 
proletarianization continued. The repression that administra- 

justice and fused power made possible--particularly in the 
of peace" that followed the Sharpeville massacre of 1960-- 
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created a climate of great investor confidence. As rates of capital accu- 
mulation leaped ahead of previous levels, so did rates of African proletar- 
ianization and urbanization. 

Third, the decade of peace ended with the Durban strikes of 1973 
and the Soweto uprising of 1976. For the next decade, South Afi-ica was 
in the throes of a protracted and popular urban uprising. The paradigm 
of resistance shifted from an exile-based armed struggle to an internal 
popular struggle. 

Fourth, the original and main social base of independent unionism 
that followed the Durban strikes of 1973 was migrant labor. The trajec- 
tory of migrant-labor politics illuminates the broad contours of the poli- 
tics of resistance in apartheid South Africa. From being the spearhead of 
rural struggles against newly upgraded Native Authorities in the 1950s, 
migrant labor provided the main energy that propelled forward the in- 
dependent trade union movement in the decade following the Durban 
strikes. But by the close of the next decade, hostel-based migrants had 
become marginal to the township-based revolt. As tensions between 
these two sectors of the urban African population exploded into antago- 
nism in the Reef violence of 1990-91, hostels were exposed as the soft 
underbelly of both unions and township civics. Seen in the 1950s as 
urban-based militants spearheading a rural struggle--an explosion of 
the urban in the rural--by 1990 migrants appeared to many an urban 
militant as tradition-bound country bumpkins bent on damming the 
waters of urban township resistance: the rural in the urban. 

If my objective in looking at the South African experience were simply 
to bring to it some of the lessons from African studies, the result would 
be a one-sided endeavor. If it is not to turn into a self-serving exercise, 
the objective must be--and indeed is--also to bring some of the 
strengths of South African studies to the study of Africa. For if the prob- 
lena of South African studies is that it has been exceptionalized, that of 
African studies is that it was originally exoticized and is nmv banalized. 
But unlike African studies, which continues to be mainly a turnkey im- 
port, South African studies has been more of a homegrown import sub- 
stitute. In sharp contrast to the rustic and close-to-the-ground character 

of South African studies, African studies have tended to take on the 
character of a speculative vocation indulged in by many a stargazing aca- 
demic perched in distant ivory towers. 

This lesson was driven home to me with the forceful impact of a dra- 
matic and personal realization in the early 1990s, when it became possi- 
ble for an African academic to visit South Africa. At close quarters, 
apartheid no longer seemed a self-evident exception to the African colo- 
nial experience. As the scales came off, I realized that the notion of 
South African exccptionalism could not be an exclusively South African 
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creation. The argument was also reinforced--regularly--from the 
side of the border, both by those who hold the gun and by 

who wield the pen. This is why the creation of a truly African-~,~ 
a study of Africa whose starting point is the commonality of the 
experience, seems imperative at this historical moment. To do 

however, requires that we proceed from a recognition of our shared 
which is honest enough not to deny our differences. 

If the reader should wonder why I have devoted so much space to 
African material, I need to point out that the South African ex- 

plays a key analytical and explanatory role in the argument 
forth. It is precisely because the South African historical expe- 

ls so different that it dramatically underlines what is common 
the African colonial experience. Its brutality in a semi-industrialized 

notwithstanding, apartheid needs to be understood as a fbrm of 
state, the result of a refbrm in the mode of rule which attempted 

contain a growing urban-based revolt, first by repackaging the native 
under the immediate grip of a constellation of autonomous 

Authorities so as to fragment it, and then by policing its move- 
between country and town so as to f?eeze the division between 

two. Conversely, it is precisely because black civil society in South 
is that much stronger and more tenacious than any to the north 

it illustrates dramatically the limitations of an exclusively civil soci- 

perspective as an anchor fbr a democratic movement: the 
uprising that unfolded in the wake of Durban 1973 and Soweto 
lacked a perspective from which to understand and transcend 

interethnic and the urban-rural tensions that would mark its way 

the seesaw struggle between state repression and the urban 
had reached a stalemate by the mid-1980s. It was as if the 

of the protracted uprising had been checked and frustrated by the 
of indirect rule Native Authorities. The uprising remained a pre- 

urban affair. At the same time, the international situation 
changing fast with glasnost coming to the Soviet Union and the 

thawing. In this context the South African government tried to 
a lost initiative through several dramatic refbrms. The first ~vas 

1986 removal of influx control and the abolition of pass laws, 
reversing the legacy of forced removals. It was as if the gov- 

by throwing open the floodgates of urban entry to rural mi- 
hoped they would flock to townships and put out the fires of 

revolt. And so they flocked: by 1993, according to most esti- 
the shanty population encircling many townships was at around 

nearly a fifth of the total population. Many were migrants 

rural areas. 
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The second initiative came in 1990 with the release of political pris- 
oners and the unbanning of exile-based organizations. The government 
had identified a force highly credible in the urban uprising but not 
born of it and sought to work out the terms of an alliance with it. That 
fbrce was the African National Congress (ANC) in exile. Those terms 
were worked out in the course ofa fi)ur-year negotiation process, called 
the Convention fbr a Democratic South Africa (CODESA). The result- 
ing constitutional consensus ensured the National Party substantial 
powers in the state for at least five years after the non-racial elections 
of 1994. Many critiques of the transition have tbcused on this blemish, 
but the real import of this transition to nonracial rule may turn out to be 
the fact that it will leave intact the structures of indirect rule. Sooner 
rather than later, it will liquidate racism in the state. With free move- 
ment between town and countr); but with Native Authorities in charge 
of an ethnically governed rural population, it will reproduce one legacy 
of apartheid--in a nonracial form. If that happens, this deracialization 

without democratization will have been a uniquely African outcome! 

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION 

This book is divided into two parts. The first/bcuses on the structure of 

the state. Follmving this introduction is a chapter that reconstructs the 

moment of the late-nineteenth-century scramble as a confluence of two 
interrelated developments. The first was the end of slavery, both in the 
Western hemisphere and on the African continent. This shift of histori- 
ca! proportions both underlined the practical need for a new regime of 

compulsions and cleared the ground for it. The second contributory fac- 
tor was the set of lessons that late colonialism drew from its Asian expe- 
rience. The historical context illuminates what ~vas distinctive about the 
nature of colonial power in Africa. 

The political history of indirect rule, from its genesis in equatorial Af- 
rica to its completion in South Africa, is traced in chapter 3. I should 

perhaps clarifi/at this point that I do not claim to have written a book 
that is encyclopedic and panoramic in its empirical reach. The point of 
the examples I narrate is illustrative. As a mode of rule, decentralized 
despotism ~vas perfi~cted in equatorial Africa, the real/bcus of the late- 

nineteenth-century scramble. Only later did its scope extend north and 
south, parts of the continent colonized earlier. The examples I use from 
the colonial period are clustered around the period of incubation of in- 
direct rule in equatorial Africa, with an extended discussion of South 
M’rica, which is usually presumed to be an exception to the African expe- 
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and ~vhich I contend was the last to implement a version ofdecen- 

despotism.                                                  ~ 
As its pioneers, the British theorized the colonial state as less a territo- 

construct than a cultural one. The duality between civil and custom- 

~ power was best described in legal ideology, tile subject of chapter 4. 
dualism juxtaposed received (modern) law with customary law. 

customary law was fbrmulated not as a single set of native laws but 
so many sets of tribal laws. Conversely, colonial authorities defined a 

or an ethnic group as a group with its own distinctive law. Referred 
as custom, this law was usually umvritten. Its source, however, xvas 
Native Authority, those in charge of managing the local state appara- 
Often installed by the colonizing power and always sanctioned by it, 
Native Authority was presented as the traditional tribal authority. 

the source of the law was the very authority that administered the 
there could be no rule-bound authority. In such an arrangement, 
could be no rule of law.                                        ~_ 

This first part of the book closes with a chapter (~) on the relation 
to decentralized despotism, that between the free peasant and the 

Through an illustrative exploration of extra-economic 
chapter ~ sums up the distinctive feature of the economy of 

rule. Together, chapters B, 4, and ~ sum up the institution~l~ 
triad through which this decentralized mode of rule operated: a fusion ( 

:power, an administratively driven notion of customary law, and a ~ 

~cu~ienXtra-ecOn(v)mlc compulsions. Each chapter also closes wit!~ ~ ~g "s    "o of the ar’ety a~d the overall limit of postindependence ~._ 
reform. 

The second part of the book explores the changing shape of opposi- 
tional movements as they grow out of the womb of the bifurcated state. 
I focus on two paradigm cases to illuminate the rural and urban contexts 
of resistance: Uganda and South Africa. Within the context of exploring 
different ways of bridging the urban-rural divide, my objective is two- 
fold: first, to counterpose tile earlier discussion of authoritarian possibil- 
ities in culture (customary law)toa discussion of emancipatory possi-c 

bilities in ethnicity; second, to problematize ethnicity as resistance, ~ 
precisely because it occurs in multiethnic contexts. 

The Ugandan materia! forms the bulk of case studies in chapter 6 on 
rural-based movements in equatorial Africa. My primary accent is on 
movements that seek to reform customary power in rural areas, so as to 
bring out both their creative moments and their limitations. The South 
African material in chapter 7 focuses on urban-based movements, orga- 
nized the first time as trade unions and the second time as political par- 
ties. Through a combination of secondary source material and primary 
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Introduction: 
Thinking through Africa’s Impasse 

DISCUSSIONS on Africa’s present predicament revolve around two clear 
tendencies: modernist and communitarian. Modernists take inspiration 
ti-om the East European uprisings of the late eighties; communitarians 
decry liberal or leR Euroccntrism and call tbr a return to the source. For 
modernists, the problem is that civil society is an embryonic and mar- 
ginal construct in Africa; for communitarians, it is that real flesh-and- 
blood communititcs that comprise Africa arc marginalizcd from public 
life as so many "tribes." The liberal solution is to locate politics in civil 
society, and the Africanist solution is to put Africa’s age-old communi- 
ties at the center of African politics. One side calls for a regime that will 
champion rights, and the other stands in defense of culture. The impasse 
in Africa is not only at the level of practical politics. It is also a paralysis 
of perspective. 

The solution to this theoretical impasse--between modernists and 
communitarians, Euroccntrists and Africanists--docs not lie in choosing 
a side and defending an entrenched position. Because both sides to the 
debate highlight different aspects of the same African dilemma, I will 
suggest that the way forward lies in sublating both, through a double 
move that simultaneously critiques and affirms. To arrive at a creative 
synthesis transcending both positions, one needs to problcmatizc each. 

To do so, I will analyze in this book two related phenomena: how 
power is organized and how it tends to fragment resistance in con- 
temporary Africa. By locating both the language of rights and that of 
culture in their historical and institutional context, I hope to underline 
that part of our institutional legacy that continues to be reproduced 

through the dialectic of state,,_Lreform and popular rc__sistancc. The core 
legacy, I will suggest, was forged through the colonial experience. 

In colonial discourse, the problem of stabilizing alien rule was politely 
referred to as "the native question." It was a dilemma that confronted 
every colonial power and a riddle that preoccupied the best of its minds. 
Therefore it should not be surprising that when a person of the stature 
of General Jan Smuts, with an international renown rare for a South 
African prime minister, was invited to deliver the prestigious Rhodes 
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Memoria! Lectures at Oxford in 1929, the native question formed the 
core of his deliberation. 

The African, Smuts reminded his British audience, is a special human 
"type" with "some wonderful characteristics," which he went on to cel- 
ebrate: "It has largely remained a child type, with a chi!d psychology and 
outlook. A child-like human can not be a bad human, for are we not in 
spiritual matters bidden to be like unto little children? Perhaps as a di- 
rect result of this temperament the African is the only happy human I 
have come across." Even if the racism in the language is blinding, we 
should be wary of dismissing Smuts as some South African oddity. 

Smuts spoke from within an honorab!e Western tradition. Had not 

Hegel’s Philosol~hy of History mythologized "Africa proper" as "the land 
of childhood"? Did not settlers in British colonies call every At?ican 
male, regardless of age, a "boy"--houseboy, shamba-boy, office-bo); 
ton-boy, mine-boy--no different from their counterparts in Franco- 
phone Africa, who used the child-familiar tu when addressing Africans 
of any age? "The negro," opined the venerable Mbert Schweitzer of 

Gabon fame, "is a child, and with children nothing can be done without 
uthonty: In the colonial mind, however, Ati-icans were no ordinary 

children. They were destined to be so perpetually--in the words of 
Christopher Fyfe, "Peter Pan children who can never grow up, a child 
race."1 

Yet this book is not about the racial legacy of colonialism. IfI tend to 
dcemphasize the legacy of colonial racism, it is not only because it has 
been the subject of perceptive analyses by militant intellectuals like 
Frantz Fanon, but because I seek to highlight that part of the colonial 
legacy--the institutional--which remains more or less intact. Precisely 
because deracialization has marked the limits ofpostcolonial reform, the 

nonracial legacy of colonialism needs to be brought out into the open so 
that it may be the focus of a public discussion. 

The point about General Smuts is not the racism that he shared with 
many of his class and race, for Smuts was not simply the unconscious 
bearer of a tradition. More than just a sentry standing guard at the cut- 
ting edge of that tradition, he was, if anything, its standard-bearer. A 
member of the British war cabinet, a confidant of Churchill and Roose- 
velt, a one-time chancel!or of Cambridge University, Smuts rose to be 
one of the fi’amers of the League of Nations Charter in the post-World 
War I era.2 The very image of an enlightened leader, Smuts opposed 
slavery and celebrated the "principles of the French Revolution which 
had emancipated E " urope, but he opposed their a1~tion to Africa, 

was of a race so 
co    be for the 
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"de-Africanize the African and turn him either into a beast of the field or 
into a pseudo-European." "And yet in the past," he lamented, "we have 
tried both alternatives in our dealings with the Africans." 

First ~vc looked upon the African as essentially inferior or sub-human, as 

having no soul, and as being only fit to be a slave .... Then we changed to 

the opposite extreme. The African now became a man and a brother. Reli- 

gion and politics combined to shape this new African policy. The principles 

of the French Revolution which had emancipated Europe were applied to 

Africa; liberty, equality and fraternity could turn bad Africans into good 

Europeans.a 

Smuts was at pains to underline the negative consequences of a policy 
fbrmulated in ignorance, even if coated in good faith. 

The political system of the natives was ruthlessly destroyed in order to in- 

corporate them as equals into the white system. The African was good as a 

potential European; his social and political culture was bad, barbarous, and 

only deserving to be stamped out root and branch. In some of the British 

possessions in Africa the native just emerged ~om barbarism was accepted 

as an equal citizen with full political rights along with the ~vhites. But his 

native institutions ~vere ruthlessly proscribed and destroyed. The principle 

of equal rights ~vas applied in its crudest form, and ~vhile it gave the native 

a semblance of equality with whites, which was little good to him, it de- 

stroyed the basis of his A~ican system ~vhich was his highest good. These 

are the two extreme native policies which have prevailed in the past, and the 

second has been only less harmful than the first. 

If "Africa has to be redeemed" so as "to make her own contribution to 
the world," then "we shall have to proceed on different lines and evolve 
a policy which will not force her institutions into an alien European 
mould" but "wil! preserve her unity with her own past" and "build her 
future progress and civilization on specifically African fbundations." 
Smuts went on to champion "the new policy" in bold: "The British Em- 
pire does not stand for the assimilation of its peoples into a common 
type, it does not stand for standardization, but for the fullest freest de- 
velopment of its peoples along their own specific lines." 

The "fullest freest development of [its] peoples" as opposed to their 
assimilation "into a common type" required, Smuts argued, "institu- 
tional segregation." Smuts contrasted "institutional segregation" with 
"territorial segregation" then in practice in South Africa. The problem 
with "territorial segregation," in a nutshell, was that it was based on a 
policy of institutional homogenization. Natives may be territorially sep- 
arated from whites, but native institutions were slowly but surely giving 
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way to an alien institutional mold. As the economy became industrial- 
ized, it gave rise to "the colour problem," at the root of which were 
"urbanized or detribalized natives." Smuts’s point was not that racial 
segregation ("territorial segregation") should be done away with. 
Rather it was that it should be made part of a broader "institutional seg- 
regation" and thereby set on a secure footing: "Institutional segregation 
carries with it territorial segregation." The way to preserve native insti- 
tutions xvhile meeting the labor demands of a growing economy was 
through the institution of migrant labor, for "so long as the native fam- 
ily home is not with the white man but in his own area, so long the 
native organization will not be materially all&ted." 

It is only when segregation breaks down, when the whole fkmily migrates 

from the tribal home and out of the tribal jurisdiction to the white man’s 

farm or the white man’s town, that the tribal bond is snapped, and the 

traditional system falls into decay. And it is this migration of the native 

family, of the females and children, to the farms and the towns which 

should be prevented. As soon as this migration is permitted the process 

commences which ends in the urbanized detribalized native and the dis- 

appearance of the native organization. It is not white employment of native 

males that works the mischief, but the abandonment of the native tribal 

home by the women anti children.4 

Put simpl~; the problem with territorial segregation was that it rendered 
racial domination unstable: the more the economy developed, the more 
it came to depend on the "urbanized or detribalized natives." As that 
happened, the beneficiaries of rule appeared an alien minority and its 
victims evidently an indigenous majority. The way to stabilize racial 
domination (territorial segregation) was to ground it in a politically 
enforced system of ethnic pluralism (institutional segregation), so that 
everyone, victims no less than beneficiaries, may appear as minorities. 
However, with migrant labor providing the day-to-day institutional link 
between native and white society, native institutions--fashioned as so 
many rural tribal composites--may be conserved as separate but would 
function as subordinate. 

At this point, however, Smuts faltered, for, he believed, it ~vas too late 
in the day to implement a policy of institutional segregation in South 
Africa; urbanization had already proceeded too far. But it ~vas not too 
late for less developed colonies to the north to learn from the South 
African experience: "The situation in South Africa is therea~ore a lesson 
to all the :r British communities farther as much 
as possible the of the and 
to enforce from the start tl~ conser- 
vation of se )arat¢ native 
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The Broederbond, however, disagreed. To this brotherhood of Boer 

supremacists, to stabilize the system of racial domination was a question 

of life and death, a matter in which it could never be too late. What 
Smuts termed institutional segregation the Broederbond called apart- 
heid. The context in which apartheid came to be implemented made for 
its particularly harsh features, for to rule natives through their own insti- 
tutions, one first had to push natives back into the confines of native 
institutions. In the context of a semi-industrialized and highly urban- 

ized South Africa, this meant, on the one hand, the forced removal of 
those marked unproductive so they may be pushed out of white areas 
back into native homelands and, on the other, the forced straddling of 

those deemed productive between workplace and homeland through an 
ongoing cycle of annual migrations. To effect these changes required a 
degree of force and brutality that seemed to place the South African co- 
lonial experience in a class of its own. 

But neither institutional segregation nor apartheid was a South Afri- 
can invention. If anything, both idealized a ~brm of rule that the British 

Colonial Office dubbed "indirect rule" and the French "association." 
Three decades before Smuts, Lord Lugard had pioneered indirect rule 

in Uganda and Nigeria. And three decades after Smuts, Lord Hailey 
would sum up the contrast between forms of colonial rule as turning on 
a distinction between "identity" and "differentiation" in organizing the 
relationship between Europeans and Africans: "The doctrine of identity 
conceives the future social and political institutions of Africans as des- 
tined to be basically similar to those of Europeans; the doctrine of diffEr- 
entiation aims at the evolution of separate institutions appropriate to 

African conditions and differing both in spirit and in form from those of 
Europeans."~ The emphasis on differentiation meant the forging of spe- 
cifically "native" institutions through which to rule subjects, bnt the in- 

stitutions so defined and enforced were not racial as much as ethnic, not 
"native" as much as "tribal." Racial dualism was thereby anchored in a 

politically enforced ethnic pluralism. 
To emphasize their offensive and pejorative nature, I put the words 

native and tribal in quotation marks. But after first use, I have dropped 
the quotation marks to avoid a cumbersome read, instead relying on the 
reader’s continued vigilance and good sense. 

This book, then, is about the regime of differentiation (institutional 
segregation) as fashioned in colonial Africa--and reformed after inde- 
pendence-and the nature of the resistance it bred. Anchored histori- 
cally, it is about how Europeans ruled Africa and how Africans re- 
sponded to it. Drawn to the present, it is about the structure of power 
and the shape of resistance in contemporary Africa. Three sets of ques- 
tions have guided my labors. To what extent was the structure of power 
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in contemporary Afi-ica shaped in the colonial period rather than born of 
the anticolonial revolt? Was the notion that they introduced the rule of 
law to African colonies no more than a cherished illusion of colonial 
powers? Second, rather than just uniting diverse ethnic groups in a com- 
mon predicament, was not racial domination actually mediated through 
a variety of ethnically organized local powers? If so, is it not too simple 
even if tempting to think of the anticokmial (nationalist) struggle as just 
a one-sided repudiation of ethnicity rather than also a series of ethnic 
revolts against so many ethnically organized and centrally reinforced 
local po~vers--in other words, a string of ethnic civil wars? In brief, was 
not ethnicity a dimension of both power and resistance, of both the 

problem and the solution? Finally, if" power reproduced itself by exag- 
gerating difference and denying the existence of an oppressed majority; 
is not the burden of protest to transcend these differences without deny- 
ing them? 

I have written this book with four objectives in mind. My first objec- 

in contemporary Africanist studies. Thereby, I seek to establish the his- ~, 
rive is to question the writing of history by analogy, a method pervasive 

torical legitimacy of Africa as a unit of analysis. My second oNective is to 

¯ establish that apartheid, usually considered unique to South Africa, is 
actually the generic ff)rm of the colonial state in Ati’ica. As a tbrm of rule, 
apartheid is what Smuts called institutional segregation, the British 

termed indirect rule, and the French association. It is this common state 
v~ form that I call decentralized despotism. A corollary is to bring some of the lessons from the study of Africa to South African studies and vice 

versa and thereby to question the notion of South African exceptional- 
ism. A third objective is to underline the contradictory character of eth- 
nicity. In disentangling its two possibilities, the emancipatory from the 

authoritarian, my purpose is not to identifi! emancipatory movements 
and avail them for an uncritical embrace. Rather it is to problcmatize 

them through a critical analysis. My tburth and final objective is to showy 
that although the bifilrcated state created ~vith colonialism was deracial- 
ized after independence, it was not democratized. Postindependencc re- 
form led to diverse outcomes. No nationalist government was content 

to reproduce the colonial legacy uncritically. Each sought to reform the 

bifurcated state that institutionally crystallized a state-enforced separa- 
tion, of the rural from the urban and of one ethnicity from another. But 
in doing so each reproduced a part of that legacy, thereby creating its 
own variety of despotism. 

These questions and objectives are very much at the root of the dis- 
cussion in the chapters that Ibllow. Before sketching in full the ~tlines 
of my argument, however, I find it necessary to 
point of departure. 
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BEYOND A HISTORY BY ANALOGY 

In the aftermath of the Cuban Revolution, dependency theory emerged 
as a powerful critique of various forms of unilinear evolutionism. It re- 
jected both the claim that the less developed countries were traditional 
societies in need of modernization and the conviction that they ~vere 
backward precapitalist societies on the threshhold of a much-needed 

bourgeois revolution. Underdevelopment, argued proponents of de- {’ 

pendcncy, was historically produced; as a creation of modern imperial-~ 
ism, it was as modern as industrial capitalism. Both were outcomes of a 
process of "accumulation on a world scale."6 

Its emphasis on historical specificity notwithstanding, dependency 
soon lapsed into yet another form ofahistorical structuralism. Alongside 
modernization theory and orthodox Marxism, it came to view social 
reality through a series of binary opposites. If modernization theorists 

thought of society as modern or premodern, industrial or preindustrial, 
and orthodox Marxists conceptualized modes of production as capitalist 
or precapitalist, dependency theorists juxtaposed development with 
underdevelopment. Of the bipolarity, the lead term--"modern," "in- 
dustrial," "capitalist," or "development"--was accorded both analytical 
value and universal status. The other was residual. Making little sense 
without its lead twin, it had no independent conceptual existence. The 
tendency was to understand these experiences as a series of approxima- 
tions, as replays not quite efficient, understudies that fell short of the 
real perfomance. Experiences summed up by analogy were not just con- 
sidered historical latecomcrs on the scene, but were also ascribed a pre- 
destiny. Whereas the lead term had analytical content, the residual term 
lacked both an original history and an authentic future. 

In the event that a real-life performance did not correspond to the 
prescribed trajectory, it was understood as a deviation. The bipolarity 
thus turned on a double distinction: between experiences considered 
universal and normal and those seen as residual or pathological. The re- 
sidual or deviant case was understood not in terms of what it was, but 
with reference to what it was not. "Premodern" thus became "not yet 
modern," and "prccapitalism .... not yet capitalism." But can a student, 
tbr example, bc understood as not yet a teacher? Put differently, is being 
a professional teacher the true and necessary destiny of every student? 
The residual term in the evolutionary enterprise--"prcmodem," "prein- 
dustrial," "precapitalist," or "underdeveloped’--really summed up the 
"etc." of unilinear social science, that which it tended to explain away. 

A unilinear social science, however, involves a double maneuver. If it 
tends to caricature the experience summed up as the residual term, it 
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also mythologizes the experience that is the lead term. If the former is 
rendered ahistorical, the latter is ascribed a suprahistorical trajectory of 
development, a necessary path whose main line of development is un- 
affected by struggles that happened along the ~vay. There is a sense in 
which both are robbed of history. 

The endeavor to restore historicity, agency, to the subject has been 
the cutting edge of a variety of critiques of structuralism. But if struc- 
turalism tended to straitjacket agency within iron laws of history, a 
strong tendency in poststructuralism is to diminish the significance of 
historical constraint in the name of salvaging agency. "The dependent 
entry of African societies into the world system is not especially unique," 
argues the French Africanist Jean-Francois Bayart, "and should be scien- 

tifically de-dramatised."7 On one hand, "inequality has existed through- 
out time, and--it should be stressed ad nauseum--does not negate his- 
toricity"; on the other hand, "deliberate recourse to the strategies of 
cxtraversion" has been a "recurring phenomenon in the history of the 
continent." Dependency theory is thereby stood on its head as mod- 
ern imperialism is--shall I say celcbrated?--as the outcome of an African 

initiative! Similarly, in another recent historical rewrite, slavery too is 
explained a~vay as the result of a local initiative. "The African role in the 
development of the Atlantic," promises John Thornton, "would not 
simply be a secondary one, on either side of the Atlantic," for "we must 
accept" both "that African participation in the slave trade was voluntary 
and under the control of African decision makers" on this side of the 
Atlantic and that "the condition of slaver),, by itself, did not necessarily 
prevent the development of an African-oriented culture" on the far side 
of the Atlantic.s It is one thing to argue that nothing short of death can 
extinguish human initiative and creativity, but quite another to see in 
every such gesture evidence of a historical initiative. "Even the inmates 
of a concentration camp are able, in this sense, to live by their own cul- 
tural logic," remarks Talal Asad. "But one may be forgiven tbr doubting 

that they are therefore ’making their own history.’-9 
To have critiqued structuralist-inspired binary oppositions fbr giving 

rise to walled-off sciences of the normal and the abnormal, the civilized 
and the savage, is the chief merit of poststructuralism. To appreciate this 
critique, however, is not qnite the same as to accept the claim that in 
seeking to transcend these epistemological oppositions embedded in 
notions of the modern and the traditional, poststructuralism has indeed 
created the basis of a healthy humanism. That claim is put forth by its 
Mi’icanist adherents; scholarship, they say, must "deexoticize" Africa 
and banalize it. 

The swing from the exotic to the banal ( 
be damned!’)a° is from one extreme to another of 
events in Africa as exceptional to the general 

to 
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seeing it as routine, as simply dissolving in that general flmv, confirming 
its trend, and in the process presumably confirming the humanity of the 
African people. In the process, African history and reality lose any speci- 
ficity, and with it, we also lose any but an invented notion of Africa. But 
it is only when abstracted from structural constraint that agency appears 
as lacking in historical specificity. At this point, abstract mfiversalism and 
intimate particularism turn out to be two sides of the same coin: both 
see in the specificity of experience nothing but its idiosyncrasy. 

The Patrimonial State 

Whereas poststructuralists focus on the intimate and the day-to-day, 
shunning metatheory and metaexperiencc, the mainstream Africanists 
arc shy of neither. The presnmption that developments in Africa can best 
be understood as mirroring an earlier history is widely shared among ¯ 
North American A_fi’icanists. Befbre the current preoccupation with civil 
society as the guarantor of democracy--a notion I ~vill comment on 
later--Africanist political science was concerned mainly with two issues: 
a tendency toward corruption among those within the system and to- 
ward exit among those marginal to it. 

The literature on corruption makes sense of its spread as a reoccur- 
rence of an early European practice: "patrimonialism" or "preben- 
dalism.’’~ Two broad tendencies can be discernedJ2 For the state- 
centrists, the state has failed to penetrate society sufficiently and is 
therefore hostage to it; for the society-centrists, society has failed to 
hold the state accountable and is thcrcIbre prey to it. I will argue that 
the former fail to see the form of power, of how the state does penetrate 
society, and the latter the fbrm of revolt, of how society does hold the 
state accountable, because both work through analogies and are unable 
to come to grips with a historically specific reality. 

Although I will return to the society-centrists, the present-day cham- 
pions of civil society as the guarantor of democracy, it is worth tracing 
the contours of the state-centrist argument. Overwhchned by societal 
pressures, its institutional integrity compromised by individual or sec- 
tional interest, the state has turned into a "weak Leviathan,’’1"~ "sus- 
pended above socict3,.’’~ Whether plain "soft’’~ or in "decline" and 
"decay,"~6 this creature may be "omnipresent" but is hardly "omnipo- 
tent.’’~7 Then follows the theoretical conclusion: variously termed as the 
"early modern authoritarian state," the "early modern absolutist state," 
or "the patrimonial autocratic state," this form of state power is likened 
to its ancestors in seventeenth-century Europe or early postcolonial 
Latin America, often underlined as a political feature of the transition to 
capitalism. 
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democratization everywhere is the contention bct~veen civil society and 
the state.22 To come to grips ~vith these claims requires a historical anal- 
ysis, fbr these conclusions arc arrived at through analogy seeking. 

The notion of civil society came to prominence ~vith the Eastern Eu- 
ropean uprisings of the late 1980s. These events were taken as signaling 
a paradigmatic shift, from a state-centered to a society-centered perspec- 
tive, from a strategy of armed struggle that seeks to capture state power 
to one of an unarmed civil struggle that seeks to create a self-limiting 
power. In the late 1980s, the theme of a society-state struggle reverber- 
ated through Mi’icanist circles in North America and became the new 
prismatic lens through which to gauge the significance of events in 
rica. Even though the shift from armed struggle to popular civil protest 
had occurred in South Africa a decade earlier, in the course of the Dur- 
ban strikes of 1973 and the Soweto uprising of 1976, the same observers 
who tended to exceptionalize the significance of these events eagerly 
generalized the import of later events in Eastern Europe! 

For the core of post-Renaissance theory,23 civil society was a historical 
construct, the result of an all-embracing process of differentiation: of 
power in the state and division of labor in the economy, giving rise to an 
autonomous legal sphere to govern civil life. It is no exaggeration to say 
that the Hegelian notion of civil society is both the summation and the 
springboard of main currents of Western thought on the subject.24 
Sandwiched between the patriarchal family and the universal state, civil 
society was for Hegel the historical product of a two-dimensional pro- 
cess. On one hand, the spread of commodity relations diminished the 
~veight of extra-economic coercion, and in doing so, it freed the econ- 
omy-and broadly society--from the sphere of politics. On the other 
hand, the centralization of means of violence within the modern state 
went alongside the settlement of differences within society without di- 
rect recourse to violence. With an end to extra-economic coercion, force 
ceased to be a direct arbiter in day-to-day life. Contractual relations 
among free and autonomous individuals ~vere henceforth regulated by 
civil law. Bounded by law, the modern state recognized the rights of 
citizens. The rule of law meant that law-governed behavior was the rule. 
It is in this sense that civil society was understood as civilized society. 

As a meeting ground of contradictory interests, civil society in H~gel 

comprises two related moments, the first explosive, the second integra- 
tive; the first in the arena of the market, the second of public opinion. 
These two moments resurface in Marx and Gramsci as two different con- 
ceptions of civil society. For Marx civil society is the ensemble of rela- 
tions embedded in the market; the agency that defines its character is the 
bourgeoisie. For Gramsci (as for Polanyi, Talcott P~s, and later 

is triple and 
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not double: between the state, the economy, and society. The realm of 
civil society is not the market but public opinion and culture. Its agents 
are intellectuals, who figure predominantly in the establishmcnt of hege- 
mony. Its hallmarks arc voluntary association and free publicity, the 
basis of an autonomous organizational and expressive life. Although au- 
tonomous of the state, this lite cannot be independent of it, tbr the guar- 
antor of the autonomy of civil society can be none other than the state; 
or, to put matters differently, although its guarantor may be a specific 
constellation of social forces organized in and through civil society, they 
can do so only by ensuring a form of the state and a corresponding legal 
regime to undergird the autonomy of civil society. 

The Gramscian notion of civil society as public opinion and culture 
has been formulated simultaneously as analytical construct and pro- 
grammatic agenda in J{irgen Habcrmas’s work on the public sphere.2s 
Habcrmas accents both structural processes and strategic initiatives in 
explaining the historical formation of civil society. In the context of a 
structural change "embedded in the transformation of state and econ- 
omy," the strategic initiatives of an embryonic bourgeois class shaped 
"an associational life" along voluntary and democratic principles,z6 At 
first, this "public sphere" was largely apolitical, revolving "around liter- 
ary and art criticism." The French Revolution, however, "triggered a 
movement" leading to its "politicization," thereby underlining its dem- 
ocratic significance. 

Critics of Habcrmas have tried to disentangle the analytical from the 
programmatic strands in his argument by relocating this movement in 
its historical context. Thus, argues Geoff Eley, the "public sphere" was 
from the very outset "an arena of contested meanings," both in that 
"different and opposing publics maneuvered lbr space" within it and in 
the sense that "certain ’publics’ (\vomen, subordinate nationalities, pop- 
ular classes like the urban poor, the ~vorking class, and the peasantry) 
may have been excluded altogether" from it. This process of exclusion 
was simultaneously one of "harnessing... public lile to the interests of 
one particular group.’’27 

The exclusion that defined the specificity of civil society under colo- 
nial rule was that of race. Yet it is not possible to understand the nature 
of colonial power simply by fbcusing on the partial and exclusionary 
character of civil society. It requires, rather, coming to grips with the 
specific nature of power through which the population of subjects ex- 
cluded from civil society ~vas actually ruled. This is why the fbcus in 
this book is on how the subject population was incorporated into-- 
and not excluded from--the arena of colonial power. The accent is on 
incorporation, not marginalization. By emphasizing this not as an exclu- 
sion but as another form of power, I intend to argue that no reform of 
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contemporary civil society institutions can by itself unravel this decen- 
tralized despotism. To do so xvill require nothing less than dismantling 
that form of power. 

THE BIFURCATED STATE 

The colonial state was in every instance a historical fbrmation. Yet its 

structure everDvhere came to share certain fundamental features. I will 

argue that this was so because cverDvhcre the organization and reorga- 

nization of the colonial state was a response to a central and overriding 

dilemma: the native question. Briefly put, how can a tiny and foreign 

minority rule over an indigenous majority’? To this question, there were 

two broad answers: direct and indirect rule. 

Direct rule was Europe’s initial response to the problem of adminis- 

tering colonies. There ~vould be a single legal order, defined by the "civ- 

ilized" laws of Europe. No "native" institutions would be recognized. 

Although "natives" would have to conform to European laws, only 

those "civilized" would have acceas to European rights. Civil society, in 

this sense, was presumed to be civilized society, from whose ranks the 

uncivilized were excluded. The ideologues of a civilized native policy 

rationalized segregation as less a racial than a cultural affair. Lord 

Milner, the colonial secretary, argued that segregation ~vas "desirable no 

less in the interests of social comfbrt and convenience than in those of 

health and sanitation." Citing Milner, Lugard concurred: 

On the one hand the policy does not impose any restriction on one race 
which is not applicable to the other. A European is as strictly prohibited 
from living in the native reservation, as a native is from living in the Euro- 
pean quarter. On the other hand, since this feeling exists, it should in my 
opinion be made abundantly clear that what is aimed at is a segregation of 
social standards, and not a segregation of races. The Indian or the African 
gentleman who adopts the higher standard of civilization and desires to 
partake in such immunity from infection as segregation may convey, should 
be as free and welcome to live in the civilized reservation as the European, 
provided, of course, that he does not bring with him a concourse of fol- 
lowers. The native peasant often shares his hut with his goat, or sheep, or 
fowls. He loves to drum and dance at night, which deprives the European 
of sleep. He is skeptical of mosquito theories. "God made the mosquito 
larvae," said a Moslem delegation to me, "for God’s sake let the larvae 
live." For these people, sanitary rules are necessary but hateful. They have 
no desire to abolish segregation,au 
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Citizenship would be a privilege of the civilized; the uncivilized would 

be subject to an all-round tutelage. They may have a modicum of civil 
rights, but not political rights, for a propertied franchise separated the 
civilized from the uncivilized. The resulting vision was summed up in 
Cecil Rhodes’s famous phrase, "Equal rights for all civilized men." 

Colonies xvere territories of European settlement. In contrast, the ter- 
ritories of European domination--but not of settlement--were known 

as protectorates. In the context of a settler capitalism, the social pre- 
requisite of direct rule was a rather drastic affair. It involved a compre- 
hensive sway of market institutions: the appropriation of land, the de- 
struction of communal autonomy, and the defeat and dispersal of tribal 

populations. In practice, direct rule meant the rcintegration and domi- 
nation of natives in the institutional context ofsemiservile and semicapi- 
talist agrarian relations. For the vast majority of natives, that is, tbr those 
uncivilized who were excluded fi’om the rights of citizenship, direct rule 
signified an unmediatcd--centralized--despotism. 

In contrast, indirect rule came to be the mode of domination over a 
"free" peasantry. Here, land remained a communal--"customary"-- 
possession. The market was restricted to the products of labor, only 
marginally incorporating land or labor itself. Peasant communities were 
reproduced within the context of a spatial and institutional autonomy. 
The tribal leadership was either selectively reconstituted as the hierarchy 
of the local state or freshly imposed where none had existed, as in "state- 
less societies." Here political inequality went alongside civil inequality. 
Both were grounded in a legal dualism. Alongside received law was im- 
plemented a customary law that regulated nonmarket relations, in land, 
in personal (family), and in community affairs. For the subject popu- 
lation of natives, indirect rule signified a mediated--decentralized-- 
despotism. 

Even historically, the division between direct and indirect rule never 
coincided neatly with the one between settler and nonsettler colonies. 
True, agrarian settler capital did prefer direct rule premised on "freeing" 
land ~vhile bonding labor, but indirect rule could not be linked to any 
specific fraction of capital. It came to mark the inclination of several frac- 
tions of the bourgeoisie: mining, finance, and commerce. The main fka- 

tures of direct and indirect rule, and the contrast between them, are best 
illustrated by the South African experience. Direct rule was the main 
mode of control attempted over natives in the eighteenth and early nine- 
teenth centuries. It is a form of control best exemplified by the Cape 
experience. The basic features of indirect rule, however, emerged 
through the experience of Natal in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. The distinction is also captured in the contrast between the 
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experience of the nineteenth-century coastal enclaves (colonies) of 
Lagos, Freetown, and Dakar and the twentieth-century inland protec- 
torates acquired in the course of the Scramble. The Cape-Natal divide 
over how to handle the native question was resolved in favor of the Natal 
model. Key to that resolution was the emergence of the Cape as the 
largest single reserve for migrant labor in South Aft’lea, for the domi- 
nance of mining over agrarian capital in late-nineteenth-century South 
Aft’lea--and elsewhere--posed afresh the question of the reproduction 
of autonomous peasant communities that would regularly supply male, 
adult, and single migrant labor to the mines. 

Debated as alternative modes of controlling natives in the early colo- 
nial period, direct and indirect rule actually evolved into complemen- 
tary ways of native control. Direct rule was the form of urban civil 
power. It was about the exclusion of natives from civil freedoms guaran- 
teed to citizens in civil society. Indirect rule, however, signified a rural 
tribal authority. It was about incorporating natives into a state-enforced 
customary order. Re~)rmulated, direct and indirect rule are better 
understood as variants of despotism: the fbrmer centralized, the latter 
decentralized. As they learned from experience--of both the ongoing 
resistance of the colonized and of earlier and parallel colonial encoun- 
ters-colonial powers generalized decentralized despotism as their prin- 
cipal answer to the native question. 

The Aft’lean colonial experience came to be crystallized in the nature 
of the state forged through that encounter. Organized differently in 

rural areas f?om urban ones, that state was Janus-faced, bifurcated. It 
contained a duality: two forms of power under a single hegemonic au- 
thority. Urban power spoke the language of civil society and civil rights, 
rural power of community and culture. Civil power claimed to protect 
rights, customary power pledged to enforce tradition. The former ~vas 
organized on the principle of differentiation to check the concentration 
of power, the latter around the principle of fusion to ensure a unitary 
authority. To grasp the relationship between the two, civil power and 
customary power, and between the language each employed--rights 
and custom, freedom and tradition--we need to consider them sepa- 
rately while keeping in mind that each signified one face of the same 
bifurcated state. 

Actually Existing Civil Society 

The rationale of civil power ~vas that it was the source of civil law that 

framed civil rights in civil society. I have already suggested that this 

idealization--also shared by contemporary Afi’icanist discourse on civil 
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society--reminds one of an earlier discourse on socialism. More pro- 
grammatic than analytical, more ideological than historical, its claims 
call fbr a historical analysis. Thus the need--as I have already sug- 
gested--fbr an analysis of actually existing civil society so as to under- 
stand it in its actual formation, rather than as a promised agenda for 
change. 

To grasp major shifts in the history of the relationship between civil 
society and the state, one needs to move a~vay from the assumption of a 
single generalizable moment and identify" different and even contradic- 
t0i’y moments in that historical flow. Only through a historically an- 
chored query is it possible to problematize the notion of civil society, 
thereby to approach it analytically rather than programatically. 

The history of civil so~n colonial Aft’lea is lace~vith racism. That 

is, as it were, its original sin, for civil society was first and fbremost the 
society of the colons. Also, it was primarily a creation of the colonial 
state. The rights of free association and free publicity., and eventually of 
political representation, were the rights of citizens under direct rule, not 
of subjects indirectly ruled by a customarily organized tribal authority. 
Thus, whereas civil society was racialized, Native Authority was tribal- 
ized. Between the rights-bearing colons and the subject peasantry was a 
third group: urban-based natives, mainly middle- and working-class per- 
sons, who were exempt from the lash of customary law but not from 
modern, racially discriminatory civil legislation. Neither subject to cus- 
toni nor exalted as rights-bearing citizens, they languished in a juridical 
limbo. 

In the main, however, the colonial state was a double-sided affair. Its 
one side, the state that governed a racially defined citizenry, was 
bounded by the rule of law and an associated regime of rights. Its other 
side, the state that ruled over subjects, was a regime of extra-economic 
coercion and administratively driven justice. No wonder that the strug- 
gle of subjects was both against customary authorities in the local state 
and against racial barriers in civil society. The latter was particularly 
acute in the settler colonies, where it often took the form of an armed 
struggle, but it was not confined to settler colonies. Its best-known[ 
theoretician was Frantz Fanon. This then was the first historical moment 
in the development of civil society: the colonial state as the protector of 
the society of the colons. 

The second moment in that development saw a marked shift in the 
relation between civil society and the state. This was the moment of the 
anticolonial struggle, for the anticolonial struggle was at the same time 
a struggle of embryonic middle and ~w3rking classes, the native strata in 
limbo, for entry into civil society. That entry, that expansion of civil so- 
ciety, was the result of an ant~state struggle. Its consequence was the 
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creation of an indigenous civil society. A process set into motion with 

postwar colonial reform, this development was of limited signifi- 

cance. It could not be other~vise, fbr any significant progress in the crea- 

tion of an indigenous civil society required a change in the form of 

the state. It required a dcracialized state. 

Independence, the birth of a deracialized state, xvas the context of the 

third moment in this history. Independence tended to deracialize the 

l 
state but not civil society. Instead, historically accumulated privilege, 

usually racial, was embedded and defended in civil society. Wherever the 

struggle to deracialize civil society reached meaningful proportions, the 

independent state played a central role. In this context, the state-civil 

society antagonism diminished as the arena of tensions shifted to within 

civil society. 

The key policy instrument in that struggle was what is today called 

affirmative action and what was then called Africanization. The politics 

of Afficanization was simultaneously unif!/ing and fragmenting. Its first 

moment involved the dismantling of racially inherited privilege. The ef- 

fect was to unify the victims of colonial racism. Not so the second mo- 

~~ 
m erit, which turned around the question of redistribution and divided 
that same majority along lines that reflected the actual process of redis- 

tribution: regional, religious, ethnic, and at times just familial. The ten- 

dency of the literature on corruption in postindependence Africa has 

been to detach the two moments and thereby to isolate and decontextu- 

alize the moment of redistribution (corruption) from that of expropria- 

tion (redress) through ahistorical analogies that describe it as the politics 

ofpatrimonialism, prebendalism, and so on. The effect has been to cari- 

cature the practices under investigation and to make them unintelligible. 

Put back in the context of an urban civil society encircled by a country- 

side under the sway of so many customary powers--thus subject to the 

~ 
twin pressures of deracialization and rctribalization--patrimonialism, as 

we will see, was in fact a form of politics that restored an urban-rural link 

in the context of a bifiarcated state, albeit in a top-down fashion that 

~] fhcilitated the quest of bourgeois fractions to strengthen and reproduce 
their leadership. 

There is also a second contcxmalized lesson one needs to draw from 

that period. The other side of the politics of affirmative action was the 

struggle of the beneficiaries of the colonial order--mainly colons in the 

settler colonies and immigrant minorities (from India and Lebanon) in 

nonsettler colonies--to defend racial privilege. This defense, too, took 

a historically specific fbrm, ff)r with the deracialization of the state, 

the language of that defense could no longer be racial. Racial privilege 

not only receded into civil society, but defended itself in the language of 

civil rights, of individual rights and institutiomd:~utonomy. To victims 
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of racism the vocabulary of rights rang hollow, a lullaby fbr perpetuating 

racial privilege. Their demands were [brmulated in the language of na- 

tionalism and social justice. The result was a breach bct~veen the dis- 

course on rights and the one on justice, with the language of rights ap- 

pearing as a fig leaf over privilege and power appearing as the guarantor 

of social justice and redress. 

This is the context of the Iburth moment in the history of actually 

existing civil society. This is the moment of the collapse of an embryonic 

indigenous civil society, of trade unions and autonomous civil organiza- 

tions, and its absorption into political society. It is the moment of the 

marriage between technicism and nationalism, of the proliferation of 

state nationalism in a context where the claims of the state--both dcvcl- 

opmentalist and equalizing--had a po~verful resonance, particularly for 

the fast-expanding educated strata. It is the time when civil society- 

based social movements became demobilized and political movements 

statizcd.29 

To understand the limits of dcracialization of civil society, one needs 

to grasp the specificity of the local state, which was organized not as a 

racial power denying rights to urbanized subjects, but as an ethnic 

power enforcing custom on tribespeoplc. The point of reform of such a 

power could not be deracialization; it could bc only detribalization. But 

so long as the rcfbrm perspective was limited to deracialization, it 

looked as though nothing much had changed in the rural sphere, 

whereas everything seemed to have changed in the urban areas. We will 

see that wherever there was a failure to democratize the local state, 

postindependence generations had to pay a heavy price: the unrefbrmed 

Native Authority came to contaminate civil society, so that the more 

civil society was deracialized, the more it took on a tribalized form. 

True, the deracialization of the central state was a necessary step to- 

ward its democratization, but the two could not be equated. To appreci- 

ate what democratization would have entailed in the African context, ~ve 

need to grasp the specificity of tribal power in the countryside. 

Customary Authority 

Late colonialism brought a wealth of experience to its African pursuit. 

By the time the Scramble for Aft’lea took place, the turn fi-om a civilizing 

mission to a law-and-order administration, fi’om progress to power, was 

complete. In the quest to hold the line, Britain was the first to marshal 

authoritarian possibilities in native culture. In the process, it defined a 

world of the customary from which there was no escape. Key to this was 

the definition of land as a customary possession, for in nonsettler Africa, 
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the Africa adnIinistercd through Native Authorities, the general rule was 
that land could not be a private possession, of either landlords or peas- 
ants. It was defined as a customary communal holding, to which every 
peasant household had a customary access, defined by state-appointed 
customary authorities. As we will see, the creation of an all-embracing 
world of the customary had three notable consequences. 

First, more than any other colonial subject, the African was container- 
ized, not as a native, but as a tribcsperson. Every colony had two legal 
systenIs: one modern, the other customary. Customary law was defined 
in the plural, as the law of the tribe, and not in the singular, as a law for 
all natives. Thus, there was not one customary law for all natives, but 
roughly as many sets of customary laws as there were said to be tribes. 
The genius of British rule in Africa--we will hear one of its semiofficial 

;tiistorians claim--was in seeking to civilize Africans as communities, not 

as individuals. More than anDvhere else, there was in the African colo- 
nial experience a one-sided opposition between the individual and the 
group, civil society and community, rights and tradition. 

Second, in the late-nineteenth-century African context, there were 
several traditions, not just one. The tradition that colonial powers privi- 
leged as the customary was the one with the least historical depth, that 

\ of nineteenth-century conquest states. But this monarchical, authoritar- 
~.l Jan, and patriarchal notion of the customary, we will see, most accurately 

** ~mirrored colonial practices. In this seuse, it was an ideological construct. 
Unlike civil lay,; customary law was an administratively driven affair, 

for those who enforced custom ~vere in a position to define it in the first 
place. Custom, in other words, was state ordained and state enforced. I 
wish to be understood clearly. I am not arguing fbr a conspiracy theory 
whereby custom ~vas always defined "from above," always "invented" or 
"constructed" by those in power. The customary was more often than 
not the site of struggle. Custom was often the outcome of a contest be- 

? tween various forces, not just those in power or its on-the-scene agents. 

~>j My point, though, is about the institutional context in which this con- test took place: the terms of the contest, its institutional fi’amework, 

I 
were heavily skewed in favor of state-appointed customary authorities. It 
was, as we will see, a game in xvhich the dice were loaded. 

It should not be surprising that custom came to be the language of 
force, masking the uncustomary power of Native Authorities. The third 
notable consequence of an all-embracing customary power was that the 
African colonial experience was nIarked by force to an unusual degree. 
Where land was defined as a customary possession, the market could be 
only a partial construct. Beyond the market, there was only one way of 

I 
. driving land and labor out of the world of the customary: force. The 

"~ day-to-day violence of the colonial system ~ eml~edded in customary 
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Native Authorities in the local state, not in civil power at the center. Yet 
we must not ibrget that customary local authority was reinforced and 
backed up by central civil power. Colonial despotism was highly de- 
centralized. 

The seat of customary power in the rural areas was the local state: the 
district in British colonies, the cercle in French colonies. The functionary 

of the local state apparatus was everywhere called the chief’. One should 
not be misled by the nomenclature into thinking of this as a holdover 
from the precolonial era. Not only did the chief have the right to pass 
rules (bylaws) governing persons under his domain, he also executed all 

laws and was the administrator in "his" area, in which he settled all dis- 
putes. The authority of the chief thus fused in a single person all mo- 
ments of power: judicial, legislative, executive, and administrative. This 
authority was like a clenched fist, necessary because the chief stood at 
the intersection of the market economy and the nonmarket one. The 
administrative justice and the administrative coercion that were the sum 
and substance of his authority lay behind a regime of extra-economic 
coercion, a regime that breathed life into a whole range of compulsions: 
forced labor, tbrccd crops, fbrced sales, tbrced contributions, and forced 
removals. 

ETHNICITY AND THE ANTICOLONIAL REVOLT 

To understand the nature of struggle and of agency, one needs to un- 
derstand the nature of power. The latter has something to do with the 
nature of exploitation but is not reducible to it. I started writing this 
book with a focus on differentiated agrarian systems on the continent. 
From the perspective that has come to bc known as political economy, 
I learned that the nature of political power becomes intelligible when 
put in the context of concrete accumulation processes and the struggles 
shaped by these.~° From this point of view, the starting point of analysis 
had to be the labor question. 

I began to question the completeness of this proposition when I came 
to realize that the form of the state that had evolved over the colonial 
period was not specific to any particular agrarian system. Its specificity 
was, rather, political; more than anvthing else, the form of the state was 
shaped by the African colonial experience. More than the labor ques- 
tion, it was the native question that illuminated this experience. My 
point is not to set up a false opposition between the two, but I do main- 
tain that political analysis cannot extrapolate the nature of power from 
an analysis of political economy. More than the labor question, the or- 
ganization and reorganization of power turned on the imperitive of\ 
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maintaining political order. This is ~vhy to understand the l~brm of the 
state tbrged under colonialism one had to place at the center of analysis 
the riddle that was the native question. 

The form of rule shaped the form of revolt against it. Indirect rule at 
once reinforced ethnically bound institutions of control and led to their 
explosion from within. Ethnicity (tribalism) thus came to be simultane- 
ously the tbrm of colonial control over natives and the l~brm of rew~lt 
against it. It defined the parameters of both the Native Authority in 
charge of the local state apparatus and of resistance to it. 

Everywhere, the local apparatus of the colonial state was organized 
either on an ethnic or on a religious basis. At the same time, one finds it 

~ 
d ifficult to recall a single major peasant uprising over the colonial period 
that has not been either ethnic or religious in inspiration. Peasant insur- 

, rectionists organized around xvhat they claimed was an untainted, un- 
compromised, and genuine custom, against a state-enlbrced and cor- 
rupted version of the customary. This is so for a simple but basic reason: 
the anticolonial struggle was first and foremost a struggle against the 

.hierarchy of the local state, the tribally organized Native Authority, 

lwhich as customarv. This is ~vhv everv- enforced the colonial order 
~ where--although the cadres of the nationalist movement ~vere recruited 

"’~ mainly movement gained depth the more it was f?om urban areas--the 
| anchored in the peasant struggle against Native Authorities. 

Yet tribalism as revolt became the source of a profound dilemma be- 
cause local populations were usually multiethnic and at times multireli- 
globs. Ethnicity, and at times religion, was reproduced as a problem in- 
side every peasant movement. This is ~vhy it is not enough simply to 
separate tribal power organized from above from tribal revolt waged 
fi’om below so that we may denounce the former and embrace the latter. 

~ 
The revolt from below needs to be problemized, l~br it carries the seeds 

of its own fragmentation and possible self-destruction. 
I have already suggested that the fragmentation is not just ethnic. 

Rather, the interethnic divide is an effect of a larger split, also politically 
enforced, between town and country. Neither was this double divide, 
urban-rural and interethnic, fortuitous. My claim is that every move- 

ment against decentralized despotism bore the institutional imprint of 
that mode of rule. Every movement of resistance was shaped by the very 
structure of power against which it rebelled. How it came to understand 
this historical fact, and the capaciu it marshaled to transcend it, set the 
tone and course of the movement. I ~vill make this point through an 
analysis of t~vo types of resistance: thc rural in Uganda and the urban in 
South Africa. 

We are now in a position to ans~ver the question, What would democ- 
ratization have entailed in the African contc.~t? tt would have entailed 
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the deracialization of civil po~ver and the detribalization of customary 
power, as starting points of an overall democratization that would tran- 
scend the legacy of a bifurcated power. A consistent democratization 
~vould have required dismantling and reorganizing the local state, the 
array of Native Authorities organized around the principle of fiasion of 
prover, fbrtified by an administratively driven customary justice and 
nourished through extra-economic coercion. 

In addition to setting the pace in tapping authoritarian possibilities in 
culture and in giving culture an authoritarian bent, Britain led the way 

in fashioning a theory that claimed its particular fbrm of colonial domi- 
nation to be marked by an enlightened and permissive recognition of 
native culture. Although its capacity to dominate grew through a disper- 
sal of its own power, the colonial state claimed this proccss to be no 
more than a deference to local tradition and custom. To grasp the con- 
tradiction in this claim, I have suggested, needs the analysis of the insti- 
tutions within which official custom was ~brgcd and reproduced. The 
most important institutional legacy of colonial rule, I argue, may" lie in 
the inherited impediments to democratization. 

VARIETIES OF DESPOTISM 

AS POSTINDEPENDENCE IREFORM 

Clearly, the form of the state that emerged through postindcpcndence 
reform was not the same in every instance. There was a variation. If ~ve 
,start with the language that power employed to describe itself; wc can 
identify two distinct constellations: the conservative and thc radical. In 

case of the conservative African states, thc hierarchy of the local state 
~aratus, from chiefs to headmen, continued after independence. In 
radical Afi’ican states, though, there seemed to be a marked change. 

some instances, a constdlation of tribally defined customary laws was 
as a single customary law transcending tribal boundaries was 

The result, however, was to develop a unifbrm, countrywide 
la~v, applicable to all peasants regardless of ethnic affiliation, 

g alongside a modern law for urban dwellers. A version of the 
state, forged through the colonial encounter, remained. 

the conservative regimes reproduced the dccentralizcd despo- 
xvas the fbrm of the colonial state in Africa, the radical regimes 

to reform it. The outcome, however, was not to dismantle des-. 
through a democratic reform; rather it was to reorganize decen- 
power so as to unify the "nation" through a reform that tendedl 

centralization. The antidote to a decentralized despotism turned out 
be a centralized despotism. In the back-and-forth movement between 
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a decentralized and centralized despotism, each regime claimed to be 

reforming the negative features of its predecessor. This, we will see, is 

best illustrated by the seesaw movement between civilian and military 

regimes in Nigeria. 

The continuity between the form of the colonial state and the power 

fashioned through radical reform was underlined by the despotic nature 

of power. For inasmuch as radical regimes shared with colonial powers 

the conviction to effect a revolution from above, they ended up intensi- 

fying the administratively driven nature of justice, customary or modern. 

~ 
If anything, the radical experience built on the legacy of fused power 

entbrcing administrative imperatives through extra-economic coer- 

cion-except that, this time, it was done in the name not of enforcing 

custom but of making development and waging revohltion. Even if 

there was a change in the title of functionaries, from chief~ to cadres, 

there was little change in the nature of power. If anything, the fist of 

colonial power that was the local state was tightened and strengthened. 

Even if it did not employ the language of custom and enforce it through 

a tribal authority, the more it centralized coercive authority- in the name 

of development or revolution, the more it enforced and deepened the 

. gulf between town and country. If the decentralized conservative variant 

~of despotism tended to bridge the urban-rural divide through a clien- 
~~ telism whose effect was to exacerbate ethnic divisions, its centralized 

radical variant tended to do the opposite: de-emphasizing the customary 

and ethnic difference between rural areas while deepening the chasm be- 

tween town and country in the pursuit of an administratively driven de- 

velopment. The bifurcated state that was created with colonialism was 

deracialized, but it ~vas not d,.e~_mg~cr~atized. If the two-pronged division 
that the colonial state enforced on the colonized--between town and 

country, and between ethnicities--was its dual legacy at independence, 

each of the two versions of the postcolonial state tended to soften one 

part of the legacy while exacerbating the other. The limits of the con- 

servative states were obvious: they removed the sting of racism from a 

colonially fashioned stronghold but kept in place the Native Authori- 

ties, which enforced the division between ethnicities. The radical states 

went a step further, joining deracialization to detribalization. But the 

deracialized and detribalized power they organized put a premium on 

administrative decision-making. In the name of detribalization, they 

tightened central control over local authorities. Claiming to herald de- 

velopment and wage revolution, they intensified extra-economic pres- 

sure on the peasantry. In the process, they inflamed the division between 

town and country. If the prototype subject in the conservative states 

bore an ethnic mark, the prototype subject in the radical states was sire- 
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ply the rural peasant. In the process, both experiences reproduced one 
part of the dual legacy of the bifurcated state and created their own dis- 
tinctive version of despotism. 

SOUTH AFRICAN EXCEPTIONALISM 

The bittersweet fruit of African independence also defines one possible 
future fbr postapartheid South Africa. Part of my argument is that apart- 
heid, usually considered the exceptional tkature in the South African 
experience, is actually its one aspect that is uniquely African. As a form 

of the state, apartheid is neither self-evidently objectionable nor self- 
evidently identifiable. Usually understood as institutionalized racial 
domination, apartheid was actually an attempt to soften racial antago- 
nism by mediating and thereby refracting the impact of racial domina- 
t_ion through a range of Native Authorities. Not surprisingly, the dis- 
course of apartheid--in both General Smuts, who anticipated it, and the 
Broederbond, which engineered it--idealized the practice of indirect 
rule in British colonies to the north. As a form of rule, apartheid--like 
the indirect rule colonial state--fractured the ranks of the ruled along a 
double divide: ethnic on the one hand, rural-urban on the other. 

The notion of South African exceptionalism is a current so strong in 
South African studies that it can be said to have taken on the character 
of a prejudice. I am painfully aware of the arduous labor of generations 
of researchers that has gone into the making of South African studies: 
someone new to that field must tread gingerly and modestly. Yet we all 
know of the proverbial child who combines audacity with the privilege 

things anew; perhaps this child’s only strength is to take notice 
emperor has no clothes on. My claim, simply put, is that South 

Africa has been an African country with specific differences. 
The South African literature that has a bearing on the question of the 

comprises three related currents. The first is a body of writings 
economistic. It focuses on the rural-urban interface and the di- 

g significance of the countryside as a source of livelihood for its 

Its accent is on the mode of ex~_~f, r.___ul__e. With 
eye on an irreversible process of proletarianization, it sees rural areas 

shrinking in the face ofa unilinear trend. Because it treats rural 
as largely residual, it is unable fully to explain apartheid as a form 
state. It is only from an economistic perspective--one that high- 

levels of industrialization and proletarianization one-sidedly--that 
African exceptionalism makes sense. Conversely, the same excep- 

masks the colonial nature of the South African experience. 
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The point is worth elaborating. It is only from a perspective that fo- 
cuses single-mindedly on the labor question that the South African ex- 
perience appears exceptional. For the labor question does illmninate 
that which sets South Africa apart more or less in a category of its 
own: semi-industrialization, scmi-prolcterianization, semi-urbanization, 
capped by a strong civil society. This is xvhy it takes a shift of fbcus 
from the labor question to the native question to underline that which 
is African and unexceptional in the South African experience. That com- 
monality, I argue, lies not in the political economy but in the form of the 
state: the bifurcated state. Forged in response to the ever present di- 
lemma of hmv to secure political order, the bifurcated state was like a 
spidery beast that sought to pin its prey to the ground, using a minimum 
of force--judicious, some would say--to kccp in check its most dynamic 
tendencies. The more dynamic and assertive these tendencies, as they 
inevitably ~vcre in a semi-industrial setting like South Africa, the greater 
the force it unleashed to keep them in check. Thus the bifurcated state 
tried to keep apart forcibly that which socioeconomic processes tended 
to bring together freely: the urban and the rural, one ethnicity and 
another. 

There is a second body of scholarship, which is on the question of 
chiefship and rural administration. It is a specialized and ghettoizcd lit- 
erature on a particular institutional fbrm or on local government, ~vhose 
findings and insight are seldom integrated into a comprehensive analysis 
of the state. And then, finally, there is a corpus of general political ~vrit- 
ings that is wholistic but lacks in depth and explanatory poxver. This is 
the literature on "internal colonialism," "colonialism of a special type" 
and "settler colonialism." No longer in vogue in academia, this kind of 
writing has tended to become increasingly moralistic: it is preoccupied 
with the search fbr a colonizer, not the mode of colonial control. With 
a grmving emphasis on non-racialism in the mainstream of popular 
struggle in South Africa, it appears embarrassing at best and divisive 
at worst. As a failure to analyze apartheid as a form of the state, this 
triple legacy is simultaneously a failure to realize that the bifurcated state 
does not have to be tinged with a racial ideology. Should that analyti- 
cal failure be translated into a political one, it will leave open the possi- 

~ 
bility fbr such a form of control and containment to survive the current 
transition. 

The specificity of the South African experience lies in the strength of 
its civil society, both white and black. This is in spite of the artificial 
dcurbanization attempted by the apartheid regime. The sheer numerical 
weight of white settler presence in South Africa sets it apart from settler 
minorities elsewhere in colonial Africa. Black urbanization, however, has 
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been a direct by-product of industrialization, first fbllowing the discov- 

ery of gold and diamonds at the end of the nineteenth century, then 

urban uprising that built xvave upon wave fbllowing Smveto 1976 
that was at the basis of the shift in the paradigm of resistance from 

to popular struggle. The strength of urban forces and civil soci- 
~ased movements in South Africa meant that unlike in most African 

the center of gravity of popular struggle was in the townships i against Native Autho~rities in the countryside. The depth of re- 

not 

in South Africa was rooted in urban-based worker and student[~. 
not in the peasant revolt in the countryside. Whereas in most 

countries the formation of an indigenous civil society was mainly 
)endence affair, follmving the deracialization of the state, in 

Africa it is both cause and consequence of that deracialization. 
civil society-based movements in apartheid South Africa mirror the 

weakness of similar prodemocracy movements to the north: shaped-7 
the bifurcated nature of the state, they lack an agenda for democratiz- 

customary power gelled in indirect rule authorities and thereby 
)ective for consistent democratization. 

The contemporary outcome in South Africa reflects both features, 
generically African and those specifically South African. The situa- 

leading to the nonracial elections of 1994 is a confluence of five 
developments. The first is the shift to apartheid rule in the late 

Most analysts have seen this as an exception to the "wind of 
then blowing across the continent, a wind that in its xvake 
state independence to nonsettler colonies. In retrospect, 

apartheid--the upgrading of indirect rule authority in rural 
to an autonomous status combined xvith police control over "ha- 
movement between the rural and the urban, an attempt to convert 

into an ethnic contradiction--was the National Party’s attempt 
a leaf from the history of colonial rule to the north of the 

gave apartheid its particularly cruel twist ~vas its attempt 
to deurbanize a growing urban African population. This re- 

the introduction of administratively driven justice and fused 
in African townships; the experience can be summarized in two 
forced removals, which must chill a black South African spine 

forced removals notwithstanding, the processes of urbaniza- 
proletarianization continued. The repression that administra- 

justice and fused power made possible--particularly in the 
of peace" that followed the Sharpeville massacre of 1960-- 
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created a climate of great investor confidence. As rates of capital accu- 
mulation leaped ahead of previous levels, so did rates of African proletar- 
ianization and urbanization. 

Third, the decade of peace ended with the Durban strikes of 1973 
and the Soweto uprising of 1976. For the next decade, South Afi-ica was 
in the throes of a protracted and popular urban uprising. The paradigm 
of resistance shifted from an exile-based armed struggle to an internal 
popular struggle. 

Fourth, the original and main social base of independent unionism 
that followed the Durban strikes of 1973 was migrant labor. The trajec- 
tory of migrant-labor politics illuminates the broad contours of the poli- 
tics of resistance in apartheid South Africa. From being the spearhead of 
rural struggles against newly upgraded Native Authorities in the 1950s, 
migrant labor provided the main energy that propelled forward the in- 
dependent trade union movement in the decade following the Durban 
strikes. But by the close of the next decade, hostel-based migrants had 
become marginal to the township-based revolt. As tensions between 
these two sectors of the urban African population exploded into antago- 
nism in the Reef violence of 1990-91, hostels were exposed as the soft 
underbelly of both unions and township civics. Seen in the 1950s as 
urban-based militants spearheading a rural struggle--an explosion of 
the urban in the rural--by 1990 migrants appeared to many an urban 
militant as tradition-bound country bumpkins bent on damming the 
waters of urban township resistance: the rural in the urban. 

If my objective in looking at the South African experience were simply 
to bring to it some of the lessons from African studies, the result would 
be a one-sided endeavor. If it is not to turn into a self-serving exercise, 
the objective must be--and indeed is--also to bring some of the 
strengths of South African studies to the study of Africa. For if the prob- 
lena of South African studies is that it has been exceptionalized, that of 
African studies is that it was originally exoticized and is nmv banalized. 
But unlike African studies, which continues to be mainly a turnkey im- 
port, South African studies has been more of a homegrown import sub- 
stitute. In sharp contrast to the rustic and close-to-the-ground character 

of South African studies, African studies have tended to take on the 
character of a speculative vocation indulged in by many a stargazing aca- 
demic perched in distant ivory towers. 

This lesson was driven home to me with the forceful impact of a dra- 
matic and personal realization in the early 1990s, when it became possi- 
ble for an African academic to visit South Africa. At close quarters, 
apartheid no longer seemed a self-evident exception to the African colo- 
nial experience. As the scales came off, I realized that the notion of 
South African exccptionalism could not be an exclusively South African 
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creation. The argument was also reinforced--regularly--from the 
side of the border, both by those who hold the gun and by 

who wield the pen. This is why the creation of a truly African-~,~ 
a study of Africa whose starting point is the commonality of the 
experience, seems imperative at this historical moment. To do 

however, requires that we proceed from a recognition of our shared 
which is honest enough not to deny our differences. 

If the reader should wonder why I have devoted so much space to 
African material, I need to point out that the South African ex- 

plays a key analytical and explanatory role in the argument 
forth. It is precisely because the South African historical expe- 

ls so different that it dramatically underlines what is common 
the African colonial experience. Its brutality in a semi-industrialized 

notwithstanding, apartheid needs to be understood as a fbrm of 
state, the result of a refbrm in the mode of rule which attempted 

contain a growing urban-based revolt, first by repackaging the native 
under the immediate grip of a constellation of autonomous 

Authorities so as to fragment it, and then by policing its move- 
between country and town so as to f?eeze the division between 

two. Conversely, it is precisely because black civil society in South 
is that much stronger and more tenacious than any to the north 

it illustrates dramatically the limitations of an exclusively civil soci- 

perspective as an anchor fbr a democratic movement: the 
uprising that unfolded in the wake of Durban 1973 and Soweto 
lacked a perspective from which to understand and transcend 

interethnic and the urban-rural tensions that would mark its way 

the seesaw struggle between state repression and the urban 
had reached a stalemate by the mid-1980s. It was as if the 

of the protracted uprising had been checked and frustrated by the 
of indirect rule Native Authorities. The uprising remained a pre- 

urban affair. At the same time, the international situation 
changing fast with glasnost coming to the Soviet Union and the 

thawing. In this context the South African government tried to 
a lost initiative through several dramatic refbrms. The first ~vas 

1986 removal of influx control and the abolition of pass laws, 
reversing the legacy of forced removals. It was as if the gov- 

by throwing open the floodgates of urban entry to rural mi- 
hoped they would flock to townships and put out the fires of 

revolt. And so they flocked: by 1993, according to most esti- 
the shanty population encircling many townships was at around 

nearly a fifth of the total population. Many were migrants 

rural areas. 
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The second initiative came in 1990 with the release of political pris- 
oners and the unbanning of exile-based organizations. The government 
had identified a force highly credible in the urban uprising but not 
born of it and sought to work out the terms of an alliance with it. That 
fbrce was the African National Congress (ANC) in exile. Those terms 
were worked out in the course ofa fi)ur-year negotiation process, called 
the Convention fbr a Democratic South Africa (CODESA). The result- 
ing constitutional consensus ensured the National Party substantial 
powers in the state for at least five years after the non-racial elections 
of 1994. Many critiques of the transition have tbcused on this blemish, 
but the real import of this transition to nonracial rule may turn out to be 
the fact that it will leave intact the structures of indirect rule. Sooner 
rather than later, it will liquidate racism in the state. With free move- 
ment between town and countr); but with Native Authorities in charge 
of an ethnically governed rural population, it will reproduce one legacy 
of apartheid--in a nonracial form. If that happens, this deracialization 

without democratization will have been a uniquely African outcome! 

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION 

This book is divided into two parts. The first/bcuses on the structure of 

the state. Follmving this introduction is a chapter that reconstructs the 

moment of the late-nineteenth-century scramble as a confluence of two 
interrelated developments. The first was the end of slavery, both in the 
Western hemisphere and on the African continent. This shift of histori- 
ca! proportions both underlined the practical need for a new regime of 

compulsions and cleared the ground for it. The second contributory fac- 
tor was the set of lessons that late colonialism drew from its Asian expe- 
rience. The historical context illuminates what ~vas distinctive about the 
nature of colonial power in Africa. 

The political history of indirect rule, from its genesis in equatorial Af- 
rica to its completion in South Africa, is traced in chapter 3. I should 

perhaps clarifi/at this point that I do not claim to have written a book 
that is encyclopedic and panoramic in its empirical reach. The point of 
the examples I narrate is illustrative. As a mode of rule, decentralized 
despotism ~vas perfi~cted in equatorial Africa, the real/bcus of the late- 

nineteenth-century scramble. Only later did its scope extend north and 
south, parts of the continent colonized earlier. The examples I use from 
the colonial period are clustered around the period of incubation of in- 
direct rule in equatorial Africa, with an extended discussion of South 
M’rica, which is usually presumed to be an exception to the African expe- 
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and ~vhich I contend was the last to implement a version ofdecen- 

despotism.                                                  ~ 
As its pioneers, the British theorized the colonial state as less a territo- 

construct than a cultural one. The duality between civil and custom- 

~ power was best described in legal ideology, tile subject of chapter 4. 
dualism juxtaposed received (modern) law with customary law. 

customary law was fbrmulated not as a single set of native laws but 
so many sets of tribal laws. Conversely, colonial authorities defined a 

or an ethnic group as a group with its own distinctive law. Referred 
as custom, this law was usually umvritten. Its source, however, xvas 
Native Authority, those in charge of managing the local state appara- 
Often installed by the colonizing power and always sanctioned by it, 
Native Authority was presented as the traditional tribal authority. 

the source of the law was the very authority that administered the 
there could be no rule-bound authority. In such an arrangement, 
could be no rule of law.                                        ~_ 

This first part of the book closes with a chapter (~) on the relation 
to decentralized despotism, that between the free peasant and the 

Through an illustrative exploration of extra-economic 
chapter ~ sums up the distinctive feature of the economy of 

rule. Together, chapters B, 4, and ~ sum up the institution~l~ 
triad through which this decentralized mode of rule operated: a fusion ( 

:power, an administratively driven notion of customary law, and a ~ 

~cu~ienXtra-ecOn(v)mlc compulsions. Each chapter also closes wit!~ ~ ~g "s    "o of the ar’ety a~d the overall limit of postindependence ~._ 
reform. 

The second part of the book explores the changing shape of opposi- 
tional movements as they grow out of the womb of the bifurcated state. 
I focus on two paradigm cases to illuminate the rural and urban contexts 
of resistance: Uganda and South Africa. Within the context of exploring 
different ways of bridging the urban-rural divide, my objective is two- 
fold: first, to counterpose tile earlier discussion of authoritarian possibil- 
ities in culture (customary law)toa discussion of emancipatory possi-c 

bilities in ethnicity; second, to problematize ethnicity as resistance, ~ 
precisely because it occurs in multiethnic contexts. 

The Ugandan materia! forms the bulk of case studies in chapter 6 on 
rural-based movements in equatorial Africa. My primary accent is on 
movements that seek to reform customary power in rural areas, so as to 
bring out both their creative moments and their limitations. The South 
African material in chapter 7 focuses on urban-based movements, orga- 
nized the first time as trade unions and the second time as political par- 
ties. Through a combination of secondary source material and primary 
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What happens if you take a historical process unfolding under con- 

crete conditions--in this case, of sixteenth- to eighteenth-century Eu- 

rope-as a vantage point from which to make sense of subsequent social 

development? The outcome is a history by analogy rather than history as 

process. Analogy seeking turns into a substitute for theory formation. 

The Africanist is akin to those learning a foreign language who must 

translate every new word back into their mother tongue, in the process 

missing precisely what is new in a new experience. From such a stand- 

point, the most intense controversies dwell on what is indeed the most 

appropriate translation, the most adequate fit, the most appropriate 

analogy that will capture the meaning of the phenomenon under obser- 

vation. Africanist debates tend to focus on whether contemporary Afi’i- 

can reality most closely resembles the transition to capitalism under sev- 

enteenth-century European absolutism or that under other Third World 

experiences,~8 or whether the postcolonial state in Africa should be la- 

beled Bonapartist or absolutist.~9 Whatever their differences, both sides 

agree that African reality has meaning only insofar as it can be seen 

to reflect a particular stage in the development of an earlier history. 

Inasmuch as it privileges the European historical experience as its touch- 

stone, as the historical expression of the universal, contemporary unilin- 

ear evolutionism should more concretely and appropriately be character- 

ized as a Eurocentrism. The central tendency of such a methodological 

orientation is to lift a phenomenon out of context and process. The re- 

sult is a history by analogy. 

The Uncaptured Peasantry 

Whereas the literature on corruption is mainly about the state in Africa, 
that on exit is about the peasantry. Two diametrically opposed perspec- 
tives can be discerned here. One looks at the African countryside as 
nothing but an ensemble of transactions in a marketplace; the other sees 
it as a collection of households enmeshed in a nonmarket milieu of kin- 
based relations. For the former, the market is the defining feature of 
rural life; for the latter, the intrinsic realities of village Africa have little 
to do with the market. The same tendency can appear clothed in sharply 
contrasting ideological garb. Thus, for example, the argument that rural 
Afi-ica is really precapitalist, with the market an external and artificial im- 
position, was first put forth by the proponents of African socialism, most 
notably Julius Nyerere. Largely discredited in the mid-seventies, when 
dependency theory reigned supreme, this thesis was t©surr¢cted in the 
eighties by Goran H 20 who echoed 

relying 
on ~irical rial fron of 
’Africa" littl, to do witt market l~e axgued, 
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they are a unique expression of a premarket "economy of affection." 
Market theories were championed by IMF theorists who claimed that 

the rationality of ground-level markets was being simultaneously sup- 
pressed and distorted by clientele-ridden but all-powerful states. The 
argument was given academic respectability by Robert Bates’s widely 
circulated study Markets and States in Africa. Whereas the latter ten- 
dency continues to enjoy the status of an official truth in policy-making 
circles, the former survives as a marginal but ~)shionable preoccupation 
in academia. 

My interest is in the method that guides these contending perspec- 
tives. With market theorists, the method is transparent. They presume 

the market to exist, as an ahistorical and universal construct: markets are 
not created, but freed; African countries are market societies, like those 
in Europe, period. Goran Hyden, however, claims to be laying bare the 
intrinsic realities of Africa. Yet he proceeds not by a historical examina- 
tion of these realities but by formal analogies. Searching for the right 
analogy to fit Africa, he proceeds by dismissing, one after another, those 
that do not fit. In the process, he establishes his main conclusion: Africa 
is not like Europe, where the peasantry was "captured" through wage 
labor; nor is it hike Asia or Latin America, where it was "captured" 
through tenancy arrangements. But this search stops at showing what 
does not exist. "It is the argument of this book," writes Hyden, "that 
Africa is the only continent where the peasants have not been captured 
by other social classes.’’2~ In hot pursuit of the right historical analogy-- 
the point will become clear later--Hyden misses precisely the relations 
through which the "free" peasantry is "captured" and reproduced. 

In this book, I seek neither to set the African experience apart as ex- 
ceptional and exotic nor to absorb it in a broad corpus of theory as rou- 
tine and banal. For both, it seems to me, are different ways of dismissing 
it. In contrast, I try to underline the specificity of the African experience, 
or at least of a slice of it. This is an argument not against comparative 
study but against those who would dehistoricize phenomena by lifting 
them from context, whether in the name of an abstract universalism or 
of an intimate particularism, only to make sense of them by analogy. In 
contrast, my endeavor is to establish the historical legitimacy of Africa as 
a unit of analysis. 

Civil Society 

The current Africanist discourse on civil society resembles an earlier dis- 
course on socialism. It is more programmatic than analytical, more ideo- 
logical than historical. Central to it are two claims: civil society exists as 
a fully formed construct in Africa as in Europe, and the driving force of 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hams, Minnie <~Mamie Harris@med.uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Bentley, Margaret E <pbentley@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Academic Discsussion on Horn of Africa crises - your participation 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks veo- much for your reply. We are sorry this will not work out but definitely look forward to working with you at another time Is there someone else you would recommend? I will 
also be contacting Georges Nzongola 

Thanks, 

Mamie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sah[e, Eunice N 

Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 8:26 PM 

To: Harris, Mamie 

Sublect: RE: UNC Academic Discsussinn on tlorn of Africa crises - your participation 

Dear Mamie, 

Thanks so much for your invitation. Unfortunately, because of other commitments I am unable to participate in this important forum Hopefully, I will join you in another forum in the future. 

All the best, 
Eunice 

From: Harris, Mamie 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 4:29 PM 
To: Sahle, Euince N 
Cc: Peggy Bentley; Anderson, Barbara S; Chensvold, Lisa; Ramona DuBose (ramona dubose@unc edu) 
Sublect: UNC Academic Discsussion on tlorn of Ali*ica crises - your participauon 

tti Eunice, 

I hope you are fine and all is going well with the start of the semester. Euince, we at the Gillings School of Global Public Health xvould veu much love for you to be part of a L2"qC panel to 
discuss the current famine and political crises in Somalia and the Horn of Africa. 

The 3 meraber panel would include Dr. Peggy Bentley<http:i/www.sph.unc.edu/?option corn profiles&profileAction ProfDetail&pid 705105141>, Dr. Benjarrfin Meir 
<http://publicpolicy.unc.edu/?q node/209> and you. The goal of the discussion is to help delineate the current food securi~" crises in the Horn of Africa (xvith a focus on Somalia) as well as 
create a platform for informative, practical and educational input/engagement for the L~C conmxunity. Realizing that the Somali / Horn of Africa crises is a complex emergency resulting from 
varied but interconnected enviromnental, social, political and cultural factors; we would like to ensure an interdisciplinary panel to adequately represent the varied factors. We will also point 
the UNC communi)- to accredited organizations with on ground programs for individuals who would like to learn more or give financial assistance. The need for some irfformative discussion 
was just determined last week hence the rather short notice. I had reached out to both Dr. Selassie and Julius but as you may know the?" are both out of the country. 

We will like to create a short 10 -15 minute video recorded discussion which will be on the UNC home page - we will work xvith each of you on the panel to generate some key- questions for 
the discussion. The filming will be a closed one xvith the final product released on the L~-C website. The time slots for the discussion and filming is next Monday August 29th between 12:30 

3:00pro and / or August 30th Tuesday 11:30 2:00pro. Please do let me know- if both or at least one of these time slots works for you. We would really- be honored to have you on this 
panel. 

I sincerely apologize in advance for the rather short notice. The need for LrNC to respond was determined last week and we had spent that time trying to contact both Bereket and Julius. 

I very much look forward to your reply. 

Warmly, 

Man~e 

Mamie Sackey Harris 
Africa Programs Director 
UNC Institute for Global Health and Infectious Diseases Adjunct Assistant Professor, Public Health Leadership Program Gillings School of Global Public Health Room 2144, Bioinformatics 
Bldg Campus Box 3368 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: (919) 843 8426 
msharris@med unc. edu<mailto :msharris@med.unc. edu > 
http ://globalhealth. unc edu<http ://globalhealth. unc edu/> 
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UNC Languages Across the Cumculum Program <lac@listserv.unc.edw~ 

[lac] LAC Newsletter: August 2011 

August 2011 

Table of Contents 

I,ACNews 

Fall 2011 LAC Course Ot~{~rh~gs 
Intm&~crrion to LAC Pedagogy Intimnation Session 

Ca.l] for Spring 2011 LAC Instrnctors 

Actress the C umcN mn .................................................. 

7. UNC GlobM Infbmration Fair .................................................................. 

8. Pag-fime French Instrnct~rs Needed m CHICLE 

Welcome to the first issue of the LAC e-Newsletter! 

I will be emailing two or thlee newsletter issues each semeffter, to keep you informed about upcoming LAC course 

offerings, open teaching positions, pedagogy workshops, ~md other relevant events or opportunities. Feel free to tbrward 

this issue to undergraduate~ graduate students, faculty, or administrators who may be interested. To subscribe to the 
newsletter list~rv, simply emml me at la.c(/~?unc.e&t or the address listed below. 

It looks to be another ve:y busy academic year for UNC-Chapel Hill’s Languages 

Across the Curriculum progani. This fall, we me offering ten LAC discussion 

sections in five difi~reut languages: French, Germa~ Italian, Spaxxish and SwaNli. An 

Iutroductiou to LAC Pedagogy information session will be held in mid-Septe~nber 

for graduate students and faculty. I will also be represenling LAC at the UNC 

Global Information Fair on September 15 (details below)--stop by to say hello and 

find out about the programs and resources available at the outstaudiug international 

and area studies centers on our campus! 

In case you missed it, the LAC program was t~atured in the Spring 2011 issue of 

Carolina Arts and Sciences (see photo at left). To download the entire mag~ine, 

visit http:/,’college.unc.edtvnews-and-media/magazir~e. To read a pdfversion of the 
axlicle, click here. 

Best wishes for a great semester’. 

Tanya Kinsella 

Coordinator, UNC-Chapel Hill Languages Across the Curriculum Program 

teldnsel(~email.unc.edu 

Back to Top 

The following LAC sections are scheduled fi)r the Fall 2011 semester: 



FRENCH discussion sections for: 

¯ HIST 159: 20th-CenturyEurope 

¯ INTS 210: GlobalIssues (ANTH/GEOGiHIST/POL1210) 

GERMAN discussion section for: 

¯ HIST 159: 20th-CenturyEurope 

ITAI,IAN discussion section tbr: 

¯ MUSC 287: Opera as Drama 

SPANISH discussion sections for: 

¯ BUSI 617: GlobalMarketing 
¯ ENST 201: Introduction to Em,ironment andSociety 

¯ HIST 142:LalinAmericaunderColonialRule(alsoopento 

students in SPAN 373) 

¯ INTS 210: GlobalIs~v~es (ANTH/GEOG/HIST/POL1210) 
¯ POLI 238: Contemporary Latin American Politics 

SWAHILI combined discussion section tbr: 

¯ AFRI 101: lnmoduction to Africa 
¯ HIST 130: Africa in the 20th Centu~. 

For insh-uctions on registering for LAC Courses, click hem ! 

books 

language map 

graduate students planning to apply tbr upcoming LAC TA positions. 

To mgis~ter, emaJl ~’.a_c_’.~%n_ .c_:~_£t._u_. 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011, 12:30 - 
1:45 pm 
FcdEx Global Education Center Rm 
4003 

Graduate students and fucul .ty are invited to 

attend an information session about UNC’s 

LAC Prograan. Topics covered roll include: 
Languages Across the Curriculum nationwide, 

the histoD~ and goals ofUNC’s LAC program, 

and the responsiNlities ofUNC LAC 
instructors. (Download the flyer here). 

Participation is strongly recommended lbr 

) o UNC’s LAC t mgram seeks graduate student TAs to teach the following Spring 2012 discussion sections: 

ARABIC combined discussion section (courses TBA) 

FRENCH discussion section for POL1239: Introduction to 

European Politics 

GERMAN discussion section for POL1239: Introduction 

to European Politics 

SPANISH discussion section tbr HIST 143: Latin America 

Since Independence 

Applicants must be enrolled as a graduate student and be employed 

as a full-time teaching assis~nt during the Spring 2012 semester. 

.~i inNructor 

To quaJdfy for a LAC teaching position, applicants should be native 
speakers or possess advanced proficiency in the target language, and demonstrate relevant college teaching experience. 



Graduate students ruth interdiseiplina~ interests al~e especially encouraged to apply. 

Preference will given to applicants who have attended a LAC pedagogy workshop and/or intend to pursne the Graduate 

Cerlificate in LAC Instruction. 

For more intbrmation and application instmction~ visit http://www.tmc.ed~"areastudies’dem’eeprograms/lac-tas-call.html. 

Application Deadline: Friday, November 4, 2011. 

<,: Back t~ Top 

:N:: ints789 

INTS 789: Teaching Languages Across the 
Curriculum 
Spring 2012 - Day/Time TBA 

This course focnses on the pedagogy and practice of teaching 

Languages Across the Cumculum (LAC) at the postsecondary 

level. Through course readings, visiting Skype speaJaers, and 

collaborative work, 1NTS 789 provides graduate students with 

the knowledge and skills required to teach LAC effectively. We 

will examine the history and objectives of the LACiCLAC 

movement, compare primea7 instructional mo&ls and methods, 

and explore administrative issues including program 

i~nplementation, funding, and assessment. Students will develop 

experience in syllabus desig~ materials selectio~ and strategies 

for facilitating classroom discussion. Required assig~maents 

include a research project and a teaching portfolio for use on 

the academic job market. 

Graduate and prot~ssional stadents ficom any department are 

welcome to enroll. 
1NTS 789 is required tbr studenk~ pursuing the Graduate 

CeNficate in I ,AC Instruction. 

For tnore itffonnatio~ em~l the course instructor Tanya 

Kinsella at 

Download a Ixtf fiver here. 

Back to Top 

Call for Papers: Sixth Annual CLAC Conference 
Exploring Approaches to Cultures & Languages Across the Curriculum 
March 9-10, 2012 
Radisson University Hotel 
Minneapolis, MN 

The si~ annual conference on Cultures and Languages Across the Curricnlum (CLAC) provides an oppormnib’ for facnlb; 

graduate instructors, and administrators to shaye expense in building and managing tx~st-secondary CLAC programs. 

A specific focus of the conference will be on presenting and discussing a variety of models and points oftbcus for CLAC 

programs at the post- secondaxy level. The tbllowing topics are of payticulax interest: 

CLAC course design (syllabi, classroom activities, lesson plans). 

Innovative CLAC progran~s. 

Focus on development of advanced translingual and transcultural 

competence. 

Evaluation and assessment. 

Incorporating technology in CLAC. 

Theoretical frameworks for a successfnl CLAC program. 

~’-’i clac logo 

Deadline: September 30, 2011 



Thursday, September 15, 2011, 11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
The Pit, UNC-Chapel Hill 

[YNC provides countless opportunities to explore other cultures and to become more globally aware’. Learn more about 

the centers that make this possible during the UNC Glo~l Information Fair in .t_!?_~__t__~_i_~. Talk with center representatives and 

enjoy delicious treats from around the world! (This event will not take place in inclement weather. 

Back to Top 

PaCticipating ani ks i nclude: 

African Studies Center 

Carolina Asia Center 

Carolina Center for lhe Study of the Middle Easl and Muslim 
Ci vilizmions 

Carolina ~?r Kibem 

Center for GlobN Imtiafives 

Center for Slmdc, Eurasian and East European S~dies 

GlobN Cup Caf~ 

Institute for Global Health & IN~ctious 

I~stitute for the Stud~- of the A me6 ca s 

I~lemalionN Sm&~l a~d Schola.r Services 

La~guages Across fl~e CumcNum 

Scholarff Lalino 

Study Abroad 

CHICLE Language Infftitute accepts applications from individuals with prior experience in teaching, translating, or 

interpreting. In particular, they have a current need for French teachers looking for part-time positions. 

Please visit http://’w~x,w.chi-cle.con~/about/iobs to submit your application. To find out more about CHICLE, visit 

ht~p:iiwww.chi- cle.com. 

Back to Top 



Tanya E. Kinse]la~ Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic P~ogram Coordinator 

Center for European Stu@ies, CB# 3449 

FedEx G]oba] Eduoatie~ Center, ~u 3213 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

g]obal.uno.edu/europe (Cente~ for Eurepea[~ Shudies) 

www,unc,edu!iac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

www.unc.edu/depts/europeimajo< (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Faceheek: 

UNC Languages Across the Curriculum Program 

UNC Contemporary European Studies Major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 26, 2011 10:42 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Winter Blood Drive, 12/13 and Congratulations to 

Promotion 

winner of the $3000 gift caxd in "the American Red Cross 

From: Katrina CoNe [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 26, 20:t:t 10::t0 AM 
To: All Administrative Managers in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Cc: Segal, Annie Catherine 
Subject: [asmgrs] Winter Blood Drive, 12/13 and Congratulations tc 

Please tbrward hi your trait: 

winner of the $3000 gift card in the American Red Cross Promotion 

Congratulalions go te            a UNC- Chapel Hill junior Romance Languages major in the College of Afls and Sciences for running the Carolinas Region of the 

American Red Cross "Super Summer Save" promotional drawing for $3000 in gift cards for presenling to donate blood or platelets. She was the winner for the Inonth 

of June      actually gave blood at the WGHP Summer Blood Drive at Showplace in High Point, NC but we are proud of her Tar Heel connections. If you gave 

blood at the Carolina Blood Drive in June at the Smith Center - you were automatically entered into this drmving. For details: http:/iww~,x~nc.edu,’bloocF. 

Mark your calenda¢ now for the \Vinter Blood Drive on Tuesday, December 13th in Woollen Gym frown 7:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Note that the American Red 

Cross heard our t~edback loud and clear on the June Carolina Blood Drive and have implemented changes to address the concerns that were expressed. More 

inibnna’don will be coming. 

Hapw Friday all and congratulations Amfie, 

Katrina Coble 

Ch~fiC C~xolina Blood Drive 
962-1801 

"In ev~’sything give thanks-gratitude" is the attitude that sets the altJ rude fo5 livir~g." 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to affiafam as: _e___u_!!i_c_ke_@_e_E!’_a_i_l_=_u__r!_c_:_e_j__u_. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilistsmnc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~9744327 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-29744327-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~;listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatka--~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 11:26 AM 

Department listserv <~at~aliim@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafan] FW: Food & Drink Policy in General Purpose Classrooms 

From: Townley-Tilson, Karla A [mailto:mcclurek@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 26, 20:t:t l:t::t5 AM 
To; departmental course scheduling officers 
Subject; [course_scheduling_officers] Food & Drink Policy in General Purpose Classrooms 

Please share this information with all faculty & students who make use of General Purpose Classrooms. 

Due to recent significant damage resulting from spills of fbod and/or drink in some of our General Purpose Classrooms, we would like to remind you that food 

and drink of any kind are prohibited in all General Purpose Classrooms. Please strongly encourage your professors to enforce these rules, feel flee to forward 

this email to them as well. 

Please also be considerate of the classes or events that may follow yours, do not remove chairs or other furniture from classrooms, lfyour class has more 
students than the number of seats in the room please contact our office to move to another room. Also, many rooms have fire codes that must be abided by so 
please do not allow more students in your classes then the room officially holds. 

Thank you! 
-Karla 

Kada A, Townley-Tflson 
General Purpose Classroom Sct~edulJng Massager 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
Suite 3100, SASB North, Campus Box 2I 00 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapd Hill NC 27599-2100 
Pt~otm - 919..962-9837 
Fax - 9:19-843-8709 
Cl~eck out ~mr ~ew website~ re~istrar.unc.edu 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
course scheduling officms as: <;a href "mailto:abuell@enmil.unc.edu">abuell@etnail.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blat~& <br> 
email to <a hreD"mailto:leave-29744670-27745232.64acf0b1162clcal bBaffd6712302bd@listserv,unc.edu">leave-29744670- 
27745232.64acf0b 1162c 1 cal bBaffd67t2302bd@listserv,unc.edu</a> 

You ace currently subscribed to affiaiZam as: eunice@email,tmc,e&~. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =at?ial’am&o= 29744796 

(It mW be necessaW to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !~e...a.~:e...-.~2..~9..~7..4...4..7..2.6..-...3...2..‘.3..~..~..6...(.!.8..:.e...8..Z~.t..~.12a..~S.~.~k~.~!.~7~(~;~j.~L~2u~:~, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townley-Tilson, Karla A <mcclurek@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, August 26, 2011 11:47 AM 

Fall 2011 Tech Room <fall2011 @list~rv.unc.edu> 

[fidl2011] Food & Drink Policy in General Purpose Classrooms 

Due to recent significant damage resulting from spills of food and/or drink in some of out" General Purpose Classroolns, we would like to remind you that food 

and drink of any kind are prohibited in all General Purpose Classrooms. Please strongly encourage your professors to enforce these rules, feel free to forward 

this email to them as well. 

Please also be considerate of the classes or events that may follow yours, do not remove chairs or other furniture from classrooms. If your class has more 
students than the number of seats in the room please contact our office to move to another room. Also, many rooms have fire codes that must be abided by so 
please do not allow more students in your classes then the room officially holds. 

Thank you[ 
-Karla 

Karla A. ’row~ley-Tilson 
General Purpose Classroom Scheduling Manager 

Office of the University Registrar 
U N C - Chap el t-liIl 
S~W:e 3~100, SASB North, Campt~s Box 2100 
450 RMge Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27S99-2] 00 
Phone - 9~[9-962-9~737 
Fax .- 9~ 9..t143-8709 
Check ~m~ ~r ne~, we~s~e~ re~is/rar.~c.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 26, 2011 2:52 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] PI,EASE READ - student privacy 

Dear All, 

This is a reminder that FERPA laws apply to all UNC students, and you are responsible for knowing these rules and abiding by them. Some particular points to keep 

in mind: 

:i) You may only communicate about students via your secure @email.unc.edu (or @unc.edu) email address. You may not forward or auto-forward your UNC 

email to another host (such as gmail, yahoo, etc) -this would be a potential violation of federal law 

2) You are responsible for keeping class rosters, including picture pages, in a secure location and disposing of the securely 

3) You should generally not be communicating about specific students to people outside of UNC 

4) In general, the only public/"Directory information" that can be shared about a student is found on my.unc.edu in the Online Directory section 

5) Note that information about which students are in your class, their grades, etc are all covered under FERPA and may not be shared 

For full details about the FERPA policy, which you are REQUIRED to be familiar with, please check out this website: 

_h___t__tp__:/_l r_ _e_ ~ ! _s_ _t_ r_ _a_ _ _r_._ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ : _ _e_ _ _d_ _u_ l _T_ _r_~ Ln_Ln_~ ~ ~ ~_~ _ ~!_~ ~ ~_~. 
Have a nice weekend, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depm-~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africma & ,aA’ro-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Ca~rolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!i~_i_c_2e_@_e_E!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To 
unsubscribe click hele: ._h__t_t_p_~:!,_/_[_~_~_t__s_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t_~:!__u_i~_i__d__~.3.~.2.:.3.~.6.~!~.@~8..~.e.~.8~7.~.9...~.~.-.3~2.~.~.~..4~..e...~...5~6..@.~7.~.7..(.!~7.~.8~d~&..~.r.L~!2..&~.~.~.n....~.~.~.~.r..n.~9~ ~ ~!" 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29746630-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townley-Tilson, Karla A <mcclurek@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 26, 2011 5:01 PM 

Fall 2011 Tech Room <fall2011 @list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE:[fall2011] Food & Drink Policy in General Purpose Classrooms 

Also a reminder, please if at all possible, close your classroom door when holding class. Our office has gotten complains about abnormally loud noise levels in 
classrooms. 
Again, please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any questions or concerns. 
Thanks, 
Karla 

Karla A, Townley-.Tilson 
General Purpose Classroom Scheduhnfi Manager 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC o Chapel Hill 
Suite 3:100, SASB Nord~, Campus Box 2:[ 00 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27599.-2100 
Phone - 91%962-9837 
Fax- 9:19-843..{1709 
Check out our new website~ re~istrar.unc.edu 

F~m: Townley-Tilson, Karla A [maflM:mcclurek@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, AuOust 26, 2011 11:47 AN 
To: Fall 2011 Tech Room 
Subject: [NII2011] Food & Drink Policy in General Purpose Classrooms 
********************************************************************************************** 

Due to recent significant damage resulting from spills of food and/or drink in some of our General Purpose Classrooms, we would like to remind you that food 
and drink of any kind are prohibited in all General Purpose Classrooms. Please strongly encourage your professors to enforce these rules, feel free to forward 
this email to them as well. 

Please also be considerate of the classes or events that may follow yours, do oot remove chairs or other furniture from classrooms. If your class has more 
students than the number of seats in the room please contact our office to move to another room. Also, many rooms have fire codes that must be abided by so 
please do not allow tnore students in your classes then the room officially holds. 

Thank you[ 
~Karla 

Karla A, ’Fown~ey-’FJlson 
{]eneral Purpose Classroom Scheduling Manager 

ONce of the University Registrar 
U N C - Chap el [-liIl 
Suite 3:100, SASE~ North, Campus E¢ox 2100 
450 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2~ 00 
Phone-. 919-962,-91137 
Fax - 9[[ 9-843-8709 
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countries. 



WomenNC 

http://www.womennc.orq 

Subject: WomenNC 2012 CSW Fellowship Opportunities for North Carolina 
University/College Students 

To Whom It May Concern: 

WomenNC is a local organization that was founded in Raleigh and is committed to empowering 
women in North Carolina by engaging them with the United Nations’ annual Commission on the 
Status of Women (CSW). A correlated mission of Women NC is to promote the significance of 
the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). 
We strongly encourage all efforts for the ratification of CEDAW by the U.S. Senate, the only 
democracy in the world that has not yet supported this global initiative. The basic tenet of 
CEDAW is universal treatment of women. 

Our two immediate goals are: 
1 - To sponsor a selected number of college students to attend and give a presentation at 
the United Nations’ 2012 CSW meetings in their New York headquarters. 
2 - To prevail upon NC Senators Kay Hagan and Richard Burr to vote ’yes’ for 
ratification when CEDAW reaches the Senate floor. 

WomenNC’s 2011/12 objective is to sponsor a delegation of 4 to 6 North Carolina university 
fell ows to participate in the C SW’s annual meeting at the United Nati ons in New York in 2012. 
The priority theme of the 56th CSW Meeting in 20112 is "the empowerment of rural women and 
their role in poverty and hunger eradication, development and current challenges." The 
commission will also evaluate progress in the implementation of the agreed conclusions from its 
52nd session 2008 CSW session on "financing for gender equality and the empowerment of 
women". 

Selected students will present their research in New York to a panel at the non-governmental 
forum held in parallel with the CSW annual meetings. In preparation, each student fellow will 
choose to research a scenario occurring in North Carolina that directly relates to CSW themes 
from either the 20112 (56th year) or the 2008 (52l’a year) sessions, as described above. They will 
identify and work with an established organization(s) that is working to ameliorate the 
challenged scenario in the community. Prior to the CSW presentation in New York, students are 
obligated to conduct one presentation at a WomenNC sponsored event. Upon their return, 
students will share their observations and findings on their campus and the North Carolina 
community through organized presentations. 

The scholarships will be awarded to qualified students attending colleges and universities in 
Wake, Orange, Durham, Chatham, Alamance, and Guilford counties. In addition to technical 
qualifications, the presence of passion and enthusiasm about women and girls’ issues will be an 
important element in the qualifying candidates. We are looking for hard-working students who 
are willing to invest time and energy in order to prepare themselves for the panel presentation. 

4432 Blueberry Woods Ln., Cary, NC 27518 Tel: 919-744-4778 



WomenNC 

http://www.womennc.orq 

The monetary value of this scholarship is $2300.00. This scholarship will cover all the expenses 
including airfare, accommodation, food, and other fees involved. The student will be responsible 
for covering 16% of the cost of the travel expenses which is $368.00. 

The deadline for this application is October 9th, 2011 at 11:59 pm. For more information, please 
check the follo~ving websites and review the terms and conditions of the scholarship. 

o:o http ://www.womenNC.org 
°:° http ://wwwml.org/wom enwatch/daw/csw/56sess.htm 

Terms 
1. 
2. 
3. 

and Conditions: 
Each student fellow will pay 16% of the travel expenses which is $368.00 
Student fellow’s need to have health insurance. 
Student fellows’ university or college must be located in one of the following counties: 
Wake, Orange, Durham, Chatham, Alamance, and Guilford. 

4. Student fellows need to be able to leave for New York City on February 25th, 2012 and 
return to Raleigh on March 3, 2012. Dates are tentative and subject to change. 

5. Student fellow’s are required to be in New York for 5 days, participate in CSW meetings 
and NGO Forum panels from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm, and attend WomenNC group meetings 
between 6:00 pm and 8:00 pm. 

6. Student fellows are required to attend the training session held by WomenNC in January 
2012. 

7. Student fellows must do research and prepare a 15 minute power point presentation on a 
local North Carolina organization that is involved promoting human rights in the areas of 
the agenda of the 2012 C SW, namely, "the empowerment of rural women and their role 
in poverty and hunger eradication, development and current challenges". They will 
present their findings to the North Carolina community on February 16th and in a panel 
during the Non-Governmental Organization Forum held in parallel with the inter- 
governmental CSW meetings. A draft of the presentation will be due Jan. 27th and the 
final presentation will be due Feb. 12th. 

8. Student fellows will also identify an organization that provides a solution to the issue 
they are presenting. Some North Carolina organizations have been identified and the 
students may themselves discover other appropriate organizations to research, interview 
and shadow-. This organization will be presented as a solution whose structure and 
mission can be copied by other people around the world. 

9. Student fellows will write a 10-20 page research paper on the same topic of their 
presentation. Within this paper they will outline their research on the topic as it pertains 
to North Carolina and to the US. They will also explain what their organization is doing 
to promote human rights in the area of the agenda of the 2012 CSW. A draft of the paper 
will be due Jan. 27th and the final paper will be due Feb. 12th. 

10. Student fellows will be required to submit a bi-weekly progress report on their status with 
their research to the CSW committee. The dates for these are as follows: Dec 16, Dec 30, 
]an 13, ]an 27, Feb 10. They will be due by ll:59pm. 

11. Student fellows will post at least two blogs during their research process (Nov. - Feb.) 
detailing what they are learning. Student fellows will post at least three blogs on the 
WomenNC website during their attendance at the CSW Meeting (Feb. 25~h - March 3rd). 

4432 Blueberry Woods Ln., Cary, NC 27518 Tel: 919-744-4778 



WomenNC 

http://www.womennc.orq 

By May 2011, student fellows will post at least two additional blog posts on the 
WomenNC website about their CSW experience. In total, each student will be required to 
have written at least seven blog posts. 

12. Student fellows must write a 7-10 page reflection paper of their observations and findings 
from CSW meetings. This report must be submitted to WomenNC by March 30th, 2012. 

13. Student fellows are required to create a 10 minute power point presentation on their 
observations and findings from the CSW meetings. These w-ill be used to present at the 
on campus and community presentations. The final version must be submitted to 
WomenNC by March 30th, 2012. 

14. Student fellow’s are obligated to organize one presentation on their campus and one 
presentation to a community organization approved by WomenNC based on their 
observations and findings from the CSW and NGO Forum panel meetings before April 
30th, 2011. 

15. Student fellows will be given a WomenNC email account. This account will be the only 
way that members of WomenNC will correspond with the student via email. It will also 
provide access to various documents, calendars, and allow the student to post on the 
WomenNC biog. Students are expected to check the email daily and respond within 24 - 
48 hours to any e-mails sent to them. Other e-mail addresses will not be used. It will be 
the student’s responsibility to forward the emails to a different account if they choose to 
do so. 

16. Students will receive a certificate from the WomenNC Student Fellowship Program 
committee upon the completion of their fellowship. 

17. If the student fails to adhere to the terms and conditions of this Fellowship and the 
Student Fellowship Timeline set forth by WomenNC, they may be denied completion of 
the program and/or WomenNC reserves the right to remove them from the program 
prematurely. 

18. The Terms and Conditions are subj ect to change without notice. Students will be notified 
within a week of any changes. 

If you have any questions about the WomenNC Student Fellowship Program, you may contact 
any of the following people. 

Anita Sivakumar, WomenNC President: administrator@womem~c.org 
Beth Dehghan, WomenNC Executive Director: beth.dehghan@womennc.org 
Dr. Joanne Hershfield, WomenNC Student Fellowship Chair: hershfld@email.unc.edu 

Respectfully yours, 

WomenNC 

4432 Blueberry Woods Ln., Cary, NC 27518 Tel: 919-744-4778 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, August 27, 2011 2:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

Hakuna matata, the hurricane will pass 

T 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, August 27, 2011 10:36 A~vl 
To: 2vlcMillar~ Tim 
Subject: 

Not a break.., in the Habari! 

Cheers, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

PPAA Editorial Council <editoriaLppaa(,@gmafil.com> 

Sunday, August 28, 2011 11:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Calling for your support to contribute to "I~)LITIKA", Annual Journal ofPPAA HKU 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

On behalf of Politics and Public Administration Association (PPAA) of the University of Hong Kong, I am writing to invite you to contribute an article to 

our forthcoming edition of our Annual Journal "POLITIKA". 

Every year, PPAA publishes a number of publications which contain academic articles contributed by university students, as well as renowned scholars 

from all around the world. Among these, the "POLITIKA" Annual Journal has been a leading student academic publication in the region on Political Science, 

Public Administration and related Social Sciences since 1976. The objectives of the Annual Journal are: 

(1) To facilitate intellectual exchange between students and academics, both locally and internationally; and 

(2) To keep students in pace with current affairs and to develop their critical thinking. 

Copies of the Annual Journal will be distributed to students of the University of Hong Kong (particularly Politics and Public Administration majored), 

academics and relevant student bodies of other tertiary institutions. 

The main theme of this year’s Annual Journal is "Africa - The Black Gold". We aim to provide our readers a comprehensive view of the present and future 
of Africa, by exploring a wide range of topics from Africa’s political economy to Africa’s foreign policy and relationships with the world. 

As you are a highly regarded and experienced academic in this field, we would be very honored if you could write for us. A complimentary copy will be 
delivered to you after it has been published. We welcome articles of any topic or stance, in English as well as in Chinese (if applicable). The length is 
preferred to be less than 1,000 words. We also welcome article that has been published before. Should it be the case, please also kindly inform us of the 
copyright matter, so that we may contact the corresponding medium for permission to adopt and re-publish if necessary. We shall be collecting all 

materials for our publication by 18th September, 2011. 

Your support will be immensely helpful to our promotion of the study of Political Science and we are sure that our readers will benefit much from reading 

your work. Should you have any enquiries, please feel free to contact me by e-mail at editorial.ppaa@gmail.com. 

look forward to hearing from you soon, Thank you for your kind attention. 

Yours sincerely, 

Jasmine Siu 
Member of Editorial Council 
The "Politika" Annual Journal 2011 

Politics and Public Administration Association 

SSS HKUSU 

The University of Hong Kong 

Tel / Fax: 2517 7247 
Emaih ppaa@hku.hk 
Website: www.hku.hk!ppaa 

About Us 

Being one of the mos~t active ,societies in HKU, Politics and PuNic Adminis~tmtion Association sss HJ-:_USU (PPAA, ~’ rA~)~ ~i~k,~-~0 has a uNque mission to 

advance the punic interest through changing political apathy into awareness, motivating people to critically rethink about what positive impact they cma bring as citizens 

in locaJ and international systems of governance, and training Ngh caJiber leaders who are concerned ruth serving society uncompromisingly. 

Founded in 1973 as Hong Kong’s first student-led society focused on the study of globaJ and punic alti~irs, PPAA has emerged into one of the most successful of its 

kind in the region. Today, having strong links ruth the communi~ and serving as the official student representative body of the HKU Department of Politics and Public 



Administration, PPAA promotes the free exchange of diverse ideas rega~-ding compelling issues ranging from transnational terrorism, global democrat~ation, and 

nuclear proliferation to human righks issues, Cross-Strait relations, public tx~licy and constitutional reform in Greater China, and many more. 

Every yeax, PPAA organ~es a huge variety of current public affairs forums, panels, exhibitions, debates, and social activities for its Members, HKU students and 

almnni, and the general public. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaukeu, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 7:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Dear Eunice, 

That is wonderful news’. I’m glad to hear it. Santa Monica is a lovely ci~z. 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (l?x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http://ww~umass.eduiumpress/spr 97/ianken html 

Walter White, N/h-. NAACP: 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Sunday, August 28, 2011 9:31 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: Hello 

[)ear Kenneth, 

Hope this finds you well and in good spirits 

Just a quick note to let you know that       got a job through the company he was ~nterning with during the summer months. He actually received two offers, one at his intern place - for 
Nov. 1 - and the one he has picked that starts September 1. 

Thanks for your offer to connect him with folks out there tie is happy and he is looking forward to moving to Santa M0nica at the end of September. I guess I finally have to visit LA one of 
these days 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

klcaJdwe@emaJl.unc.edu 

Monday, August 29, 2011 10:30 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaJdwe@email.unc.edu>; iab26@drexel.edu; Mathews, Allison <amathews@email.unc.edu>; kslcocum@email.unc.edu; 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Article on Race, Class, and Obama 

ii.~.iI The Chronicle of Higher Education 

An article from The Chronicle of Higher Education was forwarded to you by: 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

Message from the sender: 

R~aee, Class, and Obama 

The president’s ethniei .ty shouldn’t exempt him frotn eritieism fi)r selling ont poor people, and 

poor Afifiean-Amerieans especially. 

Most E-Mailed 

CoJiege Presidents ka’~ Bullish on Online Ed~eation but Face a Skeptical £ubJie 

Creative Approaches to the Syllabus 

As They Try to Rei~a I~ Fvater~aRies, Colleges S~ir Deba~e 

Collaborative Learni~g for the Digital Age 

How Big Can E-i.e~rni~g Get? At Southern New Hampshire U., Very Big 

NnNng it hard to keep up M~ N1 ~at’s happening in aeademe? The Chronicle keeps you up 

to date with award-u~nning repoAing and anNysis of eum~nt events in higher edueafion. We 

offer daily and weeny e-tnail newsle~e~ that ~11 keep you eun’ent. Go to 

h~):iiehron~de.eomimyaeeountieewsle~ers to siva up. 

(c) The Chronicle of Higher Education 
1255 23rd Street iNq~V 

Washington, DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ritter, E Tyler <etritte@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 29, 2011 10:44 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccot?ac] Sakai Tips and Tricks 

Dear CCO Instructors: 

Aside from a few minor issues, we have gotten off to a remarkably smooth start this semester with our Sakai transition. We greatly appreciate the fact that 

everyone has approached this transition with such a positive attitude. As expected, we are discovering a few bugs and helpful tips along the way. As we enter the 

second week of class, we wanted to share a few of those with you: 

Slow Loading Forums: Some students are reporting that when they click on the "forums" link there is nothing there. This is because the forums have been 

slow to load. Please reassure your students that the Forums will appear after a short delay. 

Unwanted Notifications: If you prefer not to receive e-mail notices when students post to the discussion forum, you can remedy this by clicking on "Watch" 

in the grey bar at the top of the Forums area and choosing "no notification." 

Spellchecking Forum Posts: Spellcheck is currently not an available feature in Sakai. You can compose your posts in Word, spellcheck them there, and then 

~aste into the Sakai composition box. Be sure to use the "Paste from Word" button to avoid inserting unwanted code into your post. 

i~i Description: Description: Description: cid:image001.jpg@01006240.30144660 

¯ Inaccurate Time Stamps on Posts: We have learned that due to testing being done by ITS early last week, some time stamps on discussion posts were 

inaccurate. If you see a batch of posts all stamped within a minute or so of one another, it is possible that the time stamps are inaccurate. We have been 

told that this is not expected to be a problem going forward. 

¯ Gradebook Questions: If you encounter questions about setting up your gradebook, the Friday Center Faculty site in Sakai has some basic information and 

helpful links. 

Please let us know of any other issues or helpful tips you come across. Thank you for all of your efforts in learning Sakai so quickly! 

Tyler Ritter 

Associate Director for Communication and Instructional Design 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 9:19-843-5836 

E-mail: etritter@email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: -~a href "maS~lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu-~!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

em~l to <a href "mailt~:~eave-2976~6~6-36346~3.47f~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@~istserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-2976~6~6- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, August 29, 2011 10:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

suMay’s news 

WONDERFUL to talk with you, dear one. Just read the paper, and I 
frailly thil~ this stoW is a non-stoly. All credentials in place, 
though perhaps poor judgment Nice to breathe again Much aIt’ection, B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

Monday, August 29, 2011 11:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri600 

Hi Eunice -- 

Unfortunately I ~vould say yes. Certain classes are exempt from finals by proscription -- first year seminars and man?, experiential education classes. I would thil~ seminars would be too, but 
I don’t know that that is the case. We need to err on the side of caution. 

From University Policy: 

Undergraduate courses taught on campus must include a final assessment (i.e. final examination) uaaless the Provost grants an exception. A traditional final examination is written, is 
administered at a predetermined time as specified in the final examination schedule, and takes place at a designated location. Only the Provost can grant exceptions to the scheduled time and 
location of a traditional examination after review and approval of the appropriate department head and the dean 

Tim 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 11:21 AM 
To: McMil lan, Tim 
Subject: Afri600 

tIi Tim, 

So, students in this seminar - given the extensive material they have to cover in additional to exams in the semester - they are required to write 5 responses papers to material we are covering 
in November These papers are in lieu of a final exam and frankly I think the requirements [’or this seminar (and the INTS560 one that I am teaching) throughout the term are quite demanding 
and the?" are testing on all the issues we cover before Dec 7 Do I still need to petition ~2~r exception from final exam? 

What a season.. 

Cheers, 

Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L ~:klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 12:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

FW: Paul Gilroy on the riots. 

i~i 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

ErNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http : //www. unc. edu~’depts/afriaf am 

From: H-NET I)iscussion List for African American Studies [H-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU] on behalf of Abdul Alkalimat [mcworter@ILLINOIS.EDU] 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2011 7:46 AM 

To: H-AFRO-AM@t I-NET.MSU.EDU 
Subject: Paul Gilroy on the riots. 

From: rachleff@macalester.edu 

> 

>the dream of safety<http://dreamofsafeW.blo~spot cam/> 
> 

> To surrender the dream of safety... 
>                  Tuesday, August 16, 2011 
> Paul Oilroy speaks on the riots, August 2011, Tottenham, North London 
> <http://vibrationsmusiccom/wp-content/ima~es/2OO9/;ilrov.ip~> 
> <http://vibrationsmusic.con~,2009/O4/27/paul-~ilrog/> 
> http://vibrationsmusic.comJ2009/O4i27/paul-~ilroy/ 
> 

> [Winston Silcott in his introduction, remarked that if London had a better 
> welfare state like Sweden, the riots may not have occurred] 
> 

> Oihoy: I don’t want us to get too romantic about Scandinavia...[applause] 
> ’]?he last time I was in Malm4~ there was a laser sniper shooting at people of 
> colour in the streets. 
> 

> I ~vant to say- a few- things in solidari~ with the people who have suffered, 
> the families including the family of Mark Duggan who have lost so much. I 
> was sitting in Highbur~" magistrate’s court this morning, watching the 
> magistrate giving people who had no criminal record months and months before 
> their case ~vould even be heard. And those young people, some of whora were 
> not ~vith their farailies but were on their own, could not have been defended 
> successfully even by soraeone like Michael Mansfield. It’s a sham what’s 
> going on down there. For people who’ve been charged with violent disorder, 2 
> out of 3 of them have been remanded in custody, and that is a scandal, not 
> justice. 
> 

> We’ve heard a lot of surprise from our political leaders who say that they 
> didn’t know this was coming. I use Twitter, and I hope you do too, because 
> it’s a useful form of ne~vs now that we don’t watch TV so much. One person I 
> follow on Twitter is the leader of the police federation. The leader of the 
> police federation has been saying consistently that he went to see [Home 
> Secretary] Theresa *iay in the spring of this year, but before the student 
> protests started. He went to see her after the election and he told her 
> there would be problems, and she dismissed him and said he was a 
> scaremonger. So I think ~ve should explore this question of what does it mean 
> to pretend you didn’t know something was going to happen when you did know. 
> 

> The question is supposed to be was there politics in this rioting, or was 
> it just a cW for help or a cry" for things. And I thip& the question 
> shouldn’t be was there politics in this rioting and looting, but is there 
> politics in this countly? Because when you have three parties who are saying 
> the same thing..[applause] there’s no politics in Britain There’s a kind 
> of entertainment, there’s a bit of theatre, which is delivered to people, in 
> the face of what is a desperate situation, which can only get worse, and 
> can’t just be understood from a local perspective. It can’t just be 
> understood from what’s going on here--we need to think about what’s going on 
> in other parts of the world which the crisis has touched. 
> 

> Stafford Scott wrote a very lucid and a veW brilliant analysis of what was 
> going on in the paper, and he looked a variety of indicators to tly to 
> understand what’s going on around us here: unemployment numbers, school 
> exclusion numbers, stop and search numbers ..In terms of these things, the 



numbers are as bad as or ~w~rse than they were thirty years ago. 

So the temptation is to say it’s the same game as it was thirty years ago, 
or twenty-t’~ve years ago, and it isn’t the same game. For instance, the 
police admitted that they’ve done a hundred thousand searches under the new 
terrorism legislation, and of those hundred thousand searches not one, not 
one, led to an arrest under the terrorism legislation! So I think we need 
to remember that the ganre has changed. 

And in 1981 there was a sense that they knew there were particular areas of 
London that were places which could blow up at any tinre, and the solution 
was a very complex thing, which involved soft policing, and schools, 
etcetera. And what we’ve seen since 1981 is the ruilitarization of that 
structure. The criminal justice systunr and places of incarceration have 
become blacker and browner places--the groups of people incarcerated in this 
country is a disproportionate phenonmnon. 

To me that data doesn’t show, doesn’t suggest, that the people, our people, 
are any nmre criminal than anyone else. What it suggests to rue is that 
they’ve been subjected to processes of criminalization. 

Now, in 1981, you could talk about racisnr. A judge was given the job of 
seeing how the events of 1981 [riots in Brixton, Handsworth, Leeds and 
Liverpool] developed. He said he had to discuss the question of racism in 
his report. Of course, he said "what institutional racism?"--rm not a fan 
of his; I’m just saying, he had to address that question. And now we’re in 
a situation where cv-eryone says, "oh, racism? That’s done with. That was 
before." And I don’t think that that’s the case. 

YVhen you look at the layer of political leaders froru our corcanunities, the 
generation who canre of age during that time thirty years ago, many of those 
people have accepted the logic of privatization. They’ve privatized that 
movement, and they’ve sold their services as consultants and managers and 
diversity trainers. They’ve sold their services to the police, they’ve sold 
them to the army, they’ve sold them to the corporate world., go to some of 
their ;vebsites and you’ll see how proud they are of their clients And that 
means that, in many areas, the loss of experience, the loss of the 
imagination is a massive phenomenon. So that the young people in the courts 
today don’t have a defence campaign. They don’t have one yet, but I hope 
that one will develop 

So a lot of that leadership has been chauneled into the local government, 
and has formed a kind of "consultariat " And if you ~vant to understand what 
that means, you have to look at places like South Africa, ;vhere, in the 
process after the end of apartheid, a ;vhole layer of militants, a whole 
layer of people went over, and they got their pensions, and they sold this, 
and they sold that, because the goverl~ment, in changing that society, 
thought that having a Black middle class was going to be the way to do it. 
Well, that’s not the ;vay it’s going to work here. [applause] 

> <http ://1.bp.blo~spot.com/d IIheHuWgpc/SKXClsn7ICI/AAAAAAAABAk/KToO-X8 itAis400/Brixton+aftermath+ 1 jp~> 

That privatization is also a privatizatiun of the mind. Because in 1981 
there were no computers, there were no mobile phones, so people didn’t have 
all of that digital distraction. There was no porn saturating the world that 
young people move through, there was no place to upload your videos to. 
These are big changes. They point us to something that’s important in 
understanding the difference between then and now. 

The difference between 1981 and now is that the relationship between information 
and power has been changed, and our tactics for understanding our defence 
of our communities have to take those changes into account. And that means 
that we have to think very carefully about how we engage with the media. I’m 
very happy that there are people here who are independent distributors of 
information and news, who are circulating what goes on here and circulating 
interpretations of what’s happened in this country. We have to get it to 
people outside of our country--we have to internationalize it. We have to 
think about how technology can work for us. And media is not something 
transparent. 

Because what happens in the digitalization of media and privauzatmn is 
the contraction and the impoverishment of our media People talk about 
"dumbing down"--it’s not just about dumbing down--it’s something different 
than that. And that means that there’s a much tighter control over what can 
be said. 

And that technology which is so different from in 1981 is also part of what 
I’d like to call, tonight, a securitocracy, ruling us through security. 
And that means the DNA in your bodies, in your mouths, in DNA swabs, the 
CCTV cameras that are all around us here...And, and this is another 
interesting feature of last week, the xvay the spin operation works. The 
nredia, owned by people like Murdoch, have a ’golden hour’ after the story 
breaks, in which they- can fix the stole/, and then that fixed story grows, 
like a snoxvball rolling dowtkhill. 

~i~"nat we need to understand is that this doesn’t happen by accident. These 
things are tectmiques for making itfformation rueaningful, and we need to 
learn froru them. 



One of the other differences between now and 30 years ago, now and 25 years 
ago, is that the riots are no longer just a black-and-white story It’s a 
story that’s complicated by all kinds of changes in our cities and our 
cotmnun~ties. It’s a story that’s been complicated by the development of 
political Islam in our communities--I mean, had it not been Ramadan, who 
knows what different kinds of events would have uN2~l ded 

And it’s no longer a story which can be explained only by reference to a 
Caribbean history, because the majority of the Black population now in our 
country are people of African descent, with a range of difl;erent 
experiences, a range of different stories and reasons for being here. We 
have a number of small business owners, shopkeepers, many of whom are 
irrmrigrants who have arriv-ed from somewhere else, and they’re taking the 
position that people who own shops have always taken, and it’s no surprise 
for them to be calling for vigilantism and other things to protect their 
property. 

Our situation is made complex in a different sense by the presence of 
people from Eastern Europe. I mean, the woman who jumped out of the window 
in Croydon<htt p://ua’cw.guardian, co.ulc,’uki2011/aug/10/crovdon-woman-iump-burning-building>--she’d 
come from Poland to work in Poandland, because that was a better life for 
her. Lraagine what that means, to come from Poland to w-ark in Poundland, for 
minimum wage, searching for a better life. 

<http://www. iobcuts, co.ukiwp-c ontent/uploads/lar~e-poundland.ipg> 

So we have to find some way to recognize those differences too. 

The government wants to introduce new" laws to criminalize the wearing of 
masks. The only people who really get away with wearing masks in our society 
right now is the territorial support group [of the Met police] <http:i/static.guim.co.nkisys-images/Ouardian/Pi~’pictures/2009/4/10/1239372878147/’Police-baton-char ge-phot o-001.jpg>. 
[applause] I don’t hear Jack Straw saying, "I can’t see their Faces." 
[laughter] So that suggests to me that there’s a double standard at work 
here, and we need to pressure that 

And sure, there are gangs around in London, but this is not about gangs. 
And I think Gary’s made a good point about the United States We’ve been 
talking about poverty, and one of the worst forms of poverty that’s shaped 
our situation is poverty of the imagination. And what happens in this 
cou~try, and this is something that many of us in our commumties share with 

[Conservative Prime Minister] David Cameron, whether we like it or not ~Vhen 
we feel the impa ct of our poverty of the imagination, we reach for what ~ve 
think is the future, and that’s always the United States of America 

I never thought that in a public forun~ I would agree with Sir Hugh Orde, 
the police chief of Northern Ireland, but he would say clearly that is not a 
situation that is going to be eliminated by the infiltration of American 
techniques And I think he’s right. I think we should remember that before 
we think that the Coach Carter scenario is part of our future and the 
solution to the problems faced by our young people. [applause] 

If we go down that road, we’re headed toward a society that’s mn on the 
basis of mass imprisonment. And that’s not just about making the prisons 
bigger and fuller, making them engines for making money for private 
corporations, but it’s also about turning your schools into prisons, and 
turning your streets into prisons, and turning your community into something 
that’s much more like a prison. And we do not ~vant that society based on 
mass imprisonment That’s not our future. We are not Americans, we are not 
2,mericans. 

Lastly, I’d suggest that I think we need to put David Lammy<http://enwikipedia.or~/wiki/David Lammy>under some pressure. [applause] In the same way, we should put the media 
under some pressure lk~r controlling our inlk~rmation, and not just go running 
to Sky News and BBC. We need to put our political representatives under some 
pressure. I bye in Finsbury Park, not too far from Tottenham, so I know 
where David Lammy hves. He’s something of an outside agitator in your 
commumty. [laughter] 

The last thing I want to say is that in 1981 and 1985 we knew we were 
dealing with a system. We understood the interconnecting parts When I talk 
about the poverty of the imagination, I mean that we are thinking like 
people who approach these things through the lens of a pr~vatized world We 
only think of these things as individuals, and we don’t see them as 
connected. The last week has been an amazing class, a primer, to give us the 
opportunity to understand how these things function today You remember that 
party they all had, in the Cotswolds...and they were all there, the 
Milibands were there, the Labour people were there, the TV people were there 
(not the ones from David Starkey-land but the ones from Channel Four News), 
and they were all there together, and they’re telling you something when 
they all congregate like that. 

<http://farm6 static.flickr.com~5060/5428106864 ff~91782915.ipg> 

They’re telling you that they’re a class. And they think and act and 
conduct themselves like a class. They chat to each other, they marry each 
other, they go to the same places...And if we want to act as a body, if we 
want to act in concert, we have to learn something from the way they conduct 
themselves, even as we challenge what they do. 

So the pieces I can see in this system, the role of information, of 
policing, of deprivation, of inequality...And we need to clarify that we 



have the resources we need in our con~num~--we just need to use them in a 
different way Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African-American Studies <afs@uncg.edu;, 

Monday, August 29, 2011 2:37 PM 

African-American Studies ~at?~@uncg.edu>; Bruce Holland <bjholla2@uncg.edu> 

NC Black Studies Facul~ Collaboration Interest Meeting 

Hello All, 

Friday, Sept. 9 at 1 pm-3 pm 

]International Civil Rights Nuseum 
134 South Elm Street 
Greensboro, NC 27401. 

Join us and other Black Studies faculty from NC Universities to discuss possible collaborations 

Refreshments will be served 

RSVP to afs@uncq.edu by September 2 

Bruce 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@uncc.edu> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 2:45 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Group ~apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

RE: APCG events at APSA Seattle 

Per last week’s message abo~t APCG events at APSA (copied again below), please remember to RSVP for Friday’s social event by Wednesday! 

Thanks, 

Bel:h 

Frora: Whitaker, Beth [mailto:BWhitaker@uncc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2011 2:29 PM 
To: African Politics Conference Group 
Subject: APCG events at APSA Seattle 
Dear APCG members: 

Welcome to another academic year! As many of you get ready to travel to Seattle for the American Political Science Association conference next week (September 1-4), 
please plan to join us for the following African Politics Conference Group events: 

1) APCG-Sponsored Panels: We have two panels at the conference, including one on Accountability and Redistribution in Africa (Friday 10:15 a.m.-12:00 p.m.) and another 
on South Sudan: A Lens for a New Paradigm of African Politics (Saturday 8:00-9:45 a.m.). Details for these panels are copied below. There also are several other panels of 
interest to APCG members, and I encourage you to use the search feature on APSA’s website. (Note that there is now a mobile-ready version for use on smartphones.) 

2) APCG Business Meeting: Our business meeting is scheduled for Friday, September 2, 6:15-7:15 p m in the Washin.qton State Convention Center Room 210. Among 
the items on the agenda at~ the launch of a new APCG website and the presentation of the inaugural APCG-Lynne Rienner Award for the Best Dissertation in African Politics. 
As a follow-up to last year’s meeting at the ASA in San Francisco, we also need to revisit some amendments to the by-laws and propose a new one (see attached draft 
agenda). 

3) APCG Social Event: After the meeting, at 8:00 p.m. on Friday, September 2, we will gather at the Pan Africa Restaurant and Bar, 1521 1st Avenue (half a mile from the 
Convention Center) (http://wvwv.panafricamarket.com/). APCG will provide some appetizers and we’re working with the restaurant for space to mingle. Those who want to order 
dinner and drinks are strongly encouraged to do so (keeping in mind, of course, that our second panel is early the next morning!). Please RSVP for the social event to me 

(bwhitaker@uncc.edu) by Wednesday, August 3t, so I can provide the restaurant with an accurate count. 

4) APDG-.Sponsored Short Course: For those traveling to Seattle early, Bob Press and other APCG members have put together a great short course on "Improving Your 
Field Research Anywhere: Methods, Practices, Strategies, and Technologies." It will be held on Wednesday afternoon (8/31) from 1:00-5:00 p.m. in Convention Center 2A. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I look forward to seeing you in Seattle! 

Beth WMtaker 

Chair, APCG 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. Associate Proi~ssor, Associate Chair a~d Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte Departmeut of Politicdl Scieuce and Public Administration 

9201 University City. Blvd. ] Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phoue: 704-687-4527 i Fax: 704-687-3497 

bwlaitaker@uncc.edu 

AFRICAN POLITICS CONFERENCE GROUP PANELS 

Panel 1 : ACCOUNTABILITY AND REDISTRIBUTION IN AFRICA 
Friday 10:15 am- 12:00 pm 
Room: Convention Center 203 

Chair: Benjamin Arah, Bowie State University 

Papers: 
The Political Economy of Local Democracy: Service Delivery and Accountability in Mozambique since 1999, Beatrice Reaud, American University 
Opposition Parties and Service Deliveryin African Cities, Danielle Elise Resnick, United Nations-World Institute for Development Economics Research 
Ethnic Political Mobilization in Africa’s MultipartyRegin}es, Michelle Kuenzi, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Gina M. S. Lambright, George Washington University 
The Disttfbutional Logic of Government Transfers in Malawi, Kim Yi Dionne, Texas A&M University, Jeremy Horowitz, Dartmouth College 

Discussant: Sandra F. Joireman, Wheaton College 

Panel 2: SOUTH SUDAN: A LENS FOR A NEW PARADIGM OF AFRICAN POLITICS 
Saturday 8:00=9:45 am 
Room: The Conference Center 205 

Chair: William Reno, Northwestern University 

Papers: 
Maintaining Institutionalized Authority in an Ethnically Fragmented Social Landscape: Assessing the Validity of the South Sudan-Somalia Comparison, Miklos Gosztonyi, 
Northwestern University 

Pdzes and Compromises: The Survival of the Sudan People’s Liberation Army, Christopher Day, Northwestern University 
The Strategy behind the LRA Strategy: US Intervention and Regional Stability, Adam Branch, San Diego State University 
Corruption and State-Building in South Sudan, Zachariah Cherian Mampilly, Vassar College 

Discussants: Ariel Zellman, Northwestern University 
William Reno, Northwestern University 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Connor Raus <connor@thislandpress.com> 

Monday, August 29, 2011 5:10 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Tulsa Founders Role in Race Riot Revealed 

This Land Press 

TULSA, OKLAHOMA FOUNDER’S ROLE 
IN RACE RIOT REVEALED 
A giou~dbreaki~g ~~ew a~ticle from This La~’~d Press establishes that Tare 

B~ady, a ~otmdi~{~ 5~the~ ef Tuba, Ok:~ahema~ was a K~an member who 

tortured ur~on members arid festered a~ atmosphere of racism ~ea@~g to 

the Tuba Race R~et, En~re areas of Tu~sa~ named af[er [~rady~ are cN~ed 

~nto quesi:b~ 

Reporter Lee Roy Chapman chronicles a new history of Tulsa by exposing the truth behind one 

of its founding fathers, W. Tate Brady. 

"Previous accounts of Tate Brady’s life exclude any mention of his less than honorable traits," 

writes Chapman. "His violent behavior, his attempts to segregate Tulsa, and his deep 

involvement with the Klan." 

Brady, the article says, was not only a member of the KKK, but also led the brutal tar and 

feathering of seventeen union workers in 1917 in an event known as the "Tulsa Outrage." 

Following the kidnapping of the men, Brady also helped bring Nathan Bedford Forrest II to 

Tulsa, a man who held a national Klan leadership, the report reveals. 

Other major findings in "The Nightmare of Dreamland: Tate Brady and the Battle for 

Greenwood" include: 

Tate Brady’s active role in the Tulsa Race Riot of 1921 

The Tulsa Chamber of Commerce’s propaganda efforts 

The influence of the Klan leaders on Tulsa’s city leaders 

The participation of a Tulsa World editor in inciting the Tulsa Outrage 

Brady owned the land upon which Beno Hall, a KKK temple, was built 

Popular Tulsans joined a committee chaired by a national Klan leader 

The ongoing struggle for historic registry of the Tulsa Race Riot area 

Today, Tate Brady’s name is emblazoned on the front of numerous downtown Tulsa buildings, 

with an entire area of town, along with a neighborhood named after the city founder. 

Chapman’s findings suggest that Tulsa must now grapple with the uncomfortable problem of 

reassessing the district’s name and value. 

"The Nightmare of Dreamland is a real revelation, and with it, Lee Roy Chapman has shed new 

light on the early history of Tulsa," says This Land publisher Vincent LoVoi. "Readers can now 

understand the context of events leading up to the Riot of 1921, and they can see how it 

continues to affect life in Tulsa today. It is a historical essay with major modern repercussions in 

Tulsa--a masterpiece of contemporary narrative journalism." 

W. Tate Brady committed suicide in 1925, but his legacy remains in the large district that bears 

his name. The Brady Arts District enjoys a place on the national registry of historic places, but 



Greenwood--the area where the 1921 Riot occurred--has yet to receive the same designation. 

Along with "The Nightmare of Dreamland," This Land Press is publishing an editorial by noted 

riot historian Alfred Brophy, as well as a comprehensive history of Beno Hall, a large Klan 

temple, that was once located in Tulsa. James Goodwin, of the Oklahoma Eagle, offers an 

editorial as well, and plans to run the article as a 5-part series in his paper. Journalist J. Kavin 

Ross clears up misunderstandings with a stirring history of the Greenwood area, where the 

1921 Tulsa Race Riot occurred. This Land Press will also offer a number of related video and 

audio segments related to the article on their website, including a re-enactment of Brady’s 

admission of Klan membership during a testimony before an Oklahoma military tribunal. 

ABOUT THIS LAND PRESS 

In 2010, This Land Press earned international acclaim for its pioneering reporting of Bradley 

Manning, the Oklahoman at the center of the Wikileaks saga. More recently, Huffington Post 

noted This Land’s contribution to race reporting because it dedicated a special issue to 

coverage of the Riot. In this collector’s issue, This Land Press also unveils an advisory board 

featuring names like former Harper’s editor Roger Hodge and Google Books executive Tom 

Turvey, among others. The Columbia Journalism Review called This Land Press "The New 

Yorkerwith balls." 

This Land Press is Oklahoma’s first new media company and publishes thought-provoking 

content across print, video, audio and web mediums. Thanks to its homegrown, local appeal, 

This Land Press also manages one of the largest online media communities in Oklahoma. To 

find out more, visit ~!:ti~.!~=i~!:~’...s....~i~..e...!?...o....o.~.~...F.~#. or visit 

Unsubscribe 
Powered by YMLP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ganesh Trichur < @hotmaiI.com> 
Monday, August 29, 2011 7:54 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [smwg01] References on the Tunisian Revolution/Arab Spring 

There were b~vo articles in the New Left Review this year -- one by Perry Anderson (insightful) and another more recently by Kees van der Pijl (not sure how insightful). There 
are a whole bunch of articles on the Arab Spring in the online Jadaliyya. 

Ganesh Trichur 

> Date: Non, 29 Aug 2011 14:25:08-0400 
> From: aaraujo@email.unc.edu 
> To: smwg01@listserv.unc.edu 
> Subject: [smwg01] References on the Tunisian Revolution/Arab Spring 
> 

> Hello SMWGers, 
> 
> I am helping a student put together a reading list on on the recent 

> Tunisian revolution in specific, and the Arab Spring in general. If 
> anyone knows of any articles or sources on the subject, could you please 
> forward them to me? <aaraujo@email.unc.edu> 
> 
> I’ve reviewed a number of the recent social movement journals, but have 
> only found forthcoming articles on the subject and nothing published 
> yet. I’m sure there have to be some sources already on-line. 
> 
> Thanks much, 
> Ana 
> 
> --- You are currently subscribed to smwg01 as:        ~hotmaiLcom To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29762658- 
8121562.e8a49f080fgb09354164346912c80a6e@listser~.unc.edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29765369-414046&0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, August 29, 2011 9:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: SeminaJc 

Will do It was very nice to see you today. 
You really don’t need to el~roll. You are always welcome regardless. 
It would be nice to go for a beer with the students after class about 
once a month 

Best, 
John 

On 8/29/2011 7:29 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear John, 
> 

> Great seminar. 
> 

> I would be grateful if you added me to Blackboard so that I can access the readings. I think all you need is nay last name. The Friday Center folks were trying to add me today, but it ;vill 
take a day or so before my name appears on the roster. 
> 
> Many thanks 
> 

> Eunice 
> 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of Intemati onal Studies 
(;hair, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3220 

’]Tel: 919-962-8903 (mare office) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 



From: 

Sent: 

Sub jet�: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librm?- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 30, 20l 1 7:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:-- 

Libra,’ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

08-30-11 07:57AM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: Hill Collins, Patricia. AUTHOR: 
Black feminist thought:knowledge, Social movements in the global Sout 

CALL NO: HQ1426 .C633 2000 CALL NO: HN980 .$587 2011 

BARCODE: 00017239560 BARC©DE: 00040207944 

Davis Library DUE: 09-12-11 Davis Library DUE: 09-12-11 

AIYH taR: 

Spaces of democracy : geographical 

CALL NO: JF799 $63 2004 

BARCOI)E: 00024550594 

Davis Library DUE: 09-12-11 

Eunice N SahIe 

6716 WLNDING ARCH DRIVE 

DURtlAM NC 27713 

3:19 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 9:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

greetings! 

Hi F~umce, 

I haven’t run into you yet at Battle Hall so I thought I’d check in on email. I hope your semester is offto a great start When things settle down maybe we can grab a coffee and catch up. 

Also, has anyone been in touch with Walter Rucker as far as you kno~v? I haven’t seen him yet, but thought perhaps I should see if a few people would like to get together and invite him to 
get a coffee or drink one day soon. But perhaps someone has alrea@ done this. I just wanted to make stare he had a proper welcome to the department! 

Hope all is ~vell! 

best, 
Lydia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fondation Robert Schuman <info@newsletter.robert-schuman.eu> 
Tuesday, August 30, 20:i.:1. :1.:08 PH 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Letter n°498 

Front page? : Women’s C,’}nferenceiEnr,:)H Elections : EsLc.nia I i.i~Lvia j Denmark Financial 
Crisis : EC’B I France/Germany I Finland/Greece I German’s’ I c~,p~ws I Bpain I France I Greece I 
ltaly I c~ech Republic I Sweden Commission : Free Movement Diplomacy : Ub~,a I Syria 
Germany : Balkans I Ange~a Merke~iLeadin9 Woman I HehT~u~ Kohl Cyprus : Government 
Denmark : Ejections Spain : Co:’:stitut~onal Reform I Ejections France : Unemp~o,in’:ent I Greece I 
Ch:na italy : Unemployment Poland : Commemorat:.on UK : lmmigraLion I laxaLion/Switzeriand I 
R~ots B~lar~s : An~ysis/r~i~inkev~ch Ukraine : ~0 years of independence Eurostat : ~nfi~on I 
Ext~rna~ lrad~ I ~ndus~r~ Eurobarometer : ~conomic Cr:,sls Studies/R~po~s : ~Sr~w~h I 
Bundesb~nl< P~bli~tio~ : Council of Europe ~Rure : ~osu~iven~ce I Exhibition/Bedh~ I 
Photos/Perpignan I ExMbitionlWomen 

Agenda I Subscriptions and other information 

Front page? : 

Women’s ConferenceiEnrol! 

j .]-24 : enrol for the conference "Women for Europe and Citizens’ initiative" 
.~j photo non dispo which will take place on 21st September at the European Parliament in Brussels. 

This conference, which is being organ?seal by the Robert Schuman Foundation 
together with the European Commission, the Konstantinos Karamanlis Institute 
for Democracy and the Polish Robert Schuman Foundation, will look into how we 

might enhance parity in Europe by way of the European Citizens’ Initiative. Some major personalities 
are taking part in the debate. The number of places available is limited. 

R-~ad I Od’~er link                                                                                  I×1 

Elections : 
Estonia 

Outgoing Head of State, Toomas Hendrik Ilves was re-elected as president of 

i~] photo non dispo the Republic of Estonia on 29th August last in the first round of voting in an 
election that took place in the Riigikogu, the only chamber in Parliament. 
Toomas Hendrik Ilves is the first president of the Republic of Estonia to be 
elected by Parliament since :1.996, the year when the present system to appoint 

the head of state was established. 

[.~tvia 
Latvian voters are being called to ballot on 17th September to renew the 100 

~i photo non dispo NiPs in the Saeima (the only chamber in Parliament), after the approval on 23rd 

.July by 94.3% of Latvians to dissolve it. At present 15 parties are represented in 
Parliament: the three members of the coalition Unity (Vienotiba) of outgoing 
Prime Minister Valdis Dombrovkskis, the three parties of the Harmony Centre 

Alliance (SC), the Greens and Farmers’ Union (ZZS), a member of the government coalition, the six 
parties of the For a Good Latvia coalition (PLL) and the two parties of the National Alliance coalition. 
The election may change matters and lead to new coalitions, with a major reshuffle in the political 
landscape having already taken place during the summer (merger of parties, foundation of new 
parties). 

On 26th August Danish Prime Hinister Lars Lokke Rasmussen (Liberal Party, V) 

i~] phot .... disp ......... d that th .... t g ..... I elect? ....... Id take pl ..... 1Bth September. 
The head of government had to convene the election before 13th November 
next. The Folketing, the single chamber parliament, comprises 179 members, 
elected for four years by proportional representation. The outgoing government 

is a coalition between the Liberal Party and the Conservative Party (KF). The government has been 
the minority in Parliament since it came to power in 2001. It enjoys the support of the Danish 
People’s Party (DF), a populist party on the far right led by Pia Kjaersgaard. If we are to believe the 
polls, the Social Democratic Party (SD) led by Helle Thorning-Schmidt, may very well return to 
power after spending ten years on the opposition benches. Ms Thorning-Schmidt would then become 
the country’s first ever woman Prime Minister. 

Road                                                                                                        ~ 

Financial Crisis : 
ECB 

j In a speech delivered on 27th August at the annual central banks meeting at 
~iI photo non dispo Jackson Hole (USA) the President of the European Central Bank .lean-Claude 

Trichet highlighted the three priorities for long term growth in the euro area: the 
implementation of structural reform (notably of the labour market and the tax 
regime), the curbing of both internal (notably on income)and external imbalance 

and greater flexibility on the part of political institutions. However as he relativised the role of 
monetary policy in guaranteeing growth, he did stress the importance of credible commitment for 
price stability, which would enable nondnflationist growth. 



On 16th August, after her meeting with French President Nicolas Sarkozy, 
:~] phot .... dispo G ..... Ch .... Ilor Angela Merkel st ..... d that to maintain a strong .... "the 

Member States of the euro area (must respect) the Stability and Growth Pact in 
force." Angela Merkel and Nicolas Sarkozy put forward a tighter economic 
policy, notably the "golden budgetary rule" to promote a return to a balance in 

public accounts, and regular meetings between the Heads of State and government of the euro area 
in order to create "an economic government" of the latter. They also planned to harmonise company 
taxes in both countries. The French president and the German chancellor addressed a joint letter to 
the President of the European Council Herman van Rompuy in which they laid out their joint 
proposals to reform the governance of the euro area. The French Finance Minister Frangois Baroin 
received his German counterpart Wolfgang Schauble on 23rd August to implement these proposals. 

Read I Other link 

Finiand/Greece 
On 16th August the Finnish Ministry of Finance announced that it had reached an 

.~j photo non dispo agreement with Athens on the guarantee of Finland’s share in the new loan of 
159 billion euros granted to Greece. The agreement stipulates that Greece will 
deliver a sum to the Finnish State, that together with the interest, will cover the 
total amount of the loan guaranteed by Finland. But, as Germany recalls, this 

bilateral agreement has to be approved by the 16 other States in the euro area; the agreement is 
coming under heavy criticism. The Finnish government says it is prepared to change the rules of the 
Greek guarantee system governing the Finnish loan but threatened to withdraw from the aid process 
to Greece if the euro area rejected the bilateral agreement with Athens. 

] Germany revised its public deficit forecast downwards to 1.5% of the GDP in 
phot .... dispoj 2011 i ..... thly report that was published on 22nd August on the Fi ..... 

Ministry’s website. On 13th April last Berlin forecast a public deficit of 2.5%. 

Read [Ctheriink                                                                            ~ 

Cyprus 

j On 26th August the Cypriot Parliament approved the austerity measures to limit 
~:: photo non dispo the budgetary deficit and to try and avoid turning to the EU for help - however it 

delayed a crucial vote on the increase in VAT until 15th September. Of the 750 
million euros in savings planned for by the government the increase in VAT 
from 15% to 17% represented around 160 million euros. Amongst the measures 

approved feature an increase from 10 to 15% in taxes on interest on savings and the rise from 30 to 
35% in income taxes on those earning more than 60,000 euros per year. 

Spain 

I On 19th August the Spanish government announced Further austerity measures 
~iI photo non dispo together with a reduction of VAT on the purchase of new properties; this is an 

attempt to settle the crisis by reducing the public deficit and yet stimulate 
economic growth. The five billion euro savings plan still has to be adopted by 
Parliament. On 26th August it approved the measures designed to boost 

employment, particularly that of young people. Whilst unemployment remains at a record level of 
20.89%, the highest amongst the industrialised countries, these measures notably aim to associate 
"training and employment", declared the government’s spokesperson, los@ Blanco after a Council of 
Ministers meeting. Moreover companies will be able to extend the two year limit set for workers with 
temporary contracts. "The two year limit on temporary contracts that makes it obligatory to 
transform them into permanent contracts after this period has been suspended," declared Labour 
Minister Valeriano Gomez. The government also decided to continue allocating 400 euros to the 
unemployed who no longer qualify for compensation. 

Read [ Cther link 

Fra nee 

j French Prime Minister Frangois Fillon presented France’s austerity plan on 24th 
~iI photo non dispo August for the coming year. The government has reduced its growth Forecast 

down to 1.75% for 2011 and 2012 and announced 12 billion euros in savings 
and additional revenues, including one billion in 2011 and 11 billion in 2012. The 
government’s intangible goal is to bring the public deficit down From 5.7% of the 
GDP in 2011 to 4.6% in 2012. The measures taken involve the abolition of tax 

breaks with the suppression of the 10% reduction on income tax and the change in the taxation of 
profits made on properties; there will be a 3% tax rate on "wealthy households" as of 500,000 euros 
income per year; tighter tax rules on big companies; social taxes on capital revenues with an 
increase of 1.2%; and finally alcohol, tobacco and sweet drinks will be taxed more. 

Read I Od’ter link                                                                                  I×I 

Greece 

j During the session of questions to parliament Greek Finance Minister Evang@los 
.~.iI photo nondispo V~niz~losspoke on 26thAugust of the danger of Further budgetary disruption 

because of the recession. He also said "we do not want to re-negotiate" the 
austerity plan set on the country until 2015 by the euro area and the ][MF". He 
said that in 2011 he was forecasting a GDP contraction over the 4.5% mark. 

David Hawley, one of the TMF spokespeople in Washington said that "the ]:MF’s executive board may 
be able to examine the payment of the next part of the loan at the end of September". He also said 
that Greece had not asked for a new aid programme. 

Read J Od’~er link :: Other link 



J On 12th August the [talian government adopted another auserity plan of 45.5 
ii~iI photo non dispo billion euros over two years in order to try and return to balance in 2013. The 

President of the Council Silvio Berlusconi declared that "the new plan will 
enable the recovery of 20 billion euros in 2012 and 25.5 billion in 2013." The 
austerity reforms implemented are: a solidarity tax on income of over 90,000 
euros per year; the merger of provinces and communities; by 2016 the 
progressive increase in the retirement age of women to 65; and the 

suppression of 50,000 elected representatives’ posts. 

Read                                                                                                        ~ 

Czech Repubhc 
The Czech government led by Petr Necas approved draft Fiscal reform on 24th 

.~.iI photo non dispo August with the aim oFreducing the public deficit. The draft, which is due to be 
debated in Parliament, plans For the suppresion of the idea of the "super gross" 
wage as the basis For the calculation of income tax that at present is a uniform 
lS% and which will now be calculated based on the gross salary and rise to 

19%. A new 20% tax on gambling and the suppression of many tax exemptions are also being 
planned. 

The Swedish government reviewed its growth Forecasts and budgetary surplus 

~i photo dispo downwards For 2012 to 1.3 Yo and 0.1 }S of the GDP "as a result of the world debt 
crisis." The Finance Minister thereby reviewed his growth Forecast downwards by 
2.5 points and the budgetary surplus down by 1.7 points in comparison with his 
Forecast in April. in 2011 the government is now planning on 4.2% growth and a 

deficit of 0.2% of the GDP against a previous 4.6% and 0.3% in April. 

j On 11th August the European Commission approved Spain’s request to restrict 
~:~iI photo non dispo its labour market against Romanian workers until 31st December 2012 due to a 

record unemployment rate of over 20%. Spain already opened its labour 
market to Romanians as of 2009 but resorted on 28th ]july to the safeguard 

clause included in Romania’s accession agreement to the EU. The Commission stressed that this was 
only a temporary, exceptional measure. At the same time it indicated that it had started infringement 
procedures against 10 member states (Germany, Austria, Cyprus, Spain, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, 
the Czech Republic, UK and Sweden) For not having transposed a European directive, dated 2004, 
into their own legislation with regard to Free movement. The Commission’s intervention will lead to 
the settlement, via dialogue, of 90% of the cases launched with regard to Free movement 
infringements. Since the summer 2010 a total of 786 problems have been noted, 711 cases (90%) 
have been settled, only 75 are still pending and are the Focus of infringement procedures. With 
regard to France the government adopted the legislative changes demanded by the Commission on 
16th ]june. 

Read JOther link 

Diplomacy : 
Libya 

/[i~} 

The entry of Liby .... bels into the t .... F Tripoli on 21st August ...... I .... d 
photo nondispo by all Europeans who now hope that Mouammar KadhaFiwill be captured soon. 

The capture of General KadhaFi’s former HQ was enabled by France and UK’s 
intervention with the support of NATO. On 24th August French President Nicolas 
Sarkozy again hosted Mahmoud ]jibril, the Prime Minister For the National 
Transition Council, and with the British Prime Minister they decided to organise a 

conference of "the Friends of Libya" which will take place in Paris on September 1st. 

Read JOd’~er link 

Syria 
The EU condemned the increased repression of demonstrations in Syria several 

.~.iI photonon dispo times in August. Qn 19th August the High Representative called on Syrian 
President Bashar aI-Assad to resign and announced a political agreement with 
the 27 Member States to step up sanctions against the regime. On 23rd August 
the Council added 15 more Syrian citizens and Five organisations to the list of 
those targeted by a freezing of their assets and a ban on entering the Union. 

Moreover even though discussions are ongoing, a political agreement was concluded on 19th August 
to extend sanctions to an embargo of Syrian oil imports into the Union and on the suspension of 
technicial assistance by the European ~nvestment Bank. 

Balkans 

j On 22nd August in Zagreb German Chancellor Angela Merkel re-iterated the 
~iI photo non dispo European Future oFthe Western Balkans. AFter meetings with Croatian Prime 

Minister ]jadranka Kosor and President ~vo ]josipovic, Angela Merkel invited 
Croatia, whose EU membership negotiations were completed on 30th ]june, to 
employ its influence to influence positively the settlement of regional disputes, 
such as that of Kosovo, Bosnia and Macedonia. Angela Merkel travelled to 
Belgrade on 23rd August and set the conditions For Serbia to gain EU candidate 

status by the end of the year in a joint press conference with Serb President Boris Tadic. ~n the 
Chancellor’s opinion "if Serbia wants to achieve candidate status it must take up dialogue (with 
Pristina) and reap the benefits (...)". Boris Tadic answered that Serbia was perfectly aware that it 
could not "start any Further conflict within the EU." 

Angela Med<el/L.eadin9 Woman 
Again this year German Chancellor Angela Merkel is the most powerful woman 

i~} phot .... dispo in th .... Id ahead of American S .... tary of State Hillary Clint .... d Brazilian 

President Dilma RousseFFaccording to the annual ranking in the magazine 



Forbes, which was published on 24th August. [t is the fourth time in five years 
that the Chancellor has occupied first place in this ranking that is mainly 

dominated by American businesswomen. 

Helmu~: Kohi 
] In an interview ’with the German bimonthly review Internationale Politik on 

photonondispoj 24th August former German Chancellor Helmut Kohl deplores the lack of 
planning in terms of both Germany’s internal and external policy implemented 
by Chancellor Angel Merkeh In his opinion with regard to the education policy, 
the abandonment of nuclear power, the reform of the military service, "the 
government has lost its way". "I wonder where Germany is and where it is 
going!" Most of his severest criticism focuses however on diplomatic aspects 

of the country’s policy. 

Cyprus : 
Govern merit 

J The Cypriot President Demetris Christofias formed a new government on 5th 
.~.iI photo non dispo August to the discontent of the population after the explosion of a munitions 

depot on 11th July. Moreover the ratings agencies reduced the country’s grade; 
Cyprus now faces major economic difficulties; the Finance portfolio was given to 
economist Kikis Kazamias, a former member of the European Auditors’ Court. 

Eiec~ions 

j General Elections will take place on 15th September announced Prime Minister 

~:~:i photo non dispo Lars Lokke Rasmussen on 26th August; the latter’s Liberal Party has led the 
centre-right government coalition since 2001. He had until 13th November to 
convene the elections at the latest, Four years after the previous election which 
his predecessor Anders Fogh Rasmussen won. 

Spain : 
C~nstitutional ~e~rm 

J During the plenary session of the Spanish chamber of deputies on 23rd August 
.~.iI photonon dispo Prime Minister Jos6 Luis Zapatero announced that the government wanted to 

amend the Constitution in order to introduce rules to guarantee budgetary 
stability and to force the civil service to adhere to this. This reform is due to 
apply both to the "structural deficit and the debt". It will enable "the 

enhancement of mid and long term confidence in the Spanish economy" and may "be approved 
immediately", declared Mr Zapatero in his speech. Spain thereby agrees with the concerns 
expressed by France and Germany which suggested that the 17 member countries of the Eurogroup 
adopt the "golden rule" aiming to achieve budgetary balance before the summer of 2012. On 26th 
August the agreement that was concluded between the Socialist Party (PSOE) in office and the centre 
right People’s Party in the opposition (PP), stipulates that as of 2020 the public deficit will not be 
allowed to rise beyond 0.4% of the GDP. 

R.~ad J Od’~er link 

Eiections 

j The Spanish Head of government, Jos6 Luis Zapatero, announced on 29th July 
photo nondispo that general elections would take place on 20th November. These elections had 

been demanded by the opposition. 

Lh’~empioyment 

j French Labour and Employment Minister, Xavier Bertrand released the 

~:~:i photo non dispo unemployment figures for mainland France on 25th August for the month of 
July. The number of job seekers in the totally unemployed category increased 
by 1.3% in comparison with the previous month totalling 2,567 million. The 
Employment Minister and P61e Emploi said in their press release that it was the 

worst figure in this category since February 2000. The ministry said that if those working reduced 
hours were added to this figure the rise in job seekers equalled 0.6%, ie 24,300 more in one month 
totalling 4,128,000. 

Read [ Cthe! link i Other link                                                                     I I 

J In a letter addressed to the Presidents of the National Assembly and the Senate 

~:~:i photo non dispo on August 1st the French Prime Minister, Frangois Fillon announced that 
President Nicolas Sarkozy was about to convene an extradordinary session of 
Parliament as of 6th September to submit the draft finance law approving the 
European agreement to help Greece. 

China 

j French President Nicolas Sarkozy met his Chinese counterpart, Hu Jintao on 

~i photonon dispo 25th August in Beijing in preparation for the next G20 summit that will take 
place in November in Cannes. This summit should "lead to decisions" that will 
help the world economy recover and show that China is an "inevitabe partner" 
in this process said Nicolas Sarkozy. "Extremely firm declarations have been 

made by the Chinese President with regard to the confidence he had in the euro area and in the 

euro," said the French President. 



Italy : 
Lh’~empioyrr~ent 

Italy has one of the highest youth unemployment records in Europe and the 

~iI photo non dispo highest in the under 35 age group says a study by ConfartigianaLo, the Ttalian 
craftsman’s federation, published on 24th August. The peninsula has over one 
million unemployed who are under 35 years of age (equal to 15.9%). 

Read I Cther ]ink 

Poland : 

i On 23rd August the EU celebrated the European Commemoration of the Victims 

~i photo non dispo of Totalitarian Regimes for the very first Lime. in Warsaw Justice Ministers Look 
part in celebrations organised by the Polish Presidency of the Tnsurrection 
Museum. They adopted the "Warsaw Declaration" calling for the education of 
citizens to avoid any return Lo totalitarianism. 

Read [ Od’~er li!~k 

UK: 
i m m igral:b:~n 

According Lo figures published on 25Lh August by the British Statistics Office, the 
~iI photo non dispo UKrecorded a positive migratory balance of 239,000 people in 20:1.0 ie a net 

increase of 21% over one year. The rise in the migratory balance is due Lo the 
fall in the number of people leaving the UK due the difficulties in finding work in 
this Lime of economic crisis, in all 179,000 people left the UK for professional 

reasons ie the lowest figure in three years. The UK is still "clearly an attractive destination for 
migrants" says Carlos Vargas-Silva, a researcher aL the Migrations Observatory in Oxford. "Wages 
are much higher in the UK than in other countries and "there are now communities and networks 
established Lo help new migrants from certain SLates Lo find work," he added. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

j A bilateral fiscal agreement was made between London and Bern on 25Lh 

~iI photo nondispo August. This treaty that is due to enter into force in 2013 isa step towards tax 
evasion; this agreement makes iL possible Lo recover the money of British 
residents with secret bank accounts in Switzerland. As of 2013 Switzerland will 
tax directly the accounts of British resident at a rate of 27% on capital gains Lax 

and 48% for returns on financial (placements). The revenues from these taxes will be delivered to 
the British Lax office. 

R.JOt S 
On 15Lh August English Prime Minister David Cameron announced a revision of 

~iI photo non dispo the government’s policy after the riots that disrupted the country. The 
government’s new programmes plan better policy in the face of anti-social 
behaviour and improvements in parental and educational competences. 

Read                                                                                               ~ 

Ana[yslsiMilinkevicm 

] Oleksandr Milinkevich, the democratic opposition leader in Belarus has 
[~] phot .... dispo] published ..... lysis of the situation in hi ..... try and notably f ........ 

the reforms iL should undertake Lo move forwards. He presents three options 
LhaL Belarus might face in the future with regard Lo its development. The 
country’s policy has remained, in spiLL of its independence, under Russian 
influence. Belarus is now considered Lo be the "last dictatorship in Europe". in 
Mr Milinkevich’s opinion the opposition has Lo assert itself in political life Lo 

enhance democracy and the country’s pro-European leanings. 

Ukraine : 
20 yesrs of h’~de~endence 

Ukraine celebrated Lhe 20th anniversary of iLs independence on 24Lh August. On 
.~.iI photo non dispo this occasion President VikLor Yanukovich delivered a speech. This anniversary 

has been marred however by Lhe imprisonment since August 5Lh of former 
Prime Minister Yulia Timoshenko. More than 5,000 Ukrainians demonstrated in 
Kyiv against Lhe regime in office and in support of Lhe heroine of Lhe Orange 

Revolution, ’who is on trial for abuse of power. The arrest was criticised by the EU and Ukraine’s 
international partners who recall that justice must be transparent and independent, 

K@@~..d.. l Z!t.Jj..e..t-..ll~2.!; :: q.~:b.e.Lj.:..;:Z I .c2.t.lz~.~:.iLrj.l~ 

[:urostat : 
]nflstion 

j On :tL7th August Eurostat published the EU’s annual inflation rate which lay at 
o                       o                         o .~.:: photo non dispo 2.9 Yo in July 2011 against 3.1 Yo in June 2011. it lay at 2.1 Yo in July 2010. The 

o            o                     o euro area’s inflation rate lay at 2.5 }b against 2.7 Yo in June. ]t lay at :k7 Yo a 
year ago. 

On 16th August Eurostat published the first estimates of the EU’s external trade 
i~] phot .... dispo hal .... for J .... The trade hal ....... in deficit totalling 12.2 billi ....... in 

June 2011 against -11.1 billion in June 2010. However the euro area recorded 



Read 

an external trade surplus of 0.9 billion with the rest of the world during the 
same period. 

j New industrial orders in June 2011 in comparison with June 2010 increased by 
photo non dispo 8.5% in the EU and by 11.1% in the euro area. However a respective decrease 

of 0.3% and 0.7% was observed between May and June 2011 according to 
figures published on 24th August by Eurostat. 

j Eurobarometer published the results of several surveys in August with regard to 
~] photo non dispo how Europeans view the economic situation and the support of public opinion to 

the "Europe 2020" strategy. The results reveal a general improvement in how 
Europeans view the economic crisis and the measures that aim to regulate the 
world’s financial markets. In particular Europeans hope that Europe will take 

steps to counter the crisis, warn of future crises and hope that it will play a major role in the 
settlement of the crisis and the reform of the world financial system. The study shows that economic 
recovery is occurring but that its pace is not even across the 27 Member States. In its report on 
public opinion Eurobarometer notes that the gap between countries is growing. Unemployment and 
the economic situation are still the focus of national concern notably with regard to inflation and price 
rises. 

Studies/Reports : 
G~o~th 

Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) lay at 51.1 poinLs in August as in July 2011. 
An index over 50 indicates that activity is rising but when the index declines and 
yet remains above this threshold this means that growth is slowing. However 

the industrial index has fallen below the 50 point mark. Only France and Germany experienced slight 
rises in production. 

Bundesbank 
] On 22nd August the Bundesbank published a report in which it reveals its 

[~ photo non dispoj fears with regard to the measures taken during the European Summit on 21st 
July to help Greece. The German Central Bank believes that these measures 
"weaken the base of budgetary responsibility in the euro area and the 
discipline of capital markets, without providing any possibility of control and 
influence over national financial policies being significantly enhanced," and 
that these would lead to the greater risks of debt for euro area Member 

States and increased risks for lender countries. The German Central Bank, the Bundesbank, 
maintains its growth forecast however for the German GDP at around "3% this year", whilst noting 
that a number of risks weigh over the world’s economy. 

Publication : 
Council of Europe 

J A book on the Council of Europe has just been published, entitled "Le Conseil de 

~i photonon dispo I’Europe. Une organisation au service de I’homme" (The Council of Europe. An 
organisation at the service of man). Its author, Xavier Pinon, adminstrator at 
the National Assembly hopes to raise the profile of this institution insisting on 
the diversity and range of the Council’s activities, and on its vital role as 

guardian of Human Rights in Europe. 

Culture : 
Mestra/Venice 

j The 68th Biennalle of Venice is organising from 31st August to 10th September 

~:~:i photo non dispo the Mostra Internazionale d’Arte Cinematografica, a film festival that will award 
the Golden Lion to one of the many films running in the competition. 

Exhibitlon,/’Berlin 
The picture by Leonardo da Vinci "The Lady with an Ermine" is returning for the 

i~] phot .... dispo first time to G ..... y on th ....... ion of the exhibition "Renal ...... F ..... 
Masterpieces of Italian Portraiture" at the Bode Museum in Berlin until 20th 
November. 

j The international festival of photojournalism of Perpignan is presenting an 
~] photo non dispo overview of the past year in the shape of a free photographic exhibitions until 

11th September. 

Read 



Until 2nd October the 1930’s museum in Boulogne-Billancourt is devoting an 
photo non dispo exhibition to women sculptors of the 18th century until today. The exhibition 

presents around one hundred works of art by emblematic sculptors (Camille 
Claudel) and modern artists (Claude Lalanne) as well as the work of unknown 
artists. 

Agenda : 

29th-30th August 
Presidential Election in Estonia 

30th August 
Inauguration of the Agora "Simone Veil" and the Esplanade "Solidarno~ 1980" - European 
Parliament 

September 1st 
Conference on Libya 

2nd-3rd September 
Informal Foreign Ministers’ Meeting 

5th-6th September 
Informal Meeting of Transport Ministers 

Suggestions 
Subscribe / Unsubscribe 

Editors : 
Magali Balent, Pauline Desmarest, Camille L~pinay, Charles de Marcilly ; Venise Ollivier 

Chief Editor : Pauline Desmarest 
Publishinq Director :Pascale Joannin 

The Robert Schuman Foundation, created in 1991 and acknowledged by State decree in 1992, is 
the main French research centre on Europe. It develops research on the European Union and its 
policies and promotes the content of these in France, Europe and abroad. It encourages, enriches 
and stimulates European debate thanks to its research, publications and the organisation of 

conferences. The Foundation is presided over by Mr. Jean-Dominique Giuliani.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 1:52 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: 2012 CIBER Business Lm~guage Conference - Call tbr Proposals 

2012 CIBER Business Language Conference 

Call For Proposals 

The Centers for international Business Education and Research (CIgERs) are pleased to announce the Call for Proposals (CFP) for sessions at the 

20:12 CIBER Business Language Conference hosted by The University of North Carolina CIBER in Chapel Hill, March 2:1-23, 20:12. The theme for 

this year’s conference is Building Bridges from Business Languages to Business Communities and calls for an exchange of ideas on how foreign 

language educators can best assess and meet the current and future linguistic and cross-cultural needs of professionals operating in diverse and 

global environments. While new lines of research and new teaching techniques in Languages for Specific Purposes will be discussed more 

generally, this year’s topic will also address linkages from education to business communities and innovations in experiential education. The 

online proposal submissions are due November :1.~t, 201:1. Please find the CFP at http://www.ciber.unc.edu/cblc/ 

As part of the conference, we will hold a Showcase of Experiential Business Language Programs. If you are interested in showcasing an 

innovative program that can serve as a model for emulation and would like to share best practices in reaching out to business communities, 

please submit the online form for the Poster Session, which can also be found under the CFP at ..h..t...t.p..~~/.Lw.....w.....w.:~.c..i...b...e...r.:..u...n...c..:..e...d...u..Lc...b..!..c~.. 

On the conference website, you will also find the agenda and exciting plenary sessions, including a ~;p~,::i~:;I k,~,,’;",,~>t,~ ~{~d~~;~ at 5.30pm on March 

2:1st by Robert Lane Greene, former linguist, and now reporter for The Economist and author of "You Are What You Speak." 

We are looking forward to receiving your proposals and seeing you in 20:12 at UNC in Chapel Hill! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, August 30, 2011 1:54 PM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

CBC - Thanks! 

CBC Communications 8.30.11 .pdf 

Good day. A BIG thanks to all who attended the "Welcome Back" Social. See attached brief news note. 

Remember, the students need to know us...please come out on this Thursday, September 1 (5:30 - 7:30 p.m. Stone Center/Hitchcock) - The annual Mu 

Zeta Chapter o[ Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. will host the Freshman/Faculty Mixer. Chapter Brothers greatly appreciate our attendance and 

support. 

We are off to another great year...let’s continue to strengthen our community. 

Apologies for duplications in emails. 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

93[9.843.0336 

~iI Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag jpg 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

"Welcome Back" Social 

Thanks to ALL who attended this warm and wonderful event on Friday. New friendships were made, life 

updates were shared, and professional networking all happened in the Hitchcock room of the Stone Center. 

Please continue to share as we strengthen our university community. Special thanks to Kresha Russell of 

Carolina Catering for her professionalism and incredible service to the Caucus! 

CBC Monthly Meeting - Tuesday, September 6 - 11:00 a,m, Union 

The agenda includes a vision and mission review, CBC calendar, Interest Groups/Activities, and 

Housekeeping and Athletics updates. Bring your lunch and let’s stay connected! 

CBC HOSPITALITY 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new 

hires (faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc0 in your unit or department. We wish 

to welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to: cbcinfo@unc.edu 

CBC INTERESTS 

Want to go see the Panthers vs. Falcons on December 12th? Send a note to cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Are you a UNC techie? (Do you know one?) We want to connect you with others on campus 

through BIT (Blacks in Technology) Send a note to oj_mcghee@unc.edu 



Our first African-American head coach of a revenue-producing sport at UNC is here. America is 

watching and we should show our support with "talk and action." Surely, there are those who 

aren’t too happy with the appointment, so let’s make sure WE attend games and cheer the 

loudest. Coach Withers supports the Caucus and our efforts to make the academic experience 

most meaningful for his athletes. His presence and comments at the Social spoke volumes about 

his spirit. The first football radio show is tomorrow, Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. at the Top of the Hill 

Restaurant on Franklin Street. Join the crowd of supporters for food, drinks, and football talk! 

The first game is this Saturday at Kenan versus IMU at 3:30 p.m. Be there! 

CBC Scheduled Calendar- 2011-12 

August 26 - "Welcome Back" Social 

September 6 - Monthly Meeting 

October 4 - IVlonthly Meeting 

November 1 - Monthly Meeting; November 28 - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the 

Chancellor’s Home (RSVP ~o cbcin~nc.ed~- L~TED ~p~ ~v~#~ble. "F~r~f ~me- F~rsf 

December - No scheduled meeting; Holiday Social will be held this month 



January 10 - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp (TBD) 

February - No scheduled meeting; "An Arts Night Out" with CPA and "Read In" 

events will be held this month 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social 

2011-12 Student Ambassadors: Warche Downing, Asia Johnson, and IVlalia Melvin 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbcinfo@unc.edu 

Jo~ the Caucus at http://www~c~edu/cbc/jo~f~rm~h~ra| 

Carolina Black Caucus- www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcinfo@unc.edu 
919.843.0336 

ever), community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are wounds to heal 

In every" heart, there is the power to do its" M~ Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,               9:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

final SURF thing 

Politics of Representation in Museums of the Swahili Coast.docx; Politics of 
Representation in Museums of the Swahili.pptx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
I hope you are feeling better! 
It was great talking with you today, I’m really glad you are supportive of my Makerere ideas, I was a little 

worried you’d disapprove. I feel a tittle more confident and comfortable about the future. 

One thing I forgot to talk to you about today, is the last thing I need to do for the SURF. I had to write a 
prohibitively short 1 page summary of what I did this summer and make 3 powerpoint slides. I attached them 
for vou to look over. and ifvou think thev are alri~,ht, thev ask vou to send an email to our(~unc.edu with 

q~ ~RF approval" in the subject line and the following text in the body of the 
message: 

T hav~ r~\¢i~w~d                     Prni~cf ql~mmarv and Pnw~rPninf and T annrove of the 
content. The PowerPoint summary is suitable for display on the OUR website. 

and let me know when you have sent it, so that I can then send in my final materials. 

Iqof qnmo roqf and f~l horror 

Thanks, and looking forward to class on Thursday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 10:29 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[~c l?aculty] Talk on Constitutionalism & Diversity - Sexual Orientation in South Africa 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Tuesday, September 6: Judge Edwin Cameron talk on Constimtionalism & Diversi~ - Sexual Orientalion in South Africa 

Date:Wed, 31 Aug 2011 13:48:53 +0000 

From:Nm~cy Robbins <nancy.robbins~duke.edu> 

To:co sa-info@duke.edu <cosa-intb~bduke.edu> 

The Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) cordially invites you to a talk by Justice Edwin 

Cameron: 

~’-’i COSA-Iogo-email 

3.ipg 



Nancy Hare Robbins 

COSA Administrator, Assistant Director 

Duke University Center for International Studies 

2204 Erwin Road, Box 90404 

Durham NC 27708-0404 

919.684.6454 (p); 919.684.8749 (f) 

nhare@duke.edu 
*************************** 

"Educational exchange can turn nations into people, contributing - as no other form of communication can - to the humanizing of international relations." 

- Senator J. William Fulbright, 1983 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 10:38 AM 

Department listserv <atiJali~m@list~w.unc.edu> 

[afdafam] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: Aug. 31, 2011 

083111 HR E~nployee htt’onnation.pdf 

From: Bryant, Kathy [mailto:kathy_bryant@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2011 10:21 AM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Facilitator Digest: Aug. 31, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

, Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee Information" within your department(s}, 

, Fu~l te×t of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at _h___t__t_p_i/_Zh__U___u___n___c__.__e___d__~/news-eventsJitems. 

Aug. :~2: .-B--~--n---e--f-!-t--s----S--e---r--v-!--c--e---s----W----~--r--k---s--h---~--p.-. A Baby! Wh~ do I do? 

Throughout Saptembev: Training & Talent Development classes available 

SeDt, 2: HR Facilitator of the Year nominations due (,deadline e×tended) 

Sept, 5: Labor Day hohday 

Sept° 6: ESMMWL class begins 

State Health P{an Remk~der {Co~)ta~t: 8e~)efits Cons~tants, 962-3071} 

Because of all d~e ~ealth inst~rance changes we experienced this summer, this is a good opportunity for all employees to review personal health insurance 

inforrnation~ The new rates and changes become effective SepL 1,201I. 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~9778969 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-29778969-32361608.e87a91 a583231954Oe156ada770a798df;listserv.unc.edu 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Wednesday, August 3 I, 20 ! ! 

Aug. 31: Benefits Services workshop__ - A Baby! What do I do? 
Throughout September: Training & Talent Development classes available 
Sept. 2: HR Facilitator of the Year nominations due (deadline extended) 
Sept. 5: Labor Day holiday 
Sept. 6: ...E...S....M.....M......w......L......c..[a....s....s.......b...e...g!...n....s.. 

State Health Plan Reminder 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Office of Human Resources 

Because of all the health insurance changes we experienced this summer, this is a 
good opportunity for all employees to review personal health insurance 
information. The new rates and changes become effective Sept. 1, 2011. 

You should have noticed the rate change in your August check(s). In addition, the 
State Health Plan is mailing new ID cards to ALL members. If you have not received 
your new ID card, contact BCBS directly at 1- 888- 234- 241 6. 

Please call the Benefits Office at 962- 3071 or email benefits@unc.edu if you have 
any questions. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChaJ~g, N-Ling <ailingc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 31, 2011 1:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI101 Reserves 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Our apologies for taking so long to notify you -we’ve had an unusually busy semester! 

We’ve got almost everything on your request form up on E-Reserve, with the following exceptions: 

I couldn’t find the following articles in the batch of files you sent us: 

1) Poku, Nana/Confronting AIDS with Debt from The Political Economy of AIDS in Africa 

2) Friedman, Seven and Shauna Mottiar / Seeking the High Ground from voices of Protest 

We have the pdfs for three articles not listed on the request form -would you like to add these to your list? 

:1) Taylor, lan / Chinese Foreign Policy in Southern Africa in the Post-Cultural Revolution Era 

2) Mensah, Joseph / Cultural Dimension of Globalization in Africa 

3) Escobar/The Problematization of Poverty 

Thank you for your patience! 

Best, 

Ai-Ling 

Undergraduate Library Reserves 

h_t__t__p__;//__w____w____w__:_!!_b__:_u___n___c_:_~__d__u__Lr_gs__~_r_v__~L 
R.B. House Undergraduate Library, CB# 3942 

reserve_reading@unc.edu 

919.962.:1054 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 31,2011 2:52 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly aJmouncement <cwc~nnounce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] CaJcolina Women’s Center Fall Programming Guide 

Hi CWC Friends: 

Here’s a link to our Fall programming guide. I hope you’ll join us at some of these events and encourage your colleagues and students to do so! 

http://wornenscen~er.unc.edu/our-work/programs-events/programming-guides/ 

Best, 

Donna Bickford 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Director, Carolina Women’s Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

215 W. Cameron Avenue 

CB3302 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-5620 

(919) 843-5619-fax 

dbickford@unc.edu 

womenscenter.unc.edu 

humantrafficking.unc.edu 

The Carolina Women’s Center pursues gender equity at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary 

research, we build bridges and enhance the intellectual life and public engagement mission of the university. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Journal of Medical Genetics and Genomics <jmgg@academicjournals.org> 

Thursday, September 1,2011 4:34 AM 

Introducing °Journal of Medical Genetics mad Genomics" 

Dear Colleague, 

The Journal of Medical Genetics and Genomics (JMGG) ISSN NUMBER (214~1-2278), is a multidisciplinary peer-reviewed journal published monthly by Academic 
Journals (w~’w.acaderniciou rrlals.oqqlJM GG) 

JMGG is dedicated to increasing the depth of Medical Genetics and Genomics research across disciplines with the ultimate aim of improving research in this subject area. 

Call for Papers 

JMGG will cover all areas of Genetics and Genomics. The journal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general criteria of significance and scientific 
excellence in this subject area, and will publish: 

*Original articles in basic and applied research 
,Case studies 
,Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

We invite you to submit your manuscript(s) to jmgg.manuscripts@gmail.com for publication. Our objective is to inform authors of the decision on their manuscript(s) within 
four weeks of submission. Following acceptance, a paper will normally be published in the next issue. Instruction for authors and other details are available on our website; 

htt p://www.academiciou rnals.or.q/JMGG/I nst ruction.ht m 

JMGG is an Open Access Journal 

One key request of researchers across the world is unrestricted access to research publications. Open access gives a worldwide audience larger than that of any 
subscription-based journal ad thus increases the visibility and impact of published work. It also enhances indexing, retrieval power and eliminates the need for permissions to 
reproduce and distribute content. JMGG is fully committed to the Open Access Initiative and will provide free access to all articles as soon as they are published. 

Best regards, 

Ovo Ivwighren 

Editorial Assistant 

Journal of Medical Genetics and Genomics (JMGG) 

E-mail: imclq.manuscripts~.gmail.com 

w, vw.academicjournals.org/JMGG 

NOT~; K~N~LY &CKNOWL~D~E T~’~E R~CE~PY OF T~’~ ~4&][L.L~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 1,2011 7:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Hi Corurade, 

Thanks for the docs. All is mambo freshi now Go on and have a great day! 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://stu dvabroad.unc, edu 
*************************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 01,2011 6:37 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Subject: Hello 

Hi comrade Rodney, 

Please call to confirm that all is well the course outlines In terms of calling, the earlier the better because of a heavy teaching load today and who l~ows how the day will evolve after 
800am 

Looking to Mambo Freshi with this proposal. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 1,2011 7:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Libraly 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

09-01-11 07:52AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily These items may not be renewed. 
AUTHOR: 
TITLE: ~/~A’rica [videocassette] 
CALL NO: 65-V3086 v. 1 
BARCODE: 00006502689 
Media Resourc DUE: 08-30-11 11:00PM 

Eunice N SahIe 
6716 WLNDING AR CH DR IVE 
DURtlAM NC 27713 

32:41 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, September 1,2011 9:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim qjml @email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Call tbr applications, Fall 2011 Senior Honors Thesis Re,arch Grants 

Dem t!k[r~ce, Tim, and Kia, 
Would you please read ~md then skate fl~is em~[ wifl~ ?’ot~ }{or~o~ Thesis smdcr~ts? Iffl~ey ae going ~) apply, ~en fl~e5, ~eed to complete fl~eir applicalior~s in lime 

yo~ to review ~Dem and write a recommertdafiot~ and ge~ fl~em to me by SEPIEMBER 23 I"Dat ~iil give me time to read and rank ~Dem beibce I ~,~d them in to the 

Hoi~ors 

Kenneth 

Kenuetl~ R. Ja~keu 

Pro{i:ssor of Afl~o- A~nerican Studies 

Dep~utment of Al~cat, and A[?o- Ame~ic~m Sl~dies 

V~~, :, B_ attle t ]allCL,," ~     3395 

U~five~siU of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (flax) 

Walter Whi~e, Mr. NAACP: 

~m= Honors Carolina [mailto:honorscarolina@unc.edu] 
Sent= ~ursday, September 01, 21:)11 8:S9 AN 
T~= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= Call for applications, Fall 2011 Senior Honors Thesis Research Grants 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 20~ ~, 4:00 PM. 

Grants wi[[ be made in midK)ctober. 

Thanks for your he[p and 8ive me a ca[[ (843-7755) if you have questions or concerns. 

Ritchie D. gendaH 

Assistant Dean for Honors 

Associate Professor of Eng[ish and Comparative Literature 

~i iContact- Try l 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 1, 2011 12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Re: Requestiug a meeting 

Hi Em~ice: 

Just ~vanted to check to make sure ~ve are still on for tomorrow at 10 
here at CURS. 

See you then. 

Todd 

Todd O~ven 
Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/!)62-3076 
http://curs.unc.edu/ 

On 8/24,’2011 12:39 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Todd, 
> 

> Thanks for your quick response 
> 

> Friday Sept 2 at 1000am would be excellent. Let me know if this works from your end 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> Fromi Todd Owen [tow~n@emai 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 11:41 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Requesting a meeting 
> 

> Hi Eunice: 
> 

> How does Friday morning after 9 work for you on 9/2 or Wednesday 9/7 
> between 9 and 11:30. 
> 

> Todd Owen 
> Associate Director 
> (;enter for Urban and Regional Studies 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919,’962-3076 
> http://curs.unc.edui 
> 

> 

> On 8/19/2011 12:13 PM. Sahle, Etmice N wrote: 
>> Dear Todd, 
>> 

>> I hope this email finds you well and in good spirits. 
>> 

>> Since our last meeting, I have reflected quite a bit on the way forw-ard with some of the ideas that xvere embodied in rny Spring proposal to CURS. Travel to Surlth Africa and Canada over 
the stmmxer raonths helped me figure out ways to rethii.2,: rny research on cities, immigration and citizenship, and another project I am xvorking focusing on agrarian reforms and citizenship in 
South Africa and Bolivia. 
>> 

>> At an?" rate, I ara wondering if you have time to meet in the next two weeks so that I can give you an update and also finalize tW official affiliation with CURS. I have a class on Monday 
afternoon. Fmther, Tuesdays and Thursdays are long day-s because of teaching and a&ninistrative responsibilities. 
>> 

>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> Etmice 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterweil <os~tervvei@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 1,2011 3:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

lunch or colt~e 

Hello’. 

I am just t~Ang to initiate a moment where we might connect 

Tuesdays and THurs are my teaching days (Thurs I am actually ok after 11) Weds and Fridays I ~vork from home in the mornign, but come in around 2... (could come in earlier or meet for 
lunch, or later for a tea or drink or something!) 

let me kno~v what ~vorks for you[ 

Also we want to have an initial meeting of Decolonizing Feminisms Working Group, ~vondering if 5:30 on a Tuesday might be ok for you? 

Best,m 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payue@email.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 1,2011 4:26 PM 

Ecolo~ and SociaJ Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] AfricaJ~ Studies SeminaJc Sept. 22 with Dr. Bereket Selassie 

Friends, 

Welcome back to a new year of the Carolina Seminar on Ecology and Social Process in Africa. 

Please join us on Thursday, September 22, 2011 at 6:30-9:00pm at the FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH. 

Dr. Bereket Selassie will present "The Broken Promise: Eritrea’s Post-Independence Road to Autocracy." Dr. Selassie, of the African and Afro-American Studies 

Department at UNC-Chapel Hill, will present a talk based on his new book Wounded Notion: How o Once Promising Eritreo Wos Betroyed ond its Future 

Compromised. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing new research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area 

faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Amelia DeFosset damelia@email,unc.edu for more information. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id~2339823.6a9~b33~a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d~b23&n T&l africa&o 29792847 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-29792847-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(i~listserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 1,2011 5:25 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Brooks, Jennie H <vhbrooks@email.unc.edu>; Stumpt; Maxgaxet G <s~tumpt~a)email.unc.edu-~ 

[ccofac] Re~nember to use HUPS 

CCO Instructors- 

HUPS -- Helping Under-Participating Students 

Please remember that our academic advisors, Jennie Brooks and Margaret Stumpf, are ready to assist you with any students who go "missing" from your CCO 

courses. If you have a student who is chronically missing from your course (discussion, assignments, etc.), we encourage you to contact our advisors who will 

contact the student and encourage him/her to become more active in class. Or, if the student no longer wishes to be enrolled in the course, our advisors will 

inform her/him how to drop the class officially. To reach our advisors, please send an e-mail message to _c_ _e_ _ _a_ _ _d_ _ _v_ [ _s_ !_ _n_ K@ _ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . or call them at 962-3449. Give them 

the student’s name and PID number and a brief summary of the student’s involvement in your class (or lack thereof). Jennie or Margaret will contact the student by 

phone or e-mail, and they will let you know what they find out. Some students have been meaning to drop the class, but many of them just do not realize the level 

of activity required in a CCO course to do well. 

Best wishes for a successful semester. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc a~s: ~a href "maAlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu~!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave-29793225- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29793225- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 1,2011 9:18 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

fl~is ca~ne today 

http://www newsobserver.cona/2011/09/01/1453591/unc-professor-resigns html 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 i?x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www afric a uric. e du 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Harry Alper <~ha~@greencorps.org> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 12:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Can we invite your students into the [5NC Beyond Coal campaign? 

Dem" Professor Sahle, 

I hope you’ve had a relaxing a~nd productive summer. My name is Hax~T Alper, I’m an environmental orga~nizer working with the Sierra Student Coalition’s Campuses 
Beyond Coal campaign here at UNC. Already UNC has made the important commitment to stop burning coal at our cmnpus power plaint in the next 10 yeaxs. This 
semester, we are calling on UNC to continue in its role as a sustainability leader in North Caxolina a~nd the country. We’re focusing on the UNC endowment, valued at 
nearly $2 billion, and calling on the administration to divest from the nation’s largest and most polluting coal co~npanies and reinvest in clean, renewable energy. Our effolnts 
here on cmnpus are part of a nation-wide movement to transition our economy- beyond dirty a~nd dangerous fossil fuels a~nd to reinvest in a clea~n energy future. The UNC 
student body m~d the administration agree *Jaat coal is a fuel of the past. and that view should be reflected in the energy investlnents of UNC’s endowment. 

Our first step is to invite students into the campaign and share opportunities to intern, work with media, organize their classmates, and otherwise get 

involved. 

The best way to do this is to speak to classes like yours for a couple of minutes at the begirming or end of class. Our student leaders or I will briefly explain the context mad 
goals of the cmnpaign, suggest a few ways to get involved, and pass out intbm~ation cards that interested students can sign amd return to me. 

Can you lend a UNC Beyond Coal student leader a few minutes of your class to in~4te your students to get involved with the campaign? 

We’ll finish spealdng in cla~sses soon, so the sooner you can get back to me the better! Feel fi’ee to e~nail me at hmrv’(d~’eencorps.org, or give me a call at 
I will be more than happy to ~mswer m~y questions you have about Campuses Beyond Coal or our goals here at L~NC. 

Thmlk you so much for your time. 

All the best, 
Harry Alper 

-- ?larry Aiper UNC Beyond Coal Organizer Sierra Student Coalition Work: (919) 7@1-2625 Cell: harry@greenco~ps.c 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AfricanBmins - No Reply <no-reply@africm~brains.org> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 1:20 AM 

AtiicanBraJns - No Reply <no-reply@a£ricanbraJms.org> 

AfricaJ~Bmins Newsletter Issue 8 

Welcome to the latest edition of the AfricanBrains Newsletter. 

After the success of The African Education Summit in Morocco in July, selected speaker presentations am now available to view & download from www.africanbrains.net/edu 

There is also the opportunity to obtain a detailed copy of the Post Event Report. Just follow http://bit.ly/pqtFqw 

Also, we ar~ delighted to welcome Lloyda During to the AfdcanBrains team as our new Editor. She will be t~sponsible for the news, stories and blogs for 
vw~w.africanbrains.net. Originally from Sierra Leone, Lloyda has worked in the education & IT sector and has helped create software to enable students to improve their 
English reading & writing skills. 

If you wish to write for AfricanBrains or if you have any stories or press releases relating to Education, Science, Technology, Innovation & ICT in Africa then please forward 
them to LIoyda at Iloyda.during@africanbrains.or.q 

Below is a selection blogs & stories from the last few weeks: 

..S...~...u..t.h.....4.f.d.c.:.a.2..E..n..#zgy.~..~.p#~..~..u..~.Lt.~.e.:~..~..&.~##...c.~z..~..s..~#z:...w..~.Ln..gn.. 
Africa’s mollusc stocks at risk from ocean acidification 

South Africa’s SKA takes another step fon~ard 
Insec¢icide resistance linked to malaria resurtlence 
&~..t..s.~.w..:~.z~.a..~..~.~.d...e.y..eJ..~.p..~p...~J.~c.~..~t..~..~#~[~#~l[~#L~!#~ 

EAS T AFRICA: Education Ministers adopt harmonisation report 
USAID Expands Life-Saving Malada Prevention Program #~ Africa 
.-U---N----D---P--.-&---.-E---M----R--.C---.t--~--~C---~------~--rc~-n--!-s-~L-A--~riBus~ness Forum 2011 

N~{]eria launches first satellite built by Africans 
UNECA & AIF announce The Innovation Prize for AfHca (IPA) 

Regards 

The AfricanBrains Team 

www.africa n brains.net 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed If you have received this email in error please notify the system 
manager¯ Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the corn pany. Finally, the recipient should check this email and 

any attachments for the presence of viruses The company accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 

Please do not reply to this email as the mailbox is not monitored¯ To unsubscribe please email unsubscribe@a~ricanbrains.orq 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universily Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-02-11 05:00AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Walker, Chen3zl. 
Women and resistance in South Afric 
CALL NO: HQ1800.5 ¥V341982 
BARCODE: 00009326240 
Davis Library DUE: 09-05-11 

AI~TII IOR: 

Oendered peace : women’s struggles 

CALL NO: JZ6dO5.W66 G47 2008 

BARCODE: 00030563881 

Davis Library I)UE: 09-05-11 

Eunice N Sahle 

6716 WLNDING AR CIt DR IVE 

DURtlAM NC 27713 

29:38 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, September 2, 2011 9:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

really? 

Oh, my. Our colleagues have no idea what is ahead. I am leaving for a 
, back during the weekend. Sending hugs b 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 10:00 AM 

Department listserv ~aflJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiat~m] FW: Labor Day Transit 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, September 02, 20:t:t 9:54 AN 
Subject: Labor Day Transit 

Parkhlg Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

CHT Labor Day Schedule 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) services will not operate on Monday, September 5, 2011, in observance of the Labor Day holiday. CHT services will resume on Tuesday, 

September 6, 2011. For additional information, please contact a CHT customer service representative at 919-969-4900 (press 1) or email 

chtrami~townot~hapelhill.org. 

CHT is the public transportation provider that serves Chapel Hill, Carrboro and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. For co~nplete information about CHT 

services, schedules, route changes or directions to the nearest CHT stop, visit us at www.chtra~nsit.org, email chlransi@townofchapelhill.orgor call a CHT customer 

service representative at 919-969-4900. 

Trian~e Transit Hours of Operation & Holiday Calendar 

Triangle Transit operates regiona] service from 6am to 10:30pro, Monday through Friday, and from 8am to 5:30pm on Saturdays. 

Tria~gle Transit does NOT operate bus or shuttle service on Sundays or the tbllomng holidays. 

¯ New Year’s Day 
¯ Mmnorial Day 
¯ Fourth of July 
~, Labor Day 
¯ ThaNcsgiving Day 
¯ Clmstmas Eve & Christmas DW 

Thank you 

The Depart~nem ofPublic S’q/b~y 

You axe currently subscribed to at?iaiZam as: eunicef;email,tmc,e&~. 

To unsubscribe clickhem: _l!t_~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati{afarn&o~9798047 

(It may be necessaW to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29798047-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~)listserv.unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 10:21 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afdat?am] FW: Attention NGI Permit Holders 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, September 02, 20:t:t 9:59 AN 
Subject: Attention NGI Permit Holders 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 
Beginning Tuesday, September 6, the Swain lot will have an attendant on duty between 5:00 p.m. and 9 p.m., Monday thru Friday. 

In the near term, automated pay stations will be installed. At that time, visitors will be required to utilize the automated pay 

stations to exit the lot during specified hours and when the attendant is not on duty. 

Credit or debit cards will accepted at the automated pay stations. During automated pay station hours intercom access will be 

available. 
For permit holders, in relation to reserved events, this does not change your responsibilities. The signage is always there indicating what you will 
need to do. Normally, in the case of NG1, if you do not move, you do not get towed, as a courtesy, except for football games, where a sign is 
posted to that effect. 
You will not have to pay when you leave. If you have additional questions, please call 962-3951. 

Thank you, 

7"he Deparm, ent of Public ~5’aJ~ty 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

To 
ansubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_p_~:!,_/_[~_~_t__s_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t_~:!__u_i~j__d____3___2__._3___6__!~__6__0_8__:_e___8_7_~_9___1_~ ~__S_’___3_2_ ~_l__~_~__4_0__e___l_ __5_6__@_~7___7__(_!~7__~__8_d_&____r_L_ f __&_l____~_~2_n___~_~_I_~_r__n_~_9____~_~_~ ~ ~_!)_~" 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29798309-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, September 2, 2011 4:24 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Social Movement Working Crroup events at UNC-CI] 

Please join us for the first Social Movement Working Group events of the year! 

Tuesday Sept 6, 5:30-7pm, 

"The struggle to democratize one of the last colonies in the Caribbean: A conversation with Puerto Rican activists". 

Mariolga Reyes Cruz, Critical Ethnographer and Community Psychologist 

Fedex GEC, 4003. 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Wednesday Sept 7, 12:30-2pm 

Report back from "Collaborative Investigations in Times of Crisis" Encuentro held at Universidad de la Tierra Chiapas, Mexico 

Following the presentation we can firm up plans for upcoming SMWG events. 

Alumni 313, UNC Chapel Hill 

Wednesday 6:30-8:30 

Food Sovereignty Movements in Times of Crisis: Puerto Rico, North Carolina and beyond. 

Local Activists will speak with Mariolga Reyes Cruz and JuanMa Pagfin Teitelbaum 

Vimala’s Curryblossom Caf~ 

htt;a:!!cu r ryb[osso m~com! 

Mariolga Reyes Cruz is an independent Puerto Rican scholar-activist interested in the micro-politics of reproduction and contestation of social inequality. She 

obtained her bachelors degree in Psychology from the University of Puerto Rico in Rio Piedras and her doctorate in Clinical!Community Psychology and Qualitative 

Inquiry from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Since 2005, she has worked as an academic researcher and adjunct professor at the University of 

Puerto Rico. Her initial graduate work examined racial and ethnic identity among Puerto Rican women in New York City. Later she engaged in education organizing 

efforts with marginalized and racialized communities in the United States and Puerto Rico attending to how colonial mentalities are enacted and challenged. Her 

book Mexican Immigrant Parents Advocating for School Reform, published in 2008, is based on her 4-yearlong critical ethnography documenting the struggle for 

quality public education spearheaded by Mexican undocumented families in a U.S. Midwestern town. She has published solo and co-authored autoethnographic 

essays looking at the intersections between race, migration and marginalization (Mis muertos estdn conmigo [My dead are with me]: An autoethnographic text on 

racialization, identity and memory; Transgressive borders: A performative diaspora in three movements). Other works examine coloniality and resistance within the 

academia (What if I just cite Graciela? Working towards decolonizing knowledge through a critical ethnography; (De)colonizing culture in Community Psychology: 

Reflections~rom CriticalSocialScience). She was part of the organizing committee for the first Puerto Rico Social Forum and the Public Education Forum. She has 

collaborated with Prensa Comunitaria, Todo Puerto Rico por Puerto Rico Coalition, and Proyecto Enlace and G-8 del Carlo Martin Pera. She was also active during 

the 2010 University of Puerto Rico student strike and formed with other colleagues a faculty action committee (Profesores!as por una Universidad Democrfitica c 

Excelencia). Currently, Mariolga is an International Civil Society Fellow at the Kettering Foundation, in Ohio, U.S. and is part of the RETOS network within the Social 

Movements and 21st Century Cultural-Political Transformations Consortium. 

JuanMa Pagan Teitelbaum is a neojibaro (or "new peasant"), an independent filmmaker who emigrated from the city to the mountains to engage in sustainable 

and organic agriculture aiming to live in harmony with nature and humanity. He has a bachelors degree in Film Interdisciplinary Studies from the University of 

Puerto Rico in Rio Piedras and a master’s degree in Caribbean Cultural Studies from the State University of New York at Buffalo. His master’s project was a 

documentary on food security in Puerto Rico (~Afimento o Cemento?). Working in this project convinced him that to make a contribution to solving food security 

and food sovereignty problems in Puerto Rico he had to begin farming. He has been farming in Utuado, Puerto Rico, for the last two years. In his most recent 

project, he returns to his film and digital tools to document the new movement of agroecological and organic farmers in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean, while 

promoting an intercambio de saberes ("knowledge sharing") among experienced and new farmers (see www~neo]ibaro.org). He is also Secretary of the 20-year old 

Organizaci6n Boricu6 de Agricultura Eco-Orgdnica, an organization that supports local sustainable and organic farming in Puerto Rico. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;> 

Saturday, September 3, 2011 12:23 PM 

1NTS 560 Exam, etc.: 1NTS560.001 .FALL2011 

Dear [NTS560 Scholars, 

This is a quick note confirming a statement I made atthe end of class on Thursday. 

Given mv illness this week, we are a bit behind in our schedule. As such I roll be updating our course ontline this weekend to reflect where we are and the way 

forward[One of changes roll be the date of our first exam - you will not be writing this coming week. The updated course outline should be available on Blackboaacd by 

S unday morning. 

Have a great weekend. 

Sincerely. 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

A ~Vandering Feast <awandefingfeas~@mindspring.com~ 

Monday, September 5, 2011 11:32 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Cuba in December- one of three preliminaxy LASA 2012 - cause related tbr LAWG 

Class&N EEMB rigadelnvite - SEEDtoPLATEw- Dec3-17Havana- FINAL INVITEJEFF.doc 

CUBA "Seed to Plate" - NEEM Brigade and AGROECOLOGY Research Delegation 

Make a difference, learn through hands on research workshops - 15 - 20 (max) delegates. 

December 3rd - December 17th 2011 

The U.S. is in its own "special Period", perhaps the black cloud of the credit crunch could have a silver lining if the reassessment of our true wealth 

becomes the butterfly wing redirecting our society into a more sustainable way of life. " 

This is a CAUSE-RELATED research Brigade. A percentage will go to NEEM as well as the LATIN AMERICA WORKING GROUP for their work to end the embargo, Social 

justice and freedom to travel for all U.S. citizens. 

This Brigade and all workshops takes place in and around Havana, based out of the Hotel Victoria with, Dr. Femando Ftme~, President of GAP, 

recipient of Rip.ht Livelihood Award, and our host for two ~veeks ~vith unprecedented access to Cubmi Agroecologist mid in depth research and hmids 

on site Brigade work. Workshops will be based out of 20 acre Organoponico .Mamar, the most successihl in Cuba. 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are inviting you to participate in a "NEEIVI Brigade, Agroecology Research and Workshops" in Havana, CUBA, December 3rd - December 17th 

http://www, neemtree.org 

(see attached full invite) 

NEEM Brigade and Agroecology workshops - Program Highlights: This is an opportunity to learn from the founders of the Cuba sustainable AG food 

movement, build community through the Brigade experience in a "Farmer to Farmer" professional to professional, hands on experience. They are the best of 

Cuba’s best. Itinerary is confirmed & available on request. 

Cost: $2,350, double occupancy; single occupancy supplement, $300. 

Price Includes: December 3rd 2:00 RT flight from Miami Saturday, Cuban visa, double hotel 

accommodations, two meals (Breakfast/lunch), breakfast/lunch ea. Day M-T, translation, insurance, materials, class, transportation, and program fees 

under OFAC Treasury General license. If a double is not gender or count available the supplement applies. Group dinners for host, split. All transport, 

individual (no evening meals). 



MANA(i EMENT (NEEM) 

614 Shepherd St., Durham, NC 27701 (Office) 
2001 Chapel Hill Rd., Durham, NC 27707 (Retail and Nursery) 
Phone: 919-321-611 l 
Email: neem@mindspring.com 
Internet: www.neemtree.org 

CUBA ~’Seed to P[ate" - NEEM Brigade and AGROECOLOGY Research Delegation with our friend and 

host, Dr. Fernando Furies. 

December 3rd - December 17th 2011 

"The global industrial food system is in a crisis, the U.S. is in its own "special period", Cuba is ready, are we?" 

This is a CAUSE-RELATED research Brigade. A percentage will go to NEEM as well as the LATIN AMERICA 

WORKING GROUP for their work to end the embargo and freedom to travel for all U.S. citizens. 

This Brigade and all workshops takes place in and around Havana, based out of the Hotel Victoria with, 

Dr. Fernando Furies, President of GAO, recipient of Right Livelihood Award, and OUr ho$t for two weeks 

with unprecedented access to Cuban Agroecologist and in depth research and hands on site iBrigade 

work. Workshops will be based out 20 acre Organoponico Alamar, the most successful in Cuba. 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are inviting you to participate in a "NEEM Brigade, Agroecology Research and Workshops" in Havana, CUBA, 

December 3rd - December 17th, 2011 w/optional Trinidad Bio-reserve research delegation Dec. 9th - 11~h 

http://www.neemtree.org 

NEEM Brigade & AgroEco Research Workshops 

{PAGE } 



Background 

In the early 1990’s, Cuba’s agricultural system and food supply were decimated by collapse of the Soviet Union 

compounded by the U.S. embargo. The then USSR supplied the majority of Cuba’s food inputs (chemical fertilizers 

and pesticides, fuel for transportation, feed for farm animals, and almost 60% of Cuba’s food. Cubans refer to these 

years as the "Special Period". Cuba also had to move from its historic Corporate Colonial Monoculture system to a 

diversified agricultural system in an effort to meet citizen’s dietary requirements. 

Cuba was forced, in the early 1990’s to adopt sustainable agriculture. Lack of chemical inputs demanded natural 

alternatives on a nationwide scale. Cuba is organic by default but they have embraced it, excelled and it has evolved 

over 20 years to the Sustainable Agroecological model in perhaps the first self sufficient country of the 21St century. 

NEEM and Founder, Executive Chef, Jeff Ensminger has traveled extensively in Cuba. He attended PABEXPO 

U.S./Cuba Agricultural Exhibition as Bahama Organics CEO, NEEM director and North Carolina delegate with the 

North Carolina Department of Agriculture in 2002 and led U.S. delegations to Cuba on sustainable agriculture from 

Santiago de Cuba to Pinar del Rio and all points in between. He was awarded a certificate as an engineer in 

sustainable agriculture and led the last trip before People to People exchange ended in 2003. Participants in that 

delegation were inspired, returned in 2004 and produced the famous documentary "How Cuba survived Peak Oil". 

The most recent NC Delegation was in 2011. 

Mr. Ensminger is a long term members of the Latin America Working Group, Washington Office on Latin America, 

ECDET and frequently in Washington on issues related to sustainable Agriculture, farm Bill, Cuba, trade, freedom to 

travel & the embargo. His upcoming book "Cuba Seed to Plate - A Wandering Feast" of the sustainably produced 

foods of Cuba; is also a "Cause related" book with a percentage of sales going to LAWG and NEEM. We both share 

a mission with our TSP; effecting positive and sustainable change. 

Latin America Working Group (LAWG EF) www.lawg.org has worked to end the embargo and open travel for 

ALL U.S. citizens by effecting positive change in relations between the two countries. There is no more 

dedicated group working on this issue along with the Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA), ECDET and 

the numerous affiliates and members who have worked tirelessly for your inherent right to travel and an end 

to the hypocrisy of the embargo. A percentage of proceeds from this "Cause Related" delegation go to 

support of LAWG. 

NEEM promotes the Cuban model of urban sustainable agroecology locally, nationally and internationally through 

universities, cities and communities. NEEM replicates the Cuban model because it is efficient, successful with 

sufficient infrastructure. Cuba and NEEMs methodologies developed through the dialectic approach and 

information sharing in Washington, Cuba and North Carolina since 1997. 

NEEM ~3~ig~c~e a~c~ Ag~oeco~og~ workshops - P~ogram Highlights: This is an opportunity to learn from 

the founders of the Cuba sustainable AG food movement, build community through the Brigade experience in 

a "Farmer to Farmer" hands on experience. They are the best of Cuba’s best. Itinerary is confirmed. 

SESSION: Information below is brief daily synopsis. The full Itinerary is extensive. 

Ar~iwl: S~turd~y Dece~ber 3~d - afternoon, transport to Hotel - NEEM orientation to Cuba; Havana and 

agroecology, Brigade/Class syllabus and location/time/travel info and itinerary for Session distributed. 

Sunday 4~ - Self O~ie~tatio~ to Havana - please travel in pairs for support. Dinner with Cuban family. 
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Week One NEEM Brigade & workshop: Monday December 5th - Friday December 9th: 

Urba~ Agroeco[ogy and the Urban Organic Farming Movement in C{~ba at Organopo~ico Alamar, 

Monda~/Wed~esda~ - Agroeco Research Delegates departs hotel at 8:00 for class 9:00 - 1:00, lunch. 

T~esday/Thursda~ - NEEM [~rigade departs 8:00 for 9:00 - 1:00 hands on at Organoponico Alamar, field 

lunch. 

Arrive hotel: Monday - Thursday 2:00. 

Friday AM cap meeting at hotel w/Friday, Saturday & Sunday - Free time. 

Week Two NEEM Brigade & Research Class: Monday December 12th - Friday December 16th: 

Agroecologica[ Integrated Pest management o i~tercroppi~g~ beneficial ~nsects 

comp~mentary ~[ant~ngs at Playa Organoponico. 

Monday/Wednesday - Agroeco Research delegates depart hotel at 8:00 for class 9:00 - 1:00, field lunch. 

Tuesday/Thursda~ - NEEM gr[gade departs 8:00 for 9:00 - ~:00 hands on IPM at Playa Organoponico’s. 

Cost: $2,350, double occupancy; single occupancy supplement, $300. 

Price Includes: December 3rd 2:00 RT flight from Miami Saturday, Cuban visa, double hotel accommodations, 

two meals (Breakfast/lunch), breakfast/lunch ea. Day M-T, translation, insurance, materials, class, 

transportation, and program fees under OFAC Treasury General license. If a double is not gender or count 

available the supplement applies. Group dinners for host, split. All transport, individual (no evening meals). 

How to Register: Please contact us for Travel paperwork and send your deposit of $400 (non-refundable) 

with resume to: neem@mindspring.com) as soon as possible before class fills. Final payment is due no later 

than a month before departure. Payments by MasterCard, Discover or Visa are welcome through Cuba Travel 

Services, our travel service provider. It is important to get paperwork and deposits in too secure space. 

Contact NEEM with any questions about the program or logistics for this trip, at 919-321-6111 or e-maih 

neem@mindspring.com. We look forward to hearing from you. 

Jeff Ensminger, Executive Director 

NEEM & Bahama-Meridian ITL 

neem@mindspring.com (CUBA in e-mail subject line) 

www, neemtree.org 

Travel and visa will be arranged by Cuba Travel Services (CTS) our Travel Service Provider, licensed by the Office of 

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) of the US Treasury Department for NEEM and Bahama-Meridian ITL . 

Permaculture - rain water harvesting - IPM - beneficial bacteria’s & insects - intercropping - composting - 

vermiculture - Agroecology - silvopastoral - urban and sub-urban sustainable AG - complimentary’s - soil 

development & conservation - polycroping - diversified systems - infrastructures are a few topics covered. 

People we will work with: Dr. Furies I - Director Salcines - Furies II - Young Agoecologist - Dells - Otero - Ruis - 

Sanchez - Layva - Paez - Moreno- Mederos - Plcaedo - Matienzo -Vazquez -Vilde & Pepe-& special guests. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sew-all <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 5, 2011 2:02 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[a~sc t?aculty] Cont~rence Sept. 9 --The Constitution and HIViAIDS / Laborato~ Medicine Can Have Tsunamis, Too 

UNC School of Medicine 

Friday Infectious Disease Conference 

The 2011-2012 conference series kicks off ruth two back-to-back speakers: 

"The Constitution and ItIV/AIDS: The Personal and the Political" 

Edwin Cameron - ,insfice, Constitutional Court of South Africa 

Friday, September 9, 2011 

8:30 - 9:30 a.~n. 

1131 Bioinformatics Building, UNC-CH 

Edwin Camel~on is a noted humma rights activist and a sitling justice on South Africa’s Cons~titutional Court. During apartheid, he was a leading humm~ rights la~x?’er. 

President Mandela appointed him a judge in 1994. He was a powerful critic of President Mbeki’s AIDS-denialist policies and wrote a prize-wi~ming memoir, Witness 

to AIDS, which has been published in five countries around the world. 

"Laboratory Medicine Can Have Tsunamis, Too: The Case for Simple/rapid HIV RNA Testing" 

Robert Coombs, MD, PhD, FRCPC - Professor of Laboratory Medicine - U~fiversi~~ of Washington 

Friday, September 9, 2011 

9:30 - 10:30 a.m. 

1131 Bioinformatics Buikting 

The focus of Dr. Coombs’ reseo~rch activity, is on the pathogenesis of HIV- 1 and the quantification of viral load in the setting ofthelapeutic clinical trials involving both 

adult and pediatric HIV- 1 infected subjects. Of particular interest is validation ofHIV- 1 DNA and unintegrated episomo1 2-LTR viral DNA as markeis of infectivity 

when viral RNA levels are suppressed in the plasma with effective antiretroviraJ~ therapy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 5, 2011 2:17 PM 

stamale@l aw.maJ~.ac, ug 

Defos~t, Amelia <&melia@ema~l.unc.edn> 

plans for North C~rolina 

Dear Sylvia: 
I hope this finds you ~vell, and that you are back from your stammer time 
in Hal-are and Oxford. I spent a few ~veeks resting in Vancouver, 
enjoying some cool air and calmer politics. 

I would like to begin finalizing plans for your time here in Chapel 
Hill. ~en ~ve corresponded in the spring, you suggested that you would 
like to fly to Chapel Hill from NYC on the evening of Sunday, November 
13, and then go on to DC the morning of Wednesday, November 16. We had 
also spoken about a "low-key" set of events while in Chapel Hill. With 
all of this in mind, I make the following tentative suggestions, happy 
to change things at your request: 

November 13-16 
Sunday arrive 7pro at RDU from LGA, staying at the Carolina Irm, next to 
the campus http://www.carolinainn.com/ 
Monday lunch with faculty from African Studies, Women’s Studies, or Law 
School 
Monday (very casual) dinner at my home 
Tuesday 12.30-2pm talk to approximately 30-40 students in African 
Studies classes 
Tuesday evening free, or dinner with African Studies faculty 
Wednesday 9am flight to DC 

Important Question: I am keeping things small at your request. If you 
think, as part of your book promotion, that you would like to reach a 
wider audience, I have reserved space ~2~r a larger talk on Tuesday 
evening. I could reach out to the GLBT community of students and 
scholars, as well as more ~frican Studies students and facul~’, and 
easily gather 100 ~2~r an evening talk This is not a request! I just 
wanted to offer this option if you would like it. 

Next steps: Please let me know if this suits you, ~vho else you might 
want to rueet, and please send a title for your talk. Also send me your 
name as it appears on your passport for flight reservations. I will set 
up an unrail between you and o~tr travel agent, who will book (and pay 
for) your plane tickets. The African Studies Center will cover all of 
your transportation, lodging, and meal expenses in Chapel Hill. 

I look forward to hearing froru you abom the logistics above, then I 
will be looking forward to having you here in tW town! Warmest regards, 
Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Aflo-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.globahunc, edu/africa 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:23 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Reminder: SMWG events with Puerto Rican Schola~c Activist~tomorrow (Tuesday) and Wedne~tay 

Please join us for the first Social Movement Working Group events of the year[ 

Tuesday      ,5:30-7pm, 

"The struggle to democratize one of the last colonies in the Caribbean: A conversation with Puerto Rican activists". 
Mariolga Reyes Cruz, Critical Ethnographer and Community Psychologist 

Fedex GEC, 4003. 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Wednesday      ,12:30-2pm 
Report back from "Collaborative Investigations in Times of Crisis" Encuentro held at Oniversidad della Tierra Chiapas, Mexico 

Following the presentation we can firm up plans for upcoming SMWG events. 

Alumni 313, UNC Chapel Hill 

Wednesday 6:30-8:30 

Food Sovereignty Movements in Times of Crisis: Puerto Rico, North Carolina and beyond. 
Local Activists will speak with Mariolga Reyes Cruz and ]uanMa Pag~in Teitelbaum 

Vimala’s Curryblossom Caf~ 

http://curryblossom.com/ 

431. W. Franklin S~, Chapel Hill, 
Mariolga Reyes Cruz is an independent Puerto Rican scholar-activist interested in the micro-politics of reproduction and contestation of social inequality. She 

obtained her bachelors degree in Psychology fl’om the University of Puerto Rico in Rio Piedras and her doctorate in Clinical/Community Psychology and 
Qualitative Inquiry from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Since 2005, she has worked as an academic researcher and adiunct professor at the 
University of Puerto Rico. Her initial graduate work examined racial and ethnic identity among Puerto Rican women in New York City. Later she engaged in 

education organizing efforts with marginalized and racialized communities in the United States and Puerto Rico attending to how colonial mentalities are enacted 
and challenged. Her book Mexican Immigrant Parents Advocating,for School Reform, published in 2008, is based on her 4-yearlong critical ethnography 

documenting the struggle fur quality public education spearheaded by Mexican undocumented families in a U.S. Midwestern town. She has published solo and co- 
authored autoethnographic essays looking at the intersections between race, migration and marginalization (Mis muertos extort conmigo [My dead are with me]: 

An autuethnographic text on racialization, identity and memory; Transgressive bordem: A per)brmative diaspora in three movements). Other works examine 
coloniality and resistance within the academia (What i, rl just cite araciela? Working towards decolonizing knowledge through a critical ethnography; (De) 

colonizing culture in Community Psychology: Reflections from Critical Social Science). She was part of the organizing committee for the first Puerto Rico Social 
Forum and the Public Education Forum. She has collaborated with Prensa Comunitaria, Todo Puerto Rico por Puerto Rico Coalition, and Proyecto Enlace and 
del Cario Martin Pelia. She was also active during the 2010 University of Puerto Rico student strike and formed with other colleagues a faculty action committee 
(Profesores/as pot una Universidad Democrgtica de Excelencia). Currently, Mariolga is an International Civil Society Fellow" at the Kettering Foundation, in Ohio, 

U.S. and is part of the RETOS network within the Social Movements and 21st Century Cultural-Political Transformations Consortium. 
luanMa Pagfin Teitelbaum is a neojibaro (or "new peasant"), an independent filmmaker who emigrated from the city to the mountains to engage in sustainable 
and organic agriculture aiming to live in harmony with nature and humanity. He has a bachelors degree in Film Interdisciplinary Studies from the University of 

Puerto Rico in No Piedras and a master’s degree in Caribbean Cultural Studies from the State University of New York at Buffalo. His master’s project was a 
documentary on food security in Puerto Rico (gAlimento o Cemento?). Working in this project convinced him that to make a contribution to solving tbod security 

and food sovereignty problems in Puerto Rico he had to begin farming. He has been farming in Utuado, Puerto Rico, for the last two years. In his most recent 
project, he returns to his film and digital tools to document the new" movement of agroecological and organic farmers in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean, while 

promoting an intercambio de saberes ("knowledge sharing") among experienced and new farmers (see www.neoj~baro.org). He is also Secretary of the 20-year 
old Organizaci6n BoricuO de Agricultura Eco-Org~nica, an organization that supports local sustainable and organic farming in Puerto Rico. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: ~live.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29761757-22463152.cbb76tB838e66551be8476c94be3797c(tblistserv,unc.edu 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: _e___u_!i~_i_c_’__e_@_e___n_)__a_~_l_:__u_!)__c_:__e__@_ To unsubscribe send a blo~k mnail to lemze-29814485-4140465.0c3d4556662t;5045btlJ361626fb57tE7@!istserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@glnail,com> 

Monday, 3:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

Updates on the Fulbright Application 

Revised Statement of Purpose.doc 

Professor Sahle, 

I have been follomng what has transpired regarding Chair Nyang’oro, and I am sad to see that he has left the department. I am aware this mns~t be a tumultuous time for 

the department, and I will be hoping for the best. I am not certain if you are in consideration for the chair position, but you have my full endorsement and I wonld be 
more than delighted to serve as any recommendation "that you might need from a student’s perspective. 

I waaated to send you some ulxtates on my Fulbright Application. I found out that the Fulbright encourages students to pursue advaJ~ced degrees so I an considering 

enrolling in the UDSM Masters in Development Studies. It is a one year program, so I am considering beginning the graduate schooling process at UDSM in the full of 

2013 which will be about at the completion of my Fulbright research. 

As Far as collaboration on the project itsell~ I have found a professor in tile economics depe:rtment who seems to be genuinely excited about my proposal. His name is 

Asmerotn Kidane, an Eritrean professor who has an e:aensive history of work across the globe. Because I san working with ml economics professor I am tailoring my 

application langnage to meet his expertise which is economic modeling and quantitative analysis. I realize that this is a major b~eak from what we initially Diked abont 

regarding my proposal but Professor Kidane is the most willing to work with me on the project. I must assure you that my project is to perform an ’economic analysis’ 

of food storage infrastructures role in food security in Tanzania, I will remain tree to the values of scholarship that you have imparted upon me. I am unable to look 

beyond the notion of historicizing development, and heeding the values and methodology of Africanist scholars. My first choice in the project was certainly to work on 

the project in conj unction ruth the Institnte for Development Studies. However, I have contacted nmltiple prot~ssors within the deparlanent bnt there has been little 

responsc tbr collaboration. Prot~ssor Rugumamu responded to my first e-mail, but has not responded to me since then, and Professor Shao has not responded to may 

of my e-mails. 

I hope that you can understand that my first choice in this matter is to obtain funding for file graJat program, and a major component of that is tailoring Iny proposal to fit 

the expense of the professor who is willing to supervise the project. Without aaa institutional contact at UDSM my proposal roll not be considered, so I have to t~y mad 

work with professors which are responsive to ~ny proposal. IfI do obtain funding for my proposal, I believe that I cml confume to collaborate with the IDS faculty, 
which will be much easier given that I will ~sed in Dar es Salaam. 

I have attached my current proposal as it stands. I welcome any comments or criticism that you have. Also, if you have any further influence on soliciting participation 

from either Professor Shao or Rugumamu. I would welcome such a gesture openly, as I would prefer to work within IDS. 

Last, I will be sending yo u the tbrm tbr the F ulbright’s letter of recommendation form this week. It is clue on September 17th so you have abo ut tw-o weeks before the 

deadline. If you would pret~r to meet in person to discuss the recommendation I would be delighted to come to your oltice hours. 

Thaa~ks for your continued support, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 5, 2011 5:00 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaikunc.edu> 

tamaJe roll meet with students in 4003 at 12.30 on nov. 15 

Dear Eunice and Lydia: 
Thanks for helping me solidiI}’ this. More details to follow, but Sylvia 
will talk to your two classes on the 15th, then would like to do a 
larger talk in the evening. Please require your students to attend 
both She ~vould like the afternoon session to be more of a Q&A with the 
students, then will do a more formal talk that night. So that will mean 
prepping students for the class time I really would like a strong 
turn-out for the evening, so will be coming back to you for help ~vith 
that. More later--time for me to go home[ Take care. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and .aJro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 fi~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 5, 2011 6:22 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: Reception tbr Comelio Campos axt exhibit 

FYI. From Altha Cravey (Geog). 

There is a public reception for the Comelio Campos exhibit 

"Suenos Am ericanosiAmerican Dreams" fl~is week 

Thursday, Sept 8 at 7 pm at the Fed-Ex Global Ed Center 

The axtist will speak briefly and there will be food and tnusic. Come 

out for an opportunity to meet this Me:dcan-bom a~dst who lives 

in Dufl~am and encourage your students to cotne too. Thanks! 

(Some of you be familiar with one of Campos’ paintings that is 

in unc’s permanent collection hanging in the faculty room in the 

Campus- Y. The central figure in this painting is a hybrid image 

of the Virgin of Guadalupe and the Statue of Liberty). 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-t:aculty as: <a hre~"mafilto:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bi~> 

emafil to <a hie~"mafilto :leave - 29815357- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29815357- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:55 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Fwd: [Colloquium] Friday, , Richa NagaJc, ’From Feminist Fieldwork to Collaborative Praxis’ 

From:Dennison, Jean <ieandemiison@unc.edu> 

Begin forwarded message: 

*Please forward to interested parties* 

Please join the Dept. of Geography Colloquium series for a talk by talk by Dr, Richa Nagar titled, ’From Feminist 
Fieldwork to Collaborative Praxis: Lessons from Sangtin Yatra/Playing with Fire’. 

Dr. Nagar is at the Dept. of Gender, Women and Sexuality Studies at the University of Minnesota. 

Abstract: 
When the content of formal knowledge is evaluated in isolation from the making of that knowledge and from its deployment and 

dissemination in multiple locations, a hierarchy of theory, method and outreach is crystallized in which issues of relevance and 

accountability are sidelined. In academia, this general problem becomes pronounced in the contested realm of ethnographic and 

field-work based research, especially when the producers of academic knowledge are located in the global North and their 

research subjects are located in the global South. In this talk, I will consider how feminist engagement~ with these issues can be 

advanced through multi-institutional alliances across geographical and sociocultural borders. I explore the politics of method and 

questions of power in academic research and writing through my intellectual and cultural/political work in Tanzania and India 

since 1989, and my efforts to navigate these as a feminist thinker and writer working with communities and audiences located in 

starkly different worlds. 

Please join us for tea, coffee, and cookies before the talk, at 3:15 on 
Friday,       , in Saunders 220. We hope that you can also join us for a 
happy hour afterward (location TBA). 

Looking forward to seeing you all there! 

Colloquium Committee 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

anthro as: <a hre~"mailto:       ,@~email.unc.edu">        &email.unc.edu</a;,. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-29815545-6299771.9c4c00t27c0913d2bd28bd3edc5bl 8b4(~listsela~.unc.edu">leave-29815545- 

6299771.9c4c00f27c0913d2bd28bd3edc5bl 8b4@listserv.nnc.edu<Va~ 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg0l as: eunice,~’email.nnc.edu To nnsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-29815642-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26tb57fcT(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 5, 2011 9:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Sister Eunice -- 

As ~vell as one could hope under the circumstances. Looking forward to the winds of change (the title of a lovely novel about the Kipsigis.) 

Take care and see you around the boma 

T 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 05, 2011 8:17 PM 
To: 2vlcMillalL Tim 
Subject: Hello 

Hi Tim, 

hope this finds you well. 

In the spirit of bringing our profiles to date, kindly find attached my update one for your posting to the Department’s website when you have a chance 

Take care, 

Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@tmc.edu~ 

Monday, September 5, 2011 9:41 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

axe you on cmnpus this semester 

Hi Eunice, 

It is tanya, how are you? i cannot believe summer has flown by and i only saw you once~ Anyway, i wanted to reach out and see if you were on campus this semester and if so 
when. My teaching days are tu/th until 2pro. After that T’m free for an hour or so. But let me know what your schedule looks like and when you can get togetheL 

take care, 
tanya 



Tuesda% September (S~ 20:L~ ?~3~ 

Sahi% @unite N <eun~ce@ema~t~unc£~du> 

Baltimore, forty years after the unrest 

examcopy@temple.edu 

Ne u Te.rt Awd[abIe Course Adoption! 

Baltimore ’68 

Riots and Rebirth in an American City 

Edited by Jessica I. Elfenbein, Thomas L. Hollowak and Elizabeth M, Nix 

1968, Baitimore was home to a variety of ethnic, r,-sligiou% arid racial communities that, lik~ those:, ~n other American 

were confronSng a qu~cMy dorian[rig ~ndustda~ base, In 4s, pr~ of that year, d~sturbances broke the urban ~ar~dscape 

~nes of race am:~ class, 

Ti~is book off,-srs chapb-srs or~ ,-2v,-snts leading up to ti~,-2 turmoit~ the riots; and ti~,-2 aftermath as w,-2il as four rigorously 

edited aP..d annotated orai histories of members o1: the Baltimore community, The combinatiors of ..’mew sch.oiarship a..’~d 

firstd.se:son accounts provides a comprei~ensive case study of this period oi: civii u:west four decades icier. 

Tiffs engaging~ broad-based pi.~biic history lays t.sare the diverse experiences o.~ t968 and their effects~ emphasisdng the 

ro~e of spedfic human actk~ns~ By ~eflect~g on the sto~es and ana~ys~s p~ese~ted ~n th~s antho~ogy~ readers may fee~ 

empowered to p~.~rs~.~e i~formed, responsible ckdc action of theh" owm 

Baltimore ’68 is th.e book component of a target public history pro}oct, "Baitimore ’68 Riots: Riots and Rebirtl’..," The 

project’s companion ~,,ebsite (http:ijarchives~ubal:s,eduibsdindex,i~tmt } offl-srs many more orel Mstories plus pi~otos~ 

art, and iinks to archivai sources, The book and ~he website toged~e.." make up an iP..vaiuable ~eaching reso~rce or’.. citie% 

social u~:rest~ a~:d racial poli.dcs i:~ the .1.98,0s. Ttse project was the corecipie:~t of the 2005,} O(P~standir’..9 Public History 

Project Award from the National Councii on Public History, 

Read Chapter .t (pdf) 

Foreword ~ Howard F~ Giilette, ~r, 

Preface 
!\ck!lowiedg m~-2 Rts 

I, The Dream Deferred: The Assassirsation ol: ..",.tarti..’~ Luther King, 3r,, and the Holy Week Uprisings of 1968 ~ Peter 
Levy 

2, X’-_,,,veii Chambers: Oral History ~ edited by Lm.da Shopes 

3, Why Was There No Rioti~:g in Cherry Hili? ~ Soh:~ .% Breihan 

The Pats Family: Ora~ kfistoW ~ ~d~ted by Lmda ~3hcoes 

~.0. How the 1968 R~ot’s Stq~ped Schoo~ Oeseoregat~o~ hs BaR,more ~ }iowe~ S, Baum 

11, PM:¢ ~n Perceptkm: The ~m~:~act of the I988 R~ots on Three Baltimore Bus~ness D~str~cts ~ E~zab,~th ~vL N~x arid 

Deborah R, Weaner 

12, "Wh~re We L~ve": Greater Homewood C:ommun~ty Corporat~o% 1967~ l!~76 ~ Prar~cesca ,:~amber 
13, P~annbsg for the People: The Early Years of Baltimore’s Neighborhood Design Center ~ HaW Po~ort~ 

P~. Ro~ert B~rt: Ora~ H~story ," edited by Lhsda Sho~es 

History and Hemory: Why It ~’4atters Ti~at We Remember ~ Clement Alexander Price 



Home I Our Books I Contact Us I Place an Order I Media I Press Info I Links 
~}.:, 2006 Temple Ui’..iversity 

Phitadeiphis, PA 19122 

~f yo~4 would prefer not to receive f{4rtiser messages from this sei’..der, please 
ciick on the Ibllowing e--mait iink and send a message with or wit.ho.t£ 
any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

Yo~ wiil receive one additionai emsaii message confh~mh~]g your 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterweil <os~terwei@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:33 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Joanna Macy to speak at ~YNC 

please forward widely 

Joanna Macy: 
"The Great Turning: How to Face the Mess We’re in Without Going Crazy" 
Sunday" September 18, 7pm 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium 
Fedex Global Education Center, 
UNC CH 

Eco-philosopher Joanna Macy PhD, is a scholar of Buddhism, general systems theory, and deep 
ecology. A respected voice in the movements for peace, justice, and ecology, she interweaves her 

scholarship with five decades of activism. As the root teacher of the Work That Reconnects, she has 
created a ground-breaking theoretical framework for personal and social change, as well as a powerful 

workshop methodology for its application. 

Joamaa Macy will also be giving a small workshop on Monday at 9:30am, there are limited spots. If you 
are interested email osterwei@email.unc.edu. 

Sponsored by the Carolina Seminars, Department of Anthropology, Center for Ecozoic Studies. 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29819547-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listsela~.unc.edu 



Mahmood Mamdani: ’Decentralized Despotism’ 

Scramble for Africa: Developments 

Examines the ’contours of the form of power that emerged at the end of colonial’ rule. 

Colonialism and decentralized despotism in Africa: 

:~:~ End of slavery - global cotton famine - colonial interests colonial turn (structural needs of 

industrializing Europe). - British Cotton Growing Association in London 

:~ Search for raw materials (Cotton, civilization and Christianity) 

Making of a decentralized despotic state forms in Africa: 

Features: monarchial, patriarchal and authoritarian 

Mamdani contends: - ’the tendencies that went into the making of nineteenth-century Africa were 

multiple rather than singular, diverse rather than union, contradictory rather consistent’ (1996: 39). 

Conquest states, stateless communities and traditional chiefs 

Reconfiguration of pre-existing political orders: 

Removal of checks and balances - provide examples 

Native authorities 

-deracialization without democratization 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 10:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Lecture notes 

Lectures notes -.doc 



Economic, political and cultural developments leading to the ’Scramble’ for Africa: 

Scramble for Africa: Developments 
[nd of slavery - global cotton famine - colonial interests colonial turn (structural needs 

of industrializing [--urope). - British Cotton Growing Association in London 

Search for raw materials (Cotton, civilization and Christianity) 

Sear for new markets - over production of commodities 

Inter-I--uropean competition - efforts to consolidate political and economic power - the 

more colonial possession a Furopean power achieved the powerful it become. Goal - for 

each [uropean power) was to contain the control of the emerging world economic 

system from British dominance. Military competition (test new developed military 

technologies) 

Drawing on Graham’s and Rodney’s work, Soyinka-Airewele: argues that colonialism 
’interrupted important continuities in the development of large-scare political economies 
throughout the continent:’ 

Question: Building on Mamdani’s arguments, what examples can you provided on the 
political front indicating the modalities of colonial ’interruption’ of political 
arrangements in pre-colonial Africa? 

Mahmood Mamdani: ’Decentralized Despotism’ 

Making of a decentralized despotic state forms in Africa: 
Features: monarchial, patriarchal and authoritarian 
Mamdani contends: - ’the tendencies that went into the making of nineteenth-century 
Africa were multiple rather than singular, diverse rather than union, contradictory rather 
consistent’ (1996: 39). 
Conquest states, stateless communities and traditional chiefs 

Reconfiguration of pre-existing political orders: 
Removal of checks and balances - provide examples 
-pre-colonial political arrangements 
-stateless communities - village self-governance 
-Traditional chiefs 
-Administrative chiefs 
-Decentralized despotism 
Native Authority (Native Administrators) 

At independence: reproduction of decentralized despotism - 
-deracialization withom democratization 

(PAGE } 



Peyi Soyinka-Airewele: Colonial Legacies: Ghosts, Gulags, and the Silenced Traumas of 
Empire 

Soyinka-Airewele states: "Africa today does not offer the scholar the luxury of 
imagining a closed and neatly captioned colonial epoch. It neither offers the ease of 
a concluded past, nor an alienated history." 

Quij ano concept of "coloniality of power" captures the reproduction of colonial ways of 
knowing and political and economic power arrangements following the end of formal 

colonial rule. As he states, 
colonial structure of power produced the specificsocial discriminations which later were 
codified as ’racial’, ’ ethnic’, ’ anthropological’ or ’national’, according to the times, 
agents, and populations involved. These intersubj ective constructions, product of 
Eurocentered colonial domination were even assumed to be ’obj ective’, ’scientific’, 

categories, then of a historical significance. That is, as natural phenomena, not referring 
to the history of power. This power structure was, and still is, the framework within 
which operate the other social relations of classes or estates. In fact, if we observe the 
main lines of exploitation and social domination on a global scale, the main lines of 
world power today, and the distribution of resources and work among the world 
population, it is very clear that the large maj ority of the exploited, the dominated, the 
discriminated against, are precisely the members of the ’races’, ’ethnics’, or ’nations’ into 
which the colonized populations, were categorized in the formative process of that world 
power, from the conquest of America and onward. Ibid.: 168-169 

What were the central features of ’coloniality of power’ during the period of formal 
imperialism in Africa? 
-Economic exploitation 

-Political exclusion 
- Dehumanizing forms of representations 

In different but complementary ways these forms of exclusions embody what Soyinka- 
Airewele and other scholars term as violence. 

1) Epistemic violence (social constructions of Africans as the savage Other) 

Can we interrogate the notion of’Structural violence’ - Congo and Kenya (ithaka na 
wiyathi) 

Political violence: 
Decentralized despotism 

(PAGE } 



Possibilities and limits: decolonializing Africa 
1) Epistemic violence (Knowledge production) 
2) Structural violence: Economic conditions: the world economic and political 

system "interactive informal imperialism’ (James Tully, 2008) 
3) Neo-colonial institutional orders -Decentralized despotic administrative and 

political structures remain; legal orders - customary law 
4) Interventions - the new humanitarian inte~wention (’the Responsibility to Protect" 

(PAGE } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Assoc.of.Women.Faculty.&.Professionals@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 11:26 AM 

AWFP"s list tbr all eligible women <a~vfpall@listserv.unc.edu> 

[awfpall] AWFP Fall Reception m~d Guest Speaker September 22 

SaraLaschever.pdf 

You are cordially invited to join the Association for Women Faculty and Professionals (AWFP) at our annual Fa~l Reception, immediately following the 

presentation Ask for it! Women and the Power of Negotiation by visiting speaker Sara Laschever, co-author of bestselling books Women Don’t Ask: The 

high cost of negotiation and positive strategies for change and Ask For It: How women can use the power of negotiation to get what they really want. 

Please join us at 4-5 pm for Sara Laschever’s talk in the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of NC Foundation Auditorium of the Michael Hooker Research Center, 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. 

Please join us at 5-6:30 pm for the AWFP Fall Reception in the Atrium of the Michael Hooker Research Center, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. 

These events are free and open to the University community. You may register for both or either of the events at http:/icfe.unc.edu!events.html 

Sara Laschever’s visit to UNC is sponsored by the AWFP, the Association of Professional Women in Medicine, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, the 

Carolina Women’s Center, and the Center for Faculty Excellence. Please see flyer attached. 

The Association for Women Faculty and Professionals provides women faculty and professionals at UNC with opportunities for networking, career 

development, advocacy of women’s issues, and celebration of women’s achievements. Please join us at ._h__[_~ _p__:~/~_w__w__w_._y__n___c_:__e___d___u_/:_a_w___[p_Jj__o__~__n_~_ 

Yours sincerely, 

Brooke Church, MSPH 

President. Association for Women Faculty and Professionals 

Associate Director of Corporate mid Foundation Relations for Health Affairs 

University Developlnent 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

208 West Frm~ldin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 

Telephone 919-962-0024 

Fax 919-843-3314 

Email brookeclmrch@unc.edu 

Campus Box 6100 

You axe subscribed to this lisL awfpall, because you have been identified as a femaJe l:aculty or professional sta£f member who is eligible to join or paxticitmte in 
activities sponsored by the UNC Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. We use this general list veu sparingly ouly to invite you to the four or five events 
we sponsor throughout the year. If you would like to be uusubscribe& please email aune whisuant@unc.edu. 



2 

Ask .ffo~* i.t! \KTo~ne~i~ a~M. the Power o.g Nego~iado~ 

Coauthor of: 

Women Don’t Ask: The high cosl of negoiialion and 
p,_,o~,,,,,_, strategies for change 

Ask For It: Hov,, worr’...en can use. . the        ,~°wer of negotiation 
to get what they really want 

~ r%,";,’-’f" ,,:Z,,-. I A,% ...... ,,_],ion for V~#ornen , ,_]c,JJ,z and Professior~als 

/~’,,ssociaiion ot Professional ’v\/orner~ in Medicine (/-~Pv"vltv’\} 

Carolina Women’s ("~,~-~e:~ .... (CWC’} 
http : / /’u.’omensce~ter. u:*c. edu 

Diversity and I ,u,t,,_ultu,a, Affairs (DMA) 
httl, : I" i~u~uw, uric. edu I’diue~:AO’ 

Center for Faculty Excellence (CFE) 
ht~ : i,’cfe, uric. edu 

For details and registration, please visit: 
http:/icfe.unc.edu/events.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillam Tim <tjml@ema]l.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 1:31 PM 

Department listserv <atiJali~m@list~r~7.unc.edu> 

[afrial’am] Martin I ,uther King Planning Committee request 

Dear Colleagues --- 

For the last many years ouiE department has had a re[~’es~-ntative en the" HLK Pia[~ning oommitt:ee, whioh also J[~elud~’s staff, stude 

Please let me know if you would be willing to serve in this important role. Later in the semester we will also need to ha 

Thanks and hope the semester is off to a good sta<t for everyone. 

Tim 

Timothy ]. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer and Associate Chair 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 107 Battle Hall 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice(?~email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.ed~,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriaiiam&o=29822702 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Smith <tom.smith@fedex.com> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 2:06 PM 

FedEx Ottice & UNC System & Tar Heel Discount Program 

FedExOfficeFlyerCard UNC System.pdI~ UNC System & FedEx Office.Insg; 

FedEx NASCAR Showcar Oct 4th 1 lamTo4pm Invitation.pdf 

Happy September! 

FedEx Office, formerly Kinko’s, is relied on as the UNC System’s trusted business advisor for small to large print orders and orders that are under a severe deadline. 

We are open 2,t,/7 and are located only blocks from you at 1:[4 West Franklin Street, Chapel Hill, phone 9:1.9-967-0790~ 

I’w:_~ ate:ached the Virt~a~ Card (V-{::ard) we are emaHk~g our UNC c~stomers who are using our services and I%e also attached a flyer to he~p you present the FedEx 

Of rice d~scotmt ~)rogram to UNC affi~ial:es, faculty, s[:aff and s~:t~dent organizations. 

Here are the points/benefits of the ~edEx Office discounL agreemenL Lo bring up with sl~ your UNC associsLes: 

We have two d~scotmt programs for UNC: 

o Busk~ess Discounts: Pro[:essiona] tax exempL disco~mts for o[:ficisl university bus~ness 

~ Tax exempt nonqnvo~ce account number ~s 

: Employee D~scounts: Personal taxable discoLmts as we are a member of the UNC Tar Hee~ D~scount & Perks program 

~raxaMe non-.hwoice acco~mt ]lufr~ber is 0281492357 

¯ We are profiled on the UNC Tar Heel DiscoLmt & Perks webs~te http:!/hr.unc.edu/benefits/discounts-and-perks/emp~oyee-discounts/CCM].._028724 

¯ UNC staff, faculty, affiliates and authorized student orgm~zat~ons qualify and can take advantage of the discount program 

¯ Discounts avai]aMe at every one of our 1,900 FedEx Office locations ~n the US 

: M~n~maHy 68% off retail B&W copy~ng!pdnth~g 

, Ig,~kdmaHv 34% off retail Color copw~giprinting 

o ~5% of]: ~T~ost other’ prod~cLs and services 

o UNC ~s a~ways g~ven the best (~owest) price whether Ws their contracLed rate, a pro~T~ot~on or a spedaHy b~d ~arge project 

: Cash, credit and checks accepted at aH Fed[x Office ~ocat~ons 

Specific non-prating details of the d~sco~mt program: 

: M~n~mum order qL~antity of one 

, Free ~)~ck-t~p at the c~stomer desk 

:) De~very to the customer desk 

o Free proofing 

o Free estimatb~g 

<: Free project coBsulthlg 

: Free d~g~tal job sL~bmiss~on too~ Print Online Corporate: 
¯ Ur¢f_: https:i!pr~ntoNine.fedex.com/nextgeniuncsystem 

e User 

~ Password: 

The account numbers on the card are NOT charge accounts 

, A form or ~)aymen~: must be presen~:ed (cash, ched~, credR card} 

:) Most UNC departmen~:s use their Procurement (:ard {P-Card) or ar~ h~zoi(:e (D~rect gH~) Corporate Account: 

~[ ~:he customer wants to charge the U NC ~nvoice (d~rec~: bill) Ace(rant they follow th~s procedure: 

, Customer needs to set up lnvoh::e AccoLmt 

o C~sLomer rosy need s Purchase Order’ number 

: The invoice account ~s mailed to the address on the 

let me know when you and your tem~ would ]H<e to have ~edEx Office present a free Educational Seminar to you, your team and others in your department who 

are ~nteresl:ed hi hearing more about the d~scotmt ~rograr]] a[xJ ~earrl~t~g how [o ~repsre q~a]~[:y docLm~ents in s more productive and expedient r~armer. 

Thanks for ~etting me speak to the }:edEx Office bene[~:s and ~et me know ~f you need any~:hmg more. 
Thank you, 
Tom Smith 
Corporate Account Executive 
FedEx Office 
630.886.2039 TEL 
tom.smith@fedex.com 
Find out how we can streamline your corporate business printing needs and improve productivity by visiting the FedEx Office Corporate Print Solutions site at 
www.fedex.com/corporateDrint 
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. 



Our a£reement with PedEx Office can help you create, print and deliver materials on even 
your tightest deadline. ~i)u can count on their team ofexperts to offk~r the .s(~rvices we nev~d at 
nearby locations 

Black & white and color prii~ts and copies. 
Course overviews, tests, lab manuals and handouts. 
Posters, banners, signs and large-format prints. 
Direct mail and inailmg list services. 
Computer workstations, CD and DVD duplication. 
PacMng ~rvices and FedEx’~ shipping. 
Dee local picMlp and &liveu where available. 

Pay wid~ yotlr preferred method of paymei~t 

 ,x:Office. 

Clip and carU this 
wallet card, and youql 
alwa]’s have your 
account n~m~ber at 
h and wt~en you’re ready 
to place an order: 

8 1/2" x ]q" 28/b i8se’ ~aper Tiae price for topic, on 1i x ~7 p8per is doubie the 8 1,/2 x ]~" price Discounted pqc~ng or disco~ants do not apply to the following 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Smith <tom.smith@fedex.com~ 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 7:28 PM 

UNC System & FedF~x Office 

To access the Print Online system please 90 out to https:flprintonline.fedex.comlnextqenluncsystem 

U: 

This tax exempt non.-invoice account number for UNC System is 9444319109, 

If you want to produce a taxabfe project or ’take advantage of your UNC benefits please let your FedEx Office location you choose know you are 
with the UNC System and be prepared to produce non.-invoice account number 0281492357’ which will ensure the UNC System discount but with 
’tax, 

To access the Print Onfine system pfease go out to https://printonline.fedex.com/nextgen/uncsystern 

To access the Print Onfine system pfease go out to https:llprintonline.fedex.comlnextqenluncsystem 

U: 

This ’tax exempt non-.invoice account number for UNC System is 0444319190. 

If you want to produce a taxabJe project or take advantage of your UNC benefits please let your FedEx Office location you choose know you are 
with the UNC System and be prepared to produce non-.invoice account number 0281492357 which will ensure the UNC System discount but with 

tax. 

To access the Print Online system please go out to https:flprintonline.fedex.comlnextqenluncsystem 

To access the Print OnJine system pJease go out to https://printonline.fedex.com/nextqen/uncsystem 

U: 
P: 

This tax exempt non-invoice account number for UNC System is 0444319100. 

Jf you want to produce a taxaNe project or take advantage of your UNC benefits p~ease ~et your FedEx Office location you choose know you are 
with the UNC System and be prepared to produce nondnvoice account number 0281492357 wNch will ensure the UNC System d~scount but with 

tax 

To access the Print OnJ~ne sys[em pJease go out to h~ps:flprintonline.fedex.¢om/nextqen/uncsystem 

To access the Print Onfine system pfease go out to https://printonline.fedex.com/nextqen/uncsystern 

[his tax exempt nondnvoice account number for UNC System is 0444319t 

If you want to produce a taxable project of take advantage of your UNC benefits please let your FedEx Office location you choose know you are 
with the UNC System and be prepared to produce non-invoice account number (}281492357’ which will ensure the UNC System discount but with 

tax. 

Fo access the Print Onfine system pfease go out to https:llprintonline.fedex.comlnextqenluncsystem 



To access the Print Online system please go out to https:flprintonline.fedex.com/nextqen/uncsystern 

U: 
P: 

1his &qx exempt non-invoice account number for UNC System is 04443191 

If you want to produce a taxable proiect or take advantage of your UNC benefits p~ease ~et your FedEx Office Iocatbn you choose know you are 
with the UNC System and be prepared to produce non-invoice account number 0281492357 which will ensure the UNC System discount but with 

tax, 

To access the Print Online system please 9o out to h~ps:flprintonline.fedex.com/nextqen/uncsystem 

To access the Print Online sysbm please go out to https:llprintonline.fedex.comlne×tqenluncsystem 

U: 

[his tax exempt non-invoice account number for UNC System is 0444319t 

If you want to produce a taxabfe proiect or &qke advantage of your UNC benefits please let your FedEx Office location you choose know you are 
with the UNC System and be prepared to produce non-invoice account number 0281492357 which will ensure the UNC System discount but with 

tax, 

To access the Print Onfine system pfease go out to https:llprintonline.fedex.comlnextqenluncsystern 
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occurs Tues Oct 4th 1 to4P 
You’ll meet racing experts, get to ask questions and take home 
some fun souvenirs. 

So don’t miss this opportunity. And for a great finish on all your 
business and printing services, be sure to use FedEx 

FedEx Office 

610 9th Street, Durham, NC 

(919) 286-1000 
For more information, please call 

FedEx Office Account Manager 

Tom Smith, tom.smith@fedex.com 

(630) 886-2039 

Hours of operation: 
Open 24 Hours / 7 Days a Week 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 2:20 PM 

Department listserv ~at~aliim@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afdM~m] Julie Dash and Daughters of the Dust Screening at Duke 

Julie Dash flier.pdf 

Please see attached flier :[’or an upcoming event at the Nasher Museum featuring filmmaker Julie Dash 

"Daughters of the Dust" 

20th Anniversary Screening and Talk *vith Fihnmaker Julie Dash 

Thursday, Sept 8, 2011 at 6 pro. 

Nasher Museum of Art Auditorium 

Admission is free and open to the public. 

In 1991, Julie [)ash released Daughters of the Dust, the first fall-length theatrical 
feature by an African-2,merican woman to be released in the United States 
The film follows the last days of the Peaamt family women on their Sea Island 
homeplace, [bo Landing [)ash’s story of women related by blood but divided by 
their dreams and secrets captures the lushness of the island’s scenew, the (iullah 
dialect, and the deep connections between African and African-American 
folkways. In 2004, the film was named to the National Film Registry and 
recognized as a cinematic national treasure 

The film (112 minutes) will be followed by a conversation between Julie [)ash and 
Dr. Richard Powell, Duke’s John Spencer Bassett Professor of Art and Art ttistory 

This screening is part of Seeing Black, a new film series organized by Duke’s Dcpartment of African 
and African American Studies. For more information, visit aaas.duke.edu. 
-- You are cttrrently subscribed to afam as: klcaldwe@emaihunc.edu. 
To tmsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.~xc.edu/u?id 5383358.599146dla~eleddcc897d40478c04bf&n T&I afam&o 29822931 or send a blatf~ email to leave-29822931- 

5383358.599146dl atone 1 eddcc897d40478c04bf@listsclv.unc.edu 
-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: etmice@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 29823164. or send a blare: cmail to leave-29823164- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listselv.tmc.edu. 



Thursday, September 8, 2011 at 6 p.m. 
The Nasher Museum of Art Auditorium 

Admission is free and open to the public. 

It: 1991 ,,J~:]i~ Dash re]~ased Da[gt~e~:~ q/" ~/~: Dust~ the :first fi~l]-length theatrical 

feature by an African-American woman to be released in the t mired States. 

Tile film fk~llows the last days of the P(:azant fiarnily women on their Sea Island 

homeplac~, Ibo Lm~di~g: Dasi~’s stoV of women related by blood but divided by 

their dreams and secrets captures the lushness of the island’s scener)~ the Gullah 

dialect, and the deep (:;ormectio:~s between Afbica:: and A~icm~-Ameficar: 
fk)lkways. In 2()0,t~ the :(ilm was named 1:o 1:[~<" Natio:m] Film Rr’g~stry and 
recognized as a cinematic ::ational treasure. 

"I’t-ie film ’ ~ . ~ ~11~ minutes will be %llowed by a conversation between Julie Dash and 

Dr: Richard Powell, Duke’s~o[m Spencer Bassctt Proti_:ssor of" Ar~ and Ar~ History. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, September 6, 20:1:1 3:42 PM 

Ifc-residents@duke.edu’; ’deborah.jenson@duke.edu’; ’dghts@duke.edu’; Globalhealth 

<globalhealth@duke.edu>; ’kie@duke.edu’; Jason Dory <j.doty@duke.edu>; Amy Var~as-Tonsi <amy.var~as@duke.edu>; Kelly 

Jarrett, Ph.D. <kjj3L@duke.edu>; Nancy Holliman <nancy.holliman@duke.edu>; Christina Chia, Ph.D. 

<christina.chia@duke.edu>; ’performances@duke.edu’; Michael Newcity, J.D. <mnewcity@duke.edu>; Yah Li, Ph.D. 

<liyan@duke.edu>; AAAS <aaas@duke.edu>; ’performances@duke.edu’; fhi-residents@duke.edu; Stephanie Fads 

<sdk3@duke.edu>; Nancy Holliman <nancy.holliman@duke.edu>; intl-duncplas@duke, du <intl-duncplas@duke.edu>; Jenny 

Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu>; Carlota Santana <cadota@flamenco-vivo.org>; Miguel Chirinos 

@hotmail.com>; Geoffrey Mock <~eoffrey.mock@duke.edu> 

W@TC FALL SERIES STARTS SEPTEMBER :14TH. 

w@tcFALL2Ol:L~_.pdf 

Please distribute. <See attached flier> 

Sep 14 BOLIVAR BLVD. Simon Bolivar’s journey in the United States (1807) 

Miguel Chirinos, Historian and Collector. Organizer of the exhibition BOLIVAR BLVD 

*BOLIVAR BLVD is on display at the Fredric Jameson Galle~, Friedl Building, East Campus, Duke Unk, els~y. Through October 1 

Presented with the Program of Latino/a Studies in the Global South and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) at Duke 

Sep 21 Exploring violence committed by women: Karla Homolka as a case study 

Sylvie Frigon, Criminology Professor and Chair of Criminology, Ottawa University. Visiting Scholar, Duke University 

Presented with the Center for Canadian Studies at Duke 

Sep 28 From Chile to Durham: importing a business education model for Hispanic micro-entrepreneurs in the Triangle 

Panel: Alejandro Sanchez (Executive Director AccionEmprendedora Durham); Ignacio Torres (co-founder AE Chile and AE Durham); Chelsea Koglmeier (Duke Senior); Antonio Arce (Assistant 

Director CLACS, Director DukeEngage Chile) 

Presented with the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) and DukeEngage at Duke 

Oct 5 Flamenco: Intangible Cultural Heritage (a multimedia presentation) Carlota Santana, Visiting Scholar, Department of Music, Duke University. 

Presented with the Center for European Studies at Duke and Carlota Santana’s Flamenco Vivo 
* In conjunction ~th the Festa�st Flamenco, Durham 2011 

Oct 19 Community Organizing with Academics in a Digital Age: HASTAC Case Studies 

Fiona Barnett, Director, HASTAC Scholars Program 

Sheryl Grant, Director of Social Networking, HASTAC/MacArthur Foundation Digital Media and Learning Competition 

Presented with HASTAC at Duke 

Oct 26 Left of Black (Special Edition): Interview with Syrian American hip hop artist Omar Offendum With Mark Anthony Neal, Professor of African and African American Studies at Duke 

Presented with the John Hope Franklin Center at Duke 

Nov 2 Nareo/Nations I BorderlStates I Utopian Diasporas 

Juan Obando (Visual Arts, Elon University) and Pedro Lasch (Art, Art History, and Visual Studies, Duke University) 

Presented with the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) at Duke 
*in conjunation w~h the 201 I NC Latin Amedcan Film Festival 

NOV 16 U.S. Colonization in the Virgin Islands Gertrude Gonzalez de Allen, Chair & Associate Professor, Philosophy & Religious Studies, Spelman College. 2011-12 Mellon HBCU Fellow, Franklin 

Humanities Institute 

Presented with the Franklin Humanities Ins¢itute (FHI) at Duke 

Nov30 Walking the Walk in Cairo: Civic Engagement and Social Change 

The DukeEngage Cairo Team. 

Presented with Duke Islamic Studies Center (DISC) at Duke 

Wednesdays at the Center (WATC} is a topical weekly series in which scholars, artists, journalists, and others speak informally about their work in conversation with the audience. 

The series is jointly organized and presented by the John Hope Franklin Center, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, and coordinated by Miguel Rojas-Sotelo. 

All events in the series are free and open to the public. A light lunch is served- no reservations are necessary. The Franklin Center is located at 2204 Erwin Road, on the corner of 

Erwin and Trent. Vouchers to cover parking cost for 1 hour in the Duke Medical Center parking decks - #2 and #3 in this map http:/iihfc.duke.edu/aboutimap.php - are provided. 

Do you want to propose a talk for the spring 2012 series? Contact us: mlr34@duke.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
Summer School 

919 966-4364 
summer.unc.edu 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Academic Affairs Faculty 
Jan Johnson Yopp, Dean 
September 1,2011 
MAYMESTER PROPOSALS - SUMMER 2012 

CB 3340, 134 E Franklin St 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3340 

For the three-week Maymester in First Session of the 2012 Summer School, classes begin 

Tuesday, May 15, and end on Friday, June 1. Classes meet every day for extended periods, either 9:00 

a.m.-12:15 p.m., 11:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m. or 1:15-4:30 p.m. Not all course formats or subject matter may be 
suitable for such concentrated teaching and learning. 

If you wish to teach a course that would work in a three-week period, there are steps to take 
immediately. PROPOSALS ARE DUE BY NOON ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, IN THE 
SUMMER SCHOOL OFFICE. Between 35 and 40 courses will be offered. Selection criteria may 
include balance across the curriculum, the students to be selwed, and particularly, any special educational 
and pedagogical feature of the course that makes this offering an enhancement for undergraduate studies. 
Courses taught in any prior Ma?mester will be considered. The list of 2011 courses can be found at 
https://summer.unc.edu/maymester. Notification whether courses have been selected will be made no later 
than October 10. To apply: 

1. Copy and complete the attached course proposal form. 

2. Present your proposal to your Chair/Dean for co-signature that this course is a good selection for a 
concentrated format and has been approved as part of the unit’s potential course listing for summer 2012. 

3. Submit the course proposal form to Jan Yopp, CB 3340, Summer School, at 134 E. Franklin St., 
Room 200. iBe sure it has the two signatures. 

4. Also, please make your proposal known to the summer administrator in your unit who nominates 
courses for offering in the summer term. If your Maymester course is approved, funding ~vill come out of 
the First Summer Session allocation to your unit. 

Faculty members may teach only one course during this concentrated Maymester and may not 
teach any additional first session courses. They may teach one more course in the second session, June 21 
to July 27, 2012. (Faculty members who are not teaching in Maymester may teach two courses total 
during the summer term, both in one session or one in each session.) Summer course assignments are 
subj ect to approval based on the academic needs of students and the potential tuition receipts generated. 
Summer faculty compensation is determined on the same credit hour basis whether a course is offered on 
the iMaymester or the standard summer session calendar. 

If you have any questions, please call Jan Yopp at 962-8266. 



{PAGE } 

PROPOSAL TO TEACH A COURSE IN MAYMESTER 2012 

[your name]                  (email) 
If team teaching, add extra instructor names and academic units: 

school/dept. 

Maymester would have 13 extended class sessions of more than three hours each, including the last day 
for a final examination. Not every course, such as a basic skills class, i.e. foreign language conversation, 
is suitable for this format; some adaptation is expected. If the course you propose to teach is in the 
approval process, or if you envision it having some off-campus component or additional class activities 
beyond the regular classes, also include the syllabus and related material describing the total educational 
experience. Any new course in the University must have the appropriate approvals in time for the course 
to be listed with the Registrar in December 2011. 

1. Title and number of the course (and cross-listings). 

2. Have you taught this course in a prior summer or Maymester session? 

When was your most recent summer offering, and what was the enrollment? 

3. Course information: 

a) Circle your preferred teaching block: 9:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m.; 11:30-2:45 p.m.; 1:15- 
4:30 p.m. 

b) What students would the course serve (level, majors, etc.)? 

c) How many students would you anticipate in the class? (A minimum enrollment of 12 
is needed for the course to be taught.) 

d) Is this course a required course for a degree within your unit? 

Does it satisfy a General Education Approaches or Connections requirement? 
Which ones? 

e) Briefly give any highlights of this course that would make it an exciting, valuable, or 
di stinctive offering for our students? 

4. By your signature below, and that of your Chair/Dean, you each certify that this course is 
suitable for adaptation to the three-week concentrated format and that the credit and grades 
earned for this course in the Maymester meet the usual standard in your Department/School. 

Signature instructor Signature Chair/Dean 

Return to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, CB 3340, by noon, Wednesday, September 28. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda Comer <~lcome@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 6:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

employment 

Dear Eunice, 
I will be working to get on payroll for you. Right now it 
appears that she has not 
been on payroll and therefore I will need to have her come in and fill 
out all the payroll forms and 
fill out the I-9 I calmot give you approval to allow her to work until 
I have her I-9 approved. 

How soon did you want her to start work? 
What start date did you want and what ending date do you anticipate? 

What hourly rate did you want to pay her? 

Approximately ho~v man?’ hours a week do you anticipate her ~vorking for you? 

Let’s stalt there There may be more questions for you later but for 
now this will get us started 

I’H be in touch after and I meet. 

Linda Comer 
Ctr. for Urban Studies 
962-3074 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 8:49 AM 

Map Quiz 

To: AFRI101.990.FA11 Group 

F~om: Eunice SaNe 

Dem, 

Please check my comments on the Map Quiz under ’Announcements’ at Sakai. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 

This forw~xded ~nessage was sere via The University of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR1101.990.FA11" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFR1101.990.FA11. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickles, John <jpickles@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: SeminaJc 

Eunice 

Sorry I forgot to do this I am going to do it right now 

John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 7, 2011, at 9:03 AM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc edu> 
wrote: 

Dear John, 

Greetings 

Sor~z to bother you again, but I would be veW grateful if you added 
me to Blackboard so that I can access the readings I completed the 
Gregury one the evening after our seminar and want tu get on with 
the uthers in the next 2 days. I just received clari~ng 
informatiun from the Friday (;enter indicating that I need tu 
cumplete an ’add’ ~2~rm in the Department of (3 eography before they 
can complete the registratiun prucess I will du this tumurruw 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:12 AM 

Di~ussion Forum Assignment - Week 3 

To: AFRI101.990.1~’A1 l Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear All, 

Becau~ of structural problems (they have been resolved) with E-Reserve that delayed your access to readings tbr this week, plea~ note that you have until Sunday 

September 11 to complete the requirements lbr this week!s Di~ussion Forum including whatever questions tbr further retlection that I post. 

Sincerely, 

Dr, SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR1101.990.FA11" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFR1101.990.FA11. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: SeminaJc 

You might be interested n the syllabus for a seminar Sara Smith taught 
last spring -- Below is the synopsis. I am sure she will be happy to 
send a cop?’ of the full syllabus. 

Best, 
John 

Territol3z, violence, and everyday life 

This course is tlcamed around feminist and other critical approaches to 
territory and territorialization We’ll begin the course thinking through 
some of the meanings of territow, and then move on to engage with the 
relationships bet;veen bodies and territol3z and the ways that the body 
itself becomes a contested territolS’. We’ll draw on recent literature in 
political geography, particularly feminist geopolitics and feminist 
approaches to political geography. The last part of the semester will 
involve student participation in selecting particular case studies and 
readings that fit the group’s interests. 

We’ll be reading Jasbir Puar, Jennifer tlyndman, Paola Bacchetta, Joann 
Sharp, Heidi Nast, Arma Secor, John Elden, Alison Mountz, Arun Sal&mha, 
Nikolas Rose, and others. The books I’ve ordered include: 

Deborah Cowen and Emily Gilbert’s War, citizenship, terrirop)~ 
Stuart Elden’s Terror and territory: the spatial extent of sovereignS" 
Derek Gregory and Allan Pred’s Violent geographies: Fear, terror, and 
political Violence 
Jasbir K. Puar’s Terrorist assemblages: Homonationalism in queer times 

On 9/7/2011 9:02 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> 

> Dear John, 
> 

> Greetings 
> 
> Sorry to bother you again, but I would be very grateful if you added me to Blackboard so that I can access the readings. I completed the Gregory one the evening after our seminar and 
want to get on with the others in the next 2 days. I just received clarifying irfformation from the Friday Center indicating that I need to complete an ’add’ form in the Department of Geography 
before the?" can complete the registration process. I will do this tomorrow. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

Dr. Jol-m Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-962-1537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashgate Publishing <african studies catalog@ashgate.com> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:21 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

New Ashgate catalog - Atiicm~ Studies now available online! 

Ashgate’s African Studies 2011 catalog is now available online, 

Browse our new titles and key backlist, each with a direct link to our website. There you can find more information about each book and conduct safe 
and secure online purchases. 

To view this catalog as a PDF, click on www.ashgate.com/pdf/catalogues/African-Studies-2011-us.pdf 

Alternatively, visit www.ashqate.com/africanstudies and click on the catalog image. 

Catalog highlights include.,, 

For ordering instructions, please visit www.ashqate.com/order. Remember, all online orders receive a 1OO/o discount! 

Nark your calendars: Ashgate will be attending the African Studies Association conference in Washington, DC, November 17=19, 2011. Stop by our 
booth to discuss a proposal, or to browse new titles and receive conference discounts! 

A.~h.~jate Publishing 

Including Go~ver and Lurid Humphries 

PO Box 2225, Williston, VT 05495-2225, USA 

Toll Free Phone: (800) 535 9544 Fax: (802) 864 7626 

You have not been added to our mai~ing list. If you would like to be notified about our new puNications and more, sign up for our emai~ updates at 

www.ashqate.com/updates. 

This ~s a commercial message. If yo~ wish to contact us about tNs promotion, please send your message to african studies cataloq~ash~ate.com 

,,~ 

If you would prei~r not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming .’,,our removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu-- 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Seminaac 

Dear Eunice,. 

You should not have access to Blackboard. Let me know if you have any 
problems. 
Best, 
John 

On 9/7/2011 9:02 AN~ Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> 

> Dear John, 
> 

> Greetings 
> 

> Sor~z to bother you again, but I would be ver,v grateful if you added me to Blackboard so that I can access the readings. I completed the GregoW one the evening after our seminar and 
want to get on ~vith the others in the next 2 days. I just received clarifying information Iicom the Friday Center indicating that I need to complete an ’add’ form in the Department of Geography 
before the?- can complete the registration process. I ~vill do this tomorrow. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of (3 eography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main oflfce) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jesso@unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:39 AM 

Accessing E-reserves 

To: Ins~tmctor Role; Studem Role; Bliss, Jessica 

F~om: Jessica Bliss 

AFRI 101 Students, 

You can access the AFRI 101 e-re,rye readings at the following link: htlp://eres.lib.nnc.edu.libpmx3dib.unc.edt#ere~coursepage.aspx?cid 3432&page docs. You 

will need to log in with your Onyen m~d password. There are al so links to the e-reserves site next to every assigned e-reserves reading within the co urse lesson pages. 

Thanks! 

Jessa Bliss 

The Friday Center 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR1101.990,FA11" site, To reply to this message click 
this link to access Messages for this site: AFR1101.990.FA11. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 10:25 AM 

Department listserv <atHal~m@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat~m] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: Sept. 6, 2011 

9-6-11 HR Elnployee Infonnation.pdf 

From: Bryant, Kathy [mailto:kathy_bryant@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2011 7:20 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: Sept. 6, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

~ Please forward the attachment t{t~ed "HR Employee information" with{n your department(sl, 
~ Fu~I text of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at h___t__t__p_’_._Z/__h___r__.__u___n___c__:__e___d___u__[news-eventsJitems. 

Tlwougbout September: Training & Talent r.)evelopment classes available 

Sept. 9: OHR Staff Limited Availability 

Sept° 12: H~-:~lping I-teeh~ registration 

Sept, :t.2: Carolina Q~res, C~rolin~ Shares campaign beg, ms 

Helping Hee~s ~,egistration 

The Offic~:_~ of Hurmm Resources publishes Helping I-tee~s, a registry of ~nd~vhJu~ls affiliated w~th the Univers~:y who are w~H~ng to pr.av~de a w~dety o~ careg~ving 

tssks on a parbtime ~Rformsl bas~s~ This could ~ndude any combination of the fo~lowb~g: chHdcsre, e~der care and/or pet care. Use the oRl~ne ~:orm to s~n up for 

the ~ist. 

University Announces New Emergency Notification ~lan (contact: a~ertcarol~a.u~c.edu} 

We’re pleased to announce some h~portant changes ~n when m~d how the University w~l~ contact you about a campus safety ~ssue. The result ~s a dearer, more 

straightforward approach ~:o le~:tmg you ]mow what to expect up front. Effect~w~ today, we’re now usk~g three types of alerts - emergency warning, ~:~me]y w~;rning 

and ~nformat~onsl notification. 

You are currently subscribed to al~iafam as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=al’riaiiam&o=29831064 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.~Le..-..2..2.8~3...~..!.)..6...4...-:.3...2.~.(.}]~..@~8..~.e..~..7.2.a.~.~...a...5~8.~3..~:.3...~..~.)...5~4.~.~.~}~.~!).~2~@~istserY.unc.edu 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, September 6, 20 ! ! 

Helping Heels Registration 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources publishes Helping Heels, a registry of individuals 
affiliated with the University who are willing to provide a variety of caregiving tasks 
on a part- time informal basis. This could include any combination of the following: 
childcare, elder care and/or pet care. 

The list is published three times per year. The Helping Heels registry is simply a 
referral program; interested families must contact the listed individuals directly to 
arrange an interview or to schedule care. 

If you are interested in becoming a Helping Heel, providing childcare, elder care or 
pet care, the UNC- Chapel Hill Helping Heels provider list offers you a unique 
opportunity to advertise your skills and availability to the campus community and 
provide part- time care for families of Carolina students and employees. 

To register, click here to complete the on- line registration form. You must 
complete the registration form no later than Monday, Sept. 1 2, to be included on 
the fall 2011 registry. 

If you are looking for a Helping Heels provider, the spring provider list will be 
available on- line after Sept. 1 9. For more information contact Ruth Holt at 
962- 3055. 



University Announces New Emergency Notification Plan 

FROM: Chief jeff McCracken 
Department of Public Safety 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 
We’re pleased to announce some important changes in when and how the 
University wil[ contact you about a campus safety issue. The resu[t is a clearer, 
more straightforward approach to letting you know what to expect up front. 
Effective today, we’re now using three types of alerts - emergency warning, timely 
warning and informational notification. 

EMERGENCY WARNING: Emergency warning refers to a significant emergency or 
dangerous situation on campus involving an immediate threat to health or safety. 
We’ll sound the sirens and send text messages to registered cell phones 
immediately after a threat is confirmed. That’s not a departure from our previous 
plan. The scenarios for situations on campus leading to siren activation are an 
armed and dangerous person, a chemical hazard, a tornado warning issued for 
Orange County, or some other significant general threat to safety. 

TIMELY WARNING: Timely warning refers to a notification about a Clery Act crime 
when the information is available so people can protect themselves or their 
property from similar crimes (see the explanation of the Clery Act below). This 
notification will occur only if the Department of Public Safety determines there is a 
continuing danger to the campus AND if issuing the timely warning won’t 
compromise law enforcement efforts to address the crime. The notification will 
begin as a general alert text message: "!!Alert Carolina!! Police responding to 
serious campus incident. Not an immediate health or safety threat. See 
alertcarolina.unc.edu." That text will be followed by updates on the Alert Carolina 
website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu, and additional messages sent to you as new 
confirmed information becomes available. The sirens will not sound. In addition to 
issuing a timely warning for Clery Act crimes, timely warnings will be sent if a 
tornado watch has been issued for Orange County. 

INFORMATIONAL NOTIFICATION: Informational notification is for a less- urgent 
situation that involves health or safety issues, but doesn’t pose an immediate 
threat. We’ll use email messages and postings to the Alert Carolina website, 
..h....t...t.p...~./../...a..!...e....r...t....c....a..r....~...!j...n.....a.......u...n.....c.......e.....d...u..., to keep you informed. Examples include a situation in 
which a perpetrator in a violent crime has been arrested or is no longer on campus 
or there is a major natural gas leak that doesn’t warrant evacuation. 

These changes in ways to communicate campus safety issues came as a result of 
Chancellor Thorp’s request last April for a review of the plans to notify the campus 
during an emergency. Since then, we’ve gathered feedback from senior 
administrators and student leaders from the Chancellor’s Student Advisory 
Committee, Student Government, the Graduate and Professional Student 
Federation, and the Residence Hall Association. Everyone involved has given 
excellent and practical feedback that reinforced how important it was for the 
campus community to hear from us in a timely manner even when a situation 
didn’t pose an immediate safety risk to the campus. 



Also last spring, the UNC system asked campuses to look at a protocol developed 
at Virginia Tech to notify its community about certain crimes covered under the 
Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics 
A ct, ...h....t..t..p..Z/./.....w...~:....h..i..g..h.....e....r...e.....d...c....e.....n....t...e....r......~....r..~/....m......a...n....d.....a..t...e....s../.....c..!...e....r.y..-......a...c...t... T h e U n i ve r s i ty h as b e e n 
long committed to complying with this federal law, which requires universities to 
provide timely warnings of crimes that pose a safety threat to the campus 
community. 

We’ve blended the advice from our student leaders with some elements of the 
Virginia Tech model to improve and enhance the University’s previous plan. We’ve 
posted the new plan, "Emergency Notification Protocols," on the Alert Carolina 
website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu, where you’ll also find a poster showing the 
three alert types and how we’ll communicate with you. We encourage you to 
download or print the poster and keep it in a prominent place for easy reference. 
Also, the University’s YouTube Channel, http://bit.ly/prIC2m, features a video 
explaining the new plan. 

Last week, in communicating about precautions being taken for Hurricane Irene, 
we told you about adding the Red Cross’ Safe and Well List to the ways in which 
you can let your family know you are okay during an extended incident in which 
cell phone service may be unavailable. To learn more about this important 
res o u rce, s ee .__h____t__t__p__;_!_! www. al e rtcaro I i n a. u n c. ed ..u.Zg...~../..d.....~....c../..]....3.....9....5../..]...].....7..Z]....5.....5..~ 

Please take the time to review these changes to our emergency communications 
process so you can do your part to make campus safety a priority. (If you have not 
registered your cell phone for emergency text messages, see 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 10:38 AM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Jordan, Joseph F <jl.]ordma@email.unc.edu> 

[a£ria£m~] FW: "’][’he Civil Rights Slruggle, Africma American GIs ~d Gem~any" exhibition opening reception is Totnorrow! 

From: Joseph Jordan [mailto:jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, September 07, 2011 :~0:30 AM 
To." Buell, Agatha 
Subject-" Fwd: ’q-he Civil Rights Struggle, African American GIs and Germany" e×hibtion opening reception is Tomorrow! 

Hi -- would you please circulate fl~is to the afiJam list~rv?? thanks! 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History" <stonecenter@unc.edu> 
Date: September 7,2011 9:59:47 AM EDT 
To: "Joseph" <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: "The Civil Rights Struggle, African American GIs and Germany" exhibtion opening reception is Tomorrow! 
Reply-To: "The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History" <_s___t___o___n____e____c___e____n___t__e___r__@__u___n____c__;__e____d___u__> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan(~,email, uric ed u 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

(It may be necessm7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29831250-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 11:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: SeminaJc 

it appears to be open to you. Be stare to use Blackboard not Sakia. 

John 

On 9/7/2011 9:37 AM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear John, 
> 

> I have just checked and no luck yet. May be soon Son5’ for the troubles. 

> Cheers, 
> Eunice 

> From: John Pickles [jpickles@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday-, September 07, 2011 9:29 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> SubJect: Re: Seminar 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 

> You should not have access to Blackboard Let me know if you have any 
> problems 
> Best, 
> John 
> 

> On 9/7/2011 9:02 KM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
>> Dear John, 
>> 

>> Greetings. 

>> Sorry to bother you again, but I would be very grateful if you added me to Blackboard so that I can access the readings I completed the Gregory one the evening aRer our seminar and 
want to get on with the others in the next 2 days. I just received clarifying irfformation from the Friday Center indicating that I need to complete an ’add’ form in the Department of Geography 
before the?" can complete the registration process. I will do this tomorrow. 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 

> Dr. John Pickles 
> Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
> (;hair, Department of Geography 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 
> 

> Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
> Fax: 919-%2-1537 

Dr. Jotm Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-96~-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martin Horak ~ ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 1:26 PM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Hello [’tom Mart~n ttovak 

Hello Eunice, 

Todd Owen sent me an email the other day about your reseaxch, and suggested we Inight want to get in touch. I’m working on transportation issues now, but have 

done work on various aspects of Toronto politics, including a bit of work on policies aimed at social development / social control in poor immigrant areas of the city-, so 

we might have s~me interesting things to talk about. Do drop me a line if you’d like to meet up sometime. 

All the bes~, 
Martin 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~glnail,com> 

Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Updates on the Fulbright Application (see attached) 

Professor Sable, 

Thank you so mnch for getting back to me and the revisions for my application pl~oposal. 

I also feel especially good to have your endorsement to work with . ~Ve are currently working together to draft the ’letter of afiiliation’ which is 

supposed to show the application committee that I have an institutional support at : mentioned that he knows Professor Selassie in the UNC 
African Studies depe~tment. I assume this is because they m~e and likely have crossed paths at some point in their academic careers. I was wondering if 

you are at all close to ProI~ssor Selassie? 

I am finalizing my application, so you roll be receiving the letter of recommendation form from the Fulbright committee soon. I have no doubt that you will give me a 

strong recommendation, but I wanted to make sure that you emphasized that 

will go a long way in ~ny application. 

Thank you so much for yonr continued support. 

On Mon, at 5:29 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks ve~ much for your note! 

In terms of the direction your proposal has taken, I think it is excellent, in a given jnncture, we are always shifting our intellectual ques~tions, schedules, etc., depending 

on where our interests lead us and so forth. For instance, in the last week~ I have had to do shift my focus on a project I am working on nrban governance, 

immigration and social policy in 3 cities. Thus, no womes. In any event, 

I have reviewed your propo~l and it reads ve~ well. It is well organized, logically articulated and well written. I made some edits and I hope you find them useful. In 

some instances, I jus~t fl~ought active voice wa~s better than passive. 

All the best and let me know you need mLvthing else. 

Dr. SaNe 

F~om: 7~gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 3:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Utxtates on the Fulbright Application 

Professor Sahle, 

I have been following what has transpired iegarding Chair Nyang’oro, and I an~ sad to see that he has left the department. I am aware this must be a tumultuous tilne 

for the depe~tment, and I will be hoping for file best. 



Last. I will be sending you the form for the Fulbright’s letter of recommendation form this week. It is due on_              s~ you have about two weeks before 

the deadline. If you would prefer to meet in person to discnss the recommendation I would be delighted to come to your office honrs. 

Thanks for your continued support, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 3:32 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: Afiican Studies Seminar Sept. 22 ruth Dr. Bereket Selassie 

Friends, 

Reminder: Please join us on Thursday, September 22, 2011 at 6:30-9:00pm at the FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH. 

Dr. Bereket Selassie will present "The Broken Promise: Eritrea’s Post-Independence Road to Autocracy." Dr. Selassie, of the African and Afro-American Studies 

Department at UNC-Chapel Hill, will present a talk based on his new book Wounded Nation: How a Once Promising Eritrea Was Betrayed and Its Future 

Compromised. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing new research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area 

faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Amelia DeFosset damelia@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=22339823.6aglb330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23&n=T&l=africa&o=29834085 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.~.e..-~2..2.8..~3...4..!)..~.5~-...2..2..~.3..2.8..~.~.:~.a..c.)..!~.b..~3..~.Q:a..~.c..c.)..8~2~b..~..a.~}.d..~.~..4..~.~.~3~q2.!~r52u.~:~.~.u. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JOHN Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 6:16 PM 

Email test of blacktx~ard enrollment: GEOG814.001 .FAI,L2011 

you are definitely here. Perhaps just a timing issue. 

I shall t~y to acchech the syllabus so yon can access readings online. 

Cheers 

John 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sable <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 6:39 PM 

1NTS560: Tue~tay’s humcm~e interruptions and moving ahead: 1NTS560.001 .FALL2011 

Dear 1NTS560 Scholars~ 

Tuesda;~ was quite the day with the interruptions generated by the humcane. At any rate, most of you did not show up because you starved put were you were as per 

the saf£~’ instructions. For those of us who showed up, we had a vote which resulted in an agreement to postpone our Tuesday discussion to Thursday. 

At any rate, please review the posted course outline to confim~ where we are in our schedule. As do you so, please note the new dates for our exams in Sept m~d Oct. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 6:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Asante sana to you too. You ~vere truly a bright spot in a bleak day 

Take care 

T 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 6:30 PM 
To: McMillar~ Tim 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Tim. 

Thanks for yesterday 

Cheers, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 9:33 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim qjml @email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CORRECTION: Call tbr applications, Fall 2011 Senior Honors Thesis Research Grants 

Dear Eunice, Tim, and Kia, 
Please read and distribute to your honors thesis students. This the same call for applications but with a corrected URL to the application. I’ll still need the completed 

application along mtl~ yonr recommendation by Sept. 23. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~aken 

Professor of AIi~o- American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~ ofNort21 C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abont my pnblications: 

http:/,’~vw.umass.edu,’umpre ss/spr 9"7/ianken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/tx~oks/T- 8059.html 

http://nndpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 

http://nndpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0723 

From: Honors Carolina [honorscarolina@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 :I0:25 AM 
To; .~anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: CORREC-i~ON: Call for applications, Fall 2011 Senior Honors Thesis Research Grants 

THIS MESSAGE CONTAINS A CORRECTED LINK TO THE APPLICATION FORM. WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE 

INCONVENIENCE. 

Dear cotteagues, 

Fat[ 2011 Senior Honors Ti~esis Research Grant ap_~[ications are now avaitabte. 

There wit[ be two rounds of awards during the 2011-2012 schoot year. The first wit[ support students who wit[ 

graduate in May’ 2012. The application deadline for the first round is Friday, September 30, 2011. A second 

round of awards wig be made in the spring term and witt support students from those programs which begin the 

honors research experience in the spring term of the student’s junior year and other students whose projects are 

sufficientty welt-planned that they could begin work over the summer. Students may onty apply for one round of 

awards. 

Funds from the Senior Honors Thesis Research Grant program may be used to support any tegitimate cost directty 

connected to the undertaking of the honors project: [aboratory equipment or supplies, computer software or 

time, costs retated to field research, artistic suppties or equipment, books or periodicats not avaitab[e through 

normat library sources, ittustrations and duptication-among others. Travel wig be supported onty where such travet 

is absotutety essential to the project and onty for the actua[ cost of transportation. Except in unusua[ 

circumstances, indiv~dua[ awards wit[ not exceed $500. Any equipment or non-expended supplies purchased under 

the program become the property of the department at the conctusion of the project. We wig set up university 

accounts for a[t successfu[ appticants in their departments as the means of dispersing funds. 

We are atso very pteased to announce the Gordon P. Gotding Honors Research Award, which is designated for 

students doing research on stavery or some other aspect of African American history and cutture. We woutd 

appreciate your assistance in pubticizing this new funding opportunity. 

Your help is crucia[ to the successful operation of the program. Would you please: 

1. Make your honors students (or prospective honors students) aware of the existence of the program and 

distribute the apptication form and recommendation form to interested students. At[ appticants must be 

etigiNe to participate in departmental honors AT THE TIME OF APPLICATION.PLEASE DO NOT SEND 

FORWARD ANY APPLICATION FROM A STUDENT WITH AN OVERALL GPA OF LESS THAN 3.200. 

2. Estabtish a departmentat deadtine for the completed apptications AND thesis advisor recommendation to be 

returned to you. 

3. If there are two or more apptications from your department, rank order them in terms of overa[t merit and 

indicate your ranking in the space provided on the apptication form (page 1). 

4. RETURN THE COMPLETED APPLICATIONS TO THE HONORS OFFICE, CB# 3510, 225 GRAHAM MEMORIAL, 

NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2011, 4:00 PM. 



Grants wilt be made in mid-October, 

Thanks for your help and give me a call (843-7755) if you have questions or concerns. 

Ritchie D. Kendall 

Assistant Dean for Honors 

Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 

Honors Csrolh°:s :: 2i 8 E ~:ranklin St 225 Graham Memodai 2rid floor i Ctlaeel Hiii NC 27599-3510 I ii.~.ii iContact- Tn/It Free! l~.: 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University. Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Circulaion Desk 

Health Sciences Librar,v 
UNC-CH CB# 7585 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 

09-08-11 05:00AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Olobalization and health : challeng Governing global health : challenge 
CALL NO: YVA 530.1G56285 2006 CALL NO: WA 530 1G721 2007 
BARCODE: H00402366L BARCODE: H00460959X 
Health Sciences Libra DL~: 09-11-11 Health Sciences Libra DUE: 09-11-11 

AIFPI IOR: 

TITLE: Globali/,ation and health 

CALL NO: WA 530.1 G56283 2007 

BARC(N)E: H00407159Q 

ttealth Sciences Libra DUE: 09-11-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:52 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University, Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Circulaion Desk 

Health Sciences Librar,v 
UNC-CH CB# 7585 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 

09-08-11 05:00AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Wermuth, Laurie Ann.    AUTHOR: 
Global inequality and human needs : TITLE: Globalization and health 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 8:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Re: edited title a~d bio -- Fanon Program - 

Many thanks Eunice -- I will send out a general update to day. I actually have many photos of you here in the Stone Ctr but didn’t want to use one without your permission. 

More soon! 

Joseph 
On Sep 8, 2011, at 7:59 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Joseph, 

Kindly find attached my edited title and bio. Unfortunately I tW - you can blame this on 
of folks I deeply care about in Kenya and Malawi. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

<Edited and sent to Protl Joseph Jordan - Presentation Title.docx> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-g)01 
j~iordan@email.unc.edu 

and times - to stay away from photos unless it is absolutely necessary for the sake 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 8:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Hello 

Makes my heart sick. Hard to believe something like this would get past 
the DTH. Hang in there, dear one B 

9/8/2011 6:37 AN~ Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> http://www dailytarheel.cor~’index.php/article/2011/09/col 0907 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and .AA’ro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fi~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 9:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

hello 



EBOE HUTCHFUL 

The civil society 
debate Africa 

’Civil society’ is suddenly all the rage in social science and com- 

parative politics circles. Seminars, books, special issues of jour- 
nals, even institutes have expounded the idea of civil society in 

developing countries. ’Civil societies’ have been sought- and 

apparently found - in ’nascent,’ ’incipient,’ or ’emerging’ (in 
some cases re-emerging) forms in places, such as the Middle 
East and China, where Western social science had long denied 

their presence - even their possibility. Academics are not the 
only ones employing the concept. Political movements and 
lately even nongovernmental organizations (NC, Os) have used 

it, although how much in both cases seems to vary from country 

to country and to reflect local conditions and intellectual 
traditions. The recent revival of the concept follows on the dem- 

ocratic revolutions in eastern Europe, Latin America, and 
Africa, and even earlier on the rise of social movements in the 
West; it is at once the product of an attempt by political actors 

to conceptualize the nature of their struggles and by scholars 

to provide a key to understanding global political developments. 
Indeed the term has come to be virtually synonymous with 
’democracy.’ The growth of the concept in African studies has 

been particularly rapid.’ As recently as ~989 Michael Bratton 

Department of Africana Studies, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan. 

On this phenomenon, Peter Ekeh remarks: ’A content analysis of the use of 
"civil society" in African studies, dating back to the 195os, is liable to 
demonstrate the absence of this term, or at any rate its thinness, in the study 
of African politics up until the mid-t98os and then a sudden explosion in its 
application.’ ’The constitution of civil society in African history and politics,’ 

International Journal LI WINTI~;R 1995-96 
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lamented the absence of the notion of political accountability 

in Africanist writings.~ ’Democracy’ was even rarer in the liter- 

ature, both as idea and as prescription. A few years later, how- 

ever, the literature is suffused with refer.ences to civil society. 

What is civil society? Where might it be located in Africa? 

Does it already exist or is it something new? Is it a useful ana- 

lytical tool? In its chequered history the concept has been sub- 

jected to diverse definitions.~ Those offered here are drawn 

from attempts in the recent literature to apply the concept to 

the circumstances of developing and newly democratizing coun- 

tries. Augustus Norton defines civil society as the terrain where 

a ’melange of associations, clubs, guilds and syndicates, federa- 

tions, unions, parties and groups come together to provide a 

buffer between the state and citizen.’ In his view civil society is 

’literally and plainly at the heart of participant political systems.’ 

To Alfred Stepan, it is the ’arena where manifold social move- 

ments (such as neighborhood associations, women’s groups, 

religious groupings, and international currents) and civic 

organizations from all classes (lawyers, journalists, trade unions, 

and entrepreneurs, among others) attempt to constitute them- 

selves in an ensemble of arrangements so that they can express 

themselves and advance their interests.’ According to John Har- 

beson, ’in substantive terms, civil society typically refers to the 

point of agreement on what those working rules [of the political 

game or structure of the state] should be.’ Groups and associa- 

tions are ’part of civil societi/ to the extent that they seek to 

define, generate support for, or promote changes in the basic 

working rules of the game by which social values are authori- 

tatively allocated. In spatial terms, therefore, civil society is not 

in B. Caron, A. Gboyega, and E. Osaghae, eds, Democratic Transition in Afr~ca 

(Ibadan: University of Ibadan ~99z}, ~ 87. 

Michael Bratton, ’Beyond the state: civil society and associational life in 

Africa,’ World Politics 4 t (April ~ 989), 4 ~ 6. 

See, for example, Jean Cohen and Andrew Arato, Civil Society and Political 

Theory (Cambridge MA: MIT Press 199~);John Keane, ed, Civil Society and the 

State: New European Perspectives (London: Verso ~988); Adam B. Seligman, The 

Idea of Civil Society (New York: Free Press 1992). 
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simply synonymous with associational life; rather it is confined 

to associations to the extent that they are taking part in rule- 

setting activities.’4 After a critical review of the concept in Chi- 

nese studies, Heath Chamberlain arrives at a definition that is 

particularly useful in emphasizing the transformations at both 

political and social levels: 

Civil society may be understood as a community bonded and empow- 

ered by its collective determination to resist, on the one hand, excessive 

constraints of the society and, on the other hand, excessive regulation 

by the state. Although civil society is a relatively autonomous entity, 

distinct from both the state and society, it nevertheless partakes of both, 

and faces and constantly interacts with both. 

By the term community I mean to stress that civil societ-y coheres. It 

is more that an aggregate of individual producers driven by self-interest; 

it is more than a ’floating population’ suddenly uprooted from home 

or workplace. Although these phenomena ultimately may give rise to 

civil societ-y, the latter emerges by way of conscious choice on the part 

of an expanding body of individuals qua citizens. Civil society is ani- 

mated and sustained by widely shared beliefs and attitudes - ’shared 

moral ~4sions,’ to use Richard Madsen’s phrase - concerning relations 

among individual citizens, and between the community of citizens and 

the state. These attitudes and beliefs touch upon such crucial matters 

as resolving conflicts, setting out the outer limits of dissent and devi- 

ance, and determining proper modes and style for pursuit of particular 

interests - all largely ’private’ matters, handled openly, in the ’public 

forum,’ in a ’civil’ manner.5 

The various definitions tend to perceive civil society in terms 

of any or all of the following criteria: location (between the state 

4 Augustus R. Norton, ed, Civil Society in the Middle East, Vol ~ (Leiden: E.J. Brill 

~995), 7; Alfred Stepan, Rethinking Military Politics: Brazil and the Southe~’n Cone 
(Princeton ~qj: Princeton University Press 1988), 3-4; John Harbeson, ’Civil 

society and political renaissance in Africa’ in Harbeson, Donald Rothchild, 

and Naomi Chazan, eds, Civil Society and the State in Africa (Boulder co: 
Lynne Rienner, ~ 994), 3"4. 

5 Heath B. Chamberlain, ’On the search for civil society in China,’ Modern 

China 19(April 1993), ~o7-8. 
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and the citizen), functions (serving and defending the interests 

of private memberships), institutions and politics (opposition to 

and collaboration with the state). According to how these cri- 

teria are deployed, the definitions are relatively apolitical 

(emphasizing the growth of horizontal solidarities, the growing 

solidity of civil associations and their autonomy and self-distanc- 

ing from the state) or relatively activist (emphasizing conflictual 

relations with the state and the emergence of a social sphere 

protected from state inu’usion). Franz Kunz suggests that the 

static and activist definitions are not necessarily inconsistent or 

mutually exclusive but may belong to different phases of the 

evolution of civil society, reflecting civil society in formation 

(when the boundaries of state and civil society are still con- 

tested) as opposed to mature civil society (where issues of 

demarcation between state and civil society have been settled).6 

In Africa as elsewhere recent political U’ansformations underlie 

the growfing popularity of the concept. As Eva Bellin argues in 

the context of Tunisia, ’despite the term’s ambiguity, contem- 

porary proponents of civil society are united in one way: they 

share a common desire to combat despotism.’ In her view ’the 

current Arab debate over the nature of civil society represents 

an important departure for politics in the region - it marks the 

unprecedented engagement of ordinary citizens in political life. 

Urban poor mobilized by the Islamist movements, women 

organized by women’s movements, intellectuals speaking from 

the universities and through the press have all been drawn into 

the debate on the boundaries of civil society and the sources 

and remedies of despotism in the Arab world.’7 In other words 

at this stage in African political history civil society needs to be 

conceived first and foremost in terms of political praxis. And as 

Huang argues: ’From the standpoint of the roots of democracy, 

6 Franz Kunz, ’Civil society in Africa’ (review article),Journal of Modern African 

.Studies 33(March ~995), ~8~-7- 

7 Eva Bellin, ’Civil society in formation: Tunisia,’ in Norton, ed, Civil Society in 

the Middle East, l ~ 3" 
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it was not merely the expansion of the public realm of life that 

was important, but rather its expansion in the context of the 

assertion of civil power against the state.’s Or, to cite Kunz, ’civil 

society is an aggregate of groups and activities, whose presence 

is measured in its cumulative impact on demolishing autoc- 

racy.’9 The use of the concept of civil society is thus an attempt 

to capture the fact that something significant has happened in 

African (or Arab) politics. But what? And are civil society and 

democracy accurate depictions of what has transpired? 

It is possible to trace the genealogy of both ’political’ and 

’associationa!’ definitions of civil society in African studies. 

(Indeed several separate analytical traditions seem to have con- 

verged in the concept.) The ’political’ definition lies at the 

heart ofJean-Fran¢ois Bayart’s pioneering conceptualization of 

civil society as a ’society in its relations with the state, or more 

precisely, as the process by which society seeks to "breach" and 

counteract the simultaneous "totalisation" unleashed by the 

state ... Civil society exists only in so-far as there is self-con- 

sciousness of its existence and of its opposition to the state.’’° 

Nevertheless Bayart was sceptical that civil society would pre- 

vail against the state (an indication of the extent to which per- 

ceptions of civil society have changed in recent years). This 

’politicist’ definition was carried to the point of overkill by 

Patrick Chabal, who defines civil society as a ’vast ensemble of 

constantly changing groups and individuals whose only com- 

mon ground is their exclusion from the state, their conscious- 

ness of their externality and their potential opposition to the 

state. Those very few members of the polls who have no such 

consciousness (for the state in contemporary Africa is over- 

whehningly the central political referent) are politically amor- 

Cited in Frederic Wakeman, ’The civil socieW and public sphere debate: 

western reflections on Chinese political culture,’ Modern China 19(April 

1993), 111. 
Kunz, ’Civil society in Africa,’ ~ 87. 

Jean-Frangois Bayart, ’Civil society in Africa,’ in Patrick Chabal, ed, Political 

Domination in Africa: Reflections on the Limits of Power (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press 1986). 
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phous, though not necessarily insignificant, members of civil 

society.’~, 

On the other hand the Africanist discussion has also 

reflected to a large extent the static or apolitical framework of 

much pluralist thinking on civil society. According to this 

approach, society in Africa is being revitalized and growing in 

solidarity in response to the economic crisis and the decay of 

the state and formal structures. Although the concept was not 

employed at this stage, civil society (in the static sense) could 

already be glimpsed in this analysis. However in this version civil 

society was seen to be emerging incrementally (sans political 

struggle) as a result of the ’horizontal integration of society’ and 

of increasing functional autonomy from the decaying state. The 

commanding view of this process was a curiously depoliticized 

one in which the state would be eroded but not directly chal- 

lenged. In my view this kind of approach failed to anticipate 

the democratic upheavals or insisted in looking for them in the 

wrong places, such as among the nouveau lumpen-bourgeoisie 

of the ever-expanding informal or parallel sector. 

Within the literature there were disagreements about the 

political implications of the process of informalization and dis- 

engagement. Rent Lemarchand, for instance, criticizes the 

romanticization of the ’informal sector’ and society in general, 

drawing attention to the fact that ’certain sectors of society are 

just as discredited as the state.’’~ A second line of objection was 

that this ’disengagement’ does not by itself enlarge the public 

sphere. On the contrary. What stepped into the vacuum was not 

civil society but frequently parochial, sectarian, and fundamen- 

talist movements. Indeed Larry Diamond, while otherwise not- 

ing the positive implications of growth in the informal sphere 

for an autonomous social space, nevertheless sounds the warn- 

ing that ’nonformal participation can be violent and extremist 

Patrick Chabal, Power in Africa: An Essay in Pottical Interpretation. (New York: St 

Martin’s 1991), 83. 

Ren~ Lemarchand, ’Uncivil states and civil societies: how illusion became 

reality,’ Journal of Modern African Studies 3o0une ~992), 187. 
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as well as peaceful and democratic, and the exclusion and 

detachment of the bulk of the people from the formal political 

arena cannot augur Well for the inauguration of democracy. 

Unless reversed, it becomes a formula for regime delegitima- 

tion, political crisis, and decay."3 This disagreement hinted at 

two different approaches to and perceptions of (civil) society, 

the liberal and the libertarian. While the libertarians tended to 

be upbeat about ’society’ and to see important political possi- 

bilities in the decay of the formal public sphere, Diamond’s 

analysis reflects the older liberal ambivalence and distrust of 

civil society and its inherent fractiousness, which can be con- 

tained only by a strong state. 

There is much apparent disagreement in the literature as to 

the historical status and present-day contours of civil society in 

Africa. Does it already exist, is it in the process of formation, or 

is it a historical entity which is ’rejuvenating’ after a period of 

dormancy? Indeed, can we speak of a single civil society or do 

several co-exist on the same national terrain within any African 

country? What does civil society include and what does it 

exclude? The answer seems to reflect in part how political space 

in Africa is conceptualized. However, it also seems to reflect the 

perception of whether or not a collective political morality 

exists. One definition limits the concept to the modern public 

sphere and excludes both traditional and ethnic associations 

and populist movements.’4 A more qualified view sees the emer- 

gence of a civil society in terms of the existence of an anti- 

authoritarian impulse but not in terms of the existence of a 

common public morality.’5 On the other hand Chabal speaks of 

a triple entity consisting of ’traditional civil society,’ ’colonial 

civil society,’ and ’modern civil society,’ without fully discussing 

~ 3 Larry Diamond, ’Introduction: roots of failure, seeds of hope,’ in Diamond, 

Juan J. Linz, and Seymour Martin Lipset, Democracy in Developing Countries. 9: 

Africa (Boulder co: Lynne Rienner 1988), 19. 

~4 Victor Azarya, ’Civil society and disengagement in Africa,’ in Harbeson et al, 

Civil Society and the State in Africa, 95. 

~ 5 Kunz, ’Civil society in Africa,’ 187, 
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their content or their relationship.’6 Peter Ekeh proposes a two- 
fold distinction between a ’civic public realm’ which is presided 

over by the state and a ’primordial public realm’ which lies 

beyond (and in general tends to ignore or, as the occasion 

demands, resist) the state. He starts from the critical observa- 

tion that ’Africa’s political spaces are fragmented and that the 

state has only partial control over the space it claims as its own. 

The sphere of the primordial public occupies vast tracts of the 

political spaces that are relevant for the welfare of the individ- 

ual, and acts to limit the extension of the state’s sphere."7 

Although associated with ancient kinship structures, these pri- 

mordial publics are modern rather than traditional social for- 

mations. Far from confining civil society to the formal public 

sphere, Ekeh argues that ’civil society in Africa is largely indif- 

ferent to the affairs of the civic public realm over which the 

state presides. Civil society is content to took after the affairs of 

other segments of the public realm out of the reach of the state 

or those about which the state shows little concern.’ This, in his 

view, marks a ’dramatic difference between Europe and Africa 

in the conception of civil society.’’s By grounding civil society 

in the ’primordial’ rather than the ’civic’ public sphere he is 

able to perceive a rich civil society in Africa where Bratton and 

other Africanists see only a thin one. 

These arguments reflect the broader issue of whether we are 

or should be working with a single universal model or with rel- 

ativistic notions of civil society. Those who advocate a common 

underlying meaning to civil society, such as Jean Cohen and 

Andrew Arato, are apt to argue that the struggle for human and 

democratic rights forms a single uniting thread in the global 

resurgence of civil society, and that ’no interpretations can do 

these aspirations [for freedom and democracy] justice without 

recognizing both common orientations that transcend geogra- 

~ 6 Chabal, Power in Africa. 

~7 Ekeh, ’The constitution of ci~fil society,’ 196. 
18 lbid, 197. 
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phy and even social-political systems and a common normative 

fabric linking rights, associations and publics together. We 
believe that civil society, in fact the major category of many of 

the relevant actors and their advocates, from Russia to Chile, 
and from France to Poland, is the best hermeneutic key to these 

two complexes of commonality.’ Hence, in their view, the 

’recent remergence of the "discourse of civil society" is at the 
heart of a sea change in contemporary political culture."9 

CIVIL SOCIETY AS A METHODOLOGY 

IN THE AFRICAN CONTEXT 

One problem scholars have encountered is, of course, the his- 

torical (Western) specificity of the concept. Not surprisingly, this 

has sparked a debate over whether or not the concept of civil 

society is a usefial analytical tool in such areas as the Middle 

East, China, or Africa and whether the term should be used at 

all. There have been several responses to this challenge. Dwayne 

Woods perceives an essential continuity between civil society in 

Europe and Africa based on the argument that both arose from 

a struggle against para-imonial states in contemporary Africa and 

early modern Europe.~° The ’revisionist’ approach, associated 

for instance with the works of William Rowe on China,~’ has 

been to explore ’hidden’ manifestations of civil society in tra- 

ditional or imperial systems, presumably to prove that civil soci- 

ety was not exclusive to the West. However, the dominant 

approach by far has been to dismiss Western usages as too 

restrictive or ethnocentric and to plunge ahead with a definition 

suitable to a particular terrain. This has given the concept the 

desired analytical flexibility, and, in the hands of some African- 

ists such as Harbeson, the ’civil society perspective’ has become 

an arnbitious conceptual, research, and policy tool. 

Cohen and Arato, Civil Society and Political Theory, 2-3. 

Dwayne Woods, ’Civil society in Europe and Africa: limiting state power 

through a public sphere,’ African Studies Review 35 (September ~ 99z). 

See the critical discussion of Rowe’s works in Wakeman, ’The civil society and 

public sphere debate.’ 
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However, it is not entirely clear that the concept can be 
detached so easily from its historical moorings without substan- 
tial repercussions. The problem is that while modern Western 
theorists have used the concept in a wide variety of senses, there 
was relative consensus on one aspect: it was associated with fun- 
damental transformations in the nature of Western society and 
economy (capitalist modernization, urbanization, the ’commu- 
nications revolution’ and growth of literacy, the dissolution of 
traditional bonds and decline of religious consciousness, and 
the shift from ’mechanical’ to ’organic’ solidarity). Recent com- 
parative usage has focussed on the explicit aspects of the defi- 
nition without paying due attention to the implicit associations 
(the historical!structural determinants of civil society in the 
West) or the rationalizations underlying them. Bourgeois pri- 
vafisrn is constituted out of the decay of ’natural privacy’ and 
primordial relationships and embedded in law and property 
rights (rather than merely in custom); it is both contraposed to 
and a product of the ’public sphere.’ Capitalist economy and 
private property were the critical parameters that simultaneously 
demarcated the boundaries of state and society, subordinated 
the state to society, and constituted the source of resistance to 
and autonomy from the state. Ergo, according to Marx, no 
bourgeoisie, no civil society. ’Public’ ideas and morality were the 
ideas and morality of the bourgeoisie. Civil society was the pro- 
duct of the peculiar bourgeois ambivalence (or duplicity, as 
Marx often put it) toward the state and all things political, 
demanding in the same breath a state that was both strong and 
self-limiting. These underlying factors were key to the way that 
civil society functioned in relation to the state in the West, and 
I am not sure that they can be summarily abandoned without 
eroding vital aspects of the concept. 

On the other hand, if such attempts are often made to ’dis- 
aggregate’ the concept, it is probably because its various com- 
ponents lack a necessary association with each other, making it 
possible to be selective about where to lay the emphasis. For 
instance, if we choose to stress the elements of participation, 
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accountability, and consensus regarding rules, precolonial 

Ashanti would have been a civil society.~ However, if we stress 

other parameters (such as voluntary or non-ascriptive associa- 

tions and the existence of formal rights) then the picture 

becomes more cloudy. (On the other hand, ’ascriptive’ associ- 

ations such as age and kin groups, secret societies, and gender 

organizations were the fount of political accountability in tra- 

ditional African society.) Similarly an oppositional consciousness 

does not necessarily imply economic autonomy from the state. 

If anything, the dilemma of African society lies precisely in the 

fact that the cutting edge of civil society is constituted by forces 

with the least economic distance from the state. 

However, it requires only a quick perusal of the literature to 

realize that some African (as opposed to Africanist) scholars have 

been much more sceptical about the use of the concept. From 

my reading of the literature, it would appear (and this account 

is by no means comprehensive) that the objections of African 

scholars rest on empirical, theoretica!, and ethical grounds. 

First, in some respects the perspective represents little more 

than a refurbishing of the previous ’state-society’ paradigm with 

its unifactor analysis and virtually exclusive focus on internal 

determinants.~3 ’State’ and ’society’ constitute the two poles of 

this explanatory framework: much as the ’state’ (patrimonial- 

ism) was seen to be responsible for the crisis, so now civil society 

(pluralism, democracy) is viewed as the solution (hence the con- 

tributors to a volume on civil society in Africa ponder the ’pos- 

sibility that civil society holds a key to understanding and 

addressing effectively the political and socio-economic crises in 

Africa and elsewhere’~4). The imperialism and dependency 

In some accounts not even the non-existence of states in precolonial Africa is 

seen as a problem: ’While many precolonial cultures in Africa may have 

lacked states, they did not lack civil societies.’ Bratton, ’Beyond the state,’ 

41a. 
Dickson Eyoh, ’From economic crisis to political liberalization: the pitfalls of 

the new political sociolog)" ~br Africa,’ unpublished paper, Department of 

Political Science, University of Toronto, 1995. 

Harbeson, ’Civil society and political renaissance in AYrica,’ 2o 
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which were a crucial underpinning of Bayart’s pioneering anal- 

ysis (and ’tragic vision’) of civil society in Africa are largely 

excluded. As both Chabal and Cohen and Arato admit, civil 

society is perceived in some quarters as the latest form of ’social 

science imperialism,’ a methodological sleight of hand intended 

to displace class and other forms of radical analysis. 

Second, the state-civil society dichotomy is often simplistic 

in delineating the discontinuities in power and privilege and 

the differentiated ways in which social fractions penetrate the 

state. Civil society is itself a contested terrain for influence over 

the way state power is exercised, as well as a scene of power and 

domination in its own right. (It is this construction of the ’pub- 

lic’ out of contradictory interests and powers that pointed 

Gramsci to the conclusion that civil society required to be gov- 

erned by hegemony.) In the same way, the state/non-state divide 

tells us little about the position of particular social or institu- 

tional actors on the issue of freedom from state and despotic 

restraints. In many African countries the lower state salariat- 

teachers, junior civil servants, even junior military officers - 

double as state functionaries and popular intellectuals and artic- 

ulate popular aspirations. 

Third, an excessive focus on the state has been matched by 

insufficient or uncritical attention to the social and has dis- 

tracted attention from the fact that not all ’threats’ to civil soci- 

ety come from the state. Society is itself riddled with 

contradictions and actual and potential sources of intolerance: 

sectarianism, populism, ’traditionalism,’ ethnicity, and pau-iar- 

chy, for instance. In some accounts civil society is coterminous 

with ’society.’ This underlies the many usages and shifting 

boundaries of the concept in African studies, sometimes in the 

works of the same scholar. Far from distancing state and society 

Chamberlain emphasizes a theme that was not so long ago a 

staple of the modernization literature: the role that the state, 

through dissolving traditional bonds, can play to ’encourage the 

emergence of the citizen from society.’ What are the sources of 

transformations (or even the evidence of such transformations) 
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within African society that are moving it further in the direction 

of tolerance, civility, and pluralism? 

The correlation of civil society and democracy in explaining 

political change in Africa has been criticized on empirical as 

well as theoretical grounds. The existence (or coming into 

being) of civil society and of ’democracy,’ and the positive rela- 

tionship between the two, is sometimes all too readily accepted 

as a matter of faith; to some authors it seems sufficient to invoke 

the presence or absence of civil society to explain successful or 

failed transitions to democracy.2~ Examples such as Nigeria and 

Togo demonstrate only too well that the success or otherwise of 

democratic transitions seems to be relatively independent of the 

strength or intensity of resistance of civil society. The impact of 

civil society on democratization is bound to be limited when the 

state does not fracture from within. The great variety of ways in 

which individual states have responded to pressures from below 

indicates the need to bring the state and its calculations back 

into the picture. At another level Ekeh rejects the civil society- 

democracy correlation on the grounds that ’many primordial 

associations in Nigeria and Africa are exclusively concerned with 

the welfare of their own and have not helped in the crystalli- 

zation of a generalized conception of the human person and 

individual liberty that transcends ethnic boundaries.’~6 Obvi- 

ously then what one perceives as the shape of civil society is vital 

for how one conceives the relationship between civil society and 

democracy under African conditions. 

Second, civil society in the Western historical sense is con- 

sidered insufficient as a foundation for genuine democraq: The 

major historical riddle of civil society in the liberal discourse 

is that it is seen as the foundation of democracy but is itself 

beyond democratization. This problem is magnified in the 

~5 See, for instance, John R. Heilbrunn, ’Social origins of national conferences 

in Benin and Togo,’ Journal of Modern African Studies 3 ~ (June ’993). For the 

difficulties of this approach see the critical response by Kathryn Nwajiaku, 

’The national conferences in Benin in Togo revisited,’ ibid, 32(September 

t 994)- 
26 Ekeh, ’The constitution of civil society,’ 2o8. 
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African context by the clearly gender-chauvinis~t, gerontocratic, 

and authoritarian characteristics of many non-state institutions 

and organizations. Since neither civil society nor ’democracy’ as 

perceived in African studies hints at any rethinking of these 

concepts, the ’emergence of civil society’ appears as yet another 

manifestation of the march of liberal reason in the underdevel- 

oped lands. 

If civil society so often begs the question in explaining de~n- 

ocratic change, it is because the concept, at least in African 

studies, lacks grounding and empirical elaboration in the poli- 

tics of social forces. Instead of romanticizing about ci~I society 

in the abstract, there is a real need to know what these groups 

and their sociopolitical perspectives might be, rather than to 

equate them with democracy in the absence of concrete evi- 

dence. A useful exception is the Codesria (Council for the 

Development of Economic and Social Research in Africa) study 

of social movements, which yielded a wealth of insights and con- 

stitutes a warning against formalism.~7 It also demonstrated what 

is already well-known: that a relatively few organizations played 

a disproportionate role in contending against the state to pre- 

serve political rights and public space. While the study included 

the role of familiar forces like the trade unions in Tunisia, it 

also included allegedly ’undemocratic’ organizations, such as 

the Sudanese Communist party (scP), usually excluded in for- 

mal definitions of ’civil society.’ Reviewing the role of the party 

after parliamentary democracy was restored following the 1964 

revolution, Mohamad A1-Gaddad notes how the scp not only 

participated in the democratic process but (to its cost) actually 

developed a stake in the process: 

For the first time in its histor); the scr’ became a legal party. With its 

relatively effective presence in the [National] Assembly, it played the 

democratic game effectively. It also utilised other platforms of democ- 

racy, namely the press, public meetings, demonstrations and trade 

’~7 Mahmood Mamdani and Ernest Wamba-dia-Wamba, eds, African Studies in 
Social Movements and Democracy (Dakar: Codesria ~995)- 
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unions ... The sop ... had an unlimited and unconditional trust in the 

validity of the democratic system, the good intention of the [Sudanese] 

bourgeois parties, and their respect for that system. This was indeed 

political naivete [which almost caused its down fall when the Umma 

party precipitated a military coup]. 

... There was a spirited debate within the ranks of the party over ’rev- 

olutionary’ and democratic roads to socialism and an awareness that in 

the event of a military coup an ’attack on the sc~’ would end up being 

an attack on all democratic liberties.’=8 

One of the most contested issues is whether or not the ’tra- 

ditional’ or primordial sphere should be included in the defi- 

nition of civil society. Those for inclusion contend that 

’tradition’ can hold some deeply held participatory spaces 

which the state does not or cannot abolish.=9 They would also 

suggest that if civil society is taken in its basic sense of the exis- 

tence of political accountability and participatory politics (with 

or without formal rights), then civil society can be said to exist 

in traditional society. Similarly Islamic fundamentalist move- 

ments have usually been excluded from civil society on the 

grounds that they are opposed to pluralism and democracy.3o 

However, Ahmad Moussalli has argued that at least the moder- 

ate wings of the fundamentalist movement espouse positions 

not inconsistent with pluralist democracy.3’ Saad Ibrahim warns 

even more forcefully against dogmatism in evaluating the posi- 

tion of Islamic fundamentalism, insisting that ’there is nothing 

intrinsically Islamic which is in contradiction with the codes of 

civil society or the principles of democracy.’ 

Mohamad Said A1-Gaddad, ’The Sudanese Communist part}, and liberal 

democracy,’ in ibid, 89, 

Neil Hicks and Ghanin el Najjir, ’The utility of tradition: civil society in 

Kuwait,’ in Norton, ed, Civil Society in the Middle East. 

Naomi Chazan as cited by Azarya, ’Civil society and disengagement in Africa,’ 

95- 
Ahmad S. Moussalli, ’Modern Islamic fundamentalist discourses on civil 

society, pluralism and democracy’ in Norton, ed, Civil Society in the Middle 

East, 99-~ ~ 9- 
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The question of whether religious-based political parties could be part 

of civil society is as overly-academic as the same question with regard 

to primordially-based associations. In both cases the ultimate answer is 

an empirical one. So long as such parties and associations accept the 

principle of pluralism and observe a modicum of civility in behavior 

toward the different ’other,’ then they would be integral parts of civil 

society. In this respect even the Islamists may evolve into something 

akin to the ’Christian democrats’ in the West or the religious parties 

in Israel.3: 

The Codesria study helps to confirm another observation - 

that in the struggle for democracy leadership has been most 

frequently offered by civic strata which were simultaneously 

close to the life of the state and guardians of the public con- 

science, determined to fight both for their investment in the 

state and public space and fbr their organizational autonomy as 

members of civil society. It is worth remembering that civil soci- 

ety is itself the historical result of the moulding and remoulding 

of society by the state and cannot be understood in abstraction 

from it. An obvious peculiarity in the way that civil society is 

constructed in Africa springs from the fact that, because of the 

widespread interventions of the state in Africa, many organiza- 

tions and interests normally associated with civil society and the 

private sphere fall into the state and parastatal sector- educa- 

tional institutions, the media, even large industrial corporations 

and important sections of the working class and union move- 

ment. It is from these tbrces that the popular intellectuals and 

’civic su-ata’ are preponderantly drawn.3~ 

On the other side of the coin, subaltern elements in the 

state structure, such as junior civil servants and even military 

other ranks, are often actively involved in the struggle for 

democracy and accountability and thus should be regarded as 

3~ Saad Eddin Ibrahim, ’Democratization in the Arab world,’ in ibid, 52. 

33 Eboe Hutchful, ’Regimes, adjustment and politics in A~’rica,’ unpublished 

paper, Department of Africana Studies, Wayne State University, ~ 993, z4- 
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an important component of civil society. It is these forces at the 

intersection of civil society and the state that have provided the 

intellectual thrust and driving force of the democratization 

movements in Africa. Yet while they are able to use their organ- 

izational autonomy to attack state and regime, and in general to 

defend democratic principles, they lack material autonomy from 

the state. Key strata of civil society in Africa derive their liveli- 

hood directly from the state and therefore tend to be ’statist’ 

in outlook; in these terms, they are too close to the state. The 

crisis of the state thus direcdy threatens their material founda- 

tions and capacity for social reproduction. Their dependency/ 

conflictual relationship with the state imparts an essential ambi- 

guity to the ’democratic’ project of leading social strata in 

Africa. 

It is this anchoring of the democratic movement in state- 

connected and middle-class elements that has sparked the scep- 

tical view that civil society is really a form of class politics, the 

creadon of the African intellectual, professional, and (to some 

extent) business classes. These classes are seen as interested in 

controlling rather than transforming the state and its class prac- 

tices. The rise of civil society should thus be seen as the result 

of secondary contradictions within the 61ite structures of society 

(the ~tatized bourgeiosie). It is for this precise reason that eco- 

nomic liberalization has been so controversial, potentially split- 

ting civil society and the muld-class coalitions underlying it.34 

Maxwell Owusu for one challenges the view that civil society 

incorporates or is capable of incorporating the rural masses. 

34 The traditional ’liberal’ ~dew is of course that liberalization fortifies and is an 

essential condition for the emergence/sustainability of civil society. Harbeson 

even goes so far as to claim that ’the campaigns for structural adjustment [!] 

are in part responsible for the reemergence of the idea of civil society, in 

that the concept grew out of a resurgent faith in the vitality and indis- 

pensability of the private sector to a country’s political and economic health’ 

(’Civil society and political renaissance in Africa,’ 9). I think that the 

contrary view - that struggles for democracy have been activated to a large 

extent by the economic suffering triggered by structural adjustment 

programmes - is a much more persuasive one. 
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The version of ’democracy’ of these urban ~lites continues to 

exclude and capture the rural masses, for whom only a democ- 

racy built on indigenous values and structures can be meaning- 

ful. In contrast to the national focus of civil society advocates, 

Owusu suggests that it is only ’the enduring bonds of kinship, 

language and locality [which] provide the immediate context 

within which the dynamics of "civil ties" and "civil authorities" 

are negotiated and meaningfully developed, for the exercise of 

"civil democracy".’~5 

While this may well be the case, clearly these ~lites and sub- 

~lites constitute only one side - and not necessarily the most 

important one - of a much larger story. Elite protest has coin- 

cided with and ultimately derived much of its force from a 

groundswell of activism from urban workers, youth, and margin- 

alized social groups, such as the unemployed, who have consti- 

tuted the battering ram of the democratic movement while the 

’normal’ organizations of civil society have frequently remained 

passive. Are these elements necessarily seeking ’democracy’? Eco- 

nomic and political demands have intermingled in ways that can- 

not be readily disaggregated. The role of these elements 

underscores the fact once again that ideological responses to eco- 

nomic crisis and state failure in Africa have been extremely 

diverse, taking the form not only of political activism but also of 

magic and religious revivalism, retreat into ethnic and kinship 

solidarity, and other forms of parochialism. 

The question then of whether a new and coherent political 

morality is emerging is at the moment unanswerable, since we 

have little insight into the actual discourses and agenda of these 

groups. Lemarchand’s observation that ’different dialogues are 

unfolding, and more often than not the interlocutors are talk- 

ing past each other’ seems to have considerable force, how- 

ever."6 To the extent that these discourses have been those of 

35 Maxwell Owusu, ’Democracy and Africa - a view from the village,’ Journal of 

Modern African Studies 3o(September ~992), 377- 

36 Lemarchand, ’Uncivil states and civil societies,’ 187. 
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’democracy,’ what has emerged (as I argue in the case of 

Ghana) are multiple and contested meanings, some strongly 

opposed to institutionalized political competition (multi-party- 

ism) even while accepting the need for accountability. At the 

heart of these debates was the question of what constitutes 

’democracy’ under African conditions. The popularity of ’lib- 

eral democracy’ may have less to do with a sudden discovery of 

its innate or superior worth than with its effectiveness as a tac- 

tical weapon against unaccountable incumbent regimes. 

On the other hand the democratic credentials of certain 

organizations may be overblown. Ifi Amadiume argues that the 

new forms of women’s associations sponsored by Western organ- 

izations may erode the autonomy associated with traditional 

women’s groups.37 Similarly, many civil associations, because of 

their localized character and the nature of their activities, can 

and do operate quite successfully regardless of the nature of 

formal political space. Thus, ’horizontal growth’ of civil associ- 

ations may not necessarily presage a ’deepening’ of civil society. 

In actual struggles many organizations adopted a posture of neu- 

trality or abstention, particularly r~Gos (fungos in east African 

parlance), easily the most dynamic new form of civil association, 

in the formation of which donor-states and development 

bureaucracies have been deeply implicated. Several authors 

have challenged the view that NGOS in general contribute to the 

expansion of democratic space.~~ 

This analysis again stresses the need to see civil society in 

terms of praxis along the lines prescribed by Gramsci. While 

Hegel, and Marx after him, identified civil society with unfree- 

37 lfi Amadiume. ’Gender, political systems and social movements: a west 
African experience,’ in Mamdani and Wamba-dia-Wamba, eds, African Studies 

in Social Movements and Democracy. 

38 Alan Fowler, ’The role of r~Gos in changing state-society relations: 

perspectives from eastern and southern Africa,’ Development Policy Review 

9 (March 199 ~); and Eboe Hutchful, ’The international dimensions of 
democratization processes in Africa,’ in Eshetu Chole and Jibrin lbrahim, 

eds. Democratization Processes in Africa: Prob..ms and Prospects (Dakar: Codesria 

1995)" 
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dom (sectarianism, bourgeois egotism, particularism), and 

Hobbes, Locke, and the liberal thinkers with freedom (literally, 

absence from external restraint), it was left to Gramsci to locate 

both tendencies in perceiving civil society as a site of tension, 

the terrain on which hegemony is both realized and challenged. 

Consequently many central institutions of civil society - the 

church, trade unions, political parties, even the media- possess 

a dual character, capable in one setting of acting as the ramparts 

of state power and in another as the spearhead of the will of 

the people and instruments of popular accountability. Whether 

or not they ultimately identify with the state or with civil society 

is not pre-ordained but reflects something akin to a ’war of posi- 

tion.’ For instance, the higher clergy (particularly in the Cath- 

olic church) in many countries have identified with the state, 

while the lower clergy have identified with the people and have 

espoused a variety of liberation theologies. The same can be 

said of trade unions and (more complexly) traditional chief- 

taincy institutions. The problem is magnified with modern polit- 

ical parties, given their simultaneous concern with the 

management of state power and public policy on the one hand 

and with political mobilization and aggregation of popular 

demands on the other. Africans are only too aware of Janus- 

faced political parties. Thus, whether ’political parties’ (or any 

other organization) should be included in the definition of civil 

society or not is a purely empirical question that cannot be 

answered in advance on the basis of purely formal criteria.39 

Is civil society developing in Africa? Undoubtedly, but with 

many caveats and obviously subject to the nuances of definition. 

Many students of Africa would probably agree with Chamber- 

lain’s conclusion on the state of civil society in China: it is on 

its way, but not yet there - and it may be arising in unexpected 

39 Hence in Zaire for instance we are told that the national conference 

excluded political parties from the definition of civil society because of the 

role those parties played in betraying popular interests in Zaire. Wamba-dia- 

Wamba, ’Democracy, multipartyism and emancipative politics in Africa: the 
case of Zaire,’ Africa Development ~8(no 4, ~993), ~o8. 
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places.4o For all the differences, the developments in the sin- 

gularly unpromising terrain of South Africa convey an unmis- 

takable sense of the political transformations that are occurring 

to various degrees in all African countries. South Africa has a 

relatively high degree of socio-economic differentiation as a 

result of advanced industrialization and apartheid economic 

policies. At the same time, the apartheid state sought to 

entrench a high degree of political differentiation and frag- 

mentation structured around racial, class, and ethnic interests 

and enforced by a highly repressive regime. Political conscious- 

ness and alliances in South Africa were forged through long and 

sustained struggle and the emergence of a variety of ’peoples 

movements.’ These broad-based struggles forged a sense of col- 

lective goals and institutionalization of democratic space and 

’difference’ among many of the key political actors. Prolonged 

repression both politicized and unified diverse groups and ’forc- 

ibly brought together activists for discussion’ over common 

goals and proper strategies.4’ Anthony Marx’s analysis of the 

struggle gives an excellent account of the historical process 

involved in this emergence of civil society and its duality at the 

level of the political and the social. (Interstingly enough, Marx 

himself rarely uses the concept of civil society.) At the political 

level ’the shifts of focus between Black Consciousness, Chart- 

erism and the unions ... have formed part of a mutually enrich- 

ing continuum, feeding into and correcting each other’s 

Kofi Drah’s caudon on the state of civil society in Ghana seems repre- 

sentative: ’as many groups of civil society as possible should wake up to the 

imperative of concerted acdon in the face of clear and present danger to the 

safety and welfare of our dear republic. It is arguable that hitherto, except on 

a few occasions, there has been a singular lack of dialogue and collaboration 

among the various sub-units for mutual benefit. Almost all of them have 

appeared to be rather parochial in pursuing their own interests, forgetting 

that united action - as and when necessary - could make them formidable 

social forces to be reckoned with by the managers of the state of whatever 

political persuasion.’ ’Civil society and the transition to pluralist democracy,’ 

in Kwame Ninsin and Kofi Drah, eds, Political Parties and Democracy in Ghana’s 

Fo~*rth Republic (Accra: Woeli 1993), 1 xo. 

Anthony Marx, Lessons of Struggle: South African Internal Opposition, z 96o-~ 99o 

(New York: Ox£ord University Press t992), 251. 
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tendency to concentrate mostly on race, nation, or class idendty 

and their concordant strategies. After so many years of squab- 
bles, the complete victory of one camp over another is unlikely, 

making practical if not ideological accommodation among them 
all the more necessary.’ Among the trade unions, for instance, 

there were long debates over how to connect individual-corpo- 

rate interests with collective ones. A consensus emerged ’regard- 
ing the principles of democracy and the need for countering 

the economic maldistribution created by capitalism.’4~ 
At the social level the development of civil society involved 

challenges to identities (racial, ethnic) assigned by the apart- 
heid state: the opposition ’inverted the state’s efforts to rein- 

force racial, national, and class divisions to its own advantage. 
Racial discrimination has brought assertions of black unity; 
minority domination has led to national mobilization; and eco- 

nomic exploitation has stimulated working-class organization’ 

resulting in a lack of popular interest in organizing ’according 

to African ethnic identity.’43 On the other hand ideas of gender 
equality have remained weak. And all of this did not ’democ- 

racy’ make. Familiarity with democratic pracdce has obviously 
been limited or non-existent, and discussion and debate still 

tends to be limited by intolerance and paranoia. 

TRANSCENDING THE CONCEPT 

Is the concept of civil society a useful one in African studies? 
Only if its proponents go beyond recycling the essential assump- 
tions of the Western (liberal) concept. Africanist accounts of 

civil society seem to combine analysis and prescription, descrip- 
tion and advocacy, without hinting at a fundamental rethinking 

of the concept and its implications for genuine democracy. The 
so-called civil society perspective is not merely a way of under- 
standing state-society relationships; by implication, civil society 
ought to exist because it is a superior way of organizing state- 

society relationships, given that it is the only viable or conceiv- 

4~ Ibid, ~68, ~59- 

43 Ibid, 241, 247- 
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able foundation to democracy. In this pose the Africanist scholar 

emerges as a historical agent of change.44 In some usages the 
concept appears tautological (if civil society has ’always been 
there’ then it obviously loses much of its analytical force as an 

explanation of recent political change); in other usages one per- 
ceives the possibility of a new historicism.45 Apparently, like 

democracy, one has to have civil society to belong to the mod- 
ern world order. At this level the emergence of ’civil society’ as 

the new idiom of comparative politics suggests yet another 
example of the tendency of Western social science to oscillate 

between models of difference (orientalism and other forms of 
exceptionalism) and of universality (modernization and its 
derivatives),46 or perhaps another manifestation of the mood 

swings among Africanists between optimism and despair that 
Eyoh complains about. We need to be mindful of Jacques Depel- 
chin’s criticism of the apparent failure of Africanist scholars to 

view African politics anti history other than through the prism 

of European categories and experiences, much like the Ameri- 
can tourist who seems unable to relate to African landscapes 

other than by constantly comparing them to landscapes in Cal- 
ifornia or Florida.47 

By contrast Cohen and Arato view the revival of the concept 

of civil society as an opportunity to transcend the historical lim- 
itations and antinomies of the Western form of the concept and 

to evolve qualitatively new (and superior) forms of civil society 
that will be more compatible with democracy, anchored inter 
alia in an activist (social movement) politics and in the democ- 

ratization of the terrain of civil society itself: 

44 Or non-change. Revolutionary movements are excluded from the definition 

of civil society by Chazan and others - even though civil society in the West 

was often the product of political revolutions. 

45 Harbeson actually speaks of the ’necessity and inevitability’ of civil society. 

’Civil society and political renaissance in Africa,’ 3. 

46 Chamberlain notes the tendency among some China scholars to see civil 

society as the ’"missing link" between Western and non-Western political 

experiences.’ ’On the search for civil society in China,’ 199. 

47 Jacques Depelchin, From the Congo Free State to Zaire 0885-i974): Towards a 

Demystification of Economic and Political History (Dakar: Codesria ~ 99~) 1. 
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Several interrelated issues that have emerged in the current revival [of 

civil society] go beyond the model of the historical origins of civil society 

in the West and therefore have important lessons to offer established 

liberal democracies. These include the conception of self-limitation, 

the idea of civil society as comprised of social movements as well as a 

set of institutions, the orientation to civil society as a new terrain of 

democratization, the influence of civil on political and economic soci- 

ety, and finally an understanding that the liberation of civil society is 

not necessarily identical with the creation of bourgeois society but 

rather involves a choice between a plurality of types of civil society. All 

these notions point beyond a restriction of the theory of civil society 

merely to the constituent phase of new democracies.4S 

It is to this rethi.nking that African studies should be directing 
their energies. 

48 Cohen and Arato, Civil Society and Political Theory, ~5-16. 
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It was a pleasure, Eunice. Have a good day! 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
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201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
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Dear Georges, 

Thanks so much for lunch yesterday It was great to catch up with you. 

Have a good rest of the week. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 
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Dear Eunice, 
It is so nice to hear from you Of course I have heard about you from Altha and others. I’m attaching my syllabus and would love to meet for coffee and hear more about your project. I can 
make time most days in the afternoon Are there an?- days in the coming weeks that would work well for you? I could meet next Thursday afternoon any time before 4pm or Friday before 
2:30, or the following ~veek almost ariy a~ernoon. 
Sara 

Sara H. Smith 
Assistant Professor 
Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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South Africa and John suggested that your course on ’Territory, violence, and everyday life’ might offer some interesting readings I would be very grateful if your shared the course outline 
and hopelhl meet for coffee in the near future. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



GEOGRAPHY ~1~ 

Territory, Bodies, Violence 

Sara Smith 

Office hours: Tuesday and Thursday 11-12:30 

Stop by during these hours or make an appointment. 

Thursday 5 to 7:30 

Office: Saunders 222 

shsmithl@email.unc.edu 

I have framed this course around feminist and other critical approaches to territory and territorialization. The questions that drive 

the readings are on the relationship between the body, bodies, and territory. How do bodies make territory? When do bodies 

become territory? This will include a discussion of violence, not only in its spectacular form but also in its more mundane and 

everyday forms. 

Structure of the course 
We’ll begin the course thinking through some of the meanings of territory, and then move on to engage with the relationships 

between bodies and territory and the ways that the body itself becomes a contested territory. Each week will focus on a particular 

approach to the relationship between territory and the body, from bodies as a site of medical knowledge to colonialism, sexua lity, 

and the body. We’ll draw on recent literature in political geography, particularly approaches drawing on feminist and queer theory, 

but also from related fields such as anthropology. I have reserved the last part of class for student-directed topics. 

Texts 

Other readings will be posted on Blackboard. These books have been placed on reserve at the undergraduate library. 

Deborah Cowen and Emily Gilbert (Eds). 2008. War, citizenship, territory. New York: Routledge 

Stuart Elden. 2009. Terror and territory: the spatial extent oJ~sovereignty. Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press. 

Derek Gregory and Allan Pred. 2007. Violent geographies: Fear, terror, and political Violence. New York: Routledge. 

Jasbir K. Puar. 2007. Terrorist assemblages: Homonationalism in queer times. Durham, NC: Duke University Press. 

Assignments 

You will be assessed according to a combination of assignments: participation, reaction papers, seminar leadership, participation in 

the student-directed readings, and your final papers. Each of these components comprises approximately 20% of your grade in the 

course. Participation means making productive contributions to our discussion. 

Reaction Papers 

These short papers are due weekly, no later than 11 AM on the day of the seminar meeting. Please post them to Blackboard so that 

the seminar leaders can see initial reactions before class. You must submit six over the course of the semester. These are very short 

papers, no more than 750 words, and should be written as critical assessments of the readings. Please don’t spend time 

summarizing the readings - you may do that briefly in a few sentences but no more than that. Instead I look forward to careful and 

thoughtful discussions, ideally with an argument about the reading, about how the ideas from the readings could be pushed further, 

or about the insights the readings hold for your own research. Here are some suggestions to get you started, but you need not be 

confined to these: 

How does the author make his or her arguments? What is most promising about these arguments? What a re their 

limitations? 

¯ What is the "take home" message of the readings, and is it productive for your own research agenda? 

¯ What does the approach allow us to think about? What perspectives does it foreclose? What is omitted? 

¯ If they are building an empirical case, does their evidence fit their theoretical approach? How does the ethnographic or 

other research contribute to the formation of their argument or theoretical framework? 

On weeks with more than one author: bring the readings in conversation with one another. One possibility is to consider 

the ways that they define or use key terms. 

Seminar leadership 
We will alternate leadership of the seminar between January 20th and Seminar leaders will guide us through the readings and 

provoke discussion on the topics at hand. This should include doing a little research to find out the disciplinary backgrounds of the 

authors and other relevant information, as well as placing them in context in terms of the theorists they draw on or the theoretical 

approaches to which they contribute. Seminar leaders should arrange to meet with me and discuss their presentations before 



seminar - ideally by the Wednesday before class. This leadership will be done in pairs and each participant should lead twice over 
the course of the semester. I will bring a schedule to class January 13th, If you have creative or innovative ideas for leading seminar, 

you are absolutely encouraged to experiment! 

Student-directed readings 

On March 3rd we’ll spend some time deciding on topics for these weeks and divide into groups to plan and select the readings. My 

goal with these weeks is to provide space for you to a) pick up one of the threads that we’ve encountered in the course and take it 

further, b) choose a different approach to the subject, i.e. one that we have not covered, or c) choose a particular case study to 

focus on for that week in order to think through the body-territory relationship with more specificity. We will discuss this more in 

class as March 3rd approaches. If topics do not materialize as I intend I have a wealth of additional topics and readings at hand for us 

to consider. 

Semester paper 

The final component of class is a research paper to be devised in discussion with me. I suggest that you use this component to bring 

ideas from class into conversation with your own research focus. If you have an alternative suggestion, please feel free to talk to me 

about it! I am very flexible on this assignment provided it draws on work from the class but also takes it beyond the cases and 

readings that we have covered. This paper should be between 10 and 15 single-spaced pages including references, and will be due 

May 3. 

Schedule 

This list of readings is somewhat preliminary and will be adjusted following our discussion on the first day of class. 

Date Topic and Readings 

Jan 13 Introductions and framework for the course 

Jan 20 Territory, bodies 

Short selections from the Dictionary of Human Geography 

Cohen, Deborah and Emily Gilbert. "The politics of War, Citizenship, Territory." War, Citizenship, 

Territory. (1-30) 

Longhurst, Robyn. "The body," in Cultural Geography: a critical dictionary oJ~ key concepts. 

Saldanha, A. 2008. The political geography of many bodies, in The Sage Handbook of Political 

Geography, eds. K. R. Cox, M. Low and J. Robinson, 323-333. London: Sage Publications. 

Wolent Geographies, (introduction and essays by Olund and Secor: pages 1-55) 

Jan 27 Critical, feminist, and other geopolitics 

Dowler, L., and J. Sharp. 2001. A feminist geopolitics? Space & Polity 5 (3):165-176. 

Hyndman, Jennifer. 2007. Feminist geopolitics revisited: Body counts in Iraq. ProJ~essional 

Geographer 59 (1):35-46. 

Hyndman, Jennifer and Alison Mountz, "Refuge or Refusal," in Derek Gregory and Allan Pred (Eds). 

Violent Geographies. New York: Routledge. 77-92. 

Koopman, Sara. 2008. "Imperialism Within: Can the Master’s Tools Bring Down Empire?" ACME: An 

International E-Journal~or Critical Geographies 7 (2):283-307 

~ Tuathail, GerGid and Simon Dalby eds. 1998. "Introduction: Rethinking Geopolitics: Toward a 

Critical Geopolitics" Rethinking Geopofitics. New York: Routledge. 1-15. 

OPTIONAL: 
Jones, Laura and Daniel Sage, with contributions of GearGid C~ Tuathail, Jennifer Hyndman, Fraser 

MacDonald, Emily Gilbert and Virginie Mamadouh. "New directions in critical geopolitics: 

an introduction." Geojourna175:315-325 



Feb 3 Embodied nationalisms 

Abu-Zahra, Nadia. "lDs and territory: Population control for resource expropriation." in War, 

Citizenship, Territory. 

Das, R. 2004. Encountering (cultural) nationalism, Islam and gender in the body politic of India. 

Social Identities 10 (3):369-398. 

Cowen, Deborah and Emily Gilbert, "Citizenship in the ’homeland’" in War, Citizenship, Territory. 

Harker, C. (2011) ’Geopolitics and family in Palestine.’, Geo/orum. 

Nast, H. J. 2000. Mapping the ’unconscious’: Racism and the Oedipal family. Annals o/the 

Association o/American Geographers 90 (2):215-255. 

Mayer, Tamar. "Embodied nationalism," in Mapping Women, Making Politics 

Feb 10 Colonialism, Race, and the global intimate 

McClintock, Anne. 1995. Imperial leather: Race, gender, and sexuality in the colonial contest. New 

York: Routledge. 

Mountz, Alison and Jennifer Hyndman. 2006. "Feminist approaches to the global intimate. Women’s 

Studies Quarterly 34:446-463. 

Nast, H. J. 2000. Mapping the ’unconscious’: Racism and the Oedipal family. Annals o/the 

Association o/American Geographers 90 (2):215-255. 

Saldanha, A. 2007. Psychedelic White: Goa trance and the viscosity o/race. Minneapolis: University 

of Minnesota Press. 
Stoler, A. L. 2002. Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power: Race and the intimate in colonial rule. 

Berkeley, CA: Berkeley. 

SUGGESTIONS: 
McClintock: If you can only read on chapter, make it Chapter 1, but the introduction is pretty short. 

Mountz and Hyndman, "Feminist Approaches to the global and intimate." 

Saldanha: Please read at least the intro and chapters 1, 3, and 15. More portions of the book are 

included. 

Stoler: If you can only read one chapter, make it chapter five ("Carnal Knowledge"). 

OPTIONAL: 
Young, Robert. 1995. Colonial Desire: Hybridity in theory, culture and race. New York: Routledge. 

Feb 17 Ways of thinking about the body and bodies 

Callard, Felicity J. 1998. "The body in theory." Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 

16:387-400. 

Moss, Pamela and Isabel Dyck, 2003. "Embodying social geography." In The Handbook o/Cultural 

Geography, eds. K. Anderson, M. Domosh, S. Pile and N. Thrift. 58-73. 

Nelson, Lise. 1999. "Bodies (and spaces) do matter: the limits of performativity." Gender, Place and 

Culture. 6(4):331-353. 
Iris Marion Young, "Throwing like a girl." In Throwing like a Girl and other essays in Feminist 

Philosophy and 5ocial Theory. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. 149- 

159. 
Saldanha, A. 2008. The political geography of many bodies. In The Sage Handbook o/Political 

Geography, eds. K. R. Cox, M. Low and J. Robinson, 323-333. London: Sage Publications. 



Feb 24 Security, fear, biological citizenship 

Biehl, J., and A. Moran-Thomas. 2009. Symptom: Subjectivities, social ills, technologies. Annual 

Review of Anthropology 38:267-288. 

Collier, S., and Lakoff, A. 2005. On regimes of living. In Global assemblages: Technology, politics, and 

ethics as anthropologicalproblems, eds. A. Ong and S. J. Collier, Malden, MA: Blackwell 

Publishing. 22-39. 

Fluri, J. "Bodies, bombs and barricades: geographies of conflict and civilian (in)security." TIBG or 

Loyd, J. M. 2009. "A microscopic insurgent": Militarization, health, and critical geographies of 

violence. Annals of the Association of American Geographers 99 (5):863-873. 

Petryna, A. 2009. When experiments travel: Clinical trials and the global search for human subjects. 

Princeton, N J: Princeton University Press. 

Rose, N., and C. Novas. 2005. Biological Citizenship. In Global assemblages: Technology, politics, and 

ethics as anthropologicalproblems, eds. A. Ong and S. J. Collier, Malden, MA: Blackwell 

Publishing. 439-463. 

Optional: 

Ingram, A. 2005. The new geopolitics of disease: Between global health and global security. 

Geopolitics 10 (3):522-545. 

Lunstrum, E. 2009. Terror, territory, and deterritorialization: landscapes of terror and the unmaking 

of state power in the Mozambican ’Civil’ war. Annals of the Association of American 

Geographers 99 (5):884-892. 

Katz, C. 2008. Me and my monkey: What’s hiding in the security state. In Fear: Critical Geopolitics 

and Everyday Life, eds. R. Pain and S. J. Smith, 59-68. London: Ashgate. 

Martin, L. 2010. Bombs, bodies, and biopolitics: Securitizing the subject at the airport security 

checkpoint. Social & Cultural Geography 11 (1):17-34. 

Pain, R. (2009) ’Globalized fear ? towards an emotional geopolitics.’, Progress in human geography., 

33 (4). pp. 466-486. 

Ong, A. 1995. Making the biopolitical subject: Cambodian immigrants, refugee medicine and cultural 

citizenship in California. Social Science and Medicine 40:1243-57. 

Mar 3 Political ecology 

Maureen Sioh, "An ecology of postcoloniality: disciplining nature and society in Malaya, 

1948-1957." Journal of Historical Geography 30 (2004) 729-746. 

Sundberg, Juanita, and Bonnie Kaserman. 2007. "Cactus carvings and desert defecations: 

embodying representations of border crossings in protected areas on the Mexico- 

US border." Environment and Planning D: Society and Space. 2007, volume 25, 

pages 727-744. 

Valdivia, Gabriela. 2008. "Governing relations between People and Things: Citizenship, 

Territory, and the Political Economy of Petroleum in Ecuador." Political Geography 

27:456-477. 

Mar 10 Spring Break 

Mar 17 Sovereignty, Indigeneity, Territory 
Alvaro Reyes visit 
Reyes, Alvaro and Mara Kaufman. 2011. "Sovereignty, Indigeneity, Territory: Zapatista Autonomy 

and the New Practices of Decolonization," South Atlantic Quartlery: Special Issue: 
Sovereignty, Indigeneity and The Law, 110(2). 

Michel Foucault. 1982. "The subject and power." Critical Inquiry Vol. 8, No. 4 (Summer, 

1982), pp. 777-795. 

Paul Routledge. 2008. "Anti-geopolitics," in John Agnew, Katharyne Mitchell, and Gerard 

Toal (eds.) A companion to pofitical geography. Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing. 

236-248. 



Mar 24 Terrorist Assemblages 

Stuart Elden. 2009. Terror and Territory: The Spatial Extent of Sovereignty. Minneapolis, 

MN: University of Minnesota Press. 

¯ "Introduction: Terror and the State of Territory" 

¯ "Territorial Integrity and Contingent Sovereignty" 

Jasbir K. Puar. 2007. Terrorist Assemblages: Homonationalism in Queer Times. Durham, 

NC: Duke University Press. 

¯ "introduction: homonationalism and biopolitics" 

¯ "1. abu ghraib and u.s. sexual exceptionalism" 

¯ OPTIONAL: "2. intimate control, infinite detention: rereading the lawrence case" 

Mar 31 (Student-directed) 
TBA 

Apr 7 (Student-directed) 
TBA 

Apr 14 AAG: No meeting. 

Please meet with me the week before or after AAG to discuss your final paper. 

Apt 2:1 (Student-directed) 
TBA 

May 3 "Final" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Thanks, Eunice. Barbara and I had just dioscussed this olumn, which is most unfortunate. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ÷ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 6:38 ~vl 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Hello 

http ://wv~v. dailvtarheel com/index php/article/2011/09/colO90 7 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:39 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Monday, Sept. 12: Talk by Arturo Escobar, The end of globalization 

ISA Faculty Lecture by Arturo Escobar, September 12, 2011, 5:30pm, Global Education Center, UNC, Room 4003. Parking available directly beneath the Global 

Education Center. 

Arturo Escobar, Kenan Distinguished Professor of Anthropology, will speak about The end of giobalization (as we knew it}: An introduction to the pluriverse. Arturo 

Escobar was born and grew up in Colombia. Trained initially in sciences and engineering, his interest in questions of hunger and development took him into the 

social sciences and, eventually, anthropology. His main works are: Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World (Princeton University 

Press, 1995), and the collections of essays, El final del salvaje. Naturaleza, cultura y politica en la antropologia contempor~nea (Instituto Colombiano de 

Antropologia, 1999) and M~s all~ del Tercer Mundo. Globalizaci6n y diferencia (2005). Escobar has also been part of a research group on Latin American social 

movements and co-edited two anthologies on the subject. Over the past ten years, he has worked with several social movements and NGOs in Colombia and with 

the Rome-based Society for International Development on projects on globalization, women, environment, and place. He is most proud of his work with a group of 

black movement activists from the Colombian Pacific, and completed a book on the subject, based on this collaboration. The book-Territories of Difference: Place. 

Movements. Life. Redes (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008, and Siglo XXI, Mexico)-brings together his main scholarly interests, namely, political ecology, the 

anthropology of development, social movements, globalization!place, and techno-science. With a handful of friends, he initiated the "WAN (World 

Anthropologies Network) Project," which hopefully will contribute to making visible a plurality of "other anthropologies and anthropology otherwise," in part as a 

corrective to a single anthropology arising from metropolitan centers. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markowilz, Rachel <~rmarkomtz@randomhouse.com> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 10:40 AM 

Eddie Signwriter by Adam Schwartzman 

Septelnber 8% 2011 

Dear Professor: 
I would like to offer you a complimentaD~ examination cow ofthe stunning debut by Adam Schwartzman Eddie Signwriter (Vintage, ISBN978-O-307-47466-7, 

$15.95), a novel whose power and prose are evocative of such diverse writers as Faulkner, Ondaatje, Nabokov, and Coetzee. 

Kwasi Edward Michael Danbv~Eddie Signwriter to his clients is a twenU-year-old painter of murals and billboards in the city of Accra, Ghana, who is buttered 

by forces beyond his cont~ol and understanding as he is swept up by the passions and machinations of others. Straggling ruth a forbidden relationship, banished from 
school, held reslx~nsible lbr the death of a notable woman in the community, Eddie flees overland to Senega] and then, illega]ly, to France, determined to find a new litE 

for him~lf among the immigrant communities of Paxis. 

Following him across magnificently rendered African lands into the precincts of Pari~ Eddie Signu,riter gives us a spellbinding tale of rootlessness and desire, of 

disgrace and redelnption, of politics both personal and global, of art and love. Empathic, wise, deeply humane, and luminously written, it heralds Adam Schwarlzman as 

a writer of great promise. 

"Eddie Signwriter is a book of fleeting hours. Nostalgic scenes of blossoming love between Eddie and Celes~te hearken to the brief, sun-spangled 

summers ofNabokov’s Ada, where another forbidden affair took root; they a~so recall Hawthorne’s dim forest in Ihe Scarlet Letter, whose 

clandestine companions linger for ’another. and another, and, after all, another moment.’" ~osAngeles Times 
,oybe South Afiican poet. Adam Schwm~zman’s first novel, Eddie Signwriter, can be read as a creative response to... anonymous African 

desperation, especially in its rich evocation of the lives of... West and North Africans who have fled to France as part of illegal immigration’s ’flesh 

machine.’ . . . Schwm~zman’s grand theme is the Uram~y of chance: the way a small act can unleash much laxger consequences .... Schwm~zman 
writes superbly." The New ~)rk Times Book Review 

To receive a complimentary coW of Eddie Signwriter, simply fill out the Ii)rm located at http://wx~v.randomhouse.con~,’acma(vpromoi. The book is yours to keep. 

In addition, we will be happy to extend tltis oftbr to any of your colleagues who might also be interested in this title and encourage you to pass along this e-mail. (Oflbr 

is good only in the US and to professors who would consider the book for lx~ssible course adoption use.) 

Yours sincerely, 

Rachel Markowitz 

Knopf Doubleday Academic Marketing 

1745 Broadway 12", Floor 

New York, NY 10019 

212-572-2848 

rmarkomtz~randomhou~.com 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would pret}r not to receive further messages from Knopf Doubleday Academic Mayketing, please click on the following e-mail link and ~nd a message with or 

without any text: 

Click here for e-n~il .............................................. 

You will receive one additional e-mail message co~tfirming your re~novaJ. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 11:27 AM 

The asc tkculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.uuc.edu> 

[a~ facul~] AtkicaJ~ist graduate students you are working ruth 

Hello Evewone, 

I hope you’re semester is going great As you may know, Fall is the 
data reporting period for the African Studies Center Title VI NRC 
grant This funding cycle, the ASC has been funded as a comprehensive 
center for the first time, meaning that we now- serve, and report on, 
graduate students, as well as undergraduates 

With that in mind, we’re trying to gain a better understanding of who 
the graduate students are on campus, across all disciplines, working on 
or in Africa. 

1) Can you send me the names of graduate students you are currently 
advising who have an Africa-focused research topic? We would like to 
include them in our publicity’ effolts for Africa-focused events and talks. 

2) In additiun, I’m very interested in learning the names of graduate 
students whu cumpleted their cuurse of study in the past year (Fall 
2010, Spring 2011, Summer 2011 ) because we are suppused tu repurt thuse 
numbers (nut individuals’ names) in our data collection efli~rts. We are 
alsu suppused to report on where the students are currently empluyed 
after completing their course of study, so ifyuu have that info and can 
share it, that wuuld be great 

Thank yuu as always fur yuur assistance! 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewal[ 
Assistant Directur 
FLAS Courdinator 
African Studies (;enter 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (15x) 
sewall@email.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~ axsd: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-29841293-9518753.bdc06336c8228b71"0846378ae5dc20e0@listscrv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fulbright US Student Program <~message@notificadon.embaxk.com> 

Thursday, 11:47 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

; Online Ret~rence/Evaluation for the Fulbright US Student Progra~n 

You have been asked by             to complete an online reference or Language Evaluation for the U.S. Student Fuibright Program. if you am not familiar with the 

Fuibright Student Program, please visit our website at w~,~.fulbri(jhtonline.org/us 

PRINT AND SAVE THiS INFORN.~,.TION FOR FUTURE REFERENCE To access and complete the appropriate form, please go to: https://apply.embark.com/orecs/and Iogin 
with the following:User ID and Password. User ID: 
Password: 

You will have the option to change your password upon Iogin. The Fulbright Program requires online submission of all application documents. Completing your 
reference/evaluation online is easy, reliable, and completely secure. Please make sure that you complete and electronically submit the reference or evaluation by Monday, 

(or earlier if required by the student’s home institution.) 

Detailed instructions for completing the reference or evaluation are provided when you open the website for the Online Reference System. Prior to preparing the reference or 
evaluation, we urge you to Iogin and confirm the type of reference you are being asked to complete. For example, applications for English Language Teaching require that 
referees complete a Reference Form rather than submit a free-form letter. In completing the reference, please keep in mind that the applicant will be serving as a citizen 
representing the United States and that personal suitability, as well as academic excellence, is an important criterion. Furthermore, we ask that you comment on the 
feasibility of the applicant’s proposed project or on specific criteria relative to the type of grant. Applicants for Study/Research grants should provide you with the project 
statement or summary. 

Remember to Iogin at https://apply.embark.com/orecs/with the User ID and Password provided above. Thank you from 
Program. 

and the U.S. Student Fulbdght 

For technical support, please email support@embark.com. Please remember, once you electronically submit the reference or evaluation, you will not be able to edit it. 

Do not reply to this address. This is a~ auto-confirmation email sent by Embark ti~om our Online Application System on behalf of our institutional partners. For general 

admissions questions contact the institution directly (a free form response link may have been included in this em~l). For technicdt difficulties, login to your application, 

and consult the Help Center. This is a one-time administrative email, thelefore you do not need to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 11:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

600 

Send Semin~x?d’ri600- August 30 - August Aflicau hifftoriography.docx 



Paul Tiyambe Zeleza "Towards the Globalization of African History: A Generation Perspective: 

Commentary" 

African historiography: Traditions 

Christian tradition: 

St. Augustine (contemporary Algeria) - The City of God (viewed "history as inevitably universal 

and metahistorical in that it entails movement toward divine providence). 

Examples of texts: Kebra Negast (Glory of Kings - Ethiopia) 

Islamic tradition: 
Ibn Khaldun (contemporary Tunisia). 

Contested ’providential" approach to history. Articulated a ’cyclical theory’ of history. 

Wrote on the historical ’Mall empire’. 

Timbuktu as a site of knowledge production: 

Griot tradition (oral history): Griots - ’custodians of oral traditions and narratives’. 

15th -19: 

’Eurocentric traditions’ - Hegel (The Philosophy of History) 

’Vindicationist’ tradition (’these histories defended the humanity and historicity of Africans’ - 

Olaudah Equiano’s - The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Oluadah Equiano 
Edward Blyden - A Wndication o~: the Africa Race, The Negro in Ancient History, and Christianity, 

Islam, and the Negro Race. 

W. E. R Dubois - The World and Africa 

20th Century: 

Imperialist/Eurocentric 

Nationalist 
Radical - Marxist dependency, feminist and environment traditions 

Post - postmodernism and postcolonialism 

History and the question of gender 

Zeleza contends that for a long the discipline of history has ignored women 

Shifts: :1970s - rise of feminist movements, Women In Development frameworks led to a focus 

on African women in history. 

Based on Zeleza’s piece, what scholarly developments in recent decades provide richer insights in the 

study of African history? 



Anene Ejikeme: "Engendering African History: A Tale of Sex, Politics, and Power 

Questions: What was the impact of colonial rule on African women? 

Tabitha Kagogo (African Womanhood) (and others): African women taking the spaces opened by 

colonial practices of government - Legal orders (divorce, inherit property, etc). 

Nina Emma Mba (Nigerian Women Mobilized: women’s Political Activity in Southern Nigeria, 1900- 

~.965, Berkeley: University of California, 1982) 

Question: Are universalist theory/analytical categories useful in the study of gender power relations or 

the role of women in African societies? 

Ire Amadiume (Male Daughters and Female Husbands) 

Colonial rule - negative implications for African women 

Re-ordering of pre-existing ’flexible gender system ’. 

Oyeronke Oyewumi ’The Invention of Women’ 

Colonial - negative impact on women - introduction of ’gendered and racist worldview’. 

Colonial political economy and the making of a new gender order: schools, church and 

introduction of capitalist ’wage labor’ 

The notion of women did not exist in Yoruba society. 

Social organization structure: Seniority is what mattered not gender identity. 

’oga and aare - Boss - 

Mahmood Mamdani, ’Introduction: Thinking through Africa’s Impasse’, in Citizen and Subject (1996). 

History analogy: 

African State - Where European states were in earlier periods 

Uncaptured peasant 

Civil society focus 

Colonial rule: ’It is not possible to understand the nature of colonial power simply by focusing on the 

partial and exclusionary character of civil society. It requires, rather, coming to grips with the specific 

nature ofpower through which the population of subjects excluded from civil society was actually 

ruled...[his focus] is how the subject population was incorporated into...the arena of colonial power. By 

emphasizing this not as an exclusion but as another form of power, [he] intend to argue that no reform 

of contemporary civil society institutions can by itself unravel this decentralized despotism. To do so will 

require nothing less than dismantling that form of power ’. (1996: 15). 

Colonialism and the ’Bifurcated state’: 
Unequal citizenship regime: 

’Citizenship would be a privilege of the civilized; the uncivilized would be subject to an all-round 

tutelage. They may have a modicum of civil rights, but not political rights, for a propertied 



franchise separated the civilized from the uncivilized. The resulting vision was summed up in 

Cecil Rhodes’ famous phrase, "Equal rights for all civilized men."’ (1996: 17). 

Structure of power in colonial Africa: 

Civil law 
Customary law - Native Authorities 

Civil society- racialized 

Evolution of civil society: 

Colonial - racialized (urban areas) 
Post-colonial 

Reproduction of colonial structure of power: 

De-racialization of the state without democratization of native authority (ethnical power) 

Centralized and decentralized despotism 



Eboe Hutchful, ’The civil society debate in Africa’ in International Journal LI Winter 1995-96. 

Historical context: 

1) Transitions to democracy in Africa: 1990-1995 

2) The evolution of these transitions to democracy and the role of civil society 

Rita Kiki Edozie ’New Frames in African Democratic Politics’ 

Post-colonial theory: insights in her ’counter-narrative’; 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Dialectic - Local-global analytical terrain 

Historical - takes into consideration ’coloniality of power’ but also Africa’s political processes in 

the context of a new global epoch marked by ’informal and interactive imperialism’ - James Tully 

92008) - , Public Philosophy in a New Key: Imperialism and Civic Freedom 

Defining democracy: 

a) Democratic practices in pre-colonial Africa 

b) Hybrids - political regimes in Africa - democracy (debated and contested) no pure democracy 

exists (Richard Sklar) 

What Edozie means when she states that "like elsewhere, the meaning of democracy in Africa is geo- 

spatial’ 

Critical 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

of the rise of civil society as analytical concept in recent decades in African studies: 

’Vagueness of the concept’ multiple definations 

Reproduces previous dominant approaches in Africa Studies - ’state-society’ paradigm with its 

unifactor analysis and virtually exclusive focus on internal determinants’ (Hutchful, 1995-1996: 

64). The state vs civil society approach - African states -sources of unfreedom - while spaces of 

civil society - sites of freedom. 

a. History and imperialism - ignored in this approach. 

Power dynamics - ignored 

Other sources of social threat are ignored - global and local (statist focus) 

Civil society - democracy link - problematic (context important). 

Reproduction of uncritical universality ( ’emergence of ’civil society’ as the new idiom of 

comparative politics suggests yet another example of the tendency of Western social science to 

oscillate between models of difference (African as the ’primitive’ Other) ’and of universality 

(modernization and its derivatives). 



The readings are interrogating as Eboe Hutchful ask in 1995, "whether...we should be working with a 

single universal’ notion ’of civil society’. Advocates of the universalist approach (such as Andrew Arato) 

to the concept of civil society contend that "the struggle for human and democratic rights forms a single 

uniting thread in the global resurgence of civil society, and that ’no interpretations can do these 

aspirations [for freedom and democracy] justice without recognizing both common orientations that 

transcend geography and even social-political systems and a common normative fabric linking rights, 

associations and publics together....[consequently] in his ’view, the ’recent reemergence of the 

’discourse of civil society’ is at the heard of a sea change in contemporary political culture’ (Hutchful, 

1995-1996: 61). 

Celestin Monga: 

Claims that Habermas’ approach to civil society specifically the notion of public sphere is a useful 

analytical concept in other historical contexts. Why? 

a) ’openness of civil society - inclusion of marginalized social forces. 

b) Willingness to discuss all sorts of issues - (negotiated comprises among competing social 

interests. 

c) 
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1 Features 

LIBYA COUL]-) BREAK UP LIKt~; SOMALIA 

Samir Amm 

The revolution in Libya, led by a motley group of democrats and 
Islamists and their imperialist allies, is likely to entrench the deep 
divisions in the country, writes Samir Amin, warning of the 
possibility of disintegration of the nation. 

http ://www pambazuka org/en/cate~orv/[’eatures/76091 

’FREE TR]POIIB, JUST DON’T MENTK)N THE CORPSES 

Lizzie Phelan 

Following her experience of being on the ground in Tripoli, Lizzie 
Phelan writes of the Western media’s alarming ability ’to not just 
fabricate events but to create’. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/76085 

VVW,~kT DOES GADDAFr S FALL MEAN FOR AFRICA? 

Mahmood Mamdani 

Gaddafi’s fall points to more Western interventions to come in Africa, 
writes Matm~ood Mamdani. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/7605 5 

INDIA’S VOLTE-FACE ON LIBYA: THE SECRET MISSION 

The recent Paris meet was a grim victolT celebration by- the NATO 
powers who wanted non-European poodles on the ban&vagon, writes M.K. 
Bhadrakumar. 

http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~/categolw/featuresi76054 

LIB YA: A ;VAKE-L,~ CALL FOR AFRICAN" UNITY 

Nana Ansah 

Events in Libya are a clear wake-up call for Africa to unite, writes Nana Ansah. 

http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/76093 

LIBYA: INSIDIOUS PLLrN~DER, V~rHAT ELSE? 

Nicholas H Tucker 



Though we might see events in Libya as a sort of t~visted fantasy tale, 
their effects will be all too real for the countly and Atldca at 
large, writes Nicholas H. Tucker 

http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/featuresi76095 

THE WAR AGAINST LIBYA IS CR[[vIINAL 

Amy Nlang 

The NATO military campaign in Libya is a pointed example of 
imperialism as the last stage uf capitalism, 2,my Niang argues. It is a 
travesty uf international law, whose goal is conquest uf economic 
resources. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~,category/features/76092 

L[[3 YA: HOPE, UNCERTAINTY AND SUSPICION AF’Kf*;R GADDAFI 

Dibussi Tande 

Dibussi Tande captures the reactiun to the fall of Gadd~fi in this 

week’s round-up of the African blogosphere 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’categor¥/features/761 O0 

SAMIR AMIN-: A TRIBUTE TO A FIGHTER AGAIN’ST GLOBAL CAPITALISM 

Horace Campbell 

Honouring Samir Amin as he celebrates his 80th birthday this month, 
Horace Campbell pays tribute to Amin’s tireless xvork ’to strengthen 
effective forms of popular poxver’ and underlines his enormous 
contribution to our understanding of global capitalism’s increasing 
destructiveness. 

http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1T/fhaturesi76097 

SA2~flR AMIN: A TITAN OF P~DICAL THOUGHT 

Ama Bincy 

To understand the present capitalist economic crisis, Ama Biney 

contends that there is an urgent need to revisit the works of Egyptian 

political economist Samir .~min. His bold proposals on ending global 

inequalities and injustices are timely. 

http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi76102 

SAMIR AMIN: COMBINING YVORLD-CLASS SCHOLARSHIP WITH SOCIAL .rUSTICE 

Ebrima Sall 

With Samir Amin celebrating his 80th birthday this month, Ebrima Sall 
salutes Amin’s long-standing conzmitment to allying world-class 
scholarship ~vith an unflinching cormnitment to social justice. 

http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/categorv/features/76113 

TRIBUTE TO SAMIR AMIN 

Issa G Shivji 

In the era of globalisation, pust-modernism and culturalism, many a 
Marxist intellectual uf the 1960s and 1970s has metamurphosed, 
abandoning the class stand uf the working peuple against the w~racious 
capitalist system and imperialism Nut su Samir Amin. He has stuod 
firm against capitalist barbarism He does not mince his words nor 
does he capitulate tu intellectual fashions He does not seek 
accolades from Western schularship nor does he curry favuurs to be 
counted among the ’best’ 100 intellectuals. He remains steadfast in 
the great struggle of national liberation and social emancipation of 



the working people of the world. He remains anchored in c]ass 
struggles at 80 as strong]y as he was at 30 when he wrote his ’Class 
Strugg]e in Africa’ 

http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~or¥ /features/76050 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SAMIR AMINt 

Your prodigious, insightful work on the nature of world capitalism, 
its origins and evolution, and on the long but necessaF~" transition to 
socialism has educated, enlightened and inspired us over the last half 
a ccntmy. Truly you are one of the most original thinkers of the 20th 
and early- 21 st century. Your treatment of Eurocentricity and on the 
epistemological and philosophical consequences of the worldwide 
expansion of European capitalisrn has given us a frarne of reference 
within which the cultural diversity of humanity is validated as an 
intrinsic part of authentic socialisrn. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/76051 

HONOU~dNG SA2vfl]~ 

Cameron Duodu 

I heard of Sarnir .~in long before I met hirn. As a rr~ember of the Ghana 

Youth Council, I xvas involved in organising a conference that we 

thought would bring together youth movements throughout Africa to plan 

how we could plan together to advance the cause of Africa’s political 

and economic development. 

http://’~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categorg/featuresi76087 

SAYIlk-G ’THANK YOU’ TO SAMIR A2vffN AS HE TUILNS 80 

Bill Fletcher, Jr 

Although I only met Samir Amin in late 2010, I had studied his work 
for decades, finding in them superior analyses and inspiration. In 
fact, after reading so much of his work I was quite unprepared fbr the 
person I actually met He was ve~/down to earth, incredibly funny, 
and could actually listen, the latter characteristic not one that can 
ever be taken for granted, particularly in the case of individuals who 
gain iconic status 

http ://w~vw pambazuka or~/ela/cate~orv/features/7605 2 

LONIX)N (;,’kL],]NG : FANON, SPONTANEITY AND THE F.NGLISH INSURRE(2T[ONS 

N~gel C Gibson 

In the wake of [£ngland’s riots, Nigel C. Gibson draws on Frantz Fanon: 
’How to be human in a dehumanized society? This question haunted Fanon 
and it haunts our age.’ 

http ://www.pambazuka. or~/er~, categ op~/featur es/76058 

HOW FA~Vf[NE MAKES UNSCRI1PULOUS BUSINt*;S SMEN FABULOUSLY WEA],THY 

R asna Warah 

’]?he global aid industry has made a core group fabulously wealth?’, 

writes Rasna Warah. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/er~,category/features/76053 

EG’~Tq" S MILITARY RLPLER TANTAYVI Aix~D THE A?vIERI(2AN SIF, GE OF GAZA 

Revelations from WikiLeaks 

Ali Abunimah 



As a WikiLeaks cable reveals, the US was even more actively involved 
than originally thought in ’enforcing the siege of Gaza along Egypt’s 
border’, writes Ali Abunimah. 

http : //www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv /[eatures/76056 

SUDAN: IN-BLriLT ~OCOLONL~LISM 

Explo Nani-Kofi 

With South Sudan continuing to face a number of acute historical 
challenges, the Pan-Africanist rnovement must move to develop 
carnpaigning and lobbying on the side of the ’marginalised majority’ in 
South Sudan and Sudan alike, ~vrites Explo Nani-Kofi. 

http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/ergcatego1N/featuresi76057 

SUDAN: FOR LGBT, MORE CLOUDS ON THE HORIZON 

Ghareeb 

In the second and final part of an article on LGBT rights in Sudan, 
Ghareeb writes that South Sudan has a long way to go before it becomes 
a society tolerant of hornosexuality. Part one of the article is 
available here: httl~:/iw~’.~arnbazuka.or~/et~cate~o1~v/f;catures/75747 

http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~categolw/featuresi76059 

MAPPEN’G WAR CREvfES LN SU~AN: ~KN OPEN LETITI~R TO GEORGE CLOONEY 

Samar A1-Bulushi 

In a letter to Hollywood actor George Clooney regarding his activism 
on Sudan, Samar A1-Bulushi raises a number of concerns around the 
motives, accountability and politics behind the Satellite Sentinel 
Project. 

http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categor~/featuresi76060 

DIRTY DURBAN’ S \IANUAL FOR CLIMATE GR FaENYVASHEqG 

Patrick Bond 

With serious concerns around the city’s pro-pollution policy and 
activity, will Durban the host of the upcoming COP17 summit clean 
itself up, asks Patrick Bond. 

http ://www pambazuka or~/en/cate~orv/[’eatures/76061 

WIJAT AILS MOVEMENTS ]N SOUTH AFRICA 

Lindeh Figlan 

Social movements in South Africa are divided, which renders them 
amenable to external pressures, according to Lindela Figlan Unless 
the?" unite and pursue a common vision against capitalism, they will 
not succeed in their objectives. 

http ://www pambazuka org/en/cate~orv/[’eatures/76103 

T[tE SECOND ACT OF A KENYAN \V[ tIST[~E-BLOWER 

A conversation with John Githongo 

Ron Singer 

In a inter~¢iew with John Githongo, Ron Singer discusses the state of 
Kenya’s media and the dominance of self-interested political and 
etl-mic forces. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/76062 



ON LGBTI COIk~MUNITIES: ALTERNATIVE UlX~)ACKING NEEDED 

Mia Nikasimo 

In response to an article entitled ’Unpacking the LGBTI con~nunities’, 

(http:/iwww.pambazttka.org/etgcategory/f;catures/74658) by Andrey 

Mbugua, Nfia Nikasimo takes great exception to Mbugua’s assumptions, 

language and presentations of LBGTI and transsexual people. 

http://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,’cate~orv/features/76098 

THE ROAD FROM ATTICA 

Michael E. Deutsch 

’9 September marks 40 years since the uprising at Attica State 
Prison’, ~vrites Michael E. Deutsch, an incident alarming in its 
reflection of the US authorities’ extreme brutali~z and the rise of 
the ’priso~industrial’ complex 

http ://w~vw pamba zuka org/el~/category/features/76114 
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2 Announcements 

FAHA~fU REFUGEE LEGAL AID ik]EWSLETTER- SEPTEMBER ISSUE 

The ne;v Fahamu Refugee Legal Aid Newsletter is now available ( 
http ://~w pambazuka, or~/ima~es/articles/546/FRLANSept2011 .pdl"). 
This issue includes breaking news about Australia’s plan to ’swap’ 
asylum seekers with Malaysia; an in-depth article on the issue by Dr 
Savitri Taylor; a trio of pieces about the situation faced by Rwandan 
refugees, including an important statement, which you can sign on 
against the planned invocation of the Cessation Clause; a review of 
issues faced by LGBTI people in Sudan, a little-known topic; case 
notes on rulings about Dadaab camp and UK-Cyprus return; discussion of 
a recent review of asylum in Poland; and a report from visits to 
Syrian refugees in camps in southern Turkey as well as our usual 
anmmncements of opportunities, requests and relevant new resources. 

REQUEST FOR FR[{NC[ t ENt] L] S H AR ’K[C[.E TRANS]~,ATIO N 

Do you have experience translating articles in French into English? 

Would you be able to volunteer to translate an article R)r us? Please 

drop us a line at editor@pambazuka.org if so. 

/\/\//VV\//\/VI,//V\i\i/’,/’,/\//I,,~/V/\/\/V/\/V\i/\/’,/’,//I, 

3 Comment & analysis 

FAMIN~E: LESS LAND, MORE HI~2"qGE R 

Esther Vivas 

Africa f~aces an alarming rise in land grabbing, writes Esther Vivas. 

http://www.pambazuka.orgien/categor./icorument/76094 

MALEMA ON BOTSWANA 

Ronald Wesso 

Following cormnents about Botswana being a puppet of US imperialisru, 
ANC Youth League President Julius Malema is appearing before the 
party’s disciplinary" cormnittee, writes Ronald Wesso. 

http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/categolw/comment/76101 



THOUSANDS PROTEST AGAINST SWAZILAND’S A[3SOLUT[~ MONARCtIY 

Peter Kenworthy 

Swaziland’s authorities are acting with more restraint towards 
protestors in response to this week’s demonstrations, writes Peter 
Kenworthy. 

http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categoryicomment/76088 

4 Advocacy & campaigns 

AERIAL BOMBARDMENT CONYITNUES DESPITE SUDANESE GOVERNMEi’~F CEASEFIP, E DECLARATION 

SUDO(~X) 

In spite of the declaration of a unilateral ceasefire in South 
Kordofan by President Bashir on 23rd August there has been a 
continuation of aerial borubar&nent of civilian targets by Government 
forces and attacks by Government soldiers and their allied nrilitias. 
At the same tirue SPLA forces continued to attack Govermnent garrisons. 

httr~:Iiwww.’oambazaka.or~len/cate~orv/advocacv/76065 

BLIthE NILE: OI~PBREAK OF WAR BETWEEN THE GOVERNMEi’~F OF SL~DAN TROOPS AND THE SPLM 

SLrDO(b~) 

In the early hours of the 2nd of September there was an outbreak of 
fighting between the Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF) and the Sudan 
People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) which in, zoNed all of those gathered 
in the Joint Integrated Units (JIU) forces in Blue Nile 

http :/i~vww.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/advocacy/76066 

HALF A M]LLION LB,’ES THREATENED BY LAN~ AB,~D WATER GR~a~BS FOR 
PLANTATIONS LN ETHIOPL4’S LOR~R OMO VALLEY 

Oakland Institute 

According to a new Land Deal Brief from the Oakland Institute (OI) to 
be released on September 12, 2011, the controversial Gibe III 
hydroelectric project located in Ethiopia’s Omo Valley is facilitating 
the take over of 350,000 hectares (ha) of land for sugar cane and 
cotton plantations 

http:llwww.pambazuka.org/en/catego~,/advocacyi76078 

ONLY 17 HOURS I F.[~’T TO BRING SYMP[tONY WAY BOOK TOUR TO EUROPE AND NOR[[It Ai’,/E~;RICA 

We only have 17 hours left to raise the money we need for a our book 
tour If we get at least $4,000usd, then we’ll be able to bring 2 
authors on tour 
Please contribute here now so that our voices can be heard outside 
South Afidca: http://www indiego~o.con’~,SA-Pavement-Dwellers-Book-Tour 

http://www pambazuka.or~lenlcate~ory/advocacy/76086 

SIGN ON TO STATF.N/2ENT PROTECTING RWANDAN REb’[X]F.ES 

Fahamu Refugee Programme 

On 31 December 2011, the UN tligh Commissioner for Refugees and several 
states hosting Rwandan refugees are considering invoking the 
"cessation clause" of the 1951 Convention relating to the Stares of 
Refugees. This is a very unusual and dangerous nmve that could cause 
revocation of the refugee status of tens of thousands of people who 
fled ethnic and political persecution in Rwanda, stripping them of 
basic rights and exposing theru to forcible repatriation and possible 
persecution. Cessation is premature and should be stopped. 

http:Iiwww.pambazaka.orglen/categor~/advocacy/76084 
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5 Books & arts 

AC[t]EVING ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTUR~’,L RIGHTS 

Review of ’Haki Zetu: Economic, social and cultural rights in practice’ 

Hakim Mbanzamihigo 

In a review of ’Haki Zetu: Economic, Social and Cultuxal Rights in 
Practice’, Hakim Mbanzamihigo writes that the ’handbook could be a 
useful tool for the protnotion of ESCR at the most local level’. 

http :/iwww.pambazaka. org/en/categorv/books/76049 

6 Letters & Opinions 

AFRICA AND THE FLFKUS 

Moeen R 

We are now- living in very- dangerous times. France, UK and US known as 
FLFKUS have a major plan to attack many nations in the twisted belief 
the?- are fulfilling some sort of Biblical Prophecies. Morrocco, South 
Africa, Angola, Botswana, Namibia, Ghana, Niger and Nigeria are the 
next targets in Africa 

Syria and Iran in the Middle East and India partly due to the Maoist 
insurgency that is growing even though the Indian Govermnent is 
keeping it quiet. Oil has been found on the Somalia/Kenya and 
Ethiopia/Kenya border areas so that is another potential target for 
FUKUS in the future 

Please beware of these facts no one is exempt there is a lot of 
trouble coming and many people around the world will sd’fer 

Currently, Iraq, Iral’~, Yemen, Bahtain, Syria, Palestine, E~Tpt, Libya, 
Tunisia, Algeria, A£ghanistan, Pakistan, Chechenya, Somalia are in 
Conflict ~vith Bosnia and Kosovo in danger of conflict. You do not have 
to believe this but tbr sure you will see more conflicts start-up 
around the world then you must wake-up to reality. 

Be safe and be aware. 

F.MPTYING ()I~" LIBYA’S ’BLACK’ CITIES 

Myron Lloyd 

I think it is absolute]y disgusting how black cities in I,ibya like 
Tawergha are being emptied out by the rebels and US airstrikes. One 
thing that I have no~iced is that in a]l the videos I have seen where 
the rebels are ’liberating’ a city, there seems ~o already be no one 
there! How are we pro~ecting the civilians if mos~ people have fled in 
fear? ’]’he Wal] Street Journal even reported a rebel commander saying 
that the people in Tawergha should j ust pack up their things and go 
because it won’t exist anymore after the rebels arrive. 

TO THE AERK;AN UNION ON LIB YA 

Antumi Toasij8 

My question is: Can we defend ourselves or we are stil] weak? 

This is a pledge for the A[’rican Union to take action and firmly 
~ntepTene in the issue of Libya As events in this war develop in the 
worst direction the intervention is necessary’ for two main reasons, 
first one is the docmnented racist harassment of the Black populations 
living in Libya. If we allow the Libyan Rebels to continue with this 
kind of prosecutions without reaction or even punishment, we will set 
a huge step back to the Apartheid Era because it can be an extremely 
dangerous precedent for all the cotmtries in the north of Africa or 
even the European countries too, meaning that attacking or killing 
black innocent citizens is cheap and easy. 



The second reason is that C6te D’Ivoire and Libya have become 
experiments for the Neocolonial powers in a time of economical crisis 
Traditionally, when the European economy breaks down then the 
colonialism raises ]l’we don’t take effective and executive strong 
actions all Africa will be in a serinus danger ofrecoloni~ltion. This 
intervention has a strong legal basis as Libya is still a member of 
the AU and Article 4 of the African Union Act provides for: "(h) the 
right of the Union to intervene in a Member State pursuant to a 
decision of the Assembly in respect of grave circumstances, namely: 
YV~a~R CRkMES, GENOCIDE and CRZv!ES AGAIN-ST HL~’,-~NITY". 

I’m not asking for an intervention in support of Kaddafi’s regime but 
in suppolt of African independence and protection of our citizens. The 
intel~’ention should be military if necessa~ with enough effectives of 
the AU crossing the borders of Niger and Chad. It should consist in a 
rapid rescuing operation of all black citizens living in Libya, 
repatriation if they wish so and/or a demonstration of force to stop 
killings in the hands of the Libyan Rebels. 

Remember History tends to repeat itself specially- if we don’t learn 
from past lessons. 

IV\I IVVV IVV\I IV\i\i / \i\AI I\AIV AIVV IVV\i lV\i\i / \ 
7 Cartoons 

GADDAFI AGREES TO _NEGOTIATE 

Gado 

Gaddafi agrees to negotiate. 

http :/i;vw;v.pambazuka. org/en/categorv/cartoons/76048 

LIBYA’S NTC IN SESSION 

Gado 

Libya’s National Transitional Council (NTC) in session 

http://w~vw pambaza~ka.orgienicategor¥icartoons/76047 

IVgJSEVENI \,~.RSLTS BESIGS’~ 

Gado 

Tank versus protest placard.. 

http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/categorv/cartoons/76046 
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Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.or~ 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

{~ Unless otherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 

http://www pamba zuka. or~/en/about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~ien ) 
Edi¢5o em lingua Portuguesa ( http://wwwpambazukaor~/pt ) 
Editinn fran~aise ( http://www,pambazuka.org/fr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.org/er~,newsfeed php 

Pambazaka News is published with the suppolt of a number of funders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www, pambazuka.org/er~about .php ). 

To SL-BSCRIBE or UNSI~-BSCRIBE go to: 

http://pambazaka,gn, apc. orgicgi-bin/maihnan/listinfo/pambaznka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazaka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 



The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authuritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platfurru for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conm~entary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir A~nin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZnewsletter footer aruin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukane~vs’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Comment & 
Analysis’ sections as the?- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
/itwitter.col~’pambazukanews ( http ://twitter com/pambazukanews ). 

* Pambazaka News has a Del.icio us (http://Delicio.us/) page, where 
you can view the various ~vebsites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visithttp:i/delicious.col~’pambaz~ka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 1:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Hello 

The gift that keeps on giving. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 6:36 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Hello 

http://ww~, dailvtarheel.colvJindex.php/alticle/2011/09/col 0907 







Frolil; 

Sent: 

Subjec~: 

@gmail,com> 

Thursday,                 2:14 PM 

Sable, Eunice 5I <eunice@email.nnc .edtr> 

Updates on the application 

Professor Sahle, 

Firs~t offI must apologize for an egregious error on my part. I mistakenly informed you that the deadline for application was the 
; but is in fact the 

I apologize for any inconvenience that this may’ have caused you. I wanted to inform yon that I got confirmation from the Fulbfight application 

website that you have received the recommendalion instructions. I just wanted to confirm ruth you that you have received this e-mail. If you have not, I am instructed to 

tel/you to check to see if it ended up in your ’spare’ e-madl folder. If you cannot find it, le~ me know and I roll resend the form through the website. 

I also shonld add that I met Professor Selassie today. He was reD’ encouraging and invited me to have coffee with him this coming week. I find it am~ing that I 

contacted a Professor at r~mdom at       with whom to work, ~md somehow we already have a mutual friend. 

Thank you s~ much for yonr continued support. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Nichols <rnichols@ualberta.ca> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 3:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: James Tully Book - update 

Deal Eunice, 

I’m writing just to check in ruth you about your paper for the James Tnlly collection. Do you have a sense of when it will be finished? 

Hope the end of summev’start of term is treating you well. 

Robert 

On Sun, Jul 10, 2011 at 12:33 PM, Robert Nichols <rnichol@a)ualberta.ca-~ wrote: 
Dear gunice, 

Thin,ks for the update on your paper. I ve~ much look forwal~t to reading tl~e final draft once it is done. 

All best wishes for the summer, 
Robert 

On Sat, Jul 9, 2011 at 2:18 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~)emaJl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

tfi Robert, 

Working on the getting tl~e ’contradictions’ oftl~e MTS - re; social movements decolonial project of the state under MoraJes - more fight and will have fl~is chapter 
- fin~ly titled "DEMOCfLA.CY, CITIZENSHIP AND POWER STRUCTURES: SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA AND BOLIVIA" - your way 

soon. 

Thanks for your patience mad more ve~ soon! 

With best wishes, 

Ennice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 5:57 AM 

To: Robert Nichols 
Subject: Jmnes ’Fully Book - update 

Dear Robert, 

Hope you are doing well. 

This is to let you know that I will sending my chapter next weekend. 

More soon. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Nichols <rnichols@ualberta.ca> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 1:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

Deal Eunice, 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. I can certainly appreciate that them are othec more pressing and more important matters that come abont which require 

serions attention from time to time. I rash you all the best in resolving these issues and look forwalxt to reading the paper once you have a chance to send it along. 

Warm regards, 

Robert 

On Thu, Sep 8, 2011 at 5:57 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Dear Robert, 

I have not opened -due embarrassment - your email sent today. 

At any rate, I roll send the chapter for snre next week. I am just beginning to re-focus (although it is hard) because in the last 6 or so weeks my colleagues and I 

have had to deal ruth unexpected and unnecessaiy stress generated by matters lined to the football program here. The intensi~ and nature ofissnes surrounding the 

program led to the resignation of tlae Chair of one office units I am affiliated mfl~ here. To say that this has been a difficult time is nnderstatement. 

Anyway, I hope you will still accept the chapter and nay deep av~logies for the delay. 

With best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@aN~n.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
Universit5’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-~9-11 05:00AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: Hill Collins, Patricia. AUTHOR: 
Black feminist thought:knowledge, Social movements in the global Sout 
CALL NO: HQ1426 .C633 2000 CALL NO: HN980 .$587 2011 
BARCODE: 00017239560 BAR(2ODE: 00040207944 
Davis Library DUE: 09-12-11 Davis Library DUE: 09-12-11 

AI)~I’I IOR: 

Spaces of democracy : geographical 

CALL NO: JF799 $63 2004 

BARCODE: 00024550594 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 09-12-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:53 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@email.unc.edu 

Friday, September 9, 2011 8:07 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfacuI~] Friday, Sept 9th, Richa Nagar, ’From Feminis~t Fieldwork to Collaborative Praxis’ 

Please join the Dept. of Geography Colloquium series for a talk by Dr. Richa Nagar titled, ’From Feminist Fieldwork to Collaborative Praxis: Lessons from Sangtin Yatra/Playing 

with Fire’. Dr. Nagar is at the Dept. of Gender, Women and Sexuality Studies at the University of Minnesota. 
Abstract: 

When the content of formal knowledge is evaluated in isolation from the making of that knowledge and from its deployment and 
dissemination in multiple locations, a hierarchy of theory, method and outreach is crystallized in which issues of relevance and accountability 
are sidelined. In academia, this general problem becomes pronounced in the contested realm of ethnographic and field-work based research, 
especially when the producers of academic knowledge are located in the global North and their research subjects are located in the global 
South. In this talk, I will consider how feminist engagements with these issues can be advanced through multi-institutional alliances across 
geographical and sociocultural borders. I explore the politics of method and questions of power in academic research and writing through my 
intellectual and cultural/political work in Tanzania and India since 1989, and my efforts to navigate these as a feminist thinker and writer 
working with communities and audiences located in starkly different worlds. 

Please join us for tea, coffee, and cookies before the talk, at 3:15 on 
Friday, Sep 9th, in Saunders 220. We hope that you can also join us for a 
happy hour afterward (location TBA). 

Looking forward to seeing you all there! 

Colloquium Committee 

== 

Erika Wise, 

Dept of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martin Horak <         @gmail.com> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 8:24 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Hello from Martin Horak 

Sure, those days work - my schedule is pretty open, since I’m on sabbatical. How about we have lunch next Wednesday at noon? I’m not sure where, since I don’t 

know places around here too mch yet. but you could suggest something. Or we could have coit~e sometime that day. Wednesday I have to leave campus by 3pm 

though since I take my to soccer. Let me ki~ow what works for you. I have an office comer at CURS, by the way. 

Looking forward to meeting you! 

Cheers, 

Martin 

On Wed, Sep 7, 2011 at 5:21 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(a~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Martin, 

Thanks so much for your note. It would be wonderful to talk with you about Toronto. Please let me ki~ow which days work for you. Tuesdays and Thursdays are 

busy teaching days m~d Mondays I have a lot of administration responsibilities. Thus, I hope a Wednesday or Friday tneeting is a possibilib~ on your end. If not, we 

can see what works on other days. 

With best rashes, 
Eunice 

From: Martin ttora~ ]         ~gmaJl.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 1:26 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Hello fiom Martin Hora£ 

Hello Eunice, 

Todd Owen sent me an email the other day about your research, and suggested we might want to get in touch. I’m working on transportation issues now, bm have 

done work on various aspects of Toronto politics, including a bit of work on policies aimed at social development / social control in poor immigrant areas of the city, 

so we might have some interesting things to talk about. Do drop me a line if you’d like to meet up sometime. 

All "the best, 
Martin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 9, 2011 8:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Lessons 2 and 3 

Hi Eumce, 

Because it’s in thread format, you can teclmically view/read all the postings (and responses) without "technically" reading them. To make the um-ead go away for each thread, click the 
"Mark All As read" button in the gray bar under the "Forums" heading For example, go to the Forums section and click on Lesson 3. Then click on the first thread "Is anyone able to read 
the E-Reserve Articles?" You’ll then see the grey bar at the top that has the "Mark All As Read" option. Click on that and that will mark all the responses within that thread as "read." Each 
time you read a thread, you’ll need to click that button. 

Hope that helps! 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 8:22 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: Lessons 2 and 3 

Eli Jessa, 

Elope you are well. 

I have reviewed all the postings fi~r weeks 2 and 3, yet its continues to show ’1 unread’ and ’22 unread’ for week 2 and 3 respectively. Kindly let me know what I need to do. 

Thanks 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JOHN Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, September 9, 2011 8:49 AM 

Geog seminar: GEOG814.001 .FALL2011 

Eunice, 

T~ it now. You have 2 or 3 difi~rant user nmnes listed in the system. I have added all three, let me know how many emails you get and whether the name comes with 

Eunice capitalized EUNICE or lower-case Eunice. 

Below might be ofinterefft today: 

Please join the Dept. of Geography Colloquium series lbr a talk by Dr. Richa Nagar titled, ’From Feminist Fieldwork m Collatx~rative Praxis: Lessons ficom SanTtin 

Yatm/P|aying with Fire’. Dr. Nagax is at the Dept. of Gender, Women and Sexua|ity Studies at the Universi~ of Mim~e~ta. 

Abstract: 

When the contem of formal knoMedge is evaluated in isolation from the making of that knoMedge and from its deployment and dissemination in multiple locations, a 

hierarchy of tbeory, method and outreach is cD,stallized in which issues of relevance and accountability are sidelined. In academia, this general pmNem becomes 

pronounced in the contested realm of ethnographic and field-work based research, especially when the producers of academic knowledge are located in the global 

North and their research subjects are located in the global South. In this talk, I will consider how feminist engagements ruth these issues can be advanced thiough multi- 

institutional alliances across geographical and sociocultural tx)rders. I explore the politics of method mad questions of power in academic re~azch and writing through 

my intellectaa] and cultural/political work in Tanzania mad India since 1989, and my eflbrts "to navigate these as a t~minist thinker and writer working with communities 

and audiences located in sta, kly ditt}reat worlds. 

Please join us for tea, coffee, and cookies before the talk, at 3:15 on 

Friday, Sep 9th, in Saunders 220. We hope that you can also join us for a 

happy hour afterward (location TBA). 

Looking forward to seeing you all there! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Friday, September 9, 2011 9:08 AM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

LSGS Newsletter: Hispanic Heritage Month begins Sept 15 

Duke University Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South Newsletter: Highlights for September-October 
Please join our Facebook page to receive updates from Latino/a Studies in the Global South’. htt~://,aavw.facebook corr~r__o___u.ps/211016965601933/ 

Scroll down for more info on each of the following highlights, and find additional info on these and other events and oppomanities at: _h__t__tl?_:_/_/_!_a__t__~__n__o_=__a_~_s_f___u__k_-__e_=_e__d___u_,_/ 
Also watch for posters around campus produced by Latino/a Studies and Mi Genre in celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month! 

* Itispanic IIeritage Month 
* Bolivar Blvd @ Wednesdays at the Center 
* Exhibit Reception to Launch Hispanic Heritage Moufll 
~ Tucson, AZ Reportback from DukeEngage 
* La Fiesta del Pueblo in Raleigh 
* Joan Soriano-Duke Perlbrmances 
* Alta Gracia Worker Tour 

* On tbe Edge of Reason: Border I)yuamics and the Spread of Violence 

* Platanos y CMlard Greens 

. Rethinking the tOlowledge Needed to Teach ~Mathematics" with Prof Rochelle Gutierrez 
Follow up discussion: Platanos y Collard Greens 

~ Ariel Dorfman: Feeding on the Dreams 
* Spanish Speaking ’rutars Needed Ibr America Reads and America Counts Program 
* Lasch Solo Shmv iu NY 

* Translators & Interpreters Needed at EK Powe Elementary 
* Alto Gracia Union-Made Living Wage Apparel Student Internship 
* Program for Student Orgauizers ~vith SAF 

Bolivar Blvd: Wednesdays at the Center: September 14, 12 noon in Fraaklin Center Room 240, 2204 E~win Rd - Wednesdays at the Center: Simon Bolwar’s Journey in the United State¯ A talk 
by Miguel Chirinos, historian and collector, and organizer of the exhibition Bolivar Blvd ~vhich is on display at the Fredric Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke East Campus. This is the 
first talk in this year’s Wednesdays at the Center series¯ A light lunch will be served¯ Co-sponsored by Latino/a Studies in the Global South and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean 
Studies, both at Duke¯ 
Bolivar Blvd. Exhibit Receptiou fbr Hispauic Heritage Mouth: Septerriber 15, 6:00pru in the Fredric Jarueson Gallery, Friedl Bldg (East Campus) - Launching Hispanic Heritage Month with 
Exhibit Reception¯ The Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South and Mi Gente Association of Latino/a Students will launch the beginning of Hispanic Heritage Month with a public 
reception for BOLIVAR BLVD. Join us for great conversation, food, and dancing! Exhibit information at: http://bolivarblvd.wordpress.comi. Exhibit coordinated by the NC Arts Council and 
the following Duke University units: Prograru in Latino/a Studies in the Global South; Spanish Service-Learning; Roruance Studies Departrnent; Center for Latin American and Caribbean 
Studies; Office of Durham & Regional Affairs; and Department of Cultural Anthropology. 
Tucsou, AZ Reportback from DukeEngage: Eucuentros de la Frontera 2011: September 16, 1:00pro in Friedl 225 (East Campus)¯ Join us as students present on their sunm~er work with 
imruigrant communities in Arizona¯ Light l~mch will be provided. Sponsored by Duke Students for Huruane Borders, Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, and DukeEngage. 
La Fiesta del Pueblo iu Raleigh: September 18, 12noon to 8pro in downtown Raleigh, celebrate NC Latino corrmmni~. Duke students ruay contact the Mi Genre Facebook group if you are 
interested incarpooling to attend this festival, celebrating the NC Latino cormnunity with food, music, dance, and f~m! See http:i/www.elpueblo.org/for ruore ir~fo. 
Alto Gracia Worker Tour: Clothes that Make a Difference: September 20, 5:00pro in Sac Sci 105 (West Campus) Duke Students for Huruane Borders presents "Alto Gracia Worker To~tr: 
Clothes that Make a Difference." Discussion with workers froru the Dominican Republic who make clothes sold in Duke stores¯ Co-sponsored in part by Latino/a Studies in the Global South¯ 
Joau Soriano: September 23, 8:00pro at Motorco Music Hall 723 Rigsbee Avenue Dnrham - Duke Perforruances presents- JOAN SORIANO $15 General Adraission $5 Duke Students. For 
more ir~formation: htt~]/duke~erformances.duke.eduiartists-Renre/p.osl~el-countty-blues/soriano 

On the Edge of Reason: Border Dynamics and the Spread of’Violence: September 27, 6:30pru in Sac Sci 139 (West Campus) - The Mexico Solidarity Network presents "On the Edge of 
Reason: Border dynaruics and the spread of violence" with Macrina Cardenas Alarcon speaking about connections between violence on the Mexican border and their Merida Initiative, FBI 
and DEA participation, free trade agreements, and maquiladoras. Sponsored by Roruance Studies, Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the Women’s Center, BorderWorks, Mi Gente, Duke 
Students for Humane Borders, and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies¯ 
Platanos y Collard Greens: September 29, 7:00pm in Reynolds Theater (West Campus) - Presented by the Department of.aA’rican & African American Studies, the Program in Latino/a 
Studies, and the Center for Multicultural Afl’airs, the hit romantic comedy performance,"Platanos y Collard Greens," is coming to Duke on September 29th[ Tickets are free to the first 600 
attendees Check out the website w~vw~21atanosandcollardgreens.com/ and watch for more details and a full list of co-sponsors. Follow-up panel discussion ~vill take place Tuesday, Oct 4th 
at 7pm. You don’t ~vant to miss this[ 
Rethinking the Knowledge to Teach Mathematics with Professor Rochelle Gutierrez: October 3, 6:00pm at UNC-CH - The Latina/os and Education Project of the UNC Latina/o Studies 
Program & the UNC Latina/o Cultures Speakers present:"Desarrollando Nepantler@s: Rethinking the Knowledge Needed to Teach Mathematics" with ProfRochelle Gutierrez. Location: 
University Room, Hyde Hall,Institute for the Arts & Humanities UNC-Chapel Hill: -h--t-t~2!-/-i--a--h--~-u--n---c-~-e-c-!-u--/--c--~--~-a--t--a--c--t-~!-d--i-~-Le~c-:-t--i--~--n---s. As American researchers and policy makers race to close the 
"achievement gap," greater empha sis on mathematical kno~vledge for teaching has taken hold¯ Gutierrez argues that a model of knowledge needed for teaching mathematics and addressing 
equity involves political knowledge and the ability able to recognize multiple realities (Nepantla), develop conocimiento with students, become comfortable with uncertainty, and see tension 
as a means to birth new klmwledge Sponsored by the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies, the Institute for the Arts & Humanities, the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative, and the UNC School of 
Education. 
Follow-up Discussion Panel: Platanos y Collard Greens: October 4, 7:00pm in Social Science 136 (West Campus) The Department of Alicican & African American Studies, the Program in 
Latino/a Studies in the Global South, and the Center for Multicultural Affairs ~vill present a follo~v-up discussion to the Platanos Y Collard Greens performance (see Sept 29 listing) A panel 
of faculty, stall: and student scholars will give comments and take part in audience q/a. 
Ariel Dorfman: Feeding on the Dreams: October 5, 4:00 - 6:00 pm in Perkins Library Gothic Reading Rm (West Campus) - Ariel Dorfman: Feeding on the Dreams. Chilean American novelist, 
playwright, essayist, journalist, and human rights activist Ariel Dorfman reads from and discusses his new memoir, Feeding on Dreams: confessions of an Unrepentant Exile. Dorfman is the 
Walter Hines Page Professor of Literature and Latin American Studies at Duke¯ Reception and book signing to follow. Sponsored by the Duke Uinversity Libraries; co-sponsored by Duke 
Uinversity Center for International Studies (DUCIS) and the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS). 
ANNOUNC~VIENTS: 
New Latino/a Studies website is on the way - We are nearing completion on our new website development! Updates coming soon! 
Spanish Speaking Tutors Needed for America Reads and America Counts Program¯ The Duke Community Service Center is looking to hire Duke students to tutor in Durham Public 
Schools with the America Reads and America Counts program¯ To be hired, you must be eligible for Federal Work Study, and ~ve pay $13 25/hr to undergrads and $16.25/ba- to graduate 
tutors If you are interested in tutoring, please check out our website at http://csccivic.duke.edu/main/pr~grams-and-services/america-reads-and-america-cmants for more il~’ormation. This 
position is incredibly flexible and can fit easily around your coarse schedule, we only ask that you commit to a minimum of two honrs of tutoring per week Please feel free to email Stammer 
with any questions you might have at summer.puente@duke.edu. Applications are due Sept 14th [more] 
Lasch Solo Show in NY - ’]?he opemng reception :[’or Pedro Lasch’s (Asst Res Pro:[’, AAHVS) solo show at Stephan Stoyanov Gallery in New York will take place on September 7th, with the 
exhibit running through Oct 9th, 2011 Included in the New York show are six oil paintings from his Phantom IAmbs series (2001-2011 ). Created in various styles associated with the Western 
canon, each work corresponds to a specific site where the Twin Towers are to be reconstructed to scale, both as functioning buildings, and as international memorials. For more information, 
visit:http://www.twintowersgoglobal.org/wtc/phantom-limbs/ or the gallery website:http://www stephanstoyanovgallerv.com 

’rranslators & Interpreters Needed at EK Powe Elementar.v. EK Powe Elementary School (located near Duke’s East Campus) is looking :[’or Spanish speakers to assist with interpretation and 
translation work throughout the school year¯ On SEPTEMBER 15, EK Powe needs about 6 students to sign up :[’or interpretation and translation work in the evening (5:30-7) for a classroom 
event. Free pizza will be served¯ Students who are interested in puttin~ their name on a contact list fi~r translation/interpretation on an "as needed" basis OR if you want to sign up fi~r the 
September 15 event, please contact Alice Anne Kern at EK Powe(      ~h)frontier.com) 
Alto Gracia lJnion-Made Living Wage Apparel Student Internship. Alta Gracia needs self-drwen students who are fired up about workers’ rights, wel l-connected to the campus community, 
and interested in building their ability to do community organizing and educatinn. Work involves developing educatinnal events, collaborating with community groups, supporting local 
businesses and more, and meeting (virtually and over the phone) and sharing with a network of other student organizers on college campuses Contact R achel Taber at Alto Gracia at 



~h~mail corn, or call 202297.0971 Jk~r more inJk~nnation 
Prngram fnr Student Organizers with SAF: Apply by Sept 9. Student Action with Farmworkers’ Student Organizing School was developed for college-aged youth who have a passion for 
nnprowng farmworker conditions through campus organizing Student Action with Farmworkers envisions a world in which farmworkers earn fair wages, are safe on the job, and have access 
to higher education. Students who are bilingual and/or from farmworker families are encouraged to apply! Organize your peers ~n support of: The Access to Education for All Campaign; ’]’he 
Harvest of Dignity Campaign; or The Reynolds Tobacco Campaign. Organizers will raise awareness about farmworker issues by conducting presentations, writing articles, participating ~n a 
community service projecL fundraising, engaging their peers, and coordinating an event for National FarmworkerAwareness Week. *For more information contact: Nadeen Bir, Adw~cacy 
and Organimng Director, (919) 660 - 3652 nadeen.bir(@duke edu, un~v.saf-unite, org. 

More inJ2~ on these and other events and opportunities at: http://latino.aas duke.edui. 
Also watch lbr posters around campus produced by Latino/a Studies aud Mi Gente in ce|ebration of Hispanic Heritage Month! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Sara H <shsmithl@email.unc.edu~, 

Friday, September 9, 2011 9:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: ttello 

Hi Eunice, 
That would be absolutely perfect! I will be looking forward to it’. 
Sara 

SaraH Smith 
Assistant Professor 
Geography 
University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 8:47 AM 
To: Smith, Sara H 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear Sara, 

Thanks so much f,ar the syllabus. How- about meeting for lunch on Friday the 16th at 1.00pm at Jack Sprat? 

Best wishes and see you soon. 
Eunice 

From: Smith, Sara H 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 10:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear Eunice, 
It is so nice to hear from you. Of course I have heard about you from Altha and others. I’m attaching my syllabus and would love to meet {’or coffee and hear more about your project. I can 
make time most days in the aRernoon. Are there any days in the coming weeks that would work well for you’? I could meet next Thursday afternoon any time before 4pm or Friday before 
2:30, or the following week almost any afternoon 
Sara 

Sara tt Smith 
Assistant Professor 
Geography 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 9:28 AM 

To: Smith, Sara H 

Subject: Hello 

Dear Sara, 

Allow me to introduce myself. I ant Etmice Sahle and a colleague of Jol’m Pickles in Global Studies. I am currently working on a project on geographies of violence focusing on Kenya and 
South Africa and John suggested that your course on ’Territory, violence, and eve13~day life’ might offer sorae interesting readings. I would be vet?~ grateful if your shared the course outline 
and hopeful meet for cof!;ee in the near future. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday, 10:01 AM 

New Message Posted to The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 comment and ques~tion for furtfier reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further ~eflection 

Message Posted On: FrJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Leigh Campoamor <lmc 19@duke.edu~ 

Friday, September 9, 2011 10:25 AM 

Leigh Ca~npomnor <hnc 19@duke.edtr~ 

Huma~ Tralfic: Past and Present - Oct. 13-15 - please circulate! 

lmman tmflfic FINAL horizontal.pdf 

Please circulate ~videly Thanks’. 
Apologies for cross-postings. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Haslam <~phaslam@uottawa.ca> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 10:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

proofs - Intro to International Development 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope all is well with you as I haven’t heard from you for a while. On the work front, I’d just like to remind you that we need the proofs for your chapter ASAP. The manuscript 
has to go off early next week. If you can’t get to it, let me know and I will proof it myself. 

Best, Paul 
Paul Haslam 
Directod Directeur 
School of International Development and Global Studies/~cole de d6veloppement international et mondialisation 

University of Ottawa/Universit6 d’Ottawa 

Pavilion Tabaret Hall, 378 
75 rue Laurier St. E 
Ottawa ON KIN 6N5 
Tel/T61. (613) 562-5800 ext./poste 4169 
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Rep ort Da re: 7/31/2011 

Sahle, Eunice 

Associate Professor Research Fund 

End Date: 6/30/2014 (No add’l fund) 

7/27/20~ 
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Beginning Balance - Carried over from FY2010-2011 60.56 

Partial reimbursement for books) (60.56) 

REMAINING BALANCE 0.00 

Not posted in the system as of 7/31/2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tifthny D <tifthny clarke@unc.edu; 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

Unfoltunately the deans are not available at 11:00 that day. On Tuesday I can do 3:00pm, or anytime bet~veen 4:15-5pm. 

Thursday I can do 9:15am or between 4-5pm 

Thanks, 
Tiff 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 4:31 PM 
To: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: Meeting 
Importance: High 

Dear Tiffany, 

I write to schedule a meeting with the Deans - as indicated in an email today - for Tuesday Sept 13 at 11.00am 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:37 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiafaJn] my schedule 

Dear Colleagues: 

It was good to meet with you this week. My plan is to come to Battle 
Hall (Michael Lambert’s office) on Mondays 3:15 to 6 p.m. and Wedaaesdays 
11 am to 6 p.m. (with time out for my 2-2:50 class and occasional 
cormnittee meetings). During these times, you should feel free to just 
drop in and talk to me about an?- concerns and ideas for the department 
If you wal’~t to be sure that I am there and not in some committee 
meeting elsewhere on campus, send me an email to confirm a time 

Have a good weekend, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Pohtical Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@emaiLunc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ali*iafam&o 29852931 or send a blank emai[ to leave-29852931- 
32361608 e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tilthny D <tilthny~larke@unc.edu-- 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Perfect, al"~d confirmed! 

Thanks, have a great weekend- 
Tiff 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 4:46 PM 
To: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Dear Tiffany, 

How about Tuesday at 4.15pm? 

Many thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2011 4:36 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Dr. Sable, 

Unfortunately the deans are not available at 11:00 that day On Tuesday I can do 3:00pm, or anytime between 4:15-5pm. 

Thursday ! can do 9:15am or between 4-5pro 

Thanks, 
Tiff 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: SahIe, Eunice N 

Sent: Fri&~y, September 09, 2011 4:31 PM 

To: Clarke, Tiffany D 

SubJect: Meeting 

Importance: High 

Dear Tiffany, 

I xvrite to schedule a meeting with the Deans - as indicated in an email today - for Tuesday Sept. 13 at 11.00am. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

SatuMay, 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Monday, Talk by Arturo Escobar, The end of globalization 

I have doubts about it being an appropriate lecture, but we’ll see how 
it come out. It’ll be 
nice to see you if you get to come after class 

tan abrazo, 
arturo 

On 7:38 AM. Sahle, Eunice N }Vl-ote: 
> 

> Hi Corm-ade, 
> 

> Greetings. I am taking John’s graduate seminar on social geography- at 3 30pm-6.00pm in Dey Hall Thus, I can be flae GEC shortly- after for most likely what will be tail end of what I know 
will be a wonderful talk 
> 

> All the best, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: aescubar [aescobar@ad.unc edu] 
> Sent: t;riday,                    11:00 PM 
> Tu: Driscull, Mafl~ W; SaNe, Eunice N; Herman Greene; Har~ Halpin;            ; Juan Obando 
> Subject: Fwd: Munday, : Talk by Arturo Escubar, The end ofglobalizatiun 
> 

> Friends, just in case any ufyou happen tu be in the vicinity and want tu cume to this lecture I’ll be giving this coming Munday... 
> It will be a general lecture, a surt of "report from (my view u~ academic practice" (its taking place within a "Westem/mudern episteme" 
> which is being stretched frum many sides), the rule uf non-dualisms in undermining this hegemuny, and, ifI have 
> time, a bit about design for the plur~verse (very shurt sectiun at the end)... Nut sure how it will come uut, really, but in case people throw tomatoes at me, 
> it wouldn’t be a bad idea tu have some supporters around (I am kidding, there will unduubtedly be critiques, but 
> it will be a cungenia[ space, su du come unIy if really have time.). 
> 

> best, 
> arturu 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject:    Monday, : Talk by Arturu Escobar, The end ufglubalization 
> Date: ~[]au. 14:38:55 40000 
>From: Rielkuhl Muni7. Beatriz S<riefkuhl@email unc.edu><mailtu:rie0x ohl(@emaibunc.edu > 
> To: int~-duncp~as@duke.edu<mai~t~:intl-duncplas(@dukeedu><mt~-duncp~as@dukeedu><mai~to:int~-duncp~as(@dukeedu> 
> 

> 

> ISA Faculty Lecture by Arturo Escobar, 5:30pm, Glubal Educatiun (2enter, UNC, Ruom 4003. Parking available directly beneath the Global Educatiun Center 
> 
> Arturu Escobar, Kenan Distinguished Prufessor uf 2mthropolugy, will speak about The end uf glubalization (as we knew it): An intruductiun to the pluriverse 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <newsletter@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 3:34 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Avoid the~ top 10 common research paper blunders 

research p~$per blunders, 

Top 10 mistakes when writing a research 

paper: Avoid these common research 

paper blunders 

Fall has arrived and that means writing a research paper is in 
season again. Don’t sell yourself short; you’ve got the potential to 
write an awesome research paper worthy of an "A." However, it’s 
easy to make simple mistakes when you’re given such a large 
project. Prevent some very common errors by avoiding these 
research paper writing blunders and it will be smooth sailing this 
semester. 

Letting your deadline slip 
You never mean to do it, but somehow deadlines often creep up out 
of nowhere. For big research papers, try making a timeline in your 
planner. Schedule dates that you’d like to have certain tasks 
completed (such as your outline and first draft) and maintain your 
progress. Research Paper Writing Tips suggests "if you are getting 
3 months for your research paper, then permit the first 10 to 15 days 
for managing your thesis statement, the next 15 days for collecting 
the useful resources to hold up your thesis and the following days 
for your writing and editing process." Making strides ahead of time 
will keep the stress and late-nights to a minimum when the turn-in 
date draws near. 

[] QUESTIA QUIZ 

Most people are familiar with Zeus 
-- the "supreme ruler of Mt 

Olympus." However, before he 

was the king of the gods, Greek 

tribes worshiped him for which of 
the following? 

A. Fire 

B, Music 

~3. Weather 

D. War 

~:, Am~wer !he Quiz 

Read about the next 9 research bkmdePz; here. 

1~ Contirme reading [ Discuss [ Send to a frier~d 

[] QUESTOIDS 

September 3, 1783 - The Treaty of Paris is signed, ending the 
Revolutioaary War. 

September 8, t900 -A category four hurrie;-~ne strikes Galveston, 
TX, resulting in the worst natural disaster in US history. 

September 26, 1960 -The first televised debate between 
presidential candidates Richard M. Nixon and John F. Kennedy 
takes place in Chicago. 

ii.~ Questia featured tools 

~)2011 Questia Media Inc 

~iI c,.:’.r)]~g,.:’, b!~in 9iv,.:’.s yo:J choic¢-s and s~vings 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 5:23 PM 

New Mes~ge Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 17:22:46 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 5:35 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 commem and ques~tion for furt21er reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further ~eflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 17:35:23 EDT 2011 

Dr. Sahle, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 7:55 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 comment and ques~tion for furtfier reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further ~eflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 19:55:27 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 11,2011 9:47 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] UNC in NYT 

http:!!www.nvtimes.com/2011/09/11/business/at-colleges-the-marketers-are-everywhere.html?ref=business -- <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@ema~l.unc.e&~">eunice@email.~mc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a bref "mailto:leave-29861838- 3692316.5edd0fl 2bib 180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29861838- 

3692316.5edd0f12btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a:~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 10:01 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North C~xolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI FA11 > Forums > AFRI 

Author: 

Message Title: *****Correction Lesson 3 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 22:01:22 EDT 2011 

Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > *****Correction Lesson 3 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 11,2011 10:28 PM 

CBC <cbcchair@unc.edu-~ 

CBC - Black Afl~lete Event MONDAY 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf 

Hi Faculty Members. I am writing to assist your help in encouraging your students to also attend Monday’s "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" event. See attached. This 

topic is very timely across the country and in particular, here at UNC. We will begin at 6:30 p.m. In the Stone Center. 

Last week’s Caucus meeting was very important as we discussed the recent developments regarding housekeeping, athletics, the transition facing AFRAM, and the Postdoctoral 

Affairs program. If you have not already done so, PLEASE consider joining the Caucus to provide your leadership and feedback on critical matters on campus. 

The Caucus will visit ("Giving Thanks") the Chancellor’s home on November 28. I think your attendance will be valuable to the fellowship. Please send me an email if you are 

interested in attending as this event is limited to Caucus members. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

".’Z, nowir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



Aspal¢ of the 2011-12 "Money 

Monday, September 12 - 6:30 p.m.- S:00 p.m. 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center (Hitchcock) 

hwited Speakers, 5PONSO~ BY, 

~I~ BI~o~, J ~ - Sports La w attor¢~ e y 

~a ~n - ES~V C~lor A~alys~ Former ACC ~asketball #layer a~d C~ach 

Je~ ~o~ - Former ~A and UNC ~asketball #layer 

Facilitator. ~~ ~~, Fh.~ - Exercise a~d Sport Scie[~ce Departme[~t 

I~or~fion, (919) 843-0336 or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 10:36 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 22:36:07 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 10:58 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI .FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 22:57:39 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 11:11 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI .FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 commem and ques~tion for furt21er reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 23:11:28 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 11:13 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI .FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 commem and ques~tion for furt21er reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 23:12:34 EDT 2011 

Dr. Sahle, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 11:24 PM 

New Message Posited to The University of North C~xolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 comment and ques~tion for furtfier reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 23:23:34 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 11:43 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North C~colina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 comment and ques~tion for furtfier reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 23:42:46 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 11:46 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill by 

Location: AFRI .FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 comment and ques~tion for furtfier reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 23:46:18 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~:no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 11:56 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFR] FA11 > Forums > AFPd Discussion Forums > Lesson 3 > Dr. Sable - Week 3 commem and ques~tion for furt21er reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Week 3 comment and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sun Sep 11 23:55:30 EDT 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ThirdWardTX <info@t hirdwa rdtx.com> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 7:31 AM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Energize Classroom Discussion with ThirdWardTX 

THIRD WARD TX-a d ...... taB! 

art 
i~i and real estate 

Energize Classroom Discussions . 
THIRD WARD TX Educators and film curators on 

THIRD WARD TX: 
a documentary about aA, life and real estate 

Houston, TX- A row of born-again shotgun houses is the 

unlikely home of cutting-edge art and visionary thinking about 

inner-city renewal. ~!:~.i[.£t..~#.!:~..~’.~ introduces artists and 

neighbors of Project Row Houses who are breathing new life 

into their historically black community. 

Third Ward TX has been used te inspire and focus 

discussion in classrooms and at international conferences 

among people concerned with creating equitable, livable and 

stimulating communities. 

Third Ward TX featured at the 2008 Loeb Brunet Forum at 

Harvard Graduate School of Design; Real Communi~" is Rea! 

Art, in Austin, Texas; The 2008 Regional Equity Conference in 

New Orleans; and Art in the Contested City at Pratt h~stitute in 

New York City, among many others. 

Watch the trailer, find out more at 

’Tin teaci~ing graduate students 

a course called Airs & Communi~ 

Development your film helped 

iliuminats ail ~he issues -. and in 

such an engaging way The 

students {oved it and i most 

cel4zainly will use it again.." 

--Tom Borrup, 

Creadve Community Builders 

" ..captivating.. required 

viewi~g for anyone interested in 

rebuilding and creating community 

~i~reugh [he arts." 

-Sally Younr~, Loeb Program, 

Harvard Grade;ate Schooi of Des~r2n 

’ .a great story, toid with charm 

and dexterity, these are issues 

racing every city in America, and 

our country needs more innovative 

ideas like Project Row Ho{ises. A 

first step is for people to see 

Third Ward TX" 

-Mar~ Elijah Rosenberg, 

Rooftop F~/ms 

Activate free 60 day streaming access to the film: 

http:l, thirdwardtx.co m streamofree 

Welcome Home Productions, LLC 
7600 Rockpoint Dr. 

Austin TX 7873:[-14:[6 

This is a commercial message. 



If you would pretbr not to receive further messages ti~m this sender, please 

click on the lbllomng e-mail link aM send a message ruth or mthout 

aJ~y text: 

Click here 

You roll receive one addilionaJ e-mail message confimiing your re~novaJ. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tilti~ny D <tilti~ny clarke@unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 8:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re~hedule meeting with Dem~ ttaxtlyn 

Hi Eunice, 

I just received word from Dean Hartlyn that he would like to meet with you for an hour rather than 30 minutes tomorrow. May I shift your appointment to 

start at 4pm? 

Thanks, 

Tiff 

Tiffany Clarke 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

College of Arts and Sciences 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:100 

919/962-6903 

tclarke@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tifihny D <tifihny~larke@unc.edu-- 

Monday, September 12, 2011 8:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Reschedule meeting ruth Dea~ Hartlyn 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks so much, and see you tomorrow- at 4pm 

Best, 
Tiff" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 8:44 AM 
To: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: RE: Reschedule meeting with Dean Haltlyn 

Dear Tiffany, 

Thanks and that is OK. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 8:40 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutzject: Reschedule meeting with Dean Hartlyn 

Hi Eunice, 

I just received word from Dean Hartlyn that he would like to meet with you for an hour rather than 30 minutes tomorrow. May I shift your appointment to start at 4pro? 

Thanks, 
Tiff 

Tiffany Clarke 
Executive Assistant 
Office of the Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
919/962-6903 
tclarke@email uric edu<mailto :tclarke@email.unc.edu> 



Michal Osterweil, 
Global Studies 

os~terwei@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McKay, Kyle <mckay@unc,edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 10:29 AM 

UNC Sidewalk Sale in the Pit This Week//Call for UNC Authors 

Greetings UNC Faculty & Staf!! 

The Bull’s Head Bookshop in UNC Student Stores is having a big Sidewalk Sale in front of the Student Stores building in the Pit this week on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 

loam to 3:30pm each day. 

Save big on tons of great books and other items. Many Scholarly Titles will be 60% off the publisher’s price! 

The best stuff tends to go quickly so come by Tuesday for the best selection ! Call 962-5060 with questions. 

Call for UNC Authors! 

If you are a faculty, staff member or other employee at UNC and have a book that was recently released or will be released before Dec. 2011, email mckay@unc.edu so that we 

can include your title in our Fall 2011 edition of our U NC Authors newsletter. 

If you have a book that will be released after Dec. 2011, you can still email us so that we can include your book in the Spring 2012 newsletter. 

Sign up for our Bull’s Head listserv to get more updates on sales, events and other news. 

Follow us on twitter and facebook. 

twitter.comibullsheadbooks 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <jess%bliss@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 10:31 AM 

Sakai workshops 

CCO instructors, 
The ITS Sakai team is offering a number of upcoming Sakai workshops, including one the Gradebook, this month and next. Here is the link to register for the 

sessions, which have limited space: 

~:iireg.a bcsignu p.com/viewiview month.aspx?as=52&wp=887&aid=U NC-ITS 

We at the Friday Center are happy to help with your course in Sakai, but we generally have a hands-off policy for the Gradebook, so I encourage you to attend if 

you are on campus and have time. 

Thanks! 

Jessa 

Jessa Bliss 

Communication Specialistl,lnstructional Designer 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962.7974 

jessa@unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 12, 2011 10:47 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

Bilsborrow, Richard E <richard bilsborrow@m~c.edu> 

[asc faculty] Friday talk on Ghana at tbpulation Center 

Codjoe SEPT16 CPCSEMINARSERIES.pdf 

From our colleagnes in the Carolina Population Center: 

Friday, September 16 

Carolina Population Center Friday Seminar Series 

Dr. Samuel Codjoe (Senior Lecturer, Regiondl Institute fort opulation Studies Universily of Ghan& Legon) will present Climate andFoodSystems in the Afram 

Plai~2s of Ghar~a" at noon in Room 405 CPC East. This is in University Square East. 

Dr. Codjoe will ke at the CPC for the week. If you would like to ~neet with him, please contact Jan Hendrickson-Smith, ihsmith(~unc.edu 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africa[~ S~Nid~’s Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[ic~" 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

www.,q~ ebal .unc.eduiaf rJ ca 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 10:47 AM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 546: Links and Resources 

PALMBAZUKA 5,~EWS 545: LINZ4S AND RESOkrRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and plat%rm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2. Zimbabwe update, 3. Women & gender, 4 
Htunan rights, 5 Refugees & forced migration, 6. Social movements, 7. 
Emerging powers news, 8. Africom Watch, 9. Elections & governance, 10. 
Corruption, 11 Development, 12. Health &HIViA1DS, 13. Education, 14 
LGBTI, 15. Enviromnent, 16. Land & land rights, 17 Food Justice, 18 
Media & freedom of expression, 19. Social weKare, 20. Conflict & 
emergencies, 21 Intemet & technology, 22. Fundraising & useful 
resources, 23. Courses, seminars, & workshops, 24. Publications, 25. 
Jobs 

/\/\//\i\iV/\/V\//\/VV/V\A//\Ai\iA/\/V/\/\/ViVVV/\ 

1 Announcements 

FA[tAMU R[iFUGIiE I E(IAL AID NtiWSLf~TTt".R - SEPTt".MBE[~ ISSUE 

The new Fahamu Refugee Legal Aid Newsletter is now available ( 
http ://www.pambazuka. or~/images/articles/546iI,"RLANSept201 lpdf) 
This issue includes breaking news about Australia’s plan to ’swap’ 
asylum seekers with Malaysia; an in-depth article on the issue by Dr 
Savitri Taylor; a trio of pieces about the situation faced by Rwandan 
refugees, including an important statement, which you can sign on to, 
against the planned invocation of the Cessation Clause; a review of 
issues faced by L(IBTI people in Su&m, a little-known topic; case 
notes on rulings about I)adaab camp and UK-Cyprus return; discussion of 
a recent review of asylum in Poland; and a report from visits to 
Syrian refugees in camps in southern Turkey as well as our usual 
announcements of opportunities, requests and relevant new resources 

REQUEST FOR FRENCH ENGLISH ARTICLE TRANSLATION 

Do you have experience translating articles in French into English? 
Would you be able to volunteer to translate an article for us? Please 
drop us a line at editor@pambazuka.org if so. 
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2 Zimbabwe update 

ZIMBABWE: LIBYA COiX~LICT: ZZvlBAB~,~ EI~°EL S ENWOY TAHER ELMAGP~II 

http ://bbc,in/aFoNGB 

Zimbabwe has expelled Libya’s ambassador who abandoned Col Muarrm~ar 
Gaddafi and backed the rebels. Taher Ehnagrahi joined protesters who 
stormed the embassy and raised the pre-Gaddafi flag. Zimbabwe’s 
foreign minister said it did not recognise the rebel National 
Transitional Council. 

ZIE4BABWE: SADC DRAGS FEET ON APPOINTKNG PEPS TO ASSIST JOIVffC 

http :I/bit N/nvkk2 S 

Members of a regionally appointed team that is meant to assist 
Zimbabwe’s unit)’ government with implementation of the Global 
Political Agreement (GPA) have still not been selected, months after 
SADC leaders resolved that the political parties needed help 
Additionally, no timelines for the process have been set 



3 Women & gender 

AFRICA: FEMALE AFRICAN ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

http:i/bit.ly/ofxYMI, 

An Afrographique irffographic depicting the percentage share of J2mnal 
finns that are owned by women in Africa. 

AFRICA: THE 50 WOMEN SHAPING AFRICA 

http ://bit NioUPg6N 

Women are our best hope for the continent, says Zimbabwean writer 
Petina Gappah in her introduction to The Africa Report’s list of the 
50 women shaping Africa. Porgress has been s]ow, but many women are 
showing the art of the possible, inspiring a new generation to take 
control of their destiny 

SOUTf I AF1Z[CA: 19 DAYS OF ACTIVISM FOR PREVENTION: 1-19 N()VEMBER 

http ://bit. 1y/rtXKOxav 

By focusing during 19 day-s on the prevention of diverse types of abuse 
and violence against children and youth, the 19 Days of Activism for 
Prevention campaign aims to continue to bring to light the alarming 
problem, its multifaceted aspects, and the need to generate sufficient 
grass-roots interest and goverm’nent and public suppolt for better 
prevention measures. 

SOLm2H AFRICA: ENERGY OPPORTU2NITIES ON THE CARDS FOR WOMEN 

http :/,,’bit.ly/rfJaTo 

A nmnber of jobs and business opportunities will arise as the South 
African government continues to design implementation prograromes that 
favottr renewable energy and energy efficiency. This information xvas 
made available at a workshop for women organised by the national 
Department of Energy. The aim of the day-long meeting was to help 
women ~xderstand this sector and the potential it holds for them in 
terms of job creation and business vent~es. 

SOUTH AFRICA: HEALTH SECTOR TO STAND AGAINST RAPE 

http://bit N/nRV6ax 

The rape of girls and women remains a major concern in South Aticica, 
and the health care sector needs to be better equipped to collect 
evidence to prove sexual violation to help secure the conviction of 
perpetrators by the courts. The Foundation for Professional 
Development, a project of the South African Medical Association, is 
tlTing to improve how rape survivors are treated. It’s currently 
training health care workers to counsel victims of rape and to collect 
forensic evidence to help survivors build strong legal cases should 
they want the justice system involved. 

ZAMBIA: THE PERSLS OF BEING A ¥~,,~DOW 

http://bit lv/oZRitm 

Brian Moonga repolts for Radio Netherlands Worldwide that ~vidows in 
Zambia are increasingly experiencing theft, alienation and sexual 
exploitation. According to Ruth Mwewa, president of Zambia Widows 
Association, the privatisation of numerous industries over the past 
two decades, which resulted in the liquidation of over 2,000 
companies, saw man?’ families become destitute and desperate 
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4 tIuman rights 

ANGOLAN: GROUPS r)EMAND RE] EASE OF ANC<)LAN PR~)rIESTORS 

http://bit ly/qJc~Sd 

A number of human rights organisations have condemned the arbitrary 

use of agression towards and detention ol; youths who were involved in 

the demonstrations at Independence Square in Luanda on September 3 

as well j oumalists who xvere covering the event. 

ETHIOPIA: ETHIOPIA EXPELS .¢x’~,JESTY GROL~P, JAILS OPPOSITION PARTY LEADERS 

http :/,,’bit. 1g/nblCKu 

Ethiopia has expelled a delegation of international rights group, the 
Amnesty International, and detained two opposition party leaders. 
Amnesty said its delegation was on an official visit to the Hem of 
Africa country. The opposition leaders xvere arrested on the back of 
individual meeting with the expelled delegation, a statement issued by 
Amnes%" said. ’We are extremely concerned that the arrests of the two 
men occurred within day-s of talking with our delegates. Although the 
government denies it, we are worried that their arrests are not a 
coincidence,’ said Michelle Kagari, depu%" programmes director for 
Africa. 

ETHIOPL~: USING AID AS A YVEAPON OF OPPRESSION 

http://bit.ly/p5AeOq 

Containing video documentation, this report reveals that a j oint 
undercover investigation by BBC Ne}vsnight and the Bureau of 
Investigative Journalism has uncovered evidence that the Ethiopian 
government is using development aid as a tool for political 
oppression. Posing as tourists, the team of journalists travelled to 
the southern region of Ethiopia. 

GLOBAL: ATFICA IS ALL OF US 

http :/,,’bit ly/n2eUlv 

September 9-13 mark the 40th anniversary of the Attica Rebellion. This 
massive prison takeover by hundreds of inmates and the callous 
repression and murders by the state of Ne}v York are part of a unique 
moment in US history. The legacy of Attica and the fight fbr human 
rights is carried on in the prisons of Georgia, Ohio, Califbrnia and 
wherever people are caged fbr years on end. 

GLOBAL: NEWS ABOIZ[’ trite (i UANT±~.NAMO PUBLIC R,ffiMORY PROJECT 

http://bit.ly/qsyr0W 

As of September 1, the Guantfinamo Public Memory Project will be 
coordinated from the Institute for the Study of Human Rights at 
Columbia Universi~, steered by a ]eadership committee of partners 
including the ]mernational Coalition of Sites of Conscience. 

MALAWI: GROUP SEEKS ACCESS TO INFORMATION TO MONITOR ?,/lINING ACTIVITIES 

http ://bit ly/r4uor5 

The Karonga Natural Resources Justice Committee (KANR JC) has 
petitioned the goverr~nent of Malawi for access to iNk~rmation that 
would allow them to monitor effectively m~ning activities to ensure 
compliance of labour standards and respect of people’s rights. 

SOUTH .¢5"RICA: HL~vIAN RIGHTS CONDITIONS IN" SOUTH AFRICA’S FRUIT AND WINE 
INDUSTRIES 

http:/ibit.l¥/nR914g 

A Human Rights Watch report docmnents conditions in South Africa’s 
fruit and wine industries that include on-site housing that is mffit 



for living, exposure to pesticides without proper safety equipment, 
lack of access to toilets or drinking water while working, and eflf~rts 
to block workers l?om forming unions. While the Western Cape’s fruit 
an d win e industries c ontri bute billions of rand to th e c ountry’ s 
economy, support tourism, and are enjoyed by consumers around the 
world, their farmwo~kers earn among the lowest wages in South Afi-ica. 
The report also describes insecure tenure rights and threats of 
evictmn for longtime residents on farms. 
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5 Refugees & forced migration 

AFRICA: STUDY FINDS TEA(-’HERS FACE B.C~RR~RS IN REFUGEE COMMLIN’ITIBS 

http://bit.l¥/tffgDNcN 

The Corrm~onwealth Secretariat will present a paper on the role and 
status of forced migrant teachers in emergencies at the IjT,~ Forum for 
International Education and Training International Conference on 
Education and Development at Oxford University on 13 September 2011. 

COTE D’Fv’OIRE: SHORLNG UP BORDER SECURITY 

http:i/bit, ly/ql viN~E i 

With fear still rife among the Ivoirian refugees remaining in eastern 
Liberia, NGO the Nolavegian Refugee Council (N-RC), which is managing 
refugee camps in Grand Gedeh County, is ;vorking to ensure refugee 
camps are apolitical and weapon-free 

LIBYA: ONGOING AND REiN~E\\~Z) CONCERNS FOR DETAIN~ED V/IGRAix,~S 

http://bit.lv/qYACC ,v 

Human Rights Watch reports that black Libyans and African migrants are 
being held on suspicion of having fought as mercenaries for Gaddafi, 
by the de facto authorities, the National Transitional Council (B,’TC), 
solely on account of their skin colour. The migrants are being held in 
ad hoc places of detention across Tripoli, and it remains unclear how 
or if the NTC plans to review each case to determine whether there is 
evidence of criminal activity- or not 

SOMALILAND: GOVERNZvlENT TO EX~EL ALL ILLEGAL DdiVlIGRAN’I’S 

http ://bit lwnLU6rs 

The Government of Somaliland announced that it will expel about 
100,000 illegal immigrants from the country. The government set one 
month J2~r illegal immigrants to leave Somaliland, or face punishment, 
warning Somalilanders found hiding illegal imamgrants will also be 
subject to punishment. The Government plans to repatriate about 80,000 

90,000 illegal immigrants mainly Ethiopians in one month 

SOUTIt AFRICA: LACK OF I)ATA ON M[GR~%N’]TS ’II~%MPERS PLANNING’ 

http://b~t.ly/mVdEY3 

Local authorities in South Africa are unable to consider the full 
effect of population migration trends in their budgeting and plarming, 
leading to inadequate serwce provision, poor social cohesion and 
economic marginalisation, the South African Local Government 
Association (Salga) warned 

UGANDA: ’SHOOT US ALL DO~\qxr - THE LAKANG AND APAA LAiNTD CONFLICT IN 

AMURU DISTRICT 

http://bit.ly/q zaTk3 

The Refugee Law Project, under its video advocacy progran~’ne, has 
produced documentaries to show the xvork being done at RLP, as well as 
highlight the plight of forced migrants in Uganda. Research looked 



into the nature and @namics of land o~vnership, land access, and land 
use as well as how political perceptions and considerations factored 
as important elements in the land conflicts and how the question of 
investment played out in the context of ongoing conflicts associated 
with land in Amuru district. 
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6 Social moveruents 

ANGOLA: DEMOCP~CY PROTESTERS ARRESTED 

http :/,,’bit. 1yiqBttLe4 

At least 24 people were arrested for trying to stage a rally calling 
for more democracy and the resignation of Angolan President Jos6 
Eduardo dos Santos. The rally, organized in Luanda by- a youth 
movement, gathered about 200 at Independence Square, in Luanda when 
the police stepped in and ruade the arrests. Protesters, journalists 
and several police officers were injured. 

NIGERIA: JUSTICE IN NIGERL~ NOW: GB.~,A_MATU WOMEN DISRLrPT CHEVRON OPERATIONS 

httc~://bit.lvipxSoVf 

Hundreds of placard-carrying woruen, froru about 10 Gbaramatu 
communities in Wal~ci South-West Local Govermnent Area of Delta State, 
laid siege to the project site of Chevron N~geria Limited at Chanomi 
Creek and disrupted the laying of pipelines for the multi-billon 
dollars Escravos Gas to Liquid project. 
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7 Emerging powers news 

LATEST FK)ITION: EMERGIik-G POWERS NEWS ROUNDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 

comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 

China, India and other emerging powers. 

http : h’www, pambazuka, org/en/categorv /emplav ersnews/ 76170 
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8 Ali’icom Watch 

AFRICA: SQUADRON ESTABLISt]I{D ~[Y) TRAIN AIR FORCES IN Ab~R [CA 

http://1 .usa.gov/q9bZJc 

A squadron o:[’airmen with key skill sets, including air traffic 
control and civil engineering, is preparing for a mission to train mr 
forces in Africa to deliver supplies and large numbers of troops into 
conflict zones. The New Jersey-based 818th Mobility Support Advisory 
Squadron was established in April and is expected to become 
operational later this year ~n support of US. Africa Command, 
according to Air Force officials. 

SOMALIA: OBAMA WIDENING WAR IN SOM~kI.IA 

http://bit. N/q be0mB 

Led by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) the U.S. is stepping up 
its war in Somalia, The Nation magazine reports. ’The CIA presence in 
(the capital) Mogadishu is part of Washington’s intensifying 
counter-terrorism focus on Somalia, which includes targeted strikes by 
US Special Operations forces, drone attacks and expanded st~¢eillance 
operations,’ writes Jeremy Scahill, the raagazine’s national security 
correspondent. 
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9 Elections & ~overnance 

.%wRICA: .%wRICA NEEDS ITS JUDICIARY TO LrNDERPIN SOCIAL PROGRESS 

htw://bit.lv/~DziPf 

South Africa is one of Africa’s most liberal outposts, ~vhile Kenya has 
a reputation for consel~’atism. But no society is static, least of all 
in Africa. And the recent appointment processes around new chief 
justices in these two regional powerhouses deraonstrates just how 
important and potentially vulnerable the democratic rule of law 
is, in places that have long histories of human rights abuse, and 
where inevitable social change threatens age-old customs. An opinion 
piece by Mark Gevisser for The Guardian. 

KENYA: HISTORY MADE AS PARLIAMENT PASSES 15 BILL S 

http:llbit.ly/qpK05v 

The Kenyan Parliament has made history by passing 15 Bills that 
required to be enacted by August 27 in a record four days. The Bills 
include the Elections Bill, the National Gender and Equality Bill, the 
Kenya National Rights Htunan Con~mission Bill, the Political Parties 
Bill, the National Police Service Bill, the Ethics and Anti-Corruption 
Cormnission Bill and the Commission on Administration of Justice Bill. 

LIBERIA: RE~P.ENDLriVI HUR_DLE - NEC WAik~2S LAYV~vL4I.~RS TO RESOLVE ABSOLUTE 
MAJORITY ISSUE 

http:i/bit.N/nSEDKh 

The National Elections Cotmnission on Tuesday September 6, 2011, met 
with lawmakers, asking them to consider a way out of a possib]e 
constitutional crisis likely to result from the ensuing legislative 
and presidential Elections The NEC de]egation, headed by Chairman 
James Fromayan, wants the legislators to fashion a way to save the 
commission the unreasonable costs of rerunning the legislative 
elections pursuant to an absolute ma.jor~ty reqmrement to win 

LIBERIA: [~{t~’fiRENT)UM PLAGUED BY tJ[GH NUMBER OF INVALID VOrfES 

http:i/bit.ly/pVYuRc 

This report from Christian Media Cross finds that the chairman of 
Liberia’s National Elections Commission is expressing concern about 
the large number of invalid votes in the constitutional referendum. 
Elections chief James Fromayan says some voters marked both ’Yes’ and 
’N0’ as if it were done deliberately. 

MALAYVI: GOVEP~IENT BECOMES A ONE-2vL4N SHOW 

http://bit.ly/t~hnl~xA 

Malawi’s president has been running the country’s 22 rainistries on his 
own after firing his entire cabinet. But political and economic 
analysts say that his delay in appointing a new cabinet is detriraental 
to the country’s development. Some analysts say government has come to 
a standstill because of this, while others say the situation sho~vs 
that the president has lost control. 

SOUTH AFRICA: ACTIVISTS CRITICISE ZU2~£4’ S CHIEF JUSTICE PICK 

htto:/ibit.lvioMIanp 

Several leading human rights activists are urging South African 
President Jacob Zuma to reconsider his plan to appoint a controversial 
pastor to lead the country’s judicial system. Three women Nobel 
laureates say that Zuma’s selection, Mogoeng Mogoeng, would weaken 
women’s rights if appointed as chief justice of the Constitutional 
Court. 



SOUTH AFRICA: ANC YOUTH LEADER SUPPORTERS CLASH V’,rITH POLICE 

http ://aie.me/pElqrk 

South African police fired rubber bullets and tear gas to disperse 
supporters of the leader of the youth wing of the governing African 
National Congress (ANC) in Johannesburg. Julius Malema was due to face 
a disciplinaQz hearing when hundreds of his supporters started to 
throw stones and bottles at police. 

SOL~H AFRICA: LIBYA POLICY REFLECTS PAST LOYALTIBS 

http ://bit N/rmROwcC 

While Libya’s neighbours rush to recognise rebels ~vho ousted Muarmnar 
Gaddafi, regional powerhouse South Africa is blocking the release of 
Tripoli’s frozen millions to them. The policy reflects Pretoria’s 
strong ties to Libya’s former strongman that date back to the 
anti-Apartheid struggle, and frustration that Western intervention, 
not African mediation under the African Union, has again proven 
decisive on the continent. 

SOUTtI AFRICA: TtIE WAGE SUBSIDY POLICY I)fiAD] ,OCK AND YOUTH UNEMPLO YMENT CRISIS 

http :i/bit l ,v/oem’(A f 

South Africa’s official opposition party the Democratic Alliance (DA) 
has launched a website developed to track the opportunity cost of not 
implementing the youth wage subsidy policy announced by President 
Jacob Zuma in his Februau 2010 State of the Nation Address. Nobo@ 
disputes that South Africa has a crisis of youth unemployment. ~Ilqe 
rate of joblessness in the country is amongst the highest in the 
world, and 71% of the unemployed are under the age of 34. 

SOUTH SUDAN: PROEESSOR LAKe TONGUN ON INDEPENDENCE 

http://bit.l¥/nsCSRt 

Africa Today spoke with Professor Lake Tongun on the independence of 
the Republic of South Sudan. Professor Tongun was in attendance during 
the celebrations in Juba, South Sudan on July- 11,2011. 

THE GAMBIA: CLIMATE OF FEAR AHEAD OF PRESIDENTIAL POLL 

http ://bit.l¥/ogzyKm 

Human rights advocates watching Oambia are worried that abuses against 
perceived dissenters xvill rise as the November presidential election 
nears, killing any chance of a free and fair poll. Alrea@ the 
official campaign period - the only time opposition parties are given 
access to the media and allowed to actively campaign - has been shrunk 
to 11 days from four weeks, sparking concern among political leaders. 
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10 Corruption 

ETHIOPIA: ~VIKILEAKS EXPOSES LrN ERITRE.&N SANCTION LIBS 

http ://bit 1¥/oOr5 sS 

Thomas C. Mountain, writing on counterpunch.org, reports that the 
recently released, and long awaited, Wikileaks Files on Ethiopia 
expose the lies used to justil}’ L~N ’inSecurity’ Council Sanctions in 
force against Eritrea. 

GLOBAL: JAIMAICA’S ’DUDUS’ COKE: U.S GOVERNMENT’S STATEMENT LEADING TO 
THE GUILTY PLEA 

http://bit lv/n0GB5E 



Jamaica’s druglord Christopher ’Dudus’ Coke, former strongman in the 
Prime Minister’s political constituency, has pleaded gulity to charges 
of two counts of racketeering conspiracy and conspiracy to commit 
assault with a dangerous weapon in aid of racketeering respectively, 
laid against him in the United States, and is awaiting sentenmng 

KENYA: ANTI-GRAFT BOSS GIVENWF.EK TO LEAVE O[q:[CE 

http://bit ly/ntCihn 

Kenya’s anti-corruption chie:[" and his deputies have been given seven 
days to leave office a:[’ter lawmakers adopted legislation establishing 
a revamped anti-graft watchdog enshrined under the new constitution. 

LIB YA: REBELS PROBE STATE [~L’ND CORRUPTION 

http://on.ft.con~,r6W5be 

A report in the FT states that Libya’s rebels are examimng possible 
corruption at the country’s $65 billion sovereign wealth :[’und and its 
links to the family of Colonel Muan-aner Gaddafi, according the man in 
charge of the investigation. Mahmoud Badi, a :[’ormer technocrat with 
the Gaddafi regime, has been appointed by the National Transitional 
Co~cil to track Libya’s foreign assets, including those held by the 
Libyan Investlnent Authorib’. 

_NIGERIA: ANTI-GRAFT AGENCY FA~LS TO DELIVER 

http:iibitlv/pzwB4e 

Nigeria’s anti-graft agency, set up in 2002, was supposed to crack 
down on corruption in Africa’s most populous nation but it has failed 
to deliver, Human Rights Watch said. 

NIGERIA: CI\qL SOCIETY SCORES PRESIDENT LOW 

httl~ :i,~mt. lv/r ~B V5 Y 

A civil socie)- organisation in Nigeria has described the performance 
of the government trader President Goodluck Jonathan as inept. The 
Coalition against Corrupt leaders, a civil society monitoring the 
performances of government officials says the first 100 days of 
Jonathan’s administration falls short of average expectation. 

NIGERIA: HRW REPORT: ’CORRLrPTION ON 2DIAL?’ 

The record of Nigeria’s Economic and Financial Crimes Con~mission 

http ://on.cfr org/’r 8PZu7 

In Human Rights Watch’s newest report, ’Corruption on Trial? The 
Record of Nigeria’s Economic and Financial Crimes Commission,’ this 
highly credible NGO takes a break from its more usual investigations 
into conflict and violence to assess the successes and failures of 
Nigeria’s Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) the agency 
tasked to investigate and prosecute financial crimes ranging from 
advanced fee fraud, more commonly known as ’419’ scams, to money 
latmdering to government corruption. 

SOMA[.IA: CORRUPTION, THE WAR ON" rIIiRR£)R HINDERING FOOD AID TO SO1227~ JERN SOMALIA 

http://bitly/r2dziM 

An iWatch News report :finds that as the :[’amine in southern Somalia 
worsens, aid experts :[’ear that corruption and the politics of 
terrorism are crimping the flow of humanitarian relic[’ to areas where 
starvation ~s worst Abundant U.S aid targeted Jk~r the Horn of Africa 
cannot directly reach starving people in southern Somalia because it’s 
blocked by A1-Shabaab, an Al-Qaeda-aligned Islamist group labeled a 
terrorist organization by the US State Department 
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11 Development 

Ab~ICA: MICR~)FINANCE: WItAT ROLE IN AFRICA’S DEVELOPMENT? 

http :,’,’bit. l’v/oXSckic 

There is continuing debate about the irrlpact of microfinance on poverty 
reduction. In this analysis for Africa Renexval, David Mehdi Haman and 
Oliver Schwank argue that xvhile microfinance cannot transfolTU African 
economies, the scherne is necessary to help advance the continent’s 
development goals. 

AFRICA: PATHWAYS TO PROGRESS 

Status of water and sanitation in Africa 

http ://bit. l¥/pMtU85 

The African Ministers Council on Water (AMCOW) commissioned the 
production of a second ro~xd of Conntly Status Overviews (CSOs) on 
water supply and sanitation, to shed light on the factors that 
underpin progress in the sector. The World Bank, Water and Sanitation 
Program (WSP), and the African Development Baak implenrented this task 
in close partnership with UNICEF, WHO, and the governnrents of 32 
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

AFRICA: SMALL SEED PACKETS COULD PLAY BIG ROLE IN" AFRICA’S BATTLE 
AGAINST DROUGHT 

http://bit. 1,wp5 gMZ, N 

If more small farmers m Africa’s drought-prone regions gre~v improved 
varieties of dryland crops, their commnnities would be better prepared 
for prolonged dry spells and scarce rain, reports The Guardian. 

AFRICA: ;VATER AND SAiX2TATION ACCESS LIES IN- COMPLETIN’G TRANSITION TO 
COUNTRY-LED SERVICE DFLB,’ERY 

http://bit.lv/pooCnL 

According to a new report released by the Water and Sanitation Program 
(WSP) at the World Bank, Alicican countries that transition to taking a 
leadership role in safe ~vater and sanitation selwice delivery to the 
millions of people without access have an m~precedented opportunity to 
drastically reduce these numbers by 2015 

AFRK;A: WIlY At,IZ[CA IS LEAVING EUROPE BEtIIND 

http://on.ft.com/nAosUs 

In an opinion piece in the FT, William Wallis asserts that Africans 
are relishing something of a reversal in roles The former colonial 
powers in Europe are wrestling with debt crises, austerity budgets, 
rising unemployment and social turmoil By contrast much of 
sub-Saharan Africa can point to robust growth, better balanced books 
and rising capital inflows There is an opportunity in this novel 
scenario:for Africa to assert itself on the global stage, and [’or 
European countries to take advantage of their historic footprint in 
Africa by stimulating commercial expansion to their south But it is 
far from clear either side will grasp it. 

A}:RRICA: S’IREN(YfI IENING PUBLIC WATER IN A[~ICA 

http://bit.l’c/oTZibt 

While both Nottt>South partnerships and South-South Partnerships have 
strengths and limitations, linking these in netxvorked models is an 
effective way to mobilise expertise and furlding and achieve success. 
Such a networked partnership, involving six public water operators 
from Europe and two front Africa, was developed to improve access to 
water in Mauritania. The partnership rests on a solid basis of shared 



public service principles A crucial factor in the parmership is the 
contribution of the Moroccan state water company ONEP, one of Afiqca’s 
best performing public water operators. 

KENYA: K]E]x,’~*~% LOSES OUT AS FOREIGN INVESTORS ttEAD TO UGANDA 

http://bit.l¥/q3Wa3H 

Kenya is losing its grip in the battle for foreign direct investraents 
(FDI) to Uganda and Tanzania as heightened political tensions and 
restrictions on foreign ownership in some sectors turn axvay 
multinationals. The FDI imqows to Kenya dipped from Sh67.8 billion in 
2007 to Shl 3.1 billion in 2009 and Shl 2.4 billion last year, according 
to the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD). Last year, 
Uganda’s FDI imqows jumped to Sh78.8 billion from Sh75.9 million 
while Tanzania’s increased from Sh60 billion to Sh65.1 billion making 
the twin countries the key beneficiaries of the region’s corrm~on 
market. 

MOZA~MBIQUE: LNrDUSTRL~L POLICY IN" NIOZ.Cx’vIBIQI~E 

http ://bit.lviqaztPi 

MaW scholars ackmowledge that industrial policy can work well in 
cotmtries with strong merit-based public services and political checks 
and balances. However, there are ver~" few erapirical studies available 
that analyse industrial policies in low and lower-middle income 
countries. This stud,v by Deutsches Institut far Entwickhmgspolitik 
intends to help fill this gap by assessing the quali~z of industrial 
policies and industrial policy making in Mozambique 
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Health & HIV/AIDS 

AFRICA: AIDS BREAKTHROUGH HIGH HOPES HIT TIGHT BU~bGETS 

http ://bit. l¥/nidBXA 

After 30 years and over 20 million deaths in Africa alone, US 
researchers report that early treatment of people infected with the 
human irmnunodeficiency vires (HIV) that leads to AIDS cuts 
transmission of the disease by over 96 per cent. Announced by the US 
National Institutes of Health on 12 May after a six-year, nine-countr,v 
clinical trial that cost $73 million, the discovery that 
anti-retroviral drugs (ARVs) can make people living with HIV far less 
infectious means that humani~z finally has the tools to reverse the 
epidemic 

AFRICA: HIV AND AIDS AN’[) OLDER PEOPLE IN AFRICA 

http://bit ly/pPzRTo 

ttIV affects older people in two main ways. Large numbers o:[" older 
people are themselves hying with tHV Many are also taking on vital 
caring responsibilities for loved ones living with HIV and the 
children orphaned by AIDS. This briefing is aimed at the European 
Uninn (EU) and member states It sets out the need to strengthen the 
response to HIV in Africa by providing interventions on the basis of 
genuine need rather than age 

A[~ICA: HIV AND TIlE N[£GI.ECT OF OLDER ~k!VRK;AN ~k!)ULTS 

http://bit ly/mP6931 

While the :focus of ttIV and AIDS interventions has ahvays been on the 
20-40-year-olds most likely to be imfected, African democracy 
institute Idasa warns that health workers and social platmers have 
neglected to take into account the elderly- who have contracted the 
virus and their numbers are groxving. 

AFRICA: THE MALARIA MOSQLFITO IS DIS.CS°PEARING BL’I’ IT IS NOT JUST GOOD NEWS 



http ://bit.ly/oVwLsb 

An article in Health Ncw’s ’Health Canal’ describes the disappearance 
of mosquitoes calTying malaria in areas of sub-Saharan Afiica. The 
article explains why there may still be cause for concern in the 
malaria fight. 

KENYA: SOUTH .%~RICAN RESE.QRCH COUNCIL TO HELP KENYA ON NANO -TECHNOLOGY 

http:iibit.ly/rff’mdG3 

South Africa’s Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) 
announced that it is to collaborate ~vith researchers in Kewa to 
develop a nano-medicine technology aimed to revolutionise treatment of 
con~municable diseases The aim of the technology is to improve on the 
efficiency of the existing dlqags used in the treatment of diseases 
like HIV/AIDS, TB and malaria. 
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Education 

AFRICA: RHODES UNIVERSITY ’THINT~ING AFRICA: LIBERATION, RACE AND 
HIGHER EDUCATION’ SUPPLEMEix,~2 

http ://bit.NirgFJDT 

’Thinking Africa: Liberation, Race and Higher Education’ supplement 
was published by South Africa’s Mail and Guardian ne~vspaper (26 August 
2011) and contains reflection pieces from Rhodes University’s 
’Thinking Africa: Fanon 50 years later’ (6-9 July 2011) colloquium as 
well as the ’Race in Higher Education Roundtable’ (11-13 July 2011) 
organised under the auspices of the university’s Centre for Higher 
Education Research, Teaching and Learning. 

ERITREA: EXPANSION OF SCI{OOLS IN RUP,~XL AREAS SIIOWS SIGNIFICANT GROVvff[II 

http:i/bit, ly/n4ckSL 

The expansion of schools in the rural areas has shown significant 
growth, according to the Ministry of Education Reports indicated that 
the number of schools ranging from elementary to secondary level rose 
from about 750 in 1996/7 tn 1,681 in 2010/2011, of which 1,176 are in 
the rural areas. 

GHANA: BL L’NrD URGE GOVERNiVff~;NT TO SUPPOR;]7 EDUCATION OF DISABLED 

http :/,’bit l¥iqTTq cM 

’]7he Executive D~rector of the Ghana Blind Union (GBU), Dr. Peter Obeng 
Asamoah, has appealed to the government to channel more resources into 
the education of persons with disabilib" in the country, especially 
the blind. He stressed that if the counttT was serious about getting 
rid of blind beggars from the streets of the cities, then a conscious 
effort must be made to provide them with the requisite education. 

GLOBAL: 8 SEPTEMBER. INTER_NATION.C~L LITERACY DAY: 793 M]LLION ADULTS 
CAN iN-EITHER READ NOR VVD.ITE 

http:i/bit. I~/nZAJEv 

This year’s International Literacy Day-, celebrated world-wide on 8 
September, will focus on the link between literacy- and peace. During a 
ceremony in New Delhi, India, LrNESCO will award the international 
Confucius and King Scjong literacy prizes to projects in Burundi, 
Mexico, the Denmcratic Republic of the Congo, and the United States of 
America. South and West Asia account for more than half (51,8%) the 
world’s adult illiterate population, ahead of sub-Saharan Africa 

(21,4%), East Asia and the Pacific (12,8%), the Arab States (7,6%), 
Latin Arnerica and the Caribbean (4,6%), North America, Europe and 
Central Asia (2%). 



14LGBTI 

C.anMERI)ON: ALLEGED HOMOSEXUAL S DENIED BAIL 

http://bit. 1,v/olsELz 

Two men who are currently being tried for alleged homosexuality in 
Yaounde were recently denied bail. Police said the men - aged 19 and 
20 - were caught having oral sex in a car after visiting a nightclub 
in the capital, Yaounde. Their bail application was refused and they 
are to remain in custody at the Kondengui maximun~ security prison in 
Yaotmde until the case is over. 

KENYA: LGBTI KENYANS SPEAK OF VIOLENCE AGAINST THEM FOR BEING ’DIFFERENt2’ 

http:i/bit.ly/qCSiK3 

Even as Kenyan LGBTI activists :fight for legal recognition they are 
confronted by the spectre o:[’violence against cowanunlty members based 
upon their sexual orientation Many members of the LGBTI community 
have faced violence in the course of their lives and as a result are 
psychological]y affected by this. Behind the Mask’s Melissa Wainaina 
intepdewed two LGF~TI in&viduals about such vio]ence and the effect 

it had on them 

KENYA: QUEfiR CIN~I{MA COMES TO KENYA 

The Inaugural OUT Film Festival *viii be the first public showing of 
cinema that reflects the 1Re of sexual minorities. The film festival 
wants to make known a community that Kenyan socieb" deems to be 
secret. The festival aims to entertain, educate and celebrate There 
will be a varie~ of :films and doc umentaries from within and outside 
the continent that will alter the way you look at the way the Queer 
cowanunl~ lives and loves. 

NIGERLa.: AFRICAN LESBIANS LAL ~-NCH WEST AFRICAN LGBT HL ~IAN RIGHTS 
DEFENDERS PROJECT 

http :/,,’bit.N/p611 aa 

Friday August 26, 2011 saw the Coalition of African Lesbians, CAL, 
launch its LGBT Hun~an Rights Defenders, HRD project in Lagos, Nigeria. 
Participants in the HRD xvorkshop, which was held in collaboration with 
The Initiative for Equal Rights, TIER, a Nigerian-based LGBT human 
rights organization, attended the launch alongside some members of the 
Lagos LGBT corrm~unit’y. 
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Environment 

AFRICA: CHINA CONSL~IERISM LATEST THREAT TO AFRICA’S ELEPHAiN~FS 

http ://reut.rs/n4BaON 

China’s fast-growing consumerism and lax policing of ivor.v laws are 
the latest threats to wild elephant populations, said an author of a 
recent report on endangered species. Esmond iVlartin and Lucy Vigne, 
authors of the report that was presented at a meeting of the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) in 
Geneva in mid-August, visited ivor?- calwing factories and stores in 
southern China in January 

AFRICA: CLE’~iATE CHANGE & AFRICA 

A look at policy formulation 

http://bit.ly/nDrgbe 

Research on futurechallenges.org, including an African climate 
vulnerability map via http://www.grida.no, finds that floods, 



droughts, desertification, coastal storms and famine are just a few of 
the impacts of climate change in Africa Climate change is endangering 
the lives and hvelihoods of millions of Africans and also hindering 
the continent’s economic growth and social progress 

A[~’RICA: ECONO]Vf[C COST OF CLII’,/IAr,[E Ct I~N(IE IN A[~’RICA 

http:/ibit.lyiqckhcs 

A report by Climate Exchange Network for Africa includes five 
chapters, which cover: the impacts of climate change in Africa; 
options for adapting to climate changes; an assessment of the economic 
costs of climate change and adaptation; mitigation scenarios; and 
policy recommendations. 

GLOBAL: ETC GROL~2 CALLS ON UK GOVERNMENT TO HALT GEOENGINEERLNG EXPERIMEix~ 

http :i/bit. lv/oiZ cxvE 

In response to reports that British scientists are about to test the 
hardware needed to put sulphur particles in the stratosphere as a 
climate tectmofix, international technology" xvatchdog ETC Group is 
calling on the L~-2 government to halt the controversial test and 
respect UN processes underxvay to discuss these issues. 

GLOBAL: FACING UP TO THE GLOBAL WATER CRISIS 

http :/,,’bit l¥/nYVgie2 

With rising population growth and changes in the earth’s climate 
putting stress on the consumable 1% of the planet’s water, the global 
water crisis risks becoming a source of cross-border conflict 
Sub-Saharan Africa is especially w~lnerable given its chy climate, 
which is exacerbated by underdevelopment and mismanagement of water 
resotu-ces In 2000, countries in Africa and in other regions set 
targets to halve by 2015 the number of people without access to these 
basic services. Some of them may meet these targets. 

KENYA: A MODEL FOR CLEAN ENERGY INN()VATION IN" AFRICA 

http ://bit.N/qxHOXU 

inf;aDev’s Climate Technology Program published an article in The 
Aficica Energy Yearbook 2011, co-written with the Kenyan government and 
private partners The publication discusses the Climate Innovation 
Center (CIC) in Kenya and how it will support the government’s 
objectives in the Greening Kenya Initiative. 

KENYA: UNIQUE BIOI,"UEL WARMS ITS WAY TO KITCItEN AS SEARCH FOR GREEN 
E NER(I Y ttOTS UP 

http ://bit ly/p5 qtt9F 

A solar cooker manufactured by Consumer’s Choice that uses bio-ethanol 
gel and cuts down on harm[’ul indoor emissions has sold over 2,000 
units and is looking to upscale its production by creating 
partnerships with UN agencies and other non-governmental 
organisations. Consumer’s Choice is currently partnering with the 
United Nations High Commission for Refugees, UNItCR in a pilot prolect 
at the Kakuma refugee camp in Kenya Under the programme, 70 families 
have been supplied with the stove and a daily one litre ration o:[" 
bio-ethanol gel. 

UGANDA: SAVE MAB[RA NATUR~XL FOREST CAMPAIGN 

http://bit.lyipHHXOE 

NAPE and other members of Save Mabira Crusade, in collaboration with 
other citizens of Uganda and Friends of the Earth International (FoEI) 
have submitted a petition opposing the proposed giveaway of Mabira and 
other forest resel~’es in Uganda. Save Mabira Crusade is a network of 
indMduals, NGOs, cMc leaders, religious, cultural and academic 
institutions, political organisations and local comm~xities that have 



come together to save one of Uganda’s most valuable rainforests. 

ZAMBIA: INNOVATIVE PR~)(IRAX4N~ SAVES V~ELI)L[t:[~, PRO’IZ~;CTS FORI~STS, AND 

FIGHTS POVZ~;RTY IN AFRICA 

http://bit.ly/r3cJpg 

A new stu@ in the Proceedings of the National Academy- of Sciences 
(PNAS) examines how the Community Markets for Conservation (COMACO) 
progranm~e has succeeded in stabilising wildlife while improving 
agriculture in the Luangwa Valley. The ten-year-old initiative, run by 
the Wildlife Conservation Socie _ty (WCS), is even close to becoming 
financially self-sufficient. 
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16 Land & land lights 

AFRICA: DEMAND FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY COULD DRI\~ _MORE LAND GRABS 

http:iibit, lv/~4Nf75 

Rising demand for the dominant form of renewable energy_ worldwide 
wood could drive yet more acquisitions of land in developing 
cour~tries where food insecurit’y is rising and land rights are weak, 
say researchers at the International Institute for Environruent and 
Development. In a briefing paper published August 30, they- warn that 
this new trend needs greater public scrutiny and debate. 

GLOBAL: INDIA’S ROLE IN THE NEW GLOBAL FARMLAND GRAB 

http://bit,lyloCUB14 

This new report by Economics Research Foundation and GRAIN provides a 
detailed examination of the role of the Indian govermnent and Indian 
companies engaged in overseas agricultural land acquisitions in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

SOL’FH AFRICA: LAND REFORM GREEN PAPER RELEASED 

http://bit lv/oCimCz 

The discussion paper on the ’emotive’ land reform issue is now out, 
and the Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform, Gugile XTkwinti, 
is set to table it in Parliament. Releasing it to the media, he said 
that the draft Land Protection Bill would be out in the next three 
months The minister said consultations around land reform were 
scheduled for completion in the next two months 

SOU37fJ SUDAN: DIVVYING UP SOUTH SUDAN 

http://bit [g/o6ukvu 

Though much of the attention on land grabs in Africa has focused on 
Asian and Middle Eastern buyers, the Oakland Institute has been 
revealing that U.S.-based institutions are active as we]l. ’]’his is 
particularly true of South Sudan, where ’US investors are intimately 
invo]ved’ in land dealing. 

T±~,.NZANIA: AGRISOL & SERENG[~TI ADVISERS: LAN’D GRABBERS? 

http://bit l¥/pol7Vo 

Bernard Baha of the Land Rights Research and Resources Institute 
points out in the paper ’The Politics of Investment in Large Scale 
Agricultural Ventures’ that Tanzania has always been a countly in the 
spotlight concerning cases of land grabbing for various uses. In the 
recent past there has been a lot of information in both print and 
electronic media about land being taken for various investraent 
purposes. Little is known about these deals between the government and 
foreign investraent companies eyeing Tanzania as a destination for 
agricultural investment. 
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17 Food Justice 

AFRICA: WAD PRESIDENT SAYS AFRICA NEEDS TOOLS TO FEED ITS POPULATION 

http:i/bit, lv/I~XW3 sk 

Afiica will conquer hur~ger when its governments give the citizens 
tools and resources they need to feed themselves, Kanayo F. Nwanze, 
president of the International Ftmd for Agricultural Development 
(IFAD), said on the eve of an international conference in Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia, to address the famine crisis in the Horn of Africa. In a 
statement sent to PANA, Nwanze urged African cotmtries not to wait for 
the international cormntmity to solve problems facing the continent. 

AFRICA: SEED POLICIES "9,rILL BOOST FOOD SECU~_ITY IN’9,~ST AFRICA 

h~:~it~V4uON 

Institutions such as United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organisation 
(FAO) and pan-Afidcan rice research organisation AfricaRice are 
promoting the adoption of national seed policies that will support 
sustainable growth and development of the seed sector in West Africa. 

KENYA: THE ROLE OF ZZqE U S, Ilk- KENYA’S EMBRACE OF GM CROPS 

http://bit, lv/mSj SuJ 

Kenya has finally j oined a growing number of countries in the world 
which have allowed the importation, growing and commercialisation of 
genetically modified organisms The National Biosafety Authority (NBA) 
gazetted the :final regulations that allow for the commercialisation of 
genetically modified organism in Kenya This means that on application 
to the agency, one can import such products for cowanercial use, and 
soon, modified seeds and planting materials will be available to 
Kenyan farmers. 

MOZAMBIQI.JE: FOOD SECU-RITY ()U~II.OOK 

http:i/bit ly/nSKCCn 

Although the 2010/11 agriculture season was affected by a number of 
shocks including localized floods during the first half of the season 
and midseason long dr?" spells, national staple food availability is 
estimated to have increased, as indicated by the recently released 
prelim inar?" produc ti on estimates :[’r om the Mini stry of Agriculture. 
These figures indicate that 2010/11 cereal production (maiz~e, sorghum, 
millet, and rice) was about 2.91 million MT, an increase of 4.6 
percent over last year and 21 5 percent above the five-year average. 
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18 Media & freedom of expression 

AFRICA: INVESTIGATE WITHOUT PERIL: HOW TO SUPPORT ~R~STIGATIX~ 

JOURNALISM IN EAST AFRICA? 

http:i/bit.lvlqymOQD 

Investigative j ournalism distinguishes itself from regular j ournalism 
by its depth and subiect matter, often involving crime, political 
corl"aption or corporate wrongdoing. It can play an essential role in a 
country’s governance by keeping corporations and governruent 
accountable. However, the political and economic envirotwnent in sorue 
regions of the world present specific challenges for investigative 
journalists: countries that score loxv on governance and transparency 
present particular risks and urxderline the need to build investigative 
j ournalism capaci _ty. This brief analyses the obstacles to 
investigative j ournalism in the East African region, focusing on Kenya 
and Uganda, and discusses xvhat can be done to help address these 
barriers 



AI:RICA: TIIXTING, ’I"A~EET]NG, MOBILE INTt:.RNET 

New platforms :[’or democratic debate 

http://bit [¥/nW[‘l E5 

New media platfornrs are changing how- people cormnunicate with each 
other around the world. However, there is great variation in both the 
kind of cormnunication platforms people make use of as well as in hoxv 
they access these platforms. Computer ownership and internet access 
are still the prerogative of the wealthy few in wide swathes of the 
African continent. All the same, nrobile internet access is on the rise 
and if cm*ent growth rates continue, African mobile phone penetration 
will reach 100 per cent by 2014. 

GLOBAL: ’VOICES 2.0’ - REVOLUTIONISLNG PARTICKPATION WITHIN 

DEX¢~LOPMEi’~ COOPERATION 

http ://bit.lyiob SA2W 

A nexv SDC Working paper soon to be published titled ’Deepening 
Participation and Enhancing Aid Effcctiveness through ICTs and Media’ 
examines why and hoxv development practitioners can adopt ICTs and 
nredia for increased participation and better results into their daily 
practice. 

SOUTH AFRICA: JOURNALISTS ATTACKED DL,~Iik-G ANC PROTEST 

http:/’/bit.ly/pXsKBV 

The Committee to Protect Journalists is Manned by anti-press violence 
by supporters of Julius Malema, youth leader of South Africa’s ruling 
African National Congress, and is relieved that the party leader has 
urged restraint. Malema supporters protesting their leader’s 
disciplinary hearing at ANC headquarters in Johannesburg hurled 
bottles, stones, and bricks at police and reporters At least nine 
j ournalists were injured 

SOLTfH AFRICA: OPPOSITION FIGHTS SPY PROVISION IN INFO BILL 

http : //bit lv/nH1KRu 

Opposition parties urged the ANC to strike a provision from the 

Protection of" Information Bill that would allow- intelligence agents to 

classif) an)’ part of their work, but the ruling part)’ refused. 

SUDAN: I)ETA[]XFf~]b SUI)ANI~;SE JOURNAI.IST RELEASE]b, Ot,I~’ICIAL SAYS 

http://bit.lv/o7eKAE 

A Sudanese reporter was :[’reed after President Omar al-Bashir ordered 
the release of all detained journalists, a government official said. 
But a press fl-eedom activist and local journalists say a number of 
media professionals and technical staff are still being held. 
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19 Social welfare 

BOTSWANA: COUNTI~Y TO DEVI~LOP POLICY TO PROTt:.CT rI~[~ADITIONA[. KNO\VLE]b(IE 

http ://bit l¥/nhzdR 6 

Botswana is developing a policy to protect, presel~e and promote its 
indigenous knowledge and nrainstreanr it into the country’s 
nracro-economic framework. Developnrent of the policy will involve 
identi~’ing, documenting and gathering local traditional knowledge 
practices from areas including agriculture, health, culture and 
religious beliefs, and then feeding them into a legislative framework. 



SOUTH AFRICA: ’T~VO WORLDS’ DOCIJ~!ENTARY LOOKS TO ADDRESS INEQUALITY IN 
POST-APARTHEID SOU~FH AFRICA 

http://bit.ly/rd6D4f 

’Two Worlds’ is a documentary film which looks to address inequality 
in post-Apartheid South Africa, a country described as both a ’first’ 
and a ’third’ world in one. The film features interviews from 18 
people including students, researchers and activists, searching for 
answers to some of the crucial issues affecting the country today. The 
documentary questions xvhy South Africa has one of the greatest divides 
between rich and poor in the world, and ultimately attempts to use 
South Africa as an exarnple of global inequality. 
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20 Col~lict & emergencies 

COTE D’IVOIRE: ECOWAS TEAM IN POST-CONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION TALKS 

http://bit.N/p0sEf0 

A high-level ECOYVAS delegation led by the President of the Commission, 
Ambassador James Victor Gbeho, arrived in Abidjan on Monday, 22nd 
August 2011 for talks with officials of the Government of Cote 
d’Ivoire on how the regional organisation can support the country’s 
post-conflict reconstruction. 

LIBYA: AFRICAN UiNION REFUSES TO RECOGNISE LIBYAN- REBELS AS ’LEGITIMATE 
AUTHORITY’ 

http://tar.plgr5Y7kD 

The Telegraph reports that the African Union has refused to recognise 
the National Transitional Council as the legitimate authority in 
Libya, calling instead for an ’inclusive government’. 

LIBYA: INTERPOL ISSUES RED NO~UCE FOR ARREST OF X/ffIAM]VIAR GA!)DA!~’I AT 

REQUEST OF ]NT[{RNAT[ONA]~, CRIN/fiNAL COUR]7 

http://bit.ly/qPflTz 

IN’]FERPOL has issued Red Notices :[’or Libya’s Muammar Oaddafi, his son 
SaifAl-islam Oaddafi and former director of military intelligence 
Abdullah AI-Senussi after the Prosecutor of the International Criminal 
Court (ICC), Luis Moreno-Ocampo, requested the world police body to 
issue internationally wanted persons notices agmnst the Libyan 
nationals for alleged crimes against humanity, including murder and 
persecution. 

NI(IIi[ZIA: I)EATIt TOLL REVISED ]N UN AT]TACK 

http://aie.me/rnlnSv 

The death toll from the suicide bombing at the LIW headquarters in the 
Nigerian capital stands at 21, xvith 73 injured, the deputy United 
Nations chief announced, reducing a previous toll of 23. 

SOMALIA: HUNDREDS DYING DAILY AS SOMALIA FA_NgN~E SPREADS 

http://bit.lyirifW1E 

Farnine has spread to six out of eight regions in southern Somalia, 
with 750,000 people facing in~’ninunt stat~zation, the United Nations 
said, and hundreds of people are dying each day- despite a ramping up 
of aid relief. 

SOUTH SUDAN: MSF CONDENfi’qS LARGE SCALE ATFACKS ON CIVILIANS 

http ://bit ly/nv6cgF 



The international relief organisation M~decins Sans Fronti~res/Doctors 
Without Borders (MSF) treated over 100 patients in the town of Pieri 
and referred another 57 to hospitals in Leer and Nasir folh~wing a 
raid on the town of Pieri and twelve surrounding vi llages in Jonglei 
State, South Sudan. The majority of the referred cases were women and 
children with gunshot wounds 

SLrDAN: POSSIBLE YVAR CRIMES IN SOI~FH KORDOFAN STATE 

http:i/bit.l~//tficrn7GF 

Amnesty International and Hun~an Rights Watch have collected evidence 
indicating that the Sudanese Armed Forces may have committed war 
crimes in Southern Kordofan. In a rare trip to the Nuba Mountains 
region of Southern Kordofan, researchers frora the two human rights 
groups found that an indiscriminate bombing campaign carried out by 
the Arab government in Sudan since early-June is killing and mainfing 
men, women and children. 

SUDAN: SPLM-N VOWS TO BUCK B L I~E NILE’ S ¯COUP’ 

http:iibit.lv/~oODg Y 

The Sudan People’s Liberation Movement North (SPLM-N) declared 
resistance to what it described as a coup against the elected governor 
of the Blue Nile State, Malik Aggar, announcing intensification of its 
effblts to forge a nationwide alliance to execute regime-change 
agundas. 

ZANZIBAR: FERRY DISASTER COULD HAVE~ BEEN AVO~DFD 

http ://bit 1 ,victyGQPX 

An op-ed piece in The Citizen notes that Saturday’s sinking of a 
ferl3~boat off the coast of Unguja Island with the loss of ahnost 200 
lives brings to the fore a very pertinent question: were any lessons 
learnt from the May 21, 1996 iVIV Bukoba disaster in Lake Victoria in 
which close to 1,000 people died? It is hard not to draw comparisons 
bet~veen the two incidents g~ven that factors behind the accidents bear 
an uncanny resemblance. 
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21 Intemet & technology 

AI:RICA: LOW COST CELI.1U[.AR TELEPI ION~fv.S AID AI:RICA MItEAI,T[t DEVE] ,OPMENT 

http://bit.l~//padeIO 

Low price cellular telephones are helping advance mHealth 
opportunities across Africa, prompting developers to examine possible 
applications to address public health challenges. One application 
being developed :[’or the Kenyan market provides symptom checkers, 
medical alerts and a searchable database of medical facility 
locations. 

AFRICA: MOBILE [NTERNI~;T ]N AI:RICA 

http://slidesha.re/nlXwHQ 

This schematic diagram based on :figures from On Device Research shows 
that for African interact users, well over 50% have mobile internet as 
the sole access method. In contrast, only 20% o:[" UK mobile intemet 
browsers never or infrequently (once a month or less) use the desktop 
internet Most mobile internet users in Africa are aged between 13 and 
34 (91%) and male (83%), the typical early adopter profile Many are 
in school or university, showing the need for a level of education. 

.¢5"RICA: SURFING THE AFRICAN TECHNOLOGY WA\rE 

http://bit.ly/pXGASi 



The Frontier Strategy Group finds that the adoption of new forltqs of 
communication in Africa over the past decade both mobile telephone 
and internet has been nothing short ofrew~lutionary The continent 
is estimated to have produced over 316 million new mobile phone users 
since 2000, passing 500 million total subscriptions late in 2010, and 
its total internet user population is now estimated at almost 120 
million. Previously, communicating over long distances was fraught 
with difficulty and expense; that outlook has been transformed. ’]"he 
s~gnificance of these trends :[’or African economic development, 
transparency and dernocratization is profound; the opportunity for 
technology companies and indeed for businesses across many other 
sectors capable of leveraging such channels for advertising and 
delivery is no less significant. 

GLOBAL: MOBILE CONNECTIONS TO SUPd)ASS 6 B~LLION BY YEAR-END 

http://bit.l¥/r6tdnfp 

Total global mobile connections are set to SUllOass 6 billion by 
year-end, according to the latest Wireless Intelligence forecasts, a 
landrnark which would mean the industry has added the last 1 billion 
connections in just 16 months. Wireless h~telligence estimates that 
the 6 billion rnilestone will be reached in late November and that 
total global connections will end the year at 6.07 billion. Africa is 
set to overtake the Americas as the second-largest regional rnarket on 
648 million connections (11 per cent of the total). Africa is forecast 
to record the strongest year-on-year connections growth of all the 
global regions, rising 18 per cent over the previous year. 
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22 Fundraising & useful resources 

AFRICA: MOBILE lbflEDIA TOOLKIT 

http :,’ ,’bit.N/qi2w4V 

The iVlobile ivfedia Toolkit is a prqject of MobileActive org, a global 
network of people using mobile technology for social impact. The 
Secure section of the Mobile Media Toolkit also features another 
project from MobileActive.org called SaferMobile, which helps 
activists, human rights defenders, and journalists assess the mobile 
communications risks that they- are facing, and then use appropriate 
mitigation techniques to increase their ability to organize, report, 
and ;york more safely 

GHANA: RURAL FISH 

http://bit.l¥/oIlnXb 

Fish is the primary source of protein for the majoirty of Ghana’s 23 
million inhabitants Because of significant challenges impacting the 
global fishing industry’, including unsustainable fishing practices, 
these individuals are rapidly losing their primary source of income 
and nutrition. Rural entrepreneurs across the conntry have attempted 
to start their own fish farms to fill the protein need and subsequent 
market demand. These fish farmers, however, have not been successful 
due to poor dissemination of technical resources, hck of quality 
supplies, and ineffective business models Tilapiana was created to 
address this market opportunity’ and social need by working with 
village entrepreneurs to design, implement, and manage sustainable 
fish fanns. 

G] ,OB~’,L: FEI/X)WSHIPS FOR T[ tREATfV, NfV, D SCIIOLARS 

http ://bit ly/n59oPi 

The IIE Scholar Rescue Fund (SRF) is pleased to announce a call for 
applications for threatened academics whose hves or work are in 
danger in their home countries. Fellowships support temporary academic 
positions at safe universities and colleges anywhere in the world. 
Professors, researchers, and lecturers from any country or field rnay 
apply. 

KENYA: BACK TO SCHOOL? 



http://bit. 1g/oAiiX2 

A blog post by People to People International documents that the PTPI 
family j oined together in support of their Mombasa, Kenya Chapter, 
sending more than $6,000 to help the chapter cover school fees for 23 
students who otherwise would not be able to attend school. 

KEiX~’A: M-PESA SCHEME VVILL HELP PLIGHT OF MALNOURISHED (~’HILDREN 1N ~NYA 

http://bit.ly/o2nXgY 

Concern Worldwide, an international hmnanitarian organisation 
dedicated to tackling poverty and suffering in the world’s poorest 
countries, has set up an aid initiative in the slums of Nairobi to 
combat the sharp increase in severe malnutrition in slun~s. Concern 
Worldwide plans to use M-PESA money transfer service to enable people 
to buy food. It is hoped that the initiative ~vill help 20,000 people 
over the next five months. 
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23 Courses, seminars, & workshops 

AFRICA: 5TH AFRICA CONFER F~NCE ON SEXq~TAL t~I~ALTH AND RIGHTS 

http://bit lv/rih6Yf 

The purpose of the 5th Africa Conference on Sexual Health and Rights 
is to catalyze dialogue on the interrelationship between, culture, 
sexuality and attainment of sexual health for all in .Africa. 

AERICA: ~A!~’RICA BUSINESS WOMEN CONNt~;CT SUMMIT 

http ://bit lgiqirFbT 

The objective of the Africa Business Women Connect Summit is to 
enhance ecunomic perlk~rmance on the cuminent in the three largest 
e×port secturs ]2~r women: craft/textiles, agribusiness and services 
ABW intends to unite successful Afidcan businesswomen frum 53 
cuuntries in Africa The initiative will be launched at a summit in 
Ethiopia in 2013, reaching 530 African Business Women, fulluwed by 
in-cuuntry activities reaching an additional 5300 women supported by a 
Wisdom Exchange TV 

TANZANIA: CALI, FOR SOCIAL [VI[~DIA FOR SOCI~AL CHANGE 2011 

Social Media for Social Change is an intensive course lk~r youth and 
w~lunteers that will intruduce yuu to sucial media tools that drive 
social change. Sucial media includes internet-based and mobile phone 
touls and platfurms Jk~r cummunications, such as Facebook and Twitter. 
The course will pruvide you with skills in huw to plan and organise a 
basic social media communications strategy for your organisation that 
strengthens networking. To register or get more inforruation about the 
Training, please contact Isabella Falsted at is£gptza@ms.dk or Elsie 
Eyakuze at eyakuzee@mstcdc.or.tz 

http://xwzw.pambazuka.orgienicategot~4coursesi76089 
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24 Publications 

AFRICA: SPECL~L IS SL]E OF RESEARCH IN AFRICAN LITEP~TURES ON ASL~N 

AFRICAN LITERATI~’RE S 

Research in African Literatures Volun~e 42 Nttmber 3, Asian African 
Literatures, Special Guest Editor, Gattrav Desai 

http://bit, ly/quU7re 

Citing the long history of the presence of peoples from the Indian 
sub-continent in Africa, the National Museun~s of Kenya sponsored, in 
2000, a special exhibit on the ’Asian African Heritage.’ This special 



issue of Research in African Literatures follows the lead of this 
e×hibition by bringing together new essays by some of the leading 
scholars who have written on Asian African literatures in East and 
South Africa The articles engage both with writers who are now 
considered canonical, such as M.G Vassanji from Tanzania and Ahmed 
Essop from South Africa, as well as newer voices that have emerged 
over the past decade. 

THE GR~x!TA BOOK OF THE AFRICAN SHORT STORY 

http://bit.lv/m’txGzN 

According to the novelist Helon Habila, editor of Granta’s forthcoming 
Book of African Short Stories, to put together a collection 
representing every African language, people and nation is irapossible. 
Instead, Habila has compiled Granta’s ne~v collection to showcase what 
he sees as a ’new generation’ of emerging African short story writers. 
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25 Jobs 

AFRICA: LEGAL CONSULTANT FOR MENA REGION 

http:iibit,ly/rrqgQ1 

ARTICLE 19 is seeking to engage a Legal Consultant, fluent in both 
English and Arabic, ;vho will be responsible for ensuring it is able to 
play an enhanced role in promoting the rights to freedom of expression 
and freedom of information by developing an enabling legal and policy 
environment in the MENA region 

INTEP~NATIONAL GRANTS POLICY AND PROGRAivflVIE IVIAix,’AGER 

Con~mon Ground Initiative 

Use your understanding of international development issues to 
strengthen the contribution of the African Diaspora to international 
development debates, policy and practice. 

http:Ii~vw~v,pambazuka.org/en/category/iobs/76082 

NIGERIA: SHE," PROGRA2vflME MANAGER 

http://bit lviqcU7AA 

Applications are invited J2~r the post nf Programme Manager to join the 
Partnership for Child Development @CD) PCD is an orgamsation 
comanitted to improving the education, health and nutrition of 
school-age children and youth in low-income countries. The Partnership 
for Child Development has launched a new programme that will support 
government action to dehver cost effecuve school feeding programmes 
in sub-Saharan A[’rica. ~flqe ttome Grown School Feeding (tt(i SF) programme 
supports government action to deliver sustainable, nationally owned 
school feeding programmes sourced from local farmers in sub-Saharan 
Africa. ~flqe programme provides direct, evidence-based and 
context-specific support and expertise for the design and management 
of school feeding programmes linked to local agricultural production. 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/\I\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViV\I\//\ 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

(c)., Unless otherwise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Corrm~ons Attribution-Nuncon~’nercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 L-nported License. For further details see: 
http://w~vw.pambazuka.org/er~about.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://www.pambazuka.orgien ) 



Edi~5o em llngua Portuguesa ( http://wwwpambazukaorg/pt ) 
Editinn franFaise ( http://www.pambazuka.orgflfr ) 
R SS Feeds available at http://www pambazuka.or~/er~,newsfeed php 

Pamba×uka News is published *vith the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www pambazuka.org/en/about.php ). 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSC[ZIBE go to: 
http://pambazaka.gn, apc. orgicgi-bit~/mailmat~/listinfo/pambazuka-news 
or send a message to editor@pambazuka.urg with the xvord SUBSCRIBE or 
UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authuritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platfurm for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conmxentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm sottrce PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka Nexvs is on Twitter. By following ’pambazakancws’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Conn’nent & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more it~fom~ation: 
/.,’twitter.corr~’pambazukanexvs ( http ://twitter. com,’pambazukanexvs ). 

* Pambam.tka News has a Dehicio us ( http://Del icio.us/) page, where 
you can view the various ~vebsites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visit http:i/delicious.col~’pambaz~dka news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 10:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Black Caucus 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf 

Hi Eunice, 
Here is information from the Black Staff/Faculty Caucus. Members of the group will meet with Chancellor in November, which will probably be important for our unit. I just 
rejoined the caucus, so I can attend monthly meetings, as well as the meeting with Chancellor. Thought you might also be interested. 
You can get more info on joining at: http:!/www.unc.edu/cbc 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu!depts/afriafam 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, September :tl, 20:t:t :t0:27 PM 
To: CBC 
Subject: CBC - Black Athlete Event MONDAY 

Hi Faculty Members. I am writing to assist your help in encouraging your students to also attend Monday’s "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" 

event. See attached. This topic is very timely across the country and in particular, here at UNC. We will begin at 6:30 p.m. In the Stone Center. 

Last week’s Caucus meeting was very important as we discussed the recent developments regarding housekeeping, athletics, the transition facing 

AFRAM, and the Postdoctoral Affairs program. If you have not already done so, PLEASE consider joining the Caucus to provide your leadership and 

feedback on critical matters on campus. 

The Caucus will visit ("Giving Thanks") the Chancellor’s home on November 28. I think your attendance will be valuable to the fellowship. Please send me 

an email if you are interested in attending as this event is limited to Caucus members. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply, Wiiling is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



Aspal¢ of the 2011-12 "Money 

Monday, September 12 - 6:30 p.m.- S:00 p.m. 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center (Hitchcock) 

hwited Speakers, 5PONSO~ BY, 

~I~ BI~o~, J ~ - Sports La w attor¢~ e y 

~a ~n - ES~V C~lor A~alys~ Former ACC ~asketball #layer a~d C~ach 

Je~ ~o~ - Former ~A and UNC ~asketball #layer 

Facilitator. ~~ ~~, Fh.~ - Exercise a~d Sport Scie[~ce Departme[~t 

I~or~fion, (919) 843-0336 or 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 12:52 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] CCO Prelminary Evaluations 

Hi all, 

A few of you have already done this, but if you haven’t, we’d appreciate your coaxing your students to fill out the preliminary 

evaluations which will be available until next Monday. We’d love to continue to see more student responses in both the preliminary and 

final evaluations and your requests to them have helped us get more than we had been getting. This past summer, we had final evaluations 

from all courses, a first. Keep ’era coming! 

I hope your courses this fall are off to a good start and that you and your students are staying engaged. 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27[599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Let us be grateful to the people who make us happy; they are the charming gardeners who make our souls bloom." 
Marchel Proust 

<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccothc as: -~a href "maS~lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emml.unc.edu-~!a:~. To unsub~ribe send a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave-29867175-3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29867175- 
3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589Pga959@listserv.unc.edu~?’a-~ 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 1:36 PM 

’fc-residents@duke.edu’; ’ilghts@duke.edu’; Globalhealth <globalhealth@duke.edu>; ’kie@duke.edu’; Jason Dory <j.doty@duke.edu>; 

Amy Vargas-Tonsi <amy.wJcgas@duke.edu~; Kelly Jarrett, Ph.D. <kjj l@duke.edu>; Naa~cy Hollima~ <naa~cy.hollimaJ~@duke.edu>; 

Chilstiua Chia, Ph.D. <christina.chia@duke.edu>; ’perfonnance@duke.edu’; Michael Newcity, J.D. <mnewci~@duke.edu>; Yan Li, 

Ph.D. <liyan@duke.edu>; A!LA_S <aaas@duke.edu>; ’performances@duke.edu’; fhi-residents@duke.edu; Stephmfie Fails 

<sdk3@duke.edt~,; Nmicy Holliman --~nancy.hollimm~@duke.edu>; intl-duncplas@duke, du <iutl-duncplas@duke.edu>; Jenuy Suead 

Williams <jennysw@duke.edu>; Cadota Sant~a <~arlota@flameuco-vivo.org >; Miguel Chirinos <               ~hotm~l.co~n >; 

Geoffrey Mock <geoffrey.mock@duke.edu>; Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu>; Juan Obando <jolmndo@elou.edu>; 

Humanities ~Vrit Large <humanilies-wfit-large@duke.edu> 

September 14. BOLIVAR BLVD ] W@TC NOON- 1PM lunch roll be served 

<!--[if !vml]--; <!--[endif]--> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 I 12:00-1:00 pm 

Bolivar Blvd: Bolivar Blvd: Simon Bolivar’s Journey in the United States -1807 

A talk by Miguel Chirinos, Durham based historian and collector. 

In 1807 South American "Libertador" Simon Bolivar, traveled to the original thirteen states or the Union, his trip was reveling but at the same time has 

been obscured from the literature of Bolivar. Miguel Chirinos, had published a book on the issue (based on archival material and some fictional 

reconstructions). Most interesting, 200 plus years after, the footprint of the South American Hero is felt all over the Unites States. Twenty-two cities, 

towns, townships, boroughs, are named Bolivar, dozens of geographical places (dams, mountains, creeks, mines, etc.), many monuments have been 

erected in his honor, etc. 

BOLIVAR BLVD is the first exhibit looking the issue from today’s perspective. 

<!--[if 
!vml]--I ~i 

Bolivar Blvd is on display at the Fredric Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building, Duke East Campus (until October 1st). <http:bolivarblvd.wordpress.com> 

Where: Room 240 Franklin Center at Duke, 2204 Erwin Road. Durham, NC 

Co-sponsored by the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, both at Duke 

This is the first talk in this year’s Wednesdays at the Center series. A light lunch will be served. 

Next talks: 

Sep 21 Exploring violence committed by women: Karla Homolka as a case study 

Sylvie Frigon, Criminology Professor and Chair of Criminology, Ottawa Universibj. Visiting Scholar, Duke University 

Presented with the Center for Canadian Studies and the Program in Women Studies at Duke 

Sep 28 From Chile to Durham: importing a business education model for Hispanic micro-entrepreneurs in the Triangle 

Panel: Alejandro Sanchez (Executive Director AccionEmprendedora Durham); Ignacio Torres (co-founder AE Chile and AE Durham); Chelsea Koglmeier (Duke Senior); Antonio Arce (Assistant 

Director CLACS, Director DukeEngage Chile) 

Presented with the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) and DukeEngage at Duke 

Wednesdays at the Center (WATC) is a tx)pical weekly series in which scholars, artists, journalists, and others speak inlbnnally about their work in conversation with the audience. 
The series is jointly organized and presented by tbe John ttope Franklin Center, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Stadies, and coordinated by Miguel Rojas-Sotelo. 
All events in the series are free and open to the public. A light lunch is served - no reservations are necessary. The Franklin Center is located at 2204 Erwin Road, on the corner of 
Erwin and Trent. Vouchers to cover parking cost for 3. hour in the Duke Medical Center parking decks - #2 and #3 in this map http://ihfc.duke.eduiabout/map.php - are provided. 
Do you want k~ propose a talk for the spring 2012 series? Contact us: mlr34@duke.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 12, 2011 2:17 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: Atiican Studies Seminar Sept. 22 ruth Dr. Bereket Selassie 

Friends, 

Reminder: Please join us on Thursday, September 22, 2011 at 6:30-9:00pm at the FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024, UNC-CH. *Directions below 

Dr. Bereket Selassie will present "The Broken Promise: Eritrea’s Post-lndependence Road to Autocracy." Dr. Selassie, of the African and Afro-American Studies 

Department at UNC-Chapel Hill, will present a talk based on his new book Wounded N~tion: How ~ Once Promising Eritre~ W~s Betroyed ~nd Its Future 

Compromised. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing new research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area 

faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please 
Contact: Amelia DeFosset ._d_..a_m__.e_J_!.a__~_.e_ ..m__a__!!:_~__n_..c__...e_ .d__u- for more information. 

****Directions to the FedEx Global Education Center from Franklin Street in Chapel Hill coming from the East: 

Turn LEFT onto S. Columbia St. from Franklin St. Follow the road through a couple of lights, it will force you to go right at the intersection by the Carolina Inn, and 

then take a LEFT turn onto Pittsboro St. You will pass the Carolina Inn on your left. At the next light, you will see the building in front of you. It is next door to the 

School of Social Work and behind the Pharmacy School. There is free parking after 5pm in the lot below the building, with entrance on McCauley Street. 

b_t__t_p__2J__Ln__t_~_r_o_gt_Lo___n__~!:__u__O__�_._~_~__u_L 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:!!carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are cmrently subscribed to africa as: _e___u_!3_i_c_L_eft_~b_e_~!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:ht~tp://~ists.unc.edu/u?~d~2339823.6a9~b33~a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d~b23&n T&l africa&o 29867942 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29867942-22339823.6a91 b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(d~listserv.unc.edu 



The crisis that erupted in Darfur, Sudan in 2003 is commonly discussed as a conflict between 

Arabs and Africans that is both endemic and largely incomprehensible. Thus, it is vddely 

understood to as having been inevitable, without clear beginning or end, yet with heroes and 

villains sharply defined. A close examination complicates this picture significantly. As with any 

violent conflict, the situation in Darfur was the result of specific political, historical, economic, 

and ecological processes and unfolded amongst groups and identities that were as multiple as 

they were fluid. It has also, for all intents and purposes, come to an end. Why then does this 

particular conflict continue to capture the imagination and efforts of celebrities, students, 

activists, on a global scale? 

The Conflict in Darfur: A Brief history 

Geographically, Darfur, is both sprawling and isolated, it is the largest state in what, until 

recently, was the largest nation in Africa. However, laying on the western edge of the country, it 

has often been influenced more by its neighbors, Libya and Chad, then by the urban elite in 

Khartoum. As such it has been largely neglected by the central government for much of its 

history. 

Colonialism came to Darfur in 1916, with the overthrow- of the Fur Sultanate by a British 

expeditionary force and the killing of the last sultan Ali Dinar. Thusly, Darfur was incorporated 

into the wider nation of Sudan and placed under new leadership. The British stationed just 

twelve officials to watch over the region, approximately the size of Spain. They proceeded to 

rule, despite periodic uprisings and violence by sultan loyalists, through a strategy of divide and 

conquer. Whereas, historically, ethnic, economic, and linguistic lines were fluid, and often 

blurred, the new colonial administration cemented them in place through the granting of "dars" 

or ethnic homelands. Regardless, the characteristic flexibility and mobility of Darfurians 

prevailed; mixed communities remained a fact of life for many. Meanwhile, a small percentage 

of the 35-odd ethnic groups were denied dars altogether and remained nomads in the truest sense, 

lacking any permanent territory. It is the descendants of these few groups, among others, who 

would form the infamous Janj awiid militias, often cited as the perpetrators of the genocide. 

Just 40 years later Sudan won its independence. For Darfur, however, life remained much 

the same. The central government made a brief attempt to increase their presence through 



expansion of both services and local police force in the 1970’ s, but this was quickly abandoned. 

In the mid-1980’s Darfur experienced a massive drought, amplifying a steady and insidious 

desertification in the south. In response, settled villages began fencing in their lands, denying 

nomads and herdsmen their traditional grazing and migration fights. With the proliferation of 

light weapons, due to neighboring ~vars in Chad and Southern Sudan, nearly all parties became 

armed and skirmishes became frequent. In 1990 a tribal conference, the long practiced way to 

settle disputes amongst communities, called for a collective disarmament and increased 

involvement by Khartoum in the way of health, education, and development services. Ultimately, 

Khartoum ignored these requests. When they did intervene to settle disputes, they did so in favor 

of Arab nomads. This favoritism was enabled by the new racial ideology taking root in Daffur as 

a result ofMuammar Qaddafi’s 1987 war with Chad and its rallying cry of, ’Arabism’. It became 

a convenient way for the political elite far away in Khartoum to make sense of what was going in 

its westerns-most state, and to pick a clear favorite. In response, non-Arabs coalesced around a 

counter identity- African. In reality, all parties to the conflict can claim membership to both 

groups. 

In 2002 a small group in Darfur complained to local officials that they were being 

harassed by Arab militias. The complainants were subsequently j ailed, followed shortly by their 

lawyer, a member of the Fur ethnic group, Abdel Wahid Nour. Following his release Nour, at the 

behest of community leaders, founded the Darfur Liberation Front who on February 26t~, 2003 

attacked the local police station to reclaim weapons that had been confiscated by police during 

the initial arrest. After incorporating members from the Zaghawa and Masalit, they renamed 

themselves the Sudanese Liberation Army (SLA) and attacked the regional capital, el Fasher, 

and Kutum The attack on the later was joined by the newly created, and similarly purposed, 

Justice and Equality Movement (JEM). Lacking an effective local police force, the central 

government armed groups of"Arab" nomads, the j anj a~viid, and tasked them with retaliation. 

Thi s approach was a favorite of Khartoum, having employed it liberally during the 

twenty-year civil war with South Sudan and elsewhere. Counter-insurgency on the cheap, it 

relies on armed proxy militias to tamp resistance through theft, violence, and intentional 

starvation. Indeed the particular ferocity of government response in Darfur can be seen, in some 

part, as a warning to other nascent resistance movements elsewhere in Sudan. In Darfur, militias 



often targeted civilian populations thought to be sympathetic to the SLA and JEM. The 

subsequent scorched earth campaign resulted in hundreds of thousands killed, and millions 

displaced from their village homes and forced to live in camps where they were entirely 

dependent on international assistance. 

In 2006 the Government of Sudan signed a peace agreement with one faction of the SLA. 

However, the JEM and other’s rej ection of the agreement resulted in a fracturing of the rebel 

movement. Since 2006 a formerly coherent opposition has devolved into over thirty separate 

factions, all competing for the privilege and power that comes with peace talks. Meanwhile, 

violence continues, this time as much between competing rebel groups, some employing many of 

the same tactics as the Janj awiid. However, while general insecurity and vi olence remains 

ubiquitous in Darfur, anything resembling genocide has long-since ended. What remains is 

general insecurity and tension amongst a multitude of armed groups competing for scarce 

resources and political power, all of which are guilty of atrocities. Thus, instead of a clear case 

of ethnic cleansing, we are left with an enduring crisis, better understood as a conflict between 

center and periphery rather than between the Arab vs African. 

http:iinews.bbc.co.uki2ihiiafricai5165856.stm 

http ://www.bostonreview.net/BR29.5/dewaal .php 

http:iiunderstandingsudan.orgiModTeachingResourcesVl.asp?mod=l#Assignment 

excerpts from the hand out "Explaining the crisis in Darfur" and the ppt "Darfur: Understanding 

the ICC Arrest Warrant". 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 3:59 PM 

AFRI101.990.FA11 <uo-reply@~kai.uuc.edu> 

[ AFRI 101.990.FA11 - Anuouncement ] Carolina Courses Online Premliminao, Evaluation 

An aunouucement has been updated in the "AFRI 101.990.FA11" site at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://s~kai.unc.eduiportal/site/293bObe6- 

9d3c-42a8-995a-3409eb6141 lb) 

Subject: Caxolina Courses Online Premliminary Evaluation 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Dear CCO Students, 

We encourage you to take a tnomeut and let us know how your course is going so t:ar. We have set up a prelimiu~rv ew2luation so that you cm~ leave anouymous 
comments. 

Please send us your feedback by 11:30 pm on September 19. We will combine your comments with those of your fellow students m~d share them ruth your instructor. 

Thanks! 

Friday Center Staff 

This automatic notification message was sere by The Universi3~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sa£ai.unc.edwpo~l) from the AFRI101.990.FA11 site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at IVly Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm--~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 4:53 PM 

Department lis~serv ¢~athalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Temporaxy Lane Closure: One-Lane of Old Mason Farm Road 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 20:I:t 4:45 plVl 
Subject: Temporary Lane Closure: One-Lane of Old Mason Farm Road 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute the following information: 
One lane of Old Mason Farm Road will be closed fl~om the intersection of Fordham BIvd (l 5-501t) east o~ t~*m Ronald 
McDonald House from Tuesday, September .13 - Tuesday, October 71.1. between 9 a,m, and 4 p,m, 
The road is scheduled to be widened and have a turning In:he added at the Fordham givd :intersect:ion. Traffic control will be 
by [Iagmen permitting two way traffic at all times. Some traffic congestion can be expected at times. Please allow extra time. 
The transit stop by the Ronald McDonald House will be temporarily moved to the east. 
Thank you, 
The Deparm, ent q[Public ,Yajb¢ 

You axe cunently subscribed to afriafam as: _e___u_!i~_i_c_’__e_@_e_~!’_a_j_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o~9869297 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-29869297-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,~;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 5:19 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaAl.unc.edu>; Fhunsu, Donato <dlhunsu21@unc.edu>; Hall, 

Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol 

<leemc@emaJd.~mc.edu>; McMilla~L Tim <tjml @email.unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinmnenye A <smutim@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

Georges <nzongola@em~l.unc.edu>; Pier, David <dpie@email.unc.edu~; Porter, Robert S <iporte@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene 

B <regeste@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu>; Seck~ Mmnarmne <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Phone 

Well, the budget cuts are starting to show... 

As the College continues with the internal investigation, there may be occasions when the Dean’s office needs to contact you directly to verify information or ask 

quick questions. As all of you don’t have office phones these days, I have been asked to collect from those of you who are willing, a contact phone number for you 

to be shared with the Dean’s office during this time. They assure me that they will not call you unless it is important and somewhat time sensitive. 

Please respond directly to me with whether or not you have a phone number that I may share with them. If so, please let me know the number that I should 

include. 

We can hope that this inconvenience will help the higher ups see that we really do need more funds over here! 

Thank you for your help and please do let me know if you have any questions. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depm-~a’nent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africa~n & Afro-America~n Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Ca~rolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

~ 919.962.5824 



Ny apologies for the impersonal greeting but I am walling with 

a very personal offer, Because of the generosity of an 

anonymous donor, the Foundation for Econon-dc Education 

(FEE) would be pleased to send you print copies of the newest 

edition of the essay, "Great Nyths of the Great Depression," 

They come ~n boxes of $00 and fo~ use in your classrooms, 

we’d be happy to send you up to 500 cop~es (five boxes) at no 

charge, NI you need to do ~s send an emai~ to 

gre~tm~t#s@~ee~o~ and ~et us know how many you’d I~ke 

and ~o what address they should be sent. 

If you would like to see or hear L[~e essay first, it is available on line here in both p[inL 

and audio book form: 

And now I have an offer for your students: FEE will provide cash prizes to the top three 

student-produced YouTube videos based on this essay about the Great Depression, 

Here are the rules, which you should feel free to forward to anyone: 

i. Naximum length of a video: 8 minutes. No minimum lengLh, though the shorter a 

video the better chance of more views on YouTube. It should be concise, in good taste 

and visually appealing. Nust be ~n English. 

2. V~deo must expl]dtly mention FEE and the essay the v~deo is based on, though 

other sources may certainly be used as we~l, ~f properly cited. 

3. Video may be a synops~s of the entire essay or ~t m~y focus on ore or more 

particular aspects of the Depression, It doesn’t matter which of these two possible 

courses a student may choose to pursue, 

4., Description section must ~nclude ~ I~nk to FEE,org, the "Great Nyths" essay on the 

FEE webs~te, as we~ as ~ ~]nk to the FEE Facebook page, 

V~deo must h~ve active hyped]nk to FEE’s webs~te, 

~lu~t~p~e people may be involved in the production of a video though only one 

person w~l~ receive payment if selecLed as a winner. 

7. Wdeo must not be po]it~ca~ ~n any way, i.e=, favor a particular candkJate for e]ecLion, 

or bill before congress. 

8. ~nrdngements of copyright wi]~ dbqua]~fy a v~deo. Phase cite all sources and use 

other e~ements ~egally. 

9, Partidpating students must be between the ages of 14 and 24 or otherwise a full- 

tb~e student ~n Idgh schoo~ or undergraduate col]ego/university, Wh~l~ers will be asked 

for proof of age, 

Deadline for submission of YouTube link is midnight, January 15, 2012 EST. Students are 

to notify us of their posting on You]ube, via e-mail to great~,/t~s@feeoOrg by including: 

first and last name, phone number, e-mail address and link. ()uestions about the 

contest not answered here should be sent to that same address. 

Judging by a panel o[ experLs selected by FEE will begin February 15th after each 

entrant has had a ftl[I month to promote his or her video, Winners will be announced in 

the month of April, 

Each video will be judged by the following criteria: 

Qualitative assessment by FEE judges--how effectively and creatively it conveys the 

major points and message of the essay. [n other words, "Is this persuasive? How well 



does this video keep its audience, educate and inspire them?" - 75% weight, 

These additional criteria will be given a combined weigh[ oF 25%: 

Number of hits on YouTube; 

Nu~nber of "Likes"; 

Number of: comments; 

Lawrence W. Reed 

President 

Foundation for Economic Education 

260 Peachtree St, NW, Suite 2200 

Atlanta, GA 30303 

Phone: 9~_4-59]L-.7230 

Fax: 404-527-6205 

Headquarters office: 

FEE 

30 S, Broadway 

[rvington, NY ~0533 

Phone: 9Z4-59~-7230 

Fax: 914-591-89~0 

www,fee.org 

www,thefree manonline,org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:55 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing liszt <curstZacultyl~llow@liskserv.unc.edtv~ 

[cursfacul~t~llows] FUNDING AI,ERT ~- NSF / SIJSTA1NABII,ITY RESEARCH NETWORKS COMPETITION 



brohe@unc.edu 

Debra Hill 

The Cente~ for Urban & Regional Studies 

Nickerson House, CB 341@ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3410 

919-843-9708 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 
<"ul> 
cursl?acultyfellows as: <a href "mailto:eunice@emaJl.unc.edu">eunice@ema£unc.e&tq,’a>. To unsub~ribe ~nd a blank <br> 
emaJl to <a hreD"mailto:leave-29875305-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29875305- 
43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: ~}gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subje~’t: A reminder 

Professor Sable, 

I hope all is well for you. I just wrested to seud out a brief reminder to you about the recommendatio~ for the 
applicatiou is due Wed~aesday the 

(tomorrow) at 11:59pm. 

1 appreciate you putting me iu touch with Professor Mutima. WNIe he fftill hasn’t had tlae oppora~nit?~ to respond to me, I mn sure we will be able to find a time to 

complete the recommendation. 

Best. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

[@glnail,com> 

Tuesday, 11:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: A reminder 

Professor SaNe, 

I apologize for the mis-communication, but the letters of recommendations ale to be submitted online. 

I can see on my         application page that you have confirmed your registration with the application, so I can assume that you received the e-mail. I believe that 

you axe supposed to submit the letter of recommendation electronically through the link contained in that e-mail. If that doesfft sound right, I will contact Tfipp Tuttle, 
the         progran~ coordinator at UNC to get more details on the submission. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 11:17 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

No problem. Hease pick up the letter from the main office - ask for Travis Gore - on Wednesday (tomorrow) after 11.00am. I will leave in a well sealed envelope. 

All the best, 

Dr. Sahle 

From: ~amail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: A reminder 

Professor Sahle, 

I hope all is well for you. I just wanted to send om a brief reminder to you about the recommendation for the 

(tomorrow) at 11:59pm. 

application is due Wednesday the 

I appreciate you putting me in touch with Prot~s~r Mutima. While he still hasn’t had the oppoVmnity to respond to me, I am sure we will be able to ~nd a time to 

complete the recommendation. 

Best, 



Tuesday "J.3th September 20:~:~ . issue 500 

The Letter in PDF 

format 

Front page! : Citizens~ initiative/Women’s Voice Elections : Denmark - Latvia - 

Portugal - Tax/Financial Transactions 

OECDiForecasts       GTiFinances European Council : 

Road Safef.y Council : 

Kosovo Court of 3usfJce : GMO - 

Sound Pollution ECB : Resignation Germany : :,’usticeiAid to Greece Spain : 

Deficit Prohibited France : Vote/Greece/Austerity Italy : Budget/Balance 

Laf.via : Award UK : Russia [qontenegro : Elecf.oral Law Russia : Gas 

Securif.y/France Switzerland : Departure OSCE : 

External Trade Studies/Reports : Public 

Finances - Governance/Economy - Governance!Social - G20 CuRure : Herif.age 

Days - Exhibition/Paris - Exhibition/Basel - Biennale/Lyon 

Agenda I Other issues I ContacL 

Front page! : 

Citizens’ Initiative/Women’s Voice 
Zita Gurmai (S&D HU) was the co-rapporteur of the legislative 

ii~iI photo non dispo resolution on ~he European CH:~zens’ ~rdt~atwe. She wH~ be 

Initiative" that the Robert Schuman Foundation, in partnership 

wltl~ t~e [-uropean Commission’s DG Education and Culture, tl~e 

organ]sh~} on 2~st Sel:~tember a~: the European ParHsment. Th~s conference 

endeavour to show how the European C~t~zens’ [mtiatlve can be used [o enhance 

equ~Hty and parity ~n Europe. Women take the floor! Enrol onq~ne now. The 

Elections : 

Denmark 

[-~iloto non dispo Economic issues, notabfy the recovery of growth, increasing 
[~i:: the number o~: jobs, ~rotecth~g the Welfare State; ttds is the 

focus of the Danish general elecLion campaign, The election 
will take place on ~Sth Sep[ember next, The present 

economic crisis has relegated h~migrat[on to the bottom of 

the list; Lhh~ was the cenl:ra[ theme of the prevk)us efecLh~ns 

in 2001, 2005 and 2007, years in which the Damsh economy was flourishing, 



According to the polls the so-called "red" coalition that rallies the opposition 

parties {Social Democratic Party, People’s SodaHst Party (SF), the Sociaf L~bera~ 
Party (RV) and the Urd~:y List (E)), h~ due ~o win the general eled:Nms on 15th 

September, In a poll pub]~shed ~n the da~]y ]yl]~nds-.Posten, RamboeH credits the 

"red" coalition w~th 53.8% of the vote (95 NPs ~n parliament) agah~st 46% for the 

so-csHed "bh,le" coaHHon (80 seats)whk:h rallies the I_~beFa~ Par~:y, the 
Conserval:Ne P~[~:y ~nd the Danish People’s Party... Pe~d more 

Latvia 

13 poli[ical parlies are tqnnirK.1 in the ge, netaf elections on 17U~ 
~ photo non dis[Do September next ]n Latvia, Whilst the country ]s holding a 

general e~ect~on for the second t~me ~n under ~ year, the 
political aren~ is undergoing profound change. Parties are 

consolidating, new k~aders are emergh’q~ on the poHth::af scene 

8rid above a]~, the ethnic criterion ~s no ~onger an essenL~a~ facLor in the vote and 

the electorate ~s h~cre~singly motivated by the parties’ economic progr~mmes, 
According to the ~atest po~s only five po]itica~ parties wHf rise ~bove t~e 5% voting 

threshok~ necessary to be represented hl ~)arHsmerd:~ Harmony Center is due to 

wm, followed by the Z~tler’s Reform Party, Umty, the National AIhance and the 

Greens’ and Farmers’ Union.,, R(~cJ mere 

Poland 
More than 30 million Poles are being called to ballot on 

i::o::i photo non dispo October next to renew the entire Parliament ie the 460 
members of the DN}t (Sejrn) and the 100 raembers of the 

Senate, elected for four years by propor[~ona~ replesentat~on, 
Four parties are represented at present m the D~et: the Civic 

P~atform of outgoh~g Prh~e Minister Donald Tusk (209 seats), Law and }ustice 

k~d by ,]aros~aw Kaczynsk~ (~66 seats), ~:he LeR and Democrats (LID) 53 sea~:s, and 

[he People’s Party (PSL), a member of the outgoing government coalition (31 
seats), Only two parties, [he PO and the PiS a~e represented m the Senate (60 ad 

39 seats). Seven pol~tica~ p~rt~es are st~ndh~g h] the elect~ons on 9t~ October; the 

CNic P~al:fo~n’b Law and ]usl:k:e, the Democratic LeR: Alliance, the People’s Party, 

Poland F~rs[ (P]N)~ the Pa~ikot Novemen[ (RPP), the Labour Pa~ty (PPP). The 
P~at~orm seems to be well positioned to win the e~ection,., Pe~d more 

Financial Crisis : 

ECB 

photo non dispo The European Central Bank announced on 8th September the 
upkeep of its main h~terest r~te at 1.5%; it reduced ~ts 
growth forecast ~or the euro area ~n 20.12 fl-om 

During a press conference ~he Presiden~ of the ECB ]esn- 

C~aude Friche[ explained and defended the resul[s of his 

intstitut~on’s interventions during the cr~s~s: "In the worst 
cns~s since the Second World War~ we have mah~tained confidence h~ the currency 

8rid our ab]Hty ~o guarantee price s~:sbH~ty2’ He recalled ~hs~ ~he EC~ has re.- 

mitiated its programme to re-purchase government bonds since Augus[~ in an 

~ttempt to relieve the weakest countries ~n the euro area h~ expectation t~t the 
European Financial St~bHity Fund (EFSF) will assume th~s role,., Re~d more 

Greece 
] .lust as the INF’s "enlergency meeting" on Greece is to take 

::.~.:: photo non dispoJ place on :14th Se, ptember, [he Greek s[:atistics oHice has 
published data on the growth of G~eece’s GDP, Over one yea 
the GDP contracted by 7,3% b~ the second quarter, afLer 

~n the first quarter of 2011, 0~ 11th September the Greek 

F~narlce M~rdsl:er Evangek~s Verdzek~s anrlounced 8dd]~:h)na~ sav~ngs measures 

2011 of around "2 b~]Hon euros" to make good the decline of public BCCoLmts~ as 
demmnded by the EU and the IMF if they a~e [o conth~ue he~ph~g the country 

financially, "The only effective measMre ~s a special tax on real estate/’ announced 

~:he Minister on TV. He believes ~hat this "new national effo~U’ ]s vRal g~ven the 

damage being done to Greece abromd, where turnouts hBve started up again on 
[he dangers of bmnk~uptcy and even over the hypothes~s of the country’s 

departure from the euro area.,, Read more 

Portugal 

The Portuguese ,;tatistics Institute pubitshed a report on 8th 
::1~1:: photo non dispo Sepember orl the, situatk)n in the 2nd quarter of 

Portuguese GDP decreased by 0~9%~ in comparison with ~:he 

same period in 2010 but remained stable m compa[~son 

the first quarter of 2011; and domestic demand fell whilst net 

foreign [:fade h~crease(L.. ~~e~d more 

Tax/Financial Transactions 
1 In line with the request made by French President Nicolas 

ii.~.iI photo non dispoJ Sarkozy and Gerrnan C.hanceHor Angela Merke] on ~:he occash~n 
of their meeting on 16th August, the French and German 

Finance M~nisters, Franqois Baro~n and Wo]fgang Sch~ub~e 
addressed a detailed project on the taxation of financial 

transacth~ns [:o PIh::he~ BaFnier, EuropeBn Commissioner ~:or [:he In[erl’lal ~lal’ket and 

Services and [o A~g]~das Semeta, European Commissioner for Fiscs~l[y. They 

believe that Europe must move forwards w~th regard to establishing a tax on 
finanda~ transactions ~n sp~te of a ~ack of international consensus on this, They say 

~:hey firrn~y belNwe ~hat the irnplemerd:atior~ o~: thh~ tax Europe wide would be a 

vital stage in CoR1]ng to a world consensus,., Pe~d ~!ore 



Africa/North 

Durin!:J the G8 summit U~at took place in Deauvitle ~r~ Nay 2011 a 
~"~~ photonon dispo pef[nefshJp with Egypt and Tunisia was taunched Lo ~efp the 

countries of tl~e Niddle East ~nd North Africa with regard to the 

h~stor~c changes t~at are now taking p~ace t~ere. On lOth 

Lhe base of this pa~[nership in a joint decfa~ation: a poH[k:al process to support 

the democratic transition ~n this count~% and an economic pillar of transparent 

governanc% sust~h~ab~e growth ~nd responsible government, The donor 

f]nancJa]J~ tO 8thieve [:hese gOS~Sj new coun[:f~es have .joined the ~)artnershJp,,, 

OECD/Forecasts 
[he Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

::[~:~:: photo nan dispo (OECD)has pubiished its [nterb~ [-conom~c Outlook for the G7 
countries and reviews ~ts growth forecasts downwards for the 

end of the year. The OECD is now forecasting growLh of ~.~.% 

and then 0,4% over one year m the third and fourth quarters For Lhe US and 0,9% 

and then 0,4% for France; as for Germany ~ts growth ~n the t~rd quarter will be 
+2.(~% and then -1.4% b~ the fourth~ w~Hst Italy m~y experience at ~east one 

quarter of GDP contraction Hke Germany. Japan h~ still rebuikHng six mord:hs citer 

U~e earthquake~ the tsunam~ and the nuclear acddent that 8ffected ~t... Rend more 

G7/Finances 

¯ ¯ 1 On 9th September the Finance and Governors of the Central 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ Banks of the 7 most industrialised countries (US, :~apan, 

Canada, Germany, France, Italy, UK) met h~ NarseH]es. They 

recalled [hat s[fong rneasuFes would co]~th’lue [o be [8ken "to 

protect financial stabiHLy, to find confidence and maintain 
g~owth"~ [hese goa~s w]l~ a~so be achieved thanks to a concerted effort 

h~ternat~onafly and the upkeep of common ~nterest ~n a strong, stable 

internatiorlal, rnone~:ary sys~:em._ [~eed ~:’:ore 

European Council : 

Lessons/Crisis 
1 ~n a speech at the London School of Economics on 7th 

::.~.:: photo non dispoJ September U~e President of Lhe European Coundl Herrnan Van 
Rompuy recalled the seriousness of the present economic and 

financial cds~s. Be stressed the need for national governments 
to stand by one another in spite of the difficulties t~ey faced. 

Serbia 

pilotonondi-spo 
On 9Lh SepLember the President ot the European CoL~ncH 
Herman V~n Rompuy, attended the first EU-Serbia forum in 

Belgrade. He stressed the benefits of European ~ntegrat~on, 

notably peace, which now reigns across the enthe European 

conLment. He also congr~tulaLed the Serbian authorities for 

their determination Lo no~maHse Lheh ]nternat~ona~ ~e~at~ons 
and encouraged t~em to continue their work to draw closer to the EU, which, ~n 

sp~te of the £:~s~s, ren’lsJns 8 ma~n beacon of at[rac:~ion_. Re;sd more 

Commission 

Energy 

On 7th September the [-uropean Commission presented a 
::~:: photo non dispo co]THl"lLinication on "~he security O[ energy supplies and 

JnternstionsI cooperation" that defines a strategy fo~ Lhe EU’s 
externa~ re]8[ions with regard to energy as requested by the 

[-uropean Cound[. One of the 43 proposals suggests tl3at energy agreements with 

[hhd courd:rh~s might be negot~a[ed by the Commission when ~t comes to achieving 

[he Union’s goals as in the c~se of the Trans--Caspi~n gas pipeline. The 

communication includes a proposal to extend the information exchange 
mechanism to aH ~ntergovernmenta~ energy agreements that have been ~dopted 

or that are being ne~}otiated between Nember steres and third counhies~ This wH] 

enable ~he Commission ~o participate 8s 8n observer in the negotiations and to 

ensure the latter are b~ I~ne w~t~ ~nternal energy market ru~es before t~ey are 
signed. The President of the European P~r~ament ]erzy Buzek~ who ~s promoting a 

~ufopesn E]lefgy Community, welcomed [hese pfo~)osais.,~ ~¢Sd i’~or-e 

Road Safety 

On 8th September the European Co~’nn’liSSiorl adopted a]’~ ]nit~a~ 
~ photonon d~spo measure to foster the installation ot an eCaH system by 2015 

on all new models of c~r. 1he eCal] system enables immediate 

contact w~th the emergency services in the event of an acddent 

even ff Lhe driver h~ unabk~ ~o mske the ca~ personat~y~ The 

Comnl]ssion adopted a [ecommendat~on requesting that aH Nember States ensure 
Lhat mobile telephone operators adapt their bffrastructure to enable eCaHs to be 

transferred effect~vefy to the emergency services. The voluntary deployment of 

this messure hss not been enough sh]{:e 2OOS, hence [he Comn’l~ssk}n hss opLed 

fol a legislative approsch and it is suggesting that a ~egu~at~on soon be made thst 
mskes the ~nstallation of the eCaH facility obligatory. ~IEPs of the Transport 

Committee welcomed th~s project positively... R<~<J ~hor{ 



Council: 

Eurovignette 
1 On 12th September Ministers adopted the "Eurovignette" 

ii.~j photor;ondispo rib-active that is applicabfe to HGV vehk:]es w~th the a~m of 
J 

reducing po]h,d:h)n emanath’q~ ~rora freight transport companies" 

vehicles; it a~so aim [o fluidify traffic and establish diversified 

ratifications; the taxation Fate will be proportiona~ to the 
vehkzles’ emissions, the d~stance travelled, the place and thee o~ romd use, The 

rH~w ELiropear~ fFamework law is [ostering the transfeF oveF to modes of ~:Fanspo~t 

that aFe more respectful of the environment, The directive that will have to be 

transposed by ~emDer States into theh" nat~ona~ legislation w]thh~ t~e next two 
years~ ~llows d~spens~tion from the tax foF cert~h~ categoNes of vehicles ~nd 

pFoposes th~: the revenues {~om th~s be used by Member St~:es ~:O~ p~o~ects in 

[he transpoFt sector and notably for the improvement of the trans-,European 

transport network._ Read more 

Diplomacy : 

Cou nter-Terrorism 
1 ’an veas ~:fte the ~:ttacks of 11th September G es de 

ii.~j photo non dispoJ Kerci~ove, coordinator of the EU’s campaign to counter 
terroFhMl"l Fev~ewed the resu~:s of 8 deG~de work during a press 
con~ereru::e on 5th Sep~embeF. He ~ec~Hed that ~he origins of 

terrorism in Europe were dwerse: pol][ical, religious, anarchist, 

~nd secessionist, A~though aPQaed~ ~s dearly h~ decline its operations h~ Islamic 

~laghreb (AQN~) and h~ the A~ab Peninsula (AQPA) 8re on the Hse. Another threat 
~s the erlro~merd: ~rlto the jihsd of ~uFopesr~ £:it~zens who 8~e riot we]~ known or 

unknown to the security services. However oveF the last ~ew yeaFs the EU has 

estagl~s~ed some effective too~s: the arrest warrant~ agencies (EuropoL Eurojust~ 

Frontex), the sharing o~: infl)FmaUon. Giih~s de KeFchove h~sisted on the importance 
of greater cooperath)n with aH ~hkd count:des, the USA and Pakistan._ R~ad more 

KOSOVO 
On 6th and 7th September the, PFesiderd: oI: Kosovo, Al:i{ete 

::]~] phot ...... dispo Jahjaga, travelled to Brussels to meet the President of the 

Council Herman V~n Rompuy~ the H~gh Representative 
CatheFh~e Ashton, the President of the European Counci]~ Jerzy 

Buzek and PIEPs of the "FoFeign Affairs" CoramH:tee~ She 

pleaded b~ suppor[ of Kosovo’s terr][or~a] b~tegrJty, stressed her country’s desire to 

become ~n E-U NembeF State and asked that t~e non-recognition of Kosovo by 
member states should not prevent the prospect of liberaHsing vis~s, Her European 

th{s dhection rand said they were pleased with recen[ agFeements made with 

Serbia, Mr Van Rompuy rand Mr Buzek supported the ~dea of d{a]ogue over 

COUFt Of: Justice : 

GMO 
On 8th September the E-{J’s Coud: of }ustice delivered a decision 

ii1~] pho~onon dispo ~;4th regard to ~:he residua~ presence oF GMO’s in ~oodstuff:s, ~n 
ano~heF decisk)n dellveFed on 8th SeptembeF the Cour~ also 

detailed the conditions of [he emergency ban on GNO cFops, ~t 

targets more particul~Ny the moratoFium h~p~emented by 

France._ :U~ad n:ore 

Sound Pollution 
In a decision dated 8th September the EU’s Court of 3ustice 

oF sound tolerated when pJanes fly over inhabited areas, 

However these measures should not be used as a pretext to 
restrict access to ah-ports: it wH~ only be possible to h~p~ement 

a ban on flying over an aFea ordy when it has been demonstrated U~at i~ is the 

only solution possible [o ~educe noise_, Pesd more 

ECB : 

Resignation 

German ,]{i~gen Stark member oI:the. ECB’s Execu~:ive Board, 

reasons, His opposition to the puFchase of bonds by the ECB 

goveFnment indicated on 10th September that J6rg Asmussen would replace 

]Organ Stark as chief economist at the ECB,,. Read more 

Justice/Aid to Greece 
photo non dispo On 7th September the German Constitutional Court of 

Karlsruhe authorised the principle of aid promised by Berlin to 

jud~}es demand ~:l’~a~: the governraer~t shouk] ~nvolve 

parliament more, The guardians of the German constitution 

behave that the C~anceHor d~d not ~nfringe t~e German 

Fundaraentai Law by granting tens of billions o~: euros h’~ k)ans ~o countries irl 

ask for the Bundes[ag’s gFeenligh[ (Budgets Committee) before g~anting any 

further loans to states in financial difficulty.,, E~ad more 



Spain : 

Deficit Prohibited 
[he Sp~nish Senate adopted the text on the "golden rule" on 

ii:~;~iI photo non dispo budgetary ,stability on 7th September, 233 v~tes in favour 3 

~ga[nst, Spa~n is thatch}re the second country ~fter Germany Lo 

mtroduce th~s ru~e into its constitution m Lhe hope of becomkK~ 
the mode~ or r~goul h3 the eyes of the ma~keLs that have been unnerved by the 

debt. The reform wH~ be incR~ded in the f~ndamenta~ ~aw withh~ the next 15 days. 

This rai:ff~(:mUon took p~ece to the backdrop ot demonstratkms on the part o~ the 

pubUc._ Read more 

Vote/Greece/Austerity 

On 8th September the Senate appFow~.d the revised draft 

~] phot ...... d~spo fin~nce law for 2011 that ~nc[udes new a~d to Greece &~nd the 
~uster~ty plan. This draft ~aw was adopted the p~ev~ous 
evenh~g by t~e N~Uona~ Assembly. 1-he p~an is sp~t into two: a 

~nd then ~ plan to reduce deficits/’ sa~d French BudgeL Minister ~nd the 
government’s spokesperson, Va~6He P6cresse. France thereby became the first 

European country to approve t~e rescue p~an for G~eece whic~ ~nc~udes an ~nit~a~ 

Italy : 

Budget/Balance 

[r i.~i oho.’. ...... ct’%~c 11 Or, 7th September ]taHan Senators adopted U~e ,}overnrnerH:’s . .. austerity plan that w~H [ota~ 54.2 billion euros ~)y 2013, The 

next day Sflv~o Ber~usconPs government adopted a draft 

constitutional law during a council meeting that p~ns for the 

~nL[oduct~o~ ot the "go}de~] rule" hlLo the Coqstitutioru thH~ 

a~ms Lo bring pubNc deficits under {;onLroL This plan should be 

finally appFoved by MPs during the vote on 12th September... Re£=d more 

Latvia : 

Award 

pi~oto non dispo The former President of Latvia Vaira Vike--Freiberga was given 
the Truman--Reagan Freedom Med~ on 8th September, 

delivered by the Fousdat~on for the Nemory of the V~cUms of 

Commun~srn, The oLher re{:ipient is [lean8 Ros.-I_eht]nen, a 

member Of Lhe America~ COheiress,,. r~eac~ more 

UK: 

Russia 

: : 1 On 11th and 12th September British Prht~e Mh)ister David 
i~i photo non dispoJ Cameron travelled to Moscow. it was the first visit by a British 

leader to Russia sisce the ass~ssisation of the former Russian 
agerlt Aleksandr I_iLvlnenko in 2006 in London which led 

bilateral relations into a period of disrupEion. Hoping to rekindle 
relations between Lhe two countries, D~vid C~meron notably s~id he supported 

RlJssia’s membership of t~e Wl-O in ~ speech at the University of Noscow on 12th 

September_. Read more 

Electoral Law 
On 8th September the Montenegrin Parliament adopted an 

ii~ii Dh°~°nondlsp° e[ectoraf law whi{;l’l was one o[: ~he mail~ ~:of]dltiol~s set by 

Brussels to establish the date to launch EU accession 
negotiaHons. -l-I~is law was unanimously approved by the 71 
M~s present out of a tota~ of 81. Montenegro obtained the 

Gas Pipeline/Nord Stream 
Russian Prime Ninister Vtadimif Putin irlaugurated the gas 

E:"~’:: photo non dispo pipefine Nofd Stream on 6th SepLember; this is a strategic 

project that will supply Western Europe by passing via the 

Baltic Se~. During his trip to ~ctivate the compression station in 

Portovafa, near VyboFg on the shores of Lhe BaRk; Sea he was 
ac{;ompal)]ed b7 ~:{}f reef Gelmarl Chan{;elf{}f Gerhard Schf(}del-~ 

who chahs the Nord Stream consorHum. The gas pipeline make it possible [o 

transport most of Russian gas w~thout it havh~g to transit through countries 

neighbouring Russia on iLs route for Eufope, a major task for Ploscow, which is 
again in conflict with Ukraine over gas prices,., F’e;~d more 

Security/France 

i~i photoncndispo for its :£0th session in Moscow on 7th September. PresidenL 

Dn-dtri Medvedev met the French Foreign and Defence Ministers, 
Alain ]upp~. and G~.rard Longuet at the Kremlh~ on this occasion 

Logether with Lheir Russian counterparts Serguey Lavrov and 

Anatoli Serdyukov. )"he rninisLers discussed major issues related Lo European and 



international security, notably NA-[O-Russian cooperation in terms of anti-missile 
defence, the control of conventional arms, regionB~ conflk:[s~ the fight to counter 

proliferation and even the sLabH~satkm of Afghanistan_, Read w:ore 

Switzerland : 

Departure 

1 On 7th September the President of Lhe HeNeti(: ¢on[ederaLion 
~ photonon dispoJ NicheHne Ca~my--Rey derided to leave the CoH~ge at the end of 

this year, She tok~ the Federa~ Counc~ that she was not going 

to stand in the e~ectio~ of the government on .14th December 

OSCE: 

Moldova 

] Lithuanian Foreign Ninister, Audrionus Azubafis, the current 
::1~1:: photo non dJspoJ p~’esJd~?n[ ol: the OSCEf chaired a b~fatera~ meeting on 8th and 

9th September between NoMovan Prime Minister Vlad F~a~ and 
the head of the Fegion of Fransn~strJa Igor Sm~rnov 

Re{che~h~lL Germany, Nr AzubaHs believes that the "meeting 

head of the OSCE mission in Noldova, Philip Rernler, believes tha~ "differences 

have to 9e depol~tlcl=ed a~d settled by [oc~Jslng speclfic~lW on the 
The 5+2 format ~s a negotlaHon pla~ i~dudi~g the h]terested parties~ the OSCE, 

Russia, Ukraine, the US and the EU,_ Read more 

Croissance 
According the most recent estin-~ates published by Eurostat on 

::~:: photo non dispo 6th September the Euro Area’s GDP and that o[ [he EU 
~ncreased by 0,2% in the second quarter of 2011, 

comparison the GDP of the USA also h~c~eased 9y 0,2% and 
that of Japan decreased by 0,3%,,, 

External Trade 
According to the first Eurostat estimate published on 9th 

::~:: photo non dispo September in the se~:ond quarter of 2011 the EU’s ~:uFrent 

account recorded a deficit (goods and services o~ 43,2 billion 
euros, a deficit in the goods trade of 37,4 billion emos and a 

surpk~s in the trade of services of 22,9 billion euFos,,, Reixi more 

Studies/Reports : 

Public Finances 
On 12th Septen-d~er the European Commission p~blished a 

:::~;~:i photo non dispo report on public finances, The public debt in the euro area is 

due Lo ~e a~ 88,7% o~ the GDP hi 2012. The e{:onomk: cds~s has 

caused a s~gn~ficant worsening in p~bHc finances m U]e Nember 

States m~king t~e viag~hty of the debt a majo~ stake ~n the 

e~th-e EU, S~muitaneousW, budgetary surve~Hance h~ the EU ~s the focus of major 

rek~rm. The 2011 repot[ on publk: finances h’~ Lhe Economic and Nonetary Union 

reviews recenL developments in this domain> analyses Ule new assessmenL 
methods with regard to the viability of the debt and describes changes with 
regard to budgetary surveillance in the EU, These reforms, which are the result of 

the h~ssons ]earned dufh’l!~ [he (:fish~, place ~}~even]:iorl and the reduction of 

debt aL the hemt of budgetmy su[veiHance in the ~U,,, r~{~d more 

Governance/Economy 

1 Jean-Francois Jamet, Warner Nussler and Stefaan L)e ColLe 
i~i photonon dispoJ have published an article on the economic governance of the 

}:-uropean Union for the European Study Centre; they look more 

partk:utady h’d:o the Gel’marl arid Fren{:h views,_ Re~d more 

Governance/Social 

: : 1 [he Bertelsmann Foundation has published a paper by ]hon~as 
i~i photo non dispoJ Fischer and Sarah HoFR[~ann entitled "European Economic 

Governance, And what about the Social Din-~ension7 The 

recently Lo improve economic governance across Europe and noLe Lhat not 
enough attention has been paid Lo the social dimension, Given the dangers of a 

social crisis they suggest a "social investment pact" to complete the E~Jro Plus Pact 

G20 

The French E~:orlomic, Sodat arid Envirorlraerltal Committee has 

t~e effecUveness of this ~nst~nce ~n the face of present 

challenges, and shesses [:wo principk~s that shouM 

acHon: growth is woful nothing ff l[ does not h~ad to poslLive 

outcomes ~n th~ SOC[B] Bnd env[ronmeBta] areas~ StBLes and 
~nternatJona~ organJsaUons s~ou}d take t~eJr respons~b~Ht~es and regulate markets 
tha[ have been flee [:rom any constrah][: for far too king._ Read more 



Culture 

Heritage Days 
] In September and October the European Heritage Days are 

::1~1:: photonon dispoJ be~n~ of~Jan~sed ~n 50 European S~:8[es w~[~ the sup[}ort o~: the 
CouDc~l of Europe and the European Commission, Germany, the 

Netherlands, Estorfim~ Finland, Sweden, Latvia, UK and Poland 
organ~sed the~ events 9etween 9th and l. zth September, 

Belgium, France, I_uxembourg, Romania, Uthuania are organiskK~ Lhern on Z7th [o 

~gth September, Some countries ~le wo[klng on the same theme: for example 
France, Dkra~ne, Cyprus and FJnJan~ aFe highlighting [heir "cuitura~ routes" to raise 

public awareness of the heritage as the paths of ~rt~ science and trade cross, In 

20~ the R)dfLh torum of European Heritage Days will end ~his year"s everlts 

between &Oth to ~2th October in Wrodsw ~n Poland_, Resd more 

Exhibition/Paris 
FFom 13th September to 15th January Lhe Orsay Mdseum h~ 

::]~] phot ...... dispo putting on an exh~bR~on devoted to "the aestheLic movement" 

that dominated England h~ the second hag of the 19th century 

[:Jrae vi8 a new JdesJJsatJon of beauty, The ex~libi(:ion preserlts work (photogFephy, 

decolat~ve arb Hterature, fashion ,,.) by Edward Burne-]ones mK~ W~H~sm Morals, 

Dante Gabde~ Rossettb 3ames Nc~eiH Whistler, Aub~ey Beardsley and Osca~ W~de, 

who all tF[ed to asso(:~aLe 8r[isl:~c cFeatJon with ~gestyle_, Re:sd mo:-e 

Exhibition/Basel 
]-he "Kunstmuseun~ Basel" is putting on an exhibition 

.~j pho~onondispo ~resenLirl!:j the work ol: Max Beckmenn dn~i~ 22rid ~anuary. 

The exhibKion "Landscapes" comprises 70 pictures, works of 

arts and unique p~nthsgs From private collections. Believed to 
be a dass~ca~ master of modernity Beckmann reveals all of his 

aF~isitic qualities in I’fis faru:ls(:a~es, The exh~l:dtion provides an 
overview of the German painter’s development, who spen[ his Hfe as an ern~gr~ in 

t~e USA.,. Read mere 

Biennale/Lyon 

[he Zlth Biennale in Lyon was designed by Argentinian curator 
:::~:~:i photo non dispo Victoria Noothroom, who took her h~spiration f~om the poem by 

W,B. Yeats "A TeFNbfe Beau[y is Born". This artistic fesUva[ 
bNngs l:ogeLheF 78 aFLisl:s from aFound [he worRJ ~:Fom ~.Sth 

September to 31st December (]ohn Cage~ Uila Von 

Brandenburg, bl~F]~ne Dumas, CHdo Meh-eles) who are exhibiting theb- work over 

~4,000m2 spread 8CFOSS ~:our venues,., Pe3d more 

Agenda 

L2th September 
"General AfFairs" and "Foreign AfFairs" Councii 

L2th~.l 5th Sei)tembe~" 
Plenary Session of European Parliament (Strasbourg) 

I5U~ Sep.:ember 
General Elections in Denmark 

EL>South Africa Summit 

16{:h- ~.7th Se.eterqbe~ 

General ElecUons irl Latvia 

.l 9th~20th Septe -nbe - 
"Agriculture and Fisi~eries" Councii 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

notes 

(Sept 13) .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 12:11 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edtr~; Rucker, Waiter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Univ. Credit Card for Travel 

Hi All, 
I wanted to let you know that Diners Club Cards are offered to UNC faculty for travel and work-related expenses. I use the card, since it has a longing billing cycle, which 

usually allows me to be reimbursed before the payment is due. 
You can get more information about the card at: http://finance.unc.edu/procurement-services/travel-services/diners-club.html 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@emaiL unc~edu 
http://www~unc~edu!depts/afriafam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 12:39 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Human Tra~Iic: Past and Present- Oct. 13-15 - plea~ circulate! 

lmman tmflfic FINAL horizontal.pdf 

See attached flyer for more details. 
Please circulate ~videly Thanks! Apologies for cross-postings 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashion@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 1: 54 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] just another note about veri~ing rosters 

Instructors 

Please make sure you are checking your roster in Connect Carolina rather than Sakai. Rosters might be different in sakai. Some 

students who have not created an onyen and password will not be uploaded in sakai yet. 

Also, we have decided to copy you in the email when we send students their confirmation of drop or withdrawal. This will just give 

you a quick heads up that a student will no longer be participating in your course. 
jod~ cash%n 

stude~& se~vlces Asslsta~& 

Carolina CouFses Online 

F~[day Cente~ fo~ Contlnu[ng Ed~catlon 

Phone ~19~ 62-5304 

Fa,~ 9 !~-9 62-5540 

Description 

Description 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

ccothc as: <~a href "mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<a?< To unsub~ribe send a blm~k <br> 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-29876965- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29876965- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d358918a959@listserv.unc.edu<a-~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 3:53 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

n.saim~ 

iLvumba- sept 13 - big - 2011 sept .docx 



Summer - 1 

Afril01: Section - 

002 

(9.45am-11.15am, 

Gardner 308) 

Afril01: section - 

003 

(11.30am-l.00pm, 

Stone Center 210) 

Summer - 2 

Afril01: Section - 

001 

(9.45am-11.15am, 

GEC 1005) 

Afril01: Section - 

002 (11.30am- 
lo00pm, GEC 

1005) 

Summer - 2 

Afril01: Section- 

001 

(9.45am-11.15am, 

GEC 1005) 

Spring of 2009 - 

One - 

contacted 

about be 
registered in an 

Independent 

Study in the Spring 

Summer - 2 

Afri: 101: Section- 

001 

(9.45am-11.15am, 

GEC 1005) 

One student ( 

Contacted in July 

Re: Independent 

Student 

Fall - 

(asked to 
grade paper) 

Afri: 101 - Section 

- 002 (11.30am- 
1.00pm, GEC 

1005) 

Summer - 2 

Afri:101 - Section 

- 001 

(9.45am-11.15am, 
Murray Hall, G.204 

(moved to Dey 
304 the 2nd day of 

class - there is 

communication to 
confirm this - by 

UNC’s class room 
scheduling 

because of 
technology needs) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 4:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

c 

CV - annual repo~ (2010-2011).doc 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heidi Bogin Oshin <heidio@menemshafilms.com~ 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:33 PM 

tteidi Oshin <heidio@menemshalilms.com~ 

New Film available tbr Africa~ Studies Programming 

Dear Friends; 

Menemsha Films is pleased to inform you that we have a new film available for programming. THE RESCUERS, the latest film from Award- 
winning filmmaker Michael King, uncovers the largely unknown stories of 13 heroic and courageous diplomats who, at tremendous personal cost, 
saved tens of thousands of Jews during World War II. The film follows Stephanie Nyombayire, a young Rwandan anti-genocide activist who lost 
100 members of her family in the Rwandan Genocide of the 1990s, and Sir Martin Gilbert, the renowned 20th century and Holocaust historian, as 
they travel across 15 countries and three continents interviewing survivors and descendants of the diplomats. Nyombayire and Gilbert explore and 
contemplate the past in a quest, in part, to understand what should be done to stop the ongoing genocide in Darfur and elsewhere. 

Best, 

Heidi 

You may also be interested in "Live and Become". Please take a look at all of our quality films. 

Menemsha Films 
Heidi Bogin Oshin, J.D., M.Ed. 
Tel 310.452.1775 
Fax 310.452.3740 

heidio@menemshafilms.com 
213 Rose Avenue, 2nd Floor 
Venice, California 90291 
vw~rw.menemshafilms.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: U~ent: Letter of Recommendation 

I will come by Battle Hall around 3:30pm tomolTow to get the letter from the Iicont desk,’ main office. 
Thanks again t;ar your support with this letter of recommendation. 

-My cell phone is listed above just incase you need to call me about it 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihu~ac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:21 PM 
To: 
Subject: Urgent: Letter of Recormnendation 

Dear 

I have been in several urgent meetings this morning and I have asked to attend two more right after my 2rid seminar this afternoon. Thus, I write to see if can pick your letter tomorro;v 
morning rather today because of unexpected time constraints. Hope this OK. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~[ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:36 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: Letter of Recommendation 

Good afternoon Professor SaNe, 

Attached to this email is the rough draft version of my essay ~2~r the                                       In addition to my resume and cnver letter that I provided you with, the 
attached essay contains answers to the questions we discussed during our meeting on Thursday If you have any further questions please let me know 

Thank you again for doing this recommendation for me. 

Best, 

A[~’RI    /AFRI 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear 

No problem. See you then. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~lwe.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:23 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Letter of Recorrm~endation 

Oreetngs Dr. Sahle, 

I was quite displeased that the tornado warning prevented us from meeting during your office hours yesterday, Tues. 
on Thursday,    to discuss details about the program I will use your recorrm~endation letter for. 

Please let me kno~v if this is ok. 

Best, 

Despite this, I’d still like to meet w-ith you during your office hours 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:31 Plvi 
To: 
Subject: RE: Letter of Recommendation 

Dear 

I would be delighted to write a letter on your behalf. Let’s discuss the modalities tomorrow during my office hours. 

Sincerely, 



Dr. Sahle 

From:. ~!live.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:13 PM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: Letter of Recommendation 

Greetings Dr. Sahle, 

hope this email reaches you ~vell. I’d like to inquire if you could write a letter of recommendation on my behall’? I am applying for the 
is designed to prepare undergraduate members for 

If you can do this reconm~endation, I would need the letter by Tuesday, 

According to the application, the letter of recommendation should express ray potential as a leader and be signed and sealed on official letterhead. I have attached to this email my resume 
and a sample cover letter of my experiences (for reference). 

Again, please let me kamw if you can do this reconwnenndation for me, and I’d like to speak with you about it further during your office hours. If you have any further questions, please let 
me know. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapa. Teresa <tchap~unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 11:31 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Article database--PortaJ de Portales Latindex 

http: !/www.latindex.ppl. u na m.mx/index, ph p/index 

Portal De Portales Latindex, an initiative begun in :t994, was officially launched last week by the UNAM. This portal, "provides access to the contents and full text documents of 
scholarly journals available on digital collections from Latin America, the Caribbean, Spain and Portugal supporters of the Open Access movement. The objective is to 
disseminate the scientific knowledge published in the Ibero-American region. The portal makes use of the OAI Harvester 2 developed by the Public Knowledge Project (PKP) 
based on the OAI-PMH protocol." 

The following digital collections provide their electronic content to Latindex, offering access to over a million scholarly articles: 

I i:@i Portal’s inf .... tion 
1 

[~iii Portal’sinf .... Zion! 

I~ii Portal’sinf .... tion1 

[ ii~iI Portal’s information 

I ii~iI Portal’s information 

i i~i Portal’s information 

l i~i Portal’s inf .... tion 
I 

! ii.~.ii Portal’s inf .... tion! 

Portal’s information 

[ ~ Portal’s inf .... tion 

Portal’s inf .... tion 

Best, 
Teresa Chapa 

Teresa Chapa, PhD. 

Librarian for Latin America, Iberia and Latina!o Studies 
Davis Library CB 39.t8, Global Resources and Area Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

(9].9) 962-3948 office; (919) 962-4450 fax 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 9:13 AM 

Department lis~serv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: HR Facilitator Diges~t: Sept. 13, 2011 

SSS Regisntralion Flyer.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:07 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: Sept. 13, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

There is no attachment specifically for HR Facilitators this week. 

. Fu~ text of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at htt~:[[hr.unc.edu/news-events[items. 

Throughout September: 2NLO_[P_g_~__Z~[&~L~_g~RRN_&~L~_[~_~_~_~_g_~!J_&~N 

Sept. 28: Graduate Student Hea~h ~nsurance Enrollment ends 

Nov. 27: Carolina Cares~ Carolina Shares ends 

Sensible Savings Sessions 

Sensible Savings Sessions are workshops designed to help provide state employees information on financial welb~ess as welf as their NCFtex benet:its. Employees 

must register to arterial. Please review the attached registration fiver for additional information. 

Graduate Student Neatth ~nsurance Enrollment Extended to Sept, 28th (Contact: _E____m__!!_K__C__£__b__l__e_.09Igogr:~2-1raOl} 

Graduate Student Health Insurance enrollment will continue through Wedr~esda¥, Sept. 28, with an effective date of lul. ~5. Please make sure that all eligible 

students are er~rolled by this date. To print a departmental list of studer~ts, please see page :].:1. of the Graduate Studer~t Health Insurar~ce Program Mar~ual located 

on the Finance website Trainin~ Pa~e, under ~nsurance. 

~f it is determined the students were not enrolled, ~Jease make sure when enLerk~g the ~nh:m~atkm to ~ress "enter" and then the "~:~." key to "save/write" the 

data. ~f you are the home department and are t@ng to enter a student, but cannot access them due to restricted department access, p~esse erna~ the P~D and 

narne o~: the studen~ to ~j_Q__~#_~__~_~#.. 

~f you have a~y questior~s, p~ease contact Tin Lay Nwe at 843-89~5, or Emily Coble 

You axe currently subscribed to afi’ia~am as: ._e__tL_m___c__e__@__e_Ln_~i!_:_tLn__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu,’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afdat~am&o~9883364 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-29883364-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada.770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



In partnership with... 

C: ed t U .i.on 

Presents 

A free, no pressure, financial planning workshop presented by representatives of 
the North Carolina State Employees’ Credit Union to help you learn to make the 

most of what you have! Spouses are encouraged to attend 

The NCFlex team will also be on hand to discuss updates, plan changes and to 
answer questions. 

All Sessions will be from 8:30 am to 12:30pro and will include breakfast 

10114/2011 Washington Beaufort Community College, Building 10 Multipurpose Room 

Asheville 

Greenville 

Chapel Hill 

Raleigh 

Raleigh 

Morganton 

Wi nston-Salem 

Durham 

Wilmington 

10117/2011 

10118/2011 

10119/2011 

10/20/2011 

1012112011 

1012412011 

10125/2011 

10126/2011 

1012712011 

UNC- Asheville, Highsmith Union-Room 104 

East Carolina University, Willis Building, 300 E. 1st Street 
UNC - General Administration -Spangler Building, Board Room 

Personnel Development Ctr, Piedmont Room 101 W Peace Street 

Personnel Development Ctr, Piedmont Room 101 W Peace Street 

J Iverson Riddle Develop. Ctr. 300 Enola Road 

Winston-Salem State Univ. Anderson Center, McNeil Auditorium. 601 S. ML King Jr. Drive. 

NCCU: HM Michaux, Jr. Education Bldg, Auditorium 
New Hanover Co-Op Arboretum 6206 Oleander Dr 

Phone 

Sensible Savings Session I’d like to attend: 

Please Fax to (919)715- 0237 Registrations due by 9/30/11 

E-mail 

There will be a drawing for an Ipod Shuffle at each location. *Yo~ must register to attend and be present to win!! 



Sent: 

Subjet~: 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 9:17 AM 

Sah~e, Eunice N <eunice@~mail.unc.edu:~ 

Monday meeting 

Hi Eunice, 

Good to see you in class on Monday. T just wanted to follow-up about meeting on Monday before class. What time did you want to meet? I am free so whenever works for you 

is ok with me. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 12:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Faculty Spotlight 

Hi Eunice, 

Would you be interested in being highlighted in our global studies Fall newsletter? We’d love for you to be our faculty spotlight this semester so that we can share 

all the amazing work you’re doing. If you’re willing, I’ll send some questions your way! 

Let me know! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.global.unc.edu!globalstudies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 2:05 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llow@liskserv.unc.edtr> 

[cursfacultyfellows] FUND1NG ALERT ~-RWJF / HEALTH POLICY FELLOWS PROGRAM 

drahill~a)email, unc.edu 

orone@unc,edu 



<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

curs~:acult54"ellows as: --~a hre~"mailto:eunice@em~fil.unc.edu">eunice@ema~l.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

em~fil to --~a l~-ef "mailto:leave-29885740-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listse~.unc.edu">leave-29885740- 

43127920.607d3960bfSd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<,’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Staple- Clark <j staple@uniteforsight.org> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 2:58 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Call For Abstracts: Global tlealth & Innovation Conference at Yale 

Hello, 

You and your colleagnes may be interested in attending or presenting at the Global Health & Innovation Conference at Yale. We are cnrrently accepting abstract 

submissions for presentation, and the final abstract deadline is September 30. We would appreciate it if you could please fo~avard this mmouncement to those who may 

be interesled in attending or presenting. The registration rate increases after September 30. 

G~oba~ Health & Innovation Conference 2012 
Presented by Unite For Sight, 9th Annual Conference 

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA 
Saturday, April 21 - Sunday, April 22, 2012 

http://www.uniteforsi~ht.org/conference 

"A Meeting of Minds"--CNN 

The Global Health & Innovation Conference is the world’s largest global health cont~rence and ~cial entrepreneurship conference. This musl-attend, thought-leading 

conference annually convenes 2,200 leaders, changemakers, students, and professionals t~m all tields of global health, international development, and social 

entrepreneurship. Re~ister durin~ September to secure the lowest registration rate. 

Interested in presenting at the conference? Submit an abstract for consideration. 

The conference’s confirmed speakers to date include: 

Keynote Addresses 

Sasha Dichter, Director of Business Development, Acumen Fund 

Seth Goldman, President and TeaEO of Honest Tea 

Jeffrey Sachs, PhD, Director of Earth Institute at Columbia Universi~; Quetelet Professor of SustaAnable Development, Professor of Health Policy and 

Management, Columbia University; Special Advisor to Secreta~-Geneml of the United Nations Ban Ki-moon 
Sonia Ehrlich Sachs, MD, MPH, Director of Health, Millelmium Village Prqiect, Earth Institute at Columbia University 

Design Thinking Speakers 

Robert Fabricant, Vice President of Creative, Frog Design Inc. 

Erica Kodfi, Co-lead, UNICEF Innovations Team 

Michael Murphy, Executive Director and Co-Fotmder, MASS Design Group 

"Designing Effective Visuals For Global Communication," Natacha Poggio, Assistant Professor, Hartford Art School, UniversiF of Hartford 

Andre~, Z~flli, Curator, Pop! Tech 

Education Initiatives in Global Health Speakers 

Peter Bourne, MA, MD, Visiting Fellow, Oxford UniversiF; Vice Chancellor Emeritus, St. George’s University; Formerly Special Assistant to the President of 

the United States for Health Issnes; Chair, Medical Edncation Cooperation ruth Cuba (MEDICC) 
Elizabeth Bradley, PhD, P~ofessor of Public Health, Division of Health Policy & Administration; Director, Global Health Initiative, Yale University 

"Educating Undergraduates in Global Health: Opportunities and Challenges," Kaveh Khoslmood, PhD, Associate Professor, Yale School of Public 

Health 

Philip Landrigan, MD, MSc, Dean tbr Global Health, Eflrel It. Wise Prot~ssor and Chaimran, Department of Preventive Medicine, Professor of Pediatrics, 

Director, Children’s Enviroiunental ttealth Center, Mount Sinai School of Medicine 

Cheryl Moyer, MPtt, Managing Director, Global REACH; Research Investigator, Department of Medical Education, University of Michigan Medical School 

Environment, Energy, and Food Speakers 

"An Inventory of Toxic Hotspots in the Developing World - Over 100 Million Exposed," Richard Fuller, President, Blacksmith Institute 

"Farmers First: Scaling a Permanent and Sustainable End To ttunger," Tony Kalm, Director of Business Development, One Acre Fund 

Robert Lawrence, MD, The Center for a Livable Future Professor, Pro~ssor of Environmental Health Sciences, ttealth Policy, and International Health; 

Director, Center li)r a Livable Future, Johns ttopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 

Film, Photography, Art & Global Health Speakers 

¯ "Thinking, Sensing, Feeling, Doing: How Art Can Energize Public Health," Carol~ Cam~uscio, ScD, Assistant Professor of Family Medicine and 

Community Health, Section on Public Health, Universi~ of Pennsylvania 



"Potential Over Poverty: Creating a New Narrative for Development," Jonathan Kalan, Photographer, Journalist, Founder, The (BOP) Project 

Dawn Shapiro, FilmmaJ~er, The Edge of Joy 

Landon Van Soest, Producer, Good Fortune; Fihnmaker Transient Pictures 

Healthcare Delivery Models 

Molly Christiansen, Manager, Health Practices and Business Development, Living Goods 

"Building Sustainable Rural Healthcare Systems: The Healthpoint Model," A! Hammond, co- founder and Chairman of Healthpoint Services and 

Director ofttealth for All, Ashoka 
"Re-Thinking Development: Social Innovations That Deliver Effective, Efficient and Sustainable Large-Scale Change," Lakshmi Karan, 

Director, Global Strategy, Riders tbr Healfl~ 

"Frnntline Health Workers as the Key to Achieving the Health MDGs," Charles MacCormack, President and CEO, Save The Children 

Tricia Morente, Head of Strategy and Maxketing, LffeSpring Hospitals 

Health Policy 

"Global Health Takes a Normative Turn: The Rise of Human Rights to Address the Health Threats of the 21st Century," Benjamin Mason 

Meier, JD, LLM, PhD, Assistant Professor of Global Health Policy, Department of Public Policy, University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Infectious Disease Speakers 

Gene Buldunan, MD, PhD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Brigham and Womeffs Hospital 

Adetokunbo O. Lucas, Adjunct Pv:~fessor of International Health, Ha~’a~:d University 

"Bureaucratic Luddities and Other Opportmfities for Innovation in TB Control," Peter Slnall, MD, Deputy Director. TB, Global Health Program, Bill 
& Melinda Gates Foundation 

"Cost-Effectiveness of Itighly Active Antiretroviral Therapy (I[tAART) in Reducing Mother-to-Child Transmission of HIV Infection in Kenya," 

Georgia Sambunaris, Senior Advi~r, USAID Office of Economic Gro~lh 

Maternal and Child Health Speakers 

Jane Aronson, MD, CEO and Founder of Worldmde Orphans Foundation; Clinical Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Comell Weill Medical College and 

Columbia University 

"Preventing Fetal Alcohol Spectrmn Disorders: New Strategies for Changing the Behaviors of Medical Professionals and Pregnant Women," 

Paul N. Bloom, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Social Entrepreneurship and Marketing, Fuqua School of Busines~ Duke University 

"Reproductive Refugees: Health Disparities and Diasporic Dreams in Post/911 Arab ~Mnerica," Marcia Inborn, MPH, PhD, William K. Lanman Jr. 

Professor of Anthropolo~ and International Aflhirs; Editor, Journal of Middle Easl Womeffs Studies, Council on Middle East Studies, Yale University 

"Adoption of IPmovation and the Rate of Decline in Clfild Mortality," Dean Jamison, Professol; Global Health and Adjunct Professor~ Health Services, 

University of Washington School of Public Health 

"The Role of Scientists and Medical Professionals in Helping Pregnant \Vomen Abstain from Drinldng Alcohol," Rochelle D. Schw ar~z -Bloom, 

Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacology, Duke University Medical Center 
"Family Planning: Remarkable Progress but a Steep Road ?daead," Joe Speidel, MD, MPH, Professor, Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology and 

Reproductive Sciences; Director for Communication, Development and External Relations, Bixby Center for Global Reproductive Health, University of 

California. San Francisco 

"WE CARE Solar: Bringing Light to Maternal Health Care," Laura Stachel, MD, MPH, UC Berkeley School of Public Health; Co-Founder, ~% 

CARE Solar 

Non-Communicable Diseases Speakers 

"Diabetes and the Global Burden of Diabetic Retinopathy," Nader Moinfar, Magmder Eye Ins~titute and University of Central Florida School of 

Medicine, Orlando, Florida 

Organization Management Speakers 

¯ Nava Ashr af, Associate Professor of Business Ad~ninistration, Ha~axd Business School 
¯ "Following Your Dreain With An NGO: ~hy Magic Can Happen," Kate Coleman, Chairman and Founder, Right To Sight 

¯ "Three Cups of Lessons: A Teachable Moment for Nonprofits," Maurice Sega]l, JD, Pro Bono Partnership, Inc. 

Research in Global Health Speakers 

Jenny Aker, Assistant Professor of Economics, Tufts University 

Alan Bernstein, PhD, Former Executive Director, Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise 

"Meet the Editor: How to Write for Global Health Journals," Jocal~ Clark, Senior Editor, PLoS Medicine 

"Advances in Global Eye Health Research," Deborah Carper, Deputy Director, National Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health 
"Primary Congenital Glancom a," Sa~wcat Salim, Associate Professor of Ophthahnology and Director of Glaucoma Service, University of Tennessce, 

Memphis, Tennessee 

"Lifes~le and Risk for Glaucoma," James C. Tsai, MD, Robert R. Young Professor and Chaimmn, Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, 

Yale University School of Medicine; Chief of Ophthalmology, Yale-New Haven Hospital 

Philanthropy Speakers 



Diana Ayton-Shenker, Founder and CEO, Fast Fox,yard Fund 

LucT Bernholz, Arabella Advisors 

"Marketing Strategies To Set Your Not-for-Profit Apart," Aria Finger, COO, Do Something 

"From Donor-Driven to Impact-Driven: How- Evidence Can Inform Smarter Global Health Philanthropy," Carol McLangldin, MD, MPH, MSc, 

Reseaych Director - Global Public Healtk Center for High Impact Philanthrow, School of Social Policy and Practice, UNversity of Pennsylvania 
Aaron Iturst, President and Founder, Taproot Foundation 

Social Enterprise Speakers 

Erica Bliss Pattui, Vice President of Marketing, KIND Healthy Snacks 
Kyle Berner, Creator, Feelgoodz LLC 
"Making it Real: Lessons From Thirty Years of Grassroots Development," Dean Cycon, Founder and CEO, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co. 
"More Food V~ith Less Water and Improved Health: Yes, It Is Possible," Ken Lee, Co-founder and Co-owner, Lotus Foods 
"Diamonds for Development," Shane Rogers, Co-Founder, The Clarity Project 
Mathieu Senard, Co-Founder and CEO, Alter Eco 
Zak Zaidman, Co-Founder and CEO, Kopali Organics 

Social Entrepreneurship Speakers 

"Sustainable Social Change: The Power of Enterprise Solutions," Ron Bills, Chairman & CEO, Envirofit International 

"Lives in Devdopment: Values, Capabilities and Aspirations for the New Economic Development Professional," Michad Falrbanks, Fellow, 
Weatherhead Center lbr Intemationa] Att~r~ Harvard University 

Lara Galinsky, Senior Vice President, Echoing Crreen 

Paul IJght, Paulette Goddard Professor of Public Service, Robert Wagner School of Public Service, New York University 

Eric Nee, Managing Editor, Stantbrd Social Innovation Review 

Jill ’Fucker, Senior Progra~n Officer, Lemelson Foundation 

"Hackovation: Trends, Teclmologies, and Teclmiques for 21st Century Social Impact," Thn Zak, Associate Teaching Professor; Director, Institute for 

Social hmovation, H. John Heinz Ill College, Carnegie Mellon Univmsity 

Social Media & Marketing Speakers 

"Storytelling for Change," Neai Baer, MD, Institute tbr Photographic Empowerment at USC’s Annenberg School of Commumcations; Executive Producer, 

A Gifted Man 
"Healthy Habits for Life: Using Sesame Street to Promote a Healtlrer World," Charlotte Cole, Senior Vice President, Global Education, Sesmne 

Workshop 

"Solving Meta-Co~nmuulty Issues by Plaj~ng Nicely with Oflrers," and "Breaking Th~ The Clutter Workshop: How To Market Your Cause and 

Attract New" Champions," Scott Henderson, Principal at CauseShift and Campaign Mm~ager of WeCanEndThis.com 
"Overcoming Barriers By Using Humor and Anhnation to Create a Cultural Shift," Firdans Kharas, Chairman, Chocolate Moose Media and Global 

Shift 

Tom Watson, President, CauseWired 

Surgery & Global Health Speakers 

"Aflica’s Huge Cataract Backlog: A Novel Strate~- For Dealing With It," Thomas Baah, MD, Ophthahnologist and Director, Save The Natioffs Sight 

Clinic, Ghana 

":~O Global Alliances," l~fichad Brennan, MD, American Academy of Ophthahnology Past President, Alamance Eye Center 
3alneS Clarke, MD, Ophthalmologist and Medical Director, Cus~l Eye Clinic, Ghana 

Scott Coflew, MD, Chief MedicaJ Officer, Resurge 

"Expanding Surgical Care for the Bottom Billion," Selwj~ Rogers, Associate Professor, Harvard Medical School 

Seth Wanye, MD, Ophthalmologist, Eye Clinic of Tamale Teaching Hospital Ghana 

Technology in Global Health Speakers 

Julius Akinyemi, Entrepreneur-h-Residence, MIT Media Lab 

"Use of Point-of-Care Technologies to Empower Commuulties, Sustain Mobile Services, and Improve Health Delivery: Lessons from East 

Africa," and "Workshop: Strategies, Tools, and Practical Tips to Ensure High Impact and Successful Outcomes for Fidd-Based Research and 

Internships," Jefi?ey Blander, President. Bimmaoyo Foundation 

"Strengthening Health Systems in Resource-Poor Settings Through the Application of the Sana Wireless Technology," Leo Cdi, MD, MPH, MS, 

Clinical Instructor in Medicine, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
"Nanotechnolo~ in Cancer Drug Devdopment: A Global Approach," Eiisabet de los Pinos, Founder and CEO, Aura Biosciences 

Rich Fletcher, PhD, Research Scientist. MIT Media Lab 

Hamish Fraser, MBChB, MRCP, MSc, Director of Informatics and Telemedicine, Paxtners in Health; Assistant Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical 

School; Associate Physician at Brigha~ and Women’s Hospital 

Alison Martin, Service Delivery Manager, Sproxil, Inc. 

Jose Go~nez-Marquez, Co-Founder and Co-Inventor, Aerovax; Co-Founder, X out TB; Lecturer, D-LAB, MIT 

"Wirdess Biosensors to Reduce Morbidity and Mortality After Initiation of HIV Antiretroviral Therapy," 3essica Haberer, MD, MS, Research 

Scientist, Harvmd Institute for Global Health; Assistant in Health Decision Sciences, Massachusetts Genera~ Hospital; Instructor, Harvard Medical School 

"mHealth: Scaling Up, Low Cost Mobile Solutions ha (PMTCT) Preventing-Mother-to-Child-Transmission-Progralns," Bobby Jefferson, Health 

IT Project Manager, Futures Group 
"Disrupting Pathw ays to Mortality with Technology: Opporttmifies for Resource-IJmited Settings," Aiain Labrique, Assi stant Protbssor, Director, 



Johns Hopkins Bangladesh; Department of International Health a~d Department of Epidemiology Program in Global Disease Epidemiology and Control, 

Bloomberg School of Public ttealth, Johns ttopkins Universit3~ 

"From Big Data to Small Languages: Communication and Information Processing in a NeMy Connected ~Torld,’’ Robert Munro, Lead Engineer, 

Compntational Linguistics at GlobaJ Viral Forecasting Initiative; Chief Information Otticer, Energy For Opportuni~; Gmdnate Fellow, Staadbrd University 

"BioPhotorfics Technologies for Global Health," Aydoga~ Ozca~, PhD, Associate Professor, Electrical Engineering Department, California NanoSystems 

Institute, UCLA 

"Low-Cost Diagnostics for the Developing World," Una Ryan, OBE, PhD, DSc, CEO, Diagnostics For All 

Water & Sanitation Speakers 

Ned Breslin, Chief Executive Olticer, Water For People 

David Kuria, Chief F~xecutive, Ecotact 

"Advice From The Experts" Panels 

"Careers in Global HeaJth: Advice From The Experts" 

"Careers in Social Entrepreneurship: Advice From The Experts" 

"Lessons From The Field: Setting Up Programs in Remote Areas" 

This e-mail was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by Jennifer Staple-Clark. 
Unsubscribe from Unite For Sight Conference Announcements. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 3:07 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

CFP: SERSAS F~Jl Meeting, 29-30 Oct. 2011, Georgia Southern University 

SERSAS CFP FALL 2011 : Conference on 29-30 Oct 2011 

Meeting hosted by Georgia Southern Umversi~z, Statesboro, GA, just outside Savannah. Details, directions and recommended accommodation to follow on the SERSAS website: 

http://www, ecu.edu~’african/sersas/homepa ge.htm 

Proposals are recommended to address one of the following ~vorkshop themes: 

How do we produce understandings of Africa, with consideration of the border crossings, migrations and interventions that have contributed to the patchwork of compelling concerns that 
face the Continent in the 21 st century? 

Nearly all disciplinary fields that intersect with African Studies are attendant to the complex set of group and national relationships that are shifting, whether melding or dividing. What 
particular border crossings are most informative for our nnderstanding of the people, places, and processes that make tap "Africa"? 

We invite propusals fi~r papers and panels that address these and uther issues related to the problems of policies, histuries and representations related to immigration, movements of people, 
refugees, labor issues, pulicing uf borders, xenuphobia, and which may bridge intu questiuns uf hybrid/burder identities and Diaspuric fluws, histurically and during the present period. We 
especially welcome prupusals that intersect multiple theoretical, epistemological and ontulogical divides within African Studies to address cummun substantive prublems. 

SERSAS prides itself on prnviding a cullegial and welcuming atmosphere tu all and will pruvide :[’or ductural candidates research presentatiuns in a workshop format. Participants are asked 
tu juin the organization and cuntribute the $20 membership fee before or at the conference to help defray costs. 

DEAD],]NE FOR SU[3MISSION OF PROPOSALS IS 14 October 2011. 

All prupusals should be submitted online to: 

Dr Kea Gurdon, Cullege of Charleston: GordenK@cufc.edu; 
Dr. Aran MacKinnon, University ufWest Geurgia: amackinn@westga.edu 

Prugram (;hairs cuntact informatiun: 

Dr. Kea Gordun, College uf Charlestun: GurdenK@cofc edu; 
Dr Aran MacKinnun, L’niversi~ of West Georgia: amackinn@westga edu 
Dr. Ken Wilburn, Eastern Carulina University: wilburnk@ecu edu 

Lucal Arrangements contact information: 

Dr. Cathy Skidmore-ttess, Georgia Southern University: cskid@georgiasuuthern.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 4:42 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiI.unc.edu> 

F~-;ecutive Committee 

Dear Eunice and Kia, 
I am writing to ask whether you would be willing to serve on the 
Executive Con~mittee for the Depoxtment. The Committee works with the 
chair to identiI}’ issues that need to be addressed and to come up with 
proposals to address them. The other three members are the three full 
professors, Bereket, Kenneth, and Georges. We need some rank and gender 
balance on the con~mittee, so I would be grateful if you were to accept 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goodletl, Clarissa <cgoodle@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 4:44 PM 

GoodletL Clarissa <cgoodle@email.unc.edu> 

Stone Center Film Screening Double Feature Thursday at 7pm 

Stone Center Film Festival Doable Feature flyer.pdf 

My name is Clarissa Goodlett and I’m the Program and Public Communications Officer at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. I wanted to make you aware of an 

upcoming program we are having at the Stone Center tomorrow (Thursday) evening at 7pro--I hope that you will share with your students and networks. 

This event is free and open to the public. 

Thanks! 

Clarissa 

C~arissa Goodle~t 
Program and Pubfic Communications Officer, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: 919.962.0395 F: 919.962.3725 

cgoodlet @email.unc.edu sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film Double Feature 

Please join us tomorrow, September :~8 at 7pro for the screening o/ "Contesting Race" and "The Place In Between." The double [ea~ure is par[ of our on.- 

going Diaspora Festival of Black and ~ndependent Film. This evef~t is free a~d o#e# to the #obli~ and will take place in the Hitchcock Room of the Sonja 

Haynes Stone Center. 

"Contestis~J Race" 

When :~5 year aM Ane#sa Wd/em, a talented Xhosa gir~. wins t,ge Pl/ss 7i~en indm sour,# Afrzca title for Eastern Cape, controversy follows. ~et in t,#e world of teenage 

ethnicc beauty pageantry, ’%’ontesting Race" accompames Ane#sa to t,#e national finals in Durban, to see what happens when unwritten rules are broken. 

Burkina Faso and a white French father: Her bi-faciafity is one so~ffce of the film’s title, as she has always feR "in between, " fn a pat~//e/ story, a white women 

learning D]od[a, a West ALdcan /anguage spoken in Burk#~a Faso, L~om a taciturn woman named Mariam. fn carefully precise scenes, Bouya#~ explores the 

d~splacement that both fflafiam and Amy face #~ a country that is familiar but not quite home~ 

For more information on the Diaspora Festival or upcoming events at the Stone Center, please visit our website: http://soniahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 

We look forward to seeing you on Thursday! 

Your Friends at t,he ~on]a Haynes Stone Center 



SONJA HAYNES STONE CENTER FOR BLACK CULTURE AND HISTORY 

Contesting Race 

When 15 year old Anelisa Willem, 
a talented Xhosa girl, wins the 
Miss Teen India South Africa title 
for the Eastern Cape, controversy 
follows. Set in the world of teen- 
age ethnic beauty pageantry, 
"Contesting Race" accompanies 
Anelisa to the national finals in 
Durban, to see what happens when 
unwritten rules are broken. 

A Place In Between 

Sarah Bouyain’ s debut 
feature tells the inter- 
twined stories of African 
women living in France. 
Amy, born in France as 
Aminata is the daughter 
of a mother from Burkina 
Faso and a white French 
father. She eventually 
travel s back to Burkina Faso seeking to re-connect with her African Family. 
In a parallel story, a white women is learning Dioula, a West African lan- 
guage spoken in Burkina Faso, from a taciturn woman named Mariam. In 
carefully precise scenes Bouyain explores the displacement that both Mari- 
um and Amy face in a county that is familiar, but not quite home. 

For more information call 919-962- 
9001 or email stonecenter~unc.edu 

UNC 
AND HISTORY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

[@glnail,com> 

Wednesday, 5:12 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Re: Confirmation 

Professor Sable, 

Thank you so much for all of your snpport. I am working on finalizing the application right now, so it worn be long nntil the application is beNnd me! 

Regardless of whether or not I receive the award, I feel that I have had great personal growth from the application process and the contacts and friends I have made 

along the way. I am so thanklhl to have yonr snpport throughout the process. 

I foigot to mention to you that I made contact with Professor Mutima, and he will be evaluating me tomorrow. I cleared it ruth the adviser, so there is no trouble there. 

Thanks! 

On 2:55 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(Fbemafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear 

> This is confirm that I completed your letter of recommendation. 
> 

> Let me know if you need anything else. I will call Professor Mutima tonight to tbllow- up on the langnage question. 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 5:33 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@listscrv.unc.edu> 

[afriaAhm] AFRFAFAM FaJ1 Colloquium 

Dear colleagues, 

I hope you are a]l having a good semester. I am ~xdting to let you know that the AFRIiAFAM Colloquium will resume soon and that I mn currently working on putting 

together the fall schedule. I looked at everyone’ s scbedule (Thanlcs Agatha for giving me the infom~ation!) and it seems that the best time to meet would be Tuesday 
or/and Thursday after 3:15 PM because no one teaches after 3:15 PM on those days. If I am wrong, please correct me. So, I would like to propose that we have the 

colloquium at 3:30 PM on Tuesdays or Thursdays in Hyde Hall. I already talked to the Hyde Hall administration and they are rolling to let us use their facilities. This is 

much closer than where we use to be, the GEC. If there is no objection to the proposed schedule and place I want to go ahead and schedule the three meetings in 

Hyde Hall.I an~ fllinking of mid-October, early November, and early December. 

Best regards, 

Mamaxmne 

You are currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(?~email.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afi’iat:am&o~9887646 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-29887646-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(a)listserv.unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Perry, A <~HALLPA@email.tmc.edu~; 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 5:49 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJafhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] Latest Gazzette Story re: Our department 

See the following link: 
http:i!gazette.u nc.ed u/9-:~4-11-webpixi9-14-gaz.pd f 
perry 

Yoll aye CUlTently subscribed to atHaPam as: eunice~;email.unc.eNa. 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emMl to leave-29887754-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listseiw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 9:07 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

FW: BISA-ISA Submission Deadline Extended 

For APCG members ~vho are plalming to submit proposals for the BISA-ISA conference in Scotland in June 2012, please take note of the new deadline. 

B eth ;Vhitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise ~itaker, Ph.D. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte ] Department of Political Science and Public Administration 
9201 Umversi~ City Blvd ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] Fax: 7(;,4-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc edu 

From: ISA HQ [isa@isanet.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 12:11 PM 
To: ;Vhitaker, Beth 
Subject: BISA-ISA Submission Deadline Extended 

NOTICE: Regarding BISA-ISA Joint International Col~ference for Edinburgh, Scotland, June 20-22, 2012. 

The Program Chairs are announcing a new deadline for the submission of paper and panels. The new deadline is October 3, 2011. Individual paper and panel proposals can be submitted 

online to a link at ISA’s webpage: 

<http://www.bisa.acuk)inde× php?option cam content&view article&id 203&Itemid 63> 

Please feel flee to direct any queries about this extension to Karen Rasler at krasler@indiana.edu<mailto:krasler(~indiana edu>. 

Thank you. 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eumce@emaiI.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id 40299565 flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apc~&o 16646734 

or send a blank email to leave-16(-A6734-~0299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dc f0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

S eb~s~ianTurner~falling - walls.com@mimimail 10.cam on behalf of 

S eb~s~ianTume@ falling - walls .cam 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

100 Scholarships for Young hmovators a~d the new Falling Walls Lab 

CALL FOR YOUNG PROFESSIONALS AND ACADEMICS TO 

SHARE THEIR BREAKTHROUGHS 

Announcing the Falling Walls Lab 

Deadline for scholarship application: 9 October 2Oll 

Do you wish to achieve a breakthrough in academia or business? Do you have groundbreaking 

ideas that are relevant to the world today? Do you want to take part in the Falling Walls 

Conference on 9 November 2o11, when 2o of the world’s leading scientists will reveal 

breakthroughs in their current research? Young professionals, entrepreneurs and academies 

worldwide em’olled in a Master’s, PhD or Post-Doctoral Programme under the age of 35 are 

invited to apply for a scholarship that allows them to attend the Falling Walls Conference and 

the first Falling Walls Lab. One hundred applicants will be invited to take part in the Lab, 

where they will present their breakthroughs, ideas and visions within 3 minutes to a 

distinguished audience of industry experts and decision makers. Being part of this group, 

participants will not only be inspired, but also gain great insights into the scientific work and 

research of their peers. 

The Falling Walls Lab will take place on 8 November in Berlin, starting at lo:3o a.m., and end 

with an informal dinner for all attending participants. Deadline for submitting an application 

is 9 October 2o11. The scholarship will cover accommodation in Berlin as well as a ticket for the 

Falling Walls Conference on 9 November 2o11. The programme is organised by the Falling 

Walls Foundation and supported by A.T. Kearney. 

For more details and the application form, please visit www.falling-walls.comilab. 

What is Ealling Walls all about? This ~oo second video shows how the best of 

20 science cm~rences.fits into a single day and why 95 percent of our past 

participants said they wish to come again. 

Chancellor Angela Merkel from Germany, Nobel Laurea te Aarou Cieehanover 

from Israel, Wang llui from China, Robert Darnton from llarvard, Koji Omi 

from dapan, Elke Weber from Columbia, Paul Chirik from Princeton, Mary 

Kaldor from LS’E, Fields Medalist Cddrie Villani~fPom France, F~?.{~~. 

Early Bird Rates end Today. Register now. 

For more details and the application fl~rm, please visit 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 7:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Circulaion Desk 

Health Sciences Librar,v 
UNC-CH CB# 7585 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 

09-15-11 07:38AM 

1 st Overdue Notice: Items are overdue. Return immediately; fines 
accrue daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfo/ 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Olobalization and health : challeng Governing global health : challenge 
CALL NO: YVA 530.1G56285 2006 CALL NO: WA 530 1G721 2007 
BARCODE: H00402366L BARCODE: H00460959X 
Health Sciences Libra DL~: 09-11-11 Health Sciences Libra DUE: 09-11-11 

AIFU IOR: 

TITLE: Globalization and health 

CALL NO: WA 530.1 (356283 2007 

BARC(N)E: H00407159Q 

Health Sciences Libra DUE: 09-11-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

15:50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 7:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Circulaion Desk 

Health Sciences Librar,v 
UNC-CH CB# 7585 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 

09-15-11 07:38AM 

1 st Overdue Notice: Items are overdue. Return immediately; fines 
accrue daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfo/ 
AUTHOR: Wermuth, Laurie Ann.    AUTHOR: 
Global inequality and human needs : TITLE: Globalization and health 
CALL NO: WA 530.1 W489g 2003 CALL NO: WA 530.1 G5628 2004 
BARCODE: H00270989Z       BARCODE: H00397121N 
Health Sciences Libra DU~: 09-11-11 Health Sciences Libra DUE: 09-11-11 

A U~,[I IOR: AUTHOR: 

Perspectives un health and human ri Understanding the gluba[ dimensiuns 

CALL NO: WA 530.1 P467 2005 CALL NO: WA 530.1 U55 2005 

BARC()DE: tI00397052Q BARCODE: H00398885 ~ 

Health Sciences Libra DUE: 09-11-11 Health Sciences Libra DI.?E: 09-11-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

15:49 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:01 AM 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Executive Committee 

Thank you for forming an Executive Committee for the department. I would be happy to serve on it 

Best regards, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

L~NC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klca]dwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,. unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Eve]yne tIuber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 4:41 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Executive Committee 

Dear Eunice and Kia, 
I am writing to ask whether you would be willing to sep~e on the 
Executive Committee for the I)epartment. ’]’he Committee works with the 
chair to identit~y issues that need to be addressed and to come up with 
proposals to address them. The other three members are the three ]’all 
professors, Bereket, Kenneth, and Oeorges. We need some rank and gender 
balance on the committee, so I would be grateful if you were to accept 

’]?hanks, 
Evelyne 

Eve]yne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Depar~nent of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@unc edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:07 AM 

The ~sc t~alty mailing list. <asctZac~liy@lis~rv.m~c.edu> 

[asc t?aculty] CFP: SERSAS Fall Meeting, 29-30 Oct. 2011, Georgia Southern University 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:CFP: SERSAS Fall Meeting, 29-30 Oct. 2011, Georgia Southern Universi~ 
Date:Wed, 14 Sep 2011 19:07:04 +0000 

From:Wilbum, Kenneth <WlLBURNK~ecu.edu> 
Reply-To:African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L~b]~ISTSERV.ECU.EDU> 

To:SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

SERSAS CFP FALL 2@11: Conference on 29-30 Oct 2011 

Meeting hested by Georgia Seuthern University, Statesbere, GA, just eutside Sav69i]i]ah. Details, directions and recemmended aoceK 

http:!!<,e~,w.ecu.edu/african/se<sas/homepage.htm 

How do we produce understandings of Africa, with consideration of the border c<ossings, mig<ations and inte<ventions that have 

Nearly all disciplinary fields that intersect with African Studies are attendant to the complex set of group and national relat 

We invite proposals for pape<s and panels that address these and othe< issues related to the problems of policies, histories an 

SERSAS prides itself on providing a collegial and welcoming atmosphere to all and will provide for doctoral candidates research 

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS IS 14 October 2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online to: 

Dr. Kee Gordon, Ceiiege of Charleste~:    Go~denK@cefc.edu; 
Dr. Aran MacKinnon, University of West Georgia: amackinn@west@a.edu 

P~ogram Chairs contact infermetion: 

Dr. Kea Gordon, College of Charleston:    GordenK@cofc.edu; 
Dr. Aran MacKinnon, University of West Geo<gia: amackinn@westga.edu 
Dr. Ke~ W~ibu:n, Eastern Ca:olina U~iversity: wilbu~nk@ecu.edu 

Local A<rangements contact information: 

Dr. Cathy Skidmere-Hess, Geergia Southern U[~iversity:    cskid@@eo:qiaseuthern.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Executive Committee 

Excellent - thanks[ 
Evelyne 

On 9/15/2011 6:46 AM. Sahle, Eunice N "vVl-ote: 
> Dear Evelyne, 

> Thank you for establishing this cormnittee I am willing to serve on it 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

> From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 4:41 PM 
> To: Cal&vell, Kia L; Sable, Eunice N 
> Subject: Executive Committee 
> 

> Dear Eunice and Kia, 
> I am writing to ask whether you would be willing to serve on the 
> Executive Committee for the Department The Committee works with the 
> chair to identify issues that need to be addressed and to come up with 
> proposals to address them. The other three members are the three :gull 
> professors, Bereket, Kenneth, and Georges We need some rank and gender 
> balance on the committee, so I would be grateful if you were to accept. 
> Thanks, 
> Evelyne 

> Evelyne t]uber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair, Department of Politica[ Science 
> University of North Carolina 
> Campus Box 3265 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

> phone: 919-%2-3041 
> l~ax: 919-962-0432 

> email: ehuber@unc.edu 

EveIyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@mac, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nsteiner@unc.edu on behalf of 

Nildaus Steiner <nsteiner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu:~ 

Your CGI Final Report 

Dear Eunice, 

As a 2010-2011 Matching Funds award recipient of the Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), we ask that you complete a Final Report on your project ( The project 

has the follomng components: 1)Students’ involvement - Students in 1NTS560 (Human Rights, Ethics and Global Issues and Affi416 (Human rights) axe currently 

studying key global issues - human rights, ethics and the environment, global ethics and pover~; human rights, ethics, human rights, conflict and peacebuilding - and the 

forum will provide an opportunity for them to review the~ issues in a deeper manner (see items 2-4). 2) Guest Lecture (INTS560 and AtiJ416): Kamoji Wachiira a 

well-known botaJ~ist, environmentalist, conflict resolution and peace-building scholar with a long-attiliation with the Green Belt Movement mad with Dr. Wangari 

Maathai, will be a guest lecturer in these ~minars on Nov. 9. This will be an excellent opportunity lbr students to have a dialogue with him on issues that they are 

studying throughout this semes~ter. 3)4.45pm-7.30 I,aunching ofa tilm focusing on Dr. Wangari Maathai (Nobel Peace Laureate, 2004) and her Green Belt Movement. 

The film focuses on issues of straggles for environmental rights, sustainable development, and peace in a context ofanti-detnocratic space. These are themes that 

students me examining in 1NTS560 and Afri416.4)Panel: "Enviromnent Rights, Peace and C~assroots Movements: Africa and beyond." Following the launching of the 

film, there will be a panel comprising of, Kan~oji Wachiira~ 3 UNC thculty me~nbers whose work focuses on Africa, Latin America and Asia. I will moderate the panel. 

After retnaxks by each of the panelisk there will be a Q and A. 5)Morning of Nov. 9: Kan~oji Wachiim in dialogue with UNC faculty interested in Eastern and Southern 

Afi~ican issues. As a former Universi~ Professor and a well known scholar in the Eastern and Southern Africa, his visit will provide an important opportuN~ for 

dialogue with facul~. ) by Friday, September 23rd. 

Follow tiffs lh~k to the reporth~g form: 

CGI Awardee Final Report 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your intemet browser: 
https://uncodum.qualtrics.com/~&~QualtricsSurveyEnginei?Q SS=0PQnbD]ELGyftCk 8GKibsPFEbUoNl2& =1 

We estimate that this report should take between 15- 30 minutes to complete. 

If you have any questions regarding your reporting requirement associated with your CGI fi~nding awmd, please give tne a call. 

Best, 
Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 

CENTER tbr GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 

FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 

tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 i skype: niklaus steiner 

http://cgi.unc.eduI http://facebook~com/unccgiI htlp://twitter~com/unccgi 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashunda Cone <acone@georgiasouthem.edu~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:36 AM 

dlepadat@kennesaw.edu 

21 st Annual British Commonwealth Conference "Call tbr Proposal Submission" 

21 st Annual British Connnonwealth and Post Colonial Studies Conference 

Februao~ 17 - 18, 2012 

Hilton DeSoto, Savannala, GA 
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Dorthy Figu~ira 

Hosted by the Department of Literature and Philosophy, Georgia Southern University 
Call for Papers Deadline: November 1, 2011 

Online submissions only 

http:i/ceps.geo~iasouthem.edu/contecFbcps.html 

We invite proposals in the tbllowing thematic and geographic areas: 
Bioethics, Ecology; and Ecocriticism 

Migration, Diaspora. Hybridi~, and Borders 

Region, Religio~ Politics, and Culture 

Literature, Arts, and the Media 

Histo~ and Historiography 

War and Terrorism 

Race, Class, Gender, Sexuality, and Ethnici~ 

EtNcs, Economics, and Globalization 
Pedagogy and the Disciplines 

The Americas (North America, Latin America, Native America, Ethnic America) 
Europe (Fortress Europe, Eurabia, Londonista~) 

South Asia (Pakistan, At~hanistan, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka) 

Southeast Asia (Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnmn) 
Africa (Nigeria, South Africa, Black Atlantic) 

The Middle Eas~t 

Australia and Oceania 

U.S. Hegemony and Chinese Neocolonialism 

Or any other aspect of the British Commonwealth of nations, or of countries formerly colonized by other European powers 

We look fom-ard to receiving your proposal and seeing you in Savannah! Please let me l~ow if you have any questions. 

~Dee Cone~ 

Mrs. Dee Cone 

Asset. Program Development Specialis~t 

Continuing Education Center 

P.O. Box 8124 

Statesboro, GA 30460 

office: (912)478-1755 

fax: (912)478-0306 
Please take a look at our NEW GSU Fall 2011 Catalog!!’. 

http:i/ceps.georgiasouthern.edtvconted/cecatalogFALL2011 .pdf 

Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm. 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:46 AM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] Meeting and documents 

Afiican Afro-Americaaa Faculb’ Personnel 1995.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:meeting m~d documents 

Date:Wed, 14 Sep 2011 17:21:34 -0400 

From:Fxelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.ed~-~ 
To: ~Corel’ac3287(tblistserv.unc.edtv~ 

Dear Colleagues, 

Letme first cen~irm that we shall have a facuitymee~ing next 

Wednesday, Sept. 21, at ii a.m., at a place to be announced. 

looking for a real conference room nearby. 

We are 

Second, I am attaching the Personnel Document that the Dean’s office 

has, f~om ~995, just FYI~            The~e is a College Co~’~’ittee at work right 

now to dew~iep a new template that all departments then should comment~ 

on and appreve.           After the final template is agreed en it: will be sent 

to all departments, and the departments will be asked to adjust their 

own personnel policies to be in accordance with the template.            This 

sheuld happen :in abeut a yea~.           Thus, it makes little sense to work en 

the document now. Rather, this will be a job for the new chair and the 

department next fail. 

liere infe te fellow as it becemes available. 

Best to All, 

Evelyne 

Eveiyne Huber 

Horehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

University of Nerth Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

[hene: 919- ~62-3041 

fax: 919-962-0,132 

emaii : eh lber@unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice(d~ema£unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu/u?id=43272331.2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dlt~7d09936&n=T&l=coreiiac3287&o:<29892202 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 



Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies 
Policies on Faculty Personnel Actions 

I. Introduction 
April 6, 1995 

The principal aims of the Curriculum in African and Afro- 
American Studies are to preserve, to increase, and to transmit 
knowledge and understanding of African and Afro-American 
Studies. These aims are furthered by the scholarly activity of 
the faculty and by their teaching of a variety of courses at 
different levels to undergraduate and graduate students. In 
hiring and promoting faculty, the Curriculum seeks to maintain 
its high standards of teaching and of scholarship. It also 
encourages service to the Curriculum, the University, the 
professional community, and the State. The Curriculum in African 
and Afro-American Studies seeks to be as objective, fair, and 
honest as possible in matters of hiring and promotion. It 
reaffirms at this time its goal of quality combined with 
diversity. All hiring and promotion take place within the 
context of Curriculum needs and resources (chiefly salary 
funds)1 as well as the rank and tenure patterns within the 
Curriculum. The Curriculum subscribes wholeheartedly to the 
guidelines of Affirmative Action and commits itself to make 
personnel decisions with all possible justice to both the 
University and the individuals concerned. 

The Curriculum’s policies are subject to those set forth in the 
following University publications. The most recent edition of 
each document takes precedence. 

A. The Code, Board of Governors, UNC, (August 1988 
edition). 

B. Trustee Policies and Regulations Governing Academic 
Tenure in the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, (July i, 1994 edition). 

C. The Faculty Code of University Government, the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (January 
1991 edition). 

D. Affirmative Action Plan, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, (most recent edition). 

E. Administrative Guide for the Processing of 
Personnel Action in the College of Arts and Sciences, 
Office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. (most 
recent edition). 

F. Memorandum from the Dean on Personnel Procedures in 
the College (January 5, 1994). 



This statement is supplemental to, and subject to, the above 
policies° Each faculty member has the responsibility to become 
familiar with their provisions. 

II. Standards 

Some of the standards that this Curriculum applies to the 
evaluation of candidates are qualitative and cannot be expressed 
quantitatively. Therefore, they inescapably entail subjective 
judgment. It is therefore not possible to reduce the evaluation 
of academic persom~el to the purely objective determination that 
certain things have been done and a specific period of time has 
passed. 

The Curriculrunmay recommend any candidate for promotion and!or 
permanent tenure before the expiration of his or her 
probationary term if the quality of the candidate’s record 
justifies an early recommendation. 

Prerequisite to the appointment or reappointment of any 
candidate is the prospective and continuing need for the 
services that he or she, as a teacher- scholar-artist-performer 
in a particular field, is qualified to carry out. Where this 
need does not exist, or has disappeared or may disappear, or 
where program change or curtailment of funding obliges the 
University to discontinue support, appointment or reappointment 
is precluded. However, an appointment of an individua! to a 
tenure-track position is based on the belief that the 
appointment meets a continuing need of the Curriculum. 

The following standards will be employed in evaluations for 
reappointment, promotion, and tenure: 

(a) A demonstrated commitment to teaching excellence 
is a prerequisite for the consideration of tenure. 
While its presence without the other two general 
standards also being met will not bring tenure, its 
absence is sufficient to deny tenure. 

(b) A demonstrated commitment to quality research [or its 
equivalent in artistic performance and creative activity] 
is a prerequisite for the consideration of tenure. 

(c) Service to the University and the State and to 
one’s academic profession is an additiona! 
consideration in the overall assessment of a faculty 
colleague. Service is not deemed a substitute for 
excellence in teaching and excellence in research. 

A. Standards of Teaching 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies expects and 
encourages teaching of the highest quality° Although it is not 
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possible to enumerate here all criteria of teaching, a good 
teacher is one who prepares his or her course with the 
discrimination and skill needed for good scholarship; 
responsibly formulates the objectives of the course and uses 
imaginative ways of achieving them; commands the attention of 
students; stimulates their interest; enlarges their minds; 
improves their thinking; and, to the extent that it is possible, 
makes them active rather than passive participants in the 
course. An excellent teacher demands substantia! accomplishment 
and high standards of work, grades all work fairly, is 
articulate and resourceful, and bases what he or she teaches on 
evidence and sound method. In addition, where appropriate, such 
a teacher conscientiously provides helpful advice and guidance 
to both graduate and undergraduate students on an individual 
basis, directs theses and dissertations, and serves on 
committees that critically examine and evaluate such research 
projects. In short, what the Curriculum looks for is an 
individual’s generous involvement in teaching. 

B. Standards of Research [and Creative Artistic Activity] 

The Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies expects and 
encourages its faculty to be actively involved throughout their 
careers in significant scholarly research [or creative artistic 
activity]. Scholarship is understood as the advancement of 
knowledge and understanding and consists substantially of 
original research or interpretation that is part of a coherent 
project. The central result of scholarship is publication. The 
Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies strongly 
encourages such publication as an obvious way of extending 
knowledge and of sharing the fruits of scholarly thought and 
investigation with a wider audience that can be both critical 
and appreciative. 

At the same time, the Curricul~m insists on regarding quality of 
publication as more important than quantity. Artistic creative 
activity is for some faculty in the Curriculum what scholarship 
is for others. 

E~hibition or performance is for faculty engaged in artistic 
creative activity what publication is for faculty engaged in 
scholarship. The Curriculum expects its artistic creative 
faculty to be involved significantly in exhibition or 
performance. Again, the Curriculum insists on regarding quality 
of exhibition or performance as more important than quantity. 

C. Standards of Service 

A service assignment is well done when its goals are pursued 
diligently, imaginatively, and responsibly, with concern for 
deadlines and appropriate results. Conscientious and efficient 
performance combined with collegiality, tact, and resourcefulness 
bring credit to the individua! and the Curriculum and will be 
recognized. 
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Instructors and assistant and associate professors without 
permanent tenure are expected to undertake only those service 
functions the Curriculum chair may assign, and to concentrate 
their efforts on teaching and scholarship. Although their main 
business is teaching and research, junior members of the 
Curriculum will be ca!led upon to perform a number of service 
activities: work on Curriculum committees, cooperation in 
programs benefiting North Carolina high school students, and the 
like. An attitude of cooperation, collegiality, and competent 
performance of these duties is expected in service activities. 

III. Criteria for Specific Personnel Actions 

A. Fixed-term faculty ranks: Lecturer and its equivalent 

Lecturer, artist-in-residence, writer-in-residence, and the 
traditional academic ranks from instructor through professor 
accompanied by one of the prefix qualifications "adjunct," 
"clinical" or "research," are of a fixed-term duration. 

Such an appointment is appropriate for one who possesses unusual 
qualifications for teaching, research, academic administration, 
or public service from an academic base, but for whom none of 
the professorial ranks nor the instructor rank is appropriate. 
These appointments are also appropriate if the continued 
availability of special funding for the position is a matter of 
concern or for other valid institutional reasons. Initial 
appointment may be for a fixed- term of from one to five years. 
Subsequent appointments for fixed- terms of one to five years 
duration may be made either in direct succession or at 
intervals. Each is considered an initial appointment. Every such 
appointment or reappointment is dictated by unusual needs axed 
situations. Qualifications are therefore determined by the 
Curriculum chair, in consultation with the Curriculum advisory 
committee and/or the ad hoc search committee entrusted with the 
search for the position. 

B. Instructor 

The candidate approved by the Curriculum to be recommended for 
an appointment as an assistant professor but who, when approved, 
is still completing a doctoral dissertation, will be recommended 
for an appointment as instructor for one year with the special 
provision that upon conferral of the doctorate he or she will be 
reappointed at the rank of assistant professor, and with the 
further proviso that the effective date of his or her 
appointment at the rank of assistant professor will be 
retroactive to the effective date of his or her current 
appointment as instructor, or to the July 1 or January 1 
immediately preceding the date of conferral. Such an appointment 
wil! carry the title "instructor with special provision." 



Co Assistant Professor 

This rank denotes a tenure-track position, with an initial 
appointment for four years and the possibility of reappointment 
for three additional years. 

io Standards for initial appointment 

Clear promise of excellence in teaching, scholarship, and 
service and completion of all requirements for the doctorate or 
other terminal degree and the degrees conferral are required. 

2. Reappointment for a second probationary term or promotion 

The initial review and recommendation for reappointment or 
promotion occurs by the end of the third year of the initial 
probationary appointment. For an assistant professor already 
serving in the Curriculum, reappointment is based on (a) 
demonstrated excellence in teachingl (b) concrete evidence of 
serious and original scholarship [or significant artistic 
creative activity], (c) appropriate service to the Curriculum, 
and (d) the needs and resources of the Curriculum and University. 

D. Associate Professor 

In evaluating past performance, present achievements, and 
promise for the future, the following factors will be 
considered: (i) the candidate’s teaching should be very good in 
several courses and clearly distinguished in at least one area; 
(2) the candidate must have made scholarly contribution(s) of 
demonstrable value to the field of inquiry [or serious and 
substantial contribution to his or her artistic field]; (3) the 
candidate must be recognized as a helpful and valued colleague, 
one who has willingly and conscientiously performed needed 
services within the academic community; (4) the candidate’s 
contributions must be deemed consistent with the needs and 
resources of the Curriculum and University. 

Promotion to associate professor confers tenure. Tenure is a 
permanent commitment by the Curriculum and the University. 
Recommendation for tenure requires a judgment not only about the 
past and present achievements of the candidate but about his or 
her potential for future achievements as well as the projected 
needs of the Curriculum and the University. While emphasizing 
proven excellence in teaching and research, the Curriculum 
remains very much concerned, in questions of tenure, that a 
person show promise of continuing achievement in all three 
areas, teaching, research, and service. A professional judgment 
on the part of the faculty and the Chair about both the future 
direction and needs of the Curriculum and a carefu! assessment 
informed by outside references about the qualification of the 
candidate for helping to meet those needs is necessarily a part 
of any tenure decision. 



The Curricu!um will decide whether to recommend tenure following 
~n initial appointment as an associate professor on the basis of 
the criteria outlined above for promotion to associate 
professor. Under exceptional circumstances, an associate 
professor appointed from outside the Curriculum may be 
recommended for an appointment with tenure. 

Full Professor 

A candidate for full professor should have made significant 
contributions in the field beyond those expected of an associate 
professor with tenure. As a scholar, artist, or creative 
performer, the candidate should have a record of sustained 
research and high quality publication, or sustained artistic 
creativity, and distinctive achievements sufficient to have 
gained significant recognition in the field. The candidate 
should have a demonstrated commitment to continued excellence in 
teaching. The candidate should have a record of service that 
demonstrates the capacity for constructive contributions to the 
Curriculum and the University. 

F. Joint Appointments 

In order to be recommended for a joint tenure-track appointment 
in the Curriculum in African and Afro-American Studies, a 
faculty member must meet the standards for the rank for which he 
or she is being considered and must simultaneously meet the 
standards for the same rank in another Curriculum/Department, so 
that he or she will have the same rank in both units. A joint 
appointment is not extended as a courtesy° The Curriculum will 
initiate or approve a joint appointment, and participate in the 
recommendation it re,aires, only if the joint appointment 
effectively meets a serious Curriculum needo 

G. General Recruiting Procedures 

Recruiting of new faculty is undertaken with three considerations 
in mind: (i) that constant attention is given to the dictates of 
justice so that recruiting complies with governmental and 
university requirements; (2) that all aspects of recruiting are 
conducted with unfailing courtesy; (3) that recruiting is 
undertaken with a view to the Curriculum’s future development as 
well as its immediate needs. 

IV. Procedural Sequence for Reappointment, Promotion, and Conferral 
of Tenure 

Assistant Professor 

a. In the third year after the initial appointment to a four- 
year term, Assistant Professors are reviewed and recommended for 
either reappointment to a second probationary term of three 
years or non-reappointment. 



b. If reappointed, Assistant Professors are reviewed during 
their sixth year for consideration for promotion to Associate 
Professor, with conferral of tenure; non-reappointment; or under 
distinctly exceptiona! circumstances, reappointment at the rank 
of Assistant Professor with conferral of tenure. 

c. If not recommended by the Chair to be reappointed at the end 
of the initial or the second probationary term, the Assistant 
Professor will be notified of the Chair’s recommendation by the 
Chair no later than 12 months before the end of his or her 
current probationary appointment term. 

d. When an Assistant Professor receives permanent tenure at that 
rank, he or she must be reviewed for promotion at least every 
third year after the conferral of tenure. 

Associate Professor 

a. No later than the fourth year of an initial appointment to a 
five-year term, Associate Professors are reviewed for 
reappointment as Associate Professor, with tenure; promotion to 
Professor; or non-reappointmento 

b° If recommended by the Chair not to be reappointed at the end 
of the probationary five-year term, the Associate Professor must 
be notified of the Chair’s recommendation by the Chair no later 
than 12 months before the end of his or her probationary 
appointment. 

c. When an Associate Professor has completed five years in rank 
and has been reappointed with tenure, then he or she must be 
reviewed for possible promotion to Professor every third year 
thereafter. 

d. An Associate Professor promoted to that rank at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill must be reviewed in 
his or her fifth year in that rank and every third year 
thereafter for possible promotion to Professor. 

e. An Associate Professor appointed from outside the University 
without tenure may be reappointed with tenure before the end of 
his or her initial appointment. He or she will then be reviewed 
for promotion in the fifth year after the initial appointment as 
Associate Professor and every third year thereafter until 
promotion to Professor. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieikoN Muuiz, Bealriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:07 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Tonight: Film Screening aJ~d Exhibit 

SLEF.P DEALER 

The film screening will be follo~ved by a brief au dience discussion of Alex Rivera’s vision (in the film) and Comelio Campos’ vision (in the artwork) in the Suenos Americanos/American 
Dreams exhibit. 

September 15th i 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM i FedEx Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

Sleep Dealer, considered "a dystopian fable disguised as sci-fi adventure Exuberantly entertaining" by The New Yurk Times was the wirmer ufthe 2008 Sundance Film Festival. Directed by 
Alex Rivera, the film s set in a near-future, militarized world marked by closed burders, virtual labor and a glubal digital netwurk that joins minds and experiences. 

Sleep Dealer fullows three strangers as they attempt tu break through the barriers that technology presents in this futuristic world in order to unseal their fates. In Spanish with English 
subtitles 

Sleep Dealer is shown in cullaboration with an art exhibition, Sue~os Americanos/American I,)reams: The Art uf Cornelio Campos, currently un display at the Global Education (;enter nuw 
through Octuber 15, 2011. 
This exhibition and supplemental programs are busted by UNC Global, the UNC Department of Geography and the Nurth Carulina State Umversity Imerdisciplinap), Studies I,)epartment 

I,,aura Griest 
Manager uf Global Events and Exhibitiuns UNC Global, FedI{x Global Educatiun Center Umversity uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 9620318 
lauragriest@unc.edu< mailtu :laura<ries t(~r)unc edu:*-~m ailto:laura~riest(~unc, edu>> 

Learn mure abuut UNC <lobal events at <lubah unc edu<http ://<lubal.unc. edu/><http://*vw*v. ;lubal unc. edu/>! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:44 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing liszt <curstZacultyl~llows@listserv.unc.edtp 

[cursthcultyfellows] September 28: Seeds of ClmJ~ge: The Story of ACORN, Amefca’s Most Controversial Antipovery Community 
Organiziug Group 

CURS and the Center on Poverty, Work & Opportunity present a talk with John Atlas, author of 
Seeds of Change: The Story of ACORN, America’s Most Controversial Antipovery 
Community Organizing Group 

When: September 28, 2011. A reception for the author will begin at 5:30; talk begins at 6:00 pro. 

Where: Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library, UNC-C}t 

/ Click here for a coat,pus map: http:/iwu~,.dps.unc.edu~ maps/campus/Guide.pdf 

John Atlas, author of Seeds of Change: The Story of ACORN, America’s Most Controversial 
Antipovery Community Organizing Group, will discuss his book which looks at ACORN’s 
accomplishments and the controversy leading to the organization’s demise. Atlas had unique access to 
ACORN’s meetings and staff and has written a sympathetic but not uncritical look at the community 
organizing group’s 40-year history. 

According to economist Robert Kuttner, " In an era when our President is a one-time cornmunity organizer, 
ACORN needs to be better understood and appreciated as a source of civic and political mobilization. John 
Atlas combines scholarship, political insight and powerful narrative writing in this essential book." 

For over 35 years, Atlas has been a public interest lawyer, activist, radio talk-show host and organizer. He is 
an alunmus of Coltunbia University and holds a law degree from Boston University and a master of law from 
George Washington Law Center. John is founder and board president of the N J-based National Housing 
Institute/Shelterforce (N}II), a national tlink tank that promotes concrete strategies leading to affordable 
housing, urban revitalization, and a more robust and engaged civil society. 

To@d Owen 

Associate Director 

Cente~ for Urban and Regional S~Nld~es 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919/962-3076 

http://curs.uno.edk~i 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
~’ul > 
cursFacult3d’ellows as: <a hreD"mailto:eunice@ema£uuc.edu">eunice@ema£uuc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-29892796-43127920.607d3960bigd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29892796- 
43127920.607d3960bfgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<,’a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: 21st Annual British Commonwealth Conference "Call lbr Proposal Submission" 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http: //www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Ashunda Cone [acone@georgiasouthern.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, September :iS, 20:t:t 9:35 AM 
To: dlepadat@kennesaw.edu 
Subject-" 2:tst Annual British Commonwealth Conference "Call for Proposal Submission" 

21 st Annual British Connnonwealth and Post Colonial Studies Conference 

Februao~ 17 - 18, 2012 

Hilton DeSoto, Savannala, GA 
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Dorthy Fi~u~ira 

Hosted by the Department of Literature and Philosophy, Georgia Southern University 
Call for Papers Deadline: Noveraber 1, 2011 

Online submissions only 

http:i/ceps.geo~iasouthern.edu/contecFbcps.html 

We invite proposals in the tbllowing thematic ~md geographic areas: 
Bioethics, Ecology; and Ecocriticism 

Migration, Diaspora. Hybridi~, and Borders 

Region, Religio~ Politics, and Cnlture 

Literature, Arts, and the Media 

Histo~ and Historiography 

War and Terrorism 

Race, Class, Gender, Sexuality, and Ethnici~ 

EtNcs, Economics, and Globalization 
Pedagogy and the Disciplines 

The Americas (North America, Latin America, Native America, Ethnic America) 
Europe (Fortress Europe, Eurabia, Londonista~) 

South Asia (Pakistan, At~hanistan, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka) 

Southeast Asia (Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnmn) 
Africa (Nigeria, South Africa, Black Atlantic) 

The Middle Eas~t 

AustraJia and Oceania 

U.S. Hegemony and Chinese Neocolonialism 

Or any other aspect of the British Commonwealth of nations, or of countries formerly colonized by other European powers 

We look forward to receiving your proposal and seeing yon in Savannah! Please let me l~ow if you have any questions. 

~Dee Cone~ 

Mrs. Dee Cone 

Asset. Program Development Specialis~t 

Continuing Education Center 

P.O. Box 8124 

Statesboro, GA 30460 

office: (912)478-1755 

fax: (912)478-0306 
Please take a look at our NEW GSU Fall 2011 Catalog!!’. 

http:i/ceps.georgiasouthern.edtvconted/cecatalogFALL2011 .pdf 

Nothing great was ever acNeved without enthnsiasm. 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your Laptop 

Hi Eunice, 

If you could, please send me the model number and serial number of ,~’our laptop, because I’d like to double check the warrant,¢ status. ~s the laptop a CC~ macNne 

(we get new compL~ters every, :~-4 years and these are the (](]l ones), from other ftmds in the department, or your personM computer? 

Thanks, 

Agatha 

Agaflm Buell 

Business O~cer 

Depa~mem of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #~4~5 

Depmtment of N?ican & Ni’o-~ericm~ 8~dies 

]09 Battle tlMI, CB ff3395 

Universib" ot’No~J~ Cazolina 

Chapel IIill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:37 AM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

Pambazuka News 547: Ten years after 9/11: War can’t bring peace 

PAMB/X~Z, UKA iN~EWS 547: TEN" YEARS AFTER 9/11 : WAR CAR’T BRIN-G PEACE 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Feattu-es, 2. Announcements, 3. Conm~ent & analysis, 4. 
Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Books & arts, 6. Cartoons 

/VV/VVV/VV’,I/V\/\//’,i’,/VI’,IVV/?/VV/VV\//V’,i’,//’, 
1 Features 

T[iN YEARS AFrIIIR 9/11: WAR (;ANN()[[’ BRING PEACE 
Area Biney 
Western reaction to 9/11 over the past decade has made the world more 
~nsecure, especially the global South, which has suffered from 
increased militarism and exploitation, writes Area Biney. Only a 
comamtment to genuine justice, freedom and equa]i~ will bring peace. 

http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/76281 

G] ,OBAL NATO AND ’Yf J[£ RIiCOLONISATION OF A[~’RICA 
Lessons from the Libyan imervention 
Horace Campbell 
’If there was ant’ uncertainty about the real mission of the United 
Sta~es, France, Britain and other members of NAT() in Libya, these 
douhrs were clarified with the nature o:[the militapy campaign against 
the people of Libya,’ writes Horace Campe[l. 
http://www pamba×uk a or~/en/cate~ory/[eatures/T6300 

WITNI~;SSJNG Tt]I{ ’IRANSIT[ON TO FEAR IN T[<[POL] 

Lizzie Phelan 

’Amidst all the media furore about the fall of Tripoli frora the grasp 

of the Libyan government, it’s not easy to get a clear picture of what 

things look like under the new rulers,’ writes Lizzie Phelan. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’category/features/76282 

NATO’S WAR ON LIBYA IS AN ATTACK ON AFRICAN DE\riffL OPMEiN~F 

AFRICOM and the neocolonialists 

Dan Glazebrook 

Under Gaddafi, Dan Glazebrook contends, Libya was rising as a 

socialist, anti-imperialist and pan-Africanist nation spearheading 

African unity and independence. This threatened the West’s long 

imperialist interests in the continent, hence the NATO-led war. 

http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/er~catego1~/fbaturesi76284 

S ~£L~Z, ILAiN~D: ’BLTILD AN UEN-STOPPABLE TSUEN-AMI FOR FREEDOM[’ 
Mario Masuku 
The people of Swaziland are out in sustained protest against the 
country’s ’systera of royal oppression’, writes Mario Masuku. 

http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/etgcategolw/fbaturesi76248 

PALM OIL FI~TiEL S LAND GRABS IN" AFRICA 
Joan Baxter 
By next year ’palm oil is forecast to be the world’s most produced and 
internationally traded edible oil’ But as foreign investors descend 
on Africa to develop large-scale palm oil plantations, the survival of 
local people is threatened as the?- lose control of the land and water 
on which they depend for their food production and livelihoods, warns 
Joan Baxter 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi76280 

THE YOUTH IN" IVORIAN RECONSTRUCTION 
Myriam Wedraogo 
As the Ivorian government ~vorks on securi~z, reconciliation and 
economic recovery in the countly, the issue of the youth is cmciah 
Myriam Wedraogo looks at the roles youths played in the post-election 



crisis and explores windows of opportunity for their empowerment. 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,category/features/76296 

P RI{ S ID E,’~P K) N A Tt IA N, WI tfi RE IS r,[I tE N A T K) NAI. C L]2\AATE CtIANG E B ILL ? 

1.7che lgwe 

It has been more than eight months since the harmonised version of the 

National Climate Change Cowanission Bill was ll~rwarded to Nigerian 

President Ooodluck Jonathan for assent. Uche Igwe asks xvhy there is 

still no word from the presidency on the fate of this very important 

bill. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/etgcatego1~/featuresi76247 

THINGS FALLING AP.%RT IN NIGERIA 
Sokari Ekine 
The stomxing of the Israeli embassy by Egyptian protestors and a 
selection of stories on Nigeria, including bomb attacks, Boko Haram 
and a campaign to rebrand the country are the focus of this week’s 
review of the African blogosphere, by Sokari Ekine. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~catego1~/featuresi76279 

IS AFRICA RISING OR FLAILING? 
Toby Moorsom 
In the wake of sustained social ut~rest in many parts of Africa this 
year, Toby Moorsom considers the extent to xvhich the continent might 
be said to be ’rising or flailing’. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/76251 

INDIA AFRICA RELATIONS IN- THE 21ST CENTURY 
Genuine partnership or a marriage of convenience? 
Fantu Cheru and Cyril Obi 
Edited by Emma Mawdsley and Gerard McCarm, ’India in Africa: Changing 
Geographies of Power’ ( 
http://fahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100776420 ) is now available 
from Pambazuka Press. In this original book, which enables readers to 
compare India to China and other ’rising powers’ in Africa, expert 
African, Indian and Western commentators dra~v on a collection of 
accessibly written case studies to explore inter-related areas 
including trade, investment, development aid, civil society relations, 
security- and geopolitics. The following article comprises the book’s 
introductor.v essay, ~vritten by Fantu Chem and Cyril Obi. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/categor~/featuresi76254 

RWAE,~)AN GENOCIDE SU~ffVORS STILL YVAITING FOR REPARATION 
Juergen Schurr 
Almost two decades after the genocide in R}vanda, in }vhich up to 1 
million people died, hundreds of thousands of survivors are still 
waiting for reparation, writes Aaergen Schurr. 
http ://w~vw pamba zuka or~/ela/cate~olw/features/76249 

R’vVAN~DA’S MOTttER AND SON GfiNOCIDAIRES 
Elizabeth Barad 
Pauline Nyiramasuhuko, the only woman indicted for rape and genocide 
at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, was sentenced to 
life imprisorunent on 24 June 2011. Elizabeth Barad reflecks on the 
10-year trial of Rwanda’s former minister for family and women’s 
affairs and her son, who was also given a life sentence for rape, 
genocide and crimes against humanity 
http://www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/features/76285 

’BIKO LIVES[ ’, 34 ¥fiARS LATER 
Khadija Patel 
Like (;he Guevera, Steve Biko is the poster child for revolution. His 
face adorns the T-shirts and posters of a generation who may know 
nothing of his teachings except that his is a face with some erstwhile 
significance, rllqirty-four years after his death, Steve Biko is an icon 
but he is also a lot more than a trilling symbol of an ancient idea 
Kha&ja Patel talks to Steve Biko scholar, black consciousness thinker 
and organiser, co-editor of ’Biko Lives!’ and publisher of the journal 
’New Frank Talk’ Andile Mngxitama about Biko’s legacy. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/etgcatego1T/featuresi76283 

THE POLITICS OF E\rERYDAY RACISM 
Camalita Naicker 
Camalita Naicker is convinced that racism is not yet dead, as can be 
seen from supposedly harmless everyday encounters. It is baggage from 



the past that should be thrown of f to create new, inclusive 
identities. 
http://www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/features/76286 
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2 Announcements 

FAHA~MU C’ALL FOR RESEARCH PROPOSAL S 
Comparative African perspectives on China and other emerging powers in Africa 
China’s deepening engagement with Africa is receiving increased 
attention from the global media, the public and private sectors and 
academic research. This should not however overshadow the activities 
of other emerging powcrs in Africa, including India, Brazil and the 
Gulf states. This call therefore seeks to develop Afiican perspectives 
in the discourse smrounding the engagement between Africa and these 
emerging powers. Deadline for receiving applications: 12 October 2011. 

For further details please download information here ( 
http:/iwww.fahamu.org/Fahamucallforresearchproposals2011-final.pdf). 

SC’HOLARSHg)S FOR MASTERS IN INTERNATIONAL HU~D~N RIGHTS LAYV 

We are very pleased to announce that admissions are now open for five 
scholarships for candidates from African Comraomvealth countries to 
study for the part-time Masters in h~ternational Hmnan Rights Law- at 
the Universib" of Oxford, stalting September 2012. 

The course website can be found here ( 
http://humanrightslaw.conted.ox.ac.ukiMStlHRL/index.php ), while 
details about the scholarships, including eligibility criteria and how 
to apply, can be found on the fees and funding pages ( 
http ://huma~ight slaw.cont ed.ox.a c uk//vIStIHRL/fees/ind ex.php#africanscholarships 

). 

CHIMUP.ENGA RECEIVES THE PRINCE CLAUS FL~rD’S 2011 PRIN-CIPAL AWARD 
Chimm-enga 
Through the annual Prince Claus Award, the Fund honours eleven 
cultural pioneers, for their outstanding achievements in the field of 
culture and development 

Chimurenga ( http://w~vw.chimurenga.co.za ) is honoured to receive the 
Prince Claus Fund’s 2011 Principal A~vard, and congratulates the 2011 
laureates We thank the Prince Clause Fund for their recognition of 
our work over the past nine years, and are proud to join the list of 
previous winners Most of all, this award honours Chimurenga’s 
contributors and readers. 

Congratulations Chimurenga People ( 
http ://w;vw. chimuren~a.co.za/contributors.html ). 

/VV/VVV /VV \I /V\/\// \i \/V I \IVV/?/VV /VV\/ /V \i \/ / \ 
3 Connnent & analysis 

KENYA: THE TRIBAl. FACTOR IN THE ATTORNEY GEN’ERAI. NOM]NATK)N 
Samuel N. Omwenga 
Kenyan President Mwai Kibaki nominated the new Attorney General Githu 
Muigai because he does not care what the rest of the country thinks, 
asserts Samuel N. Omwenga, adding that it also shows how tribalism is 
deeply rooted in Kenya. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~or?’/comment/76287 

UGANDA: CONFRON~A~fION WON’T END ’It~;ACtlER S’ SAI.ARY STAND-OFF 
Tumusiime Kabwende Deo 
Tumusiime Kabwende Deo investigates the current mal aise in Uganda’s 
education sector which has seen teachers going on strike fi~r the 
second time this year after fruitless month-long talks with the 
govermnem for a 100 per cent pay rise 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate<orv/comment/76256 

E~IItI()PIA: M-[SSING A ’LARGE CHUNK’ OF ’I~;RRITORY? 

Alemayehu G Mariam 

Why does Ethiopian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi refuse to make public 

the details of a ’large chunk’ of Ethiopian land given to Sudan, asks 

Alemayehu G. Mariam. 

http://www.pambazuka.orgien/categor¥icomment/76244 

CAPE TO\~: OPEN" LETTER TO MAYOR PATRICIA DE LILLE 
Calls for genuine dialogue around housing needs 



Mzonke Poni 
In response to Cape Town Mayor Patricia de Lille, Mznnke Poni o:[" 
Abahlali baseMjondolo stresses that dialogue around housing, justice 
and a dignified existence can never be a matter of mere stage-managed 
engagement. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/cate~orv/comment/76245 

AFRICAN LESBIAN- MAKES US HISTORY 
Nick Mwaluko 
On 24 July 2011, New Yurk State legalised same-sex marriage. Masotl-lo 
Kelebohile Nqxhereanye and her African-An’lerican wife Renee Boyd were 
among the couples that made US history by nrarrying that day. A few 
months later Nick Mwaluko spoke to them about their decision and what 
same-sex nrarriage might mean to Africans on the continent and in the 
diaspora. 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~N/comment/76288 

REVOLLm2IONS IN NORTH AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST ARE JUST THE FIRST STEP 
Tristan Gevers 
As people around the world celebrate the fall of repressive 
dictatorships at the hands of popular uprisings in North Africa, 
Tristan Gevers observes that even in the ’free world’, the deepest and 
darkest forms of oppression remain. How can we attain ’true humanity’? 
http:i/www.pambazuka.or~/en/catep.olw/comment/76299 

4 Advocacy & campaigns 

CALL TO DURBAN 
Via Campesina 
The international peasant’s movement La Via Campesina and its South 
African member the Landless People’s Movement are mobilizing for the 
17th Conference of the Palties (COP 17) of the Ignited Nations 
Frame~vork Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) that will take place 
in Durban, South Afidca, from 28 November to 9 December 2011. 
http ://w~vw pambazaaka, orgienicategorviadvocacy/7 6 229 

ETHIOPIA: LAND AND WATER GRABS TI~ EATEN FL~LF A MILLION LIVES 
A new Land Deal Brief from the Oakland Institute (OI) exposes that the 
controversial Gibe III hydroelectric prqiect located in Ethiopia’s Omo 
Valley- is ’facilitating the take over of 350,000 hectares (ha) of land 
for sugar cane and cotton plantations and resulting in state-sponsored 
human rights violations.’ 
http:llw~vw pambaza~ka.or~ienicategorviadvocacv/76289 

FINAL DECLARATION OF 2ND CONTINENTAL ENCOUNTER OF AGROECOLOGY TRAINERS 
International peasant’s movement La Via Campesina (LVC) makes clear 
its intentions to bring together millions of peasants, small and 
medium-size farmers, landless people, women farmers, indigenous 
people, migrants and agricultural workers from around the world It 
defends small-scale sustainable agriculture as a way to promote social 
~ ustice and dignity 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~,/advocacyi76257 

DEC] ARA~,[ION B Y PALESTINIANS AND ISRAfiLIS IN SUPPORT OF SOCIAL PROTEST, 
ANTI-COLONIAL STRUGGLE 
Some 20 political parties and social movements from both sides of the 
Green Line issued an historic declaration in support of the social 
protests currently rocking Israel and their necessary linkage to the 
struggle against Israel’s occupation and colonial policies. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/categorv/advocac¥i76230 

’\V[tEN INNOCENCE ISN’T ENOUGII: A DOCUMENTARY ABOI.7f ’I~{~) Y AN’]Tf IONY DAVIS’ 
Naji Mujahid 
Troy Anthony Davis is on death row :[’or the 1989 murder of police 
officer Mark MacPhail in Savannah, GA in the US Troy has ahvays 
maintained his innocence, and there was never any physical evidence 
linking him to the crime. On March 28, the US Supreme Court denied 
Troy’s final appeal, clearing the way for Georgia to set the execution 
date. The state of Georgia has now set Troy Davis’s execution date for 
nridnight on 21 September. As part of the campaign to save Davis’s 
life, Naji Mujahid calls on readers to view and share the following 
documentary. 
http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/en/categor~/advocacy/76294 



C()[KNt~[~L UN[V~*;RS [TY: AN OPZ*;N RESPONSE TO Dt;~XN PETER L[~PAG][U S PLANS FOR 
AERICANA STUI)IES 
As alumni of the Africana Studies and Research (;enter at Cornell 
University, we are deeply truubled by the most recent develupment 
regarding the Africana Center’s future. In a recent Curnell Chronicle 
article, Peter Lepage, Dean of the Cullege uf Arts and Sciences, 
announced his plans fur the Africana Center to "fluurish" at Cornel1 
University Beneath a camouflage of cuncern, this decree rests un 
blatant misinfurmation and a reckless disregard for the integrity of 
Africana Studies and~y extension~he credibility of Cornell 
University as an institution of higher learning. 

http ://www.pambazuka.orgienicategot~,~iadvocacyi76301 
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5 Books & arts 

ZIMBABWE’S BOOK CAFE \VINS 2011 PRINCE CLAUS AWARD 
Pamberi Trust 
Zirnbabwe’s Book Caf4 ( http:/iwww.zimbabwearts.org/about-us.html ), 
flagship venue of Pamberi Trust, is a lameate of 2011 Prince Claus 
Awards. These prestigious global awards in cultme are presented 
annually- to individuals and organisations for outstanding achievement 
in culture and the positive effect of their work on the wider cultural 
or social field. 
http :/iwww.,0arabazaka. ora/en/cate~orv/books/76307 

’I A_’vf BECAUSE WE ARE: AFRICAN WISDOM IN LMAGE Aix~D PRO’vERB’ 
Betty Press 
Betty Press has published a book of 125 of her black and xvhite 
photographs of .adrican daily life, combined with related proverbs 
collected by Annetta Millar over more than 30 years. The book aims to 
’make a significant educational and artistic contribution to the 
appreciation and understanding of African culture and society’. 

http ://w~vw pambazuka org/en/categor,v/books/76297 

’THE NON-L INEA~TY OF PEACE PROCESSES’ 
TheolT and Practice of Systemic Conflict Transf;armation 
Berghof COlfflict Research 
This recently published collection of essays, edited by Daniela 
KOrppen, Norbert Ropers and Hans J Giessmann, aims to link the most 
recent debates in the peacebuilding field with various systemic 
discourses It is the ’first comprehensive volume analysing the value 
added by integrating systemic thinking into peacebuilding theory and 
practice’ 

http :Ii~vw~v,pambazuka. orglen/categolw/books/76298 
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6 Cartoons 

BLOOD BROTHERS IN TR]tKbLI 

Oadu 

Sumething tu celebrate? 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/categorv/cartouns/76252 

NAT() AN’[) NTC IN LIBYA 
Pulling the strings from behind the scenes., 
http://www.pambazuka.or~/en/categorv/cartouns/76253 

I\I\//VV\/I\IVI, IIV\i\i/’,/’,/VII, AIVAI\IVI\IV\iI\/’,/’,//I, 

Fahamu - Netwurks Fur Sucia[ Justice 
http:i/www.fahamu.or; 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

~ Unless utherwise indicated, all materials published are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attributiun-Noncommercial-No Derivative Wurks 
3.0 Unported License. For :Further details see: 

http://www pamba zuka. org/en/abuut.php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w,~v. p amb azuka, orgien ) 
EdiCgo cm lingua Portuguesa ( http:/iwww.pambazuka.org/pt ) 
Edition franCaise ( http:/;’www.pambazuka.org/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://w~vw.pambazuka.org/er~,’ne~vsfeed.php 

Pambazaka News is published ~vith the suppolt of a nnn~ber of fnnders, 

details of which can be obtained here ( 



http:/Iwww pambazuka.org/erdabout.php ). 

To SUBSCRI[3E or UNSUBSCRIBE go to: 
h ttp :/ /pambazuk a.gn. apc. or~ic~i-bin/mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-new s 
or send a message to editor@pambamaka.org with the word SUBSCR]I~E or 
UNSUBSCR]I~E in the subject line as appropriate. 

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent those of Pambazuka News or Fahamu. 

With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
Pambazuka News is the authuritative pan-African electronic weekly 
newsletter and platfurm for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge conm~entary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, hmnan rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Arnin’s ’Ending the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka Press ( 
http:iifahamubooks.org/book/?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm medium email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazaka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambaz~kancws’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Conwnent & 
Analysis’ sections as they- are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more itffomaation: 
/,,’twitter.corr~’pambazukanews ( htt~ ://twitter. com,’~ambazukanews ). 

* Pambazaka News has a Del.icin.us (httr~:/iDel.icin.us/) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of Afric!! Visithttp:i/delicious.cotr~’pambazaka news. 
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Chapter 1 

REFRAMING CONTEMPORARY AFRICA 
Beyond Global Imaginaries 

Peyi Soyinka-Airewele 

Rita Kiki Edozie 

O ne of the most rewarding aspects of studying Africa is the encounter with literature and conceptual 

debates that simultaneously provoke, reveal rich nuances, reflect African intellectual discourses and 
sociopolitical realities, provide a framework for grappling with vast regional diversities and contradictions, 
and disturb the complacency of our settled notions of the continent. The fiR-y-three countries that make up 
Africa’s Northern, Southern, Eastern, Western, and Central regions draw the scholar into a maelstrom of 

vivid living histories, political debates, and urban and rural cuttural and social dynamics that define and 
yet defy sirnpte explanations of their complex realities. In this chapter, we start with a voyage around the 
politics of representation of African identities and spaces; next, we engage the organizing devices and con- 
cepts of schematic frames and imaginary significations that underlie popular discussions of the continent; 
and finally, we review some critical intellectual and theoretical traditions that have been employed in the 
study of Africa by interrogating the visions of the continent they have bequeathed and the implications of 

¯ such sights and (mis}understandings for those who wish to study African countries today. 

Introduction: Representation of African Identities and Spaces 

Those who teach and study Africa today mus~ learn to probtematize the issue of representation 
in order to locate and unpack the economic, political, personal, and other motivations that might 
underlie any particular image of Africa (Grinker and Steiner 1997, xxvi). 

In the aftermath of the terrorist bombings of September 11, 2001, and the terrifying reminder o~ human 
vulnerability, dae undying Western identity problematic resurfaced through sharpened definitions of racial, 
national, cultural, and rdigious identities, and a reLrtvestment of meaning to the world of the known and the 
unknown, the "civilized" and the "uncivilized" (Soyinka-Airewete 2002). At the same time, it gave new 
meaning to the continuing struggles to contest the meanings and impact of imposed political, racial, and 
socioeconomic dichotomies. Unfortunately, the ensuing avalanche of interest in understanding the global 
Other carmot be said to have dented the myths and images of atavism and absence with which Africa, a 
region of abundant historical, socioeconomic, and political vibrancy and accomptislmaents, has kistorically 
been framed. It is not hard to discern some of the roots of that persistent ignorance: notions of European 
racial, social, technological, economic, and cultural exceptionalism; the substantive legacies of imperial 



REFRAMING CONTEMPORARY AFRICA 

On Being Black and African 

Source: © Khalil Bendib, The Pen is Funnier than the Sword: Cartoons That Speak Truth to Power. www, bendib.com. 

Reproduced with permission. 
Note: This carl.oon shows the infamous slaying of Amadou Diatlo, an unarmed immigrant from Guinea, by the New York Police 

Department Street Crime Unit. As he stood in the doorway of his apartment in the Bronx, just after midnight on February 4, 

1999, the 22-year-old West African died in a hail of forty-one pof~ce bullets fired by four plaindothes police officers who later 

claimed they thought Dia[Io’s wallet was a gun. The police officers were acquitted of murder, sending into motion widespread 

protests and a lawsuit. The United S~ates Justice Department decided in tanuary 2001 that federal civil rights charges were 

unwarranted, but just before the case went to trial, the ~oolice department finally reached an out-of-court settlement with the 

family and lawyers five years after the incident. 

conquest; and the continuing dynamics of global power and interests partly shape the ideologies, political 
economies, and linguistic methods used in imagining and defining the African continent. 

Accordingly, Ella Shohat and Robert Stam have thrown the provocative challenge of "unthinking 
Eurocentrisrn" at those disquieted by the continuing realities of a global core, which persists in viewing 
the world ~:rom a "flattened landscape" that ignores the diversities and problems within its own sphere, 
constructs the world’s realities in opposition to its own ideals, and flattens the external landscape 
through homogenization, while highlighting the presumed inadequacies and limitations of that external 
landscape through sweeping generalizations,s 

1 Ella Shohat and Robe~ Stam~ Untl~inleing Eurocentrism, Multfculturalism and tke Media, is a seminal work, invaluable 

for its incisive exposure of the nature of Eurocentrism and its proposal of new polycentric ways of seeing the world. 
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Since marginalized states are indelibly touched by the cut, sequences of the choices, values, and priorities of 

the media, geopolitical, and academic core, perhaps one of the most important contributions of any collection 
of writings on the African continent is the deliberate presentation of frameworks for validating and rendering 
visible the multiple sociocultural, intellectual, political, transnational, and other prosaic realities that are typi- 
cally delegifimized by that global core (Soyinka-Airewete 2002). Irt talking about reafiaies of the everyday and 

the prosaic, we refer, for ir~stance, to the effervescent sociocultural presence and role of writers, musicians, and 
popular cinema; to political economies that include enduring local ai~d transcontinental networks of market 
women and other entrepreneurs, as well as the hegemonial presence of global capital; and to the political spaces 

that reflect the power and force of indigenous monarchies, the state, and citizen agency and resistance. 
Consequently, our goal in .this chapter is to explore preliminary issues i~ the representation of the Afi-qcan , ¯ - scholarship; to tmderstand some of the ideologies and inter- 

continent within news media, cinema, literature, and 
ests that influence .such maps; and to present alternative, debated frameworks. Above all, we hope to provoke 
and energize a broader desire to e~gage the Africar~ continent in all of its variegated realities. Such an approach 
would lend itself, as the various contributors to this volume undertake to do, to the consmlction of multiple 
discttrsive centers that support the 0nveiling of various strata of sodopolitical, economic, and cultural llfe in 
A£rican countries. The racial and ideological notions and Lqvested interests, which have shaped the language on 

Af~ca for so long, are troublir~g reminders that, more than ever, we cannot a~ord to trade the contemporizing 

authenticity of a historically global African world for franduler~t constructs of homogenizing notions and popular 
reductionist liberties that have long lost their ability to shroud the ghouls of ignorance that birthed them. 

It is no longer plausible to assume that Africa can be inscribed or studied from a site of unfettered or 
pure vision that is untroubled by the very act of representation itself. Beer reflects that tension in her 

reflections on the concept of representation: 

We favour currer~tly the word "representation" because it sustains a needed distance between experience 
and formulation. It recognises the fictive in our understanding. It ailows a gap between how we see 
things and how, potentially, they might be. It ackixowtedges the extent to which ideologies harden into 
objects and so sustain themselves as real presences in the world. The objects may be books, pictures, 
films, advertisements, fashion .... 

Representations rapidly become representative--those empowered to 

speak on behalf of their constituency: the authentic voices of a group. That is where the trouble starts 
when the claim is representing women: Are we offering and receiving formulations of an abiding group; 
offering accounts of a person, or a group of people, conceived as stable? {Beer 1989, 63-64). 

In her writing on "African women" or specifica!ly "Nigerian women" and, even more specifically, as 
she carefully reminds us of the so-called characterization of "Nigerian market women," Ufomata rumi- 

nates on the dilemmas of representation and the quest for authenticity, or the faithful relaying of locaI 
realities by both "insider" and "outsider" scholars: 

I am aware o~ the implications of the methods I adopted in terms of the role of my own voice. I am not 
a market woman, and I write in English, a language that is not commonly spoken in the market .... 

I believe that my portrayal of market women presents the view of an insider, the most authentic possible 
through the eyes of another person. After alt, as a Yoruba adage says, "the onty reason a deaf person is 
vilified in front of his or her child{ten) is the certainty that the message will be delivered." As much as 

possible, I tried to represen~ the views of the women obiectively. Like others, I realize that, "Speaking 
both for and as a woman {rather than ’like’ a woman), is the problem of women’s writing" {Jacobus 
1989, 55; Ufomata 2000). 
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Indeed, the gulf that exists between the worlds of the scholar and the realities of those about whom 
they write is not necessarily a function of racial difference, as Soyinka-Airewele also reminds us: 

Some years ago, I had the much awaited opportunity to conduct research situated at a richer interface of 
"scholar-practitioner" realities, an opportunity that would involve displacement, to an area of protracted 

conflict, of sharply opposed myrhico-histories and deep political polarizations in an African counr_ry. 
Surely, nor a particularly difficult undertaking, since I had the advantage of personal nod linguistic famil- 
iarity with the location. Not for me the "fish out of water," "displanted" and "out of its elements" experi- 
ence, so chillingly defined in Roger’s handy thesaurus. Nevertheless, in the first week.of fieldwork, I had 

the distinctly disturbing experience of being categorized as a safari intellectual by a good friend and senior 
colleague, despite the fact that I had once lived and taught in this same community. Interestingly, the heated 
debate that ensued, on his pair, bespoke a legacy of anger and frustration at the incompetence and super- 
ficialiry of Western Africanists, irrespective of cultural belongings, who jaunted into town and made their 

reputations by recoding ill-understood local issues for the oft-arcane world of western academia.: 

An assessment like this implies that the enterprise of studying African countries has often resembled a 
refined Hobbesian impulse---short lived, self-centered, impatient with collaboration, and certainly some- 
what brutish. This is not acceptable in a continent that disdains the deep-seated tendency in Western 

media and academia to view and use the region as a laboratory with pliable theory-supporting subjects) 
It is apparent that we must, therefore, continue to ask questions about who is speaking and what informs 
and filters their perspectives. Martin and Clifford rightly remind us that ’% . . representations of Africa 
generally tell us far less about those who are being represented than they do about the preoccupations and 
prejudices of those engaged in the act of representing" (Grinker and Steiner 1997, xxvi). 

Representing Africa in Popular Media 

In October 2004, the National Geographic Magazine issued this retraction titled "Revisiting the 

Elephant Hunters of Tanzania": 

We let you down: In the July 2004 issue, we published a story about elephant hunting by the 
Barabaig people in Tanzania. Soon after, a few of you pointed out that there are letters and num- 
bers on the tusk shown on page 78---faint but unmistakable in the printed magazine, yet not vis- 

ible in the prints we used while preparing the article. We now know that the photographer, Gilles 
Nicolet, borrowed the tusks from the Tanzanian Department of Wildlife and gave them to the 
hunters to hold. They are not, as the picture caption says, tusks taken by the Barabaig "from an 
elephant found dead in the bush." The caption was based on information provided us by Nicolet-- 
information that he insisted was true under tough questioning from us, until after the story was 
published and we confronted him about the numbers .... We later learnt that the two photographs 

on page 85--which the caption identifies as showing a hunter reclaiming his spear from an 
elephant and then removing the rusks--were actually taken several years earlier in Cameroon. 

~ Peyi Soyinka-Airewele, "Navigating ’Realities,’ I[lusions and Academic Impulses: Displaced Scholars at Large,’~ GSC 

Quarterly no. 6 (Fall 2002). 

3 ibid. 
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National Geographic’s "apology" for this "unwitting" violation was crafted to painstakingly protect 

the magazine’s claims to its time-honored "accuracy," honesty, rigor, and "bond of trust" with its 
readers. Consequently, it disclaimed any responsibility for photographer Gdles Nlcotet odious falsifi- 

¯ . owever, a more critical reading of this incident invokes very disquieting questions that should 

~aat;~eeH~ taken up by Bill Allen, the magazine’s editor. Why, f°r instance’ did Nic°let assume that an 

image of African hunters holding spears and tnsks supposedly taken from a dead elephant and of a 
hunter’s Rand embedded in the bloodied flesh of an elephant would be so appealing to the editors of the 

magazine and its many readers? Why was it so unacceptable to convey the reality that the tusks had 
been borrowed from Tanzania’s department of wildlife? Did Nicolet anticipate that revealing this fact 

ma azine’s reader- 

would create a dangerous de-exot~clsm of the African continent by permitting the g 

ship to glimpse a continent that had institutions of social organization like those of the rest of the 
world? After all, the existence of a department of wildlife is conclusively indicative of modern political 

and socioeconomic organization, officialdom, bureaucratic procedure, and legality, as well as the exiso 

tence of distinct lines between humans, fauna, and flora. 
We must be willing to probe into the pressures, intellectual traditions, and myths that would impel 

a photographer to falsify and insert old images from Careeroonra country lapping the waters of the 
Bight of Benin~ a bay of the Atlantic Ocean on the vast western coast of the world’s second largest 
continent--into a story on Tanzania, a country on the eastern coastline of the continent, bordering 

the Indian Ocean. What really is the dominant notion of a homogenous unspecific "Africa," of black- 

ness and primitivism, to which those marke6ng their writings, scholarship, films, and images are 
expected to conform? And would the Geographic prove willing to move toward a critical self-examination 

of its own historic preferences and tendencies in the portrayal of the African continent and its peo- 

ples? Nicolet’s was a deliberate act of deception, but its central logic points us to an all-too-common 
desire to imagine "Africa" from within particular frames. It was from a weary, yet irate acknowledg- 

ment of such tendencies in literature, film, media~ and scholarship that award-winning Kenyan writer 

Binyavanga Wainaina’s satirica~ primer "How to Write About Africa offered the following infamous 

tips for budding writers of Africa: 

Never have a picture of a well-adjusted African on the cover of your book~ or in it, unless that African 
has won the Nobel Prize .... ~f you must include an African, make sure you get one in Masai or Zulu 

or Dogon dress. In your text~ treat Africa as if it were one country. R is hot and dusty with rolling grass- 
~ands and huge herds of animals and tall, thin people who are starving¯ Or it is hot and steamy with very 

short people who eat primates. Don~t get bogged down with precise descriptions .... Make sure you 
show how Africans have music and rhythm deep in their souls, and eat things no other humans eat .... 

Taboo subjects: ordinary domestic scenes, love between Africans (unless a death is involved), references 
to African writers or intellectuals~ mention of school-going children who are not suffering from yaws or 

Ebola fever or female genital mutilation .... Avoid having the Kfrican characters laugh, or struggle to 
educate thelr kids, or jus~ make do in mundane circumstances .... African characters should be colour- 

ful, e:(otic, larger than tife~but empty inside, with no dialogue, no confllcts or resolutions in their 
stories, no depth or quirks to confuse the cause (Wainaina 2006). 

Blinkered writing on Africa is clearly not necessarily spawned of apparently hostile, conservatively 

racist voices as Wainaina reminds his readers: 
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Establish eariy on that your liberalism is impeccable, and mention near the beginning how much you 

love Africa, how you fell in love with the place and can’t live without her .... Blame the West for Africa’s 
situation. But do not be too specific. Broad brushstrokes throughout are good .... Describe, in detail, 

naked breasts (young, old, conservative, recently raped, big, small) or mutilated genitals, or enhanced 
genitals .... Remember, any work you submit in which people look filthy and miserable will be referred 

to as the "real Africa," and you want that on your dust jacket. Do not feet queasy about this: you are 

trying to help them to get aid from the West (ibid.). 

Finally, in a sharp reminder of the language of bestiality with which Africans are likened to or 
contrasted with the denizens of the animal kingdom, Wainainna proposes that 

animals, on the other hand, must be treated as well rounded, complex characters. They speak (or grunt 
while tossing their manes proudly) and have names, ambitions and desires. They also have family values: 
see how lions teach their children? Elephants are caring, and are good feminists or dignified patriarchs. 

So are gorillas. Never, ever say anything negative.about an elephant or a gorilla. Elephants may attack 
people’s property, destroy their crops, and even kill them. Always take the side of the elephant. Big cats 

have publlc-school accents. Hyenas are £air game and have vaguely Middle Eastern accents. Any short 
Africans who live in the jungle or desert may be portrayed with good humour (unless they are in conflict 

with an elephant or chimpanzee or gorilla, in which case they are pure evil) (ibid.). 

Despite its own obvious broad brushstrokes, Wainaina’s piece cannot be dismissed simply as a caus- 
tic exaggeration. Evidence points to continuing efforts to create and maintain a discourse around the 
African continent that fixes it in global opposition to all that is civilized, advanced, and thinking. Such 
forms of framing do not always emerge from a benign "ignorance" of facts, but sometimes from more 
deliberate distortions. In "Telling Africa’s Past in Literature: Whose Story Is It Anyway?" Oyekan 
Owomoyela (2002, 221) insists that the mass of fabrications and misrepresentations of Africa’s past 

are at a critical historical juncture, especially after the European colonizing enterprise during which 
"Europeans felt it best to write their own histories of the continent." His scathing assault on the 
Othering of Africa calls to mind the writings of John and Jean Comaroff who argue that European 
discourses on Africa make it clear that the continent has been established as the dark stage of savagery, 
cannibalism, and backwardness into which "white men" write themselves. The representation of 
African identities thus emerged out of a relationship of "opposition and inequality" in which, by his- 
torical imperative, Europe stood to Africa as "civilization to nature, .... savior to victim, .... actor to 
subject" (Comaroff 1997, 691). Hence, the tendency we see in Gilles Nicolet’s photographic mirage of 
Barabaig elephant hunters is predated by an epoch of less subtle calls to inscribe Africa as the zone of 
"dark backwardness," irrespective of alt social, political, and economic evidence to the contrary. 

With some apprehension perhaps that our imaginations might falter in transforming African reality 
into the desirable realm of the primeval, many have elected to play a more determined role in the con- 
struction of a time-bound, primal Africa. Jamie Uys’s cult film The Gods Must Be Crazy was received 
by thousands in Japan, France, Venezuela, Sweden, England, the United States, and several other coun- 
tries as a genial, "unsophisticated, slapstick culture-clash comedy," and it continues to be presented in 
many institutions as a "sophisticated" commentary on cultural relativism and a self-critique of Western 
modernism. (Three more Hong Kong feature films followed a sequel.) Keyan Tomaseili’s description of 
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the film captures its ma~ elements. "Social harmony in a remote Bushman (San) clan supposedly bas.ed 
in the Kalahari desert is disrupted by a Coke bottle which falls out of the sky, discarded by a passing 
pilot. For Xi’s clan, the Coke bottle is firstly, ’one of the strangest and most beautiful things they have ¯ " ’. third, they learn that it can make music. Finally 

~ , . ’t becomes ’a tea! labor savmg~devlc.e, ,. sion 
oeen. Secon.d,] ,-~ .... ~l thin~’ which has brougl~t mssen 

and competition between individuals 

it is recognized as 
within .the clan" (Tomaselli 1998). 

The film goes on to show how the clan makes a decision to remove the source of the conflict by 
returning the bottle to the gods. In his iourney to achieve this goal, Xi encounters a zoologist, his "col- 

ored" helper, and a white woman who wants to teach far away from the city rat race. Interlaced through 
this narrative are buffoonish black guerrillas intent on overthrowing the banana republic government 

the LondOn 
(see Tomasdli 1998). 

It is important to underscore the vast popularity of this film, an appeal welt captured in 
¯ 

’s for Uys in 1994:4 G~ar&an obituary 

Jamie Uys, who has died of a heart attack aged 74, was the first South African film director to gain interna- 
tional recognition with the serendipitous box-office success of The Gods Must Be Crazy (1981). During the 

&ew audi- 
darkest-before-the-dawn days of apartheid, this unsophisticated, slapstick cultare~clasla c°medYfor months, 

tteman and Tootsie, ran a year m Pormgai, and bro.ke all records in Ma.faysia. 
ences everywhere. It became the highest-grossing foreign movie ever ha France where it showed 

.... ~m,o~ and A Gen        . -. ~,,1-~nations for the umversat appe,a[ o.f th~s. s_t_o_~ outaomg ~, ,-,n.~,. --~ ~ ~,~ve seen it raree ttmes, r-~v.~ . ,-- ..... visual comedy, tts antma~, 
Who Oueen Mother :s supposeu ~...~’- . ........ ~a f,o its artlessness, :ts re~im~ ,-*, three 
of a Bushman, s contact wtth "c~vtgzan°n wu~, .... ,, 

underlyhag ecological message and, above all, the natural playing of the Bushman tgmsetf. °’I spent 

Botswana and the northern Cape, 
its to four months looking at and taking pictures of Bushmen in Namibia, 

world before I chose my man. I came back with 

explained Uys. "I wanted to see every Bushman in the whole                 that unique Xhosa clicking 

40 to 50 photographs. He just stood out." He was Nixau (pronounced with ¯ - border. "I knew ~rom the start that to make a contract with 
sound), a hunter along the Namibia-Botswana                                          ,, 
him would not be easy. Money means nothing to him," Uys commented. "Most of the money he earned is 
still in a trust tim& To Nixau, making the film, like everyttgng else the whites did, was a game. Here again, we are presented with an image of an artless and simple people, apparently portrayed as 

the contrary, well-documented research and the¯direct, filmed testimony of Uys’s 
they exist in reality. To evidence of purposeful deception by Uys in seeking to perpetuate 
star actor Ntxau,s provide depressing 

of the film has 

the notion of a~ African people immttred in timeless tradition. Gugter’s critical analysis 

a telling subtitle, "The World According to Apartheid" (2003, 71), and he reveals that filmmaker Uys 

lied repeatedly in interviews. He claimed to have traversed the Kalahari landscape looking for the per- 
fect "native" to play !Xi and finally found N!xau, who had only ever seen one white man in his eritire 
life and whose language had no concept of work or money (Gugler 2003, 73). In fact, Marshall’s 
documentary released earlier shows the filming of The Gods Must Be Crazy in the Tshumkwi camp 

4 Berga~ Ronald, "One Man’s Reality Before the Dawn in South Africa. Obituary: Jamie Uys," The Guardian, February 

2, 1996. directed by ~ohn Marshall. Distributed in the U.S. by Documentary 

s N!,aJ, Tbg Story o~ aes!%t~.°7¢n~niDSu~ensm, e~;~; 
Educational Resourc ¯ o - ’ 

"Nikau." 
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established by the apartheid South African authorities, where much of the !Kung had been living in 
debilitating conditions. N!ai who plays !Xi’s wife had actually lost her adult son in this camp. Uys’s 
"Bushman" hunter star, N!kau Kganna, was never the hunter claimed by Uys in public interviews but 
had grown up as a herd boy on a farm in Botswana and had then worked as a cook in the Tshumkwi 

school where he was "discovered by Uys" (Gugler 2003, 74}. 
Uys’s high-profile cinematic swindle reduces National Geograpbic’s Gi!les Nicolet to an amateur. While 

Uys repeatedly informed the world that N!kau had no use for or understanding of money, researchers have 
made it clear that, in fact, while N!kau was all too familiar with the uses of money, "he was paid a mere pit- 
tance, 2000 Rand, then about $1,700, for The Gods Must be Crazy, which made a fortune; the film cost $5 
million and earned $90 million in its first foux yeats. Even after these recotd earnings, and after N!kau had 
become a national hero in Japan, he had to settle for S,000 Rand and a monthly tetainer of 200 Rand for the 
lead role in the sequel The Gods Must be Crazy It (Gugler, 2003, 74). In Darkest Hollywood (1993) dosed 
its segment on The Gods with an interview with N!kau, who insists that Uys actually had him dress in a 
loincloth and then imitate the customs of a Bushman. "I did not think it was right to do something that was 

not true," he said. "The right tbdng is to show things as they are." 
Conseque1~tly, we can hardly settle for Vincent Canby’s airy dismissal of his own struggles with the 

film’s patronizing nuances and disturbing political silences: 

The Go& Must Be Crazy is an innocuous enough tale about the comic conjtmction of two wildly dif- 
[erent cultures as represented by one Kalahari bushman, whose tribe hasn’t yet reached the Stone Age, 
and by humbling, neurotic whites and blacks who, in one way and another, cannot cope with contem- 
porary civilization, t think it’s safe to guess that Mr. Uys is certainly neither a racist nor an apologist. 
Nobody with the sense of humor that he displays in The Gods Must Be Crazy could be. Nobody who 
would take the time to choreograph the kind of elaborate sight gags that are the reason to see this film 
could support the sort of self-interest officially sanctioned by the South African government. Such 
narrowness of vision is antithetical to the creation of laughter (Canby 1984). 

This disingenuous claim is quite unsupportable given that racism and "self-interest" are most com- 

patible with the pervasive commentaries on the African Other that often pass for comedy. Hollywood 

is littered with numerous comedies that maintain ideological, racial, or economic interests in framing 

African societies along such familiar pathways. In t~act, slapstick and broad humor, as Gugler maintains, 

"are so persuasive that many Western viewers fail to perceive the underlying ideo!ogy," and in The 

Gods Must Be Crazy, "we are initiated into the world view of apartheid" (2003, 71). Indeed, the 

African types that Uys propagates are best understood in the context of the apartheid government’s 

effort to vigorously market to the world in the late 1980s its violent policies for the "idyllic" separation 

of ~aces through forcible movement of the Black majority to marginal lands marked as Bantustans 

(black homelands).~ In the context of the film, this violent displacement of a resistant Black population 

is reconstituted as the racist regime’s benevolence in permitting "tribal" and peaceful Africans to return 

=’unwanted goods of civilization" (the symbolic Coke bottle) to the Whites and peacefully return to their 

harmonious wilds or desert, as the case might be. This, of course, is how filmmaker Uys distorts and 

6 Bantustans are so-called Black (derogatorily "Bantu"> homelands~ forcibly created by the apartheid regime to serve as 
pseudo-independent Black colonies and reservoirs for Labor and to maintain the myth of independence for the displaced 
BIack majority citizens of South Africa. 
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the African voice--both through the character ~Xi, who refuses to accept any monetary reward 

these 
subverts 
for his heroic acts, and the actor N!kau, who presumably also had no use for money¯ Again, 
misrepresentations of reality fed into the ongoir~g global and national concerns and conversations about 
social justice and restitution for the ravages of apartheid, a powerful commentary on the inde- 

Despite his film’s much-vaunted nonpolitical nature, Uys has created 
pendence struggles in South Africa and neighboring countries through insidious typologies of an "African" 
nature and reality. Beyond the "traditional" African of the "Bush," Gugler shrewdly observes that there are 
three other unmistakable types: the "good" Africans, w~to sing and welcome the coming of the Whites; the 
"incompetent" Africans, who run their own countries and bring them to ruin; and the "bad" Africans, sym- 

bolized by the guerillas led by an outsider, who in name and looks uncannily resembles Sam Nujoma, leader 
of the liberation movement SWAPO, and Fidel Castro (Gugfer 2003, 74-5). Thus, Uys adopts and conveys 

the apartheid South African government’s discourse on its independent neighbors (especially Zimbabwe), on 
Marxists, and on internal dissidents and, in so doing, erodes their voices with devastat~g humor. 

Uys does not quite trust in his viewers’ acceptance of the exotic, "unknowable" Otherness of the 
African and decides to help that latent imaginary along by overlaying the !Kung language with extra 
clicks to enhance the sense of its incomprehensible distance from "normal" tanguages.7 While many 
Western reviewers continue to insist on consuming the film as a harmless, apolitical treatise on culture, 

and as a film that is positively supportive of the rights of Africans to hold on to their innocent primeval 
existence, the South African goverm’nent exhiNted no such reservation about the service Uys rendered 

to the cause of apartheid. Although he had produced films for three decades, it was after the success of 
this film that he received the highest South African civil decoration in 1983. The citation read in part, 

"And most especially for having given the example . ¯ ¯ of faith in the future of our country and our 
people,’s (Tomaselli 1986, 26; Guglet 2003, 76). The ire of African commentators is understandable: 

When it comes to Africa, one can afford to indulge in approximations, generalizations, even illiteracy. 
Africa’s overall image is so negative that 0nty the most pessimistic types of discourse conform to the logic 
that governs understanding of the continent. Publications as "prestigious" as the Financial Times, Der 

or Time, can publish cover stories and surveys built upon falsehoods and factual errors without 

Speigel,                              c~t^~ ~. ..... 1D involved in soctopolincal turmoil in my country, 
snrnng up a storm of pro.test, no doubt., be use "exoerts" on Africa know that rebuttals will not damage 
their professional reputanons .... Having u~=,~ ..... ~                            -          became 
Cameroon, and having worked and traveled extensively in various other African countries, where I 
cormected to different social networks, I felt frustrated by most of the literature on the determinants 

of a successfial process of democratization, the exact role of civil society in the current changes, and 
the political behavior of African people. The more I read, the more frustrated I became, because I could 

the !Kung language has 
ua e, Cited inJosef Gugier’s African Film: Re.Imagining 

7 Toby Alice ¥olkman’s 15)88 "Out of South, Africa: The Gods Must Be Crazy" notes that while 

dicks, these soma& ,.(.ere a~ded to ~,cr:2Seeg~:~::g:a~2r~:ht~:~:a~nes the moral ri@ts of, the s~)~ts. ~dde~]~ 
a Continent, 73, Voik~an s p~per ts~_u : .... makers~vhotog~aphers and filmmakers--nave cu ortra i~ subjects in a "{a~se light," appropriat’ g their images, and {ailing to secure "informed consent." 
film, photography, ann telev~smn. ~u~* ..... ~         ~ ~n ima e th{~selves and the p~odacers of autobiographical 
criticism fo~ p    Y g . , _u~:~.~;~ of minorities who    g ..... . .u ...... ~ Film and Telewsmn 
They oeculiarly question me morro uu~.s .... ns.~r." ~._ ~a~.,I oiobts ot 5uolects m rr~v~"vbs"     "          . 
documentaries. See Larry Gross et al., 1range e~otcs: ~u~ ......... o Press’, 1991).                               ’ " 
(New Yor~Ox~ord: Communication and Society, Oxford Unive~siw 

s Guglec translated this commentary by Tomaselli from the French. See Keyan Tomasdil, 1986. "Le r61e de ia Jamie Uys 

films dans la Culture A~rikaner," CindmAction 39 (1986): 24~33. 
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perceive in the political historiography of Africa the same contempt and disconnection I described, neither 
the academics nor the journalists were able (or willing) to capture what was the very essence of the social 
phenomena and the political movements that I had wimessed for years: the determination of people at the 
grassroots level to engage in the political arena, at any cost, in order to bring about some positive changes 
in the way they had been ruled for severai centuries (Monga 1996, 38-39 and viii-ix). 

Myers and colleagues have produced some of the most instructive research to illuminate this crisis of 
representation.9 U.S. news media "elected," they argue, to cast their coverage of the civil war in Rwanda 
and Bosnia in two different frameworks, despite the following striking similarities between the wars: 
Both conflicts emerged in relatively small, rural, agriculturally oriented, and densely populated states; 

were marked by appalling atrocities; produced comparable estimates of war-related deaths; and were 
obstinate in their duration, despite some external intervention. The theaters, political histories, and the 

progressions of the conflicts also indicate remarkable commonality, with similar legacies of Western 
imperialism’s cultivating and exploiting internal strife, roles of ethnic identities in fomenting the strug- 
gles, and terrains and strategies of warfare {Myers et al. 1996}. Yet against this background, there was 

a startling discrepancy in the international press coverage of these wars. 
The application of computer-assisted discourse ana|ysis to repoxxing on Rwanda and Bosnia during a four- 

year period revealed extreme discrepancies in the amount of coverage (a total of 560 reports referring to 
Rwanda and 74,114 referring to Bosnia) and in the language of civil war, ethnicity, and tribalism. Although 
there was near-total absence of "tribal" terminology in the Bosnian stories, it comprised the explanatory core 

of the Rwandan articles. Myers and colleagues found that only 1 percent of the occurrences of the word 

"tribal" in the Bosnia articles referred to Bosnlan tribalism; the other instances referred to tribes in Rwanda 
and other parts of Africa. "Typical of such references might be a sentence begilming with phrases such as 

’ethnic warfare in Bosnia or for that matter tribal war in Rwanda .... ’" The characterization of the Rwandan 
conflict as tribal warfare opened the floodgates for other macabre journalistic depictions, As these writers 
deplored, "Rwanda’s war was simply centuries-old tribal savagery" or an orgy of blood and terror 
"unbounded by any rationality other than some sort of ritualistic, primitive logic." Ten articles in a two-week 

period in 1994 described event~ in Rwanda as an "orgy" of violence and revenge (Myers et at. 1996, 33). Yet 
in the Bosnian case, despite extensive documentation of repeated gang rape and mutilation of Muslim 
women, only one of the more than 14,000 articles during the four years of Myers°s study used the term 

’~orgy." The selective cultural association is revealing: an "orgy" is defined in Webster’s "as a secret ceremo- 
nial rite.., usually characterized by ecstatic singing and dancing, drunken revelry or an excessive indulgence 

in an activity" (Myers et al. 1996, 33). In contrast to such representational prisms, Edozie has attempted to 
reconstruct flae Rwandan genocide in its proper political and regional contexts through a close examination 

and re-presentation of the dilemmas around national ethnlcides, democracy, and conflict in tandem with a 
consideration of neighboring Burundi (see Edozie 2008). 

Unfortunately, media feed rarely reflects such nuanced analysis. A Newsweek article on the first 

Liberian civil war (which ended in 1996) titled "Africa: The Curse of Tribal War" insisted that "an 
ancient plague, whose outbreaks are often bloody episodes like the one in Liberia, continues to afflict 
the people of sub-Saharan Africa." The writers of the article referred to the "wild profusion" of languages, 
religions, and ethnic groups in Africa and claimed "such unparalleled cultural diversity brings with it a 

This is discussed at length in Soyinka~kirewele, Invoking the Past, Coniuring the Nation, for~hcomir~g 2009. 
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constant risk of conflict and bloodshed.’!° (See Campbell 1997, 57.) The reader is expected to uncriti- 

cally accept the association of Africa with the language of the primitive ("tribal war"); time-bound 
societies ("ancient"); disease (" plague"); savagery ("bloody episodes"); the irrational, unknowable, and 
supernatural ("curse"); and nature ("wild profusion"). The prewar landscape in Liberia reveals a very 
different reality--a modern society beset by a sharply divided and oppressive sociopolitical system cre- 
ated with the assistance of the American Colonization Society through which the United States repatri- 
ated and resettled willing, freed slaves in the African continent where they could not incite the slaves of 
the "New World." Far from being an ancient African "plague," the violent implosion in Liberia was 

inevitable, given the structure of hierarchies legislated in favor of the resettled Americo-Liberians and 
an increasingly resentful indigenous African population. 

The world of scholarly writing on _Africa is not immune to fictive lenses and philosophies. Yet we are 

unlikely to effectively address the crises of scholarship on Africa until we acknowledge the need for added 

depth and breadth in explorations of the continent. For a typical American student, the first college-level 
Introduction to American Politics course is contextualized by possibly thirteen years of multiple layers of 

formal and informal study, access to media, and a robust awareness of popular culture, political issues, 
and diversities in social, cultural, and economic realities. By contrast, few Western-based scholars have a 

context from which generalizations, misrepresentations, and scholarly errors on Africa can be challenged. 

Thus, the illusion is maintained that before colonialism was a void and after colonialism, the immolation of a self-destructing continent, as Schwab (2001) fancifully describes the region today. 

The tendency to succumb to a tidy way of classifying A{rica is quite pervasive, as evidenced in one study 
of Africa, which featured a continental map with countries labeled apparently to characterize the country 
dominant realities. Thus, South Africa is "apartheid," and Nigeria is "corruption"; other African nations 

are reduced to single-word depictions that borrow heavily from Western social science discourse on ,, ¯ ............... ~ ~,,le .... socialism," "state collapse," 
, ~,~ " " n " ClVI[ society, pc~u~a~ ~ ,                        , ,i, 

Africa: bureaucracy, depende cy, , .... . , _. ,, ,.~._. ;- ,~o Horn of Africa/. ~reda- ,, ¯    ,, ,, .... ,, ,,-ooe " "emniciw,    lrreoenusm ~.LII~-~-, tli ~ ...... , 

"Islam," class, ~egmmacy, ~ ’        ,7 .... ,- .... :^--t, le when defining the complex 
tory rule," and so on)~ Such labels are generally consmerea OUlC~Uo,~’~" 
"essence" or "identity" o~ the nations o( the global core---for instance, the United States, France, Japan, 

and Canada~and should be even more unacceptable when describing countries in Africa with their 

deeply variegated and transitioning political systems, urban-rural divides, and sociocultural and geo- 
graphical diversities. There is also an urgent need to reconstruct African politics so that we can examine 
the appropriate impact and varied responses to the democratization that has occurred in Africa since the 
1990s. It is no longer adequate to merely fashion politics in Africa in a simple authoritarian regime versus 
liberal democratic dualism. The complexity of democracy is in its variegated consequences and presentation 

of challenges to Africa’s new polities (Edozie 2008b). 
Beyond the characterization of politics in Africa, the reification of oppositional images of Western sel~ 

and African Other (through language that inscribes difference in similar social constructs--between, for 

. ¯ rd " la~ue" clearly represents the construction o~ ethnicity in ADica and 
i0 Cited in Campbell (1997). The use o~ the w,o ,, P. v ,, ~’a__~;.’,~o as a ~arEolo~ical condition, a disease. As Ng~ag]" wa 

the politics and issues that might be connectea to emmc ~.~.~    v     ~ 
Thiong’o stressed, there must be a search for a liberating perspective from which tee mental universe imposed on Africa 

can be revised. Only in such a reconstruction can the continent coldly and consciously view its relationship to itsel~ and 
the rest o[ the world and seek se!~.definition. ISee Ngfig]" wa Thiong’o in Mo~ing the Center: The Struggle (or Cultura! 

Freedoms, Oxford: James Currey, 1993). 

aa See cover map in Alex Thomson, Introduction to A~rican Politics {New York, Routledge, 2004). 
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instance, Halloween, psychics, and tarot-card readers versus African tribal superstitions and beliefs; 
designer cosmetics versus native face paint; bikini-clad women versus half-naked African maidens; and 
HollDvood~s in-vogue ’°labio-vaginal sculpting" versus "African female genital mutilation"--help main- 
tain a sense of logic regarding structures of global hierarchy and unspoken convictions of racial differ- 
ence and cultural superiority. Tragically, .they evolve into structures of seeing that silence the historical 
legacies of Africa’s leading contributions to technology, architecture, medicine, algebra, the arts, socio- 
political and commercial organization, and global networking, which informed the development of 
societies in Europe and elsewhere, as Cheikh Anta Diop (1974),~2 Martin Bemal (1987), and other 
leading historians have made clear. In tandem with such silencing, there is a similar reluctance to 
acknowledge that the historical and contemporary experiences of Euro-America provide evidence of 
problems similar ro those confronted by Africa today, albeit to different degrees in the continuing chal- 
lenges of poverty and socioeconomic marginalization, political corruption, police brutality, identity 
tensions and violence, and contradictions in struggles for women’s equality and political participation, 

among other things. 

Schematic Frames and Imaginary Significations 

Inevitably, studying A~rica, perhaps more than any other global region, requires we make decisions about 
the appropriate frames to employ to gain the ideal ideological sites from which to view the continent and 
the methodologies to use in our pursuit, tn defining the parameters that guide our goal of refraining and 
re-presenting, we begin the conceptual voyage with Obioma Nnaemeka’s striking reminder of an Igbo 
philosophy, in her musing on the multiplicity of the perspectives represented in discourses around Black 
and African feminisms. "As my ancestors philosophized: adir9 akwu. ofu ebe enene nrnanw (one does 
not stand in one spot to watch a masquerade). As with the dancing masquerade, vantage points shift and 

one must shift with them for the maximi?ation of benefits" (1998, 3). 
We offer here a few thoughts provoked by this eloquent reflection on the way the sites from which we 

view ultimately define the sights we receive. Nnaemeka’s reminder of the shifts in our vantage points 
alludes to the notion of frames that we use in this book as textual structures that shape how we see, what 
we see, and how we process our visions. Like a photographer who adiusts his shatter to ga~ particular 
shots within his frames, one’s location and repositioning may be imperative for acquiring shots that cap- 
ture the shifting movements of me subject. The camera’s frames define, illuminate, maximize, and trans- 
form each shot and their contribution to the emerging image. "For those unfamiliar with the concept of 
masquerades, it is important to note that in many parts of Africa, masquerade performers do not merely 
entertain their audiences, they piay a vital role in the social, spiritual, and cultural life of their sodeties. 
Often disguised flamboyantly to represent ancestors, animals, or ordinary human beings, their musical 
and dramatic rendering of narratives of societal histories, popular legends, and stories conveys and affirms 

social values, religious beliefs, or a political ethos and utilizes dance as a commentary on life, wisdom, and 

specia! knowledge.’° (Soyinka-Airewele, 2009). 

12 Cheikh Anta Diop, The African Origins of Civilization: Myth or Reality, edited and translated by Mercer Cook 

(New York: Lawrence Hill, 1974). 
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16 ConsequentlY, our concept of refraining _Africa as used in this book extends Nnaemeka’s interpretation 

of the dance of the masquerade in various ways’13 "In the first place, the masquerade is typica!ly not 
confined to a stage in a theater but, instead, utilizes the living geographical and communal spaces, streets, 

city squares, and palace compounds the dancers choose. They define their message, how and where it is 
uttered, with audiences that move and shift in response to the dance of the masquerade. The student of 
Africa must hotd first a sharpened awareness of a continent that is vastly different from the popular 
media notion of a cor~ined dark and immobile entity, a historical fossil to be dissected within museum 

glass cases, entombed for cultural voyeurs and anthropological forays¯ We are confronted with a 
dynamic swirl of constantly contemporizing societies and their transforming social, political, and 

economic populations, landscapes, and realities. Like the audience of masquerades, the reader cannot 
define the voice-where or how it is spoken. This is of particular importance to the Western observers 
who o~te~ bemoan, to the ire of their hosts, their unsuccessful search for the real Africa, as against the 
Africa that strangely appears much like other places in the world with roads, bridges, televisions, traffic 
problems, congested cities and bustling towns, businesses and traders, politics, cinemas, and music" 

are 

{Soyiv.ka-Airewele, 2008). 
Second and most significant is that "within the context of many African societies, masqueraders 

might be familiar. Rather, they serve as 

not the carnival-type entertainers with which many Westerners                      and provoking 
interloct~tors and repositories of memory, influence, knowledge---engaging, critiquing, 
values and concepts in a constantly modernizing milieu’"*4 The continuing tendency to imagine Africa 
as a source of entertainment, through the foibles of Hollywood’s Tarzan-like or na’ive natives in whose 
lives the noble and enlightened outsider is invested either as development agent, democracy tutor, or " 
civilizing force, is a fallacy that has long outlived any capacity for toleration. Halle Gerima, director of 

Sankofa, an unforgettable cinematic treatise on memory, enslavement, and the bonds between the 
African continent and its diaspora, spoke ~or many when he declaimed that "African culture in film 
should not be made to satisfy only the exotic curiosity of the developed countries. We are not exotic 
fixtures. Our cutvares have values. Otar intellectual property has value .... If I make a movie it is because 

I also want to empower my voice" (uhadike 2002, 260-266)- The third aspect oi our use of Nnaemeka’s philosophical masquerade concerns its symbolism within a 
¯ " outer layers o~ten appear to convey, ob.struct, or_ 

. ¯     ¯ ....... ~, a cloaked enttty of whach the ......... s "the disguising of the tuner per 
soatiai ctimenslon, rm-uu~,-        ~    __ ao q,~,,inka-A~reweie at~,~, 
limit apprehenmon of the ~maer pertorm~ .... ~" 
former accentuates the message conveyed, perhaps with parallels in the symbolisms of certain masking 

and religious traditions in the West. The masquerader does not dance to celebrate Otherness, but often to 
engage through spheres that might be as distinct as spirit is to earth. The spiritual is humanized as much 

as the human is spiritualized, revealing the impossibility of simplistic distinctions between the society as a 
material calculus and the inner ethos of values, beliefs, and systems in which the society itself is anchored 

from life to the Beyond. Thus, the cloaking of the performer is not merely designed to caiote the audiences 

into a sense o{ difference between one human and another (either the human audience and the human performer or tb~e Western and African audience), but also to demonstrate how one society~its political 
leadership and citizens~are most comprehensible through reference to their access to those from whom 

Soyinka-Airewele, "Insurgent Transnatior~al Conversations," 21)08. 

ibid. 
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they would otherwise be alienated, who through the disguised performer, belong, engage, and are 

engaged.’ls This reading o£ masquerades is very much at variance with the one in Western scholarship and 

media in which masquerades are a stock symbol of the African difference, of an Otherness that presum- 

ably separates the continent with cultural performers alienated and inaccessible, watched by a bemused 

audience that cannot hear their voices because they lack the capacity to speak intelligibly. Mbembe in the 

seminal On the Postcotony put some meaning to the determined framing of an African Other: 

It is in relation to Africa that the notion of "absolute otherness" has been taken farthest. It is now widely 
acknowledged that Africa as an idea, a concept, has historically served, and continues to serve, as a 
polemical argument for the West’s desperate desire m assert its difference from the rest of the world. In 
several respects, Africa still constitutes one of the metaphors through which the West represents the origin 
of its own norms, develops a setf image, and integrates this image into the set of signifiers asserting what 
it supposes to be its identity.., whether in everyday discourse or in ostensibly scholarly narratives, the 
continent is the very figure of "the strange .... In this extremity of the Earth, reason is supposedly perma- 
nently at bay, and the unknown has supposedly attained its highest point. Africa, a headless figure .... 
quite innocent of any notion of center, hierarchy, or stability is portrayed as a vast dark cave where--the 
rift of a tragic and unhappy human history stand revealed:.., in short, a bottomless abyss where every- 
thing is noise, yawning gap and primordial chaos" (Mbembe 2001, 2-3). 

The construction of such a fantasy, of course, shocks with the profoundness of its extreme alienation 
from the realities with which most Africans know their own "normal" communities and societies. 
Mbembe argues that since, in principle, everything Africa says is translatable into human language, this 
alleged inaccessibility regarding Africa "must flow not from the difficulty of the undertaking, not from 
what therein is to be seen and heard, not from what is dissimulated, it flows from there being hardly 
any discourse about Africa for itself. In the very principle of its constitution, in its language and in its 
finalities, narrative about Africa is always pretext for a comment about something else, some other 
place, some other people .... Thus, there is no need to look for the status of this discourse; essentially, 
it has to do at best with self-deception and at worst, with perversion" (2001, 3). 

This book adds to the varied responses to Mbembe’s acerbic question, just what is going on? by grap- 
pling analytically with a range of issues--from discourses on representation and naming, to the contem- 
porary political economies, sociopolitical cultures of literature and cinema, and gender dynamics and 
contradictions. The frames revealed by the masquerade and by this book ultimately criticize the sites of 
thought about which Mbembe has also argued that "whether dealing with Africa or with other non- 
European worlds, this tradition long denied the existence of aW ’self’ but its own. Each time it came to 
peoples different in race, language and culture, the idea that we have, concretely and typically, the same 
flesh.., became problematic" (2001, 2). That is, the "theoretical and practical recognition of the body 
and flesh of ’the stranger’ as flesh and body just like mine, the idea of a common human nature, a humanity 
shared with others, long posed, and s~ill poses, a problem for Western consciousness" (2001, 2). 

Such a seemingly harsh diagnosis is at the heart of our objective--refraining contemporary Africa. This 
ambitious task does not suggest that we have conjured and are presenting entirely new evidence, information, 
and paradigms. But each topical contribution provides illttminating evidences, contexts, and understandings 
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that have the capacity to challenge and transform dominant schematic frames, or what have been called 
imaginary significations, that is, invented notions that paradoxically become essential to sustaining the 
world the West imagines for itself and the roles and practices it adopts towards others (Mbembe 2001, 2). 

More specifically, our use of the concept of "frame" borrows deliberately from the field of media studies, 
a field that increasingly seeks to study the overwhelming role of the media in constructing the Other and 

in normalizing such imaginary significations. Entman and Rojecki’s critique of the racial dimension in 
American media concludes that the Black image in the White mind is acquired primarily through media 

images and not personal encounters and that these images support and shore a sense of difference, conflict, 
and hierarchy (Entman and Rojecki 2000). Starting with a discussion o5 the mental processes by which 
imaginaries are created, they posit that we "more often approach life with assumptions that lead us to 
confirm expectations rather than to inscribe fresh interpretations of daily experience upon a blank mental 
slate. This tendency toward mental inertia is the ioint product of cognitive economy and of cultural influ- 

ence" (2000, 48). Mental shortcuts such as schemas and frames constitute the framework for sustaining 
cognitive economy. A schema, argue Entman and Rojecki, is % set of related concepts that allow people 
to make inferences about new information based on already organized prior knowledge" (2000, 48). This 

permits the association of, at a local tevel, "welfare" with "lazy," "Black person," "single mother," etc., 
and, at a global level, "Africa" with "tribes," irrespective of the pervasive evidence of African globaltrade 
networks, growing industry, and extremely large, bustling cities where socioeconomic activities far exceed 
those of many small-scale Western cities.    . 

Frames are quite similar to schemas, except that they are often deemed to "reside within media texts 

and public discourse. Frames highlight and link data selectively to tell more or less coherent stories that 
define problems, diagnose causes, make moral iudgments, and suggest remedies. When we say a news report "framed" a drive-by shooting as a gang war story, we mean it selected certain aspects of the event 

members. The story may have 
that summoned an audience stored schematic understanding about gang 

included visuals illustrating turf consciousness, exaggerated attachment to symbolic clothing, hand 

signaling, weapons, and aimless loitering. By highlighting this gang "frame," the report obscures other 
possible mental associations such as, perhaps, the shooter’s absent father, unemployment or low wages, 
and clinical depression. The gang frame makes these more sympathetic connections less available to the 
audience {Entman and Rojecki 2000, 49). 

In the Anthropology of Anger, C~lestin Monga’s analysis of tke failures of some of the dominant 
instruments of Western political science analysis concludes that "in recent years, the continent has 
become the E1 Dorado of wild thought, the best place for daring intdlectual safaris, the unregulated 

space in which to engage in theoretical incest, to violate the fundamentals of logic, to transgress disci- 
plinary prohibitions; in short, to give oneself over to all forms of intellectual debauchery--with impu- 
nity and in good conscience" (1996, 39}. Schematic frames are evident in responses to some of the forms 
of intellectual debauchery that Monga deplores. Peter Schwab’s book dramatically titled Africa: A 

Continent Self.Destructs (2001) features a bloody skull on its front cover arid attracted heated 
responses from reviewers on a book Web site)s One reader enthusiastically endorsed the book for "tell- 

ing it like it is" and explained that "like many Americans, [ scan the news of the third world more than 
I read it. So I opened this book in part to see if the sweeping generalizations about sub-Saharan Africa 

Amazon.corn book reviews, www.amazon.com- 
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I’d come to believe, more through osmosis than analysis, were true or needed revision. The conclusion, 

unfortunately, is that it’s even worse than I thought. Corruption, disease, political instability, economic 

chaos, genocide are all part-and-parcel of Africa four decades after independence (give or take a few 

years, country to country).’’17 This reader’s candid self-assessment of his osmotic method for thinking 

about Africa is an apt illustration of E~atman and Rojecki’s arguments about how the "Black African" 

image emerges in the Western imaginary. 
It is true that many African countries are undergoing grave economic and political crises, with atten- 

dant severe social privations, but when such ongoing problems are selectivdy harnessed to anecdotal 

evidence and excerpts from works of fiction by African novelists, they add up to a devastating schema 

of the continent, which lacks context and historicity. Students of Africa must question frames that 

diminish the reality of the vast disparities found across the continent’, generalize the African condition, 

and depend on imaginary signifiers. For instance, some other readers were able to deploy a range of 

critical thinking traditions to understand the limitations of Schwab’s conclusion about Africa. One such 

reader offered this commentary; 

Schwab is a master of sweeping statements like.., this one: "In Africa, clean water is an oxymoronic con- 
cept" (p. 75). Reading Africa: A Continent Self-Destructs, one rapidly gets the impression that all Africans 

¯ lead lives of constant suffering, forever at the. mercy of armed thugs, deadly pestilence and malnutrition. 
This, of course, is absolute bunk .... Schwab’s argument is a tittle like saying "The horrors of Kosovo are a 
striking illustration of how Europe is falling apart." It’s a stretch, to say the least. Unfortunately, Schwab is 

hardly unique among Africa spedalists in making such broad and empty generalizations. Africa: A Continent 
Self-Destructs concludes that Africa has broken down, perhaps beyond repair. Schwab finds nothing salu- 

tary in African culture, viewing it only as an obstacle to progress" "unless the negative vitatity of tradition 

and tribalism is vitiated, the future of globalization in sub-Saharan Africa remains bleak indeed" (p. 139)o 
The final chapter ride is "Will Africa Survive?"--as if continents, or societies, could die.u 

As the reviewer argues above, it is not that such problems as water scarcity or political persecution 
that Schwab describes are imaginary; it is that they are his choices for defining the continent and that 

he tends to ignore the other critical realities that explain how a majority of Africans go about their daily 
business outside the limelight of war or other media-worthy events. UNfortunately, the everyday, prd- 
saic, and mundane business of "normal" life is rejected in favor of the construction of a powerful 
imagery that becomes the map through which students of Africa attempt to read and navigate its socio- 
political dramas. In the words of Grinker and Steiner, "just as observation is a form of control, so too 
is the process of writing and representing what has been observed" (1997, 18). 

We deliberately use the notion of schematic frames within the different refrained issues covered in this 

book. Although the popular non-photographic use of "framed" is most common in negative representa- 
tion, as in a "frame-up," he was "framed," and so on, we choose to recognize the use of frames as an 
inevitable part of any process of studying, viewing, and seeing. The distinctive flavor of this book lies in 
its recognition of the conscious and subconscious extant "framings" of Africa and the role of analysis in 
providing alternative frames {reframing) that allow the student to shi£t, as the audience of the masquerade, 

Amazon.coat book reviews, www.amazon.com. 

See readers’ reviews o~ Africa: A Continent Self-Destructs, www.amazon.com. 
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actual roots of Western economic growth and vibrancy, including the fact that the industrial revolution 
and its economic offshoots were embedded in the systems of sIavery and global imperialism that spurred 
the global ascendancy of European and other Western powers. Schraeder chronicles the birth of this 
intellectual tendency: 

In 1995, David A. Apter captured the sentiments of an entire generation of Afficanist scholars within 
the liberal tradition when he underscored the "tremendous sense of excitement" associated with carry- 

ing out field research in the soon-to-be-independent African country of Ghana. For Apter and his con- 
temporaries, the African continent represented an intellectual challenge which, similar to that faced by 

the Western explorers of the 18th and 19th centuries, offered the possibility of making discoveries that 
could ensure both fame and fortune within their given academic disciplines. Unlike the earlier explorers, 
however, the scholars of the 1950s carried ~vith them an intellectual blueprint for understanding the 
development of Africa that became known as modernization theory (Schraeder 2000, 24). 

The concerns of these modern explorers ranged from prescriptions for stability artd political order 
in Africa (Zolberg 1966), policy analysis (Rothchild and Curry 1979}, and democratic experimentation 
(Bratton and van de Watle ~ 997). This rank of analysts includes Samuel Huntington, whose problematic 
formulations on global cultural difference in his 1996 Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World 
Order followed his dire calls for institutionalization and observations on the difficulty of modernization 
in the "less developed world" (1968). As is well known, modernization theory permitted the normaliza- 
tion of the well-propagated notions of African backwardness for liberals who felt themselves invested 
in achieving positive global change and who pushed an agenda that e,~’entuatly worked in tandem with 
the economic and strategic goals of international economic institutions, financial agencies, Western 
governments, and nongovernmentai organizations. Their disparate agendas brought social, economic, 
and other goals into cohesive statements in which the African Other would emulate and move through 
stages of growth (including the eradication of internal problems that they insisted were at the root of 
the continent’s malaise, poor leadership, poor ethics, etc.) till it finally attained the ultimate prize of 
modernization through the accoutrements of urbanized, free market, industrialized, and democratic 
statehood. The failures of such a culturally misinformed ideological paradigm, with its narrow under- 
standing of historicity, its willful manipulation of African societies, incapacity to understand ongoing 
discourses around decolonization, and continued dependence on global superpower interest and 
resource exploitation, during and a~ter the Cold War period, were not surprising. They were evident in 
the decades of splintering "Western liberai" policies and treatment by International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), World Bank, and world trade prescriptions that entombed African countries in a rising spiral of 
social, economic, and political crises. 

Opposition to such a liberal framing of reality, problems, and solutions led not only to reformist 
efforts at internal change, but also to a much broader groundswell of support for a multidimensional, 
oppositional paradigm loosely described by several scholars, including Schrader/2000}, as the "critical 
tradition.’~ In contrast to the image of a vibrant Africa, emerging through the model of Western societ- 
ies, scholars and policymakers, energized by the critical tradition, found voice in vigorous opposition 
to iiberal paradigms and insisted through a changing range of models, that it would be the formation 
of socialist-style states that would free Africa for transformative development in the aftermath of formal 
colonialism. Although their roots derived from various affinities for or connections with Marxist ideals, 
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severaI of the scholars and political leaders ultimately identified with the critical tradition did not 
formally espouse classical Marxism but a socialist vision for Africa, often based on culturally embedded 

social values. 
Perhaps one of the most powerful intellectual trends to gain a foothold in African universities and 

among its scholars and activists was dependency theory. University students in many of Africa’s capitals 
in the late 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s would certainly have been exposed to this body of literature, often 
called °’structural economics,’~ which in fact galvanized and helped to consolidate a language of protest 

that swept many African societies in opposition to IMF and Wortd Bank policies on trade liberalization 

and privatization of social services. In contrast to the penchant of liberal scholars to insist that the 
source of crises was the lack of a civilizing, modernizing, and liberalizing culture in Africa, dependency 

theorists variously located the crises in a logical outworking of a historical and structural problem that 
generated exploitative relationships between countries of the global core, consisting of the former colo- 
nizers, and countries of the global margins, which consisted primarily of the formerly colonized, for- 
mally independent, yet still subservient and marginafized countries of Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and 
Latin America. Relations between these sets of countries, they proposed, could never be equal or fair 

within the continuing terms of relations and would only continue to generate rising social, economic, 

and political disabilities. That is, rather than tend toward development, continued relations between the 
West and the Rest wouid only tend to the development of underdevelopmenr (Schraeder 2000, 48). The 

excitement generated by the wildly influential treatise of Walter Rodney (How Europe Underdeveloped 
Ayrica 1972) continued to be evident in research by James Blaut (1992), Inikori, and numerofis other 
researchers who provided evidence that Africa was proceeding along lines of growth similar to those 
Europe followed before the violent reversals caused by slavery displacement and colonialism. 

These were not mere academic discourses. Several of Africa’s political elite and postindependence 

leaders embarked on alternative struggles for a socialist statehood, while other more nationalist leaders 
sought to incorporate such socialist ideals within the agricultural, educational, health, cultural, and 
other sectors of their newly independent states. Presidents Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, Sekou Toure of 
Guinea, Julius Nyerere of Tanzania--all intellectuals--sought to shape states based on differing forms 

of socialist or Marxist sociopolitical organizing ideals, which were variously described as "African 
¯ " "African socialism," "Ujaama" systems, etc. The end of the Cold War and the seeming consciencism, ’ , ..... ~ ..... ~uck a death toll on these ideals, 

ascendancy of the global market imperative woula appear .......... 

but a paradox exists in Africa as elsewhere: while liberal markets dominate in practice, and most policy 
makers piedge allegiance to the agencies that sustain such systems, the language and demands of popular 
activism and political plaints is within the critical tradition, even though there is a palpable sense of 
pessimism that such radical changes, including the call for a new international economic order, would 
ever occur. 

If the dominant schools of thought that shaped the study of Africa have encountered such critique or 
destabilization, what then should guide our search for answers? A constantly evolving web of intellec- 

tual schools has taken up the debates around the study of the African "postcolony" (itself a debated 
term). Structuralism, for instance, with its emphasis on analyzing the continent as a complex, globally 
comparable system of interrelated parts linking internal and external components, resonated with its 
dependency or structural economics dimensions and helped to explain the crisis in the continent. 
However, criticisms of the rigidity of the schoot amid political anxieties about change, new feminisms, 
changes in cotonial formations, and resistance to communist coherence in Europe in the 1960s led to 
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the emergence of yet another intellectual tradition, "post-structuralism," whose thinkers tend to be 
categorized by others rather than self-designated. A~ a child of social destabilization itself, post-structuralism 
was molded as a tool for destabilizing the reading of texts, for creating alternative and sundry perspec- 
tives, and for identifying fictional constructs that had hitherto assured us of our identities as readers of 

texts. Thus, as a collective, post-structuralist thifikers would seek to question our conceptualization of 
"self" as a distinct and consistent entity, insisting:rather that we read the self as the product of conflicted 
and contradictory identities, including race, class, ethnicity, gender, religion, and age. It is an intellectual 
school that has certainly become increasingly influential in contemporary readings of history and is 
disturbingly in evidence in a growing chasm in Africanist scholarship, in part, because of its suggestion 
that the perception of meaning must take preeminence over the task of discerning or identifying an 
original authoriat or textual intent. In essence, post-structuralism urges that texts cannot and should 
not be limited to singular meanings or purposes and that it is the reader who constructs the signified, 
or the meaning, from a signifier using many perspectives that might actually be discordant, emerging, 
if need be, from contradictory theoretical arguments and providing new meanings through the consi- 
deration of a range of variables involving reader, author, and text.1~ 

How do these ongoing debates affect the study of Africa? We started this chapter with an explanation 
of popular imaginaries and schematic frames for seeing Africa and the sites from which we view. These 
conceptual methodological frames determine how scholars search, process, and convey continental 
realities. The struggle of African societies against the mishandling of discourses on social and political 
identities, the exploitation of their landscapes, vaiues, and institutions can be enriched or hampered by 

the evolving methodologies of intellectual inquiry. 
Three decades ago, in his 1976 lecture series, Michel Foucault succinctly summarized the general 

impetus of the post-structuralist movement as involving, since the 1960s, 

the immense and proliferating criticizability of things, institutions, practices, sod discourses; a sort of 
general feeling that the ground was crumbling beneath our feet, especially in places where it seemed 
most familiar, most solid, and closest to us, to our bodies, to our everyday gestures. But alongside this 

crumbling and the astonishing efficacy of discontinuous, particular, and local critiques, the facts were 
also revealing something.., beneath this whole thematic, through it and even within it, we have seen 

what might be caIled the insurrection of subiugated lcnowledges (Foucault 1976). 

Such a penchant for deconstructing and destabilizing meaning and for interrogating the reader and 
the text has in many ways liberated the space for contrary thinking constrained by the cultural Othering 
and rigidities of the liberal school and the multiple institutions, policies, and crises the school spawned 
in Africa. On the other hand, there is a strong feeling among many scholars that the school has also 
generated a crisis of permissibility, particularly in the arts and humanities as scholars read, redefine, and 
distort literary, visual, and cultural arts and artifacts with little appreciation for how such readings 
facilitate the continuity of willful cultural dispossessions in a continent grappling with postcolonial self- 
retrieval, self-definition, and ownership. Indeed, it opens up space for the voicing of subjugated knowl- 
edges but calls into being a larger debate among several African scholars on whether the emergence of 

~ See for instance, Peter Schraeder, African Politics and Society: A Mosaic in Transformation, 2nd ed. (Belmont, CA: 

Wadsworth Publishing, 2003). 
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the "post-" theories--postmodern, poststructura[, and postcolonia[--simply represent Western license 

for new hegemony and inscriptions of the African continent. 

Niyi Osundare, poet and writer, made clear his position: 

Either as a result of the politics of their provenance or an inherent crisis in their modes and methods of 

analysis and application (or both), "mainstream" Western post-structuralist theories have demonstrated 
little or no adequacy in the apprehension, analysis and articulation of African writing and its long and 
troubled context. This essay is not intended to push an exclusivist, essentialist viewpoint that "our" 

literature cannot be apprehended by "their" theory. But it is the case that the ethnocentric universalism 

of contemporary theoretical practice; its reification of theory into some oracular Western canonical 
monologue, its fetishization of text and disregard for the deeper reaches of referentiality, its replacement 

of theory itself with masochistic theoreticism--all these crises have produced a kind of radical conser- 
vatism, an anti-hegemonic hegemony which distance Western theory" from the fundamental peculiarities 

of non-Western peoples (2002, 54). 

Theories matter, he agrees. "They provide a neat, handy background aid to methodological and 
analytical procedures. They foster and enhance a reflective globality on issues while sharpening that 
predictive and speculative capability which facilitates the marriage of imagination and knowledge. As 
post-structuralist theories are beginning to accept, thanks to the New Historicism, all theories are 
positional, contingent, connected, even partisan. In their originary, epistemological, and analytical 
presumptions, the ’major’ literary theories in the world today are exclusivisticaliy Western and 
oracular. They have yet to demonstrate adequate capability for coping with issues and events in other 

parts of the world" (ibid., 54). 
Consequently, as we consider the application of frames, schemas, and theoretical perspectives on the 

study of contemporary Africa, it is important to remember that resistance by African scholars is not 
merely to theoretical organizing devices, but also to the notion of a grand "master theory" of the post- 
colonies emerging from the celebrated Western centers. Thus, Mamdani (in chapter two of this vol- 
ume), Osundare (2002), and Acbebe {1989), aiike, exhort an interrogation that does not reinscribe the 
colony within the same dichotomies and binaries of the fundamental racisms and ethnocentrisms that 
often creep unrecognized into the work of deconstructionist scholars, whose interrogative literary read- 
ings, for instance, rarely prevent the importations of the same historical blindness that reinforces the 
notion of an African Otherness. For instance, Niyi Osundare contends that it is almost impossible to 
find Western critics of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness who demonstrate an ability or willingness to under- 
stand the African or to "sympathize with himYher as a victim of a Eurocentric discursive and cognitive 
violence," because understanding the African in this context would require the dismissal of "critics who 
practice ’historicism without history’ and the quest for critics fore-grounded in a thorough and compre- 
hensive understanding of both text and context, specifically, African historiography (a task Zeleza 
undertakes in this book). Conrad’s mis-creation of African savagery, of a space unspoken by howling 
natives lacking language, has been described as a ’practical, incontestable demonstration of this 
dehumanization and absencing’ of the African in Western writing on Africa. In spite of Chinua 
Achebe’s (1989) powerful critique of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, a review of late twentieth-century 
Western critics concludes that most have sustained a process of ’preferred visions’ that continue 

Conrad’s silencing and negation of Africans" (Osundare 2002, 51-54). 
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Our final stop on this conceptual voyage around the framing of Africa is at postcoloniatism, a grow- 

ing coalescence of literature and critical perspectives. Saurabh Dube gives us a sweeping sense of its 

growing influence within writings about the developing world: 

Over the past two decades, a variety of critical perspectives have questioned the place of the West as 
history, modernity, and destiny. First, recent years have seen vigorous challenges to unlvocal concep~ 
tions of universal history under the terms of modernity. Imaginatively exploring distinct pasts forged 

within wider, intermeshed matrices of power, these works have queried the imperatives of historical 
progress and the nature of the academic archive, both closely bound to aggrandizing representations of 

a re!fled Europe (Amin 1995; Banerjee Dube 1999; Chakrabarty 2000; Dube 1998; Fabian 2000; 
Florida 1995; Hartman 1997; Klein/997; Mignolo /995; Price 1990; Rappaport 1994; Skaria 1999; 

see also Axel 2001; Mehta 1999; and Trouillot 1995). 
Second, dose to our times, dominant designs of a singular modernity have been increasingly inter- 

rogated by contending intimations of heterogeneous moderns. Such explorations have critically 

considered the divergent articulations and representations of the modern and modernity that have 
shaped and sutured empire, nation, and globalization. As a result, modernity/modernities have been, 
themselves, revealed as contradictory and contingent processes of culture and control, as checkered, 

contested histories of meaning and mastery--in their formation, sedimentation, and elaboration. ¯ ¯ 
(Chatterjee 1993; Cooper and Stoler 1997; Coronit 1997; Comaroff and Comaroff 1997; Dube 

forthcoming; Ferguson 1999; Gilroy 1993; Gupta 1998; Hansen 1999; Prakash 1999; Price 1998; 
Taussig 1987; see also Appadurai 1996; Escobar 1993; Harootunian 2000; Not 1999; and Rofel 

t999). 
Third and finally, for some time now critical scholarship has contested the enduring binaries--for 

example, between tradition and modernity, ritual and rationality, myth and history, and East and 
West--that have shaped influential understandings of pasts and key conceptions ot~ cultures.. ¯ (Asad 
1993; Bauman /992; Comaroff and Comaroff 1992; Errington 1998; Gray 1995; Lander 2000; 

Mignolo 2000; Said 1978; Rorty 1989; Taussig 1997; see also Lowe and Lloyd 1997; Dube, 2002: 

197-8; and Scott 1999). 

Such scholarship increasingly appears to dominate many emerging Western intellectual discourses, 
certainly in relation to the study of the African continent and postcolonies of Asia and Latin America. 
This is not surprising. The most recent wave of violent struggles for political independence was in 
Africa, and the continent’s celebration of the 1993 collapse of apartheid, the brutal white separatist rule 

in South Africa, reminds us eloquently that colonialism is a raw and recent reality. Consequently, 
Osundare explained his discomfort with the very concept of postcolonialism as a handle for defining 

African experiences in this manner: 

"Post-colonial" is a highly sensitive historical and geographical term which calls into significant atten- 
tion a whole epoch in the relationship between the West and the developing world, an epoch which 

played a vital role in the institutionalization and strengthening of the metropole-periphery, center- 
margin dichotomy .... We are talking about a term which brings memories of gunboats and mortars, 
conquests and dominations, a term whose accent is blood stained. We are talking about a term whose 

¯ "name" and meaning are fraught with the burdens of history and the anxieties of contemporary reality 

(2002, 42). 
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Like Biodun jeyifo and other critics of postcolonial studies, there is protest over a "naming" that 
can be misread as not merely producing a sense of passing for a still painfully present past, but also 
endowing "its principal morpheme ’colonial’ with an originary privilege" in that the word "colonial" 
appears to carry the voice of the beginning, suggesting it is the moving force and the significant point 

of departure (ibid., 45-46). 
Such critics are well aware of Gilbert and Tompkins’s reminder in Post-Colonial Drama: Theory, 

Practice, Politics, that the term "postcolonialism--according to a too-rigid etymology--is frequently 
misunderstood as a temporal concept, meaning the time after colonialism has ceased, or the time fol- 

lowing the politically determined Independence Day on which a country breaks away from its gover- 
nance by another state. Not a naive teleological sequence which supersedes colonialism, postcolonial- 
ism is, rather, an engagement with and contestation of colonialism’s discourses, power structures, and 
social hierarchies" (1996, 2). So it is perhaps what some deride as its "phatic" sense of itself as a nam- 
ing force, bestowing identity and authoritative referencing and definition on an otherwise blurred 

continent, that evokes resistance from a number of African scholars, writers, and activists to the critical 
perspectives offered in postcolonial studies. Is it the case then, as these scathing critics insist, that as a 
frame for understanding Africa, the "problem concerns the politics of the genealogy of theory, specifi- 
cally of post-colonial theory, its perceived imperialism and ethnocentrism, its rigidified location 
and attitudinally located way of seeing that embeds itself with the same ease and complacency with 
which Western theories have taken over the global literary and intellectual arena, the way they inscribe 
themselves as though the world were a tabufa rasa?."2° 

A careful reading suggests that at the core is a resistance to what is experienced as a continued imperial 
incursion, an appropriation of Foucault’s "subjugated knowledges" that should have been freed by these 
very insubordinate forms of intellectual inquiry and practice. Unfortunately, the troubled histories of 
conceptual journeys of the West around the African continent tempt scholars to jettison frameworks that 
might offer congruence with ongoing African-based scholarly traditions, with their indigenous modes of 
intellectual inquiry and critique that might not bear the label of "postcolonial" but, in fact, do share many 
concerns and practices, including the question of the continuing influences of the colonial in the colonizer 
and the colonized; questions of cultural identity, resistance, reclamation, and redefinition in colonized 
societies; the quandary of national identity in the postcolony; the structures, institutions, literatures, and 
other texts that sustain or challenge and transform the images, relations, hierarchies, arid identities of the 
colonized and the colonizer. These internal struggles around memory and identity(ies) are themes that 
have occurred and continue to occur with much frequency in the memoirs, literary works, oral literature, 
and public discourses in African societies and presage the contemporary labels bestowed on similar critical 

readings termed "postcolonia!" theory, postcolonial literature, and criticism. 
As emerging scholarship critiques a range of popular Western imaginaries about Africa, such challenges 

are embroiled in debates about the extent to which a focus on the redefinition of self becomes an exercise 
that evades the harsh scrutiny of internal realities and conditions. Arif Dirlik, for instance, contends that 

"in its preoccupation with Eurocentrism, postcolonial criticism has also refused to confront an increas- 
ingly audible revival of traditions that--while perhaps serving as antidotes to Eurocentrism--nevertheless 
present serious problems of their own, as the values they espouse are neither necessarily progressive nor 

20 Niyi Osundare’s trenchant criticism of pus=colonial thought goes in many directions. His biting critique is echoed in 

presentations by numerous other African writers, philosophers, and social scientists. 
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to ~e benefit of the peoples they purportedly represent" (2002, 6i 3). His point is well taken and certainly 
speaks to a danger that accompanies many critiques of Eurocentric paradigms. However, Dirlik’s criticism 
does not speak to the robust, seIf-aware engagement and critique of internal and external traditions by 
contributors to this book. The compelling strength of the arguments by Woie Soyinka, Anene Ejikeme, 
Plus Adesanmi, C~testin Monga, and other contributors is located in their capacity to hold multiple 
realities in tension as critical and inter;ecting parts of the African trajectory,zl Thus, their eye on the 

past produces a logical relaying of larger truths and intersections in a manner similar to Titi Ufomata’s 

negotiation of her engagement with the colonial: 

I am not suggesting for a second that oppression or inequity did not exist in the traditional system prior 
to cofoniatism. Such a claim would be false. There was significant subordination of women to indigenous 
social structures that rendered them unequal in family, lineage and state matters. There is the issue of 
inheritance among several African societies, for example. One has to remember however, that the basis 
of subordination, for example wives to daughters of a family or wives to husbands does not parallel the 
idea of gender subordination pervasive in the literature. While a woman can be discriminated against as 
a wife, she has important rights as a daughter or sister. Secondly, the English language and history have 
served to masculinize things in such a way that even women’s accomplishments are masked .... MaRy 
records of female rulers exist in Yorubaland. Only recently, the Regent of Ado, a major town in Ekiti 
State of Nigeria, was a woman. There were a tot of women in the traditional Oyo pohtical structure and 

the positions were quite significant (Ufomata, 2000}. 

The question then seems to cormern the depth to which individual authors can burrow in the liberating 
spaces created by the tradition. Dirlik himself suggests that these spaces offer potential for much rigorous 
work. "By far the most important contributions have been those that have brought cultural questions into 
discussions of poli6cat economy, opening the way to a more holistic understanding of colonialism. Of these 
approaches, perhaps the most salient has been the critique of claims to nation and national identity. 
Postcolonial criticism has revealed the impossibility of any ctea>cut cultural dist~ction between colonizer and 
colonized, showing how the cultural formations of one are incomprehensible without reference to the cultural 
formatio,~s of the other" (Dirlik 2002, 612-613). This compellingnotion of a duality of currents between the 
domains of coloniality is simplified in Steinmetz’s description of the constitutive imperative and impact of the 
margins on the colonizing core. We cite him at length by way of emphasizing the possibilities opened up for 

reenvisioning Africa and the world through this cross-critical refraining: 

While "postcolonial studies" has been taken to mean many things, it is identified above all with the claim 
that colonialism has been as much about Europe and Europeans as about the colonized .... Postcolonial 
analysts are not the first to examine the impact of colonies on Europe .... Economic historians and his- 
torical sociofogists discussed the contribu6on of gold and silver from the American colonies to the emer- 
gence of capitalism in Europe. Other historians analyzed the impact of colonial products such as sugar, 
tobacco, pepper and spices, coffee and tea, and rubber on European culture .... Indeed, one Of the most 
vibrant areas of postcolonial thinking has involved the reinterpretation of canonica! works of European 
literature that are not ostensibly concerned with colonialism at nit. Writers like Gayatri Spivak and Edward 

n These scholars do not necessarily identify as postcoionial thinkers. We merely reference their works, which present 

concerns, perspectives, and methodologies found in much postcolonial criticism. 
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¯ " ’ rs" (Jane Austen, Mary Shelly, Charlotte Bront~, Baudelaire, 
Said have analyzed texts by O’noncolontat write 
Kafka, Shakespeare) as constituted by the colonial margin. Others have explored the ways in wgich the 
intertwining of core and periphery has shaped other aspects of European culture .... The new colonial 
studies have also started to disrupt entrenched ways of thinking about processes that are not colonial in 
any conventional sense¯ Historians have begun rewriting the history of intra-Enropean state formation in 
the medieval and early modern pqriods as a colonial process, even though it was Rot construed as such by 
the actors at the time. The influx and growing awareness of postcotonials vdthin the core societies is forc- 

ing Europeans to think about the long-term ramifications of colonialism for their own societies. Most 
dramatically, this shift can be understood as a "historical decen~ering" and a "reversal o[ colonial history" 

in which the center-periphery axis is destabilized and the "master’s language" is transformed into a form 

of creole (Stei~raetz, 2003). 

Conclusion award-winning research (Africans and the Industrial Revolution in England, 2002) on the impact 
of 

Inikori’s 
of African ~esources on European economies remains an important reminder of the vital importance 
this trend in intellectual analysis. His research destabilizes and provides the data and evidences that chal- 

lenge settled Eurocentric imaginaries of Africa and the West and offers a most beguiling anchor for new 
work by African and Africanist scholars, that is, the use of this large body of critical traditions as a means 

of speaking back, interrogating arid not merely refuting and defining the West itself via its intersections 
with and interventions on the African continent. As we conclude this initial voyage around theorizing 

evolving contours of postcolonialism may offer critical pathways for future 
Africa, it is clear that the Africa and the West. Clearly, there is need for what we call a fluid, polycentric 

,, ¯ ,, and tools of what 
incursions in refxammg 
thrust in studying the African continent, one that adopts some of the central concerns 

is perhaps more cautiously termed studies of "coloniality" in which we reference Mignoto’s (2000) work 
on the space where the reconstitutiou of subaltern knowledge and border thinking takes place. Therefore, with renewed vigor in the concluding chapter of the book, having 
we reenter this conversation on frames engage in provocative, substmative discussions of a range of con- 
allowed the reader the opportunity to 

temporary social, economic, cultural, and poetical issues and pr0blems that provide an informed land- 

scape from which to demand certain requirements of a workable frame and methodology. 
As the various contributions to. this book systematically destabilize the totalizing ways. of reading 

history, identity, conflict, disease, culture, and the arts in African cour~tries, we bring these concerns 
together in our concluding consideration of the value of a robust and gutsy form of theoretical criticism 
that meets the demand for new strategies o~ resistance and change at the local and global levels and 

supports the struggle to transform both the objective indicators of crises on the continent while embrac- 
ing the struggle for "voice," "represer~tation," and "agency" of colonized peoples from internal and 

external forces of oppression and exploitation. Such a ~rame offers a rigorous interrogation, which, as 
A|i Rattansi has noted, allows for the investigation of the mutually constitutive role played by colonizer 
and colonized, center and periphery, the metropolitan and the ~’native" in forming, in part, the identi- 
ties of both the Western powers and the non-Western cultures that they forged (1997). 

Refraining Contemporary Africa does not reify the validity of so-called African perspectives and 
voice as though they were irreproachable but supports a nuanced and transformative analysis of 

African political, economic, and cultura~ practice. As we show in the preface to this volume, the essays 
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collectively expose global-national-local nexus in problems of governance, political instability, and the 
deterioration of social conditions in many African countries. Such realities are analyzed with an acute 
understanding of context and historicity and with an obligation to introduce silenced voices through a 
language of discourse and analysis that embraces a critique of global reductionism without evading 
uncomfortable issues of local agency. Such a language of analysis generates a capacity, for instance, to 
confront and expose human suffering without consigning those who suffer into nameless wastelands 
of an African Otherness or suppressing the reality of their own capacities and complex, even conflicted, 
political and social positioning or identities. 

Scholars are, thus, engaged not merely in analysis that lends itself to the production of new knowledge, 
but also in acts of inscription, be they alien observers, differentially situated citizens, or authoritative 
brokers of memory and history,~2 and it is our hope that these goals and methodologies have converged 
in a provocative, inte!Iecmal production that confronts problematic discourses and realities in an ethical 
quest for justice, sociopolitical change, and peace in Africa. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b audersou@uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 4:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

advice 

I asked Georges, who asked Bereket, to recommend a scholar to talk about 
Darti~r. Their recommendation is John Hagan, distinguished prof at 
Northwestern. Here is the blurb on his book (recently reviewed by our 
Mzee): 

http://www.cambridge org/gb/knowledge/isbn/itemll65333i?site locale en GB 

So, I need help in framing all of this .. I will appreciate advice, 
strategic, practical, and scholarly B 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 [iix 
b andersun@unc.edu 
www.global.unc, edu/africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyue Huber <ehuber@emafil.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

aJ~other committee 

Dear Eunice, 
I am in the process of appointing an Undergraduate Studies Committee 
whose chair will also be the Director of Undergraduate Studies, and 
which will be charged wit2a looking at the curriculum and making 
suggestions for revisions Kenneth Janken agreed to chair the committee 
and thus serve as Director of Undergraduate Studies for both parts of 
the curriculum I would like to ask you to serve on the committee. Reg 
agreed to ser~e during the fall and to consult with the committee while 
on leave. I shall also ask Walter Rucker to serve The hope is that 
the committee will be able to make better cormections between the t~vo 
majors and to look gradually at all the requirements and assess whether 
the?’ need to be updated. 
I know that I already asked you to sel~’e on the Executive Committee, but 
I think the Undergraduate Studies Committee will benefit greatly from 
your experience However, if you feel you ~vill be overloaded, you should 
feel tlcee to tell me so. 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

EveIyne Huber 
Murehead Alumni Distinguished Professur 
(;hair 
Department of Pulitical Science 
CB# 3265 
University uf North Carulin a 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: another committee 

Wonderful! Thank you, Eunice. 
I shall send an email to the faculty’ once I have the committee together. 
Best, 
Evelyne 

On 9/15/2011 7:38 PM. SaNe, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> Dear Evelyne, 
> 

> Thanks for all you are doing to lay a strong foundation for the rebuilding of the department. Please know- that I contribute in whatever ways you think I can to the rebuilding process. So, 
yes to serving in the cun-iculum conwnittee. 
> 

> With best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@email uric edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 5:06 PM 
> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: another committee 
> 

> Dear Eunice, 
> I am in the process of appointing an Undergraduate Studies Committee 
> whose chair will also be the Director of Undergraduate Studies, and 
> which will be charged with looking at the curriculum and making 
> suggestions for revisions. Kenneth Janken agreed to chair the committee 
> and thus serve as Director of Erndergraduate Studies for both parts of 
> the curriculum. I would like to ask you to serve on the committee. Reg 
> agreed to serve during the fall and to consult with the committee while 
> on leave I shall also ask Walter R~cker to serve The hope is that 
> the committee will be able to make better connections between the two 
> majors and to look gradually at all the requirements and assess whether 
> they need to be updated. 
> I know that I already asked you to serve on the Executive Committee, but 
> I think the Undergraduate Studies Committee will benefit greatly from 
> your experience. However, if you feel you will be overloaded, you should 
> feel free to tell me so. 
> Thanks, 
> Evelyne 
>__ 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> (Nair 
> Department of Political Science 
> CB# 3265 
> University" of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-33"55 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 

>fax: @19)962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 
> 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
Univers%~ of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@mac, edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muniz, Bealriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 11:13 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Correction: Sunday, Sept. 18 in Raleigh 

La Fiesta del Pueblo 2011. 

::N:: La fiesta del 

Pueblo 

Click here for Set Up Information 

When: 

Sunday, September 18th 

Where: 

Moore Square, Downtowu Ra|eigh 



200 S. Blount St., 

Raleigh, NC. 

Admission Fee: 

Free 

For Free Parking go to 

http:/iw~v.godowntowmaleigh.conv’get- amund,’ parldng 

Thank you for joining us as we commemorate 18 years of La Fiesta del Pueblo, celebrating family, culture and community. 

La Fiesta celebrates and showcases not only popular music and a~ists, but also cultural axt exhibits, traditional dance pertbrnmnces; folk musicians; children’s area 

activities, including crMts, balloons, tZace-painting, inflatable rides, clowns and puppets. It otters cuisines as diverse as pupusas, paletas, chum~s, tortillas, tacos al 

carbdn, empanadas and much more. 

It also provides local cra~s people with an oppom~ni .ty to exhibit their work and talent to a wide-ranging and diverse audience. The Fiesta del Pueblo brings to North 

Caroli~m and all communities at large, the beautiful colors, cuisine, axts, music and folklore of Lalin America & the Caribbean. We encourage you to participate as a 

vendor or performer at La Fiesta del Pneblo 2011. 

For more h~formation please give us a call at 919-835-1525, send us an e-mail at Npueblo(i~iMpueblo.or~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 16, 2011 11:18 AM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. anc.edu> 

[coret?ac3287] Update 

From: Evelyne Huber [mailto:ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, September 16, 20:ti 8:53 AN 
To; Buell, Agatha; Faculty 
Cc-" Jonathan Hartlyn 
Subject-" Re: [corefac3287] Update 

Dear Colleagues: 

This isjus~ ~o give you an update on the emerging administrative structures in the depextment We now have an Executive Comlnittee charged with working with the 

interiln chair to identify issues that need to be addressed and to elaborate proposals to address them. The members of this committee axe Bereket Selassie, Georges 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Kenneth Janken, Eunice SaNe, and Kia Caldwell. Ever,:" member of the department should feel free to speak to any member of the committee and 

to me directly about issues they would like to see addressed. One important function of this committee is to serve as a channel ofcommuNcation among department 

members and between department members and the chair. 

We also have an Undergraduate Studies Committee, chaired by the Director of Undergraduate Studies. Kenneth agreed to take on this job. based on his experience as 
Honors Adviser. The other members of the committee are Eunice Sable, Reg Hildebrand, and Walter Rucker. It will be up to the new chair to decide how to handle 

the vacancy on this committee Maen Reg goes on leave in the spring. This committee is charged with looking at the curriculum and making suggestions ti~r revisions. The 

hope is that the committee will be able to make better connections between the two majors and to look gradually at all the requirements and as~ss whether they need 

to be updated. The committee should al~ look at the issue of advising majors - who should do this, and how the burden should be shared. 

I want to thank all the department members who agreed to ser~’e on these committees, and I hope that all depa(tment Inembers will support them in their work. 

Have a good weekend, 

Evelyne 

On 9/15/2011 9:45 AM, Buell, Agatha wrote: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:meeting and documents 

Date:Wed, 14 Sep 2011 17:21:34 -0400 

From :Evelyne Huber <ehuber~ad~unc.edu> 

To::5_~_o_j:e_t_~:3___2_~_7_:~2_lj_~t_!e__r_5’_:~_g~__c__:_e__~J_u___~ 

Dear Colleagues, 

Let me first confirm that we shall have a faculty meeting next 

We@nesday, Sept. 21, at ~ a.m., at a place to be announce@. We are 

Second, I am attaching the Personnel Document that the Dean’s office 

has, from 1995, just FYI.            There is a College Committee at work right 

now t:o develop a new template that all departments then should comment 
on and approve.           After the final template is agreed on it will be sent 
to all departments, and the departments will be asked to adjust their 
own personnel policies to be in ac.sordance with the template.           This 
should happe[~ Jn about a year.           Thus, Jtmakes little sense to work on 
the document now. Rather, this will be a job for the new chair and the 
department next fail. 

More info to follow as it becomes available. 

Best to All, 

Eveiyne 

Evelyne Huber 

Horehead Alums’hi Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 
fax: 919-962-0432 
email: ehuber@unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: ehube<a;enaail.unc,edt~. 

To unsubscribe click here: hItp://1istsamc.edu/u?id=43272~65.6c795a5436a7325~)7ea8c75838bbd3b&n=T&~c~refac3287&~=298922~2 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-29892202-43272065.6c795a5436a7325f97ea8c75838bbd3b@listserv.unc.edu 

Eveiyne Huber 

Horehead Alumni Distinguished £~rofessor 

Chair, De~a~tm~’nt of Political Scie~K;e 

University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-304i 
fax: 919-962-0432 
emaii: ehuber@unc~edu 

You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice£~_e___n!_@_=_u_!)__c_=_ej__u_.. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc~eduA~?id 43272331.2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I coret~ac3287&o~9902043 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-29902043-43272331.2e800c87c76c9293[:~d75dlfe7d09936(tHistservmnc,edu 



Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

mbnelson@wesleyanoedu 

http:!iwwwomichaelnelson.info 

http:!iafrica.blogs.wesleyanoedu! 

of Government 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 1:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Ride 

Eunice, 

Let me know if you want a ride to .Jujube this evening. ] could pick you up around 5 prn. T’II be away from email after 2:30, so please call my cell phone. 

K 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hiii 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://www, u nc.ed u!depts/afriafa m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 1:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20110916135520332.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 1:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.16.2011 13:55:20 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



As in other academic fields, the evolution of develop- 

merit studies has been characterized by sl~ifting ideas 

about politica] and economic processes. Further, it 

has been marked by vigorous debates concerning our 

understanding of and the analytical tools necessary 

for explaining social change in the ’Global South’3 

From the late 19706 the field has become highly con- 

tested, with the ri~e of new debates that challenge how 

development has been conceptualized and practised 

since the immediate post-World War II period. These 

idea~ have emerged from various fields, including eco- 

nomics, anthropology, geography, political science, 

and critical feminist thought. This chapter discusses 

the core claims made since the 1980s by what has 

been commonly referred to as the post-development 

school in development studies and examines propos- 

als fratned as alternatives to development by leading 

post-development thinkers. It is important to note 

from the outset that sci~olars associated with the post- 

development school l~ave different analytical entry 

points and stress a diverse range of concerns. Thus, 

the chapter looks at the principal issues on which the 

understanding of these scholars converges in regard to 

chapter is divided into four sections. The first section 

highlights the historical conjuncture that ma~ked the 

emergence of the post-development school; the second 

discusses the core claims made by schotars situated 

in this tradition~ the third highlights alternatives to 

development projects articulate,d_ by post-developmen.o,L 

thinkers; and the final section~igt~ights criticisms 

levelled on post-development though~by a range of 

scholars, 

Theories of development, or for that matter all theo- 

ries of social change, do not emerge out of a political, 

cuRuraI¢ intellectual, and economic vacuum. Examin- 

ing the historical context that characterizes the rise of 

a given development perspective provides ~s with a 

broader lens through which to understand and inter- 

rogate the claims that it embodies. In the case of the 

development theory and practice. To achieve thisi~the post-development turn in development studies, it has 



its roots in the conditions ~lg the field in the~, opment studies generated by the rise of the depen- 

1980s and 1990s. Three aspects are pivotal to under- 

standing the historical conjuncture that marked its 

emergence: the crisis of post-1945 development theo- 

ries; the perceived failure of development practices 

informed by doIninant tlreories of development (spe- 

cifically modernization and neoqiberalism); ~ the 

rise of postmodern thought in scholarship generally3 

As other chapters have indicated, the i950s saw 

the emergence of powerful ideas about processes of 

social, political, and economic change in Asia, Africa, 

the Middle East, the Caribbean, and Latin America. 

These ideas, which came to be embodied in mod- 

ernization theory, originated from various academic 

fields, although mainly in sociolog}; psychology, 

political science, and economics. In essence, while 

the colonial era was marked hy the notion of ’civiliz- 

ing’ the savage ’otlrer’ in Asia, Africa, the MiddIe East, 

the Caribbean, and I.atin America, the rise of a new 

world order (Sable, 2010) after World War II, domi- 

nated by the geopolitics of the Cold War, as well as 

decolonization struggles in Africa and Asia, led to the 

reproduction of the same civilizing idea but under 

the non-offensive-sounding rubric of ’deve!opment’. 

As Arturo Escobar argues: 

This transformation took place to suit the 

demands, of the post-war development order, 

which relied heavily on research and knowl- 

edge to provide a reliable picture of a coun- 

try’s social and economic problems. Develop- 

ment disciplines and sub-disciplines=- includ- 

ing development economics, the agricultural 

sciences, the health, nutrition and education 

sciences, demography, and urban planning~ 

proliferated. (Escobar, 1995b: 213-14) 

As discussed in Chapter 3, by the 1960s the central 
elements of m.odernization theory’s ideas and vision 

of economic and political change had been signifi- 
can.tly challenged by dependency theorists, whose 

perspectives dominated development debates ~rom 

this period until the I970s. By the 1980s, moderniza- 

tion theory and tile economic and political practices 

it informed, as well as the critical tradition in devel- 

: dency perspective, had begun to unravel. Beyond 

the conceptual blinders of modernization theory 

that were highlighted by dependency theorists, its 

envisioned Third World modernization project was 

considered a failure by a broad range of actors in the 

development community--a community defined by 

Colin Leys (1996: 29) as ’a network of people profes- 

sionally concerned with development - the staff of 

"donor" and recipient country’s development minis- 

tries, multilateraI aid agencies, financial institutions 

and non-government organizations, and academic 

and non-academic consultants’. 

Tile crisis of modernization theory and practice did 

not mean the end of what Gilbert Rist (2002) terms 

as the ’messianic’ belief in the idea of development, 

which he argues is deeply rooted in Western ideas 

about progress and industrialization. The 1980s saw 

the ascendancy of a new development perspective, 

referred to as the neodibeml approach because it was 

underpinned by ideas of classical liberal economic 

thought. This perspective reproduced the messianic 

belief in the possibility of development in the Global 

South--with a caveat: from the ned-liberal point 

of view, the old modal of development informed 

by modernization theory and other ideas from the 

immediate post-194S period, especially Keynesian 

ideas about the role of the state in the economy, had 

to be dismantled (Sahle, 2010; Toye, 1993). For 

Liberal thinkers, tile way forward for these countries 

was to institute measures thai created favourable con- 

ditions for market-led development. For almost three 

decades, then, the ned-libera! development perspec- 

tive has influenced development policy and practice. 

Its core tenets are privatization of publicly owned 

enterprises; ~emoval of tariffs and other bottlenecks 

that limit international free trade and foreign direct 

investment; a focus on primary commodity export- 

led development strategy, with mnphasis on the com- 

parative advantage of each country; and rolling back 

the state through such strategies as downsizing the 

civil service, removing subsidies in sectors such as 

agriculture, cutting government social expenditure 

in education, water, and health sectors, and devalu- 

ing local cnrrencies. 

t?~’en as ned-liberal development theory and prac- 

tice gained global ascendancy, orthodox (moderniza- 

tion, ned-liberal) and critical (dependency, Marxist) 

theories of development were increasingly chaIlenged 



from various ,sites. Feminist scholars contended not 

only that these approaches were gender-blind but 

that the economic and political practices they envi- 

sioned had gendered effects--i,e,, they had different 

effects on women and men (Sahle, 2008). Thus, such 

approaches offered very limited insights into politi- 
cal and economic processes because they failed to 

account for the gendered nature of these processes, 

particularly how they reconfigured power dynam- 

{cs between women and men (Scott, 1995; Cook and 
Roberts, 2000; Cook et al., 2000). These theories~ 
specifically moderuization and ned-liberalism--also 

were seen to generate economic practices that con- 

tributed to the marginalization of women in the 
differentiated Global 5outh, especially women from 

lower social and economic classes and members of 

historical[y neglected communities, such as the low 

castes in India, indigenous peoples in Latin America 
and Asia, and peasant women in Africa. 

From the standpoint of the critical tradition in 

development studies, theorizing was considered 

by sonm)~to be at an impasse during the 1980s. For 
leading scholars in this tradition, the Marxist and 

ned-Marxist approaches to the study of economic 

processes in the context o~ an unequal world system 

(WaEerstein, 2000; Amin, 1976) had significant lim- 

itations. Scholars associated with the impasse debate 

felt that the limitations of these approaches stemmed 

h’om their economistic, essentialist tendencies and 
their epistemologica[ roots. In the case of Marx- 

ist development theory, these scholars argued that 

social, political, and cultural realities and develop- 

ments in what was termed the ’periphery’ (Third 

World) were mainiy analyzed as serving the needs 

o~ local and global power structures (Frank, 1969). 
Furthermore, according to David Booth (!985), for 

instance, dependency theory and Marxist accounts 

of development represented capitalism in teleologi- 

cal and tautological terms: the ironclad laws of capi- 

tal were unmovable, and the end results were known 

a priori. For these scholars, Marxistdnspired theories 

of development were similar to modernization the- 

ory in that they were marked by deep essentialism, 
resulting in the ct~atacterization of countries in Asia, 

Africa, the Middle East, the Caribbean, and Latin 
America as having the same political and economic 

features and being destined to follow the same uni- 

linear developmental path. The quest{ons ~aised in 

the impasse debate generated a vigorous response 
from Marxists and within the impasse camp itself 

through most of the 1990s. The debate disrupted 

and problemqtized assumptions that had informed 
what was considered progressive and radical theoriz- 

ing on the development quegtion, including theoriz- 
ing on the nature and role of the state in economic 

and political arenas. 
The ascendancy of ned-liberal development theory 

and practice,, like that of its earlier o~thodox coun- 
terpart (modernization), also was facing major chal- 

lenges from a diverse group of political movements by 

the mid-1980s. The rise of global ned-liberalism and 

¯ the economic pra c rices it generated were consid ered a 
major failure by a range of social actors in the Glohal 

South (SaMe, 20lO). For example, Tunisia in 1984 
and Zambia in :985 experienced ~peo- 

ple challenged higher prices for grain products and 
other commodities as a result of the implementation 

of ned-liberal economic policies, especially devalu- 

ation of 10cal currencies. For many critical~ analysts 

and members of civil ,society groups~hese economic 
pract.ices inspired by neo-liberalisin ha~j contributed. 

to deepening economic stagnation, growing poverty, 

and a declining ability dO the part of guvernments in 

the Global South to fulfill their traditional functions., 
such as the provision of public goods like education, 

Thus, from the 1980s on, as the works of Edward Osei- 
Kwadwo Prempeh (tO06), Beniamin Kohl attd Linda 

Farthing (2006), a~ld~the.rs_hav_e @~onstrated, a 

number of t;g~la~’~e~inoigenous peoples’ 
movements, women’s movements, organized labour, 

student associations, [aith-based communities, local 
and transnational environrnet3tal movements, as well 
as others--have been contesting the dominant devel- 

opment ideas and practices embodied in post-1945 
modernization theory and the current neo-liberaI 

development theory. 

Out of this historical conjuncture in development 
studies a new tradition arose: the pos>developrnent 

school. While this conjuncture is crucial to our 
understanding the emergence of the post-develop- 

ment school, other scholarly devdopments are no 

less important: in particular, l~ostmodern and post- 

sm¢ctura!ist debates. Although Michel FoucauIt and 

Jacques Derrida were not the only scholars mapping 

out postmodern and post-structuralist thougbt, they 

are nonetheless considered important thinkers in the 



beginning of these shifts in Western social theoriz- 

ing and scholarship. In regard to development issues, 

postmodem and post-structuralist thought share the 

following common features, which are relevant to our 

discussion of the post-development turn in develop- 

ment studies: 

Language (words, concepts) is central to the 

uEderstaEding of sociai reality, or the ’world- 

out-there’ and to shapiEg the ’real world-out- 

there’ (we will elaborate on this point later). 

Knowledge is socially constructed a~d tiros no~ 

~. Thus, attempts to universalize knowl- 

edge lead to the colonization or subordi~t~tion of 

other forms of knowleflge. In this respect, schol- 

ars working within the postmodem and post- 

structuralist school challenge the notion of uni- 

versal or totaliz~ng knowledge that can be applied 

to all societies. ~ ~~ ~ 

According to Ferguson, for example, develop- 

meet discourse cannot be ignored or trivialized iust 

because whatever claims it makes are either ’untrue’ 

or end up not achieving the obiectives it upholds 

as its raison d’~tre:.e.g., poverty alleviation, helping 

Third World societies become modern, and so forth. 

Ferguson (1994: 18) contends that development dis- 

course needs to be questioned, for [ike other forms of 

discourse in different historical coniunctures: 

it is a practice, it is structured, dud it has real 

effects which are much more profound than 

simply ’mystification’. The thoughts and 

actions of ’development’ bureaucrats are pow- 

erfully shaped by the world of acceptable state- 

merits and utterances within which they live; 

and what they do and do not do is a product 

not only of the interests of various nations, 

classes, or inter~ation~l ageucies, but also, and 

at the same time, of a working out of this com- 

plex structure of knowledge. 

Another central contention of schotars writing 

from the post-development perspective is that while 

the notion of development is not new, it took a differ- 

ent turn in the post-1945 period. Arguing along these 

lines, Escobar (1995a: 39) states: 

The questioning and disruption of the concept of 

development itself as it had been conceived and prac- 

tised in the post-1945 period underwent a significant 

’vivi.~ection’, to use James Ferguson’s (1994) phrase, 

in the 1990s with the ascendancy of the post-devel- 

opmeEt perspective. While Frans Schuurman (1993) 

and others had coEceived of the increasingly ’frag- 

mentary’ and limited nature of the dominant criti- 

cal development theories of the 1960s and 1970s as 

an impasse and were attemptfng to tease out possible 

openings in development theorizing, a new challenge 

emerged, mainly from anthropology, that called into 

question ’the myth of deveiopmenff, modernity, and 

other assumptions that had informed development 

discourse as it had been conceptualized and practised 

in the post-World War II period. Their texts, while 

focusing on diverse geographical sites and marked by 

different analytical entry points, laid bare the struc- 

turing, colonizing, disciplining, and depoliticizing 

nature of post-1945 development discourses. 

Behind the humanitarian concern and the 
positive outlook of the new strategy, new forms 

of power and control, more subtle and refined, 

were put in operation. Poor people’s ability 

to define arid take care of their own lh, es was 

eroded in a deeper manner than perhaps ever 
before. The poor became tbe target of more 

sophisticated practices, of a variety of programs 

that seemed inescapable. 

While diverse in their approaches, scholars associ- 

ated with the post-developraent turn converge on 

the following themes, which they consider as hall- 
marks of post-1945 development theory and prac- 

tice: representatmn, knowledge-power, depolitici- 
zation, universalism, and homogenization. Further, 
the post-development school’s critique of the con- 

cept of development is very differer~t from that of 
other critical traditions, as will be highlighted later 

in the discussion on ’alternatives to development’. 



Following the post-structuratist argument that 

words or language and meaning contribute to 

political, cultural, and economic social reality, 

post-development thinkers argue that the texts, 

images, and concepts of devdlopment cannot be 

taken at face value. In essence, the), are not neu- 

tral. According to these thinkers, the words we use 

generate meaning--of a place, political-economic 

processes, and cultural practices and form a mode 

of representation. For post-development scholars, 

representation matters: it enables the production 

of tf~e social, reality that development institutions 

and theorists claim to he analyzing. What do these 

sc[aolars mean by representation? Further, what is 

the role of language in the production of mean- 

ings embodied in systems of representation? Stuart 

Hall’s (1997) discussion of the notion of represen- 

tation and the role of Ianguage in the creation of 

meanings is worth quoting at length here to help 

us understand why post-development scholars are 

concerned with these issues in the context of deveI- 

¯ opment studies (see Box 4.11. 

STUART HALL ON R.EPt~ESENTATION 

From a historical perspective, post-development 

scholars argue tidal representational systems were cen 

tral to the political, cultural, and economic project in 

colonial times, and they contend that this trend has 

been reproduced in post-1945 development theory 

and practice. What do they mean by this? The central 

idea is that during the imperial e~a, colonial inte> 

eats--as expressed by writers (e.g., Joseph Conrad, 

Heart 0t Dar~nessL travelters, missmnar~es, trade~s, 

and government officials--created powerful narra- 

tives of non-European peoples that constructed them 

as backward and subhuman savages. As some scholars 

have shown (wa Thiong’o and Sahle, 2004: 64-5) in 

the case of Africa, for example, Georg W.F. Hegel, a 

leading nineteenth-century European philosophe,, 

represented the continent as a place that ’exhibits 

the natural man in his completely wild and untamed 

state’ (quoted ibid.). He counsel]ed his fellow Euro- 

peans, whom he considered as the central focus of 

human history--’Wortd-Historical individuals’, as he 

termed them~to ’lay aside all thought of reverence 

and morality--all that we call feeling--if we would 

rightly comprehend Ithe African]’ (quoted ibid.). For 

Hegel, all aspects of an African’s life were goveTned by 

untamed desires and passions, ’volition in its rough 

and savage ~orms’, features that consequently placed 

Language .... operates as a representaffonat system. 

, , . Language is one of the ’media’ through whieh 

thoughts, ideas and feelings are represented in a 

culture, Representation through language is... cen- 

tral to the processes by which meaning is produced. 

, . . Sounds, words, no~es, .gestures, expressions, 

decode or interpret, their meaning in roughly the 

same way that we do .... The conventional view used 

to be 1,hat ’things’ exist in the material and natural 

world; that their material or natural char.acteristics are 

what determines or constitutes them; and that they 

have.perfect!y clea[ meaning, outside of how they 

dothes--a~e:pa~t of our n~tura{ .and ma.teda{ world.;, a~e:rep~esented ...... .Since the Icultural Iurn’.in the 

but their importance fdr language iS :not:whatlthey Hum:an a~d::social:scien~els, meaningis thOught to be 

are b~t what they do, :{heit function. They construct : prOduce:d~const~ucted~ather than simply ’found’. 

meaning and transmit ~t. They signify. ~hey do9’t have . , . Representation ~then] is conceived as entering 

aw clear meanin9 in themselves. Rather, they are the ~nto the very constitution of things; and thus culture 

vehrcles or media which carry meaning because.they Js conceptuali2ed as a primary or ’constrtutive’ pro- 

operate as symbol&which s~nd for. or represent {i.e,, .cess~ .as ~mportant as the economic or material ’base’ 

symbolize}.the meanings we wish to communicate,: : [ : : n: shaping.sodai subjeC¢s ~nd historical events~ not 

. Signs stand forohtep~esent Out (oncept~,idea~and: : me~e[y a ~eflectio.n of: ~he:world after (he event (Hall, 

feelings in. such a way asto enable others to ~read’i 1997: 1:,5~7). 
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Africans outside ’the scene and sphere of universal 

history’ (quoted ibid.) (see Box 4.2 for an alterna- 

tive post-colonial literary representation of Africans). 

Hegel’s representational system enabled colonia! 
authorities to construct African societies as being 

greatly in need of a civilizing political, economic, and 
cultura! proiect designed and implemented by the 

Europeans--hence the coining of the expression the 

’white man’s burden’ during the era of European colo- 

nialism in Africa and elsewhere in the non-European 

wolid. Hegel’s concepts and those of other European 

intellectuals provided colonial authorities with ideas 
to frame and legitimize their political, cuItural, and 

economic agendas in Latin America, Asia, ADios, the 

Middle East, and the Caribbean. 

The colonial representational system had a signifi- 

cant and detrimental impact on Asia, M~ica, Latin 

America, the Caribbean, and the Middle East, ~nd 
yet ~ was represented as being of henefit 

to the people of these regions, given their savage and 
backward status. The gains that t}~e European coloniz- 

ing societies made in the process were erased in this 

representational system. But as Walter Rodney (1981) 

has demonstrated in the case of Africa, the extrac- 
tion of resources and the establish]nent of unequal 
economic relations between the European colonizing 

powers and Africa had significant and long-lasting 
effects in both regions. While African countries con- 

tributed to Europe’s economic development, colonial 

authorities established weak monocultural economic 

systems that saw African countries incorporated into 

the wo~ld economy on unequal terms, a historical 

development that continues to haunt the continent’s 

economic processes up to the contemporary era of 
ned-liberal globalization, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Further, the colonial representation o[ the European 
poIitical p~oject in Africa as laying the foundation 
the emergence of civilized political systems and prac- 

tices was very far from what was t~appening in actual 

practice. On the one hand, this language enabled 
the legitimization of colonialism in Africa; on the 

other, it contributed to the emergence of despotic 

state, forms, which have beenlr~~ ~ amdani (1996). essence, the colonial 
representational system silenced any expression of 

the true political nature and economic, cultural, and 

poIitical effects of the European colonial proiect5, a 

social practice that in post-development studies is 
referred m as depoliticization. The latter, examples 

of which will be offered shortly, refers to approaches 
that represent political and 

nical~-mblems. For post-development thinkers, 
political and economic processes are in. the main 

political issues that are deeply embedded in national 

and international political-economic developments 

at a given historical moment. For post-development 
thinkers, the post-1945 developmmR discourse has 
facilitated the reproduction of the colonial repre- 
sentational system of societies in Latin America, the 

Caribbem~, Asia, the M~ddle East, and Africa (Escobar, 

t995a; Sahle, 2010). 
Overall, the geopolitics of deveIopment knowledge 

production and disserntnatkm has played a central 

role in this process. Arguing a]ong these lines and 

building from his contention that the notion of 

development and its attendant practices took a new 

.form in the post-1945 period, Escobar states that ’the 
making of the Third World through development 



. Even prior to colonialism, through cultural pract[ees and the following day, despite the sun which 

such as epc poems, song~, mime, and armed hac st~u£k ead er and more fiercely than q 

resstan.ce, Africans :co~ested.injgS~iCe~: and engaged the other: days, as if.to to:st :tlqe~ capaoty for 

[n .politicat ~r~d :ec.onomi¢. p[adc ces geared t~:(~ea~ ng ePJdki[ane.e.to the: ~e~y: end,: despite indeed:the 

and repr0d]~)~:in:g their, comm~nitie~..:ThU~:, a~:.ih:other ..... e~idehce of:the:acacia bush, the a~hy-furred 

s0~ieties, resisting and conte~ti,g power:strt~ctgres Ieleshwa.bust" the. prickly oears, all o~ which 

and ideologies were a ~eature. of pre-colon"al A~rican seemed to have given in to the bitter sun, they 

~oc eties. This tradi.tior, whi~hcontintJed in the era of walked with brisk steps as if mey too Knew 

EuroPean imoerial~sm, as examples of the legendary this secret ~eslre of the. ~un ano were resolved 

uprisings sui:h as the 1905 Maji Maji rebellion.in ~o come out on top .... Abdulla’ssto~y had 

presen~oqayT~nzania and.the 1915 Chilembwe uprising, made them awareof a new relationship to the 

n Malawi indicate, disrupts the Heg.elian view. Of g~ound 0n.whi(h they trod .... everything in 

Africans as docile simpletons without political agenc:y, the p[ang had :been hallowed by :the feet of 

Following the end of f0rmal colonialism, Afi’icans.have those who had fought and died that Kenya 

continued to ’speak truth to power’ and demand might be free: wasn’t the~e someth ng, a spirit 

accountability from members of the hegemonic ruling of ~hose people in them too? Now even they of 

elites. Be Ow is a literary representation, from Kenyan }lmorog had a voice in the houses of power and 

author Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s Petals of Blood (t977: privilege. Soon, tonight, tomorrow,.some day, 

143), of the pohtica] agency of members :of.a rural ¯ atttiejoume~’s end, they would meet him, face 

community in.Kenya who .d.ec.id.e.lo:take a long.trip to. . .to:face: . ¯ .Du~. ng.the ast .el.e~ti0n ~arnpaign,. 
thectytochallengetkieneglectof.ther¢6mmuntyby . ~0.me recalled:ddub{ft~lly, be had promised 

their local political ?epresentative~. them many th"ngs including, water and better 

roads. . . Recall ng, too, Abdulla’s hero sm in 

They.did r~ot know it,: but that night:was to be the past and also yesterday.. ¯ they walked 

the peak of their epi:cjou,ney.acros.s/~he.plains, with eyes fxed on a possibility of a different 

It was true it.haS .Abdulla’s: feas~i .as ~heyca ed " ¯ life in. Ilmor0g, if. not.for them, at feast.for their 

it had leased:them new:ife:arid.determ nat on,:.. : children. 

discourses and practices has to be seen in relation 

to the larger history of Western modernity, of which 

development seems to be one of the last and most 

insidious chapters.’ He goes on to say that in the 

post-1945 era ’development can best be described as 

an apparatus that links forms of knowledge about 

the Third World with the deployment of forms of 

power and intervention; resulting in the mapping 

and production of Third World societies’ (Escobar, 

19[~~~~1~ World Bank and the - l~orld Ban~ and the ~’~,~ 

have been crucial sites for the generation of develop- 

ment knowledge and its circulation. Development 

knowledge produced in these sites is closely linked to 

hegemonic theories of development and the geopo- 
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litical conditions at the global level at a given histori- 

cal moment (Sable, 2010). Consequemly, for a com- 

prehensive understanding of, for example, President 

Harry Truman’s famous Point 4 (see Box 1.1), it [s cru- 

cial to go beyond the emphasis on how the~ 

~[e--~vas going to contribute to the eradication of 

poverty and underdevelopment in the various parts of 

the Olobal South and examine the political, inte]Iec- 

tual, and economic conditions that marked the world 

at th~ historical iuncture when the Point 4 schema 

was produced. 

Going back to the notion of hegemonic theories o[ 

development, here are some thoughts or] what, t._9_o a 

large extent, scholars mean ~ hegemonic devel- 
opment theory sets the parameters of, £or instance, 



how we think about the role of the state in economy, 

and the role of development institutions in economic 
and political processes in the countries in the Global 

South, A theory or idea is considered begemonic 

when it is taken for granted and assumed to be artic- 

ulating the truth about a social reality, such as the 

need for development, the domination and apolitical 
nature of Third World women, or the superiority of a 

given society when compared to others. Hegemony 

emerges wl~en powerful actors in a given society or at 

the international level do not have to rely heavily on 

force to get citizens to accept their visions of the good 

ti~e, the common good, and, in the case of the Global 

South, the concept of development as it has been 
articulated in a prevailing theory of development. 

One way this process--which scl~olars refer to as 

~ f.D~4.a.8--ol’ ’cons enU (Gramsci, t971)--works is 

gb the representation of the visions or other 
projects o# ruling elites in neutral and apolitical 
terms. Thus, if you are a citizen of a country such as 

Bangladesh and you encounter the representation of 

your country as one of the least developed cou.ntries 
in the world, plag~aed by famine and so forth, the.neu- 
tral language of development projects as communi- 

cated by the govemm.ent and international develop- 

inent institutions might ~ound quite reasonable, since 
they are supposed to address the lack of development 

and the perpetual problem of poverW in your coun~ 

tryl Consequently, even if a number of developInent 

projects in your country fail to address their techni-~_~ 
cally stated objectives, the idea of development[tha~ 
is supposed to address poverty and also help your 

country ’catch up’ with the developed world--which 

has reaci~ed the highest stage ol development on the 
development ladder (as described by Rostow [1960])-- 

may seem plausible. This process of consent formation 

occurs not only in local contexts such as Bangladesh, 

but also within countries that extend development 
loans to the Global South. rib a range of citizens in the 

G!ot?al North, having their countries ’help’ poor coun- 

tries in the developing world sounds both reasonable) 
and morally right. 

For post-development scholars, hegemonic theo- 
ries of deveIopment have come to tunction as dis- 

co~rs’e akin to European colonial ideas on Middle 

and Near East societies, which were analyzed by 

Edward Said in his seminal text, Orient~lism. Build- 
ing on Foucault’s work, Said (1979: 3) observed: 

’Orientalism can be discussed and analyzed as 

the corporate restitution for dealing with the Ori- 

ent-dealing with it by making statements about it, 
authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching it, 

settling it, ruling over it’, and in the process produc- 
ing ’the Orient politically, sociologically, militarily, 

ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively’. From 

the perspective of post-development sclaolars, hege- 
monte theories of development such as moderniza- 

tion and ned-liberalism, wi~ich since the post-194S 

era have informed government and international 

institutions such as the World Bank, function as dis- 
course because they create ’a space in which only 

certain things could be said and even imagined’ 

(Escobar, 1995a: 39). For Escobar, ’discourse is the 
process through which social reality [political, cul- 
tural, economic] comes into being . . . [it isl the 

articulation of knowledge and power, of the visible 
and the expressible’ (ibid.). In the case of societies in 

tlre Global South, the entry point for the discourse 

of modernization development was: 



the belief in the role of modernization as the 

only force capable of destroying archaic super- 

stitions and relations, at whatever social, cul- 

tural, and political Cost¯ Industrialization and 

urbanization were seen as the inevitable and 

necessary progressive routes to modemiza- 

¯ tion. Only through material advancement 

couId social, cultural, and political progress be 

achieved. This view determined the belief that 

capital investment was the most important 

ingredient in econmnic growth and develop- 

ment .... Moreover, it was absolutely necessary 

that governments and international organi- 

zations take an active role in promoting and 

orchestrating the necessary efforts to overcome 

general backwardness and economic develop- 

ment. (Ibid., 39-40) 

For post-deve!opmen~ thinkers, clearly, kuowledge 

production and its circulation are underpinned by 

power dynamics, and thus the generation of devel- 

opment theory and its circulation in various parts 

of the world, despite its technical and neutral lan- 

guage, are underpinned by power. Those who have 

power locally and internationally determine what 

relevant knowledge is, how it is used, and so forth at 

a iven historical (31 " ,Knowled e and ower are g p . 
~ interlinked pillars that enable the crafting and 

dissemination of development theory and its atten- 

dant practices. Two examples from leading scholars 

in the post-development school illustrate, this point. 

Timothy Mitchell’s work in Egypt since the 198Os has 

demonstrated how the representation of the country 

in development theory has enabled economic prac- 

tices w~th significant poetical and social effects, even 

though they have been p~esented in technical and 

neutral terms (Mitchell, 2002). According to Mitch- 

ell, development theory represents Egypt as an over- 

populated country characterized by a geographical 

landscape--limited arable land and water sources-- 

that significantly constrains development. The repre- 

sentational system for Egypt includes the following 

.features: 

The geographical and demographic charac- 

teristics of Egypt delineate its basic economic 

problem. Although the country contains about 

386,000 square miles.., only a narrow strip in 

the Nile Valley and its Detta is usahle. This area 

of 15,000 square miles--less than 4 per cent of 

the land--is but an elongated oas~s in the midst 

of desert .... Crammed into the habitable area 

is 98 per cent of the population .... The pop- 

ulation has been growing rapidly and is esti- 

~nated to have doubled since 1947. (Ibid., 209) 

This representational system underpins the v~ew 

of development agencies involved in Egypt, such as 

the United States Agency for International Develop- 

ment (USAID) (ibid.). Yet, representing Egypt in this 

manner offers at best a limited understanding of the 

country’s history and contemporary conditions, as is 

indicated by the popular uprisings in early 2011 that 

led to the fall of President Hosni Mubarak (Shenker, 

2011). At any rate, from a post-development perspec- 

tive, the hegemonic representational system embod- 

ied in development theory presents Egypt as a place 

without history in the Eurocentric terms that have 

framed post-1945 theories of development, in addi- 

tion to being a political and economic geography not 

influenced by broader external forces, much as the 

coIonial representational system did. For Mitchell, 

this representation is not only ahistorical but i.t opens 

a space for development agencies to craft develop- 

ment projects that they purport will address Egypt’s 

economic underdevelopment and move the country 

towards modernity. According to Mitchell, the ’poetic 

imagery’ of Egypt as in the text quoted above creates 

’the entt.re relationship between the textual analysis 

and its object’---in this case Egypt’s development. 

Thus, the language used to describe Egypt facilitates 

its constitution as a country with population and 

natural resource problems even before development 

aid or economic development programs arrive in the 

country. 

From a post-development framework, Egypy is not 

the only country in the Global South that has been 

represented i~ ahistorical terms by powerful actors 

in the international development machinery. For 

instance, while Lesotho’s colonial, history and the 

rise of an economic system ~ 51,~ :L.Af:ica dependent 

on migrant labourdresulted in its being incorporated 
into broader international and regional economic 

and political systems, it is represented as an enclosed 

society of peasant farmers surrounded by intimidat- 

ing mountains, confronted by problematic agricul- 

tural resources, and lacking development. Accord- 

ing to James Ferguson, the ’development apparatus’ 



operating in Lesotho generally represents the coun- 

try in the following way (drawn from a World Bank 

report): 

Few developing countries faced such bleak 

economic prospects and were so ill-prepared 

as Lesotho when it gained independence in 

October 1966 .... In spite of the fact that Leso- 

tho is an enclave within highly industrialized 

South Africa and belongs with that country, 

Botswana, and Swaziland to the rand monetary 

area and the Southern African Customs Ur~ion, 

it was then virtually untouched by modem 

economic development. It was and still is, basi- 

cally, a traditional subsistence peasant soci- 

ety. But rapid population growth resulting in 

extreme p~essure on the land, deteriorating 

soil, and declining agricultural yields led to a 

situation in which the country was no longer 

able to produce enough food Ior its people. (Fer- 

guson, 1994: 25) 

The way countries in the Global South are repre- 

sented constitutes a strong foundational framework 

for development agencies such as the Canadian 

International Development Agency (cm,~), usam0 the 

World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund 

to generate development projects aimed at what 

they consider undeveloped countries that need to 

get on the historical road and becom.e developed 

like their counterparts in the industrialized North. 

Such representations provide these institutions with 

a rationale to intervene in the economic and politi- 

cal processes of these countries, yet their develop- 

ment projects are always presented in neutral and 

non-political,terms, In the case of Lesotho, for 

instance, this approach facilitated the generation 

of a developrrlent proiect focused on the inountain 

region during the 1970s. The mountain region--and 

Lesotho in general--is represented as a geographical 

area lacking development and underpinned by what 

Ferguson calls an ’Aboriginal economy’ dominated 

by peasant production. Building on this representa- 

tional system, officials ol the WorId Bank, the United 

Nations Food and Agriculture Organization 

arid CIDA, in conjunction with the Lesotho govern- 

ment, instituted the development project at a cost 

of about $1S million in its first phase (ibid., 75). The 

project’s obiective was to faciIitate the development 

of the Thaba-Tseka area, which in the view of the 

parties proposing the project had lagged behind in 

development because of the tack of infrasttuctural 

modernization. The Thaba-Tseka journey to devel- 

opment was to be helped by the building of roads, a 

n!odern regional centre, and a farmer trahling cen- 

tre, and the economy was to be modernized through 

livestock and cash crop production geared for the 

market. For the development institutions support- 

ing the introduction of cash crop production, the 

driving assumption was that the non-modern farm- 

ers who had engaged in peasant production for so 

long would be keen on becoming modern commer- 

cial farmers once they had access to the market 

World Bank, 1975: Annex 7:, 11, cited ibid.). These 

efforts, as well as others, including the decentral- 

izatiot~ of political and economic authority, were 

expected to empower local people in the rest of the 

country, who were poor and isoIated from modern 

development processes. 

As Ferguson relates, by 1979 the project’s spon- 

sors considered it a failure--especially cm.~, which 

pulled out. To be sure, the proposed road and 

regions] centre were built, but the main aim of the 

project--to transform the Thaba-Tseka Aborigi- 

nal peasant economy from its traditional stage to 

a higher stage of economic development as defined 

by hegemonic development actors and their ideas-- 

did not occur. A failure such as this is common in 

the international development industry, However, 

a close examination of the proiect reveals the ahis+ 

torical and depoliticizing nature of the hegemonic 

development theory that underpins it. For instance, 

the roles oI tixe development institutions and the 

local state were represented in technical and neutral 

terms. Nonetheless, despite the neutral language, the 

project resulted in the expansion of the bureaucratic 

and coercive power of the state in a region of Lesotho 

that was a strong base for oppositional forces (Fergu- 

son, 1994). 

As with Lesotho, the representation of Egypt as a 

traditional society ied developm.ent agencies such as 

us^~a to conclude that for Egypt to get or~ the train 

to unilinear modernity, ’the impetus and the means 

must come from outside’ (Mitchell, 2002: 223). "[’he 

need for ’outside’ designers and implementers of 

Egypt’s development project led in the 1980s to ~S:~D 

having a central role in explaining and enabling the 

reconstitution of the country’s grain production 
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sector. Since tlle 1970s~ Egypt had become increas- 

ingly dependent on imported grain. In USAID’S view, 
this development was the result of high populate, on 
growth that made it impossible R)r the country to 
feed itselg coupled with the lack of arable land for 

agrarian production, which contributed to a decline 

in food production. To respond to this agricultural 
development crisis, ~sa~, with support from the US 

government, provided ’at reduced interest rates more 
than three billion dollars worth of Egyptian grain 

purchases from the United States between 1975 and 
1988, making Egypt the world’s Iargest importer of 

subsidized grain’, claiming that the grain was ’to 

help the poor’ (ibid., 216). Over the years, as the 
country’s dependence on imported grain increased, 

the Egyptian government had to borrow money 
from other countries to cover the costs. This trend 

resuIted in increasing external debt, which by 1989 

amounted to $51.5 billion, placing Egypt among the 

most highly indebted countries in the world. The 

US~based on its own geopolitical interests, mainly 

Egypt’s support in the 1990-1 Gulf War, provided 
debt relief to the country (ibid.). 

The development representational system that led 
to this outcome, however, does not stand up to his- 
torical and structurally grounded analysis. Egypt’s 

rising dependency on exported grain had nothing 

to do wgh declining agricultural production or over- 
population. Analysis of the country’s agricultural sec- 

tor indicates that although it had sufficient produc- 

tion to keep up with population growth, with grain 

production increasing by 77 per cent and population 

growth standing at 75:per cent between 1966 and 

1988, studies influenced by the hegemonic theory 
of development daimed that there was a decline in 

agrarian production during that period (ibid., 215). 

At the centre of the grain importation trend was 

the nature of the country’s social class dynam- 

ics, the nature of focaI state power, and broader 

international conditions such as the strategic role 

that Egypt had historically played and continued 

to p~ay in the U~eopoliticM map 0bid., 217). In 

social class terms, the historical processes of eco- 

nomic and political change that contributed to the 
formation of the contemporary Egyptian state also 

led to the emergence of various classes. Politics!, 
military, and economic elites emerging out of this 

process formed the privileged strata of Egyptian 
society and the social class [oundation of tire state. 

What did this have to do with the grain impor- 
tation question? As Mitchell explains, changing 

consumption patterns among the Egyptian upper 
classes arid the demands of tourists and other for- 
eigners saw increased consumption Of meat prod- 

ucts. To service the cortsumption pattqrns of a pow- 
erful segment of Egyptian society, the local grain 
industry was reconfigured: ’Rather than import- 

ing animal feed directly, Egypt diverted domestic 
production from human to animal consumption. 

Human consumption of maize (corn) and other 
course grains (barley, sorghum) dropped from 53 

per cent in 1966 to 6 per cent in !988’ (ibid., 215). 
Tbus, grains that had historically been available for 

human consumption were transformed to animal 
feed, a development that led to a crisis of food secu- 

rity for the maiority of Egyptians while the ’needs’ 

of tire privileged minority were taken care of by 
the government in conjunction with usAm through 

the implementation of a new strategy in the grain 
industry. These sorts of strategies are what }rave led 

some post-development scholars to refer to develop- 

merit practices as ’planned poverty’ (Illich, 1997). 

As the examples of development practices in 

Lesotho and Egypt indicate, at issue is development 
theory’s construction of the state and international 

development institutions in depoliticized terms. In 

the case of the state, its role in the development pro- 

cess is presented as neutral, serving the needs of the 

citizens through the adoption of sound economic 
and political practices. Yet the state is a site of power, 

and state forms do not exist in local or international 

vacumns. In the main, and as Ferguson (1994: 253) 

argues: 

[although] ’development’ discourse tends to see 

the provision of ’services’ as the purpose of gov- 

ernment, it is clear that the question of power 

cannot be written off quite so easily. ’Gov- 

ermnent services’ are never simply ’services’; 

instead of conceiving this phrase as a reference 
simply to a ’government’ whose purpose is to 

serve, it may be at least as appropriate to think 

of ’services’ which serve to govern. 

While Ferguson’s work and lilac of others demon- 

strate the ways in which.so-called government sin= 

vices enable the achievement of the political objec- 

tives of ruling elites and in the process result, at times, . 



~n an effort to move beyond tile hegemonic According to scholarssuchas Esdobar,.~hrough.self- 

development discourse, moss post~develo.pment~ organi~,lg knowledge-production ~a~[ices (which 

scholars promote the. framework of ’alternatives to tend to be based on progressive research approaches, 

de.velooment’ in economic, cultu]tal, a~d poIit:ii:.al suet" as participatory action research)that focus ’on 

practices. For some advoeal~es.Of .this concepq social the encounter between modern and p:opular.f:o~ms of 

movements m varlou.s .parts Of. the Global. South knowledge’.(Esc~bar,..2995b:. 22/[), sodalmovements 

representanirdportantdegeldp~]e~..iir~.~liest[uggleto, have the potential to contribute.to, the: emergence o~ 

magma a oos.t-d~velop~euI:e.p~hi(Escobar, t99i5b: a:new era in which the naturalized and depoliticized: 

216). These movements, while rio~ monolithic, torid 

to enga:ge in oarticipatory forms of polit cs, value 

local ways of knowi~ and solut.ion~o seek. autonomy 

from the state ann international developmem 

!ns~a~.ut___o~a~ist c ways of thinking 

~m s-Sf practices. These eeo.n 0 mi.c~Y’po~itical - 

features contrast sharply with hegemonic tHeories 

of develc~ment and ~ractice, which have historically 

and currently pushed one way of thinl~ing or 

what post-development thinkers (drawing on the 

work of FoucauJt) refer to as a ’regime of truth’ 

concerning, for example, economic production and 

~ieed :to develop that has.alw;~y~ been embodied n 

hegemonic develooment discourse is finally pu¢ to res~ 

and ~eolaced.wth new ways of thinking and practice 

~n the economc, cultural, and politcal arenas, q 

addition ~o the practices of social movements, post- 

development, scholars offer a range of economic 

p[actices .that epitomize.alternatves to development 

(see Box 4.4). 

In add to~ to locally based social movements, since 

its first meeting in Porto Ategre, Brazil, in 2001 the 

World Soc’al Forum (ws,) has offered a space for 

movements from various parts of the world to gather 

state for:ms For Foucault, a ?egime of truth~ !s robe !aad:shar.e.[ide.as oh:out a.l~ernative ways of organizing. 

¯ unde~stq~d as a :system. :9~.:~r.deredi:p~0cedu~ i~o~i.i:.s~cie$i~::and:,li~, b:~{q~d ~h~:neoqjboral vision tha~. 

the production regulation di~tribudd:n CiEcdlatJ0n;: [ra:mes ~he contempd~a:r~:: Phase. of. :~t~e:.historical 

and operations of sSatemen~S~ .’.Troth’ .iSi]i.h[~ed: :!p÷eC~s~:i~f ~jl.eb!]!iZf~ti~n. FO[ social mo~Jemenfg 

in a circula.r, relation wi{~ s£~t@:ff~S Of power :that im;olved Jnthe:ws~, ne0:[ibe~alism.promotes a singular 

produCe and sustain it, and to effects of powe~ that model of economic practice for all societies. Departing 

it induces and that extend it (Foucault, 1980: 133). ¯ from such a standpoint, participants involved in thews~ 

In his view, ’this regime is.n:ot merely ideological or durin~ the last decade, have contended that ’another 

superstructural; it lis] a condition for the formation world is possible.’ and~have presented alter.natives to 

and development of capitaiism’](ibid.), in thecurrent :neo-liberal develop~qe.nt .#[oJects. such as solidarity 

era of the hegemony of neo-liber.al development economic aC:tivities. The.:.latteri’.embodyr and innovate . 

theory and praCtice, the idea that tk~e invisibla hand creatively on, more than a century of wokRers’ struggles 

of the market should be the sole determinant of to organize .... Central to Solidarity Economics is the 

economic development is an example of a regime of valuing of human labour, knowledge and creativity, 

truth in the Foucauldian sense, rather than capital’ (Quintela, 2003: 100-t), 

~n the expansion o~ state power i1~ the Global South, 

as the Lesott~o case indicates, the same phenomenon 

occurs in the Global North. For example, in demo- 

cratic political systems such as Britain, ,~uling parties 

tend to represent their political and economic agen- 

das as neutral, servi~rg the interests of all citizens. For 

instance, a neo-liberat ruling part}; such as the coali- 

tion government that emerged ~n the UK followi~g 

the defeat of the Labour Party in 2010, may represe~t 

s~ch practices as downsizing the public sector, cut- 

ting social spending on health and education, and 

privatization of publicly owned enterprises as being 
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.-:~.,. < :~ ~ ’, .~-~ ~; :L~.. ~-~ , i.. ~.~ ~.~. Z~.~.,; .~i. ~.:(:.... ~Offee (O~Opera~i~es.among ~he O~omb ~0mmu~ f~ n 

the southern part of Ethiopia (see thefiln~ 
The concept of community~supported agriculture 

Here is another example~from Kerala in India. as 
has gained traction in numerous places. Esteva and 

d~scribed by GibsomGraham. 
Prakash describe this process: 

Thousands of small.gra~sroots c~roups are 

realizing that.there is nO:need: tO ’think hi:g:’ in 

order to begin [eleas.ing themselves from the 

clutd~es of the rrionopolisti~ f~od economy: 

. , . Among the most p~omising soluiions 

is the movement towards Community 

Supported.Agriculture (CSA), inspired :by both 

local thinking and action. It involves .U~’ban 

censum:e~s su#po:rting ~r~al! Io.c~l: :~a~rners.: 

Currently K:erala is engaged Jn what they call 

the ~M:a[a~iku[am.exPerimeP;t’--an adventure 

in :gene~atinlg. local in~p.me and employment 

for the poorest of the poor.., as part o~ this 

experiment, over fifteen hundred ~eighborhood 

savings groups made up of twenty to forty 

women are.transforming themselves from ~redit 

a.sSo~.iations, to pro.duction cooperatives. The. 

¯ :e.xdusi~e:emPhasi~ :on women~s:iriveivemen~ is 
who farm witl4 wisd~.iand ~:a~:e::fer lecal::~:6ils~:::, i.:: a:w~ b.fiaddlressir~:g :isSues Of.g.ender:equity and: 

waters =and i~e~i~es!.: Andi ~hbi: i~! doing 

simultaneoL!~ly ensure, that. U:nknown:fa~me~s       women’s produeti£e power to enhance their 

[rom far-away places like.C0sta Rica. or Brazil 

are not expioiied wi’~h inhuman wages and 

reft sick with cancer or infertility. By taking 

care of our local food, farms and farmers, 

those of us who are members .of CSAs are 

s~Owly learning to overcom~.flhe parochialism. 

of ’industrial eaters.’--+-those wh~ are 

’educated’ to be oblivious to the.harm done 

by supporting multinationals and othe{s who 

’think big’, destroying millions of small family 

farms across the globe. (Esteva and Prakash, 

1997: 280-l) 

social and political power. The first step has 

been to generate ca;u[tal by organizing women 

to redefine some of their meagre earnings as a 

surplus to be.saved and i~wested rather than as 

a part of the necessary consu:mption fund .... 

The:Mararikulam experiment.is, bPth building on 

and going beyond:: the development approach 

of the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, which 

has demonstrated the benefit that sa~ings 

and smalbscate loans can have on women’s 

livelihoods. In Mararikulam the lending 

structure is organized and controlled by eleqted 

:commit:tees of th# women’s neighborhood 

In ~ecent years, the notion o~ .’communityli~co~omi:es’ : 

(Gibson-Graharn, 2005)has been embraced by. some 

post:development scholars ise.e Harcourt a~d :Escobor,. 

2005). These community economic practiceS.take a 

range of forms--for examp!e, the agricultural ;orodu~er ¯ 

co-op.eratfves in Kenya’s Central P#0vince and the 

by 2:003 the Second stage was underway, with 

co-ops producing semiprocessed foods .... The 

basic ide~i of the Mararikulam experience is that 

.!~c.al ’wealth~ can be collectively marshaled to 

bring.people out of poverty. (Gibson-Graham, 

2005: 151-~3) 

informed by neutral econondc priiKiptes and geared cal effects. They lead to job losses and other forms 

toservingtheneedsofsocietyatlarge. Yet these prac- of human i~security, and they serve the interests 

rices are not neutral, and they have social and politi- of a hen-liberal government’s strong constituency: 



political actors who are fiscal conservatives and ideo- 

logically comraitted to limiting the role of the state; 

national and multinational corporations that might 

view large publicly owned firms as potential assets in 

the context of privatization. 

in any event, the experiences of Lesotho and Egypt 

illustrate some of the central claims that post-devel- 

opment scholars make in tgeir analysis of the power 

~f t~e language developme:i~ as an idea and practice. 

For these scholars, such language enaNes the design 

and implementation of development practices that 

are not only implicated ill pOWeI dynamics from 

the outset but also have what Ferguson~huilding 

on Foucault’s wolk~terms as ’instrument-effects’, 

which means ’effects that are at one and.the same 

time instruments of what "turns" out to be an exer- 

cise of power’ (ibid., 255). This exercise of power is 

not limited only to the !ocal states in a given political 

~apby ~n the ~outh. It also ~ncludes institutkms 

~~ rt~etoric remains focused on helping the poor 

and pushing redpient countries fo~arO 

ern cap~tahst [ralectory of development~ese 

}nstitutions are very much implicated in their own 

country’s geopolitical designs, as the case o( usa~o in 

Egypt indicates. 

As for cm~, the ’failure’ of ~ development proj- 

ect such as the one in Cesotho is domestically and 

internationally problematic. In terms ol domestlc 

economic and political dynamics, Canadian foreign 

aid, [ikc that of other countries in the Global North, 

tends to be ~tied’ aid, meaning that the receiving 

countries are required to pay the loans back and to 

guarantee Canadian firms and other actors involved 

in the development industry, such as Canadian non- 

governmental development organizations, a stake in. 

the implementation of the projects (see Chapter 8). 

For Canadian businesses, this takes the form of con- 

tracts to supply machinery or other goods or ser- 

vices, depending on the project. At the international 

level, Canada has constructed itself, since the early 

part of the last century, as a leading acto~ in the cre- 

ation and maintenance of multilateraI institutions 

and in the posl-1945 period as a generous and pro- 

gressive provider of development assistance to coun- 

tries in the Global South. Nevertheless, while insti- 

tutions such as C~DA present their development inter- 

verltion programs as neutral and for the ’service’ 

poor countries, Ferguson’s idea that ’guvernment 

services’ are ’never simply "services"’ can be applied 

to the role of Canadian development agencies and 

those of other countries, such as usa~). ~v-.- \’k.~ c_= ~,~ K~ 

Tile p~eviously nrentioned ahistorical approach that 

permeates development theory and practice has led 

to a strong tendency to universalize European and 

(s~nce World War II) American processes of politi- 

cal and economic change as the reference point for 

countries in Latin America, the Caribbean, Asia, 

the Middle East, and Africa~ For post-development 

scholars, th~s universalizing logic ks not difficult 

to deduce, given the linear view of t~istory that ~ 

~ hegemonic theories of development, which in 

turn inform development practices. From a post- 

development perspective, hegemonic development 

theories represent the European and American eco- 

nomic and political traiectory as the normal course 

of historic development, and this ’logic’ that drives 

the promotion of the Westernization of the world 

(Sachs, 1993: 4). In doing so, these theories ignore 

the historical specificity of the Western experience 

and the factors that contributed to the rise of their 

capitalist forms of modernity, such as colonialism 

of othei regions of the world. But more importantIy, 

the mriversalistic logic results in a denial of global 

diversity, since it recognizes only one (Western) 

way of thinking about the economy and political 

arrangements. As Wolfgang Sachs contends~ ’[tJhe 

worldwide simplification of architecture, clothing, 

and daily objects assaults the eyes; the accompany- 

ing eclipse of variegated languages, customs and 

gestures is already less visible; and the standard- 

ization of desires and dreams occurs deep down in 

the subconscious of societies .... The mental space 

in which people dream and act is largely occupied 

today by Western imagery’ (ibid.)+ 

Closely linked to the universalistic logic is the ten- 

dency of hegemonic theories~e.g., modernization, 

women in development, and neo4iberal perspec- 

tives-to portray the diverse societies in Africa, Asia, 

the Caribbean, the Middle East, and Latin America 

as marching on the same path towards deve{oplnen- 

tal modernity regardless of their historical experi- 

ences and where they are positioned in the ew~tving 

world political and economic system. Th~s tendency, 

which post-development scholars refer to as homog- 

enization, is reductionist and simplistic and does 
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not facilitate our understanding of the complex and 

diverse histories and culVures of the various societies 

in these regions. Further, the tendency to homogenize 

has significant effects not only on development pol- 

icy but also on the political and economic processes 

in these parts of the world. In the main, tills trend 

has generated the creation of development blueprints 

that are informed by thE logic of ’one size fits all’: an. 

economic deve!opment project crafted for Lesotho 

might also be applied to Malaysia. Such an approach, 

whk~, for instance, is embedded in neo-liberal devel- 

opment th eory, informs structural adjustment polices, 

~ significant political, cultural, and economic 

effects in ~he Global South, because what migt~t work 

for Chile will not necessarily generate the same results 

in India, given the r~ifferent historical and contem- 

porary political, cultural, and economic trajectories 

of the two countries. For post-development scholars, 

historically grounded analysis has tended not to apply 

to hegemonic theories of development. 

When compared to other critical perspectives in 

development studies (such as dependency, Marx- 

ism, and even approaches promoting the notion of 

’another development’ as articulated by schoiars 

such as Biota Hettne [1990]), the post-development 

school departs s~gnificantly from these traditions 

(see Boxes 4.3 and 4.4). While offering interesting 

insights into the limitations of hegemonic theories 

of development (such as modernization and neo-lib- 

eralism), these other critical traditions are still wed- 

ded to tbe concept of development. The objective’ of 

scholars working within these traditions is to fir.td 

better conceptual tools and development practices, 

not to transcend the discourse of development. For 

example, for dependency theorists, what is at stake 

is the understanding of the historical and struc- 

tural conditions that have constrained development 

processes ~n the Global South. In the case of schol- 

ars such as Hettne [1990], the concept of ’another 

development’ is presented as a tool for dismantling 

the Eurocentric roots of hegemonic deveIopment 

theories and for facilitating the institution of eco- 

nomic and political practices that take account of 

environmental concerns, local cultural practices, 

deeper forms of democratic participation in the 

development process, and self-reliance. For post- 

development thinkers such as Escobar, traditional 

critiques in development studies relnain entangled 

in the discourse they aim to interrupt. As he states: 

such analyses have generated proposals to 

modify the current ~egime of develop~nent: 

ways to improve upon this or that aspect... 

even its redeployment with a new rationality 

(for instance, socialist, anti-imperialist, or eco- 

logical). These modifications, however, do not 

constitute a radical positioning in relation to 

the discourse. (Escobar, 1995b: 214-i5) 

Th e powerful critiques level] ed against th e traditional 

development apparatus in the 1990s by scholars such 

as James Ferguson, Arturo Escobar, Jonathan Crush, 

and Wolfgang .Sachs made tbinking and writing 

about development no longer ’business as usual’, as 

a colleague in Malawi once stated, reflecting on Fer- 

guson’s work in Lesotho. Suddenly, with the emer- 

gence of their work, the emperor of development 

had no clothes. Since its emergence, however, the 

post-development perspective has been criticized by 

a range of scholars in development studies and post- 

development thinkers have responded to dominant 

critiques (see generally, Escobar, 2006). Some critics 

of post-development thought claim that while this 

perspective may offer scathing critiques of develop- 

merit discourse, it does not provide concrete alterna- 

tive models based on the Derridean deconstructionist 

roots that inspired its original claims (Watts, 1993, 

1995). Other critics contend that the post-develop- 

ment approach to the concepts and practices of deveI- 

opment is ahistorical. Scholars of ’doctrines of devel- 

opment’, writing from a historical perspective (e.g., 

Cowen and Shenton, I996), argue that contentious 

debates about the concept of development, such as 

those prompted by the work of Ferguson, Escobar, 

and others, are nothing new-. As an example, they 

note that similar debates were the hallmark of nine- 

teeuth-century writings by Saint-Simonians i n France 

and others on the nature and definition of concepts 

such as progress and development. 



The post-development perspective also has been 

charged with having a romanticized vision of non- 

Western sodeties. It allegedly fails to account for com- 

plex histories (although its scholars claim that this is 

one of their concerns when they examine the total- 

izi~lg hegemonic theories that rely on a universalistie 

logic). Seen through a historical lens, colonial political, 

Cultural, and economic processes left indelible traces 

that have influenced identity [ormation {e.g., Christi- 

anity; class) and that continue to influence the diverse 

historical traiectories of countries in the Global South. 

Thus, for instance, a simple binary representation of a 

’corrupt’ Western and a ’pure and human’ non-West- 

ern knowledge [orm does not capture the nuanced 

and multMayered social reality of post-colonial soci- 

eties. Arguing that post-development theory tails 

in that regard, Christine Sylvester (1999: 709) states: 

’Like most development thinking, it seems devoid of 

a sense of the deoious ways that knowledge has been 

"woflded" by the forces of globalization such that 

local ideas become hybrM. It places faith m new social 

movements the way Marxists did in guerrilla move* 

ments of the 1970s.’ LooNng through a crRical femi- 

nist lens, Sylvester accuses post-development scholars 

of neg].ecting the ways in which ’local struggles, such 

as those that are feminist an~ those that are patdab 

chal, can get in each othm*’s waN work at cross-pur- 

poses, or amplify reactionary elements’ (ibid.). 

Th~s chapter has discussed the main concerns of the 

post-development school and h.ghIighted examples of 
practrces an~ ideas of ’alterna~i~zes to development’. As 
in other schola@ debates, sever.al cotncept.s marl~ th~ 
post-development tradttton. Leadtng among them are 
depohticizaton, universali.srr., and knowledge-power. 

Proponents. of ~rthodox develoD,, t~.,~ories, :~ 
emerged ~n the post-194.5 penodgtended to portray 

countnes ~n the ~~tO institute 
depol~ticized economic and.i~us.trial p:olicles.$i.milar t0 

t~ose used in the Gltbal North. At the.~ame time .EU,O#US 

hstorical ueve~opment towards capitalist modernity ~ 
seen to reoresent the universal.trajectory for all countries 
regardless of their speci.fic hJsto~ical :experiences sudh as 

colon4alism and its attendant economic egacies..Finally, 
erawmq on l~he wo~P, Of Foucault. post-development 

thinkers contendthat aower dynamics underpin ideas 
s~ch as t~ose embodled in development tiseory. From 
their perspective, ideas a~e no~ neutra[: those who nave 
institutional or.other forms of power determine what 

¯ cons2itutes know~edge.: Furlhe~, ideas play a crucial role 

n the reprod:uc~ion of. images and notions such as ’the 
developed’ and ’the devel0oing world.’. 

1. What do scholars mean when they claim that. deve:lopment discourses are ahistoficai and that they 

depoliticize political and econ~mic processes [in the G:lobal.SPUth? 

2..In what ways does a representational sggtern i.nflue.nde deszelOpment policy? 

3. Discuss the link between colonial ideas and post-1945 development discourses? 

4. What historical conditions influenced the rise of post-development thought? 

5. Why is it claimed that the question of knowledge production and circulation is central to students of 

development? 

6. What contributions have ’altemat{ves to development’ f.ramework made to.development studies? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 3:24 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
[afriafam] African Diaspora Lecture with Zina Saro-Wiwa Co-Sponsored by O.A. Si. S 

Diaspora lecture fall 2011 flyer.pdf 

Hello, 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History in collaboration with The Organization for African Students Interests 
and Solidarity, would like to invite you and your members to the upcoming African Diaspora Lecture with award winning filmmaker 
Zina Saro-Wiwa on Tuesday September 20th at 7pm. 
This will be a great event for both students and faculty, and we ask that you kindly forward the message below to your listserv. Please 
read below for more details. The flyer for the event is also attached. 

Thank you, 
Mam Harr Gaye 
O.A. Si.S Co-President 

Please join us on September 20, at 7pm for the Stone Center’s African Diaspora Lecture and Film Screening with award-winning 
documentary filmmaker Zina Saro-Wiwa. 

Zina Saro-Wiwa is a Nigerian-born, groundbreaking experimental and conceptual artist whose work challenges conventional views of 
Africa. 

She is the founder of AfricaLab, a production company dedicated to re-imagining Africa through visual media, principally film and 
art. 

One of her most notable projects is AfricaLab’s first major film project, "This Is My Africa", an award-winning documentary that uses 
the memories and perceptions of 21 Africans and Africaphiles to weave a very different view of the continent. 

The program will include a screening of "This Is My Africa" and discussion with Saro-Wiwa. 

There will also be a lunch earlier that day with Zina Saro-Wiwa. It will take place in the Hitchcock multipurpose room at 12.30pm. 
Please follow the link below to RSVP to the lunch. 

readshee~/ccc?k xnCr~a-7dHJwVkxYRE~ 1R3NCU3N3cmxJN VZPSOE&hl-e~ iU S#2~id:0 

This event is free and open to the public. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:iilists.m~c.ed@~?id=323~l~0g.egTa91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&r~=T&l=a~riafam&o=29903913, or send a 

blank email to leave-29903913-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University- <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Friday, September 16, 2011 4:12 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

Corrected SERSAS Fall 2011 CFP: Conference on 28-29 Oct, Georgia Southern University 

Date: 16 September 2011 

From: Kenneth YVilbum, East Carolina Universl~ <W~LBURNK@ecu.edu> 

Dear SERSASians, 

The CFP for the Fall 2011 SERSAS Meeting posted t~vo days ago contains an error in dates--regrets. As always, the COl~ference will be on Friday and Saturday, 28 al’~d 29 October, not 
Saturday and Sunday, 29 and 30 October. Local al~cangements will be up soon on the SERSAS ~veb site We hope to see many of you at Georgia Southern. 

Ken Wilburn 
Web Editor, SERSAS 

CORR~;CTED 

SERSAS C[~P t;ALI~ 2011 : Conference on 28-29 Oct 2011 

Meeting hosted by Georgia Southern L’niversity, Statesboro, GA, just outside Savaunah Details, directions and recommended accommodation to follow on the SERSAS website: 

http://www ecu.edu/african/sersas/homepa~e htm 

Proposals are recommended to address one of the following workshop themes: 

How do we produce understandings of Africa, with consideration of the border crossings, migrations and intep~entinns that have contributed to the patchwork of compel ling concerns that 
face the Continent in the 21 st century? 

Nearly all disciplinary fields that intersect with A[’rican Studies are attendant to the comple× set of group and national relationships that are shifting, whether melding or dividing. What 
particular border crossings are most informative :[’or our understanding of the people, places, and processes that make up "Africa"? 

We invite proposals :[’or papers and panels that address these and other issues related to the problems of policies, histories and representatinns related to immigration, movements of people, 
refugees, labor issues, policing of borders, xenophobia, and which may bridge into questions of hybrid/border identities and Diasporic flows, historically and during the present period. We 
especially welcome proposals that intersect multiple theoretical, epistemological and ontological divides within African Studies to address cotranon substanuve problems 

SERSAS prides itself on providing a collegial and welcoming atmosphere to all and will provide ~2~r doctoral candidates research presentations in a workshop format. Participants are asked 
to j oin the organizatinn and contribute the $20 membership fee before or at the conference to help defray costs 

DI{AIN~INE FOR SUBiVf[SSION OF P[<OPOSALS IS 14 October 2011. 

All proposals should be submitted online to: 

Dr. Kea Gorden, College of Charleston: GordemK@cofc.edu 

Dr. Aran MacKiunon, University of West Georgia: amackinn@westga.edu 

Program Chairs contact information: 

Dr. Kea Gorden, College of Charleston: GordemK@cofc.edu 

Dr. Aran MacKiunon, University of West Georgia: amackinn@westga.edu 

Dr. Ken Wilbtu-n, East Carolina Univelsi~-: wilbmnk@ecu.edu 

Local Arrangements contact information: 

Dr. Cathy Skicknore-Hess, Georgia Southern University: cskid@georgiasouthern.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yoon, Yeonhee <yeonhee@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16, 2011 4:30 PM 

Fall 2011 Tech Room <fall2011 @list~rv.unc.edu> 

Hazris, Lori <lehar6 @email. unc.edu> 

RE: [fail2011 ] Interactive classroom available for Spring 2012 

Dear Ms. Platz & Mr. Henshaw, 

t tello! Thanks for the information. 

I’d love to have my classes at the interactive classroom for Spring 2012 

because I have make regular use of small group activities, class discussion, or other interactive instructional teclmiques. 

1. Course rubric!number: KOR102{O01), KOR102{O02), KOR204(O02) 

2. Course days/times: MTWTh 10:10:50, 12:00-12:50, 1:00-1:50 
3. 

Name of your department’s scheduling officer: Ms. kori Harris 843-5340 .[g_h__a__r_r_!~ @._e_~!.a__!J_._ .u_n__c_.__e_.d__y- 

Thanks in advance, 

y_~9_r_,_]~ ~__c&e__m ~!_l_:__u__r_,__c_’_.__c_’_4_u__ 

From: Platz, Gina B [gina@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, September 16, 2011 4:01 PM 
To; Fall 2011 Tech Room 
Subject; [fall2011] Interactive classroom available for Spring 2012 

Please read below if you are looking for a classroom for Spring 207[2. 

UNC instructors, 

Do you make regular use of small group activities, class discussion, or other interactive instructional techniques? If so, you may be interested in an 

innovative classroom available during the Spring 2012 semester. 

311 Peabody Hall {seats 48) uses fixed seats that swivel 360 degrees, making it easy to transition between lecture and active learning techniques. The 

design promotes eye contact among students and facilitates instructor movement throughout the room. 

For more information, visit the Classroom Hotline’s information page on 311 Peabody at http://tinyurLcom/Stkmw6p. An evaluation report on the Fall 

2010/Spring 2011 pilot is available there that includes faculty and student perspectives on the classroom. 

There are still slots available for the Spring 2012 semester. If you are interested in teaching in 311 Peabody this spring, please send me the following as 

soon as possible: 

1. Course rubric/number (e.g. ECON 101) 

2. Course days/times 

3. Name of your department’s scheduling officer 

311 Peabody is one of several interactive classrooms that the Center for Faculty Excellence, ITS-Teaching and Learning, and interested academic units are 

reconfiguring during the next year. We will try to keep you notified about these classrooms as they become available. 

bob 

Bob Henshaw 

ITS Liaison to the Center for Faculty Excellence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

bob henshaw@unc.edu 

919 962-99691 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 16, 2011 5:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Quick question 

by all means. I’ll be calling a cormnittee meeting in the near future so we can collectively figure out what needs to be done so far as the curriculum goes. 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-~vnerican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (Igx) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://ww~umass.eduiumpress/spr 97/janken html 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.html 
http :/ /undpress.nd. edu/book/PO07 80 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00723 

From: Sah]e, Eunice N 
Sent: Fri&~y, September 16, 2011 2:58 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Quick question 

Dear Kenneth, 

In light of today’s email, can I direct questions pertaining to the majors/minors requirements to you? There are a couple that have emerged in the last few weeks and I just want to be sure 
about how to move forward. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterweil <os~terwei@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 10:56 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Janna Macy TODAY SUNDAY SEPT 19 at 7pm 

Hello for those of you in town, this event is a really special opportuni~d Free and Open to the Publics 

September 18th ] 7:00 PM ] FedEx Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Anditorium 

"The most remarkable feature of this historical moment on Earth is not that we are on the way to destroying the 

world we’ve actually been on the way tbr quite a while. It is that we are beginning to wake up, as from a 

millennia-long sleep, to a whole new relationship to our world, to ourselves and each other." - Joanna Macy 

Eco-philosopher Joanna Macy, Ph.D, is a scholar of Buddhism, generaJ systems theory and deep ecology. A 
respected voice in the movements for peace, justice and ecology, she interweaves her scholarship with five 
decades of activism. As the root teacher of the Work That Reconnects, she has created a ground-breaking 
theoretical framework/br personaJ and sociaJ change, as well as a powerful workshop methodology for its 
application. 

Joanna Macy will also be giving a small workshop on Monday at 9:30 a.m. There are limited spots. If you are 
interested, email osterwei(~email.unc.edu. 

To learn more, visit www:ioannamacy.net 

Sponsored by the Carolina Seminars, the Department of Anthropology, Latina American Political Imaginaries Working Group, Dept of Relgioius Studies, and the 

Center tbr Ecozoic Studies. 

Best, 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@ema~l.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29909308-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 17, 2011 10:59 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @lis~tserv.unc.edtr"~ 

Woops: I tneant the 18th!Re: [stnwg01] Janna Macy TODAY SUNDAY SEPT 19 at 7ptn 

On Sep 17, 2011, at 10:55 PM, Michal Osterweil wrote: 

Hello for those of you in town, this event is a really special opportunity! Free and Open to the Publics 

September 18th I 7:00 PM I FedEx Global Education Center. Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

"The most remarkable feature offlliS historical moment on Eaxth is not that we are on the way to 

destroying the world we’ve actually been on the way for quite a while. It is that we are 

beginning to wake up, as fiom a Inillennia-long sleep, to a M~ole new relationship to our worl& to 

ourselves and each other." - Joanna Macy 

Eco-philosopher Joanna Macy, Ph.D, is a scholar of Buddhism, general systems theory, and deep 

ecology. A respected voice in the movements for peace, justice and ecology, she interweaves her 

scholarship ruth five decades of activism. As the root teacher of the Work That Recom~ects, she 

has created a ground-breaJaing theoretical framework lbr personal and ~)cial change, as well as a 

powerful workshop methodology Ii~r its application. 

Joanna Macy roll al~ be giving a small workshop on Monday at 9:30 a.m. There are limited 
spots. If you are interested, email osterwei~)emoJl.unc.edu. 

To leaJ~ ~nore, visit www.ioannamacv.net 

Sponsored by the Caxolina Seminm~, the Department of Anthropology, Latina American Political Imaginaries Worldng Group, Dept of Relgioius Studies, 

and the Center for Ecozoic Studies. 

Best, 

Michal 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: os~terwei,@~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29909308- 

12461143.650f464b21 dd8563d 1 dda666d2212265,@~listserv .unc .edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29909317-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, September 18, 2011 8:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: Update - Director of Undergraduate Studies 

I will be on leave for the 11-12 academic year, at time with limited intemet access. For information about the African Studies Center please contact interim director Georges Nzongola or 
associate director Barbara Anderson. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terweil < ~mac.com> 

Sunday, September 18, 2011 12:58 PM 

Osterweil, Micha] -a~sterwei@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Latin AmericaJ~ Political Imaginaxies : DecolonMng Feminisms firs~t meeting 

So it looks fiom the majori~ of responses that FRIDAY SEPT 30 at 12:30 is the best for our first meeting. Please put that on your calendars aM spread the word to 
others who might be interest! 

We;ll email soon with a short reading and the location! 

best, 
Mich~l 

On Sep 12, 2011, at 10:10 AM, Michal Osterweil wrote: 

Hello 

We hope your semesters have s$a(ted out well! 

We axe writing to touch bases so that we can start getting to work on what promises to be a vely exciting topic. As most of you know, we were granted 

$3500 for the proposal we submitted to the Dake-UNC Consortium (I have attached the proposal). (We are still raising additional funds...) 

While we do have many speakers coming, we are also vely much hoping that we can also be a working group that reads and discusses relevant material. 

We were hoping that we could have a first meeting September 29 or 30 to go over and discuss the plan as well as introduce the problematic (we will be 

sending a couple of introductory texts)--so that we can touch bases and go over plans and possibly add in new ones. 

Here is a doodle link so that we can try m find the best possible date ti)r all: http://www.doodle.conv’dzxz9gbx79inqig3 

This meeting roll be open to anyone, we jus~t wanted to write those who pat their nmnes on the proposal before sending oat the larger email., as such 

please respond ASAP. 

Best, 
Michal, Laura and Diana 

<I.API - 2011 - 2012.doc> 

Michal Osterweil, PhD 
Global Studies 

o s~tem,ei(~email.unc.eda 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~’@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 18, 2011 6:46 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Monday meeling 

Hi Eunice, 

Sounds good, see you tomorrow! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday. September 18, 2011 6:25 PM 

To 
Subj ect: RE: Monday meeting 

Dear 

Good to see you too last Monday For most of the morning tomorrow, I have to carry out some tasks foi 
Monday at 11.00am at Jack Sprat 

Best wishes and see you in class. 

Eunice 

Thus, if it is OK with you let’s to meet next 

From 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2011 9:17 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Monday meeting 

Hi Eunice, 

Good to see you in class on Monday I just wanted to follow-up about meeting on Monday before class. What time did you want to meet? I am free so whenever works ~2~r you is ok with 
l~le. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Sunday, September 18, 2011 10:27 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

dkoter@uchicago.edu; glambrig@gwu.edu; klinman@ncdavis.edu; tyson@cohenroberts.com 

CFP: APCG panel at MPSA 2012 

Dear APCG colleagues: 

Good news! For the first time, APCG will sponsor at least one panel at the Mi&vest Political Science Association annual conference in Chicago in April 2012 The call for papers is open: 
panel, paper, and roundtable proposals can be submitted at http://v~vwmpsanet.org/. The deadline for submissions is October 7, 2011. 

When picking which section will review your proposal, keep in mind that there is both an APCG section (#75) and a separate African Politics section (#11). Admittedly, this is somewhat 
confusing, but we are hoping that it ~vill allow us to maximize the quanti~z and quality of Africa-related panels at the conference APCG’s MPSA 2012 cormnittee (Dommika Koter, Tyson 
Roberts, and Kris Imnan) will put together the APCG panel(s), and section chair Gina Lambright (who is also an active APCG member) will put together that section’s panels In reviewing 
proposals, the two sections will work together closely and share proposals back and forth to make sure as many good papers as possible are selected for the conference. 

Let us know if you have aW questions, and we look forward to APCG being at the Midwest in Chicago in April! 

Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte ] Department of Political Science and Public Administration 
9201 Unlversi~ City B[vd ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] t;ax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: https:i/listswiscedu/uTid 40299565.flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&[ apc~&o 16664914 

or send a blank email to leave-16664914~40299565 fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc edu 



Master of Education in School Counseling 
For prospective students interested in pursuing a professional career in K-12 school counseling 

The Master of Education in School Counseling degree at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel ttill prepares candidates for K-12 school counseling licensure in North Carolina. It is a 
full-time, school-based program that builds upon partnerships between the University and public 
schools to connect theoU and practice in successful school counseling. 

The curriculum includes 14 months of course work and field experience that begin in late May 
and conclude in late July of the following year. Students must be full-time and must complete the 
program in sequence. The courses axed field experiences emphasize a strengths-based approach 
within the context of a comprehensive school counseling program model. The field experience 
element of the progran~ runs for a full school year, three days a week, under the supervision of 
both university and school-based mentors. For a more comprehensive review of the program, 
please visit the program website: http:i/soe.unc.edu/academics/med sch counseling/ 

Admission Information 
Graduate School Admission Requirements 

¯ Completed bachelor’s degree from a four-year college or university 

¯ UNC Chapel Hill Graduate School Application completed and on file 
(http:i/soe.unc.edu!services/apply/) 

¯ Graduate Record Examination (GRE) scores 

Supplemental Program Admission Requirements 

¯ Statement of Purpose 

° List of experiences working with young people 
° Letters of reference 

¯ Inte,w-iew 

Deadlines 

¯ Please apply by December 1 for priority consideration. 

° Final deadline for completed applications is JanuaU 15. 

Financial Aid/Assistance 
° Limited opportunities available. 

(http:/!soe.unc.eduiservices/financial_aidigrad.php) and (http:/istudentaid.unc.edu) 

Contact Us 
General Injbrmation: Kellie Belton, belton@email.unc.edu, (919) 966-5266 

Faculty: Dr. Patrick Akos, pta@unc.edu 
Dr. John Galassi, jgalassi@email.unc.edu 
Dr. Dana Griffin, dcg~ffi@email.unc.edu 

Current Students: schoolcounsel@m~c.edu 

School Counseling Program 
School of Education 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3500, Peabody Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 10:15 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Stone Center African Diaspora Lecture and film screening tommorrow at 
7pm 

Award winning filmmaker Zina Saro-Wiwa to deliver 

African Diaspora Lecture tomorrow at 7pro 

Please join us as we welcome multi-talented artist and filmmaker Zina Saro-Wiwa as the guest speaker 

for the Fall 20~.~ African Diaspora Lecture TOMORROW NIGHT (Tuesday) at 7pro. 

Zina Saro-Wiwa is a groundbreaking experimental and conceptual artist whose work challenges conventional views of 

Africa. Born in Nigeria, and brought up in the UK, she worked at the BBC for much of her career. She is currently 

based in New York, and also divides her time between London and Lagos. She is also the founder of AfricaLab, a 

production company dedicated to re-imagining Africa through visual media, principally film and art. 

Saro-Wiwa’s presentation will be paired with the screening of her celebrated documentary film, "This Is Ny Africa." 

The film, which premiered on HBO last year, has won a host of awards and was the first major film project from 

AfricaLab. "This Is [viy Africa" uses the memories and perceptions of 21 Africans and Africaphiles to weave a very 

different view of the continent. It is also one of the best narratives of longing, belonging and remembrance of Africa 

yet seen in a documentary film. Featuring Chiwetel Ejiofor, Colin Firth and Yinka Shonibare among others, the film 

has been shown in festivals, galleries and museums across the U.K., Europe, USA and Africa. 

The screening and discussion are also part of the Stone Center’s on-going Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent 

Film. Both the lecture and film screening are free and open to the public. 

Please invite your friends and networks to attend the event via our Facebook event page: 

http: //www.facebook.com/event.php ?eid= 239952036050500 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29916478 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29916478-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 19, 2011 10:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Your Laptop 

Hi F.unic e, 
Do you have a desktop computer from CCI as well? Thanks for your help, I am trying to get tlais resolved. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

l~ 919.9625824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:26 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

[)ear Agatha, 

Thanks [’or your emails on the laptop. 

Hope these are numbers: 

Lenovo 

ID (shown at the back) 

Yes, my laptop is a CCI one. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:20 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Your Laptop 

Hi Eanice, 
If you could, please send me the model number and serial number of your laptop, because I’d like to double check the warranty status. Is the laptop a CCI machine (we get new coraputers 
every 3-4 years and these are the CCI ones), from other funds in the department, or your personal computer’.’ 

Thanks, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
p. 919.9622788 
~ 919962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 11:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Your Laptop 

Thanks Eunice, 
How many years ago? 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

I~ 919.9625824 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:08 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

Hi Agatha, 

Thanks fur your efforts. Yes, I have a desktup cumputer in the office that was installed ur su years ago. I use the Laptup 12~r all my wurk especially lectures and research 

Once again thanks. 

Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Munday, September 19, 2011 10:49 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

Hi Eunice, 
Do you have a desktop computer from CCI as well? Thanks 12~r your help, I am trying to get this resu[ved. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Th~sday, Scptember 15, 2011 11:26 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

Dear Agatha, 

Thanks for your emails on the laptop 

Hope these are numbers: 

gelmvo 

ID (sho~vn at the back)- 



Yes, my laptop is a CCI one. 

Many thanks. 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:20 AM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: Your Laptop 

Hi Eanice, 
If you could, please send me the model number and serial number of your laptop, because I’d like to double check the warranty status. Is the laptop a CCI machine (we get new coraputers 
e-,~ery 3-4 years and these are the CCI ones), from other funds in the departnrent, or your personal computer? 

Thanks, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 11:28 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Talks by Zina Saro-Wiwa and Bereket Sela~ssie this week 

Please join us tbr these events this week: 

African Diaspora Lecture and Screening 

Zina Saro-Wiwa 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011, 7 PM 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, UNC-CII 

The Stone Center’s Fall 2011 At?ican Diastx~ra Lecture will be delivered by Nigefian-Ix~m multi-media, multi-genre artist Zina Sa~o-Wiwa. Saro-Wiwa is a 

groundbreaking experimental aa~d conceptual artist whose work challenges conventional views of the continem. This Is ~/y A~[~ica is an award- wimling documental., 

film directed and produced by ZinaSayo-Wiwa and it will be shown during the talk. This Is~#y AJbica is a sensitive, nuanced and elegaic meditation on the meanings 
that people attach to the continent. Free. Please Contact: The Stone Center (919) 962-9001 for more information. 

Carolina Seminar 

Dr. Bereket Selassie 
The Broken Pro~nise: Eritrea’s Post-Independence Road to Autocracy 

Thursday, September 22, 2011, 6:30-9 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Dr. Bereket Selassie, of the African and Afico-American Studies Department at UNC- Chapel ttill, will present a talk ba~d on his new book llZoundedNation: [tow 

a Once Promising Eritrea ~Va.s’ Belr@~ed andlts Futltre Compromised This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in Aikic~m Ecolo~ and Social Processes. This 

working group is comprised of Triangle area lhculty and graduate studenks. Each month’s meeting is an intbrmal gathering for sharing research and discussing 

contemporary issues in Ati-ica. Light dinner is served. Open to all area t~culty and graduate students in a~y discipline. Free. Plea~ Contact: Amelia DeFosset 

da~lelia~)e~noAl.unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewaii 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coordinator 

African St~K~ies Cente~ 

UNC-ChaDel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewail@emaii.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 19, 2011 11:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Your Laptop 

Hi Eumce, 
This is fine, exactly what I am looking for! 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

I~ 919.9625824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:30 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

Eli Agatha, 

The Laptop is from the last swap process which I think was in 2007 or 2008 (I am not sure) The Desktop is fi’om my earl?" days here - either 2004 - 2005 - and was not updated last time around 
because each of us had to pick either a laptop or desktop I hope this is not confusing and I am so sorry that I cannot remember the actual years 

Thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:09 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

Thanks Eunice, 
How many years ago? 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:08 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

Hi Agatha, 

Thanks for your eft,arts Yes, I have a desktop computer in the office that was installed or so years ago I use the Laptop tbr all my work especially lectures and research. 

Once again thales 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 10:49 



To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

Eli [ffunice, 
Do you have a desktop computer from CCI as well? Thanks Jf~r your help, ! am trying to get this resu[ved. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Scptenrber 15, 2011 11:26 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Your Laptop 

Dear Agatha, 

Thanks for your emails on the laptop 

Hope these are numbers: 

genovo 

ID (sho~vn at the back) - 

Yes, my laptop is a CCI one. 

Many thanks. 

Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:20 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Your Laptop 

Hi Eunice, 
If you could, please send me tl~e model number and serial number of your laptop, because I’d like to double check the warran~ status Is the laptop a CCI machine (we get ne~v computers 
eve~z 3-4 years and tl~ese are the CCI ones), from other funds in the department, or your personal computer? 

Thanks, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department uf African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB//3395 

University of Nurth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.9622788 
t2 919962.5824 



ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP PROGRAM FELLOWSHIPS 2012-2013 

The Institute for the Arts and Humanities is now accepting applications and nominations for the 2012-2013 Academic 
Leadership Program (ALP), due .~’..~".~!~L.~. 

The ALP helps prepare and support current and emerging academic leaders at UNC. Eight Fellows selected annually 
from units throughout the University engage in a series of activities to help them develop leadership skills, clarify their 
career commitments, build a leadership network within the campus and extend their contacts to other leaders beyond 
the University. 

During the ALP fellowship year, activities include: 

- A week of leadership training with the Center for Creative Leadership in Greensboro, N.C., one of the 
nation’s most respected leadership development organizations. Fellows participate in CCL programs with 
senior executives from the military, government, business and the not-for-profit sector. 

- Weekly seminars in the spring semester in which faculty discuss critical issues facing the university and 
formulate possible responses. 

- Opportunities to meet with senior leaders inside and outside the University. 

- Two overnight retreats focused on career development, leadership skill assessment and the creation of a 
personal vision. 

ALP Fellows continue to engage in leadership activities following their seminar semesters by participating in monthly 
forums with their colleagues; attending additional workshops, short courses and seminars on advanced topics in 
academic leadership; participating in conferences and workshops for all Fellows from all years on topics of concern 
to faculty and the University; and meeting with University and state leaders to discuss important issues facing the 
University. 

Academic Leadership Fellows, and their nominators/recommenders, must be tenured faculty members at UNC- 
Ohapel Hill. Because the ALP requires a significant time commitment, a flexible use stipend of $5,000 is provided 
each participant. 

NOMiNATiONS AND APPLICATIONS 

Self Nominations: 
To apply directly to the ALP, download the two-page 
application form available on the IAH website and submit it 

online to http://iah.unc.edu/programs/leadership- 
pj:__o_gr___a____m_____s_!___a__p_p__!y~__.. 

Please note that you will be asked to designate a 
reference on your application who will also need to 
submit a recommendation on your behalf by November 1. 

To Nominate Others: 
To nominate someone else to the ALP, please download the 
two-page nomination/recommendation form available on 
the IAH website and submit it online to 
.b__t__t_p_:!_/i a h. u nc. ed u _i~_r___o_g_r__a___m__s_~___Le___a____d____e___r__s____h_j_p_: 
~_r___o_gr___a_____m____s_Z__n____o__[~__i___n___a___t___e__. 

Please note that your nominee will also be asked to fill out 
and submit an individual application by November 1. 

For more information, contact: 
Jeanine Simmons 
IAH Coordinator for Faculty Programs 

(919) 843-5464 
ieanine.simmons@unc.edu 

Kim Strom-Gottfried 
IAH Associate Director for the ALP 
(919) 962-6495 
stromgot@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <ctk@unc.edu; 

Monday, September 19, 2011 12:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Carolina Cares Cmnpaign - Don’t forget CFK! 

Are you UNC Faculty or Staff? 
if so, you shoutd have received information about UNC’s 

Carotina Cares, Carotina Shares Campaign fast week. 

Carotina for Kibera (CFK) is a participating charity in the 

campaign. Ptease consider making a gift to CFK through your 

workptace gi\4ng this year. 

3 great reasons to give to Carolina for Kibera 
I. Invest in remarkable young leaders. Young peopte in Kibera 

aren’t so different from students here at UNC. They are 

ambitious, tatented and eager to make a contribution in the 

wortd. The difference? Youth in Kibera tack opportnity to reatize 

their potenitat. Your gift witt hetp buitd a better future for youth 

in the targest stum in East Africa. 

2. Supporting CFK means suporting UNC faculty and 

students. CFK contributes to the academic and research goats 

of UNC by partnering with facutty and students to innovate new 

sotutions to some of the greatest chattenges of urban stums. 

3. CFK is rooted in the Carolina community. Started by a UNC 

atum, CFK’s work in Kibera, Kenya is an extension of the spirit 

of gtobat citizenship and service at Carotina. 

Invest in Kibera. Consider making a donation to 

Carolina for Kibera today. 

Learn more about CFK on our website 

Carolina for Kibera I 301 Pittsboro Street CI3 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 +1 (919) 962-6362 I cfk~unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EduTourism <info@edutonrism.co> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 12:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtp 

EdnTourism - Free vacation ottbr for professors! 

Tourism - latin-america Free Vacation offer FOR PROFESSOR! 

We create educational opportunities for U,So and Canadian university profs and students who wish to 
travel abroad, We facilitate this process by providing cukural and scenic locations and accommodations 
in various South American cities during the US/Canadian spring/summer months and Dec/Jan, 

We focus on matching students with profs who will teach U,S,iCanadian university accredRed or J] o J]II 
accredited classes in our South American locations, 

At this momenL ET is assembling it’s calendar of course offerings for Dec 201]./i]an 2012 and 
Spring/Summer 2012o 

The class may be conducted in one of the following South American cities: Medellin or Santa 
Colombia in Dec 2011/Jan 2012~ The 2012 spring/summer schedule w@ include Cartagena, Mede~lin 
and Santa Marta in Colombia and Lima, Peru, 

The location and class schedule is d~e Professor’s choice° 

HErE ~S WHAT YOU GET; 
Airfare for the PrOfSo 
Quality hotel accommodations and facilities for the duration of the class° 
Two extensive buffet style meals per day° 

HNRE I5 WHAT YOU NEND TO DO," 
Provide a proposed course description. You may propose an accredited or non-accredited class, 
Professors’ proposing accredited classes w@ be @yen top priority, 
Send ET an emaH Hst oF potential students and ET w@ forward the mh3i site hffo to d~ose students~ 
Akernatively, the Prof may forward ET% mini site info to the students, 

.~i Learn More 



Santa l’,’larta’scoloniafcity, combines with new concrete buitdings~ and beautifulbeaches, making this i ~:: 

r,’h~rta ~s a~so the g~ace to ergan~ze a trip te (:~udad Perd~da, Tayro[~a’s great pre~H~spa[~c city, These 
amazing isatara~ parks are a great destination For hikers and ~a~ure ~overs. 

The climate ~s hot, ])ut the sea breeze, especially h’, the evenh~g, coo~s the city a~d makes ~t p]easar~t ....... 
to wander about, or to s~ over a beer or juice in any of the isumerous open-air waterfront car@s, 

Apply Now! 

peaks, there seem to be s~um~h’~g views wherever you ~ook, With mild temperatures year~rom~d 
]~lede~i@n deserves the n~ckn~m~ ’City of E~erna] Spring.’ A dynamic economy, driven by the h~ge textile 
~dustrv as we as very br sk bus ~eds ~ cLt f owers, ~ e ps s~ pport a I~ve]y c~l~ural scene, Even ~n ~ltra 

frier~diy’ Cobmbia, ~he peopk~ of Nedel~ir~ are kr~own For their graciousness and warmth~ f-ledeH~n ~s also 

knewn for ~t’s beaut~fu~ women stud is cow, sidereal the Tange cag~ta~ of m)rther~ South America, 

Apply Now! 

.~i Cartagens~ Col,smbls 



A f~iry-~ale city o1: romance, legends and sheer be,~uty, C~rt~gen~ de ~nd~as ~s an addictive p~ce ~h~ 
c~n be har~ to escape. T~ke ~me out ~o rd~x ~t one of C~rt~gen~’s m~rw open-air ¢:~f~s, prime 
v~ewing spots to watch the parade of horse-dr~wn c~rri~ges, fasMon~Me ~oc~]s ~nd mystified toudsts~ 
C~rt~gena ~s a~so known for ~he "ON City", be~ches ~nd night ]Fe~ We w~l~ probably be Io~¢ng ~n 
Bocagrande or d~e Old C~y. 

Apply Now! 

...... Peru 

Lima may net wear its beasures on its sleeve, but peel back ~he foggy layers and you’ll Find pre- 
Columbian temples s~tth’u~ silently amid condominium high-rises, Vestiges of co~oniM mansions proudly 
d~splay lavish, Moodsh-s~yle balconies, And, here ~nd there, graceful modernist structures channe~ 
~rch~ecture"s most hopefu~ era. Zt’s a cu~ur~ phantasmagoria with a profusion of exceptional eateries, 
from humble ~o high-brow, a~i p~rt of a g~s~ronomic revoluUon more th~n 400 ye~rs in the m~king, 

::X:: Contact Us 

Apply Now! 

If you would like to be deleted fiom our ma~ling lisl, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edtc> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 1:04 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

My Lost LibmD’ -- in the Chronicle of Higher Education 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
http:llchronicle.comlarticlelMy-Lost-Library/128975/ 
The Chronicle Review 

Top of Form 

Bottom of Form 

September 18, 2011 

My Lost Library Books, exile, and identity 

Description: Description Description: Description: 

Description: Dascription: My Lost Libra,’ 2 

Duke Photography 

Ariel Dorfman in the Duke U. library, holds a copy of 3ulio Cortfizar’s masteqpieee, Raguela (Hopseoteh). The book was given to hitn by the author when Dorfman 

arrived in Paris, having lost his copy when he fled Chile in 1973. 

B~J A rid Do~:flman 

In the ninth year of my exile, one sullen day in the winter of 1982, the phone rang in our house in Bethesda, Maryland. When I heard the voice on the other end of 

the line, I tried to control my pank’.. I had learned by then that whenever anyone called me or lny wife, ±\atg~liea, from my forbidden country, Chile, then in the 

throes of General Pin oehet’s dietatmship, it had to be bad news. 

The worst moment of each call was, paradoxically, before I got the alarming news about death or disappearance or torture. In the split seconds between 

identifying the voice in Chile and that w_~k’.e speaking up and identifying the victim, a sense of th’ead would spread inside, a gFowth hea~ with a soon-to-be- 

answered question: Who is it this time? ! filled that momentary void with faces and possibilities and suffefin&s, and, worse still, hoped that it would be someone I 

did not know, somebody else’s friend or mother or comrade, and almost immediately berated myself for that hope, as if only my pain mattered amid so much pain 

in the world. That whirlwind of moral confusion lasted only those scant seconds, but it tainted what I then heard. It left me exhausted and bereft even before I was 

told anything concrete. 

The caller that day in the winter of 1982 was Santiago Larraln, a member of the resistance whose task was to clandestinely collect and transmit information about 

repression in Chile, so I couldn’t help wondering whether this was some personal tragedy, whether his wife, Mafalda, was in trouble.... But the initial, eustomat~ 

words ("Ariel? Tengo mdas notieias. I’ve got bad news."), were followed by a smorise. 

The victim was not a human being. It was my library. 

Over the past week, Santiago explained, ton’ential rains had made the Mapoeho Rivet" breach its banks, canying with it houses, bridges, and roads, as well as a 

shed ne~ to their home, up in the hills, where he and Mafalda had generously offered to store a hundred boxes of my books. 

Wou’ve lost half your library," Santiago said. "I’m so sorry." 



E 
n la rK_e. I r,q a 9__e. ...... 

~i Description: Description: 
Description: Description: 

Description: Description: My Lost 

Libra ~, 1 

"HaK my library’? La mitad?" 

’a2es. We still have fifty, boxes, I think. Some of the books are damaged, caked with mud. We’t~ lx’ying to d~$" them out, but a good many seem to be in fine shape. 

A bit mus~, maybe, but probably retrievable." 

And that’s when the exchange took an even stranger turn. 

Something close to exhilaration ove~svhelmed me, and I spent the next minutes comforting my friend, as if it had been his librat)’ rather than mine that had been 

wrecked--not allowing myself, uncharacteristically, a morsel of self-pity. 

After I hung up, I sat there for a while in our home in Bethesda, musing about this lack of senfimentalii7 regarding the librat3~ that had formed the cornerstone of 

my life. Was it because those books had vanished for me before that telephone call, had been taken from me forever, in effect, the day I had been forced to flee 

Chile after the 1973 militat~ coup? Was it that I had already mourned their disappearance during the bleak nights of banishment as I reviewed the exact ethereal 

order in which certain favorite tomes were lodged on a shelf, and they had begun to fade fl’om my life. when, day after day, I was unable to open one page, consult 

one note, look up one scene from Shakespeare or Cervantes I had earmarked? Was it [hat Santiago Larrain’s call had made me realize that, in spite of all that 

longing and love, I had ceased to really believe in the existence of that library" anymore, that I had given it up for dead, that I never expected to hold in my hands 

even one of those books again? 

So maybe my bizarre sense of animation came from gratefulness. Yes, I was grateful to that river for savaging my most prized possessions. It was as if inside that 

much larger, ~nore destructive flood of histot5~ that had ex~?osed my life and left me naked, this Chilean rising of the waters had rescued the librat5~, had oddly 

made it tangible for me once more. Instead of bewailing the half that had been lost forever, something in me rejoiced at the resurrection of what I had given up for 

dead. 

And yet, even if the library had turned into a ghostlike mirage, a phantom I could not touch, verses I could not read or essays I could not meditate on, it had 

determined, in ~’eat measm’e, out’ first years in exile. 

We were in the most dire need during the period immediately after the coup. ttaving escaped death in Chile and possessed by the need to give all I could to the 

straggle for democracy in tny land, driven as well by the guilt of having sm~dved the onslaught, I had accepted without resets~ations--and without any sort of 

financial aid--the assignment from the leaders of the opposition to General Augnsto Pinoehet to settle in Paris, where the resistance had decided to install its main 

network of press and culture abroad. 

Without a job, and with no health care for the family, precariously residing in a series of rotating apartments loaned by friends frotn the world of solidarib~, 

of the police because I was in France on a phony student visa, supplementing my scant in come from my books with Ang~liea’s babysitting and English lessons 

given to youngsters with atrocious Gallic accents, I knew that it made sense for us to sell our bungalow on Vatieano Street back in Santiago, a house that had been 

my pm~nks’ gift to the neM~vweds. 

If we resisted putting on the market the only thing of value we still owned, the only thing that could relieve our economic distress and tide us over until the time 

when the dictatorship would fall and we would return triumphantly to our liberated land, it was because of the librat7. 

Those books, full of scribbled notes in the margins, had been my one luxm3~ in Chile, emnpanions of my intellectual voyages, tny best friends in the world. During 

democratic times, before the militat3~ takeover, I had poured any disposable income into that libra,% augmenting it with hundreds of volumes my doting parents 

acquired for me. It was a collection that over, owed in every impossible direction, piling up even in the bathroom and the kitchen. 

It was a daily comfort, in the midst of our dispossession in exile, to imagine that cosmic biblioteea back home, gathering nothing more lethal than dust. That was 

my tree sell my better self, that was the life of reading and writing I aspired to, the space where I had been at my most creative, penning a prize-winning novel, 

many short stories, innumerable at"deles and poems and analyses, in spite of my own doubts as to whether literature had any place at all in a revolution where 

reality" itself was more challenging than my wildest itnaginings. To pack the books away once we fled from the eountt3’ would have been to acknowledge our 

wandering as everlasting. Even buying a book was proof that we intended to stay away long enough to begin a new library. 

"We need a French-Spanish dictionary," Angelica would say to me as we roamed the outdoor bookstalls along the rue de Sebastopol. "Look, here’s a used one, not 

in bad shape." 

"I have six in Chile," came tny unwavering answer, embellishing tny predicament as usual, but not inflating the number by that much--four maybe, four in Chile 

that I had rarely opened, and none in France, where we would have needed to cheek a dictionary several times a day. ttow do you say in the language of Camus 

and Foueault that we were fucked? 

Nous sommesfoutus, that’s how, that’s what we were, one phrase we had learned, heard too many times over. 

That the books would be waiting for zne in Santiago gave tne one eertaintT, one anchor, in the evet~shifting swamp of exile. A eertaint7 that was not delusional, as 



so mueh is when you are far from home. A eertainty that I gleaned from an eyewitness, a messenger who eame from Chile. 

In August 1974, I had arranged for Jean-Pierre Clere, a journalist and friend from Le Monde, to visit my eountx>" and seeretly intexs’iew one of the leaders of the 

resistance, Jaime Oazmuri, the seex~tax3~ general of the MAPU, the revolutionm3~ par~ I belonged to. The international media had been full of depx~ssing tales of 

death and agony leaehing out of Chile--not a bad tactic to isolate the dietatorship and get it eondetnned in all manner of diplomatie bodies, but missing had been 

news of how, underneath the eonspieuous eountx?- of terror M~ere Pinoehet seemed to exercise total control, a second country of defiance was growing. Le 

Monde knew that it would be a seoop to speak with someone who was resisting under the shadow of the death squads. But the editoxs also wanted to know if we 

could guarantee the safet3~ of their eorrespondent. 

"Jean-Pierx~ is as safe in Santiago as he would be in Paris," I said. "We have hundreds of cadres dedicated to making sure the seex~taxT general of our party is 

seeure." I t was a bluff, a blind leap of faith. I had no idea if this operation involved three militants or the hundreds I had invented. 

It turned out that Jean-Pierre eompleted his mission brilliantly. The interview was published on September 11, 1974--the first anniversaxy of the eoup--on the 

front page of Le Monde and then syndieated worldwide. Rereading that report all these years later, I’tn impressed with Oazmuri’s foresight. He might be 

elandestine himself, our party leader said, but the way’ to overthrow Pinoehet was mostly above ground. The resistanee would start oeeupying--no matter the 

cost--the suffaee of the eountx3~, strangling the dictatorship with thousands of initiatives, exereising demoeraey in evex3’day life and aetivities until we won our 

freedom bac’k. 

A few days after Jean-Pierre’s return from Chile, he invited us to his home for a debriefing session. 

It was good to see Santiago again, if only through ,Jean-Pierre’s eyes, the bizarre noxrnaley that suffused the eity as if nothing were amiss, no torture ehambexs, no 

seeret police. A woman from our par~ had eontaeted him, set up a rendezvous. Wedged into the baek seat of a ear, where he wore opaque glasses that bloeked his 

vision, he had to change ears three times before arriving at his destination. 

,Jean-Pierre would stop onee in a while to depict a member of the network and then ask us, "Is this anyone you might reeognize?" We would press him for more 

details. My eyes would meet Ang~liea’s, wondering silently if ~naybe that pex~on eould be ... and then we both let the name dangle, did not dare ~nention it, but her 

eyes and my eyes were saying yes, it was somebody we knew. 

"As for Oazmuri," Jean-Pierre said, "I’ve been asked by your eomrades not to deseribe him. tte’s changed his appearanee significantly. But let me tell you this. 

Pinoehet doesn’t have to get him--cigarettes will do the j ob. He stnoked nonstop during the three hours of our intexwiew. Must have gone through several packs." 

"Can you deseribe the house?" 

"Unpretentious, with only a front yard, I think, not veto" large, though I eould barely see through the window, but there was the tnost wonderful, what do you eall 

it,jaearandd tx>e outside the front door. And the room where Gazmuri was sitting on a eoueh, it seemed like a librax3~. In faet the whole house was like a 

seeondhand bookstore. There were books everywhere, not a wall without a bookease. Even in the kitehen--the woman who acted as our hostess, a dark-skinned 

woman, slender, with long blac’k hair, matched by eyes of the same eolor, well, she invited us into the kitchen to have some coffee--even there I found books." He 

looked at us quizzieally. "Maybe you’ve been to that house?" 

Ang~liea touehed my foot under the table. 

"I don’t think so," she said. 

"Tell thetn about the bathroom," Jean-Piex~’e’s wife ehipped in. 

"Oh, the bathroom. It was painted all in orange. With a gigantie poster of Bob Dylan, the one with his hair like a rainbow in flames." 

"Not any~here I’ve been," I answered. "I’m sure I’d remember a bathroom like that one." 

We had painted that bathroom orange omselves one hilax~ous Sunday in Santiago, and the hostess in our o~n home was none other than Angb.liea’s sister .area 

Maria, and the woman who had first eontaeted our journalist friend seemed to be Antonieta Saa, Ang61iea’s cousin--both of them were involved, we knew, in 

underground activities. But we had not an inkling until then that Ana Maria, who was living in our bungalow on Vatieano, was leading a double existence, like in 

one of those movies from oeeupied Franee during the Second World War. It worried us, naturally, but at the same time it took some of the edge off our 

tribulations in Paris to think that our house was being used by the resistanee. 

And now .amg~liea and I had another reason for not selling the house. It was not merely to save my librax?---or my idea of it, in fact--but our distant eontribution 

to the resistance. 

Several years later, when our eireumstanees beeame even more drastically difficult, when we were stranded in the States, again without work and again without 

permanent legal status and by then ready to admit that Pinoehet was not going to fall tomorrow or the day after, and that we needed some modieum of stabilib~ 

after seven years of wandering in Europe, the house was sold and the books wex~ boxed and, eventually, that eall had eome from Santiago Lax’raln with news of the 

death and resurreetion of my libraxy. 

It was not until 199o, when the return to demoeraey in Chile allowed us a return that we thouglxt would be permanent, that I was reunited with the remainder of 

my books, began to unpac’k the boxes in the house we had bought in Santiago. 

tIow often, during the years of roving, had I not dreamed of the day when I would hold in my hands the first book of my lost library, plaee it back on a shelf, turn 

and reach for the next one, untouehed dm~ing all those years, thmnb it, read a eouple of lines, glide into those pages and find a note seribbled in the margin by my 



younger self, and then look up as if roused from a delirium, the next volume calling for rediscovery, how often had this future been evoked? 

But the rendezvous with mi biblioteea did not quite turn out the way I had imagined, 

Tt~m, reading fl’om here and there in my library was like taking a trip in a time machine. Every volume I dug out of its box, saved fl’om the soldiers and the deluge, 

offered me an expedition to the past, a geological inquiU into the layers of the life I used to live, a way of communing with the eyes and mind of the boy, and the 

adolescent, and then the young man who slipped into the covers of this novel or that tt’eatise on philosophy, meeting old friends again. Madame BovaU and 

Alyosha Karamazov and Aeneas and aoseph K and Gilgamesh and Electra and that old fool Polonius accompanied me once more, though not quite as when I last 

left them; since we were last together I had learned something about dead bodies and betrayals and ethical distress. To mad Dante in Chile in 1990, after having 

tasted the bread of exile, could not be like yes terday, when I believed I’d live and die in the eoun try of my choice. 

I remember picking up a volume by aulio Cort’azar, pausing at one of my favorite stories, "La Autopista del Sur," which I read before I ever me t him, before we 

ever sat down to listen to Bessie Smith in his apartment near Les Halles, before the day he confided in me that he was leaving Ugn~ and had fallen in love with 

Carole, before we s tepped together into the sea of Zihuatanejo. I skimmed through that story again, remarking on my sera&gly annotations in the mat,gins, the 

same handwriting then, at the age of 994, as now (some things, amazingly, stW the same), and the shock of recognition: Corthzar subjects a group of voyagers, 

returning by ear to Paris one evening, to a colossal traffic jam, one that lasts for over a year, asks what would happen if they had to live in their vehicles and 

endure winter and hunger, reduced, as were the earliest hmnans, to nothing other than their bodies and their solidari .ty. What would they discover about 

themselves once some mysterious force threw an apocalyptic monkey wrench into the cogs of dvilization, making us question where we are going and why and 

with whom? Cort’azar’s propheey, itself springing fl’om the nostalgia for the primitive and ghostly that informs the vision of so many antibourgeois artists fl’om the 

Romantics onward, infot~aaed my critique of Chilean sodety and the forced march to modernization that Pinoehet had inaugurated, turning us into a greedy 

nation of eonsumers with little sense of the common good. Corthzar had taught me that there persisted a mythical, magical Chile lm’king underneath or behind or 

beyond the evewday, haunting the ordinau, challenging the conventional. And yet, nearby, in that lost, submerged libraw, my annotated Mat~ and Descartes, 

Asimov and Sarmiento, also awaited me inside books that proclaimed the need to tame nature. I had also been formed in that other tt’adition, the one that 

underseores the intportanee of sdenee and progress. 

Those books contained, therefore, the metaphors and paradigms and characters fl’om which I could never be expelled, a vast imaginaW that would always be 

mine. It was there that I had learned a long time ago, in the boundless pages of that librau, to become cosmopolitan--Diogenes was alive in the passage where he 

invented that word derived from cosmos andpolit&, a citizen of the universe, someone who does not have to feat’ exile beeause, gloriously homeless, he belongs 

only to his thoughts and to what is eminently human. I wondered if that was why I had gone back to Chile. To dust off the pre-Soeraties, to dip again into the 

classics, to recall that Socrates, according to an essay by Montaigne, said he was not fl’om Athens but from the world. To acknowledge that when I first read those 

words I didn’t really understand thmn as I ultimately did after decades of roving, so ~nueh ~nade ~nore sense now, that on rite same day that I could visit the women 

of the desaparecidos, the disappeared, protesting that even though democracy had returned to Chile, their husbands were still missing, still without graves, on 

that veW afternoon I could return home and read of Antigone’s determination to buW her brother. 

But the collected plays of Sophocles were not just spit~itual passports to the universe. They were also, alas, inside an object to be disinterred, hefty" and material 

and, above all, ditty’. The words inside might shine, but the pages that carried them were caked with the dust of their own transitoW flmera]. I couldn’t read 

Em~ipides or Plato until I’d wiped down the books in which they resided, whet’e they had established their residence, unless I’d cleaned up the residnes left behind 

by time and the river. Yes, Thomas Wolfe was also hem, I’d read him before I had an inkling that I’d establish myself for so lon g in the North Carolina where he 

was born, the state where I write these memories, remembet~ing that I told myself wryly that I wouldn’t be able to look homeward with his angel until my muscles 

and fingers had done some exercise. 

Though not alone. 

About four hout.~ after I had started on my labors, I came down with an asthma attack. The previous evening I had already been left dizzy by the noxious smog of 

Santiago, the third time in as many weeks. The return to Chile in ~99o was not only the joy of devouring the empancdas and seafood of my adolescence, not only 

the familiar slang in the streets and the even more familiar smiles of my family and friends. It was also the mad miasma in my lungs, the crushing headaches, the 

substandard gasoline, the buses belching fumes, the misguided industrialization of decades exacerbated by the anything-goes dictatorship and the public 

indifference to the environment and, of course, the mountains that I loved and missed so much, the mountains hemming in that foul air, exacting revenge on rite 

descendants of the conquistadores who came to despoil and celebrate the legendaw valley of Santiago. 

The heaving beast in my lungs had subsided by the time I awoke the next morning, but the spores in the books fet~’eted their way into me soon enough, so that by 

noon an allergic reaction endangered the Great Rescue. At that rate, of a few minutes of work a dw, it was going to take me, I thought, more weeks to dean up my 

libraW than it had taken Tolstoy to write about the battle of Borodino, maybe longer than Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow, which I was itching to read again in 

the Constance Oarnett translation. I would glance at a description of Pierre watching the slaughter and then sneeze, read another line about Pierre’s yearning for 

Na~sha and then dab my eyes, and so it would have continued if salvation had not come at the hands of a spindly ~’)-year-old lad with a shudder of unruly black 

hair and dean olive skin. 

Miguel was at our house with his father, a stonemason summoned by AngSlica to covet’ the exposed bricks in my youngest son Joaquin’s be&’oom so tiny spiders 

and bugs wouldn’t emep out and attack our boy, who also happened to be m. Migud should have been in school, but I suspected that he’d been pulled out of the 

system, that his dad wanted him to start working--not that he was much good as an apprentiee, as the kid kept floating away from the masonu job to eontemplate 

me pounding the soil away fl’om a binding and then absorbed in one of William Blake’s poems and then un estornudo and a similar operation with Rilke, and I can’t 

remember now quite how or when it happened. It would have been narratively appropriate if it had been when I was trying to salvage Oliver Twist. All I know is 



that Miguel suddenly appeared with a rag, given to him by tny wife. Concerned by my health, she had instructed Miguel to sit &~wn on one of the boxes on the red- 

tiled tet~’aee of our patio and make himself useful. And so he began taking out books, scrubbing each one at a clip lO times faster than an~hing I eo~fld 

accomplish, weighted down as I was with asthma and curiosity and my hankering for a repetition of the pleasures of le temps retrouv~. 

He ended up being my assistant until I finished cleaning and elassil~ing all the books in the week it took us to clean up rite librat3~, a bright kid, quickly able to 

organize like-minded books in piles that I eo~fld then t~aeeommodate in relative order on the wooden boards of my rapidly filling stud~v. It was not a strict division 

of labor in which the boy sweated away and I read select stanzas lounging on a couch, because I also got my fingernails filthy, but it was my aide-de-camp who 

bore the main burden of that toil, though I don’t doubt that he was happy as he plugged away, especially when the talk turned to the books themselves. 

Besides making mot~ money in those horns than he’d earn for the t~st of the month (his father probably didn’t pay him at all), Miguel was receiving the t,adiments 

of a literat3~ education, othet~’ise denied to him by the accident of his birth. He was avid for the stories embedded under the covers, which I transmitted to him 

from time to time as he wiped away the grime with fruition. Miguel would nod, frowning with concentration when I recited some lines frmn Net"ada or told him a 

fable by ,Jorge Luis Borges. Borges whose work I loved in spite of his having been decorated by Pinoehet, Borges who wrote about a library as infinite as the 

universe but never once eot~jured up a child scrubbing his Fieeiones on a sunny day in winter, never once stopped to think that the intellectual delectations of 

eternit3~ and avatars could be denied to a boy like Miguel because of what that vet3~ general inflicted on my country, never realized, my dear Borges, that if there 

had not been a coup and Allende, out’ democratic president, had not been overthrown, Miguel would inhabit a nation where his future, as a reader and as a worker, 

would have been diametrically different. 

I did not expect to be using the setw-iees of anyone like Miguel. In fact, I had said as much at a dinner five or six days before I had started that campaign to retrieve 

my books. Our host, Antonio Skflrmeta, author of Il Postino and one of my closest friends, upon hearing of my latest tribulations (I had spent a whole morning 

flitting to offices scattered across the eit3~ in order to retrieve a package from my editor at Viking in New York), suggested that if he and I and maybe another 

writer pooled our resources, we could shat~ a ’~unior" who could run out’ errands and would be better off working for us than begging on the streets or selling 

asparagus one day and trinkets tnade in Hong Kong the next. I launched into an ~Mielesque tirade about our fraudulent sets’iee soeie~, its toots in the semifeudal 

past, why we assumed that so many of the poor were automatically supposed to do our bidding--and added that I wouldn’t pander to such eN)loitation. My yeats 

abroad had taught me to unshackle myself from this sort of bond. A prodigious speech, but less than a week later, I had engaged my very own private helper. 

Though not for long. The library cleansing finally eatne to its end, and I found myself sending Miguel offwith an extra-large tip and some books. And then, 

disturbed though I might have been that this was all I could do for him, I went on to indiflge my fancy with other Miguels t~maining behind with me: Miguel de 

Cets’antes and Miguel ~mgel Asturias and Miguel Street by Naipaul and, of eomse, Michel de Montaigne. 

What did he say, my Michel, about poverty and the mind? 

I shuffled through the cold to the ahnost-full librat5~ attd found the Essais, perched close to 1~. luard and Rabelais, I opened the volmne until I came to the phrase 

underlined by a fmious pencil that once had been mine: "Poverty of goods is easily cured; poverb, of the mind is irreparable," words I had already designated as 

notable from Montaigne yeats befot~ I had lived through a revolution and a military takeover and all those years of exile. 

When I had first read that line, memorized it, repeated it to tnyself, I actually believed it was possible to cure the pandemic of pover~, and yet ahnost two decades 

later thet~ I was in a Chile brimming with kids like Migud, there I was in my devastated eounttF’, returning because it was the place whet~ I was close enough to 

understand the stories and distant enough to write them, there I was, hoping to add more works of my own to that library, hoping that I could carry on the only 

struggle left to tne in that land, wagering that the poverty of our nation’s tnind was not as irreparable as my dead Michel de Montaigne, now rescued frotn a sullied 

river, once wrote. 

Six months later I had left Chile again, this time of my own free will, this time for good. I have puzzled often how I could have spent 17 years t~ying to go back and 

then, when I did indeed return, I forced tnyself to leave. It is still not clear to me if it was the country itself that had changed too much or if I was the one who had 

been so ch’astieally altered by my exile that I no longer fit in, but whatever the cause, it left me forever divided, aware that my search for pm~ity, simplicity, one 

eountt5~ and one language and one set of allegiances was no longer possible. 

It also left me with two libraries: the one I had rescued back home and the one that I have built outside Chile over the years and that is already so large that not 

one mot~ new book fits in the shelves. I have had to start giving hundreds of books away and boxing many others in order to donate them to Duke University, 

where I teach. But no matter how tnany I get rid of, it does not look likely" that there will ever be space to bring tny whole Chilean librat3~ over. 

And yet, I had already lost it once when I left my country and then regained half when that phone call came in 1982, and rescued what was left yet again in 199o 

and can dream therefore that perhaps, one day, I will unite some books from Santiago with the thousands of books bought ditring my long exile. I can only hope 

and dream that before I die, a day will come when I will look up from the desk where I write these words, and my whole library, from here and there, from outside 

and inside Chile, will greet me, I can only hope and dream and pray that I will not remain dMded forever. 

Ariel Doqfman is a novelist, essayist, playwright, and professor of literature and latin American studies at Duke University. This essay was written especially 

for The Chronicle Review based on his book heeding on Dreams: Confessions of art Unrepentant l~MIe, due out this month from Houghton M~fflin IIareourt. 

see a video of Doqfman talking about the book, visit www.ado~fman.duke.edu. 
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Please circulate widely. The position will be posted ttu’ough the end of the month. 

The Universi~, of Texas at Austin Job Posting 

Job title LLILAS Chief of Staff" (Adminis~trative Manager) 

FLSA status Exempt 

Posting number 11 - 09- 01- 01 - 9016 

Job status Open 

http://utdirect.~texas.e&~/pniobs/pnjobsvw~,X?job nbr= 11-09-01-01-9016 

Basic Information 

Date available Immediately 

Position duration Funding expected to continue 

Position open to all applicants 
Monthly sala~ $5416 negotiable depending on qualifications. 

Hours per week 40.00 Standard from 800AM to 500PM 

Location Austin (maAn campus) 

Hiring depart~nent Inst Latin Amer Stds 

Nnmber of vacancies 1 

General notes None 

Additional Information 

Purpose of position To provide executive level, professional manage~nent for two units, the Teresa Lozano Long Ins~titute of Latin American Studies (LLILAS) and 

theBenson Latin American Collection (BLAC), under the leadership of a single director. To assist ruth long range planning and Ineeting goals. 

Essential functions Snpervise institute staB’and provide collatx~rative direction between LLILAS and BLAC in the areas of Publications, Scholaxly Programs, Public 

Engagement. Space, and Scholarly Resources. Work closely with all members of both nnits. Oversee multiple administrative projects as assigned by director. Work 

with leadership team to assure equitable distribution of duties to allstaffin both units. Provide consultation regai~ting technical duties delegated to snpport staff: To 

prepare, review, edit, and respond to ins~titute correspondence ruth minimal involvement of directors whenever possible. Responsible for personnel functions of the 
institute: overseeing time sheets and all related timekeeping issues, training opportunities tbr staB’as appropriate, assuring UT policies and procedures a~e adhered to, 

serving as departmentalcontact tbr CoLA and OHR. May assume certain per~nnel fnnctions of the BLAC, as determined by the leadership team. Represent the 

directors of both uniks in their absence when called upon. 

MaJcginal!Incidentalfunctions Other related functions as assigned. 

Required qualifications Bachelor’s degree in a related field. Five years of management and supervisory experience within a large organization. High degree of accuracy 

and demonstrated attention to detaAl. Excellent interpersonal and communication skills, both written and verbal. Ability to communicate exercising tact, diplomacy and 

discretion. Abili~ to ibffter and maintain a positive, team-oriented environment. Demonstrated ability to multi-taslc, organize priorities, and work with deadlines in a fast 

paced environment. Experiencemanaging projects, preparing reports, and supplying infoimation from a va~ety of sources. Demonstrated ability to compose and edit 

complex documents and reports. Ability to work in a challenging, racially and culturally diverse envi~onment and learn new skills quickly. Ability to work independently 

with little supervision. The ability to work and take direction from directors. Professional dress and demeanor. Proficiency ruth Microsoft Word and Excel.Eqnivalent 

combination of relevant edncation and experience may be substituted as appropriate. 

Preferred qualifications Master’s degree or Ph.D. in related field, more than five years managerial experience mthin a large organization. Demonstrated ability to show 

initiative mad discretion ti~r independent decision-making. Thorough knowledge of university structure, policies, rules and procedures and familiaJdty ruth UTs Human 

Resource policies and procedures. Fluency in Spanish or Portuguese or both languages. 

Working conditions May work around standard office conditions. Repetitive use of a keyboard at a workstation. 
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..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 2:18 PM 
To: Paul Haslam 
Subject: Proofs -chapter (see attached) 
Importance: High 

Dear Paul, 

Sor~, ~2~r the delay It is a very hectic time in one nf unit, hence the delay Let me know if edits nf the chapter are clear 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sylvie Frigon holds a Ph.D. from the Institute of Criminology at the University 
of Cambridge, UK. She is a professor in the Department of Criminology at 
the University of Ottawa. She has co-edited a collection of essays entitled 
Du corps des femmes: Contrd)les, surveillances et r~sistances (University of 
Ottawa Press, 2000). In 2006, she published a novel entitled ~corchees 
(Les 6ditions du remue-m6nage, 2006) addressing the issue of women in 
prison. She has recently completed three research projects on the social and 
professional re(integration) of women offenders, on employment and women, 
and on mental health issues of women during and after imprisonment (for 
Status of Women Canada)~ Professor Frigon has been awarded the University 
of Ottawa Faculty of Social Sciences’ Teaching Excellence Award (2010- 
2011) and is a Duke Visiting Canadian Scholar. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 19, 2011 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

hello 

814 sept 19- New Section 1.one 

814 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 19, 2011 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

hello 

814 sept 19- New Section 1.doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 19, 2011 3:16 PM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Tell us yonr stories! 

CCO Instructors- 

Please read the message below from Tyler Ritter who is the head of our Communications and Instructional Design unit. Please do let her know if you have an 

interesting story about one of more of your students or about your own experiences teaching through CCO. 

Thanks. 

Tim 

Dear Friday Center faculty members, 

Sharing the stories of our nontraditional students is an important aspect of the Friday Center’s ongoing communication with the University community and with 

our prospective students. You can find many of these stories on our Web site at http:i/fridaycenter.unc.eduistories. 

We need your help in identifying students whose stories are especially compelling or representative of the challenges often faced by nontraditional students. We 

are also interested in expanding our "stories" project to include stories of instructors who have had remarkable experiences in their work with our students. If you 

have an interesting story to tell about a student or your teaching experiences with the Friday Center, we want to hear it! We will feature several of these stories 

on our Web site and choose a few of them to share more widely in informational and promotional materials. 

Please take a moment to share any ideas you have. Just send a brief message to me, etritter@email.unc.edu, with a few descriptive sentences. Longer accounts 

are welcome, but not required. We will handle any stories you share with sensitivity and allow students the option to keep their stories private. 

Thank you for helping us in our mission to serve nontraditional students! 

Tyler Ritter 

Associate Director for Communication and Instructional Design 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-843-5836 

E-mail: etritter@emaikunc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 

<ul> 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"m~filto:ennice@email.unc.edn">eunice@etn~fil.nnc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a bla~k <b~> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-29919209-3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29919209- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d358918a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 19, 2011 3:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Laptop 

Hi Eunice, 

Can you give me more info about what is wrong with your computer -ie. what ITS, etc may have said? Is it possibly just the hard drive, or more than that? Did ITS 

give you this info at all? 

Thanks for your help, 

Agatha 

Agaflla Buell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemcthy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of A[’rican & Ati’o-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle ttall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 19, 2011 3:27 PM 

jhagan@abl’n.org 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu-~; Griest, ][.aura Elisabet <lauragriest@unc.edu-~ 

invitation to No(th Caxolina re Daxfur 

Dear Prot?ssor Hagan: 
I hope this finds you well. Protl Bereket Selassie suggested that I 
contact you. The African Studies Center at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill would like to invite you to give a talk on some 
aspect of genocide in Darfur on Tuesday, November 1 We will be hosting 
an exhibit of sculpture by Mitch Lewis, a recent recipient of the Darfur 
Hero A~vard. 
http ://www.savedarfur.or~ipa~es/creative-con~aunitv-mitch-le~vis The 
exhibit is entitled "Toward Greater Awareness: Darl~r and American 
Activism." The Center will be contextualizing Lewis’ powerful work on 
genocide within the larger history of Sudan and within the histo~ of 
the Save I)affur social movement of celebrities and especially student 
activists. Some of our progratmmng will be critical of mainstream 
American responses to the crisis, while other aspects of the project 
will be supportive; our goal is to open spaces of dialog ]2~r students 

and facul~" on American humanitarianism in Africa. Your contribution 
would be crucial to providing balance on these issues, and we would be 
honored if you could join us. 

If you are able to come to Chapel Hill, we will provide your airfare, 
lodging, and all expenses related to your travel here. I’m afraid we 
do not have very e×tens~ve funds for this project, and could only offer 
a modest honorarium of $500. Please respond as soon as you are able so 
that we can proceed with publicity and logistical arrangements. Thank 
you so much, Barbara Anderson 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of Ali’ican and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
www.global.~c, edu;africa 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 19, 2011 3:47 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: Ati-ican Studies Seminaac this Thursday Sept. 22 with Dr. Bereket SeIassie 

Friends, 

Reminder: Please join us this Thursday, September 22, 2011 at 6:30-9:00pm at the FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024, U NC-CH. 

*Directions below 

Dr. Bereket Selassie will present "The Broken Promise: Eritrea’s Post-Independence Road to Autocracy." Dr. Selassie, of the African and Afro-American Studies 

Department at UNC-Chapel Hill, will present a talk based on his new book Wounded Nation: How a Once Promising Eritrea Was Betraged and Its Future 

Compromised. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing new research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area 

faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Amelia DeFosset damelia@email.unc.edu for more information. 

****Directions to the FedEx Global Education Center from Franklin Street in Chapel Hill coming from the East: 

Turn LEFT onto S. Columbia St. from Franklin St. Follow the road through a couple of lights, it will force you to go right at the intersection by the Carolina Inn, and 

then take a LEFT turn onto Pittsboro St. You will pass the Carolina Inn on your left. At the next light, you will see the building in front of you. It is next door to the 

School of Social Work and behind the Pharmacy School. There is free parking after 5pm in the lot below the building, with entrance on McCauley Street. 

_h___t__t#__:_//!_n___t__e_r___n__a___t_Lo___n__a__t:_~__n__c__:__e__d__~Z 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:i/carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently snbscribed to atiica as: eunicef;email.unc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: -h..t.t.~.]~./.[i~.t..s~..q.r1£~.e..d-~.~:!~.u.~j..d..~.2..‘.~2..s.~.a21.b..~L~.~.c.2.s.~.2.~.b.~.~.~L.a..4.~..4..i.~N~hL~[!~L~:~?~2~12~ 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29919494-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(~listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 19, 2011 4:11 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Renee Alexander Craft <invictus@email.unc.edu:q Sable, Eanice N 

<eunice@email.anc.edu-~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.e&~; Burdll, 

Emily Susan <eburrill@emml.unc.edu> 

quick help pls with reading list 

Dear Colleagues: 

I hate to bother you, bm need some mpid-response-belp that shonld not take ve~ long. We are putting together a sample syllabus for graduate s~dents (in any 

discipline) who are taking our Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes for credit toward the new Graduate Certificate in African Studies. Could you look at 

the list below (only where your name is indicated) and suggest one or two readings that would have been helpfifl lafft year for a graduate s~udent or upper-level 

undergraduate? You can simply type these in, as I have done ruth Madison’s book. This is only part of the syllabus, Not exhaustive, so there need not be more than 

one or two sample readings. You need only reply to me, so as not to clutter your colleagueff in-tx~xes. I would ve~ much appreciate this in the next day or so. Thanks 

so much. Barbara 

Carolina Seminar on African Ecolo~, and Social Processes 2010-11 

Emily Burrilh 

"Islan~ic-based Strategies for Female EmIx~werment in Niger" 

Dr. Zeinabou Hadari, Counto, Coordinator tbr the Niger Office of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria 

Wednesday, September 22, 2010 

Reading: 

Margaret Lee: 
"From Chocolate Ci~’ in China to the Mmkets in East Africa: The Dynamics of Africa-China Trade Relations." Dr. Margaret C. Lee, UNC-CH 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 

Reading: 

Mamarame Seck: 
"Layers of Meaning in ’La petite vendeu~ de soleil’" (fihn by Djibril Diop Mambety) 

Dr. Ousmane Sene, University of Cheikh Anta Diop 

Monday, November 15, 2010 

Reading: 

Renee Craft: 
"Coiporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’" 

Dr. Soyini Madison, Northwestern Univ. 

Thursday, Februa~ 10, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Reading: S. Madison (2010), Acts of Activism: Human Rights as Radical Performance, Cambridge Univ. Press. 

Georges Nzongola: 
"Values Education and Governance in Nigeria: How Would the Country Get the Right Balance?" 

Dr. Nuhu Yaqub, Fulbright Scholar in Residence at Waive Forest Univ. 

Thursday, March 3, 2011 

Reading: 

Eunice SaMe: 

"Media and Social Straggle in Contemporm’y Africa" 

Dr. Firoze Manji, Cambridge University, Editor of Pambazuka Press and News 

Thursday, March 31, 2011 

Reading: 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Ai~ican Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

www.global.unc.edu!africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Titthny D -~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN TCLARKE> on behalf of 
Hartlyn, Jonathan </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN HARTLYN> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 4:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Clmke, Titthny D <titthny clarke@unc.edt~> 

Follow np appointment with Deans Hartlyn and Andrews/URGENT 

Dear Eunice: 

Bill Andrews and I would like to follow up with you, preferably this Wednesdoy, regarding a few of the items that came up in our previous meeting. For this next 

meeting, please bring all the records you have regarding your grade rolls and grade changes for your courses and students during this time period. As before, 

please schedule tNs meet~n8 through Tiffany Clarke at 

Thank you a~ain for your patience and cooperation, 

Jonathan 

F~m: Clarke, Tiffany D On Behalf Of Ha~lyn, 3onathan 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 205~ 4:09 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co= Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: Mtng w! Deans Ha~lyn and Andrews ne~ Tue or Thu!URGENT 
Impedance: High 

Dear Enmce, 

I would like m ve~ some basic intb~ation abont your coupes. In order m do so, I ask you ~ schednle a 30 minute meeting with me on Tues&y, September 13 or 

Thnrsday, September 15. You ma~ do ~ by contacfin~ Titt~ny Clarke ~ema~l xmc.edu in ~e Dean’s once at your earliest convemence ~ detemfine a meeting time. 

Please bring wi~ you a complete lis~ of all courts you taught since you have been at UNC-CH, begi~ming ruth fl~e Summer Session I of 2007 t~ough to Summer 

Session II of2011. List all courses, including indeNndent s~die~ directed ~ading~ honors courts, a~d sum~ner ~hool courses. 

’I’ha~ yo~ 

Jonath~ 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~I 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Globa~ Programsb College of Arts and 5cieru::es 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PoIRica1 Sdem:e 

205 South Ba~ldins, CB 

Chapel H~ NC 275~9-M00 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

O ffk:e: 9].9 962- ~].(~5 Fax: 93.9 962-2~)8 

Tiffany Clarke 

Executive Assistant 

Office of the Dean 

Collese of Arts and Sciences 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box ~00 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~ 

9~9/962-690S 

tclarke@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 5:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Meet workers who sew UNC apparel in the Dominica~ Republic! - Tuesday, September 20th, 12:30pm 

*Tuesday, September 20th, 12:30pm** 
Hanes Room 107"* 
* 

Sponsored Student Action with Workers, a United Students Against Sweatshops affiliate 

Join ~vorkers Maritza Vargas and Elba Nurys ticom Alta Gracia <http://wwwfacebook.com/wearaltagracia>, the only living-wage, union-made apparelfacto~- in the collegiate market, as they 
share their inspiring histolT of collaboration with stud ents and how their con~aunity, Villa Altagracia, is being transformed by living wages. No,v, for the first time, a living-wage of more 
than/three-and-a-half-times/the Dominican minimum wage is allowing them to access health care, quality food and housing, and invest in education for themselves al’~d their family They’re 
represented by a union, which means a voice in the workplace This New York Times article <http ://wavwnytimes.comi2010/07/18/business/global/18shirt.html>is a great introduction to the 
project, and this video <http://ww~ voutube.corcJwatch?v 0miMILKtcoI>gives a fun overview of the histor,v of the factoW. 
Find out more information on the United Students Against Sweatshops website 
<http://usas.org/2011/09/02/a lta-gracia -workers-tour-the-ea st-c oa st/> 
iheartaltagra c ia@gmail, c om <mailto :iheart~q lta gracia@gma il. c om> 



Tuesday 20th September 20:~:~ , issue 501 

The Letter in PDF 

format 

Sociai Charter - 

Euractiv Elections : Denmark - Latvia Financial Crisis : Greece - Hungary - 

Portugal - UK - Economic Governance Commission : Growth - Schengen 

Raw Materials Council : General 

Affairs Diplomacy : South Africa Court of Justice : Pilot’s age limit France/UK : 

Siemens/Nuclear 

Aid/Greece Denmark : A woman Prime Minister? 

Spain : Wealth/Tax ]taly : Austerity Latvia : NATO Romania : Dismissal - 

F:uropean Affairs ,’Ministry UK : FutureiE-U Croatia : Draft treaty/E-U Membership 

Turkey : Germany OE-CD : Education F:urostat : External Trade - Employment 

- Industry Studies/Reports : Crisis/Solidarity E-U - F:U/Russia - Translatlantic 

Biennale 

Sculpture - Festival/San Sebastian - Exhibition/Paris 

Agenda [ Other issues [ Contact 

Front page! : 

Women take the Floor! 
Just as Dane, Hefle Thorning-Schmidt is about to become the 

::~:: photo non dispo I%st woman Prime Hh;ister of her country, Lhe Robert Schuman 

Foundation, w]Lh the support of the European Comm~ss~oR’s DG 

Edt~c~t~on and CMfture~ ~n partnership w~th the K~ramanlis 
~nst~tute for Democracy ~nd the PoHs~ Robert Scht~man 

8rid the Citizens’ [n~tiat]ve" on 2~st September at the European Parhament h~ 

Brussels. ]-h~s conference ah~s to h~ghhght t~e citizens’ ~n~t~ative and to raise 
women’s awareness of t~e ~Jse they may m~ke of this new tool to ask the Union 

speak ouL and act, There is just one day ~eft to enrol on--~ine._ Read more 

Political Parties 

1 On 20th September the Centre for European StL~dies and the 
i~i photoncn dispo Ha~l~ls Seidel Stiftung are organising a conference in Brussels 

on political parties, tl~eir strategies, analyses and development 

ir~ times ol: crisis. Pascak! 3oarlnh’G GeneFal Director of l:he 
Robert Schuman Foundation will be speaking during Lhe 

debate,,, Read mo[e 

Social Charter 
The Council of Europe, the Economic, Social and Environmental 

......i::*::i ~hotonondispo Council of F~ance and the E~ropean Economic an~ Social 
Committee are organ~s~ng a day of reflection on "The Social 

Charter o~ the Council of Europe: 50 years and what next?" on 231"d Sep{ember, 

The chah of the Robert Schuman Foundation, Jean-,Domb~]que G~u]~ani is speakbK~ 



at a round table on the European Social Charter and the economic crisis... Read 

Euractiv 
1 Euractiv, a network of 1.5 on-line newspapers speciafised in 

ii.~j photo non dJspoJ European policy and the effects Lhey have natkmaHy, ~aunched 
~ts free ~Phone application that ]s av~Hable in 9 different 

~angu~ges (French, German~ English, Bulgarian, Pol~sh~ Spanish, 
S]ovak~n~ Czech and Turkish). ]-h~s ~ppf~cat~on offers dally 

8ccesss Lo 50 pubHcaL~ons 8cco~ding to ~ar~ous themes 

(energy, ~gricu]ture, mdus[ry, commurfiUes ._).,, Read mo~ 

Elections : 

Denmark 
~ 

] The left’wing opposiUon forces le.d by H~e Social DemocraL~c 
1~ phot ........ dispoj Party (SD) won the geneFa] e~ecHons that took p~ace 

Denmark on 15th September. Together the four parUes in the 
Red Bloc - the Soc~af DemocraHc Party, the Sodal Ligeral P~rty, 

Lhe People’s So(:h~Hst Party and the Urdty L.h~t -- won 50~2% of 

the vote and 89 seals ~n the Fo~keUng, the only chamber in Parliament, 

comparison w~th the previous election on .13th November 200Y~ pushh~g ahead of 

Lhe Blue Bloc .-formed by Lhe r]ghLw]ng - the [.ibera~ Party, the Danish People’s 
Party, [he Liberal AH]ance and the Conservative Party -whk:h won 4%7% of the 

vote and 86 seals (-.3). Although the Red Blot’s v~ctory ]s undeniable, the lefL only 

won by a narrow majority, The formation of the next government may be d~fficu~t. 

The coaHtk)n ~ed by He~e Thorn~ng--Schmh:lt is e~fect~vely he[erogeneous. Having 
succeeded in federating the Danish kffL and ~n w~nrdng the eh~ctk)ns she ~s now 

due to become the first woman Prime e,l~nister in Denmark’s h~story.,, 

Latvia 
On ~7th September Harmony Centre (SC} won 28,37% of the 

......i::~:]i photo nan dispo VOLe and 31 seats in parliament (+ 2 sea~s ~r~ comp~Hson with 

the previous election on 2rid October 2010), [t took the lead 

over the ZaUer"s Re[orra Party (PRZ), whb::h won 20.82% o[ Lhe 

vote and 22 seats and Unity (V), the pa~ty of o~[going Prime 

e,lin~ster Vmld~s Dombrovsk~s, which won 18,83% of the vote and 20 semts 
National Afl~ance-AH for Latvia came fouFth with 13,88% of the vote and ~4 seats 
(+ 6), just ahead of the GFeens and FarmeFs Union (ZSS), a member of Lhe 

outgoing government coalition, which won 12.22% of the vote and 12 seats (- 9), 

J-he other part~es, h~dud~ng the People’s Pa~ty (TP) led by bush~essman and former 
Prime [q~n~ster (1995-1997 and ~999-2000) Andris Skate Latvia’s [qrst-Latv~’s Way 

(LPP-LC), led by Ainars Sk~sers did noL manage to rise above U~e 5% threshok~ 

voles cast, which mle v~ta] to be represented m U~e Saem~a, [he only chamber of 

Parliament.,, R.:~a.d more 

Financial Crisis : 

Greece 
The GlIeek government reel on lath September to discuss a 

.......i::+;]i photo non dispo new series of 3 Jdgetarv measures to convince the country’s 

creditoFs, who Bre kK:reasingly impaLien[, not to turn Lhe loans 
Lap off, which wouk~ tead to a h~gh Hsk o~: bankruptcy. Further 

austerity measures in 20~2 have been derided -- and they stH] 

aim to a~oid payment default, to maintah~ the country h~ t~e euro area ~nd to 

~chieve Lhe re,ease of the next par~ of klternatNmal aid, notably ~ia U~e future 
p~esenta[]on o~: 8 public finance sLabH~sat]on p~an_. Resd mo~e 

Hungary 

On 16Lh Sel)Lemb~.~r the Hun(jarian goveFn[T~en[ announc~.~d that 

::~:: photo non dispo it was counUng,:,    _ on 1,5/:,~° glowth ~ ’m" 2[12) ie half of what~ it had 
previously planned but ]t stH] aims to achieve the goal of a 

public deficit of 2,5% of the GDP~ ~otab~y thanks to an increase 

h~ VAT. "The 2012 draft budget h~ built on an economic growth 

Forecast of 1.5% and on public deficit of 2.5% of the GDPi’ declared Economy 

iqh~ister GyOrgy ~qatolcsy during a press conference.., R~d more 

Portugal 

¯ ] The Portuguese government plesented a ieform or] 1Sth 

i.~ photo non d~spoj Septebmer concerning the central administration of the State 
which plans for the abolition of 27% of executive managers’ 
posts, wh~fst PortugaFs credRors have launched a new phase 

ir~ technical assistance, "It is u~gent to reduce costs and to 

make the State more effective," to "adjust t~e State’s 

dimension to its financial capab]~Ry," explained the Secretary of State for Publk: 
Administration He]der RosaHno during a press con~:eFence after a Counci~ of 

M~nlsters meeting,., r,e~d more 

UK 
According to a press release published on 1,¢Lh September by 

i::~::i photo non dispo the National Statistics Office the increase in the n~Jl-nber of 
unemployed h~ the UK was 20,000 h~ August. From },lay to ]ufy 

Lhe number oI: job seekers increased by 80,000 ie the h~ghest 

quarterly b~crease m two years, At the end of July there were 
more than 2.5 mifl~on unemployed ~e 7,9% of the working population,., R~x~ more 



Economic Governance 

¯ i"~i, photo non disp’o eco~]or~lic goverElance ~qeL~sures, An ~gfeemen~ w~s found ~o 

enhance dialogue and the surveH~snce of maclo-econom~c ~nd 

budgetary h~bafance. Hence "a procedure regarding excessive 

~rabah~nce" thaL will be accompanied by sanctb)ns will be 
established. The agreement is due [o be ~ormatly adopted by the Coun(:~ on 4th 

October before beh)g presented to the European Parhament. The package 

contains six texts (five ~egu~ations and one directive).,, R(sd more 

Growth 
] On 15th Septernber the European Commission said it believed 

ii.~j photo non dispoJ that growth in the euro area would be ~.,6% and that of the 
European Union ].W% in 201;. This is a lower esLimate, notably 

because of the UK’s poor results. Moreover Eurostat said on 
the same day that U~e ~nflat~on rate ~n August was 2,5% b~ the 

euro are~ ~nd 2,9% h~ the EU, ]-~is is h~gher than East year but stable ~n 

compar]sor~ with ]uly_, Re:~d more 

Schengen 

::1~1:: photonon dispo sLrengthening oI: the. Schengen area in order to guarantee the 
] 

f[eedom of movement of hundreds of thousands of EU citizens 
and those of third countries t~aveHing everyday across its 

LerNtory. The CornmissiorFs proposals ahT~ 1:o set up a more 
effective approach [o S£;hengen cooperatk)n Europe wk~e, Th~s means esLabfishh~g 

an enhanced assessment and monitoring system, designed to check and 

guarantee the application of the Schengen ~ules, as well as a more structured 

European dech;ion rnakh~g mechanism in the event O~: a serk)us Lhreat 1:o pubtk: 

Parliament : 

Security/Borders 
Frontex, the. EU’s external border raanageme.nt agency Will be 

~ photo non dispo enhanced; an b~spector to ensure the respec~ of Human R~ghts 
wH~ be appointed. On [3th September a wide majority of MEPs 

voted ~n support of th~s project that p~ans for Frontex to ~ave 

fnore personne~ and ~ts own eqLlipmerlt; th~s agency w~l 

Lherefore be more effective and independent or the Nembel States, Noreover a 
code or conduct will be set out and an inspector will guarantee the respect of 

Human Rights during border controls,., ~’e~d mot( 

Energy 

[_~i~otonondispo 
On .!4.th September the European Parliament approved a 
resoh.~t[on for the ~ntegr~ty ~nd transparency of the energy 

rnarkeL A~rnh~g l:o protect consumers Lh~s Lext shouk] preverd: 

agreements beb]g made between the various operators, ~L 

shoLHd also serve as a base to monitor these operators who 

wouid only be au~hor~sed to work ~f they were registered, 
Tl’ds texL applies to U~e sectors of elec~rk:ity and natural gas, ]~ was adopted by a 

wide majority, 616 voles [n favour,,. Pead more 

Raw Materials 

: : 1 Parliament has asked the EU to draw up an ambitious, 
i~i photo non dispoJ encompassing strategy with regard Lo raw materials, Supply, 

usage and recycling have to be planned better, since raw 

materials are needed dLIrb]g the enL~re industria~ chain and 

Lherefore Lhey are necessary to Lhe economy and have a major 
eco~oglca~ hTIpacL,,, Read more 

Coundl : 

General Affairs 
During the General AFfairs Council on 12th September the 

......i::~:]i photo non dispo Foreign 1’4inisters of the 27 Member States discussed the 
pluriannual financia~ framework 20~,$-2020, The text put 
forward by U~e Comrnissh)n enumerates U~e spending ~kn~Ls for 
e~ch area; ~t ~s a too~ for budgetary austerity as well ~s a 

means to define pNorities of action h~ the EU, Nin~ste[s ~fso ~g[eed on the 
creation of an agency to manage Tf systems ~ssoc~ated wit~ visa requests and 
asyklm seekers and Hh~ga~ immigrants, the HQ of whk:h will be shared between 
laHmn (Estonia), Strasbourg (France) and Sankt Johann im Pongau (Austria), They 
~]so adopted a new EurovEgnette directive that should ~mprove air quality and the 
movement of tra~c,,, R~sd ERor,:~ 

Diplomacy : 

South Africa 
1 On .!5th September the fourth summit between South AfNca 

~1~1~ pi~oto r;on dispoJ aru:l Lhe EU came Lo an end. Both sides d~scussed Lhe fight to 
counter gkH:H~] warmin( and the need to corae to a posl:-.Kyoto 
agreement.~ the s~tuat~on ~n Sudan and the hT~portance of the 
G20 hi the woNd’s financial and economic cooperation, 

Cooperatk)n beb,~,een South Aft]ca and the EU has moved forward h) terms of 
devek)pment ah:J, trade, heah:hcare, Human R~gh~s and exchanges in the areas 
education and research,,, Re~d more 



Court of Justice : 

Pilot’s age limit 

photono,-~ dispo [n a decision delivered on 13th September the European Court 

age limit on airline pilots, The court ~ndeed said that the 

parameter of physk:al fitness was of course irnportar~t but 

could Rot be dec~ded on by a predetermb~ed age limit, As a 
result setting ~n age ~hT~it wou~d ordy be usefu~ to ah safety 

h~direct~y ~nd could not really be used as st~ch... Read 

FranceiUK : 

Sarkozy and Cameron in Libya 
French President Nicolas Sa kozy and gMtish Prime Minister 

......i::+::i photo nan dispo David Cameron travelled to Libya on 15th September -firstly to 

Tripoli end then to BenghezL During this visit, which is the first 

Lo be made by roleign leaders since the fall of K~dhafi, Mr 

Sarkozy sa~d, ~s he addressed the crowd,"Fr~ends of }}enghazl, now we shall ask 
yot~ one th~g: we believe in a united {JDya, not ~n a d~v[ded Ld3ya," whilst Mr 

Cameron e>:daimed, "Your town has beerl U~e h’e;phation [:or the entire worh:l, you 

overthrew a d~ctator and you have chosen freedom,",, Re~d more 

Elections/Berlin 

iii~iiI phot ...... dk~p’o heNI at present by the Social Democrats, the SPD came out 

ahead with 28.3% of the vote, followed by the CDU ~ed by 
German Chancellor Ange[a Merke~ with 23.4% of the vote, the 

Greens, ~7~6% end the L.e~t (Die Unke), 11W%. The [Jbera~ 
FDP, a member of the government coalition federally has been ousted f[om the 

Ber~n parliament because ~t d~d not reach the 5% threshold. We should note 

breakthrough of the Pirate Perry (8.9%)._ Read more 

Siemens/Nuclear 

] On Iath Septenlber the German conlpany Siemens 

deems pointless since the abandonment o~ the c~vihan 
nuclear sector by Germany -. ~t will now focus mo~e o[] 

renewable energies." We shah no longer be ~nvo~ved ~n 

rnanagirq# the (:ons[ructk)n o[ nu(:k~ar power stations or in 

their funding, ~h~s chapter is now dosed for us," sa~d Peter LSscher~ the group’s 
C~O~ ~n an h~erv~ew ~n Der SpiegeL,, Re~d mo~f~ 

Belgium : 

Settlement? 
On 16th September Elio di Rupo announced that he had come 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo to an agreement with the g parties negotiating the Brusse[s- 

H~f VHvorde (bH£) issue, ~hich has been emblematic in the 
~nstitutNmal stalemate that started after the last elections 
June 20~0~ 462 days ago. The political parties agreed on the 

scission of BHV~ bt~t h3 compensation t~e h3hab~tants of these communities will be 
ague to vote on BrMsse]s’ hsts. Now negotiators wH~ try to come to an agreement 

finance law. Moreover Yves Leterme, PrhT~e Minister, announced that he wou~d be 
joining the O[-CD as Deputy Secretary General at t~e end of 2011... 

Aid/Greece 
¯ . ] Belgian MPs approved the 5uropean agreement to rescue 
i.~.i photonon dispoJ Greece elaborated on 2:~st :luly fop countries in the e~JFo are~. 

The Belgian State’s guararltee to the second aid plan to Greece 

that rises frem 15,3 billion to 34,5 billion euros was approved 
114 votes in favour, 13, against and I abstent~om.. Pead more 

A woman Prime Minister? 

¯ ¯ 1 In Denmark the centre-left coalition led by Helle Thoring- 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ Schmidt, former MEP, won the general e~ect~ons on 15th 

September. ]-I~is closely run v~ctory (89 to 86 seats) tl~at went 

together with a high turnout rate, has put an end [o 10 years 

of ten%e-right government, but neither side has an absolute majority (90 seats), 

The formation of a m~nor~ty government, ~s was the case w~t~ t~e ot~tgoing 
government, is h~gh]y hkefy, Helle Thorning-Schm~dt ~s due to become the first 

woman to occupy the post of Prime Nh’dster ][~ Denrnark..~ Read ~:-~or~ 

Spain : 

Wealth/Tax 
...... ] The Spanish economy and finance Minister announced on 16th 

i.~.i photonen dispo S ~} ()1: ~ ]x~ [~ ~ ]I that Spain was going to [eI~ntroduce wealth tax on 

a temporary bas~s after suspending it m 2008; th~s measure 

should bring in around one b[H[on euros and w[H affect 160,000 

peoph~..~ Read more 



[taly: 

Austerity 

...... On I4th September the ]tafian Parliament adopted an austerity 
i.~.i photonon dispo pl’ogramme totafling 54 bH~k)n ~ [~ [1{) ~ . The pt~n intends to ~aise 

VAT by one point, taxes on property profits w~H also be ~ah~ed 

f~om 12.5% to 20% except on State bonds; there w~ll be a tax 

on h~come set at 3% as of 300~000 euro per annum and 

fight to counter tax fraud w]H be stepped up_. Read 

Latvia : 

NATO 

...... On I3th September the President of: the Latvia, Andris Berzins 
i.~.i photo non dispo v~sited N~TO’s HQ and me~ the orgarHsatk~n’s Secretary General 

Anders Fogh Rasmussen ~n a jomt press conference the two 
men spoke oF the future of cooperation between Latvia and 

NATO, They notably focused on t~e country% budgetary 

(:ontdbution {o NATO, which President Berzins has reduced; they a~so discussed 

Latvia’s pa~t~dpat~on ~n Afghanistan._ R~sed me~e 

Dismissal 

On 1.6~h September, in a StHprP,;e rr~ove, Ropqanh~rl Prime 
~ photo non dispo Mirfister Emil Boc (UsRl]ssed the Labour M~nister, a key posL b~ a 

country that has ~aunched ~n depth soda~ reform to reduce 
public defidt, SebasUan I.azaro~u was dismissed after m~k~ng 

poH[k:a] de(:~ara[k)ns in which he (:rH:k:~sed the present 

orgmrfisaUon of Lhe Ubera~ Democratic Party #~ office, He will be replaced by Sulfina 

}3afbu, former Envh-onnlent Nh~istef,,. 

European Affairs Ministry 
Romanian Prime MinisLer Emile Boc has deUvered suggestions 

......i::+::i photo non dispo to both c~ambers of Far[~ament~ f~.r~ t~e establishment of a 
Eu~I{}pean A~fahIS NkHstry. The first proposal {:on~:a]ns details {J 
the organh~ation and mh~sk~ns of the ~atter. The second focuses 
on the appointment of Leonard Orban, former European 

NultHh~guaHsm Commissioner to head th~s mh~stry, The ~atter would be 
responsible both for Romania’s relations with the EU and that of managing 
European funds aUocated to Romania,_ r~ead more 

Future/EU 

I]’~ a speech delivered Lqt I:[1{? London School {}~ Economics on 
::~:: photo non d~spo 1,~th September BriHsh Deputy P~ime Mm[ster responded to 

suggestions made by Foreign Minster W~H~am Hague, who said 

that UK should take advantage of the crisis in t~e euro area to 

renegot[ate [Is felaUons with the EU, The important thhlg here is to see "how we 

can help the euro area avoid further turbulence" declared I~Hck Ciegg. [n his 
opinion ~t is a~so vl~al to "deepen and widen the single marketPL. R¢~d more 

Croatia : 

Draft treaty/EU Membership 

¯ ¯ l On 17th September Polish Prime Minister Donald Tusk, whose 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ country is undertaking the Presidency of the Council of the 

European Union at present, delivered a draft memi3ership text 
to his CI’OBUBn courd:erpart, ]adranka Kosor~ Croatia cornpfeted 

its EU membership negoUaHons on 30th June - originally they 

were started in 2005; the country is now due to become the 28th EU member on 
:July 1st 2{}I3,., Pead mcr.e 

Turkey : 

Germany 

...... ] 1-urkish President A[3dultah Gi)l is on a four day official visit to 
i.~.i pilotonondispo Germany during which the main b~sue addressed will be 

Turkey’s membership oi: the ELL On lath Sep[emberPresh:lent 

Chlistian WLdff declared that Turkey was a major partner for 

Germany after his meeting with },lr G{)f,,. Read more 

OECD : 

Education 

¯ ¯ 1 The OECD published a report on 13th September "Views on 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ Education" that show the importance of st Jdy in th~es of crisis, 

"Graduates [rom h~gher education have been far less likely to 

lose their ~obs during the world economic crisis than those who 
~ef[ school w~thout any qualifications," Governments must invest m education 

concludes the study: indeed th~s investment will be to theh" advantage long term - 

the more qualified are less likely to ask for unemployment benefi~ and they will put 

their competence to the benefit of their country,.. Pe~d more 

Eurostat : 

External Trade 



On 16th Septen-~ber Eurostat published figures concerning the 
::~:: photonon dispo EU’s exl:eFnal [fade I:or July 20~. ARhough the euFo area is ~n 

surplus of 4.3 billion euros U~ere has been 8 Might cord:raction 

m comparison with ~ast year; however Lhe 27 EU countries 

revea~ a deficit of 8 bHfion euros, up By 500 mHHon in conlpadson with 3uly 20~0.,, 

Employment 
On :~Sth September Eurostat published figures showing a slight 

ii~iI pho~onondispo recow!ry in employmenL It has risen by 0.3% in U~e eu~o area 

and by 0.2% in the EU as a whole,_ r~d me, re 

Industry 

1 The figures ~)ublished by Eurostat on 15th Se~tember show 
phot d~spo J [hat there was a recovery ~n industrial activity in ]u~y in 

comparison with June, when the figure declined, The rise ~s stilt 

much K~wer howew~r than figures published last year: 1% for 

the euro area instead of 4~2%, ~,1% in the EU instead of 3~6%,_ R~ad more 

Studies!Repo[ts : 

Crisis/Solidarity EU 

~ pho~onondisp’o has published an article by Hans-He~mut Kot% ~an P]eter 

Krahnen, Christian Leuz and He~muL Siekmann: "Crise 
europ~enne. P]utOt que des EuroDonds, concevoh- une ’Un~on 

a thbd way between bUnd soUdarity and withdrawal, and advise on recondUng 
community so]~dar~ty with nat]ona~ responsibH]Ues, They call for the identff~caUon 

~nd differentiation between problems that the euro are~ ~s faring: lack of fiquid~ty, 

EU/Russia 
r 

] The German ~[nsUtute for h~terrlatiorlal Refations and SecutH:y 
j~ phot ........ dispoj has published a study’on relations between the EU and Russia, 

Author Susan Stewart challenges the prob~b~ty of a 

Translatlantic Opinion 

photonon dispo The ~O~:h annual starve}, "T~ansaUantic TFends" has jUSt: been 
publised; this aH encompassing s~ vey explores the pubhc 

opinion of the USA and Europe and was undertaken 9etween 
25th Nay and 17th June 20II in the USA, Turkey and 12 EU 

~embe~ Sts[es, The ~)o~ I’eves]s thst Ame[]csns seem 
disinterested in ~urope; mos[ of those ~nterv~ewed say that 

their nat~ona~ interests ]~e more in Asia than in tl~e EU,,. Read more 

Publications : 

Europeans 
The new issue of the Review "QuesLions [nternationales" 

.~iI phatonondispo published by the Documentation Fran~aise is devoted to 
Europeans and European identity. A variety of articles Focus 

Culture : 

Exhibition/ Rome 
The Trajan markets in the centre of Rome are hosting an 

~:i photonon dispo e×hibition "Neet I)esign" until 13th October; it brings together 

work by major n~mes h~ Ralian design ([he Distex elixir by 
Ponti, U~e BaH [amp by Bruno Nunari), but afso some avant- 

garde projects, The event is being organ~sed on the 

of the ~50th annwersary of Italian Unity combinhlg "AnHqu[ty 

and Hodernity"_, Re:sd more 

Biennale Sculpture 
The Cailtebotte property is hosting the 3rd Sculpture B[ennale 

~] photo nor; dispo in Yerres (France) until 27th November brhlg~ng together 40 

modern ~nd contemporary arUsts and over one hundred 

works of art focush~g on one theme: "Inventing strange 
worlds", Three genermt[ons of sculptors are on show 
including: Eug%ne Dode~gne, Jean Dubuffet, Bernar Venet, 

Agn@s Bracquemond, D~m~en Cabanes, A]~in KitH% Den~s Honfleur _. the different 

works of art are presented ~n various places ranging from the Art Centre~ the Park, 
to tile Orasgery,,. Read more 

Festival/San Sebastian 



Exhibition/Paris 
"[he [lacquemart-Asdr~ Huseum is devoting an exhibitios to 

~6th Jas~ary 20~2, w t} the prese~ ~at on of 25 of h s most 

h~sporta[~t works ~sd also pase~s undertaken by paisters who 
were his co[~tempodes (Loreszo Honaco, Hasol~no), T~s ~s the 

~’hst evest usdertakes by a French museum dew)ted to Fra Asgelico.,~ Read 

Agenda 

"Agriculture and FisheNes" Council 

2 J.st Septe mbe~- 
Women and Europe & the Citizens’ iniNa,’.ive in the Europe~.:n Parliament in Brussels 

"Foreign Affairs" Council 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 9:43 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llows@listserv.unc.edtp 

[cursthcultyt~llows] Today at 3:30 - The Research Triangle: From Tobacco Road to Global Promiuence 

William Rohe, CaD- C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor I City. & Regional Planning I 
Director, Center for Urban & Regional Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Bull’s Head Bookshop ] Tuesday, September 20, 3:30 p.m. 

ProIbssor Rohe will read fi’om his new book, The Research Triangle. From Tobacco Road to GlobalPromine, me, just published by the University of Pennsylvania 

Press as pazt of their Metrov~litan Portraits Series. The book describes the histo~, current challenges, and future prospects of our lksciuating metropolim~ area. 

Todd Owen 

Associate Director 

Center for Nrban and Regional Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/962-3076 
http://curs.unc.edu/ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are curremly subscribed to 

cursthcultyt}llows as: <a href "mailm:eunice@emaJl.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a-< To unsub~ribe send a blank <bP 
ema]l 1,~ <a bref "mailto:leave-29924627-43127920.607d3960b~gd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29924627- 
43127920.607d3960bfSd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<Ta> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tifihny D <tifihny~larke@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting - Wednesday/CONFIRMED 

I’ve confirmed your meeting ;vith the deans for tomorro;v, Wednesday, Sep. 21st, at 2:30 for 30 minutes, in the same location as last time - Suite 205 South Building. 

Thanks, 
Tiff" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:euniceC~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 10:02 AM 

To: tclarke@email uric edu 
Subject: Meeting - Wednesday 

Dear Tiffany, 

This is in response to a request for a meeting with the Deans on Wednesday. Here are possible times: 

Morning: 

Anytime between 10.00am-10 50am 

Afternuon: 

Anytime between 2.30pm-4 3(~m. 

Thanks. 

Sincerely, 

Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 10:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Update - Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Hi Eumce, 

Thank you for the update. I am happily unburdened, as I am sure you are as ~vell. I will send all correspondence to Kermeth. 

hope all is well in Chapel Hill. It is a wonderful time to be in Cape Town. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, PhD. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
Director of Undergraduate Studies for AIi~ican Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

On Sep 18, 2011, at 2:16 PN{ "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear Michael, 
> 

> Hope you are enjoying teaching in (;ape Town! 
> 

> At any rate, just in case yuu have nut received an update un develupments pertaimng tu the Director of Undergraduate Studies, I thought I would send yuu a nute letting you know that 
our colleague Kenneth is the Director. tlencefurth, there will unly be one Directur of !Sndergraduate Studies in the Department. Thus, if there any questions concerning African Studies 
major or transfer of credits kindly director them to him 
> 

> With best wishes tu you and yuur fi~mily 
> Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello 

sep sent to - Summer Exam 1 AFRI doc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 11:18 AM 

ttildebmnd. Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C 

<wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

meeting of undergraduate curriculum com~nittee 

Dear Reg, Eunice, and Walter, 

Thank you for agreeing to serve on this important committee. I’d like to set a meeting for some time next week. What I would like to accomplish at this meeting is to set 

a year-long agenda for the work of the committee and begin to make plans to implement ,said agenda. I can also convey to you my understanding of the purview of the 

committee. 

Reg: I’ve touched base with Eunice and Walter and both of them are available at 12 on Monday, September 26. Can you make flint time as well? I don’t fl~ink it roll 

take more than 60 minutes. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kermeth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-A*nerican Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~ of No(th Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about nO~ publications: 
Ra34"ord W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-America~ Intellectual: 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
h~tp:iiuncpress~ unc~eduibooL~/T- 8059~ht~ni 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 11:24 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu>; Markstein, Lain <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Maxtha Carlough: Globdl Health Discussion Series, UNC 

The curriculum in Global Studies and the .-U---N---C----~-!?-s--t--!t---u-~t-~e--~--~--r--~-G--~-~--~b---q-/----H---e-~a--~-~t-~h--~--&--~-/--n-f-e---c-t--!-~--~-~!~�~. is 

pleased to present 

Heels in the Field: A Global Health Discussion Series 
This fall, discover the programs and opportunities available in global health with leaders in the 

field who will discuss the global reach of their research at UNC. The semester’s series will 

tackle issues in: maternal and child health, HIV prevention interventions, and global injury 

prevention. Learn how together we can make a difference to the well being of communities 

around the world. 

Join us this Thursday for our first event. 

"Why are Women Still Dying?" with Dr. Martha Carlough 
Thursday, September 22ndl 5:00 PM- 6:00 PM I Room 2008-2010, FedEx Global Education 

Center 

The first speaker of the monthly series, Dr. Martha Carlough, MPH, PhD, will discuss critical 

issues, innovations and research at the heart of maternal and child healthcare delivery 

throughout the world. 

Martha Carlough is an Assistant Professor of Family Medicine and the Director of International 

Affairs in the School of Medicine at UNC. Engaged in comprehensive outpatient family 

medicine domestically, Carlough’s research focuses on maternal and child health within a 

global context. Her articles on global perspectives of post-partum depression, the role of 

mission hospitals and the efficacy of maternal and child health workers in Nepal have been 

published in leading medical journals. Carlough has also worked in clinics across the globe, 

from South Asia to Latin America, and regularly supervises student practice overseas. She joins 

us to share her discoveries on practical measures that could improve the global delivery of 

maternal and child healthcare. 

Light snacks and drinks will be provided. Please RSVP to laram@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 11:33 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing liszt <curstZacultyl~llow@liskserv.unc.edtP 

[cursthcultyfellows] FIJNDING AI,ERT -- NEH / COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH GRANTS 

Debra Hill 

The Center for Urban & Regional Studies 

Hicke~son Ho~lse, CB 3410 

The Univessity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3410 

919-843-9708 



--qi> -- You are currently subscribed to 

cursfaculL34"ellows as: <a hreD"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eu~ice@email.unc.edu<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to <a hreD"mailto:leave-29925679-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29925679- 
43127920.607d3960bfgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 11:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: [cursfaculUfellows] FUND1NG ALERT ~NEH / COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH GRANTS 

Hi Eunice, 
I wonder if this might be a funding possibility for a collaborative human rights or black feminism(s) research project. 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@emaiL unc.edu 
D~p_;_/./_~:__u__n___c_:_e___d___u_J__~_e_~./_a__f__r!_a__t_:a___m__ 

From: Debra Hill [dmhill@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 20:Ii 11:32 AM 
To: The CURSFacultyFellows mailing list 
Subject: [cursfacultyfellows] FUNDING ALERT ~ NEH / COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH GRANTS 

dmhill ?J)email.unc.edu 

Drone@unc.edu 



Debra Hi i1 

T]-:e Center for Urban & Regional Studies 

Hickerson House, CB 3410 

"_’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

C~’_apei Hill, NC 27599-3410 

919-843-9708 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 
~/ul> 

cursFaculWfellows as: <a href "mailto:Mcaldwe@email.unc.edu">klcaldwe@email.unc.edu~Ta-< To unsubscfibe send a blm~k <br> 
emaJl k~ <a hreD"mailk~:leave-29925679-19636468.4t2688b2184cSdctEti~fa7921BtSb28e@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29925679- 
19636468.412688b2184cSdcfcfat?a792[~SfSb28e@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 1:55 PM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Rucker, Walter C 

<wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

Cumculum committee date m~d time now set 

Dem Reg, Eunice, mad Walter, 

Happily it was easy to set a time to meet: Monday, September 26, from 12 to 1. Let’s meet in my office. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of AIi~o- American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publicaaons: 
Rayford W. Lo~ma m~d the Dilemma of the African-Americma Intellectual: 
http :li~-~,w.umas s. edn/umpre ssispr 97,,jat~ken.html 
Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
ht~p://uncpress.unc.eduibooks/T-8059.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 2:13 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curst:acultyl~llows@listserv.unc.edtp 

[curst~cultyt}llows] CURS Brown Bag Lunch Seminar: We’re Not All the Same: Understanding Pret~rence Variation in Children’s School 
Travel 

Professor Noreen McDonald [ City & Regional Planning 

September 30~ 2011 ] 12:30 to 1:45 

Clmpin Reading Room I New East 

Bing your lunch I beverages + light dessert providedl 

Recent decades have seen a sharp decline in the number of children who walk to school while kids being driven or using cars to get to school has risen 
commensurately. Research shows that these changes may be due to increased distance from home to school, more motbersjoining the work force, and safety’ 
concerns. New policies and programs infi~aslructure improvements and education encourage more s~dents to walk yet the impact of these policies has been mixed. 

ProiEssor McDonald has researched these issues extensively and her talk will explore how the use of stated preiErence methods and advanced modeling techniques 
can better identiI) what parents and children want and if policy initiatives ca~ meet their school travel needs. 

Todd Owen 

AssooJate D~reotor 

Center for Urban and Regional Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919/962-3076 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

cursfaculLyfellows as: <a hreD"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to <a hreD"mailto:leave-29927054-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29927054- 
43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: ~livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: class 

Hey Professor SaNe, this is from your INTS    class. Unfortunately, I have been for the past few days and will not be able to attend class today. I 
realize this is not ideal especially because we have Test #:t today. I have been and should be better very soon (and I have a doctors note if you need to 
see it as well). When would be most convenient for you for me to make up my :lest? Unfortunately I have class during your office hours, but I do not have any classes on 

Fridays so could make it up anytime then...and I have class from :t:tam to 6pro on Thursdays but could make up the Test anytime before :tlam. 

Please let me know when would be best for you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 2:51 PM 

Department listserv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: HR Facilitator Digest: Sept. 20, 2011 

092011 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 20, 20:[1 2:40 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject-" Re:[hrfac] HR Facilitator Digest: Sept. 20, 201:1 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

~ Please forward the attachment t{ded "HR Employee Information" with{n your department(sl, 
~ Fu~I text of all articles in the weekly digest is available i~ the attachments and at _h___t__t_R:J_!___h__u___u___n___c_:__e___d____q/news-events~/items. 

Upcomi~g ~at~ & ~eadli~es 

Sept, 2:t: Foundations of Nig~ Performance Teams class 

Sept. 22: Critica~ Thinking class 

5epL 22: Bene[i~:s Serv{ces workshop o Teacher & State Employees Retirement 

Sept. 2:~: Emai~ Management class 

Sept. 28: EPA Recruitment & EEO Topics class 

Se~L 28: Customer Service Ski~is class 

Sept. 30: Influencing & Negotiating Effectively class 

Oct. 2I: Em~!~yee A~re~!at!~ ~ 

Teachers & State {-.mployees Retirement Workshop (Contact: Training & TMent Oevelopment, 

This w.ar]~shoo is a comprehensive hail-day program [:hat takes the place of an ~ndivMual counseling sessk)n, but promises the same pers.ana~ a[:tenth:m m a group 

setting. Topics include retJrernetlt benefits, the paperwork process, Soda~ SecudW, Medicare, financial planning and reL~ree hesBh insurance, 

NCNex Annual Enrollment -Coming Soon} (CoBtact: Benefits Services~ 962-3072) 

NCF~ex ~m~ual enrollment is )~st around the corner, P~ease view the attached flyer to view the NCF]ex Newsflash flyer for 20:].:L 

Emp~oyae AppKaciation- Says the Date~ (Volunteer Interest} 

(::aHk~g a~ fi~cu~tv and s~aff[ Mark your cakmdars ~low ~o save the date ~or [:he annua~ ~]mpbvee ~ppreciath:m Day on ~:dday, Oct, 21. 

/earn~ng Oppo~tuNties - Upcoming T~a~Nng & Talent Development Classes Ava~{ab{e 
The Off:~ce of Hurnan Resources wH~ dbtribute a monthly con~T~uR~catior~ ]~stin~ Classes that are available from the E_£_U£~£_£~#_[£g. These learning opportunities are 

free and open to faculty and staff, Please see the attached flyer for available classes ~n October. 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: eunice,@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l =atH afam&o=29927473 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.~Le..-...2...9..c.)~2~7~4.Z~:..3..2~3..~..~6..(.!..8.:..e~8.Z.@..12.a.~.~..2~3..~.~R~..4.~!.~.~.~.~7.~2~i.~.~£~Lu~£~.~ 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Hurnan Resources 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 

Sept. 21 : Foundations of Hiqh Performance Teams class 
Sept. 22 : _C_____rj__tj___c____a__L_T____h___!___n_____kj_D__g class 
Sept. 22: Benefits Services workshop - Teacher & State Employees Retirement 
Sept. 21 : Email Manaqement class 
Sept. 27: EPA Non- Faculty HR Topics class 
Sept. 28: EPA Recruitment & EEO Topics class 
S e p t. 28: ...C....u....s....t....~.....m.....e....r......S...e....r...v.j...c....e......S....kj.!..~...s.. c las s 
Sept. 30: Influencing & Negotiating Effectively class 
Oct. 21 : Employee Appreciation Day 
Nov. 1 7: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares ends 

Teachers & State Employees Retirement Workshop 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

This workshop is a comprehensive half- day program that takes the place of an 
individual counseling session, but promises the same personal attention in a group 
setting. Topics include retirement benefits, the paperwork process, Social Security, 
Medicare, financial planning and retiree health insurance. 

Location" Bioinformatics- Mason Farm Rd., Room 1 I 31 
(Please note there is no onsite parking) 

Date: Thursday, Sept. 22 
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 11"30 a.m. 

Don’t miss this opportunity to reserve your space! Go to the Training & 
Development website to register. For more information about the workshop, call 
962- 2550 or click here to email us. 



NCFlex Annual Enrollment - Coming Soon! 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

NCFlex annual enrollment is just around the corner. Please view the attached flyer 
to view the NCFlex Newsflash flyer for 2011. 

Items covered in this issue include: 

Enrollment dates for 201 2 plan year are Oct. 3- 31 
New Flexible Spending Account administrator effective Jan. 1, 201 2 
Dental rates will increase by 3% effectiveJan. 1,201 2 
Dental plan changes (i.e. Preventive Incentive Added, Implant Coverage 
Added) 

Additional information for instructions on NCFlex annual enrollment will be sent to 
you in the coming weeks. 

Employee Appreciation- Save the Date! 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Calling all faculty and staff! Mark your calendars now to save the date for the 
annual Employee Appreciation Event on Friday, Oct. 21. 

This event will be held on campus at the Student Union and in The Pit from 9 a.m. 
until 3 p.m. Look for more detailed information in the coming weeks. 

We are looking for volunteers to help make this event a success! Please email 
volunteer interest and availability by Friday, Oct. 7. 

Shifts are as follows: 
7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. 
8:45 a.m. to 11 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
12:45 p.m. to 3 p.m. 

We recognize all the hard work you do, and want to appreciate you through a day 
full of exciting activities, games, food, and much more. 



Learning Opportunities- Upcoming Training &Talent Development Classes 
Available 

FROM: Verita Muri!l~ Training & Talent Development 

Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources will distribute a monthly communication listing 
classes that are available from the .__c____o___U___r___s____e_______c____a___t___a__!___o___g.. These learning opportunities are 
free and open to faculty and staff. Please see the attached flyer for available 
classes in October. 

To register on- line, please visit the Training & Development .__w_____e_____b___s__!___t___e__. or contact 
Training & Development at 962- 2550 for more information. 



No need----your benefits vviJl continue,.. 

You have from October 3 ---- 3ctob(.r o 1, z0~ 1 to make your charlges... 

W at NCFlex Has in Store for 2012 
New F[e×[b[e Spending Account (FSA) 

¯ Effective date January 1, 2012 

Watch out ~br mc, re details in the very near future 

New Health Care FSA cards will be issued befbre the new plan },ear-sta£s 

No Dependent Day Care FSA cards. Paper- claims only. 

¯ FSAs allow you a 2-1/2 month extension to claim benefits. Amounts in this 
},’ear’s accounts can be used to pay expenses inourred bewveen .January i 
and March i S of2012. Clairr’...s rr’...ust be received by April 30, 2012. 

¯ Under health care reform, over-the-cour~ter medications cannot be 
reimbursed through the I--tCFSA unless you have a doctor’s prescription~ 
It’s not our rule, it’s the law. 



It’s at i\!O CO.,, ,.o ~,~u 

Provides $10,000 wor¢~t~ of coverage if you suffer a loss 

Want to Learn More About 
NCFIe×? 

~_.he._k us out on the web 

Sit down witt-~ your work Iocator~ s Health Ber-~efit Rep 

Check your e-mails for Ar-~nual E, ,r,,,lr,] 



L.oca[[on: 104 Airpor~ Drive, 1500-A 

Date: Wednesday & Thursday, OcL 12 & 13 

Time: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 

Loc,~t[on: 104 Airport Drive, 15000 (1515) 

Da~e: Thursday, Oct.13 
T~me: 8:30 a~m to 4:30 p~m. 

[.ocatio~: 104 Airport Drive, 

Date: Thursday, Oct, 13 

Time: 2 

Locatbn: 104 A~rport Drive, 1500-.A 

[}~[e: Wednesday & Thursd~y, Oct. 26 & 27 

lime: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

I..ocr~t[on: 104 Airport Drive, IS00-{: 

Da~e: Thursday, Oct. 27 

T~me: 8:30 a~m. to 12:30 p.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 3:10 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[coret?ac3287] dral?t 2 

Dear Colleagues: 

With Agatha’s help I just produced an updated version - Draft 2 - of the 
Departmental Policies and Procedures. Please discard the first draft 
and read this one 

Thanks, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Pohtical Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 29927797 or send a blank email to leave-29927797- 
43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293fdd75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

TaJcheel article 

Dear Eunice, 

I read the article and met with the Deans. They assured me that there was no new level of investigation taking place, and in their view there was nothing 

newsworthy in the Tarheei article. In fact, Jonathan thought it was poorly written and confusing. So, nothing has actually gotten any worse. I suppose we could call 

that good news. -Reg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tifii~ny D <tifii~ny~larke@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 4:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting - Wednesday/LOCATION CHANGE 

Please note that the location of your meeting with the deans has been changed to Room 104-D South Building (first floor Provost Suite). 

Thanks, 
Tiff" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clarke, Tii‘[hny D 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 10:08 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting -WednesdayiCONFIRME~D 

I’ve confirmed your meeting with the deans for tomorrow, Wedaaesday, Sep 21st, at 2:30 for 30 minutes, in the same location as last time - Suite 205 South Building. 

Thanks, 
Tit’[" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(~)emait.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 10:02 AM 

To: tc [arke@email.unc.edu 
SubJect: Meeting - Wednesday 

Dear Tiffany, 

’]7his ~s in response to a request [’or a meeting with the Deans on Wednesday. Here are possible times: 

Morning: 

Anytime b etween 10 00am - 10.50am 

Afternoon: 

Anytime between 2 30pm-4.30pm. 

Thanks 

Sincerely, 
Eunice 



Canada Dentre for Global Security Studies at the Munk School of Giobal 

Affairs invites you to a presentation by qony Penikett on: 

The Devolution of Power to Nunavut 

On September 5, 2008, than indian and Nod:horn Affairs Canada (INAC) 

Minister Chuck Strahl signed a Nunavut Devolution Negotiations Protocoi with Nunavut’s premier and 

the president of Nunaw~t Tunngavik Incorporated (NTI) For Nunavummiut, Devolution will be t~e third 

important step on their constitutional journey following their iand ciaims settlement in 1993 and the 

creation of the Nunavut Territory in 1999. However. since the 2008 Protocol, nothing has happened; 

Ofl:awa still has not appairlted a devoluti,’ln negotiator Why net? 

Tony Peni~4ett servc~d fiw! terms as MI..A far WMteharse West (1978-1995) arid lwo ~s Premier af 

Yukon (1985-1992) before becoming Senior Policy Adviser in Saskatchewan’s Cabinet Planning Unit 

then Deputy Minister of Negotiations and (later) Labour for the British Columbia Government. 

On leavin9 public sesvice. Tony Penikett became the Gordon Foundation Senior Feiiow on aboriginal 

treaty issues at Simon Fraser University also Adjunct Professor in the SFU’s Master of Public Poiicy 

Treaty [’,,1~kir,g in British Columbia (Deugh~s & Mclnlyre, 2008), The [’,,1~d Trapper (BBC-TViTime-[.ife 

Who: Tony Pen~kett 

ad,.r.ss book or safe I~st. V~ew this ems~ on the web here You can also forward to a fliend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:31 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by Camille McGirt (cmcgirt) 

Location: AFRI > Forums > AFRI Discussion Forums > Lesson 4 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson Four (question for further reflection) 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. SaNe - Lesson Four (question for filrther reflection) 

Message Posted On: Tue       22:30:37 EDT 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: CCO AFRI    - This week 

Professor SaNe, 

I apologize for any late postings this week, including yesterday’s. 
on everything. I’ll still be posting all the assignments as soon as I can. 

Thank you, 

and rm trying to get caught up 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
Summer School 

919 966-4364 
summer.unc.edu 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 

Academic Affairs Faculty 
Jan Johnson Yopp, Dean 
September 1,2011 
MAYMESTER PROPOSALS - SUMMER 2012 

CB 3340, 134 E Franklin St 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3340 

For the three-week Maymester in First Session of the 2012 Summer School, classes begin 

Tuesday, May 15, and end on Friday, June 1. Classes meet every day for extended periods, either 9:00 

a.m.-12:15 p.m., 11:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m. or 1:15-4:30 p.m. Not all course formats or subject matter may be 
suitable for such concentrated teaching and learning. 

If you wish to teach a course that would work in a three-week period, there are steps to take 
immediately. PROPOSALS ARE DUE BY NOON ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, IN THE 
SUMMER SCHOOL OFFICE. Between 35 and 40 courses will be offered. Selection criteria may 
include balance across the curriculum, the students to be selwed, and particularly, any special educational 
and pedagogical feature of the course that makes this offering an enhancement for undergraduate studies. 
Courses taught in any prior Ma?mester will be considered. The list of 2011 courses can be found at 
https://summer.unc.edu/maymester. Notification whether courses have been selected will be made no later 
than October 10. To apply: 

1. Copy and complete the attached course proposal form. 

2. Present your proposal to your Chair/Dean for co-signature that this course is a good selection for a 
concentrated format and has been approved as part of the unit’s potential course listing for summer 2012. 

3. Submit the course proposal form to Jan Yopp, CB 3340, Summer School, at 134 E. Franklin St., 
Room 200. iBe sure it has the two signatures. 

4. Also, please make your proposal known to the summer administrator in your unit who nominates 
courses for offering in the summer term. If your Maymester course is approved, funding ~vill come out of 
the First Summer Session allocation to your unit. 

Faculty members may teach only one course during this concentrated Maymester and may not 
teach any additional first session courses. They may teach one more course in the second session, June 21 
to July 27, 2012. (Faculty members who are not teaching in Maymester may teach two courses total 
during the summer term, both in one session or one in each session.) Summer course assignments are 
subj ect to approval based on the academic needs of students and the potential tuition receipts generated. 
Summer faculty compensation is determined on the same credit hour basis whether a course is offered on 
the iMaymester or the standard summer session calendar. 

If you have any questions, please call Jan Yopp at 962-8266. 



{PAGE } 

PROPOSAL TO TEACH A COURSE IN MAYMESTER 2012 

[your name]                  (email) 
If team teaching, add extra instructor names and academic units: 

school/dept. 

Maymester would have 13 extended class sessions of more than three hours each, including the last day 
for a final examination. Not every course, such as a basic skills class, i.e. foreign language conversation, 
is suitable for this format; some adaptation is expected. If the course you propose to teach is in the 
approval process, or if you envision it having some off-campus component or additional class activities 
beyond the regular classes, also include the syllabus and related material describing the total educational 
experience. Any new course in the University must have the appropriate approvals in time for the course 
to be listed with the Registrar in December 2011. 

1. Title and number of the course (and cross-listings). 

2. Have you taught this course in a prior summer or Maymester session? 

When was your most recent summer offering, and what was the enrollment? 

3. Course information: 

a) Circle your preferred teaching block: 9:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m.; 11:30-2:45 p.m.; 1:15- 
4:30 p.m. 

b) What students would the course serve (level, majors, etc.)? 

c) How many students would you anticipate in the class? (A minimum enrollment of 12 
is needed for the course to be taught.) 

d) Is this course a required course for a degree within your unit? 

Does it satisfy a General Education Approaches or Connections requirement? 
Which ones? 

e) Briefly give any highlights of this course that would make it an exciting, valuable, or 
di stinctive offering for our students? 

4. By your signature below, and that of your Chair/Dean, you each certify that this course is 
suitable for adaptation to the three-week concentrated format and that the credit and grades 
earned for this course in the Maymester meet the usual standard in your Department/School. 

Signature instructor Signature Chair/Dean 

Return to Dean Jan Yopp, Summer School, CB 3340, by noon, Wednesday, September 28. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 21, 2011 11:59 AM 

For CIAS l?acuI~ <ciasfacuIty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Awaxds a~d Achievements 

Dear Faculty, 

We would love to highlight your awards and achievements from the past six months in our Fall 2012 newsletter. If you have an accomplishment you would like 

added to our newsletter, please email me at laram@emaikunc.edu. 

Thank you so much for your support! 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.global.unc.edu/globalstudies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 12:33 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Michael Taussig at UNC 

Michael Taussig "When the Sun Goes Down: Night, Sleep, and History" 
"When the sun goes down, mythology surfaces in the rituals and anxieties of modern life -in beautiful sunsets no less than deepening shadows of despair. At 

night when the sun seems to travel below the earth, sleep, too, brings its tossing and turning as we journey through strange continents of being. This talk 

addresses twilight, the witching hour, known to filmmakers as ’the magic hour’ when light transforms itself as the basis of the image, such that other worlds are 

possible." 

Michael Taussig is Class of 1933 Professor of Anthropology at Columbia University. He is the author of The Devil and Commodity Fetishism in South America, among 

many other writings that explore 1) commercialization of peasant agriculture, 2) slavery, 3) hunger, 4) the popular manifestations of the working of commodity 

fetishism, 5) the impact of colonialism (historical and contemporary) on "shamanism" and folk healing, 6) the relevance of modernism and post-modernist 

aesthetics for the understanding of ritual, 7) the making, talldng, and writing of terror, 8) mimesis in relation to sympathetic magic, state fetishism, and secrecy, 9) 

defacement (meaning iconoclasm), 10) paramilitary violence, 11)a study of exciting substance loaded with seduction and evil, gold and cocaine, in a montage- 

ethnography of the Pacific Coast of Colombia, 11) currently writing a book entitled "What Color is the Sacred?". 

September 29, 2011, 5:00pm 

Pleasants Family Room, Wilson Library, UNC 

Beatriz Riefkohl Mufiiz 

Associate Director 

Institute for the Study of the Americas 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street (corner of McCauley and Pittsboro) 

Campus Box 3205 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3205 

919-966-1484 (main) 

919-962-2418 (direct) 

919-962-0398 (fax) 

http:i/isa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 1:14 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Palabras mayores 

i apologize for double pestings, 

Dear colleagues, 
please mark your calendars for the following event. NOTE: the talk will be in Spanish. feel free to invite your students and friends, 
look fo~tca~ to seeing you 

best, 

Emilio del Valle Escalante 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 
CB 3170, Dey Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P (919) 962-2059 
Webpage: http://www.u nc.edu/~edelvall 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

s~nwg01 as: eunice~)e~nafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29935045-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(g)listserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edtc> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 1:36 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Playwright Ariel Dorfinan Places Papers With Duke University Libraries 

Hope you will be able to attend his reading on Oct, 5. 

Playwright Ariel Dorfman Places Papers With Duke University Libraries 
Playwright Ariel Dorfrnan Places Papers With Duke University Libraries 
Dorfman will read from his new memoir Oct. 5 at Perkins Library 

September 20, 2011 ] 

::.~.i Description: 

http://today.duke.edu/sites/default/files/stori 

es/ArieI-Dorfman CMS.jpg? 1316549085 

Dorfman’s papers include novel manuscripts, essays, photos and video recordings. 

Durham, NC - Ariel Dorfman, the acclaimed Chilean-American writer~ hmnan rights activist and international figure, will place his aacchive ruth Duke Universi .ty, school 

officials announced Tuesday. 

Dorfman holds the Walter Hines Page Chair of Literature and Latin American Studies at Duke, where he has taught since 1985. His awaacd-winning novels, essays and 

poetry, written both in Spanish and English, have been translated into more than 40 languages. 

At 4 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 5, Dorfman roll read from his new memoir, "Feeding on Dreams: Confessions of an Unrepentant Efile," in the Gothic Reading Room of 
Perkins Library on Duke’s West Campus. The reading is free and open to the public. 

"Ariel Dorfman is one of the most important voices in literature today, especially the literature of social engagement," said Deborah Jakubs, Rita DiGiallonardo 

ttolloway University Librarian and Vice Provost tbr Library Att?~firs at Duke. "ttis book~ plays and essays reflect some of the thorniest issues of our time. It is fitting 

that his lit~’s work should be pre~rved here at Duke, where it will continue to speaJ~ to thture generations about the role of the aztist in defending human rights and 

seeking justice." 

Dorfman was a member of Salvador Allende’s administration in Chile and went into exile when Augusto Pinochet ~ized power in 1973. Since then, his writings have 
oIIen e:mmined lmman rights abuse~ the i,npact of totalitarian ideology, the experience of life in e:dle, memory and identiw, as well as the dilemmas of bilingualism and 

globalization. 

Dorfman was active in the resis~aace to the Pinochet regime and has continued to work with hmnan rights organizations such as AtnnesW International and Hmnan 

Rights Watch. 

Dorfman’s life is documented in his papers, which include extensive correspondence and email; manuscript drafts of his novels, essays, plays, poetry and other writings; 

notebooks; journals; photographs, films and video recordings; digital files; and many other materials. They will be deposited in Duke’s recently renamed David M. 

Rubenstein Rare Book & Manuscript Library, where they will they will join the literary papers of other noted authors such as Reynolds Price, Anne Tyler and William 

Styron, as well as related collections in Duke’s Archive for tluman Rights. 

The Ariel Dortinan papers will be available to researchers al~ter they have been prepared tbr research use by Will tlm~sen, the associate curator of collections. 

"I will never tbrget how Duke provided a home for me and my family during the daackest days of the Chilean dictatorship, mad then gave us refuge yet again when we t}lt 

it necessary to leave a recently democratic Chile in 1991 ," Dorfinan said. "What better place, therefore, to deposit the books and papers that attest to my strnggle to 

make sense of our ti,nes than the wonderful Duke libra .ry~ so close to where I have been writing for over 25 years and closer even to my heart? I am only transferring 

my archive from my personal home to the vasler ho,ne that Duke has beco,ne." 

Although Newsweek magazine has called him "one of the greatesl living Latin An~erican novelists," Dorfman is perhaps best lmown tbr his plays, which have been 

staged in more than 100 countries and won numerous international awmds. 

Among his most famous plays is "Death and the Maiden," which recounts the encounter of a former torture victim with the man she believes tortured her. It received the 

Olivier Awaa:d in London and had a successful Broadway rnn before being made into a fihn in 1994. The play is being revived this year on London’s West End. 

More Information 
Contact: Aaron Welbom 

Phone: (919) 660-5816 
EmaJl: aaron.welborn@duke.edu 

From: Will Hansen [mailto:william.hansen@duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 5:12 PM 
To: ariel doffman (adoffman@duke.edu) 
Subject: Papers press release 
Ariel, 



In case you or the HMH publicity folks prefer the public version: 

b_~_ ~_ ~_~ Li_~.o._ d_~_. ~ ~_k_. ~__~ .d_~/ 2_.o_~_~_Z O._ ~_/ ~ o._r__f_m_~_o~ ~ c ~ 
Will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wnicke@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 2:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

A Request Re: AFAM/AFR1474... 

Hi Eunice, 

I learned recently that I will be teaching AFAM!AFRI 474: "African and African American Linkages" next term and was wondering if I could ask you a big favor? 

Would it be possible for me to see your syllabus for that course? 

I have some ideas about what I would want to do with the course, but I wanted to see a recent syllabus or two for 474 to get a sense of what others have 

emphasized. Since it is a core, major requirement, I need just a bit of guidance about whether it should be a lecture, a seminar, or a mixture of both? Whether I 

should teach it once a week for 2.5 hours or three times a week for 50 min. a session? Given its level and intended complexity, I would assume (and I may be very 

wrong) it should be a once a week, 2.5 hour seminar with an emphasis on focused discussions of readings (and punctuated by some lecture). 

Tim informed me that there is no "syllabus of record" for the course and that each person has taught 474 as an advanced topics class. Given your training, research, 

and expertise, I thought it would be wise for me to narrow my scope to your syllabus as it probably is the best recent one for the course. 

Thank you kindly for considering my request. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Pro{essor 

African ~ A~ro~American Studies 

UNC~Chapel tIill 

305 gattle Hall 

Chapel IMI, NC ~27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 3:17 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] The Triangle African American History Colloquium 

TAAHC CFP 2011-2012.pdf 

Greetings, 

The Triangle African American History Colloquium announces its sixth annual New Perspectives Conference. 
Our theme this year is "Defining Freedom in African American History and Culture," and the conference will 
be held February 24-25, 2012 at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The Conference Committee 
welcomes single papers or complete session panels related to the conference theme from faculty and graduate 
students. Please see the attached announcement for more information. 

Sincerely, 
Liz Lundeen 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29936297 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-29936297-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Call for Papers 
Sixth Annual l~lew Perspectives Conference 

Presented by the Triangle African American History Colloquium 

Defining Freedom 
in African American History and Culture 

February 24-25, 2012 
At the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

The Conference Committee invites proposals for single papers or complete session panels 
related to the theme of freedom in African American history and culture, across a range of 
time periods, areas, and disciplines. As Americans commemorate the 150th anniversary of the 
beginning of the Civil War--an event that cast African Americans’ varying and complex 
definitions of freedom into sharp relief scholarly recognition of the ways African Americans 
have expressed and acted upon individual and communal concepts of freedom seems 
particularly appropriate. This theme, however, is neither restricted to the Civil War-era nor to 
a specific historical sub-field. Rather, this conference seeks cultural, economic, political, 
social, and other interpretations of African Americans’ definitions of or, potentially, debates 
on--freedom from the colonial era through the twentieth century. 

This conference seeks to address questions such as: How have African Americans defined and 
debated freedom within their communities and within a broader American or global context? 
What forces and motivations shaped these concepts of freedom? Answering these questions 
helps to shed light not only on the African American experience but also the historical 
construction and contestation of one of America’s central ideals. Topics of exploration might 
include: literary and artistic expressions; social movements; black politics; gender history; 
slavery; religious practices and ideologies; and myriad others. Papers on any topic relevant to 
the conference theme are welcome. 

The Conference Committee is also pleased to announce that this year’s conference will feature 

a keynote address given by Davarian L. Baldwin, the Paul E. Raether Distinguished Professor 

of American Studies at Trinity College. 

Eligibility: Faculty and graduate students. Papers from advanced undergraduate students 
from universities in the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area will be considered for a special 
panel session. 

Deadline: The deadline for proposals is Saturday, November 12, 2011. Please respond via 

email to         ~gmail.com with your name, institution, title, email address, proposed 
paper title, a 150-word abstract, and curriculum vitae. Please put "Conference Proposal" in 

your subject line. Conference papers should have a historical focus and be a maximum of ten 

pages in length, excluding endnotes. Final papers are due no later than February 3, 2012. 

Questions and concerns may be addressed to Brandon Byrd and sent to _~gmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JOHN Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 3:33 PM 

Readings tb rthe Post-Colonial: GEOG814.001 .FAI,L2011 

Mike and I are on the same timetable. He asks about the readings below. All but the Grego~ in Social Nature o~re available in lxtf version online -- posted on 

Blackboard under wk5. 

Jane M. Jacobs. Introduction: After Empire. In Handbook of Cultural Geography. Edited by Kay Anderson, Mona Domosh, Steve Pile, and Nigel Thrift. SAGE, 

2003, pp.345-353. 

Daniel Clayton. Critical Imperial and Colonial Geographies. In Handbook of CulturaJ Geography. Edited by Kay Anderson, Mona Domosh, Steve Pile, and Nigel 

Thrift. SAGE, 
2003, pp. 354-368. 

I cannot locate a coW of Gregory (below) so skip it: 

Derek Gregory,. (Post)Coloni~1isln and the Production of Nature. In Social Nature: Theoiy, Practice, and Politics (eds) Noel Cas~tree and Bruce Braun, Blackwell 

2001, 
pp.84-111. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 3:51 PM 

Ecolo~ and SociaJ Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Room change 16r Sept. 22 Africm~ Studies Seminar - please note 

Friends, 

Reminder: Please join us this Thursday, September 22, 2011 at 6:30-9:00pm at the FedEx Global Education Center, UNC-CH. 

Please note that the seminar will be in Room 4003, on the 4th floor. 

*Directions below 

Dr. Bereket Selassie will present "The Broken Promise: Eritrea’s Post-Independence Road to Autocracy." Dr. Selassie, of the African and Afro-American Studies 

Department at UNC-Chapel Hill, will present a talk based on his new book Wounded Notion: How o Once Promising Eritreo Wos Betroyed ond its Future 

Compromised. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing new research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area 

faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Amelia DeFosset damelia@email.unc.edu for more information. 

****Directions to the FedEx Global Education Center from Franklin Street in Chapel Hill coming from the East: 

Turn LEFT onto S. Columbia St. from Franklin St. Follow the road through a couple of lights, it will force you to go right at the intersection by the Carolina Inn, and 

then take a LEFT turn onto Pittsboro St. You will pass the Carolina Inn on your left. At the next light, you will see the building in front of you. It is next door to the 

School of Social Work and behind the Pharmacy School. There is free parking after 5pro in the lot below the building, with entrance on McCauley Street. 

http:!!international.unc.edui 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http://carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists.unc.edu/n?id=~2339823.6a91 b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d 1 b23&n =:T&l=a frica&o=29936729 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~Jl to [e~a.5:e~-..2...9...c.).~}.7..2..~-~2~2..~3..~.9...8~2~3..~:a..~.~..~.?~.3~..~.~..6...c..~.8..2...b..~}:a..~.~:&~.~.~.~.~.b~1i.~.~2~!1%.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 7:10 PM 

Update: important (At~J600): AFRI600.001 .FALL2011 

Dear Scholars, 

Today has been taken up by several urgent meetings on Campus. Thus, I write to let you know that I will wrap up the 4 remaining exams by Friday and post the grades 

by Saturday. 

Apologies for the delays but it is has been a hectic week. 

See you tomorrow. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu-, 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 7:28 PM 

1NTS560- Sept 22 Semiuar aud more..: INTS560.001 .FALl,2011 

Dear Human right~ ethics mid glob~J issues scholars: 

As we discussed last week~ come to our seminar prepared to discuss issues concerning ’responsibilities’ etc, and others raised in the readings by Miller, Pogge and Sen. 

Looking fo~x~ard to our discussion. 

Exa~n 1: In response to questions pertaining to the exa~n you wrote yesterday, please note that you will receive them by next Thursday at the latest. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 8:49 PM 

ttuber, Fxelyne tt <ehube@email.unc.edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 

<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Sable, EuNce N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Geovges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Possible Executive Committee Issue 

Dear All, 
During today’s faculty meeting, someone raised a question about potential travel funding for a lecturer from extra funds that the Dean’s Office might have. I was wondering if 
this should be discussed within the Executive Committee before a decision is made. It might be useful to consider whether tenure-track faculty should have first priority for 
such funds, particularly since conference attendance can impact tenure and promotion. 
I was not sure when we, the Executive Committee, will hold our first meeting, so I wanted to offer this is an item for consideration while it was fresh in my mind. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http: !/www. u nc.ed u/depts/afriafa m 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 7:55 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtp; Janken, Kenneth R 

<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N--~eunice@email.unc.edtc,; Nzongola-Ntalaja Geo~ges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Possible Executive Committee Issue 

Dear Kia and Colleagues, 

Thank you, Kia, for raising the issue. In general, since this is College money, College policy roll be decisive. In other words, for the regular travel support, the College 
decides who is eligible and pays the money directly to that individual. As I mentioned, I am not sure what College policy is for fixed term faculF, but I am in the process 

of finding out. 

Since this would be extra money, there will need to be extra advocacy. However, my best guess is that the same eligibiliF rules would apply. So, let me get back to 

you on those rules. 

As to the first meeting of the EC, I thought we would hold it when we have suiticient issnes to talk about to make it worth our while. So, I would encourage you all to 

send me topics for discussion - there is no need for an elaboration on ema~l, but simply a mention of the topic. We could then meet on a Wednesday at 11 a.m. or a 

Thursday at 3:30 p.m. 

Thanks, 

Evelyne 

On 9/21/2011 8:49 PM, Caldwell, Kia L wrote: 

Dear All, 
During today’s faculty meeting, someone raised a question about potential travel funding for a lecturer from extra funds that the Dean’s Office might have. I was 
wondering if this should be discussed within the Executive Committee before a decision is made. It might be useful to consider whether tenure-track faculty 
should have first priority for such funds, particularly since conference attendance can impact tenure and promotion. 
I was not sure when we, the Executive Committee, will hold our first meeting, so I wanted to offer this is an item for consideration while it was fresh in my mind. 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

Evelyne Huber 

Horehead Aik~mrN Distinguished Professer 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3265 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-30~I 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

emaii: ehuber@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow@georgiasouthem.edu;. 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 8:38 AM 

Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow@georgiasouthem.edu> 

*CALL FOR PROI~)SAL* tbr the 21 st Annual British CommonwealthContErence 

Dear Friends, 

On behaJf of the British Commonwealth Plaaming Committee I would like to invite you to the upcoming 21st Annual British Commonwealth Conference on 

February 17-18, 2012 at the Hilton DeSoto in Savannah, Georgia and hosted by the Department of Literature and Philosophy at Georgia Southern University. 

Our Keynote Speaker this year is Dr. Dorthy Figueira from the University. of Georgia 

Please visit the conference website for more i~ffonnation at: http:/iceps.georo~iasouthemedu/conted/bcps.html 
The Call for Protx~sals is now open antil November l, 2011. We invite propo~ls in the tbllowing thematic and geographic areas: 

Bioethics, Ecolo~, and Ecocriticism 
Migration, Diaspora, Hybridig./, and Borders 

Region, Religion, Politics, and Culture 

Literature, Arts, and the Media 

HistoiN and Historiography 
Way and Tenorism 

Race, Class, Gender, SexuaJib~, and Ethnicity 

Ethics, Economics, and Globalization 

Pedagogy and the Disciplines 

The Americas (North America, Latin America, Native America, Ethnic America) 
Europe (Fortless Europe, Eurabia, Londonistan) 

South Asia (PakJsIan, At~hanistan, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka) 

Southeas~t Asia (Brunei, Burma, Cmnbodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singalyore, Thailand, Vietnam) 

Africa (Nigeria, South Africa, Black Atlantic) 

The Middle East 

AustraJda and Oceania 

U.S. Hegemony and Chinese Neocolonialisln 

Or any other aspect of the British Commonwealth of nations, or of countries fomiefly colonized by other European powers 

We look forw~:rd to receiving your propos~l and seeing you in Savannah! Please let me lmow if you have any questions. 

~Silke~ 

Silke Ledlow 

Assis~at Program Developmem Specialist 

Continuing Edacafion Center 

Georgia Southern University 

silkeledlow~!geor~iasouthem.edu 

Office: (912) 478-2374 
Please take a look at our NEW GSU Fall 2011 Catalog!!’. 

http:/iceps.~eorp.iasouthem.edu/conted/cecatalop.FALL2011 .pdf 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 9:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Firoze, etc 

Wonderful. Thal~ you so much for this B 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Atlcican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Alicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 5:31 AM 
To: Barbara Anderson 
Subject: Firoze, etc 

tti Barbara, 

Greetings and I hupe you are ~vell. 

Anyway here are two readings. I hope this is what you needed The times are strange su let me know if you need anything else. 

Fackson Banda, Okuth Fred Mudhai, and Wisdom J Tettey, "Introduction: New Media and Demucracy in Africa: A critical Interjection", in Okoth Fred Mudhai, Wisdom J. Tee~" and 
Facksun Banda, Africa Media and the Digital b’ublic Sphere (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009) 

Ooran ttyden and Michael Leslie, "Cummunications and Democratization in A[~rica’ [n Guran Hyden, Michael Leslie and Fulu Fularin Ogundimu (New Jersey: Transaction Publishers, 2003). 

Warm regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 11:05 AM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu-~ 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket tt <bselassi@email.unc.edtp; Janken, Kenneth R 

<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtc,; Nzongola-Ntalaja Geo~ges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Possible Executive Comtnittee Issue 

Thanks, Evelyne. 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://www, u nc.ed u/depts/afriafa m 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2021 7:54 AM 

To-" Caldwell, Kia L 
C¢; Huber, Evelyne H; Selassie, Bereket H; .]anken, Kenneth R; SaNe, Eunice N; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject; Re: Possible Executive Committee Issue 

Dear Kia and Colleague~ 

Thank you, Kia, lbr raising the issue. In general, since this is College money, College policy will be decisive. In other words, tbr the regular travel support, the College 
decides whi~ is eligible and pays the money directly to that individual. As I mentioned, I am not sure what College tx~licy is for fixed term thculty, but I am in the process 

of finding out. 

Since this would be extra money, there will need to be extra advocacy. Howevel; my bes~t guess is that the same eligibiliU rules would apply. So, let me get back to 

you on those rules. 

As to the firs~t meeting of the EC, I thought we would hold it when we have s@t]cient issues to talk about to make it worth our while. So, I would encourage you all to 

send me topics for discussion - there is no need for an elaboration on email, bnt simply a mention of the topic. We could then meet on a Wednesday at 11 a.m. or a 

Thra~day at 3:30 p.m. 

Thanks, 

Evelyne 

On 9/21/2011 8:49 PM, Caldwell, Kia L wrote: 

Dear All, 
During today’s faculty meeting, someone raised a question about potential travel funding for a lecturer from extra funds that the Dean’s Office might have. I was 
wondering if this should be discussed within the Executive Committee before a decision is made. It might be useful to consider whether tenure-track faculty 
should have first priority for such funds, particularly since conference attendance can impact tenure and promotion. 
I was not sure when we, the Executive Committee, will hold our first meeting, so I wanted to offer this is an item for consideration while it was fresh in my mind. 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

Evel yne Huber 
Morels:earl Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Eepartment cf Political Science 
University of Nort~’~ Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 9~9-962-3041 

fax:     9i9-962-0432 

email: ehuber@UnCoedu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 12:07 PM 

Department listserv <atiiathm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[a£rial:axn] Lecture on Civil Wa~r through an Americm~ Indim~ Lens 

thorpe flier2011 .doc 

From: triwideafs-owner@lists.ncsu.edu [triwideafs-owner@lists.ncsu.edu] on behalf of Gershenhorn, 3erry B [jgershen@nccu.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, September 21, 201:t 11:30 AM 
To-" Gershenhorn, Jerry B; triwideafs@lists.ncsu.edu 
Subject; Re: [triwideafs] Earlie Thorpe Lecture at Stagviille 

On Sunday, October 16, 2011, from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., Dr. Malinda Maynor Lowery, Assistant Professor of History at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill, will deliver this year’s Earlie E. Thorpe Memorial Lecture. Her lecture is title& "The Lowry Uprising of 1864-1872: Reconsidering the Civil War Through a~ 
~erican Indian Lens." This annual lecture at Historic Stagville is given in honor of Dr. Earlie Thorpe, who chaired the Department of Histou at North Carolina 

Central U~iversi~ from 1962 to 1973 and taught there for twen~-seven years until his death in 1989. An outstanding teacher and scholar, Dr. Thorpe was a p~olific 

author of important works of history, notably The :tlind of the ~¥egro: An Intellecutal History ofAfi’o~4mericans ( 1961 ), Black Historians: A Criliq~te ( 1971 ), and 

The O M South: A Paychohisto~ (1972). 

A native North Carolinian. Dr. Lowery earned her Ph.D. degree in history ti-om UNC-Chapel Hill in 2005. In 2009, she returned to North Carolina when she was hired 

to teach Native Americm~ history and United States history at UNC-Chapel Hill. She has also taught at Harvard Universi~, North Carolina State University, Duke 

University, and San Fra~cisco State University. Last year, Lowery punished Lumbee Indians in the .Iirn Cro~ South: Race, Identily, and the Making of a Nation 

(UNversi~ of North Carolina Press). She has also punished articles about American Indim~ identity, school integration, and sacred music. Lowery has produced throe 
documentary films about Native American issues, including the award- winNw, b, the Ligktt qfReverence, which was broadcast on I?BS in 2001. 

The program is free a~d open to the punic. In addition to the lecture the jazz band Quintessence, led by Quinton Parker, will preform. Refreslmmnts will be served. 

Historic Stagville is located in nortkem Durhaa~ Count. The address is 5828 Old Oxford Highway 

Durham, NC 27712, and the phone number is 919-620-0120. 

Here’s a link to the Stagville website: http://ww~v.st,~,ville.org/ 

A flyer is attached to this email. 

Jerry Gershenhorn 

Associate Professor 
Depa~l~nent of History 

202C Edmonds Classroom Building 

North Carolina Central University 

Durham, NC 27707 
919-530-7932 

This email has been scarmed by the MessageLabs E,nail Security, System. 

For more information please visit htlp:i/wvx~v.messagelabs.comiemail 

You are cnnently subscribed to a£riafam as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubseribe click hem: http:,’ilists~mc.edtgu?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=T&l=affiatiam&o=29942415 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave- 29942415- 32361608.e87a9 la5832319540e 156ada770a798d(a;listserv.unc.edu 



Historic Ivoundation Stagville 

Presents 

Dr. Malinda Maynor Lowery 
Assistant Professor of History, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"THE LOWRY UPRISING OF 1864-1872: 
RECONSIDERING THE CIVIL WAR 

THROUGH AN AMERICAN INDIAN LENS" 

Earlie E. 
The 2011 

Thorpe Memorial Lecture 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 
2:00-4:00pro 

Live jazz music performed by Quintessence. 
ADMISSION IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 

HISTORIC STAGVILLE STATE HISTORIC SITE 
5828 Old Oxford Highway, Durham, NC 27712 

919-620-0120 
info@stagville.org 



Fanon is Subject of Commemorative Program at UNC: 
"Remembering the Life and Work of Frantz Fanon" 

During the first week of October The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black 
Culture and History at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC at 
Chapel Hill) will host a special commemoration marking the 50th year anniversary 
of the passing of cultural and political icon Frantz Fanon. The commemoration 
includes a film screening and a special symposium with presentations by guest 
panelists. The project is co-sponsored by the Institute for the Arts and 
Humanities, the Curriculum in Latina/o Studies, and the African Studies Center 
all of UNC at Chapel Hill 

The commemoration will begin with a screening and discussion of Frantz Fanon: 
His Life, His Struggle, His Work (2001) an Algerian/French production from 
director Cheikh Djemai, as part of The Stone Center’s 2011 Diaspora Festival of 
Black and Independent Film. The Symposium continues on October 6 at 7 pm 
and features a keynote by Mireille Fanon Mend6s-France, President of the 
Frantz Fanon Foundation in Paris. The final sessions of the Symposium take 
place on October 7 pm and features panels and a keynote with scholars and 
activists from UNC and other institutions. 

The film and all program sessions are free and open to the public, but pre- 
registration is recommended by way of the Stone Center’s Facebook page link 
http://www.facebook:com/event.php?eid=2460535:18772045 or call (9:19) 962-900:1. 

Free lunch will be provided for the Friday, 7 October sessions for those who 
register by 30 September. Limited visitor parking is available and free for 
Thursday, 6 September at 7 pm. Parking for Friday sessions is available at a 
discount at Visitors lots. For information on parking visit the Stone Center website 
http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/. For general information on the symposium 
please visit the website or call (919) 962-9001. 

The Stone Center’s mission is to "encourage and support the critical examination 
of all dimensions of African-American, African and African diaspora cultures 
through sustained and open discussion, dialogue and debate..." 



Remembering the Life and Work of Frantz Fanon 
Symposium Program 

Film Screening, Tuesday, October 4 at 7 pm 
Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
Frantz Fanon: His Life, His Struggle, His Work 
Dir: Cheikh Djemai/Martinique/France/AIgeria/Tunisia 
2001/52 minutes/French with English Subtitles 

Opening Program - Keynote Address 
Thursday, October 6 at 7 pm 
Theater/Auditorium, Stone Center 

The Contribution of Frantz Fanon to Peoples’ Liberation 
Mireille Fanon-Mend~s France, President, Frantz Fanon Foundation, Paris 
Respondent: Linda Carry, Africana Studies, Syracuse University 

Friday Sessions 
Friday, October 7 - 9:00-4:00 pm 
Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
8:30-9:00 am Coffee 
9:00 am Opening Remarks 

Session I: Fanon and the Pathway to African Revolution(s) 
9:15 am- 11:00 am 

"Following the Path of Revolution: The African Legacy 
of Frantz Fanon" 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, African/African American Studies and African 
Studies Center, UNC at Chapel Hill 

"Geographies of Violence and Displacement in Kenya: Territory, 
Citizenship and Power" 
Eunice Sahle, African/African American Studies and Global Studies, UNC 
at Chapel Hill. 

Fanon: In the Context of Negritude" 
Bereket Habte Selassie, African/African American Studies and Law, UNC 
at Chapel Hill 



Session I1: Fanonism In Transnational Contexts 
11:15 am -12:30 pm 

"Language, Power and Resistance: Reading Frantz Fanon in a Trans- 
Caribbean Setting" 
Daynali Flores-Rodriguez, Spanish Dept., Inter-American Univ. of Puerto 
Rico. 

"Franz Fanon and Islam: The Relevance of the Theory of Violence in 
a post-September 11 World" 
Fouzi Slisli, Department of History, University of Minnesota; Department of 
Ethnic Studies, St. Cloud State University. 

Moderator: Joshua Nadel, Latin American and Caribbean History/Global 
Studies, North Carolina Central University 

*Lunch" (Provided) 12:30-1"30 pm 

Afternoon Keynote: 1:30-2:30 pm 
"The Lumpenproletariat, The Subaltern, The Mental Asylum" 

Ranjanna Khanna, English, Literature and Women’s Studies, Duke University 

Session ll~: Fanon and the African American Radical Tradition 
2:30- 4:00 pm 

"The Wretched of the UoS.: Frantz F:anon and the Rise of Radical 
Ethnic Nationalism, 1966=1975" 
Jeffrey O.G. Ogbar ,History, Associate Dean, University of Connecticut 

"Oh Frantz, The Wretched of the Earth Again." 
Alvaro Reyes, Department of Geography, UNC at Chapel Hill 

Moderator: Joseph Jordan, Stone Center, African/African American 
Studies, UNC at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 12:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: A Request Re: AFAMiAFR1474... 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you, very much, for agreeing to help. 

Just to give you some sense of what I want to do with the course, the theme will likely be "Imaginings of Africa and the Diaspora". The course will likely be divided into four teaching units 
of about four weeks each. Unit one will focu s on imaginings and mobilizations of Ancient African cultures and civilizations in the Diaspora and will range from debates about ancient Egypt 
and Nubia (Bernal’s Black Athena, etc) to more recent appropriations of Ethiopian cultural icons (in Jamaican Rastafarianism) and Swahili language and culture (by cultural nationalists, 
Black Power activists, and the Black Student Movement in the US). Unit t~vo ~vill look at the slave trade, the Middle Passage, and slavery through the optic of folklore and fiction Unit three 
will focus on the development of neo-African identities and ethnicities in the Americas and political mobilizations of "Africa" by 18th century slave rebels and 19th century black 
nationalists. The fourth and final unit will introduce late 19th and 20th centuly social, cultural, and intellectual movements (e.g, Abolition, Pan AIicicanism, Negritude, Negrissimo, the Harlem 
Renaissance, Anti-Colonialism, Anti-Apartheid, Civil Rights, Black Power, and Afrocentricity) that imagined and mobilized "Africa" in myriad ways 

With that structure in mind, I ~vould be keenly interested in learning more about Diasporic social movements in Europe to help round out my foulth unit. 

Would next Tuesday work for you? I am free ant’ time before noon and after 3:30p. Thanks 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Prufessor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 
305 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
http ://hume earthlink net/ -drwruck er/index.htm[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sah]e, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, September 21,2011 7:50 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: A Request Re: AFAM/AFRI 474. 

[)ear Walter, 

Thanks for your note 

Nu problem We can meet tu discuss the cuurse and gu over over my syllabus someume snext week. Overall, my main theme was social muvements in buth the continent (with a heavy ]2~cus 
un South A[’rica given my research) and the Afi-ican Diaspura (mainly contemporary African Diaspura sucial movements in Eurupe (especially France and Latin ±~,.merica) At any rate, Iam 
wil [ be un campus un Tuesday and Thursday. Let me knuw what wurks :[’or yuu. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Wednesday, September 21,2011 2:41 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: A Request Re: AFAM7AFRI 474... 

HiEtmice, 

I learned recently- that I will be teaching AFAM/AFRI 474: "African and African American Linkages" next term and xvas wondering if I could ask you a big favor? Would it be possible for me 
to see your syllabus for that cottrse? 

I have some ideas about what I would want to do with the course, but I wanted to see a recent syllabus or two for 474 to get a sense of what others have emphasized. Since it is a core, major 
requirement, I need just a bit of guidance about xvhether it should be a lecture, a seminar, or a mixture of both? ;\~ether I should teach it once a week for 2.5 hours or three times a week for 
50 rain. a session? Given its level and intended complexity, I would assume (and I may be very- wrong) it should be a once a week, 2.5 hour seminar with an emphasis on focused discussions 
of readings (and punctuated by some lecture). 

Tim irffom~ed me that there is no "syllabus of record" for the course and that each person has taught 474 as an advanced topics class. Given your training, research, and expertise, I thought 
it would be wise for me to narrow my scope to your syllabus as it probably- is the best recent one for the course. 

Thank you kindly for considering my request. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
Lr>,-C -Chapel Hill 
305 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



~e earthlink net/-drwruck er/ind., -..- ex.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 
Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 1:02 PM 

pam~uka-news <pambazuka- news@pam~uka.gn.apc.org> 

PambazukaNews 548: Africa, P~]estine m~d World Conference against Racism 

PAMB.a~ZUKA NR~¥VS 548: AFRICA, PALESTKN~E Aik~) YVORLD CONFERENCE AGAINST RACISM 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and platfbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Feattu-es, 2. Announcements, 3. Comment & analysis, 4. 
Advocacy & campaigns, 5. Books & arts, 6. Letters & Opinions, 7 
Cartoons 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V /,iVV /VVV /V\?’,/ /\?,~/\/ /V’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
1 Features 

Ab~RICA AND PALESTINIAN STATEItOOD AT THE UN 
Lessons J2~r decolonisation 
Horace Campbell 
’Social justice and transformation in Africa and Palestine are 
inextricably linked,’ writes Horace Campbell [[’he ’demilitarisation of 
the region can only be secured by uniting the peace and justice forces 
in all parts of the world.’ 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,cate~ory/features/76539 

T[tE WORLD W]LI, REMEMBfIR ~fR()Y DAVIS’ 
NAACP, Dave Zirin 
’Tonight the State of Georgia killed an innocent man,’ writes the 
NAACP, fi)llowing the death of Troy Davis on 21 September. ’Troy’s 
execution, the exceptional unfairness of it, will only hasten the end 
of’the death penal~ in the United States. The world will remember the 
name of Troy Anthony Davis In death he will live on as a symbol of a 
broken justice system that kills an iunocent man while a murderer 
walks fi’ee.’ 

http ://www pamba×uka org/en/categor~/’/features/76558 

THE WORLD MUST FIGHT RACISM 
Reflections on Dtuban and after 
Pierre Sane 
A decade after the historic World Conference against Racism, the 
issues raised remain relevant and urgent despite western opposition, 
writes Pierre Sane. The whole world must confront racisra, which 
continues to reinvent its justification and raodes of expression. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/er~,’category/features/76540 

TENTH -Ai’~2XrlVF~ SARY REN~ECTIOiX-S ON THE WCAR 
Jehan Abad 
The United Nations General Assenrbly will meet on 22 September 2011 at 
the UN headquarters in New York City to mark the tenth anniversa~ of 
the adoption of the Dtuban Declaration and Prograrame of Action (DDPA), 
which contains a series of principles and proposals for fighting 
racism, writes Jehan Abad. 
httl~:/iwww.,oambazaka.or~/et~cateao1~v/featuresi76506 

SL©AN STRUGGLE: AN AFRIC’AN SELF-DETERMINATION C’AUSE 
Explo N Nani-Kofl 
Clashes bet;veen the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement and the Sudan 
Armed Forces are the latest flashpoints in a crisis that points to 
issues beyond the borders of Sudan, writes Explo N. Nani-Kofi. 
http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/features/76513 

OPPOSING CESSATION OF PROTECTION FOR RWANDAN REFUGEES 
Fahamu mounts petition drive, releases report 
Fahamu Refugee Programme 
Fahamu Refugee Programme has mounted a campaign to oppose States and 
UNHCR withdrawing the protection of the 1951 Convention relating to 
the Status of Refugees from tens of thousands of Rwandan refugees 
ctu~ently in exile. ’These are not people escaping retribution from 
the 1994 genocide,’ said Director Dr Barbara Harrell-Bond OBE. ’They 
are those who have been fleeing Rwanda since, some quite recently, 
including large numbers of genocide survivors, who ~vere never refugees 



before, as well as government officials and army" officers, because of 
instability’, ethnic strife, arbitrary judicial procedures, 
indiscriminate retaliation, political violence, intolerance of 
dissent, impuni~’, and lack of accountability.’ 
http://www pamba×uka or~/en/cate~orv/features/76557 

EGYPT: DIARY OF A REVOLUTION 
Part one 
Gabriele Habashi 
Gabriele Habashi gives a gripping account of her experience during the 
early days of the protests that would eventually force President Hosni 
Mubarak out of power in Egypt. She debunks some myths about how the 
revolution actually urffolded. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categor¥/features/76550 

AFRICA WILL HOLD NAT() RESPONSIBLE FOR BLAC’K LD¢~ES IN LIBYA 
Cameron Duodu 
Following reports of racist attacks on black migrants in Libya by 
anti-Gaddafi forces, Cameron Duodu says it’s ’shameful that after 
touting "African unity" since 1963, Africans still have to seek NATO’S 
protection, because Africans are killing Africans.’ 
http://www.pambazuka.org/elw’categor¥/features/76502 

NATO’S NEO-COLOiN~AL YV.QR: ~2~ftITHER INTERNATIONAL LAW? 
Courtenay Barnett 
For those xvho think that anything good is going to come out of the 
NATO-led war in Libya, and feel that it is mainly a question of some 
wrongly supporting Gadaffi, Courtenay Barnett begs to differ and 
examines the choices. 
http ://www pambazuka org/ela/categor¥/features/76510 

ANTI-IMPERIALIST RAGE SHOULD BE CONSTRUCTIVE 
Nii Akuetteh 
Nii Akuetteh wonders why his fellow Pan-Africanists and 
anti-imperialists are in a rage over the six-month imperialist 
intervention in Libya but not over the ten years Gaddafl was an 
imperialist stooge exiling, kidnapping, torturing and killing 
Africans, anti-imperialists and democrats. 
http:/i~vw~v.pambazuka.org/en/category/featuresi76544 

IVL~LAWI: LrMUNTHU, EDUCATION AND A GLOBAL PARADOX 
Reflections on International Day of Peace 
Steve Sharra 
Plans for Malawian civil socie~z protests on 21 September pltmged the 
cotmtry into a state of anxiety on International Day of Peace, writes 
Steve Sharra. But with conflicts continuing elsewhere across the 
globe, Sharra argues that as long as we perpetuate ’educational 
policies that ignore larger ideals of uMunthu-peace, social well-being 
and the greater good, the world will continue the paradox of 
celebrating peace amidst war, violence and death’ 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/76507 

PU[3LIC TRANSPORT AN’[) GENDERI{]-) [MP[.ICAT]ONS OF DISAS[[I{RS 
Salma Maoulidi 
Salma Maoulidi writes that Tanzania has witnessed in the past week 
s~gnificant events in the country’ and region, which on the face o:[’it 
may not appear related to her ongoing discussions on women and the 
constitution, ttowever, from the president’s meeting with Islamic 
religious leaders, to the untimely death o:[’Wambui Otieno-Mbugua, to 
the sinking o:[" the ship off the coast o:[" north Unguja, there is much 
to say about how these events make a more realistic discussion on 
women as subjects of the new constitution pertinent 
http ://www.pambazuka.or~/er~,categop~/features/76508 

SOUTtt A[qlICA: W[tY A UNIVERSAL INCOME GRANT MAKES SENSE 

Hein Marais 
ls job creation really the best way to seek wellbeing :[’or all in 
countries with chronic, high unemployment? No, according to tlein 
Marais especially not in a wealthy middle-income country like South 
Africa, where very- high unemployraent combines xvith high poverty rates. 
A universal income grant, he argues, makes much more sense. 
http:/iwww.pambazaka.org/et~/catego1T/featuresi76500 

CAMEROON: A DIVIDED OPPOSITION (-’HALLENGES PRESIDENT BIYA 
Dibussi Tande 



Are the 23 candidates in Cameroon’s October 9 presidential elections 
only in it :for the money? Without a unil~,ing opposition figure what 
hope Jk~r change is there? These are among the questions raised in this 
week’s round-up of the African blogosphere, compiled by Dibussi Tande, 
which also takes a look at elections in Zambia and Liberia 

http ://www.pambazuka.or</er~,cate~op~/features/76538 

YVHY FREE, FAIR AND Tf-L~NSPAREix~ ELECTIONS ARE NOT ENOUGH 
South Afiica, Libya and Ivory Coast 
Antoine Roger Lokongo 
Western powers preach democracy to African countries, but those same 
poxvers then undem~ine democracy in Africa, argues Antoine Roger 
Lokongo. 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/76501 

KENYA: GOVERN~!ENT HAS FAILED ON RIGHT TO FOOD 
Joseph Kibugu 
Kenya is under national and international obligation to guarantee the 
right to food, but the cm~ent famine and inadequate response point to 
government fail~e, writes Joseph Karugu, who calls for effective 
measures to end the cycle of f~amines. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/el~,’category/features/76543 

IV\I IVVV IVV’,I IV\i\i /’,i’,AI I’&IV AIVV IVV\i lV’,i’,i /’, 
2 Announcements 

FAHA_MU CALL FOR RESEARC’H PROPOSALS 
Coraparative African perspectives on China and other emerging powers in Africa 
China’s deepening engagement with Africa is receiving increased 
attention from the global media, the public and private sectors and 
academic research. This should not however overshadow the activities 
of other emerging po~vers in Africa, including India, Brazil and the 
Gulf states. This call therefore seeks to develop African perspectives 
in the discourse surrounding the engagement between Africa and these 
emerging powers. Deadline for receiving applications: 12 October 2011 

For fhlther details please download information here ( 
http://www.fahamu.orgiFahamucallforresearchproposals2011-final.pdf). 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 
3 Cormnent & analysis 

ZN/IBAB~rE: 21qE PROPOSED POLLLNG STATION-BASED VOTERS’ ROLL 

Opportunity and risk 
Zimbab}ve Election Support Network (ZESN) 
One of the major features of proposed electoral refbrms is the 
possible introduction of a localised voting system which will be 
conducted using polling station-based voters’ roils. ZESN takes a 
closer look at the benefits and risks of such a system in the 
Zimbabwean context 
http:i/www,pambazuka,or~lenlcate~ory/comment/76505 

WI[.L TtIE FIRE ]N [[ITE [S[~Xt".LI EMBASSY SPRI4AD TO TtIE Wt JOL[~ RI4(I[ON? 
(iabriele tIabashi 
The fire at the Israeli embassy in Cairo on 8 September probably won’t 
’turn into a bushfire’, writes Gabriele Habashi, but it does give the 
Egyptian military an excuse ]k~r clamping down on protests by ordinary 
people in the eyes of the international community 
http:i/www,pambazuka,or~len/cate~ory/commem/76548 

E~II IIOPIA: VIOLENCE AGAINST WONK[~N ON THE RISE 
Billene Seyomn Woldeyes 
As Ethiopian women’s rights organisations struggle to stay afloat 
following gnvernment legislation that prohibits them from receiving 
international funding, violence against women continues to rise, 
writes Billene Seyoum Woldeyes. But in the absence o:[" social and 
institutional support, where can victims of gender-based violence turn 
to for help? 
http:i/www.pambazuka.org/en/categorV/comment/76504 

STATEN!El’,"]" ON UN PEACEKEEPERS INVOLVED IN" SEXUAL ABUSES IN C(~TE D’IVOIRE 
WILPF International 
WILPF International finds that the lack of procedttres by the UN and 
those who occupy on humanitarian grounds are part of a militarisation 
that, without effective regulation, investigation, prosecution and 
punistwnent, has again lead to the cormnission of acts of serious sexual 
violence against women and young girls in C6te d’Ivoire. 



http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cate~oryicornment/76511 

SOUTf I At,IZ[CA: LAND REFORM GREEN PAPt".R DENOUNCED AS INADEQUATE 
Mike Cowling 
Mike Cowling :finds that the first three pages of South Africa’s land 
re:[’orm Green Paper seem to set the tone o:[’what is to follow, by 
explaining what needs to be done *vithout providing any indication of 
how this is to be achieved. 
http://www.pambazuka.orgien/categor¥icomment/76512 

NO HONOUR AMONG DICTATORS 
Alemayehu G. Mariarn 
According to Alemayehu G. Mariarn, Ethiopian dictator Meles Zenawi has 
no qualms about backstabbing his professed friend, President Omar 
Bashir of Sudan, which is nothing strange. Dictators are in poxver for 
themselves and their cronies. 
http://www.pambazuka.urgien/categowicornment/76542 

FINANCIALISATION AND WORLD FOOD PRId’ES: YVHAT’ S CARICOM DOING? 
Norman Git’,~an 
There is growing evidence that the financial markets have discovered 
the huge opportunities presented by agricultural commodities, writes 
Norman Girvan. The consequences are devastating, as speculators drive 
up food prices and plunge millions of people into poverty. 
httr~://www.pambazuka.oraien/cate~orvicornment/76549 

/’,/’,/ /\/\/V i’,iVV /VVV /V\A/ /\A/\/ /’,i’,iV /’,/VV /VVV /\ 
4 Advocacy & campaigns 

ZIMBABWE: VIOLENCE AGAINST LESBIANS IN CHITUNGV~JZA 
Gays and Lesbians of Zimbabwe (GALZ) 
A lesbian member of Gays and Lesbians of Zimbab~ve (GALZ) was 
physically assaulted and beaten on 2 September. The attack comes after 
continued reports of harassment and threats to~vards LGBT people in the 
area by kno~vn individuals. 
http://w~vw pambazaaka.orgienicategor¥iadvocacy/76545 

CALL FOR ORGANISATIONS TO SIGN" THE DAKAR APPEAL AGAEX-ST LAND GRABBING[[ 
La Via Campesma 
http ://w~vw. dakarappeah org 
During the World Social Forun~ in Dakar, Senegal, in FebrualT 2011, 
social movements, organizations of small food producers and other CSOs 
released a collective appeal against land grabbing Over 650 
organizations have already endorsed it If your organization has not 
signed on yet and would also like to support this appeal, please do so 
befbre 7 October 2011. 
http :/i~vw~v.pambazuka. or~/en/cateaorv/advocacv/76509 

RIO k20 - AG RICULTURE, SIGN" ON rX)CUMENT 
The Development Fund, Norway 
http:i/www timetoactrio20 org]wv#a,.timetoactrio20.org 
Sign up to a document with challenges and proposals for Rio ~ 20 and 
agricu]ture, in the run-up to fo]low-up conference to the 1992 Earth 
Summit 

http ://www.pambazuka.org/en/catego~,/advocacyi76551 

NO REr)D[ [ 

No REDD Platform 

http://noredd.makenoise org/ 

On the World Day against Monoculture Tree Plantations, The No REDD 

Platform, a coalition of climate j ustice groups and Indigenous peoples 

organizations, seeks support for the letter attached. 
http://www.pambazuka.org/en/cateao~qadvocacyi76554 

/’\/’\//\/\/\I/\/VI,//V\,i\,iI’,I’,A//I,A/\/A/\/V/’\/V\,i/\I’,I’,,’ ,’1, 
5 Books & arts 

’THAT LOOMING PRESENCE OF LIFE ANrD DEATH’ 
Intelwiew xvith Professor Patricia Jabbeh Wesley 
Roland Bankole Marke 
Patricia Jabbeh Wesley, professor of English and Creative YVriting at 
Penn State Universi~, prize-xvinning poet and vocal survivor of the 
Liberian civil war, speaks to Roland Bankole Marke about her xvork. 

http :/iwww.parnbazaka. org/en/categolw/books/76503 



I’,I’,h’\i\iY i’,iY\I IY\I\I I\I\AI I\Ai\i Ai’,iY I’,IY\I iY\I\I I\ 
6 Letters & Opinions 

AFRICAN LESBIAN- MAKES US HISTORY 
Nick Mwaluko 
Following the marriage of two lesbians of African descent in New York 
earlier this year, Nick Mwaluko asks whether their historic act will 
help change perceptions towards same-sex relationships in Africa, not 
just in the US. 
http ://www. pambazuka, or ~ienicate~orviletters/76546 

I\I\I I \I\IV I\IV’,I IV’,,i’,,i," ,i’,AI I’,AI\I AI\IV I\IV’,,i lV’,i’,i , ", 
7 Cartoons 

VTb~,RE IS GADDAFI? 
Gado 
We could speculate until the camels come home... 
http ://w~vw pambaza~ka, orgienicategor¥icartoons/7 6 5 3 7 

IVV/VVVIVV’,IIV\I\//’,i’,AII’,IVVAIVVIVV\IIV’,i’,//’, 

Fahamu - Networks For Social Justice 
http://www.fahamu.org 

Pambazuka News is published by Fahamu Ltd. 

© Unless other~vise indicated, all materials punished are licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 
3.0 Unported License. For further details see: 
http://www.pambazuka or~/en/about php 

Pambazuka news can be viewed online: English language edition ( 
http ://w~vw.pambazuka or~/en ) 
Bdi~go em lingua Portuguesa ( http://www.pambazuka.or~ipt ) 
Edition fran~aise ( http:llwwwpambazuka,or~/fr ) 
RSS Feeds available at http://www.pambazuka or~/en/newsfeed.php 

Pambazuka News is published with the support of a number of funders, 
details of which can be obtained here ( 
http://www.pambazuk a or~/en/abo ut php ) 

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCR][BE go to: 
http:I/pambazuka,gn,apc,or~lc~i-bir~mailman/listinfo/pambazuka-news 

or send a message to editor@pambazuka.org with the word SUBSCRIBE or 
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The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not 
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With around 2,600 contributors and an estimated 600,000 readers, 
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newsletter and platform for social justice in Africa providing cutting 
edge commentary and in-depth analysis on politics and current affairs, 
development, human rights, refugees, gender issues and culture in 
Africa. 

Order Samir Amin’s %nding the Crisis of Capitalism or Ending 
Capitalism?’ from Pambazuka th-ess ( 
http://l~ahamubooks.org/boolc,’?GCOI 90638100866770&utm source PZ newsletter footer amin crisis&utm raediura email&utm campaign amin crisis 

). 

* Pambazuka News is on Twitter. By following ’pambazukanews’ on 
Twitter you can receive headlines from our ’Features’ and ’Corrm~ent & 
Analysis’ sections as they are published, and can even receive our 
headlines via SMS. Visit our Twitter page for more information: 
//twitter.con~Jparabazakanews ( http :I/twitter. cor~pambazakanews ), 

* Pambazuka News has a Dehicio.us ( http://Dehicio.usi ) page, where 
you can view the various websites that we visit to keep our fingers on 
thepulse of.Cfricat Visit http:/idelicious.condpambaz~tka news. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Air Canada webSaver <news@email.~Jrcm~ada.com> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 3:25 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Special oiler! You mean the world to us. 

Make sure you receive your webSaver emails. Add r!ews~email aircat~a,’!,a.com to your address book 

AirCanadawebS .... 

Wing+Hin Lee~ 

Thanks for your patience and understanding while we worked things out. We’re pleased to offer you a 
special promo code for upcoming travel. 

Save 15% on any fare to any Air Canada destinations worldwide? 

Fly from the U.S., including Hawaii to Canada - valid for travel until December 15, 2011. 
Fly from the U.S. to other destinations worldwide: Asia, Australia, Caribbean and South 
America- valid for travel until February 29, 2012. 

Simply use these ~ e,:)des when you book at aircanada.com 

Let us fly you to over 175 destinations, This time limited offer ends Sunday~ September 25. 
Book now. 

You are subscribed to receive emails from Air Canada as eunice@email.unc.edu. If you no longer wish to 

receive wehSaver deals please click on the following link to unsubscribe: bnsubscribe from webSaver. If you no 

longer wish to receive Air Canada promotional emails, including wehSaver deals and on.Air e-zine, please click 

on the following link: ~).r3.~.~2#~:’:j2j~2..e:.J/Lqjj~..e!!!. You can also update or modify your email preferences by visiting 

our Prege[~nc~ ,Centre. Your privacy is important to us. Please view our Pr=vac,~ Policy. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

*Offer 
is available on new bookings only. The discount applies exclusively at .~.~.(~.~...~..~.a.sq.e..~31.’ when you book 

with promo code on any Air Canada-published fares and cannot be combined with any other offer. Tickets must 

be purchased by September 25, 2011. 

Travel from the U.S., including Hawaii to Canada: offer is valid for travel from September 22 until December 

15, 2011. 
Travel from the U,S, to .Asia, Australia, Caribbean and South .America: offer is valid for travel from September 

22, 2011 until February 29, 2012. Complete details at A.[[~.~.A~A~.~£.~.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 9:22 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Evelyne Huber 

<ehube@unc.edu> 

Fwd: BOT comments by the Dean 

Deal Members of the EC: 

Below please see what Dean Gil told the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees yesterday afternoon. I think this makes it veD~ clear that she is 

emphasizing that the problem is an isolated one and that the facully and department are a great asset to the University. 
Let me update you on two other issues: 

(1) Fixed term faculty who have been in their jobs for at least one year are eligible for College travel support, but at a somewhat lower level, i.e. $750 for a lecturer, 

$1000 tbr a senior lecturer. So, I think it is reasonable to discuss whether the chair should advocate tbr additional travel support for fixed term ti~culty as well as for 
tenure-track and tenured thculty. 

(2) Though a College committee is reviemng policy for independent studies and directed readings, we should come up with mi interim department~l policy regarding 

expectations for such courses. This will be an importa~lt item for the filst meeting of the EC. 

In light of these emerging issues, I suggest that we (the EC) meet either on Wednesday, October 5, at 11 a.m. or on Thursday; October 6, at 3:30 p.m.. Please let me/ 

the group know what your preferences are. And please email me with additional items you would like to have on the agenda. 

Thanks, 

gvelyi!e 

Karen Gil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 

Comments to the Board of Trustees, Academic Affairs Committee 
Sept. 21, 2011 

AFRICAN and AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES and ADMINISTRATIVE BOARDS 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today. I’d like to start by telling you about 

the African and Afro-American Studies Department. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->Strengths of African and Afro-American Studies 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->© <!--[endif]-->For more than 40 years, UNC faculty in African and Afro-American studies have 

enhanced knowledge and understanding of the history and culture of Africa and its linkages to America and the 

rest of the world. There are about 90 students majoring in African and Afro-American Studies 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The faculty in the Department and their teaching and research, are very important to 

the College and the University. As Dean, advancing global education has been a high priority as we seek to extend 

faculty expertise to global areas, including Africa and the African diaspora. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The College has recently hired and promoted outstanding teachers and scholars in the 

Department. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->© <!--[endif]-->Moreover, long-term members of the department have been essential in advancing the 

field. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->There are now 21 faculty members in the department, 15 tenure track, and 6 

lectures/senior lectures. This number represents growth and recent investments by the College in the Dept. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->As yOU know, the University and the College of Arts and Sciences have been reviewing 

academic issues related to possible irregularities with some undergraduate courses in the Department of African and 

Afro-American Studies. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->AS Dean of the College, I take these matters very seriously. We are doing two things. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->First, a College-wide review of Independent Studies to ensure consistent policies and 

practices for the academic rigor of independent study courses across the College of Arts and Sciences. This is what 

you asked me to talk to you about today. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->O <!--[endif]-->Second, an in-depth review of some undergraduate courses in African and Afro- 

American Studies. 

h COLLEGE-WIDE REVIEW OF INDEPENDENT STUDY AND DIRECTED READINGS 

Independent study and directed readings courses provide a way for students, both undergraduate and graduate students, to 

work as an individual (sometimes in small groups) on a specific topic with the guidance of a faculty member or graduate 

teaching assistant. (Independent Studies and Directed Readings are terms often used interchangeably."Directed readings" is 

more commonly used when there is a specific reading list.) 

In both cases, the end product is typically a term-paper that requires extensive research and writing by the student. 

Independent studies are widely used throughout the College, and are very effective learning tools for our students. What has 

come to our attention is that some (but certainly not all) independent studies courses may have been conducted with limited 



contact between the student and the faculty member. Our concern is how much the faculty member (or graduate teaching 

assistant) is directing the student’s work and giving feedback to the student throughout the semester. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Although the concerns came to our attention in the African and Afro-American Studies 

department, we are reviewing the policies and practices for independent study and directed readings courses College- 

wide. Our goal is to strengthen policies and practices going forward for independent studies across the College. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->l have asked Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Chair of 

the Administrative Boards of the College, to have the Boards review and make recommendations on these issues. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->The Admin Board is a College board that oversees the curriculum -it approves all courses 

and majors, and helps to set College policies and procedures for the curriculum 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->Specifically, I have asked that they look at: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->© <!--[endif]-->expectations concerning student assignments and contact hours with professors or 

teaching assistants in independent study courses 

<!--Iif !supportListsl-->o <!--[endif]-->conditions and approvals for lectures and seminars to be delivered in an alternative 

format 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->e 

this review. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o 

<!--[endif]-->We have already appointed a committee of five faculty members from across the College for 

<!--[endif]-->We are seeking student input as we go forward. 

<!--[endif]-->The committee will meet for the first time next week. They have already been gathering 

data on independent study numbers and common practices in the departments. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->in a separate but related effort, the Education Policy Committee is also taking up course 

syllabi policy and practices. This was already on the agenda for the Faculty Council this year, but the work is timely and 

will help us with some other issues related to course syllabi - need to be clear and available. 

I1: Second - What is happening in the Department 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->Professor Julius Nyang’oro resigned his position as Chair. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->l appointed Professor Evelyne Huber to serve as interim Chair of African and Afro-American 

Studies. She is also the IVIorehead-Cain Alumni Professor and Chair of the Department of Political Science. I expect her to 

serve as interim Chair of African and Afro-American Studies for one semester as we go through the departmental 

process of identifying the next Chair. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->She has formed an Executive Committee including five senior faculty members from the 

department. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The department has a newly formed curriculum committee. I expect they will take up a 

broad range of issues related to undergraduate education. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->The College is also doing an in-depth review of courses in the department including an 

examination of how independent study courses have been set-up and conducted. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->We have reached no conclusions yet -other than that it will be important to strengthen 

independent study policies and practices going forward. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->ln conclusion, I take the issues that have been raised very seriously. We are working going 

forward to strengthen our policies and procedures in the department and College-wide. 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgilOernaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 10:03 PM 

ttuber, Evelyne tt <ehube@email.unc.edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 

<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, E~mice N <ennice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Evelyne Huber 

<ehube@nnc.edu> 

I~E: BUT comments by file Dean 

Dear colleagues, 

Either day is good formeI~rthe ECmeeting, but I would prefer Thursday, October 6. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 1 919 599 9839 

Frumi Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad~unc~edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 9:21 PM 
Tu: Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzungula-Ntalaja, (ieurges; Caldwell, Kia L; Sahle, Eunice N; Evelyne Huber 
Su~iect: Fwd: BUT cumments by the Dean 

[)ear Members of the EC: 

Beluw please see what Dean Gil told the Academic Aff~firs Committee uf the Board uf Trustees yesterday afternoun. I think this makes it very clear that she is emphasizing that the problem is 
an isulated one and that the facul~ and department are a great asset tu the University. 

Let me update you on two other issues: 
(1) Fixed term faculty whu have been in their jubs for at least une year are eligible for Cullege travel support, but at a sumewhat [uwer level, ie. $750 for a lecturer, $1000 for a senior lecturer. 
So, I think it is reasonable tu discuss whether the chair shuuld advucate ~2~r additiunal travel suppurt :[’or fixed term faculty as well as fur tenure-track and tenured facul~ 
(2) ’]"hough a Cullege cummittee is reviewing pulicy for independent studies and directed readings, we shuuld cume up with an interim departmental pulicy regarding expectatiuns for such 
cuurses. This will be an important item fur the first meeting of the EC. 

In light uf these emerging issues, I suggest that we (the EC) meet either on Wednesday, October 5, at 11 a.m ur on Thursday, Octuber 6, at 3:30 p.m.. Please let me/the group knuw what 
your preferences are. And please email me with additional items you would like to have on the agenda. 

Thanks, 

Karen Oil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Comments to the Board of Trustees, Academic Affairs Conmfittee 
Sept. 21, 2011 

AFRICAN- and AFRO-AMERICAN STL~D~F,S and ADMINISTRATIVE BOARDS 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today. I’d like to start by telling you about the African and Afro-American Studies Department. 

Strengths of African and Afro-American Studies 

o For more than 40 years, UNC faculty in African and Afro-American studies have etfiaanced kno~vledge and understanding of the histoly and culture of Africa and its linkages to America 
and the rest of the world. There are about 90 students majoring in African and Afro-American Studies 

o The faculty in the Department and their teaching and research, are very important to the College and the University. As Dean, advancing global education has been a high priority as we 
seek to extend f~aculty expertise to global areas, including Africa and the African diaspora. 

o The College has recently hired and promoted outstanding teachers and scholars in the Department. 

o Moreover, long-term members of the department have been essential in advancing the field. 

o There are now 21 faculty members in the department, 15 tenure track, and 6 lectures/senior lectures. This number represents growth and recent investments by the College in the Dept 

As you know, the University and the College of Arts and Sciences have been reviewing academic issues related to possible irregularities with some undergraduate courses in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

As Dean of the College, I take these matters very seriously. We are doing two things. 

o First, a College-wide review of Independent Studies to ensure consistent policies and practices for the academic rigor of independent study courses across the College of Arts and 
Sciences. This is what you asked me to talk to you about today. 

o Second, an in-depth review of some undergraduate courses in African and Afro-American Studies. 



I: C()L] EGE-iV[DE KEVIEW OF INDEPE]x~DENT STUDY AND DIRECTED KEADINGS 

Independent study and directed readings courses provide a way fi~r students, both undergraduate and graduate students, to work as an individual (sometimes in small groups) on a specific 

topic with the guidance of a faculty member or graduate teaching assistant. (Independent Studies and Directed Readings are terms often used interchangeably. "Directed readings" is more 

con~mon]y used when there is a specific reading list.) 

In both cases, the end product is ~pically a term-paper that requires extensive research and writing by the student. 

Independent studies are wide])’ used throughotu the College, and are very ef%ct~ve [earning tools :[’or our students What has come to our attention is that some (but certainly not all) 

independent studies courses may have been conducted with limited contact between the student and the faculb" member. Our concern is how much the facul~ member (or graduate 

teaching assistant) is directing the studunffs work and giving feedback to the student throughunt the semester. 

Although the concerns came to our attention in the African and Afro-A~nerican Studies department, we are reviewing the policies and practices for independent study and directed 
readings courses College-wide. Our goal is to strengthen policies and practices going forward for independent studies across the College. 

I have asked Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Chair of the Administrative Boards of the College, to have the Boards review and make 
recommendatiuns on these issues. 

The Admin Board is a College board that oversees the curriculum it approves all courses and raajors, and helps to set College policies and procedures for the curriculttm 

Specifically, I have asked that they look at: 

o expectations concerning student assignments and contact hours with professors or teaching assistants in independunt study courses 

o conditions and approvals for lectures and seminars to be delivered in an alternative forruat 

We have already appointed a con~mittee of five faculW members from across the College for this review. 

We are seeking student input as we go forward. 

The committee will meet for the first time next week. They have already been gathering data on independent study numbers and common practices in the departments 

In a separate but related effbrt, the Education Policy Committee is also taking up course syllabi policy and practices. This ~vas already on the agenda fbr the Facul~z Council this year, 
but the work is timely and will help us with some other issues related to course syllabi need to be clear and available 

II: Second - ~¢~at is happening in the Department 

Professor Julius Nyang’oro resigned his position as Chair. 

I appointed Professor F~velyne Huber to serve as Interim Chair of African and Afro-American Studies. She is also the Morehead-Cain Alumni Professor and Chair of the Department of 
Political Science I expect her to serve as Interim Chair of African and Afro-American Studies for one semester as we go through the departmental process of identif)ing the next Chair 

She has formed an Execuuve Committee including five senior faculty members from the department 

The department has a newly formed curriculum committee. I expect the?" will take up a broad range of issues related to undergraduate education. 

The College is also doing an m-depth review of courses in the department including an e×amination of how independent study courses have been set-up and conducted. 

We have reached no conclusions yet other than that it will be important to strengthen independent study policies and practices going fi~rward 

[n conclusmn, I take the issues that have been raised very seriously We are working going forward to strengthen our policies and procedures in the department and College-wide. 

Karen M. Gik Ph.D 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel tti[1, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 
919-962-1165 
919-962-2408 fax 
kgil@email.unc.edu<mailto:kgil@email unc edu> 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 23, 2011 9:28 AM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [coreti~c3287] question atx~utjoumal editorship 

From: Evelyne Huber [mailto:ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, September 23, 20:ti 8:44 AN 

To: Buell, Agatha 

Subject: Fwd: Re: question about journal editorship 

The College is collecting information from all departments about 

compensation for faculty mem~ers who are o~ recently have been editing 

soholar]y journals,           if you have been }diting a journal in the past 

three years, please ]e~: ne ]{now, arid I shall follow up with yOL1. Pleasb 

£espond ~k: ~}~ by the end of the day on Monday. 

Thank you so much, 

Evei ynb 

Evelyne Hube:[ 

Horehead Aiunni DistJ r~gui sh}ff Professor 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

University of North Ca~ollna 

Campus Box 3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice(~)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: h ttp:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331.2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dlfeTd09936&n T&I corefac3287&o~9948685 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URE if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-29948685-43272331.2e800c87c76c92931;l.d75dl fe7d09936,~;listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 23, 2011 9:30 AM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[corel?ac3287] Evelyne - Monday not in the office 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Evelyne Huber [mailto:ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2011 8:47 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Monday not in the office 

Dear Colleagues, 
This coming Monday, September 26, I shall not be in Battle Hall after 3 
p.m. as usual, because I have a committee meeting elsewhere on campus 
You can reach me best by email. 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@unc edu 

-- You are cun-ently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 29948693 or send a blank email to leave-29948693- 
43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293fdd75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edu> 

Friday, September 23,2011 12:00 PM 

intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Cheney and j ustice tbr to(ture victims by Ariel Dortinan Cnn.com 

FYI, next week, ’Ariel will be reading frorn his new book, Fa’eding on Dreoms at the New York Pubfic Library on Sept. 26% it: anyone happens to be in the vicinity. ’And 

on Men., Oct. 3, he will be at Politics & Prose in D.C. Don"t forget, he will be reading at Perl<ins Library on Oct:~.c I 

http://www.cnn.com!2011/O9!23/opinion/dorfman-cheney-torture! 

Cheney and justice for torture victims 
%~ Ariel Doffman Sb~!.’~iai io C;NN 
~ipd~.te’..: 7:59 AM EST. ~ri Segtember 23 20! 1 

STORY HIGHLIGHTS 

Ariel Dorfman: Ex-Colin Powell aide says Dick Cheney fears "somebody will Pinochet him" 

Dorfman: Cheney likely terrified of being tried for crimes against humanity for OK’ing torture 

He says Pinochet tag would be shameful for Cheney, debasesUS in eyes of world 

Dorfman: Cheney should face trial in US. to showthat "justice for all" has meaning 

Editor’s note: Ariel Dorfman is the Chilean-American author of "Death and the Maiden" along with a wide variety of other plays, fiction, poetry and essays. 
Dorfman is the Walter Hines Page Professor of Literature and Latin American Studies at Duke University. His new memoir is "Feeding on Dreams: Confessions 
of an Unrepentant Exile" (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt). 
(CNN) -- Dick Cheney, it has been said, fears that "somebody will Pinochet him." 
This extraordinary grammatical twist of the word Pinochet cannot be found in Cheney’s recently published memoirs. It was used in several television interviews 
by Col. Lawrence Wilkerson, the former chief of staff to Colin Powell, to suggest that George W. Bush’s vice president dreads the possibility that he, like Gen. 
Augusto Pinochet, Chile’s late dictator, will be put on trial for crimes against humanity in a foreign land. 
In effect, ever since Pinochet was arrested in London in 1998 and spent the next year and a half fighting extradition to Spain to face charges of having ordered 
and condoned torture during his regime, ever since the British House of Lords (equivalent to the U.S. Supreme Court) judged that it was valid to indict a head of 
state for human rights abuses in a country other than the one where those abuses had been committed, the specter of that decision and that fate has haunted 
rulers and former rulers everywhere. 
What terrifies Cheney (and perhaps should terrify his boss, Bush, as well) is that one morning he will be sipping his car6 au lait in Paris or strolling along the 
Thames in London or examining Picasso’s "Guernica" in the Museo Reina Sofia in Madrid (would he recognize Iraq in that painting?), only to be suddenly 
tapped on the shoulder and escorted to a nearby police station. Politely, of course -- there would be no roughing him up, no extraordinary rendition, say, to 
North Korea, certainly no waterboarding in Guant~namo to get him to come clean, no one whispering in his ear, "If you have nothing to hide, you have nothing 

to fear." 
And, after being booked, Cheney would be brought before a magistrate to be informed that according to international law, he is indicted for authorizing torture 
(he has acknowledged direct involvement in approving its use on prisoners detained after 9/11), an activity that is condemned in a covenant that the United 
States ratified in 1994. And then he will have the chance -- which none of his purported victims did -- of defending himself with attorneys and the possibility of 
cross-examining his accusers. 

~ Cheney Powell got ’sandbagged’ 

~ Cheney ’My days are numbered’ 

It’s true that the former vice president can avoid all this unpleasantness by simply staying within the borders of his own land and never venturing abroad, except 
perhaps to Bahrain or Yemen, nations that have not ratified the U.N. Convention Against Torture. 
What Cheney cannot avoid, however, is the universal shame and disgrace of being targeted and tainted by the word Pinochet, an infamy that, unfortunately, 
also soils the country where Cheney was born and which now gives him refuge and offers him impunity. 
By refusing to investigate, let alone prosecute, members of the Bush administration who stand accused by many human rights activists of crimes against 
humanity, the United States is telling the world that it does not obey the treaties it has signed or even its own domestic laws. It is declaring that some of its 
citizens -- the most influential of these citizens -- are beyond the reach of the law. It is joining a group of rogue nations that routinely torture and humiliate their 
prisoners and deny them habeas corpus. 
It is difficult to exaggerate how much this harms the United States -- a country that throws out the window thousands of years of progress in defining what it 
means to be human, what it means to have rights due to the mere fact of being human. A country that flouts the Magna Carta and destroys the legacy 
established by the fathers of American independence and violates the U.N. charter that the United States itself helped to create after World War II when the cry 
of "never again" rose from a wounded planet. A country that applauds the trial of Hosni Mubarak in Egypt and scorns the torture chambers of Moammar 
Gadhafi in Libya and deplores the massacres in Syria, but will not hold accountable one of its own elite. 
There is a way, of course, to be rid of this stigma and, also, to verify whether Cheney’s claims of innocence (like those of Pinochet) are valid. 
Put Cheney on trial in the United States itself. Let a jury of his peers decide whether, as he himself has stated, it would have been unethical or immoral "not to 

do everything we could" (in other words, torture) "in order to protect the nation against further attacks like what happened on 9/11 ." Examine publicly whether 
those "enhanced interrogations" were, in effect, necessary to keep America safe or if, on the contrary, they have endangered the country’s security by 
debasing its moral standing and creating more jihadists bent on new acts of terrorism. 
Justice for all. 
The last three words of the Pledge of Allegiance that schoolchildren all across America recite each morning, their hands on their hearts before the flag, the 
words I spoke out as a child in NewYork and carried with me into my many exiles. 
Not justice for one. Or justice for some. Or justice for almost everybody. 

For all. 
Those oh-so-simple three words are stating that it does not matter how powerful you are, whether you were a tyrant such as Pinochet or a man such as Cheney 
who was a mere heartbeat away from the presidency of the United States, you can never be above the law. 
All. 
A word synonymous with humanity, all of it, every first and last one of us -- the ruler who commands millions and the victim screaming in the darkness for a 
reprieve from pain. 



If Cheney really loved his country, he would demand that a grand jury be convened, he would want a world where the schoolchildren of tomorrow, his own 

grandchildren and great-grandchildren, can truly pledge that there will be justice for aE 
He wou~d want to clear his name and never more see it even remotely associated with Pinochet, that thief, that traitor, that man who tortured his own people and 

lives on only in the annals of villainy. 
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To: Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges; Caldwell, Kia L; Sahle, Eunice N; Evelyne Huber 

Subject: Fwd: BOT cormnents by the Dean 

Dear Members of the EC: 

Below please see ~vhat Dean Gil told the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees yesterday afternoon. I think this makes it very_ clear that she is emphasizing that the problem is 
an isolated one and that the faculty and department are a great asset to the University. 

Let me update you on two other issues: 
(1) Fixed terra faculty who have been in their jobs for at least one year are eligible for College travel support, but at a somewhat lower level, i.e. $750 for a lecttaer, $1000 for a senior lecturer. 
So, I think it is reasonable to discuss whether the chair should advocate for additional travel support for fixed term ~aculty as well as for tenure-track and tenured faculty. 
(2) Though a College coramittee is reviewing policy for independent studies and directed readings, we should come up with an interim departmental policy regarding expectations for such 
courses. This will be an important item for the fitst meeting of the EC. 

In light of these emerging issues, I suggest that we (the EC) meet either on Wednesday, October 5, at 11 a an. or on Thursday, October 6, at 3:30 p.m.. Please let me/the group know what 
your preferences are. And please email me with additional items you would like to have on the agenda. 

Thanks, 

Karen Oil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Comments to the Board of Trustees, Academic Affairs Conmfittee 
Sept 21, 2011 

AFRICAN- and AFRO-AMERICAN STU~)IES and ADMINISTRATIVE BOARDS 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak ;vith you today I’d like to start by telling you about the African and Afro-American Studies Department 

Strengths of African and Afro-American Studies 

o For more than 40 years, UN(~ facul~ in Alicican and Atlco-American studies have enhanced knowledge and understanding of the history and culture of Alicica and its linkages to America 
and the rest of the world. There are about 90 students majoring in African and Alico-American Studies 

o The faculty in the Department and their teaching and research, are yew important to the College and the University. As Dean, advancing global education has been a high priori~ as we 
seek to extend faculty expertise to global areas, including Africa and the African diaspora. 

o The College has recently hired and promoted outstanding teachers and scholars in the Department. 

o Moreover, long-term members of the department have been essential in advancing the field. 

o There are now 21 faculty members in the department, 15 tenure track, and 6 lectures/senior lectures. This number represents growth and recent investments by the College in the Dept 

As you know, the University and the College of Arts and Sciences have been reviewing academic issues related to possible irregularities with sume undergraduate courses in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 



As Dean of the College, ! take these matters very seriously. We are doing two things. 

o First, a College-wide review of Independent Studies to ensure consistent policies and practices for the academic rigor of independent study courses across the College of Arts and 
Sciences. This is what you asked me to talk to you about today. 

o Second, an in-depth review of some undergraduate courses in African and Afro-American Studies. 

I: C()L] EGE-WIDE REVIEW OF IND}{PENT)ENT STUDY AND DIRECTED READINGS 

Independent study and directed readings courses provide a way Jk)r students, both undergraduate and graduate students, to work as an individua] (sometimes in small groups) on a specific 
topic with the guidance of a faculty member or graduate teaching assistant. (Independent Studies and Directed Readings are terms often used interchangeably. ~Directed readings" is more 
cowanonly used when there is a specific reading list.) 

In both cases, the end product is ~pical]y a term-paper that requires extensive research and writing by the student. 

Independent studies are widely used throughout the Co]lege, and are very effective learning tools :[’or our students What has come to our attention is that some (but certainly not all) 
independent studies courses may have been conducted with limited contact between the student and the facul~ member Our concern is how much the faculty member (or graduate 
teaching assistant) is directing the student’s work and giving feedback to the student throughout the semester. 

Although the concerns came to our attention in the African and Afro-Atnerican Studies department, we are reviewing the policies and practices for independent study and directed 
readings co~ses College-wide. Our goal is to strengthen policies and practices going forward for independent studies across the College. 

I have asked Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Chair of the Administrative Boards of the College, to have the Boards review and make 
recommendatiuns on these issues. 

The Admin Board is a College board that oversees the curriculum it approves all courses and raajors, and helps to set College policies and procedures for the curricultur~ 

Specifically, I have asked that they look at: 

o expectations concerning student assignments and contact hours with professors or teaching assistants in independunt study courses 

o conditions and approvals for lectures and seminars to be delivered in an alternative format 

We have alrea@ appointed a con~mittee of five facul~ members from across the College for this review. 

We are seeking student input as we go forward. 

The committee will meet for the first time next week. They have already been gathering data on independent study numbers and common practices in the departments 

In a separate but related effbrt, the Education Policy Committee is also taking up course syllabi policy and practices. This }vas alrea@ on the agenda fbr the Facul~z Council this year, 
but the work is timely and will help us with some other issues related to course syllabi need to be clear and available 

II: Second - ~¢~%~at is happening in the Department 

Professor Julius Nyang’oro resigned his position as Chair. 

I appointed Professor F~velyne Huber to serve as Interim Chair of African and Afro-American Studies. She is also the Morehead-Cain Alumni Professor and Chair of the Department of 
Political Science I expect her to ser~e as Interim Chair of African and Afro-American Studies for one semester as we go through the departmental process of identif)ing the next Chair 

She has formed an Executive Comn~ittee including five senior f’acul~z members fi’om the department 

The department has a newly formed curricu]um committee. I expect the?" will take up a broad range of issues related to undergraduate education. 

The Co]lege is a]so doing an m-depth review of courses in the department including an e×amination of how independent study courses have been set-up and conducted. 

We have reached no conclusions yet other than that it will be important to strengthen independent study policies and practices going lk)rward 

In conclusmn, I take the issues that have been raised very seriously We are working going forward to strengthen our policies and procedures in the department and Co]lege-wide. 

Karen M. Gik Ph.D 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psycho]ogy 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttil] 

Chape] Hi[], NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 
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Thinking between the Posts" 
Postcolonialism, Postsocialism, and 
Ethnography after the Cold War 
SHARAD CHARI 

Geography and Environment, Londo~z School qf Economics, and School 

Developmem Studies, Universi{~ q/KwaZulu-Natal, South Aj?ica 

KATHERINE VERDERY 

Anthropology, The Graduate Center; CiO, Utzive~:sity of New York 

At this [second] Congress, we see taking place a nnion between revohationary proleta> 
ians of the capitalist, advanced cotmtries, and the revolntionaW masses of those 
cmmn’ies where there is no or hardly any proletariat, that is, the oppressed masses of 
colonial, Eastern connt~es, k is npon onrselves that the consoli&tion of tmi~, 
dcpends~ World imperialism shall thll when the revol~tionmT o~sla~ght of the exploited 
and oppressed workers in each commT . .. merges with the revolutiona~, onslaught of 
hundred s of millions of people who have hitherto stood beyond the pale of histo~T and 
have been regm’ded merely, as the o~jects of histou 

V. L Lenin.~ 

Lenin spoke at the Second Congress of 1920 to multiple audiences. In continu- 

ity with the First iuternatiortal, he spoke in the utopian lartguage of Bolshevism, 

of the successfi~l revolntionary proletariat that had taken the state and was 

making its place in history without the intercession of bom’geois class role. 

Recognizing the limits of socialism in one country surrounded by the milital)., 

and economic might of"World imperialism," however, Lenin also pressed for a 

broader, ongoing world-historic anti-imperialism in alliance with the oppressed 

AcMmwledgmer~ts: Ti:.is paper bega~,, as a brief article by Verdery (2002), later used as the basis 
a seminar on postsocialist and postcolonial studies, in the forth of a dialogue between her and Anp. 
Stoler, moderated by Chari. The event was organized by graduate students in ti:.e Doctoral Program 
i:~ Anttn’~polo~ and Histo~;v at the U:~iversi~y of Mici~igan. We tt~a:~k An:~ at~d the ott~er pa~ici.- 
pants tbr .:heir comments For the present version, Ci-_.ari more than doubled .:he origi,ml text and 
added a m~rnber of poi~gs not part of the original discussion, linally, we thank three anonymous 
C£S’II reviewers tbr their stimulating suggestio~,.s. 

Cited i:~ Ymmg (2001: 130). 
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of the East, who, it seemed, were neither sufficiently proletarianized, not’, as 

yet, subjects of history. There are many ways to situate this particular 

moment in Lenin’s thought. One can see the budding conceits of Marxist 

social history, or "histoW {?om below," in which millions in the East could 

become lfistorical subjects under the sign of %nti-imperialism." One cart also 

see this gesture to those outside the pale as a flourish of the emergem Soviet 

empire, and as a projection of anxieties about Bolshevik control over a vast 

and varied Russian countwside with its own imemal enemies. But Lenin 

also spoke to audiences who would make up the next, Third International, 

like the Indian Marxist M. N. Roy, who saw imperialism dividing the world 

into oppressed and oppressor nations. For this Third Worldist audience,2 

looking increasingly to the new Soviet U~ion tbr material and military, 

support for ~’°national self-determination," Lenin extends the historic mission 

of a future world socialism. 

As Young (2001) demonstrates, the congresses of the Third International or 

Comintern, between 1919 and 1935, revealed an ongoing tension between cen- 

tripetal and centrifugal forces. On the one hand, Stalin sought to impose a linear 

view of histo.ry in which national liberation would pave the way 

European-led world communist revolution. On the other, peripheral communist 

movements refused Moscow’s imperial tutelage, often forging aRernatives like 

"Ai)’ican socialism" or %ocialism with Chinese characteristics." The Comin- 

tern created space for anti-imperialists fi’om a variety of regions to rethink con- 

cepts and connections. After Stalin abandoned interr~ationalism, the exiled 

Trotsky led the Fourth Imernationalo with an ideology of "uneven and com- 

bined development" that saw areas under colonial rule as "backward by their 

own essence." Revolution in agrarian China challenged this ideology 

through a largely peasant-based, nationalist, socialist liberation movemer~t. 

Subsequent socialist movements, in Southeast Asia and A{kica in particular, 

turned to Chinese support and Maoist ideology after the onset of the Sino- 

Soviet split in 1960 1961. Development strategies of newly decolonized 

states in the second half of the twentieth centuw must be situated in their 
efforts to exploit Cold War rivalries between West and East, First and 

Second worlds. Third World socialist states participated in these maneuvers 

just as much, careful to claim independence from Chinese or Soviet control 

while relying on their imperial powers for militm-y, scientific, and economic aid. 

By the late twentieth centur>\ new forms of critique emerged t?om the 

exhaustion of anti-colonial nationalism, as well as from the failures of postco- 

lonial nation-states to deliver on promises made during liberation struggles. 

Critics of rmtionalism and developmem in various former colonies spoke out 

:z We use the lan._~.~age of "FirsC’ "Second," and ~’Third" worlds par@ for co:.rv-ep.ience, while 

always understa~,.ding these te,:ms to be in q’aotatio~.~ marks. See our disc’assio~.~ of "T},a’ee-worlds 
ideology" below. 
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against the persistence of poverty and inequalityr. Sometimes, as is the case with 

livelihood movemems in contempora,?r South Africa, these claims have been 

made in socialist terms, but not exclusively so. Withiu this broader climate 

of critique, the academic field of "postcolonial studies" emerged, initially 

from litera~ and cultural studies. The term ’~postcoloniaF’ has since gained 

wide currency across the disciplines as well as in no~-academic writing. I~ 

its broad sense, postcolonial critique has had important antecedents, such as 

Fanon’s (1963) searing indictment of post-revolutionary betrayal. In this 

work, Fa~on shows how the tools aud languages used to galvanize anti-colonial 

seminaent among the subject population become effective elite instruments in a 

nm’row "~pseudo-nationalism" that only pert~etuates the psyc[tic and socio- 

economic violence of colonialism after the end of formal colonial nile. Cru- 

cially; Fanon turned to socialism for solutions. Many others have not. 

The reticence ofpostcolonial thi~zkers to im, oke socialist alternatives may be 

part of a more general reluctauce to make political claims t~-om within the con- 

straims of academic writing. A new critical approach to colonialism and its 

legacies emerged in the 1980s as Stoler (1995) argues in one genealogy 

from frustrations with the co~iqdent filnctionalism of 1970s Marxist peasant 

studies, obsessed with precisely defining agrarian institutions in order to 

predict the likelihood of lef~t politics. Fleeing from this vanguardism, many 

scholars also lef~ behind Marxist certainties, particularly iu the wake of 

Said’s Orienzalism and Foucault’s archeological and genealogical methods. 

ttistorians and ant[n’opologists of colonialism instead became increasingly pro- 

ficient in exploring the discursive aud practical relations that e~abled or u~der- 

mined colonial projects (e.g., Cooper and Stoler 1997). 

Postcolonial studies drew selectively from the new scholarship on colonial 

histo .ry, power, and cuN~re. Key scholars re-read historical, litera,T, and cultural 

texts, &awing fi’om innovations in western philosophy while also raising 

critiques of nationalism, feminism, arid racism outside the academy. Said 

(1978; 1993) used Foucault to critique the history, of Europea~ representation 

of the Arab world, while engaging critically with Palestinian liberation and sel~; 

detem~ination. One of Derrida’s key translators, Spi~,ak (1987; 1988), also con- 

tributed to critical thought in India, as a translator iuto English of the Bengali 

fcminist activist and writer, Mahashweta Devi. Other work, such as Bhabha’s 

(1990; 1994) on colonial mimicry and hybridity arid Mbembe’s (2001; 2003) 

on A~ican postcoloniality and ~’necropolitics," drew variously f?om Derrida, 

Lacan, and Foucault to explain constructions of selfl~ood, state power, and 

power over life arid death in areas structured by past and present imperialisms. 

When postcolonial studies incorporated Nstorica] work, the result was often 

faulted for its overly "literaW turn." This was the case with the Indian historical 

school of Subaltern Studies, initially a response to Marxist nationalist histori- 

ography in India, b,x-mght into the postcolo~ial cauon with the publication of 

Guha and Spivak (1988), prefaced by Said. Historical work fi’om this schook 
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by Amin, Arnold, Chakrabarty, Chatterjee, Guha, Prakash. and others, became 

classics in a wideriing postcoloriial corpus concerned with histories of medi- 

cine, crime, peasantry, labor, and nationalism. Debates ensued, comparing 

tNs "post" across sites, in relation to other "posts," and examining the adequacy 

of these "posts" for treating contirmities and raptures with coloriial structures, 

instimtionso and ideologies.? Postcolonial insights have since been used far 

beyond literary studies and beyond former cokmies (Loomba, Kaul, and 

Bunzl 2005; Cooper and Stoler 1997; Coronil 1997; Eley and Surly 1996; 

Hall 1996). It is with this wider field of postcolonial thought, not just with 

its most often cited representatives {e.g., Spivak, Bhabha), that we deal in 

the preserit essay, 

While postcolonialism was developing in this way, Glasnost, Perestroika, 

and the Pall of the Berlin Wall were fundamentally challenging Soviet and 

East Europeau studies. [n direct confrontation with the advocates of shock 

thcrapy f?om the westcm development establishmm~t, scholm~ of postsocialism 

by which we rei~r largely to the [brmer Soviet bloc,4 were now able to 

draw upon fieldwork to show the fallacies of mainstream trarisitology, a per- 

spective that continued to organize the world in flat Cold War bina.ries of capi- 

talist West and communist East and to ignore specific relations of work, 

property, kiuship, arid other organizatio~ml forms. Although many postsocialist 

critics, academic and otherwise, contim~ed to view Marxism with some suspi- 

cion as the ideology of totalitarian socialist states, some, such as Burawoy, 

championed the usefu[riess of Marxism for uriderstandiug concrete struggles 

and outcomes slier socialism. In other words, while many postcolo~ia] scholars 

fled {kom Mm-xist political economy for new kinds of archival, textual, and phi- 

losophically informed critique, some postsocialist scholars turned to ethno- 

grapNc fieldwork, sometimes with Marxist tools, in order to fight XVorld 

Bank orthodoxy.5 

These movements of scholars, critics, worldviews, and commitmems prompt 

our central question: what is to be gained by thinking "betwee~ the posts"? 

note that this question has been posed primarily, if not only, by scholars of 

socialism aud postsocialism, arid in particular by Burawoy (1999:309 10), 

Kandiyoti (2002a; 2002b), and Vcrdery (2002), rather than by postcolonial 

:~ For instap, ce, Shohat (1992) and McClinmck (1992) argue that the "post’~ is up, tenable given 
colonial con~i~mities, a*xd that it collapses colo*fizer m-._d colonized, as well as multiple histories, 
it~to a flattened condition. These a:~d other critiq~es e:~sured that ’°postco~oniMi~2’ could 
remai*x a~,. ahistorical, litera@’-theore~ic categoU. Frankenberg a~,.d Ma*xi (1993: 300) draw on 
Hall’s (! 99 I) posts.+.rucmralist approach to multiple temporalities to pose the "post" in postcoloni- 
ality as marking a "decisive but not de[sxitive" break with decolo*xizatio*x projects (see also Loomba 
] 998). On otixer ’))osts," see nine 6. 

~ We focus primarily o*x the Soviet bloc-states rather than Asian,. socialisms, owing chietly to o’ar 
areas of expettise but also to ongoing questions about how "postsocialist’~ the Asian cases are ap.d 
how similar to them m’e both the Cold War m-._d postcolo~alism as used here. 

5 See tl~e essays it~ Bm’awoy and Verde®’s edited vol’dme (1999). 
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thinkers. Perhaps the reason is the emergence of postsocialist studies from the 

dramatic collapse of Soviet and East European socialisms, which forced schol- 

ars of socialism to seek out new paradigms something the longer-established 

postcolonial studies had already been developing. This dramatic set of events 

opened unexpected opportunities for ethnographic research, both on the lega- 

cies of socialism and on everyday life in socialism’s wake. Questions soon 

emerged concerning what fi’ameworks would best serve the new research. 

Might postcolonial thought contribute to this process indeed, might its ve~ 

existence have spurred the rapid formation ofpostsocialism as a problematic? 

Postsocialist studies, a product of a rupture in academic careers, thus generated 

new interdiscipliuary traffic in ideas. 

WHICH POSTS,9 

Before proceeding, we must clm’ify what we mean by "postsocialism" and 

"postcolonialism," and why this compm’ison is useful. Are our two posts of 

the same kind? (We think they are, although each "post" contains its own 

peculiarities.) Should we add another, "postmodernism," as well? (Despite its 

fom~ative role in postcolonial studies, we choose to leave it aside as overly 

vague and as less productive than the pairing we have selected.(~) 

’~Postsocialism" began as simply a temporal designation: societies once 

refen’ed to as constituting ’~actnally existing socialism" lind ceased to exist as 

such, replaced by o~e or another form of putatively democratizing state. The 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was no more, and most of its successor 

states did not advertise themselves as socialist (even when they arguably still 

were).~ "Postsocialism" referred to whatever would *bllow once the means 
of production were privatized and the Party’s political monopoly 

~ Two of our reviewers suggested that we include posimodernism, on the grounds that, like it, 
postsociali st an d postcolonial studies are rel] ections on the failures of the prqiect of modernizaIion; 
moreover, postmoderrfism’s critique of grand narrali~’es shaped both postcolo*~al w*~ting and ¢~e 
second generation of postsocialist scholarship. AN~ougia we agree w~ia these points, we hax~e 
chosen not to include poslmoder~Jsm here, mainly becm~se we see insuHicient pay-oIii especially 
given the divergent no~io*as of whal "modernity" and ’)~osImodemi~y’~ mean {see Appiak 1991; 
Cooper 2005:113 49). 7~o¢~er reason is that "postm~demism" is oRen credited wi¢~ achieve- 
merits we find elsewhere~ For example, Frankenberg and Mani (1993) think across "postcolonml.- 
ism" and ~e "post-Ci~’il ~Jghts" Urfi~ed States using a ’~postmodern conjuncmrN analysis," by 
which they mea*a an attention to mulIiple modes of power interrelaied in ways that cma only be 
determined in specific, located conjunctures, h is unclear why conjuncturNism is "postmodern." 
Nor was it the most effecrix~e critique of ~’rnodem~za~iort"; several schools of radical po~iticM 
economy ofl~red ¢:~at a long time ago (see Gik,~an 2003, in section 2 below). Many postcoloniN 
thinkers clNm commo*a gro~md with "postmodemista" in their critique of *’grand narcativea," bu~ 
we do not thirfl¢ ~his to be the most endm’ing or useful aspect of postcolonial thougN. There is a 
stronger case ~br m~r argumen* to resorta~e w~}~ another post, ’~poststmcmrafism," at least of 
materidist kind, ¢:~ough we cam~ot elaborate on this tbr reasons of space. 

"~ Deflating "sociNiam" is a complex maiter; we use the term to refer to acmd societies charac- 
terized by two central t~a~ures: social ~wnership of most impogant me~_s of production, and 
re~a.ti~e monopoly of political activ~ by one pa~,, the Comnmnist 
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disestablished. What would be the lifc experience of the people formerly incor- 

porated into socialist states, and how would their experience under socialism 

influence their ~3tes? 

While "postcolonialism" would seem to be a parallel investigation of what 

happened to the colony after independence~ postcolonial studies did not 

~bllow exactly the same trajecto .ry. The high point of decolonization was 

between the late 1940s and the 1960s, but postcolonial studies emerged as a 

body of thought only in the 1980s~ in the wake of critiques of Orientalism 

and Enlightenment rationally, and with close attention to rethinking Euro- 

centric philosophy and historiography: Developed as a retreat fi’om conventions 

of Mm’xist historiography aud rmtionalisms of various stripes, postcolonial cri- 

tique arose at a time when self-profcssed representatives of capital and civil 

socie~ had launched a fierce attack on state-centered development from 

across the intellectual aud political spectrum. ~Postcolonialism" as a concrete 

abstraction did not emerge after a sudden collapse of"actually existing coloni- 

alism," in other words, but at least two decades after the highpoint of decolo- 

nization, as a critical reflection both on colonialism’s ongoiug presence in the 

prqiects of post-independence national elites and in notions of nationalism, 

sovereignty, accumulation, democracy, and the possibility of knowledge itself. 

Over time, ~’postsocialism" too came to signify a critical standpoint, in 

several senses: critical of the socialist past and of possible socialist fi~mres; 

critical of the present as neoliberal verities about transition, markets, and 

democracy were being imposed upon fom~er socialist spaces; and critical of 

the possibilities tbr knowledge as shaped by Cold War institutions. Here, post- 

socialist studies began to converge somewhat with the agenda of postcohmial 

studies. Just as postcoloniality had become a critical perspective on the colonial 

present, postsocialism could become a similarly critical standpoint on the con- 

tinuing social and spatial effects of Cold War power and knowledge (such as in 

the remakiug of markets~ proper~y rigNs, democratic institutions, workplaces~ 

consumption, iSmilies, gender/sexual relations, or communities). Although 

postcohmial scholm’s have focused more on questions of epistemology than 

have postsocialist scholars~ broader areas of similarity make our posts compar- 

able enough to conceive of a traffic in ideas between them. 

In sum, despite diffcrences in timing, both ~posts" followed and continue to 

reflect on periods of heightened political chauge~he t~all of the Berlin Wall 

and of Communist Par~" monopolies., or the formal granting of indepen- 

dence and both labels signify, the complex results of the abrupt changes 

forced on those who underwent them: that is, becoming something other 

than socialist or other than colonized. 

The potential joining of postsocialist and postcolonial studies raises both 

connections and methodological parallels. Newly opened archives in the 

ibrmer Soviet space expauded scholarly use and critique of the state-produced 

historical record, as is commonplace in colonial and postcolonial studies. The 
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collapse between archive and field, which had alma@ created new’ forms of 

ethuographic engagement in postcolonial contexts, begau to enrich postsocia- 

list steadies as well.s Beyond the question of parallel archives and research 

agendas, we hope to restore research connections that should never have 

been separated. Not only were Eastern Em’ope and nmch of the former 

Soviet Union under a form of colonial domination° but numerous other 

"Third World" countries Cuba. Mozambique. Ethiopia. South Yemen. 

Laos, arid so o~had entered the Soviet orbit as part of establishing their iude- 

pendence t?om one or another western imperial power. To think about these 

geopolitical peripheries with tools from both postcohmial and postsocialist 

studies enables thinking critically about colonial relationships together with 

market and democratic tra.nsitions. In this sense° and given actual connections 

between the legacies of colonialism and socialism in contemporaW empires, we 

neglect thimking between the posts at our peril. 

BETWEEN ’]THE POSTS: THE ARGUMENT 

in t[fis essa}; we pose t[n’ee areas in which thiriking between the posts can be 

usefifl for ethnographic and historical analysis of societies in the shadows of 

empires, whether capitalist or socialist. First, at a general level, the relative 

specializations of each offer complementary tools to rethink comemporaW 

imperialism. Second, to posit the Cold War as a spatial, instimtionak and ideo- 

logical phenomenon implies a refusal of the Three-Worlds ideology that associ- 

ates postcoloniality with a bounded space called the Third World and 

postsocialism with the Second World. Wc ask how (-;old War representations 

of space and time have shaped knowledge and practice evewwhere. Last, we 

ask how each fi’amework treats the making arid unmakiug of state-sanctioned 

racisms that rely not necessarily on biological conceptions of race but on insti- 

tutional and biopolitical mechanisms, which diffcrentiate populations into sub- 

groups having varied access to means of life and death. We ask how a post-Cold 

War lens shapes a [?esh critique of state racisms that build on a~d supersede 

what WiE.B. Dubois (1969) called the problem of the color line, through group- 

targeted exposure to crime aud incm’ceration, disease and medicine, unemploy- 

ment, and survival in market societies. In the [bllowing sections we pursue 

these broad questions, beginning with the intertwined dynamics of capital 

and empire. 

l. Rethinkb~g Enwires 

One of the key debates in Cold War thought concerned the problematic 

relationship between capital and empire. Lenin (1939) saw imperialism as 

the highest stage of capitalism, in which monopolies replace capitalist 

See, for example, the interdiscipli,mry project orga~,.ized by Gall Kligman and Katherine 
Verdery on collectivization in R omania, invob,’ing both oral histories a:xd archives (rod.). 
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competition and cm’ve up the world, providing a vent for capitalist crisis as well 

as a foothold for geopolitical influence. Oi~thodox Marxists such as Wm’ren 

(1980), following Marx’s (1853) note on colonialism in Iudia, posed imperial- 

ism as the vehicle for the spread of authentic capitalism. Radical dependency 

and world-systems theorists, still presuming an expanding western capitalism, 

sought autarchic solutions through the socialist developmental alteruative. 

These theorists ar~ed that the process of imperialism deprived formerly colo- 

riized riations of the ability to transform their economies into productive capi- 

talist societies, aud that their trausformation might be better se,-v-ed through 

socialist trajectories of their own making. In practice, however, newly decolo- 

riized countries were fertile ground riot so much for a thousarid socialist flowers 

to bloom but *br a rauge of (-;old ~Var proxy wars and resource-extraction 

struggles between the superpowers, waged in the name of sacred Cold War 

verities. 

At stake in both decolonization and the Soviet creation of East European sat- 

ellites were new kinds of political and economic interventions into the af~Sirs of 

formally sovereign states. "Ik~ see these flew political, ecoriomic, and cultural 

tools as imperialist requires questioNng the idea, expressed by Cooper 

(2005),9 that imperialism entails formal political incorporation. Whether or 

riot to recognize polities as irr~perialist informs much of the confusion about 

what imperialism means. Iu our vie,a; a definition of empire ought to inch~de 

such imperial innovations as the U.S. government’s neoliberalization of war 

t[trough military coritractors like the Blackwater mercenary fim~, or its use of 

legal-spatial black holes like the "extraordina,?" rendition" of untried tem-~rist 

suspects to foreign soil for interrogation, torture, and indefinite imprisonment. 

In cei~tain instances, scholarship has lirtked complex uriderstandings of 

capital accumulation with the dynamics of imperial polities. For example, 

Cooper’s work {1983) productively considers capital and empire as intertwined 

projects, explairiing a series of boycotts, strikes, arid disturbances that ramified 

across British colonial space in the 1930s and 1940s as vaded responses to 

colonial capitalist crises. Inflected through diverse institutions and rural-urban 

conriections, these actions were certainly riot recog~ized at the time as 

responses to capitalist crises, nor except by the colonial office in London 

as an interconnected set of struggles. Cooper’s argument sets a standard for 

tlti~iking beyond the empirically obsei~’able to backgrourid conditions, spatial 

co,nections, and tbrms of kuowledge that ena.ble or call into question the 

violent interplay of capitalist crises and colonial rule. 

Such work is also riecessary for our imperial present. Recent debates over 

whether and in what sense neoliberalism and U.S. militarism cohere as a 

9 Cooper defines empire as ’°a political unit that is large, expa:.~.sio’..~.ist (or wi.+.k., memories of an 

expansionist past), and whicl~ repro&~ces differentiation m-._d inequality among people it i*xco*por- 
ares" (2005: 27). 
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new imperialism provide one point of departure. For instance, Mann’s h,coker- 

ent Empire (2003) concludes that contempora,?r U.S. imperialism is beirtg 

reduced simply to U.S. militarism° which is not sut~qcient to sustaiu empire. 

Hardt and Negri’s Emf~,bv (2000), in contrast, makes a strong case for a new 

form of capitalist empire that is based not on states but oft a decentered, rhizo- 

rustic, biopolitical sovereignty. Harvey’s work on U.S. capitalist empire imro- 

duces the concept ’~accumulation by dispossession" to argue that in the balance 

between different mechartisms of capital accumulation primitive accumu- 

lation (e.g., using brute extraction to privatize various commons) as opposed 

to expanded reproduction (promoting economic growth that incorporates 

workers as consumers)~he former has acquh’ed new prominence (Harvey 

20(13; 2005).t° }][is argument provides tools *br thinking about the links 

between accumulation and market exclusion/inclusion, which can be used to 

compare spatial dynamics of goverrunent, accumulation, and commodification 

ac,x-~ss empires. What, if not accumulation by dispossession, were the ~ation- 

alizations and collectivizations the Soviets imposed on their satellites? 

Evertts in postsocialist Eastern Europe during the 1990s show accunmlation 

by dispossession in a pm*icularly glaring tbrm, with various capital interests 

adw~cating privatization on the grounds that what people are being dispos- 

sessed of has no vatue anyway (see, [’or instance, Alexander 2004; Verde1)., 

2003), because socialism used its resources inefficiently and was in all respects 

in~rior. Might we find a comparable role for devaluation in postcolonial capital 

accumulation as well? 

Examining forms of accumulation by dispossession also sheds new light on 

subaltern protest, a concern in postcolonial scholarship not o~en contexmalized 

in wider relatiorts of capital and empire. Hence, Gulick (2004) explains the 

massive resistance of workers and peasants to post-Maoist capitalism in 

China, and the Party-state’s effective containment of this powder keg, as cru- 

cially linked to Chirta’s relations with U.S. capitalist irr~perialism (see also 

Lee 2002). ][n China as in South At~ca, the erosion of the conditions of repro- 

duction of land and labor lie at the heart ofprolifcrating straggles over accumu- 

lation by dispossession today (ttart 2002). These struggles take many forms: 

over land rights, privatization of basic services, access to medicine, or rights 

~0 Some historical and ethnographic work has been challengh,~,g this concept e~,~en as others find 

it useRd. For exmnple, a long-held assumption in Marxist ,:heory, central to the notion of at,_ expand- 
i:~g capitalist space originating in Englat~d, was that primitive accumularian is esse:~tia~ that is, 
capitalism req~ires dispossession. But as Gilliar,_ Hart m’g’des (2002: see also Castells, Gob, and 
Kwok 1990), if we see Eas~ Asian countries such as ’I’aiw~m, Soutla Korea, Hong Kong, ~md Si’uga- 
po*e as building capitalist societies on either radical land reform or social housing in direct reaction 
to Mao’s mobilization of rise Chinese peasa:~try, it is difficult to sustain the xdew that accmnuiation 
always requires dispossession, k,.deed, the lack oft\ill dispossession and the persistence of worker- 
peasants migi~,t instead shape new lbrms of flexible capitalism, as is evideni in "raiwan and other 
sites in Asia (Chart 2004). In ,:his light, we should be asking how acc’~mmlation and dispossession 
i:~teract across space. 
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to livable residence. The processes are comparable to those found in postso- 

cialist critiques of market transition and its failures, even if they may be under- 

stood in quite different terms. Such degradations and impoverishments have 

been sites of intense scrutiny in analyses of the ~rmer Soviet bloc since its col- 

lapse, as emitlements are withdrawn, bodies are commodified and then de- 

valued, and the tbrmer socialist welti~.re states abandon all pretenses at 

providing a social wage. There is now ample work on the global effects ofneo- 

liberalism, which tta,~’ey (2005) identifies as a global process of elite class 

(re)constitution. Crucially\ in most former colonies these elite compacts work 

through legacies of states that, unlike actually existing socialisms, were 

rtever committed to providirtg welfm’e to all citizens. This was certainly the 

case with South Afi’ica’s welti~.re state under Apartheid. Indeed, the end of 

twentieth-centm)~ socialism in Europe is oRen invoked as evidence ~k~r the 

illogic of the very notion of a social wage and for the necessity of elite-led neo- 

liberal transitions. 

Work on the technologies of imperial power is growing for the Soviet empire 

as well. Using newly accessible archives, scholars have begurt to ask how that 

empire worked (e.g., ttirsch 2005; Martin 2001, and n.d.). What were its ambi- 

tions, instruments, technologies, and plans for ideological trans~rmation? 

What were its cortditiorts of possibility, as compared with Western Europe’s 

empires? \r~as the Soviet Union in *Sct a colonial power at all (see Todorova 

2007, who claims it was not)? To begin with. Moscow did not organize its 

empire like most European capitalist empires, such as France, Britairt, or Por- 

tugal. While all these empires im, olved complex combinations of conquest, 

infiltration, and annexation, their projects differed fhndamentally. ~’°Moscow 

Centre" aimed (unsuccessfully) to imegrate its dependencies into a process 

of accumulating not capital but, as Verdery has argued elsewhere (1996: ch. 

1), redistributive (or allocative) power. This inw~lved accumulating means of 

production that would enable pm-ty-states to control the production of goods 

for (re)distribution to the populace a prime legitimating ideology for the 

Soviet system and thereby to shore up the power of the Communist Party. 

imegral to this goal was building a wall that would insulate the Soviet bloc 

*)’ore capitalist accumulation. The obsession with securi.ty meant that the 

point of expanding the empire westward was less to incorporate more resources 

for capital accumulation than to create a buft~r zone called ’~Eastern Europe," 

separating Soviet imperial territory from European capitalism and its polluting 

effccts. Might Soviet imperialism shed light on U.S. imperial cm’tographies that 

combine concerns of security and markets in differentiating the world? 

example is the U~ited States Department of Defense’s Thomas Barnett, who 

in 2003 divided the globe into "the Functioning Core" and ~’°the Non-integrating 

Gap" (to which most of the world is consigned)? As Sparke (2005:277 80) 

ar~m~es, this spatial imaginary presumes U.S. multilateralism in "the Core," 

and, when necessa,)~, unilateral aggression into "the Gap." 
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Rather like some west European imperial systems, the Soviet Union also pro- 

vides lessons about the spatial ordering of empire. *~ "][’hat empire operated at 

three distinct levels: (1) the Soviet [.."uion itself, a large and expansionist unit 

incorporating peoples differentially within a single entity; (2) the "satellites" 

in Eastern Europe in orbit around "Moscow Centre" but not directly incorpor- 

ated imo Soviet territo,?-; and (3) additional states enjoying various degrees of 

client status (Cuba, South Yemen), as well as leftist parties aspiring to create 

such states (in Mozambique, South Africa, etc.). Only the So~,iet Union itself 

is Cooper’s type of empire a political nnit incorporating subordinate 

peoples yet we can scarcely deny its imperial relation with satellites and 

clients. How might better understanding of the Soviet Union’s satellite periph- 

e,?" provide tools to analyze the spatial dynamics of other empires? Might such 

comparisons help us understand the imperial qualities of the European Union 

(e.g., Sissenich 2006), or China’s increasing presence in Africa’? 

Concerning accumulation, we might see the Soviet empire as pursuing 

Harvey’s accumulation by dispossession but in a more radical way, by deci- 

sively arid rapidly dispossessing the owners of means of production in favor 

of the vanguard Party and proceediug to develop the productive forces on 

that basis, allegedly in the public interest. This radical solution applied first 

to Soviet territory but was exported in modular fashion and with va~dng 

success to satellites and to some clients. Although all these dependencies 

were yoked together in a world communist movement, however, they did not 

expand socialist-style accumulation of power at the center. "][’he satellites 

formed replica regimes, each accumulating redistributive power within its 

own borders but not transferring that power to the hegemon in Moscow 

(except insofar as the mere existence of other communist states reinforced 

Soviet hegemony). There[;)re, the "gh~e" of this empire was diffcrent 

those empires built around capitalist accumulation. How can we speci~ this 

difference’? Should we pursue Jowitt’s provocati~,e suggestion that the Soviet 

empire was held together by ’:mechanical" rather than "organic" solidarity 

(1992:174)? What exactly u:er~# the diffcrences between and relations anaong 

the "inrter tier" of Soviet Republics, the ’~second tier" of East European satel- 

liteso and the "enter tier" of client states in Ai]’ica~ Asia, and the Americas? How 

were ’~tiers" constructed as spatial archeWpes for use in imperial policy? Will 

the answers to these questions illuminate compm’isons with other imperial 

systems, such as that of Great Britain? 

*~ The British Eml~ire, %r i:~s..-at~ce, inch~ded Wales, Scot~and, at~d Ireland in its ironer tier, its 
directly admiNstered colo~,Jes such as I*~dia, I~2nodesia, or Jamaica i~_ lhe "satellite" position, and 
areas it had no~ t’ull¥ conquered (such as Burma) in something like the ’°clien~’~ position. That 
last position, however, was largely co*~stituted by .:he Cold War co~_texl and is less applicable to 
globM politics beIbre World War II. 
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An important point of intersection between postcolonial and postsocialist 

scholarship cemers oft how empires fostered or suppressed ethnic and national 

sentiment. Contrary to popular ur~derstanding, the Soviet Union did not simply 

suppress such sentiment but reified the national principle into a fundamental 

o,ganizational device, one that contributed to its own downtZall. "Nationalities" 

were both reiulbrced and created, in processes admirably revealed by postso- 

cialist scholars such as Slezkine (1994), Mm’tin (2001), Brown (2004), and 
Hirsch (2005). Each major natiortality had its own republic, arid each republic’s 

minor nationalities often enjoyed some administrative autonomy. With the 

reforms of Perestroika, leaders of these groups acquired power~M levers 

against the center.*’~ From this vantage poirtt, postcolortial scholars might 

look more closely at nationalisms such as those described by Chatterjce 

(1993), which read like a textbook case of" Soviet nationalities policy.{3 Far 

from suppressirtg group identities, Western European empires often irtcited 

them with imperial policies that reified "chie[g" and traditional authorities as 

instruments of indirect rule. Hence, colonial administrators and nationalist 
elites, comending with India’s fractured social formation, helped to produce 

what Chatterjce identifies as the [?agments of the India~ nation (women, pea- 

sants, outcastes, and so on) that became the seedbeds for a vadety of postcolo- 

trial cultural nationalisms and subaltern politics. "1[’he dialectics of suppression 

and reification across postsocialist and postcolonial nationalisms might yield 

important comparative insights. 

Questions of nationalism reveal one way in which the very mechanisms of 

domiuation may have rebounded against the imperial cemer, cer~aiuly in the 

Soviet case. Another concerns the satellites’ failure to contribute to accumu- 

lation at "Moscow Centre," which helps explairt how the peripheries brought 

this empire to a~ end. The Cubau case is au eloquent example of client parasit- 

ism, with the ~hll extent of Soviet subsidies apparent only after 1991. Satellites 

and cliertts also racked up increasing debts to capitalist countries for the pur- 

chase of techuology, all of which as Bunce contends in her essay "The 

Empire Strikes Back" {1985) caused a serious drain on the center’s finances 

and provided art impetus for Moscow to encourage East Europeans to reduce 

their dependency through systemic re[;mn. Iu a filrther irosy, socialism’s 

"workers’ states" created powerful working classes whose dissatis~hctions led 

them to challenge the system, as we saw with Polartd’s Solidarity movement. 

It is plausible that Soviet concern over the implications of that movement 

was one factor fueling the emergence of Mikhail Gorbachev’s re{kmnist 

faction irt the Soviet leadership. By supportirtg reformists in Eastern 

Europe and even authorizing the Polish elections in 1989 that ushered in a 

non-Communist government his ~tction then facilitated the "revolutions" 

~ See the disc’~ssio*~s by Beissinger (2002), Martb_ (2001), and Sle~dr,.e {1994), a~o~_g tubers. 
~:3 We thank a.~x atmnym~us C%i~H reviewer ibr this poim. 
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of 1989. In this interpretation, the rise of Solidarity in the empire’s periphery in 

1980 may well have contributed to trausformirtg the entire bloc beyond recog- 

nition.i4 Can we discern similar processes *br the empires of Western Europe? 

Did their colonies, too, become costly and precipitate changes leading to 

decolonization’? 

Our first argument, then, has been that thinking between the posts is crucial 

for compm-ative insights on accumulation and empire. Wc argue that such a task 

requires revisitiug the theories, disciplina~ fi’ameworks, and institutior~s that 

partitioned space into Three-Worlds ideology, such that postcolonialism con- 

tinues to be associated with the TNrd World and postsocialism with the 

Second. In the following sectiort, we turn to the ways irt which Cold Win" rep- 

resentations of space a~d time have shaped and cominue to shape theories and 

social realities. 

2, Ongoing Effbcts q! Cok! War Representations at~d Princesses 

One of the reasons socialist aud colonial empires have been considered largely 

separate from each other has been the partitioning of the world through what 

Pletsch (1981) insightfully called the Cold War division of irttellectual labor. 

Pletsch argued that the disciplinary durabili.W of Three-Worlds ideology. 

resides in categories constructed along two axes communist/free and tra- 

ditional/modem. These yield three domains: a ’~fi’ee" First World that is 

modem, sciemifico rational° and therefbre a "natural" socie~’; a "communist" 

Second World controlled by ideology and propaganda, with ’~natural" society 

subordinated to a totalitm-ian state; and a Third World that is ’°traditional." 
irrational, overpopulated, religious, and economically "backward." Three- 

Worlds ideology provided a meta-theo,-y, according to Pletsch, ~r ca,~’ing up 

the disciplines such that the First World was studied chiefly by mainstream 

economics a~d sociology, the Second World chiefly by political science, a~d 

the Third World chiefly by anthropology and development studies. Among 

the power~M presumptions of Three-Worlds ideology were that the Second 

World could join the First if it were t?eed *)’om ideological constraints, while 

the Third World might "modernize" if its "traditional culture" could be 

overcome. 

Our perspective rejects these spatial pm*itions, preferring a single analytical 

field "the (post-) Cold War" and asking how Cold War representations have 

shaped and continue to shape theory and politics. Such a perspective refhses the 

division of intellectual labor through which areas emerging t?om European 

cohmization go to postcolonial studies and areas emerging fi’om behind the 

i4 More broadly, according to Ma.i{~: Beissiixger (perso~,.al co*rn~m~dcatioix), a ~mmber of key 

reformers i’..~, the Soviet U’..aio’..a had experience working on Easterp. European issues (recall that 
~M-._dmpov had spent time ii~ Itunga~’), a~d ~i-_.is was one of the paths through which i~tbrmist 
ideas generally trickled into the USSR, contributing ~arther to the system’s ewnmal collapse. 
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Iron Curtain to postsocialist studies. This division makes even less sense after 

1989, when many socialist countries became, like postcolouial ones, syuou- 

ymous with uuderdevelopment]5 An integrated a.nalytical field ought to 

explore intertwined histories of capital and empire, as we have suggested, 

but also the ongoing eft~cts of the Cold War’s Three-Worlds ideology. That 

%Var" was quintessentially an organization both of the world and of represen- 

tations and knowledge about it. What were some of the epistemological and 

social effects of the Cold War, and [tow might our framework contribute to 

modi~’ing hm’mf~l side effccts? We begin with one of the most important 

knowledge effects of the Cold Win’: the dominance of modernization theo,)~ 

iu western social scieuce. Here we juxtapose the postsocialist critique of 

late-twentieth-century "transitology" with the critique of development 

thought fi’om postcolonial scholarship. Then we turn to social or interaction 

eft~cts of Cold Win" representations and processes, to show the fruitfuluess of 

re-conceiving a singular world with differentiated histories. 

From the perspective of Cold War ideology, the Soviet Union represented a 

challenge to a whole way of life and evoked respouses on multiple fi’onts. For 

example, competition with the "act~mlly-existing" socialist alternative made 

elites in the United States and especially in Western Em’ope more amenable 

to the expansion of social-welfare provisions in response to workers’ 

demands.~e’ Modernization theory constituted another kind of response. As 

Gilman shows, modernization theeW grew out of post-war U.S. liberalism 

and ’"post-war Americau liberals’ peculiar corr~biuation of anxiety and confi- 

dence about American ways of organizing the world" (2003: 4). Research 

emerging {i’om political science departments specifically at think tanks at 

Harvard Uuiversit}; the Social Scieuce Research Council (SSRC), and the Mas- 

sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) was self-consciously "modernist," 

{i)cusing not on the ’°deviant moderniD~" of socialism but on the dynamic, 

secular, liberal, and implicitly capitalist West, exemplified best by the Uuited 

States after the New Deal. Here was an existing utopia that Ma,:xist-Leninists 

could only promise ~r the ~ture (ibid.: 14 23). Gilman tracks the career of 

modernization theory iu its multiple iterations across the world, as it produced 

both debate and vain attempts to squeeze peripheral societies into Rostow’s 

"stages," through which the rest of the world would find prosperity by follow- 

iug the U.S. lead. In fact, that lead was fro" fi’om assured. The apparem "success" 

of rapid industrialization in the 1930s USSR the social costs of which were 

shielded from sight for decades provided a powerful alternative {k~r poor 

and largely agrarian societies to envision dramatic social trausformation by a 

difti:rent route. In the United States, the Soviet example prompted a specifically 

~5 This situation is explored i’..~. Creed and Wedel 1997. 

~ According to European welfare-s.tate scholar Jonas Por~tusson (personal conxnu,zicatior,.), this 
plausible hypothesis ixas :~ot been explored in scholarly writing to dare. 
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anticommunist modernization theo~T, particularly among experts at MIT, the 

Social Science Research Council, artd the Rockefeller Foundation. 

Much of the ensuing debate within modernization theory concerned the 

changing geography of the Cold War, as emphasis shifted from Europe to 

former colonies of the Third World and to the relative significance of military, 

economic, aud ideological grounds of contestation. Amicommunist moderni- 

zation theo,~y gained ground precisely at this conjuncture, by emphasizing 

the economic advantages of alliartces with the West, for which western 

countries were investiug in an ever-larger development apparat~s. What 

Gilman crisply demonstrates is how this forna of expertise enabled a wide 

an’ay of experiments irt social transfom~ation tied to U.S. interests but tempered 

by multiple forces (2003:42 47). Scholarship like this marks both raptures 

with imperial discourses of limited reform (Latham 2003) and continuities 

with present invocatiorts of modernization backed by U.S. militarism (Haratoo- 

nian 2004; Stoler 2006). 
Modernization theory remained remarkably productive and enabling not just 

for post-war U.S. foreign policy but also for various postcolonial regimes. 

Mahoney (2003), [;)r insta,ce, shows how anti-colonial strnggle in Mozambi- 

que during 1964 1974 ought not be reduced too quickly to a U. S.-Soviet proxy 

war; the "quasi-fascist dictatorship" in Portugal and the liberatiort movement 

under FREI_.IMO ,sTere by the late 1960s engaged in not just a milita.r.ry but 

also an ideological battle, fi’amed in the terms of modernization theo~T. Maho- 

ney’s analysis crosses boundaries fi°uitfull}; opening up a new arena of irtves- 

tigation: actual straggles over what b~pes of expertise resonate with popular 

con scio usness, 

Although versions ofmoderuization theory held sway throughout the secortd 

half of the twemieth centu,y: the concept of development came to be fiercely 

criticized across the political spectrum, despite some scholars’ insistence on 

its historical artd etlmographic specificity and use-value (e.g., Cowert artd 

Shemon 1996; Cooper 11996; Cooper aud Packard 1997; Fergnson 1994; 

Watts 1995). Postcokmial scholarship, in pm’ticular, became increasingly skep- 

tical of ’~development" for Sachs (1992) and Escobar (1995), just another 

form of Eurocentric domination. If the idea of development has lingered so 

hmg, one reason may be that a socialist ideal kept alive the possibility of 

using the development concept for other-than-Eurocentric or narrowly capital- 

ist ends, and of seeiug it as an alternative imagina~~ fbr democratic and socialist 

futures. A postsocialist sensibility, in other words, undergirds historical and 

ethnographic studies that find the development concept useful beyond the con- 

fines of empires and maNets. 

Helping to obscure this akernative developmental possibility were other 

Cold War ideological effects, such as western propaganda about socialism’s 

"iuefficiencies" that occh~ded its potential for competing with capitalist econ- 

omies. In Pact, party-states did have competitive ~k~rms. For example, they 
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regularly did what democratic ones did rareJy until the 1970s: using soft budget 

constraiuts, they protected firms from risk by bailouts of t:ailing emerprises, it 

was only later that their western connterparts would begin to se,~’e explicitly as 

cushions against risk. Moreover, socialist countries did so with "taxpayers’ " 

money but without the political fall-out occasioned, for instance, as capitalist 

economies began to violate their own "role" that bankruptcy is supposed to dis- 

cipline risk-taking for example, in the U.S. government’s 1989 bail-out plan 

for the Savings artd Loan industl)., as well as its protection of financial over tax- 

payer interests in the sub-prime mortgage fiasco that precipitated a massive 

economic crisis in September 2008. In addition, by organizing property in a 

hierm’chy of devolving use-rights rather tlmrt ownership rights, socialist 

states showed how enterprises might successfi~lly shuck offcosts and liabilities 

precisely because they were not owners.~~ Wc increasingly see this insight at 

work both among property-rights theorists aud irt contempora~ practices irt- 

voNing intellectual property, in which not owning but leasing and other tem- 

porary an’angements sustain profits (see Verde~~ and Humphrey 2004). Was 

socialism perhaps more competitive thau we were led to believe? 

Although a varie~~ of histories and practices become visible in new ways 

through a post-Cold War lens, the stakes of integrating the analytic field go 

far beyortd this. The ve~~ concept of a ThiN, Non-aligned World emeiged 

*)’ore the Cold War; in the encounter of the superpowers, the ’:Third Xx/i-Md" 

was constituted as an object ofthougN and subject of action. The more com- 

prehensive post-Cold War frame we advocate prompts investigation ofconrtec- 

tions and comparisons across imperial tbrmations past and present, bringing 

together European empires of previous centuries, Cold War empires and their 

Third World client-states, late twerttieth-certtury corporate power, and fom~s 

oftwe~ty-first-ce~tm?" capitalism. To organize research in this way repositions 

the TNrd World in relation to postcohmial thought. Moreover, we gain a 

rather different view of questions concerning the construction of "~the West" 

and its forms of capitalism by asking how not just the colonies but the very, 

existence of socialism affected their constitution. We offer two broader 

re-cortceptualizations that our perspective t~acilitates, illuminating the power 

rather than the troth of Cold War verities. The first concerns the end of 

South Aii-ican Apartheid and the second the rise of flexible production systems. 

The end of Apartheid in South Afi’ica is art irr~portant case of imeraction 

between histories of colonialism and socialism. Is it possible that the existence 

of the Soviet Union prolonged Apea-theid in South Africa?~ There were cer- 

tainly close connectiorts between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

,7 It is wo~h noting that a]beit tbr very differe~,.t reasoi~s the 2t)08 bail-out plan shared with 
progrmns of postsocialis~ prope~,y refo:.-m the priwttization of p:.’ofitab[e assets mad the socialization 
of liabilities, ii~ the coi~text of widespread co~,.fusion about the wtiues of the assets in question,. 

~ We owe this view of Al~artheid to Barbara Artdersom personM comnmnication. 
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(CPSU) and the exiled African National Congress (ANC) and South African 

Communist Party (SACP), and several ANC/SACP exiles received milital)., 

and intelligence training in Moscow, East Germany, Cuba, and other areas 

under Soviet control. Gorbachcv’s launching of Perestroika {economic rcstruc- 

turiug) and Glassost (political openuess) irt the late 1980s parallels the over- 

tures made by a section of the exiled ANC/SACR with Thabo Mbeki at the 

helm, to groups in the state and South African capitalists anaenable to democra- 

tizing politics, in the same brief period 1990 aud 1991 irt which Gorbachev 

became the first and last Presidem of the Soviet Union~ stripping the CPSU of 

considerable power and launching rew~lts from within the party into the streets 

of Moscow, South Africa’s white-supremacist National Party lifted the ban on 

the ANC and SACP, released Nelson Mandela, and negotiated Apartheid’s end. 

Simultaneously, the U.S. government transformed its view of the ANC and 

began to treat it as a legitimate political entit-y rather than a terrorist o,ganiz- 

ation. Would the National Party bare made these overtures had the possibility 

existed that the ANC and SACP might draw South Africa into the Soviet orbit, 

with all this would mean for privileged South Africans? "Ik~ what extertt were 

connections with KGB intelligence cmciM to the ANC’s transition from an 

exiled, imprisoned, and underground movement with clandestine ties to 

popular corr~munity and labor struggles within South Afi’ica irt the 1980s, to 

a ruling democratic alliance of ANCo SACR and the Congress of South 

African Trade Unions? How was the notion of the end of Soviet socialism 

mobilized in selliug orthodox neoliberal economic policy to this rulirtg alliance 

in 1996, just two years after the first democratic elections? Bringing postso- 

cialism back into connected global histories of colonialism, imperialism, and 

natiortalism would opert precisely such questions concerning South Africa’s 

transition to democracy. 

Our second example concerns the emergence of new fomas of 

late-twemieth-century capital accunmlation variously knowrt as "~flexible 

specialization," "flexible accumulation°" "disorganized capitalism," or "net- 

worked capitalism." Since the 1980s, this topic has been the subject of much 

scrutW and debate. Our perspective suggests that to at least some extertt flex- 

ible accumulation may have been a response to the challenges posed specifi- 

cally by socialism]9 Capital requires consumption, to absorb commodities 

and realize the vahie utgon which sustained accumulation depends a 

process dependent upon what Ha,~’ey (1982) calls a ’:spatial fix" that is, 

the possibility of shifting capitalist crises elsewhere. With the expansion of 

~ ~vYe co*~.~’.e this question to .:he Western,. societies on which the debates oi~ "flexible special- 

ization" were initially tbcused. ~rhe transibr of this :~otion to other areas of tiae world, as studied 
critically by ~vYa.tts (1994}, Ha~ (20t)2), arid Chm’i (2004}, is li~2~ed to our critique. On the o~_e 
hand, looking across the iron Cu:."~ain may explain the emergence of flexible specialization as a con- 
crete abstraction and as a set of practices; o~,. the other, looking at its -’alleged "application,2’ in post- 
coio:~iN societies brings home its limits as a tmtiort of epochal transition. 
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socialism not just in Europe but also in Asia and elsewhere, a staggering 

number of the world’s people were hindered from consuming capitalist corn- 

modities. That is. huge spaces were no longer available fbr the spatial fix, 

even though the desire fk~r commodities persisted there (especially as of the 

1970s, when western goods increasingly seeped into socialist countries 

despite official socialist ideologies of restraint and national sacrifice). 

Scholars rm-ely look at that period of western capitalism from both sides of 

the iron Curtain. Doing so might shed light on how socialism’s controls on 

commodity movements of both things and people constrained spatial 

fixes and perhaps intensified exploitation of non-socialist areas. In other 

words, did consumption-resistant socialism hasten the global capitalist crisis 

of the late 1960s.. producing flexible specialization and networked capitalisms 

in response’? If socialist autarky of the 1950s and 1960s had not effectively 

closed off large areas of consumption and cheap labor, would fractions of 

capital have en-,braced new technical and organizational means fbr mmsform- 

ing productiviD~ and targeting consumption precisely in the 1960s and 1970s? 

Without the Iron Curtain, would niche mm’kets, just-in-time manut~acturing, and 

[nternet coordination of multiple sites of production and consumption have 

been precluded, at least for a time? 

Certainly, the 1970s saw intensified concern with how to keep the products 

of socialist economies out of capitalist markets that is.. to reduce their poten- 

tial fk~r competing in capitalist space. An important indicator of this was trends 

in the anti-dumping law being developed in Europe during the 1970s and 

1980s. Snyder (2001) describes the creation of a construct, "the Non-Market 

Econ,)my." as global capitalism began to fMter. This construct specifically con- 

cemed the problem of the production subsidies in socialist countries, which 

made their products cheap relative to those of Europe and the United States. 

"The Non-Market Economy" concept firmly rejected the possibility that 

prices could contain infonnation about something other than supply and 

demand, such as.. fbr instance, infbrmation about government welfSre and 

assaults on poverty. For anti-dumping law, all that counted was how to 

exclude the cheaper products of socialist economies because they were being 

sold below p,x-~duction costs as assessed iu market terms. A similar kind of 

argument reappeared with the massive expansion of Chinese industry in the 

late twentieth century, a testament to the power of Cold War spatial constructs. 

Wc are just beginning to understand the geopolitical and economic effects of 

contempora~~ Chinese industrialization and its domestic discontents, as well 

as the ways in which western policy-makers draw on Cold War representations 

of space to attempt to regulate and mitigate these effects. 

The issues mentioned here are but a handfM of those we might include in the 

agenda of post-Cold War studies, ttow best can we think about them? Here we 

encounter the most important Cold \r~ar knowledge effcct of all: decades of cen- 

sorship (including self:censorship) of a Marxist intellectual tradition in U.S. 
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social science, victim first of the McCarthy era and then (after a period of flour- 
ishing iri the 1970s 1980s) of diatribes against ’~grand narratives." In anthro- 
pology and to some extent sociology, much of the early research on 
socialism and postsocialism employed a Marxist-derived political-economy 
approach (mostly absem, however, fi’om political science and ecormmics). 
The aptness of critical Marxism tbr thinking about both postsocialist transibr- 
mation and postsocialist futures inclines us to see this kind of scholarship as a 
source of possible refinernems in Marxist analysis, for post-Cold War studies 
more generally’. 

In the former Soviet bloc, the process of"transition" opens the workings of 
capital to new scrutirty, enabling us to see more clearly how phenomerta such as 
property fights, commodification, and democratization are being constituted, 
and possibly illuminating these phenomena for postcolonial situations. For 
example, the post-1989 allocation of private propert-y rights to Eastern 
Europe’s [~ctoW workers and small *Srmers proved a quick route to disposses- 
sion and impoverishment; democratic politics produced nationalist pea’ties that 
caused serious imerethnic cortflict, as in Yugoslavia¯ Did corr~parable events 
occur in decolonizing contexts, and did differences iu tbrms of capitalism 
forge private property and democratic politics along other trajectories? 

Just as postcolonial studies retains some of the nom~ative presumptions 
of anti-colonial nationalism while questioning the limits and exclusions of 
these nationalist projects, postsociMism can offer a critical perspective both 
on the legacies of state socialisms and on the possible present and future 
forms of democratic socml~sm." One aim of postsocialist studies in a 
Marxist vein is to understand actually existing socialisms better, including 
thek Marxist-Lertinist ideologies as well as thek practices ofgovemmem, poss- 
ibly with an eye to new socialist fi~tures. An instance is the work of economist 
Alec Nove, whose analyses of both actually existing and alternative ~asible 
socialisms epitomize the Janus-tZaced critique of the postsocialist scholar atten- 
tNe to both what socialism was and what possible progressive and regressive 
trajectories might lie ahead. As Nove sees it, {i~asible socialist intervemions 
aRer the demise of actual socialisms might include certain forms of state or 
public property; a mixt~re of representative and centralized planui~g, decen- 
tralized and worker-managed production systems, the nurturing of negotiation 
and accountability in politics and the economy, and the protection of various 

areas of social life from commodification (1983:245 46). Some of these 
forms have already been analyzed ethnographically (e.g., Stark and Brusa 
1998), and others can be subjects of new postsocialist reseea’ch. To the extent 

~_0 Our argumeni paralMs cmq’ent discussions about .+.he :.nakip.g of %oncrete utopias" (Burawoy 

a~,.d Wrigi:.t 2002; Dang and ~vYri~,.t 2003) tlmt conserve some sei~se of plarmed space-times in a 
better, more socially just 
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that postsocialist studies points toward utopian possibilities, it counters resigna- 

tion to the anarchic and destructive aspects of capitalist imperialism. 

Iu this section we have explored the knowledge effccts of the Cold War, 

describing its intellectual division of labor and its consequences for the kinds 

oftheo~ and analysis that developed. We mm now to certain practices of gov- 

ernment that Marxist-Leninist regimes shared with colonial powers: an endless 

pursuit of internal and external enemies and the diffcrential allocation of 

resources to variously racialized subject populations. In the following 

section, we explore how thi~kiug between the posts deepens our understanding 

of state-sanctioned racism. 

3. £’nemi(:s qf tke S~ale: (:hanging Stat~: Racisms 

A signal achievement ofpostcolonial studies has been to explain how colonial 

power worked through forms of dift~rence that were produced in part t[u’ough 

colonial encounters and through representations of "selt" and "other," with 

lasting practical effects. How imrinsic is this p,x-~cess to colonialism and its 

aftermath? Some scholars have argued that processes ofothering are fundamert- 

tal to all modem states and to the iuterlaced histories of sovereigu .W, discipline, 

and biopolitical governmem. Stoler (2006), Gregory (2004), and Comaroff 

(2007) &’aw in differem ways fi’om the corpus of Michel Foucault and 

Giorgio Agamben to argue that sovereign power suspends its own juridical- 

legal procedures as it produces exceptional spaces and bodies. We are just 

beginning to understand ethnographically how exposed and abandoned popu- 

lations relate to sovereign power over life aud death. [ndeed, as ttolt (2000) 

argues, contempora~" analysis of state racism has moved beyond ~V.E.B. 

DuBois’ famous assessmem (1969: xi) that "the problem of the twerttieth 

century is the problem of the color line." New work on state-sanctioned 

racism is concerued less with colo,; physiognomy, creed, or blood, than with 

what Foucault calls ’"biopolitics"~eclmiques, expertise, and subjectivity 

with respect to the vitality of bodies and populations in relation to capitalism 

and empire. These tools have helped ce,~aiu postcolonial and postsocialist think- 

ers to fom~ulate more clearly how states of all kinds have exercised social, 

military, and epistemic power over "internal enemies" and othered populations. 

Biopolitics can also be a usefifl concept to rethink couuterhegemonic move- 

ments that, as Corrmroff (2007) argues powerfully with respect to AIDS activ- 

ism in South Africa, stand to redefine politics itself, ttow might thinking 

between the posts clari~}~ the biopolitics of modem racisms in various contexts. 

and what possibilities might such artalysis suggest for anti-racist and demo- 

cratic political imaginings in the present? This is our final provocation f;)r post- 

Cold \r~ar ethnography. 

Orte set of insights corrxes from analyzing state-sanctioned racism in its post- 

Victorian "scientific racist" form as well as iu the three great white supremacist 

regimes: Nazi Germany, the Jim Crow U.S. South, and apart.held South At?ica 
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(the last of which, we have suggested, was shored up by Cold War milita~T and 

finaucial aid umil the end of the twentieth centu~,). Thimkers as diverse as 

Foucault (20013), Balibar (1991 ), Gihnore (2007), Hall (1980), Memmi (1999), 

and Stoler (1995) find that modem racism works through technologies, insti- 

tutions, discourses, arid social relations that unevenly distribute group-specific 

propensities to sustained and decent life. Scholars have explored new imagin- 

aries and technologies for distributing population-tm-geted hams in such areas 

as crime and punishment (Caldeira 2000; Gilmore 2002; 2007; Comaroff 

and Comaroff 2006), disease and access to healing (Swanson 1977, Craddock 

2000; Farmer 2001 ; Shah 2001), and trans-border migration and border control 

(Nevius 2002). 

The treatment accorded these populations depends, of course, on the prior 

creation of population categories to be treated differentially, offen by labeling 

them ’~eneruies," to create fear and to promote political goals. Consolidating 

both the Soviet and the U.S. empires required suppressing "internal 

enemies," through such means as the Soviet ’~gulag archipelago" or today’s 

U.S. prison-industrial complex (Gilmore 2007). ][n the United States such 

enemies might include J. Edgar Hoover’s commnnists-behind-every-tree, or 

African-American targets of lynchings, discrimination, and incarceration. If 

the term "enemy" was less common iu colonial contexts than were other 

means of disparaging and dishonoring "natives" (such as through pervasive 

images of the "savage" in need of civilizing or controlling by missionaries, edu- 

cators, police, or colonial admiuistrators), iu socialist contexts an obsession 

with enemies was the very. ground of regime consolidation. Multiple idioms 

of difference such as religion, gender, class, and national identiD~ each gen- 

erated labels for "internal enemies" who had to be persecuted iu the name of 

building socialism. For Communists, class enemies were the worst. The collec- 

tivizathm of agriculture, fk~r instance, mobilized putative class diffcrence so as 

to gain poor and middle peasants’ support toward eliminating wealthy peasant 

"exploiters" (kulaks), seen as agents of capitalist refbrmism who had to be 

purged in defcnse of socialist society.2~ 

The production of enemies reveals processes that Marxist orthodoxy passed 

over but that come into view with a postcolonial lens focused on racialized bio- 

power. Thus sensitized, we can explore not only the more standard uses of 

racial classifications, but also the racializing aspects of assigning people to 

class categories, which chmg to their targets like skin. We might, with 

Balibar (1991), label this practice ’°class racism" :by which he means the natu- 

ralization of class inequality tku’ough conceptions of sub-humauity~nd we 

~ Underlying the propagation of such images were ~,.a.,rp theoretical debates concemi~_g 
agrarians queslion and, later, industrialization, which turned on whether the peasax~t could be 
trusted not to accumulate capital m-._d therefbre malig*~ political influence h~ a putatively prole- 
tarian irtrernationMism. 
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might complement the results ofpostcolonial resem-ch by looking fbr means of 

class racism in socialist comexts. For instance, Cornnmnist propaganda rep- 

resented class "exploiters" as vermin, pigs, and other subhuman t:y~es, de- 

se,~’ing extermination or expulsion. Pollution roles would keep them from 

reproducing: Communist Parties expected their cadres to divorce wiYes 

whose families were classified as kulaks and who were theretbre impure (see 

Kligman and Verdery n.d.). Here is class racism, with class labels being 

irtheritable China provides the most extreme example and affecting 

people’s life chances even after persecution had totally impoverished their 

once-wealthy fhmilies. Archival lists of persons by class status include some 

labeled "former kulak," indicating that the person’s status liYed on even atler 

it was officially annulled. This kind of racism is based not in physiognomy 

but in the premise that one’s status is ineluctable and immutable; the physiog- 

nomy employed by other racisms is merely the most common way of asserting 

that immutability,. Even as thinking about class racism brings argumems about 

biopower into postsocialist scholarship, postcolonial scholars might find social- 

ist technologies of people-processing similarly instructive. 

Further insight comes f?om work on how colonizers were set off from their 

racially inferior subjects. Some studies of colonial settler societies note anxiety" 

about racial and sexual boundaries that were perennially at risk. (’][’his casts new 

ligN on Communist Party, orders that cadres implementing collectivization 

were not to have sexual involvements with local women.) Stoler (2002) 

observes that Dutch settlers’ ar~xieties about racial purity in Indonesia 

whether in relation to the domestic security of colonial women, the use of 

local concubines, the growth of ’°mixed-race" populations, or the education 

of colortial childre~were often especially acute in times of political unrest, 

when claims to racial superiori .ty would have to be demonstrated more persua- 

sively. Bounda,T concerns underlie some of the means used to enlist the 

support of subject populations, t[n’ough various fom~s such as "~relmbilitadon 

of tradition," religious revivalism, educational or property reform, technical 

transformation of production relations, or partial inclusion into colonial bour- 

geois culture. Do these findings for colortial settler societies suggest similar 

kinds of analysis concerning the socialist elite [nomenklatura] and their treat- 

ment of boundaD, spaces and hybrid populations, and how subject populations 

find ways to cm’ve out realms of relatiYe autonomy? 

Wc need a strong body of historical and ethnographic research to think in 

comparative and interconnected ways about how colonialism, socialism, and 

their aftem~aths constructed "race" and "~enemy," employing racial technol- 

ogies and expertise to differentiate spaces and populations through their con- 

trasting propensities to life and death. Uehling’s (2004) work on the 

repatriation of Crimean "][atars, whom Stalin forcibly and rapidly remoYed 

fi’om their homes in 1944 as "enemies," fbcuses on a broad terrain of lived 

memory and spatialized attachment. Uehling shows how the changing 
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boundaries, entitlements, and affinities of populations and landscapes were tied 

to broader state-sanctioned racisms, reproduced t[trough various quotidian 

appropriations and reimerpretations. Straggles over Tatar affiliation iu contem- 

poraD, Russia whether through their Sunni Muslim or Turkic language 

finities, their historical claims to be descendants of the Golden Horde, or 

their geogra.phical ties to Crimea as an indigenous population illustrate the 

productive possibilities in research across various {irons of racism. Other 

research asks [tow stigmatized populations iu ttaiti, as elsewhere, m’e kept 

from life-saving medicine, as iufcctious disease tbllows the fault lines ofracia- 

lized poverty {Farmer 1993). Still other work looks to the environmental wastes 

of socialist industrialization, seen in their most deadly form in prolonged toxic 

exposure following the Chernobyl disaster (Gille 2007; Petryua 2002). 

As important as post-Cold War ethnographies are to perceiving continuities. 

they also help us understand discontinuities in the making of post-Cold Win" 

enemies, against the intertwined dTy~mmics of western militarism, politicized 

religiosity, and the geopolitics of the energy-security-industrial complex. 

Ever since the end of the Soviet Union, the United States has been casting 

about for new enemies, new sites of danger, to take "Communism’s" place. 

A brief demonizing of Japan gave way, aRer 9/11, to the "other" as terrorist. 

Grego,?~’s (2004) work on "the colonial present" in Palestine, Afghauistau, 

and Iraq, [br instance, explores the recurrence of the Cold War enemy as the 

terror suspect, whether in entire regions that allegedly {i)ster terrorism, or in 

the extra-legal powers assumed in Abu Glu’aib, Guantanamo, and sites of 

"extraordinary rendition." 

Given this broad array of state-sanctioned racisms, can "anti-racism" make 

arty sense as a stance? Do targeted populations of the unemployed, crirninal- 

ized, infirm, exposed, militarized, ghettoized, or incarcerated have anything 

in common? A postsocialist reading would suggest that all these populations 

are iu various ways remnauts of a twentieth-century notion of a social wage, 

whether through socialism or through real or promised wel*3re regimes. 

While these ~’°radiant ~\~tures" may have been lea-gely a mythology of the twen- 

tieth cenm~,, they did lmve powerful effects in certain places (propping up the 

fast capitalisms of East Asia, as we suggested earlier), and their demise has led 

to a global prolifcration of livelihood struggles fought by vm’ious surplus popu- 

lations. Forms of biopolitical debris of capitalism, colonialism, and national- 

ism whether as redundant labor (some of it becomiug migrant labor on a 

wide scale), infirm bodies, infccted populations, or polluted environmems 

become key sites of struggle in most parts of the post-Cold War world. "][’his 

is certainly a bold claim° in the sense that most of these straggles do not 

connect even regionally, and very rm-ely form broader anti-hegemonic 

coalitions. 7’hey can, however; be seen following Burawoy’s (2003) bridging 

of the ideas of ANonio Gramsci and Karl Pola~yi as scattered counter- 

hegemonies that arise against the destructive e~t~cts of commodification 
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{bllowing upon the dismantling of state supports for social reproduction. Bur- 

awoy’s concept of counter-hegemonic solidarities mirrors Nove’s defense of 

"feasible socialism." Both oppose group-targeted fS,talities, to promote solida- 

rities in a world ofdifiErence a postsocialist anti-racism without overarching 

dialectical certainties or hidden internal enemies. 

Reflecting on her optimism about the possibility of a democratic socialism 

arising fi’om the ashes of its Soviet-style incarnation, and on calls for ~radical 

democracy’ that bracket political economy from cultural politics, Fraser 

(1997) argues that postsocialist critics must reflect on the global spread of 

what she calls a "politics of recognition," so as not to lapse back into the 

Soviet tendency to replace cultural diversity with a unifom~ New Socialist 

Mau but rather to link straggles fbr recognition and redistribution. This is pre- 

cisdy the kind of anti-racism we gain by combining postsocialism with post- 

colonial analysis of new forms of racism. As Eley (2002) argues in his 

history of the European Left° it is in breatdng away f~om a sclerotic I_,ef~ 

party and making new political spaces to conse,we socialist values that the 

ongoing quest for democracy is preserved. Here we see the utility of our 

goal of bringing together postsocialist aud postcolonial studies toward rethink- 

ing socialist and anti-coloNa] values simultaneously. 

CONCLUS[ON; POST-COLD WAR ETHNOGRAPHY 

If Lenin’s Comintern was the first global plan for decolonization, as Young 

(2001) contends, it is striking that most states that applied Marxism to develop- 

me~t policy have been outside Western Europe: in Russia, Asia, Afidca, the 

Middle East, aud Latin America. Young poses postcolo~ial critique as a tbrm 

of activist writing that draws on this tradition of anti-colonial socialism, in soli- 

dariD" with ongoing straggles tbr liberation and economic.justice after political 

i~dependence. ][n a world riven by capitalist imperialism, aualysis in solidariv.r" 

with such struggles today requires interdisciplinal)., ethnographic engagement. 

Wc have suggested that this kind of ethnography must also employ a critical 

le~s on the global ef~i:cts of Cold ~Var thought throughout the twemieth 

century, it is time to liberate the Cold War fi’om the ghet*o of Soviet area 

studies and postcolonial thought f?om the ghetto of Third World and colonial 

studies. The liberatory path we propose is to jettiso~ our two posts in 

of a single overarching one: the post-Cold War. 

Post-Cold \r~ar ethnography could build upon work by "natives," as analysts 

of their ow~ condition, in their own terms. In such a corpus we would find figures 

as diverse as Frantz Fanon, Amilcar Cabral, Josd Cm’los Mm-ifitegui, Babasaheb 

Ambedkar, Reinaldo Arenas, C.L.R. James° Edward Said, Amndhati Roy, and 

other anti-colonial or "Third Worldist" figures. Joining them would be their 

counterpart socialist dissidents and critical scholars, like the East Europeans 

Rudolph Bahro, Agnes Heller, ][vfin Szel4nyi, Jadwiga Sta~iszkiso IstvSn Rdv, 

J,4nos Kornai, aud Pavel Cfimpeam~, all of whom called Cold \r~ar troths into 
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question. This corpus would also include critics ofU. S. militarism in the Middle 

East and of the various Asian one-party states~ Among today’s many Fanons 

would be writers critical of market fimdamemalism and U.S. corporate domi- 

nance; artists and others who represent Afi-ica as more than a doomed continent 

consigned to %tructural irrelevance" (as Professor Mariuel Castells [ 1996:135] 

boldly put it), and the majestic film-making of Osmane Semb~ne, who renders 

visually the interplay of universal and particular themes in Afi’ican social for- 

mations~ always with an eye to critique, innovatiom and the many cultural 

fronts in Af?ica’s ongoing decolo,ization. And this corpus would also include 

myriad less~privileged activist-intellectuals, rabble~rousers, and self-conscious 

social outcasts, whose voices lie at the tam’gins of the re’chives of tweritieth- 

cenmW anti-colonial, socialist, and nationalist straggles. 

The Cold War is not yet over. Its influence is fclt even now. How else does one 

understand the impo,~ance accorded by both scholars and policy-makers alike to 

"prNatizatio~," "marketization," and "democratization" lhat troika of western 

self-identity so insistently being imposed on others around the world as a sign 

that the Cold War is" over’? Is the emphasis on these features drivert, just as mod- 

ernization theow was, by the ideological goal of compelling "them" to be like 

our outdated inaage of "us’"? A central task of ethnographies of imperialism 

and neo-colonialism today lies in apprehertding the traces of the past as they 

emerge, ~ot as hostage to the overarching power of %apitalism," %olonialism," 

or %ocialism" qua fixed emities, but as signs of the tenuous re-workings of 

twentieth-century capitalist empires and their twenty-first-century successors. 
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Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edup 

Friday, September 23, 2011 3:27 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <ldcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne tt <ehuber@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Evelyne ttuber <ehuber@unc.edu> 

I~E: BOT comments by file Dean 

Dear all, 

Either day and time works for me. 

Bereket 

From: Cald~vell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday-, September 23, 2011 12:20 PM 
To: Huber, Evelyne H; Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N; Evelyne Huber 
Subject: RE: BOT comments by the Dean 

Deal- All, 
Meeting on October 6 would work best for me. I have a scheduling conflict on October 5. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Prufessor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chape[ Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,. nnc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Evelyne tIuber [ehuber@ad.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2011 9:21 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket It; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Caldwel[, Kia L; Sahle, Eunice N; Evelyne Huber 
Subject: Fwd: BOT comments by tile Dean 

Dear Members of the EC: 

B elow please see what Dean Gil told the Academic Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees yesterday- afternoon. I think this makes it very- clear that she is emphasizing that the problem is 
an isolated one and that the faculty and department are a great asset to the University. 

Let me update you on two other issues: 
(1) Fixed term faculty who have been in their jobs for at least one year are eligible for College travel support, bm at a somewhat lower level, i.e. $750 for a lecturer, $1000 for a senior lecturer. 
So, I think it is reasonable to discuss whether the chair should advocate for additional travel support for fixed term faculty as well as for tenure-track and tenured faculty. 
(2) Though a College committee is reviewing policy for independent studies and directed readings, we should come up with an interim departmental policy regarding expectations for such 
courses. This will be an important item for the first meeting of the EC. 

In light of these clnerging issues, I suggest that we (the EC) meet either on Wednesday, October 5, at 11 a.m. or on Thursday, October 6, at 3:30 p.m.. Please let me/the group l~mw what 
your preferences are. And please email me with additional items you would like to have on the agenda. 

Thanks, 

Evelyne 

Karen Oil, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Corcarlents to the Board of Trustees, Academic Affairs Cormnittee 
Sept. 21, 2011 

AFRICAN" and AFRO-AhdERICAN STUDIES and ADMINISTRATI~q~ BOARDS 

Thank you fbr the opportunity to speak with you today-. I’d like to start by telling you about the African and Aft’o-American Studies Department. 

Strengths of African and Afro-American Studies 

o For more than 40 years, UNC faculty in African and Afro-American studies have enhanced knowledge and und erstanding of the histo~z and culture of Africa and its linkages to America 
and the rest of the world There are about 90 students majoring in African and Afro-American Studies 

o The faculty in the Department and their teaching and research, are very important to the College and the University As Dean, advancing global education has been a high priority’ as ~ve 
seek to extend faculty- expertise to global areas, including Africa and the African diaspora. 

o The College has recently hired and promoted outstanding teachers and scholars in the Department 

o Moreover, long-term members of the department have been essential in advancing the field 



o There are now 21 facul~z members in the department, 15 tenure track, and 6 lectures/senior lectures. This number represents growth and recent investments by the College in the Dept. 

As you kno~v, the Umversi~z and the College of Arts and Sciences have been reviewing academic issues related to possible irregularities with some undergraduate courses in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

As Dean ufthe College, I take these matters very seriously. We are doing two things. 

u First, a Cullege-wide review of Independent Studies to ensure cunsistent policies and practices fur the academic rigor uf independent stu@ courses across the College of Arts and 
Sciences This is what you asked me to talk tu you abuut tuday. 

u Secund, an in-depth review ufsome undergraduate courses in African and Afro-American Studies 

I: COl I~]~;Gt". -WIDE REVIEW OF IN’D [~Pt".ND]~;NT S’I~JDY AND DIREC’I~;D RE~’,I)IN(I S 

Independent sturdy and directed readings courses provide a way fur students, both undergraduate and graduate students, tu wurk as an indtvidual (sometimes in small gruups) un a specific 
tupic with the guidance of a faculty member ur graduate teaching assistant (Independent Studies and Directed Readings are terms often used interchangeably. "Directed readings" is more 
cummunly used when there is a specific reading list) 

In both cases, the end product is typically a term-paper that requires extensive research and writing by the student 

Independent studies are widely used throughum the Cullege, and at-e very effective learning tuols 12~r uur students. What has come to uur attentiun is that some (but certainly nut all) 
independent studies courses may have been conducted with limited cuntact between the student and the faculty member. Our concern is huw much the faculty member (or graduate 
teaching assistant) is directing the student’s wurk and giving feedback to the student throughout the semester 

Although the concerns came to our attention in the African and Afro-American Studies department, we are reviewing the policies and practices for independent stu@ and directed 
readings co~ucses College-wide. Our goal is to strengthen policies and practices going forward for independent studies across the College. 

I have asked Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education and Chair of the Administrative Boards of the College, to have the Boards review and make 
recornmendations on these issues. 

The Admin Board is a College board that oversees the curriculum it approves all courses and majors, and helps to set College policies and procedures for the curriculum 

Specifically, I have asked that they look at: 

o expectations concerning student assignments and contact hours with professors or teaching assistants in independent stu@ courses 

o conditions and approvals for lectures and seminars to be delivered in an alternative format 

We have alrea@ appointed a cornmittee of five facul~" members from across the College for this review. 

We are seeking student input as we go forward. 

The committee will meet for the first time next week. They have already been gathering data on independent stu@ numbers and common practices in the departments. 

In a separate but related effort, the Education Policy Committee is also taking up course syllabi policy and practices. This was already on the agenda for the Faculty Cou~cil this year, 
but the work is timely and will help us with some other issues related to course syllabi need to be clear and available. 

II: Second - What is happening in the Department 

Professor Julius Nyang’oro resigned his position as Chair. 

I appointed Professor Evelyne Huber to serve as Interim Chair of African and Afro-American Studies. She is also the Morehead-Cain Alunmi Professor and Chair of the Department of 
Political Science. I expect her to serve as Interim Chair of African and Alien-American Studies for one semester as we go through the departmental process of identifying the next Chair. 

She has formed an Executive Committee including five senior faculty members from the department. 

The department has a newly formed curriculum committee I expect they will take up a bruad range of issues related tu undergraduate educatiun. 

’]?he Cullege is also doing an in-depth review uf courses in the department including an examination of how independent study cuurses have been set-up and conducted. 

We have reached nu cunclusiuns yet uther than that it wil l be important to strengthen independent study policies and practices going furward. 

In conclusion, I take the issues that have been raised very seriously. We are wurking going 12~rward tu strengthen our policies and prucedures in the department and Cullege-wide. 

Karen M Gil, ~hI). 



Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-%2-3082 

919-%2-1165 

919-%2-2408 fax 

kgil@email.tmc, edu<mailt o :kgil(~,email.unc. edu> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Josie McNeil ~gmail.com> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 3:31 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: FW: Rafm Will Not Danpen Lafino Festival Tomorrow - Activities moved to Edison Johnson Recreation Center 

Subject: Rain Will Not Dampen Latino Festival Tomorrow - Activities moved to Edison Johnson Recreation Center 

Durham Parks and Recreation Cynthia Booth 

10~ CITY HALL PLAZA Public Affairs Specialist 

DURHAM, NC 27701 (919) 560-4355 ext 27223 

PUBLIC SERVICE 19~1389-494~ (cell) 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
Cynthia.Booth@durhamnc.gov 

Parks and Recreakion Department 
For Immediate Release: September 23, 2011 

RAIN WILL NOT DAMPEN 

LATINO FESTIVAL 

Organizem move outdoor lastly!!~ to 
Ed&on Johnson Recreation Center 

DURHAM, NC: Due to rainy conditions 

today and tomorrow, Durham Parks 

and Recreation will move the Latino 

Festival scheduled for Saturday, 

September 24 from Rock Quarry Park 

(701 Stadium Dr.) to Edison Johnson Recreation Center (500 W. MurrayAve.). The time will remain the same from 1 p.m. - 6 p.m. 

Despite the weather, participants will enjoy a full day of exciting activities. Festival goers can expect performances by the Guillo Carias Trio, Rey 

Norteno, and Realeza de la Sierra. There will also be a Zumba demonstration, kids’ activities including arts and crafts by Home Depot, video 

games, and more. The outdoor activities including the soccer championship game, tennis demonstrations and volleyball games have been 

canceled. 

This family friendly festival is free and open to the public. For information call Cynthia Booth at 919-560-4355 or visit www.DPRPlayMore.org. 

About Durham Parks and Recreation 

Durham Parks and Recreation provides opportunities for the Durham community to "Play More." The department strives to help citizens 

discover, explore and enjoy life through creative and challenging recreational choices that contribute to their physical, emotional and social 

health. For more information call (919) 560-4355. 

Cyr~tMa Do E~ooth 

Public 4ffZ~irs Specfalise 

Parl:s and Recr~at~on, City of Durham 

10I City Hail Plaza 

Durham, NC 27701 

P 919-560-4355, ext. 27223 

E 919-560-4021 

Cynthia.Booth@ durhamnc.gov 

w~vw.DPRPlayMore.org 

Durham ParM’ and/@creath-m provi&;.~ opportunities fi~r our comnvmi(y to Plqy More! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~studies.org> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 4:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

test 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



~0~ H~’GHLTGHT 
loin LiS on November :tTth 
from ~2:30-~:30 PI! ~o honor 

ASA D~s~mgu~shed Afr~canis~ 

The award was established in 
the ~.980’s ~o recognize and 
honor scholars who have 
contributed a iifetime record 
of outstandin9 scholarship in 
their respective field of 
African studies and service to 
the Afr~canist community. 

This email was sent Lo eunice@email,ur~c.edu by" cailyn.kirnmick@af:ricanstudies.orq 
_U__p__d__a__t__e__[__r_?~[[_e.~g__m___a_[[_&d__d__Le__s__a. ~natant remeval witi~ .S_a__~..U_n_s_@_&c_r_Lb_e_ ~" ~_)zN_a__c_~___~_~_oJj_c_~_. 

African Studies Association :: Rutgers University i 54 3oyce Kilmer Avenue i Piscataway N.] 08854 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Friday, September 23, 2011 5:16 PM 

’fc-residents@duke.edu’; ’ilghts@duke.edu’; Globalhealth <globalhealth@duke.edu>; ’kie@duke.edu’; Jason Duty <j.doty@duke.edu>; 

Amy Vargas-Tonsi <amy.wJcgas@duke.edu~; Kelly Jarrett, Ph.D. <kjj l@duke.edu>; NaJ~cy Hollima~ <naJ~cy.hollimaJ~@duke.edu>; 

Chilstina Chia, Ph.D. <christina.chia@duke.edu>; ’perfonnance@duke.edu’; Michael Newcity, J.D. <mnewci~@duke.edu>; Yan Li, 

Ph.D. <liyan@duke.edu>; A!LA_S <aaas@duke.edu>; ’performances@duke.edu’; fhi-residents@duke.edu; Stephm~ie Fails 

<sdk3@duke.edt#,; Nmicy Holliman <nancy.hollimm~@duke.edu>; intl-duncplas@duke, du <intl-duncplas@duke.edu>; Jenny Snead 

Williams <jennysw@duke.edu>; Cadota Sant~a <~arlota@flamenco-vivo.org>; Miguel Chirinos                ~hotm~l.co~n >; 

Geoffrey Mock <geoffrey.mock@duke.edt#,; Jenny Snead Willimns <jennysw@duke.edu>; Hum~lities Writ L~rge <humm~ilies-writ- 

large@duke.edu>; ranjana.khann~duke.edu; Marialana L. Weilzel <m.weitzel@duke.edtc,; asanchez@ae-usa.org; 

itorresk@accionemprendedora.org 

Re: September 28. i W@TC NOON- 1PM. From Chile to Durham... 

<!--[if !supportMisalignedRows]--><!--[if !supportMisalignedRows]--><!--[if !supportMisalignedRows]--> 

<! - - [if [ supportMisalignedRows]- -> 

<!--[endif]--> 

<!--[endif]--> 

<!--[endif]--> 

<!--[endif]--> 

<!--[if !vml]--; :!--[endif]-- 

Wednesday, September 28th, 2011 I 12:00-1:00 pm 

From Chile to Durham: Importing a Business Education Model for Hispanic Micro- 
entrepreneurs in the Triangle 
Accidn Emprendedora (AE) is a non-profit organization based in Santiago de Chile. AE mission statement 
establishes its goal as to seeking to eradicate poverty in Latin America by training and assisting poor 
small business owners. AE is based in Chile, where 62% of national employment is linked to micro- 
enterprises, half of whose employees have not completed their basic education. In Chile, 98% of 
businesses are small businesses and micro-entreprises. AE seeks to help micro-entrepreneurs grow 
their businesses through education and mediating loan negotiations. 
Now, AE USA is focused on adapting the model to provide business education for micro-entrepreneurs in 

the Triangle and create sustainable jobs for the growing Hispanic population in North Carolina. 

<!--[if !vml]--> 
L!-- 

[endif]--> 

<!--[endif]--> <!--[if !vml]--> 

Presented with the Center for Latin american and Caribbean studies {CLaCs) and d ukeengage at duke 

Light "Chilean" lunch wfll be served. 

Where: Room 240 Franklin Center at Duke, 2204 Erwin Road. Durham, NC 

Wednesdays at the Center (WATC) is a topical weekly series in which scholars, artists, journalists, and others speak infolTnally about their work in conversation with the audience. 
The series is jointly organized and presented by the lohn Hope Franklin Center, the Center for Latin American and (:aribbean Studies, and coordinated by Miguel Rojas-Sotelo. 



All events in the series are free and open to the public. A light lunch is served - no reservations are necessary. The Franklin Center is located at 2204 Erwin Road, on the corner of 

Erwin and Trent. Vouchers to cover parking cost for 1 hour in the Duke Medical Center parking decks - #2 and #3 in this map http:/iihfc.duke.edu/aboutimap.php - are provided. 

Do you want to propose a talk for the sp~ng 2012 series? Contact us: mh’34(a?duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday,                  6:23 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill by 

Location: AFRI101. Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Co~nments mid question for further ~eflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr, Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Fri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday,                  7:17 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North C~colina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI101 Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Co~nments mid question for further ~eflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr, Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Fri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday,                  9:48 PM 

New Mes~ge Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI101 > Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr, Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Fri ; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday,                  10:44 PM 

New Mes~ge Posted to The University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI101 > Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Co~nments mid question for further ~eflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr, Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Fri 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Friday, 10:50 PM 

New Mes~ge Posted to The University of North CaJcolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI101 :- Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sable: Lesson 5 - Co~nments and question for further ~eflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Fri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:26 AM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI101 > Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Co~nments and question for further ~eflection 

Author:                       , 

Message Title: Re: Dr, Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sat 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:06 AM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Cha~l Hill by 

Location: AFRI101 > Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sable: Lesson 5 - Co~nments and question for further ~eflection 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. S~hle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sat 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Lydia Boyd        ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, September 24, 2011 11:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

IAH 

boyd- LASt- draft.docx 

Hi Eunice, 

I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind reading 
Kia has already read a ver,v earlier version of it, but since then I’ve changed it significantly. 

Anyway! Please don’t feel obligated. I just thought I should get as much feedback as I could The deadline is Friday the 30th. Again, if you don’t have the time, it’s no problem at all. 

best, 

Lydia 



Born-Again Christianity, Sexual Abstinence, and the Effort to Prevent HlViAIDS in 
Uganda 

Lydia Boyd, African and Afro-American Studies 

The U.S. PEPFAR program, introduced by President Bush in 2003, has been both 

celebrated and vilified, especially for its stipulations explicitly promoting sexual 

abstinence as a preferred HIViAIDS prevention strategy. My book, for which I am 

seeking the support of an IAH fellowship, is based on over two years of ethnographic 

research in Kampala, Uganda, and will provide the first in-depth and longitudinal study 

of the effects of this policy on one targeted community: born-again Ugandan youth. It 

traces how ideas about marital "faithfulness" and sexual abstinence are interpreted and 

repurposed by Ugandan Christians in ways that both reproduce and diverge from the 

Western ideals of companionate Christian marriage and moral behavior that underlie 

PEPFAR’s funding stipulations. This study contributes an analysis of how two dominant 

channels of globalization in the neoliberal era--a development-oriented international 

health program and born-again Christianity--intersect and help to reconfigure local 

experiences of sexuality, family life, and ideal models of gendered personhood in the 

wake of one of Africa’s worst HIViAIDS epidemics. 

Healthy Subjects: Morality, Disease and D~fference 

The study of the impact of an American public health policy in Uganda engages 

critical questions in anthropology regarding the social context of health, disease, and 

healing. As a sexually transmitted disease, HIViAIDS is embedded in discourses of 

development, medicine, and technology which seek out supposedly objective, amoral 

interventions to stem its spread and treat the sick. Such projects are always implicitly 

grounded in moral assumptions about the nature of the person, the purpose and social 

meaning of sex, and culturally-specific ideas about health and well-being i Much of 

international health policy, particularly as it concerns AIDS, continues to be framed as a 

problem of moral (mis)behavior and, as Didier Fassin has argued, what are often framed 

as the "peculiar beliefs" of Africans.2 AIDS, as Fassin and others have noted, is the 

Martin 1994, Rapp 1999, Pigg and Adams 2005 
Fassin 2007: xii 



foundation for new bases of post-colonial alterity, of the global "haves" and "have-nots." 

The American PEPFAR program has been controversial in large part because it advocates 

certain types of sexual behavior, within particular models of family and marriage, as 

primary ways of preventing disease. These recommendations have been shaped by an 

American Christian discourse which views youth sexuality as morally problematic and 

privileges the nuclear family as a bulwark against the erosion of Christian values in the 

larger American society. 

This book will be one of the few studies of global health to look specifically at 

how religious discourses shape international policies and complicate their local 

implementation. For many Ugandans, the fraught terrain of AIDS prevention and 

treatment is refracted through a new moral prism, where the embrace of an American 

discourse about "proper, healthy behaviors" destabilizes older frameworks for managing 

social life and relationships. In chapters 1 and 2, which concern the histories of the 

PEPFAR program and Uganda’s AIDS epidemic respectively, I examine in the enduring 

forms of cultural, racial, and religious difference shaped by arguments about morality and 

disease and the ways that American policy makers and Ugandan activists both replicate 

and complicate such divisions. 

AIDS, Abstinence, and Kinship in Conflict 

A maj or conflict in AIDS prevention has extended from ideas surrounding ideal 

families and marriages. For Ugandan Christians--like their American evangelical 

counterparts who have so successfully framed "family values" as a political 

battleground--family is not a simple matter of love and marriage, but is at the core of 

what this community characterizes as a "battle" against sexual impurity and disease. As I 

discuss in Chapter 5, which draws on both ethnographic and archival data, the abstinence 

movement’s images of the self-sufficient and insulated nuclear family, along with the 

autonomous, abstaining individual, stand in stark contrast to the more prevalent model of 

the traditional Ganda kinship network whose stability and strength is correlated to its 

extensiveness. In this age of AIDS, Christian activists promote the superiority of the 

nuclear family by drawing on the language and imagery of modern biomedicine, arguing 

that it is only by severing potentially "contaminating" ties and relationships that 

Christians can protect themselves from physical, social, and spiritual contagions and 



potential death. The imagery of a family isolated from external demands--the 

contaminating "dangers" that lie outside the protective wall of marriage--is radical in a 

place where one’s kinship and client networks draws strength from the mutual obligation 

and reciprocity inherent within them. I argue, in chapters which explore young adults’ 

sexual and kin relationships, that the appeal of such a message lies in the agency that 

related spiritual and practical strategies invest in youth, enabling them to manage 

troublesome inter-generational and gendered conflicts. 

Moral arguments that delineate the causes of HIViAIDS also reveal conflicts in 

Ugandan explanatory schema for disease and illness. In chapter 4, I explore the tensions 

that extend from the overlap of two contrasting frameworks for managing and 

understanding disease that coexist in Uganda: a biomedical approach, and a relational or 

socially-oriented approach. In the latter, ideas about misfortune and ill-health are 

interpreted in terms of one’s social relationships, and the motives of external agents and 

persons are considered as active participants in one’s spiritual and physical healthiness. I 

argue that the popularity of the Christian message of "abstain and be faithful" among 

young people lay in its ability to combine multiple--seemingly divergent--strategies for 

coping with illness that co-existed in Uganda. While firmly embedded in a discourse of 

neoliberal personhood predicated on autonomy and self-control, abstinence was also 

viewed as a socially-oriented method for dealing with disease prevention. Like other 

African frameworks for understanding and coping with disease, abstinence allowed youth 

opportunities to reflect upon, consider, and assert who they were, and sought to rectify 

relationships that were considered problematic. 

Evangelical Activism and Ugandan "Cosmopolitan Christians" 

My book, especially in chapters 3 and 6 which explore this history of the born- 

again movement in Uganda and the church’s role in social activism, contributes to 

increasing interest in the ways that Christianity, particularly in its explosively popular 

charismatic and evangelical forms, continues to complicate enduring debates concerning 

African identity in the post-colonial context. Current debates about sexuality, morality, 

and AIDS are linked to a longer history of social change through missionization which 

places a particular emphasis on individual transformation and salvation, what Webb 



Keane describes as the "moral imperative" behind the creation of the modern subj ect. 

Yet, despite this traj ectory, the spiritual struggles of youth uncover the impossibility of 

completely severing ties to "traditional" and ethnic selves. As much as born-again youth 

criticize the "heathen" influence of aspects of "traditional" life, they also seek ways to 

control the "corrupting" lure of sex and money they associate with secular modernity. In 

this ’post-post-independence’, neoliberal era, where the weakened Ugandan state holds 

few promises for youth, I propose that the church provides a platform of social critique 

that allows young people to claim a cosmopolitan outlook that they view as differentiated 

from the West. The book’s final chapter, on the emergence of radical anti-homosexuality 

activism within the same church communities that have embraced and advocated for 

youth abstinence, examines how a related transnational "sexual morality" movement has 

recently taken shape in response to similar social tensions in Uganda, but with potentially 

much more dire consequences. 

Plan for Fellowship Term 

I plan to submit my manuscript for publication at the end of the Spring 2013 term. 

I have been contacted by two presses, NYU and Indiana, interested in the project and 

discussed plans for revision of my dissertation manuscript with editors. The book has a 

total of six chapters with an additional introductory chapter. I have already completely 

revised two chapters and plan to complete the revision of two more by the end of this 

academic year. Next summer and fall I plan to complete revisions on the remaining 

chapters. In the spring I will write the introduction and correspond with one or both 

presses concerning plans for submission and review-. A fellowship at IAH would provide 

me with the unique opportunity to interact with and gain feedback from colleagues in a 

wide range of fields. I would most welcome the chance to have this book take shape in 

such a stimulating interdisciplinary environment. This proj ect would especially benefit 

from such cross-pollination of ideas. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

)@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 24, 2011 3:07 PM 

intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Upcoming event: Working Group, 30 de septiembre: info and readings 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 245ep 2011 13:57:10 -0400 

To: Jose Rodriguez-Garda <jrlS2@duke.edu> 

Cc: <cz4@duke.edu>, <catalina.rodriguez.navas@duke.edu>, @email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu>,.      ~@email.unc.edu>,       @email.unc.edu>, 

Subject: Working Group, 30 de septiembre: info and readings 

Hello everyone, 

@email.unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu>, 

@email.unc.edu> 

The 19th Century Latin American Working Group, exploring "a genealogy of concepts" will be meeting soon! Light snacks and refreshments will be served. Come join us if you 
are interested in participating in our discussion. This week we will focus on the concept of "tradici6n". 

When? 
Friday, September 30th, from 3:30-5:30 pm. 

Where? 
Room 3024 FedEx Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
UNC Campus, Chapel Hill 

What to read? 

:1.. Olabarr|a A~Jra, :luan. ’q-radici6n". Diccionario politico y social del siglo XIX espaffol. Ed. Javier Fernandez Sebastian y Juan Francisco Fuentes. Madrid: Alianza, 2002. 674- 
79. You will have to "rotate view" to see it straight! Sorry about that! 

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/4412219/OlabarriaAc~ra Tradition Diccionado.pdf 

2. Foucault~ Michel. ’~The Archeology of Knowledge: Tntroduction." 1969. En Revel y Hunt 202-16. You can find the introduction online at: 

http://fouca ult.info/documents/a rchaeologyOfKnowledqe/fouca ult.a rchaeoloqyOfKnowledcje.00 intro.html 

3. Williams, Raymond. ’qraditions, Tnstitutions, and Formations". Marxism and Literature. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1977. 115-20. 

If you can’t find this book at your library, you can find it by clicking on the following link. You should probably tell your printer to print only pages 61-64 (which correspond with 
115-20 of the book) if you want to read this particular chapter on paper. 

http://dl.d ropbox.com/u/4412219/Raymond%20Willia ms%20-%20Iv~a rxism% 20a nd%20Literatu re.pdf 

4. Bor~Jes, ,lor~je Luis. "El escritor argentino y la tradici6n" (de Discusi6n [1932]). Prosa completa, volumen 1. Barcelona: Bruguera, 1980. 215-23. Tf you cannot find the 
book at your library, the essay is available online at: 

https://segue.middlebury.edu!repository/viewfile!polyphony-repository repository id/edu.middlebury.segue.sites repository/polyphony- 
repository asset id/2758017/polyphony-repository record id/2758018!polyphony-repository file name/El%20escritor%20arqentino%20y%201a%20tradici%C3% 
B3n.pdf 

Hasta el viernes! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:47 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Caxolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI101 ~-- Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sable: Lesson 5 - Co~nments and question for further ~eflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sat 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 24, 2011 8:00 PM 

1NTS560 - Tuesday’s Agenda as promised: INTS560.001 .FALL2011 

Dear INTS560, 

As I mentioned in class, please check Blackbomd to see our agenda for Tuesday and Thursday. As you will notice, I have moved our exam 2 to accommodate the 

pace that our discussions are taking. 

Thanks aJl for an interesting and challenging discussion during our class on Thursday. I think Professor David Miller would have be very impressed. Keep up the good 
work! 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:55 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI101 > Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 5 > Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Co~nments and question for further ~eflection 

Author: 

Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle: Lesson 5 - Comments and question for further reflection 

Message Posted On: Sat 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

June Reyes <june.reyes@duke.edu> 

Sunday, September 25, 2011 11:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Leaving La Floresta m~d Counter Culture CoffEe Tas~ting ] Working Group for Enviro~mmnt in Latin America 

Greeting!! 

We have some groat events planned for next week. save the dates’. 

1. Leaving La Floresta, Film Screening 

Monday, October 3rd at 4:30pm - 5:30pro LSRC A156 (Levine Science Research Center) 

LEAVING LA FLORESTA is a documenta%~ that chronicles the tbrced displacement of one Colombian l?amily. Abelaydo and Olga were farmers in the Colombian 

countryside, growing crops like yucca, plantains, and cacao (chocolate) to support their thmily. In 2010, their crops were destroyed by U.S. spray planes that were 

targeting coca (cocaine) crops. After their crops were destroyed, they took their five children, packed up everything they owned, and journeyed to the city slums m 

seaych of work amd shelter. This film tells the sto~y of this family amd challenges the viewer to think through this U.S. drag policy lmown as Plan Colombia (the southern 
front of the War on Drags). R@’eshments will be served 

(Organized by WGELA & the Working Group on War and Peace in the A,nericas. Sponsored by the Center for Latin America~ and Caribbean Studies) 

2. Coffee Tasting with Counter Culture 
Tuesday, October 4th at 6:00pm - 7:00pm in Blue Express (across from Love Auditorium in the LSRC - Levine Science Research Center) 

We will be investigating the role coffee plays in the environment in Latin America. The event will feature a talk from Kim 

B ullock, head of Sus~inability a~d Producer Relations tbr Counter Culture CoffEe, on the process of how your Ihvorite bean goes ti-om small organic farms in Latin 

America "to your cup in NC. After the ta]k, Kim will lead us in a "coffEe capping" (picture a wine tasting but tbr coffee and mthout any spitting) where you will get the 

opportaniU to compare the aromas and flavors of coffee from around the world. 

Check Counter Culture Coffee out at their website: 
htlp://www.counterculturecoffee.com/ 

Thanks. We look forward to a great turnout next Monday and Tuesday! 

Best, 

WGELA Team 





I, 

11:00 - 11:45 Plenaiy Session - E~alh-oom A 

arn Dr. Joseph Pascarelli, international Mentoring Association 
Plenary 

Deepening the Quality of Mentoring: The Urn-Discussable 

~ :00 ~ ~ :4~ pm 
Plen~rf Session --- B~oom A 

P~ena~y Dr Scott Nolan, University of New Mexico 

The ~mpo~ance of Caring in Mentodng Relationships: Defining and Exploring an Old Concept as 8 New Construct 
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2:00 - 2:45 pm 
Plenary Session - Ba~room A 

Piena~ Dg Simon Arkell, Five Ring Insigh~ UNM Alumni 

The Olympic Coaching Model and How lt Applies to Bus#~esses and Life 

~ ~’,’,~’,~4~’,’,’,~4~’,’,’,~’,~ 

3;45 --- 4:00 pm Closing Session -- ~al~room A 

P~e/~a~ D£ David Schmid~, Universi(y of New Mexico 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 5:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-26-11 05:00AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
Pogge, Thomas Winfried Menko 
World poverty and human rights : co 
CALL NO: JC571 .P577 2008 
BARCODE: 00029942359 
Davis Library DUE: 09-29-11 

Eunice N Sahie 

29:54 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Palgrave, Rights <Rights@Palgrave.com> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 6:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; tettey@ucalgary.ca 

RE: Wisdom Tettey’s chapter - Joseph Mensah’s book 

26 Sep2011 

Dear Wisdom Tettey 

Re: Your request dated: 02/08/2011, your reference: Author, our reference: 570423 

Request for permission to use Globalization, Cybersexuali~." Among Ghanaian Youth and Moral Panic from Neoliberalism and Globalization in Africa 

edited by Joseph Mensah 

ISBN H]~ 978-0-230-6~}781-1 

Many thaaks for your request regarding the above work authored or edited by yourself. We are happy to grant you the following rights free of charge, provided that the material is being 

reprinted in a non-competing publication. Should the extract(s) you seek to reproduce contain any material that belongs to a third party, you will need to apply to them for permission. Please 

acknowledge our edition as follows: [author/editor, title, year of publication, publisher (as it appears on our copyright page) reproduced with permission of Palgrave Macmillan] in your 

work. 

o Non exclusive Print and Electronic rights 

o In the the English language 

o for distribution in the following territo~z: World 

o for a telTn of one edition 

Best Wishes, 

Lauren Russell 

Rights Co-ordinator 

.... Original Message .... 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email,unc,edu] 

Sent: 02 August 2011 17:35 

To: Palgrave, Rights 

Subject: Wisdom Tettey’s chapter - Joseph Mensah’s book 

Hello, 

I am in the processing of finalizing an edited collection on contemporary issues in Africa and I write to request permission to include Professor Wisdom Tettey’s chapter that 
appeared in an edited collection by Professor Joseph Mensah in which I also contributed a chapter in 2008. The details of the chapter are: 

Wisdom Tettey, "Globalization, Cybersexuality Among Ghanaian Youth and Moral Panic", in Joseph Mensah (ed), Neoliberalism and Globalization in Africa (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2008). 

Both Mensah and Tettey have given me permission to go ahead with this inclusion. Kindly let me know the modNities of finalizing this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 

DISCLAIMER: This e-raail is confidential and should not be used ky anyone who is: 

not the original intended recipient. If you have received this e-mail iR error 

please inform khe sender and delete it from yob~r mailbox or aRy other storage 

mechanism. Neither Macmillan Publishers Limited nor any of its agents accept 

liability for any statements made which are clearly the sender’s own and not 

expressly made cn behalf of Macmillan Publishers Limited cr one of its agents. 

Please note that neither Macmillan Publishers Limitei n~r any of its agents 

accepk any respoRsibiiiky for viruses khak may be coRkained iR t2"~is e-mail or 

its attachments and Jt Js your responsibility to scan the e-mail and 

attachments (if any). No contracts may be concluded on behalf of Macmillan 

Publishers Limited or its agents by means cf e-mall c~mmunl;ation. Mac, milian 

Pukiishers Limited Registerei in England ani Wales with registered number 785998 

Regiskered Office Brunel Road, HouRdmilis, Basingskoke RG21 6KS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 8:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Circulaion Desk 

Health Sciences Librar,v 
UNC-CH CB# 7585 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 

09-26-11 08:04AM 

UU Fine Notice: The following libra~¢ charges are owed at 

the Health Sciences LibraD’. 
ITEM                                Amount 
Governing global health : challenge, response, innovation 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H004~50959X ........................ $6.00 

Perspectives on health and human rights 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H00397052Q ........................ $6.00 

Understanding the global dimensions of health 
OVERDUE Hearth Sciences Libr tI00398885 ÷ ........................ $6.00 

Olobali~tion and health 
OVERDUE Hearth Sciences Libr t100dO7159Q ........................ $6.00 

Oloba[ inequality and human needs : health and illness in an inc 
OVERDUE Hearth Sciences Libr H00270989Z ........................ ~500 

TOTALS30 00 

Ennice N Sahie 

17:40 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 8:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Circulaion Desk 

Health Sciences Libraw 
UNC-CH CB# 7585 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 

09-°~5-11 08:04AM 

UU Fine Notice: The following libra~z charges are owed at 

the Health Sciences LlbraD’. 
ITEM                                Amount 
Globalization and health : challenges for health law and bioethi 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H00402366L ........................ $6.00 

Globalization and health 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H00397121N ........................ $6.00 

TOTALS12 00 

Eunice N Sahle 

17:41 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtp 

l~day? 

Hello there, sister. Just read the news 
Saturday as well, Hope something will work. Much affection, B 

Any chance you’re interested in having a drink (or two) on Friday afternoon? I could probably do 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Cen%e~- 

Lecture’s, Department )~ African and A~re-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of Ner%h Carolina 
Chapel Nili, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2i02 fax 

http : / / af r ica. uric. edu / 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:29 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Into "the Latin Amefic~ Archive, Kathryn Bums, UNC 

SAVE THE DATE! 

Hispanic Heritage Month Lecture: Into the Latin American Archive 
Monday, October 10, 2011 
5:00 Reception I 5:45 Program, Wilson Library 

Kathryn Burns, professor of history at UNC Chapel Hill, discusses her recent book, 
Into the Archive: Writing and Power in Colonial Peru (Duke 2010), which traces 
the practices of the Spanish American escribanos, who shaped notarial truth and 
generated vast colonial archives. Original Latin American documents and books from the 
Rare Book Collection will be on display for the evening. 

Sponsored by the Rare Book Collection and the Institute for the Study of the Americas. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University. LibrmTr- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Circulaion Desk 

Health Sciences Librar,v 
UNC-CH CB# 7585 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 

09-26-11 11:37AM 

UU Fine Notice: The following libra~z charges are owed at 

the Health Sciences Libra,’. 
ITEM                                Amount 
Governing global health : challenge, response, innovation 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H004~50959X ........................ $6.00 

Perspectives on health and human rights 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H00397052Q ........................ $6.00 

Understanding the global dimensions of health 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr tI00398885 + ........................ $6.00 

Globali~tion and health 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr t100dO7159Q ........................ $6.00 

Globa[ inequality and human needs : health and illness in an inc 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H00270989Z ........................ ~500 

TOTALS30 00 

Ennice N Sahie 

17:56 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Circulaion Desk 

Health Sciences Libraw 
UNC-CH CB# 7585 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7585 

09-26-11 11:37AM 

UU Fine Notice: The following libra~z charges are owed at 
the Health Sciences Llbraiy. 
ITEM                                Amount 
Globalization and health : challenges for health law arid bioethi 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H00402366L ........................ $6.00 

Globalization and health 
OVERDUE Health Sciences Libr H00397121N ........................ $6.00 

TOTALS12 00 

Eunice N Sahle 

17:57 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

t::irst C~ribbe~n Congress of Psychi~tFy ~::~ 

Joseph Jordan <jljordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 26, 2011 11:59 AM 

joseph jordan <jijordan@igc.org> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongol@email.unc.edu>; ~gmaiLcom>; Fo~i Slisli <t?4isli@stcloudsIate.edu~; 

Selassie, Beieket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Reyes, Alvaro Andres <~]varoar@email.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Ogbar 

<jeffiey.ogbm@ucomi.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emoJl.unc.edu> 

FYI: First Caribbean Congress of Psychiatry and Addictology to Honor Frantz Fanon 

The ’1st International Caribbean Congress of Psychiatry and Addictology will take place on October 24-26, 2011, at L’Atrium, in Fort-de-France, Martinique. 

The congress wig be dedicated to Martinican psychiatrist Frantz Fanon: "Frantz Fanon 50 Years Later." Opening this psychiatry conference, about ten papers wig be 

dedicated to Fanon, his work, and his legacy. 

http://wx~¥.caribcon~res.com/Piesentation- Presentation a210.html 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan(~,email, u nc ed u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Walter Rucker < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 1:22 PM 

.lanken, Kennefl~ R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edtr>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Lean~ing Outcomes and Sister Progrmn Spreadsheet for Curriculum Committee 

Prograa~ Leazning Goals and Major & Minor Requirelnents June Revision.doc; Sis~ter Progmms.xls 

Dear’ Colleagues, 

Attached are the documents I promised, I look forward to the next curricukm~ committee, 

In terms of the spreadsheet, please note that the 8:1..5% of programs that offer thematic tracks (or some combination of thematic and geographic tracks) has 

changed a bit since March 2010, Ohio State’s progr~m w~l~ h~e thema[:~c tracks as o~ Fal~ 2012 and Duke’s AA~5 Dept. w~l have t:hematR: tracks beginning Fall 20~3, 

From: 3anken, Kenneth R [mailto:k~anken@emall.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday, September 20, 20~ [:55 PM 
T~t Hildebrand, Reginald F; SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Curriculum commi~ee date and time now set 

De~ Reg, Eui~ce, and Walteg 

tlappily it was easy to set a time to meet: Monday, Septem~r 26, t?om 12 to 1. Let’s meet in my otfice. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

Professor of Afro-Americm~ Studies 

Depa:rtment of Afi-ican and Afio-Americmi Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of NoNa Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 
Click on a link,for information about my publications." 
Ra~A’ord W. Logmq aaad the Dilemma of the Afi:ican-.aanerica_n Intellectual: 
http:iiwww.umass.edt~/umpressispr 97iianken.html 
Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http://uncpress.unc.eduibooksiT- 8059.htrnl 



I. Program Learning Goals 
The goal of the AAAS major and minor is to equip students with the necessary- critical 
and analytical skills and tools to interpret and engage histories, cultures, social 
conditions, positions, and ideological responses of Africans and African-descended 
peoples in a global context. 

Students will be able to: 
1. demonstrate an understanding of the cultural, socio-political, and historical 

formations, connections, conditions, and transformations evident throughout the 
African World. 

2. identify, critique, and appreciate the intersections between race, class, gender, 
ethnicity, and sexuality from the historical and existential perspectives of African 
and African-descended peoples. 

3. implement interdisciplinary research methods and methodological perspectives 
applicable to advanced study, community development, and public service. 

II. The Structure of the New AAAS Major 

The major in African American and African Studies will consist of 36 credit hours. All 
majors must take 12 hours of Core Conrses: AAAS 2201: "Major Readings in African 
American & African Studies," AAAS 3310: "Global Perspectives on the African 
Diaspora," either AAAS 4545: "Intersections: Approaches to Race, Gender, Class, and 
Sexuality," or AAAS 3440: "Theorizing Race," and AAAS ~88 S~ni~ R_~h 
S~mina~i! preferably in sequence. Majors must also complete an additional minimum of 
24 hours, with 18 hours in one of four Cognate Areas: 

1. Representation & Performance 
2. Social Issues, Community Development, & Public Service 
3. Histories, Cultures, Languages, & Literatures 
4. Race, Ethnicity, Gender, & Sexuality 

Students must complete a Breadth Requirement of 6 hours of courses from among 
offerings in the three outside Cognate Areas. In the case of courses listed under multiple 
Cognate Areas, students cannot receive simultaneous credit for a course listed in their 
primary Cognate Area and for the breadth requirement. Breadth requirement courses 
must be unique and should not be courses which can be selected from the primary 
Cognate Area. Moreover, the 24 hours must satisfy the Distribution Requirement: a) 3- 

6 credit hours at the 2000-level; b) 3-6 credit hours at the 3000-level; c) 15 credit hours at 
the 4000/5000-level. All maj ors must complete a minimum of 15 credit hours at the 
4000/5000 levels outside of the Core Courses. A maximum of 6 hours in 

{PAGE } 



individual/independent studies and/or courses from outside of the Department can count 
towards the maj or. 

All students taking African languages courses at or above the 2000-level, with the 
excepti on of 224 l, must first satisfy the 1000-1 evel foreign language requirement: 1101 
through 1103. Though not a departmental requirement, AAAS majors are strongly 
encouraged to satisfy- the foreign language requirement with an African language. 

III. Cognate Areas & Tentative Course Structure 

A. Representation & Performance 

1. 2251 : Introduction to African Literature 
2. 2XXXIn~6du~fi6n~6Afri~an~m~fi~nE~etatut~ [new- crosslist with English 

281] 
3. 2253: Introduction to Caribbean Literature [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 

4. 22~0 ~mmduefi~n ~Blae~P~pula~C~ltu~e [new course proposal] 
5. 2288: Bebop to Doowop to Hiphop 
6. 3244: Survey of African and African-Derived Music in the Western World 

7. 3342H: Music, Religion, and Ritual in Africa 
8. 3451 : Themes in Francophone African and Caribbean Literature [proposed/re- 

envisioned from 451] 
9. 33~6 ~S~ndCultu~e~!nAfr!ea~nd~heD!a~p0~a [proposed/re-envisioned from 

AAAS 376: African American Art] 
10. 4378: History of Jazz [moved to 4000-level from 300-level] 
11. 4460: Theories in Afficana Literature [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 460] 
12. 4551: Topics in Afficana Literature [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 551] 
13. 4571: Black Visual Culture and Popular Media [title change] 
14.4XXX: Studies in African American Literature [old crosslist with English 582] 
15. 4584H: Literature and Modern Experience in Africa 

B. Social Issues, Community Development, & Public Service 

1. 2218: Black Urban Experience 
2. 3230: Black Women: Culture and Politics [to be crosslisted with WS] 
3. 2261: Black-White Behavior 
4. 2290: Black Youth 
5. 2291: The Black Family 
6. 2327: Introduction to African Politics [moved to 2000-level from 300 level] 
7. 3XXX: History of Modern Africa [old crosslist with History 350] 
8. 3361: Psychology of the Black Experience 
9. 5189s: Community Development: Field Research and Seminar [title change] 
10.3XXX: History of South Africa [old crosslist with History 575; likely to be a 

3000-level course from 500-level] 
11.3 Civil Rights & Bla~ Pow~ [new crosslist with History] 

{PAGE } 



12.4XXX: Black Politics [old crosslist with Political Science 504] 
13.4515: Ethnicity, Development and the State in Sub-Saharan Africa 
14. 4561: Topics in Afficana Psychology 
15. ~5~0 TheoriZing Co[oniaI~sm a~d ~h~ Post~olonial [new course proposal] 
16.                                           [new course proposal; level to 

be determined] 
17.                                                   [new course proposal; 

level to be determined] 
18. *4545: Intersections: Approaches to Race, Gender, Class, and Sexuality 
19. *3440: Theorizing Race 

C. Histories, Cultures, Languages, & Literatures 

1. 2367.01: African American Voices in U.S. Literature 
2. 2367.02: Black Women Writers 
3. 2251 : Introduction to African Literature 
4. 2XXX: Introduction to African American Literature [new crosslist with English 

Z81] 
5. 2253: Introduction to Caribbean Literature [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 

351] 
6. 2XXX: African Americans in the Age of Slavery [old crosslist with History 

323.01; changed to 2000-level from 300-level] 
7. 2XXX: African Americans from Emancipation to the Present [old crosslist with 

History 323.02; changed to 2000-level from 300-level] 
8. ~ Civil ~gh~s & BIa~Pow~ [new crosslist with History] 
9. 3XXX Slav~N!n~h~U S [new crosslist ~vith History] 
10.3    Bl~ Wrm~n in ~h~ U S [new crosslist with History] 
11.3XXX F~Bla~ in ~h~ Am~b~II~m U S [new crosslist with History] 
12.3XXX: History of Modern Africa [old crosslist with History 350] 
13.3XXX: History of Islam in Africa [old crosslist with History 541; likely changed 

to 3000-level course from 500-level] 
14.3XXX: History of South Africa [old crosslist with History 575; likely changed to 

3000-level course from 500-level] 
15.3 AfriCan Religions [new crosslist with Comparative Studies 324] 
16. 3342H: Music, Religion, and Ritual in Africa 
17. 3376 ~S ~nd Cultu~e~ !n Afr!ea and ~he D!a~p~a [proposed/re-envisioned from 

AAAS 376] 
18.3~5~ ~h~m~s !n F~an~oph~ ~fr!~an and Car!bbean E!~at~ [proposed/re- 

envisioned from AAAS 451] 
19. ~60 ~h~ofi~ in Nfr~na Ei~atu~ [proposed/re-envisioned from AAAS 460] 
20. ~551 Top! ~g in Affi~ana E! ~e~atu~e [proposed/r e-envi si on ed from AAA S 551 ] 
21. 4527: Pan-Africanism and Nationalism 
22.3XXX: Topics in African American History [old crosslist with History 555.01] 
23.4XXX: Readings in African American History [old crosslist with History 555.02] 
24. ~ ResearCh in African A_m~fi~an History [new crosslist with History] 
25. ~ R~adings in ANcan Hi~o~ [new crosslist with History] 
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26 4    Research in AfriCan HiStoPV [new- crosslist with History] 

27 ~65 ~opi~g !n AfriCan Diaspora S~ud!~s [proposed/re-envisioned from 565] 

28 4571: Black Visual Culture and Popular Media [title change] 
29 4XXX: Studies in African American Literature [old crosslist with English 582] 

30 4584H: Literature and Modem Experience in Africa 
31 5485.01: Southern Africa: Society & Culture [5000-level for grad/undergrad] 

32 5485.02: Western Africa: Society & Culture [5000-level for gradiundergrad] 
33 5798 S~ud~ Abroad in AfriCa and ~h~D!aspo~ [5000-level for gradiundergrad; 

proposed-re-envisioned from 485.02, 485.04, 705.02, 705.04] 

D. Race, Ethnicity, Gender, & Sexuality 

1. 2367.02: Black Women Writers 
2. 2261: Black-White Behavior 
3. 2291: The Black Family 
4. 3 Slav~ G~nd~ andRa~in~h~tlami~orld [proposed/re-envisioned 

from 243; move to 3000-level from 200-level] 
5. 3230: Black Women: Culture and Politics [proposed/re-envisioned from 230; 

move to 3000-level from 200-level] 
6. 3XXXBI~kWOm~nin~h~US [new-crosslist with History] 

7. 4515: Ethnicity, Development, and the State in Sub-Saharan Africa 
8. 4527: Pan-Africanism and Nationalism 
9. 4~35 ~6pieSin Blae~Magculini~ [new course proposal] 
10. "4545: Intersections: Approaches to Race, Gender, Class, and Sexuality 

11. *3440: Theorizing Race 

DEPENDING ON THE TOPIC, THE FOLLOWING COURSES CAN BE LISTED 
UNDER MULTIPLE COGNATE AREAS: 
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III. Sample Major Curriculum Plan 

AAAS MAJOR 

CORE COURSES 
AAAS 2201 3 hrs 
AAAS 3310 3 hrs 
AAAS 4545 or 3440 3 hrs 
AAAS 4788 3 hrs 

12 hrs 

COGNATE AREA 
AAAS 2000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 3000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 3000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 

18 hrs 

BREADTH REQUIREMENT 
AAAS 4/5000 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000 3 hrs 

6 hrs 

Freshman Year 
Fall Semester 
AAAS 1101 

Spring Semester 
AAAS 2201 

Sophomore Year 
Fall Semester 
AAAS 2XXX 
AAAS 2XXX 

Spring Semester 
AAAS 3310 
AAAS 3XXX 

3 hrs [Optional] 

3 hrs [Core Course] 

3 hrs [lSt Cognate Area Course] 
3 hrs [2nd Cognate Area Course] 

3 hrs [Core Course] 
3 hrs [3rd Cognate Area Course] 
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Junior Year 
Fall Semester 
AAAS 4i5XXX 
AAAS 4i5XXX 

Spring Semester 

AAAS 4i5XXX 
AAAS 4i5XXX 

3 hrs [4th Cognate Area Course] 
3 hrs [ 1 st Breadth Requirement Course] 

3 hrs [2nd Breadth Requirement Course] 
3 hrs [5th Cognate Area Course] 

Senior Year 
Fall Semester 
AAAS 4545 or 3440 
AAAS 4i5XXX 

3 hrs [Core Course] 
3 hrs [6t~ Cognate Area Course] 

Spring Semester 
AAAS 4788 3 hrs [Core Course/Capstone] 
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IV~ The Structure of the New AAAS Minor 

The minor in AAAS consists of 15 credit hours which must include 6 credit hours of core 
requirements (AAAS 2201 and 3310) and a minimum of 9 credit hours at the 3000-level 

or above. 

AAAS MINOR 

CORE COURSES 
AAAS 2201 
AAAS 3310 

3 hrs 
3 hrs 
6 hrs 

ADDITIONAL COURSES 

AAAS 3000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 
AAAS 4/5000-level 3 hrs 

9 hrs 
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1 

2 

A 

Semester Comparisons. 

Of 97 R1 universities in the US, 31 have semester-system based transnational and interdisciplinary majors in 
African & African American Studies (AAAS), African & African Diaspora Studies (AADS), Pan African Studies, or 
Africana Studies. The selection criteria for the comparisons made in this report include the following: 1) the 
university has to be classified as very high or high research activity (formerly R1 or upper-tier R2); 2) the university 
has to have, in place, a semester-system schedule; 3) the department or program has to offer a major in AAAS, 

3 AADS, Pan African Studies, or Africana Studies (all independent and separate African American Studies and 

4 
5 Report prepared by Walter Rucker on March 15, 2010. 
6 
7 *Links to Department and Program websites have been provided in the spreadsheet. 



A 

Program 

Brandeis-African & 
Afro-American 
Studies 

B C D 
Credit Hours Total 

RI? for Major? Core Courses Total 

12 hours: Intro to African & 

Afro-American Studies; 
one social science course; 
one humanities course; 
one history course. 

12 hours: African 

Civilizations and Cultures; 
Black Political Thought; 
Sociology of the Black 
Experience; African 

Literature, 
CornelI-Africana 
Studies 

Dartmouth-African & 

African American 
Studies 

Duke-African & 
African American 
Studies 

Harvard-African & 
African American 
Studies 

Indiana--African 
American & African 
Diaspora Studies 

Iowa State-African & 
African American 
Studies 

Johns Hopkins- 

Africana Studies 

Kansas-African & 
African American 

10 Studies 

Y    27 

Y    36 

Y    33 

30 

Y 36 

Y    3O 

Y    36 

Y    4O 

9 hours: one African 
survey course; one African 
American survey course; 
one capstone course. 

9 hours: Intro to African 

American Studies; Intro to 
African Studies; Senior 
Seminar 

Courses vary depending 

on geographic track 

12 hours: Survey of the 

Culture of Black 

Americans; Afro-American 
History I or II; Black 
American Writing I or II; 

Senior Seminar. 

9 hours: Intro to African & 

African American Studies; 
Seminar in African 
American Culture; Peoples 

& Cultures of Africa. 

15 hours: Slavery; Intro to 
African History I; Intro to 
African History II; Intro to 

African American Studies; 
Discourses in African 
Diaspora. 

15 hours: Courses vary 
depending on the 
geographic track 

E 
Geographic or 

Thematic Tracks (#)? 

Neither 

Neither 

Geographic (2) 

Geographic (2) 

Thematic (3) 

Neither 

Geographic (3) 

Geographic (3) Y    33 

Geographic/Thematic (5) 



F 
Names of 
Tracks? 

1. Literature; 2. 
Music; 3. History; 4. 

Political Science; 5. 
Economics; 6. 
Sociology; 7. 
Interdisciplinary 

African Studies; 8. 
Interdisciplinary 

Afro-American 
Studies. 

N/A 

N!A 

1. Americas; 2. 
Africa 

1. African Studies; 
2. African 
American Studies 

1. arts; 2. literature; 
3. history, culture, 

and social issues. 

N/A 

1. Africa; 2. African 
American; 3. 

9 African Diaspora 

1. African Studies; 
2. African American 

Studies; 3. Haitian 
10 Studies 

G 
Senior Seminar & 
Capstone? 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Website 

H 

http://asrc.cornell.edu/un 
dergrad.html 

http://www.dartmouth.edu 

/~african/major!major.htm 

http:/!aaas.duke.edu/und 

ergraduate/maior-minor 

http://aaas.fas,harvard.ed 

u/undergraduate progra 

m/program requirements 
/index.html 

http://www.indiana.edu/~ 
bulletin/iub!coas/afro.html 

#mai 

http://vwwv.las.iastate.edu 
/AfricanAmericanStudies/ 

)rogram.shtml 

http:/!krie.qer.ihu.edu/afric 

anaiundergraduateiindex. 
html 

http:!/www2.ku.edu!~afs! 

undergraduate/programia 
frican.shtml 

http://www.brandeis.edu/ 

departments/afroamerstu 

dies/maior.html 



B D 

1 

A 

Program RI? 

Louisville-Pan African 

11 Studies N 36 

LSU-African & African 
12 American Studies Y 

Core Courses Total 

Minnesota-African 
American & African 

13 Studies Y 

North Carolina State- 

14 Africana Studies Y 

North Carolina- 
African & Afro- 

15 American Studies Y 

C 
Credit Hours Total 
for Major? 

30 

30 

30 

30 

Notre Dame-Africana 

16 Studies Y 30 

36 17 NYU-Africana Studies Y 

15 hours: Intro to Pan 
African Studies; Any 200- 

level PAS Course; 
Research Methods; Field 
Research or Service 
Learning; Any 500-level 
Capstone Course 

9 hours: Intro to African & 

African American Studies; 
Black Political Thought or 

Black Rhetorical 

Traditions; Senior Seminar 

9 hours: Courses vary 
depending on the 
thematic/geographic track 

12 hours: African 

Civilizations, Intro to 
African American Studies, 
Intro to African Diaspora 

Studies, Senior Seminar 
15 hours: Courses vary 
depending on the 
geographic track 

Intro to Africana Studies; 
one literature course; one 
history course; one social 

science course; Senior 
Project or Extended Thesis 

(6 hours worth of courses). 

12 hours: Social and 
Cultural Analysis; 
Approaches to Africana 
Studies; Internship 

Seminar and Field 

Research; Senior 
Research Seminar. 

E 
Geographic or 

Thematic Tracks (#)? 

Thematic (3) 

Thematic (3) 

Thematic/Geographic (5) 

Semi-Thematic (2) 

Geographic (2) 

Neither 

Thematic (4) 



1 

F 
Names of 
Tracks? 

1. cultural studies; 
2. historical studies; 

11 3. social studies. 

1. History & Culture; 

2. Politics & 
Society; 3~ 

Literature, 
Language, and the 

12 Arts. 

13 

1. Literature & Arts; 
2. Histories & 
Historiography; 3. 

Social & Behavioral 

Sciences; 4. Africa; 
5. African Diaspora 

G 
Senior Seminar & 
Capstone? 

1. Regular Africana 

Studies; 2. 
14 Community Studies 

1. African Studies; 
2. Afro-American 

15 Studies 

16 NiA 

1. social sciences; 
2. humanities; 3. 
arts; 4. sciences. 17 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Website 

H 

http:!/www.lsu.edu/aaas/ 

http:!/www.afroam.umn.e 

du/ugradi 

http://ids.chass.ncsu.edu/ 

afs/ba afs.php 

http:!/www.unc.edu/depts 

/afriafamimajordescdpti 
ons/ 

http://africana.nd.edu/aca 
demic- 

programs/supplementary- 
major/ 

http:!/africanastudies.as.n 

yu.eduiobject/africana.08 
10.ug.req 

http://Iouisville.edu/panafr 

icanstudies/undergraduat 
e-pro.qram 



1 

A 

Program 

Penn-Africana 

18 Studies 

Pittsburgh-Africana 

19 Studies 

Rochester-African 
American & African 

20 Studies 

South Florida- 
21 Africana Studies 

SUNY-AIbany- 

22 Africana Sstudies 

SUNY-Buffalo-African 
& African American 

23 Studies 

Tennessee-Africana 

24 Studies 

B 

RI? 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

C 
Credit Hours Total 
for Major? 

36 

30 

30 

36 

36 

36 

24 

D 

Core Courses Total 

18 hours: Intro to Africana 

Studies; Africa before 
1800, Afro-American 
History, 1550-1876 or Afro- 
American History, 1876- 

)resent; one literature 
course; one sociology 
course; one methodology 

course 

9 hours: Intro to Africana 

Studies; Africana Senior 
Research Seminar; 
Internship (Field 

Placement) 

9 hours: Intro to African 
American & African 

Studies (or one of three 
history survey courses); 
Colloquium in African 

American & African 

Studies; Senior Seminar. 

15 hours: Intro to Black 
Experience in Africa and 
the Diaspora; African 
History I & II; African 
American History I & II. 

12 hours: African & African 

American Literature; Intro 
to African & African 
American History; African 

Civilizations or Africa in 

the Modern World; and 
Senior Seminar/Capstone 

18 hours: Survey of 

African Studies; African 
Diaspora; Race, Class, & 
Society; one 
interdisciplinary course; 
one special topics course; 

senior seminar. 

15 hours: Intro to African 

American Studies I & II; 
Intro to African Studies I & 
II; Senior Research Project 

E 
Geographic or 

Thematic Tracks (#)? 

Neither 

Thematic (2) 

Neither 

Neither 

Neither 

Neither 

Neither 



F 
Names of 

1 Tracks? 

18 N/A 

1. Social Sciences; 
19 2 Humanities 

20 NiA 

21 N/A 

22 NiA 

G 
Senior Seminar & 

23 NiA 

24 N/A 

Capstone? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Website 

H 

http://vwwv.africanastudie 

s.pitt.edu/academic- 

programs/major/requirem 

ents.php 

http:!/www.rochester.edu/ 

CollegeiAAS/undergradu 

ate/maior.html 

http://www.u.qs.usf.edu/c 

atalo,qs/0809!afric.htm 

http://www.albany.eduiafri 
cana/undergrad.html 

http:!/africanandafdcana 
mericanstudies.buffalo.ed 
u/undergraduate/major/ 

http://web.utk.edu/~africa 

na/undergrad.htm 

http://www.sas.upenn.ed 
u/africana/academics.htm 



A 

1 Program 

Texas-Africana 

25 Studies 

Vanderbilit-African 
American & Afican 

26 Diaspora Studies 

Virginia-African 
American & African 

27 Studies 

Wayne State- 
28 Africana Studies 

29 

30 

31 

B 

RI? 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

C 
Credit Hours Total 
for Major? 

33 

36 

29 

36 

32,77777778 

D 

Core Courses Total 

15 hours: African 

American Culture; 
Community internship; 

Senior Seminar; three 
courses in the 
geographic/thematic 

areas. 

9 hours: Intro to African 
American & African 
Diaspora Studies; 

Research Methods; 
Senior Thesis 
15 hours: one course on 
race in the US; one 
humanities course; one 
history or social 

sciences course; one 
African Studies course; 
one research seminar. 

9 hours: Pan Africanism 
Field Work; Directed 
Study 

12,333 

E 
Geographic or 

Thematic Tracks (#)? 

Geographic/Thematic (4) 

Thematic (3) 

Neither 

Thematic (2) 
81.481% thematic, 
neither, or both 
18.158% geographic 
only 
29.692% partially 
geographic 



F 
Names of 

1 Tracks? 
1. Africa; 2. the 
African Diasopra; 3. 
Blacks in the US: 
Expressive Culture; 
4. Blacks in the US: 
History, Politics, 

25 Society 
1. Literature, 
Theory, and 

Visual Culture; 2. 
Gender and 
Sexuality; 3. 

26 Social Sciences. 

27 N/A 

28 

29 

30 

31 

1. Cultural Studies 
& the Arts; 2. 
Development & 
Public Policy. 

G 
Senior Seminar & 
Capstone? 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
70.37% (have a 
capstone) 

H 

Website 

http://www.utexas.edu/col 

a/centers!caaas/undergra 
duate- 

program/requirements.ph 

http://sitemason.vanderbil 

t.edu/aframst/undergrad 

http://artsandsciences.vir 

ginia.edu/woodson/under 

graduate/aas.html 

http:/!www.clas.wayne.ed 
u/unit- 

~nner.asp?WebPagelD=8 
18 



A 
1 RI: Very High Research Activity 
2 Arizona State University at the Tempe Campus 
3 Boston University 
4 Brandeis University 
5 Brown University 
6 California Institute of Technology 
7 Carnegie Mellon University 
8 Case Western Reserve University 
9 Colorado State University 

B 
R2: High Research Activity 
Auburn University Main Campus 
Bayior University 
Boston College 
Bowling Green State University-Main Campus 
Brigham Young University 
Catholic University of America 
Ciaremont Graduate University 
Clark Atlanta University 
Clark University 
Ciarkson University 
Ciemson University 
College of William and Mary 
Colorado School of Mines 
CUNY Graduate School and University Center 

10 Columbia University in the City of New York 
11 Cornell University-Endowed Colleges 
12 Dartmouth College 
13 Duke University 
14 Emory University 
15 Florida State University 
16 Georgetown University Drexel University 
17 Georgia Institute of Technology-Main Campus Florida Atlantic University-Boca Raton 
18 Harvard University Florida Institute of Technology-Melbourne 
19 indiana University-Bloomington Florida International University 
20 iowa State University Fordham University 
21 Johns Hopkins University George Mason University 
22 Kansas State University George Washington University 
23 Louisiana State Univ Georgia State University 
24 Massachusetts Institute of Technology Howard University 
25 Michigan State University Illinois Institute of Technology 
26 Montana State University-Bozeman Indiana University-Purdue University-indianapolis 
27 New York University Jackson State University 
28 North Carolina State University at Raleigh Kent State University-Main Campus 
29 Northwestern University Lehigh University 
30 Ohio State University-Main Campus Loyola University Chicago 
31 Oregon State University Marquette University 
32 Pennsylvania State University-Main Campus Miami University-Oxford 
33 Princeton University Michigan Technological University 
34 Purdue University-Main Campus Mississippi State University 
35 Rensseiaer Polytechnic institute Missouri University of Science and Technology 
36 Rice University New Jersey Institute of Technology 
37 Rutgers University-New Brunswick New Mexico State University-Main Campus 
38 Stanford University North Carolina A & T State University 
39 SUNY at Albany North Dakota State University-Main Campus 
40 SUNY at Buffalo Northeastern University 
41 SUNY at Stony Brook Northern Arizona University 
42 Texas A & M University Northern Illinois University 
43 Tufts University Ohio University-Main Campus 
44 Tulane University of Louisiana Oklahoma State University-Main Campus 
45 University of Alabama at Birmingham Old Dominion University 
46 University of Arizona Polytechnic University 
47 University of California-Berkeley Rutgers University-Newark 
48 University of California-Davis Saint Louis University-Main Campus 
49 University of California-lrvine San Diego State University 
50 University of California-Los Angeles South Dakota State University 



1 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6O 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
7O 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 

A 
RI: Very High Research Activity 
University of California-Riverside 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 
University of 

B 
R2: High Research Activity 

California-San Diego 
California-Santa Barbara 
California-Santa Cruz 
Chicago 
Cincinnati-Main Campus 
Colorado at Boulder 

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 
Stevens Institute of Technology 
SUNY at Binghamton 
Syracuse University 
Teachers College at Columbia University 
Temple University 
Texas Tech University 

Colorado at Denver University of Akron Main Campus 
Connecticut University of Alabama, The 
Delaware University of Alabama in Huntsville 
Florida University of Alaska Fairbanks 
Georgia University of Arkansas Main Campus 
Hawaii at Manoa University of Central Florida 
Illinois at Chicago University of Dayton 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign University of Denver 
Iowa University of Houston 
Kansas Main Campus University of Idaho 
Kentucky University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
Maryland-College Park University of Louisville 
Massachusetts-Amherst University of Maine 
Miami University of Maryland-Baltimore County 
Michigan-Ann Arbor University of Memphis 
Minnesota-Twin Cities University of Mississippi Main Campus 
Missouri-Columbia University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Nebraska at Lincoln University of Missouri-St. Louis 
New Mexico-Main Campus University of Montana-Missoula, The 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill University of Nevada-Las Vegas 
Notre Dame University of Nevada-Reno 
Pennsylvania University of New Hampshire-Main Campus 
Pittsburgh-Main Campus University of New Orleans 
Rochester University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
South Carolina-Columbia University of North Dakota-Main Campus 
South Florida University of North Texas 
Southern California University of Oklahoma Norman Campus 

Tennessee, The University of Oregon 

Texas at Austin, The University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras Campus 
Utah University of Rhode Island 
Virginia-Main Campus University of Southern Mississippi 
Washington-Seattle Campus University of Texas at Arlington, The 
Wisconsin-Madison University of Texas at Dallas, The 

91 Vanderbilt University University of Texas at El Paso, The 
92 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univ University of Toledo 
93 Washington State University University of Tulsa 
94 Washington University in St. Louis University of Vermont and State Agricultural Coil 
95 Wayne State University University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
96 Yale University University of Wyoming 
97 Yeshiva University Utah State University 
98 Virginia Commonwealth University 
99 Wake Forest University 



1 
100 
101 
102 
103 

A 
RI: Very High Research Activity 

B 
R2: High Research Activity 
West Virginia University 
Western Michigan University 
Wichita State University 
Wright State University-Main Campus 



A. The Task: 
OAA requires that we create a list of 3 to 10 program learning goals (e.g., knowledge, 
skills, and attitudes) to be attained by our majors upon completion of the program. The 
goals are to be broad and not detailed. These 3 to 10 program learning goals will be the 
basis of our "curriculum map" which will be our way of illustrating how our program, 
our courses, and the geographic or cognitive tracks make sense. 

B. What We Have So Far: 
The goal of the AAAS major and minor is to equip students with the necessary 
knowledge, skills, and tools to interpret and engage histories, representations and social 
conditions of African peoples. 
Students will be able to: 

-demonstrate an understanding of the interconnections evident throughout the African 
World. 
-identify, critique and appreciate the intersections between race, class, gender, ethnicity 
and sexuality 
-implement research methodologies applicable to advance study and community 
development and sew-ice. 

C. Comments from Colleagues: 
- in the first paragraph, it says " .... and social conditions of African peoples." I assume it 
was a conscious choice to leave off the usual "and peoples of African descent," but I 
wonder if it is useful to extend it, since otherwise, the statement could be mi sinterpreted 
as relating only to people in Africa. 

- I would like to see an additional goal added that expresses the need for our undergrads 
to gain some HISTORICAL insights. For example;" the students will be able to 
understand the historical processes through which the lives of Africans and those of 
African descent were shaped, both in the past and today" (or something to that effect). 



I. Proposed Program Learning Goals: 

The goal of the AAAS major and minor is to equip students with the necessar5, critical and 
analytical skills and tools to interpret and engage histories, cultures, social conditions, positions, 
and ideological responses of Africans and African-descended peoples in a global context. 

Students will be able to: 
1. demonstrate an understanding of the cultural, socio-political, and historical formations, 

connecti ons, conditions, and transformations evident throughout the African World. 
2. identify, critique, and appreciate the intersections between race, class, gender, ethnicity, 

and sexuality from the historical and existential perspectives of African and African- 
descended peoples. 

3. implement interdisciplinary research methods and methodological perspectives 
applicable to advanced study, community development, and public service. 

n. Current "Program Goal(s) and Learning Outcome(s)": 

AAAS majors will demonstrate an in-depth knowledge and master5, of substantive information 
relevant to one area of concentration (African American, African or Diaspora) and an 
understanding of the interdependent black world. 

III. Directives from OAA: 

1. OAA requires that we create a list of 3 to 10 program learning goals (e.g., knowledge, 
skills, and attitudes) to be attained by our majors upon completion of the program. We 
are limited to using specific action verbs to describe these program learning goals. 

2. The goals are to be broad and not detailed. 
3. Depending on one’s field or academic discipline, goals are also known by other terms 

including objectives, outcomes, and competencies. 
4. These 3 to 10 program learning goals will be the basis of our "curriculum map" which 

will be our way of illustrating how our program, our courses, and the concentration areas 
are all interconnected and make sense. 

iv. Curriculum Map [See Attachedl: 



I. Directives from OAA: 
1. Ensure converted programs meet current disciplinary and/or accreditation standards and 

requirements. 
2~ Explore best practices within the field. 

3. Consider ways to broaden interdisciplinary linkages. 
4. Consider how to incorporate leading-edge information and state-of-the-art delivery 

practices. 

II. Summaries of the Six Proposals: 

For the sake of simplifying things and streamlining our discussion, let’s assume that all of the 
curriculum proposals have the following features: 

1) a capstone/senior seminar course (598); 70.3% of our Sister Programs have a 
capstone/senior seminar. 

2) 36 hours (or 12 courses) for the major and 15 hours (or 5 courses) for the minor; Sister 
Programs average 32.7 hours for their majors. 

3) the same core courses we currently have (e.g., 201, 310, and 545 or 595) for the major 
and minor (201 and 310); Sister Programs average 12.3 hours of core courses for 

their majors and all of our six proposals have 9 hours of core courses (201,310, 545 
or 595) and a 3 hour mandatory capstone course. 

4) distribution and breadth requirements, including a requirement that all maj ors have to 
complete at least 15 hours in 400- and 500-level courses. 

The things that differ between the 6 proposals are the track!concentration area structure and 
the role and placement of the African Languages in the curriculum. 

Option 1 
No Major Changes: 3 geographic tracks: African, African American, & African Diaspora. 

Option 2 
4 mostly geographic tracks: African, African American, African Diaspora, and African 
Languages. Students selecting the African Languages track have to take 101-103 in a specific 
language as a program prerequisite. Beyond that, they still have the same distribution 
requirements as all other maj ors. 

Option 3 
3 geographic tracks: African, African American, & African Diaspora with African Languages 
embedded in the African Studies track. 



Option 4 
The "One Department, One Degree" Option: no tracks/areas of concentration and an African 
Language requirement. 

Option 5 
Cognate Option A: 5 cognate areas: 1. Representation and Performance; 2. Social Issues, 
Community Development, & Public Service; 3. Histories, Cultures, & Literatures; 4. Race, 
Gender, and Sexuality; and 5. African Languages. African Languages would be a separate 
track, but the other tracks are designed to be transnational and interdisciplinary. 

Option 6 
Cognate Option B: 4 cognate areas: 1. Representation and Performance; 2. Social Issues, 
Community Development, & Public Service; 3. Histories, Cultures, Languages, & Literatures; 
and, 4. Race, Gender, and Sexuality. This one is the same as Option 5, except African Languages 
are embedded in the "Histories, Cultures, Languages, and Literatures" cognate. 

III. Detailed Descriptions of the Six Curriculum Proposals ]See Attached]: 

Comparative Data from 27 Sister Programs [See Attached]: 



AAAS Undergraduate Program Goal and Learning Outcomes 

The goal of the AAAS major and minor is to equip students with the necessary 
knowledge, skills, and tools to interpret and engage histories, representations and social 
conditions of African peoples. 

Students will be able to: 
-demonstrate an understanding of the interconnections evident throughout the African 
World. 
-identify, critique and appreciate the intersections between race, class, gender, ethnicity 
and sexuality 
-implement research methodologies applicable to advance study and community 
development and service. 



o~he ~ultu~al so~io politi)al the intersections between ~a)e ime~dis~iplina~ ~esea~c~~ 
a~d Ng~Ofieal fo~afi~nS ela~ g~nd~ e~h~i~i~ and m et~Od~ and 
~onne~fions ~ond~fio~s and se~uali~yffo~heh~s~)~al and methodological 

~ansformafions eviden~ existential perspectives o~ Nfri~an pe~spe~bees applicable m 
~mug~om ~he AfriCan World and Nffican descended peoples advanced study 

Co~e Courses 
2201                   Beginning Inte~ediate 
3310 Intermediate Intermediate 
PH~OS 3440 Intermediate Advanced Beginning 
COMPSTD 545 Intermediate Advanced Intermediate 
4788 Intermediate Inte~ediate Advanced 
Representatlon and 
Performance Cognate 
A~e Courses 
2251 Beginning 
2253 Beginning 
2281 Beginning 
2270 Beginning Beginning 
2288 Beginning Beginning 
3342H Intermediate 
3451 Intermediate 
3376 Inte~ediate 
4378 Advanced 
4460 Advanced Inte~ediate 
4551 Advanced Inte~ediate 
4571 Advanced Inte~ediate 
4584H Advanced Intermediate 

 ss.es  

2218 Beginning 
2261 Beginning Beginning 
2290 Beginning Beginning 
2291 Beginning Beginning 
2327 Beginning 
3230 Intermediate Inte~ediate 
3361 Intermediate Inte~ediate 
PH~OS 3440 Intermediate Advanced Beginning 
4504 Advanced Inte~ediate Inte~ediate 
4561 Advanced Inte~ediate 
4570 Advanced Intermediate 
COMPSTD 545 Intermediate Advanced Intermediate 
5189S Inte~ediate Advanced 

Languages~ & 
Literatures Cognate 
Aiea Courses 
2367.01 
2367.02 
2251 
2253 
2281 
3342H 
~376 
3451 
4460 
4551 
4527 
4571 
4584H 

Beginning Beginning 
Beginning Beginning 

Beginning 
Beginning 
Beginning 
Intermediate 
Intermediate 
Intermediate 
Advanced Intermediate 
Advanced Intermediate 
Advanced Intermediate Intermediate 
Advanced Intermediate 
Advanced Intermediate 
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5485.01 Advanced Intermediate 
5485.02 Advanced Intermediate 
5798 Advanced Intermediate 

2367.02 Beginning Beginning 
2261 Beginning Beginning 
2291 Beginning Beginning 
2243 Beginning Beginning 
3230 Intermediate Intermediate 
4527 Advanced Intermediate Intermediate 
4535 Advanced Advanced Intermediate 
COMPSTD 545 Intermediate Advanced Intermediate 
PHILOS 3440 Intermediate Advanced Beginning 

o u~ses 
1101 Beginning Beginning 
1121 Beginning 
1122 Beginning 
2201 Beginning Intermediate 
2218 Beginning 
3230 Intermediate Intermediate 
2243 Beginning Beginning 
2251 Beginning 
2253 Beginning 
2281 Beginning 
2261 Beginning Beginning 
2270 Beginning Beginning 
2288 Beginning Beginning 
3342H Intermediate 
2367.01 Beginning Beginning 
2367.02 Beginning Beginning 
3376 Intermediate 
5485.01 Advanced Intermediate 
4571 Advanced Intermediate 

Somali 1101 Beginning 
Somali 1102 Beginning 
Somali 1103 Beginning 
Swahili 1101 Beginning 
Swahili 1102 Beginning 
Swahili 1103 Beginning 
Zulu 1101 Beginning 
Zulu 1102 Beginning 
Zulu 1103 Beginning 
Outside ElectiVe 
Courses 
HIST 323.01 Intermediate Intermediate 
HIST 323.02 Intermediate Intermediate 
HIST 350 Intermediate 
HIST 541.02 Advanced 
HIST 555.01 Advanced Intermediate 
HIST 555.02 Advanced Intermediate 
HIST 575 Advanced Intermediate 
ENGL 582 Advanced 
INTSTDS 515 Advanced Intermediate 
MUSIC 244 Beginning 
MUSIC 288 Beginning 
COMPSTD 324 Intermediate 
WS 623 Advanced Advanced Advanced 

IndiVidual Studies and 
Honors ResearCh 
Courses 
2194 Beginning Beginning Beginning 
4193 Intermediate Intermediate Advanced 
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4999H Intermedi~e Intermedi~e Advanced 
5193 Advanced Advanced Advanced 
5194 Advanced Advanced Advanced 
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In preparation for the semester conversion process, the AAAS Undergraduate Studies 
Committee conducted a comprehensive survey of all African & African American 
Studies (AAAS), African & African Diaspora Studies (AADS), and Africana Studies 
departments, institutes, and programs at semester-system R1 (Very High Research 
Activity) peer universities in the U.S. Of 97 R I/Very High Research Activity semester- 
system universities, we determined that 31 had peer (e.g., AAAS, AADS, and Africana 
Studies) programs, institutes, or departments. We purposefully excluded all independent 
and separate African American Studies and African Studies departments, institutes, and 
programs from the survey since these units do not have as broad a geographic spread nor 
as diverse a faculty in comparison to AAAS at Ohio State. 27 of the 31 peer programs, 
institutes or departments at semester-system Rl’s with transnational and interdisciplinary 
majors in AAAS, AADS, or Africana Studies posted specific information about the 
structure of their curricula on a website or in a downloadable handbook. In the end, the 
results of this survey significantly shaped the new curriculum design for the AAAS 
maj or. 

Our 27 peer semester-system departments, institutes, and programs averaged 32.8 hours 
for their majors, with 12.3 hours in core courses. 70.4% of our peer departments, 
institutes, and programs had a capstone/senior research seminar with the aim of 
producing a significant research-based proj ect from their majors before graduation. 
Finally, 81.5% of our peer departments, institutes, and programs had concentration areas 
within their maj ors which were divided in full or partially into thematic or cognate 
areas--as opposed to geographic concentrations. The AAAS major at Ohio State has 
always lacked a capstone course and was divided into geographic concentrations since we 
first introduced the African Studies portion of our curriculum. To be in better compliance 
~vith disciplinary standards and to make our maj ors more competitive, both the 
Undergraduate Studies Committee and the full faculty--through a lengthy series of 
deliberations and unanimous votes during Spring 2010--agreed that the department had 
to restructure its curriculum. 

AAAS, AADS, and Africana Studies are, by their very nature, interdisciplinary and 
transnational and this fact necessitated a fundamental curricular change in our 
department. In this specific regard, our current concentration areas--African American 
Studies, African Studies, and Diaspora Studies--are not particularly useful or generative 
as they imply unbridgeable divides across and between those three geographic spaces. 
Not only does this structure defy the transnationalism embraced by the vast maj ority of 
AAAS, AASDS, and Africana Studies departments, institutes, and programs across the 
U.S., but some of our courses did not neatly fit into just one of these geographic 
concentrations. Divorcing, for example, the experience of African Americans in the U.S. 
from the Diaspora is conceptually illogical and this informed the decision to place certain 
courses into geographic categories and spaces in which they did not belong. Moreover, 
the vast majority of our majors chose the African American Studies concentration area 
leading to ~vaning enrollments in the African and Diaspora Studies courses--particularly 
at the 400-level and above. With the structure of the current maj or, we also had no 
guarantee that maj ors in the African American Studies concentration had a sufficient 
breadth of knowledge in African and Diaspora Studies to truly represent their 



matriculation in a transnational and interdisciplinary AAAS department. Indeed, there 
~vere many paths through our maj or which would allo~v students to escape, completely, 
taking any African or Diaspora Studies courses beyond the core courses. Moving away 
from geographic tracks and using transnational and interdisciplinary cognate areas will 
insure that AAAS graduates will have sufficient exposure to the larger Africana world 
and familiarity with the breadth of knowledge represented by AAAS. 

In sum, the proposed semester-conversion AAAS major will have 36 hours (in 
comparison to 32.8 at sister units), 12 hours in core courses (in comparison to 12.3), a 
capstone/senior research seminar (AAAS 4788), and four transnational and 
interdisciplinary, cognate areas--I ) Representation & Performance; 2) Social Issues, 
Community Development, & Public Service; 3) Histories, Cultures, Languages, & 
Literatures; and, 4) Race, Ethnicity, Gender, & Sexuality. The nature of the cognate areas 
and the breadth requirement insures that our maj ors ~vill be knowledgeable about the full 
interpretive, conceptual, and geographic scope of AAAS. In addition, the new 
capstone/senior research seminar and our distribution requirement--which forces our 
majors to take 18 hours in courses at the 4000-level and above--will insure a rigorous 
program of study allowing our graduates to compete on an equal- or superior-footing 
~vith graduates from sister units in graduate or professional school admissions and for 
jobs. 

Date of last significant curriculum revision: January 7, 2007. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Arias @gmail.com> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 3:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Hi Mama Sahle’. 

I hope you are doing very well, and that you are eNoying the start of the academic year! 

I’ve been meaning to emaJl you recently because I am taking a business ethics class and I cannot stop thinking about the ~Vettstein reading we did last year. 

I am lean~ing so much in my new courses mad enjoying them very much. However, the human rights scholar in me has tbund it a little ditticult to become adjusted to 

business school, and Wake Forest in particular, Mrere ever?4~hing is profits, protits, profit!! All I am thinking is what about the individual, social justice, corporate 
responsibili~ and the environment?! 

Anv~vays, I hope you axe doing well and that you are taking ca:re of yourself--don’t push yourself too much! 

Sincerely, 

Laura 

Laura Arias 

MA Management 

Wake Forest University Class of 2012 

BA Political Science, International Studies: Global Economics 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 2011 

Phone: 



Adapted for persons with MiLd Intellectual and/or 

Developmental Disabilities 

SKILLS TRAINING GRO UP THERAPY 
Thursdays., 2.’30 p.m. to 4 p.m. 

14~ Wind Ct~’me Court, 2~d Floor, Raleigh 

October 6, 2011 thru December 15, 2011 

10-week Module: Emotion Regulation 

Call for intake session today with... 

Kathy Honeyman, LCSW 

146 Wind Chime Court, 2nd floor 

Raleigh, NC 27615 

@earthlink.net 

Most insurance accepted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 5:10 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: War Stories with Andrew Reynolds 

The curriculum in Global Studies is pleased to present 

War Stories: A semester-long speaker series 

This fall, join us as we explore the struggles of nations 

affected by war and the battles of individuals fighting for 

change. 

Co-sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences, UNC 

Global, and the Center for Global Initiatives. 

"The Arab Spring: Hopes for Democracy in Libya and Egypt" with Dr. Andrew 

Reynolds 
Friday, October7th I 12 Noon I Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedExGIobalEducationCenter 

The first speaker of the fall semester series, Dr. Andrew Reynolds, will 

discuss the critical developments in and potential hopes for the uprisings 

that have shaken not only the Arab world, but the entire globe. 

Andrew Reynolds is the author of Desiqning Democracy in a Danclerous 

World (Oxford, 2011). In June and September of this year, he was an 

adviser on constitutional design issues in Egypt and Libya. Reynolds is an 

associate professor in the department of Political Science at UNC and 

chair of the curriculum in Global Studies. 

The series will continue to explore the hopes and desperation of conflict with an expert on the 

civil wars of Central America Dr. Sandy Smith-Nonini on October 19th in Room 1009 of the FedEx 

Global Education Center. Alexandra Fuller, the bestselling author of memoirs from her childhood 

in war-torn central Africa, will conclude the program on November 8th in the Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29967266 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29967266-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Monday, September 26, 2011 5:18 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu; hnmanicator@duke.edu 

Latino/a Studies: new website mad big events Tues and Thurs 

LAUNCH OF NEW LATINO/A STUDIES WEBSITE: CHECK US OUT: http:lllatinostudies.duke.edull 
We are still working out some kinks (espec with regard to our news and events page) but please check out the new website for the Program in Latinoia Studies 
in the Global South at Duke University! 
Also, don’t forget about the following two big events this week on Tuesday and Thursday evenings: 

TUESDAY: "On the Edge of Reason: Border Dynamics and the Spread of Violence" 
Tuesday September 27th @ 6:30pm-7:30pm 
Social Sciences 139, Duke West Campus 

Join us for a presentation by Macrina Cardenas Alarcon (of the Mexican Solidarity Network) about the connections between violence and drug trafficking on the Mexican 
border and: 
*the Merida Initiative 
*FBI and DEA participation 
*free trade agreements 
*maquiladoras (factories in Latin America instituted by foreign interests/companies) 

About the Speaken Alarcon is the legislative coordinator of MSN in Washington, D.C. and has spent the past five years aiding deportees and doing grassroots organizing in 
Tijuana with "La Casa del Migrante." 

And_dinner will be provided! 
Sponsored by Romance Studies, Latino/a Studies in the Global South, Duke Students for Humane Borders, the Women’s Center, BorderWorks, Mi Gente, and the Center for 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies. 

For more information contact: Shaoli Chaudhuri at ~..c_l__~..4_@.d_ g_l!._e_:._e_.d___t! 

THURSDAY: 
September‘ 29th st 7:~3pm ~ Reynolds T~eater ~ PLATANOS Y COLLARD 
Pr’esented by the Depar’tment of African & African Amer’ican Studies, the Pr’ogr’am in Latino/a Studies, and the 
Center‘ for" Multicultur‘al Affair‘s, the hit r‘omantic comedy, Platanos Y Collar‘d Gr‘eens, is coming to Duke on 

September‘ 29th! Check out the website www.plat:anosandcollaPdgreens.comi and plan to ~oin us at 7pm at Reynolds 
Theater- tickets are free at the door to flrst 600 attendees. Follow-up panel discussion with student, faculty, 
and staff comments and audlence Q&A w111 take place Tuesday, Oct 4th at 7pm in Soclal Sclence 139. You don’t 
want to mlss thls performance and discussion! 
Co-sponsored by: Black Student Alliance, Center for Afrlcan and African Amerlcan Research, Center for Global 
Studles and the Humanities, Center for Race Relations, Department of Cultural Anthropology, Department of 
Sociology, Duke Latlno/a Graduate Student Association, DukeEngage, Lambda Upsllon Lambda Fraternity Inc, Latino 
Medical Student Association, Mary Lou W1111ams Center for Black Culture, M1 Genre, Offlce for Institutional 
Equity, Omega Phl Beta Sororlty Inc, Program in Latlnaio Studles at UNC - Chapel Hl11, Spanish Service- 
Learning, The Carollna Latlna/o Collaborative, The Program in Literature, Theater Studles, Theta Nu X1 
Multlcultural Sororlty Inc, and Trlnlty College of Arts & Sciences. 

Check it out on FB: htt:p:iiwww.-Facebook.comievent.php?eld=136391993125583 
For more information, please e-mall Carla Rodrlguez at car‘la.r’odr‘lguez(@duke.edu 

*Join our Facebook group to keep up to date on all events and programs in LSGS: 
*Follow us on Twitter: ~{,~,~£,.~,~;:~,:,~i##[.,¢c~.!~!~,¢.~.~.Q.~.k..e. 

Jem~y Snead Williams 
Executive Director 
Program in La[inoia S~udies in the Global Sou[h 
Duke U[~iversi~y, Box 90441 
122 Friedl Buildin,~j, East Campus 
Durham NC 27708 

http:iilatine.aas,duke 
9194384-4375 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 26, 2011 8:30 PM 

Boy& Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [Fem-aJ~th-1 Listserv tier AFA] JENdA Journal: TOC for Issue 11 and 12 (At~can Women Studies) 

FYI 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC127599 

klcaldwe@email.m~c.edu 

http ://www unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: fem-anth-l-bounces~klcaldwe=email.unc edu@binhost.com [fem-anthd-bounces+klcaldwe=email.unc edu@binhost.com] on behalf of azuka@africaresource.com 
[azuka@africaresource.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 4:07 PM 

To: fern-ant hd@binhost.com 
Subject: [Fem-anth-lListsep¢ forAFA] IENdA Journal: TOC for Issue 11 and 12 (A[’rican Women Studies) 

Dear All, 

The Table of Contents for issue 11 and 12 fi*om the a*w~rd-*vinning, 
peer-reviewed JENcb~.: A Journal of Culture and African Women Studies is 
listed below. ;rENdA was the only African Women Studies/Feminist journal to 
be selected by The New York Public Library as the "Best of the Web" [’or 
Social Sciences and Women’s Studies 

JENdA is an e:journal that is published on Afiqca Knowledge Prqject (AKP), 
an electronic resource that :features Critical African Studies and 
Africa-centered knowledge. To stay up to date on new issues and 
announcement, please do register here: 
http ://www.africalcaowledaeproiect. or</index.php/ienda/user/rea~ster 

JENcb~. is available by subscription to in&viduals and institutions. 
Subscription includes current and back issues of the journal. Our 
subscribers include: Cornell University’, Oberlin College, Princeton 
University, Texas A & M University’, University of Cape Town, South >’d’rica, 
Universi~ of Mawland, Baltimore County, University of West Indies, St. 
Augustine, Vanderbilt University, Wellesley College, and counting. If your 
institution is not listed, please place a request with yottr librarian to 
subscribe. 

You can also subscribe as an individual. There are nttmerous and affordable 
options available. If you have questions, you can email rue off the list. 

JENdA: A Journal of Culture and African Women Studies 
Homepage: http:/iwww.africaknowledgeproiect.orgiindex.php/ienda/ 

Issue 11 : 
TOC: http ://www.africaknowledgeproiect. org/index.php/ienda/issue/viexw38 

1. Proverbs, Proverbials, Characterization and Meaning: Towards a New 
Taxonomy of Reading Patriarchy in Achebe’s Things Fall Apart 
Nelson O. Fashina 
htt~://www, afric aknoxvleda e~roi ect. ore/index, otm/i enda/at ticle/vicw/384 

2. The Concept Of Awoxvaan Itiaba in Ibibio Society: A Discourse on Gender 
Studies in Nigeria 
Eno Blare:son Ikpe 
http:i/www.africaknowledgeproj ect.org/index.php/j endaiarticle/viewi385 

3. Changing to Stay the Same? The Re-Invention of Virginity Testing in 
South Africa 
Louise Vincent, Dylan Ed;vards and Cate Bereton 

http://www.africaknowled geproiect.org/index.php/ienda/article/vie;v/386 

4. EveQzday Acts of Rebellion in Cape Verde: The Political of Dance and 
Language in a Globalized World 
Katherine Carter and Ju@ Aulette 
http://www.aticicaknowledgeproject.org/index.php/iendaiarticle/viewi387 

5. Al~isglfitt’a: An Ethnomusicological Appraisal of an Islamic 
Religio-Musical Association for the Emancipation of Women Among 
Muslims 



Ybml D~iramdlfi 

http:i/www.africaknowledgeproiect,org/index.phplienda/articlehiew/388 

6. Women’s Productivity and Access to Resources in Peasant Agriculture of 
Northwest Cameroon 
Ernest L. Molua 
http://www.africaknowledzeproiect.orz/inde×.php/ienda/article/view/389 

7. Crossing Lines 
Jessie Kabwila Kapasula 
http://www, afric aknowledgeproi ect. org/index, php/i enda/at ticle/vicw/390 

8. Film Review: Witches in Exile. Producer/Director: Allison Berg; 78 
Minutes, 2005. Distributed by California Newsreel 
Mary Dillard 

http:i/www, aft ic aknowledgeproi ect. org/index, php/i endaiart icle/viewi391 

Issue 12: 

TOC: http :i/www.africaknowledgeproiect. org/indcx.phpiienda/issue/view/39 

1. Corruption and the Feminization of Poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa 
Faith Wamb~a Ngunjiri 
http://www, afric aknowledgeproi ect. org/index, php/i enda/at ticle/vicw/378 

2. Media Issues of Concern to Women: Some Observations on Gender Roles in 
Advertising in South Africa 
Chineze J. Onyejekwe 
htt~:i/www, aft ic aknowled~e~roi ect. orb/index. 1)hp/i endaiart icle/viewi379 

3. "’We Women are Like Trees which Bear Fruit": A Critical Analysis of the 
1929 Women’s War 
Keisha N. Blain 
http://www.africaknowled geproiect.org/index.php/ienda/article/vie~v/381 

4. iVlarginalisation and Belonging in the Autobiographical Writings of Black 
Women 
Meta Harris 
http://www.aiicicaknowledgeproiect.org/index.php/iendaiarticle/viewi382 

5. Wielding the Mandate Rightly: Equality iVlainstreaming for Good Governance 
Esther Eghobamien 
http://www.aiicicaknowledgeproiect.org/index.php/iendaiarticle/viewi383 

6 Excerpts from: ’Bitter-Sweet’: My Life with Obasanjo (Diamond 
Publications Ltd., 2008) 
Oluremi Obasanjo and Ttmde Akingbade 

http://www.africaknowled geproiect.org/index.php/ienda/article/vie~v/559 

Thanks, 
Azuka Nzegwu, PhD 

Africa Kno~vledge Project 
a zuka@africaresource.com 

Fem-anth-I mailing list 

Fern-an th-l@binhost.com 

https:/im¥ binhost.com/lists/listinfo/fem-anth-1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

pambazuka- news- bounces@pambazuka.gn.apc.o~g on behalf of 

Pambazuka Editor <edito@pambazuka.o~> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 3:38 AM 

pam~uka- news@pa~nbazuka.gn.apc.org 

Pambazuka News 549: Links and Resources 

PAMB~a~ZUKA iX~EWS 549: LIik~.IS AND RESOI~rRCES 

The authoritative electronic weekly newsletter and plattbrm for social 
justice in Africa 

Pambazuka Ne~vs (English edition): ISSN 1753-6839 

CONTENTS: 1. Announcements, 2 Podcasts, 3. Zimbab~ve update, 4. Women 

& gender, 5. Human rights, 6. Refugees & forced migration, 7 Emerging 

powers news, 8. Africom Watch, 9. Elections & governance, 10 

Corruption, 11 Development, 12. Health &HIViA~DS, 13. Education, 14 

LGBTI, 15. Racism & xenophobia, 16. Envirol~ment, 17. Land & land 

rights, 18. Food Justice, 19. Media & li’eedom of expression, 20. 

Social welfare, 21. News from the diaspora, 22 Con[lict & 

emergencies, 23. [ntemet & technology, 24. Fundraising & useful 

resources, 25 Publications, 26 Jobs, 27 WikiLeaks and Africa 

I\I\//\i\iVI\IV\II\IVV/V\AII\Ai\iAI\IVI\I\IViVVV/\ 

1 Announcements 

FAH~MVfU CALI, FOR RESEARCH PROPOSA[.S 

Comparative African perspectives on China and other emerging powers in Afldca 

China’s deepening engagement with Africa is receiving increased 
attention :[rom the global media, the public and private sectors and 
academic research. ’]?his should not however overshadow the activities 
of’other emerging powers in Africa, including India, Brazil and the 
Gulf states. ’]?his call therefore seeks to develop African perspectives 
in the discourse surrounding the engagement between Afl-ica and these 
emerging powers. Deadline for receiving applications: 12 October 2011 

For further details please download inlk~rmation here ( 
http://www.fahamu.or~/Fahamucallforresearchproposals2011 -finaLpdf). 

I\I\h’\i\iY i\iY\I IY\I\I I\I\AI I\Ai\i Ai\iY I\IY\I iY\I\I I\ 
2 Podcasts 

GHANA: EXPLORING LD/ES IN SODOM AND GOMORRAH SLUM 

http:iibit, lvh217nU 

Discover the ins and outs of Sodom and Gomorrah slmn in this 
documental~/. Close to 80,000 people live in Sodom and Gomorrah, a sltm~ 
on the edge of the polluted Korle Lagoon. The processing of electronic 
waste near the lagoon leaches toxic substances like lead into the 
soil. The place sprang up in the 1980s when thousands of people 
fleeing bloody ethnic clashes between the Kokomba and Nanmnba in the 
north poured into the capital. 

GHANA: POLITICAL PROMISES 

httl~://am,~e,tt/OISVi3297/1/blob 

Political Proraises reveals how proraises given the electorate end up 
unfulfilled. It is a special documentary on Obom, a village a few 
miles away from the Ghanaian capital, Accra. Many of the residents are 
sufl’ering from Btu-uli ulcer. Children still carlv desks to school, and 
sit in classrooms with leaking roofs. Joy FM reporter Seth Kwame 
Boateng tells the stoW of how the health, education and economic 
needs of the locals have yet to be fulfilled. 

GIZDkNA: WOES OF THE BORSTAL CHKbD 

http://~e,tt/SVi32977c 

Woes of the Borstal Child delves into the poor conditions in which 
children are held in Ghana’s remand homes for children. Hundreds of 
the children under the age of 18 are held in these institutions under 
shocking conditions. Most of the facilities were built decades ago and 
have seen little or no renovation since they were built. But why would 
the courts be keen on sending children to these poorly-resourced 



facilities built decades ago? [[here is also concern that many of these 
children were unfairly convicted and sent to these facilities. Fiifi 
Koomson of Joy FM in Accra has been following the issue. 

TROUBLE ON" rf][iE LAND: DAN RArU tER REPORTS 

http:i/xvwxv.hd.netiprograms/danrather/ 

Dan Rather devotes his program, ’Dan Rather Repolts on HD Net’ on 
Tuesday- 27 September to exploring the complex issues involved with 
modern-day land appropriation in developing countries. The program 
profiles Oakland Institute’s ground breaking work on land grabs in 
Africa involving over 30 land deals in seven countries. Rather 
interviews Anuradha Mittal of the Oakland Institute and looks at the 
role of American investors and US universities in this trend that 
ttneatens millions of lives, the future for Sub-Saharan Africa, and 
examines why this is happening at this time. 

IV\I IVVV IVV V IV\fii /’,i’,AI I’&IV AIVV IVV\i lV’,i’,i /’, 
3 Zirrlbabwe update 

ZIMBABVVE: ’COUNTRY RISKS BECOMING ANOTHER IVORY COAST’ 

httl~://bit,lvlc16m66e 

The Prime Minister of Zimbabxve, Morgan Tsvangirai, has requested 
Nigeria and the African Union (AU) to intervene in his country’s 
pre-elections disagreement in order to rescue it from becoming 
’another Ivol~ Coast.’ 

ZIMBABWE: SHORTAGE OF ix~IRSES, DOCTORS AiNT) SPECIALISTS 

http ://bit. Nipbuf~vn 

Statistics show that cl~ronic diseases such as cancer and diabetes are 
on the rise in developing nations. A number of these nations are still 
battling infectious diseases such as HIV. Having to deal with both 
infectious and cl~ronic diseases puts even more pressure on health 
systems that are already struggling to cope. Zimbabwe’s brain drain of 
medical professionals has further compounded this situation due to the 
shortage of nurses, doctors and specialists 
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4 Women & gender 

AFRICA: ’2012 WORLD DEVFL OPMEixn2 REPORT ON GEiXX)ER EQUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT’ 

http ://bit. lv/ov2Mdx 

’]?he 2012 World Development Report on Gender Equality and Development 
finds that women’s lives around the world have improved dramatically, 
but gaps remain in maW areas The authors use a conceptual framework 
to examine progress to date, and then recommend policy actions 

A[~’RICA: CERV[C,AL CANCER COX~ION AMON(I WOE’fEN IN SUB-SAttARAN AFRICA 

http:I/bit.lylqghPCr 

Cep¢ical cancer is the most common women’s affliction in Sub-Saharan 

Africa and the third most common ailment in females, with 530,000 new 
cases and 275,000 deaths each year. About 80-90 per cent of women in 
the Region have never had a pelvic examination 

A[~.ICA: FEN/L~LE AGRICULT[IRE SCIENTISTS TO },"[IEL AGRARIAN EVOLUTION 

http://bit.l¥/oNX7iR 

Africa must harness the potuntial of female agriculture scientists to 
revolutionise farming practices and rescue millions of citizens from 
hunger pangs. Experts contend that African womun contribute 70 per 
cent of food produced yet they are grossly under-represented in 
research and policymaking as well as influential leadership positions 
in the agriculture sector. 



.¢5"RICA: GENDER EQUALITY WORLD BANK REPORT 

’The right and smart thing to do’ 

http://bit.l~iqeCSU0 

Gender equali~ matters in its own right, but is also smart economics: 
Countries that create better opportunities and conditions for women 
and girls can raise productivity, improve outcomes for children, make 
institutions more representative, and advance development prospects 
for all, says a nexv World Bank report. 

AFRICA: RIGHTS OF OLDER WOMEN RAISFD AT THE 

http://bit.lv/ql tbx2 

The abuse of women’s rights in Aficica is an issue which is close to 
blogger Glyunis Cummingsjohn’s heart. Abuse against older women is 
cormnon across Africa and in Afidcan communities abroad, yet it 
receives very little attention. People give many reasons fbr it: 
culture, religion, politics, etc.., all in the hope of legitimising 
this abuse, which is totally unacceptable. 

AFRICA: UNDERSTANDING CONTF~ORARY VIOLENCE IN CENTRAL AFRICA 

Militarism, race, and gender 

http://bit.lv/opqcTG 

It is time to challenge the cunventional explanations of gender based 
violence. Patricia Daley argues that it can only be understood in 
a ssociation ~vith contemporary geo-economic forces and the Central 
African experience of modernity. 

AFRICA: VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AND GIRLS IN TfTE HORN OF AFRICA 

’]7he Untold Story 

http :l/huff to/pnvJq 0 

Sarah Costa, e×ecuuve director of the Women’s Refugee Commission, 
e×am~nes the plight of many in the Horn of Africa as thousands of 
Somalis, the overwhelming majority of them women and children, flee 
their country to find food and shelter in neighboring Kenya and 
Ethiopia. Yet when they :finally" reach the camps, which are supposed to 
be safe havens, they find that the dangers continue. 

DRC: WOMEN POLITICIANS ’KEY TO PROMOTING RIGHTS’ 

http :,’,,bit. l’¢/ruC7ft 

Political palties in the Democratic Republic of Congo are straggling 
to recruit xvomen into their ranks to 1.an for parliament, despite a 
legal requirement to do so and a belief that greater numbers of female 
parliamentarians are critical to advancing women’s rights. 

Z~IBAB\TVE: POLYGAMY AND POVERTY CULTI~]ZE IMPACTS WOMEN 

http://bit.l¥imQw5Sh 

This piece on the Women’s News Network blog recounts that despite the 
countlT’S urban political turbulence, most rural communities in 
Zimbabwe are still governed under patriarchal rules that permit 
polygatW and exclude women from property rights. 
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5 Htm~an lights 

EGYPT: EMERGENCY LAW BIGGEST THREAT TO RIGHTS SINCE 25 JANUARY 

http :/ /blt.ly/oxXx5r 



The Egyptian military authorities’ expansion of the emergency law is 
the greatest erosion of human rights since the resignation of 
President Hosni Mubarak earlier this year, Amnesty International said. 
The Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF) broadened the 
application of the Mubarak-era emergency law fill lowing clashes between 
demonstrators and security forces at the Israeli embassy last Friday. 
The confi-ontation resulted in three reported deaths and some 130 
arrests. 

EGYPT: END TO MILITARY TRIALS OF CIVILIANS 

http://bit.ly/qQtlNY 

Egypt’s array will stop trying civilians in railitary courts when it 
scraps the country’s decades-old emergency law, a top general said, as 
activists tried to build raomentum for a mass protest against military 
trials. Rights groups say- Egypt’s array rulers have used military 
courts to imprison as many as 14,000 civilians as they try to deal 
with follow-up waves of street protests since the overthrow of 
President Hosni Mubarak. 

EQUATORIAL GI~XJEA: DISPUTED LWE SCIENCES AWARD BACK ON" L2X!ESCO’S AGENDA 

http :i/bit. lv/o~Ivo~ 

A year ago, human rights activists thought they had squashed a 
proposed United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (L~IESCO) prize m the life sciences that would honor 
Teodoro Obiang, the longtime dictator of Equatorial Guinea But that 
celebration may have been premature. The controversial award is back 
on the agenda of Uik~SCO’s Executive Board, which will meet m Paris 
-and this time, Obiang has the backing of the entire African Union 

GLOBAL: 130 DF~ATH ROW INMATES IzL~VE BEEN FOUND INNOCEiX,’T SINCE 1973 

http://bit NiowcA2 Y 

This is a startling and disturbing statistic. The reality is: these 
130 people were originally fbund guilty based on eyewitness testimony 
Once physical DNA evidence surfaced, it turned out that the 
eyewitnesses, who testified against them, were wrong. There is no DNA 
evidence in the case of Troy Anthony Davis 

GLOBAL:RIGHTS DEFENDERS USING ~ffDEO NEED GREATER PROTE(~TION 

htt p ://bit. lv/p s2ikrM1 

As human rights acuvists and ordinary citizens risk their lives 
across the Arab world, a new report argues that we have not yet done 
enough to empower and protect those who attempt to expose injustices 
through video. Video, a powerful tool for change, is enabling the 
public to become human rights activists on an unprecedented scale. The 
’Cameras [~verywhere’ report fi-om WITNESS calls on technology 
companies, investors, policymakers and civil society to work together 
in strengthening the practical and policy environments, as well as the 
infimnation and communication technologies, used to defend human 
rights. 

http://bit.N/nmuCb0 

’]?he newly trained Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) seems to be gradually 
revemng to behavior and practices o:[’the past There are repeated 
reports of soldiers’ brutality here and there against c~vilians and 
somemnes paramilitary personnel in the country. 

SIERRA LEONE: HL ~’,~N RIGHTS CONflMISSION SPEAKS OL’I’ AGAIN’ST VIOLENCE 

http://bit.lv/o35obJ 

’HRCSL expresses deep concern over the recent spate of violence in the 
country and regrets the resulting loss of life and injuries to 



individuals and destruction of proper~ We refer to reports of 
political violence recently in Kono followed by the affray at the 
national stadium during the Egypt/Sierra Leone match and most recemly 
the Bo incident. The incident in Kono and Bo involved political 
violence resulting in the discharge of firearms allegedly by the 
police leading to injury to individuals and security personnel.’ 

SWAZILAND: POLICE KILL PROTESTERS 

http://bit.ls~/rigVde 

’Two bus operators have died after having been shot by- police in 
Swaziland,’ Morten Nielsen from Danish NGO Africa Contact reports from 
the small kingdom. The shootings come in the wake of widespread police 
violence throughout the country during recent weeks, as well as in 
April, where thousands of Swazis marched for democracy and 
socio-economic justice. 

TOGO: TRLWH CON£v~ISSION BEGINS HEARSNG TESTLMON1ES OF VIOLENT DECADES 

htw://bit.lv/clw2E1) m 

After culling tl-trough 20,000 depositions from alleged victims of 
politically motivated tolture and human rights violations in Togo, a 
special commission has begun hearing testimony from a select group of 
some 250 of those alleged victims, whose stories cover nearly half a 
century of turmoil in this West African nation. 

UGANDA: ADLNESTY YVELCOMES RELEASE OF KENYAN RIGHTS ACTIVIST 

http://bit, lv/rmPJ,v6 

Amnesty International has welcomed the release of Kenyan human rights 
activist, A1-Amin Kimathi by a Ugandan court The charges against NGO 
director A1-Amin Kimathi and four other defendants were dropped by the 
Kampala High Court at the start of their trial. 

WESTERN SAHARA: POLISARIO FRON’I’ DENOUNCES MOROCCAiX-’RF2RES SPgE’ PRACTICES 

http ://bit. N/piO lut 

The National Secretariat (SN) of the Polisario Front has denounced the 
colonial practices of the Moroccan govermnent, through the campaigns 
of brutal repression, arrests, abductions and transferring civilians 
before militaJT courts, particularly since the forced dismantling of 
the camp of Gdeim Izik, November 8, 2010 
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6 Refugees & forced migration 

G] ,OBAL: AI,fZ[CAN [Z[£FU~;[£ES IN TfI[£ AMAZON 

http://bit lyioMO 1Nf 

According to United Nations :figures, since 2010 some 30 refugees from 
Africa who have requested asylum from the Brazilian government are 
living in Amazon jungle states. The asylum-seekers are from Cote 
d’[voire, Ghana, Guinea Bissau, Nigeria and Sierra Leone in West 
Africa, Kenya in East Afiqca, Zimbabwe in Southern >’d’rica, and the 
DRC 

LIBERIA: UN’f JCR OPENS ]xTgW (;AMP FOR IVORIAN RE},~UGEES 

http://bit [¥/rh 1 YMu 

UNHCR has opcned a sixth camp for up to 27,000 refugees from C6te 

d’Ivoire who have been living with host cormnunities in eastern Liberia 

since fleeing their homeland. 

NIGERIA: DEPORTATION OF 115 IN KANO 



http://n24 cnm’ 

Nigerian authorities have in recent days deported 115 illegal 
immigrants l]com the northern city of Kano amid increased security 
after an attack on I_YN headquarters in the country, an official said. 

SUDAN: GO\~P~NMENT DENIES ACCESS TO AID AGENCIES 

http:iibit.l¥/om0Nla 

Over 200,000 people affected by the recent violence in Sudan’s 
Southern Kordofan face extreme levels of rualnutrition and mortality 
after the govermnent has denied access to aid agencies, the United 
Nations said. 

ZIMBAB’A~: TRAVELLING WITH CH1LD NffGRANTS 

http:i/bit. 1y/neqbfi 

The BBC has produced a podcast about Zimbabwe as part of their BBC 
docmnentaries podcast series Assignment. In ’Assignment -Zimbabwe’s 
Child Migrants’ (25min) Mukul Devichand goes on the road with young 
children travelling alone on a j oumey of desperation, danger and hope 
- south from Zimbabwe and across the border to South Africa. 
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7 Emerging powers news 

AFRICA: CHIN-A, AFRICA REINFORCE NONGOVERETMEix’TAL TIES 

http ://bit N/oNlgZR 

China and Africa called for deeper and more frequent people-to-people 
exchange as they launched the first China-Africa nongovernmental 
organization (NGO) fol~lm to bring together civil society actors. 

LATEST EDITION: ENNRGIN’G POV~RS NRJWS ROU~WDUP 

In this week’s edition of the Emerging Powers News Round-Up, read a 
comprehensive list of news stories and opinion pieces related to 
China, India and other emerging powers.. 

http://w~vw.pambazuka org/en/catego~/emplaversnews/76570 
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8 Al]cicom Watch 

AFRICA: AFR[COM: DEVI[~ IN TIlE BACK’Y/’d~D 

http ://bit 1yiffwv4s 

An opinion p~ece ~n the Herald argues that AFRICOM is ’undermining the 
African Union (AU) and its Peace and Security Council which deals with 
Peace and Security on the continent’. 

A[~.ICA: US BIIELI)[NG SECRET I~RO]xFf~ EASES 

http://wapo.st/oERDwm 

The Washington Post reports that the Obama administration is 
assembling a constellation of secret drone bases for counterterror~sm 
operations in the ttorn of AJ~ica and the Arabian Peninsula as part of 
a newly aggressive campaign to attack al-Qaeda affiliates in Somalia 
and Yemen, US officials said 
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9 Elections & governance 

~CA: LONG-SER~G .~C~" LE~S 

Time to consider exit strategies 

http:iibit.ly/o78m~ 



The Brookings Institution finds that in JanualN, the 10 longest 
set, ring At~ican leaders included: Mu’armnar al-Qadhafi of Libya (42 
years), Jose E. Dos Santos of Angola (32 years), Teodoro Obiang 
Nguema Mi of Equatorial Guinea (32 years), Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe 
(31 years), Hosni Mubarak of Egypt (30 years), Paul Biya of Cameroon 
(30 years), Yoweri Museveni of Uganda (25 years), Blaise Compaore of 
Burkina Faso (24 years), Zina el-Abidine Ben Ali of Tunisia (24 years) 
and Umar Hassan al-Bashir of Sudan (22 years). Within a short period 
of eight months, almost a third of them have been removed from power. 

.advRICA: PROTESTS IN SUB-SAHAR~a.N AFRICA 

http :/Tbit.ly/mVh6EB 

A record number of African countries are set to hold elections 
titroughout 2011 This article analyses the political and internal 
situation of different countries that are currently facing unrest and 
revolt. Protesters ask for better social and economic conditions, the 
respect of their civil rights and the implementation of political 
reforms Leaders have often responded to the opposition with violence 
and repression. It remains to be seen if real changes can occur in 
Sub-Saharan Aticica. 

CAMEROON: MEET SONfE 2011 PRESIDEikTIAL ASPIRAik~S 

http ://bit lv, iqaIHzH 

So far more than twenty Cameroonian political and civil socie~z actors 
have indicated their intention to run for the countly’s top job, the 
president of the republic. As Cameroonians look forward to the 2011 
Presidential Poll, due October, the aspirants have also been making 
public what they will do for the country, but some observers hold that 
the presidential aspirants are not proposing issues, which are 
realistic. 

CONGO: ~fI IB ELECTORAl, PR£)CESS St:,EN [~!OM T[IE EAST 

http://bit ly/p9nvOp 

The latest brie:fing from the International Crisis Group, examines 
voter registration and the beginning o:f the campaign on the ground in 
the Kivu provinces and the Ituri district and highlights the electoral 
stakes in a region that remains :fundamental for durable stability’ in 
the country. 

http:i/bit.ly/pPERK) 

ttuman rights advocates watching Gambia are worried that abuses against 
perceived dissenters will rise as the November presidential election 
nears, killing an), chance of a free and fair poll. Alrea@ the 
official campaign period - the only time opposition parties are given 
access to the media and allowed to actively campaign - has been shrunk 
to 11 days fiom four weeks, sparking concern among political leaders. 

LIBERIA: AFRICA TODAY SPEAKS WITH EMIRA WOODS ON LrPCOMING ELECTIONS 

http://bit, l¥/p2iOA4 

Africa Today- speaks with Emira Woods on the upcoming Liberia 
elections, President Ellen Jotmson Sirleaf, and West African regional 
developments. Emira Woods is the Co-Director of Foreign Policy- in 
Focus at the Itxstitute for Policy Studies. 

LIBYA: NEYV GOVT. IN 7-10 DAYS 

http ://bit.lyiozhzDn 

Libya’s interim prime minister says his administration will fomx a new 
government within the next seven to 10 days Mahmoud Jibril spoke to 
reporters on the sidelines of the United Nations General Assembly in 



New Yo~k. He said Libya’s National Transitional Council is fina[izang 
decisions on the exact number of ministries and whether the?" would all 
be located in the capital, Tripoli, or divided between eastern and 
western Libya. 

MALAWI: ACTIVISTS PLAN FREStI PRO’It~;STS 

http:i/n24.cn~YpU2E75 

Leading Malawi civil rights groups plan a ne~v ro~d of protests 
against President Bingu wa Mutharika, who received international 
condemnation after his forces killed 20 people when crushing 
anti-government rallies in July. 

SLrDAN: BAN OF OPPOSITION PARTY 

http :/,,’bit. 1y/p7M7wc 

The Sudanese governnrent has banned and closed the offices of the 
Sudanese People’s Liberation Movement-North (SPLM-N), a major 
opposition party, a senior SPLM-N nrember says. 

ZA_MBIA: CIVIL SOCIETY GROUP HAILS ’WELL-MANAGED’ VOTE 

http ://bit.lyh~a_ 1 qVQ 

The Coalition of C~vil Societies On Elections says it is satisfied 
with the conduct of general elections in Zambia. It warns however 
delays in announcing the results could create tensions. 

ZA2vlBIA: ZESN OBSERVES ZA2vlBIA’S TR!PARTITE ELECTION 

’Election Day was generally peaceful, however incidents of violence 
were reported at Lilanda, Kanyama and Nakatindi polling stations owing 
to the delay in opening of polling stations and the delivew of Ballot 
boxes. R is important to note that }vhen notified of these issues, the 
Electoral Commission of Zambia was quick to rectif}’ some of the 
problems identified’ 

http ://w~vw pambazuka org/el¢/categorv/elections/7663 7 
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10 Corruption 

A}:R[CA: CORRUPTION ERODING BENt~;},’[TS OF t IE.ad.’]"tt PROJECTS 

http ://bit.lv/nnyGIO 

Corruption is eroding the benefits of good health projects in Africa 
and governments must look inwards lk~r funding, the World ttealth 
Organisation (WItO), has said. In a meeting with Afi~ican Ministers of 
Health and Ministers of Finance in Yamoussoukro, Cote d’Ivoire, the 
organisation said solving the problem of funding was necessary for the 
health sector to thrive in the continent. 

AFRICA: T[gNDER ACCOUN~ABILIT’K/CORRUPTION IN SOUT[tERN AFRICA 

http :i/bit. l’~,/plxO6H 

An initiauve of the Institute for Accountabili~ in Southern Africa (IFAISA) 
Initiated by the Institute for Accountability in Southern A[’rica 
(IFAISA) (a non-pro:fit association), and organised by Omega Investment 
Research, this international conference is intended to deal with all 
the more serious lk~rms of con~uption and combating corruption 
both an international and an African perspective. 

AFRICA: US REGI~LATORS PROBE ORACLE DEALINGS L’q AFRICA 

http:iibit.lv/rd3vxS 

Oracle Corp. is being investigated by US authorities on whether the 



business software maker violated federal anti-briber?" laws, the Wall 
Street Journal reported. 

SOI.KITfJ SI.Ff)AN: CHANGE STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS AFTblR EDI.X2ATK)N FUNDS STOLEN 

http :,’,’bit [¥/qXN×B5 

South Sudan’s new minister of higher education said during a visit to 
Uganda that ’a lot of changes’ will be made to processes of awarding 
scholarship to students due to lack of transparency and corruption at 
his ministry. 

ZIMBABWE: MUGABE S~2~ARS IN AiN~FI-GP~aS"T COMMISSION 

http:/in24.cnYq SCqbq 

President Robert Mugabe has sworn in Zimbabwe’s anti-corruption 
coramission in an effort to stem graft in the southern African country, 
state media reported. 
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11 Development 

AFRICA: ALL-AFRICAN PEOPLES’ CONFERENCE STATEMENT ON >,~EOCOLONIALISM 

This staternent dates from 1961, but 50 years later it is being 
reposted here for its historical and contemporary relevance The 
statement notes that, ’neo-Colonialism manifests itself through 
economic and political intervention, intimidation and blackmail in 
order to prevent African states from directing their political, social 
and economic progran~mes towards the exploitation of their natural 
wealth for the benefit of their peoples.’ 

http :llw~vw pambazuka org/el~/category/development/7 6649 

AFRICA: BATTLE FOR AGRICULTURAL DE\,~LOPMENT 

http:L/bit ly/qPaZ6Q 

Famine in the Horn of Atidca and surging food prices are concentrating 
the minds of policymakers on the need for long-term solutions, 
particularly for small farmers. If they can become as productive as 
their peers in Asia, the argument goes, they can move from 
self-subsistence, make a decent livelihood, and ultimately drive 
economic development on the continent 

A}:RICA: G OVERNN/K~INTS, NG OS & (;IV]I. SOC]BTY 

A crisis of ]egitimacy? 

http:i/bit ly/nVi~FO 

In April, the Columbia Journalism Review raised the question of 
whether non-goverr~nental organisations (NGOs) in Africa benefit l?om 
particular representations of the continent as conflict and 
poverty-ridden 

KENYA: KENYA PUTS ITS D\ITH IN FISH };ARMING 

http ://bit. l’¢/oq q siF 

The Kenyan government is pushing :fi sh farming to provide an 
alternative to small farmers who are scrabbling to eke out a hying 
from poor soil 
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12 Health & HIV/AIDS 

.MvRICA: HISTORY OF BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS AND HIV IN" SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

http://bit.lviofJLZ8 



Could blood trans:[’usions have made such a contribution to the most 
serious tIIV epidemics in the world? Often, it is said or suggested 
that trans:[’usions were not common enough in developing countries, 
particularly the Afi’ican countries that have experienced the worst HIV 
epidemics. But an article published by William H. Schneider and Ernest 
Drucker five years ago shows that this view is mistaken. 

STRUGGLE TO CONTROL A PROL]FIC KILLER 

http://on.ft.com/oxKCXe 

Lifestyle influenced non-communicable diseases, including diabetes, 
heart disease and cancer, kill about 36ru people each year 80 per 
cent of them in developing countries. The rate is growing fastest in 
Africa, where it will overtake the death toll froru infectious diseases 
such as malaria and HIV by- 2030. 

BL~{UNDI: DEATHS REPORTED AS ARV SHORTAGE CONTINUES 

http:iibit, lv/opUPxi 

Burundian NOOs say- at least 20 people have died as a national shortage 

of antiretroviral continues. ’Sorue have died, others have turned to 
traditional healers, and all of them [HIV-positive people] are 
discouraged,’ said Jeaune Oapiya, who heads Burundi’s largest HIV NGO, 
Association Nationale de soutien aux Seropositifs et Sideens (ANSS). 

NAMIBIA: \{ALNU~RITION CASES RISING IN KARAS 

http :/,,’bit I¥io2XKTJ 

The number of underweight children as a result of malnutrition 
continues to rise in Karas Region, a recent weight monitoring study 
conducted by the Keetmanshoop health district reveals A repolt that 
contains information over a six month period since Janua~z indicated 
that 145 children aged between zero and 59 months were found to be 
severely’ underweight. 

S IRRdtA LEON]E: PREGNANT ~VOMEN ST]I,L DE ix,~c~D LWESAVING MEDICAL 

http://bit lv/nZCIA1 

More than a year after the 1attach of the Free Health Care Initiative, 
pregnant ~vomen and girls in Sierra Leone continue to face serious 
challenges in accessing the drugs and medical care crucial for safe 
pregnancy and childbirth, Amnesty International said 

S()[vIAL]A: T[tE WORLD’S ttIGI]EST MORTA],ITY RATE FOR CItI]~,DREN 

http ://bit ly/rkFuis 

Somalia has the world’s highest mortality rate Jk~r children under age 
5, according to data released by the United Nations Inter-agency Group 
for Child Mortality Estunation 

ZIMBAB\V[~: 2NI) NATIONAL HI~VAIDS STRA’It~IGIC PLAN C()MPLI~;TE 

http://bit, b//ofZiBR 

Zimbabwe has completed the development of a second national ttIV/Aids 
strategic plan [’or 2011 to 2015 which is designed to reduce the 
percentage of HIV infected m[’ants born to ttIV-positive mothers, an 
official has said. 

ZIMBABWE: HIV - SLT--{\~ Y REVEALS WOMENMOST AFFECTED 

http:/ibit.b,~/peRc li 

Women account for ruore than 60 per cent of the 1,2 million people 
living with HIV and Aids in Zirnbabwe, a recent sur,,ey has revealed. 



The survey, contained in a report titled: ’Know your Epidemic - Know 
your Response’, indicated that only 20 per cent of the adult 
population l,mew their HIV status. 

Z[MBA[3WE: THOUSANDS OF CHILDREN DIE F~R()M AIDS EACH YI~AR 

http://bit.ly/npT1Fc 

Thousands of children die each year in Zimababwe froru HIV-related 
illnesses, often because the?" have no access to life-prolonging 
anti-retroviral drugs, the state-run Herald newspaper repolts. 

13 Education 

AFRICA: PAN-AFRIC.aSq AWARDS FOR ENffP, EPRENELTRSHIP IN EDUCATION 

http://bit, ly/qrrnyDL 

Pan-African A~vards for Entrepreneurship in Education is a competition 
initiated by Teach A Man To Fish and generously sponsored by partner 
organisation Educating Africa. It continues to reward organizations in 
Africa that use innovative and entrepreneurial techniques to fill gaps 
in educational services across the continent. The corupetition is open 
to all organisations based in Africa working in education, froru 
primary through to tertiary, as ~vell as in non-forrual and adult 
education. 

ERITREA: ILLITERACY RATE DROPS BY 45 PER CENT 

http:h’bit ly/pbt76E 

An Eritrean Ministry of Education statement issued in connection with 
International Literacy Day has fbund that the nation’s illiteracy rate 
has been reduced by 45% and attributes progress to the preparation of 
textbooks as well as an adult education programme. 

GAMBIA: EDUCATIONISTS REAFFIPdvl COMMITEdENT TO HIGHER EDUCATION 

http :I/bit ly/nFJd42 

Educationists from the t;vo sister Ministries of Basic and Seconda~z 
Education; and Higher Education, Research, Science and Technology 
recently stepped up efforts that seek to pave the way forward in 
achieving a more vibrant higher education policy road map 

ZIMBABWE: TO SOUTH A[*~ICA IN SEARCII OF AN EDUCATION 

http://bbc.in/nsiZk 1 

The collapse of affordable schooling in Zimbab~ve is leading thousands 
of children to make a perilous trek to South Africa But some of those 
who make it, penniless, to Johannesburg, get what they want - a 
top-quality education 
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14 LGBTI 

UGANDA: LGBTI HIZX~XNRIGHTS I)EI;ENI)ER RECEIVt*;S KENNEDY AWAR]D 

http://bit.ly/nTuQ5A 

Frank Mugisha, a Ugandan LGBTI human rights defender has been selected 
for the 2011 Robert F. Kenne@ Human Rights Award. He has been 
commended ~2~r his work in the LGBT! comn~nunity especially in Uganda. 
Mugisha is the Executive Director of Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMIJG), 
an urnbrella organisation that protects and recognises LGBTI people in 
the country. 

IVViVVVi’,iVVIVV\IIV\AII\AiVAi’,iVIVVViVV\II\ 

15 Racisrn& xenophobia 

SOU~H AFRICA: GOVT. DEVOTED TO UPROOTING XENOPHOBIA 



http://bit.ly/nz~Ehp 

South Africa remains corrm~itted to resolving and stamping out the 
recurring problem of xenophobia in all its fom~s wherever it manifests 
itself xvithin the Republic. This xvas the message from )¢hnister for 
Public Service and Administration, 2v~ Richard Baloyi during his 
opening remarks of the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) meeting of 
select Focal Points with African Peer Review (APR) Panel members. 
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16 Envirorm~ent 

AFRICA: CCAFS THEME LEADER DISCUSSES ROOT CAUSES OF FOOD INSECURITY 

http ://bit. 1yipfe09v 

In this video interview, made by Francesco Fiondella at the 
International Research Institute for Climate and Society- (IRI), CCAFS 
theme leader James Hansen discusses the causes of the current drought 
plaguing the Horn of Africa. He points out that even if the lack of 
rain is a root cause of the crisis, it is still only one ofmaW 
factors that has lead to the ongoing drought. 

AFRICA: GLOBAL WARNffNG THREATENS FOOD SECURITY 

http://bit,l¥/n5zzJi 

The food security threat posed by climate change is one of the 
greatest challenges facing the African continent, says Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries ivlinister Tina Joemat-Pettersson. ’Climate 
change is a serious threat to the agricultural field in the African 
continent,’ Joemat-Pettersson told BuaNe~vs at a breakl"ast briefing 
with African ambassadors to solicit support for the plalmed meeting on 
climate-smart agriculture. 

E~IX t[OPIA: G] ,OBAL CL[MATE C[tAN(IE AL[.IANCE 

Builiding the natiunal capaci~ and knowledge un climate change 
resilient actions 

http://bit.ly/pNKHmy 

This pruject was formulated by the EU Delegatiun with :full 
participation of NAO, fiPA, MoA and MuWE aims tu cuntribute tuwards the 
construction of a carbun neutral and climate resilient economy thruugh 
the correspunding suciu-ecunumic development program (CR(IE) 
Identification of Sep¢ices is a key aspect ufthe project which 
focuses advisury and support functions. 

(IAMBL~.: AI.REAI)Y SUb~’fiRING NEGA’]TIVE IN/rPACT OF CL[i’,/]A~It~; CIIANGE 

http :,’,’bit. N/nw¥ SRB 

Gambian National Environment Agency, NEA said recently that the 
co~xtry is alrea@ facing the worst rarnifications of the climate 
change. NEA’s executive director, Momodou B. Sarr said in Banjul that 
alrea@ climate change impact on agriculture is attributed to 40 per 
cent drop in groundnut yields due to rising temperatures and the 
disappearance of freshwater swamps, and soil salinization in lowland 
areas resulting from sea level rise is likely to impact negatively on 
rice production and the lives of women farmers in these areas. 

SOLm2H AFRI(-’A: INWRASTRU(-’TURE NEEDED TO HELP FARMERS COPE WITH CLLMATE CHANGE 

http ://bit. lviq EB2~ ~rMAK 

Investrnents in rural infiastructure, both physical and institutional, 
were needed to enhance the resilience of agriculture in the face of 
the uncertainties of climate change, South Afiica’s )¢hnister of 
International Relations and Cooperation Maite Nkoana-Mashabane said at 
the African Ministerial Corffe*ence on Cliraate-Smart Agriculture. 
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17 Land & land rights 



AFRICA: INDIAN AGRIBUSINESS SETS SIGHTS ON LAik~3 IN EAST AFRICA 

http://bit l¥ipIraAg 

Indian agribusiness companies are ready to spend $25bn buying, or 
renting fk~r decades, several million hectares of cheap land in 
Ethiopia, Tanzania and Uganda in what could be some of the largest 
farming deals struck in Africa in the last 50 years. 

MOZA2vlBIQLrE: GOVERNMENT PROVIDES 60,000 KIVL2 OF LAND TO BRAZILIAN FARMERS 

http://bit, lv/qUxfkP 

The Mozambican government is providing large tracts of land at a 
symbolic price to Brazilian farmers to produce so)’, maize and cotton, 
Mozambique’s agriculture minister, Jos~ Pacheco told Brazilian 
ne;vspaper Folha de Sao Paulo 

MOZAMBIQUE: REI)Dq IN MOZAMBIQUE 

New opportunity for land grabbers? 

http://bit.l¥/pLKP5w 

REDD k intends to develop financing mechanisms that *vii[ compensate 
developing countries as an incentive :[’or changing the way forest 
resources are used to curb CO2 emissions. The performance based 
compensation will pay for actions that prevent forest loss or 
degradation, conservation, the sustainable management of forests and 
enhancement of carbon stocks Isilda Nhantumbo argues that REI)D ~ is 
now driving a race 12~r land in Mozambique 

SOUTH AFRICA: IAN~D REFORMS LAG B[gItlNI) CrOALS 

http://bo.st/qsLw’g 

A document shows that South Africa’s government is far behind land 
reform efforts, a setback that could prove explosive in a country with 
staggering inequali)- almost a generation aker white role ended. 

UGANDA: OXFAM SOU~!DS UGANDA LAND-GP~X.B WAP~NING 

http:i/english.aliazecra.net/video/africa/2011/09/2011922111515150690.I-1tml 

A nexv report by- the British chari)- Oxfam suggests that over 22,000 
Ugandans have been forced out of their homes since 2004. Oxfam claims 
many of them have been left homeless after being evicted in so-called 
land-grabs, to clear the way for timber plantations. One eviction case 
involves the British company New Forest Company, xvho have denied the 
accusations. 

18 Food Justice 

.¢5"RICA: CHALLENGES & OPPORTL2NITIES FOR STRENGTHENTNG FARMERS ORGANISATIONS 

Lessons ficom Ethiopia, Kenya and iVlala~vi 

http://bit.l¥/pZeBXy 

Farmers’ organisations (FOs) are increasingly being asked to play a 
central role in driving agricultural transformation processes in 
Sub-Saharan Africa, despite their mixed record of success. As 
governments, donors and NGOs rush to promote the scaling up and 
diversification of FOs’ activities and membership, this policy brief 
draws on findings of a stud)’ of the roles, fhnctions and perfbrmance 
of FOs in Ethiopia, Kenya and Malawi to suggest some principles and 
practices fk~r supporting FOs in Africa. 

AFRICA: SMALL FARMERS IN" VANGLL&RD OF AGRICLrLTU~,AL DE~ELOPMENT 

http ://bit N/rf\~pO0 



Agriculture, predominantly small scale, accounts for about 30% of 
sub-Saharan Africa’s GDP and at least 40% of export value Having 
fallen out of favour in the development debate in the last decade, 
agriculture these days gets its own G20 summits and there are moves to 
make agriculture the centrepiece of the Rio~ 20 global development 
summit next June. 
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19 Media & fieedom of expression 

.¢FRICA: AU TO LAIJJ~!CH IvIEDIA DEVELOPMENT PLATFOR~M 

http :/,,’bit. l¥/pglw5 c 

The African Union (AU) is to launch the Pan-African Media Network 
(PAMEN), a platform Pdn by the African FOl~lrrl for Media Development of 
the Global Forun~ for Media Developruent (GFMD) and the African Media 
Initiative (AMI). 

AFRI(~’A: ’MEDIA SKILLS DEARTH HOLDS AFRICA BACK’ 

httl~://bit.lvimP6DRb¢I 

The World Baak has warned that poorly skilled journalists in Africa 

who could not analyse government policy would impede development by 

hampering public accountability and involvement. 

RYVAN~DA: AFRICAN MEDIA ADVISED TO ENHANCE PARTN~RSHLDS 

http :/Ibit.ly/nWfR3y 

Organisations in Africa have been urged to develop and enhance 
partnerships amongst governments and other stakeholders in order to 
promote gender equality. International Federation of Journalists 
General Secretary Beth Costa made the statement during the All-Afi’ican 
Conference on Gender and Media held in Kigali Issues of gender 
inequali~ took centre stage as sexual harassment, poor pay, lack of 
training, u~’avorable working conditions and little or no maternity 
leave were identified as some of the major challenges facing women 
j ournalists. 
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20 Social welfare 

The struggle for the elderly in DRC 

http ://bit IyiovY2Ds 

It is not uncommon :[’or elderly people on the streets of Goma, in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (CRD), to be mistreated by their 
families. Unab]e to look after themselves due to a lack of income, 
most elderly people live with their children, where they encounter 
various fi~rms of abuse, including at umes, accusations of witchcraft. 

KENYA: P]~PELINE EXP[~OSION SP2d~KS SLUM SAI,ZSTY DEBAT[S 

http://bit. N/p tTH{ L 

Survivors of last week’s fire that kil]ed more than 100 people ~n a 
Nairobi slum say they are lucky to be alive. As the government works 
to help and compensate those affected, the exp]osion ignites fresh 
debate about the safety of s]ums 
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21 News from the diaspora 

.¢FTER TROY DAVIS’S DEATH, QL-ESTIONS I d’A~T UNASK 

http:i/bit.NhmNGtR 

Dave Zirin, writing in The Nation, asks a series of questions about 
the US execution. ’Can Troy Davis, who fought to his last breath, 
actually be dead this morning? If we felt tortured with fear and hope 
for the four hours that the Supreme Court deliberated on Troy’s case, 



how did the Davis family feel? Why does this hurt so much?’ 

CAJ_J, FOR ’]"}]Iv. IMIVff~;]-)IATE WITIIDRAWAL OF MINUSTAtI rfTKOOPS FROM tIAITI 

Letter to Ban Ki-Moon 

http ://bit. lyipk6ah6 

’It is surprising and humiliating to certify that "Haiti is a threat 
to world peace and security", as the UN- Secttrity Council does, year 
after year, in order to ratify the presence there of a ruilitary-police 
mission said to be fi~r the purposes of stabilization: the MIN~USTAH. It 
is a statement that hides the imp~xib" of the major powers and the 
hypocrisy that allows them to intervene rrlilitarily, politically-, and 
economically- in Haiti, drawing as well on the services of others. The 
real threat is that intcrvcntion itself, a laboratory as well fi~r new 
fmrus of domination and popular controh’ 
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22 Co~fflict & emergencies 

.4FRICA: THINKING OUTSIDE THE TRADITIONAL FI~!DIN-G BOX 

htm://bit,lv/nFtYGA 

The race to feed more than 12 million people facing severe food 
shortages in the Horn of Africa has seen humanitarian agencies make 
several funding appeals. Donor governruents have contributed ruore than 
US$1.46 billion out of the required $2.48 billion. So far, so 
traditional What has not been counted has been the response of 
ordinal)’ people in the region to the disaster unfolding on their TV 
screens. Here is a round-up of some initiatives that have tapped into 
popular philanthropy 

COTE D’IVOIRE: L~N TO BOOST hdlLITARY FORCE AFTER ATFACKS 

http://bit.lv/qgo0Kv 

The United Nations and regional governments are deploying additional 
soldiers to C6te d’Ivoire’s border area with Liberia after deadly 
attacks on villages in the densely forested West African region, a 
military official said. 

LIBYA: CIVILIANS FLEE GADDAFI’S HOMETOWN 

http:I/bit.lv/p6shn~, 

tIeavily armed anti-(i addafi fighters tightened their siege of the 
ousted Libyan leader’s hometown of Sirte on Monday as hundreds of 
terrified civilians poured out of the Mediterranean coastal cib’. 
Fleeing residents spoke of dwindling supplies of food and water and 
said Gaddafi forces had attempted to stop people leaving, while 
doctors warned of a growing humanitarian crisis. 
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23 Intemet & technology 

AFRK;A: ANDROID INVASION 

http://bit.lyloFAoSp 

Mobile phone manufacturers, operators and (ioogle have started a big 
push of the Android operating system into Africa this year. Samsung, 
tITC and tIuawei are moving Android phones into the market and some 
operators are starting to subsidise Android handsets to get them to a 
price point palatable to a larger number of buyers. 

.4FRICA: MOB]LE TECHNOLOGY VITAL IN- EAST AFRICA’ S FIGHT AGAINST HUNGER 

http :/,,’bit. l~/pSopXE 

How can technology- be used to fight food insecuri~ in a region as 
large and diverse as east Africa? Karen Peachey, the British Red 
Cross’ east Africa representative, gives a few ideas: ’Mobile phones 
are everywhere in east Africa, even in ruany remote areas. If mobile 



companies could improve access further then people’s lives can change. 
A mobile phone gives you access to in]~rmation you can find out that 
your goat is worth more money than the middleman is offering, meaning 
you have better access to ]2~od, medical care, and education.’ 

GI.OBAI.: GOOGLE MAPS NOW AVAILABI.E ON 4(}~ NI:ffvV COUNTRY ;)()MAINS, 6 IN AFRICA 

http:i/bit.lv/pVLEQK 

Ooogle has added more than 40 new domains on Ooogle Maps, including 
sb’; African countries: Somalia, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Lesotho, Mall 
and Niger. 

KENYA: INFOR~MATION AS AID IN EAST AFRICA’S FAM1NE 

http ://bit.lyipewmDb 

In any emergency, be it natural disaster or raan-made, long- or 
short-terra, people’s lives are turned upside doxvn. Knowing what’s 
happening, xvhere to go for assistance and who to call for help is 
crucial to their survival and recovcry. As famine is declared in six 
regions of neighbouring Somalia, this edition of Mobile Message 
highlights the work of ActionAid in improving vital communication with 
drought-affected populations in northern Kenya. 
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24 Fundraising & useful resources 

AFRICA: MOBILE L EAP,~NING 

http ://bit ly,’lahamz 

The mobile learning toolkit is an open source resource that can be 
used in the dellvew of all kinds of training in any developing 
context. It has been designed to be as inclusive as possible, with 
most of the methods requiring only lo~v end devices (basic mobile 
phones with voice calling and SMS capability). In this way the toolkit 
can be used to deliver interactive distance learning experiences to 
participants even at the Base of the Pyramid (BOP) 

AFRICA: ix,~W WEB-BASED TOOL TO HELP COMBAT MALix,~RITION 

http ://bit.lv/’rkctc 8 

In a bid to stop millions of people @ing and suff?ring every year 
from malnutrition, WHO is lau~ching a new web-powered initiative that 
clarifies guidance on life-saving nutrition interventions, and assists 
governments and heaKhcare providers to better scale up action against 
all fi~rms of malnutrition 
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25 Publications 

AWAAZ ISSUE 2/2011: SELI~" RELIANCE: A ST[~TEGY FOR I.]I~ERATION 

This issue includes: 

- Sell! relian ce then and now by I)haram Ohai 
- Self reliance in the age of globalisation by Firoze Man~i 
- Sankare by Demba Moussa Dembele 
- Re-learning seld reliance fi~r engagement by Sakhi Nitin-Anita and Manish Jain 
- Creating sell! reliance mechanisms to manage conflict by Alice Nderitu 
- Self reliance in the art world by Kofi Osei 
- Damned if you do and damned if you don’t by Sunny Bindra 
- Say little, work hard and be young forever by Fiona Mati 
- Organising the working poor by Dharam Ohai 

ALT[~RNATIVE ANGLE: Who are ’we’ by John Slbi-Okumu 
The Mutunga cultura[ stud by All M Mazxui and A1-Amin M. Mazrui 
Indian South Africans by- Mohamed Keshavjee 
London calling: reminisccnces, reflections by Ranmik Shah 

CONFERENCE REVIEW: Constitutions and constitution-nraking by the 
British Institute of East Africa 

RABIiNTDRANATH TAGORE: 150th year celebration of a life 



BOOK REVW.WS: 
- Strings of pearls bleeding light by Sheniz Jar~nohamed, reviewed by 
Stephen Partington 
- Crackdown by Njuguna Mutonya; reviewed by Awaaz 
- Hearts and souls by Leopoldo Paradela, reviewed by Stephen Partington 
- Men of dynamite: edited by Rashid Seedat and Rama Saleh: reviewed 
by Meg Samuelson 
- The politics of betrayal by Joe Khamisi: reviewed by John Sibi-Okumu 
- Wizard of the crow by Ngugi Wa Thiongo: reviewed by Marjorie Oludhe 

FOOTSTEPS: 

- CYNTHIA SALVADOR1 

- Y, LC~)ER ASMAL 

- MANUBHAI MADHVANI 

- DEKHA IBRAHIM 

FUNDED BY: 

ADVERTISING SU~PPORT: 
Giro Conwnercial Bat~, Agilit’y Logistics Ltd, Franklin Management 
Consultants Ltd, AdScreen Print Ltd, Concorde Car Hire Ltd, Colour 
Print Ltd, Reef Hotel Msa 

INDI\qDUAL SUPPORTERS AND SPONSORS: 

Mohez Karmali, Hindpal Jabbal, H S Mangat, Chandaria and Premchandbhai 
Foundation, Rattansi Educational Trust, Fatma Alloo, Shehin Hirani, 
Yash Ghai and Jill Cottrell Ghai: 

Main Outlets: 
Monty’s Wines and Spirits Sarit Centre, Westlands, Text Book Centre 
- Sarit Centre, La baquette Shell Petrol Station, Westlands, Book 
Stop Yaya Centre, Hurlingham, Book Point Moi Avenue 

CHINA-AFRICA RELATIONS S CRUTIN’ISED IN" AFDB’ S NEW BOOK 

http :,’,’bit D/pawwsI 

The African Development Bank released a book titled ’China and Africa, 
An Emerging Partnership for Development?’. In recent years, China has 
been the prominent emerging partner for most of Africa and new 
China-Africa relations have generated heated debates Is China really 
the sole wim~er in its relations with the Afidcan continent? This book 
challenges this idea by analysing opportunities and challenges for 
both parties. 
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26 Jobs 

ETC GROUP SEEKS AFRICA-BASED PROGRAMME MANAGER 

http://www pambazuka or~/ima~es/articles/548/ETCAfrica doc 

ETC Group is seeking a staff member, based m Ali*ica, to share in 
carrying out the overall programme of the organization, and to give 
specific attention to strengthening our work on the continent during 
the period leading to the UN’s Rio [20 F~rl2q Summit in 2012. 

E~fIIK)PIA: PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

http:i/bit l,v/p5zaXK 

The International L~vestock Research Institute (ILRI) works at the 
crossroads of livestock and pnverty, bringing high-quality livestock 
science, communications and capacity building to bear on poverty 
reduction and sustainable development. ILRI seeks to recruit a senior 
Project Manager to oversee and lead all aspects o:[’the implementation 
of the 5 year Livestock and Irrigation Value-Chains J2~r Ethiopian 
Smallholders project. 

/\/\//VV\//\/V\//V\i\i/\/\/V/\,~/V/\/\/V/\/V\i/\/\/\//\ 

27 \VikiLeaks and Africa 

Z~dBAB\VE: YVIKILEAKS REVEALS AFRICA’S GROYVING ~’v~ATIEN(-’E ~2~rITH AILING MUGABE 

http ://bit.lyknPh60z 

Robert Mugabe’s continued grip on poxver in Zirnbabwe, and ZANU PF’s 
ongoing failure to properly- govern the country, is causing groxving 
inrpatience among African goverl~ents, the details of which have been 
revealed by the whistle-blowing group WikiLeaks. 
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Achebe Joins Atiica~a Writers In ttis~oric Panel 

Achebe Joins Africana Writers In Historic Panel 
To,ira Riley 
Contributing W riter 

Published : Tuesday, Sep~ternbel" ~7, ~o:~l 

African music percolated with excited chatter as a crowd waited to hear Professor of Africana Studies Chinua Aehebe kick off the Department of Africana Studies 
2o11-12 Conversations in Africana Writing Series Monday. 

Achebe and other authors were featured in a panel titled "Voice and Memory in the Poetic Imagination" at the George ttouston Bass Performing Arts Space, which 

was filled to capacity with academics, students, writers and community members. 

CLICK HERE TO READ MORE 

Ugochukwu Ejinkeonye 
www.ugowrite, blogspot.com 
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Front page! : 

Women will launch an Initiative! 
fhe Robert Schuman Foundation, in partnership with the 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo [-uro]:~e;~n Commission’s Education and Culture DG, the 
KaramanHs InsL~tute R)F Democracy and the Polish Robert 
Schum8n Foundation, oFgardsed a conference at Lhe Europear~ 

Parliament on 21st September entitled "Women for Europe & 

C~t~zens’ ~n~t~at~ve", This event brought together a great 

number o~: women concerr~ed about l:akh’q~ e(#~aHty and parity forwards; Maros 

Sefcovic, V~ce-Pres]dent of the European Commission was present. After Lhis day 
of debate the women present decided that they wanLed to launch a c~tizens’ 

~n~tiat~ve. An ~rea w~fl be opened, to this end, on t~e site www.femmes-europe.eu 

where women wH[ be able to de~h~e their ~deas. They are prepaF~ng a draft in 

order to launch a C~tlzens’ Initiative as of April 2012. Read more 

Montenegro 

1 The Robert .Tchun’lan FoundaLiorG l:oge.l:he.r w~th the KonFad 

Adenaue~ Foundation and Lhe CEDEM, are orga,Hs[n~ a 

conference in Montenegro on 29th ~nd 3{}th September on the 
[-urope~n integration of the Western }}a~kans, }6r6me C~artier 

M P, 3ean.-Domh]~que GRd~an], ChaiF o~ the RobeFL Schuman 
Foundstion, as well as Ga~l]e P6r[o~ jouFnsIist and specialist in the Balkans will 

speak during the deg~tes over the ~ssues at stake in terms of th~s ~ntegrat~on... 

Elections : 



Bulgaria 

On 23rd October Bulgarians are being calh?d to balk)t to 
~"~] photo non dispo appoinL the successor ~o Georgi Parw~nov, who, at ~:he end o~ 

his second te~m Jn office, canno~ run again. ~he President of the 

Republic and I~is ~ice-President (with whom he forms a ticket) 

are ek~cLed for a Fiw~ year terql h’l o~:~ice which is renewable 
once only. Candidates for U~e supreme o[fice can be presented eiLher by pofii:h::at 

parties or by voters’ committees. ~8 people have registered as candidates for the 

supreme office, each hs a ticket w~th a Vice-President, 12 are put forward by 

political parties arid 6 by voLers’ commitLees, According to the most recent poll by 
Nediana, the ruling party’s candidate Rosser~ Plevne~yev, is due to win 29.~.% ot 

the vote ~n the first round, ahead of Ivaylo Ka~fine who is due to w~n 21.9% of the 

vote a~d Neglena Ku~eva, who ~s due to w~n ~4,1.% of the vote. A second round 

wil~ be organised ~f necessary on 30th October_. Read n:o~-~: 

Switzerland 
The Swiss are [3eing called to ballot on 22,rd October ne×t to 

......i~i pho~onondispo renew their parliament, Je Lhe 200 members O[ the Nationa~ 

Council and the 46 members of the Council of States~ The 
~tat~osal Couscl[ represents the people ~nd comprises 200 
membes e~ected every four years by a proport~on~f system, 

Each of the 26 cantons ek~cl:s a numbe~ of NPs proportiona~ to ~s population, The 

Com~cH of States ~epresen~s the croutons and ~ndudes 46 members elected very 

four years, ~2 pofit~cal pa~t~es are represented on the outgohsg }~t~ona~ Cound~ 
~nd 6 h~ teh outgoing Council of States, According the most recent poll by 

PSS!SPS 20,S%~ the PRD!FDP ~5,6% and the PDC/CVP 14.5%, fhe PES/GPS ~s due 

to w~n 9,5%~ the GLPiVI. 4,.S% and the PDB 3,1%,,. k~d more 

Financial Crisis : 

IM F/, Forecasts 
’he I,~F’s foecasts deceasec rad ca v or 20th Sep[embe ~ 

:::~;~:: photo non dispo terms of short term world growth, In’ its six-monthly "Gfob~] 

Finanda[ Stability Report" the h’tsLil:ul:ion is now forcasting a 
growth rate of 4% in 20~2/2022, in comparison with 4.3% and 

4,5% respectively hi ~ts most recent forecasts in Xme. The 

forcecasts were ~educed signficantfy for the USA (now at 1.,5% 

hi 201~. and 1.8% in 20~.2; in the euro area 1,6% h’~ 20~.1; formerly 2%, and 1,~.% 
h’~ 2012 (againsL a prevk)~ls 1.7%)), The ]NF~s economh;ts describe acl:ivH:y as 

"astonishingly weak in the second quarte~" m~d are not forecasting any 

improvement sho~ term,,, R~d m,)~e 

Hungary 

[-~hotonondispo 
The Hungarian Central Bank reduced its economic growth 
forecasts for 20~2 from 1,5% to 1,0%, whilst increasing 

those of hfflal:~on h’om 3.9% Lo 4,7% ~n rea(:~]on to the recent 
austerity measures taken by the Hungarian government, ~n 

its quarterly report published on 22nd September the Centr~] 
Bank bro~Jght its growth forecasts down to 

decreased them from 2,7% to ~.~5% ~n September. h~ its opinion the revision 

downwards ~s due to the effects of the austerity measures announced recently by 

the HMngarian government in a bid to put bring public deficit under control,,, Read 

Ireland 

In the second quarter :Ireland recorded positive growth in 
::~:: photo non dispo comparison with its European partners, thereby conthming a 

recovery ~n ~ts econoR~y after the sel~o~s f~nanci~ and 
budgetary crisis that forced Dtlb~rl to call for a~d, According to 

statistics published on 22nd September t~e GDP increased by 

~.6% ][~ ~he second quarter in compaNson with ~he first quarter, durirq~ which 

[here was glowth of ~,9%.,, Re~d mo~ 

Italy 

On 22rid Septe. mbe.r the Italian gove.rnmen~ re.vised ~ts 
~ photo non dispo growth forecasts downwards whilst stating that the austerity 

p~n adopted ~ast week wou~d be enough to achieve the goa~ 

of budgeLary bah~n(:e as of 20~.3, The goverrlq]ent ~s now 
p~anning growth of 0.7% in 20~, 0~6% in 20~.2 and 0~9% in 

2013 against plev~ous forecas[s of 14%, ~,3%, ~,5% in April 

said the Fh3ance Ministry,,, 

Czech Republic 

] lhe Czech government adopted a draft budget For 201~2 

ii.~.iI photo non dispoJ planning major cuts in State spending announced the Czech 
Prime Ninister Peh Necas on 2~.st September. The governrnent 

hopes to bring the public fln~nce deficit down in 20~2 to 

of the GDP against 4,2% p~ansed this year, In 20~.3 the deficit 
might be bro~Jght down to 2,9% of the GDP, below the 3% threshold set by t~e 

NaasLHcht (:riLeria m~d h’~ 2014 down to 1~9% o~: the GDP._ Read mo=e 

Slovenia 

1 The SIove, rlian rating was dowrlqraded from Aa2 to Aa3 by 
i~i p’hotonondispo ~Ioody’s on 23rd S~pte.mber, Tl:~e probabk! need oI: public 

funding on Lhe part or SIovenian banks, the sombre outlook for 

mid-term growth and the country’s political instability, are the 



main reasons for this decision declared the agency in a Dress 

in parliame, D~:, ~Ioody’s f{.}a~s, amongst other thh’u~s, that the [uture government 

w~ll be unable to m]plement the necessary reforms to stabllise public 

Sweden 

On 20th SeDtember the Swedish 9overnment said it wanted to 
:::~;~:i photoncmdispo invest 1.5 billion crowns (1.6 billion euros) in its 2012 budget to 

counLer the effecLs o~ the {:rb~[s which a~e due Lo cause a 

slowing in the economy, "The Finance Nin~stry believes that [he 

Swedish economy will slow s~gnificantly h~ 201.2/’ sam Finance 
N~n~ster Anders Borg h~ a press release and as ~e presented the 2012 draft 

budgeL to Parliament. "In its finance law 2012 the government ~s giving Driority to 

meBsures that BhT~ 10 counter s~owing a~d to Bgh~eve sust~[n~bIy h~gh growth a~d 

employment," continues the press re~ease. ]-o do t~s "15 billion crowns wi]f 9e 
invested in 2012 and 17.3 billion in 2013", added the Mh~istry. The Swedish 

government has reviewed ~ts growth R}recasl:s sharDly downwards, ~kewise Um 

budgetary surplus in 2012, b[~ng[ng them down to 1.3% mid 0,1% of [he GDP... 

IM F/Action Plan 
fhe members of the International Nonetary Fund (I~IF) 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo presented the action p~an to enhance the defence of and 

guarantee world growLh sLabiHty, They committed together to 

~ct decisively and in a structured manner to counter these 
problems. ]he crisis epicentre is in the euro area a[ presen[ but the whole world is 

[~ciBg a s~tu~t[on of economic instability... Read more 

Commission 

Recapitalisation 
On 20th September the European Commission acknowledged 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo that other European banks, apart from the institutions that 
I:aite, d the stress tests hi .]uiy fasL, wHf probably need to 

recap~taHse because of the debt crisis. [his was announced by 

Jo~qu[n Alumn[~ t~e European Commissioner for Competition 
during a press conference h~ Brussels. The Commissioner also declared that the 

~UFODean Commission WH~ allow bleq]ber S{a{es {O ln{er?ene i[ necessa~y~ The 

specific rules relatNe to State aid (temporary framework) in application since the 

start of the financ~a] crisis at the end of 2008 may be applied ~fter December 

20~1, the initial deadline... Read more 

Criminal Justice 

pi~otonondispo On 2{}th September the European Commission delivered a 

European strate.gy project to the other EU 
"ensure {he effective hT~p~emenl:atk)n of European 

through crim[nB~ law". This project ~s based on new ~egal 

opportunities offered by the Lisbon Treaty, ah~s to protect 

citizens betl:eF by provh:fing a common lnlzerDre{atk}n of 

noEions of in~ractlon and crime by sEepp~ng up the fight aga#]st cross-border crhT~e, 
fhe Commission DuEs forward certain guide]iRes to Member States: [he use of 

crh~h]a~ law as ~ last resort~ the app~R:ation of sanctions for the most serious 

crimes only, bu~ a~so the ~esDec~ of fundamental laws and the ~esDecL of the Ruh~ 

of Law,_ r~ad more 

Inequalities/Europe 

On 20th SeDi:e.rnber the sit{.} oI: the EuroDean Inequalii:ies 

the associative and sdent~f~c worms of s~x European countries: 
France, Italy, Hungary, Portugal, Spah~ and the UK, The site, 

h’u~qualiLywaLch,eu provk]es access to many stai:h~tk:s that heh:~ to have an Mea of 

~nd compare economic and social inequalities that ex[sL in Europe.., Read more 

Council: 

Food Aid 
The 27 Agricu]Lure Niniste4s did not come to agreement on 20U~ 

~imed to guarantee food aM to the poorest populations. Some 

delegations stressed Lhai: i:he legal base ret;Mned was 
adapted and that l:h~s ~ssue was mo~e Lo do with soda] measures than agricultural 

ones; others said they had doubts about the co-funding of the DrOject, This 

situation was heavily critlcised and does not give a good h~age of the Union ~n 

tkne of crish~_, P~::~d more 

Schengen 

1 On 22nd and 23rd September the .]ustice and Interior Ninisters 
::1~1:: photo non dispo] did not ;[t(.iree [:o oDen the Schen!}en area tO Bulgaria and 

Romania, Indeed the NetheHands and Finland opposed th~s 

outright arguing the incompetence of the two candidates with 
regard to protecting thek 9o~ders effectively and therefore of respecting the 

Schengen acquh~. In Lhe area of mharaLh)ns, Lhe States also stucfied the progress 

made in negotiations on the exchange of air passenger lists with third countr~es~ 

as well as the v~sa information system w~th members of the European Free-Trade 

Assodation... R<~sd mere 



Solidarity between Generations 
On 23rd .September the EU’s Official :lournal published the 

ii~] pho~onondispo C.ounc]l and Parliament’s decisk~n pro(:~aim~ng 2012 "The 

~uropean Year of Active Ageing and Solidarity between 
Generations", Europe’s ageing population bungs a specific 

challenge to the EU ~n terms of public hea~th ~nd sod8~ a~d for 

exampk~._ Read n:or~ 

Diplomacy : 

Syria 
The EU has stepped up its sanctions against the Syrian regime. 

::~:: pho~onondispo They entered into force on 24th Se~ternber immediately after 

U~eh publication m tf~e European Official Journal The additlona~ 

sanctions notably ban any further ~n~estment hi the oH sector 
~nd the provision of money - notes and co~ns - to the country. 

~o~eoveG other peo~)~e and businesses have been added to the Hsts~ The Council 

of the European Urfion intends to react to the continued bruta~]Ly of Lhe SyMan 

regime towards ~ts own population, ]-his was confirmed by the High 
Representative CatheMne Ashtom,, Read more 

Near East 

] After Palestine had delivered its candidature to the UN on 23rd 
::1~1:: photo non dispoJ Sepl:ember. the Middle East Quartet (EU, UN USA and Russia) 

pfesenteda declal’atlon on the safne day that aims to i’e.- 

~n~tiate negotiations between ~srae] and Palestine, The 

document suggests a return to the negotiation table h~ severa~ stages. The 

Quartet g~ves both skies one raonth 1:o agree on a joint a!~enda and [hree 

additional months to put rea~ proposals forward. ]he results of these negotiations 
is planned for the end of 2012, ~s well as ~n assessment conference rn~d--way 

which wHI take place ~n Noscow. A Palestine donors’ conference is planned, as well 

as supporl: [or [he establishement of adm~ns[ral:Ne s[ru(:[ures._ Read mor~: 

Auditor’s Court : 

Agro-Environmental Aid 
]:n a report published on 19th September the European 

::~:: photonon dispo COLqt O~ Auditors said it believed thai: agticuli:ura~ a~d pah:l 

the n~me of environmental protectJon~ totalHng 20 b~lHon autos 
over the period 2007-2013, was not distributed adequately by 

t~e Member States. ][]deed the projects funded generally 

COl’l’esponded to vague gOO~S that are too gel’lera~ and the i’esu]ts are therefore 

difficult [o measure, Noreover some aid supports measures that fall short of theft 

goals or which were decided upon too many years ago. The report encourages 
the individu~]isat~on of aid according to the specific requirements of the recipients, 

such as for example soil quality.,, Read 

Hearing/Bundestag 
] Durhlg a hearing with the Bundestag’s gudgetary Con~nqission 

ii1~111 photo non dispoJ on 19th Sepl:ember experts mainly sup~x)rted the extension of 
competences and the s~ze of the European Funds (EFSF), ]ens 

We~dmann, President of the Bundesbank repeated his 
warnings against the purchase of bonds on the secondary 

lr~ the wake of Lhe decision taken by European leaders on 21st Ju~y. The proposals 

are not ~fl agreed upon unanimously within the CDU/CSU-FDF majority led by 

Benedict XVl 
From 22nd to 25th September Pope Benedict XVI undertook a 

::~:: photo non dJspo journey to I’ds homeland, Germany, On 22nd Se~tember, ~n 

flont of the Bundestag, he lauded Lf~e desire for "flesh a~r" that 
the German ecological movement embodies, whilst some UPs 

boycotted h~s speech. The sovereign pontiff said he wanted "human ecology" to 

be respecl:ed, The Pope notably met Gerraan PreskJent ChMst[ar~ Wulff and the 

German Chancellor Angela NerkeL They discussed the financial rnarkeLs and "the 
tact that politics had to be strong enough to mcL rather than submit",,, R~ad more 

Cyprus : 

Gas 
1 The director of Cypriot Energy Services~ Solon Kasslnis, 

ii.~.iI photo non dispoJ announced on 19th September ~he launch of dMfl~ng for gas off 
the Cypriot coast by the AmeMcan company Noble Energy 

spite o~ Turkey’s oppositNm to 

would respond ~rnmedlate~y to this drHhng by launching ~ts own work, under 

m[Ht~ry protection if necessary. The EU has called on Ankara for moderation 
~dv~sh3g ~t to "aDstah3 from m~k~ng any threats" t~t m~ght affect ~ts Hnks w~th 

Cyprus... Read 

France : 

Elections/Senate 

1 The Senatorial election on 25th Se~ternber (renewal of half of 

~ [ahoton,~ndispo the seats) has taken the Senate over to the left. "For the first 
time the Senate has experienced political alternation," declared 

PS Senators’ leader, lean-Pierre Be~ who might succeed 



Larcher on 1st October {IJMP), The le~t now has 177 seats, ie 2 
~T~ore than the absoh.~[e majority i~’~ the S{.~rla[e,,, i¢.~ad more 

Slovenia : 

Government/Overthrown 
The SIovenian g{}veFniT~er~[ k}s[ a cord:idence vole irl Pa~]h]ment 

~ photoncndispo on 2Oth $ep{ember~ $1 ~IPs voted a(ains{ and 36 ~r~ suppoF{ of 

the government ~ed by Prime M~nister Borut Pahor, The 

President of the Republic Dan~fo Turk~ now has seven days to 

put forwBFd a new Prime Ninister to MPs, If no goveFnmenL is 

sworn m within Lhe next 30 days, early genera] e~ecLions wiU be orgardsed at Lhe 
end of the year or at the beginning of 2012,_ Read more 

UK: 

Promotion 

: : 1 During a speech given on 21st September, Prime Minister David 
i~i photonon dispoJ Cameron launched a campaign to promoLe the UK in order to 

attract tourists and investors on the occasion of the (}lymp~c 

Games in London arid in celebratk}n o~: the 60 years of the Feign of E]h~abeth ~ in 

2012, These fest~v]Ues should enable [he generation of 1 b]Hion pounds s[erlmg 
for the Br~t~sh economy.,, Read more 

Russia 

Distribution of power 

On 24th September, on the occasion of their party congress, 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo United Russ]a~ [)mith- 1’4edvedev, and Vladimh- PuHn spht theh- 

ro~es h3 view of the presidential e]ecUon in March 2{}12. The 

Russian Prhne NhHste~ Vlad~miF Pul:h) announced H]at he 

wanted {o return {o the Kremlin, the present Presiden{ Drnitr~ 

Nedvedev, ~s cabled on to 9ecome head of government,., Re~d mere 

Ukraine : 

Warning 
~tefan F(Jle, the Commissioner for Enlargement, declared that 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo the political trials launched against opposition leaders may 

knpede UkrakuPs integ~atk)n process~ Durh]g a conference he 

confirmed UkFah]e’s EuFopean asph-aLions, whilst ca]Hng on Lhe 

country’s leaders to work towards greaEer independence on 

the part of the ~eg81 system, They should show they are earnest about 

dernoc~acy, ~he Ru~e ot Law and 1:he asso(:~a~on agreement ~hat is being 

negol:ial:ed at pFesenL with the Union, Recent developments in Uk~ah]e w~fl be on 

{he agenda at the next EasEern ParEnership Summit in Warsaw on 29th and 30th 

September.,, ~ad more 

Switzerland 

Fiscalit y/Bern-Berlin 
¯ . ] On 21st September the German Economy Hinister Wokjang 
i.~.i photo non dispo] Sch~ub[e and h~s Swiss counterpart Eve]h~e W~dmer-Schkm~pf 

signed a fiscal converd:ion, This agreement means thai: as of 

2013 Germans who have p~aced money H~ega~y in the Confederation wiU benefit 
from certain advantages if Lhey decide to bring their money back to Germany, 

Instead of t~e norma~ 42-45% t~at is taken from revenues of over ~00,000 autos 
they will be ~axed al: a tale of ~9--34% and will noL be questioned from a kH#a~ 

UN: 

Women 
On 19th September dufin!} ~:he 66~:h sess 

X photonon dispo General Assembly a joinL declaration was signed that included 
rea~ recommendaUons w~th regard to the means to bring 

progress in terms of women’s poliHca] partdpaUon, The 

dedaFa{h)n hopes {o p~omo{e women’s poHtk:al paF{k:~patk)rl 

which ~s vita~ for democracy and essential For [he completion of 

sustah~ab~e development and for the upkeep of peace,.. Read 

Nuclear 

l 1 The action plan that aims to step up the safety of nuclear 
[:~ phot ..... dispoj power stations in the wake of the Fukushh~a catastrophe 

WaS adopted du[irlg a genera~ conference o~: the IrH:ernationa~ 

Atomh:: Er~ergy Agency (~AEA)on 22rid September ~r~ Vkmna 

thereby sLarUng the ~ast sL~ge m its implementation.., Read 

Eurostat: 

Industry 
On 22rid September EurosLat published the new industrial 

:::~:~:i photo nan dispo order figures for }uty, These have declined by 2,:L% in the euro 

area and by 0,8% across aH 27 blember States ]r~ compafisor~ 

w~th the monLh of June, Howeve~ ~f naval, railway, and 

aerospace ~ndustry data are excluded - since Lhey vary B great deal, orders have 

h3creased overall by 1,4% in the euro area and by {}.9% h3 the EU, ]R both zones 

orders increased respectNe]y by 8.4% and 6.8% ~r~ comparison with last year._ 



Languages 
On tile occasion of the tenth European Languages Day on 

1~iI photo non dispo 26th Septe,~!I~be, r1, Eurosta~, ~:he EU’s s~:atistk:s offk:e published 

data on the learning of ~anguages by children, In the EU, 82% 

of pupils h~ the primary sector and ~n the f~rst years of 
secondary education as well as 95% of those h~ the second 

part of secondary educath)n s[ud~ed English as a foFe~gn 

~anguage. The most frequen[ly s[ucUed second language in prm~ary and in the fhst 

part of secondary education ~s French (16% of pup~ls)~ fo]fowed by German (9%), 
~nd Spanish (6%), whilst in the second part of secondary education the 

~anguages s[:udhK] were German (27%), FFench (26%) and Spanish (19%)_, ~~ead 

Studies/Reports : 

Europe/Future 
r 

] Emmanuel Sale.s, DiFecl:OF Ge.neFat of ~:he F~nar~ci~Fe de la CH:~ j~ phot ........ dispo] has published an a,t~cle ~n which he says he ~sconfident about 
Europe’s economic future, He recalls that this ~s the world’s 

leading economy arid that the European mode], in whk:h debt is 
no~: as high as ~n the USA and savings even greater, h~ 

relatively heal[by and a[tract~ve, As p~oof of th~s he shows that China 

part~cufar~y h~terested in buying the ItmHan, Spmn~sh and Greek degts. F~nmlly 

~:e~ms o~: managing the effects of ~:he cFisis, the EuR)pean institutions seem t:o be 
at least as e[tectNe as those ~rl ~:he USA, whh::h have been paFa]ysed by ~he strict 

bipolar nature oF politics.,, Read 

Banks 

¯ ¯ I The Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) published a 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ study oil 20th September concerning the financial sector, 

~nafysing tile development of banks’ situations during the 

f~naru::ial cdsis, The pubHcatk)n that was managed by fhlancia] 

expe~t Rym Ayad] cHffeFentiates between ~etaH banks, 

investment bmnks and the wholesale banks offering both services. The report 
shows how retmH 9anks have taken less r~sks and have succeeded ~n overcoming 

the (:Fh;]s~ The CEPS advises, amongst: othe~ rneasures, gFeateF guaFantees [:or ~:he 

rnajo~ banks aL risk and risrza] measures Lhat favour long term ~nvestment,., Pead 

Birth Rate 

I ] The Septembe, 2011 issue of Population&Socir~t~s has ius[ 
[:~ phot ..... dispoj been published ~nd bears the following title "La f~cond~t~ l 

remonte darts ]es pays de POCDE: est-ce d(~ au progr~s 

~conomique?" Improvements in the economy and Iivh]g 

conditions in Europe and North America that started over two 

centuries ago went hand hi hand with a major decline in the 

numbeF of ch~kJ~en/womall, But foF the lasl: decade ~:he birth Fa~e has been Fising 
Bnd economic p~ogless has not stopped, Ange~a Lucl and Ol]v]e~ Th~venon explain 

why it is not easy to assodate these two phenomena,., Re~d more 

Poland 

]The Finnish Insti[ute of [nteFnational AfFahs (F:I:IA) published a 
::.~.:: photo non dispoJ st~Jdy on 2~st Septemger on the Polish Presidency entitled 

i 
"Fro-European Presidency: Fcfand on the way to the club of 

heavyweight EU members" The author THa Lehtonen, Fevh~ws 

the priorities of the Polish pFes~dency and pays tFibute to the 

pro-European attitude of the government and e~tes hi Poland which w~[f, in her 

oph’fion, have a pos~tNe irru)a(:[: on the su{:cess of this preskkmcy._ Read more 

Culture : 

Exhibition/Florence 
The "Palazzo 5trczzi" in Florence is hosting at] exhibition until 

::.~.:: pi~otonendispo 22rid January bFin!:Jing l:ogel:her moFe. than 100 major 
Rena~ssan{:e w{)~ks on the theme o~: "Money 8rid Beauty, The 

banke~s, Bott~ceH~ and the puFgato~y of vanity", The exh~b~E~on 

ralHes wo~k by m~jor Renaissance artists such as Sandro 

Bot~:h:elll and MaF[nus van Reymerswaefe_. ~~ead mo~-¢ 

Exhibition/Giacometti 
Until 8th :lanuary the Finacoth~que of Paris is de’,oting at] 

photo non dispo exhibitk)n to the, woFk oI: Al~)erto G]acome~ti "GiacometU arid the 

~truscans". lhe exhibition links Etruscan aft to Lhat or 
Gi~comett~. More th~n I50 Etruscan objects are on show 

~]ongs~de thh’ty we[ks by Giacometti,,. Read more 

Museum/Brussels 

1 1-he Museum of Letters and Manuscripts (MI.M) of Brussels ii.~j pt~otonon dispoJ ope, ned ]Ls doors on 23rd September. Around 500 documents 

a~e on show to the public -- the museum’s coUection totals 
80,000 documents. On its opening the museum is pFesentlng a 

unique exhibition on the most f~mous Belgian writeG Georges 

S]menon. ManuscFipts, Fa~e pho~:os ~rorn pr~val:e colhK:~:ions and rk:h colh~ct~Oll o~ 

the Georges Sm]enon Research Centre o~ the Un]vers][y o~ Liege, allows visitoFs to 



dip into the, workshop of one of the most prolific writers of the 2(}th century (I92 
now}is of wMch 75 "’[qaigrel:" and twelve colfe(:~ior~s of noveflss),., Pesd mo:-e 

Agenda: 

29th--30~h Sep.:ember 
Becici, Monte=~egro 
ConFerence on the E:.:ropean Integration of: the Western Balkans 

Eastern P~rt=~ership Summit 

Competitiveness Council 

I_.uxembourg 
Eurogroup Meetir!g 

Er!~ployment Social ~(:,iio/ ~qealtb ar!d Con!~irr!er Ccundl 

4th October 
Economy and Fin~snce Councii 
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To: H-A[~’R~) -A M@H-Nf~T.MSU .]b;DU 
Subject: Blackface’ Incident in Montreal 

From: @gmail.com 

’Blackface’ Incident in Montreal, Anthony Morgan 
<http://www.norman~irvan.inlk~/morvan-%e2%80%98blackface-incident/> 

Posted by Norman Girvan <http://www.norman~irvan.info/> 
Anthony Morgan writes of’his response to an incident on a Montreal 
umversity campus that shows the persistence o:[’racial stereotyping. 
First published in Alissa Trotz’s *In ’]"he Diaspora * 
< http://www.stabroek news corn/2011/features/in-the-diaspora/O9/26iwe-can-and-must-speak-up/>column 
in Stabroek News. 

I am a 25 year old Jamaican, born and raised in Canada and currently in 
my final year of law school at Mc(iill University in Mi~ntreal. I would 
like to express my sincerest thanks to Dr. Alissa Trotz :[’or having 
invited me to write this column. (I wish to) explain how my identity as 
a Diaspora Citizen has a:ffected my reaction to a very intolerable 
incident I experienced on a Montreal univers~ campus on September 
14th, 2011.. 

More 

<http:i/www.normangirvan.info/wp-content/upl oads/2011 i09/morgan-blackface-response.htm> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxd, Monica L <mrichar&~}email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 9:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: OUR Fall Reception Reminder 

Thank you for letting us know. 
You are in our thoughts. 
Monica 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 7:33 PM 
To: Richard, Monica L 
Subject: RE: OIYR Fall Reception Reminder 

Dear Monica, 

Thanks so much for the reminder. 

Sincerely, 
Eunice 

and thus I ;vill not be able to attend the Reception My apologies 

From: Dr Pat Pul&ila [paperlesspost,gpaperlesspost.com] 
Sent: Monday, Sepbember 26, 2011 11:40 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: OUR Fall Reception Reminder 

Dear Eunice Sable. 

This is a reminder that OUR Fall Reception will take place Tuesday, September 27th from 4:30 PM to 6:00 PM at Campus Y, Anne Queen Faculty Lounge, Chapel tlill, NC 

[http://www paperlesspost.com/ima~es/emails/line-top.pn g] 

You have replied: Attending 

Click hereto changeyourresp~nse<http://wwwpaper~essp~st.c~m/events/9~9469-061~d772/replies?~uest id 23358875-73b67047> 

Add this event to your: 

[http ://www paperlesspost.com/ima~es/emails/~oo~le.pn~] Google Calendar <http ://www.google. con~,calendar/event? 

action Tf~;MPLATE&text OUR+Fall+Reception&dates 20110927T203000Z%2F20110927T220000Z&details~ttp%3A%2F%2Fv, as’w.paperlesspost com%2Fevents%2Fg19469-0611d772% 

2Freplies%2F23358875-73b67047&sprop website%3Awww.paperlesspostcom&location Campus+Y%2C+Anne+Queen~Faculty+Lounge%2C[Chapeb[Hill%2C+NC> 

[http ://www.paperlesspost com/ima~es/emailsioutl ook.pn~] Outlook <http://v,~,w paperlesspost, corn/events/919469-0611 d772/replies vcs> 

[http ://www paperlesspost, com/imaaes/emailsiica[, pna] iCal <http://www. paperlesspost corn/events/919469-0611 d772/replies.ics> 

Find location on: Google Maps <http://maps.~oo~lecom’?q Anne~Queen+Faculty~Loun~e+ChapeDHill+NC> 

[cid:reminder-23358875-73b67047@Iocal] <http://www.paperlesspost corn/events/919469-0611 d772/replies/23358875-73b67047> 
OUR Fall Recepuon 

OUR Fall Reception 
Tuesday, September ~7th from 4:30 PM to 6:00 PM Campus "~ .amne Queen Faculb" Lounge, Chapel Hill, NC 

[http://www.paperlesspost.con:diruagesieruailsiline-bottompng] 

[http :/iwxvw. paperlesspost, c om/iruagesieruailsifo oter .png ] 

Create and send your own custom cards at http:/iwww.paperlesspost.com. 

If you found this email in your jurfi(ibulk folder, please add paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com <mailto:paperlesspost(&,’paperlesspost.com> to your address book to ensure that you’ll 
receive all future Paperless Mail in yottr inbox. 

Paperless Post respects your privacy. To see how- we treat your information, please review our Privacy Policy. 

Click here <http:i/www.paperlesspost.coru&nsubscribe?email address eunice%40email.unc.edu&event host email address rmichard%40email.unc.edu> to stop receb, dng emails from 
Paperless Post. 

co)., 2011 Paperless Post, 151 West 25th St, 9th Floor, Nexv Yurk, NY 10001 

[pixel] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 9:30 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llows@listserv.unc.edtp 

[cursthcultyfellows] September 28: Seeds of Change: The StoU of ACORN, America’s Most Controversial Anti-Poverty Community 
Organizing Group 

CURS and the Center on Poverty, Work & Opportunity present a talk with John Atlas, author of 
Seeds of Change: The Story of ACORN, America’s Most Controversial Anti-Poverty 
Community Organizing Group 

When: September 28, 2011. A reception for the author will begin at 5:30; talk begins at 6:00 pro. 

Where: Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library, UNC-Ctt 

Click here for a coat,pus map: http:/iwu~,.dps.unc.edu~/maps/campus/Guide.pdf 

John Atlas, author of Seeds of Change: The Story of ACORN, America’s Most Controversial Anti- 
Poverty Community Organizing Group, will discuss his book which looks at ACORN’s accomplishments 
and the controversy leading to the organization’s demise. Atlas had unique access to ACORN’s meetings and 
staff and has written a sympathetic but not uncritical look at the community organizing group’s 40-year 
history. 

According to economist Robert Kuttner, " In an era when our President is a one-time cornmunity organizer, 
ACORN needs to be better understood and appreciated as a source of civic and political mobilization. John 
Atlas combines scholarship, political insight and powerful narrative writing in this essential book." 

For over 35 years, Atlas has been a public interest lawyer, activist, radio talk-show host and organizer. He is 
an alunmus of Columbia University and holds a law degree from Boston University and a master of law from 
George Washington Law Center. John is founder and board president of the N J-based National Housing 
Institute/Shelterforce (N}II), a national tlink tank that promotes concrete strategies leading to affordable 
housing, urban revitalization, and a more robust and engaged civil society. 

To@d Owen 

Associate D~rector 

Cente~ for Urben and Regione] S~Nld~es 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919/962-3076 

http://ours.unc.edk~i 

<ul> 

<li> -- You am currently subscribed to 
</ul > 
cursl:acult3d’ellows as: <a hreD"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@ema£unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-29971265-43127920.607d3960bPgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29971265- 
43127920.607d3960bfgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<,’a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.unc.edu7 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 10:36 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llow@liskserv.unc.edtr"~ 

[cursfacultyfellows] FUND1NG ALERT ~-NSFi SUSTAINABLE ENERGY PATHWAYS (SEP) 



~rone@unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
cursfacult74"ellows as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email,unc.edu">eunice@ema~l.unc.edu-#a>. To unsubscribe send a blm~k <br> 
email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-29971987-43127920.607d3960blgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv,unc.edu">leave-29971987- 
43127920.607d3960bt’gd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu%/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apple <News@insideapple.apple.com> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 11:12 AM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Apple Webcast: Challenge Based Learning in Action. 

Challenge your students, 
And change the way they learn. 

Challenge Based Learning allows students to connect more deeply with 

content by addressing real-world issues. Using a Mac, iPad, iPod touch, and 

easy-to-use software from Apple, students can engage, create, and 

collaborate in the classroom and beyond. 

In this webcast, our panel of experts will report on a five-month, global 

Challenge Based Learning project at K] 2 and HiEd institutions. And reveal 

key findings, such as the ]2 skill areas 90 percent of teachers felt were 

significantly improved by Challenge Based Learning. 

You’ll also see highlights from select case studies. And you’ll hear from 

guest speakers -- including study participants -- who’ll demonstrate the 

resources and possibilities for schools interested in implementing this 

groundbreaking framework. 

Apple Webcast: Challenge Based Learning in Action. 

Wed~esda,~, October t 9, 201 ",’, i 0100.-i 1"* PT 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:32 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Class today 

Hello professor sane, 

Sony again for my absence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.corn 

Tuesday September 27, 2011 1: 59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Good News 

Hi Eunice, 
I wanted to share some good news with you. Today I was invited to give a Facul~/Lecture for ISA in the spring. They usually do one evel)’ semester and Arturo did the last one 

Best, 
Kia 
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 2:12 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llow@liskserv.unc.edtr"~ 

[cursfacultyfellows] 2011 FACULTY FELLOWS [IJNCHEON 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

cursf:acultyfellows as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu">eunice@emaSl.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

ema~l to <a ln~ef "mailto:leave-29973874-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listse~:.unc.edu">leave-29973874- 

43127920.607d3960bfSd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<,’a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 2:12 PM 

CURS Faculty Fellows <curstZacultyfellows@liskserv.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edtr~; 

@email .unc.edu-~; 
@email.unc.edu>;          @gmail.co~n; 

@unc.edu>;            ~gln~l.com; 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

@emo~l.unc.edu:>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

2011 FACULTY FELLOWS LUNCHEON 

~email .unc.edu-~; 

~unc.edu-~;                                 ~unc.edtr>; 

~email.unc.edu> 
({bgma~l.com; @gmail.coml 

~elnail.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

@unc.edu>; @unc.edu>; 

@e,nail.unc.edu:>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>;                       ~email.unc.edu>; 

@email .unc .edu>;                     ~email.unc.edu’- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 2:42 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriaiSJn] instmc’6 onal tools 

Dear Colleagues, 

I attended this morning’s t:all semester meeting of directors of undergraduate studies. I wanted to call your attention to two itelns of interest. 

Firs~t, is the Academic Early Warning. This is available to you on your course rosters in ConnectCamlina. Look for the link in the npper right quadrant of the screen 

when you are viewing the roster for each course yon teach. This a convenient way to noti~ s~udents in yonr conrses who are having difficulU. Please use it. Here is a 

link to a web page that describes it more full)’: http:/,’~a~a~-.studentsuccess.nnc~edw’content,’eail~,aaw.,i~Ns. 

Second, the folks concerned with student retention in conjunction ruth the Center for Faculty Excellence will come to your classes and present workshops on a discrete 

number of topics related to student success at Carolina. Workshop topics include: Utilizing University Resources; Academic Resiliency and Self-Advocacy; Setting 

Goals and Developing Habits fi~r Academic Success; Time and Motivation: Managing the Most Valuable Student Resources; and Innovate, Research and Di~over: 

How to MaI:e the Mos~t ofA Resem-ch University. If you think your students could benefit fi-om a 50-minute presentation on one or more of these topics, please 

consider signing up. Here is a link to a page that has more infonnation: httl~:/iwww.s~udentsuccess.unc.edw’hna~,egStudent Success Workshops:pdf. 

Sincerely~ 

Kenneth 

Kermeth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of Afidcan and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (lax) 
Cl~ck on a linkjbr infbrmation about my publications: 
Ra54"ord W. Eo~an and the Dilemma of the African-America~ Intellectual: 
http ://www.nn~a~ s. edu/urnpre ss/spr 97/ianken.html 
Walter White. Mr. NAACP: 
http:/iuncpress~ unc~eduibooLs/T- 8059~html 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(tbemail.anc.edu. 

To 
unsubscfibe click here: ._h__t_t_E;:!/__[!_s_’_t__s__:_u__r_!c__:_e_d__t_j:!_u__i~_d__- _3___2__._3___6__!~__6__0_8__:_e___8_7_ ~ _9___l__,_a_ ~__S_’} __2_ ~ .~..~.~..4~..e...~...5.£~.~.~.~.a7.7~!a7.‘.)...s.~.~*...~!2~.1....a!~.~.~.t.~.~ ~_~_:_____2___9__~Z_4__ !_!__5_. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29974115 - 32361608 ~e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Sara H <shsmithl@email.unc,edu;, 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Panel on BodieffTerritory 

Hi F.unic e, 

I just wanted to let you know that we’ll need to be putting the sessions in the AAG system tomorrow, l£you can still participate ~ve’ll just need the PIN nunaber that you get when you 
register. I hope you’re still tap for it! 

Thanks, 
Sara 

SaraH Smith 
Assistant Professor 
Geography 
University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 7:42 AM 
To: Smith, Sara H 
Subject: RE: Panel on Bodies/Territory 

Dear Sarah, 

It was wonderful to meet you too. The forum looks very interesting I think I can be part of the panel and contribute to the discussion based an item drawn from the forthcoming prompt as 
you indicate in the emai[ below. Let me know what my duties would be and anything elsewhere I need to do as we move forward. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Smith, Sara H 
Sent: Fri&ly, September 16, 2011 2:21 PM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Subject: FW: Panel on Bodies/Territou 

Dear Eunice, 
Thanks so much for the lovely lunch. It was really nice to hear about your work. I’m forwarding the information about the panel that we’ve put together There are currently 3 paper sessions, 
and then the panel, which is described below The abstract for all the sessions is at the end o17 this email. The other panelists are Jennifer Fluri, Arun Saldanha, Tamar Mayer, Sara Koopman, 
and Jen Gieseking We’re hoping to finalize everything in the next week, so do let me know if you think you would be interested and we’ll sign you up! Otherwise I’ll be looking forward to 
your talk at the Fanon symposium. 

best wishes, 
Sara 

From: Smith, Sara H 
Sent: Th~sday, September 15, 2011 3:18 PM 
To: jennifer.fluri@dartnrouth.edu; saldanha@umn.edu; mayer@middleburv.edu; 
C c: Chew, Agnes; Kathanadhi, Pavithra; Swanson, Nathan; Gergan, Mabel Denzin 
Subject: Panel on Bodies/Territory 

}gmail.com; ~gmail.com 

Dear Jennifer, Arun, Tamar, Sara, and Jen, 

I ant really- delighted to let you all knoxv that the panel on Bodies, Territory, and Borders has conre together nicely. Thartk you so much for agreeing to participate. I am very excited for the 
panel and paper sessions, as are the rest of the organizers. All of us will be meeting as a group tomorrow- to finalize the paper selections and the panel details, and we hope to send you more 
specifics over the weekend or early next week. We received a really great response in terms of submissions and are thinking of having a two paper sessions in addition to the panel. 

We envision providing a prompt ahead of the COlfference including questions about the body/territory relationship. We’re then hoping that each panelist can speak to whichever part of the 
pronrpt they would like (probably around 10 minutes or so), and that we can then open the floor for conversation with the audience. I’m including the paper CFP beloxv for your reference. 

Arun, rll put you in as the discussant as per your suggestion, and so we’ll end xvith your coraments and then lead into conversation xvith the audience. 

If you could each send in yo~ PIN after registration, that would be fantastic. 

Thank you! 

Sara Smith 
Agnes Chexv 
Mabel Gergan 
Pavithra Kathanadhi 
Nathan Swanson 

Call for Papers: Association of American Geographers Aunual Meeting, New York, Feblq.laly’ 24-28, 2012 

Bodies, Borders, and Territory 

Feminist geographers are increasingly engaging foundational, long-standing geopolitical debates through the lens of the bod,v, both as a scale and a site of study, while also introducing 
previously neglected questions and perspectives. An attention to bodies has revealed that geopolitical conflicts are felt in a variety, of ways at micro-scales, and that these conflicts are 
often shaped by the everyday experiences of bodies on the ground At the same time, scholars have eit’ectively demonstrated that bodies themselves are frequently contested in much the 
same ways as territory: they are treated as frontiers and interiors, they are counted and managed, and the?- are often invoked to represent the fate or well-being of ten-itory arid imagined 
con~aunities at larger scales. 



This session aims to explore the intersections of bodies and territo~, with a particular Jk~cus on borders and boundaries Some of the questions we aim to address include: Through what 
sorts of structures and processes is the bo@ made into territory? How are borders enforced through bodies, and how do bodies themselves become borders? How are bodies mapped onto 
territory and how are territories mapped or marked onto bodies? In what ways do bodies make borders porous, and how are bodies themselves unbounded? How might bodies expand the 
possibilities of resistance to uneven power structures and oppressive political projects, and how do people resist being used as objects for geopolitical ends? We hope to explore these 
questions and themes in an interactive format, and in the spirit of feminist geopolitics, we encourage papers that are informed by fieldwork and that engage critically with methodologies and 
researcher subjectivities. 

This session is sponsored by the Geographical Perspectives on Women (GPOW) specialty’ group, and the Political Geography Specialty Group. 

Organizers: Mabel Gergan, Pavitl-tra Kathanadhi, Agnes Chew, Nathan Swanson, and Sara Smith 
Department of Geography, University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sara H. Smith 
Assistant Professor 
Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Hurnan Resources 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 

Sept. 27: EPA Non- Faculty HR Topics class 
S e p t. 28: ..G.....r....a....d.....u.....a...t...e.......s..~..~...d.....e....n....t.......H.....e....a..!.~..h......i....~....s....~...r...a....n.....c....e.......E....n....r....~...~..!....m......e....n....t.. e n d s 
Sept. 28: EPA Recruitment & EEO Topics class 
Sept. 28: Customer Service Skills class 
Sept. 30: Influencinq & Negotiating Effectively class 
Oct. 11 : Parliamentary Procedure class 
Oct. 1 2: __U_____n___!___v____e____r___s___!__t__y_______D_____a__y_. 
Oct. 21 : Employee Appreciation Day 
Nov. 1 7: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares ends 

Work Well, Live We//Celebration 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

For the next four weeks, the University will highlight one of the four tenets of the 
new employee wellness program: Mind, Body, Balance, and Community. This week 
we will focus on the "mind" by helping employees learn ways to reduce stress and 
discover a more positive, enthusiastic focus on life and self. Visit the Work Well, 
Live Well website for more information. 

In addition to program offerings, every week there will be challenge activities 
designed to promote physical activity, healthy living, and improved well- being. 
Employees who participate in the weekly challenges may have their names entered 
to win prizes on Oct. 21 during Employee Appreciation Day. 

Details are as follows: 

Complete at least five basic challenges each week of the celebration to be entered 
to win hourly prize drawings at Employee Appreciation Day. 

Employees must present a physical copy of their challenge record to 
be eligible. 
Arrive early for the maximum number of chances to win! 

Complete all four All- Star Challenges to be entered into the Work Well, Live Well 
grand prize drawings. Two lucky winners will each receive a one- year Campus 
Recreation membership and a new bicycle that would be custom- built for their 



exact measurements. 

Employees must provide verification for each All- Star Challenge to be 
eligible. This includes physical copies of their completed 
self- assessment and budget, as well as proof of participation in a 
Campus Rec class, community program or service project. 

The challenge record form is attached and can also be found on the Work Well, 
Live Wel! website. If you would like to receive more directed communications 
regarding wellness, including tips, news, and updates, visit the website to sign up 
for the Work Well, Live Well listserv. 

Please contact B_e__n__.e__f_i_._t_.s_____S_e_r__vj_c__.e__.s__ for questions regarding the Wellness Program. 

Volunteer Opportunity Available for All- Star Challenge 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The University will partner with Orange County Schools for a community service 
project at New Hope Elementary School in Orange County. Sixty volunteers are 
needed from 9 a.m. until noon on Saturday, Oct. 1 5, to assist with clearing the 
nature trail and performing other landscape projects as needed. 

Participation in this project fulfills the week four "Community" All- Star Challenge 
for the Work Well, Live Well celebration. Please be sure to obtain proof of 
involvement to present at the Employee Appreciation event on Oct. 21. 

For more information or to sign up, please contact Todd Boyette. 

Parliamentary Procedure Class Oct. 1 1 

FROM: jackie Overton, Employee Forum 

The Employee Forum is sponsoring a Parliamentary Procedure class, open to all 
employees, on Oct. I I from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in OHR Classroom I 500-A at the 
Administrative Office Building. The class will explore the basics of parliamentary 
procedure and how it is appropriately used to guide meetings. The class will be 
taught by Dr. Fleming Bell, professor of public law and government in the School 
of Government. 

Contact __E______m__p___l____o__y__e____e_______F____o____r____u______m__. with "Parliamentary Procedure Class" in the subject line 
to register. 



Learn how easy it is to Work We/6 Live Weft by part~dpating ~n these activities during our Wellness Ce~ebration th~s fall[ 

Each week, three basic challenges will be presented. How you attempt the challenges is up to you: you may choose to take on one 

challenge per day or combine them all over the course of the week. These tasks will be simple to perform and require minimal time 

commitment - we encourage you to try them all daily! Record your participation using the chart below; all employees who successfully 

complete at least five basic challenges each week should present their Challenge Record at Employee Appreciation Day at the dose of the 

Celebra[ion to have their names entered to win hourly Wellness prize drawings. Arrive early for tile maximum number of chances to win! 

We’ve also come tap with four All-Star Challenges for those who want to go tile distance: these activities require a little more effort, and 

involve a commitment of time and energy to achieve. Employees who accomplish all four All-Star Challenges by the end of the 

Celebration will be entered into a separate drawing for one of the Work Well, Live Wel! Grand Prizes. Two lucky’ winners will each receive 

a one-year membership to Campus Rec and a brand new bicycle, custom--built for their exact measurements! 

To find out more about the following challenges, including stress management tips, mini-meditation how-to’s, stretches you can do at 

your desk, recycling ideas, and budget help visit Work Weft, Live Weft online at htt : o.unc.edu workweE 

Use a stress-management technique to relieve tension 

Try mini-meditation 

Take time to write down :3 things you are grateful for 

ALL-STAR CHALLENGE: Visit the Deer Oaks website and complete a Self Assessment Questionnaire! 

Spend :10 minutes stretching each day 

Enjoy 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day 

Drink at least 64 ounces of water each day 

ALL-STAR CHALLENGE: Take a class at the Campus Rec Center- FREE! 

Get 7-9 hours of sleep at night 

Set aside ~ hour each day to pursue an interest or hobby you enjoy 

Take 5 minutes to identify a few simple ways to cut costs in your daily life 

ALL-STAR CHALLENGE: Create a personal finance budget. Include ways to incorporate savings! 

Recycle: Re-consider items you normally throw away 

Carpool to work with a co-worker or neighbor 

Opt for a reusable water bottle or lunch bag 

ALL-STAR CHALLENGE: Volunteer 1 hour of your time to help a community program or service project in your area. 

NAME: PHONE: EMAIL: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 5:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Chapter by Prot: Boyd 

Hi Dr Sable, 
You’re right she doesn’t use foomotes, she just cites names in the text itself and doesn’t clarify the year in parenthetical citation, except once Should a year be included even if she is only 
including one piece by the author in her bibliography? 

Thanks, 

On Sep 20, 2011, at 2:44 PM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu>r wrote: 

> 

> Prof. Boyd’s contribution 
> <Send to     lydia-boyd-chapter(revised 2011) docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 5:29 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Chapter by Prot: Boyd 

Wait, no sorry cancel that last email. I see what she is doing, she uses endnotes for citations and endnote type commentmy. Her citations axe in the endnotes, so I 

should move them into the text if they don’t include other commentaQ; righr? 

for instance this endnote: 

"[1] Deeb 2006, 5-6." should be made into an internal citation, while the endnote: "[4] Uganda is e:rtre~nely diverse, with tnore than thilnty different etlmic groups, with the 
most recognized..." should be left as an endnote? 
sony ~br the confi~sion, we were both ~nd of fight. 
Best, 

On Tue, Sep 27, 2011 at 5:15 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
You’re right she doesn’t use foomotes, she just cites names in the text itself and doesn’t clarify the yem in parenthetical citation, except once. Should a year be 

included even if she is only including one piece by the author in her bibliography? 

Thanks, 

On Sep 20, 2011, at 2:44 PM, "Sable, Ennice N" <ennice~emailamc.edu>r wrote: 

> Proil Boyd’s contribution. 

> <Send to     - lydia-boyd-chapter(revised 2011 ).docx> 
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Wednesday, September 28th, 2011 [ 12:00-1:00 pm I Room 240 Franklin Center. 2204 Erwin 

Road 

From Chile to Durham: Importing a Business Education Model for Hispanic Micro- 
entrepreneurs in the Triangle 
Acci6n Emprendedora (AE) is a non-profit organization based in Santiago de Chile. AE mission statement 

establishes its goal as to seeking to eradicate poverty in Latin America by training and assisting poor 
small business owners. AE is based in Chile, where 62% of national employment is linked to micro- 
enterprises, half of whose employees have not completed their basic education, fn Chile, 98% of 
businesses are small businesses and micro-entreprises. AE seeks to help micro-entrepreneurs grow 
their businesses through education and mediating loan negotiations. 
Now, AE USA is focused on adapting the model to provide business education for micro-entrepreneurs in 

the Triangle and create sustainable jobs for the growing Hispanic population in North Carolina. 
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Panel: Ignacio Torres (Co funder AE Chile and Durham), Pilar Rocha Goldberg (PresidentiCEO of el Centro Hispano), Peter Struckmeyer (Duke Student), Alli Smalley (Duke Student), 

Chelsea Koglmeier {Duke Student), Antonio Arce (Assistant Director CLACS, Director DukeEngage Chile). 

Presented with the Center for Latin american and Caribbean studies (CLACS) and dukeengage at duke 

Light "Chilearl" lunch will be served. 

Wednesdays at the Center (WATC) is a topical weekly series in which scholars, artists, journalists, and others speak infol~nally about their work in conversation with the audience. 
The series is jointly organized and presented by the John Hope FranMin Center, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, and coordinated by Miguel Rojas-Sotelo. 

All events in the series are free and open to the public. A light lunch is served- no reservations are necessary. The Franklin Center is located at 2204 Erwin Road, on the corner of 

Erwin and Trent. Vouchers to cover parking cost for 1 hour in the Duke Medical Center parking decks - #2 and #3 in this map http:/iihfc.duke.edu/aboutimap.php - are provided. 

Do you want to propose a talk for the spring 2012 series? Contact us: mlr34@duke.edu 







The Transition in South Africa, 1985-1995 and Beyond: 
Choice, Fate, or Recolonization? 

The Harold Wolpe Lecture presented at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, 
Durban, South Africa, 29 September, 2011 

John S. Saul* 

First, perhaps, a personal word about Harold Wolpe in honour of whom 

this Lecture Programme is named. Harold, as you all well know, came to 

London after his escape from prison here in South Africa, having 

decided, though a lawyer back home, to now retool himself 

professionally as the distinguished sociologist he was to become. In 

pursuit of this end he wound up, in the mid-60s, as a graduate student at 

the London School of Economics where I happened to be that year 

myself, en route from North America to my own first African stop, 

Tanzania - but with a year-long fellowship programme in London 

designed to bring me up to speed as an "Africanist" and a Swahili- 

speaker at LSE, SOAS and the Institute of Commonwealth Studies. And, 

as luck would have it (and because of our both being of "left" 

persuasion), we found ourselves together in Ralph Miliband’s lively grad 

seminar on Marxism. 

We became friends that year, sparring in the class-room as we would do 

ever after but enjoying the experience. In fact, Harold was not the 

easiest of intellectual soul-mates: I can’t say I always agreed with him or 

that I was spared the lash of his assertive and critical style on many 

occasions that our paths and our "lines" crossed publicly. But I was a 

firm admirer of his commitment and of his writing over the years, from 

his early days here in South Africa (which I only knew of at a distance) 

right up to the time of his death. He and I were together in 1992, for 

example, at a Cape Town colloquium held, on the tenth anniversary of 

her assassination in Mozambique, in honour of Ruth First, our mutual 

friend and my valued Maputo colleague at the time of her death. 

Moreover, Harold and I had also been co-participants, in 1982, at that 

earlier conference at the University of Eduardo Mondlane which was 

* Emeritus Professor of Social and Political Science, York University, Toronto, Canada and also, 
variously over the years, Senior Lecturer/Professor at the Universities of Dar es Salaam (Tanzania), 
of Eduardo Mondlane (Mozambique), and of the Witwatersrand (South Africa). Additional comments 
on this paper are welcomed at: <johnsaul@yorku.ca>. 
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organized by Ruth -the conclusion of which, the very next day in fact, 

saw her murdered by the apartheid state in her office at the University’s 

Centre for African Studies, victim of a postal bomb that also injured 

Harold himself. Long ago and far away, yet so real that I can touch the 

memory. Mazel toy, comrade Harold. 

As for my proposed topic, I’ve already floated a version of my argument 
in Johannesburg last week at the conference on "One Hundred Years of 
the ANC: Debatin8 Liberation Histories and Democracy Today" where my 
paper was entitled "The liberation of the liberation struggle: The 
success and failure of the ’thirty years war for southern African 
liberation’ in South Africa and beyond." As it contains an argument that 
I’m eager to try out on comrades in Durban I will seek, in part, to also 
present it here. Let me only reiterate, in this same vein, that I come here 
not to present some rigid answer as to the true nature and meaning of 
this country’s transition from apartheid - and certainly not to present an 
answer that I will seek to hector you into embracing. Rather, I’d like you 
to join me in thinking through some complex questions together 
("questions for discussion" which I’ve taken the liberty of actually 
spelling out at various points in my text, below}, aware that we are still 
living through the fall-out of the transition referred to in this paper’s 
title and living with, as well, the choices then made, or excluded, or not 
considered as being immediately appropriate. 

For starters, we can no doubt all agree that the move away from 

apartheid itself was important and entirely laudable and that, indeed, it 

constituted a considerable victory for the vast bulk of South Africans. 

Racism and discriminatory actions and attitudes are not dead in South 

Africa but they have been dealt a dramatic blow owing to the assertions 

of many brave and determined Africans. That said, however, let us 

confess that in many ways South Africa is not really so liberated as all 

that. Elsewhere, I have sought to define "liberation" as being pertinent 

on not only the racial/national liberation fronts but also as regards 

inequalities evident on the grounds of class, gender and the effective 

expression of democratic voice. For, as I have stated in that text, 

choices have been made in southern Africa, and they have not, by 

and large, been choices favourable to the life chances of the 



poorest of the poor or to their empowerment: to their liberation, 

in sum. After all, the facts are there,...including the unsettling 

reality that even if in South Africa the income gap between black 

and white has narrowed somewhat the gap between rich and poor 

has actually widened; that related gaps along similar lines could 

be readily documented in the spheres of health, education, food 

and the like; that democracy has become stalled, even in South 

Africa, at the level of a relatively passive act of voting rather than 

an active engagement of people in the transformation of their own 

lives; that the pace of a genuine levelling up of the role and status 

of women has slowed to a relative stand-still. So, in the end, the 

question is not merely "what is liberation" but...whether the glass 

of liberation is best considered as being half empty or half-full. 

And if, as I suspect to be the case, it is at best merely half-full, we 

must seek to identify and to encourage such social forces (and 

their organizations) as we can realistically expect to engage in a 

"next liberation struggle," a struggle that will be necessary in 

order to further advance the cause of African liberation in its 

fullest, most multi-faceted and most meaningful sense.1 

Here, of course, I also rejoin a dominant intellectual trope of the 1960s 

in Africa, one that I well remember being under discussion during my 

time and Harold’s time at LSE - and even more under discussion in 

Tanzania where I lived for seven years upon leaving London. The trope 

was one that was forged, most notably, by Frantz Fanon, especially in 

his widely-cited text of the time, The Wretched of the Earth and, in 

particular, in that book’s chapter 3, "The Pitfalls of National 

Consciousness." There he put his famous critique of the "false 

decolonization" of Africa and of the key role within that process of the 

rising (and soon "triumphant") African nationalist "liberators" (what he 

called "the national middle class") in quite acerbic terms: 

The national middle class discovers its historic mission: that of 

intermediary. Seen through its eyes, its mission has nothing to do 

with transforming the nation; it consists, prosaically, of being the 

transmission lines between the nation and a capitalism, rampant 

1. ]ohn S. Saul, "Four Terrains of Liberation Struggle: Race, Class, Gender and Voice," Review of African 

Political Economy, # 123 (March, 2010), pp. 67-8, and as chapter 1, in my Liberation Lite: The Roots of 

Recolonization in So~thern Africa (Delhi and Trenton, N.J.: Three Essays Collective and Africa World 

Press, 2011). 



though camouflaged, which today put on the masque of neo- 
colonialism. The national bourgeoisie will be quite content with 
the role of the Western bourgeoisie’s business agent, and it will 
play its part without any complexes in a most dignified manner. 
But the same lucrative role, this cheap-jack’s function, this 
meanness of outlook and this absence of all ambition symbolize 
the incapability of the national middle class to fulfil its historic 
role of bourgeoisie. 2 

In Fanon’s view, these new elites came merely to wield virtually 
unchecked local power - but to little or no positive and transformative 
effect in terms of any real popular social and economic national 
advance. They merely brandish, Fanon states, the single party state and 
effective class dictatorship (even when there was more than one party) 
to supervise the pacification of the people, feeding the latter only a diet 
of ethnic division and cruel overlordship - rather than encouraging 
them to have any on-going sense of their own possible empowerment. 
In fact, Fanon’s litany of the shortfalls, the "pitfalls," of the post-colonial 
African history was formidable, one that premisses a grim interrogation 
of the colonial aftermath of African decolonization and independence 
virtually unmatched by any analyst since. 

It is the case that those of us who were politically active and alert at the 
time, in Tanzania and elsewhere, sensed that Southern Africa might be 
different from the continental pattern so clearly identified and criticized 
by Fanon. Why7 For starters, the liberation movements were unlikely 
easily to offer a false decolonization, we thought. The white colonizers, 
in particular the white settler minorities, in Rhodesia, Namibia or South 
Africa, would not concede any such compromise, one that would not be 
easily controlled in the interests of continuing white skin privilege. 
Moreover, the Portuguese "imperialist mission" in Mozambique and 
Angola was, for reasons of its own, equally intractable as regards 
prospective change in the terms of Portugal’s overrule. Moreover capital 
- especially mining and related capital, and both domestic and foreign- 
owned - was quite comfortable with the overall framework of racial 
rule and quite willing to compromise over any relatively minor 

2. Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (Harmondsworth, U.K.: Penguin Books, 1967), p. 122. 



contradictions that might exist in the fine-tuning of racist and capitalist 

logics, this in deference to its more crucial interest in ensuring the 

supply of labour, cheap and pacified, that South Africa’s 

settler/apartheid rule guaranteed. 

There was also a very real counter-logic that many concerned to see 

progressive outcomes in southern Africa could draw inspiration from: 

the very intransigence of white-minority rule tended to radicalize such 

opposition to it as began to grope its way forward. This meant, for 

example, that armed struggle of some kind would be necessary and, also 

and especially in South Africa, a high level of popular mobilization and 

action on the ground. The "positive" implications of the need actually to 

organize to fight are (in and of themselves and pace Fanon and his 

chapter 1: "Concerning Violence") not entirely obvious, reinforcing as 

they tend to do the hierarchical and undemocratic pressure upon 

politics inflicted by "armed struggle." And they further strengthened the 

realpolitik of tough, no-nonsense, vanguardism that the "liberation 

movements" (and the governments they would eventually create) were 

also learning from both their autocratic hosts in the front-line African 

states bordering on the conflict zone itself and also from their Stalinist 

allies of the East. 

But such struggle also tended to imply the need to mobilize people to a 

more committed - albeit more dangerous - level of involvement than in 

a situation where the nationalist leadership would, in the end, merely be 

ushered into power by the departing colonialists. Certainly in South 

Africa the actual motor-force of real resistance was less the force of 

arms than the rising tide of assertion at workplaces and township, in 

Durban and Soweto in the 70s, and ever more generally as the wave of 

resistance crested in the 1980s. And this gave hope that even if (as 

many of us feared at the time) the ANC would itself hesitate to sustain 

its struggle towards ensuring a more expansive outcome its feet would 

be held to the fire of revolutionary purpose and democratic practice by 

the popular energies unleashed into a post-apartheid milieu by the 

nature of anti-apartheid struggle itself. In so arguing, I don’t think those 

of us who glimpsed such a possibility were merely - or even mainly - 

being naive. Instead, we were being hopeful. 

Nonetheless, this perspective was unrealistic, as events were to prove. 

For the sober fact remains that the leadership of many of the southern 



African liberation movements proved to be perfectly comfortable with 
the general pattern marked out by previous continental decolonization 
- and perfectly prepared to defend their own stake in it. After all, as 
elsewhere, such leaderships, were comprised primarily of a would-be 
"national middle-class" (Fanon) - aspirant men (emphasis added) on the 
make, prepared to face up to the somewhat harder path to power that 
intransigent white hierarchies forced upon them but in the end quite 
willing to conform (in pursuit of their own nascent class interests) to 
the global status quo. And even to the local status quo, albeit one 
suitably modified to remove race as the major barrier to this new elite’s 
own preferment. 

There were complexities of course, even beyond those imposed by 
white intransigence, complexities worth specifying on a case-by-case 
basis for each of the territorial fronts of struggle across the region, a 
reality I have specified elsewhere and also in a volume I am presently 
working on for Cambridge University Press, one entitled "The thirty 
years for southern African liberation, 1960-1990" (or, perhaps, in case 
of South Africa: "the long thirty years war, 1960-1994."). For South 
Africa itself demonstrates, I would say, both the triumph and the taming 
of the Southern African liberation movement broadly defined with 
particular clarity. Of course, again, the importance of the victory 
achieved over apartheid itself- in terms of the racial and national self- 
assertion manifested through the liberation struggle - bears very strong 
positive emphasis. Nonetheless, as noted above, with regard to any 
more broadly defined liberation (including parallel advances in terms of 
class, gender and democratic voice) the answer is far less reassuring.3 
For in South Africa, as elsewhere in the region, the victors have been, 
unequivocally, (a) global capitalism, (b) this capitalism’s principal 
protagonists in the private and public sectors (including their white 
indigenous-class counterparts in South Africa itself), and (c) the "new 
class" of black businessmen, politicians and professionals who had now 
consolidated themselves in positions of intermediary power and 
privilege in the several countries of apparent "liberation." 

The fact is that what we have witnessed is, in many ways, a very pallid 
liberation indeed. I’ve sought to draw attention to this grim fact in 
several recent writings, alluding both to "the strange death of liberated 

3. John S. Saul, "Four Terrains of Liberation Struggle: Race, Class, Gender and Voice" (op. cir.). 



southern Africa" and to what I’ve termed "liberation lite." 4 Indeed, as 
I’ve noted in a volume exploring the latter formulation, 

I have also chosen the title Liberation Lite, advisedly - and perhaps 
a word of explanation is due a non-North American audience (in, 
say, India [where the book was first published], and to all those 
who enjoy, as their beverage of choice, a splendid and full-bodied 
Kingfisher or Kalyani or Royal Challenge). For, in North America, 
much is made of "light beer": less alcohol and fewer calories, it is 
argued. But, I would add, proffering a much less satisfactory taste 
and substance: providing, in short, a much less satisfying 
experience. Such choices in beer are then presented as, say, 
"Miller Lite" or "Molson Light." Similarly with liberation - if you’ll 
forgive me a pun that may appear as too trivializing of something 
very real and very important. For what we have experienced in 
Africa - notably in southern Africa (the part of the continent I 
know best) - is a flavourless adaptation and conformity, post- 
liberation, to an aggressive, recolonizing "empire of capital." 
Liberation lite, indeed. 

"Liberation lite" = global capitalism wins. As simple as that, one fears. 
Obviously, in order to qualify that otherwise heady sense of triumph 
that accompanied such success - one so real in its trumping of the 
arrogance of the erstwhile white holders of power across the region - 
certain additional arguments are necessary. That, for example, the 
movement up the socio-economic ladder of privilege by a relatively 
small stratum of black people does not represent any genuine 
"liberation" of the large majority who remain behind, as statistics bear 
out, at least as impoverished as ever they were previously; that any 
genuine empowerment, democratically, of the latter "majority" is not 
really visible; that gender relationships have scarcely altered despite 
the euphoria as regards this issue that immediately attended the 
transition to "independence" and that found some real expression in the 
constitutionS; that capitalism offers for the victimized of Africa no 
meaningful development worthy of the name. As a recent series of 
articles on the erstwhile states of liberation struggle, edited by the 

4. See John S. Saul, "The Strange Death of Liberated Southern Africa", Transformation #64 (2007), pp. 
1-26, and Liberation Lite (op. cir.). 
5. Shireen Hassim, Women’s Organizations and Democracy in South Africa: Contestin9 AuthoriO/ 
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2006). 



present author, documents, case by case, that capitalism and the local 
elites win - but the majority of the population loses.6 

And this, to repeat, is certainly true of South Africa. How, then, are we to 
interpret such an outcome? One option would be to merely celebrate 
capitalism, its present and its ostensibly promising future - although 
this is a difficult position for an African to take, one might think, unless 
(s)he is one of the privileged few, or an employee of one or other of the 
International Financial Institutions. But in elevated circles in South 
Africa it is simply common-sense. Mandela, for one and despite an 
apparently alternative vision immediately on his release from prison, 
came to accept GEAR in such a "common-sensical" manner.7 And Trevor 
Manuel, Tito Mboweni, Thabo Mbeki (who had already played a role in 
creating such a future in the 1980s when meeting with South African 
businessmen in exile) and others joined right in (with many erstwhile 
ANC activists also moving briskly into the private sector as wellS). 
Indeed, they now crafted the firmly neo-liberal GEAR strategy - said, by 
Mandela himself, to be "non-negotiable" - to replace the mildly more 
radical RDP. 

Yet it is hard to believe - it cuts against almost all the evidence - that 
this is really a way to continue to liberate the future for the vast mass of 
South Africans? But some do so believe: consider, in this regard, the 
volume, Season of Hope, authored by government economist Alan Hirsch 
(who is identified on the book’s cover as "Chief Director of Economic 
Policy at the Presidency, South Africa"): "The ANC’s approach is 
sometimes summarized as elements of a northern European approach 
to social development combined with elements of Asian approaches 
within conservative macroeconomic parameters. This remains the 
intellectual paradigm within which the ANC operates." 

6. See the series of articles, on Angola, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa and Zimbabwe (by David 

Sogge, John Saul, Henning Melber, Patrick Bond and Richard Saunders respectively) grouped under 

the general title "Theme: Southern Africa - the Liberation Struggle Continues," in ROAPE, #127 (op. 

cir.), pp. 77-134. 

7. Recall his hailing, in 1994, of the free market as a "magic elixir" in his speech to the joint session of 

the Houses of Congress in Washington. 

8. Indeed, some of these latter were also to be involved in the breakaway COPE movement that, in the 

wake of Mbeki overthrow and in a [hostile but largely false] anticipation of Zuma’s radicalization of 

the ANC project, launched itself in 2008 - and contested the 2009 election, not very successfully, as a 

possible alternative to the right of ANt. 



In broad terms, the argument of this book is that the ANC 

government followed a consistent economic policy that had the 

following elements: at the centre is a social democratic approach 

to social reform - it is the state’s iob to underwrite the 
improvement in the quality of life of the poor and to reduce 

inequalities, but with a firmly entrenched fear of the risk of 

personal dependency on the state and the emergence of 

entitlement attitudes[!]. The state exists within a market economy 

that depends on the private sector and therefore a successful state 

creates an environment that supports high levels of private 

investment. This does not require the state simply to step aside 

for business, but rather it should work with business and labour 

to develop growth-oriented strategies. The expectation was that 

because of the limitations of the domestic and regional markets, 

much of the growth would be driven by exports to major foreign 

markets. This required by measured trade liberalisation and 

effective industrial development strategies.9 

And on it goes. As it happens, of course, social-democracy generally has 

not been faring very well in the currently prevailing context of an ever 

more extreme globalization of capital and capital-logic. Can a Hirschian 

view - one that is positive, even quite optimistic - on such matters be 

viewed as harbouring any more promise in Africa? 

Is this not instead a straightforward case, a la Fanon, of yet another sell- 

out by the African elite as it follows the easy (and personally profitable) 

way out - and abandons its people to the untender (pace nirsch) 

mercies of the global market-place? Should we be surprised if this is 

indeed the case? Veteran SACP and ANC militant Rusty Bernstein, 

writing shortly before his death in 2001, was, rather surprisingly, not. 

Indeed he then claimed to have seen it coming, saying, with respect to 

the question of "what is going wrong, and why," that an "understanding" 

of this was, "the essential precondition for any rectification, and thus for 

any return to optimism about South Africa’s democratic future." His 

summary of the answer: 

9. Alan Hirsch, Season of Hope: Economic Reform Under Mandela and Mbeki (Scottsville, S.A.: 

University of Natal Press, 2005), pp. 3-4. It would be difficult to find a more revealing statement of 

the rose-tinted consensus that premised economic thinking in the Mandela and Mbeki years than this 

book 



The drive towards power has corrupted the political equation in 

various ways. In the late 1980s, when popular resistance revived 

again inside the country led by the UDF, it led the ANC to see the 

UDF as an undesirable factor in the struggle for power, and to 

fatally undermine it as a rival focus for mass mobilization. It has 

undermined the ANC’s adherence to the path of mass resistance 

as a way to liberation, and substituted instead a reliance on 

manipulation of the levers of administrative power. It has paved 

the way to a steady decline of a mass-membership ANC as an 

organizer of the people, and turned it into a career opening to 

public sector employment and the administrative "gravy train." It 

has reduced the tripartite ANC-COSATU-CP alliance from the 

centrifugal centre of national political mobilization to an electoral 

pact between parties who are constantly constrained to 

subordinate their constituents’ fundamental interests to the 

overriding purpose of holding on to administrative power. It has 

impoverished the soil in which ideas leaning towards socialist 

solutions once flourished and allowed the weed of "free market" 

ideology to take hold.10 

But what of other ways, a la Hirsch say, to think of this outcome? Note 

that Pippa Green’s biography of Trevor Manuel, one of the chief 

architect’s of the ANC’s economic strategy, is entitled, boldly, Choice, Not 

Fate.~ And that is the official line, certainly: a firm choice, for the 

market-place both local and global, made by the ANC - and a good one, it 

says. Yet mere fate is, in fact, another possible explanation of the 

government’s opting unapologetically for capitalism (however much 

such capitalism might be presented as being social-democratically- 

tinged) - such is the "fatalism" offered up by many ANC pundits. The 

essence of the position: Africa and Africans have no choice; whatever 

the outcome of the present tack, "there is no alternative," as Margaret 

Thatcher so often reiterated. Small wonder that South African President 

Thabo Mbeki, poised somewhere between confident conviction as to 

capitalism’s apparent promise and a fatalistic acceptance of"the 

10. Quoted from Rusty Bernstein, "Letter from Rusty Bernstein to John S. Saul." Transfbrmation, 64 

(2007), a letter that is also included as an appendix to my Liberation Lite (op. cir., pp. 105-111). 

11. Pippa Green, Choice, Not [:ate: The Life and Times of Trevor Manuel (Rosebank, S.A.: Penguin 
Books, 2008); the book itself is a startling example of hagiography (both as regards Manuel and also 

the ANC at its most conservative) but the lead title is also an arresting short-hand advertisement for 

the way in which the ANC would apparently like to present itself to right-thinking readers! 



inevitable," could himself, famously and quite specifically state (and 
with some glee), "Just call me a Thatcherite.’’12 

Indeed, as Mark Gevisser argues in his much-cited biography of Mbeki, 
by as early as 1985 Mbeki had concluded that "a negotiated settlement 
[required] a far more liberal approach to economic policy" than had 
been the ANC position up to that time, and that, by 1994, "he and his 
government [felt] forced to acquiesce to the Washington Consensus on 
macro-economic policy when they implemented their controversial 
GEAR programme in 1996.’’13 Choice or fate7 Something of both in 
Gevisser’s eyes it would seem. Whatever the case in that respect, 
Gevisser reports that Mbeki’s first instructions to Trevor Manuel, upon 
the latter’s taking over as Finance Minister in 1996, was for a policy that 
"called precisely for the kind of fiscal discipline and investment-friendly 
tax incentives that the international financial institutions loved and that 
Manuel already believed in"!~4 

But others who accepted their country’s apparently capitalist fate were 
less sanguine than Mbeki appeared to be about the uncritical donning of 
a "Thatcherite" mantle. Thus, Ben Turok - an old ANC warrior of some 
standing - explicitly agreed with and vocally supported the Gevisser 
position as to the "necessary" nature of the deviation to the right that 
the ANC had been forced to take. But he could not be quite comfortable 
with this and soon was looking, especially after Polokwane and the fall 
of Mbeki himself, to find another more liberating perspective. For he has 
remained far too honest not to see the limitations of many of the ANUs 
"new" strategies, set as they were firmly within an overall capitalist 
framework - and with the ANUs "Black Economic Empowerment" 
mantra, for example, actually more likely to produce black middle class 
empowerment than any meaningful mass (and hence black) 
empowerment. Were not such policies actually the mechanisms of 
further class formation and, in effect, ofa neo-colonial solution, a la 
Fanon, in South Africa7 Has the state, Turok now asks, "given equal 

12. Thabo Mbeki, as cited in William Gumede, Thabo Mbeki and the Battle for the Soul of the ANC 

(Cape Town: Zebra Press, 2005), p. 89, in speaking at the June 1996 launching of the GEAR 

programme; see also Naomi Klein, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise ofDisaster Capitalism (Toronto: 

Alfred A. Knopf Canada, 2007), ch. 10: "Democracy Born in Chains: South Africa’s Constricted 

Freedom." 

13. Gevisser, 2007, as quoted in Turok, From the Freedom Charter to Polokwane: The Evolution of the 

ANC’s Economic Policy, (Cape Town: New Agenda, 2008), pp. 57-8. 

14. Mark Gevisser, A Legacy of Liberation. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). 
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attention to empowering the masses as to the elite? And why has the 

insistence of parliament on broad-based empowerment brought so little 
success?"15 

Yet he knows the answer to such questions. Indeed, it can come as no 

surprise to find Turok in the later chapters of his book backing away 

rather uneasily from the "new" ANC’s hard-line capitalist position, and 

ultimately coming to "the irresistible conclusion._that the ANC 

government has lost a great deal of its earlier focus on the fundamental 

transformation of the inherited social system." He then advocates for 

such initiatives as a "developmental society" and some kind of revival of 

the RDP, stating further that "much depends on whether enough 

momentum can be built to overcome the caution that has marked the 

ANC government since 1994. This in turn depends on whether the 

determination to achieve an equitable society can be revived." In the 

end, Turok is just too loyal an ANC cadre either to push the critique of 

the movement/party back into an interrogation of its pre-liberation 

days or to assail unequivocally its present practice. It is fortunate, then, 

that such a task has been taken up by others. 

For there are, of course, South Africans who do continue to protest the 

ANC "choice" in much more outspoken terms. Paradoxically, the very 

South African electorate that can continue to produce electoral 

majorities for the ANC has, in recent years, increasingly been engaged in 

forthright protests to register their anger - as Peter Alexander has 

underscored in a recent analysis of South Africa’s "Rebellion of the 

Poor" in arguing that 

Since 2004 South Africa has experienced a movement of local 

protests amounting to a rebellion of the poor. This has been 

widespread and intense, reaching insurrectionary proportions in 

some cases. On the surface, the protests have been about service 

delivery and against uncaring, self-serving a corrupt leaders of the 

municipalities. A key feature has been mass participation by a 

new generation of fighters, especially unemployed youth but also 

15. Turok, (op. cir.) p. 174. 
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school students. Many issues that underpinned the [initial] 
ascendency oflacob Zuma also fuel the present action, including a 
sense of injustice arising from the realities of persistent 
inequality16... [Moreover,] while the inter-connections between the 
local protest, and between the local protests and militant action 
involving other elements of civl society, are limited, it is suggested 
that this is likely to change. 

Ironically, Mbeki’s own brother, Moeletsi Mbeki, ever idiosyncratically 
left-speaking but now very much capitalist-inclined, develops this broad 
point even further, seeing in recent events in Tunisia intimations of 
wider import: 

[ can predict when SA’s "Tunisia Day" will arrive. Tunisia Day is 
when the masses rise against the powers t:hat: be, as happened 
recently in Tunisia. The year will be 2020, give or take a couple of 
years, The year 2020 is when China estimates that its current 
mh~eralsqntens~ve h~dustrialisat~on phase will be concluded, 

For SA., this wli|l mean t:he Afrlican National Congress (ANC) 
government will have to cut back on social grants, which it uses to 
placate the black poor and to get their votes. China’s current 
industrial~sation phase has forced ~p the prices of SA’s minerals, 
which has enabled the government to finance social wel:[hre 
p r o g ra m m e s. 

The ANC inherited a flawed, complex society it barely understood; 
its tinkerings with it are turning it into an explosive cocktail. The 
ANC leaders are like a group of children playing wifl~ a hand 
grenade. One day one of them will figure out how to pull out: t:he 
pin and everyone will be killed57 

Of course, this position, however evocative, is not a critique of the ANC 
government from the left. Indeed, Moeletsi Mbeki, a rising capitalist 
himself (although also a fierce critic of the specific workings of the 
governments’ Black Economic Empowerment programme), is quick to 
add that %Ve all accept that a socialist model, along the lines of the 

16. Peter Alexander, "Rebellion of the poor: South Africa’s service delivery protests - a preliminary 
analysis," Review of African Political Economy, # 123 (March, 2010). 
17. Moeletsi Mbeki, "Wealth creation: Only a matter of time before the hm~d grenade explodes," 
&~siness D,:.O, (February I 



Soviet Union [sic], is not workable tk~r SA today. The creation of a state- 
owned economy is not a formula fl~at is an option :[~:~r SA or fbr many 
parts o f the world,,. [No,] :~f we want to devek) p SA inst:ead o f shufflh~g 
pre-existing wealth, we have t:o create new entrepreneurs, and we need 
to s~pport existing entreprene~rs to diversify into new economic 
sectors." 

An even more instructive move, therefore, and one more left in 
provenance and intent, was that defined by an intervention of 
Zwelinzima Vavi in late 2010. For Vavi is the head of COSATU, South 
Africa’s leading trade union central (itself a partner to the supposed Tri- 

Partite Alliance between itself, the ANC and the SACP) and, in November 
2010, he called together a workshop in order to meet formally with a 
number of potential civil society partners, many of them from 
organizations that have been quite critical of ANt policies. Moreover, 
Vavi did so, quite self-consciously, without inviting the participation of 
either the ANC or the SACP. In addressing the meeting he stated: 

Inspired by the African proverb fl~at says "If you want to go 
quickly, go alone. If you want to go far, go together," we gather 
here - as the progressive trade unions, social movements, NGOs, 
progressive academics, small business and street vendor 
associations, taxi associations, religious bodies, youth. 
organisations, environmental groups, indigenous peoples’ groups 
and other progressive formations - to say to ourselves that we 
have the capacity to make a decisive contribution in changing our 
current situation for the better. 

Internationally, globalisation and neoliberalism have launched 
assaults on l~he working class, which include, but are not limited to: 
infbrmalisation, flexibilisation, regionalisation of states, 
deregulation, marketisation, financialisation, and securitisation. 
The global governance, commercial and trade system is supported 
by political and ideological institutions, rules and enforcement 
mechanisms that only broad civil society coalitions have 
historically been able to challenge successfully. 

In Soufl~ Africa, the GEAR strategy epitomised the dominance of 
the neoliberal ideology within the leading sections of the 
government. The neoliberal logic still continues to be dominant, in 
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spite of some talk about a developmental state. Increasingly 
though it has taken a more crude political expression and there 
are some emerging elements that tend to perceive the working 
class and active elements of civil society as merely being a 
nuisance that must be crushed with the might of the state 
apparatus. 

Today, as we gather here, there is panic in the ranks of the 
predatory elite, which is a new coalition of the tenderpreneurs. 
Paranoia elsewhere is deepening with. the political elite, 
convincing itself that any gathering of independent civil society 
formations to confront our challenges is a threat to theme~ 

The meeting at which this address was presented was strongly 
condemned by the ANC itself, of course. But this did not stop Vavi, a few 
months later (in addressing, the South African Conference of Bishops’ 
.lustice and Peace in February 2011) f>om beginning a somewhat 
parallel address with the assertion that "clearly we do not live in a 
society where everyone is happily living in peace. And the underlying 
reason is the continuation of poverty and inequality. WY~ich brings me to 
my topic tonight - the poor." As he continued: 

We have a constitution which grants people certain rights. Yet in 
practice millions are denied those rights, especially socio- 
economic rights, in what has become fl~e most unequal nation in 
the world. 

The rich elite earn millions by exploiting the labour of the 
working class. A minority, including some of our former comrades 
in public office, make their millions by corruptly manipulating 
opportunities to win tenders, bribing officials or using political 
connections. Meam,vhile the mainly black poor majority suffer 
from deep and widespread poverty, huge levels of unemployment, 
pathetic levels of service delivery in healthcare and education, 
housing and transport, and little hope of escaping from a life of 
struggling to survive from day to day. We are one of the most 
unequal countries in the world, and unless we mobilize for 
changes, the levels of inequality will become entrenched. 

18. Zwelinzima Vavi, "Keynote address to the Civil Society Conference," October 27 October 2010, at 
the COSATU web-site. 



There is no official poverty line fbr South Africa, yet even the 
Minister of Finance has acknowledged that 50% of the population 
lives on 8% of the national income in South Africa. In 1995, the 
Gini coefficient, which measures inequality, stood at o.64 but had 
increased to 0.68 in 2008. The workers’ share of income was 56% 
in 1995 but by 2009 it has declined to 51%.On the other hand the 
number of South African billionaires nearly doubled, from 16 in 
2009 to 31 in 2010 and the country’s 20 richest men enjoyed a 
45% increase in wealth.t9 

Just what effect the addressing of such strong words by labour and civil 
society (to, in effect, the ANC and in criticism of its policies) were 
intended to have is not entirely clear - in terms of any practical steps to 
be recommended or of any new socialist practices to be undertaken.2° 
Nor was there were there signs of some possible break from the 
Tripartite Alliance by COSATU - whatever the future may hold in this 
respect. A mere straw in the wind, then7 But, at the same time, when 
seen in the context of other promising initiatives that are afoot and of 
the critical perspectives and concrete initiatives that are embedded in 
the recent history of dawning resistance to the ANUs post-apartheid 
trek to the right, such a "straw in the wind" may yet prove to have 
significant weight. 

There are other kinds of"straws in the wind," of course. A mass 
populace denied (or actively not encouraged to seek) the kind of 
liberation that the articulation of a sense of genuinely liberating social 
purpose - like "socialism," tangible communal endeavour or genuine 
democratic self-assertion - might deliver can merely become a very 
sour "mass" indeed. Did one catch a strong whiff of this kind of social 
decay in South Africa in the kind of xenophobia that swept through the 
country’s townships not so very long ago7 And if Zuma’s temporarily fed 

19. "Zwelinzima Vavi’s keynote address to the SACBC Justice and Peace AGM," COSATU Press Release 
(Feb. 26, 2011). 
20. The reportage by Bukezela Phakathi (entitled "Cosatu launches UDF to Rescue Country," ~usiness 

DW [October 28, 2010]), on the COSATU-civil socieW conference mentioned is of interest here 
precisely in its reflection of the studied ambiguity of the VaviiCOSATU approach: "Warning that SA 
faced a ’national catastrophe," Cosatu yesterday launched a major civil society effort to tackle 
corruption, poverty and unemployment. COSATU General Secretary Zwelinzima Vavi, in his address 
to the Civil Society Conference, evoked the landmark formation of the anti-apartheid United 
Democratic Front in 1983, but was at pains to stress that it was ’not an anti-African National 
Congress and anti-government coalition._The challenges we face today are different but nonetheless 
very major and require a similar mobilisation of the democratic forces as we saw in those years"! 
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off such distemper in surging past Mbeki in 2008, does Julius Malema 

now promise/threaten to play the same card even more fiercely and 

intemperately? Such at least is the apparent charge - crudely 

nationalistic, even racist- of his recent, apparently popular and 

potentially quite explosive bombast. Thus, in June, 2011, the Economist 

headlined its account of the continuing "rise" of the outspoken Malema - 

a rise most recently visible in his unopposed re-election as leader of the 

ANC Youth League - with the comment that "the black man who is rude 

about whites is doing rather well." The article itself then continued: 

Mr Malema is no fool. He has proved himself a master at politics 
and at tapping into the anger of his young black audiences. More 
than half of black youths under 25 are officially unemployed; the 
real figure is much higher. Two-thirds leave school wifl~out any 
qualifications. Most live in poor black townships or shanty towns, 
ineligible for state welfare. Seventeen years after the ANC came to 
power promising a better life for all, many can look forward only 
to a career of crime and drugs or to early death through AIDS. 
How good, then, to be told by Mr Malema that fl~ey are in no way 
to blame for their plight. Scapegoats are at hand: the new greedy 
black elite with their hands in the public till, lazy self-seeking 
politicians, but most of all selfish whites- the 9% of the 
population who, thanks to the imperialist racist exploitation of 
blacks over the past 350 years, still have most of the country’s 
land, wealth and top iobs.~ 

Much of this latter "analysis," however heavy may be the sarcasm of the 
Economist’s tone when so reporting Malema’s preoccupations, is 
uncomfbrtably close to the truth of course, even if not, as presented by 
Malema, anywhere close to being as sober and thoughtful as Vavi’s 
pronouncements reported earlier. Nor is Malema’s demagogy likely to 
key any liberating programme of social transformation of any likely 
positive consequence. Quite the contrary, in fact. 

But are there not perspectives and initiatives more radical than the 
pronouncements of either a Vavi or a Melema seem likely to premise? 
Fortunately there have been a number of them over the past decade,22 

21. "The Rise of ~ulius Malema: The black man who is rude about whites in doing rather well," The 
Economist, lune 30, 2011. 
22. Take, for example, the promising, but, as proved ultimately to be the case, somewhat illusory 
herald of novel left prospects visible in the counter-demonstration to the ANC-hosted World Summit 



although I will only cite one recent one of promise here. For when a 
"national convening conference" was held of a presumptive "Democratic 
Left Front" on January 20-23, 2011 in Johannesburg the conditions 
seemed particularly ripe for the launching, in a practical way, of a next 
liberation struggle. Thus the 84 page document, growing out of the 
conference and entitled Another South Africa and World is Possible: 
Democratic Left Conference Report, a document that summarized the 
conference’s discussions and outcomes and set out the premises for the 
kind of innovative collective action its initiators had in mind, was 
notably impressive. As its introduction stated: 

Post-apartheid South Africa is experiencing a social crisis due to 
neoliberal globalization. The old apartheid pattern of 
development has continued with a few elites (and now Black 
elites) benefiting while the majority are enduring profound 
suffering. Deepening poverty, inequality, hunger, homelessness, 
unemployment and ecological destruction are affecting the 
working class and the poor the most. We believe this has to be 
confronted to ensure our post apartheid democracy works for all. 
Moreover, we refuse to accept that the workers and the poor of 
South Africa need to carry the cost for the current global crisis 
that has come to our shores. 

At the same time, the organisations of the working class and the 
poor have been weakened, divided and have generally found 
themselves in a state of desperation. An effective transformative 
politics advancing anti-capitalist alternatives for the country has 
not been able to come to the fore. This represents a strategic 
defeat for the South African anti-capitalist left as a whole. 

However, through the 1St Conference of the Democratic Left, held 
from 2023 January 2011 at Witwatersrand University, 
Johannesburg, South Africa, we are making a call to the workers, 
the poor and the anti-capitalist left to draw the line and to fight 
back. Our conference was an important milestone in a long 

on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg and the substantial march of protestors from 

Alexandra township to the conference centre in salubrious Sandton; I have recounted this moment in 

my "Starting from Scratch: A Debate" which is chapter 10 of The Next Liberation Struggle: Capitalism, 

Socialism and Democracy in Southern Africa (Toronto, ScoL~csville, S.A., New York and London: 

Between the Lines, University of Kwa-Zulu/Natal, Monthly Review Press and Merlin Press, 2005), 



journey to regroup anti-capitalist forces and to reclaim lost 
ground. 

Our crucial challenge is to build the Democratic Left Front and 

process as part of on-going struggles and in a bottom up way. We 
seek to defend our democratic freedoms, open democratic space 

as we advance democratic left alternatives to our crisis ridden 
society and the current ruling forces. 

We have taken an important first step at the 1st national 

conference, but let us move forward united as anti-capitalist 

forces against the rifts that capitalism imposes upon us as humans 
and between us and nature,x3 

Concretely this conference also led, as noted, to the establishment of a 

new and promising Democratic Left Front (DLF). As to the future 
prospects of any any such initiative only time will tell.~4 

In sum, liberation as defined in the "first" liberation struggle has led 
ineluctably, throughout the region, to recolonization by the Empire of 
Capital. So the DLF and other critical observers of the southern African 

scene both in South Africa and beyond seem to be asserting. What then, 

23. Democratic Left Front, 1st Democratic Left Conference Report (Killarney, SA: 2011). As two of the 

organizers, Mazibuko Jara and Vishwas Satgar, also wrote, convincingly and promisingly, of the DLF 

initiative in a Mail and Guardian article, "New times require new democratic left" (Mail and Guardian 

On-line, Feb 7, 2011), pegged to the DLF launch: "One conference is merely a milestone in a long 

journey that has to do with trying to reimagine a left politics through ethical practice. Our ethical 

compass is about living and inventing democracy inside this process (definitely through heated 

debates, differences and new ways of thinking about consensus), plurality as strength, collective 

intellectual practice, self-education and building transformative power through struggles. This is a 

process without preconceived outcomes and thus is unique in South Africa. Such a process means 

abandoning the illusions of a vanguardist left committed to a violent overthrow of capitalism or a 

reformist left seeking to make capitalism more humane. More importantly, we are about 

strengthening and advancing grassroots struggles through opposition but, at the same time, 

advancing transformative alternatives from below. This is illustrated by the ideas, proposals and 

campaigns that were adopted as part of our common platform of action dealing with ecological 

resources, unemployment, food sovereignty, education and public services." 

24. On this whole issue, of the context and content of possibly emergent new left initiative in South Africa see 

both my "On Taming a Revolution: The ANC and the Bleak Denouement to the Anti-Apartheid Struggle," 

forthcoming in Social&t Register 2013, and my chapter 5, "Liberating Liberation: The Struggle Against 

Recolonization in South Africa" in John S. Saul and Patrick Bond, South Africa: The Present as History, to be 

published by James Currey Publishers in 2012. 



finally, of any "next" or on-going liberation struggle, of any attempt to 
"liberate" the meaning and practice of liberation so that it might 
exemplify in practice a far wider range of achieved freedoms than those 
inherent in "merely" overcoming the institutionalized racism of the 
apartheid variety. As we have suggested, any on-going struggle for a 
more meaningful liberation would have to deal ever more effectively 
with class, gender and democratic empowerment issues (even if we 
were assume, for the moment, that the "first" liberation struggle did 
subdue, at some level, the grim reality of racial and national 
oppression). A next liberation struggle, then7 This is, self-evidently, a 
sobering question to pose and the mere posing of it provided, last week, 
a sobering note upon which to conclude a presentation to a conference 
that focussed precisely on that first liberation struggle. It is not, 
however, a note that Rusty gernstein shirked from sounding in his own 
final days and I suspect that Harold Wolpe, the dedicatee of this paper, 
might have done so too had he lived long enough to confront the present 
reality of South Africa. For it is not, I fear, an inappropriate concern to 
sound. 
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The Contradictions of Local Government: Challenges for "Development" 

Gillian Hart 

Now that the excitement over local government elections and open toilets has died down and 

political pundits have delivered their verdicts on the results, we confront a far more difficult set 

of questions: what’s wrong with local government, and what can be done about it? There is no 

shortage of answers. In the period since the election we have seen an outpouring of proposed 

solutions to make local government more efficient, responsive, and "developmental". 

My central argument is that local government has become not just a site of contradictions, but 

the key site of contradictions in the post-apartheid era. Local government, in other words, has 

become the impossible terrain of official efforts to manage poverty and deprivation in a racially 

inflected capitalist society marked by vicious inequalities and increasingly precarious livelihoods 

for a large majority of the population. 

Why does this matter? 

Most immediately, it makes us cast a critical eye on what some are calling a "Marshall Plan" for 

local government, akin to the massive effort to reconstruct Europe after the Second World War. 

These proposals include: 

Measures to ensure that local government is professionalised and depoliticised. The call 

is to move forward with the Municipal Systems Amendment Bill to ensure the 

appointment of competent professionals in top management positions and prevent 

cadre deployment; 

¯ Merging unviable municipalities and bringing in "special purpose vehicles"; 

¯ Closer monitoring, training and disciplining of councillors, and making them more 

accountable. 



These and other proposals rest first and foremost on the assumption of incompetent, uncaring 

municipal officials and lazy, corrupt councillors. 

There is no doubt that rotten councillors and officials are enormously problematic in some 

areas - and that bringing in more efficient, accountable replacements would produce some 

improvements in municipal services. 

Yet my work in Ladysmith and Newcastle since 1994 suggests much deeper tensions and 

structural contradictions than "lack of capacity" and "democratic deficit". What this work 

suggests is that intensifying national efforts to surveil and control unruly local governments 

over the past 10 years are rendering them more fragile. At the same time, measures aimed at 

disciplining and damping down discontent might actually be feeding into it 

To support these arguments, I will focus on changes in local government in Emnambithi/ 

Ladysmith since 1994 and reflect on their wider significance. Ladysmith and surrounding 

townships and rural areas are not in any sense representative or typical; on the contrary, what 

makes Emnambithi/Ladysmith interesting is that, on the surface at least, it represents a "model 

municipality". 

My research in the first phases of local government restructuring (1994-2000) revealed sharp 

contrasts in local political dynamics between Ladysmith and Newcastle. Reflecting specific local 

histories, the townships outside Ladysmith were highly organised and mobilised behind the 

ANC. At the same time municipal officials and councillors were actively responsive to their 

constituents. The contrast with the generally chaotic local political dynamics in Newcastle was 

dramatic (Hart 2002). 

From an administrative perspective, the Emnambithi/Ladysmith local municipality remains a 

model of efficiency and fiscal responsibility. Yet over the past 10 years there has been a 

notable erosion in the responsiveness of councillors to their constituents. 

Shifts in national policy and political-economic conditions over the past decade are crucial to 

understanding these shifts and their larger significance. First is a combination of ever larger 

carrots and sticks. Transfers from national to local government in the country as a whole 

jumped from R8,8 billion in the early 2000s to R46 billion in 2010. In the mid-2OOOs central 

monitoring of municipal finances became much tighter, and many senior municipal officials 

have been placed on performance contracts. Also, councillor’s salaries increased significantly 



after the 2006 local government elections, and the ANC began exercising much stricter control 

over councillor selection. 

Second, national policy towards local government appears to have become far more "pro- 

poor", primarily through the provision of minimal free basic services (FBS) - water, electricity, 

and sanitation -to poor households, administered by municipalities and funded by 

unconditional grants from national to local government. Yet especially in relation to water in 

established townships, this seemingly pro-poor policy is at the same time deeply punitive 

through its links with debt collection. The logic of FBS is to sort out the "can’t pays" from the 

"won’t pays", and make things sufficiently unpleasant for the latter group that they pay up. 

This is where the contentious question of water meters comes in, that I discuss more fully 

below. 

Third, as Cosatu knows painfully well, the decade of the 2000s has witnessed an ongoing jobs 

bloodbath, only partially and unevenly alleviated by social grants. Persistent poverty and 

growing inequality do not just reflect a deJ%it in economic development, argues Andries du 

Toit. Instead they are the result of the path of growth and development of the SA economy 

that systematically excludes millions of poor people from participation in the economy as 

workers, producers, and traders - while simultaneously incorporating them as consumers into 

the markets of the powerful companies in SA’s core economy. 

These processes are crucial to grasping changes in local government over the past decade in 

Emnambithi/Ladysmith and their larger significance. The 2000 local government elections 

yielded huge support for the ANC in Ezakheni and Steadville, the townships outside Ladysmith, 

although the party failed to gain a majority in the council. The reason was that new municipal 

demarcations had incorporated surrounding rural areas into the local municipality, and the ANC 

lost out to the IFP in these areas. 

In 2001 the new DA/IFP council moved quickly to install water meters in Ezakheni, and clamp 

down on debt collection by restricting water to 6 kilolitres a month in areas like Steadville 

where there were already water meters. Under pressure from angry and fearful constituents, 

ANC ward councillors engaged local officials and the council in major battles. 

First, in Steadville and other working class townships with meters, they fought to increase the 

minimum allocation of water from 6 to 18 kilolitres a month. In 2003, when floorcrossing 

enabled the ANC to take over the council, they were successful - although in 2004 the district 

municipality controlled by the IFP took over authority for water. 



The second battle, involving the installation of water meters, needs to be understood 

historically. In the 1960s and 70s, millions of black South Africans were moved into townships 

like Ezakheni in the former bantustans through forced removals. In exchange they were 

guaranteed water, electricity, and other urban services at low, flat rates. For residents of 

townships like these, where memories of apartheid-era dispossession are very much alive, 

installation of water meters represents another round of dispossession and calls forth angry 

protests. Responding to these protests, ANC ward councillors fiercely opposed meters - and 

continued this opposition when the district municipality took over control of water in 2004. 

Third, the inability of the municipality to restrict water has meant that there are no downsides 

to being defined as an "indigent" household, eligible to have debts written off and qualify for 

free basic services. By 2006 more than half the township households had been classified as 

indigent, with councillors actively engaged in helping people to sign up. 

The 2006 local government elections were a key turning point. In an already tense atmosphere 

the provincial ANC exercised tight control over the selection of councillors, unleashing further 

tensions that were intensified by sharp increases in councillors’ salaries. At the same time, 

municipal officials were subject to much tighter top-down control. The consequence was heavy 

pressures for "credit control" and efforts to limit the indigence register. In the ensuing battles 

ward councillors have found themselves increasingly sidelined and incapable of responding to 

their constituents. They have been transformed into a petty bourgeoisie on the road to class 

power, as Ari Sitas (2011) has put it, at a time when many of their constituents confront 

ongoing retrenchments and intensified struggles for livelihood. 

Over the past several years there has been an uneasy stand-off: the ANC in Emnambithi/ 

Ladysmith has been able to blame the IFP-led district municipality for poor water services, while 

the latter could claim to be giving water away for free. Now that the ANC has taken the district 

in alliance with the NFP, they will meet head-on the contradictions of local government. 

What then is the larger significance of changes in Ladysmith over the past decade? 

First: municipalities outside the major metros confront massive pressures for redistribution to 

townships and impoverished rural areas from a far smaller tax base than the metros, as well as 

far less coercive capacity. While more resources are clearly needed, increased spending by 

itself is far from sufficient to solve the problems. Nor is it just a matter of competent and 

committed municipal officials, important though they may be. Top-down disciplining of 



councillors is also inadequate. We have seen how even the most diligent and accountable 

councillors have been sidelined, in part through the logics of how municipal indigence operates 

in practice. 

Second: during the past decade, in municipalities all over the country, official efforts have 

increasingly sought to render technical that which is inherently political - namely persistent 

poverty in the face of extreme and obscene inequality. The most extreme instance of techno- 

fixing poverty is the Siyasizana project launched in 2009 by the City of Johannesburg - a project 

that I have elsewhere called "bar-coding the poor" (Hart 2009). Yet such efforts are not only 

doomed to failure. They may in fact be feeding into the popular anger and discontent that they 

were designed to contain. 

In conclusion, let me reflect briefly on "the challenges for development" posed by local 

government-the topic on which I was asked to speak for the Wolpe Dialogue. It is useful here, 

I think, to distinguish two meanings of "development": what one might call big-D Development 

as intervention to bring about improvement; and little-d development as in the development of 

capitalism.1 Much of the discussion about the problems with local government has been cast 

narrowly in terms of Development, in an ongoing quest for policy solutions. The time has come 

to open up for broader debate the contradictions of capitalist development embodied in local 

government - a debate in which the "targets" of local government reform need to be active 

pa rticipants. 
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Note to Readers: A revised and extended version of this paper will be incorporated 

into a book of essays provisionally entitled Replacing the Nation that will bring together 

my efforts to comprehend the turbulent forces at play in South Africa since 2000/1. The 

paper starts by plunging its readers into the vicissitudes of struggles over water in 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi and Newcastle, two former white towns and surrounding 

predominantly black settlements where I have been engaged in research since 1994. I 

use the contentious politics of water in these settings that remain heavily racialized as a 

lens through which to focus on the contradictions of local government. In Disab/ing 

G/oba/ization (2002) I identified local government as a key site of contradictions in the 

first phase of the post-apartheid order (1994-2000). Since 2001 the ANC national 

government has engaged in an intensifying battle to bring unruly local governments 

under control and contain popular discontent. Here I draw on dynamics in Ladysmith 

and Newcastle to reflect on unfolding contradictions more broadly, and suggest how 

official measures aimed at disciplining and damping down discontent might actually be 

feeding into it. 

The title of this essay was given to me by a trade unionist in Ladysmith in mid-2005. He 

was describing a march he had helped organize on October 30, 2004 to protest the sharp 

increase in water tariffs that accompanied the handing over of water control from the 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi local municipality to the Uthukela Water Company - a public 

corporation launched in late June 2004 in northwestern KwaZulu-Natal encompassing 

three district municipalities. Along with many other residents of the town and 

surrounding townships, he described broken pipes, gushing hydrants, evil odours, and 

raw sewage running in the streets and emptying into rivers following the takeover. ’The 

whole town could unite behind us,’ he declared. 

Under the headline ’Protesting Against High Water Tariffs’, the Ladysmith Gazette 

of November 5, 2004 carried a report of how ’the community of Ladysmith took to the 

streets’ and presented a memorandum of demands to the mayor of the district 

municipality, one of the shareholders in Uthukela Water Company. In addition to the 



African National Congress (ANC), South African Communist Party (SACP), and Cosatu 

(Congress of South African Trade Unions), the signatories included the New National Party 

(NNP), the right-wing Freedom Front, the African Christian Democratic Party, and the 

Ladysmith Chamber of Commerce. Only the Democratic Alliance (DA) and the Inkatha 

Freedom Party (IFP) were missing. One of the photographs accompanying the report 

shows an elderly white municipal official marching alongside a row of toyi-toying young 

black men in ANC T-shirts. 

The organizers of the Ladysmith march had tried, unsuccessfully, to co-ordinate 

with the ANC in Newcastle, about 100 kilometers away. Newcastle had also been 

incorporated in the Uthukela Water Company, and residents experienced similar 

increases in water tariffs and a terrifying deterioration of water and sanitation services. 

Although the Newcastle ANC backed away from public protest, an organization calling 

itself the Newcastle Concerned Residents Association staged some spectacular protests in 

the second half of 2004 - including an incident when several hundred township 

residents barged into a town council meeting and barricaded the doors. Terrified 

councillors called the police who threatened to bring in the dog squad to disperse the 

crowd - but, as one of the organizers later told me, ’we know they aren’t allowed to use 

dogs - and in any case, how would the dogs know the difference between the councillors 

and the Concerneds?’ ’Eventually’, reported the Newcastle Advertiser of October 1 2004, 

’some calm was restored as the councillors held hostage agreed to listen to the 

ratepayers’ demands.’ 

These two expressions of popular anger and local democracy certainly didn’t make 

it into the national press, and it’s uncertain whether or not they are included in national 

statistics. In October 2005, the Minister of Safety and Security announced that his 

department had recorded 5085 legal protests and another 881 illegal uprisings the 

previous financial year in what have become widely labeled service delivery protests.1 In 

the larger scheme of things, and for all that they have a certain entertainment value, 

these events in Ladysmith and Newcastle appear pretty mundane and easily explained 

either by ’poor service delivery’ or ’bottom-up resistance to top-down neoliberalism’. 

In fact, both explanations are totally inadequate. My purpose in this paper is to 

dig beneath the surface of these slightly-out-of-the-ordinary happenings in very ’ordinary’ 

and unglamorous places where brutal histories of racialized dispossession remain 

powerfully evident, and trace their connections to goings-on elsewhere. What will 

emerge is a multi-layered and rapidly changing montage that sheds light on how 

profound tensions and contradictions inherent in local government are moving in new 

directions in South Africa today. Through the lens of ’water is the burning issue’, I’m 

going to suggest how intensifying national efforts to surveil and control local government 

are rendering it more fragile in ways that are far more complex than just resistance to 

These figures are contained in an article entitled ’66 cops injured in illegal service delivery 

protests,’ Cape Argus October 13, 2005. I am indebted to Patrick Bond for this reference. 



neoliberalism. At the same time, I trace how ostensibly ’pro-poor’ measures are feeding 

into and inflaming the popular anger they were designed to contain. 

Water is, of course, only one of many sources of conflict at local government level. 

Part of what makes water so powerfully compelling, as Fontein (2008: 743) points out, is 

that it ’has a multiplicity of cultural, social, symbolic, discursive, imaginative and 

ideational meanings, values and practices coupled with it, which exist in complex ways 

alongside, and intermingle with, its basic material qualities as something that is essential 

for life, for agriculture and for society as a "natural resource"’. Water is also the single 

most important focus of biopolitical intervention. Yet, while pipes, drains, and sewers 

form an essential part of a strategy of indirect government, ’inducing cleanliness and 

hence good moral habits not through discipline but simply though the material presence 

of fast-flowing water in and through each private household’ (Osborne 1996: 115), they 

are also the focus of intense and deeply racialized conflict in South Africa today. 

Local government has long been a key site of contradictions. Going back to the 

early 1980s, efforts to devolve fiscal and administrative responsibilities to so-called Black 

Local Authorities rapidly became the Achilles heel of the apartheid state in its reformist 
guise. In Disabling Globalization: Places oJ~ Power in Post-Apartheid South AJ~rica (2002), I 

drew on historical and ethnographic research in Ladysmith and Newcastle to develop a 

broader argument about how local government had come to embody some of the key 

contradictions of the neoliberal post-apartheid era - namely the tensions between fierce 

fiscal austerity combined with massive new responsibilities for local government and 

pressures to commodify basic services on the one hand, and invocations of local 

participation, social justice, and democracy on the other-with all of this playing out on 

viciously uneven terrains carved by the racial geographies of apartheid, and opening to 

the global economy. 

Disabling Globalization concluded with local government elections in December 

2000. In retrospect, this was a major turning point in post-apartheid local government. 

In the first place, fiscal allocations from national to local government have increased 

substantially since 2001. These resources remain radically inadequate in relation to 

needs, and pressures to commodify basic services have intensified. Yet the expansion in 

national allocations is significant, and has gone hand in hand with increasing central 

surveillance and control of local government. 

In addition, since 2001 national policies have radically reconfigured the terrain of 

local government along three other key dimensions, all of which were powerfully at play 

in the 2004 protests in Ladysmith and Newcastle, and each of which turns crucially 

around water. First, a new system of municipal demarcations that came into effect at the 

end of 2000 fundamentally redrew the map of local government. Outside the six major 

metropolitan areas, the new demarcations have generated powerful pressures for urban- 

rural redistribution from a limited base, along with fierce battles for control over key 

resources - most importantly water - between district and local municipalities. 



Second, confronted by disastrous experiments in water privatization in the :~990s, 

the ANC government started giving active support to alternative models of 

corporatization without privatization.2 The Uthukela Water Company is one such 

experiment that has, as we shall see, failed spectacularly. 

Third, and perhaps most significant, is Municipal Indigence Policy, which has its 

origins in a revelation received in :~999 by Ronnie Kasrils, then Minister of Water Affairs, 

that poor people are unable to pay for water. On a visit to the village of Lutsheko he was 

shocked to discover a young mother scooping water out of a hole in a riverbed because 

she couldn’t afford R:~O (US~:~) a month to pay for water from a communal tap. His shock 

was compounded, no doubt, by the cholera epidemic that raged through Southern Africa 

the following year. In 2001 the government instituted a policy of providing a minimal 

allocation of free water to each household, followed by electricity and sanitation, all of 

which are administered by municipalities. Especially in relation to water, this ostensibly 

protective ’pro-poor’ policy is at the same time profoundly punitive through its tight links 

with credit control - i.e. debt collection - and the crisis of municipal indebtedness. 

A large and important body of research documents how restrictions on water to 

poor households provoke popular anger, especially in townships where residents are 

accustomed to running water and flush toilets.3 Most of this work is in the main 

metropolitan areas, where local authorities have the coercive capacity to install prepaid 

meters or restrictive devices. In the Ladysmith and Newcastle townships we shall see 

how local authorities have battled mightily to install water meters - and how, even in 

those sections of townships where meters have been installed, they are not being read. 

Battles over water meters and over indigence/credit control diverge sharply in the two 

places, as do changing relations among municipal officials, local councillors, and residents 

of former white towns and black townships. Yet, taken together, these divergent 

dynamics reveal how intensifying national efforts to bring unruly local governments and 

their populations under control are generating new tensions and contradictions. 

Municipal Indigence Policy forms part of a larger ensemble of ’pro-poor’ measures 

that fall under the rubric of the Second Economy. Former president Thabo Mbeki first 

asserted this discursive divide between a First and Second Economy at a press conference 

following a Cabinet Lekgotla in July 2003, pointing with disarming frankness to a 

relatively uneducated, unskilled, stratum of the population that is ’not required in terms 

of modern society’ but in need of protection and social safety nets. This was, in other 

words, an effort to construct a category of second-class citizens who are seemingly more 

amenable to being transformed into responsible members of society-or, at least, more 

2 See the Introduction to TheAge o~gommodity (McDonald and Ruiters 2005) for a useful 

discussion. 
3       In addition to the excellent collection of studies in McDonald and Ruiters (2005), these include 

among others Bond (2004), Bond and Dugard (2008), Loftus (2006) and Naidoo (?) 
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subject to discipline (Hart 2006a, 2007). Second Economy discourses emerged in the 

wake of a vicious attack by Mbeki and other strategically-placed figures in the ANC on 

’ultra-leftists’ in the period following the upsurge in oppositional movements in 

2001/2(Hart 2006b). Part of what I want to suggest in this essay are some of the deep 

circuits through which measures designed to contain popular discontent might actually 

be feeding into it. 

ReconJ:iguring the Terrain o_f Local Government: Urban-Rural Tensions 
The new system of municipal demarcations, inaugurated with the local elections held in 

December 2000, entailed a fundamental restructuring of local government that has 

reconfigured the relationship between rural and urban areas, especially outside the six 

main metropolitan centres. 

The earlier phase of local government restructuring (:1994 - 2000) in towns like 

Ladysmith and Newcastle involved the amalgamation of former white towns and nearby 

formal black townships as single administrative entities, known as ’transitional local 

authorities’. During this period, the former white areas retained disproportionate 

representation in local government.4 Surrounding black settlements - often referred to 

as ’rural’ to distinguish them from formal townships despite quite high population 

densities -were excluded from this first phase of local government restructuring, and 

remained largely under the sway of traditional leaders (the amakhosi), the vast majority 

aligned with the Zulu nationalist Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP). 

In 2000 the Demarcations Board slashed the number of local authorities in the 

country as a whole from 843 to 284, vastly increasing their size. In addition to the six 

metropolitan areas (Category A), these include 232 so-called Category B municipalities 

which encompass towns and small cities and adjacent rural areas, as well as 

predominantly rural areas with no urban centre. Outside the metros, groups of Category 

B municipalities in turn form part of a set of 46 Category C or District municipalities. 

In addition to a fundamental administrative restructuring, the new demarcations 

redrew the map of electoral politics at the local level by defining wall-to-wall wards of 

roughly equal size in terms of population. In effect, for the first time in the country’s 

history, each vote at the local level counts equally and, in principle at least, traditional 

leaders in former bantustan settlements excluded from the first phase of local 

government restructuring were replaced by elected representatives. While this process 

has been extremely contentious, the new system of demarcations and equal weighting of 

votes has intensified pressures for redistribution of resources to these formerly excluded 

settlements from former white towns and formal black townships. 

I explain this more fully in Hart (2002), Chapter 7. 
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Map i shows how the new demarcations expanded the boundaries of Ladysmith 

(now Ladysmith/Emnambithi) and Newcastle to incorporate surrounding rural areas (the 

former white towns and black townships that formed part of the Transitional Local 

Councils appear as shaded areas). Each became part of a larger District Municipality, 
which also includes newly-formed predominantly ’rural’ local municipalities. Thus 

Newcastle is part of Amajuba District Municipality (DC25), while Ladysmith is included in 
Uthukela District Municipality (DC 23).s In terms of demography, Newcastle is larger and 

more urban than Ladysmith/Emnambithi - but Uthukela District is considerably larger 
than Amajuba District:6 

Table 1: Population 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi 

Local Municipality 

Other Local Municipalities 

in DC 23 

TOTAL UTHUKELA DISTRICT 

Source: 2001 Census data 

225,459 ~i~i~i~i~i~i~ Newcastle Local Municipality 

431,527 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Other Local Municipalities 
i~i~i~i~i~i~i in DC 25 

656,986 i~i~i~i~i~i~i TOTAL AMAJUBA DISTRICT 

332,981 

135,056 

468,037 

Although Newcastle is larger and more industrialized, the two former white towns 

and adjacent black townships are structurally quite similar (Hart 2002). Both were the 

focus of industrial decentralization policies during the apartheid era, and the formal 

townships (Ezakheni outside Ladysmith, and Madadeni and Osizweni outside Newcastle) 

were formed through forced removals of black South Africans from the surrounding 

’white’ countryside. Yet my research during the 1990s made clear powerful differences in 

political dynamics in the two places. Ladysmith/Ezakheni had a long history of political 

organization and mobilization, whereas politics in Newcastle/Madadeni/Osizweni were 

generally chaotic. These differences reflected the political coherence and strength of the 
ANC in Ladysmith in contrast to Newcastle, where the ANC was divided and relatively 

weak in relation to the IFP. 

One of the immediate consequences of the new demarcations was the weakening 

of the ANC in the newly-demarcated municipality of Ladysmith/Emnambithi. In the 

December 2000 local government elections the ANC won a resounding victory in Ezakheni 

(the township adjacent to Ladysmith) with very high turnout rates - but lost most of the 

rural wards included in the newly demarcated municipality to the IFP. An especially bitter 

loss was St Chads, a densely populated informal settlement immediately adjacent to 
Ezakheni that had been excluded from the Ladysmith municipality in the interim 

demarcations. Other than a few boreholes and pumps, residents of St Chads received 

s The map includes the largely rural Umzinyathi District Municipality to the east which, as we shall 

see, joined with Amajuba and Uthukela to form the Uthukela Water Company. 

See Table 7.2 (Hart 2002: 278) that contains demographic data from the 1996 population census 

that were used as the basis of the new demarcations. These data show Ladysmith/Emnambithi with a 

population of 178,551 and Newcastle with 287,550; 60% of household in Ladysmith/Emnambithi are 

classified as urban, compared with 81% in Newcastle. Municipal officials insist that census data vastly 

underestimate the number of people living within their boundaries. 



very little in the way of material improvements, despite the fact that pipes bringing water 

to Ezakheni run through St Chads. In the second half of the 1990s, provincial 

representatives of the ANC argued that local resources should be deployed to provide 

running water to residents of St Chads, but were stymied by ward councillors in Ezakheni 

who were adamantly opposed to resources being diverted from their constituents. 

These tensions surfaced dramatically in the fierce fight over the control of water 

between Ladysmith/Emnambithi and Uthukela district municipality. My first inkling of 

the scope and intensity of this fight came in June 2001, when Mike Sutcliffe - a fellow 

geographer and chair of the Demarcation Board at the time-invited me to a meeting 

between district and local authorities in Ladysmith to discuss which level of government 

would control water. The meeting turned into a set of heated exchanges between the 

municipal managers of the local and district municipalities (both white men). 

The larger issues and context of this battle are usefully summarized in a paper 

entitled ’Local Government Powers and Functions’ published by IDASA: 

The Water Services Act established the separation of a water services authority 

(the municipality with statutory responsibility to ensure that water services are 

provided) from water services provider (the body actually responsible for 

providing the service). With the coming of two-tier local government in the 

country this provided a new challenge for the sector, namely to decide whether 

the local or district municipality should be the water services authority. The 

Municipal Structures Act implied it should be the latter, but the Minister of 

Provincial and Local Government has the authority to amend this position and 

therefore instituted a process to decide where local municipalities should be the 

authority. This process, completed in 2002, resulted in a non-uniform outcome 

with 23 district municipalities being the authority in largely underdeveloped areas 

and 126 local municipalities having this function for the rest of the country. 

(IDASA 2004: 25). 

In other words, when this meeting took place in 2001, there was deep ambiguity 

on the question of powers and functions. On the drive back to Durban, Mike Sutcliffe 

agreed that the Ladysmith municipality had the technical and administrative capacity to 

control water, but that in the larger scheme of things district municipalities should, in his 

view, be empowered. He also mentioned that he envisaged the ANC doing away with 

provinces in the future, and that beefing up district municipalities would provide the ANC 

national government with direct access to large municipalities.7 In the larger debate over 

powers and functions, opponents of this position pointed out that assigning powers and 

functions to newly-formed district municipalities meant, in effect, that small cities and 

towns (and their adjacent formal townships) would bear the brunt of redistribution to 

dense ’rural’ settlements. 

7       Following the 2009 election, the possibility of doing away with provinces has become the focus on 

intense political debate. 
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In 2002 the Minister of Provincial and Local Government designated Newcastle a 

water services authority, leaving Amajuba district municipality with authority for water 

over the remaining 30% of the population in the relatively small local municipalities of 

Utrecht and Dannhauser. Ladysmith/Emnambithi, however, was required to hand over 

its water functions to Uthukela district municipality. As we shall see, local officials in 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi waged a fierce and relentless battle to retain control over water, 

but in July 2004 they were finally forced to relinquish control. 

The consequences of these differential divisions of powers and functions in terms 

of allocations of resources from the national fiscus have been massive. Later we shall see 

how, particularly after 2004, the volume of national resources going to local government 

rose rapidly. Most significant is the so-called Equitable Share which, although technically 

unconditional, is clearly intended to fund basic services (mainly water) for the poor. 

Although all municipalities received more generous allocations, increases have been far 

larger for those designated as water service authorities: 

Table 2: Equitable Share Allocations between Local and District Municipalities: 

R thousand              2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi 12,191 12,397 18,537 28,473 31,316 40,115 49,193 
Local Municipality 

Uthukela District 11,791 21,573 32,937 57,320 63,286 104,886 128,819 
Municipality 

Newcastle Local 20,559 28,178 39,663 75,432 83,900 110,311 135,603 
Municipality 

Amajuba District 3,256 5,858 6,452 11,263 12,509 48,135 57,718 
Municipality 

Sources oj~ data on Equitable Share: 

2002/03: Government Gazette Vol. 442 No. 23330 April 2002; 

2003/04 - 2008/09: Division of Revenue Bills 

In principle, the Uthukela district municipality could have retained 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi local municipality as the water services provider. In practice, a 

much more far-reaching set of plans to take control over water in the region was 

underway. 

The Conception, Birth, and Death of a Water PUP 
A major figure in the initiative that produced the Uthukela Water Company was the late 

Willie Schoeman, a former National Party member of parliament under the apartheid 

regime, and until ~1996 chair of the Joint Services Board - the entity in charge of water 

provision to dense rural settlements in this region of northwestern KwaZulu-Natal prior to 

200:1. Working in conjunction with a water engineer in Newcastle, Schoeman envisaged a 

water utility for the whole of the Thukela Basin, and raised funds from an Australian aid 

agency in the late 1990s to demonstrate its feasibility. 
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When David Szanton and I met with Willie Schoeman in 2005, he talked about his 
anticipating the incorporation of rural areas and the imperative for a water utility that 

could realize economies of scale in this relatively well-watered region. At the same time, 

he was insistent municipalities should retain control. At the time the model for large- 

scale water utilities was a water board, which would come under the control of the 
national Department of Water Affairs and Forestry. ’I wanted to avoid that at all costs,’ 

he declared. 

In September 2001, as deputy mayor of Amajuba District, Willie Schoeman 

presided over the formation of the Thukela Water Partnership (TWP).8 The signatories 

were the three newly-demarcated District Municipalities in the Thukela catchment area - 

Amajuba, Uthukela, and Umzinyathi (Map 1). The partnership agreement unequivocally 

asserted the jurisdiction of the District Municipalities over component local 

municipalities, and defined the District Municipalities as the water service authorities 

responsible for ’effective and sustainable delivery of water’. 9 The TWP was designated a 

Multi-jurisdictional Water Services Provider - in effect, a public-public partnership - 

which evolved into the Uthukela Water Company, launched in Newcastle on June 28, 

2004. 

When Willie Schoeman forged ahead with the TWP and designated the District 

Municipalities as water service authorities in 200:~, he was effectively riding roughshod 

over the Newcastle and Ladysmith local municipalities- both of which expected to retain 

control over water. While Newcastle was successful in its bid to remain a water service 

authority, municipal officials and DA councillors tried to prevent Uthukela Water 

Company from becoming the water service provider. In fact, it was only in May 2004 - a 

month before the launch - that the Newcastle council finally agreed to Uthukela Water’s 

becoming the water services provider for the town. 

Ladysmith municipal officials also fought tooth and nail to retain control over 

water. The municipal archives are filled with complaints to national government 

departments about the unfairness of handing over the water services authority to the 

Uthukela district municipality, and the dire consequences likely to follow. There are also 

bitter exchanges with district officials, and minutes of meetings in which Ladysmith 

officials walked out on their district counterparts. 

Local politicians in Ladysmith were in a more complex position. ANC councillors, 

now in a minority, found themselves treading a difficult path between directives from 

Funding for this initial stage came from the Municipal Infrastructure Investment Unit, the 

Development Bank of South Africa and the European Union. 

’Each Partner is a water services authority and will remain the water services authority in its 

respective area of jurisdiction with the functions and power as stipulated in terms of Section 84 of the 

[Municipal] Structures Act as well as Section 11 of the Water Services Act’. Partnership Agreement of the 

uThukela Water Services Provider Partnership, September 18, 2001, p. 5. 
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their ANC superiors in national government to support the handover of water to the 

district municipality as well as the Uthukela Water Company; their antagonism towards 

the IFP; and the imperative to appeal to rural constituents demanding water. The alliance 

between the IFP and the DA/NNP that had taken over the council after the 2000 elections 
also came under pressure. IFP local councillors were heavily under the sway of a 

powerful IFP mayor in Uthukela District who was pushing very hard for the District to 

wrest control of water from the local municipality- and who envisaged a key position for 

himself in the new water utility. As captains of commerce and industry in the town, 

DA/NNP councillors were deeply apprehensive at the prospect of losing control over 

water. 

These tensions exploded in late 2003, when two NNP councillors broke with the 

DA/IFP and crossed the floor to join the ANC. The move came following a meeting with 

the national Minister of Provincial and Local Government, which was also attended by the 

IFP mayor of Uthukela district municipality. He had, according to the NNP councillors, 

promised to support their bid for the Ladysmith/Emnambithi municipality to determine 

water tariffs in the town - but then reneged on this promise at the meeting. The floor- 

crossing resulted in the ANC’s taking back control of the council. DA councillors found 

themselves confronting the worst possible situation, effectively losing control of 

everything. This political realignment helps to explain the political unity displayed in the 

march described at the start of this essay - and it also explains why the DA was notably 

missing from the list of signatories to the memorandum of demands handed over to the 

IFP district mayor. 

Newcastle politics also became deeply entangled in the process leading up to the 

formation of the Uthukela Water Company- but in dramatically different ways. 

Following the formation of the Thukela Water Partnership in 2001, Willie Schoeman hired 

Ceenex, an engineering consulting firm based in Pretoria (with offices in Washington DC), 

to drive the process forward. Headed by its CEO Johan Wagner, Ceenex quickly came to 

play a major role. In the process, he and Schoeman came into headlong conflict with one 

another. In the course of this conflict, key figures in the ANC in Newcastle became 

involved in the project, and Schoeman pulled out. One key result was that contentious 

Newcastle politics within and between the IFP and ANC became incorporated in the 

formation of Uthukela Water Company, amplifying the already contentious politics that 

accompanied its conception. This is also why the ANC Alliance in Newcastle refused to 

collaborate with the Ladysmith march in October 2004. 

Uthukela Water (Pty) Ltd was launched on June 28 2004 in the Newcastle 

Showgrounds amid great fanfare and with national Minister of Water Affairs Buyelwa 

Sonjica and IFP Chief Gatsha Buthelezi in attendance. Minister Sonjica’s speech was 

fascinating for its emphasis on how this was a highly innovative public-public partnership 

(PUP) -implicitly, at least, contrasting it with the public-private partnerships in water 

delivery that had proven so problematic in other parts of the country. What became 

clear was that the ANC government saw the PUP model as a potential solution to the 
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disastrous experiments with water privatization in other regions of the country.1° Other 

speakers picked up this theme, with the Managing Director Bheki Khumalo promising to 

’marry corporate governance with cooperative government.’ What was not clear from 

the speeches or the glossy brochures was the role that Ceenex would play in this PUP - 

although in fact it turned out to be substantial and deeply problematic. 

Sonjica also drew direct links between indigence policy, credit control, and 

financial sustainability: "the indigent policy needs to be implemented to ensure that poor 

people who cannot afford to pay for services are assisted while those who can pay should 

be encouraged to pay...This particular challenge calls for the municipality to develop an 

effective credit control and debt collection policy to ensure financial sustainability’. 

Several speakers waxed lyrical about how poor rural people, deprived for so long 

in a region rich in water (much of it piped to Gauteng), would reap the benefits of 

economies of scale and high tech solutions - such as billing via cellphones. Laurence 

Sithole, Chief Director of Water Affairs at the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry, 

sounded a more cautious note: 

It is fitting that the Minister should launch Uthukela Water in her second month. It 

is innovative and novel- but full oJ~ bugs. Our request as the Department is please 

accept it in its shapelessness and ambiguity. Build on it - don’t break it down. 

In less than four years Uthukela Water did break down in a rather spectacular 

fashion. The first major crack appeared in December 2004, when Uthukela district 

municipality withdrew - some say it was expelled - from the company, leaving behind 

huge debts. In March 2008, the Provincial Department of Local Government and 

Traditional Affairs essentially took over Uthukela Water. Citing allegations of 

maladministration, fraud and corruption, provincial officials suspended the directors of 

the company; appointed an administrator and technical staff to ensure water delivery; 

took over water service authority functions from the constituent municipalities; and 

ordered a forensic investigation and comprehensive assessment of the operations of the 

company. 

The brief, intensely turbulent history of the Uthukela Water Company remains to 

be written, and its larger lessons distilled. That is not my purpose here, except for 

underscoring some of the major tensions incorporated within Uthukela Water from the 

moment of its conception. Such an exercise must, in any case, await publication of the 

forensic report that had not been made public at the time of writing. Instead, I want now 

to dig more deeply into the divergent forms of opposition that Uthukela Water provoked 

in Newcastle and Ladysmith and their adjacent formal townships, and show how they are 

See McDonald and Ruiters (2005) for an eloquent analysis of these problems. 

Provincial Interventions: Report to the Select Committee on Local Government. Department of Local 

Government and Traditional Affairs, KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Government, March 2008. 
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linked with the very different ways in which indigent policy and credit control/debt 

collection have operated in the two places. 

Reservoirs oJ: Discontent, Torrents o J: Fury 
Almost immediately after the launch, fury towards Uthukela Water erupted in both 

Ladysmith and Newcastle, with accusations of escalating water tariffs and rapidly 

deteriorating service. Average domestic tariff in Ladysmith increased from R:1.85 to 

R4.63 per kiloEtre - although the latter included sanitation charges that used to be 

charged separately. Even if one takes account of different structure, the increase was 

significa nt.12 Eve ry edition of the Ladysmith 6azette a nd Newcastle Advertiser ca rried 

horror stories of terrifying deterioration of water and sanitation. Township residents had 

long confronted water problems - but comparable disruptions in former white areas 

were highly unusual. Uthukela Water responded that they had taken over delapidated 

infrastructure - although the Borough Engineer in Ladysmith retorted that the company 

had given short shrift to experienced engineers who knew how to deal with the fragile, 

aging system. Anger towards the company extended well beyond rotten service. Many 

residents were convinced that the company had been privatized, and that they were 

subsidizing super-profits - along with exorbitant salaries, cushy offices, and luxury 

furniture. 

It is hardly surprising, then, that multiple representatives of ’the Ladysmith 

community’ (minus the DA and the IFP) could unite against Uthukela Water in October 

2004 - in the process also expressing their collective displeasure at the town’s having lost 

control over water. The cooptation of Newcastle ANC members onto the Board of 

Uthukela Water goes part of the way towards explaining why they refused to collaborate 

with the Ladysmith march. Yet there was, in fact, a moment when many different social 

forces in Newcastle came together to express their anger - but it very quickly unravelled 

along racial and spatial lines that reveal much deeper reservoirs of discontent. 

On August :10 2004 the Newcastle Ratepayers Association and the Chamber of 

Commerce called a meeting to protest Uthukela Water service and rising tariffs. The 

turnout was huge - and, to the surprise of the organizers, extended well beyond the 

predominantly white membership of these organizations. The Newcastle Advertiser of 

August :13, 2004 carried a front page banner headline ENOUGH! FAT CATS PICKPOCKET 

US! along with the following report: 

All races, religions and political affiliates stood united in one common goal- to 

take on local council for passing what they believe is a crippling new water tariff. 

The new water service came under fire as one after another ratepayer slammed 

12      In Newcastle water tariffs increased from R2.95 to R6.05 per kilolitre (kl) for those using less that 

21 kl; however the latter excluded basic water and sanitation charges. For those using less than 21 kl water 

charges decreased slightly, whereas for larger users charges increased sharply. 



the salaries of uThukela officials, saying they were lining their pockets at 

ratepayers’ expense. 

The report also calls attention to another key concern discussed at the meeting: ’the 

subsidisation of Newcastle East by Newcastle West and the non-payment factor in 

Newcastle East’. 

A note on the racialized geographies of Newcastle is necessary here. When the 

former white and Indian town and black townships were amalgamated in the mid-1990s, 

white power-brokers dubbed the former ’Newcastle West’ and the latter ’Newcastle 

East’. This simultaneously de- and re-racialized discourse enabled geographically- 

bounded contrasts between virtuous (mainly white) Westerners imbued with a ’pay 

culture’ and profligate (black) Easterners defined by a ’culture of non-payment.’ 

What the racially mixed composition of the meeting made clear was that growing 

numbers of Africans had moved into ’Newcastle West’-and, like their white and Indian 
neighbours, were alarmed by rising water tariffs and deteriorating services, as well as by 

high levels of non-payment in the townships. Organized protest very quickly assumed a 

racialized form, however. Headed by Sibusiso Lukhele, a teacher living in ’Newcastle 

West’, a group calling itself the Newcastle West Concerned Residents’ Assocation 

(NWCRA) was elected at the August 10 meeting to confront EXCO (the executive 

committee of the council). A few months later they removed the ’West’ from their title 

as they joined forces with the townships. George Adamson, the convenor of the meeting 

who was not elected, refused an invitation to join the NWCRA and formed the Newcastle 
West Development Forum.13 He and others accused members of the NWCRA of being a 

front for the ANC, positioning themselves in anticipation of local government elections. 

When David Szanton and I met with representatives of the NWCRA in 2005, they 

insisted that the ’Concerneds’ was an a-political organization, but alluded to incipient 

power of the ’Concerneds’which, they claimed, derived from their expertise: 

At first we were accused of being a wing of the DA. But when things heated up, 

the DA said they don’t want anything to do with us - we are babies of the ANC. 

The DA disowned us. The ANC said we are loose cannons and political toddlers. 

The IFP also called us immature. They are all scared that we will run away with the 

wards. If the Concerneds are calling a meeting, there are at least 3-500 people. If 

we ran in the elections we would take 3 wards in Madadeni, 6 in Osizweni and 5 in 

town - with 14 wards we would be the power broker in council But Newcastle 

Concerneds want to stand as a watchdog, not to contest elections. In the 

Concerneds, people get education about the political parties. We attend all the 

meetings, get the documents, and point out the problems. 

A heated exchange of letters between Adamson and Lukhele appears in the Newcastle Advertiser 

of November 12, 2004 in which Adamson expresses his disdain for NWCRA, and Lukhele asserts that only 

nine people attended the Annual General Meeting of the Newcastle West Development Forum, of whom 

five were observers, 
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By late 2005 the Concerneds seemed to have run out of steam, and they did not in 

fact contest the 2006 local government elections. What is significant, though, is the 

popular anger in the townships that they tapped into - and that found expression in 

series of protests in September 2004. Let me start with reports from the Newcostle 

Advertiser: 

Sept. 17, 2004: REBELLION 

An angry mob gathered outside town hall to protest among other things the hike 

in tariffs...Some threatened to kill the local sheriff who, on instructions from the 

local court, had attached certain household goods due to non-payment of 

municipal services. It appears the local council is getting hammered by ratepayers 

from all sides, with Newcastle West ratepayers demanding more stringent 

measures be taken against their non-paying counterparts in Newcastle East, and 

Newcastle East residents protesting against the action the municipality has taken 

against them for non-payment. 

September 24, 2004: IN HIDIN6: TERRIFIED COUNCIL BARRICADES BUILDINC~ IN 

DEFENCE AGAINST IRATE RESIDENTS 

Extra security personnel were posted in and around the municipal building on 

Tuesday and local police were alerted after a rumour surfaced that Newcastle East 

residents planned to storm the building. By lpm on Wednesday, however, this 

had not taken place but locals were still being barred access to the building unless 

they were there to pay their municipal accounts. The protest action is believed to 

have been sparked by non-paying residents’ attachment of household goods and 

high municipal tariffs. 

In fact, as we saw at the start of this essay, the invasion took place the following week - 

and the invaders took over council chambers, not the municipal building. 

In our conversation with NWCRA representatives, we noted that, from the 

pictures, most of the protestors were older women. The response was that: 

When you organize a march, you run a risk. Youngsters are angry and 

unemployed, and they can end up looting. You have to strategize, and bring in 

elderly people who are mature and can see right from wrong. Women are more 

manageable. That makes us unpopular with the youth. We told the council we 

don’t want to see this town burning. We protest in an orderly fashion. We recruit 

leaders and have a plenary session with them. They identify people they know. 

When people get into the buses or taxis, we make sure they understand." 

In further conversation, though, it emerged that it was, in fact, a group of 

infuriated older women who suggested the hostage taking: ’They said let’s barricade the 

council. We are prepared to stay for four days if necessary.’ When we asked why they 

were so angry about, the response was: 
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This indigent thing. They are not given a clear story - there is confusion between 

R800 and R1500 to qualify as indigent. Also - some properties are being attached. 

People are saying "how can I pay when I am unemployed? Why can’t they write o~f 

the debt?" They are also upset that pension grants are counted as income, but 

child grants are not. This is illegal. Also, the indigent are said to be owing a lot of 

money. But the council receives money it can use to write off the debt, and they 

are not doing that - they are ]ust sending the money back. They are also angry 

that people have to keep applying to retain indigence. When they are senior 

citizens, why can’t they]ust stay, why do they have to keep reapplying? They are 

also very angry about the 6kl of water - it is not enough. 

When we pointed out that, in fact, water was not being restricted in the townships, the 

NWCRA representative responded that people were apprehensive that the council would 

put in restrictive devices along with meters. 

Popular anger in the townships, in other words, was directed not just at Uthukela 

Water, but at the combined indigence and credit control measures in the town. In 2002 

the Newcastle Municipality had outsourced Municipal Indigence Policy and credit control 

to a private company named Zader Municipal Services. Zader set up offices in the 

municipal building, and moved quickly to set up an indigent register along with a system 

of debt collection. 

When Zader took over, very few households in the townships were in fact paying 

the flat fee for water, sanitation and refuse removal.14 The Zader representative with 

whom we met in 2005 started out saying that ’In Newcastle West everything is in place; 

it’s the East that’s a huge problem.’ Zader started out doing a survey of the townships 

which, she maintained, made clear that most of the existing information was incorrect. 

Between October 2002 and March 2003 Zader processed the first batch of indigents. The 

cutoff to qualify as indigent was R800 total household income, as opposed to R:~:~O0 in 

the same period in Ladysmith. Those who qualified had their arrears written off and the 

flat service fee reduced by about 40 percent,is 

Zader was immediately flooded with indigent applications - somewhere between 

:~8,000 and :~9,000 households.~6 According to the representative they had to close the 

indigent register, and get people to reapply using far more stringent surveillance systems. 

’We operate like detectives,’ she declared, describing how they now link to a credit 

bureau and check all claims about residence, jobs, and so forth. People also have to 

provide their identity documents. Yet she also admitted the utter impossibility of nailing 

The fee varied between R248 and R72, according to whether there was a tarred road and 

sanitation. For a discussion of diverse conditions in the Newcastle townships, see Hart (2002). 

The flat rate depended on the area - if there is a tar road and sanitation it was R248 - indigents get 

R95 deducted. The lowest rate was R72, and the intermediate R130. 
This represents approximately 50 percent of township households, which municipal officials 

estimate at around 37,000. 
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down precise information. When I suggested that perhaps ’households’ are moving 

targets, she agreed vigorously. ’That’s exactly right!’ she declared, ’They’re changing all 

the time. Just when we think we’ve got it, something shifts - I’m constantly having to 

change my database.’ 

Zader’s strategy of linking indigence and credit control turns around the threat of 

attaching household goods. There is a three-step process. Households who fail to pay 

receive a final demand. If they don’t respond to that, they receive a summons. Zader 

then hands the case to municipal lawyers to attach possessions. By mid-2005, the Zader 

representative explained with clinical precision, they had issued 31,698 final demands; 
:12,000 summonses; and 3,809 households had had their possessions attached. 

The intensity of resentment provoked by this blitzkrieg crack-down on debt 

collection needs to be situated historically. Townships like Madadeni and Osizweni in 

Newcastle and Ezakheni in Ladysmith are the product of apartheid-era forced removals 

through which millions of Africans living in areas designated part of ’white’ South Africa 

were uprooted and moved into townships located in ’bantustans’. Especially for owners 

and tenants removed from so-called ’black spots’ (densely-settled areas where black 

landowners had freehold rights), dispossession and forced removals resulted in radically 

commodified livelihoods; this was also the case for workers and tenants expelled from 

white-owned farms. Essentially the apartheid state struck a Faustian bargain through 

which people moved into these sorts of townships were promised water, electricity, 

sanitation, and refuse removal at very low, flat fees that were heavily state-subsidized. 

In Disabling Globalizationldescribe how, shortly after the :1996 local government 

elections, newly-elected Newcastle councillors (including ANC representatives with 44 

percent of the seats) came under heavy pressure from municipal officials to approve a 

budget that increased monthly service charges in the townships from R:17 to R76. The 

townships exploded with rage, and the ANC mayor had to take refuge in a police station 

as Madadeni residents pelted him with stones around which they had wrapped their 
municipal accounts.17 Since then, payment rates in the Newcastle townships remained 

extremely low. 

As in 2004-5, a Concerned Residents Association of ambiguous political 

provenance rose up and subsided in :1996, leaving behind little if any enduring 
organization.18 Yet the Concerneds in both periods tapped into very deep reservoirs of 

anger. In the first phase of my research (:1994-2000) I spoke with many residents of 

Madadeni and Osizweni, mostly women, who described the terrible suffering they 

endured when they were first moved into the townships - and who saw the low, flat 

17 That the ANC won the largest block of votes in this election had a great deal to do with the fact 

that a controversial Taiwanese industrialist ran for the IFP. He has since joined the ANC as a national 

parliamentary representative. 

These processes are described in Hart (2002), pp. 250-254. 
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rates in effect as reparations. Although I did not meet with participants in the 2004 

protests, I have no doubt that their militance was fired in part by memories of 

dispossession and broken promises by the post-apartheid dispensation - memories that 

cross generational lines, and endure through ongoing recollections of a past that is 

decidedly not dead. 

Other threads of continuity from the 1990s are evident in the hostile relations 

between and among ANC and IFP councillors, white municipal officials, and strident 

’Newcastle West ratepayers’. Municipal officials see Zader as protecting them from 

chaotic politics of the townships as well as pressures from residents of ’Newcastle West’ - 

providing the closest they can get to a ’controlled environment’ (a term used repeatedly 

by municipal officials): ’Zader keeps us afloat - politicians can’t intimidate a contractor’ 

one official remarked. In fact, Zader has become a political football that intensifies 

conflicts within and between political party representatives, as well as the terms on which 

they engage with powerful municipal officials. 

Zader’s strategy in the Newcastle townships combines indigence policy and credit 

control without the use of meters to monitor and restrict consumption - the threat of 

attaching household goods is the enforcement mechanism. It was only in 2005 that 

meters were installed in the townships by Uthukela Water, amid intense conflict and 

death threats. As I write in July 2010, these meters are still not used to restrict 

consumption. 

On the face of it, the situation in the Ladysmith/Emnambithi township of Ezakheni 

is quite similar- meters have been installed in most (though not all) sections of the 

township, but they are neither being read nor used to restrict consumption. Yet the 

processes through which indigence policy and credit control have come together are, as 

we shall see, dramatically different. 

To grasp the broader significance of the specificities of these processes in 

Ladysmith and their differences with those in Newcastle, we need first to step back and 

clarify several aspects of the larger picture - namely, how Free Basic Water and indigence 

policies are related to one another, as well as to expanding national largesse on the one 

hand, and tightening pressures for credit control on the other. 

OJ: Carrots and Sticks 
A defining feature of the first phase of local government restructuring, as mentioned 

earlier, was the devolution of massive responsibility to local government in the face of 

tight fiscal austerity. Local governments in South Africa have historically been heavily 

dependent on revenues raised locally from property rates and service charges (water, 

electricity, and refuse removal). The :1996 C;onstitution made provision for ’the equitable 

division of revenue raised nationally among national, provincial, and local spheres of 

government’, in :1996/7 the ’equitable share’ going to local government amounted to 
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R5.6billion or 10.8 percent of municipal budgets. Between 1998/9 and 1999/2000, the 

local government equitable share actually fell from R2.3billion to R:l.7billion.19 After 

hovering between R2-3billion in the early 2000s, the equitable share going to local 

government grew quite vigorously from 2003/4 onwards, as did conditional grants: 

Table 3: Transfers from National to Local Government 

R mi/lion 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/9 

Equitable share 3,964 6,624 7,678 9,643 11,058 12,631 16,515 

Conditional 

grants 4,837 6,048 7,837 7,038 8,443 16,645 18,477 

Total 8,801 12,672 15,515 16,681 19,501 29,276 34,992 

(26,501)’~ (37,321)~ (44,037)~ 
5ource: Budget Review 2002 - 2010 
* The figure in parentheses includes the Regional Service Council (RSC) replacement grant received by 

district municipalities since 2006/7.2o 

The local government equitable share is unconditional, in recognition of local government 

as a constitutionally defined separate sphere of government. A recently issued Local 

Government Budget and Expenditure Review (LGBER 2008: 57) acknowledges that 

’municipalities can exercise discretion in how to channel the equitable share to 

beneficiaries’, while also making clear that ’national free service levels are the main 

purpose.’ The Review also notes the sharp increase in dependence on conditional grants 

(mainly for infrastructure) by Category A and B (metro and local) governments and the 

almost total reliance of district governments on national transfers, warning that ’An 

increase in municipal dependence on conditional grants can be problematic if this diffuses 

direct municipal accountability to citizens and replaces it with reporting to national 

government’ (LGBER 2008: 63). 

Calling attention to colossal outstanding consumer debts owed to most 

municipalities due to unpaid services, the Review notes that ’if municipalities had 

collected half of these debts, they would have had about :18 percent more revenue with 

which to fund the delivery of services,’ and that ’the importance of having sound indigent 

policies, linked to robust debt collection strategies cannot be over emphasised’ (LGBER 

2008: 34). 

Municipal indebtedness was rife during the first phase of the post-apartheid local 

government restructuring. By 2000 some 250 of the 843 urban and peri-urban 

municipalities were effectively bankrupt, many others were under severe financial strain, 

and most of the Regional (i.e. rural) Councils were ’financially nonviable’ (Hart 2002: 275). 

In 1998/9 Department of Finance devised a formula for allocating the Equitable Share to 

muncipalities: the bulk was designated as an operating subsidy of R86 ($14) per household earning less 

than R800 ($133) per month. Data from the Department of Finance Budget Review (1999/2000) and cited 

in UNDP 2000 (Table 3.1: 90). 
2o      See Hart (2002) p. 247 for an explanation of the RSC grant. 



To punish residents for non-payment, many municipalities disconnected water and 

electricity. While the number of cutoffs and reconnections is heavily disputed, there is no 

question that taps ran dry, toilets failed to flush, and the lights went out in many urban 

households - and that these cutoffs coincided with sharply increasing incidence of 

HIV/Aids infections, as well as escalating unemployment. Angry protests against water 

cutoffs first erupted in :~997, and - along with cholera and Ronnie Kasrils’ epiphany that 

poor people can’t pay for water- were key forces behind the Free Basic Servicies policies. 

Free Basic Services (FBS) are tightly connected to increasing pressures for credit 

control and to growing surveillance by central government over municipal finances. The 

Municipal Financial Management Act that came into effect in 2004 provides for much 

tighter central monitoring of municipal finances. At the same time, many senior 

municipal officials have been placed on performance contracts, and there are reported 

~moves towards establishing a single civil service that will enable far greater central 

control of local government. Growing national largesse has, in other words, gone hand in 

hand with intensified centralization of state power. 

Let me turn now to the simultaneously protective and punitive logic through 

which FBS are linked with credit control. In 2000, when policy makers were casting 

around for an alternative to their insistence on narrow cost recovery, they latched onto 

the Durban model that Alex Loftus describes as follows: 
[O]ne of the key moments in the beginning of Durban’s journey to free 

water policy was the development of a ground tank system in informal 

areas. This allowed a fixed amount of water (200 litres per household per 

day) to be delivered at a relatively low cost to shack areas in the 

municipality. Initially, residents were charged for the service but the 

municipality soon realized that the cost of charging individual households 

outweighed the revenue generated. It was therefore cheaper to provide 

the service for free. Looking at the rest of the municipality and the costs 

involved in disconnecting households, it was judged on the grounds of 

both economic efficiency and universal fairness that the service should be 

extended to all consumers within the municipality. (Loftus 2005: 

The 200 liters per day translates into 6 k~,(kiloliters) per household per month, regardless 

of household size. According to the elegant logic of this model, a system of ’stepped 

tariffs’ above the free basic minimum of 6k~ means that high-volume users will cross- 
subsidize low-volume users, and also encourage conservation (Muller 2008: 78).21 Loftus 

paints a far murkier picture of how the ’Durban model’ has operated in practice. He 

shows how for many of those living in shack settlements, it meant the ability to access 

free clean water for the first time in their lives.22 For households in more established 

Mike Muller was the Director General of the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry from 1997- 

2005. This article is his account of the process through which Free Basic Water was implemented - along 

with a defensive reaction to critics. 
22      It should also be noted that the provision of free basic water is far from universal. The Durban 

(now known as eThekwini) Municipality has denied access to water, sanitation, and electricty to extensive 
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townships used to a flat service fee, however, the Durban model has meant ’the 

escalation of bills, a closer surveillance of the amount consumed and the restriction of 

supplies to a level barely enough to survive on’ (Loftus 2005: 20:[). 

A key feature of this model of universal free basic water is that it does not entail 

setting up an indigent register. At the same time, its logic in relation to credit control 

demands that households in full service areas using more than the 6k6 minimum who fail 

to pay their bills have to be punished with either with a prepaid meter that only delivers 

the 6k~, minimum, or a device attached to a regular meter that restricts water supply to 

the minimum. Especially for households with water-borne sanitation, the 6k~, minimum is 

brutal - one toilet flush consumes :[0 liters. More generally, the inadequacy of 6k~ - and 

its failure to take account of household size- is a huge point of contention, as well as a 

recent lawsuit in Johannesburg discussed later. 

The Durban model was initially very influential in Ladysmith. I vividly recall the 

Municipal Manager at the time describing the beauties of the system in the late :[990s 

and, as we shall see, a version was set in place in the town (but not Ezakheni) in 200::[. 

What quickly became evident in Ladysmith and other places is that the cross-subsidies 

require a relatively high proportion of large-scale consumers, and that in smaller towns 

and cities - most of them heavily cash-strapped - the Durban model simply increases 

costs. 

Architects of Free Basic Water soon recognized that the Durban model can’t work 

in towns outside the metros, and came up with a targeting model in which only 

households defined as ’indigent’ receive free water. While municipalities have some 

discretion in defining the qualifications for indigence, they are required by the 

Department of Provincial and Local Government to maintain an accurate indigent 

register. They must also, obviously, set in place a system of metering to measure and 

restrict consumption - either a prepaid meter or a restrictive device. The logic of the 

targeting model is clear: it entails sorting out the ’can’t pays’ from the ’won’t pays’, and 

making things sufficiently unpleasant for the latter to force them to pay up. In effect, 

towns and small cities with far more limited financial and administrative resources than 

the metros are being called on to engage in an enormously complex, costly, and 

conflictual exercise of dividing and disciplining the population.23 

Official directives also advise local government officials to draw on ward 

councillors to assist in this exercise. This scenario envisages ward councillors, elected by 

their constituents and supposed to represent them, as instruments in the campaign to 

areas of shack settlements that officials are trying to move to peripheries far from work, schools, and other 

services. (See the website of the Durban Shackdwellers Movement, the Abahlali baseMjondolo). 
23      The nightmarish quality of indigent registers is made painfully evident in a report issued by the 

Directorate of Free Basic Services in the Department of Provincial and Local Government in 2005 entitled 

Study to Determine Progress with and Challenges Faces by Municipalities in the Provision oJ~ Free Basic 

Services and Supporting those Municipalities Struggling with Implementation. 
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identify and cordon offthe deserving poor, and ensure that the rest of the population is 

exposed to the whip of market discipline. 

In practice, of course, these idealized models are subverted at every turn. We’ve 

already seen how Newcastle local officials and Zader combined credit control and 

indigence in Newcastle using threats of confiscating property to force payment - and 

how this coercive strategy was made possible by a history of chaotic politics, while in turn 

intensifying political turbulence. 

We turn now to the dramatically different dynamics in Ladysmith where, under 

pressure from angry and fearful constituents, ANC ward councillors engaged local officials 

in two key battles. First, in areas where meters were already in place, they increased the 

minimum allocation from 6k~ to 18k~,. Second, they fiercely opposed the installation of 

water meters in Ezakheni- forcing a process of negotiation and compromise very 

different from that in Newcastle. More recently, however, the politics of indigence has 

become even more complex. 

Openin~l the Taps, (ln)stalling the Meters 
Following the 2000 local government election, as we saw earlier, an alliance between the 

DA/NNP and the IFP took over the Lad\/smith/Emnambithi local council, united primarily 

by their mutual antagonism towards the townships - and determined to make township 

residents pay (and pay more) for services. It’s also important that in the period 

immediately following that election, the municipality was severely cash-strapped. 

Despite the increase in population through the new demarcations, the equitable share 

had not increased - and, like most other local municipalities, Ladysmith/Emnambithi was 

quite heavily indebted. 

The new alliance moved quickly to tighten credit control in areas where there 

were already meters, and to install meters in Ezakheni where there were none. In 200:~ 

local authorities set in place a partial version of the Durban model in the relatively 

affluent former white and Indian suburbs, as well as in Acadaville, an Indian working class 

area, and in Steadville, the black township immediately adjacent to the town where 

meters had been in place for some time. In accordance with the logic of the Durban 

model, all households received the first 6 k~, free, and were charged according to a 

stepped tariff for additional consumption. 

It soon became evident that the municipality could not afford the Durban model, 

and it was abandoned within a year for the targeting model. Households with incomes 

below Rl100 a month were eligible to apply for indigent status. In return for having 

municipal debts written off, they had to have a prepaid electricity meter installed, along 

with a restrictive device attached to the water meter that reduced water flow to 200 

litres a day - in effect, producing a tiny trickle. A municipal engineer described how, if 
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anyone tampered with the restrictive device, the municipality shut down running water 

inside the house and put a standpipe in the yard. 

Municipal officials were very clear that, in accordance with the targeting model, 

their aim was to sort out the ’can’t pays’ from the ’won’t pays’ - and to make life 

sufficiently unpleasant for the latter group to force payment. At the end of 2002, when 

the policy had been in effect for six months, the Municipal Manager remarked that 

people were scared - and that ward councillors were also scared of losing their 

popularity. 

In fact, the ANC ward councillors from Steadville and Acaciaville were enraged. 

They pointed to the terrible hardships imposed on women struggling to nurse family 

members suffering from HIV/Aids; to the indignity of not being able to hold weddings and 

funerals; and to the utter inadequacy of the drips of water coming out of the taps and the 

horror of clogged toilets even in households not experiencing health crises or ceremonial 

obligations. ’This is a total nightmare -the municipality is turning us into social workers!’ 

declared one councillor, explaining how she spent most of her time trying to organize 

water tankers to supplement totally inadequate water supplies in her ward. Although 

there was no sustained uprising in Steadville and Acaciaville, there were sporadic 

outbursts of protest. 

In 2003, ANC ward councillors launched a concerted campaign to increase the 

minimum allocation of water from 6k#~ to 18k#~ a month. As we shall see below, this was 

also the period in which municipal engineers were struggling to install water meters in 

Ezakheni, and councillors linked the two issues. In the face of growing pressure, water 

engineers described how they engaged in a surreptitious strategy to increase the flow. 

One of them showed me how the restrictive device attached to the meter has three 

settings-on, off, and 200 litres a day. He and his colleagues figured out how to file the 

key to increase the flow. Another explained how ’we quietly started opening the meters 

to let through a bit more water. We read every meter and found that most were using 

10-12 kg per month.’ He went on to say that ’some people are genuinely poor, and we 

had to do it on compassionate grounds - 6k#~ is really horrendous, especially when you 

have a flush toilet. It’s just not hygienic.’ Yet he and his colleagues readily conceded that 

the move to ’open the taps’ was driven by ANC ward councillors. 

This move to increase the minimum allocation was quite at odds with directives 

emanating from the DA/IFP controlled Council. In September 2003, for example, the 

Executive Committee (EXCO) of the council resolved that ’the National policy regarding 

the 6 k#~ of free water be adhered to and that the restrictive devices deliver only 6 k~, as 

per the policy.’24 A few months later the ANC took over the council as a consequence of 

the floor-crossing described earlier, and quickly passed a resolution that ’the volume of 

water dispensed by the trickle flow device be increased from 200 litres to 600 litres per 

24 EXCO Resolution EC16/9/2003, September 11, 2003. 
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day; noting ... that this would be more acceptable to the indigent/non-paying community; 

further noting that there are [sic] water borne sewerage in Ladysmith, Steadville and 

Ezakheni which could become a health hazard should there not be sufficient water."2s 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi is, to the best of my knowledge, the first municipality in 

which an activist council pushed through this sort of increase in the minimum allocation - 

in effect, subverting the logic of the targeting model. 

Let me turn now to the struggle over the installation of water meters in Ezakheni. 

Municipal officials in Ladysmith/Emnambithi devoted huge amounts of time and energy 

to meter technology. In principle, they said, prepaid meters are tremendously attractive 

in providing ’a very controlled environment’ - a term used repeatedly by officials in both 

Ladysmith and Newcastle. In practice, they decided, prepaids were simply not feasible - 

in addition to being far more expensive. Here is how one of the water engineers 

explained the decision to install standard meters in Ezakheni: 

There are no successful prepaid meters. They are very open to tampering. We 

went to Cape Town and the guy said don’t do it. Joburg Water has been using 

prepaids in Kathlehong, and they have had endless battles. We did a huge amount 

of research. We also took the advice of Stewart Scott [an engineering firm in 

Pietermaritzburg]. They recommended against prepaids. When the Municipal 

Manager went to China, he went two days earlier to do research on a new type of 

meter that runs on a swipe card. We looked at it and it seemed interesting, but 

they couldn’t give any guarantees. In the end we went with standard Kent meters, 

with a specially engineered restrictive device that is much harder to tamper with. 

The first meters were installed in the largely middle class area (A Section) of 

Ezakheni towards the end of 2002, although households were still billed the flat service 
charges.26 At the time, it was generally understood that households would not be billed 

for actual water use until meters had been installed throughout Ezakheni. While meter 

installations in A Section went fairly smoothly, efforts to install meters in other parts of 

the township met with fierce opposition. ’The meter story has been driven by politics,’ 

declared one of the engineers; ’people were saying "we will not let you into our property 

- we will kill you"’. People in Ezakheni described their anger and fear when installation 

teams arrived in their neighbourhoods. Their rage was compounded when they 

discovered that workers employed to dig trenches had been brought in from rural areas, 

and were allegedly linked to IFP councillors. A relatively affluent resident of C Section 

described how she drove around shouting for women to come and join her to fight the 

workers and meter installers: ’Women are much more militant,’ she declared - ’they will 

have to deal with the consequences of this meter thing’. She also mentioned how the IFP 

2s EXCO Resolution, January 18,2004. 
26 In 2002, monthly service charges were as follows: R23 for water; R18 for refuse; Rll for sanitation; 

and rates in A section averaged R76. 
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workers were reminiscent of violence in the late 1980s and early 1990s when an IFP 
warlord bussed troops of heavily armed young men into Ezakheni.27 

ANC ward councillors in Ezakheni were fiercely opposed to the meters. Under 

pressure from their angry constituents - and painfully aware of the water restrictions in 

Steadville and Acaciaville - they fought hard to have the meter installation project in 

Ezakheni halted. In the face of this fierce opposition municipal officials tried desperately 

to manufacture consent. One of the water engineers explained how 

We really workshopped the meters. We held meetings very Monday with 

the councillors and the ward committees, and everyone from the Borough 

Engineers office would come. The councillors would hold meetings and let 

people know what was going to happen before we got there. We also 

bought a PA system, and went around explaining before we went in to 

install meters. And we distributed flyers in each section. 

Yet, he conceded, some of the community meetings ended up in a shambles and had to 

be abandoned, and meter installations remained a constant struggle. 

A memo from the Borough Engineer in February 2004 noted that councillors 

demanded to know ’how we could be installing meters in Ezakheni when over weekends, 

certain sections of Ezakheni experienced low pressure and in some cases, residents did 

not receive any water’, and demanding that ’EXCO address the community with regard to 

the installation of water meters’. The report concludes that ’at this stage no meters are 

being installed in Ezakheni’ and urges that EXCO members address the community to 

explain the meter installation project. In short, ward councillors- themselves under fire 

from angry constituents - were holding EXCO members’ feet to the very same fire. 

In addition to the sharp contrast with Newcastle, these struggles exemplify the 

subversion of bureaucratic logic through a sort of popular democracy in action. As I show 

in Disobling Globolizotion this popular democracy has a much longer history, dramatically 

exemplified in a series of open budget meetings in the late 1990s. These were 

extraordinary events in which township residents critically engaged municipal officials 

and ward councillors, voicing demands and laying out priorities. Open budget meetings 

came to an end when the ANC lost its majority in the council in the 2000 elections- but 

they were not reinstated when the ANC regained control at the end of 2003. Several 

councillors confessed that these meetings were extremely stressful, and that the more 

perfunctory consultations now required by municipal legislation are far easier. Yet the 

activism of ward councillors around minimum water allocations and meter installations 
embodies vestiges of this earlier history. 

As we shall now see, however, by 2008 ward councillors had been sidelined from 

the exercise of bureaucratic power. At the same time, national government hailed 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi as a model municipality in fiscal terms - one of only about 20% to 

27      For a fuller description, see Hart (2002) Chapter 3. 
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receive an unqualified audit. How fiscal probity and the consolidation of bureaucratic 

power have gone hand in hand with the sharp curtailment of popular democracy help to 

pinpoint the deep tensions and contradictions through which municipal indigence 

operates in practice. 

The Political Maelstrom of Indigence 
A maelstrom (or malstr~m/malstrCm in the Scandinavian languages) is a very 
powerful whirlpool; a large, swirling body of water. A free vortex, it has 
considerable downdraft. (http://en.wikipedia.org) 

When we returned to Ladysmith in mid-2005, the big story was how efforts to register 

households as indigent were spreading very rapidly. Early in 2005, at the start of the 

surge, some 5,000 households in Ladysmith/Emnambithi were registered as indigent - 

approximately 12% of the roughly 40,000 urban and township households in the 

municipality. By 2007, the number of ’indigent’ households had climbed to around 

20,000. This was, of course, a period in which the equitable share was also increasing 

significantly {Table 2). 

Mindful of the earlier experiment with indigence in Ladysmith, reports from other 

parts of the country, and theoretical preconceptions, my immediate reaction was that 

being defined as indigent must be a belittling and demeaning source of shame. When I 

tried to probe this issue with ANC councillors, they immediately responded in terms such 

as ’actually it’s a wonderful thing’ and ’oh no, people love it!’ The newly-defined 

’indigents’ with whom I spoke confirmed this view, conveying a sense that the 

government was at last providing some of the support to which they were entitled. What 

also became clear that the connotations of ’indigence’ in English - a sort of Dickensian 

image of the cringing poor in ][9th century London - has no cognate in isiZulu, and that 

indigence was being defined and understood in terms such as ’giving to people who don’t 

have enough’ and ’restoring our dignity’. 

The initial impetus came from municipal officials. Until 2004/5 they had relied on 

an intricate, administratively costly, and time-consuming questionnaire to assess 

indigence that was focused mainly on households in Acaciaville and Steadville. In 2005, 

partly in an effort to incorporate Ezakheni households in a comprehensive indigent 

register in the most efficient way possible, they instituted a system of automatic 

indigence which the chief financial officer described as follows: 

Where a house value is equal to or less than the national housing subsidy- 

R35, 720 - we give them everything for free. We wifl rebate 100% of houses 

in that category. It takes out poor people - you can’t expect them to pay. 

He went on to say that this is much more efficient than chasing them up with bills that 

they can never pay, and estimated some 7,000-8,000 households fell in this category. 
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Those who qualified had their arrears written off, paid no rates, and received free refuse 

removal. The only downside was having to accept a prepaid electricity meter.28 

The crucial point is that there were - and still are - no restrictions on water in 

Ezakheni. In December 2004, following its withdrawal from the company, Uthukela 

district municipality took responsibility for water service provision. While residents of the 

town complained that water and sanitation was every bit as bad - if not worse - than 

when the company was in charge, it was clear that things were (and still are) infinitely 

worse in Ezakheni. In what appears as a sort of quid pro quo, the district municipality did 

not pursue the meter installation project. Although the supply of water continues to be 

highly erratic, most Ezakheni residents have, for some time, been getting it for free - or, 

more accurately, subsidized by the surge in the equitable share going to the district 

municipality (Table 2).29 There’s also a political quid pro quo: while the ANC in 

Ladysmith/Emnambithi can blame the IFP-led district municipality for poor water 

services, the latter can claim to be giving away water for free. 

For ward councillors, the new system of indigence translated into a rich source of 

patronage. They had to approve each application and, as one municipal official later 

observed, ’each signature was a guaranteed vote’. This was also a period in which, as one 

ward councillor put it, ’we are afraid of people toyi-toying in the street’. 

Mid-2005 was a crucial political turning point in South African politics, ushering in 

a period of intense turbulence. In June 2005 then-president Thabo Mbeki dismissed 

Jacob Zuma as deputy president of the country, following the conviction of Zuma’s 

financial advisor on fraud and corruption charges in which Zuma was allegedly involved. 

At the ANC National General Council meeting held shortly thereafter deep schisms within 

the ANC became evident, accompanied by an upsurge in popular support for Zuma and 

powerful anti-Mbeki sentiment (Hart 2007; 2008a). 

In addition, municipal uprisings all over the country intensified in 2005, resulting 

in the postponement of local government elections originally scheduled for late 2005 to 

March 2006. This was also a period in which the ANC sought to deal with popular 

insurrection and the problems of local government by exercising tight control over the 

selection of ward councillors. During this period, I was able to observe several 

spectacular expressions of popular anger in Ladysmith directed at the Mbeki ruling bloc - 

and indeed at the figure of Mbeki himself, when he ripped off his T-shirt to placate an 

28 Although prepaid electricity meters can be topped up, they supply limited amounts at any one 

time. The most succinct description of what this means in practice was from an Ezakheni resident who 

described how ’With 60ms you can cook, have a bath, watch TV and iron. With 20ms you can only do one 

thing at a time.’ 

29      In principle, residents are still supposed to pay a flat fee for water. In practice, according to 

Ladysmith officials, a very small proportion of households actually pay. District officials did not respond to 

my requests for information. 
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angry crowd at a pre-election rally in D Section in Ezakheni. What so infuriated the 

residents was that national and provincial officials of the ANC had replaced the candidate 

for ward councillor elected by the ANC branch in that ward. 

Contrary to widespread expectations of massive boycotts of local government 

elections in March 2006, the ANC Alliance actually increased its share of the vote from 

60% in the 2000 local elections to 66% in the country as a whole, with a very similar 

turnout rate. In Ladysmith/Emnambithi the ANC won 56% of seats in council, although 

the IFP held on to Uthukela district municipality by a narrow margin. Despite 

expectations of victory, the ANC in Newcastle garnered only 44% of the seats and went 

into alliance with Nadeco, a small party that split off from the IFP. By May 2007 this 

alliance had fallen apart, and an alliance of IFP and other small parties took over the 
Newcastle council.3° Zader remains a key bone of contention; relations between 

councillors and municipal officials have become increasingly fractious; and the capacity of 

ward councillors to represent their constituents remains as attenuated as ever. 

In contrast, the bureaucracy in Ladysmith/Emnambithi has increasingly come to 

operate like a well-oiled machine, conforming closely to national directives for greater 

discipline in local government. Senior white municipal officials died or retired, and 

former ANC councillors took over the top positions in municipal government since 2006. 

Their appointments coincided with progressively more stringent surveillance and control 

by national government, along with generous remuneration packages. Senior municipal 

officials are now subject to performance contracts, as are the mayor, deputy mayor, and 

speaker of council. 

Since the 2006 local government elections, councillors have found themselves in 

an anomalous position. On the one hand, their remuneration escalated. According to the 

Municipal Manager, the salaries of ordinary councillors in Ladysmith/Emnambithi 

increased by 52% after the election to R168,000 a yearr, and now (2010) average 

R180,000 a year- a colossal income in relation to that of most township residents. On 

the other they were becoming subject to more rigorous discipline and scrutiny, as a 

consequence of the tightening national control and its transmission through the ANC- 

controlled municipality. 

When I visited Ladysmith in mid-2007, a concerted campaign to ramp up debt 

collection and limit indigence was taking shape. Municipal officials along with members 

of EXCO had become deeply critical of the system of automatic indigence, claiming that 

the number of indigent households far exceeded the fiscal capacity of the municipality, 

and that large numbers of households (including teachers and nurses) who could afford 

to pay for services were taking unfair advantage. An often-repeated phrase was the need 

3o      In what seems like an ongoing political game of musical chairs, the ANC managed to wrest control 

of the Newcastle council from the IFP in mid-2009 through going into alliance with a splinter group from 

Nadeco. 
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to cut indigence to the bone. A senior official in the finance department summed up the 

aggressive new stance from an administrative point of view, emphasizing the imperative 

to make indigence as unpleasant as possible so as to ’make it very difficult for illegal 

indigents to jump on the wagon.’ In a classic re-statement of the targeting model, he laid 

out strict and limited terms to qualify for indigence on the one hand, and the imperative 

to meter and restrict water use on the other. The fundamental problem in sorting out 

can’t pays from won’t pays was (and remains) the district municipality’s refusal (or 

inability) to limit water: 

The district and water is a very dicey situation. Ezakheni is still not metered fully - 

you must have meters to restrict water. We will go to the district and threaten to 

report them to central government if they don’t restrict. They wanted to set up a 

separate indigent register, and we said this is madness. They have accepted using 

our indigent register because they don’t have the resources to do it any other way. 

Technically they should do it, but they can’t. We will have them on board with 

indigence. 

In relation to the services over which Ladysmith/Emnambithi has control, he outlined the 

following ideal strategy: 

Those J:lagged as indigent will receive rates for free. But we will not pay for refuse 

- if they don’t pay, we will force them. They must be on a prepaid restricted 

electricity meter. We will interface with the financial system. Whenever they 

purchase electricity we will know, and take 50% of the purchase for refuse 

collection. 

What was striking about this and other discussions with long-serving municipal 

officials was the sense that, in the past, they had always been constrained by ’political 

interference’ - but that ANC councillors were now being brought under control by the 

new dispensation. As one of them put it, ’Ward councillors have been put on terms-you 

support this policy or you are out; there is a very strong move to discipline councillors and 

use performance agreements.’ In accordance with the logic of the targeting model, ward 

councillors were being positioned as frontline troops in the battle to divide and discipline 

the population. At the same time, they were painfully aware that moves to limit 

indigence and apply water restrictions to those who qualified would call forth the wrath 

of their constituents. As one of them put it in July 2007, ’these days, it’s not nice to be a 

councillor’. 

On returning to Ladysmith in December 2007, I discovered that ward councillors 

had thrown a spanner in the indigence/credit control machine. The district municipality 

(under pressure apparently from provincial officials) had accepted the indigent register 

from Ladysmith/Emnambithi officials and made tentative moves to apply water 

restrictions to some of the households in Ezakheni. Both the handing over of the lists and 

moves to apply restrictions called forth an enraged outcry from ward councillors. They 

focused their wrath on the dilapidated infrastructure that resulted in massive water 

losses. ’How can you just come with meters only - you must first repair the pipes’ they 
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insisted. In the face of this incontrovertible logic and threats of popular unrest, the 

district authorities backed off. 

It’s important to bear in mind that the second half of 2007 was a period of 

heightened political mobilization leading up to the ANC conference in Polokwane, and the 

titanic battle between Thabo Mbeki and Jacob Zuma. That ward councillors were able to 

break out of the straitjacket in which they found themselves after the election was, I 

think, partly made possible by their tapping into powerful anti-Mbeki sentiment. 

By the second half of 2008 there was yet another twist in the saga of credit 

control and indigence in Ladysmith/Emnambithi: municipal officials were forging ahead 

with constructing a far more limited indigent register- and councillors no longer had any 

involvement in the process. The councillors with whom I spoke insisted that the initiative 

to withdraw came from them. One rationale was that ’this way we can put more 

pressure on the administration’ - but what also became evident was that, in the face of 

the fierce clampdown on indigence, councillors found it politically expedient to distance 

themselves. 

Municipal officials drew a sharp distinction between an idealized model in which 

councillors help to manufacture consent, and practical reality - in effect, the messy and 

inconvenient practices of everyday democracy. As one of them put it, 
In principle the ward councillor is the spokesperson J~or the community. It looks 

J~antastic on paper. In practice it only works iJ~ the ward councillor gives you 
something - the councillors always want to give something away J~or j~ree. The 
moment the administration starts to make you pay, they [the councillors] run with 

complaints... We would prej~er to share responsibility with the councillors, but it’s 
just not practical. We have now taken a much more scientij~ic route. 

This ’scientific route’ formally commenced on July :1, 2008 - although information 

was disseminated from February. The old register based on house valuation was 

terminated, and aspiring indigents had to apply using a detailed form: 

We learned J~rom our mistakes [L e. the administratively simpler automatic 

indigence that drew in huge numbers o_f applicants]. The new form is much more 

comprehensive. You must declare your income correctly- you have to prove that 

you don’t have income. We run an ITC [credit bureau] check - the beauty qf it is 

it’s so much easier to capture data. We send in a request and J~our days later we 

get a response.., the end result is that we j~ind out that some oJ~ those who claim to 

be unemployed are actually not - we’ve thrown out about 20% [o~ the 

approximately 6,000 new applications].. 

The official went on to describe how he works for three hours every night going through 

the remaining applications on a case by case basis - but that ’capture’ is far from 

complete. In a litany strongly reminiscent of the Zader representative, he talked about 

how people move in and out of households; how there are discrepancies in residential 

addresses; how ’if you are married in the Zulu way’ there is no marriage certificate; how 
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child support is uneven; how he checks bank accounts to track deposits, but deposits can 

fluctuate - and so on. In other words, the scientific route is slippery and treacherous. 

It also proved practically impossible. By 2009 municipal officials had abandoned 

the scientific route, and gone back to a system of automatic indigence based on house 

valuation. Those living in houses valued at less than R70,000 pay no rates and have 

prepaid electricity meters that provide the free basic minimum of 150 kWh. In addition, 

municipal officials instituted ’application indigence’ for those living in houses valued at 

more than R70,000. The latter group has to go through a system of credit checks and 

accept a prepaid electricity meter. By mid-2010 estimated that about 8,000 households 

qualified for automatic indigence, and another 500 were ’application indigents’. 

Yet this apparent solution is a political minefield waiting to explode if and when 

water restrictions go into effect - especially if the level is set at 6kP~. As one official put it, 

’The moment you exercise restrictions, you will lose 40% of the indigency; no-one can be 

happy with 6kP~- it’s impossible’. Simultaneously he made clear the impossible situation 

in which he and his colleagues found themselves: ’We don’t have the tools; but if we do 

have the tools, we sit with resistance’. 

At the same time, the councillors find themselves in an increasingly precarious 

position in relation to their constituents. They have, as Ari Sitas (2008) puts it, become ’a 

petty bourgeoisie on the road to class power’ - and, simultaneously, their capacity to 

respond to their constituents on this most crucial of issues is eroding rapidly. Even the 

most diligent and accountable councillors are effectively being sidelined through the 

logics built into the way municipal indigence operates in practice. 

What makes these reconfigurations of relations among councillors, municipal 

officials, and residents all the more significant and ironic is that, in fiscal and 

administrative terms, Ladysmith/Emnambithi features as a model municipality on the 

larger canvas of South African local government. 

When we consider the dynamics unfolding in Ladysmith in relation to those in 

Newcastle, what’s important is not just that these are divergent ’path dependent’ 

processes rooted in specific historical geographies. Of far greater significance is that both 

places exemplify how interconnected tensions and contradictions around water 

provision, indigence, and debt collection are tearing apart the fabric of local government, 

albeit in locally specific ways - and how national interventions aimed at imposing order 

and discipline are contributing to this unravelling. Let me turn now to suggesting how our 

excursions to Ladysmith and Newcastle shed light on the escalating tensions of local 

government in South Africa today. 
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Water Wars, Indigence, and the Contradictions oJ: Local Government 
Mindful of local government elections scheduled for 20:1:1, the Zuma administration 

turned its attention to the generally chaotic state of local government immediately upon 

assuming power in May 2009.31 The Department of Provincial and Local Government was 

replaced by a new Department of C;ooperative Governance and Traditional Leadership, 

with what Minister Sicelo Shiceka described in his budget vote on June 23 2009 as a new 

and expanded mandate. Shiceka also launched a remarkable attack on his predecessor, 

accusing him of a narrow technocratic approach, and failing to play an appropriate ’choir 

conductor’ role among different levels of government. The previous week Shiceka had 

declared that many of South Africa’s 283 municipalities were in a ’state of paralysis and 

dysfunction’, citing ’a problematic political/administrative interface, lack of 

accountability, fraud and corruption, dysfunctional caucuses, weak financial 

management, poor service delivery, unsatisfactory labour relations and weak public 

participation structures’.32 Making clear that he intends to wield what he calls his choir 

conductor’s stick to keep ’choristers in government and civil society’ in line in order to 

’protect, guide and direct local government’, Shiceka announced a series of initiatives - 

including ’Operation C~lean Audits’ aimed at ensuring that all municipalities achieved 

unqualified audits by 20:14; surveys of all municipalities to identify problems and 

solutions; halting the outsourcing of services that could be performed by municipal 

employees; training programs for councillors; and threats to fire non-performing 

councillors and officials. 

Just as the Zuma administration has been gearing up to play a far more 

interventionist role in local government, a resurgence of rebellions directed at local 

government in many parts of the country flared up in July 2009-some of them quite 
violent.33 Almost every night television screens beamed images reminiscent of apartheid- 

era popular fury and state violence - angry crowds toyi-toying in the streets, burning tires 

and on occasion municipal buildings; the cameras then swivel to police in riot gear firing 

rubber bullets, stun grenades and tear gas, and pushing screaming people into armored 

vehicles. 

In comparison with these often brutal confrontations, the protests over water 

described at the start of this essay seem tame - perhaps even quaintly comical. On the 

surface, at least, Ladysmith and even Newcastle appear as relatively quiescent and well- 

governed, especially when located on the larger canvas of municipal dysfunction and 

urban rebellion. While water (and water restriction) is a burning issue in many 

municipalities, disputes over housing and threats of removal of shack settlements are 

A more aggressive stance towards local government was actually signalled in late 2008 when, 

following the toppling of Thabo Mbeki and the resignation of Minister of Provincial and Local Government 

Sidney Mufamadi, then-President Kgalema Mothlante appointed Sicelo Shiceka to the position. Shiceka 

moved quickly to appoint task teams to address municipal problems. 
32 Article entitled ’SA’s muncipalities in "state of paralysis"’ Mail & Guardian onfine June 10, 2009. 
33 For an incisive analysis of the problems of attaching the label ’service delivery’ to these protests, 

see Pithouse (2009). 
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probably the chief catalyst of protest and confrontation with local authorities. In 

addition, even in those areas where struggles over water have figured prominently, most 

of these protests have turned around the imposition of prepaid water meters. So how, 

then, can battles over water in these two seemingly mundane towns and adjacent 

townships shed light on the generally parlous state of local government in South Africa 

today? 

Most immediately, they point to the limits of widely held views that the problems 

with local government derive from ’poor service delivery’ that can be laid at the feet of 

incompetent, uncaring officials and lazy, corrupt councillors. Without question rotten 

councillors and officials are enormously problematic in many areas; and, no doubt, 

bringing in more efficient and accountable replacements would produce some 

improvements in municipal services. Yet by probing beneath the surface of contestations 

over water in northwestern KwaZulu-Natal, my research reveals much deeper systemic 

tensions and contradictions than ’lack of capacity’ or a ’democratic deficit’. 

Broadly speaking, local government is the impossible terrain of official efforts to 

manage poverty and deprivation in a racially-inflected capitalist society marked by vicious 

inequalities which, since :1994, have become simultaneously de- and re-racialized. Close 

attention to Ladysmith and Newcastle over the past :15 years helps to highlight several 

related dimensions of this turbulent and shifting terrain. First is the pernicious logic of 

indigence, linked in turn with debt collection, which seeks to render technical that which 

is inherently political. We’ve seen how, in Ladysmith and Newcastle, this process has 

embroiled municipal officials in ongoing conflicts with councillors and township residents, 

along with endless battles to sort out the ’can’t pays’ from the ’won’t pays’. That these 

battles have thus far remained relatively muted in comparison with those in many other 

places has a great deal to do with the inability of officials to impose water restrictions. 

There are some instructive comparisons here with the techno-logics and politics of 

indigence in large metropolitan municipalities that have far greater coercive capacity than 

that in many smaller cities and towns, as well as more resources with which to cross- 

subsidize services. As we saw earlier, well-resourced municipalities can in principle 

sidestep the morass of means-testing and indigence registers by providing a free basic 

minimum to all households, cross-subsidized through a stepped-tariff system. According 

to the logic of the Durban model, indebted households ’self-select’ by accepting water 

restriction in return for debt write-offs, thus minimizing bureaucratic intervention. At the 

same time, the ’can’t pays’ in principle take responsibility for disciplining themselves. A 

great deal of critical attention has focused on prepaid meters as the quite literal 

technology of rule through which this form of neoliberal governmentality operates. In 
fact, eThekwini (Durban) authorities use flow restrictors rather than prepaid meters.34 

Installation of the flow restrictor is accompanied by a 15 minute training session that ’makes 

customers aware of how to manage with 200 litres a day’ according to the city’s Water Policy statement- 

which goes on to note that any tampering with the flow restricting device will result in permanent 
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While the specific form of the technology is significant for water users and those who 

govern them, what is most fundamental to the workings of this neoliberal model of 

government at a distance is the coercive capacity of the state to impose and maintain 

water restrictions.3s 

To residents of established townships, the installation of water meters represents 

a form of dispossession from the most basic means of life that is, at the same time, 

deeply racialized. In relocation townships like Ezakheni and Madadeni, we’ve seen how 

meters represent a double dispossession - a violation of the quid pro quo through which 

residents {or their forebears) were forcibly removed from land in ’white’ South Africa. 

More generally, the installation of meters in urban townships that have historically had 

access to water, electricity and other urban services at relatively low, flat rates amounts 

to ongoing warfare that takes a variety of forms. 

From a comparative perspective, what is significant about the Durban model is 

that meter installation combined with water restriction appeared as a swift surgical strike 

at a relatively early point. Neil MacLeod, the head of Durban (now eThekwini) Water 

Services, is reported as having described the rapid installation of replacement meters in 

townships throughout the city in 1998 as a ’military operation’ (cited by Loftus 2006: 

1032) that quickly incorporated township residents within new infrastructures of 

discipline while, at the same time, replacing decaying water pipes that accounted for 

massive water losses. 

Johannesburg authorities have wielded much clunkier weapons and more openly 

aggressive strategies in their battles to deal with debt and impose water restrictions. In 

the late 1990s, just as Durban authorities were gearing up for their blitzkrieg, 

Johannesburg officials ruthlessly disconnected those who didn’t pay for water and 

electricity- with the backing of none other than then provincial MEC for Local 

Government Sicelo Shiceka who declared in August 1997 that ’Persuasion hasn’t been 

taken seriously, so we are now at the stage of coercion, and it’s paying dividends’.36 

Disconnections sparked fierce protests and fed into the formation of oppositional 

movements that came together under the banner of the Anti-Privatisation Forum. They 

also spawned a veritable army of what have come to be known as struggle plumbers and 

electricians engaged in reconnecting their neighbours. 

While following in the footsteps of their Durban counterparts in providing 

universal free basic water through a stepped tariff system starting in 2001, Johannesburg 

authorities have pursued a far cruder strategy that is also more vulnerable to counter- 

disconnection until the amount owing has been paid in full. For a description of debt and disconnection 

policies, see http~/!www.durbamgov.za!durban!serv!ces/water and san!ration. 
3s      Indeed one could argue that flow restrictors are more oppressive than prepaid meters in that they 

don’t allow for the option to purchase additional water. 
36      ’Gauteng Authorities Recoup R500 million in service arrears’, South African Press Association, 13 

August 1997. I am grateful to Patrick Bond for this reference. 
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attack. Meter installation in Soweto only began in 2003 - until then, residents still had an 
unmetered, flat-rate water supply.37 In that year, Johannesburg Water launched the 

deeply controversial ’Operation Gcin’amanzi’ (Save Water) in the Phiri section of Soweto. 

In contrast to Durban where township residents received conventional meters (to which 

flow restrictors could be attached), Soweto residents had to accept either a yard tap or a 
prepaid water meter that delivers 6kl of free water a month.38 In July 2006 five residents 

of Phiri led by Lindiwe Mazibuko and represented by the Centre for Applied Legal Studies 

launched a high-profile legal challenge to the adequacy of the minimum water allocation 
and the constitutionality of prepaid water meters.39 The Mazibuko case, along with 

ongoing popular discontent and protest, have exerted tremendous pressure on the City of 

Johannesburg. 

Accompanying these pressures are a series of policy shifts through which the City 

of Johannesburg has retreated from the Durban model of universal free water and 

government at a distance, and moved instead towards defining and targetting the 

indigent.4° In mid-2006, just as the Mazibuko case was launched, the City made 

allowance for an additional 4kl of water per month to households registered as indigent, 

with an additional annual allocation of 4kl for emergencies.41 A fully-fledged targetting 

model made its appearance in mid-2009 when Amos Masondo, the mayor of 

Johannesburg, announced an entirely new ’Expanded Social Package Policy’ (ESP) dubbed 

Siyasizana (’We are helping one another’).42 Siyasizana figured prominently in efforts by 

the City of Johannesburg and Johannesburg Water to answer the charges levelled against 

them in the Mazibuko case, and formed a key element in their appeal to the 

Constitutional Court in September 2009 - and it appears to have played an important role 

in the judgment which went against the Phiri applicants.43 

Like the targetting model with which smaller cities and towns have been grappling 

for some time, Siyasizana abandons universal free water. In almost every other respect, 

37      I am drawing here on a chronology laid out in the Founding Affidavit of the Leave to Appeal 

Mazibuko v City of Johannesburg (2009/08/035) assembled by the Centre for Applied Legal Studies (CALS 

2009) and available at http://web.wits, ac.za/Academic/Centres/CALS/. 
38      According to the Founding Affidavit (paragraph 74), ’regardless of whether they had any arrears, 

no Phiri residents were ever given the option of a conventional metered supply such as is available in the 

richer suburbs of Johannesburg’. Critical literature on prepaid meters in the Johannesburg townships 

includes Bond and Dugard (2008), Harvey (2005), Naidoo (nd), Ruiters (2007), and von Schnitzler (2008). 

Muller (2008) articulates a defensive position. 
39      Detailed documentation of the Mazibuko case can be found on the website of the Centre for 

Applied Legal Studies http://web.w!ts.ac.za/Academ!c/Centres/CALS!. More here on the Mazibuko case 

and Constitutional Court judgment. 
40 For a description of these shifts, see CALS (2009) Chapter 3. 
41 Johannesburg authorities instituted an indigent register in 1998 and in 2001 estimated about half a 

million households in the city to be indigent - yet in 2005 only 118,000 households were registered (CALS 

2009: paragraph 117.3), and this number fell to 108,000 in 2008 according to figures supplied to CALS (CALS 

comment on City of Johannesburg proposed tariffs, 25 April 2008). 
42 

City of Johannesburg Expanded Social Package Programme 24 June 2009 www.joburg:org.za. 
43 

See De Vos (2009). 
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though, it represents a dramatic departure from existing strategies of dealing with 

indigence. Instead of identifying households on the basis of income (or house value), 

Siyasizana trains its sights on the individual- or, more specifically, on individuals with 

’special needs’ and pathologies rather than those that are simply impoverished. In 

addition to disease, advanced age, ’very low basic skill level’, and residing in a household 

headed by a child, pensioner, or single parent, these include ’history of abuse, history of 

substance dependency, ex-combatant status and prior incarceration/history of criminal 

activity’. 

To register, individuals have to appear at a customer service centre with a South 

African identity document, a copy of the City account for the property on which they live, 

and the numbers of their prepaid water and electricity meters. They will then be 

fingerprinted, and the fingerprint ’will be used as confirmation that the City has 

permission to verify information about them with other government information 

systems’ (City of Johannesburg 2009: 2). Instead of credit bureau checks and forays into 

townships to ensure that there are no Mercedes parked in the yard, those administering 

Siyasizana will draw on a comprehensive system of state surveillance through a massive 
integration of data bases.44 Applicants will then be assigned ’poverty scores’ and placed 

in one of three bands that determine the level of assistance for which they qualify. In 

addition to varying levels of water and electricity, the three packages include transport, 

rental and rates subsidies - as well as registration with the Jobs Pathways programme 

’designed to help people become economically self-reliant, and ultimately lift themselves 

beyond the need of Siyasizana’ (City of Johannesburg 2009: 6). 

In effect, the neoliberal logic of government at a distance has given way to an 

enormously intricate welfarist system of individual poverty scores, backed up by massive 

combined data systems designed to barcode and stratify the poor, and shepherd them in 

appropriate directions. In a high-tech guise Siyasizana conjures up the project 
spearheaded by William Beveridge who, in early 20th century Britain sought to 

disaggregate and classify what had been seen as an undifferentiated mass of ’the poor’, 

and subject each ’problem’ to a specific form of regulation and intervention. 

The Centre for Applied Legal Studies is deeply critical of Siyasizana, pointing to the 

chronic under-representation of low-income households in registration-based 

endeavours, the demeaning character of the application process, and the lack of public 

’This Expanded Social Package system is a national pilot for Social Development’s National 

Integrated Social Information System (NISIS), which combines data from the Unemployment Insurance Fund 

(U IF), the South African Social Security Administration (SASSA), the Department of Housing and the 

Department of Home Affairs. This will allow us to verify people’s eligibility for benefits without the poor 

having to produce any documents to prove their own level of poverty’ (City of Johannesburg 2009: 1). In his 

illuminating account of biometric government in South Africa, Breckenridge notes that the ’poorest of the 

poor’ are far more directly affected by cutting edge technologies and database systems than their middle- 

class contemporaries (2005:282). 
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consultation.4s What my work in Ladysmith and Newcastle suggests is that, with this new 

Orwellian strategy of techno-fixing poverty, officials of the City of Johannesburg may well 

be heading into a far deeper and murkier political quagmire of measuring and monitoring 

indigence than that in which their counterparts in smaller municipalities have been 

flailing around for some time. 

A closely related set of considerations turns around the increasingly precarious 

position in which councillors now find themselves. Calling attention to how local 

councillors are being transformed into a petit bourgeoisie in the context of intensifying 

struggles over resources flowing into local government, Sitas (2008:91) observes that 

’because of the broader mix of polarising greed and need, each locale (involving branches 

and councillors and large numbers of expectant people) is animated by class 

contestations, inclusions and exclusions, crises and differential strains’; he goes on to 

note that ’class struggles and competition are tiler within branches of the ANC (and 

Inkatha for that matter) than they are between workers, bosses and the state in broader 

society’. 

In addition my research suggests how divisive politics of this sort are cross-cut by a 

widening gulf between councillors and their constituents. Even in Ladysmith, with its 

history of intense political mobilization, the most diligent and accountable of councillors 

are becoming increasingly unable to engage with their constituents because of the 

structural divide inherent in how municipal indigence policy operates in practice to 

sideline councillors and erode their powers. 

There are important parallels here with Claire B~nit-Gbaffou’s research in 

Johannesburg where, she argues, councillors’ powers are attenuated in the face of rising 

discontent, at the same time as they are presented as being at the forefront of local 

delivery; in addition, some councillors ’are caught between their possible sympathy for 

needs expressed at ward level on the one hand, and council policies and policy directions 

on the other’ (B~nit-Gbaffou 2008: 28-29). If experience in Ladysmith is anything to go 

by, the chances are high that a depoliticizing strategy like Siyasizana will feed into and 

intensify the corrosion of councillors’ relations with their constituents. 

More generally, I’ve tried to show how the tensions that took shape in the first 

phase of local government restructuring have given way over the past decade to far more 

complex contradictions, deeply entangled with efforts to govern indigence and manage 

access to the most crucial of natural resources in conditions of intense inequality and 

escalating unemployment. By the same token, efforts to frame the malaise of local 

government in terms of ’service delivery’, ’capacitation’ and so forth are not merely 

inadequate; they actively play into the contradictory dynamics sketched out in this paper. 

4s Jackie Dugard ’Phiri: lawfare rather than warfare’ Mail & Guardian July 24-30 2009: 33. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.t~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: BSM Political Action Committee AFAM!AFRI Expo 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

can come by at 12:00pm Is that okay? 

Class of 
History and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preser~e everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 
-Manning Marable 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihuaac.edu] 
Sent: Wedaaesday, 6:57 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: BSM Political Action Cormnittee AFAM/AFRI Expo 

Dear 

Thanks su much fur the work you du with the BSM. Yes, I will be there. 

Do you have time tu stop by ol!fice today (Wednesday)? ]£yuu du, that wuuld be great. I will be there frum 9 00am. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:41 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: BSM Pulitical Actiun Cummittee AF~Y\UAFRI t:.xpo 

tIi Professor Sahle, 

On behalf of the Political Action Committee of the Black Student Movement, I wanted to welcume yuu tu, 

and encourage yuur parucipation in our Department of African and African-American Studies Expusitiun! 

We plan to host an exhibition that showcases the variuus courses offered by the AFAM/AFRI department, 

allowing you to speak on one or more of the courses that you offer, such as AFAM 474 Key Issues in 

African and Afro-American Linkages. In view of recent budget cuts, restructuring of general education 

requirements and the unfortunate attention the AFAM departruent has received in the last few- weeks 

surrounding "academic integrib’", we would like to foster support for, and inspire renewed positive 

interest in the department. The event is scheduled for Wednesday, at 5:30pro in the Stone Center 

auditorium. The expo will ideally provide attendees with an overview of the history of the ~4FAM department, 

followed by a brief interactive segruent where students have the opportunib" to learn about the diversi~ of the 

AFAM/AFRI courses offered and the material covered in those courses from professors themselves. The 

goal of this event is to proruote the AFAM:’AFRI departruent in such a way that the carupus recognizes it as 

a viable, valuable and substantial academic department. Your participation in this event is integral to its 

success. Please let us know- as soon as possible if you will be available to attend and/or present. All we 

ask for you to do is bring your expertise on a particular course offered in the departraent and we will do the 

rest’. If there are any questions you have, please do not hesitate to email myself or 

Thank you so much Professor Sahle and we look forward to hearing from and working with you 

very soon! 

Class of 



History and Al?ican-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
s~gnificance and to resist tl~e temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 11:13 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email. unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Ennice N 

<ennice@email.unc.edtr~; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: BSM Political Action Committee AI:’AM!z~’ILI Expo 

Hi all - - 

I’m not sure if 

event. 

is working with a mentor in the department already, but I thought I should make snre that the undergraduate studies committee is aware of this 

(See email below, regai~ting an expo for undergraduate students promoting course ofi~rings in the depaxtment.) 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Iydia.boyd@unc.edu 

Begin tbr~vaxded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: 12:21:41 AM EDT 

To: "lydia.boyd@unc.edu" <lydia.boyd@unc.edu> 

Subject: BSM Political Action Committee AFAM/AFRI Expo 

Hi Professor Boyd, 

I trust all is well with you.    On behalf of the Political Action Committee of the Black Student Movement, I 

wanted to welcome you to, and encourage your partAcipation in our Department of African and 

African-American Studies Exposition’.    We plan to host an exhibition that showcases the various courses 

offered by the AFAM!AFRI depart~nent, allowing you to speak on one or ~nore of the courses that you oiler, 

such as AFRI 261 African Women: Changing Ideals and Realities.    In view of recent budget cuts, restructuring 

of general education requirements and the unfortunate attention the AFAM department has received in the last 

few weeks surrounding "academic integrity’; we would like to tbster support for, and inspire renewed positive 

interest in the department. The event is scheduled for Wednesday, at 5:30pm in the Stone Center 

auditorium.    The expo will ideally provide attendees with an overview of the history of the AFAM depaltment, 

followed by a brief interactive segment where s~dents have the opportunity, to learn about the diversi~ of the 

AFAIWAFRI courses offered and the material covered in those courses from professors themselves.    The 

goal of this event is to promote the AFAIVl/AFRI department in such a way that the campus recognizes it as 

a viable, valnable and substantial academic depart~nent.    Your participation in this event is integral to its 

snccess.    Please let us know as soon as possible if you will be available to attend and/or present.    All we 

ask for you to do is bring your expertise on a paxticnlax course ofi~red in the department and we will do the 

rest!    If there are any questions you have, please do not hesitate to email myself or 



Tha~k you so mnch ProtEssor Boyd and we look tbrward to hearing ficom aJ~d working ruth you 

ve~’ soon! 

Besk 

Class of 
Hisk~ry and AIiican-Americm~ Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preserve everything that has substantive 
significm~ce and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Mmming M~xable 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr~; Rucker, Walter C 
<wrucke@email.unc.edtc, 

Re: BSM tblitical Action Co~nmittee AFAM/AFRI Expo 

I figured she had discussed this with faculty, but I just wanted to make sure eye,zone was aware of it. 

A great great idea and I’m glad some of our majors are taking the initiative. 

at 11:27 A~% Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

I)ear Lydia, 

Thanks. All of us in the committee know her and she has taken courses with quite a few of us in the Department. I have been working with her on 

I will be going to the event and I hope all of us join the BSM on 

Best wishes, 
E~ice 

From~ goyd, Ls~dia C 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:12 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Janken, Kenneth R; SaNe, Eunice N; R~cker, Wal~r C 
SubJect: Fwd: BSM Political Action Committee AFAM/AFR[ Expo 

Hi all -- 
I’m not swe if is working with a mentor in the department alrea@, but I thought I should make sure that the undergraduate studies committee is aware of this event. 

(See email below-, regarding an expo for ~dergrad~ate students promoting course ofthrings in the department.) 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boy& PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia, boy d@m~c, edu<mailt o: lydia, bovd(d~,,unc, edu> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: 12:J1:41 AMEDT 

~live.unc.edu>> 

To: "lydia.boyd@unc.edu<mailto:lvdia.bovd~unc.edu>" <lydia.boyd@unc.edu<mailto:lvdia.bo,~-d(~unc.edu>> 
Subject: BSM Political Action Corrm~ittee AFAMJAFRI Expo 

Hi Professor Boyd, 

I trust all is well with you. On behalf of the Political Action Committee of the Black Student Movement, I 

wanted to ~velcome you to, and encourage your participation in our Department of African and 

African-American Studies Exposition! We plan to host an exhibition that showcases the various courses 

oIt’ered by the AFAM/AFRI department, allowing you to speak on one or more of the courses that you offer, 

> such as AFRI 261 African Women: Changing Ideals and Realities. In view of recent budget cuts, restructuring 

of general education requirements and the unfortunate attention the AFAM department has received in the last 

few weeks surrounding "academic integri~", we ~vould like to foster support for, and inspire renewed positive 

interest in the department. The event is scheduled for Wednesday, at 5:30pm in the Stone Center 

auditorium The expo will ideally provide attendees with an over, dew of the histow of the AFAM department, 

followed by a brief interactive segment where students have the opportunity to learn about the diversity’ of the 

AFAMTAFRI courses offered and the material covered in those courses from professors themselves. The 

goal of this event is to promote the AFAM~AFRI department in such a way that the campus recognizes it as 

a viable, valuable and substantial academic department Your participation in this event is integral to its 

so has Walter. 



success Please let us kno~v as soon as possible if you will be available to attend and/or present All ~ve 

ask for you to do is bring your expertise on a particular course offered in the department and we will do the 

rest[ If there are any questions you have, please do not hesitate to email myself or 

’]?hank you so much Professor Boyd and ~ve look ]2~rward to hearing fi-om and working with you 

very soon[ 

Best, 

Class of 
History and African-American Studies Major 

"The historian’s task is to preser~,,e everything that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol.com 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 1: 53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Students in blackface stage a rally during t?osh week at the Universit U de Montr~al. 

Racism is alive and well in Canada 

~ HARMAINE NELSON, The GazetteSeptember 28,2011 12:12 PM 

Dr. Eunice Sable, 

Students in blackface stage a rally during frosh week at the 
Universitl  de Montr[]al. 

Photograph by: Photo courtesy of Anthony Morgan, Gazette 

Dr. Charmaine Nelson is an associate professor of art history at McGill University and an author. Her research and teaching interests include 
post-colonial and black feminist scholarship, critical (race) theory, transatlantic-slavery studies and black-diaspora studies. 
The recent staging of blackface at an institution of higher learning in Montreal is disturbing, to say the least. But it can serve 
as a potent reminder of the ongoing legacies of racism and racist cultural practices against blacks in the west - and yes, this 
includes Canada. 
As a professor of (among other things) Canadian art history, I can state unequivocally that there is a profound deficit of 
knowledge of Canada’s racist past among university-aged students in Canada. When I introduce topics such as the vast visual 
culture of transatlantic slavery to my mainly white Canadian students, the majority initially approach the materials exclusively 
from a perspective of American and Caribbean slavery. It is always a moment of shock when they learn that Canadians 
(French and British) for centuries also enslaved peoples of African and native descent. 
How has the 28-year period (1833-61) of the Underground Railroad (which remembers Canada as the saviour of African- 
American slaves fleeing northward to freedom) taken on such mythic status in our national consciousness, while the 
centurieslong history of slaving in the "Great White North" has been almost universally forgotten? The answer, though 
complex, can be summarized as follows: Canadians have a knack at off-loading their colonial history of racial marginalization 
and exploitation onto their southern cousins, the United States. 
The events at the school of Hautes []tudes Commerciales should alert us to the fact racism is alive and well in Canada. 
In one fell swoop, this student performance maligned various groups on the basis of race, nationality, religion, language and 
culture. The students not only vilified and marginalized black people in general by "blacking up," but also took underhanded 
swipes at the entire nation of Jamaica (carrying the flag and wearing the national colours), while criminalizing blacks as pot- 
smokers (chanting "smoke more weed"), ridiculing Jamaican patois (chanting "Yeah mon"), equating the use of marijuana in 
the religious, spiritual and meditative practices of Rastafari with getting high and partying for the hell of it, and finally, some 
even wearing hats with fake locks attached (a problematic appropriation of a black hair aesthetic). 
It is hard to believe the students’ and university’s initial explanation that the group’s dress and behaviour were meant to honour 
the Jamaican Olympian Usain Bolt. Could they not have honoured Bolt dressed as themselves, white students? And if Bolt had 
been on campus that day, would they really have greeted him dressed in this manner? 
Although minstrelsy and its related practices, such as blackface, are most often associated with the United States, this once 
widely accepted form of popular culture did exist in Canada (as well as in Europe and other locations). A part of the problem is 
that the histories of minstrelsy in Canada have yet to be written. 
Dating to the early 19th century, minstrelsy involved a public theatrical performance that included racist humour, singing and 
dancing. The mainly white male performers (often of marginalized or so-called "undesirable" white groups, such as Jewish and 
Irish men) often performed in blackface, applying dark black face paint and deep red lipstick. In this guise, the whites of their 
eyes were dramatically apparent. 
Minstrelsy celebrated a white nostalgia for black enslavement. It is no accident that it reached its peak only after slavery had 
been abolished. The songs, dancing and "comedy" of the performances hinged on a recitation of the assumed inferiority of 
blacks and often-violent fantasies of the murder, torture and dismemberment of black bodies. Of course, this all helped to 
bolster ideas of white supremacy. 
Whether or not the group of HEC students knew explicit details of the history of minstrelsy, it is difficult to imagine that they did 
not know that "blacking up" in 2011 could be construed as inappropriate and racist behaviour. Students are voracious 
consumers of popular culture (television, internet, print media, etc.). A quick glance at any of these media would tell you that 
images of blackface have been all but banned from the public domain. The old Hollywood movies where white movie stars 
donned blackface are almost never screened, and neither are the older versions of cartoons like Bugs Bunny and Tom and 
Jerry that used blackface. 



The HEC students and a university spokesperson said that their actions should not be construed as racist, due to a lack of 
knowledge. But one could argue that not knowing that this type of spectacle is wrong is a perfect example of racism. Surely 
racism is not only a matter of intent. If our measure of racism is based solely on what people meant to do, we ignore the impact 
of the racist acts upon its victims. 
The negative message that this performance sends to the black population of the university should not be underestimated. 
The white students who chose to don blackface eventually went back to classes and sat down beside their black fellow 
students, listened to lectures delivered by their black professors (although there are very few), checked out library books 
handed to them by black library staff, and ate meals in campus cafeterias served by black staff. Their disregard for the impact 
of their performance on the well-being of the black members of their shared university community is telling. It speaks of racial 
narcissism. 
Lest we dismiss what happened at HEC as an isolated incident, we should remember the debacle that took place during 
Halloween at a Legion Hall in the town of Campbellford, Ont., last year. Unbelievably, the first prize was awarded to a pair of 
white men, one of whom wore a Ku Klux Klan costume with a confederate flag draped on his back and the other in blackface 
with a noose around his neck. The direct references to the American Civil War and the heinous practice of lynching made this 
spectacle particularly vile. 
Back to university campuses: here and in the U.S., there is a rising trend of "gangsta" "hip-hop" or "ghetto" parties at which 
white students congregate in blackface, "tricked out" with "bling," even going so far as to pad their backsides in a disturbing 
parody of black anatomy. This resurgence of minstrelsy seeks to degrade blacks. Clearly black students are not welcome at 
such parties unless they consent to being the punchline of a racist joke. 
It is unsettling that a popular cultural form that supposedly died in the mid-20th century is making such a strong comeback. It is 
fitting that we ask why, and why now. Is this not the age of Obama (the first black president of the U.S.), of Micha~lle Jean 
(Canada’s first black governorgeneral), of Yolande James (Quebec’s first black female MNA), of the likes of Oprah Winfrey, 
Colin Powell, Condoleezza Rice and Canadian businessman and philanthropist Michael Lee-Chin? 
I see the resurgence of blackface and minstrelsy as a racist pushback against precisely these types of gains and 
accomplishments. There is a specific type of racism reserved for high-achieving blacks. Middle-and upperclass blacks - people 
with education, credentials, good careers, and money - often encounter what I like to call "how dare you?" racism: "How dare 
you be more educated than me?" "How dare you make more money than me?" "How dare you assume a position of power and 
leadership over me?" 
It should perhaps be even more upsetting to us that blackface is making a comeback among young, educated whites. What 
does it mean that university-and collegeeducated young adults are engaging in these acts? Well, for one thing, we need to 
rethink the simplistic idea that racism is more abundant among older populations and non-existent among our youth. 
Furthermore, we need to ask if"education" is a cure for racism. Clearly education in general is not. In fact, the type of 
Eurocentric education that proliferates in the curriculum, methodologies, theories, course materials and resources of the 
majority of university disciplines is precisely what perpetuates the racist ignorance and racist behaviour of students like those 
at HEC. 
Canadian universities’ diversity policies, many of which are strategically unenforceable and unenforced, also contribute to the 
racial exclusion of blacks, people of colour and natives on university campuses, especially as faculty and upper administration. 
The policies help to propagate the idea of Canada as a race-blind, multicultural state, one that does not really need to engage 
with the issue of racism, since racism is supposedly not a problem in Canada. 
As disturbing as it is, the HEC incident can act as a wake-up call to Canadians and a starting point for a broader public 
discussion. The university’s initial reaction was inept, an attempt to downplay the incident as innocent fun; it was a shining 
example of how racism is typically "managed" in Canada. International media attention rendered that early response 
untenable. The question is, what will the university do now? Should the students involved be expelled? Lose a semester of 
study? Be forced to make a formal apology? Be made to do community service at one of the many black cultural institutions in 
Montreal, so they could spend time with and get to know some of the blacks and Jamaicans whom they ridiculed that day? 
And what about the university’s diversity polices and procedures? Why weren’t there checks and balances in place to ensure 
the blackface idea never made it to the level of a public performance? 
While I am disturbed by the fact that this blackface performance took place, I am pleased at the critical international media 
attention that it has spawned. In Canada, this is a long-overdue and worthwhile conversation. 
E Copyright (c) The Montreal Gazette 
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PRESS RELEASE N. 1. NC LATIN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL- 
PRE-FESTIVAL AND COMlVIUNITY EVENTS / 09/26/2011 

The Consortium ill Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University 

2D 1 1 NC LATIN AMERICAN FILM 
<25TH ANNIVERSARY 1986-2n I 1 > 

FE.mTIVAL 

This event is made possible through funding provided by the US Department of Education and 
the Andrew W. Melon Foundation. Organized by The Consortium in Latin American and 
Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University. 

Cosponsored by the Duke University Center for international Studies, the Duke Human Rights 
Center, the Duke Program in Latino!a Studies in the Global South, the Duke Program in the Arts 
of the Moving Image, the Duke Screen/Society. in collaboration with the Carolina Theatre of 
Durham, Durham Parks & Recreation, Durham Technical Community College, Guilford College, 
North Carolina State University, North Carolina Central University, and the University of North 

Carolina at Greensboro. 

Special thanks to the Consulado General de M~xico en Raleigh, Artists Studio Project, Rafael 
Osuba, and the NC Arts Council 
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presents 

[GIVE US NAMESJ 

North Carolina Premiere 

LEAVING LA FLORESTA is a documentary that chronicles the forced 
Displacement of one Colombian family. Abelardo and Olga were farmers 
in the Colombian countryside, growing crops like yucca, plantains, and 

cacao (chocolate) to support their family. In 2010, their crops were 
destroyed by U.S. spray planes that were targeting coca (cocaine) crops. 
After their crops were destroyed, they took their five children, packed up 
everything they owned, and journeyed to the city slums in search of work 
and shelter. This film tells the story of this family and challenges the viewer 

to think through this U.S. drug policy known as Plan Colombia 
(the southern front of the War on Drugs). 

As preparation for the 2011 NC Latin American Film Festival. 

* OCTOBER 3. A156 LSRC (LEVINE SCIENCE RESEARCH CENTER), 

DUKE UNIVERSITY 

4.30PM 
Organized by WGELA & the Working Group on War and Peace in the Americas. 

Sponsored by the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

* OCTOBER 4. 112 HANES HALL, UNC-CH 

6.00PM 
Organized by Advocates for Human Rights, supported by the Working Group on War 

and Peace in the Americas. Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas. 

A 
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COMMUNITY EVENTS 2011: 

HOLTON OAREER & RESOUROE OENTER, DURHAM. 
401 NORTH DRIVER STREET, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27703 

OCTOBER 7, 201 I I 7PM 
THE VIRGIN APPEARS IN LA MALDITA VEBINDAD (~THE DAMNED 
NEiGHBnRHGDD) 

ELVA BISHOP & ALTHA CRAVEY (2009) 
THIS PROJECT WAS FUNDED BY THE NC ARTS COUNCIL 

BAD 

PERFORMANCES BY: AZTEC DANCE GROUP, MATLACHINE DANCE 

TIVE AND I~ARLOTA SANTANA FLAMENCO-VlVO, 

COLLEC- 

* THIS EVENT IS ALSO PART OF THE "FESTIVAL FLAMENCO," OCTOBER 5"9 IN DURHAM 
COUNTY, MORE INFORMATION’, WWW,FLAMENCO’VIVO,ORB 

Synopsis of the film: It explores the cultural produc- 
tion of ’Latin America’ in Durham, North Carolina. 
The focus is on the feelings and significance of 
movement itself, including migration, dance, and 
long-distance relay runs especially as these move- 
ments entail celebrations of, or promises to, the 
Virgin of Guadalupe. For eleven consecutive years, 
dancers of all ages have honored the Virgin of Gua- 
dalupe with hours of indigenous ’matlachine’ danc- 
ing. Afterward, many of the same dancers and their 
families go to a special Catholic mass for the Virgin. 
In a closely related activity linked to the immigrants’ 
rights movement, Antorcha Guadalupana runners 
carried a torch through Durham en route from the 
Basilica of Guadalupe in central Mexico to Saint 

Patrick’s Cathedral in New York City in 2005 and 2007. Relay runners in this event literally trace out new 
NAFTA geographies that link migrant families and communities in Mexico and the United States. These 
celebratory and spiritual movements contribute to decolonial understandings of ’Latin America’. 

*Special presentation by the directors and with the presence of members of the community who partici- 
pated in the film project. Special thanks to Altha Cravey and Octaviano Flores (Kali). 

DURH~ 

co 
1 8 6 9 www.ncarts.org 



HOLTON CAREER & RESOURCE CENTER, DURHAM. 
401 NORTH DRIVER STREET, DURHAIvl, NORTH CAROLINA 2?703 

LATINO TRADITIONS, THREE 

I I ?PM 
SHORT FILMS BY RODRIGO DORFMAN (201 I) 

PERFORMANCES BY: TAKIRI DANCE STUDIO, 

SIC GROUP "LOS MORALES," 
THIS PROJECT WAS FUNDED BY THE NC ARTS COUNCIL 

HTTP:i/www.IBIBLIO, ORG/LATIN OTRA DITION S N C/ 

CHILEAN CUECA, AND THE MU" 

The Latino Traditions project was funded by the NC Arts Council Folklife pro- 
gram and consists of a multimedia website that focuses on Latin American 
folkloric traditions in North Carolina as seen though the eyes of immigrants who 
practice them. The website highlights three different aspect of Latin American 
folklore through three short documentaries and a series of stand alone interviews 
with the participants. These interviews add and deepen the stories told through 
the short documentaries. 

The immigrants in these stories come from Mexico, Chile and Colombia; 
they illuminate different aspects of Latin American folklore, but they 
also share a struggle to retain their traditions as a means to re-connect with 
their homeland, teach their children Spanish and educate the general public 
about the diversity of Latin American culture. It’s a two-step process that 
reminds them of how far away they are and yet how close they can be. 

From Rodrigo Dorfman: Latino Traditions is a project that comes out of my 25 years witnessing 
the birth of a Latino community in North Carolina. It has always been my belief that the mo- 
ment a Latin American immigrates to the USA, he or she will undergo a slow conscious and 
unconscious transformation, and become a "Latino(a)"; someone with one foot in Latin America 
and the other in the USA community where their children are growing up. This doubling of our 
conscious identity; this expansion of who we are, affects the way" we experience the national tradi- 
tions of the homeland we left behind. We filter them through the filters of distance, loss and the 
pride to share and the desire to pass them on to our assimilated children. So, the idea of a Latino 
Tradition is in itself a hybrid filter, an ideal from which to view the transformation of the tradi- 

tions themselves as they evolve within the immigrant experience. 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH: THANKS TO’ 

DURHAM 

~869 
C0~ 

www.ncarts.org 

multimedia 
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The Consortium in Latin Arnerican and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University 

2Dll NC LATIN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL 
<25TH ANNIVERSARY 1986-2011 > 

FEATURED EVENTS: 

EXHIBITIONS: NOVEMBER 2, 2011 JANUARY 11, 2012 
ORAL STORIES~ VISUAL NARRATIVES. FIRST FLOOR 

GALLERY. JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN CENTER. DUKE UNIVERSITY 

" NARBO’NATIONS/BORDER’STATES/UTOPIAN DIASPORAS. FREDRIC 

JAMESON GALLERY. EAST CAMPUS. DUKE UNIVERSITY 

SCREENINGS AND ACADEMIC EVENTS. NOVEMBER 5 - 19, 2011 
<COMPLETE PROGRAM TBA > 

CHAPEL HILL, DURHAM, GREENSBORO, RALEIGH (MULTIPLE VENUES) 

VENUES 

DURHAM,NC 

THE CAROLINA THEATRE- DUKE UNIVERSITY: GRIFFITH FILM THEATER, BRYAN CENTER; RICHARD 

WHITE AUDITORIUM, EAST CAMPUS - DURHAM TECH COMMUNITY COLLEGE: EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE 

CENTER- ERC AUDITORIUM, N1AIN CAMPUS - HOLTON CAREER ~x RESOURCE CENTER (CITY OF DUR- 

HAM PARKS & RECREATION): 401 NORTH DRIVER ST. - NC CENTRAL UNIVERSITY: ALFONSO ELDER 

STUDENT UNION, DURHAM, NC; MICHAUX AUDITORIUM, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION. 

CHAPEL HILL & CARRBORE), NC 

UNC-CH: NELSON N1ANDELA AUDITORIUM, FEDEX GLOBAL EDUCATION CENTER, 301 PITTSBORO 

ST,, UNC-CHAPEL HILL 

GREENSBE) RO,NC 

GUILFORD COLLEGE: FRANK FAMILY SCIENCE CENTER, BRYAN AUDITORIUM, GREENSBORO, NO - 

UNC-GREENSBORO: BRYAN BUILDING, ROOM ] 60. NC 2"7402, GREENSBORO NC 

RALEIGH, NC 

NO STATE UNIVERSITY: CAMPUS CINEMA, WITHERSPOON STUDENT CENTER, RALEIGH, NO 



NC LATIN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL 
Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at UNC-CH and Duke University 
143 John Hope Franklin Center, Duke University 
2204 Erwin Road, Box 90254 
Durham, NC 27708 

Director: Miguel Rojas-Sotelo 

e-mail: mlr34@duke.edu 
Call us: (919) 681 38 83 
Visit us at: http://latinfilmfestivalnc.com 

Envie sus preguntas a:         @gmail.com 
Ll~menos: (919) 681 38 83 / (919) 358 0787 
Visitenos en la Red: http://latinfilmfestivalnc.com 

This event is made possible through funding provided by the US Department of Education and the 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Organized by The Consortium in Latin American and 

Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University. 
Co-sponsored by the Duke University Center for International Studies, the Duke Human Rights 
Center, the Duke Program in Latino!a Studies in the Global South, the Duke Program in the Arts 
of the Moving Image, the Duke Screen/Society. In collaboration with the Carolina Theatre of Dur- 
ham, Durham Parks & Recreation, Durham Technical Community College, Guilford College, North 
Carolina State University, North Carolina Central University, and the University of North Carolina 

at Greensboro. 

Special thanks to the Consulado General de M~xico en Raleigh, Artists Studio Project, Rafael 
Osuba, and the NCArts Council 



Working Groups Application Form 

Application deadline: 

Name of Working Group: Working Group on Latin American Political Imaginaries 

Campus affiliation: 

X Joint Duke-UNC __ 2-campuses __ 1-campus 

Faculty Facilitator(s): 

Arturo Escobar, Anthropology, UNC - CH, aescobar@email.unc.edu 

Diane Nelson, Cultural Anthropology, Duke, dmnelson@duke.edu 

Michal Osterweil,* Global Studies UNC-CH, osterwei@email.unc.edu 

Alvaro Reyes, Geography, UNC-CH, alvaroar@email.unc.edu 

Walter Mignolo, Literature, Duke University, wmignolo@duke.edu 

Graduate Student participants: 

@email.unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu 

,@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@gmail.com 

Leigh Campoamor, Anthropology, Duke, @yahoo.com 

Jesus Hidalgo, Romance Languages, Duke, jesus.hidalgo@duke.edu 

* For administrative purposes, Michal Osterweil can be primary faculty point person at UNC-CH. 



Project Narrative 

(1) Background, Description and goals: 

From the Zapatista uprising of 1994 to the election of Evo Morales and beyond, Latin 
America has seen the emergence of political imaginaries and practices that must be counted 

among the most significant social facts in the region. In the present decade, events such as the 

water wars in Cochabamba, the World Social Forum, the autonomous movements in Oaxaca, 
black movements in Colombia and Brazil, women’s movements in various countries, and 
indigenous and peasant movements in countries such as Mexico, Honduras and Brazil, all point 
to the vitality of the social movement sector in the continent. Equally telling is that Latin America 

is the only region in the world where some counter-hegemonic processes of importance might 
be taking place at the level of the State at present. Together, some argue, these processes 
might lead to a re-invention of socialism; for others, what is at stake is the dismantling of the 

neo-liberal policies of the past three decades - the end of "the long neo-liberal night," as the 

period is known in progressive circles in the region. Others point at the potential for un nuevo 
comienzo (a new beginning) which might bring about a reinvention of democracy and 

development or, more radically still, the end of the predominance of the liberal society of the 
past two hundred years founded on private property and representative democracy. Socialismo 

del siglo XXl, pluri-nationality, interculturality, direct and substantive democracy, revoluciSn 
ciudadana, endogenous development centered on the buen vivir of the people, territorial and 

cultural autonomy, and decolonial projects towards post-liberal societies are some of the 

concepts that seek to name the ongoing transformations. The Peruvian sociologist Anibal 
Quijano perhaps put it best: "It is a time of luchas (struggles) and of options. Latin America was 

the original space of the emergence of modern/colonial capitalism; it marked its founding 

moment. Today it is, at last, the very center of world resistance against this pattern of power and 
of the production of alternatives to it" (2008: 3). 

Moreover, and part of the new area of focus, we wish to add to our working group’s 

research this year, the diverse political experiences in Latin America that present us with 

serious efforts at confronting difference and marginalization at the levels of epistemology, action 
and ontology. Many movements and actors bring to light innovative and complex work within 

and among networks of radical difference: that is at the intersection of radically disparate 

cosmologies and epistemologies. Due to histories and legacies of colonialism, and the ongoing 
effects of the coloniality of power implicit in many modern political formations, many struggles, 

movements and political articulations in Latin America necessarily must confront the complex 
limits of modernist political imaginaries and practices--even those practices and models that 

are seen as emancipatory by Leftist subjects. Nowhere is this more visible than among 

networks of women and feminists, or within social movements where women play a strong role. 
Throughout the course of the year we will look to bring together work done at the nexus of 

feminism, women movements, and de-coloniality. One central goal will be to systematize and try 
to get a full cartography or map of different efforts done at the intersection of gender and 

coloniality, a field of study that is still fragmentary and in very early stages. Nascent efforts in 

this vein have been referred to by some authors and activists as "decolonizing feminism". 



In addition to the importance of the political imaginaries emerging from the State and 
social movements in the region, there is a third aspect that our group aims to analyze: the 
"traveling" and influence of these imaginaries beyond the region. The novel political imaginaries, 

concepts and practices being generated and experimented with by diverse actors in Latin 

America are increasingly important in global networks of movements and actors working to 
rethink social change: their importance can be understood both in terms of influence and 

inspiration, as well as direct relationship to movements and networks throughout the world. This 

has been well noted with respect to Zapatista symbols and concepts, which have been adopted 
in a diverse array of struggles in countries like Spain and Italy; the World Social Forum, which 

has been embraced in South Asia, West Africa, North America and Europe; or the appeal of 
"Left" governments such as those of Lula, Morales, Chavez and Correa for political parties and 

movements in many parts of the world. 

To these, we want to add a third set of practices that exemplify these travelling 

imaginaries, particularly related to women, feminism, gender and decoloniality. These include 
the novel work being done by women, particularly indigenous and peasant women and their 

allies. Such events and processes include the Encuentro de Mujeres Zapatistas con las mujeres 

del mundo (2007); the First Indigenous Women’s Summit of the Americas (2009), as well as 
numerous dialogues within social movement networks in Peru, Brazil and elsewhere. Finally, in 

key transnational movements like Via Campesina and other remnants of the "alter-globalization" 

movements confronting gender inequalities, the persistence of patriarchal practices, and the 
clash of different approaches to working with difference between women and their views of 

gender-justice, as well as the fact of networking and transnational spaces, have been critical to 
the elaboration of new forms of de-colonizing practices. 

As we did last year, we will continue to ask how the practices and imaginaries around 

difference and gender are circulating? How do activists and intellectuals in other parts of the 

world contribute to disseminate them, recreate them and perhaps challenge and/or enrich 
them? What aspects of the imaginaries seem to travel well, which others don’t? Conversely, 

which aspects of global struggles seem to find their way in Latin American imaginaries and to 

what extent they can help mobilize further and articulate various progressive forces within and 
beyond the continent? How does the circulation of such political imaginaries refer to issues of 

place, space and scale, potentially contributing to rethink the meaning and socio-political 
implications of territoriality and transnationalism? 

Special Topic for (Year 2): "Gener-ando Politicas" women, feminism(s) and 
the decolonial producinq new notions and practices of the political." 

Building on our work this past year, but also aware of certain gaps, in particular attention 

to critical issues of gender, feminisms and decoloniality--themes that were very crucial among 
the movements we have been in dialogue with, this coming year the Latin American Political 
Imaginaries working group will focus explicitly on women, gender, and feminisms and their 

relation to the creation/generation/circulation of "new politics." Having spent the past year 

establishing the basic terrain of discussion, in particular with respect to an argument around the 
notion of new political lexicons and imaginaries emerging from the Latin American Left, in 



particular social movements and non -State actors, this year we will focus on the politics 

generated by and in relation to perhaps one of the most "Neglected Subjects" of the 
revolutionary process (our focus last year)--women. 

Methodologically, our focus this year, will be to constitute a more coherent research and 
working group for faculty, graduate and undergraduate students alike that will see as a key goal 

consolidating and naming this emergent field of study. We see this project as both building on, 

and honing, some of the above questions, by looking at the ways the particular struggles, 
theorizations and coalitional practices of women and feminists in Latin America (and beyond) 

affect notions and practices of the political both within particular countries in Latin America, and 
globally. We will focus on three major subjects whom have identified/responded to this nexus: 1) 

explicitly feminist movements, 2) self-defined women’s movements, some explicitly non- 

feminist, and 3) progressive movements that are mixed gender, but have an explicitly feminist 
and anti-authoritarian orientation and ideology. 

This can be seen as part of a nascent, yet still largely unformed area of both study and 
activism: namely decolonial feminisms--or decolonizing feminisms. This nascent topic of study 

emerges in particular through the interaction of indigenous, afro-descendant and lesbian women 
with feminists, as well as many global networks of feminist and women’s movements. We will be 

breaking this topic down into three foci, problematics, with the three key subjects named above: 

a) The challenge of working and thinking in difference/diversity within social movements. (At 

times within the state and different communities in struggle). We will pay particular attention to 
work done in the face of fundamental clashes or tensions between worldviews, cosmologies and 

social change narratives. The tension between notions of equality and complementarity found 

with women’s and feminist groups is a good example. 

b) Another aspect of this are questions about the relationship between different visions of the 

body and spirituality to political practice. Today there is a visible resurgence of spirituality in the 
discourse and practice of social movements throughout Latin America. This presents tensions 

that are both productive and problematic and that emerge at the nexus of social change 
frameworks that have spirituality at their core and the more secular leftist practice and discourse 

of many feminist movements. 

c) Finally we will focus on the relationship, at times a failed one, between the theories and 

practice of movements and social change actors. Both all women’s as well as mixed. In 
particular, we want to interrogate the gap between emancipatory discourses and theories of 

social movements- often exemplified by claims to anti-sexist, anti-racist ideologies--and the 

perpetuation of sedimented practices that often perpetuate patriarchal exclusions and manifest 
other forms of patriarchal power. 

Building on the goals of the first year of the project: to look at 1) the historical and 
contemporary constitutions of political imaginaries and practices at the level of a) social 

movements; b) States; c) the intersection of social movements and the State; 2) the circulation 
and transformations of these imaginaries outside of the Latin American continent; 3) the extent 

to which these imaginaries transform, or not, long-standing relations of power in society, 



particularly in terms of class, gender, ethnicity and race; 4) the ways in which they challenge, or 

not, established social science frameworks and methodologies. 

This group builds upon the work of many years of several interdisciplinary working 

groups at UNC, particularly the Social Movements Working Group (SMWG), as well as the 
Consortium’s Working Group on Modernity/Coloniality and the Geopolitics of Knowledge. As 

such, we see the Political Imaginaries Working Group as a multi-year endeavor. There is also a 

transnational dimension to our working group, in that many of its members have been 
participating in an Inter-American Consortium on civil/uncivil society actors with 10 other 

institutions--universities, NGOs and research centers in the US and Latin America. From 
as a member of the Consortium, a group from UNC participated in a 

workshop in Lima, Peru entitled "Entre las crisis y los otros mundos posibles: di~logos, saberes 

y movimientos". The 4 day workshop was organized by El Programa de Estudios sobre 
Democracia y Transformaci6n Global, one of the consortium’s groups based in the Universidad 

Nacional de San Marcos in Lima, Peru. 

UNC is currently working on a collaborative research project with consortium members 

in Lima, Chiapas, Puerto Rico and Colombia entitled, "Collaborative Investigation in Times of 
Crisis: Towards the Construction of Academic-Activist Networks for the Co-production of 

Knowledge," which pays particular attention to the alternative practices and imaginaries being 

generated by communities and movements in response to multiple crises ranging from social to 

environmental. The work with this collaboration has continued and the UNC node has taken the 
lead in much of the theoretical and lexical production. Michal Osterweil participated in a special 
panel at LASA. This year 4 members of our ISA working group will be attending a 5 day 

workshop in Chiapas, Mexico                 There we will present the work we have been 

doing--focusing in particular on a series of recorded conversations with scholar-activists we 
have held in addition to the more public events--as well as consolidating the new concepts, 

methods and vocabularies we have been developing in conjunction with the activist-scholars 
who have visited, and with the other nodes we are collaborating with. 

Measurable Objectives & Activities. 

1. Two workshops, one each semester, where we will have speakers talking on the challenges 

and the central questions and actors of decolonial feminism. Graduate students affiliated with 
the working group will also have the opportunity to present their doctoral research and obtain 

feedback from the speakers, their peers and from faculty and students from disciplines other 
than their own. Furthermore, graduate students will have the opportunity to present their work to 

faculty and students from outside their respective campuses, either Duke or UNC-CH. 

2. Developing a reading/working group. We will hold monthly sessions of the working group to 

discuss relevant papers, books and questions in order to develop a common vocabulary and 
bibliography for our collective and interdisciplinary work. These reading sessions will be co- 
facilitated by graduate students and faculty from the two campuses, as well as from different 

departments. 



3. Promotion of undergraduate students’ participation from both campuses through COURSES, 
and in the special events described below so that they will expand their intellectual horizons and 
will be exposed to critical perspectives on feminism, indigenous approaches to gender, and the 

complexities of developing emancipatory frameworks in a diverse world. To this end: Arturo 
Escobar and Michal Osterweil are co-teaching a course ANTH 499/INTS 490 (Social Change in 

Times of Crisis) in , in which a core theme will be feminisms, epistemologies and social 

change frameworks. 

3. Faculty and graduate students from both campuses engage in interdisciplinary research 

across different departments, including communication studies, history, literature, anthropology, 
and geography. We have proposed a LASA session on this work. 

4.Promotion of common research agendas on Women, Afro-descendant and Indigenous 
populations in Latin America by establishing partnership between academic departments, such 

as anthropology, history and literature, and institutes such as the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

for Black Culture and History, the Institute for the Study of the Americas (ISA) and the Center for 

Latin American and Caribbean Studies. 

5. Through the cycle of events on Gender, Decoloniality and Latin American Political 

Imaginaries, faculty, graduate students, undergraduates and local activists will be exposed to 

Latin American scholarly and intellectual production on these issues. Moreover, by involving 
scholars and activists also working on feminisms and decolonization in other parts of the world 

we hope to think about how the Latin American specificities are similar to and/or different from 
other movements, in particular in Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe and the Southern 

United States. 

Proposed events: 

Reading Group Meetin.q 

1)            Presentation of Diana G6mez’s book [Din~micas del Movimiento Feminista 
Bogotano. Historias de cuarto, sal6n y calle (1970-1991)]. Introduction to LAPI and Decolonial 

Feminisms project. 

2) Spirituality and Activism. Talk by Joanna Macy (Philosophy and ecologist). 

3)           Eastern European Women’s movements in Dialogues with Decolonialism and 

Spirituality. Talk by Wendy Harcourt (Feminist activist researcher). 

4)            Two day    workshop on Decolonizing Feminisms: Genealogizing and 

Mapping the Terrain from Latin American and beyond (Yuderkis Espinosa, Argentinan feminist). 



Two day Symposium: Decolonial Feminisms and Global Activism. Guest 
speakers: Sylvia Marcos (Mexico), Aida Hern~ndez (M6xico) Shannon Speed (Austin), 

Charlotte Saenz (San Francisco). 

Working Group Final Meeting and Reception. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iai.africa.en@lis~t.habitants.org on behalf of 
International Allimace of Inhabitants <newslette@habitants.org> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 4:45 AM 

iai M’fica.en@list.habitants.org 

[iai.africa.en] Geneva~ Three days focusing on the role of INHABITANTS 

lhe r~le ~f INHABITANTS 

i~i Ginevra, Tre giorni per 
scegliere di 

essere ABITANTI 

World Habilat Days 201 ] 

~ Subsc~’~be fi~e Declm’afion of 

the Worid Assembly of 

lnhabita~ts! 

,, Dnes ~he co~stit~ltiou nf 

"Joi~t .,\~ti-EvJ ction:, !ask- 

Forces" seem to be 1]:~ef’dl ~o 

HABITAT Parficipatif 2011 ForuMMEDL~ Geneva 30 
September, 1 and 2 October 2011 

~i Foru mmedia 

Teleconferences, Cily Ma~ch, Visits to hfl~abitants’ Coopelatives, International 

Trib~mal on Evictions, Screening of New Material, I~tblic Debates, Conceit... 

~IIABITAT Pa~Jcipali[20l 1 FomMMEDIA Oerteva g0 Seplerabe~~ 1 a~id 2 

October 201 ] 

The International Alliance of Irthabitants is a global network of associations and social movements ofi~thabitants, cooperatives, communities, tenants, house owners, homeless, slum &yellers, indigenous populations 

and people fiom working class neighbourhoods. The objective is the construction of another possible world starving fiom rite achievement of the housing and city fights. 

You can manage you subscription using the Newsletter Tool. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 5:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: ttello 

So sor~¢, Eunice. I hope to have the phones situation straightened out this at’ternoon. But I ~vill be in Battle this morning (Thursday) to touch base with Kia around 11:30 If you will be 
around, I’ll drop by your oftice too. -Reg 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 3:11 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Reginald, 

Do you have a number ~vhere I can reach you today? I called your office with no luck 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Working Groups Application Form 

Application deadline: 

Name of Working Group: Working Group on Latin American Political Imaginaries 

Campus affiliation: 

X Joint Duke-UNC __ 2-campuses __ 1-campus 

Faculty Facilitator(s): 

Arturo Escobar, Anthropology, UNC - CH, aescobar@email.unc.edu 

Diane Nelson, Cultural Anthropology, Duke, dmnelson@duke.edu 

Michal Osterweil,* Global Studies UNC-CH, osterwei@email.unc.edu 

Alvaro Reyes, Geography, UNC-CH, alvaroar@email.unc.edu 

Walter Mignolo, Literature, Duke University, wmignolo@duke.edu 

Graduate Student participants: 

~email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

~gmail.com 

Leigh Campoamor, Anthropology, Duke, @yahoo.com 

Jesus Hidalgo, Romance Languages, Duke, jesus.hidalgo@duke.edu 

* For administrative purposes, Michal Osterweil can be primary faculty point person at UNC-CH. 



Project Narrative 

(1) Background, Description and goals: 

From the Zapatista uprising of 1994 to the election of Evo Morales and beyond, Latin 
America has seen the emergence of political imaginaries and practices that must be counted 

among the most significant social facts in the region. In the present decade, events such as the 

water wars in Cochabamba, the World Social Forum, the autonomous movements in Oaxaca, 
black movements in Colombia and Brazil, women’s movements in various countries, and 
indigenous and peasant movements in countries such as Mexico, Honduras and Brazil, all point 
to the vitality of the social movement sector in the continent. Equally telling is that Latin America 

is the only region in the world where some counter-hegemonic processes of importance might 
be taking place at the level of the State at present. Together, some argue, these processes 
might lead to a re-invention of socialism; for others, what is at stake is the dismantling of the 

neo-liberal policies of the past three decades - the end of "the long neo-liberal night," as the 

period is known in progressive circles in the region. Others point at the potential for un nuevo 
comienzo (a new beginning) which might bring about a reinvention of democracy and 

development or, more radically still, the end of the predominance of the liberal society of the 
past two hundred years founded on private property and representative democracy. Socialismo 

del siglo XXl, pluri-nationality, interculturality, direct and substantive democracy, revoluciSn 
ciudadana, endogenous development centered on the buen vivir of the people, territorial and 

cultural autonomy, and decolonial projects towards post-liberal societies are some of the 

concepts that seek to name the ongoing transformations. The Peruvian sociologist Anibal 
Quijano perhaps put it best: "It is a time of luchas (struggles) and of options. Latin America was 

the original space of the emergence of modern/colonial capitalism; it marked its founding 

moment. Today it is, at last, the very center of world resistance against this pattern of power and 
of the production of alternatives to it" (2008: 3). 

Moreover, and part of the new area of focus, we wish to add to our working group’s 

research this year, the diverse political experiences in Latin America that present us with 

serious efforts at confronting difference and marginalization at the levels of epistemology, action 
and ontology. Many movements and actors bring to light innovative and complex work within 

and among networks of radical difference: that is at the intersection of radically disparate 

cosmologies and epistemologies. Due to histories and legacies of colonialism, and the ongoing 
effects of the coloniality of power implicit in many modern political formations, many struggles, 

movements and political articulations in Latin America necessarily must confront the complex 
limits of modernist political imaginaries and practices--even those practices and models that 

are seen as emancipatory by Leftist subjects. Nowhere is this more visible than among 

networks of women and feminists, or within social movements where women play a strong role. 
Throughout the course of the year we will look to bring together work done at the nexus of 

feminism, women movements, and de-coloniality. One central goal will be to systematize and try 
to get a full cartography or map of different efforts done at the intersection of gender and 

coloniality, a field of study that is still fragmentary and in very early stages. Nascent efforts in 

this vein have been referred to by some authors and activists as "decolonizing feminism". 



In addition to the importance of the political imaginaries emerging from the State and 
social movements in the region, there is a third aspect that our group aims to analyze: the 
"traveling" and influence of these imaginaries beyond the region. The novel political imaginaries, 

concepts and practices being generated and experimented with by diverse actors in Latin 

America are increasingly important in global networks of movements and actors working to 
rethink social change: their importance can be understood both in terms of influence and 

inspiration, as well as direct relationship to movements and networks throughout the world. This 

has been well noted with respect to Zapatista symbols and concepts, which have been adopted 
in a diverse array of struggles in countries like Spain and Italy; the World Social Forum, which 

has been embraced in South Asia, West Africa, North America and Europe; or the appeal of 
"Left" governments such as those of Lula, Morales, Chavez and Correa for political parties and 

movements in many parts of the world. 

To these, we want to add a third set of practices that exemplify these travelling 

imaginaries, particularly related to women, feminism, gender and decoloniality. These include 
the novel work being done by women, particularly indigenous and peasant women and their 

allies. Such events and processes include the Encuentro de Mujeres Zapatistas con las mujeres 

del mundo (2007); the First Indigenous Women’s Summit of the Americas (2009), as well as 
numerous dialogues within social movement networks in Peru, Brazil and elsewhere. Finally, in 

key transnational movements like Via Campesina and other remnants of the "alter-globalization" 

movements confronting gender inequalities, the persistence of patriarchal practices, and the 
clash of different approaches to working with difference between women and their views of 

gender-justice, as well as the fact of networking and transnational spaces, have been critical to 
the elaboration of new forms of de-colonizing practices. 

As we did last year, we will continue to ask how the practices and imaginaries around 

difference and gender are circulating? How do activists and intellectuals in other parts of the 

world contribute to disseminate them, recreate them and perhaps challenge and/or enrich 
them? What aspects of the imaginaries seem to travel well, which others don’t? Conversely, 

which aspects of global struggles seem to find their way in Latin American imaginaries and to 

what extent they can help mobilize further and articulate various progressive forces within and 
beyond the continent? How does the circulation of such political imaginaries refer to issues of 

place, space and scale, potentially contributing to rethink the meaning and socio-political 
implications of territoriality and transnationalism? 

Special Topic for (Year 2): "Gener-ando Politicas" women, feminism(s) and 
the decolonial producinq new notions and practices of the political." 

Building on our work this past year, but also aware of certain gaps, in particular attention 

to critical issues of gender, feminisms and decoloniality--themes that were very crucial among 
the movements we have been in dialogue with, this coming year the Latin American Political 
Imaginaries working group will focus explicitly on women, gender, and feminisms and their 

relation to the creation/generation/circulation of "new politics." Having spent the past year 

establishing the basic terrain of discussion, in particular with respect to an argument around the 
notion of new political lexicons and imaginaries emerging from the Latin American Left, in 



particular social movements and non -State actors, this year we will focus on the politics 

generated by and in relation to perhaps one of the most "Neglected Subjects" of the 
revolutionary process (our focus last year)--women. 

Methodologically, our focus this year, will be to constitute a more coherent research and 
working group for faculty, graduate and undergraduate students alike that will see as a key goal 

consolidating and naming this emergent field of study. We see this project as both building on, 

and honing, some of the above questions, by looking at the ways the particular struggles, 
theorizations and coalitional practices of women and feminists in Latin America (and beyond) 

affect notions and practices of the political both within particular countries in Latin America, and 
globally. We will focus on three major subjects whom have identified/responded to this nexus: 1) 

explicitly feminist movements, 2) self-defined women’s movements, some explicitly non- 

feminist, and 3) progressive movements that are mixed gender, but have an explicitly feminist 
and anti-authoritarian orientation and ideology. 

This can be seen as part of a nascent, yet still largely unformed area of both study and 
activism: namely decolonial feminisms--or decolonizing feminisms. This nascent topic of study 

emerges in particular through the interaction of indigenous, afro-descendant and lesbian women 
with feminists, as well as many global networks of feminist and women’s movements. We will be 

breaking this topic down into three foci, problematics, with the three key subjects named above: 

a) The challenge of working and thinking in difference/diversity within social movements. (At 

times within the state and different communities in struggle). We will pay particular attention to 
work done in the face of fundamental clashes or tensions between worldviews, cosmologies and 

social change narratives. The tension between notions of equality and complementarity found 

with women’s and feminist groups is a good example. 

b) Another aspect of this are questions about the relationship between different visions of the 

body and spirituality to political practice. Today there is a visible resurgence of spirituality in the 
discourse and practice of social movements throughout Latin America. This presents tensions 

that are both productive and problematic and that emerge at the nexus of social change 
frameworks that have spirituality at their core and the more secular leftist practice and discourse 

of many feminist movements. 

c) Finally we will focus on the relationship, at times a failed one, between the theories and 

practice of movements and social change actors. Both all women’s as well as mixed. In 
particular, we want to interrogate the gap between emancipatory discourses and theories of 

social movements- often exemplified by claims to anti-sexist, anti-racist ideologies--and the 

perpetuation of sedimented practices that often perpetuate patriarchal exclusions and manifest 
other forms of patriarchal power. 

Building on the goals of the first year of the project: to look at 1) the historical and 
contemporary constitutions of political imaginaries and practices at the level of a) social 

movements; b) States; c) the intersection of social movements and the State; 2) the circulation 
and transformations of these imaginaries outside of the Latin American continent; 3) the extent 

to which these imaginaries transform, or not, long-standing relations of power in society, 



particularly in terms of class, gender, ethnicity and race; 4) the ways in which they challenge, or 

not, established social science frameworks and methodologies. 

This group builds upon the work of many years of several interdisciplinary working 

groups at UNC, particularly the Social Movements Working Group (SMWG), as well as the 
Consortium’s Working Group on Modernity/Coloniality and the Geopolitics of Knowledge. As 

such, we see the Political Imaginaries Working Group as a multi-year endeavor. There is also a 

transnational dimension to our working group, in that many of its members have been 
participating in an Inter-American Consortium on civil/uncivil society actors with 10 other 

institutions--universities, NGOs and research centers in the US and Latin America. From 
as a member of the Consortium, a group from UNC participated in a 

workshop in Lima, Peru entitled "Entre las crisis y los otros mundos posibles: di~logos, saberes 

y movimientos". The 4 day workshop was organized by El Programa de Estudios sobre 
Democracia y Transformaci6n Global, one of the consortium’s groups based in the Universidad 

Nacional de San Marcos in Lima, Peru. 

UNC is currently working on a collaborative research project with consortium members 

in Lima, Chiapas, Puerto Rico and Colombia entitled, "Collaborative Investigation in Times of 
Crisis: Towards the Construction of Academic-Activist Networks for the Co-production of 

Knowledge," which pays particular attention to the alternative practices and imaginaries being 

generated by communities and movements in response to multiple crises ranging from social to 

environmental. The work with this collaboration has continued and the UNC node has taken the 
lead in much of the theoretical and lexical production. Michal Osterweil participated in a special 
panel at LASA. This year 4 members of our ISA working group will be attending a 5 day 

workshop in Chiapas, Mexico                 There we will present the work we have been 

doing--focusing in particular on a series of recorded conversations with scholar-activists we 
have held in addition to the more public events--as well as consolidating the new concepts, 

methods and vocabularies we have been developing in conjunction with the activist-scholars 
who have visited, and with the other nodes we are collaborating with. 

Measurable Objectives & Activities. 

1. Two workshops, one each semester, where we will have speakers talking on the challenges 

and the central questions and actors of decolonial feminism. Graduate students affiliated with 
the working group will also have the opportunity to present their doctoral research and obtain 

feedback from the speakers, their peers and from faculty and students from disciplines other 
than their own. Furthermore, graduate students will have the opportunity to present their work to 

faculty and students from outside their respective campuses, either Duke or UNC-CH. 

2. Developing a reading/working group. We will hold monthly sessions of the working group to 

discuss relevant papers, books and questions in order to develop a common vocabulary and 
bibliography for our collective and interdisciplinary work. These reading sessions will be co- 
facilitated by graduate students and faculty from the two campuses, as well as from different 

departments. 



3. Promotion of undergraduate students’ participation from both campuses through COURSES, 
and in the special events described below so that they will expand their intellectual horizons and 
will be exposed to critical perspectives on feminism, indigenous approaches to gender, and the 

complexities of developing emancipatory frameworks in a diverse world. To this end: Arturo 
Escobar and Michal Osterweil are co-teaching a course ANTH 499/INTS 490 (Social Change in 

Times of Crisis) in , in which a core theme will be feminisms, epistemologies and social 

change frameworks. 

3. Faculty and graduate students from both campuses engage in interdisciplinary research 

across different departments, including communication studies, history, literature, anthropology, 
and geography. We have proposed a LASA session on this work. 

4.Promotion of common research agendas on Women, Afro-descendant and Indigenous 
populations in Latin America by establishing partnership between academic departments, such 

as anthropology, history and literature, and institutes such as the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

for Black Culture and History, the Institute for the Study of the Americas (ISA) and the Center for 

Latin American and Caribbean Studies. 

5. Through the cycle of events on Gender, Decoloniality and Latin American Political 

Imaginaries, faculty, graduate students, undergraduates and local activists will be exposed to 

Latin American scholarly and intellectual production on these issues. Moreover, by involving 
scholars and activists also working on feminisms and decolonization in other parts of the world 

we hope to think about how the Latin American specificities are similar to and/or different from 
other movements, in particular in Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe and the Southern 

United States. 

Proposed events: 

Reading Group Meetin.q 

1)           : Presentation of Diana G6mez’s book [Din~micas del Movimiento Feminista 
Bogotano. Historias de cuarto, sal6n y calle (1970-1991)]. Introduction to LAPI and Decolonial 

Feminisms project. 

2) Spirituality and Activism. Talk by Joanna Macy (Philosophy and ecologist). 

3)           Eastern European Women’s movements in Dialogues with Decolonialism and 

Spirituality. Talk by Wendy Harcourt (Feminist activist researcher). 

4)           : Two day    workshop on Decolonizing Feminisms: Genealogizing and 

Mapping the Terrain from Latin American and beyond (Yuderkis Espinosa, Argentinan feminist). 



¯ Two day Symposium: Decolonial Feminisms and Global Activism. Guest 

speakers: Sylvia Marcos (Mexico), Aida Hern~ndez (M6xico) Shannon Speed (Austin), 

Charlotte Saenz (San Francisco). 

Working Group Final Meeting and Reception. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Internship Reccomendation 

Dr. SaNe, 
This is , a student from your Mri    class this past I am in the process of applying for a internship through 
Program, and I wanted to ask you if I could list you as a reference for my application. I would be applying for internships with 

¯ If you are interested, I would just need your phone number and address, since they would contact you directly. 
Also, I am definitely interested in applying to the program you mentioend in class, and I was wondering if there is any information available for it at 
this time? 
Thank you, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Psychology B.S., Biology and African Studies Minor 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <uicksiedentop@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 10:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Cluster on human rights 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
Thank you for your message. The Cluster Program is still "on" as a ~vay for students to make connections among courses oIt’ered across severa 1 disciplines in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. Particular cluster courses can be used to satisfy’ Approaches and Connections requirements, but their principal advantage is the opportunity they aIt’ord students for examining a 
topic from the perspective of several disciplines. 

A complete review of the Undergraduate Curriculum last stammer (2010) revealed that the Cluster Program is popular with students and faculty members in principle, but it is virtually 
moribund in practice. Fewer than ten May 2010 graduates met the Supplemental Education requirement by completing a cluster. Thus, the committee revised the Supplemental Education 
requirement; completing a cluster is no longer one of the options. 

One of the recommendations from the Curriculum Review was to develop, over the next three years, ~vays to increase em-ollments in the Cluster Program as an informal set of thematically 
linked courses The Website for the Office of Undergraduate Curricula includes information and course availability for evew cluster 

http://www.unc edu/depts/uc/Students/ClusterHumanRi~hts.html 

When the Cluster Program ~vas first introduced (before my time at UNC), I believe departments/units were asked to make a commitment to oiler the core course once per year and the other 
courses at least once every two years Now- that the Cluster Program is more of an informal program and not a way to complete a General Education requirement, I don’t think we can ask 
units to make the same commitment. But ~ve can certainly- advertise to students the courses that ~vill be offered. 

Based on the Spring 2012 Schedule in ComaectCarolina, AFAM 422 and ~rMST 610 are being offered One option is to send an email to the students currently enrolled in the core course 
INTS 560 alerting them to AFAM 422 and WMST 610 in the spring I can pruduce the student list. As the program cuordinator, would you want tu send the message tu students? 

If you have other low-cust ideas uf prumuting the Human Rights cluster, please let me knuw. 

Best wishes, 
Nick 

Nicholas Siedentup 
Curriculum Cuordinatur for Undergraduate Education 

3018A Steele Building, CB# 3504 

University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3504 

Email: nick siedentop@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-%2-5819 

**Confidentiality nutice: ’]’his email message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged infurmation Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure, or distributiun is pruhibited.** 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 8:01 AM 
To: Siedentup, Nicholas J 
SubJect: Cluster un human rights 
Impurtance: High 

Dear Dr. Siedentop, 

Sorry to bother you, but I write to seek clarification on courses offered in the human rights cluster that I organized a few- years ago and which I continue to co-ordinate. In the last 2 years I 
have encouraged faculty to offer their courses, but I am getting questions as to how often they should ofl;er their classes. Further, they are wondering if the cluster prograru is on - some 
folks claim that the program has been or is about to be eliminated. I would really appreciate your clarification when you have a moment. 

Sincerely-, 
Dr. Sahle 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 11:04 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Buell, Agatha ~4abuell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 411 Spring infl~e next little while 

Thanks, Eunice. This is helpful. 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ¢¢3395, Battle tlal[ 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@emaibunc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 10:40 ~Y\~i 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: AFAM 411 Spring in the next little while 

[)ear Kia, 

I now have clarification from the Office of Undergraduate Education. While I will continue to be the Program Coordinator with a mandate to teach INTS560 ever3’ Fall because it is both a 
core course and also an [NTS class, following a review of the Cluster Program in 2010 Departments are no longer required to offer the other courses on a regular bases (as per the original 
letter of the cluster award) The Cluster Program is in a transitional phase. During this period (which began this academic year) the Office of Undergraduate Education will continue to 
highlight comses that are available in the various Clusters but there is obligation at the unit level. 

I hope this clarifies where we are now-. I will give an update if there are new- developments on this front. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Va~gas-Tonsi <amy.vargc~s@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 11:40 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

2011 Call tbr Protx~sals ] Latin America in Tmnslatiou/En Traduccidn/Em Tradug~ 

2011CFP Final.pdf 

The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University 

2011 Call for Proposals 
The deadline]or submissions is December 31, 2011. 

Please submit materials to: Latin America in Translation Series, Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, Duke University, 

John Hope Franklin Center, 2204 Erwin Road, Box 90254, Durham, NC 27708-0254. (Please use zip code 27705 for courier service such as FedEx, DHL, UPS, etc.) 

In the English-speaking world, Latin Americans are more often written about than read. As a result, the educated public in the United States continues to learn 

most of what it does know about the region from Latin Americanists who are themselves foreigners to the national realities they study. Since October 1990, the 

UNC and Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies has undertaken an effort to address this imbalance by establishing an ongoing editorial 

series, "Latin America in Translation/En Traduccidn/Em Tradu~’o 

The Latin America in Translation Series is a joint initiative of the UNC and Duke Consortium, Duke University Press (DUP), and the University of North Carolina 

Press (UNCP) and is directed by an editorial committee of faculty members and editors from the three sponsoring institutions. Since 1993, approximately thirty- 

five books have been published in the series with more forthcoming regularly. 

The Series translates and publishes in English outstanding books in a wide range of fields by important Latin American writers and scholars. While most topics in 

the social sciences and humanities (including literature) are considered, books with an inter- or multidisciplinary outlook are encouraged. 

The committee gives highest consideration to those works that, once translated, will be most likely to attract a significant readership in English. The committee 

also has much interest in the translation of works that can be used in the classroom. It is for this reason that nonfiction has a better chance of being selected than 

fiction. Those who submit works of fiction or poetry are encouraged to provide an explanation of how these works are relevant in their respective field(s) and 

might be adapted to classroom use. The committee does not normally select highly specialized works that will likely be of interest to a relatively small audience 

of specialists, most of whom could read the book in the original language. 

The Consortium has limited funds to support this series. In the case of larger or longer projects, any contributions or suggestions of sources of funding are 

welcome. 

Nomination Procedures: 

Interested scholars or authors are encouraged to nominate a title for consideration in the series. Only complete submissions will be accepted. Please include the 

following: 

1. A complete copy of the book. If a printed copy is unavailable, a photocopy of the book will be accepted. If requested, all copies will be returned upon 

completion of the selection process. 

2. A brief statement of the book’s importance within Latin America and for an English-language audience. This may come from the author or anyone 

interested in nominating a title for consideration. 

3. (Optional) Published editorial reviews of the book. If including newspaper or magazine reviews please include the complete reference for the source. 

The deadline for submissions is December 31, 2011. Please submit materials to: Latin America in Translation Series, Center for Latin American and Caribbean 

Studies, Duke University, John Hope Franklin Center, 2204 Erwin Road, Box 90254, Durham, NC 27708-0254. (Please use zip code 27705 for courier service such as 

FedEx, DHL, UPS, etc.) 

For further information on the Series, 

please contact Program Coordinator, Amy Vargas-Tonsi (~v71@duke.edu) 

The Consortium in Latin American & Caribbean Studies 

http:[[www.uncdukeconsortiurn.org[translation series.htrnl 



2011 Call for Proposals 

In the English-speaking world, Latin Americans are more often written about than read. As a result, the educated 

public in the United States continues to learn most of what it does know about the region from Latin Americanists 

who are themselves foreigners to the national realities they study. Since October 1990, the UNC and Duke 

Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies has undertaken an effort to address this imbalance by 

establishing an ongoing editorial series, "Latin America in Translation/En Traducci6n/Em Tradu~o." 

The Latin America in Translation Series is a joint initiative of the UNC and Duke Consortium, Duke University Press 

(DUP), and the University of North Carolina Press (UNCP) and is directed by an editorial committee of faculty 

members and editors from the three sponsoring institutions. Since 1993, approximately thirty-five books have been 

published in the series with more forthcoming regularly. 

The Series translates and publishes in English outstanding books in a wide range of fields by important Latin American 

writers and scholars. While most topics in the social sciences and humanities (including literature) are considered, 

books with an inter- or multidisciplinary outlook are encouraged. 

The committee gives highest consideration to those works that, once translated, will be most likely to attract a 

significant readership in English. The committee also has much interest in the translation of works that can be used in 

the classroom. It is for this reason that nonfiction has a better chance of being selected than fiction. Those who 

submit works of fiction or poetry are encouraged to provide an explanation of how these works are relevant in their 

respective field(s) and might be adapted to classroom use. The committee does not normally select highly 

specialized works that will likely be of interest to a relatively small audience of specialists, most of whom could read 

the book in the original language. 

The Consortium has limited funds to support this series. In the case of larger or longer projects, any contributions or 

suggestions of sources of funding are welcome. 

Nomination Procedures: 

Interested scholars or authors are encouraged to nominate a title for consideration in the series. Only complete 

submissions will be accepted. Please include the following: 

1. A complete copy of the book. If a printed copy is unavailable, a photocopy of the book will be accepted. If 

requested, all copies will be returned upon completion of the selection process. 

2. A brief statement of the book’s importance within Latin America and for an English-language audience. 

This may come from the author or anyone interested in nominating a title for consideration. 

3. (Optional) Published editorial reviews of the book. If including newspaper or magazine reviews please 

include the complete reference for the source. 

The deadline for submissions is December 31, 2011. Please submit materials to: Latin America in Translation Series, 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, Duke University, John Hope Franklin Center, 2204 Erwin Road, Box 

90254, Durham, NC 27708-0254. (Please use zip code 27705 for courier service such as FedEx, DHL, UPS, etc.) 

For further information on the Series, 
please contact Program Coordinator, AmyVargas-Tonsi (av71@duke.edu) 

The Consortium in Latin American & Caribbean Studies 
bttp ://www~ncd~kec~an~tium.~rg/t~°an~latio~_serie.~oh~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 12:36 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t?aculty] Frantz Fanon Symposinm, Oct. 4 - 7 

Please join us tbr fills upcoining event: 

The Fanon S)mposium: 

Remembering the Life and Work of Frantz Fallon 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 - Friday, October 7, 2011, Varied tillleS. 

Stone Center, UNC-CII 

The Stone Center will host a special commemoration marking fl~e 50th year anniver~iy of the death of cultural and political icon Fra~ Faa~on. The commemoration 

includes a film screening and a special symposium with presentations by g’dest panelists. The keynote address will be given by Mireille Fanon Mendds-France, 

Presidem ot’fl~e Frmr~ Fanon Foundation in Paris. October 4, at 7pro: "Fran~ Fa~on: His LiI~, His Smiggle, His Work" Film Screening; October 6 at 7pro: Keynote 
Presentation by Mireille Fanon Mendds-France, response by Linda Carry. Associate Professor of African American Studies, Syracuse University; October 7, 9am- 

4pro: Panel Discussions. Mole Info and Registration Free. Please Contact: The Stone Center fa~onrsvp(&unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Ceerdi natx 

Africa~ S~N~d~’s Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 8~3-2102 (£ax) 

sewail @email .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Sara H <shsmithl@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 2:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Panel on BodieffTerritory 

Dear Eunice, 

I am sorry to hear that you can’t join us, but it is very understandable given the circtunstances All the best for your trips to Kenya, and I hope that they go as well as they can given the 
situation 
Best wishes, 
Sara 

SaraH Smith 
Assistant Professor 
Geography 
Universi~ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 2:50 PM 
To: Smit2a, Sara H 
Subject: RE: Panel on Bodies/Territory 

Dear Sara, 

It has been a horrible 10 or so days and then as of Sunday I have been in mourning following the death Dr. Wangari Maathai, one great feminist inspiration since my young days in Kenya 
At any rate, given this development I am actually not sure how my academic year will shape up because I need to make several trips to Kewa to be with comrades who are suffering and 
thinking of the way forward in terms of carrying on her wofl~ on a variety of social justice issues. Thus, it is with great regret that I write to say that I will not be joining you and other 
colleagues at the AAG. I am sure there will be other opportunities fi~r us to collaborate. 

With best regards, 

Eunice 

From: Smith, Sara II 
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 3:29 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Panel on Bodies/Territory 

Hi Eunice, 

I just wanted to let you know that we’ll need to be putting the sessions in the AAG system tomorrow. If you can still participate we’ll just need the PIN number that you get when you 
register. I hope you’re still up for it! 

Thanks, 
Sara 

Sara H. Smith 
Assistant Professor 
Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 7:42 AM 
To: Smith, Sara H 
Subject: RE: Panel on BodiesiTemto13~ 

Dear Sarah, 

It ~vas wonderful to meet you too. The forum looks VOle/interesting. I think I can be part of the panel and contribute to the discussion based an item dra~vn from the forthcoraing prompt as 
you indicate in the email below. Let me know what my duties would be and anything elsewhere I need to do as we move forward. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sn~th, Sara H 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2011 2:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Panel on Bodies/Territory/ 

Dear Eunice, 
Thanks so much for the lovely lunch. It was really nice to hear about your work. I’m fbrwarding the information about the panel that we’ve put together There are currently 3 paper sessions, 
and then the panel, which is described below The abstract for all the sessions is at the end of this email. The other panelists are Jennifer Fluri, Amn Saldal~ha, Tamar Mayer, Sara Koopman, 
and Jen Gieseking We’re hoping to finalize eve~zthing in the next ~veek, so do let me know if you think you would be interested and we’ll sign you up’. Otherwise I’ll be looking forward to 
your talk at the Fanon symposium 
best wishes, 
Sara 

From: Smifla, Sara H 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 3:18 PM 
To: jennifer fluri@dartmouth.edu; saldanha@umn.edu; mayer@middlebul)-.edu; sarakoopman@gmail corn; jgieseking@gmail corn 
Cc: Chew, Agnes; Kathanadhi, Pavithra; Swanson, Nathan; Gergan, Mabel Denzin 



Sut~iect: Pane[ on BodiesiTerrito~ 

[)ear Jennifer, Arun, Tamar, Sara, and Jen, 

I am really delighted to let you all know that the panel on Bodies, Territory, and Borders has come together nicely. Thank you so much for agreeing to participate I am very excited for the 
panel and paper sessions, as are the rest of the organizers. All of us will be meeting as a group tomorrow to finalize the paper selections and the panel details, and we hope to send you more 
specifics over the weekend or earl?’ next week. We received a really great response in terms of submissions and are thinking of having a two paper sessmns in addition to the panel 

We envision providing a prompt ahead of the conference including questions about the body/territory relationship. We’re then hoping that each panelist can speak to whichever part of the 
prompt the?" would like (probably around 10 minutes or so), and that we can then open the floor for conversation with the audience. I’m including the paper CFP below- for your reference. 

Arun, I’ll put you in as the discussant as per your suggestion, and so we’ll end with your comments and then lead into conversation with the audience. 

If you could each send in yo~uc PIN after registration, that would be fantastic. 

Thank you! 

Sara Smith 
Agnes Chew 
Mabel Gergan 
Pavit/ctr a Kathanadhi 
Nathan Swanson 

Call for Papers: Association of American Geographers Annual Meeting, New York, February 24-28, 2012 

Bodies, Borders, and Territory 

Feminist geographers are increasingly engaging foundational, long-standing geopolitical debates through the lens of the bo@, both as a scale and a site of study, while also introducing 
previously neglected questions and perspectives. An attention to bodies has revealed that geopolitical conflicts are felt in a variety of ways at micro-scales, and that these conflicts are 
oRen shaped by the evelNday experiences of bodies on the ground. At the same time, scholars have efl;ectively demonstrated that bodies theraselves are frequently contested in much the 
same ways as territot?,: they are treated as frontiers and interiors, the?" are counted and managed, and they are often invoked to represent the fate or well-being of territory and iraagined 
corcanunities at larger scales. 

This session aims to explore the intersections of bodies and territory/, with a particular focus on borders and boundaries. Some of the questions we aim to address include: Through what 
sorts of structures and processes is the body made into territow? How are borders enforced through bodies, and how do bodies themselves become borders? How are bodies mapped onto 
territow and how are territories mapped or marked onto bodies? In what ~vays do bodies make borders porous, and how are bodies themselves unbounded? How- might bodies expand the 
possibilities of resistance to uneven power structures and oppressive political projects, and how do people resist being used as objects for geopolitical ends? We hope to explore these 
questions and themes in an interactive format, and in the spirit of feminist geopolitics, we encourage papers that are informed by fieldwork and that engage critically ~vith methodologies and 
researcher subjectivities. 

This session is sponsored by the Geographical Perspectives on Women (GPOW) specialty group, and the Political Geography Specialty Group. 

Organizers: Mabel Gergan, Pavithra Kathanadhi, Agnes Chew-, Nathan Swanson, and Sara Smith 
Department of Geography, Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SaraH. Smith 
Assistant Prol~ssor 
Geography 
UthversityofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 3:44 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] Chair Selection - meetings with SAD Hartlyn 

Dear All, 

During the week of October 10th, Senior Associate Dean Hartlyn would like to meet with all tenured, tenure-track and 

fixed-term faculty to discuss selection of the next Chairperson of the Department of African & Afro-American Studies. 

The specific focus of these short meetings is your feedback about what you would like to see in a new chair and/or 

specific suggestions about candidates. In order to facilitate the scheduling of these many meetings, I am working with 

his office to schedule appointments. The meetings will take place one-on-one in Battle Hall. Please RESPOND to me, via 

email, to the below questions by Tuesday, October 4th at 5pm. 

1) Appointments are available at the times listed below. Please tell me ALL of the times that you could be 

available for a short meeting. I will confirm next week which time you are actually scheduled for. 

2) SAD Hartlyn has requested 15 minute meetings with most faculty. However, if you have been here for 5+ years 

and would like to request a 30 minute meeting, that is possible. Would you like to request a 30 minute meeting 

or is 15 minutes okay? 

Possible Appointment times: 

Monday, 10/10: 10am-noon 

Tuesday, 10/11: 10am-l:30pm 

Wednesday, 10/12: 3-6pm 

Friday, 10/14: 10am- 2:30pm 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=43272331.2e800c87c76c9293 f4d75d 1 fe7d09936&n=T&l=corefac3287&o=29989467 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29989467-43272331.2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 4:16 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Atiican Studies Seminax Oct. 13 with Ms. Fraser-Moleketi 

Friends, 

Please join us Thursday, October 13, 2011 at 6:30-9:00pm at the FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003 (4th floor}, UNC-CH. *Directions below 

Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi will present "Decentralization and Devolution in Africa: Lessons from South Africa." 

Ms. Fraser-Moleketi is a South African politician currently serving as the United Nations Development Programme’s Democratic Governance Director. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and 

graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Amelia DeFosset damelia@email.unc.edu for more information. 

****Directions to the FedEx Global Education Center from Franklin Street in Chapel Hill coming from the East: 

Turn LEFT onto S. Columbia St. from Franklin St. Follow the road through a couple of lights, it will force you to go right at the intersection by the Carolina Inn, and 

then take a LEFT turn onto Pittsboro St. You will pass the Carolina Inn on your left. At the next light, you will see the building in front of you. It is next door to the 

School of Social Work and behind the Pharmacy School. There is free parking after 5pm in the lot below the building, with entrance on McCauley Street. 

http:/iin ternational.unc.edu/ 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:i/carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to atiica as: eunice@email.tmc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=22339823.Gagl b330aGc982b6aGda464tt~5dl b23&a=T&l=africa&o=29989728 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.~.e.L2..~.8..~.7..2...~.-...2..2..~.3..~.8..~.~.~.a..c.)..!~.b..~3..~.Q:a..~.c..c.)..8~2~b..~..a.~}.d..~.~..4..~}.4..~.~.~3~q2.!~r£~u.~.~.u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~studies.org> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 4:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

54th Annual Meeting Logistics 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

We are {ookin$ forward to see~nB you at the ASA 

A~,m~a[ t~eeti~,g i~, Waslsingto~,, D,C~ November 17-19, 

2011 ~ Be~ow p~ease fi~d ar~ updated Pro~ram of the 

Conference as we[[ as ~nst~uctk~ns for paper 

presenters~ 

A~[~ Tr~pp 

C~sair, Annua[ t~&eeting Committee 

V~ce Pres~de~% Afr~ca~s Studies 



This email was so[it to eunice~!err~ail,unc.edu by cailyrl.ldrnmick@af:ricanstudies.orrj 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

African Studies Association :: Rutgers University i 54 3oyce Kilmer Avenue i Piscataway N.] 08854 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 9:56 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curst:acultyl~llows@listserv.unc.edtp 

[curst~cultyt}llows] CURS Brown Bag Lunch Seminar: We’re Not All the Same: Understanding Pret~rence Variation in Children’s School 
Travel 

Professor Noreen McDonald [ City & Regional Planning 

September 30~ 2011 ] 12:30 to 1:45 

Clmpin Reading Room I New East 

Bing your lunch I beverages + light dessert providedl 

Recent decades have seen a sharp decline in the number of children who walk to school while kids being driven or using cars to get to school has risen 
commensurately. Research shows that these changes may be due to increased distance from home to school, more motbersjoining the work force, and safety’ 
concerns. New policies and programs infi~aslructure improvements and education encourage more s~dents to walk yet the impact of these policies has been mixed. 

ProiEssor McDonald has researched these issues extensively and her talk will explore how the use of stated preiErence methods and advanced modeling techniques 
can better identiI) what parents and children want and if policy initiatives ca~ meet their school travel needs. 

Todd Owen 

AssooJate D~reotor 

Center for Urban and Regional Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919/962-3076 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

cursfaculLyfellows as: <a hreD"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to <a hreD"mailto:leave-29991219-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29991219- 
43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Paycheck Notice 
Political Activities of EPA Employees 

University employees who wish to run for or hold any elective or appointive 
public office are subject to regulations adopted by the Board of Governors. For many 

types of office, the regulations require that before becoming a candidate for or occupying 
the office, the University employee must make certain disclosures and receive various 
approvals on a prescribed schedule or risk losing University employment. A copy &the 
full text of the Board of Governors’ regulations, as ~vell as a copy of the complementary- 
regulations issued by the Board of Trustees, may be obtained at the Office of the 
University Counsel, 110 Bynum Hall, 222 East Cameron Avenue, 962-1219. Advice 
concerning the interpretation and application of the Policies may be obtained from the 
Vice Chancellor and General Counsel. 

{00010056.DOC} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 9:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <ksIocum@unc.edu> 

FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Senior Faculty Competitive Research a~d Scholarly Leaves 

FYI This is a leave opportunity’ for associate and full professors. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UN-C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.uaac.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 

From: nobody@notif)/.unc.edu [nobody@noti(y.unc edu] on behalf of no reply@unc.edu [no reply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:31 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sut~ject: FORM~XL NOTICE: Senior Faculty Competitive Research and Scholarly Leaves 

TO: Members oftheFaculty 

FROM: Bruce W. Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
Chair, Committee on Senior Faculty’ Research and Sturdy 
Leaves 

SUBJECT: Senior Faculty Competitive Research and Scholarly Leaves 

DATE: September 14, 2011 

The University will accept applications this fall for competitive Senior 
Faculty Research and Scholarly Leaves paid from Kenan, Pogue, William R 
Kenan, Jr., William N. Reynolds, and RJ Reynolds Industries funds. 
The leaves are to be taken during Fall Semester 2012, Spring Semester 
2013, or Academic Year 2012-2013. These leaves will pay a full base 
salapf [’or one semester up to a maximum amount of $60,000, or one-half 
of the base salary for the full academic year, up to a maximum araount of 
$60,000. A $4,000 research ftmd will also be provided during the period 
of the leave. 

Faculty" are encouraged to apply for additional funding from outside 
agencies to support aspects of their research projects not supported by 
this leave. 

Announcement of leave awards will be made before December 31, 2011. 

I. The following temps apply to these leaves: 

A. Any full-time, salaried member of the faculty holding a tenured, 
tenure track, or fixed-term position at the associate or full professor 
level (or similar rank) is eligible to apply. Assistant professors are 
not eligible for these leaves, but they are encouraged to apply for the 
Junior Faculty Development Awards. 

B. Faculty are not eligible if fewer than five years have elapsed 
since the applicant has returned from one of the leaves listed in the 
first paragraph of this announcemunt. Preference is given to senior 
faculty members who have not had a funded leave during the past tl~ee 
years. 

Length and distinction of the service of the applicant may be recognized 
by the Committee in making its recommendations, but the quality of the 
research proposal itself will be the paramount consideration The 
Con~aittee will be influenced by the research experience of the applicant 
and by the prospect that work done during the leave will make a 
significant research contribution or, in the case of proposals dealing 

with the creative arts and letters, creative contribution The 
Committee may also consider the contribution which the research is 
likely to make in ii.trthering the career of the faculty member and the 
research interests of the University. 

C. Proposals dealing with creative activity and study by artists, 
musicians, and writers will be considered together with proposals for 



scholarly research. 

D. Since the purpose of the leave is to provide the successful 
applicant with time for research and scholarship, the recipient may not 
perform or receive payment for any teaching or administrative functions 
at UNC-CH during the period of the leave This is true regardless of 
whether the leave period is one semester or the entire academic year 
In cases where the recipient’s normal base pay for the leave period 
exceeds the $60,000 maximum provided by the leave, you should contact 
the Dean’s Office for your school to deternrine if there is a policy to 
provide additional ftmds to make up the difference. 

Anrounts earned during the sur~mrer by nine-month employees (Stamner School 
and Sur~mrer Salary) are not affected by this leave. 

II. Applications should consist of the following items, in this order: 

A. a signed letter to the Chair of the Cor~mrittee on Senior Faculty 
Research and Study Leaves; 

B. a narrative description of the work to be undertaken dtaing the 
leave. The description should provide some detail, but in no case 
should more than two pages be submitted; 

The description should also indicate what the research leave would do 
for the applicant and for the institution, describe the significance of 
the research work to the field, and relate the significance of the 
research work to the applicant’s overall research and career 
development. The applicant should specify- the time period proposed for 
the leave (Fall Semester 2012, Spring Semester 2013, or Acadetnic Year 
2012-2013), and should identi~ an?" non-Universi~ sources of support 
which may be available during the period of the proposed leave; 

C. a curriculum vitae of the applicant with indications of past leaves, 
released time, or reassigmnent of duties; 

D. a signed supporting statement from the immediate superior of the 
applicant ;Vhen there is a case of more than one application from a 
department or division, the chair ;vill be asked to rank the applications 
(if there is no department or division, the dean or director of the unit 
will be asked to rank the applications) 

For Fall 2011, applications and related documents will be submitted 
online using the Sakai system. Please submit a brief email to 
FRSL.Provost@unc edu requesting access to the Sakai site, and be sure to 
include your onyen and/or U~,’C email address. Once you have access to 
the site, you should upload the above documents as soon as possible 
The complete application packet must be submitted no later than 5:00 PM 
on Friday, October 21, 2011 Applications presented after that time 
will not be considered by the Committee. 

III The Committee on Senior Faculty Research and Stu@ Leaves will 
consist of the following individuals for the 2011-12 Academic Year: the 
deans of the School of IVledicine and the College of Arts and Sciences, 
two faculty members (one from Academic Affairs, one from Health 
Affairs), the Executive Associate Provost, the Associate Provost for 
Academic Initiatives, and the Provost as Chair. 

Please contact Gordon Joyner in the Provost’s Office at Gordon@unc.edu 
or 962-7061 if you have any questions about or problems with the 
application process. 

(Senior Faculty Competitive Research and Scholarly Leaves 9-13-2011) 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 

Provost 



"Transnational Feminism, Body Politics and the De-colonial" 
A seminar w/Dr. Wendy Harcourt 

Monday October 10, 2011.12"00-2pm 
Fedex GEC rm 4003 

Wendy Harcourt is a feminist researcher and activist and chief editor of the quarterly 
journal Development. She received the 2010 Feminist and Women’s Studies Association’s 
Prize for her book on Body Politics in Development: Critical Debates in Gender and 
Development (2009). Other publications include an edited collection with Arturo Escobar 
on Women and Politics of Place (Kumarian Press 2005) She is series editor of "Gender and 
Environment" series, Zed Books, London and a new Series by Palgrave Gender, 
Development and Social Change and lead writer for the project on Gender and Social 
Movements at IDS Sussex. She has led a series of global research projects funded by 
Rockefeller Foundation, UNFPA, UNDP, WHO, Unifem and the Macarthur Foundation 
examining facets of gender, population and development, including young women and 
reproductive health and rights. She is actively engaged in global feminist politics through 
her work with international networks Women in Development Europe (WIDE), European 
Feminist Forum, the Feminist Dialogues, EADI gender working group, Punti di Vista and 
Trans-dignity. She has written extensively on sexual and reproductive rights, environment, 
globalization and development from a gender perspective. She will join the ISS faculty as 
Assistant Professor in Social Policy in November 2011. 

This is one of a series of events on Decolomzln= Feminisms" organized by the Latin American 
Political Imaginaries Working Group. Email ,@gmail.com if you would like to 
receive readings to prepare for the talk. 

Sponsored by the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, Curriculum in Global Studies, Campus Y 
and the Department of Anthropology. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 11:31 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Spring 2012 Course Schedule (Final Version) 

Spring2012CourseSchedule.xls 

Please see the attached final course schedule for Spring 2012. Look over it carefully to make sure everything is correct. 

This is the final version but please notify me as soon as you can if you notice any errors. I have included a link 

http://www.hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm?fuseaction=classroom.classroom where you can see the classrooms and what 

features they have. Please check this link. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=29994863 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29994863-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Subject Course Section Num 

°AFRI 101 001 

AFRI 101 

°AFRI i01 003 

AFRI lol 

OAFRI lol oo4 

001 

AFRI 990 

AFRI 

001 

AFRI 416 001 

001 

001 

Title 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

i INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

AFRICA IN GLOBAL SYSTEM 

AFRICA IN GLOBAL SYSTEM 

AFRICA IN GLOBAL SYSTEM 

POL PROB IN AFRI ST 

Max Enrollment Instructor 

60,NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 

Start Ti me 
2:00 PM 

11:00 AM 

60 BOYD,LYDIA C 12:30 PM 

10iCASHION,JOOY W 12:00 AM 
15 Liston,Casey 12:00 AM 

12:00 AM 

40 

~’~ CASHION,JODY W 

15 CASHION,JODY W 

End Time i,~aysmet Building Room Combined Section Id 

12:00 AM hi, D004A-F 

12:00 AM 0004A-F 

12:00 AM 

60iLISANZA, ESTHER MUKEWA 10:00 AM 10:50 AM MWF GC 1005 

60 FALL,ALASSANE 12:00 PM 12:50 PM MWF    GC 1005 

SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS 35 SAHLE,EUNICE N 

l ~anguages of Africa 35 SECK, MAMARAME 

KEY ISS/AFRI/AFRO L 10 RUCKER, WALTER C 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 30 SAHLE,EUNICE N 

EAST AFRICAN SOCIETY 30 NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 

12:00 AM 

12:00 AM 

1:00 AM 

2:00 PM 

9:30 AM 

11:00 AM 

2:00 PM 

12:00 AM 0005A-F 

12:00 AM D005A-F 

12 15 PM TR SC 0210 

3:15 PM TR GC 1009 

1:50 PM 

10:45 AM TR BI 0317 

12:15 PM TR D257A-A 

12:15 PM TR D104A-A 

5:50 PM W WI 0202 



AFAM 101 002 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

AFAM 101 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

AFAM 101 990 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

AFAM 101 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

AFAM 101 992 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

AFAM 101 004 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

AFAM 102 001 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

AFAM 102 002 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

AFAM 254 951 BLACKS IN LA-I’IN AMER 

AFAM 266 001 BLACK WOMEN 

AFAM 276 BLACKS IN FILM 

AFAM 278 001 

60 REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

60 PORTER, ROBERT S 

10 REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

15 Liston,Casey 

1 REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

60 RUCKER, WALTER C 

60 JANKEN,KENNETH R 

i12:00 AM 

2:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

6:00 PM 

40 REGESTER, CHARLENE B 3:30 PM 

----l~:nn AM 0003A-F 

AFAM 356 001 

BLACK CARIBBEANS 

BLACKS IN NORTH CAROLINA 

DIASPORA ART 

HISTORY OF HIP HOP 

40 SLOCUM,KARLA 12:00 PM 12:50 PM 

40 MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 2:00 PM 3:15 PM 

40iJORDAN,JOSEPH F 11:00 AM 12:15 PM 

40 HALL, PERRY A 2:00 PM 

0105 

MWF DA 0301 

TR GA 0105 

TR SC 0209 



Subject Course Section Num Title 

SWAH 402     001          ELEM KISWAHILI 

SWAH 402 002 ELEM KISWAHILI 

SWAH 404 001 KISWAHILI 4 

SWAH 404 

Instructor                 StartTime End Time Daysmet Building Room 
Max Enrollment                         ~,                   ,~ ................................................. ,,~ ............................................. ~, ................................. 

25 LISANZA, ESTHER MUKEWA 11:00 PM 1:50 PM MWF KR    0172 

25 MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 2:00 PM 2:50 PM MW 





Subject Course Section Num Title Max Enrollment Instructor 

LGLA 402 001 ELEM LINGALA 15 

Start Time End Time 

10:00 AM 110:50 AM 
, 

Daysmet Building Room 

MwF GC lOO9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 12:48 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[~c faculty] The Enigma of Chinese Capitalism in Africa 

The Enigma of Chinese Capitalism in ~/5~fl-ica: Zambia as a Critical Case 

Free and open to the public Friday, October 7 11-- 12:30pm Toy Lounge of 
Dey Hall 

This talk examines the key characteristics of Chinese investments in 
Zambia, where the first of five Chinese--owned special economic zones in 
sub-- Saharan Africa is located. Drawing on field data on the 
interactions among Chinese managers, Zambian ~vorkers, umons and 
government ofticials in both copper mining and construction, will 
highlight the strategies of accumulation and legitimation by the Chinese 
and the constraints imposed on them by the Zambians, as way to probe the 
question of the peculiarity of Chinese capitalism 

Please contact Tracey Cave, 843-0129 for more info. 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~" axsd: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-29995543-9518753.bdc06336c8228bT:g)846378ae5dc20e0@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whit~ker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 2:12 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

dkoter@uchicago.edu; glambrig@gwu.edu; klinman@ncdavis.edu; tyson@cohenroberts.com 

Reminder: APCG panel at MPSA 2012 

Please remember that paper, panel, and roundtable proposals are due to the MPSA by next Friday-, October 7th (see message below). APCG ~vill be sponsoring at least one panel at the 
conference 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~Vhitakel-, Beth [mailto:B;Vhitaker@uncc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 18, 2011 10:27 PM 
To: Ati’ican Politics Conference Group 
Cc: dkoter@uchicago.edu; glambrig@gwu edu; klinman@ucdavis.edu; ~son@cohel~roberts.com 
Subject: Cb2°: APCG panel at MPSA 2012 

[)ear APCG colleagues: 

Good news! For the first time, APCG will sponsor at least one panel at the Midwest Political Science Association annual conference in Chicago in April 2012 The call for papers is open: 
panel, paper, and roundtable proposals can be submitted at http://v, as, wmpsanet.or~i. The deadline for submissions is October 7, 2011. 

When picking which section will review your proposal, keep in mind that there is both an APCG section (#75) and a separate African Politics section (#11). Admittedly, this is somewhat 
confusing, but we are hoping that it will allow us to maximize the quantity and quality of Africa-related panels at the conference APCG’s MPSA 2012 con~nittee (Dominika Koter, Tyson 
Roberts, and Kris Imnan) will put together the APCG panel(s), and section chair Gina Lambright (who is also an active APCG member) will put together that section’s panels In reviewing 
proposals, the two sections will work together closely and share proposals back and forth to make sure as many good papers as possible are selected :[’or the conference. 

Let us know if you have aW questions, and we look forward to APCG being at the Midwest in Chicago in April! 

Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte ] Department of Political Science and Public Administration 
9201 Unlversi~ City B[vd ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] t;ax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc edu 

You are currently- subscribed to apcg as: bwhitaker@uncc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ht~ps:iilists.wisc.edu/u?id 40299616.e4c88f3e0035e3dd77c3b6b924b97bTf&n T&l apcg&o 16664914 

or send a blank entail to leave-16664914~40299616.edc88f3e0035e3dd77c3b6b924b97b7f@lists.wisc.edu 

You are cmrently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@eraail.unc.edu. 
To tmsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id 40299565.flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 16739153 

or send a blank email to leave-16739153~0299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0622e@lists.wisc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 30, 2011 3:31 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly mmouncement <cwc announce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] October events at the Carolina Women’s Center 

RVAM Flashy.pdf; RVAM wordy.pdf; event calendar October 2011 .pdf; cargo fihn flyer.pdf 

Dear CWC Friends and Allies -attached please find several fliers describing October programs that may be of interest to you. We hope to see you at some of these 

events and ask that you encourage friends, colleagues and students to attend as well! 

Best, 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Director, Carolina Women’s Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2:15 W. Cameron Avenue 

CB3302 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-5620 

(919) 843-5619-fax 

dbickford@unc.edu 

womenscenter.unc.edu 

h u ma ntra ffickin_g.unc.ed u 

The Carolina Women’s Center pursues gender equity at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary 

research, we build bridges and enhance the intellectual life and public engagement mission of the university. 



Relationship Violence 

How will you be 



 elafionship Violence Awareness M nfl  
::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

R elati o ns hi p Vi o 1 enc e Aw are ness M o n th Kick off 
The opening event will take place on 10/3, 10/4, a.d 10/5, from ll:00- l:00 i. Polk Pl~:~i ~!ou~! !~ ~mn, 
dance include Project Dinah, The Family Violence Prevention Center, 
Cen!er, L>~C S LGB~Q C e~er; C ~m e fi~ d u s n Pd ~ PI~ e 



Lunafest ¯ 10/27 ¯ 6:30pm Reception ¯ 7pm Screening ¯ Varsity Theater 
FVPC fundraiser. Tickets are $6 for students, $10 for everyone else. 
!~p_~_!_!_f~_..c_,..o__..c__._._o_.r_~ 

.... h~p :~Zv~ !unafest~orp.i ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

EUN~EST is a ~av~Iing film fegiivaI o~ award winning s~oa films b}i fo~ and abou~ wom~n ~Ns S~agon 
OU~ pmg~am o~ nine films filled with stories hope and ~umo~ will trav~I ~o ov~ 50 ~ifi~s and 

V iolen c e’". I. 7p~. U n i ve r si ty Roo~ ~ d e H all 

A Lecture bv Visiting Professor Elaine Lawless 

InterA~!lOni I~ 5p~6:30p~ Murphey116 



The Carolina 
Women’s Center 

The Carolina Women’s Center 

pursues gender equity at the 

University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. Through education, 

advocacy, and interdisciplinary 
research, we build bridges and 

enhance the intellectual fife and 
public engagement mission of 

the university. 

Stay Connected 
Learn more about the CWC 

at woP~enscenter.u n c~ed u, 

where you can subscribe ~o our 

weekly listserv announcemenL 

v~ew o~r online calendar; and 

browse our newsle~teK S~ay 

connected by "liking" us on 

F~cebook, following us on Twi~er" 

(~UNCWome~’sCtr), or 
reading ~nd commenting on our 

biog. 

Support Our Work 
We need your help! If you 

believe in the CWC’s vision 

of a more diverse, inclusive, 

and equitable Carolina and 

value high-quality co-curricular 

programming on gender-related 

issues, consider a gift in suppor~ 
of our work! Learn more or 

make a donation online today 

at womsenscenter.unc.ed uJ 

gifts-giving. 

UNC 
215 Wese Cameron Ave. CB# 3302 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-3302 

cwc@unc.edu [ 919-962-8305 
womenscenter.unc.edu 

nts 

Having (and Balancing) IItAI! 
Thursday~ October 27 I 5 p.m. [ Kerr 2~00 l, School of Pharmacy 

RSVP for this event at womenscenter.un¢.edulour-worMprogroms-e~entslregister 

Hear our panelists - professionals and professors in the sciences - discuss challenges, 
successes and strategies for work/life balance. Evidence demonstrates that career paths are 
influenced by gender, and this panel will consider some of the gendered challenges that arise 
in science careers. 

Panelists include Etta Pisano,Vice President for Medical Affairs and Dean of the College 

of Medicine, Medical University of South Carolina; Linda Butler ’68, a retired pharmacist 

and former member of the UNC Board of Visitors; Channing Der, Kenan Professor of 

Pharmacology at UNC; and Va[erie ~shby, Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Term 

Professor of Chemistry at UNC. The panel will be moderated by julia Sprunt Grumbles 

’75, formerlyVice President of Corporate Marketing and Communications at Turner 

Broadcasting System and now involved in the university’s entrepreneurship initiatives. Co- 

sponsored by the Carolina Women’s Center University Career Services and the SYNC living-learning 

community. 



Every day millions of human beings are bought, sold, and traded. Many 

of them end up in America, invisible to the public. Women and children 
make up 70% of those trafficked into the United States for sexua~ 

slavery. Cargo: Innocence Lost tells their stories with interviews with the 

nation’s top officials, two victims trafficked into Texas through Mexico, 

and a harrowing narrative that tells the story of a young Eastern Euro- 

pean girl trafficked into San Francisco to work in a brothel. Award- 

winning director Michael Cory Davis presents a thorough and heart- 

wrenching look at slavery in America. 

As a state, North Caroffna is particularly vulnerable to trafficking. 

human trafficking. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 3:47 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Upcoming Events at UNC 

The Insitute for the Study of the Americas at UNC~CH wou~d like to in~4te you to attend the following events, hope to 

see you there! 
October 3, Dario Euraque: The Coup in Honduras of 2009: National identity, Globalization and the Threat of History, a Personal 

Account 

¯ Dr. Euraque was ousted as Director of the Honduran Institute of History and Anthropology (INAH) in the aftermath of a civilian-military 

coup against President Manuel Ze[aya Rosa[es that began on June 28, 2009. 

¯ 5:30 PM to 07:30 PM, GEC 4003, UNC 

October 4: Advocates for Human Rights, Give Us Names, and the Institute for the Study of the Americas present: "Leaving La 

Floresta" 

° 45-minute documentary about the journey of a Colombian family displaced by the U.S. War on Drugs, and their search for a place to 

cat[ home. The producers of the documentary will be at the screening to discuss the making of the movie and answer your questions. 

Stick around after the screening to enjoy free food, interesting discussions, and good company! 

¯ Hanes Hall, Room 112, 6-7:30 p.m. 

October 5: Miguel Rocha, "PaMbras Mayores Panorama de las Literaturas Indigenas en Colombia" 

Presented by Professor Migue[ Rocha Vivas, program coordinator of multicuttura[ interactions of the External University of Colombia. 
He won the National Prize in Literature Research City of Bogotfi 2009, awarded by the Fundacidn Gitberto Atzate Avendafio. Migue[ 

Rocha is a writer and researcher and currently serves as program coordinator for intercultural dialogue with students from 14 
indigenous communities throughout Colombia. 

° 5:30 PM-7:30PM, Global Education Center, Room 1009 

October 9: gelirio Habanero: Un desafio musical entre Celia Cruz and Deny Mor~ 

° Award-winning Detirio Habanero/Havana De[irum will present a bilingual Cuban musical Famous Cuban cinema, television, and theater 

actors star in the performances.Through song, dance and memory the actors revert back to the decades of the 1940s and 50s as 

musicians like Celia Cruz, Deny Morn and Chano Pozo. The play embarks upon the Special Period and flashes back to Cuba’s Hey Day 

of the 1940s and 50s when casinos and cabarets were at their peak, featuring nightclubs such as The Tropicana. 

° 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM, Sonja Haynes Stone Center, UNC 

Oct. 9: Roundtab[e discussion with the cast of Detirio Habanero: 5:00-6:30pm 

Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

October 10: Kathryn Burns Lecture, Into the Latin American Archive 

Kathryn Burns, professor of history at UNC Chapel Hilt, discusses her recent book, Into the Archive: Writing and Power in Colonial 

Peru (Duke 2010), which traces the practices of the Spanish American escribanos, who shaped notarial truth and generated vast 

colonial archives. Original Latin American documents and books from the Rare Book Collection will be on display for the evening. 

Reception at 5:00pm in the Main Lobby of Wilson Library. The talk wit[ start at 5:45pm in the adjacent Pleasants Family Assembly 

Room. 

5:45 PM to 07:00 PM, Wilson Library 

October 11: Art, Life, Migration: The Reality of Suel~os Americanos/American Dreams 

¯ Please join us for a public conversation about contemporary migration experiences. A distinguished panel of faculty from UNC, North 

Carolina State University, Duke and Fayettevi[[e State University, along with artist Cornelio Campos, will focus on the power and 

potential of art to portray stories that are sometimes invisible even when intersecting our own daffy routines. Using Campos’ work as 

a touchstone, panelists will invite us to think about the multiple meanings in his representations of the day-to-day reality of migrant 

experience. What is the place of dreams/nightmares? How prevalent is violence, and what forms does it take? How do families stay 

in touch? Where do migrants work and what are their contributions to contemporary U.S. culture and society? What is the migrant 

connection to nature and religion? What is the meaning of sacrifice depending on spaciotempora[ and generational variables? This 

discussion is hosted in collaboration with an art exhibition, Suefios Americanos/American Dreams: The Art of Corne[io Campos, 

currently on display at the FedEx Global Education Center through October 15, 2011. This exhibition and supplemental programs are 

hosted by UNC Global, the UNC Department of Geography and the North Carolina State University Interdisciplinary Studies 

Department. 

¯ http~//www~t1~bal~unc.edu/index.php?~pti~n=c~m~c~ntent&vie~=artic[e~tid=2429~t~temid=118 

October 26: Migue[ Barnet, "THE ISSUE OF RACE IN CUBAN SOCIETY TODAY" 



Miguel Barnet,is a Cuban writer, novetist and ethnographer. He studied sociology at the University of Havana, he is the originator of 

the tradition of "Testimonia[" fiction in Latin American fetters, and he remains the genre’s acknowtedged master. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edtc> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 5:13 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Reminder: Author Talk: Ariel Dorliua~, Oct. 5! 

Author Talk: Ariel Dorfman, Oct. 5 
Dorfman will discuss and sign copies of his new book "Feeding on Dreams" 

Description: 

htt p://library.d u ke.ed u/n ews/imgs- 
la rge/2010/dorfma n la rge jpg 

Photo by Les Todd, Duke Photography 

VOaen: Wednesday, October 5, 4:00 PM 

}Vhere: Gothic Reading Room. Perkins LibraQ" 

Chilean-American novelisL playwright, essayist, journalist, and human fights activist Ariel Dolfma~ will read fiom his new melnoic Feeding on Dreatns: Confessions 

of an Unrepentant Exile (Houghton Mifflin Harcom% 2011). This is the sequel to his awa~rd-winning book, Headi,zg South, Looking North, which was the basis 

for the documentao~A Promise to the Dead short-listed for the Oscars in 2009. 

Dorfman is one of the world’s most politically engaged contempom~ amhors. Once a member of Salvador Allende’s adminislmtion in Chile, he were into e~le when 

Angusto Pinochet seized power in 1973. Since then, his writings hm~e often examined humma rights abnses, the impact of totalitarian governments m~d ideology on 
individuals, and fl~e experience oflit~ in exile. 

About the Author 
Ariel Dortina~ holds the Walter ttines Page Chair of Literature and Latin American Studies at Duke University. His books, written bofl~ in Spanish and English, have 

been translated into more than 40 languages. Among his plays, which have been staged in over 100 countrie~ is Death arm the Maiden, which roll be revived on 

London’s West End with Thandie Neulon in tile title role. His new play. Purgatorio, roll liave its Stmnish-lmaguage plemiere in Madrid tiffs fall stamng Viggo 

Mortensen. For more information, visit his website. 

Reception to follow. Copies of the book will be available for sale. This event is free and open to the public. 

Sponsored by Dnke Universi .ty Libraries, the Center for International Studies. the Duke Human Rights Center, and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean 

Studies. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 5:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu> 

nsf deadline 

Hi Eunice: 

Hem is some info on funding possibilities. I haven’t tu171ed up much. Note that the MacArthur program appears to be under review s~ we should keep track of it to 
see if they come out with new priorities. 

The next deadline for the NSF Sociology Program is January 15, 2012. 

The Sociology Program supports basic resem’ch on all forms of human social organization -- societies, institutions, groups and demography -- and processes of 

individual and institutional change. The Program encourages "theoretically tbcu~d empirical investigations aimed at improving the explanation of fundamental social 

processes. Included is research on organizations and organizational behavior, population dynamics, social movements, social groups, labor lbrce pa~icipation, 

stratification and mobili .ty, family, social networks, socialization, gender roles, and the sociology of science and technology. ’][’he Program supports both original data 

collections and secondaxy data analysis that use the full range of quantitative and qualitative methodological tools. Theoretically grounded projects that ofi}r 

methodological innovations and improvements for data collection and analysis are also welco,ned. Click hem ibr i,ffonnation on Strengthening Qualitafive Reseamh 

through Methodological Innovation and Integration. 

The dolm D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation: 

In 2006, the Foundation began grantmaldng through a new Initiative on Global Migration and Human Mobility. Through this initiative, the Foundation supports a 

modest number of institutions and projects, with the aim of advancing three main objectives: 1) to develop improved understanding of global migration through support 

of policy-relevant empirical research and improved sources of data on migrant flows; 2) to encourage better governance of migration at global, regional, and national 

levels; and 3) to stimulate new thinking on broader issues of global human mobility. 

In 2011, the grant budget for this program area is $5.4 million. 

What MacArthur Funds 

To pursue the goals of the Initiative on Global Migration and Human Mobility-, the Foundation provides support to nonprofit organizations, including reseamh institutes 

and universities. Grants are awarded tbr research and policy studies, dissemination, and related activities. The Foundation is particularly interested in supporting 

projects that reflect diverse national, institutional, prot}ssional, and cultural perspectives on global migration. 

The ~Iigration Initiative is currently wMer review. New guidelines will be posted soon. 

Arts and Humanities Reseaacch Council 

This looked promising until I got the pint abom all the funding being allocated. There may be something of interest to you here if you weren’t awmce of them already. 

http://www.ahrc .ac .uk/FundingOpportanifie sipages/Diasporas, Migrationandldenfitie s.aspx 

Todd Owen 

Associate Director 

Center for Nrban and Regional Studies 

UniveEsJty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/962-3076 
http://curs.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@mindspring.com> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 8:57 PM 

Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@emml.unc.edu> 

Occupy Durham’. 

bull logo 1.png; occupy durham flyer 1 .pdf; ATT00001 .c 





Announcing 

C r  nity Fair 

pie’s Assembly 
~or economic j~ustlce 

and in solidarity with 
protestors around the nation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 1,2011 9:27 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE:[atiJat~m] Battle Hall Main Oltice - Closed Friday 

SEALLF program 2011 .docx 

Dear colleagues, 

This may sound like a late reminder but the Southeast African Languages and Literatures Forum (SEALLF) is held today in the Global Education Center, on the fourth floor. This 
is the second time we host the conference and we all look forward to having fruitful discussions. Attached is the program. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Buell, Agatha [abuell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 5:07 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] Battle Hall Main Office - Closed Friday 

Dear All, 
th The main office in Battle Hall will be closed this Friday, September 30 . Travis and I will be busy for most of the day and thus unable to return emails, answer 

phone calls or provide assistance in the main office to students or faculty. Please plan your time (and photocopying!) accordingly. I apologize for the short notice, 

but we appreciate your understanding. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Public Policy 

217 Ab emethy Hall, C B #3435 

Department of Africam & At~o-,~anerica_n Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nor~2q Cm’olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

t: 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: mseck,@~ema~l.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=:32361635.~22e47tkta2t~ca275dac07816c27bTd6&~=:T&l=ati:iafara&o=29983127 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-29983127-32361635.a22e47fda2i~5ca275dac07816c2767d6,~;listserv.unc.edu 

To uusubscribe clickhere: _l!t_!p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafam&o 30000401 

(It may be uecessa~ to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-30000401-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv .unc.edu 



OPENING SESSION 

9:00-9:30 Welcome Notes 
Dr. Evelyne Huber, Chair, African and Afro-American Studies, UNC-CH 

9:30-10:15 Keynote Address 

Teaching A/rican Languages in America Today: Challenges and Opportunities 

Dr. Akintunde Akinyemi, University of Florida 

PANEL ONE: Teaching Approaches and Methodologies 

10:15-11:00 Dialects and Language Change: Are You Teaching the Standard Version Only? 

Dr. D4sir& Baioubi, Shaw University 

BREAK 

11:15-12:00 Building Communicative Competence in L2 Classroom: Examp/es /rom Wolo~ 

Dr. Mamarame Seck, UNC-CH 

12:00-12:45 Challenges o/ Conveying the Dual Dimensions o~ Reality in A~rican Cultures in Swahifi Languages 

Classrooms, Dr. Rose Sau Lugano, University of Florida 

LUNCH 

PANEL TWO: Teaching Tools and Resources 

2:30-3:15 Teaching Culture through Literature and Film: Some Examp/es /rom West A~rica 

Dr. Karim Traore, University of Georgia 

3:15-4:00 Conversations Online: Learning /rom Conversions o,f Thought to Text 

Dr. Kole Ade Odutola, University of Florida 

BREAK 

4:15-5:00 Using Free Online Resources in the Teaching and Learning of African Languages 

Dr. Leonard Muaka, Winston- Salem State University 

q&A 

6:00-8:00 DINNER 

9:00q2:00 By-laws Meeting 

12:00-1:00 LUNCH 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@mindspfing.com> 

Sunday, October 2, 2011 1:18 PM 

Duke-UNC CLACS <intl-duncpla@duke.e&~; SURGE <surge-discuss@lis~ts.ri~up.neL"~ 

Oct 7- 8 Colombia, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua and Cuba updates at Wituess Ii~r Peace Retreat’. Visiting speakers, delegation reports, 
meoJ.~ Ffi uight parb" 

CITCA Retreat 2011 page 2 - revised.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Featured speakers include 

UNC’s Lou Perez on Cuba, Appalachian State’s Jeff Boyer on Honduras, 

IPS’ Sanho Tree on US War on Drugs, and John Henry Gonz’,flez Duque from Cauca, Colombia 

on impact of War ou Drugs on Indigenous and Afar-Colombian communities. 

Witness for Peace, Southeast holds its annual retreat 
at Camp New Hope, north of Chapel Hill, 
Friday evening Oct 7, and 8:30 - 3:30 Sat Oct 8, 

The retreat offers policy analysis needed for defending the rights of 
vulnerable people on both sides of our southern borders, empowering 
participants to challenge reckless policies and a rigged economic system 
that concentrates wealth while displacing millions of agricultural families, 
small business owners and working people. 

To learn more about Witness for Peace delegations to Colombia (January), 

Cuba (June 2012) and Mexico (June 2012), come for the retreat! 

See attached schedule for cost and complete details. 

Since meals are planned, 
call Witness for Peace office to reserve: 919 856-9468 
(weekday mornings or leave msg) 

Directions at http://www.newhooeccc.orq/directions.shtml 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-9567 

Witness for Peace, SE 

5PM Welcome 

6PM Supper 

7:00 p.m. U,$o War on Dr~gs: 
W~at is its Impact on Colombia’s Indigenous 
and Afro~Colombian Communities? 
John Henry Gonzalez Duque is an organizer from Popayan, Cauca for the Small Scale Farmer~ Novement. 
He was a key organizer during the indigenous take over of the Pan American Highway in 1999. 
This was a protest of the Colombian Army / paramilitaH attacks on the civilian population. 

8PM Party time 

Saturday, October 8th 
7:30 Morning Prayer- Rod and Sylvia O’Connor. 
8:00 Breakfast 
8:30 Sanho Tree - ~[nstitute for Policy Studies. US War on Drugs impact on Colombia, Mexico and the US. 
9:3o Honduras Update - Dr Jeff Boyer, ASU anthropology professor, 40 years work in and on Honduras and its popular 

movements 
z0:30 l"mmigration and US Border Policy - Sharon Mujica, Jane Stein the June 2011 delegation to Mexico. 
z~:30 Shoveling Water - a video produced by Witness for Peace on the War on Drugs. Susan Baylies and Arthur Burton to 

comment on the video. 
12:30 Lunch 
1:30 Prof. Louis Perez - UNC Chapel Hill Cuba today. How should US policy toward Cuba change? 

2:30 Nicaragua Today - 20:t:[ Teen Delegation - Colleen Kane and Nicholas Crowder. 
3:30 Closing Circle Teen Delegation 

Cost: Adults: $50, Students $25 
(Supper Friday and Breakfast & Lunch Saturday are provided, 
bring blanket and sheets if staying overnight) 



Pro-rated if attending only Friday or Saturday. 
Call Witness for Peace office weekday mornings 

or send check to 
to reserve~ 

Directions at http://www.newhopeccc,ora/directions.shtml 

Chapel Hill, NO 27514-9567 



Witness for Peace 
Southeast 

Friday, October 7, 2011 

7:00 p.m. 
U.S. War on Drugs: 

What is its impact on 
Colombia’s indigenous 

and Afro Colombian 
Communities? 

JOHN HENRY is an organizer from 
Popayan, Cauca for the Small Scale 
Farmer’s Movement. He was a key 
organizer during the indigenous take 
over of the Pan American Highway in 
1999. This was a protest of the 
Colombian Army’s / paramilitary 
attacks on the civilian ,pulation. 

Friday, October 7th 
5:00 Welcome and Introductions 

6:00 Dinner 

7:00 JOHN HENRYGonzalez Duque: 

Colombian Human Rights 

Defender 

8:00 Party Time 

11:00 Quiet Time 

Saturday, October 8th 
7:30 Horning Prayer- ROD and SYLVIA 

O’CONNOR, 

8:00 Breakfast 

8:30 SANHO TREE - Institute for Policy 
Studies. US War on Drugs impact on 
Colombia, Hexico and the US. 

9:30 Honduras Today- DR JEFF BOYER, 
ASU anthropologist, 40 years 
experience, Honduran popular 
movements 

10:30 Immigration and US Border Policy- 
SHARON HUJICA, JANE STEIN, the 
June 2011 delegation to Hexico, 

11:30 Shoveling Water- a video produced 
by Witness for Peace on the War on 
Drugs. SUSAN BAYLIES & ARTHUR 
BURTON comment on the video. 

12:30 Lunch 

1:30 

2:30 

Prof. LOUIS PEREZ - UNC Chapel Hill 
Cuba today. How should US policy 
toward Cuba change? 

Nicaragua Today - 2011 Teen 
Delegation - COLLEEN KANE and 
NICHOLAS CROWDER, 

3:30 Closing Circle Teen Delegation 

The 20tt Program" 
Fifty years ago, the U.S. government declared a 
War on Drugs. What has been the impact on 
the US people and in the 500,000 nonviolent 
offenders in our prison system and their 
families? Has it been a success in Colombia? 
What is happening today in Mexico because of 
the US military policy and the war on drugs? 

Sanho Tree from the institute for Policy Studies 
is the foremost expert on US Drug Policy. He 
will analyze the costs of the War on Drugs on 
Colombia, Mexico and the US. in addition, 
discuss tactics to end the War on Drugs. 

Last June, Sharon Mujica, Jane Stein, Elva 
Bishop, Mary Beecham, Patricia Brooks, Mal 
Hyman, Paul Mitchell, Abe and Victoria 
Sadeq, Alien Young, Anne Starling, Elizabeth 
Arboleda, Laura Addiss, and Eduardo Lapetin 
visited Oaxaca to study the Roots of 
Migration. They will hold a panel discussion 
on their insights from their visit to Mexico. 
We hope that EIva Bishop might have a partial 
showing of her video on Mexico for the 
Retreat. 

Dr. Louis Perez - UNC Chapel Hill. His principal 

teaching fields include twentieth-century Latin 
America, the Caribbean, and Cuba. Recent 
publications include Cuba: Between Reform and 
Revolution (3rd ed., New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2006); On Becoming Cuban: Identity, 
Nationality and Culture (2nd ed., Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2007); To Die in 
Cuba: Suicide and Society (2005); and Cuba in the 
American Imagination .Univ NC Press.2008). 

Yes! Sign me up for the CITCA Retreat! 

Name 

Address 

City/State/Zip. 

1105 Sapling Place Raleigh, NC 27615 

Payment enclosed [] $50 adult’s [] $25 students 

[] I would like to know if scholar,s’hips are available 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emafil.unc.edu 

Sunday, 

CCO AFRI 

11:51 PM 

To: Instructor Role 

Professor SaNe, 

I’m not sure how to begin this but I am writing ask for help or advice. I was set to start my online courses prepared to fix my academic ineligibili .ty and to learn 
something that might interest me but then I was lhced with another devasiation a~side from my academic problems. I’ve been trying to deal with 

and have found it so haxd to cope ruth        while also keeping up with my courses. I know that as an academically ineligible student I should have been working 

harder than everyone else and I am now prepared to do so.                            because as I am now, I know that there is nothing I would rather do thm~ 

return to Carolina. I would like to know if it is possible to add late responses to the discussion tbmm or if there was an.vthing at all that I could do for extra credit. I 
would also benefit from an extension on the term paper but undersiand that this late reques~t might not reach you in tilne and I roll do Iny best to send in Iny essay on 

time. If any of this is possible, please let me lmow, but if not I’ll understand. I just hope to be able to use the rest of the time in this course to prove that I am a better 

student than what I’ve shown. 

Thank you for your time, 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR1 
this link to access Mesmges Ibr this site: AFRI 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Monday, October 3,2011 8:04 AM 

latinolis@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Mon and Tues: Fxening events with Latino/a Studies 

1. Rochelle Gutierrez at UNC-CH on Monday, Oct 3 

The Latina/os and Education Project of the UNC Latina/o Studies Program & the UNC Latina/o Cultures Speakers Present: 

Desarrollando Nepantler@s: Rethinking the Knowledge Needed to Teach Mathematics 
Rochelle Guti~rrez 

6-7:30 pm Monday Oct. 3, 201:1 
University Room, Hyde Hall 
Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
For directions visit: http:/iiah.unc.edu!contact!directions 

As American researchers and policy makers race to close tile "achievement gap," greater emphasis oil mathematical knowledge for teaching has taken hold. 
School districts, concerned that their teachers do not know" their mathematics in deep or flexible enough ways, are investing in professional development of 
teachers. These approaches, however fail to recognize that the achievement gap is a social construction, that equity in mathematics means much more than mere 
access to a rigorous curriculum, and that teaching is a negotiated practice (with students, parents, and others). Gutidrrez argues that a model of knowledge needed 
for teaching mathematics and addressing equity- involves political knowledge. An important component to developing this political knowledge is being able to 
recognize multiple realities (Nepantla), developing conocimiento with students, becoming comfortable with uncertainty, and seeing tension as a means to birth 
new" knowledge. 

Rochelle Guti~rrez is Professor of Curriculum and Instruction and Latina/Latino Studies at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. She received her B.A. 

from Stanford University and her M.A. and Ph.D from the University of Chicago. 

She has served as a member of the RAND National Mathematics Study Panel, the National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Increasing Urban High School 

Students’ Engagement and Motivation to Learn, and tile board of directors of Society for Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS). 

She was awarded a Fulbright fellowship to study secondary mathematics teachers in Zacatecas, Mdxico, and is currently serving as editor for a special issue on 

identity/power for the Journal for Research in Mathematics Education. She is PI on an NSF grant that seeks to understand ~vhat it takes to develop high school 

mathematics teachers who engage their students in rigorous mathematics and are committed to social justice. Before and throughout graduate school, she taught 

middle and high school mathematics to adolescents in East San Jos~, California. 

Sponsored by the UNC Program in Latina/o Studies, the Institute for the Arts & Humanities, the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative, the UNC School of Education, and 

tile Duke University Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South. 

2. Follow-up Panel Discussion: Platanos Y Collard Greens 

¯ Tuesday, Oct 4 

7:00PM 

¯ Social Science 139, Duke West Campus 

PLATANOS Y COLLARD GREENS: Follow-up panel discussion with faculty, staff, and student comments, plus audience Q&A. Presented by the Department 

of African & African American Studies, the Program in Latino/a Studies, and the Center for Multicultural Affairs. 

PANELISTS: 

Felicia Arriaga, Community Interactions Chair for Mi Gente 

Julius Jones, Director of Academic Affairs for Black Student Alliance 

Wahneema Lubiano, Associate Professor of African & African American Studies and the Literature Program 

Benjamin Reese, Jr, Vice President for Institutional Equity & Chief Diversity Officer 

Antonio Viego, Associate Professor of Literature and Romance Studies, and Faculty Director of the Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South 

RSVPonFB: !~.t.t.p.]~!)y.~:..w..:.~.~.c..e.~.~?9~Lk.:..c.R.r..n.~./..e.E.e.~.r.~.t.:~.!~?eid~425894724599~!/event.R~.p?eid 242589472459910 

Je~ny Snead Williams 
Executive Director 
Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South 
Duke University, Box 90441 
122 Fded~ BuiMing, East Campus 
Durham NC 27708 

ienmTsw~duke.edu 
http:Ylatinost udies.duke.eduff 
919~844375 
*Lafino/a Studies on FB: httg://v¢,*~v.facebook.comigroupd211016965~01933/ 
*Latino/a Studies on Twitter: wv~,w~tw~t~er~ce~r~’LgGgDuke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Jason Warner <jasonwarner@fas.harvard.edn> 

Monday, October 3,2011 9:34 AM 

j asonwamer@ths.harvard.edu 

Yale Journal of Internalional Affairs: Call for Submissions 

Yale Journal - Call for Submissions - Vol 6 Issue 1 .docx 

Dear all - 

As the former editor-h-chief of the Yale Journal of Inte~7tatio~talAffidrs, I’d appreciate tremendously if you would kindly share the below call for submissions with 

any potentially interested students, thcul~, tx~licy-maJ~ers, NGO staff; or a~y others with a keen interest in intemationaJ issues. 

Please have interested parties contact the current editor-h~-chie~ Audrey Latura (audrey.latura@yale.edu) ruth any questions. 

Thanks so very much, 

Jason Warner 

YALE JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 15, 2011 
DESCRIPTION 

The Yale Journal oflntemationalAffairs (YJIA) is a policy-oriented journal bridging the gap between academia and decision makers in the policy world. 
YJIA publishes articles, interviews, and op-eds by academic scholars, think tanks, policy practitioners and advanced graduate students on international 
affairs topics with implications for policy. We look for original argumentation and insightful criticism. 
Past contributors to YJIA include: Stanley McChrystal, Mariano Turzi, Todd Moss, Isobel Coleman, Bisabeth Wood, Tony Blair, Paul Collier, Joseph Stiglitz, 
Ambassador John Negroponte, Mary Kaldor and Nancy Birdsall among others. To view YJIA’s archives, visit us online at 

SUBMISSIONS 

The Yale Journal of International Affairs accepts three types of submissions: 

1 ) Articles (3,000 to 5,000 words) 

2) Book reviews (2,000 words or less) 

3) Op-Eds (800 words or less). 

Please include the following with your submission: 

.r [HlCover letter: Submissions must include a cover letter indicating the author’s name, institutional affiliation, contact info (including email address and 
phone number), and a brief biography. 

.r [ lIlI1Abstract: A 100-word abstract must accompany all submissions. 

All submissions must conform to the conventions of the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th Edition and all citations must take the form of endnotes~ 
Authors will be notified of the status of their submissions after the submissions period has closed. Release of Volume Vl, Issue I is expected in February 
2012. 
Submissions for the upcoming issue must be submitted electronically as Microsoft Word documents to the Editor-In-Chief at 

~3.~.~.[~:.!~!~:t?@.~.@~.~.?~.~! no later than November 15, 2011. 



YALE JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 

DEADLINE" NOVEMBER 15, 2011 

DESCRIPTION 

The Yale Journal of International Affairs (YJ IA) is a policy-oriented journal bridging the gap between academia and 

decision makers in the policy world. 

YJIA publishes articles, interviews, and op-eds by academic scholars, think tanks, policy practitioners and 

advanced graduate students on international affairs topics with implications for policy. We look for original 

argumentation and insightful criticism. 

Past contributors to YJIA include: Stanley McChrystal, Mariano Turzi, Todd Moss, Isobel Coleman, Elisabeth Wood, 

Tony Blair, Paul Collier, Joseph Stiglitz, Ambassador John Negroponte, Mary Kaldor and Nancy Birdsall among 

others. To view YJIA’s archives, visit us online at www.yalejournal.org 

SUBMISSIONS 

The Yale Journal of International Affairs accepts three types of submissions: 

1) Articles (3,000 to 5,000 words) 

2) Book reviews (2,000 words or less) 

3) Op-Eds (800 words or less). 

Please include the following with your submission: 

~ Cover letter: Submissions must include a cover letter indicating the author’s name, institutional affiliation, 

contact info (including email address and phone number), and a brief biography. 

~ Abstract: A 100-word abstract must accompany all submissions. 

All submissions must conform to the conventions of the Chicago Manual of Style, i6th Edition and all citations 

must take the form of endnotes. 

Authors will be notified of the status of their submissions after the submissions period has closed. Release of 

Volume Vl, Issue I is expected in February 2012. 

Deadline: Submissions for the upcoming issue must be submitted electronically as Microsoft Word documents 

to the Editor=In-Chief at audrey.latura@yale.edu no later than November 15, 2011. 

For further information, please contact: 
Audrey Latura, Editor-In-Chief, audrey.latura@yale.edu 

Yale Journal oflnternationalAffairs ~ 34 Hillhouse Avenue, New Haven, CT 06511 ~ www.yalejoumal.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Veronica Grossi <v grossi@uncg.edu> 

Monday, October 3,2011 9:56 AM 

latinolis~duke.edu <latinolis~duke.edu>, intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: : THIS TtIURSDAY! Hispanic Heritage Month 2011 Event: "Cosmic Race, Rainbow People and other M.vths: An Exploration of 

Latinasios Racial IdentiW" 

HHM-2011 .jpg 

Colegas, ~i. Veronica Grossi 

.......... Mensaje reenviado .......... 

De: Maxk Villacorta 

Fecha: lunes 3 de octabre de 2011 

Asunto: THIS TtIURSDAY’. Hispanic Heritage Month 2011 Event: "Cosmic Race, Rainbow People and oflrer M.vths: An Exploration of Latinas/os Racial Identi~," 

Para: Veronica Grossi <v gmssi(~uncg.edu> 

Cosmic Race, Rainbow People and other M~hs: An Exploration of Latinas/os Racial Identity 

Jorge Zeballos is an experienced diversity consultant who has developed a unique and innovative workshop/presentalion that explores the racial identity of Latin~’o’s. 

In this presentation he will exan~ine the historical and contempormy forces that shape the Latina/o identity. After setting the historical context, participants roll be led 

through an honest dialogue on the impact of fl~is issue on the straggle for ,social jus~tice in this country and in Latin America. This event is in celebration of Hispanic 
Heritage Month 2011. 

When: Thursday, October 6, 730pm 

Where: School of Education Building, Room 118 

Sponsored by the Department of Ro~nance Languages, Undergraduate Studies, and the Office of Multiculmral Affairs. 

</mail/tr/0/s/?view att&t~132c940cca024c65&attid 0.0.1&disp emb&realattid ii 132c93t~b5a9e8a0&zw> 

Mark Villaco¢ta, PhD 

Assistant Director, Oltice ofMulticultural Alt?~firs 

The University of North Caxolina at Crreensboro 

062 Elliott University Center, 507 Stifling Street 

Greensboro, NC 27412 

Tel: 336.334.5090 <te1:336.334.5090> <te1:336.334.5090 <tel:336.334.5090>>/Fax: 336.256.2453 <te1:336.256.2453> <te1:336.256.2453 <te1:336.256.2453 >> 

En~Jl: ~n~xk villacorta(~uncp,.edu 

Web: http:~/ma£dept.uncg.edu/ 

Trotter: http://twitter.comiUNCG OMA 

Facebook: Search ’UNCG Multicultuml Affairs’ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

@uncg.edu> 

Monday, October 3, 2011 10:30 AM 

latinolis*~dnke.edu <lafinolis~duke.edu~, intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

All Black & Lafino Orchestra Coming to Greensboro 

SPHINX ORCHESTRA.pdf 

Colegas, this exciting music event will take place this Friday at Greensboro. Thin, ks 



American Teachers Association 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 3, 2011 11:11 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Today at UNC: Dario Euraque: The coup in Honduras of 2009. 

October 3, Dario Euraque: The Coup in Honduras of 2009: National identity, Globalization and the Threat of History, a Personal 

Account 

. 5:30 PM to 07:30 PM, GEC 4003, UNC 

Dr. Dario A. Euraque (b. 1959, Tegucigalpa~ Honduras) has taught at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut since 1990, when he received his Ph.D in Latin 

American and Caribbean histoiy from the University of Wisconsin in Madison. Between June 2006 and Septelnber 2009 he seiwed the Honduran government 

as the Director of the Honduran Ins~titute of Anthropology and Histoly (IHAH). The Institute is a~l autonolnous agency of the Honduran state, and works closely 

with the Minister of Culture. It is charged ruth protecting, conserving, and resemching the cultural heritage of the country. Honduran laws also charge the IILt’dTI 

ruth pl~omoling and publicizing the country’s cultural patrimony nationally and intemalionally, from its archaeology to its coloNal and post-colonial mom~ments. 

Dr. Euraque was ousted as Director of the IHAH in the aftermath of a civilian-military coup against President Manuel Zelaya Rosales that began on June 28, 

2009. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow@georgiasouthem.edu;, 

Monday, October 3, 2011 11:46 AM 

Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow@georgiasouthem.edu> 

*Call for Propo~l* for the 21 st Annual British Commonwealth and Postcolonia] Studies ContErence 

Dear Friends, 

On behaJf of the British Commonwealth Plmming Committee I would like to invite you to the upcoming 21st Amlual British Commonwealth and Postcolonial 

Studies Conference on February 17-18, 2012 at the Hilton DeSoto in Savammh, Georgia and hosted by the Department of Literature and Philosophy at Georgia 

Southern University. 

Our Keynote Speaker this year is Dr. Dorthy Figueira from the University, of Georgia. 

Plea~ visit the conference website tbr more intbrmation at: http:i/ceps.geo~giasouthemnd~,’conted,’bcps.html 
The Call for Protx~sals is now open antil November l, 2011. We invite prov~ls in the tbllowing thematic and geographic areas: 

Bioethics, Ecolo~, and Ecocriticism 
Migration, Diaspora, Hybridig.. ,, and Borders 

Region, Religio~ Politics, and Culture 

Literature, Arts, and the Media 

Histoiy and Historiography 

Win and Tenorism 

Race, Class, Gender, Sexuality, and Ethnicity 

Ethics, Economics, and Globalization 

Pedagogy and the Disciplines 

The Americas (North America, Latin America, Native America, Ethnic America) 
Europe (Fortress Europe, Eurabia, Londonistan) 

South Asia (PakJsIan, At~hanistan, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka) 

Southeas~t Asia (Brunei, Burma, Cmnbodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singalyore, Thailand, Vietnam) 

Africa (Nigeria, South Africa, Black Atlantic) 

The Middle East 

AustraJda and Oceania 

U.S. Hegemony and Chinese Neocolonialisln 

Or any other aspect of the British Commonwealth of nations, or of countries fomiefly colonized by other European powers 

We look forward to receiving your proIx~sal and seeing you in Savannah! Please let me l~ow if you have any questions. 

~Silke~ 

Silke Ledlow 

Assistu~at Program Developmem Specialist 

The Division of Continning Education 

Georgia Southern University 

silkeledlow~!geor~iasouthem.edu 

Office: (912) 478-2374 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 3, 2011 1:31 PM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; ba-ltam@liskserv.unc.edu; im-gmd@listserv.tmc.edu 

Community Orgm~izing for the Right to ttealth Care in Guatemala, UNC 

Apologies f-or double postings: 

Community 
Health Care 

Organizing for 
in Guatemala 

the Right to 

In Spanish with English Translation 
Sponsored by: 

UNC Center for ttealth Promotion and Disease Prevention 

Spanish Table, through the Student Global Health Committee 

Carolina Latino/a Collaborative 

Tuesday Oct. 4, 2 pm 
Student Union, Rm. 3209 
For more information: E-mail hpdp@unc.edu, or call 966-4118 
(Registration not required but appreciated.) 
Juana Herlinda Yac Salanic is the first female elder in the Getsemani Presbyterian Church of Pachaj, Cantel. Her mother tongue is 

K’iche’, but she also speaks Spanish..Juana Heflinda is on the governing council of Presbyterian Women for the national church in 
Guatemala. She is also the president of the local health commission for the municipality of Cantel. She has lots of experience and 
wisdom to share about the challenges faced by indigenous women and men in Guatemala, and how changes can help all move 
forward. 

Karla Koll is Professor of history, mission and religions for the Latin American Biblical University (UBL), an interdenominational 

institution in San Jose, Costa Rica, which has been training Latin American church leaders for more than 80 years. Karla teaches at 

the Evangelical Center for Pastoral Studies in Central America (CEDEPCA) in Guatemala. Karla teaches university-level courses in 

Quetzaltenango and in Guatemala City. Together with her students, she explores the call to be a part of God’s mission today in 

contexts of violence and corruption. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3, 2011 1:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Chair Selection - meetings with SAD Hartlyn 

Thanks Eunice, 
I will confirm the specific time and location n the coming days. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

I~ 919.9625824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 3:53 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Chair Selection - meetings with SAD Hartlyn 

[)ear Agatha, 

Any of these days and times for 30 minutes. 

Wednesday, 10/12: 3-6pm 

Friday, 10/14: 10am 2:30pro 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha [abuell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 3:44 PM 
To: Fac ulty 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [corefac3287] Chair Selection - meetings with SAD Hartlyn 

Dear All, 
During the week of October 10th, Senior Associate Dean Hartlyn would like to meet with all tenured, tenure-track and fixed-term faculty to discuss selection of the next Chairperson of the 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies. The specific focus of these short meetings is your feedback about what you would like to see in a nexv chair and/or specific suggestions 
about candidates. In order to facilitate the scheduling of these many meetings, I am working xvith his office to schedule appointments. The meetings will take place one-on-one in Battle Hall. 
Please RESPOND to me, via email, to the belo~v questions by Tuesday-, October 4th at 5pro. 

1 ) Appointments are available at the times listed below. Please tell me ALL of the times that you could be available for a short meeting. I xvill conl’imx next week which time you are actually 
scheduled for. 

2) SAD Hartlyn has requested 15 minute meetings with most faculty. However, if you have been here for 5+ years and would like to request a 30 minute meeting, that is possible. Would 
you like to request a 30 minute meeting or is 15 minutes okay’.’ 

Possible Appointment times: 
Monday, 10/10: 10am-noon 
Tuesday, 10/11: 10am-l:30pm 
Wednesday, 10/12: 3-6pm 
Friday, 10/14: 10am 2:30pro 

Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 



919962.5824 

Yo u are c urrently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice(~email un c edu>. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/listsuncedu/u?id 43272331.2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfeTd09936gm T&[ corefac3287&o 29989467 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or scnd a blank email to ~eaVe-299894674327233~.2e8~c87c76c9293f4d75d~fe7d~9936@~istse1~.unc.edu<mai~t~:~eaVe-29989467- 
43272331.2e800c 87c76c9293f4d75dl fc7d09936@listscp<tmc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Vargas-Tonsi <amy.vargas@duke.edu> 

Monday, October 3, 2011 1:43 PM 

intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

W@CT. October 5 / Flamenco: Intangible Cultural Heritage (a multimedia presentation) I NOON-l.0Opm 

Presents: 

Festival Flamenco October 5-9, 2011 

Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana’s Ensemble presents Festival Flamenco -a free festival for Durham residents and friends with workshops, classes and performances. Activities include: 

October 5 Wednesday W@CT 12:00 noon Franklin Center Duke University I Where: Room 240 Franklin Center at Duke, 2204 Erwin Road. Durham, NC 

Carlota Santana Adjunct Professor Dance Department Duke and Artistic Director of Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana presents Flamenco: Intangible Cultural Heritage (a 

multimedia presentation). Presented with the Center for European Studies and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke. 

October 7th FridayThe Holton Center 6:30 PM 

Flamenco Vivo will join the celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month with a Company performance, plus a performance by and screening of La Virgen Ileg6 a laMaldita Vecindad. A 

workshop and talk with the audience follow the performance. 

October 8th, Saturday Hayti Heritage Center at 7:00 PM with Reception to follow 

This is our first time at Hayti’s wonderful performance space perfectly suited for flamenco! 

October 9 Sunday Hasher Museum 2:00 PM 

Flamenco Vivo returns to Hasher with a performance for the whole family. 

UNESCO this year declared the flamenco art form an "Intangible Cultural Heritage" This multicultural art with influences from the Arabic, Judaic, Gypsy, Latino and Spanish cultures is 

seen to be one of the most universal forms in the world. 

Founded in 1983 by Carlota Santana and the late Roberto Lorca, Flamenco Vivo CarlotaSantanais adynamic flamenco company with home bases in North Carolina and New York City. 

Our mission is to: foster recognition of the importance of flamenco in the performing arts and as an integral part of the Hispanic heritage; create quality dance works and arts 

education programs; and nurture the next generation of flamenco artists and educators. Since 2001 Ms. Santana has been on the faculty of Duke University and in recognition of her 

commitment to creating new works and developing young artists Ms. Santana was designated "Keeper of Flamenco" by Dance Magazine. 

This program is supported by the North Carolina Arts Council, and The Mary Duke Biddie Foundation, 

Additional support by Hayti Cultural Center, Hasher Museum, the Holton Center, The Center for Latin American Studies, Center For European Studies, and City of Durham Parks and 

Recreation. This Festival is part of Hispanic Heritage Month. 

c arlo~a(?~flamenco -vivo.org / 

Where: Room 240 Franklin Center at Duke, 2204 Erwin Road. Durham, NC 

Wednesdays at the Center (WATC) is a topical weekly series in which scholars, artists, journalists, and others speak informally about their work in conversation with the audience. 

The series is jointly organized and presented by the John Hope Franklin Center, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, and coordinated by Miguel Rojas-Sotelo.AII events 

in the series are free and open to the public. 

A light lunch is served - no reservations are necessary. The Franklin Center is located at 2204 Erwin Road, on the corner of Erwin and Trent. Vouchers to cover parking cost for 1 hour 

in the Duke Medical Center parking decks - #2 and #3 in this map http://jhfc.duke.eduiabout/map.php - are provided. 

Do you want to propose a talk for the spring 2012 series? Contact us: mlr34(~duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 3, 2011 2:15 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: Ati-ican Studies Seminar Oct. 13 with Geraldine Fra~r-Moleketi 

Friends, 

Reminder: Please join us Thursday, October 13, 2011 at 6:30-9:00pm at the FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003 (4th floor}, UNC-CH. 

*Directions below 

Geraldine Fraser-IVIoleketi will present "Decentralization and Devolution in Africa: Lessons from South Africa." 

Ms. Fraser-Moleketi is a South African politician currently serving as the United Nations Development Programme’s Democratic Governance Director. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and 

graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Amelia DeFosset damelia@email.unc~edu for more information. 

****Directions to the FedEx Global Education Center from Franklin Street in Chapel Hill coming from the East: 

Turn LEFT onto S. Columbia St. from Franklin St. Follow the road through a couple of lights, it will force you to go right at the intersection by the Carolina Inn, and 

then take a LEFT turn onto Pittsboro St. You will pass the Carolina Inn on your left. At the next light, you will see the building in front of you. It is next door to the 

School of Social Work and behind the Pharmacy School. There is free parking after 5pm in the lot below the building, with entrance on McCauley Street. 

_h___t__t#__:_//L_n___t__e_r___n__a___t_Lo___n__a__t:_~__n__c__:__e__d___u_Z 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:!!carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: ._e__t_L_m__£_e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.nnc.edu/u?id 22339823.6a91 b330a6c982b6a6da464fl~5dl b23&n T&I africa&o 30011020 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30011020-22339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(~listserv.unc.edu 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Monday, October 3, 20~L:1 2:26 PM 

Hank Okazaki <hokazak@duke.edu>; humanicators@duke.edu; duke-visualstudies-request@duke.edu; ami-faculty@duke.edu; 

intl-duncplas@duke, du <intl-duncplas@duke.edu>; Charles Thompson Jr., Ph.D. <cdthomps@duke.edu> 

LEAVING LA FLORESTA I nc premiere today at 4.30pro I LSRC 

GIVE US NAMES FILM.pdf 

Please feel free to forward, print, post, and distribute the flyer - however you like! 

Best regards, 

Hank 



jGIVE iUS NAMES] 
presents 

LA FLORES]   
North Carolina Premiere 

LEAVING LA FLORESTA is a documentary that chronicles the forced 
displacement of one Colombian family. Abelardo and Olga were farmers 
in the Colombian countryside, growing crops like yucca, plantains, and 

cacao (chocolate) to support their family. In 2010, their crops were 
destroyed by U.S. spray planes that were targeting coca (cocaine) crops. 
After their crops were destroyed, they took their five children, packed up 
everything they owned, and journeyed to the city slums in search of work 
and shelter. This film tells the story of this family and challenges the viewer 

to think through this U.S. drug policy known as Plan Colombia 
(the southern front of the War on Drugs). 

As preparation for the 2011 NC Latin Anaerican Film Festival. 

* OCTOBER 3. A156 LSRC (LEVINE SCIENCE RESEARCH CENTER), 

DUKE UNIVERSITY 

4.30PM 
Organized by WGELA & the Working Group on War and Peace in the Americas. 

Sponsored by the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

* OCTOBER 4. 112 HANES HALL, UNC-CH 
6.00PM 

Organized by Advocates for Human Rights, supported by the Working Group on War 
and Peace in the Americas. Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas. 
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Cuarto Coloquio 

28 de febrero - 1 de marzo de 2012 
Universidad de Puerto Rico en Mayagfiez 

E1 Coloquio gDel ogro la’o?, una iniciativa de estudiantes y 
profesor@s en la UPR-RUM desde el afio 2006, es un foro 
internacional para el di~logo y el debate sobre temas 
relacionados con las sexualidades queer (o LGBTTQ). 

Se solicitan propuestas en las siguientes categorfas: 
ponencias para paneles, mesas de ponentes, talleres y 
aetividades artistieas y performeras. Se aceptarfin 
propuestas reladonadas, mas no limitadas, a los siguientes 
temas: 

® Sexualidades queer ysolidaridad 
® Sexualidades queer y medios 
* Sexuahdades queeryvJolencJa 
. Sexualidades queerytrabajo 
® Sexualidades queery salud 
* Sexuahdades queer, clase y raza 
. Sexualidades queer yartes 
® Sexualidades queer, tecnologla y ciencias 
* Sexuahdades queer, nif~as!os yadolescentes 
* Sexualidades queery (re)social~zaci6n 
® Sexualidades queerydiSsporas 
. Sexualidades queer’ycoloniahdad 
. Sexualidades queer, relig~6n(es) y esp~ritualidad(es) 
® Sexualidades queer e instituciones sociales y 

gubernamentales 
. Sexualidades queer a tray,s de la historia 
® Sexualidades queer, multiculturalismo yglobalizaci6n 
. Sexuahdades queer entestimomo (famil~a, 
. Sexualidades queeryderechos humanos 
® Sexualidades queery el marco lega! 
. Sexuahdades queerypolltica 
. Sexualidades queeryeducaci6n 

Pane[es - Constituidos pot el ComitO de Programa a partir 
de propuestas para ponenc~as individuales que sean 
aceptadas. Los paneles estar~n organizados en sesiones de 
tres o cuatro ponentes de acuerdo a un tema affn. Cada 
ponente dispondr~ de veinte {20) minutos para su 
intervenci6n. Habr~ una sesi6n de di~logo con la audienc~a 
despu0s de cada panel. 

Mesas de Pone~tes - Constituidas de antemano en la 
propuesta pot" l@s participantes. Abordan un tema desde 

di[erentes perspectivas. Tendr,~n un mhximo de cuatro 

conferenciantes, quienes consumirin un tiempo equitativo 

en sus ponencias. Las mesas serin seguidas pot una sesi6n 

de difflogo con la audiencia. 

Talie~’es - Sesiones de trabajo participativo con objetivos 

especfficos y un producto esperado de los/as 

participantes. La propuesta debe incluir los objetiw)s del 

taller y el producto que se espera. Debe mencionar adem~s 

si el taller esti dirigido a una audiencia en particular y si 

ha)" alguna restricci6n de cantidad de participantes. 

Aetividades kr~isficas y Pm’formeras - Actividades 

como actuaciones de corte experimental, presentaciones 

de pelfculas, lecturas poOticas o presentaciones musicales 

que aludan a algtin aspecto relacionado con sexualidades 

queer. Sesiones de diilogo con la audiencia seguirin toda 

intervenci6n de este tipo. 

Las propuestas deben someterse en formato MS Word a la 

siguiente direcci6n electr6nica: delotrolao@gmail.com 

o 31 de octubre de 2011: Fecha lfmite para 
someter propuestas 
o 28 de ~oviembre de 2011: Notificaci6n a 
proponentes 
* 16 de diciembre de 2011: Confirmaci6n de 
participaci6n de proponentes 

Mis in[ormaciOn en: http:!!www.delotrolao.org 



Fourth Colloquium 

February 28 - March Ist 2012 
University of Puerto Rico @ Mayagiiez 

The Colloquiun~ ~.Del otto In’o?, an initiative of students 

and faculty at UPR-RUM since 2006, is an international 

forum for dialogue and debate on themes related to queer 

sexualities. 

We are soliciting proposals in fl~e following categories: 

papers for the constitution of panels, roundtables, 

workshops and artistic and perff)rmative interventions. 

The following is a list of suggested, but by no means 

exclusive, themes for proposals: 

queer sexualities and solidarity 
queer sexualities and media 
queer sexualities and violence 
queer sexualities and work 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 
queer 

sexualities and health 
sexualities, class, and race 
sexualities and the arts 
sexualities, technology, and science 
sexualities, children, and adolescents 
sexualities and (re)socializations 
sexualities and diasporas 
sexualities, religions, and spiritualities 
sexualities, social and governmental institutions 
sexualities throughout history 
sexualities, multiculturalism, and globalization 
sexualities and testimonies (family, friends...) 
sexualities and human rights 
sexualities and the law 
sexualities and politics 
sexuaIities and education 

Categories 

Pane~s - Constituted by the Programming Committee on 
the basis of accepted individual paper proposals. Panels 
will be organized around a common theme in sessions of 
three or four interventions. Each panelist will have twenty 
(20) minutes for her intervention. A session of dialogue 
with the audience will follow each panel. 

Ro~md{ables - Constituted in advance by the proponents. 
Roundtables approach a theme from different 
perspectives. They will consist of a maximum of four 
speakers, who will have the same amount of time for their 

interventions. Roundtables will be followed by a session of 
dialogue with the audience, 

Worksimps - These will have specific objectives and an 
expected product from the participants. The proposal 
should include the workshop’s purposes and the expected 
product. It should also mention whether it is intended for a 
particular audience and whether there is any restriction on 
the number of participants. 

Artistic and Performative ]interventions - These can 
include experimental performances, film screenings and 
discussions, poetic readings, and musical presentations 
related to queer sexualities. Dialogues with the audience 
will ff)llow all such interventions. 

R.equireme~ts got Proposa~.s 

All proposals should include the following: 

Title and category 

Name, affiliation, mini-bio (200 words or less), and 
email of each speaker or participant 
Abstract (800 words or less) 
AV needs 

Proposals should be submitted in MS Word format to: 

delotrolao@gmail.com 

Important Dates 

~ 31 October 2011: Deadline for proposal submission 

¯ 28 November 2011: Notification of acceptance or 
rejection of proposals 

o 16 December 2011: Deadline for assistance 
confirmation 

More information at: http:!!www.delotrolao.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3, 2011 5:46 PM 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehube@emaJd.unc.edu-~ 

Selassie, Bereket H <b~lassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.uuc.edu>; S~hle, Eunice N <eunice@e~nail.unc.edu>; Evelyne Huber 

<~elmbe@unc.edu>; Buell, Agatha ~-~abuell@em~l.unc.edu> 

Re: EC Meetiug on Tlmrsday 

Afr-Af-Am Exam and Grading Policies.docx 

Dear Colleagues: 

ttere is the agenda for our meeting on Thursday at 3:30 in the 
departmenta[ conference room in Battle ttal[: 

(1) Discuss the issue of capping courses and making exceptions. 
(2) Discuss the attached memo, which will be forwarded in a form 
approved by the EC to the facul~’. 
(3) Develop 1-page contract ~2~r Independent Studies 
(4) Develop procedure for long-range hiring plan 
(5) Discuss plans for use of discretionaly chair’s funds. 

Thank you, and see you there, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 8:44 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

On the doctoral defence 

Hi Eunice: 

I’m working on finding a time that you and our internal/external might be able to make 

and of: course there is the break in there) be an option for you to come to 

defence. Would the period is proving to be tricky, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

postmaster@web044.isis.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 12:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill notificatiou digest 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill notification digest for 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
2. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
3. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: ~WRI101.990 
Site ID: 

Assignrnent: Term Essay 
Assignment Due Date: 11:30 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 
Submitted on: 3:58 am 

Attachments: 

African Liberation Movement.doc×(159 KB) 

2. Subject: Email notification fi~r assignment submission 

Site Title: AFRI101.990 
Site ID: 

Assignment: Term Essay 
Assignment Due [)ate: 11:30 pm 

Student: 

Submission 
Submitted on: 3:27 pm 

Attachments: 

TennPaper.docx(22 KB) 

3. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: AFRI101.990 
Site [D: i 

Assigrm~ent: Term Essay 
Assigrm~ent Due Date: 11:30 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 
Submitted on: 4:44 pm 

Attachments: 

paper.wps(43 KB) 

This automatic notification message digest xvas sent to users of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (httl~:/iweb044.isis.unc.edu: 18080) 
You can modify your notification preferences in your My Workspace. 



FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Libra~ News <announcements@updates.sagepub.com> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 3:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Get free access to award-winning re,arch tools’. 

Register to get free access to SAGE’s cutting-edge research tools. 
Trouble viewing? Try the web version. Mobiie user? Try the mobile version. 

reso~rces^---~REE ~or a/r~ited time, 

Dear EuNce Sable, 

~ Forwar~d to~ friend 

Emai alerts 

SAGE is proud to offer free access to our highly advanced online research tools and resources, including SAGE Research 
Medrods Online and SAGE Reference Online. Designed to offer extensive research features, comprehensive access to robust 
scholarly content, and customization tools that allow researchers to refine and focus their research, these must-have tools are 
now available FREE through October 31,2011. 

Register* today and experience first-hand these award-winning tools and resources: 

SAGE Research Methods Online (SRMO~ is an award-winning tool designed to help researchers, faculty, and students create 
research projects and understand the methods behind them. This invaluable tool links together more than 1,400 research methods 
terms from an unprecedented variety of content--including books, journals, and reference resources. 

Register to discover how SRMO can answer your research methods and research design questions! 

.-~.~.~.~#~#.~!~;.&.¢~:!~.#..t!-~.8#) is a ground-breaking resource that offers access to more than 300 authoritative, award-winning 
handbooks and encyclopedias across the social sciences. 

Do you have a SAGE Reference Online account? 
As a SAGE Reference Online customer, be sure to #.£!)~’.#~.#.![~.i~...o.[!i~[ on your existing account= 

*Please register for each product individually. 

We are excited for you to experience the benefits of our valuable advanced online research tools and resources! 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Library Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 7:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: On the doctoral defeuce 

Excellent. More to follo~v soon! 

On 6:47 A’~{, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Hi 
> 

>Good to hear from you works well from this end 
> 

>Cheers, 
>Eumce 
> 

>From: ~)gmail com] 
>Sent: Monday, 8:44 PM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Subject: On the doctoral defence 
> 
>Hi Eunice: 
> 

>I’m working on finding a time that you and our internal/external might be 
>able to make               defence. Would the period 

~ is proving to be trick?’, and of course there is the break in 
>there) be an option for you to come to 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 7:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Request - Meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

I am fine, and I hope the same is tree for you. 

Meeting after our meeting is j u st fine. I shall have lots of time. 

See you then, 

Evelyne 

On 10/4/2011 6:52 A\{, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Evelyne, 

Hope you’re ~vell 

Is it possible to meet for about 15 minutes after our meeting on Thursday? If not, can we meet next week? 

Thank you. 

Eunice 

EveIyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@un c edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Kilgore ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 8:58 AM 

Ja~nes Kilgore @gmaJl.com> 

New t?om Ohio University Press - We Are All Zimbabweams Now 

www.ohioswallow.com Reviewers: Contact Jeff Kallet 
kallet@ohio.edu/, 

NEW FROM OHiO UNIVERSITY PRESS 

FICTION / AFRICA 

We Are All Zimbabweans Now 

By James Kilgore 

l~e Are A [l Zimbabweans Now is a political thriller set in Zimbabwe in the hopefifl, early days of’Robert Mugabe’s rise to power in the late 1980s. When Ben Dabney, a 
Wisconsin graduate student, arrives in the country, he is enamored with Mugabe ~md the promises of his govemment’s model of racial reconciliation. BUt as Ben begins his 
research and delves more deeply into his hero’s life, he finds fatal flaws. Ultimately Ben reconsiders not only his understmading of Mugabe, but his own professional mad 
personal life. James 

Kilgore brings am authentic voice to a work of youthful hope, disillusionment, and unsettling resolution. 

James Kilgore is a research scholar at the Center for African Studies, University of Illinois. He grew up in California, graduating from UC Santa Barbara in 1969. Deeply 
immersed in the political movements of the time, Kilgore became involved with the Symbionese Liberation Army, eventually fleeing a 1975 federal explosives charge. He 

remained on the run for twenty-seven years. During this time underground, he lived in Zimbabwe, Australia, and South Africa, working as an educator and researcher under the 
pseudonym John Pape. U.S. authorities caught up with him in Cape Town in 2002. After extradition to the United States, he served six and a half years in prison. While 
incarcerated, Kilgot~ wrote We At~ All Zimbabweans Now, his first novel and his first publication under his own name. 

Advance Praise 

"Too few writers have Kilgore’s wide-amgle vision. This promising first book, vividly rooted in his own experience, leaves me eager to read more by him." 

Adam Hochschild, author of King Leopold’s Ghost: A Stoty 

of Greed, Terror; and Heroism in Colonial Af?iea 

"In We Are All Zimbabweans Now, James Kilgore has given us m~ intitnate view- of one tnan’s journey into Zitnbabwe’s often horrific recent past. I’m so pleased the book 

will now be available to Americam readers. Not only is the novel am essential contribution to our understanding of what went so wrong in Zimbabwe (as well as allowing us 

to see what went right in the early days), l~e Are All Zimbabweans Now is wonderfidly written, humm~e, and mysterious from start to finish." 

Peter Orner, author of The Second Coming of Mavala Shikongo 

"James Kilgore is a novelist, scholar, and longtime activist. His riveting political mystery captures the dashed hopes, abuses, amd ongoing struggles of the Zimbabwean people 
in the postindependence period. For those interested in a tnoving personalized account of the betrayal of the Zi~nbabwean revolution, I~Ve Are All Zimbabweans Now is 
essential reading." 

More... Allen Isaacman, Regents Professor of African History, 
University of Minnesota 

"The book is fast-paced and ti~nny, extolling two literary virtues often tnissing on the Left. It is a good read the work of a great storyteller. Bnt it is also an invaluable 
object lesson the work of a committed activist." 

Frank B. Wilderson III, author of lncognegro: A Memoir ~fExile and 
Apartheid, winner of the 2008 Americma Book Award 

"Conntries m~d crises, like individnals, ca~ be cast as crude outlines from a distamce, in the wide shot; getting up close is the way to reveal nuance and complexiW. Kilgore’s 
novel zooms ia on post-Independence 1980s Zimbabwe in just this enlightening l:,tshion, through the eyes and experiences of an American history strident, Ben Dabney, 
who flies in with a study gramt and a believer’s heart to witness a settler colony tramsformed into am independent nation. Kilgore’s evocation of that exhilarating era of hope 
and change is snperb, as those of us who lived tbxongh it can confirn~. But what the novel does beyond bringing place and ti*ne alive is to onion-peel some layers of 
history, opening old and new assumptions to the air with stinging efl)ct." 

Annie Holmes, co anthor, Hope Deferred: Narratives of 

Zimbabwean Lives 

An Excerpt from We Are All Zimbabweans Now 

’How loug has it been broken?’ 

’For some time now, sir.’ 
’Two weeks? Two months?’ I want specifics and my voice is not concealing the frustration. Mr. Murehwa responds to pressure with vagueness. He doesn’t know 

when it might be repaired, can’t remember how long it took to repair laser time. He retains his rigid posture throughout our encounter as if standing upright substitutes for 

competence. I’m feeling nostalgic for once, homesick for a little American efficiency. I just want a few photocopies, nothing more. 

’Can I leave these magazines with you then? You cam make the copies when the machine is fixed. I’ll phone to see if they’re ready.’ 
°That’s fine, sir,’ he replies. ’If the phones aye working.’ 

’The phones a~;en’t working?’ 

’Yes, sir. They are not. Yesterday they were flue, but something happeued.’ 

°Then you’re waiting lbr a replacement?’ 



’No, sir. They usually fix themselves. Phones are like the weather, sir. You never know what’s going to happen.’ 

page 53 

We Are All Zimbabweans Now 
By Jmnes Kilgore 
272 pages, 6 × 9 in. 
ISBN 978-0-8214-1985-4, Paperback, $22.95 
Published October, 2011 by Ohio University Press 

To order books: Ohio University Press, Universi~ of Chicago Distribmion Center, 11030 South Langley Ave., Chicago, IL 60628. Call: 773-702-7000. FAX: 773-702- 
7212. In the U.K. aud Europe: contact Eurospan Group, c/o Turpin Distribution, Pegasus Drive, Stratton Busiuess Park, Biddleswade, BedI\,rdshire SG18 8TQ, UK; Tel: 
+44 (0) 1767 604972, Fax: +44 (0) 1767 601640; Email: Orders ~md costomer service: eurospan@turpin-distribution.com; All other info~Tnation: info@eurospaaa.co.uk or 
www.eurospa~group.com/bookstore. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 9:14 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj~mken@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtr~; SaNe, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Geovges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EC Meeting on Thin,day 

Dear Colleagues, 

We need to add the item below to our discussion on Thursday. 

Thanks, 

Evelyne 

On 10/4/2011 8:49 AM, Janken, Kenneth R wrote: 
> Dear Evelyne, 
> 

> There is also the issue of the wording on the AIicican Studies Center website concerning the graduate certificate in African studies Here is the link: 
http:/iafrica.unc edu/students/~rad cert/~rad cert main.asp 
> 

> Regards, 
> Kenneth 
> 

> 

> ~ennethR Janken 
> Professor of Afro-American Studies 
> Department of Afi-ican and Afi-o-American Studies 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> (919) 962-1519 (voice) 
> (919) 966-2694 
> 

> Click on a link [’or information about my publications: 
> Ray ford W Logan and the Dilemma of the African-2,merican Intellectual: 

>http://wwwumass.edu/umpress/spr 97/janken.htm [ 
> 

> Walter White, Mr NAACP: 
> http ://uncpr ess.unc edu/book s/T-8059.html 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: F.velyne tluber [mailto:ehuber@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, ©ctober 03, 2011 5:46 PM 
> To: Huber, Evelyne H 
> Cc: Selassie, Bereket H; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Caldwell, Kia L; Sahle, Eanice N; Evelyne Huber; Buell, Agatha 
> Subject: Re: EC Meeting on Thursday 
> 

> Dear Colleagues: 
> 

> Here is the agenda for our meeting on Thursday at 3:30 in the departmental conference room in Battle Hall: 
> 

> (1) Discuss the issue of capping courses and making exceptions. 
> (2) Discuss the attached memo, which will be forwarded in a form approved by- the EC to the faculty. 
> (3) Develop 1-page contract for Independent Studies 
> (4) Develop procedure for long-range hiring plan 
> (5) Discuss plans for use of discretionary chair’s funds. 
> 

> Thank you, and see you there, 
> 

> Evelyne 
> 

> 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair 
> Depaltment of Political Science 
> CB# 3265 
> Umversity of North Carolma 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 

>fax: @19)962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 



Campus Box 3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 9:46 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cco[~c] University Day, Oct. 12 

As a way to connect your online students to the University, you may wish to mention that October 3-2 is University Day which marks the laying of the cornerstone in 

Old East in 3-793. Old East was the first building at a state university in the United States. Classes are suspended from 3-0:00 a.m. until 3-:00 p.m.; UNC System 

President, Tom Ross, will be the speaker. 

Of course it makes no sense for you to "suspend" your class for those three hours on the 22th, but you might avoid having any class work due or taking place during 

that time. 

Hope your courses are going well! 

Timi 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3-020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

93-9-962-2644 

93.9-96295549 (fax) 

<ul> 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"m~filto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@elnafil.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a bla~k <b~> 

emafil to <a h~e~"mafilto:leave-30016964- 3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d3589[Sa959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30016964- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d358918a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 
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Front page! : 

He who pays the piper, calls the tune 

The chairman oI: Lhe Rober[ Schur~’~an FoundaLion ]ean- 
::"~:: photo non dispo Dornhli~lue Giutiani has published an editor~a~ on I’fis site enUUed 

"He who pays the p~per, calls the tune", He exp~ab~s that we 

should thank r~ther th~n crit~cise France and Germany ~n their 

paying "to come Lo the aid of distressed Nember States’", by dint of criUcism the 

rule wilJ be reversed and the oM proverb will apply: "he who pays the piper, cal~s 

Christian Resistance to Nazism in France and Germany 

1 The Franz Stock ~’4eeth~gs (1.904.-1948), in partnership with the 
ii.~.iI photo non dJs[~o Coll&ge des Bernard~ns and t~e support of the Robert Schuman 

J 
Founda[ion, are pfesen[Jng 8 sen’dru~r on 7th and 8th October 

on Christian resistance to n~z[sm in France and Germany,,. 

Elections : 

Parliamentary Elections in Poland 

I On 9Lh October more than 30 million Poles will be renewin~j Lhe 
ii.~.iI photo non dispoJ tWO chambers of their palq[an-~ent: the Diet (Sejm), and the 

Senate (Senal:), The polls are anUdpath~g vk:Lory for the Civk: 
P~al:~:orrn, outgoh’~g Prime Nk~isLer, Donakl Tusk’s pafty~ The gap 

between ~L and ~ts mab~ rivaJ, Ja~oslaw KaczynksFs, Law and 

;Justice P~rty, has been n~rrow~ng over the ~st few weeks. ~n the most recent pol~ 
by Homo Homk~i, published orl 25{h Sep[ember, the Civic P[aLk~rm (PO) retains ~l:s 



lead with 33% of the w)te, followed by Law and Justice (PiS) 28%; the OemocraLic 

Left A~Hance (SLD) z2%; the People’s Party (PSL) 9%, and the PaHkot Movement 

(RPP)~ an ant~derica~ party founded h~ }une 20~A. by forme~ PO member ]anusz 

Pahko[, 3.5%. On ~.sL October, a poll by Horao Hornin~ for the Polish pub]k: radio 

h’H:ik:8[ed thaL Civb:: Pfatforra (PO) h~ due Lo w~n 30.1% and Law end ]ustk:e (P~S) 
29.Z%, the PSL ~s due to win ~0.4.%, the SLD 9,9% and the new ~eft party Ruth 

£al~kota, 9%... Read more 

Presidential/Ireland 
photo non dispo 3..[ million Irish are being convened to vote on 27th October 

next to elect the successor to Nary Patrida NcAfeese as 
Pre.sident o[ the Republic; she cannot sLend again, having 

completed two terms ~n office, The President of the Republic 

of ireland is e~ected in the so-ca~ed ~ternat~ve e~ect~on for a 
7 year mandate t~at c~n be renewed once. The post is open 

to any Irish cil:~zen aged 35 or more, who has the signatures of 20 members ot ~:he 

O~reach~as (Irish Parliament) or those of at least 4. County Councils or 4 local 

councils. Seven people are stand~ng: G~y Nitche~b MEP, represents Fine Gaef 
(party of Prime Minister Enda Kenny)~ N[chae] H[ggh]s, Labour Party, Nartin 

~cGuinness, Depui:y Prime Ninisi:er of NorLhern ~re~and, Sh~n Fern and tour 

independent candidates: Scan GallagheG ~laly Dav~s~ Dana Rosemary ScaHon and 

[)avid ~orris. We should note that }qann~ F~f is not putting a candidate forward... 

Financial Crisis : 

Germany 
] The Bundestag and the Bundesrat approved the enhancement 

::1~1:: photortendispoJ of the European Financial S[abil~ty Fund (EFSF), derided upon 
by European leaders on 2~st July, On 29th September, 523 of 
the 620 MPs voted in support of the government’s project. 

German Ch~nceflor Ange~a ~,lerke~ succeeded h3 [ederath3g the 

voLe of enough MPs h’~ her government coaHtk)n to win a 
her own camp who SLEppOfLed Lhe draft law, ]e [:our more Lhan the requh-ed 

number. Moreover on 30th September the Sundesrat approved, without voting, 

the extension of the eu~o zone’s ~escue fund, thereby finaHs~ng Germany’s green 

[~gl’fl: w~l:h regard to the mechanism.., Read 

Austria 
"{he Austrian Parliament approved the e×tension of the rescue 

ii~] pho~onondispo [:und for the. :17 countries in the euro zone (EFSF) on 30th 
September, which w~H bring the AusbJan guarantee Lip from 

1.2.2 bifl~on to 2Z.6 9lllion autos. The vote was won Z1. Z votes in 
favour, 53 against, out of ~.70 

Cyprus 

On 29th September the Cypriot ParLiament approved 

::~] photo non dispo unanimously (with one absterfi:km) Lhe increase in the island’s 
con]:[I~bU]Jon [O the ELil’opean Fh’~anciaf Stability Fund. Cy()l’!.lS’S 

con%~bution will therefore rise from 863 million to 2.02 b~llion 

Estonia 
On 29th September the Estonian Parliament approved the 

ii~:I photo non dispo extension of the package and competences of the European 

Financial SLabiHLy Fund by a wide majority .- 58 f4Ps votes in 

support and Z8 ~gmnst. Estonia’s contribution Lo this funds is 

due to rise to 8round ~..995 billion autos... R.:~.:J more 

Finland 
On 27Lh September the Finnish Parliament approved the 

ii:~;~iI photo non dispo enhancement of the European Financial Stability Fund (EFSF) 

designed to he~p countries in the eul’o zone in [’[nanc[81 
distress~ ]he vole was won 103 votes ~n support~ 66 against - 

30 MPs were absent. Since the pro--European coalition ~ed by Prime Minister, Jyrk~ 

Katah3en, has the majority h3 ~rl~ament ~t supported the vote whilst the 

oppos~Hon parries, the Centre and National ~hm~sh Party (formerly [he True Fhms) 

voted agB~nst.., Read more 

Slovenia 

The Sh~venian Farliament app~ove, d the increase o[ 

bring the SIoven~as guarastee up from 2.~ bHHon autos to 3.7 

billion, The vote was settled with 49 votes in support out o[ 90 
NPs, 4 voted against and 24 abstained.., Re:~d more 

Coral nlJssion : 

European Union/Financial Report 

On 30th September the European Commission published iLs 
~"~] photo non dispo annLla~ fJnanda~ report Accordklg to the Budget Comn’l[ss~one[, 

Janusz Lewandowsk< ~round 90% of the EU’s budget is used 

for projects in the 27 [~lemger States. 300 mH[~on autos were 

granted to border conLroL 8nd Lo the mansgement o[ 
migrath]n, 69 m~fl~on to nuclear safeLy; more [har~ 2,000 SNE’s benefiLed from the 

Yth R&D F~amework Programme and 293,000 university grants were given. The 



execution level of the budget achieves 97%, "[he net contribution by the UK to the 

European Union has doubk!d in three years, The net +::ontr~bution oF Germany ~s 9 

billion autos in 2010, ie 2 biilion more than in 2008~ That of France remains ~he 
same at 5 billion autos, The two main benefidaries m 20~0 were Spah~ (4 biUion 

euros) and Poland (8 b~H~on autos)... R~d more 

Social Networks must protect childrens’ life better 

"[he European Com~sission believes that social networking sites 

:::~;~:: pho~onondispo on internet might protect the private fife children better than 

they do at present, notably wRh ~egard to sexua~ predators, 

mccordin~ [o a report published on 30th Sap[ember, The ~eport 

focuses on the implementation of the "EU’s prindples for safer 
sodal networks". According to t~e European Commissioner for new techno~og~es~ 

Neelh~ Kroes, "the social networkh~g sRes must take theh ~espons]bHities seriously 

~s far as yomK~ people ~re concerned.",, Read mo~ 

"The European Revival" 
,:~tal :. of the Union" on 28th September, 

ii~iI photo non d~spo Lhe President of Lhe Commission, ]os~ Nanue] Barroso put 

forward a European tax on f~nanda] transactions. He declared 

that after European taxpayers had spent around 4,600 billion 

autos to save the banking secLor, it was Lime for the laLter to contribute ~lso. With 

~ts mbdma~ r~te of 04% on shares ~nd O.OZ% on secudLies, 55 billion euros could 
be brought in and this would go towards funding n~t~ona~ and European budgets. 

In h~s speech Nr Barroso also admitted that there was a confidence cris~s in 

~u~opean institutions, whilst, b~ h~s Opinion, the cause of the present problems did 

not lie m the ]aLter but because of dominant nat~ona~ mterests. He is concerned 
aboMt the r~se of nationalism ~nd the threat th~s poses for the future of Europe. 

He Finally re-asserted the major role ph~yed by the community rather tharl the 

mtergovernmental method and a~so rather than havmg isolated action on the pa~t 
of the vaNous Member States in te~ms of fading European responses to 

present crisis, In order to emerge from t~e stalemate over unanim~ty~ the 

Commh~s]on might ewm consider changes being made to the treath~s_, Re;~J mo~e 

Parliament : 

Adoption of six texts on economic governance 
1 On 28th September the European Parliament adopted in 

ii1~111 photonon dispoJ plenary session a package o~ six regulations ~nd directives to 

the Member States that are suffering major macro-economic 
imbalance and which do not respect the stability criteria 

have to expec~ au~omath: sanctions to a tota~ of 0.2% of the GDP, Bringing 

procedures to a halt will now onl’¢ be possible w][h the major][y of the Council. The 

States will have to explain themselves in pubUc before the Parliament, Rapid 
response mechanisms and an early warning system completes the package~ which 

still has to be 8dop[ed by the Council, pFob~bly ~t the beginning {}[ 2012. The 

head of the European Centra~ Bank _lean-Claude Tr~chet, congratulated NEPs on 

the h~provements that had 9een made~ which ah~ed to prepare Europe for future 

Tourism 

1 On 27th September,:{nternational-]-ouris~s Day, the {{uropean 

::1~1:: photo non dJspoJ Palqiam{.~nt adopted measures to promote ~:ouF~sra by 8 wide 
majori[y -. the latter ~s a major econorrHc sector for Europe~ This 
project focuses on more tar~ieted structural funds~ a quality 

Imbe] and the harmon~smt~on of hotel rmtings~ as waif as VAT 

rates. The resuRs expected are the cre8t~ol’l o~: new jobs and the prevention of 

rural exodus.,. Re~d mere 

Council: 

Labelling of food products 

piloto non dispo The fabeltint:J {)[ l:ood$~:u~fs will now be haFraonised and moFe 
extensive. ~)n 29th September the Council of the European 

Un~on adopted~ on second reading, a compromise text w~th 
the Europea~ Parliament, which a~l~]s to provide consumers 

with better informal:km. The h]dicatk}n of 811eFgens, energy 

values, and the quantities of (saturated) fat, sugar, proteins 

and salt wiU now be obligatory. The European authorities hope that ff Europeans 
are better informed, obesity and Hh~esses Hnked to poor nutrition writ 9e reduced... 

Resd more 

Competitiveness 

]The 27 Corapetitiveness Ninisters, who raet on 29th and 30th 
::~:: photonon dispo Sep[e~llbe~ adopted the conch.lsk)ns ~:or 8 better use of natura~ 

resources m order to hT~prove Europe’s, notably mdustNal, 

competitiveness. The ministers also d~scussed the reform of 

standoFds policies, patents and the dhect~ve on pro[essk)naf competence. Wi~:h 

regard to research the N[msters came to an agreement on the part~dpatlon in 
Euratom projects, as well as on the impact of demographic chan~ie on the 

Eastern Partnership 

In the introduction to the Eastern Fartnership Summit that took 
ii.~.iI photo non dispo place in Warsaw on 29th and 3{}th September the EU decided 

not ~o initiate any kind of cooperath_~n wRh Belarus without the. 



liberation of political opponents, Further European sanctions 
are beh’~g planned if Lhe sH:uaLion does no~ move R~rwards, 

Belarus deckled on 30th September not Lo take pa~t in thh~ summR, The s]Luatk}n 

ir~ Ukrah~e a~so weighed heavib¢ over the atmosphere at th~s second summit, which 

aimed to promote democracy. Europeans are unhappy with the legal treatment 

me[:ed out to former Prime },’Hll~S[el" Yu~a Tymoshenko, The summit ended w~th the 

payment O~: one m@k)n eul’os to ~he Technic8~ Assist~n{:e Ftmd in support o[ the 

coun[lies ~n the Eastern Partnership, ~aunched by [[~e European ~nvestment Bank 

(El:B)... R~x] more 

Road Safety 

¯ ¯ 1 On 29th September the Council adopted a directive on 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ seconding reading, based on a text that was decided upon by 

the European Parliamen~ regarding infringemenLs of road 

safeEy. Th~s d~rect~ve ahns to fight agamst o[fences on the road 

that are ~ serious threat to s~fety by facH~tath~g the exchange 

of cross-border h~format~on. A member State ~n which an offence has been 
committed wU:h a vehk:le 1:h8[ ~s regh~tered ~n 8nol:her member S[al:e w~H be able Lo 

identify the owner of the vehicle and derma who ~s persona~ly responsible for U]e 

offence~ so that sanctions can be ~mplemented... Read more 

Germany : 

For an elected President of the EU 
German Finance t’4inisLer Wo]~gang Sch~iuble pleads once more 

......i::~:]i photo non dispo for an election by direct universal suffrage of a President of the 
EU, in an h~Le[v~ew w~th the weekly "D~e ZeIU’ published on 
28th SepLember~ "~f we kH~k to Lhe future, ~t wo@d be more 

H~portant to think about h~vmg a president of the European Union than a 
European Nnance MinF;ter- and ~ h~ve nothh~g against ~ E~ropean Nnance 

Denmark 

Priorities/EU Presidency 

Denmark revealed a draft calendar for the Presidency of the 

::~:: pho~onondispo Ccmncil oI: Lhe EU whi{:h H~e country will undertake as of 

January 2012, The draft published on 27th September, outNnes 
Lhe major strategic targets which a~e: revival of the economy, 

enhancement of the common foreign policy and the 

rspprochemen[ of the EU and its (:[t~zens. The Danish Presk[ency"s s~te, under 

construction, ~s available ~t the present ~ddress: http://www.eu2012.dk/,, Read 

New Government 
] Belle fhorning-Schmidt~ whose social democratic party won 

::.~ photo non d~spoJ the general e~ections on 15th September vws off c ~ y 
~ppointed Prh~e Nh~ster on 2rid October hy Queen Harg~ret 

II, She presented her governmenL on 3rd government, The 

new government coalition h]dudes the Prate H~nister’s Soda~ 

Democratic Party~ t~e People’s Socialist Party, and the Soda] 

Ubera~s. Socialist Party leader V@y Sovnda[, wU~ be Foreign H]n[sLer, wh~h;t Ph; 
ThorningISc:hmk[l:~s economk: advisor, Bjarne Corydon will be Fhlan{:e Ninisl:er. Ms 

fhorning-Schmldt, who is Lhe first woman Lo lead a Danish gOVelnmenL will take 

over fl’om [.~rs [.oekke Rasmussen. The new government is planning to invest 

more than one bUIion euros in public funds into the rev~vat of the {:ountry’s 

economk: a{:tivi~:y_~ Rehd more 

Spain : 

Financial Stability as part of the Constitution 

Spanish Prime Hinister 7os6 Luis Zapa~.ro attended a 
::~:: photo non dispo ceremony at Lhe royal palace on 27th SepLen’lber during whh:h 

tile King of Spain, JuBn Carlos, ratified the reform of article 135 

of the Spanish Constit~Jtion. -[h~s reform approved at the 

be(tinning {}[ the month by [:he two chambers {}[ parliament, introduces an 

obligation for budgetary stability_. Pe~d more 

Recapitalisation of four savings banks 

The Spanish State is Lo recapitafise four savings banks by 

~ pho[ ..... dispo injec[ing a toLal 7,55~ billion euros. This inLervention marks 

the end of a rec~pitatisation process that started h~ 2009, 
declared the B~nk of Spain in ~ press release on 30th 

Septeraber._ Read ~=-~o=e 

G20/Employment 
On 26[:h September French PreskJent Nicolas Sarkozy defended 

~:~} phot ...... dL~po "world social regulation" as G20 Labour Hinisters met in Paris. 
Hr Sarkozy recalled that "the crisis had caused devastation on 
the labour market (._)" adding that "the G20 wilt only mah’ltain 
its legitimacy if it i’aana(}es to show it is e~fective h’l supporL of 
growth and employment," In th~s way he exhorted his partners 

to set Lip a "minh;l~m soc~a~ base ~n every country",,, Read 



Budget 2012: deficit reduction 

]The F]Ie[’~ch gow!rnment presented a d]Ial:[ b[Jdge[: for 20~2 on 
::"~:: photo non dispo 28th September planning for a reducL~on of U~e deficit : the 

public deficit is due to reduce from 5,7% of the GDP th~s year Lo 

4,5%, The Rnance law for 20~2 ~s projecting a reducUon of 95,5 

b~Hion euros in the State’s budge~ HHs year down to 8~..8 
bHlion~ However France’s public deb~ wif] be h~gher than 

forecast; the debt, which was ~ffeady expec[ed [o reach a record h~gh of 85,S% of 

the GDP th~s year, wH] He at 87.4,% in 20.~2. Moreover growth in France w~]f be 

impeded by a record trade deficit: 73.8 bilfion euros next year} however inRation is 

due to slow to 1.7% hl 2012_. F’e3d more 

Downsizing the Civil Service 

i~i photon,an dispo] ministers meeting on 2rid October which aimed to set down 

plan to downsize the civil service, as demanded by Greece’s 

international creditors~ if a~d is to be maintained, After 
nuraerous consukat~ons wiU~ the auditors of 

INF, ECB), the Greek government seems [o have defined a "labour reserve 
scheme" in which some 30~000 workers from the public sector would be placed. 

Ministers looked ~nto the draft 9udget for 20~.2. Accordh~g to this project Greece’s 

budgets~y deficH: wH~ be brought down to 8~5% of the GDP ~n 20~. 

~n 20~0, Greece w~ll not achieve [he goal set ~n June to reduce the public defidt 
20##, Moleovel Greece is due to enter its fourth year of recession m 20~2, since 

the Greek GDP ~s due to have contracted by 2,5% over this year. This draft is now 

being examined by the euro zone F~narH::e Nin]sters and Lhen H: wil~ come under 

the scruUny of the EU F~nance M~msters,,, Re~d more 

Germany 
r 

1 Durin( a meeLin( with Greek Prirae Ninister, George 
i~ phot ........ dispoj Papandreou on 27th September in Berlm, Chancellor Angola 

Nerkel, declared that Germany wanted a strong Greece in the 

eu~o zone. Acco~(hng to the Chance]k~r, GeFmany is prepBred Lo 
g~ve ~]~ the ~]d ne(:essB[~. However G~eece ~nust respect: the 

strictest te~ms of dgou~, Moreover in addR]on to austerity p&~ns Greece also has [o 

h~vest to Fevive ~ts economy,,, Rea.:~ r~K.re 

France 
French President Nicolas Sarkozy was host to Greek Pri~qe 

......i~i pho~onondispo Minister George Papandreou on :30tl~ September- the ~atter 

repeated that the Greek gow~rnment and the peopk~ were 

"deLermb~ed to make the necessary changes" to improve the 

country’s f~nasci~l system. The French head of State said that 
the respect of these promises wou~d now be checked upon "step by step" by 

"European parLners" dispa~(:hed to Athens, "The bankrupLcy ot Greece wO!.l~d be 

the failure of Europe as a whole/’ said Nicolas Sarkozy,., Read more 

Italy : 

Manifesto for Growth 
, emplo e s publ ,. hed a on  Oth 

p}lot d~spo 1 September m order to "save ]tab," from "decline" and to 
restore ~ts credff)~Hty off the markets, "Italy is at a crossroads. 

It may choose between reform 8rid growth in 8 context of 
public ~:]nance stability or on the contrary slip h~ev]i:ably ini:o 

economic and social decline," declare the employers’ 

organisatlons, h~duding Confindustri~, in this m~nlfesto,,, Read more 

Poland : 

2022 Budget 

lhe ~ olish goveFnment approv.d a draft, amended finance law 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo foF 2012 on 27th September which is counth~g on GDP growth 

of 4% against an expected 4.1% this year, "Poland’s sLrong 

economy is entering 8 period of msjor turbulence 
economy"~ declared Finance Mimster Jacek RostowskL Donald 

1-usk’s government is hoping next yesr t~st t~e public deficit wH~ be down to 2.9% 

of the GDP, ag~h}st 6=5% forecasL in 2011 and l:h~t average ~nnua~ h’d:l~Uon 

at 2,8% agab~st 3,5% this year. The public debt ts due to declb~e slightly to 53% of 
the GDP at the end of 2012 compsred with 53.8% at the end 

Rostowski... Read more 

Slovenia : 

Early Elections 
S]ovenian President Oanilolurk announced on 28th September 

......i::~::i photo non dispo that early elections would take place on 4th December. The 
Sk~w~.ni;Em government led by Borut Pahor was overthrown on 

20th September after having lost the confidence vote in 

Parliament, The S]oven~an President also added that 
w~th t~e constituUon, ~e wotHd d~ssolve the PaH~ment on 2~st 

more 

Sweden 

Nobel/Medicine 



On 3rd October the Nobel l~ledicine Prize was given to Bruce 
::~:: pho~onondJspo ~,eutlel" (USA) and Rsh:d’~ Sl:e~nmsn (Cansda)jointly a~so to a 

Luxeml:HaFge~ Jules Hoffmann fOF their analysh~ of the immunity 

system. ~offmann is a E~ropean researcher who studied and 

mah][y undertook his research in France (Str~sgo~rg) but ~lso 

Germany (Na~buFg)... r~ad more 

Russia : 

Resignation 

On 27th Septenlber Russian Prime Ninister Vladirnh- Putin 

::~:: photo non dispo appointed Ard:on SHuanov as inteFim Finance Ninister and asked 
Deputy PrhT~e Minister Igor Shuva~ov ~o monitor the economy 
and finances after the forced res~gnaUon o~ Alexey Kudrh]e. The 

latter sa~d that he ~efused to take part i~ a government ~ed by 

Dmil:r~ Nedvede% whilst the latte~ announced fast week with V~adimh" Pu~in, that 
U~ey wosld exchange pos~s ~n 20~2 dsr~ng the next presidential and legislative 

e~ecUons ir~ Russia... R~d more 

Ukraine : 

Tymoshenko/Trial 

photo~ondispo 
Ukrainian prosecutors recommended ~.~ seven ye~.~r prison 

sentence against Yulia Tymoshenko 27th September. The 
former Prime Minister and opponent to President V~ktor 

Yanukov~ch ~s accused of 8buse o[ power Biter shining gas 

agreements with Russia that were damaging to her country 

in 2009. The EU {s fo~{owh]g the tda{ closely and is demanding 
the ~{beFat~on of the politician. A spokesperson for High Representative Catherine 

Ashton called on Ukraine {o Fespect {he prindple o~: transparency on 28th 

September. which is "particularly important m a country wl~h whom we are 

planning to deep contractual relations." T~e E-U’s Ambassador h~ Ukraine stepped 
up pressure by declaNng that the "message had not been heard and that a 

process, whk:h we woLdd like to avoNI ~:or Ukraine’s good and its relal:ions with the 

EU, is continuing." Ns Fymoshenko qualified her trial and a "political lynching" on 

29th September. The verdict wl~f be given on l. Ith October announced Judge 
Rod[on K~reyev on 30th September... ~ad more 

Eurostat : 

Inflation 
Or~ 30th September Eurcstat published inflation figures for 

::1~1:: photo non dispo S~.~ptembeF. ~n the euro zone inflation is estimated at 3% le 
+O,S poff]ts k~ cornpaF~sorl with August_. ~~ead more 

Unemployment 

] According to Eurostat figures published on 30th September. the 
ii.~j photo non dispo unemployment rate m the euro zone lay at 10% h~ August 

] 
201~, which was stable in comparison with ]u~y. It lay at 10.2% 

in AUgust 20J.0. In the EU the uneml:doymen[ rate totalled 9.5% 

[n August 2011~ which wBs 

It lay at 9.6% ~n August 20~0. Accordh~g to Eurostat estimates 22.785 m~H{on me~ 
~nd wome~ were unemployed in August 201I in the EU. 15;739 mHHo~ of wl~om 

were hi the euro zone~ In compBrison with ]u[y 2011 the number of unemployed 

dropped by 62,000 m the Union and by 38,000 in the euro zone, Compared with 

August 20~0 unemployment declined by 300,000 and by 2~5,000 in the euro 

Studies/Reports : 

Eastern Partnership 

The Foundation for ]nternationaf Relations and E×ternal 
::~:: photo non dispo Dialogue (FRIDE) has pub{ished a st dy entitled "Is the EU’s 

Eastern PaFi:neFsh~p promol:~ng Europeanisai:Nm?" ~n which ~t 

stresses Lhe f~Hure of th~s policy to m~tiaLe real reforms in the 

field. The authors h~gh~{ght the fact that good relations with the 
E-U’s h~med{~te ne~ghbouF~ood {s ~owever a s~gn{ficant ~dvantage ~n a world h~ 

which new po~H:icaf players are emeFgirlg and in which the EU must refashion its 

Diplomacy 

¯ ¯ 1 The Finnish Institute of International Allahs published a study 
i.~.i photonon dispoJ on 23rd September on the d~fficulties facing the implementation 

of the E-U’s external representation (Swimming Nurky Waters: 

Cha~h~nges ~n Developh~g the ELi’s externa~ Representatk)n"). 

The author stresses the complexity or this operation notably 
because of hesitation by the actors (Umon or Member State) to represent the 

but also 9ecause of co~fus~o~ between the h]ternat{onal compete~ces wlt~ regard 

to this representatk)n and that o{ other European k~stituUons._ Resd more 

Is Turkey going rogue? 

1 In an aFticfe published on 28th September Daniel Pipes believes 
~ photo non dispo tha~ Turkey in spite of showing 8 certain stability ~rl terms of the 

Arab spring, ~s m danger of turning in[o a rogue S[a[e and 

theregy contribute to regional conflict. Several re,sons push 

him to this analysis. From a poHtk:al pohH: of view ~he 
dissolution o[ the [raditionaHy secular army to the benefit o[ Islamic po]H:icians 

comes ~n addition to an non-existent opposition, From an economic point of view 



]’-urkey is facing increasing difficulties because of a cFedit crunch and arid deficit 

oriented policies which e[fecUvely target the efecl:oFate and winning l:he[r vole, 
Frora a geopolitical point o~’ view Turkey is doing nothing ~:o appease H:s tense 

relations w~th its ne~ghbours, whether Lh~s is by Lhre~tening Lo boycott the EU 

during t~e Cypriot presidency, or 9y provoking Israel ~nd the Kurd~sh m~nodty - 

end l:h~s may Read to an 8nU-.Turk~sh front Fh;ing againsL R, With ;Fen, Turkey raay 
be Lhe biggest threat h~ terms o~: regk)nal stability._ Pesd more 

Publications : 

"The Arab Revolution: 10 lessons from the Democratic Uprising" 

1 Forraer diptomzd:, associate pFo[:essor at Sdence, s-Po Paris, 

~ [ahotonon dispoJ specialist of the e,lus]im wor]d~ ]ean-P~erre F~iiu has published 
a book w][h ~ayard ent][~ed "La Revolution a~abe, d~x legons 
sur le souv[~vement d6moc[at~que"... E~d more 

The Challenges facing Green Europe 

de PEurope verte" w~th L’Harmattan, ~n which he analyses 

new challenges facing the common agr~cuftura~ policy, that 

was creal:ed hail a century ago and whk:h is undergoing hi 
depLh FefoFm. The CAP has to face new challenges: food 

security, climate change, the protection of b]odiverslty and 

Culture : 

"Pompef: a way of life" 
The Na[llol Huseum, Faris, is presenting an exhibition unLil 12th 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo February - ~ompei - Un a~t de vivre". A "domus pompeiana", a 

Pompeian house will be described based on its most famous 

and tradii:k)naf rooms: Lhe atrium, the l:ri{:fh’dum and Lhe cufina, Lhe peristyle 

around the garden, Lhe ba~neum, and the vereneum. Every room will be decorated 

with frescoes and various objects. Two hundFed p~eces from Pompey and other 

VesuvB~n s~l:es will be on show_, Read more 

Exhibition/Berlin 
1 An exhibition on Perganlon, that offers a major panoFanlic view 

ii.~j photo non dJspoJ of the ancienl: Greek city of As~a--~h~o~ a~: i:he i:~me o~: the Roman 
emperor Ha(hien, was opened on 30th September. For one 

year visitors of the Pergamon Nuseum, one of the most famous h] Berlin on the 
~,luseum Island h~ the German capital Accompanying the museum’s exhibition, the 

newly designed monumental 360° panoramic view {J l:he an(:]enl: {:i[:y wH[ be on 

display ~n Lhe museum’s forecourt. ]"he 25 x 100 m large photo-realistic panoramic 

v~ew brings the ancient culture, architectMre and pMbHc go,rigs-on in ~n ancient 
Greek-Roman city to Hfe... R.:~a.d me, re 

Exhibition/Degas 
pholonor, dispo The Royal Academy of Arts of London is devoting an 

e,~hibil:ion to Edgar Degas until 11th December: "Ph::LuF~rlg 

Hovement". This landmark exhibition focuses on Edgar 
Degas’ preoccupation with movement as an a{tlst of the 

dance. Degas and the Ballet: P~cturing Novement traces the 

dewHopmenL o~ i:he ari:isi:’s baHeL imagery throughouL his 

career, from [he documen[ary mode of the eaNy 1870s to the sensuous 
expressiveness o~ his fiRal years... Re~d more 

Exhibition/Berlin-Warsaw 

1 ]"he NarLin-Gropius--Bau and the Royal Castle of Warsaw are 
phot ..... 

dispoj presenting an exhibition "Door to DOOr- Poland - Germany- 
1000 years (J aFl: and hisLory" unLi~ 9Lh .]anuary~ The 
exhibition shows Lhe masLerpN~ces such as Hie portrait of 

A~bert de Brandenburg by Lucas Cranach, picEures of 17[h 

century Gdansk~ and a great dea~ of work by modern aRists... 

Exhibition/Baselitz 
1 l-he Pluseum of ~’,lodern Art of the city of Paris is oFganising an 

::.~.:: photortondispoJ exhibition de.voted to scLdptures by German arL~st Georg 
Base]ltz (born in 1938). The exhibition is offering a 

retrospective of one of the aspects of the ~rtist’s work, who 
has not been shown very much in France to date... Read more 
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From: @aol.com 

Sent: Tuesday, October 4, 2011 11:09 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: World Orders 

Good Morning, 
I found your book online, World Orders.... There were no reviews listed on Amazon, but when they categorized the work and made comparisons/suggestions, Amazon stated 
that those who purchased/liked your work also should consider/buy/r~ght three other works. All three of the recommended works were by Noam Chomsky. You are in 

excellent company, or should I say that he is in excellent company.~J 
I look forward to getting the book, and of course I will track you down and beg for an autograph. Darn, then I will not be able to read it. Oh well! 
cheeeers and best wishes, 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 11:44 AM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] TOMORROW! - Palabras Mayores by Miguel Rocha Vivas 

Dear Colleagues, 

Tomorrow, at 5:30pro, we will have [he [alk, "Palabras Mayores, Panorama de las Li~eraturas Indigenas en Colombia" by Miguel Rocha Vivas. Please not thai the talk will be 
in Spanish, See flyer bek~w. 

I look Ie[ward ~o seeing you there, 

besl 
Emilio 

Emilio del Valle EscalanLe 
AssistaN: Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and Literatures 
CB 3170, Dey Hall 
Universib! of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P (919) 962-2059 
Webpage: 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-30018139-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~studies.org> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 2:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA 54th Annual Meeting Highlights 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <’b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 3:11 PM 

Kenneth Janken qlANKEN@unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<~ongola@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lambe~ Michael C <mlambertt~)emo~l.unc.edu> 

course on african ecology a~ld social processes 

Carolina Seminar on African Ecology 2010-11 .docx 

Dear Curriculum Committee: 
We don’t seem to learn frum our students’ mistakes, du we? I promised 
Kenneth a syllabus by tumurrow, and I am 

But I also think it is probably more appropriate for 
the faculty to put the syllabus tugether. 

Here are a few thuughts uf mine 

1. Our gual is tu create a cuurse around the lung-standing Carolina 
Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes, which has been meeting 
6 times per year for some 15 years. It is funded by buth the Carolina 
Seminar Fund and our Title VI grant The Seminar is designed as a 
faculty and graduate student wurking group, with members frum all area 
universities The furmat includes a light dinner with sucial time, 
followed by a 45-60-minute presentauon, then 30-45 minutes uf 
discussion (the Seminar is free and open to the public). When possible, 
papers are circulated before the seminar. Topics are #ar-ranging, often 
dra~ving on visiting or local scholars suggested by- UNC faculty or taking 
advantage of scholars at the National Hmnanities Research Center. The 
attached schedule frnm 2010-11 is fairly representative of topics and 
caliber of speakers. 

2. Participation for one year (limited to attendance) is required of 
evel~z graduate student pursuing the Graduate Certificate in African 
Studies. We would like to additionally offer that a cottrse around the 
seminar could count for one of 4 courses required for the Certificate. 
In this case, the requirements would go far beyond attendance, and 
include readings assigned by the Center Director, a 5 (?) page paper on 
the scminar and readings, and a lengthier research paper drawing from 
one of the seminars. 

[As I have stated elsewhere, we are under an unusual burden with our 
Graduate Certificate in African Studies; all other Area Studies 
certificates require only 2 courses outside the student’s home 
department, while ours requires 4. Without having the required Seminar 
count somehow for one of the courses, we will perhaps never have a 
graduate or professional school student willing to take so many 
additional courses for a Certificate. More info on the Certificate can 
be found here: http://africa.unc.edu/studentsigradcert/gradcert main.asp ] 

3. Perhaps the syllabus could be designed similar to the new 600 
course I am attaching the schedule for the seminar last year, along 
with reconwnended readings for each seminar (in the case of Ousmane 
Sene’s talk, I didn’t get a response from queried faculty, so I just 
grabbed a couple of book titles from a libraW search). This could 
provide a "sample syllabus" for the committee 

4. Students planning to take the course in the spring, would need to 
begin ~vork in the fall semester, of course, even though they would only 
be registered for the actual course in the Spring. 

I don’t know ~vhen the deadline is for submitting new courses, but it 
would be marvelous to have this course approved for AY 2011-12. Letme 
know if you have further questions for me. Much of this the Committee 
will be better-suited to fill-in, but I’m rely’ glad to be of support. 
Man?- thanks. Barbara 

p.s. Mike is cc-ed above, in case you need to coMEr ~vith him on this as 
well. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aiicican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-.~rnerican Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
University uf North Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://al~;i ca.unc.edui 



Carolina Seminar on African Ecology and Social Processes 2010-11 

"Islamic-based Strategies for Female Empowerment in Niger" 
Dr. Zeinabou Hadari, Country Coordinator for the Niger Office of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, 
Tuberculosis, and Malaria 
Wednesday, September 22, 2010, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Reading: Lila Abu Lughod, "The Active Social Life of ’Muslim Women’s Rights’" in Dorothy Hodgson, 

ed., Gender and Culture at the Limit of Rights; and Adeline Masquelier, Women and Islamic Revival in 

a West African Town (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press, 2009) 

"From Chocolate City in China to the Markets in East Africa: The Dynamics of Africa-China Trade 
Relations." Dr. Margaret C. Lee, UNC-CH 
Thursday, October 28, 2010, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Reading: H. Yonghong, "Trade, investment and legal cooperation between China and Africa" pp. 82- 

89; P. Kamau, "China’ s impact on Kenya’ s clothing industry" pp. 108-127; and W. Ikhuoria, "The 

impact of Chinese imports on Nigerian traders" pp. 128-138, in Chinese and African Perspectives on 

China andAfrica, A. Harneit-Sievers, S. Marks and S. Naidu, ed., (Pambazuka Press, 2010). 

"Layers of Meaning in ’La petite vendeuse de soleil’" (film by Djibril Diop Mambety) 
Dr. Ousmane Sene, University of Cheikh Anta Diop 
Monday, November 15, 2010, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Reading: J. Gugler, African Film: Re-imagining a Continent, (Bloomington, Indiana Univ. Press, 2003) 
M. Diawara, African Film: new forms of aesthetics and po##cs (Munich: Prestel, 2010) 

"Corporate Rituals and Staging ’Water Rites’" 
Dr. Soyini Madison, Northwestern Univ. 
Thursday, Februa~ 10, 2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 
Reading: S. Madison, Acts" of Activism: Human Rights as Radical Performance, (Cambridge, 2010); and 

"Introduction to Critical Ethnography" in Critical Ethnography: Method ethics, and performance (Sage, 

2005) 

"Values Education and Governance in Nigeria: How Would the Country Get the Right Balance?" 
Dr. Nuhu Yaqub, Fulbright Scholar in Residence at Wake Forest Univ. 
Thursday, March 3,2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Reading: Okere, T. I., "Religious and Humanistic Perspectives in Moral Education," in O. A. Nduka 
and E. O. Iheoma (eds.), New Per,spectives in Moral Education, Ibadan: Evans Brothers (Nigeria 
Publishers Ltd., 1983); and Adebayo, A. and O. Otite. (eds.), Nigeria: Renewal from the Roots? The 
Struggle for Democratic Development, (London: Zed Books Ltd., 1997). 

"Media and Social Struggle in Contemporary Africa" 
Dr. Firoze Manji, Cambridge University, Editor of Pambazuka Press and News 
Thursday, March 31,2011, 6:30-9:00 PM 

Reading: Fackson Banda, Okoth Fred Mudhai, and Wisdom J. Tettey, "Introduction: New Media and 

Democracy in Africa: A critical Interj ection", in Okoth Fred Mudhai, Wisdom J. Teety and Fackson 

Banda, Africa Media and the Digital Public Sphere (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009); and Goran 

Hyden and Michael Leslie, "Communications and Democratization in Africa’ In Goran Hyden, Michael 



Leslie and Folu Folarin Ogundimu (ed.) Media and Democracy in AJ~ica (New Jersey: Transaction 

Publishers, 2002). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 3:15 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Duke ROUNDTABLE The Colonies - Pay Back: Culture & Corruption in Franco-At~can Relations, Oct 5 / 12.30 - 2pm 

Roundtable Final [ 1 ] .pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:ROUNDTABLE The Colonies - Pay Back: Culture & Corruption in Franco-African Relations, Oct 5 / 12.30 - 2pm 

Date:Tue, 4 Oct 2011 14:51:07 +0000 
From :Nancy Robbins <nancy.robbins@duke.edu> 

To:co sa-info@duke.edu <cosa-inib@duke.edu-~ 

PLEASE DISTRIBUTE -APOLOGIES FOR MULTIPLE POSTINGS 

THE CENTER FOR FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE STUDIES - 

ROUNDTABLE 
THE COLONIES 

Pay Back: Culture & Corruption in France-African Relations 

Join us: 

Wedr~esday - OCTOBER 5 
FHI GARAGE [Bay 4, Smith Warehouse] 

2:30--2:00 pm 

Three experts in French and African affairs discuss the implications of recent political scandals in understanding the past, present and future of Franco-African relations. 

A light lunch wil! be served. 

PHILIPPE 

BERNARE) 

of Le Monde covered Africa for the French daily for 

seven years. He previously wrote on issues of immigration in France. 

Visiting Professor at Duke, is a leading specialist in the study of 

post-colonial Africa and author most recently of Sortir de fa grande nuit. 

S T EP~--IE[’4 SMFVH 

was the Africa editor of Liberation and then of Le Monde before becoming a 

Visiting Professor at Duke. 

Directionsto the Smith Warehouse: .h--t---t-~-~..-~ZL[~-a--#~s--~-~--t--~=-d-~-k--e--~#--d---u-Z2-x-~---~-Z-e---~-~=-3---&-~L=~---~-3--2---3-~=-8--$-&---z-:z-3-.; parking on the south side of the building, 

Nancy Hare Robbins 

COSA Administrator, Assistant Director 
Duke University Center for International Studies 

2204 Erwin Road, Box 90404 
Durham NC 27708-0404 
919.684.6454 (p); 919,684.8749 (f) 

nhare@duke.edu 
*************************** 

"Educational exchange can turn nations into people, contributing - as no other form of communication can - to the humanizing of international relations." 
- Senator J. William Fulbright, 1983 

i.~.i COSA-Iogo-email 



THE 
COLONIES 

Join us OCTOBER 5 in the FHI GARAGE IBay 4, Smith 

Warehousel from 12:30-2:00 pm as three experts in 

French and African affairs discuss the implications of recent 

political scandals in understanding the past, present, and future 

of Franco-African relations. A light lunch will be served. 

PHILIPPE 
BER NARD 
of Le Monde 
covered Africa 
for the French 
daily for 

seven years. He previously .... 
wrote on issues of 
immigration in France. 

ACHILLE 
MBEMBE, 
Visiting 
Professor at 
Duke, is a 
leading 
specialist 
in the study of 

post-colonial Africa and 
author most recently 
of Sortir de la grande nuit. 

STEPHEN SMITH 
was the Africa 
editor of 
Lib6ration 
and then of fie 
Monde before 
becoming a 

Visiting Professor at Duke. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc. 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 3:16 PM 

The asc thcalty mailing list. <asc l?aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc [hculty] Duke Oct 18: Archives & Justice seminm" w/Verne Harris (Nelson Ma~dela archivist) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Oct 18: Archives & Justice seminar w/Verne Harris (Nelson Mandela archivis~t) 

Date:Tue, 4 Oct 2011 15:35:56 +0000 

From:Nancy RobNns <nancy.robbins~duke.edu~-- 

To:co sa-intb~duke.edu <cosa-info@duke.edu> 

PLEASE DISTRIBUTE -APOLOGIES FOR MULTIPLE POSTINGS 

::~i Nelson Mandela & 

Verne Harris 

ARCHIVES & JUSTICE 
a faculty/graduate seminar with 

VERNE HARRIS 
Center of Memory & Dialogue, Nelson Mandela Foundation 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 
12-2pm 

Franklin Humanities Institute Garage 

(C105, Bay 4, 1st Floor, Smith Warehouse) 

Lunch provided - Space limited~ sign up by Oct 11 via this link 

Co-sponsored by the John Hope Franklin Research Center at the University Duke Libraries 

You are invited to engage Veme ttarris, Nelson Mandela’s archivist since 2004, on questions of "archive," "deconstmction" and 

"postmodernisms." He will open the discussion with a brief reflection on legacy and the archive through three intersecting enquiries: the 

Soufl~ Afi’ican tradition of "memory for justice"; deconstruction’s insistence |hat ~he work of archive is justice; and |he legacies of Nelson 

Mandela and Jacques Derrida. Readings will be available vety soon electronically - by signing up at the link above, you will be added 

to the reading distribution list automatically. 

Veme Harris is head of the Memory Programme at the Nelson Mandela Foundation’s Centre of Memory and Dialogue, an honorary research 
associate with the University of Cape To~w~, and former Depu~~ Director of South Africa’s National Archives. 

RELATED EVENT: "Nelson Mandela and a Centering of Memory" - public lecture by Verne Harris, Oct 17, 6pm, Rare Book Room, 

Perkins I ,ibrary 

Nancy Hare Robbins 

COSA Administrator, Assistant Director 
Duke University Center for International Studies 

2204 Erwin Road, Box 90404 
Durham NC 27708-0404 
919.684.6454 (p); 919.684.8749 (f) 

nhare@duke.edu 
*************************** 



"Educational exchange can turn nations into people, contributing - as no other form of communication can - to the humanizing of international relations." 

- Senator J. William Fulbright, 1983 

.. 
i.~.i COSA-Iogo-email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edvc, 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 3:17 PM 

The asc t~calty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Duke: FILM SCREENINGS Tomorrow, 10,,’5,/2011, at 4:15 pm, Friedl Bldg. 225, discussion & reception following 

Froln our Colleagues at Duke: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:FW: FILM SCREENINGS Tomorrow, 10/5/’2011, at 4:15 pro, Friedl Bldg. 225, discussion & reception follomng 

Date:Tue, 4 Oct 2011 15:48:10 +0000 
From:Nancy RobNns <nancy.mbbins~duke.edt~> 

To:co sa-inti~(t~duke.edu <cosa-mfo@duke.edu~ 

The Center for African and :M’rican American Research 

Presents 

Film Screenings of 

"Holy Hustlers: Schism, mid Prophecy (2009) 

Provides a fresh perspective on ritual performance and the cinematic 

Selections from "Counterpoint Botswana" (2011) 
Captures the reception of "Holy Hustlers" by local viewers, invoking laughter, shock and remarkable imense, thoughtful reflection 

By Richard I~erbner 

Wednesday, October 5 

At 4.15 pm 

l;fiedl Building, Room 225 

A reception will im~nediately follow this presentation. 

Co-sponsored by Department of African & African American Studies, Program in Latino/a Stndies and Departmem of Romance Studies 



i.~.i Fall 2011 Holy Hustlers.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RMkohl Muniz, Bealriz S <rietkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 3:57 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Tenure-Track position in Anthropology at University of Puerto Rico 

2011 Posicion Probatoria Antropologia UPR.pdf; 2011 Tenure Track Position Anthropology UPR.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Tem~re-Track position in AnthmpoloD- 

Date:Mon, 3 Oct2011 20:51:53 +0100 
From :Jorge Giovalmetfi :            ’,~hotmail.com:- 

To:ttelen Sai?a <~[~,%latam.ufl.edu>, ttugo Viera <hmdem(a))tmail.iu.edu>, 

((l!yalloo .com> 

Hi Colleagues mad Friends,Amigos y amigas: 

Incluyo una convocatoria pa~:a un puesto en antropologia en mi Departamento. 

I am enclosing a call tbr applications tbr a position in my Department. 

Plea~ dis~minate or post in your notice boaxdffDi~minen la misma y ponganla en tablones de ammcios en sns ins~tituciones. 

BesVSaludos, Jorge 



UNIVERSIDAD DE PUERTO RICO 

RECINTO DE RiO PIEDRAS 

FACULTAD DE CIENCIAS SOCIALES 

DEPARTAMENTO DE SOCIOLOG~A Y ANTROPOLOG~A 

POSICION DOCENTE PROBATORIA EN ANTROPOLOGiA 

E1 Departamento de Sociologia y Antropologia abre una convocatoria para reclutar un(a) 
profesor(a) mediante un nombramiento probatorio en el Programa de Antropologia con 
efectividad el mes de enero de 2012. E1 nombramiento, que estk sujeto a la disponibilidad de 
rondos, serk en el rango de Catedrktico Auxiliar con salario inicial de US$59,400 anuales. E1 
puesto es para el desempefio en la docencia e investigaci6n en una de dos kreas de la 
disciplina: Arqueologla o Antropologla Sociocultural. Se requiere el grado doctoral o Ph.D., 
disposici6n para participar en comit6s, desarrollar y mantener una agenda de investigaciones 
y publicaciones, experiencia docente en la disciplina, dominio de los idiomas espafiol e 
ingl6s, y capacidad para allegar recursos externos. 

Las personas interesadas deberkn enviar una carta de inter6s, su curriculum vitae, 

incluyendo referencias, un prontuario de curso y copia de alguna publicaci6n o trabajo 

escrito a mks tardar el 31 de octubre de 2011, seg6n matasellos, a la siguiente direcci6n: 

Dr. Jorge L. Giovannetti, Director Interino 

Departamento de Sociologla y Antropologla 

Universidad de Puerto Rico 

Apartado 23345 

Oficina 407, Edificio Ram6n Emeterio Betances 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00931-3345 

EL RECINTO DE RICO PIEDRAS OFRECE IGUALDAD DE OPORTUNIDADES DE EMPLEO. 

NO DISCRIMINA CONTRA NINGUNA PERSONA POR CONCEPTO DE RAZA, COLOR, 

SEXO, ORIENTACION SEXUAL, RELIGION, EDAD, IDEAS POLfTICAS, ORIGEN I~TNICO 

O IMPEDIMENTOS EN SU POL~TICA DE ADMISION, PROGRAMAS, ACTIVIDADES Y 

PR~CTICAS DE EMPLEO. 

Patrono con Igualdad de Oportunidades en el Empleo M/M/Vii 



UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO 
R~O PIEDRAS CAMPUS 

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 

TENURE-TRACK POSITION IN ANTHROPOLOGY 

The Department of Sociology and Anthropology invites applications for a tenure-track 

faculty, position in the Anthropology Program, effective January 2012. The position, subject to 

availability of funds, will be at the rank of Assistant Professor with a starting annual salary of 

US$59,400. The appointment is for teaching and research in one of the two disciplinary areas 

of archaeology or sociocultural anthropology. Requirements for applicants include a doctoral 

degree or Ph.D., willingness to work in departmental committees, an active program of 

research and publication, teaching experience in the discipline, command of Spanish and 

English languages, and potential for acquiring external resources. 

Interested persons should send a letter of intent, their curriculum vitae including references, 

a course syllabus, and a copy of a publication or written work, postmarked no later than 

October 31, 2011, to the following address: 

Dr. Jorge L. Giovannetti, Acting Chair 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
University, of Puerto Rico 
Office 406, Ram6n Emeterio Betances Building 
PO Box 23345 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00931-3345 

THE RiO PIEDRAS CAMPUS OFFERS EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. IT DOES 
NOT DISCRIMMINATE AGAINST ANY PERSONS BASED ON RACE, COLOR, SEX, 
SEXUAL ORIENTATION, RELIGION, AGE, POLITICAL IDEAS, ETHNIC ORIGIN, OR 
HANDICAP IN ITS ADMISSION POLICIES, PROGRAMS, ACTIVITIES, AND 
EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suh.ject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 4:19 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] SAVE THE DATE: Presentation by Pro[’. Seck on Oct~ber 18 

African and Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 
Tuesday, October 18, 2011 
3:30 - 4:40 pm 
Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd floor) 
Title: Sufi oral narratives and the practice of Islam in Senegal 

This paper explores the uns~tudied rich Wolof Sufi ora] cultural productions and their contribution to the knowledge about Islam in Senegal. It only tbcuses on 

production by Sufi leaders and their tbllowers. This consists of an oral corpus of the litE stories of past and current Sufi leaders, woven by multiple (re) tellers across 

generations, designed in such a way that they can give Sufi adepts examples to tbllow and, lyossibly0 reproduce. The sto~telling varies according to the speaker’s skills 

and charisma, the audience’s expectations mad context of the performance. The combination of all fl~ese [~_ctors makes the structure of the s~ories unique, especially 
compaxed to those coming fiom western cultures. 

Dr. Mamarame Seck is a native Wolof speaker from Senegal. He received his PhD in linguistics from the University of Florida in Gainesville. He is now an assistant 

professor and the Afiican languages program coordinator in the Department of African and African-American Studies at the Universi~’ of North Camliua-Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Seck’s reseal~ch interests inclnde African language pedagog?; Woloflanguage and linguistics, Wolof Snfi discoul~e and Islam in Senegal. 

You are currently subscribed to afriathm as: eunice~b~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriathm&o 30020726 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-30020726-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 4:26 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] Chair Selectiou meetings 

ChairSelMtgs-AFl?d-AFAM.docx 

Please see the attached schedule of meetings with SAD Hartlyn next week. If there is a problem with ,/our meeting time, please let me know ASAP. 

Monday and Tuesday meetings with be in Battle Hall in Mike Lambert!Eveb/ne Huber’s office on the Ist floor. Wednesday meetings will be in my office on the first 

floor. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Pnblic Policy 

217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Departlnent of,~?icml & Afro-Atnerican Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=43272331.2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dl feTd09936&n=T&l=corefac3287&o=30020809 

(It may be necessa~ to cul m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.~:.e..-..‘.3..Q.(.!..2~...8~.~.-~4.~.7..2..‘.~}.‘.~}.1~..2~e..8..!.).Q..c..8..7..c~7~6..c~c.)~2.~.~.~.~.~~:~j.~.~:~2u~.~.~.u 



Monday, 10/10 Tuesday, 10/11 Wednesday, 10/12 

10:00-10:30am 

10:30-10:45am 

10:45-1 l:15am 

1 l:15-11:30am 

Perry Hall 

Lydia Boyd 

Charlene Regester 

David Pier 

11:45-12:00pm Tim McMillan 

10:00-10:15am 

10:15-10:30am 

10:30-10:45am 

10:45-11:00am 

11:00-11:30am 

Mamarame Seck 

Esther Lisanza 

Alassane Fall 

Kia Caldwell 

12:30-12:45pm 

12:45-1:15pm 

1:15-1:30pm 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Georges Nzongola 

Robert Porter 

3:00-3:30pm 

3:30-4:00pm 

4:00-4:15pm 

Bereket Selassie 

Eunice Sahle 

Margaret Lee 

4:30-5:00pm 

5:00-5:30pm 

5:30-5:45pm 

Kenneth Janken 

Alphonse Mutima 

Walter Rucker 



Fun and Games Social Club Fun and 
Games 

Social Club 
A social opportunity fo~" 
kids and teens with 

Atte~do~ Deficit / 

Does your child want to make 

friends but struggles to do so? 

Does your child make friends but 

has trouble keeping them ? 

Does your child "march to the beat 

of his or her own drum?" 

Could ),our child benefit from 

positive peer interactions to build 

self confidence an d self-esteem ? 

This club offers safe, structured, 

social experiences for boys and 

girls ages 6 to 12 years. 

Solomon Kobes, LCSW 

Psychotherapy for Young People 

Information: 

Phone: 919-240-5~8 
Therapist@SolomonLCSW,com 

Contracted with Chapel Hill Parks 

& Recreation: 
Adapted Recreation and Inclusion 

~vww.to~, nofcha pelh~ILo~g/regi~ ~e~" Respect and Curiosity 



Fun and Games Social Club 

A social opportunity for kids 
and teens ages 6 to 12 years. 

We will focus on 

through games such as 
charades, tag and storytelling 
activities. 

Enthusiastic graduate students 
will facilitate and model 
appropriate behaviors while 
providing a fun time for all. 

Club activities will be held in 
the space at the corner of 

Franklin and Boundary Sts, 

523 East Franklin St. 

Schedule: 

Session I: Saturdays 
October I - October 29 

Session II," Saturdays 
November 12- December 
17 (no meeting Nov. 26) 

$125/session for Chapel Hill 

residents 

$150/session for non- 
residents 

For information 
contact: 

Solomon Kobes, LCSW. 

919-2~-5548 or 

Space is limited, 
Register onEn~! 

Click on ’~Adapted Recreation and 

Inclusion" to f~nd the social club. 

Follow directions to obtain a user ID & 

password to reserve a spot with a credit 

card. Register m-person (8:30-5:00 pro, 

Mort. - I~ri.) at many Chapel ttill Parks 

& Recreation t~acilities. Pavement is due 

at ~e first class. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 5:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’Tuffwars : territory and cit~enship in the contempora~ stale’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5250880 

Title: Turf wars : territol5’ and citizenship in the contemporal5’ state 

Author: Ng’weno, Bettina 

Published: Stanford University Press 

Publisher Location: Stanford, Calill 

Published: 2007. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Blacks -- Colombia -- Government relations 
Blacks -- Colombia -- Claims. 
Blacks -- Land tenure -- Colombia. 

Item Descripuon: 

x, 299 p : ill, maps ; 24 cm. 

0804755965 (cloth : alk. paper) 

9780804755962 (cloth : a]k paper) 

84152819 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. [281 ]-289) and index. 

Related Items: 
Table of contents only (http://wva,<loc ~ov/catdir/toc/ecip0710i2007003977 html) 

Table of Contents: 
Turf wars -- Autonomy -- Self-governance -- The contemporary state -- Territory -- Suspect nationals -- Ancestral lands -- Tense territories -- Citizenship -- Equal citizens -- Participation -- 
Conclusion 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Libra~ (0 copies available) 
F2299.B55 N48 2007(Davis Librapf)Checked Out (due 11/05/2011 ) 

...... Mail generated at Oct.05.2011 05:55:48 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 6:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information tbr ’The geography of modernization in Kenya; a spatial analysis of ~cial, economic, and political change’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCbl 110339 

Title: The geography of modernization in Kenya; a spatial analysis of social, economic, and political change 

Author: Soja, Edward W 

Series: Syracuse geographical series ; no. 2 

Published: [Syracuse, N. Y] Syracuse Universi~z Press, 1968. 

Published: 1968. 

Formats: Book 

SubI ect Hea dings: 
Kenya. 

Item Description: 
xi, 143 p. illus., maps 27 cm. 
414076 

Notes: 
Bibliography: p. 131-134 

Locations at UNC: 
[)avis Library (1 copy available) 
DT434.E2 S6(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at Oct.05.2011 06:00:20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 6:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbrmation tbr ’Dying to win : elecfion~ political violence, and ins~titutional decay in Kenya’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 

Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb6475900 

Title: Dying to win : elections, political violence, and institutional decay in Kenya 

Author: Mueller, Susanne D. 

Series: Working papers in Alicican studies ; no. 263 

Published: African Studies Center, Boston University 

Publisher Location: Boston, 

Published: 2010. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Elections -- Kenya. 
Political violence -- Kenya 
Kenya - Politics and government -- 2002- 

Item Descripuon: 
19p. ;28 cm 
665137017 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references. 

Locations at UNC: 
[)avis Library (1 copy available) 
JQ2947.A95 M825 201 ()(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at Oct.05.2011 06:03:39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 6:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog infonnalion tbr ’The politics of violence in Kewa’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5752868 

Title: The politics of violence in Kenya 

Author: Mueller, Susanne D. 

Series: Working papers in Alicican studies ; no. 257 

Published: African Studies Center, Boston Universit5’ 

Publisher Location: Boston, 

Published: 2008. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Political violence -- Kenya. 
Social cor~lict -- Kenya. 
Kenya - Politics and government -- 2002- 

O ther Authors: 
Boston Universi~’. African Studies (;enter. 

Item Description: 
37 p. ; 28 cm. 
233270557 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references (p. 30-36) 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Libra~ (1 copy available) 
HN793.Z9 V57 2008(])avis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at Oct.05 2011 06:04:35 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 6:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’Killing the vote : state sponsored v~( lence and llawed elect~ons ~n Kenya. 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb3760568 

Title: Killing the vote : state sponsored violence and flawed elections in Kenya. 

Author: Kagwanja, Mwangi. 

Published: Kenya Human Rights Commission 

Publisher Location: Nairobi, Kenya 

Published: 1998. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Elections -- Corrupt practices -- Kenya. 
Political persecution -- Kenya. 
Political violence -- Kenya. 
Kenya -- Politics and government -- 1978-2002. 

Other Authors: 
Kenya Human Rights Commission. 

ItemDescripuon: 

ii, 88 p.:ill.; 26 cm 

99669969 

415321(>4 

Notes: 
"Authored by Mwangi Kagwanja"--Acknowledgement. 
Includes bibliographical references. 

Locations at UNC: 
[)avis Library (1 copy available) 
JQ2947.A975 K34 1998(Davis Llbraw)Available 

...... Mail generated at 0ct.05.2011 06:05:21 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 6:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH CataJog information for ’Contlicts over la~d & water in Africd 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5336152 

Title: Comqicts over land & water in Aiicica 

Published: James Currey; \{ichigan State University Press; University of KwaZulu-Natal Press 

Publisher Location: Oxford; East Lansing; Pietermaritzburg 

Published: 2007. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 

Land reform -- Africa. 

Water-supply -- Political aspects -- Africa. 

Other Titles: 
Conflicts over land and water in A[’rica 

O ther Authors: 
Derman, William 
Odgaard, Rie 
Sjaastad, Espen 

Item Description: 

xi, 244 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm 

0852558880 (James Currey : pbk.) 

0870138162 (Michigan State Univ Press :pbk) 

1869141296 (Univ of KwaZu[u-Nata[ Press : pbk.) 

9780852558881 (James Cttrrey : pbk.) 

9780870138164 (Michigan State Univ. Press : pbk) 

9781869141295 (Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal Press : pbk.) 

80332878 

Notes: 
"Cameroon, Ghana, Burkina Faso, West Africa, Sudan, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Tanzania"--Cover 
Includes bibliographical references and index 

Ix)cations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

HD966 .C66 2007(Davis Libra13~)Available 

...... Mail generated at Oct.05.2011 06:08:11 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 6:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information for ’I,m~d and class in Kenya’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb1987486 

Title: Land and class in Kenya 

Author: Leo, Christopher. 

Series: The Political economy of world poverty ; 3 

Published: University of Toronto Press 

Publisher Location: Toronto ;Buffalo 

Published: c1984. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Land tenure -- Kenya -- ttistoW 
Land reform -- Kenya -- History. 
Social classes --Kenya -- History. 

Item Description: 

xii, 244 p. : maps ; 24 cm 

0802025323 

0802065473 (pbk) 

11217056 

Notes: 
Bibliography: p. [231 ] -236 
Includes index 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis l,ihrary (1 copy available) 
HD983 .I,46 1984 c. 3(Davis ],ibrary)Available 
Undergrad Library (1 copy available) 
HD983 .I,46 1984 c 2(Undergrad Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at Oct.05 2011 06:50:26 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 6:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog information lbr ’Community rights, con~rvation aJ~d contested land : the politics of natural resource governance in Ati-ica’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmaihhtml 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb6472373 

Title: Community rights, conservation and contested land : the politics of natural resource governance in Africa 

Published: Earthscan 

Publisher Location: London ;Washington, DC 

Published: 2010. 

Formats: Book 

Summary: "Natural resource governance is central to the outcomes of biodiversity conservation efforts and to patterns of economic development, particularly in resource-dependent rural 
communities The institutional arrangements that define natural resource governance are outcomes of political processes, whereby ntunerous groups with often-divergent interests negotiate 
for access to and control over resources. These political processes determine the outcomes of resource governance reform efforts, such as widespread attempts to decentralize or devolve 
greater tenure over land and resources to local communities This volume examines the political dynamics of natural resource governance processes through a range of comparauve case 
studies across east and southern Africa. These cases include both local and national settings, and examine issues such as land rights, tourism development, wildlife conservation, 
participatory forest management, and the impacts of climate change, and ar 
e drawn from both academics and field practitioners working across the region."--Publisher’s description. 

Subj ect tteadings: 
Nature conservation -- (iovemment policy -- Al?ica 
Conservation of natural resources -- (ioverument policy -- Africa 
Biodiversity -- (ioverument policy -- Africa 
Land tenure -- Ali’ica 
Comanunity development -- A[’rica. 
Political pamcipation -- Africa. 
Africa -- Environmental conditions 
Afi-ica -- Politics and government. 

Other Authors: 

Nelson, Fred, 1976- 

Item Description: 

xvii, 342 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm. 

1844079163 (hardback) 

9781844079162 (hardback) 

500242596 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index. 

Table of Contents: 
Introduction: the politics of natural resource governance in Afiica / Fred Nelson -- Agrarian social change and post-colonial natural resource raanageraent interventions in Southern Africa’s 
’corrmmnal tenure’ regimes / James C. Murombedzi -- The politics of community-based natural resource management in Bots~vana / Liz Rihoy and Brian Maguranyanga - Peasants’ forests 
and the king’s game? Institutional divergence and convergence in Tanzania’s forestry and wildlife sectors / Fred Nelson and Tom Blomley -- The evolution of Namibia’s corcanunal 
conservancies / Brian Jones -- Historic and contemporary struggles for a local wildlife governance regime in Kenya / Ngeta Kabiri -- Windows of opporttmity or exclusion? Local 
commm~ities in the great Limpopo Transfrontier Conservation Area, South Africa / Webster Whande -- ’People are not happy’: crisis, adaptation and resilience in Zimbab~ve’s CAMPFIRE 
prograrmne / Liz Rihoy, Chaka Chirozva and Somon Anstey -- The rise and fall of community-ba 
sed natural resource management in Zambia’s Luangwa Valley: an illustration of micro- and macro-governance issues / Rodgers Lubilo and Brian Child - External agency and local authority: 
facilitating CBNRM in _’vfahel, Mozambique / Marta Monjane -- Adaptive or anachronistic? Maintaining indigenous natural resource governance systems in northern Botswana / Masego 
Madzwamuse -- Pastoral activists: negotiating power imbalances in the Tanzanian Serengeti / Maanda Ngoitiko ... let ah] -- A changing climate for community resource governance: threats 
and opportunities from climate change and the emerging carbon market / Maxwell Gomera, Liz Rihoy and Fred Nelson - Democratizing natural resource governance: searching for 
institutional change / Fred Nelson. 

Locations at UNC: 

Davis Library (1 copy available) 

QH77.A4 C56 2010(Davis Library)Available 

...... Mail generated at Oct.05.2011 06:52:01 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@henderson.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 8:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Catalog intbrmation for ’State, space, world : selected essays’ 

This message was for~varded to you from the UNC-CH Catalog Please do not reply to this message. 
Questions? Contact us at http:/i~vw~v.lib.unc edu/support/catalogmail.html 

Link to Record: http://search.lib unc.edu/search?R UNCb5932313 

Title: State, space, world : selected essays 

Author: Lefebvre, Hem-i, 1901-1991 

Published: University of Minnesota Press 

Publisher Location: Milmeapolis 

Published: c2009. 

Formats: Book 

Subj ect Hea dings: 
Social sciences -- Philosophy 

O ther Authors: 
Brenner, Neil. 
Elden, Stuart, 1971- 

Item Descripuon: 

vii, 330 p. ; 24 cm. 

081665316X (hc : alk. paper) 

0816653178 (pb : alk. paper) 

9780816653164 (hc : alk. paper) 

9780816653171 (pb : alk paper) 

269455386 

Notes: 
Includes bibliographical references and index 
Translated from the French. 

Locations at UNC: 
Davis Librau (1 copy available) 
H61.15 .L43 2009(Davis IAbrary)Available 

...... Mail generated at Oct.05 2011 08:02:53 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 8:35 AM 

Department listserv <~atHalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: Oct. 4, 2011 

100411 Information for Elnployees.pdf 

From-" Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 04, 2011 4:48 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: Oct. 4, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

~ Please forward the attachment t{t~ed "HR Employee Information" with{n your department(s}, 
~ Fu~ text of a~{ articles in the weekly digest is availaMe in the attachments and at _h___t__t_R:J_Zh__r_:___u___n__~;__e___d____q[news-events~/items. 

0~. 11: Time Management class 

Oct. :Lt: Parliamentary Procedure class 

0¢~o ~.2: Americans with Disabilities Act class 
Oct. ~2: ~9_9_~[~!Rg_~_N~_g~LN~_~_~L class 

0~. 1;: EPAWeb 

Oct, ~3: Preventing Sexual Harassment in the Workplace class 

O~ 17: HR Facilitator Quarterly ~eeting 

Oct, 2I: Employee A~recMtion ~ 
Nov, 17: ~g~!P_~__£~[~__£~[R~_P_&~b~_r_~. e~ds 

University {~enefits {-.nro~Imen~: Begins (Contact: Benefits Services, 9{12-3B71} 
The annua~ benefits enrolkru~mt period for NCFIex program~; and University Benefits began yesterday and continues through Oct 3].. Now ~s the time to review the 

benefit Nections you made {:or 2015 and Lo consider the benefit choices that will best su~t you and your family in 2012. Your new elections will go k~to effect on 

Jan. % 2012, 

Work Wel~, k~ve Well - Body ChM~e~ge (Co~tact: Benefits Se~ces, 9~2-307~) 

For week two of the Work Well, Uve Well Ce~ebrat~on, the focus ~s "body." The body tenet ~s centered on programs and support to he~p employees eat smart, 

move more and quit ~obacco 

"K~ck Up Your Hee~s{" -Employee Appredation Event (Flick here to voluntee(} 

Don’t forget to mark your cNenda~s now for the annual employee appreciation event on Friday, Oct 2I. 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice@email.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.m~c.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=al’riaIiam&o=30024888 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.~..e..-.~..~..~..~..~...8.~.-~‘.3.~.2.~.(..3..!~.@-8..:.e.~.7.~.a.~.~...a...5-8.~3..~.‘.3...~..~.~.~.~}~!).~2~@~istserY.unc~edu 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Hurnan Resources 
Tuesday, October 4, 2011 

Oct. 11 : .__T__j_____m_____e_______M____a____n____a__qement class 
Oct. 11 : Parliamentary Procedure class 
Oct. 1 2: Americans with Disabilities Act class 
Oct. 1 2: Conversations with Your Manaqer class 
Oct. 1 2: University Day 
Oct. 1 3: EPAWeb class .............................. 

Oct. 1 3: Preventing Sexual Harassment in the Workplace class 
Oct. 21" Employee Appreciation Day 
Nov. 1 7: Carolina Cares~ Carolina Shares ends 

University Benefits Enrollment Begins 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

The annual benefits enrollment period for NCFlex programs and University Benefits 
began yesterday and continues through Oct. 31. Now is the time to review the 
benefit elections you made for 2011 and to consider the benefit choices that will 
best suit you and your family in 201 2. Your new elections will go into effect on Jan. 
1,201 2. 

To help you enroll, be sure to read the 201 2 Benefits Enrollment web page or the 
bulletin provided in your enrollment package, along with the NCFlex benefit guide. 
The NCFlex benefit guide will be arriving in campus mail in the near future. 

There are several points to consider during this year’s enrollment period: 

The Health Care and Dependent Care Flexible Spending Account plans require 
re- enrollment every year. 

Core Accidental Death & Dismemberment (AD&D)Insurance under the NCFlex 
benefits program is provided at no cost to employees who enroll in the plan. 
The plan provides $1 0,000 of AD&D insurance. Employees who enrolled in this 
program last year do not need to re- enroll this year. 

The P&A Administrative Group will be replacing AON Consulting as the third 
party administrator for the flexible spending accounts. If you are a current 



spending account participant, please review the communication in your AON 
statement for information on claims processing during the transition to the 
P&A Administrative Group. 

There will no longer be a charge for the NCFlex Healthcare Spending Account 
convenience card. 

Dental rates will be increasing by 3.0 percent effective Jan. 1. 

Benefits consultants in the Office of Human Resources will be available to provide 
enrollment assistance and to answer questions you may have about any of these 
benefit plans during the enrollment period. If you have questions, please call the 
Benefits Office main line at 962- 3071. 

Work Well, Live Well- Body Challenge 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

For week two of the Work Well, Live Well Celebration, the focus is "body." The body 
tenet is centered on programs and support to help employees eat smart, move 
more and quit tobacco. 

BODY Challenge Activities: 

Spend 10 minutes stretching each day 
Enjoy 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day 
Drink at least 64 ounces of water each day 

BODY All- Star Challenge: Attend a fitness class offered by UNC Campus 
Recreation. 

Are you looking for a way to fulfill this week’s All- Star Challenge? ._C___[_i___c___k_______h_____e____r___e__ for 
the Campus Recreation schedule. 

Classes geared toward employees are available Monday through Friday from 1 2:1 5 
p.m. to I p.m. Participants may also attend any group fitness class offered at 
either the Student Recreation Center or Rams Head Recreation Center (no 
membership required for one free class during this week) OR attend the UNC 
Campus Rec workshop listed below. 

**Don’t forget to ask the instructor to sign your cha//enge /og** 

Beginning an Exercise Program Workshop 

Location: Fetzer Hall 104 
Date: Thursday, Oct. 6 
Time: 5:1 5 p.m. to 6:1 5 p.m. 

Are you looking for a way to get started on your fitness program or add new 



exercises to an existing one?Join us to hear strategies for lifelong fitness with 
topics including aerobic fitness, strength training, flexibility and demonstrations of 
some simple exercises. Click here to sign up today. 

For more information on the Work Well, Live Well Celebration and challenge 
activities click here. Please contact Benefits Services for questions regarding the 
Wellness Program. 

"Kick Up Your Heels!" - Employee Appreciation Event 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

Don’t forget to mark your calendars now for the annual employee appreciation 
event on Friday, Oct. 21. 

Join us in the Student Union and the Pit from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. for games, music, 
and entertainment, including a performance by entertainer Ron Johnson at 1 p.m. 
The campus department fair will provide information about services available to 
employees, and an on- site flu shot walk- in clinic will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. This is a work-time event, with advance approval from supervisors. 

We are looking for volunteers to help make this a successful event. Shifts are as 
follows: 

7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. 
8:45 a.m. to 11 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
12:45 p.m. to 3 p.m. 

Please email volunteer interest and availability by Friday, Oct. 7. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 9:13 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

M~ks~tein, Lara <l aram@email, unc.edu> 

Dr Sandy Smith Non!n! 10/19/11 5:30 pm 

The .c__u___r__rj__c__u_!_u____m____!_n___G_!9_b__a__l___5_~_d__!_e_~ is pleased to present 

War Stories: A semester-long speaker series 
This fall, join us as we explore the struggles of nations affected by war and the battles of individuals fighting for change. 

Co-sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences, UNC Global, and the Center;for Global Initiatives. 

Dr. Sandy Smith Nonini 
Wednesday, October 19th I S:30 PM - 7:00 PM I Room 1009, FedEx Global Education Center 

The second speaker of the fall semester series, Dr. Sandy Smith-Nonini, will discuss the devastating effects of conflict in central America and the hopes 

we should have for the region. 

Sandy Smith-Nonini is an anthropologist, writer and activist at UNC- Chapel Hill. Smith-Nonini worked as a foreign correspondent in Central America during the 

turbulent civil wars of the 1980s. Her latest book, Healing the Body Politic, investigates the 25-year struggle for health rights that arose in El Salvador in the wake of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Vargas-Tonsi <amy.vargas@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5, 20:1:1 9:1g AM 

TODAY: The Foreign Policy of the Department of Homeland Security I 4:30-6pm I JHFC RM 240 

** *Please distribu te widely*** 

***A light reception to follow*** 

Kind regards, 

Amy 

Arrty Vargas-Tonsi, Prograr~q Coord[rlator 

Center for Carlad[an SLudies 

Cerlter for European Studies 

Center for La[in American & Caribbean SLudies 

Duke University I Johrl Hope Franklb: Center ] 2204 Erwff’., P, oa~ I Box 90422 I Durham, NC 27708 

T: 919.681.3262 I F: 919.681.7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Michal Os~m~veil <os~erwei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 9:50 AM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Wendy Harcourt: °~Fransnational Feminism, Body Politics mad "the De-colonial" 

Wen@Ha~comt Decoloni~J Feminisms.pdf, ATT00001.htm 

Please join us for two important events with Dr. Wendy Harcourt 

Monday October 10, 2011.12:00-2pm, a seminar of the Latin American Political hnaginaries Working Group 

"Transnational Feminism, Body Politics and the De-colonial" 

Fedex GEC rm 4003. 

Emaih socialmovements@gmail.com for readings. 

also 

Tuesday Oct 11, 5:30 pm 

"Gender & Development: A Critical Dialogue" 

Fedex GEC rm 4003 

* A crucial talk for those interested in doing service or development work abroad. 

Wendy Harcourt is a feminist researcher and activist and chief editor of the quarterly journal Development. She received the 2010 Feminist and 
Women’s Studies Association’s Prize for her book on Body Politics in Development: Critical Debates in Gender and Development (2009). 
Other publications include an edited collection with Arturo Escobar on Women and Politics of Place (Kumarian Press 2005) She is series editor 
of "Gender and Environment" series, Zed Books, London and a new Series by Palgrave Gender, Development and Social Change and lead writer 
for the project on Gender and Social Movements at IDS Sussex. She has led a series of global research projects funded by Rockefeller 
Foundation, UNFPA, UNDP, WHO, Unifem and the Macarthur Foundation examining facets of gender, population and development, including 
young women and reproductive health and rights. She is actively engaged in global feminist politics through her work with international 
networks Women in Development Europe (WIDE), European Feminist Forum, the Feminist Dialogues, EADI gender working group, Punti di Vista 
and Trans-dignity. She has written extensively on sexual and reproductive rights, environment, globalization and development from a gender 
perspective. She will join the ISS fiaculty as Assistant Professor in Social Policy in November 2011. 

Sponsored by the Latin American Political lmaginaries Working Group, Campus Y, Curriculum in Global Studies and the Department of Anthropology. 



"Transnational Feminism, Body Politics and the De-colonial" 
A seminar w/Dr. Wendy Harcourt 

Monday October 10, 2011.12"00-2pm 
Fedex GEC rm 4003 

Wendy Harcourt is a feminist researcher and activist and chief editor of the quarterly 
journal Development. She received the 2010 Feminist and Women’s Studies Association’s 
Prize for her book on Body Politics in Development: Critical Debates in Gender and 
Development (2009). Other publications include an edited collection with Arturo Escobar 
on Women and Politics of Place (Kumarian Press 2005) She is series editor of "Gender and 
Environment" series, Zed Books, London and a new Series by Palgrave Gender, 
Development and Social Change and lead writer for the project on Gender and Social 
Movements at IDS Sussex. She has led a series of global research projects funded by 
Rockefeller Foundation, UNFPA, UNDP, WHO, Unifem and the Macarthur Foundation 
examining facets of gender, population and development, including young women and 
reproductive health and rights. She is actively engaged in global feminist politics through 
her work with international networks Women in Development Europe (WIDE), European 
Feminist Forum, the Feminist Dialogues, EADI gender working group, Punti di Vista and 
Trans-dignity. She has written extensively on sexual and reproductive rights, environment, 
globalization and development from a gender perspective. She will join the ISS faculty as 
Assistant Professor in Social Policy in November 2011. 

This is one of a series of events on Decolomzln= Feminisms" organized by the Latin American 
Political Imaginaries Working Group. Email ~gmail.com if you would like to 
receive readings to prepare for the talk. 

Sponsored by the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, Curriculum in Global Studies, Campus Y 
and the Department of Anthropology. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Miguel Rojas- Sotelo ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 10:17 AM 

TODAY!’.! W@CT. October 5 / Flamenco: Intangible Cultural Heritage (a multimedia presentation) ] NOON- 1.00pm 

Presents: 

Festival Flamenco October 5-9, 2011 

Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana’s Ensemble presents Festival Flamenco -a free festival for Durham residents and friends with workshops, classes and performances. Activities include: 

October S Wednesday W@CT 12:00 noon Franklin Center Duke University I Where: Room 240 Franklin Center at Duke, 2204 Erwin Road. Durham, NC 

Carlota Santana Adjunct Professor Dance Department Duke and Artistic Director of Flamenco Vivo Carlota Santana presents Flamenco: Intangible Cultural Heritage (a 

multimedia presentation). Presented with the Center for European Studies and the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke. 

October 7th FridayThe Holton Center 6:30 PM 

Flamenco Vivo will join the celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month with a Company performance, plus a performance by and screening of La Virgen llegd a laMaldita Vecindad. A 

workshop and talk with the audience follow the performance. COMMUNITY EVENT PART OF THE 2011 NC LATIN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL 

October 8th, Saturday Hayti Heritage Center at 7:00 PM with Reception to follow 

This is our first time at Hayti’s wonderful performance space perfectly suited for flamenco[ 

October 9 Sunday Nasher Museum 2:00 PM 

Flamenco Vivo returns to Nasher with a performance for the whole family. 

UNESCO this year declared the flamenco art form an "Intangible Cultural Heritage" This multicultural art with influences from the Arabic, Judaic, Gypsy, Latino and Spanish cultures is 

seen to be one of the most universal forms in the world. 

Founded in 1983 by Carlota Santana and the late Roberto Lorca, Flamenco Vivo CorlotaSantanais adynamic flamenco company with home bases in North Carolina and New York City. 

Our mission is to: foster recognition of the importance of flamenco in the performing arts and as an integral part of the Hispanic heritage; create quality dance works and arts 

education programs; and nurture the next generation of flamenco artists and educators. Since 2001 Ms. Santana has been on the faculty of Duke University and in recognition of her 

commitment to creating new works and developing young artists Ms. Santana was designated "Keeper of Flamenco" by Dance Magazine. 

This program is supported by the North Carolina Arts Council, and The Mary Duke Biddle Foundation. 

Additional support by Hayti Cultural Center, Nasher Museum, the Holton Center, The Center for Latin American Studies, Center For European Studies, and City of Durham Parks and 

Recreation. This Festival is part of Hispanic Heritage Month. 

carlota(d;tlamenco- vivo.org/’ 

www.fla menco-vivo.org 

Where: Room 240 Franklin Center at Duke, 2204 Erwin Road. Durham, NC 

Wednesdays at the Center (WATC) is a topical weekly series in which scholars, artists, journalists, and others speak informally about their work in conversation with the audience. 

The series is jointly organized and presented by the John Hope Franklin Center, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, and coordinated by Miguel Rojas-Sotelo.AII events 

in the series are free and open to the public. 

A light lunch is served - no reservations are necessary. The Franklin Center is located at 2204 Erwin Road, on the corner of Erwin and Trent. Vouchers to cover parking cost for 1 hour 

in the Duke Medical Center parking decks - #2 and #3 in this map http://jhfc.duke.eduiabout/map.php - are provided. 

Do you want to propose a talk for the spring 2012 series? Contact us: mlr34@duke.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 10:40 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Talk today 

Today, at 5:30pro, we will have the talk. "Palabras Mayores, Panorama de las Literaturas Indigenas en Colombia" by Miguel Rocha Vivas, Please note that the talk will be in 
S~oanish. See flyer below. 

i.~.i Description: cid:38285b88-lTt>~.d630-a98s-28e563858c2z4 





From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday-, October 5, 2011 12:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv’~ 

Subjet’t: Tonighl 

Hi Eunice, 

I’ll plan to come to the stone center tonight, probably arriving around 7:30, The event is at the stone center, correct? I couldn’t find any information about it in my emaiL 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill <dmhill@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 12:29 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultylNlow@liskserv.unc.edtr"~ 

[cursfacul~t~llows] FUNDING AEERT ~- EPA ] GOVERNORS’ INSTITUTE FOR COMMUNITY DESIGN, REQUEST FOR 

PROPOSALS (RFP) 

dmhillf~email.unc~edt~ 

Drolqe@ UlqC.edu 



Debra Hill 

The Ce~iter fo~ Urban & Regional StL~dJes 

Hickerson House, CB 3410 

The Nniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34i0 

919-843-9708 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
cursfacultyt’ellows as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@ema£unc.edu-#a---. To unsubscribe send a blm~k <br> 
email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-30027065-43127920.607d3960blgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv,unc.edu">leave-30027065- 
43127920.607d3960bt’gd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu~"a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 4:20 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

RE: [coret?ac3287] Chair Selection meetings 

Dear All, 
Some meeting times may need to change --- sorry! I will send an update just as soon as I have the details. 

Agatha Buell 
Business 
Dep~tmen~ of Public Policy 
21 ? Abemeflty HN1, CB ~3435 
Depamnen~ of 
109 Battle Haft, CB #3395 
L;niversJt-y of NoNa Carolina 
Cbape~ Hill NO 27599 

I~ 919.962.2788 
[ 919.962.5924 

F~m: Buell, A~atha 
Sent: Tuesdag, October 04, 2011 4:26 PN 
To: ’corefac3287~listserv.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Chair Selection meetings 
Please see the attached schedule of meetings with SAD Hartlgn next week. ff there is a problem with ~our meeting time, please let me know &SAP. 

Mondag and Tuesdag meetings with be ~n Battle Hall ~n Mike Lambert/Eve~gne Huber’s office on the 1st floor. Wednesdag meetings wil~ be in mg office on the first 

floor. 

Take care, 
Agatha 

Agama Buell 
Business O~cer 
Depa~ment of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy HM1, CB #3435 
Depa~ment of_~ricam & ~ro-~nericm~ Studies 
109 BaSle HM1, CB #3395 
University of No~ Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
K 919.962.5824 

You are culTently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice~L~_e___n_)__@_:__u_!)__c_:__e__@_.. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331.2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dl feTd09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 30029027 

(it may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30029027-43272331.2e800c87c76c9293 f4d75d 1 tk:Td09936(?~listserv.unc.edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~em~fil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 6:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Time - the forum is at 5.30pm 

oh, thanks for this notice, looks like i’ll have to miss it 

See you in a few weeks time, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 4:34 PM 

To:      .~unc.edu 
Subject: Time - the forum is at 530pm 

Hello again 

So man3’ events, much confusion! The student forum is at 5 30pm. So sorry I hope you receive this message before your departure. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leigh Campoamor <lmc 19@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 10:37 PM 

Leigh Ca~npomnor <hnc 19@duke.edtr~ 

Human Trail]c: Past aJ~d Present con[~rence - Thurs 10/13- Sat 10/15 

Please distribute widely. Apologies for cross-poslings. 

Hmnan Traffic: Past and Present 

Thursday October 13, 2011 - Saturday October 15, 2011 

Hosted by the Center for Ati-ican and African American Research (CAAAR) at Duke University 

Thursday night, October 13 

Richo~rd White Lecture H~11 (East Campus) 

7:00-7:15 Opening reln~xks, J. Lorand Matory, Center.for African andAJ?ican American Research, Duke University 

7:15-8:45 Keyn~te address, Siddharth Kara,Harvard Universi~, "An ~verview ~fHuman Traf~c~dng m~d C~ntemp~rary S~avery~ 

Introduction by Suzmme Shanahma, Kenan Institute fl)r Ethics, Duke UniversiO, 

Jameson Gallery, Ffiedl Building (East CaJnpus) 

8:45-10:00 Conference Reception 

Art E:dlibition opening, Transporter by Charles Campbell 

Introduction by Michaeline A. Crichlow, Department of AJHcan andAfrican American Studies, Duke University 

Friday, October 14 

Smith ~Varehouse, Bay 4, FHI Garage (corner of Buchanma & Main Streets) 

9:00-9:30 

9:30-9:50 

9:50-11:25 

11:30-1:30 

1:30-3:05 

BreaJ~thst & Registration 

Opening remarks, Michaeline A. Crichlow, Department ~’AJ?ican and AJ?ican American Smdie.s Duke Universi& 

P~el I: Mapping 

Chair: Vincent Bmw~ Depar~nent ~fHisto~, Duke Universi& 

Pm~elis~s: 

Robe~ Bach, CenterforHomehmdDefense andSecuri&, "Human Traffic~ng: Powerlessness, Resist~ce, and the Limits of Protection" 

Gunther Peck, Duke University, ’~he Shadow ofWNte Slave~: Race and Empire in Con~mporaw Human Tmtticking Cam~igns" 

Cindy ttahamovitc~ College of William andMa~, "Guestworke~ or Victims of Human Trafficking?: The Global Histo~ of Impo~ble and 

Depo(mble Labor" 

Di~ussion 

Lunch & Film ~reening (7?ading Women, directed by David Feingold) 

Panel II: ~[arkets, Labor, Brokers 

Chair: S~a~e Shm~ahan, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Duke Universi& 

Panelist: 

Allison Peta~zziello, OBMICA, CIES-~Z~BE, Santo Domingo, "Borde~, Bu~ones, Brothels a~d Bi-Nafional Markeks: Haitian Women Negotiate 

How To Get tNough" 

Brad Myles, Polaris Project, "Combating Human Trafficking in North Caxolina and Nationwide" 



3:05-3:25 

3:25-5:00 

Jayne O. Ifek~vunigwe, Duke University, "Out of Africa (°By Any Means Necessary’): Clandestine West Atiican Migrations and the Gendered 

Politics of Survival" 

Discussion 

Break 

Panel III: Citizenship and the Law 

Chair: Ian Baucom, Franklin Humanities Institute, Duke Universi~ 

Panelists: 

Jacqueline Bhabha, Harvard U~iversity, ’EFavgeting the Right Issue: Creating Alternatives k) Tratficking l]com the Crmss Rooks Up" 

Liza Buchbinder, University of Cal~lb~J~ia at San Francisco, "Of Cosmopolita~s~n and Localism: The Cultura1 S~’le of Tr~£ficked Domesntic 

Servants in Wes~t Afi’ica" 

Michelle Guemldi, Centro Universitdrio da Cidade, Rio de Janeiro, "International Trafficking of Brazilian Workers and the State’s Response" 

Discussion 



Satm’day, Octnber 15 

Smith Warehouse, Bay 4, FHI Gaxage (comer of Buchanan & Main Streets) 

9:00-9:30 

9:30-9:40 

9:40-10:55 

10:55-11:05 

11:05-12:40 

Breakfast 

Opening remarks, Robin Kirk, Duke Human Rights Center 

Film Screening (Tales of the :\right Fa#qes, directed by Shohini Ghosh) 

Break 

Panel IV: :~Iedia and Representation 

Chafir: Chaxles Piok Department of Cultural Anthropology, Duke University 

Panelist: 

David Feingold, UNESCO, Bangkok, "Feeling Good about Feeling Bad: Trafficking Myths and Mekong Realities" 

Barbara Limanowska, European Institute for Gender Equality, "Who Is Selling What? How To Use Media To Get Funding for Anti-Trafficking 

Work" 

Shohini Ghosh, Jamia ~Ilillia lslamia, New Delhi, "Tra3~ticking MUths & Sex Work: Narratives in Contemtx~raxy Films" 

Discussion 

12:40-1:00 Closing Remarks, J. Lorand Mato~, Center for Aj?ican andAJ?ican American Research, Duke University 

Co-sponsors: Franklin Humanilies Inslitute, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Dep~xtment of African and African American Studies, Duke Human Rights Center, and Center 

for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

The event is free and open m the public. 

Free parking liar Thursday events will be available on Duke’s East Campus quad beginning at 6:30pm. Free paxking for Friday and Saturday events will be available 
beginning at 8:30am in the M~xwell St. paxking lot next to the Smith Waxehouse. 

For more intbnnation, see http://~a~-w.thi.duke.edu!create-content/event/human-traffic-dav- 1 or e-mail lmcl9~duke.edu 



Organized by the Centre for Creative Arts (University of KwaZutu-Nataf), the ! Sth Poetry Africa International Poetry Festival is supported by 

the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund (principal funder), Humanist Institute for Development Cooperation (HIVOS), French Institute 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 8:39 AM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: 1NTS560 - Huma~ Rights, Ethics and Global Issue and At~600 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope to see you later today; if not, do not ;vorry. 

Best wishes, 

Evelyne 

On 10/6/2011 6:23 A\{, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Evelyne, 
> 

> I will shortly be for~varding an email I sent to students in my 1NTS560 and Afri600 seminars indicating that I am canceling the seminars today because of I need to 
I am also copying my Chair in Global Studies for his record and I will also ibrward the emails to 

him. I will be on campus in the late part of the day 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

F.velyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Prufessor 
Chair, I)epartment uf Political Science 
University of North Carulina 
Campus Bux 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~55 

phune: 919-%2-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 10:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting with 

Hi Eunice, 

Are you available to meet with 

Thanks for your help, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depm~anent of Public Policy 

217 Ab emethy Hall, C B #3435 

Department of Africma & At~o-.~anerica_n Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nor~2q Cm’olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 

on Monday, 10/17 for 30 min between 2-5pm? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 11:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting mfl~ 

Thanks Eunice, 
I will send out a final schedule shortly. 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Of J~)cer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

I~ 919.9625824 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Octuber 06, 2011 11:07 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Meeting with 

Dear Agatha, 

can meet with him between fur 30 minutes between 2 and 3pm un that day. 

Thanks 
Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 10:59 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting with 

Hi Eunice, 
Are yuu available to meet with un Monday, 10/17 fur 30 min between 2-5pm? 

Thanks for your help, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 11:30 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Sunday at UNC: Cuban Theatre Troupe Teatro de la Luna presents Delifio Habanero 

Delirio Habanero/Havana Delirium 

A musical that explores cultural and political events leading up to Fidel Castro’s Cuban Revolution in :~959 will be performed Sunday (Oct. 9) at the UNversity of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. 

Cuban theatre troupe Teatro de la Luna will perform "Delirio Habanero: Un Desafio Musical Entre Celia Cruz y Beny Mor&at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of the Sonja Haynes 
Stone Center for Black Culture and History. The performance is approximately 90 minutes. 

A roundtable discussion with the cast, from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the center’s Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, will precede the play. Both events will be free to the public. 

The bilingual "Delirio Habanero" (’Havana Delirum’) is initially set in Cuba’s Special Period in the 1990s, when the country fell into economic, social and moral chaos after the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, from which Cuba had received petroleum. 

But through song, dance and memory, the actors revert back as musicians to Cuba’s heyday of the 1940s and :~950s. It was a time when casinos and cabarets were in full 
swing and anti-imperialists and anti-U.S, sentiments were on the rise. The play’s three main characters believe themselves to be following cultural icons of the period. "Delirio 
Habanero" features Cuban cinema, television and theater actors. 

Since the mid-:~990s, Teatro de la Luna has traveled the world performing plays that highlight the identities, histories, memories and current problems of Latin Americans and 
their immigrant populations. 

The Stone Center and the Tnstitute for the Study of the Americas at UNC-CH are sponsoring the events. For directions to the Stone Center, at :~50 South Road, visit 
http:!!sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/about!directions. Limited free parking is available in the Bell Tower deck behind the center, accessible via Old Bell Tower Drive. 

Institute for the Study of the Americas contact: Beatriz Riefkohl MuNz, (919) 962-24:~8 riefkohl@email.unc.edu. 
Stone Center contact: Clarissa Goodlett, (919) 962-0395, cgoodlet@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 11:38 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Sunday at UNC: Cuban Theatre Troupe Teatro de la Luna presents Delirio Habanero 

Apologies: The roundtable will be from 5:00-6:30pm (instead of 5:30-6:30pm as listed in the original message). 

From: Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S [riefkohl@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 201:t :t:t:29 AM 
To-" intl-duncplas@duke.edu 
Subject-" Sunday at UNC: Cuban Theatre Troupe Teatro de la Luna presents Delirio Habanero 

Delirio Habanero/Havana Delirium 

A musical that explores cultural and political events leading up to Fidel Castro’s Cuban Revolution in :t959 will be performed Sunday (Oct. 9) at the UNversity of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. 

Cuban theatre troupe Teatro de la Luna will perform "Delirio Habanero: Un Desafio Musical Entre Celia Cruz y Beny Nor&at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of the Sonja Haynes 
Stone Center for Black Culture and History. The performance is approximately 90 minutes. 

A roundtable discussion with the cast, from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the center’s Hitchcock Multipurpose Room, will precede the play. Both events will be free to the public. 

The bilingual "Delirio Habanero" (’Havana Delirum’) is initially set in Cuba’s Special Period in the :t990s, when the country fell into economic, social and moral chaos after the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, from which Cuba had received petroleum. 

But through song, dance and memory, the actors revert back as musicians to Cuba’s heyday of the :t940s and :t950s. It was a time when casinos and cabarets were in full 
swing and anti-imperialists and anti-U.S, sentiments were on the rise. The play’s three main characters believe themselves to be following cultural icons of the period. "Delirio 

Habanero" features Cuban cinema, television and theater actors. 

Since the mid-1990s, Teatro de la Luna has traveled the world performing plays that highlight the identities, histories, memories and current problems of Latin Americans and 
their immigrant populations. 

The Stone Center and the Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC-CH are sponsoring the events. For directions to the Stone Center, at :iS0 South Road, visit 
http:!!sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/about!directions. Limited free parking is available in the Bell Tower deck behind the center, accessible via Old Bell Tower Drive. 

Institute for the Study of the Americas contact: Beatriz Riefkohl MuNz, (919) 962-24:18 riefkohl@email.unc.edu. 
Stone Center contact: Clarissa Goodlett, (9:t9) 962-0395, cgoodlet@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.uuc.edu7 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 1:12 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing liszt <curstZacultylNlow@liskserv.unc.edtv~ 

[cursfacul~t~llows] FUNDING AI,ERT ~- RWJF ] APPLY1NG BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS TO PERPLEXING HEALTH AND 
HEALTH CARE CtUkLLENGES 

dmhill/i~ema~il, unc.edu 

brohe@unc,edu 

® 

® 

® 

brohe@unc.edu 



<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

cursfacul ~tyfellows ~s: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eu~ice@email.unc.edu<,’a;~. To unsub~fi~ ~nd a bl~ <b~ 

emaJl ~ ~ hm~"mafil~:leave-30035350-43127920.607d3960blNd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listsem unc.edu">leave-30035350- 

43127920.607d3960b~d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listsem unc.edu~a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@uucc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 1:48 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Group -’apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APCG mentormg initiative 

Dear APCG colleagues: 

Please find below a message from Sandra Joireman, who is heading up the APCG mentoring initiative APCG will be working with APSA’s mentoring program to help match Africanist 
scholars ~vith graduate students in similar areas If you are a faculty member who is willing to serve as a mentor (or if you’re a graduate student who is seeking a mentor in your area), please 
follow Sandra’s directions belo~v to submit your reformation to APSA 

Thanks, 

B eth Whitaker 
APCO Chair 

Beth Elise ~itaker, Ph.D. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science and Public Administration 
9201 Umversity City Blvd I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-45271 Fax: 7(;,4-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc edu 

From: Sandra Joireman [sandra joireman@wheaton.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 1:37 PM 
To: Whitaker, Beth 
Sub3 ect: For general distribution 

Hellu everyone, 

As you know the APCG has been wurking with APSA to see if we might merge uur mentoring programs, or somehuw serve in a cunsultauve rule with them so that the?’ can impruve their 
menturing program :For thuse interested in Afri can Pulitics. These effurts have recently come to some fi-uition APSA is willing tu wurk with a consultative gruup of APCG members to make 
better matches. They have also asked that we assist them in widening their database uf people who are willing to be mentors 

If you are willing to serve as a mentor and have not alrea@ dune su, can you please register for the APSA database? In order to do su yuu need tu gu to the APSA website, under 
Programs, select Educatiunal, Prufessional, and Minority [nitiauves. Yun will see there under prufessional development that the first link is tu the mentoring initiative. If you select that, you 
can then chunse the Becume a Mentur link which will direct you tu a form tu fill out Once you fill out the furm you mail it to mentoring@apsanet org<mailto:menturin~(fr)apsanet.or~>. 

We will be discussing this further at the ASA Meeting in November. I look forward to seeing you there! 
Sandra 

Sandra F. Joireman, Ph.D 
Professor 
Department of Pulitics and International Relations 
Wheaton Culiege 
501 College Ave. 
Wheatun, [L 60187 

630.752.5979 (phone) 
630.752.5731 (Ihx) 

You are currcntly subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To ansubscribe click here: https:iilists.wisc.edu/u?id 40299565.f186558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 16771886 

or send a blank email to leave-16771886~40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdc~ii)b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 2:24 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Lunch, coliEe or tea some time soon 

Dear Eunice and Kia, 

I would love to get together if you have the time. I’ve spoken with Kia about this and it seems that Wednesdays are best for us. What works for you Eunice? Hoping we can 
make it happen. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3:[35 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Josie McNeil < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 3:03 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Wituess for Peace retreat iu Chapel Hill Fri and Sat Oct 7 aJ~d 8 

Colombia, MeMco, Nicaragua. Human Rights, US Policy... an amazing group of speakers. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 3:47 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

Claacke, Titthny D <’dtthny clarke@unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] Meetings with Hea~tlyn 

ChairSelMtgs-AFRI-AFAM.docx 

Dear All, 

Attached is a revised schedule of meeting with Dean Hartlyn. I apologize for the changes, and appreciate your flexibility. Please let me know ASAP if there are any 

problems with this. 

Georges - your meeting time hasn’t been confirmed, but it will be on that Tuesday. 

Best, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Public Policy 

217 Ab emethy Hall, C B #3435 

Depart~nent of,~ricm~ & Afro-Atnerican Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nor~2q Cm’olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice(i~email.unc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists,unc.edu/u?id=43272331,2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dl feTd09936&n=T&l=corefac3287&o=30036475 

(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to [.e..a.~:.e..-..‘.3..Q.(.!.‘.~}~}..4.Z..5..-~4.~.7..2..‘.~}.‘.~}.1~..2~e..8..!.).Q..c..8..7..c~7.~.~R~.~.~.~f~:~j.~.~L~2u~.~.~.u 



Monday, 10/10 
10:00-10:30am 

10:30-10:45am 

10:45-11:15am 

1 l:15-11:30am 

11:30-11:45am 

11:45-12:00pm 

Tuesday, 10/11 
10:00-10:15am 

10:15-10:30am 

10:30-10:45am 

10:45-11:00am 

ll:00-11:15am 

11:15-1l 1:45am 

Friday, 10/14 
10:00-10:15am 

10:15-10:45am 

10:45-11:00am 

11:00-11:30am 

Pen-y Hall 

Reg Hildebrand 

Charlene Regester 

Margaret Lee 

Tim McMillan 

Robert Porter 

Mamarame Seck 

Esther Lisanza 

Alassane Fall 

Walter Rucker 

Kia Caldwell 

Lydia Boyd 

Bereket Selassie 

David Pier 

Alphonse Mutima 

Monday, 10/17 
2:00-2:30pm 

2:30-3:00pm 

Kenneth Janken 

Eunice Sahle 

Tuesday, 10/18 

2 002 Ge0rge~ NZ0ngOl~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 5:58 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriMhm] Africa~ & Atkicm~ American Studies October Facul~ Colloquimn 

ColloquiumFlyer October2011 .pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 
Please forward the attached flyer for Professor Mamarame Seck’s lecture on October :iS. He will be the first speaker in the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Colloquium Series for the 20:t:I-:t2 academic year. 
Best regards, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://www, u nc.ed u/depts/afriafa m 

You a~e curreutly subscribed to aliia~am as: eunice~!emai].unc.edu. 
To uusubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edt~/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u T&I afriafam&o 30037314 

(It may be uecessary to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30037314-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(~listserv.unc.edu 



African & Afro-American Studies 
Faculty Colloquium 

Sufi Oral Narratives and the Practice of Islam in Senegal 

Dr. Mamarame Seck 
African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC Chapel-Hill 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 
3:30-4:30 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

This paper explores the unstudied rich Wolof Sufi oral cultural productions and their contribution to the knowledge about 

Islam in Senegal, focusing on oral production by Sufi leaders and their followers. This tradition consists of an oral corpus 

of the life stories of past and current Sufi leaders, woven by multiple (re) tellers across generations, designed in such a way 

that they can give Sufi adepts examples to follow and, possibly, reproduce. 

Dr. Mamarame Seck is a native Wolof speaker from Senegal. He received his PhD in linguistics from the University of 

Florida in Gainesville. He is now an assistant professor and the African languages program coordinator in the Department 
of African and African-American Studies at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Dr. Seck’s research interests 

include African language pedagogy, Wolof language and linguistics, Wolof Sufi discourse and Islam in Senegal. 



West End Poets Festival 
October 15, 2011 
11am-11pm 
Carrboro century Center 
Final Schedule 

11:00-11:15- 
11:20-11:35- 
11:40-11:55- 
12:00-12:15- 
12:20-12:35 
12:40-12:55- 
1:00-1:15- 
1:20-1:35- 
1:40-1:55- 

Marta Nu~ez-Pouzols 
Chris Slydel 
Guillermo Parra 
Alice Osborn 
Joseph Fletcher 
Ricky Garni 

Malaika King Albrecht 
J. Peter Moore 
Jodi Barnes 

25 Minute Break 

2:20-2:35- 
2:40-2:55- 
3:00-3:15- 
3:20-3:35- 
3:40-3:55- 
4:00-4:15- 
4:20-4:35- 
4:40-4:55- 
5:00-5:15- 
5:20-5:35- 

Dianne Timblin 
David Need 
Hassan Melehy 
Magdalena Zurawskil 
Allison Curseen 
Jay Bryan 
Grey Brown 
Maura High 
Tyler Johnson 
Susan Spalt 

6:00-7:15 Poets’ Social with Special Guest the East Cackalacky Band 
Southern Buffet Dinner will be provided 
Carrboro Century Hall 

7:25-7:40- 
7:45-8:00- 
8:05-8:20- 
8:25-8:40- 
8:45-9:00- 

Joanna Catherine Scott 
Chris Vitiello 
Laura Jaramillo 
Patrick Herron 
Brian Howe 

Sacrificial Poets will host a youth slam at 9:15pm in conjunction with the festival. Open 
for ages 13-19:3 rounds with 3:30 time limit per poem. The winner will earn a spot in 
the 2012 Sacrificial Poets Grand Slam Finals. Top three poets will also receive prizes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mulima, Sinamenye A <~smutima@emailamc.edu> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 10:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

RE: ti-ench ques~fion 

Hi Dada Eunice. I ~vill call you this evening or tomorro~v morning. I am So1Ty to reply this late I did not use my computer for three days 

Best, 

Alphonse 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: jueves, 06 de octubre de 2011 8:11 
To: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Subject: french question 
Importance: High 

Hi Mutima, 

Kindly call me at home. I have to discuss a french theorist and I need your help with translation 

Thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andveas <nsteiner@unc.edu~ 

Friday-, October 7, 2011 10:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

report due 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m following up on the email from a few weeks ago asking for a brief final report on your CGVfunded activity. My records indicate you have not yet had a chance to 

complete this report, so please go to this link 

http://new.qualtrics.com/SE?Q_SS=0PQnbDIELGyftCk_SGKibsPFEbUoN12 

and complete the online survey by Monday (Oct 10). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, Niklaus 

CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 ] fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: 
bttp/Ic.q t nc edu } )ttp//faceboek.cem/unccfli } hltp//tw~er com/uncc#i 

i.~.i Description: http://cgi.unc edu/images/migration-horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://amzI~ corn/0415772990 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieikoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 10:40 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Hispanic Heritage Month Lecture at Wilson Libra .ry, UNC: Into the Latin Americm~ Archive, Kathryn Bums 

Hispanic Heritage Month Lecture: Into the L~tin American Archive 

Monday~ October 10~ 2011 
5:00 Reception I 5:30 Program, Wilson Library 

Kathryn Burns, professor of history at UNC Chapel Hill, discusses her recent book, 
Into the Archive: Writing and Power in Colonial Peru (Duke 2010), which traces 
the practices of the Spanish American escfibanos, who shaped notarial truth and 
generated vast colonial archives, Or~gina~ Latin American documents and books from the 
Rare Book Collection will be on display for the evening, 

Sponsored by the Rare Book Co//ection and the Institute for the S~udy of the Americas. 
For further info: .I~t.g?]‘./5~2~.i..b..~.t1.rL.c.:.e.~.~.u.~.b.]2g.s..:.~.rL~!1~:~[~p/2~ 11 / 10/hisp__~L__m___c_:__h__e___n__~_~g_e_-__r__n_~_rLt__h_:_l_!~_fl_!D:~!:~! 

Claudia Funke 
Curator of Rare Books 
Wilson Special Collections Library 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #3936 
201 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

tel: 919 962-1143 
email: claudiafunke@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 11: 56 AM 

The asc tkculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc t~culty] Suti Oral Narratives and the Practice of Islam in Senegal 

Please join us for the upcoming African & Afro-American Studies Faculty 
Colloquium 

Sufi Oral Narratives and the Practice of Islam in Senegal 
Professor Mamarame Seck 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 
3:30-4:30 pm 
Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

This presentation explores the unstudied rich Wolof Sufi oral cultural 
productions and their contribution to the kno~vledge about Islam in 
Senegal, focusing on oral production by Sul’i leaders and their 
followers. This tradition consists of an oral corpus of the life stories 
of past and current Sufi leaders, woven by multiple (re) tellers across 
generations, designed in such a way that the?- can give Sufi adepts 
examples to follow and, possibly, reproduce 

Dr. Mamarame Seck is a native Wolof speaker from Senegal. He received 
his PhD in linguistics fi-om the University of Florida in Gainesville. He 
is now an assistant professor and the African languages program 
coordinator in the Department of African and African-American Studies at 
the Universib" of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Dr. Seck’s research 
interests include African language pedagogy, Wolof language and 
linguistics, Wolof Su.fi discourse and Islam in Senegal 

Stacey Sewal[ 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies (;enter 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (15x) 
sewall@email.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to asc facul~ axsd: eunice@email.~mc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-30041701-9518753.bdc06336c8228b71"0846378ae5dc20e0@listscly.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 7, 2011 11:58 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Fwd: Mau a Malawi music performance - UNC October 12th and October 14th. 

Mau a M~lawi - tile story, behind the music.JPG; Mau a Malawi Premier music performance Oct 14th.JPG 

Please join us for these upcoming events: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->].. <!--[endif]-->The Mau a Malawi : the story behind the music" event is on Wednesday October 12th, 5:30 - 7:00pro. Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium. FedEx Global Education Center. Free entry, http://.qlobalhealth.unc.edu/20"l 1/10/mau-a-mNawi-the-story-behind-the-music/ 
The goal of this event is to offer the opportunity to hear how the stories of people affected with AIDS wet~ brought to life in music. This is in many words the prequel to 

the premier "larger than life" music performance on October ~.4th. Please see the poster and weblink for more details. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->The World’s Premier Mou a Malowi: Stories o]AIDS! Concert. Friday October 14th, 8:00pro. Memorial Hall. 

http:iiglobalhealth.unc.edui2011i09istories.-of-.aids-.malawi.-concert/The concert is a free ticketed event although the producers are asking for suggested 

donations at the box office (suggested levels are ~1, ~5, ~3_0, ~3_5). Profits from the album will go to Talents of the Malawian Child (TOMC), a nonprofit 

organization founded by album co-producer, Peter Mawanga. TOMC strives to provide tangible economic opportunities to AIDS orphans and vulnerable 

children, by giving them both the hands-on skills training and self-esteem to prepare them for a sustainable career working in the arts. Ticket can be 

obtained at the ff website: http:iimernorialhall.unc.edu/ 







From: Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Sent: Friday, October 7, 2011 2:20 PM 

To: inll-duncplas@duke, du <intl-duncplas@duke.edu> 

Subject: 

FLAIv~!~NCO I AZTEC DANCE [ MATI,ACt I1NES T AND LA MAI,DITA VECINDAI] - TODAY 7PM 

<,--Iif!vmll--><!-Ien~i~l-->THE 2011 NC LATIN AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL 
HOLTON CAREER & RESOURCE CENTER, Durham. 
401 North Driver Street. Durham, North Carolina 27703 

October 7, 2011 I 7PM 
The Virgin Appears in La Ma.ldita Vecindad (’the damned bad neighborhood) 

va Bisho     tha Crave 2 09) 

~erforma.nces by: Aztec Dance 6roup, Matlachine Dance Collective and Carlota antana Flamenco-Vivo. 
This event is also part of the Festival Flamenco, October 5-9 in Durham 

County. More information: www.flamenco-vivo.org 

<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]-->Synopsis of the film: It explores the cult~N[~f!~ct~-~[~f’~gt~#]~r~fc~e01~if]- 

Durham, North Carolina. The focus is on the feelings and signil~:e~hc~fclfr~rtrYeqfl~ft~eg~.7-[endif]-- 

including migration, dance, and long-distance relay runs espec~[~i~ .Itw0~]e-i~ove- ments entail 

celebrations of, or promises to, the Virgin of Guadalupe. For eleven consecutive years, dancers of 

all ages have honored the Virgin of Gua- dalupe with hours of i[ndigenous ’matlachine’ danc- ing. 

Afterward, many of the same dancers and their families go to ~special Catholic mass for the 

Virgin. In a closely related activity linked to the immigrants’ rights movement, Antorcha 

Guadalupana runners carried a torch through Durham en route qlrom the Basilica of Guadalupe in 

central Mexico to Sai ntPatrick’s Cathedral in New York City in 2005 and 2007. Relay rt~mers in this 

event literally trace out new NAFTA geographies tbatli~: migrant t~milies and conm~tnities in Mexico and 

the United States. These celebratoiy, m~d spiritttal movements conN~ute to decolonial understandings 

of ’Latin America’. 

*Special presentation by the directors and with the presence of members of the community who participated in the film project. Special thanks to 

Altha Cravey and Octaviano Flores {Kali).                   > 

In partnership with: Durham Parks and Rec Thanks to: NC Arts Council 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@unc.edu~ 

SatuMay, October 8, 2011 10:25 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; CaJdwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch, cattle or tea some "time soon 

Hi All, 

Of course this wednesday does not ~vork for me, I have a presentation. But if you are both available on Wednesday 19th, that works. Let me know if the day works for you and if it does, 
what are your best times. 

take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 10:08 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Dear Tanya, 

Thanks for your note. Wednesday works from this end. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Shields, Tanya I, 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Dear Eunice and Kia, 

I would love to get together if you have the time. I’ve spoken with Kia about this and it seems that Wednesdays are best for us. What works for you Eunice? Hoping we can make it happen. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Departrnent of Women’s Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

203 Srnith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@unc.edu~-- 

SatuMay, October 8, 2011 10:28 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Thanks’. 

Dear Eunice, 

I know it ~vas wonderful to see you, hear you, and as al~vays, be inspired by you! I feel slightly better I had a horrible headache, which went away, but as i tly to work today, is back. How 
was the remainder of the conference? 

And thank you for the invitation! We would love to. But as al~vays, it is about best times. To be safe, probably near the end of the semester would be best, but I’ll keep you posted. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 10:11 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
SubJect: Thankst 

Dear Tanya, 

was really good to see you yesterday and as usual for being so positive about my comments at the forum 

sisterly solidarity, 
Eunice 

From: Shields, Tawa L 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: CaldweH, Kia L; Sable, Eunice N 
Sutzject: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Dear Eunice and Kia, 

I would love to get together if you have the time I’ve spoken with Kia about this and it seems that Wednesdays are best for us What works [’or you Eunice? tloping we can make it happen 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Saturday, October 8, 2011 11:25 AM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

Last Call for Papers: SERSAS Fall 2011 Meeting 

Date: 8 October 2011 

From: Kenneth YVilbum, East Carolina Universl~ <W]I, BURNK@ecu.edu> 

Hello SERSASians, 

Last Call for Papers’. 

Conference organizers invite you and your advanced students to present your works-in-progress or polished papers at the fall 2011 SERSAS conference at Georgia Southern There is still 
time to share your scholarship with your SERSASian colleagues. Details follow: 

SERSAS FALL 2011 Conference, Friday and Saturday, 28-29 October 2011 

Meeting hosted by Georgia Southern Umversi~z, Statesboro, GA, just outside Savannah. Details, directions and recommended accommodation to follow on the SERSAS website: 

http://www.ecu.edu/africanisersasihomepa~e.htm 

Prupusals are recummended to address one uf the folluwing wurkshup themes: 

How du we produce understandings of Africa, with cunsideratiun ufthe burder crossings, migrations and interventions that have cuntributed to the patchwork of cumpelling cuncerns that 
face the Cuntinent in the 21 st century? 

Nearly all di sciplinary fields that intersect with African Studies are attendant to the complex set uf gruup and natiunal rel ationships that are shifting, whether melding ur dividing. What 
particular border crossings are must informative ~2~r uur understanding of the people, places, and processes that make up "Africa"? 

We invite propusals ]2~r papers and panels that address these and uther issues related to the problems of policies, histuries and representations related to immigration, movements of people, 
refugees, labor issues, pulicing uf borders, xenuphobia, and which may bridge intu questinns uf hybrid/burder identities and I)iaspuric fluws, histurically and during the present period. We 
especially welcome prupusals that intersect multiple theoretical, epistemological and ontulogical divides within African Studies to address cummun substantive prublems. 

SERSAS prides itself on providing a cullegial and welcuming atmosphere tu all and will pruvide :[’or ductural candidates research presentatiuns in a workshop format. Participants are asked 
tu juin the organization and cuntribute the $20 membership fee before or at the conference to help defray costs. 

DEAD],]NE FOR SU[BMISSION OF PROPOSALS IS 14 October 201 l. 

All prupusals should be submitted online to: 

Dr Kea Gurden, College ufCharlestun: GurdnnK@cofc edu 

Dr Aran MacKinnun, L’inversi~ of West Georgia: amackinn@westga edu 

Dr. Ken Wilburn, East Carolina Universi~: wilburnk@ecu.edu 

Program Chairs contact information: 

Dr. Kea Gorden, College of Charleston: GordenK@cofc.edu 

Dr. Aran MacKinnon, Universib" of West Georgia: araackinn@westga, edu 

Dr. Ken Wilburn, East Carolina Universi~: wilburnk@ecu.edu 

Local Arrangements contact infom~ation: 

Dr. Cathy Skidrnore-Hess, Georgia Southern University: cskid@georgiasouthern.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 8, 2011 11:29 AM 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch, cot][~e or tea some "time soon 

Hi All, 
I’ll be out of town on Oct. 19, but the follo~ving Wednesday should work at 1 pm If that works for evelyune, should we meet at Mint? 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

l~rix,’C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Shields, Tanya I, 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 10:24 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwel[, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

All, 

Of course this wednesday does not work for me, I have a presentation. But if you are both available on Wednesday 19th, that works. Let me know if the day works for you and if it does, 
what are your best times. 

take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 10:08 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Dear Tarlya, 

Thartks for your note. Wednesday works from this end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Dear Eunice and Kia, 

I would love to get together if you have the time. I’ve spoken with Kia about this and it seerus that Wednesdays are best for us. ;\~at works for you Eunice? Hoping we can make it happen. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Prol~ssor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 8, 2011 11:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

F~xecutive Committee 

Hi Eunice, 
Your talk yesterday was excellent! I learned a lot from it. Let me know if you’d like an update on the Executive Con~nittee meeting that was held last week. ~en you have a chance, please 

also send me the document that you drafted for the meeting. We discussed it and I offered to incorporate everyone’s suggestions before the next meeting. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

L~NC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@unc.edu~ 

SatuMay, October 8, 2011 12:07 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch, cott~e or tea some time soon 

The following Wednesday, the 26th is a faculty meeting. The?- don’t end until 1:15, but I can meet at Mint about 1:30. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Cald;ve11, Kia L 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 11:28 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Lunch, colt’ee or tea some time soon 

Hi All, 
I’ll be out of town on Oct. 19, but the following Wednesday should work at 1 pm. If that works for evep),one, should we meet at Mint? 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ¢¢3395, Battle tlal[ 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.mac.edu 

http ://w~vw mac.edu/deptsiafriafam 

From: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: S~turday, October 08, 2011 10:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Hi All, 

Of course this wednesday does not work for me, I have a presentation. But if you are both available on Wednesday 19th, that ~vorks. Let me kmow if the day works for you and if it does, 
what are your best times. 

take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 10:0~3 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Dear Tanya, 

Thanks for your note. Wednesday ~vorks from this end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 



][)ear Eunice and Kia, 

I would love to get together if you have the time I’ve spoken with Kia about this and it seems that Wednesdays are best for us What works for you Eunice? Hoping we can make it happen 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 8, 2011 3:56 PM 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch, cot][~e or tea some "time soon 

Hi Tanya, 
We also have a faculty meeting that day. 

Eunice -- what do you think? 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

l!ix-C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

kicaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafi-iafam 

From: Shie]ds, Tanya L 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 12:07 P]V] 
To: CaldweH, Kia L; Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

The following Wednesday, the 26th is a faculty meeting They don’t end until 1:15, but I can meet at MJm about 1:30. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L. Shie]ds 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
Universi~ of North Caro]ina at Chape] Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 11:28 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Hi All, 
I’ll be out of town on Oct. 19, but the following Wednesday should work at 1 pm. If that works for eye.one, should we meet at Mint? 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

l!NC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu 

http ://ww~ unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 10:24 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N; Cal&vell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Lunch, colt’ee or tea some time soon 

Hi All, 

Of course this wednesday does not work for me, I have a presentation But if you are both available on Wednesday 19th, that works Let me know if the day works for you and if it does, 



what are your best times. 

take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
Universi~ of North Cardiina at Chapel Hill 
203 Sruith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 10:08 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Dear Tanya, 

Thartks for your note. Wednesday works from this end. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: Thttrsday, October 06, 2011 2:24 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Lunch, coffee or tea some time soon 

Dear Eunice and Kia, 

would love to get together if you have the time. I’ve spoken with Kia about this and it seerus that Wednesdays are best for us. ;\,’hat works for you Eunice? Hoping we can make it happen. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <newsletter@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, October 9, 2011 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Big Ideas: Reseaxch paper topics for college students 

see the ima~!es? ciick heFe 

Good research paper topics for college 

students 

You’ve considered our tips, you’ve learned all the tricks, but you’re 
having trouble just getting started on your research paper. Good 
research paper ideas take creativity but sometimes choosing a 
research topic is the most difficult part, so we’ve gathered some 
ideas for research paper topics for college students. It’s easier said 
than done: avoid choosing broad research subjects that interest you, 
and try instead to narrow your focus when selecting research paper 
topics. 

It’s easy to get caught up in something that you’re passionate about, 
but if that means discussing the broadest of topics, such as simply 
"Barack Obama," then you’re never going to be able to dive deeply 
into anything specific. You’ll only be skating over the top of a 
hundred concepts covering his early years, government experience, 
and his presidency. Instead, begin with that research subject and try 
to find one specific issue that you can develop into a solid thesis. 
Consider writing about the impact of just one of the changes he’s 
made in office or perhaps the way one group has been affected by 
his presidency. 

[] QUESTIA QUIZ 

Many popular movies are based 

loosely on famous works of 

literature Can you identify the one 

movie below that is not an 
adaptation of a well-known and 

often-studied novel? 

A, Clueless 

B. 0 

C. 
Braveheart 

D, 10 Things t Hate About 

You 

[] QUESTOIDS 

October 5, 1962 - The Beetles release their first hit, "Love Me Do." 

October 13, 1775 - The US Continental Congress establishes the 
Continental Navy. 

October 3t, 1541 - Mmhelan.qelo Buonarroti paints "Last 
Judgment" in the Sistine Chapel. 

02011 Questia Media Inc. 



The North Carolirm Haiku Society (.w.__.w.__.w_._:~c.’_:. 

t_~;~_i..k__..u__:.9.~Tg) was R~unded in I979 to promote the 

writing and appreciation og haiku in English. 

Members of the society will joir~ us at The North 

Car( hna Botanical Garden ~o teach haiku. 

You’ve probably hem’d that a haiku is a short 

poem of 17 syllables, writter~ in 3 lines of 5, 7, 

5 syllables, There is m~.~ch more to haikt~ than 

the famous syllable count, however. Find ot~t 

what these poems have to offer! The workshop 

begir~s with some simple approaches to writi~g 

haiku, then a "haik~.~ walk" through the garden 

.. C~ohna to experie~ce all the bea~.~tv The North ~    ’ 

B otanicaI Garden has to offer! We’ll wrap ~.~p 

:: 

participants’ poems, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@email.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 9, 2011 10:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: 1NTS560 - Huma~ Rights, Ethics and Global Issue and AtiJ600 

Eunice 

Best to you both 

Andy 

Sahle, Eumce N "vVl-ote: 
Dear Andy, 

Many thanks for your note and support 

Once again thanks and best wishes. 
Eunice 

From: Andrew Reynolds [asreynol@email.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2011 11:56 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Markstein, Lara 
Sut~ject: Re: INTS560 - Human Rights, Ethics and Global Issue and Afri600 

Eunice 

Let me know if there is anything we can do to help from this end 

best 

Andy 

On 10/6/2011 6:23 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

>> Dear Evelyne, 
>> 

>> I will shortly be forwarding an email I sent to students in my INTS560 and Afri600 seminars indicating that I am canceling the seminars today because of I need to 
¯ I am also copying nry Chair in Global Studies for his record and I will also torward the 

emails to him. I will be on campus in the late part of the day. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eur~ice 
>> 

>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;> 

Sunday, October 9, 2011 4:56 PM 

F~xtended office hours (Monday) and regular office hours: AFRI600.001 .FAI,L2011 

Dem All, 

Forgot to mention the follomng: 

Monday: I have e~ended office hours (9.30am- 12.00pm) to make up for those I missed on Thursday. 

Regular office hours: Tue~tays and Thursdays: 3.30pm-5.00pm. 

Take advantage of these hours to discuss material we are covering in class and questions you have about assignments including the upcoming paper. 

Sincerely. 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu~> 

Sunday, October 9, 2011 9:04 PM 

Group presentations, Exam guide, office hours, Tuesday and beyond: 1NTS560.001.FALL2011 

Dem All, 

Here are important updates: 

1) Exam 2 October 18: Stu@ guide is available on Blackboard. 

2) Extended once hours (exam 2 prep): Tomorrow Monday 9.00am- 12.00pm. 

3) Group presentations list and schedule: Available on Blackboard. 

4) Tuesday’s agenda: Discuss insights emerging from the readings below focusing on issues ofjus~tice and the global issue of governance. I will also comment on the 

question of rethinldng developlnent drawing on the work of Sen and Wettstein (Chapter 2). 

Agents ofjustice 

Onora O ~Neill, ~Agents of Justice [], in Andrew Kupe~: Global Responsibilities: Who Mnst Deliver on Human Rights? (New York and London: Rontledge, 2005). 
Florian Wettstein, Chapter 4 [] []Agents of Global Justice [] 

Global governance: 

Thomas Pogge, l JCosmopolitanism and Sovereignty I], World Poverty and Hnnmn Rights (2nd edition), (Cambridge, UK, Malden, M_A USA: Poli~ Press, 2008). 
Ngaire Woods, []Held to Account: Governance in the World Economy[], in Globdl Responsibilities: Who Must Deliver on Human Rights? (New York and London: 
Rontledge, 2005). 

Sincerely and see you all on Tuesday. 

Dr. Sahle 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 12:09 AM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Reminder: Wendy Harcourt: ’SFransnational Feminism, Body Politics and the De-colonial" TODAY MONDAY 12-2PM 

WendyHa~comt Decolonial Feminisms.pdf, ATT00001.htm 

Please join us for two important events with Dr. Wendy Harcourt 

Monday October 10, 2011.12:00-2pro, a seminar of the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group 

"Transnational Feminism, Body Politics and the De-colonial" 

Fedex GEC rm 4003. 

Email: sociahnovements@gmail.com for readings. 

* Feel free to bring your lunch! 

Tuesday Oct 11, 5:30 pm 

"Gender & Development: A Critical Dialogue" 

Fedex GECrm4003 

* A crucial talk for those interested in doing service or development work abroad. 

Wendy Harcourt is a feminist researcher and activist and chief editor of the quarterly journal Development. She received the 2010 
Feminist and Women’s Studies Association’s Prize for her book on Body Politics in Development: Critical Debates in Gender and 
Development (2009). Other publications include an edited collection with Arturo Escobar on Women and Politics of Place (Kumarian 
Press 2005) She is series editor of "Gender and Environment" series, Zed Books, London and a new Series by Palgrave Gender, 
Development and Social Change and lead writer for the project on Gender and Social Movements at IDS Sussex. She has led a series 
of global research projects funded by Rockefeller Foundation, UNFPA, UNDP, WttO, Unifem and the Macarthur Foundation examining 
facets of gender, population and development, including young women and reproductive health and rights. She is actively engaged in 
global feminist politics through her work with international networks Women in Development Europe (WIDE), European Feminist 
Forum, the Feminist Dialogues, EADI gender working group, Punti di Vista and Trans-dignity. She has written extensively on sexual 
and reproductive rights, environment, globalization and development from a gender perspective. She will join the ISS faculty as 
Assistant Professor in Social Policy in November 2011. 

Sponsored by the Latin American Political lmaginaries Working Group, Campus Y, Curriculum in Global Studies and the Department of Anthropology. 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

smwg01 as: emaiceSb~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30051599-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57ti:7@listserv.unc.edu 



"Transnational Feminism, Body Politics and the De-colonial" 
A seminar w/Dr. Wendy Harcourt 

Monday October 10, 2011.12"00-2pm 
Fedex GEC rm 4003 

Wendy Harcourt is a feminist researcher and activist and chief editor of the quarterly 
journal Development. She received the 2010 Feminist and Women’s Studies Association’s 
Prize for her book on Body Politics in Development: Critical Debates in Gender and 
Development (2009). Other publications include an edited collection with Arturo Escobar 
on Women and Politics of Place (Kumarian Press 2005) She is series editor of "Gender and 
Environment" series, Zed Books, London and a new Series by Palgrave Gender, 
Development and Social Change and lead writer for the project on Gender and Social 
Movements at IDS Sussex. She has led a series of global research projects funded by 
Rockefeller Foundation, UNFPA, UNDP, WHO, Unifem and the Macarthur Foundation 
examining facets of gender, population and development, including young women and 
reproductive health and rights. She is actively engaged in global feminist politics through 
her work with international networks Women in Development Europe (WIDE), European 
Feminist Forum, the Feminist Dialogues, EADI gender working group, Punti di Vista and 
Trans-dignity. She has written extensively on sexual and reproductive rights, environment, 
globalization and development from a gender perspective. She will join the ISS faculty as 
Assistant Professor in Social Policy in November 2011. 

This is one of a series of events on Decolomzln= Feminisms" organized by the Latin American 

Political Imaginaries Working Group. Email ~ovem~nts@g~af!:fl~ if you would like to 
receive readings to prepare for the talk. 

Sponsored by the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, Curriculum in Global Studies, Campus Y 
and the Department of Anthropology. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, October 10, 2011 9:18 AM 

YousufA1-Bulushi <yousu~r@ anc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Safundi: The Journal of South Afi-ican and American Studies 

john 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Safundi: The JoumaJ of South African and American Studies 

Date:Mon, 10 Oct 2011 08:46:05 -0400 
From:Routledge qa~df@ ~i.scienlific- direct.net> 

Reply-To:Routledge <a818b044.992380.82e568206bdi3624.2.n.3@sci.scientific-direct.net> 

To:J Pickles ~ipickle~b~unc.edu~ 

We are pleased to provide you with information on products and services that might be of interest to you. 

Want to keep receiving these valuable messages in your inbox? Click here to find out how. 

Online version I Mobile friendly 

Dear colleague, 

Safundi is a peer-reviewed quarterly academic journal that 
analyses the United States and South Africa from international, 
transnational, and/or comparative perspectives. 

Although new comparative and transnational reseamh forms the 
core of the journal, Safundi also publishes articles specifically 
addressing one country, provided the research is of interest to an 
international audience. The Editorial Board will consider 
submissions relating to other countries in southern Africa and the 
Americas, as well as to other parts of the world that allow for 
broader comparative insights. 

Articles that Safundi publishes are academic in nature. Intelligent, 
exploratory essays are also welcomed. We encourage 
interdisciplinary perspectives on a wide range of topics. 

The title Safundi derives from the initial letters of South Africa and 
America and the word fundi, which comes from the Xhosa verb, - 
funda, which translates as "to read" or "to learn". 

Alert me! 
Sign up for table of 

contents email alerts. 

How to Get Access... 

Through your library - Your library can subscribe via a print or print and online 
institutional subscription. Recommend this journal to your librarian by filling in a simple 
online recommendation form here. 

Personal subscription - Go to the journal’s homepage and subscribe to the 2011 
Volume for only £24/$48/Euro37. A print copy will be delivered directly to you. 

.~.iI Routledge logo 



,our email address 

You have received this e-mail in the genuine belief that its contents would be of interest to you: To not 

receive these messages from Scientific Direct or other carefully selected organizations, please go to our 

preference page. 

Scientific Direct 

1500 Spring Garden Street 

4th FI 

Philadelphia, PA 19130 

USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 9:41 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] FW: UNC Transportation Forums 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 07, 20:t:t :I0:37 AN 
Subject: UNC Transportation Forums 
Parking Coordinators and others, 
Please do read and forward this email about the annual UNC Transportation Forums. We appreciate it, 
There are two open UNC Transportation Forums: 

Hospital Forum: Universi~, Forum ~ Ne~ Location: 

Monday, October 17, 2011 

12:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m. 

Children’s t tospital Lobby 

Monday, October 24, 2011 
11:30 a.m. 1:00 p.m. 
Carolina Union Room 3206 A & B 

The focus will again be on Q & A with decision-makers. 

Bicycle/Pedestrian, Triangle Transit, P.A.R.T., Chapel Hill Transit, Registration, Construction hnpacts, Safe]T, 5-Year Plan, Zipcar, Zimride and CAP 

issues may all be addressed. We will also be honoring our 201~ SmartCommute Challenge award winners. There will be a survey with room for 

quefftions and comments for thos~ who can’t stay m~d all who leave contact info will receive a response. 

We will have a limited amount of tabling and Bonus: 

We’ll have giveaways a~d yummy snacks too. Folks who’ve Liked us or Follow us & bring the Entry Form posted on our FB or Twitter sites linked below - will be 

entered to win a $20 gift caCd to Ca~colina Brewery. 

Thankyon, 

UNC Transportation Demand Manager 

(919) 843-4414 

Share your ride with UNC Zimride - http:i/zimrideA~c.eduZ 

http://www.dp s.unc.edu/EMP CAP 

You axe currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: eunice.~;email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: !attp:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=:T&l=af?iafam&o=:30054010 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-30054010-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv .unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatha--~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 9:43 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: October Commuter News 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 07, 20:t:t 4:37 plVl 
S..bject: October Commuter News 

Paacking Coordinators please distribute this information: 

If you’re experiencing problems with the new- format you can view it in your b~owser by clicking here’. 

OC i )BER CL M lL i ER NEWS 

2011 UNC TRANSPORTATION FORUMS .......................................................................................................................... 

MORE TWITTER AND FACEBOOK GIVEAWAYS 

CAP MERCHANT NEWS 

INVITE YOUR FAVORITE I~IERCttANT TO BECOME A CAP I~IERCttANT 

COMMUTE CALCULATOR 

GENERAL TRANSrr INFORMATION 

2011 UNC Transportation Forums 

It’s that time again, time for the UNC Transportation Forums: 

ttospital Forum: University, Forum in New Location: 

Monday, October 17, 2011 

12:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m. 

Children’s Hospital Lobby 

Monday, October 24, 2011 

11:30 a.m. 1:00 p.m. 

Carolina Union Room 3206 A & B 

Fhe focus will again be on Q & A ruth decision-makers. 

Bicycle/Pedestrian, Triangle Transik P.A.R.T., Chapel Hill Transit, Registration, Construction Impacts, Safety, 5-Year Plan, Zipcar, Zimride and CAP issues may all 

be addressed. We will also be honoring our 2011 SmartCommute Challenge awaacd winners. There will be a survey with room for questions and comments for those 

who can’t stay and all who leave contact info will receive a response. 

We’ll have giveaways and yummy snacks too. Folks who’ve Liked us or Follow us & bring the Entry Form posted on our FB or Twitter sites roll be entered to win 

a $20 gilt card to Carolina Brewery. 

Find us on Facebook at UNC Commuter Alternative Program and on Twitter at @UNCCAPPROGRAM 

More Twitter and Facebook Giveaways! 

If you haven’t heard yet, the CAP Program has been doing giveaways on Twitter and Facebook! Want a chance to win a free shirt’? A water bottle or even a gift 

card to a local merchant? All of these are given away to people who "like" our Facebook or follow our Twitter. Don’t miss out on an opportunity’ to score some 

awesome prizes! Look for the October giveaways to begin first thing next week. 



CAP Merchant News 

We appreciate our local CAP merchants. These merchants oft~r discounts to CAP folks with the display of the CAP Merchant ID Caacd. In these tough economic 

timer that is coming in especially handy. Altemativdy, they donate prizes we use to surprise CAP participants when they least expect it. In return, we thank our 
merchants publicly and often. 

Fhese merchants know that CAI? participants are more likely to be oat exploring and discovering their shops or restaurants than axe those who drive here fi~m 

another part of the region, park outside the office and drive home. These merchants hope you’ll stop by. Please do, and don’t forget to say hello for us. 

]7he following nrcrchants currently offer CAP discounts OR they have given us prizes for us to give away throughout the year. We use these donations to surprise 

CAP participants with special thanks, "just because". 

As long as the merchant has a website up, we have a link to it below. To find out details on how each one of these merchants participates in CAP, visit the merchant 
list on our website by clicking here. 

13andido’s Mexican ........................................... ,4-11 West Back Alley Bikes 
Care 

Ben and ]~n~y!~ - discount 
Pomegranate Kitchen AND giveaway[ Cafe Driade 

Carolina Brewmw           Carolina Int~ 
Chapel Hill Tire 

Cinco de Mas~o II CupA. oe II C cle9 
t_!~?__s.t__e_..r_z- in Chapel 

DaN Grind Flyiag Bum to 
Hill 

Great t Is,vest Bread                            Internationalist 
I I,ove NY Pizza 

Co.                                      Books ........................ 

Jack Sprat’s CaiE; JalukaNatural Bistro Jersey Mike’s 

Johm~v T- Shirt: Tbe 
Mediterranean l)eli            Mez 

Carolina Store ........................................................ 

l]    OrientaJ Garden II 
Spanky’s 

Qdoba Me:dcan Grill SANDWHICH (New!) 
Restaurant ........................ 

Sqmd s Restau ant Student Stores Tandoor Indian 

Restauran t 

The Bicycle Chain The Clean Machine Town Hall Grill 

Townsend Be~trarn. Wem~er Street 
............................................. Trilussa la TraRoria ................................. 

and Co.                                       Market .................................... 

Whole Foods-Chapel 

Thanks for supporting I~VC’s Commuter A lterTtative Program, 

Invite YOUR Favorite Merchant to Be a CAP Merchant 

17o increase your likelihood of getting a surprise gift for being in CAP or a discount where you normally shop. help us recruit merchants! Do you have a local 
restaurant or other business that you would like to see on thi s list? If m, contact us and we’ll send you a veU nice invitation to hand to the merchant next time you 
pat’ them a visit, fill have morn impact coming from you - the customer. Just email us your nanrc and campus address and we’ll get it right over to you in campus 
mail. 

Commute Calculator and More 

Visit t._N_’~l_i_n~, to view a Commute Calculator that ,nany have used to help decide if edtemative transportation is worth exploring. 

Find 
a vanpool or carpool at the ~_~_t_t__e_sE{_d___e___[~i_@_~!La_!_i__r_tg_~t__’_a_~_~?~_a_~_e_. or directly through ~!)~_’_a__r_tg[_e__~!)_~4~i_t- or 

UNC Carpool Matching with Zinmde and Trusted Partners 

Zipcaac Carsharing at UNC 

Register for UNC Department of Public Saf}ty’s Commuter Alternative Program: 



Park & Rides: local and regional 

General Transit Information 

the Chapel Hill Transit Customer Ser~Jce phone nutnber is 969-4900 and the website is chtransit.org, where cotnplete details on route maps and timetables can 

be found. Click ._h__e_r__e_ to find a list of co~nmon destinations accessible by Chapel Hill Transit. 

Friangle Transit Customer Service phone number: 485-RIDE. Triangle Transit operates regional service from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, 

and from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Saturdays. Triangle Transit does NOT operate bus or shnttle s~rvice on Sundays. Complete information on Triangle Transit route 

maps and timetables can be found on their website at ~x~x~v~triat~gletrat~sit~org, where. Click here to see the Triangle Transit service calendar. 

Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation serves the counties west of Orange County. There is a wealth of information about PART services here. 

For irdbnnation about public transtx~rtation in Chatham County, please go to the Chatham Transit Network web site here. 

][’he Regional Call Center provides schedule information. Custotners tnay reach the call center by ca~ling 919-485-RIDE (7433). The GoTriangle.org website 

offers a handy regional trip planner and all information required to get around without a persona~ autotnobile. RedefineTravel.org is a site designed with students in 

mind. 

**************************************************************** Finally, if you want an online copy of this information pins other Public Safety 

News, check the Department of Public Safe~’ Home page at ~vw~dps~unc.edu. Click on the Weekly Updates ent~3~ located in the middle of the list on left hand 

margin of the web page. 

We hope &is information is helpJhl to your department. Please entail cap~;unc.ed~t or call the Department of Public SaJoty at 962-3951 with adaqtional 

questions. 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

(It may be necessm?, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30054027-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow@georgiasouthern.edtc, 

Monday, October 10, 2011 9:49 AM 

Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow@georgiasouthem.edu> 

*CALL FOR PROPOSAl,* SUBMIT TODAY’.!! FOR TIlE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH AND POSTCOLONIAL 

CONFERENCE 

Dear Friends, 

On behaJf of the British Commonwealth Plmming Committee I would like to invite you to the upcoming 21st Amlual British Commonwealth and Postcolonial 

Studies Conference on February 17-18, 2012 at the Hilton DeSoto in Savammh, Georgia and hosted by the Department of Literatare and Philosophy at Georgia 

Southern University. 

Our Keynote Speaker this year is Dr. Dorthy Figueira t?om the UNversity of Georgia. 

Plea~ visit the conference website tbr more intbrmation at: http:i/ceps.geo~giasouthemed~,’conted,’bcps.html 
Click here to submit your proposal: 

’][’he Call for Proposals is now open until Novemf~er L 2#! !. We invite proposals in the follomng thematic and geographic ~eas: 

Bioethics, Ecology, and Ecocriticism 

Migration, Diaspora. Hybridity, and Borders 

Region, Religio~ Politics, and Culture 

Literature, Arts, and the Media 

Histo~ and Historiography 

War and Terrorism 

Race, Class, Gender, Sexuality, and Ethnicity 

Ethics, Economics, and Global~ation 

Pedagogy and the Disciplines 

The Americas (North America, Latin America, Native America, Ethnic America) 
Europe (Fortress Europe, Eurabia, Londonistan) 

South Asia (Polds~tan, Afghanistar~ India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka) 

Southeast Asia (Brunei, Burnia, Cmnbodia, Indonesia, Laos, M~laysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam) 

Africa (Nigeria, South Africa, Black Atlantic) 

The Middle East 

Australia and Oceania 

U.S. Hegemony and Chinese Neocolonialism 

Or any other aspect of the British Commonwealth of nations, or of countries formerly colonized by other European powers 

Silke Ledlow 

Assis~at Program Developmem Specialist 

The Division of Continuing Education 

Georgia Southern Univeisity 

silkeledlow~!geor~iasouthern.edu 

Office: (912) 478-2374 
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Regester, Charlene 

Anderson, Barbara 

McKinley, Dale 

Johannesson, Erik 

Reichart, Karaleah 

Mortensen, Amy 

Reichart, Karaleah 

Prewitt, Neill 

Fischer, Beth 

Lee, Annah 

Som, SeoLirl 

Reichart, Dan 

Reichart, Dan 

Reichart, Dan 

Blocher, Ed 

Blocher, Ed 

Moore, Dar~ 

Rispoli, Stephanie 

Zagoren, Sindhu 

Fifield, Jessica 

Bollmer, Grant 

Neff, All 

Stojakovic, Jelena 

Fixmer-Oraiz, Natalie 

Nicholas, Tessa 

King, Kimball 

Perry, Mark 

King, Kimball 

Gualtieri-Reed, Eliz. 

Gualtieri-Reed, Eliz. 

Ross, Heather 

Krawiec, Rich 

AFAM 101 

AFRI 101 

AFRI 265 

ANTH 101 

ANTH 102 

ANTH 142 

ANTH 440 

ART 106 

ART 151 

ART 161 

ART 356 

ASTR 101 

ASTR 101L 

ASTR 102 

BUSI 106 

BUSI 108 

CLAR 245 

CMPL 122 

COMM 100 

COMM 120 

COMM 140 

COMM 142 

COMM 223 

COMM 224 

COMP 380 

DRAM 116 

DRAM 120 

DRAM 284 

ENGL 121 

ENGL 123 

ENGL 128 

ENGL 130 

Black Experience 

introduction to Africa 

Africa in the Global System 

General Anthropology 

Introduction to Cultural Anthropology 

Local Cultures, Global Forces 

Gender & Culture 

Electronic Media 

History of Western Art I 

introduction to American Art 

Intro to Digital Photography 

Intro to Astronomy. The Solar System 

Descriptive Astronomy Lab 

Introduction to Astronomy: 
Stars, Galaxies, & Cosmology 

Financial Accounting 

Management Accounting 

Archaeology of Italy 

Literature & the Visual Arts 
From Antiquity to 1750 

Communication & Social Process 

Introduction to Interpersonal 
& Organizational Communication 

introduction to Media History, 
Theory, and Criticism 

Popular Music 

Small Group Communication 

Intro to Gender & 
Communication 

Computers and Society 

Perspectives in the Theatre 

Play Analysis 

Studies in Dramatic Theory 
And Criticism 

British Literature, 19TM 
& Early 20th Century 

introduction to Fiction 

Major American Authors 

Introduction to Fiction Writing 
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Krawiec, Rich 

Canada, Mark 

Furry, Nina 

Lepofsky, Jon 

Mitchell, T. Shawn 

Bartek, Carrie 

Bartek, Carrie 

McDowell, Trent 

Carroll, Christina 

Nathan,(Robert)Toby 

Williamson, J. Franklin 

Summers, Sarah 

Vierra, Sarah 

Zogry, Ken 

Cao, Liyu (Leo) 

Weiler, Jonathan 

Reynolds, Amy 

Rowlett, Russ 

Rowlett, Russ 

Negrete, Merida 

Brackett, John 

Breckling, Molly 

Warmke, Craig 

Hofweber, Thomas 

Farennikova, Anna 

Song, Yujia 

Meeker, Marianne 

Shea, Virginia 

Smith, Catherine 

Najdek, Carl 

Morgan, Cameron 

Sullivan, Heather 

Leonard, Steve 

Larus, Deanna 

Harris-Britt, April 

Gariepy, Jean-Louis 

ENGL 206 

ENGL 313 

FREN 101 

GEOG 120 

GEOG 259 

GEOL 101 

GEOL 105 

GEOL 159 

HIST 140 

HIST 143 

HIST 151 

HIST 262 

HIST 276 

HIST 367 

INLS 200 

INTS 210 

LING 101 

MATH 381 

MATH 551 

MUSC 121 

MUSC 143 

MUSC 144 

Phil 101 

PHIL 155 

PHIL 165 

PHIL 165 

PHYI 202 

PHYI 202 

PLCY 205 

POLl 100 

POLl 101 

POLl 239 

POLl 271 

PSYC 101 

PSYC 245 

PSYC 250 

intermediate Fiction Writing 

Grammar of Current English 

Elementary French I 

World Regional Geography 

Geography of Latin America 

Introductory Geology 

Violent Earth 

Prehistoric Life 

The World since 1945 

Latin America since 
Independence 

History of West Civilization 
to1650 

History of the Holocaust: The 
Destruction of the European Jews 

The Modern Middle East 

North Carolina History since 
1865 

Retrieving and Analyzing 
Information 

Global Issues in the 20t~ Century 

introduction to Language 

Discrete Mathematics 

Euclidean and Non-Euclidean 
Geometries 

Fundamentals of Music I 

Introduction to Rock Music 

Introduction to Country Music 

Introduction to Philosophy: 
Main Problems 

Introduction to Mathematical 
Logic 

Bioethics (Sec A) 

Bioethics (Sec B) 

Intro to Physiology (Sec A) 

Intro to Physiology (Sec B) 

Public Policy Communication 

introduction to Gov in U.S. 

State & Local Gov in U.S. 

Introduction to European 

Government 

Modern Political Thought 

General Psychology 

Abnormal Psychology 

Child Development 
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Blankenship, Ann 

Hogan, Cyntha 

Anderson, Jared 

Owen, Craig 

McKendry-Smith, Emily 

Hastings, Anne 

Hunter, Anne 

Hastings, Anne 

Fu, Yilan 

Dill, Janette 

Haviland, Sara 

Kane, Heather 

Long, Adam 

Alexander, Martha 

Kim, Hosun 

REL1103 

REL1122 

RELI 208 

SOC1101 

SOCI 112 

SOC1122 

SOC1123 

SOC1130 

SOCI 410 

SOCI 412 

SOCI 415 

SOCI 422 

SOCI 469 

SPAN 101 

SPAN 405 

Intro to the Hebrew 
Bible/Old 
Testament Literature 

Phil Approaches/Study 
of Religion 

The Birth of Christianity 

Sociological Perspectives 

Social interaction 

Race and Ethnic Relations 

Crime & Delinquency 

Family and Society 

Formal Organizations and 
Bureaucracies 

Social Stratification 

Economy and Society 

Sociology of Health and 
Mental Illness 

Medicine & Society 

Elementary Spanish I 

Intermediate Spanish for 
Health Care Professionals 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatka <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 9:58 AM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] FW: Meetings with Ha~tlyn 

ChairSelMtgs-AFRI-AFAM.docx 

As a reminder, meetings today and tomorrow wilt be in Mike Lambert/Evelyne Huber’s office on Lhe first t:toor ot: Battle Natl (to the righL ot: Jufius’ o[:fice) -- sorry 

don’t h~ve the #~ 

Agama Buell 

Bus~ness Oft3cer 

Depa~met*t of P~blic Policy 

217 Abeme*h3, ttall, CB ~¢3435 

Departmct~t of Africa~ & A~?o-Americ~m Studies 

University of North C~u’olit*a 

ChapeI Hill, NC 27599 

p, 919.962.27% 

E 919,962,5824 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent= Thursday, October 06, 205~ 3:46 PM 
To= ’corefac3287@listserw unc.edu’ 
Co= Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject= Meetings with Hartlyn 

Dear All, 

Attached is a revised schedule of meetin~ with Dean Hartlyn. I apologize for the chan~es, and appreciate your flexibility. Please let me know ASAP if there are any 

problems with this. 

Geor~es - your meetin~ time hasn’t been confirmed, but it will be on that Tuesday. 

Best, 

A~atha 

A#a~a Bud] 
~usiness O~cer 

Depm~ent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Depa~ment of ~ricam & Afro-America~ Studies 

109 BaRle Hall, CB #3395 

Universib’ of Noah Ca*olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to coreti~c3287 as: mmice(a~)email,~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~t..t.~.?.!L!~t..~#..r.~c..:.e...d..~!.u.2i.d......4..~.7.2..~L2...e..s.~..(.!.~...c.:s.~..7..c..7.6...c..~...2..~.~.~.‘.4...d.2~.~.~.~.~.‘.e..7~...~.2.9..‘.~%.&..!:L.%.&J.....c...~..*:.e..t.)..c.~.2..~7...&:...~....Z~..9..5...4J:~#. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30054155-43272331,2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dI fc7d09936,@]istserv.unc.edu 



Monday, 10/10 
10:00-10:30am 

10:30-10:45am 

10:45-11:15am 

1 l:15-11:30am 

11:30-11:45am 

11:45-12:00pm 

Tuesday, 10/11 
10:00-10:15am 

10:15-10:30am 

10:30-10:45am 

10:45-11:00am 

ll:00-11:15am 

11:15-1l 1:45am 

Friday, 10/14 
10:00-10:15am 

10:15-10:45am 

10:45-11:00am 

11:00-11:30am 

Pen-y Hall 

Reg Hildebrand 

Charlene Regester 

Margaret Lee 

Tim McMillan 

Robert Porter 

Mamarame Seck 

Esther Lisanza 

Donato Fhunsu 

Alassane Fall 

Walter Rucker 

Kia Caldwell 

Lydia Boyd 

Bereket Selassie 

David Pier 

Alphonse Mutima 

Monday, 10/17 
2:00-2:30pm 

2:30-3:00pm 

Kenneth Janken 

Eunice Sahle 

Tuesday, 10/18 

2 002 Ge0rge~ NZ0ngOl~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Payne, Sandm S <payne@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 10, 2011 12:12 PM 

Ecolo~ and Social Process in Atiica Seminar <africa@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: Ati-ican Studies Seminar Oct. 13 with GeraMine Fra~r-Moleked 

Friends, 

Reminder: Please join us Thursday, October 13, 2011 at 6:30-9:00pm at the FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003 (4th floor}, UNC-CH. *Directions below 

Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi will present "Decentralization and Devolution in Africa: Lessons from South Africa." 

Ms. Fraser-Moleketi is a South African politician currently serving as the United Nations Development Programme’s Democratic Governance Director. 

This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. This working group is comprised of Triangle area faculty and graduate students. 

Each month’s meeting is an informal gathering for sharing research and discussing contemporary issues in Africa. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and 

graduate students in any discipline. Free. 

Please Contact: Amelia DeFosset damelia@email.unc.edu for more information. 

****Directions to the FedEx Global Education Center from Franklin Street in Chapel Hill coming from the East: 

Turn LEFT onto S. Columbia St. from Franklin St. Follow the road through a couple of lights, it will force you to go right at the intersection by the Carolina Inn, and 

then take a LEFT turn onto Pittsboro St. You will pass the Carolina Inn on your left. At the next light, you will see the building in front of you. It is next door to the 

School of Social Work and behind the Pharmacy School. There is free parking after 5pm in the lot below the building, with entrance on McCauley Street. 

http:/iin ternational.unc.edu/ 

Sandi Payne Greene 

Carolina Seminars 

6001 Davis Library, CB# 5120 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5120 

TEL 919/962-2501 FAX 919/962-2502 

http:!!carolinaseminars.unc.edu 

You are cmrently subscribed to africa as: eunice@ernail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id~2339823.6a91b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dlb23&n T&I africa&o 30055233 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-30055233-22339823.6a91 b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23@lis~serv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@uncc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 12:31 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Group ~apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

FW: APSA 2012 Africa Workshop 

call for workshop leaders 2012.doc 

Dear APCG Colleagues: 

Please find below and attached information about applying to organize the next APSA Alicica Workshop, to be held in sunm~er 2012. Questions can be directed to the APSA at the email 
address provided below It would be great if yet another APSA Africa workshop is organized by members of the African Politics Conl?rence Group! 

Best wishes, 

B eth ;Vhitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science and Public Admimstration 
9201 Unlversi~ City B[vd I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-45271 t;ax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc edu 

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS 
Workshop Leaders for the 2012 APSA Africa Workshops 
Deadline: 5:00 PMET, November 11,2011 

The American Political Science Association (APSA) is pleased to armounce a call fi~r applications from US.-based A~ SA members interested in orgamzing a team of leaders fi~r a two to 
three-week political science workshop scheduled to take place in A[~rica in the summer of 2012. 

Background 
Supported by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the 2012 workshop is part of an ongoing multi-year effi~rt to organize annual residential political science workshops in Africa, This is a 
major component of APSA’s elti~rts to facilitate the development of applied research networks linking U.S -based scholars with colleagues overseas and to support political science 
cotmnumties outside the United States, (previous workshops were held in Senegal, Ghana, Tanzania and Kenya). More information about the workshops can be found at the prolect web 
site, www apsanet org/africawork shops<http://www apsanet or~/africaworksh ops ~ 

Each workshop is led by a team of two U S-based and two Afi~ica-based scholars and is aimed at bringing together up to 20 junior scholars residing in Africa along with 4 U.S-based 

advanced graduate students. 

The goals of the workshops are to: (1) enhance the capacities and resources for theoretical or erupirical scholarship by political scientists in Africa; (2) explore a compelling intellectual theme 
underpinning basic research in political science; (3) provide a forum for connecting participants with recent developments in the field; and (4) support their ongoing research. The working 
language of the 2012 workshop will be English. 

The proposal must explain the scope of the professional ties between the prospective U.S. and Africa-based workshop leaders; preference will be given to tearus demonstrating substantial 
previous research collaboration. Workshop leaders will serve as academic directors of the project who will be responsible for all substantive content. 

A modest honorariuru will be provided and related expenses (meals, transportation, lodging, incidentals) will be covered. Workshop administration and logistics will be led by APSA staff in 
conjunction with the local partners in Africa that will be determined through close consultation w-ith the selected team of workshop leaders. 

For 2012 APSA is not specifying a local partner in advance and will expect applicants to explain and justify where and with which organization they ~vould like to collaborate to impleruent 
the workshop. Local paltner organizations will be expected to work closely w-ith APSA on all related administrative and logistical tasks and so should be recormnended carefully with an eye 
toward their institutional capacity and ability to support a successful residential workshop. Partners should exhibit close linkages to local institutions of higher education and research 
corcan~mities. Applicants are strongly encouraged to recorrm~end local partner organizations only if they have existing relationships or know- them well. 
American Political Science Association 
Applications 
Each workshop proposal should be subruitted jointly- by two U. S-.based APSA ruembers who are interested in co-leading the summer 2012 workshop. Applications should be in three 
sections: 

I. Workshop Theme Proposal (1- 2 pages) 
The workshop theme proposal should provide a coherent intellectna1 foundation from ~vhich the substance of the ~vorkshop will flow and bind together the syllabus and readings. Any 
research or substantive therue in political science is welcome, but topics of broad theoretical and ruethodological interest that reach beyond a specific national, regional, or policy focus are 
preferred. The therue proposal should address how the theme and methodological questions to be raised will achieve workshop goals and incorporate new developments in the field and 
literature. 

II Substantive Leadership of the Workshop (3- 5 pages) 
In this section, applicants must provide detailed reformation on the following: 
¯ Naming the two Africa-based workshop leaders 
¯ A specific division of labor among the workshop leaders. For example, if dilt’erent workshop leaders are to assume responsibility for a particular sections, why-? How does that arrangement 
fit with the overall workshop progression and theme? 
¯ Expectations of participant workloads including anticipated amounts of reading and other work 
° A commitment to the collective intellectual leadership of the workshop including devoting sufficient time for: 
o comprehensively reviewing all palticipant applications 
o attending ~veeks of the ~vorkshop in residence 
o consulting regularly with APSA staff from selection through the end of the workshop 
o communicating with applicants in the ru~-up to the workshop as needed 
o mentoring of participants after the workshop 
° Specification of, and justification for, a workshop location and local partner organization 

o Rationale for workshop location 
o Overvie~v of recommended local partner organimntion and relevant background 
o Specification of institutional capacity of recommended local partner organization to host, support, and organize residential workshop for 30 participants including facilities, stall; and 
technology 
o Explanation of existing ties to and knowledge of local partner organization 

III. Supplementaly Information (no page limit) 
This section of the application should provide: 
¯ Recent CVs for all proposed workshop leaders 



¯ A discussion of any relevant experience in organizing workshops. 

Application Timeline and Information 
Applications should be submitted electronically to APSA in Word format, 12-point font, double spaced (except for Section II[, Supplementary Information, which can be single spaced) and 
w~th 1 -inch margins Send applications to africaworkshops@apsanet.org<mailto:africaworkshops(@apsanet.or~> by 5:00 PM Eastern Time on November 11,2011. Selections will be 
announced in December 2011 

Contact Us: Send an email at afi-icaworkshops@apsanet, org<mailto:africaworkshops@apsanet.org>, or call Helena Saele at (202) 483-2512 x112, if you have questions or would like more 
information about the workshops or application process. 

You are cmrently subscribed to apcg as: eanice@eraail.unc.edu. 
To ~msubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id 40299565.flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o 16788810 

or scnd a blank email to leave-16788810~0299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0622e@lists.wisc.edu 



CALL FOR APPLICATIONS 
Workshop Leaders for the 2012 APSA Africa Workshops 

Deadline: 5:00 PM ET, November 11, 2011 

The American Political Science Association (APSA) is pleased to announce a call for applications 

from U~ S.-based APSA members interested in organizing a team of leaders for a two to three-week 

political science workshop scheduled to take place in Africa in the summer of 2012. 

Background 
Supported by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the 20112 workshop is part of an ongoing multi-year 
effort to organize annual residential political science workshops in Africa, This is a maj or component 

of APSA’s efforts to facilitate the development of applied research ne~7orks linking U.S.-based 
scholars with colleagues overseas and to support political science communities outside the United 

States, (previous workshops were held in Senegal, Ghana, Tanzania and Kenya). More information 
about the workshops can be found at the proj ect web site, www.apsanet.org/africaworkshops. 

Each workshop is led by a team of two U.S.-based and two Africa-based scholars and is aimed at 

bringing together up to 20 junior scholars residing in Africa along with 4 U.S.-based advanced 
graduate students. 

The goals of the workshops are to: (1) enhance the capacities and resources for theoretical or empirical 
scholarship by political scientists in Africa; (2) explore a compelling intellectual theme underpinning 
basic research in political science; (3) provide a forum for connecting participants with recent 
developments in the field; and (4) support their ongoing research. The working language &the 20112 
workshop will be English. 

The proposal must explain the scope of the professional ties between the prospective U.S. and 

Africa-based workshop leaders; preference will be given to teams demonstrating substantial previous 

research collaboration. Workshop leaders will serve as academic directors of the project who will be 
responsible for all substantive content. 

A modest honorarium will be provided and related expenses (meals, transportation, lodging, 
incidentals) will be covered. Workshop administration and logistics will be led by APSA staff in 
conjunction with the local partners in Africa that will be determined through close consultation with 
the selected team of workshop leaders. 

For 2012 APSA is not specifying a local partner in advance and will expect applicants to explain and 
justify where and with which organization they would like to collaborate to implement the workshop. 
Local partner organizations will be expected to work closely with APSA on all related administrative 
and logistical tasks and so should be recommended carefully with an eye toward their institutional 
capacity and ability to support a successful residential workshop. Partners should exhibit close linkages 
to local institutions of higher education and research communities. Applicants are strongly encouraged 
to recommend local partner organizations only if they have existing relationships or know them well. 

Applications 
Each workshop proposal should be submitted j ointly by two U. S-.based APSA members who are 

interested in co-leading the summer 2012 workshop. Applications should be in three sections: 



Workshop Theme Proposal (1-2 pages) 
The workshop theme proposal should provide a coherent intellectual foundation from which the 
substance of the workshop will flow and bind together the syllabus and readings. Any research 
or substantive theme in political science is welcome, but topics of broad theoretical and 
methodological interest that reach beyond a specific national, regional, or policy focus are 
preferred. The theme proposal should address how the theme and methodological questions to 

be raised will achieve workshop goals and incorporate new developments in the field and 
literature. 

II. 

III. 

Substantive Leadership of the Workshop (3-5 pages) 
In this section, applicants must provide detailed information on the following: 

¯ Naming the two Africa-based workshop leaders. 

¯ A specific division of labor among the workshop leaders. For example, if different workshop 
leaders are to assume responsibility for a particular sections, why? How does that arrangement 

fit with the overall workshop progression and theme? 
¯ Expectations of participant workloads--including anticipated amounts of reading and other 

work. 
° A commitment to the collective intellectual leadership of the workshop--including devoting 

sufficient time for: 
o comprehensively reviewing all participant applications 
o attending weeks of the workshop in residence 
o consulting regularly with APSA staff from selection through the end of the workshop 

o communicating with applicants in the run-up to the workshop as needed 

o mentoring of participants after the workshop 
° Specification of, and justification for, a workshop location and local partner organization 

o Rationale for workshop location 
o Overview- of recommended local partner organization and relevant background 
o Specification of institutional capacity of recommended local partner organization to host, 
support, and organize residential workshop for 30 participants--including facilities, staff, 
and technology 
o Explanation of existing ties to and knowledge of local partner organization 

Supplementary Information (no page limit) 
This section of the application should provide: 
¯ Recent CVs for all proposed workshop leaders. 
¯ A di scussion of any relevant experience in organizing workshops. 

Application Timeline and Information 
Applications should be submitted electronically to APSA in Word format, 12-point font, double spaced 

(except for Section III, Supplementary Information, which can be single spaced) and with 1-inch 

margins. Send applications to africaworkshops@apsanet.org by 5:00 PM Eastern Time on November 
11, 2011. Selections will be announced in December 2011. 

Contact Us: Send an email at africaworkshops@apsanet.org, or call Helena Saele at (202) 483-2512 
x112, if you have questions or would like more information about the workshops or application 

process. 

{PAGE } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edtc> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 1:39 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TomgraJn: Ariel Dorfman, A Wazning for Baacack Obama 

[Note for TomDispatch Readers: Novelist, playwright, and activist Ariel Doorman’s new memoir..I.!..e..e~d.i..n.g...~.!1.!)J2e.~.r.~L..C.‘A?..nf..e~s..sj.~.?..r~}..9~.~L[~1~i~R~1[.~N!~ 

begins with his own "death" in Chile in 1983. A 1~7)1 reporter tracks’ hint down to ask about it. "The reports’ of my death have been greatly exaggerated " 
he replies’, feeling inordinately pleased with himself Jbr delivering ~[ark Twain’s classic line - until he realizes’ that there’s still a body in a ditch in Chile, 

that someone else’s throat has’ been slit, that someone else’s mother is missing a son or already grieving. And that’s just page one! This is’ Doorman at his 

usual best. 

On Wedneaday afternoon, we maacched out of Zuccoht Park, where the Occupy Wall Street demonstrators have bedded down tbr the duration. Drums were pounding 

and shouts of"Who’s streets? Our streets!" "All day, all week, occuW Wall Street," and ’°This is what democracy looks like, that is what hypocrisy looks like!" rang 

out as we headed directly into New York City’s version of a police s~te. The helicopters with the high-tech sensors and high-resolution cameras hovered in the distaaat 

sky, the security cams peered down from walls, the barriers the police had set up hemmed us in -- no street, just sidewalk for these demonstrators -- and the cops, 

scores of flexi-cuffs looped at their belts, were lined up all along the way; while emp~ buses wheeled pas~t ready for future arrestees. This was not exactly a shining Big 

Apple example of the "freedom" to demonstrate. It was demonstration as imprisonlnent and at certa~n moments, at least for this 67-yeast-old, it was clauslrophobic. 

This is the way the state treats .!:__5_:_Q_(_!_(_!. terrorist suspects, not its own citizens. 

Still, the ener~- and high spirits were staggering. The unions were out -- nurses, teachers, construction workers - - the bands were lively ("... down by the riverside, 

ain’t go~ma s~dy wax no more... "), and hand-made signs were evel3~where and abont eve~ing under the stm: "Crime does pay in the USA -- on Wall Street," 

"When did the common good become a bad idea,""4 years in college, $100,000 in debt, for a hostess job,’"Eat the rich," "Arab Spring to Wall Street Fall" (with the 

final "L" in "Fall" slipping offthe sign). ’%Ve are the 99%," "Legalize online poker, occupy Wall St." 

Amid the kaleidoscopic range of topics on those signs and in those chants and cries, one thing, one name, was laacgely missing: the president’s. In those hours marching 

and at Foley Square amid the din of so many thou~nds of massed people, I sm~’ one sign that stud "Obama = Bush" and another that went ~mething like ’~Fhe Barack 

Obama we elected would be out here with us." That was it. Sayonara. 

It’s as if the Ot?!_e_j~j_!))g___r_~Rk’__e__r__n__e___n__t_, made up of ldds who might once have turned out tbr presidential candidate Obama, had left him and his administration in the dust. 

Like _[?__i~_!_’_a_~?!5 the left, and the media, the administration that !~?_~_~__e_d___i__t__s___k?__’_a_~_Lk_e£~ to death (and got lihte enough in return for that embrace) is now playing catch-up with a 

ragtag bunch of proteslers it wouldn’t have thought twice about if they hadn’t somehow caught the zeitgeist of this moment. (Don’t forget that the Obama 

administration was similaacly left semmblina and desperately behind events when it crone to the demonstrators in Tahrir Square in Cairo last JanuaD~.) 

The best Secretary of the TreasuD’ Timothy Geithner could say" a few days ago, when asked about his sympathies for the OccuW Wall Street movement, was: "I feel a 

lot of sympathy for what you might describe as a general sense among Americans that we’ve lost a sense of possiNli~." Really? White Honse Chief of Staff’Bill Daley 

didn’t know if the movement was exactly "helpIi~l" for the White ttouse agenda. Trnly? And White House press spokesman Jay Carney commented blandly, "I would 

simply say that, to the extent that people are ti-ustrated with the economic situation, we understand." Do you? 

Suddenly, on Thursday, with news about the mati-Wall Street movement whipping up a storm, the Obama administration found itself out of breath and running hard to 
reposition itsel£ Vice President Joe Biden N__u__d_~ ’q’he core is the bargain has been breached with the American people," while at his news colfference addressing 

questions about the movement the president added, "I think it expresses the frustrations that the American people feel... IT]he proteslers are giving voice to a more 

broad-based fruslration about how our financial syslem works." 

Still, those signs with everything but Barack Obama on them should be considered a warning. Today, TomDispatch has something difl~reut and distinctly relevant. 

Back in 2003 at the time of the invasion of Imq, Ariel Dorfman, the Chilean writer and activist, penned a series of messages from ’~the dead" for TomDispatch -- to 

Secreta~ of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, Laura Bush, and others. Eight years later, he returns with word from a man who died in the attacks of September 1 lth. His 

name was Salvador Allende, he was the elected president of Chile, and the ’~terrorists" on that day in 1973 were the Chilean milita~ backed by the CIA. (Strangely 
enough, afterwards no one declared a global war on anyone.) 

Now, Dorfman, whose remarkable new book, Feeding on Dre~:rms: ConJOssions of an Unrepentant Exile, is just out, cham~els wazning words from Allende to 

Barack Obama. But mark nay words, Allende’s isn’t the only warning to the president at this moment. Those kids in downtown Mm~hattan (and increa,singly across the 

count.iT and the world) are offering their own wa~ning, and theirs, after a thshion, comes from the future, one in Milch his presidency could someday be seen as lihte but 

an i~relevancy. (To catch Timothy MacBain’s latest To~ncasl audio interview in which Dorfman discusses the Occupy Wall Street ~novement aad his own experience 

with democratic rebellions click !Le_Le_, or download it to your iPod !Le_Le_..) Ibm 

Salvador Allende Has Words for Barack Obama from the Other 
Side of Death 
By Ariel Dorfman 

For the last decade, I have been haunted by voices from the other side of death. In this way, back in 2003 1 transcribed the words of Pablo Picasso after 

a tapestry version of his lamed painting Guernica at the entrance to the Security Council was covered over at the U.N. just before then- Secretary of 

State Colin t owell was to present the Bush a&ninistration case justi~ing an invasion of Iraq. From the depths of ancient Mesopotamia, I transcribed th_.£e 

33:._o£_c_t.~_9_t_’.I___t.~!._n_.g_kq_~:g.b__i_, the exalted prince of Babylor~ as he reviled Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld for laying waste to his ancient land. And in that 

same yeaac I found that Chi-istopher Colmnbus, too had words tbr the new warriorsg’conquerors of the twenU-first centmy, while the poets William Blake 

and Franceso t etrarca asked Laura Bush how she could sleep with the man responsible for so many deaths. 

The dead were then silent for years, which left me unprepared when Salvador Allende came to me offering advice for Ba;ack Obama. It seemed, at first 



glance, a strange connection. Elected president of Chile in 1970 by popnlaac vote, Allende was overthrown in a CIA-backed coup three years later. On 

that other September 1 lth, also (coincidentally enough) a Tuesday, terror rained down t?com "the skies as the Chilean air tbrce bombed the Presidential 

Palace where Allen& died, ending an experiment in constrncting socialism through peaceful, democratic means, and inaugnra’dng the long dictatorship of 

General Angusto Pinochet. 

Bamck Obama has never, of course, claimed to be a revolutionary like Allende, though he did once upon a short time ago give the impression of being a 

refom~er dedicated to bringing about significant change. And though, like Allende, he has faced ferocious opposition to his plans from similarly 

conservative forces, there has never been the slightest rumor of a co,op d’~tat in the United States (nor, as it tamed ouk any need for one) -- though who 

knows what wonld have happened had Obama decided to take on the military-industrial/national securi~ behemoth that essentially governs the country. 

And yet, I have no doubt that Allende would have sympathized ruth Obama on his ento~ into the Oval Office, and that he wonld have appreciated his urge 

to search for common ground ruth his adversaries, as well as the intelligence and sophistication of his mind. And I’m sure he wonld have greeted young 

Barack’s election in 2008, as I did, with a certain joy, seeing in it the popular wish Ibr a dilt~rent sort of politics, a ditt~rent sort of world. 

Evidently, based on what tbllow~ Allende did t~el that it was worth sending a message to the American presidem from the shores of death where so mnch 
becomes clearer, where we will all ultimately discover whether we truly kept faith with the lives and dreams of those who, in turn, had t~ith in us. 

Here, the~ is his message: 

I have held oft; Bamck Obanm, fill now, 
I have bitten my tongne in this dusk and averted my gaze 

if words like tongue and gaze and bitten biting bite 

have any mea~ng nnder this grim face of night. 

Now it is time that yon knew what awaits you here 

once you join us in "the vast kingdom of the gone, 

what yonr retreat and regret will be if you do not learn 

the lessons I learnt t~om det~at, 

the omen I am sending yonr way as you t?dl to lead 
and flail and neglect the reason yon became our hope. 

I held offthis warning, young Barrack, till now. 
Who was I, after all, to send you words of advice? 
Surrounded as I am in this dark by the many who tried and failed, 
who gave their lives to change the world so those unheeded 
in the shadow of strife, the child who cries in the dawn of life, 
the women and the old and the working poor could rise. 
I am surrounded in "this sorrow by those who did not prevail. 
Who am I, after all, to send anyone a word of advice? 

I died that September day at La Moneda in Santiago. 
The bo,nbs were falling and the fires burned 
and I was worried about the child inside the womb of Beatriz, 
my eldefft daughter, I ordered her from the Presidential Palace 
and only then started to rehearse in my head e** medio delfuego 
the last words I would prononnce, my goodbye 
to the people of Chile, mi adi~Ss, and my greetings to a world 
that would have to continne withont me, without one more word 
from the man who was convinced he could bring justice and peace 
to his people withont bullets and blood, withont widows and their sighs. 

No more words t?om this dead mouth, except tbr these few I now send 

and that mW not arrive in time, Bamck. 

So many words die before they can be heard. 

Back then, in 1973, in Septembm; as the bombs fell, 

as the soldiers mounted the stairs and I grabbed the gun 

with which I would kill mysdf rather than be taken alive, 

pay with my death so othe~ might remember. 

there were no thoughts of fire or hate for the United States, 

of Richard Nixon who tried to destroy my land, 

or Gerald Ford who followed thiough on that illegal pimp, 

elected by their people as freely as I by mine, 

why waste my last breath cursing men like them, 

how to anticipate that a boy like you, then barely twelve, 

would someday steer the reahn that hounded me to death, 

that I’d send words like these to any American president? 

The dead that keep ,ne company swear it’s no use, no good. 

Spartacus is nearby, 

Jeremial~ fills me with prophecy, 

Nat Turner rebels again and again in his dreams, 

our Joan of Arc, who knows so much about peril@ and wres, 



all, all calling out to those who live to repair the wonnded world, 

all without rest until the living attend the t~raway 

dead who did not betray. 

They tell Ine not to speak to you, the enchantment gone. 

He’s done it wrong, they say, too aftaid to brawl and rage and stage 

a final confrontation M~ere his foes will bite the dust. 

Not me, not I, it’s not a revolution he pursues. 

Who was I to tell him to draw a bitter line in the sand? 

Do you want him to end as I did, with a divided land? 

And yet I was wrong, wrong, 

I let myself be sedi~ced by his song. 

I gave you, young Barack, the benefit of too many a doubt, 

I prayed you would not need nay words from beyond the beyond, 

that you would clean up mad heal a world gone mad with greed. 

BeIbre you disappem, before you can no longer hear 

my words from beyond fl~e beyond and inside the ground, 

beIbre your run ends in downfall and rout and retreat, 

let this old hearst beating with the Eaxth and the s~ars 

and the need for not one child, not one, to die for lack of love, 

let me tell you one last secret found in the abyss of despair. 

It is true that he who is mighty is he who makes of an enemy 

a friend, might?~ and wise is he who offers the foe 
a way out, a bed to sleep in, a meal to share. 

But not without a fight. Not without a light. 

Listen to me, Barack, listen to this man who left too soon 

and never saw his grandchild born aa~d loser his way. 

You will be destroyed. I have seen men like them before. 

They will fftop at nothing, they waa~t it all and more. 

Can’t you see, can’t you see what is being planned? 

You are the victim of a silent coup. an invisible invasion 

of eve~3, last comer, eve~3, last law, every last height. 

Don’t you unders~nd that they want it all, that they don’t care? 

I have seen them, they will not be stopped by smiles. 

You will be destroyed, take down with you all that is good, 

what "the wretched of the Earth built agains~t the dark. 

These are the same men, "the ~me billionaires, who did me in. 

They will blow it all up, derail the train, they do not care. 

They deal in fear, they do not know right from wrong. 

Oh do not let yourself be seduced by the siren of their song. 

They are coming for you as they came for me. 

I can hear their footsteps drawing near. 

And you ever more alone. 

Listen, listen: if you are to go down, go down fighting. 

Barack, listen to your name. Lightning, glittering of weapons, 

blessed, blessing, be your name, go down fighting. 

You might even win. 

Barack, listen: if you ave doomed, go down fighting, 

so others can come after and build, 
so a legend is left, a spark to s~art the next fire, to inspire 

and bring word of a new world waiting to be born, 
fight so there may be peace, fight tbr what you believe in, 

do not leave the dead without cona~lation and the living with no faith. 

Trust your name. Go down if you mus~t, but go down fighting. 

So that when you arrive on these shores 

and look back as I do, you will have no regrets. 

Go down if you tnust, bm go down fighting. 

Or do you wish to face, one by one, the lovers and mothers 

you did not defend? Spend the rest of eterui~, one by one, 



with the stories of the pain you did not assuage or mend? 

One by one, one by one, they will haunt you in the dusk. 

Go down, Baxack Obama, go down and rise up fighting. 

This time we might even win. 

Never believe it is ever too late. 

Ariel Dorfinan is a Chilean-American writer. His’ books have been published #~ over 40 languages’ and his plays’ staged in more than one 

hundred countries. He is the author, most recently, of Feeding on Dremns: Confessions of an Umepentant E:dle (Houghton ~lifflin Ha~vourt). His 

website, including a message to his readers; can be viewed by clicking here. To listen to Timothy ~tlacBain’s latest Tomcast audio intera,iew in 
which Do.rfman discuss’es the Occupy Wall Street movement and his own experience with democratic rebellions click here, or ck)wnload it to 

your iPod here. 

Cowright 2011 Ariel Dortinan 
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SPACE AS A KEY WORD 

David Harvey 

Paper for Marx m~d Philosophy Conference, 29 May 2004, Institute of Education, London 

If Raymond Williams were contemplating the entries for his celebrated text on Keywords today, he would 

surely have included the word "space." He may well have included it in that short list of concepts, such as 

"culture" and "nature", to be listed as "one of the most complicated words in our language." ttow, then, 

can the range of meanings that attach to the word "space" be expanded upon and clarified without losing 

ourselves in some labyrinth (itself an interesting spatial metaphor) of complications? 

Space is, of course, one of those words that fi-equently elicits modification. The complications perhaps arise 

more out of the modifications (which all too frequently get omitted in the telling or the writing) rather than 

out of any inherent complexity of the notion of space itself. When, for example, we write of "material", 

"metaphorical", "liminal", "personal", "social" or "psychic" space (just to take a few examples) we thereby 

indicate a considerable diversity of contexts which so inflect matters as to seem to render the meaning of 

space itself entirely contingent upon the context. Similarly, when we designate its range of applications in 

terms such as spaces of tear, of play, of cosmology, of dreams, of anger, of particle physics, of capital, of 

geopolitical tension, of hope, of memos~, or of ecological interaction (again, just to indicate a few of a 

seemingly infinite range of potential sites of deployment of the term) then we seem to be saying that the 

arena of application defines something so special about the meaning of space as to render any general 

consideration of its properties a hopeless task. 

Important and influential though all these modifiers are, some more general exploration of the metaling of 

the te~Tn seems necessav. Only then will we be able to disperse some of the fog of mis-communication 

that seems to bedevil use of the word. 

It is, however, difficult to decide where to begin. That determination is not im~ocent since how enquiry is 

stituated (to deploy yet another spatial metaphor) defines a particular perspective that highlights some 

matters while occluding others. And while it may be correct in the long run to accord a certain privilege to 

the realm of, say, philosophical reflection, as an arena of thought whose mission is primarily to rise above 

the various and divergent fields of human practices and partial knowledges to tell us something more 

definitive about the categories to which we may appeal, I have formed the impression that there is 

sufficient dissension and confusion amongst the philosophers as to make that anything but an 

unproblematic starting point. Furthermore, since I am by no means qualified to contemplate the concept of 

space fi-om within the philosophical tradition, it seems best to begin where I can best begin and then see 

what others make of it. I therefore begin t¥om the standpoint of the geographer, not because this is a 

privileged site that somehow has a proprietary right (as some geographers sometimes seem to claim) over 
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the use of spatial concepts, but because that is where I happen to be and it is in this arena where I have had 

to wrestle most directly with the complexity of what the word space might be all about. I have, of course, 

frequently sought assistance and inspiration t¥om others operating elsewhere in the complex division of 

academic and practical labor. But my aim in appropriating the ideas of others has never been some grand 

synthesis of meanings. I have sought, rather, meanings that work, as satisfactorily as possible, for the 

theoretical and practical topics of primary concern to me. 

I began reflecting upon this problem many years ago. In ~ocial ¢us¢ice and ¢l~e City, published in 1973, I 

argued that it was crucial to reflect on the nature of space if we were to understand urban processes under 

capitalism. Drawing upon ideas previously culled from a stu@ of the philosophy of science I identified a 

tripartite division in the way space could be understood: 

~If we regard space as absolute it becomes a ~thing in itself’’ with an existence independent of 

matter. It then possesses a structure which we can use to pigeon-hole or individuate phenomena. 

The view of relative space proposes that it be understood as a relationship between objects which 

exists only because objects exist and relate to each other. There is another sense in which space can 

be viewed as relative and I choose to call this relational space - space regarded in the manner of 

Leibniz, as being contained in objects in the sense that an object can be said to exist only insofar as it 

contains and represents within itself relationships to other objects." 

I think this tripartite division is well-worth sustaining not so much as an abstraction but as a mix of memos 

to understand events occurring around us and to formulate ways of thinking m~d theorizing about 

geographical phenomena and processes. The arguments I have had with architects and with sociologists 

and others over the years often boil down, I have found, to arguments predicated on looking at the nature of 

space in these different ways. 

So let me begin with a brief elaboration on what each of these categories might entail. Absolute space is 

fixed and we record or plan events within its fi-ame. This is the space of Ne~on and Descartes and it is 

usually represented as a pre-existing and immoveable grid amenable to standardized measurement and open 

to calculation. Geometrically it is the space of Euclid and therefore the space of all mmmer of cadastral 

mapping and engineering practices. It is a primary space of individuation - res extensa as Descartes put it - 

and this applies to all discrete and bounded phenomena including you and me as individual persons. 

Socially this is the space of private property and other bounded territorial designations (such as states, 

administrative units, ci~~ plans and urban grids). When Descartes’ engineer looked upon the world with a 

sense of mastery, it was a world of absolute space (and time) from which all uncertainties and ambiguities 

could in principle be banished and in which human calculation could uninhibitedly flourish. 



The relative notion of space is mainly associated with name of Einstein and the non-Euclidean geometries 

that began to be constructed most systematically in the 19al century. Space is relative in the double sense: 

that there are multiple geometries from which to choose and that the spatial frame depends crucially upon 

what it is that is being relatavized and by whom. When Gauss first established the rules of a non-Euclidean 

spherical geometry to deal with the problems of surveying accurately upon the curved surface of the earth, 

he also affirmed Euler’s assertion that a perfectly scaled map of any portion of the earth’s surface is 

impossible (incidentally validating Borges’ later fantasy of the perfect map that in order to guarantee 

perfection has to be exactly the same scale as the territory being mapped). Einstein took the argmnent 

~Erther by pointing out that all forms of measurement depended upon the frame of reference of the 

observer. The idea of simultaneity in the physical universe, he taught us, has to be abandoned. It is 

impossible to understand space independent of time under this formulation and this mandates an important 

shift of language from space and time to space-time or spatiotemporali~. It was, of course, Einstein’s 

achievement to come up with exact means to examine such phenomena as the curvature of space when 

examining temporal processes operating at the speed of light. Bm in Einstein’s schema time remains fixed 

while it is space that bends according to certain observable rules (much in the same way as Gauss devised 

spherical geometry as an accurate means to suc~,ey through triangulation on the earth’s curved surface). 

At the more mundane level of geographical work, we know that the space of transportation relations looks 

and is very different from the space of private property relationships. The uniqueness of location and 

individuation defined by bounded temtories in absolute space gives way to a multiplicity of locations that 

are equi-distant from, say, some central city location. We can create completely different maps of relative 

locations by differentiating between distances measured in te~ns of cost, time, modal split (car, bicycle or 

skateboard) and even disrupt spatial continuities by looking at networks, topological relations (the optimal 

route tbr the postman delivering mail), and the like. We know, given the differential frictions of distance 

encountered on the earth’s surface, that the shortest distance (measured in terms of time, cost, energy 

expended) between two points is not necessarily given by the way the legendary crow flies over physical 

distance. Furthermore the standpoint of the obse~-v’er plays a critical role. The typical New Yorker’s view 

of the world, as the famous Steinberg cartoon suggests, fades very fast as one thinks about the lands to the 

west of the ttudson River or east of Long Island. 

All of this relativization, it is important to note, does not necessarily reduce or eliminate the capacity for 

calculability or control, but it does indicate that special rules and laws are required for the particular 

phenomena and processes under consideration. Difficulties do arise, however, as we seek to integrate 

understandings from different fields into some more unified endeavor. The spatiotemporality required to 

accurately capture energy flows tl~-ough ecological systems, tbr example, may not be compatible with that 

of financial flows through global markets. Understanding the spatio-temporal rhythms of capital 

accumulation requires a quite different framework to that required to understand global climate change. 
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Such disjunctions, though extremely difficult to work across, are not necessarily a disadvantage provided 

we recognize them for what they are. Comparisons between different spatio-temporal tYameworks can 

illuminate problems of political choice (do we favor the spatiotemporality of financial flows or that of the 

ecological processes they typically disrupt, for exmnple). 

The relational concept of space is most often associated with the name of Leibniz who, in a famous series 

of letters to Clarke (effectively a stand-in for Ne,vton) objected vociferously to the absolute view of space 

and time so central to Newton’s theories. The relational view- of space holds there is no such thing as space 

outside of the processes that define it. Processes do not occur in space but define their own spatial fi-ame. 

The concept of space is embedded in or internal to process. This ve~: formulation implies that, as in the 

case of relative space, it is impossible to disentangle space from time. We must therefore focus on the 

relationality of space-time rather than of space in isolation. The relational notion of space-time implies the 

idea of internal relations; external influences get internalized in specific processes or things through time 

(much as my mind absorbs all manner of external inlk)rmation and stimuli to yield strange patterns of 

thought including dreams and fantasies as well as attempts at rational calculation). An event or a thing at a 

point in space cannot be understood by appeal to what exists only at that point. It depends upon everything 

else going on around it (although in practice usually within only a certain range of influence). A wide 

variety of disparate influences swirling over space in the past, present and future concentrate and congeal at 

a certain point to define the nature of that point. Identity, in this argument, means something quite different 

from the sense we have of it from absolute space. Thus do we arrive at an extended version of Leibniz’s 

concept of the monad. 

Measurement becomes more and more problematic the closer we move towards a world of relational space- 

time. But why would it be presumed that space-time only exists if it is measurable and quantifiable in 

certain traditional ways? This leads to some interesting reflections on the failure (perhaps better construed 

as limitations) of positivism and empiricism to evolve adequate understandings of spatio-temporal concepts 

beyond those that can be measured. In a w ay, relational conceptions of space-time bring us to the point 

where mathematics, poetry, and music converge. And that is anathema to those of a positivist or crudely 

materialist bent. But Leibniz’s returu to populari~ and significance not only as the guru of cyberspace but 

also as a foundational thinker in relationship to more dialectical approaches to mind-brain issues and 

quantum theoretical formulations signals some sort of urge to go beyond absolute and relative concepts and 

their more easily measurable qualities. But the relational terrain is an extremely challenging and difficult 

terrain upon which to work. There are, however, many thinkers who, over the years, have applied their 

talents to reflecting upon the possibilities of relational thinking. Deleuze, for one, has made much of these 

ideas both in his reflections on Leibniz (with reflections on baroque architecture and the mathematics of the 

lk)ld in Leibniz’s work) as well as of Spinoza. Here he is, for example, writing on the latter: 



~The important thing is to understand life, each living individuali~, not as a form, but as a complex 

relation between different velocities, between decelerations and accelerations of particles. A 

composition of speeds and slownesses on a plane of immanence." 

But why would I, as a mundane working geographer, find the relational mode of approaching space-time 

useful? The answer is quite simply that there are certain topics, such as the political role of collective 

memories in urban processes, that can only be approached this way. I cannot box political and collective 

memories in some absolute space (clearly situate them on a grid or a map) nor can I nnderstand their 

circulation according to the rules, however sophisticated, of relative space-time. If I ask the question: what 

does Tiananmen Square or ~Ground Zero" mea~, then the only way I can seek an answer is to think in 

relational terms. 

So is space absolute, relative or relational? I simply don’t know whether there is an ontological answer to 

that question. Even if there were I do not have the intellectual means to make or even evaluate that 

determination. In my own work I think of it as being all three. This was the conclusion I reached thirty 

years ago and I have found no particular reason (nor heard any arguments) to make me change my mind. 

This is what I wrote in 1973: 

~space is neither absolute, relative or relational in itself, but it can become one or all simultaneously 

depending on the circumstances. The problem of the proper conceptualization of space is resolved 

through human practice with respect to it. In other words, there are no philosophical answers to 

philosophical questions that arise over the nature of space - the answers lie in human practice. The 

question ~what is space?" is therefore replaced by the question ~how is it that different human 

practices create and make use of different conceptualizations of space?" The property relationship, 

for example, creates absolute spaces within which monopoly control can operate. The movement of 

people, goods, se~dces, and information takes place in a relative space because it takes money, time, 

energy, and the like to overcome the friction of distance. Parcels of land also capture benefits 

because they contain relationships with other parcels .... in the form of rent relational space comes 

into its own as an important aspect of human social practice." 

Are there rules for deciding when and where one spatial fi-ame is pret~rable to another? Or is the choice 

arbitrary, subject to the whims of human practice? The decision to use one or other conception certainly 

depends on the nature of the phenomena under investigation. The absolute conception may be perfectly 

adequate for issues of property boundaries and border detem~inations but it helps me not a whit w-ith the 

question of what is Tianmnnen Square or Gronnd Zero. I therefore find it helpful - if only as an internal 

check - to sketch in justifications ~k~r the choice of an absolute, relative, or relational frame of reference. 

Furthermore, I often find myself presuming in my practices that there is some hierarchy at work among 



them in the sense that relational space can embrace the relative and the absolute, relative space can embrace 

the absolute, but absolute space is just absolute and that is that. But I would not confidently advance this 

view as a working principle let alone try. to defend it theoretically. I find it far more interesting in principle 

to keep the three concepts in dialectical tension with each other and to thirLk the interplay among them. 

Ground Zero is an absolute space at the same time as it is relative and relational in space-time. When I look 

at a house, for example, I recognize it as a physical and legal entity that situates it in absolute space~ I also 

recognize its position in relative space given its location with respect to places of employment, recreation, 

services and the flows of people, electricity, water, and money that sustain it as a living habitat. But then I 

also understand its relationality to global property markets, changing interest rates, climatic change, the 

sense of what is or is not a historic building, and its significance as a place of personal and collective 

memories, sentimental attachments, and the like. What happens to the house over time can only be tglly 

understood, I argue, by working through effects constituted through the three forms of spatio-temporaliOr 

simultaneously. While this is hard to do in any easy empiricist or positivist sense, the insights that come 

from such a dialectical approach are as exciting and innovative as they are often stunning. 

Let me try to put this all more personally. There are absolute spaces all around us and we cannot evade 

their significance. I talk within a room and the reach of my words is bounded by the absolme space of the 

walls that are impervious to sound waves. People who cannot get in cannot hear me and those that did get 

in are individuated according to the absolute space each occupies at a moment in time. But I am also in a 

relative space with respect to my audience. I am here and they are there, and I try to communicate across 

this space but find all manner of differential effects. I talk softly and the back row can’t hear m~d eye- 

contact is hard with those in the front row so I know my words are being received differentially in relative 

spacetime. If there is a video-feed to Aberdeen I can be heard there but nowhere in between. But then there 

is the relational component too. Somebo@ out there has something else going on in his or her head: he 

cannot stop thinking of the argument over breakfast, she cannot erase from her mind the a~gul images of 

death and destruction on last night’s news, something about the way I talk reminds someone else of a 

traumatic event lost in some distant past. My own words express the internalization of a certain fro?" about 

what is going on in the world. I find myself thinking while talking that eve~?’thing we are doing in this 

room is stupid and trivial. Why aren’t we out there bringing the government down? If the Bolivians can 

force a President to resign, why can’t we? I have to make an eftbrt to extricate myself fi-om that relational 

space because I wax angrier and angrier. I bring myself back into the absolute and relative spaces of the 

room and t~ to address the topic of space as a key word. There is, I mean to show by this example, bound 

to be a liminality about spatiality itself because we are inexorably situated in all three frameworks 

simultaneously but not necessarily equally so. We may end up, often without noticing it, favoring one or 

other definition through our practical actions. In an absolutist mode, I will do one thing; in a relative 

mode, I’ll do another; and if taken with the relational, something else. 



What we do as well as what we understand is integrally dependent upon the primary spatio-temporal frmne 

within which we situate ourselves. Consider how this works in relation to that most fraught of socio- 

political concepts we call "identi~." Everything is clear enough in absolute space and time, but things get 

a bit more awkward when it comes to relative space-time and downright difficult in a relational world. But 

it is only in this last frame that we can start to grapple with many aspects of contemporary political 

consciousness. To begin with there is all of the ambivalence that Du Bois long ago identified in his theory 

of double consciousness - what it means to be both black and American or a woman and worldng class. 

And when we consider the complex ways in which political consciousness forms - of migrants, diasporic 

groups, tourists and travellers and those that watch the contemporary global media and partially filter or 

absorb its cacophony of messages - then the primary question we are faced with is understanding how this 

whole world of experience and information gets internalized within the political subject to support this or 

that line of action. This relationality has nothing to do with a concept like ’~hybridity" which, it seems to 

me, entirely misses the point even as it resun-ects in coded terms ideals of purity. But it does help us to 

move to a diffcrent level of understanding even as it reveals something about the shitting ten-ain upon 

which new political subjectivities might be formed. 

If the contrast between absolute, relative and relational conceptions of space is the only way to unpack the 

meaning of space as a key word, then matters could safely be left here. Fortunately or unfortunately, there 

arc other and equally cogent ways to analyze the problem. Many geographers in recent years, for example, 

have pointed to a key differcnce in the deployment of the concept of space as an essential element in a 

materialist prqiect of understanding tangible geographies on the ground and the widespread appropriation 

of spatial metaphors within social and literary theory and cultural studies to disrupt those dominant 

metanarratives and discursive strategies in which the temporal dimension Upically prevails. It is not my 

intention here to get into any detailed discussion of the significance of the so-called "spatial turn" in social 

and literary theory and cultural studies. But I think we can shed some illumination on it by considering 

other foundational distinctions that have long been in play. Cassirer, for exmnple, sets up a tripartite 

division of modes of human spatial experience, distinguishing between o~anic, perceptual and symbolic 

spaces. Under the first he arranges all those forms of spatial experience given biologically (hence 

materially and registered through the particular characteristics of our sense perceptions). Perceptual space 

refers to the ways we process sense perceptions neurologically and register them in the world of thought. 

Symbolic space is abstract (and may entail the development of an abstract symbolic language like geometry 

or the construction of architectural or pictorial forms). Symbolic space generates distinctive meanings 

through readings and interpretations. The question of aesthetic practices here comes to the fore. In this 

domain, Langer,/br her part, distinguishes between ’~real" and ~’virtual space." The latter, in her view, 

amounts to a ’~created space built out of forms, colours, and so on" so as to produce the intangible images 

and illusions that constitute the heart of all aesthetic practices. Architecture, she argues, ~’is a plastic art, 

and its first achievement is always, unconsciously and inevitably, an illusion: something purely imaginary 



or conceptual translated into visual impression." What exists in the real space can be described easily 

enough but in order to understand the affect that comes ~vith exposure to the work of art we have to explore 

the very. different world of virtual space. And this, she holds, always projects us into a distinctively ethnic 

domain. 

It is out of this tradition of spatialized thought that Lefebvre (almost certainly drawing upon Cassirer) 

constructs his own distinctive tripartite division of material space (the space of experience and of 

perception open to physical touch and sensation); the representation of space (space as conceived and 

represented); and spaces of representation (the lived space of sensations, the imagination, emotions, and 

meanings incorporated into our eveD~day lives and practices). 

If I focus on Lefebvre here it is not because, as so many now suppose in the sphere of cultural studies, that 

Lefcbvre provides the originary moment from which all thinking about the production of space derives 

(such a thesis is manifestly absurd), but because I find it most convenient to work with Lefebvre’s 

distinctions in my own geographical practices. Material space is, for us humans, quite simply the world of 

tactile and sensual interaction with matter, it is the space of experience. We can reasonably assume that 

the elements, moments and events in that world are constituted out of a materiality of stable and finite 

qualities. How we represent this world is an entirely different matter, but here too we do not conceive of or 

represent space in arbitral’ ways, but seek some appropriate if not accurate reflection of the material 

realities that surround us through abstract representations (words, graphs, maps, diagrams, pictures, etc.). 

But Lefebvre, like BeN amin, insists that we do not live as material atoms floating around in a materialist 

world; we also have imaginations, fears, emotions, psychologies, fantasies and dreams. These spaces of 

representation are part m~d parcel of the way we live in the world. We may also seek to represent the way 

this space is lived through emotions and the imagination. The spatiotemporali~ of a dream, a fantasy, a 

hidden longing, a lost memory or even a peculiar thrill as we walk down a street can be given 

representation through works of art. 

It is tempting, as with the first tripartite division of spatial terms we considered, to treat of Lefebvre’s three 

categories as hierarchically ordered, but here too it seems most appropriate to keep the three categories in 

dialectical tension. The physical and material experience of spatial and temporal ordering is mediated to 

some degree by the way space and time are represented. The oceanographer/physicist swimming among the 

waves may experience them dift~rently from the poet enamored of Walt Whitman or the pianist who loves 

Debussy. Reading a book about Patagonia will likely affect how we experience that place when we travel 

there even if we experience considerable cognitive dissonance between expectations generated by the 

written word and how- it actually feels upon the ground. The spaces and times of representation that envelop 

and surround us as we go about our daily lives likewise affect both our direct experiences and the way we 

interpret and understand representations. We may not even notice the material qualities of spatial 



orderings incorporated into daily life through deep familiarities and unexamined routines. Yet it is through 

those daily material routines that we absorb a certain sense of how spatial representations work and build 

up certain spaces of representation for ourselves. We only notice when something appears radically out of 

place. It is, I want to suggest, the dialectical relation between the categories that really counts, even 

though it is useful t~r purposes of understanding to cDTstallize them out as distinctive moments to the 

experience of space and time and, hence, to understanding the different ways "space" might be used as a 

key word. 

This mode of thinldng about space helps me interpret works of art and architecture. A picture, like 

Munch’s The Scream is a material object but it works fi-om the standpoint of lived space, a psychic state, 

and attempts through a particular set of representational codes to take on a physical form that says 

something to us about that lived space. Many contempora .ry artists, making use of multimedia and kinetic 

techniques, create experiential spaces in which several modes of experiencing space-time combine. Here, 

for example, is how Judith Barry’s contribution to the 3rd Berlin Biennial for Contemporary Art is 

described in the catalogue: 

"In her experimental works, video artist Judith Barry investigates the use, construction and complex 

interaction of private and public spaces, media, society, and genders. The themes of her installations 

and theoretical writings position themselves in a field of observation that addresses historical 

memory, mass communication, and perception. In a realm between the viewer’s imagination and 

media-generated architecture, she creates imaginav spaces, alienated depictions of profane 

reality ...... In the work Voice Of~ .... the viewer penetrates the claustrophobic crampedness of the 

exhibition space, goes deeper into the work, and, forced to move through the installation, 

experiences not only cinematic but also cinemaesthetic impressions. The divided projection space 

offers the possibili~ of making contact with different voices. The use and hearing of voices as a 

driving force, m~d the intensity of the psychic tension - especially on the male side of the proj ection, 

-conveys the inherent strength of this intangible and ephemeral object. The voices demonstrate for 

spectators how one can change through them, how one tries to take control of them and the loss one 

feels when they are no longer heard." 

Barry, the catalogue concludes, "stages aesthetic spaces of transit that leave the ambivalence between 

se&~ction and reflection unresolved." 

But to grapple with arguments of this kind, we need to take the examination of space and space-time to an 

even deeper level of complexi~~. I propose, therefore, a speculative leap in which we place the threefold 

division of absolute, relative and relational space-time up against the tripartite division of experienced, 

conceptualized and lived space identified by Lefebvre. The result is a three-by-three matrix within which 
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points of intersection suggest different modalities of understanding the mem~ings of space (and time). Of 

course, it will properly be objected, I am here confining possibilities because a matrix mode of 

representation is confined to absolute space. And insofar as I am here engaging in a representational 

practice (conceptualization) I cannot do justice to either the experienced or the lived realms of spatiality" by 

appeal to a formal structure of this kind. By definition, therefore, the matrix I set up is limited and limiting 

if not defective in terms of its revelato~?T possibilities. But with all that conceded, I find it both helpful to 

contemplate the combinations that arise at different intersection points within the matrix. I illustrate the 

sort of thing I have in mind (in a somewhat condensed and schematic form) in Figure 1. The entries within 

the matrix are meant to be suggestive rather than definitive. 

I do not propose here to attempt aW definitive survey of what emerges from the nine different intersecting 

moments w-ithin this formal framework. Others may find it amusing if not interesting to consider how the 

intersections work in relation to matters of interest to them. Nor will I attempt to explore what happens 

when the dialectical relations operative within each of the three axes are put into motion. But it should be 

obvious, just to emphasize this latter point, that the visions, dreams, fantasies and psychic states (such as 

agoraphobia) identified in the lower right corner are by no means independent of the existence of the walls, 

bridges, doors, etc. set out in the upper left corner of the matrix. Indeed the psychic state of agoraphobia 

was classically described as a mental relational encounter with physical material phenomena of a certain 

sor’t. Even if that classical account has now been abandoned, the issue remains of how to link material 

phenomena to emotional and psychic states. 

It is often helpful to read across or down the matrix of categories and to imagine scenarios of combination. 

Imagine, for example, the absolute space of a very. affluent securely gated community on the New Jersey 

Shoreline. Many of the inhabitants move on a daily basis across relative space into the financial district of 

Manhattm~ where they set in motion movements of credit and investment moneys that have a ,nix of 

positive and devastating effects upon social life across the globe, earning thereby the immense money 

power that permits them to import back into the absolute space of their gated community all of the energy, 

exotic foods and wondrous commodities they need to secure their privileged lifestyle. The inhabitants 

support a government that in turn supports this manner of life, but feel vaguely threatened because they 

sense that there is a visceral, undefinable and unlocatable hatred for all things American arising in the 

world around them. They become more and more paranoid about the hostile tZ~rces that seem to surround 

them and more deeply attached to their absolute space, even hire guards to protect its borders. Meanwhile, 

their profligate consumption of energy, while it only makes a small marginal contribution to the problem, 

proves the straw that breaks the back of global climate change and atmospheric patterns of circulation shift 

&amatically. Then, in the compelling but rather inaccurate popularized depiction of chaos theoo~, a 

butterfly flaps its wings in Hong Kong and a devastating hurricane hits the New Jersey Shore and wipes out 

the gated community. Many residents die because "they felt so secure where they were and so fearful of the 
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outside that they ignored the warnings to evacuate. If this were a Hollywood production, of course, a lone 

scientist would recognize the danger and rescue the woman he adores but who has hitherto ignored him ..... 

The point of this example is to illustrate how even in the material world it is hard to remain corffined to just 

one modali~ of spatial thinking and capture all of the complexity of material processes. But in this case, 

the idea of lived space also had to be invoked. Even more interesting, therefore, is the situation in which 

all nine intersecting points in the matrix are kept in dialectical tension. Let me illustrate this by way of a 

couple of examples. 

Consider, as a first case, a prose poem written by Baudelaire entitled "The Eyes of the Poor." I select it 

because it is one of those great litermT vignettes of urban life. I want to explore it for what it tells me about 

the urban experience more generally. The poet begins by asking his lover if she wants to know ’~why I hate 

you today?" He says it will be harder for her to understand than for him to explain because she is ~’the most 

perfect example of feminine impermeability that exists." They had spent a long and evidently beautiful day 

together wandering the city and they had agreed to try and share their thoughts and feelings as if they were 

one, a dreamed of union of two people that, the poet observes, has never actually been realized: 

’~That evening, a little tired, you wanted to sit down in front of a new cafd forming the corner of a 

new boulevard still littered with rubbish but that already displayed proudly its unfinished 

splendors. The cafd was dazzling. Even the gas burned with all the ardor of a debut, and lighted 

with all its might the blinding whiteness of the wall, the expanse of mirrors, the gold cornices and 

moldings.., nymphs and goddesses bearing on their heads piles of fruits, pates, and game.., all 

histo~ m~d all mythology pandering to gluttony. 

On the street directly in front of us, a worthy man of about forty, with tired face and greying beard, 

was standing holding a small boy by the hand and carrying on his mTn another little thing still too 

weak to walk. He was playing nurse-maid, taking the children for an evening stroll. They were in 

rags. The three faces were extraordinarily serious, and those six eyes stared fixedly at the new 

cafd with admiration, equal in degree but differing in kind according to their ages. 

The eyes of the father said: ’ttow beautiful it is! ttow beautiful it is! All the gold of the poor 

world must have found its way onto those walls.’ The eyes of the little boy: ’ttow beautifEl it is! 

How beautiful it is! But it is a house where only people who are not like us can go.’ As for the 

baby, he was much too fascinated to express anything but joy .... 

Song writers say that pleasure emaobles the soul and softens the heart. The song was right that 

evening as far as I was concerned. Not only was I touched by this family of eyes, but I was even a 

little ashamed of our glasses and decanters, too big for our thirst. I turned my eyes to look into 

yours, dear love, to read m), thoughts in them; and as I plunged my eyes into your eyes, so 

beautiful and curiously soft, into those green eyes, home of Caprice and governed by the Moon, 
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you said: ~Those people are insufferable with their great saucer eyes. Can’t you tell the proprietor 

to send them away?’ 

So you see how difficult it is to understand one another, my dear angel, how incommunicable 

thought is, even bet~veen t~vo people in love." 

This prose poem is, of course, a representation. But it evokes absolute material spaces such as the 

boulevard and the cafd, while the reference to the ~impenneability" of the poet’s lover takes up the 

condition of individuation in absolute space and time that defines the gap between self and other that the 

lovers dream of overcoming while strolling the spaces of the city. The aura and image of the city, not just 

any city, but of Paris, hovers over the prose poem as an indefinable presence. The bounda~ in absolute 

space between the boulevard and the ca~? is physically porous. The lovers sit in a liminal space ~in front" 

of the cafd but not entirely on the boulevard either. The splendors of the boulevard refi-act back into the 

cafd at the same time as the brilliance of the cafd adds to the splendor of the boulevard. The relationality 

between the public and private (albeit commercial) spaces is powerfully suggested. The gilded brilliance of 

the cafd, with its historical referent - ~all history and mythology pandering to gluttony" - combine with the 

splendors of the boulevard to create a unified space of spectacle. Behind the building of the new 

boulevard lies the power of capital and of the state to open up the urban space to flows of commodities and 

of people as well as to the spectacle of conspicuous consumption. 

Bm the entry of the poor disrupts this easy synthesis between the public and private spaces. The poor 

cannot cross that porous boundary, between the public m~d the private because of the relativity of their 

social position. The cafd is not for people like them. But seeing and being seen is unavoidable. What kind 

of social relation does this signal? The poet feels some~vhat ashamed at the signs of affluence, splendor 

and superfluity that sm~ound him. The anxie~ provoked in his lover is palpable. Someone should take 

ownership of the public space, she says: close it down, get those people out of there. The ci~ should have 

a clear spatial patteru and a moral order and in this space the poor do not belong. The contrast ~vith the 

other Paris of poverty and marginalization is discomfiting. But in what space do the poor belong? 

Questions of control of spatiality, surveillance and exclusion, are evoke& Was it not in part milita~ 

control that Haussmann had in mind in building the new boulevards anyway? Was it not on the boulevards 

that the utopian hopes for a social republic that would nurture the poor had been mercilessly shot down in 

1848 and again in 1851 ? Doesn’t the sudden appearance of this family in rags at this moment in space and 

time conjure up memories of that violent confrontation? Someone, the poet’s lover insists, must protect the 

integrity of the spatial pattern and its associated moral order. The poet, however, has a different image of 

the city. It is a romantic place in which to stroll and feel at one with a lover. It is also a space of encounter 

and surprises, of openings to difference. The poet is entranced - ~the song was right" - but she turns away. 
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Two images of what the city is and what it might be are evocatively contrasted. Such different images 

continue to beset us. Think of New York in the 1990s when rampant conspicuous consumption bore all 

before it at the high point of the dot.corn and financial services boom, m~d not a few eating establishments 

~pandered to gluttony" with their glittering ddcor: this was also the time when Giuliani made a speciality, of 

sending ~those people" away. The universality of it all should hardly be a surprise. Baudelaire, after all, 

was the one who most strongly urged the modem artist to seek eternal and the universal truths within the 

fi-agmenta .ry and ephemeral experiences of daily life. 

Who, then, has a right to be in a space that is nominally designated as public and what does this have to do 

with how- politics is conducted in the public sphere? What Lefebvre calls ~the right to the city" has been 

and continues to be a persistent issue, ttow is that right claimed and expressed? What happens when we 

construe that right not only as a right of access for all to what already exists but as a right to change and 

transform the spaces of the city into a different kind of living environment compatible with quite different 

social relations by attacking both its material forms as well as dominant discourses of reprcsentation? And 

can we ever evade the complex relations between absolute space (the city), the processes of urbanization in 

relative space that build, sustain and, on occasion, dissolve it, and its its material, discursive and lived 

rclationality in space-time? 

These sorts of questions erupt strongly in my second example. How should the site known as ~Ground 

Zero" in lower Manhattan be rebuilt? What spatial principles should be deployed in designing the site? 

Obviously (and most easily) it is m~ absolute space that can be materially constructed and to this end 

engineering calculations and architectural designs must be made as well as aesthetic judgements on how the 

space, once turned into a material artefact of some sort, might be lived as well as conceptualized and 

experienced. In this version the problem is to so mTange the physical space as to produce an emotive effect 

while matching certain expectations (commercial as well as emotive) as to how the space ought to be lived. 

This relation may be mediated by representational tbrms (such as guide books and plans) that try. to 

explain, as explicitly as possible, the intentionality and the histo~?~ behind the physical structures. 

But moving dialectically across the dimension of absolute space alone is far less interesting and much less 

rewarding than the insights that come ti~om appealing to the other spatio-temporal dimensionalities within 

the matrix of possibilities. Capitalistic responses to what might happen at Ground Zero typically focus on 

the relative location of the site and the prospects for commercial development, given its centrality and 

proximity to the command and control functions of Wall Street. The temporal horizon would in this case 

almost certainly be dominated by considerations of the amortization rate and the interest/discount rate 

applying to fixed capital investments. The centrality of the financial complex lcnown as Wall Street would 

tend to dominate all else. While capitalist interests might also wish to combine these concerns with 

~vmbolic statements (that emphasize the power and indestructibility of the political-economic system that 
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received such a bo@ blow on 9/11) the spatio-temporal logics prevailing within the circulation of capital 

and flows of people impose strong limitations on what can be done with the site. 

But I suspect the popular response to thinking and building in such absolute or even relative spatial terms 

alone would not be positive. Whatever is built at this site has to internalize at the very minimum a 

relational spatio-temporality of history and memory. There would ahnost certainly be an expectation that 

the site would convey a sense of future possibilities (perhaps even a prospect of eternal truths) and seek to 

communicate a message to future generations well beyond the time-horizon defined by the discount rate. 

Nor could the site ignore the issue of relational spatial connectivity to the rest of the world. What will we 

know about those who attacked and how far will we connect? Some accounting must be made of the forces 

that converged over space to produce the event known as 9/11. Can something experienced as a local and 

personal tragedy be reconciled with an understanding of the international forces that were so powerfully 

condensed within those few shattering moments in a particular place? Will we get to feel in that space the 

widespread resentment in the rest of the world towards the way US hegemony was so selfishly being 

exercised throughout during the 1980s and 1990s? Will we get to know that the Reagan administration 

played a key role in creating and supporting the Taliban in Afghanistan in order to undermine the Soviet 

occupation and that Osama bin-Laden turned from being an ally of the US into an enemy because of its 

support for the corrupt regime in Saudi Arabia? Or will we only learn of cowardly, alien and evil "others" 

out there who hated the US and sought to destroy it because of all it stood for in terms of the values of 

liberty and freedom? 

If, as Benjamin has it, history (a relative temporal concept) is not the same as memory (a relational 

temporal concept) then we have a choice of whether to historicize the events of 9/11 at the site or to seek to 

memorialize them. If the site is merely historicized in relative space (by a certain sort of monumentaliU) 

then this imposes a fixed narrative on the space. The effect will be to foreclose on future possibilities and 

interpretations and through that closure constrict the generative power with which to build a different 

future. Memory, on the other hand, is, according to Benjamin, a potentiality that can at times "flash up" 

uncontrollably to reveal new possibilities. The way the site might be lived by those who encounter it then 

becomes unpredictable and uncertain. Collective memory, a diffuse but nevertheless powerful sense that 

pervades many an urban scene, can play a significant role in animating political and social movements. 

Ground Zero cannot be anything other than a site of collective memory and the problem for the designers is 

to translate that difthse sensibility into the absolute spaces of bricks, mortar, steel and glass upon the 

ground. And if, as Balzac once put it, "hope is a memory that desires" then the creation of a "space of 

hope" on that spot requires that memory be internalized there at the same time as a space is left open for the 

expression of desire. 
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The site is and will be a presence in the world no matter what is built there and it will surely be important to 

reflect on how this presencing will work: will it be lived as a symbol of US arrogance or as a sign of 

compassion and understanding? The relational spatio-temporality of the event and the site cm~ be exhumed 

with enough dedicated digging. But the manner of its representation and of its materialization is uncertain. 

The outcome will clearly depend upon political struggle. And the fiercest battles will have to be fought 

over what relational space-time the rebuilding will invoke. 

This brings me to some final observations on the politics of the argument. Thinking through the different 

ways in which space and space-time get used as a key word helps define certain conditions of possibility 

tbr critical engagement and for class struggle. It also opens up ways to identi~ COlZIlicting claims and 

alternative political possibilities. It invites us to consider the ways we physically shape our environment 

and the ways in which we both represent and get to live it. I thi~ak it fair to say that the Marxist tradition 

has not been deeply engaged upon such issues and that "this general failure has more often than not meant a 

loss of possibilities for certain kinds of transformative politics. I recoguize, of course, that there is a 

subterranean history of one sort of another in which theorists, thinkers and practitioners have raised coguate 

issues and that occasionally (as with Lenin’s critique of Mach, the debate over socialist realist art and 

aesthetics) the issue has come to the fore. It would undoubtedly be of interest to scrutinize the question of 

the place of concepts of space and time and of spacetime in the marxian philosophical tradition more 

generally. But, as I stated at the outset, my aim here has not been to seek some synthetic account of this 

problem but simply to outline how my own particular views have evolved in relation to the political 

implications of the geographical and anthropological issues that generally preoccupy me. 

There is, however, one final political and strategic point I would want to make. There has been, 

unfortunately, a great deal of play with spatial concepts within that movement loosely called 

"postmodernism" and some of that play has been directed towards discrediting or discounting Mm_-xian 

theory tout court. The danger is that Marxists will in return reject any serious debate on the question of the 

proper conceptions of space and time and hunker down behind a particularly rigid set of definitions as the 

only proper "materialist" base for "true" Marxian science. Against this I would point out that even the 

most die-hard of postmodernists on occasion embrace the works of writers such as BeN amin and Lefebvre 

who, in very different ways, have complicated the ways in which space and space-time get understood from 

within the Marxian frame. I think it no accident either, that those who have been most concerned to 

integrate w-hat are loosely referred to as "cultural" (and, it goes without saying, "geographical") questions 

into Martian political economy (and I would count myself within that group) have fi-equently found it 

necessary to embrace a greater diversity of concepts of space-time than is usually the case. My sense is 

that many practicing artists (like Judith BmTy) and cultural producers, sympathetic to the Mapxist and 

radical traditions, can only freely practice their art by appeal to the kind of dialectics of spatio-temporality I 

have here (however crudely) outlined. There are, therefore, some rich rewards to be had from a more open 
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debate on space and time as fundamental concepts within Marxian theory. The traction and terrain upon 

which that theo~ works can be further broadened and deepened to confront many of the contemporary 

difficulties we face. I therefore think it high time that those who cleave both theoretically, practically and 

politically to the Marxim~ tradition reflect vev seriously on their use of ~space" as a key word. 
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Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@emaihm~c.edu 

httl~ :/iw~wz. unc. ed~’ deptsiafriaf am 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 12:04 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Executive Committee 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for your note. 

Please find attached the draft contract for IS that I send to tlae Chair. As I mentioned to her, I drafted it earlier in the week in preparation for the meeting, but I had no chance to review it 
given developments with my mother this week. In terms of tlae EC meeting, you can call me at home whenever you have a tnne 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Saturday, October 08, 2011 ] 1:36 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Execuuve Committee 

Eli Eunice, 
Your talk yesterday ~w~s excellent! I learned a lot lkom it. Let me know if you’d like an update on the Executive Committee meeting that was held last week. When you have a chance, please 

also send me the document that you drafted for the meeting. We discussed it and I offered to incorporate everyone’s suggestions before the next meeting. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu 

http ://xvwav.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 10, 2011 3:52 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaJd.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Kem~eth Janken 

<JANKEN@unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

new minor in African Languages 

Dear colleagues: 
I am currently working on our armual report to the federal government, 
and wanted to raise an issue At some point this year, once the 
leadership and committee structure of the Department is solidified, a 
Curriculum Committee needs to take up the issue of creating a new minor 
in African Languages. This is a goal we established in the current 
grant, and it would be very helpful [’or the Department to consider what 
issues will need to be addressed to accomplish this goal I don’t know 
who all needs to be apprised of this, but wanted to get it onto the 
collective "plate." Thanks. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fi~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 4:06 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Film Screening at Stone Center on Thursday at 7pm 

Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film 

Featuring "Transfer" this Thursday, 7pr!! 

Please join us on Thursday/, October :~3 at 7pro for the screening of "Transfer." This screeining is part of our on- 

going Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Film. This event is free and open to the public and will take 

place in Lhe HiLchcock Room of Lhe Sonja Haynes SLone CenLer. 

"Tra nsfer" 

Futuristic capitalism meets old-fashioned colonialism in this crisp, cerebral science fiction morality tale in which an 

elderly white German industrialist and his wife of 50 years swap bodies with a couple of young, healthy, and beautiful 

African strangers. "Blacks have an advantage," says the saleswoman for the high-tech personality transfer firm 

Menzana. "Our earth is getting hotter. We’re vulnerable; they’re resistant." The discreet procedure is initially a great 

success, but there’s a catch: for four hours each night, the young hosts regain control of their bodies and soon come 

to resent the exploitation of their privileged "clients." 

For more information on the Disapora Festival or upcoming events at the Stone Center, please visit our websiLe: 

http://soniahaynesstonectr, unc.edu 

We look forward to seeing you on Thursday! 

Your Friends at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

C~arissa Good,err 
Program and Pubfic Communications Officer, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: 919.962.0395 F: 919.962.3725 

cgoodlet@email.u nc.edu soniahaynesstonectr.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 



id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=300569/I 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30056944-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatl~a <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 4:42 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.e&t>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Kmta <kslocum@unc.edu> 

Haxtlyn meeting Time mad location 

ChairSelMtgs-AFPd-AFAM.docx 

Hi Kenneth, Eunice, Georges and Karla, 
Your meetings with SAD Hartlyn next week will be in Suite 205 of the South Building {conferer ce room), Karla and Georges, the final meedng time for each of 

you is attached. 
Thanks for your patience, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 
Depmtxnent of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 
Department of Africmq & Afro-Americana Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 



Monday, 10/10 
10:00-10:30am 

10:30-10:45am 

10:45-11:15am 

1 l:15-11:30am 

11:30-11:45am 

11:45-12:00pm 

Tuesday, 10/11 
10:00-10:15am 

10:15-10:30am 

10:30-10:45am 

10:45-11:00am 

ll:00-11:15am 

11:15-1l 1:45am 

Friday, 10/14 
10:00-10:15am 

10:15-10:45am 

10:45-11:00am 

11:00-11:30am 

Pen2� Hall 

Reg Hildebrand 

Charlene Regester 

Margaret Lee 

Tim McMillan 

Robert Porter 

Mamarame Seck 

Esther Lisanza 

Donato Fhunsu 

Alassane Fall 

Walter Rucker 

Kia Caldwell 

Lydia Boyd 

Bereket Selassie 

David Pier 

Alphonse Mutima 

Monday, 10/17 
2:00-2:30pm 

2:30-3:00pm 

4:30-4:45pm 

Kenneth Janken 

Eunice Sable 

Karla Slocum 

Tuesday, 10/18 

10-10:30am Georges Nzongola 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatka--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 10, 2011 4:47 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

Cla~rke, Titthny D <fitthny clarke@unc.edu> 

RE: [coreihc3287] Mee~iugs with Hartlyn 

...and finally, the rneetings today (Mot~day), Tuesday #.~#..~[.!#.#.y will be in Battle ~-Iafl in Mike Lambert/Eve~yne Huber’s office on the ~:~rst floor of Battle I-tsl~ (to the 

right of .Ju~hJs’ office). 

The meetings on Monday, :[0/17 and Tuesday, :[0/18 wN be ~n South Building, suite 205, 

7hanl~s for your p~tience, I thinl~ ew~rything is now set. 

T8 ke ca 

Agatha 

Agafl~a 

Basit~ess Ol~cer 

Depar~mc~t o[ P~J~l~c Polic~, 

217 Abemctby Hall CB 7/3435 

Depx~tme~t of African & A[i’o.-Ame~iem~ Studies 

109 Batde HNI, CB ~f3395 

U*~iversi~7 of No~fl~ 

Cl*apel Hill, NC 2?599 

p. 919~962~ 2788 

£ 919~962,5824 

F~m= Bue~, Agatha 
Sent; Nonday, October 10, 2011 9:58 AN 

Te= ’corefac3287@listserv.unc.edu’ 
Subject= ~: Heetings with Ha~lyn 

As a reminder, meetings todi~y and tomorrow w~l~ be in M i~e t.ambertiEve~yne t-fuber’s .:?ff~ce on the fired: floor of Bi~tde Ha~i (to t:he right of Julius’ office) ->:?try ~ 

don’t have the #[ 

Agaflm B~el~ 

Busit~ess O{}]cer 

Departme~}t of Public Polic), 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB 43435 

Depx~me~}t of African & Afi’o.-Ame~iem~ Studies 

109 Battle HNI, CB ~f3395 

Ct~apel Hill, NC 2?599 

p. 91%962~ 2788 

f. 9~9 962.5824 

F~m= Bue~, Agatha 
Sent= Thursday, Oc~ber 06, 2011 3:46 PN 

Te~ ’corefac3287@listserv.unc.edu’ 
¢¢~ Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subjeet~ Neetings with Hartlyn 

Dear All, 

Attached is a revised schedule of meeting with Dean Hartlyn. I apologize for the changes, and appreciate your flexibilitg. Please let me know ASAP if there are any 

problems with this. 

Georges - your meeting time hasn’t been confirmed, but it will be on that Tuesday. 

Best, 

Agatha 

Agafl~a Buell 

Business O~]cer 

Depaz~ent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy HN1, CB #3435 

Depa~ment of_~ricam & ~ro-~nericm~ Studies 

109 BaSle HN1, CB #3395 

UnNersib" ofNoN~ Cazolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to comfac3287 as: euuice(d~ema~l.unc.edu. 

Touusubscribeclickhere:http://lists.uuc~eduiu?id 43272331.2e800c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I coret:ac3287&o 30057288 

(It mW be necesmry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-30057288-43272331.2e800c87c76c9293t:ad75dl fe7d09936(a)listserv,unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 5:01 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b a~derson@unc.edu-~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@email.~mc.edtr~; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.~mc.edw~; Kenneth Janken qlANKEN@unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <~abuell@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: new ~ninor in Afric~ Lmaguages 

Dear colleagues, 

I am very much in support of Barbara’s proposal because I think that we have enough African language courses to offer (three regular courses and one course on-demand), each of which is 
taught up to at least four semesters Also, in addition to Intro to ~frica, there is now an introductory course on African languages (AFRI 421 ), which can be considered mandatory ~2~r a 
minor in African languages. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2011 3:52 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N; Kenneth Janken; Seck, Mamarame 
Cc: B uell, Agatha 
Sut~iect: new minor in African Languages 

[)ear colleagues: 
I am currently working on our annual report to the federal government, 
and wanted to raise an issue At some point this year, once the 
leadership and committee structure of the Department is solidified, a 
Curriculum Committee needs to take up the issue of creating a new minor 
in African Languages. This is a goal we established in the current 
grant, and it would be very helpful for the Department to consider what 
issues will need to be addressed to accomplish this goal I don’t know 
who all needs to be apprised of this, but wanted to get it onto the 
collective "plate." Thanks. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Depmtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

valdivia <valdivia@emaik unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 11:06 PM 

isa-graxt@listserv .unc.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

PANEL DISCUSSION: Art, Life, Migration: The Reality of Suefios Americanos/American Dreams ] October 11,2011 

image001 .j pg 

please circulate 
You are invited to a panel discussion tomorrow, Tuesday, October :t:t, at 7pro, at the FedEx Global Education Center. This panel is associated with the exhibit "Suenos 
Americanos!American Dreams," currently on display at the FedEx Global Education Center until October :tS. See details below. The conversation is open to the public and 
promises to be as fun and provocative as the exhibit’s reception was. 

Feel free to forward this message to others interested in attending! 
Best, 
Gabriela Valdivia, Altha Cravey, Joseph Palls 

Arts Life~ Migration: The Reality of Suefios Americanos/American Dreams 

October 11, 2011 I 7:00 PM I FedExGIobal Education Center 
Please join us for a public conversation about contemporary migration experiences. A distinguished panel of 

faculty from UNC, North Carolina State University, Duke and Fayetteville State University, along with artist 

Cornelio Campos, will focus on the power and potential of art to portray stories that are sometimes invisible 

even when intersecting our own daily routines. Using Campos’ work as a touchstone, panelists will invite us 

to think about the multiple meanings in his representations of the day-to-day reality of migrant experience. 

What is the place of dreams/nightmares? How prevalent is violence, and what forms does it take? How do 

families stay in touch? Where do migrants work and what are their contributions to contemporary U.S. culture 

and society? What is the migrant connection to nature and religion? What is the meaning of sacrifice 

depending on spaciotemporal and generational variables? 

This discussion is hosted in collaboration with an art exhibition, Suefios AmericanosiAmerican Dreams: The 

Art of Cornelio Campos, currently on display at the FedEx Global Education Center through October 15, 2011. This exhibition and supplemental programs are hosted 

by U NC Global, the U NC Department of Geography and the North Carolina State University Interdisciplinary Studies Department. 

Learn more about UNC global events at 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 11:42 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Ca~’olina Seminar, Geraldine Fra~r-Moleketi, Thursday, Oct. 13 

Carolina Seminar 

Decentralization and Devolution in Africa: Lessons from South Africa 

Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi 

Thursday, October 13, 2011, 6:30-9 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CII 

Born in Cape Town, South Ati-ica, Ms. Fraser-Moleketi’s experience with global and local issues was forged in South Afi-ica and outside her native country. She spent 

ten years in exile from South Africa beginning in 1980, when she left tbr Zimbabwe to join the Africa National Congress (ANC) which was the main opposition group 

during South Africa’s apartheid period. During her exile, Ms. Fraser-Moleketi worked in areas of Administ~ation, Communications and Development, received tnilitary 

training, a~ld became a member of the South African Communist Party. In 1990, with the unbanning of the African National Congress, Ms. Fraser-Moleketi returned to 

South Africa~ where she established the firfft legal national office of the South African Communist Pro%~. With the African National Congress and the Congress of South 

African Trade Unions, the South African Communist Pa~ has governed South Africa since the 1994 posit-apartheid elections. Ms. Fraser-Moleketi was Deputy 

Chairperson of the South African Communist Pa~’ from 1998 to 2002. 

Geraldine Fraser- Moleketi is currently "the Democratic Governance Director in UNDP’s Bureau lbr Development Policy (BDP). A timner Member of Parliament tbr 

South Africa, Ms. Fraser-Moleketi served in Cabinet positions under both Nel~n Mandela and Thabo Mbeki. tier appoin’anents included Minister of Welihre and 

Population Development (1996-99) and Minister of Public Service and Administration (1999-2008). She was also a member of the National Executive Committee of 

the Atiican National Congress until 2007. 

Educated at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and the University of Pretoria, Ms. Flaser-Moleketi has published a number of works on public administration, 

and has delivered numerous papers at both national and international coniErences on social development, gender quality and transfolmation of public services. As 

honorary professor at South Africa’s Stellenbosch University. Ms. Fmser-Moleketi is Deputy of the United Nations Committee of Experts on Public AdmiNstration. 

This talk is part of the Seminar on African Ecology and Social Processes. Light dinner is served. Parking is avaJlable in the McCauley deck beneath the Global 

Education Center. Please contact Stacey Sewall, ~wall@email.unc.edu ruth any questions. 

Stacey Sewai i 

Assi stant Director 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hi 11 

(919) 962-i522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2i02 (fax) 

sewall @emaii .unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

JAY BRYAN < ~msn.com> 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 6:46 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nov. 4 

Poem for Ackland Gala 2011 without phonetics.doc 

Hi Eunice, 

It is nice to hear from you! Yes, Wendy and I would be free on the 4th. I have a training that day for parent coordinators but will be finished by 5:30. She teaches riding that 
finishes around 6:30, 7:00. T hope that will work. 

I am attaching a recent poent I wrote and read at a fundraiser for the Ackland. I don’t know whether you might know the photo. 

Take care, 

Jay 

> From: eunice@email.unc.edu 
> To:             ~msn.com 
> Subject: Nov. 4 

> Date: Sun, 9 Oct 2011 21:18:08 +0000 
> 

> Dear .lay, 

> Hope you are well. This looks ver~ interesting. 

> I am wondering if you and Wendy are free on Nov. 4 evening. I am hosting a dinner at my house for comrades in celebration of the life one of my greatest inspiration, Dr. 

Wangari Maathai, the first African women to win a Nobel for her work with the Green Belt movement in Kenya who died recently. Hopefully you can join us. Note soon. 

> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> From: JAY BRYAN I        ~msn.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 09, 2011 10:24 AM 
> To:        @msn.com 
> Subject: Haiku at North Carolina Botannical Garden, October 22 
> 
> Good morning! 

> My good friend, Nancy Easterling, who is Associate Director for Education at the Botannical Garden and sponsor of many wonderful outreach programs, has been working 
with Dave Russo, webmaster for the N.C. Haiku Society and an accomplished and published writer of haiku, to put together the workshop described below for Saturday, 

October 22. 

> Haiku is a wonderful form, easy but complicated and stimulating. The Botannical Garden setting seems a perfect place for haiku moments, as they are called! 
> T wanted to share the information with you and commend it to you! 

> .lay 

> Haiku in the Garden--a haiku walk and writing workshop 
> Date: Saturday, Oct 22 
> Time: 2:30 - 4:30 pm 
> Instructors: N.C. Haiku Society 
> 
> You have probably heard that a haiku is a short poem of 17 syllables, written in three lines of 5, 7, and 5 syllables~ There is much more to haiku than the famous syllable 
count, however. Find out what these little poems have to offe!! The North Carolina Haiku Society<http:!/www.nc-haiku.org/> was founded in 1979 to promote the writing and 

appreciation of haiku in English. The workshop begins with some simple approaches to writing haiku. Participants will take a "haiku walk" in the gardens and along the trails 
with NCHS members, then follow-up with a discussion of poems written by participants. Fee: $15 ($10 NCBG, NCHS members) 
> 

> 

> 

> Nancy Easterling 

> 

> Associate Director for Education 
> 

> North Carolina Botanical Garden 
> 
> w~aq.ncbg.unc.edu 

> 

> 919 962-9460 

> 

> You can now designate a gi~t to your favorite area of the NCBG using this secure site: http://giving.unc.edu/gift/bot 



The Closer We Are 
(for the two Amandas) 

We’re drawn to the artist’s subject, 
lingering in their fingers 
on a brush, chisel or shutter, transported: 

Picasso’s isosceles nostrils 
or Rousseau’s tiger, hunting hunters, 
cranes emerging from Olitski’s peach mist 
or Lichtenstein’s Keds. 

Consider Irving Penn’s %,’0 Guedras: unperturbed 
in their black veils and silver haiks, waiting 
for fate, mistaken for abductees 
or carved mahogany. From a distance, 
cut from another culture’s cloth, 
chain at the waist, beads around the neck, 
they remind us of images, at least ancient, 
a shade sinister, from the Sunday Times Magazine. 

They’ve come a long way to this Ackland wall, 
peering at us through the desert haze. 
Come closer, they whisper: 

and wait for our eye 
to adjust to the bridal lace: 

wait to see, surprised, 
wrists banded with silver bracelets, 
cowrie shells showering crowns of hair, 
glistening earrings - eyes 
watching ours, with lips slightly parted. 

What isn’t heard but hear it now? 
Swaying on their knees 
to a cooking pot’s drum beat, 
shimmying like wheat, undulating 
like swans, hands 
flick a flick a flick/flick a flick a flick 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



blessings on those who gather round, 
bodies backbend, rotate, losing their selves 
in a crescendo of clapping and shrill, 
trilling, rhythmic chanting. And then, collapse, 

having danced us from ignorance and darkness 
to self-realized rapture 

and j oy: 

to see the veil between us and our dear ones, 
a source of light soaking daily life 
in iridescent mystery, their hands, 
their souls, comforting ours. 

Come closer, the Guedras say 
on behalf of Carolina Collects, 
come closer, our hearts nearing theirs, 
nearing theirs, 

so we may finally see 
as the artists saw. 

Jay B1)ran © September 24, 2011 

Guedra - a dancer, cooking pot or dance 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 8:30 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edn>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongol@email.nnc.edw~; Sable, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: new ~ninor in Afric~ Languages 

Dear Mamarame, Barbara, Georges, and Eunice, 

Here is a link to a web page from the Office of Undergraduate Education that describes the process [’or establishing a new minor: http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/uc/FaculW/MinorProposal.html 
Your note comes at a fortuitous time, Barbara, as the undergraduate studies committee was just beginning a discussion of the curriculum and how the different parts of the department could 
fit together better, and -- obviously -- languages are a part of that. Eunice and Georges: Should we raise this at the next executive committee meeting? Evelyne may want to defer action and 
let the next chair deal with it; but it looks as if the planning process is an involved one, and she may want us to start on it now 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB¢¢ 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-~Mnerican Intellectual: 
http:/iwwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/ianken html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http:/iuncpress, unc. edu/boo ks/T-8059.html 

..... Original Message ..... 

Front: Seck, Mamarame [mailto:mseckfd~,,email.nnc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2011 5:01 PM 
To: Barbara Anderson; Nzongola-Ntal~ia, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N; Kenneth Jap2Ken 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: new- nrinor in African Languages 

Dear colleagues, 

I am very much in suppolt of Barbara’s proposal because I think that we have enough African language courses to offer (three regular courses and one course on-demand), each of which is 
taught up to at least four semesters. Also, in additiun to Intro to Africa, there is now an introductoW course on African languages (AFRI 4~1), which can be considered mandatory for a 
minor in African languages. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2011 3:52 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges; Sahle, Eunice N; Kenneth Janken; Seck, Mamarame 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: new minor in African Languages 

Dear colleagues: 
I am currently working on our annual report to the federal governnaent, 
and wanted to raise an issue. At some point this year, once the 
leadership and committee structure of the Department is solidified, a 
Curriculum Committee needs to take up the issue of creating a new minor 
in African Languages This is a goal we established in the current 
grant, and it ;vould be ve~z helpful for the Department to consider what 
issues will need to be addressed to accomplish this goal. I don’t kno;v 
who all needs to be apprised of this, but wanted to get it onto the 
collective "plate." Thales Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Alicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



Tuesday ~.~.th October 20~.~ issue 504 

The Letter in PDF 

format 

Citizens’ initiative 

Elections : Poiand Our publications : France/NATO/EU Financial Crisis : ECB - 

Eurogroup - Council - France - Ireland - ]-he Netherlands - Slovakia - [P]F - 
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Front page! : 

How can the euro be saved? 

] The Presidenl: of the Robert Schuman Foundal:ion, 3ean- 

newsp~rper of 8th Octoger in which ~e exp~ah3s how the e~JFo 

can be saved. He pb~ads in favouF of strengthening of 
budge{:a~y Bnd {lSC:a~ ()bject[ves between France and Ge~marly 

8rid even for 8 new t~eaty between ou~ two countries,,, Read more 

The "minimum service" of European parties 

] The P~esident of the Robert Schuman Foundation, ]ean- 

ii.~.iI photonendispoJ Dominique Giutiani, has published ~n article in which he 
~na~yses the proposals m~de Dy European and French pofit~ca~ 

parties in response ~o tile economk: and fh’lancia~ c~is~s, In tl’fis 

respect he is disappointed with their "minimum service" 

~ttitude a~d calls for mole concrete propos~s.,, ~ad more 

Participate in the debate on citizens’ initiative 

] ]he conference on "Women of Europe and Citizens’ }:rfitiative" d~oJ held on :,.’*st September at t~ E~.,-o~n ~-~m~t, b~o~ght 

towards greater equality and par~ty~ ]hese women showed 
themselves to be extremely motivated to launch a c~tizens’ 

initiative. This is the reason why the Robert Sch~Jman 

Would you like ~o be one of the dt~zens who a~e pa~t of the Dojec~? Wou~d you be 



willing to sign a citizens’ initiative on equality? Let us know your ideas!,. Read 

Elections : 

Poland 
1 The Civic Platform (PO) party of the outgoing Prime t’4inister 

::.~.:: photo non dispoJ Donald Tusk came top h~ the parliamentary elect~ons he~d on 
9~h October with 38.96% of the vote and 206 seats (.-3 
compared to the previous elec[~ons held on 2~st October 
2007), ahead o~ ]mros]aw Kmczynsk~’s Law and Justice pa~ty 

(PiS) with 30.03% and ~57 seats (- 9). The Pal~kot Novement (RPP) led by ]anusz 

PaHkot came 3rd w~th 9~94% and 40 seats~ WakJemar Pawk~k:s Peopk~’s Party 

(PSL), member of the ou[goh~g government’s coa~][~on, co~ected 8,55% 8rid 30 

seats (- 1) 8rid the Democrst~c Left Alliance (SLD) 8,19% and 26 seals (- 27). The 
PO party won 62 seats h~ t~e Senate, the PiS 3~. and the PSL 2, Less than half the 

e]ecto~al:e (48~63%) went out to vote, w~th turnoLEt down by S.25 points compared 

[o the ~ast parHsmentary e~ect~ons on 2~st October 2007_, Re~d more 

Our publications : 

France, NATO and the European Union 

photo non collection a study by Pascale Andr~ani on "France, I/A]O and 

the European Un~on" h~ which the autho~ explains the 

reasons for and the results of Erasce’s return to the NATO 
integrated military organisation. The F~ote can be ordered on 

Financial Crisis : 

ECB 
At a press confererlce in Berlin on 6th October, the President 

announced a series of measures ~ntended to ensure the cash 
reserves of the European banking system, ~n October and 

Dece~DbeF the ~uropean Cen~rB~ Bank w~H undertake two 

operations to refinance b~nks, a mechamsm that has no[ 

been used since 2009. 40 b~H~on autos wH] also be used to buy assets, 
rea~ property, from European banks, I-he f~nancial h~st~tut~on a~so announced that 

~ts main h’lte~est rate w~H remah’l at ~ 15 0’%4~ . ~ I Read 

Eurogroup 

10rl 3rd October the 17 Finance 1’4inisters frol]’~ Euro a~ea 
~ [ahoton,~ndispo] member countries discussed ]mplementat~on of the Greek 

adjustment programme, They asked Greece to adopt ~ts draft 

budget 20~2 quickly ~n order to ~ttah~ budgetary ogject~ves for 

20~ and 20~2. They also called on the Greek government to 

accelerate privat]sat~on plans in various areas. F~na~y, Eurogroup p~esident 3ean- 
Claude 3uncker congratLdated the various countries for Lhe]r rap~d ratification of 

the European Fin~nda~ Stability Facility (EFSF). I-he ratification process should be 

Rnalised heR)re mid-October, thereby enabling the new European Financial 

StabHl[y Fadlity (EESF) to come into force be~o~e the next European Co,mall on 

17th snd 18th October.,, Re~d 

Economy/Finances Council 
photo non dispo On 4th October the 27 economy and finance ministers 

adopted the regulations on economic governance (six-pack) 

l:hat had been voted by ~,’lEPs al: l:he pkmary session h~ 
Strasbourg at the end of September. ~lhHste~s also agreed 

on the Union’s position fo~ the G20 and on [he framework for 

a regulation on derivatR;es; in order to reduce risks for t~e 

finanda] rnarket,.~ Re~d mor~ 

France: "The recovery is on hold" 
1 "The recovery is on hold"~ that’s how the [nstitut national de la 

ii1~111 photonen dispoJ statistic~ue et des r~tudes ~k:onomk]ues (]NSEE) h~troduces ~ts 
growth fo~ecas[s for 20~ published on 6th October, I~SEE has 

reviewed ~ts 201. I Erench growth forecasts consider~91y 
downwards~ at 1.7% compared with 2.I%. ~t also forecasts 

growth o~ 0.3% in the 3~d quarter arid zero growth in the 4th quarter~ The 

unemployment ~ate in continental F~ance co~dd increase to 9.2% in [he fourth 

qu~lCe~, compared with 9.1.% in the 2rid... Read more 

Ireland 
Ireland’s revenues increased by 8,7% in 2011 compared with 

......i::~;:i photo non dispo the previous year, declared the finance minister and the 

mhl]ster w~U~ responsibility ~:or pubfic spending and reform in a 

press ~elease published on 4[h October. According to the 
m~nistels, I[e~and is keeping to its commitments in terms of 

deficit reduction~ which were made within the context of the ba~]out plan, This 

bailou~ p~an is financed in an araount of 85 bilfion euros by the European Finanda] 

St~billty Facility (EFSF), [he ~uropean financial stabillsation and bilatera~ loans 

The Netherlands 



NPs in the Netherlands have approved an increase to the 
ii~iI photonon dispo pOWeFS O{ the European Fklanciaf Stability FacHRy (EFSF), 96 o{ 

~e~herlands is the ]S~h coun{ry in the euro area to have 

ratified strengthening of the EFSF, Malts and S~ovakis still hsve 

to ratify rehlf’orcement of the EFSF for it to corne definitefy hlto ~brce_, Pe:~d more 

Slovakia 
On 4.th October the Stovakian government set for .l lth October 

i:~:I pho~onondispo par[iamen{’s vote. on the European Finandal Stability Facility 

(EFSF), which has to be r~t~f~ed by aH 17 membe~ States ~n the 

euro area. Th~s vote is aw~lted vdth a certain degree 
trepMation. l-h~s slJmme[ the Slovak~ns were the only ones 

the eu~o a~ea not to COI’d:F[I:H~te to the rescue package ~br Greece. A rnh~ority party 

m the coalition h~ power ~s stHI opposed to the idea o~ a European 

Stability Facility... Read more 

IM F/Economic prospects 
1 On 5th October the International Monetary Fund 

ii.~.iI photo non dispoJ requested rap~d implementation of the reforms of economic and 

financia~ governance in Europe, whilst allowing k~r a growth 

policy, At {he presentation of {he ~eport on "Regiona~ Economic 
Prospects b~ ~urope", the ~MF dhector for E~rope, Antomo Borges, announced 

fall ~n European g~owth ~ates from 2.3% h~ 20~ to ~.8% in 20~2. Rap~d ~eaction 

by 81f those k~wMved, k)w ~nterest rates and persew~rance h~ the bafanch~g of 

public finm~ces are therefore essential, sa~d the d~rector. However~ the risk of 
excessive rigour~ which wo~k~ have a negative effect on growth, should be 
avoided. The IMF called on credRors to eas~Jre that the degt of overdndebted 

countries remains bernable, to enable them to develop healthy economh:: acl:~vRy..~ 

United Kingdom 

] The Bank of England de.cide.d on 7{h Oc{ober to maintain its 

decided to h~ject more ~quid~ty into the British economy ~n order 

to stimulate economk: m::t~vil:y. The central bank"s assets 
purchash~g programme has thus been extended by 75 bilHon 

pounds sterHng~ to a to{a~ of 275 bHHon, The central bank fears that the crisis on 

the continent of Europe could ha~e a negative effect on the recovery of the 

Greece 

piloto non dispo On 10th October the Greek firl~.qnce minister derided to save 
the "Proton" bank by using funds from the F~nanda~ Stability 
Fund (FSF)~ set up by Greece and its international funders. It 

is used to recap~taHse 9anks that are incapable of obtaining 

[h]ance on the rnarkei:s~ Proton, made up of a network of 36 

subsidiaries aRd w~th 8 [T~arket vakle of 11 nl][[ion euros, ]s 
the Rrst 9ank ~n the tom, try to benefit from the fund. The bailout p~an provides for 
dismantling of the bank and the creation of a "good bank"~ thus seC~JF[ng deposits 

[:fore the private sector, other banks and the gow~fnment, The Greek finandaf 

stability fund is now the rna~n sharehokler ~n Proton... r~d mere 

Franco-German meeting: "Sustainable" responses to the crisis 

On 9th October the German Chancellor Angela Nerkel received 

~ phot ...... dispo French President Nicolas Sarkozy to attempt to accelerate the 

p~an to save the sh~gle currency. The two leaders made a 

statement hi favo~Jr of recapRaHsat[on of European banks. They 

promised "sustah~ab~e, global, rap~d ~esponses before the end of Lhe month" so 
Lhat "Europe arrives at the G20 uniLed mid w~th problems so~ved". The Lwo 

~eaders a~so anno~Jnced that "h~portant mod~Rcat~ons" to the European treaties, 

gokK~ towards greater "h’d:egFa[ion Of {he e~lro area" would be envisaged,., Read 

G20 
r 

I On 7th October, the Presidents of the European Council, 
l~ phot ........ dispoJ Herman Van Rompuy> and oF the European Commission, Jos~ 

f,la~t~el Barroso, sent a joint letter to European leaders on the 

G20 summit to be held on 3rd and 4th November in Cannes. 
They wanted to share the~F views on the rosin questk)ns or~ the 

Bgenda and hope that these pointers will act as 8 constructive 

basis for the meeting of the next European Coundl o~ 17th a~d 18th October... 

Commission 

Reform of cohesion funds 
On 5th October the European Commission adopted legislative 

ii~iI pho~onon dispo pFoposah~ conceFi’qr~g the f~t~i-e of {he cohesion po~(:y for the 

period 2014-2020~ One o~ the mos~ con~FoveFs~l measL[Fes ~s 

[he possibility of suspending a~d to regions ~n countries where 

b~dge~ary policy is too lax or which does not comply with the 

stability and growth pact, This option, whk:h wouk[ only be used as 8 last resoN: 

according to the Commissioner in charge of regional polk;y, Johannes Hahn, is 

seen by many as a double penalty, which will aggravate stHI further the s~tuaE~on 

of t~e regions in most difRcufty. The Regions CommRtee, as well as many NEPs 



and local authority representatives, amongst others, announced their strong 

opposRion ~o this pro.iect, inR:iated by a proposal made by ~:he French President 

and ~:he German Chance~[or, The Coun(:H arK[ the Parliament have unti~ 20~3 to 

debate and amend the text,.. Read more 

Parliament : 

2012 budget 

1 On Sth October, me~r~bers of the European Parliament Budget i~i photo non dispo Commission set out their position on the European Union’s 

budget for 2012, They co~sideragfy ~ncreased a certah~ number 

ot budgetary headhlgs, notal:dy ~n the field of agrk:u~ture, and 

were firmly opposed ~o any ieduc~ions in the ambitions of the 
2020 Strategy, stating that the current cris~s should not reduce efforts ~n terms of 

sustahs~b~e growth. The text ~dopted ~s much closer to the Commission’s 

proposals than the Coun(:H"s ~:ext was, Rep~esenta~:ives from Germany, France arid 

[he United Kingdom in pml[~cula~ stressed their deshe to res[l~c[ the European 
budget, b~ the same way as national bmdge[s are being ~hT~[ed, fhe European 

Parliament should make a pronouncement on this text mt the plenary session on 

26~h October, and a conciliation co~mission between ~:he Council and the 
Parliament should f~nd a compromise agreement between now and the end of 

~ovember_, Read mor~ 

Council: 

Employment and social affairs 
On 3rd October the 27 employment minis[ers debated the 

ii:~:~iI photo non dispo R~tMre prospects for the European Social r:und and its role with 
a v~ew to achievement of the ogject~ves of Strategy 2020, They 

also prepared the tripartite sociai summit which wii~ be heh:l on 

l?[h Oc[ober and adop[ed measures re~ting [o employment 

concernh~g vo]Mntary work and reconciliation 9etween professional and family Hfe, 
Finally the m~nisters commented on the Franco-Sfoven~an note relating to 

assistance for the most underprN~feged peoph~ in the European Union, which (:arts 

on mirfis[ers to find a solution quickly,_ r~ad ma~’e 

Transport 

On 6th October the 27 transport ministers adopted two 
~ photo non disp’o conclusions in support of transborder cooperation in transport, 

notably with the development of h~frastructures and the 

hltegrstkm o[ trsnsport markets, The ministers also discussed a 

revision o~ the regulation concerning chronotachygraphs, the 
device used ~n br[ies to measure ~ who]e seNes of p~rameters to guarantee 

~ncreased safety, tqn~Hy, the mh~isters mandated the Commission to negotiate a 

genersI 8greemen[: with Aze[ba~jsn on avia[:iorl, which concerns bo[h 

harmonisat~on and the opening up of the market,,, Read mor~s 

EU/Brazil 

on the importance of the strategic partnership and the need to 

deepen politicaf dialogue witl~ a view to current world 

chatkmges, such ms climate change and the Arab Spr~ng. ~t 
~ns~s~:ed on ~he need fo[ mu]tHa~e~aHsm in ~he world, and on the social aspect o~ 

the curren[ economic and financia~ crisis~ Fb]ally, ma~or progress was made with 

regard to the Woiqd Trade Organisat~on ~nd relations between the European 

EU-Chile 
On 7th OctoOer European and Chilean delegations sabered 

:i’~’i: pho~onondispo prog~es<.~ made in theh- (:oopera~km, and par~k:u~ar~y the 

signature of the framework agreement with the European 
~nvestment bank, They a~so underhned [he progress made ~n 

terms of p~rt~cipation of c~v~] society and the protection of 

Human Rights, although Chile is currenl:~y facing a major social crisis. The mh~isi:ers 

declared ~hemselves to be highly satisfied with bHate~a~ relations and intend to 

further them, for example h~ terms of crisis management, and want to develop 
their cooperation h] internationa~ trade ~nd the management of fish stocks,,, kead 

Remote purchasing 

1 Furl:her ~o arl agreernent with the European Parliament, 
~ photo non dispo ~]Jn~s~el’s sJt~:Jng on ~he Competitiveness Co(irlci~ passed orl ~hst 

read~ng, on £Oth October~ a directive thai aims to strengthen 

the rights of consumers when they make remote purchases, It 

~*i~l result ~n a harrnordsa~ion of the hfforrnatior~ ~:o be supplied, 
the poss~b~H~:y of ~dl:hdraw~ng within a period o~ two ~eeks and will forbid the 

levying of excessh/e charges for telephone calls and for making on--Hne payments_. 

New rules for FRONTEX 
Op ~.Oth Octo~ser the 27 European ministers decided to 

......i~i photo non dispo reinforce the EuRopean external ~orde’s ~gencv, FRO{tTEX, The 

ParHamen~ had a~ready approved the compromise agreemen~ in 

Sep[ember and the two now on~y have to slgn the document, 

which should come into force before the end of the year. Th~s 
text provides for an increase is FROf~]-EX’s ResouRces, with greater autonomy h~ 

~:he~r acqu~sitR)n and facilitating coordina~:ion with member Sl:a~:es and ~:hird party 



States. "[he text also provides for increased prevention, with greater analysis of 

s~Fuctura[ and sho~’t term ris],~:s, as well aS Of the cBpa(:~l:~es of member St~es ~o 

respond to l:hem~ Finaf[y, the respect of Rmdarnerd:a[ r~ghl:s has been reatfi~med, 

pa[ticulady within Lhe conLext of automatic data processing._ R~sad more 

Surveillance of energy markets 

On lOth October European ministers passed a regulation that 

i:[~:~:: photo non dispo aims to increase surveillance of the energy m-arkets. The 

Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER} 

draw up a European reg~sLer w~th all the data necessary to 

supervise the energy market, increase 1is [rm]sparency and [hus prevent abuse, 

at a time when the g~s ~nd e~ectr~dty markets are being ~beraHsed and there 

some concern that th~s w~[] be done to the detriment of consumers... Read 

Stronger sanctions against Belarus 

On lOth October the 27 Foreign Ministers reinforced sanctions 

ii~iI photo non dispo against Betarus due to the repeated human rights violatR)ns 

~dded to the Hsts of people affected by a ~reeze of their assets 

and visa restrictions. The European Union specifically wants to 

gener~] and the opposition in par[icular_. Read more 

ECB : 

Toughening of credit criteria 

j On 6th October l:he European Central Barlk published its 
[~ photo non dispo quarterly survey on the distribution of bank credit ~n Lhe euro 

zone. The survey shows considerab]e tougherfing or credit 

criteria dulqng the third quarter 201~. 15% of b~nks are 

l:ougherdng l:heir criteria, compared [o 2% over U~e prevk)us 

quarLer fo~ non-fmanda] compames. WiLh regard to ~oans to 
mdw~dua~s to buy property, the figure b~c~eases from 9 ~o 18%. Th~s s~owdown in 

the granting of credits can be exp~ahsed by the deterioration of the sovereign debt 

crisis, trle consequence of which is a lack o~’ liquidity for banks~ At l:he same time, 

requests for credRs a~e down for the first thT~e #~ a yeaG due to a lack oF consumer 

confidence... R.:ea.d more 

Germany : 

Banks 
On 6th October the German ChancelloG Angela Merkel, received 

ii:~;~iI photo non dispo the president of the ]~MF, Christine Lagarde, the general 
secreta-y of the OECD, Angel Gurria, the president of the ECB, 

Jean-Claude TricheL, ~nd the president o~ the World Bank, 

Robert B~ ZoellJck, ]n Serlb~ to discuss the measures necessary For improvement of 

the international monetary system. They prepared the forthcoming G20 summit 
which will be held on 3rd and .$t~ November in Cannes. After a joh~t press 

conference, the Chancellor underfined the poin[ [ha[ banks in need could "in 

ruLure" turn to the European emergency fund ~nd that there shouJd be no 

hesitation in recapit~Hsing those banks that need assistance... Rend more 

Greece 

¯ . ] On 7th October Germany and Greece signed a joint declaration 
i.~.i photonon dispoJ iP Athens with the aim of deve]oph~g German investments in 

Greece and enabfing a fefaLirH::h O~: the Gfeek ecorH)my, which iS 

suffering From recession for the [hJrd consecutive year. lh~s five page text was 
s~gned after a two-day v~s~t to Greece by the vice-chanceHoG German economy 

minister Ph~hpp ROsier, accompanied by a delegation of around fifty German 

Beigiu m : 

Dismantling of Dexia 

pilotonondispo 
-]-he French. Belgian and Luxembourg goveFnlq]ents 

announced on 9th OcLober Lhat Lhey had found ~ sotuLion for 

Dex~a. the bank currently being dismantled. 1he Board 

derided to sp~t t~e group on ~Oth October. T~e Belgian 

bank wH~ be n~t~on~lised at a cost of 4 billion eUFOS for t~e 
Befgian slate. The Belgian, French arid Luxemboufg 

governments have derided to cover the group up to ~n amount of 90 billion autos, 

h3 order to facilitate ~ts financing, At the same t~me the financial rath3g agency 
Noody’s p~aced Belgium’s rating under negative surveillance,,, Read 

Denmark 

Borders 
"[he new Danish government has cancelled permanent customs 

::~:: pho~onondispo controls at the country% borders which weFe reh’lstated in 

2010 by the previous governrnen[~ The decision was 

mmoLmced by the new Prime MmisteG Helle Fhorning--Schmidt, 

~n a speech to the D~s~sh p~r]iansent on 4th October. 

Reinstatement ot checks had led l:o fierce debate at European teve~ on 

{:ompa~ibi~ity of this type o~: measure w~th the Schengen agFeement,.~ ReSd more 

Spain : 

Unemployment 



The Spanish employment minister announced on 4th Octoger 

:i~i: 9h°t°non disp° Lhat the rluraber o[ peo~Je uneml:doyed had h~creased to 4.226 
milHon h~ Sep[ember, ke. 8 monLhly increase of 2.32%. Over 

one yea~ the number or people unemployed incressed by 

~,e, 208,98.l more people unemployed than at t~e end 

Se~tember 20;0._ Kead 

The French President’s trip to the South Caucasus 

On 6th and 7th October French President Nicolas Sarkozy went 

ii~] 9h°~°n°ndisp° Lo [he SouLh Caucasus. He v~s~ted Armenia, Azerbaijan and 

Georgia, OuMng ffis tMp to Armenia the French President pa~d 
homage to the v]cUrns of ~enocide at the ]s]tsernakabe[d 

NemoriaL He invited the Turk~sh government to recogn~se the Armen~ genocide 

o[~i(JaHy end as soon as ~)oss~ble. On 7th OcLober the French PreskNmt met 

Azerbaijarfi counterparb Hham A~iev, rot ~unch, In Fbi]~ss< Nicolas Sarkozy stated 
Lhat Georgia shouk~ be "free" to aspire to joming the European Urfion and, b~ the 

long term, to join ~t, subject to hJrtherh3g its democratic reforms,., Re~d mcr~ 

NATO : 

Spain 
The Spanish Frime Minister, ]os~ [.uis Zapatero, announced on 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo Sth October that Spah3 was to play a part ~n NATO’s antVm~ssi]e 

shiekJ by accepth~g ~mer~can mHiLery wm~sels f~t[ed w~th 

h~Lerceptors, ~h~s declaration follows those made by Turkey, 

Pofasd and Rumania which have made their part~dpat~os ~n the 
~ntbm~ssHe shield ofRoal ove~ these past few months, Le~ders of the 28 NATO 

member countries gave [:heir green I~ght Lo the shNdd in 2010. Amerk:an leaders 

have staled that the mare a~rn of th~s antFm~ssHe sh~ekJ ~s to prevent a baH~sUc 

th[eat [iota [ran,., Re~d mcr~ 

Libya 

On 6th October derence minisLers from ~A]O member countries 
......i[~;]i photo non dispo met h~ Brussels to deode on how m~fitary oper~Uons h~ [.~bya 

should be continued. The mkdsters agreed in saykKI thaL the 

mission W~H soon come to an end� bu[ that NATO forces should 
contmue to mtervene, in a reduced ~o~e, for as long as Msks to 

the civilian population persist, The Anleric~n Defence Secretm’y, Leon P~nett~, in a 

speech given while on tour in Brussels, ~nsh~[ed on the successes of the Athm’d:k: 

alliance and on ~ts h~gh degree of effiOency, caHh~g on member coun~Mes ~o 

conUnue their efforts,,. Read more 

Council of Europe : 

Palestine 

¯ ¯ 1 On 4Lh October paMiamenLarians at the Council of Europe 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ Pa a Tentary Assembly granted [o the Pa~estinian Nat~ona~ 

Council the status of "Part~er for democracy", -[l~is status 

allows PaCes[in,an deNH~ates to speak and to Lake part h’~ the 

work done by the Assemb~% but w~th no Mght to vote, The aim 

of these developments ~s to strengthen the Pa~esUm~an State of ~mw, particularly 
by encourmgh~g mufti-party election% bammh~g of the death penalty and ensurimg 

equality betweer~ men and women. This new sLaLus h~ no[, however, official 

recognition of Lhe Palestlnian SLate, at a Lime when negoLiaUons on this subject 

a~e suit on-going at the United 8ations Genera~ Assembly in Sew York.,, R~ad mere 

Personal data 
[he Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) 

ii:~:~iI ~hotonondispo has passed a resolution on the protection of private life and 

Andreja Rihter (Sloven~a, SOC). This re~ort contah’~s the most 

advanced standa[ds in this f~eld in the woMd; it should be up- 

dated and pubfidsed better at woMd ~evef h~ o~der to p~event, h~ part~cufa~, the 

~derd:~[ication o[ h~div~dua~s, Lhe esl:abHshmerd: of [heir profile or Lheir on--Hne 

OECD : 

Joint Agricultural Policy 

[~ On 5th October [he OrganisaLion [:(~r Economic Cooperation 
~ photo non dispo and Deve~opmenL (OECD) presented a report entitled 

"Evaluation of AgMculLura~ Policy Reforms in the European 

Usion". Experts fFom the OECD come to the conclusion that 

alter 25 years o[ joint agricu~tura~ policy the European Union 

now has 8n opportunity to reform 8g~icultura~ subsidies 
significantly, The report refers to the structure and mak~ cha~acteMst~cs of the joint 

~gMcultural policy and to ~ts developments ove~ the p~st 25 years, OECD experts 

put forward four major recoramendath)ns: greater operdng of Lhe European 

market, more mvestment in agMcultural ~nnovat~on, creation of a framework for risk 

Climate change 



pholonondispo In a study published o[1 7th October~ I{urobarometer 

change. The s[udy, carried out ~ast 3une, shows that the 

c~t~zens of Europe are h~creasin#ly concerned ~bout d~m~te 

change: ~ majority puts ~t at [he top of thei~ concerns, ahead 

of [he current economic and finandal crisis, 80% o~’ those 
gues[k)ned consider ~hat [h~s presents ~n oppoF[un~ty which should be seized, to 

develop a h~gh potential economic sector, both m terms of growth and 

employment. Connie Hedega~rd, the European Commissioner responsible for 

action for climate, sees this awareness ~s encoufagh]g, cord:h-rahlg the k%;~Liraacy 
of ~ctk)n undel-taken by ~he European Urffon [o reduce the ]mpa£:~ of (:hmate 

Eurostat: 

Industrial Production 

: : 1 In August the industrial producer prices index reached a level 
i~i photonon dispoJ 0,1% below that of the previous [T~onth, declared Eurostat, the 

European Un~on stetisHcal office, on 4th October, In terms of 

[:he European Urdon, the ~ndex was down 0~2%. S[:~UsUc]~ns 

observe a 3.9% increase in the index for the euro area ~nd a 6.7% increase for 
the European Union conlpa~ed to price levels in August 20~0... R~d mere 

Studies/Reports : 

The European Union space policy 

[he Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik in £,eHin has published a 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo study on the European Union space policy. ]-he study looks at 
the European space programmes and their role in the joint 

defence policy, ]t gwes fecommendat]ons for the Germarl 

government and explains how the space policy can be used ~n 

a strategic way at European leveL. Read mc,~e 

The European Union and the Arab Spring 

fhe Foundation for International Relations and External 
......i::+::i photo non dispo Dialogue published on 5th October a study on "l-he EU and the 

Arab Spr~ng", ~n whk:h the au[hoG whHs[ praising pos~[~ve 

Emopean reacUons to the events, suggests that the European 
Union should rethb~k ~ts strategy with regard to the Nid(Ue East m the long term 

Reduction of greenhouse gases in the European Union 
In a publication dated 7th October, the European Environnlent 

::~:: pho~onondispo Agency observes a 2.4% increase in greenhouse gas emissions 
R)r European Unkm countrk~s h’~ 20~0. A~ter a big 7% drop ~r~ 
emissions in 2009 their mcrease is due Lo the ieturn to 
economic growth and to cold wh~ters. The Agency believes, 

however, that European States are on the right track in terms of commitments 
mBde h~ the Kyoto protocol, thanks l:o progress made h~ renewmbk~ energh~s Bnd 
energy yield,,, Resd more 

Publication : 

Can Europe do without economic governance? 

l La oocuraent . tion ,,an  a,se pub,,shed boo  by Fran[4ois ]amet entiUed "L’Eulope peut-eHe se passer d’un 
gouvernement ~conomiqueY’ (Can Europe do w~thout 

econorak: governance?). The author explains the challenges 

obstacles of an economic, political and inst]tuUona~ nature 

that will have to be overcome before such governance can be established, lean- 

What remains of France’s influence? 

I Where is France’s ~-~_~al audierlce in [he European concert? By 
~ photonon d~spo what indicators can it be measured and by what strategies 

can it be reinforced7 Franqois-Xav~er Prio[faud and David 
Shitzky ~nswer these two quesUons h~ a book published by 

[he Documerd:a[h)n ~rarlg:alse and entitled "What remains 

France’s #ffluence in EuropeP", The two authors methodlcaUy 

analyse the determh]h~g factors h3 French ~nfluence ~nd outline the strategies that 
would return France to the ~eading pos~Uon it enjoyed in Europe,,, Re~x~ mcr,e 

Culture : 

"Matisse, C~zanne, Picasso... L’aventure des Stein" 
Until 16th a~ua-v the Grand Pa[ais national gat[er[esin Paris 

.~:: photo non dispo are showh~g an e>;hH)ii:ion enUtled "Matisse C{ezanne, 

Picasso... L’awmture des Stein", The exhH)iUon bl’b’l( s 
together a unique coHecUon of works from the Stem family’s 

various co~fecUons: Renoir, C~zanne, P~casso, Matisse, 
Mangu[n, Bonnard, VaHotton, Laurencin, Gr]s, ~sson, 

Pk:al:da .... The exhib][h)n is d~v~ded h~to e~ght se{:l:~ons whh::h shed light onto each 

of the family members: Leo, Sarah and M~chael and~ finally, Gertrude._ R~md mere 

Gerhard Richter retrospective at the Tare Modern in London 



Nobel/Literature 

ii~iI photo non dispo Swedish poet T, ]hansDSmer, ~is ~irst ~nthology of poems was 
p~blb~hed in ~954 when he was 23 years o~d, S~nce then he 
has written a dozen co[fectk3ns of poetry and prose. His work 

has 81weys been marked by 8 trar~sitkm between ordhlery everyday I~fe arid the 
complexity of th~ngs. H~s works have been Lrans~ated mto over 60 languages~,, 

Frankfurt/Book fair 
J The 63rd edition of the world’s largest book fair will be held in 

ii.~.iI pl~otonon dispoJ r:rankfurt from ~.2th to .16th October, w~th ~ce~and as the guest 
of honour coun[ry. The FrankR~rt ~a~r has given itseff ~:he m~ss~on 
of revealJng new publishers and authols, ~hJs yea~, ovel 7,500 
exhibitors wJl1 be plesent, w~Lh ovel ~0 coun[lies represented 

and over 3OO,000 v~sitors expected. On 1.6th October the Algerian author Boua]em 
Sar~sa[ w~]~ be presented with the prestigious Peace Prize awarded by German 
bookshops m the Pau~skhche m Frankfurt.,, [~ead 

Agenda : 

[~r!vironmen~ Cou n(:ii 

.l 3th~J.4th October 

Cracow 

Meetir!g ,af [~utc:,pear! Sports ~lini.~t:ers 

~ 7t h--~..£[h October 
Brussels 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 10:24 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Atiica: The New Business Frontier, Nov. 3-4, 2011 

Business Across Borders Summit 

Africa: The New Business Frontier 

Nov. 3-4, 2011 

Join business students, academics and leading business experks tbr an intense workshop on this imtx~rtant new tiontier. Three keynote addresses m~d four pa~el 

di~ussions examine critical "tactical topics important for anyone interested in entering or doing business in Africa. 

Business Across Borders is hosted by Leadership Fellows at UNC Kenan-Flagler’s Frank Hawldns Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ruth support from the Center 

for International Business Education and Research and Africa Business Alliance. 

Keynote Speakers: 
Biju Mohandas 
Director, Acumen Fund in East Aj?ica 

Edward Baiden 
Global Plarketing Director, Packaging Graphics Business Unit, DuP ont 

Pete Ondeng 
Managh~g Director, Asset Capital Ltd 

For more info please visit: http://~wvw.kena~ninstimte.unc.edu/BABAfi’ica 

Stacey Sewaii 

Assistant Director 

FLAS C} }rdinator 

Af ri can St~K~ies Cent~’~ 

UNC-ChaDel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2~02 (fax) 

sewail@emaii.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October ll, 2011 11:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

lecture 

INTS560 - Oct 11 - developmenk ageuts of justice and institutions as moral ageuts.ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corinna Zeltsman <cz4@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 11:27 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Call for Papers: Duke University Department of History Graduate Student Conference 

Call for Papers: Please circulate. Apologies for cross pofftings, and thanks! 

Cotinna Zeltsman 

PhD Candidate, Dept. of History, Duke University 

Call for Papers 

(Un)Bound Worlds: Rethinldng Boundaries and Borders 

March 16, 2012 (Abstwact Submission due Noveinber 15, 2011) 

The Graduate Students of the Duke University Departmem of History are pleased to invite graduate studems in the humanities and social sciences to submit papers for 

their aamual one-day conference at Duke University on Friday, March 16, 2012. The conference will explore the construction, lived experience, and contestation of 

materia1, discursive, political and disciplinary, boundaries. We are especially interested in papers that approach botmdaries and borders from a varie~ of disciplinary or 

metlaodological approaches. We would also like to specifically encourage scholars ruth works in progress or at an early s~ge in their research, including pie- 

dissertation graduate students, to apply. 

Topics of relevance tbr the conference might include (though are not restricted to): movement and migration, identity construction, intellectual current~ ~ale, memo~; 

state formation, geography and histo~, space mad power, trade and the marketplace, as well as many others. 

The conference will consist of panels organized around specific queslions/topics ruth a commenter. There will also be both lunch and keynote speakers. Please submit 

an abstract of your paper including title and affiliation not to exceed 250 words by November 15, 2011, to Amanda Hughett at abh30(~duke.edu. 

Those selected will be notified by December 1,2011. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, :46 PM 

To: 

Subject: Namibia and Kenya links: AFRI .FAI ~LI 

Lamu Port 

http://aJl~£rica.com/stories/201109190845.html 

Inside Nmnibia’s Rural Communal Conservancies 

http:i/www.npr.org/2011 / 10/11 / 141227453/inside-~mibia- s- comnmnal- conservancies 

To Save Wildlit~, Nmnibia’s Farmers Take Control 

http://www.upr.org/2011 / 10i 10/140445502/to- save - wildlife- namibias- lhrmers- take - control 

Timeline of Con~rvation: 

http:/%~vw.npr.org/2011/l Oi09i140400397ifimeliue-n~xrfikfias-checkered-Ns~-of-conse~ation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYC & Company <destinationservices@nycgo.com~ 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New York City welcomes the AAG 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

.?~i See More. Be More This is New York City.(TM) 

Association of American 
Geographers Annual Meeting 
February 24-28, 2012 

The AAG Annual Meeting is calling for all scholars, researchers and students with an interest 

in geography and related disciplines to submit abstracts for papers and presentations. 

The deadline for submissions is October 13,2011! 

Don’t miss out on this weeklong conference, expected to host more than 7,000 geographers 

from around the world and feature more than 4,000 presentations, workshops and field trips 

by leading scholars and researchers--all against the backdrop of New York City and its 

vibrant dining, shopping, entertainment and cultural offerings. 

To submit, you must first re~qister for the Annual Meeting. 

The AAG Annual Meeting will feature: 

¯ The latest research: Presentations and posters by leading scholars and researchers 

¯ Exhibit Hall: Booths and exhibits showcasing recent publications and new geographic 

technologies 

¯ Career and networking opportunities: An international networking reception, a center 

highlighting the latest employment opportunities for geographers and career-development 

sessions 

¯ Special events: Keynote presentations from distinguished speakers, such as Nicholas 

Kristof, the Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times columnist; Mary Robinson, former 

president of Ireland; Robert Groves, director of the US Census Bureau; Jeffrey Sachs, 

economist and director of The Earth Institute at Columbia University; and many more 

¯ Workshops: Training sessions and workshops to help further your professional or 

academic career 

¯ Field trips and excursions: Explore the rich physical and cultural geography of New York and 

the surrounding region. Sign up for an informative field trip to Central Park, the 9/11 Memorial, 

the Hudson Valley and many other locations--all led by geographers or other experts 

Important links: 

AAG Reqistration 

Guidelines on Abstract Submissions 

Discount Hotels 

General Information About AAG Annual Meetinq 



] 
NYC & Company 810 Seventh Ave, 3rd fl 
nyego.com New York, NY 10019 

This message was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu. If you no longer want to receive messages from NYC & Company, 

please click here to unsubscribe. 

@2011 NYC & Company, I nc, 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10019. All rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 2:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@~mail~nnc.edu> 

do you want to teach summer school? 

Dear Eunice, 

Did you want to teach summer school next year? You did not reply to Tmvis’ s email concerning this, and I mn wondering if you overlooked the em~fil or if you don’t 

want to teach. If yon want to teach, please email Travis at st~ore,@~email.unc.edu and let him know the conrse, session, and time you wish to teach. If you don’t want to 

teach, let me l~ow that as well. 
Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~aken 

Professor of AIi~o- American Studies 

Depa~:tment of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Stadies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ of North C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Ravford W. Logm~ and the Dilernma of the ~4£~ican-:~rnericm~ Intellectual: 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
_h__t_t_P_2~!!__u_!!_c_p__r__e_~ ~:__u_!F_:~_(t___u_(__b_9__(_?~ ~_/:_l_2_-__8_~ }J2:!!~ ~ ~. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 2:58 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv.unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] call for proposals 

Dear Colleagues, 

Dean Karen Gil has awarded me a Vicki and David Craver Academic 
Leadership Grant, ~vith the understanding that it ~vill be used for the 
benefit of the Department in the form of support for faculty 
development This is a one-time fired, so it cannot be used for ongoing 
expenditures like telephones. 

After consultation with the Executive Committee, we have settled on the 
following procedure: Faculty are invited to submit proposals by 
November 15, and the Executive Con~mittee and I will evaluate all the 
proposals and award the funds on a competitive basis. Members of the EC 
who have applied for fimds will recuse themselves when their proposal is 
being discussed. The decisions will be made before the end of the 
semester. 

The funds are to be used for research-related activities, including but 
not limited to travel to cont~rences to deliver a paper (only AFTER the 
College travel funds have been exhausted), or travel to research sites 
to do research, or travel to work with a co-author, or acquisition of 
research materials (such as books or data), or payment of research 
assistance. The funds should be used over the remainder of this 
academic year and next summer; ]2~r travel to conferences, where lead 
times are longer, funds may also be used during next academic year. 

You are invited to submit a proposal o f maximum two pages in length, 
describing the activities for which you would like to use the funds, and 
a budget for up to $2,000 A competiuve proposal will explain how the 
planned activity relates to your overall research program and what kind 
of product you expect to result from the activity. 

If eve~bo~dy (or almost everybody) applies for the ful[ $2,000, the 
funds available will not be sugficient Thus, please be realistic and 
do not pad the budget. If we have more requests than money, some 
proposals may not be funded and others may get only partially funded. 
Again the deadline is November 15. 

With best regards, 

EveIyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Intcrinr Chair 
African and Afro-American Studies 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc, edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: em~ice@email.anc.edu. To m~subscribe 
click here: http://lists.~mc.edu/u?id 43272331.2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&l corefac3287&o 30064005 or send a blank email to leave-30064005- 
43272331.2e800c 87c76c9293f4d75dl fc7d09936@listscp<~mc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11, 2011 3:18 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] Otfice Hours on Weduesday, 10/12 

Dear All, 

Due to University Day celebrations, the Battle Hall main office will be closed from lOam-lpm tomorrow (Wednesday). Additionally, due to meetings that cannot be 

moved for both Travis and I, the office will also be closed from 3:30-4:30pm. 

If you would like to check your mail, make photocopies, etc. please come by between 9-10am, 1-3:30pm, or 4:30-6pm. 

Thanks for your understanding, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Africm~ & .ad’ro-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

You are currently subscribed to afiiafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: l~ttp:/ilists.t~nc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30064221 

(It may be necessa~ to cul m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-30064221-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d~;listserv.unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

F~velyne Huber <ehuber~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 3:21 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

JonathaJ~ tfa~tlyn <ha~flyn@email.unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] policies on fiual exo~ms aud grading 

Afr-Af-Am Exmn and Gradiug l~blicies.docx 

[)ear Colleagues: 
Attached please find a memo on binding rules for final exams and 
grading. If you have questions, we can discuss them at our next faculty 
meeting on Wednesday, October 26, at 11 a.m. 
Please note in particular the requirement that you notify the chair if 
you are planning to have a non-traditional final exam 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolin a 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919) 962-(,v132 
ehuber@unc, edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.~xc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.tmc.edu/u?id 43272331.2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&l corefac3287&o 30064297 or send a blank email to leave-30064297- 
43272331.2e800c 87c76c9293f4d75dl fe7d09936@listsep<tmc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 3:39 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@emaJ~l.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krja~ken@email.unc.edu> 

policies tbr promotion to senior lecturer 

Poli Sci Sr Lecturer Procedures DO Approved 9-10.docx 

Dear Colleagues, 
Attached are the policies that Political Science uses for promotion to 
Senior Lecturer We adapted those fi~om a College template. We can 
discuss at our next meeting on Tuesday, October 25, at 3:30 pm, how 
those could be adapted for use in Afri-Af-Am Studies. 
Best, 
Eve[yne 

Eve[yne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolin a 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919) 962-(N32 
ehuber@unc, edu 



Department of Political Science 
Procedures Governing the Promotion of a Lecturer to Senior Lecturer 
May 20, 2010 
September 2010 -Approved by Dean’s Office (pending endorsement of College 
Committee on Promotion to Senior Lecturer in Fall 2010) 

Eligibility for Senior Lecturer 

A lecturer is eligible for recommendation for promotion to senior lecturer on the 
following bases: 

The candidate must have a minimum of six consecutive years’ full time (i.e. 1 
FTE) service as a lecturer in the same College department, or, if the candidate is 
from another institution, six consecutive years of full-time (1 FTE) service as a 
lecturer or faculty equivalent 

The candidate must provide demonstrable evidence of extraordinary teaching and 
service to the appointing department, beyond that which is expected of a lecturer, 
in accordance ~vith standards of extraordinary teaching and service defined by the 
unit in ~vhich the candidate is appointed. 

In the Department of Political Science, evidence of extraordinary teaching may include: a 
university teaching award, consistent teaching evaluations in the top 10% of the 
department, regular service on undergraduate honors these committees, exceptionally 
high peer teaching reviews, success in writing and/or administering grants that improve 
teaching in a unit, administrative oversight and training of teaching assistants and/or 
other fixed-term faculty in a unit. 

In the Department of Political Science, evidence of extraordinary service may include: a 
university service award, service departmental undergraduate advising coordinator, 
service on the UNC Faculty Council and/or subcommittees, service on the university 
committees (such as Teaching A~vard Committee, Staff Award Committee, university 
search committees), chairing unit committees or task forces, membership on the advisory 
board of a professional j ournal, invitations for speaking engagements at other institutions 

of higher learning, service through Carolina Speakers Bureau. 

Procedure for review of candidates for senior lecturer in the Department of Political 
Science: 

Only a lecturer who has completed a minimum of six consecutive years of full-time (1 
FTE) service in the Department of Political Science is eligible to be considered for 
promotion to senior lecturer. 

A candidate for promotion to senior lecturer in the Department of Political Science will 

be reviewed by a unit committee appointed by the Chair. This review committee will be 
composed of at least three tenured faculty members and at least one senior lecturer, 
provided one more senior lecturers are part of the departmental faculty. If the 
departmental faculty contains no senior lecturers, a senior lecturer from another 



department may be included on a review committee, with the approval of the Dean’s 
Office. This committee is responsible got reviewing any eligible candidate’s dossier and 
submitting a report on each candidate under consideration. 

To be reviewed by the department’s review committee, eligible candidates for senior 
lecturer must submit a dossier containing the following: 

1. the candidate’s current curriculum vitae; 
2. the candidate’s statement of teaching and service; 
3. documentation of the candidate’s teaching and service activities; 
4. annual summaries of teaching, annual summaries of student evaluations, and periodic 

peer teaching evaluations 
5. evidence of extraordinary teaching and service 
6. the names of two individuals (from UNC or external) who may serve as referees as to 

the candidate’s qualifications for the rank of senior lecturer 
7. additional materials, such as observations of classroom teaching, student 

recommendations, nominations for teaching awards, grant applications, and other 
materials relevant to the case 

Upon receipt of a complete dossier, the Chair will solicit letter with two referees, one 
from list provided by the candidate and one from a list developed by the Chair, as to the 
candidate’s qualifications for promotion to the rank of senior lecturer. Upon receipt of the 
two letters, the Chair will include them in the candidate’s dossier. 

After reviewing each dossier, the departmental review committee will submit to the Chair 
a written report concerning each candidate for promotion to senior lecturer. The Chair 
will make this report available to the assembled eligible faculty of the department, whom 
the Chair will consult in a manner analogous to the process whereby the unit Chair 
consults the unit’s faculty on the promotion of faculty members in the tenure track. This 
consultation will result in a vote of the eligible faculty of the department, recorded by 
rank, on each case for promotion to senior lecturer. Tenured and tenure track faculty and 
senior lecturers are eligible to vote. To ensure confidentiality, reports of the faculty vote 
other than the report submitted to the Dean, will include only the total vote of the eligible 
faculty. 

The Chair of the department may decide to accept or reject the advice given by the 
eligible faculty. In either case, the candidate’s complete dossier must be forwarded to the 
Dean with a letter from the Chair either recommending or denying promotion. Besides 
reporting the vote of the faculty, the Chair’s letter should highlight factors concerning 
teaching and service that most influenced the recommendation. Regardless of the Chair’s 
recommendation, the Chair must communicate that decision in writing to the candidate. 

The dossier for the candidate forwarded to the Dean will include the following: 

1. the chair’s letter, noting the review committee’s role and vote, and the vote of the 
eligible faculty, recorded by rank; 



2. the report of the unit review committee of the candidate; 
3. the candidate’s current curriculum vitae; 
4. the candidate’s statement of teaching and service; 
5. documentation of the candidate’s teaching and sew’ice activities; 
6. annual summaries of teaching, annual summaries of student evaluations, periodic peer 

teaching evaluations 
7. a minimum of t~vo letters of referees (UNC or external) that address the candidate’s 

qualifications for the rank of senior lecturer 



UNO Centar for Gtobai Initiatives <invita@eventbrite corn> 

Tuesday, October 1 I, 201 I 4:38 PM 

Sahte, Eunice N <eunice@emaiL.:.~nc,ed.:.~> 

UNC Center for Global tr’,itiativea invi(~s you to Visualizin9 Human Righ(s {Nov 5:2011 ) 

You are invited to the following event: 

o01 P~boro otreet 

Chape~ H~L NC 27599 

Join The UNO Center for Gbbal ~nitatives and Dk~k Gordon for the 
4th Annuai V~su~lizin~ Human Righ~ Conference - 8~turdav 

Sto~’; spoken word pedormances by Poetic Portraits of a,, 
Read ~4ore 

Share ~h~s event on Fr~cebook and Twitter 

Cheers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nonini, Don <dnonini@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 4:41 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

Nonini, Don ~dnonini@email.unc.edu> 

[stnwg01] Readings from Healing the Body Politic -- Oct 14, 18 and 19 

To SMWG colleagues 

These readings may be of interes~t. (Apologies for cross- posting.) 

Don 

Sandy Smith-Nonini, PhD 
author of 

Healing the Body Politic" 
El Salvador’s Popular Struggle for 

Health Eights: From Civil War to 
Neoliberal Peace (Rutgers University 

Press, 20::[0) 
http://rutRerspress.rutRers.edu/acatalop;,iHealinR the body Politic,html 

......... and UNC research asst. professor of 
anthropology 

will do three talks on her research on healing and war in El Salvador in the Triangle during October. All are free and 
open to the public. 

Friday Oct. 14th at 7 pm - Dr. Smith-Nonini will do a reading and book signing at the Regulator Bookstore, on 

Ninth St, Durham 

Tuesday, Oct. 18th, at 12 noon, Dr. Smith-Nonini will do an informal slide show and talk about the White Marches 

against privatization in El Salvador for the UNC School of Hedicine’s Builitt History of Hedicine Club in Room 
527 (top floor) Health Sciences Library at UNC. 

Wednesday, Oct. 19th, at 5:30 pm Dr. Smith-Nonini will lecture on the implications for human rights from her 

research in the War Stores series in the UNC Center for Global Education’s Nelson Mandela Auditorium For 
review ( by Rebecca Lester) of the book in The Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology 

See review ( by Rebecca Lester) of the book in The Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology ._V___o_Lu___m____e____J:___6_~__!_s___s__u___e____l_~__pages 198-199, April 

2011: htt~://on~ine~ibrar~.w~e¥.com.~ibpro×~Jib.unc.edu/d~i/1~.1111/j.1935-494~.2~11.~-1~&x/fuI~ 

BIg: Sandy Smith-Nonini, Ph.D., is research assistant professor of anthropology at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, and former assistant professor of anthropology at 

Elon University (2000-2005). She is the recipient of the Richard Carley Hunt Fellowship from the Wenner Gren Foundation and the Peter K. New Prize from the Society for Applied 

Anthropology. She has authored numerous journal articles and book chapters on the politics of community health, neoliberalism and drug-resistant tuberculosis epidemics, and 

occupational risks of immigrant labor in North Carolina. 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak email to leave-30065040-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26flz~57tk:7({~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JOHN Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 6:19 PM 

wk8 Diversities: GEOG 

Note the changes for readings for Week 8: ~ Diversities; the case of economies 

These have been made on Blackboard m~d papers are loaded. If yon have difficuli3~ with the number and length this wee~ can be deferred. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AfricanBmins - No Reply <no-reply@africm~brains.org> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 10:46 PM 

AtiicanBraJns - No Reply <no-reply@a£ricanbraJms.org> 

Afi-icalff~raJ ns launches The Southern African ICT lbr Education Summit 2012 

Description: Description: Description: Description: linked image004 7C494099-DFOBM15B~A95D-DA86030743F9.gif 

~: a__frj qa._n_ .b_r._a_ins__:._n .e_~e__d_.u_ .s_a. 

AfricanBrains is proud to announce the launch of The Southern African ICT for Education Summit 2012, to 

be held 26-27 January 2012, Elephant Hills Resort, Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe 

AfricanBrains organised and completed the African Education Summit 2011 in Morocco, which 

represented the start of a long-term commitment to bring the public sector and educational institutions 

together with private and corporate sector operators and investors 

Engage with ministers and senior officials for education and higher education from the 15 member 

countries of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) plus Kenya, Uganda and Rwanda. 

The Southern African region represents the engine of future African economic growth and are keen to 

pursue public-private partnerships for education. 

The Summit will be based around dedicated pre-scheduled meetings be~.~een the private sector, 

ministers and educationalists from 18 Southern African countries. 

Engage in one-to-one roundtable meeting with ministers and public officials. 

Enjoy the stunning setting of the Victoria Falls and world-class hospitality at the Elephant Hills Resort. 

Description: Description: 
...... Description: Description: 

Description: 
cid:image008.jpg@01CC7 
D2C.B73F3E30 

.~.i Description: Description: 
Description: Description: 
Description: 
cid:image005.png@01CC 
7D23.65319F60 

The Venue 
Elephant Hills Resort, Victoria Falls 

i.~.i Description: Description: 
Description: Description: 
Description: 
cid:image006, prig@01CC 
7D23.65319F60 

~:: 
Description: Description: ] .... : Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 

To register your interest in the Summit 

either as a sponsor, a delegate 

or as a speaker please click here, 

fill in the form and we will contact you 

ii.~ Description: Description: 
Description: Description: 
Description: 
cid:image007.png@01CO 
7D23.65319F60 

Face to Face Meetings ICT for Education Keynote Speakers 

Follow oll Twitte~ I o,~ Facebeok Page 

To subscribe to the NEW official AfricanBrains newsletter for the latest on 
African Education, Innovation, Science, Tech & Events just click here 

Copyright © 2011 AfricanBrains Ltd, Aft rights reserved 

Our mailing address is: 

AfricanBrains Ltd 

85-87 Bayham Street 

Camden Town 

London, UK NW1 0AG 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed 

If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. Finally, the recipient should check this email and any 

attachments for the presence of viruses. The company accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email. 

Please do not reply to this email as the mailbox is not monitored To unsubscribe please email .u__n__s__u__b~_c__rLb__e_@_a_~Lc__a_n__b__r_a_j_n__s_:_o_r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 6:41 AM 

Reminder - Exam 2 and additional extended office hours tbr the exam: 1NTS560.001 .FALl2011 

Dem All, 

Study guide: 

As I indicated in an email over the weekend, please note a study guide for Exam is available on Blackboaacd under a folder titled, 1NTS560-Exam 2(Oct 18). 

The reqnired materials are the lectures and readings linked to the highlighted themes. 

Additional extended office hours for the exam: Friday 9.00am- 11.00am. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 9:29 AM 

Department listserv ~atHal~m@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat~m] FW: HR Facilitator Digest: Oct. 11,2011 

101111 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October :1:1, 20:1:1 3:30 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: Oct. 1:1, 201:1 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

~ Please forward the attachment t{t~ed "HR Employee Information" with{n your department(s}, 
~ Fu~ text of a~{ articles in the weekly digest is availaMe in the attachments and at _h___t__t_R:_L/___h__r_:___u___n___c_;__e___d____q[news-eventsJitems, 

Upc~r~ing D~r~ ~ De~dlin~ 

Oct. 17: HR Facilitator Quarterly Meeting 

Oct. :1.8:1-9 Policy, Procedure & Lawlogix class 

OCt° 18: Records Management 101 class 
Oct, 19: Overcominj~___T__e___a____m_____D__y__s__f__u___n__~!__o___n__s_ 

O~. 2~: Employee Appreciation_~_y 

Oct. 26: Conflict Management Skills for the Workplace 

Oct~ 27: Developing Organizational Pa~nerships 

Novo I: Advanced Communication Skills class 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Trait)#~g & Talent I:}evelopmenl: Classes Available (Conl:ac~: TraPping & Talen~ Development~ 962-7.550} 

The Office of Human £esources offers a varkd:y of (:las~.;es ,-_~ach month thaL are available from Lhe course catalog. These h-_~arn#~g opportur~iti~:_!s ar~:a free and o~H:_!r~ to 

faculty and staff. Please see the atLached flyer for available classes in November. 

Work Wel~, Live Well o Balance Challenge (Contact: IBene~its Services, 992o:-]{{17Lt} 

For week three o[: d~e Work Weft, Live Well Ce~ebrat~on, the [:ocus is ~%alance." The bNance tenet is designed to support and encourage employees as they strive to 

achieve personal satisfaction ~n both work and da~[v Hfe. 

Benefits Services Workshops (Co~tact: Benefits Sew~ces, 962-3071} 

Bene[~ts Servk:es has 5;chedu]ed the fo~k)wk~g works;hops; now open for registration: 

Retirement Counseling (£!!__c_k____h___e___r__e_) 

Benefits Services has scheduled the t:oftowing workshops now open t:or registration: 

You are currently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(a)email.uac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.m~c.edu,’u?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=al’riaIiam&o=30068959 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.~Le~-.~.8..~.~..9~.-.‘.3...2.~.(.3..!~6~.8..:.e..~..7.~.a.~.~...a...5~.8~3..~.‘.3...~..~.~.~.~}~.~!).~2~@~istserY.unc.edu 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, October 11, 2011 

O ct. 1 8: .!.-....9....P...~..~..!..c.y..’...P...r...~...c...e...d...u...r...e....&....L..a..w..!.~.g.!.~. cl as s 
Oct. 1 8: Records Manaqement I 0] class 
Oct. I 9: Overcoming Team Dysfunctions class 
Oct. 20: It Takes All Types: Intro to MBTI class 
Oct. 21 : Employee A~preciation Day 
Oct. 26: ..C...~...n..~!.Lc..t....M...a..n...a.g..e...m...e...n...L.s..~.!.!..~...s...~.~..r....t..~.~..~.~.~.~.p.~.~ class 
Oct. 27: Developing Organizational Partnerships class 
Nov. I :Advanced Communication Skills class 
Nov. 1 7: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares ends 

Learning Opportunities- Upcoming Training&Talent Development 
Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Murill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are 
available from the course catalog. These learning opportunities are free and open 
to faculty and staff. Please see the attached flyer for available classes in November. 

To register on- line, please visit the Training & Talent Development website or 
contact Training & Talent Development at 962- 2S50 for more information. 

Work Well, Live Well- Balance Challenge 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

For week three of the Work Weft, Live Well Celebration, the focus is "balance." The 
balance tenet is designed to support and encourage employees as they strive to 
achieve personal satisfaction in both work and daily life. 

BALANCE Challenge Activities: 

¯ Get 7 - 9 hours of sleep at night 
¯ Set aside 1 hour to pursue an interest or hobby you enjoy 



Take 5 minutes to identify a few simple ways to cut costs in your daily life 

BALANCE All- Star Challenge: Create a personal finance budget. Include ways to 
incorporate savings! 

Budgeting can allow you to look at how much money you actually have and where 
it goes, so that you can plan how to best allocate those funds. A detailed budget 
can provide peace- of- mind during tough economic times. Creating a personal 
budget does not take much time and it is something that everyone can do. Click 
here for more information about budgeting and to find useful resources for each 
of the basic challenge activities. Don’t forget to print your completed budget and 
bring it with you to Employee Appreciation Day on Oct. 21. 

Employees must provide verification for each All- Star Challenge to be eligible. This 
includes physical copies of their completed self- assessment and budget, as well as 
proof of participation in a Campus Rec class, community program, or service 
project. 

To learn more about Work Well, Live Well and employee wellness resources, click 
here or contact Benefits Services. ............................................................................... 

For more information on the Work Wel!, Live Wel! Celebration and challenge 
activities click here. Please contact Benefits Services for questions regarding the 
Wellness Program. 

Benefits Services Workshops 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Benefits Services has scheduled the following workshops now open for 
registration: 

Teachers & State Employees Retirement Workshop 
This workshop is a comprehensive half- day program that takes the place of an 
individual counseling session, but promises the same personal attention in a group 
setting. Topics include retirement benefits, the paperwork process, Social Security, 
Medicare, financial planning and retiree health insurance. 

Location: Wilson Library, Pleasants Room 
Date: Wednesday, Nov. 9 
Time: 8:30 a.m. to noon 

Medicare Workshop 
The Orange County Department on Aging will present information regarding 
Medicare and Social Security during a one- hour lunch and learn. They will also 
provide information and services to help navigate medical, personal and social 
transitions that accompany aging and retirement. 

Location: Administrative Office Bldg., Room I 500- C 



Date: Monday, Nov. 14 
Time: noon to 1 p.m. 
Sponsor: Benefits Services 

A Baby! What do I do? 
Having a new child can be overwhelming. This session is intended to provide you 
with some basic processes to follow to ensure continuation of your benefits, how 
FMLA works and what work/life programs are available to new parents. 

Location: Administrative Office Bldg., Room 1 500- C 
Date: Wednesday, Nov. 16 
Time: noon to 1:00 p.m. 
Sponsor: Benefits Services 

Don’t miss this opportunity to reserve your space! Go to the Training & 
.__D____e_____v____e__!___o__pment website to register. For more information about the workshop, call 
962- 2550 or click here to email us. 

Retirement Counseling 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

Several of the University’s optional retirement program providers and 403(b) 
supplemental retirement program providers are offering individual counseling 
sessions to UNC- Chapel Hill employees to discuss their retirement investments. A 
listing of available one- on- one retirement counseling dates can be found on the 
Benefits Education website. 

You can link to TIAA- CREF and/or Fidelity’s website to schedule a counseling 
appointment from the Benefits Education page or call TIAA- CREF at 800- 732- 
8353, or Fidelity at 800- 642- 71 31, prompt 1. 



Local.ion: 104 Ai~pmL Drive, 1500-A 
Date: Wednesday Nov. 2 
lime: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.                     .,. "" 

Locat~oll: 104 Ah’por~ Drive~ 1402               .~ 

Date: Wednesday, Nov. 2 

]-~me: 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.t~.,~ "x ............. 

LocaLion: 104 Ai~po~L Drive, 1500-C              \ ..~....!~...~.~ 

Date: Thursday, Now 3 

lime: 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 

L.ocation: 104 Airpor~ Drive, 1 q00-r~ (1515) 
Date: Fhu~sday, Now 3                         ~’"[) 

Time: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 

Date: Thursday, Nov. g                          ~ ........... 

~~rne: 8:~0 a.rn. to 4:30 p.rn. 

Da~e: ]uesday~ Nov. 8                            ~ ........ 

]-~me: 9 a.m. to 12:00 

Location: WiBon Ubrary, P]easanE Family Room 

Date: Wednesday~ Nov. 9 

~~me: 8:30 a.m to noon 

Location: 104 Airport Drive~ 1S00-.A 

Date: Tuesday & Wednesday Nov. 15-16 
Time: 8:30 a,m, to 12:30 p,m, 

[.ocadon: 104 A~po~t Ddve, 1500-< 

Date: WednesSay, Nov, ~6 

T~me: noon to 1 

Location: 104 A~rport Drive, 

Date: -Fhu~sday, Nov. 17 
T~me: 9 a.m. to 2 p~m. 

Location: 104 A~po~L Drive, 1500-C 

Date: Tuesday, Nov. 29 

Fkne: 9 a.m. to noon 

Location: 104. Airport Drive, 1500-A 

Date.: Tue’.sday &Thursday, Nov, 29 & Dec, 1 

Time: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 

Location: 104 Ai~pmL Drive, 1500-(: 

Date: Wednesday, Nov. 30 

lime: 9 a.m. to 11 ::50 

I..c)cation: 104 Airport Drive,lS00--A ( first day) 

Date: Wednesday, Nov. 30 & Dec~ 7 

Time: 9 a.m. to noon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 11:11 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <etmice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@emml.unc.edu-~; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

<hildebm@email. unc.edu>; Janken, Kennefla R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

New Course Proposal (for Curriculum Co~nmittee) 

Dear Curriculum Committee Members: 
I am planning to propose a new 300 or 400-1evel course focusing on the African Diaspora. The proposal is due Oct. 15, which is this Saturday. I realize the timeline is short, 

but wanted to alert the committee about the proposal. I’ve already mentioned the course to a couple of people and it’s probably something that other faculty, such as Walter, 
would be able to teach. If you have any comments or suggestions regarding the course, the course numbering etc., please let me know. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #339~, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27S99 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http: !/www. u nc.ed u/depts/afriafa m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 12:18 PM 

An opportunity tbr extra credit (GEC): INTS560.001 .FAI,L2011 

Dem All, 

Here is an excellent hnman rights rights event to be held at UNC on Nov. 5. If you attend the 9.30am- 11.00am forum (I will be there) and write a 200 word paragraph 

about it yon will have 1.5 points added to your final INTS560 grade. 

http://cgi.unc.edtvvhr 

For tho~ who cannot make it to this event, there roll another opportunity on Nov. 15 evening - details later. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andveas <nsteiner@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 12:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: report due - done 

Thanks Eunice and I hope things are settling do;vn. Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Sterner, Ph.D I Director 

CEik’IYl~R for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 i Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global E&acatlun Center ] Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 

tel: +1 919 962 6855 ] fax: +1 919 962 5375 ] sks’pe: 
http :i/c gi uric. edu i http ://facebook.col~’Unccgi ] http ://twitter. com/uncc~i 

CHECK OL~ IVP!- LATEST BOOK: http://amzn.col~’0415772990 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 10:31 ~k\~i 
To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Subject: report due - done 
hnportance: tligh 

;)ear Niklaus, 

My deep apologies for the delay in completing the report this time around. It has been a very hectic time in one of my a:ffiliated units hence the delay. 

I have completed the report and once again my deep apologies Thanks so much ~2~r making the screening of the Taking Root: the vision of Wangari Maathai possible when Dr Maathai was 
still with us. The last 3 weeks have very difficult :[’or those of us who knew and admired her human rights work with the Green Belt Movement 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent: Friday, October 07, 2011 10:39 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: report due 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m ~2~llowing up on the email from a :[’ew weeks ago asking for a brief final report on your CGI-funded activity. My records indicate you have not yet had a chance to complete this report, so 
please go to this link 
http:~,’new.qualtrics.com/SE?Q SS=0PQnbDIELGyftCk 8GKibsPFEbUoN12 
and coraplete the online survey by Monday (Oct 10). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. ] Director 

CEiX~I~ER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 ] Campus Box 5145 FedEx Global Education Center] Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 

tel: +l 919 962 6855 ] fax: +1 919 962 5375 ] skype: http:/icgi.unc.edu<http:i/cgi.unc.edu/> ] http:/ifacebook.com,’unccgi] http:i/twitter.cotr~’uncc~i 

[Description: http:/icgi.unc, edu/iraagesimigration-horizontal.ipg] 
CHECK OL’I’ MY LATEST BOOK: htt’0://amzn.corrb’041577~990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alison Rodal <resea~:ch@communications.pearsonhighered.net;, 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 12:58 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

AtiJcan-American HistoD’ Coarse: Your Input 

Dear Professor SAHLE: 

I hope you are having a good semester We are conducting a survey of instructors who teach African American HistoW to learn more about your course, your students, and the types of 
teaching materials important to you, whether you use a traditional text or not Your feedback is instrumental in helping us to create better course materials for both you and your students. 

I hope you will take a few minutes to respond to the online questionnaire. To access the questionnaire, please click here: 

http:L/c~mmnnicat~ns.pears~nhighered.net/serv~et/cc6?i~K©SB~T~©TVG3vb8GxGf6be©3v8©G93V2VTV~X 

In appreciation of your efforts, ~ve will enter your name into a drawing for ONE of THREE $200 awards if you complete the survey wit2ain 14 days Iicom now. 

We appreciate your help and look tblavard to your feedback. 

Sincerely, 

Alison Rodal 

Market Development Manager 

Arts and Sciences 

Higher Education 

1 Lake Street 

Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458 

T: 201-236-7558 

F: 201-236-7555 

Pearson Higher Education 

http://comrnunicat~ons.pearsonhighered.net/servlet/cc6?ioKq) SB YDOTVG3vbSGxGf6beO3vSQG93V2 V RVvb9VRYDYAV’~’b9VRS Y BDR YWVf6bebvEXv61"(3 V674z06f74~S S X~90VXLX 

1 Lake Street i Upper Saddle R~ver, NJ 07458 

If you wish to change your email preferences from Pearson, please click here 

http://communic ati on s.pearsonhi~hered neVservlet/cc6 ?ioK0 S B YDOTVG3vb8 (3 ×Gf6beQ3v8 0(393 V2V SVwy2Xw32VGf6be 11VXLX 

’]?his message was sent by Pearson IIigher Education using Responsys Interact. 
http://www.responsys.com/?cid=9 

Vie~v ore pem~ission marketing policy: 
http ://conwnnnications.pearsonhighered.netiselwlet/pp/1 ? u=http://c o rcanuni c at i on s. p e ar s o nhi gher e d. n e t/s el~-1 e tiop tout ? i o KDUA Y C D VE. 261 ub 9.26F. 26f7b eD 1 u 9D. 26.2 e 1 E 0 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edtc> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 1:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Ariel Dorlinan: How Harold Pinteds kindness saved my play 

Theatre Featt~res 

Ariel Dorfman: How Harold Pinter’s kindness saved my play 
Ariel Dorfman, whose ’Death and the Maiden’ will be the first play at the newly renamed Harold 
Pinter Theatre and will star Thandie Newton, recalls his old friend 

A taste for revenge:Ben Kingsley and Sigourney Weaver in the 1994 film version of’Death and the Maiden’, written by Ariel Dorfman Photo: SNAP / Rex Features 

By Ariel Dorfman 

9:53AM BST 12 Oct 2011 

Haacold Pinter did not, as t?~ as I can remember t~om many conver~tions with him, believe in magic. Imagination, oh yes, he fiercely championed the power of the 

imagination both in his plays and in his life, the redemptive power of the word in a pitiless mliverse. 

And yet I venture that he would have agreed "that there is something implausibly magical about "the lhct that the first play to be performed in the theatre that is to 

henceforth bear his name should be Death and the Maiden. 

Without Pinter my play would not have this revival. I am almost tempted to declare that without Pinter, Death and the Maiden would not exis~t in its present form. 

It is not only a matter of Pinter’s influence on me as a writer, how the resonance of his own work echoes in the silences that surround and undermine the woman who 

has been raped and seeks revenge, the doctor whom she captures and accuses of being her torturer, the husband who must defend that doctor in order to save the wife 

he loves and his own ambitious career. Not only that Pinter’s plays inspired me as a young and fledgling author in Chile back in the Sixties, taught me so much about 

stagecraft and character, cruelty and subtlety and tenderuess, to the point that my first boom in 1968, was an analysis of Harold’s work. Silnilar things could be said of 

many writers a~ound the world. 

In the case of Death and the Maiden, however, Pinter provided the play wifll much more than literaly inspiration and remote guidance. 

It was in London, on a day in late Novelnber of 1990, that I first met Harold, and his wife Antonia Frasei; as part of a week-long campaign agains~t censorship 

organised by the ICA. The main event was to be a reading of a play I had jus~t finished in Santiago de Chile only a month or so before. The play was so fresh and 

recent that I had not even settled yet on a definite title, calling it at the time "Luna que se quiebra’, something roughly equivalant to "Scars on the Moon". Because the 

play was about scars and nights, about the physical and pwchological ruins left in the aftem~ath of dictatorship, how everyone in the country, victims and perpetrators 

and bystanders, ends up irreparably damaged. A play that dealt ruth the difficulties and temptations and traps that threaten a land that returns to democracy after many 

years of fear and persecution and mendacity. 

I had never heaacd the play out loud and kimw that the experience of watching Penelope Wilton, Jonathan Hyde and Michael Maloney bringing that stoly to life would 

be memorable. 

And yet more importaut for me was to meet Pinter. He was at a table, having lunch with Antonia in a large dining room at the ICA, and I had just staggered offthe 
plane t~om Santiago, unable to sleep all night, and I slowly, oh so slowly, went up to him and introduced myself and he stood up and I embraced him and was 
overcome with emotion, tears welling in my eyes, as "they do now that I recall that moment. 

"My deaac t~llow, my dear fellow" those were the first words Piuter ever said to me, and yes, ever since, I was his dear fellow. I crouched next to him and handed him 
a copy of the book I had written about his work, a copy that I had just recuperated from my library lost during the coup and partly recovered when we recovered our 
democracy and I was able to reutrn to my count~ after 17 years of exile. 

That t~llowship, which began with the simple compassion of a great plwwright ti)r a younger author who hat travelled the earth in order "to meet him, was cemented by 
something new a t}w hours later. Because Haacold loved my play, recognised in it something special. He asked me, after we had seen the pertbmrance, ifI knew his 
1984 play One tbr the Road, which, incredibly, I did not. He briefly explained that it was about a woman who has been raped mid tortured ti~cing a god-like man who 
feels he can do an>~thing to her and ends up destroying her and her fanlily. 

"Do you know what Philip Roth said to me after seeing my play?" Haxold asked, and before I could respond that I had no idea, lie gave the answer himselt; as he often 
did: "Philip said that I had to write a sequel. What happens when Gila, the protagonist of One for the Road, meets up with the man who devastated her exis~tence." 
Harold paused. "And now I don’t have to write that sequel. Because you’ve done it tbr me!" 

And he laughed, that gruft; throaty laugh of his that I was to hear so often as we embarked on an enduring fi-iendship. But first crone something more concrete and 
urgent: the need to get what would eventually be called Death and the Maiden staged in London. 

He called me in Chile some weeks later. "Peggy Ashcroft [who had been present at the ICA reading and had been deeply impressed] gave it to Peter Hall, and he is 
veU interested in talking to you about a possible production in England." Over the next few months I had long conversations with Peter Hall. It was like a dream for 
me: first Hm~old. then Peter Hall. Mwbe the play was really as powerful as they thought it was. 

But we could never agree with Peter about the play’s ending, which I s~bbomly wanted to be ambiguous. Peter thought the stoU needed a resolution of some kind, 
and we finally parted ways. 

I returned home and said to my mfe: "I think it’s always going to be like this. I’m never going to get this play produced." Angdlica is not one to bite her tongue: "If you 
don’t get produced, well, that’s the price you pay for being true to yourself. Or would you rather write differently?" 

Neither of us could ki~ow that Haacold would not take this transitou defeat of Death and the Maiden sitting down. He sent the play to Max Stal~[brd Clark at the Royal 
Court, to see if it would fit into the upcoming London Interuational Fes~tival of Theatre. The Royal Court liked the play but was unsure whether it fitted into their 



calendar. Harold ott~red, t?ee of any royalties, the world premiere of a short play he hadj ust penned, The New World Order. But not unless they consented to stage 

Death and the Maiden. 

And that was not the end of Pinter’s sponsorship of the play. Rehearsals tbr Death aJad the Maiden in July of 1991 were not going smoothly. The Royal Court had 
decided to make some changes in the text in order to make "the play more accessible liar English audiences, and the actors were not hapw, felt that the alterations were 

compromising the integrily of the work they had t?~Jlen in love with originally. 

I was in Los Angeles at the time, rehearsing Widows, which I had co-written with Ton? Knshner. It was risky lbr me to leave the California rehear~ls and anyway I 

didn’t have a dollar to spare impossible to even think of aJrthre to London. 

Juliet Stevenson, whi~m I had never met a~d had only recently discovered through Trnly, Madly, Deeply, wrote me a~ urgent message: "You mnst come and save your 

play." The next day, the Royal Court told me that a ticket had been arranged ~ I could travel to London for five days to attend the laser reheaa~sals of Death mad the 

Maiden and the premiere in the Theatre Upstairs. 

’°Who paid for it?" I asked. 

"The per~n wishes to remain anonymons," was the response. 

Over the years, I beca~ne convinced that the person in question had to be Pinter. He never admitted it. When I asked him about it point blank, a few months betbre his 
death, at a lunch at his house, he smiled e~figtnatically m~d shook his head. "I have no recollection of having done that, Ariel," he said, but oh the way he lit up with a 

sort of joy. 

I can only imagine how that joy would light up again if he knew that the theatre that will be called frown now on the Haxold Pinter will receive, for its inauguration, the 

play that he helped bring so generously into this world. 

Or how he would smile ifI were to lem~ forw~:rd and say: °’Harold, isn’t it strange? The laser play staged at the Come@ Theatre before it changed its name, the Come@ 
Theatre fl~at saw so many other productions of your work isn’t it str~a~ge that it should be, of all possible plays, Betrayal?" 

And Harold would be puzzled, wait for ~ne to go on, indulge in one of his faa~ous pauses. 

My next words: "Stra~nge, because my play is also about betrayal. Strange and tnagical," I would continue. ’°Strange and tnagical because tl~e sto~y of Death and the 

Maiden itself, fl~e stou of how the play came into being, could even have such a significm~t revival, is a testimony to loyalty and friendship and gene~osi~ m~d love." 

And I can only presume because who would dare speak for him tl~at he would answer, yes. 

"Yes," tny old friend Harold Pinter would have said, a~nd I hope he is saying it somewhere now. "Magical." 

© 2011, ArielDorfinan. ArielDorfman is the author of’Feeding on Dreams: Confessions of an Unrepentant Exile’ (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt). ’Death and 

the Maiden’ opens at the HaroldPinter Iheatre on Oct 24. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 1:44 PM 

Caktwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.nnc.edtr>; SaNe, Eunice N <euNce@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edtr>; 
ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: New Course Proposal (for Curriculum Committee) 

Dear 
Can you ,~;end d~c Curtictthlm Connni~tee fl~e ayllabua lbr fl~e pmpo~d course? Can yot~ ala? ~ell us what general education reqt~itvmet~ts you wa~t d~c cot~r~ ~o meet? 

l s~gges~ a 4.00qevd com~e. We have ~r mow 300-leve~ comses lhm~ 400-level, m~d many office 400qevd cour~zs are j~s~ ct~ss-lis~ed and not taugD 

deparunet}t. And we require m~iors lo take one 400-Ire’el corers: ii~ add[don to AFAM,%FR1474. 

Have yot~ spoken wifl~ Agalha about st~bmittmg fl~e comTae? She [s 1he &pa~ment"s aubmitter, and ] dolf~ kt~ow bow involved fl~e aubmission process 

Kenneth 

Kennetl~ R. Ja~ken 

Pro~i:ssor of Afl~o- A~ncrican Studies 

Dep~utment ofAtiicar~ m~d A~?o-.Americ~m Stt~dies 

Chapd Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 

Ra~,:Drd W. [.ogat~ and ~he Dilemma 

Wa]~er White, Mr. NAACP: 

F~m: Caldwell, Kia k 
Sent= Wednesday, October 12, 201~ ~l:ll AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F; 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subje~t: New Course Proposal (for Curriculum Commi~ee) 
Dear Curriculum Commi~ee Members: 
I am planning to propose a new 300 or 400-level course focusing on the African Diaspora. The proposal is due Oct. 15, which is this Saturday. I realize the timeline is 
sho~, but wanted to ale~ the commi~ee about the proposal. I’ve already mentioned the course to a couple of people and it’s probably something that other facul~, 
such as Walter, would be able to teach. If you have any commenN or suggestions regarding the course, the course numbering etc., please let me know. 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
As~ciate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@ema[l.u nc.ed u 
http://~.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Jason Warner <jasonwarner@fas.ha~a~ard.edu> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 2:14 PM 

j asonwamer@ths.harvard.edu 

Iron-Africa article on CNN.com 

Dear a]l - 
I thought tlaat you might be interested to read an article that I just had published on CNN.com on Iran-Africa relations. Find it here: 

http://globalpublicsquare.blogs.cnn.com/2011 / 10/12/imns-t~oubled- foray-into- africa,’. 

All best, 

Jason 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 5:06 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Call tier Proposals: CIBER Business Language Cont}rence, UNC 

2012 CIBER Business Language Conference 

Call For Proposals - Due November 

The Centers for international Business Education and Research (CIBERs) are pleased to announce the Call for Proposals (CFP) for sessions at the 

2012 CIBER Business Language Conference hosted by The University of North Carolina CIBER in Chapel Hill, March 2~-2~, 2012. The theme for 

this year’s conference is Building Bridges from Business Longu~ges to Business Communities and calls for an exchange of ideas on how foreign 

language educators can best assess and meet the current and future linguistic and cross-cultural needs of professionals operating in diverse and 

global environments. While new lines of research and new teaching techniques in Languages for Specific Purposes will be discussed more 

generally, this year’s topic will also address linkages from education to business communities and innovations in experiential education. The 

online proposal submissions are due November 1st, 2011. Please find the CFP at 

As part of the conference, we will hold a Showcase of Experiential Business Language Programs. If you are interested in showcasing an 

innovative program that can serve as a model for emulation and would like to share best practices in reaching out to business communities, 

please submit the online form for the Poster Session, which can also be found under the CFP at http:/[www.ciber.unc.edu]cbk/ 

On the conference website, you will also find the agenda and exciting plenary sessions, including a ~.,.~:i~l k~0~",,~t~ ~-,,,~d,%~ at 5.30pro on March 

21st by Robert Lane Greene, reporter for The Economist and author of "You Are What You Speak." 

We are looking forward to receiving your proposals and seeing you in 2012 at UNC in Chapel Hill! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <orders@eventbrite.com> 

Wednesday, October 12, 2011 5:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Order Contirmafion tbr Visua]~ing ttuman Rights 

Your o~’der for V;sualizi~g 
Huma~ R}ghts }s 
comp}ete} 

Sat.:.~rday, November 5. 201-i from 
9:00 ,-;[’,,,~ 

Visus~iizing Human Rights~ 

301 Pihtsboro Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Your Receipt Oct 12, 2011 

Order #: 2267004672-54185410 

Name Type QuanlJty 

Eunice SaNe Conference Attendee 1 

This order is subject to Eventbrite Terms of Service 

Share this event with your friends! i ~’-:!}ft!’t i 
Eventbrite I 651 Brannan St. Suite 110 I San Francisco, CA 94107 

Event details 

We look forward to seeing you at VHR! If you have any questions or 
concerns, please email vhr@unc.edu or call the Center for Global Initiatives 
at +1 919 962 3094. 

Please note, you do not need to print a ticket to bring with you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Leigh Campoamor <lmc 19@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 12:35 AM 

Leigh Ca~npomnor <hnc 19@duke.edtr~ 

Starting TODAY! Hum~ Trm"fic: Past aJ~d Pre~nt 

Progrm~ HT.pdf 

Please distribute widely. Apologies for cross-postings. 

Thursday 10/13: keynote and artist exhibit opening 

Friday 10/14 & Saturday 10/15: panels and film screenings 

See attached program 



Robert Bach is on the faculty of the Center for Homeland Defense and 

Security in Monterey, California. He leads senior local, state and federal 

officials in coursework and research related to border a~d transporta- 

tion security; strategic planning and multidisciplinary approad~es to 

public saDty. 

Ian Baucom is Professor of English and Director of the Franklin Hu- 

manities Institute at Duke University. He works on twentieth century 

British Literature and Culture, postco]onial and cultural studies, and 

African and Bla& Atlantic literatures. 

Iacqudine Bhabha is Ieremiah Smith, Jr. Lecturer on Law at Harvard 

Law School, Director of Research at Harvard’s Franc, ois-Xavier Bagnoud 

Center for Health and Human Rights, and Adjunct Lecturer on Public 

Policy at Harvard Kennedy School. She is also the University Advisor on 

Human Rights Education to the Provost at Harvard University. 

Vincent Brown, Professor of History and of African and African 

American Studies, is a multi-media historian with a keen interest in the 
political implications of cultural practice. He teaches courses in Atlan- 

tic history, African diaspora studies, and the history of slavery. 

Liza Buchbinder is an MDiPhD student at the University- of California 

San Francisco currently completing her doctorate in medical anthro- 

pology in a ioint program at UCSF and UC Berkeley. Her dissertation 

focuses on the lives of’Ibgolese adolescents working in the Nigerian 

domestic service industry in relatkm to the hm~an rights discourse on 

child trafiqcking in West Africa. 

Charles Campbell, a Caribbean artist based in Canada, has exhib- 

ited widely in North America, the Caribbean and Europe, represent- 
ing Jamaica in events such as the Havana Biennial, and the Brooklyn 

Musemn’s Infinite Islands eM~ibition. His work uses images culled from 

the Caribbear~’s history of slavery and emancipation to investigate the 

intersection between meaning and image and open up the possibility of 

personal and social transformation. 

Michael~e A. Crichlow is an historical socio]ogist in AAAS and So- 

ciology at Duke, working on issues related to development, citizenship, 

migration and governance. Her current project is called, °’Governing 

the Present: Vistas, Violence and the Politics of P]ace;" and focuses on 

the Dominkan Republic, Fiji, and South Africa. 

David Feingold is a research anthropologist and filmmaker. He is the 

director of the Ophidian Research Instits~te an d Ophidian Films Ltd. 

and serves as International Coordinator for Trat~ick_ing and HIV/AIDS 

in the ONce of the Regional Advisor tbr Culture, UNESCO, Bangkok. 

Shohini Ghosb is a fihnmaker and Sajiad Zaheer Prot~ssor at the AJK 
Mass Communication Centre at Iamia Millia Is]amia in New Delhi. She 
also writes ex-tensively on popular culture, documemary, censorship 
and issues concerning media and sexuality in India. 

Michelle Gueraldi is an International Law professor at the Centro Uni- 

versitfirio da Cidade in Rio de Janeiro. She is also a human rights 

who has worked at the Organization of Americana States Hmnan Rights 

International Court in Costa Rica and in several NGO proiects. 

Cindy Hahamovitch is Professor of History at the College of William 

& Mary, where she teaches 19th and 20th century US histor?,, includ.- 

ing courses on labor and migration. She is the reviews editor for Labor: 

Studies in Working--class History of the Americas and a founding 

member of the Tidewater Labor Support Committee. 

]~ayne O. Ifekwunigwe is a Visiting Associate Professor of Afri- 

can and African American Studies at Duke University and was 

formerly Reader in Anthropology at the University of East London. 

Her research interests h~clude feminist, (post)colonial and transna- 

tional genealogies of the African Diaspora. 

Siddharth Kara is an adjunct lecturer and the first Fellow on Hu- 
man TraNcking at the Harvard Kennedy School Kara currently 

advises the United Nations, the [LS. Government, and several other 

governments on antislavery research, policy and law; 

Robin Kirk is the Program Director of the Duke Human Rights 

Center and a member of the steering committee of the Pauli Mur- 

ray Proiect, an initiative of the center that seeks to use the legacy 

of this Durham daughter to examine the region’s past of s]a.very, 

segregation and continuing economic inequality~. 

Barbara I,imanowska is a Senior Gender Expert at the European 

Institute for Gender Equality: She has worked for several ~5~ited 

Nations and international agencies, including the Regional UN De- 

velopment Programme, the UN Office of the High Commissionaire 

for Human Rights, UNICEF, and the Organization for Security and 

Co-Operation in Europe (OSCE). 

~. Lorand Matory is Lawrence Richardson Professor of Cultural 

Anthropology and African and African American Studies at Duke 

University: He researches the trans-Atlantic comings and goings 

of Yoruba religion, which has shaped social order and traditions of 

worship and healing in the Americas. He also studies ethnic diver.- 

sity in the Black population of the United States. 

Bradley Myles is Polaris Project; ExecutDe Director and CEO. He 

oversees the direct victims services efforts of local offices in VCash- 

ington, D.C. and New Jersey, supervises the policy team’s advocacy 

initiatives at the Federal and state levels, and provides strategic 

oversight for Polaris Project’s operation of the National Human 

Trafficking Resource Center hotline. 

Gunther Peck is Associate Professor History and Public Po]icy at 

Duke University: He teaches courses in social and political theory, 

ethics, North American environmental histor?~ North American 
immigration histor>; and 20th century U.S. social and cultural his- 

tory. 

Allison Petrozzidlo is a researcher, writer and trainer based in 

the Dominican Republic, specializing in gender, migration and 

development. She currem]y works as an associate researcher with 

the Observatory Migrants in the Caribbean (OBMICA) and as a 

capacity building specialist with UN WOMEN’s gender and migra- 

tion program. 

Cbarlie Piot is Pro~essor of Cultural Anthropology, African & 

African American Studies and Women’s Studies at Duke University~. 

His research is on contemporary culture and politics, as well as on 

histories of slavery and colonialism, in francophone West Africa. 

He is also co-editor of the journal Cultural Anthropology: 

Suzanne Shanahan is the Associate Director of the Kenan Institute 

for Ethics and Associate Research Professor in Sociology at Duke 

University. She also directs DukeEngage)s Duke in Dublin and the 

Institute~ Bhutanese Resettlement project. Her current research 

includes work on corporate social responsibility" in Brazil, India, 

South Africa and ’lhailand. 



urnan Traffic: Past and Present 
Hosted by the Center for African and African American Research (CAAAR) at Duke University 

Co-sponsored by the Franklin Humanities Institute, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Department of African & African 
American Studies, Duke Human Rights Center and. Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

q[hursday, October 13, 2011 

Richard 147rite Lecture Hall (East Campus) 

7:00 pm - 7:15 pm Opening remarks 

J. Lorand Matory, Center fbr African and African American Research, Duke University 

7:15 pm - 8:45 pm Keynote address: An Overview of Human T~’afficking and Contemporary Slavery 

Siddharth Kara, Harvard University 

Introductkm by Suzanne Shanahan, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Duke University 

Jameson Gallery, Friedl Building (East Campus) 

8:45 pm - 10:00 pm Conference Reception and Art Exhibition opening: Transporter by Charles Campbell 

Introduction by" Michaeline A. Crichlow, Afi’ican & African American Studies, Duke University 

Friday, October 14, 2011 

FHI Garage, Bay 4, 1st t-:Ioo~ Smith Warehouse (Corner of Main amt Buchanan) 

9:00 pm .- 9:30 pm Breakfast & Registration 

9:30 pm - 9:50 pm Opening remarks 
Michaeline A. Crichlow, African and Afi’ican American Studies, Duke University 

9:50 pm - 11:25 pm Panel I: Mapping 
Chair: Vincent Brown, Department of History, Duke University 

Human Trafficking: Powerlessness, Resistance, and the Limits of Protection 

Robert Bach, Center for Homeland Defense and Security 

Tl~e Shadow of WhRe Slavery: Race and Empire in Contemporary Human Trafficking Cam.paigns 
Gunther Peck, Duke University 

Guestworkers or Victims of Human Trafficking?: 
Tlae Global History of Importable and Deportable Labor 
Cindy Hahamovitch, College of William and Mary 

Discussion 

11:30 pm - 1:30 pm Lunch & Film screening: Trading Women (directed by David Feingold) 

1:30 pm -3:05 pm 

3:05 pm - 3:25 pm 

3:25 pm - 5:00 pm 

Panel II: Markets, Labor, Brokers 
Chair: Suzanne Shanahan, Kenan Institute for Ethics, Duke University 

Borders, Buscones, Brothds and Bi-National Markets: Haitian Women Negotiate How To Get Tlmmgh 
Allison Petrozziello, OBMICA, CIES.-UNIBE, Santo Domingo 

Combating Hmuan Trafficking in North Carolina and Nationwide 

Brad Myles, Polaris Project 

Out of Africa (’By AW Means Necessary’): 

Clandestine West African Migrations and the Gendered Politics of Survival 

Jayne O. Ifekwunigwe, Duke University 

Discussion 

Break 

Panel IIh Citizenship and the Law 

Chair: Ian Baucom, Frank]in Humanities Institute, Duke University 

Targeting the Right Issue: Creating Alternatives to Trafficking from the Grass Roots Up 

Iacque]ine Bhabha, Harvard University 

Of Cosmopolitanism and Localism: ~[he Cultural Style of Trafficked Domestic Servants in West .adrica 
Liza Buchbinder, !~Sfiversity of California at San Francisco 

International Trafficking of Brazilian Workers and the StateTs Response 

Michelle Gueraldi, Centro Universit~irio da Cidade, Rio de Ianeiro 

Discussion 

Saturday; October 15, 2011 
FHI Garage, Ba), 4, ~st Floog Smith Warehouse (Corner q[Mai~, and Buchanan) 

9:00 pm --9:30 pm 

9:30 pm- 9:4(1 pm 

9:40 pm - 10:55 pm 

10:55 pm -11:05 pm 

11:05 pm -- 12:40 pm 

12:40 pm -1:00 pm 

Breakfast 

Opening remarks 

Robin Kirk, Duke Human Rights Center 

Film Screening: Tales of the Night Fairies (directed by Shohini Ghosh) 

Break 

Panel IV: Media and Representation 

Chair: Charles Plot, Departmen~ of Cultural Anthropology, Duke University 

Feeling Good abom Feeling Bad: Trafficking Myths and Mekong Realities 

David Feingold, UNESCO, Bangkok 

Who Is Selling What? How To Use Media To Get Funding fl~r Anti-Trafficking Work 

Barbara Limanowska, European Institute for Gender Equality 

Trafficking Myths & Sex Work: Narratives in Contemporary Fihns 
Shohini Ghosh, ~amia Millia Islamia, New Delhi 

Discussion 

Closing Remarks 

!. Lorand Mator)~ Center for African and African American Research, Duke University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow@georgiasouthern.edu;. 

Thursday, October 13,2011 8:12 AM 

Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow@georgiasouthem.e&~> 

*CALL FOR PROPOSAL* SUBMIT TODAY!!! 

Dear Friends, 

On behalf of the British Commonwealth Plaaming Committee I would like to invite you to the upcoming 21st Annual British Commonwealth and Postcolonial 

Studies Conference on February 17-18, 2012 at the Hilton DeSoto in Savammh, Georgia and hosted by the Department of Literature and Philosophy at Georgia 

Southern University. 

Our Keynote Speaker this year is Dr. Dorthy Figueira from the UniversiU of Georgia. 

Plea~ visit the conference website tbr more infbnnation at: 

Click here to submit your proposal: 

http:i/ceps.~eorffiaso~lthcra, eduicontcd/~cpssubmitonl~ne.htmI 

The Call for Proposals is now open until Noveraber l, 2011. We invite propo~ls in the tbllowing thematic and geographic areas: 
Bioethics, Ecology, and Ecocriticism 

Migration, Diaspora. Hybridity, and Borders 

Region, Religio~ Politics, and Culture 

Literature, Arts, and the Media 

Histo~ and Historiography 
Way and Terrorism 

Race, Class, Gender, Sexuality-, and Ethnicity 

Ethics, Economics, and Globalization 
Pedagogy and the Disciplines 

The Americas (North America, Latin America, Native America, Ethnic America) 
Europe (Fortress Europe, Eurabia, Londonistan) 

South Asia (PakisIan, At~hanistan, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka) 

Southeast Asia (Brunei, Burnia, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, ThaAland, Vietnam) 

Africa (Nigeria, South Africa, Black Atlantic) 

The Middle East 

Australia and Oceania 
U.S. Hegemony and Chinese Neocolonialism 

Or any other aspect of the British Commonwealth of nations, or of countries formerly colonized by other European powers 

We look forward to receiving your proposal and seeing you in Savannah! Please let me la~ow if you have any questions. 

~Silke~ 

Silke Ledlow 

Assis~x~t Program Development Specialist 

The Division of Continuing Education 

Georgia Southern Unive~si~ 

silkeledlow~!georaiasouthern.edu 

Office: (912) 478-2374 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 13,2011 8:48 AM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] Absences ti~om class and make-up exams 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Huber, Evelyne H 
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 5:24 PM 
To: Huber, Evelyne H; Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Absences from class and make-up exams 

Dear Agatha, 
Could you please forward this message to the facul~z? Thanks! 

Dear Colleagues: 
Please let me draw your attention to some important rules: When you are absent tlcom class, you may not ask a staff member to cover for you. The one exception would be a real last minute 
emergency, where the staff member would simply be the messenger to tell students that you would not make it to class. If you schedule an activi~z during your absence, such as an exam or 
a video, you need to ask a colleague to cover for you Staff members may not proctor exams. 
Similarly, if you give a make-up exam to a student, YOU need to administer that exam. You need to give the exam to the student and explain and enforce the rules on aid that is permissible 
(books, notes, etc.). This responsibility may not be assigned to a staff member. 
Thank you for abiding by these rules, 
Evelyne 

Sent from my iPad 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 30075787 or send a blank email to leave-30075787- 
43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, October 13,2011 8:49 AM 

The asc t~calty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] *CALL FOR PROI~SAL* SUBMIT TODAY!!’. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:*CALL FOR PROPOSAL* SUBMIT TODAY!!! 

Date:Thu, 13 Oct 2011 08:12:00 -0400 

From:Silke Ledlow <silkeledlow~georgiasouthern.edu> 
To:Silke Ledlow ~ilkeledlow@georgia~uthern.edu-~ 

Dear Friends, 

) o On behalf of the British Colnmonwealth t lmming Comlnittee I would like to invite you to the upcolning 21st ,~anual British Commonwealth and Postcolonial 

Studies Conference on February 17-18, 2012 at the Hilton DeSoto in Savannah, Georgia and hosted by the Depa(tment of Literature and Philosophy at Georgia 

Southern Univel5ity. 

Our Keynote Speaker this year is Dr. Dorthy Figueira from the Univel~ity of Georgia. 

Please visit the conference website for more infommtion at: 

Click here to snbmit your proposal: 

~t~ ://ceps. ~eor ~asouChern, ed~;conted/bcpss~b~nito~fline.htu~l 

The Call tbr Propo~ls is now open until November 1, 2011. We invite proposals in the following thematic and geographic ~Jceas: 
Bioethics, Ecology, mad Ecocriticism 

Migration, Diaspora, tIybridity, and Borders 

Region, Religion, Politics, ~md Culture 

Literature, A(ts, and the Media 

History ~ld Historiography 

Wax and Terrorism 

Race, Class, Gender, Sexuality,, and Ethnicity 

Ethics, Economics, and Globalization 
Pedagogy and the Disciplines 

The Americas (North America, Latin America, Native America, Ethnic America) 
Europe (Fortress Europe, Eumbia, Londonistan) 

South Asia (Pakistan, Afghanistan, India, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka) 

Southeast Asia (Brunei, Burma, Can~tx~dia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam) 

At~ca (Nigeria, South AtiJca, Black Atlantic) 

The Middle East 

Australia and Oceania 

U.S. Hegelnony and Chinese Neocolonialism 

Or any other aspect of the British Colnmonwealth of nations, or of countries formerly colonized by other European powers 

We look forwaxd to receiving your proposal and seeing you in Savannah’. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

~Silke ~ 

Silke Ledlow 

Assiffta~t Program Development Specialist 

The Division of Continuing Education 

Georgia Southern Universi~, 

silkeledlow~georgiasouthem.edu 

Office: (912) 478-2374 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarksteilL Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 13,2011 9:43 AM 

Amer, Sa]mr <same@emml.unc.edu-~; B~’ant, Chad C <b~antc@email.unc.edtr~; AlexaJ~der CrMt, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.alexauder.craI’t@uuc.edu>; Driscoll, Maxk W <mdriscol@email.unc.edu>; Gokariksel, Pervin Banu <banug@email.unc.edu>; 

Liesbet Hooghe <hooghe@unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpiclde@emaJl.unc.edu>; Martin, Nina <ninam@email.unc.edu>; Nel~u, 

Christopher T <ctnelson@email.unc.edt~-; Robertson, Graeme B <graeme@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Soreusen, Mark V <~nsolensen@unc.edu:>; Tsiu, Michael T <tsin@unc.edu>; Vachudova, Milada A <vachudov@email.uuc.edu> 

INTS 210 Instructors Needed 

Dear Global Studies Joint Faculty, 

We are currently seeking instructors for our gateway global studies class INTS 210: Global Issues in the 2012-13 year. Each semester, we offer two sections of INTS 

210. INTS 210-001 is a large lecture class of 260 students open to the general student body. INTS 210-002 is a smaller, more discussion based class of 50 students 

restricted to global studies majors. We hope that many of you will consider teaching INTS 210. If you are interested in instructing either of these courses in the Fall 

or Spring, please email me at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you so much for your continued support of the curriculum. 

We look forward to hearing from you soon, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http://www.global.unc.edu/globalstudies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 13,2011 9:45 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ faculty] Tonight: Carolina Seminar, Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi, Lessons from South AfiJca 

Carolina Seminar 
Decentralization and Devolution in Africa: Lessons from South Africa 

Geraldine Fraser-Moleketi 
Thursday, October 13, 2011, 6:30-9 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CII 

Born in Cape Town, South Ati-ica, Ms. Fraser-Moleketi’s experience with global and local issues was forged in South Afi-ica and outside her native country. She spent 

ten years in exile from South Africa beginning in 1980, when she left tbr Zimbabwe to join the Africa Nationdt Congress (ANC) which was the main opposition group 

during South Africa’s apartheid period. During her exile, Ms. Fraser-Moleketi worked in areas of Administ~ation, Communications and Development, received tnilitary 

training, ~ld became a member of the South African Communist Party. In 1990, with the unbanning of the African National Congress, Ms. Fraser-Moleketi returned to 

South Africa~ where she established the firfft leg~l nationdl office of the South African Communist Pro%~. With the African National Congress and the Congress of South 

African Trade Unions, the South African Communist Pa~ has governed South Africa since the 1994 posit-apartheid elections. Ms. Fraser-Moleketi was Deputy 

Chairperson of the South African Communist Pa~’ from 1998 to 2002. 

Geraldine Fmser-Moleketi is currently the Democratic Governance Director in UNDP% Bureau lbr Development Policy (BDP). A timner Member of Parliament tbr 

South Africa, Ms. Fraser-Moleketi served in Cabinet positions under both Nel~n Mandela and Thabo Mbeki. Her appoin~anents included Minister of Welihre and 

Population Development (1996-99) and Minister of Public Service and Administration (1999-2008). She was also a member of the National Executive Committee of 

the Ati-ican National Congress until 2007. 

Educated at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government and the University of Pretoria, Ms. Flaser-Moleketi has published a number of works on public administration, 

and has delivered numerous papers at both national and intemationdt coni~rences on social development, gender quality and transfolmation of public services. As 

honorary professor at South Africa’s Stellenbosch University. Ms. Fmser-Moleketi is Deputy of the United Nations Committee of Experts on Public AdmiNstration. 

This talk is part of the Seminar on African Ecology and Social Processes. Light dinner is served. Parking is avaJlable in the McCauley deck beneath the Global 

Education Center. Please contact Stacey Sewall, ~wall@email.unc.edu ruth any questions. 

Stacey Sewai i 

Assi stant Director 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hi 11 

(919) 962-i522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2i02 (fax) 

sewall @emaii .unc. edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smitla-Nonini, Sandy C <SCSMITH@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 10:10 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

talks/slides on health movement in E1 Salvador 

Flyer for all 3 talks.doc 

× 
[authoro~ Sandy Smith-Nonini, PhD 
I 
/Healm_ the Bod. Politic: 
/El Salvador’s Popular Struggle for 
/Health Riqhts: From Civil War to 
/Neoliberal Peace (Rutgers University 
lPress, 2010) 

/ 
htLp:/!rutc~erspress.rutqers.edu/acataloc~/Healinq the body Politic.html 

/ and UNC research asst, professor of: anthropo ogy 
will do three talks on her research on healing and war in El Salvador in the Research Triangle area 
during October. All are free and open to the public. 

Friday Oct. 14th at 7 pm - Dr. Smith-Nonini will do a reading and book signing at the Regulator Bookstore, 

on Ninth St, Durham, NC. 

Tuesday, Oct. 18th, at 12 noon, Dr. Smith-Nonini will do an informal slide show and talk about the White Marches 
against privatization in El Salvador for the UNC School of Medicine’s Builitt History of Medicine Club in 
Room 527 (top floor) Health Sciences Library at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Wednesday, Oct. 19th, at 5:30 pm Dr. Smith-Nonini will lecture on the implications for human rights from her 
research in the War Stores series in the UNC Center for Global Education’s Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

See review ( by Rebecca Lester) of the book in The Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology 
Volume 16, TSSUe 1, pages 198-199, April 2011: http://~n~ine~ibrary.wi~ey.c~m.~ibpr~xy.~ib.unc.edu/d~i/~~~1111/i.1935.494~.2~1~~~1136.x/fu~~ 

BTO: Sandy Smith-Nonini, Ph.D., is research assistant professor of anthropology at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, and former assistant professor of 
anthropology at Elon University (2000-2005). She is the recipient of the Richard Carley Hunt Fellowship from the Wormer Gren Foundation and the Peter K. New Prize 
from the Society for Applied Anthropology. She has authored numerous journal articles and book chapters on the politics of community health, neoliberalism and 
drug-resistant tuberculosis epidemics, and occupational risks of immigrant labor in North Carolina. 



Sandy Smith-Nonini, PhD 
author of 

Healing the Body Politic: 
El Salvador’s Popular Struggle for Health 
Rights: From Civil War to Neoliberal 
Peace (Rutgers University Press, 2010) 
http:iirutgerspress.rutgers.eduiacatalogiHealing the_body_Politic, html 

......... and UNC research asst. professor of anthropo/o_qy 

will do three talks on her research on healing and war in El Salvador 
in the Triangle during October. All are free and open to the public. 

Friday Oct. 14th at 7 pm - Dr. Smith-Nonini will do a reading and 
book signing at the Regulator Bookstore, on Ninth St, Durham 

Tuesday, Oct. 18th, at 12 noon, Dr. Smith-Nonini will do an 
informal slide show and talk about the White Marches against 
privatization in El Salvador for the UNC School of Medicine’s 
Bullitt History of Hedicine Club in Room 527 (top floor) 
Health Sciences Library at UNC. 

Wednesday, Oct. 19th, at 5:30 pm Dr. Smith-Nonini will lecture on 
the implications for human rights from her research in the War 
Stores series in the UNC Center for Global Education’s Nelson 
Mandela Auditorium ~or review ( by Rebecca Lester) of the book in The 
Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology 

See review ( by Rebecca Lester) of the book in The Journal of Latin American 

and Caribbean Anthropology Volume 16, Issue 1, pages 198-199, April 2011 
~!:!~;~./../..~..~!~.Ln..c.‘.~.i..b..~[.a....r‘~:::...w...i.L~.5:::~.c.~.~..~.~J.Lb.~..~.~*5::J.i.[)~:~..n...c.~:..~.~.I.~#..~...i../.~.(..)J.~U~/~J23.5~.-~)~..~.~:.,.2...~..~U.~:~.~j~L~.().:~ 

BIO: Sandy Smith-Nonini, Ph.D., is research assistant professor of anthropology at the University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill, and former assistant professor of anthropology at Elan University (2000- 
2005). She is the recipient of the Richard Carley Hunt Fellowship from the We~mer Gren Fotmdation and 
the Peter K. New Prize from the Society for Applied Anthropology. She has authored numerous journal 
articles and book chapters on the politics of conununity healtk neoliberalism and drug-resistant 
tuberculosis epidemics, and occupational risks of inmaigmnt labor in North Carolina. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press, Inc. <ned.escobar@oup.com> 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 12:47 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Intense. Compelling. Powerfully Illustrated. Open your copy of Abina and the Imtx~rtam Men: A Graphic History today! 

Ulxtate Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 2:00 PM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] FacuI~ Retreat 

Dear Global Studies faculty, 

Our fall faculty retreat will take place from 2:30-4:30pm on Friday, October 28th on the fourth floor of the FedEx Global Education Center. The retreat will consist of 

three parts: a discussion on the current state and future of the curriculum, an introduction to the proposed masters in global studies, and finally a reception. Please 
RSVP if you are able to attend to !~_r_a__n_! .@._.e__ .m__~_!!.._u__n_.c__..e_d__u- 

We hope many of you will be able to join us and look forward to gathering soon, 

Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Waiter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 2:35 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klca]dwe@email.unc.edu>; Ja~ken, Kenneth R <hjanken@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: Diaspora Course Syllabus and Proposal Form 

Dear Colleagues, 

This proposal is particularly timely since the curriculum committee had just discussed expanding the offerings in Diaspora Studies. Since I am now working on 

developing a study abroad in Ghana, Vm struggling to find a sufficient number of 400-level and above courses to use for the program. Since it wi[[ be in our best 

interests to caste a broad recruiting net (in this case, i need at least two courses in which undergraduates and graduate students can enroll), I wonder if we 

couldn’t have both an AFAM 490: "Topics in African Diaspora Studies’--to be designed at a later juncture--and the more specialized African Diaspora Studies 

course Kin is currently proposing now? 

With that said, I agree with Kenneth that we should not have a specific course prerequisite for Kia’s course. Having students seek the permission of the instructor 

and instituting a general prerequisite (any AFAM or AFRI course) seems to be the best route, it would also serve the purpose of allowing me to recruit more 

broadly for the Ghana program. Also, with the appropriate prerequisites in place, the two GEC’s Kenneth mentioned should work. 

In sum, I support the approval of the course proposal (with the minor corrections and adjustments mentioned by Kenneth and Kin). 

Best, 

Waiter 

Wal[er Rucker 

Associate Pro{essor 

Cl~ape] I~11, NC 27g~99~3~35 

F~m: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, October E3, 20EE EE:37 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Co: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Diaspora Course Syllabus and Proposal ~rm 
Dear All, 
I appreciate and agree with the poin~ made in Kenneth’s email. I put the wllabus together more quickly than I would have liked (due to exam grading etc.). As I revise it, I 
plan to include material on African Diaspora communities in Canada and gender in the African diaspora, and possibly more readings on Europe. The syllabus is definitely a 
work-in-progress, rm open to suggestions for additional readings, topics etc. 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, BaSle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
klca~dwe@emaKunc.edu 
h~p:!!~.unc.edu!dep~!afriafam 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2011 9:16 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L; SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Co: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Diaspora Course Syllabus and Proposal Form 

Dear Cumculun~ Committee Colleagues, 

As it is unlikely that we will be able to meal loday, I suggest fl~a ~e handle our review office syllabus tl~a Kin ~nt us b? ema{l. Please ~eigh in by the end of Thu~:sday; 

Fll tabulate the responses and give the approval Because ~e are pressed £br time tl~e submission de~line is Ffi&y I propose that we address fl~e proposN on 

~bllowi*N 
1. Do you ha~e NL~JOR concept~l or pedagogicN o~jections m the syllabus7 If yon do, then we Should hold tl~e propo~l until tl~e next submisskm deadline, 

which ~xill be either in Janua) or next October. If you have oNy MINOR queslions or suggestions ~br addifionN m~Oi~g or issues to explore, tl~en I suggest 

yon approve Ne court: [br submission; you can ~xoN ou~ your suggestions mtl~ ~a even wNle fl~e cour~ goes fln~mgh the appxv~vN process. 

2. Should *he course have any General Edncaion requirements a~tached to F? 

3. Should tl~em be a prerequisite, such as a specific course like ~:AM 101 or AFAM 102, or a general prerequisite like "any AFAM court"? I believe we can 

Nso add "or ~nnission of instructor" if an imcm~ed sm&nt ~vams k~ take tl~e course but has no prior D~owledge office su~ect 

Hem are my tNmghts: 

1. 

approved. First, fl~e course nmst ha~ e a finn exam, m~d Ne syllabus must state tl~s explicitly. Second, the syllabus must s’mte explicitly Nat the conme mqmms a 

minimum of~n ~vges of writing; this cm~ ~ handled by q~anti@ng Ne length of Ne finn pawn e.g., 20 txges. (The explicit ~ rifi~g mqNmment is necessaU if 

tl~e cour~ %11 have General Education requirements alxached m it) TNN, I tlflnk fl~e title should be changed. Topics courts are oNinartly numbered X90 and 

tl~e tem~ "topics’~ usuNly signals fl~N the content of the cour~ sNfis significantly fiom semester to ~mester. That does not ~em to be tl~e ca~ hem. How about 

~’Fheor~i~g the ANcan Diaspora" or ~His~_oficizing the ANcan Diastx~ra" or ~The Aflican Diaspora: TheoK,’ and Hislou"? 

2. I Nink ~a~s connnents a[x>N General Education requirements a~e wall taken. Our A FAM m~}ors and minors are able to Nlfill most_ of fl~e relevant 

requirements witla oilier courts required lbr fl~e m~}or. The one exception is the "World bdbm 1750/’ and 1f2/3 of this course will cover Nat period, then I 

tlm~ it makes sense to have fl~at requirement at~ched to it Ifnok then not. On fl~e oilier hand, the cour~ migNjnst be tl~e comse that a student takes in part 

because it Rdfills a general education requirement ~ho then deci&s to become a nrajor. If we ~ke that poi~g ofvie~, then I would att~h "Beyond the 



Atlaltic’~ andor "Global Issues?’ You can always filter out students who ale taking the com~e ONLY to fuliill a requirement by having a prerequisite or 

pe~=lissio~ of the instructor~ 
3~ I thi~ it makes sense to have a premqnisite of"any A}:AM conrse or permission ofinsmlctor?~ Often onr majors are unable ~o take AFAM 101 or AICAM 

102 until late in their time at Carolina~ sometimes their senior year. ~A~t?. A}"AM course" ~wuld likely ensure that slsldents ~wuld have ~me fhmilia,ity and 

would be able to do work ut tile 40(1 level. 

I look R~rward to reading your responses to the proposal. 
Regards, 

Ke,meth 

Ke~meth R. Janken 
Pro[bssor of Afio-American Studies 

Department ofAfiican a,~d Afio=~nerican Studies 

109 BaSle Hal1, CB:: 3395 

Uni~ er~ib’ of Nor’~ Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 G oice) 

(9~ 9) 966-2d94 (t~x) 

Ra~brd W. Lo~m~ m~d the Dilemma of the Afi’ica~-z:~erican h~tellectual: 
hRp :/!u~zw.um~s s. edu!umpre ss/spr 97/~a~en.h~l 
Walter ~hite. Mr NAACP: 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/boo~/T- 8059.h~ 

F~m= Caldwell, Kia k 
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 10:45 PN 
To= Janken, Kenneth R; SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
C¢= NcNillan, Tim 
Subject= Diaspora Course Syllabus and Proposal Form 
Dear Colleagues: 
I am sending the syllabus for the new African Diaspora Studies course along with the Course Proposal Form. I did not fill in sections of the Course Proposal ~rm that 
are related to General Education. Since this will be a 400-level course, I think it might be best to steer our majors and students from related majors to it, rather than 
trying to meet General Education requirements. Graduate studenN will also be eligible to ~ke it. Since there are very few courses on this topic on campus, I think it 
will also be a~ractive to graduate studenN. 
I welcome your feedback about the General Ed issues and the course in general. I am sure the syllabus will be ~eaked in the future and will also reflect the interests 
of the facul~ who teach the course. 
I am hoping to submit the proposal, with Tim’s and Travis’ assis~nce, this Friday since the proposal deadline is October 
Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Asmciate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Nill 

CB #3395, Battle Mall 
Chapel Mill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.u nc.ed u 
http:[/~.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andveas <nsteiner@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 4:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your Students Invited - Visualizing HumaJ~ Righk~ Conference - Saturday Nov 5 

Colleagues, 

We’re thrilled to host the Visualizing Human Rights Anti-Conference (VHR) soon -Saturday November 5th. It offers performances, panels, and exhibits to put a 

human face on human rights with visual and performing arts. 

The conference could be a great complement to your courses and we’d love to have your students join and enrich the conversation. The event is free andickets 

are available now. 

Ideally the day’s conversations will spur some of your students to start their own projects. W’~e happy to help them take the next steps with our Student 

Learnin~ Circle grants and of course are always open to supporting your own inter-departmental collaborative projects through Faculty Working Group awards as 

well. We hope you and your students will join us at the conference on November 5th, and look forward to your suggestions for future speakers, themes, artists, 

performers, and community groups engaging with these critical issues. 

All the best, 

Niklaus 

Join The UNC Center for Global Initiatives for the Visualizing Human Rights Conference .... 

Saturday, November 5[ 

The fre~-:b ail-day event features I:)~ck Gordon’s The 5tory interviewing a Ubyan--Amer~can 

poHdca~ ptisoner; spoken word performances by Poetic Portraits of s Revolution ~ncluding 

members of Sacrifidal Poets; artwork and [alks by cornmun~ty and s[udent ardsts; discussion 

wkh a Tunisian youth actMst; West African music and dance w~th Senega~ese mus~cim~ Dial~ 

Qssokho; and lunch from Vima]a’s Curryb~ossom Caf~. Come as you are and join us for all or 

part of the day. AH are wek:ome and t~ckets are free, but you must RSVP! www.unc.eduivhr 

(&uestions? Ema~] vhr@unc.edu 









FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <clk@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 14, 2011 9:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

New CFK Animated Video and a Challenge 

New Animated Video Tells Tabitha’s Story 

Can $26 transform your community? Tabitha was a remarkabte 

woman. Her story has inspired our work in Kibera. Watch this 

new animated video about the Power of 26 and team what you 

can do to get invotved. 

Wonder what it’s like to live in a slum? 

’Kibera for a Day’ offers a glimpse 

An estimated I bit[ion peopte rive in urban stums gtobatty. 

Many of us know that tile in stums is hard, but do we reatty 

understand what it’s tike? Have we thought about the good 

aspects of living in a place tike Kibera? 

Take th~ ~!~nge to ~xperi~0~ a ~l!mp~ ~Kibera~ 

In conjunction with the cerebration of our 10th Anniversary 

this year, we created two chattenges, the 26 Day Challenge 

and Kibera for a Day, to give peopte a new perspective on 

the dairy joys and chattenges faced by those that rive in 

stums tike Kibera. 

The futt 26 Day Challenge gives participants a different task 

each day that mirrors dairy tile in Kibera. Ranging from using 

a smart bucket of water for the day to sharing a cup of chai 

with friends, each item of the chattenge brings participants 

ctoser to understanding poverty, community and how peopte 

experience sur~dvat and weft-being in urban stums. 

Short on time? Kibera for a Day is a shorter, 24-hour version 

of the fu[t challenge. Participants choose 3 challenge items to 

comptete in one day. Sign up today, it wilt chat[enge you to 

act - and think - differentty. 

SIGN UP NOW>:, ................................... 

Photo Albums: 
Rye Barcott’s book tour and 

lOth Anniversary Celebrations ~n Kenya 

March through Jury, the CFK team was on the road to promote 

our Power of 26 campaign. To reach as many peopte as 

possibte, we joined Rye as he zig zagged across the US on his 

book tour. In Jury, we tanded in Kenya to cerebrate CFK’s lOth 

Anniversary with a wonderfut community event in Kibera. 

Check out the photos from these great events! 

Celebrating in K~bera>> 

Buy The Book 



Carolina for Kibera I 301 Pittsbero Street C8 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I +1 (919) 962-6362 

Csroiina for Kibe!a I Fed£x Globsl E@x:atio~ Ceqier 301 Piitsboro 8i, Suiie 300£ Univeq~ity cf Nod:h Caioli~!s~ - Cilapei Hill CB 5145 I Chapei Hiii. NC £7599 

5hare this message with others: [] del.i¢io.us [] Digg [] reddi~ [] Facebook [] 9LumbleUpon 

i~i iContact - Tq¢ It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rietkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 2:31 PM 

ba-ltam@lisk~erv.unc.edu; intl- duncpla@duke.edu 

Two Latin America events at UNC next week 

1) The Bullitt History of Medicine Club will be meeting Tuesday, October 18, 2011 at the UNC Health Sciences Library in the 5th Floor Conference Room (527). 

Please join us from 12 to lpm for light refreshments and lecture. Meetings are free and open to the public. 

Dr. Sandy Smith-Nonini, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anthropology at UNC, will be speaking on: "Behind the White Marches: El Salvador’s Radical 

Community Health Movement." 

Drawing on over two decades of involvement in health rights issues in El Salvador, from her work as a journalist and health rights monitor in the 1980’s, and 

her more recent research on urban activism led by health workers protesting efforts to privatize portions of the public health system in 2000-2002, Dr. 

Smith-Nonini explores the roots and development of El Salvador’s community health movement. 

Dr. Smith-Nonini, an adjunct assistant professor in the UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Anthropology, specializes in the critical anthropology of health and 

medical policy, and the cultural politics of development and globalization. In addition to her work in El Salvador, her research includes a comparative study 

of institutional responses to resurgent tuberculosis epidemics in New York City and Lima, Peru; and research on farm labor organizing and occupational 

health of new Latino immigrants to the American South, with a focus on restructured agribusiness enterprises. She has been the recipient of numerous 

post-doctoral writing awards and fellowships, allowing her to develop her El Salvadoran research and experience into the recently published book, Heating 

the Body Politic: El Salvador’s Popular Struggle for Health Rights --from Civil War to Neoliberal Peace. She received her B.A. from Duke University and her 

M.A. & Ph.D. from UNC at Chapel Hill. 

For further information about the Bullitt Club, including the schedule for 2011-12 and mp3 recordings of past lectures, please visit the web site at 

http:i!www.rned.unc.edu!bhornc/ 

2) War Stories: A semester-long speaker series 

When Oct 19, 2011 
from 05:30 PM to 07:00 PM 

Where Room 1009, FedEx Global Education Center 

Dr. Sandy Smith-Nonini, roll discuss the devastating effects of conflict in central America and the hopes we should have for the region. 

Sandy Smith-Nonini is an anfl~ropologist, writer aa~d activist at UNC- Chapel Hill. Smith-Nonini worked as a tbreign correspondent in Central America during 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.e&~> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 2:36 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Decolonizing Feminisms - October 27 and 28, UNC 

Please join us for two important events: 

Thursday October 27, 2011.5:30-7:30 pm, a public lecture with Dr. Yuderkys Espinosa, a Latin American i~minist fi-om fl~e Dominican Republic, at fl~e forefront of 

important proces~s of rethinking I~minism and activism on flae continent. Her talk, "The political and theoretical challenges of Latin-American feminisms in the 
present", will be in Spoxiish with English translation. 

Friday October 28, 2011.9:30-4:30, a public workshop entitled "Decolonizing Fe~ninisms: Maps and Genealogies from Latin America and Beyond." 

Dr. Espinosa is part of autonomous and lesbian ~novements in Latin America; she is a coordinator of the project "Colonialidad, dependencia y rupmras epistemol6gicas 

en los feminismos lalinomneric~os" in The University of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Dr. Espinosa is a~so the coordinator of Gmpo Latinoamericano de Esmdios, 
Fonnacidn y Accidn Feminis~ (GLEFAS). 

ii"~’iI image.png 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lems, Lucy W <lMems@emaila~nc.edu;, 

Friday, October 14, 2011 3:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Eunice - request to t?acilitate GO’. workshop 4/14 

Dear Eunice, 
It’s that time of year - I am writing to invite you to once again be a workshop facilitator for GO! Global Orientation on Ethics and Culture. The 2012 GO! will be held 

on Saturday, April 14 at the UNC Global Education Center. Your workshop last year on Being a Woman in a Cross-Cultural Field Experience got wonderful reviews; 

we sincerely hope that you are interested and available on April 14. 

This year GO! will follow a format similar to that developed last year. The day will begin with a undergraduate student panel on the Ethics of Working in 

Communities. The panel will be followed by regional break-out groups, led by UNC faculty. This year we are going to have a longer and focused networking lunch. 

Following lunch, UNC faculty will then offer two sets of 55-minute workshops, ranging from Ethics of Health Care Delivery and Ethics of Photography and 

Videography to Conducting a Successful Internship. We can coordinate with you regarding your preferred time slot. 

Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be able to present this workshop. If so, I will follow-up with a GO! Workshop Facilitator Guide and a Workshop 

Facilitator Form, and we can discuss any student co-facilitators you may wish to invite to join you. 

Thank you so much for your consideration of this request; l’m keeping my fingers crossed until I hear from you. Hope your semester is going well, 

Best always, 

Lucy Lewis 

CampusY 

962-2084 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 15, 2011 7:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

request for a t~vor 

Hi Eunice~ 
I ~vill be at Columbia Universi~ early next ~veek and just realized that I will not be able to introduce Mamarame during the facul~z colloquium Please let me klm~V if you ~vould be willing to 

do this. The presentation ~vill be on Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:30 in Hyde Hall. I can also send you his bio. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

CB #3395, Battle }{all 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

klcaIdwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Many thanks! 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 15,2011 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: request for a favor 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http ://www.unc.edu~’depts/afria ram 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 15, 2011 12:49 PM 
To: CaldweH, Kia L 
Subject: RE: request J2~r a favor 

Dear Kia, 

No problem and for Tuesday purposes, I can get a bio from Mamarame on Monday. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Caldwell, KJa L 
Sent: Saturday, October 15, 2011 7:56 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: request J2~r a favor 

Hi Eunice, 
will be at Columbia Universi~ earl?’ next week and just realized that I will not be able to introduce Mamarame during the faculty colloquium. Please let me know if you would be willing to 

do this. ’]’he presentation will be on Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:30 in tlyde Hall I can also send you his bio. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu 

http ://xvwav.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinma~a <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 1:22 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] African American Econ Summit (at UNC, CH) 

The theme of this free, public conference is the Biological Consequences of Chronic Exposures to Social and 
Economic Disadvantages. The focus is on expanding the dialogue on the biological ramifications of long standing social 
and economic inequalities, potential interventions to address these consequences, and necessary policy changes to facilitate 
such interventions. To register, send an email with your name and contact information to: aaes3conference@unc.edu. 

Executive Summary 

3rd Annual African American Economic Summit 

Monday, November 7,2011,8:00 am to 6:00 pm 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"The Biological Consequences of Chronic Social and Economic Disadvantage" 

Previously convened as a collaborative effort organized jointly by the Institute of African American Research at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill and the Research Network on Social and Ethnic inequalities at Duke University, past meetings of the African American Economic 
Summit have explored the correlation between the economic status and social inequalities of African Americans in order to develop a set of policy 
recommendations for submission to the federal and state governments. This year we will have two conferences. This one will place a greater focus on 
expanding the dialogue on the biological ramifications of long standing social and economic inequalities, potential interventions to address 
these consequences, and necessary policy changes to facilitate such interventions. 

WHO: Principle investigators and faculty conducting primary research and analysis of the health disparities existing due to social and economic inequalities, 
as well as community service providers, with an interest in linking biological mechanisms and social factors in an interdisciplinary manner. 

WHAT: While health inequities have been discussed in depth, this conference, as the first of its kind, will largely draw on recent developments in public 
health, allostatic load, the stress process model, and the growing field of epigenetics to promote cross-disciplinary dialogue and scholarship. The format is 
designed to allow us to trace the biological consequences of social and economic inequalities over the course of the human life span. 

WHY: Recognizing that economic and social disparities have a profound impact on African American health, this conference will focus on assessing the 
implications of these factors on human biology and overall health outcomes= 

HOW: By considering African American health inequalities from multidisciplinary perspectives, and by facilitating active discussion throughout the day, the 
goal of this conference is to lay the foundation for establishing a novel framework and innovative approach to addressing these health disparities, ultimately 
revealing the persistent health concerns that society must address in an intergenerational context. 

FORMAT: This conference will include opening remarks, a keynote speaker, four academic panel discussions, each corresponding to a given life 
stage, including: the maternal-fetal dyad, infants/early childhood, adolescents/young adults, and adults/older adults, a networking lunch, conference 
summary, and reception. 

OUTCOMES: For this conference, we plan to publish proceedings in a special edition journal. We ask that our conference speakers and panelists submit 
an original research paper that draws on his/her research expertise and that will serve as the framework for the panel presentation. These papers will be 
distributed in advance to conference participants so that all speakers and attendee will have the benefit of reviewing the specific subjects to be covered 
during the conference and are able to thoughtfully participate in the interactive discussions throughout the day. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-t~culty as: <a hret" "maS~lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a bla~k <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave- 30097158- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746t:e9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30097158- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~.unc.edu<i~> 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;" 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 5:03 PM 

Monday- Extended office hours: INTS560.001 .FALL2011 

Dear All, 

This is to confirm that I will hold additional extended office hours on Monday. Here are the details: 

9.30am-12 00pro, Room 302 Battle Hall. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 17, 2011 7:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello 

INTS560 - Oct 11 - development, agents ofjuslice m~d institutions as moral agents.ppt; 1NTS560 - presented - (Seminal Oct 4 2011 ).ppt; 

INTS560 - presented - (Selninar Oct 4 2011).ppt; ints560 (today) - seminar september 27, 2011 .ppt; ints560 seminar (sept. 22).ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickles, John <jpickles@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 8:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Today 

No problem We will see you when you get here 
Thanks for emailing. 

John 

John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 

LTniversi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

On Oct 17, 2011, at 7:02 A~{, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear John, 

I may be a few minutes to 814 today because of a meeting with the Dean However, I am hoping the meeting will end on the scheduled time so that I do not interrupt the discussion. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 9:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Faculty Retreat 

Thanks, Eunice! 

Lara Markstein 
Departmental Manager 
Global Studies 
Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
ph 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 
http : //www.global. unc. edui~lobalstudies 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 15, 2011 12:54 PM 
To: Markstein, Lara 
Subject: RE: Faculty Retreat 

Dear Lara, 

I wil[ attend the retreat. 

See you there 
Eunice 

From: Global Studies@email unc edu [Global.Studies@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2011 2:00 PM 
To: For CIAS faculty 
Sutziect: [ciasfacuIty] Faculty’ Retreat 

[)ear Global Studies facul~, 

Our fall faculty retreat will take place from 2:30~4:30pm on Friday, October 28th on the fourth floor of the FedE× Global Education (;enter. The retreat will consist of three parts: a discussion 
on the current state and future of the curriculum, an introduction to the proposed masters in global studies, and finally a reception 

Please RSVP if you are able to attend to laram@email.unc.edu<mailto:laram(~email.unc.edu> 

We hope many of you will be able to join us and look forward to gathering soon, 

Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 9:47 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Oct. 20 AAAS talk on photography and identity during apartheid 

ATT00001.c; AAAS_Working_Group_l 0.20_flier.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cynthia.greenlee-donnell@duke.edu [maiho:c~r~hiaogreenlee-do~mel1~,duke,edt~] 
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2011 9:11 AM 
To: melanie.mitchell@duke.edu; nina.ricci@duke.edu; teka.selman@duke.edu; Lundeen, Liz; dante.james@duke.edu; 
jonesr@nccu.edu; ssmckoy@ncsu.edu; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Please forward: Oct. 20 AAAS talk on photography and identity during apartheid 

The Duke African and African American Studies Graduate Student Working Group will present a talk by Sarah Stacke, "From the air 
we breathe: Apartheid-era portraits," on Thursday, October 20, at 5 p.m. in 225 Friedl Building. Light refreshments will be served. 

Photographer and Duke MALS student Sarah Stacke analyzes portraits by four South African photographers to explore the social 
identities both formed and denied by individuals in apartheid-era South Africa. The images reveal a dialogue between the person in 
front of the camera, the person behind the camera, and the person who sees the finished image. What does this delicate alliance reveal 
about the dynamics of South African society? Stacke’s research places a group of multiracial photographers -- Anne Fischer, Daniel 
Morolong, David Goldblatt and Cedric Nunn -- in conversation with one another (and her own images) and argues that, as a group, 
they offer a channel to reflect upon the shifting balance of political power and social and economic privilege within apartheid South 
Africa. As scholar Ardis Cameron recognizes, the collective act of looking calls forth both "narratives of difference -- of us and others, 
of home and away, of the citizen and the alien, of the normal and the deviant -- and of communities of belonging" within a society 
known for exclusion. 

The African and African American Studies Graduate Student Working Group welcomes presentations by graduate students, faculty, 
and community members. For more information about the group or to suggest a program or presentation, e-mail Cynthia Greenlee- 
Donnell at cgreend@duke.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: , or send a 

blank email to leave-30101796-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu. 



[Attachment stripped: Original attachment type: "application/pdf", name: "AAAS Working 

Group 10.20 flier.pdf"] 



African and African American Studies Working Group presents 

"From the Air We Breathe: Apartheid-Era Portraits" 

Photographer and MALS student Sarah Stacke analyzes portraits by four South African 

photographers to explore the social identities both formed and denied by individuals in 

apartheid-era South Africa. The images reveal a dialogue between the person in front 
of the camera, behind the camera, and the person viewing the finished product. 

does this delicate alliance reveal about the dynamics of South African society during 
apartheid? Stacke’s research places a group of multiracial photographers - Anne 

Fischer, Daniel Morolong, David Goldblatt and Cedric Nunn - in conversation with one 

another (and her own images) and argues that, as a group, they offer a channel to 

reflect upon the shifting balance of political power, and social and economic privilege, 
within apartheid South Africa. As scholar Ardis Cameron recognizes, the collective act 

of looking calls forth both "narratives of difference- of us and others, of home and 
away, of the citizen and the alien, of the normal and the deviant - and communities of 

belonging" within a society known for exclusion. 

The A#ican and A#ican American Studies Working Group welcomes 
presentations by graduate students from Triangle institutions, faculty, and 
community, For more information about the group or to suggest a program 
idea, e-mail Cynthia Greenlee-Donne/I at cgreend@duke.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 12:51 PM 

The asc t~ulty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thcul~] Reminder: Sufi Oral Na~atives aM the Practice of Isla~n in Senega] 

Please join us for the upcoming African& Afro-American Studies Facul~ 
Colloquium 

Sufi Oral Narratives and the Practice of Islam in Senegal 
Professor Mamarame Seck 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 

3:30-~:30 pin 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

’]7his presentation explores the unstudied rich Wolof Sufi oral cultural 
productions and their contribution to the knowledge about Islam in 
Senegal, 12~cusing on oral production by Sufi leaders and their 
followers. This tradition consists of an oral corpus of the life stories 
of past and current Sufi leaders, woven by multiple (re) tellers across 
generations, designed in such a way that the?" can give Sufi adepts 
examples to follow and, possibly, reproduce 

Dr. Mamarame Seck is a native Wolof speaker from Senegal. He received 
his PhD in linguistics fi-om the University of Florida in Gainesville. He 
is now an assistant professor and the African languages program 
coordinator in the Department of African and African-American Studies at 
the Universib" of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Dr. Seck’s research 
interests include African language pedagogy, Wolof language and 
linguistics, Wolof Su.fi discourse and Islam in Senegal 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@err~ail.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to asc faculty axsd: etmice@email.anc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-30103660-9518753.bdc06336c8228b7f0846378ae5dc20e0@listserv.tmc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 12:53 PM 

List for Atrican Studies events <asc events@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[asc events] DARFUR-related events at the GEC in October/~November 

Toward Greater Awareness: Darfur and American Activism 
Sculptural Exhibition of Works by Mitch Lewis 
Thursday, October 20, 2011 -Saturday, December 17, 2011, 
Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-CIt 
Beginning in 2004, American celebrities, students, and citizens became committed to activist work on behalf of those snfl’ering fi~om genocide in Dmfnr. This exhibit 

showcases the work of an American artist. Mitch Lems, who has explored the Darfur crisis in his sculpture and the exhibit contextualizes the art in the recent history of 

Darfur and the history of American activism them. Opening Reception October 25, 2011 at 7 PM, with talk (listed below) by Prof. John Hagan at 6 PlVl. Free. Please 

Contact: Laura Griest laur~riest~unc.edu for more information. 

Death and Displacement in Sudan: 
Evidence of Continuing State-Led Genocide 
Dr. John Hagan 
Tuesday, October 25, 2011, Talk, 6 PM; Reception, 7 PM 
Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-CH 
Dr. John Hagan is the John D. MacArthur Professor at Northwestern Universi~, and Co-Director of the Center on Law & GlobaJization, which is a pmlnership 

between the American Bm Foundation and the Universib" of Illinois College of Law. His taJk, "Death and Displacement in Sudan: Evidence of Continuing State-Led 

Genocide" roll be followed by the opening reception of the exhibit. "Toward Cneater Awmeness: Darfur and American Activism, Sculptural Exhibition of Works by 

Mitch Lewis." Free. Please Contact: Laura Gfiest lanragriest@xmc.edu for more information. 

Making Good Americans in Africa: Travel, Celebrity and the Costs of Humanitarianism 
a Talk with Kathryn Mathers 
Wednesday, November 9, 201 1, 7:00PM 
FedEx Global Education Center, 3024, UNC-CH 
When Americans tell stories about travel to Africa, the continent and Afi-icans a~e often reduced to backdrops to an American journey of selgdiscovety. This produces 

the peculiaJ~ humanitarianism of Americans in Ati-ica that is increasingly flamed by celebrity travel stories and by the ability of eve~day Americans to consume in order 

to do good. Dr. Katho/n Mathers is a visiting assistant professor in the Department of’Cultural Anthropology at Duke Universib~. Her recent book, Travel, 

H~¢manitarianis~n, and Becomi~g Americm~ i~ Africa (2010, Palgrave Macmillan) uses ob~rvations of American travelers to southern Afiica to ask: why is Africa 

so important to Americans? Her work continues to explore the ways that identities individual, corporate, political are forn~ed and shaped through cross-cultural 
encounters, both within Africa and between Africa and the world. This discussion is hosted by UNC Global and the African Stadies Center in conjunction with the art 

e:d~ibition 7bwards GreaterAwamr~ess: Da.~;r mMAmerican ./tctivi~ on display in the FedEx Global Education Center October 20, 2011 through December 

17, 2011. Free. Please Contact: Laura Griest lauragriest@unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 

AssistarR: Direotor 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewail@email.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edtc> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 1:20 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

London Guardian : Haunting relevance of Death and "the Maiden 

Death and the Maiden’s haunting relevance 
The play I wrote 20 yeaJcs ago about Chile’s torture and trauma has a painful, global relevance today 

Ruth Gemmell in Death and the Maiden at Salisbury Playhouse last year. The play is now on at the Harold Pinter theatre, London. Photograph: Dominic Parkes 

It happened yesterday but it could well be today. A woman awaits the return of her husband as the sun goes down. The dictatorship that plagued her land has just 

fulle~ and eve .i~thing is m~certain. The wolnan is full of fear, gripped by a secret terror that she only shares with the man she loves. During the night and the day that 

follows she will have to confront that fear, she roll bring to justice in her living room the doctor she believes is responsible for having tortured and roped her years ago. 

Her husband, a lavxyer in charge of a commission investigating the deaths of thousands of dissidents under the previous regime, mus~t defend the accused man because 

without the rule of law the transition to democracy will be compromised; if his wife kills that doctor, the husband will not be able to help hea1 a sick and wounded land. 

Twen~ years ago, when Death and the Maiden, the play that tells this stoo~. opened in London at the Royal Court Upstairs, the country where that wommL Paulina. 

awaited a constantly delayed justice, was my own Chile or the Argentina where I was born. Or South Africa. Or Htmgary. Or China. So many societies that back then 

were being tom by the question of what you do with the trauma of the past, how to live side by side ruth your enemies, how to judge those who had abused power 

without destroying the thbfic of a reconciliation necessary to move lbrward. 

Today, as the stone play is revived in London’s Wes~t End, its mmn drama is echoed in Egypt, Tunisia, Syria, Iran, Nigeria, Sudan, Ivory Coast, Iraq, Thailand, 

Zimbabwe and now Libya. In fact, because torture became mdespread aIter the crimina] attacks on New York on 9/11, because the most powerful nations in the 

world, and particularly the IJS, justified or were complicit in egregious abuses of human rights in order to make themselves t~el sat~, because they unleashed terror to 

fight and avenge terror, it could be ventured that the core dilemmas of Death and the Maiden axe more relevant today than they ever were. 

It was not something I had anticipated, this planetary weight and import, when I wrote the play in Santiago. My goals were tiar more modest. Returning to my country 

alter 17 years in exile, I saw this work as my gift to its turbulent transition. The dictator was no longer in power, but his intluence, his disciples, his corrupting shadow 

invaded eveD~ aspect of political life. Just as today in Egypt (or Russia, for that matter), those who had benefitted from decades of privileges and oppression continued 

to occupy enclaves from where they controlled the economy, the judiciary, the military, and threatened to returu and murder and plunder and banish. 

It seemed to me the obligation of a writer was to force the countD~ to look at itself, at what all those years of mendacity and dread had wrought. Death and the Maiden 

plunged its finger into the wound of Chile by showing that the executioners were among us, smiling on the streets but also interrogated the democratic elite, wondering 

what ideaJs they had forced the~nselves to sacrifice. Neither did I let the victi~ns offthe hook. Paulina, the woman who had been raped and tortured and betrayed, was 

the most violent person on that stage, so the ques~tion for her was not any easier: are you going to perpetuate the cycle of terror, how can you forgive if the price they 

are demanding is that you forget? But one does not create such a transgressive play in a country still reeling from many years of paJn without suffering the consequences 

oneself. The elite of Chile hated what I had done, reviled it. 

But what my compatriots did not want for themselves was celebrated by the world. And now I have come back to London, and my characters have returned to the 

ci~ that embraced them when they were as homeless as I was. 

I’m thrilled that Death and the Maiden has not aged over these 20 years, that it still moves people to tears, confrouts them with a tragedy- that has no clear solution, that 

it speaks to our world today with the same passion it embodied yesterday. I’m thrilled that the relations between men and women that I explored, the intricacies of 

memory and madness, the aftermath of violence, the uncertainty of truth and narrative, continue to capture the imagination of ~ many. Thrilled, yes, but it is also 

sobering to realise that humanity has not managed to learn from the past, that torture has not been abolished, that justice is so rarely served, that censorship prevails, 

that the hopes of a democratic revolution can be gutted and distorted and warped. 

I can’t help but ask if20 years fa)m now I will be writing this phrase all over again: this story happened yesterday, but it could well be today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Seck, Mamarame <msecl~@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 1:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Bio and a~nouncement 

BIO Oct. 17.docx 

Dear Eunice: 

Please find attached my bio and below the announcement for the next talk by Dr. Selassie on Tuesday November 8. 
2011: 
Dr. Selassie will be talking about: ’The Ethics and Politics of Famine Relief--The Horn of Africa Experience." An abstract of the paper will be sent out soon. 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 



Dr. Mamarame Seck is a Wolof native speaker from Senegal. He received his PhD in linguistics from 
the University of Florida in Gainesville. He is now an assistant professor and the African languages 
program coordinator in the Department of African and African-American Studies at the University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill. His research interests include Wolof Sufi discourse, Islam in Senegal, and 
African languages and linguistics, 
His recent publications and current proj ects include 

Book chapters: 
1. Mamarame Seck (2011). Les strategies discursives dans le discours wolof d’Idrissa Seck, homme 

politique s~n~galais [translation: The discourse strategies in the Wolof speech of Senegalese 
politician Idrissa Seck.] in Communication Wolof et Societ~ S~n~galaise: H~ritage et Creation. 
Edited by Anna M. Diagne, Sascha Kesseler, and Christian Meyer. L’Harmattan. Paris. 

2. Mamarame Seck. (2010). Islam in Senegal in the Era of Globalization. To be published in an 
edited book on Islam in Africa (forthcoming). 

Books (forthcoming) 
1. Narratives as Practice in Sufi Islam in Senegal 
2. Intermediate Wolof textbook 

Dissertation topic: 
Title: The Structure of Wolof Sufi Oral Narratives: Expanding the Labovian and Longacrean 
Models to Accommodate Wolof Oral Tradition. 





From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benom~z, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 4:19 PM 

CCO facnlty & staff<ccofac@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] CCO Minor Revisions for Spring 2012: Reminder 

spring 2012 assignments active.docx 

This is a reminder for those of you who will be teaching a CCO course in spring 2012. 

November 15th is the deadline for new and returning course instructors to submit minor changes they need to update their courses for 

the new semester. These include changes to the course schedule of lessons and assignment dates for the new semester; updating links (your 

instructional designer will do a link check and inform you of any problem links); and any other minor changes you feel might be necessary. 

Please note that it’s too late to submit textbook changes or anything more than minor revisions at this point unless you’ve already 

contacted us about doing a substantive minor revision. 

See the attached spring assignments for a list of instructional designers and their course assignments. Your instructional designer will 

send you an email with a series of links to course files. It is very important that you use those ~i~es as ~ basis for the revision. 

You should send your revisions directly to your instructional designer and copy me as well. Please review "Sending Your Revision to Your 

Instructional Designer" in the online Faculty Handbook http:!ifridaycenter,unc.edu/faculty!revising...CCO.html#send, 

We welcome all of the new instructors teaching in the spring and welcome back all of our returning instructors. We hope that you will all 

enjoy teaching your online course and will actively engage with your students throughout the semester. Let us know if you have any 

questions or need our help in any way. 

Enjoy the ACC and NCAA Tournaments. GO HEELS! 

Judith 
Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
CB# 1020 
919-962-6302 
"Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a hard battle." Plato 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac &s: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.nnc.edu">ennice@ema~l.unc.edn<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "ma~lto:leave-30105483- 3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-30105483- 

3634613.47t] 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



CaroT[ina OnLine Spring 2012 

Casey Liston 

ANTH 440 

ART 106 

COMM 223 

COMP 380 

DRAM 120 

ENGL 128 

ENGL 313 

FREN 101 * 

MATH 381 

MATH 551 

SPAN 101 * 

SPAN 405 * 

Bill Ferris Jessa Bliss 

ART 151 * 

DRAM 116 * 

DRAM 284 

HIST 140 

LING :10:1 

POLl 100 

PSYC :10:1 

PS¥C 245 * 

PSYC 250 * 

SOCI 122 

SOCI 130 

ART 161 

ASTR 101L 

ENGL 123 

GEOG 120 

GEOG 259 

GEOL 159 

HIST 367 * 

MUSC 121 

PHIL :155 * 

PLCY 205 * 

SOCl :1.23 

SOCl 4:1.2 

Lynn Davis 

ASTR 101 

ASTR :[02 * 

BUSI :106 

BUSI 108 * 

COMM :100 

ENGL 130 

ENGL 206 

I N LS 200 

PHIL :10:1 

PHIL 165, sec 1 & 2 * 

PHYI 202, sec :1 & 2 

SOCI :101 

Tyler Ritter 

ANTH :102 

COMM 120 

CMPL :122 * 

COMM 224 

ENGL :121 * 

GEOL :10:1 

GEOL 105 

POLl :10:1 

POLl 27:1 * 

Courses in red are new, Courses in blue are major revisiol~s, ~iOii~iiiiii~i~iiiii~i{~{~i~iii * Courses not yet offered in Sakai. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 8:52 AM 

edito@ijbhtaet.com 

Call tbr Papers 

Call for Papers 

International Journal of Business, Humanities and Technology 

ISSN 2162-1357 (Print), ISSN 2162-1381 (Online) 

International Journal of Business, Hummfities and Technology (I3BHT) is an open access, peer-reviewed and refereed multidisciplinary jourual published by 

Ceutre for Promoting Ideas (CPI), USA. The objective of IJBHT is to provide a forum for the publication of scientific articles in the fields of business, humanities and 

teclmology. In prosuit of this objective the journal not only publishes high quality research papers but also ensures that the published papers achieve broad iutemational 

credibili~/. 

The journal publishes research papers in the fields of management, business law, public responsibility and ethics, marketing theory and applications, business fiuance 
and iuvestment, geueral business research, business and ecouomics education, international business and economics, tourism aud hospitali~" managemeut, 
productior~/operations mauagement, organizational behavior aud theory, strategic management policy, social issues and public policy, management organization, 
statistics and econometrics, personnel and industrial relations, gender studies, cross cultural studies, entrepmneurship development~ linguistics, library science, media 
studies, methodology, philosophy, political science, populatiou Studies, psychology~ public administration, sociology, social welfare, technology and Innovation, case 
studies, management information ~’stems, information techuology and ,so on. 

The journal is published both in print and online versions. 

IJBHT is indexed with and included in ~ii~ell ~i and GNO. Moreover the journal is uuder the indexing process 
with ISI, ERIC, DOAJ, Scopus, and Econlit. 

IJBHT publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical research, technical notes, and book 
reviews. Special Issues devoted to important topics in business, humanities and techuology will occasionally be published. 

IJBHT is inviting papers for Vol. 1 No. 3 which is scheduled to be published on November 15, 2011. 

Send your mauuscript to the editor at editor~iibhtuet.com, or editor.iibht(&hotma~l.com 

For more intbrmation, visit the oNcial website of the journal www.iibhtuet.com 

With thanks, 

Dr. Ronald M. Flower 

The Chief Editor, International Journal of Business, Humanities and Technology 

Contact: editor~iibhtuet.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

September 2011 Report 

Dear Eunice, 
This is a reminder for you to check ~nfoPorte for your account information. This is the link: h_ttps:!!infoporte.unc.edu 
In case you have any questions, please let me know. 
Thank you! 

ttaerm~ Miller 
Acct. Tech 
Dept. of Public Policy 
Tel, 919.962.4854 
Fax. 919.962.5824 
Dept. of African a~d Afro-~efica~ Studies 
Tel. 919.966A295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Infoporte <emre@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

In[bporte Access 

your O~:},er~ w8 

h~ps:£ii~e.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smitla-Nonini, Sandy C <SCSMITH@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 10:46 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

RE: talks’slides ou health movement in E1 Salvador 

Flyer for 2 talks.doc 

Reminder of two talks today at noon and tomorrow: 

Sandy Smith-Nonini, PhD 
author of 

Healing the Body Politic: 
El Salvador’s Popular Struggle for 
Health Eights: From Civil War to 
Neoliberal Peace (Rutgers University 

Press, 2010) 
http://rutqerspress.rutgers.edu/acatalog!Healing the body Politic.html 

......... and UNC research asst. professor of 
anthropology 

will do two talks on her research on healing and war in El Salvador at UNC this week. Both are free and open to the 
)ublic. 

Tuesday, Oct. 18th, at 12 noon, Dr. Smith-Nonini will do an informal slide show and talk about the White Marches 
against privatization and their role in the left’s ascendancy in El Salvador for the UNC School of Medicine’s Bullitt 
History of Medicine Club in Room 527 (top floor) Health Sciences Library at UNC. 

Wednesday, Oct. 19th, at 5:30 pm Dr. Smith-Nonini will lecture on the implications for human rights from her 
research on El Salvador’s "body politic" in the War Stores series in the UNC Center for Global Education’s 
Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

See review ( by Rebecca Lester) of the book in The .lournal of Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology Volume 16, Tssue 1, pages 198- 

199, April 2011: http~//~n~ine~ibrary~wi~ey~c~mJibpr~xy~ib~unc~edu/d~i/1~1111/i~1935-494~2~11.~1136~x/fu~ 
BIO: Sandy Smith-Nonini, Ph.D., is research assistant professor of anthropology at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, and former assistant professor of anthropology 
at Elon University (2000-2005). She is the recipient of the Richard Carley Hunt Fellowship from the Wenner Gren Foundation and the Peter K. New Prize from the Society for 
Applied Anthropology. She has authored numerous journal articles and book chapters on the politics of community health, neoliberalism and drug-resistant tuberculosis 
epidemics, and occupational risks of immigrant labor in North Carolina. 



Sandy Smith-Nonini, PhD 
author of 

Healing the Body Politic: 
El Salvador’s Popular Struggle for Health 
Rights: From Civil War to Neoliberal 
Peace (Rutgers University Press, 2010) 
http:iirutgerspress.rutgers.edtffacatalogiHealing the_body_Politic, htnfl 

......... and UNC r-esearch asst. professor of anthropology 

will do two talks on her research on healing and war in El Salvador at 
UNC this week. Both are free and open to the public. 

Tuesday, Oct. 18th, at 12 noon, Dr. Smith-Nonini will do an 
informal slide show and talk about the White Marches against 
privatization and their role in the left’s ascendancy in El Salvador for 
the UNC School of Medicine’s Bullitt History of Medicine Club 
in Room 527 (top floor) Health Sciences Library at UNC. 

Wednesday, Oct. 19th, at 5:30 pm Dr. Smith-Nonini will lecture on 
the implications for human rights from her research on El Salvador’s 
"body politic" in the War Stores series in the UNC Center for 
Global Education’s Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

See revie,~, ( by Rebecca Lester) of the book in The Journal of Latin American 
and Caribbean Anthropology Volume 16, Issue 1, pages 198-199, April 2011 
h[[p://o[~linelibrary.wiley.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/doi/10.1111/i. 1935-4940.20 ! 1.01136.x/full 

BIO: Sandy Smith-Nonilli, Ph.D., is research assistant professor of anthropology at the University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill, and former assistant professor of anthropology at Elon University (2000- 
2005). She is the recipient of the Richard Carley Hunt Fellowship from the Welmer Gren Foundation and 
the Peter K. New Prize from the Society for Applied Anthropology. She has authored numerous journal 
articles and book chapters on the politics of community healtk neoliberalism and drag-resistant 
tuberculosis epidemics, and occupational risks of immigrant labor in North Carolina. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill <dmhill@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 10:46 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <cursFacultylNlow@liskserv.unc.edtr~ 

[cursfacul~fellows] FUNDING AI,ERT ~-NSF i SBE DOCTORAL DISSERTATION RESEARCH IMPRO’v~MENT GRANTS 

dmhillf~email.unc~edt~ 
~rone@unc.edu 



Debra Hill 

The Center for Urban & Regional Studies 

Hiekerson House, CB 3410 

The University oi North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34i0 

919-843-9708 

<ul> 

<lb" -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

curs~:acult54"ellows as: --~a hre~"mailto:eunice@em~£unc.edu">eunice@ema£unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

em~fil to --~a l~-ef "mailto:leave-30110746-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listse~.unc.edu">leave-30110746- 

43127920.607d3960bfSd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<,’a> 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill <dmhill@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 10:59 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <cursthcultylNlow@liskserv.unc.edu~ 

[cursfacultyt~llows] FUNDING ALERT ~-NSF ] SCIENCE, TECtINOI,OGY, AND SOCIETY 

0d0ber 18, 2011 

TO: CUI~S FACULTY F[LLOWS 

Opportunity: STS considers proposals that examine hislorical, pNlosophical~ and sociological questions tha afi~ in comaection with scie~ce~ engineering, a~d 

technology, and fl~eir respective interactions with ~cie~’. STS ha~ fot~r com1~nen~s: Et~fics and Values in Science~ Engineering and Technology (EVS); History and 

Philosophy of Scie~ce, Engineefir~g and Teclmology (HPS); Social Studies of Science, Engineering and Technology (SSS); a~d Studies of Policy, Science, Engincefi~g 

and Technology (SPS). The compor~en~s overlap, last are distinguished by fl-~e Nfl~re~t ~ie~ali~c arid scholarly ofienmfior~s they ~mke to ~he subject mat~eL as well as by 

di[]~rent Focuses wid~in the subject area. STS encourages ~he aubmissior~ of hyN:id pmtx~sals fl~at st~ve k~ mtegmle research revolving two or morn offl~ese core areas. 

STS provi&s {he lb[lowing modes of sup~,~: Scholars Awards; Stan&~N Re~amh Grants arid Grants [br CollN)ora{ive Re~amh; Poakl~ctoral Fellowships; 

Pr~)t~ssional Developmen{ Fellowships; DocIoral Dissertation Research Impmvemen{ (kan{s; StuN1 Grgmts liar Trmmng m~d Research; Conference and Workshop 

Aw~uds; Other Funding ()ppo~tm~ifies. 

EIi~bi~i~,: Contact Center. 

Award: Varies based on proposai focus; contact Center, 

Deadline: February 1~ 2012. 

If you are interested in submitting an appiication to this funding agency contact Dr, Wiliiam Rohe at 962-3076 or brohe@unc.edu. If you need more 
mR~rmation connect Debra Hill a[ 8,-13-9708 or dmhill(a;email.unc.edu. The Center will be g~ad [o assis[ ?on in [he preparafio~ oFyour proposal. 

Thank you, 

The Center for Urban & Regional Sludies (CUI~S) t~kes the "headache" out of faculty research by providing ~ wide range of services to its 

R~cuhy Fellows including: 

. Support for proposal development; 

. Full administrative assistance m proposa] processing; 

. F~fll management services (budget tracking, travel, payroll, etc,) throughout the lifetime of the 
research pr~iect; 

. Office and meeting space; 

. Equ.ipment (laptop computers, cameras, tape recorders, AV equipment, etc.) for project team 
members; and Romme notices of funding availability and specific funding searches by request. 

Ifyott are not affiliated with the Center, but would like to learn more, please contact Dr. William Robe 

at 962-3077 or brohe@unc.edu. 



~li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill <dmhill@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 11:23 AM 

The CURSFacultyFellows mMing list <cursthcultyl~llow@liskserv.anc.edtr~ 

[cursfacultyfellows] FUND1NG ALERT ~- NSF CUI,TURAI, ANTHROPOLOGY 

TO: CUI~S FACULTY F[LI.OWS 

R[: FIJNDING ALERT ~ NSF I CIJkTURAL ANT~’IROPOLOG¥ 

O pport uniW: The Cultural Anthropology Program supports basic scientific research abom the causes, consequences, and comple~ties of human social and cultural 

variability. Cultural anthropologists anal~vze human ,social and cultural behavior holistically. This integrated approach makes anthropology a valuable research tool for 
understanding the modem world. Because cultural patterns are emergent over’time and space, there is no single natural scale tbr ethnographic and ethnological analysis. 

In ~me cases, cultural patterns may emerge from "the collective behavior oflaJcge ensembles of smaller seale units; in other~ they may be imposed by larger scale 

constraints. The origins of social mad cultural variability may be remote ficom the scale at which they are observed. Therefore, research may target any appropriate scale 

or scales from local to regional to global. The Program encourages irmovative research that contributes to building spatially and temporally specific theory that extends 
understanding beyond individual case studies.The Cultural Anthropology Program accepts proposals for a variety of project types: Senior Research proposals (that is, 

research proposals from scholars with PhDs or equivalent degree); proposals for Doctoral Disseltation Research hnprovement Grants; Cultural Anthropology Scholars 

awards (for research-related, post-PhD trafining); and CAREER proposals. The Program roll also consider proposals for workshops and training programs, as well as 

supplements to current awards to support Research Experience for Undeigraduates (REU) and Resemch Experience for Graduate Studies (REG). Research in all sub- 

fields of cultural anthropology is eligible. Successful proposals are characterized by clear research questions and propositions that ,sill be put to the test through 

meticulous attention to research design, data collection, and analysis. 

EfigibBi~: U raestricted. 

Award: Estimated total program fimding: $450,000; award ceiling: ~1.50,000; award floor: $5.000. 

Dead]line: Janua~ ] 5 and August 15 anm~all? tbr Senior Research Proposals, Doctoral Disserlation Research ][mproveme~t Gra~t Proposals, most Workshop 

proposals and proposals ibr Training Programs. Cultaral anthropology scholars target dates: Jan 16 and Aug 16 mmually for Faculty Schol~us proposals. For more irdb 

con~tct the Center. 

If you are ir~terested in submittir~g ar~ appiication to this functir~g agency contact Dr. Wiliiam Robe at 962-3076 or broher,@unc.edu. ][fyou need more 
mfomlation contact Debra Hill at 843-9708 or dmhill~email.unc.edu. Tl~e Center will be glad to assist you in the preparation ofyora pr ~posal. 

Thankyou, 

Fellows including: 

Support for proposal development; 
Ftfll administrative assistance in proposal processing; 
Full management services (budget tracking, travel, payroll, etc.) tt~roaghout the life.time of the 
researc]:~ project; 
Office and meeting space; 
Equipment (laptop computers, cameras, tape recorders, AV equipment, etc.) for project team 
members; and Routine notices of funding availability and specific funding searches by request. 

If you ae r~ot affiliated with the Center, but would like to ]ear~ more, please contact Dr. William Robe 



at 962-3077 or brohe(d),unc.edu. 

Debra Hill 

The Ce~iter fo~ Urban & Regional StL~dJes 

Nickerson House, CB 3410 

The University oi North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34i0 

919-843-9708 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

cursfacultyt’ellows as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blmt <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-30111110-43127920.607d3960bPgd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv,unc.edu">leave-30111110- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 12:17 PM 

Department listserv <atHalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriat?am] FW: HR Facilitator Digest: Oct. 18, 2011 

10-18-11 HR Employee Information.pdf 

From: Bryant, Kathy [mailto:kathy_bryant@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2011 12:14 PM 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: Oct. 18, 2011 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

~ Please forward the attachment t{t~ed "HR Employee information" with{n your department(sl, 
~ Fu~I text of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at h___t__t__p_’_._Z/__h___U__u___n___c__:__e___d___u__[news-eventsJitems. 

Upc~ming Dat~ & Deadlines 

OcL 2!: Employee Appreciation___D__a__y_ 

Oct. 26: Conflict Management Skills for the Workplace class 

Odo 27: Developing Organizational Partnerships class 

Now 1: Advanced Communication Skills class ......................................................................... 

Nov, 2: ~[_~_~_~}}~_[[~_~_~_~R~_~}~__~_D_~gement class 

Nov, 3: Foundations of Supervision at Carolina c~ass 

Nov, 9: Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement Workshop 

~ov, ~.7: Carolina Cares~ Carolina Shares ends 

Now 24~25: Thanksgiving holiday 

NCFle× Annum E~ro~lment Reminder {Contact: Benefits Services, 962-3072} 

~nnual enrolln~ent for NCFIex benefits o:_~ntinues through Monday, Oct 13I. iF you need [:o add or remow:~ dependm~ts, add coverage or change cow:_~rag,:_b now is the 

perfect time to review all o~ your cum:_mt benefit elections and deb:_~rmine changes you may ne,-_~d to make R)r 

Work Wel~, Live Well - Comnmni,b~ Challenge {Contact: Benefits Services, 962-307:t.} 

As the Work We#, Live W~,J/celebral:h:m comes to a close~ we encourage ~.au ba turn your gaze ou[ward to the oammun~/:y ~lroutld ~otJ. The "CommunRy" tenet 

promotes prograrns and ~n~tiat~ves boLh on-campus and ~ocaUy that enable employees to participate in environmental efforts and to contribute to the welfare of 

the surrounding community. 

"Kk:k Up Y.aur HeeD" this Fdday, Oct. 21, as we celebrate the annual UNC EfN:doyee Appredation Day~ 

Addand Museum Store Discount for Employee Appreciation 

On Friday, Oct. 21, and Saturday, Oct. 22, all UNC employees are invited to shop at the AckDnd Museum Store with a 15 percent discounL Th~s b~dudes sH 

merchandise except that which is in a "show" in the store’s ga]lery. 

5tr~ving for UniversM Design and Accessib~itf at UNC 

Please join accessibHH:y e>:pert Sina Bahrain on Thursday, Oct. 20 at 2 p.m. in the Student Union Aud~torhJm The principles o[ univers~al des~gn and a(:ce~;aib~lRy 

focus on the goa~ of ensuring thai everyone, h~dud~ng [hose w~th d~saNHties, has a positive experience w~th websites, apps, and devices. ~n our ~ncreasingIy 

interconnected society --.and campus---Ws cdtica~ [hat these technologies are developed with aU users in mind. 

You axe currently subscribed to afiiaDm as: ._e_LL_m___c__ei~i__e__r__n_~i]_:LLn__c_’_:_e_d_£~.. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriat~am&o 30111580 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-30111580-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada~70a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Employee Information 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, October ! 8, 20 ! ! 

Oct. 21 : .__E____m___p__Lo___y____e____e_______A_p___preciation Day__ 
Oct. 26: Conflict Management Skills for the Workplace class 
Oct. 27: Developing Organizational Partnerships class 
Nov. 1: Advanced Communication Skills class 
NOV, 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 

9: Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement Workshop 
17: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares ends 
24- 25: Thanksgiving holiday 

NCFlex Annual Enrollment Reminder 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Annual enrollment for NCFIex benefits continues through Monday, Oct. 31. If you 
need to add or remove dependents, add coverage or change coverage, now is the 
perfect time to review all of your current benefit elections and determine changes 
you may need to make for 201 2. 

Visit www.NCFlexonline.org to review the following benefits: 
¯ Health Care (HCFSA) and Dependent Day Care (DDCFSA) flexible spending 

accounts 
¯ Dental 
¯ Vision Care 
° Critical Illness 
¯ Cancer 
¯ No- cost Core Accidental Death & Dismemberment (AD&D) 
° Voluntary Accidental Death & Dismemberment (AD&D) 
° Group Term Life 

Benefits consultants will be available to assist employees with enrollment at the 
Office of Human Resources computer lab, located at the Administrative Office 
Building, during the following days and times: 

¯ Tuesday, Oct. 25 from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
¯ Wednesday, Oct. 26 from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
¯ Thursday, Oct. 27 from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 



Friday, Oct. 28 from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Monday, Oct. 31 from I p.m. to 5 p.m. 

Please check- in at the Administrative Office Building, Suite 1 500 (the main 
entrance of the Office of Human Resources) if you need assistance on any one of 
these days. 

For more information refer to your Benefits Guide, contact Benefits Services at 
962- 3071 or .b_._e_.n___e__f_!_t__s__~_.u_n___c_,_e___._d_u._, or visit ~_:__n_____c__f__[___e____x___:___o____r_g.. 

Work Well, Live Well - Community Challenge 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

As the Work Well, Live Well celebration comes to a close, we encourage you to turn 
your gaze outward to the community around you. The "Community" tenet 
promotes programs and initiatives both on- campus and locally that enable 
employees to participate in environmental efforts and to contribute to the welfare 
of the surrounding community. 

BALANCE Challenge Activities: 

Recycle: Re- consider items you normally throw away 
o UNC strives to make recycling on campus as convenient as possible 

with centralized indoor recycling on every floor of every building, 
outdoor sites along walkways and on loading docks, a confidential 
paper recycling program, food waste composting and green event 
recycling, athletics recycling and special event recycling, lab plastics 
recycling, construction and demolition recycling, and recycling of 
other specialized items. 

o .C___!j__c_._k___..h___._e_.r__..e__ to learn more about recycling on- campus, including what 
items may be recycled, where to recycle, and to download a copy of 
the Office of Waste Reduction & Recycling’s Quick Recycling Guide. 

Carpool to work with a co- worker or neighbor 
o Carpooling, using public transit, walking, or biking to work use less 

energy and emit far less pollution than using individual vehicles! Here 
are some other advantages to carpooling: 

¯ Financial savings due to shared commuting costs 
[] Reduces expenses and stress caused by parking 
[] Increases free time for riders 
[] Helps to alleviate traffic congestion in the community 
[] Reduces depreciation on individual vehicles due to wear and 

tear 
o A carpool may be arranged in one of the following ways: 

[] One person may drive regularly, while passengers contribute 
to the cost of gas and/or parking 

[] Participants may alternate driving responsibilities and not 
exchange money. 



Opt for a reusable water bottle or lunch bag 
o Whether you are motivated by waste reduction, saving energy, 

personal health, saving money, or all of the above, switching to a 
reusable water bottle or lunch bag can make a tremendous 
difference: 

[] Reusable bottles reduce the use of fossil fuels and toxic 
greenhouse gases that result from manufacturing plastic 
bottles, most of which end up as landfill waste. 

[] Bottled water can cost up to 1,900 times more than tap! 
[] A plastic shopping bag can take anywhere from 1 5 to 1,000 

years to decompose. 
[] A single paper bag requires I 3% more energy to produce than 

two plastic bags. 
[] Reusable bags can save more than 700 bags over the span of 

their lifetime. Use of reusable bags by just one person over his 
or her lifetime would save over 22,000 plastic bags! 

Community All- Star Challenge: Volunteer 1 hour of your time this week to help a 
community program or service project in your area. 

When you commit your time and effort to an organization or a cause you feel 
strongly about, volunteering can be an incredibly satisfying, fun, and productive 
experience, Volunteering also helps to strengthen the community, since 
organizations and agencies that use volunteers are providing important services at 
low or no cost to those who need them, When a community is doing well as a 
whole, its individuals are better off, too! 

To learn more about Work Well, Live Well and employee wellness resources, __c__!_j___c_____k. 
here or contact Benefits Services. 

For more information on the Work Wel!, Live Well celebration and challenge 
activities, click here. Please contact Benefits Services for questions regarding the 
wellness program. 

"Kick Up Your Heels" on Employee Appreciation Day 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

"Kick Up Your Heels" this Friday, Oct. 21, as we celebrate the annual UNC 
Employee Appreciation Day! 

Join us from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Union and The Pit for games, music, 
and entertainment, including a performance by entertainer Ron Johnson in the 
auditorium at 1 p.m. The campus department fair will provide information about 
services available to employees, and an on- site flu shot walk- in clinic will be open 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

Visit the registration table beside the breezeway to pick up your 2011 Employee 
Appreciation souvenir and to register for door prizes. Entries must be submitted 



before 2:00 p.m. to be eligible for prize drawings. Participants do not need to be 
present to win. 

The complete schedule of Friday’s events is attached. 

Don’t forget to turn in your Work Well, Live Well challenge record or All- Star 
verification documents inside the department fair to be entered into the prize 
drawings! More information is available at 
http : / /hr.unc.edu/benefits /wellnes s / challenge/index.htm. 

Ackland Museum Store Discount for Employee Appreciation 

FROM: Ashley Nick/is, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

On Friday, Oct. 21, and Saturday, Oct. 22, all UNC employees are invited to shop at 
the Ackland Museum Store with a 1 5 percent discount. This includes all 
merchandise except that which is in a "show" in the store’s gallery. If employees 
become members of the Museum on either of those days, we will offer an 
additional 5 percent off on their purchases. 

A valid UNC OneCard must be presented to take advantage of these discounts - no 
exceptions. 

Striving for Universal Design and Accessibility at UNC 

FROM: Ann Penn, EEO Office 

Please join accessibility expert Sina Bahram on Thursday, Oct. 20 at 2 p.m. in the 
Student Union Auditorium. 

The principles of universal design and accessibility focus on the goal of ensuring 
that everyone, including those with disabilities, has a positive experience with 
websites, apps, and devices. In our increasingly interconnected society - and 
campus - it’s critical that these technologies are developed with all users in mind. 

Sina Bahram, a doctorate candidate at North Carolina State University, is very 
familiar with the diverse range of accessibility- related challenges and issues. 
Bahram, who is blind, is an accomplished universal design and accessibility 
evangelist who greatly contributed to the implementation of NC State’s web 
accessibility policy. His presentation will address: 

¯ Lessons learned at NC State 
¯ Systemic challenges with accessibility in higher ed 
° Website demos (the good and the not- so- good). 
° Issues that impact end- users, developers, policy makers, and implementers 

These and other topics will be discussed in an engaging and interactive 
presentation. 



This event has been organized by the Online Accessibility Workgroup and is 
sponsored by the EEO/ADA Office, Health Sciences Library, Information 
Technology Services and University Library. 

Learn more: .__h____t___t_p____:_ZZ_go.unc.edu!sina 



October 21’~ only: F~culty ond Stoff recegve o 25% 

discount on Suit’s Heod boo~s, ~chool supplies, 

clothing and g~fts. Offer excludes textbooks, 

electronics and RAM Shop. 

800M 2518, FPG STUDENT UNION 
~ore ~nformotion at ehs.unc.edu/ueohciflushot.shtm~ 

GREAT HALL, FPG STUDENT UNION 

BREEZE~,~Ay, FPG STUDENT UNION 
Cash Cube, Prize Wheels, Basketball, t~inJ-Golf, and more~ 

COURTYARD OUTSIDE FPG STUDENT UNION 

 110T0 
GREAT HALL, FPG STUDENT UNION 

THE PIT 

AUDITORIUN, FPG STUDENT UNION 
"Kick up your heels" and ~et Run take away the stress of 
everyday life with his hHorious blend of comedy, masic, 

songs! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 12:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

hello 

Oct 18, 2011 - INTS560(exam 2).doc 

see a~ached 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 12:54 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

aJathrotx~logy colloquium UNC, 10/24 

From: Anna Agbe-Davies [agbedavi@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, October :17, 20:t:t :t2:04 PM 
To-" The anthro mailing list 
Subject-" [anthro] anthropology colloquium :t0/24 

Dr. Eric Jones, t?om UNC-Greensboro, will be presenting a talk entitled 

"ttow Good are Social Networks Wheu Times are Tough? A Look at Influences on Well-Being in a Post-Disaster Relocatiou Setting iu Ecuador" 

10/24 at 3:15 pm iu Alumni 308. 

Please see and circulate the attached flier 

Anna S. Agbe-Davies, PI~.D. 

Assistant Professor 

Department of Anthrcpoiogy 
UNC-Chape 1 Hill 
C~ # 3115 / 301 Aiumni Buiiding 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3115 

aqbe-davies @unc. edu 

919.962.5267 

<ulp 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
authro as @live.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe seud a blank 

elnail to <a href "mailto:leave-30103262-42021560.ed1540fd5559a88e7690856141628a97~)listserv.unc.edu">leave-30103262- 

42021560 .ed 1540fd5559a88e7690856141628a97@listsela~.unc .edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marks~ein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 1:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email,~mc.edu> 

1NTS 560 

Hi Eunice, 
The curriculum in Global Studies would be happy to contribute 5200 to Dr. Nadine Busmann’s airfare. If you could have your finance person journal entry the cost 

across to us at dept that would be wonderful! If that doesn’t work and you’d like to be reimbursed 5200 directly, let me know! 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.global.unc.edu!globalstudies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 1:40 PM 

List for Afi-ican Studies events <asc events@listserv.unc.edu> 

[asc events] November 1 : Surt~ce.Edge.Undemeath: Deciphering South Africa’s Cultural Contemvora ,ry 

From our colleagues at Duke. B 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:November 1: Surface.Edge.Underneath: Deciphering South Africds Cultural Contemporary 

Date:Mon, 17 Oct 2011 19:48:37 +0000 

From:Nancy RobNns <nancv.mbbins~duke.edu> 

To:co sa-intb~duke.edu <cosa-info@duke.e&t> 

The Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) cordially invites you to: 

Surface * Edge * Underneath: 
Deciphering South Africa’s Cultural Contemporary 
A public conversation regarding South African fiction 

Tuesday - November 1st, 2011 

Noon to 1.30 pm 

225 Friedl Building* 

Duke - East Campus 

Kerry Bystrom ¯ University of Connecticut 

Sarah Nuttall * University of the Witwatersrand 

Ato Quayson ¯ University of Toronto 

Anne-Maria Makhulu ¯ Duke University (commentator) 

Aarthi Vadde * Duke University (commentator) 

In a context in which the language of difference and alterity seems increasingly exhausted, might it be in depthlessness that something of an opportunity 

lies for cultural critique and social and literary imagination? If reading for depth, for symptoms, and for wounds no longer gives us a full purchase on the 

time-space we inhabit, what might another kind of conversation look like? In contemporary South African cultural form, surface has become suggestive, as 

artists and writers look not only down to the underneath (the life of allegory, and wound) but across social and political time in order to invent new ways of 

seeing. In these horizontal invocations, the surface is in the symptom, and the symptom in the surface. Here, paradoxically might reside the fugitive 

meanings of the present as well as the resources for a future-oriented politics. 

Light lunch served: RSVP by Monday 10/31- _n__~__n___c_y__:Lo____b___b__~_n___s___@___d___u___k___g:__e___d____u__. 

Sponsored by the Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) 

Free and Open to the Public 

For more info: nancy.robbins@duke.edu 
*Directions to the Friedl Building: ~.h.~p.~.~.~/.~../.~.m.~.a.~p.~.~.~:.~.~..~.~:~..d.~.q~5...e.~:~.e.~.d..~.u.~./~.b....q~.~:~l..d.~.~.n.~g../.~.2~:~~ 

Nancy Hare Robbins 

Assistant Director 

Duke University Center for International Studies 

Program Manager - COSA 

2204 Erwin Road, Box 90404 

Durham NC 27708-0404 

919.684.6454 (o); 919.684.8749 (f) 

nancy.robbins@duke.edu 

"Educational exchange can turn nations into people, contributing as no other form of communication can to the humanizing of international relations." 

- Senator J. William Fulbri~ht, 1983 

iNi COSA-Iogo-email 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Libra~ News <announcements@updates.sagepub.com> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 2:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Time is running out! Get free access to award- wim~ing reseaJrch tools. 

ReSet free access to SAGE’s cuttin~ research tools. 

www sagepub corn 

Register TODAY to s~x-u’t 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 

Time is running out! Get free access to SAGE’s highly advanced online research tools and r~sources, including ~.~.~" 
Researci~ Methods Online and S,,~GE Reference Oniine. Designed to offer extensive research features, comprehensive 
access to robust scholarly content, and customization tools that allow researchers to refine and focus their research, these 
must-have tools are now available FREE through October 31,2011~ 

Register* today and experience first-hand these award-winning tools and resources: 

I 

SAGE Research Methods Online (SRMO}** is an award-winning tool designed to help researchers, faculty, and students 
create research projects and understand the methods behind them. This invaluable tool links together more than 1,400 
research methods terms from an unprecedented variety of content--including books, journals, and reference resources. 

~ Register here 

Register to discover how SRMO can answer your research methods and research design questions! 

I 

~.~.~.~.~¢~.~’~!~.~.&.~[!~.~..(.~.~)** is a ground-breaking resource that offers access to more than 300 authoritative, award- 
winning handbooks and encyclopedias across the social sciences. 

Do you have a SAGE Reference Online account? 
As a SAGE Reference Online customer, be sure to activate this offer on your existing account. 

*Please disregatd this reminder if youVe already registered for one or more of these special offers. 
**Please register for each product individually. 

Register and experience the benefits of our valuable, advanced online research tools and resources! 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Library Team 

www.sagepub.comllibrarians 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:10 PM 

ttildebmn& Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, EuNce N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C 

<wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

Dept. intellectual project statement 

Dear Colleagues, 

Here is the department statement in the cnrrent Undergraduate Bulletin: 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies is an interdisciplinaU program leading to the bachelor of arts degree. It is adminis~temd through the 
College of Arts and Sciences. Prospective majors should contact the department. 

The current goal of Ati-ican and Al}o-American studies at UNC Chapel ttill is to give specific aM precise attention to the histories, cultures, and cultural 

linkages of the peoples of Africa and their de~endants in the New World. Although students must concentrate in either African or Al}o-American studies, all 

majors must gain competence in both areas and thereby come to understand the cultural and historical continuities and contrasts between Africa and the Atiican 

New World. 

The purpose of the African studies concentration is to develop an analytical approach to contemporary Africa. Courses stress the importance of traditional 
values and institutions to the definition of modern African socieF, and they stress the historic range of commercial and political relationships with Europe and the 
New World. The purpose of the concentration in Afro-American s~dies is to develop a broad knowledge of the histoU and culture of the peoples of African 
descent in the kanericas and the significant social, political, economic, and humanistic issues they face. 

Can we discnss this at our next meeting on Monday? What alterations should we make? Them is some urgency to this, as I have a November 15 deadline for 
submit~t~ng revisions lbr the next bulletin. 
Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Depa~ment of Afi-ican and Afto-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Caacolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link,for information about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan aaad the Dilemma of the Afi’ican-,aanerican Intellectual: 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http://~mcpress.unc.edu/books/T- 8059.htrnl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Seminar (1NT560) 

Hi Eumce, 
Yes, please write to Haeran directly to coordinate this. 
Thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p 919962.2788 

I~ 919.9625824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2011 2:44 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: Seminar (1N~560) 

Dear Agatha, 

Elope you are well and not working too, too hard. 

I write to g~ve you a head up about a guest lecturer in INTS560 on Nov. 10. In an effort to deepen debates concerning one of the theme - Business ethics and corporate social responsibility - 
we exploring in INTS560 this year, I am inviting Dr. Nadine Busmann, a leading expert in this :field based in Calgap)~ to give a guest lecture in the seminar. I have received some base funding 
from Global Studies and expect to receive some more funding from the African Studies Center and 1 more unit to cover her expenses. Should I write to Miller directly to coordinate these 
funds? 

Thanks for your help. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~s~adies.org> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:36 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

National Mu~um of African Art - ASA 54th Annual Meeting Events 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 





Forward email 

~his email was sent to eunice@~maiLunc.edu by 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribef" Privacy Policy. 

African Studies Association i Rutgers University :: 54 ]oyce Kilmer Avenue :: Piscataway N] 08854 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debra Hill <dmlaill@email.unc .edu~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:45 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llow@liskserv.anc.edtr"~ 

[curst~ultyt~llows] Book Party 

Flyleaf flyer2.pdf 

Friends and Colleagues: 

I’m throwing a party, on Sunday October 30 to celebrate the publication of my book "The Research Triangle: From Tobacco Road to Global Prominence" and I would 

love to s~e you. It will be 2:00 at Flyleaf Books (ne~ to Fosters on MLK Boulevard in Chapel Hill), finger food and other refreshments roll be served. The attached 

flyer has all the details. As it says, come for the fun ofik and to learn more about the fascinating area in which we live. Feel fiee to invite friends. 

-- Bill Robe 

Caty C. Boshamer Professor of City and Regional Planning 

Debra Hill 

The Center for Urban & Regio[HG Studies 

Nickerson House, CB 3410 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-341@ 

919-843-9708 

<ul > 

<lb -- You are currently subscribed to 

cursfacul ,tyfellows as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">euNce@email.unc.edu</a;,. To unsubscribe send a blank <bl~ 

email to <a hre~"mailto :leave - 30113341-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30113341 - 
43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:54 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Beyond Blackface Book Talk by W. Fitzhugh Brundage Nov 1 st 

From: Collier, Shauna D 
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:51 PM 
To:       @gmail.com; Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth; Gore, Travis; cbcchair@unc.edu; Clement, Jeanetta; Campbell, Eric; 
global@unc.edu; Kersgard, Miki 
Subject: Beyond Blackface Book Talk by W. Fitzhugh Brundage Nov 1st 

Please post and distribute widely- thanks! 

UNC Professor W. Fitzhugh Brundage to discuss new book on African Americans 
and the creation of American popular culture 

Tuesday~ Nov. 1~ 2011 

Wilson Special Collections Library 
5:00pm Reception I Main Lobby 

5:30pm Program I Pleasants Family Assembly Room 

Free and open to the public 

UNC PRESS 

st On T, uesday~November 1 _UNC histo~ profe§sor William Fitzhug, h Br, unda.qe will give a lecture based on his 
most recentDook, Beyond Blackface:/~ncan/4rnericans and the ~;reat/on of-AmeriCan Popular Culture, I890- 
1930(UNC Press 2011). 

The book, edited by Brundage, is a collection of essays from sixteen scholars in various disciplines, to address 
the complex roles of Black performers, entrepreneurs, and consumers in American mass culture during the 
early twentieth century. In particular Dr. Brundage will discuss the predicament of Black performers and 
consumers at the turn of the twentieth century and address the question of "would the new technologies and 
new forms of mass culture exploit and dehumanize African Americans or would they expand the professional 
and creative opportunities of African Americans?" 

Brundage, the William Umstead Distinguished Professor of history at UNC, is also the author of The Southern 

Past: A O/ash of Race and Mernorv(2005), A Soc/#fl’st Utopia in Lhe New South: The RuskL# 
Tennessee and Georqia. 1894-1901 (1996) and Lynchiqq in the t~ew South." Georqia and Vir~nia, 1880-1930. 
(1993) 



For more information contact Liza Terll, Friends of the Library, at (919) 962-4207, liza_terll@unc.edu or 
Shauna Collier, Stone Center Library at (919) 843-5808, shauna.collier@unc.edu 

Sponsored by the Stone Center Library for Black Culture & History and the Friends of the Library 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30113401 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30113401-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@,listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sbenyl Kleinman <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 6:46 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[sej-facul~] Fwd: [wmst] Meet and Crreet RECEPTION 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [wmst] Meet and Greet RECEPTION 

Date:Tue, 18 Oct2011 15:55:55 +0000 
From:Thompson, Karen <kthompsl (/~emailamc.edu> 

Reply-To:The wrest maling list <wmst~;list~rv.unc.edn> 

To:The wms~t mailing lis~ ~:~!~t_:~)_l_i_s__t_,_s__e__r_2:_u__!)_c__:_e___d__t_K: 

The Department of Women’s Studies 

invites Faculty interested in Women’s Studies to 

"Meet and Greet" RECEPTION 

October 27, 4:30-6:30 

University Room, Hyde Hall 

This reception will provide an opportunity to bring together faculty currently affiliated with WMST and to welcome other, in particular, any faculty mem ber who m ight like to cross-list courses 
with us, develop new courses to be cross-listed in the future, gain affiliate status in WMST, or simply get to know us better. 
All are welcome. We hope to see many of you 

Karen Thompson 

Women’s Studies 

208 Smith Building 

CB# 3135 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

Phone: 962-3908 

Fax: 962-5839 

EmaikkthompsJ_@email.unc~edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 

</ul > 

w,nst as: <a hre~[n..).a..i...~.t..~..Lk..!.ejr~m..).~41~eJ~r.1~i!:~u..~.~c..~.e..~.~.~u..’~’.>~..e..i~.m~r.1~a.~1@~1~i!~1~.~1<;/~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> email 
to <a ~e~.’.’.r.~.~.~.~.t..~..;1.eJ.a.~:e..~.3~LL~..~3..~.~:..~.!)..~...~.5..7~c~c~b..c~.~.~..~.~.~2~.~.~.7.~.~.1~)~i.~.~.~.~:~’.’- > ! _ej_a_~Le_:_ ~ _0_l___1___1__._3_6__._3_ :. 

.2.-!).-~..-~-5..7~:~.c.-c~b..c~.~.@~8~4.-2..-c~e.-~.2..-5...2..~.~-4..-7..c~.-.8~‘}-7..~..2..7~9.6..-~..-(a~2-1~-~1~}2u~9-:~-g~-~--~/ a> <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej- faculW as: <a h~e~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a--. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emal to <a bref "mailto:leave-30114518-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30114518- 

3692316.5edd0f12bIb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.eduWa:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emall.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 7:41 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.anc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email .unc.edu> 

RE: Dept. intellectual project statement 

Great focus for our next meeting. See you Monday. -Reg 

From: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2011 3:09 PM 

To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Dept. intellectual project statement 

DeaJc Colleagues, 

Here is the department statement in the current Undergraduate Bulletin: 

The Depaxt~ment of African and Afro-American Studies is an interdisciplinary program leading to the bachelor of rots degree. It is administered through the 

College of Arts and Sciences. Prospective majors should contact the depoxtlnent. 

The current goal of African and Afro-American studies at UNC Chapel Hill is to give specific and precise attention to the histories, cultures~ and cultural 
linkages of the peoples of Africa and their descendants in the New World. Although students must concentrate in either African or Afro-American studies, all 

majors mufft gain competence in both areas and thereby come to understand the cultural and historical continuities and contrasts between Al~ica and the African 

New World. 

The purpose of the African studies concentration is to develop an analv~tical approach to contemporary Africa. Courses stress the importance of traditional 
values and institutions to the definition of modem At~can society, and they stress the historic range of commercial and political relationships with Europe and the 

New World. The purpose of the concentration in At?o-American studies is to develop a broad knowledge of the histo~ and culture of the peoples of African 

de~ent in the Amedcas and the signiiicant ~cial, political, economic, and humanistic issues they lace. 

Can we discuss this at our next meeting on Monday? What alterations should we make? There is some urgency to this, as I have a November 15 deadline tbr 

submitling revisions for the next bulletin. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall CB# 3395 
University of North C~Jcolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Cl~ck on a iinkjbr infbrmation about my publications: 
Ragford W. Logan mad the Dilemma of the _~d’rican-Ameficm~ Intellectual: 
http://www.um~s.edu/urnpress/spr 97/iardten.html 
Walter White. Mr. NAACP: 
http://’uncpress.unc.edu/’books/T- 8059.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <’b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 8:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@email. unc.edu> 

Re: A question 

Dear F~tmice: 
This sounds veW interesting and important. Funding is veu tight this 
year, and we have now expended or cormnitted ahnost all of our speaker 
funds for the academic year. I don’t know how you are plarming to use 
the $1000 for human rights-oriented programming in the Spring, but you 
could use a part of that for this if you chose Otherwise the Center 
would only be able to support this talk at $100. Wish I had "more 
robust" news, as your programs are always veW rich and academically 
challenging. Warm regards, Barbara 

On 10/18/2011 2:15 PM. Sahle, Eunice N ~vrote: 
> I)ear Barbara, 
> 

> A core theme of the INTS560 seminar this semester is a robust discussion of the theories and practices of Corporate Social Responsibility as a contemporary global issue with 
consequences for A[~rica countries and others. In an efli~rt to broaden the debate, I am inviting an expert on CSR based in Calgary, Canada to g~ve a guest lecture on Nov. 10 My students 
and I would be grateful if the Center contributed some funding to cover her visit 
> 

> Thanks for your consideration. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http : i/afri ca. unc. edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 9:30 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Fall 2011 Final Exams Sechedule 

Fal! 2011 Final Exams Schedule 

From: Travis Gore [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 9:24 AN 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

http://registrar.unc.edu/ccm/groups/public/@registrar/documents/content/ccm3 032095.pdf 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30117898 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30117898-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 9:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: 1NTS560 

Dear Eunice, 
As far as I know, the Department does not have a speaker fund. And 
given the small amount of discretionaly money that the Department does 
have, it is questionable whether that is the best use for it 
I need to think about this. 
But since this is an INTS course, did you ask International Studies? I 
believe they do have funds for such purposes 
Best, 
Evelyne 

On 10/18/2011 2:34 PM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 
> 

> Dear Evelyne, 
> 

> A core theme of the INTS560 seminar this semester is a robust discussion of theories and practices of Corporate Social Responsibility as a contemporary global issue pertaining to Africa 
and other parts of the ~vorld. In an effort to broaden the debate, I am inviting an expert on CSR, Dr. Nadine Busmann, who is based in Calga~z, Canada to g~ve a guest lecture on Nov. 10. My 
students and I would be grateful if the Department contributed some ti~nding to cover her expenses. 
> 

> Thanks for your consideration. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

EveIyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@un c edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graduate Assis~nt <~gradpols@queensu.ca~ 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 10:40 AM 

Grant Amyot <amyotg@queensu.ca>; Soederberg, Susanne <soederberg@queensu.ca:~; ’Ian McKay’ <imckay@magma.ca>; Sable, 

Eunice N <eunice@emaAl.unc.edtr~; ’Abigail Bakan’ <ba~an~queensu.ca> 

Doodle: Link for poll "Queen’s UniverisF - PhD Defence - Nelson" 

Good day, 

Could you please use this link to mark your availability for the Nelson PhD defence, http://,aavw.doodle, com/2ceikxadae9sevxr 

Whelr we have a mutual time I will respond by email to COl~firm. 

Best, 

Micheline Boon~our 
Graduate Assistant 
Political Studies 
Queen’s University 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graduate Assis~nt <~gradpols@queensu.ca~ 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 11:27 AM 

’Abigail Bakan’ <ba~an~r@queensu.ca:~; Grant Amyot ~amyotg@queensu.ca:~; Soederberg, Susanne <soederberg@queensu.ca>; ’Im~ 

McKay’ <imckay@magma.ca>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Queen’s University PhD Defence - 

Hello Again, 
Thank you for your participation in this we really do appreciate it. This has been an easy committee to bring together. The date that 

works for everyone is Thursday January 19th at l:30pm. I have booked Room C 326 in Mackintosh Corry Hall. Once submits 
his dissertation I will forward a copy to each of you. 
Kind regards, 
Micheline Boomhour 

Graduate Assistant 

Department of Political Studies 

O.ueen’s University 

Mackintosh Corry Hall, Room C321 

Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 

613~533-6000 x77452 

gradpols@queensu.ca 

Email communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and is confidential. If you are not an intended recipient or responsible 

for delivering the message to an intended recipient, any review, disclosure, conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly 

prohibited, as is the taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without authorization please notify me immediately 

by return e-mail or otherwise and permanently delete the entire communication from any computer, disk drive, or other storage medium. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graduate Assis~nt <gradpols@queensu.ca~-- 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 11:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr* 

F.xtemal F.x~Jniner In[brmation 

Good Morning Professor Sahle, 

I am forwarding the link for information regarding our external examiner process. It provides you with the process 

I assume you are staying in Kingston overnight so I can arrange for you to stay in a hotel here are some possibilities that are close to our campus 

~.‘.~!~!~..;/.~?2:~2~2~..c.!~".!::2:!.c.!].r.!~.2;..~]:~}g~!~.c.!.::!:.~...~..~!~?.9.r2}~:.~!~2.~j or at the .[~}.t...t..~!:~.y.~.y.2,..~!)~£.c.:[~}:.~.~.a.~!.r.‘:.r.‘‘::~£j~)~. Please let me know when you plan to arrive and which 

accommodation appeals to you. I will book accordingly and confirm with you. 

Please note that we do not book flights as it is the responsibility of the examiner to do so. 

If you have any further questions please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Kind regards, 

Micheline 

Micheline Boomhour 

Graduate Assistant 

Department of Political Studies 

Queen’s University 

Mackintosh Corry Hall, Room C321 

Kingston, ON K7L 3N6 

613-533-6000 x77452 

gradpols@queensu.ca 
Email communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressee(s) and is confidential. If you are not an intended recipient or responsible 
for delivering the message to an intended recipient, any review, disclosure, conversion to hard copy. dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly 
prohibited, as is the taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without authorization please notify me immediately 
by return e-mail or otherwise and permanently delete the entire communication from any computer, disk drive, or other storage medium. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:09 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Ennice N 

<euni ce@email.unc.ed u~ 

I~E: Dept. intellectual project statement 

Dear Colleagues, 

I look forward to the conversation on Monday, 

In tl’u:_~ meantime, I offer a handfl~l of preliminary commenta: ~t seems that the tMrd paragraph could be s~:reamlined and possiMy ~nduded, ~n aRered form, ~n the 

second paragraph, tn this; case, there seems to be >:?me overlap between ~:he discussion about the goal of the major and the purpos;e(s) of the two separate 

geographically-based concentrations. ~ would also substitute ~%fr~can New World/" at the end o[: the second paragraph for "African D~aspora" (or "Adantic African 

Diaspora" i[: the goN is to fim~t the geographic scope o[: Lhe understandings o[: continuities and contrasts). On tMs noLe, the mkfltip~e references to the ~New WoHd 

unnecessarily ~m~ts ana~vses of the African Diaspora to the Americas, Of course, the African D~aspora extends to Europe, AraNa, and the Indian Ocean and, 

perhaps, references made to the African D~aspora ~n the statement should denote ~ts broader geography (or its more drcumscribed departmenta~ definition). 

F~nal~y, the statement about "~:radR~onal w~h.ms and ins[:~tt~[:~ot~s" stressed ~n African studies courses needs s~gnificant refining and rev~skm. 

~’m sure weq~ ta~k about these and other ~tems at greater h~ngth. 

Best, 

Wa~Ler 

F~m= Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 20Ii 3:10 PN 
Te= Hildebrand, Reginald F; SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject= Dept. intellectual project s~tement 

Dem Colle~ues, 

Here is the de~Hment statement in the cu~ent Undm~rad~te Bulletin: 

The Depallment of African and Afro-American Studies is an interdisciplinaU program leading to the bachelor of arts degree. It is administered through the 
College of Arts and Sciences. Prospective majors should contact the department. 

The currem goa] of Afidcan and Afro-American studies at UNC Chapel Hill is to give specific and precise attention to the histories, cultums, and cultural 
linkages of the peoples of Africa and their de~endants in the New World. Although students must concentrate in either African or Aftra-American studies, all 
majors musl gain competence in both areas and thereby come to understand the cultural and historical continuities and contrasts between Africa and the Ati-ican 

New World. 

The purpose of the African studies concentration is to develop an analytical approach to contemporary Africa. Courses stress the importance of traditional 
values and institutions to the definition of modem African socieF, and they stress the historic range of commercial and political relationships with Europe and the 
New World. ’][’he purpose of the concentration in Afto-American studies is to develop a broad knowledge of the histoU and culture of the peoples of African 
descent in the Americas and the significant social political, economic, and humanistic issues they face. 

Can we discuss this at our next meeting on Monday? What alterations should we make? Them is some urgency to this, as I have a November 15 deadline for 
submitling revisions for the next bulletin. 
Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

ProI~ssor of Afro-American Studies 
Depa~ment of Afi-ican and Afto-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

U niversib’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Ravibrd W. Logan and the Diletrana of the African-zktnerican Intellectual: 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wedne sday, October 19, 2011 1 : 12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: At~ca~ Studies Association annual conference 

Dear Eunice, 
Thal~st~rle~ingmeknowthis and I willfollo~vupwithDeby to pay your ticketsoon as I hear I?om her 
Thanks! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@ikingtravel corn 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual conference 
Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Hope you are well. 

I write to kindly request that you book me a ticket to Washington DC for the annual conference for the African Studies Association 
Here are the details: 

Departure: RDU - late evening after 530pro on Nuv 17. 

Return: Saturday morning, Nuv 20 

Please note that the person tu cuntact cuncermng T# and payment is my culleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks su much 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: At~ca~ Studies Association annual conference 

You’re ~velcome. 
Sure, once you come back from the trip, please bring me the receipts for all expenses for reimbursement. 
Also, please let me know the title of a paper in case you are presenting it 
Thanks’. 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:23 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: African Studies Association annual conference 

Dear Haeran, 

Many thanks for all your help In terms of the hotel, I will be reimbursed aI’ter the cont?rence is that right? 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Maller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: R[~: A[~rican Studies Association annual conference 

Dear Eunice, 
Thanks ~2~r letting meknowthis and I will l~llowupwithDeby to pay your ticket soon as I hear fromher. 
’]7hanks! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahie, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@vikingtravei.com 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual conference 
Importance: tligh 

[)ear Deby, 

Hope you are well 

I write to kindly request that you book me a ticket to Washington DC for the annual conference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Departme: RDU - late evening after 5.30pm on Nov. 17. 

Return: Saturday ruorning, Nov. 20. 

Please note that the person to contact concerning T# and payment is my colleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marie kline -~ ~gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 2:04 PM 

edito@ijhssnet.com 

Call tbr Papers 

Call for Papers 

International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (IJHSS) 

ISSN 2220-8488 (Print), 2221- 0989 (Online) 

International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (HHSS) is an open access, peer-reviewed and refereed international 
journal published by Centre for Promoting Ideas, USA. The main objective of IJHSS is to provide an intellectual platform for the 
international scholars. IJHSS aims to promote interdisciplina~7 studies in humanities and social science and become the leading journal 
in humanities and social science in the world. 

The journal publishes research papers in the fields of humanities and social science such as anthropology, business studies, 
communication studies, corporate governance ,crilninology, cross-cultural studies ,demography, development studies, economics, 
education, ethics, geography, histo~.’, industrial relatimts, information science, international relations, law, linguistics, librmy science, 
media studies, methodology, philosophy, political science, population Studies, psychology, public achnimstration, sociology, social 
welfare, lingmistics ,literature, pamlegal, performing arts (music, theatre & dance), religious studies ,visual arts, women studies and so 
on. 

The journal is published in both print and online versions. 

The journal is now indexed with and included in Cabell’s, Ulrich’s, DOAJ, Index Copernicus International, EBSCO and Gale. 
Moreover the journal is under the inde~ng process with ISI, ERIC, Econlit, Scopus and Journalseek. 

IJHSS publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical 
research, technical notes, and book reviews. 

IJHSS is inviting papers for Vol. 1 No. 17 which is scheduled to be published on November 30, 2011. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor(i~iihssnet.com, or .(&hotlnail.com 

For more infolanation, visit the official website of the journal www.ijbssnct.com 

With thanks, 

The Chief Editor 

International Journal of Hmnanifies and Social Science (IJHSS) 

Contact: editor@ijhssnet.com, @hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Ferils <bfems@emaila~nc.edu~, 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 4:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

[student smries] Sh~Jce Your Continuing Education Smiles with Us 

Have you attended a lecture or taken a course through the Friday Center? Did the Filday Center help you colnplete your degree or leea~ something that has had a 

laffting impact on your lilE? Help us reach out to furore continuing education s~dents by sharing your inspiring fftoiles ruth us! Email bfems@mn~fil.unc.edu to tell us 

about your Filday Center experience’. 

Sincereb; 

Bill Ferns 
Maacketing Specialisl!Instmctional Designer 
The William and Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing E&~cation 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Fildw Center Drive, CB 1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
919-962-2595 
bferils,@~email.unc.edu 
fildaycenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 5:02 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] Fwd: Professor and Chair of Ati-ican American Studies at UMCP 

Position Descriplion.docx 

FYI 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Professor and Chair of African American Studies at UMCP 
Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2011 11:39:32 -04.)0 
From: Peggy Marks <PMARKS@bsos.umd edu> 
To: <ehuber@email.unc.edu> 

[)ear Dr Huber, 

’]7he Department of African 2.merican Studies at the University of Maryland 
College Park is seeking candidates for the position of Professor and 
(;hair. As Search Coordinator, I have been asked to contact you and 
provide a position description :[’or this position. We are hoping you 
will share this with the members of your department 

’]7he j ob description [’or this position is attached. 

Regards, 

Peggy 

Peggy Marks 
Coordinator 
BSOS Dean’s Office 
Umversity of Maryland 
2141 Tydings }{all 
301-405-1692 

-- You are cun-ently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:/ilists.tmc.edv.’u?id 43272331.2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 30121572 or send a blank email to leave-30121572- 

43272331.2e800c 87c76c9293fdd75dl fe7d09936@listser,~.~c.edu. 



Chair Position, African American Studies Department 

University of Maryland, College Park 

Position Summary/Purpose of Position: Applications are invited for the position of 

Chair of the African American Studies Department at the University of Maryland, 

College Park. The department is interdisciplinary; current faculty members have 

degrees in Criminology, Education, History and Sociology. AASD presently offers a 

B.A. and has over 30 undergraduate majors. The Department is shifting its 

emphases, giving priority to Health, Race and Social Policy with a secondary 

emphasis on Urban and Community Studies. As Chair, we seek someone who can 

provide leadership for building a dynamic, intellectually exciting program with both 

undergraduate and graduate tracks. The new Chair will have huge opportunities to 

build a major program: filling new faculty lines; developing a graduate program; 

and enhancing the department’s national and international reputation. The 

University is committed to building a world-class department and seeks a Chair who 

can provide the leadership to make this possible. 

Minimum Qualifications: the African American Studies department is located within 

the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences so the ideal candidate will be a social 

scientist. Candidates must hold an earned doctorate and be eligible for appointment 

as a tenured full professor. Preference will be given to candidates who have a 

distinguished record of research and teaching; a record of external financial 

support; the ability to effectively articulate and further the vision of the department; 

and the ability to develop and maintain productive working relationships with 

university administrators, faculty, staff, students and alumni as well as individuals 

affiliated with state and federal agencies, foundations, and other nongovernmental 

organizations. 

Application process: Review of applications will continue until the position is filled. 

For best consideration applications should be received no later than Friday, 

November 11, 2011. Nominations of qualified individuals are invited at any time. 

Applications must include a curriculum vitae; statement succinctly describing his or 

her experience as related to this position and vision for the department; a statement 

of research; and the names, titles and contact information of three references who 

may be asked for letters of recommendation. All these materials must be uploaded 

in separate PDF formatted documents at jobs.umd.edu. No materials other than 

what is asked for should be included with the application, Applications and 

inquiries will be kept confidential. The committee will contact you before soliciting 

letters of recommendation. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Cognella Academic Publishing <titles@cognella.com> 

VVednesday, October 19, 2011 8:45 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ethnic Studies titles now available from Cognella 

Having troubie viewing this email? ~_::!i£i£_iZ~-.::~ to view the web version. 

Now Available in Ethnic Studies 

We are pleased to share a unique selection of classroom-tested titles that may be a good fit for your course. 

Visit ~’,L~_,’._.,_{~ ~_=..~[!:2_{~-~ to review our entire catalog of titles or to learn more about our fresh approach to 

publishing. Start exploring our latest titles using the following links: 

Modern Sport and the African American 
Experience 
Edited by Gary Sailes 

Great book! f recommend that all student-athletes, coaches, athletic 

directors, and students enrolled in African-American Studies and 

sport classes read this text 

- Professor Bob Butler, Ph.D., Department of Sociology, University 

of Memphis 

Modern Sport and the African American Experience is a collection of 

essays from some of America’s most brilliant and vibrant sport 

sociologists who are race scholars. This volume is a representation 

of Dr Gary Sailes’ well-known, much-respected scholarship and 

work as a consultant in American commercial sports. 

interested in considering this text for your coarse? Request a 

FREE digital review copy or view a sneak preview by visiting 

History of Racism 
Edited by Lezlee Hinesmon-~atthews 

This work consists of a collection of readings from leading thinkers 

about the history of racism in the United States. The anthology 

centers on a provocative subject that requires readers to closely 

example a troubling chapter in the book of America’s past. 

The main question addressed is whether racism directed towards 

African Americans, and other marginalized racial groups, can be 

understood through individual, cultural, and institutional 

dimensions. 

interested in considering this text for your course? Request a 

FREE digital review copy or view a sneak preview by visiting 



Keyboard Jihad: Attempts to Rectify 
rv~isperceptions and rvlisrepresentations of Islare 
By Abdul Karirn Bangura 

Keyboard Jihad is an attempt to rectify some of the misperceptions 

and misrepresentations of Islam and Muslims that resulted from the 

terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. This book is a collection of 

original essays that were written over the years by Abdul Karim 

Bangura. 

These essays were not compiled to defend Islam-a deen, meaning 

in Arabic a complete way of life. Rather, Keyboard Jihad seeks to 

dispel common misperceptions and misrepresentations of Islam 

that can lead to prejudice and racism. 

interested in considering this text for your course? Request a 

FREE digital review copy or view a sneak preview by visiting 

Gender and Ethnicity in Washington, DC 
Edited By Abdul Karim Bangura 

While the population of African Americans in Washington, DC has 

been declining slowly in recent years, it still remains the majority 

ethnic group in the Nation’s Capital. Yet one finds that European 

Americans now have a one-person majority over African Americans 

in the DC City Council, and men greatly outnumber women (the 

majority) in that political body. 

Moreover, while the mayor is an African American, none of his heads 

of the city’s agencies is an African American. Gender and Ethnicity in 

Washington, DC is an anthology that examines the aspects that are 

related to ethnicity and gender in the city. This book reveals the 

perceptions of the city’s residents regarding these aspects and 

illustrates why these perceptions are important 

Interested in considering this text for your course? Request a 

FREE digital review copy or view a sneak preview by visiting 

!’=..!..~..~...!. ~i’.~. !..!~ !:b’.’= !..! .L..~::!.:.:?. [!.~,~!..~!..~: .:2...:.~I :.~:.. ",. L .i.~:: ...’,t :..:". :.~:~ ~..i,,...: ,,.~- 

The African Diaspora: Historica~ Analyses, Poetic 
Verses, and Pedagogy 
Edited by Hakeem Ibikunie Tijani 

Studying the African Diaspora can be a complex and sometimes 

difficult experience for students. The complexity of the subject matter 

demands broad, thematic or regionally structured content. 

Instructors are faced with the challenge of making history come alive 

in the classroom, while intermeshing the complex political, 

economic, and social aspects of the African experiences. 

interested in co~sidering this te>;t for your course? Request a 

FREE digital review copy or view a sneak preview by visiting 



Bigotry and the Afrocentric "Jazz" IEvolution 
By Karlton E. Hester, Ph.D. 

Bigotry and the Afrocentric "Jazz" Evolution examines the evolution 

of African-American music within the context of its socio-cultural 

history and environment to help make the most salient aspects of 

the evolution of innovative "Global African" music clear. 

The voyage begins with traditional African music and extends just 

beyond the end of the twentieth century. 

letereeted ie considering this te>;t for your coarse? Request a 

FREE digital review copy or view a sneak preview here 

Other Recommended Titles 

African Women Survey of African Music Race and IEthnic Relations in 

Edited by Chirna Korieh Edited by Karlton E. Heater, Ph.D. the Twenty-First Centur\/ 
Edited by Rashawn Ray 

Sport~ Race.Activism, and Ebonics is Good 

Social Change ByAbdul Karirn Bangura 

Edited by Fritz G. Polite and Billy 

Hawkins 

~ges of a Storm: The Voices 
of South Asian-American 

Women 

By Roksana Badruddoja 

Anthem "Nkosi Sikelel’ Mississippi Delta Methodologies 
iAfdka" By Pascal Bokar Thiarn, Ed.D. By Abdul Karim Bangura 



By Abdul Karim Bangura 

To view our complete list of current and forthcoming titles, 
visit the Ethnic Studies collection on Cognella.com. 

About the Authors 

Dr. Gary Sailes is an award-winning associate professor in the Department of Kinesiology and adjunct 

professor in the Department of African American and African Diaspora Studies at Indiana University. 

Leziee Hinesmon-Matthews, Ph.D., is Assistant Professor of Afro-Ethnic Studies at California State 

University, Fullerton. She is the author of Faith-Based Versus Secular Approaches to Community 

Development: The Case of the African American Community in Los Angeles and she is a contributor to the 

Encyclopedia of African American History. 

Abdul Karim Bangura is Professor of Research Methodology and Political Science at Howard University and 

Researcher-in-Residence of Abrahamic Connections and Islamic Peace Studies at the Center for Global 

Peace in the School of International Service at American University. He holds a PhD in Political Science, a 

PhD in Development Economics, a PhD in Linguistics, a PhD in Computer Science, and a PhD in 

Mathematics. 

Dr. Hakeern Ibikunie Tijani is professor of history and the director of Baylor in Senegal and South Africa at 

Baylor University. He is the author of Britain, Leftist Nationalists and the Transfer of Power in Nigeria, !945- 

1965 (Routledge, 2005). He was a UK Commonwealth Scholar (1994-1997), recipient of the Harry S. Truman 

Scholar Grant (1996), and the American Historical Association Bernadotte Schmidt Grant (2005). 

Karlton E. Hester, Ph.D. is the Director of "Jazz" Studies at the University of California in Santa Cruz and the 

founding director of the Fillmore Jazz Preservation Big Band. 

If you wish to stop receiving Cogneila Titles Release, piease send an email to :.:n~.w(::d(!~. ~Lco,4::.;~i :.:~.~m If you wish to not 

receive any e.maii solicitation from us, p~ease emafl ~.~~.1~..;.,.:.~.,.~.1,~.~:~2.~...~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alexandra Fryer <mail.skozxqmxeunldrnekm@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 6:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Men, Law and Gender: Free e-Inspection copy from Routledge 

Order your free e-Inspection copies today! 
Dear colleague, 

We are pleased to announce the recent publicatien of the paperback edition of Men, 
Law and Gender: Ess~:ys ~n the "M~:n~ e~ i_.~w, by Richard Collier. 

Written in a theoretically informed, yet accessible style, __M__~_/_!=_L__a____w____a_LLd____G__~_/_L__d£_r__provides an 
introduction to the study of law and masculinities whilst calling for a richer, more nuanced 
conceptual framework in which men’s legal practices and subjectivities might be approached. 

’In this extraordinarily original and provocative book, Richard Collier clearly establishes 
the terms for future debates about legal and social constructions of masculinity and the 
relationship between law, gender, and men ... in a strikingly creative series of chapters, 
Collier provides the reader with compelling assessments of how recent cultural, social, and 
economic transformations have profoundly altered men’s expectations and aspirations for 
themselves and others. Collier’s complex and sophisticated approach to masculinity 
presents a needed challenge to outmoded ways of thinking about men and gender.., it is 
an inspiration for future work across the disciplines’ 

Madha AIbedson Fineman, Robert W. Woodreff Prefessor at Emofy University, School of Law 

’Men, Law and Gender is the product of many years of thoughtful engagement in the field of 
gendered legal studies. It is impressive in the range of issues covered and in the way in 
which it moves between the everyday experiences to more general issues of gender and 
law in a changing society. It is impressive, most of all, in its refusal to accept easy answers 
and in the many ways in which it engages the reader in a critical debate and in a 
confrontation with some of the key issues of our time.’ 

Professor David H J Morgan, Keele University and Emeritus Prefessor, Moran Centre for the Study 
of Relationships and Personal Life, University of Manchester 

Click here to order your free e-Inspection Copy 

Paperback: 978-0-4-15-68572=6:$39,95 I £24,95 

We look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Alix 
Marketin~ Coordinator 

Routledge Law 

Browse our 2011 Law Catalogues Today! 

Law & Criminology Textbooks I Research in Law and Law & Society 

Francis Online 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 9:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Miller, t taeran <lmniller@email.unc.edtr~ 

Itineraly for Review, Reply and Requefft for T Number 

TO: L2qC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 

FOR: SAHLF,~L2NICE 

HI EUlx,~CE.. LET ME AND HAERAN KNOW W THIS 

SCHEDULE WILL WORK SO THAT WE CAN" BEGIN" THE 

CABS PROCES SL’qG FOR THE T ix,~JMBER 

NONREbXJND.~d3LE FARE IS 30541 PLUS 2500 }:[IE. 

~UCKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUN) BY OCTOBER 21 TfI~XNKS. 

17 NOV 11 - Tf;cURSDAY 

AIR AMERICANAIRLINES FLT:4435 ECONOMY    FO()DF()RPURCHASE 

OPERAT[~D B Y A~;RI(2AN EAGLE 

LV ~LE[GH I)URtIAM 600P EQP: 

JET 

I)EPART: TERN{[NA[. 2 01HR 00MIN 

~ WASHINGTON REAGAN 700P NON-STOP 

A~R]VE: ~[ERN{[NAL B REF: OCAFQH 

SAHLE/EU~CE SEAT-N3 

20 NOV 11 - SUNDAY 
AIR AMERICANAIRLINES FLT:4475 ECONOMY    FO()DF()RPURCHASE 

OPERAT[iD B Y A~;RI(2AN EAGLE 
LV WASHINGTON ~EAGAN 1020A EQP: Eh~ER RJI~) 

JET 
I)EPART: ~[I~RX{[NAL B 0]HR 05MIN 
~ [~LE[Gtl DU~tAM 1125A    NON-STOP 
ARRI}2{: TERN4[NAL 2 REF: OCAFQH 
SAHLE/EU~CE SEAT-7A 

TIL~2qK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN 
TIC~T IS NONREFU2X!DABLE?PENALTIES APPLY FOR CIL~2qGES 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:emxice(&,’email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@ikingtravel.com 
Cc: Miller, Hacran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual conference 
Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Hope you are well. 

I write to kindly request that you book rue a ticket to Washington DC for the 
annual conference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Departure: RDU - late evening after 5.30pm on Nov. 17. 

Return: Saturday ruorning, Nov. 20. 

Please note that the person to contact concerning T# and payment is my 
colleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel,com> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, t taerm~ <hnniller@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Itineraly for Review, Reply and Request tbr T Nulnber 

Thanks Eunice. 

Haeran .do I need to send you anything else for the T Number? 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(&!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: Deby 
Cc: X/filler, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 
Importance: tligh 

Dear Deby, 

Excellent! The schedule works. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Deby [deby@vikingtravel corn] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 9:52 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: X/filler, Haeran 
Sutzject: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 

TO: L2qC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN .~dERICAN STUDIES 

HI EUNICE...LET ME AND FL~RAN KNOW D" THIS 

SCHEDULE YVILL WORK SO THAT WE CAN BEGIN- THE 

CABS PROCESSLNG FOR THE T iN~rMBER 
*************************************** 

NO_NREFUNTD.a~BLE FARE IS 305.41 PLUS 25.00 FEE. 

TICKET _NEEDS TO BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 21. THANKS. 

17 NOV 11 - THURSDAY 

AIR AMEPJCANAIR_LIN~ES FLT:4435 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PU.-RCFL~_SE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 

LV RALEIGH DENI4~2~ 600P EQP: EMBRAER RJ140 

JET 

DEP~%RT: TERM]N~_L 2 01HR 00_’vffN 

AR WASHINGTON REAGAN 700P NON-STOP 

ARRRrE: TEP~MKN~aJ~ B REF: OCAFQH 

SAHLEFEUNICE     SEAT-7B 

20 NOV 11 - SLrNDAY 
AIR AMERICANAIRLIN~ES FLT:4475 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PU.~RCI~.SE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 
LV WASHIN’GTON REAGAN     1020A    EQP: EIVIBRAER RJ140 

lET 
DEPART: TER2vflNAL B 01HR 05M1N 
AR RALEIGH DL,~V~AM 1125A NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TER2vflNAL 2 REF: OCAFQH 
SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-TA 

THAR~-I YOU FOR CALLING VIKIN’G TRAVEL 
PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN- 
TICKET IS NONREFL~rDABLE,gENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANGES 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@ikingtravel.com 
Cc: \filler, Haeran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual COlfference 
Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 



Hope you are well 

I write to kindly request that you book me a ticket to Washington DC lk~r the 
annual conference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Departure: RDU - late evening after 530pro on Nov 17. 

Return: Saturday morning, Nov 20 

Please note that the person to contact concerning T# and payment is my 
colleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haera~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 11:24 AM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Itinera~ tbr Review, Reply and Request tDr T Number 

Hi Deby, 
No, this is good enough and I stalted working on it. 
I will let you kno~v when it is ready-. 
Thanks, 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deby [mailto:deb,v,@vikingtravel corn] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:23 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 

Thanks Eunice. 

Haeran .do I need to send you anything else for the T Number? 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: Deby 
Cc: X/filler, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 
Importance: tligh 

Dear Deby, 

Excellent! The schedule works. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Deby [deby@vikingtravel corn] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 9:52 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: X/filler, Haeran 
Subject: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 

TO: LZqC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN .,xSIERICAN STUDIES 

HI EUN’ICE...LET ME AND H~IRAN KNOW IF THIS 

SCHEDULE YVILL WORK SO THAT WE CAN BEGIN- THE 

CABS PROCESSLNG FOR ~ T i,~rMBER 
*************************************** 

NO_NREFUNDABLE FARE IS 305.41 PLUS 25.00 FEE. 

TICKET _NEEDS TO BE ISSL~D BY OCTOBER 21. THANKS. 

17 NOV 11 - THURSDAY 

AIR AMERICANAIRLIN~ES FLT:4435 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PI~-RCHASE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 

LV RALEIGH DURHAM 600P EQP: EMBRAER RJ140 

JET 

DEP~%RT: TERM]N~_L 2 01HR 00_’vffN 

AR WASHINGTON REAGAN 700P NON-STOP 

ARRRrE: TEP~MKNAL B REF: OCAFQH 

SAHLEFEUNICE     SEAT-7B 

20 NOV 11 - SLrNDAY 

AIR AMERICAN AIRLIN~ES FLT:4475 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 

LV ~VASHIN’GTON REAGAN 1020A EQP: EMBRAER RJ140 

lET 

DEPART: TERtvffNAL B 01HR 05iVffN 

AR RALEIGH DUff~:JANI 1125A NON-STOP 

ARRIVE: TERtvI1NAL 2 REF: OCAFQH 

SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-TA 

THAR~-I YOU FOR CALLING VIKIN’G TRAVEL 
PROPKR PHOTO 1D IS REQLriRED AT AIRPORT CHKCK-IN- 
TICKET IS NONREFL~rDABLE/PENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANGES 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(~email uric edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 

To: deby@ikingtravel corn 

Cc: Miller, Haeran 

SubJect: African Studies Association annual conference 

Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Hope you are well. 

I write to kindly request that you book me a ticket to Washington DC for the 
annual conference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Departtae: RDU - late evenit~g after 5.30pm on Nov. 17. 

Return: Saturday morning, Nov. 20. 

Please note that the person to contact concerning T# and payment is ray 
colleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 12:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Atiican Studies Association armual conference (duties) 

Dear Eunice, 
Thanks for letting me have the information I need. 
I am still working on the T number, but once it is ready, are you able to sign the request to pay your plane ticket? 
In case you are not around, I may have to ask Evelyn Huber to sign for you. Please let me know 
Thanks! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 11:33 AM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: African Studies Association aunual conference (dnties) 
Importance: High 

Dear Haeran, 

Here are the details of my duties - African Studies Association (ASA) annual conference (Washington, DC, 2011 ). 

1 ) Disc ussant - Panel: "The Political Economy of Resources and Uneven African Development" 

2)I am member of the Program Committee for the ASA this year responsible :[’or the following section: 
"Independent and Sovereignty ~n A Globa[ Economy’ thus I have to attend the meeting. 

Thanks so much. 
Eunice 

From: Maller, Haeran 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:25 P]VI 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: R[~: A[’rican Studies Association annual conference 

You’re welcome 
Sure, once you come back from the trip, please bring me the receipts :[’or all expenses for reimbursement. 
Also, please let me know the title of a paper in case you are presenting it. 
Thanks! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:23 P]VI 
To: ~VZiller, Haeran 
Subject: R[~: A[‘rican Studies Association annual conference 

Dear Haeran, 

Many thanks for all your help. In terms of the hotel, I will be reimbursed after the conference is that right? 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Miller, Hacran 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:11 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: African Studies Association annual conference 

Dear Eunice, 
That, s for letting me know- this and I will follow up with Deby to pay your ticket soon as I heat from her. 
Thanks! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@ikingtravel.com 
Cc: ~llcr, Hacran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual conference 
Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Hope you are well 

I write to kindly request that you book me a ticket to Washington DC for the almual conference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Depalture: RDU - late evening aI’ter 5.30pm on Nov. 17. 



Return: Saturday morning, Nov 20 

Please note that the person to contact concermng T# and payment is my colleague Haeran Miller. 

’]?hanks so much 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 12:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: At~can Studies Association am~ual conference (duties) 

Dear Eunice, 
Sure, it will be in your mailbox I am in the Bal~le Hall now and will be here until 3:30pm. 

I heard Evelyne will be here between 1 and 2 as well and I need her signature as well in order to submit this to the Dean’s office. 
Since the airfare the?- quoted is good for 24 hours only, I hope we will get this done soon 
Thank you!’. 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 12:07 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: African Studies Association annual conference (duties) 

Dear Haeran, 

I will on campus this afternoon Can I sign it then? 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

From: Maller, Haeran 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 11:59 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: African Studies Association annual conference (duties) 

[)ear Eunice, 
Thanks ]2~r letting me have the information ] need. 
I am still working on the T number, but once it is ready, are you able to sign the request to pay your plane ticket? 
In case you are not around, I may have to ask F.velyn Huber to sign ]2~r you. Please let me know. 
’]7hanks! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Thursday, Octnber 20, 2011 11:33 AM 

To: Miller, Haeran 

SubJect: African Studies Association annual conference (duties) 

Importance: High 

])ear Haeran, 

Here are the details of my duties - African Studies Association (ASA) annual conference (Washington, DC, 2011 ). 

1 ) Discussant - Panel: "The Political EconotW of Resources and Uneven African Development" 

2)I ant member of the Program Committee for the ASA this year responsible for the following section: 
"Independent and Sovereignty in A Global Economy’ thus I have to attend the nreeting. 

Thanks so much. 
Eunice 

Front: Miller, Hacran 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:25 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: African Studies Association annual conference 

You’re welcome. 
Sure, once you come back from the trip, please bring me the receipts for all expenses for reimbursement. 
Also, please let nre know- the title of a paper in case you are presenting it. 
Thanks[ 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:23 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: African Studies Association annual conference 

Dear Haeran, 

Many thanks for all your help. In terms of the hotel, I will be reimbursed after the conference is that rigN? 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Miller, Haeran 



Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 1:11 PM 
To: Sahle, ]~;unice N 
Subject: R[~: At’rican Studies Association annual conference 

Dear Eunice, 
ThanksJ2~r letting mekno~vthis and IwillJ~llowupwithDeby to pay your ticket soon as I hear fromher. 
Thanks! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@ikingtravel.com 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual cotfference 
Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Hope you are well. 

I write to kindly request that you book me a ticket to Washington DC for the atmual conference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Departme: RDU - late evening after 5.30pm on Nov. 17. 

Return: Saturday ruorning, Nov. 20. 

Please note that the person to contact concerning T# and payment is my colleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks so rauch. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markowilz, Rachel <rmarkowitz@randomhouse.com> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 2:25 PM 

Aliican American Studies Titles From i<h~opf Doubleday 

a£rican americma studies Titles Master List.pdf 

October 20th, 2011 

Dear Professor: 

I would like to bring to your attention the African American Studies titles that Knopf Doubleday publishes in the areas of history, sociology, politics, and classic and contemporary 

literature. Notably, several outstanding titles have just become available in paperback such as The Warmth of OtherSuns by Isabel Wilkerson, Disintegration: The Splintering of Black 

America by Eugene Robinson, and At the Dark End o~ the Street: Block Women, Rape, and Resistance--A New History o~ the Civil Rights Movement ~rom Rosa Parks to the Rise o~ Black 

Power by Danielle McGuire. 

To introduce you to our titles, ~ would like to offer you a complimentary paperback book of your choice from our list. By simply responding to this e-mail with your college mailing 

address, we will send a complimentary copy of any paperback from the attached list of titles which is priced under $20.00. [Offer is only good in the United States.[ 

To learn more about any of the specific titles please follow the links in the document which will provide you with detailed information about the book and in many cases an excerpt to 

allow you to assess the volume. 

Should you wish to examine any additional books listed, you may order (up to ten) examination copies of paperbacks priced under $20.00 for only $3.00 each and half-price for 

hardcovers and paperbacks priced $20.00 or over. An order form is attached which you can mail back or you may conveniently order online using a credit card at: 

www.random house.com/academic/examcopy. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Markowitz 

Academic Marketing 

Knopf Doubleday 

1745 Broadway 

New York, NY 10019 

r markowitz(f9 randomhouse.com 

212-572-2848 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from Knopf Doubleday Academic Marketing, please click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 2:37 PM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Itinera~ tbr Review, Reply and Request tbr T Number 

Hi Deby, 
Please use T118962 for professor Sahle’s ticket and let me know if you need anything else. 
Thank you so much! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deby [mailto:debv,q~vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Thm-sday, October 20, 2011 10:23 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Itinerary. for Review, Reply and Request for T N-umber 

Thanks Eunice. 

Haeran...do I need to send you anything else ibr the T Number? 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(~email uric edu] 

Sent: Thursday, Octuber 20, 2011 10:12 AM 

To: Deby 

Cc: Miller, Haeran 

Subjec t: RE: Itinera~ fur Review, Reply and Request [’or T Number 

Impurtance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Excellent! The schedule works. 

Thanks 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Frum: I)eby [deby@vikingtravd.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 9:52 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Itinerary fur Review, Reply and Request for T Number 

TO: U~qC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRIC’AN AMERICAN- STUDJES 

FOR: SAHLE/EU2NICE 

HI ELrN~ICE...LET ME AND HAERAN KNOW Eg THIS 

S(-’HEDULE \VILL YVORK SO THAT WE CAN BEGIN" THE 

CABS PROCESSING FOR THE T N~UMBER 
*************************************** 

NONREFLrN~DABLE FARE IS 305.41 PLUS 25.00 FEE. 

TICKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 21. THANKS. 

17 NOV 11 - THLTKSDAY 
AIR AMERICANAIRLINES FLT:4435 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PLXKCHASE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 

LV RALEIGH DURHAM       600P     EQP: EMBRAER R J140 
JET 

DEPART: TER_’vIINAL 2 01HR 00MIN 
AR WASHIN-GTON REAGAN 700P NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TER_’vffNAL B REF: OC.4FQH 
SAHLE/EUNICE SEAT-7B 

20 NOV 11 - SUNDAY 
AIR AMERICANAIRLINES FLT:4475 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PLXKCHASE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 

LV WASHINGTON REAGAN     1020A    EQP: EMBRAER RJ140 
JET 

DEPART: TEPd~IINAL B 01HR 05M1N 
AR RALEIGH DURIq~M 1125A NON-STOP 
ARRI\~: TF~IlNAL 2 REF: OC~&FQH 
SAHLE?ELTNICE SEAT-7A 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKD,-G TRAm’EL 

PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN" 
TICKET IS NONREFU2"qDABLFJPENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANCES 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@vikingtravel.com 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual conference 
Importance: tligh 

[)ear Deby, 

Hope you are well. 

I write to kindly- request that you book me a ticket to Washington DC for the 
annual corfference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Departure: RDU - late evening after 5.30pm on Nov. 17. 

Return: Saturday morning, Nov. 20. 

Please note that the person to contact concerning T# and payment is my 
colleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 2:44 PM 

Miller, ttaera~ <hnniller@emaJl.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Itinera~ tbr Review, Reply and Request tbr T Number 

No Problem!’. 

I will issue the ticket later today and then send both of you the electronic 
COl~firmation. 

Have a good day 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Miller, Haeran [mailto:l~-miller@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 2:37 PM 
To: Deby; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 

Hi Deby, 
Please use T118962 for professor Sahle’s ticket and let me know if you need 
anything else. 
’]?hank you so much! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deby [mai]to:debg(~vikin;travel cum] 
Sent: Thursday, Octnber 20, 2011 10:23 AM 
To: Sahle, F, unice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 

Thanks Eunice. 

Haeran .do I need tu send yuu anything else for the T Number? 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sah]e, Eunice N [mailtu:eunice(fr!emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Octnber 20, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: Deby 
Cc: X/filler, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 
Importance: tligh 

Dear Deby, 

Excellentt The schedule works. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Deby [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 9:52 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Itinerary for Review, Reply- and Request for T Nttmber 

TO: LZqC-CHAPEL HILL 

AFRICAN .~IERICAN STUDIES 

FOR: S.~ff~L E,~LZXFICE 

HI EUN’ICE...LET ME AND HAERAN KNOW W THIS 

SCHEDULE YVILL WORK SO THAT WE CAN BEGKN THE 

CABS PROCESSLNG FOR THE T NUNIBER 
*************************************** 

NONRF~rb,~DABLE FARE IS 305.41 PLUS 25.00 FEE 

TICKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUF2) BY OCTOBER 21. THANKS 

17 NOV 11 - THURSDAY 
AIR AMERICAN AIRLIN~ES FLT:4435 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

OPER~A.TED BY AMERICAN EAGLE 
LV RALEIGH DURHAM 600P EQP: EMBRAER R J140 

lET 
DEPART: TEP,2v~I]NAL 2 01HR 00\fin 
AR ~VASH~’~’GTON REAGAN 700P NON-STOP 
.4RRIVE: TEP,2vflNAL B REF: OCAFQH 



SAHLE/EUNICE S[iAT-TB 

20 NOV 11 - SUNDAY 

AIR AMI{RICANAIRLINES FLT:4475 ECONOMY    FOODFORPURCt]ASE 
OP[gRAT[{D B Y Ak~;RICAN EAGLE 

LV WASHINGTON REAGAN 1020A EQP: ER~E[Z RJ1 ~) 

JET 

I)EPART: ~[I~RN{[NA[. B 01HR 05MIN 

~ [~LE[GII DU~tAM 1125A    NON-STOP 

~I~;~: ~.~ 2 ~F: OC~QH 

S~E~CE SEAT-7A 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN 
TIC~T IS NONREFIj2X!DABLE?PENALTIES APPLY FOR CPL~2qGES 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:emfice(&)crrlail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@ikingtravel.com 
Cc: Miller, Hacran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual conference 
Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Hope you are well. 

I write to kindly request that you book rue a ticket to Washington DC for the 
annual conference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Departure: RDU - late evening after 5.30pm on Nov. 17. 

Return: Saturday morning, Nov 20 

Please note that the person to contact concerning T# and payment is my 
colleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, HaeraJ~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 2:49 PM 

Deby <deby@vikingtravel.com>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Itinera~ tlor Review, Reply and Request tbr T Number 

That sounds very good. 

Thanks and you have a good day as well. 

Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deby [mailto:deb,v,@vikingtravel corn] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 2:44 PM 
To: Miller, Haeran; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Itinerary, for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 

No Problem!’. 

will issue the ticket later today- and then send both of you the electronic confirmation 

Have a good day.. 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: h/hller, Haeran [mailto:hrmiller(a)email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Octuber 20, 2011 2:37 PM 
Tu: Deby; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request fur ’I7 Number 

Hi Deby, 
Please use i[’118962 fur professur Sahle’s ticket and let me knuw if you need anything else. 
Thank you so much! 
Haeran 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deby [mailto:deb,v(@vikingtravel cum] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:23 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request fur ’I7 Number 

Thanks Eunice. 

Haeran .do I need tu send yuu anything else fur the T Number? 

Deby 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sable, Eunice N [mailto:e~mice(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Th~trsday, October 20, 2011 10:12 AM 
To: Deby 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Itinerary for Review, Reply and Request for T Number 
Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Excellentt The schedule ~vorks. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Deby [deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent: Th~trsday, October 20, 2011 9:52 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: Itinerary for Revie~v, Reply- and Request for T Number 

TO: U%!C-CHAPFL HILL 
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 

FOR: SAHLE,%UZNI(2E 

HI ELrNICE...LET \4E~ AND HAERAN KNOW IF THIS 

SCHEDULE "9,riLL WORK SO TFL6T WE CAb,-BEGIN-THE 

CABS PROCESSLNG FOR THE T NINVIBER 
*************************************** 

NONRFN~rb,~DABLE FAKE IS 305.41 PLUS 25.00 FEE 

TICKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUED BY OCTOBER 21. THANKS 



17 NOV 11 - ’YflURSDAY 

AIR AMERICANAIRLINES FLT:4435 ECONOMY    FOODFORPURCt]ASE 

OPERA~II~D B Y A~;RICAN EAGLE 

LV ~LE[GH DURtIAM 600P EQP: 

JET 

I)EPART: TERX{[NA[. 2 01HR 00MIN 

>~ WASHINGTON REAGAN 700P NON-STOP 

ARRIVE: ~[ERN{[NA[. B REF: OCAFQH 

SAHLE/EU~CE SEAT-N3 

20 NOV 11 - SUNDAY 
AIR AMERICANAIRLrN~ES FLT:4475 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PU~U~SE 

OPEneD BY ~¢N~CAN EAGLE 
LV WASH~’GTON ~AGAN 1020A EQP: EF¢~R RJI#) 

~T 
D~.~T: ~ B 01~ 052v~ 
~ ~EIGH DL~ 1125A NON-STOP 

S~E~CE SEAT-7A 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIRING TRAVEL 

PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN 
TIC~T IS NONREFIj2NDABLE?PENAL TIE S APPLY FOR (2H.~!GE S 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:emxice(&email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:57 PM 
To: deby@ikingtravel.com 
Cc: ~511cr, Hacran 
Subject: African Studies Association annual conference 
Importance: High 

Dear Deby, 

Hope you are well 

I write to kindly request that you book me a ticket to Washington DC for the 
annual conference for the African Studies Association. 
Here are the details: 

Departure: RDU - late evening after 530pm on Nov’ 17. 

Return: Saturday morning, Nov 20 

Please note that the person to contact concerning T# and payment is my 
colleague Haeran Miller. 

Thanks so much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@uncc.edu> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 3:02 PM 

Afiican Politics Conference Group ~apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APCG elections: vote by October 31 

Dear APCG colleagues: 

We are very grateful for the dedicated service of StaIt’an Lindberg and Brace Magnusson over the past two years, but it is time to vote for a new APCG Vice Chair and Secretary. 
Fortuaaately, we have t~vo excellent candidates for each position. The candidates for Vice Chair are Leonardo Arriola and Adrienne LeBas, and the candidates for Secretary are Jennifer De 
Maio and Dunielle Resnick Please find the candidate statements toward the end of this email message. 

In addition to the officer elections, there are four changes to the APCG by-la~vs that were approved at recent business meetings but must be confilrned through an online vote before they 
can be finalized. The changes are listed at the bottom of this email message. As you will notice, the last of these amendments would simpli~z the amendment process in the future 

In order to vote in this election, please go to following website: 

https://www.survevmonke¥ com/siAPCG2011 

Please note that the ballot has two pages: one for the candidate elections and another for the changes to the by-laws Once you hit "done", you may not go back and change your vote or 
vote again. We have no access to people’s individual responses, and the program only accepts one vote per computer address (IP). The voting will close on Monday-, October 31, at 5:00 
p.m Pacific Standard Time 

Should you have any questions or enconnter any difficulties, please email me at bwhitaker@uncc edu or Bruce Magnusson at magnusba@whitman edu. 

Best wishes, 

Beth Whitaker 
APCG Chair 

O[:t:[CER ELECTIONS 

Candidates fur Vice (;hair 

Leonardu R. Arriula 
Assistant Professor 
University" of Califumia Berkeley 

In 1997, I went tu Dakar thruugh a fellowship from the International Foundation :[’or Educatiun and Self-Help (IFESH) and Tuskegee University. Having the uppurtunity" tu wurk with a trans- 
cuntinental professiunal staff of Africans fnndamentally altered my research interests. My colleagues ftom Ethiupia, Ghana, Kewa, Senegal, and the suon-tu-renamed Zaire quickly 
disabused me uf any rumanticized notions of"development" that I may have held. It was thruugh them that I learned that develupment starts with politics And I have been trying to 
understand politics acruss the region since then 

After completing a master’s in public aff~airs frum the Wuodruw Wilsun Schoul at Princeton and a PhD in pulitical science from Stanford, I have fucused on stu@ing guvernance challenges 
in Al?ican countries that have undergune a prutracted and incumplete prucess uf democratizatiun My work encumpasses a set uf topics ufthat are central tu the research program un 
democracy in diverse sucieties: cruss-cleavage power-sharing under multipar~ competitiun; govermnent repression in hybrid regimes; and cummunal violence in weakly institutiunalized 
puhties. Fur example, my forthcuming bnnk with Cambridge, Multi-Ethnic Coalitions in Africa: Business Financing uf Opposition Election Campmgns, examines how cross-cleaw~ge 
cualitiuns are lk~rmed in countries that lack the institutions or norms that wuuld utherwise facilitate demucratic puwer-sharing 

An assistant professor of political science at UC Berkeley, I am now- conducting research on the prevalence of violence in elections across the region. I am specifically investigating how 
violence is initiated by elites as they seek to influence the creation of political alliances during the pre-electoral period and the formation of goverrwaents in the post-electoral period. I am 
also working collaboratively with Lahra Smith of Georgetown Universi~ on an NSF-funded study that corubines quantitative and qualitative raethods to investigate the sources of 
communal violence across Ethiopia. I serve on the editorial board of the American Journal of Political Science (AJPS), I am co-chair of the APSA Committee on the Status of Latinos and 
Latinas in the Profession, and I recently served as the African politics division chair for the Midwest Political Science Association Annual Meeting. 

I look forward to using ray professional experience to serve the African Politics Cotffcrence Group (APCG). If elected to selwe on the APCG board, my primary goal would be to ~vork toward 
its stated mission of advancing Africanist contributions to political science in the following ways. First, I would seek to encourage discussion and collaboration aruong scholars eraploying 
distinct ruethodologies as a strategy" for achieving greater knowledge in areas of substantive importance. Second, I would work to facilitate connections between scholars and policymakers 
so that Africanist research could be used to better inform governn~ental and non-governmental actions in what is a rapidly changing political envirot~nent. Third, I would promote greater 
coordination between APCG and the professional associations to which ruany of our members belong. 

Adrienne LeBas 
Assistant Professor 
American Univer sit~- 

Adrienne LeBas is an Assistant Professor in the Departraent of Governn~ent at American University’s School of Public Affairs. Her first book, Froru Protest to Parties: Parb’-Building and 
Deruocratization in Africa, was published this year by Oxford University Press. Prior to joining AU, LeBas was an Assistant Professor of Political Science and African Studies at Michigan 
State University. She was also a Prize Research Fellow at Nuffield College, Universib" of Oxford, from 2005 to 2009, and she remains a research fellow of the Centre for the Study of African 
Economies at Oxford. Her ruost recent work looks at individual responses to political violence in informal settlements in Nairobi, Kenya. 

I am honored to be noruinated for APCG Vice-Chair, and I would welcorue this opportuni~ to work with ray colleagues to build a stronger conm~unity for Africanist political scientists. For 
those of you who do not know rue, I corapleted tW Ph.D. in 2006 and have since worked at urfiversities on both sides of the Atlantic. My recently- published book, From Protest to Parties, 
was based on my- dissertation fieldwork, the bulk of which was in Zimbabwe from 2002 to 2004. The research on which the book was based was purely qualitative and semi-ethnographic in 
approach Over the past three years, however, my research interest has pulled me in the direction of public opinion. After conducting surveys in urban settings in Nigeria and Kenya, I have 
a greater appreciation fbr ho~v using dift’erent methodological lenses can improve the overall qualib’ of research My current work is primarily concerned with the causes and consequences 
of electoral violence. 

If elected to the post of Vice-Chair, I would support APCG’s attempts to increase our organization’s reach and visibility within the discipline. I am also particularly interested in support and 
mentoring for Africanist graduate students and junior faculty Under Stafihn Lindberg’s able guidance, ~ve have created two ne~v prizes for graduate students. This is obviously a step 
forward, but APCG may be able to support and raise the visibility’ of graduate students’ research by other means as well I would also be interested in hearing members’ vie~vs on how to 
build stronger exchange and collaboration bet~veen APCG members 

Candidates fbr Secretary 



Jennifer De Maio 
Associate Professor 
California State University, Northridge 

Jennifer De Maio is an Associate Professor at California State University, Northridge She has a PhD from the Umversity of CaliJl~rnia, Los Angeles, an MSc from The London School of 
Economics, and a BA from Georgetown University. tier first book "Confronting Ethnic Conflict: The Role of Third Parties in Managing Africa’s C~vil Wars’ was published in 2009 Dr. De 
Maio has also published and presented papers on civil wars and conflict management in Africa, including a recent article on the problem of e×clusivity ~n peace processes which appeared in 
the journal "Civil Wars" and a p~ece on preventive diplomacy published in "World Affairs." 

I accept the nomination to run for APCG secretary and would be excited to contribute to the network of scholars who stu@ African politics. I would be conKnitted to serving the APCG by 
attending the business nreetings at APSA and ASA, taking nrinutes at those nreetings, and being responsible for organizing and conducting atmual APCG elections for office-holders. 

Danielle Resnick 
Research Fellow 
United Nations Universi~-World Institute for Developruent Economics Research 

Due to my demonstrated corumitnrent to furthering scholarship on sub-Saharan Africa, I believe that I would be a valuable addition to the African Politics Conference Group (APCG) steering 
committee in the position of secretary. In 2010, I received my- Ph.D. in GOVelrwacnt froru Cornell Universi~ where my doctoral dissertation focused on the nrobilization of the urban poor by 
populist palties in African democracies. C~trrently, I aru a research fello~v with the United Nations Univcrsity-Vgorld Institute for Development Econonrics Research (UNU-WIDER) where I 
aru editing a volume on foreign aid and democracy in Africa and conducting a project exanrining decentralization and reban service delivery in opposition-controlled ~adrican cities. 
Previously, I worked with the Independent Evaluation Group of the World BaP2K as well as the Dcvelopnrent Strategies and Governance Division of the International Food Policy Research 

Institute (IFPRI). 

As a consequence of my background in international developruent organizations, tW research is predominantly inter-disciplinary, focusing on the intersection of socioeconomic and 
deruographic trends with voting behavior and party politics in sub-Saharan Africa. In terrus of geographic focus, I have conducted fieldwork in both Francophone and Anglophone Africa, 
including Bots~vana, Burkina Faso, Malawi, Senegal, and Zambia. Much of my research employs both qualitative methods, such as semi-structured interviews and snrall-scale surveys, as 
well as quantitative approaches, including econometrics. My work has been published, or is forthcoming, in Conrparative Political Studies, Palty Politics, Journal of Modern African Studies, 
World Development, and Development Policy Review. In addition, my dissertation currently is being revised for a forthcoming book manuscript. 

Through its newsletters, meetings, and conference panels, I have always fo~md the APCG to be a welcoming forum of researchers who share many of my interests. In fact, I will be 
participating in the 2011 Aruerican Political Science Association conference on an APCG-sponsored panel ("Accountabili~ and Redistribution in Africa"). If elected as secretary fi~r the 
APCG, I would hope to expand the breadth and depth of the organization’s reach. One possibility I would protnote is the compilation of short essays by graduate students with advice 
regarding fiel&vork in Africa and ~vhich could be distributed to various African studies centers and political science departments throughout North Anrerica and Europe. I ~vould also 
continue to engage my current network of colleagues across Africa, Europe, and North America, including those tlcom other disciplines and ;vho work in the public policy arena, in order to 
promote awareness of the APCG’s activities. 

Thus, I believe that my enthusiasm for APCG’s mandate, along with my active research agenda on Africa, familiarity with different sub-regions of the continent, and experience ;vith 
disparate research methodologies, will enable me to facilitate the exchange of ideas among the diverse community of scholars who currently belong to the organization 

CHANGES TO THE APCG BY-LAWS 

Approved at the ASA Business Meeting (November 2010) 

1. The language in the by-laws regarding the Vice-Chair will be changed from: 

"The Vice Chair will assist and advise the Chairperson in all the responsibilities assigned to that office The Vice Chair will preside at amaual business meeting and the Steering Con~mittee in 
the absence of the Chair and succeed to the ofihce of the Chair in the event of an unscheduled vacancy." 

to: 

"The Vice Chair will assist and advise the Chairperson in all the responsibilities assigned to that office and have specific responsibility for managing awards con~mittees to ensure the timely 
successful completion of the APCG amaual awards program. This includes equal responsibility in appointing awards committees, to be undertaken with the advice and consent of the other 
members of the steering committee The Vice Chair will preside at annual business meeting and the Steering Committee in the absence of the Chair and succeed to the office of the Chair in 
the event of an unscheduled vacancy" 

2. The language concerning the Secretary ;vill be changed from: 

"~I1ne Secretary. is responsible ]2~r keeping minutes of meetings of the Group and the Steering Committee." 

to: 

~Ihe Secretary is responsible for keeping minutes of meetings of the Group and the Steering Committee. ’]’he Secretary will also have responsibility for organizing and conducting annual 
APCG elections for office-holders." 

3. To reflect these changes, to the section on the responsibilities of the (;hair, we will add the language indicated in the first clause below: 

The Chair will., pursuant to other sections of these by-laws, appoint other committees as needed with the advice and consent of the Steering Committee 

Approved at the APSA Business Meeting (September 2011 ) 
4. ’]?he language in the by-laws regarding Amendments will be changed from: 
"Amenchnents to these by-laws may be proposed at the Annual Business Meeting Amendments approved by majority vote of those attending the Meeting will be submitted for approval to 
the Section membership by electronic ballot as soon as possible :Following the meetings at which the?’ are approved Amendments require the support of two-thirds of the members who 
return electronic ballots, provided that at least one-fourth of the members return ballots." 

to: 

"Amenchnents to these by-laws may be proposed and circulated electronically to the membership at least one week prior to the Business Meeting. Amenchnents require the support of two- 
thirds of the members present at the Meeting, provided that at least thirty members attend If fewer than thirty members attend, proposed amendments can instead be circulated for approval 
through an electronic vote with support from at least two-thirds of the members who return ballots, provided that at least one-fourth of the members return ballots." 

Beth Elise ~,\~itaker, Ph.D. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte I Depaltment of Political Science and Public A&ninistration 
9201 University City Blvd. I (~’harlottc, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-45271 Fax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc, edu 



You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe dick here: https:i/listswiscedu/u?id=40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n=T&l=apc~&o=16850927 

or send a blank emai] to leave-16850927-40299565 fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VIKING TRAVEL <no-repb~@virmall~here.com> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 3:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Haeran <hrmille@email.unc.edu> 

Electronic "ticket receipt, November 17 for EUNICE SAHLE 

Yonr Travel Arranger is pleased to deliver your complete travel itinerary through Sabre® Virtually There®. 

To view your eTicket receipt, click on the link below. Once the itineraw is displayed, click on the eTicket 

icon. 

Click here to access your reservation on the web or a Inobile device. 

Your eTicket receipt is available for 13 months after its issuance or until your reservation is no longer 

available on Virtually The~e, whichever co~nes fi~t. 

CLICK HERE to opt om ofreceivi~N furore e-mails frown Virt~llv The~e. 

Click here to validate or enter TSA Secure Flight intbrmation 

If the above link is inactive, please paste this URL into your browser to access your reselxzations: 

https://www.virtuallvthere.com/new/reservationsChron.html? 

hos~lW&pn~AWF05DCK7K46&name SAHLE&language 0&email~ 

Please do not reply to this e-mail. Your Travel Consultant has not provided Virtually The~e with an e-mail 

address to which replies may be sent. If you have ques~tions, please contact your Travel Consultant through 

other means. 

VIKING TRAVEL 

919-968-4586MAIN 968-4491 

PLEASE CAI,L US IMMEDIATELY OF ANY ERRORS.DO NOT SEND A REPLY. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~s~adies.org> 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 3:40 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Special Sessions at ASA 54th Annual Meeting 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 





Forward email 

This email was se[lt to eunice~!email,ur~c.edu by cailyrl.ldmmick@af:ricanstudies.orrj 

Update Profile/Email Address ~nstant i-emoval with SafeUnsubscribe~’ Privacy Policy. 

i Rutgers University :: 54 3oyce Kilmer Avenue Piscataway New 3ersey :: 0885 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 4:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Hi Eumce, 

To access the submitted essays, go to the Telrn Essay section in Sakai Then, in the "In/New" colmrm, you’ll see that 15/15 essays have been submitted. Click on "15/15," which is 
highlighted in blue. On the next screen you’ll see the list of students, each ~vith a link to "Grade" under each name. ~en you click on "Grade" for each student, you’ll see their submitted 
essay attachment. You can then grade the essay there, as well as add an?- comments or attachments you have in return 

Hope that helps’. 

Jessa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 9:15 PM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Jessica, 

I have spent most uf today trying to figure out huw to download the essays fur grading without luck. ~Ihere are few days 
late as per my promise tu students and I need to get moving on this even in my cundition. Thus, suggestiuns un that front will be highly welcomed 

Many thanks Jessica. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 5:36 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

Cancellation: FALL 2011 SERSAS Meeting 

From: SERSAS Coordinators 

Date: 20 ©ctober 2011 

SERSAS regrets that, owing to logistical and other constraints, it must cancel the scheduled cont?rence for 28-29 October 2011 The coordinators would 
like to thank the organizers and hosts at Georgia Southern University for their support in providing for the venue, and to note that the cancellation 
is in no way connected to their kind offer of hospitality. 

Please accept our sincere apologies for any inconveniences associated with this cancellation. 

We look for~vard to seeing SERSASians at UNC-Chapel Hill for the joint Spring 2012 SERSAS/SEAN Conference, 2-3 Februaly 2012. 

Thank you. 

Dr Aran MacKinnon 
Professor of History and Director of the Center Jk~r Interdisciplinary Studies 
Department of History 
University of West Georgia 
’]Tel: 678-839-6038; email: amackirm@westga edu 

Dr. Kea Garden 
College of Charleston 
Charleston, SC 
GordenK@co fc edu 

Dr. Kenneth Wilbum, SER SAS Web Editor 
Department of History 
East Carolina University 
Greenville, N.C. 
wilburnk@ecu, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21,2011 8:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting 

Dear Eunice, 
The most convenient might be if we just talk after the EC meeting on 
Tuesday. If that gets to be too late for you, we could meet at 4:30 on 
Monday, or an?- time after 3 : 15 on Wednesday. 
Please let me kno~v what ~vorks for you. 
Best wishes, 
Evelyne 

On 10/21/2011 8:05 AN~ Sahle, Euaaice N wrote: 

> Dear Evelyne, 

> 

> Hope you are welh 

> 

> We were to meet a couple of weeks ago, but I had to postpone the meeting because of unexpected developments. Thus, I ~vrite to see if you have time to meet this coming ~veek during 

your hours in Battle Hall 

> 

> 

> Best wishes, 

> Eunice 

> 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, I)epartment of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3~55 

phone: 919-%2-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21,2011 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: On the 26 

Thank you for writing. I will be out of the office and away from email from October ~.7 to 2:t, 20:!A.. I will reply to all messages at my earliest opportunity. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21,2011 9:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-21-11 09:37AM 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 
World poverty and human rights : cosmopolitan responsibilities a 
OVERDUE Davis Library 00029942359 ............................. $14.50 

TOTALS14 50 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
AFRICAN & A[:RICAN-.&V;ER STUDIES 
CB# 3395 205 BAT’~,E 

12:8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 21, 2011 10:14 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; CaJdwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

RE: On the 26 

Oh, that’s too bad. We can reschedule. Should ~ve tly for November 2nd? are you in town on that day Kia? 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, October 21,2011 9:14 A2vl 
To: Shields, Tanya L; Cal&vell, Kia L 
Subject: On the 26 

Dear Tanya and Kia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Since our last communication, I have had to add several mandatory meetings, including a faculty retreat in Global Studies, to my calendar. Thus, I will unfortunately miss our lunch on 
Wednesday the 26th. My apologies. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Compliance <compliance@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21, 2011 12:12 PM 

NCAA Compliance Information from UNC Athletics 

Tar Heel Boosters and Fans, 
By clicking here, you will be directed to our Department of Athletics’ Compliance website, designed specifically for our program’s supporters. Included as the first link on this 

website is the Department of Athletics’ 2011 2012 Pocket Guide to NCAA Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina Athletics, which can also be viewed as a pdf by 

clicking here. 

It is our hope that this website and brochure will provide you with a fundamental understanding of NCAA regulations regarding the role of boosters within our athletics 

program. If, after reviewing the document, you have additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact our Compliance staff at 919 962 6000 or 

compliance@u ncaa.unc.edu. 
Thank you for your continued support of our athletics program. Go Heels! 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 

Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21, 2011 2:18 PM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehnber@emaJl.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket tt <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiI.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaiI.unc.edu> 

Revised Independent Stud?" Contract 

IndependentStudyForm October2011.docx; Revised IndependentStudyForm Octobe~2011.docx 

Dear Colleagues: 

I am sending two documents for Independent Studies with this email: (1) the draft Independent Study Contract that Eunice developed; and (2) a revised Contract based on feedback from the 
last EC meeting. I have also included a few comments and questions in the revised Contract At our last meeting, Evelyne mentioned that we would look at the revised Contract at our 
meeting next Tuesday. 

Best regards, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chape[ Hill 

CB #3395, Battle }{all 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehube~@email~m~c~edu] 

Sent: Tuesday-, October 11,2011 3:38 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sable, E~ice N; Caldwell, Kia L; Jartken, Kermeth R 
Subject: policies for promotion to senior lecturer 

Dear Colleagues, 
Attached are the policies that Political Science uses for protnotion to 
Senior Lecturer. We adapted those from a College template. We can 
discuss at our next meeting on Tuesday, October 25, at 3:30 p.m., how 
those could be adapted for use in Afri-Af-Am Studies. 
Best, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Unwersity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

~ax: (919)962-0432 

ehuber@unc, edu 



(Draft - Eunice-) CONTRACT FOR INDEPEDENT STUDIES: REQUIRESMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

1. Students and Faculty advisers are required to sign this contract before a student is registered in an 

Independent Studies’ proj ect in the Department. Further, the signatures of Chair of the Department 

and the Chair of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee are also required. 

2. Students should be aware that the Department only offers four (Colleagues...this may be even too 

muchfrom my perspective..) independent studies projects in a given semester. Furthermore, these 

projects are only approved after a rignrous review by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee. 

3. GPA: Only students with a 3.00 and above GPA will be allowed to register in an independent studies 

project 

4. Enrollment in an independent study project: 

a. Meetings with Faculty: Students intending to pursue an independent studies project must 

hold at a minimum four meetings with the Faculty member they intend to work with, one 

semester before the one they intend to enroll for such a project. These meetings are 

intended to offer an opportunity for a student to develop their research ideas with the 

Faculty suggestions on analytical, theoretical, historical, empirical and other issues 

pertaining to scholarly research. 

b. Research Proposal: Students should submit a 2 page research proposal to his or her faculty 

advisor four weeks before the end of the semester. 

c. Review by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee: Faculty advisors should submit their 

students’ research proposals for review by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee three 

weeks prior to end of the semester. Following the review, the Committee will inform the 

faculty of the status of their students’ proposal. The stares will indicated along the following 

lines: Approved (without revisions); Approved with minor revisions; Declined. Only students 

whose proposals fall in the first two categories will approved for registration. 

5. Registered students: During the semester that a student is registered, he or she will be mandated to 

meet with their Faculty adviser on a bi-weekly basis and maintain a log-of their research activities 

which they should submit to their adviser prior to each meeting for Departmental Records. 

6. Assignments for a 3 credit hour independent studies project: 

a. Preliminary annotated bibliography-6 pages- (journals, books, archives and other scholarly 

sources) to be submitted within the first 4 weeks of the semester a student is registered. 

(:15%) 

b. Detailed research paper outline by week :10 of a given semester. (5%) 

c. Bi-weekly research log - research activities and discussions with Faculty advisor. (:15%) 

d. 25 page research paper the last day of the semester. (65%) 

7. Storage of Independent Studies Projects: Copies of the graded Independent will be stored in the office 

of the Chair of Undergraduate Studies for 3 years. 

Signature and date: 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Students 

Chair, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee 

Faculty Adviser 

Student 





CONTRACT FOR INDEPEDENT STUDY COURSES 

REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

Independent Study courses are intended to provide undergraduate African and Afro-American Studies majors 

with an opportunity to engage in a research project that entails a workload that meets or exceeds that of a 

regular 3-credit course. Approval for Independent Study courses will only be considered in exceptional 

circumstances. Such courses must focus on a theme or topic that is not currently covered in an existing 

1. Students and their prospective faculty advisors are required to sign this contract before a student 

will be permitted to register in an Independent Study course in the Department. Further, the 

approval and signature the Chair of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee is also required. 

2. Faculty may supervise a maximum of Pwo Independent Study courses per academic ~i. 

~a~:ul~ 3. Student Requirements: Independent Smdies are only open to junior- and senior-level African and 

Afro-American S~dies majors. African and Afro-American S~dies majors with a 3.[~0] and above GPA 

will be allowed to register in an independent study project 

4. Enrollment in an independent study project: 

During the semester prior to an Independent Study, each student must consult with their ~n~a~al ....... 

faculty advisor and develop a research proposal for the proposed Independent Study. It is the 

student’s responsibility to meet all required deadlines in order for his/her proposal for an 

Independent Study to be given serious consideration. 

In order to receive departmental approval for enrollment in an Independent Study course, a student 

must meet the following requirements: 

a. Submission of a Research Proposal: Students should submit a 2-page research proposal to 

his or her faculty advisor four weeks before the end of the semester preceding the semester 

during which an independent study will be done. Expected assignments and levels of effort 

should be developed in consultation with the faculty advisor and clearly outlined in the 

proposal. 

b. Review by the Undergraduate Curriculmn Committee: Faculty advisors should submit their 

students’ research proposals for review by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee three 

weeks prior to end of the semester. Following the review, the Committee will inform the 

faculty of the status of their students’ proposal. The status will indicated along the following 

lines: Approved (without revisions); Approved with minor revisions; Declined. Only students 

whose proposals fall in the first ~o categories will be approved for registration. 

be ................................................... a,a~i{da~ to .... ................................................................................................................................................................ ~ .................................... Registered students: During the semester that a student is registered, he or she will { ~ 
meet with their Faculty advisor on a bi-weekly basis and maintain a log-of their research activities 

which they should submit to their advisor prior to each meeting for Departmental Records. 

Required assignments and workload for a 3-credit hour independent study project: 

In general, the following assignments will be required for Independent Studies. Modifications to 
these requirements must receive approval from the Chair of the Curriculum Committee. 

a. Preliminary annotated bibliography (journals, books, archives and other scholarly sources) 
- To be submitted within the first 4 weeks of the semester a student is registered. 

b. Detailed research paper outline by week 10 of a given semester. 
c. Bi-wee!dy research log- research activities and discussions with Faculty advisor. 



d. 25 page research paper the last day of the semester. 

7. Storage of Independent Study Projects: Copies of the graded Independent Study project will be stored 

in the deparm~ent office for 3 years. 

Signature and date: 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Students 

Chair, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee 

FaculW Advisor 

Student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21,2011 4:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Meeting 

Excellent - thanks[ 
E 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Uinversity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC~ 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 

On 10/21/2011 3:05 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

> Dear Evelyne, 

> We can meet following the EC meeting on Tuesday 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

> t;ro~i E~]~lynTi~ub~i iehu~er@ad.~nci~du] 

> Sent: Friday, October 21,2011 8:26 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Meeting 
> 
> I)e~g E~ice, 

> ’]Ne most convenient might be if we just talk aider the EC meeting on 
> Tuesday. If that gets to be too late l~r you, we could meet at 4:30 on 
> Monday, or any time after 3:15 on Wednesday 
> Please let me know what works lk~r you. 
> Best wishes, 
> Evelyne 
> 

> On 10/21/2011 8:05 AN{ Sahle, E~ice N wrote: 
>> [Fear Evelyne, 
>> 

>> Hope you are well 
>> 

>> We were to meet a couple of weeks ago, but I had to postpone the meeting because of unexpected developments Thus, I write to see if you have time to meet this coming week during 
yore hems in Battle Hall. 

>> Best wishes, 
>> E~ice 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair, Department of Political Science 
> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> Campus Box 3265 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~5 
> 

> phone: 919-%2-3CN1 
>fax: 919-962-~32 

> email: &uber@~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 21, 2011 4:32 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] Faculty Meeting on Wednesday 

Dear Colleagues: 
I hope you are having a good fall break 
In response to the interest expressed at our last meeting, I have 
contacted the Office of the Dean of Students, and Assistant Dean Demi 
Brown will come to our meeting next Wednesday, October 26, to explain 
the functions of this office and to answer questions. 
We shall also discuss rules for Independent Studies and for Voting by 
Fixed-Term Facul~. If time gets too short to circulate these documents 
in electronic form, I shall bring hard copies to the meeting 
See you next week, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Prot?ssor 
Chair 
Department of Pohtical Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
~x: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 

-- You are cun~ently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 30134020 or send a blank email to leave-30134020- 

43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293fdd75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Office of the Provost <provost@unc.edtc, 

Friday, October 21,2011 4:40 PM 

coach survey <coach201 l@listserv.unc.edtr> 

[coach2011] COACHE survey 

Dear Colleagues, 

I mn pleased to inform you of an important opportunity you will be offered in the coming days to participate in a survey of faculg, job satisfaction. This survey research is 
part of a national program called COACHE the Collaborative on Academic Careers in Higher Education which has been operating fi’om the Harvard Graduate School 
of Education since 2003. Participation will entail co~npleting a confidential 20-minute, web-based survey. Your unique link to the survey will be emailed to you fi’om 
COACHE in the coming days. 

While there are ~nany surveys that l:aculty are asked to cotnplete, this one wa~s designed entirely to determine their current job satisfaction compa:red to l:aculty at peer 
institutions. Your views axe especially important to us as we strive to attract and retain the best and brightest scholars and teachers, increase the satisfaction of all faculty, 
and to make Carolina a great place to work. 

In a process approved by our institutional review board, COACttE will provide our cmnpus with their summary analysis, as well as the confidential unit-record database, 
stripped of names and e-mail addresses. "[lae data provided will be received and kept on a secure server by the Office of Institutional Research a~nd Assessment (OIRA). 
Neither I, nor any other administrator, staff or faculty member outside of OIRA will have access to the unit-record data. OIRA will explore mad analyze broad 
patterns in the data to assist with plarming and developing improved academic policies and practices across cmnpus. To protect confidentiality and gua~rantee that the results 
of this survey caanot influence personnel decisions about individual faculty members, OIRA staff’will disseminate survey results only with data aggregated in cells of five 
respondents or more, so that individual faculty and individual depax~anents cmmot be identified. 

We welcome this opportunity to leaxn from am independent, research-driven, comparative study. We believe that Carolina has the potential to be one of the best places for 
teachers and scholars to work, and with your help we can learn how best to support that goal. However, data from the COACHE stu@ will be meaningfifl only if we have 
broad pa~rticipation. 

Within a week, you will receive an e-mail from COACHE (coachtenured@opinioncast.com or coachetenuretrack@opinioncast.com), directing you to the online survey. 
The survey is easy to complete. 

If you have any questions about this survey, please contact Dr. Larry Mayes in OIRA (ldmayes@email.unc.edu) or COACHE at coachetenured(~srbi.com. 

Thank you in advance by helping us through participation in this study. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 22, 2011 2:50 PM 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: On the 26 

Hi Tanya, 
Lunch on Nov. 2 would work ~vell for me. I’m free between 12:00 and 2:00/2:30 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

l~NC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaIdwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Shields, Tanya I, 
Sent: Friday, October 21, 2011 10:13 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N: Caldwel[, Kia I, 
Subject: RE: On the 26 

Oh, that’s too bad. We can reschedule. Should we try for November 2nd? are you in town on that day Kia? 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, October 21, 2011 9:14 A_’vl 
To: Shields Tanya L Caldwell Kia L 

Subject: On the 26 

Dear Tanya and Kia, 

Hope you are doing ~vell. 

Since our last communication, I have had to add several mandatory meetings, including a faculty retreat in Global Studies, to my calendar. Thus, I will urffortunately miss our lunch on 
Wednesday the 26th. My apologies. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Veronica Grossi <v grossi@uncg.edu> 

Saturday, October 22, 2011 7:03 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

DAY OF TIlE DEAD events at The Cultural Arts Center. hosted by Casa Azul 

Dem colleagues, attached find a poster ruth information on fol~hcoming oxt events centered on The Day of the Dead. There roll be a workshop for children at Art 

Quest in downtown Cheensboro on Sunday, October 30. The altars shown at the Cultural Center on Tuesday and Wednesday will be created by a diversity of artists, 

including women from two regions of Mexico. See attached and please circnlate among students and other interested colleagues and artists. Let me know if you have 

any questions. 

Thank you, Veronica Gmssi 

I hope you can join me in the first annnal "Dia de los Muertos" Alt~xs exhibition in Greensboro. Ca~ Azul is excited to organize this event with the hope to create 

awareness and better understanding abx~ ut the Latin American axts, culture and traditions. Attached is the poster with detailed intbrmation about the exhibition. 

(336) 256-1065 

(336) 334-5413 

www.triadsus’tainability.o .rg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinma~a <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 23, 2011 4:10 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] Telling students about the minor 

Hello, SEJ faculty: 

I’ve talked to several smdcnts in my undergrad, courses who didn’t know about the minor, but have taken courses that "count" under SEJ. 
They are interested in the minor, but might not have heard about it if I hadn’t brought up the topic. Please consider letting your students 
know about ~e minor by sending them a message: 

Here’s a lit~ to the page that describes the minor: 

http:/isociology. ~c. ed~der~adume-pro~a~social-and-econo~c-iustice -~nor/degree-re quiremems 

And here’s a google doc ~at lists which courses are offered ~is spring, along with course descriptions: 

l& so~asc~true&rowspe~age=250 

Thanks[ She,d 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are cu~ently subscfi~d to 
</ul> 
sej-i:acN~ ~: <a hm~"ma~lto:eunice@emml.unc.edu">euNce@email.unc.edu<)’g’. To unsubscfi~ ~M a blank <b~> 
emmlm ~ Ne~"mafilm:leave-30140394- 3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~’.unc.edu">leave-30140394- 
3692316.5edd0f12b~180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~.unc.edu</a> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinmaa~ <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 23, 2011 4:32 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[sej-faculty] Service-learning opps. 

Soc 273 service learning - final.pdf 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: [sej-factfl3~] Telling s~udents atx~ut the minor 

Date:Sun, 23 Oct 2011 16:16:16 -0400 

From:Blat~ Judith <judith blau@unc.e&t> 

To:Kleinman, Sherryl <kleinman,~emml.unc.e&t>, Social and Economic Justice <sqi-thculty@list~rv.unc.edu-~ 

And, to follow up, if you are looking for service-learning opportunities, the Human Rights Center (and, with Rogers Road) is overflowing with them. Attached is the list for this 
semester. A new one was just added - computer classes by women, for women. 

I=rom: Sherryl Kleinman [kleinman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 201:1 4:10 PM 

To: Social and Economic Justice 
Subject: [sej-faculty] Telling students about the minor 

I Mlo, SEJ faculty: 

I’ve talked to several students in my undergrad, courses who didn’t know about the minor, but have taken courses that "count" under SEJ. 
They are interested in the minor, but might not have heard about it if I hadn’t brought up the topic. Please consider letting your students 
know about the minor by sending them a message: 

Itere’s a link to the page that describes the minor: 

http:/isociology, unc. edw’undergraduate-progran~’social-and-economic-iustice -minor/degree-re quirements 

And here’s a google doc that lists which courses are offered this spring, along with course descriptions: 

https://spreadsheets, google.conz/lv?ke¥ =tn- So 328Gf8Z1N3 i 1 t tnNW4Q&t~-pe-~ciew& gid=0& f=true& sortcolid=- 
1 & sortasc~true&rowsperpage=250 

Thanks! Sherryl 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

--~/ul> 

sej-t:aculF as: <a href "Ina~lto:irblau,@ema~l.unc.edu">irblau~ema~l.unc.edu<i~>. To unsubscribe send a blank --~bl~> 

email to --~a hre~"mail~o:leave- 30140394- 269408.894d2b8c 136013d0b9ccfc6ac8dc 1438(~listserv. nnc. edn" >leave- 30140394- 

269408.894d2b8c 136013d0b9ccfc6ac8dc 1438(~)listserv.unc.edu--~/a:, 

<li> -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

~/ul> 

sej-t~culty as: <~a href "mailm:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To m~subscribe ~nd a bla~k <br~ 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-30140470-3692316.5edd0fl2btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30140470- 

3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu-~/a> 



The Human Rights Center & Soc 273 
Your service-learning will take place at either the Human Rights Center (HRC) or Rogers- 
Eubanks-Neighborhood Association (RENA). 

http :iihumanrightscities. orgi. http :iiwww.rogersroad. orgi 
This is an intensive course that combines the theory of human rights with the praxis of 

human rights. It is an experiential learning (APPLES) course, for which I require 30 hours. 
Directions to the HRC are on the web page: ~:__t_~__u_:__m______a___n____rj_g__h__t___s___c_j__t_j___e___s__:___Q__rg and the HS bus goes 
directly to Rogers Road. Please see the Rogers Road web site for the address of RENA. 
Download the Serv’ice-Learning agreement and return to the TA. Also download the Time Log. 
Both are on this page: http:iiwww.unc.eduiapplesipartnersiresourcesiindex.html, 

Your home page: 
https://sites.google.com/site/socialeconomicjustice/ 

After-school program at the HRC, Mon-Thur, 3-5 (30 students on each day) 



4. COMMUNITY: Help organize events to invite ReK2 subscribers to meet each other 
and build community 

CONTACT: ~gmail.com 
Assisting with RENA - HRC collaboration - 

Teen-age computer class, Sat. (2 students) 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 23, 2011 5:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Lunch - with Pa~t~ Sylvia Tamale 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 12:34 PM 
To: Driscoll, Mark W 
Subject: Lunch - with th-oIi Sylvia Tamale 

Dear Mark, 

The African Studies Center has asked me to invite colleagues of mine tbr a lunch with the wonderful African feminist Sylvia on Monday No,,’ 14 at the Carolina Inn at 11 30am-h00pm Let 
me know if you can attend. I think you would enjoy her insights on all sorts of issues - aI’ter all in recent years she has been named ’the most hated ~vomen in Uganda’. 

She will also be giving a major public lecture on her new grounding break work on African Sexualities Here are the details: 

Prof. Sylvia Tamale 
Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 
Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, UNC-CH 
Dr. Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere Universi~ in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in l,aw from Makerere University, a Masters from 
Harvard Law School and a PhD in Sociology and Feminist Studies li’om the University of Mannesota Dr. Tamale founded and serves as coordinator of the l,aw, Gender & Sexuali~ Research 
ProJect, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere University. During her visit to UNC, Dr Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new 
book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, power, masculinities, and femininities. ’]’his event is being held ~n 
collaboration with Pambazuka Press. 

Cheers, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 23, 2011 7:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Lunch - with Pro£ Sylvia Tamale 

I will be there’, thanks for the invite. FYI, here is my nasty revie;v of Hardt and Negri’s Commonwealth that is quickly becoming controversial~njoy! 
http://muse.jhu.edu~’iournals/postmodernculture/tocipmc.21.1 html 

Mark 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 5:38 PM 
To: Driscoll, Mark W 
Sulzject: RE: Lunch - with Pro£ Sylvia Tamale 

Dear Mark, 

There was no message on this return emaih Any;vay, let me know one way or another. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Driscoll, Mark W 

Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 5:22 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Lunch - with Pro£ Sylvia Tamale 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 12:34 PM 
To: I)riscoll, Mark W 
Sutzject: Lunch - with Pro£ Sylvia Tamale 

[)ear Mark, 

The African Studies Center has asked me to invite colleagues of mine 12~r a lunch with the wonderful African feminist Sylvia on Monday Nov’. 14 at the Carolina Inn at 11.30am-1 00pm. Let 
me know if you can attend I think you would enjoy her insights on all sorts of issues - after all in recent years she has been named ’the most hated women in Uganda’. 

She will also be giving a major public lecture on her new grounding break *york on Ali*ican Sexualities. Here are the details: 

Pro[" Sylvia Tamale 
Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 
Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, UNC-(~I 
Dr Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan :feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere University in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makerere University, a Masters from 
Harvard Law School and a Phi) in Sociolog3~ and Feminist Studies from the University of Mirmesota. Dr Tamale founded and serves as coordinator of the Law, Gender & Sexuality Research 
Prqject, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere University During her visit to UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new 
book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, power, masculinities, and fcrrlininities. This event is being held in 
collaboration with Parnbamaka Press. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu:, 

Sunday, October 23, 2011 8:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: lunch w. tamale on monday, nov 14? 

Great And the other invitees for lunch look great--do it as you like. 
I do wonder about including Tom Kelley in something, as Sylvia is a Law 
School person (she did not have much patience with the paternalism of a 
certain Mzee. ) And remember that we have set a special time for your 
600 class alrd Lydia’s with Sylvia on Tuesday at 12:30 on the 4th floor. 
I hope this is a good experience and helpful to Lydia/Dave and the 
Women’s Studies folks My "job" is to facilitate facul~z and student 
work, but it is really fun ~vhen I get to do the inviting. I’ll talk 
with you this week. Take care. B 

On 10/23/2011 4:45 PM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Hello again colleague, 
> 

> I wrote to Alturo to see if he would be available for lunch and he said that he would be delighted to be there. "¢,qaen Firoze met Arturo in the Spring, he told him about her new book, so it 
is wonderIi~l that he ~vill have a chance to chat with her on the 14. 
> 
> Thanks so much for all the work that will get her to UNC in a few weeks I have asked - to circulate news about her public talk on Nov. 15 
Students in both my seminars will be there 
> 
> Warm regards, 
>E 
> 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, Octeber 23, 2011 11:50 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: lunch w. tamale on monday, nov 14? 

> tlelio my Colleague: 
> I was wondering if you would like to arrange a lunch for Sylvia on the 
> 14th? It is ASA week, so if it’s too much, just let me know. You will 
> have seen who is invited to dinner, so could take a difl’erent group 
> (buddies from progressive faculty/Global Studies), or lust you and 
> Lydia, or j ust yourselt~ ~Ihe Center will reimburse yo u for the lunch, 
> or you can charge directly to the Center at the Carolina Inn or at Top 
> of the Hill. If you’re slatmned, I can easily ask Lydia or Georges te do 
> this. Let me know your thoughtst Thanks. B 

> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies (;enter 
> Lecturer, Department of A[~rican and Afro-American Studies 

> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 Fec[E× Global Education Center 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> @19) 962-1406 office 
> (.919) 843-2102 fax 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> http:i/africa.unc.edu/ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Depmtment of African and AI~ro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
htt~://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 23, 2011 9:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Dr. Sylvia TaJnale 

This is great news I’ll circulate it no~v and again the week of her visit Looking forward to it, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 4:33 PM 

To:      @unc.edu 
Subject: Dr. Sylvia Tamale 

Dear 

When he was here in the Spring, Firoze spoke quite a bit about Slyvia’s new book on African Sexualities. At any rate, she will be at UNC in a few weeks Kindly circulate the information 
below to folks that you think might be interested. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Dr. Sylvia Tamale 
Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 
Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, UNC-(~I 
Dr Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere University in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makerere UniversiW, a Masters from 
Harvard Law School and a Phi) in Sociolog~ and Feminist Studies from the UniversiW of Mirmesota. Dr Tamale founded and serves as coordinator of the Law, Gender & Sexuality Research 
Prc~iect, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere University During her visit to UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new 
book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, power, masculinities, and femininities. This event is being held in 
collaboration with Pamba×uka Press. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 24, 2011 7:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Lunch - with Prof. Sylvia Tamale 

Sorry for the typo - g on the hello Too hectic a time. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 7:31 .~vl 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
Subject: Lunch - ~vith Pro£ Sylvia Tamale 

Hellog, 

Let me know if you cari join me and a small group of colleagues for lunch sponsored by the African Studies Center - Carolina hm, 11.30am-1 30pm - ~vith SybAa on Monday Nov. 14. 
Contraries Arturo and Mark ~vill join. 

Take care, 
E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 8:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

10-24-11 08:37AM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: 
TITLE: The decolonization reader 
CALL NO: JV151 .D36 2003 
BARCODE: 00022379882 
Davis Library DUE: 11-06-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER S~IILDIES 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:5 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 24, 2011 8:43 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: At~can feminist at UNC 

will do. and i’ll post it for my classes as well. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 7:27 .~vl 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
Subject: African feminist at UNC 

[)ear Tanya, 

Greetings. 

I would be gratel~al if you circulated the information below to folks in women studies when you have a chance 

Cheers and thanks, 
Eunice 

Dr. Sylvia Tamale 
Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 
Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, UNC-CH 
Dr. Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist kn~’er and former Dean of Law at Makerere Universi~ in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makerere University, a Masters from 
Harvard Law School and a PhD in Sociology and Feminist Studies li’om the University of ]Vhnnesota Dr. Tamale founded and serves as coordinator of the Law, Gender & Sexuali~ Research 
ProJect, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere University. During her visit to UNC, Dr Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new 
book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, power, masculinities, and femininities. ’]’his event is being held ~n 
collaboration with Pambazuka Press. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <’b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: lunch w. tamale on monday, nov 14? 

Ah, why don’t you invite him to luaach. I hate to crowd Sylvia’s day too 
much. Thanks! B 

On 10/24/2011 7:25 AM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> Hi Barbara, 
> 

> Can I invite Tom for lunch or do you think he might enjoy having breakfast with Sylvia? I can join them too 
> 

> Warm regards, 
>E 
> 

> 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Suaaday, October 23, 2011 8:38 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Sulziect: Re: lunch ~v. tamale on monday, nov 14? 
> 

> Great. And the other invitees for lunch look great--do it as you like. 
> I do ~vonder about including Tom Kelley in something, as Sylvia is a Law 
> School person (she did not have much patience with the paternalism of a 
> certain Mzee..). And remember that we have set a special time for your 
> 600 class and Lydia’s with Sylvia on Tuesday at 12:30 on the 4th floor. 
> I hope this is a good experience and helpful to Lydia/Dave and the 
> Women’s Studies folks. My "job" is to facilitate facul~ and student 
> work, but it is really fun when I get to do the inviting. I’ll talk 
> with you this week. Take care. B 
> 

> On 10/23/2011 4:45 PM; Sahle, F.unice N wrote: 
> 

>> Hello again colleague, 
>> 

>> I wrote to Arturo to see if he would be available for lunch and he said that he would be delighted to be there When Firoze met Arturo in the Spring, he told him about her new book, so it 
is wonderful that he will have a chance to chat with her on the 14. 
>> 

>> Thanks so much for all the work that will get her to UNC in a few weeks. I have asked - to circulate news about her public talk on Nov. 15. 
Students in both my seminars will be there 
>> 

>> Warm regards, 
>> E 
>> 

>> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 11:50 AM 
>> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
>> Subject: lunch w. tamale on monday, nov 14’? 
>> 

>> Hello ray Colleague: 
>> I was wondering if you would like to arrange a lunch for Sylvia on the 
>> 14th’.’ It is ASA week, so if it’s too much, just let me know. You will 
>> have seen who is invited to dimmer, so could take a different group 
>> (buddies from progressive faculty/Global Studies), or just you and 
>> Lydia, or just yo~trsel£ The Center ~vill reimburse you for the lunch, 
>> or you can charge directly to the Center at the Carolina Inn or at Top 
>> of the Hill. Kyou’re slanwned, I can easily ask Lydia or Oeorges to do 
>> this. Let me know your thoughts! Thanks. B 
>> 

>> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
>> Associate Director, African Studies Center 
>> Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

>> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
>> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
>> Unb,~ersity of Nolth Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
>> @19) 962-1406 office 
>> 019) 843-2102 fax 
>> b anderson@unc.edu 
>> http ://africa.unc. edu/ 

> Barbara Shaw- Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies Center 
> Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
> Atlcican Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 ofiice 
> (919) 843-2102 fax 
> b anderson@unc.edu 



> http://africa.unc edu/ 
> 

> 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of Al~cican and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http : i/afri ca. unc. edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terweil <os~tem-ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:09 AM 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; dmnelson@duke.edu; Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu> 

Decolonizing Felninisms: Oct 27 & 28 

please forward widely: 

Please join us for two events as part of our year-long project: 

Decolonizing Feminisms: Maps and Geneaologies from Latin America and Beyond 

Thursday October 2,, 2011.5:30-7:30 pm, a public lecture with Dr. Yuderkys Espinosa, a I,atin Americaa~ I~minist from the Dominican Republic, at the Ii~iefront 
of important processes of rethinking feminism and activis~n on the continent. Her talk, "The political and theoretical challenges of Latin-.Amierican feminisms in 

the present , will be in Sp~xiish with English trmaslalion. 

Dr. Espinosa is paxt of autonomous and lesbim~ movements in Latin America; she is a coordinator of the project "Colonialida& dependencia y rupmras 
epistemoldgicas en los feminismos lalmoamericanos" in The University of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Dr. Espinosa is also the coordinator of GruIx~ Latinoamericano de 

Estudios. Formacidn y Accidn Feminis*a (GLEFAS). 

Friday October 28, 2011.9:30-4:30, a public workshop entitled "Decolon~ing Feminisms: Maps and Genealogies fi~m Latin America and Beyond." 

* (Note if you plan to attend Friday workshop and want lunch, RSVP by Oct 25 5pm 



FedE× Global Education Center 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL;L 

TALK 
5:30PM 
Thursday October 27 
Room 1005 

WO S OP 
:9:00AM tO 2:00PM 
Friday October 28 
Room 3009 
Lunch Provided 

0 RGANJZ: E D BY 
Latin American Political Imaginari 
& the ISA Graduate Forum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:17 AM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Tuesday Darfur talk and reception 

Dear Colleagues: 

Please join us tomorrow evening for a talk on the cmrent situation in Darfur by Dr. John Hagma, followed by a reception for the ~:rt opening in our building. Prof. 

Bereket Habte Selassie will be our host for the evening. I wonld ask that you also particnlafly encourage your s~dents to attend. Details below. Barbara 

Death and Displacelnent in Sudan: 
Evidence of Continuing State-Led Genocide 
Dr. John Hagan 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011, Tall% 6 PM; Reception, 7 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-CH 

Dr. John Hagan is the John D. MacArthur Professor at Northwestern University, and Co-Director of the Center on Law & Globalization, which is a p~Jctnership 
between the American Bar Foundation and the University of Illinois College of Law. His t~Jk, "Death and Displacement in Sudan: Evidence of Continuing State-Led 

Genocide" will be followed by the opening reception of the exJfibik "Toward Greater Awareness: Darfur and American Activism, Sculptural Exhibition of Works by 

Mitch Lewis." Free. Please Contact: Laura Griest lauragriest,@unc.edu for more infom~ation. 

Toward Greater Awareness: Darfur and American Activism 

Sculptural Exhibition of V~’orks by Mitch Lewis 
Thursday, October 20, 2011 - Saturday, December 17, 2011, 

Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-CH 
Beginning in 2004, American celebrities, students, a~d citizens became committed to activist work on behalf of those suffering fi~om genocide in Darfur. This exhibit 

showcases the work of m~ Americ~m a~ctist. Mitch Lewis, who has explored the Da~cfur crisis in hi s sculpture and contextual~es the art in the recent histoD’ of Darfur and 

the history of American activism there. Opening Reception October 25, 2011 at 7 PM, with remaJcks by the artist and Dr. Bereket Selassie of the Department of 

AfiJcan mad African Americm~ Studies mad the School of Law, UNC-CH. Preceded by a talk (listed below) by Dr. John Hagan at 6 PM. Free. Please Contact: Laura 

Griest lauragries~t~,unc.edu for more information. 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

A~r~can St~ldies Cent~’~, CB#7582 

3027 F~’iEx Gieba] Eduoation Cen~:e:~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 office 

(919) 843-2102 

h ~: ~:p : //africa. unc. ed’i/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Your review 

I will send it along to him; thanks! 
Mark 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 6:29 
To: Driscoll, Mark W 
Subject: Your review 

Dear blark, 

Has John Pickles read your brilliant review-? I am in excellent 814 seminar this semester and ;ve have touched on H and N in various seminars. 

Cheers, 
E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: lunch w. tamale on monday, nov 14? 

Tom Kelley <takelley@email.unc.edu> 

On 10/24/2011 9:22 AN~ Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 
> Perfect. Do you have his email? 
> 
> Thanks Barbara 
> 

>E 
> 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 9:08 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eumce N 
> Subject: Re: lunch w tamale on monday, nov 14? 
> 

> Ah, why don’t you invite him to lunch I hate to cro~vd Sylvia’s day too 
> much. Thanks! B 
> 

> On 10/24/2011 7:25 AM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Barbara. 
>> 

>> Can I invite Tom for lunch or do you think he might eNoy having breakfast with Sylvia’? I can join them too 
>> 

>> Warm regards, 
>> E 
>> 

>> 

>> From:Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 8:38 PM 
>> To: Sable, Eunice N 
>> Sut~iect: Re: lunch w. tamale on monday, nov 14? 
>> 

>> Great. And the other invitees for lunch look great--do it as you like. 
>> I do wonder about including Tom Kelley in something, as Sylvia is a Law 
>> School person (she did not have much patience with the paternalism of a 
>> certain Mzee...). And remember that we have set a special time for your 
>> 600 class and Lydia’s with Sylvia on Tuesday at 12:30 on the 4th floor. 
>> I hope this is a good experience and helpful to Lydia/Dave and the 
>> Women’s Studies folks. My "job" is to facilitate faculW and student 
>> work, but it is really fun when I get to do the inviting.. I’ll talk 
>> with you this week. Take care. B 
>> 

>> On 10/23/2011 4:45 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>>> Hello again colleague, 

>>> I wrote to Arturo to see if he would be available for lunch and he said that he would be delighted to be there. When Firoze met Arturo in the Spring, he told him about her new- book, so 
it is wonderful that he will have a chance to chat with her on the 14. 

>>> Thanks so much for all the work that will get her to L~’~’C’ in a few weeks. I have asked - to circulate news about her public talk on Nov. 15. 
Students in both my seminars ~vill be there. 

>>> Warm regards, 
>>> E 

>>> From: Barbara Anderson [banderson@anc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 11:50 AM 
>>> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>>> Subject: lunch w. taruale on monday, nov 14? 

>>> Hello my Colleague: 
>>> I was wondering if you would like to arrange a lunch for Sylvia on the 
>>> 14th? It is ASA week, so if it’s too much, just let me know-. You will 
>>> have seen who is invited to dinner, so could take a different group 
>>> (buddies from progressive I:acul~/Global Studies), or just you and 
>>> Lydia, or just yoreself. The Center will reimburse you for the lunch, 
>>> or you can charge directly to the Center at the Carolina Iun or at Top 
>>> of the Hill. If you’re slanmaed, I can easily ask Lydia or Georges to do 
>>> this. Let me kno~v your thoughts[ Thanks. B 

>>> Barbara Sha~v Anderson 
>>> Associate Director, African Studies Center 
>>> Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>>> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
>>> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
>>> (919) 962-1406 office 
>>> (919) 843-2102 fox 



>>> b anderson@unc edu 
>>> http://afric a unc. edu/ 

>> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
>> Associate Director, African Studies Center 
>> Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

>> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
>> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
>> Uni-,~ersity of Nolth Carolina 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
>> (,919) 962-1406 office 
>> (919) 843-2102 fax 
>> b anderson@unc.edu 
>> http ://africa.anc. edu/ 

> Barbara Shaw- Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies Center 
> Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-Arnerican Studies 

> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
> Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 office 
> @19) 843-2102 fax 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> http://africa.unc.edu/ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Os~terweil~ @me.com> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:26 AM 

Osterweil, Micha] -a~sterwei@email.unc.edu> 

Crmssberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; dmnelson@duke.edu; Booth, Karen M 

<kmbooth@eInail.nnc.edu> 

Woops: PLEASE FORWARD THIS ONE’. There was a change! 

please forward widdy, apologies for double postings. 

Please join us for two events as part of our yeardong project: 

Decolonizing Feminisms: Maps and Geneaologies from Latin .Amlerica and Beyond 

Thursday October 27, 2011. g:30-7:30 pill, a public lecture wifll Dr. Yuderkys Espmosa, a Latin American feminist fiom file Dominican Republic, at 

the forefront of important processes of~ethi~dng feminism mid activism on the continent. Her talk, "The political and theoretical challenges of Latin- 

American feminisms in the present", roll be in Spaafish wifll English translation. 

Dr. Espinosa is part of autonomous and lesbian nlovemems in Latin America; she is a coordinator of tile project "Colonialidad, dependencia y rupturas 
epistemoldgicas en los t~minismos lafinoamericmaos" in The University of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Dr. Espino~ is also the coordinator of Cm~po 

Latinoamerica~o de Estudios, Fommcidn y Accidn FeminisIa (GLEFAS). 

Friday October 28, 2011.9am -2pm, a public workshop entitled "Decolonizing Felninislns: Maps mid Geneologies froln Latin America mad Beyond." 

*Note if you plan to attend Friday workshllp and want lunch, RSVP by Oct 25 5pro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu:, 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:27 AM 

List for Atiican Studies events <asc events@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[asc events] Darfur-related events at UNC 

Death and Displacement in Sudan: 
Evidence of Continuing State-Led Genocide 
Dr. dolm Hagan 
Tuesday, October 25, 2011, Talk, 6 PM; Reception, 7 PM 

Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-CH 
Dr. John Hagan is the John D. MacArthur Professor at Northwestern University, and Co-Director of the Center on Law & GlobaJization, which is a partnership 
bet~veen the American Bar Foundation mad the University of Illinois College of Law. His taJk, "Death mad Displacement in Sudan: Evidence of Continuing State-Led 

Genockte" will be tbllowed by the opening reception of the exhibiL "Toward Greater Awareness: Darfur mad American Activism, Sculptural Exhibition of Works by 

Mitch Lewis." Free. Please Contact: Laura Griest lauragriest@~anc.edu tbr more intbnnation. 

Toward Greater Awareness: Darthr and American Activism 

Sculptural Exhibition of Works by MAtch Le~vis 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 - Saturday, December 17, 2011, 

Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-CH 
Beginning in 2004, American celebrities, students, and citizens became committed to activist work on behalf of those snffefing from genocide in Darfnr. This exhibit 

showcases the work of an American artis< Mitch Lewis, who has explored the Darfur crisis in his sc@pture and contextualizes the art in the recent histo~ of Darfnr and 

the histoD, of American activism there. Opening Reception October 25, 2011 at 7 PM, with remarks by the artist and Dr. Beleket Selassie of the Department of 

African and African American Studies and the School of Law, UNC-CH. Preceded by a talk (listed below) by Dr. John Hagan at 6 PM. Free. Please Contact: Laura 

Gfiest laumgries*~unc.edu tbr more intbrmation. 

Making Good Americans in Africa 

Travd, Cdebrity and the Costs of Humanitarianism 

A Talk wifli Kath~3ai Mathers 
Wednesday, November 9, 2011, 7:00PM 

l;edEx Global Education Center, 3024, UNC-CH 

When Americans tell stories about travel to Africa, the continent and Affic~ls ~e often reduced to backdrops to an American journey of self-discover. This produces 

the peculiar humanitaianism of Americans in Africa that is increasingly framed by celebrity travel stories and by the ability, of everyday Americans to consnme in order 

to do good. Dr. Kathryn Mathers is a visiting Assistant Professor in the Department of Cultural Anthropology at Duke University,. Her recent book, Travel, 

Humanitariani,s~n, andBecoming American in AJ}4ca uses observations of American travelers to southern Afiica to ask: why is Africa so important to Americans? 

Her work continues to explore the ways that identities individual, corporate, political are forn~ed and shaped throngh cross-cultumJ encounters. This discussion is 

hosted by UNC Global and the African Studies Center in conjunction with the art exhibition Towards Greater Awareness: Dm~i~r andAmerican Aclivi~s~n on 

display in the FedEx Global Education Center October 20, 2011 through December 17, 2011. Free. Please Contact: [,aura Griest lauragriest@anc.edu tbr more 

information. 

Barbara Shaw An@erson 

Associate Directoi~, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Ai~o-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Gi~bal Education C~nter 

University of Nerth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-i406 office 
(919) 843-2102 Eax 
b anderson@uric, edu 
http : !!africa. unc. edu! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelley, Thomas A III <takelley@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 24, 2011 9:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Lunch - with Prof. Sylvia Tamale 

I’ve got it on my calendar and I will look forward to it. 

Tom 

I\WORTANT: This email transmission, including an?- attachment, has been sent by or on behalf of a la~Ter or law firm and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it 
is addressed. It may contain infomaation that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. 11" the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or 
the employee or agency responsible for delivering the conrmunication to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that an?’ dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
cormnunication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this conrmunication in error, please notify me immediately by email or telephone and delete this communication and all copies 
Thank you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 9:30 .~vl 
To: Kelley, Thomas A III 
Subject: Lunch - with Pro£ Sylvia Tamale 

[)eat- Tom, 

The Ali’ican Studies Center has asked me to invite a few colleagues for a lunch with the wonderful African feminist Sylvia Tamale on Monday Nov 14 at the Carolina Inn at 11 30am-1.00pro 
Given your research interests, I think you would enjoy her insights on all sorts of issues. Kindly let me know if you will join us 

She will also be g~ving a major public lecture on her new grounding break work on African Sexualities Here are the details (if you have time, kindly circulate the information below to folks 
that might be interested at the Law School: 

Dr. Sylvia Tamale 
Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 
Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, UNC-CH Dr Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere Umversity in Uganda. She holds 
a Bachelor’s degree in Law li’om Makerere University’, a Masters from Harvard Law School and a PhD in Sociology. and Feminist Studies from the University’ of Minnesota Dr. Tamale 
founded and serves as coordinator of the Law, Gender & Sexuality Research Project, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere Universi~’. 
During her visit to UNC, Dr Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections 
between sex, power, masculinities, and femininities. ’]7his event is being held in collaboration with Pamba×uka Press. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:12 AM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; ba-ltam@list~rv.unc.edu 

Miguel Barnet, October 26 at UNC 

Miguel Barnet speaking at UNC The Issue of Race in Cuban Society Today, October 26 at 6:00pm, Global 
Education Center, Auditorium 

Renowned ethnologist, editor, narrator, poet and prolnoter of Cuban culture Miguel Barnet will discuss contemporary issues of race in Cuban society. Barnet is a 

founding melnber of the Academy of Sciences in Cuba. In 1966, he publishedBiogr~.ia de un Cimarr6n (Biography ofa Cimambn), capturing the testimony of 

ibrmer slave, fugitive and soldier in the Cuban War of Independence Esteban Montejo. Barnet is credited as the originator of the tradition of testimonio (testimonial) 

fiction in Latin America. Biografia de un C#narrbn boasts more than 60 editions in multiple languages. 

Barnet is presidem of the Unidn de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba and the Fundacidn Femando Ortiz. He also collaborates ruth the UNESCO Ruta de Esclavo/Slave 

Routes. an educational program aJmed at imp~oving access to and safeguarding original documents related to slavery and the slave trade. His accomplishinents also 
include screenwriting Ii~r such l~lmous Cuban fihns as Gallego, La Bella del Alhambra ~he Beauty of Alhambra) and Canci6n de Rachel (Rachel’s Song), all 

based on his novels. La Bella del Alhambra was honored many times including with Spain’s Goya Award. It is available lbr viewing through the Consortium in Latin 

American and Caribbean Studies Film Libraxy (http:iiisa.unc.edu/film-libm~,). 

Miguel Bamet has been honored widely in Cuba and abroad including Distinction for National Culture, La Giraldilla de la Habana. National Prize of Literature in 1994 

and in 2002, the International Book Fa~r. 

Beatriz Riefkohl Mufiiz 

Associate Director 

Institute for the Study of the Americas 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street (corner of McCauley and Pittsboro) 

Campus Box 3205 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3205 

919-966-1484 (main) 

919-962-2418 (direct) 

919-962-0398 (fax) 

http://isa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emM.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:29 AM 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: On the 26 

Tanya -- Thanks for keeping the ltmch idea on the proverbial table :) Let me know about Nov 2 

Good luck with everything, Eunice! ! 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UN-C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ldcaldwe@emaihunc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 

Frum: Shie]ds, Tanya L 
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 4:03 PM 
Tu: Sable, Eunice N; Ca]dwe]l, Kia L 
Subject: RE: On the 26 

dear Eunice and Kia, 
Wow. Eunice--what a schedule. I completely understand huw uverwhelming things are right nuw. Kia, perhaps you and ] can try on the second, thuugh I’m waiting to hear fi*um a doctor 
abuut a pussible appuimment. Yes, let’s try for december 

And if you have the time or ener©’, WMST is having a meet and greet this Thursday afternoun in t]yde Hall from 4:30 tu 6:30. Yuu should have alrea@ received yuur invitatiuns. I hope yuu 
can drup by! 

Take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2011 1:29 PM 
To: Shields, Tanya L; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: On the 26 

Hi Tanya, 

I will be hosting a colleague from Canada that week and then it is gearing up for a visit to UNC by the At]ican feminist Sylvia Tamale and duties at the African Studies Association annual 
meeting- araong other things, I am in the program conmfittee this year. Sorry, it is just a very hectic period. In addition to the demands of teaching, 1 just have lots of events coming up in the 
midst of trying to catch on projects that are delayed because of unexpected developments in the last fexv months. Hopefully, we can link up in Dec. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Shields, Tanya L 
Sent: Friday, October 21, 2011 10:13 .¢A4 
To: Sable, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: On the 26 

Oh, that’s too bad We can reschedule Should we try for November 2nd? are you in town on that day Kia? 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: };riday, October 21,2011 9:14 AM 

To: Shields, Tanya L; Caldwell, Kia L 

Sut~iect: On the 26 

Dear Tanya and Kia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Since our last communication, I have had to add several mandatory meetings, including a faculty retreat in Global Studies, to my calendar. Thus, I will urffort~mately miss ota lunch on 
Wednesday- the 26th. My apologies. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:32 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

The Struggle Agmns Military Intervention in Latin America taJk at UNC, Oct. 27 

School of the Americas Watch: The Struggle Against Military Intervention in Latin America 

Thursday, October 27th, 7:30pm 

Saunders 220 

Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) will be hosting the School of the Americas Watch, which has been struggling since the late 90’s to stop the USA from 

funding the training of military officials from Latin America. They have specifically focused on closing the School of the Americas (SOAiWHINSEC) - a US-based 

military training ground for Latin American officials, many of whom have been culpable of horrible human rights violations. 

Come learn, and find out why SOA should be shut down and how you can be part of malting this change! 

Schedule for the night: 

School of the Americas 101: 

What is the SOA? What does it do? What is its track record? 

Screening of ’Somos una America - Shut down the SOA!" 

The film provides background on the School of the Americas and the campaign to shut it down, and then moves further: it puts a spotlight on U.S. militarization and 

features the voices of a rising hemisphere-wide anti-militarization movement. 

Somos Una America brings together images from protest actions against U.S. bases in Colombia, the Encuentro of the Americas in Venezuela, and the April 2011 

direct action at the White House in DC. 

Discussion: How does this relate to us? How can we practice solidarity with folks in Latin America? What are the next steps? 

For more information, please visit _h___t__t~_:_/_i__s___o__a____w__:__o_£g 

Students for a Democratic Society {SDS) 

http://chapelhi~lsds.org I unc.sds@gmail.com I @UNC CH SDS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Smdies@emaiLunc.edu 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:34 AM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciastZaculty] Reminder: Global Studies FacuI~ Retreat Friday 28th 

Dear Global Studies faculty, 

If you have not yet sent an RSVP to laram@email.unc.edu for the Global Studies faculty retreat from 2:30-4:30pm on Friday, October 28th on the fourth floor of the 

FedEx Global Education Center, please do so today! We look forward to discussing the progress of the curriculum with you. 

Thank you in advance for your support, 

Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:49 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Attend a RACE program in your area 

Let°s tNk about race 

Attend one of the many race related programs in your area, 

RACE: Are We So Different? 

On view through January 22, 2012 

Location: Museum of Life and Science in Durham, 433 W. Murray Avenue 
Cost: Fee applies 

RACE, developed by the American Anthropological Association in collaboration with the Science 
Museum of Minnesota, is now open at the Museum of Life and Science in Durham. This award 
winning interactive exhibition is the first of its kind to tell the stories of race from the biological, 
cultural, and historical points of view. The exhibition brings together the everyday experience of living 
with race, its history as an idea, the role of science in that history, and the findings of contemporary 
science that are challenging its foundations. Combining these perspectives offers an unprecedented 
look at race and racism in the United States. To learn more about the exhibition, click here. 

Durham, are we so different? 
Sunday, October 23, 2:30 p.m. 
Location: Stanford L. Warren, 1201 Fayetteville St., Durham 
Cost: Free admission 

In 1977, Pauli Murray shared her belief that people of different races are related "by blood and by 
culture and by history and by common suffering." In conjunction with the Museum of Life and Science 
exhibit, RACE: Are We So Different, join us for a conversation about our experiences of race in 
Durham. Co-sponsored by the Pauli Murray Project and the North Carolina Museum of Life and 
Science. 

In the Wings: P~aymakers on the Parchman Hour 
October 241 7 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Location: Southwest Regional Library, 3605 Shannon Rd. 
Cost: FREE for adult audience 



Join playwright Mike Wiley and actors from PlayMakers for a conversation about their upcoming 
performance of The Parchman Hour. 
For information, click here or call 919.560-0268 

The Parchman Hour 
October 26 - November 13, 2011 
Location: Paul Green Theatre at UNC at Chapel Hill 
Cost: Fee applies 

In the fiery first months of America’s civil rights movement, waves of young people, mostly college 
students, rode buses into the heart of the Deep South. Many were brutally attacked, arrested, and 
imprisoned in Mississippi’s notorious Parchman Farm Penitentiary, where they invented an ingenious 
pastime to help them endure, a live variety show inspired by programs then popular on radio and 
television. Jokes, stories, singing and Bible readings sprang from every cell. This nightly event 
became known as The Parchman Hour. With characters such as Stokely Carmichael, Martin Luther 
King and Robert Kennedy, The Parchman Hour honors an important piece of history. We are proud to 
give this inspiring new play its professional premiere.For information click here. 

Museum AfterHours: RACE 
Thursday, October 27 1 6 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Location: Museum of Life and Science, 433 W. Murray Avenue, Durham 
Cost: Fee applies 

Celebrate the opening of our limited-time exhibit RACE: Are We So Different? with a special 21+ 
AlterHours event. The main museum building will be open to explore as well, with science activities, 
food trucks, music, and beer. Also, find out more details about our upcoming digital project, 
Experimonth: Race. Click here for information. 

AA with the ExpeAs: 
Becoming: Photographs from the Wedge Co~ection 
November 13 I 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 

Location: Main Library, 300 N. Roxboro St. 
Cost: FREE for teen and adult audience 

Join Trevor Schoonmaker, the Patsy R. and Raymond D. Nasher Curator of Contemporary Art, for a 
slideshow and discussion of Becoming.For information, click here or call 919.560-0268 

Blue Vo Durham 
Sunday, December 181 3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Location: Hayti Heritage Center, 804 Old Fayetteville St. 
Cost: FREE 
During the "separate but equal" era preceding the 1954 Brown decision, African Americans in 
Durham won a landmark lawsuit for the equalization of school funding. Eddie Davis will lead a 
discussion on the 1951 Blue v. Durham federal court case. A panel of the original plaintiffs will 
provide background for the 60th anniversary commemoration of this historic case. 



Becoming: Photographs from the Wedge Co~÷ction 
On view through January 8, 2012 
Location: Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University 
Cost: Fee applies 

The Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University presents an exhibition featuring more than 100 original 
photographic portraits of people of color. "Becoming" is a series of portraits taken over the past 100 
years by more than 60 global artists. In some portraits, the subjects have little or no control over the 
way they are depicted; in others, the subjects become increasingly involved with the photographer. All 
of the artists reject a common tendency to view black communities in terms of conflict or stereotype. 
For information click here 

Museum of Life and Science I 433 W. Murray Avenue I Durham, NC 27704 I United States 
Manaqe preferences I Forward to a friend 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30144862 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30144862-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:50 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiMhm] FW: Transportation Forum - Today at 11:30 a.m. - Union Rm 3206 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 20:t:t 9:34 AM 
Subject: Transportation Forum - Today at i:t:30 a.m. - Union Rm 3206 
Parkin~ Coordinators, please distribute this information: 
Don’t forget our Unive~i~l Transportation Forum. The Hospital had thei~ last Monday. 

Have a question about biking or walking on campus? Do you have suggefftions about a bus route? Come share them with local and region transportation decision 

makers. It kicks off ruth opening reread:ks at 11:30 a.m. sharp and lasers until 1:00 p.m. Come to the Carolina Union - Room 3206 A & B. 
Snacks will be provided. We will be rm"fling offa $20 Carolina Brewe~ gift certificate and a $15 ITunes gift card. To double your odds of winning, print out and till out 

the tbnn ficom our Facebook page at UNC Commuter Alternative Program (or Twitter @JNCCAPPROGRAM) and bring it with you. Like or Follow us if you 

haven’t already. 

7 7rank yo u, 

The Deparlmem of Public Sq~bO, 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice(F~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afi’iat:am&o 30144877 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-30144877-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(eblistserv.uac.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 11:01 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] Talk on Race in Cuba this Wednesday 

Miguel Barnet speaking at UNC The Issue of Race in Cuban Society Today, October 26 at 6:00pro, Global 
Education Center, Auditorium 
Renowned ethnologist, editor, narrator, poet and promoter of Cuban culture Ivliguel Barnet will discuss contemporary issues of race in Cnban society. Barnet is a 

tbunding member of the Academy of Sciences in Cuba. In 1966, he publishedBiograJia de ut~ Cirnarrbn (Biography ofa Cimarr6n), capturing the testimony of 

tbrmer slave, fugitive and soldier in the Cuban War of Independence Esteban Montejo. Barnet is credited as fl~e originator of the tradition of le.s’timonio (testimonial) 

tiction in Latin America. Biografia de un Cimarrbn boasts more than 60 editions in multiple languages. 

Barnet is president of the Unidn de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba and the Fundacidn Fernando Ortiz. He also collaborates with the UNESCO Ruta de Esclavo/Slave 

Routes, aaa educational program aimed at improving access to and safeguarding original documents related to slave~ and the slave trade. His accomplishments also 

include screenwriting for such faa~ous Cuban fihns as Gallego, La Bella del Alhambra (l~he Beauty of Alhambra) and Canci6n de Rachel (Rachel’s Song), all 

based on his novels. La Bella del Alhambra was honored mmay times including with Spain’s Goya Award. It is available for viewing thiough the Consortium in Latin 
American a~d Caribbean Studies Film Lib~y (http:/iisa.unc.edu/film-librmO. 

Miguel Bamet has been honored widely in Cuba and abroad including Distinction for National Cnlture, La Giraldilla de la Habana, National Prize of Literature in 1994 

and in 2002, the International Book Fair. 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http: //www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

You a~e currently subscribed to ati-ial?am as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati-iafam&o 30144972 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30144972-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Monday, Nov. 14 

I’ll be there, Eunice. Thanks for the invitation. Looking for~vard to her visit. Let me know if there is anything I can do to help with the planning 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On Oct 23, 2011, at 9:06 P*{, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> 

> 

> Dear David and Lydia, 
> 

> I was asked by the African Studies (;enter to invite a few colleagues for lunch with Tamale on Monday, Nov. 14. rlhe lunch will be at the Carolina Irm between 11.30am-1.30am Arturo and 
Mark and most likely 2 other colleagues will be there. 
> 

> Kindly let me know if you can join us so that I can make the necessary arrangements. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 



FedE× Global Education Center 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL;L 

TALK 
5:30PM 
Thursday October 27 
Room 1005 

WO S OP 
:9:00AM tO 2:00PM 
Friday October 28 
Room 3009 
Lunch Provided 

0 RGANJZ: E D BY 
Latin American Political Imaginari 
& the ISA Graduate Forum 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Riefkolfl Muniz, Beatriz S <riefkolfl@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 11:31 AM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; ba-ltam@list~rv.unc.edu 

Clarification: Bamet to speaJ~ on Wed Oct 26 

Barnet will speak on Wednesday, Oct. 26. The title of his talk is: The Issue of Race in Cuban Society Today. 

The talk will be in English. 

Miguel Barnet speaking at UNC The Issue of Race in Cuban Society Today, Wednesday, October 26 at 6:00pm, 

Global Education Center, Auditorium 

Renowned ethnologist, editor, narrator, Ix~et and promoter of Cuban culture Miguel Barnet will discnss contemporaly issues of race in Cuban society. Barnet is a 

founding member of the Academy of Sciences in Cuba. In 1966, he published Biografia de un Cimarr6n (Biography ofa Cimarrbn), capturing the testimony of 

former slave, thgitive and soldier in the Cuban War of Independence Esteban Montejo. Bamet is credited as the originator of the tradition of teslimonio (testimonial) 

fiction in Latin America. Biogr,(ia de un Cimarr()n [x~asts more than 60 editions in multiple languages. 

Barnet is president of the Unidn de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba and the Fundaci6n Femando Ortiz. He also collaborates ruth the UNESCO Ruta de Esclavo/Slave 

Route~ an educationdl program aimed at improving access to and safeguaxding original documents related to slavery and the slave trade. His accomplishinents also 

inclu& screenwn~ting for such fmnous Cuba~l films as Gallego, La Bella del Alhambra (lhe Beaztty of Alhambr~0 and Canci6t, de Rachel (Rachel’s Sot~q), a]l 

based on his novels. La Bella del Alhmnbm was honored many times including with Spain’s Goya AwaM It is available for viewing through the Consortium in Latin 
American and Caribbean Studies Fihn Library. (http:/iisaa~nc.eduifihn-lib~). 

Miguel Bamct has been honored widely in Cnba and abroad including Distinction for National Culture, La Giraldilla de la Habmaa, National Prize of Literature in 1994 

and in 2002, the Internationa] Book Fa~r. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

F~velyne Huber <ehuber~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 12:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Afri600 and 1NTS560 

Dear Eunice, 
Thales for letting me know. I appreciate it. 
Best wishes, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Uinversity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC~ 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 

On 10/24/2011 12:19 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> 

> Dear Evelyne. 
> 

> 

> As indicated in the regulations pertaining to :final exams, I write to kindly let you know that ! will be giving a 3 hour (timed-on Blackboard) take-home 12)r the two above-400 level seminars 
that ! am teaching this semester The exams will be due on the scheduled exam date: Afri600, Dec. 15 and INTS560 Dec. 13. I am copying An@ to this email J[~r his record 
> 

> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edw> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 1:48 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Un purgalx~rio en busca de antor en Babelia (El Pais) 

Un purgatorio en buses de autor 

,{C6mo eoexistimos en el mismo pats, eu el mismo planets, induso en Ia misma habitaei6n, con alguien que nos ba provo(~ado uu daiho irreparable? dC6mo 
recbazar la tentad&a amarga y dulee de la vel~ganza si el eausante de ese &~lor se desliza a unos pasos de m~a posible retribuci61~? 

Son pregm~tas q~e pot pr{mera vez afl’m~t~ con ~wgencia en m i obra I~ muerte ~1 [a do~,~dh~, escrita en 1990, a principios de ]a t~:al~sici&~ a ]a demoeracia en (7!bile 
y qae preferi dejar ahie~tas eomo una tmri&~ en esa oeasidn. 

Si no ofreel aria clara resoluci6n a esas interrogantes se debi6 a qae no ten~a enb)nees, eomo tampoeo la kengo ahora, nna r~spuesta definitiva al dilema de e6mo 
romper el delo de la violenda, e6mo evitamos imitar al enemigo, evitamos eoavertirnos en el esp~jo de nuestro enemigo. Segul, no obstante, sondeando la 
realidad hist6riea y esend~ifiando mi propio eoraz6n pars ver si sobreven~a alguna iluminaci6m 

Hasta que, de pronto, *m d~a fai visitado por nna imagen tan sfibita y terea que ft~e imposible desterrarla. Se tra~ba de an ~oinb~ y *ma mujer eneerrados en una 
sala austera, kal vez un hospital, o algo m~is a~errador. Ella quer*a eseapar y dl tenla la Ilave y estaba dispuesto a ayudarle, pero babla algo que ese hombw 
ocu]taba, y ella tambi~n, ella eseondla nna vk~lencia q~e al princip~o no qnerfa admifir. Y ambos hablan estado en esa pieza hace rancho fiempo, jugando a las 
escondidas. 

~;Y qui4nes eran? $6lo me constaba que venian desde culturas y pa~ses en conflieto. Y tambi~n que ese hombre y esa mujer se hab~an lasfimado eI uno a] otlx~ de 
una manera temible, y no iban a poder s~stl’ae~e de] H~is elos de aquel]a c~mmra sin llevar a cabo m~ viaje bada el propio interior, hacia el pasado comparfido. De 
a poe~-~, me di euenta de qne ese enfrentamiento terminN se llevaba a eab~-~ en el nff~s allfl donde ninguno de ellos iba a poder reenearnarse en algfin euerpo ft~tm~ 
m ~s acogedor sin h abet antes corn prendi d o la propia tra sgresi 6n, sin baber perdm~ a do ] a trasgresi6n del r~val. Y era ta mb~&~ i mpresci 1~ di b] e, pot ra zon es 
dramkfieas y easi metafisieas, que esta perpetua esearamnza se dicta sin qne eada uno de ellos eonociera Ia idenfidad, pmsonal y mifiea y geogr;~tiea, de la persona 
eontrm~a, sin saber que ese eontt{ncank" era, en realidad, su ankeNor adversa,{o y amante. Quise, entonees, que ambos petson~ies, atrapados en un fiempo que se 
torcia eotw-~ nna dnta de Moebius, se interrogaran y simult(meamente tuvieran que sana~se, que nn*-~ fuera el terapeu~ pars la Iiberaeidn de la *-~tra (o el artifice de 
su eondena), que los dos se transfiguraran en edneidenkes guardianes deI Cielo y del Infierno. 

Lo que me in~gaba aeerea de es~s reg~as que impuse a mis protagonistas era que me permitian superar el reino inmediatamente politico y eonfingente de L~ 
musette 9 h~ donedla y otras obras mlas. En vez de agentes del Ea~ado inflingiendo s~s pesadillas a hombres y m~eres ~nocentes y dista~tes, pretendi que los dos 
miembros de la pareja de ese Ih~r~]agorio, se rdacionaran de una manera intima y familiar. ,{Qu6 es lo peor que una m~jer le puede haeer al padre de sus bijos? dY 
Io peor que m~ marido le puede baeer a su m~jer eual~do ella est5 a la deriva, damando pot a]guna ayuda? ~Es poaible ]a redenci6n y la miaer~eordia en tales 
cir~unstaneias? Quise asegurarme que, cogidos en ese vfneulo pfivado y daustrof6bieo, ellos no pudiesen desvaneeer su propia responsabilidad adjuNeando la 
culpa a un Oobierno o a la bisto~ha o a la MNdad, que hwieaen que habitar el~ el pals;@ ~ficamel~te tmq)k~ donde residen y aman y ae pdean ]a mayo~qa de 
parejas. PoNue euando se viola el dereeho de alguien, siempre se krata de an set humano eonereto que pe~i_~e~ra en la earne de otto set tmmano algo inexensable, 
es abl, e~ d arte o en la v~da, q~e la ineq~idad comienza y se verifica, en~:e dos personas, ih?e~te a h’ente, a veees ears a cars. 

La polltica, por cierto, termin~5 intro&mi&~dose en los sdtalms y desvalms de .r;~*r~I~xtorio. ~qvimos en una @oca de toledo y mentJras y desconfianza, cual~do lmda 
podria set mhs perentorio qne preguntamos ed, mo reae~’iona~{amos ante aria devastaeidn monstruosa de nnestra e~s[em’ia, nada mhs imperativo que la 
necesidad de comprender lo fheil que es para la victims volverse fingel exterminador, nada mils difieil que encontrar justieia y verdad en un mundo lleno de 
ince~±idaml)re y reeelo, nada r, ff~s urgente qne desnadarnos basts que nos duels. 

Es ul~ acto de desabrigo y pm’gad61~ y tanteo qne espero que, jm~to a mis protagonistas, jnnto conmigo y con los actores y d director de P~rgatorio, termine 
llevando a cabo eada miembro deI phblieo que scuds al Teatro Espag4. Durante una ~ora y media los invito a que se eneierren, como lo biee yo, en eI mi~s aI15 de 
sl mismos adonde, despojados de toda defbnsa y toda mhscara, se pregunten c6mo puede m~estra especie escapar del dclo persistente de odio y recfiminaddn en 
el que nos deba’dmos y naufragamos desde haee demasiado [iempo. 

(e~ EDICIONES EL PAiS S.h. - M~.De~ 71::~.:~ 40 - 280;i," Madrid [Espaffal - ~. 5 ~ 33? ~;200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 2:41 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Heels in the Field: A Global Health Discussion Series 

The curriculum in Global Studies and the UNC Institute for Global Health & Infectious 

Diseases is pleased to present 

Heels in the Field: A Global Health Discussion Series 

This fall, discover the programs and opportunities 
available in global health with leaders in the field 

who will discuss the global reach of their research 

at UNC. The semester’s series will tackle issues in: 
maternal and child health, HIV prevention 

interventions, and global injury prevention. Learn 
how together we can make a difference to the well 

being of communities around the world. 

"HIV- Prevention Intervention" with Dr. Audrey Pettifor 
Friday, October 28th I 12:00 Noon- 1:00 PM I Room 2008-2010, FedExGIobal 

Education Center 

Dr. Audrey Pettifor, MPH, PhD, will discuss HIV prevention interventions in southern 

Africa. 

Audrey Pettifor an Assistant Professor in the Department of 

Epidemiology at UNC. She has conducted HIV prevention research 

in South Africa since 1996, with a particular focus on social and 

behavioral factors. Since joining UNC in 2005, she has expanded 

her research to other sub-Saharan countries, including the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo, Madagascar and Malawi. Her 

research concentrates on HIV prevention in young women, but she 

has also studied HIV prevention interventions for couples, positive 

preventions and acute HIV infection in the region. She brings to the series insight into new 

approaches to control the spread of HIV and AIDS. 

Light snacks and drinks will be provided. Please RSVP to laram@email.unc.edu 



"Global Injury Prevention" with Dr. Andres Vilaveces 
Friday, November 11th I 12:00 Noon- 1:00 PM I Room 3024, FedExGIobal Education 

Center 

The final speaker this semester, Dr. Andres Villaveces, MPH, PhD, 

will discuss the role of environment in injury prevention. 

Andres Villaveces is a Research Assistant Professor in the 

Department of Epidemiology at UNC, co-leader of the UNC Injury 

Epidemiology Program and faculty member of t he Biostatistical 

Core Unit at the UNC Injury Prevention Research Center. His 

research focuses on injury and violence, and the characteristics of 

the built environment in relation to injuries among pedestrians. Villaveces studies global 

injury prevention activities and the history of injury prevention and control. He graduated 

from the University of Washington’s School of Public Health with a PhD in Epidemiology. 

Light snacks and drinks will be provided. Please RSVP to laram@email.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30146994 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30146994-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 4:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Antomatic reply: Upcoming exam - ImpoI’m~t 

I am out of the office and will return Tuesday Oct 25. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 7:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Reading.. 

You bet, send it -Reg 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 7:42 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Reading. 

Reg, 

Can you read something (veW short) for me before I send it offto the curriculum committee? 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edu:, 
Tuesday, October 25,2011 2:13 PM 

good overview 

This article has a good re-cap of recent issues, and does not 
overly-emphasize the department. I’m not finding lists of independent 
studies courses online, though B 

htt~//wwwnews~bserver.c~m~2~11/1~/23/15%2~5/davis-unc-aimed-hi~h-but-scanda1.htm1#st~W~in~ misearch 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Ailcican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-.~rnerican Studies 
Alicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

F~velyne Huber <ehuber~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 6:12 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[coret~c3287] Tomorrow 

AFAM Sr Lecturer Procedures DO Approved 9-10.docx; Revised IndependentStadyForm October2011 .docx 

Dear Colleagues, 
This is a reminder about our meeting tomorro~v at 11 am 
The agenda is the following: 
(1) Dean Brown from the Office of the Dean of Students ~vill tell us 
about the sel~ices offered by his Office, and we have the chance to ask 
questions. 
(2) Contract for Independent Studies: Policy to be approved by the 
facul~ (document attached). 
(3) Policy for Promotion to Senior Lecturer (point of information, 
document attached) 
See you then, 
F.velyne 

F.velyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Pohtical Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 

-- You are currendy subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 30157310 or send a blank email to leave-30157310- 
43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293fdd75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu. 



Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Procedures Governing the Promotion of a Lecturer to Senior Lecturer 
June 28, 2010 
September 2010 -Approved by Dean’s Office with endorsement of College Committee on 

Promotion to Senior Lecturer 

Eligibility for Senior Lecturer 

A lecturer is eligible for recommendation for promotion to senior lecturer on the following bases: 

The candidate must have a minimum of six consecutive years’ full-time (i.e~, I FTE) 
service as a lecturer in the same College department, or, if the candidate is from another 
institution, six consecutive years of full-time (1 FTE) service as a lecturer or faculty 
equivalent. 

The candidate must provide demonstrable evidence of extraordinary teaching and service 
to the appointing department, beyond that which is expected of a lecturer, in accordance 
with standards of extraordinary teaching and service defined by the unit in which the 
candidate is appointed. 

In the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, evidence of extraordinary teaching 
may include: a university teaching award, consistent teaching evaluations in the top 10% of the 
department, regular service on undergraduate honors theses committees, exceptionally high peer 
teaching reviews, success in writing and/or administering grants that improve teaching in a unit, 
development and teaching of First Year Seminars, administrative oversight and training of 
teaching assistants and/or other fixed-term faculty in a unit. 

In the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, evidence of extraordinary service may 
include: a university service award, service as departmental undergraduate advising coordinator, 
service as Associate Chair, service on the UNC Faculty Council and/or its subcommittees, 
service on university committees (such as Teaching Award Committee, Staff Award Committee, 
university search committees), chairing unit committees or task forces, membership on the 
advisory board of a professional journal, active participation in national and international 
professional meetings, invitations for speaking engagements at other institutions of higher 
learning, service through Carolina Speakers Bureau. 

Procedure for review of candidates for senior lecturer in the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies 

Only a lecturer who has completed a minimum of six consecutive years of full-time (1 FTE) 
service in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies is eligible to be considered for 
promotion to senior lecturer. 

A candidate eligible for promotion to senior lecturer in the Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies will be reviewed by a unit committee appointed by the Chair. This review 
committee will be composed of at least three tenured faculty members and at least one senior 
lecturer, provided one or more senior lecturers are part of the departmental faculty. If the 
departmental faculty contains no senior lecturers, a senior lecturer from another department may 



{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 

be included on a review committee, with the approval of the Dean’s office. This committee is 
responsible for reviewing any eligible candidate’s dossier and submitting a report on each 
candidate under consideration. 

To be reviewed by the department’s review committee, eligible candidates for senior lecturer 
must submit a dossier containing the following: 

1. the candidate’s current curriculum vitae; 
2. the candidate’s statement of teaching and service; 
3. documentation of the candidate’s teaching and service activities; 
4. annual summaries of teaching, annual summaries of student evaluations, and periodic peer 

teaching evaluations. 
5. evidence of extraordinary teaching and service. 
6. the names of two individuals (from UNC or external) who may serve as referees as to the 

candidate’s qualifications for the rank of senior lecturer. 
7. additional materials, such as observations of classroom teaching, student recommendations, 

nominations for teaching awards, grant applications, and other materials relevant to the case. 

Upon receipt of a complete dossier, the Chair will solicit letters from two referees, one from a 
list provided by the candidate and one from a list developed by the Chair, as to the candidate’s 
qualifications for promotion to the rank of senior lecturer. Upon receipt of the two letters, the 
Chair will include them in the candidate’ s dossier. 

After reviewing each dossier, the departmental review committee will submit to the Chair a 
report concerning each candidate for promotion to senior lecturer. The Chair will make this 
report available to the assembled eligible faculty of the department, whom the Chair will consult 
in a manner analogous to the process whereby the unit Chair consults the unit’s faculty on the 
promotion of faculty members on the tenure track. This consultation will result in a vote of the 
eligible faculty of the department, recorded by rank, on each case for promotion to senior 
lecturer. To ensure confidentiality, reports of the faculty vote, other than the report submitted to 
the Dean, will include only the total vote of the eligible faculty. 

All tenured and tenure track faculty as well as senior lecturers in the department of African and 
Afro-American Studies are eligible to vote on the promotion to senior lecturer. 

The Chair of the department may decide to accept or reject the advice given by the eligible 
faculty. In either case, the candidate’s complete dossier must be forwarded to the Dean with a 
letter from the Chair either recommending or denying promotion. Besides reporting the vote of 
the faculty, the Chair’s letter should highlight factors concerning teaching and service that most 
influenced the recommendation. Regardless of the Chair’s recommendation, the Chair must 
communicate that decision in writing to the candidate. 

The dossier for the candidate forwarded to the Dean will contain the following: 

1. the chair’s letter, noting the review committee’s role and vote, and the vote of the eligible 
faculty, recorded by rank; 



{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 

2. the report of the unit review committee on the candidate; 
3. the candidate’s current curriculum vitae; 
4. the candidate’s statement of teaching and service; 
5. documentation of the candidate’s teaching and service activities; 
6. annual teaching summaries and summaries of student evaluations; 
7. a minimum of two letters from referees (UNC or external) that address the candidate’s 

qualifications for the rank of senior lecturer. 



CONTRACT FOR INDEPEDENT STUDY COURSES 

REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES 

Independent Study courses are intended to provide undergraduate African and Afro-American Studies majors 

with an opportunity to engage in a research project that entails a workload that meets or exceeds that of a 

regular 3-credit course. Approval for Independent Study courses will only be considered in exceptional 

circumstances. Such courses must focus on a theme or topic that is not currently covered in an existing 

undergraduate course, be it inside or outside the department. 

1. Students and their prospective faculty advisors are required to sign a contract before a student will 

be permitted to register in an Independent Study course in the Department. Further, the approval 

and signature of the Chair of the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee is also required. 

2. Faculty may supervise a maximum of two Independent Study courses per academic year. 

3. Student Requirements: Independent Studies are only open to junior- and senior-level African and 

Afro-American Studies majors. African and Afro-American Studies majors with a 3.00 and above GPA 

will be allowed to register in an independent study project 

4. Enrollment in an independent study project: 

During the semester prior to an Independent Study, each student must consult with their intended 

faculty advisor and develop a research proposal for the proposed Independent Study. It is the 

student’s responsibility to meet all required deadlines in order for his/her proposal for an 

Independent Study to be given serious consideration. 

In order to receive departmental approval for enrollment in an Independent Study course, a student 

must meet the following requirements: 

a. Submission of a Research Proposal: Students should submit a 2-page research proposal to 

his or her faculty advisor four weeks before the end of the semester preceding the semester 

during which an independent study will be done. Expected assignments and levels of effort 

should be developed in consultation with the faculty advisor and clearly outlined in the 

proposal. 

b. Review by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee: Faculty advisors should submit their 

students’ research proposals for review by the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee three 

weeks prior to end of the semester. Following the revie~v, the Committee will inform the 

faculty of the status of their students’ proposal. The status will be indicated along the 

following lines: Approved (without revisions); Approved with minor revisions; Declined. 

Only students whose proposals fall in the first two categories will be approved for 

registration. 

Registered students: During the semester that a student is registered, he or she will be required to 

meet with their Faculty advisor on a bi-weekly basis and maintain a log-of their research activities 

which they should submit to their advisor prior to each meeting for Departmental Records. 

Required assignments and workload for a 3-credit hour independent study project: 

In general, the following assignments will be required for Independent Studies. Modifications to 

these requirements must receive approval from the Chair of the Curriculum Committee. 

a. Preliminary annotated bibliography (journals, books, archives and other scholarly sources) 

- To be submitted within the first 4 weeks of the semester a student is registered. 

b. Detailed research paper outline by week 10 of a given semester. 



c. Bi-weekly research log - research activities and discussions with Faculty advisor. 

d. 25 page research paper the last day of the semester. 

7. Storage of Independent Study Projects: Copies of the graded Independent Study project will be stored 

in the department office for 3 years. 

Signature and date: 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Students 

Chair, Undergraduate Curriculum Committee 

Faculty Advisor 

Student 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 9:57 PM 

Department listserv <at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Thorp, Holden <bolden thorp@unc.edu>; Gil, KaJcen M <kgil@emaAl.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu-~; 

~£ria£am@list se rv. unc .edu 

RE: [~l’riafmn] Independent Stady Report 

Dear Jonathan, 
I will be out of town until Sat. I can meet with you Monday afternoon or Tuesday~ I really think several of us should meet with you since this is a public document that has 
implications for the entire department. At this point the department should know what is going on. We should not have to just "happen" to find information on the internet. How 
many of us will you agree to meet with? 
Margaret 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 201~. 9:29 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Co: Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Independent Study Report 

Dear Margaret, Since I received your email this morning, I have been looking into the circumstances surrounding the information provided to the media as a result of a public 
records request. This is not related to the College review. I have time available tomorrow morning between 9am and :t:t:45am and would be more than willing to meet with 
you to discuss what I know. Please call 962-:t:t65 and advise what would be a convenient time for us to meet. If the morning is not convenient, whoever answers the phone 
can set up another time for us to meet. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartlyn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 
International Programs, College of Arts & Sciences 

K.J. Recld’ord Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlvn@unc.edu Tel: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 20:t:t 8:03 PM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Co: Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen IVl; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Independent Study Report 

Dear Dean Hartlyn, 
While you are thinking about how to respond to me, I just want to say that I think we as a department have to restore our own integrity, especially since after a long 
investigation we have to find out in the N and O that you have published information that is not correct about our deppartment. I am requesting that you provide an official 
apology to us in the front page of the N and O and the Daily Tar Heel. If you don’t do this, I will personally inform both papers that your figures are not correct regarding our 
department. 
I promise you that we will do what is necessary to restore integrity to our department. 
Regards, 
Margaret C. Lee 

You a~e currently subscribed to afi’iafam as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edw’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30158132 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-30158132-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Please forgive me if you are receiving this a second time. 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 8:32 AM 

Department listserv <ati-ialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Thorp, Holden <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Gil, KaJcen M <kgil@emaAl.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu-~; 

~£ria£am@list se rv. unc .edu 

[afriat~n] l:W: Independent Study Repo(t 

From; Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 26, 20~I 8:~3 AM 
To; Department listserv 
C¢; Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject; RE:[afriafam] Independent Study Report 

Dear Jonathan, 
Perhaps I can make this a bit easier for you. It would be very presumptuous of me to assume a leadership role in the department that I have not been given by my peers. 
Therefore, I will not put myself in the position of meeting with you alone. If there are secrets to be kept, I will respect that. However, I will not be the lone keeper of those 
secrets. Thus if there are things to be said, please understand they should be said to all of us. 
That being the case, my major concern is with the document I discovered yesterday. I know there is incorrect information in the document about at least two of us. I’m sure 
my colleagues share my concern as to how the administration is distributing information to the wider public about us without first determining that the information is correct. I 
can’t possibly understand how the information about me has been so distorted given the amount of time I have spent with you going over each and every detail of my courses 
and independent studies. So I am sure I can speak for at least some of my colleagues in wondering what process you are using to collect, compile, and distribute information 
about the department. Perhaps the administration has forgotten that we are human beings and are highly affected by this investigation to the point that some people are not 
sleeping and!or are embarrassed to acknowledge in the community that we are faculty in this department. So when incorrect information is put out into the community this 
only makes our situation worse and we question your motives in this endeavor. Most of us are people of great integrity and would like for you to acknowledge this. One of the 
ways to do this is to make a public apology for the information that I uncovered yesterday. A meeting with a group of the faculty would also be in order to again explain the 
process of the investigation. 
Sincerely yours, 
Margaret 

From; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2011 9:29 PM 
To; Lee, Margaret Carol 
C¢; Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject; RE: Independent Study Report 

Dear Margaret, Since I received your email this morning, I have been looking into the circumstances surrounding the information provided to the media as a result of a public 
records request. This is not related to the College review. I have time available tomorrow morning between 9am and 11:45am and would be more than willing to meet with 
you to discuss what I know. Please call 962-i:t65 and advise what would be a convenient time for us to meet. If the morning is not convenient, whoever answers the phone 
can set up another time for us to meet. 

Sincerely, Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartlyn 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 
International Programs, College of Arts & Sciences 

K.J. Recldbrd Professor of Political Science 
205 South Buildmg, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill b,-C 27599-3100 USA 
Emafl: hartlj~n@unc.edu Tel: 919962-1165 Fax: 919962-2408 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent; Tuesday, October 25, 20:11 8:03 PM 
To; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Cc-" Thorp, Holden; Gil, Karen M; Huber, Evelyne H; afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject; Independent Study Report 

Dear Dean Hartlyn, 
While you are thinking about how to respond to me, I just want to say that I think we as a department have to restore our own integrity, especially since after a long 
investigation we have to find out in the N and O that you have published information that is not correct about our deppartment. I am requesting that you provide an official 
apology to us in the front page of the N and O and the Daily Tar Heel. If you don’t do this, I will personally inform both papers that your figures are not correct regarding our 
department. 
I promise you that we will do what is necessary to restore integrity to our department. 
Regards, 
Margaret C. Lee 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: leemc~email.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6t2e272c&~T&l afriafam&o 30160291 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30160291-32361602.0f47d9cb54cb465aee30529a6t2e272c@listserv.unc.edu 

You a~e currently subscribed to at~al?am as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I at?iafam&o 30160373 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emmA1 to leave-30160373-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 10:07 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Stone Center hosts professor and author Mark Auslander this Thursday at 
3:30pm 

Mark Auslander to discuss new book-- The Accidental 
Slaveowner: Revisting a Myth of Race and Finding an 
American Family 

Thursday at 3:30 pm, the Stone Center will host noted author and professor Mark Auslander as he discusses his 
new book, The Accidental Slaveowner: Revisiting a Myth of Race and Finding an American Family (University of 
Georgia Press, 2011). The discussion is part of the Stone Center’s Writer’s Discussion series and is co-hosted by the 
Bull’s Head Bookshop. The event is free and open to the public and will take place at the Bull’s Head 
Bookshop (207 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC). 

For over a century and a half, white and African American residents of Oxford, Georgia, the birthplace of Emory 
University, have told and retold stories of an enslaved woman known as "Kitty" and her owner, prominent Methodist 
Bishop James Osgood Andrew, the first president of Emory’s board of trustees. The Accidental Slaveowner explores 
the ways different communities understood the status of Kitty. The book revisits a long debated story of slavery, 
faith, and liberation in hopes of revealing its fascination and historical prominence across generations of both white 
and African American storytellers. 

Auslander, an Associate Professor of Anthropology and Museum Studies and Director of the Museum of Culture and 
Environment at Central Washington University, will be joined by UNC African/American Studies Professor Timothy 
McMillan. McMillan has spent time documenting and studying the lives of enslaved individuals at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Clarissa Goodlett 
Program and Public Communications Officer, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: 919.962.0395 F: 919.962.3725 

cgoodlet@email.u nc.edu soniahaynesstonectr.u nc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30161117 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30161117-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(~listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 11:56 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curst:acultyl~llow@liskserv.anc.edu> 

[cursfacultyfellows] FUNDING ALERT ~-~ DOT and FHA ] CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAl, EXCELLENCE 

O ooort unity: The Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st Centu~ provided direction and funding to the FHV~rA to advance environmental stewardship and 

environmental streamliNng. Investments in stremnlining and stewardship at both the national and state levels have fostered innovation and been efl~ctive in the leveraging 
of resources. Some axeas where signiiicant advances have been made include: 

¯ Re~axch and technology innovation such as scheduling sottware and GIS deployment; 
¯ Project development process improvements; 
¯ Access to collaborative problem solving training; 
¯ Stewardship demonstration projects in wetland protection and Initigation; and 
¯ Use of resource and pei:mitling agency liaisons to accelerate environmental reviews and improve predictabili~’. 

Past successes have indicated that environmental s~reanthning and environmenta] stewaxdship activities are instrumenta] in positively influencing transportation project 

deliveiy. FHWA’s primary pawners in the Federa] aid program are the State Departments of Transportation (DOTs). To facilitate inibnnation sha:ring technical 
assistance to the State DOTs, FHWA funded a Center for Environmental Excellence (the Center) at the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 

OlScia]s (AASHTO) in 2001. Since this time, FHWA has provided over $8 million dollars in environmental streamliNng and research funds to promote environmental 

stewardship and to encourage innovative ways to streamline the transpolCation delively process. 

Eligjbili~: Competition under this award is open to all interested parties. 

Award: $3,232,899 total progra~n funding. 

Deadline: November 14, 2011. 

If you are interested in submitting an application to this funding agency contact Dr. William Rohe at 962-3076 or _b_.r_o__h_~_(~_g_O_c_:_e_._d_ .u_. If you need more 

information contact Debra Hill at 843-9708 or dmhill(~email.nnc.edu. The Center will be glad to assist you in the prepa~ration of your proposal. 

Thankyou. 

® 

brohe(d,u, c.edu 



<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

curs~:acultKfellows as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@emafil.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <~a hre~"m~filto:leave-30162070-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listse~.unc.edu">leave-30162070- 

43127920.607d3960bfSd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu<,’a> 



FedE× Global Education Center 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HIL;L 

TALK 
5:30PM 
Thursday October 27 
Room 1005 

WO S OP 
:9:00AM tO 2:00PM 
Friday October 28 
Room 3009 
Lunch Provided 

0 RGANJZ: E D BY 
Latin American Political Imaginari 
& the ISA Graduate Forum 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Corps <thecorps@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 1:58 PM 

The Corps <thecorps@admissions.unc.edu> 

Carolina College Advising Corps - Classroom Engagment 

Description: 
cid:image003.jpg@0 lCC5B51.5CC95 
A00 

Greetings from the Carolina College Advising Corps! 

My name is Dont~ McGuire and I serve as the Asst. Program Coordinator for the Carolina College Advising Corps. The Advising Corps, a program based in UNC’s 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions, helps low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented students find their way to college. By hiring and placing recent U NC- 

Chapel Hill graduates as full-time advisers in high schools across North Carolina, the Corps helps students plan their college searches, complete admissions and 

financial-aid applications, and enroll at schools that will serve them well. We are proud of the great work UNC graduates are doing every day to make higher education 

a reality for North Carolina youth. 

We would like to partner with you and engage your students regarding our collective work (i.e. via classroom presentations). Particularly, we want to make seniors 

aware of the opportunity of post-graduation employment as a college adviser. In addition to receiving a salary, each college adviser receives health benefits and a 

$5,55o education award, for each year of service. 

We would only need 5-1o minutesto acknowledge program details and this year’s application information. If you are interested in providing us the opportunity to 

engage your students, please reply to th is email (d irectly), at your earliest conven ience. Considering our applications will close the first week of January, we would 

prefer to present during a Fall Semester class. 

Thank you for your time and we look forward to meeting you! 

Dont6 

T. Dont6 McGuire 

UNC Chapel Hill Undergraduate Admissions Office 

Assistant Program Coordinator, Carolina College Advising Corps 

(919) 962-1429 (office) 

(919) 962-3045 (fax) 

tdmcguire@unc.edu 

Description: 0~3 rolill~ 

~- o i k’.’,.’.: us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 2:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting 

Eunice, 

What about coming to 205 Saunders at 3pm before class on Monday? 

Best, 
John 

On 10/26/2011 2:19 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 3ohn, 

I would be very grateful if we could meet before 814 on Monday or before the end of this week. I need your counsel on an important matter. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debra Hill <dmhill@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 2:57 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mmling list <curstZacultyl~llow@liskserv.unc.edtr"~ 

[curst~ultyt~llows] ENRIQUE PENAI,OSA ] Special Film Viewing 

penalosa flier FINALREVISED.pdf 

http://talk.bikecarrboro.com!events/penalosa-carrboro 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

cursfacul ~tyfellows as: <a l~e~"mailto:eunice@emafil.unc.edu">eunice@e~nafil.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blanc <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto :leave - 30163612-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30163612- 

43127920.607d3960bfSd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a;, 



speakin~ on Power~ Politics~ & Ci~ies at 

the 2ozz International Transport Forum 

EN~I@UE PE~ALOSA, former HAYO~ OF 8OGO$A, Colombia 

and one of the woHd’s greatest urban thinkers, talks about CICLO~A$, 

parks, ~L~ T~AN$~O~TAT~ON, and ~08~LITY and ~QOITY 

how these can work TOGATN~ to P~O~OT~ AQUAL~TY and 

SUSTA~A~L~TY in a SOCieTY. 

For further information, contact Janet at ~gmail.com or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tm~ya Kinsella <tekinsel@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 2:59 PM 

UNC Languages Across the Cumculum Progrmn <lac@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

[lac] LAC Newsletter: October 2011 

October 2{tl I 

Table of Contents 

E~troll i~ a Spring 2012 LAC Cour~ 

Apply for a Spring 2012 LAC Teaching Position 
INTS 789: Teaching LAC 

Court, fence: F~xplofing Approaches to Culm~s and Languages Across 
the CmficNmn 

The following LAC sections will be offered in Spring 2012: 

ARABIC discussion section for: 

¯ HIST 276: The Modern Middle East (ASIA 276) 

FRENCH discussion sections for: 

¯ HIST 276: 1he Modern Middle East (ASIA 276) 
¯ POLI239:b~troductiontoEuropeanPolitics 

GERIVIAN discussion section for: 

¯ GERM 257: Society cmdCulture in Postwar Germaro~ 

(HIST/POLI/SOCI 257) 

SPANISH discussion sections for: 

¯ BUSI 617: Global:Ilarkeling 

¯ ENST 201: b~trochtction to Enviromnent andSociety 

¯ HIST 143: Latin America Since bMependence 

To enroll, email .l_~_c_(q~_%Lc_:_e___@_’: 

cutouts 

Back to Top 



Graduate students are needed to lead these Spring 
×i in.rumor 2012 LAC sections: 

FRENCH discussion ,section for POL1239: Introduction to 
European P olidcs 

GERMAN discussion section for GERM 257: Society and 
Culture in Postwar Ge,Tuany (HIST/POI ~I/SOCI 257) 

SPANISH discussion ~ction tbr HIST 143: LatinAmetqca Since 
Independence 

To qualify’ for a LAC teaching position, applicants should be native speakers or possess advanced proficiency in the target 
language, and demonstrate relevant college teaching experience. Graduate students with intmdisciplinaU interests are 
especially encouraged to apply. 

Preference will given to applicants who have attended a LAC pedagogy workshop and/or intend to pursue the Graduate 
Certificate in LAC Instruction. 

Applicants must be enrolled as a graduate student AND be emplqyed as a fidl-time teacldng assistant during the 
Spring 2012 semester. 

Application Deadline: Friday, November 4, 2011. 

<< Back to Top 

INTS 789: Teaching Languages Across the 
Curriculum 
Wednesdays 3:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Spring 2012 

This course focuses on the pedagogy and practice of teaching 
Languages Across the Curriculum (LAC) at the postsecondary 
level. Through course readings, visiting Skype speakem, 
collaborative work, 1NTS 789 provides graduate studems with 
the knowledge and skills required to teach LAC efl}ctively. We 
will examine the history and objectives of the LAC/CLAC 
movement, compare primary instmctionaJ models and methods, 
and explore adminisWative issues including program 
implementation, thnding, and assessment. Students will develop 
experience in syllabus design, materials ~lection, and strategies 
lbr t~cilitating classroom di~ussion. Required assignments 
include a research project and a teaching portfolio for use on 
the academic job market. 

Graduate and professionaJ students from any department ae 

welcome to enroll, 
1NTS 789 is required for students pm~uing the Graduate 

Certificate in LAC In~-action. 

For more information, email the course instructor Tawa 
Kinsella at ki~lla.,~unc.edu. 

Back to Top 



% clac logo 

Sixth Annual CLAC Conference: 
Exploring Approaches to Cultures and Languages 
Across the Curriculum 

March 9-10, 2012 

The Universi~ Hotel Minneapolis 

Minneapolis, MN 

The sixth annual conibrence on Cultures and Languages Across the Cumculum (CLAC) provides an opportunity for 

faculF, graduate instructors, and administrators to shaxe expertise in building and managing post-secondaw CLAC 

progralns. 

A specific focus of the 6th annual conibrence on Cultures and Languages Across the Curriculum roll be on presenting 

and discussing a variety of models and Ix~ints of focus for CLAC programs at the post-seconda~ level, bVe aim to 

engage seasoned CLAC practitioners, those in the process of implementing programs, and prospective CLAC program 

developers in a dialogue to share ideas and best practices in our evolving and unique field of education for global 

citizens. CLAC attendees generally come to the conference eager to learn more about how CLAC programs are 

implemented at other institutions. CLAC 2012 will provide an optx~rttmity tbr more extended discussions examining 

design and delivery ofa CLAC curriculum. 

Vi sit the conlbrence website for detaJ4 s: htlp:iiwww.carla, umn.edu,;conterences;clac, index.hlml 

November 16-17, 2011 

10:00 AM - 3:00 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center, 4th floor 

Take advantage of this easy one-stop shopping, on- 

campus opportunity to apply for or renew your U.S. 

passport’.! 

Otficials t~m the U.S. Depar~nem of State will be on 

hand tbr two day’s to accept passIx~rt applications 

(available at the event). Students, faculty, statt’and their 

thmilies are invited k~ attend. 

For more informalion, see 

<< Backto Top 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Scott <das133@columbia.edu:, 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Your paper - Tully cont~rence paper 

de~:r eunice i mn just getling around to attending to the ievisions of this paper! so forgive me for not responding e~xlier to your helpful mid encouraging lemarks. 

thanks very. much. 

best wishes, 

david 

On Dec 24, 2010, at 10:22 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear David, 

Greetings. 

Please find attached your paper pertaining to the Tully project. I enjoyed reading it and I have made very minor edits. 
I am busy working on my rethought paper and will sent it in January. Sorry for the delay. 

Kindly let me know that you received the piece when you have a moment. 

Wishing you a joyous and restful Holiday Season! 
Eunice. 

<Reviewed and Sent back - David Scott--paper.doc> 

David Scott 

Professor of Anthropology 

Editor, Small Axe 
w~,A^/smallaxe, net 

Department of Anthropology 

Columbia University 

1200 Amsterdam Avenue 

NewYork, NY 10027 

Tel: 212.854.4561 

Fax: 212854.7347 

Email: das133~,colu mbia.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 3:34 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] meeting November 14 aM proposals 

Dear Colleagues, 

As agreed at today’s meeting, we shall have our next faculty meeting on 
Monday, November 14, at 11 a.m., and Jonathan Hartlyn will come to that 
meeting to ans~ver the questions that were being raised today 
The other two agenda items ~vill be approval of the Policy on Independent 
Studies and discussion (if desired) of the Policy on Promotion to Senior 
Lecturer 

Let me also remind you of the opportunity to apply for research funds, 
as outlined in my previous email 

Best, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Pohtica[ Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 

-- You are cun-ently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 30163961 or send a blank email to leave-30163961- 
43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293fdd75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elspeth Wilman @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 6:22 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

WGELA International Internships Student Panel i Nov. 2 

Next Wednesday the Working Group for Environment in Latin America (WGELA) will be having a student panel featuring several students 
who interned in Latin America last summer. They’ll discuss their cultural experiences of interning in Latin America from the science and 
social science research side as well as policy. This will be a great chance to network and gain ideas for your own summer internships. It 
will also be an opportunity to share your own international experience& 

When: Wednesday, Nov. 2, 5pm to 6:30pm 

Where: LSRC A247 

Also, there will be free food! 

WGELA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 26, 2011 9:19 PM 

Library Media Resource Center <mrc@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fihn request 

tIeHo, 

Kindly reser~’e the following film for my INTS560 seminar: 

"Black Gold" 

Thursday, October 26, 2011. 

African and Afro-American Studies and 
Global Studies 

Thanks 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ Jonatha~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 7:35 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Music Department Advisory Committee (provisional through the end of this academic year) 

Eunice, Here is an example from the Department of Music, which has two divisions (academic and performance), and which combines elected and appointed 

members. 

B ~-_~st, Jot~al:har~ 

Jonathan Hartlvn 

The Un~vers~W of North Carol~a at Chape~ ~-~1 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

~:enneth J. 8eckford Professor of PolRicaJ Sdence 

205 South Bt~lding, CB 

Chapel ~-~i~ NC 27599-M00 USA 

O~ce: 919 962-116S Fax: 919 962-2408 

From: Ter~ Rhodes [mailto:rhodes@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 20~ 6:~ AN 
To: Jonathan Ha~lyn 
Subject: Nusic Department Adviso~ Comm~ee (provisional through the end d this academic yea0 

MUSIC DEP~TMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

To facilitate communication between the Chair and the faculty wMe encouraging communication among all members of the facully, to provide a forum for ensuring a 

voice for everyone in the Department, and to provide support and advice to the Chair in administering the department, m~ Advisory Committee will be tbm~ed as a part 

of the Music Department adminiCxative structure. The Advisory Committee roll meet on a regular basi~ to address a variety of depaCunental issues which ari~ during 

the yeax. This change in the depa~ment’s structure will be tried on a provisional basis for the next t~vo years. During that period, we may make adjustments, if that is 

deemed appropriate. 

In forming the Advisory Committee, the faculty, of each division (academic and perforuiance) roll elect one me~nber from its dMsion (in addition to having elected the 

Associate Chairs from each division), and the Chair, in consultation ruth the Associate Chairs, will then appoint three members, forming an eight- ~nember committee. 

These elections will serve as an advisory ballot to the Chair, as is the case with the election of Associate Chairs. The three appointed committee members roll be 

selected in such a way as to make certan the committee has appropriate representation of the creative and scholarly activities embraced by the Music Department, as 
well as a varieD- of tenured a~d untenured ranks. One fixed-tem~ faculty must be included on the committee. When a faculty member is on leave, an alternate roll be 

designated during the time of leave. Membership will be on a rotating, staggered basis, assuring smooth contim~i ,ty and the oppormnib, for all facully to be involved in 

the leadership of the Departanent. Election of members for the Advisory Council roll take place at the May full facul~, meeting. 

FYI: The Advisory Committee has been meeting monthly, on the last Wedne~tay of the month lbr one hour. (The full thculty meets on "the firs1 Wednesday of the 

month tbr an hour; the pedbrmance division meets on the second Wednesday of the month lbr an hour; the academic division meets on the third Wednesday of the 

month/br an hour. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitaker@uucc.edu> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 9:58 AM 

Atiican Politics Conference Group ~apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APCG events at ASA in Washington DC 

Flyer for APCG social at ASA November 18-2011 .pdf 

Dear APCG members: 
The African Studies Association Annual Meeting in Washington, DC, is just a few weeks away (November 17-19). As you put together your schedule, please plan to join us 
for the following African Politics Conference Group events: 
1) APCG Panels: Our ASA committee selected two excellent panels (though only one is listed as APCG-sponsored in the official program because the rules have changed). 
The first is Political Institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies (Thursday, 5:15-7:15 p.m.) and the second is Eroding Political Rights and Growing State Power in 
Sub-Saharan Africa (Saturday, 4:30-6:30 p.m.). Details for these panels are copied below. 
There also are many other panels of interest to scholars of African politics, especially those in three sub4heme ar~as chaired by APCG members: Human Rights and Legal 
Change (Sandra Joireman), Peace and Security (Ruth lyob), and Policy and Politics (John Harbeson). The panel titles under these sub-themes are included below. 
2) APCG Business Meeting: Our business meeting is scheduled for Thursday, November 17, from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. in the Johnson Room. Among the items on the agenda 
are the presentation of the APCG Best Book in 2010 Award and the APCG Best Article in 2010 Award. We also will be installing our new officers (vice chair and secretary) 
pending the results of the ongoing elections (remember to vote by Monday, October 31 !). Finally, with the help of APCG founder John Harbeson, we will be celebrating our 

organization’s 10th anniversary. 
3) APGG Social Event: Thanks to Carl LeVan and Peter Lewis, APCG is hosting a reception at a nearby art gallery on Friday November 18 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. (see 

attached flyer). This is an exciting opportunity to socialize with fellow APCG members while raising funds for famine relief, and promises to be one of APCG’s best social 
events yet! RSVP to the email provided in the flyer if you plan to attend the reception. 
Let me know if you have any questions, and I look forward to seeing you in Washington, DC! 
Beth Whitaker 
Chair, APCG 
Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. I Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte I Department of Political Science and Public Administration 
9201 University City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

Phone: 704-687-4527 I Fax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker~,uncc.edu 
AFRICAN POLITICS CONFERENCE GROUP PANELS 
(IV=10) Political institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies 
Thursday, 5:15-7:15 p.m. 
Chair: Beth Whitaker, University of North Carolina-Charlotte (bwhitaker@uncc.edu) 
David Leonard, University of Sussex (D.Leonard@ids.ac.uk), and Ferdinand Mugumo Mushi, Catholic University of the Congo (Kinshasa) ~hotmail.com), Social 
Contracts and Security in Conflict States: The Democratic Republic of Congo, Sierra Leone and Somalia 
Dorina Bekoe, U.S. Institute of Peace (dbekoe@usip.org), The Effectiveness and Implications of Powersharin~l A£Keements in Ending Electoral Violence 
Guy Grossman, Columbia University (gsg2102@columbia .edu), Do Leader Selection Rules Impact Accountability? Exploiting Exo~lenous Variation in the FomTation of 
Ugandan Farmer Associations 
Sita Zougouri, University of Ouagadougou (           ~gmail.com), Politicizin~l Identity as Groups" Strate~fies in Local Electoral Processes 
Discussant: Staffan Lindberg, University of Gothenburg and University of Florida (sil@ufl.edu) 
(Xl..8) Eroding Political Rights and Growing State Power in Sub-Saharan Africa: Six Contemporary Case Studies (Sponsored by the African Politics Conference 
Group) 
Saturday, 4:30-6:30 p.m. 
Chair: Robert Press, University of Southern Mississippi (bob.press@usm.edu) 

Robert Press, University of Southern Mississippi (bob.press@usm.edu) After ’14/inn#~g" the Stru~l~lle for Political Ri~lhts - Disillusionment and Apprehension among Activists: 
The Case of Kenya 
Maja Bovcon, Oxford University (maja .bovcon@politics.ox .ac.uk), Why Repeated Elections Don’t Always Lead to Better Democracy: The Case of Cdte d’lvoire and the Need 
for Stren~ler Institutions 
Parakh Hoon, Virginia Tech ..          ~gmail.com), Who Owns the Elephants? Recentralizin~l Natural Resource Governance in Sub-Sahara Africa 
Discussant: Larry Diamond, Stanford University (Idiamond@stanford.edu) 
OTHER PANELS OF INTEREST TO APCG MEMBERS 
13, Human Rights and Legal Change 
I-7 Human Rights in Local African Contexts 
111-8 The Impact of International Human Rights Law on Corruption, Companies, and Conflicts in Africa 
V-16 Strategic Nonviolent Action in Africa 
Vl-21 Disability, Critical Development and Human Rights in Ghana 
VIII-13 Historical Memory and Political Reform in Contemporary Kenya 
X-4 Struggles for Human Rights, Social Justice and Security 
X-18 Transitional Justice in Africa: Challenges, Contributions, and Paradoxes in Human Rights Accountability and Peacebuilding 
t4. Peace and Security 
11-14 Roundtable -- Cote d’lvoire Matters: Prospects of Peaceful Democratic Transitions in Black Africa 
111-8 International Human Rights Law and Corruption, Companies, and Conflicts in Africa 
111-27 Human Security, Participatory Development, and Sustainable Economic Development 
111-10 Transnational Crime Control in Africa: The War on Drugs, Anti4Vledia Piracy and the Combat Against Counterfeit Medicine 
Ill-11 The Eritrea-Ethiopia Border Conflict: History, Resolution and Impact in Regional Peace and Economic Cooperation 
111-12 Roundtable -- From Global Apartheid to Global Village: Africa and the UN 
IV-10 Political Institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies 
IV-ll Obama’s Noble Ancestors: Nobel Prize Laureates of African Descent 
V-15 Interstices of the Local/International: Conflict and Dialogue 
V-21 Assessing International Intervention in Contemporary Africa 
V1-18 Roundtable -- Common Challenges for a Diverse Region: The View from African Ambassadors 
Vl-23 The Nature and Implications of Political Compromises in Africa 
V11-15 Special Presentation: Perspectives on the Future of Southern Sudan 
V11-20 Roundtable -- African Independence: Structural Challenges to Peace in African State 
VIM 9 Roundtable -- Rethinking Counterterrorism in Trans Sahel: Development, Democratization and Capacity Building 
X-16 Citizenship and Conflict in C6te d’lvoire 

X-19 Politics of War and Peace (Part I) 
X-18 Transitional Justice in Africa: Challenges, Contributions, and Paradoxes in Human Rights Accountability and Peacebuilding 

N-10 Politics of War and Peace (Part II) 
N-11 Transboundary Challenges to Regional Peace and Security 



15. Policy and Politics 
I-9 Perspectives on Authoritarian Rule 1-10 Grassroots Politics in Disarray: Corruption, Clientelism and Violence 
I-11 Roundtable -- Reflections and Ruminations on the Horn of Africa: Round IV 
11-13 China into Africa: Exploring The Microfoundations of Emerging Public-Private Bargains 
I1-14 RoundtaNe -- Cote d’lvoire Matters: Prospects of Peaceful Democratic Transitions in Black Africa 
111-9 Roundtable -- Still an Empty Promise? Policy Challenges for the Niger Delta 
111-15 Economic Transitions: Presidents and Entrepreneurs 
111-18 Drugs In Africa: Use, Trade and Control of Legal and Illegal Intoxicants 
111-19 The Political Economy of Agricultural Reforms in Africa 
111-20 Perspectives on Federalism and Subnational Politics 
111-21 Citizens and the Difficulties of Building Democratic Institutions 
111-27 Human Security, Participatory Development, and Sustainable Economic Development 
IV-2 Ethnicity, Land, and the Challenge of Citizenship in Kenya 
IV-10 Political Institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies 
V-3 RoundtaNe -- Uganda’s 50 years of Independence: Trends, Tensions, Transformations 
V-18 African Politics 50 Years After Independence 

V-19 South Africa, the Anti-Apartheid Movement, and Post-Apartheid Politics 
V-20 Political Imaginaries of African Statebuilding 
V-26 Leadership and Governance in Lusophone Africa 
VI-8 Africa and Regional Power VI-9 The Political and Moral Economies of Contemporary --Land Grabbingll in Africa 
Vl-15 Effective States and State Effects: Co-Producing the Failed State in Africa (Part I) 
Vl-16 Democratic Transition, Governance and Challenges of the Postcolony 
Vl-17 Understanding Uganda’s 2011 Elections 
VI-19 Ethnicity and Politics in Kenya from the 1950s to the 21st Century 
VI-22 The Contested Process of State-Building 
VII-15 Special Presentation: Perspectives on the Future of Southern Sudan 
VII-16 Reflections on Development Assistance 
VII-17 The Political Logic of Governance Challenges in Africa’s Transitional Polities 
VII-18 Urban Neoliberalism in Africa and Impact on Contemporary Cities 
VIII-13 Historical Memory and Political Reform in Contemporary Kenya 
VIII-18 Building the Nation on Tanzania’s Border 1959-1975 
VIII-17 Roundtable -- Fifty Years of Political Mobilization in the Congo 
VIII-18 Stresses and Strains in New Democracy Politics 
VIII-20 Eftective States and State Effects: Co-Producing the Failed State in Africa (Part 
D(-15 Empowering Citizens and Addressing Poverty in Senegal: An African-Based Approach to Promote Democracy and Social Justice 
D(-16 Citizen-Representative Relationships in Africa’s Autocracies and Democracies 
D(-17 Institutionalizing Democratic Participation 
D(-18 The New Rwanda: Paradoxes of Politics and Policy 
I)(-10 Roundtable -- The Scholar between Thought and Action: In Honor of Professor Ali A. Mazrui (Part 
X-7 Roundtable -- Pro-Democracy Movements and the Legacy of--Pax-Africanall: in Honor of Professor Ali A. Mazrui (Part II) 
X-13 Sudan: Reformulating the State and Region 
X-14 Living --at Homell in --Sites of Developmentll: Reconsidering Resettlement and Staying in Place 
X-15 Roundtable -- North Africa’s Political Upheaval: Implications for the Continent 
X-16 Citizenship and Conflict in C6te d’lvoire 
X-20 Commanding Africa 
N-7 Resource Politics 
N-8 Eroding Political Rights and Growing State Power in Sub-Saharan Africa: Six Contemporary Case Studies 
X-17 The Politics of Public Goods Provision 
N-9 Real Governance in the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
)~-14 Roundtable -- African Asylum Petitions and Expert Testimony 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice~b~em~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https:/,lists.wisc.edtr/u?id=40299565.tl 8b558a010cd189c0tkt76e7dct0b22e&n=T&l=apcg&o=16888419 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-16888419-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e~)lists.wisc.edu 



African Politics Conference Group IAPCGI 
Social Event and Fundraiser for East African Famine Relief 

at the African Studies Association’s Annual Meeting 

Washington, D.C. 20~ 

Friday, November 18 from 6:30 to 8:30 pm 
at International Visions Gallery 
2629 Connecticut Avenue NW (around the corner from the Marriott) 
www.inter-visions.com 

Join APCG members for a viewing of art work by 

Nigerian artist, Stanley Osaheni Agbontaen, who 

studied at the Creative Art Academy (Benin City) and at 

the School of Art and Design at Auchi Polytechnic. 

Agbontaen’s work celebrates Nigeria’s resilient people 

and the beauty in their daily rituals, and the energy of 

its bustling urban centers and marketplaces. He will 

discuss the exhibit, "fA Celebration of Life," which is on 

display until January 7. 

The gallery is generously donating its space for this 

event, and the African Studies Program at Johns 

Hopkins University is generously providing appetizers. 

Oxfam’s Regional Policy Advisor for the Horn of Africa, 

Semhar Araia, will also be on hand to describe current 
famine relief efforts in East Africa. 

PLEASE RSVP TO ATTEND 
Send an email to ~hotmaiL¢om with "APCG reception" in the subject line 

You can pay your APCG membership dues ($10 in cash or check) at the door. 
We will also ask for a $20 (suggested donation) for Oxfam. 

APCG works within the African Studies Association and several other professional associations to promote the 

theoretical and empirical study of politics in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Fo r a dditio n a I i nfo rm atio n go to ~w~f~!g~Dp~Jj~!~g~p~oEg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 11:43 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Upcoming at Duke Performances: Special Otter: All Tickets to Schola Cantorum de VenezuelaNow $5 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Upeoming at Duke Performances: Special Offer: All Tickets to Schola Cantorum de Venezuela Now $5 

Date:Thu, 27 Oct 2011 14:10:39 +0000 

From:Duke Performauces <ken.mmble~)duke.edu> 

Schofa Cantorum de Venezuela 11/9 -- ALL Tickets now $5 

October 27, 2011 

Hello Friends of Duke Performances, 

On Wednesday, November g, at 8 pm Duke Performances is honored to present the acclaimed Latin Ame[ican chorue Schola (.’anto[um de Venezuela in Duke Chapel 

In an effort to bring out the biggest audience for this wonderful & important 40-voice ensemble, we’[e making a~l tickets to the concert available for only $5! 

It is our hope that this offer will give a broad range of the Triangle community an opportunity to experience world-class singing amidst the soaring Gothic architecture of Duke Chapel. 

Schola Cantorum is Latin America’s finest choir & one of the most in-demand vocal ensembles in the world The program for Nov 9 --Agua YFiesta --features music by composers 

from Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Spain, Cuba, Mexico, and the USA -- amongst them Eric Whitacre, Osvaldo Golijov, and Astor Piazzolla. Every Schola Cantorum concert is a vivid 

cultural and musical experience --the ensemble brings infectious passion to everything they sing. 

You can purchase your $5 tickets for Schola Cantorum de Venezuela by clicking "t~t~v.dukepe#o[mancee.or~, calling 9’19-.684.4444, or visiting the ~ryan Center I~ox Office (open M-F, 

11 a-6p) 

We look forward to seeing you at Schola Cantorum in the Duke Chapel. 

Get Tickets: 

by phone: 919-684-4444 
online: ~^tww.du keperformances.orq 

in person: University Box Office, Bryan Center, Duke West Campus 
at the door: One hour before show time. 

Check out Duke Performances on Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, Youtube, and Vimeo. 

thanks & best regards, 

Ken Rumble, Marketing Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ JonathaJ~ <hartlyn@unc 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 1:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Psychology 

Eunice, Psychology has an Advisory Committee which consists of 6 elected faculty members, two each from each of the ranks (Assistant, Associate and Full), on 

staggered terms. I know that English also has such a Committee, and VII try to get some details on that for you. Political Science, in turn, does not have a single such 

committee. 

I can certainly see the usefulness of continuing with some type of advisory or executive committee in African and Afro-American Studies, whether partially 

elected and partially appointed (in which case the Chair can be sure all key constituencies are represented), or completely elected. 

Here’s a memo from 2004 that Karen forwarded to me from when she was Chair of Psychology. Don Lysle (current chair) is out of town right now. 

Jonathan 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Faculty 

Department of Psychology 

FROM: Karen Gil, Chair 

DATE: J.July 2004 

RE:            Advisory Committee Re- Election 

I write regarding the membership of the Advisory Committee. As you may remember, on May 7, 2003 new procedures were put in place to elect a smaller 

Advisory Committee. The elected members were to consist of two Assistant Professors, two Associate Professors, and two Full Professors that would serve two- 

year terms. However, in the first election, half of the committee was designated to serve only a one-year term. 

Given the one-year terms are coming to an end and there are several members that will be on leave for the next academic year, I find it would be advantageous to 

have a new election. The same basic election structure would be used as described above; however, the terms would be staggered so that three members would 

serve 2-years terms and three members would serve 3-year terms. I would like to have everyone eligible for membership. If a faculty member is on leave, an 

alternate will be designated during the time of the leave. 

A list of candidates is included on the next page. Please send Dianne your six selections, two from each category, ranked 1st choice and 2nd choice. Please mark 

your alternate choice. Please provide your ballot to Dianne no later than Friday, 9 July 2004. 

If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact Dianne or me. 

Jonathan Hartlvn 

The University of Norl:h Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

5emor Associa~:e Dean [or 5ocia~ Sdences at~d 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 South BuHding~ CB 31GO 

Chapel ~-f~] NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 9~9 962-.2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 3:55 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 
20111027155341390.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 3:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.27.2011 15:53:41 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



’Keeping Them in TheirPlace’: 
the ambivalent relationship between 
development and migration in Africa 

OLIVER BAKEWELL 

In the past decade migration has risen to the top of the development agenda 
after being of marginal interest to development studies and deveIopment 
policy and practice for many years. Today the potential contribution of 
migration to development is being trumpeted by states---especially indus- " ii 
trialised states--multilateral organisations, non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs), wider civil society and academics. The old rhetoric of migrants’ 
remittances being used for ’conspicuous consumption’ is being supplanted by 
an analysis which highlights both the scale and the economic multiplier 
effects of the money sent home. Migrants who, having left their country, were. 
once seen as embodying the problem of the °brain drain’ are now being 
courted as agents of development.                                      .. 

The ongoing search for approaches to migration that simultaneousl 
maximise its benefits for areas of origin and destination and for the migrants 
themselves has generated a huge volume of new research, policy initiatives 
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and interventions, in which the relationship between migration and develop- 
ment is often portrayed as operating in a virtuous circle. This envisages the 
process of migration generating remittances and increases in human capital, 
which flow back to the countries of origin through financial transfers, trans- 
national linkages and return migration. This increases the level of develop- 
ment in sending regions, which in due course reduces the rate of emigration. 

What is missing from this analysis is any critique of the concept of 
development under consideration; questions are posed about how migration 
affects the process of development, without asking what development means. 
In this article, I argue that this is a critical flaw, as there is a persistent 
sedentary bias in much of the theory and practice of development, which 
makes it impossible to incorporate migration into the development agenda 
without fundamentally reassessing the cot~cept. In particular, I suggest that 
migration raises challenging questions about the nature of the good life, the 
focus on the nation-state and the inherent paternalism found in the current 
notions of development. 

The article focuses on the particular context of ’interventionist~ develop- 
ment approaches as they are commonly applied across the African continent. 
It starts by reflecting on the roots of the ’development project’ in Africa and 
shows how it has long been associated with the colonial concern about the 
control of mobility. This has been continued by development actors, who 
have consistently framed both internal and international migration as a 
problem to be addressed, with the widespread expectation that development 
progress will reduce inigration pressures. The recent enthusiasm for exploring 
the links between migration and development has not been accompanied by a 
significant change in development actors’ ambivalent views of migration; 
there remains an underlying assumption that development is about enabling 
peopie to stay at ’home’. It argues that these concepts of development fail to 
take account of people’s different development goals, struggle to cope with. 
transnationalism, which takes development beyond the borders of nation- 
states, and maintain echoes of cotonial paternalism. In conclusion, it calls for 
development to be reconceptualised for a mobile world. 

While the arguments of this article may have broader application, its scope 
is limited in three ways. First, the discussion is restricted to the concepts of 
development arising from the ’modernist ideology’ shared by the modernisa- 
tion, dependency and world-systems schools of thought in development 
studies. These hold to a fundamental beIief in the concept of progress. Such 
development ideas have been fundamentally questioned by ’post- 
development’ authors, such as Escobar, but,. while such literature has 
stimulated important and ongoing debates, it has had limited impact on the 
practice of development. ~ 

This is the second limitation of this article; it is coming from the pers- 
pective of interventionist development studies, which is concerned both with 
development as a vision for progressive change or idea of a desirable future 
state, and with how to bring about such change. It focuses on the ideas and 
world of development aid as a distinct area of practice, conducted by 
development organisations staffed by development professionals, and often 
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informed by academics engaged in development studies. This includes line 
ministries in developing countries, development departments in donor govern- 
ments, multilateral organisations (such as World Bank, United Nations 
Development Programme, African Development Bank) and civil society 
organisations, in particular national and international development NGOs. 

The significance of such development aid as a driver of change within 
developing countries may often be overstated, especiaIly by development 
actors. In many cases it may be of marginal importance compared with many 
other factors like politicaI reform, new private sector investments and 
technological advances. However, it still constitutes a significant portion of 
the national economy in many countries in the poorest regions of the world. 
In particular, in Africa official development aid represents over a quarter of 
GDt’ in 11 of the 53 countries across the continent.~ Sub-Saharan Africa is the 
only region of the world where official development assistance still Outweighs 
remittances and foreign direct investment. Hence, the third limitation of this 
paper is that it focuses primarily on interventionist development ideas as they 
are put into practice in At’rica. 

Colonial roots of development in Africa 

The origins of the notion o~" development as a distinct arena of social practice 
are commonly traced back to the middle of the 20th century with the 
establishment of the Bretton Woods institutions and a concern to ensure that 
newly independent states moved firmly into the capitalist global order. 
However, while this period may represent the beginning of the inst[tutiona- 
lisation of development practice, and of the field of development studies, the 
concept has much deeper roots.3 Cowen and Shenton argue that the notion 
of ’development’ emerged as an attempt to address the perceived chaos 
caused by the rapid technological, social and economic change of the 
industrial revolution in the 18th century. More °advanced’ societies were seen 
as having a responsibility.to introduce ideas of tolerance and rationality to 
replace primitive custom in order to create the conditions for development. 
Such arguments directly underpinned the colonial doctrine of ’trusteeship’, 
which aimed ’to create conditions under which education, choice, indivi- 
duality in a word development--might occur’,a 

Although these roots in colonial administration are seldom acknowledged 
by those engaged in development today, they were clearly carried across into 
postcolonial ideas of development as a ’professional’ practice. Many of the 
early development practitioners had transferred from colonial service and 
there were close parallels between ideas of trusteeship and the theories of 
modernisation which dominated development studies in the 1960s.5 While the 
theories and practice of development appear to have moved away from such 
blatant hangovers from the colonial past, many of these roots remain in 
place; in particular, the ongoing ambivalence, or at times hostility, towards 
human mobility that is outside the control of states. 

From the earliest days of widespread European incursions into Africa a 
major concern was to gain control over the movement of people in order to 
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direct it towards the aims of the invaders. This took its most brutal form in 
the transatlantic slave trade as the export of the people’s labour power 
was the primary interest. As the Europeans established their colonies and 
directed their attention to the massive exploitation of the mineral wealth and 
natural resources that lay within the continent, they faced the challenge of 
how to engage the labour of At’ricans in the colonial endeavour. This was 
achieved by various means, including the use of forced labour; the 
introduction of hut and poll taxes, the expropriation of the best land for 
settler agriculture, and the provision of services for wage labourers. Such 

¯ policies served to ensure Africans had to provide their labour for the mines, 
plantations and colonial administrations across the continent. 

Thus the functioning (and profitability) of the colonial state relied on the 
migration of labour. It needed large concentrations of populations to come 
together to provide the labour for mines, plantations and the coIonial 
administration. At the same time, with this mass movement of people there 
was great concern to ensure that such people did not settle permanently in 
these r~ew centres.6 kabourers were welcome but they should retain their link 
with their homelands and ideally, when they finished their contract or came 
to retirement, they would return ’home’ to make way for new labourers. 

While the colonial authorities established a labour system based on the 
continuous (circular) migration of Africans, they were also keen to encourage 
them to maintain their ’traditional’ way of life in the villages; to preserve the 
’homes’ to which labour migrants could return. In many areas this was 
assumed to be a largely sedentary existence based around stable vitlages in 
fixed locations populated by particular (static) ’tribes’. The c.olonial systems 
for the collection of taxes, the imposition of colonial law, and the provision 
of government services all relied on a good understanding of who was where. 
Mobility confused the picture: 

Colonial rulers were dismayed at the high mobility exhibited by villagers in 
Northern Province [of Zambiat and could not understand why people did not 
stay put in ’proper villages’. They were sure that such behaviour was not °tradi- 
tionaF but the result of recent pathology brought on by industrial development 
and the ’migrant labour system’. Small temporary villages, with people moving 
about in an undisciplined manner between them, they felt sure, were a sign of the 
’breakdown" of traditional institutions, a breakdown that government policy 

would have to check if *detribalization’ was to be avoided] 

As African states gained their independence in the second half of the 20th 
century, the control of urban growth remained an urgent policy concern. In 
South Africa the apartheid state implemented its racist pass laws in order to 
control permanent urban settlement and try to ensure the black African 
population remained in their ’homelands’. In other parts of the continent, while 
many of the newly independent states showed an urban bias in policies of 
industrialisation and modernisation in the cities, many aid programmes focused 

on the development of rural areas, which was seen as essential to enable peo1~le 
to stay in their vilIages rather than try their luck in the ever growing cities.~ 
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There were massive government investments in rural deveiopment 
programmes, agricultural extension, and rural infrastructure (such as roads, 
water supply, health facilities and schools). The generations of rural 
development initiatives supported by donors left a legacy of office 
compounds, broken down vehicles and reports in district centres across 
Africa, but did not bring the desired change in the rural economies or a 
reduction in rural emigration.9 

This is not to suggest that the control oF rural-urban migration was the only 
reason for such rural development policies. Conditions in many rural areas 
were appalling and increasing agricultural production, both to ensure the food 
supply to the growing cities and for export crops, was a critical issue. How- 
ever, throughout these development initiatives, whether they arise from states 
or NGOs, there has been an underlying sedentary bias and desire to control 
mobility.~° A common belief is that improved conditions in rural areas will 
reduce rural-urban migration and consequently reduce the growth of urban 
poverty. Based on this belief, many rural development interventions have been 
justified partially on the grounds that they will reduce urban migratiom~l 

What is remarkable about these attempts to control rural~rban migration 
through rural development and controls in urban areas is that they have been 
IargeIy futile. Development in areas of origin has usually been accompanied 
by increased migration. ~z Far from being an indicator of successful develop- 
ment, reverses in rural-urban migration have been associated with economic 
decline and the collapse of employment opportunities in urban areas.~3 

Migration moving to centre stage 

Therefore, from its earliest roots, development practice in Africa has 
commonly seen a reduction in migration as either an (implicit or explicit) aim 
of intervention or an indicator of a programme’s success. While many early 
anthropological studies explored the complex relationship between migration 
and change in rural and urban societies, the emerging field of development 
studies focused on the negative impact of out-migration on rural production, 
growing inequality, the use of" remittances for consumption rather than 
investment and growing pressure on embryonic urban structures. In general, 
within the development literature, migration has been framed as a problem: a 
response to crisis rather a ’normaF part of people’s lives.14 

The longstanding concerns about rural-urban migration are clearly 
mirrored in current debates about international migration from developing 
countries to industrialised states. International migration is widely seen to be 
driven by relative poverty and the lack of opportunity in developing coun- 
tries (push factors) and by a growing demand for labour in industrialised 
states (pull factors). In the same way that migration was seen as reducing 
productivity in rural areas, the disproportionate presence of highly educated 
and skilled people among migrants from Africa has provoked widespread 
concern about the impact of this ’brain drain’ on their countries of origin. 
While migrants’ remittances provide large flows of income to some 
developing countries, it has often been argued that their contribution to 
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development is limited because they are used for consumption and exacerbate 
inequality as they do not benefit the poorest households, who are not con- 
nected to migrant networks.IS Thus, analogous debates about the costs and 
benefits of migration have been rehearsed for movements from developing 
countries (the new ’villages’) to industrialised states (the new ’cities’). 

Such truths about migration and development have heId sway in much of 
the literature over many years, despite the weakness of the theoretical and 
empirical base of many of them. In 1998 Massey et al concluded in their 
review of migration theories: 

Because neither theory nor data have been up to the task of evaluating 
migration’s effects on economic development, and have Iargely asked and 

answered the wrong ~questions; we believe the prevailing view is unduly 
pessimistic and harsh. 

However, the picture has changed dramatically ia the past decade as the 
relationship between migration and development has moved to the centre 
stage of academic interest, policy and practice. This sI~ift is all the more 
striking when ot~e recalls that until very recently the subject of migration was 
often absent from mainstream development discourses. Eor example, neither 
migration nor migrants are mentioned in the Millennium Development 
Goals--except with respect to the spread of disease. 

A number of factors explain this renewed interest in migration and 
development. First, since the late 1990s international migration, in particular 
the increases in migration from the developing regions to the Western world, 
has frequently been portrayed as a global crisis demanding urgent attention. 
However, the scale of migration in proportion to the world’s population is 
not unprecedented.; there have been historical antecedents for much large 
movements of people in the last quarter of the 19th century.~ What has 
increased dramatically is the diversity of migrants and migrants~ destinations. 
Migrants are now concentrated in industrialised states (63%), a reverse from 
the 1960s, and since the 1990s net migration from Africa to wealthier regions 
of the globe has grown.~s The very visible forms of undocumented migration 
from Africa into Europe through people smuggling, trafficking and other 
illegal routes have helped to make immigration a major political priority in 
the EU. The pictures of young African men arriving on boats in the tourist 
destinations of the Mediterranean and Canary Islands give a popular 
impression of migration out of control, even though the numbers of people 
involved are relatively small. Such movements are seen to be driven by 
desperation and poverty, in other words by the failure of development, and 
they create a huge pressure to find solutions that stop such desperate 
measures.~9 The other side of the story is the need for labour within the EU, 
which cannot be met from its own population. While ever more stringent 
measures t9 stop illegal movement are devised, there is every incentive for 
people to come and for businesses to employ them.~° 

Second, the issue of migration was thrust into the foreground in 
mainstream development circles when the World Bank Global Development 
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Finance 2003 report drew attention to the massive growth in migrants’ 
remittances, which were dwarfing levels of official aid and foreign direct 
investment in many developing countries. According to the World Bank, 
migrants’ remittances sent to developing countries rose from US$85 billion in 
2000 to an estimated $199 billion in 2006.2a In 2002 Africa received $12 
billion in remittances, 15% of the global total. Two-thirds of this was sent to 
North Africa, in particular to Egypt and Morocco. In sub-Saharan Africa 
recorded remittances are rising more slowly than in other regions and are still 
considerably less than official development aid, but they still make a vital 
contribution to the balance of payments and, of course, to recipient 
households and communities. The developmentpotential of these funds has 
therefore become a subject of extreme interest.27 

Striking a more sceptical note, Kaput observed that the ’new development 
mantra’ of remittances is not simply the result of new research findings but 
also a reflection of changing ideologies and the failure of other development 
approaches. After half a century of development interventions there is still 
very limited progress. This is especially the case in Africa, which is frequently 
discussed in apocalyptic terms of worsening crisis, disaster and decline. 
Development as practised over the past 60 years has not delivered the hoped- 
for results. In other regions there is significant progress towards the 
MiIlennium Development Goals, but across Africa the prospects of achieving 
many of them remain very slim to vanishing, Remittances ’strike the rigb.t 
cognitive chords’ as they resonate with participatory approaches of self-help 
and because, as private flows, they do not need expensive (and corrupt) 
government bureaucracies to direct aid. ’Immigrants, rather than govern- 
ments, then become the biggest provider of "foreign aid’".~ 

Third, alongside this interest in remittances, there is also a growing recog- 
nition of the importance of transnational practices in shaping the relationship 
between migration and development. Migrants maintain links with the 
country of origin through a complex network of cultural, economic, social 
and political relations, which can now be sustained through new technologies 
(internet, mobile telephony) and cheaper travel.24 This regognition of the 
ongoing transnational linkages between migrants (and their descendants) and 
their countries of origin has spurred a growing interest in the role of these 
diasporas in development. Until recently the concept of ’diaspora’ was seen as 
the preserve o f cultural studies and appeared rarely in development studies (or 
African studies) literature, which maintained an ’ostrich-like detachment from 
issues of race artd diasporan concerns’.Z~ Today it is firmly established in the 
development lexicon and there is a rapidly expanding literature on the 
potential engagement of the diaspora in development processes.26 

Development actors and migration 

As a result of such factors, the links between migration and development 
have become a topic of immense importance across the world and generated 
a huge range of initiatives, for example those of UN High Level Dialogue on 
International Migration and Development in 2006 and the Global Forum on 
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Migration and Development in 2007. Despite these shifts in recent academic 
and policy debates, many actors engaged in development practice, such as 
African governments, international development NGOs and donors, have 
maintained at best an ambivalent, or more commonly a negative view of 
migration, if they consider the subject at all. Development practice still clings 
to its sedentary roots within fanny African governments, NGOs and many 
donors. 

The attitudes of African governments towards migration can be seen it~ the 
way in which they incorporate it into their development planning. In 2003 the 
Sussex Centre for Migration Research conducted a review of the Poverty 
Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs), which are developed in collaboration 
with s~ates, donors, the World Bank and civil society to lay out the 
framework for national development plans. It found that most PRSPs which 
mentioned migration did so in pejorative terms, Of the 22 African PRSPS 
included in the survey, only six had anything positive to say about migration: 
Cape Verde, Ethiopia, Mall, Niger, Rwanda al~d Senegal. In Nigeria 
migration has hardly figured as a policy concern and until recently no 
connection was made between international migration and development. 
There has been much more focus on internal rural-urban migration, which 
was considered to cause social dislocation and create urban unemployment. 
In Nigeria’s PRSP there is the warning that, if internal migration continues, 
’the rate of urban unemployment could become unmanageable. ~The 
implications for poverty--and crime, conflict, and the maintenance of 
democracy--are grave’. In Ethiopia, the PRSP suggests, perhaps unsurpris- 
ingly, that controlled migration, which occurs as part of the state policy of 
planned resettlement from lowlands to highlands can be beneficial; in 
contrast, spontaneous migration causes natural resource degradation.~7 

The negative rhetoric of ’mainstream’ international development NGOS is 
equally striking. For example, sifting through the websites of Oxfam 
international, ActionAid, Save the Children UK, Christian Aid and Concern 
Worldwide, the references to migration almost invariably cast it as the cause 
or symptom of multiple problems in developing regions, especially Africa. It 
is portrayed as: 

increasing labour demands on those left behind; 
making a negative impact on the crisis in agricultural production-- 
alongside the production of illicit crops; 
a desperate measure to avoid poverty; 
causing the spread of HIViAIDS; 
undermining traditional institutions; 
undermining health services,za 

Of course this is by no means representative of all development NGOs 
working across Africa but it illustrates the perspectives of some of the larger 
international organisations that have greater access to current research and 
policy debates than most African NGOs. Moreo~’er, the former are often 
acting as conduits for donor funds through partnership agreements with 
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national NGOs. As a result, they play a major role in shaping development 
practice, tt is hard to find any evidence of African development NGOs that 
depart significantly from this negative view of the relationship between 
migration and development. 

Many development donors appear to holdto the view that migration is a 

result of poverty, and that investment in development can serve the purpose 
of reducing the levels of out-migration from rural areas to cities or from 
developing regions .to industrialised states. For example, in Ethiopia the 
African Development Bank has given loans and grants to a total of $86 
million to the Ethiopian government to ’control what it sees as a massive 
explosion in rural to urban migration’.29 

In its review, The Global Approach to Migration One Year On: Towards a 
Comprehensive European Migration Policy, the European Commission makes 
its view of the link between migration and development quite explicit: 

Turning to the migration and development agenda, the prime Challenge [s to 
tackle the main push factors for migration: poverty and the lack of job 
opportunities. The EU must recognise that creating jobs in developing 
countries could significantly reduce migratory pressure from Africa, Migrants 
should be supported in contributing to the development of their countries of 
origin... Promoting investments in labour intensive sectors in regions with 
high outward migration will be an important priority.~° 

In contrast to such attitudes, the UK Department for International 
Development (DFID) has taken a lead in bringing migration as a positive 
factor into its development agenda. In March 2007 it published a poIicy paper, 
Moving out of Poverty--Making Migration Work Better for Poor Peap[e-- 
which sets out its strategy for future work on migration and development. It 
appears to place migration in the centre of development processes, stating that 
’DFID believes that actions to allow the movement of people deserve as much 
attention as the movement of capital, goods and services, to enable the 
benefits of globalisation to be sustained and shared equitably’. 

It highlights a range of policy priorities for DFID, incorporating migration 
issues into its work to ~maximise the benefits and minimise the risk of 
migration for poor people and developing countries’. These include 
~managing migration’ at natiot~al regional and international levels, creating 
opportunities for legal migration, improving migrants’ access to their human 
rights, facilitating the flow of remittances, and supporting positive diaspora 
activity and circular migration. The DFID document illustrates the growing 
concern among donors to bring about the win-win-win scenario, where 
migration is good for the country of origin, the country of destination and 
the migrants themselves.)~ 

Rethinking development in a mobile world 

Throughout this reappraisal of the links between migration and development 
the underlying model of sedentary development remains largely intact. 
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A win-win-win situation can be achieved by a virtuous circle, in which 
migration contributes to development through mechanisms such as 
remittances and increases in migrants’ skills. As the economic conditions in 
the country or region o1" origin improve, this reduces inequality between 
countries and provides new opportunities for people at ’home’. As a result, 
there is less incentive for people to leave their country and the flow of 
migrants will slow down. Indeed, as the conditions improve further, the flow 
ofmigration may be reversed as otd migrants return to their country of 
origin. This rests on the assumption that migrants will be able and keen ~o 
maintain links w~th their country of origin and at some stage return to it.32 

While it may be realistic to expect that improved economic conditions will 
change the pattern of migration and may even reduce the net outflow of 
people in the long term (for instance, drawing on the experience of Ireland, 
Italy and Portugal), many of the policy statements about migration suggest 
that investing in development is a means to reduce migration. They are 
phrased in terms that suggest sympathy for those who are forced to leave 
their homes on account of poverty to search for opportunity elsewhere. They 
use the technical language of migration management to ensure the legal 
movement of people under the control of states. 

The trouble with this virtuous circle is that it assumes that all the actors 
involved have a common view of the ~good’ ends to which the process leads 
them. It operates on the assumption that the normaI and desirable state for 
human beings is to be sedentary. However, all the evidence suggests that, as 
people get more opportnnities to move, they take them up in ever larger 
numbers. It is not the poorest of the poor who migrate--they cannot afford 
it--but it is those with lower-middle incomes. Mobility is a privilege of the 
relatively wealthy.33 This is not to suggest treat everyone would become a 
migrant given the chance--far from it. However, it is very likely that more 
people would move given the chance and, once they have moved, is it safe to 
assume they will want to return? 

Moreover, too often the programmes that aim to increase the contribution 
of migration to development are still focused on initiatives to improve the 
livelihoods of people at home, with the expectation that they will then stay in 
their place. For example, it is hard to see the difference between the 
International Organisation for Migration’s (IOM) Migration for Development 
[n Africa (MIDA) Guinea Women’s Project, which supports women’s micro- 
enterprise development with training provided by members of the Guinean 
diaspora, and many other similar projects using training from other sources.34 
Mobility is still excluded from the underlying model of development. 

In order to make sense of the complex interaction between migration and 
development, it is necessary to go further than analysing how far migration 
affects development as it is currently conceived. The contribution of migrants 
to existing development practices may be valuable (to the extent that existing 
development practice is valuable), but it is based on the ideal that everyone 
should be able to stay at ’home’ or go ~home’. It is impossible simply to bring 
migration into development~ without raising fundamental questions about 
the nature of development and how it is put into practice2 These include 
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asking about the conception of the good life in development goals; about the 
appropriateness of models of development based on the nation-state; and 
about the inherent paternalism of development practice. 

Different conceptions of good life 

The goals and objectives of development organisations can be characterised as 
being concerned with improving the quality of life of those wlao are living in 
appalling poverty. This necessarily entaits having a conception of what 
constitutes an improved quality of life; how do we know this good life when 
we see it? The work of development organisations is framed by a (usually 
implicit) conception of the good life to which people will (or should) aspire. 
Over the past 50 years development goals have evoIved from an early focus on 
improvements in income, to a broader analysis of poverty, livelihoods and 
more recently notions of’well-being’. This has been accompanied by a grow- 
ing concern within development organisations to understand the perspectives 
of the people with whom they work; to move away from ’blueprint’ planning 
and undertake ’bottom-up’ development, embracing notions of ’participa- 
tion’, ’empowerment’ and ’ownership’ of the development process. 

Most development initiatives are focused on geographical areas and aim to 
have an impact on the lives of people within the programme area--the 
nation, the region, the district, the city’ or the village. A ’successful’ 
development programme will help to create the conditions in that area in 
which people are able and willing to live and flourish. They will improve the 
quality of life to such an extent that people do not feel the desire to move 
away. Therefore, in general, a reduction in out-migration is taken to be an 
indicator of development success. A development programme operating in a 
particular area will be seen as a failure if there is a continued exodus of 
population from the area.3~ 

When it comes to migration there still appears to be a gulf between 
development organisations’ conception of the good life and that of many 
people with whom they work. While the former look to a future where people 
can achieve a better quality of life at ’home’, the latter may see improved 
quality of life re~ated to new opportunities, which may include moving and 
establishing a new ’home’ elsewhere. Such autonomy is an essential part of 
the notion of development-as-freedom put forward by Sen but it is not clear 
how it can be incorporated into the mainstream of development practice.~v 

Part of the problem may be the longstanding concern of development 
initiatives to preserve people’s ways of life as far as possible. This echoes the 
colonial interests in maintaining ’tradition’ and reflects static, essentialised 
notions of culture, at least with respect to place of residence.3~ For example, 
it is easy to assume that subsistence farmers want to make their way in 
agriculture rather than have aspirations to become traders in the cities. Of 
course, many farmers may want to maintain their rural livelihoods, but is it 
reasonable to assume that they (and future generations) wilI always hope for 
the same rural existence, especially as their horizons expand with improved 
education, communication and transport links, which expose them to 
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(and prepare them for) the possibilities of life in the city or overseas?39 The 
life of a subsistence farmer is tough and may offer few chances for 
improvement over the generations. If anything the prospects .are shrinking 
across Africa as it engages in the global economy and more people are likely 
to move off the land--and see it in their best interests to do so.4° SimilarIy, 
life in Asmara, for instance, may be hard and if you can take a chance to get 
to Italy to pick tomatoes, it will be difficult but you may see more chance of 
fuffilling your aspirations. Thus, such sedentary development initiatives may 
be aiming to maintain a way of life which a significant portion of their ’target 
groups’ may wish to abandon, given the chance. 

National models of development 

Apart from the sedentary assumptions underlying development goals and 
practices, the concept of development is spatially bound by its focus on 
’developing’ or ’underdeveloped’ states.4’ Throughout the development 
industry the nation-state is the primary unit of analysis for the assessment of 
leveIs of development. The broad concern of most development actors is to 
see the situation of people living in particular territories improve. If those 
people move outside the development sphere, say to Europe, to a large extent 
they are no longer interesting to development actors, except in as far as they 
maintain their links with people who remain in place. 

The fact that the individuals who migrate may increase their income many 
times over, be able to send their children to sehoot, have access to good 
healthcare and the other benefits of Western life (alongside.the many costs), 
counts for little in development terms. As Rimmer has put it: 

No matter how remunerative migration might be, it is tikeIy to be thought an 
unsatisfactory answer to the question of how Africa is to be developed. 
Individuals and their kin become better-off, but their places of origin remain 

backward or under-developed. But this percep~iort signifies only in the context 
of a world we divide into nations or states. In this context Sudan counts for 
more than the Sudanese, Nigeria for more than the.Nigerians, E~hiopia for 
more than the Ethiopians.4~ 

It is obvious why both donors and deve!oping states must be drawn into 
models of development bound by national borders. It is unsurprising that 
national NGOs in developing countries focus on their ow~ country. It is less 
clear why international development NGOs, which purport to care about 
global inequality and injustice, uniformly follow the same path. 

If we look at development within nation-states, assuming people have the 
resources and the freedom to move, we expect to find changing patterns of 
residence in response to changes in the economy, technology, the environ- 
ment, culture and many other factors. As economies have developed, there 
has been a general shift from rural areas to the cities and the proportion of 
the population engaged in agricultural production has gone down 
dramatically. Looking at the USA, the overall population has doubled since 
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the 1930s, but huge areas have seen high levels of out-migration and 
population decline in that period. The population of a contiguous area of 
Kansas and South Dakota larger than Ghana fell by 28% between 1930 and 
1990. If such large areas in the USA cannot hold their populations, despite 
the wealth available in the nation to support the rural infrastructure and 
rural livelihoods, it raises the question of whether there are similar areas 
across Africa which might be destined for such decline into ’ghost countries’. 
It is important to emphasise that this is not to suggest that the people are in 
decline but, given the option in the long term, they may vote for the country 
and a lifestyle with their feet to find ’better’ lives elsewhere. Development 
action to sustain some rural areas or even whole countries may be attempting 
to create artificial incentives to keep people in their place. In some cases it 
could perhaps be asked if investing such aid is wasteful when migration may 
be a more attractive and sustainable option for those people who have the 
opportunity to take it,43 

Pritchett suggests that, while the focus of development policy is on nation- 
states and nationa[ development, in some cases the easiest way of improving 
the living standards of peopte may be to allow them to move out of their 
country: 

to insist on the interests of nation-states to control their borders over all other 
considerations--including the well-being of human beings, who through no 
action or fault of their own are tra~ped in economically non-viable regions--is 
not a normatively attractive view."’ 

This view is echoed by Rimmer, who argues that the extent to which 
migration is allowed into advanced economies from Africa and other poor 
regions is ’an exacting test of how serious we are about reducing inequality in 
the world’. He suggests that most advocates of international aid fail this 
test.as Such ideas raise profound challenges for the development industry and 
its relationship with international migration, 

Paternalist paradigms 

The prevailing paternalism of development discourse is another major 
obstacle to development actors accepting the possibility that migration may 
be an important strategy for many people in poor countries to improve their 
qnality of life. Not only does this mean that development organisations often 
assume sedentary goals which may fail to match the interests of their ’target 
groups’ as noted above. It also means that they .fail to understand the ratio- 
nale for people’s mobility and tend to assume away the agency of migrants, 
especially poor migrants, casting them as victims who need assistance. 

It is easy to portray the migrants caught up in this global labour market as 
powerless in the face of a vicious system. Indeed, many of them may be. 
Amin, writing from a structuralist position, argues that the migrant 
’rationalises the objective needs of his situation’ so the necessity to migrate 
becomes an ideal, always underpinned by an economic rationale. He is then 
able to write off individual motivations as ’nothing but rationalisations of 
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behaviour within the system’.46 However, this does not explain why some 
move while others remain at home; nor does it make sense of why people stilt 
migrate in the face of large obstacles and reasonable opportunities that 
would enable them to stay at home. 

This is not to deny that many of those who migrate across borders start 
their journeys as reluctant migrants, who would prefer to stay at home. Many 
are exploited, cheated and abused along the way. However, having suffered 
such hardships on the road, many look forward to a new life in a new country. 
Migration can be a rite of passage for the young. It may not be a comfortable 
process, it may be dangerous but it will remain a very important option for 
people who are looking to improve their lives and move out of poverty. 
Development agencies are quite rightly concerned to fight against the abuse of 
rights and exploitation, but they struggle to understand and respect people’s 
decisions to take such risks. They tend to focus on international migration as 
the problem rather than looking at the abusive institutional framework within 
which it has to occur. People want to move, but for many often the only means 
to do so is through irregular channels which are often exploitative.4r 

The discourse can become very moralistic. There is an underlying sense 
that African migrants must be desperate to abandon their families and take 
the dangerous journey to reach Europe as a last resort. Any idea that they 
may have other options yet choose this route is unacceptable. The world of 
migrants becomes divided into the morally acceptable victims, who have no 
choices and need protection, and the morally irresponsible, who choose to 
take risks, or worse make money from organising people’s journeys, and can 
therefore be criminalised. 

The language of both development studies and migration studies has been 
replete with examples of emotive and moralising terms about migrants over a 
long period. It is still commonplace to hear complaints of their remittances 
being used for conspicuous or ostentatious consumption in the home areas, 
such as purchasing televisions or cars.4s Apart from the large volume of 
research over many years challenging the ’myth’ of conspicuous consump- 
tion,49 the term comes loaded with moral connotations of extravagance and 
recklessness which seem to be easier to apply to migrants from developing 
countries than Europeans loaded up with electronic goods on their return 
from Japan. Terms such as ’brain drain’ and "brain waste’ both suggest some 
failure of people either to contribute as they should to their country of origin 
or to make the best of themselves. The current interest in migrant’s 
engagement in development is overlaid with an expectation that migrants 
should want to maintain their links with the country of origin and, moreover, 
want to contribute to its development. Of course, as much recent work has 
shown, migration is often part of a household strategy and many, if not most, 
migrants retain multiple obligations to their families and wider community. 
The point here is not to deny this reality, which has been empirically verified, 
but to object to the moralistic overtones of the assumption that migrant 
Africans should provide support not only to their kin but to the broader 
’nation’ for development. The idea of a migrant from Africa moving to a 
European state, changing citizenship and cutting links with his/her place of 
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origin, without any particular interest in supporting its development, remains 
an uncomfortable one. 

The discourse of migration and development in Africa is in danger of 
operating with an essentialised notion of*belonging’ to a particular place that 
even carries over generations through the diaspora. Of course, today it is 
becoming easier to sustain and develop transnational identities and networks 
that constitute important elements of many people’s livelihoods and also 
make a vital contribution to development. The point here is to ask whether it 
is reasonable to assume that all peopte share such an interest and to imbue it 
with a sense of moral superiority. 

Conclusion 

In this paper i have suggested that the rediscovery of the relationship 
between migration and development raises major questions for the nature of 
the concept of development found within the ’interventionist’ development 
industry, especially within Africa. The negative view of migration is changing 
and the hunt is on for the win-win-win scenario where migration is good for 
countries of origin, countries of destination and migrants themselves. The 
challenge which is being widely presented is how to identify the conditions 
under which this triple win can be achieved. However, the deeper challenge, 
which is often neglected, is to agree on the nature of the ’good’ for the 
different actors involved. 

While migration and development have risen up the agenda, mainstream 
development agencies remain ambivalent about how they should bring 
migration into their work, or if they should do so at all. This article has argued 
that this is a reflection of the sedentary nature of their concept of ’deve- 
lopment’ in Africa, which can be traced back to its roots in colonial practice. 
Although in many areas of development practice it may be possible to ignore 
the colonial inheritance--at least enough to provide a cloak of respectability 
to allow the industry to function--the current emphasis on migration and 
development makes such subterfuge unsustainable. The internal contra- 
dictions in a concept of development that says that migration can support 
development, but it is better if people stay at home, become too blatant. 

For international development organisadons, mostly based in industria- 
lised states, casting migration as a problem conveniently fits with a model of 
development that keeps poor people ’out there’. This remains acceptable in 
the wealthy constituencies of international development organisations. 
However, as Skeldon observed a decade ago, °poli~ies that accept the wider 
mobility of the population are likely to accord with policies that will enhance 
the welt-being of greater numbers of people’,s° It wil! be a brave chief 
executive of a European development Nun who suggests that facilitating 
higher levels of migration from developing countries into Europe may be a 
more effective way of reducing poverty than the launching of another 
development programme in Africa. 

II~ there is to be a move away from paternalistic notions of development 
that assume that people want to stay in their place, it may be better to 
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consider the broader processes of social transformations which are not bound 
to particular ’developing’ regions of the world. If migration is analysed as a 
global phenomenon, shared by all humanity, the task for scholars is then to 
understand the complex relationship between migration and social transfor- 
mations. This then raises questions of how mobility affects changes for better 
and worse in any society, rather than discussing it as an exceptional problem 
for Africa.5~ This might make it easier to avoid the assumption that mobility 
is normal for the wealthy, international elite, but a symptom of failure among 
the poor. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 5:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

English Dept. 

Dear Eunice, 

Here’s a brief e×planation from Beverly Taylor about the English Department. Please note this is a significantly larger department, with very significant 

undergraduate enrollm~:_mts and a PhD program ~n a variety of fields. As you may be realizing, there are truly a wh~e variety of different: ways to organize 

depa¢~men~s. I’m happy to d~scuss pol:en~al benefits and cos~:s of different structures. 

Best, Jonathan 

Ir~ Beverly’s words: 

The main 8roup that advises me on everythin~ (~) is the executive committee or administrative committee. Because we have a fairly complicated department with 

numerous prosrams, I meet weekly with the directors of these prosrams--Under~raduate Studies, Graduate Studies, the WrJtJn8 Prosram (composition), the 

Creative Writin~ Prosram, the Comparative Literature Prosram--as well as the director of 8raduate admissions, the 8raduate placement officer, and the 

department’s associate chair. Weekly meetings allow these coJleasues to discuss issues, problems, and initiatives in their areas of responsibility with the rest of 

us. The chair also brinss up opportunities and challenses. These meetJnss let us collaborate and pool our thinkin~ on how to handle various issues. It’s a 

wonderfully helpful system. All these administrators are appointed by the chair. Havin8 a weekly meetin8 with these administrators is immensely valuable. 

We’ve also had a Chair’s Advisory Committee with four people elected by the faculty each year. Their main function has been to review relevant materials to 

select our Senior Teachin8 Fellows and Senior Fellows. In the past, chairs have asked this committee to formulate broad policies to put to full faculty votes. For 

example, years before the University adopted a non-smokin8 policy, our chair’s advisory committee formulated a non-smokin8 policy for our buiJdins. Given the 

tisht office space in our buildJns, they misht recommend a policy on allocatin8 office space for retired faculty, to cite another instance (but I actually think we used 

an ad hoc committee involvin8 emeriti faculty to settle that matter). To be honest, we haven’t used the ejected Chair’s Advisory Committee in a ~ood while. 

We also elect colleasues to these committees: 

Rank and Tenure committee 

Post-tenure Review committee 

St. Lecturer Promotion committee 

In consultation with the Director of ~raduate Studies, the chair appoints colleagues to the ~raduate Advisory Committee, to review policies related to the 

~raduate prosram and make recommendations for chanses to the full faculty, to advise enterin8 8raduate students, and to review applications to the 8raduate 

program. 

In consultation with the Director of Undergraduate Studies, the chair appoints colleasues to the undersraduate curriculum committee. They review teachin8 

requests and the course offerinss for the comin8 year and review and approve proposals for new courses. 

I think this is the ~ist of our departmental administrative and advBory structure. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~s~adies.org> 

Thursday, October 27, 2011 8:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA 54th Annual Meeting Social Events! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 8:55 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <e~mice@email.unc.edn>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

urgent issue 

Dear Colleagues/Members of the EC, 
There has been a public records request for independent study courses in 
the Department of African and Afro-American Studies J2~r the period 
2001-2006, comparable to the one ]2)r the period 2006-2011. This request 
includes information about the instructor of record, and the number of 
male basketball and football players enrolled This request has nothing 
to do with the review of courses being carried out by the College. 
Jonathan asked me to review the data that the university pulled together 
with the executive committee and other department faculty, particularly 
those listed, to make sure they believe it is accurate and to inform 
everybody of the upcoming release of this information. The deadline is 

next ~I]aursday. 
He also asked me not to use emai[ to distribute the draft irfformation 
So, I shall put a copy of this list into your mailboxes by 1 p.m. 
today. I think we shall need to have a brief meeting of the EC, the 
earlier in the week the better. 
Could you meet Monday at 3:30 p.m. or later, or Tuesday at 4:45 (I am 
sorry but I have to attend a practice job talk at 3:30 that day), or 
Wednesday at 3:30 or later? 
Please let me l~ow. ’]’hanks, 
]b;veIyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, I)epartment of Political Science 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 9:18 AM 

Huber, Fxelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <e~mice@email.unc.edn>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: urgent issue 

Thanks, Evelyne. I am available at any of the three times proposed. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 

From: Evelyne tIuber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 8:54 ~\~i 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, (3 eorges; Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Bunice N; Caldwelk Kia L 
Cc: B uell, Agatha 
Subject: urgent issue 

Dear Colleagues/Members of the EC, 
There has been a public records request for independent study courses in 
the Department of African and Afro-American Studies ~2~r the period 
2001-2006, comparable to the one ]2)r the period 2006-2011. This request 
includes information about the instructor of record, and the number of 
male basketball and football players enrolled This request has nothing 
to do with the review of courses being carried out by the College. 
Jonathan asked me to review the data that the university pulled together 
with the executive cormnittee and other department faculty, particularly 
those listed, to make sure they believe it is accurate and to inform 
evelybody of the upconring release of this information. The deadline is 

next Thursday. 
He also asked me not to use email to distribute the draft information. 
So, I shall put a copy of this list into your mailboxes by 1 p.m. 
today. I think we shall need to have a brief meeting of the EC, the 
earlier in the week the better. 
Could you meet Monday at 3:30 p.m. or later, or Tuesday- at 4:45 (I am 
sorry but I have to attend a practice job talk at 3:30 that day), or 
Wednesday at 3:30 or later? 
Please let me know. Thanks, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Departrnent of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, October 28, 2011 9:46 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ facul~,] .lOB: Cultural Anthropology, Univ. of Vermont 

Dear Colleagues: 

I was asked to circulate this position announcement. Barl~ara 

The Department of Anthropology at the University of Vermont invites applications for one-year full-time lecturer position in socio-cultural anthropology to begin 

August 2012, with the possibility of reappointment for a second year beginning August 2013. We seek an individual with a Ph.D. or ABD in Anthropology and 

expertise in Sub-Saharan Africa. Possible areas of teaching expertise include introduction to socio-cultural anthropology, development, globalization, social 

movements, research methods, and race and ethnicity in cross-cultural perspective. Cross- and trans-disciplinary courses are encouraged, especially those with 

relevance to UVM’s Global Studies Program, African Studies Program, and Women’s and Gender Studies Program. Candidates are expected to provide evidence of 

teaching excellence at the college level. 

The University is especially interested in candidates who can contribute to the diversity and excellence of the academic community through their professional 

work (in this case, teaching). Applicants are requested to include in their cover letter information about their teaching philosophy and how they will further the 

University’s goals. Candidates must apply online at www.uvmjobs.com. Search for position using department name (Anthropology) only. Attach a cover letter, 

curriculum vitae and contact information of three references. The University of Vermont is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Applications from 

women and people from diverse racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds are encouraged. 

Representatives from the search committee will be available for informal discussions with interested individuals at the upcoming meeting of the African Studies 

Association in Washington DC. Please contact Robert Gordon, rgordon .@uvm.edu, or Peter VonDoepp, pvondoep _@uvm.edu, for more information. 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Giebal Educa~:ion Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[[ce 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc.edu 

http:!!africa.unc.edu! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 10:01 AM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehuber@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket tt <bselassi@emaJl.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <~abuell@email.uuc.edtt> 

RE: urgeut issue 

Dear Evelyne, 
IVly best time would be on Tuesday at 4:45 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ¢¢3395, Battle tlal[ 

Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsial¥iafam 

Fromi Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad~unc~edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 8:54 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kermeth R; Sahle, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: urgent issue 

Dear Colleagues/Members of the EC, 
There has been a public records request for independent stud?, courses in 
the Department of.M’rican and Afro-American Studies for the period 
2001-2006, comparable to the one for the period 2006-2011. This request 
includes information about the instructor of record, and the nmnber of 
male basketball and football players enrolled. This request has nothing 
to do with the review of courses being carried out by the College. 
Jonathan asked me to review the data that the universi _ty pulled together 
with the executive conmfittee and other department faculty, particularly 
those listed, to make sure they believe it is accurate and to inform 
everybody of the upcoming release of this information. The deadline is 

next Thursday. 
He also asked me not to use email to distribute the draft information. 
So, I shall put a copy- of this list into your mailboxes by 1 p.m. 
today. I think we shall need to have a brief meeting of the EC, the 
earlier in the week the better. 
Could you meet Monday at 3:30 pan. or later, or Tuesday at 4:45 (I am 
sorry" but I have to attend a practice job talk at 3:30 that day-), or 
Wednesday at 3:30 or later? 
Please let me know. Thanks, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, hi(? 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@tmc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday-, October 28, 2011 10:26 AM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccofac] Carolina Courses Online Registration for Spring 2012 

Instructor Registration Info.doc 

To: Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online, Spring 2012 

Fr: Carol McDonnell 

Re: CCO Spring 2012 registration starts October 28. 

View your roster and keep up with your enrollments by going to Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina; make sure that you have access to the 

Faculty Center so that you will not have problems entering grades at the end of the term. 

Non-participating students: After the drop deadline, make sure that you report these students to my office. We will contact these students to 

resolve any problems. 

The program information and list of courses can be viewed at the Friday Center web site: 

~MI courses will be in Sakai. Students will access their courses at sakai.unc.edu and use their onyen and onyen password. 

Students cannot register in ConnectCarMina for CCO. All students, including UNC-CH lhll-time studems, must officially register through the Friday Center 

web registration site. 

Number of spaces in each course 
Section 990 - 10" spaces for UNC-CH full-time studants 

Section 991 - 15" spaces for off-campus students 

Section 992 1 space reserved for universi~~ employees 
¯ In special circumstances we ~vill adjust this number depending on the instructor or their department’s preferences. 

Tuition: Students pay the University Cashier. Full-time s~dents pay an addition tuition cha~rge for these online courses. 

Waitlist: Once the sections are full, we let additional s~adents waitlist with the Friday Center. They will be added if spaces become available. 

Instructors should not give studeuts permission to enroll. Please forward any student requests to the Friday Ceuter. 

Confirminff. Registration to students 
Once studeuts ale enrolled, the Friday- Center will mail written confirmations to students. This includes the conrse web site, user name and password. E-mail 

notifications, in addition to written confirmations, will be sent to students who register a few days before class s~rts and during the late registration period. 

Late enrollment requests 
,lanuary 13, 2012 is the last day to register for classes. After this date, we ask students to coutact you by email tbr permission to add. You should make a 

decision based on whether "there is still time to make up missed work. 

Students who want to drop your course 

All students receive infom~ation from us about how to drop and withdraw. So if students discuss this with you, please refer them to us at the Friday Center. 

Students must notify us in writing (or email) to drop a course or mthdraw from the term. The CCO web site also contains a withdraw lbrm. 

http:i/fridaycenter.unc.eduicpiccoiindex.ht~n 

Grade Rosters 

You roll be submitting your fina] course grades in the Com~ectCarolina system. The Carolina Course Online office will help you complete and submit grades if 

necessary. 

Onyens and UNC=CH email 
If students register late, some may’ experience a delay- in accessing their conrse web sites. We rage new studeuts to create their onyens ASAP so that our office can 

populate them into Sakai. Please relEr students to our office if they have problems. 

Calendar and Deadlines for Spring 2012: 

Oct. 28 
Jan. 8 
Jan. 9 
Jan. 13 
Jan. 16 
Jan. 23 

March 2 
March 12 
March 12 
March 12 
April 6 
April 25 
Apt 27-May 4 

Early registration begins 
Last day to cancel your registration 
Courses begin; Late registration begins 
Last day to late register at 5 PM 
Holiday - Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a refund at 
5 PM. You must have other courses on your schedule. (Note: dropping ALL courses requires a withdrawal from the 
semester and follows a different prorated refund policy) 
Spring Break begins 5 PM 
Last day for undergraduates to drop a course (UNC-CH degree students) or April 25 for non-UNC students 
Classes resume at 8 am 
Last day to withdraw from the entire semester for any prorated refund 
Holiday 
Last day to withdraw - no tuition credit; Last day of classes 

Exams 
<ul> 

-qi> - - You are currently subscribed to 

<Aft> 

ccofac as: <a hre~"m~lto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@eln~l.unc.edu</~>. To unsubscribe send a bla~nk <bl> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-30 176842-3634613.47fl~279ea659~aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-3~176842- 

3634613.47f10279ea6590aca3376d358918a959@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



UNC 
TItE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

October 28, 2011 

Memo To: Instructors teaching Carolina Courses Online, Spring 2012 

Memo Fr: Carol McDonnell 

~][ NORI°HI CAROL~[NA 

Memo Re: CCO Spring 2012 registration starts October 28. 

View your roster and keep up with your enrollments by going to Faculty Center in 

ConnectCarolina; make sure that you have acess to the Faculty Center so that you will not 
have problems entering grades at the end of the term. 

Non-participating students: After the drop deadline, make sure that you report these students 

to my office. We will contact these students to resolve any problems. 

The program information and list of courses can be viewed at the Friday Center web site: 

http:i/www.fridaycenter.unc.eduicpiccoicourses.html 

All courses will be in Sakai. Students will access their courses at sakai.unc.edu and use their 
onyen and onyen password. 

Students cannot register in ConnectCarolina for these online courses. All students, including UNC-CH 
full-time students, must officially register through the Friday Center web registration site. 

Number of spaces in each course 
Section 990 - 10" spaces for UNC-CH full-time students 

Section 991- 15" spaces for off-campus students 

Section 992 - 1 space reserv’ed for university employees 

*In special circumstances we will adjust this number depending on the instructor or their departmem’s preferences. 

Tuition: Students pay the University Cashier. Full-time students pay an addition tuition charge for these 
online courses. 

Waitlist: Once the sections are full, we let additional students waitlist with the Friday Center. They will be 
added if spaces become available. 

instructors should not give students permission to enroll. Please forward any student requests to the Friday 
Center. 



Confirmin~ Registration to students 
Once students are enrolled, the Friday Center will mail written confirmations to students. This includes the 
course web site, user name and password. E-mail notifications, in addition to written confirmations, will be 
sent to students who register a few days before class starts and during the late registration period. 

Late enrollment requests 
January 13, 2012 is the last day to register for classes. After this date, we ask students to contact you by 
email for permission to add. You should make a decision based on whether there is still time to make up 
missed work. 

Students who want to droo your course 
All students receive information from us about how" to drop and withdraw. So if students discuss this with 

you, please refer them to us at the Friday Center. Students must notify us in writing (or email) to drop a 

course or withdraw from the term. The CCO web site also contains a withdraw form. 
http:iifridaycenter.unc.eduicpiccoiindex.htm 

Grade Rosters 
You will be submitting your final course grades in the ConnectCarolina system. The Carolina Course Online 
office will help you complete and submit grades if necessary-. 

Onyens and UNC-CH email 
If students register late, some may experience a delay in accessing their course web sites. We urge new- 

students to create their onyens ASAP so that our office can populate them into Sakai. Please refer students to 

our office if they have problems. 

Calendar and Deadlines for Spring 2012: 

Oct. 28 
Jan. 8 
Jan. 9 
Jan. 13 
Jan. 16 
Jan. 23 

March 2 
March 12 

March 12 
March 12 
April 6 
April 25 
Apt 27-May 4 

Early registration begins 
Last day to cancel your registration 
Courses begin; Late registration begins 
Last day to late register at 5 PM 
Holiday - Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Last day to drop one of your courses from your schedule and receive a refund at 
5 PM. You must have other courses on your schedule. (Note: dropping ALL 
courses requires a withdrawal from the semester and follows a different prorated 
refund policy) 
Spring Break begins 5 PM 
Last day for undergraduates to drop a course (UNC-CH degree students) or April 
25 for non-UNC students 
Classes resume at 8 am 
Last day to withdraw from the entire semester for any prorated refund 
Holiday 
Last day to withdraw - no tuition credit; Last day of classes 
Exams 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 11:48 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Spring 2012 Final Version 

Spring2012FinalVersion.xls 

Please review the attached Spring 2012 final course schedule. This is the completed version but let me know 

immediately if you happen to notice any mistakes because students begin registering next week! I have included a link 

so that you can view your classrooms, http://www.hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm?fuseaction=classroom.classroom 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30177468 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30177468-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



’~]~’~’~Course Section Num Title Instructor 

AFAM 101 001 BLACK EXPERIENCE I MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 

AFAM 101 002 BLACK EXPERIENCE I REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

AFAM 101 BLACK EXPERIENCE I PORTER, ROBERT S 

AFAM 101 990 BLACK EXPERIENCE I REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

Max Enrollment Start Time ~’~’°’°’T°’°’: ........ ’~ .................... End T~me Daysmet Building Room Combined Section Id 

60 11:00 AM 12:15 PM TR GA 0105 

6012:30 PM 1:45 PM TR GA 0105 

604:00 PN 5:15 PN 

10 12:00 AM 12:00 AM 

AFAM 101 BLACK EXPERIENCE I REGESTER, CHARLENE B 1512 00 AM 12:00 AM 0003A-F 

REGESTER, CHARLENE B li12:00 AM 12:00 AM 0003A-F 

602:00 PM 3:15 PM TR      HO     0203 
, RUCKER, WALTER~ C 

60 9:00 AM 9:50 AM,~MWF GA    0105 

PORTER, ROBERT S 

AFAM 101 992 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 
........................................... ~ ........................................ ,i,i ................................................................... 
AFAM 101 004 BLACK EXPERIENCE I 

AFAM 102 001 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

AFAM 102 002 BLACK EXPERIENCE II 

AFAM 254 951 BLACKS IN LATIN AMER 

AFAM 266 001 BLACK WOMEN 

AFAM 276 BLACKS IN FILM 

AFAM 278 001 BLACK CARIBBEANS 

BLACKS IN NORTH CAROLINA 

DIASPORA ART 

AFAM 356 001 HISTORY OF HIP HOP 

FIELD RESEARCH 

AFAM SEMINAR 

Race, Justice and Law 

PORTER, ROBERT S 

CALDWELL, KIA L 40 2:00 PM 

REGESTER, CHARLENE B 403:30 PM 6:20 PM T GA 0105 

" MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY 3 402:00 PM 3:15 PM TR GA ........................ 0105 

,~JORDAN,JOSEPH F 4011:00 AM 12:15 PM TR SC    0209 

HALL, PERRY A 402:00 PM 3:15 PM 

MCMILLAN,TIMOTHY J 10 12:00 AM 12:00 AM 

JANKEN,KENNETH R 30 10:00 AM 10:50 AM ]MWF ~E 0311 

,iKAPUR, GEETA NADIA 28 3:30 PM 4:45 PM ,i, TR 10204 



Subject Course Section Num Title 

AFRI 101 001 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

AFRI 101 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 

OO3 

005 INTRODUCTION TO AFRICA 
¯ 

AFRI 262 001 AFRICAN LITERATURE 

001 CONTEMPORARY AFRICA BOYD,LYDIA C 

AFRI 370 001 POL PROB IN AFRI ST SELASSIE,BEREKET H 

AFRI 375 001 CULTURAL PRODUCTION PIER, DAVID 

AFRI 416 001 SOCIAL JUSTICE MOVEMENTS SAHLE,EUNICE N 

"’SECK, MAMARAME AFRI 001 l’~’~’guages of Africa 
,~, 

001 KEY ISS/AFRI/AFRO L RUCKER, WALTER C 

SOUTHERN AFRICA SAHLE,EUNICE N 

001 EAST AFRICAN SOCIETY NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 

WEST AFRICA 

AFRI 

Instructor Max Enrollment Start Time 

i ,NYANG ORO,JULIUS E 602:00 PM 

6011:00 AN 

6012:00 PM 

4011:00 AM 

352:00 PM 

3511:00 AM 

309:30 AM 

3010:00 AN 

3011:00 AM 

30i2:00 PM 

Section Id 

1:45 PM TR GC 1005 

lO:5O GC 1005 
12:50 PM MWF GC 1005 

1005 

12:15 PM TR SC 0210 

TR GC 

12:15 TR PE 

3:15 PM MW    DE 303A 



SWAH 402 001 

SWAH 402 002 

SWAH 404 001 

SWAH 404 002 

Subject Course Section Num Title 

ELEM KISWAHILI LISANZA, ESTHER MUKEWA 

ELEM KISWAHILI LISANZA, ESTHER MUKEWA 

MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A KISWAHILI 4 

KISWAHILI 4 
i, MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 

001 KISWAHILI VI MUTIMA, SINAMENYE A 

Enrollment Start Time ’~ ................................ End Time Daysmet Building Room 

25 11:00 AM 11:50 AM MWF PH 0220 

251:00 PM 1:50 PM MWF KR 0172 

25 2:00 PM 2:50 PM 



25110:00 AM 



001 

Instructor Max Enrollment StartTime End Time Daysmet Building Room 

1512:00PM 112:50PM MWF 3033 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 12:05 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edtc,; Jauken, Ke~meth R <l~jm~keu@ema~l.unc.edu>; Sdtfle, Eunice N <eunice@em~fil.uuc.edu>; Buell, Agatha 

<~abuell@email.unc.edu:> 

Re: urgent issue 

[)eat- AH, 
I now have heard ftom evewbo@, and evewbody can make Tuesday at 
4:45. So, let’s do that I hope it will not take us very long 
Thanks, 
Eveiyne 

On 10/28/201 ] 10:01 AM; Caldwell, Kia L ~vrote: 
> I)ear Evelyne, 
> My best time would be on Tuesday at 4:45. 

> Kia 

> Kia Lilly Cald~vell, PhD. 
> 

> Associate Professor 

> Afro-American Studies 
> 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 

> CB #3395, Battle Hall 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
> 

> http ://w~ax-.~mc.edu/depts/afriafam 

> From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 8:54 AM 
> To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges; Jartken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eanice N; Cal&vell, Kia L 
> Cc: Buell, Agatha 
> Subject: nrgent issue 

> Dear Colleagues/Members of the EC, 
> There has been a public records request for independent stu@ courses in 
> the Department of African and Afro-Arnerican Studies for the period 
> 2001-2006, coraparable to the one for the period 2006-2011. This request 
> includes information about the instructor of record, and the number of 
> male basketball and football players enrolled. This request has nothing 
> to do with the review of courses being camed out by the College. 
> Jonathan asked me to review the data that the ~miversity pulled together 
> with the executive corrm~ittee and other department facul~, particularly- 
> those listed, to make sure they believe it is accurate and to inform 
> everybody of the upcoming release of this information. The deadline is 

> next Thnrsday. 
> He also asked me not to use email to distribute the draft information. 
> So, I shall put a cop?, of this list into your mailboxes by- 1 p.m. 
> today I think we shall need to have a brief meeting of the EC, the 
> earlier in the ;veek the better 
> Could you meet Monday at 3:30 pm or later, or Tuesday at 4:45 (I am 
> sorry but I have to attend a practice job talk at 3:30 that day), or 
> Wechaesday at 3:30 or later? 

> Please let me know. Thales, 
> Evelyne 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair, Department of Political Science 
> University of North Carolina 
> Campus Box 3265 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> 

> phone: 919-%2-3041 
>fax: 919-962-0432 

> email: ehuber@unc.edu 

EveIyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Depar~nent of Political Science 
University’ of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 



phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, October 28, 2011 1:18 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-~ 

Re: just a note 

You hang in there, Margaret. This will get better. B 

On 10/28/2011 11:47 AM. Lee, Margaret Carol ~Vl-ote: 
Dear Barbara, 

Thanks 

Margaret 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 9:59 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: just a note 

Deal- Margaret: 
I hope this finds you well I can tell by the flurry of emails that 
things have hit you hard. I’m so sorw. Please, take it from "your" 
Associate Director, it is not good for the Department, the Center, or 
for you (personally or professionally) for this stuff to be in emaiIs. 
If I were you, I’d talk to Jonathan in person or over the phone 
Sending very warm regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843 -2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://al~;i ca.unc.edui 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 1:26 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv.unc.edu> 

[coret?~c3287] Nov. 10 - Talk on Affirmative Action in Brazil 

Sa~to~ Afl]rmativeAction finaklxtf 

Dear All: 
Dr Sales Augusto dos Santos, an Atico-Brazilian scholar and professor at the University of Brasilia, Brazil, will speak on "The Fight for Affirmative Action in Brazil’s Public Universities: 

What Explains Academic and Political Resistance to Quotas for Black Students?" at UNC-Chapel Hill on the date listed below-. His visit is sponsored by the Brazil Working Group of the 
UNC/Duke Latin American Studies Consortium. Please see the attached tlyer and forward to others who might be interested. Please also invite your classes to this event It will be a rare 
oppommity to hear from a leading scholar of race in Brazil. 

Thursday, Nov. 10 
12:30 - 1:45 pm 
Toy Lounge, 3rd Floor Dey Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2011 3:34 PM 
To: Faculty 
Subject: [curefac3287] meeting Noveruber 14 and proposals 

Dear Colleagues, 

As agreed at today’s meeting, we shall have our next faculty meeting on 
Monday, November 14, at 11 aan., and Jonathan Hmtlyn will corue to that 
meeting to answer the questions that were being raised today. 
The other t~vo agenda items will be approval of the Policy on h~dependent 
Studies and discussion (if desired) of the Policy on Proruotion to Senior 
Lecturer. 

Let me also rcmind you of the opportunity to apply for research funds, 
as outlined in my previous email. 

Best, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: klcaldwe@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272117 ba3bc7c01a0d07fldt7215dfedSfSa9f&n T&I corefac3287&o 30163961. or send a blank email to leave-30163961- 

43272117.ba3bc7c01 a0d07fl dr7215dfedSfS a9f@listser~ uric edu. 
-- You are cun-ently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331 2eS00c87c76c92931:4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 30178076 or send a blank email to leave-30178076- 

43272331 2e800c 87c76c9293f4d75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu. 



"The Fight for Affirmative Action in 

Brazil’s Public Universities: What Explains 

Academic and Political Resistance to Quotas 

for Black Students?" 

Dr. Sales Augusto dos Santos 

University of Brasilia, Brazil 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 

12:30- 1:45 pm 

Toy Lounge, 3r~ floor Dey Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dr. Santos received his masters in sociology at the University 

of Brasilia (UNB) with a thesis on racial tensions and social 

marginalization in the formation of the free labor market in 

Brazil (1997). His 2007 dissertation on "Black Movements, 

Education, and Affirmative Action" won the Martin Diskin 

Best Dissertation Award in 2009 from the Latin American 

Studies Association. His most recent English language article 

appeared in Latin American Perspectives : "The 

Metamorphosis of Black Movement Activists into Black 

Organic Intellectuals" (201:1). 

Sponsored by the Brazil Working Group of the Carolina-Duke Consortium in Latin American 

and Caribbean Studies, for more information contact Kia Caldwell, klcaldwe@email.unc.edu. 



:::FACULTY 

AT 

......................................... . ........... ililiiiiiilili~i~:i:i%:::~:::~:c ......................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:!! i::~ ~ th~ Nnne Queen Faculty 

~ ~mm~ns at ~e Campus y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bicklbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu; 

Friday, October 28, 2011 2:43 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly announcement <cwc~nnounce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] Carolina Women’s Center Nov.Dec event calendar 

event calendar Novembel~ December 2011 .pdf 

Hi All: Attached please find our event calendar for November and December. I hope you’ll join us at some of these events and encourage colleagues and students 

to attend as well. 

Best, 
Donna Bickford 

Donna M. BickfoFd, Ph.D. 
DiFectoF, CaFolina Women’s CenteF 
UniveFsity of NoFth CaFolina at Chapel Hill 
215 W. Cameron Avenue 
CB3302 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 843-5620 

(919) 843-5619-fax 

dbickford@unc.edu 

wornenscenter.unc.edu 

humantrafficking.unc.edu 

The Carolina Women’s Center pursues gender equity at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through education, advocacy, and interdisciplinary 

research, we build bridges and enhance the intellectual life and public engagement mission of the university. 



The Carolina 
Women’s Center Events Calendar 

Sex + t~oney:A Nationat Search for Human Worth 
Tuesday, November I I 6-8 p.m. I Union Auditorium 

Carolina Against Slavery and 3]-afficking presents a screenin~ and discussion of a documen~ry about the 

modern-day abolitionist movement to combat and end domestic minor sex tra~ckin& Co-sponsored by 

CAST and the Carolina Women~ Center 

The Carolina Women’s 

Center pursues gender 

equity at the University 

Chapel Hill. Through 

education, advocacy, and 

interdisciplinary research, 

we build bridges and 
enhance the intellectual 
life and public engagement 
mission of ~he university. 

Stay Connected 
Learn more about the CWC 

where you can subscribe to our 

weekly listserv announcement, 

view our online calendar; and 

browse our newsletter. Stay 

connected by "liking" us on 

Facebook, following us on Twitter 

(@UNCWomen’sCtr), or 

reading and commenting on our 

biog. 

Support Our Work 
We need your help! If you believe 

in the CWC’s vision of a more 

diverse, inclusive, and equitable 

Carolina and value high-quality 

co-curricular programming 

on gender-related issues, 

consider a gift in support of our 

work! Learn more or make a 

donation online today at http:// 

womsenscenter.unc.edu! 

gifts-giving. 

UNC 
CAROLTN/k 

W OMEN" S CENT~2R 

West Cameron Ave., CB# 3302 

Chape~ Ni~l~ NC 27S99-3302 

cwc@unc.edu I 919-962-8305 

womenscenter.unc.edu 

Brown Bag Film Series Screening: My Toxic Baby (2009, 46 rain.) 
Wednesday, November 2 i 12- 1:30 p.m. I 039 Graham Hemorial 

With heightened awareness of health risks posed by chemicals used in everyday products, modern 

parenting is fast becoming a decision-making minefield. Just how far would you ~o to prote~ your ch~ld~ 

As filmmaker ~in Soak Lee discovers ~n her eye-opening, intimate and wryly funny documentar~ it’s not 

so ~sy going ~reen. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

l~liddle East Film Series I Shirin Abodi:A Simple Lawyer 
IHonday, November 7 I 7:30 p.m. 

FedEx Global Education Center, Nelson HandelaA~ditori~ 

Th~s documen~ry profiles ~ranian a~orney Shirin EbadL who was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 

~003 for her efforts for democracy and human rights, in particular the stru~le for the rights of women 

and children. Appointed the first female president of the Tehran Ciei Cou~ in 197~, Ebadi lost her 

position fol~owing the Mamic ffevo~ution in 1979, when women were forbMden to serve as judges.The 

film features an in-depth interview with Ebadi conduced in her Tehran office, speeches at numerous 

international conferences, and a visit to the chiMren’s center she founded. 

~onsors: Curo#na Center for the Study 0[Middle East ~nd Mus#m QvflJzotions, Duke-UNC Center for Middle 

Eust Studies. Corohnu Women~ Center Spedd thanks ~o co~ponsor the Medm £esource Center for makin~ this 

Film screening: Rape on the 
Thursday, November 17 I 5:30 p.m. { Gree~{aw 

One in three N~tiveAmeHc~n women w~ll be r~ped in her lifetime. Correspondent ~H~n~ v~n Zeller 

travels to ~osebud ~eserv~tion ~n South D~kot~ where sexua~ ~ss~ult ~nd v~olence ~inst women h~s 

escalated to murder~What h~ppened to 1%ye~mold ~arqu~t~, ~nd how can the reserv~tion~s unders~ffed 

pofice force keep ~t from h~ppen~n~ a~n?This screen~n~ w~l~ be followed by ~ d~scuss~on. Co-sponsored by 

~e American Indian Center and ~e Cam#no Women~ Center 

201 I Carolina Diversity Summit 
~ntersectiona~ity: Exploring Diversity from Varied Perspectives 
Friday, No~ember 18 I 8 a.m.- 2 p.m. I Student Union ISOS 

Please join us for interactive reflection and discussion on social ~usdce issues that impact our campus 

community. This summit wi~ feature ~ keynote speaker and concurrent breakout sessions in the mornin~ 

and afternoon and will include a networkin~ lunch. To re~iste~ visit ~ttp:fltiny~rL~o~g~gby~. Co- 

sponsored by the O~ce 0[ DJversJW und Mul~culturd A[uirs and the Carolina Women ~ Center 

CWC Faculty Scholar Presentation: Dr. Pliriam Labbok 
Protecting and Supporting Breastfeeding and the P, eproductive Hea~th Continuum on Campus 

Tuesday, November 29 I 3:30 p.m. IToy Lounge, Dey Hall 

Fall 201 I CWC Faculty Scholar Dr: Labbok, dWector of the Carolina Global Breastfeedin~ ~nstit~ce, 

d~scusses her work~ wh{ch seeks to b~{Id and expand the collaboFat~ons amon~ campus ~n~ts striving to 

create a bre~stfeed~ng- and mother/child-friendly work and ~earning environment. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <~tshields@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 28, 2011 4:44 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: AtHcan feminist at UNC--lunch? 

Hi Eunice, 

I believe that you invited me to lunch and i haven’t had a chance to respond. Now, looking through my old email I cannot find your invitation, so I’m wondering if it was a figment of my 
imagination. IF you invited me to lunch, I would love to attend. If you didn’t, I’m so very sorry for this email. 

I hope that you are well. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 7:27 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
Subject: African feminist at UNC 

Dear Tanya, 

Greetings 

I would be grateful if you circulated the information below to folks in women studies when you have a chance. 

Cheers and thanks, 
Eunice 

Dr. Sylvia Tamale 
Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 
Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, UNC-(~I 
Dr Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere University in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makerere UniversiW, a Masters from 
Harvard Law School and a Phi) in Sociolog~, and Feminist Studies from the UniversiW of Mirmesota. Dr Tamale founded and serves as coordinator of the Law, Gender & Sexuality Research 
Prc~iect, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere University During her visit to UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new 
book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, power, masculinities, and femininities. This event is being held in 
collaboration with Pambazuka Press. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <Carol.Thompson@nau.edu> 

Friday, October 28, 2011 6:11 PM 

aleslie@ati-ica.utl.edu; dlafim@ua~nml.albany.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; ezuern@saraNawrence.edu; 

get,hi ~@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu           ~aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; moonnan@indiana.edu; rdemott@pugetsound.edu; 

sandra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfi@emory.edu; taiwo@seatfleu.edu; wara@bu.edu; wwilsonl@kent.edu 

ASA Pmgr~n Comlnittee Gathering 

Dear Colleagues, 
You are making quite a splash! There are 982 participants from every continent (except Antartica, smile) in 220 panels and roundtables! The program is on the way to the 
printer. 
You are invited! 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE GATHERING 
Wednesday, November 16, 7-9 pm 
Marriott’s Presidential Suite 
Libations and Snacks provided. 
ASA agreed to facilitate our meeting each other, as an expression of appreciation. The suite is in the name of Executive Director, Karen Jenkins, in case you need that 
information to find it. 
I am not sure who on the ASA Board will be there to thank you in person, for they may be having a Board meeting at that time, still not decided. I did not want to delay any 
longer, for I am hoping you can arrange your flight to arrive for this relaxation and sharing. 
If you are sure you cannot come, I would appreciate it if you would let me know. 
I will be sending you the first compilation of data about the conference before the meeting. 
Thank you very much! 
Carol 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <Carol.Thompson@nau.edu> 

Saturday, October 29, 2011 1:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: ASA Program Committee Gathering 

Thanks, Eua~ice. How about a coil%e? 

My cell: 

Carol 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 29, 2011 5:20 AM 
To: Carol Thompson 
Sul~iect: RE: ASA Program Committee Gathering 

Dear Carol, 

Good to hear ti~om you. 

Unfortunately, because of duties at I_,~-’~’C I will arrive in DC on Thursday. Thus, I will be missing the Program Committee gathering. Hopefully we can comaect between Thursday and 
Saturday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Carol Thompson [Caroi.Thompsun,~nau.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 6:10 PM 
To: aleslie@afi-ica.ufl edu; dlafund@uamail.albany.edu; Sahle, Eunice N; ezuern@sarahlawrence.edu; getahl sa@cmich.edu; iyob@umshedu; ~)aokcom; ksheldun@ucla.edu; 
mourman@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; sandra.joireman@Wheaton edu; sidney.kasfir@emury edu; taiwo@seattleu edu; wara@bu.edu; wwilsunl @kent.edu 
Subject: A SA Program Cummittee Gathering 

[)ear Culieagues, 

You are making quite a splash! There are 982 participants from every continent (except Antartica, smile) in 220 panels and ruundmbles! The program is on the way tu the printer 

You are invited! 

PRO(]R~kM COM[N/I[TTI{]b; GA77 tERING 

Wednesday, November 16, 7-9 pm 

Marriott’s Presidential Suite 

Libations and Snacks provided. 

ASA agreed to facilitate our meeting each other, as an expression of appreciation. The suite is in the name of Executive Director, Karen Jerkins, in case you need that information to find it. 

I am not sure who on the ASA Board will be there to thaJmk you in person, for they may be having a Board meeting at that time, still not decided. I did not want to delay any longer, for I am 
hoping you can al~ange your flight to arrive for this relaxation and sharing. 

If you are sure you cam~ot come, I would appreciate it if you would let me know. 

I will be sending you the first compilation of data about the conference before the meeting. 

Thartk you very much[ 

Carol 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Driscoll, Mark W <mdriscol@emsJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 29, 2011 9:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

RE: Small Request ti~om Msxk 

AAUP meeting.pdf 

I’m tlying to organize a meeting of concerned faculty’ on Wedesday evening at 5; I’ve attached the flyer If you had a second could you send this around to interested facul~¢ in your 
Department like PerW and Lydia? thanks and I’ll see you on Friday if not before, 
Mark 



American Association of University Professors 

chapter at UNC, Chapel Hill presents a forum on: 

and the OCCUPY 
movement. 

Place: Faculty Lounge of the Campus Y 
Time: Wednesday Nov. 2, 5:00-6:15. 

All grad students, lecturers and Professors are 
welcome; you don’t have to be an AAUP member. 

For more informa tion con tact AA UP Presiden t Mark Driscoll: 
mdriscol@emaiL unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Sidney Kasfir <hea~tsk@LeamLink.Emory.Edu> 

Saturday, October 29, 2011 11:00 PM 

Carol.Thompson@nau.edu 

aleslie@afidca.ufl.edn; dlafon&~uamaJl.albany.edu; SaNe, Eunice N --~eunice@emaJl.unc.edn>; ezuem@sarahlawrence.edn; 

getahl sa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;          ~aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; moorman@indiana.edu; ~temott@pugetsound.edu; 

~ndra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; taiwo@seattleu.edn; wara@bu.edu; wwilsonl @kent.edu 

Re: ASA Program Committee Gafl~ering 

Thales, Carol- look Iblavard to meeting you finally, 

Sidney 

Sidney L Kasfir 
Professor 

Art History Department 
140 Carlos Hall 
571 South Kilgo Circle 
Emol~,’ Univer si~ 
Atlanta GEORGIA 30322 

tel. 404 727 0808 

fax 4(;4 727 2358 

<sidne’~,.kas fir (~ emorv, edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com on behalf of 
@gmail.com> 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 10:35 AM 

ASNC Google Group <asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com> 

{ASNC-DurhamCounty} Fwd: November Newly Diagnosed Workshop 

ND Workshop Flyer Nov 9.doc; ND Workshop Flyer Nov 9.pdf; ATT00001.bin 

November Newly Diagnosed ASNC Workshop flyer attached (word and PDF format 
plus cut and pasted below). Please share with your families. Thank you. 

Newly Diagnosed Workshop 
For parents of children ages 7-12 
Was your child recently diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder? 
Are you looking for resources and supports? 
Do you feel alone with the diagnosis? 
Do you want to connect with other parents? 
Join Parent Advocates Tali Denton and Nancy LaCross 
for this workshop to support you on your journey. 
This workshop is free to attendees. 
Wednesday, November 9, 2011 
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
Autism Society of North Carolina 
505 Oberlin Road, Suite 230 
Raleigh, NC 27605 

RSVP- Please call                      ; e-mail: 
tdenton@autismsociety-nc.or~ <-mailto:tdenton@autismsociety-n~:or~g> to 
register. 
* Parking is in the rear of the building. Directions to follow closer to the 
workshop date. 

*We apologize for any inconvenience 
but children cannot be accommodated. 

Nancy LaCross 
Parent Advocate 
Autism Society of North Carolina 
505 Oberlin Road, Suite 230 
Raleigh, NC 27605-1345 
Main :919-743-0204~ extension 1137 
Toll free: 1-800-442-2762, extension 1137 
Direct: 919-865-5092 
Email: nlacross@autismsociet-g-nc.org 
www.autismsociety-nc, org 

NOTICE: This electronic message is confidential, intended for the named 
recipient(s) and may contain information that is (i) proprietary to the 
sender, and/or, (ii) privileged, confidential and/or otherwise exempt from 
disclosure under applicable state and federal law, including, but not 



limited to, privacy standards imposed pursuant to the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act ("HIPAA"). 

The authorized recipient of this information is prohibited from 
disclosing/re-disclosing this information to any other party. If you are not 
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 
copying, distribution, or action taken regarding the contents of these 
documents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately and delete or otherwise destroy 
this message. 

Thank you in advance for your compliance with this notice. 

Tiffane Land 
President 
Autism Society of North Carolina, 
Durham County Chapter 
www.durham-autism.org 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "ASNC-DurhamCounty" group. 
To post to this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty@googlegroups.com. 
To unsubscribe from this group, send email to asnc-durhamcounty+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
For more options, visit this group at http://groups.google.com/group/asnc-durhamcounty?hl=en. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 6:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Megel, Jo~ph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Connecting the two of you esteemed ~holars of art (etc) 

Thanks, Eumce. 

I look forward to meetit~g Joseph with great interest. 

Bereket 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, October 30, 2011 5:38 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Colmecting the two of you esteemed scholars of art (etc) 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your note of Oct. 25. I will be in touch about the course that Michael Lambert had proposed to you as part of your travel to Tanzania in 2009 soon. 

~n the meantime, I thought I would counect you with another colleague m the Department: tt’~e esteemed Proi%ssor Eereket Selassie. ~n additinn to being a famed legal scholar, he is a 
novelist and he has just finished a play that will be published shortly I told him that you would be an excellent person to discuss the staging of the play in the future I will leave the t~vo of 
you to move that conversation forward. 

Cheers and say hi to when you see her 

Eunice 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

ennice@email.nnc.edu 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 7:05 PM 

Exam - o21nonncement 

To: AFRI101.990.FA11 Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Deax All, 

Greetings. 

There axe additional suggestions on the upcoming exam nnder ’Announcements’. 

Sincerely~ 

Dr. Sable 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR1101.990.FA11" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFR1101.990.FA11. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;> 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 8:15 PM 

Tuesday- INTS560:INTS560.001 .FALL2011 

Dear Scholaacs, 

See folder - Week 11- for details on Tuesday. 

Sincerely; 

Dr. Sahle 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 9:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: 814 - tomorrow 

Do we need longer than 20 mins tomorrow. You can come at 2.30pm if you 
wish 

Best, 
John 

On 10/30/2011 9:14 PM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
Dear John, 

Ul~fortunately I will miss our seminar tomorrow. I hope you will understand why when we meet tomorro~v. I thought I would give you a heads up. I will nonetheless be there next week 
See you at 3.00pm tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
(;hair, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599-3220 

’]Tel: 919-962-8903 (main o]’[ice) 

Fax: 919-962-1537 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 30, 2011 10:42 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: C onnecling the two of you esteemed ~holars of art (etc) 

Dear Bereket, 

Would love talking to you rm a little over scheduled this week, but perhaps we could chat on the phone and meet next rm also looking for a scholar in African Studies who can help me 
with several Fugard plays I am working on and would love recommendations from either of you. 

My cell is . \~z office is listed below 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Con~aunication Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ofiice: 919-843-7067 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Sunday, October 30, 2011 6:14 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sut~iect: RE: Connecting the two of you esteemed scholars of art (etc) 

Thanks, Eunice. 

I look forward to meeting Joseph with great interest. 

Bereket 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, October 30, 2011 5:38 PM 
To: Mege[, Joseph Lawrence; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Cormecting the two of you esteemed scholars of art (etc) 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your note of Oct 25. I will be in touch about the course that Michael l,ambert had proposed to you as part of your travel to Tanzania in 2009 soon 

In the meantime, I thought I would connect you with another colleague in the Department: the esteemed Professor Bereket Selassie. In addition to being a famed legal scholar, he is a 
novelist and he has just finished a play that will be published shortly. I told him that you would be an excellent person to discuss the staging of the play in the future. I will leave the two of 
you to move that conversation forward 

Cheers and say hi to when you see her. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Monday, October 31,2011 6:39 AM 

Alii600- Research paper: AFRI600.001 .FALL2011 

Dem All, 

Greetings. 

This is in response to requests for extension on the research paper assignment. To fair to tlae whole class, please note that you have until Nov. 12 to submit your paper. 

Further, please refer to Blackboard for further suggestions on guidelines on this assignment. 

Feel l~cee to submit your paper be[~re the 12 if you finish it. 

For my records, please acknowledge receipt of this email to Tuesday Nov. 1. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pew Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;> 
Monday, October 31,2011 6:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Re: CAU - Du Bois 50th Aimiversaxy Commemorative Conference: Call tbr Papers, Pmrels & Posters - w/CFP LINK 

Reg (should lead), you, I, and who else? 

On 10/30/2011 8:17 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Peru, 
> 

> I thil~ it would be good for a group of us from the Department to propose a panel for this upcoming conference. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> From: Evans, Stephanie [sevuns@cau.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 30, 2011 1:38 Pivl 
> To: Evans, Stephanie 
> Subject: CAU - Du Bois 50th Anniversa~- Cormnemorative Conference: Call for Papers, Panels& Posters - w/CFP LLNK 
> 

> Please post and for~vard to all lists. 
> 

> 

> 

> Call for Papers, Panels& Posters 
> 

> W. E B. Du Bois 50th Anniversary Commemorative Conference 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> W.EB. Du Bois and the Wings of Adanta: 
> 

> A Cotmnemoratlve Conference at Clark Atlanta University 
> 

> 

> 

> The year 2013 will mark the 50th anmversary of the passing of Dr. WEB. Du Bois. On his birthday in February of that year, it is fitting that Clark Atlanta University (CAU) celebrate his life 
and scholarship: Dr. Du Bois wrote his most influential works in the 23 years he spent as a professor at Atlanta Umversity. Serving as facul~ of the Departments of HistoW and Economics, 
he taught at Atlanta University fi*om 1897 to 1910, and then returned from 1934 to 1944 as chair of the Department of Sociolog3< Dr. Du Bois also had impact in the area of social work and as 
a novelist, poet and short story writer. The W.E.B. Du Bois and the Wings nf Atlanta Conference will ser~e as a meeting at the crossroads of various paths ofDu Bois’s work. Conference 
participants will engage ~n an interdisciplinaW and international introspection of the life, scholarship and activism nfone of the most influential intellectuals nfthe 20th century. 
> 

> 

> 

> In a four-day conference, beginning on February 20, 2013 and concluding on Du Bois’s birthday nf February 23, Clark Atlanta Universi~ will host panels that highlight his countless 
contributions, especially those produced in the 23 years of his tenure. Central works to be discussed include the Phylon journal (founded in 1940) and the Atlanta Universi~ Publications 
(which he directed 1898-1914), where he covered topics including African Americans in higher education, alt, the Black chmch, mbanization, health, business, economics, and race relatiuns 
in Georgia. Books published while in Atlanta are also central to the CAU discussion: The Souls of Black Folk (1903), Black Reconstruction (1935) and Dusk of Dawn: An Essay toward and 
Autobiography of a Race Concept, the second of his three autobiographies (1940). 
> 

> 

> 

> The Wings of Atlanta conference seeks to bring together local, national and international scholars to explore themes in Dr. Du Bois’s pulqications and collected papers in order 
to illuminate his experiences at Fisk University, Hat~zard University, Universi~ of Berlin, Atlanta University, Philadelphia, Massachusetts, New- York, Chicago, Ghana and other areas where 
Du Bois lived and worked. Especially- welcome are panels addressing the multitude ofDu Boisian intellectual legacies and implications of his myriad research agendas. 
> 

> 

> 

> This conference will be held as a conclusion to the year-long W. E. B. Du Bois Major Works Seminar Series hosted by the Clark Atlanta University Office of the President, Office 
of the Provost, School of Arts and Sciences, and the Department of History. The W.E.B. Dn Bois and the Wings of Atlanta Conference, held un CAU’s campus, offers a mtiquely significant 
locale from which to cormnemorate, interrogate, and celebrate the life and xvork of this exquisitely educated and distinctly complex man. 
> 

> 

> 

> As interest is xvide but space limited, individual conference papers will be cunsidered, but panels of 4-6 papers will be given preference. Panel proposals should be no more than 4 
pages long and individual paper proposals no more than 2 pages. Panel submissiuns must identify the panel chair, names, phone numbers, email addresses, and institutional affiliation 
information for the chair and all panelists. 
> 

> 

> 

> One-page proposals for undergraduate and graduate student posters are also encouraged 
> 

> 

> 

> Send proposals to Dr Stephanie Y. Evans at sevans@cau edu<mailto:sevans@cau edu> 
> 

> For questions or additional information, call Dr Evans at 404-880-6352. 
> 

> 

> 

> Conference proposals will be accepted between JanuaW 1, 2012 and July 1, 2012. 
> 

> Acceptance notification: August 15, 2012 



> 

> 

> 

> Excerpt from "Of the Wings of Atlanta," chapter :[ive in The Souls of Black Folk (1903) 
> The function of the university is not simply to teach bread-winning, or to :[’umish teachers for the public schools, or to be a center of polite society; it is, above all, to be the organ of that 
fine ac[iustment which forms the secret o:[" civilization. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> CAU Histot?~ Department Website: http:/iwww.cau.edu/Academics History Main.aspx 
> 

> 

> 

> Call For Proposals PDF: http://wuav.cau.edu/CMFiles/Docs/CAU2013DaBoisConferenceCFP.pdf 
> 

> 

> 

> CAU Histot]i Department Facebook Page: http:/iwww.facebook.cor~,’CAl~Histor~/Department 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 2012 W.E.B. Du Bois Major Works Seminar Series 
> 

> In 2012, Clark Atlanta Universi~ will host a year-long reading seminar on the major wurks ofW.E.B. Du Bois. 
> 

> The CAU President, Pro’,~ost, Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, and Chair of the Department of History" will engage in a sustained consideration ofDu Boisian texts in preparation 
for the 2013 On the Wings of Atlanta Cormnemorative Conference. We encourage scholars of all levels to join the CAU campus, Atlanta Universib" Center, and Atlanta-metro institutions in 
a nation-wide Sankoi~a sqiourn into the writing of the most profound, relevant and complex scholar of our generation. 
> 

> 

> Spring 2012 
> 

> Jan 20, 2012 SOUL OF DUBOIS: A CAU PERSPECTIVR~ 
> The Souls of Black Folk (1903); The Gift of Black Folk (1924) 
> 

> February 24, 2012 RACE RESHARCH 
> The Stu@ of the Negro Problems (1898); The Philadelphia Negro (1899); Bibliography of the 
> Negro American (1905); Select Discussion of Race Problems (1916) 
> 

> March 23, 2012 CRIME& HEALTH 
> Some Notes on Negro Crime, Particularly in Georgia (1904); Health and Physique (1906) 
> 

> April 27, 2012 LITERATURE& ART 
> The Quest of the Silver Fleece (1911 ); Dark Princess: A Romance (1928); The Negro Artisan (1902 
> & 1912) 
> 

> Fall 2012 
> 

> July 13, 2012 AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
> The Autobiographies-- Do~k~vater: Voices From Within the Veil (1920<http://en wlkipedia.or~/wiki/1920in literature>), Dusk of Dawn: An Essay 
> Toward an Autobiography of a Race Concept (1940), and The Autobiography of W E. Burghardt 
> Du Bois (1968) 
> 

> August 31, 2012 AFRICA 
> The World and Africa, an Inquiry into the Part Which Africa Has Played in World ttistory (1946/ 
> 1965); Africa, Its Geography, People and Products: Its Place in Modem ttisto~ (1930) 
> 

> September 28, 2012 RECONS’~IJCTION& RESISTANCE 
> John Brown: A Biography (1909); Black Reconstruction: An Essay toward a ttistory of the Part 
> Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (1935) 
> 

> October 26, 2012 C}]I~RCIt, F~\~f[LY& UPLIFT 
> Some [gfJ~rts of American Negroes for Their Own Social Betterment (1897& 1909); Morals and 
> Manners (1914); ~flne Negro Church (1903); The Family (1908) 
> 

> November 23, 2012 BUSINESS& ECONO]k,f[CS 
> The Negro in Business (1899); Business and Business Education (1947, Joseph Pierce Ed.); 
> Economic Cooperation (1907& 1917) 
> 

> JanuaW 23, 2013 EDUCA’~ON 
> College Bred Negro (1900& 1910); The Common Sch~)ol (1901 & 1911 ) 
> 

> February 22, 2013 BLACK FOLK, ~fItEN& NOW 
> The Negro (1915); Black Folk, Then and Now (1939) 
> 

> 

> Dr. Stephanie Y. Evans 
> Chair, Department o:[’History 
> Dual Associate Professor, History and African AmericarVAfricana Women’s Studies 
> Clark Atlanta University 
> 200w McPheetcrs-Dem~is Hall 
>404.880.6352 

> sevans@cau, edu<mailto: sevans,@,,cau, edu> 
> Dr. E’s Resource Page: 
> www.professorevans.net<http://www.professorevans.net/> [updated] 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 31,2011 9:37 AM 

List for Atiican Studies events <asc eveats@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ascevems] Duke: TOMORROW!! Nov 1: Surface.Edge.Underneath: Deciphering South Africa’s Cultural Contempom~ 

From our colleagues at Duke. Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:TOMORROW!! Nov h Surface.Edge.Underneath: Deciphering South Africds Cultural Contempormy 

Date:Mort, 31 Oct 2011 12:54:01 +0000 

From:Nancy RobNns <nancY.mbbins~duke.edu~ 

To:co sa-intb~duke.edu <cosa-info@duke.edu> 

The Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) cordially invites you to: 

Surface ¯ Edge ¯ Underneath: 
Deciphering South Africa’s Cultural Contemporary 
A public conversation regarding South African fiction 

Tuesday - November 1st, 2011 

Noon to 1.30 pm 

225 Friedl Building* 

Duke - East Campus 

Kerry Bystrom ¯ University of Connecticut 

Sarah Nuttall ¯ University of the Witwatersrand 

Ato Quayson ¯ University of Toronto 

Anne-Maria Makhulu ¯ Duke University (commentator) 

Aarthi Vadde ¯ Duke University (commentator) 

In a context in which the language of difference and alterity seems increasingly exhausted, might it be in depthlessness that something of an opportunity 

lies for cultural critique and social and literary imagination? If reading for depth, for symptoms, and for wounds no longer gives us a full purchase on the 

time-space we inhabit, what might another kind of conversation look like? In contemporary South African cultural form, surface has become suggestive, as 

artists and writers look not only down to the underneath (the life of allegory, and wound) but across social and political time in order to invent new ways of 

seeing. In these horizontal invocations, the surface is in the symptom, and the symptom in the surface. Here, paradoxically might reside the fugitive 

meanings of the present as well as the resources for a future-oriented politics. 

Light lunch served: RSVP by Monday 10/31- _n__~__n___c_y__:Lo____b___b__Z_n___s___@____d___u__~_e__:__e___d____u__. 
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Ethiopian Women in the Period of 
Socialist Transformation 

Yeshi H Mariam 

qf statc socialist moveme~tt. As a ~ esmt women’s or,k, ani~atio/t ~ teml~’d to or we)’e obliged to ignore issues qf sign~ficance 

in the lives qf women, xuch as H~e .~exua! divisi:m :~/ labour, both at home and at the work place, control over their 

sexuality and )erti!ity, e~c. 

Ibis article <famines the Ethiopia/~ experiem’e and the status ~~/’womett b@~re and ~fter the revolution. The role 

:~f the Revolutionary Ethiopian Women’s ,4ssociation in socialist tran.~:/ormation and its relationship with the socialist 

movement is also reviewed. 

THIS paper will look al whelhcr tile 

Ethiopian wmnen’s organisation under the 

socialist system known as Revolutionary 

Ethiopian Women’s Association ~REWA) 

was accountable to its members - wolllon 

or the socialist government. It will try to 

examine the relation between the socialist 

movement and the women’s movement. 

The first section will briefly discuss the 

[ [ace of women 
m~wements and Iries to look a[ [he rein[ion 

between the state, womens organisations 

and women. The second section will deal 

with the condition ot Ethiopian women 

before and during the socialis~ system. The 

first part of this section will provide a 

background information on the condition 

of Ethiopian women before the Socialist 
Revolution, Here, the emphasis is on the 

land tenure system and rural women tk~r the 

majority of the population reside in the 

countryside. The second part of this section 

will look at the changes brought aboul by 

the sociali st revolution; and the third briefly 

examines the role of REWA at the lime. 

Finally, some concluding statements will 

be made. 

I 
Women in Socialist Movement 

The women’s movement in the context of 

the li)rmer soci.alist countries was to a larger 

extent subsumed into the broader framework 

of state socialist movement, i e, women’s 
organisations and movements were mainly 

manipulated by the state. This undermined 

the emergence and developmen~ of 

independent women’s movements or 

organisations. In other words, the process 

of ’emancipation’ after the seizure of state 

power turned into an imposition from above 

so that women’s roles were rendered 

passive.~ In those countries, women were 

not allowed to have their own organisations 

that were independem of the state. There 

was no space for women to air their 

collective interests or to defend them 

especially if these interests were against 

the policies of their respective socialist 

governments. In this connection, Molyneux 

noted that 

post--~ev{~lutionary states permit no 
autonomous or even "semi-.autonomous 
women’s movemenl: all women’s organisa- 

t~ons are strictly subordinated ~o the party, 
and tu its s~cial and economic priorities 
[Molynenx 1981:161. 

Women’s organisations in such societies 

were imposed from above. One can, 

t here/i~re. ~ay that the hi story ofl he women’s 

movement is part of the history of the socialist 

l~ovement. 

The fact that these movements and 
organisations were initiated by the socialist 

movement does not, however, discredit them. 

A great deal has been achieved as a result 

of measures taken by socialist governments 

and by the e flbrts made by women themselves 

within the limit set by governments 

(especially in cotm/ries where {he socialist 

movements were popular onesL These 

achicvemenls are especially evident m the 

cases of socialisl countries" in the "third 

world’. The areas in which women benefited 

from the changes brought about by socialist 

revolutions included the abolition of kin 
control over marriage and prohibition of 

child marrii~ge, equal share of property, 

inheritance, maternity leave, protective 

legislation, etc [Molyneux 1985:491. 

Needless to say that the changes bmughl 

about in such areas were invaluable in {he 

life of women. 
In Cuba, for instance, wnmen enjoy equal 

economic, pohtical and social rights The 

sharing ~f domes{it labour is incorporated 

in {he marriage law. The government not 

only established these rights legally, it also 

~ried to implement them and formed 

institutions ~o that ~tt~ct and also to alleviale 

the burden of reproduction on women. The 

much effort was made to raise public 

awareness through tile channels such as 

education and the media so as to bring 
attitudinal changes is to be appreciated 

ILeahy 1986:9]. gengelsdorfand Hageman, 

stating the changes brought about in Cuban 

women’s lives by the provision of free 

social services, wrote 

one has only to talk to any 42-year old Cuban 
woman., to watch her eyes as sh~ discusses 
the difference between her life befl~re 1959 
and her life now as she describes her pride 
m what she and her neighbours have seen 
come to pass around them, shaped by their 
own hands and their own efforts. One has 
only to spend time with any 20-year old 
Cuban women to understand that she is 
completely free of areas of conflict (the 
anxiety of economic dependence on a man. 
for example) which we ourselves will never 
totally overcome [ Bengelsdorf and Hageman 

1979:272]. 

When we come to the former Soviet Union, 
the most advanced socialist country of the 

period, we see that women have had a certain 

degree of political influence in policy- 

making. This, Leahy maintained, is the result 

of a high degree o f representation ofdi fferent 

levels [Leahy 1986:72,]. Quoting Hough, 

she said that 

Women are extremely well represented 
among Soviet professionals normally 
involved in policy advocacy and analysis as 
part of their vocation. For example, in 1970 
women constituted 43 per cent of vuz 
;co ege} teachers, 40 per cent of Soviet 
scientists, 45 per cent of Soviet journalists 
and writers, and 82 per cent of economists 
and planners. Moreover, they were 32 per 
cent of the leaders of organs of state 
administration, party, Komsomol, trade 
union, and other public organisations, and 
their structural subdivisions (Hough in 
Leahy, 1986:72). 

Chinese women also gained a lot from the 
reform of family law. "Tile marriage 
legislation of the Chinese soviets, more 
radical than anything that was to follow, was 
notable for its lack of restriction on divorce’ 
[Davin 1987:151]. The new marriage law 
had an overall emancipatory role on women 
from patriarchal lieudalistic subjugation. 

In the case of other third world countries 
too, the policies formulated and partially 
implemented in the area of marriage Saws, 
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Ulheritance and property ownership wcrc 

ilot hlsi~rlillcalll. However. 0muoh in 

cases, file klw gave equal cc(~llOlllic dnd 

political rights, this was uol ItlIiy put 

practice, 

If We CoIRrasI the conditions of women 

in these coulltrics with those of capitalist 
countries, we see thai Well/on ill Ihc socialiyt 

conntries were Rfiring belier lhan women 

lhe capmdist countries ILcahy 1986:1241. 

Leahy has Ihc following to say 

In lhe area of public production, women 
the Soviet Umon and Cuba have made 
IremelldO~s strides toward a l~ore cqual 
economic posilion. In both nalions, women 
have equal rights with men to employmenl 
and wages. In addition, women’s produclive 
as well as reproduclive capacities are 
recogmsed, and comprehensive malernity 
benefits are guanm~eed to all. In bolh of 
these nalions, protective legislation has 
limited women’s participation in certain 
occupalions. However. in these cases. 
wage disparity between male and 
does not lend to be as great as it is in the 
United States and Mexico ILcahy 

1986:122-231. 

She hereby argues that ~a~riarchye is "loser’ 

in socialist countries than in capitalist Ihanks 

to socialism. 
However, Mo~yneux tells us lhal an 

equivalent of what was achieved in socialist 
countries as a result of socialist revolutions 

has gradually been laking place in thc 

capilalist world as well. She argued Ihat 

capitalist countries are catching up as I)r as 
women" s condilion are concerned. She wrole, 

Historians of European capitalism have 
shown how ... "liberalisation’ occun cd with 
tile spread ofcommodily relations m Ihe pre- 
capilalist economy, and led Io lhc gradual 
dissolution of Ihc previous social relations 

and property Ibrms [N~rstcrand Raotnn 1976: 
(’rc~ghton 1980]. At the same innc patriarchal 
contl:ols over women and younger ~eII were 
challenged and weakened. Under s~ialist 
g~wcrnmenls we see an a~alogo~s process 
taking place. The difl~rcnce is thai the time 
span is very much shorler... IMolyneux 
1985:501: 

While patriarchy loosened as a rcsuh 

capitalist development, most of the credit for 
challenging patriarchy and achieving some 

gouls should go m the women’s movement 

in these capitalisI counlries. The persislen~ 

demands imN~sed on those governments by 
the women’s movement through women’s 
organisations have undeniably positive 

effects on the changing hmdscape of 

patriarchal world. The concern here is 

show that it is very difficuR to slmak of a 

similar processof atllononlolls 

countries where indepcndenl womer~’s 

orga~lisalim~s were virlualIy mm-exislenl. 

flick no women’s organisations existed in 

¯ these countries. As noted, lhey were cmaled 

a ulild li/l’l~ el prcsMire grotlp btli elk, wilhotll 

ii~uch power, In the PDRY Ihc(}cncral Union 

providing Icchllical IrailfinF. for wonien 
I’~nllili~! W~lnCl/S so~mg co oporallVCS. 

carlylllg oUl. hygiene ailO liutriliol/ill 

cdtlcational work alllOllg wolllcn (especially 
mothers) polmlmising the pl-ovision> el the 
Family I.a~. and praclising 
counselling. It has above all bccu a social 
aml educalional organisation, el a Iradilionat 
women’s welfare kind. carrying out aclivil~cs 
lhat wow certainly important and which 
cotlld subslal/tially IIIIploVe 

position, htlt ilol mohilinmg g Olllell dircclly 

to coil fronl prcvaili~} g inalc, lcll~alc rclaI 

[Molyn~ux 1979 in M 19~1:34-351. 

The question still remains as m whclhcr 

womer~ were enlancipaled lroil~ palriarchal 
rule in these countries as claimed by then 

governmc~ls. Were w()l/~e~’s organisalit~lls 
lneant 1o liberalc women or till the cor~liary 

[O see Io Ihal women conlribnlc Iheir ~harc 

to lhc socialisl couslruclioll which esscnlially 

meant cconmnic dcvelopmcnl7 In olhcr 

words, Wholll wcrc lhc 

organisalions ill those c’OlllltllCS 

lO: womell lkeinsclvcs or Ike 
governmellls’~ ttow do ~e explain the power 

relation bol WCOll WOlllCl/" s ~ u~allisa! io~ls a~ld 

lt~c respective 
In spilt of all lhc eflknls made by 

socialist governmeuls and the subscrvienl 

wo~ell’S lllovcnlelllS, women ill 

countries were not ’cmancipalod" IrOlll 

palriarchal rutc. Though they were successlul 

in mobilising women m lhe public sphere. 

this by iisel f opened up a new sel of problems 

Ibr women by multiplying their work-load. 

The condition of women in sonic {}t these 
coulmies proved ~l~aI women pari~cipamlg 

in Ihe public sphere is not lhe sohiliou 

emancipating women IroD1 patriarchal 

domiuations2 Molyncux asscrlcd ~his by 

saying that 

while progress has been made ill tnany areas, 
equality belwecn the sexes, let ahmc Ihe 
"emal~cipalion of women, is l~lr fll~ul having 
been realised even in the more industrialiscd 
alld hmg-c,lablishcd socialisl slalcs 
IMolynct~x 1985:50~. 

Apart I1 o111 pl-Olllolillg wOlllell g 

parlicipalion in lhe public sphere and family 
reforms, all other promise, uladc hy 

socialisl governments rmnamcd changes de 

jttre, but not in practice, Arc-z> such as control 

wcrc left umouchcd. It i> cspcclcilly s~ ill 

Chilla an/d Ihc Sovicl t~lliOU 

i/eilhcr ~ociely cxlcl/tls Ihc Male 

of child c:il¢ Ihal ha~ tllldotiblcdl} oCCtlllc’d 

ill Ihcsc xociclics io lhc iIiOlC 

the cxc’ltisi(m of wo!tlCll frt~ll/public p~wcr 
is as nlarkcd a Icaltlic of stale ~tlcialiMll 

socialisl Mcllc Io c~mli’ol scxualily has hccll 

alllply dcl/ltll/MI alcd Ihrotighoul Ihc 

Dloc Cotlnli10s. Thole i~ ~c~y liiltc cvid0ncc 

froth, li~i cx ample, cilhcr (’hilla or ihc Soviet 

El~cwhcr0, ~hc al~o cited lhai 

l inl the case of Ihc one c’ililcl p~ dicy m (’hi na . 
whalcver the indi~ idual wishes of pal’l 

WOll/e~, It is gcncrall) ibc i/ccd~ el lhc 

soc’ioly Ileal arc given priorily.. Ior all 

desire I]~1 children, or ii/ole lhail oI~C child, 

IKvan~ 19~7:94i 

WCIC IllOrC acWOUlllabl0 io Ihc Mdlt’ Ihail they 

wore Io lhcir inc’~lihcr~, Thov ~c’ic" tl,cd 

wolnol/. I-Iowcvcr. Ihis ~ as Io a larT~ cMt’lll 
one xidcd, i c, liOl!i Iop-dowil whcrcb) 

~ovorllnlclll i)olicics {~ll WOlUCU I])rill!llalcd 

lask tlr whcn Ihc ic’spcc’livc ~llverlllllC’lll loll 

a~ in Ihc c’;l~c el (]~ina clt~rin7 Iho cullural 

1997:131. ~il0) observed thai aflTr it 
roin~laiod iii 1979 (ii ha~ b~011 disbanded 
Ih~ p0rmd ~>1 Iho culltlr’al rcv~)hilioill. Ihc 

[;cdcialiol/ ! A(+WF! 

t’aliipal~Hl~, alld Iht’lc 01c ~ially iopol-l~ 

less l]~i woBlel/ Ihan Ior Ihc I)arly alld 

gov~rnmciil l lhmir’, aild Itcistlailer ill 7ilcv 

1992;1 II 

ACWF ~, ,111 cxainplc ol 

organlsalloil’, ill socialisl t~,ltlnlries bul 

an exceplion in hein7 niauifJulalcd b~,. Ihc 

,~2overnnlellt, 

The pr~bleln wilh lhis lack o1 mdc- 

lendcd or obliged Io ignore is~ucx el 
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s~gnilicaucc it+ the li,,es of women such as 
the ~,exual division of labour both at home 
and the stereotyping and the ever dcva{uattotl 
of whatever undertaken by women at 
work place, control of women’s sexuality, 
t+rti+ity and the sphere of political power, 
These organisations could not mobilise 
women around the issues mentioned, for the 
latter were not perceived as problems of 
primary nature, rather as those that would 
disappear with the disappearance of the 
economic problem~ caused by capitalism+ 
ti~ere were any attempts by any organisation 
to mobilisc women+ the government would 
declave the organisalion ’reactionary’ for 
tWinE to divert the socialist cause. This 
alleged "reactionary’ move was 
attribuled to an alliance wilh the western 
l:eminisl groups. 

I! 
Ethiopian Women and the 

Socialist System 

Ethiopia is one ot+ the least developed 
countries With the population size of 55 
million growmg at the rate of 3 per cent per 
annum/+Of these, women constitute an equal 
half [MPED 1993:[ 1. Being one of the most 
underdeveloped countries, its people are 
exposed to all kmds of problems such as 
poverty, war, disease, illiteracy. In almost 
all aspects, women are even worse off than 
men. All the burdens involved in lhe 
procreation: bearing and rearmg children 
and also replenishing the labour force are 
borne exclusively by women side by side 
with/heir active involvement in lhe day-m- 
day productive activities along with men. 
They also suflk~r from cultnral practices, 
such as early marriage, circumcision, etc. 
The gender relation is based on male 
dominance that can be referred lo as 
patriarchal. Patriarchy resides at home, in 
the work place and Ihe public lives of women, 

Ethiopia is a predominantly agrarian 
society where 90 per cent of the population 
lives in the countryside [SIDA 1992:15] of 
which the economically active population of 
98 per cent men and 95 per cent women are 
engaged in agricuRum~ [SIDA 1992:41]. 
Women participate equally in agricultural 
activilies,so flaat lhe category of’housewives" 
is nol appropriate Ik~r lhese women despite 
Iheir calling ~hemselves so. internalising the 
patriarchal conception of work as only that 
which is remunerated. Women’s work is 
governed by a rigid sexual division of labour. 
Here is a good description of an aspect of 
the divismn of labour in rural Ethiopia made 
by an English traveller Waiter PIowden as 
quoted by Richard Pankhurst. 

The dulies of women comprise the whole 
of domestic labour. Ihe men doi ng only three 
things: soldiering, ploughing, or mercantile 
affairs, matters as can only be perlkmned on 
journeys. In the house, a man does nothing, 

and the time o1" all the women is generally 
fully occupied from day ligh{ till dark. Even 
the wives and concubines of wealthy men 
are never enmeiy idle. as the spmning of 
comm lot their dresses is unceasing.., besides 
these multifarious duties she has to drudge 
to all {l~e difl~rcnt markels, have a scientific 
knowledge of prices, weed tlae corn at certain 
seasons and lake care as besl as she Call 

the children as providence may have 
bestowed upon helL. I klloW of I/O uoulltl’y 

where the female work so hard [Pankhurst 
m Zeleke 1985:311, 

What is worse ~s that their work never 
counted as work. Due to the low valuation 
and deliberate negligence of their labour, 
women were forced to believe that what they 
were dome would nol count as work, [n a 
survey of employment conducted in 1970, 
by the Central Statistics Office, only 7 per 
cent of all the women of Ethiopia were 
reported to be economically active [1LO 
1976:31 ]. This is a clear indication of how 
devalued women’s work had been. 

The sexual division of labour as described 
above was closely ~inked to and reinfl)rced 
by some ideological characterisation of 
womanhood. Due to the patriarchal system, 
the norm has always been 

to associate the highest values exclusively 
w~th masculinily and to conceive of the 
virtues of masculinity alm~st exclusively in 
lerms of aggressive capacity. ,Mlhough in 
some groupx the distribution of wcahh and 
power keeps women floln a wholly 

subordinate pos~tiot+, nearly all the peoples 
of Greater Ethiopia consider women 
generically inferior, express little if any 
appreciation of distinctively Isminine traits, 

and harbour many idioms of contempt fi)r 
alleged female attributes [Levine 1974:541Y 

Women had a very interior posflion compared 
with lheir men compaIriots. In some ethnic 
groups, they were liken to hyenas. For 
instance, 

Gurage consider the woman to be inherently 
hllmoral+ and a constant source ofcontami 
lion of men unless she perlbrms cleansing 
rituals after childbirth, menstruation, and 
sex ual intercourse. Kefa males regard women 
as weak, shatp-t+mgued, and lazy, and highly 

dangerous both because they may infect 
men during theh menstrual perh+ds and 
because of their avid sexual desires which 
rob men of their strength ... The Amhara 
depreciate w~men’s activity and talk as 
inferior, and disparage women’s character 

as unreliable and treacherous ILevine 

1974:541. 

This is how patriarchy through the sexual 

division of labour robs women of their sellL 

confidence and reliance. 

Even the upper class women who enjoyed 

some form of property and power, according 

to Levine, can be taken as exceptions. Even 

these were not entirely independent 

manipulating their property and power 

[Robertson and Berger 1986:151 and were 
as much oppressed as their fellow women 
m all other respects [Bekele 

Since the question of ownership and 
control over land is central to a predominantly 
agrarian society, and since the majority of 
women who suffer from the burden of 
patriarchal relations and gender domination 
reside in the countryside, the position of 
women m the land tenure systems is worth 
examining up. The major tenure 
arrangements were known as dst, scnl{l~, 

’gulf, "maderia’, +mengist’, and "fisle-gulU 
In the cases of gult, semon, maderia and 
mengist tenure systems, women were not 
entitled to ownership for the following 
reasons, Semon land was granted by ti~e 
Coptic Church to men who could in return 
provide servicesto it. Women were excluded 
from this lbrm of ownership because the 
church accepts women even today as only 
worshippers for the reason that they were/ 
are considered to be closer to Satan than 
God, The state on its behalf used to allocate 
large plots of land in the form of estate 
the nobilities and men in the authority that 
provided special services to the crown on 
which they had gutt right and plots of land 
which was known as maderia to men in the 
army lbr meritorious services. Mengist land 
was owned by the state. All these were 
beyond women’s access since they were/are 
not involved in political and militaryactivities 
which would have enabled them to gi ve such 
special services, It is. thereR+re, communal 
or dst and to a certain extent private and 
r~stc-gult" systems Which were open to 
women, The beneficiaries were women from 
the northern part of the country and 
the upper class. 

The fist system was typical of the northern 
part of Ethiopia and was also the dominant 
tenure system in that area. It comprises 
kinship-based and village-based inheritance 
rights [Staht 1974:80+81] which gave it its 
communal character, Rist tenure "was 
efk+ctive in allocating land to the people.and 
people to land" [Rahmato 1983:18] since 
"lnlearly all the peasants who live in fist 
areas are ristegna" [Cohen and Weintraub 
1975:32 l, i e, people with fist right+ The fact 
thai women had this right explains the 
communal nature of the system since they 
am the most neglected pad of the society 
as Ihr as ownership and other benefits are 
concerned. The fist system was open to 
women of all classes in the no~hern pa~ 
through fist right based on either their kinship 
or village descent. However, this right was 
formal or nominal since the actual 
management of the property rest~ on men: 
husbands, brothers or male relatives+ 

" The other form of tenure that gave women 
land right-was riste-gult. This+ while its 
hereditary nature was the same as in the fist 
system was, however, o~n only to upper 
class women. 
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]~1 COlltl~lst Io Ihc ab~\c Iwo gro/|ps of 

~omcn who enjoyed a ccrlain lk~rm of righl 

to land ownership, lhe majoriiy of women 

in file soulhcrn and soulh-wcslcrn parts of 

lhe counlry where II~c rcsl of land tenure 

systems reigned were deprived o~ any form 

of right Io !and and were predominantly 

dependcnl on tenams as wives, molhcrs, 
sisters and daughters. The st~ciaIist re~olution 

occu ~ed in a situation whc[c women’ ~ labour 
was being severely exploilcd dmmgh 

sexual division of labour Ihat was based on 

male dominance and where every sphere 
their lives: their ~exualily, fertility, 

movement, self expression and par[icipaion 

in politics and decision making, elc, 

controlled by the patriarchal society. Suct~ 

was lhe legacy of the old system m the 

sociaiisl one where women’s condition is 

concerned. 

h~ 1974, Ethiopia carried out a socialist 

rcvolution thai overlhrew the old "semi- 

lbudal and semi-capilalist’ social system 

together with its imperial govemmenL By 

ending the old system, the new government 
lransferred basic resources from private 

ownership to public ownership, thereby 

distributing land to rural households whose 
lives depended on agricultural production, 

According to lhe socialist agrarian system 

everyone is enlitled to land as far as he or 

she won on it. This, however, remains de 

jure. This system strengthened patriarchal 
rule by redistributing resources since the 

]and given to households is controlled and 

managed by their heads who happen to be 

males. 

During the early days of ~he socialisl 

revolution, women’s ’lwo-fold oppression’, 

based on class and gender, was in the news 

everyday in the state controlled mass media, 

The socialist government reiterated the 

suflSrings of women to the extent that it 

became a mocking subject. The sexual 

division of labour and double oppression of 

women have been subjects of the media tbr 

quite a hmg rime. It was repeatedly said lhat 

women’ s oppression and exploilation would 

disappear when the semi-feudal and semi- 

capitalist system was abolished loget her with 

its remnants and replaced by the socialist 

system. The government also made many 
promises in almosl all areas of women’s 

lives. It was said that with the socialisl 

revolution, "a green light emerged ISr the 

equalily and I?ccdom of women" [REWA 

1982:14]. Its major slogan was ’equal rights 

for all, irrespective of sex, religion, racial 

or social origin’ [Kebede 1990:59 I. The facl 

thai "’women suffered double oppression 

and exploitation by the reactionary system" 
in such ways thin they were considered as 

~second class citizens’, ll~at lhey never 

panicipaled in "decision-making in any afiSir 

of the stale", that they had limited access 

m job opportunities and skills~ that they were 

not allowed to own property, thai lhcy did 

nol have equal access to education, thai 

"they had to cook. grind grain, carry water 

on their back, gather wood, help their 

in the fields, raise children and contribute 

manual labour in ihe household of lheir 

landlords", lhat they were surf)ring from 

backward cultural practices like early 

marriage {REWA 1982:8.-9], ctc, was highly 

pronounced and was said to be the area of 

focus of the socialist government. The 

government pledged time and again to 

address d~cse problems, and in the year 1980 
(in its sixth year in power) created the 

Rew~lulionary Elhiopian Women’s 

Association (REWA). 

The merits of ~hc revolution vis-a-vis 

women were in lhe area of reducing illitcracy~ 

in raising the consciousness of women 

lhrough parlicipauon in women’s and offmr 

mass organisations, in lhc government’s 

g~anting longer maternily leave with pay 
employed women,~ into a certain cxtem 

expandi ng soci al services ( health, education, 

water supply, etc) that have posilive impact 

upon the lives of women and in {he very fac~ 

of its verbally acknowledging or calling 

the equality of the sexes. Of these, lhe 

two are of great importance given their more 

lasting significance upon the whole female 

population, 
Ethiopian women all over the country 

were made to be orgamsed under REWA. 

Membership and parlicipation were 

obligatory by special proclamation [REWA 

1982:211 so that neither men nor women 

timid hampcF this proccs> c\cn !l~)u/?h 

early days o{ REWA, "Ihi~ i> to mc;m thai 

inlc~naliscd lhc patriarchal ideology that 

unhappy abou{ REWA. in l,wl, there was 
a degree o! resistance 

1978:571. Onc could say lhaI ~hc lacl that 

it was an obligaiory process had an 

’emancipatory" eflect on womcn m gelling 

H~em oul of their kitchcu and letlillg l]lClll 

discuss and ’decide o,~ issues of "belief" 
importance. 

The credit of having organiscd women 
thereby raisin,, lhe level of lhcir 

consciousness goes to the socialis~ 

governmenL In light of whal has been 

discussed above, socialism created 

relatively better condition m women. The 

merits highlighted above, however, do 

exhaust the practices of file syslem and 
way women lived in lha{ society, and above 

all we dare not say Ihat it challenged 

patriarchy as a system given lhe changing 

nature of patriarchy and addressed the 

fundamental problems of women which Ihe 
socialist government had to blame the 

previous system ti~r failing w do. Desta put 

it as 

it is being unreMisiic 1o say that in pOSt- 

revolm ionary ~thiopia the position ¢)f women 
has impwx cd just bee:rose the 
is talking about the oppression and 
cxploitatior~ of women [Des{a 1982:82~. 

Our Publication at Special Discount 

FOOD SYSTEMS AND THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 
IN EASTERN INDIA 

Vol. I : Food Insecurity and the Social Environment 
Vol. II : Food Insecurity, Climate Variability and 

Community Perceptions 
by 

Boudhayan Chattopadhyaya 

Pp. 418 + 642, Tables, Maps, Figs. Set Rs. 800.00 

Volume I - The present volume explores the profiles of food insegurity 
in Eastern India from the vantage point of the Bengal Famine of !943, 
tracing out the vicissitudes of the food system through the post- 
Independence decades. Volume !1 - In this volume an attempt is made 
to situate the food system in the so-cailed"natural" environment, particularly 
in relation to the water regime in Eastern India. 

Special Offer Rs. 600.00 plus P~oS._t_~f.r_~e._!n.. 
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Moreover. the earlier achie’~ed p~s~tive 

contribtltions discussed above remained 
marginal while in die mmns~ream ofsoci;dis~ 
Iians{ornlalion, such its the sharing of 

resources and power, wolllcn were 
accomn]odated or were only to a 

Besides. m mosl cases, lhese positive 
ellbrts seemed lo be exceeded by the "dis-- 
empowering" experiences tbr some group 

devialhm ~rom the experiences of {,ther 
social iM countries. The possible explanation 
could be Ihal after coming Io power, the 
governmonl could nol secure popular 
pmlicipadon and had lo use force lo see to 
tim{ its policies were implemented. This by 
i[scll was lhe result of the o,mplete absence 
of democratic process with power 
concenlrated in file government body. As we 
shall see this is evidenl in our discussion 
Ihc then women’a organisation. REWA, 

When wc reasscss the women’s orga- 
nisalion, REWA, ~I was by and large a 
political msuument of the goverument 
wid~oul any fl~rm of independence as it was 
the case m oilier socialist counmes to~}l hough 
this was an cxlreme form of it. I personally 
witnessed ll~e executive body of REWA 
I~ciug faked so as [o put pro-governmen~ 
persons m power. Apart from raising the 
~cve] of consciotlsness el: women which was 

of letted m dne process, all activities of 
REWA were geared to the government’s 
poiilical end. This has been confirmed by 
an ex-memher of REWA’s executive 
committee as follows. 

Women’s emancipation for ahnos[ the last 
two decades was viewed along socialist 
devclopmenl stralegy, Due to ofganisational 
and ideol~gical problems that exist in the 
thinking, the Revoluthmary Ethiopian 
Women*s Association (REWA). which 
functioned ahmg that ~lra{cgy. failed Io bring 
has~c changes in the lives of women... The 
Association itlobilist’d good proportion of 

womm+ to fulfil government policies and 

party p~ogrammes [l)cssie and Mekonnen 

Moreover, no room was IOil for any 
mdependenl political or social organisal~on 
be il WOII;CI;’S OF men’s outside lhe political 
scene dominated by lhe government, Due 
to Ibis absolute contn)~ by the government, 
Ethiopian women could m)t evolve an 
aLIIOnOIIIOLIS nlovenleHL The only 

they v~c~e left with was showing their mute 

resislance by not taking parl (whenever 
possible] in lhe activities designed by REWA 
~}1 lhc government. 

From ils inceptiom REWA was involved 
m o~ganising Ethiopian women. Grass roots 
members came together, at least once a 
week. to study the Marxist ideology+ and/ 
or engage themselves in h~comc-getmrating 
activities like spinning, embroidering, etc, 
to support REWA in addition to their 

mm~lhlv conlrihution i~ cash. These 
activiues v, ere obligatory whereby those 
who failed 1~ fulfil them were fined. Later, 
lhe income-generating activities were 
consolidated and the organisation in some 
cases Marled to hire women (in some cases 
poor women) and pay wage. This shift 
from participating the mass of women to 
hiring some women permanently could be 
explained by the pressure from some 
international NGOs such as UNICEF with 
their ideas of welfare approach. Some of 
these welfare organisalions are still 
surviving while most could not be sustained. 
Thou*,h these effmts were {o improve the 
lives of womeu, they were directed a~ in 
making women better housewives or in 
involving them in ~ow productivity and 
’handicraft" activities that were mere 
extension of women’s work in the house- 
hold. Those efforts were, therelk}re, by and 
large fruitless, 

Thcle are semblances of increased 
participation, but certainly none significant 
enough to secure women’s access to 

economic resources [Kebcde 199(}:661 

nol only in women’s associations bul also 
in other structures of the socia]isl system 
such as agriculture. 

REWA did not touch areas such as the 
sexual division of lubour, fl~e land Hght 
question, vMence against women+ control 
ol one’s sexuality, fertility, etc. Backward 
cuIttlral practices that have detrimenlal 

effects on women’s lives such as early 
mamage and chcumciMon were COmlfle{ely 
ignored, The popular belief was that 
backwardness was brought by economic 
domination and exploitation of the masse> 
by few capitalists and land lords, 1~ followed 
~hat when these would be eradicaled, 
women would achieve their equalily 
mell. 

As tirne wenl by, the hmgq:ought civil 
war reached a ethical stage al which Ihe 
govemmem could no more feed tl~e army. 
Then. lhc responsibility of preparing dry 
rations for lhe army fell on the shoulders 
of Ethiopian women through REWA. All 
the women of{he country were called upon 
al different times to contribute labour for 
the preparation of this ration. This was an 
example of how REWA served as an 
h~strumenl of lhe socialist government. 

More lhau flint, al almost all limes REWA 
ensured fl~at govemmenl policies such as 
fund raising or income generating for 
defence or for the construction of 
socialist economy and/or ideological 
prindplcs were adhered lo as far as lhey 
concerned It~e women population. In trying 
{o accomplish lhese ~asks, REWA created 
a high degree of political participation 
under a totalitarian struclure. "[’hough this 
participation was at lhe very lower level 
of politics such as in organisadons of local 

areas of residence, grass roots \q}uth 
wolllell’S or peasant associ;ltion~, ~l 

helped in raising lhe level, of wmnen, 
consciousness, What we so far tried Io see 
is thai, apart from raising tile level of 
consciousness of women, tar from 
emancipating women from patriarchal rule, 
REWA multiplied their burden by imposing 
additional obligatory labour requirements. 
Thus, the sexual division of labonr in all 
spheres of socielal life went uuchallcngcd. 
Equality between men and women remained 
a dream. 

C(.~NCI_USION 

Socialism is the only social system that 
openly acknowledged the oppregsion of 
women and created a space however small 
for their "emancipation’ in its programn~c, 
The changes it brought about in tim lit) of 
women in terms of participating lhem 
the monetised economy, in terms of family 

refl)rm laws, etc, were no~ negligible. 
In the Ethiopian case, hmvcxer, such 

changes were not significant enough. This 
could partly be because of the weak econmnic 
base sociulism inherited from the old system. 
and partly because lhc socialist government. 
~7 years in power was a totalitarian 
without any democralic space tier action, In 
fact, when we speak of women di fl)renlially. 
the socialist land rcli)rm that delermined the 
lil) of the Ethiopian rural population 
away the land rights of women in tl~e 

parl of Ethiopia and that of the upper class 
women while al the same time g~ving stone 
rights to the diw~rcees and the widows. By 
doing so, il reaffirmed lhe patriarchal 
control of women by fl~eir husbands in a 
new form. h was in such context, the 
socialist govcrnmenl organiscd women 
under REWA 

REWA, being recognised as the 
represcnlafive of Ethiopian wmnen by 1l~c 
government, was caught between serving 
women’ s interests and thal oflhe government. 
In such a dilemma, it served Rlole 
government being an inMrumenl of 
channelling the latter’s programmes to 
women. While it ~s true that in 
former socialiM t:Otllllries, wonlgll’S 
organisations were iu i~lOS[ cases 
manipulated hy the state, Ihe experience 
REWA was even worse since it was 
answerable Io a iloll-denlocl-alic, wholly 

totalilarian govorn~llenl thai was using 

WOlllen for its uwn ends with its false 
promises. Thus. it is not an exaggeration 
that REWA was accountable more to 
socialisl government than to 
members- women. The lesson we can 

derive from such all experience is Ihat as 

Molyncux also argued unless women do 
not have a relativc independence from the 
stale, "emancipation’ :fronl above’ will 
remain a dream [Molyneux 1981:38~. 
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Notes 

l This refers to the period in which these 

countries were under socialist rule. 
2 Patriarchy here refi:rs io a systemattc way 

male dominance over wolDcn. 
3 Amonomy here rotors Io an indelxndcncc 

l~om ~he 
4 This issue of autonomou~ 

mnvemem is very innch dubious. 
Dependence upon the slate power on 
one hand meam certain degree of power 
while indewndence runs the risk of being 
margmalised since this power is lacking, 
and on the other, being restricted to the 
policies and the will of the state, i c, 
problem of bcin~ parl ~t a struch~re that 
does not give us enough space for our needs 
IVargas ~994: 2-3]. 

5 Palriarchy as a system nf male dominance 
not a static system given fix flexible forms. 

6 As estimated by lhe Cenlral Slatistics Office 
of Ethiopia based on the 1984 Census. 

7 Agncuhure is hardly mechanised and is by 
and large ~asam based. 

8 Access to recent literature is very difficuh. 
Though I accepl the limhathm of Ihc paper. 
mostly this is due m Ihe absence of material 

" in the area. 
9 The land lenure syslcm of Elhiopia during 

the period in qneslmn was ~ery much 
complicalcd. AI the risk of ove~simpli- 
ficalion, an allempt will be made m give 
a general picture. There were aboul 20 land 
tenure systems in Ethiopia lhat can safely 
be classified into four major holding 
systems, namely communal, privale, church 
and state ownership IRahmalo 1986:171 
though different classifications prevail 
diffcrenl grounds. The m~ior inslitutmnal 
arrangements accordingly were ris~ (literally 
inheritable land on which lhe owner had 
usufructuary right since the ultimate owucr 
was lhe community), private, semon, guh. 
maderia, mengisl (17-23} and riste-guh 
[Pausewang 1983:24t 

10 Some guh right holders managed to transk’r 
their land right to fist (hemdilary) and il was 
known as ristc-gult. 

II Since 85 per cent of the population 
involved in peasant agriculture and of the 
remaining 15 per cent, the male sex 
monopolised the monetised economy: the 
proportion of women in this sector ~s very 

. small. 
t2 Such as taking away the land right women 

in the northern parl and the upper class wcrc 
e~}oying, 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JOHN Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, October 31, 2011 11:26 AM 

If you have time, browse this website: GEOG814.001 .FALI2011 

http://~a~a~-.uwe.ac.uk! sca/researcl~/place/index.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 31, 2011 11:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Tea 

H~ 
No problem I understand. I’ll get back to you later this week. I’m not sure how- my schedule will be on Monday yet. 
Good luck with your work! I can sympathize with the challenge of writing and doing one’s own work during such a crazy time. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, Octuber 31,2011 6:24 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Tea 

Dear Kia, 

prujects which have tu be submitted in Nuvember Let’s tt,), next week - Monday in the morning would be excellent if you are on campus. 

Best wishes and see you tumorruw. 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Saturday, October 29, 2011 11:35 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Tea 

Hi Eunice, 

rm writing to see if you would like to meet for tea next week. I will be free on Tuesday, Nov. 1 between 2:30 pm and our meeting at 4:30 pm. I arn also available next Wednesday for most of 
the day and could meet you closer to our homes. 

Best, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-Arnerican Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.~xc.edu<mailto:klcaldxve@ernail.tmc.edu> 

http :/iwxw¢. unc.edtv deptsiafriaf am 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 31, 2011 12:50 PM 

The asc t~calty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lislserv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Alexandm FullerNov. 8 

The curriculum in Global Studies is pleased to present 

War Stories: A semester-long speaker series 

This fall, join us as we explore the straggles of nalions affected by wmc and the battles of individuals fighling for change. 

Co-~sponsored by the College ()fArts and Sciences, U~(7 Global, and the CenterJbr Global Initiadves. 

Alexandra Fuller 

Tuesday, November 8th [ 5:30 PM 7:00 PM [ Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Educafion Center 

.~i Long Graffiti Tripoli.jpg 

Fuller credit lan Murphy 
2jpg 

The final spe~£er of the fall semester series, bestselling author Alexandra Fuller. will discuss 

growing np in wine-torn central Africa. 

Alexandm Fuller is the bestselling author of Don’t Let % Go to the Dogs Tonight (Random, 2003), Scribbling the (7at (Penguin, 2005) 

and four books of non-fiction. Born in England and raised in Africa, Fuller grew up in Rhodesia during the destructive civil war of the 

1970s. She has punished numerous articles on the history and politics of conflict in Zimbabwe. Her most recent book Cocktail Hour 
Under the Tree ofFotg, e¢idness (Penguin, 2011 ) captures the passions that embody living in Africa. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

AssedJaLe Director, A[rican Studies Cent~’z 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global EducaLion C~nter 

UniversJLy of Nerth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-i406 office 
(919) 843-2102 Eax 
b anderson@uric, edu 
http : !!africa. uric. edu! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Monday, October 31,2011 1:10 PM 

For CIAS l?acul~ <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] War Stories with AlexaMra Fuller Nov 8 

11X17 AF Poster Vl.pdf 

Dear colleagues, 

We are excited to bring bestselling memoirist Alexandra Fuller to U NC for our War Stories speaker series with the help of the College of Arts and Sciences, UNC 

Global, and the Center for Global Initiatives. Alexandra is the author of several stunning memoirs on growing up in war-torn central Africa. She has also 

published widely on society and conflict in the region. We are thrilled to be hosting a free, public question and answer conversation with Alexandra at S:30pm on 

Tuesday, November 8th, in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. A book-signing will follow the event. 

We hope many of you will be able to join in the discussion and attend what promises to be a fascinating evening. 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!iwww.global.unc.edu!globalstudies 

The curriculum in Global Studies is pleased to present 

War Stories: A semester-long speaker series 
This fall, join us as we explore the struggles of nations affected by war and the battles of individuals 

fighting for change. 

Co-sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences, UNC Global, and the Center for Global Initiatives. 

Alexandra Fuller 
Tuesday, November 8th [ 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM I Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education 

Center 

The final speaker of the fall semester series, bestselling author Alexandra Fuller, will discuss 

growing up in war-torn central Africa. 

Alexandra Fuller is the bestselling author of Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight (Random, 2003), 

Scribbling the Cat (Penguin, 2005) and four books of non-fiction. Born in England and raised in Africa, 

Fuller grew up in Rhodesia during the destructive civil war of the ~970s. She has published numerous 

articles on the history and politics of conflict in Zimbabwe. Her most recent book Cocktail Hour 

Under the Tree of Forgetfulness (Penguin, 2011) captures the passions that embody living in Africa. 





From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Sent: Monday, October 31,2011 4:59 PM 

To: cbcchai@unc.edu 

Subje~’t: Caucus 

A~tach: 2011 Novetnber Agenda.pdf 

Hi Colleagues. The Carolina Black Caucus meeting is tomorrow, Tuesday. See attached. 

I am writing to request your membership and attendance at the Chancellor’s home on Monday, November 28 at 5:00 p.m. I asked him to host the Caucus so we may 

all fellowship together in the spirit of Thanksgiving. I REALLY want our Black faculty to be there. So, yes - I am begging. ;) 

Please let me know by this Thursday at noon as there is limited space. 

Thanks again for ALL you do. 

(Apologies for duplication in emails.) 

Respectfully, 

b~bb~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 



November 2011 Membershi~ 

Carolina Union - Room 3102 - 11:30 a.m. 

Agenda 

1. Welcome 

2. Introductions - Members 

3. Campus and WOYM ("What’s On Your Mind") Updates 

Retention of Black Male Students 

Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs - Candidate Visits 

Bubba Cunningham - New Athletic Director 

4. Student Life - Welcome Black Student Movement! 

5. Get involved! 

BiT "Blacks in Technology" 

Read-In (February 2012) 

An Arts Night Out (February 2012) 

7. Announcements 

CBC Online Exhibit Update 

Reminder - "Giving Thanks" Monday, November 28 - 5:00 p.m. 

Stone Center - 19th Annual Stone Memorial Lecture - Dr. Janet Southerland - Thursday, November 3 - 7:00 

p.m. 

2011 Carolina Diversity Summit - "intersectionality: Exploring Diversity from Varied Perspectives" - 

Friday, November 18 J 8 a.m. - 2 p.m. I Student Union 1505 

"The Parchman Hour" (PlayMakers) Through Nov. 13. 

5ign Up 

NFL Penthers Trip - 5undey, December 11 - 1:00 p.m. Two pickup spots - North Chepel Hill end 5outhpoint. 

Went to errive in Cherlotte by 11:30 e.m. Depert 45 minutes efter the geme. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <donotreply@eventbrite.com> 

Monday, October 31,2011 5:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Can’t MaJae it to Visualizing HumaJ~ Rights this Saturday? 

Our tickets are almos~t sold out for the Visualizaing Huma~ Rights Anti-Conference’. While we hope lx~ see you aJl, if you’re not able to join us tbr any reason, please 

reply to me so I cm~ release your ticket. 

Many thanks! 

Ceuter for GlobaJ Initiatives StaB" 

Event: Visualizing Human Rights 

Date: Saturday, November 5, 2011 t?om 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM (ET) 

Location: 

FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Eor more information click here: Vis~liziIN Humm~ Rights 

This email was sent by Eventbrite Anyone can use Eventbrite to spread the word, 
collect money, ~nd track RSVPs for an event.. See ~i..w [I:N i Registration powered by Eventbrite 
Click be~e to unsubscribe flom events by "UNC Center for Global Iilitia/ives". 
Eventbrite ] 651 Brannan St Suite 110 i San Francisco, CA 94107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu;" 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 5:31 AM 

Seminar today - INTS560:INTS560.001.FALL201 l 

Dear Scholoxs, 

Please come to the seminar prepared to discuss the readings on global Ix~verty - Pogge (3 of them) and Kuper - and to work in groups. I will also be rett~rning your 

exams as promised. 

Sincerely m~d ,see you later. 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 5:43 AM 

Today seminar’s- Afri600:AFRI600.001.FALL2011 

Dem All, 

Gmelings. 

Agenda for today: 

We started our di~ussion of the interlinked themes of Migration, Diaspora and Development on Thursday rather than Tuesday last week - as it is indicated on our 

schedule - becau~ upon our return t?om Fall Brea$: we lbcu~d on finishing the filming on the Green Belt Movement and discussing issues emerging from it. 

As I mentioned in class last week, we move [brward with our di~ussion of issues pertaining to Migration, Diastx~ra m~d Development rodW with a tbcus on the 
tbllowmg readings: 

Cind~v Horst, ~ The Role of Remittances in the Transnafional Livelihood Strategies of Somalis ~, in Naerssen, A. L., Ernst Spaan, and E. B. Zoomers. Global Migration 

and Development. New York: Routledge, 2008. 

John A. Arthur, ~ Remitta~ce Flows: Sending Money Home and Sharing the Migration Dividend~, in John A. Arthur, rthtm John A. The African Diaspora in the 

United States and Europe : The Ghanaian Experience. Aldershot, England ;: Ashgate, 2008. 

Ton van Naerssen, ~]We Are Bridging Cultures and Countries: Migrant O~anizations and Development Cooperation in the Netherlands I~, in Naerssen, A. L., Ernst 

Spaan, and E. B. Zoomers. Global Migration and Development. New York: Routledge, 2008. 

Katharina Goethe a~d Felicitas Hillmam~, I~ The Diaspora Option as a Tool Toward Development? The tlighly Q ualified GhanaJ m~ Diaspora in Berlin and Hmnburg ~;, 

in Naerssen, A. L., Ernst Spaan, and E. B. Zoomers. Global Migration and Develop,nent. New Yorlc: Routledge, 2008. 

Sincemb; 
Dr. SaNe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlylk Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 8:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: ttello 

Eunice, Sure, let me suggest 1:30pm that day In the meantime, don’t hesitate to contact me if you have airy questions. 
Will you be attending the meeting organized by a group of student majors in the department for this Thursday Nov 3 at 4pm in 039 Graham Memorial? 
Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 
Kem~eth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Buildmg, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc edu 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01,2011 5:49 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Hello 

[)ear Junathan, 

Kindly let me knuw if we can meet un Wednesday Nov. 9. I can meet awtime between 10 00am-4.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaric <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 12:53 PM 

Department listserv <atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] FW: HR Facilitator Digest: Nov. 1,2011 

Froro: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 20:1.1 12:39 plVl 
To: Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hrfac] HR Facilitator Digest: Nov. :t, 20:tl 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

. There is no attachroent specifically fer HR Facilitators this week. 

. Fu~ text of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachroents and at http://hr,unc,edu/news-events/iteros, 

Nov, 9: Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement Workshop 

Nov, 11: ~ntermediate Parliamentary Procedure class 

Nov, 15: SPA Hiring: From Posting thru Probation class 

Nov, 16: ._A____B___a___b_~!! What Do I Do? Workshop 

Nov, :17: Carolina Cares~ Carolina Shares ends 
Nov. 24-25: Thanksgiving holiday 

Nov, 29: EPA Non-Faculty HR Topics class 

Nov, 29: Manag!n~ Interactions with your Employees class Nov, 
30: _s_ _t_ _r_ _e_ _ _s_ _s_ _ _ _M_ _ _ _a_ _n_ _ _a_ g _e_ _ _ _m_ _ _ _e_ _n_ _ _t- class 

Nov, 30: Valuable Presentation Skills class 

~ntermediate Parliamentary Procedure Class 

The Employee Forum is sponsoring an ~ntermedia~e ParlianlentaW Procedure class, open to al~ employees, on Nov. ~ from 9 a.m. ~o ~ a.m. ~n OHR Classroom 

:[SOO-A at the Administrative Office Building. The class w~l~ t~ke a deeper ~ook at p~rl~amentarg procedure ~nd how it is ~ppropriately used to guide meeth~gs. The 

class will be taught bv Dr~ F~em~ng Bell, professor of public law and government ~n the School of Goveroment~ 

Contact Employee Forum with "~ntermedi~te Parliamentary Procedure C~ass" k~ the subject Ih~e to register. 

You aze cu~nfly subscribed to afiJa~am as: 

To unsubscfi~ clickhere: [!~!p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafam&o 30202030 

(It may be neces~ m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Rank emNl to leave-30202030-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listse~w.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 2:10 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Request for Students 

I’m looking for a few (10-12) good students for AFAM 395 in the Spring term. If you have any students that you think 

would be interested in honing their research skills, and working with local Chapel Hill materials, please direct them to 
me. This course is permission of instructor so they’ll have to contact me (tjml@email.unc.edu) directly to be added. 

Thanks 

Tim 

AFAM 395 FIELD RESEARCH 

SPRING 2012 

Research methods (focus on Black Chapel Hill) 

Timothy McMillan 

Professor: 

Description: This course will cover research methods and data analysis techniques useful in studying the local black 

history and culture of Chapel Hill and the University of North Carolina. Areas we will cover will include genealogy, 

census analysis, oral history, and archival analysis. All students will be required to take the ethics training module 

through the Office of Human Research Ethics. The North Carolina Collection, the Southern Historical Collection, the 

photo archives, the university archives, and the Southern Folk Life Collection, all at UNC, will provide much of the data to 

be examined and analyzed. Other sources will include the United States Census, Orange County and other county 

records, church records, the State archives, local historical societies, and interviews with local people. Depending on the 

interests of the class, projects will be accomplished both individually and in groups and will be presented to the public. 

The first month of the class will be devoted to developing research frameworks by consultation with archivists, 

historians, and local people with knowledge of the community. The second month of the class will involve data 

collection. Finally, the data will be analyzed and readied for public presentation. 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer and Associate Chair 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 107 Battle Hall 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30202824 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30202824-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 2:53 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc l?aculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ l?aculty] Fwd: Funding Optx~rtunity: Explorations in Global tteaJth Grants for thculty 

IGHID Explorations In Global HeoJth Grants 2011 .pdf 

~[~XPLO~.ATIONS ~N GLOBAL I’4EALTN G~:~.ANTS 

a~ Chape~ H~ ~s p~eBsed to announce a new f~nd~ng opport~.~n~ty for fBcul~y research k~ g~obB~ hea~th. 

Des~?r~ed to foster the dewqopment of research pro}ects and par[r~ersNps ~r~ 9bba~ he~qth, g~ants w~ 
be made to UNC Xscu~ty for ~temat~ons~ trave~ or to br~n9 ~temat~ons~ co~bagues to campus to 
esfaM~sh or ma~ntah-~ research re~a[~onsMps (e.9, c~adfy ~o~r~t research ~[e~esfs, 
~nsfitufiona~ ~nka~es, ~o~n~y devebp or wd~e research preposa~s, etc.} o~ to undertake sma~ research 
p~ojects with intemationa~ collaborators. GHP g~-a~t f~.mds ca~mot be ~}se~ 

<~--[~f !vml]--> 

~:: The world’s toughest health problems are more 
than biology. They are inextricably linked with 

culture, economics, language, physical geography, 

natural resources, and more. 
What is your global health? 
Food securi~ and climate change ¯ Microfinance and 

impact on women’s reproductive choices ¯ MenMl 

health effects of natural disasters Access to 

dental care for orphans ¯ Global adoption and 
long-term mental health outcomes ¯ Ethics of 

short-term international medical missions ¯ The 

European financial crisis and public health ¯ 

Acculturation and health in immigrant populations 

Urban planning and road traffic injuries ¯ Foodborne 
illness and global trade 
¯ ]your project here] 

[endif]--> 
Facuity may apply individualiy, together with a student, or with ar~othet° facuity member 
~isd,oi~ne, Approx)r~ate~y 4-5 grants w~ be made thb year ~ arr~ounts up to $5,000 (far an ~r@v~dua~ 
application) or 58,000 dot a joint application). 
Preferer~ce w~ be g~ver~ to app~cst~or~s that (I } assist faculty who are new to gbba~ hea~fl>re~ated 
reseatoh* a~d (2) be~efit the Ur~vers~ty’s th~eefeld m~ss~o~ of research, teach~ng, or service 
Other rev~e~</criteria ~ndude (1 } strength of proposa~ (2) ~r~terd~sc~p~nary approach (3) ~ke~hood of 
receK4r~g ~.~ture ~esearch fund~n9 lbr the proposed pro~ecf and (4) meet~?g the Urqve~sity’s 
commitment to ksnovat~on (putting k~portant ~deas to ~.~se for the benefit of soc~ety)~ 
*Application,s ~,4~ a~so be co~?s~de~ed from expede~ced 9~oba~ hea~th researchers 

~:uB-t~me ~cul[y {texture a~d research track) from ~q~ u~ts at UNC are el~gb~e [o apply lbr 
Ad).~nct faculty are no~ eligible for this funding oppollunity, Students of ~l~ levels may co-appiy with 
faculty member who meets the e~g~b~ty requ~reme~ts 

The e~t~re app~c~t~o~ should cor~s~st of no more tha~ five pa£~es, doub~e-spaced~ t 2@o)~t 
margkns~ arid describe: 

~ the research pro)ect to be developed; 
,~ the a~sp~cant’s current academic pos~t~on and background re~evan~ ~o the proposed research; 
~ the r~ature of the psr-tnersh~p~ ~fapp~cab~e (Le fore~gr~ co~aberat)?g faculty member(s}; 

(s), arid any exkst~9 ~knkages); 
~ expected bequests such as deve~opmer~t or re)r~forcement of ~nternat)or~a~ )?st)tut)or~a~ 

~e~afio~?sh~ps ~br the Urqve~skty; and 
~ the budget, cost )ust~f~cat~o~L trave~ @?eras; a~?d proposed dates of travel 

Phase attach b~osketches or CVs of a~) researchers ~nvo~ved )? the projecL as we~ as ~etters of 
support flora knternat~or~a~ collaborators as appropriate (~?o[ ~?c~uded ~r~ the five@age 
A~b;,vaMe budget ~tems ~c~ude supp~es a~d tr;~vebre~ated expenses~ The at,~atd ~?am)o~" 



£~uman ~s~;so~xses ~ee@.~ For tiave{: tl’.<} award wB be made as a reimbursement upon {he 
completion of proposed t~’ave~ by UNC facugy and students, ~f you are bringing a colleague to campus: 
trave~ expenses can be pa~d fol- d~i~ct~y by ~GH~D, 
A~ travei and financiai expenditures and repor{~ng carried out undeF the Expbra~bns hs Global Hea~th 
program must compJy w~th UNC t~gu~atbns and procedures (e4}, established UNO per d~em rates) 
and wi[h ~dera~ guidelines (eg, F~y America prov~sbns of f(~dera~yq~nded #stern@ona~ travel). For 
supp~[es~ purchases can be pa~d fer d~rect~v by [OHIO or transferred to de~sar-tments. 

"~’~ The application must be received 

e:ec!.ron:cs:~y by Wednesday, December 14, 2011 at 

decisions not ~8~er thsn FHday; Februa:! 2,1 

For more info.."mation, pleas(’.- con[act 
Lisa Chet’..,svoid 
Instih.ite lbr Gbba~ Hea~th & [n[~c[[ous D~seases 

CB # 3368.2nd Fbor Bb[nformafics 
Chspe~ H~[~ NC 27599-8388 
{919) 966-2536 
Ema~k l~sa chensvold@medx~c.edu 

[~~duce5 by t[~s funding awa~’d no Iate~" ~han April 1,2013 o~" within thirty (30) days, foiIowin9 
their ret~.~m to the Carolina campus. The report shouId include a descdpiion of the traveI 
highhghts, entities visited and persons met with and their con{act h-~lbmvsIion, agreements 
reached concern~n9 collaborative research, efttects (~f Shy) on ~ns{~tu~ona~ relations: and p~sns ~o 
secure kmd~ng to undert~ke ~utu[e r(~search 

~ Rec~p~e~ts w~ g~ve a unh;ets~ty~w~de se~na~" o~" ta~h o~ the~t t~’ave~,.te~ated p~’oject wo~’h 
o~" p~’opose~] ~’esearch, (~GH~D c~sn assist w~th coordh-~at~n9 such a semen,s% Fan ~n{em~s{bna~ 
colleague ~s b~oug~ht to campus; that colleague must g~ve a seminar at UNC at some po~n~ 
dudng her o~ h~s v~s~t. 

work to assist ~GH~D w~th communications about th~s progranL Faculty ~rant redp~ents w~ be 
considered ~cu~[y fe~bws of the h~s[~tu[e ~snd w~ have pro[~es on £[g’_uaJ_he_aJih,~£_,~_~ We 
request thai any abstract; posier or manuscript 9~enerated fl’om research supported by this 
[undh-~g mec[v£s~sm acknowledge the ~nst~[ute lbr Gbba~ Hea~th & ~nl[~c[~ous D~seases by r~arne 
or ~ndus~on of ihe ~nst[t~.~te’s b9o, where appropriate. 



The ~nstitute for G~ebal Hea~th a~sd Infectious Diseases (~GHID} at the Unive~sity of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill is pleased to announce a ~-sew X~nding opportunity for fac(.llty research i~-s 

global health. 

Desigsed -lo festel the development of ~esea~ch p~qects and pa~-tne~sh~ps ~s g~oba~ hea~th~ 

g~’ants w~ be made to UNC faculty for }ntemat~ona~ t~’ave~ or to bdng }n~emat~ona} colleagues to 
campus to establish or ma~nta}n ~esea~ch re~at~onsh}ps (eg, dadfy joint research ~nterest% p~an 
and organ}ze ~nst~tut}ona~ ~nkages~ jointly devebp o~ wdte ~esearch p~oposa~s~ etc,) or to 

undertake sma~ ~esea~ch p~qects w~th ~nternat~ona~ co~abo~’ators. GHR g~"ant funds cannot be 

~.~sed to attend meetings o~~ confe~>~nces. 

Faculty may apply individt~ally, to~.~ether with a studenL or with a~-sother facult}i member ~mm a 
dfferent ds@~. Approximately 4--5 grants wil} be made th}s year in amounts up to $5,000 (for 

an indiv}dual app}ication) or $8,000 (for a ioint applicatiol]). 

Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases I CB# 3368 I (919) 966-2536 I 81obalhealth.unc.edu 



Pleference will be given to applicatiorss that (1) assist faculty who are new to globa} health-. 
lelated research* and (2) belsefit the University’s threefold m}ssiols of lesealch, teachir~g, or 

service. 

Othel review criteda include (1} strength of proposal (2) }nterd}scipl}naly approach (3) }ikeJihood 
of ~ece}vi~sg future research funding for the proposed prqect arid (4) meeti~sg the University’s 

commitment to innovation (p~£ting important ideas to use for" the benefit of society). 

*Applicatio~-ss will also be conside~ed from experienced global health resealchers. 

F~.llPtime fac~.llty (tet-~lre and research track) fl’om all units at UNC are eligible to apply for 
fundit-~g. Adiut-~c.t faculty are not eligible for this funding opport~lnity~ Students of all levels may 

co-.apply with a fac~.£y member who meets the e~g~b~l~ty ~eq~.~eme~-~ts. 

o~ £~-’~ LICATI©N ~~ROCESS 

The e~-~ti~e application should consist of no more than five pages, do~.~ble--spaced, 12--point font~ 

lqnch malg}ns, alsd describe: 

the research proiect to be developed; 

the applicant’s curre~-~t academic position a~-~d backgrou~-~d rebvant to the proposed 

~-esea~-ch; 

the r~atu~e of the partr~ership, if applicable (i.e. foreig~s collaboratir~g ~aculty member(s)~ 
ir~stitution(s), alsd alsy exist}ng I}nkages); 

expected be~-~efits such as development or reinforceme~-~t of international institutional 

relationships fo~ the University; and 

the budgeL cost iustificatiol-~ travel itinera~-y, al-~d proposed dates of tlavel. 

Please attach biosketches or CVs of all researchers involved in the proiect, as well as letters of 

s~lpport from it-~ternational collaborators as appropriate (not included in the five--page limit)~ 

Allowable budget }terns inc}ude supplies and traveFrelated expenses. The award cann®£ 
sup#@~t any human ~:?.sources needs, For travel, the award wi}l be made as a reimbu~semer~t 

upon the completion of proposed travel by UNC facility and st~.ldents. If you are bdnging a 

colleag~e to campus, travel expenses ca~-~ be paid for direc.tly by IGHID~ 

All travel and financial expenditures and ~eporling carried out under the Explo~ations in Global 
Health program must comply with UNC ~egulatior~s and procedu~es (e.g.~ estab}ished UNC per 

diem rates) at-~d with federal gt.lidelit-~es (e~g.~ Fly America provisions of federally@,.lnded 
international travel)~ For st.lpplies, purchases can be paid fer directly by IGHID or transferred to 

departments. 

Institute for Globai Heal.t.h &. Infectious Diseases I Cf~# i.~.:}68 I (9].9} 966-.25.’-}6 I {~lobaiheaith.un¢.edu 



For more information, please contact: 

Lisa Chensvold 
Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases 

CB # 3368, 2’~ Floor Bioinformatics 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3368 

(9t 9) 9(~6.-2536 

Recigients wilt provide [GHID with a writte~--~ ~.~po~’t of res(~lts, outcor~es and 
benefits producer:! [)y this fundi~g awar<:! no late~" thaws Apdl 1, 2013 or w}thin thirty 

(30) days, following their [etum to the Carolina campus. The report should ;ncl~lde a 
description of the travel highlights, entities visited a~-~d persons met with and their contact 

information~ agreements reached concemirsg collabolative resealch, effects (if arsy) ors 

}nst}t<~tio~sal relatio~ss, and plans to secure funding to u~sde~’take future research. 

Rec}~:~ients will give a (.~ivers}tyo.wide seminar or talk o~~ the}r travel.-relate<:! pro.ieot 

work or proposed ~"esea~"eho (IGHID can assist with coordinat;n9 s~..lch a sem;I-~at)~ If an 
international colleag~..~e is bto~ght to campus, that colleague must give a sere;nat at UNC 

at some point during her or his visit. 

Rec}~:~ients will provide photos~ i~~tewiews, blog posts, or other materials related 
to their wor~ to ass}st IGHID with commun}cations abot~t this program. Fact.i}ty g~’ant 

recipients will be considered faculty fellows of the instit~te and will have profiles on 

globalhealth.unc.edu. We request that any abstract, poster or man(.~script generated 
from research supported by this fl.~ndirsg mechanism ackno~vledge the Institute for Global 

Health & Infectious Diseases by name or inc}t.~sion of the instituters logo, whe~’e 
appropriate. 

Institt~te fo~ Global Health &. I.."~fectious ,’-,:~ ...... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 4:19 PM 

Ethics and Challenges in Global Service Work: AFRI600.001.FALL2011 

ethics nov4.pdf 

Hi class! 

I wanted to let you ka~ow about a panel I will be participating in on Friday. I have talked to a few of you about volunteer work abroad and some of the challenges, joys, 

and conflicts that can emerge. 

Hope to see you there! 
Best, 

Join us for: 
Lessons from the Field: A Conversation with Fom~er Peace Corp Volnnteers 

Four fonner international volnnteers describe their experiences. The 

pros, the cons and why or why not they would recommend Peace 

Corp and other alternatives to students seeking to make a diltErence. 

NO’v~MBER 4, 12:30pm Anne Queen Lounge, Campus Y. 

This is the second in our series: Ethics and Challenges in Global Service Work. 

DOING WORK ABROAD IS ETHICALLY CHALLENGING, NO MATTER HOW 
GOOD OUR INTENTIONS. This speaker series features a diverse group of 

people people with first-hand experience grappling with the ethics of doing 

service work abroad. 

For all those interested in diseussing, debaling, engaging and learning 

more about the challenges and possibilities of globally-oriented 

service work, please join us. Flyer attached 



Four former international volunteers describe their experiences. The 
pros, the cons and why or why not they would recommend Peace 
Corp and other alternatives to students seekin9 to make a difference. 

ANNE QUEEN LOUNGE, CAMPUS Y 



From: @email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Subject: next week 

Hi Eunice, 
wanted me to email you and see if you were going to be in class next Monday. You and I are scheduled to facilitate the class, which is on territory. 

If not, no big deal, I can facilitate it myself or find someone else in the class. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~s~adies.org> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 4:55 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA 54th Annual Meeting Featured Fxents 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Fort,yard email 

] 

]his email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by cailyn.kimmick@africanstudies.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address Ir~stant removal ~’~itil SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Policy’, 

African Studies Association :: Rutgers University :: 54 ]oyce Kilmer Avenue :: Piscataway N] 08854 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 5:42 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu~-; mbxmpsb@unisa.ac.za 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edtc~ 

Letter of invitation for Dr. Samba Bud Mboup 

ASALtrInvitation.doc 

Dear Professors Mboup and Seck, 

We would be delighted if Professor IVlboup could take time to join us! 
He would privilege the ASA by his presence and engagement in the debates. 
Attached is a formal letter of invitation. 
I would love to meet you both if you have a chance. 
Thank you ve~ much, Professor Seck, for facilitating his visit. 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 



African Studies Association 

Rutgers Universiiy - Livingston Campus 

54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 

Piscatuway, NJ 088~q4-804~ 

Tel: 732-445-8173 ~ Fax: 732-445-1366 

www.africanstudies.or g 

Dr. Samba Buri Mboup 
Manager, Academy of African Languages 
University of South Africa (UNISA) 
263, Skinner Street 
Pretoria, South Africa 

1 November 2011 

Dear Dr. Mboup: 

I am writing to invite you to attend the 54t~ Annual Meeting of the African Studies Association, 
November 117-119, 20111 in Washington, DC. The theme of the conference, ’50 Years of African 
Liberation’, has attracted scholars and policy makers from across the globe, constituting about 
230 panels and roundtables over the three days. 

We would be delighted if you could join us to share your expertise in African languages and 
linguistics, as well as in the African Renaissance. The conference is cross-disciplinary, and 
linguists from across the African continent are a strong constituency. 

We appreciate your willingness to engage in the discourses by sharing your expertise to inform 
us all. Thank you very much for your interest in the ASA. 

Sincerely, 

ASA Program Chair, 20:11 

Professor, Political Economy 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 7:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: next week 

Hi Eunice, 

Tomon-ow ;vould work best for me. "¢~qaat time ;vere you thinking? 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: next week 

7:39 PM 

Dear 

Yes, I wilh Can ;ve meet on tomorro;v or Thursday to discuss the modalities of our discussion? 

Thanks and looking forward to it 
Eunice 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: next week 

4:43 PM 

Hi [~unice, 

wanted me to email you and see if you were going to be in class next Monday. You and I are scheduled to fi~cilitate the class, which is on territory. 

not, no big deal, I can facilitate it myself or find someone else in the class 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, November 1, 2011 8:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

On Friday -- I would like to come. 

If I can come alone, let me know ;vhere and when 

Regards, 
John 

On 10/31/2011 3:57 PM. Sable, Ennice N wrote: 

Dear John, 

Thanks for the discusion. It was veW helpful Kindly let me have your phone# just in case given the conjuncture. 

On another note, will you and make it to the dinner this Friday No,,’. 4 in celebration of Wangari Maathai’s life? 

Best wishes, 
Ennice 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of Intemati onal Studies 
(;hair, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3220 

’]?el: 919-962-8903 (mare office) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 8:43 PM 

The asc thculty mailing list. <asc l?aculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[a~ ti~cul~] Francophone AtiJca Symtx~sium, Ackland Art Museum 

Please Join us for this upcoming event: 

Francophone 3£rica S.wnposium 

Saturday, November 19, 2011, 10:15 AM 

Acldand Art Museum and Fedex Global Education Center, UNC-CH 

Schedule of Events: 10:15 am Ackland Art Museum (Re)presenting Afi-ica: AtiJcan Art from Across the Diaspora. Please meet in the lobby 10 minutes before the tour. 

Leave bags in the coat check. 

1:00 pm Global Education Center, 4th Hoot - African Francophone Cinema Roundtable Discussion featuring Nildta Avdiushko, Laura Hancox, Katherine Ko~rcher, 

Abdoul Salam Maiga0 and Angela Peters. 

3:00 pm Global Education Center, 4th Floor Defiaing Exception: Lecture by Prof. Oana Poaiaite, Indiana Universig~ Bloomington. 

Sponsored by: Center for European Studies, Department of Romance Languages and Literatures, and the Atkican Studies Center at UNC-CH. 

Please Contact: Martine Antle mcanlle(~email.unc.edu for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: next week 

That sounds good I’ll s;ving by around 11. 

See you tomon-ow! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Sulzject: RE: next week 

9:12 PM 

Dear 

How about 11.00am or noon in my office Battle Hall 302? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent: Tuesday. 7:48 PM 
To: Sahle, Euince N 
Subject: [LE: next week 

t~iEunice, 

Tomorrow would work best for me What time were you thinking? 

From: SaMe, t:.unice N 
Sent: Tuesda’% 7:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: [LE: next week 

[)ear 

Yes, I will Can we meet on tomorrow or Thursday to discuss the modalities of our discussion? 

Thanks and looking fopa, ard to ~t. 
Eunice 

Froru 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:43 P_’vl 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: next week 

Hi Etmice, 

~’anted me to email you and see if you xvere going to be in class next Monday. You and I are scheduled to facilitate the class, which is on territory. 

If not, no big deal, I can facilitate it myself or find someone else in the class. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 1,2011 9:35 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

APCG election results 

Dear APCG colleagues: 

The election results are in and I am happy to amaounce that Leonardo Arriola has been elected Vice Chair and Danielle Resnick has been elected Secretary, both for two-year terms The vote 
was very close and the participation rate matched last year’s highest ever. Congratulations to Leo and Danielle! Special thanks also go out to               and                for 
putting themselves forward as candidates for these positions Finally, I’m pleased to report that all of the changes to the by-laws ~vere approved over~vhelmingly 

Thanks to all who voted in this election, and I look forward to seeing many of you at the ASA in a few- ~veeks! 

B eth ;Vhitaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise ;Vhitaker, PhD. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte ] Department of Political Science and Public Administration 

9201 Universi~’ Ci~z Blvd. ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] Fax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker@uncc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: euaaice@emaihunc.edu 
To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id 40299565 flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apc~&o 16919355 

or send a blank email to leave-16919355-~0299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dc f0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <msecl~@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 12:04 AM 

Carol Thomp~n <Carol.Thompson@nau.edu>; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Letter of invitation for Dr. Samba Buri Mboup 

Dear Professor Thompson: 

Thank you so much for your prompt reply and for sending this letter to Dr. Mboup. We both look forward to meeting you soon. 

Very best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Carol Thompson [Carol.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 0:t, 20:t:t 5:4:t plVl 
To: Seck, Mamarame; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Letter of invitation for Dr. Samba Buri Mboup 

Dear Professors Mboup and Seck, 
We would be delighted if Professor Mboup could take time to join us[ 
He would privilege the ASA by his presence and engagement in the debates. 
Attached is a formal letter of invitation. 
I would love to meet you both if you have a chance. 
Thank you very much, Professor Seck, for facilitating his visit. 

Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 20:t:t 
£~i-ci ~. lhompson 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 8:06 AM 

Reminder - F~xam instructions (Imtx)rtaJ~t) 

To: AFRI101.990.FA11 Group 

F~om: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AH, 

Here is a reminder of the modalities of the exam that is scheduled [’or this ~veek: 

’rime-line (as indicated in the course schedule): 

Please note that once you log-in to write your exam you cannot log-out You have one chance to write the exam, thus make sure you do not log-out of the exam site. 

’]7his is a closed-book exam It wil[ be available at 6 am on November 2nd in the Tests & Quizzes section of Sakai It will become unavailable at 3 pm on Friday, November 4 Students have 
three hours to complete the exam from the time they begin. They should frequently save their responses as not to lose their work. 

Exam Questions (as indicated in the course schedule) 

The exam will consist of short answer questions and a longer essay. 

Honor (;ode: The UNC Chapel Hill’s Honor (;ode is in effect in our class Any violations of the Honor Code will be taken vep), seriously. }][ere is a reminder of Honor Code: 



L~WC’s Honor Code 

The University QfT~orth Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial ,system fbr over 100years. The ~ystem is the re~7~onsibility of students and is 

regulated and governed by them, butj~culty share the responsibility. {j)’ou have ques~ons about your re&onsibili& under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or 

consult with the Qt]ice of the Dean ofStudents or the ~nstrument oj Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council and the Student 

Congress; contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor 6ystem. Your fi~ll par#cipa~on and observance Qfthe honor code is expectecZ 

PLEDGE (lbr this exam siva the pleadge at the end of the last question): The ~nstrument of Student Judicial Gove~:nance requires that you sign apledge on all your work for this seminar. 

("On my honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment.") 

For ti~rther information on UNC’s Honor Code, please revie~v the follo~ving webpage:http://honor.uaac edu/index.php? 

option corn content&view article&id 106:honorsvllabus&catid 43:facultycontent&Itemid 148 

Sincerely-, 
Dr. Sahle 

This forvvaxded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR1101.990.FA11" site. To reply to this message click 
this link to access Messages for this site: AFR1101,990,FA11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 10:18 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultylNlow@listserv.anc.edtr"~ 

[cursfacultyfellows] FUNDING ALERT ~- UNC INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAL HEALTH & INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

EXPLOIL’kTIONS IN GLOBAL HEALTH GRANTS 

O OOort unity: Designed to foster the development of research projects and partnerships in global health, grants will be made to UNC facul~’ for international travel or 

to bring international colleagues to campus to es~blish or maintain research relationships (e.g. clarify joint research interests, plan and organize institutional linkages, 

jointly develop or write research proposals, etc.) or to nndertake small research projects with international collaborators. Faculty- may apply individually, together with a 

student, or with another facul ,ty member from a different ctisciplbte. Preference will be given to applications that (1) assist faculD’ who are new to global health-related 

research* and (2) benefit the Universi~’s threetbld mission ofreseareh, teaching, or service. Other review criteria include: 1) stren~h of proposal; 2) intevdiseiplinaty 

approach; 3) likelihood of receiving future research funding tbr the proposed project; and 4) meeting the University’s commitment to innovation (putting imtx~rtant ideas 

to use tbr the benefit of ~ciety). Global health issues may include: food security and climate change; micro-finance and impact on women’s reproductive choices; 

mental health effects of nataral di~sters; access to dental care tbr orphans; global adoption and long-term mental health outcomes; ethics of shore-term international 

medical missions; the European financial crisis and public hedlth; acculturation and health in immigrant populations; urban plamling and road traffic injuries; and food- 

borne illness and global trade. 

*Applications will also be considered from experienced globdt health researchers. 

GHP grant funds cannot be used to attend meetin~ or conferences. 

Eligibili~: Full-time faculty (tenure and research track) from all units at UNC are eligible to apply for funding. Adjunct faculty are not eligible for this funding 

opportunity. Students of all levels may co-apply with a thcul~ member who meeks the eligibility requirements. 

Award: Approximately 4-5 grants will be made this yeaac in amounts up to $5,000 (for an individual application) or $8,000 (for a joint application). 

Deadline: Decelnber 14, 2011, 5 pin. 

If you are interested in submitting an application to this funding agency contact Dr. William Rohe at 962-3076 or _b_ _r_o__~3 .e_C.~__ .u__n__c_:_e_~_L!. If yon need more 
inforn~ation contact Debra Hill at 843-9708 or dmhill(~)en~dl.unc.edu. The Center will be glad to assist you in the preparation of your proposal. 

Thankyou. 

® 

® 



brohe@unc.edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
cursihcultyfellows as: -’a href "mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~a-< To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

emaJd 1,~ ~’a bref "mailto:leave-30209875-43127920.607d3960btgd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30209875- 

43127920.607d3960bt’Sd64e430d5b850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu~/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 11:06 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket tt <bsela,ssi@emml.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N 

<ennice@email.nnc.edw~ 

Ghana study abroad 

Dear Georges, Bereket, and Eunice, 

A couple of weeks ago Walter sent you a proposal for a stu@ abroad program in Ghana. He is ar~xious to keep working on it now, because he anticipates not having a 

whole lot of time to work on it next semester (when his teaching load goes to two coulees) and summer (when he has a couple of extended research trips and a course 

to teach in SSII). Could I impose on you to please send him your feedback? The sooner he gets it, the sooner the curriculum committee roll be able to review and 

approve it. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-AInerican Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Utfive~iW ofNort~ C~acolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemma of the ,4Xi~ican-:~rnerican Intellectual: 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http:/,’uncpress, unc.eduibooks/T- 8059.h’unl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 12:49 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@email.anc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N 

<e~mice@email.unc.edw~ 

I~E: Ghana study abroad 

Dear all, 

Walter has my enthusiastic support for his proposed project of Study Abroad in Ghana. It will provide a needed expansion of UNC’s study abroad program, which has been 
limited mostly to South Africa~ As some one who has participated in two study abroad programs (2003 and 2009), I know the value added to the educational experience of our 
students. And Ghana deserves such a program for many reasons, symbolic and practical. 

Best wishes, 

Bereket 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 11:05 AM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; SaNe, Eunice N 
S,,bject: Ghana study abroad 

Dear Georges, Bereket, and Ennice, 

A couple of weeks ago Walter sent you a proposal for a stu@ abroad program in Ghana. He is ar~xious to keep working on it now, because he anticipates not having a 

whole lot of time to work on it next semester (when his teaching load goes to two coulees) and summer (when he has a couple of extended research trips and a course 

to teach in SSII). Could I impose on you to please send him your feedback? The sooner he gets it, the sooner the cnrriculum committee roll be able to review and 

approve it. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth 

Kelmeth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-AInerican Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Utfive~iW ofNortk~ Ca~olina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Ra.3gord W. Logan and the Dilemma of the African-Ameficm~ Intellectual: 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http:/,’uncpress, unc.eduibooks/T- 8059.h’unl 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 2:09 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@ema~l.unc.edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Rucker, Waiter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Ghana study abroad 

Dear Colleagues, 

I give my full support to this project Having myself visited Ghana in 1995, 1996, 1999 (twice) and 2001, I am convinced that students will gain a lot by the site visits to places such as 
Akosombo Dam, Cape Coast, Elmina and Kumasi. The program is magnificently conceived, and should offer to students a good introduction to Ghana, its people, culture and histo~z. The 
only question I have is why the second course is being limited to the 20th century rather than being flexible enough to include current issues? 

Best regards, 

(ieorges 

(ieorges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor o17 African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel ttiH 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 11:05 AM 
To: Nzongoia-Ntalaja, Georges; Seiassie, Bereket II; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Ghana stu@ abroad 

Dear Georges, Bereket, and Eunice, 

A couple of weeks ago Walter sent you a proposal ]2~r a sturdy abroad program in Ghana. He is anxious to keep working on it now, because he anticipates not having a whole lot of time to 
work on it next semester (when his teaching load goes to two courses) and summer (when he has a couple o17 extended research trips and a course to teach in SSII). Could I impose on you to 
please send him your feedback’? ’]’he sooner he gets it, the sooner the curriculum committee will be able to review and approve ~t. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-Araerican Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about ray publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilemrua of tt~e African-American Intellectual: 
http :/Avwa~. umass, eduiurupr ess/spr 97/ianken.html 

Walter ~2~q~ite, Mr. NAACP: 

htt p ://unc pr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.hlml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 2:12 PM 

1NTS560 - Thursdw: INTS560.001.FALL2011 

Dem All, 

Thanks for a wonderful discussion forum yeste~lay including your reminder that you have morally owned rights of 1.00 points by your Professor at t~e end oft~e 

semester’. 

We are behind one lecture but that is fine. We roll catch up on Corporate Social Responsibili~ by ne~ week. Thus, no need to wow. 

Here is our agenda for tomorrow: 

Readings: Focus on the following readings by Wettstein: 

Chapter 5 - this chapter will feel fa~rilia~r to you because of,ny lecture last week on neoliberal self-regulating maacket doctrine in the cunvnt phase of globalization. 

Chapter 6 - Offers a vmy interes~ting conceptualization of power. 

Film: Parts of the Documentmy Film - the Corporation 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 2:23 PM 

For CIAS l?aculU <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Fa]12012 Scheduling 

Dear global studies faculty, 

Scheduling has opened for Fall 20J.2. If you would like to teach an INTS course, please email me with the course title, days, times, restrictions, capacity and room 

preferences. 

Thank you so much in advance for your help! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.global.unc.edu!globalstudies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 3:53 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebr’,~email.unc.edtr>; Sable, Eunice N 

<euni ce@email.nnc.edtr> 

Can we reschednle the curriculum committee meeting? 

Dear Ennice, Reg, and Walter, 

Can we postpone the curriculum committee to Friday, November 11 ? Like Walter. I’ve been preparing for a conference this weekend, but unlike him I’ve not been 

able to give full attention to the question before us of developing a template for major and minor requirements. I won’t be prepared for a meeting on Monday. 

If Friday cannot fit your schedules, I suggest we cancel the meeting and convene at our next regularly scheduled day of Monday, November 21. 

What say yon? 
Sincerely, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-AInerican Studies 
Depastment of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Univemi~ of North Caacolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about nO~ publications: 

Rayford W. Logan and the Dilenm~a of the ~4Xiqcan-:~rnerican Intellectual: 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http://uncpress, unc.eduibooks/T- 8059.h’unl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 3:54 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Room change - TALK ON MODERN BRAZIL - PHYSICS 130 Thu. Nov.3 @ 12:00 1:00 

From:Magda Silva <mbcsilva(~duke.edu> 

Room change - TALK ON MODERN BI~kZIL - PHYSICS 130 Thu. Nov.3 @ 12:00-1:00 

TIlE PORTUGUESE PROGRAM INVITES YOU TO MELLON VISITING PROF. ALEXANDRE FORTES’ TALK ON MODERN BRAZIL 

Nov.3 @ 12:00-1:00 - Physics 130 

Professor Fortes is a labor historian from Brazil with a passion for social advocacy. He received his Master’s degree and Ph.D. in Histou from the Universidade 
Estadual de Campinas in Sao Paulo. As part of his doctoral studies, Professor Fortes completed a fellowship at Duke University- and became one of the early leaders 
ofaaa emerging network, which evolved into a working group, of Brazilian researchers on social and labor histoU. Currently, he is a Professor of Contemporary HistoU 
at the Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro, and prior to that he was the director of the Brazilian Workers Pm~’ Histou Archives in Sao Paulo. He has also 
worked as an advisor and teacher at other institutions in Brazil. 

From early on, Professor Fortes has been engaged with "the social movements "that have chazacterized Br~il’s political system. Over "the past t~vo decades, he has 
punished extensively, organized events and built networks, and received numerous grants to support projects of public histoU tbr the genera] public and pedagogy. His 
current reseazch focuses on "the impact of World War II on Brazilia~ working people, particularly as it pertains to workers’ collective identity in light of the international 
context in which they were shaped. 

Magda Silva, PhD 

Lecturer & Coordinator, Portuguese Program 

Romance Studies Department 

Duke University 

Contact: mbcsilva@duke.edu or 919-660-3128 

Office/hours: 02 Languages, Wed & Thu @ 1:00-2:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 5:20 PM 

Reminder for Loudermilk Center Excellence Open House on November 4th 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
93_9 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 5:54 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.~mc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email .unc.edu> 

RE: Can we reschedule the curriculum committee meeting? 

I too am unprepared for a presentation I am supposed to make this weekend! And I will be attending a board meeting in Greensboro on the :[ith. The next 
regularly scheduled meeting wouk~ be ~t~e wH:h rne -.Reg 

F~m: ]anken, Kenneth R 
Senti Wednesday, November 02, 20~ 3:53 PN 
T~: Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Can we reschedule the curriculum commi~ee meeting? 
Dea~ Eu~ce, Reg, m~d Walter; 

Cm~ we postpone the cumculum commi~ee to Friday, November 11 ? Like Waltec I’ve been p~pa~ng for a coherence tNs weekend, but uNike him I’ve not been 

able ~ give full a~enfion to the question before us of developing a template for tn~or and minor requirements. I won’t be prepared for a meeting on Monday. 
If Friday cmmot fit your schedules, I suggest we cancel the meeting and convene at our nex~ mgtflafly scheduled day of Monday, November 21. 

What ~y you? 

SinceMy, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

Proi~ssor of Afro-Amefica~ Studies 

Department of Ati’ican and Afico-Americm~ Studies 

109 BaSle Hall, CB# 3395 

Umve~i~~ ofNoN~ Cmolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Ra~lbrd W. Logan m~d the Diletmna of the ~rican-zMnefican h~tellectual: 
http:/,’~wvw.um~s:edu/umpress/sp~ 97danken.html 
Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Nichols <rnichols@ualberta.ca> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 7:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Tully Book Update 

Deal Eunice, 

Thanks for the oiler to speak togetber on this. I can certainly appreciate many, more important events intervene and make completing chapters a tough task. If you 

would like to call me in my oilice tomorrow, I roll be there at 4:00 pm my fime (Mountain Standard Time) at: If that doesn’t work, let me know. 
Alternatively, email is fine with me. 

Hope aJl is well with you generally, 

Robert 

On Wed, Nov 2, 2011 at 5:18 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Robert, 

I mn worldng on it very hard on finishing the chapter in the context of an intense and fundamental reconfiguration of the acade~nic space I am based in. Do you have a 
phone # where I can reach you and time that would be OK for me to call? I understand the urgency of wrapping up this project. 

Thanks for your gracious patience. 

Eunice 

From: Robert Nichols [rnichol~a)ualberta.ca| 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01,2011 10:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: ’Fully Book Update 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m just writing to see where things axe at ruth the chapter. Ifyoffre having a hard time getting to it because of other work, that is unders~ndable, but I wouldn’t mind 

an update on things since we’d really like to move forward with the next stage in the process. 

ttope fl~is note finds you well. 

All best, 
Robert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 8:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emml.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R 

<krjanken@emaiL unc.edu> 

ILE: Can we leschedule the curriculum committee meeting? 

Dear Eunice, Kenneth, and Reg, 

This is clearly a chaotic time for all of us. I do look forward to our meeting on the 21 st and to I~-ther refining the curriculum templates for the majors and minors 

Best, 

Walter 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 7:28 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Janken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Waiter C 
Subject: RE: Can we reschedule the curriculum con~nittee meeting? 

[)ear Colleagues, 

We all have have major commitments - I have a presentation in Geography on Mi~nday and commitments to submit a couple of pieces for publication before going to attending to my duties 
at the ASA’s annual meeting in DC the following week - so I support postponing the meeting to November 21. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 5:54 PM 
To: Janken, Kermeth R; Sahle, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Can we reschedule the curriculum committee meeting? 

too am unprepared ~2~r a presentation I am supposed to make this weekend! And I will be attending a board meeting in Greensboro on the 11 th. The next regularly scheduled meeting would 
be fine with me -Reg 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 3:53 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Can we reschedule the curriculum committee meeting? 

Dear Eunice, Reg, and Walter, 

Can ~ve postpone the curriculum cormnittee to Friday, November 11 ? Like Walter, I’ve been preparing for a corderence this weekend, but unlike him I’ve not been able to give full attention to 
the question before us of developing a template for nrajor and minor requirenrents. I won’t be prepared for a meeting on Monday. 

If Friday cannot fit your schedules, I suggest ~ve cancel the meeting and convene at our next regularly scheduled day of Monday, November 21. 

What say you’? 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for irffotmation about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilermna of the African-Arnerican Intellectual: 

http:/iw~wz.umass.edu/mnpressispr 97/janken.html 

Walter ~Vhite, Mr. NAACP: 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059html 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Whitaker, Beth <BWhitake@uncc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 10:19 PM 

Atiican Politics Conference Crroup <apcg@lists.wisc.edu-~ 

FW: APCG events at ASA in Washington DC 

Flyer for APCG social at ASA November 18-2011 .pdf 

This is just a reminder about the APCG social event on Friday, November 18th (see attached flyer) Please remember to RSVP as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Beth V~itaker 
APCG Chair 

Beth Elise Whitaker, PhD. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Chariutte ] Department uf Pulitica[ Science and Public Administration 
9201 University City Blvd. ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] Fax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitak er@uncc, edu 

Frum: Whitaker, Beth [BWhitaker@uncc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2011 9:58 
Tu: African Pulitics Cunference Gruup 
Subject: APCG events at ASA in Washington DC 

Dear APCG members: 

’]7he African Studies Assuciation Annual Meeting in Washingtun, DC. is just a few weeks away (November 17-19) As yuu put tugether your schedule, please plan to join us fur the 
following African Pulitics Conference Group events: 

1 ) APCG Panels: Out- ASA cowanittee selected twu excellent panels (thuugh unly one is listed as APCG-sponsured in the ufficial program because the rules have changed). ’]7he first is 
Pulitical Institutiuns in Post-Cur~flict and Transitional Sucieties (Thursday, 5:15-7:15 pro) and the second is Eruding Political Rights and Growing State Puwer in Sub-Saharan Africa 
(Saturday, 4:30-6:30 pan.). Details for these panels are cupied below 

There alsu are many uther panels of interest tu schulars uf African politics, especially those in three sub-theme areas chaired by APCG members: IIuman Rights and Legal Change (Sandra 
Joireman), Peace and Security (Ruth Iyob), and Policy and Pulitics (Juhn Harbesun). The panel titles under these sub-themes are included beluw. 

2) APCG Business Meeting: Our business meeting is scheduled for Thursday, Nuvember 17, ffum 7:30 to 9:00 pan. in the Johnson Ruum. Amung the items un the agenda are the 
presentation of the APCG Best Bouk in 2010 Award and the APCG Best Article in 2010 Award. We also will be installing our new ufficers (vice chair and secretary) pending the results uf the 
ongoing elections (letnember to vote by Monday, October 31 !). Finally, with the help of APCG founder John Harbeson, we will be celebrating our organization’s l 0th anniversary. 

3) APCG Social Event: Thanks to Carl LeVan and Peter Lewis, APCG is hosting a reception at a nearby art gallery on Friday, November 18, froru 6:30-8:30 p.ru. (see attached flyer). This is an 
exciting opportunity to socialize with fellow APCG members while raising funds for i~aruine relief, and promises to be one of APCG’s best social events yet! RSVP to the email provided in the 
flyer if you plan to attend the receptiun. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and I look fol~vard to seeing you in Washington, DC! 

B eth ~,\~itaker 
Chair, APCG 

Beth Elise Whitaker, Ph.D. i Associate Professor, Associate Chair and Undergraduate Director 
UNC Charlotte ] Department of Political Science and Public Administration 
9201 University City Blvd. ] Charlotte, NC 28223 
Phone: 704-687-4527 ] Fax: 704-687-3497 
bwhitaker @uncc.edu<mailto :bwhitaker(~,uncc.edu> 

AFRICAN POLITIC S COiN~VERENCE GROL-P PANEL S 

(Fv’-I 0) Political Institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies 

Thursday, 5:15-7:15 pan. 

Chair: Beth Whitaker, University of North Carolina-Charlotte (bwhitaker@uncc.edu) 

David Leonard, University of Sussex (D Leunard@ids ac.uk), and Ferdinand Mugumo Mushi, Catholic University of the Congo (Kinshasa) 
Security m Colfflict States: The Democratic Republic of Congo, Sierra Leone and Somalia 

Dorina Bekoe, U.S. Institute of Peace (dbekoe@usip org), The EJit’ectiveness and hnplications of Po~versharing Agreements in Ending Electoral Violence 

Guy Grossman, Columbia University (.gsg2102@columbia.edu), Do Leader Selection Rules Impact Accountability? Exploiting Exogenous Variation in the Formation of Ugandan Farmer 
Associations 

Discussant: Staff’an Lindberg, University of Gothenburg and University of Florida (sil@ufl edu) 

.2~hotmail.com), Social Contracts and 

(X~-8) Eroding Political Rights and Gro;ving State Power in Sub-Saharan Africa: Six Contemporary Case Studies (Sponsored by the African Politics Colfference Group) 
Saturday, 4:30-6:30 p.m 

Chair: Robert Press, Umversity of Southern Mississippi (bob press@usm edu) 

Robert Press, University of Southern Massissippi (bob.press@usm edu) After "Winning" the Struggle for Political Rights Disillusionment and Apprehension among Activists: The Case of 
Kenya 



Maja Bovcon, Oxford University (maja.bovcon@politics.ox.ac uk), Why Repeated Elections Don’t Always Lead to Better Democracy: The Case of C6te d’Ivoire and the Need for Stronger 
Institutions 

Parakh Hoon, Virginia Tech @gmail.com), Who Owns the Elephants? Recentralizing Natural Resource Governance in Sub-Sahara Africa 

Discussant: Larry Diamond, Stanl2~rd University (ldiamond@stanlk~rd.edu) 

OTHER PANELS OF IN~I"EREST TO APCG MEMBERS 

13. Human Rights and Legal Change 

I-7 Hun~an Rights in Local African Contexts 

III-8 The hnpact of International Human Rights Law on Corruption, Corapanies, and Conflicts in Africa 

V-16 Strategic Nonviolent Action in Atffica 

\rI-21 Disability, Critical Development and Hmnan Rights in Ghana 

\rl]I-13 Historical Memol~ and Political Reform in Contemporary Kenya 

X-4 Struggles for Human Rights, Social Justice and Security 

X-18 Transitional Justice in Africa: Challenges, Contributions, and Paradoxes in Hun~an Rights Accountability and Peacebuilding 

14. Peace and Security 

II-14 Roundtable Cote d’Ivoire Matters: Prospects of Peaceful Democratic Transitions in Black Africa 

III-8 International Human Rights Law and Corruption, Companies, and Conflicts in Africa 

III-27 Human Security, Participato~z Development, and Sustainable Economic Development 

III-10 Transnational Crime Control in Africa: The War on Drugs, Anti-Media Piracy and the Combat Against Counterfeit Medicine 

III-11 The Eritrea-Ethiopia Border Conflict: Histow, Resolution and Impact in Regional Peace and Economic Cooperation 

III-12 Roundtable From Global Apartheid to Global Village: Africa and the UN 

rv-lO Political Institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies 

rv-11 Obama’s Noble Ancestors: Nobel Prize Laureates of African Descent 

V-15 Interstices of the Local/International: Conflict and Dialogue 

V-21 Assessing International Intervention in Contemporary Africa 

VI-18 Roundtable Con~rnon Challenges for a Diverse Region: The View from African Ambassadors 

V1-23 The Nature and Implications of Political Compromises in Africa 

Vff-15 Special Presentation: Perspectives on the Future of Southern Sudan 

VII-20 Roundtable African Independence: Structural Challenges to Peace in African State 

VII-19 Roundtable Rethinking Counterterrorism in Trans Sahel: Development, Democratization and Capacity Building 

X-I 6 Citizenship and Conflict in C6te d’Ivoire 

X-I 9 Politics of War and Peace (Part I) 

X-I 8 Transitional Justice in Africa: Challenges, Contributions, and Paradoxes in Human Rights Accountability and Peacebuilding 

XI-10 Politics of War and Peace @art II) 

XI-11 Transboundary Challenges to Regional Peace and Security 

15 Policy and Politics 

I-9 Perspectives on Authoritarian Rule 1-10 (irassroots Politics in Disarray: Corruption, Clientelism and Violence 

I-11 Roundtable Reflections and Ruminations on the ttorn of Africa: Round IV 

II-13 China into A[’rica: Exploring The Microlk~undatlons ofF, merging Public-Private Bargains 

II-14 Roundtable Cote d’Ivoire Matters: Prospects o:[’Peace:[’ul Democratic Transitions in Black Afi-ica 

III-9 Roundtable Still an Empty Promise? Policy Challenges for the Niger Delta 

III-15 Economic Transitions: Presidents and Entrepreneurs 

III-18 Dl~tgs In Africa: Use, Trade and Control of Legal and Illegal Intoxicants 

III-19 The Political EconotW of Agricultural Reforms in Africa 



III-20 Perspectives on Federalisnr and Subnational Politics 

III-21 Citizens and the Difficulties of Building Dcmocratic Institutions 

III-27 Human Secttrity, Palticipatol?~ Developruent, and Sustainable Economic Development 

1V-2 Etl~icity, Land, and the Challenge of Citizenship in Kenya 

1V-10 Political Institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies 

V-3 Roundtable Uganda’s 50 years of Independence: Trends, Tensions, Transforruations 

V-18 African Politics 50 Years After Independcnce 

V-19 South Africa, the Anti-Apartheid Movenrent, and Post-Apartheid Politics 

’,/-20 Political Imaginaries of Aflcican Statebuilding 
V-26 Leadership and Governance in Lusophone Africa 
’4-8 Africa and Regional Power VI-9 The Political and Moral Economies of Contempora~ ~and Grabbingli in Africa 
VI-15 Eft’ective States and State Effects: Co-Producing the Failed State in Aficica (Part I) 
’4-16 Democratic Transition, Governance and Challenges of the Postcolony 
VI-17 Understanding Uganda’s 2011 Elections 
’4-19 Ethnicity and Politics in Kenya from the 1950s to the 21st Century 
VI-22 The Contested Process of State-Building 
VII-15 Special Presentation: Perspectives on the Futtu-e of Southern Sudan 
VII-16 Reflections on Development Assistance 
VII-17 The Political Logic of Governance Challenges in Africa’s Transitional Polities 
VII-18 Urban Neoliberalism in Africa and Impact on Contemporary Cities 
VIII-13 Historical Memory- and Political Reform in Contempora~z Kenya 
VI]I-16 Building the Nation on Tanzania’s Border 1959-1975 
VIII-17 Roundtable Fifty Years of Pohtical Mobilization in the Congo 
VI]I-18 Stresses and Strains in Netv Democracy Politics 
VIII-20 Effective States and State Effects: Co-Producing the Failed State in Africa (Part II) 
IX-15 Empotvering Citizens and Addressing Poverty- in Senegal: An African-Based Approach to Promote Democracy and Social Justice 
IX-16 Citizen-Representative Relationships in Africa’s Autocracies and Democracies 
IX-17 Institutionalizing Democratic Palticipation 
IX-18 The New- Rtvanda: Paradoxes of Pohtics and Policy 
IX-10 Roundtable The Scholar between Thought and Action: In Honor of Professor Ali A. Mazrui (Part I) 
X-7 Rotmdtable Pro-Democracy Movements and the Legacy of @ax-Africana I1: in Honor of Professor Ali A. Mazrui (Part II) 
X-I 3 Sudan: Reformulating the State and Region 
X-14 Living at Homeil in Sites ofDevelopmentli: Reconsidering Resettlement and Staying in Place 
X-I 5 Rotmdtable North A:[’rica’s Political Upheaval: Implications for the Continent 
X-16 Citizenship and Cor~[lict in C6te d’Ivoire 
X-20 Comananding Africa 
X[-7 Resource Politics 
XI-8 Eroding Political Rights and Growing State Power in Sub-Saharan Africa: Six Contemporary Case Studies 
X- 17 Th e Po [itics of Publi c Goods Provision 
XI-9 Real Governance in the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
XM 4 Roundtable Afi~ican Asylum Petitions and Expert Testimony 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eumce@email.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edu/u?id 40299565 flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apc~&o 16926432 

or send a blank email to leave-1692(~t32-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dc f0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



African Politics Conference Group IAPCGI 
Social Event and Fundraiser for East African Famine Relief 

at the African Studies Association’s Annual Meeting 

Washington, D.C. 20~ 

Friday, November 18 from 6:30 to 8:30 pm 
at International Visions Gallery 
2629 Connecticut Avenue NW (around the corner from the Marriott) 
www.inter-visions.com 

Join APCG members for a viewing of art work by 

Nigerian artist, Stanley Osaheni Agbontaen, who 

studied at the Creative Art Academy (Benin City) and at 

the School of Art and Design at Auchi Polytechnic. 

Agbontaen’s work celebrates Nigeria’s resilient people 

and the beauty in their daily rituals, and the energy of 

its bustling urban centers and marketplaces. He will 

discuss the exhibit, "fA Celebration of Life," which is on 

display until January 7. 

The gallery is generously donating its space for this 

event, and the African Studies Program at Johns 

Hopkins University is generously providing appetizers. 

Oxfam’s Regional Policy Advisor for the Horn of Africa, 

Semhar Araia, will also be on hand to describe current 
famine relief efforts in East Africa. 

PLEASE RSVP TO ATTEND 
Send an email to @hotmaiL¢om with "APCG reception" in the subject line 

You can pay your APCG membership dues ($10 in cash or check) at the door. 
We will also ask for a $20 (suggested donation) for Oxfam. 

APCG works within the African Studies Association and several other professional associations to promote the 

theoretical and empirical study of politics in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Fo r a dditio n a I i nfo rm atio n go to ~w~f~!g~Dp~Jj~!~g~p~oEg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

book reminder 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I just wanted to send you a reminder to bring the book with the interview with 

Also, thank you for being so wonderful to me; your calm and support has really kept me from a breakdown this week. 

I hope you know how much I appreciate you! 

See you tomorrow, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

11-03-11 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR: 
TITLE: The decolonization reader 
CALL NO: JV151 .D36 2003 
BARCODE: 00022379882 
Davis Library DUE: 11-06-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AI:RICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:48 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 8:10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <ennice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@emml.unc.edu-~; Hildebrand, Reginald F 

<hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

new curriculum committee ~neeling lime 

Dear Eunice, Walter, and Reg, 

So it is set: our next meeting will be November 21 at 11. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Aii~o- American Studies 

Department of Ai’rican and Ai~o-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publicaaons: 
Rayford W. Lo~ma m~d the Dilemma of the African-Americma Intellectual: 
http :li~,w.umas s. edu/umpre ssispr 97,,jat~ken.html 
Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
ht~p://uncpress.unc.eduibooks/T-8059.html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 8:53 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenueth R <krjanken@email.uuc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Evelyne Huber 

<ehube@unc.edu> 

today 

Dear Colleagues, 
This is just to pass on some thoughts about today’s Conversation with 
the Deans. Karen and Jonathan would welcome it if those of you who will 
be present at this event would participate in the conversation and share 
your vision of the department going for~vard. They ;vill ask me to talk 
about ;vhat we have done so far and ;vhat future plans are, and the?, will 
ask ;vhether an?- members of the EC would like to add some thoughts I 
j ust wanted tu give yuu a heads up, so nobody is surprised. 
With best wishes, 
Eveiyne 

F.velyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Prufessor 
Chair, Department uf Pulitica[ Science 
University uf North Carulina 
Campus Bux 3265 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3~55 

phune: 919-2’962-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 



$~bject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <donotreply@eventbrite,com> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 9:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder for Visualizing Human Rights 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii VVantcompany?Sharethiseventon ~:sc(;,bookandTw~t%,h 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Thanksforusing Eventbdte. Haveagreattime! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret McLaughlin <maggie.mclaughliu~a£ricanstudies.org> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 9:17 AM 

Margaret McLaughliu qnaggie.mclaughli@africa~studies.org> 

Request for expert on Kenyma asylum case 

PLEASE DO NOT REPLYTO THIS EMAIL You have been sent the following message because your area of interest!expertise may be of assistance to the individual 

below. If you are interested and wish to respond to this request, please do so by contacting Sheila Vennell O’Rourke at svennel1181@g.rwu.edu. Otherwise, 

please ignore this message. 

Dear ASA Members and Friends, 

I am a student-attorney at the Roger Williams Immigration Clinic. One of my clients is a Kenyan asylum seeker whose asylum claim is based on his bisexuality. We 

are looking for someone willing to testify as an expert, either in person in Boston or telephonically, on country conditions in Kenya relevant to the LGBT 

community. Our hearing is on Tuesday, November 29th; we expect that any expert testimony would take place around 2 PM. 

My email address is svennell181@g.rwu.edu 

I can be reached at 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

Sheila Vennell O’Rourke 

Student Attorney 

Roger Williams Immigration Clinic 

150 Washington Street 

Providence, RI 02903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Macmillan Academic <academic@macmillan.com> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 9:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New books for your Political Science courses 

In this issue... 

Dear Educator, 

This newsletter presents new books in Political Science for your 
course-adoption consideration. If you would like to request free 
examination copies of any of these titles, please ~!!):!!~.i!.!#.!~ at 

academic@macmillan .com. 

In 2007, the International 
Rescue Committee (IRC), 
which brings relief to 

countries in the wake of war, 
wanted to understand what 
really happened to women in 
war zones. Answers came 
through the point and click of 
a digital camera. On behalf of 
the IRC, Ann Jones spent two 
years traveling through Africa, 

East Asia, and the Middle 
East, giving cameras to women who had no other means of 



Between Ch,qstisnity and lsiarn 

Winne~ o~ ~he J, Anthony 
Lukas Book Award 

The tenth parallel--the line of 
latitude seven hundred miles 

nodh of the equator~is a 
geographical and ideological 
front line where Christianity 

and Islam collide. Eliza 
Griswold has spent the past 

seven years traveling between 
the equator and the tenth 

parallel: in Nigeria, the Sudan, 

and Somalia, and in Indonesia, 
Malaysia, and the Philippines. 
The stories she tells show us 

that religious conflicts are also 

conflicts about land, water, oil, 
and other natural resources, 

and that local and tribal issues 
are often shaped by religious 

ideas. Above all, she makes 
clear that, for the people she 

writes about, one’s sense of 
God is shaped by one’s place 

on earth; along the tenth 
parallel, faith is geographic and 

demographic. "A beautifully 
written book, full of arresting 

stories woven around a 
provocative issue--whether 
fundamentalism leads to 
violence---which Griswold 

investigates through individual 

lives rather than caricatures or 
a bst ractions."~Linda 

Robinson, The New York 
Times Book Review 

Picador ¯ 336 pages ¯ $16.00 ¯ 
paperback 

978-0-312-56936-5 

More from Macmillan 

Browse our on/he 

catalog, 

~ewsletters 

Political Science f~om 

telling the world what war had done to their lives. Their 
photographs chronicle the consequences of modern warfare for 
the most vulnerable. "Harrowing and important... What Jones 
brings to the fore here is sadly often overlooked in discussions 
of the world politic."~The Star Tribune (Minneapolis) 

Picador. 288 pages. $16.00. paperback. 978-0-312"57306-5 

Read more - Back 1o ~ 

~i Heath Care Reform 

HP Newql~ist 

Necessary. Flew it Works 

Ii}~;strated by Bathan 
Sch~e~ber 

Avalab~e in Decembe~ 
2011 

This graphic novel is a deeply 
informed, opinionated, 
immediately accessible 
explanation of why health 
care reform is essential, why 
the legislation Congress 
passed is our best bet for 
solving the problem, and why 

it would be disastrous if we revoked it. HEALTH CARE 
REFORM explains the stakes, means, and consequences with 
the immediacy of comics and the authority that only Jonathan 
Gruber can bring. And with Nathan Schreiber’s illustrations 
using a visual style reminiscent of the political cartoons of 
Thomas Nash and Walt Kelly, the book will leave no one in 
doubt: Americans can no longer afford to be ignorant of the 
facts. An award-winning MIT economist and the director of the 
Health Care Program at The National Bureau of Economic 
Research, Gruber was a key architect of the ambitious health 
care reform effort in Massachusetts and is a member of the 
Health Connector Board now implementing it. 

Hill and Wang. 160 pages ¯ $13.95 ¯ paperback ¯ 
978-0-8090-5397-1 

Stephen Kinze~:’ 

~eset 

iran, Turkey, and America’s 

Future 

What can the United States 
do to help achieve peace and 
democracy in the Middle 
East? Kinzer offers a 
surprising answer in this 
book: Turkey and Iran. He 
argues that these two 
countries are America’s 
logical partners in the twenty- 
first century and introduces 
readers to larger-than-ife 
figures, like a Nebraska 
schoolteacher who became a 

martyr to democracy in Iran, a Turkish radical who transformed 
his country and Islam forever, and a diverse group of princes, 
politicians, women of the world, spies, oppressors, liberators, 
and dreamers. "Kinzer argues persuasively that despite their 
very different governments--one friendly and free, the other 
hostile and theocratic--both Turkey and Iran are host to vibrant 
democratic traditions that make them natural long-term partners 
of the United States. He deftly interweaves the stories of the 
Iranian and Turkish democracy movements, whose roots are 
deeper than most Americans realize... Kinzer’s take on Iran 
and Turkey is fresh and well-informed."~John Lancaster, The 
Washington Post 

St. Martin’s Griffin ¯ 304 pages ¯ $15.99 ¯ paperback. 
978-0-312-57341-6 



the 
How Chinese Con.sumers 
Tl-ansfomling Eve~2/thi~g 

In this revelatory examination 

of the most overlooked rome 
that is changing the face of 

China, Gerth (Oxford 
University) shows that as the 
Chinese consumer goes, so 
goes the world. While 
Americans and Europeans 
have become increasingly 
worried about China’s 
competition for manufacturing 
jobs and energy resources, 

they have overlooked an even bigger story: China’s rapid 
development of an American-style consumer culture, which is 
revolutionizing the lives of hundreds of millions of Chinese and 
has the potential to reshape the world. China has become the 
world’s largest consumer of everything from automobiles to beer 
and has begun to adopt such consumer habits as living in large 
single-occupancy homes, shopping in gigantic malls, and 
eating meat-based diets served in fast-food outlets. "The book is 

both informative and entertaining... The writing style is reader 
friendly and can be appreciated by a broad spectrum of readers 
who have even a passing interest in understanding the growing 
importance of China as a world power." W.C. Struning, 
emeritus, Seton Hall University, Choice 

Hill and Wang. 272 pages ¯ $16.00 ¯ paperback ¯ 
978.0.6090-2689-0 

Revised a~d U~)dated with 
a New Afterword 

In 2009, Ed Vulliamy traveled 
two thousand miles along the 
frontier from the Pacific coast 
to the Gulf of Mexico, and 
from Tijuana to Matamoros, a 
journey th[~)ugh a 
kaleidoscopic landscape of 
corruption and all-out civil 

war. He describes in 
revelatory detail the dreaded 
narco gangs; the smuggling 

of people, weapons, and illegal drugs; and the interrelated 
economies of drugs and the ruthless, systematic murder of 
young women in Ciudad Juarez. AMEXlCA takes us far beyond 

today’s headlines. It is a street-level portrait, by turns horrific 
and sublime, of a place and people in a time of war as much as 

of the war itself. "AMEXICA is vivid, colorful, and exotic, filled 
with striking vignettes and larger-than-life characters."~Tamar 
Jacoby, The New York Times Book Review 

Picador. 432 pages ¯ $20.00 " paperback ¯ 978-0-312-61061-6 

Read more - Back 1o ~ 



What’r~ Wro~t!~ wiih 
Humanitarian; Rid? 

In her no-holds-barred 
expose, Linda Polman shows 

how a vast industry has 
grown up around humanitarian 
aid: a cavalcade of 
organizations compete for a 

share of the $160 billion 
annual prize, with "fact- 
inflation" sometimes ramping 
up disaster coverage to draw 
in more funds. Insurgents and 
warring governments, 

meanwhile, have made aid a 
permanent feature of military strategy: refugee camps serve as 
base camps for genocidaires, and aid supplies are diverted to 
feed the troops. Even as humanitarian groups continue to assert 
the holy principle of impartiality, they have increasingly become 
participants in aid’s abuses. "Particularly timely just now... 
Polman finds moral hazard on display wherever aid workers are 
deployed. In case after case, a persuasive argument can be 

made that, over-all, humanitarian aid did as much or even more 
harm than good... Her style is brusque, hard-boiled, with a 
satirist’s taste for gallows humor. Her basic stance is: 
J’accuse." --Philip Gour~vitch, The New Yorker 

Picador. 240 pages. $15.00. paperback. 978-0-312-61058-6 

Lights 
Ten Myths About (and Reai 

Energy C,~isis 

In this timely book, former 
Secretary of Energy Spencer 
Abraham debunks tile myths 
that warp our current debate 
over energy, and offers new 
solutions to the real problems 
we face in America. Drawing 
on the very latest thinking 
from experts in industry and 

academia, and his own 
experiences running 
America’s Energy 

Department, he proposes a fresh approach to meeting our 
daunting energy threats. This book effectively answers how 
America and the world can overcome the challenges of rising 
global energy demand, geopolitical disruptions of the energy 
marketplace, and the environmental impact of producing and 
using energy. "Abraham has produced a useful and readable 
(and affordable!) book on energy policy... [He] lays out clearly 
and accessibly flow to think~and flow not to think~about all 
the issues surrounding energy policy."~Daniel Halpem, The 
Weekly Standard 

St. Martin’s Griffin ¯ 288 pages ¯ $14.99 ¯ paperback. 
978-0-312-67394-2 

Read more " Back to ~ 

Macmillan Academic Marketing 1175 Fifth Avenue, 21st Floor I New York, NY 10010 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 



You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 10:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

hello 

New Section 9.docx 

see a~ached 



The power of the global market: 

"it is the requirements of the global competitive market that shape and dictate the political agenda and 

organization of our society’ (Wettstein, 2009: 180). 

As Wettstein (and others) argue, we live in a global age in which ’the requirements of the global 

competitive market shape and dictate the political agenda and organization of societies in the world. 

Overall, then, the self-regulating market doctrine has become as the hegemonic ideology of our time as 

far thinking about organizing social, cultural, political and economy life. 

The process that led to this social reality has seen the expansion of the power of multinational 

corporations. These corporations are now quasi-government institutions who are very dependent on 

the back of public money and trust even though neoliberal thinkers continue to present them as 

apolitical institutions whose practices are governed by a historical and pure self-regulating market 

mechanism that is above politics. 

But how did multinational corporation emerge as powerful actors in the global political and economic 

system? Is just because of neoliberal economic ideas or another historical, political, economic and legal 

developments? 

This is way I would like us to start our deliberations of multinational corporations and Corporate Social 

Responsibility. And I think a good way to do this is view part i of the documentary film - the 

Corporation. The film is compliments the readings for today - whose core insights I will still highlight 

today or on Tuesday very). Please take notes as you watch the film, because aspects of it will be in your 

final exam. 



From: @gmafil.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:04 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Rec 

Pro£ Sahel, 

I am emailing you to remind you to please submit my recon~nendation 
electronically by the end of this week. It is not sho~ving that is 
submitted on nay website. I have contacted the         people and they 
said you can go the follo~ving website and make an account to submit 
the letter if the other ~veb site is not ~vorking 

Website: https://services 

Please use the letter ID: 
(my idea)      I ID 

I hope your having a good day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Nichols <rnichols@ualberta.ca> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Tully Book Update 

Deal Eunice, 

This sounds good to me. Looking forward to reading the chapter. 

All best, 

Robert 

On Thu, Nov 3, 2011 at 5:14 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <e~mice@emaJd.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Robert, 

Upon further reflection, I think it is better that I focus on finishing the Chapter and call you once your receive it. This will be soon. 

Best wishes and more soon. 
Eunice 

From: Robert Nichols [rnichols(~ualberta.cal 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 7:38 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Tully Book Update 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for the offer to speaJ~c together on this. I can cel~finly appreciate many, more i~nportant events intervene and maJ~ce completing chapters a tough task. If you 

would like to call me in my office tomorrow, I will be there at 4:00 pin my time (Mountafin Standmd Time) at: If that doesn’t work~ let me know. 

Altemativeb; emafil is fine with me. 

Hope all is well with you generally, 

Robert 

On Wed, Nov 2, 2011 at 5:18 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu<ma~lto:eunice@email xmc.edu>> wrote: 

Dear Robert, 

I am working on it very hard on finishing the chapter in the context of an intense and fundamental reconfignration of the acade~nic space I am based in. Do you have a 

phone # where I can reach you and tilne that would be OK for me to call? I understand the urgency of wrapping up this project. 

Thmiks for your gracious patience. 

Eunice 

From: Robert Nichols [rnichols(~ualberta.ca<mailto:michols~ualberta.ca>] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01,2011 10:10 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Tully Book Update 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m just wrifing to see where things me at with the chapter. If you’re having a haacd fime getting to it because of other work, that is understandable, but I wouldn’t mind 

an update on things since we’d really like to move forward with the next sIage in the process. 

Hope this note finds you well. 

All best, 
Robert 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 1:19 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: University of Florida Faculty ttire in Crime, Law, and Governance 

Crime Law and Governance job ad 2011-fiual 2.docx 

Date:Thu, 03 Nov 2011 10:59:37 -0600 

From:Amm~da Wolfe <akwolfe(~unm.edu> 

Please see attached call from the University of Florida for a 

tenure-track assistant or associate professor in the social sciences 

Latin America to begin in August 2012~ The appointment will be made 

jointly between the Center for Latin American Studies and the 

appropriate disciplinary department within the College of Liberal Arts 



FLORIDA 
Center for Latin American Studies 319 Gr:inter Hall 

PO Box 115530 

Gainesville, FL 32611-5530 

352-392B0375 

352-392-7682 Fax 

w~v.1 at am. ufl.edu 

Crime, Law, and Governance in Latin America: The Center for Latin American Studies at the 
University of Florida invites applications for a tenure-track assistant or associate professor in the 
social sciences with a teaching and research focus on crime, law, and governance in Latin America to 
begin in August 2012. The appointment will be made jointly between the Center and the appropriate 
disciplinary department within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Substantive interests may 
include but need not be restricted to: the causes and consequences of crime and crime victimization, 
transnational criminal activities, and comparative analysis of crime and violence in Latin America 
and the United States. We seek applicants with superior promise who combine rigorous scholarship 
with excellence in teaching. Candidates should demonstrate an ability to work collaboratively across 
disciplinary boundaries with faculty and students in various departments and disciplines. The 
successful candidate will contribute to a broad range of undergraduate and graduate courses and to a 
new interdisciplinary program initiative focusing on Crime, Law, and Governance in Latin America. 
Candidates shoul d have their Ph.D. in hand or near completion at the time of hiring. 

The UF Center for Latin American Studies is the oldest and one of the largest Latin American Studies 
programs in the United States. The Latin American program was formed in the 1930s and renamed 
the Center for Latin American Studies in 1963. it was among the first institutions in the country to be 
designated a National Resource Center by the U.S. Department of Education (USDE) and to receive 
assistance through fellowships and the USDE’s Title VI program. Today, the Center is one of the top- 
ranked centers in the world. Students can choose from among 350 Latin American and Caribbean 
area and language courses routinely offered by 50 departments at UF. 

The Center offers a Masters of Arts in Latin American Studies (MALAS), graduate and 
undergraduate certificates, an undergraduate minor, a j oint law degree, and an interdisciplinary 
specialization in crime, law, and governance. The Center is linked to departments with strong PhD 
programs including those where the faculty member for this position will be tenure-track. More 
information about the Center can be found at: http :iiwww.latamufl.edui 

Applicants should submit a letter of interest (indicating research and teaching interests), curriculum 
vitae, and a sample of written work. Junior candidates should submit three letters of 
recommendation, senior candidates a list of three names. Address correspondence to: Chair, Crime, 
Law, and Governance Search Committee, Center for Latin American Studies, University of Florida, 
P.O. Box 115530, Gainesville, Florida 32611-5530. Review of applications will begin December 1, 
2011, and continue until an applicant pool has been established. 

The University of Florida is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Minorities, women and those from 
other underserved groups are encouraged to apply. The selection process will be conducted in accord 
with the provisions of Florida "Government in the Sunshine" and Public Records laws. Search 

7he Foundation for The Gator Nation 
Equal Opportunity Institution 



Committee meetings and inter’Jews ~vill be open to the public; and all applications, CV’s and other 
documents related to the search will be available for public inspection. All candidates for 
employment are subj ect to a pre-employment screening which includes a review of criminal records, 

reference checks, and verification of education. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marie kline ~gmafil.com> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 1:40 PM 

edito@ijhssnet.com 

Call tbr Papers 

Call for Papers 

International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (IJHSS) 

ISSN 2220-8488 (Print), 2221- 0989 (Online) 

International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (HHSS) is an open access, peer-reviewed and refereed international 
journal published by Centre for Promoting Ideas, USA. The main objective of IJHSS is to provide an intellectual platform for the 
international scholars. IJHSS aims to promote interdisciplina~7 studies in humanities and social science and become the leading journal 
in humanities and social science in the world. 

The journal publishes research papers in the fields of humanities and social science such as anthropoloDr, business studies, 
communication studies, corporate governance ,crilninology, cross-cultural studies ,demography, development studies, economics, 
education, ethics, geography, histo~.’, industrial relations, information science, international relations, law, linguistics, librmy science, 
media studies, methodology, philosophy, political science, population Studies, psychology, public achnimstration, sociology, social 
welfare, lingmistics ,literature, pamlegal, performing arts (music, theatre & dance), religious studies ,visual arts, women studies and so 
on. 

The journal is published in both print and online versions. 

The journal is now indexed with and included in Cabell’s, Ulrich’s, DOAJ, Index Copernicus International, EBSCO and Gale. 
Moreover the journal is under the inde~ng process with ISI, ERIC, Econlit, Scopus and Journalseek. 

IJHSS publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical 
research, technical notes, and book reviews. 

IJHSS is inviting papers for Vol. 1 No. 17 which is scheduled to be published on November 30, 2011. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor(i~iihssnet.com, or .(&hotlnail.com 

For more information, visit the official website of the journal www.ijbssnct.com 

With thanks, 

The Chief Editor 

International Journal of Hmnanities and Social Science (IJHSS) 

Contact: editor@ijhssnet.com, @hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 2:20 PM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: INVITATION - Pauli Murray Day in Durham NOVEMBER 20 

From: Barbara Lau [balau@duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 20:t:t :t:19 PM 
To: paulimurrayproject@duke.edu 
Subject: INVITATION - Pauli Murray Day in Durham NOVEMBER 20 

Plea~ distribute widely! 

Join With Neighbors and Friends fbr 
the A~mual Pauli Muliay Birthday Celebration. 

Barbara Lau 

Director, Pauli Murray Project 

www.DaulimurravDroiect.or~ 

919/6~3-6~67 

To build a bet ter Durham the Paull Mu; ray Project engages a dive; slty oil esldents to lilt up the vision 

and legacy o[ actlvlst~ scholaG [emlnlst~ poet~ and Episcopal priest Pau~i Murray in order to tacMe enduring 

To join our mailing list, please send your email to balau@duke.edu 

Look for us on Facebook 

Office Address: 
¯ st 

Smith Warehouse, Bay 5,1 Floor 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durham, NC 277o8 

Mailing Address: 
Box 90403 

Durham, NC 27708 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30220342 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-30220342-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



Duke Autism Foundation 
presents the HBO documentary 

day, November 7th at 6:30 PM 
Von Canon C 

Followed by a panel of autism researchers 
and field workers including Dr. Jeffrey Baker, 

Director of the Duke Autism Program, and 
Mark Stafford, Director of the Mariposa 

School for Children with Autism 

Catered by Mellow Mushroom Pizza 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOPHAS e-Forms <noreply@sophas.org> 

Thursday, 5:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Recommendation Request for from the Schools of Public Health Application Service (SOPHAS) 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

who is currently completing at1 application for the Schools of Public Health Application Ser,Ace (SOPHAS), has requested that you complete a reference form online. 

Should you have an?’ questions for this applicant, please contact directly at ~gmail.com 

To complete the on-line reference, please use the following U~,L: 
https://portal.sophas org 

and login to your pre-created account using: 

Username: 
Password: 

If multiple applicants have designated you as a Reference, you will see a list of these applicants ~vhen you login to your account. 

Thank you, 

SOPHAS Staff 

PS This is an autumated message, please do not reply. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - The Graduate School <support@hobsons.com> 

Thursday, 5:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Request for a Recommendation 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

The individual belo~v is applying to the Umversi~z of North Carolina - Chapel Hill Graduate School and has indicated that you will be providing a recommendation. 

A secure online recommendation site is available for you to upload a letter of recommendation (in either .doc or .pdf fOlrnat) at your earliest convenience. Many of our programs oiler 
specific suggestions for recommendation information, so please visit the instructional segment of each program’s website for more information: 
http ://grad school.unc edu/programs/degreeprograms.html 

We appreciate your efforts on behalf of this applicant and hope you will find this process to be convenient. 

Please note that has waived his/her right to review this letter of Recommendation. 

Name of Applicant: 
Email Address: : @gmail.com 
Department/Major: Health Behavior and Health Education 
Degree: Master of Public Health 
Term: 

Click below to complete the online Recommendation: 
https://rec.applyyoursel f com/?CID 
Personal Access Code 
Password 

For security purposes, please keep your Personal Access Code and Password confidential and do not share with the applicant 

If you were not able to login through the above web address, copy and paste the above web address below into your browser. 
https://rec.applyyourself.com 

If you need technical assistance during this process, please access http://rec applvyourself corn/ 

apid~ 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday 5:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: applying to grad school! 

Maana S a~hle, 

Thank you so much! I’m in the process of sending you the paperwork. You should receive e-mails from , and 

The         recommendation should be completed mthin the next 2-3 weeks, since they take some time to process all the files. The 

and the     letter is due 

Ve~ best, 

letter is due on 

On Thu, at 3:49 PM, Sable, Eunice N --~eunice~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Good to hear from you and I am so happy that you’re thinking of 

year and she is excellent. 

Yes, I roll write a letter of recommendation for you. 

With best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This is excellent. I have a graduate student in in one of my scminars this 

From: ~gmafil.co~nl 
Sent: Thursday. 2:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject:       . applying to grad school! 

Jamtx~, Mama SaNe! 

How axe you? How is the new school year? Any promising new scholars? 

After applying to all the programs you recommended me tbr in the spring, I was o~Ered the 

the specific job they oltEred me was the right fit. I was also offered a job with 

a work visa. After 2 ,nonths of wailing, I decided I should ,nake something of my time in 

. but turned it down becanse I didn’t feel like 

and I accepted, ttowever,      never started the process to get me 
rather than just wafit around for the visa. 

Please let ,ne know as soon as possible if you would be interested in recommending ,ne. 

Thanks, and hope to hear from you soon! 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Re: , applying to grad school! 

Solry for the extra e-mail, but participates in . as well, so you should only be contacted by 

On Thn, at 5:31 PM, (~gmail.com> wrote: 

Mama Sahle, 

Thank you so much! I’m in the process of sending you the paperwork. Yon should receive e-mails from 

The          recommendation should be completed within "the next 2-3 weeks, since they take some time to process all the files. The 
and the     letter is due 

Very besk 

letter is due on 

On Thn, at 3:49 PM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Good to hea~ l]com you and I am so happy that you’re thinking of 

this yeaac and she is excellent. 

Yes, I will write a letter of recommendalion for you. 

With best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

This is excellem. I have a graduate student in in one of my seminars 

From: . (~gmail.com] 
Sere: Thursday, 1 2:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject:      ’s applying to grad school! 

Jambo, Mama SaNe! 

How are yon? How is the new school year? Any promising new scholars? 

After applying to all the programs you recommended me for in the spring, I was ofl}red the 
like the specific job they ofi}md me was the right fit. I was also offered a job with 
get me a work visa. After 2 months of waiting, I decided I should make something of my lime in 

bnt turned it down because I didn’t feel 

and I accepted. However,      never started the process to 

, rather than just wait around for the visa. 

Please let me know as soon as possible if you would be interested in recommending me. 

Thanks, and hope to hear t~om you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sbenyl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 6:49 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Mary Turner Lane Award (undergmd paper) 

The Maxy Turner Lane Awaxd in Women (revisions for 2012).pdf 

FYI. 

Karen Thompson 
Women’s Studies 

208 Smith Building 

Chapel Hi~], NC 27S99.-3135 
Phone: 9~2--g908 

Fax: 9~2-5839 

Emaikkthompsl @email.unc.edu 

To: faculty who teach feminist and/or women’s studies courses and topics: 

The faculty of Women’s and Gender Studies here at UNC would especially like to encourage you to Mentify from among your undergraduate students’ work 

original research or creative productions that you think is/are particularly excellent and to ask you to submit that work for the Mary Turner Lane Award (see 

attached flyer). The Award can be given to students from any department, with any major or minor; recipients do not have to be (and have often not been) 

women’s and gender studies students. 

We appreciate all the work you do related to feminist teaching and scholarship on this campus and would love to be in a position to recognize and honor your 

students. 

Sincerely, 

Tanya Shields 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~3~ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-tkculty &s: -’a href "maJlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscfibe ~nd a Na~k <br> 

em~fil to <a lmef "mailto:leave-30222450- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30222450- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse:~.unc.edu<ia> 



The UNC Department of Women’s Studies 
requests nominations from all departments 

for the Eleventh Annual 

for Excellence in Research on Women’s Issues 
by a Senior 

Established in Spring 2001 by the Curriculum in Women’s Studies and Mary Turner Lane, 
a tireless feminist, advocate, and educator, this award recognizes the original scholarship 
and creative/artistic production on gender/feminist issues by seniors in any discipline. 

Previous award recipients have explored definitions of "sex" and "gender" in law; North 
Carolina women’s club work during World War II; "Fighting Traditions" in Thailand (a 
film); understandings of gender among Iroquois and English women in New England, 
1600-1783; and eugenics and sterilization in North Carolina. Your student can continue 
the legacy of engaging with women’s lives and feminist issues while expanding our 
collective knowledge base. 

To have your student considered: 
Submit a nomination letter. Seniors must be nominated by a UNC faculty member 
whose letter of support explains the significance of the project. We invite nominations 
from faculty in all disciplines. 
Submit research. The faculty nominator must submit a copy of the student’s research 
project along with the nomination letter. Research is broadly defined as original 
research papers, artistic presentations that resulted from significant analysis, 
contributions to feminist theory, or analytical essays. Students are encouraged to use 
chapters of their honors theses or revise significant research. The work submitted must 
be entirel~ student-authored. 

Faculty members should deliver submissions to Joanne Hershfield, Chair, Department of 
Women’s Studies, CB# 3135. 

THAT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 3:31 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriati~m] IAAR PUBLIC POLICY FORUM 

THE CRISIS IN THE JUVENILE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

A Public Policy Forum 

of the 

INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN RESEARCH 
Participants include: 

-The Honorable Judge Macia Morey, Chief District Court, Durham 
- Mr, Mike Rieder, Deputy Secretary, NC Department of Juvenile Justice 
-Ms. Brandy Bynum, Director of Policy, NC Action for Children 
-Attorney Wendy Green, Incarcerated Youth Project 
-Prof. Tamar Birkhead, UNC Law School, Scholar of Juvenile Justice 

-State Senator Floyd McKissick, Durham 

-Prof. and Attorney Geeta Kapur, represents indigent children in court 
-Attorney Erwin Byrd, Legal Aid, represents children expelled from school 

UNC SCHOOL OF LAW, ROOM 5042 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 9TH 

7PM 

You are urged to attend 

You o~re cunently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30224960 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30224960-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

amcas@aamc.org 

Friday, November 4, 2011 6:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Your new AAMC account has been created. 

This message was sent by an automatic mailer 

Your new AAMC account has been created 
Your A~IC ID is: 
Your User Name is: 
Your Password is: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 6:40 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Recommendation 

From @~nail com] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:52 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Recommendation 

Pro£ Sahle, 

First of all I am so sorry I am just getting this information to you now. My operating system on my computer decided to crash, but fortunately the people at the Apple store were able to get 
my computer back up and ruaming. Here is the information that you asked for and I hope it helps 

Short Sutmnaw of why I want to (exert from my persona[ statement) 

I have attached the letter to the bottom and my resttme to the email. Also if there is any other information that you need or if you have any questions please let me know. Thank you and I 
hope you have a great weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 4, 2011 7:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

today 

000 0004 0055.jpg 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, November 4, 2011 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

Re: ttello 

My pleasure. My respect for your, and the whole departments’, ~vork and 
teaching is very strong and I do think its important that we don’t let 
this incident taint the reputation of what should be one of UNC’s most 
broadly applauded umts 

Andy 

On 11/4/2011 10:16 ANd. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
Dear An@, 

Thanks for your support of the unit. It means a lot during this conjuncture. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Andrew- Reynolds 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
(;hair, Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
http:i/reynolds web.unc edu/ 



The Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, UNC-Duke Consortium, 

and the GPSF 

"Mining and Free Trade in Colombia" 

Public lecture by 

Colombian Senator and opposition leader Jorge Robledo. 

Reception to follow 

Date: Thursday November 10, 2011: 

Place: Global Education Center (Fedex Building), Room 1005 

Time: 5:30-7:30 pm 
Parking available after 5:00 

Jorge Enrique Robledo is a Colombian senator from the "Polo Democr~tico Alternativo" 

(Alternative Democratic Pole). He is recognized for being one of the most critical 

opposition leaders to the former governments of Alvaro Uribe and the current 

administration of Juan Manuel Santos. His well known debates in the Senate have been 
critical of neoliberalism and Free Trade Agreements, focusing on issues of energy, 

agriculture, mining, environment, urban development and housing. 

Robledo was a full-time professor at the Universidad Nacional de Colombia, at 

Manizales for 26 years where he was awarded the highest university honor: the Orden 

Gerardo Molina. Robledo has published more than a dozen books; four of them on 

neoliberalism and free trade. He is a permanent contributor to La Patria and El Nuevo 

Dia, and occasional collaborator in other Colombian newspapers. 

His debates and articles can be found (in Spanish) here: http:!/www.moir.orgoco/-Jorge- 

En rique-Robledo-.html 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, November 4, 2011 10:37 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Next Thursday: "Mining aM Free Trade in Colombia" with Senator Jo~e Robledo 

Flier Robledo.docx 

Please distribute widely and apologies for double posting 

The Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, the UNC-Duke Consortium, 

ISA and the GPSF 

"Mining and Free Trade in Colombia" 

Public lecture by 

Colombian Senator and opposition leader Jorge Robledo. 

Reception to follow 

Date: Thursday November 10, 2011 

Place: Global Education Center (Fedex Building), Room 1005 

Time: 5:30 - 7:30 pm 

Parking available after 5:00 

Jorge Enrique Robledo is a Colombian senator from the "Polo DemocrfitJco Alternatiii~Alternative Democratic Pole). He is recognized for being one of 

the most critical opposition leaders to the former governments of Alvaro Uribe and the current administration of Juan Manuel Santos. His well known 

debates in the Senate have been critical of neoliberalism and Free Trade Agreements, focusing on issues of energy, agriculture, mining, environment, 

urban development and housing. 

Robledo was a fuli-time professor at the Universidad Nacional de Colombia, at Manizales for 26 years where he was awarded the highest university honor: 

the Orden Gerardo Molina. Robiedo has published more than a dozen books; four of them on neoliberaiism and free trade. He is a permanent contributor 

to La Patria and El Nuevo D.ra, and occasional collaborator in od~er Colombian newspapers. 

His debates and articies can be found {in Spanish) here: http:/iwww.moir.org.co/-Jorge-Enrique-Robledo-.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 4, 2011 12:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Letter 

¯ final and printed - letter of recommendation.docx 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 12:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Tomorrow evening event 

Dear Eunice, 
Thanks for the invitation. Sounds like a yew worthwhile and powerful event. 
See you at 7pm! 

Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2011 7:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Tomorrow evening event 

Dear 

I thought I had written to you earlier, but I guess the craW time we are in led to my ibrgetting to send you a note inviting you to an event in my house in honor of Dr Wangari Maathai - 
founder of the Green Belt Mi~vement in Kenya. 

Join us if you can @7.00pm, 

Hope you can join us If you can bring a poem or a song by a women who in your review embodies an emancipator,), spirit. 

In solidarity, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 1:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tea on Monday 

Hi Eunice, 
I can meet for tea between 10:30 am and 3:30 pm next Monday. rll probably ~vork from home, so I would prefer to meet in Durham, but could also go to Chapel Hill. There’s a new bake~ in 

Sutton Station, on Fayetteville, that might be a good place to go. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

L~NC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://wv, as,.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 1: 58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Tea on Monday 

H~ 
I need to ~vork on a conference paper next Wednesday. We could meet in Chapel Hill on Monday afternoon. How about 2:00 or 2:30? 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ¢¢3395, Battle tlal[ 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 1:35 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sutzject: RE: Tea on Monday 

Hi Kia, 

Thanks for your note. Would Wednesday in Durham work from ~ our end, I had thought of Monday because I on Campus, but Wednesday (if it works for you too) would be excellent 
because I will be working from home 

Cheers and see you later. 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, KJa L 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 1:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Tea on Monday 

Hi E~xice, 
I can meet for tea between 10:30 am and 3:30 pm next Monday. rll probably work from home, so I would prefer to meet in Dttrham, but could also go to Chapel Hill. There’s a new bakery in 

Sutton Station, on Fayetteville, that might be a good place to go. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.m~c.edu 

http ://ww~ unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 4, 2011 2:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Haxtlyn, Jonath~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Thmak you 

Eunice 

Thank you foryourparticipation atthe session with students yesterday, l was very glad thatthefaculty made commentsandlappreciate yourcontributionsand 

support. 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hil~, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Friday, November 4, 2011 2:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Automatic reply: Thank you 

I am away from my desk on November 4, 20t:L For urgent matters, please contact Tiffany Clarke (tiffany_clarke@unc.edu) in the Dean’s office, telephone 919 962-1J.65. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Friday, November 4, 2011 2:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

20111104144130066.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10442" @Aicio NIP 2510) 

Scan Date: 11 04.2011 14:41:29 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Announcement of Summer Faculty Fellowships 
May 28-August 1, 2012 

The Hoore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (HURAP) invites 
applications from faculty at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
who would like to serve as mentors in our ten-week summer 2012 program. 
HURAP strives to foster the entrance of talented students from diverse 
backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and eventually into faculty positions in colleges and 
universities in the U.S. At a broader level, the program seeks to increase the 
number of minorities, and others who demonstrate a commitment to 
diversity, who will pursue graduate work and hold faculty appointments 
within the academy. 

MURAP works to achieve its mission by identifying and supporting students of 

great promise and helping them to become scholars of the highest distinction. 

Through the program, rising juniors and seniors in college are introduced to 

the professional work of university scholars and teachers while learning 

about the opportunities and challenges of graduate studies in the humanities, 

social sciences, and fine arts. Under the guidance of a mentor, each MURAP 

student fellow works on a research project of his or her own design. 

Faculty fellows carry out two major roles: they 1) oversee two students in 
independent research projects from conception to completion and 2) help 
prepare their mentees for graduate school both by assisting them in 
identifying an area of interest and the programs that exist in that field, and 
by discussing aspects of the profession and the professor’s own interests as a 
teacher and researcher. Hentors who join the program are expected to 

¯ meet with student advisees at least three times per week to provide 
regular and detailed feedback on students" projects and career 

o attend a weekly three-hour seminar where students and mentors come 
together to present and discuss their work 

¯ be present at the annual two-day MURAP academic conference from 
8am-5 pm on Thursday and Friday, 3uly 26-27, 2012 

o be in residence in Chapel Hill throughout this period, with few 
exceptions 

The HURAP stipend, meant to free mentors from summer teaching so that 
they can devote themselves to their research and their mentorship, is $8000, 
subject to applicable deductions for benefits and taxes. Stipends will be paid 
in two lump-sum supplements to regular faculty salaries. 

(PAGE } 



For faculty mentors, the program will begin on Monday, May 28 and 
conclude with a banquet on Wednesday, August 1 (students will arrive on 
Sunday, May 27 and depart on Thursday, August 2). 

To apply please submit the following materials electronically by January 20, 
2012: 

1) 

2) 
3) 

4) 

A cover letter indicating your interest in serving as a Fellow and 
your willingness and ability to meet the requirements listed above. 
A copy of your current curriculum vitae. 
A two-page description of your proposed research plan for the 
summer, including a list of research field/areas in which you would 
feel comfortable mentoring a student. 
A description of your previous experience serving as a research 
mentor for undergraduates as well as any professional activities 
that demonstrate your commitment to educational diversity. 

Former MURAP mentors are eligible and welcome to apply again. We also 
encourage applications from first-time applicants. Students will be applying 
from a wide range of undergraduate institutions and majors, and all of the 
successful applications will have competitive academic records. Every effort 
will be made to match faculty fellows and student applicants whose research 
interests overlap. In order to ensure that we receive student applications 
from candidates whose fields and interests are compatible with mentorship 
applicants’, we suggest they forward the enclosed student announcement to 
students and peers, both locally and throughout the United States. 

Applications should be addressed to Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, MURAP 
Director, 305C Sonja Haynes Stone Center, Carolina Campus, and emailed to 
murap@unc.edu. For more information about MURAP, please consult our 
website at http://www.unc.edu/depts/murap or contact our Program 
Coordinator, Ms. Elizabeth Moore, at 962-6811 or at the email address above. 

Deadline for applications is 5:00 pm on Friday, January 20, 2012. 

(PAGE } 



Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program 
Announcement of Summer Student Fellowships 

May 27-August 2, 2012 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is a paid 
summer internship designed to foster the entrance of talented students from 
diverse backgrounds within the humanities, social sciences, and fine arts into 
graduate school and faculty positions in U.S. colleges and universities. More 
broadly, the program seeks to increase the presence of minorities and others 
who demonstrate a commitment to eradicating racial disparities in graduate 
school and eventually in academic ranks. The program serves the related 
goals of providing role models for all youth and structuring campus 
environments so that they will be more conducive to improved racial and 
ethnic relations. MURAP aims to achieve its mission by identifying and 
supporting students of great promise and helping them to become scholars 
of the highest distinction. 

Each summer, the program brings to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill campus a cohort of 20 undergraduates (rising juniors and 
seniors) from colleges and universities in the U.S. for an intensive, ten-week 
research experience. With the guidance of a UNC faculty mentor with whom 
they will meet several times per week, students are expected to develop a 
20- to 25-page research project. In addition, all students must participate in 
the following components of the program: 1) a weekly 3-hour seminar where 
they will present and discuss their research with the entire cohort, 2) a GRE 
review course (2-hour sessions three times per week, with required 
assignments and tests), 3) three two-hour weekly workshops (Writing, 
Communication Skills, and Graduate Professional Development), 4) 
supplementary lectures, as scheduled, and a two-day academic conference 
on July 26-27. Also on the schedule are an optional Writing Clinic, available 
for four hours twice a week, and a variety of social events. 

Participants must submit to the MURAP administrative office by scheduled 
deadlines mentor-approved assignments related to their research papers 
(abstract, prospectus, first draft, final paper). Students who do not follow the 
guidelines of the program risk being dismissed and will forfeit any unpaid 

{PAGE } 



portion of their stipends. A sample calendar of required activities and 
deadlines is available on our website. 

For their participation in the program, student fellows will receive 1) a 
stipend of $3500 (students holding Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowships 
will receive the summer stipend from their home institutions instead), 2) an 
allowance for meals of $1450, 3) any required books, 4) a travel allowance 
up to $500 to cover the cost of transportation to and from Chapel Hill, and 5) 
on-campus housing. 

PLEASE NOTE: 

1) Dr, Debra Skinner, Associate Director of UNC’s Center for Genomics and 
Society (CGS) and Adjunct Professor of Anthropology, will fund and serve as 
mentor to one additional student whose proposed research project is related 
to the ethical, legal, or social issues involving genetic research. She would 
be glad to receive inquiries from students who would like to hear more about 
the types of projects that would meet these requirements. Students with 
backgrounds in sociology, anthropology or philosophy would be strong 
candidates. For more information on research projects that would be 
relevant, please go to the CGS website 
(http://genomics.unc.edu/genomicsandsociety), or contact Dr. Skinner 
(debra.skinner@unc.edu). 

2) Rising seniors applying to MURAP should consider applying 
simultaneouslyto the Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT), as their 
deadline for application is usually April 1. If selected for both our program 
and theirs, you will be allowed to join IRT’s Associate Program only. Through 
it participants will receive 1) valuable assistance and counseling during the 
graduate school application process, 2) fee-waivers when applying to 
consortium schools, and 3) help advocating for sufficient funding for 
advanced study. For more information consult 
http: / / www.a ndover.ed u / Su m merSession O utreach / I F ROTeac hers/Pages/d 
efault.aspx. 

Applying to MURAP 
APPLICA TION DEADLINE: February 3. 2012 

Program applicants should be mindful that MURAP offers an intensive 
research experience that requires a substantial commitment of time, 
intellectual resources and effort. Therefore, students may not be employed or 
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take classes while enrolled in the program and must remain in Chapel Hill 
during the ten weeks, Weekend travel is discouraged but may be permitted 
on occasion with approval from mentor and Director. Student fellows are 
selected based on a variety of factors that may include: 

Academic promise 
Serious intent to attain the PhD (as opposed to a 
professional degree) and become a college professor in one 
of our targeted fields 
Clarity and quality of statement of research interests (must 
describe intelligently, concisely and informatively one or 
more possible lines of investigation for the summer project 
and demonstrate your suitability to undertake it) 
Availability of an appropriate mentor 
Demonstrated commitment to increasing opportunities for 
underrepresented minorities 
Strength of faculty recommendations 
Class standing (all things being equal, seniors are normally 
given preference) 
Ability to partake in all required program components 

Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, must have 
completed at least four semesters of undergraduate study, and must have at 
least one semester (or a minimum of 12 credit hours) of undergraduate work 
remaining when they enter MURAP. 

To apply to the program please see the instructions found on MURAP’s 
website http://www.unc.edu/depts/murap beginning on November 4, 2011. 
For questions please contact Ms. Elizabeth Moore, Program Coordinator, at 
murap@unc.edu. 

{PAGE } 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, November 4, 2011 5:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

Dear Eunice, 

I’ve been called a~vay late this afternoon to drive to pick up 

I am so sorry, but I shall have to miss you lovely dinner. I hope I am 
one a bunch, so my absence isn’t a pain. I hope all goes well 

With ~varm regard, 
John 

On 11/1/2011 9:11 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
Dear John, 

Here are details: 

Date: Nov 4 
Tune: 7.00pm 
Locatinn: 
Dinner menu: Indian vegetarian and chicken dishes. 
What to bring: a song, poem or any piece of writing by a woman that in 
your opinion embodies Wangari’s liberatory spirit. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

t:rom: John Pickles [jpickles@email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 01, 2011 8:17 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Su~iect: Re: Hello 

Eunice, 

On Friday -- I would like to come 

If I can come alone, let me know where and when. 

Regards, 
John 

On 10/31/2011 3:57 P_’v2 Sahle, Euince N wrote: 
>> Dear John, 
>> 

>> Thanks for the discusion. It was very helpful. Kindly let me have your phone# just in case given the conjuncture. 

>> On another note, will you and 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 

> Dr. John Pickles 
> Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
> Chair, Departraent of Geography 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 
> 

> Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
> Fax: 919-%2-1537 

make it to the dinner this Friday Nov. 4 in celebration of Wangari Maathai’s life? 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: ~ 19-96~-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 5:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Tea on Monday 

H~ 
I’m hosting a colleague from Brazil next ;veek and will be at a cont’erence beginning on Thursday. It IS an unbelievably BUSY time! 
Maybe we could meet before or at’ter tlae dept meeting on Nov. 14 (it’s at 11 am) I’ll see you this evening. 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UN-C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

kicaldwe@emaibunc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafi-iafam 

Frum: Sahle, }(unice N 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 2:24PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sut~ject: RE: Tea on Monday 

Hi Kia, 

My presematiun in Geugraphy is at 330pm un Monday so althuugh I am wrapping my final thuughts un it today, the times beluw are a bit too cluse. Mid-muming - 10.30am - un Munday is 
what I had in mind. Gush, what a busy time May be we should plan to meet later in the week ifyuu are around. Friday in Durham is a possibility. 

Cheers, 
Ennice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 1:58 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Tea un Mi~nday 

H~ 
I need to work on a corKerence paper next Wednesday. We could meet in Chapel Hill on Monday afternoon. How about 2:00 or 2:30? 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.anc.edu 

httl~ :/iw~wz. unc. ed~’ de~tsiafriaf am 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 1:35 PM 
To: Cal&vell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Tea on Monday 

Hi Kia. 

Thanks for your note. Would Wednesday in Durham work from your end? I ha d thought of Monday because I on Campus, but Wednesday (if it works for you too) would be excellent 
because I will be working from home. 

Cheers and see you later. 
Eunice 



From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Fri&u, November 04, 2011 1:19 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: Tea on Monday 

Eli Eunice, 
I can meet for tea between 10:30 am and 3:30 pm next Monday. I’ll probably work from home, so I would prefer to meet in Durham, but could also go to Chapel Hill. There’s a new" bake~ in 

Sutton Station, on Fayetteville, that might be a good place to go. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.tmc.edu 

http ://xvwav.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



ODE TO TOWN TREE 

Our American Liberey Elm 

rises from elephant haunches 

like Michelangelo’s David 

majestically sm~eying our town as it grows, 

matching each new comer with a fresh leaf. 

Once a seedling planted as punishment 

by an unruly school boy, 

it spreads muscular limbs, adagio, 

above our heads, within reach: 

in lightning’s terror, snow’s weight, rain’s flood, 

and spring’s bounty of fruit and flowers 

ending in autumn’s slow shedding, 

without rock and sling, 

it remains at our side, a resolute friend. 

But do we really know this hermaphroditic creature? 

Sipping moisture centimeters below grass, 

wispy roots stretch out from the trunk 

one and half times its height, its cross-grained wood 

tougher than steel and likely to spark when cut, 

its cells connecting around wounds to its skin 

to continue to grow for our benefit. 

Having communally revered nature 

even though we have not loved it as ourselves, 



Carrboro gave this tree sanctuary, 

freedom to grow, the love of public works employees 

helping heal ice storms’ snap, soaking drought’s slow burn, 

bare feet of children in the 1930’s, hair bedecked in ribbons 

circling a maypole at the spot of its future planting. 

Having shared our suffering 

and drawing us into its circle as we walk by, 

its arms reach out in compassion 

with shade, resplendent light, breeze 

among its leaves, cool-to-the-touch braided bark, 

arching in all directions to embrace us. 

So in the early morning or late night 

lay aside our heartache, walk to it 

with open palms, and find ourselves 

in forgiving, wordless peace. 

As for the little boy - he did not live 

to enjoy our elm emerged fully t~:om earth. 

Thus may we delay our own gratification, 

learn to plant what we will not witness to fruition: 

kind acts to one another ribbed with empathy, 

seedlings of faith and resolve for the coming generations. 

Jay Bryan © July 4, 2010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 6:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Tomorrow evening event 

Hi F~umc e, 
About to head over. I hope there isn’t an?’ inconvenience if my 
See you soon! 

joins us. I told her about it and she is very interested. Thank you! 

Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2011 7:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Tomorrow- evening event 

Dear 

I thought I had written to you earlier, but I guess the crazy time we are in led to my forgetting to send you a note inviting you to an event in my house in honor of Dr. Wangari Maathai - 
founder of the Green Belt Movement in Kenya. 

Join us if you can @7 00pro, 

Elope yuu can join us. Ifyuu can bring a poem or a song by a women who in your review embodies an emancipatory spirit. 

In sulidari~’, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 4, 2011 6:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Tomorrow evening event 

Forgot to sign oftl 

See you both soon. Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday-, November 04, 2011 6:47 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow evening event 

Ofcourse 

Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 6:25 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Tomorrow evening event 

Eli [{unice, 
About to head over. I hope there isn’t any inconvenience if 
See you soon! 

joins us. I told her about it and she is vep)~ interested. Thank you! 

Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Nnvember 03, 2011 7:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Tomorrow evening event 

I thought I had written to you earlier, but I guess the crazy time we are in led to my 12~rgetting to send you a note inviting you to an event in my house in honor of Dr. Wangari Maathai - 
founder of the Green Belt Movement in Kenya. 

Join us if you can @7 00pro, 

Hope you can join us. If you can bring a poem or a song by a women ~vho in your review embodies an emancipatolN spirit. 

In solidari~, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderso~@ut~c.edu;, 

Saturday, November 5,2011 2:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

thank you 

Oh. Eunice! Last night was just so wonderful, there aren’t words. The 
fo~d and atmosphere, just lovely, and the way that you gathered us. 
Wow.     thoroughly enjoyed himself as well. I suppose I see you today 
in a new’ light: you have become a natural leader, and one with deep 
concern and respect for others A yew sweet and strong vision you are 
developing, I think. ~en you were leading us last night, I kept 
imag~inng     in oar midst, grateful to have an evening that is just 
what she wanted for her beloved department Thank you for all you 

continue to teach me. B 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.eduv 

Saturday, November 5,2011 6:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Tha~ks 

Dear Eunice: 

Allo~v me to thank you for your generous and enjoyable dilmer party We enjoyed it ve~z much. 
I’ll see Tuesday at my lecture 

BHS 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, November 05, 2011 6:05 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Thanks 

Dear M~valimu Senior and my sister, 

Thanks so much for joining me and other friends in celebrating the life our beloved sister Wangari Maathai It was a great honor to have you in my home and I look for~vard to hosting you 
again in the future. 

Belo~v is a link to a piece on Eritrea from the Kenyan newspaper Nation. 

http ://www.nation. co.ke/News/-/l O56/1267904/-/10el f3pz,-/index.html 

In solidarity, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N Sal~le <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 8:02 AM 

This week in 1NTS560:1NTS560.001 .FALL2011 

Dear All, 

Hope you are having a groat weekend. 

I am sony to let you know that Dr. Nadine Busmann, onr scheduled gnest lecturer for Thursday, has been called to address urgent developments at her firm - Nexen 

the Cmmdian multinational national energy corporation - thus, she roll not be able to join us this week. However, we are in discussion to see if she can join us before 

the end of the semester m~d I roll keep you posited. Given her pmc’dce and intellectual expertise, I still think we would beneiit t?om a dialogue ruth her on corporate 

social reslyonsibility. 

Here is the agenda tbr this week. 

1 ) Tuesday - Chapters 5-7 of Wettstein and the fihn, the Corporation. 

2) Thursday - Debating issues emerging from Chapters 8-9 of Wettstein and the fihn the Corporation. 

Best rashes and see yon on Tuesday. 

Dr. Sahle 



Americm~ Project Managemem <announcement@projectmanagemeutusa6.org~ 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 8:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Project Managemeut Masters Certification Program (Janua~ 17-20, 2012: Duke University) 

The Project Management Masters Certification Program will be offered January 17 -20, 2012 at Duke University in Durham, North Carolina. 
Project management professionals, business and technology professionals, students, and educators are invited to register at the American Project 
Management website here. 
January 17 -20, 2012 
Duke University 
Durham, North Carolina 
The PMMC is designed for those seeking professional project management certification. It serves as both a thorough professional education and 
recognized certification. Those seeking additional credentials such as the PMP®/PgMP®, PMI-SP®, and PMI-RMP® will benefit from this dynamic 
and interactive work session, while those currently holding credentials will find the certification to be an enhancement as well as the most up to date 
advanced professional development. 
Project Management Masters Certification program provides 36 hours of project management education, meeting education requirements for both 
PMI’s Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM) ® and Project Management Professional (PMP) certifications. Additionally, the Master 
Certification provides 40 Professional Development Units (PDUs) for current holders of PMP®/PgMP®, PMI-SP®, and PMI-RMP® credentials. 
The program meets the education requirement for all professional designations through the Project Management Institute and other professional 
agencies. Additionally, the program awards 4 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) upon request. 
Program Description 

3. 
4. 
5. 

Benefits 

Our certificate program teaches technical and business professionals how to master the critical skills of project management techniques as part of 
their technical career development. 
The skills developed in the Project Management Masters Certification program apply to large and small projects, product design and development 
efforts, construction projects, IT projects, software development, and any project with critical performance, time, and budget targets. 
Our approach to project management education offers proven, results-focused learning. 
Courses are developed and facilitated by professional subject experts with extensive industrial experience. Course emphasis is on providing 
practical skills and tools supported by relevant case examples. 
Tuition 
Tuition for the four-day Project Management Masters Certification program is $995.00 
Program Schedule and Content 

1. Project Initiation, Costing, and Selection, Day 1 
Project Organization and Leadership, Day 2 
Detailed Project Planning, Day 2 and 3 
Project Monitoring and Control, Day 3 and 4 
Project Risk Management, Day 4 

A PMMCI certificate of accomplishment is awarded upon completion of the four day program of five courses. Completion letters are 
given for each course. 
Our instructors have extensive industrial experience. They focus on providing you with practical skills and tools using relevant case 
examples. 

oL~ Each class is highly focused and promotes maximum interaction. 

You can network with other project management professionals from a variety of industries. 
¯ [q Earn Professional Development Units (PDUs) for maintenance of certification under the PMI Continuing Certification Requirements 

Program. 
Applicants for PMI’s Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM)® and Project Management Professional (PMP) certifications 
will have met all education requirements for eligibility. 

Registration 
Participants may reserve a seat online at the American Project Management website by calling the Program Office toll-free at (877) 359 - 1110, or 
by sending their name and contact information via email to the Program Re.qistrar. 
Upon receiving your registration, a confirmation email is sent to registrants that include session site information, travel information, program 
description, and details on how to confirm attendance and make payment arrangements. 
Click HERE to unsubscribe from this mailing list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, November 6, 2011 9:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: thank you 

Yes, it is a rare gift when the personal is professional and the 
professional is personal. Not lots of roadmaps for that in our 
culture. But the richness when we can walk ~vith it. You are so right 
about the love. Lucky us! B 

On 11/5/2011 2:49 PM. SaNe, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 
Hi Sister-Friend Barbara, 

It was really wonderful to have you and at the celebration last night’. 

Love and in sisterly solidari~, 
>E 

From: Barbara Andersun [b anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, Nnvember 05, 2011 2:05 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: thank you 

Oh, Eunice! Last night was just su wundefful, there aren’t wurds. The 
fuod and atmosphere, just luvely, and the way that yuu gathered us. 
Wow.     thuruughly enjoyed himself as well. I suppose I see yuu today 
in a new light: you have become a natural leader, and one with deep 
cuncern and respect fur others. A very sweet and strong v~siun you are 
develuping, I think. When you were leading us last night, ! kept 
imagimng     in uur midst, grate[’ul to have an evening that is just 
what she warned for her beluved department Thank yuu for a]l you 
cuntinue tu teach me. B 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afru-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education (;enter 
University uf North Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http : i/afri ca. unc. edui 



From: ~email.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Sunday, 9:31 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: RE: Monday 

Hi Eumce, 

Let’s meet at 11 again Will you be in your office? 

See you tomon-ow, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 5:27 PM 
To: 
Subject: Monday 

Dear 

Hope your visit to DC went well 

When I can we meet tomolTow to consolidate our presentation? I can meet as earl?- as 9.00am. Let me know 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 3:38 AM 

supreme court, corporation aM human rights - 2 current cases: 1NTS560.001 .FALL2011 

Dear Scholaacs, 

Here is an interesting piece on corporation mad humau rights that a former INTS560 s~adent who is now studying International Law m~d Human Rights thought fitted 

our Serl~nar~ 

http://w~v.nytimes.com/2011/10/18/business/supreme- court-to- hear-2- human- righls- cases.html? ~l&re~adamliptak 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rdssurvey~unc.edu on behalf of 

Dr. Barbaxa Entwisle <rdssurvey@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 8:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research needs your input on research data stewardship 

Dear Colleague: 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Resem~ch and Dr. Bruce Carney, Universi~ of North Carolina Provost, request your assistance. They have created a Research 

Data Stewardship Task Force charged to make policy recommendations for the management of data produced in the course of research based at UNC. 

To get researcher iuput, the Task Force is conducting a survey. You are asked to complete it because you have been identified as a lhculty member, staffmember, or 

student potentially involved in research activities at [INC. Survey topics include fundiug agency and publisher mandates, perceptions of data ownership, funding support 

and services for data stewardship, and other issues that iufluence data management activities. These are extremely important issues affecting all researchers at 

UNC, so we hope you complete the survey. 

Please tbllow tiffs link to the Smwey: 

Take the Survey 

The survey is being administered by the Odun~ Institute for Research in Social Science here at UNC, and takes about 15 minutes to complete. Survey responses will be 

merged ruth administrative records to allow for aggregate analysis by such factors as rank and college appointment. Your personal information will be kept strictly 

confidential. You roll NOT be individually identified in any reports or studies that are produced; only aggregate results will be reported. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the chair of the Task Force, Dr. Gary Marchiouini, at march,~ilsxmc.edu or 919-966-3611. If you have 

questions about your rights as a research participant, you may contact the IYNC Institutional Review Board at IRB Subjects@unc.edu mad mention study number 11- 

1967. 

Sincereb; 

Barbara Entwisle, PhD 
Vice Chm~cellor for Research 

Kenm~ Distinguished Professor 

312 South Building 

Campus Box 4000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4000 

If you have problems with the survey link above, please coW and paste the URL below into your intemet browser: 

https:i/uncodum.qualtrics.comiWRQualtricsSurveyEnginei?O~SS lFzmOymZAtCk2dm 3DgXszjpSPseBly& 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Ymaco <wara@bu.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 8:29 AM 

Carol Thompmn <Carol.Thompmn@nau.edu> 

a]eslie@africa.ufl.edu; dlalbn&~uamail.albany.edu; SaNe, E~mice N <e~mice@email.unc.edu>; ezuem@saraNawrence.edu; 
getaM sa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;          @aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; moorman@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; 
sandra.joimmm~@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfir@emou.edu; taiwo@seattleu.edu; ~avilsonl@kent.edu 

Re: ASA Program Committee Gathering 

Dear Carol & Program Committee members, 
I look fonvard to seeing/meeting you all on Wednesday evening. Meanwhile, safe travels and Tabaski greetings’. 

Best, 
Jenni~r 

Jennifer J. Yahoo, PhD 
US Director, West African Research Association 
232 Bay State Road 
Boston, MA 02215 
617.353.8902 
www.bu.edu/wara 

On 10/28/2011 6:10 PM, Carol Thompson wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 
You are making quite a splash! There are 982 participants from every continent (except Antartica, smile) in 220 panels and roundtables! The program is on the 
way to the printer. 
You are invited! 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE GATHERING 
Wednesday, November 16, 7-9 pm 
Marriott’s Presidential Suite 
Libations and Snacks provided. 
ASA agreed to facilitate our meeting each other, as an expression of appreciation. The suite is in the name of Executive Director, Karen Jenkins, in case you need 
that information to find it. 
I am not sure who on the ASA Board will be there to thank you in person, for they may be having a Board meeting at that time, still not decided. I did not want 
to delay any longer, for I am hoping you can arrange your flight to arrive for this relaxation and sharing. 
If you are sure you cannot come, I would appreciate it if you would let me know. 
I will be sending you the first compilation of data about the conference before the meeting. 
Thank you very much! 
Carol 

No vires found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - ~x~x~v.av~.com 
Version: 2012.0.1834 / Virus Database: 2092/4582 - Release Date: 10/29/11 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 7, 2011 8:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

reading on temto~- 

- Tinldng temtory His~fically.pdf 
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Thinking Territory Historically 

STUART ELDEN 

It is somewhat ironic, given the pauci)~ of conceptual work on terdtoq~, that 
one of the key pieces that does theorise the term should so often be seen as 
warning us away from it.~ It should, of course, go without saying that terri- 
to~ itself is not a trap. Rather, it is certain ways of thinking about territo~T, 
particularly those largely uncritical assumptions of International Relations 
and International Political Economy, that is the problem. Those assump- 
tions, which Agnew skilfully unpicked, actually require mor~,, not less, 
on territo~T. We need to investigate not simply the implications of thinking 
within this trap - how it constrains our thinking, and hamstrings our poten- 
tial for critique - but how it is produced. What we do when we accept the 
territorial trap is to buy into a state-centred narrative that naturalises and 
norma[ises this way of thinking.~ 

What do we mean when we talk of territoW? There seem to be two 
dominant definitions in the literature. One sees a territorT" as a bounded 
space, a container, under the control of a group of people, nowadays usually 
a state. The other sees a territoW as an outcome of territoriality, a human 
behaviour or strategy. These two definitions are, of course, not mutually 
exclusive) Both are mentioned, ~#~ passa~t, in Agnew’s article. Yet neither 
definition really addresses the kinds of questions that Agnew is asking us to 
considelT. How did boundaries get drawn? Why should the space that they 
enclose be thought of as exclusive and limited? Why are boundaries seen 
as dividing one polity ~rom another, and therefore domestic from foreign 
politics? Why do certain groups claim a monopoly of power within those 
lines, and how do they continue to hold this, and then later receive a legal 
basis for those claims? Why do those that wish to challenge this situation - 
self-determination movements, for instance - not want a different system but 
their owr~ stake within it? \Vhy, today, are boundaries largely seen as fixed? 
In the argumer~t being made here, territory must be conceived as a histori- 
cally and geographically specific form of political organisation and political 

Address correspondence to Stuart Elden, DepaKment of Geography, University of 
Durham, Durham, UK. E-mail: smart.elden@durham.ac.uk 
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thought. It simply cannot be taken for granted, nor approached through the 
notion of territorialib7, which lacks the historical and geographical specificity 
of territow, both as a practice and a form. 

In a piece published the year after ’The Territorial Trap’, but much 
less well-known, Agnew provided an interesting gloss on this argument.~ 
He was critical of ~,o key assumptions that shaped debates ~n the mid 
1990s: the idea that social science had neglected space; and that there was a 
’geographical turn’ taking place. Rather than being ’spaceless’, he suggested, 
social science had long been filled with geographical temps and assumptions. 
One of these, of cou~Tse, was the territorial trap. But~ he argued, the reason 
that this thinking had become static and unable to cope with dynamics, 
change and ~ransition was that "social science has been ~oo geographical 
and not sufficiently historical, in the sense that geographical assumptions 
have trapped consideration of social and politicabeconomic processes in 
geographical structures and containe~Ts that defy historical change".5 

One way out of the territorial trap, then, is a historical investigation of: 
how it came about. Agnew makes the importance of this clear in the piece, 
but it has te~ded ~o be underplayed in those analyses ~hat have come in 
its wake) While such a historical ir~vestigatior~ could be done by tracing 
the ways that IR and IPE scholars have assumed ~hings about, rather than 
thought about, territory, the way I am t~qng to pursue it is to trace the emer- 
gence of the term within Wcsterr~ political thought. This is ger~erally done 
within the early modern period - Hobbes, Locke, Westphalia, etc. - that is 
seen as the time of the birth of territorial states arid the international system. 
As I have argued elsewhere, at this time, the linkage betweer~ territory and 
sovereignty can be found most clearly articulated in the work of Leibniz.r 
But it is important to realise that the particular histories of: specific territorial 
states postdate the articulatior~ of the idea, which s~Tas worked through in 
inchoate form some time earlier. 

Although the word. ’territory’ regularly appears ir~ trar~slations of: 
Thucydides, Aristotle, Caesar and Tacitus, the Greek kbo,’a (in its unstressed 
sense of: land, rather than the philosophical sense it has in Plato’s 7}mae~a) 
or the Latin terra invoke a rather dif[~rent set of: possibilities. For those rela- 
tively rare ir~vocations in classical Latin of: the term ,’erritori~ra, in Cicero, f’or 
instance, this was the land belonging to a towr~ or other community. It was 
understood as a possession, of relatively small scale, rather than as an object 
of political rule. It is only in the mid-f’ouneenth centuu, with the rediscoveW 
of Romar~ law in the Italiar~ city-states, that the r~otior~ of torr/,’or/~,~ became 
explicitly tied to that of k~risdiction. The actions of: an ir~dividual merchant, 
[~)r instar~ce, were bound by the laws of the place he was in, rather than 
by who he was. This was a crucial shifi f~om the personality of law to the 
territoriality of: law7~ This idea was of great benefit to the secular political the- 
orists who were twing to a~iculate the scope of political rule in opposition 
to the universalising aspirations of the pope. Ruling on his own involvement 



in internal F~Tench politics, Pope Innocent III in 1202 had decla~Ted that "the 
king recognised no superior in tempora! matters".9 \X;hile ~nnocent was tq~- 
ing to st~ess ~hat he still had supremacy in spiritual matte~Ts, he was outlining 
a model that the secular theorists would soon adopt. Jurists on behalf of 
the king then articulated his power in terms parallel with that of the Holy 
Roman Emperor- within his kingdom, the king had the same powers as 
the empe~7or in his empi~Te.> Fusing these ~wo ideas ~ogether meant that 
the king was claiming a supremacy of temporal power within his kingdom 
- a spatial extent of power, a power which would later become theorised 
as sove~Teign~y. The emperor, ~he king or late~7 the ci)~-smte held supremacy 
w~thin their borders. Theirs was a geographically restricted power, but within 
those areas they held the ultimate control. 

As Agnew hin~s in ’The Te~rito~ial Trap’, this is still some way from 
a modern state system of clearly demarcated te~titories. The p~7oduction of 
that system was worked out, both ~n the Europe where these ideas emerged 
and in divisions of the colonised world, over {he next several centuries~ 
While the idea that the ruler had a monopoly of power within those bound- 
aries became widely accepted, wha{ those limits were was not yet fixed~ 
Kingdoms, empires, and, later, s~ates, could conquer land through war or 
acquire it {hrough purchase, or be punished by its loss in punitive peace 
settlements. It was not until the early twentieth centuW that international 
conf’erences attempted to cement the territorial boundaries of’ states, begin- 
ning in Western Europe with the 1925 Locamo %eaties, and then codified 
in the United Nations Cha~er.~ Thus the international legal notion of terri- 
torial integrity brings together two distinct ideas - territorial sovereignty and 
territorial preservation. These terms have separate histories and their fhsion 
was an attempt to create a stability in the post-~)rld g~ar II world. "Ibday, 
with notions of humanitarian intervention and contingent sovereignty, they 
are being separated again. Boundaries may remain fixed, and considerable 
ef~b~s may be undertaken to preserve existing territorial settlements - wit- 
ness the effo~s in Iraq and Afghanistan to prevent their break-up - yet 
the sovereignty within them is held to be dependent on following partic- 
ular codes of’ behaviour.~e If the latter explains the beginning of’ the wars 
launched by the USA and its allies; the former pa~ially accounts fbr their 
continued presence in those states. 

This kind. of: historical approach, of: which these overview points merely 
hint at the complexity, would seem another way to approach the challenges 
Agnew laid down fifteen years ago. Territory, both as a concept and as a 
political reality, requires much more work and analysis if’ we are to unde> 
stand its contemporary limits and its historical and geographical conditions 
of possibility and specificity. TerritoW needs to be seen in relation to, but 
also in distinction f~om, two other terms, which themselves deserve careful 
analysis: land and terrain.~3 Territory as a political question is not simply 
political--economic or political-strategic, but relates to developments in the 



law and the histoq7 of techniques such as land-su~reying and cartography. 
Territo~T is, to borrow Foucault’s term, a political technology. Territo® also 
needs to be seen in relation to the categoW of ’space’, the histo® of which 
is now, post-Lefebvre, widely accepted. Territo~T is, clearly, not the only 
form of state space, much less political space. But it remains an impof 
rant one. It is precisely because territoW is a limited, historically specific, 
and non-exclusNe way of spatial ordering, that it needs to be interrogated 
more thoroughly. All too o~ten, and clearly contra:~T to Agnew’s intent, the 
territorial trap has been avoided by being ignored, not by being critically 
interrogated. Rather we should ask how particular territorial settlements are 
produced, and how states operate in ways that normalise and perpetuate this 
spatial order of things. And, more generally, why have we become inured to 
this sense of territoW as something politically fixed and conceptually static? 
This kind of historical conceptual examination of the state of territo~T might 
enable us to move beyond ’the territorial trap’ rather than simply avoid it, 
because it may help us to see how that trap was produced. 

NOTES 

i John Agnew, ’The Territorial Trap: The Geographical Assurnptions of international Relations 

T~eou’, R~t~i~ c~?’,~t~r*aationa~ Po~it~cM Economy i ~i 99~0 pp. 53-80. 

Z This is a~ argume~t that Neff Brenner at~d I have made at length ~n ’He~ri Le~k-bvre ot~ State, 

Spa~e at~d Terri~ow’, I*~t~r*tational Poiit~cal Sociology 3 ~ 2009) pp. 353-377. 

3. The best work on mrritory, to ~g mi~d, remains .lean Gottmann, 71%’ Signgicanc~’ q[ 2>~witoo~ 
(Charlottesville: Un~versJ{y Press of Virginia 1973). I have also learned a great deal l}om {wo unfortunately 
untransia~ed books: Paul Aiii~s, Z’~’nt~’~*~t~’on gu t~"itoire (Grenoble: Presses Universitaires de Grenoble 

198~}); and Claude Rafl)stin, Pour un~e gdog*~g~bi~e du pou~,oir (Paris: Libraires Techniques 1980). The 
key work on territoriaiiD~ is Robe~ D~ Sack, tIuma*t T(~rr:itoriaii~;: It~ ~O~o~TF a*~d t[~.~tory (Cambridge: 

Cambridge l ;niversi~/Press J 986). 

4. Joh~ Agnew, ’The Hidde~ Geographies of Social Science a~d the Myth of the ~Geographicai 

Tur13", E~dronm~’~*t and t qan~i~g D: Society and ~5~t)ac~’ 13 (i 995) pp. 379-380. 

5 ibid., p. 379 
6 See Agnew, ’The ~l~rritorial Trap’ (note 1) p 54. This is also highlighted in Reid-Henry’s introduc- 

tion? to this section?. Of recem studies, Rhys Jo~?es, P~c~l<~!,vtate.~i~rrit(,rie~: The Political Oeograp,Oies ~" 
,q~itf~}~ Stat(~ ~.z~n.g¢brmation (Oxfi~rd: Blackweii 200Z} is much more successflai than, ~i~r example, Saskia 

Press 2006). See also Ag~ew’s own (T£,balization a~*d So~,’ere’{gn~F (Lanham: Rox~qnan and Lit{Iefield 

2009); and Alexander B. Murphy, ’The Sovereign S~ate System as Poiidcal-Territoriai Ideal: His~oricai and 

Contemporary Considerations’, in Thomas Biersteker and Cynthia Weber (eds), Stal~ 5’(~{etw~gn(F as a 
Social Co*tstr**ct (Cambridge: Cambridge UniversRy Press 1996) pp. 8t-] 20. 

7. See Stuar~ Elden, ’Miss~n}~ the Poi~: GIobalisatio~. Deterritorialisatio~ and ~he Space of ~he 
Wodd’, 7}’ar~sactions qftl~e i~zst#~te q/’Brilisi~ 6}gcgrapbe*:~ 30 (2005) pp. 8-19. 

8. q’err~tor~aiRy’ here, of course, mea~s a condition of territory, rather than the more active conno- 

tation ~hat ~las increasingly replaced t~lat older meaning. The key figure here is Bartolus of Savo*~rr:gc:,. 

On his work see, particularly, Francesco Maiolo, Med~t,al So~’e~eig**O’: Ma*aili~ oj’Padua and Bargolus 
qfSg~x(~3rrato (DeI~: Eburo~ 2007)~ 

9. Innocent IiI, ’Pe~ V~:t~e~abilem’. in D. Carl Mirb~ (ed.), Qt~el/o*~ aur O~cbicbt# de.~ Papstt~ma ~*ad 
de’.~’ R6maniscben A~t~oiizfis’mus, V~e;*e Aul]age gI’0bi~gen: J.C.B. Mohr 1924) pp. 175-177; translated in 

Br~an Tierney, "lbe ~qs’is qfC~urcb an~l State i(LS(~i300 (I’oro13to: UnNersi~y of Toronto Press 1988) 
pp 136--i38. 



] 0. See, for it~stance the anot~3,mous texts i~ R. W. Dyson (ed.), Quaest~o de. Pot~tate ;oapae (Rex 

[~acf/icus)iAn k’~*quirF into ibe [~o~er Q[ the [Lope: A d~qtica[ kiiitiu~z and 7>a~.siatiu~z (Lewiston: Edwh~ 

Me{Ion 1999); and ’A Dispum belween a Priest and a Knighl’, Latin and English texL ed. and trans by 
Norma N Erickson, I’roceedi**gs of the Ame~c:ar~ t~hilos’ophfca157ocieO, ili/5 (1967) pp. 288-309 

1 i Usefui works on ~hese changes include Sharon Ko~ma*~, 7he Right cfCbnq~teat: 7he Acq~tis’ition 
cLf’ ~wik)ry /~F For~:e in ~?t#rnatiu*~al Lau, and Practice (Oxford: Ciacendot~ Press 1996); at-td Mark W. 

Zacher. ’The T~-rritorial Integri~7 Norm: It-tternational Botmdaries at~d t~e Use of Force’, {r~terr~atiunal 
Organi~’ation 55 {2001) pp. 215-230. A terrific recent book on some oF the issues that this creates is 

Li~da M. Bishai, h]>rg}etti~,g Ours’el~es: 5>ces~’ior? a~d the (tm~pussihili{v qf 7>~wilorial Identity (Lanham: 

Lexing~oz~ Books 2004). 

12. This argument is made at much greater length in Stuazt EMen, 7~’or a*zd 7~rritoo,: 7E~e 5}’~atial 

Exte*at cf,Vu~,ereg,aty (M~nneapo]is: 17niversib7 of Mi~t~esota Press 2009). 

13. See Stcm~ Eiders. ’Land, T~-rrait-t, T~:rritou’, s%’cgr<~ in I{un~an (ieogrdp~F 35 (fo~hcomit-tg, 

2011). This is an a~icle which develops a conceptual framework for the historical study I am currently 

u~de~aki~g. 



Copyright of Geopolitics is the property of Routledge and its content may not be copied or emailed to multiple 

sites or posted to a listserv without the copyright holder’s express written permission. However, users may print, 

download, or email articles for individual use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 7, 2011 8:53 AM 

List for Afiican Studies events <asc events@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ascevents] Duke: COSA: The Politics of Sonth Afi-icaJ~ Protest - November 15 

From our colleagues at Duke. B 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~t:COSA: The Politics of South African Protest - November 15 

Date:Fri, 4 Nov 2011 18:23:10 +0000 

From:Nancy RobNns <nancY.mbbins~duke.edu> 

To:co sa-intb~duke.edu <cosa-info@duke.e&t> 

The Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) cordially invites you to: 

The Politics of South African Protest 
Philip Bonnet - "The ANC: A History of Fragments, 1912~1960" 

Professor of History at the University of the Witwatersrand and Chair of the History Workshop. He has published extensively on urban, labor and public 
history and was co-curator of the Apartheid Museum. 

Noor Nieftagodien - "Struggling for the rights to the city: popular movements in the 1940s" 

Deputy Chair of the Wits History Workshop. He has published widely on South African popular movements, and more recently on the 2008 xenophobic 

attacks. 

Tshepo IVloloi - "To negotiate or not to negotiate? The Pan Africanist Congress and the ’Revolutionary Watchdogs,’ 1980s-1996" 

Post-Doctoral Fellow in History at Wits University and a member of Wits’ History Workshop. He has written broadly on student politics in South Africa. 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 

Noon to 1.30 pm 

225 Friedl Building* 

Duke University - East Campus 

Light lunch served: RSVP by Monday 11/14- _n_ _ g_ _ _n_ _ _c_ y_ :_ L _q_ _b_ _ _ _b_ Ln_ _s_ _ _@_ _ _d_ _ _u_ _ _k_ _ _e_ :_ _ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ _. 

Sponsored by the Concilium on Southern Africa (COSA) 

Free and Open to the Public 

For more info: nancy.robbins@duke.edu 
*Directions to the Friedl Building: h-LLp:Zirnaps.oit.duke.eduibuildingi138 

Nancy Hare Robbins 
Assistant Director 
Duke University Center for International Studies 
Program Manager - COSA 
2204 Erwin Road, Box 90404 
Durham NC 27708-0404 
919.684.6454 (o); 919.684.8749 (f) 
nancy.robbins(~duke.edu 
******************************** 

"[ducational exchange can turn nations into ~eo#e, contributing as no other ~orm of communication can to the humanizing o~ international relations." 
- Senator J. William gulbright, 1_983 

i~i COSA-Iogo-email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~s~adies.org> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 10:30 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA 54th Am~ual Meeting - Women’s Caucus Events 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward email 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by cailyn.kimmick@africanstudies.orq 
_U_#__d__a__t__e__Lr_o_ZLLeZ#__m___a_LL_A__d__d__r__e__s__s. ~nstant i-emoval witi~ .S_a__f#..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_r_Lb_.e_ ~’ [_~_rLv__a_£y__[_~_o_Jj_c_y__. 

African Studies Association :: Rutgers University :: 54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue :: Piscataway NJ 08854 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 7, 2011 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Afri 101 student roster 

Eunice, 

Before the term is over i’d like to get your list of students who are still enrolled but are not participating. 

We will contact them to drop. 

Carol Mc Donnell 

Student Services Manager 

Friday Center tbr Continuing Education 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

9J~9-962- :1105 

fax 9~_9-962-5549 



Participants: 

[~adfyn Avita, Rep. R.-Wake Co{~nty 

Tama~ Birckhead, Professor, UNC School of Law 

Brandy Bynum, Di~ec[er of Policy & Out~each, Actien fo~ Children North Cerelina 

EPwin Byrd, Attorney, Eegal Aid North Ca~otina 

Wendy G~ee~s, Attorney~ Priso~ser l.ega] Se~~ices~ Incarcer~ted Yo~th P~oject 

Gee~a KapuL/\~tomey fo~ indigen~ children, I~ial end appelfete cou~ts el NO 



Ttse Honorable ,~udge ~¢lalcia ~¢loley, Ctsief District Cou~t Judge~ Durham County 

Mike R~eder, Deputy Secretary. NO Dept of Juve~Y~e ,Justice and Delinquency 

P[eve~t~on 

Co-spo~sered by the Juvenile 3ustice Clinic in t~e UNC Scheol of Law. Fiee and open 

the public, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatha--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 7, 2011 11:26 AM 

Department listserv ~aflJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: [business m~magers] Sign up for ttoliday Carolina Blood Drive scheduled [br Dec. 13th, Woollen Gym, 7:30a.m. - I pm. 

Holiday.Blood.Drive.Poster.12.13.2011 .pdf; Volunteer form 12 13 2011 .docx 

From: Katrina Coble [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, November 07, 20:[:t :t:t:23 AM 
To; UNC Dept. Business Managers 
Subject: [business_managers] Sign up for Holiday Carolina Blood Drive scheduled for Dec. :t3th, Woollen Gym, 7:30a.m. - :Ipm. 

Please forward in your unit: 

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN FOR The Holiday Carolina Blood Drive! Sign up to donate blood or your time today! 

The 13th mmual Holiday Edition of the Carolina Blood Drive roll be held on Tuesday; Dec. 13, frown 7:30 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. in Woollen Gym. With a goal of 400 
units, this drive will occur during a critical time of the year, when blood collections are typically low due to holiday travel. In fact, the supply of all blood types at 

the ~Mnerican Red Cross has dropped to critical levels. As donors, our help is needed now to prevent the delay or cancellation of surgeries. Patients are counting 

on Red Cross blood donors eve~ day. All faculty, sta£ students and the communi~ are invited ,so please help us spread the word! Ve~ soon, all departments roll be 

receiving posters about this drive and we hope you roll make sure they are placed in visible locations around your unit. In the interim, please feel free to print the 
attached poster PDF and go ahead ~md start displaying it. 

Visit http:Hwww.unc.edu/blood! to make your appointment online for either whole blood or a double red cell donation between 

now and December 12. To give at the drive, you must be healthy, at least 17 years old (16 with parental consent), weigh at least 110 pounds and not have 

donated whole blood since Oct. 18 or double red cells since Aug. 23. Individua] s 18 years of age and younger mus~t also meet specific height and weight requirements. 

Appointments are highly encouraged to manage the flow of the drive, but walk-ins will aJso be accepted. Those who give blood at the drive will receive a free 

soup mug and recipe from Cat Cor& as well as entering for a chance to win a pair of tickets on Delta Airlines round trip to any destination in the continenta] United 

States. Donors will also be given a hea@~ snack following the donation process. 

Individuals who would like to volunteer should fill out the attached form indicating shift/job preference and scan and send back to 

Amber Allen :Amber Allen~(~ uric edu> or drop it in campus mail. 

Thm~lcs! 

The Carolina Blood Drive Committee 

"In everything give thanks-gratitude is the attitude that sets the altitude for living." 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

business mmmgers as: abuell(?~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-30244250-23351052.88dl 52cd550c3fl 31 cdc33d20bf62acb@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to at~al?am as: eunice~;email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: ht~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I atiJafarn&o 30244292 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30244292-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(?~listserv.unc~edu 



13th annual Holiday Carolina Blood Drive Volunteer Sign-Up 

Woollen Gym ¯ December 13, 2011 

The 13th annual Holiday edition of the Carolina Blood Drive needs many volunteers to assist the Red 

Cross professional staff. If you can volunteer, please fill out this form and return it to the address below. 

The most critical need is for people who can work the early or late shift. We also appreciate folks who 

can work more than one shift. Volunteering doesn’t prevent one from also donating blood. 

Name 

Dept 

CB# Phone 

E-mail 

Task Desired 
(check one) 

[] Canteen Aide [] 

[] Check-in/Guide [] 

[] Donor Escort [] 

[] Flexible--use as Needed 

Shij~t Desired 
(check one) 

7:15 a.m.-9:45 a.m. 

9:30 a.m.-11:45 a.m. 

11:30a.m.-2:15 p.m. 

"2:15 p.m.-3:3Op.m. 

*wrap up duties (i.e. canteen, escort, cleanup) 

PLEASE RETURN TO: Amber Allen, School of Pharmacy, CB# 7567, 104 29 Beard Hall, CAMPUS or by 

email at aallen@email.unc.edu 

Phone:843-9759 

Please return the completed form to Amber Allen, Volunteer Coordinator 

aallen @email. unc. edu ~I~ ~ 

Please see www.unc.edu/blood/for more information 

Revised 12/11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 11:29 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afrialSJn] This Thursday - TaJk on Affirmative Action in B~il 

Santos AffirmaliveAction fina].docx 

Dear Colleagues: 
Dr. Sales Augusto dos Santos, a leading Afro-Brazilian scholar, will speak on Affirmative Action policies for the Black population in Brazil this Thursday. His presentation will 
take place at 12:30 in Toy Lounge (4th floor, Dey Hall). Please see flyer for more details. 
Best regards, 

Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

You a~e currently subscribed to afiia~am as: eunice~!emai].unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edt~/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30244331 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30244331-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada270a798d(~listserv.unc,edu 



"The Fight for Affirmative Action in 

Brazil’s Public Universities: What Explains 

Academic and Political Resistance to Quotas 

for Black Students?" 

Dr. Sales Augusto dos Santos 

Faculdade Projeg~o, Brazil 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 

12:30- 1:45 pm 

Toy Lounge, 4th floor Dey Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sponsored by the Brazil Working Group of the Carolina-Duke Consortium in Latin 

American and Caribbean Studies, tbr more information contact Kia Caldwell, 

klcaldwe@email, unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 11:32 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke, edu (intl- duncplas@duke.edn) 

This Thursday at UNC - Talk on Attirmative Action in Br’~il 

Santos AffirmativeAction fina].docx 

Dr. Sales Augusto dos Santos, a leading Afro-Brazilian scholar, will speak on Affirmative Action policies for the Black population in Brazil this Thursday. His presentation will 
take place at :t2:30 in Toy Lounge (4th floor, Dey Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill). Please see flyer for more details. This event is sponsored by the Brazil Working Group of the UNC-Duke 
Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http:!/www.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 



"The Fight for Affirmative Action in 

Brazil’s Public Universities: What Explains 

Academic and Political Resistance to Quotas 

for Black Students?" 

Dr. Sales Augusto dos Santos 

Faculdade Projeg~o, Brazil 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 

12:30- 1:45 pm 

Toy Lounge, 4th floor Dey Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sponsored by the Brazil Working Group of the Carolina-Duke Consortium in Latin 

American and Caribbean Studies, tbr more information contact Kia Caldwell, 

klcaldwe@email, unc.edu. 



tuart Elden, Henri Lefebvre on State, Space and Territory’ 

In their reading, Neil Brenner and Stuart Elden starting point are questions that emerged in John 

Agnew’s 1994 article that called into question the geographical assumptions underpinning the field of 

International Political Economy (IPE). For Agnew, these "assumptions" had effects for they resulted in 

the naturalization of ’the territorial extension, constitutional and boundedness of state power and 

political-economic life more generally’ (2009: 354). Overall, because of these assumptions theorists in IR 

and IPE neglected to examine ’the processes through which territorially configured political-economic 

formations have been produced and transformed historically" (2009: 354). 

ther concepts that they engage is Lefebvre’s notion of state’s move of production which they contend is 

deployed by Lefebvre is his elaboration of the ’changing geographies of state power and state 

intervention during the second half of twentieth century capitalism’ (Brenner and Elden, 2009: 359). 

-’One of Lefebvre’s key concerns, in developing the SMP concept, is to decipher the historically and 

contextually specific spatial strategies through which states have attempted, during the course of the 

twentieth century, at once to facilitate capital accumulation and to enhance political domination’ 

(Brenner and Elden, 2009: 359). 

Themes 

- Political theoretical traditions and neglect of spatial analysis 

This theme emerges in various readings for this week. For example, in their piece focusing on Lefebvre’s 

work, Brenner and Elden contend that Marxism and liberal political theories are silent on the spatial 

dements of ’political processes’. Invoking Lefebvre, they claim that these traditions tend to ’abstract’ 

their analysis ’from the concrete ground on which social relations unfold’. Yet, spatial thinking 

underpins these theoretical traditions for it is embedded in discussions for instance focusing on the 

impact on ’the margins, the regions’ and other socio-geographies that are transformed in the process of 

state formation and consolidation of power. 

-State space under capitalism 

Drawing on insights from Lefebvre, Brenner and Elden conclude suggest that the concepts of state, 

space and territory are I closely linked. In their view, the state is key actor in the production of and 

transformation of territory in the context of the rise of capitalist modernity. For Lefebvre, ’as the 

product, the child, of a space, the so-called national territory, the State turns back toward its own 

historical conditions and antecedents, and transforms them. Subsequently, the State engenders social 

relations in space; it reaches till further as it unfurls; it produces a support, its own space, which is itself 

complex. This space regulates and organizes a disintegrating national space at the heart of a 

consolidating worldwide space’ (Lefebvre, 1976-1978, Vol. 4: 261-262, 2009:225). In discussing state’s 

role in the production of space, Brenner and Elden introducing the concept of ’abstract space’. The 

production of abstract space by the state markes the ’transition’ to capitalism and this mode of space 

has three features: it is political ’enables processes of capital accumulation’ and it also ’the political 

product of state spatial strategies--of administration, repression, domination and centralized power’; it 

produces ’new political imaginaries’ and it is’ inherently violence and geographically expansive’ 

(Brenner and Elden, 2009: 359) 

Discuss with Adam: (Brenner and Elden articulates other concepts that are linked to Lefebvre’s work" 



Perceived space - territorial practices (’physical, material spaces of the state territory, from borders, 

fences, walls and barriers erected to mark its external limits’ (2009: 365). 

Conceived space - representations of territory - ’include a range of imagined senses of the body of a 

nation translated into political practice, including maps and charts; abstract ways of representing 

territory through cartography, and otherwise diagrammatically’ (2009: 365) 

Lived space - territories of representations (’they are created, both as the intersection of territorial 

practices and representations of territory, but also as something that exceeds these narrow definitions’ 

(2009: 366) 

For Lefebvre these concepts need to be situated ’in relation to processes of capitalist development as 

well as with reference to transformations of state strategies, of practices of thought, and in the uses of 

techniques such as geometry and statistics’ (2009: 366).) 

State Territorial Strategies: 

-’are distinguished by their goal of mobilizing state institutions to shape and reshape inherited territorial 

structurations of political-economic life, including those of state institutions themselves’ (2009: 368). 

State mode of production (SMP): states have emerged as major players in the evolution of capitalism in 

the 20th Century. State development strategies take a territorial form. ’In each case, state institutions 

are mobilized to consolidate, coordinate, manage, and reproduce large-scare, long-term productive 

capacities within a particular territorial arena, be in an urban region, a national economy or a 

supranational zone. The territorial character and extent of such state strategies has become so 

pervasive during the last century that the very concept of "development" has come to be widely 

understood in territorial terms--that is, as a self-evident property of relatively bounded unit, generally a 

national state, an urban region or, under contemporary capitalism, a supranational zone such as the 

European Union’ (Brenner and Elden, 2009: 369). 

State: engaged in strategies aimed at achieving ’structured coherence’ in order to stabilize social and 

political conditions conducive to processes of capital accumulation. 

The Territory Effect: 

-Challenges ahistorical approaches to state and territorial formation that tend to normalize the concept 

of state and territory, and other notions that characterize discussion about state practices such as 

’transparency’. 

Stuart Elden, ’Contingent Sovereignty, Territorial Integrity and the Sanctity of Borders’ 

This readings trances shift in the conceptualization of the notion of sovereignty in the post-Cold War 

era. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 7, 2011 11:41 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Re: Talk by Ulrich Oslender on Afro-Colombian movements 

Ulrich UNC Anthro talk poster.pdf 

Please see enclosed flier for Anth dept Colloquium Monday of next week 
(November 14). 

The Department of Anthropology Colloquium 

Dr. Ulrich Oslender 

Florida International Universi~, Miami 
Visiting Scholar, Dept. of Anthropology, UNC 

"Of Navigating Saints and Aquatic Epistemologies: Social Movements and 
the Politics of Place in Colombia’s Pacific Coast Region" 

Monday, November 14th, 3:15 pm 
308 Alumni Building 



The Department of Anthropology 
Colloquium Series welcomes 

Dr. Ulric Oslender 
Florida International University, Miami 

Visiting Scholar at UNC Anthropology - Fall Semester 2011 

Of Navigating Saints 
and Aquatic Epistemologies: 

Social Movements and the Politics of Place 
in Colombia’s Pacific Coast Region 

Monday, November 14th, 3:15 pm 
308 Alumni Building 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Courtheyn, Christopher <courtheyn@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 12:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

}h Eunice! 

Zibechi 2010 SJA PC.pdf 

Dear Eunice, how are you? 
Thanks for a great evening and for allo~vin~ to join us. I am so sorr?- that I was too exhausted to stick it out until the poetly presentations! I’m going nuts this week and next writing a big 
grant and presenting in a bunch of undergrad classes about peace movements in Colombia. Actually, on that note, feel free to use me as a guest lecturer if you think that theme would 
contribute to your classes[ 

Thanks for putting      and I in touch We just emailed about accompaniment. 
Could you also connect me with that professor you introduced me to? Thanks! 
Also, I attached the article about the Peace Con~aunity of San Jose de Apartado in Colombia that I mentioned to you last month 
Hope you are doing great. 
in solidarity, 

Chris Courtheyn 
Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
courtheyn@unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 6:49 PM 
To: Courtheyn, Christopher 
Sut~iect: RE: Tomorrow evening event 

Forgot to sign of~ 

See you both soon Eunice 

From: Sah[e, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 6:47 PM 
To: Courtheyn, Christopher 
Sublect: RE: Tomorrow evening event 

Of course Chris! 

From: Courtheyn, Christopher 
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2011 6:25 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow evening event 

Hi E~mice, 
About to head over. I hope there isn’t an?" inconvenience if 
See you soon! 

Chrds Courtheyn 
Department of Geography 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
courtheyn@unc.edu 

joins us. I told her about it and she is vely interested. Thank you! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2011 7:12 PM 
To: Courtheyn, Christopher 
Subject: Tomorrow- evening event 

Dear Chris, 

I thought I had written to you earlier, but I guess the crazy time we are in led to ray forgetting to send you a note inviting you to an eveut in my house in honor of Dr. Wangari Maathai - 
founder of the Green Belt Movement in Kenya. 

Join us if you can @7 00pm, 

Hope you can join us. If you can bring a poem or a song by a women who in your review embodies an emancipator?- spirit. 

In solidarity, 
Eunice 



Articles of CIP Americas 

San Jos  of Apartadb, Peace Community: Liberty as 
instinct 

Like ~ 11 likes, Sign Up to see w hat your friends like, 

a survival 

Photo Credit: Agustin Fernandez Gabard 

Heaven and hell are reversed, traveling to the edge of the abyss, they transform into their 
opposite: an atrocious war with a community of peace; desperation with hope; life and death 
dance ,n an impossible trance. This is Colombia. Where peasants tired of war take refuge in 
peace in order to continue living. This is the story of a visit to the community from the 
perspective of a supportive photographer. 

"The peace community of San Jos6 of Apartad6, together with others inspired by the same vision, is a 
remarkable demonstration of courage, resiliency and dedication to the high values of peace and justice, in 
an environment of brutality and destruction. There is no better symbol of non-violent struggle, and of hope, 
in a world tortured by violence and repression," wrote Noam Chomsky to the Uruguayan photographer 
Augustin Fernandez Gabard when he returned from Colombia where he spent a month in the region 
devastated by the violence. 

"There were several reasons to go. Principally, it is about a group of people who have sustained an 
alternative way of life for fourteen years, in the midst of deadly conflict, " explains the photographer of 28 
years. "The existence of the peace community complicates the conflict, since on the one hand they speak 
of ’drug guerrillas’ and on the other of ’revolution’, and everyone knows that all sides have things in 
common; all are violent, all live on drug trafficking. There are families that have a member in FARC and 
another in the army or the paramilitary, and that makes human relationships much more complex. This is 
the case for Samir, a former guerrilla with FARC, now demobilized, who works for the army. When he 
was a guerrilla, he accused the community of collaborating with the army, and now that he is a soldier, he 
accuses them of supporting the guerrillas. That schizophrenia causes war". 

While Chomsky wrote of his admiration for the peace community, the paramilitaries threatened and 

murdered. On November 30th, in the Playa Larga district, the paramilitaries told the community that they 

should leave the area or they would be killed. On November 21st, Yuly P6rez Durango was murdered and 
the paramilitaries said that anyone else who did not submit to their rules would be murdered. The 
paramilitaries took up permanent residence in the adjacent districts, including several in the Peace 
Community, collaborating with the police force. 

The unusual experience of the Peace Community, San Jos6 of Apartad6, has become an unavoidable 
reference for pacifists as much as for those who have made ethics the reason for their political activism. 
Barely 1,500 people, they live in six districts (’veredas’) or rural communities, surrounded by soldiers, 
paramilitaries and guerrillas. Over the last fourteen years, these armed factions have m urdered 180 
community residents, 12 percent of the peace community’s members. Every family has carried several 



coffins on their backs. 

Clinging to the Land 

"The community of San Jos6 was first founded by peasants who originated from several districts. After 
the massacre on February 21,2005 they left the area and founded San Josecito," explains Augustin. That 
day eight people were murdered, including their leader, Luis Eduardo Guerra, his wife, and their 11-year 
old son. That same day another leader, Alfonso Tuberquia, was murdered, along with his wife, their 6-year 
old daughter and their 18-month old son. All were beaten to death. The massacre occurred days after the 
president, Alvaro Uribe, stated that the leaders of San Jos6 of Apartad6 were linked to the FARC rebels. 

In the investigations that followed, the District attorney’s office linked 84 soldiers to the massacre, 
attributed to the paramilitary group Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia (AUC). In February 2005 the 
Interamerican Court on Human Rights ruled that Colombia must protect the community of Apartad6 and 
asked that the names of the soldiers that participated in the massacre be revealed. In 2008, Guillermo 
Armando Gordillo, the captain of the army, acknowledged the participation of soldiers in the act, as the 
newspaper El Tiempo reported at the time. 

"The police built an enormous camp at San Jos6, larger than the town itself," Augustin says. The gigantic 
barracks was the decision of the president, Alvaro Uribe, who ordered the police to install themselves in 
the town, moving the community a kilometre away, where they founded San Josecito, and forcing them to 
abandon everything that they had built over nearly a decade. 

The municipality of Apartad6 (’river of bananas’ in the indigenous language of the area), in the north of the 
department of Antioquia near the border with Panama, has some 150 thousand inhabitants and was 
initially populated due to political persecution suffered by liberals after 1948, following the murder of their 
leader, Jorge Eli6cer Gait~n. Perhaps for that reason, people of African descent, indigenous, and "paisas" 
(short for "paisano", or compatriot, as they are called among those born in Antioquia) flowed into this 
Caribbean area where extensive banana and cocoa plantations merge with the green of the jungle. 

Twelve kilometres from the provincial capital, Apartad6, a small population called San Jos6 was built, 
settled by those who had been displaced from other areas. It is a strategic zone at the foot of the Abibe 
mountain range, a corridor between the departments of C6rdoba, Choc6 and Antioquia where various 
armed groups fight for control. San Jos6 had three thousand inhabitants before war, threats and mass 
murder forced half of the population to move to urban areas and abandon the lands that the armed 
factions so covet. 

In the 1980s, the Uni6n Patri6tica (Patriotic Union) appeared, linked to the Communist Party, through 
which peasants were able to achieve "the construction of schools and health posts; there were 
professors, development for the districts, improvements to neighborhood roads," as the community 
handbook states. Nevertheless, "the regional authorities encouraged the guerrillas and committed abuses 
and murders, stepping over the peasants’ autonomy ." The army, for its part, "entered [the community] to 
strike a population which they considered sympathetic to the guerrillas." 

By March 1997, a process was beginning, prompted by activists associated with the church, which 
permitted the people of 17 districts to form the Peace Community "in an area abandoned by the State," as 
they characterize it. In reaction to two massacres, in September 1996 and February 1997, residents left 
the urban zone of San Jos& 

The second massacre, in 1997, was committed by former EPL guerrillas who had been reintegrated into 
society through the peace process; they called all the settlers to the plaza and threatened them and then 
"they tied up several people who, the next day, were found dead on the highway to ApartadS." The 
paramilitaries were in control. They installed blockades on the highway, where "they looked over lists and 
documents and murdered anyone whose name appeared." They gave residents three days to abandon 
their lands, while helicopters monitored their movements. "Those of us who could leave relocated to the 
settlement of San Jos6 and from there we began to resist," they relate in the "official" history of the 
community. 

The Diocese of Apartad6 proposed workshops through which the peasants could declare themselves 
neutral. Some 500 signed a declaration in 1997 and, little by little, they were joined by other peasants from 
various districts who did not want to wander, displaced from their houses, nor live on state charity. The 



first steps were more than hard: at night, the few that had not abandoned their homes climbed into the 
hills to sleep. They returned to their communities in small groups, like the 50 families that returned in 
March 1998 to the La Uni6n district. At first they worked in small groups of seven to ten peasants in order 
to feel protected, but within a few months hundreds of neighbors were working together in the fields. 

Rifle or Robe 

"On Sunday April 4, 1999, at 11 o’clock at night, ten heavily armed men, including paramilitaries known to 
be active in the area, entered the settlement of San Jos6, walked through the streets insulting residents 
and, arriving at the house of An~al Jim6nez, member of the Internal Counsel of the peace community, 
educator, artist and writer of the community anthem, murdered him in front of his small children." 

This is a fragment of the book Fusil o toga, toga y fusil (Rifle or Robe, Robe and Rifle), written by a 
Jesuit priest, Javier Giraldo, that describes 13 years of crimes against the peace community of San Jos6 
of Apartad6 (Antioquia). According to Giraldo, a noted defender of human rights, his motivation to 
document these facts was to act against the culture of impunity. "One has but to read any page of the 
book to see the abuses that are committed on a weekly basis against the community: massacres, 
extrajudicial executions, forced disappearances, sexual abuse, burning of houses, bombings, massive 
displacements, robbery of livestock, the destruction of crops," recounts Father Giraldo. 

The peace community of San Jos6 of Apartad6 was a suggestion of the archbishop of Cali, Monseigneur 
Isaias Duarte Cancino. Giraldo relates that Monseigneur Duarte presented the idea to the inhabitants of 
the zone so that "they did not displace more rural peasants or lose their land, since they were in a war 
zone, they declared themselves a community of peace and claimed the rights of the civil population in the 
middle of an armed conflict." For the Jesuit priest, the cause of violence against the community of San 
Jos~ is their decision to stay out of the conflict. "1 believe that the country will realize this and seek a 
solution. For that reason we deliver the book to judges, journalists and congresspersons, since even 
Colombians do not know all these facts," he says. 

Money earned through the sale of copies of the book will fund the construction of the Monument Park to 
the Memory of the Victims of the Peace Community of San Jos~ of Apartad6. 

Everyday Life 

"Jungle and mountain, humidity, sticky clothes, earth and more earth, one is constantly climbing and 
descending," recalls Augustin, with half-closed eyes. "It rains every day, the streams rise and become 
impossible to cross and communication becomes a problem. Apartad6 is a full city of paramilitaries, 
desde la que salen las chivas hasta San Jos6." 

"1 wrote them a proposal offering them a course in digital photography so that they could improve the 
community web page, because there are few photographic images of all that they have accomplished and 
how they have spent these years. I brought them cameras so that they had tools to work with, and I 
stayed a month," explains Augustin. 

The community is governed by a series of principles summarized in a Declaration and an Internal 
Regulation: to not participate directly or indirectly in the hostilities, to not carry weapons or explosives, to 
not offer support to any of the sides in the conflict, to abstain from helping the armed factions solve 
internal, personal or family problems, and to promise to participate in community works. 

Everyday life is regulated by an Internal Counsel comprised of seven members chosen by the community, 
a member of a national NGO and a member of the Diocese of Apartad6. More than 55 working groups 
allow them to build schools and bring in teachers, and to grow community crops that maintain the dining 
room and the preschool, where all the community children eat free. The crops grown on communal lands 
are distributed among the families and they use what is left over to buy tools and supplies. 

Through community work they built and maintain the roads, four fish tanks, and five sheds, they revived 
cocoa and banana crops, and grow fruit trees as an alternative crop for making jams and pulps. They 
work on communal projects, such as home improvements, rice, corn, and sugar cane threshing, cane 
milling and building aqueducts. All of this has allowed them to survive three month long blockades by 
paramilitaries who are allied with the soldiers, during which time they cannot leave their districts. 

"Every eight days we have meetings and every fifteen, work training days." They built the An~al Jim~nez 



Training Centre (named after a community leader murdered in 1999) in San Jos6, with two floors that 
housed 50 students, though they were forced to abandon it due to pressure from the armed factions. 
"Before the forced displacement in April 2005, the Centre had 27 students studying degree programs, 25 
women who met three times a week for dressmaking, and 55 coordinators who met each week to 
discuss solutions for the community," the peace community handbook proudly states. 

In addition, they built a health center, a community warehouse, and a park, all the fruits of community 
debate, discussion and reflection. A group of 50 women built hen houses and cultivate gardens near their 
houses. The youth started a community radio station. Since 2006 they have sought a training space in 
which to teach practice and theory, with the idea to share knowledge just as Guerra, their leader who was 
murdered in the last massacre, wanted. They call it Campesina University, born out of the Network of 
Communities of Resistance, a group of rural, indigenous, and black communities that also reject the war. 

Of everything that they have accomplished, they believe that the greatest achievement of the Peace 
Community has been a return to the land, something that they did without the support of the State, "in 
order to win space away from the war and to face the armed factions in the districts." Through many 
years and much pain, they have learned that the main objective of the war, much more than defeating the 
supposed enemy, is to take away land from the peasants, the real treasure in the conflict. Over twenty 
years, the paramilitaries, cattle ranchers, and businessmen have appropriated more than five million 
hectares of rural land. 

"The workshop was to learn to handle the cameras. The council chose the people who participated. First I 
gave them a lesson on how the cameras work, and then I told them to go out and take pictures. At night 
we met in one of the houses to look at the images so that they could learn how to edit photos," explains 
Augustin. For its part, the University had its first conference in the Peace Community of San Jos~ of 
Apartad6, in the Arenas Alta district, in August 2004. Their best-functioning project is the organic seed 
bank. 

Macondo, always Macondo 

The people are very poor, says Augustin, but they eat well because they have never lost contact with the 
land. "You wear rubber boots covered in mud, and in time, those same boots are trimmed and become 
sandals;" they have a culture of manual labour that is capable of putting everything to good use. 

"Thursdays are for community work, in which everyone participates, from the children to the elderly. They 
cut cane, harvest, and collect and dry cocoa. The internal organization of the work is based on district 
assemblies and an internal counsel, but above all else, a general assembly of all the districts", Augustin 
states, emphasizing the happiness that emanates from everything they do. "The only time you see them 
tense is when they have to go to the city, due to the danger that the road - where there have been many 
murders - represents. It is a death sentence if you are caught by a group of paramilitaries," he says. 

Despite a permanent group of European, American, and international missions in the area, violence 
against the peace community has not diminished. The zone is again militarized. "The peasants told me 
that the paramilitaries abducted a rancher to use during negotiations with the guerrillas. They will 
exchange him for money or drugs. Incredible!". Not only that: they also spoke of an army lieutenant who 
buys cocaine from the guerillas, yet a short while later they resume fighting. They say that, in Colombia, 
truth is stranger than fiction. 

"The most difficult thing for me to understand was that after they massacred your family, you do not seek 
revenge by joining the guerrillas or the paramilitaries. Remaining outside of the war in that situation is a 
logic that seems very contradictory to everything I know. Especially when every family has one or more 
dead. Yet I did not perceive resentment or rage," Augustin says. 

"There is bitterness, although they speak with a certain naturalness about the dead and the atrocities, like 
in the case of Mrs. Brigida, whose 15-year old daughter was murdered. Others told me that they had seen 
the paramilitaries dismember a boy and play soccer with his head. How can life go on after that?" 

- What is it that keeps the community united? What allows them to endure and continue? 

- (Thinking a while) In truth, I have no idea. Perhaps it is a "freedom instinct," like Chomsky speaks of. He 
says that "if you assume that there is no hope, you guarantee that there will be no hope. If you assume 
that there is an instinct toward freedom, that there are opportunities to change things, then there is a 



possibility that you can contribute for making a better world. That is your alternative." 

RaQl Zibechi is an international analyst for Brecha of Montevideo, Uruguay, lecturer and researcher on 
social movements at the Multiversidad Franciscana de America Latina, and adviser to several social 
groups. He writes a monthly column for the Americas Program (wc,~.cipamericas.org). 

Editor: Laura Carlsen 

Translator: Erin Jonasson 
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From: 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 1:16 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; mbx)upsb@unisa.ac.za 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

ASA 

ASAFinalSept.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 
As you know, the deadline for submitting papers was March :15, and we have had many scholars wanting to submit very late. I assumed either Professors Seck or SaNe 
would be able to include Professor Mboup informally on a panel to learn from his expertise, but for me to formally accept the paper at this late date would be unethical, and 
unfair to those who have been refused. 
We have many scholars attending and not formally presenting, for they also are visitors at this time. I do hope you can find a way to attend, Professor Mboup, for the 
conference has about 1000 presenters on topics of very current concern. Your attendance would further UNISA contacts not simply in the USA, but in Canada, Latin America, 
Europe, and Asia. Perhaps UNISA could change your assignment from one of presenter to one who will network and extend UNISA links among scholars of Africa across the 
globe, especially because you are already in the USA? The program is attached and it appears there is no one from UNISA presenting and therefore, you could serve the 
institution well at the conference. It is an opportunity that should not be missed. 
Perhaps you could find a speaking engagement in the Washington, DC area after the conference, which would allow UNISA to assist? Could UNC assist? A combination? 
I am sorry for the formality of the rules, but you will find a similar protocol among most all professional associations in the USA. 
Thank you for your understanding. 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 20:tl 

Dear Prof. Thompson, 
Again, thank you indeed for your kind Invitation Letter. However, I have been advised by my Supervisor that the my trip to Washington can be authorised ONLY if there is an 
explicit mention of the panel and/or specific events that I shall be attending and the title of the presentation expected from me at the ASA Meeting. In this regard, one 
possibility could be a presentation on the topic that I sent to you previously: "Strategic positioning of the Academy of African Languages and Science for the creation of a new 
space for African languages in Southern Africa". 
May I take this opportunity to reiterate my keen interest in joining ASA and/or building a durable partnership with your Association and some of its affiliates and members. 
I wish to apologise for any inconvenience caused. And would like to thank you again. 
Best regards, 
Samba Buri MBOUP 
Associate Professor - University of South Africa (UNISA) 
Manager - Academy of African Languages and Science 
Vista Campus - 263, Skinner Street, Pretoria 
Office: +27 (0):t2-337 60:t:I/337 605:t (Direct) 
Fax: +27 (0)86 750 :t080!Cell: 
Email: mboupsb~unisa.ac.za 
(Private): @clmail.com 
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Marriott Wardman Park Hotel, Washington, DC 
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Program Committee Chair: 
Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University 

Local Arrangements Committee Co-Chairs: 
Peter Lewis (SAIS), Carl LeVan (American University), 

and Stephen Ndegwa (World Bank) 

FEATURED EVENTS 

ASA Awards Business Meeting and Awards Ceremony 
Thursday, November 17, 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm 

The President, the Executive Director, and the Treasurer will present brief reports on the state of the 
association. Association leaders will recognize and thank retiring members of the Board of Directors and 
welcome the new Vice President (the President-elect) along with new members of the Board. They will 
announce the slate for the 2012 Board of Directors election. ASA Coordinate Organizations will also report 
on their activities and announce their awards and prizes. The Business Meeting will be followed by the 
Awards Ceremony. 

The following awards will be presented at the Awards Ceremony: 
The Distinguished Africanist Award, which was established to recognize and honor individuals who 
have contributed a lifetime record of outstanding scholarship in their respective field of African 
studies and service to the Africanist community. 

¯ The Herskovits Award, which is awarded to the author of an outstanding original scholarly work 
published on Africa in the previous year. 

¯ The Bashorun M.K.O. Abiola Lecture, which was established in 1992, to provide 
for a lecture by a senior African scholar selected by the ASA Board of Directors. 

¯ The Graduate Student Paper Prize, which was instituted in 2001, to recognize the best paper 
presented by a graduate student during an annual meeting. 

¯ The Presidential Scholars Award, which supports the participation of African scholars at the ASA 
annual meeting. 



Welcome Reception 
Details Forthcoming 

The Welcome Reception is open to all Annual Meeting registrants, All are encouraged to attend. 

Presidential Lecture 
Friday, November 18, 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm 

Each year, the President of the African Studies Association gives a lecture on the state of African studies 
and the Association. This year, President Judith Byfield will deliver the lecture, Connecting the Dots: 
Gender, Justice and the Environment. President Byfield is Associate Professor in the African Studies and 
Research Center. The primary focus of her scholarship has been women’s social and economic history in 
Nigeria. Her latest publications include: Gendering the African Diaspora: Women, Culture, and Historical 
Change in the Caribbean and Nigerian Hinterland, Judith Byfield, LaRay Denzer and Anthea Morrison eds. 
(Indiana University Press, 2010); and Cross Currents: Building Bridges Across American and Nigerian 
Studies, Judith Byfield, ed. (Ibadan, Nigeria: Book Builders, 2009). Byfield has also published a number of 
articles on dress, marriage and divorce, and nationalism. 

Reception 
(By invitation only) 

The Presidential Lecture will be followed by the presentation of the a copy of the six-volume series, 
Dictionary of African Biography, edited by Emmanuel Akyeampong and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. to the 
African Union Ambassador Madame Salum All. Oxford University Press published the series in 2011. 

African Studies Review I na ug u ra I Lect u re 
Friday, November 18, 1:45 pm - 2:45 pm 

The African Studies Review together with the ASA Board are launching a lecture on state of the art 
research in African Studies. Professor Thandika Hkandawire will be delivering this inaugural lecture, 
speaking on "Policy Making and the Spread of Ideas in Africa." He is an economist with many years of 
experience in the promotion of comparative research on development issues. He holds the chair of Africa 
Development at the London School of Economics and is also the Olof Palme Professor for Peace with the 
Institute for Future Studies in Stockholm. He studied economics at Ohio State University and the 
University of Stockholm and taught at the Universities of Stockholm and Zimbabwe. He holds a Doctorate 
in Letters from Rhodes University. Recently Mkandawire left the United Nations after 11 years at the helm 
of UNRISD. From 1986 through 1996, he was Executive Secretary of the Council for the Development of 
Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA) based in Dakar, Senegal. Prior to taking up his appointment 
with UNRISD, he was Senior Research Fellow at the Centre for Development Research in Copenhagen. 
Mkandawire is a Swedish national of Malawian origin. 

The ASR board nominates the awardees and their lecture is intended for publication in the African Studies 
Review. The lecture can be about the state of research in a particular field or it may be an agenda setting 
paper. 

Past ASA Board Presidents" Dinner 
Friday, November 18, 6:30 pm - 8:30 pm 

Past ASA Board presidents will be invited to a dinner held in their honor and hosted by the incoming ASA 
President Aili Tripp. It will be attended by current Board members. 

Bashorun IVI.K.O. Abiola Lecture and Luncheon 
Co-sponsored with the ASA Women’s Caucus 
Saturday, November 19, 12:30 pm - 2:00 pm 

The Bashorun M.K.O. Abiola Lecture was established in 1992 with a generous grant from the Honorable 
Bashorun M.K.O. Abiola to provide for a lecture by a senior African scholar selected by the ASA Board of 
Directors. This year theAbiola Lecture is co-sponsored with the Women’s Caucus and will be accompanied 
by a sitdown luncheon ($20 per person). This year’s Abiola Lecturer is Sylvia Tamale (Law Faculty, 
Makerere University), who will speak on "Whose Democracy are We Talking About? Non-Conforming 
Sexualities as a Metaphor for African Dictatorships." Professor Sylvia Tamale has been one of the most 
outspoken voices in Uganda on many controversial issues, especially women’s rights, gay rights, and 
human rights more generally. She was the first woman dean in the Faculty of Law at Makerere. She 
received her bachelor of law degree from Makerere University, her master of law degree from Harvard Law 
School, and her PhD in sociology and feminist studies from the University of Minnesota in 1996. She is the 
author of numerous publications on feminist legal theory, gender and sexuality, and African feminism. Her 



pioneering work on women parliamentarians in Uganda was entitled When Hens Begin To Crow: Gender 
and Parliamentary Politics in Uganda (Westview Press, 1999). She has also edited African Sexualities 
(Pambazuka Press, 2011) and Homosexuality: Perspectives from Uganda (Sexual Minorities Uganda, 

2007). 

Tickets to the Abiola Lecture and Lunch are $20 and must be purchased prior to October 15 on the ASA 
website by clicking here. 

Student Meet and Greet 

Students are invited to attend a Meet and Greet on Saturday evening from 7-8 pm where they can 
network. 

Closing Reception and Dance Party 
Saturday, November 19, from 9:30 pm - 12:00 am 

All ASA Annual Meeting registrants are invited to the ASA Dance Party! 

ASA BOARD OF DIRECTORS SPECIAL SESSIONS 

The ASA Board of Directors is pleased to sponsor events of special interest: 

ASA Board of Directors Special Session 
A Conversation with Ambassador Johnnie Carson, Assistant Secretary of African Affairs 
Thursday, November 17, 1:45 to 2:45pm 
Incoming ASA President Aili Mari Tripp (University of Wisconsin-Madison) will moderate the event. 

ASA Board of Directors Current Issues Plenary 
What Role Now for National Security Funding of African Studies? 
Friday, November 18, 2:15 pm - 3:45 pm 

This year’s plenary will re-examine and debate the implications of Department of Defense funding for research 
and training in African Studies. The plenary will feature Ambassador Vicki Nuddleston, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense, Professor Emeritus David Wiley (Michigan State University), and Professor Carl LeVan 
(American University). Professor Terri Barnes (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) will moderate the 
event. 

ASA Board of Directors Special Presentation 
Perspectives on the Future of Southern Sudan 
Friday, November 18, 4:30 = 6:30 pm 

Ambassador Princeton Lyman, U.S. Special Envoy for Sudan, will be our featured speaker in a session 
on the future of Southern Sudan. He will be joined by Ambassador Alan Goulty, who is is currently a 
non-resident Senior Scholar at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars. Professor Emeritus 
.~ohn Harbeson (CUNY) will moderate the event. 

BOARD SPONSORED PANELS 

(VI-5) Presidential Scholars Roundtable = New Humanities Scholarship in Africa (Co-Sponsored by 
the American Council of Learned Societies African Humanities Program) 
Friday, November 18, 10:15 am - 12:15 pm 

Chair: Aili Marl Tripp, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Susan Kiguli, Makerere University and African Humanities Program Postdoctoral Fellow 
Leketi Makalela, University of the Witwatersrand and African Humanities Program Postdoctoral Fellow 
I(wesi Yankah, University of Ghana, Legon, Associate Director, African Humanities Program 

The featured Presidential Scholars include Susan Nalugwa Kiguli, who is an award winning poet and senior 
lecturer in Makerere University’s Literature Department. She is currently working on a project supported 
by the African Humanities Program, entitled, Oral Poetry and Popular Song in South Africa and Uganda: A 
Study of Contemporary Performance. The other Presidential Scholar, Leketi Makalela, worked on an AHP 
supported project entitled, Morpho-syntactic Properties of Black South African English: An Investigation of 
Institutionalization Trends in Limpopo Province° 



(VII-l) African Independence and Its Others: The 50th Anniversaries in Critical Relief 
Friday, November 18, 4:30 pm = 6:30 pm 

Chairs: Paul Nugent, University of Edinburgh and Nancy Jacobs, Brown University 
Frederick Cooper, New York University 
Jan Dart Gewald, Leiden University 
Mamadou Diouf, Columbia University 
Paul Nugent, University of Edinburgh 
Nancy Jacobs, Brown University 

(VIII-I) Publish that Article: A Workshop Featuring the Editors of African Studies Journals 
Saturday, November 19, 8:00 am - 10:00 am 

Mitzi Goheen and Scan Redding, Co-Chairs, African Studies Review 
David Pratten, Africa 
Rita Abrahamsen, African Affairs 
R, Hunt Davis, African Studies Quarterly, 
Chris Youe, Canadian Journal of African Studies/Revue Canadienne des Etudes Africaines 
Jan Jansen, History in Africa 
Justin Willis, Journal of African History 
Christopher Clapham, Journal of Modern African Studies 
Joost Fontein, Journal of South African Studies 
Miles Larmer, Review of African Political Economy 

(X-15) North Africa’s Political Upheaval: Implications for the Continent 
Saturday, November 19, 2:15 pm - 4:15 pm 

Chair: Peter Lewis, Johns Hopkins University-SAIS 
Larry Diamond, Stanford University-Hoover Institute 
Diane Singerman, American University 
Nicolas van de Walle, Cornell University 
Daniel Brumberg, Georgetown University 

(XI=14) Roundtable -- African Asylum Petitions and Expert Testimony 
Saturday, November 19, 4:30 - 6:30 pm 

Chair: Benjamin Lawrance, Rochester Institute of Technology 
Heidi Airman, Center for Applied Legal Studies, Georgetown University 
Mani Sheik, Curiale Hirschfeld Kraemer LLP, San Francisco 
Lori Adams, Refugee Protection Program, Human Rights First 
Lisa Dornell, Judge, Baltimore Circuit, Executive Office for Immigration Review, Department of Justice 
Steven Kolleeny, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Coordinate Organizations 
Coordinate Organization meetings are being held Thursday, November 17, 7:30 pm - 10:45 pm; Friday, 
November 18, 6:45 pm - 10:45 pro; and Saturday, November 19, 6:45 pm - 10:45 pm. 

Exhibit Hall 
The exhibit hall consists of publishers, producers, and vendors of Africa-related books, educational 
materials and specialty items. A list of current exhibitors can be found on the ASA website under the 
Annual Meeting link. Only individuals with a visible registration badge may enter the Exhibit Hall. 

Exhibit Hall Hours 
Thursday 10:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Friday 10:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Saturday 10:00 am - 6:00 pm 

Video Marketplace 
ASA Annual Meeting registrants will be able to view the latest documentaries, feature films, and shorts 
from and about Africa upon request at the Video Marketplace. Available titles will be listed in the Annual 
Meeting Program. 



Job Registry 
ASA members seeking employment and institutions seeking candidates for positions may submit a form 
for the onsite job registry. Forms are available at www.africanstudies.org under the Annual Meeting link. 
Email completed forms to publications@africanstudies.org or fax to 732-445-1366. 

Hotel Information 
The Marriott Wardman Park Hotel 
2660 Woodley Road NW 
Washington, DC 20008 US 
Tel: 202-328-2000 
Fax: 202-234-0015 

Room Rates - Standard Single/Double: $200.00 (Rate expires October 15, 2011) 
Room Reservations: 800-228-9290 

Check-In: 4:00 pm, Check-Out: 12:00 pm. Video Review Billing Video Checkout 

Transportation from Airport 
The Wardman Park Hotel does not provide a shuttle service to and from the airports. 

Ronald Reagan Washington National - Dca 

Estimated taxi fare: 17.00 USD (one way) 
Subway service, fee: 1.35 USD (one way) 

Driving directions from airport (9 miles): Follow the signs to Washington D.C. (George Washington 
Parkway). Take 1-395 North to Route i (Route 1 is the 14th Street Bridge). Merge to the far left lane on 
the bridge and follow the signs for 14th Street. Take 14th Street for 1 mile. Turn left onto K Street. 
Continue on K for 5 blocks. Turn right onto Connecticut. Ave. Follow Connecticut. Ave. for i mile. Cross 
over the William Taft Bridge. Make a left turn at the 3rd light after the bridge onto Woodley Rd. The Hotel 
entrance is on left. 

Washington, DD/Dulles - ~[AD 

Estimated taxi fare: 65.00 USD (one way) 

Driving directions (25 miles): Take 1-95 South to 1-495 West. Take Exit 33, Connecticut Ave. 
Southbound. Continue on Connecticut Avenue for about 6.5 miles. Turn right onto Woodley Road. The 
hotel entrance is on the left. 

Other 

Car Rental: A car rental service is available at Marriott Wardman Park. 
Subway Station: Woodley Park Metro Red line ii:::i::i::i!!:ii 

Train Station: Union Station (4 mile(s) 
Parking: On-site parking, fee: 17 USD hourly, 32 USD daily. 

Business Center 
The Marriott Wardman Hotel offers a full-service business center. 

Pet Policy 
Pets allowed, non-refundable sanitation fee: 50 USD; contact hotel for details. 

Climate 
The normal daily temperature for Washington, D.C., in November is 58-36°F (14-2°C). 

Electricity 
The US electrical standard is 110 volts/60 cycles AC. Foreign visitors traveling with dual-voltage 
appliances will not need a converter, but they will need a plug adapter. The standard US electrical outlet 
takes a plug of two flat pins set parallel to one another. 

Emergency Telephone Numbers 
911: Medical, Fire and Criminal Emergencies. 



Future Meetings: 
55th: Philadelphia, PA, Nov. 29-Dec. 2, 2012, Marriott Philadelphia Downtown Hotel. 
56th: Baltimore, MD, Nov. 21-24, 2013, Marriott Baltimore Waterfront Hotel. 
57th: Indianapolis, IN, Nov. 20-23, 2014, JW Marriott Indianapolis Hotel. 
58th: San Diego, CA, Nov. 19-22, 2015, Sheraton San Diego Hotel 8( Marina. 

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM 

Program Committee 

The theme of this year’s Annual Meeting is Fifty Years of African Liberation. The panels and 
roundtables for this year’s program have been grouped into 17 thematic sections. Each section was 
organized by a member of the Program Committee. Each panel or roundtable and the poster session has 
also been assigneda session, indicating the day and time it will be held. This year’s sub-themes and the 
sub-theme chairs are as follows: 

Program Chair 
Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University 

Contested Memories of Independence 
Solomon Getahun, Central Michigan University 

The Arts and Cultural Expression Since Independence 
Sidney Kasfir, Emory University 

Unfinished Liberation Struggles: Gender, Ethnicity, Class 
EIke Zuern, Sarah Lawrence College 

Independence and Sovereignty in a Global Economy 
Eunice Sahle, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Agriculture and Food Sovereignty 
Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University 

Culture 
Marissa Moorman, Indiana University 

Economics 
Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University 

Ed ucation 
Wendy Wilson-Fall, Kent State University 

Environment 
Rachel DeMotts, University of Puget Sound 

Gender and Sexuality 
Deborah LaFond, State University of New York at Albany 

Health and Healing 
Jennifer Yanco, Boston University 

History 
Kathleen Sheldon, University of California, Los Angeles 

Human Rights and Legal Change 
Sandra Joireman, Wheaton College 

Peace and Security 
Ruth Iyob, University of Missouri 

Policy and Politics 
John Harbeson, Johns Hopkins University-SAIS 

Religion and Spirituality 
Femi T~iw0, Seattle University 



Youth Visions of the Future 
Agnes Ngoma Leslie, University of Florida 

Presenting at the Meeting 
Paper presenters are obligated to provide copies of their papers to the chair, other panelists, and the discussant 
two weeks in advance of the meeting. The current version of the program has the email addresses of panelists 
listed below. 

Guidelines for Panel and Roundtable Chairs 
¯ Panel and Roundtable chairs are responsible for providing the participants with ernail addresses of all 

participants at least two weeks prior to the meeting (the ernail addresses are listed in this program below). 
The chairs should also write to the paper presenters in advance of the meeting to remind them of the time 
they are allotted for their presentation. 

At the panel, briefly introduce yourself to each panel/roundtable member before your session if you have not 
done so already. Briefly introduce the paneliroundtable members to the audience. You may wish to go over 
your planned introduction with each panel/roundtable member before the session begins. Have the 
presenters proceed in the same order that they are listed in the program so that audience members can plan 
their attendance accordingly. 

Allocate equal amounts of time to each presenter, leaving adequate time for the discussant (if there is one), 
and for general discussion in the final segment of the session. Keep presenters on this schedule and notify 
them when they have only five minutes left for their presentation. If you are presenting a paper, please have 
another panelist time your presentation. 

Field audience questions during the time allotted for discussion, making sure those questioners who might be 
difficult for the panelists or roundtable participants to spot are noticed, and that the discussion moves along. 

Please be sure to conclude your panellroundtable on time, and ensure that your group vacates the 
room at least 15 minutes before the next scheduled session. The Chair should make sure that these 
discussions are moved out into the corridors. 

If the assigned Panel or Roundtable Chair cannot attend the Annual Meeting, the replacement chair will be 
selected from the people who are already assigned to the panel or roundtable. The replacement selection will 
be based upon alphabetical order by the last name of the other panel/roundtable participants. 

Refund Policy 
Individuals whose paper, panel, or roundtable proposal has been declined and who cannot attend the 
meeting may request a refund of their pre-registration fee. These requests must be made in writing via 
email to members@africanstudies.org or via fax at 732-445-1366. We are unable to refund membership 
dues. Membership dues and preregistration fees are not transferrable. 

Non-attendance/Withdrawals 
Presenters should notify the Secretariat in writing as soon as possible if they are unable to attend the 
meeting. The information will be included in the Final Program or in the Final Program addendum. 
Replacement presenters cannot be added after the Call for Proposals has closed. 

Access Policy 
The African Studies Association is committed to ensuring that its services and meetings are accessible to 
all Africanists. If you have any special needs or require special assistance to participate in an ASA event, 
please contact annualrneeting@africanstudies.org or call Kirnrne Carlos at 848-445-8173 x 5. 

Graduate Student Paper Prize 
The ASA Board of Directors established the Graduate Student Paper Prize in 2001 to recognize the best 
graduate student paper presented at the previous year’s Annual 
Meeting. All papers presented by graduate students at the Annual Meeting are eligible for the prize, which 
is awarded at the subsequent Annual Meeting. The editors of the African Studies Review will coordinate an 
expedited peer review process for possible publication of the prize-winning paper. Graduate students may 
submit their paper with a letter of recommendation from their advisor postmarked on or before April 1 of 
the year following the Annual Meeting to: Graduate Student Paper Prize Competition, African Studies 
Association, Rutgers University, 54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue, Piscataway, NJ 08854-8045, USA, or emailed as 
a PDF attachment to publications@africanstudies.org. 



MEETINGS AND EVENTS 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 
12:00 pm - 5:00 pm Pre=C0nference Workshops 
12:00 pm - 5:30 pm ASA Board of Directors Meeting 

Thursday, 
8:00 am - 10:00 am 
10:15 am- 12:15 pm 
12:30 pm - 1:30 pm 
1:45 pm - 2:45 pm 
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
5:15 pm - 7:15 pm 
7:30 pm - 10:00 pm 

November 17, 2011 
Session I 
Session 
ASA Awards Ceremony and Business Meeting 
ASA Board Special Presentation 
Session 
ASA Board of Directors Meeting 
Session IV 
Coordinate Organization Meetings and Events 

Friday, November, 18, 2011 
8:00 am - 10:00 am 
10:15 am- 12:15 pm 
12:30 pm - 1:30 pm 
1:30 - 2:00 pm 

1:45 pm - 2:45 pm 
2:15 pm - 3:45 pm 
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm 
6:30 pm- 8:30 pm 
6:45 pm - 10:30 pm 

Session V 
Session VI 
ASA Presidential Lecture 
Presentation of Dictionary of African Biography (Oxford University 

Press) to African Union Ambassador Madame Salum Ali 
By invitation only 

African Studies Review Inaugural Distinguished Lecture 
ASA Board-Sponsored Current Issues Roundtable 
Session VII 
Inaugural Past ASA Presidents’ Dinner 
Coordinate Organization Meetings and Events 

Saturday, November 19, 2011 

8:00 am - 4:00 pm 
8:00 am - 10:00 am 
10:15 am- 12:15 am 
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm 
2:15 pm-4:15 pm 
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm 
6:30 pm - 9:30 pm 
6:45 pm - 10:30 pm 
7:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
9:30 pm - Midnight 

Teacher’s Workshop 
Session VIII[ 
Session IX 
Abiola Lecture & Luncheon 
Session X 
Session XI 
ASA Board of Directors Meeting 
Coordinate Organization Meetings and Events 
Student Meet ’n Greet 
ASA Dance Party 

Sunday, November 20, 2011 
8:00 am I 11:00 am     ASA Board of Directors Meeting 

WORKSHOPS 

Pre-Conference Workshops 
Wednesday, November 16, 2011 

This year the ASA has initiated a series of pre-conference workshops. Pre-registration is required. We are 
pleased to announce the following workshops this year: 

¯ The Intersection Between Health-Related Fields 8= Research in Africa 
Organized by Sheryl McCurdy, University of Texas - Health Science Center at Houston 
Elias Bongmba, Rice University, and Haruka Maruyama, University of Texas - Health Science Center at 
Houston. REGISTRATION CLOSED 

* Museum Workshop On Sharing Cultural Knowledge 
Organized by the National Museum of African Art, Smithsonian Institution 

¯ Library of Congress Workshop 
Organized by the African and Middle Eastern Division (AMED), Library of Congress 

Governance and Development Workshop: Reassessing and Reinventing Power Sharing and 



Decentralization in Africa 
Sponsored by the School of International Service, American University 

TEACHERS" WORKSHOP 
Saturday, November 19, 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 

Africa Access will, once again, offer a Teacher’s Workshop, offering a variety of panels intended to 
broaden knowledge about Africa for teachers to take back to their classrooms. Workshop materials and 
lunch is included in the registration fee of $45 for individuals and $55 for institutions. To learn more or to 
register for the workshop, c!ick here 

SPECIAL TOUR FOR ASA MEETING PARTICIPANTS 

Curator’s Tour: Sidney Littlefield Kasfir 
Friday, November 18 
3p.m. 
Smithsonian National Museum of African Art 
950 Independence Avenue, SW 
Meet at entrance to exhibition on sublevel 2 
Take Metro to Smithsonian Station 

Join Sidney Littlefield Kasfir, professor of African Art at Emory University and co-curator of Central Nigeria 
Unmasked: Arts of the Benue River Valley for a walk through the exhibition at the Smithsonian National 
Museum for African Art. The Benue River Valley is the source of some of the most abstract, dramatic and 
inventive sculpture on the African continent. Yet, the region’s diverse peoples and fascinating arts are far less 
known and studied than the populations living in northern and southern Nigeria. Central Nigeria Unmasked is 
the first major international exhibition to present a comprehensive view of the arts produced in the region. 
Central Nigeria Unmasked: Arts of the Benue River Valley is organized by the Fowler Museum at UCLA in 
association with the Mus~e du quai Branly in Paris. 

Director’s Discussion Series with 3ohnnetta Betsch Cole and Kwame Anthony Appiah 
Saturday, November 19 
2p.m. 
Seating is first come, first served 
National Geographic Museum, Grosvenor Auditorium 
1145 17th Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 
Farragut North and Farragut West Metro Stops 

The Smithsonian National Museum of African Art hosts a Director’s Discussion Series that features leading public 
intellectuals, artists and other cultural producers in conversation with Johnnetta Betsch Cole. For this program, 
Dr. Cole sits with coveted philosopher Kwame Anthony Appiah (Princeton University) to discuss and interrogate 
the category of race and the future of museums. Appiah shares his personal reflections and philosophical 
investigations on race and considers notions of cultural identity and shared humanity. 
Presented in conjunction with the exhibition RACE: Are We So Different? on view at the Smithsonian National 
Museum of Natural History 

Artist Talk and Book Launch: Gavin Jantjes on Visual Century: South African Art in Context 1907- 
2007 
Wednesday, November 16 
5p.m. 
Smithsonian National Museum of African Art 
950 Independence Avenue, SW 
Lecture Hall, sublevel 2 
Take Metro to Smithsonian Station 

South African artist Gavin Jantjes will discuss his groundbreaking project, Visual Century: South African Art in 
Context 1907-2007, volumes 1-4, that he initiated with the help of South Africa’s National Ministry of Arts and 
Culture, the University of the Witwatersrand, and Africa South Art Initiative. This talk will launch the 
accompanying Visual Century publication (Wits University Press), which represents a valuable archive of artistic 
production and aims to write a more balanced South African art history from a post-apartheid perspective. The 
role and contribution of artists previously sidelined or ignored is acknowledged and their art placed within its 
social and political contexts. Book signing to follow. 



SCHEDULE OF PANEL AND ROUNDTABLE SESSTONS 

How to Read the Preliminary Program 
The index is listed at the end of the program. Each panel and roundtable is labeled by a combination of a 
Roman numeral followed by a number. The Roman numeral indicates the session, hence the date and time 
of the panel. The second number is simply a way of identifying the panel/roundtable within a session. For 
instance, panel II-1 will occur in Session II on Thursday, November 17, 10:15 am - 12:15 pro. 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 
Session I 8:00 am - 10:00 am 
Session II 10:15 am - 12:15 pm 
Session III 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Session IV 5:15 pm - 7:15 pm 

Friday, November 18, 2011 
Session V 8:00 am - 10:00 am 
Session VI 10:15 am - 12:15 pm 
Session VII 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm 

Saturday, November 19, 2011 
Session VIII 8:00 am - 10:00 am 
Session IX 10:15 am - 12:15 am 
Session X 2:15 pm - 4:15 pm 
Session XI 4:30 pm - 6:30 pm 

COORDTNATE ORGANIZATION SPONSORED PANELS 

Africana Librarians Council 
IX-21 New Models in Research and Publishing 

African Politics Conference Group 
XI-8 Eroding Political Rights and Growing State Power in Sub-Saharan Africa: Six Contemporary Case 
Studies 

American Council of Learned Societies: African Humanities Program 
VI-5 Presidential Scholars Roundtable -- New Humanities Scholarship in Africa 

Arts Council of the ASA 
I-1 Examining Mozambican Visual Culture: Political Implications in Distinct Artistic Expressions 
III-1 Converging Pedagogies in African Art Education 

Association of Concerned Africa Scholars 
I-3 Agriculture, Food and Ongoing Struggles for Food Sovereignty: Paths to Contributing to Africa’s 
Liberation? 

Central African Studies Association 
X-21andXI-13 Christianity and Liberation, 1960s-1990s(Parts land11) 

Ghana Studies Council 
VIII-14andlX-14 The Changing Nature of Work in Ghana (PartsIandI1) 

Local Arrangements Committee 
VI-18 Common Challenges for a Diverse Region: The View from African Ambassadors 
II-14 Cote d’Ivoire Matters: Prospects of Peaceful Democratic Transitions in Black Africa 

Lusophone African Studies Organization 
III-3 Forging Identities and their Representations in Lusophone Africa 

Mande Studies Association 
III-23 25 Years of the Mande Studies Association (MANSA) 

Nigerian Studies Association 
III-26 Liberation in Nigeria: Then and Now 
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Tanzanian Studies Association 
VII-8 Tanzania and the World: Sovereignty, Dependency, and Discourse 

Senegal Studies Group 
XI-12 Living SufiIslam: Pilgrimage, Poetry, SufiConcertandDawa (proselytizing) among the Sufi Orders 
of Senegal 

West African Research Association 
VII-20 African Independence: Structural Challenges to Peace in African States 

Women’s Caucus 

VI-14 African Women’s Struggles for National Liberation, Peace, and Empowerment 

SUBJECT INDEX 

See end of program for Presenter Name Index 

1. Contested Memories of Independence See also 11. History) 
II-1       Roundtable -- Ethiopia and Africa’s 50 Years of Liberation: Dreams and Realities of 

II-2 
III-18 
III-25 
IV-8 
V-1 
V-4 
VI-1 
VII-1 
VII-2 
VIII-2 
V][II-3 
IX-3 
IX-1 
IX-2 
X-1 
X-11 

Founding Fathers 
Re-examining the Liberation Struggle Through Gender and Identity Politics 
Contested Memories of the Struggle for Independence in South Africa Today 
Biographies: Making a Difference 
Death, Space, and Belonging: The Politics of Death and Burial in Modern Zimbabwe 
Celebrating Independence Jubilees in Africa (Part I) 
Roundtable -- Contested Reflections on 20th Century African Liberation Movements 
Celebrating Independence Jubilees in Africa (Part II) 
Roundtable -- African Independence and Its Others: The 50th Anniversaries in Critical Relief 
The African National Congress’s Relationship with Public Memory 
Post-Liberation Eritrea: 20 Years Anniversary 

The Politics of Liberation : Transformations (Part I) 
The Politics of Liberation : Contested Meanings (Part II) 
Lumumba: Congolese Returns 
The Political Economy of Development and Underdevelopment in the Horn of Africa 
Contested Memories of Independence 
Revisiting Meanings of Independence in Lusophone Africa 

2. The Arts and Cultural Expression Since Independence (See Also 6. Culture) 

I-1 
II-3 
II-4 
III-1 
III-17 
IV-1 
V-2 
VI-2 
VI-10 

X-2 
IX-4 
IX-5 

X-3 
XI-1 

Examining Mozambican Visual Culture: Political Implications in Distinct Artistic Expressions 
Congo Arts: Recovering Lubumbashi Memories in Search of an Elusive Future 
Theater and Political Culture 
Converging Pedagogies in African Art Education 
Literary Voices for Liberation 
Visual Strategies of Space and Place in the African Landscape 
Post-Independence Cultural Form: Redefining Genre, Renegotiating History in African Texts 
Reading the Visual and Verbal Now: Object, Text, Performance 
African Literature Since Independence: African Literature and Social Justice in Post- 

Independence Africa (Part I) 
Bridging Worlds: Master Yoruba Carver Lamidi Olonade Fakeye 
Musical Dynamism in Postcolonial States 
African Literature Since Independence: African Literature and the Poetics of Protest in Post- 

Independence Africa (Part II) 
Cinematic Representations of Gender, Violence and Revolution 
Documentary Films Since Independence 

3. Unfinished Liberation Struggles: Gender, Ethnicity, Class 

I-2 
II-2 
II-5 

II-6 
III-3 
III-4 
III-26 

Performing Liberation: The Body within the Rubric of Contemporary African Living and Politics 
Re-examining the Liberation Struggle Through Gender and Identity Politics 
The Intellectual Foundations of the Southern Sudan Liberation Movements and Independence 

Achievement 
Women Have No Tribe: Why Gendering Ethnicity Matters in the Ongoing Liberation Struggle 
Forging Identities and Their Representations in Lusophone Africa 
Gender and Citizenship in the Quest for Liberation 
Roundtable -- Liberation in Nigeria: Then and Now 
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IV-2 
IV-3 
V-3 
V-4 
VI-3 

VI-19 
VII-4 
VII-6 
VII-7 

X-4 
X-12 
XI-2 
XI-3 

Ethnicity, Land, and the Challenge of Citizenship in Kenya 
Women’s Liberation at 50+: From Representation to Empowerment 
Roundtable -- Uganda’s 50 years of Independence: Trends, Tensions, Transformations 
Roundtable -- Contested Reflections on 20th Century African Liberation Movements 
The Visions, Victories and Tragedies of Revolutions: Appraising the Successes and Failures of 

Fifty Years of Liberation in Africa 
Ethnicity and Politics in Kenya from the 1950s to the 21st Century 
Ethnicity, Conflict, Identity and Belief: New Directions in Congolese Research 
Nationalism and Transnationalism in the Quest for Liberation 
Black Feminine Mystique: Women’s Self-determination, Challenges and Achievements in 

Changing Lives and Building Nations 
Struggles for Human Rights, Social Justice and Security 
"Spiritually Dangerous": African Anti-Gay Rhetoric 
Leadership, Governance, and Development: An Exploration into Africa’s 50-Year Journey 
Continuity and Change in Francophone Africa 

4, Xndependence and Sovereignty in a Global Economy 

III-5 
V-5 
X-5 
Vl-4 
VII-8 
VIII-5 

VIII-6 
IX-6 
IX-7 

China-Africa Relations 50 Years Later: African Perspectives 
Dubois, Nkrumah and Mbeki’s Pan Africa: Sustaining the Struggle via Africa’s African Union 
U.S. Businesses in the Making and Unmaking of African Sovereignties 
The Political Economy of Resources and Uneven African Development 
Tanzania and the World: Sovereignty, Dependency, and Discourse 
Economic Pragmatism in an Intellectual and Political Vacuum: Debating the Terms of 

China’s Engagement with Africa 
The Practice of Pan-Africanism: Transnational Politics in an Anticolonial Africa 
Struggle and Liberation: Gendering Southern African Refugees, Bodies, and Laborers 
Defining Discourses of Modernist Projects 

5, Agriculture and Food Sovereignty 

I-3 

II-7 
Ill-16 

VII-9 
X-6 

Agriculture, Food and Ongoing Struggles for Food Sovereignty: Paths to Contributing 
to Africa’s Liberation? 

Perspectives on Food Sovereignty: Taste, Technology, and the Environment 
Roundtable -- Challenging (Philanthro-)Capitalism: Alternative Solidarities and Critical 

Analyses of the Gates Foundation’s Green Revolution for Africa 
The Political Economy of Agricultural Transformation in Africa 
African Agricultural Alternatives: Sustaining Livelihoods 

6, Culture (See also 2, The Arts and Cultural Expression Since Independence) 

I-2 
III-3 
IV-12 
V-6 
VII-3 
VII-IO 
VII- 11 
VIII-4 
VIII-7 
VIII-8 
VII-5 

Performing Liberation: The Body within the Rubric of Contemporary African Living and Politics 
Forging Identities and Their Representations in Lusophone Africa 
Meanings and Representations of African Art in Recent Novels and Films 
Senegalese Literary Studies as Interdisciplinary Inquiry 
Themes in Independence Era and Post-Independence Fiction 
Memory, Identity and Liberation in Post-Colonial Literature 
Music: Deep Pasts and Post-Colonial Futures 
African Women Writing Liberation: Contemporary Voices 
Phases of African Literary Production: Living Abroad, Writing of Home? 
Text and Context in West African Film, Video and Television 
Zulus Abroad: Global Dimensions of Zulu-ness in South Africa, Great Britain and the United 

States 

7. Economics (See also 4. Independence and Sovereignty in a Global Economy and 5. Agriculture and 
Food Sovereignty) 

II-9 

Ill-15 
Ill-19 
III-27 
VII-9 
VI-7 
Vl-8 
IX-9 

Money, Technology and Financial Inclusion in Africa: What We Know After 50 Years of 
Liberation 

Economic Transitions: Presidents and Entrepreneurs 
The Political Economy of Agricultural Reforms in Africa 
Human Security, Participatory Development, and Sustainable Economic Development 
The Political Economy of Agricultural Transformation in Africa 
Roots of Change: The Informal Sector 
Africa and Regional Power 
Contesting Development: China and Africa 
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8. Education 

I-4 
II-8 

IIT-1 
III-6 
IV-4 
V-7 
VT-6 
VI-12 
VI-25 

VTI-12 
IX-8 

(Re)Examining Missions and Education: Legacies and Future Directions 
African Education, Creativity, and Challenges to the Status Quo: Discourses and Texts 

in the Experience of Otherness 
Converging Pedagogies in African Art Education 
Educational Leadership and External Partnerships 
Institution Building: National Histories, National Choices 
Unfinished Liberation Struggles: Education for Self-Reliance in Tanzania Revisited 
Education in Southern Africa: Global Meanings, Local Challenges 
Classroom Experiences in Ghana and America: Pedagogy in Practice 
Roundtable -- L’Afrique... et apr~s? Teaching French-Speaking Africa and African 

Topics to Post-Teenaged American Youngsters 

Gender, Youth and Curriculum in Education Policies 
Roundtable -- Concerned CAS Students: The Study of Africa in Post-Apartheid South 

Africa (Centre for African Studies, University of Cape Town 

9, Environment 

I-5 

II-7 

V-17 

VI-9 
VI-IO 
IX-12 

Knowing the Environment? Changing Boundaries of Conservation and Livelihoods 
Perspectives on Food Sovereignty: Taste, Technology, and the Environment 
Moral Economy and Right Relationship in Gambia and Nigeria: Women, Environment, 

Education and Politics 
The Political and Moral Economies of Contemporary "Land Grabbing" in Africa 
Roundtable -- South Africa and the Crisis of Vanadium Poisoning 
Politics of the Environment - Past and Future 

10, ~3ender and Sexuality (See also 3. Unfinished Liberation Struggles: Gender, Ethnicity, Class) 

I-8 
II-6 
II-12 
III-2 
III-4 
IV-3 
IV-9 
V-17 

V-25 
VI-14 
VI-26 
VII-7 

VII-12 
VII-14 
VIII-4 
VIII- 14 

VIII-15 

X-12 
IX-6 
IX-13 

IX-14 

XI-6 

Sexuality, Gender and Marriage on the Swahili Coast (Part I) 
Women Have No Tribe: Why Gendering Ethnicity Matters in the Ongoing Liberation Struggle 
Sexuality, Gender, and Marriage on the Swahili Coast (Part II) 
Ethnicity and Politics: A Focus on Kenya 
Gender and Citizenship in the Quest for Liberation 
Women’s Liberation at 50+: From Representation to Empowerment 
African Sexualities 
Moral Economy and Right Relationship in Gambia and Nigeria: Women, Environment, 

Education and Politics 
Roundtable -- African Masculinities: Contemporary Research and Theory (Part I) 
African Women’s Struggles for National Liberation, Peace, and Empowerment 
Roundtable -- African Masculinities: Contemporary Research and Theory (Part II) 
Black Feminine Mystique: Women’s Self-determination, Challenges and Achievements 

in Changing Lives and Building Nations 

Gender, Youth and Curriculum in Education Policies 
Expanding Cultural Spaces: African Women Negotiating Their Lives 
African Women Writing Liberation: Contemporary Voices 
The Changing Nature of Work in Ghana: What Prospects for Decent Work in the Next 

Fifty Years? (Part I) 
Violence Against Women: Causes, Advocacy, Trans-Sovereign Solutions, and Policy 

Formation in Africa 
"Spiritually Dangerous": African Anti-Gay Rhetoric 
Struggle and Liberation: Gendering Southern African Refugees, Bodies, and Laborers 
Everyday Women in All of the Usual Places: Challenges of Sources in Presenting 

Women’s Stories 
The Changing Nature of Work in Ghana: What Prospects for Decent Work in the Next 

Fifty Years? (Part II) 
Shaping "New" Development Initiatives for Women’s Activism and Representative 

Engagement 

11. Health and Healing 

II-10 
III-7 
V-9 

Illness as Contested Territory 
The Body Tells a Story: Histories and Methods in the Study of Health in West Africa 
Continuities and Transformations in Psychiatry in Africa, 1940s-1970s 
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12. History (See also 1o Contested Memories of Independence) 

I-6 
II-11 
III-14 
III-22 
III-23 
III-24 
IV-6 
IV-7 
V-10 
V-11 
V-12 
V-13 
V-24 
VI-11 

VI-12 
VI-13 
VI-19 
VI-20 
VI-27 
VII-13 

VIII-9 
VIII-IO 

VIII-11 

VIII-12 
IX-11 

X-8 
X-9 
X-10 
XI-4 

XI-5 
IX-12 

On the Margins of Ugandan History 
The Politics of Belonging at the Limits of French West Africa: Ideas of Mobility and Difference 
Discussing and Assessing the Work of Pierre Fatumbi Verger (1902-1996) 
Envisioning the Future of Youth and Generation in African History 
Roundtable -- 25 Years of the Mande Studies Association (MANSA) 
Configuration of Whiteness in Colonial Africa and the New South Africa 
Revisiting the Linguistic Archive for African History 
Cross-Cultural Exchange on the West Central African Coast and in West Africa, 1600-1850 
New Perspectives on Mau Mau 
Social History: Subservience and Resistance 
Exploring the Early Modern: New Directions in the Study of African Societies Before 1900 
Media(ring) Africa’s Future: Decolonization and African Media 
Normalizing African Subjects: Coloniality, Modernity and Cosmopolitanism 

Roundtable -- Court Politics and Colonial Power in Rwanda, 1896-1931: A Discussion 
of Defeat is the Only Bad News by Alison Des Forges 

Classroom Experiences in Ghana and America: Pedagogy in Practice 
Roundtable -- Whither Pre-Colonial History: The Crisis in the Study of Pre-Colonial Africa 
Ethnicity and Politics in Kenya from the 1950s to the 21st Century 
Sudan and the Horn: Regional Politics from the Colonial Era to the 1990s 
Drugs In Africa: Use, Trade and Control of Legal and Illegal Intoxicants 
Roundtable -- Living History in Lusophone Africa: What Have We Missed? What 

Have We Learned? 
Urban Life and African Socialism 
Roundtable -- Yoruba Studies at the Crossroads: Critical Perspectives and New Directions in 

Yoruba Historiography (Part I) 
Roundtable -- "Province of Freedom" Revisited: The Paradoxes of History and Memory in 

Postcolonial Sierra Leone 
Labor and Liberation: Histories of Struggle, Empowerment and Entrapment 
Roundtable -- Yoruba Studies at the Crossroads: Critical Perspectives and New Directions in 

Yoruba Historiography (Part II) 
New Directions in African Sports History 
Affect, Emotion and Agency among Slaves and Owners in Emancipatory Courts 
Liberia’s Struggle for its Place in Post-Colonial Africa 
Forming Colonial Subjects and Establishing the Rule of Law: Comparative Perspectives on 

Colonialism in Africa 
Looking Back at a Century of African Funerals 
Politics of the Environment - Past and Future 

13. Human Rights and Legal Change 

I-7 
I11-8 

V-16 
VI-21 
VIII-13 
X-4 
X-18 

Human Rights in Local African Contexts 
The Impact of International Human Rights Law on Corruption, Companies, and Conflicts in 

Africa 
Strategic Nonviolent Action in Africa 
Disability, Critical Development and Human Rights in Ghana 
Historical Memory and Political Reform in Contemporary Kenya 
Struggles for Human Rights, Social Justice and Security 
Transitional Justice in Africa: Challenges, Contributions, and Paradoxes in Human Rights 

Accountability and Peacebuilding 

14, Peace and Security 

II-14 

III-8 
III-27 
III-lO 

Ill-11 

III-12 

IV-10 

IV-11 

V-15 

Roundtable -- Cote d’Ivoire Matters: Prospects of Peaceful Democratic Transitions in Black 
Africa 

International Human Rights Law and Corruption, Companies, and Conflicts in Africa 
Human Security, Participatory Development, and Sustainable Economic Development 
Transnational Crime Control in Africa: The War on Drugs, Anti-Media Piracy and the Combat 

Against Counterfeit Medicine 
The Eritrea-Ethiopia Border Conflict: History, Resolution and Impact in Regional Peace and 

Economic Cooperation 
Roundtable -- From Global Apartheid to Global Village: Africa and the UN 
Political Institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies 
Obama’s Noble Ancestors: Nobel Prize Laureates of African Descent 
Interstices of the Local/International: Conflict and Dialogue 
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V-21 
VI-18 
VI-23 
VII-15 
VII-20 
VII-19 

X-16 
X-19 
X-18 

XI-IO 
XI-11 

Assessing International Intervention in Contemporary Africa 
Roundtable -- Common Challenges for a Diverse Region: The View from African Ambassadors 
The Nature and Implications of Political Compromises in Africa 
Special Presentation: Perspectives on the Future of Southern Sudan 
Roundtable -- African Independence: Structural Challenges to Peace in African State 
Roundtable -- Rethinking Counterterrorism in Trans Sahel: Development, Democratization 

and Capacity Building 
Citizenship and Conflict in C6te d’Ivoire 

Politics of War and Peace (Part I) 
Transitional Justice in Africa: Challenges, Contributions, and Paradoxes in Human Rights 

Accountability and Peacebuilding 

Politics of War and Peace (Part II) 
Transboundary Challenges to Regional Peace and Security 

15. Policy and Politics 

I-9 
1-10 
1-11 
II-13 
II-14 
III-9 
Ill-15 
Ill-18 
Ill-19 
III-20 
III-21 
III-27 
IV-2 
IV-10 
V-3 
V-18 
V-19 
V-20 
V-26 
Vl-8 
Vl-9 
VI-16 
VI-17 
VI-19 
VI-22 
VII-15 
VII-16 
VII-17 
VII-18 
VIII-13 
VIII-16 
VIII-17 
VIII-18 
VIII-20 
IX-15 

IX-16 

IX-17 

IX-18 

IX-10 

X-7 

X-13 
X-14 
X-15 
X-16 
X-20 
XI-7 

Perspectives on Authoritarian Rule 
Grassroots Politics in Disarray: Corruption, Clientelism and Violence 
Roundtable -- Reflections and Ruminations on the Horn of Africa: Round IV 
China into Africa: Exploring The Microfoundations of Emerging Public-Private Bargains 
Roundtable -- Cote d’Ivoire Matters: Prospects of Peaceful Democratic Transitions in Black Africa 
Roundtable -- Still an Empty Promise? Policy Challenges for the Niger Delta 
Economic Transitions: Presidents and Entrepreneurs 
Drugs In Africa: Use, Trade and Control of Legal and Illegal Intoxicants 
The Political Economy of Agricultural Reforms in Africa 
Perspectives on Federalism and Subnational Politics 
Citizens and the Difficulties of Building Democratic Institutions 
Human Security, Participatory Development, and Sustainable Economic Development 
Ethnicity, Land, and the Challenge of Citizenship in Kenya 
Political Institutions in Post-Conflict and Transitional Societies 
Roundtable -- Uganda’s 50 years of Independence: Trends, Tensions, Transformations 
African Politics 50 Years After Independence 
South Africa, the Anti-Apartheid Movement, and Post-Apartheid Politics 
Political Imaginaries of African Statebuilding 
Leadership and Governance in Lusophone Africa 
Africa and Regional Power 
The Political and Moral Economies of Contemporary "Land Grabbing" in Africa 
Democratic Transition, Governance and Challenges of the Postcolony 
Understanding Uganda’s 2011 Elections 
Ethnicity and Politics in Kenya from the 1950s to the 21st Century 
The Contested Process of State-Building 
Special Presentation: Perspectives on the Future of Southern Sudan 
Reflections on Development Assistance 
The Political Logic of Governance Challenges in Africa’s Transitional Polities 
Urban Neoliberalism in Africa and Impact on Contemporary Cities 
Historical Memory and Political Reform in Contemporary Kenya 
Building the Nation on Tanzania’s Border 1959-1975 
Roundtable -- Fifty Years of Political Mobilization in the Congo 
Stresses and Strains in New Democracy Politics 
Effective States and State Effects: Co-Producing the Failed State in Africa 
Empowering Citizens and Addressing Poverty in Senegal: An African-Based Approach to 

Promote Democracy and Social Justice 
Citizen-Representative Relationships in Africa’s Autocracies and Democracies 
Institutionalizing Democratic Participation 
The New Rwanda: Paradoxes of Politics and Policy 
Roundtable -- The Scholar between Thought and Action: In Honor of Professor All A. Mazrui 

(Part I) 
Roundtable -- Pro-Democracy Movements and the Legacy of "Pax-Africana": in Honor of 

Professor All A. Mazrui (Part II) 
Sudan: Reformulating the State and Region 
Living "at Home" in "Sites of Development": Reconsidering Resettlement and Staying in Place 
Roundtable -- North Africa’s Political Upheaval: Implications for the Continent 
Citizenship and Conflict in C6te d’Ivoire 
Commanding Africa 
Resource Politics 
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XI-8 

X-17 
XI-9 
XI-14 

Eroding Political Rights and Growing State Power in Sub-Saharan Africa: Six Contemporary 
Case Studies 

The Politics of Public Goods Provision 
Real Governance in the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
Roundtable -- African Asylum Petitions and Expert Testimony 

16. Religion and Spirituality 

I-4 
III-13 
IV-13 
IV-5 
V-14 
V-22 
VI-24 
VIII-19 
IX-19 
X-21 
XI-13 
XI-12 

(Re)Examining Missions and Education: Legacies and Future Directions 
Movements, Missionaries and Narratives 
Religion and Everyday Life: Politics, Morality and Behavior 
Cosmologies of Evil in Africa (Part I) 
The "Djabi": A Timeless Product 
Cosmologies of Evil in Africa (Part II) 
Indigenous Religions: History and Practices 
Colonialism, Religion and Popular Culture in 19th and 20th Century-West Africa 
Contemporary Religious Pluralism 
Christianity and Liberation, 1960s to 1990s (Part I) 
Christianity and Liberation, 1960s-1990s (Part II) 
Living Sufi Islam: Pilgrimage, Poetry, Sufi Concert and Dawa (proselytizing) among the Sufi 

Orders of Senegal 

17. Youth Visions of the Future 

1-12 
III-23 
VII-12 

Youth Empowerment, Identity and Roles of the Diaspora 
Envisioning the Future of Youth and Generation in African History 
Gender, Youth and Curriculum in Education Policies 

18. Other 

V-8 
VI-5 
VIII- 1 
IX-20 
IX-21 
V-23 

Human Resilience for Sustainability 
Presidential Scholars Roundtable -- New Humanities Scholarship in Africa 
Roundtable -- Publishing Journal Articles on Africa 
Roundtable -- Accessing Funding Opportunities in Sub-Saharan Africa 
New Models in Research and Publishing in African Studies 
Roundtable -- Triple Consciousness of Neo-Diasporan Africans in America: The Role of Scholars 
Entrepreneurs, Philanthropists and Activists in Changing U.S. and Africa 
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SESSTON :[ 
THURSDAY 8:00 - 10:00 am 

(I-1) Examining Mozambican Visual Culture: 
Political Implications in Distinct Artistic 
Expressions (Sponsored by the Arts Council of 
the ASA) 

Chair: Amy Schwartzott, University of Florida 
(zott@ufl.edu) 

Amy Schwartzott, University of Florida 
(zott@ufl.edu), Transforming Artifacts of War into 
Symbolic Art Forms 

Kenly Fenio, U.S. Department of State 
(worlwalkabout@gmail.com), HIV/AIDS Narratives 
in Street Theatre: Mobilization and Performance in 
the Pubfic Realm of Mozambique 

Drew Thompson, University of Minnesota-Twin 
Cities (thom2429@umn.edu), FRELIMO Press 
Photographers and the Fight Over Nation and 
History 

Isabel Noronha, Ebano Multimedia 
(isabelnoronha@hotmail.com), Independent 
Filmmaking in Mozambique: The Voices That Dared 
to Make Themselves Heard 

Discussant: Goran Hyden, University of Florida 
(ghyden@polisci. ufl.edu) 

(I-2) Performing Liberation: The Body Within 
the Rubric of Contemporary African Living and 
Politics 

Chairs: Bridget Nwanze, University of Port 
Harcourt (bonwanze@yahoo.com), and Ndubuisi 
Ezeluomba, University of Port Harcourt 
(ndu buisiugo@yahoo.co.uk) 

Ndubuisi Ezeluomba, University of Port Harcourt 
(ndubuisiugo@yahoo.co.uk), The Implications of 
Text in the Analysis of Material Culture: A Case of 
Shrine Sculptures in Olokun Worship 

Bridget Nwanze, University of Port Harcourt 
(bonwanze@yahoo.com), Subjected Bodies in 
Contemporary Societies: Widowhood and Questions 
of Objectification 

Rachel .~ohnson, University of Sheffield 
(r.e.johnson@sheffield.ac.uk), Performing the 
Nation: Pofitical Pageantry and the South African 
Parliament 19i 0-20i 0 

(I-3) Agriculture, Food and Ongoing Struggles 
for Food Sovereignty: Paths to Contributing to 
Africa’s Liberation? (Sponsored by 

Association of Concerned Africa Scholars) 

Chairs: Bill Derman, Norwegian University of Life 

Sciences (Bill.derman@umb.no), and Noah Zerbe, 
Humboldt State University 

(noah.zerbe@ humboldt.edu) 

Anne Ferguson, Michigan State University 
(fergus12@msu.edu), and Sieglinde Snapp, 
Michigan State University (snapp@r~qsu.edu), From 
Food Shortages to Food Sovereignty: Malawi’s 
Troubled Road to Sustainable Agricultural 
Development 

Miriam Chaiken, New Mexico State University 

(mchaiken@nmsu.edu), and Richard Dixon, Save 
the Children (radixon@noble.org), Community 
Mobilization, Human Agency, and Shock Avoidance: 
Strategies to Promote Food Security in Africa 

Ashley Fent, Columbia University 
(amf2193@columbia.edu), Engineering the 
Neoliberal Woman: A Critical Feminist Analysis of 
the Gates Foundation’s Gender Analysis 

Bill Derman, Norwegian University of Life Sciences 
(Bill.derman@umb.no), and Anne Helium, 
University of Oslo (anne.hellum@jus.uio.no), Water 
Scarcity, Water Security and the Right to Water 

Noah Zerbe, Humboldt State University 

(noah.zerbe@humboldt.edu), Urban Food 
Sovereignty: Environmental Justice and Food 

Justice in Durban, South Africa 

(I-4) (Re)Examining Missions and Education: 
Legacies and Future Directions 

Chair: Anne=Marie Stoner-Eby, Messiah College, 
(amstonereby@ messiah.edu) 

Meghan Healy, Harvard University 
(mehealy@fas.harvard.edu), Pofitica/ Nostalgia: 
Historic Mission Schools in Apartheid South AFrica 

Anne-Marie Stoner-Eby, Messiah College 
(amstonereby@messiah.edu), To Give a Good 
Academic Education While Instilling Christian 
Values: The Impact oF the Mennonite High School 
in Ethiopia, Z 959-82 

F. Lionel Young, University of Stirling (Scotland) 
(lionel@calvaryweb.net), (Re)Envisioning 
Educational Relationships: A Case Study of the 
Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology 

Rachel Kantrowitz, New York University 
(rachelk@nyu.edu), TransForming Empire: 
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Education in Post-War French West Africa 

Discussant: Jan Shetler, Goshen College 
(jans@goshen.edu) 

(I-5) Knowing the Environment? Changing 
Boundaries of Conservation and Livelihoods 

Chair: Rachel DeMotts, University of Puget Sound 
(rdemotts@pugetsound.edu) 

Emmanuel Kreike, Princeton University 

(kreike@princeton.edu), Water and Woodland 

Harvesting: Village Environmental Infrastructure in 

North-Central Namibia 

Nathan Clay, University of Michigan 
(njclay@umich.edu), Conservation and Livelihoods 
in Multi-Function Forests in Cameroon: 
Management Plans as Boundary Objects 

Alice Kelly, University of California-Berkeley 

(abk@berkeley.edu), The Crumbling Fortress: A 

Case Study of Conservation Decline in Waza 

National Park, Cameroon 

Kayla Yurco, University of Michigan 

(kmyurco@gmail.com), Tradition, Technology and 

Transition: Livelihood Shifts of Conservation and 

Pastoralism in Laikipia, Kenya 

Discussant: Mara Goldman, University of 
Colorado-Boulder (mara.goldman@colorado.edu) 

(I-6) On the Margins of Ugandan History 

Chair: Kathleen Vongsathorn, University of 
Oxford (kathleen.vongsathorn@ history.ox.ac.uk) 

Kathleen Vongsathorn, University of Oxford 
(kathleen.vongsathorn@history.ox.ac.uk), "I Came 
to be Cured’;" The Patients of Buluba Leprosy 
Settlement, Uganda, 1934-1951 

Ben Jones, University of East Anglia 
(b.w.jones@uea.ac.uk), History Turned Inwards: 
The Teso Insurgency 

Ayesha Nibbe, University of California-Davis 
(aanibbe@ucdavis.edu), Recasting Life in the 
Camps: History and Memory in Post-Conflict 
Northern Uganda 

Marissa Mika, University of Pennsylvania 
(mmika@sas.upenn.edu), Cancer Research in and 
out of the State in 1970s Uganda 

Discussant: Carol Summers, University of 

Richmond (Isummers@richmond.edu) 

(I-7) Human Rights in Local African Contexts 

Chair: Sandra Joireman, Wheaton College 

(sandra.joireman@wheaton.edu) 

Gary Geddes, University of British Columbia 
(gedworks@islandnet.com), Independence is a 
State of Mind: Memory, Justice and Redemption 

Brandon Kendhammer, Ohio University 
(kendhamm@ohio.edu), Islam and the Language of 
Human Rights in Nigeria: "Rights Talk" and Relic/ion 
in Domestic Pofitics 

Tekle Woldemikael, Chapman University 
(woldemik@chapman.edu), The 2001 Summer of 
Press Freedom in Eritrea 

(I-8) Sexuality, Gender and Marriage on the 
Swahili Coast (Part I) 

Chair: Katrina Thompson, University of 
California-Los Angeles (kdthompson@ucla.edu) 

Corrie Decker, University of California-Davis 
(crdecker@ucdavis.edu), Sexual Maturity, Child 
Marriage, and the Shifting Pofitics of Girl’s 
Education in Colonial Zanzibar and Mombasa 

Katrina Thompson, University of California-Los 
Angeles, How to Be a Good Muslim Wife: Women’s 
Performance of Islamic Authority During Swahfli 
Weddings (kdthompson@ucla.edu) 

Rebecca Gearhart, Illinois Wesleyan University 
(rgearhar@iwu.edu), Forming and Performing 
Swahili Manhood: Wedding Rituals of a Lamu 
Groom 

Discussant: Elke Stockreiter, University of Iowa 
(elke-stockreiter@uiowa.edu) 

(I-9) Perspectives on Authoritarian Rule 

Chairs: E. C. Ejiogu (e.c.ejiogu@gmail.com) and 
Kwandiwe Kondlo, University of the Free State, 

South Africa (kondlokm@ufs.ac.za) 

Dave Peterson, National Endowment for 
Democracy (dave@ned.org), Africa’s Totafitarian 
Temptation 

Greg Asuagbor, National Counterterrorism Center 
(Virginia) (ojongasuagbor@yahoo.com), 
Cameroon’s Dominant Party and Fragmented 
Opposition 

Yonatan Morse, Georgetown University 
(yonimorse@hotmail.com), From Single-Party 
Regimes to Electoral Authoritarianism 

Debora Johnson-Ross, McDaniel College 
(djohnson@mcdaniel.edu), Touche pas ~ ma 

Constitution: Cameroon’s Unfinished Revolution 

Discussants: E. C. Ejiogu (e.c.ejiogu@gmail.com) 
and Kwandiwe Kondlo, University of the Free 
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State, South Africa (kondlokm@ufs.ac.za) 

(I-10) Grassroots Politics in Disarray: 
Corruption, Clientelism and Violence 

Chair: Solomon Getahun, Central Michigan 
University (getahlsa@cmich.edu) 

Jennifer Boylan, University of Florida 
(jboylan@ufl.edu), Voter Fraud and the 
Stabilization of Democratic Processes in Sub- 
Saharan Africa 

Ernest Harsch, Columbia University 

(eharsch@igc.org), Idioms of Corruption in 

Ghanaian Political Life 

Nicholas Smith, University of Chicago 

(nrsmith@uchicago.edu), Governing Evil: Lynch 

Violence and the Rule of Law 

Discussant: Anna Workman, London School of 
Economics (amworkman@gmail.com) 

(I-11) Roundtable -- Reflections and 
Ruminations on the Horn of Africa: Round IV 

Chair: Said Samatar, Rutgers University 
Edmond Keller, University of California-Los 
Angeles 
Mohammed Hassen, Georgia State University 
Faisal Roble, Wardheer News 
Alemseged Abbay, Frostburg State University 

(I-12) Youth Empowerment, Identity and 
Roles of the Diaspora 

Chair: Christine Mwongeli Mutuku, Kent State 
University 

Christine Mwongeli Mutuku, Kent State 
University (mmutuku_n@yahoo.com), Youth 
Perspectives on Their Empowerment in Sub- 
Saharan Africa: The Case of Kenya 

Clare Ignatowski, USAID and University of 
Pennsylvania (ignatows@sas.upenn.edu), Ways of 
Knowing Youth in Africa: USAID Assessment in 
Development Practice 

Phyllis Puffer, Big Sandy Community and 
Technical College (phyllis.puffer@kctcs.edu), 
Respondents Choose a Tribe, or Not: Identity 

Choice in Gaborone, Botswana 

SESSION II 
THURSDAY 10:15-12:15 am 

(II-1) Roundtable -- Ethiopia and Africa’s 50 
Years of Liberation: Dreams and Realities of 
Founding Fathers 

Chairs: Elias Wondimu, Loyola Marymount 
University and Tsehai Publishers, and Alem Hailu, 
Howard University 
Paul Zeleza, Loyola Marymount University 
Sulayman Nyang, Howard University 
Mohammed Hassen Ali, Georgia State University 
Messay Kebede, University of Dayton 

(II-2) Re-examining the Liberation Struggle 
Through Gender and Identity Politics 

Chair: Awet Weldemichael, Hamburg University 
(awate_is@yahoo.com) 

Safia Aidid, University of Toronto 

(safia.aidid@utoronto.ca), Memories of 
Nationhood: Gender and the Making of the Somali 
Republic 

Baz Lecocq, Ghent University (baz@lecocq.nl), 
Competing Nationalisms and National 
Independence in Africa: Who Felt Independent and 
Who Did Not? 

Awet Weldemichael, Hamburg University 

(aware_is@yahoo.corn), Compromised by/in the 
Process? Revisiting African Anti-colonial 
Insurgencies and Their Quest for Liberation 

May Onyejekwe, University of Nigeria-Nsukka 
(mayonyejekwe@yahoo.com), Female Poetry as a 
Tool for Social Change 

Discussant: Susann Bailer, Basel University 
(susan n.baller@unibas.ch) 

(11-3) Congo Arts: Recovering Lubumbashi 
Memories in Search of an Elusive Future 

Chairs: Mary Jo Arnoldi, Smithsonian Institution 
(arnoldim@si.edu), and Bogumil Jewsiewicki, 
Universit~ Laval (bogumil.koss@hst.ulaval.ca) 

Mary Jo Arnoldi, Smithsonian Institution 
(arnoldim@si.edu), Complicating Themes of Home, 
Wealth and Work: Exhibiting Sammy Baloji’s Art at 
the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural 
History 

Erin Haney, National Museum of African Art 
(haneye@si.edu), Addis-Lubumbashi-Lagos: New 
Artist/Activisms on a New Map 

Bogumil Jewsiewicki, Universit~ Laval 
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(bogumil.koss@hst.ulaval.ca), Our Time is a 
Museum of Recovered Memories: Baloji’s 
Photography of Memorable Objects and Disposable 
People: Baloji Tshiani’s and Karindula’s Dreams of 
Home 

Discussant: Zoe Strother, Columbia University 

(zssl@columbia.edu) 

(II-4) Theater and Political Culture 

Chair: Mahiri Mwita, Princeton University 
(mmwita@princeton.edu) 

John Wa’Njogu, Yale University 
(john.wanjogu@yale.edu), Language Use in Public 
Theater: The Case of Political Satire in Kenya 

Mahiri Mwita, Princeton University 

(mmwita@princeton.edu), "I Will Vote for President 

Moi Because He Can Dance Ndombolo’:" The 

Demystificat/on and Transformation of Kenya’s 

Political Culture Through Theater 

Mbala Nkanga, University of Michigan 
(mbalank@umich.edu), Visions of the Past in 
African Theater and Performance 

Esther de Bruijn, University of Toronto 

(esther.debruijn@utoronto.ca), What is the Afro- 

Gothic? Origins in South African Theater 

(II-5) The Intellectual Foundations of the 
Southern Sudan Liberation Movements and 
Independence Achievement 

Chair: Lako Tongun, Pitzer College 
(lako_tongun@ pitzer.edu) 

Scopas Poggo, Ohio State University 

(poggo. l@osu.edu), The Intellectual History of 

Southern Sudan and the Road to the Referendum, 

1903-20i I 

Benaiah Yongo-Bure, Kettering University 

(byyongo@ ketteri ng. ed u), Intellectual Capital and 

Development in Southern Sudan: Pre- and Post- 

Independence Periods 

Lako Tongun, Pitzer College 

(lako_tongun@pitzer.edu), Political Economy of 

Intellectuals in the Liberation Struggles in South 

Sudan: The Road to Power 

Godriver Odhiambo, LeMoyne College 
(godriver62@yahoo.com), 50 Years of 
Independence: The Independence that Never Was 
for Southern Sudan 

(II-6) Women Have No Tribe: Why Gendering 
Ethnicity Matters in the Ongoing Liberation 
Struggle 

Chair: Heidi Gengenbach, Independent Scholar 
(hgengenbach29@gmail.com) 

Poppy Fry, Saint Anselm College 
(pfry@anselm.edu), Gendering the 1835 Fingo 
Emancipation: Women and the Making of Ethnic 
Boundaries in South Africa’s Eastern Cape 

Ethan Sanders, University of Cambridge 

(es431@cam.ac.uk), Women and Non-Ethnic 

Politics in East Africa, 1934-1947 

Jonathan Shaw, University of Michigan 
(jonshaw@umich.edu), Punctuating Displays of 
Ethnicity: Fabric, Freedom and the Female Body in 

North Kivu, 1962-1967 

Wanjiru Kamau-Rutenberg, University of San 
Francisco (wanjiru@usfca.edu), Watu Wazima: 
Gender and Ethnic Identity in Kenyan Politics 

Discussant: Jan Shetler, Goshen College 
(jans@goshen.edu) 

(II-7) Perspectives on Food Sovereignty: 
Taste, Technology, and the Environment 

Chair: James McCann, Boston University 

(mccann@bu.edu) 

Natalie Merrier, Boston University 

(nmettler@bu.edu), Beyond Paternalism: Colonial 

Food Policy and the Disruption of Local Diets in 

French Sudan, French West Africa, 1914-1945 

Laura Ann Twagira, RuLgers University-New 
Brunswick (Itwagira@gmail.com), Red Millet and 
Rice Babies: Gender, Irrigation, Drought and Food 
Aid at the Office du Niger (Marl), c. i973-1985 

Benjamin Lawrance, Rochester Institute of 
Technology (bnlgla@rit.edu), Like Blood for 
Chocolate? Child Labor, Commodity Production and 
the "New ~" Media 

Arianna Fogelman, Boston University 

(fogelman@bu.edu), Why People Eat (What They 

Eat) in Northern Mozambique 

(II=8) African Education, Creativity, and 
Challenges to the Status Quo: Discourses and 
Texts in the Experience of Otherness 

Chair: Erin Augis, Ramapo College of New Jersey 
(eaugis@ramapo.edu) 

Erin Augis, Ramapo College of New Jersey 

(eaugis@ramapo.edu), School, Work, and 

Reshaping Obedience: Stories of Defiant Wives in 

the Sunnite Movement 
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Ousseina Alidou, Rutgers University 

(ousseina@hotmail.com), Reformist Leadership of 

Muslim Women Educators 

Maimouna Barro, University of Illinois-UC 

(barro@ad.uiuc.edu), New Directions in Higher 

Education in Africa: What Role for Women and 

Gender Studies ? 

Wendy Wilson-Fall, Kent State University 
(wwilsonl@kent.edu), A Different Pan-Africanism: 
GIobalization, Mobility, and Situational Identities 

Discussant: Fallou Ngom, Boston University 
(fngom@bu.edu) 

(II-9) Money, Technology and Financial 
Inclusion in Africa: What We Know After 50 
Years of Liberation 

Chair: Vivian Dzokoto, Virginia Commonwealth 
University (vdzokoto@vcu.edu) 

Alice Shemi, University of Botswana 
(shemiap@mopipi.ub.bw), Poor Communities and 
the Quest for Financial and Information Service 
Provision: The Case of Botswana 

Vivian Dzokoto, Virginia Commonwealth 
University (vdzokoto@vcu.edu), Post- 
Redenomination Money Management Practices 
among Ghana’s Urban Poor 

Francis Wambalaba, United States International 
University (Nairobi) (fwambalaba@usiu.ac.ke), E- 
money for Enhancing Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs) at Bottom of the Pyramid: A Case 
Study for m-Banking in Kenya 

Woldmariam Fikre, Addis Ababa University 
(femesfin@yahoo.com), Understanding Social 
Payments and Relationships Among Poor People in 
Ethiopia 

Discussant: Francis Wambalaba, United States 
International University (fwambalaba@usiu.ac.ke) 

(II-lO) Illness as Contested Territory 

Chair: Rachel Robinson, American University 

(robinson@american.edu) 

3acob Tropp, Middlebury College 
(jtropp@middlebury.edu), Tough Pills to Swallow: 
Struggles over African Medical Practices among 
Healers, Patients, and the Colonial State in the 
Transkei 

Jorge Varanda, Network Center for Research in 
Anthropology (CRIA-Lisbon) and Institute of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (IHMT-Lisbon) 
(jorge.varanda@gmail.com), Tsetse flies, Sleeping 
Sickness and Health Programs in Colonial and Post- 
Independence Angola 

Liz Timbs, George Mason University 
(lizzyliz1985@bellsouth.net), Lethal, Incurable, and 
Controversial: The Responses of American NGOs to 
the AIDS Epidemic in Southern Africa 

Rachel Robinson, American University 
(robinson@american.edu), The Pofitics of Sex in 
Nigeria 

(II-11) The Politics of Belonging at the Limits 
of French West Africa: Ideas of Mobility and 
Difference 

Chair: Sarah Zimmerman, University of 
California-Berkeley (sarahzim@berkeley.edu) 

Kelly Duke Bryant, Rowan University (duke- 
brya nt@ rowa n. ed u), A Precarious Situation: 
Repatriation and West African Migrants in France, 
1895-1907 

Sarah Hardin, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
(sarahfhardin@gmail.com), Senegal or Fuladu? 
Guineans’ Contributions to the Development of 
Senegal, 1958-79 

Brandon County, Barnard College 
(bc371@columbia.edu), "I, Too, Sing America’;" 
Citizenship, Race, and the Harlem Renaissance in 
French Union Senegal, 1954 

Sarah Zimmerman, University of California- 
Berkeley (sarahzim@berkeley.edu), "No Place to 
Carl Home’;" A Guinean Tirailleurs senega/ais and 
the 1958 Referendum 

Discussant: Sean Hanretta, University of Florida 
(hanretta@ufl.edu) 

(II-12) Sexuality, Gender, and Marriage on 
the Swahili Coast (Part 

Chair: Erin Stiles, University of Nevada-Reno 

(estiles@unr.edu) 

Elke Stockreiter, University of Iowa (elke- 

stockreiter@uiowa.edu), Materialism, Contention, 
and Spouses" Rebellion: The Changing Demands on 
Marriage in Colonial Zanzibar 

Erin Stiles, University of Nevada-Reno 
(estiles@unr.edu), The Laws of Marriage: 
Impotence and Divorce in Zanzibar’s Islamic Courts 

Maria Jaksch, The College of New Jersey 
(mljaksch@gmail.com), As Old As My Tongue: 
Taarabu Music as a Site of Resistance in Swahili 
Culture 

Discussant: Corrie Decker, University of 

California-Davis (crdecker@ucdavis.edu) 
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(II-13) China into Africa: E×ploring The 
Microfoundations of Emerging Public-Private 
Bargains 

Chair: Deborah Brautigam, American University, 

(dbrauti@american.edu) 

Warigia Bowman, American University-Cairo, The 
Dragon on Africa’s ICT Frontier: How China is 
Impacting Efforts to Achieve Universal Access in 
Uganda 

Roselyn Hsueh, Temple University 
(rhsueh@temple.edu), and Michael Nelson, 
Wesleyan University (mbnelson@wesleyan.edu), 
Who Wins? China Wires Africa 

:~an Taylor, University of St. Andrews 0ct@st- 
andrews.ac.uk), The Lekki Free Trade Zone: 
Exporting the "Chinese Model"to Nigeria? 

Moses Tesi, Middle Tennessee State University 

(mtesi@mtsu.edu), Can Africa Convert China’s 
Renewed Interest in the Region to Her Benefit? 

Discussant: Ambassador David Shinn, George 
Washington University (dhshinn@earthlink.net) 

(II-14) Roundtable -- Cote d’Ivoire Matters: 
Prospects of Peaceful Democratic Transitions 
in Black Africa (Sponsored by the Local 
Arrangements Committee and the ASA Board 
of Directors) 

Chair: Jeanne Maddox Toungara 
Ambassador Daouda Diabate, Cote d’Tv0ire 
Embassy 
Bruce Wharton, Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
State Department 
Vivian Derryck, CI Watch and Bridges 
Chris Fomunyoh, National Democratic Institute 
Sara Pray, Open Society Institute 
Discussant: Nil Akuetteh, Independent Scholar 

ASA Awards Ceremony and Business Meeting 
Thursday, November 17 

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm 

ASA Board of Directors Special Session 
A Conversation with 

Ambassador Johnnie Carson, Assistant Secretary of African Affairs 
Thursday, November 17 

1:45 to 2:45pm 
Moderator: Aili Marl Tripp (University of Wisconsin-Madison) 

SESSION :[IZ 
THURSDAY 3:00 - 5:00 pm 

(III-1) Converging Pedagogies in African Art 
Education (Sponsored by the Arts Council of 
the ASA--ACASA) 

Chair: Amanda Gilvin, Cornell University 

Elisabeth Cameron, University of California-Santa 
Cruz, Traditional Kuba Art at the Ecole des Beaux 
Arts 

Paul Davis, Indiana University, Painting the 
Capital: The Institut National des Arts and 

Formation of Cadres, 1963-1980s 

Amanda Gilvin, Cornell University, Extracting 
Beauty: Nigerien Artisanal Education and 
Development Narratives 

Elizabeth Perrill, University of North Carolina- 
Greensboro, An Illustrative Legacy: Jack Grossert’s 
"Craft" Documentation 1954-1955 

Discussant: Joanna Grabski, Denison University 

(III-2) Ethnicity and Politics: A Focus on 
Kenya 

Chair: S. N. Sangmpam, Syracuse University 
(snsangm@syr.edu) 

S. N. Sangmpam, Syracuse University 
(snsangm@syr.edu), Does Sub-Saharan Africa 
Have Ethnicities or Tribes? And Why Does It 
Matter? 
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Jacinta Musundi-Beez, University of Fort Hare 
(chintamusundi@gmail.com), The Ethnicization of 
Online Political Discourses in Kenya 

Mougo Nyaggah, California State University- 
Fullerton (mnyaggah@fullerton.edu), Kenya and 
the Role of Land in Liberation and Inter-Ethnic 
Conflicts 

Robert Rolfe, University of South Carolina 
(rolfer@moore.sc.edu), and Nancy Buchan, 
University of South Carolina 
(nancy.buchan@moore.sc.edu), An Analysis of 
Ethnic Fragmentation and Cooperation between the 
Kikuyu and Luo in Kenya 

(III-3) Forging Identities and Their 
Representations in Lusophone Africa 
(Sponsored by the Lusophone African Studies 
Organization= LASO) 

Chair: Nicholas Creary, Ohio University 
0ngqumbo@gmail.com) 

Jessica Krug, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
(krug@wisc.edu), Forging Kisama Identity in 
Angola and Brazil, c. 1590-i591 

Nicholas Creary, Ohio University 
(ingqumbo@gmail.com), Chiral Interdiscursivity in 
the Poetry of Jorge Barbosa 

Teresa Cravo, University of Cambridge 
(tac37@cam.ac.uk), Western Narratives on the 
African State: The Case of Guinea-Bissau 

Luis Madureira, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
(Imadurei@wisc.edu), Rehearsing Civil Society: 
Theatre and Citizenship in Mozambique 

Discussant: Ellen Sapega, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison (ewsapega@wisc.edu) 

(III=4) Gender and Citizenship in the Quest 
for Liberation 

Chair: Nyasha Karimakwenda, Yale University 
(nyashal@gmail.com) 

Nyasha Karimakwenda, Yale University 
(nyashal@gmail.com), Gender Dimensions of the 
Struggle Against Apartheid: An Examination of 
South African Women’s Experiences of Violence in 
Townships 

Goolam Vahed, University of KwaZulu Natal 
(vahedg@ukzn.ac.za), Constructions of "Belonging" 
in Chatsworth: Indianness, Gender and Citizenship 
in a South African Township 

Karin Willemse, Erasmus University (Rotterdam) 
(willemse.karin@gmail.com), Women of 
Chatsworth (South Africa) Narrating the Self, 
Navigating a Location of Crime, Violence and 

Belonging 

Hannah Mugambi, American University of Nigeria 
(mweruhan@yahoo.com), and Faridah Ibrahim, 
American University of Nigeria 
(faridah.ibrahim l@aun.edu.ng), Socio-Economic 
and Cultural Liberation for Women Living with 
HIV/AIDS in North-East Nigeria 

(III-5) China-Africa Relations 50 Years Later: 
African Perspectives 

Chair: Agnes Ngoma Leslie, University of Florida 
(aleslie@ufl.edu) 

Almaz Zewde, Howard University, China and 
Africa: Diver_gent and Convergent Perspectives 

Michael Leslie, University of Florida 
(mleslie@jou.ufl.edu), China in the African Media: 
A Case Study from Zambia 

Simon Akindes, University of Wisconsin-Parkside 
(akindess@uwp.edu), Francophone Africa: New 
Challenges of China’s Political and Economic 
Encroachments into a Protected Zone 

Richard Aidoo, Coastal Carolina University 
(raidoo@coastal.edu), China in Ghana: Rethinking 
Economic Liberalization in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Agnes Ngoma Leslie, University of Florida 

(aleslie@ufl.edu), Chinese Investments and 
Workers Rights in Zambia 

Discussant: Lako Tongun, Pitzer College 
(Lako_Tongun@ pitzer.edu) 

(III-6) Educational Leadership and External 
Partnerships 

Chair: Ibra Sene, College of Wooster 
(isene@wooster.edu) 

Elizabeth Nyager, University of Jos 
(nyagere@yahoo.com), Fifty Years of Development 
Failure: The Case of Nigeria’s Educational System 

Peter Ojiambo, University of Kansas 
(ojiambo@ku.edu), Educational Leadership with a 
Difference: A Case Study of Starehe Boys Centre 
and School, Kenya 

Patrick Plonski, Books for Africa 
(patrick@booksforafrica.org), Educational Return 
on Investment for Book Acquisition Programs in 
Africa: A Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Ibra Sene, College of Wooster 
(isene@wooster.edu), Opportunities and 
Challenges of North-South University Linkages: 
Case of the Universit~ Cheikh Anta Diop-Michigan 
State University Strategic Partnership, 2000-2010 
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(III-7) The Body Tells a Story: Histories and 
Methods in the Study of Health in West Africa 

Chair: Shobana Shankar, Georgetown University 
(ss2277@georgetown.edu) 

Elisha Renne, University of Michigan 
(erenne@umich.edu), Conflicting Agendas in the 
Smallpox Eradication Program in Nigeria 

Barbara Cooper, Rutgers University 
(bacooper@rci.rutgers.edu), The Gendering of 
Nutrition in Niger, 1940-i 984 

Kalala Ngalamulume, Bryn Mawr College 
(kngalamu@brynmawr.edu), Prostitution and 
Disease in French Senegal, 1848-1920 

Jonathan Roberts, Mount Saint Vincent University 
(jonathan.robert@s@msvu.edu), Infants as 
Imperial Subjects on the Gold Coast, 1877-1939 

Shobana Shankar, Georgetown University 
(ss2277@georgetown.edu), UNICEF’s Appearance 
and Disappearance in West Africa: Milk, Missionary 
Conduits, and the Construction of Humanitarian 
and Health Crises 

(III-8) The Impact of International Human 
Rights Law on Corruption, Companies, and 
Conflicts in Africa 

Chair: Charlotte Walker, University of Chicago 

Charlotte Walker, University of Chicago 
(cmwalker@uchicago.edu), International Human 
Rights Law and Corporate Social Responsibility in 
Africa: New Strategies for Development and 
Partnership 

Erin Mosely, Harvard University 
(mosely@fas.harvard.edu), International vs. 
Traditional Justice in Uganda: The ICC Debates in 
Historical Perspective 

Discussant: Emily Lynn Osborn, University of 
Chicago (eosborn 1@ uchicago.edu) 

(III-9) Roundtable -- Still an Empty Promise? 
Policy Challenges for the Niger Delta 

Chairs: Arab. John Campbell, Council on Foreign 
Relations, Deirdre LaPin, University of 
Pennsylvania 
Akpezi Ogbuigwe, ANPEZ Center for Environment 
and Development 
Helon Habila George Mason University 
Mathew Page, U.S. Department of Defense 
Darren Kew, University of Massachusetts-Boston 

(III-10) Transnational Crime Control in 
Africa: The War on Drugs, Anti-Media Piracy 
and the Combat Against Counterfeit Medicine 

Chair: Julia Hornberger, University of Zurich 
(julia. hornberger@access.uzh.ch) 

Darshan Vigneswaran, Max Planck Institute, The 
Future of the Entertainment Industry? Piracy, Gang 
Warfare and Intellectual Property in Johannesburg 

Gerhard Anders, University of Zurich 
(anders@access.uzh.ch), From Detection to Trial: 
The Counternarcotics Operations of the Joint 
Interagency Task Force South and the Cocaine Trial 
in Freetown 

Michael Buerge, University of Zurich 
(michael.buerge@gmail.com), Crossed 
Sovereignties: SecuHtization and the Everyday in 
Northern Sierra Leone 

Julia Hornberger, University of Zurich 
(julia.hornberger@access.uzh.ch), From Drug 
Safety to Drug Security: Poficing Counterfeit 
Medications in (South) Africa 

(III-11) The Eritrea-Ethiopia Border Conflict: 
History, Resolution and Impact on Regional 
Peace and Economic Cooperation (A Panel in 
Memory of Prof, Tekie Fessehatzion) 

Chair: Yacob Fisseha, Michigan State University 
(fisseha@msu.edu) 

Ghidewon Asmerom, Virginia Commonwealth 
University (gasmerom@vcu.edu), The Eritrea- 
Ethiopia Border Conflict: Its History and Genesis 

Yacob Fisseha, Michigan State University 
(fisseha@msu.edu), The Eritrea-Ethiopia Border 
Conflict and Its International Ramifications 
Impacting Regional Stability 

Gebre Tesfagiorgis, Iowa State University 
(gebretes@Iastate.edu), The Legal Aspect of the 
Eritrea-Ethiopia Boundary Resolution 

Discussant: Asgede Hagos, Delaware State 
University (ahagos@desu.edu) 

(III-12) Roundtable -- From Global Apartheid 
to Global Village: Africa and the UN 

Chair: James Jonah, Ralph Bunche Institute for 
International Studies 
Andrea Bartoli, George Mason University 
Devon Curtis, Cambridge University 
Adekeye Adebajo, Centre for Conflict Resolution, 
Cape Town 

(III-13) Movements, Missionaries and 
Narratives 

Chair: Mamarame Seck, University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill (mamarseck@gmail.com) 
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Robert Baum, University of Missouri-Columbia, 

Prophetic Movements Since Independence: The 

Diola of Southern Senegal 

Tim Geysbeek, SIM InternationaliUNC-Charlotte 
(international.archives@sim.org), From Sass Town 
to Zaria and Lagos: Tom Coffee and the African 
Origins of the Sudan Interior Mission, 1893-1895 

Thomas Higgins, University of Edinburgh 
(tomcarolynhiggins@gmail.com), African 
Independent Church Exodus Narratives in Colonial 
Archives: Expressing Religious Liberation in 
Colonial Kenya and Nigeria 

Diana Jeater, University of the West of England 

(diana.jeater@uwe.ac.uk), Chopping Away at the 

Opposition: Witchcraft and Political Violence in 

Zimbabwe’s History 

Discussant: Ami Shah, Duke University 
(amivshah@gmail.com) 

(III-14) Discussing and Assessing the Work 
of Pierre Fatumbi Verger (1902-1996) 

Chair: Jean=Michel Mabeko-Tali, Howard 
University (jmtali@hotmail.com) 

Roquinaldo Ferreira, University of Virginia 

(rf2n@vJrginia.edu), Pierre Verger and the 

Historiography of the Black Atlantic 

Aria Lucia Araujo, Howard University 

(analucia.araujo@gmail.com), Pierre Fatumbi 

Verger (1902-96): Recreating Connections 

Between Bahia and the Bight of Benin 

Anna Seiderer, Royal Museum for Central Africa 
(anna.seiderer@africamuseum. be), Pierre Fatumbi 
Verger and the Development of an Ambivalent 
Conception of Hybridity 

Alessandra Brivio, University of Milano 
(alezup@yahoo.it), Notes sur le Culte des Orisa et 
Vodun (i 957): Pierre Verger and the Study of 
African Traditional Religions 

Discussant: Kristin Mann, Emory University 
(histkm@emory.edu) 

Shades of Green: African Responses to the 
Environmental Conservation Push 

Joel Raveloharimisy, Western Michigan 

University (joelluc. raveloharimisy@wmich.edu), 

"Moramora " [Hurry slowly] Entrepreneurship 

Distribution in Madagascar 

Anita Ramgutty-Wong, University of Mauritius 
(rwong@uom.ac.mu), Multicultural Mauritius and 
the Challenge of Linking Management Research and 
Thinking to Managerial Practices for Survival in the 
21st Century 

(III-16) Roundtable -- Challenging 
(Philanthro-) Capitalism: Alternative 
Solidarities and Critical Analyses of the Gates 
Foundation’s Green Revolution for Africa 

Chairs: Ashley rent, Columbia University and 
AGRA-Watch, and Bill Aal, AGRA-Watch 
Bill Aal, AGRA-Watch 
Brenda giddle, CUNY and AGRA-Watch 
Janae Choquette, AGRA-Watch 
Carol Thompson, Northern Arizona University and 
AGRA-Watch 

(III-17) Literary Voices for Liberation 

Chair: Aria Catarina Teixeira, Brown University 
(ana_teixeira@brown.edu) 

Ann Elizabeth Willey, University of Louisville 
(aewilley@louisville.edu), Yvonne Vera’s The Stone 
Virgins and "Skokiaan’:" A New Architecture of 
Liberation 

Uchechi Okereke=Beshel, University of Maryland 
(uchechi_okereke@ hotmail.com), Negotiating 
Alliances in the 21st Century: A Reading of Adaobi 
Nwaubani’s I Do Not Come to You by Chance 

John Tawiah-Boateng, Augustana College 
(JohnTawiah-Boateng@augustana.edu), 
Technology and People Power in Area Darko’s 
Faceless 

Discussant: Ana Catarina Tei×eira, Brown 
University (ana_teixeira@ brown.edu) 

(III=15) Economic Transitions: Presidents and 
Entrepreneurs 

Chair: Anita Ramgutty=Wong, University of 
Mauritius (rwong@uom.ac.mu) 

Kwaku Obosu=Mensah, Lorain County 
Community College (obosume@lorainccc.edu), 
Nigeria Still Not At Ease: Corruption, Nigeria’s 
Worst Enemy 

Nadia Rabesahala Horning, Middlebury College 
(nhorning@middlebury.edu), Presidents in Aft 

(III-18) Contested Memories of the Struggle 
for Independence in South Africa Today 

Chair: Robert Edgar, Howard University 
(redgar@howard.edu) 

Philip Bonner, University of the Witwatersrand 
(philip.bonner@wits.ac.za), Exiles Versus "Insiles’:" 
Contested Roles and Recollection 

Noor Nieftagodien, University of the 
Witwatersrand (noor.nieftagodien@wits.ac.za), 
Whose History Counts? Popular Insurgent 
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Movements and the African National Congress in 

the 1940s and 1950s 

Arianna Lissoni, University of the Witwatersrand 
(arianna.lissoni@wits.ac.za), Ma-guerrilla a nnete: 
Remembering the Role of Umkhonto we Sizwe’s 
True Guerrillas in South Africa’s Liberation 

Tshepo Moloi, University of the Witwatersrand 
(tshepo.moloi@gmail.com), Contested Memories 
about the Apartheid-era African Local Government 
Councillors, Case Study: Caswefl M. Koekoe, 1984- 
1995 

Discussant: Allen Isaacman, University of 
Minnesota (isaac001@umn.edu) 

(III-lg) The Political Economy of Agricultural 
Reforms in Africa 

Chair: Renata Serra, University of Florida 
(rserra@africa.ufl.edu) 

David Booth, Africa Power and Politics Programme, 
Overseas Development Institute 
(d.booth@odi.org.uk), A Comparative Pofitical 
Economy of Horticulture Policy in Africa: Rwanda 
Versus the Rest? 

Colin Poulton, University of London-SOAS 
(cp31@soas.ac.uk), Democratization and the 
Pofitical Economy of Agricultural Poficy in Africa 

Ole Therkildsen, Danish Institute of Development 
Studies (oth@diis.dk), Ruling Coafition Attempts at 
Agricultural Transformation in Tanzania 

Renata Serra, University of Florida 
(rserra@africa.ufl.edu), A Comparative Analysis of 
Cotton Sector Reforms in Four African Countries 

Brian Dowd-Uribe, University of California-Santa 
Cruz, Liberalization Strengthening State Power? 
Exploring the International and Domestic Pofitics of 
Reform in Burkina Faso’s Cotton Sector 

Discussant: Stephen Orvis, Hamilton College 
(sorvis@hamilton,edu) 

(III-20) Perspectives on Federalism and 
Subnational Politics 

Chair: Landry Sign~, Stanford University 
(landrysigne@gmail.com) 

J. Tyler Dickovick, Washington and Lee University, 
Delimiting Decentralization: Subnational Autonomy 
in Comparative Perspective 

Jos~ Garcia-Rojas, University of La Laguna 
(jagrro@ull.es), Federalism Comorian Style or How 
to Try to Finish with Secessionism in an Insular 
Microstate 

Alem Habtu, Queens College (CUNY) 
(alem.habtu@qc.cuny.edu), Federalism and 
Democratization in Ethiopia 

Bernard Kachama Mbenga, Northwest 
University-South Africa 
(Bernard.Mbenga@nwu.ac.za), Exploring the 
Nature of Political Transition in South Africa’s 
North-West Province Since 1996: The Emergence 
of Sub-Ethnic and Elite Party Politics 

Andrew Manson, Northwest University=South 
Africa, The Impact of Mining on African 
Communities in the North-West Province South 
Africa c. 1995-2010: Contestations over Land Power 
and Profits 

Discussant: Solomon Getahun, Central Michigan 
University (getahlsa@cmich.edu) 

(III=21) Citizens and the Difficulties of 
Building Democratic Institutions 

Chair: Kris Inman, University of California-Davis 

(klinman@ ucdavis.edu) 

Thomas Wolf, Independent Scholar 
(twolf@wananchi.com), How Tight or Loose the 
Hangman’s Noose: Public Opinion on Grand 
Impunity in Kenya 

Jennifer Seely, Earlham College 
(seelyje@earlham.edu), Second Class Citizens? 
Gender in African Citizenship Law 

Oladeji Olaore, Robert Morris University 
(ejiolaore@hotmail.com), Pofitexting: A New Model 
for Representative-Constituent Communication 

Onek Adyanga, Millersville University 
(onek.adyanga@millersville.edu), Anglo-Ugandan 
Relations: From Obote to Amin and Museveni 

Discussant: Kris Inman, University of California- 

Davis (klinman@ucdavis.edu) 

(III-22) Envisioning the Future of Youth and 
Generation in African History 

Chair: Paul Ocobock, University of Notre Dame 
(poobock@nd.edu) 

Gary Burgess, United States Naval Academy 
(gburgess@usna.edu), Writing the Biography of a 
Generation 

Paul Ocobock, University of Notre Dame 
(poobock@nd.edu), Facing the Knife, Facing the 
Future: Male Initiation, Manhood, and Colonial 
Change in Kenya 

Tabitha Kanogo, University of California-Berkeley 
(kanogo@berkeley.edu), Youth, Citizenship, and 
Pofitical Participation in Kenya 
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Abosede George, Barnard College 
(ageorge@barnard.edu), African Childhood and 
Youth in the Classroom 

(III=23) Roundtable -- 25 Years of the Mande 
Studies Association (MANSA) (Sponsored by 
the Mande Studies Association) 

Chair: Barbara Hoffman, Cleveland State 
University 
Patrick McNaughton, Indiana University 
Barbara Frank, SUNY-Stonybrook 

Kassim Kone, SUNY-Cortland 

(III-24) Configuration of Whiteness in 
Colonial Africa and the New South Africa 

Chair: Brett Shadle, Virginia Tech 
(shadle@vt.edu) 

Brett Shadle, Virginia Tech (shadle@vt.edu), 
Raving Dutchmen, Jewganda, and Low-class 
BHtons: Whiteness in Colonial Kenya, 1900-i 920 

Will Jackson, University of Leeds 
(hiswj@leeds.ac.uk), Madness and the Boundaries 
of Whiteness: Histories of Kenya’s White Insane 

Sally Peters, LaTrobe University (Australia) 
(sally.peters@internode.on.net), Whiteness, Black 
Consciousness, and the New South Africa 

Lea Kalaora, Universit~ de Montreal 
(leakalaora@gmail.com), Reconfiguration of 
Whiteness After Farm Occupations in Zimbabwe 

Nell Roos, University of Free State-South Africa 
(RoosND@ufs.ac.za), Subaltern Historiography and 

(III=27) 50 Years of Liberation and Post= 
Independence Challenges: Human Security, 
Participatory Development, and Sustainable 
Economic Development 

Chair: Imani Countess, National Democratic 
Institute (Zimbabwe) (icountess@ndi.org) 

Briggs Bomba, Trust Africa 
(briggsbomba@yahoo.com), Political Economy in 
Africa: The Case of Zimbabwe 

South African History: Can We Imagine a New 
Radical History of White Folk? 

(III-25) Biographies: Making a Difference 

Chair: Stephen Rockel, University of Toronto 
(stephen.rockel@ utoronto.ca ) 

Pierluigi Valsecchi, University of Pavia 
(pierluigi.valsecchi@gmail.com), Nemo Profeta in 
Patria: Chieftaincy and Nationalism in the Career of 
Armor Adjaye I (i 920-38) 

Kevin Grimm, Ohio University 
(kg181506@ohio.edu), Narrative of Modernity: 
Horace Mann Bond and the Public Image of Ghana 

Stephen Rockel, University of Toronto 
(stephen.rockel@utoronto.ca), Progressive Chiefs 
and Contested African Liberation: The Case of 
Abdallah S. Fundikira, Chief of Unyanyembe, 
Tanzania 

Joseph McLaren, Hofstra University 
(joseph. mclaren@hofstra.edu), The African 
Independence Era and Malcolm X’s Political Agenda 

(III-26) Roundtable -- Liberation in Nigeria: 
Then and Now (Sponsored by the Nigerian 
Studies Association) 

Chairs: Hakeem Tijani, Baylor University, and 
Sabella Abidde, Alabama State University 
Hakeem Tijani, Baylor University 
Sabella Abidde, Alabama State University 
Olayiwola Abegunrin, Howard University 
Christiana Okechukwu, Montgomery College 

Eldred V. Masunungure, Mass Public Opinion 
Institute, Participatory Democracy: The Role of 
Public Opinion and Citizen Engagement 

Cheryl Hendricks, Institute for Security 
(chendricks@issafrica.org), Human Security 
Challenges in Southern Africa 

Discussant-" Imani Countess, National 
Democratic Institute (Zimbabwe) 
(icountess@ndi.org) 

SESSION IV 
THURSDAY 5:15-7:15 pm 

(IV-l) Visual Strategies of Space and Place in 
the African Landscape 

Chair: Karen Milbourne, National Museum of 
African Art (milbournek@si.edu) 

Karen Milbourne, National Museum of African Art 
(milbournek@si.edu), Where Are the Bodies? Visual 
Vocabularies of Interment and Absence in the 
African Landscape 
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Carol Hagee, University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill (cmagee@email.nc.edu), Remembering and 
For_getting: Mediating Loss Through Photographs of 
Cemeteries 

Ikem Okoye, University of Delaware 
(isokoye@udel.edu), An Archaeology for the 
Sublime: Fear, 21st c. Nigerian Pofitics, and 
Slavery’s Invisible Landscapes 

Paul Stopforth, Harvard University 
(paulstopforth@comcast.net), Touchstones and 
Traces 

(IV-2) Ethnicity, Land, and the Challenge of 
Citizenship in Kenya 

Chairs: Keren Weitzberg, Stanford University 
(kerenw@stanford.edu), and Muey Saeteurn, 
Washington University in St. Louis 
(muey.saeteurn@go.wustl.edu) 

Huey Saeteurn, Washington University in St. 
Louis (muey.saeteurn@go.wustl.edu), Projects that 
Divide: The Lugari Settlement Scheme and 
Farmers’ Training Center, 1951=54 

Reynolds Richter, New York University 
(reynolds.richter@nyu.edu), Land, Decolonization 
and Citizenship in Coastal Kenya, 1930-1980 

Keren Weitzberg, Stanford University 
(muey.saeteurn@go.wustl.edu), Pastoral Idioms of 
Nationhood: The "Shifta War"and the 
Confrontation between Kenyan and Somali 
Nationalism 

Lynsey Farrell, Boston University 
(lynseyfarrell@gmail.com), and Tonny Matenge, 
The Promise of a Generation or the Failure of a 
Nation? Youth and Civic Participation in Kibera, 
Nairobi 

Discussant: Derek Peterson, University of 
Michigan (drpeters@umich.edu) 

(IV=3) Women’s Liberation at 50+: From 
Representation to Empowerment 

Chair: Christina Lux, University of Kansas 
(lux@ku.edu) 

Harwa Ghazali, University of Kansas 

(marmoora@ku.edu), Veiled Secrets: Gendered 
Violence and the Symbolic Nature of Hijab amongst 
Somali Bantu Refugee Women in Kansas City 

Hary Hba, University of Kansas 
(marymba@ku.edu), Women’s Responses to 
Violence in Sony Labou Tansi’s La Vie et demie 
(1979) and Les Sept solitudes de Lorsa Lopez 

(1985) 

DaHaris Hill, University of Kansas (dhill@ku.edu), 
Sara Baartman’s Story and the Narrative of the 
Social Scriptorium 

Discussant: Elizabeth MacGonagle, University of 
Kansas (macgonag@ku.edu) 

(IV-4) Institution Building: National Histories, 
National Choices 

Chair: Harry Stein, Manhattan College 
(Harrystein@rcn,com) 

Clifford Buttram Jr., ITT Technical Institute 
(Indiana) (cbuttram@itt-tech.edu), Improving 
Africa’s Tertiary Education Efforts: Proposing an 
African Community Coflege System Model 

Charles Ogbulogo, Covenant University (Ota, 
Nigeria) (charlog2000@yahoo.com), A Preliminary 
Evaluation of Private Universities in Africa’s 
Development Agenda: The Case of Nigeria 

Johan Wassermann, University of KwaZulu-Natal 
(wassermannj@ukzn.ac.za), The Historical 
Significance of African Liberation Fifty Years On: 
The Views of South African History Learners 

Discussant: Harry Stein, Manhattan College 
(Harrystein@rcn.com) 
(IV-5) Cosmologies of Evil in Africa (Part 

Chair: William Olsen, Georgetown University 
(wco4@georgetown.edu) 

Don Donham, University of California-Davis 
(dldonham@ucdavis.edu), Violence in a Time of 
Liberation: a Micro=History of the Creation of Evil 

Diane Ciekawy, Ohio University 
(ciekawy@ohio.edu), Distinctions in the 
Imagination of Harm in Contemporary Mijikenda 
Thought 

Suzette Heald, London School of Economics 
(S.Heald@lse.ac.uk), Dealing with Evil: Cattle 
Rustling among the Kuria 

William OIsen, Georgetown University 
(wco4@georgetown.edu), Theft and Evil: Asante 
Analogies to Witchcraft 

Discussant: Haia Green, University of Manchester 
(maia.green@ manchester.ac.uk) 

(IV-6) Revisiting the Linguistic Archive for 
African History 

Chair: Kathryn de Luna, Rice University 

(kdeluna@rice.edu) 

Kathryn de Luna, Rice University 
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(kdeluna@rice.edu), Having Words on Centrifugal 
and Centripetal Politics in Precolonial Central Africa 

Rhiannon Stephens, Columbia University 

(rs91 @soas.ac. uk), Precolonial Poverty and the 

Question of Sources 

Constanze Weise, University of California-Los 
Angeles (coweise@gmail.com), The Niger-Benue 
Confluence: New Linguistic Perspectives and Their 
Implications for West African History 

Jeremy Pope, The College of William and Mary 
(jwpope@wm.edu), Wealth in People, Wealth in 
Porridge: An Unpublished Sahelian Inscription, ca. 
680 BCE 

Discussant: Christopher Ehret, University of 
California-Los Angeles (ehret@history.ucla.edu) 

(IV=7) Cross=Cultural Exchange on the West 
Central African Coast and in West Africa, 
1600=1850 

Chair: Linda Heywood, Boston University 
(heywood@bu.edu) 

Filipa Ribeiro da Silva, University of Hull 
(f.ribeiro-da-silva@hull.ac.uk), Private 
Businessmen in the Angolan Trade, 1590s-1780s: 
An Insight on Insurance, Commerce, Agency and 
Networks from the Amsterdam Notarial Records 

Mariana P. Candido, Princeton University 
(mcandido@princeton.edu), Women Slave Traders 
in Benguela and its Interior, i750-1800 

C~line Flory, I~cole des Hautes I~tudes en Sciences 

Sociales (EHESS-France) (celflory@gmail.com), 
and Stacey Sommerdyk, University of Hull 
(Stacey.sommerdyk@gmail.com), The Limitations 
of Emancipation in the South Atlantic: Purchasing 
Unfree Laborers on the Loango Coast, i749-1862 

Peter Hark, Wesleyan University 
(pmark@wesleyan.edu), A New Iconographic 
Interpretation of the Luso-African Ivories 

Discussant: Robert Harms, Yale University 
(robert.harms@yale.edu) 

(IV-8) Death, Space, and Belonging: The 
Politics of Death and Burial in Modern 
Zimbabwe 

Chairs: Timothy Scarnecchia, Kent State 
University (tscarnec@kent.edu), and Joy Chadya, 
University of Manitoba 
(Joy_Chadya@umanitoba.ca) 

Timothy Scarnecchia, Kent State University 
(tscarnec@kent.edu), Defending to Death: Political 
Killings and Territory in and Around Harare, 

Zimbabwe, 1960-2010 

3oy Chadya, University of Manitoba 
(Joy_Chadya@umanitoba.ca), "Buried Like a Dog!" 
Mourning and Burial During the 2008-2009 Cholera 
Epidemic in Harare and Chitungwiza 

Joost Fontein, University of Edinburgh 
(j.fontein@ed.ac.uk), Graves, Ruins and Belonging 
Around Lake Mutirikwi in Southern Zimbabwe 

Discussant: Hhoze Chikowero, University of 

California-Santa Barbara 
(chikowero@history.ucsb.edu) 

(IV-9) African Sexualities 

Chair: Patricia Daley, Oxford University 
(patricia.daley@jesus.ox.ac.uk) 

Sylvia Tamale, Makerere University 
(stamale@law.mak.ac.ug), Sexuafity as the New 
Frontier of Liberation in Africa 

Caroline Tushabe, University of California- 
Riverside (ctushabe@ucr.edu), UnAfrican 
Homosexuafity, Language Problematics and 
Paradigmatic Silences 

Nkiru Nzegwu, Binghampton University 
(panap@binghamton.edu), Critically Theorizing 
African Heterosexuality 

(IV=10) Political Institutions in Post-Conflict 
and Transitional Societies 

Chair: Beth Whitaker, University of North 

Carolina-Charlotte (bwhitaker@uncc.edu) 

David Leonard, University of Sussex 
(D.Leonard@ids.ac.uk), and Ferdinand Hugumo 
Hushi, Catholic University of the Congo (Kinshasa) 
(mmushi@hotmail.com), Social Contracts and 
Security in Conflict States: The Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Sierra Leone and Somalia 

Dorina Bekoe, U.S. Institute of Peace 
(dbekoe@usip.org), The Effectiveness and 
Implications of Powersharing Agreements in Ending 
Electoral Violence 

Guy Grossman, Columbia University 
(gsg2102@columbia.edu), Do Leader Selection 
Rules Impact Accountability? Exploiting Exogenous 
Variation in the Formation of Ugandan Farmer 
Associa tions 

Sita Zougouri, University of Ouagadougou (sita. 
zougouri@gmail.com), Politicizing Identity as 
Groups’ Strategies in Local Electoral Processes 

Discussant: Staffan Lindberg, University of 
Gothenburg and University of Florida (sil@ufl.edu) 
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(IV-11) Obama’s Noble Ancestors: Nobel Prize 
Laureates of African Descent 

Chair: All Mazrui, Binghamton University 
(amazrui@binghamton.edu) 

Adekeye Adebajo, Centre for Conflict Resolution, 
Cape Town (adebajo@ccr.uct.ac.za), Obama’s 
Nobel Ancestors 

All Mazrui, Binghamton University 
(amazrui@binghamton.edu), Barack Obama and 
the Nobel Peace Prize 

Pearl Robinson, Tufts University 
(earl.robinson@tufts.edu), A Nobel Trinity: Ralph 
Bunche, Martin Luther King Jr., and Barack Obama 

James Jonah, Ralph Bunche Institute for 
International Studies (jocjonah7@aol.com), Ralph 
Bunche’s Nobel Legacy 

Gwendolyn Mikell, Georgetown University 
(mikellg@georgetown.edu), Kofi Annan’s 
Challenges for Africa 

(IV-12) Meanings and Representations of 
African Art in Recent Novels and Films 

Chair: Chiwengo Ngwarsungu, Creighton 
University (chiwengo@creighton.edu) 

Chiwengo Ngwarsungu, Creighton University 
(chiwengo@creighton.edu), Is the Post- 
Independence Equal to the Pre-Colonial? Auto- 
determination (in Congo DRC) Through Literature, 
Films, and Theological Discourse 

Kasongo Kapanga, University of Richmond 
(kkasongo@richmond.edu), New Literary Voices in 
Times of Crisis: Is the Writer as a Teacher Stiff In? 

Olabode Ibironke, Rutgers University 

(ibironke@jhu.edu), Achebe’s Passage? Okonkwo’s 
Exile: A Writer’s Prophesy and Self Consolation 

Nmachika Nwokeabia, University of Wisconsin- 
Madison (nwokeabia@wisc.edu), Living at Home 
and Writing of Home: Representations of Europe 
and America in Adaobi Tricia Nwaubani’s I Do Not 
Come to You by Chance and Jude Dibia’s Walking 
with Shadows 

Metasebia Woldemariam, Plymouth State 
University (mwoldemariam@ plymouth.edu), 
Ethiopia’s History and Gerima’s Films: A Reflection 
on Pofitics and Art 

(IV-13) Religion and Everyday Life: Politics, 
Morality and Behavior 

Chair: Assan Sarr, College of Charleston 
(sarra@cofc.edu) 

Louis Audet Gosselin, Universit~ du Quebec ~ 
Montreal (Iouisaudetgosselin@gmail.com), 
"Integrity is a Value of the Past’;" Thoughts on 
Morafity, Nation and Independence among 
Religious Youth in Ougadougou, Burkina Faso 

Michelle Johnson, Bucknell University 
(mjohnson@bucknell.edu), The Mosque and the 
Culture Club: Re-encountering Islam in African 
Lisbon 

Ami Shah, Duke University 
(amivshah@gmail.com), "I’m a True Muslim’;" 
Development, Modernity, and Religion amongst the 
Hausa of Ibadan, Nigeria 

Stephen Lichty, University of Florida 
(stevelichty@gmail.com), Pew to Politics: Deciding 
Pofitical Behavior in Kenya 

ASA Welcome Reception 
Thursday, November 17 

7:30 pm - 9:30 pm 

SESS:[ON V 
FR:[DAY 8:00 - 10:00 am 

Commemoration in African Independence Jubilees (V-l) Celebrating Independence Jubilees in 

Chair: Konstanze N’Guessan, Mainz University 
(nguessan@ uni-mainz.de) 

Carola Lentz, Mainz University (lentz@uni= 
main z. d e), The Poetics and Politics of National 

Timothy Nicholson, Stony Brook University 
(tanichol@ic.sunysb.edu), Independence Days and 
the Invention of Tanzania 

Mareike Sp~ith, Mainz University (spaethm@uni- 
mainz.de), A Nation’s Holiday: Madagascar’s 
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Independence Day in the Private Sphere 

Discussant: Thomas Bierschenk, Mainz University 

(biersche@ uni-mainz.de) 

(V-2) Post-Independence Cultural Form" 
Redefining Genre, Renegotiating History in 
African Texts 

Chair: Rita Barnard, University of Pennsylvania 
(rita.barnard66@gmail.com) 

Samantha Pinto, Georgetown University 
(snp7@georgetown.edu), Africa, (Re) Circulated: 
Radio and Independence-Era Critique 

Sangeeta Ray, University of Maryland 
(rays@umd.edu), Generic Landscapes and 
Environmental Representations 

Yogita Goyal, University of California-Los Angeles 
(ygoyal@humnet.ucla.edu), Slavery and 
Transnational Black Memory in Zakes Mda’s Fiction 

Discussant: Simon Lewis, College of Charleston 
(LewisS@cofc.edu) 

Adonia Ayebare, International Peace Institute 
(ayebare@ipinst.org), Self-Determined 
Responsibility to Protect: The AU’s Pofitical and 
Security Council and Achieving an End to Conflict 

(V=6) Senegalese Literary Studies as 
Interdisciplinary Inquiry 

Chair, Ivy Mills, University of California-Berkeley 
(ivymills@berkeley.edu) 

Cherif Correa, Madison College 
(ccorrea@matcmadison.edu), Islam in Senegalese 
Literature, Film, and History: Discursive Dialogues 
or Demonizing Modes of Representation? 

Toby Warner, University of California-Berkeley 
(toby_warner@berkeley.edu), What Isn’t An 
Author? Recitation, Orafity and the Work of 
Memory in Senegalese Fiction 

Ivy Mills, University of California-Berkeley 
(ivymills@berkeley.edu), The Novel as Gendered 
History of Senegalese Slavery: Aminata Sow Fall’s 
Le Jujubier du Patriarche 

(V=3) Roundtable -- Uganda’s 50 years of 
Independence: Trends, Tensions, 
Transformations 

Chair: .loel Barkan, Center for Strategic and 
International Studies 
Holger Bernt Hansen, University of Copenhagen 
Holly Hansen, Mount Holyoke College 
3oshua Rubongoya, Roanoke College 
Ben 3ones, University of East Anglia 
Nelson Kasfir, Dartmouth College 

(V-4) Roundtable = Contested Reflections on 
20th Century African Liberation Movements 

Chair: Robert Washington, Bryn Mawr College 
Mary Osirim, Bryn Mawr College 
Phil Kilbride, Bryn Mawr College 
Pim Higginson, Bryn Mawr College 
Michael Allen, Bryn Mawr College 
Robert Washington, Bryn Mawr College (V-5) 
Dubois, Nkrumah and Mbeki’s Pan Africa: 
Sustaining the Struggle via Africa’s African 
Union 
Chair: Rita Kiki Edozie, Michigan State University 
(rkedozie@msu.edu) 

Keith Gottschalk, University of Western Cape 
(kgottschalk@uwc.ac.za), An Anatomy of Africa’s 
Emerging Supra-state: The AU equals Historical 
OAU, Regional REC and Comparative EU 

Rita Kiki Edozie, Michigan State University 
(rkedozie@msu.edu), The Millennium Opportunity 
Context: The AU and Africa’s Third Wave of 
Democratic Capitalism 

(V=7) Unfinished Liberation Struggles: 
Education for Self-Reliance in Tanzania 
Revisited 

Chair: Frances Vavrus, University of Minnesota 
(fkvavrus@gmail.com) 

Allen Rugambwa, Mwenge University College of 

Education (Tanzania) 
(bigbrotherrugambwa@gmail.com), Gendered 
Pedagogies and Practices in Tanzanian Secondary 
Schools 

Victorini Salema, Mwenge University College of 

Education (Tanzania) 
(revvictorini_salema@yahoo.com), The Struggle for 
Self-refiance among Tanzanian Teachers 
Matthew Thomas, University of Minnesota 
(mr1187@yahoo.corn), How "National" are National 
Education Policies? An Examination of Pedagogical 
Reform in Tanzania 

Discussant: Frances Vavrus, University of 
Minnesota (fkvavrus@gmail.com) 

(V-8) Human Resilience for Sustainability 

Chair: Kayla Yurco, University of Michigan 
(kmyurco@gmail.com) 

K. P. Moseley, Independent Scholar 
(moseleykp@aim.com), Development or Ecocide ? 
Dilemmas of Water Exploitation in the Sahara 

Mark Nyandoro, University of Botswana 
(mark.nyandoro@mopipi.ub.bw), Views on Water 
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Governance from a Colonial Protectorate to the Era 
of the Postco/ony: Historical Perspectives on the 
Evolution of Botswana’s Water Sector 

Gabriella Carolini, Rutgers University 
(carolini@rutgers.edu), Whose WASH-ing 
Provisions in Maputo, Mozambique? 

Bilal Butt, University of Michigan 
(bilal@geography.wisc.edu), Herding by Ceil 
Phone: Technology, Social Networks and the 
Transformation of Pastoral Herding in East Africa 

Jennifer Brass, Indiana University 
(brassj@indiana.edu), Institutions and NGOs: 
Conditions for Successful Implementation of Smafl- 
Scale Energy Services in Africa 

Discussant: Kayla Yurco, University of Michigan 
(kmyurco@gmail.com) 

(V-9) Continuities and Transformations in 
Psychiatry in Africa, 1940s=1970s 

Chair: Yolana Pringle, University of Oxford 
(yolana.pringle@jesus.ox.ac.uk) 

Matthew Heaton, Virginia Tech 

(mheaton@vt.edu), "Traditional" Healers and 
"Modern" Psychiatry in Nigeria, 1954-79 

Tiffany Jones, California State University-San 
Bernardino (tjones@csusb.edu), Defying 
Marginalization and Discrimination: South African 
Mental Patients" Accounts and Chaflenges of 
Apartheid, 1940s to 1960s 

Yolana Pringle, University of Oxford 
(yolana.pringle@jesus.ox.ac.uk), Taking on the 
Mind: Psychiatric Education and Research in 
Uganda, 1950-1970 

Abena Dove Osseo-Asare, University of 
California-Berkeley (osseo@berkeley.edu), What 
was Traditional Healing? From AfricanScientific 
Herbalists, to Psychic and Traditional Healers in 
Ghana (1930-75) 

Discussant: SIoan Mahone, University of Oxford 

(sloan. mahone@wuhmo.ox.ac.u k) 

(V=10) New Perspectives on Mau Mau 

Chair: Caroline Elkins, Harvard University 
(elkins@fas. harvard.edu) 

Sana Aiyar, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
(sana.aiyar@gmail.com), Rebellion, Suppression, 
and the In-between World of Indian Anti- 
colonialism in Kenya 

Julie MacArthur, University of Toronto 
(juliemac@gmail.com), Between Loyalism and 
Dissent: Ethnic Imagining During the Mau Mau 

Rebellion 

Myles Osborne, University of Colorado 
(myles.osborne@colorado.edu), Contesting 
Ethnicity: The Kamba in Mau Mau, 1952-1960 

Martin Shanguhyia, Syracuse University 
(mshanguh@maxwell.syr.edu), The Clamor for 
Trans-Nzoia and the Origin of Ethnic Alliances in 
Kenya’s National Pofitics in the post-Mau Mau 
Period, 1954-1966 

Discussant: Cora Presley, Georgia State 
University (cpresley@gsu.edu) 

(V-11) Social History: Subservience and 
Resista nce 

Chair: Myra Houser, Howard University 
(myra .ann. houser@gmail .com) 

Elizabeth Eldredge, Independent Scholar 
(elizabet_eldredge@comcast.net), Royal Women in 
Early Pre-Colonial KwaZulu-Natal: Authority and 
Subservience 

Myra Houser, Howard University 
(myra.ann.houser@gmail.com), Two Oceans, How 
Many Stories? Slave Trade Numbers and Ethnicity 
in Colonial South Africa, 1652-1847 

Habtamu Tegegne, University of IIlinois-UC 
(hmengis2@illinois.edu), From Slaves to Heirs and 
Sons and Daughters: Manumission and Adoption in 
Ethiopia, 1900-1920 

Joel Quirk, University of Hull 
(j. q u irk@ h u ll. a c. u k), Rethinking ’Forced Marriage’ 
in Sub-Saharan Africa: Historical Legacies and 
Wartime Contingencies 

(V=12) Exploring the Early Modern: New 
Directions in the Study of African Societies 
Before 1900 

Chair: Stephan Miescher, University of California- 
Santa Barbara (miescher@history.ucsb.edu) 

Thomas Guindeuil, Universit~ Paris 1 Pantheon 
Sorbonne (Thomas.Guindeuil@ malix.univ-parisl.fr), 
Francisco ~lvares" Verdadeira informagdo das terras 
do Preste Jo~o das indias: Insights into Ethiopian 

Food Culture and Economy, 1520-21 

R~mi Dewi~re, Universit~ Paris 1 CEMAF 
(remi.dewiere@orange.fr), Diplomatic Contacts 
Between Central Sudan and Mediterranean States 
in the 16th Century, the Embassy of Idris Alaoma 

to Ahmad aI-Mansur of Morocco (1583): A Case 
Study 

Bertrand Hirsch, Universit~ Paris 1 Pantheon- 
Sorbonne (Bertrand.Hirsch@univ-parisl.fr), The 
Chronicles of Kings Zara Yaqob and Baeda Maryam 
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and Their Authors, or the Birth of Ethiopian 

Historiography in the i5th Century 

Matteo Salvadore, Gulf University for Science and 
Technology (Kuwait) (salvadore,m@gust,edu,kw), 
The Militant Geographer: James Bruce in 18th 
Century Ethiopia 

Sarah Watkins, University of California-Santa 

Barbara (sarah.e.watkins@gmail.com), The 

Triumph of the Wife? Gender, Sex, and Power in 

19th Century Rwanda 

(V-13) Media(ring) Africa’s Future: 
Decolonization and African Media 

Chair: Mamadou Diouf, Columbia University 
(md2573@columbia.edu) 

Daniel T~dt, Humboldt-Universitet zu Berlin 
(daniel.toedt@staff.hu-berlin.de), Les Voix du 
Congolais: African Elite Journals and the Future of 
Belgian Congo 

Jinny Prais, Columbia University 
(jkp2123@columbia.edu), Envisioning a New Africa 
in the African-owned Gold Coast Press 

Andrea Scheibler, University of Oxford 
(andrea.scheibler@history.ox.ac.uk), Class, 
Ideology, and Visions of Nationhood in Nairobi 

Rosalind Gray, University of London 
(vas01rg@gold.ac.uk), The New Mozambican: The 
Cinematic Construction of an African Future 

Lewis Levenberg, George Mason University 
(lewislevenberg@gmail.com), Africa’s Coming 
Technological Liberation Struggles 

Discussant: Stephanie Newell, University of 
Sussex (s.newell@sussex.ac.uk) 

(V=14) The "Djabi": A Timeless Product 

Chair: Kassim Kone, SUNY-Cortland 
(kassim.kone@cortland.edu) 

Minata Kone, University of Cocody-C6te d’Ivoire, 
The Texts of the "Djabi" (koneminatal@yahoo.fr) 

Ahoua Kone, Ministry of Education-C6te d’Ivoire, 
The "Djabi" and Islam (k.ahoua@yahoo.fr) 

Fatoumata Kone, Ministry of Education-C6te 
d’Ivoire, Practical Use of the "Djabi" 
(konefatoukgo@yahoo.fr) 

(V=15) Interstices of the Local/Internationah 
Conflict and Dialogue 

Chair: Greg Asuagbor, National Counterterrorism 
Center (Virginia) 

Meredith Terretta, University of Ottawa 
(meredith@terretta.com), Human Rights, 
Colonialists" Solidarity and the UN’s Unfounded 
Silence: Rethinking Activism, Nationalism, and 
Decolonization in UN Trust Territories 

Bronwen Everill, Warwick University 
(bronwen.everill@history.ox.ac.uk), Sierra Leonean 
Humanitarians in West Africa, i830s-1896 

Senanu Asamoah, Summit Consulting, LLC 
(senanu_yaw@hotmail.com), Human Vulnerabifity 
and Natural Disaster Impacts on Gender, Life 
Expectancy, and Coping Strategies in Africa 

Marcelina Ryneal, Northern Arizona University 
(mrr92@nau.edu), The Power of Secrets: 
Examining the Poro and Sande of West Africa as a 
Contemporary Social Movement 

Discussant: Greg Asuagbor, National 
Counterterrorism Center (Virginia) 
(ojongasuagbor@yahoo.com) 

(V-16) Strategic Nonviolent Action in Africa 

Chair: Stephen Zunes, University of San Francisco 
(zunes@usfca.edu) 

Matt Meyer, WRI African Working Group 
(mmmsrnb@igc.org), Civil Resistance in the 
Mozambican Independence Struggle 

Jacob Mundy, Colgate University 
(Jacob.A.Mundy@exeter.ac.uk), Demographic 
Constraints on Non-violent Resistance in 
International Conflicts: Insights from the Western 
Sahara Dispute 

Stephen Zunes, University of San Francisco 

(zunes@usfca.edu), Sub-Saharan Precedents of 
North Africa Pro-Democracy Struggles 

Elavie Ndura-Ou~draogo, George Mason 
University (endura@gmu.edu), Nonviolent 
Pedagogy in Burundian Education 

(V-17) Moral Economy and Right Relationship 
in Gambia and Nigeria: Women, Environment, 
Education and Politics 

Chair: Deborah LaFond, University at Albany, 
SUNY (dlafond@uamail.albany.edu) 

Pamela Kea, University of Sussex 
(p.j.kea@sussex.ac.uk), Gender, Generation and 
the Moral Economy of the Gambian Household 

Josef Scarantino, George Washington University 
(j.scarantino2@gmail.com), A Historic Comparison 
of Educational Development in North and South 
Nigeria: Implications of Gender Disparity 

Ngozi Ojiakor, Nnamdi AziMwe University 
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(ngoziojiakor@ymail.com), Women in 
Environment: The Impact of Oil and Gas 
Exploration on Women in the Niger Delta States of 
Nigeria Since 1960 

Chioma Joseph-Obi, University of Port Harcourt 
(chiomaobi@rocketmail.com), Challenges of 
Women’s Participation in Transition Politics: 
Pofitical Thuggery and Election Day Violence in the 
Niger Delta Region 

Discussant: Ruby Bell-Gain, University of 
California-Los Angeles (rbellgam@library.ucla.edu) 

(V-18) African Politics 50 Years After 
Independence 

Chair: Robin Turner, Butler University 
(robinlt7 3@gmail.com) 

Timothy Longman, Boston University 
(Iongman@bu.edu), Post-Conflict Pofitics in Central 
Africa: Comparing the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Burundi, and Rwanda 

Ashley Leinweber, University of Florida 
(aelizl@ufl.edu), Fifty Years of Liberation for the 
Muslim Minority of DRC: from Historic 
Marginalization to Internal Division and Beyond 

Bruce Magnusson, Whitman College 
(magnusba@whitman.edu), Census Pofitics, the 
Pofitics of Difference, and Legacies of French 
Republicanism in West Africa 

Robin Turner, Butler University 
(robinlt73@gmail.com), Property Rights, Traditional 
Authority, and Tourism: Contrasting Pofitics in 
Rural Southern Africa 

Janet Lewis, Harvard University 
(jilewis@fas.harvard.edu), Social Structure and 
Collective Action in Rural Uganda 

Discussant: Peter VonDoepp, University of 
Vermont (pvondoep@uvm.edu) 

(V=19) South Africa, the Anti=Apartheid 
Movement, and Post-Apartheid Politics 

Chair: Jane Parpart, University of West Indies 
(jane.parpart@dal.ca) 

Azaria Mbughuni, Spellman College 
(mangaza@hotmail.com), Repression and the 
Demise of PAC: Britain and the South African 
Government Collaboration Against the Anti- 
Apartheid Movement 

E. C. Ejiogu (e.c.ejiogu@gmail.com) and 
Kwandiwe Kondlo, University of Free the State, 
South Africa (kondlokm@ufs.ac.za), Land and the 
Land Question in South Africa and Zimbabwe: A 
Comparative Historical Account 

Alan Cobley, University of the West Indies 
(alan.cobley@cavehill.uwi.edu), The Liberation 
Struggle and the Origins of Black Capitalism in 
South Africa 

Discussant: Jane Parpart, University of West 
Indies (Jane.Parpart@sta.uwi.edu) 

(V-20) Political Imaginaries of African 
Statebuilding 

Chair: Ricardo Soares de Oliveria, Oxford 
University (ricardo.soaresdeoliveira @spc.ox.ac.uk) 

Harry Verhoeven, Oxford University 
(harry.verhoeven@stx.ox.ac.uk), Islamism and 
High Modernism: The Al-Inghaz Regime and the 
Reconfiguration of Sudan’s State and Pofitical 
Economy 

William Jones, Oxford University 
(will.bjones@gmail.com), Iron Houses and the 
New Life: The Pofitical Imaginary of the RPF’s 
Rwanda 

Daniel Large, University of London-SOAS and 
South African Institute of International Affairs 
(danlarge@gmail.com), To Paradise with Sticks? 
Towards a Genealogy of Southern Sudanese 
Political Imaginaries of Development 

Ricardo Soares de Oliveria, Oxford University 
(rica rdo .soa resdeoliveira @spc.ox.ac. uk), 
"Rebuilding our Angola’;" Postwar Reconstruction 
and the MPLA’s 2025 Vision 

Discussant: Christopher Clapham, Cambridge 
University (csc34@cam.ac.uk) 

(V-21) Assessing International Intervention 
in Contemporary Africa 

Chair: John Clark, Florida International University 
(clarkj@fiu.edu) 

Severine Autesserre, Barnard-Columbia 
University (sa435@columbia.edu), Seeing Like a 
Peacebuilder: An Ethnography of International 
In terven tion 

John Clark, Florida International University 
(clarkj@fiu.edu), The Changing Rules of 
Intervention Under Africa’s "Society of Regimes" 

Yael Warshel, American University 
(ywarshel@yahoo.com), Mugabe’s Mercenaries in 
Libya, Gaddafi’s Off in Zimbabwe, and a 
Comparative Analysis of the Threat of Ethnopolitical 
Conflict in Libya and Zimbabwe 

Gloria Okemuo, University of Birmingham 
(gokemuo@yahoo.co.uk), Unfinished Liberation 
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Struggles: European Union Security Policies 

Discussant: Timothy Shaw, University of the 
West Indies/University of Massachusetts-Boston 
(timothy,shaw@sta.uwi.edu) 

(V=22) Cosmologies of Evil in Africa (Part 

Chair: William Olsen, Georgetown University 
(wco4@georgetown.edu) 

Sonia Silva, Skidmore College 

(ssilva@skidmore,edu), Accounts of Evil in 
Northwest Zambia 

Judy Rosenthal, University of Michigan-Flint 
(jvros@umflint.edu), Living with Evil 

Susan Rasmussen, University of Houston 
(Susan.Rasmussen@mail.uh.edu), Constructing 
Moral Personhood: The Moral Test in Tuareg 
Sociability as a Commentary on Honor and 
Dishonor 

Kjersti Larsen, University of Oslo 
(kjersti.larsen@khm.uio.no), Good, Evil and Human 
Capacity: Reflections on the Complexity of Words 
in a Zanzibari Context 

Discussant: Maia Green, University of Manchester 
(maia.green@ manchester.ac.uk) 

(V-23) Roundtable -- Triple Consciousness of 
Neo=Diasporan Africans in America: The Role 
of Scholars, Entrepreneurs, Philanthropists 
and Activists in Changing U.S. and Africa 

Chairs: Nunu Kidane, Priority Africa Network 
(PAN), and Wanjiru Kamau-Rutenberg, 
University of San Francisco 
Muadi Mukenge, Global Fund for Women 
Emira Woods, Institute for Policy Studies 

(V-24) Normalizing African Subjects: 
Coloniality, Modernity and Cosmopolitanism 

Chair: Harry Garuba, University of Cape Town 

(harry.garuba@uct.ac.za) 

Danai Mupotsa, University of the Witwatersrand 
(danai.mupotsa@gmail.com), "White Weddings" 

Harry Garuba, University of Cape Town 
(harry.garuba@uct.ac.za), Power and the African 
Subject: Modernity, Colonialism and Normalization 

Natasha Himmelman, University of Cape Town 
(nhimmelman@gmail.com), Writing Kenyan 
Citizens (in Gikuyu): Gakaara wa Wanjau and 
Ngugi wa Thiongo 

(V=25) Roundtable -- African Masculinities: 
Contemporary Research and Theory (Part 

Chair: Deidre Royster, New York University 
Godwin Murunga, Kenyatta University 
Pacifica Okemwa, Kenyatta University 
Okumba Miruka, Makerere University 
Josephine Ahikire, Makerere University 
Cathy Muhoma, Maseno University 
Garnette Oluoch-Olunya, Kenyatta University 
Mshai Mwangola, Kenya Cultural Centre 
Shailja Patel, Independent Artist 

(V=26) Leadership and Governance in 
Lusophone Africa 

Chair: Luis Serapi&o, Howard University 
(Iserapiao@ howard.edu) 

Assis Malaquias, National Defense University 
(MalaquiasA@ndu.edu), Angola: Violence, 
Corruption and Leadership Deficit 

Myrna Handem, Howard University 
(mhandem24@gmail.com), Victims or 
Executioners? The Guinea-Bissau Pofitical Ideology 

Jo~o Cabrita, Independent Scholar 
(jc80@soas.ac.uk), The Machel Plane Crash: 
Reinterpreting a Chapter in Mozambican History 

Discussant: Jean=Michel Mabeko=Tali, Howard 
University (jmtali@hotmail.com) 

SESSION VI 
FRIDAY 10:15 - 12:15 am 

(VI-1) Celebrating Independence Jubilees in 
Africa (Part II) 

Chair: Mareike Sp~th, Mainz 
University (spaethm@uni-mainz.de) 

Svenja Haberecht, Mainz University 

(haberech@uni-mainz.de), This Monument is the 
Symbol of the Celebration: Debates on the 
Independence Jubilee in Burkina Faso 
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Sotima Tchantipo, Mainz University and LASDEL- 
B~nin (saisotima@yahoo.fr), Celebrating B~nin’s 50 
Years of Independence in the Periphery: 
Perspectives on State and Nation 

Jean-Luc Martineau, Institut National des 
Langues et Civilisati0ns Orientales (Paris) 
(ParislSjlm@gmail.com), The 2010 Jubilee 
Celebrations in the Republic of B~nin and Nigeria 

Discussant: Carola Lentz, Mainz University 

(lentz@uni-mainz.de) 

(VI-2) Reading the Visual and Verbal Now: 
Object, Text, Performance 

Chair: Leslie Rabine, University of California- 
Davis (Iwrabine@gmail.com) 

Leslie Rabine, University of California-Davis 
(Iwrabine@gmail.com), From Portrait Studios to 
New Media: Senegalese Photography, Fashion and 
Activism from 1948 to 20i i 

Jordan Fenton, University of Florida 
(jafenton@ufl.edu), A Play for Space: Masquerade 
and Urbanization in Postcolonial Calabar, Nigeria 

Andrea Frohne, Ohio University 9 
frohne@ohio.edu), From Eritrea to North America: 
Transnational Trajectories in Artwork by Dawit 
Petros 

Ghirmal Negash, Ohio University 
(negashg@ohio.edu), Begging to Be Black: 
Remembering Our Transnational and/or Transracial 
Future 

(VI-3) The Visions, Victories and Tragedies of 
Revolutions: Appraising the Successes and 
Failures of Fifty Years of Liberation in Africa 

Chair: Alem Hailu, Howard University 
(alemhailu@att.net) 

Alem Hailu, Howard University 

(alemhailu@att.net), The Promises and Perils of 

Revolutions: Understanding the Mixed Records of 

Africa’s 50 Years of Liberation 

Sabella Abidde, Alabama State University 
(sabidde@alasu.edu), Nigeria as the Mirror Image 
of African Dreams and Disappointments: The Niger 
Delta Under the Microscope of Africa’s Liberation 
Record 

Christopher Daniels, State University of Florida- 
Tallahassee (cdaniels@hotmail.com), Somalia from 
a Model Nation State to Two Decades of Anarchy: 
What Went Wrong with Liberation? 

Getachew Metaferia, Morgan State University 
(gmetaferial@gmail.com), Fifty Years of Liberation 
in the Horn of Africa: Hopes, Realities 

Discussant: Olayiwola Abegunrin, Howard 
University (oabegunrin@ howard.edu) 

(VI-4) The Political Economy of Resources 
and Uneven African Development 

Chairs: Miles Larmer, Review of African Political 
Economy (ROAPE) (m.larmer@sheffield.ac.uk), and 
Ray Bush, Review of African Political Economy 
(ROAPE) (r.c.bush@leeds.ac.uk) 

Ray Bush, Review of African Political Economy 
(r.c.bush@leeds.ac.uk), Imperialism, Enclaves and 
Impoverishment: Mining and Underdevelopment 

Cyril Obi, Nordic Africa Institute 
(CyriI.Obi@nai.uu.se), Oil and the Post-Amnesty 
Programme (PAP): What Prospects for Sustainable 
Development and Peace in the Niger Delta 

Yao Graham, Third World Network Africa-Accra 
(ygraham@twnafrica.org), The New Resource 
Nationalism and Challenges to the Mineral Enclave 
in Africa 

Angela Gapa, Florida International University 
(angelagapa@gmail.com), Africa’s New Resource 
Curse? The Case of Cocaine 

Discussant: Eunice Sahle, University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill (Eunice@email.unc.edu) 

(VI-5) Presidential Scholars Roundtable -- 
New Humanities Scholarship in Africa 
(Sponsored by the ASA Board of Directors and 
the American Council of Learned Societies 
African Humanities Program) 

Chair: Aili Marl Tripp, University of Wisconsin- 
Madison 
Susan Kiguli, Makerere University and African 
Humanities Program Postdoctoral Fellow 
Leketi Makalela, University of the Witwatersrand 
and African Humanities Program Postdoctoral 
Fellow 
Kwesi Yankah, University of Ghana-Legon and 
Associate Director, African Humanities Program 

(VI-6) Education in Southern Africa: Global 
Meanings, Local Challenges 

Chair: Alisha Brown, Michigan State University 
(brown248@msu.edu) 

Jarita Holbrook, University of California-Los 
Angeles (holbrook@u.arizona.edu), The National 
Astrophysics and Space Sciences Programme: 
Educating the Next Generation of African 
Astrophysicists 

G. Lynne Lackey, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg 
School of Public Health (llackey@jhsph.edu), The 
"Right to Know’; Leadership, and AIDS: University 
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of Swaziland Student-driven AIDS Research and 

Action in the National Education Sector 

Rashida Hilliard, New York University 
(rxh200@nyu.edu), Separate but Equal? The State 

of South African Education, 17 Years Later 

Alisha Brown, Michigan State University 
(brown248@msu.edu), Push and Puff: How Macro- 
Structural, Family, Community, and School Factors 
Impact Access to Education for Children with 
Disabilities in South Africa 

(VI-7) Roots of Change: The Informal Sector 

Chair: Sigismond Wilson, Rogers State University 

(wilsonsi@msu.edu) 

Rachel Reichenbach, Global Philanthropy Forum 
(rer27@cornell.edu), Decent Work or Decent 
Rights: The Struggle for Informal Worker Rights in 
Kenya 

Levy Odera, University of Florida 
(levyleonad@yahoo.com), Developing via 
Clientelism: The Role of Citizen-Pofitician 
Clientelistic Linkages in the Urban Informal 
Economy in Kenya 

Courtney Gallaher, Michigan State University 
(gallahe3@msu.edu), Livelihoods and 
Environmental Risk: Sack Gardening in the Kibera 
Slums of Nairobi, Kenya 

Sigismond Wilson, Rogers State University 
(wilsonsi@msu.edu), Challenges for Food Security 
in Post-Conflict Sierra Leone 

Angela Storey, University of Arizona 
(astorey@email.arizona.edu), Citizenship Without 
Services? Social Movements in Cape Town’s 
Informal Settlements 

Malgorzata Krusiewicz, Warsaw School of 
Economics (mkrusiewicz@gmail.com), Special 
Economic Zones: Lessons from China to Africa 

Betty Harris, University of Oklahoma-Norman 
(bharris@ou.edu), The Pofitical Economy of 
Chinese-South African Bilateral Investment: A Win- 
Win Situation? 

(VI-9) The Political and Moral Economies of 
Contemporary "Land Grabbing" in Africa 

Chairs: Benjamin Neimark, Temple University 
(bneimark@temple.edu), and Benjamin Gardner, 
University of Washington-Bothell 
(gardnerb@ u.washington.edu) 

William Moseley, Macalester College 
(moseley@macalester.edu), China’s Green 
Revolution Narrative and its Impfications for African 
Agricultural Development 

Andrew Clinard, University of Illinois-UC 
(clinard2@illinois.edu), Land Grabbing in Africa: 
Issues of Food Security, Land Tenure, and Poverty 

Benjamin Gardner, University of Washington- 
Bothell (gardnerb@u.washington.edu), Tourism 
Markets, Local Rights and The Politics of the Global 
Land Grab in Tanzania 

Benjamin Neimark, Temple University 
(bneimark@temple.edu), Shocked and Seized: The 
Political Economy of Land Grabbing for Biofuel 
Production in Madagascar 

Philipp Baumgartner, Centre for Development 
Research (Bonn) (ph.baumgartner@gmail.com), 
Socio-economic Impact of Large-scale Land 
Acquisitions in Ethiopia: Trends Across Regions and 
the Case of Commercial Rice Farming in Gambella 
(West Ethiopia) 

(VI=8) Africa and Regional Power 

Chair: Amy Copley, Penn State University 
(aec17@psu.edu) 

Caroline Chumo, American University 
(caroline.chumo@student.american.edu), Caught 
between Unity and Opportunity: Understanding the 
African Union in the Africa-European Union 
Partnership 

Amy Copley, Penn State University 
(aec17@psu.edu), The Implications of an 
Increasingly Global Economy on the CFA Franc 
Zone and Francophone West African States 

Stephen Wright, Northern Arizona University 
(stephen.wright@nau.edu), The Common Market 
for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA): A 
Roadmap Toward an African Economic Community? 

(VI-10) African Literature Since 
Independence: African Literature and Social 
Justice in Post-Independence Africa (Part I) 

Chair: Ernest Emenyonu, University of Michigan- 

Flint (eernest@umflint,edu) 

Blessing Diala-Ogamba, Coppin State University- 
Baltimore, From Passivity to Concerted Action and 
Psychological Liberation: The Novels of Alex La 
Guma 
Kwawisi Tekpetey, Central State University-Ohio, 
Subversive Art in Early Sembenian Fiction 

H. Obby Okolocha, University of Benin, Affirming 
the Human Rights of Disadvantaged Persons in Ola 
Rotimi’s Hopes of the Living Dead 

Discussant: Obi Nwakanma, University of Central 
Florida 
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(VI-11) Roundtable -- Court Politics and 
Colonial Power in Rwanda, 1896=1931: A 
Discussion of Defeat is the Only Bad News by 
Alison Des Forges (University of Wisconsin 
Press 2011) 

Chair: Thomas Spear, University of Wisconsin- 
Madison 
Jean-Marie Kamitali, Ohio Northern University 
Aimable Twagilimana, SUNY-Buffalo State 
University 
Rene Lemarchand, University of Florida- 
Gainesville 
Danielle de Lame, Mus6e Royal de I’Afrique 
Centrale, Belgium 
Pier Larson, Johns Hopkins University 

(V:1:-12) Classroom Experiences in Ghana and 
America: Pedagogy in Practice 

Chair: Tamba H’bayo, Hope College 
(mbayo@hope.edu) 

Lacy Ferrell, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
(Iferrell@wisc.edu), Designed to Rule: Students 
and Space in Colonial Classrooms in the Gold Coast, 
1901-48 

Benjamin Wendorf, University of Wisconsin- 
Milwaukee (bwendorf@uwm.edu), Asante as 
Empire: A Revision for World History 

Tamba M’bayo, Hope College(mbayo@hope.edu), 
Africa and Africans, World History, and 
Globalization in the 21st Century 

Harry Stein, Manhattan College 
(Harrystein@rcn.com), African Civilizations Course 
for the 21st Century: African Economic and 
Demographic History 

Kris Inman, University of California-Davis 
(klinman@ucdavis.edu), Democratic Support in 
Ghana: Evidence from a Simulated Voting 
Experiment 

(VI=13) Roundtable -- Whither Pre=Colonial 
History: The Crisis in the Study of Pre-Colonial 
Africa 

Chair: Linda Heywood, Boston University 
John Thornton, Boston University 
James Sweet, University of Wisconsin 
Akin Ogundiran, University of North Carolina- 
Charlotte 

(VI-14) African Women’s Struggles for 
National Liberation, Peace, and Empowerment 
(Sponsored by the ASA Women’s Caucus) 

Chair: Deborah LaFond, University at Albany, 
SUNY (dlafond@uamail.albany.edu) 

Angela Olofu-Adeoye, University of Jos 
(angyonyi27@yahoo.com), and Damilola 
Agbalajobi, Redeemer’s University (Nigeria) 
(Iola2kid@yahoo.com), Gender and Peace Building 
in Africa: Aftermath i325 

Lynda Day, Brooklyn College-CUNY 
(Iday@brooklyn.cuny.edu), A Gendered Analysis of 
Women, Peace-Building and Post-Conflict 
Reconstruction in Sierra Leone and Liberia, 1995- 
2007 

Clemence Pinaud, Universit6 Sorbonne 
(clem.pinaud@gmail.com), Militarized Feminism, 
Liberatory Promises and Domestic Subjugation: 
The Second Sudanese Civil War 

Betty Wambui, SUNY-Oneonta 
(Wambuiba@Oneonta.edu), The "New" Kenyan 
Constitution: A Feminist Response 

Discussant: Judith Van Allen, Cornell University 
(jv43@cornell.edu) 

(VI-15) Effective States and State Effects: Co- 
Producing the Failed State in Africa = Z 

Chair: Maia Green, University of Manchester 
(maia.green@ manchester.ac,uk) 

Hannah Brown, London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine (hannah.brown@lshtm.ac.uk), 
Effecting an Ineffective State: NGOs, the Ministry 

of Health, and the Defivery of Health Care in Kenya 

Jon Harald Sande Lie, Norwegian Institute of 
International Affairs (jon.lie@nupi.no), 
Developmentafity, State Formation and 
Sovereignty in Uganda 

Anne Pitcher, University of Michigan 
(pitchera@umich.edu), The Entrepreneurial State: 
The Rising Fortunes of State-Owned Enterprises 
Across Africa 

Sam Hickey, University of Manchester 
(Sam.Hickey@manchester.ac.uk), The Pofitics of 
State Effectiveness in Africa: from Pofitical 
Settlements to New Social Contracts? 

Discussant: Stein Eriksen, Norwegian Institute of 
International Affairs 
(Stein.SundstolEriksen@nu pi. no) 

(VI-16) Democratic Transition, Governance 
and Challenges of the Postcolony 

Chair: Eve Sandberg, Oberlin College 
(Eve.Sandberg@oberlin.edu) 

Prince Amadichukwu, Our Soil Africa Foundation 
(pamadichukwu@yahoo.com), Democratic 
Consolidation in Africa: Challenges and 
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Opportunities 

Cheikh Thiam, Ohio State University 

(cthiaml@gmail.com), Beyond Corruption and Bad 

Governance: Re-Conceptualizing the Roots of 

Africa’s Failing States: The Example of Senegal 

Rachel Beatty Riedl, Northwestern University (r- 
riedl@northwestern.edu), Transforming Politics, 
Dynamic Religion: Religion’s Pofitical Impact in 
Africa 

Elizabeth Garland, Union College 
(garlande@union.edu), Dilemmas of 
Representation in the Analysis of African Violence 
Against Tourists 

Discussant: Eve Sandberg, Oberlin College 
(Eve.Sandberg@oberlin.edu) 

(VI-17) Understanding Uganda’s 2011 
Elections 

Chair: Kristof Titeca, University of Antwerp 

(kristof.titeca@ua.ac.be) 

Florence Brisset-Foucault, Universit~ Paris 1 
Panth~0n-S0rb0nne (fl0rencebrisset@yah00.fr), 
Royalist Politics in the 2011 Elections 

Nicolas de TorrentS, Deepening Democracy 
Programme (nicolas@hrdpdanida.org), The 
Rationafity of Ugandan Voters: How Opinion Polls 
Can Help Explain the Outcome of the 2011 
Elections 

Jonathan Fisher, University of Birmingham 
(jonathan.fisher@sant.ox.ac.uk), The Limits and 
Limiters of External Influence? The Role of 
International Donors in Uganda’s 2011 Elections 

Nanna Schneidermann, Aarhus University 
(nanna.s@hum.au.dk), Not Another Rap: 
Transformations Between Music and Politics in the 
Ugandan 2011 Elections 

Discussant: Holger Bernt Hansen, University of 
Copenhagen (hbh@teol.ku.dk) 

(VI-18) Roundtable -- Common Challenges for 
a Diverse Region: The View from African 
Ambassadors (Sponsored by the Local 
Arrangements Committee) 

Chair: Carl LeVan, American University 
H.E. Ambassador Ebrahim Rasool, Republic of 
South Africa 
H.E. Ambassador Mwanaidi Sinare Maajar, 
United Republic of Tanzania 
H.E. Ambassador James Kimonyo, Republic of 
Rwanda 
H.E. Ambassador Perezi Kamunanwire, 
Republic of Uganda 
H.E. Ambassador Adebowale Ibidapo Adefuye, 

Federal Republic of Nigeria 

(VI=19) Ethnicity and Politics in Kenya from 
the 1950s to the 21st Century 

Chair: Robert Maxon, West Virginia University 

(rmaxon@wvu.edu) 

Mickie Koster, Lone Star College 
(mickie@mwanzia.com), "We Want Our Freedom 
and Land’;" Liberation and the Mau Mau Oath 

Robert Maxon, West Virginia University 
(rmaxon@wvu.edu), Implementation of Kenya’s 
New Constitution: Lessons from the Past 

Linda Giles, Illinois Wesleyan University 
(llgiles@gmail.com), and John Mitsanze, Malindi 
District Cultural Association, The Role of Mijikenda 
Makaya and Kaya Elders in Post-colonial Kenya 

Sibel Kusimba, Northern Illinois University 
(skusimba@niu.edu), Family Wealth, Family Ties: 
Remittances and Kinship in Transnational Luhyia 
Families 

Discussant: Katherine Luongo, Northeastern 
University (k.luongo@neu.edu) 

(VI=20) Sudan and the Horn: Regional Politics 
from the Colonial Era to the 1990s 

Chair: All All-Dinar, University of Pennsylvania 
(aadinar@sas.upenn.edu) 

All All-Dinar, University of Pennsylvania 
(aadinar@sas.upenn.edu), Rumors and Intelligence 
Reports: Sultan All Dinar of Darfur and the Anglo- 
Egyptian Sudan: 1900-14 

Jeffrey Sachs, McGill University 
(jeffrey.sachs@mail.mcgill.ca), Rule of Law in 
Colonial Sudan: The Strategic Use of "Illegibility" 

Belachew 8elete, Addis Ababa University 
(beletebelachew@yahoo.com), Ethiopia in South 
Sudan: Assessment of Their Unique Contact, 1955- 
91 

Irma Taddia, University of Bologna 
(irma.taddia@unibo.it), and Tekeste Negash, 
Dalarna University (tne@du.se), The Horn of 
Africa Partitioned 1975-1990: International 
Relations and Regional Politics 

Discussant: Jay Spaulding, Kean University 

(VI-21) Disability, Critical Development and 
Human Rights in Ghana 

Chair: Jeff Grischow, Wilfrid Laurier University 
(jgrischo@wlu.ca) 
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Denise Nepveux, Syracuse University 

(denise.nepveux@gmail.com), Our Women are 

Weak: Women’s Empowerment, Transnational 

Funding, and Gendered Disability Rights Struggle in 

Ghana 

Kathryn Geurts, Hamline University 
(kgeurts@gw.hamline.edu), Disability Activism and 
Sensory Knowing in Accra 

Jeff Grischow, Wilfrid Laurier University 
(jgrischo@wlu.ca), Disabifity and Human Rights in 
Ghana: A Case Study from the Eastern Region 

(VI-22) The Contested Process of State- 
Building 

Chair: David Leonard, University of Sussex 
(D.Leonard@ids.ac.u k) 

Anna Workman, London School of Economics 
(amworkman@gmail.com), Under Pressure: 

Survivalist Chiefs in Post-War Makeni, Sierra Leone 

Marda Mustapha, College of Saint Rose 
(kpejewest@gmail.com), Sierra Leone at 50: 
Persistent Ethnic Politics in a Post-war Nation 

Alfred Zack-Williams, University of Central 
Lancashire/ROAPE (abzw@ blueyonder.co.uk), 
Bringing Home the Harvest: The Role of the 
Diaspora in the Pofitical Economy of Sierra Leone 

Masse Ndiaye, Boston University 
(mndiaye@bu.edu), Negotiating Statehood in 
Liberia and Sierra Leone: A Governance Model for 
Effective State Building and Responsive Citizenship. 

Discussant: David Leonard, University of Sussex 
(D.Leonard@ids.ac.u k) 

(VI-23) The Nature and Implications of 
Political Compromises in Africa 

Chair: Tim Murithi, Institute for Justice and 
Reconciliation, South Africa 
(tkmurithi@hotmail.com) 

William Tsuma, Global Partnership for the 
Prevention of Armed Conflict (w.tsuma@conflict- 
prevention.net), Strategic Groups as Middlemen 
with Hidden Transcripts: Theoretical Grounding of 
Peace Agreements in Africa 

Martha Mutisi, African Centre for the Constructive 
Resolution of Disputes (martham@accord.org.za), 
Targeted Sanctions and Their Role in Political 
Compromises: The Case of Zimbabwe 

Grace Mania, African Centre for the Constructive 
Resolution of Disputes, The Limits of Liberal 
Democracy in Africa: Lessons from Governments of 
National Unity in Africa 

Kwesi Sansculotte-Greenidge, African Centre for 
the Constructive Resolution of Disputes 
(kwesi@accord.org.za), Fragmented Pieces: 
Sudan’s Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) 
and the Implications of Partial Implementation 

Discussant: Tim Murithi, Institute for Justice and 
Reconciliation (tkmurithi@hotmail.com) 

(VI-24) Indigenous Religions: History and 
Practices 

Chair: Emily Welty, Pace University 
(ewelty@pace.edu) 

David Robinson, Michigan State University 

(robins22@msu.edu), Failures in Islamization: The 
Umarian 2ihad and the State 

Richard Shain, Philadelphia University 
(shainr@philau.edu), Ritualizing Revival: A History 
of the Puje Festival in Wukari, Central Nigeria 

Susan Rosenfeld, University of California-Los 
Angeles (susanrosenfeld@ucla.edu), Orunmila’s 
Chain: Ifa Divination Genealogies in Three Yoruba 
Kingdoms 

Rebekah Lee, Goldsmiths College, University of 
London (r.lee@gold.ac.uk), Encounters and 
Conversions: Historicizing Death in South Africa 

Discussant: David Amponsah, Harvard University 
(amponsah@fas.harvard.edu) 

(VI-25) Roundtable -- L’Afrique... et apr~s? 
Teaching French-Speaking Africa and African 
Topics to Post=Teenaged American 
Youngsters 

Chair: Mathilde Leduc-Grimaldi, Royal Museum 

for Central Africa (Brussels) 
:lames Mokhiber, University of New Orleans 
Sarah Van Beurden, Ohio State University 

(VI-26) Roundtable -- African Masculinities: 
Contemporary Research and Theory (Part 

Chair: Athena Mutua, Buffalo Law School 
Itumeleng Funani, Medical Research Council of 
South Africa 
Sibusiso Sifunda, Health Promotion Research & 
Development Unit 
Mildred Ndeda, Kenyatta University 
Godisang Mookodi, University of Botswana 

(VI-27) Drugs in Africa: Use, Trade and 
Control of Legal and Illegal Intoxicants 

Chairs: Charles Ambler, University of Texas-El 
Paso (cambler@utep.edu), and 
Gernot Klantschnig, University of Nottingham 
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(gernot.klantschnig@nottingham.edu.cn) 

Beverly Smith, West Virginia University 
(Bev.Smith@mail.wvu.edu), Medicalizing Miraa: 
Drugs, Science and Social Control in Colonial Kenya 

Gernot Klantschnig, University of Nottingham 
(gernot.klantschnig@nottingham.edu.cn), Drugs in 
Pre-Civil War Nigeria: The Colonial State, Doctors 
and Soldiers on Indian Hemp 

Donna Patterson, Wellesley College 
(dpatters@wellesley.edu), Drug Trafficking in 
Africa: Historical Cases from West Africa 

Sheryl McCurdy, University of Texas-Health 
Science Center 
(sheryl.a.mccurdy@uth.tmc.edu), Fear and 
Loathing in Bongoland: Tanzanian Heroin Injectors 
Struggles with the Emotional and Physical Reafities 
of Addiction 
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ASA Presidential Lecture 
Delivered by 

3udith Byfield 
Professor of Histow, Cornell University 

Friday, November 18 
12:30 pm - 1:30 pm 

Oxford University Press Ambassador Reception 
Friday, November 18 
12:30 pm - 1:30 pm 

By Invitation Only 

Inaugural African Studies Review Distinguished Lecture 
"Policy Making and the Spread of Ideas in Africa" 

Delivered by 
Thandika Mkandawire 

Chair of Africa Development, London School of Economics 
Friday, November 18 
1:45 pm - 2:45 pm 

ASA Board of Directors Current Issues Plenary 
What Role Now for National Security Funding of African Studies? 

Friday, November 18 
2:15 pm- 3:45 pm 

Moderator: Professor Terri Barnes, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Ambassador Vicki Huddleston, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

Professor Emeritus David Wiley, Michigan State University 
Professor Carl LeVan, American University 

SESSION VII 

FRIDAY 4:30 - 6:30 pm 

(VII-l) Roundtable -- African Independence 
and Its Others: The 50th Anniversaries in 
Critical Relief (Sponsored by the ASA Board of 

Directors) 

Chairs: Paul Nugent, University of Edinburgh, and 
Nancy Jacobs, Brown University 
Frederick Cooper, New York University 
Jan 8art Gewald, Leiden University 
Mamadou Diouf, Columbia University 
Paul Nugent, University of Edinburgh 
Nancy Jacobs, Brown University 

(VII-2) The African National Congress’s 

Relationship with Public Memory 

Chair: Thomas Leischner, Goshen College 
(taleischner@gmail.com) 

Thomas Leischner, Goshen College 
(taleischner@gmail.com), Where Have They Put 
Our Hero? The African National Congress’s Shifting 
Use of the Memory of Steve Biko, i977-97 

Elizabeth MacGonagle, University of Kansas 
(macgonag@ku.edu), History and Memory on 
Robben Island 

Veronica Ehrenreich-Risner, University of 
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California-Santa Barbara 
(myoho@sadink.csus,edu), Reading Geographical 
Names as Text: Refiguring the "Living"Archive in 
Post-Apartheid South Africa 

Discussant: Paul Zeleza, Loyola Marymount 
University (PauI.Zeleza@lmu.edu) 

(VII-3) Themes in Independence Era and 
Post-Independence Fiction 

Chair: Odile Cazenave, Boston University 

(cazenave@bu.edu) 

James Hodapp, University of Maryland 
(jhodapp@umd.edu), African Literary Self- 
Referentialism : Early African Literary Genealogies 
in Independence Era Novels 

Lindsey Green-Simms, American University 
(simms001@umn.edu), Nigerian Petro-Fiction 

Kathleen Hanggi, Emory University 
(khanggi@emory.edu), The Power of Love: The 
Writing of Ngugi wa Thiong’o 

Patricia Celerier, Vassar College, The "Truth-lie" 
of Fictional Memory as Condition to Africa’s Future: 
V&ronique Tadjo’s L’Ombre d’Imana (2000), Reine 
Pokou (2005), and Loin de Mort P~re (2010) 

Odile Cazenave, Boston University 
(cazenave@bu.edu), Reconfiguring the Parameters 
of Diasporic Writing: The Examples of A. WabeH 
and Sami Tchak 

(VII-4) Ethnicity, Conflict, Identity and Belief: 
New Directions in Congolese Research 

Chair: Thomas Turner, Independent Scholar 
(tommyagain@yahoo.com) 

Nikki Eggers, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
(nikkieggers@gmail.com), Kitawala in the Congo: 
Religion, Pofitics, Health and Healing in Congolese 
History 

Reuben Loffman, University of Keele 

(r.loffman@ihum.keele.ac.uk), The Pofitics of 
Suicide: Pofitical Tribalism and the End of Belgian 
Rule in Kongolo, Katanga, 1957-50 

Miles Larmer, University of Sheffield 
(m.larmer@sheffield.ac.uk), Local Identities and 
Transnational Conflict: The Katangese Gendarmes 
and Central-Southern Africa’s Forty=years War, 
1960-99 

Discussant: Thomas Turner, Independent Scholar 
(tommyagain@yahoo.com) 

(VII-S;) Zulus Abroad: Global Dimensions of 
Zulu-ness in South Africa, Great Britain and 

the United States 

Chair: Robert Trent Vinson, College of William 
and Mary (rtvins@wm.edu) 

Benedict Carton, George Mason University 
(bcartonl@gmu.edu), "Zooloo" Verismilitude, 
Princess Amadaga’s Hippodrome and the Greatest 
Shows on Earth: Zulu Performance in an American 
Epoch of Racial Spectacle, with special reference to 
South Africa and Great Britain, 1820s-1880s 

Robert Edgar, Howard University 
(redgar@howard.edu), Crossing the Water: African 
American Linkages with South Africa 1880-1980 

Robert Trent Vinson, College of William and Mary 

(rtvins@wm.edu), From the Red Gutters of 
Wilmington to the Zulu Promised Land: African 
Americans, Manhood Rights, and the Reclamation 
of Racial Masculinities 

Discussant: David Anthony, University of 
California-Santa Cruz (danthony@ucsc.edu) 

(VII-6) Nationalism and Transnationalism in 
the Quest for Liberation 

Chair: Brian Yates, Marist College 

Brian Yates, Marist College 
(rbrianjyates@gmail.com), What about the Oromo 
H~b~sha? Liberating Northern Oromo Experiences 
from Competing Nationalisms 

Zakia Posey, Michigan State University 
(poseyzak@msu.edu), The Oromo Diaspora: 
Gaining a Footing in the Nation’s Capital 

David Suarez, Florida International University 

(Dsuar009@fiu.edu), The Transformation of 
Sahrawi Ethnicity in the Face of Conflict 

Adryan Wallace, Rutgers University 
(adwallac@eden.rutgers.edu), Gender Production 
and Nationalism: A Case Study of Hausa Women in 
Kano, Nigeria 

Micah Trapp, American University 

(mr1214a@student.american.edu), Shadow 
Colony: Refugees and the Pursuit of the Liberian- 
American Dream 

(VII=7) Black Feminine Mystique: Women’s 
Self-determination, Challenges and 
Achievements in Changing Lives and Building 
Nations 

Chair: Lorna Lueker Zukas, National University 
(Izukas@nu.edu) 

Bennetta Jules-Rosette, University of California- 
San Diego (bjulesro@ucsd.edu), Josephine Baker 
and the Black Feminine Mystique: Challenges and 
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Achievements 

Sonja Darlington, Beloit College 
(darling@beloit.edu), Tribal Identity Eclipsed by a 
Nationalist Perspective: Passing on the Legacy of a 
Secondary Education in Tanzania 

Rae Lesser Blumberg, University of Virginia 
(rlb9b@virginia.edu), Making Lemonade? Achofi 
Women’s Unexpected Economic Empowerment in 
Northern Uganda 

Lorna L. Zukas, National University 
(Izukas@nu.edu), Feminine Mystique and 
Revolution: Women’s Engagement for Freedom, 
Equality and Autonomy 

(VZZ-8) Tanzania and the World: Sovereignty, 
Dependency, and Discourse (Sponsored by 
the Tanzanian Studies Association) 

Chair: Paul Bjerk, Texas Tech University 
(paulbjerk@gmail.com) 

Monique Bedasse, Connecticut College 
(mbedasse@conncoll.edu), African First and 
Socialist Second: Julius Nyerere’s Pan-African 
Thought and Praxis, 196i-i 992 

Priya Lal, Quinnipiac University 
(priyalalista@gmail.com), Self-Reliance, Citizenship, 
and Development in Postcolonial Tanzania 

Richard Schroeder, Rutgers University 
(rschroed@rci.rutgers.edu), Frontline Memories: 
The Legacies of Southern Africa’s Liberation in 
Contemporary Tanzania 

Goran Hyden, University of Florida 
(ghyden@ufl.edu), From Donor Darling to Donor 
Prisoner: Tanzania’s Lost Fight for Self-Reliance 

Discussant: Walter Bgoya, Mkuki na Nyota Press 
(walterbgoya@yahoo.co.uk) 

(VII=9) The Political Economy of Agricultural 
Transformation in Africa 

Chair: Catherine Boone, University of Texas- 
Austin (cboone@mail.utexas.edu) 

Faustin Maganga, University of Dar es Salaam 
(faustinmaganga@yahoo.co.uk), and Kelly Askew, 
University of Michigan (kaskew@umich.edu), 

Pastoralists, Farmers and Land Grabbers in the 
Agricultural Frontier of Tanzania: The Case of 
Kiteto 

Sandra Joireman, Wheaton College 
(sandra.joireman@wheaton.edu), Enforcing 
Property Rights in Weak States 

Howard Stein, University of Michigan 
(howstein@umich.edu), The Political Economy of 

the Formalization of Property Rights in Rural 
Tanzania 

Morten Jerven, Simon Fraser University 
(Mjerven@sfu.ca), The Political Economy of 
Fertilizer Subsidies and Agricultural Crop Data: 
Evidence from Nigeria, India and Malawi 

Marcel Kitissou, Union ~[nstitute and University- 
NY (marcel.kitissou@myunion.edu), Food Riots and 
Political Stability in Africa, 2008 and 2011 

Discussant: Catherine Boone, University of 
Texas-Austin (cboone@ mail.utexas.edu) 

(VII-10) Memory, Identity and Liberation in 
Post=Colonial Literature 

Chair: .lohn Tawiah=Boateng, Augustana College 
(JohnTawiah-Boateng@augustana.edu) 

Laura Murphy, Loyola University 
(Imurphy@loyno.edu), Captive Commodities: The 
Fiction and Reality of Modern Day Slavery in West 
Africa 

Meyre da Silva, University of Oregon 
(mdasilva@uoregon.edu), Mozambican Women and 
Memory in Chiziane’s Niketche 

Charles Bwenge, University of Florida 
(cbwenge@ufl.edu), Conflicting National 
Narratives: The Politics and Poetics of 
Remembering and Forgetting 

Aria Catarina Teixeira, Brown University 
(ana_teixeira@brown.edu), The Missing 
Protagonists: Revisiting the Role of Cubans and 
Soviets in Angola’s Post-Independence Literature 

Discussant: .lohn Tawiah=Boateng, Augustana 
College (JohnTawiah-Boateng@augustana.edu) 

(VII-11) Music: Deep Pasts and Post=Colonial 
Futures 

Chair: Mhoze Chikowero, University of California- 
Santa Barbara (chikowero@history.ucsb.edu) 

3. S. Kofi Gbolonyo, University of British 
Columbia (jskofigbolonyo@yahoo.com), Gendering 
Creativity and Procreation: A Philosophical 
Exposition of Ewe/Fort Ontology of Musical 
Creativity and Nomenclature 

Mhoze Chikowero, University of California-Santa 
Barbara (chikowero@history.ucsb.edu), Mbira 
Narratives: Tapping into a Usable Zimbabwean Past 

Nate Plageman, Wake Forest University 
(plagemna@wfu.edu), Charting a Future on the 
Dance Floor: Urban Youth, Popular Music and 
Starting Life in Independent Era Accra 
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Nana Amoah, Indiana University 
(namoa@indiana,edu), An Investigation of African- 
American Music: Is it African Enough? 

Tyler Fleming, Columbus State University 
(fleming_tyler@colstate.edu), Sad Times, Bad 
Times: The Exiled King Kong Cast and South 

African Jazz in Britain, i961-1980 

(VII-12) Gender, Youth and Curriculum in 
Education Policies 

Chair: Jordene Hale, University of Massachusetts- 
Amherst (j hale@sagefoxgroup.com) 

Kim Foulds, Columbia University 
(kimfoulds@yahoo.com), Complicating Cultural 
Reproduction: Curriculum Development and Gender 
in Kenya 

Jordene Hale, University of Massachusetts- 
Amherst (jhale@sagefoxgroup.com), Identity of the 

School Girl in Kono, Sierra Leone 

Umeh Ihuoma, Adeyemi College of Education 
(Nigeria) (lizliz62@yahoo.com), Evaluation of 
Nigerian Women Education Since Independence: A 
Case of Igbo Women 

Omoyemi Ijaduola, Nike Art Gallery (Osogbo, 
Nigeria) (bidemijaduola@hotmail.com), Importance 
of the Visual Arts in Education 

Ngozi Nwodo, University of Nigeria-Nsukka 
(nwodoon@yahoo.com), Naija Speak: The 
Language of the Social Media and Self-concepts of 
Nigerian Youth 

(VII-13) Roundtable -- Living History in 
Lusophone Africa: What Have We Missed? 
What Have We Learned? 

Chair: Sherilynn Young, University of California- 
Los Angeles 
Anne Pitcher, University of Michigan 
David Birmingham, University of Kent 
Joe Hiller, University of Virginia 
Marissa Hoorman, Indiana University 

Benedito Machava, Universidade Eduardo 
Mondlane 

(VII-14) Expanding Cultural Spaces: African 
Women Negotiating Their Lives 

Chair: Fehintola Mosadomi, University of Texas- 

Austin (mosadom@ mail.utexas.edu) 

Serena Dankwa, University of Berne and Yale 
University (serena@saoas.org), Besides Marriage 
and Motherhood: Matrilineal Same-Sex Intimacies 
in Postcolonial Ghana 

Brillian Besi Huhonja, James Madison University 

(muhonjbx@jmu.edu), Diminished, Deferred and 
Denied Motherhood: Kenya 

Jonathan Cole, University of California-Los 
Angeles (jjcole@berkeley.edu), Medicalizing 
Motherhood: Maternal Health and the "Politics of 
the Womb" in 20th Century Senegal 

Fehintola Mosadomi, University of Texas-Austin 
(mosadom@mail.utexas.edu), The Religious, Legal, 
and Cultural Foundations of Polygyny Among Elite 
Yoruba Families 

Discussant: Lydia Boyd, University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill (lydia.boyd@unc.edu) 

(V~=15) Special Presentation: Perspectives 
on the Future of Southern Sudan (Sponsored 
by the ASA Board of Directors) 

Chair: John Harbeson, Professor Emeritus, CUNY 
Ambassador Princeton Lyman, U.S. Special 
Envoy for Sudan 
Ambassador Alan Goulty, Senior Scholar, 
Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars 

(VII=16) Reflections on Development 
Assista rice 

Chair: Jean Eudes Biem, St. Olaf College 
(biem@stolaf.edu) 

Tyson Roberts, Princeton University 
(tysonsahib@yahoo.com), How Does Foreign Aid 
Affect Electoral Quality in Africa? 

Joel Samoff, Stanford University 
(joel.samoff@stanford.edu), Disabling and 
Dysfunctional Foreign Aid 

Martha Johnson (majohnson@mills.edu) and Meg 
Smaker, Mills College (msmaker@mills.edu), 
Advantages of Isolation: International Intervention 
and the Aggregation of Public Authority in Somalia 

Discussant: Jean Eudes Biem, St. Olaf College 
(biem@stolaf.edu) 

(VII=17) The Political Logic of Governance 
Challenges in Africa’s Transitional Polities 

Chair: Peter VonDoepp, University of Vermont 
(pvondoep@uvm.edu) 

Leonardo Arriola, University of California- 
Berkeley, Post-Election Violence and Power-Sharing 
in Africa 

Jeremy Horowitz, University of California-San 
Diego (jhorowitz@ucsd.edu) and Kim Dionne, 
Texas A & M University (kim@polisci.tamu.edu), 
The Distributional Logic of Government Transfers in 
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Malawi 

Richard Marcus, California State University-Long 

Beach (rmarcus@csulb.edu), Differences in 
Impacts of Diminished State Capacity across Policy 
Sectors in Madagascar 

Peter VonDoepp, University of Vermont 
(pvondoep@uvm.edu), and Daniel Young, 
Georgia State University (djyoung@gsu.edu), 
Media Under Fire: Making Sense of State Attacks 
on the Media in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Discussant: Jennifer Boylan, University of Florida 
(jboylan@ufl.edu) 

(VII-18) Urban Neoliberalism in Africa and 
Impact on Contemporary Cities 

Chairs: Martin Murray, University of Michigan 
(murraymjCc~umich.edu), and Fassil Demissie, 
DePaul University (fdemissi@depaul.edu) 

Garth Myers, University of Kansas 
(gmyers@ku.edu), Urban Governance and Urban 
Pofitlcs in East Africa: A New Era ? 

Rosalind Fredericks, New York University 

(rcf2116@columbia.edu), The Battle for Trash in 
Neoliberal Dakar 

Fassil Demissie, DePaul University 

(fdemissi@depaul.edu), The Production of 
Contemporary Slums in Neoliberal Addis Ababa 

Martin Murray, University of Michigan 
(murraymj@umich.edu), Cradle City and Waterfafl 
City (Johannesburg): Prototypes for Master- 
planned, Privately-managed Cities in Africa 

Discussant: Levy Odera, University of Florida 
(levyleonad@yahoo.com) 

(VII-19) Roundtable -- Rethinking 
Counterterrorism in Trans-Saheh 
Development, Democratization and Capacity 
Building 

Chairs: William Miles, Northeastern University, 
and Stephen Burgess, U.S. Air War College 
Carl LeVan, American University 
Susanna Wing, Haverford College 
Julia McQuaid, Center for Naval Analyses 

(VII-20) Roundtable -- African Independence: 
Structural Challenges to Peace in African 
State (Sponsored by the West African 
Research Association) 

Abu Bah, Northern Illinois University 
William Zartman, Johns Hopkins University 
Niklas Hultin, American University 
Alice Bullard, Georgetown University 

Inaugural Past ASA Presidents" Dinner 
6:30 pm - 8.’30 pm 

SESSION VIII 
SATURDAY 8:00 - 10:00 am 

(VIII=l) Publish that Article: A Workshop 
Featuring the Editors of African Studies 
Journals (Sponsored by the ASA Board of 
Directors and the African Studies Review) 

Mitzi Goheen and Sean Redding, Co-Chairs, 
African Studies Review 
David Pratten, Africa 
Rita Abrahamsen, African Affairs 
R, Hunt Davis, African Studies Quarterly 
Chris Youe, Canadian Journal of African 
Studies/Revue Canadienne des Etudes Africaines 
Jan Jansen, History in Africa 
Justin Willis, Journal of African History 
Christopher Clapham, Journal of Modern African 
Studies 
Joost Fontein, Journal of South African Studies 
Miles Larmer, Review of African Political Economy 

(VIII-2) Post-Liberation Eritrea: 20 Years 
An n iversa ry 

Chair: Tekle Woldemikael, Chapman University 
(woldemik@chapman.edu) 

Jennifer Riggan, Arcadia University 
(rigganj@arcadia.edu), When There is No 
Democracy, They Vote with Their Feet: Classroom 
Debates on National Duty, the State, and Migration 
in Eritrea 

Amanda Poole, Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
(pooleab@yahoo.com), Ransoms and Remittances: 
Eritrea as a Gatekeeper State 

Kassahun Checole, Africa World Press 
(awprsp@verizon.net), The Press, Publishing and 
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the Future of Press Freedom in Eritrea, 1992-2001: 

A Narrative of Personal Experience 

Victoria Bernal, University of California-Irvine 
(vberr~al@uci.edu), Eritrea’s "Social Network’;" 
Reflections on Dehai, Asmarino, and Aware 

Discussant: Ruth Iyob, University of Missouri 
(iyob@umsl.edu) 

(VIII-3) The Politics of Liberation: 
Transformations (Part I) 

Chair: Leslie Hadfield, Brigham Young University 
(leslie_hadfield@byu.edu) 

Judith Van Allen, Cornell University 
(jv43@cornell.edu), What Happened to the 
Liberation of Women Through National Liberation? 

Langelihle Malimela, University of KwaZulu-Natal 
(Malimelal@ukzn.ac.za), Thabo Mbeki and the 
Moral Crisis in Post-Apartheid South Africa 

Jennifer Terrell, New School for Social Research 
(jyt360@gmail.com), The Extra-Legal Act: Farm 

Eviction Protests in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa 

Carrie Marias, International Committee for 
Conflict Management (ICCM-Senegal) 
(carriemarias@yahoo.fr), The National Resistance 
Struggle of the Namibian People and Dynamics of 
Change During the Post-Independence 

Discussant: Hessay Kebede, University of Dayton 

(VIII-4) African Women Writing Liberation: 
Contemporary Voices 

Chair: Anne Serafin, Independent Scholar 
(anneserafin@earthlink.net) 

Patricia Jabbeh Wesley, Pennsylvania State 
University (pjw14@psu.edu), When Women Tefl: 

Survival Narratives of Liberian Women, 
Traumatized by the Civil War 

Jennifer Browdy de Hernandez, Bard College- 
Simon’s Rock (browdy@simons-rock.edu), 
Dreaming Liberation: African Women’s Literature 
Imagines Another World 

Anne Serafin, Independent Scholar 
(anneserafin@earthlink.net), Fifty Years of African 
Women Writing Liberation 

Erica Alane HilI-Yates, University of Illinois 
(eahilll@illinois.edu), Bodies of Remembrance: 
Women, Memory and Tales of Slavery in Coastal 
Tanzania 

(VIII-5) Economic Pragmatism in an 
Intellectual and Political Vacuum: Debating 

the Terms of China’s Engagement with Africa 

Chair: Saheed Yinka Adejumobi, Seattle 
University (s.ade@seattleu.edu) 

Kidane Mengisteab, Pennsylvania State 
University (kmengisteab@la.psu.edu), The Beijing 
Consensus: Exploring the Opportunities and Risks 
for Africa 

Won Kidane, Seattle University School of Law 

(kidanew@seattleu.edu), Africa-China Trade and 
Investment in a Legal Vacuum 

Saheed Yinka Adejumobi, Seattle University 
(kmengisteab@la.psu.edu), Freedom and the 
Contested Commons in Africa-China Relations 

(VIII=6) The Practice of Pan=Africanism: 
Transnational Politics in an Anticolonial Africa 

Chair: Jeffrey Ahlman, University of Virginia 
(ja2yk@virginia.edu) 

Tshepo Chary, University of Pennsylvania 
(tshepo@sas.upenn.edu), God’s Pofitical Salvation: 
Co/oured Identity and the Practices of Black 
Nationalism in the African Orthodox Church 

Lessie TaLe, University of Illinois 

(lessietate@ hotmail.com), Tanzanian/African 
American Linkage: A Product of Black Hubs, 1947- 
1965 

Jeffrey Ahlman, University of Virginia 
(ja2yk@virginia.edu), Debating Decolonization: The 
All-African Peoples Conference and the Rise of a 
Pan-African Accra 

Jonathan Fenderson, University of Virginia 
(jf5kg@virginia.edu), Renovating the Black World: 
Afro-Modern Festivities & Black Arts 
Internationalism, 1955-1977 

(VIII-7) Phases of African Literary 
Production: Living Abroad, Writing of Home? 

Chairs: Kenneth Harrow, Michigan State 
University (harrow@msu.edu), and Eileen Julien, 
Indiana University (ejulian@indiana.edu) 

Susan Andrade, University of Pittsburgh 
(sza@pitt.edu), Genealogies and Influences: 
Dangarembga and Adichie 

Kenneth Harrow, Michigan State University 
(harrow@msu.edu), Anglophone Women Writers of 
the Third Generation: How to Read Them? 

Eileen Julien, Indiana University 
(ejulian@indiana.edu), Making Oneself at Home: 
New Writing from Beyond the Continent 

Val~rie Orlando, University of Maryland 
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(vorlando@umd.edu), Conceptualizing the Global 
Humanist in Contemporary Moroccan Literature: 
Fouad Laroui’s La Femme la plus riche du Yorkshire 

(VZZZ-8) Text and Context in West African 
Film, Video and Television 

Chair: Scott Edmonson, University of Michigan 

(scottedm@umich.edu) 

Barbara Hoffman, Cleveland State University 
(b.hoffman@csuohio.edu), Whither the Family in 
Malian 73/50 Years After Independence? 

Matthew Christensen, University of Texas-Pan 
American (mchriste@utpa.edu), Crime Fiction and 
the Genres of Neo-Liberalism in Bamako and The 
Miracle Merchant 

Scott Edmonson, University of Michigan 

(scottedm@umich.edu), An Akan-esque-scape in 

the "Pentecostalite" Public Sphere? Routes for the 

Transmission of Culture and Power in Ghanaian 

Video Films 

(VIII-9) Urban Life and African Socialism 

Chair: Emily Callaci, Northwestern University 
(emilycallaci2011@u.northwestern.edu) 

Ryan Skinner, Ohio State University 
(rtskinner@gmail.com), The Ethics of Ambiance, 
the Morafity of the State: Popular Culture and 
Pofitical Society in Bamako, 1955-1966 

Emily Brownell, University of Texas-Austin 
(ebrownell@mail.utexas.edu), Cars and Oil in 
Postcolonial Dar es Salaam 

Emily Callaci, Northwestern University 
(emilycallaci2011@u.northwestern.edu), A Hive of 
Activity where Night is Hell: Urban Imagery and 
National Narratives in Tanzania’s Ujamaa-era 
Newspapers, 1957-75 

Caleb Owen, Michigan State University 

(cowen25@rocketmail.com), Riot on the Soccer 
Pitch: Sports and the Construction of a Socialist 
Discourse in Post-Independent Tanzania 

Discussant: Andrew Ivaska, Concordia University 
(aivaska@alcor.concordia.ca) 

(VIII-lO) Roundtable -- Yoruba Studies at the 
Crossroads: Critical Perspectives and New 
Directions in Yoruba Historiography (Part I) 

Chair: Judith Byfield, Cornell University 
LaRay Denzer, Northwestern University 
Toyin Folola, University of Texas-Austin 
Oluwatoyin Oduntan, Alte Universitatssra6e 
Olukoya Ogen, Osun State University 

(VIII-11) Roundtable = "Province of Freedom" 
Revisited: The Paradoxes of History and 
Memory in Postcolonial Sierra Leone 

Chair: Sylvia Ojukutu-Macauley, Truman State 
University 
Ismail Rashid, Vassar College 
Arthur Abraham, Virginia State University 
Gibril Cole, Louisiana State University 

(VIII=12) Labor and Liberation: Histories of 
Struggle, Empowerment and Entrapment 

Chair: Dmitri van den Bersselaar, University of 
Liverpool (dvdb@liv.ac.uk) 

Jelmer Vos, Old Dominion University 
(jvos@odu.edu), Labor Recruitment in Northern 
Angola and the Collapse of a Moral Order, 1910-i3 

Julia Seibert, Humboldt University 
(julia.seibert@asa.hu-berlin.de), Kazi: Struggles 
over Wage Labor in Colonial Katanga and Their 
Impact on Decolonization 

Carolyn Brown, Rutgers University 
(cbrown@panix.com), Industrial Men, the Colonial 
State and Decolonization: The 1949 Iva Vafley 
Shooting and the Nigerian Coal Industry 

Dmitri van den Bersselaar, University of 
Liverpool (dvdb@liv.ac.uk), Labor, Nationalism and 
the Workplace in Ghana, 1949-1982 

Discussant: Andreas Eckert, Humboldt University 
(andreas.eckert@asa.hu-berlin.de) 

(VIII=13) Historical Memory and Political 
Reform in Contemporary Kenya 

Chair: Gabrielle Lynch, University of Leeds 
(g.lynch@leeds.ac.uk) 

Gabrielle Lynch, University of Leeds 
(g. lynch@leeds.ac, uk), Interpretations of the Past 
and the Demise of Kenya’s Truth, Justice and 
Reconciliation Commission 

Justin Willis, Durham University 
(justin.willis@durham.ac.uk), The Memory of 
Independence: (Mis)representing the History of 
Kenya’s Coastal Strip 
Lillian Cherotich, University of Oxford 
(lillian.cherotich@sant.ox.ac.uk), Re-imagining the 
State: Dealing with Kenya’s Legacy of Corruption 

(VIII=14) The Changing Nature of Work in 
Ghana: What Prospects for Decent Work in 
the Next Fifty Years? (Part I) (Sponsored by 
the Ghana Studies Council) 

Chair: Sara Berry, Johns Hopkins University 
(sberry@jhu.edu) 
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Sara Berry, Johns Hopkins University 
(sberry@jhu.edu), Mobility and the Search for 
Decent Employment 

Michael Kpessah, University of Ghana 
(mhytem@gmail.com), The State of Work and 
Social Protection in Informal Ghana 

Kwesi Amponsah-Tawiah, University of Ghana 
(kamponsah-tawiah@ug.edu.gh), "Aft Die Be Die’:" 
An Examination of the State of Occupational Health 
and Safety in Ghana 

Discussant: Jennifer Hart, Wayne State University 
(jeahart@indiana.edu) 

(VIII=IS) Violence Against Women: Causes, 
Advocacy, Trans-Sovereign Solutions, and 
Policy Formation in Africa 

Chair: Tahiya Nyahuma, University of Ghana- 
Legon (nyahuma@ hotlmail.com) 

Rachael Pierotti, University of Michigan 
(rpierot@umich.edu), Recent Trends in African 
Attitudes about Violence Against Women 

Tahiya Nyahuma, University of Ghana-Legon 
(nyahuma@hotmail.com), Engendering National 
Public Policy Through Global Public Policy 

Bernard Njor, Redeemer’s University (Nigeria) 
(ebnjor@yahoo.com), Domestic Violence Among 
Redemption Camp Dwellers: Causes and 
Implications 

Bruna Lima, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio 
de Janeiro (brunafdl@gmail.com), The Distance 
Between Us: Gender Construction in Conflict Zones 

Discussant: Damilola Agbalajobi, Redeemer’s 
University (Nigeria) (Iola2kid@yahoo.com) 

(VIII-16) Building the Nation on Tanzania’s 
Border 

Chair: Jo Tague, University of California-Davis 
(jttague@ucdavis.edu) 

Charlotte Miller, University of Iowa, Protecting 
the Nation from Saboteurs: Tanzanian Policies 
Towards Border-Crossers in the 1970s 

Jo Tague, University of California-Davis 
(jttague@ucdavis.edu), Humanitarian Assistance, 
Rural Development, and Nation-Building: 
Mozambican Refugee Camps in Southern Tanzania, 
1967-75 

Julie Weiskopf, University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse 
(weiskopf.juli@uwlax.edu), Tanzania’s Moyowosi 
Game Reserve as a Nation Building Site: 1959-79 

Peter Schmidt, University of Florida 
(schmidtp@ufl.edu), The Demon that Ate History: 
The Impact of HIV/AIDS on Oral Traditions in North 
West Tanzania 

Discussant: Gregory Maddox, Texas Southern 
University (maddox_gh@tsu.edu) 

(VIII=17) Roundtable -- Fifty Years of Political 
Mobilization in the Congo 

Chairs: Tatiana Carayannis, Social Science 

Research Council, and Herbert Weiss, Woodrow 
Wilson Center 
Georges Nzongola=Ntalaja, University of North 
Carolina 
Mvemba Dizolele, Stanford University 
Jason Stearns, Yale University 
Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch, Sciences-Po 
Pascal Kambale, Open Society Institute 

(VIII=18) Stresses and Strains in New 
Democracy Politics 

Chair: Thomas Hale, Pennsylvania State 
University (tah@psu.edu) 

George Keteku, Binghamton University-SUNY 
(geoket@gmail.com), Multiparty Competition in 
Sub-Saharan Africa: How the Number of Issue 
Dimensions in a Pofity Structure the Rules of the 
Game 

Eun Kyung Kim, University of California-Los 
Angeles (liprib612@uda.edu), Democratization 
with Strong Opposition Parties 

Beth Rabinowitz, University of California- 
Berkeley (bethrab@berkeley.edu), Reversal of 
Fortune: Regime Strategy and Changes in Political 
Stability in CSte d’Ivoire and Ghana, 1950-2000 

Henry EIonge, Clark Atlanta University 
(aelonge@yahoo.com), Parliaments and 
Governance in Modern African States: Towards a 
Renewed Understanding 

Kevin Fridy, University of Tampa (kfridy@ut.edu), 
What is Bridging the NPP/NDC Divide in Ghana’s 
Fourth Republic? Seeking Explanations for 
Lessening Polarization in the Electorate with Each 
Election 

Discussant: Rachel Beatty Riedl, Northwestern 
University (r- riedl@northwestern.edu) 

(VIII=19) Colonialism, Religion and Popular 
Culture in 19th and 20th Century-West Africa 

Chair: Harry Odamtten, Santa Clara University 
(hodamtten@gmail.com) 

David Amponsah, Harvard University 
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(amponsah@fas.harvard.edu), Colonial Anxieties: 
Contestations over Witchcraft in Colonial Ghana 

Emmanuel Asiedu=Acquah, Harvard University 
(easiedu@fas.harvard.edu), "And Still the Youth 
are Coming’:" Generational Politics and Anti- 
colonialism in Ghana, c. 1930-57 

Assan Sarr, College of Charleston 

(sarra@cofc.edu), The Evolution of the Political 
System and the Decline of Traditional Authority in 
The Gambia 

Harry Odamtten, Santa Clara University 
(hodamtten@gmail.com), Edward Wilmot Blyden 
and the "Africanization of Islam"in West Africa 

Discussant: Kwadwo Obeng, We Are All Africans 
(kdobeng@weareallafricans.com) 

(V111-20) Effective States and State Effects: 
Co-Producing the Failed State in Africa - II 

Chair: Hannah Brown, London School of Hygiene 
and Tropical Medicine 

(hannah.brown@lshtm.ac.uk) 

Blessings Chinsinga, University of Malawi 
(kchinsinga@yahoo.co.uk), Beyond Malawi’s Food 
Security Success Story: The Making and Unmaking 
of an Effective State 

Stein Eriksen, Norwegian Institute of 
International Affairs 
(Stein.SundstolEriksen@nupi.no), States, State 
Building and State Effects 

Maia Green, University of Manchester 
(maia.green@ manchester.ac.uk), Co-Producing 
Incapacity: States, Social Knowledge, Africa 

Jimi Adesina, University of the Western Cape 
(jotadesina@gmail.com), The Regional and Global 
Politics of State Effectiveness: A Social Policy 
Perspective 

Discussant: Jon Harald SandeLie, Norwegian 
Institute of International Affairs (jon.lie@nupi.no) 

SESSION IX 
SATURDAY 10:15-12:15 prn 

(IX-l) Lumumba: Congolese Returns 

Chair: Pedro IVlonaville, University of Michigan 
(pmonavil@umich.edu) 

Isabelle de Rezende, University of Michigan 
(iderezen@umich.edu), Statesman, Slain Hero and 
Family Man: Elements for the Construction of a 
Lumumba Visuality 

Pedro IVlonaville, University of Michigan 
(pmonavil@umich.edu), Lumumbist Trajectories: 
Contested Memories and Political Organization in 
the Congo (1960s-1990s) 

Katrien Pype, Catholic University of Leuven and 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(Katrien.Pype@soc.kuleuven.be), Lumumba and 
Kabila: Heroes for the Present? Visual Media, 
Memory and Politics in DR Congo Festive Year 2010 

Discussant: Bogumil Jewsiewicki, Universit~ 
Laval, Canada (BogumiI.Koss@hst.ulaval.ca) 

(IX=2) The Political Economy of Development 
and Underdevelopment in the Horn of Africa 

Chair: Edmond Keller, University of California-Los 

Angeles (ekeller@ucla.edu) 

Ken IVlenkhaus, Davidson College 

(kemenkhaus@davidson.edu), Stateless 
Development? The Political Economy of 
Development and Underdevelopment in Somalia 

Ruth ~yob, University of Missouri-St. Louis 
(iyob@umsl.edu), Eritrea: The Political Economy of 
Stalled Development in a Fragile State 

Lahra Smith, Georgetown University 
(Is356@georgetown.edu), Democracy, 
Development and Uncertainty in Ethiopia 

Edmond Keller, University of California-Los 
Angeles (ekeller@ucla.edu), Which Way - Southern 
Sudan ? 

Discussant: Stephen Ndegwa, World Bank 
(sndegwa@worldbank.org) 

(IX=3) The Politics of Liberation: Contested 
Meanings (Part :1::1:) 

Chair: Tricia Hepner, University of Tennessee 
(thepner@utk.edu) 
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Tricia Hepner, University of Tennessee 
(thepner@utk.edu), Re-Imagining Liberation in 
Eritrea: Generational Conflict, Political Identity, and 
the Eritrean Refugee Crisis 

Catherine Higgs, University of Tennessee 

(chiggs@utk.edu), Liberation before Education: 

Black Consciousness and Open Schools in 

Apartheid South Africa 

Patrick Furlong, Alma College 

(furlong@alma.edu), Indigenous Africans and 

Transnational Pan-Netherlanders: Re-constructing 

Afrikaner Identity in Post-Apartheid South Africa 

Konstanze N’Guessan, Mainz University 

(nguessan@uni-mainz.de), "Pray for the Liberation 

of our Nation]" Religion and Politics on the 

Occasion of the 50th Anniversary of Independence 

in C~te d’Ivoire 

Discussant: Leslie Hadfield, Brigham Young 
University (leslie_hadfield@ byu.edu) 

(IX=4) Musical Dynamism in Postcolonial 
States 

Chair: Maina Mutonya, El Colegio de Mexico 

Maina Mutonya, El Colegio de Mexico 
(mutonya@gmail.com), Singing Our Own Song: the 
Poetics of Postcolonial Disillusionment in Kenya 

Rachel Muehrer, York University (Canada) 
(rachel.muehrer@gmail.com), Making the Ennanga 
Heard: Kiganda Music in Post-independence 
Uganda 

Kristofer OIsen, Ohio University 
(ko148009@ohio.edu), Africa’s Musical Dynamism: 
Is Evolution the Proper Term? 

Dennis Rathnaw, University of Iowa 
(dmrathnaw@yahoo.com), Death of the Zombie: 
Re-inscribing Production in Cameroon’s Migrant 
Ghost Songs 

(IX=5) African Literature Since Independence: 
African Literature and the Poetics of Protest 
in Post-Independence Africa (Part II) 

Chair: Ernest Emenyonu, University of Michigan- 

Flint (eernest@umflinLedu) 

Maik Nwosu, University of Denver 
(mnwosu@du.edu), Chimalum Nwankwo and the 
March Toward the Aerial Zone 

Iniobong Uko, University of Uyo (Nigeria), 
Affirming the Humanity of Oppressed Women : 
Female Roles in Flora Nwapa’s One is Enough, 
Nawal El Saadawi’s God Dies By the Nile, and 
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus 

Ernest Emenyonu, University of Michigan-Flint 

(eernest@umflint.edu), The Novelist as Reformer: 
The City as Metaphor for Moral Rebirth in Cyprian 
Ekwensi’s Urban Fiction 

Discussant: Obi Nwakanma, University of Central 
Florida (obi.nwakan ma@ucf.edu) 

(IX=6) Struggle and Liberation: Gendering 
Southern African Refugees, Bodies, and 
Laborers 

Chair: Michael Panzer, University at Albany 
(hstryman@hotmail.com) 

Michael Panzer, University at Albany 
(hstryman@hotmail.com), Gender (In)Flux: 
Mozambican Refugees in Tanzania During the Early 

Formation of FRELIMO, 1962-58 

David Jones, University at Albany 
(crawjo@gmail.com), Whose Liberation? 
Alternative Mascufinities in Discourses on Pofitics 
and Crime in Namibia’s Liberation Struggle 

Zachary Guthrie, Princeton University 
(zkagan@princeton.edu), Gendered Strategies of 
Labor Control in Central Mozambique, 1942-51 

Discussant: Daniel Magaziner, Yale University 
(drmagaziner@gmail.com) 

(IX-7) Defining Discourses of Modernist 
Projects 

Chair: Laura Fair, Michigan State University 
(fairl@msu.edu) 

Stephan Miescher, University of California-Santa 
Barbara (miescher @history.ucsb.edu), Fashion for 
the Nation: The Akosombo Textiles Ltd. of Ghana 

Laura Fair, Michigan State University 
(fairl@msu.edu), Drive-in Modernity: Mobility, 
Media and Discourses of Development in 
Independent Tanzania 

Jamie Monson, Macalester College 

(monson@macalester.edu), Ahead of Time: Work 
and Modernization in China-Africa Cold War 
Development 

H. Leslie Steeves, University of Oregon 
(Isteeves@uoregon), Technology, Gender and 
Education for Development: A study of the One 
Laptop per Child (OLPC) project in Ghana 

(IX=8) Roundtable -- Concerned CAS 
Students: The Study of Africa in Post- 
Apartheid South Africa (Centre for African 
Studies, University of Cape Town) 
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Chairs: Danai Mupotsa, University of 

Witswatersrand, and Natasha Himmelman, 
University of Cape Town 
Siona O’Connell, University of Cape Town 
Nicole Sarmiento, University of Cape Town 

(TX-9) Contesting Development: China and 
Africa 

Chair: Margaret Lee, University of North Carolina- 
Chapel Hill (leemc@email.unc.edu) 

Chiedza Denhere, Northern Arizona University 
(cd373@nau.edu), An Old Friend With A New 
Agenda? An Analysis of China’s Investment 
Towards Socio-Economic Development in 
Zimbabwe 

Anita Wheeler, Howard University and University 
of Virginia (anitawheeler@gmail.com), The 
Diplomatic Value of Chinese Language in Kenya: 
The Case of the University of Nairobi Confucius 
Institute 

Margaret Lee, University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill (leemc@email.unc.edu), "Chocolate City" 
(Guangzhou) in China 

Jean-Pierre Bongila, University of St. Thomas 
(JPBongila@stthomas.edu), Understanding the 
Disparity between African and Asian Conceptions of 
the Common Good: Implications for Social 
Development 

(IX-10) Roundtable -- The Scholar between 
Thought and Action: In Honor of 
Professor All A. Mazrui (Part I) 

Chair= Abubaker aI-Shingieti, International 
Institute of Islamic Thought 
Charles Butterworth, University of Maryland 
John Esposito, Georgetown University 
N’Dri T. Assie-Lumumba, Cornell University 
Sulayman Nyang, Howard University 

(IX-11) Roundtable -- Yoruba Studies at the 
Crossroads: Critical Perspectives and New 
Directions in Yoruba Historiography (Part 

Chair: Philip Zachernuk, Dalhousie University 
Tunji Ojo, Brock University 
Lorelle Semley, College of the Holy Cross 
Olufemi Vaughan, Bowdoin College 
Oyeronke Olademo, University of Ilorin 

(IX-12) Politics of the Environment - Past and 
Future 

Chair: Michael Sheridan, Middlebury College 
(msherida@middlebury.edu) 

Nathan Carpenter, University of California-Davis 
(nrcarpenter@ucdavis.edu), Environment, Pofitics, 
and the Shaping of Pre-Colonial Frontiers: 

Northwestern Guinea, 1850-1920 

Marcus Filippello, University of Wisconsin- 
Milwaukee (filippem@uwm.edu), From a Fleeing 
King to Displaced Sovereignty: Re-Thinking 
Nationalist Narratives and Assessing Ecological and 
Pofitical Change in Early Colonial Dahomey 

Michael Sheridan, Middlebury College 
(msherida@middlebury.edu), Beyond Landesque 
Capital: The Symbolic Work of Sacred Site 
Formation in Africa 

Deborah Scott, Rutgers University 
(debby@eden.rutgers.edu), African Voices in New 
Forums of Global Environmental Governance 

Marsha Coleman-Adebayo, No FEAR Institute 

(nofearcoalition@aol.com), The US/South Africa 
Binational Commission (Gore-Mbeki) and the 
betrayal of African Vanadium Mine Workers. 

(]:X-13) Everyday Women in All of the Usual 
Places: Challenges of Sources in Presenting 
Women’s Stories 

Chair: Lindsey Gish, Michigan State University 
(gishlind@msu.edu) 

Lindsey Gish, Michigan State University 
(gishlind@msu.edu), From Signares to Slaves: 
Telling the Stories of Saint Louis 19th Century 
Women 
Jill Kelly, Michigan State University 
(kellyjil@msu.edu), It Was Not a Usual Fight: Rural 
Zulu Women, Oral History, and (Un)usual 
Challenges 

Bala S. K. Saho, Michigan State University 
(sahobala@msu.edu), Disappearing Husbands and 
Complaining Wives: Voices of Women from the 

Muslim Courts of Bathurst, 1905-1915 

Dior Konate, South Carolina State University 
(dkonate@scsu.edu), Women, Clothing, and Pofitics 
in Senegal in 1940s-1950s 

Discussant: Elizabeth Schmidt, Loyola University 
Maryland (eschmidt@loyola.edu) 

(IX=14) The Changing Nature of Work in 
Ghana: What Prospects for Decent Work in 
the Next Fifty Years? (Part II) (Sponsored by 
the Ghana Studies Council) 

Chair: Akosua Adomako Ampofo, University of 
Ghana (adomako@ug.edu.gh) 

Gabriel Klaeger, Goethe University (Germany) 
(g.klaeger@em.uni-frankfurt.de), Moving with 
Traffic: An Ethnography of Work, Speed and 
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Change on Ghanaian "Through Roads" 

Gracia Clark, Indiana University 
(gclark@indiana.edu), Informalizing the Informal: 
Shifting Dynamics in Marketplace Trade 

Dzodzi Tsikata, University of Ghana 
(dtsikata@ug.edu.gh), and Akosua Darkwah, 
University of Ghana (eseboa@ug.edu.gh), 
Employment Agencies and Work in Ghana: 
Informalizing Employment? 

Nana Akua Anyidoho (anyidoho@ug.edu.gh) and 
Akosua Adomako Ampofo, University of Ghana 
(adomako@ug.edu.gh), Women’s Work in the 
Banking Sectors in Ghana: Informalizing 
Employment 

(IX-15) Empowering Citizens and Addressing 
Poverty in Senegal: An African-Based 
Approach to Promote Democracy and Social 
Justice 

Chair: Sheldon Gellar, Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem (sheldon.gellar@gmail.com) 

Sheldon Gellar, Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
(sheldon.gellar@gmail.com), The Rise of National 
Citizen and Grassroots Movements in the Fight for 
Democracy and Social Justice in Senegal 

Abdou Salam Fall, Laboratoire de Recherches sur 
les Transformations Economiques et Sociales 
(fallabdousalam@gmail.com), Are Senegalese in 
Solidarity with the Poor? An Analysis of Aid 
Networks within the Context of Senegalese Poverty 

Sy Mansour, World Council of Religions for Peace 
(Manjami147@yahoo.fr), Why Faith Matters in 
Forging Institutional and Individual Solidarity in 
Africa: Case Studies from Senegal and Ghana 

Discussant: Robert Charlick, Cleveland State 
University (rbcharlick@ameritech.net) 

(IX=16) Citizen=Representative Relationships 
in Africa’s Autocracies and Democracies 

Chairs: Staffan Lindberg, University of 
Gothenburg and University of Florida (sil@ufl.edu), 
and Adrienne LeBas, American University 
(labas@american.edu) 

Dominika Koter, University of Chicago 
(dkoter@uchicago.edu), Pofiticians" and Voters" 
Contrasting Views of Representation 

Nicolas Cheeseman, Oxford University 
(niccheeseman@gmail.com), Searching for Africa’s 
Populists 

Adrienne LeBas, American University 

(labas@american.edu), Taxation and Trust in 
Nigeria 

Staffan Lindberg, University of Gothenburg 

(sil@ufl.edu), Evidence on the Demand Side of 
Politics in Africa 

Discussant: Carl LeVan, American University 

(levan@american.edu) 

(IX-17) Institutionalizing Democratic 
Participation 

Chair: John Harbeson, Johns Hopkins University- 

SAIS (Jwharbeson@aol.com) 

Joel Barkan, Center for Strategic and 
International Studies (joel-barkan@uiowa.edu), 
Education, MPs and Legislatures in Africa 

Amy Poteete, Concordia University 
(amypoteete@gmail.com), Renegotiation of 
Executive Powers and Executive=Legislative 
Relations in Botswana 

Carolyn Logan, Michigan State University 
(clogan@msu.edu), Speaking Their Minds or 
Minding Their Speech ? Freedom of Expression and 
the Reliability of Polling Data in Africa 

Stephen Orvis, Hamilton College 
(sorvis@hamilton.edu), Building Political 
Institutions in Africa 

Discussant: Landry Sign~, Stanford University 
(landrysigne@gmail.com) 

(IX-18) The New Rwanda: Paradoxes of 
Politics and Policy 

Chair: Catharine Newbury, Smith College 
(cnewbury@smith.edu) 

An Ansoms, Louvain Catholic University 
(an.ansoms@uclouvain.be), The Bitter Fruits of a 
New Agrarian Model: Large-Scale Land Deals and 
Local Livelihoods in Rwanda 

Jennie Burner, University of Louisville 
(j.burnet@louisville.edu), Popular Experiences and 
Perceptions of Everyday Corruption in Rwanda 

Yolande Bouka, American University 
(yb2000a@student.american.edu), "They Too Have 
Killed Our Own ": Justice and Politics of Victimhood 
in Post-Genocide Rwanda 

Erin Jessee, Carleton University 
(erinjessee@gmail.com), Rwandan Genocide 
Memorials: The Politics of Remembering the 1994 
Genocide of the Tutsis 

Discussants: Villia Jefremovas, Queens 
University (villia.jefremovas@gmail.com), and 
Susan Thomson, Hampshire College 
(sthomson@hampshire.edu) 
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(IX-19) Contemporary Religious Pluralism 

Chair: Robert Baum, University of Missouri- 
Columbia (baumr@missouri,edu) 

Simon Aihiokhai, Duquesne University 
(aihiokhais@hotmail.com), Building Interre/igious 
Encounter/Dialogue Through Friendship in a 
Pluralistic World: The Nigerian Context 

Kwadwo Obeng, We Are All Africans 
(kdobeng@weareallafricans.com), Cultural 
Imperialism: Subjugation of African Religion, 
History, Culture and Identity by the Judeo- 
Christian-Islamic Religions: The Last Hurdle to 
Africa’s Pofitical Unification 

Kinikanwo Anele, University of Port Harcourt 
(anelekinika@yahoo.com), Denominational 
Multiplicity and Decadence in an Emergent African 
Society: The Case of Nigeria 

Richara Leona Heyward, University of 
Pennsylvania (richara@sas.upenn.edu), Mediating 
Modern Christian Identities: Zimbabweans and 
Religious Media Since 1980 

Emily Welty, Pace University (ewelty@pace.edu), 

Mennonite Values, African Context 

Discussant: Emmanuel Asiedu-Acquah, Harvard 
University (easiedu@fas.harvard.edu) 

(~rx-20) Roundtable --Accessing Funding 
Opportunities in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Chair: Karl Hiller, Council for International 
Education of Scholars (CIES) 
Sarah Ilchman, Institute for International 
Education (IIE) 
Jennifer Yanco, West African Research 
Association (WARA) 

(IX-21) New Models in Research and 
Publishing in African Studies (Sponsored by 
the Africana Librarians Council) 

Chair: Emilie Songolo, University of Wisconsin- 
Madison (esongolo@library.wisc.edu) 

Marion Frank-Wilson, Indiana University 
(mfrankwi@indiana.edu), Making Research 
Available in the African Studies Context: Open 
Access Publishing in the Humanities and Beyond 

Derek Peterson, University of Michigan 
(drpeters@umich.edu), The Pofitics and Practice of 
Archive Work in Western Uganda 

Verlon Stone, Indiana University 
(stonevl@indiana.edu), From Cooperation to 
Collaboration: Sharing Archival Collections 

Peter Limb, Michigan State University 
(limb@msu.edu), Putting African Historical 
Newspapers Online: Assessing Models, Scholarly 
Use, and Future Directions 

Discussant: Edward Miner, University of Iowa- 
Iowa City (edward-miner@uiowa.edu) 

Bashorun M,K,O. Abiola Lecture and Luncheon 
Hosted by the ASA Board and Women’s Caucus 

"Whose Democracy are We Talking About? Non-Conforming Sexualities as a 
Hetaphor for African Dictatorships" 

Delivered by 
Sylvia Tamale, Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda 

Saturday, November 19 
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm 

SESSION X 
SATURDAY 2:15 - 4:15 pm 

(X-I) Contested Memories of :~ndependence 

Chair: Stephen Davis, University of Kentucky 

Christian Williams, University of the Western 
Cape (caw0004@yahoo.com), National History in 
Southern Africa: Remember Cassinga? 

Ramon Galinanes, .lr., University of Florida 

(ra m o n g @ u fh e d u ), Angola "S Unfinished Libera tion 

Struggle: Contested Memories of the MPLA and 

UNITA 

Stephen Davis, University of Kentucky, Losing the 
Plot: Mystery, Narrativity, and Investigation in 
Novo Catengue, May 1977-March i979 

Susann Bailer, Basel University 
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(susann.baller@unibas.ch), The Many 
Independence Celebrations of Senegal and Mall 

Richard Mtisi, Luther College 
(mtisri01@luther.edu), They Must Use the Old 
Line: Contested Memories of Independence in 
Chihlote/a, Southeastern Zimbabwe 

Discussant: Awet Weldemichael, Hamburg 
University (awate_is@yahoo.com) 

(X-2) Bridging Worlds: Master Yoruba Carver 
Lamidi Olonade Fakeye 

Chair: Elizabeth Morton, Wabash College 

Elizabeth Morton, Wabash College, Lamidi 
OIonade Fakeye: Life of a Master Carver 

Nick Bridget, Ohlone College and Menlo College, 
After the Workshop: Lamidi Fakeye and Kevin 
Carroll in the Period of Nigerian Independence 

Bruce Haight, University of Western Michigan, 
Lamidi Fakeye: Man of Paradox 

Olasope Oyelaran, Kalamazoo College, Lamidi 
Fakeye: Poet, Artist and Visionary 

Discussant: Rowland Abiodun, Amherst College 

(X=3) Cinematic Representations of Gender, 
Violence and Revolution 

Chair: James Genova, Ohio State University 

Jon Stapnes, Duke University, Let’s Go: Becoming 

Revolutionary After Independence: The Films of 

Djibril Diop Mamb~ty 

James Genova, Ohio State University, 
Representations of Violence in the Early Films of 
Ousmane Sembene 

Beatriz Leal Riesco, University of Salamanca, The 
Woman in Contemporary African Cinema: 
Protagonism and Representation 

Discussant: Anjali Prabhu, Wellesley College 

(X=4) Struggles for Human Rights, Social 
Justice and Security 

Chair: Patrick Tongu, Network Movement for 
Justice and Development (Kono, Sierra Leone) 

Muadi Mukenge, Global Fund for Women, Who 
Will Fund the Revolution: Women’s Funds and 
Social Justice in Africa 

Jennifer Hart, Wayne State University, No 
Respect: Status, Security, and the Ambivalence of 
Decline in the Life of Drivers, 1960s-1980s 

Kathryn Boswell, Bard College at Simon’s Rock, 
No One Speaks of Repatriates Anymore: Ivoirian 

Unrest, Humanitarian Assistance, and Two 
Narratives of Decline from Urban Burkina Faso 

Patrick Tongu, Network Movement for Justice and 
Development (Kono, Sierra Leone), Mining 
Operations and Legal and Human Rights in Sierra 
Leone 

Discussant: Jane Parpart, University of Dalhousie 
(Jane.Parpart@sta.uwi.edu) 

(X=5) U.S. Businesses in the Making and 
Unmaking of African Sovereignties 

Chair: Lynn Thomas, University of Washington 

Matthew Hooper, California Polytechnic 
University- San Luis Obispo, American Merchants, 
Globalization, and Labor in the Western Indian 
Ocean, 1840-1890 

Kairn Klieman, University of Houston, 
Foundations for an 0il Curse: U.S. 0il Companies, 
the Lend Lease Program, and American Diplomacy 
in Africa During World War II 

Lynn Thomas, University of Washington, U.S. 
Cosmetics Companies as Economic and Cultural 
Agents in South Africa’s Twentieth-Century Skin 
Lightener Market 

Luise White, University of Florida, Chrome 
Crimes: Union Carbide, Unilateral Declaration of 
Independence (UDI), and the Hidden Histories of 
Metals 

Discussant: Gabrielle Hecht, University of 
Michigan 

(X-6) African Agricultural Alternatives: 
Sustaining Livelihoods Chair: Jeanne 
Koopman, Boston University 

Farzana Ramzan, University of Manchester, 
Changing Climates and Changing Markets: 
Negotiating Food Security in Rural Tanzania 
(Dodoma) 

Sarah Walshaw, Simon Fraser University, 
Agricultural Independence of Family Farms on 
Pemba Island, Tanzania: Archival and Oral 
Historical Perspectives 

Jeanne Koopman, Boston University, The 
Implications of Large-Scale Land Acquisitions for 
Food Security and Family Farmers in Senegal 

M. Mackenzie Cramblit, U.S, Fulbright/IIE, New 
Farmers, Old Land: Emergent Notions of 
Community-Belonging in Response to Agricultural 
Development in Wassand~, Cameroon 
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(X-7) Roundtable -- Pro-Democracy 
Movements and the Legacy of "Pax-Africana’: 
In Honor of Professor All A, Mazrui (Part II) 

Chair: Micere Githae Hugo, Syracuse University 
Locksley Edmondson, Cornell University 
James Mittelman, American University 
Abiola Irele, Harvard University 
Timothy Shaw, University of West 
Indies/University of Massachusetts=Boston 

(X-8) New Directions in African Sports History 

Chair: Matt Carotenuto, St. Lawrence University 

(mcarotenuto@stlawu.edu) 

Peter Alegi, Michigan State University 
(palegi@yahoo.com), "A Paradox at Play’;" A 
Preliminary Assessment of the 2010 World Cup in 
South Africa 

Chuka Onwumechili, Howard University 
(COnwumechili@Howard.edu), Impact of Nigerian 
Footbafl Labor Migration 1950s to Date 

Matt Carotenuto, St. Lawrence University 
(mcarotenuto@stlawu.edu), Grappfing with the 
Past: Wrestling and Cultural Identity in Kenya 

Michelle Sikes, University of Oxford 
(mmsikes@gmail.com), The Socio-Economic 
Impact of Women’s Running in Kenya 

Gerard Akindes, Ohio University 
(akindesg@ohio.edu), 50 Years Later, French 
Legacy in Francophone African Sports 

Discussant: Martha Saavedra, University of 
California-Berkeley (Martha@ berkeley.edu) 

(X-9) Affect, Emotion and Agency among 
Slaves and Owners in Emancipatory Courts 

Chair: Pamela Scully, Emory University 
(pamela.scully@emory.edu) 

Emily Burrill, University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill (eburrill@email.unc.edu) Affect and Agency: 
Uncovering Emotion in the Court Testimony of 
Emancipated Slave Women in Twentieth Century 
French Soudan 

Elisabeth McMahon, Tulane University 
(emcmahon@tulane.edu), Love and Shame: 
Acceptable Emotions among Enslaved and Owners 
along the Swahifi Coast 

Marie Rodet, University of London=SOAS 
(mrodet@hotmail.com), Children, Emancipation 
and Emotional Attachments in Post-abolitionist 
French Soudan 

Discussant: Pamela Scully, Emory University 
(pamela.scully@emory.edu) 

(X-10) Liberia’s Struggle for its Place in Post- 
Colonial Africa 

Chair: Yekutiel Gershoni, Tel Aviv University 
(gygygy@post.tau.ac.il) 

D. Elwood Dunn, Sewanee: University of the 

South (edunn@sewanee.edu), Liberia’s Africa 
Policy in the Aftermath of Decolonization 

Joseph Holloway, California State University 
(holloway_joe@yahoo.com), The Collision in Liberia 
of Marcus Garvey’s and W.E.Bo Dubois’ Versions of 
Pan Africanism 

Yekutiel Gershoni, Tel Aviv University 
(gygygy@post.tau.ac.il), The Liberian Junta’s 
Rejection and Acceptance in Africa 

(X-11) Revisiting Meanings of Independence 
in Lusophone Africa 

Chair: Kathleen Sheldon, University of California= 
Los Angeles (ksheldon@ucla,edu) 

Abel Djassi Amado, Boston University 

(adamado@bu.edu), Cabral’s Nkrumah’s Moment: 
Revisiting Liberation Tactics in Portuguese Guinea 
in the 1950s 

Aliou Ly, University of California=Davis 
(aly@ucdavis.edu), The Guinea-Bissau Liberation 
Through the Perspective of Women Fighters: The 
Gendered and Unfinished Liberation War: 1951-74 

Vico Melo, Federal University of Pernambuco 
(vico_denis@hotmail.com), Brazil and Portuguese- 
speaking African Countries: Active and Noble 
Bilateral Relations 

Discussant: Kathleen Sheldon, University of 
California-Los Angeles (kshetdon@ucfa,edu) 

(X-12) "Spiritually Dangerous": African Anti= 
Gay Rhetoric 

Chair: Kathleen O’Mara, SUNY-Oneonta 

Lindsay Ehrisman, San Francisco State University 
(ehrisman@mail.sfsu.edu), "Decadent Imports," 
"Vile Abominations’: (Under)Developing Discourses 
on Male=Male Sex and the Missionary Position in 
Buganda, 1875-1910 

Lydia Boyd, University of North Carolina-Chapel 
Hill (lydia.boyd@unc.edu), Secrecy, Sexuality, and 
Pentecostal Youth: Uganda’s Anti-Homosexuafity 
Movement 

Kathleen O’Mara, SUNY-Oneonta 
(omarakk@oneota.edu), Habits of Silence and 
Threats of Exposure in the Construction of 
Women’s Non-normative Sexual Identity In Accra 
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Gabriella Nwozuzu, University of Nigeria-Nsukka 
(gabriellanwaozuzu@yahoo.com), Speech Forms 
Inhibitions and Prohibitions as Infringement on the 
Rights of Women: A Case Study of Speech Patterns 
of Igbo Women of Southern Nigeria 

Discussant: Serena Dankwa, University of Berne 
and Yale University (serena@saoas.org) 

(X-13) Sudan: Reformulating the State and 
Region 

Chair: Lako Tongun, Pitzer College 
(Lako_Tongun@ pitzer.edu) 

Philip Roessler, College of William and Mary 
(proessler@gmail.com), Explaining Societal 
Support For Self-Determination: New Survey 
Evidence from Sudan 

~ystein Rolandsen, Peace Research Institute 
Oslo (PRIO) (oystein.rolandsen@gmail.com), A 
New Quasi-State? Challenges Facing a Sovereign 
Southern Sudan 

Kwaku Nuamah, American University 
(kwaku@sais=jhu.edu), South Sudan’s Secession 
and the Politics of State-Making in Africa: 
Implications for Africa’s Boundary Norms 

Solomon Getahun, Central Michigan University 
(getahlsa@cmich.edu), Implications of Southern 
Sudanese Independence on Ethiopian=Egyptian 
Relationships 

Discussant: Lako Tongun, Pitzer College 
(Lako_Tongun@ pitzer.edu) 

(X-14) Living "at Home" in "Sites of 
Development": Reconsidering Resettlement 
and Staying in Place 

Chairs: Siba Grovogui, Johns Hopkins University, 
and Lori Leonard, Johns Hopkins University 

Omolade Adunbi, University of Michigan, 
Contested Spaces, Conflicting Nation: Modernity, 
Oil Violence and the Production of Competing 
Subjectivities in Nigeria 

Joshua Garoon, University of Chicago 
(jgaroon@jhsph.edu), Elephants in the Millet: 
Poaching, Place, and Pursuing Good Milile in 
Northern Zambia 

Michelle Lea Kiel, University of Florida 
(mlkiel@ufl.edu), Re-Development in Place: 
Reorienting Development and Disorienting 
Livelihoods in Eastern Madagascar 

Lori Leonard, Johns Hopkins University 
(lleonard@jhsph.edu), Disturbing Relations: How to 
Live at Home in the Oilfield Region of Chad after a 
"Model" Resettlement Policy 

Discussant: Blair Rutherford, Carleton University 
(blair_rutherford@carleton.ca) 

(X-15) Roundtable = North Africa’s Political 
Upheaval: Implications for the Continent 
(Sponsored by the ASA Board of Directors) 

Chair: Peter Lewis, Johns Hopkins University- 
SAIS 
Larry Diamond, Stanford University-Hoover 
Institute 
Diane Singerman, American University 
Nicolas van de Walle, Cornell University 
Daniel Brumberg, Georgetown University 

(X-16) Citizenship and Conflict in CBte 
d’Ivoire 

Chair: Gina Lambright, George Washington 
University (glambrig@gwu.edu) 

Lauren MacLean, Indiana University 
(macleanl@indiana.edu), The Everyday and Local 
Politics of Constructing Ethnic Identity in Rural 
Ghana and C~te d’Ivoire 

Beth Whitaker, University of North Carolina- 
Charlotte (bwhitaker@uncc.edu), Blurring the Line: 
The Politics of Citizenship in C~te d’Ivoire 

Scott Straus, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

(sstraus@wisc.edu), Patterns of Violence in C~te 
d’Ivoire, 1995-20i I 

Tom Bassett, University of Illinois-UC 

(bassett@illinois.edu), ?-he North in the South: 
Reconstructing the Spaces of Political Power in C&te 

d’Ivoire’s 2010 Presidential Elections 

Guy Martin, Winston-Salem University 
(martingu@wssu.edu), Post-Election Crisis in C~te 
d’Ivoire: Sub=Regional, Regional, and Global 
Perspectives 

Discussant: Dorina Bekoe, U.S. Institute of Peace 
(dbekoe@usip.org) 

(X-17) The Politics of Public Goods Provision 

Chair: Bilal Butt, University of Michigan 
(bilal@geography.wisc.edu) 

Ian Hopwood, Senegal Evaluation Network 
(ihopwood@orange.sn), The Politics and Practice of 
the MDGs: Lessons from West Africa 

Laura Seay, Morehouse College 
(Iseay@morehouse.edu), Defining Success: 
Measurement Problems in the Study of Public 
Goods Provision 

Andrea Brown, Wilfred Laurier University 
(abrown@wlu.ca), The Politics of Poverty in 
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Uganda: Where Did the PEAP Go? 

Beatrice Reaud, American University 
(beatricereaud@yahoo.com), Learning to Walk with 
a Borrowed Cane: Municipal Revenue, Transfers 
and Aid in Mozambique 

Discussant: gilal Butt, University of Michigan 
(bilal@geography.wisc.edu) 

(X-18) Transitional Justice in Africa: 
Challenges, Contributions, and Paradoxes in 
Human Rights Accountability and 
Peacebuilding 

Chair: James Tonny Dhizaala, University of 
Sydney (jdhi2457@ @uni.sydney.edu.au) 
Wendy Lambourne, University of Sydney 
(wendy.lambourne@sydney.edu.au), The Locus of 
Transitional Justice in Africa: International Criminal 
Court and Civil Society Participation 

Julie Shackford=Bradley, University of California- 
Berkeley (jsbradley@berkeley.edu), The Process of 
"Negotiating" Transitional Justice in Uganda: A 
Study of Actors, Positions, Strategies and Power 

Brian Klosterboer, Centre College (Kentucky) 
(brian.klosterboer@centre.edu), Applying African 
Models for Transitional Justice to Peace and 
Restoration Prospects in the Congo-DR 

James Tonny Dhizaala, University of Sydney 
(jdhi2457@@uni.sydney.edu.au), The Pofitics of 
Transitional Justice: Paradoxes and Challenges of 
the Liberia Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

(X-19) Politics of War and Peace (Part I) 

Chair: Susan Shepler, American University 
(shepler@american.edu) 

Fodei Batty, Colgate University 
(fbatty@colgate.edu), Reintegration of Ex- 
Combatants in Post-Conflict Societies: Occupational 
Choice and Social Mobility in Liberia and Sierra 
Leone 

Ashley Rockenbach, University of Michigan 
(ashrock@umich.edu), "They Will Have a Foot in 
Two Countries’;" Towards a Social History of 
Banyarwanda Migration in a Ugandan Borderland, 
1916-i 962 

Shannon Golden, University of Minnesota 
(goldell8@umn.edu), Strategies of Survivors: 
Community Reconstruction in Northern Uganda 

Jessica Piombo, Naval Postgraduate School 
(jrpiombo@nps.edu), Negotiating Peace: Internal 
vs. External Processes in South Africa and Burundi 

Susan Shepler, American University 
(shepler@american.edu), Linking Education and 
Violent Conflict: The Case of Boko Haram 

(X-20) Commanding Africa 

Chair: William Minter, AfricaFocus 
(africafocus@igc.org) 

Liza Briggs, US Africa Command 

(fikir98@hotmail.com), US Africa Command: A 
Socio-Cultural Lens on Military Engagement 

Ibrahim Ndzesop, University of Paris I 
(ibndzesop@gmail.com), Mercenaries and Military 
Manpower in African History: When do States Use 
Mercenaries ? 

Stephen Harmon, Pittsburgh State University 
(sharmon@pittstate.edu), Kidnapping and 
Contraband: AI-Qaeda in the Sahara-Sahel Region 
and its Implications for Regional Policy 

Maureen Farrell, US Africa Command 
(maureenfarrell8@gmail.com), Gender 
Mainstreaming with African Militaries: A Role for 
AFRICOM? 

Discussant: William Minter, AfricaFocus 
(africafocus@igc.org) 

(X-21) Christianity and Liberation, 1960s to 
1990s (Part 

Chair: Jeremy Rich, Marywood University 
(roiadende@yahoo.fr) 

Mark Deers, Cornell University 
(mwd45@cornell.edu), The Role of Religion in the 
Separatist Discourse of Father Augustin 
Diamacoune Senghor 

Laura Premack, University of North Carolina- 
Chapel Hill (Ipremack@email.unc.edu), Nigeria’s 
"Coup d’Etat’;" Post-Independence Pofitics, Violence, 
and Church Growth 

Jeremy Rich, Marywood University 
(roiadende@yahoo.fr), Your Little Bible is a 
Handgun in My Hand: US-Congolese Protestant 
Partnerships in Ford Philpot’s Crusades, 1965-1978 

Discussant: Stephen Lichty, University of Florida 
(stevelichty@gmail.com) 
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SESSION XI 
SATURDAY 4:30 - 6:30 pm 

(XI-1) Documentary Films Since 
Independence 

Chair: Doris Essah, University of Michigan 
(dessah@umich.edu) 

Doris Essah, University of Michigan 
(dessah@umich.edu), The Boy Kumasenu: Cultural 
Symbolism, Urban Nationalism and Masculinity 

Sheila Petty, University of Regina 

(Sh ei la. Petty@ u regin a. ca), Reterritorialization in 

African Documentary Films: "Arlit: Deuxil-me Paris" 

and "Sacred Places" 

Anjali Prabhu, Wellesley College 
(aprabhu@wellesley.edu), African Heroes in 
Documentary Film 

Discussant: Jon Stapnes, Duke University 
(jon.stapnes@duke.edu) 

(XI-2) Leadership, Governance, and 
Development: An Exploration into Africa’s 50- 
Year Journey 

Chair: Gloria Chuku, University of Maryland- 

Baltimore (chuku@umbc.edu) 

Jeremiah Dibua, Morgan State University 
(Jeremiah. Dibua@ morgan.edu), Beyond 
Neopatrimonialism: Understanding the Crisis of 
Development in Africa 

Chikwendu Ukaegbu, Northwestern University 
(c-ukaegbu@northwestern.edu), Beyond Good 
Governance: Leadership for Development in Post 
50 Africa 

John Oriji, California Polytechnic State University 
(joriji@calpoly.edu), Ethnic Pofitics and Leadership 
in Africa: The Nigerian Example 

Gloria Chuku, University of Maryland-Baltimore 
(chuku@umbc.edu), African Women and the 
Struggles for Substantive Political Representation: 
The Case of Nigerian Women 

Discussant: Emmanuel Uwalaka, St. Louis 
University (uwalakaen@slu.edu) 

(XI-3) Continuity and Change in Francophone 
Africa 

Chair: Thomas Hale, Pennsylvania State 
University (tah@psu.edu) 

Chelsie Yount, Northwestern University 

(chelsie.yount@gmail.com), Imagining a 
Francophone Senegal 

Landry Sign~, Stanford University 
(landrysigne@gmail.com), Explaining Institutional 
or Pofitical Change in Africa: Ideas, Interests, 
Institutions and Time 

Cara Jones, University of Florida 
(cej01210@ufl.edu), From Rebels to Rulers: The 
Changing Dynamics, Organization and Structure of 

Burundi’s CNDD-FDD, 1994-2010 

Thomas Hale, Pennsylvania State University 
(tah@psu.edu), "Liberation" and Colonialism in the 
Project of Francophonie 

(XI-4) Forming Colonial Subjects and 
Establishing the Rule of Law: Comparative 
Perspectives on Colonialism in Africa 

Chair: Emily Lynn Osborn, University of Chicago 
(eosborn l@uchicago.edu) 

Ralph Austen, University of Chicago 
(wwb3@uchicago.edu), African (and other) Colonial 
Subjects: Regime Construction and 
Autobiographical Self-Construction 

Emily Lynn Osborn, University of Chicago 
(eosbornl@uchicago.edu), Gender, Households, 
and Politics in French West Africa 

Richard Roberts, Stanford University 
(rroberts@stanford.edu), Networks and Pofitical 
Authority in Early Colonial French West Africa: The 
Case of Faama Mademba 

Lynn Schler, Ben Gurion University 
(lynnschler@me.com), Repatriations and the 
Construction of Subjectivities in Colonial Nigeria 

Discussant: Andreas Eckert, Humboldt University 

(andreas.eckert@asa.hu-berlin.de) 
(XI-5) Looking Back at a Century of African 
Funerals 

Chair: Joel Noret, Universit4 libre de Bruxelles 
(jnoret@ulb.ac. be) 

Sean Hanretta, University of Florida 
(hanretta@ufl.edu), Preaching and Burying: 
Modernism and Funeral Debates in the Gold Coast, 
1908-1 960 

Felicitas Becker, University of Cambridge 
(fmb26@cam.ac.uk), Changing Limits of Exclusion 
and Inclusion in Funerary Practice in Tanzania 
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Joel Noret, Universit~ libre de Bruxelles 
(jnoret@ulb.ac.be), Burying at All Costs: The 
Ambiguous Burden of Funerals in Southern Benin 

Deborah Durham, Sweet Briar College 
(durham@sbc.edu), From Function to Feeling: Fifty 
Years of Funerals in Botswana 

Discussant: Megan Vaughan, University of 
Cambridge (mav26@cam.ac.uk) 

(XI-6) Shaping "New" Development 
Initiatives for Women’s Activism and 
Representative Engagement 

Chair: Ayuko Picot, Northwestern University 
(apicot@ u.northwestern.edu) 

Ayuko Picot, Northwestern University 
(apicot@u.northwestern.edu), Pressure from Above 
or Pressure from Below? International Influence on 
Women’s Political Participation and Representation 
in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Prudence Woodford=Berger, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs (Sweden) (prudence.woodford- 
berger@foreign.ministry.se), Repofiticizing 
Feminism in Gender and Development Policy - 
Some Reflections 

Sylvia Ojukutu=Macauley, Truman State 
University (macauley@truman.edu), Sierra Leone 
at Fifty: Prospects and Chaflenges for Women in 
the 21st Century and Beyond 

Rosaleen Nhlekisana, University of Botswana 
(nhlekisana@mopipi.ub.bw), Gender Audit of 
Academic Faculties at the University of Botswana 

Discussant: Rachael Pierotti, University of 
Michigan 

(XI-7) Resource Politics 

Chair: Stephen Wright, Northern Arizona 
University (stephen.wright@nau.edu) 

Daniel Volman, African Security Research Project 
(dvolman@igc.org), Africa’s New Oil Producers 

Jesse Salah Ovadia, York University (Canada) 
(jovadia@yorku.ca), The Pitfalls of National 
Content: Oil and Development in Angola and 
Nigeria 

Christopher LaMonica, U.S. Coast Guard 
Academy (christopher.lamonica@ uscga.edu), 
Twenty-First Century Challenges of Sustainability 
to Local and Coastal Governance in the Niger Delta 

Mutsa Karimakwenda, Johns Hopkins 
University/SAIS (mkarimak2002@yahoo.com), 
Equatorial Guinea: Oil, Power and the Journey 
Towards Change 

Discussant: John Harbeson, Johns Hopkins 
University-SAIS (Jwharbeson@aol.com) 

(XI-8) Eroding Political Rights and Growing 
State Power in Sub=Saharan Africa: Six 
Contemporary Case Studies (Sponsored by 
the African Politics Conference Group=APCG) 

Chair: Robert Press, University of Southern 
Mississippi (bob.press@usm.edu) 

Jerome Bachelard, Columbia University 
(jerome.bachelard@graduateinstitute.ch), The 
Good Governance Socialization Process: Engines 
and Obstacles to Reform in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Robert Press, University of Southern Mississippi 
(bo b. press@ u sm. ed u) After "Winning" the Struggle 
for Pofitical Rights - Disillusionment and 
Apprehension among Activists: The Case of Kenya 

Maja Bovcon, Oxford University 
(maja.bovcon@politics.ox.ac.uk), Why Repeated 
Elections Don’t Always Lead to Better Democracy: 
The Case of CSte d’Ivoire and the Need for 
Stronger Institutions 

Parakh Hoon, Virginia Tech 
(parakh.hoon@gmail.com), Who Owns the 
Elephants? Recentralizing Natural Resource 
Governance in Sub-Sahara Africa 

Discussant: Larry Diamond, Stanford University 
(Idiamond@stanford.edu) 
(XI-9) Real Governance in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo 

Chair: Dan Fahey, University of California 
(dfahey@berkeley.edu) 

Tom de Herdt, University of Antwerp 
(tom.deherdt@ua.ac.be), and Kristof Titeca, 
University of Antwerp (kristof.titeca@ua.ac.be), 
Governance with Empty Pockets: Shifting State- 
Society Relationships in the Education Sector in the 
DRC 

Jocelyn Kelly, Harvard Humanitarian Initiative 
(jtdkelly@gmail.com), Participatory Action 
Research in DRC: Strong Collaborations to improve 
Health Service Provision 

Dan Fahey, University of California 
(dfahey@berkeley.edu), Local NGOs and Service 
Defivery in Four Provinces of Eastern DR Congo 

Discussant: Tom de Herdt, University of Antwerp 

(tom.deherdt@ ua.ac.be) 

(XI-10) Politics of War and Peace (Part II) 

Chair: Masse Ndiaye, Boston University 
(mndiaye@bu.edu) 
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Yvonne Ochwaya, Moi University (Kenya) 
(ochwaya@gmail,com), The Nature of Conflict in 
Africa 

Alvaro Correia de Nobrega, Instituto Superior de 
Ci~ncias Socials e Politicas - Universidade T~cnica 
de Lisboa (Portugal) (alvnobrega@gmail.com), 
Army and Democracy-Building in Guinea Bissau 

Stefan Lindemann, Max Planck Institute for the 
Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity 
(lindemann@mmg.mpg.de), The Pofitics of War and 
Peace in Uganda and Zimbabwe 

Adrien Ratsimbaharison, Benedict College 

(ratsimbaharisona@benedict.edu), Greed and Civil 
War in Post-Cold War Africa: Revisiting the Greed 
Theory of Civil War 

(jdell@sas.upenn.edu), Recreating Touba: The 
Work of Murid Devotional Videos 

Mamarame Seck, University of North Carolina- 
Chapel Hill (mamarseck@gmail.com), Sufi Oral 
Narratives and the Practice of Islam in Senegal 

W. Michael Harem, University of California=Los 
Angeles (onehamitup@aol.com), A Saint, an 
Apostle and a Movement: An Analysis of the Baye 
Falls as an Urban Spiritual Tradition in Dakar 

Discussant: Mark Deers, Cornell University 
(mwd45@cornell.edu) 

(XI-13) Christianity and Liberation, 1960s- 
1990s (Part II) 

(XI-11) Transboundary Challenges to 
Regional Peace and Security 

Chair: Brian Klosterboer, Centre College 
(brian.klosterboer@centre.edu) 

Chair: David Gordon, Bowdoin College 
(dgordon@bowdoin.edu) 

Sara Rich Dorman, University of Edinburgh 

(sdorman@staffmail.ed.ac.uk), Nation, Church and 
Theology: "Liberating" Zimbabwe 

Kimberly Shella, University of California-Irvine 
(kshella@uci.edu), The Migration of Identity: 
Rebellion, Environmental Change, and the 
Formation of National Identity among Internal 
Migrants in Nigeria, Marl, and Senegal 

Angela Olofu-Adeoye, University of Jos (Nigeria) 
(angyonyi27@yahoo.com), Security, Smafl Arms 
and Light Weapons Proliferation: The Attainment of 
Peace in Borno and Plateau State of Nigeria 

Jeremy Speight, Concordia University 
(speight.jeremy6@gmail.com), Thoughts on the 
Dynamics of Rebel Organizations: Evidence from 

Zanzan (North-Eastern Cote d’Ivoire, 2002-2010) 

David Gordon, Bowdoin College 
(dgordon@bowdoin.edu), Conflicting Visions of 
Christian Liberation in Post-Colonial Zambia 

Joel Cabrita, University of London-SOAS 
(jc80@soas.ac.uk), Bureaucracy and Heavenly 
Citizenship in the South African Nazaretha Church 

Jamaine Abidogun, Missouri State University 
(JamaineAbidogun@MissouriState.edu), 
Christianity, Education, and Nation Building in 
Anglophone Africa, 1950s-i 990s 

Discussant: Elias Bongmba, Rice University 
(bongmba@rice.edu) 

(XI-12) Living Sufi Islam: Pilgrimage, Poetry, 
Sufi Concert and Dawa (proselytizing) among 
the Sufi Orders of Senegal (Sponsored by the 
Senegalese Studies Group) 

Chair: Cheikh Anta Babou, University of 
Pennsylvania (cheikh@sas.upenn.edu) 

Cheikh Anta Babou, University of Pennsylvania 
(cheikh@sas.upenn.edu), Divine Melodies: Faith 
and Music among the Sufi Orders of Senegal 

Christine Dang, University of Pennsylvania 
(chrda@sas.upenn.edu), Pilgrimage Through 
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Technology 
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Georgetown University 
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Francisco 
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9:30 pm to midnight 
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Nwokeabia, Nrnachika, ][V-12 
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Nwosu, Maik, IX-5 

Nwozuzu, Gabriella, X-12 

Nyager, Elizabeth, II[-6 

Nyaggah, Mougo, [II-2 

Nyahurna, Tahiya, VIII-15 

Nyandoro, Mark, V-8 

Nyang, Sulayrnan, ][I-1, IX-10 

Nzegwu, Nkiru, IV-9 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges, VII]I-17 

O’Connell, Siona, IX-8 

O’Mara, Kathleen, X-12 

Obeng, Kwadwo, V~[II-19, IX-19 

Obi, Cyril, VI-4 

Obosu-Mensah, Kwaku, III-15 

Ochwaya, Yvonne, XI-10 

Ocobock, Paul, III-22 

Odarntten, Harry, VIlli-19 

Odera, Levy, VI-7, VII-18 

Odhiarnbo, Godriver, ][I-5 

Oduntan, Oluwatoyin, VIII-10 

Ogbuigwe, Akpezi, III-9 

Ogbulogo, Charles, IV-4 

Ogen, Olukoya, VIII-10 

Ogundiran, Akin, V][-13 

Ojiakor, Ngozi, V-17 

Ojiarnbo, Peter, [II-6 

Ojo, Tunji, ][X-11 

Ojukutu-Macauley, Sylvia, VIII-11, XI-6 

Okechukwu, Christiana, II][-26 

Okernuo, Gloria, V-21 

Okernwa, Pacifica, V-25 

Okereke-Beshel, Uchechi, II1-17 

Okolocha, H. Obby, VI-10 



Okoye, Ikem, IV-1 

Okumba, Miruka, V-25 

Olademo, Oyeronke, IX-11 

Olaore, Oladeji, ][II-21 

OIofu-Adeoye, Angela, VI-14, XI-11 

OIsen, Kristofer, IX-4 

OIsen, William, IV-5, V-22 

Oluoch-Olunya, Garnette, V-25 

Onwumechili, Chuka, X-8 

Onyejekwe, May, II-2 

Oriji, John, XI-2 

Orlando, Val~rie, VII[I-7 

Orris, Stephen, III-19, IX-17 

Osborn, Emily Lynn, II][-8, XI-4 

Osborne, Myles, V-10 

Osirim, Mary, V-4 

Osseo-Asare, Abena Dove, V-9 

Ovadia, Jesse Salah, XI-7 

Owen, Caleb, VII]I-9 

Oyelaran, Olasope, X-2 

Page, Matthew, ][II-9 

Panzer, Michael, IX-6 

Parpart, Jane, V-19 

Patel, Shalja, V-25 

Patterson, Donna, V][-27 

Perrill, Elizabeth, [II-1 

Peters, Sally, III-24 

Peterson, Dave, I-9 

Peterson, Derek, ]IV-2, IX-21 

Petty, Sheila, XI-1 

Picot, Ayuko, XI-6 

Pierotti, Rachael, VIII-15, X[-6 

Pinaud, Clemence, VI-14 
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Pinto, Samantha, V-2 

Piombo, Jessica, X-19 

Pitcher, Anne, VI-15, VII-13 

Plageman, Nate, VII-11 

Plonski, Patrick, III-6 

Poggo, Scopas, II-5 

Poole, Amanda, VIII-2 

Pope, Jeremy, IV-6 

Posey, Zakia, VII-6 

Poteete, Amy, IX-17 

Poulton, Colin, III-19 

Prabhu, Anjali, X-3, XI-1 

Prais, Jinny, V-13 

Pratten, David, VIII-1 

Pray, Sara, II-14 

Premack, Laura, X-21 

Presley, Cora, V-10 

Press, Robert, XI-8 

Pringle, Yolana, V-9 

Puffer, Phyllis, 1-12 

Pype, Katrien, ][X-1 

Quirk, Joel, V-ll 

Rabesahala Horning, Nadia, I[I-15 

Rabine, Leslie, V][-2 

Rabinowitz, Beth, VIII-18 

Ramgutty-Wong, Anita, [II-15 

Ramzan, Farzana, X-6 

Rashid, Ismail, WII-11 

Rasmussen, Susan, V-22 

Rasool, Ebrahim, VI-18 

Rathnaw, Dennis, IX-4 

Ratsimbaharison, Adrien, XI-10 

Raveloharimisy, Joel, II1-15 



Ray, Sangeeta, V-2 

Reaud, Beatrice, X-17 

Redding, Sean, VIII-1 

Reichenbach, Rachel, VI-7 

Renne, Elisha, III-7 

Rich, Jeremy, X-21 

Richter, Reynolds, IV-2 

Riesco, Beatriz Leal, X-3 

Riggan, Jennifer, VIII-2 

Roberts, Jonathan, III-7 

Roberts, Richard, XI-4 

Roberts, Tyson, VII-16 

Robinson, David, VI-24 

Robinson, Pearl, IV-11 

Robinson, Rachel, II-10 

Roble, Faisal, 1-11 

Rockel, Stephen, III-25 

Rockenbach, Ashley, X-19 

Rodet, Marie, X-9 

Roessler, Philip, X-13 

Rolandsen, ~ystein, X-13 

Rolfe, Robert, III-2 

Roos, Neil, III-24 

Rosenfeld, Susan, VI-24 

Rosenthal, Judy, V-22 

Royster, Deidre, V-25 

Rubongoya, Joshua, V-3 

Rugambwa, Allen, V-7 

Rutherford, Blair, X-14 

Ryneal, Marcelina, V-15 

Saavedra, Martha, X-8 

Sachs, Jeffrey, VI-20 

Saeteurn, Muey, IV-2 
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Sahle, Eunice, VI-4 

Saho, Bala S. K., IX-13 

Salema, Victorini, V-7 

Salvador, Matteo, V-12 

Samatar, Said, 1-11 

Samoff, Joel, VII-16 

Sandberg, Eve, VI-16 

Sanders, Ethan, II-6 

Sangmpam, S. N., III-2 

Sansculotte-Greenidge, Kwesi, VI-23 

Sapega, Ellen, III-3 

Sarmiento, Nicole, IX-8 

Sarr, Assan, IV-13, VIII-19 

Scarantino, Josef, V-17 

Scarnecchia, Timothy, IV-8 

Scheibler, Andrea, V-13 

Schler, Lynn, XI-4 

Schmidt, Elizabeth, IX-13 

Schmidt, Peter, VIII-16 

Schneidermann, Nanna, VI-17 

Schroeder, Richard, VII-8 

Schwartzott, Amy, I-1 

Scott, Deborah, IX-12 

Scully, Pamela, X-9 

Seay, Laura, X-17 

Seck, Mamarame, III-13, XI-12 

Seely, Jennifer, III-21 

Seibert, Julia, VIII-12 

Seiderer, Anna, III-14 

Semley, Lorelle, IX-11 

Sene, Ibra, III-6 

Serafin, Anne, III-9 

Serapi~o, Luis, V-26 



Serra, Renata, III-19 

Shackford-Bradley, Julie, X-18 

Shadle, Brett, III-24 

Shah, Ami, III-13, IV-13 

Shain, Richard, VI-24 

Shanguhyia, Martin, V-10 

Shankar, Shobana, III-7 

Shaw, Jonathan, II-6 

Shaw, Timothy, V-21, X-7 

Sheik, Mani, XI-14 

Sheldon, Kathleen, X-11 

Shella, Kimberly, XI-11 

Shemi, Alice, II-9 

Shepler, Susan, X-19 

Sheridan, Michael, IX-12 

Shetler, Jan, I-4, II-6 

Shinn, Amb. David, II-13 

Sifunda, Sibusiso, VI-26 

Sign~, Landry, III-20, IX-17, XI-3 

Sikes, Michelle, X-8 

Silva, Sonia, V-22 

Singerman, Diane, X-15 

Skinner, Ryan, VI11-9 

Smaker, Meg, VII-16 

Smith, Beverly, VI-27 

Smith, Lahra, IX-2 

Smith, Nicholas, 1-10 

Snapp, Sieglinde, I-3 

Soares de Oliveria, Ricardo, V-20 

Songolo, Emilie, IX-21 

Sp~th, Mareika, VI-1, V-1 

Spaulding, Jay, VI-20 

Spear, Thomas, VI-11 

Speight, Jeremy, XI-11 

Stapnes, Jon, X-3 

Stapnes, ]on, XI-1 

Stearns, Jason, VIII-17 

Steeves, H. Leslie, IX-7 

Stein, Harry, IV-4, VI-12 

Stein, Howard, VII-9 

Stephens, Rhiannon, IV-6 

Stiles, Erin, II-12 

Stockreiter, EIke, I-8, II-12 

Stone, Verlon, IX-21 

Stoner-Eby, Anne-Marie, I-4 

Stopforth, Paul, IV-1 

Storey, Angela, VI-7 

Straus, Scott, X-16 

Strother, Zoe, II-3 

Suarez, David, VII-6 

Summers, Carol, I-6 

Sweet, James, VI-13 

Taddia, Irma, VI-20 

Tague, Jo, VIII-16 

Tamale, Sylvia, IV-9 

Tare, Lessie, VIII-6 

Tawiah-Boateng, John, III-17, VII-10 

Taylor, Ian, II-13 

Tchantipo, Sotima, VI-1 

Tegegne, Habtamu, V-ll 

Teixeira, Ana Catarina, III-17, VII-10 

Tekpetey, Kwawisi, VI-10 

Terrell, Jennifer, VIII-3 

Terretta, Meredith, V-15 

Tesfagiorgis, Gebre, III-11 

Tesi, Moses, II-13 
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Therkildsen, Ole, III-19 

Thiam, Cheikh, VI-16 

Thomas, Lynn, X-5 

Thomas, Matthew, V-7 

Thompson, Carol, III-16 

Thompson, Drew, I-1 

Thompson, Katrina, I-8 

Thomson, Susan, IX-18 

Thornton, John, VI-13, 

Tijani, Hakeem, III-26, 

Timbs, Liz, II-10 

Titeca, Kristof, VI-17, XI-9 

T~dt, Daniel, V-13 

Tongu, Patrick, X-4 

Tongun, Lako, II-5, III-5, X-13 

Toungara, Jeanne Maddox, II-14 

Trapp, Micah, VII-6 

Tripp, Aili Mari, VI-5, See also Special Session 
November 17, 1:45-2:45 pm 

Tropp, Jacob, II-10 

Chary, Tsepo, VIII-6 

Tsikata, Dzodzi, IX-14 

Tsuma, William, VI-23 

Turner, Robin, V-18 

Turner, Thomas, VII-4 

Tushabe, Caroline, IV-9 

Twagilimana, Aimable, VI-11 

Twagira, Laura Ann, II-7 

Ukaegbu, Chikwendu, XI-2 

Uko, Iniobong, IX-5 

Uwalaka, Emmanuel, XI-2 

Vahed, Goolam, III-4 

Valsecchi, Pierluigi, III-25 
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Van Allen, Judith, VI-14, VIII-3 

Van Beurden, Sarah, VI-25 

van de Walle, Nicolas, X-15 

van den Bersselaar, Dmitri, VIII-12 

Varanda, Jorge, II-10 

Vaughan, Megan, XI-5 

Vaughan, Olufemi, IX-11 

Vavrus, Frances, 

Verhoeven, Harry, V-20 

Vigneswaran, Darshan, III-10 

Vinson, Robert Trent, VII-5 

Volman, Daniel, XI-7 

VonDoepp, Peter, V-18, VII-17 

Vongsathorn, Kathleen, 1-6 

Vos, Jelmer, VIII-12 

Wa’Njogu, John, II-4 

Walker, Charlotte, III-8 

Wallace, Adryan, VII-6 

Walshaw, Sarah, X-6 

Wambalaba, Francis, II-9 

Wambui, Betty, VI-14 

Warner, Toby, V-6 

Warshel, Yael, V-21 

Washington, Robert, V-4 

Wassermann, Johan, IV-4 

Watkins, Sarah, V-12 

Weise, Constanze, IV-6 

Weiskopf, Julie, VIII-16 

Weiss, Herbert, VIII-17 

Weitzberg, Keren, IV-2 

Weldemichael, Awet, II-2, X-1 

Welty, Emily, VI-24, IX-19 

Wendorf, Benjamin, VI-12 



Wharton, Bruce, II-14 

Wheeler, Anita, IX-9 

Whitaker, Beth, IV-10, X-16 

White, Luise, X-5 

Wiley, David, See Current Issues Roundtable, 
November 18, 2:15-4:15 pm 

Willemse, Karin, III-4 

Willey, Ann Elizabeth, ][II-17 

Williams, Christian, X-1 

Willis, Justin, VIII-l, V~II-13 

Wilson, Sigismond, VI-7 

Wilson-Fall, Wendy, II-8 

Wing, Susanna, VII-19 

Woldemariam, Metasebia, IV-12 

Woldemikael, Tekle, I-7, VIII-2 

Wolf, Thomas, ][II-21 

Wondimu, Elias, II-1 

Woodford-Berger, Prudence, XI-6 

Woods, Emira, V-23 

Workman, Anna, 1-10, VI-22 

Wright, Stephen, V][-8, XI-7 

Yanco, Jennifer, IX-20 

Yankah, Kwesi, VI-5 

Yates, Brian, V][I-6 

Yongo-Bure, Benaiah, II-5 

Youe, Chris, VII[I-1 

Young, F. Lionel, I-4, WI-17 

Young, Sherilynn, WI-13 

Yount, Chelsie, XI-3 

Yurco, Kayla, ~-5, V-8 

Zachernuk, Philip, ][X-11 

Zack-Williams, Alfred, VI-22 

Zartman, William, VII-20 

Zeleza, Paul, ][I-1, V][I-2 

Zerbe, Noah, I-3 

Zewde, Almaz, ][II-5 

Zimmerman, Sarah, ][I-11 

Zougouri, Sita, IV-10 

Zukas, Lorna, VII-7 

Zunes, Stephen, V-16 
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In the piece on ’Thinking territory politically’ Elden’s provides a review of 3 books focusing on territory. 

In his review of Stacie E. Goddard’s work, Indivisible Territory and the Politics of Legitimacy: Jerusalem 

and Northern Ireland’ Elden acknowledges the importance of introduction of the notion of ’indivisibility 

of territory’ in the book. However, he contends that the territorial dimensions of for instance the 

various geographies city of Jerusalem - e.g. old city - are neglected. 

The book- not successful in conceptual terms. Goodard relies on a largely incomplicated notion of 

territory in order to show how it is constructed as indivisible. No definition of territory is forthcoming 

even in terms of showing how it might only be possible to show how it has been understood in different 

times and places. 

Avery Kolers, ’Land, Conflict and Justice: A Political Theory of Territory (2009) 

-book concerned with how justice arguments can be applied to territorial conflict than with either 

territory or conflict in themselves. Kolers applies theories of justice (understood themselves to be 

subject to high degrees of conceptual specificity) to an unproblematic space. 

Jeremy Larkings, ’From Hierarch to Arnarchy: Territory and politics before Westphalia, 

Argues - convincingly that international relations has, for too long, taken an unproblematic sense of 

territory as a given, the ground upon which its concerns play out. His broad claim is to conceive of 

territory less as material object than ’as an idea, a component of the social imaginary that is produced in 

discourse’. While the challenge to the static, material understanding is helpful, to see it solely as 

imagined is equally problematic. Rather, as Lefebvre argued with space, it is the combination of a range 

of actors - material and representational and as embodied in lived practice - which are then historically 

understood that is important. 

All the three books fail to engage systematical with discussions in geography concerning territory. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McDonnell, Carol B <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 7, 2011 2:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Afi-i 101 s~tudent roster 

Thank you. 

Carol McDolmell 
Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-962-1105 

fax 919-962-52M-9 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 10:53 AM 
To: McDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: RE: Afri 101 student roster 

Dear Carol, 

compiled a list over the weekend I will sent it when I return home tonight 

Thanks 
Eunice 

From: McDonnelk Carol B 
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 10:41 AM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Sublect: Afri 101 student roster 

Eunice, 
Be[~ore the term is over I’d like to get your list of students who are still enrolled but are not participating. 
We will contact them to drop. 

Carol McDonnel[ 
Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel tli[1 NC 27599-1020 

919-962-1105 
#ax 919-962-5549 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 4:45 PM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; ba-ltam@liskserv.anc.edu; im-gmd@listserv.unc.edu 

Nov. 9: Will the Real Terrorist Please Stand Up Film Screening with Director, UNC 

Will the Real Terrorist Please Stand Up 

When Nov09, 2011 
from 06:30 PM to 08:30 PM 

Where FedEx Global Education Center, Auditorium, UNC-CH 

Saul Landau~ aa~ internationally-known scholm; author, commentator, and fihnmaker on foreign and domestic policy issues will present his latest film, Will the Real 

Terroris~t Please Stand Up. The fihn chronicles halfa century of hostile US-Cuba relations by telling the stou of the "the Cuban five", intelligence agents sent to 

penetrate Cubaa~ exile terrorist groups in Miami. The film highlights decades of assassinations and sabotage at first backed then ignored by the veiy government that 

launched a "war against terrorism." In the film, viewers see leading terrorists, now in their 80s, recounting their deeds, and Cuban state securiF officials explaining why 

they infiltrated agents into violent Miami exile groups (htto://realterrofis*.wordpress.con~i). A Q & A with the filmmaker will follow the presentation. 

Landau’s most widely praised achievements are the over fol~ films he has produced on social, political and hifftorical issues, and worldwide human rights, for which he 

won the Letelier-Moffitt ttuman Rights Award, the George Polk Award lbr Investigative Reporting. and "the First Amendment Award, as well as an Emmy tbr "Paul 

Jacobs and "the Nucleaac Gang." In 2008, the Chileaa~ governnrent presented him with the Bemardo O’Higgins Award for his human rights work. Landau has written 

tburteen books including a book of poems, "My Dad Was Not Hamlet." He received an Edgar Allen Poe Award tbr Asmssination on Embassy Row, a report on the 

1976 murders of Chilean Ambassador Orlando Letelier and his colleague, Ronni Moffitt. 

He is Proi}ssor Emeritus at California State University, Pomona. He is a senior Fellow at and Vice Chair of the Institute for Policy Studies. 

To borrow some of Landau’s earlier films, please visit the Latin American Film Librmy of the Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Stadies at the UniversiF of 

North Cal~olina at Chapel Hill and Duke Universi~ at: http://isa.unc.edu/fihn-library. 

This film screening is part of the 25 North Carolina Latin American Film Festival. For information about other screenings at this location or other locations throughout 

the Triangle and Greensboro, please visit: hltp://latinfilmfestivalnc.com. 

For directions and parking information: http://isa.unc.eduidirections-and--parking. 
geatriz Riefkohl Muffiz 

Associate Director 

Institute for the Study of the Americas 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street (corner of McCauley and Pittsboro) 

Campus Box 3205 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3205 

919-966-1484 (main) 

919-962-2418 (direct) 

919-962-0398 (fax) 

http://isa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Todd Owen <towen@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 6:09 PM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llows@listserv.unc.edtp 

[curst~cultyt}llows] research position avmlable please post 

RA Job Opportunib’.docx 

CURS Faculty Fellows: 

We are looking for a recent Ph.D. or someone who has completed all their coursework towards a Ph.D. lbr the position described below. We would greatly 
appreciate it if you could forward this email to potential candidates and/or to post the attached job description in your department. If you have any questions I ca~ be 
roached at the number below. 

Thanks 

Todd 

UNC-CH’s Center tbr Urba3 and Regional Planning is currently seeking a research associate. Applicants should be well trained on tl3e topics ofreseacch design, data 
set management, data collection, and sIatistical analysis. They should also have strong writing skills. Experience in writing proposals, conducting research projects, 
writing mseacch reports m~d journal a(ticles is also desired. The mseacch associate will pasticipate in two on-going research projects focused on evaluating the impacts 
of innovative housing programs run by the Chalotte Housing Authori~. The person is also expected to collaborate with Center stalt’and Faculty Fellows in developing 
proposals for new research projects in the broad area of urban and mgiona~ s~dies. 

This is a three-quarter time position with "the potential to increase to lull time as new mseacch contracts and gra~ts axe secured. 

Salay Range: $55,000 to $ 75,000 (m~nualized, full-time sa]acy) 

For morn intbrmation on the Center tbr Urban and Regioual Studies please see http:/,’curs.unc.edu or contact Todd Owen at 919-962-3076. 

Apply online at: lmp:/ijobs,unc.edn/2502054 

Todd Owen 

Associate Director 

Center for Urban and Regional Studies 

University of North Carolina at: Chapel Hil] 

919/962-3076 

http:iicu~s.unc,edu/ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 
</ul> 
curs~:acultKfellows as: <a hreD"mailto:eunice@ema£unc.edu">eunice@emal.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
emafil to <a luef "mailto:leave-30247315-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listse~w.unc.edu">leave-30247315- 
43127920.607d3960bfgd64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Job Opportunity 

Research Associate, Center for Urban and Regional Studies 

UNC-CH’s Center for Urban and Regional Planning is currently seeking a research associate. 

Applicants should be well trained on the topics of research design, data set management, data 

collection, and statistical analysis. They should also have strong writing skills. Experience in 

writing proposals, conducting research projects, and writing research reports and journal articles 

is also desired. The research associate will participate in two on-going research projects focused 

on evaluating the impacts of innovative housing programs run by the Charlotte Housing 

Authority. The person is also expected to collaborate with Center staff and Faculty Fellows in 

developing proposals for new research proj ects in the broad area of urban and regional studies. 

This is a three-quarter time position with the potential to increase to full time as new research 

contracts and grants are secured. 

Salary Range: $55,000 to $75,000 (annualized, full-time salary) 

For more information on the Center for Urban and Regional Studies please see 

http://curs.unc.edu or contact Todd Owen at 919-962-3076. 

Apply online at: http://jobs.unc.edu/2502054 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 2:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Daily Tax tteel 

Dear Eunice, 
Thal~ you for this infolrnation I am in Germany at a conference, and so 
I shall just have to live with whatever she will write She did ask me 
for an inter~dew, but I responded that I was out of the country. 
With best wishes, 
Evelyne 

On 11/7/2011 11:48 AM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Evelyne, 
> 

> Just to give you a heads up that a reporter from the Daily Tar Heel is moving around the Department seeking faculty’s perspective on comments you made at the forum last ~veek: mainly 
the lack of collective governance. I told her that I had no comment but she is moving Iicom door to door. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 6:50 AM 

KleinmaJ~, Sherryl <ldeinman@email.unc.edu-~; Blau, Judith <judith blau@unc.edu>; Broom, Kenneth S <ksbroun@email.unc.edu>; Unah, 

Isaac J <unah@unc.edtr~; Bicktbrd, Donna M ~<tbickibvd@~mc.edu-~; Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewi@email.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles E. 

<cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu>;             ~gmail.com; SaNe, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Tyson, Karolyn D <kdtyson@email.unc.edu>; Parker, Patricia S <psparke@email.unc.edu> 

LiLA=R Public Policy Forum 

Flyer JuveNle Justice Forum.pdf: News Brief Juvenile Justice Fomm.docx 

I thought this forum might be of interest. All the Best, -Reg 



The Institute of African American Research Presents 

Wed., November 9th 
7:00 p.m. 

UNC Law School, Room 5042 

Join the Institute of African American Research for a discussion on the issues confronting the 
juvenile justice system and those who work in it and on behalf of children in North Carolina. 
Participants will discuss topics ranging from the purpose of juvenile detention centers to the 
problem of juveniles ending up in the adult criminal justice system. 

Participants include: 

Rep. Marilyn Avila, R-Wake County 
Tamar Birckhead, Professor, UNC Law School 
Brandy Bynum, Action for Children North Carolina 
Erwin Byrd, Legal Aid North Carolina 
Wendy Green, Prisoner Legal Services, Incarcerated Youth Project 
Geeta Kapur, Attorney for indigent children, Trial and appellate courts of North Carolina 
The Honorable Judge Marcia Morey, Chief District Court Judge, Durham County 
Mike Rieder, Deputy Secretary, NC Department of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 

Co-sponsored by the Juvenile Justice Cfinic in the UNC School of Law. Free and open to the 
pubfic. 



Scholars, activists and policy makers to discuss juvenile justice system 

"Crisis in the Juvenile Justice System" is the title of a free public forum on Nov. 9 at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Scholars, activists, policy makers, lawyers and more will explore the topic at 7 pro. in Room 5042 in Van 
Hecke-Wettach Hall, 160 Ridge Rd. 

Participants will discuss issues facing the juvenile justice system in North Carolina and those who work 
in it and on behalf of children in North Carolina. 

The forum is organized by the Institute of African American Research. Participants will include: 

Rep. Marilyn Avila, R-Wake County 
Tamar Birekhead, Professor, UNC School of Law 
Brandy Bynum, Director of Policy & Outreach, Action for Children North Carolina 
Erwin Byrd, Attorney, Legal Aid North Carolina 
Wendy Green, Attorney, Prisoner Legal Services, Incarcerated Youth Project 
Geeta Kapur, Attorney for indigem children, Trial and appellate courts of NC 
The iHonorable Judge iMareia Morey, Chief District Court Judge, Durham County 
Mike Rieder, Deputy Secretary, NC Dept of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 

The discussion is co-sponsored by the Juvenile Justice Clinic in the UNC School of Law. 

For more information, visit https://iaar.unc.eduijuvenilejustice or comact Geeta Kapur at 
’@aol.com. This e-mail address is being protected from spam bots, you need JavaScript enabled 

to view it 
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Dear Collea~es, 

A few days ago, you were emailed an invitation to participate in a COACHE Faculty.Job Satis~;action Sm~rey. I nm writing to alert you to the importance of your participation 

in this sm~Tey. As you know, this sm~rey is designed to enhance our understanding of your experiences as Faculty. at Carolina 

If you have already completed the su*zrey, please accept nay sincere thanks. If you have not completed the sut’cey, I hope you will do so as soon as possible. Your participation 

is vital to ensuring that our sm~v-ey results accurately reflect the views of faculty at our institution. 

The etnail wit:h your specific link should have arrived within the past five days tiom coachet"acull:~,@opinioncast.com with t:he header: "The COACHE Suc,~ey of Faculty Job 
SatisFaction." If, by chance, you accidentally deleted or did not receive the email, you may contact COACHE directly at coache~;aculty(a)srbi.com to receive your unique sut~-ey 

link. I hope you will comple*e fl~e suc~ey r~ght away. 

Thank you in advance for your participation in this valunble effort to strengthen our institution. 



Dear Colleagues, 

A few days ago, you were emailed an invitation to participate in a COACHE Faculty Job Satisfaction Survey. 
I am writing to alert you to the importance of your participation in this survey. As you know, this survey is 
designed to enhance our understanding of your experiences as faculbT at Carolina 

If you have already completed the survey, please accept my sincere thin,ks. If you have not completed the 
survey, I hope you will do so as soon as possible. Your participation is vital to ensuring that our survey results 
accurately reflect the views of faculty at our institution. 

The email with your specific link should have arrived within the past five days from 
coachefaculty@opinioncast.com with the header: "The COACttE Survey of Faculty Job Satisfaction." If, by 
chance, you accidentally deleted or did not receive the email, you may contact COACHE directly at 
coachefaculty@srbi.com to receive your ua~ique survey link. I hope you will complete the survey right away. 

Thank you in advance for your participation in this valuable effort to strengthen our institution. 

Sincerely, 
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Front page! : 

In Default of Loyalty 

Following the Greek decision to submit the European 

::~:: photonon dispo A~[t~emt~[ of 27th October las~: to referendum, the Chakar~ of 
the Robert Schuman Foundation, lean--Dominique G~uHan~ 
published an ed~tor~a~ on his s~te in which he qualified this 

decision as a "default of ~oyalty"... Re~x~ mere 

Greece comes to the G20 
"We kne~;~ that the interdependency of the economies had 

ii~iI photonon dispo beco]]3e a feah~re of the new woHd. But coLdd we foresee [:hat 

Greece’s ~xJith::af s~l:ua[:ion arid its 11 m~iliorl h’d’~abitan[s woLdd 
become the focus of debate for the leaders oF the 20 biggest 

economies on earth~ which gathered together in Cannes on 3rd 

and 4~:h N(wernberT" Listen ~o the new E~lropean Update broadcast by Canaf 

Acad~Hrl[e with the Chakman of the Robert Schuman Foundation._ Read mo:e 

The Future of the Council of Europe 

On 8th ~ovember the Robert Schuman Foundatb_~n to(jether 
.~. photonon dispo with Lhe French delegation to the [arl~amentary; Assembly of 

the Council of Europe~ ~s organish3g a seminar on "t~e fMture of 
the Council of Europe ~n the light of 50 years experience/’ at 

the Palais du L.uxernbouirg~ Marly expelIs [rorn the poi~[:icai and 

mcmdem]c world wH~ be taking pa~t in the discussions that w]H review [he h~story of 



the Council of Europe, the driving role played [~y the parliamentary assembly and 
the conLribution made by the Council of Europe as Jar ~s fundamental rights 

lOth Congress on European Security and Defence 

1 On SLh November the chairman of the Robert Schuman 
~ photor}on dispoJ Foundation, Jean-Dominique GiuHani, {s [eking part in the lOth 

congress on European Secmity and Defence in Berlin. He ~s 
spe~king on "The New Challenges f~c[sg European Defence 

and Security: whk:h answers can NATO arid U~e ELI provide?".. 

Elections : 

Early General Elections in Slovenia 
r 

] On 4Lh December ~or the I:irsL time in the country’s history 
i~ phot ........ d~s~oj S~ovenians a~e being called on early to renew the 90 members 

of the Drzavn~ Zbor (Parliament). 1-his e~ect~on follows 
parfiament’s rejection on 20th September ~ast of the conRdence 

moL~on presented by Borut Pehor’s governmen~ (Social 

Democratic ParLy, SO), 51 votes against 3% Seven part~es are represenLed ~n Lhe 

outgoh~g p~rfiament: the Socia~ Democratic Party (SD) chaired by the outgoh~g 

PHme Min~sl:er gorut Pahor; the Democrath:: Party h~d by Janez ]arise; Zares (Rea~, 
Z); the DemocraLic Pensioners’ Party (DeSUS); the PeopkPs Party (S[.S); Lhe 

aational Party (SNS); Lhe Liberal Democratic Party (LOS), Some new part~es are 

making their deg~t (Fok~s 2031~ Positive Slovenia, the Vh-ant List), Agcor~h3g to 

the laLest polls the o~}~x~sit~on ~k~r(:es k~d by the Democratk; Par[y are due Lo w~r~ 

the e~eclion._ Re~:d 

General Elections in Croatia 

] The CroaLs are bein{} {:afled on 4th December to renew Lhe 

~ photoncn dispoJ mergtbers of the Hrvatski Sabot (Parliament) which comprises 
150 NPs. According to the Constitution the numbe~ of NPs can 

vary; there cannot be less than ~00 nor more than ~60 sitting 

h’~ parfiamenL NPs are etected every N~ur years by proportional 

representation. Ten political parties are represented aL presenL hi Lhe Hrvatsk~ 

$89or: the Democratic Un~on (HDZ), led 9y outoh3g Prime f4h3]ster )adranka Kosor; 
the Soc~f Democratic P~rty (SDP)~ the main opposition party led by Zoran 

Nilanovi(:; the Farmers’ Party (BSS), member of the government {:oaJH:h}n; the 

People’s Pa~ty--L~ber8~ Democr~Es (HNS); DemocraE~c AH~ance of S~vonia 

Bar~nja (HDSSB); the Istrian Democratic Assembly (IDS); the Pensioners’ Party 
(HSU); the R~ght Party (HSP); the Workers’-I.agoMr Party (HL-SR) and the 

Democrats (HSD). The ~}arty in office B~ suffering} criticism because {)~ corruption 

scandals (trial of forme~ Prime Minister [vo Sanader) and Lhe poUs forecast that 

t~e opposition w~l] wh]... Read more 

General Elections in Russia 
The Russians are bein~j invited to renew the 4.50 members of 

......i[:+:]i photonon dispo the Dun-~a (the lower chamber of Parliament) os 4.th December. 
On Lhe same day the Russians will 81so appoh’~t the 1210 

representatives of the assemblies of Lhe country’s 27 regions. 
Nora Lhan 2,500 local elecLions will also take place on 4th 

December. NPs ~re elected by proportional representation for five years on the 

bas~s of federa~ lists that can irlctude up to 600 names each in a singk~ elecLorat 

constiLuency. A minimum of 7% of the votes cast is necess~ly for a party to be 
represented in the Ouma~ ~our political parties are represented there at presenL: 

Usited Russia (ER) ~ed by Vl~dlmir Putin, 315 NPs~ the Communist Pa~ly (KPRP) led 

by Guennady Zyuganov, 57 seats, Lhe Liberal Democratic Party (LDPR) fed by 

V~dhT~ir 3hinovsk~, 40 seats; A 3ust Russia (SR) 38 seats, A~though 7 p~rties 
running th~s year b] the e]ect~ons there w~H be no su@r~ses, United Russia is due 

to win the elect~on qu~te easHyL. Resd mcr~ 

Financial Crisis : 

Reduction of the main lending European Exchange Mecharate at the Bank of 

Denmark 

pholonor, dispo On 3rd November the Danish Central Bank (Denmarks 
NaLionalbank) reduced its rnah] kmdh]g rate by 0.35% down 

to 1.2%, The bank was iIespond~ng to the ECB’s 

announcement~ made on the same day that ~t was reduch~g 
its key rate by 0.25% down to 1,25%, This decision finds 

explanation in Denmark’s participation ~n ~he Euro~ean 

that Hnks the cent~a~ banks of the countries that adopted the sh~g~e currency 
together w~th those of some EU member countries that do not belong to t~e 

zone. The B~}reement Hmi~s Lhe fk~ctuations ~n the exchange ra~e between the 

e~ro and the na[ional currencies, Hke the Danish Crown... Re~d mo~e 

The ECB reduces its main interest rate 

pi~oto non di-spo ~lalio Dra~_ihi, former governor of the Bank of 1rely, took office 
on 1st November as president of the European Central Bank 

for an 8 year m~ndate, He succeeds Frenchman :~ean-(:~aude 

Trk:het, The ECB Governors’ Coun{:~, cha~red for the first l:~me 
by Nr Dr~ghL announced on 3rd ~ovember that there w~s to 

be a reduction of the rna~n interest rate down Lo ~.25% 
against m previous ~.5%. Th~s ~s the first reduction since 2009, which corrects the 

[ise ~r~ k~terest rates tl’ds summer (1% Lo 1~5’%), in res~xH’lse to the deteF~oraLh)n 
~n the economic outlook in the eu~o zone and in the wake of recenL developments 
h~ G~eece, Given the fears of rising inflation Na~o D~agh] behaves thaL kff~at~on w~H 



slow and "drop below the 2% mark in 20~.2", He called on euro zone governments 
to show unbending dete.rminal:ion irl their efforts to reI:ofm and not l:o count: on 

the rnone.~:afy institution to resolve, the. debt: crisis.., ~ead inore 

Conclusion G20 

1 The heads of State and Gow:rn raent of the. group of ~:he 20 

~ photon,~n d~spo] b~dustriaUsed and emerginq countries (G20) which met on 3rd 
and 4th November h~ C~nn’~s, committed to coordinating theh- 

work and po~cies towards 9oost~ng economic growth. They 

agreed on an AcUon Ph~n for Growth and Empk)yment. They 

voted h~ support of the decisions taken durh~g the last Euro 

Zone Council that took place on 26th October and the surveillance of Italy by the 
IMF, The 20 Heads of State and government pointed to the ro~e played by the 

~n streng~:herdng the world’s ~h’~an(:i8~ safety nets. ~n order to have bette~ 

regulation of wo~]d trade imbalances, countries w~th su[p~us accounts p~omised to 

sHmulate domestic demand. Finally as part of the financial regLHaUon programme 
they committed to addressh~g food price volaUHty~ to foster agriculture~ to h~prove 

the energy markets 8nd ~o con~:inue to figh~ c~h’aate change._ Read more 

The Unemployment rate in Germany declines 

~:~: Fhot ........ dispo (Bundesagentur f[~ Arbe]t) announced that the grosY 

unemployment rate [otaUed 6,~% in October (a level as low as 

th~s had not been reached ~n 20 years) and the number of 

unemployed tolalled 2~373 m~ll~orl ((:he nl]raber of unen’ip~oyed 
k~creased for the first time since the begmmng of 20~0),,, Read mo~s 

Unemployment Rising in Spain 

i i~i Fhot ........ d,spojl Ac,:ording to an announceme.n,: made on 3,d Noveraber by the Spanish Labour and ]mmig~aHon MinistFy, the number of 

unemployed increased 9y 134~.82 people ~n October 
h3 Spah3, The number Of unemployed now totals 4,630 m~Hion 

peop~e..~ Read more 

New Austerity Plan in France 
I Fre.nch Prime Minister Francois Fitlorl, p~esented the new plan 

~ photo non dispoJ "to balance public finances" on 7th Novembe% in a bid to save 
~00 bi]Uon euros and "to achieve balance by 2016", The new 

austerity measures comprise: a reduction in tax rebates to a 

~:otai of 2~6 bi~fion euros ~r~ savk~gs, the earlier knptementation 

of the ~ethement refo~m by 2017 (b~~ngin9 the age of 
retirement up to 62), a 5% increase in company tax on b~g compan~es~ a freezing 

of the President of the Republic and the mh~sters’ s~laries, the raising of the 

Feduced VAT ra~:e fFom 5~5% to 7%, the freezh~g of hK:ome tax and a~so wealth 

in 2012 and 20~3 and a ~m~t on the increase on some social benefits to 1% in 
20~2,,, Re~d 

Ireland: Further Measures to Reduce Budgetary Deficit 

~ Ireland would like to make an additional 12,4 billion euros ~n 
::.~j photo non dispoJ savings over the next four years to achieve ~ts def~dt reduction 

goals, whilst growth is due ~o be weaker than forecast 
year, said the Finance B~inis~:er on 4th November. ’"The 

necessary ~eveJ of adjustment ~s slightly h~ghe~ than pJanned 

but ~t is h~perative to ensure that we achieve our defidt goals, It is v~taJ for them 

to be reached," s~:ressed the minh~try in a press retease~_ Read more 

Italy: Financial Surveillance 
¯ On 2rid November, on the eve of the G20, the :{talian Council 
~iii photo non dispo OI: Minisl:ers came ~ogether for an emergency meeting, and 

the next day the President of the Council, S~vio Ber~usconi 

presemted the anti-crisis measures that had beem adopted om 
the previous day by the Mh~sters, The mah~ measures 

comprise the ss]e of State-owned buH(Hngs, the ~ais~ng of ~:he 

rethement age to 67 years of age by 2026, the ]~be~aUsat~on o~ some regulated 

professions and Ioca~ public services, Moreover, it was announced t~at the 
measures ~dopted wH~ be submitted to t~e Senate on 8th or 9th NOvember. On 

4U~ and 5th November Mr Berk~sconi confirraed ~:hat [i:81y had requested U~e help 

of the ZMF and that it would follow the "oph~ions" thai the ]MF and the Eu~opean 

Commission would give - ~owever he refused to submit to "the strict surveillance" 
of the two h~sHtutions w~t~ regard to the ~mplementat~on of the measures to 

reduce the country’s pub]k: def~c]L_ Read more 

Boosting Financial Stamina in Portugal 

1 During ~:he Councif of Ministers on 3rd November ~ photo non dis~oJ Portuguese gove~nment a    rowd 
’- ~ ~ ¯ : : , pp    "~ a d~aft ~aw ,stablishmg 

measu~es to boost the financial s[abHlty of loan companies, The 

draft law ah~]s to boost the fevers of the banks’ own fMnds; 
privileged alternaUves are ~he use of capital injections by 

private shareho~ders~ both n~tion~l or foreign, and as a last measure the Slate 
w~l] be able [o ~ntervene to ~ecap~taHse the banks but for a maxhT~um pe~qod or five 

years,., R~ad mere 

Prudence in Romania 



After a meeting on 3rd November with an INF and EU 

......i~i photo non dJspo dele!:Jation, ROl’aan~an President Trajan Bmsescu announced 
Lhat Romania was forecasth~} a detkJ~ of ~.9% and growth ot 

between £,7% and 2,7% m 20£2, Fh~s deficit m~ghL rise to 2,5% 

depending on the development of the economy and developments ~n Europe and 

migh~ tol:a~ 3% if ~he fate payments made by SLa~e companh~s are irK:h.u:led, as 
demanded by the EU, sak~ [he Romanian preskh~nL_ Read mo=e 

British Economic Priorities 

1 On 31st October British Prirae [~linisi:e.r David Camerorl 
ii~iI photo non ,:t~spoJ reve~led h~s p~an to revive the British economy and 

p~npoh~ted three priorities: "facing the UK’s debts, stepph~g 
up competitiveness of the British economy and opening up 

measures to s[~mu~ate [he economy, no[~bly by g~ving the 

greenq~ght to two power stations ~n the ~orth of the country but a~so bey setting 

IT Security 
1 On 3rd Noven-d)er the first day of a :~oint EU-USA exercise to 

~:: photo non dispoJ face IT problems took I:dace, Thh~ projec[ a~ms to gauge the 
de~}ree ot coordination bebA, een the authorities on either 
s~de o~ the Atlant]& Two scenarios were followed: ~n attack 
agah~st the T]- systems of energy producers ~nd attack 

agah~st two national security 8gencies~ Over the ~ast 
months many inte~nath~nal orgar~isath~ns, n~i:ionat admh~H;Lrations and 

commpanies have fallen vicEim to cyber~ttacks, lo face th~s problem the European 

Commission - via the European Agency for IT network security, initiated 

Cybe~ALlanLh:: 2011 wH:h Lhe pari:k:h:~ai:km ot spedaHsed ~gendes of the ~ember 

SLates ~nd those o[ the USA,_ Read mo=e 

The Advantages of an Agreement in the Doha Round 

On 31s~ Octobe.r Lhe Europe.an Commission publishe.d a shady 
::~:: photonon dispo on the economic advantages of an agreement as pair o~ the 

Doha Round, The countries are trv~nq to agree on the reduction 
of ogstacles to trade and on the possibility of ~mprov~ng 

devek)ph]g countries’ [~ade s~tuath)n. The sLudy conch]des that 

economic advantages ensub]g negotiations are important to 

the EU since they comprise an ~ncrease h~ world exports totalling 359 bHHon 

dollars,., Re~x~ mere 

Council: 

Negotiations for an EU/Australia Agreement 

] On 31st October the EU and Australia started negotiations for a ii.~.iI photo non dispo new framework agreement, Kevin Rudd, the Australian Foreign 
J 

Ninister and Catherh]e ~shton, the EU’s High Representative, 

expressed their mutual decision to agree on a strengthened 

partnership. The new agreement will h~vol~e foreign and 

security policy, cHrnah~ change, research, sdence and edu{:Btion, 8s well Bs 

devek}pment aid. The two skh~s are cooper~th]g closely ~ogeLhe~ ah’eady ~n [e~ms 

of food aid_, Pe~d movie 

Germany : 

Germany and Turkey are celebrating the 50th annivesary of the treaty on "guest 

workers" 
On 2rid November German Chancellor Angela Nerkel and 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo Turkish Prime Ninister Recap Tayyip Erdogan, celebrated the 

501:h anniversary of the treaty [ha[ led [{} the ernigratk)n of 
some 900,000 TurkH;h "guest workers" to Germany. The 

~greemen[ between the two countries was signed on 30th 

October ~951. and gave Germany a multFcultu~al ~mage. At present 3 m~H~on ]-urks 

or people of TLH’k~sh descent Hve in GermarW (700,000 haw9 German (:HJzenshh:0~ 

lhe German Chancellor spoke or a cerLab~ number of problems, notably abouL the 
~evel of education of the popuk~L~on or foreign origbL_ r~{~d mere 

Inauguration of the Gas Pipeline Nord Stream 
1 lhe gas I}ipeUne I/oral Stream, the new gas transit route 

ii.~.iI photo non dispo] between Russia and Europe v~a the Baltic Se~, ~s to ~e 
h~augurated on 8th November, Nord Stream comprises two 

pipes thaL ]h~ on the boL[om of U~e Ba~l:k: Sea, one 

on 8th ~ovember and the second ~s to be buHt by the end of 

2012, each measuring 1.224 km in ~ength, Each pipe comp~ses 
~round 100~000 sections weighing 24 tonnes; the ~nterna~ diameter is 1.15m. 

They ~{~ a[: a depth of between 80 and 110 metres. Once the I:fipes have been 

the gas pipe]ine’s capadty wH] reach up to 55 bHHon m3 pe~ year, which, accold[ng 

to the owners~ wH~ co~er t~e requh-ements of 25 million households,.. Re:~d 

France : 

Franco-German Work Group on the Euro Zone 

Bernard Accoyer, leader o~ the National Assembly and Norbert 
.......i::~:]i photo non dispo I.ammert, leader of the Bundestag, n-~et on 3.lst October in 

Berlin to esl:mbHsh 8 bilaLerat parliamentary working group on 
e{:orlora]c arH:l f[narlci8~ policy issues in Europe. T~Js work[rig 

group comprising French and German NPs ~s rn~]n~y devoted to 



par1: in the group’s work with the. MPs: 3acques I_arosff.~e, former ~MF Dhector 

Gene~al~fo~me~ GoYernor of the Bank o~ Fraece, former Chair of the European Bank 

~or Reconstruction and Development (BERD) ~nd P~er~e de Bo~ssieu~ former 

~ rnord:h in BeMin or Park; ~[i:ernai:ely, ~n view of ~’inaiising work in February 20~2._ 

Pesd more 

Greece: 

A new national unity government and early elections 

¯ . 1 After a week of agitation, with the announcement of a 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ referendum~ which w~s finally abandoned foUowed by a vote of 

conRdence that was just won on 5th Novembec Greek Prime 

Minister, Georges Pspand~eou, plsnned to resign to lesve the 

way open for a new national unity government, The pMnciple 
was approved duMng a meeting between the two mare 

fe~ders, Georges Papandreou (PASOK) and Anton~s Samaras (New Democracy) 

6th November, togeLher with Greek President Karok~s Papoulias~ The interim 

government, announced on 7th ~ovembe~, aims [o establish and rs[~fy the 
~uropean rescue p~an ~or Greece, before starling the procedure for early genera~ 

elections on Igth FeBruary 2012 - 0nstead of in 2013), Greece wH~ therefore 

benefR from financiat support totalling ~30 bilHon euros .- ~n exchange R~r Lhe 

m]plementation of an ambitious reform plog~amme... Read more 

Italy : 

Bank of Italy : "Viability of the Italian Public Debt" 

]The Bank of Italy published H:s se.cond repor~ on Rnancial 

::~} photo non cfispo stability in which ~s states that even w~th returns of 7.5% to 8% 
the viability of the ]taHm~ debt ~s not h~ danger and a~so that 
the Italian 9ank~ng system ~s strong. [gnaz~o V~sco, t~e new 

governo~ of the Bank of ~taly, demsnded thst the government 

respect the commitment taken at Europemn leve~ to reduce 
p~Jbl~c debt BQd to hl~ti~te a vast structural reform programme... Re~d more 

UK: 

Cybercrime 

¯ . 1 An internaLional conference on the inLernet on 1st and 2rid 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ November addressed the themes of boosting capabilities, 

network connections, on-.Hne confident~Blity, ds[a protection 

arid invesLmen[ on U~e ]rd:ernet. Prime Nin~s[er DavN~ Cameron 

sa]d~ "It is our task Lo find a balance. We cannoL ~eave the web 
w~de open to criminals and terroMsts who threaten our security and our 

of poh]~s ot vh~w to set Lhe base o~: a diak~gue arK[ follow-.up corlference wi~ take 

p~ace in Hungary iR 20~2 ~nd in South Kore~ m 20~3... Re~d more 

The Regime steps up its repression 
l AN!ksander Lukashenko"s authoritarian regime, has stepped 

[~ photc non dispcJ Up the repression of ~ts opponen[s. Ales Be]ia[ski, chah of the 
Human R~ghts movement~ "Centre V[asna" may 9e sentenced 

to 7 years hi prison ~n l:he wake of h~s hia], Lha~ opened on 

2rid aovembe~ m Mmsk. The prosecuLor has accused him of 
fiscal f~aud. The 8e~a~us authoMt~es are refusb~g to register 

the association, w~ich prevents ~t from f~Hh~g ~s Hse w~th f~scal legislation. 

According to [he organ]sai:h)n "Burnar~ Rights Wa~ch" (BRW) Beiarus cord:~nues l:o 

re]perle the freedom of assodation. In October 201Z the Belarus pa~liamenL 
adopted even more restrictive legislation, declares HAW in a press release on 

[tovenlber 1St... R~ad more 

Ukraine : 

Yulia Tymoshenko supports the association agreement 

photo non dispo Former Ukrainian Prime MinisLer Yuli~.~ [ymoshenko, sentenced 
to seven years in prison by the Ukrab~ian courts last month. 

has spoken in support of [he signa[ure O[ the assoch~tk)n 

agreement between the EU ~nd Ukraine. In a ]et[er 

addressed to the "nat~ons~ parliaments and governments of 
Europe" dated 2rid November the heroine of the Orange 

Rev(flui:km accuses Viktor Yanukovych’s gow~rnrnenL o[ saboLaging European 

b~Legrmtion and of turning towards Russia, She says that the signature or the 

agreement ~s v~ta] to enag~e the Ukrmin~an people to strengthen its partnership 

w~th the EU.,, R~acJ more 

Time is running out 
The deputy director of the Ukrainian think tank "Centre 

::~:: pho~onondispo Razurnkov" Vah?ry Chaly sa~d on 28Lh October Lhat VHd:or 

concern about Lhe country’s poHtic~ development... Read mo~f~ 

Council of Europe : 

The UK takes the presidency of the Committee of Ministers 



On 7th Novenlber the U~< took over the rotating presidency of 
~~~ ,sho~onondbpo Lbe Committee of ~inisters of U~e Council of Europe for a si~ 

month period~ ~t succeeds Ukraine after its contFoversi~l 

presidency and wH~ be followed m m~phabet~ca~ order by A~bania~ 

Andorra, Armemia and AustM~, The British European AfFairs 

Min~sLer, Davk~ Udh~g[on announced that the pMoritNu~ of [he i:u-esk~ency will be 
Lhe respect o~~ Human RigbLs and 1:he shengthenh’H~ of democracy and the ruk~ of 

law, On the agenda will feature a reform of [he European Court of ~uman Righ[s, 

the fl-eedom of expression and governance via the imternet, as web as the fight to 

couFlter discl’imh’la[:k)n based on gel’ide~ and sexual oF~eFlta[:k)n,_ [@~ed :Y~e:~ 

Artificial Procreation 
...... In a judgement given on 3rd November the ~}uropean Court of 
i.~.i photo non dispo Humaq Rights g~ve ~ decision on art~:h::ia~ pFocrest]oFL Two 

AustMan couples who had no access to sperm or ova donaEion 

rot ~n v~tro fertil~sation, which is banned by Austrian ~mw~ 
denounced an infringement of their Mght to ramify, The Court believed that tbe~e 

had not been any ]n~:r]ngement o[ this Mgl’d:, h~deed the AustMan leg]sial:or wanLed 

to avoid comphcated s]tum{ions b~ which {here wouk~ be disagreemerrt over the 

biological maternity of a child 9etween ~ts genetic mother and the one carryh~9 the 
ch~fd, W~th this the Coat brought a ~ong ~ega~ D-ocedure to an end - ongoing s~nce 

~998; the judgement is designed Lo be an example ~n this area R)r ~uFope~n 

New President of the Court 

¯ ¯ 1 lIhe new President of the European Court of Human Righ[s, 
i.~.i photo non discoJ Nicolas Bratza, took office on 4th November. He succeeds lean- 

Paul Costa, who bad chaired the Court since .lgth :lanuary 

2007. Sir Nicolas is the third British pre.sidenL in Lbe CourL’s 
history.,. Read more 

UN: 

Further Discussions at the UN on a Possible Reunification 

Cypriot leader, Dimitris Chrisl:o{ias, and Turk, De, rvis F_-roglu rnet 
~ [Dhotor~ondispo ~n New York on 30th ~nd 31st October together with UN 

Secretary Genera~ Ban K[ Moon. After discussions B~n K[ Moon 
congral:u~ated the two parties for the progress they have 

achieved in Learns of [heir ~elaUons with Lbe EU arK[ domestic 
security, However discussions over governance, power shar[ng~ property Mgh{s 

and citizenship have brought no resLdts. The Secretary Genera~ thinks that a 

Rltu~e agreerner~t ~s possible and h~ suggesth~g a further IT~eet~[lg in ]anuary~. 

World Development 

] The UN Programme for Deve, k@me, nL (UNPD) pubfished its 2011 

"Susta~nability and Equity: a better future fo~ a~F’ takes on 

board hea~th, ~ncome and eduction, ~s we~[ as environment ~nd 
gender disparity. According to the annuat ranking Norway is the 

country where ~t is bes[ to I~ve and four other European 

countMes (Germany, ~reland, Netherlands and Sweden) are ~n the top 10. The 
h~equality index (~[G) shows that Sweden ~s in the lead ~n terms of gender 

equality, R)Howed by the NeLhertands, Denmark, Sw~tzeHand, Finland and 

Norway_. Resd more 

WTO : 

Trade Agreement between Russia and Georgia 

on 3rd November. Russia needed the agreement of each %~’ I[I0 

member country in order to join the latter. But since the war in 

2008 betwee, n Georgia and Russia the former had re~used to 
g~ve ~ts 8greemenl:; it finally accepted afLer a seLL[emenL of 

trade relations between the two countMes. [n December Russia wH~ be the last 
G20 member to enter the WTO... Rs~cJ ~qor~ 

World Bank : 

Study on International Corruption 
The World Bank and Lhe UN Office against Drugs and Crime 

:::~:(:i photo non dispo (UNODC) have published a study on money laundering msd 

~nterr~st~on8~ corruption, In th~s report en~:~t~ed "Puppet 

Mas[ers"~ 150 ma~or cases o~ corruption to ~ to[a~ of more than 
56 bilHon doUars are mnmlysed and fo]~owed according [o the 

or~g~n of those involved, The DSA~ the British Virgin ~sfands, Panama, 

Liecb[ens[ein, Lhe Bahamas, and also the UK and Cyprus I" L) ~) [: ~ E~lj members 11 are 

specific~iJy targeted in this study, The WoMd B~nk Js suggesting real solutbns and 
is caJHng on these States to ~mplement [hem to counter col[upLJon and 

embezzlement more effectively... Re~sd more 

Eurostat : 

Industrial Production 

¯ ¯ 1 According to Eurostat figures pubhshed on 4th November, h~ 
i.~.i photonon dispoJ September 2011 in comp~Mson w~th August 2Nl1~ the ~ndustda~ 

price index increased by 0,3% in the euro zone and by 0,4% in 

the ELI, In August pMces decreased by 0.2% m the two zones, 



In September 201.1 compared to September 201.0, industrial production prices 
rose by 5,8% i[’~ the euro zone arid by 6,9% in ~:he EU,., Re~d more 

Studies/Reports : 

Towards a two-speed Europe 

pi~otonondispo 
-[hierry Chopin, Studies Director at the Robert 5chu~san 

Foundal:]on has published an ~rtk:le that appears on the L.e 

Nonde,fr entitled "Two-speed Europe: a means to 
mtegrat~en~" [he economic and financia~ crisis ~s le~d]ng to a 

Europe that is movh~9 a~ong ~t two speeds - that of the euro 

zone driven akmg by ~:he F~aru::o-German couple and the ~est o~ 

the Union, In Th~erry Chopin’s opinion [he debate ever a two-speed Europe should 
be discussed and thought out again given the ~resent crisis,,, Pead more 

Corruption in the world 
Russian and Chinese businesses are seen as being the 

.......i::+::i photo non dispo corrupt according to a study by NGO Transparency ]:nternat~ona] 
that was ~ndertaken amongst 3,000 company executives ~n the 

world and published orl 2nd ~ovember~ According ~o ~:he ~lGO, ~:hese two 

countries, whose companies h~ve invested ~20 b~Hion dollars (around 8S 

euros) ~broad~ come last in the ranking that comprises 28 countries, Accordh~g to 

~:he Bribe Psyers’ h’u:lex estaM]shed by the NGO whose HQ ~s in BerHrb Russia, 
~:he lead ~n terms of the mos~ corrupt bus[nesses~ has B 6.~ ral:~ng ~nd has 

progressed in comparison with ~ ~revious ~ssessment, in 2008 (2.S out of 

whilst (:hin~ is stagnating at 6.5... kead more 

Culture : 

Leonardo da Vinci 
1 lhe National Gallery in London is devoting a maior exhibition [o 

[~.:: photo non dkspo one of the most f~mous artists h~ the world: Leonardo da ViscL ] 
The exhibitk)n, "Leonardo da V~nc~: pa~n~e~ a~ the Courl: of 
~IHan", presents some of the artis~:’s unh:lue work, when he was 

[he paln[er a[ the Court of Duc Ludovico Sforza in ~,q~an, The exhibition is on until 

5th February 20.12._ Read more 

Spain between two centuries from Zuloaga to Picasso (1890-1920) 

Until 9th la]Ja-v the Orangerie Pluseun], Paris, is devoting 
.~j photo non dispo an exhibition to the main artists and trends h~ Spanish art 

from the end of [:he ~.9th ,[:o [:he begh~rdng of 1:he 20th 

century, The exh~bRion presents around 60 works by major 

artists of th~s per~od, The latter H]ustrate the weaRh ~nd 
diversity of Spanish art at the turn of the 20th century~ as 

well as Rs natural dewHopmen[: towards [:he avant-garde, notably symbolism and 

posb[mpression]sm_. Pead more 

Women, avant-garde artists 

: : 1 The Kunstsammlung NRW in D0sseldorf is devoting an 
i~i photo non dispoJ exhibition [o women, avant-garde artists called "The other s~de 

of the moon". T~ese artists influenced dada[sm~ constructivism 
Bnd surrealism. The exh~b~:[Ol’l presents the works of Claude 

Cahun, Dora Naar, Soma Delaunay, Florence Henri, Hannah 
H6ch, Sophie laeuber-Arp~ Katarzyna Kobro and Germame 

Du]~c. The exhibition 

Comic Strip Exhibition 
1 The European Comic Strip Exhibition is on until 20th 

[~] photonon dispoJ November in Bucharest R~r the second year rumHng -- ~:he 

effervescence h) Eastern Europe and "a tr~p into Lhe ninth 

dimension" w~th the Be]gian~ French-speaking comic strip. The 

exhH:H~:k)n ~s being organised by 1:he National Rornan~an 
Con~:empora~y Art Huseura and a group of ~oreign cul~:ura] instRutes (Eunk:) and 

offers the public work by Portuguese, Greek, French and Hungarian artists,_ Read 

Bruno Racine to lead Europeana 

] 1he Chair of the N~.~Liona] Library of France, Bruno Racine, was 
[~j photo non dispo elected on 2rid November as chairman of the Board of the 

] 
Eu~opeana Foundation. This foundal:ion aims l:o provide ~:he 
public wi[h access to European art and science~ notably thanks 

to the digitisation of major works and the possibility of consulting then] on-line.,. 

Rubens, Van Dyck and Jordaens 

}~ii pholonor, dispo The Hermitage of Amsterdam is presenting a magnificent 
...... retrospective of F[ ~mish pah’fiefs unllf ~ 6th blarch 20~ 2 based 

on ~:he knpress~w~ coHecl:k)n of F]eraish 81"1: ~rora the Herrn~:age 

Nuseum b~ St Petersburg, The exhibRlon "Rubens, Van Dyck A 

]ordaens" wRh 75 p~ctures ~nd around 20 drawh]gs ~nc[udes 

several works el: art by 1:he [:hree masters of the Schoof of 



Conf:e~ence on Secdrity and Defence 

BtIdssels 
"Agriculture and F:isi~eHes" Councii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 10:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Notes 

Notes on multional corporations .docx; INTS560Nov. 3 -8 2011 - Seminm).ppt 



Realist theoretical tradition (still 
dominant). 
Neoliberal theory- limitations 
’obscure’ the power of multinational 
corporation by claiming that their 
practices are informed by the invisible 
and perfect hard of apolitical and neutral 
market-mechanism that is floats above 
human-agency and history. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 10:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

hello-notes 

INTS 560(Nov. 3 - 8 2011 ) - Seminar).ppt 



"The Struggle for Democracy in Latin America" 

M~rch 29-31, ~012 

the 59th Annual Meeti~iii~f SECOLAS, and will take place on the UF ~mpus in Gainesville, 

Thursday, March 29 to ~turday, March 31, 2012. Featured speaker] will addre~ ~ ~:~ .... 

theme. ~apers and panels that address the theme (broadly conceived) are als~:~:~uraged but not 

required. ~nel proposals are preferred but individual paper proposals will al~ be accepted. Papers 

are invited f~m faculty members, independent scholars and 8raduate student~ ........ 

2022 marks the 200th anniversary of the C~diz Constitution that made Spain and its e~:~ empiEe ~ ~ 

constitutional monarchy and the 200~h anniversary of the S~enz Pe~a electoral law t~ ~usht :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

universal adult male suffrage to Arsentina, two key steps alon~ Latin America’s tort~s road toward 

.... constitutional democracy. Althoush Latin America experienced what Paul Drake has tailed a "tsunami 

..... of democracies" from the 2970s to the 2000s, much remains to be done to strengthen and secure 

8overnments "of, by and for the people" throughout the re~ion. Even more is required i~:~ considers .... ............... 

social, cultural, economic and environmental aspects of democracy alon~ with the pOl~i~l and .... 

......... 

Finally, as Latin American aspirations for democracy have not been confined to south of the Rio 

..... ~nde/Bravo, la lucha for democracy by Latin Americans and Latina/os in the U~ ~tes als6 ~erits 

~i~s attention. Thus we invite panels and papers on Chicano/a and U.S. (Afro~i~o/a stru~81~ for 

democracy: P~:~ panels that address social and political movements as well as artistic and 

 or, .....    :: ..... 
Send proposals, includin~ a 25~Fd abstract for each panel and/or pa~ and a brief ~ (no mor~ ~~ 

2 pa~es)for a!! panelists, to tb~:~ appropriate program ~i~ 

Tiffany Sippial ................... Ta~:~ed rick ..... 

Department of History .... and ~’s Studies ..... 

Auburn University .... .............. ~:ersity o~ ~i~ida 
tat0004@auburn.edu ..... ~ :: tace~ufl.ed~ : ..... 
Proposal Submission Deadline: Dece~:ber 2, 2~22 

.... 
Lo~al Arrangements 

kat~n American Studies 
Un~versitg of Florida La[:i~. A~er~.~c:a.n 
rfbrown@latam.ufl.edu UN~VEI~SIT¥ ~ FLORII)A 



Research Associate Job Opportunity 

UNC-CH’ s Center for Urban and Regional Planning seeks to hire a Research Associate. That 

person ~vill participate in two on-going research proj ects focused on evaluating the impacts of 

innovative housing programs run by the Charlotte Housing Authority. The person is also 

expected to collaborate with Center staff and Faculty Fellows in developing proposals for new 

research projects in the broad area of urban and regional studies. Applicants should hold a Ph.D. 

(preferably in policy analysis or policy-related discipline) and be trained on the topics of research 

design, data set management, data collection, statistical analysis. They should also have strong 

writing skills. Experience in writing proposals, conducting research projects, and writing 

research reports and journal articles is also desired. 

This is a three-quarter time position with benefits and the potential to increase to full time as new 

research contracts and grants are secured. 

Salary Range: $55,000 to $ 75,000 annualized 

For more information on the Center for Urban and Regional Studies please see 

http:iicurs.unc.edu. 

UNC-CH is an equal opportunity employer and minorities are encouraged to apply. 

Please apply at UNC-CH’s Human Resources web site found at http:iij obs.unc.edui2502054. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:35 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Reminder, Deadline Approaching for TAAHC Conference on Defining 
Freedom 

TAAHC CFP .pdf 

F rom: 
Sent: Friday, 11:56 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Reminder, Deadline Approaching for TAAHC Conference on Defining Freedom 

Dear colleagues: 

The deadline for submitting papers to the Triangle African American History Colloquium’s New Perspectives Conference is 
approaching. The theme for this year’s conference is "Defining Freedom in African American History and Culture," and 
the conference will be held at UNC-Chapel Hill. Please send proposals to ~gmail.com by 
Saturday, See attached CFP for more information. 

Best wishes, 

Ph.D. Candidate, History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30254662 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30254662-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Call for Papers 
Sixth Annual l~lew Perspectives Conference 

Presented by the Triangle African American History Colloquium 

Defining Freedom 
in African American History and Culture 

February 24-25, 2012 

At the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

The Conference Committee invites proposals for single papers or complete session panels 
related to the theme of freedom in African American history and culture, across a range of 
time periods, areas, and disciplines. As Americans commemorate the 150th anniversary of the 
beginning of the Civil War--an event that cast African Americans’ varying and complex 
definitions of freedom into sharp relief scholarly recognition of the ways African Americans 
have expressed and acted upon individual and communal concepts of freedom seems 
particularly appropriate. This theme, however, is neither restricted to the Civil War-era nor to 
a specific historical sub-field. Rather, this conference seeks cultural, economic, political, 
social, and other interpretations of African Americans’ definitions of or, potentially, debates 
on--freedom from the colonial era through the twentieth century. 

This conference seeks to address questions such as: How have African Americans defined and 
debated freedom within their communities and within a broader American or global context? 
What forces and motivations shaped these concepts of freedom? Answering these questions 
helps to shed light not only on the African American experience but also the historical 
construction and contestation of one of America’s central ideals. Topics of exploration might 
include: literary and artistic expressions; social movements; black politics; gender history; 
slavery; religious practices and ideologies; and myriad others. Papers on any topic relevant to 
the conference theme are welcome. 

The Conference Committee is also pleased to announce that this year’s conference will feature 
a keynote address given by Davarian L. Baldwin, the Paul E. Raether Distinguished Professor 
of American Studies at Trinity College. 

Eligibility: Faculty and graduate students. Papers from advanced undergraduate students 
from universities in the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area will be considered for a special 
panel session. 

Deadline: The deadline for proposals is Saturday, November 12, 2011. Please respond via 

email to         @gmail.com with your name, institution, title, email address, proposed 
paper title, a 150-word abstract, and curriculum vitae. Please put "Conference Proposal" in 

your subject line. Conference papers should have a historical focus and be a maximum of ten 

pages in length, excluding endnotes. Final papers are due no later than February 3, 2012. 

Questions and concerns may be addressed to and sent to Dgmail.com 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu’- 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 4:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting 

Yes, that’s fine. 

have a meeting at 11.30, noon-1.30 is the dean’s brownbag with chairs 

What about 1 lam at my office? 

best, 
John 

On 11/8/2011 6:44 AM. Sahle, Eunice N "vVl-ote: 
> Dear John, 
> 
> Do you have 15 or so minutes to spare mid-morning tomorrow? I have a significant meeting tomorrow at 1.30pm and just wanted to discuss a document I have generated in terms of a 
governance structure. 

> With best wishes, 
> Eunice 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of G eography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main oflfce) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cgi@unc.edu on behalf of 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 4:11 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

You brought Humm~ Rights to Lit~! Now tell us M~at you think. 

Dear Eunice: 

Thank you so much for participating in this year’s Visualizing Human Rights Conference. We seek your input and feedback about COl~ference activities in order to inform and improve next 
year’s conference. We have prepared a short SUl-,zey that should take no longer than 2-5 minutes to complete. 

Please complete the slmrt survey by clicking the link below: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your intemet browser: 
https://uncodum.quaItrics.com2&~RQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q SS 5AYzrBFx7zi38Ve 2iyfFRpWXxm2wmw& 1 

Thank you for taking the time to help us make VHR the best it can be. We look forward to hearing your feedback! 

Conference Sponsors: The (;enter for Globa[ Initiatives, The Carolina Center [’or the Study of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, The Dnke-UNC Consortium for ]Vhddle East Studies 
and The UNC Office of the Provost’s Performing Arts and Special Activities Fund 

Opt out of taking this survey by clicking this link: 



From: @gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Hi Dr. Sable 

Greetings Dr. Sable, 

I hope you axe doing well and having a wonderful setnes~ter. Thm~k you for being a reference for me as I pursue my graduate education. I just wanted to let you know I 

submitted an application to the                         for a dual degree program - Masters in Global Policy Studies and Lalin American Studies - and listed you 

as a reference. The school said they will email a fom~ and you will be able to submit a reference letter online. As far as I can tell you will have abont 6 weeks to 

complete it. Please let me know if you have any qnestions. 

If you don’t mind I roll let you know when I complete a few of the other applications. You mayjns~ want to save a copy of the reference to to save yourself time. 
Again, I truly appreciate it and am excited about learning more a~d pursing justice in development practices. 

Best re~ards, 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 9:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: This Thursday - Talk on Allirmative Action in Broil 

Thanks, Eunice. I’ve been ill the past couple of days but am begilming to feel better I hope ASA goes well 

K 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http : //ww~v. unc. edu~’depts/afriaf am 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tues&u, November 08, 2011 9:56 AM 
To: Caldwe[1, Kia L 
Subject: RE: This Thursday - Talk on Affirmative Action in Brazil 

Dear Kia, 

would have loved to attend the talk. Un~2~rmnately, I have a class at 12 30pm on Thursday 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 11:28 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] ’]’his Thursday - Talk on Affirmative Action in Braml 

Dear Colleagues: 

Dr. Sales Augusto dos Santos, a leading Afro-Brazilian scholar, will speak on Aff~rmauve Action policies for the Black population in Brazil this Thursday. tlis presentation will take place at 
12:30 in Toy Lounge (4th floor, Dey Hall)Please see flyer for more details. 

Best regards, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.~xc.edu<mailto:klcaldxve@email.tmc.edu> 

http : //ww~v. unc. edu~’depts/afriaf am 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu>. 

To uaasubscribe click here: http://lists uric edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a583231954~.)e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30244331 

(It may be necessal5’ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-3~24433~-3236~6~8.e87a9~a58323~954~e~56ada77~a798d@~istserv.unc.edu<mai~t~:~eave-3~24433~- 
32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

American Universi~- School of International Service <suppor ~hobsons.com> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 9:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Request tier a Recommendation 

The applicant below is in the process of applying for admission American University, and has chosen you to provide a recommendation. You may access the online recormnendation form at 
the URL listed below. The personal access code and pass~vord, also provided below, are required for entry. 

Please do not send your recommendation as an attachment in response to this notification message. If you have any questions, please l~el free to contact the SIS Graduate Admissions 
Ofi~ice at 202-885-1646 or sisgrad@american.edu. 

Please note that has waived his/her right to review this letter of Recormnendation. 

Name of Applicant: 
Email Address: ~gmail corn 
Department/Major: International Development 
Degree: Masters 
Term: 

Click belo~v to complete the online Recommendation: 

Personal Access (;ode: 
Password: 

For security purposes, please keep your Personal Access Code and Password confidential and do not share with the applicant. 

If you were not able to login through the above web address, copy and paste the above web address below into your browser. 
https ://rec applyyo urse[f, corn 

If you need technical assistance during this process, please access http://rec.appl’~,yourselfcon’~,AYContactttelpDeskiTechSupport.asp?packa~eTvpe Recommendation&ca AU- 
SIS&p SYWJRHWVWTB 

Message from the Applicant: 

Thank you Dr. Sahle for providing a re[’erence for me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Carol Thompson <CaroLThompson@nau.edu> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 12:15 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; mbx~upsb@unisa.ac.za 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

RE: ASA 

ASALtrAcceptance.doc 

Dear Colleagues, 
Attached is a new letter with the details of Professor Seck’s invitation for full participation. I think it is what UNISA will need. 
Please do note that registration is required of all paper presenters, and the fee may be paid at the time of registration. 
I am sorry you think I’m too officious, but it is my task to be fair to all, while at the same time, encouraging participaton. Please do know that the very early deadline date of 
March is exactly to allow colleagues on the African continent to learn by June that their papers are accepted, in order that they may apply for funding for November. It is the 
same deadline every year. 
And yes, no one schedule accommodates all. 
Thank you very much for your support of the ASA. 
Carol 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mseck@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 3:16 PM 
To: Carol Thompson; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; @gmail.com 
Subject: RE: ASA 

Dear Professor Thompson: 

I hope this finds you well. As follow up on the issue in reference, 

I would like to make the following suggestions: Dr. Mboup will participate in the African Language program Coordinators’ meeting on Thursday, Nov. 17 in Balcony at 7:30 

PM. This will provide him with an opportunity to share his experience and vision as Manager of the Academy of African Languages and Science and a strong advocate for 

the promotion of KiSwahili. He will also participate in my panel scheduled for Saturday Nov. 19 on : "Living Sufi islam among the Sufi Orders of Senegal ", sponsored by the 

Senegalese Studies Group, in this panel, Dr. Mboup will make a presentation on the following topic: "Contribution of the Ajami islamic tradition to the scholarship in African 

languages", Besides, the Ajami corpora represent an important section in the data base on African languages under construction at the Academy of African Languages and 

Science at UNISA. I would suggest, therefore, that Dr, Thompson send a new letter to Dr. Mboup thus confirming his active participation and contribution to the Conference. 

Very Best regards, 

Mamarame 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 1:16 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: ASA 

Dear Colleagues, 
As you know, the deadline for submitting papers was March 15, and we have had many scholars wanting to submit very late. I assumed either Professors Seck or SaNe 
would be able to include Professor Mboup informally on a panel to learn from his expertise, but for me to formally accept the paper at this late date would be unethical, and 
unfair to those who have been refused. 
We have many scholars attending and not formally presenting, for they also are visitors at this time. I do hope you can find a way to attend, Professor Mboup, for the 
conference has about 1000 presenters on topics of very current concern. Your attendance would further UNISA contacts not simply in the USA, but in Canada, Latin America, 
Europe, and Asia. Perhaps UNISA could change your assignment from one of presenter to one who will network and extend UNISA links among scholars of Africa across the 
globe, especially because you are already in the USA? The program is attached and it appears there is no one from UNISA presenting and therefore, you could serve the 
institution well at the conference. It is an opportunity that should not be missed. 
Perhaps you could find a speaking engagement in the Washington, DC area after the conference, which would allow UNISA to assist? Could UNC assist? A combination? 
I am sorry for the formality of the rules, but you will find a similar protocol among most all professional associations in the USA. 
Thank you for your understanding. 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 
£ai-ci 3. Thompson 

Dear Prof. Thompson, 
Again, thank you indeed for your kind Invitation Letter. However, I have been advised by my Supervisor that the my trip to Washington can be authorised ONLY if there is an 
explicit mention of the panel and/or specific events that I shall be attending and the title of the presentation expected from me at the ASA Meeting. Tn this regard, one 
possibility could be a presentation on the topic that I sent to you previously: "Strategic positioning of the Academy of African Languages and Science for the creation of a new 
space for African languages in Southern Africa". 
May I take this opportunity to reiterate my keen interest in joining ASA and/or building a durable partnership with your Association and some of its affiliates and members. 
I wish to apologise for any inconvenience caused. And would like to thank you again. 
Best regards, 
Samba Buri MBOUP 
Associate Professor - University of South Africa (UNTSA) 
Manager - Academy of African Languages and Science 
Vista Campus - 263, Skinner Street, Pretoria 

Office: +27 (0)12-337 6011/337 6051 (Direct) 
Fax: +27 (0)86 750 1080/Ce11: q 

Email: mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 
(Private):                @qmail.com 
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African Studies Association 

Rutgers Universiiy - Livingston Campus 

54 Joyce Kilmer Avenue 

Piscatuway, NJ 088~r~4-8045 

Tel: 732-445-8173 ~ Fax: 732-445-1366 

www.africanstudies.or g 

Professor Samba Buri Mboup 
Manager, Academy of African Languages 
University of South Africa (UNISA) 
263, Skinner Street 
Pretoria, South Africa 

8 November 2011 

Dear Professor Mboup: 

I am writing to confirm your formal participation and presentation at the 54th Annual Meeting of 
the African Studies Association, November 17-119, 2011 in Washin~on, DC. The theme of the 
conference, ’50 Years of African Liberation,’ has attracted scholars and policy makers from 
across the globe, constituting about 230 panels and roundtables over the three days. 

We are delighted you can share with us in several ways. Professor Mamarame Seck, University 
of North Carolina, has confirmed your paper presentation, Contribution of the Ajami Islamic 
7kadition to the Scholarship in African Languages on the panel, ’Living Sufi Islam among the 
Sufi Orders of Senegal,’ sponsored by the Senegalese Studies Group of the ASA. Further, I 
understand you are key to the African Language Program Coordinators’ meeting, where they 
invite you to share your experience and vision as Manager of the Academy of African 
Languages, UNISA, and as a strong advocate for the promotion of KiSwahili. 

We appreciate your willingness to engage in the discourses by sharing your expertise to inform 
us all. Thank you very much for your interest in the ASA. 

Sincerely, 

ASA Program Chair, 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thompson <Carol.Thompson@nau.edu> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 12:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: On recent communication- ASA 

No problem, Eunice Glad you could support them. 
And now you see just one of dozens and dozens of special requests we are dealing with, me with the program and the ASA office ~vith evewthing else. 

Please see earlier email just sent. I think it fixes the situation I don’t need to prevent a constituent organization of the ASA from taking the opportunity .... 

Thanks See you soon! Carol 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2011 4:26 AM 
To: Carol Thompson 
Subject: On recent communication - ASA 

Deal- Carol, 

Greetings and I hope yuu well 

Just thuught I wuuld send you a quite nute letting you know that my unly invulvement in this matter was suggesting to Professor Seck that the ASA might send a letter uf invitatiun to 
Prufessor Mboup tu enable him tu participant in ASA activities this year. Hence my suggestiun that he contact yuu. The matter seemed straight furward when I was appruached -he had 
seen my name un the prugram committee - by Professor Seck. 

I am deeply sorry that I my suggestiun has led to uther develupments 

With best wishes and see you suon 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith Nikki ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 1:06 AM 

edito@ijhssnet.com 

Call tbr Papers 

Call for Papers 

International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (IJHSS) 

ISSN 2220-8488 (Print), 2221- 0989 (Online) 

International Journal of Humanities and Social Science (HHSS) is an open access, peer-reviewed and refereed international 
journal published by Centre for Promoting Ideas, USA. The main objective of IJHSS is to provide an intellectual platform for the 
international scholars. IJHSS aims to promote interdisciplina~7 studies in humanities and social science and become the leading journal 
in humanities and social science in the world. 

The journal publishes research papers in the fields of humanities and social science such as anthropology, business studies, 
communication studies, corporate governance ,crilninology, cross-cultural studies ,demography, development studies, economics, 
education, ethics, geography, histo~’, industrial relatimts, information science, international relations, law, linguistics, librmy science, 
media studies, methodology, philosophy, political science, population Studies, psychology, public a&nimstration, sociology, social 
welfare, linguistics ,literature, pamlegal, performing arts (music, theatre & dance), religious studies ,visual arts, women studies and so 
on. 

The journal is published in both print and online versions. 

The journal is now indexed with and included in Cabell’s, Ulrich’s, DOAJ, Index Copernicus International, EBSCO and Gale. 
Moreover the journal is under the inde~ng process with ISI, ERIC, Econlit, Scopus and Journalseek. 

IJHSS publishes original papers, review papers, conceptual framework, analytical and simulation models, case studies, empirical 
research, technical notes, and book reviews. 

IJHSS is inviting papers for Vol. 1 No. 19 which is scheduled to be published on November 30, 2011. 

Send your manuscript to the editor at editor(a~ijhssnet.com, or editor.iihss(&hotlrmil.com 

For more information, visit tile official website of the journal www.ijbssnct.com 

With thanks, 

The Chief Editor 

International Journal of Hmnanifies and Social Science (IJHSS) 

Contact: editor@ijhssnet.com, editor.ijhss@hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Infoporte -~tj acks@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 9:06 AM 

no- reply@infopo(teprod2.ad.unc.edu 

Intbporte 4.4 Release 

fo~ow~n~ 

Salary ~c~esse tab to dete:-m}~se the pe:-ce~:ta~e mc~essa for an ~ndMdua~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 9:37 AM 

Carol Thomp~n <Carol.Thompson@nau.edu>; mboupsb@uni~.ac.za 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

RE: ASA 

Dear professor Thompson: 

i hope this finds you well. Thank you so very much for accepting to send a new letter to Dr. Mboup to help him attend the ASA conference. I am sure he is very grateful to you 
as well. You are not too officious, you are simply doing the right thing, which is to align with the rules and regulations of the organization. But be assured that we appreciate all 
the efforts you put into solving the problem. 

Very warm regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 20:[:[ 12:14 AM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; l@gmail.com 
Subject: RE: ASA 

Dear Colleagues, 
Attached is a new letter with the details of Professor Seck’s invitation for full participation. I think it is what UNISA will need. 
Please do note that registration is required of all paper presenters, and the fee may be paid at the time of registration. 
I am sorry you think I’m too officious, but it is my task to be fair to all, while at the same time, encouraging participaton. Please do know that the very early deadline date of 
March is exactly to allow colleagues on the African continent to learn by June that their papers are accepted, in order that they may apply for funding for November. It is the 
same deadline every year. 
And yes, no one schedule accommodates all. 
Thank you very much for your support of the ASA. 
Carol 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mseck@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011 3:16 PM 
To: Carol Thompson; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; ~gmail.com 
Subject: RE: ASA 

Dear Professor Thompson: 

I hope this finds you well. As follow up on the issue in reference, 

I would like to make the following suggestions: Dr. Mboup will participate in the African Language program Coordinators’ meeting on Thursday, Nov. 17 in Balcony at 7:30 

PM. This will provide him with an opportunity to share his experience and vision as Manager of the Academy of African Languages and Science and a strong advocate for 

the promotion of KiSwahili. He will also participate in my panel scheduled for Saturday Nov. 19 on : "Living Sufi Islam among the Sufi Orders of Senegal ", sponsored by the 

Senegalese Studies Group. In this panel, Dr. Mboup will make a presentation on the following topic: "Contribution of the Ajami Islamic tradition to the scholarship in African 

languages". Besides, the Ajami corpora represent an important section in the data base on African languages under construction at the Academy of African Languages and 

Science at UNISA. I would suggest, therefore, that Dr. Thompson send a new letter to Dr. Mboup thus confirming his active participation and contribution to the Conference. 

Very Best regards, 

Mamarame 

From: Carol Thompson [CarN.Thompson@nau.edu] 

Sent: Monday, November 07, 2011:1:16 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: ASA 

Dear Colleagues, 
As you know, the deadline for submitting papers was March 15, and we have had many scholars wanting to submit very late. I assumed either Professors Seck or SaNe 
would be able to include Professor Mboup informally on a panel to learn from his expertise, but for me to formally accept the paper at this late date would be unethical, and 
unfair to those who have been refused. 
We have many scholars attending and not formally presenting, for they also are visitors at this time. I do hope you can find a way to attend, Professor Mboup, for the 
conference has about 1000 presenters on topics of very current concern. Your attendance would further UNISA contacts not simply in the USA, but in Canada, Latin America, 
Europe, and Asia. Perhaps UNISA could change your assignment from one of presenter to one who will network and extend UNISA links among scholars of Africa across the 
globe, especially because you are already in the USA? The program is attached and it appears there is no one from UNISA presenting and therefore, you could serve the 
institution well at the conference. It is an opportunity that should not be missed. 
Perhaps you could find a speaking engagement in the Washington, DC area after the conference, which would allow UNISA to assist? Could UNC assist? A combination? 

I am sorry for the formality of the rules, but you will find a similar protocol among most all professional associations in the USA. 
Thank you for your understanding. 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 

PO Bo~ 1503~, 

Dear Prof. Thompson, 
Again, thank you indeed for your kind Invitation Letter. However, ~ have been advised by my Supervisor that the my trip to Washington can be authorised ONLY if there is an 
explicit mention of the panel and!or specific events that T shall be attending and the title of the presentation expected from me at the ASA Meeting. In this regard, one 



possibility could be a presentation on the topic that I sent to you previously: "Strategic positioning of the Academy of African Languages and Science for the creation of a new 
space for African languages in Southern Africa". 
May I take this opportunity to reiterate my keen interest in joining ASA and!or building a durable partnership with your Association and some of its affiliates and members. 
I wish to apologise for any inconvenience caused. And would like to thank you again. 
Best regards, 
Samba Buri MBOUP 
Associate Professor - University of South Africa (UNISA) 
Manager - Academy of African Languages and Science 
Vista Campus - 263, Skinner Street, Pretoria 
Office: +27 (0)12-337 6011/337 6051 (Direct) 

Fax: +27 (0)86 750 1080/Celi: + 
Email: mbou~osb@unisa.ac~za 
(Private): @gmail.com 

i~i cid:image001, pg@01CBC 
.......... 6DB.A9156440 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute of African American Research <ofrida~-emafil.unc.edu@maJl8.us2.mcs~’.net> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Crisis in the Juvenile Justice System i Tonight at 7 pm 

Crisis in the Juvenile Justice System: 
A Public Policy Forum 

Wed November 9 
7:00pm 
UNC School of Law, Rm 5042 

Join the Institute of African American Research for a discussion on the 
issues confronting the juvenile justice system and those who ~vork in it and 
on behalf of children m North Carolina. 

Participants will include: 

¯ Marilyn Avila, Rep R-¥Vake County 
¯ Tamar Birckhead, Professor, U~’~’C School of Law 
¯ Bran@ Bynum, Director of Policy & Outreach, Action lbr Children North Carolina 
¯ Erwin Byrd, Attorney, Legal Aid North Carolina 
¯ Wen@ Green, Attorney, Prisoner Legal Services, Incarcerated Youth Proj ect 
¯ Geeta Kapur, Attorney for indigent children, Trial and appellate courts of NC 
¯ The Hunurable Judge Marcia More?’, Chief District Court Judge, Durham Cuunty 
¯ Mike Rieder, Depu~" Secretary, NC Dept of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preventiun 

Cu-spunsured by the Juvenile Justice Clinic in the UNC Schuol of Law. Free and open to the public 

For more informatiun, visit http://unc.us2, list-mana~e cumJtrack/click?u 5b4c66e3976471aacfdc67b03&id 6cl 17claa0&e 68c939e894 

Yuu are receiving this email because yuu signed up :For the Institute o17 Afi-ican American Research email list 

Unsubscribe eunice@emaihunc edu ffum this list: 
http://unc.us2.1ist-mana~e.con’b, unsubscribe?u 5b4c66e3976471aacfdc67b03&id 8162a9dc97&e 68c939e894&c e416fb0aa0 

Our mailing address is: 
Institute of African American Research 
University uf NC at Chapel Hill 
150 South Ruad, Suite 309 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Our telephone: 
919-962-6810 

Furward this emai[ to a friend: 

http://us2 forward-tu-li~iend.com/li~rward?u 5b4c66e3976471aacfdc67b03&id e4169o0aa0&e 68c939e894 

Update your profile: 
http://unc.us2.1ist-manage.corrfprofile?u 5b4c66e3976471aacfdc67b03&id 8162a9dc97&e 68c939e894 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <~bakan@queensu.ca> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 12:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: External tbr a doctora~ thesis? 

So Marcel Nelson is now in the proof-reading stage of preparing his thesis 
for submission, and well on schedule for his defence on Jan. 19. I’m 
thrilled that you can come to Queen’s and serve as the external for this 
thesis’. 

Meantime, rm wondering if you will be spending ant’ extra days (even one?) 
in Kingston or Toronto, and if we might an-ange some time together .Let 
me kno~v how that time is looking for you. 

Best, 

Abbie 

Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 
Head of Department of Gender Studies 
Professor of Political Studies 
Mackintosh-Corly Hall, Rm I3-506 

Queen’s Universi~" 
Kingston, Ontario 
Canada K7L 3N6 

TEL: 613-533-6000. x75030 
£~mail: bakana@queensu ca 

On 11-10-14 10:31 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 

> 

>19th as alternative would be great Abbie 
> 

>Cheers, 
>Eunice 
> 

>From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu ca] 
>Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 ] 0:26 AM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>SubJect: Re: External for a doctoral thesis? 
> 

>Excellent. They like a window of two days, can we put 18 as preference, 
>and 17 or 19 as an alternative, your choice? 
> 

>Abbie 
> 

>On 11-10-14 10:20 AM. "Sable, E~ice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>>Dear Abbie, 
>> 

>>No problem. The 18th would work from this end. 
>> 

>>Cheers, 
>>E~mice 
>> 

>> 

>>From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu. ca] 
>>Sent: Friday, October 14, 2011 10:11 AM 
>>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>>Subject: FW: External for a doctoral thesis? 
>> 

>>Hi E~ice: 
>> 

>>I now have the ~vord frora the Chair of Graduate Studies in the Political 
>>Studies depaltment to invite you to serve as the External Examiner for 
>>Marcel Nelson’s Ph D thesis, on the FTAA negotiations from a 
>>neo-Oramscian perspective. This is not an ’ofticial’ invite (paper work 
>>licom the various offices to follow), but it is ’licensed’, and once 
>>COl~firmed between you and me (as supervisor), the formal materials ;vill 
>>i;allow 
>> 

>>We’re looking at a nan-ow ~vindow of dates, preferably Jan 17 or 18, 
>>likely in the afternoon. Would it be possible for you to keep these two 
>>dates open for a visit to Kingston? 
>> 

>>We have all too slim resources in these neoliberal times, but we can 
>>oiler you $1200 for your costs, including travel and accommodation This 
>>includes $500 from the Umversity, and $700 iicom my research account. I 



>>hope this will be satisfactory but do let me know 
>> 

>>Meantime, Marcel and [ are meeting today to go over the final edits. 
>>Thanks soooo much for this~ And it will be great to see you in JanuaD’t 
>> 

>>Abbie 
>> 

>>r~. Abigail B. Bakan 
>>Head of Department of Gender Studies 
>>Professor of Political Studies 
>>Mackintosh-Con?~ Hall, ~n. D-506 
>>Queen’s Universib" 
>>Kingston, Ontario 
>>Canada K7L 3N6 
>> 

>>~L: 613-533-6000, x75030 
>>E-mail: bakana@queensu.ca 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>From: Abigail Bakan 
>><          ~gmaih com<mailto:          ~gmail.com>> 
>>Date: Fri, 14 Oct 2011 10:02:53 -~ 
>>To: Abigail Bakan <bakana@queensu.ca<mailto:bakana~queensu.ca>> 
>>Subject: Fwd: External for a doctoral thesis? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

Forwarded message .......... 
>>From: Abbie Bakan < @gmaihcom<mailto ~mail.com>> 
>>Da~: Fri, Sep 16, 2011 at 8:20 PM 
>>Subject: Fwd: External for a doctoral thesis? 
>>To: bakana <bakana@queensu.ca<mailto:bakana@queensu.ca>> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> .......... For~varded message .......... 
>>From: Sahle, E~ice N 
>>Date: ~ursday, September 15, 2011 
>>Subject: Kxternal for a doctoral thesis? 
>>To: Abigail B akan ~gmaih com<maiko t@gmail corn>> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Of course anything t~r you wonderful colleaguet 
>> 

>>How about an earl?’ Janua~’ date or 2nd week of December? I may be in 
>>Durban for a coherence the first week of December hence this suggestion 
>> 

>>In solidarib- and in haste, Eunice 
>> 

>>From: Abigail Bakan 
>>          [@gmail com<mailto           ~gmaih com>] 
>>Sent: TN~rsday, September 15, 2011 9:24 AM 
>>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>>Subject: Kxternal for a doctoral thesis? 
>> 

>>Hi E~ice: 
>> 

>>I have an excellent PN) student, Marcel Nelson, who has just completed a 
>>revised &aR (the penultimate drain) of his disse~ation, on the topic 
>>of the decline of the FTAA negotiations as a moment of a crisis of 
>>authority associated with US hegemony in Latin America. This is an 
> >info~al note, to see if you would be willing to sere as external 
>>examiner, and come to Kingston for the exam 
>> 

>>’]Nere is no date set, but we are likely looking at around the :first week 
>>in I)ecember (with the aim of tying this up before the end ofte~n). If 
>>the date is a challenge, let me l~ow and we could accommodate Marcel has 
>>used your ’world orders’ book and I think you would really like this 
>>thesis If this is an option, there are funds for travel and 
>>accommodation (up to a measly amount -- $500) which would cover costs 
>>only (rm sony there is no honowari~t). BUT you and [ could get a bit 
>>of a visit (yeahtt) Do you think this might work? 
>> 

>>Best and soon, 
>> 

>>Abbie 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 12:18 PM 

inll - duncplas@duke .edu; humanicator@duke.edu 

please distribute: Hector Tobar reading from new novel, Thurs Nov 17 at 4:15pm 

HectofI’obarNov2011Final.pdf 

The Prognnn in Latinoia Studies in the Global South presents: 

A reading by H~ctor Tobar 

from his new novel The Barbarian Nurseries 

ITtursday, Nov 17th 

4:lSpm 

Fried1225 

East Campus 

(betvveen Wilson and Aycoek) 

Light reception to follow 

H~ctor Tobar is a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and columnist for The Los Angeles Times, author of The Tattooed Soldier and Translation 

Nation, and "a proud native of the City of Los Angeles" t~ttp:ii~,,~ww,l~ec:t<~rt</~r,.’:x~rr~/, See the 11/5/11 The New York Times Book Review for 

more details on his latest novel, The Barbarian Nurseries. 

for more information on this event. 

Jenny Snead Williams 
Executive Director 
Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South 
Duke University, Box 90441 
122 Friedl Building, East Campus 
Durham NC 27708 

jennyswg~.duke.edu 
http ://latinoatudies.duke.edu// 
919-~84-4375 
*Latino/a Studies on FB: http://www.facebook.com/clroups/211016965601933/ 
*Twitter: www.twitter.com/LS GS Du ke 



The Progran:~. in La.tnto/a. Stu.d:~.es in th.e Gk bal Sou.tI~:~. presents 

A reading by H ctor Tobar 

H6ctor Tobar is a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and columnist for The 
Los Angle/es Times, author of The Tattooed So/dier and Trans/ation 
Nation, and "a proud native of the City of Los Angeles" 

ohect®rt®barocom/. See the 11/5/11 The New Fork Times Book Reviewfor 
more details on his latest novel, The Barbarian Nurseries. 

Contact jenr-~ysw@duke,edu for more information on this event. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A ~Vandering Feast <awandefingfeas~@mindspring.com~ 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 12:24 PM 

latinolis~duke.e&~ 

int! - duncplas@duke.edu 

Availability for delegates to Cuba on Sus~iuable Agriculture 

To All, 
NEEM recently had a few delegates who cancelled making room for replacements for Cuba Seed to Plate - NEEM Brigade and Agroecology 
delegation December 3 - 17. 
The Brigade will be traveling on OFAC License and will be working side by side with the founders of the sustainable agricultural movement in Cuba. 
Albeit last minute rather than lose cancel those rooms and air we wanted to let folks know so they might seize on the opportunity. 
NEEM is leading this delegation and Dr. Fernando Funes will be with us daily and host. 
If you are interested, please contact us immediately. Price is $2350 RT from Miami - Havana, hotel, breakfast &, lunch plus the ground transport, two 
dinners, site visits, research workshops and itinerary with numerous Cuban dignitaries attending daily. 
This is not an "Eco Tour", it is a Brigade and a more than rare opportunity to work with Cuba’s best in sustainable AG. 
Contact NEEM at neem@mindspring.com - with the International Film festival that weekend we will not be able to hold seats or rooms for long - 
serious inquires only please. 
Best regards, 
.left Ensminger 

Natural Enviroumental Ecological Management (NEEM) 

Jeffrey A. Ensmiuger 

Executive Director 

614 Shepherd Street 

Durham, North Carolina 27701-3133 USA 

neem~mindspring.com 

919-683-1244 (Phone) 

http://www.neemtree.oN 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Veronica Grossi <v grossi@uncg.edu> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 12:42 PM 

latinolist@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Young Mexican Writer lectures on Carrington and on his own works on Friday, November 18, 2011 

Camngtonl 1.docx 

Colegas, for your information. Please feel free to circulate rudely. 

Mnchas gracias, VeroNca Grossi, Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures, UNCG 

http:i/ure.uncg.e&t/prodh~e~vsi?p 7806. 

Figueiras lectures on Carrington: ’My Kitchen for a Horse’ 

Mexican writer and critic Mauricio Montiel Figueiras roll give a lecture in English 3-4 p.m. Friday, Nov. 18, at UNCG in Moore Humanities and Research 

Admini~xation Building (MttRA), Room 1214, about the lit~ and work of the visionary Surrealist Leonora Carrington. 
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Bomb Nostalgic 

Mauricio Montiel Figueiras 

(Translated by Debra Herrick) 

The silence that covers the Nevada desert on this reddish afternoon in 1951 

can only be classified as geologic. Layers of stillness have accumulated like 

mineral strata, forming a desolate mountain range that raises across the 

wasteland. Even the sky is somewhat mineral: the thin creases of clouds 

make one think of streaks at the bottom of a blue deposit, the kind that 

yield only to the sun’s radiant picks. The air possesses an earth-colored 

quality that stings the eye and obliges ceremonial blinking; a ceremony 

that Doug Ferguson has practiced since 1947, when he crossed the 

anonymous doors of Lookout Mountain Studios for the first time to sign a 

contract and exchange a good salary for absolute secrecy. More like 

’petrified secrecy,’ the twenty-nine year old filmmaker says to himself 

while sweeping glassy-eyed over the Ansel Adams landscape. He can’t 

miss--in fact, he must admit, he has come to love it--the company’s 



paradoxical vein: founded by the United States federal government in the 

Hollywood hills, Lookout Mountain Studios has recruited two hundred 

and fifty people to secretly film nuclear tests in Nevada and the Pacific 

atolls for the Pentagon and the Atomic Energy Commission. Few 

contradictions are so flagrant as to appeal for cautiousness in Hollywood: 

world capital of imprudence, kingdom of deceit and gossip, feud of 

tabloids and paparazzi that could kill to capture a well-known actress at 

the height of adulterous fashion in the placid, glistening waters of a 

swimming pool. 

Always, when sent on a new shoot, Ferguson cannot avoid a 

desperately nostalgic feeling for his tawdry dreams, his champagne 

splashed fantasies enveloped in cannabis smoke, in which Lana Turner had 

played the leading role ever since The Postman Always Rings Twice. The 

postman, however, had rung only once at Ferguson’s apartment on the 

outskirts of Los Angeles. He was delivered a laconic message, ordering 

him to lend his cinematographic services to the nation; in the end, the 

message achieved filling his head with smokey illusions, although not 

precisely of marijuana. Turner’s silhouette disappeared behind the first 

mushroom-shaped cloud, portentous like the scandal that would bury the 

diva on April fourth, 1958, after her lover Johnny Stompanato, mobster 

Mickey Cohen’s ex-bodyguard, was stabbed by her own daughter, Cheryl 



Turner, with a nine-inch kitchen knife. Seven years earlier, standing in the 

desert on a crimson afternoon, Doug Ferguson ignores all this; he ignores, 

what’s more, that Stompanato will be part of the backdrop that James 

Ellroy uses to hatch his novel IJ. A. Confidential and that his cadaver will 

shine so bright as to hide the writer’s own mother, strangled in June of 

1958 and resurrected in My Dark Places, the autobiography where Ellroy 

sets things right with his angeline ghosts. 

The military jeep caravan’s insect-like buzz breaks the geologic 

silence. Ferguson throws down the cigarette he has just lit and squashes it, 

not without nervousness; for some reason that still escapes him he’s not 

allowed to smoke before, during and after the nuclear tests, another 

paradox imposed by Lookout Mountain Studios. How can one compare 

nicotine damage to the more-than-likely radioactive waste left in the body? 

Despite the fact that employees are submitted to regular medical check- 

ups, Ferguson doesn’t trust in optimistic x-rays, not even in negative 

results in urine exams. In a recurring dream it goes like this: dressed in a 

hospital robe--blue as Nevada’s sky--Doug drags his feet across the 

lonely halls of a labyrinth that has something to do with a clinic and a film 

studio. A door bursts open and he enters a near empty examining room; 

there is an x-ray machine that punctures the darkness with an alien 

brilliance. After moving behind the machine, Ferguson discovers that there 



is someone else in the cubicle: it’s Lana Turner, her pale face accentuated 

by a white nurse uniform. The actress’ mouth moves quickly, delivering 

words that he can’t capture; the only thing that he can hear is the dialect of 

a radio plugged into some corner of the room, a military transmission like 

those that each night are tuned in by the war veteran played by Jon Voight 

in Desert Bloom, a masterpiece of atomic delirium. Lana Turner pushes 

buttons and switches, and right when the telluric background rumor that 

has always been there reaches an audible apex, Doug wakes up. An image 

floats in these first liquid moments of wakefulness: it’s an x-ray of his 

lungs. His bronchial and alveolar tubes have been replaced with an 

expanding nuclear mushroom that eats up the entire thoracic cavity. 

The jeeps stop short, shaking up a dust cloud that cocoons around 

Ferguson and his small crew. The highest military officer is a colonel with 

sunglasses that hide--they say no one has ever seen them--eyes of a blue 

steel that call to mind Paul Newman in Fat Man and Little Boy. Lowering 

himself from the vehicle that heads the caravan, his solemnity is a bit 

ddmodd. Followed by two fearful soldiers--their naked eyes resemble 

animals entering enemy territory--the colonel reaches with a few broad 

steps the crew from Lookout Mountain Studios: a cameraman and his 

assistant besides Ferguson, who has decided to do without a sound 

recordist--otherwise useless--after the previous one, once witnessing his 



first atomic test, said during a meeting that he couldn’t get rid of the white 

noise that precedes all explosions, a growing tremor that now he could 

hear everywhere: opening the fridge for a beer or starting up the 

Oldsmobile early morning, on the radio behind the songs of Doris Day and 

Bing Crosby, coming out of the speakers in supermarkets and department 

stores, filtering through his wife’s languorous moans and his son’s night 

cries, a sonorous anguish in his dreams that washed away any visual 

record--a syndrome like that of war victims, which crystallizes in the old 

woman who survived Nagasaki in Rhapsody in August. 

Finding himself in front of Ferguson, the colonel, who according to 

gossip alleviates the infidelities of his wife--one can imagine her as Jessica 

Lange in Blue Sky with an unbreakable martial rigidity, clicks his patent 

leather boots together and grumbles only two words: Five minutes. To 

which are added, after an almost imperceptible hesitation, four more: Are 

we all set? Doug nods and glances at the cameraman and his assistant, 

who watch him with a mix of euphoria and anxiety. When he glances back, 

the colonel has raised his right arm. It’s the signal that the rest of the 

procession waited for to abandon their jeeps: soldiers, military men of 

varying hierarchy and four men dressed in black with sunglasses. 

Drawing from his shirt pocket his protective glasses, a dull logo written in 

silver letters, Ferguson turns to the camera that mounted on a tripod in the 



middle of the dessert looks more than ever like a specimen that has fallen 

from outer space. The cameraman and his assistant pull down their glasses 

as well, unleashing a choreography of dark twinkles in the uniformed 

group that approaches. While he fixes the frame, Ferguson remembers the 

afternoon of his first nuclear test, the abysmal impression that it caused 

him to see the epilogue of the explosion: a crater of surrealistic dimensions, 

like the one the astonished members of the Hat Squad discover in 

Mulholland Falls. But now there is the colonel, foreign to all Proustian 

mechanisms, barking orders through a receptor whose antenna wiggles 

obscenely in the reddish evening air. There they are, the military entourage 

crossing their hands behind their backs, the cameraman and his assistant 

taking their positions in front of the tripod, the countdown that starts in a 

gush of static: One minute. There it is, the tickling that Ferguson feels 

climb suddenly up his left ankle, the scorpion that scurries towards his calf 

and the panic that detonates a rough jerk, the leg that shakes madly to the 

oblivion of the rest of the procession, the fingers that search and sweep 

and the head that leans forward and the protective glasses that come out 

flying and fall, followed by the scorpion, into a crack in the earth. There it 

is, the rumor that has always been there, occupying a dreamy background 

and now fracturing Nevada’s mineral stillness, demanding to be at the 

center of the landscape that begins to shudder through its last clouds. And 



there he is, Doug, with a sudden explosion of disbelief in his eyes that he 

manages to cover with his hands just as the world’s most blinding light 

bursts the air, the twilight, the horizon, the desert in its entirety. 

Forty six years later, in 1997, after a special effects technician reveals 

the existence of Lookout Mountain Studios and the details about the films 

they shot--six thousand five hundred--between 1947 and 1979, Doug 

Ferguson will remember the explosion before a Los Angeles Times reporter 

and say, "The blast was so bright I could see my bones through my skin." 

He will also remember--the recorder will already have been turned offby 

nicotine-stained fingers--that his nostalgia would not relinquish that 

image: the exact x-ray of the hands in which grows, God only knows 

marking the beginning and the end of what, the most beautiful of atomic 

mushrooms. 



Crowd 
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Mauricio Montiel Figueiras 

(Translated by Jen Hofer) 

The crowd is in all of us [..]It is, #ke an ~petite, 

something in w hich dark satisfactions can be found. 

Bill Buford 

Like dandruff left behind from a thousand thick tresses being shaken out 

during the night, snow falls on the city: thick, slow flakes, the ashes of a 

mute catastrophe which freezes streets, doors, windows, awnings, cars and 

pedestrians into an ambiguous postcard. A winter that seems never to want 

to end peers out onto the enormous city each morning with the sky as its 

mask. The white has extended its empire to every corner of the country: day 

after day the newspapers present the public with images of a horrifying 

white inside which it is possible, sometimes, to make out a face buried in the 

abyss of an overcoat or sometimes a tree crushed to the bone by the low 

temperatures; sometimes, only sometimes, the silhouette of a corpse turned 
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toward a mortared wall slips onto the back pages of a weekly, between the 

unending advertisements for thermal clothing and heaters. Radio newscasts 

are devoted to transmitting mortality statistics between bursts of static, 

peppered with notes from Kurt Weill pieces; stations are rumored to have 

gone off the air forever, their antennas transformed by the ice into gloomy 

sculptures, the voices of announcers merely continuous vapors in front of 

the microphone. People talk of airlines going bankrupt from the number of 

canceled flights, of an almost mythic north where for many years hot water 

has been a legend from some distant past, of a crisis headed in some way by 

the pencil industry, which the news media cannot denounce other than with 

oblique references, and which is the fundamental cause of the increase in 

riots and dem onstrations. 

In a taxi driven by an elderly man who talks through his scarf in a 

dialect full of strange verbal turns and textile fibers, Abel looks at his watch 

apprehensively, then slaps his knee. He’ll get to work late. He knows 

perfectly, despairingly, what this means: Mr. Kane will deduct the day’s pay 

and will make him stay at the office three hours later than the rest of the 

employees; those are the unwritten rules of the pencil-manufacturing 

company where he has worked as an accountant for the past mechanical 

decade. If his memory doesn’t fail him, it was only on one other occasion 

that he himself suffered the sanction designed, in Mr. Kane’s own words, 
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’for those goddam lazy-asses’; one occasion when, just like today, the alarm 

clock hadn’t erupted into his dreams of snow and long tresses with the 

punctual force of a jackhammer. With a knot of uneasiness in his throat, he 

got up fifteen minutes later than he should have in the icy solitude of his 

apartment, to face a morning which held in store for him a set of pipes that 

chattered like dentures, a cup of coffee reheated in the only clean pot in the 

kitchen, a shirt from which a bit of cologne had not even been able to 

eradicate the odor of armpit, a bowtie which he has kept tying despite the 

fact for some time now it had reminded him of a sad butterfly, a wallet with 

barely the number of bills needed to pay the taxi which had now spent ten - 

-no, eleven minutes immobilized in one of those bottlenecks which the city, 

according to a celebrated cartoonist, had turned into an export product as 

important as the pencil. 

Flicking an imaginary speck of dust off the cuff of his overcoat, Abel 

glances out the window. The snow piles up against the sidewalks where the 

crowds flow in an incessant stream oftrenchcoats and woolen overcoats; the 

tips of shoes and people’s hats, car hoods exhaling clouds of steam in the 

shape of tremulous question marks -- what are we doing here?, the 

hieroglyphs demand, what the hell are we doing here? -- the heads and 

shoulders of mannequins carried by a group of workers in overalls who 

attempt to force their way through the morning bustle, the cheeks of a 
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woman who stops for a moment in the middle of the street to consult a slip 

of paper and then turns toward the misty height of a brown building: 

nothing is exempt from the whiteness. Abel sighs. He tries to concentrate on 

the crackling of the taxi’s radio, behind which he can make out now a female 

voice intoning Weill’s ’Bilbao Song,’ now the freezing voice of an announcer 

reciting statistics, but after a short while he gives up. What he regrets most, 

he thinks, is missing his daily appointment with the employees who 

assemble in an enormous line in front of the company’s time-clock. Few 

things move him as much as arriving early to work to line up in a hallway, 

to move forward slowly and detect the last strands of sleep floating off the 

bodies which heap up around him, to smell the emanations of coffee and 

stale tobacco, to listen to the murmuring which alternates between 

complaints and resignation; to feel, that is, part of a tumult of frayed 

overcoats which, timecards at the ready, pays homage to the mechanism 

that imposes its totem presence at the far end of the corridor, to be one more 

gear in the machine that will quickly distribute itself among the offices and 

cubicles immersed in an ashy light. For some time now -- three, four years, 

a lustrum, two decades, his whole life?; he really wouldn’t know -- he has 

felt that a sort of terrifying security is provided by crowds, those throngs 

whose nomadic habits he has followed religiously through articles, 

photographs and special reports; a certainty that only there, in the middle of 
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a mob of people, wrapped in a chrysalis woven of homogenous threads 

which protects him and for which he must fight, is he safe from the world 

and its daily affronts, safe from the winter that seems to have taken 

possession of the very soul of the city, safe from routine and from the small 

though cyclic abuses that have found their most apt emblem in the erect 

figure of Mr. Kane, safe from an individuality which weighs upon him more 

each day as he sees it reflected in the mirror hanging above his bathroom 

sink like an inscrutable eye. Alone in the bitter dawn of his apartment, 

sitting in front of his bowl of oatmeal, sheathed in cotton long underwear 

which holds the secret of his nocturnal emissions, his feet bare and numb 

with cold, he is nobody, scarcely a first and last name on an i.d. card 

forgotten in some drawer, a signature on a contract with its ink faded from 

the passage of the months; before the time-clock, on the other hand, dressed 

in the tacit company uniform overcoat, vest and suspenders, suit, 

preferably dark, glasses with round frames, felt hat -- he is one of the cells 

forming a productive organism which functions according to its own codes 

throughout the workday. He is, simply, just another someone, something 

invulnerable: nothing can harm him without harming the whole to which he 

belongs. There are days when he awakens with the sensation of having been 

a statistic in another life -- one of the fifty laborers gravely wounded when a 

section of the pyramid where they were working collap sed. 
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A blow to one side of the cab brings him back to the immaculate 

morning. Out of the corner of his eye he can just make out a burst of grey; a 

young man wearing a sweater and a wool beret tilted to the right stops for a 

moment to look at him, then proceeds with his mad race toward the front of 

the congestion. In no time another two, four, six, eight, ten, twenty, thirty, 

one hundred youths join this one: a gang of slightly tilted berets rushing 

headlong between cars and buses, conducting a concert of blows against 

hoods and windshields, reclaiming not just the spaces between vehicle and 

vehicle but the sidewalks as well, leaving behind a long trail of startled 

faces. Abel turns around in his seat, looks out the back window: like a textile 

swarm coming from adjoining streets and alleys, from doorways where the 

melted snow unveils a language of aqueous signs, the berets have usurped 

the avenue. The radio crackles, erupts into a commercial for shoes at half 

price: ’Don’t let winter get in through your feet.’ ’Janjthrj dejmojnstjajtion,’ 

the cab driver jabbers: another demonstration. ’Gojdjaj lajyasjej,’, he says: 

goddam lazy-asses. Abel turns to look at him and for a second he thinks he 

recognizes, in the depths of the pupils which scrutinize him from the rear- 

view mirror, awaiting his response, the glacial brilliance that characterizes 

Mr. Kane. A familiar image flashes across his mind: a just-sharpened pencil, 

similar to the one he always carries in the inside pocket of his suit jacket, 
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plunging into the ocular jelly. ’Yes,’ he murmurs, ’goddam lazy-asses, it’s 

not our fault,’ and then he focuses his attention once again on the street. 

By now, the berets are an army trotting in tightly-packed lines 

through the whiteness. The tremor which had initially insinuated itself with 

the mad dash of a few isolated youths is now something unmistakable: the 

presence of the crowd, the chronometric rhythm of the crowd. Pedestrians, 

drivers and passengers have all been bewitched by the procession; from 

behind the fragile shelter of glasses and eyelashes, hundreds of eyes 

contemplate the men of varying ages who flow past, their gazes fixed in the 

distance. As if propelled by a sudden charge of electricity, Abel takes out his 

wallet, holds out his only three bills to the cabby and abandons the car. He 

isn’t sure, as he starts to walk through the snow, if the shout which is 

quickly lost in his footsteps is inside his head, or if, on the contrary, it’s the 

head of the old man that has leaned out the window for a moment: ’Gojdjaj 

lajyasjej!’ 

By the time the last strands of the phrase dissipate into the air, Abel 

has dissolved into the march. He looks to the left and to the right, feeling, 

with a jolt of pleasure, the first impact of the tachycardia that usually 

assaults him in the large stores he likes to peruse on Sunday afternoons -- 

the adrenaline of the crowd, the ritual drumming of the crowd --tilting his 

hat with an unconscious gesture as if he wanted to integrate it once and for 
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all into the legion of berets in which he could already savor the sweet taste 

of anonymity. A few centimeters away from his right elbow a man moves 

forward with heaving breaths that belie his gradual ascent toward the 

heights of obesity, a man on whose features, furrowed by veins of sweat, are 

drawn the abysmal depths to which Abel has sunk in so many, many 

photos. It is a face whose particularities are reduced to the very absence of 

particularities, a face which registers a fascinating limpidity over which 

skim a myriad of faces, the numerous fagades of the mob which since the 

dawn of history has packed coliseums, erected temples and aqueducts and 

pyramids and docks, unleashed wars, constructed and destroyed cities, 

spilled its singular blood, the same on sand and in mud, on steppes and on 

mountains, beneath bridges and beneath white, white sails. Snow, Abel 

thinks, his eyes fixed on the man’s eyes, which are fixed in turn on the 

distance; the masses always run toward the origin of the snow. 

The march turns left and begins to trickle through a narrow alley: 

shoulder to shoulder, beret after beret, their breath tracing ephemeral 

scribbles on the pages of the morning. A garbage can falls, two fall, eight fall; 

a youth falls in a pile of steaming viscera, an old man falls and feels the 

impact of a heel -- of twenty, of a hundred -- on his waist and on his neck, 

his buttocks, his legs. The march leaves the alleyway and its trot soon 

becomes a gallop, a swift yet ordered race toward another avenue where the 
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traffic has also frozen. The symphony of horns accompanying this change of 

rhythm does not take long to succumb to a new concert of blows against car 

hoods and windows, to which unplanned notes are added: the neighing of a 

horse that topples over on a corner, spilling everything including the driver 

and his cart of tomatoes, the clatter of a shop window as it yields to the 

assault of a kid armed with an iron pipe. Abel wipes the sweat from his 

brow and cannot repress a dark joy; there is something in these vegetables 

rolling around among tires and feet like red blood cells, something in this 

storm of glass exploding on the sidewalk that provokes in him an ominous 

sensation, the moment before a pencil plunges into the ocular jelly, the 

second just before someone pulls himself out of the crowd and fleetingly 

recovers his state of individuality -- the prelude to mass violence. His joy, 

however, evaporates, leaving behind nothing more than a few stray flakes in 

the face of his first flash of anxiety; behind the march, on some spot on the 

horizon, a siren has exploded, signaling the nearness of the police threat. 

Abel turns to look back, to look up; he thinks he can make out, sliding across 

the front of a brick building, splashing the faces that hang like gargoyles 

from the windows, the inaugural torrent of blood-red light loosed by an 

avalanche of squad cars. The berets tighten their steps and begin to snake 

nimbly between the cars, forming a serpent against whose uniform skin only 

Abel’s hat stands out. 
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And then, at the end of the avenue, the city opens like a fist to offer up 

one of its concrete oases: a plaza in all its white nudity. On the far west side 

is an improvised platform where a podium stands, displaying a curious 

emblem: a worker’s face with his mouth distended in a shout, in front of 

which floats a pencil broken in half. Pennants with the same image hang 

from posts and beams, the loudspeakers are reminiscent of certain sad 

hothouse plants. The berets silently invade the plaza and the serpent 

disintegrates into a thousand ants that slowly form lines in front of the 

platform, at the foot of the podium suddenly occupied by a bald man with a 

small, pointy beard, who wears a black frock coat and casts his gaze, kindled 

by the flames of leadership, in all directions. The loudspeakers crackle, the 

snow and frost crackle creak the pressure of a thousand rubber soles; the 

man on the podium clears his throat in front of the microphone, raises his 

right arm little by little, extends his index finger as if to proclaim the 

distance guilty. His voice, the croaking of a statue about to come to life, 

conquers the plaza, the streets, the entire city: ’Out there, in the woods, the 

enemy is still working.’ The phrase is a dike that collapses and gives way to 

a torrent in which harangues and dissatisfactions, solidarity and 

reprimands, lyric bursts and prophetic notes mingle, collide with the fury of 

tree trunks ripped loose by a rising river. Opening a path through the crowd 

with his elbows and knees, Abel tries to get as close as he can to the front; he 
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notices, sprouting out from among the berets like paper flowers, various 

placards he’s seen mentioned in the newspapers, displaying the fruit of a 

false inspiration: ’Death to the pencil industry,’ ’The trees belong in our 

fireplaces,’ ’End the graphite oppression,’ ’Writing in Winter is forbidden,’ 

’More heat, less writing.’ At regular intervals that seem to him to be 

perfectly measured, the man on the podium raises his right index finger to 

accuse the faraway snow which continues falling, intrepid, attenuating the 

applause which explodes from time to time against the glass of the morning. 

Abel is just a few meters from the platform when he discovers, to his left, a 

boy of no more than five, sitting on his father’s shoulders; he, too, wears a 

beret and a sweater, dark pants, small rubber shoes, and from his vantage 

point he watches the man on the podium with the hollow eyes of the crowd. 

At almost the same time, after a new round of applause and cold cheers, 

there is a stillness during which Abel manages to sense, seconds before it 

materializes, the fatal presence of another mob. Suddenly, as the orator 

pauses, the sound of a police siren filters in; suddenly its ululating is 

doubled, quadrupled, reproduced in every corner of the plaza. Suddenly, 

intermittently, blood-red light begins to wash over the berets. Suddenly 

pandemonium, primitive pandemonium. 

Protected by face masks and out-of-date shields, armed with clubs 

which they wield with obvious phallic intention, their hands sheathed in 
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black leather gloves, the cops have erected a fence of boots, avid to enter into 

the action, around the entire plaza. Fleetingly, absurdly, in the blink of an 

eye, Abel’s vision becomes that of a bird, an ave, 

scene, without the sharpened beak of its T; 

flying blindly above the 

from there, from those 

imaginary heights, the berets make up the pupil of an eye ringed, suddenly, 

by an iris of authority. And then the iris charges toward the interior, 

invading the crystalline lens, and the pupil explodes into a jumbled mass of 

particles that flee in all directions, causing Abel to return to level ground 

and resume his fragmentary optics. In this way, he sees how the berets 

undertake a clumsy retreat, how the cops raise their clubs in a sullen attempt 

to imitate the orator whom someone -- there are four backs covered by 

overcoats that flap against the immobile air -- has snatched fi’om the 

podium. As the loudspeakers begin to emit an out-of-tune Kurt Weill piece, 

he sees about thirty youths approaching the police fence with iron pipes; he 

sees the pipes crash against the shields like batons marking the beginning of 

a violent symphony; he sees, or at least he thinks he sees, just when the first 

club makes contact with the first face, a huge snowflake land on a nose 

which turns into a red fountain. He sees one beret, ten, fifty, fall exactly like 

strange coins, only to be trampled with the placards as the two crowds fuse; 

he sees one man, five, ten, stumble and become merely recipients of kicks 

and bludgeons; he sees an old man leaning against the platform to try to put 
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his ear, which hangs from a crimson filament, back in its proper place; he 

sees various police masks succumbing to the surprise attack of hasty 

switchblades; he sees two kids holding a third up by his armpits, his 

features an incomprehensible inkstain. He sees how the atmosphere is cut 

through by fireballs that call to mind a rainstorm of dark stars, and between 

the gaps in the curtain of smoke descending unexpectedly over the world, 

he sees: a line of demonstrators being handcuffed as they are guided to the 

far north edge of the plaza; about ten men, kneeling, wringing their berets 

and begging the shields standing before them for mercy; a club knocking the 

microphone from the podium; a youth with damp cheeks cradling an inert 

figure on the ground; a child’s shoe -- a boy sitting on his father’s shoulders 

appears in the pupil of his memory -- half-buried in the whiteness like a 

memorandum of lost innocence. He sees, after his wrinkled company 

uniform has turned him into a journalist in the eyes of two cops, and while 

he abandons the steaming plaza where the sirens have succeeded in 

defeating Weill, a body stretched out face down in the snow. Out of the pulp 

which now occupies the place where the head once was sprouts a mane 

which extends more than a meter across the ground; a strange, bloody 

flower peppered with snowflakes, floating up toward reality from the 

waters of a dream governed -- as Abel well knows -- by the queen of all 

tresses. 
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’Late again, eh? You know the punishment for those goddam lazy-asses, 

hm? And it doesn’t matter to you. I don’t understand you people, I truly 

don’t understand you people at all. Get going, get going, we don’t pay you 

to laze about, eh?’ 

Mr. Kane’s voice rings out like a whiplash in the gloom of the 

corridor, which is interrupted at scrupulously-measured intervals by insipid 

forty-watt bulbs. Dusting the snow offhis coat and hat, Abel begins to walk 

down the hall with a nervous step; he is afraid that someone will notice the 

bloodstain on the left leg of his trousers, which he discovered on his way to 

the office, and which he has not been able to erase completely, even with the 

corner of a handkerchief moistened with saliva. Where, he has asked himself 

over and over since he made the discovery, did the stain come from, that 

minute corpus delicti? Could he, without wanting to, have stepped on one of 

the multiple red blemishes that peppered the whiteness of the plaza; could 

some man whose face had become a damp scribble have leaned against him 

for a moment? Shouts and sirens, Kurt Weill chords, fragments of an 

impassioned discourse, the murky harmony of clubs biting into flesh still 

reverberate in his memory. Features deformed by anguish, berets and 
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placards fallen like out-of-date coins and bills, a child’s shoe, a scarlet mane 

still persist behind his eyes. For all his attempts, however, he cannot manage 

to divine the origin of that small emblem of the crowd sticking to his clothes, 

to his spirit, as he advances towards the totem time-clock and Mr. Kane 

extracts, fi’om his vest pocket, a watch on a chain which glitters in the 

shadows like a flame shooting out from the blaze of his hair, barely placated 

by a layer of pomade. On mornings like this one, when winter is more than 

ever a frame of mind, when his heart wakes up already turned into a 

wasteland where a grey air whistles, the two figures lurking at the end of the 

hallway might be interchangeable; no one can precisely determine where the 

time-clock ends and Mr. Kane begins, to which of the two belongs the 

minute hand which abolishes external time and institutes the secret 

equilibrium of the company, whose is the gaze which sets the gears of 

routine in motion. At times, like now, when the red-haired supervisor 

extracts his watch from his pocket, man and object fuse into a single 

monolith which opens its gullet to receive a daily dose oftimecards. 

’An hour and a half, eh? An hour and a half late. And you, so fresh- 

faced, hm, so calm. Hurry up, you’re the last to arrive. Remember, eh, that 

the last ones to arrive will always be the first to be punished.’ 

Abel nods, breathes deeply, hurries his step and dusts offhis coat and 

hat once more, all in a single mechanical motion that under other 
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circumstances would make him stumble. Nonetheless, propelled by the 

image of the plaza and the fatal tramplings in the snow -- in his memory a 

child’s shoe flashes like lightning, black against white -- he manages to 

control his limbs and walk slowly towards the time-clock; he extracts his 

card from the gigantic compartmentalized box hanging on the wall and 

inserts it into the totem’s maw, which swallows and then expels it with a 

rapid crackling noise. As he returns the card to its corresponding slot, Abel 

is assaulted by a recurring idea: the company’s employees are nothing more 

than scraps of cardboard which must, each morning, lined up against a wall 

somewhat reminiscent of the backdrop to a firing squad, be stamped in 

order to carry out a kind of atavistic sentence. How many times, standing in 

front of the only bathroom on the floor where he works, waiting his turn 

together with a dozen other near-bursting bladders, hasn’t he imagined that 

when he sees himself in the mirror above the sink, he will notice, slightly 

dim in the middle of his forehead, the impression of three dark digits? How 

many times hasn’t he lifted his gaze from the accounting book which at the 

end of the workday must be locked away and thought that he could 

distinguish, printed on his colleagues’ brows, their various hours of arrival: 

7:45, 7:48, 7:51, 7:54, 8:01, 8:07? How many times, mingled in his mind with 

his mother’s flashing fingers as she worked endlessly on her sewing 

projects, hasn’t he been surprised by a distant reference to that Catholic 
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tradition of Ash Wednesday; how many times hasn’t he had the certainty 

that what is actually happening in his office is an opaque mimicry of Lent, 

that his lunch -- a cup of coffee, a sandwich -- is another form of fasting 

dictated by an all-embracing entity? There is 

workday, he reflects, in the acceptance of an 

something of exile in the 

individuality reduced to a 

cardboard penitence. Where is the redeemer that in forty days’ time will 

attend to the call of the crowd down there, out there, in the city of snowy 

riches? 

Mr. Kane’s clearing his throat plunges him once again into a world 

governed by an implacable minute hand and, since just a short time ago, by 

a sense of guilt imprinted on the left leg of his pants. Abel ventures an 

excuse and slips into the hallway which, with its symmetrical arrangement 

of light and shadow, makes him think day after day of the first row of a 

board on which an ever-unfinished game of chess is being played. The 

elevator, as per usual, is out of service, which causes him a moment of 

uneasiness; if someone asked him, he could not say when was the last time 

he used it, or if, in fact, he had ever used it in his ten years with the 

company. Furthermore, he could not be sure that he even knew of anyone 

who had ever gone up in it. As he resumes his trek, however, while his steps 

smack against the emptiness of the corridor and the lightbulbs blink, his 
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mind is flooded with the stooped figure of Mr. F., an authentic prototype of 

industriousness, who had passed away six months earlier. 

Mr. F., known thus because even Mr. Kane did not know his real 

name, had won a certain fame for being the most veteran of all the 

accountants; he himself, Abel remembers, in the scant conversations he had 

had with the other employees, was unable to fix exactly the number of years 

he had served with the company --halfa century? fifty-two years? fifty-six? 

His death was disturbing to everyone: a janitor found him one morning in 

the narrow cubicle crammed with papers which the management had 

allotted him as a reward for his steadfast work -- collapsed on his desk, his 

head submerged in an enormous accounting book, half his face stained with 

blue numbers, a bloody thread hanging from his nose. There was talk of a 

cerebral hemorrhage, of the sin of impunctuality he had committed the day 

before for the first time in half a century, fifty-two years, fifty-six?, of Mr. 

Kane’s firmness in the moment of inputing the punishment designated for 

those goddam lazy-asses and of a quantity as anomalous as humiliation, 

which would never have had any place in a mind accustomed to exact 

figures. The company organized a memorial ceremony on the twelfth floor 

of the building, generally reserved for executive offices; through an elderly 

loudspeaker placed on a podium, the director -- for many nothing more 

than a pair of penetrating eyes in the depths of a portrait, copies of which 
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were hung in strategic spots beside reproductions of paintings by someone 

named Edward Hopper -- gave a brief speech on loyalty, peppered with 

static and bursts of Kurt Weill. As a sign of grief- or of negligence, it was 

impossible to define it clearly -- Mr. F.’s cubicle remained deserted for two 

months; those who peeked through the glass door discovered, with a sh ock, 

the company’s goldmine of a museum: Mr. F.’s suit jacket, his enormous 

accounting book, even his pen and inkpot, had not moved from their places. 

In a sort of morbid tribute to which the dust of every passing day 

contributed, Mr. F.’s things remained untouched in the limbo to which the 

death of their owner had condemned them. Until suddenly, with no prior 

notice, another stooped figure brought the paralysis to an end: it was Mr. G., 

who had recently earned the title of most veteran accountant, and who from 

that time onward flew above his exact figures like a raven. 

Mr. F.’s voice, barely a tobacco scratch, reaches Abel at the foot of the 

staircase which spirals up towards the gloomy heights of the building. 

’The elevator,’ the elderly man had said just days before his death, 

letting his words fall like stones in the well of silence which suddenly 

opened in the middle of the employees’ talk, ’always works. It has never 

been out of order. The thing is that it is reserved for the director. Only he can 

use it.’ 
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As he begins to climb, grasping the railing, Abel reconstructs that 

moment in the cafeteria: he sees, once again, half-eaten sandwiches covered 

by that radiant ash which shakes down from the large windows at all times. 

He sees employees with their mouths gaping, their jaws stopped in the act of 

chewing, incredulous gazes concentrated on the figure -- on the lips -- of 

Mr. F. He sees himself, saying ’And what does that have to do with 

anything? We were talking about budgets,’ only later to catch wind of a 

story ignited in whispers, of the elevator’s grate opening unusually one 

afternoon on an indeterminate floor. He once again imagines the old man 

making sure there is no one in sight before entering the prohibited cubicle; 

he imagines him swallowing saliva, feeling the first palpitations of anxiety, 

closing the grate with a metallic clamor which alters the very innards of the 

building, pressing a button, sighing. He begins to see entire floors 

abandoned to their destiny of dust, damp and silken spiderwebs; he sees a 

chair and a table given over to the solitude of objects that await the return of 

their dead proprietors; he sees a chalkboard where the chalk of the years has 

engraved a work schedule stopped short by some uncertain war; he sees a 

pile of clothes shoes, skirts, suit jackets, pants, ties -- which has 

attempted to nourish a generation of rodents. He sees the offices of a 

company on the brink of bankruptcy whose name is just a smudge on the 

bronze directory that hangs in the front vestibule of the building; he sees a 
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secretary that seems to melt into the decrepitude of her surroundings, a man 

in a dark suit defeated by the heaviness of the wait which bows, also, the 

sofa where he sits; he hears a telephone which rings ceaselessly in the 

distance. What he does not see, oddly, are the offices of the company where 

he works: the elevator openings have been walled over on all of those floors. 

(’But how absurd,’ Abel remembers saying, ’if the openings exist, if there is a 

sign saying ’Out of Service,’ if I...’ ’They are false,’ replies Mr. F. in a low 

murmur. ’The elevator has never arrived there, no one has ever seen it.’) 

What he does see, at the end of his ascent, is a mahogany door, slightly ajar, 

boasting a plaque with the word ’Director’ in white letters. Through the 

crack, widened by a small current of air, he sees a vast expanse of crimson 

carpet, presided over by a desk which recalls a wooden islet; he hears, 

emanating from the man with his back to him who nearly overflows the 

armchair behind the desk, a series of growls from which can be intuited a 

fury directed at someone outside his field of vision; while the armchair turns 

as if by its own will, he catches isolated terms: ’strike,’ ’red numbers,’ 

’physical sanction,’ ’crowd.’ When the chair ceases to turn, he sees the 

director for the first and only time: a baldness that radiates with the hard 

brightness of a fist, a face across which -- from one extreme to the other -- a 

thin scar slithers, some fingers manipulating a case from which they extract 

a crystal sphere which flashes beneath the lamp on the desk before being 
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slotted into the empty space of his left eye. Just then, the director also sees, 

and fires off an order that sounds more like a bark; just then, Mr. Kane 

bursts into his field of vision with his eyes popping out of his head, his 

hands extended, his hair become an out-of-control fire. 

Just then, memory closes its grates, leaving Abel on a landing of the 

staircase from which he perceives the faraway buzz that from time to time, 

throughout the day, reaches the accountants capsizing in their numerical 

surf. Some, the few who surrounded Mr. F. that day in the cafeteria, 

attribute the noise to the elevator, which Abel has come to imagine as a 

bolus eternally circling a dark esophagus. Others, greater in number, speak 

of dilapidated pipes, of an ancient lift system that raises and lowers pencils 

to different floors, sharpening the smell that daily invades their olfactory 

passages like an infection that doesn’t belong there. In effect, though the 

company’s manufacturing plant is on the outskirts of the city, the smell of 

graphite has taken root in the administrative offices. More than once, Abel 

has thought that the atmosphere where he works is nothing more than a 

drawing done with a poorly-sharpened pencil, a sketch whose background 

is the gloom which rules every corner, every passageway, like an impassable 

reticulum. In that drawing, the employees move about with the slowness of 

tiny figures outlined in charcoal; his hand, for example, now that he stands 

immobile halfway up the staircase, is barely an indecisive line which grazes 
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the handle of a faintly-outlined door. What might there be, he asked himself, 

on the other side of those closed-off outlines on almost every level of the 

drawing’? Must Mr. F.’s account be blindly believed, is it necessary to think 

of sketches of phantasmal furniture, of the outline of a woman and a man, 

bent under the heaviness of waiting? Is it necessary to imagine the director 

as the Supreme Draftsman who, each morning drawn in turn by a Greater 

Pencil, sets a glass eye in place so that later he can profile his employees’ 

destiny with his own lead? Must Mr. Kane be seen as a ubiquitous silhouette 

marauding on the periphery of the Great Map of the Day? What might there 

be on the other side of those outlines which do not yield to the pressures of a 

hand traced with a tremulous pulse? 

Abel leans against the door, feeling, beneath his ear, the swarming 

patterns of wood eaten away by time. The response of the silence, altered by 

a quick series of scratchings, is eloquent. Nothing, says the silence, there is 

nothing here, don’t search any further. There is no solution here to the 

enigmas of the crowd, you won’t find that charm here. The only thing that 

lives here is the abandon pawned by the mob, to nourish the predators. Go 

away, get out of here, go out into the street. A child’s shoe about to shake 

loose from a pile of old clothing and a scarlet mane combed through by 

insects accompany Abel as he continues climbing, floor after floor, a shadow 
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which forms part of an architectural drawing. His steps are the perfect 

onomatopoeia of the gloom: dulled, more confused with every stair. 

The morning has been buried by a snowstorm of numbers, perhaps the 

worst in recent memory. Each time the accountants lift their gaze from their 

notebooks, become mathematical plains, seeking a moment of rest in the bay 

windows that dominate the enormous office, they invariably encounter the 

same view: transformed into numerals, snowflakes cover the city with a 

blanket of unsolvable equations. After blinking, after rubbing their eyes hard 

enough to wring tears from them, the accountants recommence their tasks 

with the certainty that down there, out there, are pedestrians who stop in the 

midst of the crowd to shake digits off their overcoats and hats. The storm, 

however, does not prevent Abel from following the news, broadcast over a 

radio off in some uncertain corner of the office. With Kurt Weill in the 

background now ’Alabama Song,’ now ’Nannas Lied’ -- and with 

growing astonishment, he listens to the official reports of the demonstration 

in the 

bruises 

plaza: thirty policemen seriously wounded, another group with 

and even razor cuts, minor property damage, forty-three 

demonstrators arrested, and luckily --the announcer’s voice trembles --no 
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civilian casualties, just another demonstration in this, our very own 

demonstration capital. Pencil industry spokesmen comment that their 

companies, far from being affected by the uprising, continue to push on full 

steam ahead. ’Despite illiteracy’s efforts to eradicate it,’ said one impresario 

who refused to give his name, ’writing will exist for some time to come.’ A 

chain of black and white images slides across Abel’s mind: a child’s shoe 

and a mane of black hair, yes, but also a forest of clubs, a field of berets, an 

ear hanging from a thread, noses reduced to thick streams, figures cradling 

inert bodies. Taking advantage of Mr. Kane’s absence, he gets up stealthily 

to go to the bathroom -- each employee is entitled five such trips a day -- to 

take care of the bloodstain on his pants, which has finally vanished after a 

frenzy of soaping. As he returns to his desk, with a damp oval on the hem of 

his left leg, he wonders if a bit of detergent might be enough to erase the 

print the crowd has made throughout history. 

As always, the arrival of lunch hour is preceded by an ashy paralysis, 

a kind of stupor that turns the accountants to statues for a few moments: 

pencil or pen raised, they await the liberation signaled by a bell reminiscent 

ofa raven’s caw. And then comes the scattering, a symphony of chairs being 

pushed back and notebooks closing, a rapid yet ordered stampede of wire- 

rimmed glasses walking down stairs, glinting before they meld with the 

wide shadows of the cafeteria. Though he knows that ’lunch hour’ actually 
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consists of barely thirty minutes in which to choke down a sandwich and a 

cup of coffee -- one might say that time is another of the materials the 

company is able to mold to their whims -- Abel remains glued to his seat 

and pretends to be buried in his numbers until the office empties. Then, 

warily, leaving his pencil in his notebook as a kind of bookmark, he stands 

up, trying not to make too much noise with his chair, and turns towards the 

half-open door to reassure himself that only the half-light is wandering 

through the hallway. He waits for the second hand on his watch to make a 

complete three-hundred and sixty degree revolution before he walks out of 

the office and begins to tiptoe towards the elevator’s metallic door; every 

five or six steps he stops and listens closely, aware of the reprimands he will 

have to endure if any of his superiors discover him roaming the corridor 

during lunch. Though for some reason he had imagined he would find it 

somehow different --perhaps slightly warm, like an organism about to 

begin breathing --the elevator door greets him the same as ever, obstinately 

closed like a long-shut eyelid. Abel looks to the right and the left before 

reaching out a hand to stroke the metal, which is as frigid as only a dead 

thing can be. As he takes his hand away, two images gleam clearly in front 

of him: one, of his own fingers darkened by a mix of hair and blood, impels 

him to check his pants until he is absolutely sure that the damp oval has 

completely disappeared; the other -- a set of lips unfolding like grey petals - 
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- causes him to remember that Mr. F.’s anecdote involved an elevator with a 

grate, not a door, an antique grate through which the twinkle of a glass eye 

could just be made out. Where, Abel wonders, might that grate be? In what 

section of which floor was Mr. F. when he crossed the forbidden threshold? 

Why had he not realized until now that the ’Out of Service’ signs hung on 

doors, not on grates like old elevators have, betraying the deceased 

accountant’s tale? And why, to get this over with sooner rather than later, 

had he not concerned himself until now with these trifling details --grate, 

door -- that were making him think of an elevator to the gallows, of a 

formless mass moving agitatedly in the depths of the building? The crowd, 

I’ve been bewitched by the crowd, Abel tells himself as he begins to push 

against the metallic door -- if not against the grate -- with both hands, 

attempting to open it at any cost, to wrench it from the wall, to rip the 

secrets from it one by one as if behind it throbbed Mr. F.’s voice, Mr. F’s face, 

half-stained with blue numerals, and not that clamor that begins to ascend 

from some imprecise point within the building, that din reduced, little by 

little, to merely a pair of syllables -- A-bel, A-bel, A-bel -- carrying with it 

images of chaos, workers in a snowstorm, their mouths open in a shout, 

women lined up on sidewalks with their hair dyed bloody, white plazas 

strewn black with children’s shoes -- A-bel, A-bel -- avenues carpeted with 

berets and clubs, cities populated with bodies that have frozen in the form of 
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question marks, fields where instead of bushes mounds of clothes grow 

A-bel --maps of pain and anguish that diffuse when the elevator door 

yields with a deafening noise that reverberates down the entire length of the 

hallway, emitting a cloud of dust behind which Abel manages to make out 

not the empty space he had expected but rather a brick wall to which he 

stretches out his hand in order to feel the vibration of the cubicle which has 

begun, there in the building’s esophagus, to move with an ancestral weight. 

’Might a person know what is the cause of all this commotion?’ 

The voice, ringing out like a whiplash from one end of the corridor, 

belongs to an executive who, silhouetted against the light of an office, his 

arms akimbo, a half-smoked cigar stuck between his lips, shoots a furious 

look down the hallway, setting the shadows around his face ablaze. By some 

sudden survival instinct, Abel moves away from the beam of light falling 

from the bulb that swings slowly, strangely, above his head; he turns his 

back on the figure with the cigar and, whistling a few notes ofKurt Weill, he 

pushes hard against the elevator door, closing it with an equally deafening 

noise. Then, still whistling, he starts to walk towards the stairs with an 

in different step. 

’Hey there!’ exclaims the executive. ’I’m talking to you! What is the 

cause of all this commotion?’ 
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slowing his step, ’it’s the monthly revision. 

’Revision?... Revision of what?’ 
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turning around and without 

’Of the elevator, what else?’ Abel reaches the stairs. ’It needs regular 

maintenance to avoid accidents. You know, orders from the top so we don’t 

sink down to the bottom.’ 

’But if the elevator doesn’t... Hey!... What’s your name?... I haven’t 

seen you around here before... I have to report you... Hey you!... I’m talking 

to you!... Who...? You aren’t a technician!... Hey you!... Why all the 

commotion? Hey!...’ 

The hubbub of the cafeteria envelop s Abel in a chrysalis within which 

he feels safe enough to take off his sweat-fogged glasses and clean them 

with his handkerchief. Two of his officemates lift their eyes from their 

disposable cups to look at him curiously. Abel moves towards them, 

noticing that other, equally curious gazes are glued to the back of his neck, 

his shoulder blades, his waist. When he gets to the high table -- the stools 

have been taken away in order to guarantee that the lunch hour will pass 

rapidly -- he claps his youngest colleague on the shoulder and, feigning a 

nonchalant air, asks no one in particular: 

’Any news?’ 
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’Any news?’ repeats his eldest colleague, without hiding his surprise. 

’What’s the news with you? Are you fasting? There are only nine.., no, eight 

minutes left until lunch hour ends...’ 

’My stomach,’ Abel interrupts him, pointing to his belly. ’Something 

didn’t sit well with m e last night, I had to go to the bathroom. Just diarrhea, 

nothing serious.’ 

’So now you’ve only got three trips, right, to the bathroom left,’ says 

the young colleague, shaking off the shoulder that Abel had slapped as if it 

were covered in dust. ’And don’t forget that you’re being sanctioned. You 

were late to work today, right?’ 

’What’s all this?’ Abel pulls back, looking at him with disgust. ’You 

also spend your time accounting for sphincters?’ 

’No, nothing like that, right, I just wanted...’ 

’Mr. Kane was asking about you,’ the elder colleague intervenes. ’He 

thought that you might have left the office without permission, you know, 

because of the sanction. And also...’ 

’Also what?’ Abel is impatient to discover that the phrase might be left 

hanging in the air like a wisp of smoke. 

’Also,’ the young colleague interrupts, lowering his voice to a 

conspiratorial tone, ’there’s a rumor that you participated in this morning’s 

demonstration. In the plaza, right, and that that’s why you got to work late. 
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How ridiculous, who could be interested in demonstrations, especially as an 

accountant. The thing is, right, that a little while ago they announced that 

one of the policemen wounded in the demonstration died. On the news, 

right, we all heard it. The mayor expressed his condolences to the family and 

proposed a city-wide day of mourning for him tomorrow. How horrible, 

about the vandals, right, no one’s safe. Violence, right, violence...The issue is 

that the company doesn’t want any of its employees to be involved. In the 

death of the policeman, right, and we all heard it. On the news, right?...’ 

While his young colleague continues to spin out his tiresome 

telegraphic spiel about vandalism and the disadvantages of living in a large 

city, Abel casts his gaze around the cafeteria, gathering new looks of 

curiosity that slide up and down his body; he finally rests his eye on the 

niche in the corner from which a radio unfurls, between bursts of static, a 

version of Weill’s ’Surabaya-Johnny.’ For an instant, behind the worn cloth 

the covers the speaker, he thinks he glimpses a glassy shine, the glint of an 

artificial eye. The vision shatters when the same bell that proclaims the 

beginning of lunch hour sounds once again. Joining the orderly stampede of 

eyeglasses abandoning the space, with its fragrance of fried ham and tepid 

clothing, Abel thinks of ravens flying over a snowy plaza covered in 

footprints which become numbers in an accounting notebook. He thinks, as 

he once again climbs the same stairs as always behind the backs of the same 
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necks as always, of a face stained with blue figures, blinking in the depths of 

an elevator, calling him, invoking his name, urging him to act: A-bel, A-bel, 

A-bel. He thinks, as he once again melts into the twilight that reigns inside 

his office, of the queen of all tresses, of the capillary spell that comes over 

him when he descends into the abyss of his dreams like an explorer with no 

lamp to light his way. 

The sensation is extremely familiar: a sort of gradual coming loose, a 

disjointed forward movement as you slip through the narrow space of the 

abyss attached to the rope that your unconscious has turned into an 

umbilical cord. Moisture runs down the walls of the pit, like the damp 

soaking the cord; despite the way it drips into the depths, with the cadence 

of an underground leak, it has only one single explanation: snow, melting 

snow, snow from the ever more distant surface. Descending into that 

dripping, precise darkness, which might almost be called spherical, is the 

same as slipping backwards down a path on a snowy peak during the night 

thaws: the moon has disappeared and there, down below in the valley, the 

encampment lies in wait, roiling pots and elixirs lie in wait, the bonfire, 

surrounded by shadows, lies in wait as it does on the night of Walpurgis, 
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celebrated -- a voice inside your head notes -- on Mayday, the very same 

day as International Workers’ Day, when no one labors save the witches and 

their accountants. Here, however, there are no witches and there is no 

bonfire: only shadows upon shadows, layers on layers of blackness, and that 

liquid rumor that suggests a nostalgia for the light, more than for the snow. 

Looking closely, though -- it is possible now to make out the curve of the 

walls, a viscous predatory vibration -- there is actually a glimmer at the 

bottom of the abyss, an exact circle of whiteness that grows while the 

umbilical twine slides through your fingers, cold and nauseating, a circle 

that becomes your last hope for salvation when you abruptly reach the end 

of the rope and begin to fall freely, flying down a shadowy throat, uselessly 

flailing your arms and legs in search of some hold, a circle that suddenly 

explodes before your eyes, dissolving into a white avenue along which -- in 

the most rigorous slow motion -- men and women move, escapees from a 

silent film. These are the historical masses, those of yesterday and of today, 

of magazines and newspapers, books and documentaries, those that march, 

impassive, toward the snow’s origin: figures whose undifferentiated 

features and clothes belie the inheritance of anonymity. To walk among 

them, to become confused with them, produces a joy that quickly ceases to 

be merely an abdominal spasm and begins to flood your entire body, the 

entire panorama, becoming absolute communion. It doesn’t matter, as they 
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file past the windows of shops that have been closed for centuries, that their 

reflection shows nothing more than a deserted street populated only by 

aimless white ashes: who could possibly care about reflections, especially as 

part of the mob. Especially if in the middle of the sidewalk, among overcoats 

and hats, it is possible to glimpse a mane stretching out like a dark jellyfish 

going grey with the snowflakes that begin to fall more insistently. In fact, 

you have to blink energetically, or, better, close your eyes for an instant so 

no particles blow against your iris; and when you open them it doesn’t 

matter that the crowd has become paralyzed and you are the only person 

still moving in an opaque sea of statues, a frigid and patient sea under the 

drizzle of shavings that calls to mind a band of angels sharpening pencils 

among the clouds, forcing you to lift your gaze -- using one hand as a kind 

of visor -- to observe that the sun, the mere intuition of a sun, has been 

replaced by a black hole in the middle of the sky, undoubtedly the mouth of 

the pit from which you’ve only just emerged. Blinking your eyes, you can 

just make out, way up there, at the other end of the opening, an office with 

various rows of desks, empty except for one on which a man sleeps with his 

head down on his arm. The sensation transmitted by that opaque medallion 

hanging from the heavens is extremely familiar: a kind of abrupt numbness, 

a disjointed forward movement towards sleepless vigil as your muscles and 

tendons give way under their cranial load. But now you must bring your 
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gaze back to earth, to discover with the beginnings of terror, while the scene 

in front of you begins to dissolve at the edges, that the snow is stained red: 

large clots of blood pepper the avenue, the sidewalks, the clothes of the 

petrified crowd, your own pants, part of your vest, the tips of your shoes, 

the palm of one hand. You must rush now, you must ignore the blots of 

scarlet and the metallic stench that takes possession of the street, you must 

hurry your step because over there is the queen of all tresses and the scene is 

dissolving, the scene is vanishing as if an enormous eraser were being 

rubbed over it so you can just glimpse the edge of a desk, the sleeve of a suit 

jacket stained by an ellipse of saliva but there is the mane, there is the 

jellyfish unfurling her tentacles colored white and crimson, there are the first 

pains shooting through your numb arm, pains that don’t prevent your hand 

from reaching out to lift, with one motion, the woman’s head from where it 

was lying on the snow, there is the desk, more and more clear, 

superimposed over the scene which dissolves into tattered fragments among 

which the woman’s face flashes, her features almost supernaturally vivid, 

and beneath them a mob of indistinct faces seems to stir, her eyes like 

unfathomable depths out of which any glimmer of humanity has fled, her 

mouth that opens like a third hollow in the middle of that convulsed mask 

to let out a whisper that brings together a legion of voices: 

’Abel.’ 
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Then a pause, and again the whisper, the multiple whisper: 

’What are you doing here, Abel? This is a dream. There’s no use for 

you here. Go away. Wake up.’ 

Waking, abruptly as after any unplanned sleep, still hasn’t completely 

eliminated the impression of his dream. Though he’s stood up from his seat 

to rub his sleeping arm and start his blood circulating again, though he’s 

gone to the bathroom to wash his face -- after all, there’s no one to count 

that as one of his allotted trips: the office is empty, and all that’s left of Mr. 

Kane’s presence is the odor of old clothes in the air -- though he’s returned 

to his desk with the cold studding his face, charging him with a blurry 

wakefulness, when Abel turns his gaze to the large windows, he encounters 

an image from his dream: a face hanging in the glass, pale like a paper 

lantern, a mane of hair woven with streaks of snow and twilight, a pair of 

eyes that scrutinize him like twin hollows in the gloom. Nothing, not the 

lights, which someone has turned out and which remind him of a dissection 

room -- the desks are slabs waiting for cadavers after a demonstration -- 

can reach the depths of those eyes that weigh down the stormy emptiness 

outside. Those are Mary’s eyes, her mane, her invented face. 
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’Mary,’ Abel murmurs, and the name reverberates in the glacial office, 

before merging with the snowflakes falling outside the windows, on the 

other side of the world, far from reality. Mary, queen of all tresses, mistress 

and lady of his deepest nightmares. ’Mary,’ Abel mutters again, abandoning 

his desk and turning to the window, and this time the name collides with 

the snowy face, which quickly disappears as his hand strokes the glass 

where the shadow of a pair of implacable eyes remains, and from 

somewhere in the building the rumor of the elevator, going up or down with 

its ghostly cargo, reaches his ears. 

Who, Abel thinks suddenly, takes care of the objects of the dead? 

Where do they end up after the grieving, after the formalities that lead 

slowly, inexorably to that dead end alley all testaments are? Is there some 

limbo in which dead people’s things mourn being unexpectedly orphaned 

while they await the judgment that will determine their future destiny: an 

only niece’s living room table, the closet of the relative who wept through 

the burial, a dark deserted attic where the spiders have the last word? Abel 

watches the city, shrouded in snow, the evening crowds immersed in an 

overflowing tide of scarves and overcoats that look like sorrowful birds. His 

memory is a huge eye that can now see only Mary, Mary’s body like a 

broken scrawl under a newspaper headline: ’Another Demonstration: 22 

Dead.’ Abel has kept a clipping of the image for seven years; time has made 
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its mark on it in the form of a yellowish gloom staining the corpse of the 

anonymous woman he decided to call Mary because of some fixation 

perhaps more Oedipal than biblical- whose blood sketches a second mane, 

now sepia, next to her hair on the snow-covered avenue to which an equally 

anonymous photographer condemned her forever. Who, Abel has wondered 

on many afternoons just like this one, might have taken over Mary’s 

belongings? After she was yanked into statistical anonymity, after she was 

dissected in the miniature morgue of that photograph, what might have 

become of her skirts, her favorite pillow, her family photo album? Did she 

wear rings, mascara, high heels? Did she wear lingerie? What might have 

happened to the hypothetical perfume she received for some far-off 

Christmas, might it have remained on some corner of her dressing table, a 

bulb where the light concentrated in ever duller corpuscles? Who might the 

portraits studying the falling night from a damp, numb wall -- her recently- 

married parents, her aunt in a party dress -- contemplate now? Might there 

be other eyes that peer into her closet mirror, might there be other hands 

that caress the arm of an easy chair, the edges of a rug? Might there be 

someone who nears Mary’s house at dusk and thinks they can distinguish, 

behind the naked branches of a tree, the glint of a face in the bedroom 

window, a face similar to the one that appears from time to time in dreams, 

a jigsaw puzzle of feminine features glimpsed on the street and in the 
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papers, Mary’s fictitious face, since her real one was crushed by a club -- it’s 

possible, at times, to hear the cracking of cartilage, the fracturing of bone -- 

and left hidden to everyone other than the snow and some forensic doctor 

who by now has perhaps passed away as well? 

Tomorrow, Abel says to himself, tomorrow is the seventh anniversary. 

Year after year, ever since he came across the photograph of the face-down 

body, he commemorates Mary’s death; though written in slightly faded blue 

ink, the date is still discernible on the lower left-hand corner of the clipping. 

As he settles himself in front of the accounting book, Abel recalls his first 

fruitless visits to the city’s cemeteries; his examination, facilitated by a small 

tip to the guard, of endless registries where the dead were reduced to a 

collection of illegible scribbles; his walks along tree-lined paths -- it was a 

figure of speech: the weather had done away with the foliage some time -- 

searching for any Mary whose death might coincide with the date on the 

clipping; his frustration at seeing graves where stagnant water filled 

flowerpots and vases, an eloquent kind of desertion; his nostalgia beside 

mausoleums frequented only by birds who left their excrement as an 

offering to the indifference of angels and virgins. And then, with no warning 

whatsoever, without even the slightest premonition --perhaps only, if he 

thought very hard, something from the depths of a dream, a stony glimmer 

in the multitude -- a discovery under the obstinate snow: a gravestone half- 
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overtaken by the brush, an epitaph whose lines suggested not the slow 

decanting of pain but the urgency of oblivion: ’Mary, faithful wife of Saul, 

lovng mother of Paul.’ Underneath, in small lettering, the exact date of her 

death: Mary, dead at thirty-three. 

For some reason he can’t quite recall, Abel interpreted the 

orthographic error, that missing i in the word ’loving,’ as a good omen, some 

last sign of the anonymous woman; he imagined Saul, more stunned than in 

pain, writing out the epitaph as fast as he could on a sheet of paper torn offa 

pad while Paul --he imagines him now in a sweater and a beret, dark pants 

and rubber-soled -- watched him, hidden behind some indefinable toy. He 

imagined Saul’s dry gaze during the funeral, Paul’s eyes slightly damp 

every time someone came up to give him a hug and whisper in his ear that 

his mother had been a very brave woman, an exemplary person, a 

marvelous being. He imagined Saul at home, distractedly stroking a skirt 

and remembering the slide of hips against the cloth, he imagined him 

wondering what the hell his faithful wife had been doing at a demonstration 

that had left a balance of twenty-two dead. Finally, he imagined Mary -- her 

face like a dress made of patches -- at the moment she received the first 

blow and decided, standing in front of the gravestone with its orthographic 

error, that it would be this woman whose death he would commemorate 

year after year, that it wouldn’t matter if she wasn’t the same woman who 
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had perished on that snowy avenue. This would be the tomb he must visit 

punctually each year, the tomb that from now on would act as a common 

grave for the crowds of history. It wouldn’t matter to him, just as it didn’t 

matter when it actually happened, when he was surprised at the deceased’s 

grave by her relatives: a man in a wheelchair, for example, a man with a 

scant mustache -- he could easily be Mr. F. -- accompanied by a young man 

who approached Abel on the fourth anniversary wanting to know if he had 

been acquainted with his aunt, if he had known her for a long time before 

the accident. It wouldn’t matter to him to then take a moment of silence, 

leave his white flowers on the white grave, and turn towards the cemetery 

exit, ignoring the kid’s uncomprehending voice and Mr. F.’s sobs, which 

little by little would become the very thinnest wisps of the afternoon turned 

shroud. 

Abel wakes up, abruptly and definitively, with the certainty that someone 

has been spying on him while he dozed on his desk. 

On the other side of the windows the twilight has dissolved into the 

beginnings of a night: specks of shadow alternate with the snow which falls 

ceaselessly, making the city into a bad copy of an old movie. The 
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atmosphere in the deserted office, which also recalls a strip of celluloid, has 

become electrified: the vibration of a nearby presence raises the hair on the 

back of Abel’s neck, and he looks around the room. Mr. Kane’s odor of old 

clothes or was that only a dreamt odor? -- has been substituted by 

another smell, analogous but more penetrating, a stench reminiscent of a 

body confined to a narrow cubicle. A body with a bloody thread hanging 

from its nose. 

As if a current had run through him, Abel stands up and turns, 

knocking over his chair. The door to the office sways imperceptibly. At the 

threshold there has been a moment’s activity, the slow concentration of 

particles that move to occupy the empty space which someone has just left 

behind. With his nerves on edge -- he can feel the tickle of almost every 

single nerve ending -- Abel waits. He thinks he hears the friction of the 

snow with great clarity, the touch of the night against the windows. He 

thinks he can sense at exactly what moment the motion of the door is 

interrupted. He thinks he can perceive something like a dark wingbeat in the 

doorway; for a second he sees the building full of birds, taken over by 

feathers and beaks that pierce the air like sharp pencils. He thinks he hears a 

voice calling him from the corridor, barely a tobacco scratch -- ’A-bel.’ But 

no, now it’s not his imagination, there’s the scratch again -- A-bel -- two 

syllables flung into the gloom that yawns behind the half-open door. 
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With a shrinking heart, Abel separates himself from his desk, takes 

one step and then another, which resound in the stillness. He stops. When 

he hears his name a third time, he moves forward to the door and shoves it 

open. The lights in the hallway quiver before reassuming their useless task 

of relieving the blackness that spills from the ceiling and walls like a thick 

broth. In this broth, floating aimlessly, a thread of light emanates from an 

office at the other end of the corridor, a filament that grows as the door of 

the office opens and hits the wall. In the doorway, a man’s lean silhouette 

turns towards Abel and waves a hand -- the sketch of a hand -- by way of 

an invitation: come here, come here. Then both hand and man vanish, 

leaving in the air the tremor of a set of nicotine-stained nails, the radiance of 

features partially dyed by blue numerals. 

Abel walks out into the hallway, his stomach weak, and heads for the 

light. At the entrance to the office he hesitates, and an image flashes in his 

mind, the figure of an executive with his arms akimbo and a half-smoked 

cigar clamped between his lips: ’Might a person know what is the cause of 

all this commotion?’ The room is submerged in an opacity cut through by a 

single library lamp, an eye covered by a green eyelid that scatters its warmth 

from the only desk, outlining forms of leather and dark wood. The smell of 

tobacco is the strongest presence in the room: something almost solid that 

underlines the lack of living elements, almost a finger that hangs in the air, 
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pointing towards the elevator grate just a few meters from the desk, closed 

like a set of dentures. Of the lean man not even the slightest trace remains, 

barely the insinuation of a smile, nothing more than the sparkling of the 

mahogany among the shadows. 

Despite his stupefaction, Abel manages to walk to the door and close 

it. He vaguely imagines the punishment he’d receive if anyone --the cigar- 

smoking executive himself, for example --returned to the office for some 

papers and ran into an intruder marauding in the darkness. The tobacco 

scratch returns, but this time the words are unconnected, ricocheting against 

the walls of his mind: ’strike,’ ’red numbers,’ ’physical sanction,’ ’crowd.’ 

The silence becomes an oppression in the center of Abel’s chest. ’Asthma,’ he 

thinks for no particular reason,’ so Mr. 

cautious steps he approaches the grate -- 

F. was asthmatic after all.’ With 

not the door -- of the elevator and 

grazes it with his fingers as if to prove its existence; then he pushes the first 

button on the panel. With the hum that has forever punctuated the company 

routine, the elevator comes out of its lethargy and begins to climb the 

building’s esophagus; it appears, age-old source of rumors, with a whisper 

of rusted gears and a somber sheen of metal. Abel opens the grate and walks 

in slowly, as if he were entering someone else’s dream: finally his 

transgression is fulfilled. He has tread on ghost territory. Before he can close 
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the grate he glimpses, once again, in the gloom of the office, the triumphal 

glimmer of a smile. 

Then the elevator begins to vibrate, to move, and Abel becomes part of 

the legendary hum, Abel is now part of the sheen going up through a black 

trachea. Abel begins to make out whole floors abandoned to dust and 

spiderwebs. He makes out a chair and a table given over to the rites of 

solitude, a desk missing a leg whose lameness seems to account for the 

destiny of its proprietor, a chalkboard where the years have inscribed a 

work schedule stopped short by a war remembered only in newsprint. He 

makes out a mound of clothing, a sofa bowed by the weight of magazines 

that by this point only the decrepitude leafs through, the reception area of a 

bankrupt company whose name has been chiseled out of the bronze 

directory hanging in the building’s entryway. He hears a series of scratches 

inside the elevator and turns, expecting to be confronted with a numerical 

mask which ends up being just a cockroach struggling to climb up the wall. 

He sees, or thinks he sees, the insect’s feet moving agitatedly and suddenly 

feels invaded by nausea, a mixture of sadness and repulsion for this other 

organic intruder, a universal disgust that crashes like a wave in his mouth 

and forces him to stop the elevator and lurch out to vomit into the shadows, 

a flow of discharge that might sum up his lament for the crowds moving 

agitatedly in an unsuccessful attempt to climb the walls of history. 
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His retching ends in a shudder and he remains crouched over for an 

instant, looking down at the floor where -- he hadn’t realized it until now -- 

there is a creeping brightness that doesn’t come from the elevator. He raises 

his eyes and as they adapt to the darkness he discovers that he has arrived in 

an enormous office in disuse, empty except for a few crippled desks and an 

impotent metal file cabinet that indifferently accepts the light offered by a 

candle blinking timidly in the middle of a table, flaring up and dying down 

as if it could not endure the onslaughts of blackness. Next to the table, 

diminished by the filing cabinet, is a filthy chair that barely supports the 

weight of the figure sitting in it: a man facing the other way, his hands tied 

and his head bent in a reverential attitude, one might say a faithful acolyte 

addressing his prayers to the m etallic monolith. 

Abel approaches the chair. He thinks he can hear the cockroach’s ever 

more useless scratches in the elevator. He sees, or thinks he sees, large 

notebooks on the desks where grime and oblivion are making their own 

accounts. He sees the man’s hands, two globs of bloodless flesh tied at the 

wrists with a piece of cord. He sees two shoulders sinking under the weight 

of pain, a shirt unbuttoned and bloody, a pair of suspenders hanging like 

flaccid appendages. He sees, in the fragile light of the candle flaring up and 

dying down -- it dies down and it flares up and it dies -- a face become an 

indecipherable compendium of vermilion shreds, a mouth open in a cloth- 
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filled scream. He recognizes, among those swollen features, the eyes of his 

eldest colleague ’Any news? What’s the news with you?’ -- and the 

cloudy gaze that bubbles up from unconsciousness to remain fixed on the 

filing cabinet that gloomily reflects the candle that flares up and dies down, 

flares up and dies down, flares up and dies down. He hears, adding an 

unexpected note to his horror, the hum of the elevator set into motion by an 

impatient finger on some other floor; he turns around just as the brightness 

of the cubicle disappears, leaving him alone with this red mask that seems to 

be asking for mercy from the totem --the god, he suddenly thinks 

illuminated by the candle. He tries to remember his colleague’s name and 

when he fails --his memory is dizzy with snow and blood, a labyrinth of 

words with no thread to connect them -- he starts to shake him gently by 

the shoulders and tell him, in jagged breaths, to move, to wake up, to do 

something and quickly because the elevator has stopped on the floor above 

them -- the top floor of the building, he notes when he thinks of the glint of 

an artificial eye -- to get going once and for all if he doesn’t want them both 

to pay the consequences. The only response he gets is a trickle that drips 

from the man’s lower lip and hangs there for a few seconds before joining 

the puddle at his feet and there’s the hum of the elevator again, there’s the 

cubicle, on its way back and in one bound he leaps away from his colleague 

and looks around for a place to hide, a door, the access to some possible 
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staircase but it won’t yield to the pounding of his hands bathed in light that 

flares up and dies down, dies down and flares up announcing the nearness 

of the elevator, the imminent appearance of the owner of those shiny shoes 

that can already be distinguished, the suffocating presence of the monolith 

behind which he must slip, merging into a dusty darkness that smells of 

dead insects. 

From his improvised refuge, Abel captures a mixture of different 

sounds: the thud of the elevator as it stops, footsteps that plant a strange 

echo in the empty room, sobs enveloped in cloth, the chattering of teeth -- 

his own, he discovers numbly -- which he interrupts by clamping his jaws 

shut. As the footsteps draw near, he shimmies to one side of the filing 

cabinet until he can slip one ear out, then the edge of his spectacles; he 

becomes a furtive eye studying the scene. He sees the upright figure of a 

man moving forward like a cutout against the light of the elevator; he sees a 

long object that deforms the man’s right hand; he sees his colleague’s face a 

few meters away, contracted in a convulsion accentuated by the blinking 

candle. He sees the man from the elevator reach his colleague and lean 

down as if to whisper something to him and the figure resolves into an 

unusual Mr. Kane: his shirt with the sleeves rolled up and flecked with 

crimson, his hair become a chaos of rebellious flames, his sweaty features 

dissolved in an expression of mingled boldness and hesitation, piety and 
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rage. With a shock he hears the voice of this new Mr. Kane, a murmur which 

gradually becomes a series of demands, a terrifying familiarity: tell me who 

is planning the strike, tell me who participated in today’s uprising, tell me 

who deserves the beating I’m giving you. Tell me why you won’t answer 

even though I rip the cloth from your mouth, why you spit blood and even a 

couple of teeth on my shoes, what language you’re starting to moan and 

jabber in because I can’t understand you. Tell me who might be interested in 

demonstrations, especially as an accountant, why instead of answering me 

you sob and beg for help with the thread of a voice that no one hears and 

you move around in your chair as if you didn’t know that I’ve already 

broken one of your collarbones and both your knees and even if you did 

untie yourself you’d be a hilarious spectacle, just a scribble trying to slither 

towards salvation when here there’s nothing more than gloom lit by a stupid 

candle that flares up and dies down, that will flare up and die down century 

after century until you stop coughing and puke out more names and less 

blood clots. Tell me why you force me yet again to raise this club that makes 

my hand look deformed, tell me where you get the strength to resist these 

blows I’m spreading over an ever wider space between your face and your 

shoulders and your chest and your thighs, why you haven’t yet tired of 

hearing the damp cracking of your flesh and bones, when you’ll answer me 

instead of putting your head down and fainting and leaving me to talk to 
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the shadows alone. Tell me what privileges you enjoy to be able to 

appropriate the weariness that I also suffer which makes me lean on the 

table to wipe off the sweat and breathe shakily while the club escapes from 

between my fingers and hits the floor with a noise that makes me tremble 

and whine as ifI were the victim and not the spontaneous executioner. Tell 

me why I haven’t noticed until now a pair of spectacles flashing from behind 

the filing cabinet, tell me whose is the figure that suddenly emerges from the 

darkness and rushes towards me and knocks me over, table and candle and 

all and clubs me with a blow I can’t completely dodge and manages to hit 

me on the back of my neck and push me down into a dazzling shaft of pain 

out of which I’m climbing, little by little, only to glimpse a man going into 

the elevator, a man whose features seem distantly familiar to me but I can’t 

locate him because my memory is a whirlwind of luminous points, a man 

who closes the grate and vanishes, stealing my light fi’om me, a man who 

undoubtedly will return to some office to collect his overcoat and hat and 

turn out the lights and eliminate even the very last trace of his presence. Tell 

me, please tell me who that man is, who will go down the stairs fearfully 

and leave the building without anyone noticing him, who with ghostly steps 

will become lost among the night’s thick flakes. 
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Hours later, in the midst of his insomnia, Abel turns on the bedside lamp 

and sits up with the covers around him. 

He thinks he has perceived the sound of blows coming from the next 

apartment, a sound that makes him think of a club sinking deep into 

someone’s flesh. He pricks up his ears: as a matter of fact, there it is again, 

that pounding, one two, one two, a syncopated anguish that speeds up the 

rhythm of his heart. After emptying, in a single gulp, the glass of water he 

always keeps on the night table, he starts to perform rapid mental 

operations -- additions, subtractions, square roots -- until his breathing 

normalizes. He recalls his neighbor then, an elderly man he runs into every 

day in the lobby when he comes home from work. He recalls his neighbor 

complaining about the dampness that infests his apartment, cursing the 

plague of cockroaches that he has not been able to eradicate, not even with 

insecticides and which -- I swear, Mr. Abel, I swear it -- seems to be the 

legacy his wife left him when she died seven years ago. Abel imagines him 

in the long night of old age, his slipper raised high, hunting down the bugs 

that slip between the furniture and the curtains and hide in the dresser that 

holds a few of his dead wife’s belongings. He imagines him sitting in an 

armchair as dawn breaks, crying as he caresses a dusty dress and searches 

out the vermin. 
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Abel pushes the covers aside and gets out of bed. In the kitchenette, as 

the glass fills under the tap, he notices his breath rising in vaporous clouds 

that hang in the atmosphere before they dissolve; he discovers that he’s 

shivering, that the cold enveloping him is, more than anything, internal, an 

iciness that cinches his heart with the ferocity of a fist. He goes back to the 

bedroom, pulls a blanket over his shoulders, and turns to the wobbly chest 

of drawers that sits across from the bed like a rickety idol. He opens a 

drawer and extracts one of his many albums of newspaper clippings, that 

secret that he hides with a zeal befitting a voyeur more than a collector. Still 

shivering, he sits at the foot of his bed and begins to turn the pages of the 

album. He vaguely notices that the pounding in the neighboring apartment 

has finally stopped. 

The crowd casts its spell over him instantaneously, as it does each 

time he reads over his clippings: a kind of dizziness that spreads to stain 

everything around it, an ink smell that hurls him towards a new, sepia- 

bordered reality. Some nights he thought he recognized himself in one of the 

hundreds of tiny faces that populate streets, bridges, plazas, stadiums. He 

thought he saw himself shouting at a rally, raising a poster over a sea of 

heads, protesting before a row of impassive shields, receiving the impact of 

a club. He thought he perceived the silhouette of his arms reaching out a 

window in support of a protest in Iran, the flashing of his glasses in the 
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commotion caused by a tsunami in Australia, the rush of his legs during a 

stampede of American racists, the uneasiness of his gaze in a line of striking 

workers in front of an early twentieth-century factory, his coattails in the 

photograph of the unknown man who, each year -- as punctually as a crow 

-- leaves three roses and a bottle of cognac on a famous writer’s grave. He 

thought he heard, as he does now, a clamor that begins to rise up from the 

depths of the clippings, a roar that slowly reduces itself to a pair of 

implacable syllables: A-bel, A-bel, A-bel. It is this clangor that has him dazed 

by the time he reaches the page consecrated to Mary’s portrait, to Mary’s 

corpse like an eternal demand on the yellowish snow of oblivion, to Mary’s 

blood become a second mane. It is this mixture of voices that accompanies 

him as he descends laboriously into a dream in which he is Mr. Kane, an 

executioner using a pencil to flagellate a shadow which is first Mary and 

then Mr. F. and then Abel himself and then nothing, the empty space 

occupied only by the breathing of the crowd. 

The next day, faking a stuffed nose, Abel calls in sick from the phone booth 

on the corner. The company secretary who takes the call listens to his 

explanation through a silence peppered with crackling noises and voices 
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that break into the line and then disappear; in the background, far in the 

background, a Kurt Weill piece can be heard. When Abel’s excuses come to 

an end, the secretary reminds him in a mechanical tone that the day will be 

discounted from his salary and that he should speak with Mr. Kane -- who 

has not arrived yet, something truly unheard of- sometime during the 

morning. Before he hangs up, spurred on by the image of a face ripped to 

shreds, Abel asks after his eldest colleague. The answer, equally mechanical, 

takes a moment to cross the abyss filled with static and short bursts of 

music: no one knows anything about him, he has not reported for work, his 

timecard is intact in its slot, perhaps he, too, caught one of those flus so 

common among lazy employees. Abel thanks her and hangs up with a 

sneeze; his robe, pyjamas and cotton underclothes are no match for the 

phone booth, which has become a geometric igloo. He watches the street: 

there is something strange in the crowd, something ominous in addition to 

the mourning imposed by the mayor in honor of the policeman who died in 

the demonstration at the plaza. Something like a demand in the gazes that 

seem to be directed at him -- only at him -- something beginning to stir, 

like a stain against a curtain of newspapers and snow, the obstinate snow 

that does not loosen its hold over the city. 

The rest of the morning is summed up in the movement of Abel’s 

hands, shivering ceaselessly as he flips through a series of different stations 
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on his radio which, stowed away in a corner of the living room, gives off the 

bright sheen of an antique skull. Searching for a voice that might explain the 

oppression that has settled over everything, including his apartment, hoping 

for a signal that might get rid of the tremor that even three cups of tea and 

two blankets haven’t been able to control, his fingers move the dial as if it 

were the latch on a door into the unknown, an entrance into the secret world 

of the crowd. All the news reports emanating from the speaker, enveloped 

in fragments of songs that make him think of a beggar’s rags, deny any 

civilian deaths from the demonstration at the plaza, applaud the heroism of 

the agents involved, wonder as to the identity and whereabouts of the leader 

of that ’ridiculous illiterate uprising’ -- a small, pointy beard flashes in his 

memory, an index finger extended as if to declare the distance guilty -- and 

underline that the tranquillity reigning in the streets is possible thanks not 

only to the official day of mourning decreed by the authorities but also, and 

very especially, to the deployment of police units that have left the warmth 

of their offices and precincts behind in order to make sure that the law is 

obeyed even beneath the snow that will not leave us alone. 

Towards midday, however, Abel comes across a station that erupts 

from a far corner of the dial as if it were arising from out of the ether. The 

voice of the announcer, sputtering with gusts of static, transmits both 

extreme agitation and extreme weariness: the agitation of someone who 
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knows he is condemned for what he must say before he even begins, the 

weariness of an insomniac who has made one final, desperate decision in the 

depths of the night. The unofficial statistics, the announcer says --whispers 

are eloquent: thirty-three protesters dead in the plaza, including a 

number of women and even a five-year-old child, and sixty-six arrests, I 

repeat, sixty-six arrests and not forty-three as the news reports announced 

yesteray. Thirty-three bodies, which, according to the rumors, have been 

taken to a common grave on the outskirts of the city; twenty-three protesters 

who have disappeared from the official records and have surely been doled 

out to various interrogation rooms. Family members of some of the victims 

have called this station seeking information about the bodies, asking the 

listeners to do som ething that Abel doesn’t quite catch because the sentence 

is left unfinished, a tattered thread that dangles in the radiophonic chasm 

while the announcer coughs and seems to be about to suffocate and noises of 

a struggle can be heard -- perhaps a chair falling over, a club imprinting 

itself on a jawbone and then the microphone is knocked over -- and the 

station goes offthe air, substituted by a torrent of static, a gap which will be 

filled by sad piano chords, the droplets of a Weill piece flowing into the 

waters of the silence out of which the jingle of a brand of whiskey will 

surface. 
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Afternoon comes with a shuddering of clouds that smear across the 

city’s highest windows like furtive oil paints. After appeasing his hunger 

with a bowl of soup and attempting uselessly to reach Mr. Kane -- the 

emergency meeting he was called to attend, reports the secretary, has lasted 

longer than planned -- Abel gets in the shower. Within the steam that 

dissolves the contours of his bathroom, while he waits through the clacking 

castanets of the pipes for the water to heat up, he sees himself once again in 

the phone booth on the corner, dialing the number of his company inside 

that igloo, so distanced from the mournful traffic of the multitude, awaiting 

Mr. Kane’s voice not so much to explain himself as to murmur I know who 

you are now, I know what you do in your free time, I know it’s very easy to 

be the incidental executioner, just give me a club and I’ll change the world. 

He sees himself once again biting his lips when he hears the secretary’s 

mechanical words, making an effort to control his fury -- the fury of God 

knows how many years in front of an accounting book -- so that it won’t 

become a steaming frenzy exploding against the glass of the booth, a rough 

towel rubbing against his skin until it’s red. As he shaves at the mirror, 

taking care to steady his traitorous wrist, Abel concludes with a shiver that 

his face no longer belongs to him:the exhausted eyes, the wide forehead, the 

twisted nose, even the blonde hairs the razor erases, are substantially part of 



the crowd. They are, in and of themselves, the crowd: 

undifferentiated features, the refuge of anonymous entities. 
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a conclave of 

This sensation follows him as he dresses in the tacit company uniform 

and sharpens the pencil he’ll put in the inside pocket of his suit jacket and 

drinks a sip of water -- the last sip I’ll drink out of this glass, he thinks 

nostalgically -- and leaves his apartment without looking back, imagining 

the atoms repositioning themselves within objects that will take a while to 

adjust to his absence. From the taxi he hails, he observes the late afternoon 

mob and glimpses his face in storefronts and bus windows. What would the 

crowd think, he says to himself, to see itself assembled as a group, riding in 

a single taxi.’? The car picks up speed and the city becimes a pale tapestry, 

shot through with dark strands. 

At the entrance to the cemetery, as a prologue to the ceremony he’s been 

celebrating for the past seven years, Abel buys a bouquet of flowers -- the 

whitest you have, he insists -- from the old woman who always looks at 

him with a mixture of tenderness and commiseration. Her eyes are the only 

outpost of youth left in her: a certain restless shine to her pupils, a certain 

lightning flash that chases the shadow of her lashes away, belie the young 
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woman who at some point went astray in a labyrinth of varicose veins and 

wrinkles. Obeying an odd impulse, Abel reaches out a hand and caresses the 

old woman’s cheek. The flower-seller’s reaction takes him by surprise: the 

youthful ray of lightning vanishes, substituted by a rapidly-growing 

cloudiness which darkens her face as she gets up from her bench and begins 

to jabber in some toothless tongue. Abel retreats, backing away from the 

verbal barrage which increases in volume until it becomes a string of insults 

that escorts him as he crosses into the cemetery and disappears down a lane 

where the old woman’s voice mingles with the rustling of the air in the 

naked trees, with the cawing of some invisible bird. 

Under the snow, the angels watching over crypts and mausoleums 

seem gloomier, their edges more defined, as if they were about to lift into 

flight. The few people meandering through the whiteness -- a couple of 

women, some solitary men, a boy holding his father’s hand, all wearing 

severe black clothes seem outside that sensation of imminent wing- 

flapping, absorbed in their own plots of misery with no room for the flakes 

falling as lightly as celestial pencil-shavings. Abel looks up and sees a 

vibration at the highest point of a eucalyptus, something like an enormous 

beating of wings; he imagines the face of a seraph, a marble mask dominated 

by the flower-seller’s blue eyes, before a pair of crows abandons its hideout. 

He thinks of the unknown man who, like himself, fulfills a funerary protocol 
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each year, involving three roses and a bottle of cognac; he thinks of the 

accountants at his company, leaning down over their desks like fatigued, 

myopic birds; he thinks of Mr. F., of Mr. F.’s beak buried in his notebook as 

if it were a large dish of mathematical birdseed. Then he jams his hat on his 

head, clutches the bouquet of flowers and follows the steps of his own 

personal ritual: to wander unhurriedly down ever more desolate paths, 

letting himself get lost in the cadence of his stroll; to pause in front of the 

gravestones that attract his gaze, searching for memorable inscriptions; to 

study the features of the mourners kneeling or sitting next to welcoming 

graves which have been waiting expectantly for any sign of tears, that damp 

glimmer that reveals the mechanisms of memory; to trap a snowflake on his 

tongue and savor the taste of the cold; to interrupt his trek from time to time 

to enjoy the silence and become just one more strand in the shroud of 

repose. 

’Mary, faithful wife of Saul, lovng mother of Paul.’ Abel doesn’t know 

why he feels offended by the error in Mary’s epitaph. Unlike the first time 

he came, when it seemed like a good omen, the missing i in the word 

’loving’ now seems unforgivable to him, a nearly obscene slip that no one 

has deigned to correct over the past seven years. What could the man who 

chiseled those lines --just three lines --have been thinking when he came 

upon the single ring’ ending? Wouldn’t he have consulted the paper with 
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Saul’s faltering handwriting; wouldn’t that scrap of paper, to get to the 

point, have existed? What could Saul have thought when he discovered the 

error; would he even have seen it? And Paul? How old would Paul be? 

Would he wear patent leather shoes, a bow tie, or just a school uniform? 

How often would he visit his mother, buried beneath a dubious 

orthography? As he pulls thistles away from the grave in search of a space to 

deposit his floral offering, Abel recalls the fourth anniversary of Mary’s 

death, the man in the wheelchair who might be Saul or Mr. F. and who was 

being pushed by a nephew. He recalls the paralytic’s sparse mustache, his 

sobs that at first refused to surface, as if the stone’s absent i were obstructing 

his larynx. He recalls the nephew’s questions -- what accident was he 

talking about? -- his own refusal to respond and his subsequent escape, just 

as a gust of icy wind seizes his hat and forces him to his feet. 

The hat rolls away and stops at the edge of an open grave. Abel picks 

it up, but before he walks away, something a slight commotion, a 

trembling of roots -- makes him cast his gaze into the depths of the chasm, 

into the gloom where a formless mass glints. A mass that slowly acquires 

contours, dimensions, until it becomes a pile of bones, a bony pyramid 

crowned by a few skulls in whose sockets shadows seethe, impatient larvae 

of shadow. Common grave, Abel thinks, not even realizing the phrase has 
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left his lips, and he remembers the hiss of a station as it goes offthe air. And 

at that moment the voice explodes behind him. 

’Abel? What are you doing here?’ 

First comes the chill: an icy current that envelops his chest like the 

promise of a heart attack, only to fill the rest of his organism with a 

persistent dripping. Then comes the tingling sensation at the back of his 

neck, the slightly comical feeling that his spine has become a hat rack for 

stalactites. First is the certainty of total petrification, the image of a man 

merging with the rhythm of the statues, the gravediggers learning to protect 

him from the dust and the bird droppings. Then comes the muscle spasm 

that makes his body turn, the blinking that focuses his eyes on Mary’s grave. 

Next to the gravestone -- only now is it possible to make it out -- there is a 

vase with a few stalks sticking out of it. Next to the vase, the recently 

deposited bouquet sparkles like a handful of knives. Next to it, standing on 

the grave, there is a silhouette, clearly a feminine silhouette, sheathed in 

clothes that seem to be made of newspaper. A woman who couldn’t be more 

than thirty-two, thirty-three years old. A woman with long hair, whose face 

recalls a dress made of changeable remnants. Remnants of magazines. 

Remnants of features lost in the labyrinth of the city. Remnants of 

imagination. 
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here?’ the voice demands again. ’Go away. 

The woman’s lips are sealed shut. Lips that seem made of earth, of 

aged parchment. Your lips, Mary. Your lips at last. 

But soon those lips are nothing more than two leaves swept by a 

sudden breeze and, after blinking violently, Abel must accept that the 

woman has disappeared. 

The bunch of white flowers, and the vase with its stalks, remain on the 

white grave. And floating in the air, like an absent i, the thread of a voice: 

’...no use, there’s no use for you here...’ 

It remains there in the distance, among the hairless trees, the intuition 

of a mass of tresses disturbed by the snow, to which a second figure is 

added, a face covered in blue numerals. The certainty remains, that these 

figures are beginning to reproduce until they populate the cemetery with 

shadows made of newspapers. What remains now is to run, to walk away 

from the silence that is the prelude to nightfall, to notice as he crosses 

through the heavy iron gate that the flower-seller has closed her stand and 

put away her bench, her varicose veins, her wrinkles. 

On the sidewalk, a rose remains, which no one will claim and which 

will be the only light when the darkness devours everything like an 

unexpected muzzle. 
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Perhaps Abel will never manage to understand why he is not surprised by 

the spectacle which greets him when he opens the door of his apartment and 

turns on the light. 

Perhaps ever since he found himself next to Mary’s grave, or even 

before that, since he phoned his company, a fraction of his unconscious was 

waiting for the chaos indifferently illuminated by the bulb in his living 

room. 

Perhaps on some diffuse mental screen he has seen himself ambling 

through the vandalized dwelling, picking up razor-slashed clothes, avoiding 

the pieces of glass and dishes that litter the floor and the shredded rugs, 

sighing as he faces his reflection smashed to bits in the bathroom mirror, 

picking up the leg of a table here, a bit of sofa stuffing there, stacking the 

clippings that survived the violation of his albums into a sheaf that he’ll set 

in a corner of the bedroom, sitting down on the foot of the disemboweled 

bed with his gaze fixed on the least movement that might be caused by a 

chair as it finishes collapsing, a piece of paper falling from the top of the 

dresser. 
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Perhaps the images that assault him now have paraded through a 

corner of the same screen before, with the same violence: three men with 

their features hidden by their hatbrims who destroy everything they find in 

their path, three pairs of gloved hands that attempt to rip a confession from 

his things, some compromising tidbit, while Mr. Kane watches them from 

the doorway, wiping the sweat from his brow with a handkerchief, from 

time to time lifting his hand to the back of his neck to pat a bandage stained 

with dried blood, combing his fingers through his hair without burning 

him self on the fire that crowns his skull. 

Perhaps, as in the accounting book of an ominous Demiurge, Abel’s 

next movements have already been plotted: to rummage around in the ruins 

of his drawers until he finds the money he keeps there in case of emergency; 

to abandon the apartment, taking care to turn off the lights; to double bolt 

the door as he always does, ignoring his neighbor’s complaints, the voice of 

the widower he’ll never run into again as he’s coming home from the office, 

demanding an explanation for the uproar caused by four men in suits, I 

swear to you, Mr. Abel; to go down the stairs slowly and leave the building 

without anyone noticing him, only to disappear with a ghostly step among 

the night’s thick flakes. 

Perhaps, only perhaps, the hotel sign that interrupts his progress like a 

neon wound has already flashed in a dream where he was pushing the same 
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revolving doors, signing the registry with the same name --A. Kane -- 

going up in the same ironwork elevator, walking down the same hallway 

illuminated by wan bulbs and submerging himself in the gloom of the same 

room with an ancestral exhaustion, with the certainty that waiting for him in 

that chasm would be a mass of tresses combed through by the snow and the 

crowd. 

The difference is that now, instead of surrendering to a sort of gradual 

coming loose, instead of slowly ripping apart as he begins to enter the pit of 

his unconscious, he opens his eyes to discover that he’s inside a dream 

building that might house offices similar to the ones in his company’s 

building, a concrete mass that he imagines in the middle of the city, standing 

erect with the severity of a vertical silence. He’s at a window, watching how 

the flakes organize themselves into strands which form a white mane 

covering the afternoon. In one hand he holds a pencil with its point bloodied 

and in the other a page which corresponds to December 31st, ripped out, or 

so it seems, from one of the datebooks the company gives its workers every 

New Year’s and which remain virginal -- other than the customary 

notations of ’Monthly Report’ -- until the end of the following year. No 
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matter how hard he thinks about it, he cannot explain the presence of those 

two objects; he looks at them, he feels them, he smells them, they seem 

magical to him, important in some way, and for that reason he doesn’t let go 

of them: someone must have entrusted him with them. Someone --perhaps 

the owner of the voice that flows forth like an uncertain dream spring. Don’t 

put them down, the voice murmurs, they’re your strength: writing and time. 

Writing -- the true, the only writing -- has been practiced with blood since 

its origins and it will continue being practiced that way century after 

century: the pencil is your jawbone. The time is here, the moment has 

arrived, your December 31st: blank slate, all accounts at zero. Walk away 

from the window, the voice demands, slip down the corridor sunken in 

darkness. Knock on the doors and listen to the cancelled world that throbs 

behind them. Wait for the elevator buzzing in the esophagus of your dream, 

go down the stairs and out into the empty city, to the uncultivated space of 

the evening: the multitude has dispersed. May the cold air bite into your 

lungs, may solitude wrap its mantle around you. May the crows at their 

posts on wires and cornices remind you of the end of the world, of 

accountants with their beaks buried in the afternoon’s figures; may the stone 

angels that adorn so many buildings watch over this, the cemetery of the 

masses. When you look up, may the sky not crush you with its grey weight: 

turn your head. Pages, it’s snowing pages, sheets ripped from thousands of 
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calendars, all dated December 31st; on each one a pencil has scrawled ’Final 

Report.’ Look at your own page: the same two words written in blood. It’s 

still snowing pages, bits of time; may they rub against you like birdfeathers 

as they fall. Do you remember the ritual you planned in secret a few years 

ago, the only outbreak of rebellion within the company? The last day of 

work and the accountants turning towards the windows in an orderly 

fashion to rip the pages from their calendars and fling them over the city? 

The sanctions, the mutilated salaries? The street turned into a triumph of 

paper? Surrender yourself to the spectacle of the afternoon sown with pages 

and understand once and for all that the binnacle of the crowd is written 

with blood, that the filigree of time is braided into all tresses. Search no 

longer for your lost jawbone because it’s hanging from your hand right now; 

surrender yourself to its firmness. 

And now, the voice whispers, wake up. There’s no use for you here. 

Surrender, by God, your final report. 

When he awakens, in the middle of the night, the first thing Abel does is 

reach out his arm, groping for the glass of water on his bedside table. His 

fingers are an extension of the bewilderment that floods him as his hand 
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grazes the edge of a night table, the stump of a pencil, a switch he suddenly 

flicks with his pulse racing. 

The flash of light brings him back to the narrow reality of a room 

where a single lamp blinks. Little by little that blinking becomes the 

fluttering of a moth trapped behind a fabric screen, a beating of wings that 

recalls angels and birds. 

A seraph in a labyrinth of jagged clouds. 

A clutch of crows in a tomb-like space. 

Perhaps a dream, a memory at the margins of his consciousness? 

Perhaps. 

Abel stands up, glancing at his watch -- he’s slept almost three hours 

-- and goes into the bathroom, where he drinks until he is no longer thirsty. 

Then he splashes his face with water and urinates: an abundant flow, 

uncontainable, which cannot muffle the fluttering of the moth in the lamp, 

the collision of wings against cloth. 

A captive bird in a numeric sepulcher. 

A candle that quivers in the shadows, bathing the tatters of a face in its 

light. 

The collision of wings. 

The moth about to immolate itself in a forty-watt flame. 
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Abel doesn’t notice the brightness that intermittently gilds the curtains 

until he sits down at the foot of the bed, after fighting offthe temptation to 

fill the bathtub and submerge himself in a liquid dream, clothing and all. At 

first, as the beating of the moth’s wings fades into the background, he thinks 

the light is from the hotel sign, the neon caressing the velvet of the night. 

Then he remembers that the sign was crimson, a hemorrhage in the middle 

of nowhere, and it occurs to him that the shining behind the curtains is 

aureate, a patina of tremulous gold. 

He opens the window and sticks his head out. A glacial gust pricks his 

cheeks, reddening them. A half-moon hangs over the roofs like an icy sickle 

reaping a harvest of clouds. It has stopped snowing, and in the calm the 

hotel sign seems like an alphabetic scar. 

The buildings creak, and the windows of the closed shops, and the 

hoods of the parked cars. 

The women’s shoes creak -- dozens, m aybe hundreds of worn en -- as 

they move down the street in a mute procession of candles and black 

clothes. 

The placards bearing enlarged photographs creak: features ripped 

from cheap frames and family albums, eyes like graves that call out from the 

other side of death. 
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The entire city creaks, run through with a river of flames that would 

aid the victims of the plaza as they pass into anonymity. 

Hours later, as the first flakes of dawn explode against the windows and the 

heat of the body beside him dissolves into a sadness of dirty sheets, Abel 

will remember, as if it had been a dream, the impulse that propelled him to 

leave that room. Between filaments of mist, he’ll remember having closed 

the door with no thought of the key, and having then gone down in the 

elevator and crossed the lobby, deaf to the clerk’s snores, and having left the 

hotel with his hands in the pockets of his overcoat. He’ll remember having 

walked along deserted streets acompanied by the curlicues of his breath and 

the sound of his footsteps, prisoner to a restlessness that would dissipate the 

moment he encountered the procession of women. 

He’ll remember having joined the retinue in silence, without a single 

verbal transaction, a cell reintegrating itself into its superintendent organ. 

He’ll once again see the women’s faces, those pale, mournful ovals blazing 

like paper lanterns. He’ll see eyes that are pools where the pupils swim like 

dark fish, fingers indifferent to the dripping of wax, candles that impute 

ephemeral life onto the mannequins and other inhabitants of the gloom, 
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placards that multiply the smile of a boy wearing a beret, and a child’s shoe 

-- black against white will flash in his memory. He will once again 

understand that the procession could not lead anywhere but to the plaza, 

that the flames were destined to illuminate, as on the night of Walpurgis, 

that clearing in the middle of a forest of concrete, and he’ll see himself 

recognizing, or aching to recognize, a mane of long tresses among the 

multitude of tresses, hurrying his ghostly step without anyone noticing him, 

extending a hand to grasp a shoulder and encountering a set of changeable 

features, a vertigo out of which emerge, flickering in and out of focus, 

Mary’s nose, Mary’s mouth and teeth, Mary’s eyebrows and chin and 

cheekbones and ears which condense to form a weak radiance, the blinking 

of a candle in the depths of a gaze where tenderness has lodged like an 

insect. 

He’ll remember having felt his disappointment vanish at the sound of 

an unknown woman’s voice, a whisper that made him tremble with its force 

-- ’What are you doing here?’ -- and he’ll once again see himself breaking 

into sobs, allowing the dam of numbers and shadows he’d constructed over 

so many years to crumble down in a rush that could be contained only by 

Mary’s fingers, by the comforting words spoken by Mary who wasn’t Mary 

except in that beam of light in the deepest depths of her eyes. He’ll see the 

woman tossing aside the placard on which a man slumped in a 
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wheelbarrow seemed to challenge the night; he’ll see her open her arms to 

welcome him into her warm clothes that smell of musk and lye; he’ll hear 

the cooing sounds coming from her lips, sshh, sshh, everything’s over now, 

everything’ll be fine now; he’ll feel once again the agitation he experienced 

at such an outbreak of intim acy between strangers, the woman’s tears damp 

on his hair, her kiss on his forehead, and he’ll remember having thought that 

there in the middle of the avenue, far for an instant from the crowd that 

surrounded them, the two of them formed a strange pieti~: she cradling him 

against her generous breasts, he struggling against the confusion invading 

his throat. He’ll hear once again the woman’s voice, her name -- Eve -- 

taking shape from a hissing sound, and he’ll see himself locating that point 

in her gaze where the tiny yet luminous imprint of Mary quivered. He’ll 

remember having let his hand seek refuge in Eve’s as they joined the retinue 

again, a pair of mourners following the dictates of their private sorrows. 

In his mind, he’ll walk the streets at Mary’s side, glimpsing faces 

peering out from windows like drowsy gargoyles, noticing that the moon 

has embedded itself in an outcropping of clouds, sensing in the streetlights a 

prelude to the candles that violate the darkness. At his first glimpse of the 

plaza he’ll feel a shiver that will make him let go of Eve’s hand, and 

murmuring soothing words she will lead him forward into the clearing 

where all the flames converge. The platform and podium from the rally will 
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have disappeared; the plaza will be an immaculate eye, the pupil of which 

will shine thanks to the candles placed in a reverential circle that will seem 

like part of some secret rite. Standing at the periphery of the circle, with 

Mary’s fingers on his arm, he’ll let time pass until he can feel, even before it 

materializes, the fatal presence of another mob. Suddenly, as the wind 

flickering the flames pauses for a moment, a police siren will leak into the 

plaza. Suddenly the screeching will be reproduced at every corner of the 

plaza. Suddenly the women will be bathed in an intermittent blood and 

pandemonium will break out, primitive pandemonium. 

Wrapped in a sad tangle of dirty sheets, he’ll remember Eve’s pushing 

him towards a nearby alley and once again he’ll see himself running down 

crackling sidewalks, beneath blind streetlights, beside shop windows that 

spread the reflection of Mary’s paper-pale face. He’ll see himself dodging 

trash cans and cardboard boxes, ducking down side streets beside Eve and 

running, running until they reach the doorway of a decrepit building into 

which Mary slips like a breath. He’ll see himself following Eve’s shoes up a 

set of stairs in the gloom, walking down a hallway similar to so many others, 

stopping in front of a door that Mary opens with a jingling of keys. He’ll see 

himself entering a living room lit by a shy lamp, catching his breath while 

Eve heads for the kitchenette, letting his gaze linger on the sofa, a plaid scarf 

hanging off it, on the umbrella forgotten in a corner like a plucked bird, on 
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the rug that underlines the loneliness of a pair of slippers, on the framed 

photos on the wall where Mary stands beside a man and smiles against a 

rural backdrop, on the small table turned improvised altar presided over by 

a portrait from which the same man -- now slumped in a wheelbarrow -- 

seems to challenge the night that has conquered him. He’ll see himself 

accept the glass of rum in silence and take a sip while Eve sits down on the 

sofa and empties her glass and caresses the scarf distractedly, allowing the 

tears to moisten her cheeks. He’ll feel once again the impact of the alcohol 

and he’ll see himself drain a second shot, a third and a fourth and a fifth -- 

might there have been a sixth’? -- in the midst of a stillness cut through by 

Mary’s weeping and the ringing of a phone in the distance. 

What he’ll never know is when exactly Eve’s eyes set into his with a 

yearning where something more than ethylic warmth palpitated, something 

like an animal licking its pelt. He’ll never know what moved him to kneel 

down next to Mary and bury his head in her lap, that niche exuding a 

mixture of lye and sweat. Nor will he know exactly when Eve’s hands began 

to trace concentric circles on his back, why he found his tongue suddenly 

rubbing the salt fi’om a cheekbone, what compelled Mary’s hands to close 

like pincers around the erection that was swelling in his pants while their 

mouths fused in a tunnel of frenetic saliva. He will, however, remember, 

among filaments of mist, both their clothes falling to the floor, fluttering 
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down and clouding the view of the man slumped in the wheelbarrow, their 

bodies struggling as they sought each other’s deepest cavities, an armpit 

with a smattering of down that felt silken against his lips, the gloom of the 

bedroom set aflame by the friction of their skin and their panting, a pair of 

nipples flashing with a touch of rust, a vulva opening like a corolla of 

shadows before his eyes, two buttocks become a radiant marvel grazing his 

balls, a neck arched like a stalk about to break. 

He’ll remember, also, the tresses and the tears, Mary’s desolation 

raining down onto his torso, surreptitious as the snow that would be waiting 

for him there, on the other side of a dreamless sleep, in a dawn of clouded 

windows. 

With a similar surreptitious air, Abel sits up in the sheets, which emit an 

odor of grime and bodily fluids. What woke him were the first symptoms of 

a hangover, a bunch of thorns prickling at the base of his neck. Next to him 

the woman Eve? snores, and within that series of booze-laden 

grumbles the beginnings of emphysema are perceptible, the tip of a 

pulmonary iceberg. Disoriented by his inability to locate the glass of water 

on the bedside table and because the age his memory ascribes to the woman 
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-- was her name really Eve? -- doesn’t coincide with this death-rattle beside 

him, Abel rubs his temples and pulls back the blanket that covers her 

sleeping body. 

He discovers a shoulder first, part of an arm with the mark of a 

vaccine. Then an armpit, out of which peeks a rough, woolly tuft, a back 

where time has left its imprint in the form of creases, hips which also do not 

coincide with his memory of a pair of luminous buttocks, thighs which at 

some point went astray in a labyrinth of varicose veins. Abel feels the world 

blurring around him and rests his head in his hands until the sensation 

passes and his cardiac rhythm is replaced by the hammering of the 

snowflakes against the only window. Then he covers the woman -- what 

was her name? -- and gets out of the bed, walking into the living room 

where he gets dressed, without escaping the watchful eye of the old man 

slumped in a wheelbarrow, who proffers a tender, commiserating smile. 

Below the portrait, on the little table that’s been made into an altar, a 

candle sputters on, its flame weak. 

Abel finishes tying his shoes and, since he can’t find his watch, goes to 

the altar and blows out the candle in a single breath while another candle 

lights up in his memory. Abruptly he grabs one of the carnations which leak 

their contagious whiteness onto the bottle of rum flung down next to the 

vase. He returns to the bedroom, walks over to the dresser, and just as he’s 
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exchanged his watch for the carnation he realizes that the woman is looking 

at him from the jumbled sheets. Her eyes, following the dictates of ddji~ vu, 

are the last outpost of youth left in her: there’s a brightness in those pupils 

sinking like ancient coins in a frigid blue, a lightning flash that chases away 

the incipient shadow of old age. Her voice is a scratch against the air of the 

room : 

’Still here?’ 

For an eternity, during which the only sound is the snow sliding 

against the glass, Abel imagines the girl hidden behind those vocal chords. 

Days in the country spent beneath a summer sun. The smell of hay and 

straw. Laughter like a stream that splashes the wagon pulled by a terra cotta 

horse. Her dress in the wind. Her mane of tresses peppered with blades of 

grass. 

’What are you doing here?’ the voice demands again. ’Get out of here. 

There’s nothing for you to do here.’ 

Abel leans down over the woman, who has stretched back out in the 

bed and covered herself with the sheet, and he kisses her forehead. Before he 

leaves the bedroom, from the doorway, he says: 

’I know that, Mary. There’s nothing, nothing to do. Good-bye.’ 

Then he walks across the living room, lifts her wrinkled dress from 

the floor, sets it on the sofa next to the scarf, and opens the door. 
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Two images will escort him down the stairs: the old man slumped in 

his wheelbarrow with a playful expression on his face and -- he hadn’t 

noticed it until now -- one hand raised in a gesture of farewell and beyond 

him, in the background, the woman bringing the carnation to her breasts 

which have been suddenly exposed to the light of daybreak. 

The city will greet him with an uneasiness that extends to encompass the 

day’s first pedestrians, and even the heads of the mannequins watching him 

from a dusty shop window. Standing on the sidewalk, which is buried 

under a crust of ice, Abel will catch a snowflake on his tongue and start 

walking beneath windows where eyes appear and then dissolve along with 

the snow. He’ll walk the streets with his mind blank and a sad feminine 

fragrance clinging to his clothes, watching the cars inaugurate the morning 

with their steaming heiroglyphs, whistling fragments of Kurt Weill, patting 

the pencil that grows warm in the inside pocket of his jacket. He’ll see, as if 

it were part of a faraway dream, a beggar dragging a bag full of naked dolls 

behind him, a mass of bodies jumbled inside a plastic womb that only partly 

protects them from the inclement weather, and that image of peculiar 
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fragility will accompany him until he reaches the diner which he’ll enter, 

followed by the jingling of the bell above the door. 

He’ll study the place, where four or five customers battle their 

lethargy, steaming cups in front of them. After breathing in the aroma of 

tobacco and closed-in night that hangs in the air, he’ll decide to sit down at 

the counter, a few stools away from the youth wearing a woolen sweater 

and beret and flipping through a newspaper without paying it much mind, 

his gaze fixed at regular 

cigarette burning down 

intervals on the front window 

in the ashtray near his elbow. 

of the diner, a 

Aware of the 

grumbling coming from his intestines, Abel will examine the menu and 

order breakfast from the man who comes up to him from behind the counter 

and then shoots him a perplexed look before disappearing into the kitchen. 

Hours later, bent over a dissection table, a forensic doctor will dictate 

into a microphone the following stomach contents: remnants of rolls with 

peach jam, fried eggs, blackberry pie. 

Thinking, for some reason, of a final request, Abel will finish eating 

and ask to borrow a cigarette from the youth reading the paper, who will 

light it for him with hesitant complicity. The first drag will give him a 

coughing attack that will die down beneath an avalanche of fragmentary 

memories: an adolescence become a cloud out of which the features of a few 

friends emerge, the patio of a high school at twilight, books sitting on a desk 
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that smells of pencils, a one-eyed dog, a flash of maternal fingers engaged in 

a seamstress’ labor, stitches unraveled by death, the paternal delirium 

something about having been a lookout in a desert tower -- accumulated 

over an alcoholic, solitary widower’s life. Abel will stab out his cigarette butt 

as if he wanted to reduce his memory to ashes, and observe the tabloid left 

on the counter by the youth, who now focuses his full attention out the 

window of the diner, following the example of the other customers, who are 

also dressed 

Among the 

--Abel only now notices 

front-page headlines, after the 

in dark berets and sweaters. 

photos of the burial of the 

policeman who died at the rally, he’ll sense a signal, the flapping of a mane 

of tresses, voices that call out to him from an inky gloom: A-bel, A-bel, A- 

bel. 

The next day, in that same newspaper, the statements from those who 

witnessed the demonstration against the oldest pencil-manufacturing 

company in the city will agree on one point: the unknown man who came 

out from the crowd had a feverish gaze and nodded his head as if he were 

receiving orders from a voice that only he could hear. ’The voice of God,’ 

one old woman, who refused to give her name, will suggest. ’The call, right, 

the call of madness... How awful about the vandals,’ one of the company’s 

accountants will comment to a radio news announcer, and then he’ll 

elaborate: ’Ever since I was first introduced to him I knew there was 
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something strange about him. The eyes, right, the eyes don’t lie. No, he 

wasn’t a friend of mine. I barely talked to him, right, just at lunchtime.’ 

Two cups of coffee later, Abel will interrupt his contemplation of the 

jellos displayed like multi-colored organs in a case behind the counter. He’ll 

turn towards the youth with the newspaper and discover him tensed, a 

spring ready to leap from the mechanism that imprisons him. He’ll spin in 

his seat and see the other customers: each in his chair, gazes magnetized by 

the clock above the door of the diner, threads awaiting the tapestry to which 

they belong. The smell of tobacco and closed-in night will have been covered 

over by an almost electric anxiety, an energy that will make the cashier leave 

his spot beside the register to go out into the street. 

Abel will take refuge in his cup just as it begins to vibrate, a series of 

concentric waves beginning to disturb what remains of his coffee, the tremor 

spreading to the jellos in the case, to the napkin-holders on the counter, to all 

the windows in the place. ’Earthquake,’ he’ll tell himself, imagining the city 

run through with seismic rattles that will be silenced when the first thread in 

the crowd, the head of the hydra that slips always towards the origin of the 

snow, appears outside the window: a man wearing a beret and a dark 

sweater wielding a placard proclaiming ’Writing in Winter Banned.’ Others, 

with diverse demands, will be added to that placard -- ’Death to the Pencil 

Industry,’ ’Stop the Graphite Oppression,’ ’More Heat, Less Writing’ -- and 
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the earthquake will become a stampede of boots that the customers in the 

diner will join, knocking the cashier down as they rush out. 

Abel will feel the tugging in his gut, the first bubbles as his blood 

starts to boil, and he’ll hear quite clearly the tribe’s clamor: A-bel, A-bel, A- 

bel. He’ll see lips opening and closing to chant his name, teeth masticating it 

like a black banner that will wave in the white air -- A-bel, A-bel -- and 

he’ll understand that the moment has come, that the queen of all tresses 

awaits him at the beginning or the end of that sea of sweaters and berets, 

that the face stained with blue figures that appears in the doorway of the 

diner only to melt back into the mass that vomited it out could be nothing 

more than the face of rage, that the boy running beside his father isn’t a 

ghost but a demand, and perhaps the print of a child’s shoe, that the eyes 

that come to rest on his -- though it may be only for a second -- are actually 

hands that push him towards the street, towards the uproar: A-bel, A-bel, A- 

bel, A-bel. 

And suddenly he will be assimilated into the crowd that has invoked 

him from the depths of time, of dreams and the two will form one entity, an 

invincible body that will snake through alleys and avenues, between cars 

submerged in a paralysis of steam and honking and pedestrians that will 

move aside with a fluttering of overcoats, past shop windows that will 

shatter, raining down glass as they yield to the attack of iron pipes, beneath 
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bus windows behind which the din of another mob will pound, A-bel, A-bel, 

A-bel. Little by little he’ll recognize the features of a number of his 

colleagues: a pair of glasses that retain the numeric sheen of an accounting 

book, a set of cheekbones that sink into the shadows of the dining room at 

lunch, a nose that climbs towards its forehead like a gloomy staircase and 

once again that face stained with blue figures, there on the corner that the 

multitude will turn with an obsessive syllabic rhythm shared by hundreds 

of feet that will measure out the clangor in crescendo, A-bel, A-bel, a word 

split in two, a vocable exploding with biblical fury against walls and 

passers-by who will intone it with their gazes lost on the horizon, A-bel, four 

letters flung out to the four cardinal points, A-bel, key to all locks, candle for 

the twilight, comfort for the windows, relief for the doorways, refuge for the 

dust, healing for broken dolls, tower of cotton, tower of bones, foundational 

pencil, name of names, hand that lifts up the old man fallen in a vertigo of 

boot-heels, hat snatched by a rush of air, overcoat trampled in the stampede 

of berets, suit jacket that waves like a runaway flag, breath transformed into 

ephemeral scribbles, sweaty features, gaze fixed always ahead, lips that 

open to join the cosmic outcry, A-bel, wake-up, A-bel. 

His voice just a scratch in his throat, Abel will understand that the 

crowd -- his body, his spirit -- is, in fact, heading towards the origin of the 

snow: the brick mass that has silenced his steps, his life, that number- 
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populated gloom where he’s been hibernating for the past ten years. He’ll 

identify the street on which so many times before he’s wanted to see the 

furrows made by his footsteps, the portico that has unceremoniously 

devoured him every day, the phone booth on the corner as it’s overturned 

by a group of youths, and he’ll smile: a nostalgic grimace rising up between 

vaporous clouds, which someone will remember later, raising their glass of 

rum in a toast. 

Motionless in the sea of berets detained in front of the company’s 

administrative headquarters, he’ll raise his eyes and see, black against white 

in the depths of the sky, the circles traced by a crow. He’ll think he can make 

out the flapping of a long mane of tresses and a child’s shoe left to its 

destiny when Mr. Kane’s capillary blaze appears in the entryway of the 

building to receive the car surrounded by the masses, out of which a bald 

pate will emerge, radiating the hard brightness of a fist, a face across which 

slithers -- from one side to the other -- a thin scar, a glass eye that flashes 

with barely contained rage in the direction of A-bel, A-bel, A-bel, who will 

take advantage of that pause in his name as it’s chanted by a million voices 

to open a path among the people, listening to the slogans clouded by an 

avalanche of sirens, scrutinizing with a fevered gaze the placards become an 

ocean of crosses in the midst of the whiteness, nodding his head to make out 

more clearly the outcry rising up from history’s entrails, A-bel, A-bel, A-bel. 
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The sensation of another mob behind him, the first howls of pain and the 

deaf noise of clubs against flesh, will accompany him as he nears the 

threshold of the building where the company director remains paralyzed 

between three men in suits who attempt in vain to obey Mr. Kane’s orders, 

Mr. Kane’s shouts which are diluted like a bird’s cawing amidst the din of 

voices clamoring for A-bel, A-bel, who will move his hand to the inside 

pocket of his suit jacket while through his memory wanders his entire life 

registered in accounting books, his biography in mathematical code. 

He’ll understand, as he extracts himself from the crowd and hurls 

himself upon Mr. Kane, that without the masses the individual is nothing: a 

thread in search of its tapestry, a tiny speck at the center of a desolate 

drawing. Just as his pencil finds Mr. Kane’s right eye and sinks down into it 

with viscous diligence; just as the alarm leaves his supervisor’s face, only to 

be replaced by an almost ridiculous astonishment that will soon be stained 

with red and grey figures and out of which will gush one last sentence, a 

belch that sounds something like ’Where is the jawbone’?’; just as Mr. Kane’s 

body falls to the floor like a pile of clothes;just as the butt of the gun held by 

one of the three men in suits smashes down against the face of his watch, 

stopping time forever, Abel will turn towards the left, only to be blinded by 

the flash on a camera. 
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He’ll understand, in the midst of a cyclone of luminous points, that 

the photograph that will be on the front page of the next day’s newspaper 

seals his betrayal of the crowd, that the price for recovering his individuality 

has been very high, that his portrait will never hold a place of honor in the 

album of a collector of crowds. He’ll know, when he sees the pencil buried 

in Mr. Kane’s eye, while the company director fades away into the gloom 

with a twinkling of glass and a couple of police officers hurries towards him, 

clubs held high, why writing -- the true, the only writing -- has been 

practiced with blood since its origins and will continue being practiced thus 

for centuries upon centuries. Before he turns towards the cops to face the 

first of the blows that will effect his communion with the shadows, he’ll 

contemplate the street for a moment. He’ll think that now, more than ever, 

the snow seems like dandruff left behind by the shaking out of a mane of 

thick tresses that awaits him beneath a tumult of pages dated December 

31st. 

May this vision, he’ll say to himself then, be my final report. 
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(Translated by Jen Hofer) 

For Juvenal Acosta 

and Andrei Codrescu 

Is that not why ghosts return: 

to drink the blood of the #ving? 

J.M. Coetzee 

The apocalypse, for him, was an everyday concern -- corroborated each 

morning by the light which pierced his pupils with thousands of pins shot 

out from a mute atomic explosion the moment his eyelids opened like 

floodgates to scatter the water of his dreams all over the floor. The pain was 

so sudden, so brutal, that it forced him to close his eyes again and grope for 

his dark glasses on the bedside table, his pulse at a gallop and his temples 
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pounding fiercely in prelude to a headache. Once the shades were settled -- 

then, only then --he ventured to blink, to untangle the skein of information 

which his vigil cast before him. Panting and sweaty, while the phosphenes 

readapted themselves to the blood-red gloom out of which they had 

blossomed, he began the work ofreacquaintance: there were his legs, joined 

in a mountain range tangling the sheets into peaks which angled down 

towards the foot of the bed, and beyond that was the profile of a chair, the 

dust dancing in a diagonal of sun, particles of matter concentrating around 

forms which would end up being the bathroom door, the curtains which did 

not quite cover the only window, the stains on the rug -- his sense of smell, 

with feline keenness, detected equal parts of semen and liquor -- left as a 

legacy by former guests. Little by little, as his eye deciphered that 

resplendent chaos, converting it into a legible code, he understood that the 

atomic explosion was simply his mind’s dirty trick, part of a dream which 

day after day he tried in vain to reconstruct. Little by little, the sense of 

apocalypse was bursting into the world with its useless cargo; the omens 

disseminated in the press and on television were nothing compared to the 

ocular catastrophe to which he had been condemned for all eternity 

eternity, he thought, a smile twisting his mouth, another useless word for the 

great dictionary of human vaguenesses. What was eternity if not the weight 

of the sun on his naked eyes, the seconds it took him to find his glasses on 
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the night table, the lapse that was necessary before the phosphenes would 

disappear? Let’s talk about eternity, he thought, addressing an invisible 

interlocutor; let’s talk about the instantaneous blindness it has been my task 

to eradicate since time immemorial. Let’s talk about how frustrating it is not 

to be able to recall the last time one awoke without fear of pain and panic 

about the light, without the primitive terror brought on by the first solar 

arrows boring through one’s eyelids. Let’s talk about the dark, that inverse 

light where our eyes ripen like slow-growing fruits. 

That morning, however, he awoke with the sensation that something 

had happened to the light. At first it was a subtle intuition, a change in the 

periphery of his visual field inducing dark ruminations, a certain parsimony 

in the dust attracted by the ray of sun filtering in through the window. Once 

he had his glasses on and his breath under control, he inhaled vigorously 

until he thought his lungs would explode; his sense of smell, once again he 

could confirm it, was a reliable ally: the air was charged with an electric 

tension which he had only sensed on late afternoons in summer just before a 

deluge broke. A strange density had slipped into the atmosphere like a 

swarm of insects; it was, in fact, easy to hear a remote buzzing, a generator- 

like murmur reminiscent of thousands of elytrons soaring into the distance. 

He pricked up his ears. There they were as always -- as every morning, as 

every night the sounds which populated his auditory universe: 
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cockroaches scurrying in the corners of the hotel, the whisper of spiders 

weaving their webs, the screech of rats looking for food -- how many times, 

he thought, had his hunger impelled him to feed on them? --the mosquito’s 

transparent song, a butterfly’s rubbing against the glass, the termites’ tireless 

litany. 

Something, however, was missing in this secret world. 

Bir d s. 

The birds had hushed, contributing to the strangeness which saturated 

the air. 

And the flies, the flies too seemed to have disappeared in pursuit of 

new decay. 

And the smell: a mixture of ambush and emptiness, of geologic 

fermentations and virgin asphalt. 

And the light: a thick grayish ink that oozed between the curtains and 

drenched the rug. 

And the murmur, the remote elytrons of absence. 

He leapt out of bed, his senses sharper than usual. A glance at the 

magazines and newspapers accumulated on the floor after a two-week 

confinement confirmed something that the shadows of the night had 

relegated to the background: the train of the century was running -- and 

would continue running, as far as the rails would allow --towards the abyss 
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to which a humanity run awry was driving it. As headlines and magazine 

covers were reporting, almost all the cars of that train had been reserved to 

transport baggage which was both ominous and absurd: biblical 

commentaries and forecasts, unrehearsed meteorological shows, an increase 

in the number of suicides, a boom in religious sects, a collective mania. In 

England, a woman had dressed her children as angels before making them 

swallow a poison which hadn’t been heard of since the nineteenth century. 

In Iran, a group of young men had set a mosque on fire as part of a plot to 

eliminate any trace of the Muslim creed. In Australia, a tsunami known as 

the Last Wave had left tens of thousands dead. In Egypt, an elderly man had 

hung himself in his tent across from the pyramid of Cheops with a message 

’for humankind’ hidden in his tunic. In a small American town, 

organizations for Aryan purity were scheming to get rid of racial minorities 

’forever.’ In the city on the outskirts of which he was staying, an accountant 

had killed his immediate superior by stabbing him in the eye with a pencil. 

Eternity, he thought, pocket apocalypses: man has not learned the lessons of 

history, he is still the ignorant student who recorded his confusion in the 

caves of Altamira -- it’s just that the caves have become tabloids. The crude 

drawings of bison and birds and solitary, emaciated silhouettes are now the 

photographs of a perplexed crowd. 
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As he went into the bathroom, he felt the air stirring around him as if 

it were a robe: it was that rarefied, it was that dense. He closed the door 

behind himself, and once he was safely in the semi-dark, he took off his 

glasses, leaning into the mirror. What better light than shadow in which to 

face the reddened gaze of his mornings, the effects of the sun reduced to a 

constant trickle of tears. He grabbed one of the hundreds of bottles of eye 

drops strewn about -- on the sink and on the toilet, on the floor and in the 

shower -- and dedicated himself to his daily balsam ritual: a cataract for his 

sick eyes, recommended by an ophthalmologist who had died a couple of 

months earlier. After his prescribed rubdown, he shaved, washed his face, 

soaped his groin, armpits and neck, and then rinsed himself. He dressed 

slowly, enjoying the dark friction of his clothes, which he kept in the 

bathroom so he could avoid encountering the morning light --years before 

he had decided that closets were the realm of insects --whistling the jingle 

from one of his favorite commercials, something about eye drop s or maybe 

blood donations. He combed his hair, put on deodorant, a bit of cologne and 

his glasses, and he left, ready to challenge the brightness. 

He drew the curtains and the spectacle afforded by the window, 

though he had intuited it already, still managed to surprise him: it was the 

spectacle of absence. There were empty cars, doors wide open, in the 

parking lot and in the middle of the highway which passed in front of the 
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hotel; the few birds -- mostly crows, as far as he could see -- remained 

motionless on the electrical and telephone wires; the flies seemed to imitate 

them, petrified on the gravel and the glass like fossils of an extinct species. 

The sky was now a kind of hospital for cloudy bellies, heavy with rain, 

which crept along lazily and allowed the sun’s invasion only with great 

difficulty. Eternity, he thought, let’s see what they think about this eternity. 

He left the room and breathed deeply; it had been years, maybe 

decades since he had given himself over to the smell of desolation with such 

pleasure, such indolence. He began to walk through the parking lot, hearing 

with amplified clarity the crunch of the gravel and the hustle and bustle of 

the ants, examining the cars one by one. He saw trunks exhibiting their 

contents with an utter lack of modesty, suitcases and bags with the still-fresh 

prints of escape, clothes strewn on the floor recalling the installations of 

certain contemporary artists. He laughed at the idea. Who would have 

believed, only a century ago, that something so common, so anonymous as 

clothing, would be elevated to the status of an art object; why that modern 

zeal to glorify the disposable, the perishable? Before, he thought, art had 

boiled down to a canvas and a brush, to capturing the battle between light 

and shadow. Before, the body in all its irregularity was immortalized; today 

the wrapping counted much more, so much more that the body had 

disappeared. It was still there, of course, the corpus delicti: shirts and pants, 
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blouses and skirts, shoes and sneakers -- a hollow corpse. Before, he 

thought, immortality dressed differently. 

He walked down the middle of the highway, stopping from time to 

time next to an empty car, letting himself be caressed by the mountain wind 

which hurried towards the south, when an image whirled into his mind. It 

was the memory --vague, 

bustling dawn filled with 

intertwined with the strands of a dream -- of a 

voices and steps coming from all directions, 

motors and honking horns and doors opening --the sounds of flight, the 

music of involuntary exile. This memory was joined by another which 

planted a new smile on his lips: the cable TV pornography marathons to 

which he had enjoyed subjecting himself for the past few years. Far from 

transporting him to the orbit of onanism --the words belonged to someone 

he had met in one of the bars he used to frequent before he began to devote 

his nights to sleep -- pornography amused him so much that he had come to 

think of it as the display which best attested to the ridiculous human parade; 

nothing was more comfortable than to enter a hotel room -- how many had 

he stayed in these past months? by now he had lost count -- lie back on the 

bed, find the remote control and spread out the banquet of fragile, transitory 

flesh given over to an obviously fake frenzy. Frenzy?, he thought; frenzy the 

blood which clambers through veins and arteries, the eyes which shrink 
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from the sun. Frenzy that of the flesh which surrenders itself to the dark, to 

the fondling of eternity. 

The image of three or four bodies moving like pistons in some primary 

machine accompanied him all the way to the tollbooths lined up 

perpendicular to the highway, marking the limits of the city which had 

sheltered him since June, and which had vanished miles ago to make way 

for a mountainous rural landscape --the end of civilization. The air paid his 

toll with its persistent whistle; the booths -- he had already smelled it -- 

were deserted. He inspected them, however, one after the other. He saw a 

calendar with the image of a naked woman offering her generous breasts to 

the spectator along with an icy blue stare. He saw a bodybuilding magazine 

with its pages ripped, a coffeepot filled to the brim. He saw a radio playing 

only static, which he decided to leave on; he thought of how lovely it would 

be to hear the batteries draining as the day declined and he regretted that he 

could not wait while it happened. Standing in the middle of the highway, his 

heart and lungs swollen with joy, he immersed himself in the morning’s 

leaded plateau and felt, for the first time in a long while, that he could eat up 

-- no, drink down the world in great gulps. He then exhaled a sigh which 

soon became a shout of celebration, a bellow which reverberated in the 

distance where the city shimmered. 
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As if in response to the echo which remained hanging in the air, a ray 

of sunlight pierced the clouds and landed suddenly on a gas station located 

beyond the tollbooths, encircling it with a misty halo -- a revelation in the 

confines of empty space. Dazzled, his mind become the museum where he 

had seen an Edward Hopper exhibit one afternoon, he let himself be drawn 

like a magnet towards the light which seemed to flow from one of Hopper’s 

most desolate canvases: ’Gas,’ if his memory didn’t fail him, with its service 

station attended by a m an in a vest, waiting for a car which might save him 

from paralysis. Keep waiting, he thought as he looked around, maybe 

someday one of those ghost cars will rescue you. After all, even immortality 

needs fuel. 

Hurried steps -- the first sign of human life in several hours -- made 

him turn towards the gas station just as three young men were leaving the 

attached store carrying cans and cereal boxes. He realized that he was 

watching a robbery by the way they flung the packages into the trunk of the 

car which was waiting for them with its motor running -- behind the wheel 

there was a fourth figure -- by the look of terror that one of them gave him 

before shouting a warning at his companions, by the obscene finger that shot 

from one of the windows as the car sped towards the south, its tires 

screeching. What a shame, he said to himself, and shook his head as he 

remembered the man in Hopper’s painting; maybe you’d get lucky the next 
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time. When he got to the gas station, he kicked a box of Corn Flakes and 

noticed how the ray of sunlight languished, how the darkness gained 

territory; then, humming the theme song to an old movie, he strolled 

between the pumps. He saw them as an apt legacy of humanity: monoliths 

for a future with neither gasoline nor cars, totemic remnants of a culture 

which had forged its own eclipse. The fugitives’ car merged into the horizon 

which quickly regained its faded consistency. 

The first thing that surprised him when he walked into the self-service 

store was its tidiness, the almost prophylactic atmosphere which reigned 

inside. The metal shelves, gleaming beneath buzzing lamps --his sense of 

smell assured him that all dust had been completely eradicated -- displayed 

their products with an order bordering on monomania, making him think of 

ads, of the set for a commercial about to be filmed; from one moment to the 

next a man might burst in, smiling from ear to ear, with a Hopperesque vest 

and unleashing a string of discounts and promotions. 

He wandered between the shelves, searching for some trace of the 

fugitives --barely even a can of Campbell’s soup which he picked up and 

put back in its place -- when his ear detected a rustling he had previously 

overlooked: the rubbing of fabric against a metallic surface. He crossed the 

labyrinth of canned goods and discovered that his imagination had not 

deceived him this time; standing next to the cash register at the entrance to 
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the store, a man wearing a vest and round wire-rimmed glasses was 

obsessively cleaning the counter, absorbed in the cloth which traced 

concentric circles, the stains which he scraped at with a fingernail he then 

sucked, only to resume his labor. Circles and fingernail, pause, circles and 

fingern ail -- and so on until infinity, the inexorable ritual of cleanliness. 

In the operating room light of the store, the clerk shone as if they had 

just finished painting him, as if he had only recently emerged from a fresh 

canvas. Who, he thought, could have forced the man to clean forever and 

ever under these surgical lamps? He imagined Hopper’s painting, the empty 

space the escaped figure would leave, the bewilderment on the face of the 

spectator who would make the discovery, the newspaper headlines: ’Escape 

in the Art World,’ ’Hopperesque Creature Flees.’ Who would fill that hole, 

what would the reward be for reporting the figure’s whereabouts? 

He cleared his throat and spoke to the clerk: 

’How are you...Good morning.’ 

In the silence that followed, the rubbing of the cloth seemed 

scandalous. Circles and fingernail, pause, circles and fingernail. The man’s 

blood flowed with astonishing calm, immutable. Cold blood, he thought, the 

blood of waiting. No relation whatsoever to the warmth of fear. 

’How are you,’ he repeated. ’How’s everything going?...I saw that 

some guys... 
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He stopped himself when he noticed the gun resting on the counter, 

half-hidden by the cash register, and that the man moved only to continue 

cleaning. Circles and fingernail. Pause. Circles and fingernail. 

’Excuse me,’ he insisted. ’Are you all right?’ 

Without looking up or interrupting his work, the man finally spoke. 

His voice was, in fact, sharp -- a fingernail tracing circles on glass. 

’Take whatever you need,’ he said. ’I only ask that you don’t make any 

mess.’ He paused and added: ’Those fellows did as they were told, and they 

had knives. I told them that it had taken me hours to arrange the store, that 

they should take whatever they wanted. Even in shelters you have to eat, 

they said. I know that, I said, why? We don’t have anything to pay with, they 

said. ! know that, I said, I don’t give a damn, take what you want and get the 

hell out of here. You aren’t coming with us? they said. I can’t, I said, I 

haven’t finished cleaning.’ Another pause while he brought a fingernail to 

his mouth and then, between his teeth: ’I’11 never finish...There’s so much 

dirt...’ 

’And what do you want that for?’ he said, pointing to the gun as he 

approached the counter. 

As if an electrical charge had run through him, the man raised his 

eyes-two exhausted, reddened spheres where the spectacle of absence was 

reflected clearly. The rhythm of his blood continued, unchanging. 
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’What do I want it for...?’ he repeated, for himself more than anything. 

He let go of the cloth and began to caress the butt of the gun like a 

sleepwalker. ’What do you think? To open the door when I finish 

cleaning...What a dumb question.’ 

’The door...?’ 

’My brains, all right, so you’ll understand me.’ The man snorted and 

raised a fingernail to his mouth mechanically. ’So that I can open them up 

when I finish with the stains...IfI finish, that is. There’s so much filth...’ 

The buzzing of the lamps seemed to intensify. The murmur, he 

thought, the elytrons of absence. Then he said: 

’Is it loaded?’ 

The man spat out a bit of nail which he immediately cleaned off the 

counter with the palm of his hand. He answered after a few seconds. 

’It has two bullets...You know, in case something doesn’t work out.’ 

After a pause he continued, in a more confidential tone: ’Tell me 

honestly...Which is better: to get ahead of eternity, or to let eternity catch up 

with us?’ 

Eternity, he thought, will always find a place in a foolish conversation 

at the end of civilization. He saw that the man was lowering his eyes again 

and focusing first on the cloth and then on the gun, as if he were waiting to 

hear them speak at any moment. 
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’To get ahead of it, of course,’ he said, and a wary irony filtered into 

his words. ’If eternity catches up with us there’s nowhere to run.’ 

The man smiled, a convulsive grin directed to the gun, a face 

crisscrossed by fearless blood. 

’Yes, you’re right...Yesterday was my one-year anniversary here. A 

year! No one told me that eternity lasted twelve months, that ! had been 

hired to be the last watchman...Before, we watchmen guarded a tower in the 

desert; now we have to tend to dumps like this. The desert’s changed, but 

the dirt hasn’t, oh no, the dirt’s the same, and it’ll keep on being the same, 

eh? The invisible enemy...Yes, you’re right: now there’s nowhere to run. 

With so much dirt there’s nothing else to do but get ahead of eternity.’ 

The man passed a hand across his head and, with a sigh, set about his 

cleaning again: circles and fingernail, pause, circles and fingernail. When he 

spoke, his voice had regained its neutral mannequin’s tone. ’Take what you 

like, just don’t mess anything up. I spent hours arranging this pile of trash.’ 

He hesitated, and then added: ’Anyway we don’t accept American Express.’ 

He said goodbye. Before leaving, he turned to look at the clerk from 

the doorway and found him more Hopperesque than ever, radiant beneath 

the surgical glare, prisoner of his own eternity. What very cold blood 

escapees have, he thought. 

’Are you sure everything’s ok?’ he said. 
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’I’m sure,’ the man muttered without removing his gaze from his 

work. ’I have to finish cleaning...The only thing you can be certain of is the 

dirt you have to watch out for.’ 

’See you soon, then.’ 

There was no response. 

As he walked along the highway he heard the first shot clearly, a blast 

which fractured the morning’s grey 

detonation came, and the air carried 

silence. Moments later the second 

it towards the distant city. In case 

something doesn’t work out, he thought. Now ! understand why a man 

might actually want two ounces of prevention. 

When he returned to the hotel, the open doors and empty rooms 

confirmed that he was abandonment’s only guest, the guest of honor at a 

ceremony which would begin shortly. He explored a few rooms, collecting 

their emanations and humors, constructing a mental image of their 

occupants: here a pair of newlyweds or perhaps lovers --the smell of sex 

was so intense that it almost wove a second carpet -- there a woman whose 

child was sick with diarrhea. The front desk did not offer any further 

surprises; only the bell on the counter attracted his attention, calling to mind 

the memory of a navel he had caressed decades or eons before. In front of 

the pool -- if that’s what you could call that narrow rectangle of cloudy 

water --he amused himself following the trajectory of a rubber duck which 
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the wind moved around at whim like a compass for tracking lost childhood. 

Then he lay down on one of the beach chairs decayed from disuse and the 

elements, and let himself be lulled to sleep by the insects’ scurrying, by the 

whisper of the trees and the humidity of the air, lifting his chin as if to 

challenge the sun in its futile attempt to dominate the stormy sky. 

Noon pulled him gradually out of his drowsiness. Dazed, he looked at 

the chaises around him and thought of seats readied for a journey with no 

return; he thought of the Hopper painting ’People in the Sun,’ which had 

always disturbed him, and for a moment he believed that he had pried 

himself from the canvas, that he was one of the figures that the painter had 

sentenced to immortal stupor in beach chairs. A series of stomach growls 

sufficed to rid him of his laziness and remind him that he had not eaten -- in 

a manner of speaking --for many hours now. He began to walk towards his 

room. 

He was taking a piece of cheese and some raw meat out of the small 

fridge when his cell phone rang. 

’YesT’ he answered. ’Ah, yes...How are you. Yes...Aha...0f course I 

understand, but...Yes, I know that...Aha...I can imagine it perfectly, 

but...What? No, listen to me...Aha...No, no...Listen to me, listen to 

me!...We’re all in the same boat, I’ve told you that a thousand times...No, 

you listen to me!...I’m tired of telling you that we have to be 
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patient!...Patient!...Do you know what it is to be patient?...We’ve been 

patient for such a very long time, I don’t know...What? No, no one is going 

to die from waiting a little longer!...What? Of course not!...I swear, I 

promise, whatever you want...Patience, goddammit!...Why are you in such 

a rush?...What? Yes...You’ll see, you’ll see...Just so it’s clear: without 

patience there is nothing, nothing...All right...Calm down...What? No, calm 

down...See you soon.’ 

He hung up and took a few swigs from the bottle of whiskey on the 

night table to wash down his rage and desperation. Ok, he said to himself, 

take it easy. While he ate lunch, he remembered, not without a certain fury, 

the calls from all over the world which he had had to answer, to tolerate, 

over the past few days; all of them, without exception, focused on the same 

question: when, when? They’re like children, he thought, spoiled children 

utterly ignorant of the ancestral art of patience. So many years of stoic 

waiting about to be thrown overboard merely because of their inability to 

endure a little while longer. As if I weren’t just like them, he thought, as if I 

had not initiated them on this path made of patient steps. As if my eyes 

didn’t burn each morning. 

To distract himself he took another long swig from the bottle, picked 

up the remote control and turned on the television; a roar of static fractured 

the apparent stillness. He turned down the sound and flipped through the 
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local and cable channels. The spectacle of absence repeated itself over and 

over again: a grey tempest, a cathodic hissing which set his nerves on edge. 

The few stations which had not yet gone off the air were broadcasting 

similar images: maps of different cities crowded with symbols indicating the 

locations of nuclear shelters. Only on CNN did he encounter a space where 

the real world -- a memento of the real world -- insinuated itself timidly: a 

studio inhabited only by screens and consoles which blinked in desolation, 

waiting for newscasters who had forgotten their papers on the varnished 

desk in the foreground. Eternity, he thought, who would report the news of 

eternity, of so many thirsty shadows? He turned offthe TV and after making 

sure that the curtains were drawn, after leafing for the umpteenth time 

through the magazines and newspapers strewn about the floor, he 

determined that the best way to kill time was drinking -- whiskey, for now. 

With the half-full bottle in his hand, he tumbled onto the bed. Cheers, he 

murmured. Cheers and Laus Deo. 

A hangover, barely a soft veil against his temples, woke him hours 

later; three aspirins and a little cocaine were enough for him to shake it off. 

Though the late afternoon had already turned into a night as dense as the 

day, disturbed by flashes of lightning and infused with an oily atmosphere 

bristling with electricity, he decided to keep his dark glasses on. And now 

that he had recovered his good mood, thanks to his nap, he turned on the 
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television only to confirm that the world -- even on CNN -- had dissolved 

beneath an avalanche of dirty snow. What a way to celebrate the 

broadcasting apocalypse, he thought, with a great feast of invisibility 

crowned at the last moment with static. He went to pee, realized he had one 

last sip of whiskey left, turned off his cell which was ringing insistently, 

grabbed the only chair in the room and prepared himself to wait in the 

hallway of the hotel. To wait, he thought, one must know how to wait, like 

the creatures on Hopper’s chaises, like the men in vests at the borders of 

civilization; in the end, we’re all just looking out for dirt. He noticed that the 

wind whipped the doors of the vacant rooms, a noise that had filtered into 

his nap in the form of fluttering wings. Birds, he thought, that’s why I 

dreamt a rainstorm of birds. He studied the electrical wires and phone lines; 

the crows had disappeared without a trace. The highway appeared to 

vibrate, swaddled in an illumination which seemed to him false, like that of a 

puppet theater. The city was nothing more than a faraway book in which the 

storm recorded its scribbles of light. 

His watch read eleven forty-three when the blackout occurred. 

Preceded by a clap of thunder which shook the air, the ground, the entire 

world, with vertiginous speed the darkness gained more and more territory: 

first the hotel, which seemed to fall into an endless pit, and after a few 

seconds the highway, which dragged with it cars and tollbooths alike as it 
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fell. Free of earthly brightness, the sky imposed itself abruptly onto the 

landscape: a violet-colored belly, swollen, run through with white veins. 

Captive to a childish excitement, he got up from his chair and walked 

through the parking lot until he was able to catch sight of the city which 

twinkled -- which had been twinkling -- in the distance which was now 

conquered by darkness. It’s always good to come home, he thought. 

Whoever says that in the beginning was the Word is wrong: there is no 

origin other than the Dark. Wilkommen, bienvenue, welcome, he hummed, to 

our cabaret, our cabaret, our cabareeeeet. Welcome, ladies and gentlemen, to the 

show of darkness; hopefully you will not find it too inconvenient. Children, 

my dear children, he thought, our wait has ended, it’s time to get drunk. He 

laughed and, still without giving up his glasses -- he had the sense that they 

sharpened his vision somehow, darkness on darkness --he skipped onto the 

highway and began to slide down the asphalt to the rhythm of a Viennese 

waltz which flooded his mind. A little, he said to himself as he danced,just a 

little more. 

It happened moments after midnight fell against the world with its 

entire weight. The air, before anything else the air: one instant it was 

whistling and the next it became completely paralyzed. Then the change in 

the atmosphere, a kind of swift compression, as if enormous hands were 

wringing it, reducing it to a ball of extraordinary density. Then the 
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earthquake above his head and under his feet, a jolt which united the sky 

and the earth into one single trembling organ. And then, in the middle of the 

pristine silence which flowed out in all directions, the light: the most clear, 

the most beautiful, the sun of suns, its glow stoking the cosmos to its farthest 

corner. And after that the clamor, an avalanche of sound which buried even 

the music of the heavens. 

Unmoving in the middle of the highway, all his senses aroused to their 

very limits, his lips twisted into a smile which grew second by second, he 

closed his eyes. When he opened them he could not avoid the flashing in his 

memory of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Nevada desert, the Pacific atolls; 

the mushroom cloud -- slender, gorgeous -- which rose up on the horizon 

as if of its own accord, w as the irrefutable proof that hum ankind w as -- and 

would continue to be, as far as the nuclear shelters would allow -- the same 

humankind of long ago. No one, he thought, would have believed that man 

could make such sublime mushrooms blossom. 

As he turned towards the lair which some nights before he had dug in 

the damp soil at the back of the hotel, he imagined pupils exposed to the 

apocalypse that he had evaded for centuries, hands covering eyes forced to 

witness the spectacle of bones through radiographic skin, bottles of eye 

drops at the moment of dissolution. As he took off his dark glasses, he 

imagined his children, his beloved progeny, repeating that same gesture all 
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over the world, and he pictured himself walking together with them along 

highways sown with eyeglasses. He recalled the temperature human blood 

reached when fear took root and he could do nothing more than cluck his 

tongue. 

Wilkommen, bienvenue, welcome, he thought, to real live eternity -- a 

time dedicated to drink. Or was that not why they, ghosts, always returned: 

to drink the blood of the living few? 



The Cloud Collector 

Mauricio Montiel Figueiras 

Frank had collected clouds since that hazy blue afternoon of his childhood 

when he had turned to the horizon and thought that the clouds were a 

flotilla of ships run aground on the London suburbs, near the Old Royal 

Observatory of Greenwich. At least that is what he responded when people 

asked him his occupation: "I collect clouds," he would say with the certainty 

of one who knows all the secrets, not only of his own trade but of the entire 

world. Then his face would hint at an airy expression, approximating a 

smile, which encapsulated all the strange frankness that had characterized 

him since he was small. ("More than just a name," his mother would often 

say, "Frank is a description.") People would turn their faces and rapidly 

drift away, coughing or muttering any excuse, anxious to discuss trivial 

matters, in the end just something sensible. Frank saw them float away and 

could not think of anything but clouds, horizontal sheets of strata that shone 

as they were pulled back by the distance to which they belonged. His airy 

expression remained fixed impassively in place. 



Just like the Christian calendar, Frank’s life was divided into two great 

historical hemispheres: B.C. and A.D., or better still, Before the Camera and 

After Development. In the former hemisphere he collected postcards and 

clippings from newspapers and magazines, an entire infancy dedicated to 

appropriating other people’s clouds: white and grey, brown and black, red 

and sepia, and even green; there were morning and evening clouds, thin and 

sturdy, transparent and veined, on gleaming cities and above wastelands 

precisely lined by the traces of a cloudy civilization. Frank clearly 

remembered his voluntary seclusion in his bedroom, the hours reduced to a 

flurry of snipping that had obscured exterior temptations--a trip to the 

cinema with school friends, an evening walk through Kensington Gardens-- 

and he recalled how his seclusion had been cut short so abruptly after 

entering forbidden territory: the encyclopaedias--for one Sunday morning, 

beneath a barrage of shouting from his father, they were quite unable to hide 

their mutilated pages. He remembered also the calls to friends and family 

who promised to send him postcards of the places through which they 

travelled. ("Not the places," he would say, "but the skies. Please keep that in 

mind." "All right," they would reply, "but only because you are an only 

child.") He remembered the money he had invested in the young postman 

who allowed him to choose and steal cards whose senders would be greeted 

with perplexity by the real addressees: "Why did you not write, why 



promise to send a card and then not do it?" He always enjoyed films, 

without a doubt, whenever they were set outdoors, in the open air; the sky 

had to play the leading role. He got into the habit of looking in books and 

underlining passages like this one: "...the evening clouds looked like wigs-- 

toupees, perukes, the tawdry syrups of the sky. But then came Venus, with a 

pale aura, like a set of silver eyelashes, and simpering down at him. And 

then came the quarter-moon, seen at an unfamiliar angle, as if from 

somewhere behind, like a platonically perfect breast." One of his favorite 

novels, Night Flight by Antoine de Saint-Exup~ry, was on the verge of 

convincing him that his destiny was to be a pilot; soon, however, he 

accepted that in reality his task in life was to collect clouds rather than pass 

through them. He experienced his first kiss in Sussex, at the country house 

of some relatives; but his emotions raced more as a result of the vision of the 

rain that swelled the horizon than for the lips or the bikini of the cousin who 

agreed to let him kiss her next to the swimming pool. The downpour arrived 

with the fury of a storm and left him stretched out on the lawn for what 

seemed like an eternity, whilst the wind dragged the clouds with it as if it 

were a shepherd driving a dark herd. Generally his dreams were bright, a 

blue lightness, but occasionally a thick mass, a type of Chinese ink, would 

spread over that transparency and he would awake with a start, aware that 

he had suffered a nightmare that he could never reconstruct. "A nightmare 



or an eclipse?" he would say. "An eclipse or a meteorological 

phenomenon?" 

The second chapter of Frank’s biography was dictated by the camera 

and his obsession for trapping clouds--his own, personal clouds, now that 

he had the curious certainty of having exhausted everyone else’s cloudy 

archives. His mother gave him his first Canon camera as a present, a faithful 

talisman that accompanied him throughout his early adolescence and which 

he remembered with affection each time he saw his inaugural photo, which 

he never wanted to get rid of, captured from the enormous window of his 

bedroom: a solitary cloud hanging in the centre of the London sky as a 

symbol of a summer that was too hot, too irretrievable. Infected with this 

photographic virus, Frank surrendered himself, body and soul, to a fever 

that gave him a unique opportunity: to rediscover the firmament, which in 

other words, was equivalent to the world--his world, and that was what 

counted. Each and every cloud was obtainable; you could come to own this 

ethereal world simply by pressing the shutter release: click and that was 

that. Click and a winter dawn revealed its nebulous miracles. Click and an 

apparently colourless midday would become a memorable panorama. Click 

and you could freeze a sunset that would provoke thoughts of a rug 

scattered with bloodstained cotton wool. Click and the photos began to pile 

up in the bedroom and then in Frank’s first studio, overlooking Kensington 



Gardens. Click and the people who asked for their portraits became an 

excuse to continue with this plundering of the skies; there were some who, 

when Frank presented them with the images, would rub their necks to check 

that they had not been decapitated: their heads invariably appeared 

detached from their bodies, relegated to an inferior angle, simply posts on 

which the sky, who was the principal subject, would rest. Little by little, 

Frank’s lens forgot the human pretext and concentrated on what might well 

be called a voyeurism of altitude. Cameras, women and friends came and 

went; but the lens remained immobile. 

A job offer from a famous travel magazine fell, literally, like a blessing 

from on high. Editors, reporters and photographers had never seen such 

dedication, such rejection of all that bore no relation to looking skywards. "If 

you keep your head in the clouds you’ll get a stiff neck," they would warn 

him, and Frank’s airy expression would reappear as he triggered the shutter. 

Soon he gained the respect of his most demanding colleagues, an admiration 

not entirely bereft of envy and a slight dose of pity; his reputation soared, 

although he would have wished to add--in an uncharacteristically 

sentimental manner--like cloud vapor before it becomes rain. On 

assignment for the magazine he travelled to places that pushed him, during 

one evening of profound nostalgia and whiskey, into burning the postcards 

and clippings that he had gathered in his childhood; he discovered cities and 



towns, deserts and seas, forests and jungles, mountains and plains that he 

would never have imagined and from where he always returned satisfied, 

eager to develop the rolls of film that bulged in his luggage like strange 

tumors. One midnight in New York, impulsively gripped by the spectacle of 

clouds being sliced open on colliding with the highest skyscrapers of Fifth 

Avenue, he decided he must do something with his life, that is, with the 

hundreds of photographs that were crammed into the tiny cottage he had 

bought one year previously. Here in the heart of the Cotswolds, on the 

outskirts of Winchcombe, was the path to Belas Knap, a mysterious mound 

that in the Neolithic era had served as a funeral chamber and which he 

loved to climb at twilight to observe the majestic metamorphoses of the 

English sky. So he began to catalogue images, to give them order and 

sequence, searching for a pattern that he quickly found. He asked for a 

holiday--realizing that, since he had first begun working for the magazine, 

he had never taken one--and he travelled methodically, with the firm 

intention of capturing the entire hierarchy of nebulae: nimbostratus, 

cumulus, stratocumulus, cumulonimbus, altocumulus, cirrocumulus, 

cirrostratus, cirrus. On his return it was not difficult to find galleries 

prepared to exhibit his biography in ethereal code, neither in Britain nor the 

United States; nor did he lack enthusiastic publishers and critics. 

Click. Click. 



"I collect clouds," he became used to saying, "because that is what I 

Click, click, click. 

One night, on arriving home after going to London to collect his 

fourth book entitled Notes from the Sheltering Sky and introduced by a well- 

known writer based in San Francisco--one of his favorite cities--he emptied 

the containers he had acquired the day before into the bath. He picked up 

his best photographs, placed them around the bathroom, and locked himself 

in, accompanied by a bottle of malt whiskey that he had brought from a 

recent excursion to the North of Scotland and the Hebrides--landscapes, he 

pondered as he remembered the stormy skies above Cape Wrath and St 

Kilda, only just drawn onto the edge of the world by a menacing hand. He 

ceremoniously undressed, and conjured easily in his mind the dark horizon 

of Sussex that had sheltered his first kiss--where might his cousin be now, 

that warm mouth, that small bikini? He 

knocked back the whiskey. "Cheers," he 

sank into the bath and steadily 

murmured. Before lighting the 

match that he would let drop into the lake of petrol in which he floated, he 

thought about the initial explosion and said to himself that his life had been 

worth it just to reach that moment. He considered that in this way, 

triumphantly transformed into a cloud--ephemeral, smoke, yes, but a cloud 

after all--he could unite with the presences that had governed each and 



every one of his acts, to fly over the wild landscapes he had cut out during 

his childhood, those wastelands that would joyfully feel the touch of a 

fleeting and silent shadow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Buell, Agatlm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 1:13 PM 

Department lis~serv <atiialhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[affiafa~n] FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: November, 8 2011 

110811 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

From: Davis, Christie Wynette [mailto:christie_davis@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 08, 20:1:1 3:38 PM 
To; Human Resources Facilitators 
Subject: [hffac] HR Facilitator Digest: November, 8 20:1:1 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee ~nformation" within your department(S}o 

¯ There is no attachment specifically for HR Facilitators this week, 

. Ful~ text of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr,unc.edu/news-events/items. 

U~comi~g ~te~ & 

Nov° ~,S: SPA Hiring: From Posting thru Probation class 

Nov, :17: Carolina Cares~ Carolina Shares ends 

Nov° 24-25: Thanksgiving holiday 

Nov° 7.9: EPA Non-FacuIW H~ Topics 

Nov, 29: Managing/nteractionswithyour Employees 

Nov, 30: Valuable Presentation Skills class 

Dec, 5: Performance Management & Disciplinary Processes for SPA Employees class 

Dec, 6:I-9 Poli~ Procedure & Eawlogix e~ass 

De~, (~: Preventing Sexual Harassment in the Workplace class 
Dec, 6: N~!_~_~_~__~_&_~g~_~_~. class 

De~, 7: Americans with Disabilities A~ [ADA} 

Dec, 8: MBTI & Leadership class 

Dec, 8: [PAWeb class 

Dec, ~:-$: Winter Blood Drive 

Learning OpportuNties - Upcoming Training & Talent Development (;lasses Available 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month tha~ are available from d~e _c_ _ _o_ _ _u_ _r_ _s_ _ _e_ _ _c_ _ _a_ _t_ _a_ J_ _o_ g , These learning opportunities are free and open to 

faculty and staff:. Please see the attached flyer for available classes in December. 

Work WetS, Live Welt Newsletter {._C_!_!_c__~___h__e___r__e_.} 

The UNC Wellness Committee is proud to announce the launch of the Work iMs,/i, Live Weft newsletter. This quarterly publication will be distributed to the Work 

i4&’/i, Live Weft lis~serv, as well as through d~e HR Facilitator digest. Employees may sign up for the listserv by .c__[!_c__[{_!__n_t]___h___e__r___e_. 

Save-the-Date: Winter ~lood Drive 

Be a hero for the holidays and help save a fife. Save Lhe date t:or the annual WinLer Blood Drive on Tuesday, Dec. :13, from 7:30 a.rn. to $ p.m. in Woollen Gym. All 

presenting donors will receive a free soup bowl (wiLh a recipe from Chef Cat Cots) and a chance to win a pair of roundtrip DELTA airline tickets. Free parking t:or 

donors will be available in Cobb Deck~ Click here to schedule your appointment today. Promotional posters will be sent to HR Facilitators to display this week. For 

more information, please contact benefits@unc.edu. 

You axe currently subscribed to afi’ia~am as: ._e_LL_m__£_e__@__e__r__n_~i!_:LLn__c_’_:_e_d__t!. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: _l!t_~p:/,/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I ati~afam&o 30261357 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30261357-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada~70a798d(?~listse~w.unc.edu 



HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 

Nov. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

16: A Baby! What Do I Do? Workshop 
1 7: Business Writinq Challenges class 
I 7: Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares ends 
24- 25: Thanksgiving holiday 
29: ..E...P.....A.......N....~....n...........F....a...c....u..!..t..y.....H.....R......T.....~..p.j...c....s.. cl as s 
29: Managing Interactions with your Employees class 
30: Stress Management class 
30: Valuable Presentation Skills class 
5: Performance Manaqement & Disciplinary Processes for SPA Employees class 
6: I- 9 Policy~ Procedure & Lawloqix class 
6: ...P....r...e....v....e.....n....t.!...n...g.....S....e.....x....u.....a..!......H......a...r....a....s...s......m......e....n....t....!...n.......t...h.....e........w......~....r...k....p...~....a....c....e.. cl as s 
6: MBTI and the Workplace class 
7: Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) class 
8: MBTI & Leadership class 
8: EPAWeb class 
13: Winter Blood Drive ..................................................................... 

Learning Opportunities- Upcoming Training &Talent Development 
Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are 
available from the course catalog. These learning opportunities are free and open 
to faculty and staff. Please see the attached flyer for available classes in December. 
To register on- line, please visit the Traininq & Talent Development website or 
contact ..T....r....aj...n..j...n..g.....&.......T.....a..!...e....n....t.......D....e....v....e...!...~..p......m....e...D...t. at 962- 2550 for more information. 



Work Well, Live Well Newsletter 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

The UNC Wellness Committee is proud to announce the launch of the Work Well, 
Live Weft newsletter. This quarterly publication will be distributed to the Work Well, 
Live Weft listserv, as well as through the HR Facilitator digest. Employees may sign 
up for the listserv by ._c__._[[£_k___i____n___g_____h___e____r___e__.. 

For more information, please contact Alli Brooks at 962- 6008, or email Benefits 
Services. 

Save- the- Date: Winter Blood Drive 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits Services 
Office of Human Resources 

Be a hero for the holidays and help save a life. Save the date for the annual Winter 
Blood Drive on Tuesday, Dec. 13, from 7:30 a.m. to I p.m. in Woollen Gym. All 
presenting donors will receive a free soup bowl (with a recipe from Chef Cat Cora) 
and a chance to win a pair of roundtrip DELTA airline tickets. Free parking for 
donors will be available in Cobb Deck. Click here to schedule your appointment 
today. 

Promotional posters will be sent to HR Facilitators to display this week. For more 
information, please contact Benefits Services. 



Op 
ing 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1500-.A 

Date: Tuesday, Dec. 6 

[]lT~e: 8:30 a.m, to 12:30 p.m, 

Location: I0,~ Airport Drive, 1500-C 

Date: Wednesday, Dec~ 7 

T~me: 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1500-A 
Date; Thursday, Dec. 8 

~]me: 8:30 a,m. to 12:30 

SPA Hi~ing: From 

D~te: Tuesday &Wed~es~ay, Dec. 

~]me: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 

I..ocaL~on: 104 A[rpor~ Drive~ 1500-C 

Da~e: Wednesday, Dec. 14 

lime: 9:00 a,m, to 11 ;30 



Visit us online at: 

htt~ ~/,~ o ~.~ ~ 

FALL 2011 

At a Glance 

American Diabetes Month 

November 1 - 30 

National Alzheimer’s Disease 

Awareness Month 

November 1 - 30 

America Recycles Day 

November 15 

International Volunteer Day 

December 5 

ON-CAMPUS 

Campus Sustainability Day 

Tuesday, November 15 

Great Hall, Student Union 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 

Jingle Bell Jog 
Friday, December 9 
Student Rec. Center 

12:15 p.m. 

Winter Blood Drive 
Tuesday, December 13 

Woolen Gym 

7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
~5~-.".~-L .~:~ L~.:~!:~:.~.~ ~ !f-~ f-~!.: ~ L g. 

,c v o balan ce ¯ corn m u n i 

NEWSLETTER//FALL 20~ 

The University oJNorgh Carolina at ChaFei t~iII is committed ~o ,s’u~porging employees as ghey 

st~’i~e to iml~rove their overcdi health and weIh~ess. Work Well Live Well 
initiative to ,~:u~poFl emplo),ee,~: o~ theiF path 

componenls: ~Vlind, Body Bala~me and 

Employee Appreciation Day Thank you to everyone who came out for the 

2011 Employee Appreciation event last Friday- we hope you were able to "Kick 

Up Your Heels" and enjoy some of the food, games, and activities in the Union! 

Many thanks to our HR Facilitators for their assistance with marketing this 

event; we estimate that close to 5,000 employees were in attendance! 

Congratulations to the winners of the 

Work Well, Live Well hourly prize 

drawings: Terese Camp, Rhiannon 

Thomas, Katherine O’Brien, Caleb 

Baker, and Christelle Douillet, as well 

as the Work Well, Live Well Grand 

Prize winners: Leeanne Walker and 
Ardys Weiss! 

(Pictured at right: UNC Wellness Committee Member 

Mary Crabtree and Co-Chair Lauren Mangili oversee 

the Work Well, Live Well table inside the 

Department Fair at Employee Appreciation Day) 

Handling Holiday Stress This time of the year, life can seem overwhelming. 

Learn ways to cut down on stress so you can enjoy the holidays more: 

Stay active, not just busy, during the holiday season. Wear a pedometer to see how 

many steps you take when shopping and running errands. Try to get 10,000 a day. 

Take a lap around the mall before entering a store in order to get extra steps into 

your routine. Take part in a local walk/run, like the Jingle Bell Jog, and make a goal 

for your finishing time. You could sign up the entire family and make it a contest to 

see who finishes first. 

Don’t overeat and drink too much just because it is the holidays. Drink water before, 

during and after any event. When going to a party, offer to bring a vegetable or fruit 

tray. This way, you’ll know there will be something healthy to eat. While socializing, 



choose foods that are only around during December and forget about snacks that are available all year like cheese, chips 

and dips, and candy. Eat on a regular basis and be sure to include fruit and vegetables at most meals and snacks. If you 

become too hungry, angry, lonely or tired, bad habits or overdoing will occur on a regular basis. 

Delegate as much as you can when it comes to house cleaning, cooking, even gift wrapping. Let the rest of your family 

contribute to the holiday preparations so you do not feel like you are doing it all yourself. Take time for yourself every 

day. Soak in a bathtub, read or listen to your favorite music; put your feet up and close your eyes even for just 5 

minutes. You will feel relaxed and refreshed and ready for the next round of chores or parties. Remember that the 

holidays will end and that everyone will get back to their routines soon. If something does not get done, don’t fret: 

chances are, no one will even notice. If they do, put them in charge of it next year! 

Register for FREE: at 

iReceive a weeMy ~ewsletter fu~ of t~p:s~ ~r~c~es~ a~d mo~e 

Download tools to mo~to:r your progress 

~Log o~ ea.ch week Lo ~ead expels~ advice 

Other Tips for Holiday Wellness: 

Acknowledge your feelings: If you’ve recently had a loss 

in the family or are separated from loved ones, realize 

that it’s normal to feel sadness and grief. It’s okay to 

take time just to express feelings. 

Seek support: Take advantage of social support, if you’re 

feeling isolated or down, seek out community, religious 

or social services that can provide you with support and 

companionship. Staying involved and helping others can 

be a great way to lift your spirits and make new 

acquaintances. 

Be realistic: As families change and grow, traditions may 

need to change as well. Hold on to those family rituals 

you still can - a special food or holiday activity- but 

understand that some traditions, such as gathering 

everyone at your house, may no longer be possible. In 

addition, try not to set your expectations too high. 

Set differences aside: Try to accept family members as 

they are. Leave old grievances or discussions about 

differences until a more appropriate time. 

Budget: Before shopping, decide how much you can 

afford to spend, and then stick to your budget. Consider 

giving gifts that can’t be bought: time, sharing of 

memories, or an item you made yourself. 

Don’t abandon healthful habits: Don’t feel pressured to 

eat or drink more than usual just because it’s the holiday 

season. Get plenty of sleep and schedule time for 

exercise. Not only will exercise help fend off extra 

pounds, it will help you feel refreshed and less fatigued. 

Give    Back:    The 
holidays provide 

endless opportunities 

to give back to the 

community. Participate 

in a local service 
project or donate to a 

charity or shelter. 

Caring for those in 

need, especially during 

the holiday season, can 

be an incredibly 

rewarding experience! 

Deer Oaks EAP Services 
Your Employee Assistance 
Program is always available to 
you and your dependents. If 
you are struggling with 
children, finances, or just 
want some practical wellness 
advice, contact Deer Oaks at: 

1 (877) 327-7658 

The UNC Wellness Committee’s mission is to coordinate and promote existing wellness efforts; advocate for resources to 

support wellness; plan, implement, and evaluate comprehensive, evidence-based wellness initiatives; and through 

communication, education and programming, serve as the primary source within the University for encouraging healthy 

living among its employees, To submit upcoming news and events, p~ease contact be~efits~UnCoedU, 



AF 

IWest African Drumming) 
& 

O-CU N E $EMBLE 
Bradley Simmons, director 

with guest artist 

K MAT  
D N ZULU 

Kimati Dinizulu grew up in a musical family and has 
made over 30 trips to Africa, where he now lives part of 
the year. He has studied with Ghanaian and Haitian 
master drummers and has performed with artists such 
as Toni Morrison, Alvin Ailey, Sonny Rollins, Harry 
Belafonte, Wynton Marsalis and others. 

F OV, ~ 

Page Audito " 
This concert is sponsored by the Duke University Department of Music, the Department of African 

and African American Studies, & the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, 

For more informotion about this or other Duke University Department of Music 

concerts, please call 919-660-3333 or emai! duke-music@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graduate and International Admissions Center <~gradref~auslin.utexas.edn> 

Thursday, 12:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

UT Austin recommendation request ti~m 

Dear Dr. Eunice Sable, 

has asked us to contact you to request a letter of recormnendation in support of her application to the Graduate School at the Umversi~z of Texas at Austin. Your 
recommendation will be used in our evaluation of the applicant for admission to the degree program indicated 

The applicant has waived her right of access to this document. Your comments will be held completely confidential. 

For your convenience you may submit your recommendation online at 
<https://utdirect.utexas.edu/nlogonireference/lrcluWBX?s-data wkMct5R74> 

Please click the link above (or cut and paste the link into your web browser) to submit your online recommendation. If you cut and paste the link, please make stare you copy the entire link to 
ensure the recommendation is properly credited to you. This link ~vill expire in 45 days. 

If you have any difficulties with the site or ~vish to provide your recommendation via another format please contact Marla Boye by replying to this message 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this recommendation. 

Pat Ellison 
Associate Director of Admissions and Assistant Dean of Graduate Studies 
The Graduate and Internatiunal Admissions Center 
The University of Texas at Austin 

RECOMMEN]-)ATIONS SUBMITTED TO T[tlS E-M~%]L ADDRESS WILL NO’]7 BE ACCEPTED 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mboup, Samba <Mboupsb@unisa.ac.za;, 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 12:59 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Carol Thompson <Caxol.Thompson@nau.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; @gmail.com 

RE: ASA 

this message (and attachments) is subject to restrictions and a disclaimer. Please refer to http://www.unisa.ac.za/disclaimer for full details 

Dear Prof. Thompson, 

This is to express my deep appreciation and gratefulness for your efforts to resend me an official Invitation Letter, despite your busy schedule~ I really look 

[orward to the ASA (;(reference and to mee~:mg people ~l<e you ~t~ order to e’,q:dore poss~biht~es of working roger:her, 

Best regards.. 

Samba Bud MBOIJP 

gssociate Pro[:essor - University o[: Seuth gfdca 

Manager - Academy of African languages and Sdence 

Vista Campus-- 263, Skinner St:reeL Pretoda 

Offk:e: +27 (0)12-337 6D~.I/337 {5D51 (D~rect) 

Fax: 4-27 (0)86 750 108D/Ceil: - 

(Private) @gmail,com 

[ ~.~.~ cid:imagaO0 ~ j~j@01CBC 
6DB A9156440 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mailto:mseck@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ 09 November 2022 26:37 
To,, Carol Thompson; Mboup, Samba 

Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N; @small.corn 
Subject: RE: ASA 
Dear professor Thompson: 

i hope this finds you well. Thank you so very much for accepting to send a new letter to Dr. Mboup to help him attend the ASA conference. I am sure he is very grateful to you 
as well. You are not too officious, you are simply doing the right thing, which is to align with the rules and regulations of the organization. But be assured that we appreciate all 
the efforts you put into solving the problem. 

Very warm regards, 
Mamarame 

From-’ Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, November 09, 2022 22: 24- AM 
To,, Seck, Mamarame; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

Co,, SaNe, Eunice N; _~gmail.com 
Subject: RE: ASA 

Dear Colleagues, 
Attached is a new letter with the details of Professor Seck’s invitation for full participation. I think it is what UNISA will need. 
Please do note that registration is required of all paper presenters, and the fee may be paid at the time of registration. 
1 am sorry you think T’m too officious, but it is my task to be fair to all, while at the same time, encouraging participaton. Please do know that the very early deadline date of 
March is exactly to allow colleagues on the African continent to learn by June that their papers are accepted, in order that they may apply for funding for November. Zt is the 
same deadline every year. 
And yes, no one schedule accommodates all. 
Thank you very much for your support of the ASA. 
Carol 

From: Seck, Mamarame [mseck@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, November 07, 2022 3:16 PM 
To,, Carol Thompson; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; @gmail.com 
Subject: RE: ASA 

Dear Professor Thompson: 

I hope this finds you well. As follow up on the issue in reference, 

I would like to make the following suggestions: Dr. Mboup will participate in the African Language program Coordinators’ meeting on Thursday, Nov. 17 in Balcony at 7:30 

PM. This will provide him with an opportunity to share his experience and vision as Manager of the Academy of African Languages and Science and a strong advocate for 

the promotion of KiSwahili. He will also participate in my panel scheduled for Saturday Nov. 19 on : "Living Sufi Islam among the Sufi Orders of Senegal ", sponsored by 

the Senegalese Studies Group. In this panel, Dr. Mboup will make a presentation on the following topic: "Contribution of the Ajami Islamic tradition to the scholarship in 

African languages". Besides, the Ajami corpora represent an important section in the data base on African languages under construction at the Academy of African 

Languages and Science at UNISA. I would suggest, therefore, that Dr. Thompson send a new letter to Dr. Mboup thus confirming his active participation and contribution to 

the Conference. 

Very Best regards, 

Mamarame 

From: Carol Thompson [CaroI.Thompson@nau.edu] 
Sent= Monday, November 07, 2022 2:26 PM 
To,, Seck, Mamarame; mboupsb@unisa.ac.za 



Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: ASA 

Dear Colleagues, 
As you know, the deadline for submitting papers was March 15, and we have had many scholars wanting to submit very late. I assumed either Professors Seck or SaNe 
would be able to include Professor Mboup informally on a panel to learn from his expertise, but for me to formally accept the paper at this late date would be unethical, and 
unfair to those who have been refused. 
We have many scholars attending and not formally presenting, for they also are visitors at this time. I do hope you can find a way to attend, Professor Mboup, for the 
conference has about :[000 presenters on topics of very current concern. Your attendance would further UNISA contacts not simply in the USA, but in Canada, Latin America, 
Europe, and Asia. Perhaps UNISA could change your assignment from one of presenter to one who will network and extend UNISA links among scholars of Africa across the 
globe, especially because you are already in the USA? The program is attached and it appears there is no one from UNTSA presenting and therefore, you could serve the 
institution well at the conference. It is an opportunity that should not be missed. 
Perhaps you could find a speaking engagement in the Washington, DC area after the conference, which would allow UNISA to assist? Could UNC assist? A combination? 
I am sorry for the formality of the rules, but you will find a similar protocol among most all professional associations in the USA. 
Thank you for your understanding. 
Carol 
ASA Program Chair, 2011 

Dear Pro£ Thompson, 

Again, thank you indeed for your kind Invitation Letter. However, I have been advised by my Supe~zisor that the my trip to Washington can be authorised ONLY if 

there is an explicit mention of the panel and/or specific events that I shall be attending and the title of the presentation expected from me at the ASA Meeting. In this 

reg~xd, one possibility could be a presentation on the topic that I sent to you previously: "Strategic positioning of the Acadmny of African Languages and Science for 

the creation of a new space for African languages in Southern Africa". 

May I take this opIx~Vanity to reiterate my keen interest in joining ASA an&or building a durable partnership mtJ~ your Association and some of its affiliates and 

members. 

I rash to apologise for any inconvenience caused. And would like to thank you again. 
Best regards, 

Samba Buri MBOUP 

Associate Professor - University of South At?ica (UNISA) 

Manager - Academy of Ati~can Languages and Science 
Vis~ Campus - 263, Slmmer Street, Pretoria 

Office: ~27 (0)12-337 6011/337 6051 (Direct) 

Fax: +27 (0)86 750 1080/Cell: 

(Private):           "" ~gmail:coln 

Error! Filen~une not specified. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graduate and International Admissions Center <~gradref~auslin.utexas.edn> 

Thursday, 1:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Did you get recommendation request Ii~r UT Austin? 

Dear Dr. Eunice Sable, 

You should have received an e-mail recently at this e-mail address from the UT Austin Graduate and International Admissions Center requesting that you complete an online 
reconmlendation for 

If you received that e-mail, there is no need to reply to this message. We look forward to receiving your completed online recommendation. 

If you did not receive the e-mail with instructions for completing the online recommendation process, please check your spam folder or an?- spam-filtering program on your e-mail to 
detelrnine if the e-mail ~vas caught before being delivered to your inbox 

If you cannot locate the e-mail, please contact Marla Boye by replying to this message. 

Sincerely, 
Pat Ellison 
Associate Director of Admissions and Assistant Dean of Graduate Studies 
The Graduate and International Admissions Center 
The University of Texas at Austin 

RECOMMEN]-)ATIONS SUBMITTED TO T[tlS E-M~%]L ADDRESS WILL NO’]7 BE ACCEPTED 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmaJl.com~ 

Thursday, 3:05 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Princeton in Africa Recommendation 

PAC Resume.doc; Why Piaf for Dr. Sahle.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to write me a recommendation for Princeton in Africa. The application suggests asking someone who can speak 
to my character as well as my abilities (or potential) in the workplace, in a difficult or stressful setting, in a foreign country, or in tackling a significant 
academic project or issue. I decided to ask you because although we have only interacted in an academic setting, your course is one that I am 
most passionate about and one that I hope to incorporate in my future. If you wish to have a fuller understanding of my character and abilities, you 
are more than welcome to contact Jennifer Cameron (the lady who I told you about after class) at (919) 681-0417 or my volunteer supervisor at the 
Orange County Rape Crisis Center, Maria Levy, (.~.~!.~)..~z.~.~!.. 

Attached is my resurne and a document that explains why I am interested in the Princeton in Africa (PiAF). My explanation is a longer than what 
you asked for because I wanted to first articulate my broad interest in international work and then my specific passion for Africa and interest in this 
particular program. I can also bring you a copy of my transcript if you would like. 

Here is a linkto the website: http://www.princeton.edu/~piaf/index files/home.htm 
I do not think they have a specific template for you to write a recommendation, but I will double check. The application is due by 5pm and they require that I 

submit an online application a~d also mail then all the materials, so I would need a haxd coW of the recommendation in a ~aled envelope. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Again, thank you so much, I really appreciate it! 
Best, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universily Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 5:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Libra13z 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, Xlt~ USA 27514-8890 

11-10-11 05:01AM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily These items may not be renewed. 
AUTHOR: 
The corporation [videorecording] 
CALL NO: 65-D\rD2578 pt. 1 
BARCODE: 00024827993 
Media Resourc DUE: 11-08-11 11:00PM 

AUTI IOR: 

The corporation [videorecording] 

CALL NO: 65-DVD2578 pt.2 

BARCOI)E: 00024827984 

Media Resourc I)UE: 11-08-11 11:00PM 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

32:9 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 8:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Letter 

Eunice, I am free today bet;veen 10 and 11 am. If you need 1 hour could you possible move your appt with the Oeog candidate? Otherwise 10:30am ;vorks fine. And if we need more time we’ll 
schedule it then See you soon. Best, Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartlyn 
Sent from my Blackbelw,V ;vireless 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 07:39 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sulzject: RE: Letter 

Dear Jonathan, 

Thanks for a verb, productive and educational meeting yesterday. 

I have 2 points of discussion pertaining to the letter. Further, I meet ;vith John Pickles yesterday and I think we have a possible solution for the Spring courses. I have scheduled a meeting 
for 10.00am this morning with the possible candidate from geography 

On another note, John spoke verb’ highly of the colleague who runs the Council of Chairs forum Because I will not be starting the leadership seminar until the Fall of next year, I was 
wondering if you could put me in touch with this colleague to discuss issues such as budgeting, organization management tools etc I am committed to doing a good job and would like to 
draw on existing expertise at our University 

Is there a good time to stop by your office today (I have classes between 12.30pm-3.30pm) or the next few days :[’or a brief discussion of the preceding issues? 

I look forward to working with you as the re-founding project moves a long 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hartl’~’n, Jon athan 
Sent: \Ve&aesday, November 09, 2011 10:17 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Jonathan Hartlyn (hartlyn@email unc.edu) 
Subject: Letter 

Dear Eunice, I am very excited by the plan you have advanced ]2~r the Department and look ]2~rward to assisting in its realization. I believe the attached letter captures the key points we 
discussed earlier today Please let me know if you have any questions. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
’]?he University of Nnrth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 
Kenneth J. ReckI’ord Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NO’ 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@mxc.edu<mailto:haltlgn(d?unc.edu> 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 1:18 PM 

jm217@duke.edu 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; lydia.boyd@unc.edu; Huber, Evelyne H 

<elmbe@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Nt~2laja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Visit by a Major Priestess of Nigeria Traditional Religion 

Dear Colleagues: 
The African Studies Center is always interested in collaborations with 
our colleagues at Duke, but I’m aft-aid that we couldn’t do anything in 
late November If an opportunity like this comes around in the spring 
semester, please let us know, and we’ll see what we can do Warm 
regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Afi-ican Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fi~x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 1:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello 

---Notes on multional corporations .docx 

see a~ached 



Realist theoretical tradition (still 
dominant). 
Neoliberal theory- limitations 
’obscure’ the power of multinational 
corporation by claiming that their 
practices are informed by the invisible 
and perfect hard of apolitical and neutral 
market-mechanism that is floats above 
human-agency and history. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 1:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello 

INTS560 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Send - INTS 560(Nov. 3 - 8 2011 ) - Seminar).ppt 

notes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Rimmer <kim.rimme((}oup.com> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 2:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Oxtbrd University Press: Do you need end-of-term assistance 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Do you have aW last- minute course assignments, or need to examine any textbooks for next term? If,so, I will happily make textbook suggestions and quickly send 
examination copies to you for your review. Please aJso know that the fastesl way to find and request the most current titles in your discipline published by Oxford 

University Press is to visit our website at w~-w.oup.com/us/he. Be sure to include promotion code (ENDWN 11) on the request form. This will ensure any books that 

you requesl are sent express deliver. 

As you may know, Oxford University Press is a not-lbr-profit puNisher in the United States. This puts us in a unique position to produce high-quality educationaJ 

resources at the lowest possible prices. In addition, we contribute some of the surplus we generate back to education. Learn more about our company in this three 

minute YouTube video: http://bit.ly/nJLQmd 

We understand your students’ concerns about the price of textbooks. On average, an Oxford University Press textbook is 25% less than comparable books froln 

commercial publishem. We invite you to co~npo~re the price mid quality of our books to other books you may be considering for your courses. 

Thank you. I look forward to helping you with your textbook needs, and I hope that you have a wonderful holiday. 

kim.fimmer@oup.com 
919-710-4755 

Not for Profit. All for Education. Oxford University Press is a not-for-profit higher education publisher dedicated to offering the highest quality resources at the lowest 

possible price., 

Update Profile 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 3:55 PM 

Alexander, G. Rumay <mmay@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jijorda~@emaJd.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth 

<newsom@email.unc.edu>; m.gennarae@gmml.com; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M <gcorbie@med.unc.edu>; Price, Charles R 

<cpricel@email.unc.edu-~; Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtr~; Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Heather 

A <hawill@email.unc.edt~-; Schoenbach, Victor J <~j s@unc.edu>; Watson, Harry, L. <hwatson@e~nail.unc.edt~-; Sdtfle, Eunice N 

~-eunice@email.unc.edtc,; Regeste~; Charlene B <regeste@e~nail.unc.edu:>; Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu>; Stmmaaa, 

Deborah L <ztstro@unc.edu:>; Housto~ Terri C --~thouston@email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby < sibby@em~l.unc.edu:> 

IAAR Update 

The IAAR makes a difference. Ask State Representative Marilyn Avila (R-Wake County); Attorney Wendy Greene, Director of the Incarcerated Youth Advocacy 

Project; Chief District Judge Marcia Morey; and Mike Reider, Deputy Secretary of the Department of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency. After the Public Policy 

Forum last night, each of them thanked the Institute of African American Research for providing an opportunity for them to talk with each other, and with the 

public, about an issue of paramount importance to the people of North Carolina. In fact, each of them expressed a desire to participate in any similar programs the 

Institute may have in the future. I will get some photos up on the website next week.-Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Reynolds-~asreynol@email.tmc.edu~’- 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 4:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc .edtr> 

SA meeting today 

I went. All is good. Approx,ed 

best 

Andy 

Andrew- Reynolds 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
Chair, Curriculum in Global Studies 
Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~eb.unc edu/ 



The Department of Anthropology 
Colloquium Series welcomes 

Dr. Ulric Oslender 
Florida International University, Miami 

Visiting Scholar at UNC Anthropology - Fall Semester 2011 

Of Navigating Saints 
and Aquatic Epistemologies: 

Social Movements and the Politics of Place 
in Colombia’s Pacific Coast Region 

Monday, November 14th, 3:15 pm 
308 Alumni Building 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11, 2011 7:36 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Helen Poonen <Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Durban proposal 

Good morning Comrade, 

Congratulations[[[ 

I am pleased to let you know that the UNC Study Abroad Advisory Board approved yesterday our study abroad program in Durban, South Africa for summer 

2012 and partnered with UKZN. We will now move to the recruiting students for this program phase. Just wanted you to know the good news quickly. 

All the best, 

Rodney 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11,2011 8:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Media Resources Center 
CB# 3942, R B. House Libraly 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514-8890 

11-11-11 08:24AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
ITEM Amount 
The corporation [videorecording] 
OVERDUE Media Resources Cent 00024827984 ....................... $2.00 

TOTALS2 00 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
~FRICAN & A[:RICAN-~LV;ER STUDIES 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

1:79 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Secretariat Heritage 2012 <heritage2012@greenlines-ins~itute.org> 

Friday, November 11,2011 9:03 AM 

HERITAGE 2012: 2nd CALI, FOR PAPERS 

i:~i heritage2012 banner.JPG 

HERITAGE 2012 3rd International Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development 

Heritage 2012, 3rd International Conference on Heritage and Sustainable Development follows the path of the previous editions: it aims at 

establishing a state of the art event regarding the relationships between forms and kinds of heritage and the framework of sustainable 

development concepts. 

Environment, economics, society and culture, the four dimensions of sustainable development, are brought here to define a singular approach on 

howto deal and go beyond the traditional aspects of heritage preservation and safeguarding On our today’s world, heritage is no longer just a 

memory or a cultural reference, or even a place or an object. Heritage is moving towards broader and wider scenarios, where it becomes often the 

driven forces for commerce, business, leisure and politics 

HERITAGE 2012 is a peer reviewed conference. 

Visit the conference website for full details about the conference scope, topics and submission procedures at: 

http:!!www heritage2012.greenlines-institute or~ 

Submit an abstract via the conference website: hftp:/A^,~v.heritage2012.qreenlines-.institute.or~l or contact the Conference Secretariat below. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Heritage and governance for sustainability 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Heritage and society 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Heritage and environment 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Heritage and Economics 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Heritage and culture 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Heritage and education for the future 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Special Chapter: Preservation of historic buildings 

Secretariat HERITAGE 2012 

Green Lines Institute for Sustainable Development 

Av. Alcaldes de Faria, 377 $12 

4750-106 Barcelos, PORTUGAL 

Telephone: + 351 253 815 037 

E ma i I: h ~£[ta~e 20:! 2L’@_q£~ n [[n~:[n~tit u~o Eq 

Please circulate this announcement to colleagues who may be interested in this conference. 

Follow us on:       I -~ ~I 

Please note: We endeavour to e-mail you information relevant to your field. However, if you are now specialising in another field or if you no longer 

wish to be included in this list please reply to the email: hAri~q~! 2~qre~£[!#~s-[Bst[tutA:9;g with ’Unsubscribe HERITAGE 2012’ as the subject 

line. 

logo gI.JPG logo ijhsd.jpg 

::.~.:: ’_o_g_o: _h_e r it a g es c 



of NO~T~-~ C&ROL~NA 

go3 SOUTH BUILDING 

CAMPUS BOX 9xoo 

CHAPEL HILL NC ;~7599-9xoo 

T 9~9.962,. 1365 

F 9~9.96;~.g647 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Members of the Faculty 

Holden 
November 2, 20 ! t 

Re: The 2012 Oliver Max Gardner Award 

You are cordially invited to make nominations for the Oliver Max Gardner Award to be 
presented as part of the Board of Governors meeting on Apri! 13, 2012. Included with this 
memorandum are instructions for submitting nominations, which must be in my hands by 
December 2, 2011. 

The late Governor Oliver Max Gardner provided in his will that the "Board of Trustees of the 
Consolidated University of North Carolina" shall pay annually the net income from a trust 
fund to "that member of the faculty of the Consolidated University of North Carolina, who, 
during the current scholastic year, has made the greatest contribution to the welfare of the 
human race. As used in this Article of my will, the term ’faculty’ shall embrace all persons, 
including instructors, engaged in teaching in any unit, institution or branch of service of the 
Consolidated University of North Carolina." 

In January, 1973, the Attorney General of North Carotina rendered an opinion that the 
"coverage of the Gardner Award may be extended to include faculty members at any one of 
the sixteen campuses which now constitute The University of North Carolina." 

The Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special Awards will screen the nominations and I 
will transmit their recommendation to the Office of the President and the Board of Governors 
Committee on the Oliver Max Gardner Award. 

It is my hope that you will search seriously among your colleagues for those persons who 
appear to you to merit this substantial award under the terms of the will of the late Governor 
Gardner. 



General Explanation of the Award 

THE OLIVER MAX GARD~R AWARD 

Governor Gardner’s wilt provides that the "Board of Trustees of the Consolidated 
University of North Carolina" shal! pay annually the net income from a trust fund to "lhat 
member of the faculty of the Consolidated University of North Carolina, who, during the 
current setmlasfie year, has made..thg:greatest contribution t_9.~:~th~.welfare of the human 
rac.__e_e. As used in this Article of my wilt, the term ’faculty’ shall embrace all persons, 
including.instructors, engaged in teaching in any unit; institution or branch of service of 
the Consolidated University of North Carolina." 

In January 1.973, the Attorney General of North Carolina rendered an opinion that 
the ’°coverage of the Gardner Award may be extended to include faculty members at any 
one of the sixteen campuses which now constitute The University of North Carolina." 

In *Jae fal! of each year the Board of Governors wii! name, or authorize the 

Chaimmia to name, a Committee on the Gardner Award. The committee 

will invite the instiPations to submit nominations and will prescribe 

procedures to be followed. 

Selection of a nominee for the Gardner Award is generally accomplished 

by a committee of the institutional faculty. The written nomination is 

usually prepared either by this faculty cormnittee or by the Chancellor’s 

staff. The nominee’s contributions to the welfare of tl~e human race, 

5owever technical the field, slmuld be described in terms a layman can 

understand. 

Because the will provides that the award shall go to the faculty member 

"...who...has made the greatest contribution to the welfare of the human 

race," the award should not be viewed solely as one for commtmity 

service nor for excellence in teaching. Through the years the Board’s 

committees have been thinking in broad terms of service to the human 

race; any nominee, no matter how remarkable or unselfish his or her 



contributions may have been, is at a disadvantage if the service is limited 

to the particular community. The majority of those chosen in the past 

have been persons who made notable contributions of national or 

international scale or persons whose contributions, although local, served 

as models nationally or internatio~aally. (Most of the campuses already 

have their own awards for recognition of excellence in teaching, mad many 

campuses have awards that specifically recognize community service.) 

Through the years the committees of the Board have recognized that the 

selection procedure, which must begin in the fall, makes it difficult to 

adhere strictly to that provision of the wil!, which states that the award 

shall recognize a contribution made "during the current scholastic year," 

In order to give as much weight to this clause as is feasible, the 

committees usually !ook for nominees who recently made contributions or 

whose work and service recently culminated in a major contribution. 

Campuses with limited experience in the submission of nominations for 

the award are encouraged to borrow from the Office of the Secretary of 

the University sampleg of award-wirming nominations from previous 

years. Such samples can save time for those preparing the nominations 

and may help make the nomination more effective. 

Inasmuch as committees of the Board of Governors have been serio~asiy 

inconvenienced at times by delay in submission-of nominations, campuses 

are urged to adhere to the deadlines established by the committee. 

2 



THE OLIVER MAX GARDNER AWARD 

Procedures for 20 t 1-2012 

1. A representative faculty committee on each campus will determine whether a 
member of that institution’s faculty is particularly well qualified to receive the 
award. If so, the Committee should submit to the Chancellor a nomination for 
the Award. 

The nomination of the faculty committee should be in the form of a booklet 
that includes (a) biographical data on the nominee, (b) a narrative statement of 
the nominee*s contributions, and (c) any supporting materials the committee 
wishes to submit. 

2. An origina!, copy of the nomination, along with six copies, should be 
received in the Office of the Secretary of the University by December i4, 2011. 

3. The Board of Governors Committee on the O. Max Gardner Award will meet 
to consider the nominations and wil! make its recommendation to the Board of 
Governors during the February 10, 20!2, meeting. 

4. Presentation. of the award is being planned for April[ 13, 2012. The Board of 
Governors will combine this award presentation with its Board meeting. The 
recipient and his or her family and friends are encouraged to be present, as are 
members of the Gardner family. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Price, Charles R <:cprice 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11,2011 10:00 AIVl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.uno.edt~ 

Automatic reply: 1AAR Update 

I am on leave this semester and will be using email infrequently. Call or text my cellular number if you need me. 

rcp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vavgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 11,2011 10:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Durban protx~sal 

We must! Thank you for your hard work! 

Rodney 

On 11/11/11 8:22 AN~ "Sahle, Eunice N" <eumce@email uric edu> wrote: 

> 

>Dear Corr~ade Rodney, 
> 

>This is GREAT news!!! 
> 
>Thanks f;ar all you hard work and strong support for this program. 
> 

>We will have a celebratoW lunch when you return from Cuba. 
> 

>With best ~vishes, 
>Eumce 
> 

>From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
>Sent: Friday, November 11,2011 7:35 AM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Cc: Helen Poonen 
>Subject: Durban proposal 
> 

>G ood morning Comrade, 
> 

>Congratulations![[ 
> 

>I am pleased to let you know that the UNC Study Abroad Advisory Board 
>approved yesterday our stu@ abroad program in [)urban, South Africa for 
>summer 2012 and partnered with UKZN We will now move to the recruiting 
>students for this program phase. Just wanted you to know the good news 
>quickly 
> 

>All the best, 
> 

>Rodney 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11,2011 11:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Ghana study abroad 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for your kind and supportive words. Given some of my previous straggles with developing and rulming this program at Ohio State, having your support and that of other 
Africanists in the Department here means a great deal to me. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
305 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
www.uaac edu/d ept s/ati’iafam/fac staff/rucker/index shtml 
home.earthlink.net/-drwmcker/lndex.html 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 2:47 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket H 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Ghana study abroad 

Dear All, 

Walter’s proposed program is excellent. I like the fact that its intellectual underpinnings will challenge students in an deep manner and as Georges mentions, it disrupts the South Africa- 
centric nature of our current Study Abroad offerings Further, the inclusion of Dr. Akosua Darkwah in the program will provide interesting intellectual experiences for the students.Finally, it 
will offer graduate students interested in African issues a chance to study abroad. Having developed programs for the Sturdy Abroad program, I am sure this will be a great program 

Thus, I support the proposal with no reservations. Good luck Walter 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 2:09 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket H; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Ghana stu@ abroad 

Dear Colleagues, 

I give ray full support to this project. Having myself visited Ghana in 1995, 1996, 1999 (twice) and 2001, I am convinced that students will gain a lot by the site visits to places such as 
Akosombo Dam, Cape Coast, Elruina and Kumasi. The program is magnificently conceived, and should offer to students a good introduction to Ghana, its people, culture and history. The 
only question I have is why the second course is being limited to the 20th centuaN rather than being flexible enough to include current issues? 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 

Froru: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 11:05 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Berekct H; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Ghana study abroad 

Dear Georges, Bereket, and Eunice, 

A couple of weeks ago Walter sent you a proposal for a stu@ abroad program in Ghana. He is anxious to keep working on it now, because he anticipates not having a whole lot of time to 
work on it next semester (when his teaching load goes to two courses) and stammer (when he has a couple of extended research trips and a course to teach in SSII). Could I impose on you to 
please send him your feedback? The sooner he gets it, the sooner the curriculum committee will be able to review and approve it 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Prot?ssor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of Nolth Carolina 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 @~x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 

http ://wv#s,.um ass eduiumpress/spr 97/ianken.html 

Walter V~’nite, Mr. NAACP: 
htt p ://unc pr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.hm’tl 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Waiter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11, 2011 11:51 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Geo~es <~ongola@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H 

<bselassi@emml.unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E: Ghana study abroad 

Dear Georges, 

Thank you very much for the consideration of the Ghana study abroad outline. As a side note, I’ve ahvays thought that a visit to Akosombo was critical for a stu@ abroad program based in 
Ghana. As you ~vell know, it was the very ti~nding and construction of Akosombo Dam that became iX?xrumah’s first real taste of the perils of neo-colonialism (and that played some role in 
the collapse of his government). 

You are quite right about the limitations of the second course and I recently discovered that there is a mistake for the listing of AFRI 522 in the Undergraduate Bulletin In the Bulletin, the 
title and description for the course are as follo~vs: AFRI 522: "West Africa: Socie~z and Economy in the 20th Century" Given that the "topics vary" for the course, as described in the 
Bulletin, I have to assume that the course was originally meant to be have a "topics" rubric and that everything after the colon in the course description denotes the specific topic 
associated ~vith the first oIt’ering of 522 The curriculum committee recently discussed changing the descriptions for the 500-level Africari regional seminars (e.g, removing all items after the 
colons in the Undergraduate Bulletin) to reflect the fact that these are topics courses Once that change has been approved, I ~vill change the listing for 522 in the Ghana stud?’ 
outline/proposal accordingly 

Again, thank you for helping to spot an error in the outline and fi~r your support of the program. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
305 Battle Hall 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3395 
www.unc eduidepts/afriafam/fac staff/ruckeriindex shtml 
home.earth link.net/-,drwruck er/lndex.html 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongoia-Ntal~tia, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 2:09 PM 
To: Janken, Kermeth R; Selassie, Bereket H; Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Sut~iect: RE: Ghana stu@ abroad 

[)ear Colleagues, 

I give my full support to this project. Having myself visited Ghana in 1995, 1996, 1999 (twice) and 2001, I aru convinced that students will gain a lot by the site visits to places such as 
Akosombo Dam, Cape Coast, Elmina and Kumasi. The program is magnificently conceived, and should offer to students a good introduction to Ghana, its people, culture and histoly. The 
only question I have is why the second course is being limited to the 20th century rather than being flexible enough to include current issues? 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-Arnerican Studies Universit-v of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 11:05 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Ghana study abroad 

Dear Georges, Bereket, and Eunice, 

A couple of ~veeks ago Walter sent you a proposal for a stud?’ abroad program in Ghana. He is anxious to keep working on it no,v, because he anticipates not having a whole lot of time to 
work on it next semester (~vhen his teaching load goes to two courses) and summer (when he has a couple of extended research trips and a course to teach in SSII). Could I impose on you to 
please send him your feedback? The sooner he gets it, the sooner the curriculum committee will be able to review- and approve it. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-.~vnerican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (~?x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 



Ray]k~rd W Logan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 
http ://w,~,as,. um ass eduiumpr ess/spr 97/ianken.html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059 html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Prather <jprathe@duke.edtc> 

Friday, November 11,2011 12:24 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Confessions of an Unrepentant Exile -- The Nation 

http://www.thenation.com/articlei164496iconfessions-unrepentant-exile 

Published on The Nation (http:!/www.thenation.com) 

Confessions of an Unrepentant Exile 
Ariel Dorfman [ November 9, 2011 

I had last seen Salvador Allende alive one week betbre the coup, on September 4, 1973, when I joined a million marchers who poured into the streets of Santiago to 

celebrate the third anniversa~ of our electoral victory. That night it had taken our group seven t}rvid hours to reach the street below the balcony ofLa Moneda where 

Allende was saluting the multitude. Our hoarse voices might have roared that we would overcome, Venceremos, venceremos, but what we were really doing that night 

was bidding furewell to our president. 

A week later he was dead, his body secretly dumped in a grave by the sea, the first of the Desaparecidos tSnochet would hide away. 

On a bright December day in 2006, I stood on that balcony where I had last seen Allende. The maJaing of a documental gave me access m that iconic space, the 

chance to sta~e out onto the empty Plaza de la Constitucidn, exactly from where our martyred president had saluted us. It was a poignant visitation of ghosts and 

memories; solne solace drilled into Ine from that visit. All ofPinochet’s repression had not fftopped me from standing where Allende had stood or from believing in 

the justice of Allende’s cause, his dream of a better world. 

But how to a=-ive at the society lie envisioned ah, that is another Inatter. The young man who had left Chile as an intrepid revolutionmy, convinced that the end of 
capitalism was nigh and that any sacrifice was therefore jus~tified on the road to socialism, was not the older man who stood on that balcony thirty-three years later. 

When did it change? 

IfI had to single out one day, it would be a glacial ,norning in the winter of 1982 when I was summarily expelled from the chancery of the People’s Republic of Poland 

in Washington. It had taken me many years to get to the point of walking through the gates of that embass>; to meet that ambassador under an ornate, bourgeois 

chandelier, to be able to tell that representative of Poland that, as a socialist and follower ofAllende, I was ashamed and outraged at what his government was doing to 

the worldng class of his countu in the name of Karl Marx. 

It had been the repression of Solidarity a few months earlier, in December 1981, the martial law declared by General Jaruzelski, the carnage at the Gdansk shiwards, 

the outlmving of the free trade unions and the jailing of thousands, the spectacle of the pal~’ snpposedly embo@ing the hopes and desires of the proletariat turning its 
guns on those ve~ workers those events had been the straw that broke Ariel’s ideological back. 

My connection to communism had been, since the adolescent start of my political education, an ambiguous one, probably because I was tom between my mother and 

my thther and their conflicting visions of social change. Like so many of his genera’don tbrged in the tight against fascism in the mids~t of the Great Depression, my dad 

had enthusiastically joined "the communist movement. Although he’d broken with the sclerotic Argentine party by the time of my birth in 1942, he remained t~thful to 

Maxxismo-Leninismo, adbering to the Soviet Union and many Stalinist practices. For my [i~ther, those Bolshevik beliefs were the bedrock of his immigrant identity; to 

abandon them would, I surmise, have meant opening an abyss of introspection for which he was neither ideologically nor psychologically prepm-ed. 

Whereas my gentle mother, a sIaanch opponent of the death penalty and all other tbrms of brutality, had always been waxy of communism’s shortcomings. With a 

vivacious sense of humor that did not sit well m th the commissar~ she had tbanded the S RCLCP, the Slightly Reformed Conservation Lit~ Comm unist Party, of which 

she was the sole member. 

For my past, raised in a Chile ruth so many impoverished people, a Latin America scarred by arrogant Yankee interventions, I gravitated to my father’s positions, 

though always held in check by my mother’s refusal to add one more vicfun to the centu~y’s long list of atrocities. So Salvador Allende was the perfect combination of 

my two progenitors: an admirer of Cuba aad a fervent Ma:r"~dst, he insisted at the same time that we could build a Inore just social order without having to repress our 

adversaries. 

The failure of our peaceful Chilean revolution did not tarn ,ne into an advocate of a:rmed strnggle. On the contraxy, it launcbe& inside ,ne as well as in the left in Chile 

and across the globe, a multifaceted dialogue about how to achieve socialism in our tilne and not end up slaughtered by those whose power we were contesting. 

At the same time, there were two realities of our Chilean struggle that could not be ignored. Firs~t, the international tight against the dictatorship was spearheaded by the 

Soviet Union, which was pouring resources into the antifascist front we were tD~ing to organize. And second, the Chilean Communist Party, becanse of its 

organizational skills, popularity and experience of having outlived ferocious persecution in previous decades, constituted the backbone of the resistance to Pinochet. So 

even as I drifted away from the more rigid dogmas of Marxism, I bit my tongue whenever the Soviets or the Communists were attacked. 

A balancing act that often led to ungainly pratfalls. 

The most discomfiting of these occurred in Germany in 1975. Our friend Freimnt Duve, the editor of my essays in German, lodged my wife, Angdlica, and me for rvvo 

nights at his house in Hamburg and also arranged for us to visit Gfinter Grass’s cottage near the city. 

The great author (and artist) showed us his lates~t etchings and then escorted us to the kitchen, where he was preparing a superb fish stew in our honor. I had devoured 

all his books, we were having the best of conversations and he seemed more than willing to sign on to our committee to help artists in the homeland eve~y-daing 

chummy until he told me that he’d recently been in the south of France at a conference of solidarity with the Czech resistance to the Soviet occupation, which the 

Chilean Socialists had refused to attend. "INm’t they realize, Ariel," GOnter said, "that the Prague Spring and the Chilean revolution have both been crushed by similm 

forces, one by the Soviet Empire, "the other by the Americans?" 

I could glimpse my German host Freimut trying to head me oil; change the subject back to flounders and tin drums, but I wanted to treat G~nter like a comrade: as a 

man of the left he’d understand that the Chilean Socialists couldn’t publicly side with "the Czechs against the Soviets and our own Communist allies. G~nter’s eyes 



narrowed and his bushy mustache bristled even more, if that were possible. What was my position on the Prague Spring? 

I’d been in favor of that flowering of liberty, and had condemned the Soviet invasion, as Allende had, to which our host replied that my current stance was then more 

shameful, because I was subjecting my t?eedom of opinion to petty part.5’ politics. Couldn’t I see that Dubcek and Allende were eqnivalent? 

He abruptly turned and began to work at his drawing table, and it was clear that our meeting was over, not a drop of stew to be savored, no more to be said. 

Except when we timorously rose to say, goodbye. ’%rben something is morally correct," he said, ’~ou must defend that position mthout concern for political or personal 
consequences." 

What I could not tell Grass, would perhaps not have wanted to admit "to myselt; was that it was not only out of political pragmatism "that I had turned a blind eye to the 

many glaring excesses of rulers who claimed to be inspired by Maxxism. Beyond the loyalt.5, and admiration I l}lt toward my father, I was held back by all those 

Communis~ts at whose side I had t~ught in Chile and the rest of Latin America. 

The dead, the dead, we cure.~ so many ghosts m whom we often swear more t}a]ty than to the living. The many heroes of my youth, Marx in the British Library, the 

workers and soldiers storming "the Winter Palace in St. Petersburg, the Vietname~ dying by the thousands to save their land, [to, Ho, Ho (]hi Min],, lucharernos 

ha~s’la elfin. I had chanted that in the streets of Santiago next to Pito Enriquez, thin as a toothpick, and he had died, my Commanist fi-iend, in some aseptic hospital in 
Toronto, I could not tell him of my transformation and bring him along with me on this voyage away f~lm the dogmas that he had believed in and that I had tolerated in 

the name of co,nradeship. And Era-ique Paris, who had been tortured to death, castrated at La Moneda; and Feruando ONz, who had been picked up one overcast 

day in the Plaza Egafia and had never returned home. And the songs of the Spanish Civil War, Elt~)Orcito delEbro, rumba la rumba la rum barn barn, the night 

when the Republican aru~y had crossed the Ebro and defeated Franco’s mercenaries, ay Carmela, cO, Carmela, I had heard that song in the womb, in that same 

womb had listened from near and far to the partisans’ Bella ciao in the hills of Tu~any as they fought Mussolini, and the battle of Stalingrad and Fidel entering Havana, 

ay Ca~nela, cg Carmela, and inside me were Neruda and Brecht and Nazim Hikmet and Che Guevara, all dead, so infle~ble in their death and yet alive in the vast 

vocabulmy- of my Interytalionale heart, arriba lospobres del m~tnc/o, a part of the legacy I had inherited. 

How could I simply thiow out everything I had learned in my more ardent days just because of mis~kes I told myself did not nulli~ the quest for equaliD- that I was not 

willing to declare bankrupt? Above all I was held back by an acl, moMedgment of what our world would look like mthout the infinite slruggle of so many ordinmy- men 

and women for racial equality and the rights of worker~ by what a dreadful planet this would be iftho~ militants had not opened a space tbr women to be free, if they 

had not stood by the side of the unfortunate colonies of our earth on the road to liberation. 

So it took a persistent drip and drop and accumulation of betrayals and mass murders tbr me to wrest myself away fi~m that confusing allegiance. The Cultaral 

Revolution in China had not been enough, and the Prague Spring had not been enough, and the killing tields of Can~bodia had not been enough, and the appalling Soviet 

invasion of Afghanistan had not been enough, but eve~ one oftho~ events had chipped away at my armor, until tinally the workers of Poland the wretched of the 

earth, no less were being repressed tier demanding the same freedoms being asked tbr by the people of Chile, and enough, basta, that was the tipping point. 

Though exile as well as history had contributed to my transformation. 

One morning in Pari~it must have been 1975 I knocked on the door of the apartment ofUgn6 Karvelis on the Rue de Savoie. Julio Cor~aac, who lived with her, 

answered and told me they had a guest, j ust amved t]com Prague, staying over for a t~w nights. Then Ugn6 slipped out of the living room and whispered to me that he 
was an author I would hem much about, a novelist &stined for greatness. 

It was Milan Kundera. 

The saddest man I have ever seen. 

That was no routine sadness etched deep inl,~ his lhce. It extended out ti~m him like a wave of unmitigated griet; a loss as inconsolable as my own but without any of 

the hope that I kept forcing myself to feel. 

tle had fled ti~m a regime that had become one of the cornerstones of the cmnpaign against Pinochet, a regime I had refund to condemn publicly just a t~w months 
earlier at G~nter Grass’s house. But the arguments I had used in ,ny discussion ruth the German writer would have been useless, harsh, futile with Milan. ’][’he 

practicalities of’’the enemy of,ny friend is my enemy" si,nply dissolved in the presence ofa maaa persecuted by ,ny allies, a real face, an anguish I could identif?~ with. 

Less than a year later, at the International PEN conference in The Hague, when we expelled the Chilean cente~; I was approached by a tall Russian man sporting 
stubble on his cheeks. He was glad that Chile had been banished and hoped something similar could happen to the Moscow branch of PEN, though he doubted that 

the unani,ni .ty engendered by my nation would hold when it came to the Russians. He shrugged, as if used to this labyrinth of politics, aad then unspooled to me how he 

had spent years in a psychiatric ward. ’"They said I had to be offmy rocker ifI was against commtmism. No rational person could be against communism, no rational 

person could ever write the verses that I wrote." 

I had heard, of course, of the tactic being used by the Soviets against dissidents, of medicating and institutionalizing them. I had actually seen it as a positive sign, 
thinking that at least they weren’t sending them off to gulags in Siberia. Not quite excusing such a deplorable pseudo- psychiatric practice but somehow accommodating 

to it as long as I did not have to sit next to the inured party. 

As the years went by, I met many similar men and women. The Czech coach of a kids’ soccer team in Amsterdam, a Vietnamese tailor, and poets from East Germany 

and Cuba who wanted only to be free to recite whatever words leapt from their mouths. Something in me began to alter: it became more difficult to pigeonhole each 

exile according to his or her affiliation. I recognized their s~tories, the wistfulness they felt for the way tea was brewed back home, all those humiliations so parallel to 
mine. I did not need to identil}’ with their political choices in order to absorb their pain. 

My very slow opening to the victims of Communist experiments was accompanied by a parallel development: "the progressive loosening of the bonds secu6ng me to my 

own party. 

My shill toward a more volun’m~, less addictive relationship with the organized Resista~ce became possible, I guess, because literature had rescued me t?om the 

remorse of silence. A space began to open from M~ich to esiablish a critique of my party, and all parties. Irreplaceable as these organizations might be in a war against a 

ferocious enemy with an azmy of its own, did they have to swamp every aspect oflit~, tbrce a choral answer "to each and every problem? How to build a democratic 

society with parties that were self-perpetuating and prone to totalizing, as suflbcating as the catacombs we were hiding in? 

And here was a question I dared not ask: Wasn’t my own di~ncing a consequence of problems deep in "the doctrine itself? I had deposited in a revolutionaxy party 

true, of a new lefty val-ie~ my liberty and conscience, and that Marxis~t philosophy, still a superb instrument ruth which to comprehend aad critique capitalism, seemed 

to have increasingly foggy responses to the new dilemmas of our funes. What role do indigenous peoples play in guiding us out of our current crisis? How to cope with 

the monster ofindus~3-ializatio~ extolled traditionally by both the left and the right mthout confronting the environmental degradation con~ding our planet? And the 

challenges of feminism aaad the sexual revolution and homosexuality and the new technologies and religion, the world full of intractable mysterie~ and the more questions 

I asked, the more I saw myself at the service of all forms of liberatior~ the more I understood my political work as occurring mainly in the uncertain temtoD~ of my 

writing and advocacy. 



Even so, all "the shifks in world his~to~" mad ~]1 the emotional a~d intellectua] alterations in nay lilE would s~ill have ~en insufficient ~ ma~e me ring ~e ~11 of flae Polish 

embassy that Nuste~ day in Washington. One additional thctor nudged me in flae direction of mora] indepen&nce. Oddly enough, fl~is act of autonomy could only have 

happened, tbr me at least, in the United S~teN the center of the empire. 

Because I w~ not alone fl~at day. That visit h~t been o~anized by my t~ends Doug Ireland and Joanne Lan@ of the Campmgn tbr Peace mad Democracy, a group of 

American activis~ who opv~sed their government’s bellicosity abroad while at the sa~ne time ottEfing sup~(t to dissidents in the Soviet Noc. Seven years after 

rejecting Gfinter Gmss’s reasoning about the need ~ concu~enfly denounce repression originating in N~fl~ the United S~tes m~d the Communist comatfies, I had fotmd 
a band of sisters and brofl~ers who were im~ccaNy deNcated m that veu objective, who un&rstood fl~at one cabot be for freedom in Nicarag~ and against it in 

Hungau, that one could not deplore the US suppo~ of Pinochet and applaud Ja~els~’s mentors in Moscow. 

It was the Atnefican le~ fl~at helNd tne find the freedom to w~k into that emb~sy, declare that them can ~ no ~cialism mthout democracy a~d feel the satisfaction 

of being ejected, m cease being a ~ldier office revolution. So that day in fl~e Polish emb~sy I said goodbye to fl~e solNer but not m the ~evolution, I Nd a long 

goodbye to ~ politics but not to fl~e ~lifics oflibemtio~ I stated that I would henceforth m~swer to my own conscience. 

Back home ~at tfigh~ I tnade a telephone call. Not ~ Gfinter Gr~s. Or to Mil~ Kundera. To my t:a~er in Buenos Aires. I told tny father how fl~at Polish comrade of 

his had ~mshed me t~m fl~at builNng. 

The~e was a pau~ on the other end of the line. 

"~el," my dad stud, and I couldn’t tell if he was smiling or ~owmng. "You ~ow that I Nsagree with you. ~d I’m sure ~u also ~ow how proud I mn ~at 5~u’~ my 

son." "I disagree ruth you too, Chebochy," I s~fid, using the endea~ng tem~ that was his pet n~e. "And you ~ow that I’m al~ proud of~u." AM we le~ it at fl~at. 

Ay Carmela, ay Can, ela. 

Source URL: http://www.thenation.com!art~cle!164496!confessions-unrepentant-exile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

J. Lorand Matory, Ph.D. ~:jm217@duke.edu> 

Friday, November 11,2011 12:57 PM 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; lydia.boyd@unc.edu; Huber, Evelyne H 

<elmbe@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Nt~2laja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Visit by a Major Priestess of Nigeria Traditional Religion 

Thanks, Barbar& 

Randy 

Connected by DRO~,D on Vedzon ~4X,~relese 

..... OriginaJ message ..... 

From: Barbara Anderson <b_anderson@unc.edu> 
To: "J. Lorand Matory, Ph.D." <jm217@duke.edu> 
Cc: "McMillan, Tim" <tjml @email.unc.edu>, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu>, "lydia.boyd@unc.edu" <lydia.boyd@unc.edu>, "Huber, 
Evelyne H" <ehuber@email.unc.edu>, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Nov 10, 2011 18:18:30 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Visit by a Major Priestess of Nigeria Traditional Religion 

Dear Colleagues: 
The African Studies Center is always interested in collaborations ~vith 
our colleagues at Duke, but I’m atlcaid that ~ve couldn’t do anything in 
late November. 11" an opportuni~¢ like this comes around in the spring 
semester, please let us know, and we’ll see what we can do. Warm 
regards, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and AIico-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universl~ o17 North Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 uffice 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11,2011 2:07 PM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc lhculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] Arab Spring Nov 18: Location Chmaged m Nelson Mm~dela Auditorium 

Arab Spring 24x36 Poster v2.pdf 

The curriculum in 61obal Studies is pleased to present 

The Arab Spring: A Discussion 

Fridav, November 18th I 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM I Nelson Mandela Auditorium, FedEx Global Education 

Center 

<!--[if !vrnl]--><!--[en dill--> 

IN Dead Explore the causes, the controversies and the hopes for democratization 
or Alive Of the Arab Spring in a question and answer discussion with seven 

Poster Tripoli.jpg      experts on the Arab world and electoral design. 

Co-sponsored by the ._U_N__C___C__:QL!_e_q_~__g]___A___r__t__s___g__n_d____S___c_:!_e__~2~~ the .~[_q_b___9_J 

.~d___u___c__a___t_L_q_9____F__u___n___d__, the ._@r_Ltk~_r__L_o__r___~7__o___b___q_s__Lr_?_7_t_L~_tLv__k~__s_, the ._U____N___C__L__D___e_n__~Cf_rngn___t___o_f_ 

.P__Q_LT_t_i__c___q_[___S__c__i__~_r_Lc___e_, the --D-~-u-~>---~--U-~-N-~-‘-~-~---q~-r-Ls--~---r~-t~--u---n2~--~-/-.~-/~-d---d--/--e-~-k--;-q-~L~f~f~~ the 

Carolina Center for the Study o[ the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations 

and the UNC African Stucfies Center. 

Seven experts on democratization and the Arab world will participate in 

a panel discussion on the Arab Spring at 5:30 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 18 at 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The event will take place in the Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium in the FedEx Global Education Center. 

<!--lit !vml]--x!--[endif]--> 

The program will investigate the elements of democratic reform and .~i~ Lib~a Fr~e~raffiti Profil~ 

explore the prospect of stability in the Arab world. Tripoli.jpg 

"The cases touched by the turmoil of 2011 are fascinating in 

juxtaposition, as they take very different paths: from optimistic 

democratization moves in Tunisia, to a fragile and military dominated 

process in Egypt, to the violent repression of Syria," says Andrew 

Reynolds, associate professor of political science chair of the 

Curriculum in Global Studies in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The panel includes: 

¯ Jason Brownlee, associate professor in the department of 

government at the University of Texas, has previously been a 

fellow at Stanford University’s Center on Democracy, 

Development and the Rule of Law. 

¯ Charlie Kurzman, professor of sociology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

and co-director of the Carolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim 

Civilizations, has authored several books on Middle East and Islamic studies, including "The 

Missing Martyrs" (Oxford University Press, 2011) and "Democracy Denied, :[.905- 

1915" (Harvard University Press, 2008). 

¯ Tarek Masoud, assistant professor of public policy at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy 

School of Government, was named a Carnegie Scholar in 2009 by the Carnegie Corporation 

of New York. 

¯ Andrew Re,/holds is an associate professor of political science at UNC Chapel Hill and 

chair of Global Studies. He has worked for the United Nations, the International Institute for 

Democracy and Electoral Assistance and the U.S. State Department and has consulted on 

issues of electoral design for countries across the globe. 

¯ Jillian Schwedler, associate professor of government and politics at the University of 

Massachusetts and chair of the Board of Directors of the Middle East Research and 

Information Project (MERIP), is a publisher of the quarterly "Middle East Report" and is also 

the author of "Faith in Moderation: Islamist Parties in Jordan and Yemen." 

¯ Alfred Stepan is the Wallace S. Sayre Professor of Government at Columbia University, the 

founding director of the Center for the Study of Democracy, Toleration and Religion, and the 

co-director of the Institute for Religion, Culture and Public Life. His two most recent books 

a re Democracy in Multinational Societies: India and Other Polities wit h J u a n J. Lin z a n d 

Yogendra Yadav, and Democracies in Danger. 

¯ Carrie Wickham, an associate professor of political science at Emory University, was 

selected as a Carnegie Scholar in 2004. With support from the Carnegie Corporation and the 

United States Institute of Peace, she is currently conducting research on democratization 

and the "auto-reform" of Islamist opposition goals and strategies in the Arab world. 

Parking is available on a first come-first served basis beneath the building after 5pro. For more 

information, contact Lara Markstein at 919-962-5442 or laram@email.unc.edu 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelley, Thomas A III <takelley@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, November 11,2011 2:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Update Lunch (Monday) - with Pa~f. Sylvia Tamale 

Ok 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 11,2011, at 1:03 PM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear Tom, 
> 

> Hope you are well. 
> 

> Because of a call for a meeting in one of my units, please note the Lunch with Sylvia on Monday will con~aence at 12.10pm at the Carolina Inn. If you get there befbre me, the reservation is 
under my under my name. 
> 

> See you on Monday. 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Kelley, Thomas A III 
> Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 9:32 ~K\~I 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Sut~iect: RE: Lunch - with ProJ~ Sylvia Tamale 
> 

> Eunice, 
> 

> I’ve got it on my calendar and I will look forward to it 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> I2~fPORTANT: This email transmission, including any attachment, has been sent by or on behalf of a lawyer or law firm and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which 
it is addressed It may contain information that is privileged, con:[idential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or 
the employee or agency responsible for delivering the communication to the intended recipient, you are hereby noti:[ied that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
con~nunication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately by email or telephone and delete this con~nunication and all copies. 
Thank you. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 9:30 AM 
> To: Kelley, ’]2aomas A III 
> Subject: l.unch - with Prol[ Sylvia Tamale 
> 

> 

> 

> Dear Tom, 
> 

> 

> The African Studies Center has asked me to invite a few- colleagues for a lunch with the wonderful African feminist Sylvia Tamale on Monday Nov. 14 at the Carolina Inn at 11.30am- 
1.00pro. Given your research interests, I think you would enjoy her insights on all sorts of issues. Kindly let me know if you will join us. 
> 

> She will also be giving a major public lecture on her new grounding break work on African Sexualities. Here are the details (if you have time, kindly circulate the information below to folks 
that might be interested at the Law School: 
> 

> 

> Dr. Sylvia Tamale 
> Contcxtualizing Homophobia in Africa 
> Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 
> Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, IfNC-CH Dr. Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere University in Uganda. She 
holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makerere Universi~, a Masters from Harvard Law School and a PhD in Sociology and Feminist Studies from the University of Minnesota. Dr. Tamale 
founded and serves as coordinator of the Law, Gender & Sexuality Research Project, and was also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere Universi~. 
During her visit to UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections 
between sex, power, masculinities, and femininities. This event is being held in collaboration with Pambazuka Press. 
> 

> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, November 11,2011 2:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

details re tamaJe 

Hi there. I am finalizing Sylvia Tamale’s itineraW and was ~vondering 
who you think ~vill be joining you for lunch on Monday, and what time you 
will collect her at the Carolina Inn. Thanks! Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and ~AA’ro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 Ihx 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, November 11,2011 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

dimmer on tuesday? 

Well, I hate to ask, but Georges is taking      t to dilmer after her 
talk Would you like to j oin them? I suggested to him that she had 
found our Mzee a little patronizing in Dar, so he says he’ll include 
you That may be too much, given that ASA follo~vs (and that’s why I’ll 
be headed home), but thought I ~vould mention it to you. Georges ~vill 
also be fine on his own. Let me know- your thoughts. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Aticican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-~rnerican Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina for Kibera <ctk@unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 11,2011 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Honoring Veteran~ Indestructible Soccer Ba~ls, and our new Annual Report 

yourself and donate one to CFK. 

Donate a Bait: For S25, you can buy 

to CFK. 

Watch a short video of veteran Rye Bare:ell: feal:ured on AOL’s 

homepage l:eday >> 

Indestructible Soccer Balls - our newest 
partnership 

Buy On% Give One: For S39.50, you can buy a ball for 

a bait and donate it directly 

CFK is proud to announce a 

new partnership with One 

World Futbot an orsanization 

that makes ultra-durable, art- 

terrain baits. These balls are 

perfect for the Kibera 

environment. More 

importantly, we want to ~et 

Ion8 lastin8 athletic equipment in the hands of kids because we 

know that sports in poor communities can brid~e ethnic divides, 

teach teamwork, and brin8 hope+ 

Annual Report Just Published! 

Click on the image above to read about what we’ve learned in 

ten years of collaborative action and our vision for the future. 

Buy Rye Barcott’s 

Memoir 



Carolina for Kibera ] 301 Pittsboro Street CB 5145 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I +1 (919) 962-6362 ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email,unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 11,2011 6:55 PM 

Department listserv ~ati~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [~tiiafam] 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for the note. 

He will be missed in the continent and beyond. There is a piece on him by Yash Tandon in this week’s Pambazaka News Here is the link: 

http : /iwww pambazuka org /en/cate~ory/obituaryi77830 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@emaiI.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 1:28 PM 
To:Department [istsep¢ 
Subject: [afriafam] 

Dear African colleagues, 

I am not sure that all of you have heard the sad news that 

Margaret 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice,@,email.ur~c.edu>. 

To ~msubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30261487 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP, L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-3~26~487-3236~6~8.e87a9~a58323~954~e~56ada77~a798d@~istserv.~c.edu<mailt~:~eave-3~26~487- 
32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(~listserv.anc.edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To ~msubscribe 
click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=3236~6~8.e87a9~a58323~954~e~56ada77~a798d&n=T&~=afriafam&~=3~278725, o1 send a blank email to leave-30278725- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11,2011 6:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: 

Please be advised that I am on leave academic year 201:t-20:t2. If there is an emergency please contact the office at 919 966-5496. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11,2011 6:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: 

Thank you for writing. Due to conference travel, I am currently out of the office and away from email. I will reply to all messages at my earliest opportunity. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 12, 2011 7:55 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenueth R <krjanke@email.uuc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Evelyne Huber 

<ehube@unc.edu> 

Buell, Agatha <~abuell@email.uuc.edu> 

uew web site 

Dear Members of the [~xecutive Committee: 
The new website is ready to roll out. tlere is the link 

h ttp s:i/pl on edev. unc e du/sW le-afam 
Please have a look at it. 
Kenneth - fee[ free to share the preview information with the Curriculum 
Committee as well 
The IT team seems to have extra time on their hands (as per an email 
from last week), so if anybody has concrete suggestions for additions/ 
changes to the website, this is our chance to get free help. 
Please contact Agatha, with a cc to me, if you have suggestions for 
changes. 
I think this could go live whenever evepfbody is satisfied 
Thanks for looking it over, 
F.velyne 

F.velyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, I)epartment of Political Science 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

#ax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 12, 2011 8:55 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [~tiiafam] 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for sharin~ this information. 

All the best, 

Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 11,2011 6:55 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Department listserv 
Subject: RE:            ~ 

DearMargaret, 

Thanks for the note. 

He wil[ be missed in the continent and beyond. 

http : /iwww pambazuka org /en/cate~ory/obituaryi77830 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@emaiI.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 1:28 PM 
To:Department [istsep~ 
Subject: [afriafam] 

Dear African colleagues, 

I am not sure that all of you have heard the sad news 

Margaret 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice,@,email.ur~c.edu>. 

To ~msubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u’.’id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30261487 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UT?,L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-3~26~487-3236~6~8.e87a9~a58323~954~e~56ada77~a798d@~istserv.m~c.edu<mailt~:~eave-3~26~487- 
32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(~listserv.anc.edu> 
-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To ~msubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30280791. or send a blaak cmail to leave-30280791- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listselaz.~mc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 12, 2011 8:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Departanent list~rv <al’riat?~n@list~rv’.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for sharing this information. 

All the best, 

Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 11,2011 6:55 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Department listserv 
Subject: RE: 

DearMargaret, 

Thanks for the note. 

He wil[ be missed in the continent and beyond. 

http : /iwww pambazuka org /en/cate~ory/obituaryi77830 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@emaii.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2011 1:28 PM 
To:Department [istsep~ 
Subject: [afriafam] 

Dear African colleagues, 

I am not sure that all of you have heard the sad news 

Margaret 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice,@,email.anc.edu>. 

To ~msubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u’.’id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30261487 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP, L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-3~26~487-3236~6~8.e87a9~a58323~954~e~56ada77~a798d@~istserv.m~c.edu<mailt~:~eave-3~26~487- 
32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(~listserv.anc.edu> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, November 12, 2011 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Monday 

Itinerary for Tamale.docx 

Hi there, Eunice. I am attaching the itineraly for Sylvia, an earlier 
draft of ~vhich she already has. I think maybe this is sufficient (would 
you like to change anything????), and I’ll give her a hard copy when I 
pick her up tomorrow and take her to dilmer I am thinking that she may 
relish the "dowri time" of Monday and Tuesday mornings. But I can make 
the suggestion if you’d like? Note her phone number, and that she also 
has your cell, just in case of emergencies, etc (we keep a phone for 
all our Center guests who visit from Africa) Let me know-’. B 

On 11/12/2011 11:54 AM; Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> tli my friend, 
> 

> Hupe you are having a guod weekend. 
> 

> Just a quick thuught here on Monday..I am thinking that it wuuld be ’pruper’ for me tu meet briefly (15 or so minutes fur a cup uf tea un me at the Inn) with Sylvia un Munday at 10.00am 
to just intruduce myself to her before the lunch and give her a brief un the folks whu will be joining us. What du yuu think? You know yuu and I and wurries uf doing the right thing when 
we have been given respunsibilities .. 
> 

> Hugs, 
> Eunice 

Barbara Shaw Andersun 
Assuciate Directur, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department uf African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Glubal Educatiun Center 
University’ of Nurth Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 uffice 
(919) 843-2102 [i~x 
b andersun@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Questia Q&A Newsletter <newslette@poweredby.questia.com> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

What prot~ssors look tbr when grading your paper 

see the ima~!es? ciick heFe 

What professors look for when grading a research paper: 
Follow this 7-step checklist to ensure an 

exceptional research paper 

Research paper grading criteria can vary wildly among university 
professora. So how do you figure out if your paper will be up to 
snuff? No doubt different categories will be more important to 
different professors, so it’s a good idea to initially review the 
research paper grading rubric and ask your instructor questions 
about his or her criteria to gauge what is a priority. 

The blog post, The Dreaded Research Paper - Pointers for Success, 
also suggests that you first "prepare the ’shell’ of your paper per 
whatever style your program requires (usually APA or MLA)." This 
means compiling every page that your professor has requested for 
your finished research paper such as a title page, abstract page, 
headers for your sections, works cited page, etc., without any of the 
content. 

So what else is important to professors? Check out these o~her 

seven .quidelines to (:r,i~ftiFLq 

Read fu~l post ] Leave a comment 

[] QUESTIA QUIZ 

The civilization of Ancient Egypt 

lasted from approximately 3300 

BCE to 30 BCE and produced a 

number of amazing 
accomplishmenta. Although the 

early Egyptians may be best 

known for the pyramids, they also 

had a number of scientific 
contributions. Which of the 

following sciences are not 

credited to this society? 

A. Botany 

~t. Medicine 

~:. Astronomy 

D, Metallurgy 

Bend to a h’iend I ~ BhaFe ol~ Faeebeok I :.i9: ShaFe on Twitter 

[] QUESTOIDS 

November 2, 2000 - The first crew arrives at the International 
Space Station. 

November 15, 1990 - President George H.W. Bush signs the 
Clean Air Acl of 1990. 

November 24, 1859 -The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin is 
~ublished. 

@201! Questia Media, Inc 

.~.iI cer:gsge brain ~3ives you choices ar:d ssvir:~:ls 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 10:06 AM 

List for Atiican Studies events <asc events@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ascevents] CFP: SERSASiSEAN conference at UNC-CH Feb 3-4 

PLEASE DISTRIBUTE WIDELY: 

The South East Regional Seminar in African Studies (SERSAS) and the South Eas~t AIHcanist Nem-ork (SEAN) invite you and your advanced students to present your 

works-h~-progress or polished papers at the spring 2012 SERSAS/SEAN conference hosted by the African Studies Center at UNC-CH. Details follow: 

SERSAS/SEAN SPRING 2012 Conference, "Border Crossings, Migrations, and Interventions," Friday evening and 
Saturday, 3-4 February 2012 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Regis~tration, directions, and accommodation details: http://africa.tmc.edu/event,~’sersas sean 2012/ 

Proposals are recommended to address the following theme: 

tIow do we produce understandings of Atiica, with consideration of the border crossings, migrations and interventions that have contributed to the patchwork of 

compelling concerns that lace the Continent in the 21 st centuD’? 

Nearly all disciplina .ry fields that intersect with Ati-ican Studies are attendant to the complex set of group and national relationships that are shifting, whether melding or 
dividing. What pa(ticulm border crossings are most informative for our unders~tanding of the people, places, and processes that make up "Afi-ica"? 

We invite proposals for papers and panels that address these and other issues related to the problems of policies, histories and representations related to immigration, 

movements of people, refugees, labor issues, policing of borders, xenophobia, and which may bridge into questions of hybrid/border identities and Diasporic flows, 
historically and during the present period. We especiaJly welcome proposals that intersect multiple theoretical, epistemological and ontologicaJ divides within African 

Studies to address common snbstantive problems. 

The joint SERSAS/SEAN conference prides itself on providing a collegial and welcoming atmosphere, and we are paxticularly interested in supporting emerging 
scholars. If there is sufficient interesL there will be a workshop format session for advanced undergraduate and graduate student research. 

Participants axe asked to j oin the organization and contribute the $20 membership tee ($10 for students) at the coniErence to help deficay costs. 

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS IS 16 December 2011. 

All propos~Js should be submitted online to: 

Barbara Anderson, African Studies Center. UNC-CH: b anderson(~unc.edu 
Dr. Kea Gorden, College of Chaxleston: GordenK~cofc.edu 

Dr. Aran MacKinnon, University of West Georgia: amacldnn~westga.edu 

Dr. Ken Wilbum, East Carolina Universi%y: wilbnmk(~ecn.edu 

Local Arrangements contact intbrmation: 

Barbara Anderson, African Studies Center, UNC-Ctt: b anderson(a)unc.edu 

SERSAS Home: http://vwwv.ecu.eduiafricatz/sersas/homepa~e.htm 

Associate Direck:o:[, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Educa~:ion C~’nter 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o[[ic~" 

(919) 843-2102 lax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http : !!africa. unc. edu! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University- <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <’WILBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 10:39 AM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

CFP: SERSAS/SEAN SPRING 2012 Conference, 3-4 Februa~ 2012, UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: Keuneth Wilbum, East Carolina Umversity, Greenville, NC, USA <~vilburl~@ecu.edu> 
Date: Sunday, November 13, 2011 
CFP: SERSAS/SEAN SPRING 2012 Conference, 3-4 Febma~z 2012, University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The South East Regional Seminar in African Studies (SERSAS) and the South East Africanist Network (SEAN) invite you and your advanced students to present your works-in-progress or 
polished papers at the spring 2012 SERSASiSEAN conference hosted by the African Studies Center at L~.-C-CH. Details follow: 

SERSAS/SEAN SPRING 2012 Conference, "Border Crossings, Migrations, and Interventions," Friday evening and Saturday, 3-4 Februa~- 2012 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Registration, directions, and accon~nodation details: http://africa.unc edu/events/sersas sean 2012/ 

Proposals are recon~nended to address the following theme: 

How do we produce understandings of Africa, with consideration of the border crossings, migrations and interventions that have contributed to the patchwork of compelling concerns that 
face the Continent in the 21 st century? 

Nearly all di sciplinary fields that intersect with African Studies are attendant to the complex set of group and national rel ationships that are shifting, whether melding or dividing. What 
particular border crossings are most informative ~2~r our understanding of the people, places, and processes that make up "Africa"? 

We invite proposals ]2~r papers and panels that address these and other issues related to the problems of policies, histories and representations related to immigration, movements of people, 
refugees, labor issues, policing of borders, xenophobia, and which may bridge into questions of hybrid/border identities and I)iasporic flows, historically and during the present period. We 
especially welcome proposals that intersect multiple theoretical, epistemological and ontological divides within African Studies to address common substantive problems. 

The joint SERSAS/SEAN conference prides itself on providing a collegial and welcoming atmosphere, and we are particularly interested in suppomng emerging scholars. If there is sufficient 
~nterest, there will be a workshop ]2~rmat session [’or advanced undergraduate and graduate student research. 
Participants are asked to join the orgamzation and contribute the $20 membership :gee ($10 for students) at the conference to help defray costs. 

DEAIN~INE FOR SUBMISSION OF PR OPOSALS IS 16 I)ecember 2011 

All proposals should be submitted on]ine to: 

Barbara Anderson, African Studies Center, UNC-CH: b anderson@unc.edu 
Dr Kea Gorden, College o:[’Charleston: Gorder~K@cofc edu 
Dr. Aran MacKinnon, University o:[’West Georgia: amackinn@westga.edu 
Dr Ken Wflbum, East Carolina L’niversib’: wilburnk@ecu.edu 
Local Arrangements contact information: 

Barbara Anderson, African Studies Center, UNC-Ctt: b anderson@unc edu 
SERSAS Home: http://www.ecu.edv.’african/sersas/horaepage.htm 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lect~er, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http : i/afri ca. unc. edui 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 10:58 AM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

CFP: SERSAS/SEAN SPRING 2012 Conference, 3-4 Februa~ 2012, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear SERSASians, 

The default formatting of text-based listserv postings caused several punctuation errors in the just sent CFP. Please delete that one and refer this corrected one instead. Regrets. 

Ken Wilburn 
Web Editor, SERSAS 

From: Kelmeth Wilburn [wilburl~@ecu edu] 
Date: Sunday, November 13, 2011 
CFP: SERSAS/SEAN SPRING 2012 Conference, 3-4 February 2012, Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The South East Regional Seminar in African Studies (SERSAS) and the South East Africanist Network (SEAN) invite you and your advanced students to present your works-in-progress or 
polished papers at the spring 2012 SERSAS/SEAN conference hosted by the African Studies Center at UNC-CH Details follow: 

SERSAS/SEAN SPRING 2012 Conference, "Border Crossings, Migrations, and Intep~entions," Friday evening and Saturday, 3-4 February 2012, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Registration, directions, and accommodation details: http://africa.unc edu/events/sersas sean 2012/ 

Proposals are recommended to address the following theme: 

How do we produce understandings of Africa, with consideration of the border crossings, migrations and interventions that have contributed to the patchwork of compelling concerns that 
face the Continent in the 21 st century? 

Nearly all di sciplinary fields that intersect with African Studies are attendant to the complex set of group and national rel ationships that are shifting, whether melding or dividing. What 
particular border crossings are most informative ~2~r our understanding of the people, places, and processes that make up "Africa"? 

We invite proposals ]2~r papers and panels that address these and other issues related to the problems of policies, histories and representations related to immigration, movements of people, 
refugees, labor issues, policing of borders, xenophobia, and which may bridge into questinns of hybrid/border identities and I)iasporic flows, historically and during the present period. We 
especially welcome proposals that intersect multiple theoretical, epistemological and ontological divides within African Studies to address common substantive problems. 

The joint SERSAS/SEAN conference prides itself on providing a collegial and welcoming atmosphere, and we are particularly interested in suppomng emerging scholars. If’there is sufficient 
~nterest, there will be a workshop ]2~rmat session for advanced undergraduate and graduate student research. 
Participants are asked to join the orgamzation and contribute the $20 membership :gee ($10 for students) at the conference to help defray costs. 

DI{AIN~INt~; FOR SUBMISSION OF PR OPOS~kLS IS 16 I)ecember 2011 

All proposals should be submitted online to: 

Barbara Anderson, African Studies Center, "t<qC-CH: b anderson@unc.edu 

Dr. Kea Gorden, College of Charleston: Gorderff<@cofc.edu 

Dr. Aran MacKim~on, University of West Georgia: amackirm@westga.edu 

Dr. Ken Wilbm-n, East Carolina UniversiU-: wilburnk@ecu.edu 

Local Arrangements contact itfformation: Barbara .amderson, African Studies Center, UNC-CH: b anderson@unc.edu 

SERSAS Home: http://www.ecu.edtvafrican/sersas/horaepage.htm 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 1:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

I hope it was helpful and accurate. The main thing to remember is that 
you camaot do everything, that you cannot do it alone, and that whatever 
you do do should be aimed at longer term sustainability and will -- in 
any case given the starting point you described to me -- be a welcomed 
improvement by most if not all. 

Best, 
John 

On 11/13/2011 1:15 PIVl. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 
> Dear John, 
> 

> I will finally say YES tomol~cOW and sign on 
> 

> Thanks for your support. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of (3 eography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main o:t?fce) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 

http :i/geography unc. edui 
http://www unc.edu/depts/~eovi~arp/ 
http ://www.capturinvth e~ains, or~/ 
http ://~lobal-un ders tandinv info/ 
http ://www.count ercar to~raphies.or~/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 4:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

tomorrow at 11 ? 

Hi there It occurred to me that if you met Sylvia at the hotel at 11, 
she would have an entirely free morning AND you would get some time 
alone with her before everyone else arrives. I’m going to put this on 
her itinera~’, and if you can’t do 11, then I’ll just tell her that it’s 
12 instead. I hoep this works OK for you. Take care. B 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and .AA’ro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 ofiice 
(919) 843-2102 Ihx 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 4:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: tomorrow at 11 ? 

I’ll run 10am by her, just in case she’s feeling extroverted. I just 
know- that she’s been at Columbia for a week and then will be "on" the 
whole time ~ve’re at ASA, so we’ll see what she’s up for B 

On 11/13/2011 4:12 PM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 
> Hi my Iiciend, 
> 
> Thanks. Unfortunately we have a Departmental meeting at 11.00am So no worries 
> 

> Kind regards, 
> Eunice 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, November 13, 2011 4:04 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: tomorrow at 11 ? 
> 

> Hi there. It occurred to me that if you met Sylvia at the hotel at 11, 
> she ~vould have an entirely free morning Ai"~D you would get some time 
> alone with her before everyone else arrives I’m going te put this on 
> her itinerary, and if you can’t do 11, then I’ll just tell her that it’s 
> 12 instead I hoep this works OK J2~r you. Take care. B 

> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies (;enter 
> Lecturer, Department of A[’rican and Afro-American Studies 

> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 Fee0,;× Global Education Center 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 olT~ce 
> (919) 843-2102 

> b anderson@unc.edu 
> http:i/africa unc.edu/ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Directer, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Afi-ican Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University- <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 5:23 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

ANN: Intercultur~J Dimensions, Crossing Cultures, Senegal, J~u~acy 2013 

From: Janet Ghattas, Cambridge, MA, USA ~ @gmail cam> 
Date: 13 November 2011 

Intercultural Dimensions announces its next Crossing Cultures Senegal program: 

Crossing Cultures Senegal-Janua~- 2013 

Intercultural Dimensions, Inc. [a 501 (c)(3) educational organization] offers a unique and stimulating travel and educational program focused on the French-speaking Republic of Senegal, 
West ~aA’rica. The program dates for the 2013 Crossing Cultures Senegal program are January 5 to Janua~- 21. It will be ID’s 22nd program to Senegal. Escape the cold and experience the real 
sto~- of Senegal. 

Led by two former U.S. Peace Corps volunteers, this ~vell-established cultural irmnersion program appeals to people in and out of academia. It works well for those who want to experience 
family life and cormnumt? proj ects in rural areas of this diverse nation and for those with special interests in dance and mu sic training, teaching, literature, enviromnent, medicine, 
government, NGOs, agriculture, language and health projects. 

The Crossing Cultures Senegal group (three leaders and three participants) is small allowing the leaders to tailor activities to the participants’ interests. Many professors, teachers and 
students of French have been past participants 

Reasonable cost. Extended stays for volunteer work or field study can be facilitated. ’]’his program is an eye-opener. For some it can be a stepping stone to their future; for others it can be 
an e~ichment of the wo~k they are already doing Start now and apply early 

Deadline for applications is September 15, 2012 

Please visit ID’s website for more information and to apply to participate in the next program: 

Please click here: http://www interculturaldimensions.or~ 

John ttand and Janet (ihattas 

Janet L Ghattas 
General Director 
Intercultural Dimensions, Inc 
PO Box 391437 
Cambridge MA 02139 
Tel: 617 8(>4 8442 
emai[:           @gmail.com 
www.interculturaldimensions.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 6:13 PM 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H 

<bselassi@emml.unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Ghana study abroad 

Thanks, Walter, for the clarifications concerning the course. Once again, I strongly support this project 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Friday, November 11,2011 11:51 ~\~i 
To: Nzongola-Ntal~ia, Georges; Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket H; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: RE: Ghana study abroad 

[)ear Georges, 

Thank you veW much for the consideration of the Ghana study abroad outline As a side note, I’ve always thought that a visit to Akosombo was critical ~2~r a sturdy abroad program based in 
Ghana As you well know, it was the very funding and construction of Akosombo Dam that became Nkrumah’s first real taste of the perils of neo-colonialism (and that played some role in 
the collapse of his government). 

You are quite right about the limitations of the second course and I recently discovered that there is a mistake for the listing of AFRI 522 in the Undergraduate Bulletin. In the Bulletin, the 
title and description :[’or the course are as follows: AFRI 522: "West Africa: Society and Economy in the 20th Century". Given that the "topics vary" for the course, as described in the 
Bulletin, I have to assume that the course was originally meant to be have a "topics" rubric and that everything after the colon in the course description denotes the specific topic 
associated with the first offering of 522. The curriculum committee recently discussed changing the descriptions for the 500-1evel A[‘rican regional seminars (e.g., removing all items after the 
colons in the Undergraduate Bulletin) to reflect the fact that these are topics courses. Once that change has been approved, I will change the listing for 522 in the Ghana study 
outline/proposal accordingly. 

Again, thank you for helping to spot an error in the outline and :[‘or your support of the program 

Best, 

Waiter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
305 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
www.~mc.edu/dept siafriafam/fac staJ~!’/r ucker/index, shtml 
home.earthlink.net/-drwrucker/index.html 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 2:09 PM 
To: Janken, Kermeth R; Selassie, Bereket H; Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Ghana study abroad 

Dear Colleagues, 

I give ray full support to this project. Having myself visited Ghana in 1995, 1996, 1999 (twice) and 2001, I am convinced that students will gain a lot by the site visits to places such as 
Akosombo Dam, Cape Coast, Elmina and Kumasi. The program is magnificently conceived, and should offcr to students a good introduction to Ghana, its people, culttae and history. The 
only question I have is why the second course is being limited to the 20th centuaN rather than being flexible enough to include current issues? 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of 5,-orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, November 02, 2011 11:05 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Ghana study abroad 

Dear Georges, Bereket, and Eunice, 

A couple of weeks ago Walter sent you a proposal for a study abroad program in Ghana. He is arixious to keep working on it now, because he anticipates not having a ~vhole lot of time to 



work on it next semester (when his teaching load goes to two courses) and summer (when he has a couple of extended research trips and a course to teach in SSII). Could I impose on you to 
please send him your feedback? The sooner he gets it, the sooner the curriculum committee wil] be able to review and approve it 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962 - 1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for infom~ation about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logan and the Dilermna of the African-Arnerican Intellectual: 
http :/iw~.umass.edu/mnpressispr 97/ianken.html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http :/iuncpr ess.unc, eduibooks/T-8059.hm~l 



The Department of Anthropology 
Colloquium Series welcomes 

Dr. Ulric Oslender 
Florida International University, Miami 

Visiting Scholar at UNC Anthropology - Fall Semester 2011 

Of Navigating Saints 
and Aquatic Epistemologies: 

Social Movements and the Politics of Place 
in Colombia’s Pacific Coast Region 

Monday, November 14th, 3:15 pm 
308 Alumni Building 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Jordan <jt~ordan@igc.org> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 6:45 PM 

Joseph Jordan <jtjordan@igc.org> 

An Appeal tbr your help .... Freedom U. Project 

FreedomULetter.doc; F~eedomUFuudraiser.doc 

Hi! Attached you will find two letters asking for your assistance -- please read both -- hopefully you will be able to help out ~vith this community based project. As always, please contact me 
if you have any questions. We’ve not yet secured a spot for this event but ~vill have one by tuesday 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards 
Joseph 



11 November 2011 

Dear Friends; 

I am sending this to you to ask for your support for a critically important project in 

social justice that helps draw a line in the sand against the mounting tide of injustice 
confronting immigrant communities in the US, particularly in the South. This project 

will bring Lorgia Garcia Pena and some of her colleagues from Freedom University 
(Georgia) to Durham on 3 December for a teach-in and fundraiser. You can read 
more about the work of Freedom U. at freedomuniversitygeorgia.com and a little 

more about our upcoming program in the attached letter. 

I am writing to you because I am hoping you are interested in supporting this event 
in some way. You can help by: donating whatever you can from $5 up to support the 

transport, and room and board for Lorgia and the other folks from Freedom U. They 

will drive in to Durham on 3 December and leave early on the morning of the 4th 

because Freedom U. classes are held primarily on Saturdays and Sundays. 

In addition to these costs there will be the additional costs of paying for 
refreshments for the 3 December gathering and the possibility that we will require 
rental of some equipment (for translation, etc.,) however we don’t expect those 

costs to be significant. 

However, I am more interested in raising funds to support their efforts at organizing 

Freedom U. directly. Lorgia and her colleagues are working, in true movement spirit, 
without compensation and their students need books, scholarships, etc.,. For us, this 

is an all too familiar scenario, whether we are talking about Freedom Schools in 
Mississippi, the Highlander Folk School, the National Education Crisis Committee in 

South Africa, The various Centers For Black Education or other free school 
movements that evolved out of struggles to educate our communities. In each case 
we’ve taken up the challenge to defend and provide opportunities for our families, 

friends and comrades regardless of their location. I hope that ethic still remains and 

that you will join me and provide whatever monetary assistance you can. 

Whatever you send beyond what it takes to hold the 3 December program will be 
turned over to Freedom U. to help stabilize their operations and to support their 

ongoing work. As always, if you have questions, please give me a call or just send an 

email - my home # is             ; cell is             ; office - 919-843-2671 

Everyone who donates will be acknowledged as a supporter in program literature - 

and of course, come to the teach-in if you can!! 

A Luta Continua! 

Joseph 



BUDGET ESTIMATES 

Transportation (reimbursement for gas) $ 90 
(Lorgia will be driving from Atlanta w/her husband and 1-year old son) 

Room and Board (3 rooms @ i night each for 7 people) 600 
(Lorgia will bring 2-4 students from Freedom U.) 

Refreshments (for program; approx. 60-100 people) 300 

Child Care (*this may be volunteer, still working on this) 200 

Translation Services (*this may be volunteer/donated, still working on this) 250 

Printing/Reproduction (*may be donated) 300 

Materials for Presentation (*may be donated) 60 

TOTAL (High) $1800 
TOTAL (Low) $ 990 



13 November 2011 

Dear friend; 

As you know anti-immigrant hysteria, racism, and repression have increased to 
dangerous and frightening levels over the past several years. Immigrant 
communities in Arizona, Texas, Alabama and Georgia have been criminalized 
and victimized by new draconian and restrictive laws designed to stigmatize, 
traumatize and marginalize individuals and families regardless of their 
immigration status. The communities that are most vulnerable and victimized 
under these McCarthyite tactics are largely from Mexico and other nations in 
Central America. 

Despite these overwhelming odds these communities and their allies are fighting 
back, even as their families are being attacked, harassed and subjected to 
summary justice at the hands of over-zealous law enforcement agents, backed 
by hastily enacted legislation. 

In Georgia, one casualty of the most recent right-wing push for anti-immigrant 
legislation is access to higher education. Following a concerted and well-financed 
campaign by right-wingers/Tea Party folks young people from immigrant families 
are being excluded from the state’s universities, and 4 and 2-year colleges. 

Freedom University~ founded in 2011~ is a people’s response to these injustices 
(www.freedomuniversity,qeor,qia.or,q). Freedom University is a volunteer-driven 
organization that provides collegeqevel instruction to all academically qualified 
students regardless of their immigration status. Freedom University faculty 
provides their students with college courses equivalent to those taught at the 
state’s most selective universities. 

Founding faculty members Lorgia Garcia~PeSa, Betina Kaplan, Bethany 
Moreton, and Pamela Voekel, believe that all Georgians have an equal right to 
a quality education and that unequal access to higher education contravenes this 
country’s most cherished principles of equality and iustice for all. Although the 
concept of Freedom schools is not new and (the example of the Mississippi 
Freedom schools that emerged in the 1960’s in response to the denial of basic 
education to Black communities there stands out) the Georgia Freedom 
University project certainly provides a new foundation and context for 
understanding how immigrant communities have been able to respond to 
restrictions on access and anti-immigrant legislation. 



We here in the Triangle region, in solidarity with the Freedom University staff and 
its students, will hold a community teach-in and fundraiser on Saturday, 3 
December, from 3- 6:30 pm at 

Lorgia Garcia PeSa of Freedom University, along with a few of her students, 
wil~ come to the Triangle for a teach-in and to talk with us about the school, 
and its efforts to bridge t~he gap in educational opportunity created by the 
Georgia legislature’s unjust and unfair rules on University access. 

During the teach-in Lorgia and her students will talk about the legal and other 
issues that were most important in the Georgia debate on immigrant access to 
education. They will then spend the rest of the teach-in in conversation with the 
audience on the process of organizing and creating Freedom U., the principles 
and mission that provide direction for its work, and the ways communities have 
been involved in supporting this important new peoples initiative. They will go 
over the background of the Freedom University initiative within the wider struggle 
against anti-immigrant legislation and repression. 

Refreshments will be served, and Spanish translation will be provided along with 
childcare. 

You can help with this solidarity effort by (1) signing on as a co- 
sponsor/supporter of the teach-in and by helping to underwrite the expenses 
associated with bringing Lorgia and her students to speak with us. You may sign 
on as an organization or, if you prefer as an individual. Any donation you give will 
be used to pay for hotel, gas reimbursement and food for the Freedom U. folks, 
and for costs associated with translation and refreshments; (2) you can pass the 
word on to your network about this event and help identify folks that should 
attend this event; and (3) volunteer to help with the actual program on 3 
December, or (4) donate and encourage others to donate to directly support the 
Freedom U. project. 

If you have questions, or are willing to sign-on and help with this event, please 
contact any one of the following contact persons of the organizing group: 

Joseph Jordan 
jfjordan@igc.org 

Dani Moore, 
dani@ncjustice.org 

Coordinator, NC Network of Immigrant 
Advocates, North Carolina Justice Center 
(Work) 919-856-2178 (cell) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ JonatJam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~; 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 7:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

FW: COS Funding Alert tbr Dr. Jonathan ttartlyn 

Eunice, gve edited out details, blot this is the type of email regarding funding opportunities which all interested faculty in the dept, could receive based on their 

own keywords~ 

J.:)nathi~n Hartlvn 

The University of NorLh Carol~a at Chape~ 

Sen~or AssocisLe Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PolRica~ Sdence 

205 South gt~lding, 

Chapel Hi~ NC 27599-M00 USA 

EmNI: .~ [~N~.~.~.~ £~.~.~. 
O~ce: 919 962-~:].65 Fax: 9:19 962-2408 

Fm~= fundingale~@cos.com [mailto:fundingale~@cos.com] 
$e~t= Sunday, November $3, 2055 3:05 AN 
To= Ha~lyn, 3onathan 
$ubjeCt~ COS Funding Ale~ for Dr. 3onathan Ha~lyn 

Funding alerts for your 
saved searches 
Results: November 13, 
2011 

A~ Keywords 
4 funding opportunities 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: November 13, 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 7:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Your pre~ntation 

Dear Eunice, 
just returend from my trip, and saw- your message. Alas[ It is too late for you pulToose; tat I hope and trust that evewthing went well.. 
I’ll see you later tomorro~v. 

Sincerely, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, 
and Professor of Law 
Lr>,-C -Chapel Hill 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2011 1:24 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Your presentation 

Dear Mwalimu Senior, 

Greetings. 

As we discussed on Tuesday, kindly send your paper as an attachment via email. ~Ihis will be helpful as I read and make comments because I can returned it quickly via email. 

With best wishes and respect, 

Mwalimu Junior 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~s~adies.org> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 9:38 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA 54th Am~ual Meeting - 50 Years of Atiica~ Liberation 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 





Fort,yard email 

]his email was sent to eunice@email.unc,edu by cailyn :k[nlm!£k~afri£~£#tudies.or~j 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:r~stant [emeval witil Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 

African Studies Association :: Rutgers University :: 54 ]oyce Kilmer Avenue :: Piscataway N.1 08854 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 9:54 PM 

New Message Posted to The University of North C~xolina at Chapel ttill by 

Location: AFRI101.990.FA11 > Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 12 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 12 - Question lbr further reflection 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. Sahle - Lesson 12 - Question for further reflection 
Message Posted On: Sun Nov 13 21:53:43 EST 2011 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, November 13, 2011 10:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Re: tomorrow at 11 ? 

Just left Sylvia at the hotel She says she’d like to have the morning 
off tomorrow, so looks for~vard to seeing you at 12. Thanks so much. 
Barbara 

On 11/13/2011 4:12 PIVl. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 
> Hi my iidend, 
> 
> Thanks. Unfortunately we have a Departmental meeting at 11.00am So no worries 
> 

> Kind regards, 
> Eunice 

> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Suaaday, November 13, 2011 4:04 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: tomorrow at 11 ? 
> 

> Hi there. It occurred to me that if you met Sylvia at the hotel at 11, 
> she ~vould have an entirely free morning ANZ) you would get some time 
> alone with her before everyone else arrives I’m going te put this on 
> her itinerary, and if you can’t do 11, then I’ll just tell her that it’s 
> 12 instead I hoep this works OK ]2~r you. Take care. B 

> Barbara Shaw Anderson 
> Associate Director, African Studies (;enter 
> Lecturer, Department of A[’rican and Afro-American Studies 

> African Studies Center, CB#7582 
> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
> (919) 962-1406 office 
> (919) 843-2102 
> b anderson@unc.edu 
> http:i/africa unc.edu/ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Directer, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Afi-ican Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Helen Poonen < Poonenh@ukzn.ac.za> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 4:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Durban proposal 

Dear Rodney/Eunice, 

Congrats :) 

Warm Regards 

Helen 

> > > "Vargas, Rodney Joaquin" <rvargas@email.unc.edu > 11/11/2011 2:35 PM > > > 

Good morning Comrade, 

Congratulations[[[ 

I am pleased to let you know that the UNC Study Abroad Advisory Board approved yesterday our study abroad program in Durban, South Africa for summer 

2012 and partnered with UKZN. We will now move to the recruiting students for this program phase. Just wanted you to know the good news quickly. 

All the best, 
Rodney 

Please find our El’nail Disclaimer here >: !!Lt_p_:!_/k~_~_u_J_<__Z_L~LC_&’_a_Z_d_j__s__c_[_a_j_r_L~__e_[ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rdssurvey@unc.edu on behalf of 

Dr. Barbaxa Entwisle <rdssurvey@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research needs your input on research data stewardship 

Dear Colleague: 

The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Dr. Bruce Carney; UNC-CH Provost, request your assistance. About a week ago, we sent you an invitation to 

participate in a survey that will help the Research Data Stewardship Task Force form policy recommendations regarding the management of research data at Carolina. 

As of this writing, we have not received your responses. 

We hope you will "take time today to complete this ve~ importmat survey. We know you are busy, so we have designed the survey to "take only about 15 minutes of 

your time. More information about the survey is available on the introduction screen at "the link below. 

Follow this link to the Smwey: 

Take the Survey 

If you have any questions or coucerns, please contact the chair of the Task Force, Dr. Gary Maxchionini. at march,@jls.unc.edu or 919-966-3611. If you have 
questions about your rights as a research paxticipant, you may contact the UNC Institutional Review Board at IRB Subjects~unc.edu and mention study m~mber 11- 

1967. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Entwisle, PhD 
Vice Chancellor tbr Research 

Kenan Distinguished Prot~ssor 

University of North Caacolina at Chapel 

312 South Building 

Campus Box 4000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4000 

If you have problems with the survey link above, please copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 

https:i/uncodum.quaJtrics.comiWRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q~SS 1FzmOymZAtCk2dm 3DgXszjpSPseBly& 1 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:18 AM 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C 

<wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

new dept. website prototype 

Dem Cun-iculum Committee, 
Here is the link to the prototype for the new dept. website: https://plonedev.unc.edu:sg4e-afam. Please look it over and suggest any chmages you tl~ink need to be 

made. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

Professor of At?o-American Studies 

Depaxtment of Ai’rican and At~o-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Unive~si~ ofNort21 C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W. Logm~ and the Dilemma of the ~4Xi~ican-Americm~ Intellectual: 
http :li~,w.umas s. edu/umpre ssispr 97,,janken.html 
Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
_h__t_!~_j!__u_!!_c_p__r__e_~ ~:__u_!F_:~t___u_(__b__o__~_?~ ~_/jL-_~__0_}~:!~ ~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Decision 

Dear Eunice, 

Congratulations on your decision, and thanks for letting me know! 
I kno~v it took courage to make this decision, but this courage ~vill also 
help you to master the task. You will have a lot of support, and your 
leadership can do a lot of good 
I shall remain happy to talk to you an?’ time 

With best wishes, 

On 11/13/2011 7:08 PM, Sahle, Euaaice N wrote: 
> Dear Evelyne, 
> 

> The last little while has been quite intense as I reflected on the matter at hand. In an?’ event, after careful deliberation I have decided to yes. 
> 

> I wanted to let you kno~v before I signed on I thank you vel5’ much for your wise counsel and I hope that I can discuss matters that emerge as I move along on this new- path; one that I 
did not ask for or want. 
> 

> With thanks and best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Bnx 3265 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

RE: Reminder and update Todw’s lm~ch at Carolina is now at 12.10pm 

Thanks Eunice! 

I’ll see you all t2aere! I am looking folaval-d to it 

Take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
Universit?’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 8:14 AM 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
Sutziect: Reminder and update Today’s lunch at Carolina is now at 12.10pm 

Hi Tanya, 

Looking fopa, ard to seeing you at the Carolina Inn. 

Please note that because of a meeting this morning, the lunch will commence at 12.10pm. If you get there before me, the reser~ation is under my name 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Shields, Tawa L 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 8:42 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Africun feminist at UNC 

will do. and i’ll post it for my classes as well. 

’]Tanya L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 24, 2011 7:27 A5¢I 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
Subject: African feminist at UNC 

Dear Tanya, 

Greetings. 

I would be grateful if you circulated the information below to folks in women studies when you have a chance. 

Cheers and thanks, 
Eunice 

Dr. Sylvia Tamale 
Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 
Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 Pivl. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorium, L~NC-CH 
Dr Sylvia Tamale is a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere Universit?’ in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makerere University, a Masters from 
Har~ard Law School and a PhD in Sociology and Feminist Studies from the University of Milmesota. Dr Tamale fom~ded and serapes as coordinator of the Law-, Gender & Sexualit?’ Research 
Project, and ~vas also instrumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere Universit?~ During her visit to UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new 
book African Sexualities: A Reader, which examines African sexualities and investigates the intersections between sex, power, masculinities, and femininities. This event is being held in 
collaboration with Pambazuka Press. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Evelyne Huber <ehut~er@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Re: Today 

Thanks, Eunice, for letting me know. I hope we shall be done by then. 
See you later, 
Evelyne 

On 11/14/2011 5:39 Ai’v~ Sable, R,amce N wrote: 

Dear Evelyne, 

ust a quite note to let you kno~v that because of a meeting at 12.00pm with a professor ficom Uganda who visiting Ls’NC this ~veek I will leave our departmental meeting at about 11.55am. 

I am son%’ that I will not be there for the full houa- 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
l.lniversity of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3~55 

phone: 919-;o62-3041 

~x: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:56 AM 

List for Afi-ican Studies events <asc events@listserv.unc.edu> 

[aseevents] Sylvia Tmnale, Contextualizing ttomophobia in Africa, Nov. 15 

Please join us tbr fills upcoming event: 

~.~.~ syl~i~ 
Sylvia Tamale 

¯ amal~ Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Mandela Auditorimn, UNC-CIIDr. Sylvia Ta3nale is a Ugandan t~minis~t lawyer and former Dean of 

Law at Makerere University in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Law from Makerere University, a Masters fi~om Harvard Law School aM 

a PhD in Sociology and Feminist Studies from the University of Minne~ta. Dr. Tamale founded and serves as coordinator of the Law, Gender & 

Sexuali~ Research Project, and was al~ instrumental in introdncing the Policy on Sexual ttarassment at MaJ~erere University. Du6ng her visit m 

UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her groundbreaking new bookAfrican Sexualities: A Reader; which examines Afi’ican sexualities and 

investigates the intersections between sex, power, tnasculinities, and femininities. This event is being held in collaboration with Pamba.zuka Press. Free. Please Contact: 

A~nelia DeFosset da~elia~e~nafil.unc.edu for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 9:28 AM 

New Message Posted to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill by 

Location: AFRI101.990.FA11 > Forums > AFRI 101 Discussion Forums > Lesson 12 > Dr. Sahle - Lesson 12 - Question lbr further reflection 

Author: 
Message Title: Re: Dr. S~hle - Lesson 12 - Question for further reflection 
Message Posted On: Mon Nov 14 09:28:16 EST 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 14, 2011 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

award mm~ing childreffs bx~ok on Wa~gari Maathai 

Dear Eunice: 
On Friday at the Library of Congress, the ASA Outreach Council will be 
having the a~vard ceremony for the Children’s Africana Book Award 
(CABA). This year the recipient is Seeds of Change, a children’s 
picture book that explores the work of Wangari Maathai from a critical 
perspective I thought you might like to be aware of the book. 
http://iencullerton~ohnson.com/seeds-of-changei 
Take care. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, Ai?ican Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-.~vnerican Studies 
AIicican Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Uni,~erslty of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc edu 
http://ariel ca.unc.edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michal Offterweil <os~tervvei@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 14, 2011 10:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

today 

Hi Eumce 
I have tc 

best, 111 
Michal Osterweil, PhD 
Global Studies 
osterwei@email.uaac, edu 

unexpectedly--they’re sliding me in, so I might be a little late to lunch! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 10:37 AM 

Janken, Kennefl~ R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<e~mice@email.unc.edw~ 

Prig: new dept. website protoFpe 

Dear Kenneth, 

l see a handful of minor errors that should be addressed by the webmaster: 

1, C)n the navigation/metro list of faculty ]]~q]es on the left-hand skte after you clh::k "people," D~w~d Pier’s name is spelled incorrectly, 

2. Reg ~s l~sted as the Undergraduate Studies D~rector under the Afro-Amerk:an Studk~s major sectk)n, 

3. For the African Studies ma]oc students are d~rected to consult w~th an "African Studies advisor for questions about course selections, ~ would assume that 

they should consult w~th e~ther the Student Services Manager or the Undergraduate Studies Director. 

4. One suggestion: under the "contact us" headhsg~ ~ think we should ~ndude information for the Undergraduate Studies Director (and probaNy the Associate 

Chak once one ~s appoh~ted). Other department webs~tes ~ looked at ~ndude th~s contact infom~at~on a~ong w~th the Dept~ Chair and Dept. staffi 

5. None o~ the emaH hyperlmks work on the "people" page; conversely, they do work on the "contact us" page, 

(5, go[:h Julius (.:~]~ the "people" page) and Evelyn {on the "contact us" page) are listed as having the same phone number. 

7, Ksrla S~ocum’s title ~s Hated as "sssisLaRt professor" on her faculty profile page, 

8. Tim McMH~an’s t~tle ~s Hated as "adjunct assistant professor" on h~s [:acuity profile page, Lhough I note thsL %en~or lecturer" is his designation ~n h~s emaH 

signatures. 

9. Robert Porter’s faculty profile has no tith~ I~sted, H~s profile also has a non-UNC ema~l address assodated wRh ~:, 

10. Arid, finMly, Kenneth,. Your profile does not include your designatkm as D~rector of Undergraduate Studk~s a]?d you are stH~ listed as Director of the Office 

of Experiential Education, 

~’m sure there are other corrections, buL these are the ~T~ost obvious ones ~ spotLed. 

Best, 

Wa~ter 

~Y) B,~ttk~ H, dl 

Cb~:,<~l I[, l], NC 975)99 -33~5 

F~m: ]anken, Kenneth R 
Senti Monday, November 14, 20~1 8:18 AN 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; SaNe, Eunice N; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: new dept. website proto~pe 

Dear Cumctflum Commi~ee, 

Here is the link to the prototype Br the new dept. website: https://p]onedev.unc.edcs%,le- al~m. P]e&se look it over and suggest any changes you tl~nk need lo be 

mflde. 

Kenneth 

Kem~eth R. Jm~ken 
Professor of Afro-AInericm~ Studies 
Depastment of African and Afro-America~ Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~ of No(th Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

Ra34"ord W. Logma mad the Dilemma of the African-America~ Intellectual: 

_h_t_t_p_;_/_/_~:~__~_:_~_~_!_a__s_~:__e_O__u__’!_L_m_l?L%~_/_~ p__r___2 7_/j k~ ~:~! 
Walter White. Mr. NAACP: 

hltp:iiuucpress~ unc~eduibooLs/T- 8059J~tml 



Froln ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 14, 2011 10:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Letter received 

Eunice, Many thanks, I’II see you soon at the dept. meeting. Best, Jonathan 

Jor~athan Hartlgn 

?’he Universit,/o!: NorLh Carolina at Ch;~pe~ Hill 

Semor A~so<:is~:e Dear [or 5ocia~ Sdences snd 

G~oha~ Progra~s, College of Arts a~d Sciences 

Ke~eth J. Reckford Professor of Pol~tica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB B~O0 

Chapel H~i[ NC 27599-31.00 USA 

~ma~k hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 9~9 962--~65 Fax: 9~9 962-.2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas Sotelo, Ph.D. <miguel.rojassotelo@duke.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 11:21 AM 

Mon: "Tropa de Elite"; 

*Please distribute widely* 

The 11 
and 

C Latin American Film Festival 
Screen/Society presents... 

Nonday Novembe~ 14th~ 7pro: 
Trop# de Eli~e (The Eli~e Squad) 

== Download PDF Flyer I More Info >> == 



http://l~tinfllm/estiwln~.~om 

http://ami.duke.edu/scree~society 

All Screen/Society events are coordinated and co-sponsored 
by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 1:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20111114132226041.pdf 

Scans from the green book! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scanner,%ur~c.edul 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 1:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.14.2011 13:22:25 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



14 Introduction to Part 

the tensions inherent between colonial aftermath and postcolonial nationalisms 
as these are reflected in leaders’ grappling with AIDS and its implications for a 

post-indeper~dence unity. 
Equally important to colonial antecedents is how Africans and the international 

community responded in the early days of AIDS. Much early response focused on 
finding the origins of the virus within Africa, an endeavor that proved controver- 
sial around what an answer about origins of HIV would tell us about the disease 
and its distribution. For some, knowing the origins would tell us more about the 
virus and its evolution over time; for others, origins would do little in the way of 
scientific elucidation but much more in the way of creating discourses of blame. 
In this case, such discourses were especially damaging because.they imbricated 
with existing neocolonial perceptions of Africa as the cradle ofdisease, famine, 
and other disasters of apocalyptic magnitude (Chirimuuta and Chirimuuta 1989; 

Helen Epstein 1999). According to Chirimuuta and Chirimuuta (1989), origins 
investigations targeting Africa resulted in strained geopolitical relations, diminu- 
tions in interr~ational aid to African countries, and damage to regional tourist 

industries. Though still inconclusive, the most recent evidence from genetic 
"fingerprinting" still suggests central Africa as the original birthplace of HIV, 
where it began as Simian Immunodeficiency Virus in chimpanzees and eventu- 
ally spread to humans. Questions remain about how and when this leap from 

simian to human retrovirus occurred (cf. Hooper 1999; Epstein 1999). 
Another t~enchant question, as Schoepf points out, is why it took so long for the 

international community to respond to the growing epidemic, and why biomed- 
ical knowledge was privileged among the interpretations eventually circulating. 
Recognizing the interactions of discursive representations and material practices, 
Schoepf decries biomedical research that focused on prostitutes as "’reservoirs of 
infection" for the misguided policies it has informed and the damaging misun- 

derstandings it has generated of the epidemic. Simultaneous with growing bio- 
medical interest in and predominance over behavioral models of HIV 

transmission in Africa in the 1980s was the initiation of structural adjustment 
programs by the World Bank and the International Monetary Ftmd. Designed to 

boost economies by diverting resources into export industries and curtailing 
domestic spending, these programs were implemented across sub-Saharan Africa 
with the result, argues Schoepf, of not only exacerbating poverty in almost every 
instance, but consequently of catapulting thousands of individuals into 

heightened vulr~erability (see also Lurie et al. this volume). Only by understand- 
ing these separate but related spheres of influence in the early years of AIDS in 

Africa can we comprehend the pattern of epidemic today. 

NOTE 

1. Examples include Turshen 1999b, 1984; Feierrnan and Janzen 1992; Ernst and Harris 1999; 

Vaughan 1991. 

Chapter ! 

AIDS, History, and Struggles over 
Meaning 

Brooke Grundfest Schoepf ¯ i’ 

introduction 

Disease epidemics are social processes. The 
spread of infection is propelled by. history, 
political economy, and culture. Beset by 
grinding poverty, AIDS, drought, rampant 
malnutrition, genocide, and war, the world’s 
poorest continent has suffered a quarter cen- 
tury of profound, multiplex crisis. Structural 
violence is a term used to encompass the con- 
catenation of adverse social, economic, and 
political conditions in- which the world’s poor 

live out their lives. The destructive impact of 
ongoing economic crisis on the health of poor 
communities takes forms less dramatic than 

violent conflict,, yet which may be just as dev- 
astating. Structural and social violence has 

contributed decisively to the dissemination of 
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) on 

the African continent. As economic crisis 
spread across the continent in the late 1970s, 
the HW virus silently spread as well. Seem- 
ingly m’~related, the two phenomena are in fact 
intimately entwined. The effects of poverty 
accelerated the spread of the virus in the 
1980s. By the 1990s the ravages of AIDS in 
turn plunged afflicted regions deeper into eco- 

nomic crisis. 

Internationally, as in the United States, AIDS 
is "an epidemic of signification." Many re- 
sponses have been moralizing and stigmatiz- 
ing. ]h-fitially recognized among elites in many 
countries, HIV rapidly spread along "the fault- 
lines of society" to the poor and disint~erited. 

Response to AIDS is political everywhere, in 
Africa no less than in the West. Knowledge is 

socially situated, built on previous know- 
ledges with the power to de~e how we 
know, and to determine what facts shall be 
considered "’real." Public health action takes 
place on a terrain of contested meanings and 
unequal power, where different forms of 
knowledge struggle for control. In the case of 
AIDS in Africa, the defining power lay in the 

international biomedical arena, but these def- 
initions met with enduring disease representa- 
tions mid practices, especially with respect to 

contagion and "disordered" sexuality in af- 
flicted societies. The contradictions between 

situational need and societal response have 

been particularly sharp. This can be explained, 
at least in part, by discourses surrounding 
the appearance and spread of the new virus. 

AIDS brings forth representations that support 

and reproduce already constituted gender, 
color, class, and national hierarchies. Societal 
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responses to AIDS, including disease control 

policies, are propelled by cultural politics 
forged in the history of relations between 
Africa and the West. 

My understanding of the cultural politics 

of AIDS comes from participation in the 
struggle to discover and reshape meanings 

of AIDS in Africa and the West. In 1985 I 
joined with colleagues to form the transdiscip- 
linary CONNAISSIDA Project in what was then 

Zaire (now Democratic Republic of Congo, 
or DRC).l Formed from the French words 
connaisance (knowledge) and Sida (AIDS), 
CONNAISSIDA means "ka~owledge of AIDS." 

We investigated popular representations of and 
responses to AIDS, and compared these with 
what was known in the biomedical research 
community. Grounded in medical and eco- 

nomic anthropology, the project incorporated 
understandings from several other fields, in- 

cluding social psychology, public health, and 
development studies: 

From February 1985 through June 1990, 
CONNAISSIDA conducted more than 1,800 

open-ended interviews, mainly in Kinshasa 
and Luburnbashi, but also in the smaller 
cities of Matadi and Kikwit. Interviews with 
many individuals and groups were repeated 
over time, and supplemented by participanb 
observation in several popular neighborhoods 
and elite networks, and collection of life- 
hLstory narratives.2 For the most ’part, re- 

searchers lived as accepted members of the 
communities where they worked. Topics 

ranged widely, as people variously situated 
socially were asked what they knew about 

AIDS, what problems they saw in ensuring 
their own protection and that of persons close 
to them, and, given their understanding of 
their culture, how obstacles might be over- 
come. Results were used to design conzrnu- 

nity-based education using participatory 
empowerment methods b~sed on group dy- 
namics (Schoepf, Walu, Rukarangira et al. 
1991; Schoepf 1993).3 The action-research gen- 

erated local attempts at social change, some of 
which were successful, and led to new under- 

standings of the dynamics of social structure, 
agency, and negotiated couple relations.4" s 

This research is related to current theoretical 

and methodological advances in anthropol- 
ogy. It is especially attuned to listening to 

h~owledge "from below" and to viewing cul- 

ture through the lens of gender relations. 
Linking macro-level political economy 
to micro-level ethnography, case studies illu- 
minate women’s risk. They show how racism, 

poverty, inequality, and gendered discourses 
about AIDS hamper prevention (Schoepf, 
Rukarangira et al. 1988a, b; Schoepf 1988, 

1992a). Many findings have been replicated 
by research undertaken elsewhere in sub- 
Saharan Africa. 

An Historical Note 

The cultural potitics of AIDS are now well 
understood; their effects were to increase the 

velocity of the pandemic, rather than to slow 

it. At ~he outset, epidemiologists in government 
agencies designated entire populations as "risk 
groups," obscuring differences among people 
assigned to the categories. A focus on risk 
groups implies that everyone not included 
within the bo~mdaries of stigma is not at risk. 

Common in public health discourse, such con- 
structions are part of a "hegemonic process’" 

that helps dominant groups to maintain, re- 
inforce, reconstruct, and obscure the workings 

of the established social order. 
In the 1980s Western epidemiologists and 

health plaxmers in the development agencies 
greatly underestimated the potential magni- 

tude of HIV/AIDS in Africa. The risk group 
paradigm fostered belief in AIDS as an urban 

disease, in both biomedical and popular 
circles. High risk was believed to be limited 

to bounded groups of "core transmitters." 
These included sex workers and their clients, 
the military, and long-distance truckers, all of 

whom were recognized as having multiple sex 
partners. A corollary was that rural areas, with 
"traditional" sexual morality and practices, 

would be spared. Since Africa’s populations 
were maLnty rural, they reasoned, the impact 
of AIDS would be lJ_rnited. Critical social scien- 

tists argued against this view, which we 
call fire "’merrie Africa" paradigm. Charles 
Hunt, a sociologist, Randall Packard and 
Leroy Vail, historians, pointed to linkages be- 
tween AIDS and a century of extensive male 

labor migration in central and southern Africa 
that brought about the transformation of 
family relations. 
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Conditions were somewhat different in 
Kinshasa and other cities of Zaire, where sex 
ratios were virtually equal. Our previous re- 
search had indicated the importance of gender 
in the context of deepening poverty. We noted 
the pertinence of cosmology related to con- 
structions of sexuality, reproduction, and 
health discovered in previous research. Given 

the powerful socio-economic and cultural 
forces driving the epidemic, we argued that 
information and education (IEC) campaigns 

could increase knowledge, but would not suf- 
fice to reduce the spread of HIV. We feared 
that withou~ broad social mobilization a het- 
erosexual epidemic of long-delayed ma~Lfest- 
ation would attain catastrophic proportions. 
We identified groups in civil society that we 

proposed to involve in determining the 
changes necessary to stop HIV infection that 
could promote changes in social relations 
among their members. We submitted project. 

proposals to the Zaire government, official 
agencies, and foundations in 1986 and 1987. 

Dismissing concerns about a potentially 
catastrophic pandemic, officials in control of 
American AIDS funds proposed to control 

AIDS by targeting prevention efforts to those 
identified as "core transmitters." The rationale 
was that as these were the people who would 
transmit HW to more than one other person, 

such targeting would be cost-effective. In con- 
trast, they reasoned, i~ffected women in 

long-term relationships would only risk trans- 
mission to one other person: their next infant.6 

The epidemiological model was largely driven 
by unwillingness to commit funds to a wider 
effort. One recent report states blandly that the 
wives of men with AIDS are likely to become 
hffected. 

Prevention was essentially viewed as a tech- 
nocratic problem of behavior change based on 
access to information and condoms. STD treat- 
ment was later added on a pilot basis. Only 

rarely were free diagnosis and antibiotics 
made widely available, most often to sex 
workers. Where they were, incidence of new 
infection was significantly reduced in the popu- 

lations served. A few research projects have 
included counseling of "discordant couples" 

in which only one partner was I~IW positive. 
Their labor-intensive efforts were most success- 

ful in promoting consistent condom use when 

the infected partner was female. None of these 
employed the participatory action-research 
methodology or other devices that CONNAIS- 
SIDA found so useful. Most prevention efforts 

to date have been limited in scope, and merely 
paid lip-service to the economic and cultural 
constraints that prevent many Africans from 

protec~g themselves and their children from 
AIDS. 

Ignoring declining health services, gender 
inequality, and mounting poverty, planners 
funded ."KAP" surveys of AIDS knowledge, 

attitudes, and sexual Practicesaround the 
world. They acted ~s th0u~I~.~:~ncreased infor- 

mation would be suffiCient:t~0~.~:hange com- 
plexly determined .actions:m, id as though 
individuals could exercise control over the 
social and cultural constraints to prevention. 

They focused on individuals in special "’risk 
groups" and their "’high risk behaviors," 
rather than on processes of economic em- 

powerment and sociocultural change. The 
result of this blindness, as noted above, is 
what ~s now recognized: the effects of AIDS 

in A~ica are already in some countries, and 
will be in still others, nothing short of cata- 
strophic. 

The question addressed here is: why did it 
take so long for the potential of the AIDS pan- 
demic to be recognized in the international 
community? Or to put it another way: by 

what processes was the scientific imagination 
stifled? My questions are related to a question 
posed recently by Professor Domes Haraway, 
who asked: "What does it take for facts to be 
recognized as "real’?’’7 The answer, of coUrse, 

is that the facts must be put about by those 
who are socially authorized to do so. In the 

domain of epidemic disease, these persons 
are epidemiologists and specialists in public 
health, not social scientists, and above all, not 
ethnographers who use qualitative methods to 

examine culture: social relations, meanings, 
and their contexts. 

But this short answer is misleading. From 

the early 1990s, critical anthropologists and 
other social scientists were joined by phys- 
icians, epidemiologists, and health planners 
in describing social forces propelling the HIV 
epidemic in Africa. These physicians, how- 
ever, were not those conducting biomedical 
research in big labs with multimillion-dollar 
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government and foundation grants. That, too, 

is part of Haraway’s answer. Only members of 
the research "establishment" are socially au- 

thorized to produce knowledge. The critical 
physicians were public health specialists of a 
particular kind, dedicated to social medicine 
and community health. They sought to read 

social patterns from seroprevalence numbers, 
rather than simply seeing individual "risk 
factors." They also sought to dispel the racist 
assumptions and the moralizing that accom- 
panied constructions of "African sexuality." 

Full responsibility for moralizing discourses 
and resulting social demobilization cannot be 
laid solely at the feet of biomedical policy- 
makers, for the discourses and policy are em- 
bedded in the public culture of late.20th-century 
Western societies and exported to Africa. The 
currently dominant biomedical model incorp- 
orates capitalist economic assumptions about 
health resulting from individually chosen life- 
styles. It leaves little scope for understanding 

how behaviors are related to social conditions, 
or how communities shape the lives of their 

members. The officially situated epidemiolo- 
gists’ focus on individual sexual behavior, 
their claim to exclusive, value-neutral objectiv- 
ity, and reliance on surveys as the sole method 

of "’science" are very much their responsibility, 
however. The late Dr. Jonathan Mann, architect 

of the World Health Organization’s Special 
(later Global) Program on AIDS, was self- 
critical when he wrote: 

The focus on individual risk reduction was 

simply too narrow, for it was unable to deal con- 

eretely with the lived social realities.., applying 

c|assical epidemiological methods to HW/AIDS 

ensures - pre-determines - that "ri~k" wi|l be 

defined in terms of individual determinants and 

individual behavior... (Mann 1996:3) 

The epistemotogical failure was political rather 
than disciplinary, however. Critical traditions 

in epidemiology and social medicine long 
have "situated the primary origins of epidemic 
diseases in economic misery," beginning in the 
mid-19th century with Rudolph Virchow 

(Dubos 1965:394): 

the history of epidemic diseases must form part 

of the cultural history of mankind. Epidemics 
correspond to large signs of wan-ring which tell 

the true statesman that a disturbance has oc- 

curred in the development of his people which 
even a policy of unconcern can no longer over- 
look (Virchow 1848, cited by Dubos 1965:393). 

Virchow developed a concept of health as what 

economists today would call a "public good," a 
public rather than an individual responsibility. 
He maintained that gover~m~ents have a re- 
sponsibility to preserve the public’s health, 
and conversely, that medicine must intervene 

in social and political affairs to prevent epidem- 
ics. It took another century for health .to be 
considered a human right, enshrined in UN 
convention, although honored more by rhet- 

orical flourishes than by actual resource alloca- 
tion. By the 1980s, this concept was no longer 

part of mainstream discourse. Privatization 
became the watchword in the West, as.in struc- 
tural adjustment programs (SAPs) mandated ’ 

in the south. Struggles over meaning were 
international and interdisciplinary, as African 
and Western researchers contested the narrow 
paradigm and its implications. They were 
ignored. 

CONNAISSIDA’s research, with its 

examples of empowering community-based 
prevention based on cultural understandings~ 
failed to gain credence in official circles. Per- 
haps the international community had decided 

that Africans (or African men) were too cul- 
ture-bound and too driven by sex to change. 

Obviously, Western dictates could not make 

the changes happen. But African intellectuals 
with deep roots in popular culture could use 
forms of "consciousness-raising" to work out 

with others ways to reduce risks. For some 
effects of the dominant paradigm, see my crit- 
ical assessment in Annual Review of Anthropol- 
ogy (Schoepf 2001). 

Mann (who was provided with pre-publica- 
tion copies of CONNAISSIDA’s results in 
February 1988) noted two reasons for limiting 

the focus to individual risk behaviors. One was 

medical dominance: "... a desire by public 
health workers to ’own’ the problem .... by 

keeping the discourse at a medical and public 
health level .... "Another was to avoid".., the 
inevitable accusation that public health is 
’meddling’ in societal issues which ’go far 

beyond’ its scope and competence and inevit- 

ably puts [researchers]... potentially ’at odds’ 
with governmental and other sources of power 
in the society" (Mann 1996:6). 
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In other words, marginalization of the critical 
social sciences, including social medicine and 

public health, was a consciously chosen strat- 

egy, deliberately maintained. Ethnographic 
research on the political and economic inequal- 
ities that drive the pandemic was kept from 
the tables de partage where AIDS funds were 
apportioned,s Reid (1992) charged that the 

physicians who crafted international AIDS 
policy lacked "’epistemic responsibility" in 
their neglect of gender inequality. Mann con- 
curred that sexism in the GPA caused them 
to overlook risk to women.9 Upon leaving 
World Health Organization (WHO) to found 
an independently funded institute, Mam~ 
became a leading proponent of health and 
human rights. 

Discourses of Stigma and Racism 

In the U.S. and Western Europe, the focus on. 

"risk groups" reverberated in discourse about 

risk and responsibility. Once placed in a risk 
category, individuals are separated from other 
sources of identity, henceforward stigmatized 
and degraded by definition~ Creation of alter- 

ity, or "’otherness," allows those in power to 
dehumanize, to scapegoat, to blame, and thus 
to avoid responsibility for sufferers. Accused 

witches, lepers, and other people who are 
assigned the status of "dangerous others" in 
various times and places are believed to be 
morally contagious and often sexually pollut- 

ing. The results are broadly similar: such 
people may be consigned to limbo and to 
social or corporeal death. The struggles of 
people with HIV and AIDS to resist this 

"othering" process were charted from the be~ 
ginning of ethnographic research on AIDS. 

Homosexual men, Haitians, and Africans 
were placed on the "’other" side of the social 
fault-line and stigmatized as "promiscuous" 
a notion so imprecise and value-laden that it 

cannot be used scientifically. Stigma rapidly 

led to discrimination, in what Farmer (1992b) 
calls a "geography of blame." Haitians were 
denied housing, dismissed from jobs, and re- 
quired to m~dergo tests to enter the United 
States. In Europe, Africans were targeted. In 
Russia, several African students were killed by 

mobs; others interrupted their studies and fled 
home (Osman Kabia, personal conm~unica- 

tion, May.2000). In Britain, African sex workers 

were hounded from their homes and denied 
service in local shops (Sabatier 1996). 

With respect to Africa, some early writers, 

novices to African Studies, produced rapid as- 
sessments and cobbled-together surveys. The 
worst literature searches tore bits of erotica 
from context. Sweeping statements were made 
abO~t ~ special "African sexuality," based on 

"traditional" (i.e., unchanging) marriage pat- 

terns tliat were different from those of Europe 
and Asia. Culture was designated as tt~e culprit 
of HIV spread. But while culture was the con- 
eept most bandied, abOu~; ~6~i~’],scientists spe- 
cialized in the study of. cultur6were left out of 
the loop. African and Afri~a~t anthropolo- 

gists were ignored by biomedical researchers 

and by major funding agencies. This, too, was 

a political stm~ce. Blaming cultural differences 
for situations clearly linked to economic and 
political inequality supports the status quo. 
Social scientists of my generation will recall 
the 1960s struggle against the "culture of pov- 

erty’" notion that became a substitute for under- 
standing the socio-economic and psychological 
effects of racism and poverty on families in the 
inner cities of the U.S. and elsewhere in North 

America. As a result, the victims were blamed 
for causing their woes. 

When anthropologists were taken on board in 

AIDS research, they were not full partners in 

the setting of the research agenda. Most were 
asked to conduct KAP surveys. Frankenberg 
(1995) describes the travails of anthropologists 
struggling with the categories imposed by 
epidemiologists in interdisciplinary teams: An- 
thropologists were "... token members on re- 

search projects [directed] by scientists who 
regarded "culture’ as an obstacle" (Obbo 
1999:69). Some, like myself, worked on small 
grants without salaries in order to maintain 

their independence. 
Critics disputed the premises and methods 

of authors who misapplied genetics and ethol- 
ogy (studies of animal behavior) to human 

populations. They challenged racist represen- 
tations surrounding heterosexual transmission 

of HW. They showed how elements of raciolo- 
gie used to justify slavery and colonial domin- 
ation were adapted in AIDS discourse. They 
contested notions of culture as fixed and 

immutable, posing insurmountable barriers to 
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protection from HIV. These critics included 
anthropologists, historians, biologists, and 

physicians. 
Emphasis on the supposed uniqueness of het- 

erosexual transmission in Africa, published in 
scientific journals and sensationalized in the 

mass media, supported the contention of some 
critics that AIDS was being blown out of propor- 
tion by Western governments. Many criticized 
the statements about promiscuity, redolent of 
colonial discourse. Some researchers argued 

that the sexual transmission paradigm had 
closed off the search for organic co-factors that 
made weakened bodies unable to fend off HIV 
infection. Others viewed concern with AIDS 

and sex in Africa as a diversionary ploy by con- 
servative Western politicians strongly influ- 

enced by the moralizing of the Christian right, 
who sought to justify drastically reduced assist- 
ance to Africa in the 1980s. The moralizing res- 
onated within African churches, where 

clergymen proclaimed AIDS to be "the wages 
of sin" and assured women that they would be 
in no danger if they remained faithful to theLr 
husbands. Many African leaders and intellec- 

tuals ~lso adopted moralist discourses, and re- 
fused to countenance the wide distribution of 

condom publicity and supplies. Not unexpect- 

edly, stigma aroused defensive reactions among 
African officials, intellectuals, and journalists, 

not only making it difficult to conduct culturally 
sensitive, in-depth, qualitative research on con- 
temporary sexuality. In the early years, one 

could be called to task for supplying condoms 
to adults who requested them on the grounds 
that "condoms promote immorality" (field 
notes, Kinshasa, November 1987; Kampala, 
February 1992). 

In Africa, the dominance of bio-power was 

limitedby competing representations in several 
arenas. The example of Zaire is instructive. 
AIDS was first diagnosed among Zairians in 

Europe in 1983, and international biomedical 
research of Projet SIDA began in Kinshasa in 

1984. Still, AIDS remained a politically tabooed 
subject. Public discussion was muted and little 

information appeared in national news media. 
Prodded by international donors, however, the 

government campaign began in 1987. As health 
officials, mass media, and voltmtary organiza- 

tions cautiously began to provide information, 
people started talking more about AIDS. Ideas 

regarding transmission and prevention, dis- 
ease origins and etiology varied widely and 
changed over time. Urban elites, who had 

access to television, international publications, 
and friends in the health professions, were most 
informed. On the other hand, most people’s 
knowledge was sketchy, and misinformation 

common. For example, the media told of insect 
transmission and, despite later disclaimers, 

people continued to cite it. On the other hand, 
few were aware of the risk of mother - infant 
transmission.           ..~, 

Popular co~structions of AIDS changed over 

time. At first, people denied that AIDS was 
"’real." Since some rich and powerful men 
widely reputed for their sexual exploits appar- 
ently were unaffected, people said that AIDS 
could not be too serious in Kinshasa. Several 
jokes spread on radio trottoir, the "sidewalk 

radio" that carries popular culture in Africa’s 
cities, reinforced this denial. Beginning with 
university students in Kinshasa in 1985, then 

spreadIng elsewhere, the acronym for AIDS 

was given a humorous ~neaning. AIDS (SIDA, 
in French) was dubbed a Syndrome Imaginaire 

pour Ddcourager les Amoureux, "an imaginary 
syndrome to discourage lovers." People were 
aware that mm~y Westerners stigmatized Afri- 

cans for "having [what Westerners, poor be- 
nighted things, considered] too much sex, 
and too many children." Belittled by this 

clever phrase, the potential danger of the epi- 
demic could be denied, and its implications 
avoided. This disn~issive political construction 

was elaborated and spread along the radio trot- 
toir in numerous other countries across 
Africa. 

Skepticism also was related to unfamiliarity 

with people with AIDS (PWAs). Women and 
youth, especially, suspected that churches and 
government officials sought to control their 
sexuality. When AIDS was recognized as real, 
it was declared to have come from "else- 
where." Not only in Africa, but elsewhere in. 

the Third World, American military men, busi- 
nessmen, and sex tourists were made into 
plausible sources; deliberate biological warfare 

seemed a possibility to many during the cold 
war; a laboratory accident or a result of vaccine 

testing, all had their supporters. There were 
also fantasmic scenarios, some drawn from the 
wells of history. For example, Euro-American 
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suggestions of monkey’s blood, used in love 
magic or voodoo rites, were matched in Africa 

by attribution of AIDS’ origin to European men 
who paid African women to have sex with dogs 

(or chimpanzees, or horses). The latter built on 
an old construction of STD origins found across 
the continent and recirculated in relation to 
AIDS. 

While sophisticates could joke about Euro- 

peans" notions, the emphasis in public health 
advice and in Western mass media on promis- 
cuity and on sex with prostitutes reinforced the 

perception that Westerners continued to stig- 
matize Africans’ sexuality as "excessive," "dis- 
eased," and "dirty." Depiction of prostitutes as 
"a reservoir of infection" fueled local construc- 
tions of AIDS as "a disease of women," or of the 

"’lower orders," from whom the "morally 
pure’" required protection.~° Advice to "avoid 

prostitutes" was heard, but just who is a prosti- 
tute? Some working-class men believed them-. 
selves to be free of risk even while they engaged 

in risky behavior. For example, two garage 
mechanics in their twenties said that AIDS is 

not a danger for them, because: "We are too 
poor to travel to all those foreign places. 

Anyway, our girlfriends are young and healthy 
schoolgirls." 

Advice to "stay faithful to one partner" was 
impractical for many and misleading for those 
whose partners were already infected. Advice 

about safer sex was extremely limited and 
seldom cited by the public. As predicted, mes- 
sages of the mass campaign created consider- 
able awareness of AIDS, but relatively few 
people chm~ged their sexual behavior suffi- 
ciently to reduce their own risk of infection or 
to protect partners. Mass media campaigns did 
not adequately inform the public about the 
slow action of the virus. People found it diffi- 

cult to grasp that a healthy-looldng person 
could harbor a fatal HIV infection, could infect 

others, and would be likely to die in a few 
years. Failure to comprehend the lengthy and 

variable incubation period contributed to con- 
fusion and blame-casting. CONNAISSIDA 
designed exercises to promote these under- 
standings. The most successful was the meta- 
phor of a tree that harbors unseen termites. 
The tree goes on living for many years, matiI 
slowly it begins to lose its leaves. Once that 
happens it is too late to smoke them out, and 

the tree d~es: Trees 9re potent symbols of life. 

Represented by graphics, the death of a tree 
can provoke expression of concern and discus- 
sion about how to avoid HIV.~a 

In mid-1987 the most common reaction 

to AIDS in Kinshasa was denial. At the 
same time that most HIV prevention interven- 

tions..t, argeted low-status and stigmatized 
groups, wealthy and powerful high-status 
men were rarely mentioned in official dis- 
course. Yet, as holders of "the triptyd~ of mas- 
culinity, seniority and renown" (Eboko 
1999:47), such men .possessed the means to 
attract (and discard)multipl~!.-~xual partners. 

They could have trigger4d an:e’,~a~l, y sea-change 
in situations that put wom6n~a~d children at 

risk. Instead, many denied their risk and their 

responsibility. The Zairian cabinet minister, 
who in August 1986 told me that "I just 

don’t want to think about AIDS,’" expressed a 
c0rmnonly held view. Another cabinet 
minister took home an informational leaflet 
handed out in a cabinet meeting in June 
1987.~2 He placed it on his w~fe’s night table, 
but avoided discussion. His wife wondered if 

he was indirectly accusing her of infidelity 
(field notes, Kinshasa, July 1987; see Schoepf 

1992a). 
in April 19871 devised a game called "score- 

board" to help men break through their denial 

of risk as a way to opening small group dis- 
cussion about risk and responsibility. Players 
chart their total number of partners for the 
previous month, the last year, and the past 
five years. The result is often a gasp of aston- 
ishment. Without showing their slips to the 
group, they then discuss HW risks and ways 
to lower them. Initially, I had titled the exercise 
"Russian roulette," but as the participants 

were unfamiliar with that game, I changed it 

to "’scoreboard." At the end of the exercise, 
I explained the original rifle. Participants im- 
mediately understood that without condoms, 
they were playing sexual Russian roulette. 
Most men in the groups with whom this exer- 

cise was used expressed resolve to change. 
Some, however, said that they could not. One 

man who said that he would stop hitting on 
students, later confessed somewhat shame- 
facedly that he only did so after his blood 
was tested for a transfusion donation and 
found negative. 
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Denial was not simply aCongolese predilec- 

tion. Each country appears to have gone 
through a stage of refusal early in the epi- 
demic. For example, a Zanzibari .cabinet min- 

ister interviewed during a plapming mission 
focused on AIDS risk to sailors and fishermen. 

When I asked him if government officials are 
likely to sleep alone when they travel, his face 
turned gray. He managed a small smile and 
turned to other matters (field notes, Zanzibar, 
October 1991). At the time, seroprevalence in 
the islands was quite low. 

Many people across the continent construe 
AIDS as "a disease of women.’" The attitudes 

expressed by one highly educated Zairian uni- 
versity official interviewed over a three-year 

period evolved from skepticism to blame. In 
1985 the informant considered AIDS to be an 

invention of Western propagandists seeking to 
discredit Africans. He believed that this "im- 

aginary syndrome" was intended not only to 
discourage African lovers, but also to discour- 

age European and Japanese tourists and in- 
vestors whose money is needed to redress the 

economic crisis. Why else, he reasoned, would 

scientists engage in irresponsible speculation 
about an African origin for MDS? In 1987 this 
informant said that since he became aware of 

the danger, he had limited l~is sexual relations 
to three current wives. If he should find him- 
self infected he "knew" that it would be due to 
their infidelity. He did not believe that he 

might have been infected by previous part- 
ners. "Women are the major transmitters of 

AIDS, because they are more promiscuous 
than men, who if they desire a woman, marry 

her." By 1988 his fear of AIDS had increased. 
He said that seropositive women should be 
quarantined. The prospect of interning thou- 
sands of women for many years did not give 

him pause. Nor did he recognize that infected 
men would continue to spread the virus. It was 

difficult to record his views without starting 
an argument. I went into the kitchen to help 
his third wife, whom he was visiting that after- 

noon, prepare his meal. 
The identification of AIDS as an STD made it 

plausible to blame "promiscuous" women for 
its spread, as many .African cultures attribute 
such co1~ditions to a wife’s adultery or failure 

to observe various cleansing rituals. The wife 
of a former cabinet minister related: 

Several of my neighbors are said to have died of 

AIDS. There is Doctor [X]’s first wife and her last 

child, as wetl as his second wife. He is still well 

and though he rnigl~t be a healthy carrier, people 
suspect the women of Infidelity. A professor 

down the street also died of AIDS. Since his 

wife is a long-distance trader, people are sure 

that she gave him the disease. (Interview with 
Mine, Miriam Lobho, August 1996) 

As the epidemic went on, deaths from this "long 
and painful sickness" mounted in Kinshasa. By 

1987, the popular imagir}gtion began to reflect 
the epidemic’s economic roots. Another phrase 
built from the acronym expressed the evolving 
understanding of AIDS’ (SIDA’s) social epi- 
demiology: "’Salaire Insuffisant Depuis des 
Anndes."’13 In anglophone Africa the same 

causal relationship was expressed as ’~the Ac- 
quired Income Deticiency Syndrome." That is, 
although still constructed as a "disease of 
women," AIDS came to be widely understood 

as a disease brought on by poverty, unemploy- 
ment, and the strategies that poor women com- 
monly adopted for survival. In Zaire, as in 
Uganda, Tanzania, and Senegal, resistance 
from many religious leaders and community 
eiders continued strong into the early 1990s2 

Alarmed governments nevertheless instituted 
imaginative forms of education and made free 
STD treatment and condoms widely available. 
These, and growing awareness of deaths from 
"a long and painful illness," understood as 
AIDS, rendered protection acceptable and pos- 

sible among young people. Crisis notwith- 
standing, infection prevalence apparently has 
remained stable in Kinshasa from 1988, while 

in Uganda people aged 15-29 registered de- 

dines from 1996. More recently, the epidemic 
seems to have stabilized in Zambia and 
Zimbabwe. Elsewhere in DRC and other coun- 
tries the virus continues to spread, not only in 
cities, but in rural towns and in countries appar- 
ently HIV-free in the 1980s. 

High Politics 

The racism and moralizing texts were "’words 

that kilL" for prevention was retarded by re- 
luctance to address the issues. The defensive 

response of many governments was to try to 
keep the lid on news of AIDS. Scientists in 

Kinshasa were periodically told not to talk to 
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the press. The official response reverberated in 
international policy circles. Many in the U.S. 

feared that the biomedical projects would be 
shut down. USAID and other bilateral lenders 
channeled most funds for AIDS research and 

prevention through the World Health Organ- 
ization. The latter, as a UN agency, at the time 

worked only with governments. Funds 
remained centralized in health ministries. 
Governments insisted on the assurance that 

programs be closely controlled, centralized, 
and vertical. African Health Ministries, peren- 
nially short of funds and especially starved by 
structural adjustment programs (SAPs), wel- 
comed AIDS programs as a major source of 

international funds bringing perquisites such 
as foreign travel, vehicles, cash, and patronage 
jobs. Among the weaker ministries in terms of 
policy implementation, this frequently meant 
that AIDS prevention largely remained con- 
fined to the capital. It also over-determined 

the focus on politically powerIess risk groups. 
International bionredical research offered 

Western and African. professionals opportun- 
ilies for advancement in careers and for mul- 
tiple roles in the national political economy. 
Some of the silences within Africa that made 
it difficult to conduct social research on AIDS 

were linked to economic interests of policy- 
makers, who feared their business would be 

harmed. Like many authoritarian states, Zaire 
prevented community-based mobilization of 
imaginative educational responses rooted in 
popular culture. 

AIDS and Accusation 

Stigma not only retarded prevention cam- 
paigns. By fostering social isolation, it added 

to the suffering endured by sick people and 
their families. In several countries, "free 

women," living without male protection, were 
made scapegoats, rounded up and deported to 

rural areas where they were unable to make a 
living; others were imprisoned and raped. 
Women whose HIV/AIDS was known or sus- 
pected were evicted from their homes and de- 
prived of livelihoods and children. Some were 
accused as witches. While witchcraft may be an 
"imagined violence," accusations often have 
social and material effects. 

Accusations of blame are related to older 
representations of disease ’as "sent sickness." 
AIDS became part of the many "reinventions" 

of tradition, including sorcery accusations, that 
increased with socio-economic changes, in- 
cluding labor migration, markets, and sharp 
competition for jobs, housing, and other re- 

sou~c~s.in the cities. Some link AIDS to witch- 
craf{ and to illnesses believed to be sexually 
transmitted and caused by "polluted" women. 
Although some African healers were cautious 
in the face of a new, fatal disease, many claimed 

to cure AIDS.. Across the continent, too, there 
were healers who told their i~l~ti~bmale clients to 
have sex with a virgiri:.to rM;~emselves of 
AIDS, transposing old ideas ~l~out "sickness 

in the blood," contagion, and ~ure. 

New healers have emerged as desperately 
sick people search both for cures that biomedi- 

cine cannot offer, and for explanations of why 
they have fallen sick. The numbers of "trad- 
itional" practitioners expanded markedly.14 
While many have knowledge of herbal remed- 
ies, the claims of others to treat a wide variety 
of unrelated symptoms, and diseases such 

as cancers, tuberculosis, and AIDS, suggest 
charlatanism. Evangelical Christian "healing 
churches" have attracted numerous converts 

in this crisis period. Their pastor-prophets 
claim to heal by means of prayer and the laying 
on of hands. Some healers combine various 

forms of herbal medicine with spirit medium- 
ship and divination. The newest trend is a bri- 
colage of these elements with prophetism, and 

New Age discourse, replete with dietary fads, 
healing crystals, and notio~s of balance (field 

notes, Kinshasa 1985-9). While such construc- 
tions are perhaps harmless in themselves, and 
may bring some conffort to those for whom 
biomedicine has little to offer, they come at a 
price. Many families have expended scarce re- 
sources in the search for cures, and following 

the death of the sufferer, poor survivors are 
often left penniless. Home care of the sick and 
dying places additional burdens on women in 
their role as caretakers. 

Given the material and psychological 

burdens of so much fatal disease, reliance 
upon poor extended families and communities 

to shoulder the burdens of caring for AIDS 
orphans (or for those who have lost parents 
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in Africa’s civil wars and genocide) is urtreal- 
istic. Due to the stigma surrounding the deaths 
of their parents, AIDS orphans may be 
shunned and left to roam the streets. Even 

when they are accepted by relatives, poverty 
makes many of these children vulnerable to 
HIV infection in their turn. 

Another old belief has been entwined with 

new practices applied to the AIDS tragedy. 
Despite the efforts of many extended families 
and commm~ities, many are unable to cope. 
Some orphans who are fostered in poor fam- 
ilies have been accused of killing their parents 
through sorcery. They are believed to be 
"witch children," who kilt, not out of evil 
intent, but as a result of bewitchment by a 

sorcerer, an enemy of the parent. One young 
man accused by his aunt was set upon by 
neighbors, who attempted to burn him alive 

by "nec!dacing’" with a gasoline-filled tire. 
This method, used on suspected police inform- 
err in South Africa, became part of the ethnic 
cleansing of Tutsi in Kinshasa in 1998. Accus- 
ations of children became a socially acceptable 

way to rid a family of troublesome orphans 
whom they are expected to foster, but who 
constitute an intolerable burden. More than 

2,000 such children were living on the streets 

of Kinshasa in 1999 (MSF 2000). 
Community care, cast as a "traditional prac- 

tice," is one more panacea, a salve to the 
consciences of those who leave Africa to cope 

with AIDS without adequate support from 
the international commurtity. A recent World 

Bank report estimates that quality orphan care 

and education requires expenditure of about 
$450 per child when provided in a group 
home. This puts a price to the reproductive 
labor that women do without pay. It i~ more 

than many entire families in Congo see in a 

year, and more than the government’s per 
capita expenditure for health and education 
combined. 
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sistance. HIViAIDS strikes with special sever- 

ity in poor African commum es struggling 
under the burdens of continent-wide economic 
crisis. From the 1980s the institutions of inter- 
national finance (IFIs) began to impose a series 

of "structur._..___al ad’ust~t pro~s," which 
they claimed would restore health to stagnant 
African economies. The IFIs imposed SAPs on 

38 governments in sub-Saharan Africa in the 
1980s and 1990s as a condition for new loans. 

In Africa the goals were to further debt reim- 
bursement and create pf’Ofitable ¯conditions for 

new foreign investment in the resources the 

Social Medicine, Structural Violence and 
AIDS 

Despite some prevention successes in a few 
countries, the AIDS crisis gathers momentum. 
Few governments seriously address the prob- 
lems involved in a comprehensive manner; the 
international community provides limited as- 

Western world needs from Africa, namely oil 
and minerals. Their policies contributed to 
deepening a global economic and political 
crisis, and during this time, HIV, AIDS, and 
tuberculosis gained a stranglehold on the 
countries of east and southern Africa. In 

many countries AIDS further slowed the al- 

ready unfavorable per capita income growth 
(see SchoepL Schoepf, and Millen 2000). 

My second chapter in this book shows how 

the forces of SAPs, poverty, and gender in- 
equality come together in the life of a poor 
woman in Kinshasa, Zaire, now the Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC). This section sum- 

marizes the macro-level political and economic 
processes that cause suffering and death for so 
many people, emphasizing the international 
context in which these patterns emerged. In 

1980 leaders of conservative alliances won elec- 
tions that put them in control of governments in 

western Europe, Britain, Japan and the U.S. 
Neoclassical economic theory became dogma 
in the "conservative revolution." Their claim 

¯ to authoritative wisdom rested upon the 

power embodied in the conservative alliance, 
and their social positioning in the institutions of 
international finance (IFIs). Their neutral- 
sounding technicaI calculus was similar to the 

dominant public health discourse of the period. 

It re-presented policies discredited in the late 
1960s and 70s by extensive scholarly research 
on development. Their discourse masked the 
convergence of economic prescriptions with 

circles of power and interest. Firmly under the 
sway of large corporate interests, they made 
concerted assaults on the welfare state, "down- 
sizing" government bureaucracies in the name 
of efficiency. They set about restructuring pro° 
duction systems in aid of increasing the shar~ of 
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the product accruing to capital and manage- 
ment, reducing labor’s share and leaving 
many unemployed and the poor without a 

social safety net. De-industrialization and civil 
service shrinkage threw many out of work. At 
the same time that they imposed "fiscal discip- 
line" on African governments, the IFIs in effect 
operated "bailouts" for private banks that had 

made bad loans and governments that insured 
the loans. Bilateral development lending was 
drastically reduced. The IFts became African 

governments’ most important source of foreign 
funds, and the "enforcer" of debt reimburse- 
ment. Much of Africa stagnated, while such 
growth as occurred failed to "trickle down" to 
ordinary people. 

SAPs not only failed to remedy the deep 

causes of Africa’s crises. They visited the 
brunt of austerity measures on the most vul- 
nerable and powerless people. Successive cur- 
rency devaluations and cheap food imports¯ 
undermined the viability of rural peasant 
economies, prompting massive labor migra- 
tion. Free trade led to de-industrialization 

that, coupled with downsized governments, 
worsened urban unemployment, degraded 
the condition of poor women, and left health 

systems to founder. Privatization of all public 

services became a dogma of SAPs. Support for 
primary health care was jettisoned. In severely 

affected countries, three decades of achieve- 

ment in health - including longer life expec.t- 
antics and reduced mortality among infants 
and young children - were annulled in the 

1990s due to the mutually reinforcing effects 

of poverty and AIDS. 
Health was no longer viewed as an entitle- 

ment, as a motor of development, or as a 

public good. Instead, discourse about health 
as a hmnan right was relegated to the margins. 
The goal of "’Health for all by the Year 2000". 
proclahned in 1978 became an empty slogan. 
Two deca de s_K_o_LLL~fonm~’..le-ff..mor.~ ~A frica ns.- 

poorer and less healthy_than ir2._th~e~cu~4~oars 
f~l o]-6"~h~-~i{~endence. The gap between rich 
and poor widened not only within Africa, but 

between Africa and the West, and created a 
postmodern world that Professor Ida Susser 
calls a "’new world disorder." As a result of 

these dislocations, of the social violence and 
civil wars to which they have given rise in 
many areas, vast numbers of people are at 

increased risk .for HIV infection. Such eco- 

nomic and social factors, rather than hormones 
raging out of control or a special "African 

sexuality," explain wliy HIV spreads so rap- 
idly on¯the continent. ~ 

Somewhat belatedly, the World Bank ac- 

knowledged AIDS as a key development 

issu._e< ..Dot sin~ply a health problem; that is, 
AIDS is exerting a dramalic impact in sub- 
Saharan Africa by increasing poverty and re- 
ducing life expectancy and productivity 

(World Bmlk 1999). Yet a project paper by 
one Bank health analyst, who drew on a pre- 
publication Copy¯ O~~f(~d/~a~ian Journal art- 

icle,~, framed HW/AiDS in~these terms in 
i988. The project.propos6g*:~0r Zaire was 

shelved (interview, Kinshasa} May 1988). The 
foremost proponent of¯SAPs is now the single 

largest lender for AIDS prevention efforts in 
Africa. 

Zaire/Democratic Republic of Congo 

The crisis in Zaire was among the earliest and 

most profound (see Nzongola-Ntaladja 2002). 
Renamed the Democratic Republic of Congo 
following Mobutu’s ousting in 1997, the coun- 
try continues to suffer the legacy of the 
Mobutu years. The everyday popular practices 
of survival strategies do not suffice to maintain 
health. Structural violence once more has 

turned into corporeal violence, as it has at 
different political jtmctures in the Congo’s 
past. Resumption of the name of the first re- 
public is thus far an empty promise, for DRC 
has yet to undergo a democratic transition. In 
the 1990s, while the Western powers criticLzed 
Mobutu for his corrupt admirfistration, they 
refused to support the pro-democracy forces, 
and allowed political terrorism to prevail. In 
1997, in the aftermath of genocide in Rwanda,. 
as Zaire played host to armed perpetrators and 

their political leaders, Mobutu was over- 
thrown. DRC remains riven by civil war and 

autocratic repression. 
Government health services are weak 

or non-existent over much of the territory. Pri- 
vatization had serious consequences for 

the quality of care provided to the approxi- 
mately 30 percent (mainly in cities) who 
could obtain it. According to a joint WHO/ 
UNICEF report: 
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Right now in Congo, the vast majority of the 

health and education services is a business in 

which struggling workers have to play off their 

family’s survival against that of patients and 

pupils... Rational treatment and prescribing are 

abandoned where giving fewer drugs or more 

appropriate drugs can be detrimental to [the 

health worker’s] income. (cited WHO 2001) 

Actually, the situation described in this report 

has been ongoing since the lnid-1980s; it was 
exacerbated with SAPs and the neglect of 
public health. The general features of social 
decay are compounded in eastern DRC, where 
the grinding poverty of the Mobutu era, and 
conflict over land, has been made even more 

desperate by six years of civil wars. Armed men 
terrorize a broad swath of eastern Congo, the 

site of "Africa’s First World War." The pursuit 
of genocide terrorists by Rwanda has turned 
into general anarchy. Leaders of armed 
men from eight other com3tries, some quite dis- 
tant, seek to get rich from the DRC’s mineral 

wealth (see Review of African Political Economy, 

Nos. 93-94, 2002). Gender violence, including 
rape and mutilation by armed gangs, and 
increasingly by neighbors, as well, is sure to 

increase the numbers of the infected, as it 
has wherever rape is used as a weapon of 

war (Brittain 2002). Withdrawal of Rwanda’s 
army leaves the field to local gangs that con- 
tinue the chaos. The poisoned legacy of 
the Mobutu era constitutes an enormous chal- 
lenge. 

This bleak economic and political picture 

does not mean that nothing can be done. Infec- 
tion prevalence has declined in several coun- 

tries, and in specific populations, over the past 
five years. There are also some indications of 
reduced incidence of new infections. These 
successes have occurred despite extremely 
harsh conditions. Where peace prevails, it 

may be possible to use primary health care 
(PHC) organization as a focal point for demo- 
cratic change, as was intended in the early 

1980s by social medicine proponents who 
framed the 1978 Alma Ata Declaration. Social 
mobilization is crucial both for health mainten- 

ance and for behavior change. Gender 
and power issues will have to be addressed, 
and ways found to circumvent cultural con- 
straints. 

Conclusion 

Just as the international health institutions 
avoided and delayed recognition of the social 
causes of AIDS, so the international financial 
institutions avoided and delayed recognition 
of the effects of policy reforms on poverty. 
While AIDS, corruption, and civil war appear 

to be internal African problems, the power 
wielded by the IFIs, Western governments, 
and transnational corporations over African 
governments, economies; m~d peoples remains 

decisive. Economic recovery depends upon 
transformation of the enduring legacy of dis- 

torted production and power structures that 
keep Africa a supplier of cheap raw materials. 
Recovery from AIDS depends upon reconsti- 
tuting public heatth systems to treat classic 

sexually transmitted infections and distribute 
condoms, to find and treat tuberculosis, to de- 

liver and mordtor antiretroviral drugs. Making 
health services available is crucial, but not suf- 
ficient. Prevention also depends on changing 

moral and material constructions of gender 
relations that impede recognition of risk and 
responsibility. At some levels gender relations 
are subject to negotiation, but women’s efforts 

to improve their condition take place in cir- 
cumstances not of their own making. Poverty, 

violence, and pervasive gender inequality con- 
tinue to make it especially difficult for women 

and girls to avoid unsafe sex. Change can be 
preceded and supported by imaginative mass 
media commm~ications, but community-based 

problem solving in t~igh-prevalence areas is 
crucial to reduce stigma and enable effective 

prevention and treatment. 
In DRC and in many other countries, health 

systems, education, and social services must 

be rebuilt from the ground up. The challenge 
is to institute successful prevention methods 
on a national scale in quantities matched to 
need, without deadening people’s creativity 
in the bureaucratic process and without be- 

coming mired in corruption. A recent study 
commissioned by WHO estimates that it will 

take $25 billion annually to support health 
systems that can rid the world’s poor of 

major diseases, including HIV/AIDS, tubercu- 
losis, and malaria, and to render motherhood 

safe (Sachs 2001). Those resources must come 
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from outside. While it may sound like a huge 

sum, it pales in comparison with the resources 
currently devoted to war. Despite pledges of 

support for the tight against AIDS, Africa’s 
debt and international donors" reluctance con- 
tinue to impede effective response. AIDS con- 
trol cannot be done on the cheap. 

AUTHOR’S NOTE 

Many citations to the comparative literature 
have been omitted. They can be found in 

earlier cited publications. Initial fm~ding for 
this research was provided by my family. In 
1987 the Rockefeller Foundation’s Health Sci- 

ences Division awarded a three-year grant that 
allowed us to expand the work. Additional 

funds came from small grants from OXFAM/ 
UK, the Wenner Gren Foundation, and LAME, 
NEH in 1988, and the Bunting institute of 
Radcliffe College in 1989. 

NOTES 

1. Founding members of CONNAISSIDA were 
Professor Pascal Ntsomo Paym~zo, sociologist; 
Dr. Alphonse wa Nkera Rurarangira, public health 
specialist; and Mine. (now Dr.) Veronique Engundu 
Walu, medical and economic anthropologist. The 
project was back-stopped in the U.S. by Claude 
Schoepf, an agricul~ural economist. 
2. These include ethnographic studies using par- 
ticipant-observation of household economics and 
famiIy life by Walu and myseK. In 1987 Dr. Walu 
recorded 18 monthqong women’s budgets in a 
World Bank spoi~ored project (Schoepf and Walu 
1991; Schoepf, Walu, Russell and Schoepf 1991}. Dr. 
Rukarangixa conducted participant-observation in 
the Informal economy and cross-border trade in 
southeastern Katanga between 1983 and 1987, 
under my direction. The final month of his research 
was funded by the World Bank (Rukarangira and 
$choepf 1991). I also collected life histories of 
women in Lubumbashi and Kinshasa between 1975 
and 1990 with the aid of Dr. Walu and the late Mmes. 
Beatrice Hateyana Makyla, Bernadette Nsengimana, 
and Noella M’Nkulira Ngirabakunzi. 
3. Professor Payanzo contributed his extensive 
knowledge of Kinshasa, its civil society and national 

polities. He: was president of Kinshasa Region’s par- 

liamentary caucus in the Nationai Legislative Cotm- 

cil from 1984 to 1987. In 1989-90 he was consultm~t to 

the USAID-funded Social Marketing Project, and in 

1991 became Minister for Higher Education and 
entitle Research. At that time it would have been 

possible to restart CONNAISSIDA, but I was chary 

of the violence in Kinshasa, and unwilling to con~ 
tinug..:dealing with the Mobutu regime. At the time, 
Drs~Rukarangira and Wain were abroad, the former 

as a consultant to WHO, the latter pursuing graduate 

studies. At present, Professor Payanzo teaches soci- 

ology at the University of Kinshasa, and once more 

serves asa consultant to PSI. He is seeking funds to 

reestablish Proiet CO~¢NAISStD~:.~, 
4. Fqr descriptions Of CON~AiS~I,.DA’s action re- 

search, see Schoepf, Walu;~ Rukarfingira et al. 1991; 
Schoepf 1993, 1995. : " " 
5. The Zaire Department of Hedlth officially closed 

the CONNAISSIDA Project in April 1987, despite its 
evident success. Thus we were unable to benefit 

from international funds. Research continued with 

the tacit approval of the Ministry for Higher Educa- 
tion and Scientific Research. 

The Coordinator of the National AIDS Control 

Program later offered to have CONNAISSIDA hold 

workshops for government leaders m~d businessmen 

instead of poor and work2ag-class people. He was 

killed shortly thereafter, allegedly murdered be- 

cause, as a prot~g~ of the late Dr. Jonnathan Mann, 
foundh~g Director of the WHO Global Program on 

AIDS, he had tried to keep a firm hand on the purse- 

strings. 

6. Dr. Joseph Foumbi, UNICEF’s AIDS coordinator 

for Africa, personal communication, December 1991. 
7. Public lecture at the Radcliffe Institute, Harvard 

- University, Cambridge, MA, April 24, 2002. 

8. CONNAISStDA’s exclusion was systematic. 

Despite encouraging letters from Dr. Mann and his 

collaborators from 1996, I was told privately by a 

Tanzanian sociologist, who had spent thne 

Geneva at the WHO!GPA, that there was no way 
CONNAISSIDA would get funds, for our perspec- 

tive was considered "too radical" (Professor Eustace 
Muhondwa, pets. con~an. February 1988). In 1988, 

Dr. Rukarangira and I presented a paper on the 
action-research at a conference on AIDS education 
in Mexico. The editor of a WHO-supported newslet- 

ter asked to publish it as an example of a successful 
intervention. Two years later, we received word that 

Dr. Mmm had rejected the paper on the grounds that 

since not every woman had been able to convince 

her husband, or ai1 her clients, to use condoms, it 

was not a "success story." 
The organizer of a conference sponsored by two 

leading foundations m~d held In my home town 
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initially failed to invite me. When I pointed out how 

odd thai would look, a collaborator prevailed upon 

the orgaa~izer to admit me to the first (public) session. 
This professor neglected to mention in his Depart- 

ment’s yearly activities’ roster the talk on women 

and AIDS that I had presented in his department. 

9. Response to a question posed by the author 
following iris Harvard lecture on "AIDS and 

Human Kights," Department of Social Medicine, 

April 1996. 
10. The stiglnatizing depiction of sex workers is not 

limited to central Africa. It is found among many 

people in Europe, Africa, Latin America, Asia, the 
Caribbem~, and the United States. 

11. Adapted from a poster pubhshed by the Ethi- 
opian national campaign. 
12. Financed by OXFAMi UK, the leaflet, written in 

French, was first distributed to government officials. 

Later that year, OXFAM passed on a request to 

Dr. Rukarangira to write a series of brochures for 

the Catholic Diocese of Kinshasa. These were the 

first public hfformation made generally available in 

Kinshasa, where seroprevalence had already 

reached 6 percent of adults in 1985. 

13. Meaning "insufficient salaries for many years." 

14. B.G. SchoepL interviews~ Abidjan, May 1997; 

Professor Seri Dedy, personal communication, June 
1997. See Schoepf 1986, 1991b.     : 

Chapter 2 

Politics, Culture, and Medicine: 
An Unholy Trinity? Historical 

Continuities and Ruptures  i n   :,she 
HIV/AIDS Story in 

John Lloyd Lwanda 

Balala! balala! (Sca~ter! Sca~er!) 

Mabwto mbuyomo! (Trouble foIIows behind!) 

T~ye~i ~hQwe! (Let ~s all ru~ away!)~ 

Introduction 

The relationship between culture, social medi- 
cine, and politics in Malawi and Africa has been 

noted (Baker 1975; Feierman and Janzen 1992; 
Lwanda 1993; Mitchell 1952; K. Phiri 1998; 

Schoffeleers 1997; Vaughan 1991). Some (Cha- 
vtmduka 1973; Hours 1986; Ciekawy and 
Geschieri 1998) view traditional medicine h~ 
terms of power - socially healing, cohesive, 
accumulative, or destructive. Traditional medi- 
cine and allied cultural practices emerge as im- 

portant pillars supporting various socially 
cohesive constructs. I argue that these con- 
structs, inherited from precolonial traditions, 
continue to inform indigenous attitudes to 

Western medicine, particularly in the case of 
HW/AIDS. This chapter, using some markers, 
reflects on traditional medicine’s historical abil- 
ity to treat and "prevent," in the broad sense, 
illness, m~d takes a more robust and holistic 

view of traditional beliefs and medicine. 
Traditional medicine had, and has, purely med- 

ical [and surgical] function[sl independent of 
the social dimensions (Jolmston 1897:439-452; 
Msonthi 1982:81-85; Roles 1966:570-594; 

Wemer 1906:80-81). The markers include: 
malaria (malungo), a "classical disease" (Karlen 

1995); rheumatism (Nyamakazi), a symptom of 
musculoskeletal disease;2 fortification against 

disease, failure, or enemies (kukwima), a pre- 
ventive power act; witchcraft (ufiti); and HIV/ 

AIDS (Edzi), a disease new to both traditions. 

A Brief Precolonial Cultural and Political 
History of Malawi 

A southern African Bantu cultural context is 

supported by historical, linguistic, and archaeo- 
logical work (cf. Guthrie 1967-71). The Maravi 
(Malawi) - Mang’anja, Chewa, Nyanja, Lomwe, 
Yao, etc. - share oral historical traditions, lin- 

guistic and settlement patterns, and some cul- 
tural practices (Mitchell 1956; K. Phiri t983; 

Schoffeleers and Roscoe 1985) show similarities. 
In this context, I include the Yao in the Maravi 
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through government outreach and prevention, Ghana and Nigeria are witnessing 
an alarming increase kn their rates of transmission. Oppong and Agyei-Mensah 
explore the reasons for this pattern, touching upon the impacts of civil war, 
migration, military presence, drcumcision, and the influence of Islam. Their 

conclusion is that reasons behind different rates of transmission are not mono- 
lithic but rather multivalent, with some factors such as religious-based cultural 

practices staying relatively constant while others such as war or famine pertain at 
particular moments in time. The heightened vulnerability to HIV resulting from 
famine or war and subsequent rise in AIDS rates nonetheless remain as a more 

enduring teslarnent to hardship. 

Chapter 3 

Perceptions and Misperceptions of 
AIDS in Africa 

Joseph R. Oppong and Ezekiel Kal!pef i 

Introduction 

H1ViAIDS, easily the greatest disease problem 

the world has faced in our times, continues its 
march around the world. According to 
UNAIDS, as of December 2002, 42 million 
people worldwide had HIV, the virus that 
causes AIDS. With close to 70 percent of the 
global total of HIV-positive people, sub- 
Saharan Africa bear~ the brunt of the havoc 

and destruction that HIV/AIDS has left in its 
trail. An estimated 13.7 million Africans have 

already died from the epidemic, which is 
quickly erasing the hard-earned gains in life 
expectancy in some countries. In southern 
Africa, where life expectancy at birth rose from 
44years inthe early 1950s to 59 in the early 1990s, 

it is expected to fall back to iust 45 between 2005 
and 2010 because of AIDS. While both men and 
women are at risk, recent research suggests that 
between 12 and 13 African women are currently 

infected for every ten African men. Infected 
women infect their children in turn, although 
new evidence indicates that HIV impairs wo- 

men’s fertility. Ninety percent of the world’s 
mother-to-child transmission in 1999 occurred 
in Africa. 

Data compiled by UNAIDS suggests that 
H1ViAIDS in Africa has reached epidemic pro- 
portions, particularly in the so-called AIDS epi- 
center in central and southern Africa where up 

to 25 percent of the urban population may be 
infected. Rates of infection are assumed to be 
even higher for certain sectors of society such as 
commercial sex workers, pregnant women in 
urban areas, and truck drivers. As Good (1995) 

points out, ,the "long wave" character of the 
AIDS epidemic will continue to spiral out of 
control in many African countries. While it is 

currently understood that there is not just one 

epidemic but multiple local and sometimes na- 
tional epidemics with different characteristics 

and patterns, many approaches to the study of 
the factors that facilitate the transmission of the 

disease have been largely simplistic overgener- 
alizations. Indeed, as Nicoll and Brown (1994) 
point out, the images of Africa conjured in 
Western minds and perpetuated by the biased 
media have been those of an oversimplified 
exotic place variously depicted as a game park 
or an apocalyptic vision of fmnine and civil war. 
Recent ominous accounts by ~otable journalists 

such as Kaplan (1994) have tended to perpetu- 
ate such stereotypes. 
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In the medical and epidemiologicat arena, 
the different pattern of AIDS infection ex- 
hibited by African countries has resulted in a 
plethora of research which, as Packard and 
Epstein (1991) note, resembles earlier narrow- 
minded colonial efforts to understand the epi- 

demiological patterns of TB. and syphilis. 
Indeed, current research on the AIDS epidemic 

in Africa majors on explaining Africa’s unique 
epidemiological patterns. Explanations invari- 

ably blame peculiarities of African sexuality 
and reproduction customs, traditions, and be- 
haviors but neglect sigt~ificant factors such as 

the colonial historical context, poverty, de- 
pendency, and underdevelopment (Packard 
and Epstein 1991). 

In this chapter we confront some viewpoints 

that have guided recent AIDS research in 
Africa, focusing particularly on those works 
that overgeneralize, are ethnocentric, and 
somehow misrepresent Africa through cul- 
kural stereotyping. We argue that such view- 

points contribute little to understanding AIDS 
epidemics in Africa and encourage a prema- 
ture narrowing of research questions, as 
happened during the colonial era in the cases 
of tuberculosis (TB) and syphilis (see, for 

example, Fendell 1963; Packard 1987; Packard 

and Epstein 1991). For the purpose of this 
chapter, we divide these works into four 

major categories - Overgeneralization, African 
Sexual Behavior, Patriarchy, Marriage, and 
Kinship, and finally, Urban Sexuality. We con- 

dude by suggesting new directions for explan- 
ation of Africa’s AIDS epiden’dcs. 

The Overgeneralization Syndrome 

Overgeneralization frequently characterizes 
r~s~r~.on..A~i~i~ (Of6i:b~6ah~1995 ): S~d 

i6~ i~"e£t on specific national oK_people ~ps 

"assume an ~ff$~.~r.s~.vSah~&~.~..~ 
~h6h~~ ~omes to pub~cafion of resets. ~us, a 

study 0n AIDS’in UgMda ~ a special focus 
on ~e ~kai District or Buganda re,on is 

cafied AIDS in A~ica (BameR and Blaikie 
1992). Moreover, despite ~e d& cultural 

mosaic and differences in geo~ap~cal, ec~ 
no,c, and ~stofical experiences, A~ica 
is po~tr~y~.,as..¢~t~l~Y-.h~gR~,:,...F°r 

example, Rushing (1995) por~ays a sex- 
positive ~can cul~re, which sees sex as a 

recreation activity, and thus "guides women 
into prostitution more easily than Western cul- 
ture does" (1995:73-74), as a major causal 

factor of AIDS in Africa. While generalizing 
results is a critical step for theory development 
in the search for universalism in social science 

(Nachimas and Nachimas 1981), lo___o..se_~.e_.n_e__r_a~l~- 
izations are inappspp.~0Ie. 
¯ -Aaa~ttigf-6f~}nple of inappropriate general- 

ization is the African urban hierarchical diffu- 

sion thesis which argues that, like the 
West, the spread of HIViAIDS in sub-Saharan 
Africa follows a hierarchical diffusion pattern, 
spreading from the most urban to the more 

rural areas (Ca!dwell 1995; Gould 1993). 
Oppong (1997) argued that this urban diffu- 
sion thesis might be more mythical than fact in 

some places, primarily because it is an artifact 
of the data collection process. Geographical 
variations in availability and quality of health 
care services, which usually favor urban 

centers, generate spatial variations in the qual- 
ity of AIDS data (Smallman-Raynor and Cliff 
1991). Completeness of reporting is likely to be 

higher in major towns, the loci of most AIDS 
testing and tleatment facilities. Shortage of 
biomedical care and modern laboratory facil- 

ities in rural areas likely produces significant 
underreporting. Moreover, because rural resi- 

dents are only likely to be diagnosed when 
they visit urban health facilities, this is bound 
to inflate the urban AIDS statistics. 

Through creating the impression that 
Africans are homogeneously promis~u0u._s~. 
and discussing Africa as tho}igh it were one 
countl:y~ n6i sd~efifty nations with hundreds 

0f different ethnic groups and cultures, ~ 
~g..(~9~5) epitomizes., t!~.e_ ~_gY~:ger~eralizafi°n- 
syndrome in African ¯¯AIDS¯ research. This 
work ignores the reality that Western, Islamic, 

and SOnq~es t~ditional c~!turaLinfluenc~es,_.. 
may alt operate simultaneously within the 
same locality, a fact thai Mazrui (1986) calls 

Africa’s triple heritage. Several quotations will 
illustrate Rushing’s rather careless overgener-.. 
alizations: 

h~ contrast to Americans, who usually view sex 

morally and think that people who have multiple¯ 

parmers (even if mmaarried) are immoral and 
tmfaithful, most Africans do not judge sexual 

behavior in such terms at all. They experience 
little guilt about sex, and they enter into sex 
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more casually and have more sexual partners 

th0a~ Westerners do (1995:62) 

Most African societies are sex-positive .... Pre- 
marital sex for females is accepted. (1995:65) 

h~ sum, for females as welt as males, fairly per- 
missive.., sexual attitudes are found generally 

across sub-Saharan Africa, (1995:66) 

]For most of Africa social norms permit and even 

encourage sex with mu!tiple partners. Polygam- 
ous sexual relations are thus widespread for the 

married no tess than the unmarried. Tt’ds is the 
hallmark of a sex-positive culture. It also facili- 

tates the spread of HIV. (1995:66) 

Rushing advances four main factors that con- 
tribute to the proliferation of the AIDS epi- 
demic in Africa. First, poor nutrition and 

infectious diseases such as malaria, malnutri- 
tion, tuberculosis, or trypanosomiasis in the 
African enviromnent ultimately compromise 

the immune system and increase susceptibility 
to HIV infection. Second, blood transfusions 
and injections are often used in a range of 

therapeutic settings in which adequate steril- 
ization procedures are usually lacking. Lack of 

¯ blood-screening facilities for HIV and other 
sexually transmitted diseases as well as the 

shortage of disposable hypodermics ultimately 
results in the reuse of needles without proper 
sterilization and increases the risk of HW in- 
fection. Third, the widespread nature of STDs 
such as syphilis~ and gonorrhea which, pur- 

portedly, rank among the top five diseases in 
some African countries among persons seek- 
ing treatment at clinics is a major factor. 

Finally, and most important, is the omnipres- 
ent polygamous behavior among all African 
societies whom he interchangeably refers to 

as "tribes" in spite of his acknowledgment 
that the term "tribe" was introduced by Euro- 

pean colonialists who used it pejoratively be- 
cause Africans were considered "backward" 

and "’primitive." Citing ethnographic studies 
such as Radcliffe-Brown (1950) and Southall 
(1961), Rushing concludes that having mul- 
tiple sexual partners is a universal cultural 
practice in many African societies, that such 
behavior is culturally determined and con- 

sidered normal and appropriate by Africans, 
and that it facilitates the spread of HIV/AIDS. 

Rushing thus invokes the behavioral paradigm 
to account for the widespread nature of the 
HIV/AiDs epidemic in Africa. It is this kind 

of rush to find a cause, "the sexual life of the 
natives," and to prescribe an immediate solu- 
tion, "’modification of sexual behavior," that 

obscures the real risk factors, namely, the his- 
torical, social, political, and economic contexts 
within which such risk behaviors are played 
out. 

Once the central factor in the proliferation of 
HI~)’~DS fff~t-ric~ii~ ii:I~iiti~6d ~~6miscu- 
od~ ~ei~vfgr;~Rushin~ ~f~e°g~~itrationalize it 

~,o,~._ ii th~ ii~Oss~e~iltu~l_~,_f_r.~a~,~e~.Prk:-Th~e 
central id6~~ in ~s~~-e-iX;ork is that ’~behav- 
for patterns that exist¯ in one society but not in 

others or in varyingdegreeS jl~’dffferent soci- 
eties .are the result of differencies..          .~ in the way 
societies structure and,give me~r~ing to behav- 

ior." In the context of Africa.nsocieties, exotic 
or almost primitive.marriage, sexual, and kin- 

ship arrangements are highlighted as the cul- 
prits for the proliferation of AIDS in both rural 

and urban settings. Paradoxically, the dis- 
course in the paper reads like Africa was a 
monocultural society td~e-~dfif~gt4dwith an- 

"6th6~~6iiS~fil~~-l’~6~i6t:y~all4d America. It 

siiSu|d " b~’~ ~i~ff ~6~1~d~6’ tlia~ ’both 
Africa and North America are in themselves 
multicultural rather than monoculturat soci- 

eties, as noted earlier, and that the application 
of the cross-cultural perspective must fairly 
treat the many cultural differences that exist 

among and within African groups if it is to be 
a meaningful paradigm in the etiology of 
HIV/AIDS in Africa. This is a glaring weak- 

ness of the entire discourse in Rushing’s paper. 

Next, we discuss marriage/kinship patterns 
and sexual relations and the unfortunate 

stereotypical aspects of African societies as a 
sexually craved people. 

Sexual Behavior Paradigm 

Initial work such as Caldwell, Caldwell, and 
Quiggin (1989), Rushton and Bogaert (1989), 

Caldwell (1995), and Rushing (1995) con- 
structed theories based on the eccentricities of 
African sexuality and in the case of Rushton 
and Bogaert outright racial determinism. 

Gould (1993) tr,,_ac.__e~ t__h,e_~9~.igi~,of_,t!~~ .~!~S 

ep!d~c t~,.~!~n.monkeys and ..argues that 

inif!~!..d~i~}! !~ fyi~a.n ~ad¢~@, ~s~ye~I 
.trie~ ~ga!ated i.t.~o,~,~£~d. The two books by 
Gould (1993) ~ci Shannon, Pyle, and Bashshur 
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(1991), both of which are conjectural in orienta- 
tion, indirectly influenced the representations 

of Africa as a "diseased continent" with little 
hard evidence about the spread of AIDS to the 
rest of the world. 

Current knowledge confirms that sexual be- 

havior, the primary target of AIDS prevention 
efforts worldwide, is deeply embedded in in- 
dividual desires, social and cultural relation- 

ships, and enviromnental processes (UNAIDS 
1999b). Because sex takes place in context, 
sociocultural factors surrounding the individ- 

uals must be considered in designing preven- 
tion interventions. Besides, larger issues of 
structural and environmental determinants 

play a significant role in sexual behavior 
(Sweat 1995). Thus, giving information alone 
is not sufficient to induce behavioral change 
among most individuals. 

chhi~ge .thro.ugh .informa~on .dissemination 
has undermined th~ ,~e~..a~!. ~gpacity..,9~ re- 

search totma6~~d~.th~ complex~t~ 6fHW 

transmisSi6n"~r{d control (UNAIDS 1999b). 

ignores the interactive relationship of behavior 
in its social, cultural, and economic dimen- 

sions and thus misses the opportunity to fully 
understand crucial deterrr6nants of sexual be- 

havior. As Aggleton (1996) points out, 
ations for sex are comp.!ic~ted, unc!ear,...and 

may not be thought through in advance. Soci- 
etal norms, religious criteria, and gender - 
power relations infuse mem~ng into sexual 
behavior and facilitate or impede both positive 

and negative changes, in short,,d~e,.t.,.ex~...ni~’B~r~ts 
of sexual behavior should be seen as a function 
not only of.individual and social but of struc- 
tural and enyi.ro~_e.n.~a!, fa¢.~o~s,as,,well (Cara~l 

1997; Sweat 1995; Tawit 1995): 

Patriarchy, Marriage and Kinship 

Rushing and many other researchers (see, for 
example, Hrdy 1987; Brokensha 1987; Green 

1988; Sharmon and Pyle 1989) blame the 
"exotic" nature of marriage and ldmship 

systems prevalent in traditional African soci- 
ety for the African AIDS crisis. These works 

usually discuss polygyny, patritineage, the 

culture of sexual permissiveness, and gender 
stratification at great length and attempt to 

show that the sex-positive nature of traditional 
society, which has been grafted onto contem- 
porary urban society, accom~ts for widespread 
prostitution and AIDS. Proliferations of sexu- 
ally transmitted diseases and AIDS in 
both urban and rural settings are thus products 

of deeply ingrained promiscuous sexual 
behavior. 

These studies blame multi-partner sexual 

relations typified by polygamy as a major 
factor in Africa’s AIDS crisis. Based on the 
fact that an estimated 30~50 percent of African 
marriages (3-5 percent elsewhere in the world) 

are polygamous, they conclude that multiple 
wives increase the spread of STDs and AIDS in 

a population and account for the balanced rate 
between males and females. While this argu- 

ment may sound appealing, the evidence does 

not support it. ~ed_ olp2jZga...~ were such a 
potent means off-spreading HIV, the Islamic 
societies of Northern Africa should exhibit 

larger than usual HIV rates since polygamy 
is the normative form of marriage in these 
societies. Yet evidence suggests otherwise. 
In North Africa and the Middle East HIV 

is spreading, but more slowly than elsewhere 

in the world (Tastemain and Coles 1993). 
Oppong (1998b), examining the geography of 
AIDS in Ghana, showed that the region with 

the least polygyay, Eastern Region, had the 
highest AIDS rate while the region with the 
highest polygyny, Northern Region (44 per- 

cent) had the least AIDS rate. Th~n is~ 
that polygamy is not synonymous with prom- 
iscuity. Senegal, where 93 percent of the popu- 

lation is Muslim and polygamy is the norm, 
provides an excellent example. While nearly 

half of all married Senegalese women are in 
polygynous unions, they rarely have partners 
besides their husband. In a 1997 Dakar study 
reported by UNAIDS (1999b), 99 percent of 
married women said they had not had 

sex with anyone except their husband in the 
months. Besides, sex before preceding 12 

marriage is traditionally uncommon for Sene- 

galese women. Thus, while poly-partner 
sexual activity may be an important vehicle 
for spreading HIV, the context of this poly- 
partner relationship, whether a closed 
polygamous unit or unstable liaisons with 

multiple partners, is the critical determining 
factor. 
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In short, polygamy does not automatically 

produce rapid transmission of sexually trans- 
mitted diseases; it all depends on marital 
norms. Furthermore, the often-cited 30-50 per- 

cent prevalence rate of polygamy in Africa 
may be an exaggeration. Recent data from cen- 

suses and the Demographic and Health 
Surveys (DHS) of the mid-1980s and early 

1990s indicate much lower rates ofpolygam- 
ous unions in most African countrieS: For 
example, in most southern and east African 
com~tries, marriage for women is universal 
but mostly monogamous. In Malawi census 

data show that only 20 percent of men over 
40 years have more than one wife (World Bank 
1992a). In the DHS data only 9 percent of men 

reported having more than one wife and 20 
percent of women reported being in polygam- 

ous unions (Malawi National Statistical Office 
1994). In a number of African countries such as 
Ghana, Malawi, Zambia, Namibia, and Bot- 

swana, the proportion of husbands in a polyg- 

amous union is around 10-15 percent among 
those below age 30 and about 40 percent for 
those over age 50 (Ghana Statistical Service 
1989; Malawi National Statistical Office 1994; 
Galsie 1993; Lesetedi 1989; Katjiuanjo 1993). 

Younger men and women are more likely to 
be in monogamous unions than polygamous 
ones (Bledsoe 1990a). Paradoxically, HIV! 

AIDS rates are much lower among the most 
polygamous age group, those over 50 years, in 
comparison to the less polygamous group, 
those below age 40. 

In typical traditional society, women in pol- 
ygamous unions were expected to be faithful 

to their husbands, and husbands were 
expected to be faithful to their wives, since 

failure to do so would result in tragedy of 
one sort or another such as the husband or 

child dying. For example, among the Chews 
of central Malawi, Zambia, and parts of 

Moza~nbique, there is a disease called tsemph0 
which has been discussed at great length in 
ethnog-raphic studies (Hodgson 1913:129-131; 
Rangeley 1948:34-44; Williams6n~ 1956; Mar- 
wick 1965:66-68). Tsempho, a potentially fatal 

wasting disease, is attributed to promiscuous 

sexual relationships or to the indulging of 
sexual intercourse by spouses during pro- 
hibited periods. The disease, which affects 
men and women as well as young children, is 

purportedly caused by.another’s social trans- 
gression. Thus, wives and husbands were fore- 

warned of the dangers of promiscuity. 
Variations of the tsempho sexual taboo exist 

among other ethnic groups of central, south- 
ern, and eastern Africa such as the Bemba, 
Luapula, Tonga, Ndembu, etc. (Richards 

1956; C~nnison 1959; Colson 1958, 1960; Col- 
son;~ii~l Gluckman I961; Maxwell 1983; Gibbs 

1988; Ouma 1996). In other words, traditional 
societies were not predominantly promiscuous 

or sex-positive as Rushing and others would 
like us to believe. 

¯ Underlying pol~igamyi.:.a~<~’; promiscuity, 

the patrilineal kinship System, i~:blamed as one 
of the major etiological facfi~rff ~n the African 

pattern of H1ViAIDS. It is ~rgued that patri- 
archy gives men the incentive to acquire as 
many wives as possible because of the value 

of children as economic assets, and, as 
such, promotes polygamous behavior oufside 

of marriage, interestingly, matrilineal descent 
systems are quite common in Africa, especially 
central Africa arid parts of west Africa such as 

Ghana. Often men have to move to the wife’s 
village, sometimes in a subservient position. In 
these societies women have been known to rise 

to positions of power in society and generally 
enjoy some autonomy in comparison to women 
in patrilineal societies (Chitivumbo 1975). In 
both patrilineal and matrilineal societies pre- 
marital sex is taken very seriously. Although 
rules of chastity differ radically, in patrilineal 
societies (such as the Tumbuka, Ngonde, 
Sukwa, and Ngoni of central Africa) stress is 

laid on a girl’s chastity before marriage, in the 
orthodox form of chastity rules, the .girl’s vix- 

ginity on the eve of a wedding determines the 
value of bridewealth (Southall 1961; Chlli- 
vumbo 1975). Among the Bemba and Chews 
(matrilineal groups) girls go through Chisungu 

or Chinamwali, a puberty rite that initiates them 
through the symbols of life and death in order 

to give social form and meaning to their sexual- 
ity (Richards 1956; Yoshida 1993; Helitzer- 
Allen 1994). One of the worst things that could 
happen to a girl in Bemba traditional society 
was to bear a child before she had been initi- 
ated, a sign that premarital sex was not con- 
doned. Such a child was considered a creature 

of ill-omen and both the father and mother 
could be banished. 
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In short, several social and religious sanc- 

tions impact sexual behavior in both patrilin- 
eal and matrilineal societies. Sex is not merely 

a transaction or an ordinary activity in which 
rnen are expected to give women money and 
gifts as an expression of affection, respect, and 
gratitude for sexual favors. Sex is never con- 
sidered as a form of recreation as Rushing 

claims; it is much more than this, a sacred 
undertaking in most traditional societies. Pre- 

marital sex, pregnancy out of wedlock, homo- 
sexuality, and other forms of sexual deviance 
are considered to be abhorrent bebaviors and 
are rarely encouraged. Thus, to argue, as Rush- 

ing does, that Americans usually view sex 
morally and tl~nk that having multiple part- 

ners constitutes immorality and unfaithful- 

ness, while most Africans do not judge sexual 
behavior in such terms and have a positive-sek 

culture, is indeed to go against reality. 
If anything, it could be argued that Ameri- 

cans are more sex-positive than Africans are. 
In the United States and Europe, commercials 

on TV and billboards often utilize sen-d-nude if 

not completely nude models. In the United 
States and other Western nations, business in 
pornographic movies, sexually explicit TV 
progranrs, and pornographic magazines is lu- 
crative and vigorous. If indeed most Ameri- 
cans were morally upright as far as matters of 

sex are concerned, such activities would have 
been banned long ago. The French scientist 
Luc Montagnier, who was the first to isolate 
HW, supports the theory that a mycoplasma, a 
bacterium-like organism, is the trigger that 

turns a slow-growing population of AIDS vir- 
uses into killers. Montagnier believes that the 
explosion of sexual activity (our emphasis) in 
the United States during the 1970s fostered the 

spread of a hardy, drug-resistant strain of the 
mycoplasma and that the AIDS epiden-dc 

began when the mycoplasma got together 
with HW, which had been dormant in Africa 
(Ungeheuer 1993). 

Homosexuality and AIDS in Africa - the myth of the 

bisexual African homosexual 

An excellent example of the bias that charac- 

terizes these works is Rushing’s treatment 

of homosexuality in Africa. Beginning with 

Western notions about causal factors of _H~’_i 
AIDS, specffica~l_ly j~s,hq~in._o.s.o.e_x.u.~.l,~e_g~nnings ~n 
NiJ~idr-A~e~a, Rushing sets out 

h6~6s-eXh~-iity in Africa. Postulating a genetic 

component to homosexuality as factual, al- 
though "medical experts believe that in certain 
Atrican countries, such as Kenya, homosexual- 
ity is uncommon" (1995:84), the ~co_.m..pg.~en~.~t !_s" 

robabl as common ar~2~g; Africans as other 

p6~tflations. "But gay subcultures are not as 

search shows that,g~y. _s_~u~b,_c._u~l~.r.~...~o~,n~..ot exi~st 

e~-6f-~i~~ ih most African societies..h_9om_42_ 
se~u~l~~ are...~eye.r_.e.!y.~,~.06tracized.’" However, 

sin~e Ru~hing’s paradigm requires fiading 

homosexuality as a comm.on practice, despite 
the evidence, he creates a mythical bisexual 
homosexual: 

It is tmderstandable, therefore, that African homo- 

sexuals would take great care to conceal their 
homosexu~a] orientation, just as Amefi.ca~._h_omo- 

~6~tials di~iii.D~ignat~l 6p~ff:i~ih~es for 

(b~ir~, disc0s, bath_houses), not to speak of gay mar- 
riages, are vi~tuall.¥ 9~;~r~.ti;..ety ~9.~7 e~xi_’ ~to e.~.~ .~-.m. ° st 

African countries today Men have sex with other 
men iii moi~ i~! ~a ~ ~)~ s~tfings. But African men 

dre obliged bz their kinship unit to marry, some- 
times tS Ni;re-~-aii ~a6-~6ii~fiT-a~i~i-~0 produce 

many children. As a result, men who engage 
homosexual liaisons are apt to be bisexual. 

On the flawed assumption that homosexuality 

is a universal phenomenon, Rushing looks 
across the continent to find homosexual popu- 
lations, gay bathhouses, and other elements of 
a homosexual cultural landscape. Fating to 
find it, instead of rejectingthe thesis 6f homo- 

h~n~Jg~}4u~lity must be carefully concealed. 

creation, must be under extreme social pres- 
sure to conceal his identity because society 
frowns on homosexuality and promotes het- 
erosexual marriage. Thus the mythical African . 
homosexual, to conceal his true identity, will 

marry because African culture expects men to 
marry. The mythical African male homosexual 

is bisexu~-dh-d~-~’-flF°be a maior source for 
¯ @i0-ffeli2n~-AIDS.~-TI~6y~-]~l have, homosexual 
feNatf6gg~lr~ ~Jrban centers and heterosexual 
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activity with their spouses in rural areas, cre- 
ating a high-risk, poly-partner, poly-sexual 
enviromnent. An entire theory about the 
spread of AIDS i~e~}~-~6~i ~ifft6i]}~ ~hred 

"~nce. Pe}tq~ii~d~’Rfigl~i~i~~an provide 
some hard data to support this theory: How 
many homosexuals are there in each African 
comrtry? What proportion of men in each Af- 
rican country is homosexual, ¯married to 
women, and thus involved in bisexual~ poly- 
partner sexual relationships? 

Urban Sexuality and AIDS 

Urban sexuality has been blamed for Africa’s 
AIDS crisis. Rural-urban differentials in AIDS 

rates have been attributed to high rates of 
STDs in urban areas, rapid urbanization 
amidst deeply ingrained polygamous behav- 

ior, and the partial erosion of traditional cul- 
tures in the urban setting, including those for 
regulating sexual relations and practices. C~n-~ 
tral to the proliferation of AIDS in urban~s 

is the widespread nature of prostitution which, 
supposedly, has become one of the four main 
roles to emerge for women in urban Africa 

alongside being housewives, sellers of cooked 

food, a~d brewers of illegal liquor. Opporttm-~ 
ities for women are considered to be better in 
urban than rural areas and such opportunities. 
include sexual strategies for gaining access to. 
economic resources from men. 

An excellent but unbelievable example of the 
far-fetched stereotypical assertionsof these 

works is Rushing’s assertion of a normative 
acceptance that makes trading in se~ as accept- 
able as trading in other services and that Afri- 

can cultures simply guide women into 
prostitution much more easily than Western 
culture does. Rushing seems to indicate that 
virtually all women in Africa trade in sex both 

within and outside marriage for economic gain 

and that most Africans experience little guilt 
about sex, and that they enter into sex more 

casually and have more sexual partners than 
Westerners do. 

While it cannot be denied that prostitution 
exists in Africa, Rushing’s explanations are 

simplistic and smack of the earlier "dressed 
native" and "sexually craved native" colonial 

explanations of tuberculosis and syphilis in 

Africa. It :typifies the tack of cultural under- 

standing that pervades intellectual discourse 
on the African condition. In explaining the 
different pattern of TB among Africans, med- 
ical experts reflected wider stereotypical per- 
ceptions about Africans, which were current in 

European colonial society. Africans were per- 
ceived as "’primitive" and in the process of 
mal4{~’ difficult adjustments to conditions of 

a "civilized" industrial world. Thus, Africans@~ 
were susceptible to TB because they had not 
adjusted to the conditions of a civilized indus- 
trial society; symbolized by ,their incomplete 
adoption of Westerfl::~16~ingi~d their failure 

to observe proper dietary an4 sanitary laws 
(Packard 1987). Nothing ab6iii~.~e low wages ~ 

and inadequate housing po!ides of employers 
and government officials came into the dis- 
course and the prescribed control measures 

focused naturally on education rather than 
social and economic reform (Packard and 
Epstein 1991). The pattern of syphilis infectiol~ 

alnong Africans was also attributed to the im- 
moral behavior of Africans, to the neglect of 

other avenues of transmission. In parts of east- 
ern Africa there was an outbreak of non- 
venereal syphilis during the early years of 

colonial rule. Non-venereal syphilis, also 
known as endemic syphilis, is similar to ven- 

ereal syphilis but is spread through bodily 
contact in warm climates. Thus syphilis was 

misdiagnosed and a theory was readily con- 
structed to explain its extraordinary rate of 
spread, based on assumptiot~s about the ex- 
treme sexuality of Africans (Packard and 

Epstein 1991). Rushing’s current study fits 
nicely into the preexisting assumptions about 
African sexuality and disease, that is, the 

"sexual-positive culture" paradigm. As Pack- 

ard and Epstein (1991) note, the point is not 

that the sexual behaviors Rushing highlights 
.do not occur or that they are insignificant in 
promoting the proliferation of AIDS transmis- 

sions, but rather that this kind of study my- 
opically promotes one single paradigm which 

suggests that Africans frequently have mul-. 
tiple sexual partners to the exclusion of the 
broader patterns of,everyday sexual activity 
which in many cases are both less exotic and 
more monogamous in character. In the 
following section we offer a more inclusive 
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paradigm that looks at the social, historical, 

and economic contexts of sexuality, promiscu- 
ity, and the proliferation of AIDSiHIV. In a 
similar vein to that proposed by Packard and 
Epstein (1991) and Craddock (1996), other 
equally important factors in the etiology of 
AIDS, such as the political economy, the role 

of background infections and malnutrition, 
and needle use, also need to be given their 
proper place in the proliferation of AIDS 
within the African context. 

Towards a Reformulation 

We have argued that Rushing’s work clearly 
has several major problems. It suffers from a 
common pitfall in cross-national research, 

namely, ethnocerttricity. RusKing simply 
looks at African culture through an American 

lens. It is full of overgeneralizations in its con- 
clusions and creates the false impression that 
Africans are homogenously sex-positive and 

promiscuous. Consequently, it is the sexual 

life of Africans that is responsible for the 
HIV/AIDS problem in Africa. This conclusion 

is simply not supported by the facts, nor is it 
~ logical. If there is a unified, coherent, African 

cultural approach to sexuality and reproduc- 
tion that increases the likelihood of the trans- 
mission of HW!AIDS, why is there such a 

varied patchwork of prevalence and infection 

rates across the continent (Hunt 1996)? Such 
shallow and somethnes simplistic explan- 
ations frustrate serious efforts to explore 
other avenues of HIViAIDS transmission 
since once they have been accepted, they 
shape the course of subsequent research by 

privileging or marginalizing certain lines of 
inquiry (Packard and Epstein 1991). 

~ Moreover, such simplistic explanations lead 
to simplistic and unworkable solutions. If 
HIViAIDS is not spread through homogenous 

promiscuity of all Africans but through the 

sexual practices of selected high-risk groups 
and unsanitary medical practices in biomed- 
ical facilities, condom distribution to the gen- 

eral population, wl~le useful, is not the 
solution. That would be similar to recent at- 

tempts to reduce fertility through distribution 
of contraceptives to women who have no 

desire to reduce fertility.~s t___he 
@economic conditions that make it _d_e.s.~ir.a~bl~e_to 

~ ~-a’~37 ’~tVfiTd ~-~(f6~’d’~’~ ~5 ~-~1"~; g h infant 

mortality rates and cultural values that man- 

date large family sizes to assure future security 
and agricultural labor), contraceptives, even if 
distributed freely, will have little impact on 
birth rates. Similarly, appropriate solutions to 
the African HIV/AIDS crisis must be based on 
appropriate explanations of the problem. 

@ We suggest that more plahsible explanations 
of the HW/AIDS epideirtic in Africa may be 
found in the migfantl~ilbbr---~e__s_~s~(Hunt 1996; 
Bassett and ~ ~ct~~lson, Mothibeli, 

and Leger 1991) which provides a social, his- 
torical, and economic context for urban sexu- 

ality, and unsafe medical practices. The 
migrant labor thesis asserts that the establish- 

ment of wage labor on the continent, particu- 
larly in eastern, central, and southern Africa, to 
support the mining, agricultural plantations, 
and other economic activities of the colonial- 

ists, created a situation where migrant labor, 
mostly young men, was contracted for long- 

term work (1-3 years). Because families were 
not encouraged to accompany the laborer, 
farming and traditional activities, such as rais- 

ing, feeding, and educating children, became 

the responsibility of women (without their hus- 
bands) in rural areas. The women’s limited abil- 

ity to increase the productivity of the land led to 
declining fertility of the land and ultimately, 

absolute shortage of food and malnutrition. 

@When agricultural production becomes u~ten- 
able as a means of survival, such women often 
migrate to the city where some engage in one of 

the very few options open to them: prostitution, 
an activity that, with a morbid irony, serves as 
their only lifeline tO economic survival in the 
short term at the same time as posing an enor- 
mous risk of curtailing their survival in the long 

term (Craddock 2000). 
~ Male migrant workers, away from their fam- 

ilies for long periods of time, use alcoholism 
and frequent visits to prostitutes to deal with 
their loneliness and boredom. For men and 

women in eastern, central, and southern 

Africa, these long separations lead to break- 
down in the stability of the family, divorce, 
and a definitive increase in the numbers of 
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sexual partners for both men and women. 
Thus, the relatively high number of sexual 

partners is not the result of a longstanding{} 
cultural attribute of Africans or an innate 

craving by Africans for more sex, or promiscu- 
ity, but is directly a consequence of the eco- 
nomic and labor markets. Women definitely 

do not turn to prostitution because African 
culture encourages prostitution mbre i easiIy 

than Western culture does, as Rushing argues 
they do. As Craddock (1996) shows, women 
living in households where there is chronic 
undernutrition, who are most nutritionally at 

risk, are the ones most likely to seek other 
options, including prostitution, for survival. 

Epidemics of gonorrhea and syphilis in east-~ 
ern, central, and southern Africa in the 1960s 
and 1970s, the migrant labor thesis points out, 
resulted from this migrant labor system. Since 
the transmission of HIViAIDS is assisted by 

previously untreated sexually transmitted dis- 
eases, the previous epidemics of sexually 
transmitted diseases in this area increase the 

likelihood of transmission. In other words, the@ 

population in eastern, central, and southern 
Africa is predisposed to sexually transmitted 
diseases and HIV/AIDS because not only are 
they socially structured to be vulnerable to the 

disease itself, but previous vulnerability in- 
creases present vulnerability (Hunt 1996). 

It is important to note that the migrant labor 
thesis does not overgeneralize for the entire 
continent, as Rushing does. It also allows a 
ready amplification for the spread of sexually 
transmitted diseases in the so-called AIDS 

belt of Africa, which could also be applied 
west Africa. When migrant workers (male or 
female) are too ill to work, they return home 

to be cared for by fmnily, which also means 
that the disease that caused the illness returns 
with them to the labor reserve. Thus, HIV/~ 
AIDS and other diseases are transmitted into 

the rural network, where previously unex- 
posed populations fall prey and provide 
fertile grotu~ds for the explosive growth of 
epidemics. 

In west Africa similar patterns of labor mi- 
gration prevailed, mostly centered on the 
export cropping zones of Cbte d’Ivoire and 
Ghana (Stock 1995). Prior to 1960, Ghana 

received more migrants than any other west 
African country, primarily those seeking to 
work on cocoa plantations. The steady decline 

of tlie Ghanaian economy and the relative pol- 
itical and economic stability of C6te d’Ivoire 
pushed C6te d’Ivoire to the top after 1960. 
Some 1.4 million people, about one-fifth of 

the Ivoirian population, was of foreign nation- 
ali~~the late 1960s, with an extremely high 

concentration in Abidjan, the national capital, 
where the ratio was one-tl-drd. As Ghana’s eco- 

nomic crisis deepened after 1970, increasing 
numbersof Ghanaians left for other countries, 
particularlyNigerid:.~nd:~-c~te’:i:l’..Ivoire. A very 

important factor is the urban:f0cns of migrant 
labor in west Africa. -O~e~%.f~alf of C6te 
d’Ivoire’s immigrants live in., Cities, particularl} 

Abidjan, compared to only one-third of indi- 
genous Ivoirian citizens (Stock 1995). This high 

concentration of migrant labor, particularly in 
Abidjan, may be an important explanatory 
factor for the high H1V!AIDS rate in this city, 

also known as the sexual, crossroads of Africa 
(Gould 1993). According to Gould, 24 percent 

of Abidjan’s prostitutes tested for other dis- 
eases were positive for HIV-1 by 1987, but the 
figure was 50 percent by 1989. In the city hos- 

pital, HW-itffected patients came from over 
twenty countries, and in one of them, Niger, 

all 25 men diagnosed with AIDS in Niamey 

had lived for malty months, even years, usu- 
alty in C6te d’Ivoir6 (1993:84). 

Several writers explain Ghana’s HW/AIDS 
pattern with reference to migrant workers, 
particularly prostitutes in neighboring C6te 
d’Ivoire and specifically Abidjan (Agadzi 

1989; Decosas et al. 1995). U,-dike other parts 
of Africa, AIDS in Ghana strikes twice as many 
females as it does males. According to Agadzi 

(1989), AIDS was imported into Ghana primar- 

ily by female prostitutes in neighboring C6te 
d’Ivoire (Agadzi 1989). Decosas et al. (1995) 
observe that more than half of all professional 
prostitutes in Abidjan are Ghanaian, many 
from the Krobo tribe in the Eastern Region of 

Ghana. Moreover, "80% of those who are still 
working as prostitutes in Abidjan are infected 

with HIV" (Decosas et al. 1995:827). Accord- 
ingly, the female:male ratio of AIDS patients in 
the Eastern Region, home of the Krobo tribe, is 
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5:1 compared to the national rate of 2:1. 
Decosas et al. explain this in terms of female 
prostitutes infected with H1V who return to 
Ghana for treatment. 

Another important source of the spread of 

HIV/AIDS is unsafe medical practices. In fact, 

unsafe medical practices and medical careless- 
ness may be far more important than sexual 
activity in explaining the geography of H!Vi 
AIDS in Africa (Minkin 1991). Unfortunately, 
studies like Rushing’s have been so don-dnant 

and influential that priorities for HIViAIDS 
control have largely focused on sexual activity. 

In the United States and elsewhere, needle 
sharing is a major source of infection, particu- 
larly among intravenous drug users. Gould 

and Wallace (1994) report that by March 
1992, needle sharing by drug addicts ac- 
cotmted for approxhnately 23-29 percent of 
reported AIDS cases in the United States. 
While needle sharing through intravenous 

drug use is currently not a problem h~ Africa, 
needle sharing through repeated use of unster- 
ilized needles and syringes for injections to 

~ cure various ailments such as malaria is. Thi._~s 

is pa.rtl"cula, rly true for those who have to relX 

bush doctors for medical supplies and most of 
their health care needs. Blood tests such 
as those for malaria and sexually transmitted 

diseases constitute a potential source of HIV 
infection. If not properly sterklized, contamin- 
ated syringes used for blood tests could result 

in large outbreaks of HIV and related blood- 
borne diseases. Yet, amazingly, multiple use of 
syringes and needles is quite standard prac- 
tice, particularly in rural areas. For example, in 
Zaire, five needles were used to inject up to 

400 patients daily at a mission hospital. 
The needles were rinsed in water and steril- 
ized once a day (Scale 1986). Moreover, the 

demand for injectable medications is high 
throughout Africa (Alubo 1994; Mir&in 1991). 

~ Thus, such unsafe medical practices, combined 

with the migrant labor sexual practices neces- 
sitated by the political economy thesis, account 
for the geography of A1DS in Africa, not 
some homogenous craving for sex among all 
Africans. 

Conclusion 

The issue is not that HIV does not spread 

through poly-partner sexual activity, whether 
as polygamy or simply multiple-partner sexual 
activity within or outside a marriage relation- 

ship. Wherever poly-partner sexual activity is 
practiced, whether h~ Africa, Australia, or the 
United States, participants are at an increased 
risk of getting the HIV virus. What is at stake is 
whether Africans are pol)Zsexual by nature, 

and whether African culture (if:.we can think 
about one homogenous African culture) pro- 
motes and rewards poly-sexual behavior. Is 
being promiscuous and poly-sexual an African 
culture trait or is poly-partner sexual activity a 
survival response dictated and enhanced by a 

vicious political econonzic system engendered 

by colonialism and globalization? Our ap- 
proach to solving the problem hinges critically 
on our answer to this question. 

We have argued that this view is erroneous, 
based on ethnocentrism, and that it overgener- 
alizes. It fails to explain the geographical vari- 
ations in the incidence of HIViAIDS across the 
continent. The simplistic solutions that result 
from such explanations, which advise on be- 
havior modification and condom distribution, 

may provide little help to the rural women 
who out of necessity are unable to turn away 
paying customers who refuse to use condoms. 
They do not reach rural residents who get HIV 

while getting injections from an itinerant drug 
vendor (IDV) or a bush doctor, the only source 

of health care, to cure malaria. They do not 
protect the many people privileged to receive 
services in urban health facilities who face un- 

sterile procedures, including injections, blood 
tests, and transfusions, daily. Moreover, it fails 
to stop the spread of HIV. 

Why do such ridiculous explanations as 
Rushing’s persist? Obviously, there is an 

urgent need to find quick answers that can be 
easily translated into programs. After all, it is a . ~ 
lot easier to distribute condoms in urban 

Africa than to change the socio-political and 
economic contexts that condition the spread of 
HIV. Nevertheless, any interventions that fail 

to address the broader issues of African social. 
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and economic life, not merely the sexual prom- 
iscuity of Africans, are bound to fail. 

NOTE 

1. It is important to emphasize that recent careful 
reexamination of the medical evidence on syphilis in 

east Africa revealed that what was considered an 

epidemic of venereal syphilis, transmitted sexually, 

was simply endemic syphilis which is transmitted 
through bodily contact in warm climates (Dawson 

1983). Thus syphilis is not always a sexually tram- 

mired disease and the presence of sypl~Ris in a 

population should notbe taken as evidence of prom- 

iscuity as Rushing does. 
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Introduction 

The specter of HIViAIDS in sub-Saharan 
Africa continues to get worse rather than 

better, a fact that generated much discussion 
in the latest international AIDS conference in 

Durban, South Africa. As with many broad- 
based conferences, the results of the high- 
level talks in Durban produced few innovative 
recommendations: they stressed more research 
into the underlying factors of HIV transmis- 

sion, and more effective prevention programs. 
While these suggestions seem self-evident, 
their implementation is fraught with the com- 

plexifies of a syndrome embedded within 
international and regionalized social econ- 

omies, cultural codes of meaning, sexual net- 
works, and interpersonal power dynamics. 
This chapter seeks to highlight some of these 
complexities within a broad-based overview of 
the current patterns of HW and AIDS in east- 

ern and southern Africa, prevention programs 
already in place, and prevention strategies that 
might be considered in the future. 

In this chapter we use data from various 

sources, the most important being the Human 

Development Report produced by the United 

Nations Development Program and Country 
Epidemiological Fact Sheet on HIViAIDS and Sexu- 
ally Transmitted Diseases by UNAIDS. Other 

sources include Country Health Statistics Report 
by the Center for International Health Infor- 
mation in the United States and, wherever 
available, specific national health statistics. 
The data need to be used with caution. Most 

data on country-wide rates of HIV!AIDS, for 
example, are extrapolated from small study 
samples, usually of pregnant women seeking 
prenatal co_re or those with STDs seeking din- 
ical care. How representati.ve these samples 

are is questionable, yet it is the only data avail- 
able for most southern African countries. 

There are numerous problems with data on 
HIV and AIDS. Due to gaps in diagnosis, 
underreporting, and reporting delays, offi- 

cially reported AIDS and other diseases repre- 
sent only a portion of all cases in any country. 
For countries in southern and eastern Africa, 

the repo~ting of HIV/AIDS cases depends in 
part on the availability of clinics for testing and 
treatment, and on the political sensitivities sur- 
rounding the syndrome. For example, Oppong 
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(1998a) notes that some African governments 
may conceal the real dimensions of the 
AIDS problem out of a sense of shame and 

concern that the real figures would drive in- 
vestors and tourists away. Although national 

data may not accurately reflect the current situ- 
ation of health and disease, they can, neverthe- 

less, be used to offer insights into general trends 
such as regional cross-country vari~fions. 
Recently, small but well-conducted Sample 

surveys have begun to yield important stat- 
istics enabling cross-country comparisons. An 
example of these surveys is the Demographic 
and Health Surveys of the late 1980s and the 
1990s. 

Geographic Patterns 

What the data show is that sub-Saharan Africa 

is currently thought to have fully two-thirds of 
the total world number of people living with 
HIV. Yet within this overall statistic lies sig~i- 

cant variations in levels of infection across the 
continent (see Figure 4.1). Southern Africa con- 

tinues to be the part of the continent worst 
affected by HW. A 2001 UNAIDS report indi- 
cates that by the end of 1999,. there were an 
estimated 4.2 million South Africans living 

with HIV and AIDS. tn Botswana the propor- 
tion of adults living with HIV has more than 
doubled over the past five years, to the point 
that it now has the highest infection rate in the 
world, at 38.8 percent (UNAIDS 2003:17). In 
1998, an average of 43 percent of pregnant 
women tested in major urban centers such as 
Frm~cistown were HIV positive, h~ Zimbabwe, 

infection was estimated at one in five adults in 
1996, and one in four by 1999. In Harare, 

32 percent of pregnant women were already 
infected in 1995. In Beit Bridge, a city in South 

Africa, the proportion of HIV-positive pregnant 
women shot up from 32 percent in 1995 to 59 
percent in 1996, and in Free, North Cape, 
Mpumalanga, Northern and North West States, 

infection rates among the same population 
sector rose from less than 1 percent in 1990 to 
21 percent in 1998 (UNAIDS 2003). Although 

levels in cities were slightly higher than in rttral 
areas, the difference was not great. I_n on__q~_Iown 

near the South African border with_~a~la_.r~ge 

p_o_pulation of migrant workers, seven pregnant 

women inl ten. tested HIV positive in 1995 

(UNAIDS and WHO 1999). 
East Africa was one of the first areas to 

suffer a massive regional epidemic. By the 
end of 1999 the number of people living with 
HIViAIDS in Kenya reached 210,000, and 
there were 820,000 for Uganda, 400,000 for 
Rwanda and 360,000 for Burundi. Kenya’s es- 
timidest’ adult rate for PLWAs at the end of 

1999 approached 14 percent, while Uganda, 
Burundi, and Rwanda’s estimates reached 

8.3, 1!,32, and 11.2 percent, respectively The 
cumulati~ce humber of deaths from AIDS in 
these countries fofi~69~ioi~,:~ached 369,000 
(UNAIDS 2000a). uganda w~:a~ong the first 

tO respond with opeN, and �:~{ih~rted efforts to 

prevent, the spread ofthe vires. For Uganda, 
this seems to be paying off. All three of the 
surveillance sites for which figures are now 
available show infection levels of between 5 

and 9 percent, representing a decrease of 
about one-fifth compared with 1996 (UNAIDS 

and WHO 1999). 
]h~ comparison, west Africa has seen its rates 

of infection stabilize at much lower levels than 
in east and southern Africa. However, some of 
the most populous countries in west Africa are 

the exception to this rule. For exan~ple, the Na- 
tional AIDS Program estimates that 2.2 million 
people are currently living with HW in Nigeria, 
a country whose response to the epidemic 

needs strengthening (for a fuller discussion of 
the AIDS/HIV situation in west Africa see 
Chapter 5 by Joseph Oppong and Samuel 
Agyei-Mensah in this volume). 
@ From a geographic point of view, through- 
out southern and sub-Saharan Africa in gen- 
eral, urban areas have been hit hardest by the 
epidemic in c’omparison to rural areas (see 

Gordon 1996; also see Figure 4.2). For example, 
estimates compiled from blood donors, 
women coming to antenatal clinics, and people 
undergoing testing when applying for life in- 
surance reveal that well over 30 percent of the 

adult population in the major urban areas of 
Blantrye and Lilongwe, Malawi, may have 
been infected by the virus (Miotti et al. 1992). 

This could be explained by a number of 
factors. Cities sometimes lack the capability 

to absorb workers cHsplaced from impover- 
ished rural areas and migrating to urban 
centers in search of employment; un- or 
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Southern Africa 

Angola 

Narnibia 

Fignre 4. I African HIV- t seroprevalence for lower-risk urban populations in east and southern Africa 
Source: Adapted from U,S. Bureau of the Census, Population Division, Internationaf Programs Center, 1999. HIV/AIDS Surveillance Data 

Base, February 1999. Washington, DC: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

underemployment in turn increases the 

vulnerability of migrants, especially women, 
if they are forced to turn to commercial 

sex work in attempts to gain adequate in- 
comes (Schoepf 2000; Craddock 2000). There 
is also a grea~er chance for unscrutinized 
behavior among migrant populations away 
from home, families, m~d the often more 
confining moral systems characterizing rural 
life. 

~, While urban areas lead in rates of infection, 
the disease is spreading rapidly in rural areas, 

propelled by rural-urban linkages, lower 
levels of knowledge about HIV in rural areas, 

and disrupted sexual economies caused by 
conditions of migration and employment. 
While highly complex in cause and pattern, 
rural-urban migration in Burundi, Rwanda, 

Kenya, and Uganda may in part be explained 
by the declirdng contribution of the agricui- 
rural sector to GDP since 1980: Burundi from 

62 to 58 percent, Rwanda from 50 to 39 per- 
cent, Kenya from 33 to 29 percent, and Uganda 
from 72 to 44 percent (World Bank 1999).~ Yet 

most migrants retain links to their rural vil- 

lages, creating both circular movements and a 
two-way flow of people that help facilitate the 

HIViAIDS exchange, h~ addition, in southern 

Africa, rural areas have from colonial times 
traditionally sent thousands of its yom~g men 

to the mines of South Africa to work on two- to 

@three-year contract arrangements. In~ ~th~ ca~se~ 
of Malawian workers, migrants spend a week 
or so in the cities having a "’good time" before 
going back to their home villages in the com~- 
tryside (Kalipeni 1995), or during the course of 
their contract they turn to commercial sex 

workers servicing the mines (cf. Campbell 
this volume). It is esiirnated lhat nearly half 

of the mine workers returning to rural areas 
after a work stint in South Africa are infecting 

their wives and other women (Gould 1993). 

Indeed, the rapid diffusion of the disease in 
this region has been ascribed to a high level of 

"~ty" - to such factors as men’s 
premarital and extramarital sexual activity 
during frequent work-related absences from 
home, institutionalized conzmercial sex work 
in the towns, the lack of other economic oppor- 
tunities for divorcees and widows, and 

polygyny and related postpartum sexual ab- 
stinence for wives, but not for husbands 
(Campbell 1997; Cara~l 1996; Chilivumbo: 

1975). As a result, recent data from southern 
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Figure 4,2 Urban-ruraJ differentiaJs in HJV infection 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 

Africa show that rural-urban differentials 

have begun to disappear (see Figure 4.3). 

Neglected Routes of Transmission 

Gender and age have become foci of AIDS 
researchers for the ominous in~plications indi- 

cated by recent trends in data. The ma)ority of 
AIDS cases are in the 20--49 age group, with 

the lowest rates in the 5-14 age range. The 0-4 

age group shows significantly higher numbers 
of infection, an indication that infants are 
being infected either in the womb before birth 
or while being taken care of by infected 
mothers (see Figure 4.4). One interesting 
trend in the data is that women appear to be 

exposed to the disease at earlier ages than 

men. For example, there is a preponderance 
of females in the age range 15-24 while men 

are slightly more predominant in the age 
groups above 30 years. The "Sugar Daddy"~ 
phenomenon can be invoked he~-e as a pTaus- 

~ble explanation for the age!sex mismatch. Re- 
searchers elsewhere in Africa frequently reveal 
that older men in particular are looking 
toward schoolgirls for sexual exchange. As 
these men begin to realize the real and quite 
personal danger of intercourse with their usual 
"’girlfriends," they entice young girls 10-15 
years of age into sexual relationships, hoping 
that this age range may be relatively free of 
infection. The age/sex disparities shown in 
Figure 4.4 seem to support this assertion. 
Throughout the world, the ratio of female to 
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Figure 4.3 Differentials between urban and rurat HIV infection rates for pregnant women in southern Africa 

Source’. Authors; data from UNAIDS 2000. 

male cases is rising, but women in sub-Saharan 
Africa are at greatest risk, and show the 
highest seroprevalence. Reasons for this are 

not entirely understood, but stem from the 
convergence of inequitable systems of gender 
politics and resource allocation, domestic vio- 

lence, lower rates of education, higher risk of 
un- and underemployment,2 rape as a weapon 

of war, and disproportionate impact of struc- 
tural adjustment programs, as will be further 
discussed below (cf. Lurie, Ackeroyd, and 
Kelby this volume; Schoepf et al 2000). 
~ One of the groups at highest risk in many 
countries is young people between 15 and 24, 

where the majority of new infections are con- 
centrated. In one study in Zambia, over 12 

percent of the 15- and 16-year-olds seen at 
antenatal clinics were already infected with 

HW (UNAIDS and WHO 1999). Girls appear 

to be especially vulnerable to infection, but 
Uganda has recently shown encouraging evi- 
dence that in some city sites infection rates 
have halved among teenage girls since 1990. 
Even there, however, the rates remain un- 
acceptably high, with up to one pregnant teen- 
ager in ten testing HIV positive. That rate is six 
times higher than in boys of the same age 
(UNAIDS and WHO 1999). 

In South Africa, infection rates of pregnant 
women less than 20 years old rose from less 
than 2 percent in 1991 to 20 percent by 1996 

(UNAIDS 2001a). In Botswana the infection 
rate stood at 28 percent for the same group in 
1997. Sometimes, young people know of the 
risks of unprotected sex but feel AIDS could 
not possibly happen to them. In~ost~ 
young men and women know how HIV is 
transmitted and how it can be prevented. 
When asked, however, many said they felt 
invulnerable to the virus. Some 90 percent of 

teenage boys said they were at no risk or at 
redni.rnal risk of infection, eve~ though nearly 
half of them reported at least one casual sex 
partner over the last year, and condom use 

was low (Bandawe n.d.). 
Men having sex with men is a phenomenon 

that is either denied in most regions, or about 

which nothing is known (National Research 
Council 1996). AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa is 
considered to be overwhelmingly heterosexual 

in its transmission, but this perception might 
be obfuscath~g sexual exchanges that include 
males having sex with other men even if the 
term "’homosexuality/" as understood in the 

U.S. or Europe, is unknown. Finally, another 
route of transmission occurs between mother 
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and child, with HW being passed to the hffmat 

either during the birth process, or during 
breastfeeding. 

Broader Contexts 

Most east African countries recognized the 
problem of AIDS and instituted some form of 
preventio~x program by the mid- of late 1980s 
(Serwadda et al. 1994). With some degree of@ 

variation, these programs have been character- 

ized as ~ehavioral change through 
educational outre~i~ff-~’~-ii-~sed condom 

" availability. Educational outreach has meant, 
for most countries, making their constituencies 
more aware of AIDS as a serious problem, 
and increasing levels of knowledge about 
how HW can and cannot be transmitted. 
Making condoms more available has usually 
memxt both subsidization and distribution. 

¯ These strategies, while constituting a neces- 
sary first step in AIDS prevention, have 
proven to be of limited value ha diminishing 
transmission of HIV in most regions. The 
reasons for this are too many to cover compre- 
hensively in this chapter, but the final section 
attempts to tease out some of the primary 
factors. 

@ One of the problems inherent in educational 
outreach is that greater awareness of AIDS 
does not necessarily mean fire ability to change 
risky behaviors. Outreach campaigns are 
based implicitly on the notion of rational be- 

havior, that is, that with new knowledge 
comes automatic adjustment in social or sexual 

@practices. Thi_s a~.c_h~..e.!~i__d~e~_._[h_~r~.qter 
context of power relations, economic necessity, 
and resource limitations within which HIV 

transmission occurs. It is little wonder, then, 
that knowledge of AIDS and its transmission 
routes is rarely a predictor of less risky behav- 
ior in studies that have examined this associ- 

ation (National Research Council 1996). 

Condom use, for example, has increased con- 
siderably in some regions, but not in others. 
The reasons behind the failure of most coun- 

tries to raise condom usage encapsulate some 
of the problems inherent in current prevention 

strategies. 
Whether men or women use condoms in 

their sexual exchanges depends on a number 
of factors that are slowly being illuminated 

(Treichier: 1992a; NSC 1996; Miles 1993). One 
factor is the power dynamics within which 
sexual exchange takes place. As in most soci- 
eties, women in east and southern African 
countries by mad large are not considered of 

equal status to men socially, nor does equity 
tend to characterize women’s personal reta- 

tio,n,~s~ps with men. Where sexual exchange 
is d’oncemed, this impacts women in two pri- 
mary ways. First, it means that women cannot 
always dictate the terms of sex because they do 

nothave the social capital to do so. Purported 
beliefs in some regi.9ns that men by nature must 
have sex ff~quenfly..:IC-"~ild@~4iil~.and Caldwell 

1993)~ combine with social hierarchies to create 
sexual exchanges whos~ te}~.~hre established 

more by men than by Women"Second, it means 
that women are not always in the economic 

position to say no to partners who will not 
assent to using condoms. Wh~ether in a mar-~ 

ri~at the woman relies u_u_p_p~_for financial 
reasons, o-7 ~ co~ercia---~ sexual--e--diSYffinges, 

-th~ q~c ~n-fft~ogsibittty’~O f 

Second, condom use is embedded in varied 

cultural sttuc~ures of meaning that impinge 
upon its widespread acceptance. Some studies 
have determined, for example, that both men 

and women perceive condoms as impedin~ 
sexual pleasure (Msapato et al. 1990), or that in 
precluding the ejaculation of semen into the 
vagina, condoms disrupt the underlying value 

of sexual exchange. As described by Philip Setel 
in his study of AIDS in northern Tanzania, sex 
for young men was like a market transaction 
where taking a man’s semen was part of 
the woman’s bargain. Using a condom in this 

context "was like getting cheated in a deal’" 
(Setel 1996:1175). Finally, condoms are seen in 
many regions of east Africa as symbols of prom- 
iscuity. Asking one’s partner to use a condom is 
thus tantamount to accusations or admissions 
of sexual promiscuity (NSC 1996). 

A better assessment of how condoms might 

be made more acceptable is in part contingent 
upon better awareness of sexual behaviors and 
their many regional differences. This hinges, 
inter alia, upon better maderstandings of pri- 
mary relationships and their different config- 
urations under particular circumstances, and 
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the highly variable conditions, definitions, and 
circumstances in which commercial sexual ex- 

change takes place. 
One of the difficulties of gaining better iiffor- 

mation about sexual behaviors in different 

regions of east and southern Africa centers 
around the definition of concepts such as mar- 
riage (NSC 1996). Not only do many regions 
practice some form of polygyny, but long-term 
and recent social economic changes have 
fostered new forms of relationships that may 
or may not be defined as marriage (Sete11996). 
Establishing sexual relationships outside of 
marriage is relatively common in many areas 

of east and southern Africa, for exan~ple. These 
relationships may be casual and short term, 

they may be with commercial sex workers, 
or they may be stable and enduring (Ndinya- 
Achola et al. 1997; NSC 1996; Akeroyd 1997). 
These relationships tend to be more common 

with men, yet are not unknown to women, h~ 
one study undertaken in Nairobi, for example, 

last sex was with a commercial sex worker or 
casual partner for 26 percent of those men 

living with a spouse (Ndinya-Achola et al. 
1997:506). Two or more partners during the 
past year were also reported for 82 percent of 
the men surveyed, and 25 percent of the 

$ women. Migrativ o_~e._r.ns add to the chances 

that men will establish second families in their 

place of work, or that women left behind will 
seek other relationships in their husband’s ab- 
sence. Many studies are also finding that ado- 
lescents of both sexes become sexually active 

early, sometimes by 13 or 14 (Heli~zer-Allen 

1994), and have had several partners by the 
q~ time they enter into marriage. These examples 

simply serve to enforce greater recognition of a 
growing diversity of sexual unions evolving in 
response to changing social economic land- 

scapes, and that asking study participants 
about their marital status is not necessarily a 

predictor of vulnerability to HIV. 
¯ Many studies on AIDS in sub-Saharan Africa 

focus on the role of con’unercial sex workers 

(CSWs) in transmitting HIV, yet few bother to 
problematize the meaning of that term or to 
analyze why women enter into commercial 

sexual exchanges. In regions of east and south- 
ern Africa, wome3~ may enter into relationships 

with men for various financial reasons, and 
with broadly discrepant results in terms of 

their risk for HIV. ~�.C.S__Ws work usually ~ 
in cities or in eft-urban truck sIop.s, but even 

here their wof]~-~~es various forms and entails 
varying degrees of risk. In one study based in~ 
Nairobi, HIV seroposifi_vity was found in 66 

percent of CSWs of tow socio-economic status, 
but in 31 percent of those of higher socio- 
economic status (Kreiss et al. 1986). Most 
CSWs working h] African cities face extremely 

high risk of acquiring H_W, but more studies 
need to elucidate why some are at higher risk 

thmx others, and under:!what ~!rcumstances 
condoms may become a possible and even ac- 
ceptable part of sexual exchange. Recent stud-@ 
ies have suggested, for example, that women 
identifying themselves as sex workers might 

have greater leverage in negotiating condom 
use than those who do not identify as sex 
workers but who use sex exchanges as strat- 

egies for survival (Schoepf 2001). 
Many women who do not consider them- 

selves CSWs engage in other forms of sexual 
relationships that incorporate some form of 
financial exchange. These may come in the 

form of teenaged girls servicing businessmen 
in return for school fees or gifts (the Sugar 
Daddies mentioned above), longer-term rela- 

tionships in which money or gifts are occasion- 
ally bestowed, or infrequent paid sexual 
exchanges to supplement incomes earned 
from trading or other occupations (NSC 1996). 
All of these relationships may be considered 
commercial to the extent that financial gain is 

involved, yet they are widely divergent in their 
form, duration, nature, and risk. As long as 
"prostitution" and "con’unercial sex workers" 
remain undefined and undifferentiated terms 
in research on AIDS, little understanding will 

come of the reasons why women engage in 
different forms of sexual exchange, the condi- 

tions under which these exchanges take place, 
or of the kinds of interventions needed. 

@Finally, we assert that effective prevention 
programs cannot be established until there is 
better understanding of why women enter into . 
commercial sexual exchanges that might in- 

crease their risk of HW. In many areas of east 
and southern Africa, underemployment is a 
problem for both men and women, a factor 
that puts into motion a number of contingen- 
cies ~mderlying HIV risk. Men tend~e- 
quently than women to migrate in search of 
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jobs in both east and southern Africa (NSC 
1996), while women often have few income- 
earning opportunities available to them ff they 
are not financially supported by their hus- 
bands. For those women with little formal edu-@ 

cation, prostitution or infrequent commercial 
sexual exchange can be the only way to make a 
viable living. In this case, expandLng employ- 
ment opportunities makes a more effective 
AIDS prevention strategy than simply trying 
to make conditions less risky once women 
have already entered into commercial sexual 
exchanges. 

Strategies for the Future 

Current prevention strategies have increased 
knowledge about HIV m~d AIDS in many 
African countries, but they have not made an 
overall difference in rate of transmission. More 
effective prevention strategies will need to ad- 
dress those underlying causes of HIV and AIDS 

that are rooted in inequitable gender relations, 
lack of employment opportunities for both men 
and women, and cultural meanings surround- 
ing forms and functions of sexual exchange. But 
it also means disrupting current institutional 
practices at the international level that are nega- 

tively impacting national economies and local 
livelihoods. There is not enough time to ad- 

equately address international-scale relation- 
ships to HIV transmission in this chapter, so 
two examples will have to suffice. First, IMF-~ 
dictated structural adjustment policies almost 
certainly have a negative effect on AIDS in sub- 
Saharan Africa. 

As the economies of poor southern African~ 

countries such as Malawi, Zambia, and Angola 
failed in the 1980s, financial and technical as- 
sistance from multilateral organizations such as 

the World Bank was conditioned by the World 
Bank’s structural adjustment programs (SAPs)¯ 

The SAPs were initiated to promote greater 

econoTih-’~efficiency and economic growth to 
make sub-Saharan economies more competi- 

tive in today’s global economy (Aryeetey- 
Aftoh 1997; Asthana 1994). As Aryeetey-Attoh 

(1997) notes, candidates for structural adiusb 
ment were those with budget deficits, balance- 

of-payment problems, high inflationary rates, 
ineffective state bureaucracies, inefficient agri- 
cultural and industrial production sectors, 

overvalued currencies, and inefficient credit 
institutions. SAPs have a number of 

features which have negatively affected the 
position of the urban poor, women and chil- 
dren, but major features include trade liberal- 

ization, government expenditure reduction, 
devaluation of currencies, reduction of controls 
oveF.foreign currency, and trade union restric- 
tions. 

Evidence indicates that the deleterious 
effects of SAPs on health and social services 

throughout.¯Africa have been far reaching. 
Livin conditions for.urban arid rural popula~ 

-- ~ 
fions have deteriorate~t; th~’.~ticational infra- 
structure has crumbled; a~d.¯~the health care 
services are in dire sffai~s (P0~ 1995; Lensink 

1996; Lurie et al, 1995; .Tevera 1997). For 
example, Lensink (1996) notes that with re- 

spect to Africa the number of people between 
the ages of 6 and 23 who received education 
decreased during the 1980s and the number of 
people per doctor and per nurse increased 
significantly. Generally, adiustment programs 

have had dramatic negative effects on quality 
of care, health service utilization due to the 
imposition of user fees, search for alternative 

sources of health care, changes in mortality 
and morbidity, and nutritional status. Others 
have analyzed these issues for various regions 
(Schoepf et al. 2000, Lurie et al. this volume), 
but we will briefly discuss them here in terms 

of southern Africa. 

Decreased expenditure on health care is one ~ 
outcome of SAPs that has hit southern African 

countries hard. Tevera (1997) clearly demon- 
strates that in the course of the 1980s govern- 
ment funding for the health sector in 

Zin~babwe became inadequate for the provi- 
sion of basic health services, and even more so 
for the support of community-based health 

care (Tevera 1997). Zimbabwe is one of the 
few com~tries in southern Africa that managed 

to increase government health expenditure in 
real terms during the 1980s (Chabot et al. 
1995). However, this policy of consistent real ~ 

increases in public financing of health services 
could not be sustained under the conditions of 

the structural adjustment programs that 
started in 1991. As a result, real per capita 
public expenditure on health dropped by a 
total of 35 percent between 1991 and 1994 

(Chisvo and Munro 1994). 
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~ Tevera (1997) notes that the health sector in 

Zimbabwe has suffered from across-the-board 

cuts in government expenditures since 1991 
and that these cuts have reversed the upward 
trend in expenditure that had occurred since 
independence. The end result of the cuts in 
Zimbabwe’s health care expenditure was a 10 

percent decline in the number of nurses per 
person employed by the Ministry of Health 
and Child Welfare between 1991 and 1992, 

from more than 9 per 10,000 to just over 8 per 
10,000 population. By mid-1992 about 800 
health workers had been retrenched and 400 

nursing posts had been abolished. This was 
followed by a substantial decline in the public 
funding of drugs and the imposition of user 
fees as part of cost-recovery. The stringent in~- 
plementation of fee collection together with 

the requirement of advance payment, particu- 
larly for maternity care, has already had a 
deterrent effect in terms of utilization of gov- 

ernment services in Zimbabwe (Tevera 1997). 
Drugs are in short supply and their costs have 
increased sharply and are beyond the reach of 

@ most of the low-income earners. Perhaps the 
most tragic consequence in Zimbabwe is a 
steady increase in deaths from diseases (for 
example, easily treatable infant diseases and 

TB) that in the past had been brought under 
control. This is in large part because of the 
indirect effects of structural adjustment on nu- 
trition, unhealthy living conditions, and pov- 
erty. Similar narratives can be told for health 

care delivery systems in Botswana, Malawi, 
Zambia, Zaire, Angola, and Mozambique (see, 
for example, McPake 1993). 

¯ . In Zambia poverty is now a major national 
problem where it is estimated that as much as 

42 percent of the urban population lives below 
the poverty line (Kalumba 1990). The price 
of basic commodities, such as chicken, has in- 
creased more than tenfold during the past 
decade, whereas in the same period wages 
only doubled. Studies suggest that the con- 

sumption pattern in poor households is 
changing from relatively protein- and energy- 

rich food toward less expensive, bulkier foods, 
with a decreasing number of meals per day 
(Streefland et al. 1995). 

This process of impoverishment hits women 
harder than men, in particular because SAPs 
reinforce an already existing process of mar- 

ginalization of women’s production. Where 

SAPs lead to an increase in production, they 
stimulate the production of cash crops for 
export - such as cotton, cocoa, tea, and coffee 
- often to the detriment of household con- 

sumption (Streefland et al. 1995). The increase 

in cash crop production, usually controlled by 
men, also leads to increase in workloads for 

0 female family members. Further, women must 
bear the brunt of the social consequences of 
adjustment measures. Sinc6 they are also re- 
sponsible for social andihealth gspects within 

the family, it is they who must cope with the 
increased burden of disease and hunger. In 

short, structural adjustment programs have 

had a disproportionate impact on increasing 
their workload while often yielding very few 
benefits health-wise and economically. 

There is growing evidence of the impact of 
structural adjustment on the health of mothers 

and infants. Costello et al. (1994) argues that 

most of the child mortality rates presented in 
World Bank tables should be viewed with 
suspicion, as such data are based on extrapo- 
lation rather than direct measurements. Dir- 
ectly measured estimates for Zambia show a 
rise in infant mortality from 176 to 190 per 
thousand live births in the period between 

1975 and 1992. As already indicated above, 

the Zambia Demographic and Health Survey 
data confirm this finding. In Zimbabwe, infant 
and child mortality exhibited a downward 
trend throughout the early and mid-1980s. 
The infant mortality rate declined from be- 

tween 120 and 150 per thousand live births 
before 1980 to 61 by 1990, whereas the child 

mortality rate (children one to five years of 

age) declined from around 40 to 22 per thou- 

sand during the same period (Chabot et al. 
1995). However, as UNICEF (1994, 1996) data 
indicate, evidence is accumulating thai both 

indicators began to rise in the late 1980s and 

~ 1990s. In addilion to economic decline, deteri- 
orating health services, and drought, the " 

impact of HIV/AIDS is suspected to have con- 
tributed significantly to these observed 
changes in infant, childhood, and maternal . 
mortality rates in countries such as Zimbabwe,: 

Zambia, Botswana, and Malawi. These views 
have been held widely and forcefully enough 
to cause the World Bank members at recent¯ 
meetings to list debt forgiveness among future .. 
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actions. However, there is great need for con- 

tinued criticism of these policies and the insti- 
tutions such as the IMF and the World Bm~k 

that prioritize loan repa~nent before people’s 
lives. 
~The decision by the World Health Organiza- 
tion to encourage women in sub-Saharan coun- 
tries not to breast_feed their babies in order 

to curtail mother-to-child HtV tr~smission 
shows a sin-dlar lack of political morality. 

Although represented as a difficult choice 
between H1V transmission and increased dys- 

entery from bottle feeding, the WHO failed to 
mention that they might have brought their 
considerable political weight to bear upon 

pharmaceutical companies to donate AZT and 

other life-saving drugs as a humanitarian ges- 
ture in the face of overburdened health care 

systems and widespread poverty. Interference 
in the lives of poor African women and their 
children is apparently more expedient than 
interfering in the profit motives of corporate 

giants. Though the pricing policies of multi- 
national pharmaceutical giants have recently 

been contested (see Craddock this volume), 
the issue of pharmaceutical profit versus 
people’s lives remains trenchant. In summary, 
prevention strategies need to get beyond the 
rhetoric of "more research" and "more educa- 

tion" to hit hard at the international, national, 
and local economic contingencies feeding the 

flakes;of the AIDS epidemic. 

¯ ~, NOTES 

L The reasons ~o~ ~u~J’to i~L~b~’~igrat~on are of 

co~rs~ mu~h mo~e Compli~tec~ ~d va~ed than a 
deprecia~n~ agri~U]~u~a~s~�~o~~ ~r more thorough 
overviews of the connecti0ns, b.,e~een rural poverty, 
migration, and risk of ttlV/AIDS, see Schoept et al. 
2000; Farmer et al. 1996; Lurie this volume). 
2. In Bnrundi, Kenya, Rwanda, and Uganda female 
labor force participation rates ranged between 46 
and 50 percent (World Bank 1999). Female illiteracy 
in Burundi is nearly 78 percent, in Kenya 30 percent, 
Rwanda 48 percent, and Uganda 50 percent (World 
Bank 1999). 
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Chapter 3 

Confronting AIDS with Debt: 
° 

~ Africa s Silent Crisis 

Nana K. Poku 

In less than generation, has become one of the leading: ii rs african 
continent, but its long-term impacts on the continent’s already fragilg"i.development 

capacity threatens to be particularly devastating. In both men and women, the virus 
is impacting heaviest on the most productive sectors of African economies -prime- 
aged adults - robbing these already besieged economies of scarce skills, children of 
their parents and a continent of a generation in the prime¯ of their working lives 

(Poku 2002; Whiteside 2002). CruciaIly, these losses - in both human capital and 
intergeneration knowledge - are taking place against a background of declining 
economic capabilities with its related structural indebtedness; weak states with their 

deteriorating infrastructures; and societies already reeling from two decades of 
adjustment pressures. Herein lies A " ’ 

fnca s predicmnent: on the one hand, how to 
respond effectively to the multipie demands of HIViAIDS, whilst on the other, 
struggling with a debt overhang which is undermining investments in social welfare. 
In what foIlows, I will argue that any effective engagement with HIViAIDS in 

Africa must simultaneously engage with the continent’s economic decline, if it is to 
be effective and sustainable. 

AIDS in the Context of Economic Retrogression 

The latest economic indicators from the African Development Report 2002 
underline the extent of the continent’s economic decline. The Report’s celebrated 
headline growth of 3.5 per cent in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2002 compared 
to 3.2 per cent in 200I, belies the systematic decline observable in real per capital 
GDP growth from 1.0 per cent to 0.8 per cent in the same period - see Figure 3.1 
(ADB 2002). In developmental terms, this means that the combined economies of 
Africa actually shnmk by 0.2 per cent in the 12 months up to the end of 2002. To put 
this in context, all other regions are already out-performing Africa, and efforts to 
redress this poor performance over the past two decades have not been successful 
see Table 3.2. In 2002, for example, the average Gross National Product (GNP) per 
capita in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
countries was $28,086, compared with $528 in Africa. This means that the 
industrialised countries are roughly 5I times wealthier than African states. 
Assuming that the OECD countries could stop stretching this development gap 
further, and hoping that African economies could grow at an annual rate of 3.5 per 
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cent over the coming years, it would take the continent some 135 years to reach 
today’s level of wealth enjoyed by OECD countries. 

The scale of the continent’s economic decline is brought into even sharper focus 
by looking at the latest indicators from the United Nations Development Progrmnme 
(UNDP). According to this data, some 80 per cent of the low human deveIopment 
countries - these are countries with high population growth rates, low income, low 
literacy, and low life expectancy in 2002, are located in Africa (UNDP 2002). 
There are only eleven African countries in the middle category - Algeria, Botswana, 
Egypt, Gabon, Libya, Mauritius, Morocco, Seychelles, Swaziland and South Africa; 
five of which have a combined population of just 4.6 million - Mauritius, 
Seychelles, Botswana, Gabon and Swaziland. The ~:~naainin~ 4i countries on the 
continent are in the low human development category. This, however, does not tell 
the entire story. There are 55 countries in this category, which means African 
countries account for 85 per cent of the category. Even more telling, is that, of the 30 
countries with the lowest human development indices, 26 (or 89 per cent) are 
African. Not surprisingly, poverty has increased at a faster rate on the continent than 
anywhere else in the world. With a fifth of the world population, the continent is 
home to one in three poor persons in the world (World Bank 2002) and four of every 
ten of its inhabitants living in what the World Bank classifies as ’a condition of 
absolute poverty.’ More worrying still, Africa is the only region in the world where 
both the absolute number mad the proportion of poor people are expected to increase 
during this millennium (UNDP 2000). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Years: 1997-2002 

[] Real GDP Growth 
Rate 

[] Real per Capita 
GDP Growth Rate 

Source: Adopted from ADB Statistics 2002 and IMF 

Figure 3.1: Economic indicators in Africa, 1997-2002 

The report also highlights a number of equally depressing statistics about the general 
state of the continent. Take for example, the continental situation with respect to 
health, food, nutrition and education. The percentages of the population having 
access to health services, safe water mad sanitation are 59, 45 and 31, respectively; 
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and average catorie supply per capita is only 92 per cent of the daily requirement of 
the World Health Organisation (WHO). In the sphere of education, only 49 per cent 
of adults can read and write while the enrolment ratio for all levels is 35 per cent, 

s.uggesting a very low level of human capital formation. Critical as the general 
s~tuation is, it is even worse for children and women. The mortality rates for infants 
(under twelve months) and children (under’ five years) are, at 101 and 160 
respectively, again the highest of all regions in the world. The percentages of 
children who are underweight, wasted and stunted are 31, 13 and 44 respectively. 
Trained medical personnel attend 0nly 40 per cent of births and only 49 per cent of 
one-year-olds are fully immunized. The literacy rate. of women is only 60 per cent of 
that of men and the corresponding figure for mean years.of se~0’~Iihg’~i~’0.per cent 
that of men. Similarly, the gaps in school em’olment are als0 wid~,:thelJfi 

~s being 
level education, respectively. While the life expectancy of women,is :b.igh~- ~fian that of 

men, other indicators of health are biased against women. Ma[ernal mortality rate is 
700 per 100,000 live births, and only 64 per cent of women get prenatal care (UNDP 
1999a). There have also been reversals in school enroIment ratios and increases in 
school dropout rates relative to the appreciable gains made in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Beyond this general depiction of Africa’s economic retrogression and decline lies 
an un.foIding story of human misery. If we remove territorial boundaries from our 
cognitive map, we are left with the picture of people across the African continent 
attempting to pursue basic subsistence within the hostile and unpredictable 
environment of the national and gIobal economies. Households are attempting to 
secure these basic needs in conditions of extreme adversity, as governments and 
state managers either fail to, or are unable to, pursue policies that will increase the 
human security of their citizens. Indeed, in the process of globalisation, Africa has 
simply been left behind, in terms of any of the spoils of the process. Moreover, 
many of the features of modem societies, which Africans have been exposed to are 
withering: trucks no longer mn because there are no spare parts and roads have 
become impassable due to degradation and neglect. A recent World Bank report 
described the continent’s predicament in the foilowing way: 

Many institutions are deteriorating, both in physicat and in tk~.eir technical and financial 
ability to perform efficiently, although the picture varies from country to com~try, even 
those with good [development] records in the 1970s and 1980s are now ~acing serious 
d~fficulties. In short, the economic and social transformation of Africa, begun so eagerly 
and effectively in the early years of independence, are tzow behlg 

halted and reversed. 
Any account of the continent’s condition must attempt to uuravel what is cause and 
what is effect. It is precisely at the level of interpretation, however, that one must be 
careful not to resort to simplistic causalities or reduce its plight to a series of causal 
or tautological cliches, most of which carry distinct racist connotations. Clearly, 
decades of domestic economic mismanagement with its associated corruption, 
violence and resultant debt, cannot be overlooked. But in emphasising these factors, 
we must also be careful not to overlook the fact that the continent has also been a 
victim of particularly bad advice. Kwesi Asante of Ghana, spokesperson of the 
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United Nations Office for Emergency Operations in Africa, summarised the position 
this way: 

Afi-ica’s problem - Africa’s biggest problem - is too many people going around the 
continent with solutions to problems they didn’t understand. Many of these solutions are 
half-baked. But this is not to put all the blame on the North. Some Africans don’t 
understand the African problems (Poku 2003). 

James Wolfensohn, the president of the World Bank, pursues the theine further, 
noting: 

have failed in Africa, along with everybody else. We ha~e not fuliy understood the 
problems. We have not identified the priorities. We have not always designed our projects 

But we will continue to try (Poku 2003). 

This admission of failure by Wolfensohn belies the true culpability of the World 
Bank and other international financial institutions (lFIs) in shaping contemporary 
Africa’s disheartening reality. Over the past two decades, African governments have 
had to adopt Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) as a crucial prerequisite to 
receiving vitally needed loans from these IFIs - particularly International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. The immediate context for these was the 
continent’s unsustainable debt overhang and its deepening economic state in the 
early 1980s. The volume of world trade, which had expanded at 5.7 per cent yearly 
in the 1970s, virtually stagnated between 1981 and 1983, with average annual GNP 
growth rate of African’s trading partners falling from 4.4 per cent in the t970s to 1.8 
per cent between 1980-81. Similarly, the growth in demand for primary products 
and for fuel dropped between the 1970s and 1981 from 2.0 to 0.5 (IMF, 198%). 
With the sharp downturn in commodity prices and the increase in the prices of 
manufacturing products, the overall terms of trade of Africa fell by 7 per cent 
between 1981 and 1985 (IMF I989a). Nominal interest rates on the foreign debt 
mushroomed to record high levels of 18-20 per cent during 1980-83. The decline in 
nominal rates observed, since then has not been paralleled by a commensurate 
decline in real interest rates. Because of the debt crisis of 1982, gross capital flows 
declined sharply after 1983. Net capital flows dropped even more dramatically, from 
$10 billion in 1982 to about $2.5 billion in 1985. These external shocks produced 
immediate adverse effects on inflation and, in turn, created balance of payment 
problems. 

Against this backgrom~d, SAPs were designed to initiate two crucial 
developments in African economies: fiscal stability and economic growth. The IMF 
was charged with the former and its primary aim was to reduce short-term 
disequilibrium, especially budget and balance of payment deficits and inflation; 
while the World Bank sought to deliver the latter by reorienting the structures of 
African economies for greater efficiency and growth potential in the medium-tenn. 
In practice, this distinction was blurred because the World Bank programmes were 
atmost never implemented without an IMF programme in place. The impact on the 
ground was a critical tension between the demand management approach of the IMF 
on the one hand, and the supply-oriented thrust of the World Bank on the other. 
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Two decades on, there are no signs of these programmes achieving their desired 
objectives. Yet, their socio-economic impacts have been particularly devastating. 
Table 3.1 shows the knock-on effects of SAPs for essential services on the 
continent. The cumulative impact has been a severe deterioration in basic services in 
adjusting countries. Cuts in government expenditure, for example, have forced up 
the costs of primary education and health care. beyond the reach of many ordinary 
Africans (Wallace 1999). Similarly, rushed’~)i~)atisation has resulted in the laying 
off of tens-of-thousands of workers (Tangri and Mwenda 2001); the removal of 
price controls and the devaluation of the national currency have resulted in the cost 

¯ oreover, the promotmn of exports for debt 
repayment and the cutting of public expenditur~ 6n "welfare,.in a region where 280 
million people are undernourished; wberetbere is 1 d~ctor"f6i?. ~i~l~:~i~i,00~0 people, 
compared with 1 for 400 people in industrial countries; and wfiere~iri~ ~t~oftbe ten 
HIV infected people worIdwide reside, is a scandal’ (Poku2002) 

Perhaps the most insidious aspect of all is the relationstiip ’b~tw;e;~ adjustment 
programmes and the spread of HIViAIDS. Peter Not, the director of UNAIDS, puts 
the position this way; ’structural adjustment raises particular problems for [AfricanJ 
governments because most of the factors which fuel the AIDS pandemic are also 
those factors that seem to come into play in ~tructural adjustment programmes’ (Piot 
2001). The state of Africa’s health care system is a particular point in mind. At a 
time when up to 70 per cent of adults in some hospitals are suffering from AIDS- 
related illnesses - placing extreme pressure on health services - many African 
commies are still cutting health expenditure in order to satisfy IMF and World Bank 
conditionalities. For example, in Tanzania - where over half a million children are 
orphans as a result of AIDS (UNAIDS 2002) - the government spends only around 
US$3.20 per person per year on health provision, a quarter of what the World Bank 
itseIf estimates is necessary to provide basic care (World-Bank 2002). The 
Tanzanian government spends in excess of three times more on debt servicing each 
year than it does on health care - see Table 1.2. Similarly, in Malawi where nearly 
16 per cent of the population are either living with HIV or AIDS, where there is only 
one doctor for every 50, 000 people, government spending on health care was 
dwarfed by debt repayment by two to one - see Table 3.2. 

Table 3.1: Circle of decline and vulnerability: the impacts of SAPS on African 
societies 

t~cy 

To reduce 
g ~ernment 
exl~ enditure 

I Policy 
Response 

Introduce user 
fee for health 
services 

Domestic Impact 

Reduce access to 

health services; 
decline in general 
health of the 
population 

implications for the 
spread of HIV/AIDS 

Reduced awareness of 
health issues, incIuding 
HIViAIDS; poor general 
health; reduced treatment 
for opportunistic infections, 
particularly STDs 
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To increase 
export 
earnings 

~ hatroduce user 
fee for 
education 

Decrease 
spending 0n 
health and 
education 

Public sector 
redundancies 
and wage 
freezes 

Removal of 
price subsidies 
on food, fuel 
mad other basic 
conmmdities 

Reduced civil 
services 

Promote large 
export- 
orientated 
proj ects 

Children, 
particularly girls, 
removed from 
schools; 
marginalisation of 
large section of 
population to 
informal sector like 
prostitution with 
associated risk ¯ 

Reduce quality and 
quantity of 
facilities; lack of 
equipment; fewer 
and less trained 
staff 

Unemployment; 
;taft shortages 
leading to reduced 
quality and 
quantity of 
education and 
health services 

Reduced quality 
i and quantity of 
food; declining 
calorie 
consumption per 
head 

Reduced 
administrative 
capacity 

Workers migrate to 
jobs from home; 
decrease food 
production; 
restructure 
domestic 
production patterns 
leading to decrease 

i in consmnable food 
for domestic 
societies; rural to 
urban migration 

Reduced education; 
increased illiteracy; 
increased risk of HIV 
transmission due to poor 
educational knowledge. 
Particular vulnerability of 
women due to lack of 
formal education 

InC"eased vulnerability to 

infection 

Increased vulnerability to 
infection 

Poor health means greater 
vulnerability to infection, 
increased in informal sector 
activities with increased 
risk of HIV infection 

Governments less able to 
promote AIDS prevention 

Workers more likely to 
engage in risky behaviour 
with increased risk of HIVi 
AIDS contraction.; 
spreading of HIV through 
migration; returning 
migrants infecting local 
communities 
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Table 3.2: Debt to health and education profile: selected African countries 

Country 

Malawi 
Mozambique 

Rwanda 

Tanzania 

Uganda 

Zambia 

Percentage of 
Adult 
Population 
with HIVi 
AIDS * 

15.5 

13.0 

8.9 

17.8 

:21.5 

Percentage of 
Govt. Spending 

Percentage of 
Govt, 

.on primary 
education ** 

Percentage of 
Govt, Spending on 
Debt Servicing 
2001"*** 

Spending on 
Health *** 

34 

57 

32 

42 

Various sources. * UNAIDS 2002 (December), ** ¯World Bank.(vari~U~ ~Ou~(es), 
¯ ** WHO (2002 Health Reports), **** UNDPiWodd Bank figures 

In aggregate terms, the total long-term debt of the continent stood at US$315 billion 
in 2000 (World Bank 2001). Although this figure is quite modest by global 
standards Brazil, for example, owed more than US$120 billion at the end of 2000 
- compared to the continent’s ability to repay, the debt is enormous. Africans can 
pay offthe debt only with earnings in foreign currency; that is, they must use money 
from exports, from aid or from new foreign loans. Take the case of Ethiopia, one of 
the poorest countries in the world. Its debt of US$t0 billion ($179 a person) at the 
end of 1999 may not seem like much compared to the US$98 billion the American 
government released for emergency response to ground-zero after the terrorist attack 
of 2001. But Ethiopia’s debt is almost thirteen times the amount the country earned 
in exports in i997. Ethiopia used the equivalent of 45 per cent of its US$783 million 
in export earnings on debt payments. Even after such a crushing payout, Ethiopia’s 
debt is still unsustainable. Or consider the trade-offs with investments in health care. 
In 2000, 75 per cent of the world’s new AIDS infections were in sub-Saharan 
Africa. So were four-fifths of all deaths from AIDS that year. Yet among all African 
countries only South Africa was spending more on health care than on debt service. 
For most African countries, the entire annual health budget is less than US$10 a 
person. Health care, moreover, is only one of the urgent needs requiring investment. 
This perverse anomaly is reducing the already limited ability of governments across 
Africa to provide even the basic levels of health care for their people at a tinae when 
the pressures of HIViAIDS threatens to overwhelm existing health services (Sachs 
2001). 

The potent mix of debt and adjustment makes it virtually impossible for any 
African country to treat those with the virus effectively, or to undertake successful 
campaigns to reduce high-risk behaviour while also providing essential resom’ces in 
the fight against the pandemic. Hence, why some presidents as well as governmental 
technical and consulting staff deliver messages which, at the very least, can be 
characterised as ambiguous, tn this vein, the former president Lissouba of Congo- 
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Brazzaville regularly evoked his country’s determination to confront the pandemic 
during interviews with foreign press, while not hesitating to characterize HIV 
infection as the primary symbol of social and political disorder in his country in 
1993 and 1994. More recently, in July 1999, the president of Kenya declared war on 
AIDS, while affirming in the same speech his staunch opposition to all initiatives to 
promote condom use in his country. 

Indeed, until very recently a culture of indifference and denial existed among 
Africa’s ruling elite regarding HIViAIDS. Even where denial was conquered, the 
types of intervention proposed and pursued by governments often exacerbated the 
problem. As recently as the 15 August 2000 (some 15 years since the first reported 
HIV case in his country) President Bakili Muluzi of M~lawi was calling on his 
police force to intensify swoops on known brothels to Slow down the spread of 
AIDS. So convinced was the President of the relationship between high prevalence 
and the sex industry that he proposed to give police greater powers to restrict the 
’civil liberties’ of known prostitutes and their clients. Similarly, in Swaziland, 
Tfohlongwane Dlamini, the chairman of the powerful Swaziland National Council 
Standing Committee, told delegates at a recent conference that H1V-afflicted people, 
’should be kept in their own special place if we want to curb the spread of the 
disease’. The statement followed an earlier parliamentary debate where Swazi King 
Mswati III called for HIV-positive citizens to be ’stedlizedand branded’. 

At one level it is not difficult to see why African leaders have opted to play this 
dual game. In many of the countries worst affected by HIViAIDS, poor economic 
management, high inflation, rampant corruption, and deteriorating infrastructure are 
commonplace, and conflicts and population displacement are far from rare. The 
contribution of AIDS to this generally grim picture is to further exacerbate the 
already precarious situation on the continent. In Zambia and Zimbabwe, for 
example, H1V-infected patients occupy 50 to 80 per cent of all beds in urban 
hospitals. The services provided meet only a fraction of the needs. Yet spending on 
AIDS care is crowding out spending on other life-saving, cost-effective 
programmes. On average, treating an AIDS patient for one year is ab6ut as 
expensive as educating 10 primary school students for one year. Not surprisingly, 
governments have taken the view that scarce resources are better spent on rival 
health priorities. 

In reality, this argument is less effective than it sounds because often measures to fight 
AIDS also serve other medical and social objectives. Better post-maternity counselling, 
for example, can cut mother-child HIV transmission; it also reduoes infant mortality more 
generally. Equally, treamaent of venereal diseases such as syphilis slows the spread of 
HIV; it is also good in itself. In the end, a determined effort against AIDS is likely to 

i.::i.:.:.ii:.. 

Adj ustment and Poverty: The Context of Vulnerability 

To be clear, SAPs do not cause HIV or AIDS, but they do create an extremely fertile 
environment for the spread of HIV/AIDS - see Table 3.1. Of particular interest here. 
is the correlation between adjustment programmes and poverty on the one hand, and 
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poverty and vulnerability to HIViAIDS on the other. Africa’s experience with SAPs 
shows a strong correlation between their implementation and a rise in poverty (van 
de Walle 2001). Poverty is closely linked with high unemployment, hunger and 
malnutrition, lack of basic Services, inability to pay for or access health care, 
disintegration of families, vulnerability, homelessness and often hopelessness. 
Mainstream biomedical literature has long documented the methods by which this 
combination of factors can undermine the bott~’S specific and non-specific immune 
response (Farmer 1999; Kim, Millen et al. 2000). Hence, we know that protein- 
energy malnutrition (general calorie deficit) and specific micronutrient deficiencies, 
such as vitamin A deficiency, weaken every part of the body’s immune system, 

including the skin and mucous membranes, which’ are particularly !mportant in 
protecting the body from STDs, including HIV (Jakab."260~))~::M~’rgt~er, in an 
enviromnent of poverty, parasite infestation plays a dual rote.ih ~Uppi:~g§i,n.g immune 
response. It aggravates malnutrition by robbing the body 6f;eSg~nfia};if~ents ~d 
~ncreasmg calorie demand; and in addition, .the presence of parasiie~i"~hronically 
triggers the immune system, impairing its ability to fight infdcti~fi from other 
pathogens. 

One of the key societal legacies of poverty in Africa is the existence of 
undiagnosed and untreated sexually transmitted diseases among many Africans. 
Data for 2000 indicate that Africa has the highest incidence of curable STDs at 284 
cases per 1,000 people aged 15-49 years, compared to the second highest of I60 
cases per 1,000 people in South and South-East Asia. There is now growing 
recognition of the public health implications of curable STDs (especially those 
causing genital ulcers) by virtue of their frequency of occurrence as well as their 
ability, when present, to facilitate the transmission of HIV (World Bank 2000b). 
One study suggests that the presence of an untreated STD can enhance both the 
acquisition and transmission of H-IV by a factor of up to ten (MEDILINKS 2001). 
Such viral STDs are relatively uncommon in rich countries because of the 
availability of antibiotics. Yet, in Africa, even when the poor have access to health 
care, the cIinics may have no antibiotics to treat those STDs that act as cofactors for 
AIDS. Sub-Saharan Africa is not the only region where malnutrition is associated 
with HIViAIDS. Among all iow and middle-income countries, H1V prevalence is 
strongly correlated with falling protein and calorie consumption. 

Alongside STDs is the perennial issue of poverty-induced migration. A by- 
product of commodity specialisation - a central facet of SAPs - is the focusing of 
African economies on the production of specific products. The plantations, mines 
and industries, though development enclaves from one point of view, have required 
and attracted massive quantities of labour not only from the traditional rural areas, 
but also from neighbouring and regional states. The dislocation of so many millions 
of people from their traditional places of residence significantly increases their 
probability of contracting HIV or indeed, passing the virus on. Decosas and Adrien 
note that migrants have higher infection rates than those who do not migrate, 
independent of the HIV prevalence at the site of departure or the site of destination 
(Deeosas and Adrien 1997). 

The mining community in Carletonville, South Africa, is a tragic but powerful 
reminder of how mobility provides an environment of exlyaordinary risk for HIV 
contraction. With a mine-working population of 85,000 people, of whom 95 per cent 
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are migrant workers, Carletonvitle is the biggest gold-mining complex in the world. 
These migrant workers leave their families behind in rural villages, live in squalid 
alt-male labour hostels and return home maybe once a year. Lacking formal 
education and recreation, these hardworking men rely on little else but home- 
brewed alcohol and sex for leisure. For these men, there is a 1 in 40 chance of being 
crushed by falling rock, so the delayed risk of HIV seems comparatively remote. 
Astonishingly, some 65 per cent of adults in Carletonville were HIV-positive in 
1999, a rate higher than any region in the world (Williams, Gilgen et al. 2000). 
When these men return back to their families, they often carry the vires into their 
rural communities. A study in a rural area in th+ South African province of 
KwaZulu-Natal, for example, showed that 13 percent of..,women whose husbands 
worked away from home two-thirds of the time were infected with HIV (Morar, 
Ramjee et al. 1998). Among women who spent two-thirds of their time or more with 
their husbands, no HIV infection was recorded (Lurie, Williams et al. 2000). 

Poverty structures not only the contours of the pandemic, but also the outcome 
once an individual is sick with complications of HIV infection¯ A strong feature of 
HIV infection is that it clusters within families, often resulting in both parents being 
HIV-positive and in time falling sick and dying. Poor families have a reduced 
capacity to deal with the effects of tnorbidity and mortality than do richer ones, for 
very obvious reasons. These include the absence of savingsand other assets that can 
cushion the impact of illness and death. The poor are already on the margins of 
survival, and are unable to deal with the costs associated with H1ViAIDS. These 
include the cost of drugs - when available - to treat opportunistic infections, the cost 
of transport to health centres, reduced household productivity through illness and 
diversion of labour to caring roles, loss of employment through illness and job 
discrimination, funeral and related costs, and so on. In the longer term such poor 
households never recover even their initial level of living, since their capacity is 
reduced through the loss of productive family members through death and 
migration, and through the sales of any productive assets they once possessed. As a 
result, a true process of immiseration is now observable in many parts of Africa, 
particnlarly southern Africa. 

Take this powerful image from a field worker in Zambia: 

In the field you are often led into somebody’s home. The first thing that hits you is tbat the ~ ’’:: 
patient will be on the floor. If that household was not poor before HIViAIDS infected 
somebody, then by the end of the first few years, poverty will come to the household as all 
of their assets are sold off to pay for healtheare. Children have been taken out of school - 
daughters, particularly to become caregivers. Invariably, the person you have come to. 5:1 
see will be on the floor without a blanket or a pillow. If you look around that mud hut for :.:.:.i 
food, you won’t see it, and you won’t smell people cooking. There is no food (Poku 2003)... 

There is thus enormous strain on the capacity of families to cope with the 
psychosocial and economic consequences of illness, such that many families 
experience great distress and often disintegrate as social and economic units. Even 
where they do not, by eliminating the breadwinners - often both parents - the 
process further exposes the rest of the family members to poverty, which then 
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increases their chances of contracting the virus. This is particularly so for young 
women, who will often be forced to engage in commercial sexual transactions, 
sometimes as casual .sex workers, .as a survival strategy for themselves and their 
dependants. The effects of these behaviourai patterns on HIV infection in women 
are only too evident. In part, this also accounts for the much higher infection rates in 
young women, who are increasingly unable to sustain themselves by other work in 
either the formal or informal sectors. 

HIPC and HIV/AIDS 

Against this background, the introduction of the Heavily.Iffdebted,,P~l~ Countries 
(HIPC) initiative in 1996 by the World Bank and lMl~ appeared!as a S~;i.p the right 
direction - not least because it seemed to recognize the imp0s:~ibili~:idie resolvin~ 
the ,co,ntl,.nent’s ~ebt crisis by simply postponing payment~ "(the :rid~£ infamou~ 
rescne~mmg policies of the late 1980s and early 1990s)1 Soine""debt, creditors 
ac~lowledged, would have to be cancelled, including debt owe~t :to the multilateral 
institutions themselves (which accounts for almost one-third of Africa’s total debt)¯ 
Creditors agreed that, in principle, as much as 80 per cent of external debt could be 
cancelled. The unanswered questions, however, were under what conditions, how 
much, how fast and who wouId pay for it. Typically, the international financial 
institutions imposed rigid economic adjustment programmes as a condition for 
participation in HIPC. By September t998 only eight countries, including five in 
Africa, had qualified for debt relief packages adding up to about US$6.5 billion¯ 
Uganda was the only African country that had actually reached the ’completion 
point’, receiving about US$650 milIion in debt reduction (Cheru 2001). To 
supplement World Bank and IMF funds, 15 donor countries (not including the 
United States) had paid or pledged about US$300 million for th~ initiative by late 
1998. 

In view of the challenges facing Africa, it was clear by the end of 1998 that the 
HIPC initiative was not even close to meeting the continent’s needs for debt 
cancellation. It was in this context - not to mention intense NGO pressure - that at 
the G7 meeting in Cologne in June 1999 the leaders of the industrialized countries 
announced the HIPC II initiative. This initiative proposed incremental, but 
noteworthy steps towards the modernization of the original HIPC initiative. Chief 
among these was the proposal to grant larger reductions of the total accumulated 
debt (the ’debt overhang’), quicker reductions in debt service payments, and finally 
placing poverty reduction at the heart of the enhanced new framework¯ The devil, 
however, was in the detail (Cheru 2000). Eligibility for debt relief under the 
enhanced HIPC initiative was made conditional upon ’good performance’ in the 
implementation of an enhanced structural adjustment progrmnme (to be renamed the 
poverty reduction and growth facility - PRGF) for a period of three years instead of 
six years under the original HIPC (Cheru and Figueredo 2000). Having reached the 
decision point after the first three years of good economic performance, the country 
must then demonstrate that its debt-servicing requirement is unsustainable, 
following designated threshold values with respect to the ratio of debt to exports, 
and the ratio of debt to fiscal revenues. If the country finally qualifies for relief, its 
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debt-servicing payment is brought down to what is deemed within the terms of the 
initiative to be a sustainable level, only after reaching the completion point, or a 
further three-year waiting period. 

This less than generous arrangement would still leave the qualifying country 
diverting a sizeable portion of its scarce foreign exchange earnings towards debt 
servicing for an indefinite period of time. Moreover, ~vhile expenditures on 
education and health services will be expanded under the new HIPC, the structural 
factors that induced poverty were not addressed by conventional structural 
adjustment programmes. More worryingly, while debt,.relief is important in the short 
run, the extent to which additionaI fresh resources would be available for H1PC 
countries is not certain. Debt relief alone is not gging to ~’be enough to put these 
marginalized countries on a path of sustained growth. 

Not surprisingly, there exists a great deal of scepticism about the willingness of 
Western creditors, in particular the multilateral development banks, to break the 
chain of debt-bondage of the HIPC countries, not to mention about the adequacy of 
funding for HIPC to wipe the slate clean. Conditionality and external control remain 
the core guiding principles of the enhanced HIPC initiative, despite the claims of the 
architect of the plan that poverty eradication is its real objective. Moreover, linking 
debt relief to successful implementation of ’good governance’ is a major mistake 
and is bound to delay much-needed relief to countries desperately in need of fresh 
resources to fix collapsed social systems. 

Zambia is a clear case in point. It is one of the worst H_IV-infected countries in 
the world, with a prevalence rate of 21.5 per cent among its adult population - see 
Table 3.2. The annual nmnber of deaths has been increasing slowly and wilt reach 
127,000 per annum or nearly 350 per day by 2005 (Ministry-of-Health 1997). This 
means that one in five of Zambians now over the age of 15 will die at a young age 
from this disease, mostly over the next five to ten years. The overall impact of the 
virus on life expectancy is particularly noteworthy: life expectancy, which stood at 
54 years a few years ago, has plunmaeted to 37 and is expected to decline in the 
coming decade to 30 years. As adult mortality from A1DS rises, people with 
essential skills account for a significant percentage of HIViAIDS-retated deaths. 
Teachers, accountants, civil servants and other professionals are dying in large 
numbers (UNECA 2000; LrNAIDS 2002). As a result, labour productivity has been 
diminishing and HIViAIDS is now the central eoncern of firms. One review of 33 . " 
businesses in Zambia showed a dramatic increase in average annual mortality from " .... 
0.25 per cent in 1987 to 1.6 per cent by 1992. Barclays Bank of Zambia has lost 
more than a quarter of its senior managers to AIDS. On a large sugar estate, 55 per 
cent of the deaths between 1992 and t 993 were HIV-related. Part of the reason for ! 
increased absenteeism is the time employees spend attending funerals. Additional ’. 
trairffng costs will be incurred as labour turnover increases and businesses will have 
to pay out more in medical care, salary compensation for the families of the 
deceased, and funeral gran~. 

Zambia belongs to the category of the HIPC zone wherein the debt burden has 
been a major contributor to the persistence of underdevelopment, it has taken a 
heavy toll on public budgets, severely shrunk the resources available for 
development and greatly reduced the prospects for growth. Even before HIViAIDS 
became recognised as the greatest threat to human development in Zambia, the 
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country’s external debt was regularly serviced at the expense of vital social 
prograrmnes. Thus, finding lasting solutions to Zambia’s debt can open up a 
strategic opportunity to contain the threat of the HIViAIDS pandemic to sustainable 
human development. The total external debt of Zambia stood at US$6.5 billion in 
1998. Of this, 46 per cent is owed to the muItilateral institutions, such as the IMF, 
the World Bank and the African Developmejat 13ank. Because multilateral debts are 
’preferred and exempt’ debts, they cannot be rescheduled or canceIled, and they take 
precedence over other debts. Debt service payments falling due in 1998 amounted to 
US$123 million and were paid to creditors accordingly: US$89 million to 
multilateral and US$30 million to Paris Club creditors - composed largely of 
western govermnents. The US$123 million in debt .service, pa~menti~s about 69 
per cent of the funds budgeted for the social sectors, ye~"noTnatib~,i:~n de 
wath?.ut educated and healthy citizens, no matter how faith~m,r ;~:L-^-:.._~5:-~ .o v, el, o.p 
servicing requirements.    ~z!~.~,.-~ay.!m~[ ~ts aeot- 

The Zambian government has pursued a policy of ’debt’fb~iveness and 
rescheduling in order to reduce the country’s debt burden. During the: period 1992- 
7, various creditors extended debt relief amounting to a total of US$1.873 billion, of 
which US$1.44 billion was provided by the Paris Clnb creditors, and the balance by 
both non-Paris Club and commercial creditors. The multilateral creditors have 
offered no debt relief. It is possible now that Zambia can qualify for debt relief 
under the enhanced HIPC initiative, if the govermnent successfully fulfils numerous 
macroeconomic and governance conditionalities that creditor countries are 
demanding. At the earliest, the government can hope for real debt relief three years 
from now. Like many other countries on the continent, Zambia’s progress towards 
qualification for debt relief under the enhanced tIIPC initiative hinges largely on the 
government’s capacity to show real and tangible progress on the promise it made 
during the last consuItative group meeting to institute fundamental governance 
reform. While there is little wrong with this in principle, the fear is that the critical 
resources needed to tackle the AIDS pandemic might be held up indefinitely if 
progress on governance reform falters. As a consequence, the excellent work that 
NGOs and civil society are doing with meagre resources to prevent the spread of 
HIViAIDS will be completely wiped out. In the context of the pandemic, action is 
needed now; not three years down the road, by which time millions more Africans 
will have been infected with or died of the HIV virus. 

As other highly indebted countries strnggIe to meet the criteria for HIPC relief, it 
is time to face the facts. The case of Zambia has, perhaps more clearly than any 
other, laid bare the myth of HIPC debt relief. Even with the full application of the 
HI-PC initiative, Zambia’s debt crisis will not be lessened, its government will be no 
more able to address the national health emergency and its peopIe will be no tess 
tied into a cycle of deprivation. On average, countries that receive HIPC relief see 
reductions of only about one-third in their debt service payments. As Kofi Anuan, 
Secretary-General of the United Nations, concluded in a September 2000 report, 
’the enhanced HIPC Initiative does r~ot provide an adequate response to HIPCs’ debt 
problems’, and therefore °a bolder approach will have to be taken’. The current debt 
relief framework has failed Zambia, just as it has failed other highly indebted poor 
countries across Africa and throughout the developing world. 
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The Moral Calculus of Inactivity 

Table 3.3 illustrates the magnitude of Africa’s economic challenge. Other regions of 
the world have demonstrated a much greater ability to attract FDI over the past few 

years (arguably over the past two decades) than Africa. The table does not fully 

reveal the highly selective patterns of FDIs. Of the US$18.52 billion FDI that 
flowed into Africa during the 1990s, just two countries (Angola and Nigeria) 

accounted for US$11.672 billion - both of them lucrative mining or oil-producing 
countries (ADB 2002). If South Africa is excluded (both as a recipient and a source 
of FD1), five other countries accounted for anothe~ US$4 billion - Republic of 
Congo, C6te d’Ivoire, Equatorial Guinea, Namibia alXd Sudan leaving ,the 
remaining 40 countries of the continent to compete for just US$3.275 billion in FDI 
flows over the decade (Sadik 2002; UNDP 2002). According to African 
Development Indicators 2002, official aid has followed a similar selective trend 
over the past decade m~d is falling in terms of total volume. Aid levels in t999, for 
example, were US$10.8 billion compared to US$17.9 billion in t992, when 

development assistance to Africa reached its highest ever levels. 

Table 3.3: Foreign direct investment (as percentage of global FDI flows), 
1997-2002 

Indicators 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Developed countries 56.8 69,8 77.2 79.1 80.1 

Developing countries and economies 39.2 27.2 20.7 18.9 18.0 

Asia 22.4 13.8 9.3 11.3 11.2 

Latin America 14.9 12.0 10.3 6.8 6.8 

Africa 2.3 1.2 1.0 6.7 0.7 

Africa (as a percentage of developing 5.88 4.63 4.72 3.78 3.87** 3.11"* 
countries) 

Source: ADB Statistics Division and IMF 
Note: * UCTAD data 2002 ** UNDP2002 

Not surprisingly, many organizations - particularly UN agencies working in Africa, 
such as the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) - haye 
repeatedly pointed to the unequal treatment of Africa by the donor community. For 
example, in 1999 donors provided less than three-fifths of the US$800 million the 
UN requested for emergencies in sub-Saharan Africa. Similarly, _the World Food 
Programme announced in September 2000 that it would curtail its feeding 
programme for nearly 2 million refugees in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea after 
receiving less than 20 per cent of requested funding. An emergency appeal in the 
summer of that same year to feed and shelter at least 600,000 Angolans who had 
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been displaced in that country’s long-standing civil war - a number nearly equal to 
Kosovo’s refugees brought minimal initial response and predictions of mass 
starvation. In the Great Lakes region of Congo, Burundi and Rwanda, the UN 
estimated it would need US$278 million to take care of nearly 4 miliion peopie 
crowded in refugee camps. By late October 2000, only 45 per cent of that amount 
had been donated. By contrast, Kosovo and Bosnia have been able to generate one 
of the biggest international responses in recent memory. 

The reason for the differing responses by the international community is simple: 
Kosovo and Bosnia were ’loud crises’ unfolding in front of television cameras.and 
affecting largely people of European descent; the HIViAIDS pandemic in Africa 
and the deveIoping world is a ’silent crisis" affecting largely poor black people 
(mainIy Africans), who, in the eyes of the Western media;m.e,i.~n.s .L~..t!y portrayed 
as being in a state of permanent crisis. Indeed,.racism must not’b~ undei_,estimated in 
any analysis of why the Western nations have responded ~0.:!mlf-I~e~dly to the 
AIDS pandemic. The position is perfectly summarised by S~lihBoOk~r~ director of 
the Africa Fund/American Committee on Africa, when he cOnclade~that ’AIDS is a 
black plague; it is mainly killing black people... And tbat is the cruel truth about 
why the world had failed to respond with dispatch’ (Booker 2001). Consider this 
cruel irony: the World Bank as a sponsor of UNAIDS - is charged with funding 
strategies to alleviate poverty and to reduce HIV infectivity in the developing world. 
Yet it couid write concerning the pandemic that ’if the only effect of the AIDS 
pandemic were to reduce the population growth rate [in developing countries], it 
would increase the growth rate of per capita income in any plausible economic 
model’. Moreover, the Bank has developed the idea of ’disability-adjusted life year’, 
or DALY, to measure the number of years lost to illness and death. ’By this 
calculation,’ reported the Washington Post, ’a country that spent US$1,000 a year to 
save the life of someone earning US$500 a year would suffer a net economic loss .’ 

Conclusion 

Although. the proximate cause of Africa’s AIDS crisis is HIV, the underlining 
societal causes are much broader and familiar. Across the continent, poverty 
structures not only the contours of the pandemic but also the outcome once an 
individual is infected with HIV. Thus, until poverty is reduced there wiI1 be littie 
progress with either reducing transmission of the virus or creating an enhanced 
capacity to cope with its socio-economic consequences. It follows that sustained 
hmnan development is an essential precondition for any effective response to the 
pandemic in Africa. Herein lies Africa’s predicament: how to achieve the 
sustainable development essential for an effective response to the pandemic under 
conditions where the pandemic is destructive of the capacities essential for the 
response - namely, killing the most economically productive members of the 
continent’s people. Simple answers to this problem do not exist, but recognition of 
its nature is a step towards its solution. The next step has to be the development of 
policies and programmes that addi’ess the interrelationships between poverty and 
development and actually to put in place those activities that cm~ make a difference 
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for development outcomes. Central to these activities are programmes that address 
poverty today so as to facilitate socio-economic development tomorrow. 

The recent WHO Report puts the position this way: ’With bold decisions in 2002, 
the world could initiate a partnership between rich and poor [countries] of mkrivalled 
significance, offering the gift of !ife itself to millions of the world’s dispossessed 
and proving to all doubters that globalization can indeed work to the benefit of all 
humankind’ (Sachs 2001). Central here is the perennial problem of Africa’s 
overwhelming debt and the necessity of its unequivocal cancellation. To be sure, 
debt cancellation is not a panacea for Africa’s AIDS crisis, but it is a hugely 
important step in enabling the continent’s states to engage more effectively with the 
challenges posed by HIViAIDS. With the best wi|i in the’ world, no country can 
physically afford to make the investments necessary in social services while being 
forced to give priority to debt repayments. The argument that cancelling the debt of 
African countries would foster financial irresponsibility by debtors does not hold up. 
On the contrary, it is necessary for countries on the edge of economic marginality to 
take responsibility for the use of future resources - however limited - in the fight 
against HIViAIDS. 

Moreover, a mechanism could be devised whereby the conditions of debt 
cancellation would be determined by a governance structure that incorporated civil 
society and elected governments in the affected states. This would be a particularly 
powerful safeguard against corruption and would expose domestic strategies to 
public scrutiny in both debtor and creditor countries. Clearly, any such strategy must 
be driven by political wilt, within both lender states and their omnipresent 
institutions of economic governance - mainly the IMF mad the World Bank. 
Ominously, the rhetoric of political will on the part of these bodies has not been 
supported by context-relevant strategic initiatives - such as total debt cancellation 
for the heavily indebted countries confronting tile modern incarnation of Dante’s 
inferno that is AIDS. Yet unless these dominant players mobilise quickly and 
effectively, the futm’e prospects for Africa look decidedly gloomy. In this sense the 

moral calculus of inactivity could be beyond computation. 
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IN 2001, WHEN multi-national corporations were meant to be invincible, 
demonstrators pressured international pharmaceutical firms into abandoning 

court action seeking to prevent the government from importing cheaper generic 
medicines (TAC 2001). In 2003, the government succumbed to pressure and 
sanctioned a plan to distribute anti-retrovirat medication (ARVs) to people living 

with HIViAIDS (TAC News Service 2003a). 
The common thread between these events was the Treatment Action 

Campaign (TAC): it was responsible for the 2001 demonstrations and played a 
pivotal rote in a campaign to win access to ARVs for people infected with HIV 

and AIDS. The second victory helped confirm the TAC’s iconic status 
internationally and at home. The TAC and its chair, Zackie Achmat, were 

nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize (TAG News S~rvice 2003b). It has also 
been cited repeatedly as a model of a sodal movement that has won gains for 

its constituency: it was reportedly a model for a campaign by the South African 
Council of Churches and National Land Committee for the expropriation of 

land from absentee landlords (Kindra 2001). 
The TAC is a movement that campaigns for affordable treatment for people 

living with HIV and AIDS. It was launched on 10 December 1998, International 

Human Rights Day, to ’campaign for greater access to treatment for all South 

Africans, by raising public awareness and understanding about issues surrounding 
the availability, affordability and use of I-llV treatments’. The TAC says it also 

’campaigns against the view that AIDS is a "death sentence" ’. 2 It is regarded by 
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many as the most successful of the South African social movements since it is 
seen to have led the campaign that pressured the cabinet into approving the 
roll-out of ARVs to people living with AIDS and to have played a role in pressuring 
international pharmaceutical companies into abandoning their court case against 

the importation of generic drugs. 

Is the TAC a model for social movements? Are its metho~ds’effective? Has it 
developed ways of winning gains that could be adopted by-otherg"demanding 
social equity? And does the TAC offer an approach that enables the poor to 
claim the rights promised by democratic citizenship? 

These questions have ramifications well beyond the important question of 
how people infected with HIViAIDS can be heard. Unlike a previous wave of 
democratisation, the current international spread of democracy has not reduced 

social inequality: the poor have been unable to use democratic rights to win 
effective egalitarian policies because changes in the labour market, which exclude 
them from the formal workplace, have deprived poor people of traditional 
means of organisation (Friedman 2002). There is, therefore, a pressing need 
for approaches that enable the poor and weak to use democratic freedoms to 
win greater equity. The TAC’s experience may shed light on possibilities for 
effective social activism in current circumstances. 

The Political Environment 

The opportunities and constraints that face social movements are determined 

not only by their efforts but also by the external environment. Social movement 

theorist Sidney Tarrow thus proposes the notion of a ’political opportunity 

structure’ to describe ’dimensions of the political environment which either 

encourage or discourage people from using collective action’. The most salient 

changes in opportunity structure result from tile opening of access to power, 

the availability of influential allies and cleavages within elites: changes within 

states provide the openings that ’actors can use to create new movements’ 

(Tarrow 1994: 18). 
I~ post-apartheid South Africa, two dynamics could offer opportunities for 

collective action in social movements: changes in the political environment 

and in social conditions. The key change in the political opportunity structure 

is democratisation since 1994. This opened up opportunities by reducing the 

threat of repression - and creating opportunities for influence, such as the use 

of the constitutional court or engagement with government. But it also ended 
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a key reason for popular action, apartheid. On the second score, the growth of 

social movements is frequently linked to government macro-economic policy 
that is said to have worsened social conditions, creating new rationales for 
collective action (Interview, McKinley, 25~05:04).~ How applicable are these 

explanations to the TAC?      7: 
The environment has changed, creating new opportunities and constraints. 

But there are strategic continuities: ’Many of us with activist backgrounds are 
doing old things in a new environment’ (IntervieW, The 

constitutional court is seen as a resource: but, while tI~g. r!gh~.gat make a 

court challenge possible now were not available before 1994,. ~d~.’~0urts were 
used under apartheid by unions and by activists contesting residen{ial segregation 

and influx control. And, while an activist accuses the TAC of over-reliance on 
the law, he acknowledges that .the ’w£c ha~ managed to find a balance between 
(using the courts) and the masses in the streets’ (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04). 
The use of international solidarity, broad alliances and civil disobedience also 
show continuities with tactics under apartheid. 

But despite considerable conflict with the government, the TAC now has 
allies as well as opponents within it (Interviews, Mthathi, 19.02.04; Heywood, 
29.03.04). Another key asset, the support of people who are strategically placed 
in society, is also a product of a post-apartheid opportunity structure. And 
apartheid’s end has opened the space of activism on HIViAIDS because it can no 
longer be seen as a diversion from the anti-apartheid struggle. 

Democratisation has also created new strategic challenges for social 
movements. Winning and retaining public opinion is of greater concern now 
than during the anti-apartheid struggle when support could often be assumed. 
The legitimacy of the government and popularity of the ruling party are new 
realities that activists forget at their peril: ’A major tactical error would be to 
lose support among our members as other social movemetxts have done when 

they are seen to be threatening democratically elected leaders’ (Interview, 
Achmat, 19.02.04; see also Chance and Mbali 2004). The TAC is unusual among 
social movements in its appreciation of the need to change strategic calculations 
to accommodate formal democracy. 

It is harder to see the TAC as a response to government failure to improve 

the conditions of the poor: it was originally envisaged as a vehicle to challenge 
pharmaceutical companies, not the government (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04). 
But government’s failure to address the needs of poor people living with¯ HIV 
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and AIDS may well have created opportunities for activism and enhanced support.. 

for the TAC. 
The issue on which some of these considerations crystallised is the 2003 

civil disobedience campaign in response to government failure to sign an 
agreement consenting to an AIDS treatment plan. Mthathi recalls: ’Civil 
disobedience was a difficult decision because it was historiyally used against a 
government most people did not support. There ~vere fears ~hat it,mould make 

us politically vulnerable if we seemed anti-government’ (Interview, Mthathi, 
19.02.04). COSATU did not participate because ’we felt our members would see 

this as an attempt to overthrow the government. It also placed them at risk’ 
(Interview, Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). Decisions that would have been straight- 
forward before democracy became complicated under democratic conditions. 

The TAC leadership opted for disobedience because it judged that the 
campaign could be conducted in a way that would not lose it the moral high 
ground: ’We were forced to enter into a civil disobedience campaign because 

we had exhausted all other means. We recognise the legitimacy of the state and 

are fully prepared to take the consequences of breaking the law’ (Interview, 
Achmat, 19.02.04). It was essential that the campaign be conducted in a manner 
that showed that the TAC behaved non-violently and accepted the consequences 
of defying legitimate laws. The methods used were also underpinned by the 
TAC’s concern to maintain a moral consensus in its support: ’We found ourselves 
engaging with police officers on HIV issues in their families and commm~ities’ 
(Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). The calculation appears to have been vindicated: 
the cam.paign is seen in the TAC as a success and is credited with achieving the 

cabinet decision to ’roll out’ ARVs (although the evidence for this is inconclusive). 
The campaign may indicate the challenges and potential rewards of a 

democratic environment. It shows that, in a democracy, careful sn’ategic 

calculations are needed if social movements are to maintain a successful coalition. 
But it shows too that, if the need to retain the support of key allies and the 
public is taken seriously, social movements can.win major gains under democratic 
conditions without sacrificing the mobilisation that is their lifeblood. 

Tlw TAC and the Government 

The relationship between social movements and governments depends to a 
degree on the nature of the. political system - and on the movements’ per- 
ceptions of it. 
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Where a political system is hostile to social movements, the relationship 

will be adversarial- relations between the apartheid state and resistance 

organisations are an .example. Even where movements use levers provided by 
the system, this will not mdan co-operatid~ ~ngagernent with government: it 

may produce what students of the labour movement call ’militant abstentionism’ 

(Buhlungu 2000: 90; Von Holdt 2003). Some social movement approaches 

exhibit this. The state is seen as an enemy (Ngwan~ 200~)~..~@ ~.th&~ystem solely 
2004). The .TAG s approach assumes a more as a source of inequity (Vally ’ 

complicated relationship in which co-0peration employed 

together. Behind this is an assumption that ’we can win gains.fmm this system 

- far-reaching reform is possible’ (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04). 

This is particularly so since the cabinet decision to approve an ARV ’roll 

out’. Ensuring that it is implemented is a key TAC goal - its statements on the 
’roll out’ insist that it is an enthusiastic partner with government in this venture. 

A critic suggests that ’joining with government to provide ARVs will cost the 

TAC its independence’ (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04). But the TAC and government 

leaders know the ’roll out’ is not the unfolding of a voluntary government 
strategy but a reluctant response to pressure. Nor has the government displayed 

great enthusiasm for partnership with the TAC. Given this, the TAC’s intention 

to make the ’roll out’ succeed is primarily a means to hold the government to 
its promise. This could entail further confrontation and court action (Interviews, 

Achmat, 19.02.04; Geffen, 19.02.04). It is ~not an abandonment of mobilisation 
for change but an intention to pursue the battle by other means. The TAC 

leaders acknowledge, as many movements that have won policy changes know, 

that, where concessions are reluctantly made to campaigns by governments, 

ensuring that they do what they say they wilt do is as much a challenge, if not 

more of one, than ~vinning the concession. 

That said, its strategy on the ’roll out’ does ir~dicate an approach to 

engagement with the government unusual in South African social movements. 

The TAC’s primary goal is not to help the government but to ensure ARVs for 

people with AIDS. While this may reqnire continued campaigning, it will entail 

co-operatior~ as well as conflict. The TAC wants the ’roll out’ to work, for it 
gains little if government fails, much if it succeeds. The issue-based 

incrementalism that the TAC pursues creates an interest in strengthening 

government that is rare among social movements. Mthathi observes: ’The TAC’s 
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relationship with government wilt always be difficult. But we would like to be 

engaging more constructively’ (Interview, Mthathi, 19.02.04). 

¯ The government may vastly exaggerate the threat posed to it by social 

movements - a senior government politician is said to have told TAC activists it 
feared being overthrown by the wac’s campaign (Interview, Geffen, I9.02.04)! 
The government, suggests an activist, ’sees the TAC as political competition’ 

(Interview,. Kunene, 24.03.04). This may reflect a wider government fear of 
’populist’ movements that causes it to overstate their power (Interview, Political 

Analyst, 29.06.04). But when authorities implement the ’roll out’, the TAC’s 

activities become an important resource to them. Just as the Social Development 
ministry has discovered that mobilising civil society organisations can help ensure 

that people access the social grants to which the law entitles them, so might a 
government official concerned to ensure effective ’roll out’ come to see the 

TAC as a resource. Social movement activism can also be an important resource 

for governments on issues on which they share goals championed by the 
movements. As long as the TAC relies on government delivery to achieve its 

goals, they will remain, to a degree, mutually dependant, regardless of the 

conflict between them. 
Making sure that concessions won by campaigns are implemented poses 

significant challenges to movements concerned with winning gains rather than 

¯ acting only as vehicles of resistance. The delicate strategic challenge of knowing 

how to combine co-operation and conflict, partnership and challenge, poses 

far more complicated dilemmas tha~ the politics of winning the concession. 
The TAC does not see the government as a monolith and has allies within 

it. It has lobbied sympathetic cabinet members, even during open conflict 
(Interview, Mthathi, 19.02.04). Several interviewees suggested relations with 

their provincial health departments were good (Interviews, Mpongose, 12.12.03; 
Mkhutyukelwa, 28,01.04; Ramoth,vala, 18.03.04; Xaba, 02.12.03) in contrast 

to tension with national government. A strategy based on using every possibility 

for engagement with the government clearly presents challenges: ’On the one 

hand we are offering help to the minister of health and on the other we are 
saying she is mad’ (Interview, Geffen, 19.02.04). But influence depends on 

accepting the challenge. 

The TAC’s mode of engagement with government, in which co-operation 
and conflict .are intertwined, is not simply born of convenience, it does also 
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recognise that, while the power of democratic governments could be used against 
the grassroots, they are elected and so cannot be dismissed as ’enemies of the 
people’. The TAC’s approach concedes that alliances with democratic government 

are possible and that co-operation and coti’fi:ontation can be complementary 
strategies. 

The Bigger Picture: The TAC and the Redistribution of Power and 

A key function of social movements is said to bethevehi~¢i~e~~.~.~t~r the poor 

for exercising power, albeit in a limited sphere (Desai. 2002i.~(D~es the TAC 
empower the poor and marginalised? Does it enhance¯ the deepening of 
democracy and the redistribution of resources? 

TAC leaders insist that it gives people, particularly the most powerless, a 

sense of their ability to become active citizens: ’Our members are not used to 

thinking of themselves as people with agency and power. Participation in the 
TAC makes them aware of what they can do’ (Intervie,v, Heywood, 29.03.04). 
The TAC has also become a vehicle for grassroots initiatives (Interview, Mambo, 
28.01.04). The TAC’s role in fighting the stigma of HIV/AIDS and giving people 
living with it a sense of efficacy is itself an important contribution to changing 
roles in society. And basic information on the virus and how to cope with it 
helps participants take control of a vital aspect of their lives. 

The. level of grassroots participation suggests that the TAC is doing far more 
than providing a vehicle for people to find medical relief from a deadly 

condition - although even that may empower its members (Interview, Geffen, 
19.02.04). It offers members an opportunity to become active citizens rather 

than passive subjects (Mamdani 1996). And this is empowering them to become 
more active in the TAC. ’Branch members used to keep quiet in meetings but 
are beginning to participate actively - it started small but then grew’ (Interview, 
Kunene, 24.03.04). The TAC aids democratisation by ensuring that people are 
better able to participate as democratic citizens. 

Winning in the courts is also said to ’facilitate empowerment’ of members 
(Interview, Mvotho, 18.02.04). Gains are thus paralnount: ’We do not just want 

a voice, we want to win our demands’ (Interview, Geffen, 19.02.04). At the TAG 
as well as in the union movement during the 1970s and 1980s, gains are a 

means by which grassroots people become more aware of their capacity to change 
their world. There is, however, a widespread view among TAC activists that it 
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needs to deepen its roots in society: ’we are working to make the TAC .more 
visible in the communities’ (Interview, Mvotho, 18.02.04)÷ Similarly, there are 

plans for grassroots members to play a greater role. 
The TAC is pursuing a redistributive agenda, albeit one that its critics feel is 

not thoroughgoing enough. It has, with its allies, pressed, multi-national 
companies to make medication available at lower prices q?" to give up their 
right to exclusive supply to manufacturers of generic medicine in ~change for 

a royalty (Interview, McKenna, 28.04.04). It has also prompted the government 
to agree to use its resources to provide ARVs to people who cannot afford them. 
The TAC, despite its focus on an issue not automatically associated with poverty 
eradication, is working, with some success, towards the redistribution of social 
power and resources. 

The Politics of the Moral High Ground 
The TAC’s senior leadership readily acknowledges that it has not won major 

gains because of organised strength in numbers. While it has a larger 
membership and more organised structure than most other social movements, 
its leaders and activists in other movements agree that its power lies elsewhere. 

But where? 
Achmat is specific on the TAC’s prime source of stre,~gth - morality. ’The 

TAC is not a numbers game. it is more about the ability to create a moral 
consensus. The button we were aiming to push (in planning civil disobedience) 
was that the government is morally weak. Morality is usually left to the churches 
but we all have a duty to be moral. The left needs to give a sense of morality to 
politics’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). Morality is thus a principle and an 
important weapon. The ’politics of the moral high ground’ is a key resource for 
the TAC because winning the moral argument gains it and its cause substantial 
support and weakens its opponents. A company executive notes: ’Whatever we 
might feel about their campaign, the TAC and other activist organisations did 
persuade us to see the need for a middle ground between our need for returns 
on investment and the poor’s need for medication’ (Interview, McKenna, 

28.O4.04). 
Analyses that assume an irreconcilable conflict between those who wield 

power and those over whom they wield it imply that the weak can gain po~ver 
only by forcing the powerful to concede it. Even if a compromise is possible, 
this can be seen purely as the outcome of a ’game’ in which actors use their 
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strategic resources to wield power over their opponents.4 But the TAC’s experience 
suggests that persuading a range of audiences that the actions of a power-holder 
are immoral is itself a vital source of power. 

At first glance, this is trite: all movemen~ that make redistributive demands 
seek to portray their denial as immoral. The difference lies in the way in which 
morality is understood and the uses to which it is put. If redistribution can be 

gained only by rallying the powerless to seize ..power from the powerful, 
movements might see morality as a convenient ’weapon’ :ithat.:~ rally their 
constituency to their cause (since other social interests are .assumedii~,0;be beyond 
moral appeal). But in this view, morality is a tactic us~d=f6~?;~’~fic purpose 

and is not central to the movement’s manner of operating.. 
The TAC’s objective has been far more ambitious. Seeking a ’moral consensus’ 

assumes that it is possible to win supp0rt,, including among constituencies that 

may be hostile to redistribution, by using moral argument. Thus a government 
could be morally weak because important constituencies on which it relies are 
persuaded that its conduct or position on an issue is immoral. Being seen as 
immoral may also be damaging simply because humans prefer to feel their 
actions are moral- why else would authoritarians surround themselves ,vith 

people who assure them they are moral? The TAC approach assumes, therefore, 
that a small movement with limited organisational power can compensate by 

appealing to a sense of compassion and fairness across many of the social barriers 
that are often assumed to impede a common morality. Since morality in this 
view is an indispensable resource, it must become a permanent part of the 
movement, not a tactic to be used or discarded depending on circumstance. 
Paradoxically, morality may be most effective as a strategy when it is not seen as 
a strategy, but as an indispensable element of a struggle for rights or entitlements. 

This has important strategic implications. If morality is an integral part of 

how a movement operates, it must become essential to all activity - from 
financial management and internal decision-making to the way in which 
campaigns are designed - since losing the moral high ground would be to lose 
one of the movement’s reasons for existence. This means accepting constraints 
that do not apply when morality is seen only as an occasional strategic device. 

The politics of the moral high ground requires that tactics be evaluated not 
only by whether they enhance the movement’s ability to force others to do 
what it wants them to do, but by whether they retain the ’moral consensus’ 

which underpins its work. ’Tactics which show militancy but alienate people 
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destroy that consensus’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). As the civil disobedience 

campaign shows, this does not mean avoiding all militancy. But action must be 
morally justifiable beyond the core of committed activists. Thus one activist 
notes that the TAC’s first step in fighting a campaign would be to communicate 
with government. ’If this didn’t work we would consider litigation and failing 
this we would turn to demonstrations and protest’ (Interqiew, Mtheth~va, 

03.12.03).                                        >"~    .~ 
It could be argued that moral consensus was possible only because of the 

issue on which the TAC organises. In this view, the denial of medication to 

people infected with a deadly virus morally offends even those who would oppose 
broader social change. Certainly, health issues are amenable to the politics of 
the moral high ground: ’Business is far more vulnerable to moral attack on 

medicines and health issues. Many people see making a profit out of illness as 
immoral, no matter how much we show that without us people would not have 
effective medicine,’ pharmaceutical executive Kevin McKenna observes 

(Interview, 28.04.04). But HIViAIDS may not be the automatic source of 
consensus that those who hold this view suggest. 

So broad has the moral consensus underpinning HIV and AIDS become that 
its considerable potential to be divisive has been ignored. A moral assault on 

the TAC position, which began by picturing the demand for ARVs as an attack 
on intellectual property rights needed for the fight against disease, could have 
been accompanied by an attempt to portray people living with H1V and AiDS as 

the cause of their own infection. The racial element in attitudes to HIViAIDS - 

racists tend to stigmatise it as a ’black disease’ - may have given the government 
a powerful incentive not to stigmatise victims but might also have given sections 

of international opinion a reason to see HIViAIDS much as bigots see conflict in 
Africa, as a sign of the primitivism of Africans. So the fact that denying 
treatment to people with AIDS is seen by world opinion as morally repugnant - 
a key pressure impellin.g the government to concede the ’roll out’ - can be 
attributed to the effectiveness of the moral campaign waged by a variety of 

organisations and movements, into which the TAC effectively tapped. It was 
hardly inevitable that HIViAIDS would be seen so widely as a cause for sympathy. 

Activism made it so. If that is acknowledged, the potential for morality to become 
a key element of campaigns in many other policy areas may be substantial. ¯ 

The TAC experience shows that the politics of the moral high ground can 
help win single-issue demands. It does not say the same about wider redistributive 
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programmes. But there are few demands for greater equity on which moral 
appeals are likely to be ignored by everyone excepting a social movement’s 
constituency. The moral high ground may, therefore, be available to social 

movements on a wide range of issues, as lorig’~is each is approached separately. 
This implies a need for movements to engage in strategic thinking on potential 
recruits to a moral consensus - and to. analyse potential for recruiting allies 
beyond their normal constituency for each demand. 

" "~ ,, " -i:::i:~. ~ 

Thinkitlg Alliatwes                           " " " " : : ’’ , .,:; ....... 

Allied to the politics of the moral high ground in the TAC’g: arm0fi,;y is a stress 

on alliances. Alliance politics is not simply a matter of gratefults}accepting the 

support of those who agree. It requires, firstly, rejection of a purism that insists 
on working only with natural allies: it assumes that common ground can and 
should be found with those who differ. Secondly, it needs an acknowledgement 

that alliances - like morality - are rarely cost-free. Where it entails reaching 
out to those who have different interests or goals, the politics of alliances requires 
compromises. In the TAC’s situation, this is so even in the case of a like-minded ¯ 

ally such as COSATU~ Its unwillingness to support civil disobedience disappointed 
some in the TAC. Nevertheless, concessions were made to retain it as an ally. 
COSATU says the campaign was called a ’protest’ in an attempt to dispel the 
impression that it was a rebellion against government authority and it was agreed 
that COSATU’s failure to participate would not jeopardise the alliance (Interview, 
Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). 

The TAC- COSATU alliance is a natural ’fit’, given their similarity in approach 
and that some of COSATU’s members are affected by HIViAIDS (Interview, 
Mpolokeng, 17.05.04). But some TAC alliances required adjustment on each 
side - such as that ,vith the Catholic Church opposing condoms, which are 
considered essential by the TAC to curb the spread of HIViAIDS. In this case, the 
alliance acknowledges difference and seeks co-operation despite it. Alliance 
politics does not mean suppressing ’controversial’ opinions - Mthathi has insisted 

on raising the occupation oflraq in donor meetings (Interview, Heywood, 29.03.04) 
and Achmat called for the defeat of President Bush at meetings in the United 
States (Schindler 2003). But it may be necessary for the TAC to adjust its actions 
and strategies to maintain allies. Achmat insists that his activist past taught ’the 

development of united fronts despite differing views’ (Interview, 19.02.04). The 
concern to form alliances seems to have become ingrained: in Khayelitsha, 
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local organisers plan to seek co-operation with youth and religious groups, schools 
and business (Interview, Mvotho, 18.02.04). A social movement activist says a 
positive aspect of the TAC’s performance has been its ability to use the media: 

’Even when they brought in drugs illegally, they got media support’ (Interview, 
Desai, 19.05.04). While the media are not a TAC ally, strategy presumably must 

take into account a need not to alienate them 
A penchant for alliances does not mean working wit~ ever~[3ne on any 

terms. The TAC, in its initial phase, fought heated battles in the AIDS Consortium, 
the network that brings together all sources of AIDS activism in South Africa, 
to establish treatment as a key goal against those who favoured an exclusive 
stress on prevention. The TAC is also accused of refusing to work with other 

social movements because it fears their militancy will jeopardise its attempts to 
build ~vinning coalitions (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04). The TAC insists it is not 
afraid of their militancy but believes that their tactics and approach will not 
yield change. Almost by definition alliances entail conflict and co-operation, a 

strategic appreciation of who, on any given issue, is an opponent as well as an 
ally. 

The TAC leadetship approaches issues in a way that can be described as 
’thinking alliances’, indispensable to the planning of any campaign is considering 
where support can be sought from significant constituencies, including unlikely 
ones. Thus, one rationale behind the People’s Health Campaign is the 
expectation that the middle class has a strong interest in health reform 

(Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). Whether or not this is vindicated, it demonstrates 
an approach that assumes that, without the support of key constituencies, a 

campaign wilt be pushed to the fringes of the policy debate. Chances of success, 
therefore, depend on attracting the support of influential allies. Absolutely 

indispensable is a refusal to assume that a constituency is beyond reach of a 
campaign unless thorough analysis indicates this - as well as avoidance of purism 
in selecting or rejecting potential allies for particular campaigns. And this 

assumes a politics that sees winning particular issues and demands as desirable. 
This propensity to ’think alliances’ is particularly important when we 

consider current constraints to redistributive politics. Mainstream development 
approaches, by insisting that anti-poverty programmes be targeted so that the 
’non-poor’ do not benefit, politically isolate the poor and may create conflicts 

between the poor and less poor, thereby obstructing alliances in support of 
redistributive programmes (Friedman 2002). Since the poor and marginalised 
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lose influence when they are isolated, strategies are likely to strengthen the 
voice of the poor only if they transcend isolation. The more campaigns for 
social equity are restricted to weak sections of society forced to act on their own, 
the likelier it is that they will be ignored.~-Since none of the constituencies 
pressing for equity are majorities, only coalitions can win gains. In principle, 

the TAC, by ’thinking alliances’, is opening new potential frontiers for effective 
action against inequality by raising the possibility, that, on most issues, those 

¯ , . ~-    : ~ "’:. : ¯ , , i,’ ~ ~. campaigning for change can find allies and so win-aseernmgl3~:?.unwlnnable 
campaign. While the days in which the poor, ~rganisedl.iiii0.0.n.i~,!;a~nd labour 
parties, could win redistributive social programmes by form~.du~.ie electoral 
alliances (Przeworski 1987) may be over, issue-based allianc4~~may be more 

possible than they seem. 

Hands Across the Sea: The International Dimension 
The TAC’s most strategically important alliance may have been the ones formed 
with international allies. International support has been important in two ways. 
It placed pressure on pharmaceutical companies because their head offices abroad 

feared being portrayed as unsympathetic to the poor (Interview, McKenna, 
28.04.04). And the fact that the TAC and other organisations secured 
international opposition to government policy on ARVs must, given government 
sensitivity to international opinion, have played a role in winning the ’roll out’. 
A background in Trotskyite activism taught him ’an understanding of 
international solidarity’, according to Achmat (Interview, 19.02.04). 

This is important because, while globalisation is frequently seen as a 
constraint to collective action for equity, it may be a resource. The claim that 
states are unable to chart their social and economic policy directions lacks 
compelling evidence (Friedman 2002). However, advances in communications 
technology have ensured that ideas and information can travel more quickly 
than ever. An environment in which a company official can face immediate 
unfavourable publicity in the North because of actions in Africa offers 
considerable scope for activists. International solidarity has also given the TAC 

access to information it has been able to use to campaign more effectively 
(Interview, Achmat, t9.02.04). A key feature of international alliances in the 
era of electronic communication is that they can be sustained without significant 
resources - ’~ve don’t need a direct presence abroad to build international 
support’ (Interview, Morgm~, 01.04.04). 
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But international alliances are also not cost-free. In the same way that the 
anti-apartheid movement discovered that its international allies felt entitled to 
a veto over compromises, such as the ANC decision to lift sanctions in the early 
1990s, so, it appears, did some TAC allies. ’When we agreed with two drug 
companies on a formula which made cheaper medicine available while 
recognising some of their concerns, our allies said we should have taken them 
to the competition tribunal’ (Interview, Morgan, 01.04.04). ’The TAC leadership 
insists that alliances need not erode its autonomy: ’We are always careful in our 
contact ~vith international organisations to stress that we are involving ourselves 
as equals and are not being told what to do’ (Interview, Achmat, 19.02.04). 
Like the ANC in the 1990s, the TAC has made compromises opposed, by 
international alties. And, while at least one cross-national alliance did collapse 
as a result of strategic differences, most continue despite them. 

The TAC is seeki,~g to broaden its international base by strengthening a 
Pan-African network of AIDS treatment activists. Passing on experience in 
coalition building is a key goal since it believes that, in many African countries, 
treatment activism is restricted to people living with HIViAIDS and that this 
isolates it and renders it ineffective. One rationale is a need to share its experience 
and resources. But solidarity also enables regional pressure for treatment. The 
network engages the secretariat of the Southern African Development 
Community and African Union, potentially creating ne~v momentum towards 
treatment in South Africa and other countries. And the regional focus 
concentrates on international equity issues such as global trade regulation and 
its effect on the availability of anti-AIDS drugs. South African trade negotiator, 
Xavier Carrim, ’says we have made his life easier’ (Interview, Morgan, 01.04.04). 

This last observatioi~, raises the possibility again that activism can be an 
asset as well as a challenge to African governments, strengthening pressure for 
a fairer international economic order. While there are few examples of 
governments seeing independent activism as a resource ’it is too pessimistic to 
say that activist-government co-operation is impossible’, Morgan insists. 

International activism remains a key resource for the TAC. It has won it 
significant gains. But cross-national activist networks have not managed yet to 
make inroads into what are seen as structural inequities in the international 
system that militate against adequate treatment for people living with AIDS in 
Africa. A campaign against the us administration’s AIDS policy may indicate 
that these issues are being pursued with increased vigour (TAC News Service 

2004b). 
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Beyond Race? 

Is the TAC able to transcend the politics of race? While left social movement 
activists might insist that, in the struggle for justice, common interests override 
racial identity, that is not the view of the Landless People’s Movement’s Andile 
Mngxitama: ’To date, what has: often happened in these social movements 

i~ South Africa is that historically dominant voices - primarily white-left 
intellectuals - have been the main mediators of the identity and aspirations of 
the poor.., we are witnessing the re-inscription-of ~[~l:::d~~ii"nation...’ 

(Mngxitama 2004).                                  ~. .:~ :~ ....... ~: 

That race could be a source of division within the TAC. ~dcurred to Health 
Minister Manto Tshabala.Msimang, who launched a racial attack on the TAC 

national treasurer Mark Heywood:s It occurred also to Thandoxolo Doro, 

national organiser of the National AsSociation of People LMng with HIViAIDS 

(NAPWA), who, at a meeting in March 2004, is said to have attacked Heywood 

and a whitemember of the AIDS Consortium. A consortium statement 
questioned NAPWA’s motives (TAC News Service 2.004a). But, even if these claims 
are accurate, the power of race may lie precisely in the reality that people can 
use it to hide questionable motives. 

Given this background, it is significant that the attempt to introduce racial 

division into the TAC has failed thus far. Heywood insists that black members 
have enthusiastically supported him against these attacks (Interview, 29.03.04). 
This seems cortfirmed by the fact .that race did not emerge as an issue, overtly 

or in veiled reference, in any of our interviews at all levels of the TAC. 
This does not necessarily mean that the TAC has defied the laws of South 

African political gravity by ’transcending race’. If circumstances emerged in 

which grassroots frustration could be linked to the prominent role of white 
activists, racial sentiments might surface. But, thus far, like the union movement 
and other activist organisations, the TAC’s experience seems to show that people 
in a society with South Africa’s history of racial division can co-operate across 
race barriers in search of a common interest in social equity. 

As Mngxitama’s critique implies, however, this does n6t mean the TAC can 
afford to assume that, in this environment, ’colour-blindness’ is possible: failure 
to take seriousiy a history of racial disadvantage could privilege whites whose 

access .to resources gives them a dominant position. If that were allowed to 
continue unfettered, black frustration would be probable. The TAC is aware of 
this - it is Committed to developing grassroots leadership and recognises that 
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race must play a role in appointments. The TAC has not ’transcended’ race, but 
it is managing it thus far. Continued success will depend on nurturing black 
leadership. 

What is New? 

Is the TAC a model for ’new social movements’? This depen.ds 6n whether it can 
be seen as ’new’ - or, indeed, a social movement. For, if’i{: is, irf the eyes of 

some, the most successful of these movements, it is also different to most others. 
Activists in other movements say the chief divide ties in its failure to situate its 
campaign in a critique of government macro-economic policy (Interviews, Desai, 
19.05.04; McKinley, 25.05.04). Its frequent use of the law is also seen as 
distinguishing, it is criticised because it ’seems to work within the corridors of 
power’. It is seen to rely too heavily on ’a bureaucracy of full-time personnel 

who could become the decision-makers’ (Interview, Desai, 19.05.04) and to 
distance itself from other social movements: ’They seem to see us as wild 
troublemakers - they need to recognise that we could work together’ (Interview, 
McKinley, 25.05.04). 

BUt the difference may be more fundamental than.differing attitudes - it 
may lie in the reality that the TAC, unlike many other movements, engages 
with the post-apartheid system and accepts that rights can be ~von within it. To 

use the law implies that it is not inherently biased against the poor. To lobby 
politicians implies that those who demand equity can find allies in mainstream 
politics. To help the ’roll out’, albeit in a way which may require confrontation, 
implies that the government can, with prodding, meet the needs of poor people 
living with HtViAIDS. 

Many social movement intellectuals would be more inclined to endorse this 

view: ’The post-apartheid state is primarily the guardian and protector of... 
dominant economic interests and the guarantor of capitalist property relations 
...’ 0gally 2004). While this view does not necessarily exclude the possibility of 

reform, it does deny a central element in the TAC’s approach - the assumption 
that mxgagement with the post-apartheid system within its rules can redistribute 
power to the poor. Logically, then: ’It seems increasingly unlikely that open 
confrontation with the repressive power of the post-apartheid state can be 
avoided’ (Desai 2002: I47). In this view, engaging with the state is futile since 

the problem is not that poor people have faiied to assemble the power they 
need to influence the state, but that it can never be i~xfluenced by the poor. 
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The TAC’s strategy of engaging with and winning incremental gains from 

the state sets it apart from many other social movements, even if it is not unique 
(Habib 2003: 18). It also categorises it as a cM1 society association, one that 

’interact(s) with the state but (doesn’t) want.~:0:take it over’ (Chazan t993: t4). 
This describes a form of engagement with the democratic state that is held to 

enrich democracy since citizens claim the right to be heard through their 
associations. It also describes the TAC’s approach to democratic government. 
There is no contradiction between being a social ffi0ve~:fir*di~perating in 
civil society: ’~ghen civil society networks join ~:orces 0nla Sc~l~. a~d.~er a time 

span significant enough to force through more fundamenta~t:c~rfg~, they can 
be classified as social movements’ (Edwards 2004: 33; see also ’Habib 2003). 
And so we best understand the TAC as a social movement that chooses to operate 

in civil society. 
Seeing social movements as a type of civil society association that relies on 

mobilisation is not what many champions of ’new social movements’ have in 

mind. For them, social movements are defined by more than mobilising people. 
Two broad criteria are said to distinguish them - their agenda and mode of 
operation. On their agenda, one study emphasises that they intentionally seek 
a far-reaching restructuring of society (Zirakzadeh 1997). Similarly, social 
movements are defined as ’politically and/or socially directed collectives ... 

focused on changing one or more elements of the social, political and economic 
system...’ Another definitim~ sees them as ’purposive collective actions whose 

outcome in victory, as in defeat, transforms the values and institutions of society’ 

(Castells 1997: 3). 
The movements may be seen as vehicles of fundamental change - ’the torch- 

bearers of the new socialist revolution’ (Mngxitama 2004). Activist Trevor 
Ngwane thus talks of the need to ’fight with your own national bourgeoisie’ 
(Ngwane 2003). Alternatively, inteIlectuals may see them not as attempts to 
overthrow the existing order but to create an alternative within it (Desai 2002; 

Centre for Civil Society 2004). Neither view sees movements as a means of 
winning gains from the state by engaging with it in that mixture of conflict and 
co-operation employed by the TAC as it operates in civil society. 

But the weakness of defining social movements by their aims is revealed 
when ~ve apply it to the TAC. It is unclear why a movement seeking subsidised 
electricity for the poor is pressing for structural change, and one which wants 
poor people to enjoy free MDS medication is not. And defining social movements 
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by how radical the describer believes them to be is arbitrary. If the TAC is a 
social movement because it seeks to change the distribution of resources in 
society, most of civil society would be included. If social movelnents are 
characterised by something other than reliance on mobilisation, this something 

must be more fundamental than their demands. 
Social movements are therefore distinguished by some ~n their mode., of 

action. ’This movement.., is about creating new forms oi~ orgariisation... It 

is about creating and enacting horizontal networks instead of to p-down structures 
like states, parties or corporations. ÷. it does not seek to solicit hegemony as a 
part of civil society...’ Instead, it seeks to ’reinvent daily life as a whole’ (Desai 
2002). For others, refusal to engage in mainstream politics is vital: ’Social 
movements.., result from protests against predominant social structures. This 
implies a natural opposition to established politics’ (cited by Sachs 2003: 24) - 
’the vote is meaningless unless we can rm~ our own economy’ (Desai quoted in 
Kingsnorth 2003: 121). 

Added to this is a suggestion that new forms of action are being empioyed - 
so new that they are defined only in the negative.. Social movements are thus 
not an advocacy network, not a labour movement - indeed, not anything the 
author is willing to define (Waterman 2003: 28). Another view is more 
descriptive, taIking of’largely atomized and prolonged mobilization with episodic 
collective action, and open and fleeting struggles without clear leadership, 
ideology or structured organization’ (cited by Fakir 2004: 143). Others talk of 
multiple, hybrid forms of action. But, while definition is often vague, the 

consensus is that social movements offer a new form of activism (Cock 2003: 
21) - one in which the rules of civil society engagement do not apply. 

If this is what defines social movements, the TAC does not fit since its strategies 
are entirely consistent with those of civil society organisations as understood 
here. It too seeks to engage with the state without taking it over and employs 

the methods of civil society engagement - lobbying and coalition building, public 
protest and legal action: organisations that mobilise people are firmly within 
civil society if they also engage with the state to win concessions. Nor is civil 

disobedience incompatible with operating in civil society: ope~ly and non- 
violently breaking the law to dra,v public attention to a perceived injustice is 
compatible with the loyalty to the state and willingness to respect its rules 
associated with civil society. But if we understand social movements as associations 
that mobilise people, the TAC clearly qualifies. Thus its activists want it to be 
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seen as a social movement since they associate the term with advocacy and are 
adamant that the TAC will always remain ’a campaigning organisation’ 
(Interviews, Heywood, 29.03.04; Morgan, 01.04.04; Mthathi, 19.02.04). The 
TAC is, clearly, a social movemer~t. But it is hard to see in what way it is ’new’. 

Much more isat stake than definitions. The stress on ’new’ social movements 
assumes that ’classic’ democratic modes of engagement with the state cannot 
deliver gains for the poor, and that something new is needed. But if the most 

successful of the ’ne~v’ movements is not ’new’, the TA~ demo.~-s~ates that 

mobitising in the traditional way in civil society can yieldr~ai~gain~~:ii~ the poor 
and marginatised and that no new approach is needed. ~l~. its"~{~ess on the 

moral high ground, its use of alliances and its tactical flexibility aic~’ all-important 

assets that may provide useful pointers to more effective action for equity in 
the current environment, none suggest that a significantly new form of activism 

has emerged. The lesson of the TAC’s experience, then, is that it remains possible 
to use the rights guaranteed and institutions created by liberal democracy to 
win advances for the poor and weak. The daim that a new form of action is 
needed is not vindicated by the TAC’s experience. 

But this too must be qualified. The TAC’s experience has much to teach 

about how social movements or civil society organisations can win single-issue 
batdes. It cannot point to strategies for more fundamental change because that 
has not yet been its goal. Whether this approach can win the sustained policy 

changes and programmes that will enable the poor and marginatised to claim 
their place as full citizens remains untested. But, by suggesting that the possibility 
of winning allies across divides is greater than we may think, that ’globalisation’ 
provides unprecedented opportunities for cross-national action, and that the 
politics of the moral high ground and its assumption that all humans have a 

moral sense and are vulnerable to shame can be effective, it has held out the 
possibility that organisatiotas of the poor that apply these lessons can make an 
impact on the structure of inequality as well as its symptoms. 

Notes 

This chapter is an abbreviated version of’A Rewarding Engagement?: The Treatment Action Campaign 

and the Politics of HIViA[DS’ which can be accessed on the ~vebsite of the Centre for Civil Society, 

University of KwaZu[u-Natal and ’A Moral to the Tale: The Treatment Action Campaign and the 

Politics of HIViAIDS’ (see CCS Research Report 27, http:iiwww.ukzn.ac.zaiccsi 
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default.asp?3,45,10,2061 and long research report available at http:/iwww.nu.ac.zaiccsifilesi 
FRIEDMAN%20MOTIIER%20A%20MORAL%20TO%20THE%2£q’ALE%20LONG%20VERSION.PDE 

Information on the informal workings of the TAC can be.~ound in those papers and ~vill not be 

repeated here. 

’About TAC?. www.tac.org.za. 

A more nuanced view is offered by, for example, Bhorat (2003}. Clearly, however, many people 

continue to live in dire poverty, creating potential fue! for activism. 

For an analysis that blends both perspectives see Przeworski (1987). 

The Minister said people ’come with busses and go m commissions where they wait (£r the white man 

to tell them what to do... Our Africans say: Let us wait for the white man to deploy us; to say to us: 

toyi-toyi (protes0 here’ (MassiveEffort.org 2003). 
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Voices of Protest 

3 

Dynamics of a ’Mini-Mass Movement’ 
¯ Origins, Identity and Ideological 

Pluralism in the So,veto Electticiwi~Crisisi:~ommit~ee 
~. .- ~. ~, 

YOUNG MEN ILLEGALLY reconnect the electricity supplies of householders and 
shop-owners in Soweto - on one occasion they even reconnect a police station. 
Twenty.five thousand people march from Alexandra Township to San&on to 

protest the way in which the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable 
Development has seemingly been ’hijacked’ by ’the rich and powerful’. Activists 
from Soweto meet with comrades from Chatsworth and delegates from the 
Indian Dalit Peoples’ Movement and join in a march in Durban that is larger 
than the ’official’ African National Congress/Tripartite Alliance rally at the 

World Conference A.gainst Racism. The anr~uaI general meeting of two aliied 
movements in Diepkloof combine populist socialism and religious revivalism. 
And 87 activists - many of them elderly pensioners - are arrested after shots 

are fired when the protesters try to disconnect the mayor of Johannesburg’s 
electricity, becoming in the process ’the first political prisoners of neoliberalism’ 
in the eyes, at least, of the international resistance movement to g[obalisation 

(Resist 2002). 
These historical snippets and snapshots of struggle illustrate in brief maw 

of the themes and issues, personalities, alliances and collective contentious 
actions of a small but significant social movement organisation (SMO) of protest, 
the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee (SECC). While fundamentally focused 
on a limited issue - provision of affordable (where possible free) electricity to 
the poor of Soweto - the SECC discourse and praxis links access to services to a 
critique of economic gtobalisatiot~ mad advocacy for democratic socialism. Though 
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Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 5:17 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[coret~c3287] keys and phones 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is to follow- up on questions today: We shall not wait with issuing 
keys to the office to people who need them until the locks will be 
changed. Thus, those of you who do need keys, please let Agatha know. 

On the phones, I was told that this will be an issue for the new chair 
Probably we shall have to wait until the changes in the cost structure 
take effect next July 1 

Best, 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolin a 
Chape] Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc, edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@emaikunc edu To unsubscribe 
c]ick here: http://lisks.unc edu/u?id 43272331.2eS()0c87c76c9293f4d75dl fe7d09936&n T&[ core[ac3287&o 30292914, or send a blank emai[ to leave-30292914- 

43272331.2e800c 87c76c9293f4d75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc edu 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 5:23 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H 

<bselassi@email.unc.edu-~; CaldweH, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Master Lecturer 

Chair’s Manual SENIOR LECTURER TO MASTER LECTURER.docx; COLLEGE GUIDELINES GOVERNING PROMOTION OF 

A SENIOR LECTUf~ER TO MASTER LECTURER.docx; Template Procedure for Appointment to Master Lecturer.docx 

Dear Members of the Executive Committee: 
The Dean’s Office sent us a template for rules and procedures for 
promotion to Master Lecturer. They want us to discuss and accept this 
template, possibly complemented with unit-specific language, by January 
15. I think the EC should look at the document and guidelines and make 
a proposal to the faculty meeting. 
The proposal could be to accept as is, without additional 
department-specific language, or to accept with department-specific 
language suggested by the EC I am going to attach three documents 
(somewhat redundant), two of them for background. The relevant document 
for us to work on is the Template Procedures document. 
I would like to set up a meeting for us to discuss this before the next 
faculty meeting Would you be available next Monday at 11 a.m.? 
Thanks, 
EveIyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc, edu 



Promotion of a senior lecturer to master lecturer 

Senior lecturers eligible for consideration for promotion to master lecturer must have a 
minimum of six consecutive years’ full-time (i.e., 1 FTE) service as a senior lecturer in the 
appointing unit. The candidate must present demonstrable evidence of distinguished teaching 
and distinguished service to the appointing department, beyond that which is expected of a 
senior lecturer, in accordance with standards of distinguished teaching and service defined by 
the unit in which the candidate is appointed. 

Effective July 1, 2012, senior lecturers promoted to master lecturer receive a $5,000 salary 
increase at the next annual raise process (ARP) effective July 1. These increases are subject to 
legislative and Board of Governors approvals. For January promotions, the increase will be 
effective the following July. These increases will be added to the department salary increase 
allotment as designated commitments to the promoted faculty. 

Master Lecturer is defined as follows as of July 1, 2012: 
1. A 1.0 FTE annual appointment, with benefits, for up to five years, subject to renewal. 
2. A doctorate or terminal master’s degree or documented evidence of competency according 

to established University credentialing requirements. 
3. Teaching for and service to the appointing unit, as stipulated by that unit. 
4. Eligibility for annual raises based, normally, on appointment to the unit’s permanent state 
budget. 

A Master Lecturer has the followin~l ri.qhts and responsibilities, as of July 1, 2012 
1. Voting rights in those areas of departmental decision-making accorded fixed-term faculty, 

consistent with a stated unit policy on faculty voting rights. 
2. Eligibility to apply for College travel grants and course development grants allocated to 

tenure-track or tenured faculty. 
3. Salary proportional to accomplishments and service beyond those of a Senior Lecturer. 
4. Upon appointment to Master Lecturer, a one-time $5,000 professional development fund, to 

be expended within 5 years. 
5. Upon appointment to Master Lecturer and based on a written project proposed by the 

Master Lecturer and approved by her or his unit chair, a 50% reduction in the Master 
Lecturer’s teaching and/or administrative responsibilities for one semester. 

6. Eligibility for a CCI computer according to established schedules of delivery. 
7. Office space. 



Guidelines for departmental procedures governing the promotion of a senior lecturer to 
master lecturer in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
October 27, 2011 

NOTE: These guidelines are to be used until the College and its constituent departments have 
established complete personnel policies and procedures for fixed-term faculty. The purpose of 
the guidelines is to facilitate the review and, if warranted, recommendation of a senior lecturer 
for promotion to master lecturer effect 1 July 2012. 

To provide a predictable, merit-based career track that allows departments to recognize and 
reward professionalism, service, and distinguished achievement, the following definitions and 
procedures ~vill enable units to review- and recommend the promotion of senior lecturers to the 

rank of master lecturer. 

The rank of Master Lecturer is defined as follows: 
1~ A 1.0 FTE annual appointment, with benefits, for up to five years, subject to renewal. 

2. A doctorate or terminal master’ s degree or documented evidence of competency according to 
established University credentialing requirements. 

3. Teaching for and service to the appointing unit, as stipulated by that unit. 
4. Eligibility for annual raises based, normally, on appointment to the unit’s permanent state 
budget. 

Rights and Privileges of a Master Lecturer 
1. Voting fights in those areas of departmental decision-making accorded fixed-term faculty, 

consistent with a stated unit policy on faculty voting rights. 
2. Eligibility to apply for College travel grants and course development grants allocated to 

tenure-track or tenured faculty. 
3~ Salary proportional to accomplishments and service beyond those of a Senior Lecturer. 

4. Upon appointment to Master Lecturer, a one-time $5,000 professional development fund, to 
be expended within 5 years. 

5. Upon appointment to Master Lecturer and based on a written project proposed by the Master 
Lecturer and approved by her or his unit chair, a 50% reduction in the Master Lecturer’s 
regular teaching and/or admini strative responsibilities for one semester~ 

6. Eligibility for a CCI computer according to established schedules of delivery~ 

7. Office space. 

Eligibility for Master Lecturer 
A senior lecturer is eligible for recommendation for promotion to master lecturer on the 
following bases: 

A candidate must have a minimum of six consecutive years’ full-time (i.e., 1 FTE) 

service as a senior lecturer, or, if the candidate is from another institution and identified 
in a national search, six consecutive years of full-time (1 FTE) service as a senior lecturer 
or faculty equivalent. A senior lecturer may not be appointed to the rank of master 
lecturer until six consecutive years of 1 FTE service at the rank of senior lecturer have 
elapsed. A lecturer is not eligible for promotion to master lecturer. 



A candidate must provide demonstrable evidence of distinguished teaching and 
distinguished service to the appointing department, beyond that which is expected of a 
senior lecturer, in accordance with standards of distinguished teaching and service 
defined by the unit in which the candidate is appointed. 

NOTE: Examples of distinguished teaching may include: a university teaching award, consistent 
teaching evaluations in the top 5-10% of the unit, outstanding peer teaching reviews, leadership 
roles on unit committees concerned with teaching, success in writing and/or administering grants 
that improve teaching in a unit, administrative oversight and training of teaching assistants 
and/or other fixed-term faculty in a unit. In addition to these criteria, a unit may state its own 
criteria f!)r distinjzuished teaching. 

NOTE: Examples of distinguished service may include: a university service award; leadership 
on committees and task forces at the unit, College, or University levels (such as educational 
policy, teaching award, staff award, or search committees); service as unit undergraduate 
advising coordinator or director of undergraduate studies; outstanding service on the UNC 
Faculty Council and/or its subcommittees; leadership in national or regional professional 
organizations; membership on the advisory board of a professional journal; invitations for 
speaking engagements at other institutions of higher learning; professional consulting. In 

addition to these criteria, a unit maF state its own criteria for distinguished service. 

Procednre for unit review of candidates for Master Lecturer 
Only a senior lecturer who has completed a minimum of six consecutive years of full-time (1 
FTE) service in his or her unit at the rank of senior lecturer is eligible to be considered for 
promotion to master lecturer. 

A candidate eligible for promotion to master lecturer will be reviewed by a unit committee 
appointed by the Chair. This review committee must be composed of at least three tenured 
faculty members and at least one master lecturer, provided one or more master lecturers are part 
of the departmental faculty. This committee is responsible for reviewing each candidate’s dossier 
and submitting a report on each candidate who is considered for promotion. 

To be reviewed by a unit’s designated committee, eligible candidates for master lecturer must 
submit a dossier containing the following: 

1. the candidate’s current curriculum vitae; 
2. the candidate’s statement of teaching and service; 
3. documentation of the candidate’s teaching and sew’ice activities; 
4. annual summaries of teaching, annual summaries of student evaluations, and periodic peer 

teaching evaluations. Peer teaching evaluators should be assigned according to individual 
unit policy. 

5. evidence of distinguished teaching and service. 
6. the names of two individuals (from UNC or external) who may serve as referees as to the 

candidate’s qualifications for the rank of master lecturer. 
7. additional materials, such as observations of classroom teaching, student recommendations, 

nominati ons for teaching awards, grant applications, and other materials relevant to the case. 



8. any materials required by the appointing unit for consideration for promotion to master 
lecturer. 

Upon receipt of a complete dossier, the Chair will solicit letters from two referees, one from a 
list provided by the candi date and one from a li st developed by the Chair, as to the candidate’s 
qualifications for promotion to the rank of master lecturer. Upon receipt of the two letters, the 
Chair will include them in the candidate’ s dossier. 

After reviewing each dossier, the unit review committee will submit to the Chair a report 
concerning each candidate for promotion to master lecturer. The Chair will make this report 
available to the assembled eligible faculty &the unit, whom the Chair will consult in a manner 
analogous to the process whereby the unit Chair consults the unit’s faculty on the promotion of 
faculty members in the tenure track. This consultation will result in a vote of the eligible faculty, 
recorded by rank, on each case for promotion to master lecturer. 

NOTE: See appended statement on facult~ eligible for voting. Using this statement as a 

guide#he, and bearing in mind that members Of the tenured, tenure-track, and [ixed-tet~ faculty 
mav vole only on lhe promolion of a colleague who holds" a lower rank, each unit should 
stipulate m its own poOcy which facul~, are eligible m vote o~t the appoinmtent qf master 
lecturers. 

The Chair may decide to accept or reject the advice given by the eligible faculty. In either case, 
the candidate’s complete dossier must be forwarded to the Dean with a letter from the Chair 
either recommending or denying promotion. Besides reporting the vote of the faculty, the Chair’s 
letter should highlight factors concerning teaching and service that most influenced the 
recommendation. Regardless of the Chair’s recommendation, the Chair must communicate that 
decision in writing to the candidate. 

The dossier for the candidate forwarded to the Dean will contain the following: 
the chair’s letter, noting the review committee’s role and vote, and the vote of the eligible 
faculty, recorded by rank; 

¯ the report of the unit review committee on the candidate; 
,, the candidate’s current curriculum vitae; 
,, the candidate’s statement of teaching and service; 
¯ documentation of the candidate’s teaching and service activities; 
¯ annual teaching summaries and summaries of student evaluations; 
¯ a minimum of two letters from referees (UNC or external) that address the candidate’s 

qualifications for the rank of master lecturer. 
additional materials, such as observations of classroom teaching, student 
recommendations, nominations for teaching awards, grant applications, and other 
materials relevant to the case as required by the unit. 

See http:llhr.tmc.edu/EPA/facultylfixed-term/ft-sal/FTPromDocs for a checkli st of documents 
required for inclusion in the dossier of a fixed-term faculty member’s application for promotion 
(appointment to a higher rank). 



All dossiers forwarded to the Dean will be reviewed by the appropriate Senior Associate Dean 
and a College ad hoc committee on the promotion of senior and master lecturers. The Dean 
retains final authority on the promotion of senior lecturers to the rank of master lecturer. 

A senior lecturer whose case for promotion to master lecturer is denied will be eligible to be 
reconsidered three years after the decision against promotion. 

College policy on voting rights of fixed-term faculty 
Fixed-term faculty are not eligible to vote on the tenure and promotion of faculty within the 
tenured or tenure-track ranks. Senior lecturers are eligible to vote on the promotion of lecturers 
to the rank of senior lecturer. Master lecturers are eligible to vote on the promotion of senior 
lecturers as well as lecturers. 

UNC Faculty Code Definition of Voting Rights of Fixed-Term Faculty 
The UNC Faculty Code includes fixed-term faculty among the General Faculty who have voting 
rights at UNC, provided three conditions are met. Voting rights are reserved for fixed-term 
faculty who hold at least a .75 FTE position, whose responsibilities include teaching or research, 
and whose term of appointment is for at least three years. Fixed-term faculty who have been re- 
appointed to a position such that the combined length of the current term and the immediately 
preceding term of service is at least three years are also eligible to vote. 



Department of 
master lecturer. 
October 28, 2011 

procedures governing the promotion of a senior lecturer to 

Eligibility for Master Lecturer 
A senior lecturer is eligible for recommendation for promotion to master lecturer on the 
following bases: 

,, The candidate must have a minimum of six consecutive years’ full-time (i.e., 1 FTE) 

service as a senior lecturer, or, if the candidate is from another institution and identified 
in a national search, six consecutive years of full-time (1 FTE) service as a senior lecturer 
or faculty equivalent. A senior lecturer may not be appointed to the rank of master 
lecturer until six consecutive years of 1 FTE service at the rank of senior lecturer have 
elapsed. A lecturer is not eligible for promotion to master lecturer. 

The candidate must provide demonstrable evidence of distinguished teaching and service 
to the appointing department, beyond that which is expected of a senior lecturer, in 
accordance with standards of distinguished teaching and service defined by the unit in 
which the candidate is appointed. 

In the Department of          ., evidence of extraordinary teaching may include: a university 
teaching award, consistent teaching evaluations in the top 5-10% of the department, outstanding 
peer teaching reviews, leadership roles on unit committees concerned with teaching, success in writing 
and/or administering grants that improve teaching in a unit, administrative oversight and training of 
teaching assistants and/or other fixed-term faculty in a unit. 
Please state the department’s criteria for distinguished waching. Be ~specific as to what 
constitutes "demonstrable evidence. " A DEPARTMENT MAY INSERT INTO ITS 
PROCEDURES DOCUMENT MOI~E TYPES OF DK~IONSTRABLE EVIDENCE THAN ARE 

LISTED ABO VE, PAR TICULAt~Y DISCIPLINE-SPECIFIC EVIDENCE OF 
EXTRAORDINARY TEACHhYG. A DI~2PARTMI~2NT’S PROCEDURES DOCUMENT MAY NOT 
DELETE OR 0 7 HER WISE RULE 0 (/T ANY OF 7 ’HE EXAMPI~2S OF DIS ~1 ]NG UISHEI) 

TFACHING LISTED ABOVE. 

In the Department of          ., evidence of distinguished service may include: a university 
service award; leadership on committees and task forces at the unit, College, or University levels (such 

as educational policy, teaching award, staff award, or search committees); service as unit 
undergraduate advising coordinator or director &undergraduate studies; outstanding service on 
the UNC Faculty Council and/or its subcommittees; leadership in national or regional professional 
organizations; membership on the advisoD~ board of a professional journal; invitations for speaking 
engagements at other institutions of higher learning; professional consulting. 

Please state the department’s criteria for distinguished service. Be specific as to what 

constitutes "demonstrable evidence. " A DEPAR73dENT MAY INSERT INTO 175’ 
PROCEDURES DOC{L~iENT MORE TYPES OF Db2~IONSTRABLE E~7I)ENCE THAN ARE 

LISTED ABO VE, PARTICULARLY DISCIPLINE-SPE(~TFIC EVIDENCE OF 
EXTRA ORDINARY SER~I( 7E. A DEPARIMENT ’S PROCED URES DOC UMENT MA Y NO T 

DELETE OR OTHERWISE R ULE 0 UT ANY OF THE EXAMPLES OF DISTINGUISHED 
SERVICE LISTED ABO~% 
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Procedure for unit review of candidates for Master Lecturer in the Department of 

Only a senior lecturer who has completed a minimum of six consecutive years of full-time (1 
FTE) service in the Department of is eligible to be considered for promotion to master 
lecturer. 

A candidate eligible for promotion to master lecturer in the Department of      will be 

reviewed by a unit committee appointed by the Chair. [If the department prefers this to be a 
standing committee of the department, please stipulate accordingly.] This review committee will 
be composed of at least three tenured faculty members and at least one master lecturer, provided 
one or more master lecturers are part of the departmental faculty. If the departmental faculty 
contains no master lecturers, a master lecturer from another department may be included on a 
review committee, with the approval of the Dean’s office. This committee is responsible for 
reviewing any eligible candidate’s dossier and submitting a report on each candidate under 
consideration. 

To be reviewed by the department’s review committee, eligible candidates for master lecturer 
must submit a dossier containing the following: 

1. the candidate’s current curriculum vitae; 
2. the candidate’s statement of teaching and service; 

3. documentation of the candidate’s teaching and service activities; 
4. annual summaries of teaching, annual summaries of student evaluations, and periodic peer 

teaching evaluations. Peer teaching evaluators should be assigned according to individual trait 
policy. 

5. evidence of distinguished teaching and service. 
6. the names &two individuals (from UNC or external) who may serve as referees as to the 

candidate’s qualifications for the rank of master lecturer. 
7. additional materials, such as observations of classroom teaching, student recommendations, 

nominati ons for teaching awards, grant applications, and other materials relevant to the case. 

If your department requires or allows any additional materials to be submitted in the dossier, 
please specify what they are. 

Upon receipt of a complete dossier, the Chair will solicit letters from two referees, one from a 
list provided by the candi date and one from a li st developed by the Chair, as to the candidate’s 
qualifications for promotion to the rank of master lecturer. Upon receipt of the two letters, the 
Chair will include them in the candidate’ s dossier. 

After reviewing each dossier, the unit review committee will submit to the Chair a report 
concerning each candidate for promotion to master lecturer. The Chair will make this report 
available to the assembled eligible faculty of the department, whom the Chair will consult in a 
manner analogous to the process whereby the unit Chair consults the unit’s faculty on the 
promotion of faculty members on the tenure track. For cases involving promotion to master 
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lecturer, this consultation must include the tenured faculty and any master lecturers in the 
department. The consultation process will result in a vote of the eligible faculty of the 
department, recorded by rank, on each case for promotion to master lecturer. 

NOTE: S?e appended statements’ on facul& eligibili,~ for votin,g. Each unit should stipulate in its’ own 
policy whether untenured fiwulty would be e#gible to vote on the appointment of master lecturers. 
EA CH UNIT’ SHO U£I) S UBMIT" A BRIEF EXP LANA TION OF 1TS RA TIONALE FOR 

INCL UDING OR EXCL UDING UNTENg IRED FA C UL TY FROM ~0 TING ON PROMO TIONS 
OF SENIOR LECTURER TO MASTER LECTURER. 

The Chair of the department may decide to accept or reject the advice given by the eligible 
faculty. In either case, the candidate’s complete dossier must be forwarded to the Dean with a 
letter from the Chair either recommending or denying promotion. Besides reporting the vote of 
the faculty, the Chair’s letter should highlight factors concerning teaching and service that most 
influenced the recommendation. Regardless of the Chair’s recommendation, the Chair must 
communicate that decision in writing to the candidate. 

The dossier for the candidate forwarded to the Dean will contain the following: 
the chair’s letter, noting the revie~v committee’s role and vote, and the vote of the eligible 
faculty, recorded by rank; 

¯ the report of the unit review committee on the candidate; 
¯ the candidate’s current curriculum vitae; 
¯ the candidate’s statement of teaching and service; 
¯ documentation of the candidate’s teaching and service activities; 
¯ annual teaching summaries and summaries of student evaluations; 
¯ a minimum of two letters from referees (UNC or external) that address the candidate’s 

qualifications for the rank of senior lecturer. 
additional materials, [please specify] required by the department. 

See http:/?hr, unc. edu/EPA/]i~culty/fixed-term~.~-sal/FTPromDocs for a checklist of documents 

required for inclusion in the dossier of a fixed-term faculty member’s app#cation for promotion 
(appointment to a higher rank). 

College policy on voting fights of fixed-term faculty 
Fixed-term faculty are not eligible to vote on the tenure and promotion of faculty within the 
tenured or tenure-track ranks. Senior lecturers are eligible to vote on the promotion of lecturers 

to the rank of senior lecturer. Master lecturers are eligible to vote on the promotion of senior 
lecturers as well as lecturers. 

UNC Faculty Code Definition of Voting Rights of Fixed-Term Faculty 
The UNC Faculty Code includes fixed-term faculty among the General Faculty who have voting 
rights at UNC, provided three conditions are met. Voting rights are reserved for fixed-term 
faculty who hold at least a .75 FTE position, whose responsibilities include teaching or research, 
and whose term of appointment is for at least three years. Fixed-term faculty who have been re- 
appointed to a position such that the combined length of the current term and the immediately 
preceding term of service is at least three years are also eligible to vote. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 5:25 PM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; isa-faculty@listse~,.unc.e&t; isa-grad@list~rv.unc.edu 

Call tbr Proposals: UNC-Duke Consortium Conference 

Call for Proposals 2012 UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Spring Conference - February 17-18, 2012 

Submission Deadline: December 9, 2011 

The UNC - Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies is pleased to invite you to participate and/or nominate graduate students to the 8th annual 

Consortium Conference to take place on February 17-18. 2012 at Duke University, John Hope Franklin Center and U NC-Chapel Hill, FedEx Global Education Center. 

This year the conference will be dedicated to the varieties of epistemologies by which the possibility of change-past and present-insinuated itself in the popular 

imagination in Latin America and the Caribbean. Attention will be given principally to the politics of knowledge in shaping of popular sensibilities through 

aesthetic production-including poetry, the plastic arts, music, dance, and literary forms-historical knowledge, ideological formulations, and political theory, 

among others, as phenomena shaped both within national and trans-national settings. 

The topic is not restrictive, but inclusive. We invite submissions for panels and/or short presentations by individuals, pairs, collectives, or working groups related 

to the main conference theme. Panel proposals are strongly encouraged. 

Please submit your proposal electronically no later than Friday, December 9, 2011 to Natalie Hartman at _n_.~__h____@____d___u__k___e__.__e___d___u_. and Beatriz Riefkohl Mufiiz at 

.r_!__e_.t_k_o__~_[.._@__e_.m__..a_!.[: .u__n_c__._e__~_9. (please use as subject: 2012 Consortium Conference). Your proposal should include a title and a brief (250 word) description of the topic 

to be addressed, as well as name(s) and affiliation(s) of the participant(s). Attachments in Microsoft Word are preferred, but if you send the information in the 

body of an e-mail message, be sure that your formatting includes international characters. 

The conference welcomes also multimedia presentations, exhibitions, film screenings, and performances by participants. 

For more information, contact ~[h~duke.edu or riefkohl@email.unc.edu. 

Beatriz Riefkohl MuNz 

Associate Director 

Institute for the Study of the Americas 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Pittsboro Street (corner of McCauley and Pittsboro) 

Campus Box 3205 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3205 

919-966-1484 (main) 

919-962-2418 (direct) 

919-962-0398 (fax) 

http://isa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:15 PM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehnber@email.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edtr~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Master Lecturer 

Evelyne, 
I am available to meet next Monday at 11 am. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chape[ Hil[ 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaidwe@emaihunc.edu 

http ://wv, as,. unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@email unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 5:23 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; CaldweH, Kia L; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Master Lecturer 

Dear Members of the E× ecutive Committee: 
’]7he Dean’s Office sent us a template [’or roles and procedures ]2)r 
promotion to Master Lecturer. They want us to discuss and accept this 
template, possibly complemented with unit-specific language, by January 
15 I think the EC should look at the document and guidelines and make 
a proposal te the faculty meeting. 
The proposal could be te accept as is, without additional 
department-specific language, or to accept with department-specific 
language suggested by the EC. I am going to attach three documents 
(somewhat redundant), t~vo of thera for background. The relevant document 
for us to work on is the Template Procedures docunrent. 
I would like to set up a meeting for us to discuss this before the next 
facul~ rueeting. Would you be available next Monday- at 11 a.m.? 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Unwersity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

~ax: (919)962-0432 

ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 9:37 PM 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaA1 unc edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H 

<bselassi@email.unc.edu-~; CaldweH, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Master Lecturer 

I am available for a meeting nexxt Monday, Nov. 21, at 11 {00 am. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

Frum: Evelyne Ituber [ehuber@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 5:23 PM 
Tu: Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; Caldwell, Kia L; Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: Master Lecturer 

Dear Members of the Executive Cummittee: 
The Dean’s Office sent us a template fur rules and prucedures :[’or 
promotiun to Master Lecturer. They want us to discuss and accept this 
template, possibly complemented with unit-specific language, by January 
15. I think the EC shuuld look at the ducument and guidelines and make 
a propusa[ to the faculty meeting. 
The propusa[ could be to accept as is, withuut additional 
department-specific language, or to accept with department-specific 
language suggested by the EC I am going tu attach three ducuments 
(somewhat redundant), two of them fur background. The relevant ducument 
fur us tu work un is the Template Procedures document. 
I wuuld like tu set up a meeting fur us to discuss this before the next 
faculty meeting Would you be available next Monday at 11 a.m.? 
Thanks, 
EveIyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Murehead Alumni Distinguished Professur 
(;hair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc, edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinman <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 9:53 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] R~or Wire Women (Tues in Chapel Hill; Thurs in Durham) 

Jodie Lawston and Ashley Lucas 

will speak about their new edited collection 

Razor Wire Women: Prisoners, Activists, Scholars, and Artists 

NoveInber 15, 2011 at 2 PM in the Kenan Theatre 

UNC’ s Center for Dramatic Art 

November 17, 2011 at 7 PM at the Regulator Bookshop 

720 Ninth St., Durham, NC 

Ofl’ering nuanced Ix~rtraits of women’s lives inside razor wire and prison walls, Razor Wire Women puts incarcerated women in dialogue ruth scholaxs, artists, 

educators, and activists who live outside of prisons but work on issues connected to the prison industrial complex. Women make up the fastest-gromng group within 

the U.S. prison population, yet prison scholarship largely overlooks the struggles of incarcerated women, mad their voices are often silenced both in and out of the 

prison inficastructure. From the vantage points of those both inside and outside of prisons, this collection of essays and art illuminates many of the distinct experiences 

and concerns of incarcerated women, including abuse and rape; the policing of women; incarcerated motherhood; mental health issues in prisons; incarcerated women’s 

axtistic and cultural production; and prisons’ impact on thmilies, health, and sexuality. Combining the transcendence, hope, and clarity ofaxt with tx~werl’ul analytical and 

conceptual tools, Razor Wire Women ~eveals the gendered dimensions of incarceration in the United States. 

"Jodie Michelle Laws~ton and Ashley E. Lucas have created a powerful call to action, a reminder that resistance is not futile. With powerful images, testimony, 

intersectional theorizing, and examples of educational and visual organizing, Razor Wire Women offers essential readings for organizers and seholas both inside and 

outside of women’s prisons and detention centers. This is a central read for courses in women’s and gender s~dies, justice, and sociology, and for all invested in 

interrupting our nation’s expanding carceral nation." Erica R. Meiners, author of Right to Be Hostile: Schools, Prisons, and the Making of Public Enemies 

Jodie M ichelle I.awston is Assistant Professor of Women’s Studies at California State University San Marcos and the author of Sisters Outside: Radical Activists 

Working for Women Prisoners, also published by SUNY Press. Ashley E. kucas is Assistant Prot~ssor of Dramatic Art at the University of North Carolina and the 

author and performer of the play Doin’ Time: Through the Visiting Glass. 

Ashley Lucas 

Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art 

Producing Artistic Director of UNC’s Teatro Latina/o Series 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Center for Dralnatic Art, CB #3230 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-,%30 

Office fax: (919) 962-5791 

htt~):i,/razorwicewonmn.wordpress.com/ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eanice@email.unc.e&~">eunice@email.anc.edu-#a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emM to <a href "mailto:leave-30294107-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30294107- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

F, velyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 8:22 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krja~ken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Beleket H <bselassi@email.unc.eda>; Sahle, Eanice N <eanice@email.unc.edt¢, 

Re: Master Lecturer 

Dear All, 
It turns out that the curriculum committee alrea@ has a meeting 
scheduled for that date Thus, could we meet a week later, on Monday, 
Nov. 28, at 11 a.m.? 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

On 11/14/2011 8:15 PM, Caldwel[, Kia L wrote: 
> Evelyne, 
> I am available to meet next Monday at 11 am. 
> 

> Best, 
> Kia 
> 

> 

> 

> Kia Lilly Caldwel[, Ph.D. 
> 

> Associate Professor 
> 

> A[’ro-American Studies 
> 

> UNC-Chape[ tliH 
> 

> CB #3395, Battle Hall 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 
> 

> http :i/ww~v.~c.edu,’depts/afriafam 
> 

> 

> From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@oraail.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 5:23 PM 
> To: Janken, Ketmeth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Borekot H; Caldwell, Kia L; Sahle, Etmice N 
> Subject: JMaster Lecturer 
> 

> Dear Members of the Executive Conmxittce: 
> The Dean’s Office sent us a template for rules and procedures for 
> protnotion to Master Lecturer. The?, want us to discuss and accept this 
> template, possibly- complerr~ented with unit-specific language, by JanuaW 
> 15. I think the EC should look at the document and guidelines and make 
> a proposal to the faculty meeting. 
> The proposal could be to accept as is, without additional 
> department-specific language, or to accept with department-specific 
> language suggested by the EC. I am going to attach three documents 
> (somexvhat redurxdant), two of them for background. The relevant document 
> for us to xvork on is the Template Procedures docmnent. 
> I xvould like to set up a meeting for us to discuss this before the next 
> faculty meeting. Would you be available next Monday at 11 a.m. ? 
> Thanks, 
> Evelyne 
>__ 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair 
> Department of Political Science 
> CB# 3265 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 

>fax: (919)962-(;,432 
> ehuber@unc edu 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 8:37 AM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Huber, Evelyne tt <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket tt 
<bselassi@em~l.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@mnail.unc.edu:> 

RE: Master Lecturer 

I can meet on the 28th at 11 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle tIal[, CB# 3395 
University’ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 @~x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 
Rayford W l,ogan and the Dilemma of the African-American Intellectual: 

http://wv,~,.umass eduiumpress/spr 97/ianken.html 

Walter White, Mr. NAACP: 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059 htra[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Evelyne ttuber [mailto:ehuber(@ad uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2011 8:22 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: tIuber, Evelyne H; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket It; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Master Lecturer 

Dear All, 
It turns out that the cumculum cormnittee already has a meeting 
scheduled for that date. Thus, could xve meet a xveek later, on Monday, 
Nov-. 28, at 11 aan.? 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

On 11/14/2011 8:15 PM, Caldwell, Kia L wrote: 
Evelyne, 

I am available to meet next Monday at 11 ara. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNT’-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://www.m~c edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@email nnc edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 5:23 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntal~tia, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; Cald~vell, Kia L; Sahle, Ennice N 
Subject: Master Lecturer 

Dear Members of the Executive Committee: 
The Dean’s Office sent us a template for rules and procedures for 
promotion to Master Lecturer They ~vant us to discuss and accept this 
template, possibly complemented ~vith unit-specific language, by JanuaW 
15. I think the EC should look at the document and guidelines and make 
a proposal to the faculty meeting 
The proposal could be to accept as is, without additional 
department-specific language, or to accept with department-specific 
language suggested by the EC. I am going to attach three documents 
(somewhat re&mdant), two of them for background. The relevant document 
for us to work on is the Template Procedures document 
I would like to set up a meeting for us to discuss this before the next 
faculty meeting. Would you be available next Mi)nday at 11 a.m.’? 



> Thanks, 
> Evelyne 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair 
> Department of Political Science 
> CB# 3265 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3355 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 

>fax: (919)962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Departrnent of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

l:ax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 8:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

11-15-11 08:57AIM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: McClintock, Anne, 
Imperial leather : race, gender, 
CALL NO: DA16 .M37 1995 c.3 
BARCODE: 00023862973 
Davis Library DUE: 11-27-11 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

3:13 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

~me recommenchtion guidelines 

SOPHAS resume.pdf 

Good morning Mama Sable, 

I just ~vanted to check in re: recommendatiun letters for grad school, 
as well as send you the CV I’ve been using for the applications. Below 
are some guidelines I’ve compiled tlcom the websites of various schools 
I’m applying to in case you would like some suggestions for things to 
include in your letters to S©PHAS and to UNC. 

What schools are looking for in a recommendation letter: 
Intellectual abilities as well as why you are a strong applicant to 

public health programs 
Reference letters should address your academic and research 

abilities, including your capacity to work independently, as well as 
your abiliW to comprehend, digest, and assimilate new knowledge. 

your level of understanding of your chosen career 
what strengths you will bring to that career 
ability to work independently 
ability to think creatively and critically 
problem-solving skills 
quantitative skills 

communication skills (both verbal and written) 

I hope you are well. Will you be in Chapel Hill next semester’? I plan 
to visit during the first week or two of the semester and would love 
to get coffee[ 

Thanks again, 



Tuesday 15th November 2_01.1., issue 509 

The Letter in PDF 

format 

Debate/ideas - 

Austria - 

Hungary - ltaly - Portugal European 

Health - 

Bulgaria/Romania Parliament : Budget 2012 Diplomacy : EUiLibya Court of 

Daimler/EADS - 

European Elections Austria : China Greece : Government lreiand : New 

president [taiy : ,Mario Nonti Poland : Government Romania : {NIF Balkans : 

Refi~gees Russia :    WTO Council of Europe :    Roma Eurostat : 

Agriculture/Fishery - Work Studies/Reports : European Parliament 

DefenceiWeimar Culture : Memory - Exhibition/Berlin - Exhibition/Paris - 

Festival/Cluj - Photography/Sofia 

Agenda I Other issues I Contact 

Front page! : 

Women for Europe and the Citizens’ Initiative 

1 The Robe, rt Schurrlan Foundation has publishe, d l:he report of 

~ photon,~ndispoJ the semb~ar organised on 21st September at the European 
Parhament on women and the European C~t~zens’ ~n~t~ative, 
After th~s day of debate tl~t was r~ch and constructWe~ 

partk:ipani:s decided [o ~aunch a dl:izens~ ~niUBtNe, In the days 

that followed the conference a web s]Le was set up: www.femmes--emope,eu to 

provide a space in which women could say wh~t their ideas were and debate 
them, They will meet agah~ in the sprh~g to define their project for a c~t~zens’ 

h~t~BUve ~n more de~aiL_ Read more 

The Foundation’s nomination for the European Public Affairs Prize 

On 9U~ [lovember the award cerepqony fo~ the best Thh~k Tanks 
~ photonon d~spo h’l 2011 ~:ook p~a(:e ~n ~russe~s. The Rober~ Schuman Found~Uon 

was nominated along side the CEPS and Bruegel, which 

highlights the acknowledgement of the work ~t has undertaken to foster European 

debar:e,_ Read mo:e 

Security/Justice 
pholonor, dispo On .lSth November the National Institute for Higher Security 

and ]ustk:e Studies (INHES.]) is organisin( a semk~a~ in 

Brussels devo[ed to the theme of"European Security and 

:~ust~ce" h~ which the Chairman of the Robert Sc~uman 
Foundation, )ean-Domh][que G~uhan[~ will be taking p~rt,,, 

Read mo:e 



Think tank Forum 
1 The. se.corld Think Tarlk Forurn will be taking place on 19th 

[~] photonond~spoj November. B~b~ging ~ogether ~ think tanks the event 
hopes to contdbu[e to the major poHtica~ stakes :just five 

months Before the presidenU~l elect~on. Pasca~e 

Dhec/or General of the Robert Schurnan FoundaUon, wi~f be 
spe~king at ~ round table devoted to the vital need to rise 

beyond the naUonal flamework. ~ is obffgatory to enrol due to a ffm~ted number of 

se~ts. T~e conference w~H Be b[o~dcast live on t~e Foundation’s sRe.., k~d more 

Christians and Europe 

1 The Bernardin College is organising a forum on 19th Nove~lbeF 

::.~.:: photonon dispoJ entitled "Issues a~ Stake 20~2: Christh~ns ~nd Europe= h’~ which 
the Chairman of the Foundation, ]ear~-Dominique Giul~ani wiil be 

taking part. [h~s forum hopes to review the state oF p~ay ~n the 

work undertaken between t~e Churc~les a~d the European 

Elections : 

Election of the two chambers of the Spanish Parliament 

1 Around 34 million Spaniards are being called to batlot on 2Oth 

::1~1:: photo non dispo ~Io\,errlbeF to ren~.~w the me~Ibers of the two (:]lambers o~: ] ParffamenL in an earB, elecLion. Accordin( to U~e latest poll by 

the Soc~ologica~ Investigations Centle, published on 6th 

November, the Peop{e’s Party is due to wh~ 46.6% of the vote easily ahead of the 

Socialh~t Workers’ Party, wl’dch is due to win 29~9%. The UnRed [_ef[ (IU) h; due [o 

w~n 6.~7% of the vote; the C~talan elecLoral alliance -- C~talonia Convergence ~nd 
Un~on (C~U), ~s due to win 3.3~%; Umon, P[ogless ~nd Democracy (UFyD)~ 2.9~% 

of the vote; t~e Catalonia Republican Left (ERC), ~.23%; the Basque NaUonalist 

Party (PNV) 1.1.7%. The entire {:ampaign ~s [()(:used on Spa~n"s poor economic 

s~tuat~on. The Ewe mah~ pol~t~ca~ leaders, Na~iano Rajoy (PP) and A~fredo Perez 

RubaJcaba (PSOE) debated on television on 7th November to 8n audience of 12 
mHliom lust one week Before the ejection matters seem to h~ve already been 

settied, It now remah’is to see the e>;tent o~: Lhe v~cLory achh~ved by Lhe 

rightw#Kb.. Resd more 

Financial Crisis : 

Germany : the report by the five experts 

1 It, ar, r,.al pub,., he.d or, 9,:h .ovembe,, the Ge,man 
~ photonon dispo] economists, who meet together m the so-.called "fiv~ experts" 

group are forecasting a deci~e h3 German growth ~n 2012. 
201. Z we expect h{gh gFowt~ st~H at 3%. But ~n 2012 the 

e{;onomy ~s due to wesken quite riot~ceab~y becBuse of the end 

of the effects of recovery, and the world economic c]~mate that Js worsening; GDP 

is expecte~ to progress only by 0.9%." Accordh~g to this group "there b~ gre~teF 
Nsk th~s autumn. The euro zone ~s caught in a v~c~ous circle of the debt and 

bankkK~ crisis." Their diagnosis is ch)se to that of Lhe go~eFnrnen~, which is 

Forecastb~g growth of ~% next year ariel 2.9% this year accorcffng to its mos[ 

recent o~c~a~ forecast h~ October... Re;~,~ 

Austria 
] The two parties in power- the SPO and the 6VP -- came to 

ii.~.iI pl~oto non dispoJ agreement on 12th November to ~nclude the budgetary "go~den 
ruie"’ in the consUtuLion in order to reduce budge[ary 

announced the Austrian Vice-.Chancellor N~chael Spindelegger, 
He sm~d that he had agreed on th~s mJt~at~ve wi~h Social 

Democrat Chancellor Werner Eaym~nn: "With the Chancellor we agree to include 

the public deficit reduction in Lhe constituLionJ’_ Read 

Economic Governance 
] The 27 EU Economy and Finance Ninisters adopted a series of 

::1~1:: photortendispoj s~x leqiMa[we pFoposaHs on 8th November to strengthen 
European economic governance, notabW m the euro zon& This 

"six-pack" ~s the focus of a compromise w~th the European 
Parliament, wh{c~ adopted it on 28th September. From now on 

the Nember States with U~e biggest macfo-econorfli{; irnba~ances and who do not 

respect [he stab~ffty criteria v,4H be the focus of automatic sanctions of up to 

of the GDP. According to the ~nversed majority pHnc~ple~ the pena{Ues put forward 

by Lhe Comrnissk)n wi~f be adopted automatk:aHy, LmN~ss a qualified majorRy of the 

Nember States votes againsL it. The States wi~f have to exp]ah’i t~]erflse~ves 

public before Lhe European Parliament, Rapkl response mechanisms and 8n eaHy 

warning system w~ff complete the package. A tax on Rnancial transactions was 

rejected._ Reed mo:e 

Eurogroup 
1 On 7th November the 17 Fhlance NinisteFs of the euro zone 

ii.~.iI pi~oto non dJsD°J debated the various optNms open to them ~n view o~: increasing 
the European Fmanc~a~ Stability Fund (EFS~) and to bring it up 
to 1000 billion eulos by the end of the year, The fin8~ decision 

on this finandaI instrument wit~ be taken on 29th November. ]ean-C~aude ]uncker, 
the Eurogroup’s chair announced U~at ministers were den’lBnding [hat the Greek 

auEhor]t]8s commit ~n Writing [o implement the stluctula] reforms necessary to re- 

bafandng public finance - s~nce th~s commitment is a pre-requ~site for the payment 
of the next part of t~e ~oan to Athens - ~e a sum of 8 bHHon euros... R~d more 



France: growth forecasts reviewed downwards 

quarter, French Economy Minister Francois Baroin and Budget 

Minister Val~,rie P~cresse have both said that France’s 

Greece: recession and record unemployment figures 
On 3.0th November the Greek statisticsa thorty announced a 

In August 2010 unemployment totalled 12,2%. At present more 

than 900,000 Greeks are looking for a 

Hungary’s rating downgraded 

] The ratings agency Standarda~Poor’s (S&P) has placed 

said the agency on ~2th November - a decision that has been 

rejected by the Hungarian goveFnmen~ which points to the 

country’s "good" macro-economic figures (public deficit and 
debt), "Because of the increased iisk that ~s aFfecth~g ~ungary’s fmandal 

credibility, Hkew~se the decline of the external economic ~nd financ~ environment, 

S&P has p~aced the Hungarian debt BBB-uru:leF negatNe surveiltan(:e," fikewise 

the short term debt (A-.3)~ sa~d the ratings agency,., Read more 

Reforms adopted in Italy 

] The Italian Senate and the Chamber of Deputies adopted an 
::~:: ohotonond~sp,a antbcr~sJs plan on 11th and 12th Rovember respectively, the 

ma~n features of which a~e the Feih~qu~shment of public assets, 
pensions, Hberalisatlon, the s~mp~ificat~on of administrative 

procedures and eml:doyment incentives= The reform of the 

~abour market designed to Facilitate redundandes ~s not part of 

the package however and ~s due to be adopted h~ a second round of voting, after 

negotiatkm wRh the unions. These vil:a~ measures were taken with Hie 8h~ of 
reassuring the markets, redudng debt arid ~evNhl{} growth... Read more 

Portugal/Austerity 
T h e P O ~" t I.~ g U e S e (~I o V e F rl m e n t w o u ] d [ ~ k e t O ~ rn p I e m e n t ~ rl 

~ photo non dispo aus~erRy plan ~n 2012 ~n order to meet U~e requhements set by 
the rescue p~an funded by the EU and the [MF, ~n a speech to 

the Portuguese parliament on the 2012 budget o~ .lOth 

~lovembeF PRime M~n~steF Pedro Passos Coe~ho de[ended the 
austerity goals put forward by h~s government which are based on a "reaHst~c, 
ba~m~ced~ strong budget’L The p~an includes for example a reduction in spending 

the dvi~ service,., R~d more 

European Council : 

The Challenges facing Europe 

On :~:~th November the President of the European Council, 
.~.iI photo non dispo Herman V~n Rompuy, gave a speech at the European 

Unive~sH:y Institute of Fk)~ence on the challenges ~a(:ing 

Europe. He declared that Europe is "Facing the hour oF truth" 

whic~ w~fl oblige ~t to go through and overcome the present 
crisis. He a~so mentioned the fact t~t right now the EU ~s no 

k~nger 8n hKHf{erent p~ayer but that ~t h~ the centre of attention and the heart o~ 

aH concern. The President o~ the Europem~ Counc~ listed five nlah~ challenges: 

susta~nag~Hty of t~e Greek debt, a w~ll against contagion, the restoration of 
confidence h~ t~e banking secot~, budgetary 9afance ~n the Member States and a 

policy h~ favour oF growth and eml:doymenL,, Re:~d mo~e 

Meeting between European and Swiss Leaders 

]The President of the European Council, HermaF~ Van Rompuy, 
~ photo non dispo met the Swiss Pres~dent~ MicheHne Calmy-Rey on 9th 

Rovember. The two Jeaders said they wanted ~o strengthen 

refat~ons, which are ah-eady extremely dose. They discussed 

the economk: and financial situatk)n, recent reforms ~n the 
European economic and monetary policy, as well as foreign policy. The EU and 
Switzer]m~d said they were p~eased w~th the emergence of democratic States in 

[tort~ Africa, re-iterating theh- cooperation and support. Noreover Herman Van 

Rornpuy Ub~rlked the Swh~s President tot her raed~ation ef[orts which had ~ed to an 

agreement between Russia and Georgia, that had been vital in Russia’s accession 
to the World Trade Orgamsat~on_. Read more 

Commission : 

European Economic Forecasts for Autumn 2011 
On lOth November the European Commisison published its 

:::~:~:i photo non dispo autumn economic forecast, Growth w~fl be weak~ around 0.6% 
in 2012 and 1,5% h~ 20~.3 in the Union; in the euro zone it 
Nse to 0.5% in 2012 and 1.3% in 20~3. Thh~ figure is dearly 

down in comparison with the spNng estm~ates, notably lot 2012 with a decline 

from 2% to 0.6% for the EU and from 2% to 0,8% for Germany and from ~.,7% to 

0.6% for France. The lack of confidence has ~ed to a reduction h~ hwestments~ as 
well as in consumptk)n, wh[(:h aFe decisive factors R)r gFowth, MoFeover the 

slow~ng ~n world growth has had a negative effect on exports, The unemployment 



rate is due to remain stable at around 9,8% in 2012 and 9,6% in 2013 and 
infh~l:ion is due Lo re[urn [:o below the 2% mark, respecting one of Lhe EU’s goals_. 

Health and Consumer Protection 

1 On 9th ~’4ov{.~mb{.~r the Europeztn Commission re, veztled its aci:h~n 

~ [Dhoton,~ndispo] p~an Jn support of European citizens’ health and consumer 
protection, These two programmes will be provided wit~ 446 
and 197 million autos respect~ve]y~ covering the period 

2020~ A restr~ci:ed nulmber of projects will be selected and should provide great 

vaR~e added. The hea~th for growth programme is due notably to focus on the 

fight against cancer and rare d~se~ses. As p~rt of t~e consumer protection 
programme the Commission intends to ~mp~ement t~e "Sweeps" operation 

Logei:her with Member Slates’ a[~thor~ties so that exisi:h’H~ legis]a[ion h~ respected 

better, The two programmes wHI be based on h~tiat~ves that h~ve a~ready been 

launched previously, The European Parliament and t~e Co,incH now have to 
~t these proposals and adopt them before the end of 2013,,. R~a.:J r~(.~~ 

The Mobility of Bulgarian and Romanian Workers 
] On 11th November the European Commission published 

ii.~j photo r~on dJspoJ repor~ on the effecLs of Lhe raol:dHLy oF B~Elgariarl and Romanh~n 
workers, fhis report notes that the [oral opening of the ~abour 

markets to Bulgarian and Roman~an workers wH~ be "positive ove~alP’ sh~ce vacant 

posts w~H be occupied, notably h~ t~e sectors of construction, domestic services 

and restaurants. Long Lerm, ~t h~ esl:~mated that there wH] be a s]gn]Fk:an~ increase 
of around 0,3% in [he EU’s GDP, L~sz]6 Andor~ the E~ropean Commissioner for 

Emp~oyment~ Soc]8] Affahs and Inclusion ~ns~sted on [he economic opportunities of 

the free movement of workers and would ~ke aH restrictions to access to the 
~abour market to be 8bolished~ Bulgarian end Roman]an workers, who 

target Spa~n mnd Italy, conth~ue to be affected by restrictive measures, This report 
wHI be used m the Council to assess the timeliness of conLinumg with or repea]mg 

these measures,,, R~d 

Parliament : 

Budget 2012 

] The consultation procedure for the E-U’s annual budget 20.!2 ::1~1:: photo non dispo started on 8th November. For the time being the Council and 

E~ropean PerHameni:’s posith)ns are stHf quH:e dHTerent, The 

Coundl wants [o ~m~t the budge[’s ~ncrease to only 2,02% (~ess 

thmn inflmt~on), whilst the Parliament and the European 
Commission ~re demanding an increase of 4.9%. Parliament’s President ~erzy 

Buzek hopes that a cornpromh~e carl be found, A~a]n Lamassoure, the (:heir of Lhe 

parliamentary budget committee ~s warning thaL ~f the budget ~s too low it wH~ not 

be able to cover aH spendh~g ~nd this would lead to the need for correction 8t 8 
later d~te as h~ 2011, On the other hand budgetary restrictions h3 times of cris~s 

Parliament’s rappor[eurs wHI meet the Polish Presidency of [he Counc~ and the 

representatives of the Commission for d~scuss~ons on 14.th and lath ~ovemger 

Diplomacy : 

Women in Libya 
] On the occasion of the inauguration of the new EU 

ii.~.ii photor;ondispo] represenLaLion in [.~bya, the H~gh Represer~tal:ive, Catherine 
Ashton, reel w~th some Libyan women, She gave a speech aL 

the Forunl on Women’s F~ghts in T~pol] on 12th November, ~n 

this speec~ C~therh~e Ashton promised to he~p L~byan women, 

saying ~hat she would pay attention to their conc:e~ns and that 
she was aware {}[ the ~rnpo~~ance {}[ their pal’ti{:ipat[on in Lhe constr{icl:~on o~:a 

new democracy, She mentioned sevela] priorities, such as the re--establishment of 

security, edMcation, t~e rule of law, the holding of democratic elections, which 

Fe{~uil’e ~nvofven’len[: and the suppo~[ Of women, Ca[:heFine Ash[:on encoura~ed 
Lhem l:o contirRH~ theh" wol’k and "’not [o sl:ay 8[: home".., ~,’~:8(J more 

Court of Auditors : 

Annual Report 

Th{.~ European C, ourt of Auditors published iLs 8nnua~ report on 
::~:: photo non dis~po 10th November on spendh~g in 2010, It notes the overall 

reHab]Hty of the EU’s accounts; however some payments are 

st~H affected "by a significant leve~ of errors", The Court behaves 

that [he error rate and i’lOn-.{:on[orm~[y [:o the i’u]es i:o[ais 3,7% 

of ~U spending (out of a toa] of 122,2 bHHon autos),.. R~nd n’{~2re 

Angela Merkel is suggesting a 6 billion euro reduction in taxes in 2013 

On 61:h November the Germztn Chancellor An~e.}a Merkel 
~ photo non di~po p~onl~sed LO reduce taxes as of 2013 Lo ~ total of 6 billion 

autos. The income tax threshold wH~ be raised m order to help 

fow income households. The sca~e will also be reviewed in order 

will receive an ~ddit~ona~ one bilHon euros to mode~n~se the road system, The 

CDU/CSU and the FDP a~so agreed to reform long term care~ insMr~nce and to set 
Mp specific a~d for parents who do not piece their children h~ nMrser~es - a request 

Bundestag, the ~owe~ chamber of p~rH~ment, but a~so by the Bundesrat~ the 

upper chamber which represents the Lander. ~n this second ~ssemg~y ~owever 



the government does not hold the majority and the opposition is against reducing 

tax;Ed:ion... Read me=e 

Inauguration of Nord Stream 

1 
Nord Stream, the new gas pipeline linking R, ussia directly to 

Germany. German Chancellor Angela Melkel, f~ussian President 

Dmitri Medvedev, French ~nd Dutch Prime Ministers, f4ssrs 
~nd Rutte, as well as the European Commissioner for Energy, G~nther Oettinger, 

symbolically opened to taps on the l:irs~: pipe, dtlring 8 cefemon7 i~ Ltlbmin, 

north-east Germany. The gas pipeline that is ~200 km long> which by the end of 

20.12 will also comprise a second pipe, will provide enoug~ gas for 26 million 

households. Behind the infrastructure which cost 7.4 billion euros there 
corlsorthHT~ dominated by the state-owned Russian gasgk~nt, Gazprom, with the 

Germans BASF 8nd EON, the Du[ch Gasunie and the French company GDP Suez.., 

The German State enters into EADS capital 
1 ]he German government decided on 9th November to take a 

::.~.:: photo non dispoJ 7.5% share in the aeronautical group EADS~ which the car 
manufa(:t:urer Da~mlef wou~d Hke t:o refinquh~h ~r~ t:he second half 

of 20~2, Daimle~ has committed to keepbK~ ~ts remairfing share 

of 7,5% until ~he end of 20~3~ ]his solution is U~e focus o~ the 
prisdple agreement between the Economy l, lis~ster, the Finance Nh~ister and the 

Chance~ery and maFks the end of [he work deployed ~n vain by Bel’lh] [:o f~nd a 

private b~vestor to take on Daimler’s share, which no ~onger considers EADS as a 
stake sLlatetgic, "The am] is not to have a long term share," explains Lhe German 

E-conomy Ministry, The share i~ questk3n is esth]~ated at 1.,2 a~d 1,3 bHHon euros 

at CUl’l’en[ ra~:es on [he stock e>:change_, ~,’e:~d more 

The German Constitutional Court bans the 5% Clause 
In a decision dated 9th November 201..l the German 

::~:: photo non dispo Consti~u[:ionat Court declared that the rnkdmal 5% barrier 

clause of effective ~epresentat~on for the European elections 

was co~J~]te[ to eq~Jal opport[m~ties asd equ~Hty ~n the electora~ 

procedures underaken by poH~:h::at parties. Because of ~:his l:he 
COLIf~: decided ~:hat this c~ause wen~ agains~ ~:he i:~rincip]es of the German 

constitution, But it did not invalidate the 2009 European elections U~at ~ook place 

under this regime, I-he German const]tutionaf judges explah~ that the E-uropean 

Parliament’s legisfat~ve systera is not ~:he same as that of a sl:a~:e and there[ore h~ 
riot supposed to produ(:e 8 majority which supports a stable (:oafitk)n in 1:he face 

Austria : 

Agreement between the Central Bank of Austria and the People’s Bank of China 
] The. Central Bank o~ Austria (OeJ’4B) signed an agreement with 

~ photo non dispoJ the People’s Bank or China on [0th November b] Be]jing; the 
governors of the two centr~f banks, Ewald Nowotny and 

XJaochuan Zhoudevenan[:, were the s~gna[:or~es. "This is the 

first ag~eemen~ signed by the People’s Bank of China with a 

non--Asian bank~" stresses the OeNB which has become the first non-Asian bank ~o 
undertake h]vestments in renmhlbi, the Chh]ese currency. The yuan renminbi 

(peel:dens money) was il]il:ia~ly h’d:Foduced ill ~.949 by U~e new comrnunis~: regh’ae as 

A New National Unity Government 
Afl:e.r the ~esigi~al:ion of Geo~ges Papandreou, R)rmer Vice 

::~:: photo non dispo Preslden~ of the European Central Bank, Lukas Papademos, 
was appointed Prime ~,liniste~ on l~th November. His 

consensus government comprises the SodaHst Pa~ty (PASOK)~ 

the mah’~ rightwing opposition party (New Democracy) and the 

rat right "Laos". The key post of finance [,qiniste~ will be retained by Evangelos 

Ves~zefos (PASOK), The former E-uropean Commissioner for the Esvironmest, 
St~vros Dis]as (New I)emocr~cy), is the new Foreign l, linister, The only woman 

mirdster hi ~:he new (:abOrter h~ Anne D~amantopok)u (PASOK), responsible for 

Education and Cul[u[e. The new Prime l,~inlstel I,~ Pmpmdemos wfl~ deliver a 

genera~ policy on 3.4th Novemger. This w~ be followed by a parliamentary debate 
which w~fl ~ead to a vote of confidence planned fo~ 3.6th November... Read m.:)r~ 

Ireland : 

The new president sworn in 
The new h-ish President, Labour P~ichael I) Higgins, called for 

::~:: pho~onondispo the rebuilding of his country’s economy and committed to 

"encouraging investment and +:;reath~g .~obs"’ as he was sworn 

in on kith Novembe~ in Dublin. "] am the mnth president and 

assume this post with a feeling of humility and confidence 

[:he ab~Hty of our people (...) not only to overcorae [:he present diff:~cultk~s but ah~o 
[:o make the most of’ l:he fan[:asi:h:: poss~bifil:~es thai: will come to us in the 

declared Mr Hlggb~s, a 70 year old soclologis[ and poet, elecLed on 27th OcLober, 

"~ am aware of t~e challenges (..,) that we face in order to dose a c~apter on our 

frag]h~ economy bu[: wl’dch has ah~o damaged our soc~ei:y with unaccep~:abk~ kwels 
of unempk~ymen~:, precarious loans and the (:ofiapse of U~e real estate market," he 

added in his speech that focused on the economy, whils[ his country has to 

h~]plement ~ painfu~ rescue plan to a tota~ of 85 hi]Hen euros... Read 



Italy : 

Mario Monti asked to form a government 

1 On 12th November the President of the Italian Council 5ilvio 

[~ photonond~spo] Berhlscon~ handed h~ h~s resignation to the ~ta~an President 

Flonti, was asked on 13th ~ovembe~ to fo~m a new 
government and sa~d he was convinced [hat Italy "could 

overcome" the debt crisis "thanks to a collective effort" and 

confidence of the two chambe{s of parUament within the nex~ ten days before 

of Rc~aHy taking office. For the t~me being S~v~o Berh.~scon~ ~s still responsible for 

Poland: 

Donald Tusk - head of government again 

1 On 8th November Donald Tusk, Polish Prime I’,tinister since 2007 

::.~.:: photonon dispoJ ~[tnd wh’lneF oI: the gene~al electk)ns on 9~:h Oc[ober fast was 
appointed head of the gove~nment of Poland, He now has to 

loin1 a new cabinet. The re-election or the Tusk coalition has 
created a precedent ~n Poland’s democratic history. To date no 

IM F/Commission 

Comn-dssion adjusted the country’s economic forecast. In spite 

of extremely prudent economic policies, the world’s difficult 

e{:onomic situaiton w~fl only allow ~br weak growth h~ 2011 and 

2012. In 2011 the GDP ~nc~ease wiU be 1.5%. According [o domestic demand and 

the efficient use of the funds p~d out by the EU - around 20 DHHon euros until 
2013 - Roman~an economic growth wH] reach between 1.75% to 2.25% in 2012, ~e 

work to reduce the budgetary de~]dt down from 4,4% of the GDP ~n 20~ to ~,9% 

of the GDP ~n 2012. I},iF and Commission experts are encouragh~g the Romanian 

Balkans : 

Conference on the Refugee Situation 

1 A minis~:erial con~eren{:e wi~h ~he countries o~ the Western 
~£~ photo non dispoJ Balkans on the settlement of the ~ef~lgee situa~:ion took place in 

Belgrade on 7th ~ovember. In a ~oint dec~a~ation, Lhe Foreign 

},lin~sters of four countries (Serg~a, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina 

end Non[:enegro) believe it v~ta~ [:o settle refugee issues to 
gumrmn[ee the stability o~ the region. A mu~tbannua~ reg~ona~ 

work prog~amnle that a~ms to hT~p~ove the ~efugee s~Luat~on was annexed to th~s 

declaration. The E~Jrope~n Conlm~ssioner fo[ Enlargement and the Ne~ghbou~hood 

Policy, Stefan FC~Ie, who at[ended the cor~ference, annour~ced thai [he EU 

~ntended to guarantee at ~emst half or the funds necessary (580 mH~on euros) for 
Lhe implementation of the reg~onm~ programme._ Reed mo~ 

WTO 

¯ ¯ 1 A maio~ obstacle to Russia’s accession to the World Trade 
i.~.i photo non dispoJ Organisation (WlO) has been ~emoved~ On 9th NOvember 

Russia and (~eorg~a signed a compromise agreement at the 

WTO HQ in Geneva~ The ~8tter focuses notably on borde~ 

controls between Georgia anti the separatist te~r~tor~es of 
South Ossetia and Abkhaz~a, whose independence has been 

~cknowledged by Russia. Foflow~ng the s~gnature of this compromise Georgia wH~ 

rH) Ionge~ prevent Russia’s 8ccesskH’l ~:o the WTO. The latter is due to be derided 

during a mb~ister~al conference mid--December. A ~irsE step was taken on z0th 

November. The Working (~oup on Russia’s Access~o~ approved t~e texts deRning 
membership conditions for Russia on t~e same day... R.e~.:J 

Council of Europe : 

Resolution on France and the Roma 

On 9th Noven-~ber the Committee of },linisters of the Council of 
i:~Ei Dh°t°n°ndisp° E-urope debated the expulsions of Roma by France in the 

summer o~: 2010, The committee based its d~scuss~on on a 

report by the European Soc~a~ R~ghts Committee, The authors of 

the report concluded that the collective expulsion of Ronlan~an 
and Bufgar~8n citizens is mn infrh~gement of the European Socia~ Charter. France 

has been h’lv~ted by the Committee {)~ B~kdsl:ers to ~eview ~:he measures taken ][] 

o~der to respond [o these bffringemenEs of inEernat~ona] law_. Re~d more 

Eurostat : 

Agriculture/Fishery 
On 9th Noven)be~ Euros~:a~ published the 2011 edH:km of the 

production ill the EU, notably that of cereals, m~fk, meat and 

f~sh, Hence h8~: o~: the EU’s ceFea] ~}roduction cornes from ~hree 



countries: France (23%), Gernlany (16%), and Poland (10%). 

The. rqairl milk producers 8re the UK (22%), Germany (~7%) arid France (Z2%), 
With regard to cheese, Germany (23%)is ahead o~: Famce (2~%). Neat is primarily 

produced in Germany (25%), Spain (15%), France (9%), Poland and in Denmark 

(8%), F~sh mainly comes from Spais (16%) asd Denmark (.13%) ahead of France 

end [he UK (12% each],.. Reed more 

Part time work 
According to a Eurostat publication on lI)th Novepqber 41.,3 

~~] pho~onondispo million people worked part-th~e h~ the EU in 20~0, 21% of 

whom wou~d ~ike to work more, The situation of under- 
employment is espedaHy prevalent h~ Latvia (65%), Greece (49%)~ Spain (46%)~ 
}]ulgada (:39%) and S~ov~kia (38%), In the countries where part-time work ~s more 

custornary the desire to work more hours h~ the smalles[: Netherlands 

Belgium (4%), Czech Republic m~d Luxembou{g (I0% each), Three qua{ters of 

people working p~rt-tmse are womes,,, [<ead more 

Studies/Reports : 

The Powers of the European Parliament 
1 lhe Fmnish Institute for :{nternational Affairs has published a 

ii.~j photo non dispoJ study o~ the European Par~ansent entitled "The Empowered 

provided by the Lisbon Treaty," The author anatyses the 

eahaacemenL of the European Parliament’s powers sb~ce the 

[Jsgon Treaty entered ~sto force, This ~s both marked by gre~ter fegis~ative powers 

Defence/Weimar 
The Institution for International and Strategic Relations 

~’~,r-,o ~o~ ethe~ ,,~,~U~ te *Se,’m~ ~ound~tio~ rot Sc~en,::e and Pom:~,::s 
(SWP)and the Polish [nternmtional Affairs Institute 
have pubUshed a study on miUtary cooperation possibilities in 

the Weh~ar -Fr~angfe, -]-his study ~s called "Weimar Defence 

C o o p e r a t ~ o r~ P r o j e c t s [ O R e S p O n d t o t h e E U r o p e a n 

ImperaLive", lhe ~utho~s assess three rea~ project according to the sho~t, mid 

~ong te~ns, They believe that military cooperation hs the We~nsar 1-r~ang~e 
hsteresthsg because ~t enables a reduction hs military costs and co[rid 9ecome the 
[cH::us O~: a Europear~ m~i~[ary cooperatior~ model,_ ~£f~ad more 

Culture : 

Museum of the Great War (1914-1918) 
The Museum of the Great War in Meaux was inaugurated on 

.~iI photo non dispo 11th ~’4ovember by Fre.nch President Nk:o~as Sarkozy togeLher 

w~th the SecreLary oF SLaLe for the Defence and Veterans 

Nh3ister, This new museum offers an a[ternatb’e vision of the 
First World War thanks to an h~novative layout that ~flustrates 

the major change and upheBva~ irl society [hal came as a 

resu~L of the events and has on show one of the most ~mportanL collections of 

objects and documents of the conffict, "An exceptional heritage to pass on to 

Exhibition at the New National Gallery 
1 After the e×hi~ition ’q’qodern Times, "[he ~900-1945 Collection" 

::.~j photo non dJspoJ the Neue Na[~onatgal[erh~ ~n Berl~rl ~s now focu~n~ on 

second half of the 20th century and is p~esenting a new 

exhibition as of ~[th Novembe~ entiL[ed "D~vided 
Heaven" (].945-~968), This era is ~ich h~ h~stor~ca~ upheaval 

(bLfifd~ng o[ the Berlin Walt, the Viel:nmf~ War, the Kennedy Years, Nao 

of this th~e is marked by the Co~d Wa~; Esst and West adopt d~fferenL dhec[ions: 
figuration and abstraction, The exhibiL~on h~ghlighLs the con[rsst 

Ernst Wilhelm Nay, W~fli B~umeister, Fritz C~emeC Werner T()gke and Asger ]orn 

and [hose of Picasso, Bacon, OubuffeL, Rauschel’lbel’~; Warho] or Beuys~ The 

exhibition is on until March 2013,,, r~ead more 

Napoleon III and Italy 

ILalian UniLy until 15th January on the occasion of its 150th 

anniversary, recalling the Hnks ~etween the two countries 

frorn 1848 l:o ~870 and the role U~at the emperor Napoleon 
Ill played R~ Lhis major stage of European history, The 

exhibition is showing nearly 260 [tallan and French works and 

objects,,, Read more 

Festival/Cluj 

] 1-he Temps d’Im~ges Festival that mixes modern dance, mult[- ii.~j photo non dispo media and theatre p~eces is taking p~ce until 20th Novemger in 

Ch.lj [r~ Tl’ansylvanh~ and pays special Lr~bute l:o Lhe Gel’man 

choreographer Pm8 Bausch~ who died in 2009~ The fourth 

editksn of this festhx~l of "Temps d’h]sages" is hosth]g Rogert 
Sturm~ the artistic d~ecto~ of the Pina Bausch compasy which 

wH~ be making a unique mu~t.-med~a presentR)n of the choreographer’s work by 

way of photographs - some o~ them unique - and videos, The festival w~ll also be 

showing a panorama of moder~ Rom~n~an creative work,,, Read more 



Photography/Sofia 

1 The French ~:nstRu~e of Bulgaria and the Easyart Foundai:k)n 
~"~~ pho~onon,:fispo are organ~sin( an expeHmen~:a~ European Photography Honth 

~n Sofia in November. This cultu{al event ~aunched thirty yea{s 

mgo h~ Palls now takes p~ace h~ most European capitals. 

Trad~tk~naHy the "European Photography Nonth" takes p~m(:e 
h~ November every i:wo years. Each time this everd: pfov~des 

~n oppo~tumty Lo put on dozens of exhibitions, orgarfise the screening of films, 

meeth~gs confe[ences alld debates... R~ad mere 

Agenda: 

.l 4tt] F~ove Plber 
Brussels 
Foreign Afh~i!.s Council 

lqth and tSth t~ovember 

Brussels 
"Agriculture and Fisheries" Council 

"Generai Affairs" Council 

B ....... 
Seminar "~uropemn Security and 

2Oth liove r~’,ber 
Spain 
General Elections in Sp.~in 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brym~t, Kathy <kathy brymat(,@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 9:27 AM 

Montgomery, Noreen <noreen montgomery@unc.edn>; Penn, Ann E <a~npenn@email.unc.edu>; Come Mimms@unc.edu; Bryant, 

Kathy <kathy b .ryant@nnc.edu>; Jones, Rudolph Valentino <mdy jone@unc.edu> 

Requirement to Post Temporary Positions 

TO: Deans, Directors and Department Heads; 

All University Managers and Supervisors 

FROM: Ann E. Penn, Director 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

Noreen Montgomery, Senior Director, Employment & Staffing 

Office of Human Resources 

Please note: Because this message is being sent to both the DDD list and all University managers and supervisors, we recognize that you may receive 

duplicate emails, and we apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. 

This message is to provide notice of the University’s change in procedures to require posting of most temporary positions. This change will be 

implemented on Jan. 17, 2012, in conjunction with the initial launch of PeopleAdmin, the University’s new recruitment/applicant tracking system. 

Additional details of this change were sent to all HR Facilitators last week, and we encourage you to talk with your Facilitator or School!Division HR office 

if you have any questions about the following information or the new procedure. 

Effective Jan. 17, 2012, most temporary positions (SPA, EPA Non-Faculty, and Faculty) at the University must be posted publicly before they can be filled. 

This represents a significant change from our current temporary recruitment process. However, UNC-Chapel Hill is required to comply with the federal Jobs 

for Veterans Act regulations. The intent of the Act is to make it easier for veterans to find jobs when they leave military service - an outcome the 

University fully supports. This amendment to the Vietnam Era Veterans’ Readjustment Assistance Act requires government contractors to list job openings 

using an appropriate public posting method. This includes all positions except: 

* Executive and top management positions 

* Positions that will be filled from within the contractor’s organization 

* Positions lasting three days or less 

We are currently in the process of planning and developing procedures for posting post-doc positions and expect to implement those within six months. In 

the meantime, departments should continue with their regular hiring practice for post-doc positions. 

We have made every effort to ensure the Temporary Employee posting and applicant workflows are as simplified and streamlined as possible. The 

applicant selection/hire will be managed in the department and not require central office approval. We have also established a number of permissible 

reasons to request a waiver of recruitment (available at 

http://hr.unc.edu/ccm/groups/public/@hr/documentsicontent/ccm3...O33944.pdf). 

In the next several weeks, we will send additional information to announce specifics regarding campus training on PeopleAdmin and temporary postings. 

In most cases, training will only be required for HR Facilitators, not for hiring managers. 

We appreciate your support and assistance as we move forward with this important and necessary process change. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 10:14 AM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket tt 

<Sselassi@em~l.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@e~nail.unc.edu:> 

RE: Master Lecturer 

Monday the 28th is fine ~vith mne 
Georges 

Georges Nznngola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.. ~1 919 599 9839 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2011 8:21 AM 
To: CaldweH, Kia L 
Cc: Huber, Evelyne H; Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: Re: Master Lecturer 

Dear AH, 
It turns out that the curriculum committee alrea~dy has a meeting 
scheduled for that date Thus, could we meet a week later, on Monday, 
Nov. 28, at 11 a.m.? 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

On 11/14/2011 8:15 PM, Caldwell, Kia L wrote: 
Evelyne, 

I am available to meet next Monday at 11 am. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcal&ve@email.unc.edu 

http :i/ww~v.anc.edu,’depts/afriafam 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 5:23 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; Caldwell, Kia L; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Master Lecturer 

Dear Members of the Executive Committee: 
The Dean’s Office sent us a template for rules and procedures for 
promotion to Master Lecturer. They want us to discuss and accept this 
template, possibly complemented with unit-specific language, by January 
15 I think the EC should look at the document and guidelines and make 
a proposal to the faculty meeting. 
The proposal could be to accept as is, ~vithout additional 
department-specific language, or to accept with department-specific 
language suggested by the EC. I am going to attach three documents 
(somewhat redundant), two of them for background The relevant document 
for us to work on is the Template Procedures document. 
I would like to set up a meeting for us to discuss this before the next 
facul~z meeting. Would you be available next Monday at 11 a.m.? 

Thanks, 
Evelyne 

>__ 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of North Carolina 



> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> phone: (919) 962-3(N1 
> l~ax: (919) 962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 

]~*;veIyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
(;hair, Depar~nent of Political Science 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.eduv 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 10:27 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu-~; Huber. Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 

<klcaIdwe@emml.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <h’janken@emafil.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@elnaiknnc.edu> 

RE: Master Lecturer 

Monday, November 28, at 11 am works for me too 

BHS 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. l,euchtenburg Distinguished Professur of Afi-ican Studies, 
and Professor uf Law 
UNC-Chape[ Hill 

From: Nzongola-Ntal~] a, G eurges 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2011 10:14 AM 
To: Huber, Evelyne tI; Caldwel[, Kia I. 
Cc: Huber, Evelyne H Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket H; Sahle, Eunice N 
Su~iect: RE: Master Lecturer 

Monday the 28th is fine with mne 
Georges 

Georges Nznngula-Ntalaj a 
Professor ufAfrican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Bux 3395 
Chapel ttiH, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
S ent: Tuesday-, November 15, 2011 8: 21 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Hubcr, Evelyne H; Jarf~en, Kenneth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Master Lecturer 

Dear All, 
It turns out that the curriculum conmfittee already has a meeting 
scheduled for that date. Thus, could we meet a week later, on Monday, 
Nov. 28, at 11 a.m.? 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

On 11/14,’2011 8:15 PM, Caldwell, Kia L 
Evelyne, 

I am available to meet next Monday at 11 am. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

Uik-C-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email unc edu 

http ://www unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 5:23 PM 
To: Janken, Kem~eth R; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H; Caldwell, Kia L; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Master Lecturer 

Dear Members of the Executive Committee: 
The Dean’s Office sent us a template fbr rules and procedures for 
promotion to Master Lecturer. The), want us to discuss and accept this 
template, possibly complemented with unit-specific language, by January 
15 I think the EC should louk at the ducument and guidelines and make 
a proposal tu the faculty meeting. 



> The proposal could be to accept as is, without additional 
> department-specific language, or to accept with department-specific 
> language suggested by the EC. I am going to attach three documents 
> (somewhat redundant), two of them for background. The relevant document 
> for us to work on is the Template Procedures document 
> I would like to set up a meeting for us to discuss this be:tore the next 
> faculty meeting. Would you be available next Mi~nday at 11 a.m. ? 
> Thanks, 
> ]~;ve lyne 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Altanni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair 
> Department of Political Science 
> C~# 3265 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> phone: (919) 962-3041 

>fax: (919)962-0432 
> ehuber@unc.edu 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
Univers%~ of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@tmc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 11:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

20111115105746509.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2011 10:58 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 11.15.2011 10:57:46 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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AIDS, Science & the Making of a Social Movement 

AIDS Activism & Biomedical Citizenship 

in South Afi’ica 

introduction~ 

It was not AIDS that was killing our loved ones, the dominant onalyeis went. It was witchcraft. 

Fingers were pointed at suspected neighbours. 
(Thokozani Mtshali, Sunday Times, 28 April 2002) 

The biggest ohallenge for doctors in rural KZN is g~tting HIV-positive women to ask for treat- 

ment: A bitter pil! to swallow.                        (Mail & Guardian, 23 August 2002) 

This monograph discusses the vexed question of HI¥iAIDS ... It also accepts that the HIVi 

AIDS thesis [is’] informed by deeply entrenched and centuries-old white racist beliefs 

concepts about Africans and black people .,. Irt our own country, the unstated assamptiou 

about everything to do with ttrV/AIDS is that, as a so-ca~ted ’pandemic’, H1V/AIDS is exclu- 

sively a problem mmfifested among the A[fiean people. (Castro Hlongwans, March 2002) 

Mrican children’s faces have been paraded in the media in the name of giving a face to AIDS, 

I agree the disease must be given a face - but it should be human, not African ... Parad- 

ing Mrican children in the media adds to the stigma already suffered by those hffected and 

affected by HIWAIDS. 
(Phumzili Simelela, Mail & Guardian, 6 December 2002) 

This chapter focuses on how South African AIDS activists a~d government inter- 
preted and responded to the AIDS pandemic. In South Mr~ca responses to HIV/ 
AIDS have included forms of activism that, like the tsansnafional housing activ- 

ism case study in Chapter 4, could best be described as ’globalisation frombelow’ 
This chapter ]~enefited from the generous comments and contributions of a number of people espedally 

Sarah Bologna, Nathan G~ffen, Inn Sco~nes, MeHssa Leach, Tobi~ Hecht, Kees van der Wa~l, Lyta 

Moths, Chris Colvin, and Zackie Achmat and eoun0.ess TAC activists ¢ho have been the inspiration for 

this research project. I would also Hke to thank John Caveats and ntm~erous other participants in the joint 

Schoo~ of Government, University of the Western Cape and Institute for 9evelopraont Studies, Sussex 
University project on Citlze~ship, pa~:ticipation and Accountability. 1 would also Hke to thank Jonathan 
Shapir~ for allowing us to use his fantastically insightful HIV/AIDS cartoons. Finally, I would hike to 

thank Lau~en Muller for consistent support add er~courageraeet. 
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(Appadura~ 2001). The Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), the major AIDS activ- 
ist organisafion in South Africa, was founded by Zackie Achmat in 1998, and in 
2001 TAC and Mddecins san~ Fronti~res (MSF - Doctors Without Borders) estab- 
lished South Africa’s first and largest anti-retroviral (ARV) treatment programme at 
Khayelitsha, Cape Town. At the time the South African Government was resalutely 
against providing ARVs in the national public heahh system. TAC and MSF drew 
on rights to health care and mainstream ~DS science in a prolonged battle for 
access to cheap generic drugs. In response, President Mbeki and AIDS dissident 
supporters drew on arguments about ’Big Pharma’ conspiracy theories in which 
TAG was port,ayed as a front for profiteering pharmaceutical companies that were 
using Africans as guinea pigs to experiment with their toxic and lethal medicines. 
Underlying President Mbeki’s position was a belief that AIDS activists and scien- 
tists were compliclt in a racist assauh on the dignity of Africans, an o~slaught that 
portrayed Mr/can (male) sexuaiities as dysfunctional and dangerouS/The media 
responded by portraying TAC and President Mbeki as occupying diametrically 
opposed positions in a raging battle between scientific truth and irrationality. 

In their struggles for AIDS treatment, TAC and MSF responded to the pandemic 
in ways that drew oa mainstream AIDS science and biomedicine, but they also went 
well beyond conventional biomedical approaches. These extra-medical activities 
included grassroots mobilisation in South Africa’s townships, litigation against the 
global pharmaceutical industry and the South African Government, and the estab- 
lishment of treatment euppm~ groups and campaigns that involved trax~slating and 
mediating biomedical and rights discourse. In the course of these diverse activities 
TAC m~d MSF’s approach confronted ’dissident’ and ’denialist’ views that persis- 
tently q~estioned mainstream AIDS science and treatment technologies. 

This case study shows how AIDS activists, together with a global community 
of scientists, health professionals and janrnalist~, drew on arguments about rights 
and responsibilities and moral and scientific truth in their responses to what they 
claimed was President Mbeki’s AIDS denial. The deniahst argument was framed 
by’ collectivist and historically embedded interpretations of race and identity that 
were a product of South Africa’s colonial and apartheid past. It will be argued that 
whereas President Mbeki drew on a nationalist and communitarian response to this 
historical legacy, TAC emerged from an NGO-social movement partnership that 
deployed global dlscou~rses of science, medicine, liberal rights and social justice 
together with grassroots mobilisation. This globally connected popular struggle for 
cheaper anti-i-etroviral (ARV) generic drugs, m~d for free access to anfi-retroviral 
drags in the public health system, was in some respects similar to the housing 
activists’ strategies of ’grassroots glabalisation’ that were discussed in Chapter 4. 
Like the SDI, PD and SAHPF activists in the preceding chapter, the MSF-TAC 
alliance forged an NGO-social movement partnership that also had to negotiate 
complex and contradictory political processes at local, national and global levels. 

These global-local struggles for treatment generated new forms of bio!ogical 
and therapeutic citizenship, gendered identities and political subjectivities. In the 
com’se of their campaigns, TAC and MSF also had to find ways of dealing with the 
complex ways in which assumptions about bodily autonomy usually associated with 
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liberal ’fights talk’ and biomedicine collided with patriarchal cuhural ideas and 

practices that prevented many women, including many of their own members, from 

accessing biomedical technologies and intelwentions (for example, condoms, HrV 

testing and treatment). The global biomedical paradigm that underpinned TAC’s 

treatment literacy and grassroots mobilisation campaigns also had to address ’local’ 

cultural understandings of misfortune and illness, including beliefs about the occult. 

In other words, while TAC adopted globally connected biomedical and rights-based 

approaches to fight the pandemic, they also had to grapple with locally embedded 

social and euhm-al obstacles to treatment access. These activist interventions strad- 

dled the contradictions and complexities of local, national and global discourses. 

Science became a key site of contestation, with AIDS gtatisties becoming a particu- 

larly volatile site for speaking about AIDS, race, colonialism and apartheid. 

The colour of science in a global age: AIDS, 

race & (nee)colonialism 

AIDS statistics in South Africa have unleashed an extraordinat7 amount of political 

heat, controversy and contestation, with the government persistently questioning 

the reliability of such figures and projections (See Zapiro cartoon p. xv}. Matters 

came to a head in 2001 with the ’leak’ to the press of a Medical Research Council 

(MRC) report which estimated that ’AIDS accounted for about 25% of all deaths 

in the year 2000 and has become the single biggest cause of death’. The govern- 

meat’s initial response to the MRC report was to challenge its findings by claiming 

that violent death, not AIDS, was the single biggest cause of death. This triggered 

a major controversy that raged in the media, culminating in tile government’s con- 

certed effurts to delay the release of the MRC report, while applying considerable 

pressure on the MRC Board chair to institute a forensic enquiry to uncover the 

source of the press leak. 

The MRC President, Dr Malegapuru Makgoba, was also subjected to pressure 

to withdraw the report, with government spokespersons claiming that its findings 

were ’alarmist’ and ’inaccurate’ (See Zapiro cartoon p. xiv). In response, he stated 

in 2002 in MRC News that the long-term effects of political interference threatened 

’the whole national system of innovation in general’, while posing ’the greatest 

threat to the MRC and health research in particular’.~ Makgoba also reminded 

his readers of the dangers of the ’Sovietisation of science’ and drew attention to 

Stalin’s direct role in ensuring that Lysenko’s views dominated Soviet science in 

the early decades of the twentieth century. In what appeared to be a direct refer- 

ence to the political interference of President Mbeki and the minister of health in 

scientific research in South Africa, Dr Makgoba noted: 

Let us also remember what collusion between scientists and the State did for the Nazis, 
apartheid South Africa. Finally, let us also remember what happened to science in post- 
colonial Africa ~ it has been decimated by uni~fformed and foolish political decisions and 
choices. African political leadership should be ashamed of itself in this regard. 

~ MRC News, 2002, p. 6. 
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By the end of 2003, the controversy concerning the MRC Report, dissident science 

and AIDS statistics seemed to be something of the past? President Mbeki was also 

no longer publicly supporting the AIDS dissidents, and his Cabinet had committed 

R12 billion to a national anti-retroviral therapy (ART) programme. However, in 

February 2004 the stats wars were again in the newspaper headlines with Presi- 

dent Mbeki claiming that it was necessary to establish a commission to investigate 

whether official AIDS mortality figures wer~ accurate or not. Meanwhile, his minis- 

ter of health, Mmtto Tshabatala-Msimang, continued claiming in press statements 

and at conferences that African traditional medicine and a diet of African potatoes, 

garlic, beetroot and olive were viable alternatives to ARVs, which the president 

and some senior government officials had earlier claimed were dmlgerous, toxic, 

ineffective, too costly and inappropriate for Third World cbntexts:. "::"i: 

One of the possible interpretations of this response from government was that 

the statistics were perceived to imply that the government..was n~t:’~anaging the 

pandemic effectively, the situation was out of control, and this could have negative 

impacts in terms of much needed overseas investment. Other possible reasons for 

this change include discomfort ~dth the findings amongst certain sectors of govern- 

ment and the ruling ANC party who believed that the report reinforced media and 

popular beliefs and prejudices that AIDS is a ’black disease’ concentrated in the 

rural areas of the former black ’homelands’ of KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape 

provinces. This racial and geographical profiling of AIDS, it would appear, shaped 

both state and citizen responses. The questions of race and identity, I argue, lie at 

ihe heart of responses to the AIDS pandemic and to AIDS science. The racialised 

character of these responses was not, however, co~ffined to President Mbeki’s inner 

circle. It has been far more widespread. 

In December 2002, the Human Science Research Council (HSRC) released a 

study that questioned popular perceptions about the racial and geographical dis- 

tribution of AIDS. A large-scale household survey was conducted to determine the 

HIV prevalence rates in different provinces, among races, sexes and geographical 

locations. In an article entitled ’AIDS Survey Shatters Stereotypes’, the Mail and 

Guardian reported that ’KwaZutu-Natal has shaken off the tag of having the high- 

est HI¥-prevalenee rate [and~ the Western Cape4 gets a wake-up call because its 

HI¥ prevalence rate of I0.7% is higher than the 8.6% revealed by [MRC] ante- 

natal survey.’ The article also noted ’a surprising finding is that the Eastern Cape 

has the lowest prevalence rate (6.6%).’ In contrast to studies that indicated that 

AIDS prevalence was highest among poor, rural, uneducated black people of the 

The South African writer and jotmmlist, Pdan Malan, attempted m reopen the statistics debate hy ques- 
tioning the accuracy of o~eial statistics an AIDS deaths. He cla~med that these l~gures were grossly 
overestimated and that existing statistical model~ were fundamentally flawed. Malan’s ’dissident’ position 
was vigorou.~ly challenged by TAC activists. See Malau, Cat~ Times, 17 October 2003; Rolling Stone, 22 
November 2001; Noseweek, Decombe~ 2003; The Spectator, 13-20 December 2003; ’Can we Trust Aids 
Statistics?’, Sunday Times, 3.9 October 2003. Responses to Malan inel.udcd letter~ from Prof. Ed Rybieki, 
Department of MeIecular and Cell Biology, University of Cape To~a, ’Aids Dissent Based on Fallacies’, 
~d Nathan Geffen, TAC Nation~t Manager, ’ttian Malan Spreads Corffusian about AIDS Statistics’, beth 
in Sunday ~me~, 2 November 2003. 

This historically while and Coloured province was assumed to be the least vulnerable to AIDS prior to the 
HSRC tlndings. 
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former homelands, the HSRC study found that highly mobile urban people in the 

informal settlements and townships, as well as the middle classes in the suburbs, 

were most certainly at risk2 

Notwithstanding this challenge to AIDS stereotypes and prejudices, the ’cold 

£aets’ of AIDS statistics are likely to continue to produce competing interpreta- 

tions, including those that construct AIDS as a ’black dlsease’,s It is therefore quite 

conceivable that African nationalists such as President Mbeki interpreted these 

statistles as evidence of a long colonial and apartheid legacy of scientific racism. 

In other words, they were read through the velour-coded lens of colonial histories 

of discrimination and dispossession. For Mbeki and his dissident supporters, such 

findings were not the produet of neutral, rational and universal scientific enquiry, 

but were understood as the products of historically constructed and politically 

driven processes embedded in specific histories of colonialism, apartheid and 

capitalism. He more or less stated this in a speech at the University of Fort Hare 

in October 2001. Having referred to medical sehoals as racist institutions where 

black people were ’reminded of their role as gelzn carriers’, he added, 

thus does it happen that others who eonsider themselves our leaders take to the streets car- 

tying their placards, to demand tha~ because we are ge~xn carriers, and hmnan beings of a 
lower order that cannot subject its [sic] passions to reason, we must perforce adopt strange 
opinions, to save a depraved and diseased people from perishing from serf-inflicted dYseaee 
... Convinced that we are but natural-born, promiscuous carriers of germs, unique in the 
world, they proclaim that our continent is doomed to an inevltable morto~ end because of our 
unconquerable devotion to the sin of lust.7 

in South Africa, the highly politicised dissident debate, ’stats wars’ and the 

numerous cultural obstacles encountered when implementing AIDS prevention 

programmes have forced scientists, NGOs, AIDS activists and government to 

acknowledge and respond to local and lay interpretations of AIDS that challenge 

the scientific truth claims of global biomedicine. These include the blaming of 

AIDS on witchcraft, as well as a variety of AIDS conspiracies: whites who want 

to contain black population growth; white doctors who inject patients with AIDS 

when they go for tests; the CIA and pharmaceutical companies who want to create 

markets for drugs in Africa; the use of Africans as guinea pigs for scientific experi- 

ments with AIDS drugs; beliefs that sex with virgins, including infants, can cure 

AIDS; and beliefs that anti-retrovirals are dangerously toxic. But perhaps the most 

daunting problem for AIDS activists and health professionals was the president’s 

Mail & Guardian, 6 December 2002. The HSRC study estimated the overall HIV prevalence in the South 

African population at 11.4 per cent, or ahem 4.5 million people. Other estimates put the figure at beU~een 

5 and 7 mittiou. 

Although the HSRC 2002 AIDS prevalence report found that all races ~ere at r~sk, Afxicans l~ad the high- 

est incidence rate w2th 18.4 per ccnt~ Whites and Coloureds ~ere around 6 per vent and lndian* 1.8 per 

cent. The 6 pvr cent rate for whites was up fi.m 2 per cent in 2000, at a t~me when the white populatior~ 

was perceived to be eight years behind ti~e prevaAence in the African population (M. Col’do e~ M., 2000, 

cited in T. Marcus, ’Yd.ssing the Cobra: Sexuality and High Risk in a Generallsed Epidemic - a Case 

Study’, paper presented for the conferance ’AIDS in Context’, University of the Wit~atersrand, Johan- 

nesburg, I~larch 2~01). 

Mail & Guardian, ’Mbeki in Bizarre AIDS Outburst’, 26 October 2001. Cited in Deborah Pose!’s chapter 

on AIDS in Steres Robins a~d Nick Shephard (eds) N~t~ Somh African Keywordz (in press). 
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initial flirtation with AIDS dissident theories and the implications this had in terms 

of attempts to establish AIDS treatment programmes. The President’s position, 

along with a plethora of popularly held ’AIDS myths’ and the stigma and shame 

associated with AIDS, contributed towards defensive responses and AIDS denial 

amongst both the general population as well as within the president’s inner circle 

of polieymakers and politicians. Wha~ are the implications of all this for eontem2 

porary debates on the role of NGOs and social movements in mediating science 

and citizenship in a gtobalising world? ....... 

Mediating science: the role of NGOs and soeiaI movements 

The AIDS pandemic in South Africa raises a nun~ber 6f~mufiling’,dilemmas for 

NGO and social movement attempts to globalise and demoeratiseos~ienee and 

biomedicine, especially in the Third World. Given the relati~ve weaki~ess of Afri- 

can states and the extremely thin spread of scientific knowledge and institutions, 

what can ’citizen science’, popular epidemiotogy, ethnoscience and indigenous 

knowledge do to deal with a lethal pandemic such as AIDS? Or would state legiti- 

misation of these public knowledges not further undermine already weak scientific 

institutions and biomedical knowledge regimes? What does ’citizen science’ mean 

in contexts where eontestation between the public’s and experts’ forms of knowl- 

edge and science threatens to undermine biomedical scientific authority and AIDS 

interventions that could potentially save lives? What about contexts where con- 

testation over AIDS science beeomes highly politicised because governments are 

distrustful of the autonomy of the scientific establishment, or where indigenous 

knowledge and local solutions are reified as part of cultural nationalist ideologies 

and progranmaes? What about situations where peopIe’s own knowledge and prac- 

tices result in AIDS denial, violence and oppression - as when, for instance, the 

South African AIDS counsellor Gugu Dlamini revealed her HIV-positive status to 

rural villagers, who responded by killing her for bringing shame and disease to her 

community? 

This case study explores notions such as the ’democratisation of science’ for 

NGOs and social movements located within the epieentre of the worst pubtic health 

hazard in Africa’s history. It focuses on the opportunities and cons~aints that exist 

for NGOs and social movements to create favourable conditions for mediation and 

negotiation between various experts and publics, given this state of emergency 

(see Leach et al. 2005). The AIDS pandemic raises particularly difficult questions 

concerning the role of these actors in facilitating deliberative and inelusionary 

processes in scientific domains: Who is to be invited into what ford? What do these 

deliberative processes mean in contexts where scientific authority is distrusted 

both by powerful individuals within the state, and by large sections of the public? 

By focusing on the responses and strategies of government, AIDS activists m~d 

civil society organisations such as TAC, it is possibIe to begin to address some of 

these questions. This case study investigates TAC’S creative engagement with a 

global community of experts - scientists, lawyers, doctors, NGOs and so on - as 
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well as its grassroots constituencies, mid examines the opportunities and limits 
that framed TAC’s interactions within these global-local spaces. 

The ’AIDS dissident debate’ in South Africa is not merely aeademlc. For exam- 

pie, certain lay knowiedges and alternative, fringe, scientific perspectives (AIDS 

dissident science) have translated into support for AIDS myths and conspiracy 
theories that have, according to AIDS activists and health professionals, had a 

devastating impact on public health interventions, directly contributing to the loss 

of tens of thousands of lives. Some AIDS activists blamed dissidents and AIDS     " 
denialists within government for failing to provide ARV treatment, and thereby 
contributing towards 600 AIDS deaths each day. Dr ’Costa Gazi of the Pan Affi- 

canist Congress (PAC) went as far as claiming that this shortcoming constituted 

a crime against humanity and complicity in genocide. The self-identified HIV- 

positive Justice Edwin Camet~on, of the Supreme Court of Appeal, ultimately saw    .. 

the triumph of apartheid thinking in the deniers:                                   .. 

We have a crisis of AIDS in our country. On the one hand that crisis is one of illness and 

suffering and dying - dying on a larger scale and in conspicuously differertt patterns 
before; on a scale globally that dwarfs any disease o~ epidemic the world has known for more 
than six centuries. On the other hand that crisis is one of leadership and management ... 
The most fundamental crisis in the AIDS epidemic is our nation’s struggle to identify and 
confront and act on the truth about AIDS .... The denial of AIDS represents the ultimate relic    . 

of apartheid’s racially imposed consciousness, and the deniers achieve the ultimate victory 

of the apartheid mindset3 

While the dissident debate raged on, TAC activists, health professionals and the 

trade unions took to the streets and the courts in the struggle for AIDS treatment 

based on citizens’ constitutionally-enshrined rights to health care. Zapiro,9 the 

best known of South Ah’ica’s political cartoonists, graphically captured this by 

depicting the president as playing the dissident fiddle while Rome was burning 

(See Zapiro cartoon p. xv). In the face of relentless criticism of the President’s 

pro-dissident stance, his spokespersons and supporters argued against the guild- 

like exclusivlsm of the scientific community and insisted upon the democratic 

fight of the President to participate in debates on AIDS science. AIDS activists 

and health professionals made the counter-argument that the President role in 

the debate was undemaining publie heatth institutions and the scientific authority 

and autonomy of experts, scientists and health professionals. While this case of 

high-levei political interference in the scientific arena may appear extreme and 

exceptional, it nonetheless draws attention to more general questions relating to . 

science, medicine, politics and citizenship in an age of glabalisation. 

Nationalist solidarities versus cosmopolitan science 

AIDS is a global disease that has devastated communities struggling under the 

burdens of poverty, inequality, economic crisis and war (Shoepf 2001). AIDS is 

~ This quote is fi’om Judge Edwin Can~emn’s Sl2~ech deliwred at dm launch cffphnto~apher Gideon Mendel’s 

book A BroWn Lar~cape, at ~e South Afiican National Gallery, Cape To~, Saturday 13 April 

9 Zspiro’s r~al name is Jonathan Shapiro. 
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also ’an epidemic of signification’ (Treichler 1999) and responses to it have been 

unrelentingly moralising and stigmatising. In Africa, this ’geography of blame’ 

(Farmer t992) has contributed towards racist representations of African sexuali- 

ties as diseased, dangerous, promiscuous and uncontrollable. This in turn has 

triggered defensive (nationalist) reactions that draw on dissident A!DS science, 

conspiracy theories and AIDS denial among African politicians, officials, intel- 

lectuals and j ournallsts. 

Representational politics have plagued’AIDS debates and interventions in 

South Africa. These issues have had a profound impact upon the ways in which 

civil society and the state responded to the pandemic. VirtualXy every aspect of the 

pandemic - from AIDS statistics, to them-los about the causal link between 

and AIDS, to studies on AIDS drug therapy - led to eontestation between govern- 
ment on the one side, and AIDS activists, scientists, heMth p~’o~iibnals and the 

media on the other. Given perceptions that AIDS fuels racist rep~entations of 

Africans, it was perhaps not surprising that responses from-President Mbeki took 

such a defensive turn.                                     " " 

The AIDS dissident debate in South Africa can be narrated from a variety of 

angles. It cmt be told as a stray of how a small but powerful policy network was 

built around President Mbeki, and how this ’inner circle’ was able to shape the 

direction of AIDS policy in South Africa. It is also the story of the Treatment Action 

Campaign (TAC) and a highly organised and globally connected community of 

scientists, health professionals, and civil society organisations who contested this 

dissident line. By November 2002, after three years of mass tnobilisation, court 

cases, civil disobedience campaigns and demonstrations calling for AIDS treat- 

ment, the dissidents were on the retreat and ARV treaUnent was in sight. In August 

2003 the Cabinet announced that it had decided to go ahead with a national ARV 

programme. But how and why did South Africa follow this tortuous path? 

It was only in the late 1980s that AIDS in South Africa began to be acknowl- 

edged as a serious public health problem. Prior to this it was widely perceived to 

be a North American ’gay disease’, with San Francisco and New York at its centres. 

It took almost a decade for the seriousness of the AIDS pandemic to filter into the 

consciousness of South African citizens, the media and policymakers. By the time 

of the World AIDS Conference in Durban in July 2000, most South Africans were 

aware that the country was in the midst of an epidemic of catastrop)aic proportions. 
This conference also exposed the international AIDS connnunity to the deep 

rift between mainstream AIDS scientists and government supporters of the AIDS 

dissidents. Versions of the dissident view were articulated by President Mbeki and 

senior ANC figures such as the late Parks Mankahlana and Peter Mokaba, both 

of whom are believed to have died of AIDS?° In a press statement reported in the 

Mail & Guardian newspaper on 19 April 2002, a few months before his death, 

Mokaba, the ANC chief electoral officer, presented the AIDS dissident position in 

It is unclear how far these views were SheLved within the top echelons o~" tbe ANC govomraem. There are 

nonetheless indications that there was cor~siderabh disagzeemeat with Mbeki’s stance, ever~ wltkin his 
cabinet. The s~ror~gest internal criticism came f’mm the ANC’s Tripartite Alliance partners, the South 
African Communist Par~y (SACP) and the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU). 
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the following terms: 

The story that HtV causes AIDS is being promoted through lies, pseudo-science, violence, 
torrorisr~ mad deception ... We are urged to abandon science and adopt the religion of super- 
sfitlan that HIV exists and that it causes AIDS. We refuse to be agents for using our people as 

guinea pigs and have a responsibility to defeat the intended genocide and dohumanisation of 

the African family and society)~ 

This line of argument, which was elaborated in detail by South African and inter- 

national dissidents, was mercilessly challenged and lampooned by cartoonists and 

journalists. Its critics also included academics, opposition parties, AIDS activists 

and health professionals. Yet despite a considerable challenge to the dissident 

view, even within the ruling party, it nonetheless came to r6present the official gov- 

ernment position on AIDS. This culminated in President Mbeki’s establishment of 

the President’s Select Advisory Panel of AIDS experts comprising an equal weight- 

ing of ’establishment scientists’ and AIDS dissidents (See Zapiro cartoon p. xiv). 
In March 2002 a controversial AIDS dissident document was posted on the A~NC 

website. Its full title was Castro Hlongwane, Caravans, Cats, Geese, Foot & Mouth 

and Statistics: HIV/AIDS and the Struggle for the Humanization of the African)s 

The document was subjected to intense criticism and rldicule from AIDS activists 

and the media, who portrayed it as an endorsement of President Mbeki’s eccentric 

views. It quoted numerous scientific studies and journalistic forays questioning 

’mainstream’ AIDS science,t~ Throughout, the anther(s) referred to the ’omnipotent 

apparatus’ that sought to bring about the dehumanisation of the African family and 

humillate ’our people’ (that is Africans). Citing numerous newspaper articles and 

scientific findings, the Castro Hlongwane document blamed AIDS dt-ags and phar- 

maceutical companies for ’the medicallsation of poverty’ and for systenmtically 

destroying the immune systems of A.fricans. The posting also claimed that ’for the 

omnipotent apparatus [which includes the media, the medical establishment and 

drug companies] the most important thing is the marketing of the anti-retroviral 

drugs.’ It concluded with the following statement: 

No longer will the Africans accept as the unalterable trutl~ that they are a dependent people 

that emanates from and inhabits a continent shrouded in a terrible darkness of destructive 
superstitlon~ driven and sustained by ignorance, hunger and underdevelopmem, and that is 

~ Cited in Gitay, J. ’Rhetoric, Politics, Sciet~¢e, Medicine: The South Mfi~an HIV/AIDS Controversy’ 

(unpublished paper, Centre for African Studies, University of Cape Town, lg September 2002), p. 2. 
tz The Castro Hlor~zan~ document was allegedly posted on the ANC website by Peter Mokaha and is a 

lengthy exposition of the dissident position. TKo anonymous author, fer exar~ple, ’rejects sa baseless and 
self-serving the assertion that millions of our people are HI¥ positive ÷,. It therefore rejects the sugges- 
tloa that the chalJ.ange of AIDS in our couon’y can be solved By resort to anti-ret.ro~iral drugs ... It rejects 
the a~seaiort that, among rite nations, we have the highest incidence of HI¥ infection and AIDS deaths, " 
caused hy sexuat imraora~ity of cur people.’ Tlae author goes on to ciaim in Chapter VI, ’We do not know 
how many of our people have died poeeause scientists and doctors] at Chris Hani B~ragwacath Hospital, 
c~ndaeted oxpo~4mer~ts on our people or "treated" them [~ith anti-retrovirals], relying on dangerously 
tendentious results of clinical [trials] sponsored by the pha~-raaceutieal compzaties.’ 

t~ The documant a~so included numm~us literary, journa~,istio and academic citations ranging f~rn Adam 
Hochschild’s King Lsopold’s Ghos~ (1998), Herbert Marcuse’s Eros & C~vilisation (1970), Paul Farmer’s 
AIDS and Accusation (1993) atxd Angels Davis’s Women, Race and Cla~s, to a smaaed.rxg of t~uotes from 
a diverse group of w’titezs such as Henry Louis Gates, Jr., W.B- Yeats, Mark Twain, Jeffrey Sacils, John le 
Carry, Sun Tan and many others. 
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victim to a self-lnfiicted "disease" called HIV/AIDS. For centm’~es we have carried the burden 

of the c’dmes and falsities of ’scientific’ Eurocentricism, it~ dogmas imposed t~pon our being as 
broads of a definitive, ’universal’ trttsh. Against this, we/rave, in strttggle, made the stat.ernent to 
which we will remain loyal - that we are human a~td African.t (italics in origin@ 

Although officially the ANC attempted to distance itself from the document in 
response to fierce general criticism, it became evident that the document’s focus 
on the legacies of colonialism, ~nderdevelopment, poverty, the Eurocentricism of 
science and racist representations of AfriCans as a ’diseased Other’ appealed to a 
small group of African nationalists within the ANC leadership. Castro Hton~ane 
reads as an African nationalist defence of the AIDS dissident position in the face 
of what its authors claimed was a racist representation of AIDS as a ’black disease’ 

associated with sexual promiscuity and the inability 0f,,Afrisans.:,t? control their 
sexual appetites. More generally, racist narratives about the sexually, promiscuous 

black Afri6an fuelled Mokaba and Mbeki’s African nati~n~liSt response. This may 
help explain support for their dissident ideas. 

TAC adopted a very different approach by seeking to" destigmatise and 
depathologise African sexualities. For instance, in Jack Lewis’s much acclaimed 
documentary film on TAG, entitled Alata Continua, the key male and female char- 
acters, both of whom are black HI¥-positive AIDS activists, consciously seek to 
affirm black African sexualities. They state that there is nothing to be ashmned 
about in having multiple partners, and it is quite normal and acceptable as long 
as safe sex is practised. This sexuaI permissiveness, together with TAC’s open 
support for gay and lesbian sexual rights, led to attempts by some senior ANC 
politicians to discredit TAC by claiming that its hidden agenda, apart from being 
a front for ’Big Pharma,’ was to introduce liberal ideas about sexuality that were in 
line with those held by the international gay and lesbian movement. 

Historically, Third World nationalist intellectuals have been vet3~ active in chal- 
lenging what they have perceived as western ethnocentricism, especially when it 
comes to matters of culture, women and the family, sexuality, spirituality, religion, 
and so on. Partha Chatterjee (1993) has shown how anti-colonial nationalists in 
India produced their own domain of sovereignty within colonial society before 
beginning their political battle with the imperial power. This involved staking out 
an autonomous spiritual sphere represented by religion, caste, women and the 
family and peasants. Not surprisingly, African nationalists, like their Indian coun- 
terparts, generated their own gendered nationalisms that accepted the western 
culture of the state, while simultaneously era-ring out sovereignty in the domain of 
African culture, and African women and the family. However, AIDS threatens the 

integrity of this domain of sovereignty by appearing morally to condemn African 
male sexualities, as well as declaring the failure of the African family to live up 
to the western nuclear family ideal. It is resistance to this perceived moral and 
cultural onslaught that animates the African nationalist response to AIDS. Just 
as the dissident view attributed AIDS to African poverty and disease reproduced 
through western racism, colonial conquest, capitalism and underdevelopment, it 
also challenged attempts to attribute the African AIDS pandemic to dysfunctional 
sexualities and family structures. 
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Rhetoric, rights and scientific relativism 

While active dissident support may have been limited to a relatively small circle of 

intellectuals, j oar-nalists and politicians, this position resonated with, and possibly 

gave credibility to, popular forms of AIDS denial and alternative and traditional 

explanations for AIDS and illness. This popular coutestation of establishment 

AIDS science is hardly surprising given that many South Africans, like citizens 

in Europe and Noah America, are suspicious of expertise from which they have 

always been excluded. As a result, HIV/AIDS has been assimilated into a variety 

of popular epistemologies and local ways of making sense of disease and misfor- 

tune, for example, witchcraft and Christianity)~ 
Following two years of confusing mixed messages, in 2002 President Mbeki 

appeared to distance himself from the dissidents, claiming that public perception 

of the government’s support for the dissidents reflected a ’failure of communica- 

tion on our side’.’s But was this simply ’a failure of communication’? Responding 

to President Mbeki’s forays into AIDS science, Joshua Gitay concludes that politi- 

cians, who ’lack scientific tools’, should not be allowed to base their health policies 

ot~ rhetoric, but should instead fotlow the consensus of the health sciences: the 
experts’ translation of the scientific data (Gitay 2002: 25). In support, he quotes 

approvingly from Sulcas and Gordin, who argue that ’HIV/AIDS is not a freedom 

of speech issue, It is about scientifically verifiable facts. There are findings that, 

after testing, an ove~svhelming number of scientists consider accurate’ (emphasis 

added),zs 
While AIDS activists and the media described the positions of Mbeki and 

Mokaba as inational, politically-motivated, and incompatible with western sci- 
ence, it would appear that the dissidents were insisting on their democratic right 

to eriticise the selenee establishment. They did this by drawing attention to their 

alternative science. ANC spokespersons attempted to justify this high-level gov- 

ernment intervention by referring to it as an expression of freedom of thought: a 

matter of rights. They described Nbekl as a latter-day Galileo burned at the stake 

by the media for refusing to conform to scientific orthodoxy. Calls for Mbeki to 

withdraw from the debate were described as attempts by the ’scientific guild’ to 

shut down and stifle debate on questionable scientific findings. Mbeki’s spokesper- 

sons also described his interventions as an attempt to open up what was perceived 

to be a narrowly technical, biomedical framing of the AIDS pandemic that ignored 

conditions of poverty and underdevelopment. Whereas much of this critique of 

the biomedical paradigm would have sat comfortably with most left-leaning South 

African AIDS and public health activists, the questioning of the link between the 

HI virus and AIDS was what went beyond the pale. It was this strand of the dis- 

sidem critique that was perceived to be discontinuous with the global consensus 

~a I am grateftd, to Renee Fox (perpetual commtt~ication) for basighffut e-moil discussions on the reiationslfip 

between ’dissident’ views and "populm" religious and spiritual beliefs about ilhmas and disease derived 
from her work with Malden;ins Sans Fronti~res in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, and other par~s of the world. 

~5 Ca~ 7~mes, 25 April 2002. 
~ A, Sulcas, J. Gordin, Sunday Independent, 23 Apri! 2000. 

Science, conspiracies and biomedical Citizenship ...... .: ~.~:~ 

Given the histm;¢ of South Africa, it is perhaps not surprising that race and cultural 

identity came to assume such a central place in public discourses on AIDS. By 

the time AIDS began to take such a visible toll on South Mrica, the countt-i had 

barely surfaced from apartheid, a political system characterised by extreme forms 

of social and economic inequalities and ideological domination that systematically 

denigrated and dehumanised black people. As a result of this history’, as well as 

colonial legacies of deep distrust of western science and modernisation policies,~s 

President Mbeki was able to make the claim that AIDS was being interpreted 

through a profoundly racialised (and racist) lens: African sexualities are dysfunc- 

tional, and AMcans are to blame for their morally irresponsible and destructive 

sexual behaviour. The president no doubt felt compelled to challenge these racist 

readings of black bodies and sexualities, as did many other African nationalists. 

It would seem that AIDS had become a Rorschach, an ideological screen upon 

which a range of fears and fantasies could be projected. Mbaki’s response sug- 

gests that he believed that there was a widespread view that it was the socially 

irresponsible, excessive and immoral sexual practices of Africans that was the root 

.: cause of the spread of the AIDS pandemic: the victim is to blame. Although HI¥/ 

AIDS exists amongst white, middle-class heterosexual communities tlnroughout 

the world, the stigma of its early associations with homosexuals, bisexuals, blacks, 

sex wod<ers and drug users has continued to stick. This troubling genealogy of 

the disease continues to shape the AIDS debate in South Africa. It explains the 

intense sense of shame associated with AIDS as well as the attraction of dissident 

AIDS science and nationalist views, especially amongst young, educated black 

i:ii. :: South Mricans. A TAC activist spoke of a limited degree of support for Mbeki’s 

dissident views amongst intellectuals and educated tovmsbip youth, while in the 
~v vo~v.tae.~-g.za/corrmm~ity/keystatistics 

~a Africa has a long colonial legacy of contestation over "~eientific’ versus ’~ocal’ knowledge about environ- 

raental degradation relating to pastoralism, fo~’est rnanagement, and soil and water c~t~servation. Africans’ 

distrust of ~western science’ and ’development’ often resuhed in fierce rasist~ce to coloniaI cattle culling 
policies that were justified on the basis of foot and mouth disease or overstocking. In meaty eases such 
grievances concerning colonial development and eonsen,atien interventions contributed towards swellit~g 

the ranks of the liberation movements and advanced the cause of antl-co!onial straggles, 
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on AIDS science. Notwithstanding the status of the president as the leader of the 

ANC, a former national liberation movement that continues to command deep !oy- 

alty from the vast majority of South Africans, his deployment of race and nationalist 

rhetoric in bis challenge to mainstream AIDS science appeared to fail to win wide- 

spread support from within his own party, the trade union movement and the broader 

public. Yet, along with his health minister’s persistent promotion of dietary alterna- 

tives to ARVs, the president’s interventions had an undeniably adverse impact on 

public health efforts to expand treatment:,aeeess. By 2008 only 371,731 (42%) of 

an estimated 889,000 people who needed treatment, were receiving ARVs through 

the public health sector.~ AIDS activists and public health professionals blamed 

this slow pace on lack of political will and leadership from the president down. 
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rural areas she encountered mm’e widespread AIDS denial and myths. It appeared 

that while TAC may have won the battle for AItV treatment, and in the process 

mobilised thousands of people living with AIDS, it had not yet won the war against 
misirfformation, fear, denial, silence and shame. The contestation and politicisa- 

tion of AIDS science and ARVs continued, as did numerous AIDS conspiracies 

and controversies. 
In Jannary 2005 TAC’s Zackie Achmat argued in a newspaper article that ’sci- 

ence, or truth, does not modify itself for our ideoIogical wishes’ (Mail & Guardian, 

21 January 2005). Achmat is also known to express his utter disdain for post-struc- 

turalist reconstruction, especially when it comes tO issues relating to AIDS. This 

brand of deeply held ’scientific positivism’, perhaps verging on ’techno-fundamen- 

taiism’, emerged in the context of ongoing contestation about a variety of aspects 

relating to AIDS science, ARYs and so on. These debates reirfforced the beliefs of 

many South African citizens that science was indeed highly politicised and ideo- 

logical. Whereas science is usually portrayed in the formal education system as an 

apolitical, technical and objective enterprise, the persistent AIDS controversies 

circulating in the mass media fundamentalXy questioned this assumption. One of .:i:: 

the unintended consequences of this scientific contestation was that many South 

Africans became increasingly aware of the complex relationship between science, 

politics and ideology, for instance in terms of the ideological shaping of research, 

the (mis)use of scientific results, control over funding, and the use of science- 

as-ideology. 

This growing public recognition of the politicised, ideological and instrumental 

character of AIDS science is part of a broader worldwide phenomenoxa of citizen :i 

distrust of science and expertise. It is also related to increasing calls for citi- : 

zen participation in scientific juries and the adjudication of scientific knowledge 

(Beck 1992; Epstein 1996; Leach, Scoones and Wynne 2004). Distrust in sci- 

entific authority has also found expression in Nigeria, where a ~oup of Islamic 
clerics in the northern state of Kano led an immunisation boycott, claiming that 

the polio vaccine was part of a US-led plot to render Muslims infertile or infect 

them with the HI virus (Associated Press, 13 January 2005). Similarly, a telephone 

survey conducted by RAND Corporation and Oregon State University indicated 

that a significant number of African Americans sure’eyed believed that US govern- 
ment scientists created HI¥ to eradicate or control African-American populations 

(Kaiser Daily HIV/AIDS Report, 2 February 2005). This distrust of science and 

medicine is of course not cortfined to Africa. As Melissa Leach (2005) has shown, 
citizen mobilisation against the British Health Department’s compulsory MMR 

vaccinations of children revealed similar levels of citizen distrust of sclenee and 
medielne. A number of UK parents recently challenged the safety of MMR, argu- 

ing that there is a direct link between MMR vaccinations aud forms of childhood . 

autism their children suffel: They also claimed that scientists were being co-opted 

by the pharmaceutical companies and the state to provide scientific 

porting the government’s vaccination programmes. All this consplraey talk 
distrust of mainstream science and the medical industry sounds quite familiar to ~ 

South Africans, where contestation of orthodox AIDS science and treatment teeh-;i 
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nologies continues to be reported in the media. It also explains the urgency with 

which Zackie Achmat sought to combat these forms of popular scientific relativism 

by asserting that scientific truth should not be sacrificed in the name of political 

¯ ideology. 
Former president Mandela also attempted to contain this ’confusion’ by publicly 

stating that his son had died of AIDS. It was part of his explicitly stated effort to 

get South Africans to treat AIDS as an ordinary treatable and manageable cta’oaic 

illness like tuberculosis (TB), cancer ov~di~betes. It was also ml attempt to assert 

the scientific reality of HIV/AIDS as the leading cause of death in South Africa 

in the face of persistent AIDS denial. Mandela’s statement was iinmediately chal- 

lenged by the United States-based AIDS dissident David Rasniek, who claimed 

that it was antiretrovirat (ARV} drugs, not AIDS, that had killed Makgatho Man- 

dela (Sunday Times, i6 January 2005).              ’    "’ ’i(1 

Rasnick was not alone in claiming that ARVs were~t0xic. Foz example, the 
national Health Minister Munro Tshabalala-Msimang, the South African Tra- 

ditional Healers Organisation (THO), the Mattias Rath Foundation, the writer 

and journalist lliaa Malan, and an anonymous author on the ANC website all 

questioned TAC’s credentials and motlvatio~s for lobbying for ARV treatment. 

THO and Ruth Foundation were affiliates of the Treatment Information Group, 

an organisation that accused TAC of being the salespersons of the pharmaceuti- 

cal industry, and claimed that Dr Rath’s multinutrients could reduce the risk of 

developing AIDS by 50 per cent. These organisations also claimed that TAC was 

exaggerating AIDS statistics, and using Africans as guinea pigs for the marketing 

of toxic AIDS drugs (Mail & Guardian, 24 December 2004). What these coordi- 

nated attacks revealed was the emergence of a network that implicitly aligned 

itself with President Mbeki and AIDS dissident scientists such as David Rasni~k 

and Peter Duesberg and. their supporters. These South African and US dissidents 

claimed that there was clandestine collusion between AIDS activists, scientists 

and the pharmaceutical industry. They suggested that these powerful networks 

and political influences controlled scientific research in order to serve the busi- 

ness interests of ’Big Pharma’. Notwithstanding all this conspiracy talk, the South 

African Government facilitated the pharmaceutical giant Aspen’s programme for 

the large-scale manufacture of ARVs in Port Elizabeth 

Despite the decision by government to establish a national ARV programme, the 

health minister and her supporters claimed that drug companies, in collusion with 

scientists, were undermining the credibility of natural and traditional medicines. 

Her response was to promote a diet of virgin olive oil, onions, the African potato 

and garlic, which she claimed could boost the immune systems of AIDS sufferers. 

She also claimed that HIV-positive eltizens should be given the right to choose 

their own treatment, be it traditional and alteruative medicines or ARVs. Aetivistg, 

scientists and public health professionals insisted that rigorous scientific testing 

ought to determine the range of treatment options; biomedical citizenship, in other 

words, required that patients had scientific information at theK disposal so that 

they could make reasonable decisions about their health. 

By 2008, the debate on the efficacy and safety of ARVs and traditional medicines 
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for AIDS patients was far from resolved. Meanwhile, the South African government 
had aldowed health care centres to provide complementary and traditional medi- 
cines to HIV-positive patients. This decision was based on department of health 
estimates that up to 70 per cent of South Africans consult traditional healers. 
However, South African doctors and scientists remained sceptical about claims 
concerning the benefits of herbal and traditional medicines for AIDS patients, 
especially those on AR¥ therapy (Sunday Independent, 30 January 2005). Their 
argument, like the position of TAC’s Zackie Achmat, was that traditional medicines 
had to be scientifically tested. As Achmat put, it was necessary to modemise tra- 

ditional healing through regulation and rigorous t,esting of the efficacy and safety 

of these medicines.                                   ’ 
For TAC activists the Ruth Foundation’s promotion of conspiracy theories and 

alternative and traditional remedies for HI¥/AIDS had life and death consequen-     " 

cos. From this perspective there was no room for cultural or scientific relativism, 
and TAC’s lass/ors resorted to legal challenges and hard-nosed scientific evidence 
to challenge the claims of the Minister of Heahh, the Ruth Foundation and the 

Traditional Healers Organisation. 
TAC ladders and activists were not alone in perceiving scientific relativism 

as a potential threat to human lives. Bruno Latent, the doyen of Science Studies, 
questioned his own role in promoting the idea that political networks comprising 
scientists, research institutes, universities, industry and funding agencies col-    " 
lude in ways that influence the construction of scientific facts. Latour and his 
colleagues also devoted their intellectual careers towards trying to demonstrate 
the absence of scientific certainty in_herent in the construction of facts. Latour’s 

path-breaking work demonstrated the Mtuence of ’extra-scientific’ factors ema- 
nating from beyond the confines of the laboratory. He argued that the polities of 
research funding, scientific networks, research committees and the peer-reviewed 
journal system all played a decisive roIe in maintaining or ’closing dehorn’ scientific 
controversies and debates. Scientific truth, Latent had argued, was established 

ttnough the networks, funding circuits and power plays that scientists were obliged 

to. participate in. 
Latour (2005) has reflected on the unintended consequences of his earlier 

.: 

writings on the social construction of scientific facts as possibly being an 
mistake.He ildustrates his concern with the example of Mr. Lutz, a conservative US 
Republican strategist, who advises his clients that they ’need to continue to make 
the lack of scientific certainty [about global warming] the primary issue’. While 
Latour tells us that his project has been to ’emancipate the public from premao 
turely naturalised objectified facts’, this Republican strategist was using the same 
approach to assist conservative and ecologically ur, friendly corporate interests to 
sustain scientific controversy in the name of profit margins. For Latour this kind of 
scenario raises serious political, ethical and scientific dilemmas. . 

The Ruth Foundation has drawn on similar strategies to maintain scientific 

uncertainty about key aspects of AIDS science. This occurred despite the fact that 

the AIDS dissident position was dismissed and discredited in mainstream scien- 
tific circles in Europe and North America as early as the mi&1980s. South Africa’s 
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dissidents also sought to flame the AIDS debate within anti-racist and anti-colonlal 

discourses that blame the spread of the pandemic in Africa on structural condi- 

tions of racism, poverty and underdevelopment. While many South African public 

health professionals acknowledge the need to understand the impact of poverty 

and inequality in driving the pandemic iu Africa, they stress the link between HtV 

and AIDS and the fact that AIDS in Ah-ica is primmiIy a heterosexually transmit- 

ted disease. They argue that HI¥/AIDS is a product of human agency as welI as 

structural conditions of poverty and in~quality. TAC activists and public health 

experts thus argue that part of the task of AIDS activism is to create the conditions 

for production of ’responsibilised citizens’ (See Chapter 6). 

It is not clear to what degree the Rath Foundation’s conspiracy theories about 

the hidden links between AIDS science, medicihe and kh.e pharmaceutical indus- 

try resonated with the views of ordinary South Xflicans. Bdt i~fg.~hlear that TAG 

took Rath’s organisation sufficiently seriously to litigate against" the foundation’s 
misinformation campaigns and to publicly refute Rath’s"dla~msi~t ARVs were 

toxic and that his multivitamins were a better remedy for HI¥iAIDS. It would 

seem that Rath’s conspiracy theories resonate with growing global scepticism and 

distrust of science and the multi-billion dollar drug indust~y. It is within this 

higtfly politicised context of ongoing scientific controversies and contestations of 

mainstream AIDS science that TAC launched its litigation strategies, treatment 

literacy m~d grassroots mobilisation campaigns. Addressing questions of AIDS 

science, scientific authority and biomedical citizenship became a central task for 

TAC activists. 

For those HIV-positive, unemployed and working-class black mothers who 

joined TAC, AIDS denial and dissident and conspiracy theories did not resonate 

with their all-to0-real experiences of contracting the virus front HIV-positive men 

and losing chiIdren to AIDS, a tragedy that they believed could be averted through 

prevention of mother-to-child-transmission (PMTCT) programmes. For example, 

V, a young bIack female TAC volunteer, tells the story of how, following the trauma 

of rape by an uncle who later committed suicide, she was diagnosed with AIDS, 

hospitalised and told that she ’must wait for my day of death’. V eventually joined 

TAC and received ART. For V, TAC literally saved her life, ’Now I can stay alive 

for a long time. I have my whole life’. The organisation became the family that she 

lost when she was diagnosed I-IIV-positive: 

I started the medicine [ART] and I am happy now because my immu~e system is p~ekiag up. 
So I tell the youngsters they must wake up and fight HI¥ ... TAC has helped me a Iot. Before 
I was scared to go on TV or newspaper, but now I am nat, because they give me a lot of sup- 
part ... Mandla and Zackie are like my brother and my fathe~ ... They are not big guys - they 
are coming down to us. 

V’s account of her confrontation with AIDS and the spectre of death suggests why 

the abstract and ideological language of cultural nationalism and conspiracies did 

not resonate for her. It also draws attention to the experiential dimensions of belong- 

ing that TAC is able to provide for Hi-V-positive people who, once they reveal dmir 

HIV status, are often exposed to stigma and rejection from their families and com- 

munities. Such trauma highlights the limits of ideological mobilisation in terms of 
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shaping people’s understanding of their identities, subjectivities and their place 

in the world. For TAC activists living openly with AIDS, abstract denialist ide- 
ologies, nationalisms or ’imagined communities’ cannot easily be conjured up in 
the absence of experientially based understandings stud social realities. However, 
these abstract ideologies may indeed appeal to those living beyond the sphere of 

influence of the broad church of AIDS activism. 
The following section provides a brief history of TAC in order to reveal how this 

globally cannected social movement was able to mediate ideas about biomedicine 
and rights as well as catalyse and mobilise a powerful sense of community belong- 
ing and identity formation amongst its members. It also provides the historical 
context for the following chapter, which examines, how belonging to TAC aud get- 

ting on to treatment programmes can contribute to profound transformations in 
subjectivity that result from illness and treatment experiences, what I refer to in 

Chapter 6 as the passage from ’near death’ to ’new life’. 

Treatment Action Campaign (TAC): mediating rights 

and new subjectivities 

TAC was established on_ 10 December J.998,. International Human Rights Day, 

when a group of about fifteen people protested on the steps of St George’s Cathedral 

in Cape Town to demand medical treatment for people living with the virus that 

causes AIDS. By the end of the day, the protesters had collected over a thousand 

signatures calling on the government to develop a treatment plan for all people 

living with HIVY 
TAC’s membership has grown dramatically over the past few yems. The rank- 

and-file comprises mainly young re’ban Ml.icans with secondary schooling. 

However, the organisation has also managed to attract health professionals and 

university students. The international face of the organisation is Zackie Achmat, 

a forty-something Muslim former anti-apartheid and gay activist. He is also a law 

graduate and an openly HI¥-positive person. Until recently Achmat had made it 

known publicly that he refused to take ART until it was available in the public 
health sector. Other TAC leaders include African men and women who j oined TAC 

as volunteers and moved into leadership positions over time. The majority of the 

volunteers are young African women, many of them HIV-positive. 

When TAC Was founded, it was generally assumed that anti-AIDS drugs were 

beyond the reach of developing countries, condemning 90 per cent of the world’s 

HIV-posifive population to a painfu], and inevitabIe death. While TAC’s main 

objective has been to lobby and pressurise the South African government to pro- 
vide AIDS treatment, it has increasingly addressed a much wider range of issues. 

These have included tackling the global pharmaceutical industry in the media, the 

courts and the streets; fighting violence and discrimination against HIV-posifive. 

people, gay, lesbian citizens and women; challenging AIDS dissident science; 

t9 For a detailed account of the early histo~, of TAC and its carapaiga for MTCT prevention programme, se~ 
Treatmen$ Action: An O.versiew, !998-2001, po 2 in wwa.tac.org.za. 
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taking the government to court for refusing to provide MTCT programmes in public 
health facilities.~° During these campaigns, TAC mobilised within worklng-class 
black communities and the trade union movement, and used a variety of methods 
to pressurise the global pharmaceutical indust~ and the South Mrican govern- 
ment to provide cheap ARVs. These modes of mobillsafion created the political 
space for the articulation of new forms of health/biological citizenship l~nked to 
attempts to democrafise science in post-apartheid South Africa. 

Soon after its establishment, in 1,998 TAC, together with the South Mri, 
can government, became embroiled in a lengthy legat battle with international 
phmanaceutical companies over AIDS drug patents and the importation of cheap 
generics to treat mi11ions of HI¥-positive poor people in developing countries. As 
a result of highly successful global m~d national, medla.campaigns, TAC managed 
to convince international public opinion, and the Pha’rmac~u~i~iManufacturers’ 
Association (PMA), that it was moral and just for drug com_pa~i.e~ to bring dovm 
their prices and allow developing countries to manufactt~r~ gene~id~. In the face of 
international pubIic opinion in favour of’TAC, PMA withdrew thelr case- no doubt 
influenced by the costs of adverse publicity that cotporate greed was responsible 
for millions of deaths in Africa. 

Despite TAC’s highly suecessfal ~obaI networking, much of TAC’s energy" 
was devoted to more local matters: mobilising poor and working-class communi- 

ties, using the courts to compel the ministry of health to provide ARVs at public 
facilities, and campaigning to protect the autonomy of scientific institutions 
government interference. Although grassroots mobilisafion was primarily in black 
African working-class areas, TAC’s organisational structure and support networks 
crossed race, class, ethnic, occupational and educational lines. 

TAC volunteers were involved in AIDS awareness and treatment literacy 
campaigns. In addition, TAC disseminated reports, scientific studies, website 
documents (see Wasserman 2003)~t and media briefs refuting govermnent claims 
that ARV treatment was dangerously toxic, ineffective, too costly, and could not 
be implemented due to infrastructure and logistical problems such as inadequate 
management structures, shortages of trained staff and so on. The organisation 
also came out in strong support of doctors, hospital superintendents, medical 
researchers and the MRC who, by virtue of their report findings or provision of 
ARV treatment, found themselves on the wrong side of government, and subject to 
high-level political interference and intimidation. 

AIDS activism and ’ globalisation from below’ 
TAC’s mode of activism could be described as grassroots globalisation or ’glo- 
balisation from below’ (Appadurai 2002 a and b). Following the precedent of the 

hi May 2008, TAC, MSF and the AIDS Law Project became centrally involved in advocating for the rights 
of thousands of refugees who were expelled from townships during waves of xenophobic "dolence that 

spreads across the country, hi July 2008, Zackie Achm~t [aanchsd the Social. Justice Coalition to fight 

poverty, disease, v~elence, crime and substance abuse ia poor coramunifies, However, HIV/AEDS ~eraains 

at the ceaVce of TAG’s campaigns. 

Wassermaa has a chapter on TAC artd .the Intemet’s potential for eivi!, society groups iu Sonth Africa. 
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divestment campaigns of the anti-apartheid struggle, TAC activism straddled local, 

national and global spaces in the course of struggles for access to cheaper AIDS 

drugs. This was dm~e through the courts, the Internet, the media and by networking 

with South African mid international civil society organisations. Widely publicised 

acts of ’civil disobedience’ also provided TAC with visibility within a globally 

connected post-apartheid public sphere. By concentrating on access to AR¥ treat- 
ments for working-class and poor people, TAC was participating in a class-based 

polities that departed significantly from the cultm’al nationalist!identity politics 

promoted by the new ruling elite of Mbeki aud Mokaba. It was not coincidental 

that COSATU, having lost thousands of workers to the pandemic, readily joined 

the TAC campaign.                           ~"      , 
The ’Christopher Moraka Defiance Campaign’ was perhaps a defining moment 

in TAC’s pro-poor political mobilisation around AIDS. It began in July 2000, 

after HIV-positive TAC volunteer Christopher Moraka died, suffering from severe 

thrush. TAC’s spokespersous claimed that the drug flueonazole could have eased 

his pain and prolonged his life, but it was not available on the public health system 

because it was too expensive. In October 2000, in response to Moraka’s death, 

TAC’s Zaekie Aehmat visited Thailand where he bought 5,000 capsules of a cheap 

generic fluconazole. When TAC announced Aehmat’s mission in a press conference 

the international public outcry against the pharmaceutical giant Pfizer intensified 

as it became clear how inflated were the prices of name-brand medications; no 

charges were brought against Achmat, and the drugs were successfully prescribed 

to South African patients. By March 2001, Pfizer had made its drugs available free 

of charge to state clinics. 
This David and Goliath narrative of TAC’s successful challenge to the global 

pharmaceatiesl giants captured the imagination of the internationa[ community 

and catapulted TAC into the global arena. Preparation for the court case also 
consolidated TAC’s ties with international NGOs such as Oxfam, Mgdecins Sans 

FrontiOres, the European Coalition of Positive People, Health Gap, and Ralph 

Nader’s Consumer Technology Project in the United States. It seemed as if this 

was indeed a glimpse i~to what a progressive global civil society could look like. 

TAC activists nevertheIess stressed that grassroots mobilisation was the key 

to their sucdess. This was done through AIDS awareness and treatment literacy 

campaigns in schools, factories, community centres, churches, shebee~ (informal 

drinking places), and through door-to-door visits in the African townships. By far 

the majority of TAC volunteers were poor and unemployed African women, many 

of them HIV-positive mothers desperate to gain access life-saving drugs for them- 

selves and their childi-en. 

TAC was also able to rely on support from middle-class business professionals, 

health professionals, scientists, t.he media, and ordinary South African citizens, 

and used rights-based provisions in the South African Constitution to secure poor 
people access to AIDS treatment. These legal challenges created the space for the 

articulation of a liberal democratic discourse on health eitizefish~p. TAC’s grass- 

roots mobilisation and its legal challenges blurred the boundaries between the 

street and the courtroom. The Constitutional Court judges could not but be influ- 
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enced by growing public support for TAC. The campaign aehleved extraordinary 
media visibility and shaped public opinion through sophisticated networking and 
media imaging. It wase able to give passion and political and ethical content to the 
’cold letter’ of the Constitution mad the ’cold facts’ of AIDS statistics. 

Flexible politics for flexlble times 

In December 2001, TAC’s. tegai representatives successfulIy argued in the High 

Court of South Africa that the state had a constitutionaLtykbound obligation to 

promote access to health care, and that this could be extended to AIDS drug 

treatment.= This ted to the government being ordered by the court to establish 

PMTCT progTatnmes throughout the public health system. Wl~ile the thrust of the 

TAC case focused on socio-economic rights, and sp~cific~ll~~i~ens’ rights to 

health care, their lawyers raised broader issues retatin~g.t? _q. uest.iq~ns of scientific 

authority and expertise. The court was obliged to addressthe ongofng contestation 

over the scientific ’truth’ on AIDS that raged between TAC; th~ trade unions, and 

health professionals on the one side, and government and the ANC on the other. 

By the end of 2003 it looked as if TAC and its allies had won this hattie for ARV 

treatment. 

Despite efforts to avoid being perceived as anti-government, TAC’s criticism 

of President Mbeki’s.support for AIDS dissidents created dilemmas and difiqcul- 

ties. TAC activists were publicly accused by government spokespersons of being 

’unpatriotic’, ’anti-African’ and salespersons of the international pharmaceutical 

industry. This locally situated cultural politics of race and nations! identity was 

addressed through a variety of strategies, including workshops, treatment literacy 

programmes and public meetings. TAC developed ways of combating what it per- 

ceived to be smear campaigns and attacks on its political credibility orchestrated 

by government spokespersons, it also managed the difficult feat of straddling 

the grey zones between cooperation with and opposition to government policies. 

Indeed, TAC’s legal and political strategies reveal a dear understanding of the 

polities of contingency in contrast to an i~fflexible antagonistic politics of binaries: 

us and them. 

TAC avoided being slotted into the conservative white camp through the cre- 

ative reappropriation of locally embedded political symbols, songs and styles of 

the anti-apartheid struggle. For example, the Christopher Moraka Defiance Cam- 

paign resonated with the historic anti-dompas (pass law) defiance campaigns of 

the apartheid era. By mobilising tovntship residents, especially working-dlass and 

unemployed black women, TAC challenged attempts by certain government offi- 

cials to whitewash it as ’anti-black’. By bringing the trade union movement on 

board, TAC also challenged accusations that it was a front for white liberals, the 

drug companies, and other ’unpatriotic forces’. By positioning themselves as sup- 

porters of the ANC, SACP and COSATU Tripartite Alliance, TAC activists have 

The S~uth At’flesh Constitution is unique in providing for water and housing (along vdtt~ health care and 
a dean environnaent) as basic rlght~ in the Bill of Rights, 
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managed to create a new space for critical engagement with the ANC government. 

They have also introduced new concepts of health citizenship that have raised 

questions about the relationship be~een science, medicine, rights and citizen 

participation in South Africa. 
TAG’s strategic engagement with politics of race and class emerged from the 

organisational memory of AIDS activists who participated in the United Demo- 

cratic Front (UDF) in the t9gOs. This expressed itself through songs at marches, 

demonstrations and f~nerals, and the regular press releases and colfferer~ces, 

website information dissemination, television documentaries and national and 
interuational networking. This political style is asophisticated refashioning of 

1980s modes of political activism, &’awing on the eourts,,the media, and local and 

transnational advocacy networks, along with grassroots mobilisation mad skilful 

negotiations with business and the state. 
Perhaps the most important reason for the successes of TAG’s grassroots mobili- 

sation has been its capacity to provide poor a~d unemployed ttlN-positive black 

South Africans with a biomedical and a psychological lifeline, often in contexts 

where they experience hostility and rejection from their eomarnnities, friends and 

families. The story of V (see above) draws attemion to how experiences of sexual 

violence and AIDS can mamp cultural nationalist ideologies and race solidarities. 

The politics of class, and the access to life-saving drugs for poor people, seemed to 

offer an alternative to an elite-driven polities of race and cultural identity. 

Health activism in local spaces 
In December 2003, TAG activist Lorna Mlofana, aged 21, was gang-raped at a 

Khayelitsha (Cape Town) shebeen toilet, and beaten to death when she told her 

attackers that she was HIV-positive. For a period after Mlofana’s brutal murder 

many TAG activists in Khayelitsha were afraid to wear the TAG HIV Positive 

t-shlrts. The Campaign’s response to this traumatic event was to hold protests 

outside the Khayehtsha magistrate court, and to launch educational ’blitzes’ on 

trains and at clinics. Activists also made door-to-doer visits to households in Town 
Two; the area in which Mlofana was killed, to educate people about AIDS. This 

shocking HI¥iAIDS-retated murder took place despite the fact that MSF and TAG 

had mmmged to establish exceptionally successful AIDS prevention and treatment 

programmes in IGaayelitsha. 
A number of studies have drawn attention to sexual violence and AIDS myths, 

conspiracies, stigma and denial in many parts of South Mrica,showing how par- 

ticularly pe~wasive they are in rural areas and poor communities that have had 

little exposure to AIDS activism, treatment literacy campaigns and grassroots 
mobilisation. It is also xddely doeume~ted0 for example, that in many parts of the 

country, women are not able to make independent decisions about contraception, 

or whether to take the HIe test and join ARV and PMTCT programmes if they 

ttI¥-positive. These soeio-cuItural obstacles clearly have serious implications in 

terms of access to HIV programmes. The pat~s of the country that have the highest rates of uptake for PMTCT and 

AR¥ programmes have tended to he the urban centres of the Western Cape, Kwa- 
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Zulu Natal (KZN) and Gauteng, areas where TAC and MSF activity has, until 

recently, tended to be concentrated.~ NGO and social movement parmerships 

have played a significant role in creating the conditions for the uptake of bio- 

medical interventions such as PMTCT and ARV treatment. It would also seem 

that organisations are incl, easingly introducing new ideas about health citizenship 

in rural areas where traditional practices often clash with notions of female bodily 

autonomy and individual responsibiliq;~or.onq’s health. In South .AA’rica, a massive 

AIDS indust~� targeting an estimated 5.5 million South Africans living with AIDS 

is part of a global health intervention that involves the massive expansion of repro- 

ductive health, immunisation, and TB, malaria and AIDS programmes throughout 

the Global South..As will be discussed in the next chapter, these programmes are 

contributing towards establishing new forms of therapeutic cit~.2enship (Nguyen 

2005) that draw on liberal individualist conceptions of self-fash!gnlng, ’responsi- 

bilised citizenship’, and ’eating of the self’ (Rose 2007):’ ~ ’" " ": 
Although TAG can be desetbed as a rights-based social m0~ement that uses 

the courts and constitutional rights to health care, it is also a grassroots, working- 

class social movement that goes beyond liberal individualism and fights talk. At 

the recent TAG national conference in Durban, I witnessed a particularly powerful 

session in which members gave impromptu testimony. Each highly charged tes- 

timony was followed by outbursts of song, dance and struggle chants: ’Long live, 

Zaekie, long live. Long live, TAG, long live!’ The following excerpts suggest that 

through grassroots mobilisation and treatment literacy campaigns TAG is able to 

articulate new forms of healttffhiological citizenship and political subjectivities 

that resonate amongst young, educated black youth in South African townships. 

Many of the testimonies demonstrated a sophisticated understanding of fights talk 

as well as intimate biomedical knowledge relating to AIDS treatment. They also 

expressed a quasi-religious sense of collective purpose, solidarity and belonging: 

I’m a person living with HIV. I received counselling before and after I tested. The counse!Iors 

at the hospit!l where I work as aa admin clerk gave me nothing. I just found out I wa~ H1V- 

positive and that was that. Three times I tried to commit suicide. Now I’m more positive than 

HIV-positive, thanks to TAG. 

(Tlfirty-something black man} 

When I go to my doctor I[ tell him exactly what medicines I need. He asks me ff I’ve trained 

in medicine at the university. No, I say to him. It w~ TAg tha~ taught me. 

(Thirty-something black woman) 

Thank you to MSF. My CD4 count was 28 now it is 54,3. Thank you to TAG. 

(Twenty-somethlng bl~ck man) 

I’m Dudu. I was tested in 1.996. In ~.999 my CD4 eoum was below 200. I have lost many 

things in my Iife. But now with AtlVs my CD4 count is 725 and the vires is undetected. I’m a 

person living with HIV. Today I have a ~ife. I can have a family. But it’s painfid when I take my 

medicine [ARVs] because I know someone is d)dng because he can’t get treatment. 

(Twenty-somethlng black man, my emphasis} 

TAG and NSF have recently eztabllshed treatment programraes in rural Lusildsiki (former Transkei) in 

the Eastern Cape 
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These ritualised illness and treatmeut testimonies suggest that participants at the 
TAC conference in Durban had overcome stigma, fear, denial, witchcraft beliefs 
and other barriers to H1-WAIDS testing, disclosure and treatment. They also 

appear to have undertaken a quasi-rellgious conversion process that is discussed 
in more detail in the chapter that follows. This fervent behef in medical solutions 
expressed through public statements of positive living and commitment to ARV 
treatment, contrasts strikingly with the numerous obstacles to treatment access 
I encountered in 2003 during a visit to rural parts of Mpumatanga. While Nevlrap- 
ine~+ was available at many of the PMTCT clinics, a dlz2ying an’ay of socio=cukural 

obstacles, as well as political, logistical and capacity problems, seemed to stymie 
the implementation of PMTCT prugrammes at every turt~. ’ 

Sociology professor Reuse Fox, in a personal communication, January 2004, 
recounted to me her experiences in Khayelitsha during a discussion with a group 
of research fieldworkers ~rom the area, wh~ were preparing to conduct interviews 

on local attitudes to HIViAIDS. Fox asked the fieldworkers whether it would be 
possible to avoid resistance to questions relating to witchcraft by framing the 
questions differently, for example, by asking whether the respondents thought that 
angry and envious thoughts and feelings, the breaking of certain taboos, or seeking 
the intervention of a magico-religious specialist to do harm to another, could cause 

AIDS. She was surprised by the responses: 

At first the group met what I said with term silence. But then they began tc resportd. One 

person said jokingly, ’There are those wlio believe that God will punish them [with AIDS] if 

they dor~’t go to church on Sunday.’ Another person suggested that etlmrs believed ’the ances- 

tors’ might punish you in this way if you broke taboos. Then, someone else exclaimed, ’How 

is it possible that in this beautiful, free land of ours’ such an epidemic of AIDS could come to 
pass? This was a sheer outcry of a question of meaning. What followed rapidly were sugges- 
tions that some people believe that ~foreigners’ can cause AIDS - ’foreigners’ being defined 
as other black Africans i~nroigratlng to South Africa from surrounding countries, as well as 
whites; that condoms could cause AIDS (rather than prevent it); and that AR¥ treatment 
and modem Western medicine more generally could do harm. At the end of this discussion 
with this field team, t wasn’t sure any longer whether they were sitnply describing beliefs 
of othem, or whether they themselves subscribed to the same bellefs. (Renee Fox, personal 

communication) 

Tobias Hecht, an anthropologist working in Mandela Park, Hour Bay, encountered 
similar views and was told by Xhosa-speaking residents that ’God sent AIDS to 
punish us for our sins’, and that becoming HIV-positive through witchcraft was the 
most lethal mode of transmission (Tobias Hecht, personal communication, March 

2004). Both Fox and Hecht are nncertain whether their informants shared these 
beliefs, or whether they were simply reporting on other members of the commu- 
nities in which they lived. It is quite possible that people living in places such 
as IClaayelitsha and Mandela Park, like most people, are able to believe in both 
universalist biomedical truth and spirituaUcaltural interpretations of illness. The 
healing powers of western biomedicine, Christianity and the spiritual forces of 
the occult are not necessarily viewed as incompatible. These examples of double 

~+ Nevirapine is an ant[-retwvira], chug that is used both for the prevention of vertical transmissio~ of HIV 

fa’om mother to d~ild as well ~ part o+ the triple-therapy ARV regimen. 
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or triple consciousness question public health arguments that it is necessary for 
patients to abandon traditional beliefs in order fully to embrace biomedical truth. 

My initial impression from my visit to Mpumalanga was that, to imprnve access 
to AIDS treatment, rural viI1agers should be exposed to a strong dose of TAG and 
MSF health activism and grassroots mobilisation of the sort that emerged in the 
urban centres of Cape Town, Johannesburg oaxd Durban. However, while there can 
be little doubt that TAC and MSF have contributed enorumusly towards creat- 
ing the conditions conducive to the up~e of biomedical HIV/AIDS interventions 

such as ARV treatment, this does not mean that rank-re,d-file TAC members have 
been unambiguously converted to biomedicine. While many of the participants in 
the ARV trials at Khayelitsha appear to have accepted the biomedical truths and 
rights-based approaches to health citizenship promoted by thei~:MSF doctors, this 
does not necessarily exclude beliefs in the occult or Other faith-based and spiri- 
tual forms of healing. Conversion to mainstream AIDS sei~nc6 r~y be partial and 
precarious: for instance, a TAC activist recounted how even some of their seasoned 
volunteers had been seduced by President Mbeki’s dissident views. Religious, 
spiritual and traditional explanations and modes of heali,tg are significant con- 
tenders in the struggle to fight and make sense of HIV!AIDS. Again, Tobias Hecht 
and I visited the MSF clinic in Khayelitsha to find out what had happened to an 
HlV-positive TAC member who, we were told, had thrown hex ARVs away after 
joining the local branch of the (Brazilian) U~iversal Church of the Kingdom of 
God (UCKG). An MSF nurse told us that TAC activists had successfully persuaded 
the woman to return to ARV treatment. We later visited a UCKG pastor who tried 
to convince us that numerous HIV-posltive congregation members had become 
HIV-negative through prayer: ’If Jesus could heal leprosy, then why not AIDS?’, 
he asked. 

Despite the partial character of TAC and MSF’s conversion process, it is nonethe- 
less clear that they have contributed enormously towards combating AIDS fear and 
stigma, and promoting easier access to PMTCT and ARV treatment programmes. 
These forms of health activism also appear to have succeeded in overcoming many 
of the socio~cultural obstacles to HIV testing and treatment referred to above. They 
have contributed towards creating new forms of belonging, citizenship, scientific 
knowledge and subjectivity that resemble those emerging from the people’s health 
movements in Europe as well as developing countries such as Brazil. Instead of 
being rejected by family, friends and comnmnity, many HIV-positive TAC mem- 
bers are now able to belong to local and global activist communities that recognise 
and celebrate their humanity and vitality; they are no longer the ’walking dead’ to 
be pitied or avoided. They are ~more positive than HIV-positive, thanks to TAC’?s 
Politicising the right to health care has empowered citizens. 

z~ 
Renee Fox, personal communication, reminded me that saying +I am stronger now thanks to MSF and 
TAC+ does not necessarily refer exclusively to physieal health. It could also be a ~ta~ement about th~ role 
of ARYs in producing a spiritua~ strength in the baals ag~.inst the oceuh and ’eviP fo~ces of envy and 

jealousy. This spiritual empowerment, however, does not mesh with TAC and MSF’s s~r~dertfly ase~ar and 

scientific cosmology. As a result, puhIic testimonies of the sun that were made at the TAG Durban Confer- 

¢nce eraphssised secular rationalist discourses on empowexmeat tt~ough access to ~eientific and medical 

knowledge. 
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However, there is a downside to this seeming wholesale endarsement of the 

power of biomedicine. In an interview with Eric Gocmaere (Khayelltsha, 20 May 
2004), an MSF doctor in Khayelitsha, it became clear that MSF and TAC are 
acutely aware of the Janus-like character of ARVs and other biomedical technolo- 
gies. Goemaere pointed out that whereas anti-retroviral therapy can undoubtedly 
prolong lives, it can also become a conduit for the ’medicalisation of poverty’ and 
the creation of dependencies on medical experts and drugs. Although MSF con- 
sciously seeks to counter disempowering mid normalising biomedical discourses 
by stressing citizen rights to health care and medical and scientific knowledge, 
such messages are seldom heard in the public health cliniq,s. instead, clinic nurses 
and doctors tend to reproduce hierarchical and patenlalistic expdrt-patient rela- 
tions. Language, class, race, ethnic and education divides and socio-cultural 
barriers also collude to reproduce the passivity and disempowerment of working- 
class users of public health facilities. 

The hierarchical and authoritarian cultures of many public health facili- 
ties can create obstacles in terms of access to AIDS programmes, particularly 
in areas untouched by social mobilisation and health activism. These problems 
are exacerbated in contexts where patriarchal ideas and practices prevent women 
from accessing health facilities, for instance, for HIV-testing and participation 
in PMTCT progrmnmes. The testimonies of young women at the 2003 TAC con- 
ference (cited above) allude to TAC and MSF’s challenges to deeply embedded 
patriarchal and biomedical ways of controlling female bodies and minds by creat- 
ing the conditions for women to exercise agency in relation to male family members 
and medical experts. 

While the dissident debate now appears to be mere history, stigma, fear, 
denial and patriarchal attitudes are likely to continue to be serious obstacles to 

AIDS prevention and treatment programmes. For example, ’Thembeka’, a young 
HIV-positive AIDS counsellor in Mandela Park, Hoot Bay~ told me how she was 
sU’uggllng to access residents in this informal settlement. She mentioned that while 
her visits were appreciated when her l-IIV-positive ’clients’ were seriously ill and 
desperately needed home-based care, they were furious with her when she visited 
them in shebeens and other public places, where, in the eyes of residents, her mere 
presence associated those she visited with AIDSY~ They would ’disappear’ when 
they were relatively healthy and reappear when they became critically ill. TAC, 
MSF, public health professionals and other civil society organisations clearly have 
their work cut out for them in places such as Mandela Park. 

Health professionals, church groups, and organisations such as MSF and TAC 
are emerging as catalysts for attempts to democratise science and public health, 
often in contexts of chronic poverty, evelyday violence, AIDS denial, and beliefs 
in witchcraft and other alternatives to AIDS science. It remains to be seen in 
what ways, if at all, these organisations and HIViAIDS inte~wentions are able to 

~ "Thembeka’ spoke of having tried, unsuccessfully, to use the AIDS counselling raethods she learnt at Khay~ 

elitsha, where she receive~ ARV therapy at ~e MSF elinic. She reported that ~andela Park’s HIV-posi~ve 

~sidents remained ha a state of AIDS denial, and that the two AIDS support groups ~t the area were clan- 

de~titae as their members did not want to be exposed to the stigma so pervasive in the eommurdty. 
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challenge such socio~cultural obstacles. Nor is it clear to what degree they could 
unwittingly be promoting the dependencies and ’medicalisation of poverty’ about 
which Goemaere expressed concern. It also remains to be seen how AIDS activ- 

ists and public health professionals will address ’alternative’ (non-biomedical) 
interpretations of disease and illness. Will a national ARV treatment programme 
extend normalising biomedical discourses and reduce citizens to docile consumers 
of medical technologies and scientific expertis~?.Or wiI1 citizens be able to engage 
with biomedicine in empowering ways? 

Conclusion 

........ !;:-.~... 
South Africa’s devastating HIV/AIDS statistics, President Mbeki’s controversial 
support for the ’dissidents’, and TAC’s widely pubticised court vict0ri~a ~’~;er both 
the South Afkican government and the multinational pharmaceutical giar~ts, thrust 
the South African AIDS pandemic onto the global stage. ~beki’s African national- 
ist response to the AIDS pandemic illustrates the workings of a cultural politics of 
identity that diverted attention frmn working-class and poor people’s struggles for 
access to life-saving AIDS treatment that is accessible to the middle classes. The 
responses of Mrican nationalists and dissidents within government and the ruling 
party clashed with the class and r~ghts-based mobilisation of AIDS activists and 
trade unionists who insisted that ARVs be made freely available in public health 
facilities as part of citizens’ constitutional rights to health care. The ease study of 
these starkly cont~-asting responses to AIDS draws attention to the potential pitfalls 
as well as the emancipatory possibilities that exist for democratising science in a 
time of AIDS. 

TAC’s mode of activism captivated the imagination of AIDS activists, journal- 
ists and millions of supporters throughout the world: here was the archetypal David 
and Goliath epic. tn their quest fgr AIDS drugs, a small group of committed activ- 
ists were able to build a globally connected social movement - a form of practised 
citizenship - that successfully persuaded phmanaceutical giantsmad the South 
African.government to put rneasu,’es in place for the provision of AIDS treatment. 

The AIDS pandemic, and the ways in which responses t.o it have unfolded in 
South Africa, raise important concerns about the social responsibilities of, and 

relationships between, the state, business and civil society. It has also drawn atten- 
tion to the role of scientific expertise and trust in expert systems, as welt as issues 
of political and scientific authority and moral legitimacy, and the ways in which 
publlcs relate to these. In addition to the profound confusion and uncertainty 
experienced by South African publics as a result of President Mbeki’s questioning 
of conventional AIDS science, it has become apparent that people’s interpretations 
of the AIDS pandemic are far more complex and differentiated than either the gov- 

ernment or TAC originally anticipated. Journalists and researchers have uncovered 
a proliferation of AIDS myths and cultural interpretations of HIViAIDS, includ- 
ing patriarchal conceptions of sexuality, which threaten to undermine treatment 
and prevention progrmnmes. AIDS science and scientific authority were certainly 
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undermined by the politicised nature of the dissident debate, but not all blame can 
be pinned onto the President. 

TAC drew on a rights-based approach as well as grassroots mobilisation in 
working-class black communities. Its dramatic courtroom victories, along with 
its innovative forms of mobilisation, were part of a largely working-class struggle 
to gain access to life-saving, drugs. It was also a campaign to assert the right of 
citizens to scientific knowledge, treatment information and the latest research find- 
ings: a post-apartheid expression of health citizenship. 

TAC’s mode of social mobilisation operated at a number of levels: global, 

national m~d local. At the global level, it challenge.d, the intellectual property 
regime and drug pricing protocols and regulations imposed by the pharmaceuti- 
cal industry; at the rmtional level, it posed a fundamental challenge to the South 
Mrican government’g AIDS treatment policies; and at the local level, it mobilised 
working-class black communities, creating the conditions for the articulation of 
forms of healthfoiological citizenship as well as new gendered identities and sub- 
jectivities that challenged traditional and patriarchal ideas and practices. While 
TAC’s mobiIisation practices and treatment access campaigns operated at all three 
levels simultaneously, its activities have been, until rece~atly, largely confined to ¯ 
urban areas, where it has drawn in young, black secondm~Mschool leavers and 
students. It remains to be seen to what degree MSF and TAC will be able to extend 
their social mobilisation and treatment access campaigns to other contexts, for 
instance the countryside of the former homelands, where patriarchal cultures and 
the politics of shame and denim continue to frustrate efforts to make the public 
health system more accessible to HIV-positive people, especially women.27 Is it 
possible to replicate and ’scale up’ TAC and MSF’s dramatic successes in urban 
cemres such as Khayelitsha as part of the national ARV programme? What lessons 
from the MSF and TAC programmes in Khayelitsha and Lusiklsiki can be exported 
to other ARV roltout sites?~ 

It also remains to be seen what role TACiMSF will play in mediating these 
universalist biomedical understandings of disease and illness in South African 
communi6es where there are competi~ag explanations for misfortune, ill-health, 
and sexuality. In what ways will MSF and TAC continue to be a catalyst for the 
spread of new notions of health citizenship, sexual rights and the democratisation 
of science in post-apartheid South Africa? The following chapter explores new 
fo~s of community-based AIDS activism that suggest ways of extending the reach 
of the successful r~ghts-based approach of TAC. 

See S. Robins, "ReclaimS.ng Bodies, Extending Citizenship; Health Activism in a Time of AIDS’ (tmpub- 

~ished paper, Association of Anthropology in Southern Africa conference, University o1~ Cape Town, 24-7 

August 2003). 

It is also unclear whether the So~tth A~rica~t government and public heaIth officials responsible for run- 

ning an extzemely over-burdened public health system will agree, once and for all, to bury- the ’dissident 

hatchet’ and work together w~th TAC, ~SF and o~her civil society organisations. While it is clear that 

many prnvincial asxd ~oca~ government health manager~ and public health practitioners look favourably 

upon such partnerships, it is uaclea~ whether the politieai fa!lout from ~e dissident debate will continue 

to sUmie national, government responses to the epidentic. In 2008 the prospects of state--civil society 

cn@eratlon look resson~y optimistic, notwithstanding the health minister’s bizarre attempts to promote 

gaelic, heeavot and eIive o~1 as part of ~er anti-AIDS ~utrition cocktail 

6 
Rights Passages from ’Near Death:~to ’New Life’ 
AIDS Activism & New HIV-identities 

in South Africa 

This chapter investigates how the moral politics of AIDS activism in South Africa 
is contributing towards new forms of subj ectivity, identity and citizenship. Whereas 
Chapter 5 focused on the politics of AIDS and the emergence of a rights-based 
social movement, this chapter is concerned with the relationship between indi- 
vidua! and co!lective experiences and inte~gretations of the extreme experiences 
of the iliness and stigmatisation of AIDS sufferers. I argue that it is precisely the 
extremity of ’near death’ experiences of full-blown AIDS, and the profound stigma 
and ’social death’ associated with the later stages of the disease, that produce the 
conditions for AIDS survivors’ commitment to forms of ’responsibilised citizen- 
ship’ (Rose 2007) and social activism. It will be argued that it is the NGO and 
social movement involvement in the mediation and retelling of these traumatic 
experiences that can contribute towards facilitat.ing the individual’s commitment 
to ’responsible’ lifestyles and ’positive livingL It is the profound negativity of 
stigma and social death that animates the a " " ’ ’ ctw~st s construction of a new positive 
HIV-positive identity and understanding of what it means to belong to a social 
movement and comnmnity of people living ~th AIDS. 

This case study, like the others in this book, highlights the ambiguous and 
contradictory character of rlghts-based approaches to political mobilisation in 
po~t-apartheid South Africa. For instance, it questions widely held assumptions 
about ti~e indivldualising and depoliticising nature of rights talk and biomedical 

TbSs chapter could not have been w~itten without the geuerous assistance of rturaerous peopl~ including 
Phurnzi~e hrywag~, Akhona ~tsa2uba, Chris Cairn, Andrew Boulle, Jean Comaroff, Lauren Muller, Ruth 
Corniek, Hennart Router, Kees van der Waal and numerous other TAC and ,"riS F activist~. I wou~d als~ !Jke 

to thank John Gaventa, Meiissa Leach, Inn S~oones, Bettina yon Lieres, and other participants ia the joint 

Schoot of Government, University of the Western Cape, and Institute for Development Studies, Sussex 
University pn~ject oa Citizenship, Participation arid Accountability. I am particularly indebted to Brahm 
Fleisch for lfis suggestion d~at I turn to Victor Tumor’s ar~alysis of ~tual processes. I am also especially 

grateful to Melissa Leach and Chfs Colrin for exceptionally heyfu[ eo~m~ents on earlier vm’sions of this 
paper. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collaborative on Academic Careers <coachefaculty@opinioncast.com~ 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 11:34 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Reminder: The COACHE Faculty Job Satislhction S urvey 

Dear Professor Sahle; 

Recently, we sent you an invitation to participate in the COACHE Facnlty Job Satisfaction Survey, approved by UNC Chapel Hill’s senior administrators. Since our 

records indicate that your snrvey is incomplete, we are sending this reminder to complete your COACHE survey by accessing the follomng link: 

https:i/confirm.opinionport.comim:~’p6932236.aspx? sid ~KiJcSuCScGqEMqvnEMYOE,~48ylYrt]PGqHaG90DIsghXu0oa,~-9JpTnCLpzI8ZD0 

TttIS LINK IS UNIQUELY YOURS. TO PROTECT YOUR CONFIDENTIALITY, IT SHOULD NOT BE SttARED. 

The data we axe collecting axe critical to improving the academy--including UNC Chapel ttill--as a workplace tbr facnl~. By participating in COACttE, UNC Chapel 

Hill is invested in a high response rote; we ask that you make that investment worthwhile. We cannot overstate the value of your individual pa(ticipatlon. 

Please take a moment to complete the survey at your earliest convenience. Doing so will also enter you (if peiInitted by campus regulations and slate law) into a 

drawing to become one of five sui’~’ey respondents selected to receive an Apple iPad 2. 

If you would like more information about your institution’s participation in this project, please contact your Office of Academic Affairs or equivalent. Many questions 

are answered on onr FAQ (frequently asked qnestions) page available mthin the snrvey and at w~v.coache.org. 

For technical issues, please reply to this invitation or contact COACHE by email at coachethculty@srbi.com. You roll need to include your Invitation Identification 

Code, below, along with a~y questions. 

Your Invitation Identification Code: A766C809 

M~ly thanks in advance for your contribution, 

Kiernan R. Mathews 
Director, The Collaborative on Academic Careers in Higher Education (COACHE) 

Harvard Graduate School of Education 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Snead Williams <jennysw@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 11:42 AM 

humani cators@duke .edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Thurs reading and reception: Hector Tobar of the LA TIMES 

Please forward as appropriate. 

The Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South presems: 

A reading by H6ctor Tobar 

farm his new novel The Barbarian Nurseries 

i~il cid:image001.jpg@01CC9ED9.928010A0 

Thursday, Nov 17th 

4:15pm 

]P¥ied1225 
East Campus 

(between Wilson and Aycock) 

Reception to follow 

H6ctor Tobar is a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and columnist for The Los Angeles Times, author of The Tattooed Soldier and Translation 

Nation, and "a proud native of the City of Los Angeles" ~ltt.r.~:i?~vv~’,,,v.hectoitob~:~r.c~.)ini. See the 11/5/11 The New York Times Book Review for 

more details on his latest novel, The Barbarian Nurseries. 

Contactiennysw@d~i,e,edu for more information on this event. 

Jenny Snead Williams 
Executive Director 
Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South 
Duke University, Box 90441 
122 Fdedl Building, East Campus 
Durham NC 27708 

iennysw@duke.edu 
.h_ltP__;l_/J_a__t__[t~__o_s__t_u__d__j_e_s__~_d__u_k___e_:_~£ 

919-684-4375 

*Lafino/a Studies on FB: http://www.facebook.com/qroups/211016965601933/ 
*Twitter: vwvw.twitter.com/LS GS Du ke 





Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taiwo, Olufemi <taiwo@seattlen.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 1:59 PM 

Carol Thompson <Carol.Thompson@nau.edu>; aleslie@aliica.ufl.edu; dlatbnd@namail.alba~y.edu; SaJ~le, Eunice N 

<ennice@email.unc.edu>; ezuern@sasahlawrence.edu; getahl sa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;          @aol.com; ksheldon@ucla.edu; 

moorman@indiana.edu; rdemotts@pugetsound.edu; sandra.joireman@Wheaton.edn; sidney.kasfir@emory.edu; w~xa@bu.edu; 

wwilsonl @kent.edu 

ILE: ASA Program Committee Gathering 

Have fun, everybody! Unfortunately, I won’t be able to s~are the enjoyment with you in person. BuL it has been nice working with you all and I ~ook forward to 

making your’ acquaintance in k~ture. 

Feral 

F~m~ Carol Thompson [mailto:CaraLThompson~nau,edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 3:11 PM 
To: aleslie@africa.ufl.edu; dlafond@uamaiLalbany.edu; Eunice@email.unc.edu; ezuern@sarahlawrence.edu; getahlsa@cmich.edu; iyob@umsl.edu;          ~aol.com; 
ksheldon@ucla.edu; moorman@indiana.edu; rdemo~@puge~ound.edu; sandra.joireman@Wheaton.edu; sidney.kasfir@emo~.edu; Taiwo, Olufemi; wara@bu.edu; 
~ilsonl@kent.edu 
Subject: ASA Program Commi~ee Gathering 
Dear Colleagues, 
You aFe making quite a splash~ TheFe are 982 participan~ fFom eve~ continent (except AnM~ica, smile) in 220 panels and roundtables~ ~e pFogFam is on the way to the 
printeF. 
You are 
PROGRANi 
Wedne~day, ~ovember ]6, 7-9 pm 
Marriot:t’~ P~’esident:ial Suite 
Libations and Snacks p[-ovided. 

ASA agreed to faci~i~te our meeting each other, as an expression of appreciation. ~e suite is in the name of Executive Director, Karen 3enkins, in case you need that 

information to find it. 
I am not sure who on the ASA Board will be there ~ thank you in person, for they may be having a Board meeting at that time, still ~ok decided. I did not want to delay any 

longer, for I am hoping you can arrange your flight to arrive for this relaxation and sharing. 

If you are sure you cannot come, I would appreciate it if you would let me know. 

I will be sending you the first compilation of data about the conference before the meeting. 

Thank you ve~ much~ 

Carol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International Sociological Association <isa-otfice@isa-sociology.org> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 2:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ISA Forum of Sociology abs~tracts submission deadline 

Second ISA Forum of Sociology 
Buenos Aires, August 1-4, 2012 

Abstracts submission deadline: 15 December 2011 

http ://isaconf.confex.com/isaconf/foru m2012/cfp.cqi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 3:43 PM 

CCO faculty & staff<ccofac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ccol?ac] new Instructor Bulletin 

Bulletin-V8No3.pdf 

CCO Instructors- 

Attached is the new edition of the Instructor Bulletin, and I hope you will read it and enjoy the picture of Rob Bruce, our new director, on the second page. If you 

have trouble opening the attachment or you would prefer to receive a paper copy, please let me know. And if you have questions about any of the material, 

please don’t hesitate to contact me or one of our staff. 

With Thanksgiving just around the corner, all of us at the Friday Center wish you and yours a pleasant break from the routine, a time for family and good food, and 

the opportunity to be thankful for our many blessings. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

9:19-962-2644 

9:19-96295549 (fax) 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

ccofac as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@emaJl.unc.edu<~’a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "maJlto:leave-30300383- 3634613 A7f10279ea6590aca3376d3589f8a959@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30300383- 

3634613.47fl 0279ea6590aca3376d3589tSa959@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



UNC-Chapel Hill policy requires that all 

work-related e-mail communication must be 

through your UNC e-mail account (ending 

in unc.edu). This includes communication 

with students as well as communication with 

our staff. The policy applies to instructors 

teaching UNC-Chapel Hill courses, but we 

also advise instructors of Self-paced Courses 

originating from other campuses to use the 

official e-mail system of their universities for 

all work-related messages. 

T~ ~ ¥~r Story 

Does your online course help you incorporate 

your research into your teaching? Has online 

learning led to engaging relationships with 

your students? Have you surprised yourself 

in adapting to the online classroom? We at 

The Friday Center want to hear inspiring 

continuing-education stories from our expert 

faculty. We hope that you will take advantage 

of this opportunity to allow us to share your 

hard work and accomplishments with the 

campus community and prospective students. 

E-mail Bill Ferris (bferris@email.unc.edu) to 

share your experiences with us! 

If you teach a CCO course, our office will 

contact you around the third week of the 

semester to ask for a list of students who are 

not participating. You can review your student 

roster in ConnectCarolina. When you send 

us your list of non-participating students, 

we will contact them and encourage them 

to participate more actively or to officially 

drop the course. Occasionally, a student 

who receives a failing grade at the end of a 

semester has filed an appeal saying that they 

had dropped or withdrawn from the course. In 

those cases, it is useful if we have a record of 

your report to us about nonparticipation and 

of our attempt to advise the student. 

Regretfully, we will not be holding our annual 

Instructor Appreciation Banquet next spring 

because of budget cuts. The funds we save 

will go toward saving one of the evening 

sections that would have been cut from Part- 

time Classroom Studies in the spring semester. 

The Friday Center Excellence in Teaching 

Award will be presented to the honoree at a 

small luncheon here at the Friday Center. We 

hope to resume the tradition in 2013, so that 

we can express our appreciation to you in this 

tangible way. 

Students are grateful for comments 

you offer to them about their work, 

and we encourage you to provide 

feedback--whether you teach 

in Self-paced Courses, Part-time 

Classroom Studies, or Carolina 

Courses Online. If you are teaching 

a correspondence course, please 

be sure to put students’ names on 

your comment sheets since we often 

receive materials for several students 

in the same envelope. We want to 

make sure that the comments get to 

the right student. Also, please don’t 

attach comment sheets to the front 

of the cover sheets because they 

obscure the return address box. 



As announced in our last Bulletin, Dr. Robert 

G. Bruce, Jr. became the Director of the 

Friday Center on August 1. Rob is rapidly 

getting to know the Friday Center--our 

staff and our programs--and he is calling 

on many others on campus to learn about 

Carolina and to introduce himself. We 

hope that each of you will have a chance 

to meet Rob at some point and share your 

experience as an instructor. 

Rob was previously associate dean for 

continuing and innovative education at the 

University of Texas at Austin. With more 

than a decade of experience in continuing 

higher education and distance learning, he 

is in an ideal position to guide the Friday 

Center’s work. He earned a doctorate in 

English from Texas A&M University and 

holds a master’s degree from Texas A&M 

and a bachelor’s degree from the University 

of Texas at Austin. 

If you ever have a concern or question 

about a student, your course, or a policy, 

please don’t hesitate to contact us. The 

staff of Credit Programs (along with your 

instructional designer) will be glad to help. 

If you contact us by e-mail, please put your 

name, the program (CCO, SPC, or CS), and 

the course name and number in the subject 

line. This is especially important if you teach 

more than one course for us. An informa- 

tive subject line will help us to pinpoint 

the reason for your message quickly and 

get it to the best person to help or advise 

you. Remember, too, that you are always 

welcome to direct questions of an academic 

nature to the department that selected you 

to teach the course. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 5:30 PM 

Tonight’s event @ GEC (7.00pm) - another opportunity tbr extra credit: 1NTS560.001 .FAIA2011 

Dear Scholaxs, 

Please join us - details below. As I mentioned, this is another opportuni~ for extra credit. 

Sincerely; 
Dr. Sahle 

Dr. Sylvia Tamale 

Contextualizing Homophobia in Africa 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011, 7 PM. 

Fedex Global Education Center, Nelson Ma~dela Auditorium, UNC-CH 

Dr. Sylvia Tamale is a Ugmadma feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere University in Uganda. She holds a Bachelor ~ s degree in Law fiom Ma£erere 
Univemity, a Masters from Harvard Law School and a PhD in Sociology, mad Feminist Studies from the University of Minnesota. Dr. Tamale founded and serves as 
coordinator of the Law, Gender & Sexuality- Resemvh Project, and was also ins~trumental in introducing the Policy on Sexual Harassment at Makerere UniversiF. 
During her visit to UNC, Dr. Tamale will be discussing her gmundbreaking new book Afiican Sexuali’des: A Reader, which examines Africa~ sexualities mad 
investigates tim intersections between sex, Iyower, ma~sculinities, and t}mininities. This event is being held in collaboration with Pam~uka Press. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies Association <cailyn.kimmick@africm~s~adies.org> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 5:44 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASA 54th Am~ual Meeting Events 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward email 

This email was serif to eunice~!err~ail,unc.edu by _c_’_a_~_~’_B_~[~_[t~_~j_c_~_~_’_a_f[_rj_c__a__n_b_t_u___d_[’_e__s_~_o__rg. 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT~’ Privacy Policy. 

African Studies Association :: I~utgers University i 5~ Jo~’ce Kilmer Avenue i Piscataway 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 7:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

7pm? 

just wondering where you are. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 i?x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



Legislating Execution because of Identity: Homophobia in Uganda 

Dr. Sylvia Tamale, a Ugandan feminist lawyer and former Dean of Law at Makerere University 

in Uganda, came to speak at UNC-Chapel Hill about the perceptions of homosexuality and the 

homophobia issue in Uganda. 

In addition to receiving a Masters from Harvard Law School and a PhD in Sociology and 

Feminist Studies from the University of Minnesota, Tamale founded and serves as the 

coordinator of the Law-, Gender & Sexuality Research Proj ect. 

Tamale spoke about sexuality as the one of the last bastions of legally backed oppression. The 

anti-homosexuality bill introduced into the Ugandan parliament that would make homosexuality 

a capital offense received strong backing from the Minister of Ethics and Integrity, James Nsaba 

Buturo. However, it was tabled by the ruling party MP in 2009. Bumro announced that the 

country would replace the plan to execute gays in favor of life imprisonment to allow authorities 

to "rehabilitate gays." 

The bill, in addition to criminalizing homosexuality, was intended to protect children from the 

supposed existence of a massive recruitment campaign into homosexuals. The anti- 

homosexuality bill has since been reintroduced in parliamentary debate. 

in a speech on Human Rights Day on December 10, 2010, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 

said, "As men and women of conscience, we reject discrimination in general, and in particular 

discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity... Where there is tension between 

cultural attitudes and universal human rights, universal human rights must carry the day." 

Tamale explained that Ban Ki-moon’s speech overlooks the importance of culture as a source of 

human rights. 

She said that allegations that homosexuality is un-African have no historical basis, citing 

num erous exampl es of the exi stence of hom osexuality in pre-coloni al Afri can culture. However, 

the terminology and identity struggles about homosexuality "originated and evolved from 

experiences outside Africa." 

"It is not homosexuality that was exported to Africa from Europe, but rather legalized 

homophobia in the form of western qualified and religious laws," Tamale said. 

Making non-conforming sexualities into a morality issue is used as a tactic by politicians in 

Uganda to cover up and distract from real political issues, such as the economy and inequality. 

"The issue of morality is used as a convenient smokescreen for the real political agenda," 

Tamale said. "Leaders with very specific interests are the ones whipping up these homophobic 

sentiments." 



What can we do to confront this problem of homophobia in Uganda? Tamale called for the re- 

institution of the concept of ’ubuntu’ into Ugandan life and politics. ’Ubunm’ is a concept of 

’humaneness’ which refers to "understanding, diversity, solidarity, compassion, respect, dignity, 

and the belief in a universal bond." Each person is required under this concept to give the same 

respect to each member of the community. 

"The ethos of ubuntu guaranteed that even the weakest and most vulnerable received protection 

in the community," Tamale said. "These current practices that infringe on the fights of 

homosexuals on the African continent are alien to Africa." 

Are homosexuals entitled to human rights? The answer for Tamale is an "unequivocal and 

emphatic yes." 

However, although the existence of such rights falls under the universalist paradigm in human 

rights scholarship, advocating for and justifying the existence of said rights should be done 

through culturally sensitive strategies. 

According to Tamale, "The global goal for equal protection of all cannot be achieved in the same 

way eve~Twhere.’’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Thesis and Thanks 

apologize for the delayed response. Tomorrow at 10am will work just fine. Thanks 

"The historian’s task is to preser~e evewthing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects" 
-Manning Marable 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 7:04 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Thesis and Thanks 

Dear 

You are welcome. Please know that the faculty and the Dean’s office is very much in support of our majors and minors, and the Department. As I mentioned on Monday, please know that I 
am committed to helping you think through issues in preparation of your meeting with the Dean next week and other matters as your emerging organization moves forward 

I hope you have had a chance to review the developments that were narrated in the public domain (beyond the DTH) during the Summer and in the early months of this semester pertaining 
to the department. Feel free to call me if you need to discuss these developments. As we discussed, it is important to know the developments that led to investigation 

Keep your spirits high and reassure other students Further, keep up with your inclusive philosophy and thoughtful approach to issues 

I am ve~ excited about the direction your honors thesis is taking and look forward to reading the chapters as you send them I will be at the African Studies Association conference in DC 
next Friday, thus I not be available for our usual thesis meeting. We can meet on Wednesday at 10.00am if that works from your end. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~!live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:29 ~M 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thesis and Thanks 

Professor Sahle, 

Thanks for meeting with me and providing encouraging advice about how we should move forward as an AFAM/AFRI student union. I hope that we can consolidate consensus among 
ourselves and become the legitimate voice of majors and minors in the department. We look fi~rward to interacting with facul~ in the department in the next couple months and I will 
certainly keep you updated with those developments. 

As far as my thesis, I ara encouraged about the new direction we’ve agreed on. I have been in Davis amassing books that deal with 
especially iraportant titles that I should consult, please let me know. Thanks again and I look forward to our next meeting. 

and if you think of any 

Best, 

"The historian’s task is to preserve evewthing that has substantive 
significance and to resist the temptation of iraposing our own latter-day 
perceptions on the content of our subjects." 
-Manning Marable 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Wright <mwrigh@cmnbfiapress.com> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 10:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

ASA 2011 Invitation + Discount Deadline for Prot~ssors and Libraries is Dec 15, 2011 ! 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

We are excited that the ASA almual meeting ~vith begin tomorrow! Cambria Press is proud to be a sponsor this year’s ASA meeting 

There were many kind responses to my earlier e-mail about not being able to like us on Facebook because many of you did not have Facebook accounts. 
There were also inquiries on how to still get the discount code for our books. 

Cambria Press has placed a large bookmark in the ASA conference tote bag and the discouaat code is on the bookmark 
Please also drop by our booth to pick up extra bookmarks for your colleagues and librarians so that they can also enjoy the 30% discount. 

If you have a book project you ~vish to discuss, please come see us we would love to hear about it’. 

Some of our authors will be attending the conference and presenting at sessions. 
For intel~’iew transcripts on our authors and their research, please visit the news section of our website. 
All this is also posted to all our social media accounts (e.g, facebook, twitter, google+, wor@ress blog). 
Please see the links in my signature belo~v. 

We look forward to seeing you and ~vish you safe travels to Washington D.C ! 

Best regards, 
Michelle 

MicheHe Wright 
Assistant Director 
Cambria Press 
20 Northpointe Parkway 
Smte 188 
Amherst, New York 14228 
Tel: (716) 568-7828 
Fax: (716) 608-1489 
www cambriapress.com 

UK Olfice 
Cambria Press 
Gainsborough House 
81 Oxford Street, London WI D 2EU 
Tel: ~44 (0) 207 099 1462 
Fax: ~ 44 (0) 207 692 7889 

Download the Cambria catalogue! 
http://www.cambriapress.com/getcatalog c fm 

Facebook: http :i/~vwa~.faccbook.com/CambriaPressAcademicPublisher 
Google+: http://gplus.toiCambriaPress 
Twittcr: https://twitter.com,’#[iCambriaPress 
Blog: http :i/www. calT~briapressacademicpub lisher, wordpress, com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 16, 2011 8:24 AM 

Parker, Mau Lide <maulideA0arker@unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 
Sahle photo 

Mary Lide, 

Karen would like to give Board of Trustees a bio and photo of Eunice Sahle during Board of Trustees Thursday morning. Is there any way to move up the photo 

shoot today so I can put this info together? 

Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 

Directo~ of CoK~rlunications 
Colieg~" ef Arts and S,siences 

The University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27699-3100 

Web: ?~tt~ ://c>lleg~’..ur~c.edu 

Twitte~ : http : ,i/twitter. co’~iunccoiiege 

YouTube : ht tp : iiyoutube, co’~ / usez / NNCCollege 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parker. Mary Lide <marylide~oarker@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 8:37 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Reid, Dee <deerei&~unc.edu> 

Re: SaNe photo 

Hi Dee and Eumce, 

I’m a~’ailable at 3pm today Eunice, should I just meet you at your office 
at that time? 

Best, 
Mar?- Lide 

Mar?’ Lid e Parker 919.962.9269 
Multimedia Producer 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
205 South Building, CB #3100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Web: http ://college.uric edu 
Facebook: http :/i~v,a~v. fa c eb ook. c om/UNC. Colle~ e 
Twitter: http ://twitter.col~’Unccolle~e 
YouTube: http://voutube, comAaser/UNCColle~e 

On 11/16/11 8:35 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dear Dee, 
> 
>~[]aanks for your note. Is 3.00pro today too [ate? Kindly let me know 

>Best wishes, 
>Eunice 

>From: Reid, Dee 
>Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 8:24 AM 

>To: Parker, i’,/]a~ Lide 
>Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Subject: Sable photo 
> 

>Mar?" Lide, 

>Karen would like to give Board of Trustees a bio and photo of Eunice 
>SahIe during Board of Trustees Thursday morning Is there any way to move 
>up the photo shoot today so I can put this info together? 

>Dee 

>Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
>Director of Corrmmnications 
>College of Arts and Sciences 
>The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>205 South Building, CB #3100 
>Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 
> 

>Web: http :/icollege. ~nc. ed~<http :i/college. unc. edui> 

>Facebook: http :i/www. fac ebook, corrdL2qC. College 
>Twitter: htt p://twitter, comAmccollege 
>YouTube: http ://voutube.com2useriUNCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hildebr~@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 9:49 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Fxelyne H <ehube@ema~l.unc.edtr~; Selassie, Bereket H <b~la~ssi@email.unc.edtr~ 

Chairs Say Yes 

This link is sent to you from http://iah unc.edu 

You are receiving this mail because someone read a page at 
UNC Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
and thought it might interest you. 

It is sent by hildebra@email.unc.edu with the following comment: 
"Please forgive this email if this information is old news. I hope that the Executive Committee has, or will, apply for this Schwab Grant. It seems to be custom made to meet some of the needs 
of our Depaltment. -Reg Hildebrand" 

Chairs Say Yes 

http ://iah.unc edu/pro~rams/sa’~,ves/front-pa~e 

IAH Site A~ninistrator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suh.ject: 

Hartlyr~ JonatJam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 10:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

Follow up 

Eunice, I just wanted to let you know that I’ve spoken to all within the Dept. about your new upcoming role and they were all *very* supportive. I have a message 

in to Andy R and am sure I’ll speak to him soon. 

The announcement should go out tomorrow early afternoon. 

Have a great conference and let’s touch base early next week about several issues. Please arrange a time to see me (Tiffany or Whitney, 962-1:165 or via 

email) -currently Monday am and Wed. am look good. You also have my cel phone in case anything comes up. 

Thanks, Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartly~ 

The University of Norl:h Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

5emor Associa~:e Dean [or 5ocia~ Sdences at~d 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-d.165 Fax: 919 9{52-.2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 10:32 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Huber, Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Chairs Say Yes 

Thanks, Reg, for sending this. 
I am aware of the grant However, it makes sense for the new chair to 
consult ~vith faculty and establish departmental priorities. Like the 
Craver grant, the Sch~vab grant could not be used for things like phones, 
etc., but for teaching and research activities. 
For the Craver grant, so far I have only received five applications, 
which is surprising. I shall send out a follow-up message later today 
Best, 
EveIyne 

On 11/16/2011 9:49 AM, hildebra@emaikunc.edu wrote: 
> This link is sent to you from http://iah.unc edu 
> 

> You are receiving this mail because someone read a page at 
> UNC Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
> and thought it might interest you. 
> 

> It is sent by hildebra@email.unc.edu with the following comment: 
> "Please forgive this email if this information is old news. I hope that the Executive Committee has, or ~vil[, apply ~2~r this Schwab (}rant. It seems to be custom made to meet some of the 
needs of our Department. -Reg Hildebrand" 
> 

> Chairs Say Yes 
> 

> 

> 

> http://iah unc.edu/pro~rams/sayyes/front-pa~e 
> 

F.velyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 10:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Signature needed 

Hi Eunice, 

I have a (secret) form that I need you to sign today. Will you be around in the afternoon? 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Public Policy 

217 Ab emethy Hall, C B #3435 

Department of Africa2a & At~o-.~anericam Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nor~2q Cm’olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

t; 919.962.5824 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email,unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 10:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: library introduction 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Abou E1 Seoud, Mohamed H 
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 10:53 AM 
To: Nzungola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Hunter, Carol; Huber, Evelyne H; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: library introduction 

Good morning Georges, 

I agree with you; January would be better fur the Library intruduction as these days seem to be 1~11 uf holidays Please when yuu have the date [’or January meeting, would yuu let us know. 

Today ] am attending the Library of Cungress Africana workshup and as of tumurrow I will be in A SA 

Thank yuu and see yuu suon 

Mohamed 

Frum: Nzungula-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Tuesday, Nuvember 15, 2011 4:54 PM 
Tu: Abou El Seuud, Muhamed tt 
Cc: tlunter, Carol; Huber, Evelyne It; Andersun, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: library introduction 

Dear Mnhamed, 

I du understand the conflict in scheduling. I hupe that ~ve can reschedule yuur visit to the Department ]2~r the folluwing ]’acuity meeting in January 2012 

Hope tu see yuu at the ASA meeting in Washingtun. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-Araerican Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Abou E1 Seoud, Mohamed H 
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2011 4:11 PM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Hunter, Carol; Huber, Evelyne H; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: library introduction 

Dear Georges, 

Sorry for being late in getting back to you as I am on ray way to Washington to attend ASA meeting. Thank you also for your great work to add the Library introduction to your next faculty 
nreeting. My apologies as I did not mention this in ray previous email, on Novunrber 30th I will be out for another conference in Washington for Middle East Studies, and will be back on 
December 4th. for that, is there a possibility to make it in that meeting on a diffcrunt date? if not, it xvould be okay w-ith us as xvell to attend the following meeting instead. 

Carol and I are very interested in attending the faculty meeting and looking forward to our conversation. 

Thaak you, and sorry again for the delay-. 
Mohamed 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 2:58 Pivl 
To: Abou E1 Seoud, Mohamed H 
Cc: Hunter, Carol; Huber, Evelyne H; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: library introduction 

Dear Mohamed, 

I am pleased to inform you that Dr Evelyne Huber, our Interim Department Chair, and the Facultry have agreed to have Ms. Carol Hunter, Associate University Librarian for Collections and 
Services, and yourself, a s the Librarian for Africa and the Middle East, come to our next Faculty Meeting, ;vhich is secuduled for Wednesday, November 30, 2011. We will have about 20-25 



minutes of dialogue on the Africa collections of the UNC Libra® system, beginning *vith an introduction from the two of you and including questions from the facul~’. 

The meeting will be held in Vance Hall, Suite 120, at 11:00 am, and the library will be Item 1 on our agenda I hope that you will be able to work this meeting into your bus?’ schedule. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of Afiican Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Abou E1 Seoud, Mohamed H 
Sent: Monday, October 31,2011 11:54 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Subject: RE: library introduction 

Thank you and see you then. 

My best, 
Mohamed 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Sent: Monday, October 31,2011 11:54 A_’vl 
To: Abou E1 Seoud, Mohamed H 
Subject: RE: library introduction 

Thanks, Mohamed Thursday at noon is fine with me See you then. 
Oeorges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Abou E1 Seoud, iVlohamed H 
Sent: iVlonday, October 31,2011 11:43 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Barbara Anderson 
Subject: RE: libralTy’ introduction 

Dear Oeorges, 

Thank you for your prompt responses to my emails I would love to meet with you earlier. I see that on this Tuesday there ;vill be the "Diaspora Festival" at 12:00 and you might be 
interested to attend For that, I would go for Thursday November 3rd at 12:00 Pivl. I will come to your oft~ice in FedEx 3026. If this would work for you please let me know. 

Thank you and looking forward to our conversation. 
Mohamed 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 4:06 PM 

To: Abou El Seoud, Mohamed H; Barbara Anderson 

Sutzject: RE: library introduction 

Dear Mi)hamed, 

Your suggestoin for a meeting :following the ASA annual meeting is a good one, but should have time before thant, I have office hours every Tuesday and Thursday between 10 am and 12 
noon, and can therefore arrange to meet with you either at 9:15 am or at 12 noon on either day. X{y office is 201 Battle Hall, but since I am filling in for Michael Lambert this academic year, I 
work out of 3026 Global Educaiton (;enter on Thursdays 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Abou E1 Seoud, Mohamed H 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 3:17 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges; Barbara Anderson 
Subject: RE: library introduction 



Dear Barbra, 

Thank you so much for introducing me to Dr. Nzongola Yes, we have been meeting in different occasions without knowing each other. 

Dr Nzongola, it is my pleasure to work with you and other faculty members to keep building and developing our Africa collections in the Library. ! can say we have a outstanding ;’d’ricana 
collection at UNC, but I am seeking your support to keep our collection up to date and comprehensive. 

I would love to meet with you at your earliest convenience to talk about the collections, as well as your teaching and research needs. This would be a separate meeting li’om the 
Departmental meeting with Carol. Please let me know what time would work better :[’or you to come to your office and talk. 

Regarding to the Department meeting with Carol and I, it is very iraportant for the Library to hear from you about our services, and if you have any concerns especially- under the cuts we 
had. As for date of that meeting, I just want to let you know that Carol will be out attending two confercnces in the next two weeks. Also, I will be attending the African Studies 
Association’s meeting during the third week of November. for that, I believe an?, time after November 20th would work well for both of us, and I hope it would also match your departmental 
meeting scheduled date. 

Thank you, and looking forward to meeting in persun with you. 

Mohamed 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Scnt: Friday, October 28, 2011 2:48 PM 
To: Barbara Anderson; Abou E1 Seoud, Mohamed H 
Subject: RE: library introduction 

Dear Barbara, 

I will be happy to meet with Mohamed any time. As for your excleent idea of inviting the two librarians to our faculty meeting, I have forwarded it with a favorable reconm~endation to 
Evelyne Huber, our interira chair. If, however, you think that it might be better to have an .M’rican Studies unly meeting organized by the Cunter, we can do this through your office by 
scheuling such a meeting. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, Nit? 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Barbara Anderson [b andersun@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2011 1:18 PM 
To: Nzungola-Ntalaja, Georges; Abou E1 Seoud, Mohamed H 
Subject: library introduction 

Dear Georges: 
This email is to "introduce" you to Mohamed Abou E1 Seoud, the librarian 
for Middle East and Africa collections. You both have seen one another 
at various African Studies events, but I don’t know if you have been 
formally introduced. Mohamed will be in touch ~vith you about meeting at 
some point, but he and I have a request of you: 

Could you please ask the faculty to invite Carol Hunter, Associate 
University Librarian for Collections and Services, and Mohamed to an 
upcoming department meeting. The goal would be to let Hunter hear from 
faculty about how important it is for the Library to fund Ali’ica 
acquisitions in order to support the growth and development of UNC as a 
regional and national resource for African Studies scholarship In his 
capacity as our librarian, Mohamed makes strong requests of the Library 
for enhanced funding for Africa In tough economic times, however, it 
is much more persuasive if the Library hears directly from faculty about 
the need to continue developing the Africa collection. 

Thanks so much, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 o]~ice 
(919) 843-2102 [iix 
b underson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Follow up 

Eunice, Have a good conference, I presume you’ll see several of your colleagues there; Bereket mentioned he was on his way there today. I’ll see you Wed. then. Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 
Kemaeth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Buildmg, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc edu 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 2:16 PM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Dear Jonathan, 

Many thanks for the update. 

I leave for DC a~er in?’ INTS560 seminar tomorrow afternoon, so hope[’ully I miss the announcement. 

’]?he Curriculum Committee has a meeting on Monday. Thus, Wednesday morning works from this need. I will contact your office to schedule the meeting 

Best wishes, 
Eumice 

From: tIartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Wednesday, Nnvember 16, 2011 10:26 AM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: Follow up 

Eunice, ! j ust wanted to let you know that I’ve spoken to all within the Dept. about your new upcoming role and they were all *yew* supportive. I have a message in to An@ R and am sure 
I’ll speak to him soon. 

The announcement should go out tomorrow earl?" afternoon. 
tlave a great conference and let’s touch base earl?" next week about several issues. Please arrange a time to see me (Tilt)my or Whitney, 962-1165 or via email) currently Monday 

am and Wed. am look good. You also have my cel phone in case anything comes up. 
Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan ttartlyn 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences Kermeth J. Reckl’ord Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Eruail: hat tlyn@~mc.edu<mailto:hartlvn(~unc.edu> 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Parker, Mary Lide <marylide_parker@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 3_6, 203_:[ 3:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaikunc.edu> 

photo 

sa hle_eu nice_vertical.jp8 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks again for making time in your schedule to let me take your photo this afternoon. I think it turned out very nicely. 

Best, 
Mary Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 919.962.9269 

Multimedia Producer 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1_00 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 

Facebook: htt p:!!www.facebook~com!U NC.College 

Twitter: htt p://t witter.co miu nccolle~re 

YouTube: http:!!youtube.com!user/U NCCollege 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parker, Mary Lide <marylide_parker@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaikunc.edu> 

Re: photo 

Yes, that’s the one we both liked. I’ll be happy to send you others but I think that’s the best one. Just let me know if you need more. 

Best, 

Mary Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 919.962.9269 

Multimedia Producer 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 

Facebook: htt p://www.facebook.com/U NC.College 

Twitter: htt p://twitter.com/unccolle~e 

YouTube: http:!!youtube.com!user/U NCColle~e 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 16 Nov 2011 15:49:39 -0500 

To: "Parker, Mary Lide" <marylide parker@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: photo 

Dear Mary, 

Many thanks for your work! 

Is it possible to send me others? Is this the one we both liked? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Parker, Mary Lide 

Sent-" Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: photo 

Hi Eunice, 

Thanks again for making time in your schedule to let me take yonr photo this afternoon. I think it mined out ve~ nicely. 

Best, 

Ma~ Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 919.962.9269 

Multimedia Producer 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Web: htpo://college.unc.edu 

Facebook: http://w~-.facebook.com/UNC.College 
Trotter: http:i/twitter.com,’unccolle ~e 

YouTube: http:/’/yo utube .com/user/UNCColl ege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 5:08 PM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

[coret?ac3287] research proposals 

Dear Colleagues: 
Yesterday ~vas the deadline for the research proposals for I~ading 
through the Carver grant. I have only received 6 proposals so far. If 
you planned to apply but overlooked the deadline, please send me your 
application electronically by Monday morning, November 21. At that 
point, I shall distribute the proposals to the Executive Con~aittee and 
we shall make the decisions at our next meeting 
With best wishes, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Pohtical Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of ~,-orth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293f4d75dlfe7d09936&n T&I corefac3287&o 30309251 or send a blank email to leave-30309251- 
43272331 2eS00c87c76c9293fdd75dl fe7d09936@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 6:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reception 

My final act as IAAR Director will be to hold a reception of the broad African and Afro-American Studies community in your honor on December Sth, 5-7 in Wilson 

Library. Are you available? -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

m.lam~e~@ sheltield.ac .uk 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 5:46 AM 

prvs~95f4t~t95 eunice@email.unc.edu 

Re: Urgent! The Political Economy of Resources mad Uneven Atiican\n Development- Panel (papers) 

will be away at a conference until Monday 21 November, and will be checking my email only intermittently during this period. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ygralaam@ _~vua£rica.org 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 5:47 AM 

prvs~95f4t~t95 eunice@email.unc.edu 

Limited email con’tact 7-22 November 2011 

shall have limited email access 7-22 November 2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapman, Whituey Caldwell <wcchapma@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting - with a note 

Tiffany asked me to assist her in scheduling your meeting with Jonathan. Would 10am next Wednesday be ok? Please let me know- if you need 30 or 60 minutes and I will schedule 
accordingly. 

Best Regards, 

Whimey C. Chapman 
Administrative Assistant 
Office of the Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences 
U2x,-C Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
919/962-1165 
wcchapma@email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 6:06 AM 
To: Clarke, Tif[~my D 
Subject: Meeting - with a note 

Dear Tiffany, 

Please ignore the earlier email (I am not sure what happened). 

At any rate, Dean Jonathan Hartlyn asked that I contact you to schedule a meeting ]2~r next Wednesday in the morning I am available between 9 00am-11.00am. 

Sincerely, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Department of African and Afro-~nerican Studies and Curricutum in Global Studies Universi~" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapman, Whituey Caldwell <wcchapma@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting - with a note 

Dear Eunice, 

That sounds good, I will schedule it from 10am until 11am. I hope you have a nice week’. 

Best, 
Whitney 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:26 AM 
To: Chapman, ;Vhitney Caldwell 
Subject: RE: Meeting - with a note 

Dear Whitney-, 

I am not sure how long the meeting will take given the message from the Dean. Thus, to be on the safe side, may- be 60 minutes is better 10am works for me 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Chapman, Whitney Caldwell 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:22 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subleut: RE: Meeting -with a note 

Eunice, 

Tif[?any asked me to assist her in scheduling your meeting with Jonathan. Would 10am next Wednes&U be ok? Please let me know if you need 30 or 60 minutes and I will schedule 
accordingly. 

Best Regards, 

Whitney C. Chapman 
Administrative Assistant 
Office of the Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3100 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3100 
919/962-1165 
wcchapma@email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 6:06 AM 
To: Clarke, TifI~any D 
Subject: Meeting - with a note 

Dear Tiffany, 

Please ignure the earlier email (I am not sure what happened). 

At any rate, Dean Jonathan Hartlyn asked that I contact you to schedule a meeting for next Wednesday in the morning. I ara available between 9.00am-11.00am. 

Sincerely-, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Department of African and Afro-Arnerican Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies Universi~ Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bliss, Jessa <~jessa bliss@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Make-up exam 

Thanks, Eunice’. Is there a time limit for this midterm make-up? I’ll create a specific username and password that will be given to ¯ 

Jessa 

so that only she can access the exam. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:24 AM 
To: Bliss, Jessa 
Subject: Make-up exam 

Hi Jessa, 

What a time. Anyway, I will call shortly to give you a heads. 

Attached is the make-up exam as indicated earlier in the week. 

With thanks, 
Eunice 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:36 AM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: 2011 Achebe Colloquium announcement 

Here it is: http:/Inews.bmwn.edu/pressreleases/2011/11/achebe. 

Brown University 
Achebe Colloquium to explore Arab Spring 

November 17, 2011 j Contact: Deborah Baum j 401-863-2478 

xi 

Chinua Achebe The David and Marianna Fisher Universi~ Professor and Professor of 
Africana Studies 
C~edit: Mike Cohea/Brown University 
The 2011 Brown University Achebe Colloquium on Africa will focus on several crucial issues that are impacting the continent and the world, including the Arab Spring, the 
ongoing crisis in Darfur, China[]s presence in Africa, and the political crisis in Zimbabwe. The colloquium will be held Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 3-4,2011, at Brown 
University. 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. [Brown University] [] The 2011 Achebe Colloquium on Africa, convened by Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe, the David and Marianna Fisher University 
Professor and professor of Africana studies, will be held at Brown University on Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 3-4,2011, in the Perry and Marty Granoff Center for the Creative 
Arts. 
The Achebe Colloquium on Africa brings together an international group of scholars, officials from African governments, the United Nations, the United States, the European 
Union, and other organizations for M,o days of intense deliberation and exchange of ideas on the importance of strengthening democracy and peace on the African continent. 
The event is free and open to the public, but re.qistration is required. 
This year[]s colloquium will focus on several key issues that are defining political and economic developments in Africa and the world. The first day of the event will feature 
panel discussions on the Arab Spring, the challenges to democratization and nation-building in the horn of Africa, Darfur[]s journey to sustainable peace, and obstacles facing 
Southern Sudan as the world’s newest nation. On the second day of the colloquium, panelists will discuss China []s presence in Africa, the role of the United States and 
China in Africa, and the prospects for a stable democracy in the beleaguered country of Zimbabwe. The event will conclude with a session exploring the power of literature, 
featuring renowned poets and spoken word performance artists from the United States, Canada, Italy, and South Africa. 
Distinguished keynote speakers for the 2011 Achebe Colloquium on Africa include Chief Emeka Anyaoku, former secretary general of the Commonwealth; All Suleiman Aujali, 
Libyan ambassador to the United States; and John Schram, former Canadian ambassador to Zimbabwe, Angola, Ethiopia, Eritrea, and the Sudan. 
This will be BrownDs third annual Achebe Colloquium on Africa. The 2010 colloquium focused attention on three African nations [] Rwanda, Congo, and Nigeria [] and the 
crucial issues impacting the countries, the continent, and the world. The inaugural 2009 colloquium addressed the problems and prospects of the 2010 Nigerian elections. 
This year’s colloquium schedule and other details are available online at www.brown.edu/conference/achebe-colloquium/. 
Editors: Brown University has a fiber link television studio available for domestic and international live and taped interviews, and maintains an ISDN line for radio interviews. For 

more information, call (401) 863-2476. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:42 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abue|l@email .unc.edu.’~ 

Huber, Evelyne tt <ehube@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Gil, Kaxen M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Eunice Sahle 

Agatha, Please forward this message to the Department faculty list-serve today at 2pm: 

The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn is being sent to all faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Dear Colleagues in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, 

I am pleased to inform you that Eunice SaNe has agreed to serve as Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies for a five year term, beginning 

on January 1, 2012. I appreciate very much the thoughtful input I received from all of you during this process. I look forward to working with Eunice and with all of 

you during her term, as well as with the Department’s staff and students. She has the ideal combination of knowledge and experience to lead the department at 

this important juncture. I also know you join me in thanking Evelyne Huber for her valuable contribution as interim chair this semester. 

With best regards, 

Jonathan 

J.:)nathan Hartlvn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior AssociaLe Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~[[ NC 27599-3100 USA 

O~ce: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: A-chair 

Eunice, Excellent, thanks for the update. Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 
Kemaeth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Buildmg, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc edu 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:42 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: A-chair 

Dear Jonathan, 

R is veW excited about your pick of the person who will be the new Chair Further, he is ready to cnntribute tn the rebuilding prnject in his capacity as AC. 

Thanks 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

mmouncement 

I, Eunice, 
We believe the Board of Trustees will approve your appt today. At 2 pm, Jonathan will send a brief email announcement to faculty in AFRI AFAM, and we will post 

the lonser announcement with your photo on the web II’il send you a link when it’s up) That will be shared with University media, Dan Kane at N & O and a 

reporter at WRAL. if you get any media calls please let me know before responding, if possible. I may be able to give them the info they need, and/or you and I can 

discuss best way to respond etc. 

I am happy to help with media calls in this way at any time, as I do for other chairs and colleagues as part of my role as communications director. You can reach me 

at my office number below, or by cell at any time 

Congratulations again, and best w~shes, 

Dee 

Dee Reid (91c~) 843-6339 

Director of CoK~aunications 
College of Arts and Sciences 

The Ur~Jversity of North Ca/~l/[na at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web : hi: l:p : i/eel ] ege. uno. eGJhl 
Facebook: htt~} : //www. iaeekxx) k. col /UNC. Coiieq6 

Twi t t e r : ~Z~:_~:iLL!!!~ik!i££6i:__~S~£i’_Si~iiii£1klk£2_~£ 
YouTube : httc~ : //youtube. com/user/UNCColle@e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EUNICE N SaNe <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:18 AM 

Seminar today - INTS560 and Monday oNce hours: INTS560.001 .FALL2011 

Dear Scholaacs, 

I will be in class (until 2.15pro when I leave for the airport, so feel free to drop by our classroom if you have a question pertaining to the message below). 

I have to leave for a major conference in DC eaadier thm~ was schednled today because of nrgent program committee responsibilities. 

Thus, it is nay regret’that I have to cmacel our seminaac today. I will lecture on the remmning material on Corlyomte Social Responsibility following the first 45 meetings 
which will be taken by Group Pre~ntation projects on the fi)llowing dates: 

Nov. 22; Nov. 29; Dec 1 and 7. 

I am sow about this development. 

Mondw: Extra once hours: I will be available for discussions on remaining assignments or anything else pertaining to INTS560. 

Sincerely and see you soon. 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 11:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: Book on Black women iu Canada 

FYI Hope ASA is going well. 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

Ulk-C -Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.uaac.edu 

http ://ww~ unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: H-NET Discussion List for African American Studies [tI-~k!;RO-AM@II-NET.MSU EDU] on beha[[" ofAbdu[ Alkal~nat [mcworter@[LLINOIS EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, November 17 2011 8:27 AM 

To: H-A[~’R O -A M@H-NET.]VfSU .EDU 
Sut~iect: Book on Black women in Canada 

From: k cflynn @illinois.edu 

I wanted to share with the list the recent publication of my book, Moving 
Beyond Borders: A IIistory of Black Canadian and Caribbean Women in the 
Diaspora, published by the University of Toronto Press 

http://www utppub~ishing.c~m~Movin~-Beyond-Borders-A-History-~f-Black-Canadian-and-Caribbean-W~men-in-the-Diaspora.htm~?pa~e=5 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
The global m~gnitude of the changes happening in the Arctic 

Facuity of Law (2004) and a Doctor of Philosophy (law) from the Urais State Law Academy, Russian 





Please join the Duke Law community 

for the 3rd annual Robert R. Wilson lecture 

at Duke Law School: 

The "Martial Spirit" 
in American History: 
John Hope Franklin 

on Militarization and War 

presented by 

V~sit~ng Professor 
Mary L. Dudz~ak 

Monday, Nov. 28, 2011 

12:30 p.m. 

Room 3041 I Duke Law School 



Lunch and seating pro~ided on first-come~ first-ser/e basis. 

Parkin~ is available at the Brogan Center, 

Lecture wiU be broadcast live at law.duke,edu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 3:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

CongraMations! 

Eunicel 
T left: a let-l:er in your box. 

Robert Porter 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Congratulatious 

It’s always good to have a sister in high places. Looking forward to working with you in the future. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer and Associate Chair 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 107 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CongraMations! 

Hi Eunice, 

I just saw the news story that you have been appointed chair of the Department in African and Afro-American Studies and wanted to add my voice to the 

congratulations you must be receiving! How fantastic! 

All the best in this position! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 301 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 919-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.global.unc.edu!globalstudies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

congratulations. 

congratulations, good luck and sympathies--all wrapped up together. 

Larry Grossberg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 3:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Congratulation!! 

Dear Euoice, 
Congratulations on becoming the new chair of the Department. 
I know you will do an excellent job and you will have the support of all of us. 
With my best thoughts, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 3:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: [asddd] Eunice Sable to Chair Afi-ican m~d Afro-America~ Studies 

Wow, that is special.. I think you must be the first social science 
chair to be so announced. 

Congratulations. 
John 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:    [asddd] Eunice Sable to Chair African and Afro-American Studies 
Date: Thu, 17 Nov 2011 20:18:50 +0000 
From: Reid, Dee <deereid@unc edu> 
Reply-To: Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & 
Sciences <asddd@listselw.unc. edu> 
CC: Administrative Managers <asmgrs@listservunc.edu> 

The enclosed message from Dean Karen Gil is being sent to all deans, 
directors and department/curriculum chairs in the College, with an 
m[’ormation copy to administrative managers 

Dear Colleagues, 

We thought you would like to know that Professor Eunice Sahle will 
become chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
effective January 1,2012. Here’s a [ink to our web story ~2~r details 

http ://college. unc edu/news-and-media/news-archive/november2011iesahie 

Best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Reynolds <asreynol@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 3:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

congratulations 

Jonathan let me in on the secret a couple of days ago, but I wanted to 
wait til it was official. 

We are VERY proud 

pongezi! 

Andrew Reynolds 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
Chart, Curriculum in Global Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
http:/?revnolds.web unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~¢: 

Clarke, Tiflhny D <tiflhny clarke@unc.edu-~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 3:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Eunice Sahle to Chair Africa~ ~md Afro-American Studies 

I’m so exc ted for you, Eun[ce. Congratulations! 

l~ff 

From: Reid, Dee [ma~lto:deereM@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, November ~7, 2011 3:19 PN 

To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of A~s N Sciences 
~ Administrative Managers 
Su~je~t~ [asddd] Eunice SaNe to Chair African and Afro-American Studies 
The enclosed message from Dean Karen Gil is being sent to ~II deans, directors and department/curriculum chairs in the College, with an information copy to 

administrative managers. 

Dear Colleagues, 
We thought you would like to know that Professor Eunice S~hle will become chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies effective January 

20~2. Here’s a link to our web story for details. 

http:!/college.unc.edu!oews-and-media/news-archive/november20].:[/esahle 

Best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 4:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Congratulation!! 

Hi Eumce, 

Congratulations on the appointment It’s a wonderful selection and I’m very happy for you and for us. I look forward to your chairship. 

Karla 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cgi@unc.edu on behalf of 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 4:25 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr"~ 

You brought Human Rights to Lit~! Now tell us M~at you think. 

Dem Eunice: 

We noticed flint yon have not yet completed onr feedback survey for the Visualizing Human Rights Conference held last weekend. The survey should take less than 5 

minntes to complete and your feedback roll help inform future conferences. 

Fnlinw this link tn the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or coW and paste the URL below into your intemet brow~r: 

https://uncodum.qualtrics.com,%rRQua]t~icsSurveyEnginei?Q SS 5AYzrBFxTzi38Ve 2iyiFRpWXyan2wmw& 1 

Thank you so ~nuch for attending VHR and for taldng the time to help us improve the experience. 

VHR Co- Sponsol~: The Center for Global Initiatives, The Carolina Center for the Study of tlae Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, The Duke-UNC Consortium for 

Middle East Studies, The UNC Office of the Provost’s Performing Arts and Special Activities Fnnd 

Follow the link to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Oweu <towen@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 5:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dept chair mmouncement 

Hi Eua~ice: 

Congratulations on your appointment. I am sure it ~vill be challenging 
but hope it will be rewarding as well. 

Cheers, 

Todd 

Todd Owen 
Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919/962-3076 
http://curs.unc.edu/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mmmugo@s~.edu 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 6:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: A development... 

So lovely to hear Iicom you - always! You are an inspiration yourself and don’t quite seem to realize it Congratulations on your appointment as Chair and all blessings a s ~ve ask for Ancestral 
guidance as well as wisdom in leading the department I am so proud of yo!! 

Are you coming to the ASA? It would be lovely to comaect 

All love, 
ME4GNI. 
...... Original bfessage ...... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
To: DR. MICERE MADELEIN~ GITHAE 
Subject: A development. 
Sent: Nov 17, 2011 4:26 PM 

Dear Inspiration, Big Sister and All Good things, 

See below: You paved the ;vay! I mentioned your name and work when I introduced our Sis. Sylvia Tamale from IVlakerere the other day when she give a public lecture here. 

Here’s a link to the stoW. 

http ://college unc.edu/news-and-media/news-archive/november2011/esahle 

Let me know if can catch on Sunday pm 

With respect and sisterly love, 

Sent via BlackBerlT iicom T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

m.lam~e~@ sheltield.ac .uk 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:25 PM 

prvs 296f5280~eunice@email.unc.edu 

Re: RE: U~ent! The Political Economy of Resources and Uneven Affca~’,.n Development - Prom (papers) 

will be away at a conference until Monday 21 November, and will be checking my email only intermittently during this period. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 8:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: the news 

I will be away from Chapel Hill until Nov 21 and will not be reading my email while 

away. 

arturo 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@tmc.edtv~ 

Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

CONGRATULATIONS!! 

Dear Eunice, 

I just saw the news! Congratulations and best of luck! 

http: //www~news~bserver.c~m/2~11/11/17 /165197~/unc-ch-names-a-new-african-studies~htm~ 

Take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



From; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edw~ 

Friday, November 18, 2011 1:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@maik~mc.edtv’~ 

Congratulation!! 

Dear Eunice: 

What a fabulous ne~vst I am so happv~ for you and wish ~¢ou~ good luck. I ha-v’e no doubt that vou~ will be an excelleiat chair. 

Best wishes, 

Mamarame 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wnlcke@email.unc.edn> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 5:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fwd: [corefac3287] Important Message from Dean Haxtlyn 

Deal Eunice, 

Congmtulalions and I mn COl~fident that the department is in exceptional hands! I wish you well dnring your transition and I look forwaM to a bright(er) filture ahead for 

the department! 

Best, 

Walter 

P.S. I an~ headed to the American Anthropological Association meeting in Montreal tbr the weekend and I will be sure to have an enjoyable time in your diastx~ric 

mother counto~. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Buell, Agatha" <abuell~emaiLt~nc~edu> 

Date: November 17, 2011 2:03:35 PM EST 
To: Faculty <coreti~c3287,~;listservamc.edu> 

Cc: "Gore, Travis" <stgore,~);email.anc.edu>, "Miller, ttaeran" <hrmiller@emailamc~edu> 

Subject: [corefac3287] Important Message from Dean Hartlyn 

Reply-To: "Buell, Agatha" <abnell(a)email.anc.edu> 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 20:t.t 10:42 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Huber, Evelyne H; SaNe, Eunice N; Gil, Karen M 
Subject: Eunice SaNe 

The enclosed message from Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn is being sent to all faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies. 

Dear Colleagues in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, 

I am pleased to inform you that Eunice SaNe has agreed to serve as Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies for a five year term, 

beginning on January :1, 203L2. I appreciate very much the thoughtful input I received from all of you during this process. I look forward to working 

with Eunice and with all of you during her term, as well as with the Department’s staff and students. She has the ideal combination of knowledge and 

experience to lead the department at this important juncture. I also know you join me in thanking Evelyne Huber for her valuable contribution as 

interim chair this semester. 

With best regards, 

Jonathan 

.Ionatha~ Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Senior Assodate Dean ~or Social Sciences 

G~obal Programs, College of Arts and Sdences 

KenneLh J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South ~tJ~d~n~, C~ 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

EmN[: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 919 

You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: wmckcr(~emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.nnc.ed/lu?id=4.3272329.aal lc78548c2[85dTd4a08d9c~d35bb&n=:T&l=corefac3287&o=30314606 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to ~.e..~b~..e...-:.3..Q:.3...~4...6~..(.}.-~4~3..2..~.2.:.3~2..c.).~.~.~.~.~.~.~Z~.~.~.~%~.b~21i.~[~.~!Z~!:~£~.~ 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, 6:28 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: WONDERFUL NEWS !!’.!!! 

Eunice would you please consider sending a personal email note of encouragement and support to              at the email address listed below? She goes through the 
finalist phase of the selection process this weekend. She is one of our majors (and at least for the time being, she is still a candidate for honors. Kenneth’s 
timing on . admires you and is thrilled that you will be the next chair. So, a gesture of support from you would mean a 
lot to her. Quite-underst~ndably, she is very concerned ~bout how things will turn out this weekend, and she does not want the added pressure of public expectations....but at 

some point the department should make clear that we are very proud of what she has ALREADY accomplished by getting this far in the competition. (I do plan to acknowledge 
her accomplishment during your reception on the ) 

I remain, 
Your faithful counselor, 
and humble servant, -Reg 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ii:55 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: WONDERFUL NEWS!!!!!!!!!! 

Hey, Dr. Hildebrand, 

I just le~:med solne great news this week that I received a final interview for the 

Thank you so much for writing me a letter of recommendation! 

My interviews are in              of next week. They let me know then if I receive the scholarship. 

I will keep you npdated on this process’. ! ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:00 AM 

Faculty <corefac3287@listserv. unc.edu> 

@gmail.com; Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonatha~ <ha~ctlyn@ unc.edu-~; Huber, Evelyne H 

<ehube@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jOordan@email.unc.edtc>; Barbara Anderson --~b anderson@unc.edu> 

[corefac3287] (one of our majors) - a fingds~t for the 

[)ear Colleagues, 

I have just learned that one of wonderful majors is a finalist for the 

Please join me in wishing a and a major in our Department and Public Policy al [ possible good wishes as she prepares for her :final interviews in 

Please know that we are very proud of your achievements. We support your scholarship and your grounded global citizen work - for more on work along these lines, see: 

With Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

-- You are currently subscribed to corefac3287 as: eunice@email.unc edu To unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 7:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

boss 

Hello Comrade! 

I guess now we all have to call you boss, right? 

Congratulations!!! 

Mambo freshi, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin Al~erica, Africa and the Middle Bast Programs Director 

2@16 FEDEX Global E~ucation Center 

3@1 Pittsboro Street 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: + i 919 962 7@@2 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, November 18, 2011 9:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Students 

Eunice -- several veW happy students came in to tell me you had been chosen as new chair of the department. Congratulations and you know you have my full support --- looking forward to 
many good things to come Harambee!! 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
jt) ordan@email uric edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weingarden, Ronit <ronitw@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 18, 2011 9:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Congratulations 

Hi Eunice, 

Congratulations on your new position as Chair of the African Studies Department. 

Ronit 

Assistant Director & Advisor to Foreign Academic Staff 

International Student & Scholar Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 5240 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 25799-5240 

Phone: 919-962-5661 

Fax: 919-962-4282 

Email: ronitw@emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 18, 2011 9:55 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafan~] FW: November Commuter News 

From: Kane, Claire (Public Safety) [mailto:ckane@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November :t7, 20:t:t 4:20 PM 
Subject: November Commuter News 

P~kiug Coordiuators, please distribute this information: 

If you’re experieucing problems witla the new format you can view it iu your browser by clickiug here’, 

. ..~ .... ~ -) ,--~ .... ~ ~~ -~ --~ -) --~ ~ -~ 

NOV ,MBER £.OMML NE ,S 

NOVEMBER TRANSIT NEWS ......................................................................................... 

PROPOSED FEBRUARY TTA ROUTE CtlANGES 

ZIPCAR AND ZIMRIDE 

2011 UNC TRANSPORTATION FORUMS FOLLOW UP 

VANPOOLS, CARPOOLS, AND MORE 

CYCLING EVENTS 

CAP IVIERCHANT NEWS 

INVITE YOUR FAVORITE MERCHANT TO BECOME A CAP MERCHANT ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

COI~IMUTE CALCULATOR 

GENERAL TRANSIT INFORMATION ................................................................................................................. 

November Transit News 

Chapd Hill Transit T?~a~i~,~ivi;z~ ~o5~/~" Schedule 

Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) services will operate the followiug schedule this Thanlcsgiving holiday: 

Fhursday, November 24th No Service 

Friday, November 25th Saturday Service, No U or NU routes and EZ Rider ends at 7:00 p.m. 

Saturday, November 26th Saturday Service, No U or NU routes and FZ Rider ends at 7:00 p.m. 

Sunday, November 27th The U route will s~art at 1:50 p.In. at the Coffee Shop, the NU will start at 1:45 p.m. at the RR lot and EZ Rider will operate from 1:45 

).m. to 11:30 p.In.. 

;afe Rides will not operate the week of Thanksgiving and will resume on Thursday, December 1 

CHT’s administrative offices roll be closed on Thursday; November 24th and Friday, November 25th. 



~Fhe Regional Call Center will be open "to provide route mad schedule intbrmation: 

thursday, November 24th, 8 a.m. 5 p.m. 

Friday, Novelnber 25th, 7 a.m. 10 p.m. 

Saturday, November 26th, 8 a.m. 8 p.m. 

Sunday, November 27th, 8 a.m. 5 p.m. 

CHT is the public transportation provider that serves Chapel Hill, Carrbom and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. For complete information about 

CHT services, schedules, mute changes or directions to the nearest CHT stop, visit us at w~v~v~chtransit.orp,, email chtmnsi~.~townot~hapelhill.o~;~ or call a CHT 

customer service representative at 919-969-4900 (press 1 ). 

Friangle Transit Itoliday Schedule 

I’HANKSGIVING 

11/24 (Thursday) -- Triangle Transit regional bus, shuttle and express routes will NOT operate. 11/25 
(Friday’) -- Regional bus routes 100, 303, 400, 700 and 800 will operate using the ~g_t__uj2d__’_a_y- schedule. 

CHRISTMAS & NEW YEAR’S 

12/24 (Saturday-) -- Triangle Transit regional bus routes will NOT operate. 

12/31 (Saturday-) -- Triangle Transit regional bus routes will NOT operate. 

12/26 (Monday-) -- Regional bus routes 100, 303, 400, 700 and 800 will operate using the Satul~tav schedule. 

12/27 (Tuesday’) -- Regional bus routes 100, 303, 400, 700 and 800 will operate using the Saturday sche&de. 

1/2 (Monday) -- Regional bus routes 100, 303, 400, 700 m~d 800 will operate using the Saturdax, schedule. 

Riders with questions can co~rtact the GoTriangle Regional Transit Inlbrmation Center at 919-485-RIDE (7433). 

Proposed February Triangle Transit Route Changes 

l¥iangle Transit is requesting customer feedback on proposed service changes intended for ilnplelnentation in Febmmy 2012. This feedback will be incorporated 

into final recommendations presented to the Triangle Trm~sit Board of Trustees in December 2011. 

Information about the proposed changes is available online at x~w-w.tfiangletransit.or>,’feb2012, and print copies may be picked up at the Triangle Transit Regional 

transit Center. The feedback period is open from October 31-November 18, 2011. 

Ways to Provide Feedback: 

¯ Use the feedback form online at triangletmnsit.org/~b2012 

¯ Leave a message for service planning at 485-PLAN(7526) 

¯ E-mail ~rviceplannlng@ triang~letmnsit.o~ 

Proposed service changes will affect routes: DRX, 46, 49, 102, 301, 30~, 311,400, 40~, 420, 700, 800, and 805. 

Zipcar and Zimride 

Reserve a Zipcar through Facebook or your mobile phone 

Zipcars a~e now reservable through Facebook! "Like" the ZipcarU page on Facebook to learn more about it and reserve a ca~ today. Zipcar has also updated their 

mobile app for iPhone and Android operating systems. This update provides increased functionali~ and other improvements. If you already had the app make sure 
to update and if you haven’t checked it out yet go download it now tbr Zipcar use on "the go! 

Rideshare fur Thanks~ving! 

Hitting the road for Thanksgiving and need a lift ho~ne? Want to make a few extra bucks driving others along the way? UNC Zimride ~nakes it easy to catch a lift or 

fill the e~npU seats in your car.._h__t_t_p_;!]~_~j__r_~)j_i__d_e_=_u_!)__c_:__e__@_ 

Add your ride between now and Thanksgiving Day and be automatically entered to wh~ an Wail! After poffting, UNC Zimride will match you up with others heading 
the sanle way. 

2011 UNC Transportation Forums Follow Up 

Congratulations to the four lucky’ contestants who won gift cards to Carolina Brewely and iTunes. We had great turnouts at both forums and the discussion was 

lively aM productive. We’d like ~to thank all who attended and the panelists for taking their time to answer questions. 



Vanpools, Carpools, and More 

I ennm~ent employees of the Universi~ or the Hospital saad graduate students who join CAt receive s~ additional $20 per month subsidy tows~rds vanpool tees. 

l’here is no better tilne to begin slashing your fuel costs saad doing your bit to help the environment. 

But what about finding your ride’? Here’s four ways to find a rideshsxe match: 

1. Visit w~v.SharetheRideNC.coin to find out quickly if there are already vanpool / carl~ol matches ont there for you or to notify others of your willingness to give 

ddesharing a t131. 

2. Post a ride at zimride.unc.edu. It’s our UNC-dedicated ficee ridematching service. It’s Facebook-integrated, snd you can check out reviews ofyonr ride 

betbrehs~d. If you like, yon cs~ expm~d your pool to include our trusted partner Universities. 

3. Call Triangle Transit or t iedmont Authorit~ for Regions] Transportation directl5. Their contact phones and websites are under the first heading of this newsletter. 

4. If(and only if) you can give us a contact emsil or phone nranber, send your pexticnlars to us m~d we will send them out each month in this newsletter. Get your 

infolmation in to us by the last week of the present tnonth to tnake it into the next newsletter. 

2 seats available - Apex to Chapel Hill vanpool 

Work schednle: 8-4:30pm 

Departs ficom Beaver Creek Commons shopping center in Apex @ 7:15 a.m. 

Departs t~m CG lot in ficont of UNC Hospitals @ 4:40 p.m. 

Fare: CAP members $46.03, non- CAP $66.03 

Please send an ems~l to ._b_e__rg_~__r_~_ijpe_~2__u__~_c_=_e__d_t! for further details. 

Cycling Events 

]’here’s a lot going on in the cycling communi~ this fall, inclnding two cool volunteer opportunities. Check it out[ 

Makin Room for Turkey Bike Ride 

]’he "Ms]sin Room tbr Tnrkey Bike Ride" will be November 20th, and is to benefit National MS Socie~ and Raleigh Rescue Mission. The ride begins at Earth Fare, 

Brier Dale Shopping Center (10341 MoncreiffRd., Raleigh, NC 27617). The ride is your choice of 25 or 50 miles. 

50 Miles: Sign in 9:00, ROLL OUT 10:00; 

25 Miles: Sign in 10:00, ROLL OUT 10:30. 

Cost is $30 before Nov. 10, $40 after Nov. 10 and day- of event. Walk ins are welcome, but Pre-reg is encouraged so we can have pumpkin pie for eveo~one. 

Benefits National MS Society and Raleigh Rescue Mission. Regis~ter at active.com: http://~a~a~-.active.com/c’~cling!l-~]eigh-nc/makin-mom-t~:~r-turke’~-2011. 

For the Chapel Hill race, go to: 

http:,/bikecarrlx)ro.comicandidate- snrve,~- chapel- hill 

CAP Merchant News 



Merchm~t Spotlight: Mediterrm~ean Deli 

Congratulations to Mediterranean Dell for being selected as "The Best Caterer in the Triangle" by Indy Week 2011 and winning "The Best Caterer in Chapel Hill" by 

Chapel Hill Magazine 2011. To learn more about Mediterranean Deli and check out their menn take a look at their website or stop in and see them on Franklin 

Street. 

[Fhese merehants know that CAP participants are more likely to be out exploring and discovering their shops or restaurants than axe those who drive here t~m 

another part of the region, park outside the oItice and drive home. These merchants hope you’ll stop by. Please do, and don’t tbrget to say hello tbr us. 

[Fhe fbllowing merchants currently ottbr CAP di~ounts OR they have given us prizes tbr us to give away throughout the year. We use these donations to surprise 

CAP participants with special thanks, "just because". 

As long as the merchant has a website up, we have a link to it below. To find out details on how each one of these me~ehants participates in CAP, visit the merchant 

list on our website by clicldng ._[_~__e__ri_e__.. 

Ban&do s Mexican 
4-11 West Back Alley Bikes 

Catb 

Ben al~d Jerry’s - discount 
¯ t--~g-~e-g--rja-!)~-te--K--i-t-c--1-~e-!~- 

AND giveaway! 
. _C_.a_ t_.b___!_)jj ~d_. _e__. 

C~xolina Brewery          Carolina Im~ 
Chapel Hill Tire 

__C_’_i__n__c_’_%_d___e___~_:_a_.~:~ __C_’__~_~:_A 2,_?__e_ __C_’_~__c_!__e__2 
Fosters - in Chapel 

DaiN Grind Flying Bu~rito 
tNI 

Great Harvest Bread                            Internalionalist 
I Love NY tSzza 

Co.                                         Books 

Jack Sprat’s(-:age; II .,a ukaNatu    Bist,o II Jersey, Mike’s 
i[--°--1~)2~: ]-2--- 5-N-r-i-;-2 ! i-[-~--e- Mediterranean Dell Mez 

Carolina Store ................................... 

Open Eye Care Oriental Garden Panera Bread 

Spal~"s 
C)_c_t_s?_b__~_L__M_e__:x__i_c__,_a_!)___(_~!5_l_!. 8_~_~_N_I__)__>(I__i__N!I{__ (hZew!) Restanrant 

~qu!d)s ~estaumnt Student Stores Tandoor Indian 

Restanrant 

~!~_~_~__.in Chapel 
The Loop Pizza Grill The Pits Pit 

Hill 

TbeBicvcleChain II The Clean Machine II To~nttall(kdll 

Townsend Bemmn.                             Weaver Street 
TriIussa Ia ’Frattofia 

aud Co. .......................................... Market 

Whole Foods-Chapel 

Thanks Jbr supporting UN( 7’ s Commuter A lternative Program. 

Invite YOUR Favorite Merchant to Be a CAP Merehant 

Fo increase your likelihood of getting a surprise gift for being in CAP or a discount where you no~mally shop, help us recruit ~nerchants! Do you have a local 
restaurant or other business that you would like to see on this list? If so, contact us and we’ll send you a ve~)~ nice invitation to hand to the merchant next time you 

pay them a visit, fill have more impact cotning fiom you - the custotner. Just email us your name and campus address and we’ll get it right over to you in campus 

m~l. 

Commute Calculator and More 

Visit this link to view a Commnte Calcnlator that many have used to help decide if altemative transportation is worth exploring. 

Find a vanpool or carpool at the Statewide Ridesharing database or directly through Triangle Transit or P.A.R .T. 

UNC Carlx3ol Matching with Zimride and Trusted Partners 

Zipcea Caxshafing at .[__3____N__C_’. 

Register for UNC Depaxtment of Public Safe~’s __C_’~?E!_r_~)_u__t_e___r____A__[N_~__r_~_~4_t_i_~2e__[)~?)g!:~)_: 

Park & Rides: local and regional 



General Transit Information 

]The Chapel tlill Transit Customer Senice phone number is 969-4900 and the website is chtransit.ovg, where complete details on route maps and timetables can 

be tbund. Click here to find a list of common destinations accessible by Chapel ttill Transit. 

Friangle Transit Customer Service phone number: 485-RIDE. Triangle Transit operates regional service from 6 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, 

and from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.,n. on Saturdays. Triangle Transit does NOT operate bus or shuttle service on Sundays. Complete infom~ation on Triangle Transit route 

maps and timetables can be found on their website at ~:_t_~_a_43~!_e__tj2a_43~i_t_:__o__rlg,__3:_~_~!)__e_!__e_.. Click _~_~.e_r~ to see the Triangle Transit service calendar. 

Piedmont Authority for Regional Transportation serves the counties west of Orange County. There is a wealth of information about PART services here. 

For fiffonnation about public transportation in Chatham County, please go to the Chafl~am Transit Network web site here. 

]7he Regional Call Center provides schedule infommtion. Customers may reach the call center by calling 919-485-RIDE (7433). The GoTriangle.org website 

oilers a handy regional trip planner and all intbrmation required to get around without a personal automobile. RedetineTravel.org is a site designed with students in 

mind. 

**************************************************************** Finally, if you want an online copy of this i~brmation plus other Public SatbW 

News, check the Department of Public Safety Hotne page at 5ySy_~i:__d_p_~:__u_!Lc_=_e_d_u__. Click on the Weekly Updates entry, located in the tniddle of the list on left hand 

margin of the web page. 

We hope this info~tation is helpfid to your department. Please email cap,@~unc.edu or call the Deparmtent of Public Safety at 962-3951 with additio~tal 

questions. 

You are currently subscribed to aNafam as: eunice(?s)email.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.uuc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afiiat:am&o 30319657 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx)ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30319657-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Huber, Evelyne tt <ehube@emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

RE:                - Department of Geography; Afri: 

Dear Eunice, 
Let’s set a meeting time for the week after Thanksgiving to go over the detail of this, the appointment of an Associate Chair, and any other details for Janual5’ 1 st. Would sometime in the 
afternoon on Monday,               work for you? If another day or time is better for you, please let me know 

ENoy your trip, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abernethy Hail, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carnlina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.9622788 
~ 919962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 6:43 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan; @unc.edu; Huber, Evelyne H; Gore, Travis; 
Sut~iect: - I)epartment of Geography, A[’ri 

"@unc. edu 

Dear Agatha and Kenneth, 

Greetings from DC. 

Kindly note that                  will be teaching Afii                             in the       semester,       is a Ph.D student in the Department of Geography and his current 
research work focuses on A~rican cities and urban social moverrlents witla a particular interest on both South Africa and East Africa. I have had extensive discussions with him about 
teaching requircinents and expectations and look forward to working with him as he finalizes his course outline. 

is well known to most faculty members and majors in the Department for he has been involved in various forums at the Stone Center and African Studies Center, and was pivotal in 
organizing a roundtable focusing on contempormN pro-democratic nrovements in Africa in the Spring of this year. 

Welcome to the Department 
Spring. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I know our students will benefit frorrl a systematic engagenrent ~vith debates in geography concerning the urban form and social movements in the 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ JonathaJ~ <hartlyn@unc 

Friday, November 18, 2011 12:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Chairs group 

Eunice, Last night I was speaking with David Kiel, who assists Bill Balthrop in running the IAH group for new Dept. Chairs. David was confident that you could join 

the group in Jan. I believe it could potentially be very helpful for you. May I put you in touch with them? 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlvn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior AssociaLe Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. 8eckford Professor of PolRicaJ Sdence 

205 South guHding, CB 3100 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3100 USA 
EmNI: .) #_E ~[g_£_@_M_Q ~_:~_#_#. 

O~ce: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyn, Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Friday, November 18, 2011 2:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Chairs group 

Done 
Jonathan Hartlyn 
Sent from my Blackben5’ wireless 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 02:41 PM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: RE: Chairs group 

Dear Jonathan, 

Thanks. 

I think it would be great so yes. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice still in denial 

From: IIartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 12:35 PM 
To: Sahle, F.unice N 
Subject: Chairs group 

Eunice, Last night I was speaking with David Kiel, who assists Bill Balthrop in running the IAH group for new Dept Chairs David was con:fident that you could join the group in Jan. I 
believe it could potentially be vep), helpful for you. May I put you in touch with them? 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hardyn 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 
Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 
205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: bar tlyn@unc.edu<m ailto:hartlyn(fr! un c edu> 
Oflice: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ Jonatlam~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 3:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fw: [a~tdd] Eunice SaNe to Chair African and Afro-AmericaJ~ Studies 

Fy~ 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

Sent from my [~h~cl~berrv wireh:_~s~; 

From: Reid, Dee [mailto:deereid@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 27, 2021 03:18 PM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <asddd@listserv.unc.edu> 
Cc: Administrative Managers <asmgrs@listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: [asddd] Eunice SaNe to Chair African and Afro-American Studies 

The enclosed message from Dean Karen Gil is being sent to all deans, directors and department/curriculum chairs in the College, with an information copy to 

administrative managers. 

### 

Dear Colleagues, 

We thought you would like to know that Professor Eunice SaNe will become chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies effective January 1, 

2012. Here’s a link to our web story for details. 

Best regards, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 

Dean 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JOHN Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edtc" 

Friday, November 18, 2011 3:58 PM 

Natures: GEOG814.001 .FALL2011 

Readings for the Natures week are now posted. I have placed severaJ harder to find pdfs in the folder. The Braun piece has been dropped; it is replaced by a nice 

"Nature" essay by Bruce, but you may elect to sldp this if you are pressed for time. 

....... s Hybrid Geographies, plus a response by her to the commentaries. All good s~u~ but 
The Demer~tt essay ~n Antipode ~s one of several rewews of Sarah Whatmo~e 

you may elect to d~fer reading of these ifvou have enough in the other readings. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 4:04 PM 

Alexander, G. Rumay <mmay@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jijordan@emaJd.unc.edu>; Newsom, Cookie Elizabefla 
<newsom@email.unc.edu>;          ~gmml.com; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M <gcorbie@med.unc.edu>; Price, Charles R 
<cpricel@email.unc.edu-~; Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtv~; Pierce, Jackie <japierce@email.unc.edu>; Williams, Heather 
A <hawill@email.unc.edt~-; Schoenbach, Victor J <Xis@unc.edu>; Watson, Harry, L. <hwatson@e~nail.unc.edt~-; Sdtfle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edtc,; Regeste~; Charlene B <regeste@e~nail.unc.edu:>; Tresolini, Carol P <:carol tresolini@med.unc.edu>; Stmmma, 
Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:>; Housto~ Terri C --~thouston@email.unc.edu>; Anderson-Tho~npkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; 
Brundage, William Filzhugh <bmndage@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtc,; Jackson. Jenna A 
<jaj@email.unc.edu~; James Fa~rax                 ~gmail.com); Smifl~, Holly A <hasmith@email.unc.edtc,; Tyson, Karolyn D 
<kdtyson@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Fisher. Rebecka Rntledge 
<ntishe@email.unc.edu>; Rob Stephens             ~gmail.com); Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu;,; Shields. Tanya L 

<tshields@unc.edu>; Kleinman. Sherryl <klei~maan@email.unc.edu~; DeguzmaJa, Maria ~deguzman@email.nnc.edu~; Kenan, Randall G 
<rken~m@email.unc.edu>; Shields, Saxah D <sshields@email.unc.edu>; Parker, Patricia S <psparker@emaJd.unc.edu>; Perucci, Tony 
<perucci@unc.edu>; Henderson, Mae G <hendersm@email.unc.edu>; Godley, Paul <paul~godley@med.unc.edu>; Coleman, Jmnes W 

<coleman3@ad.unc.edtv~ 

IAAR Update 

Dear Board Members and Friends: 

In an important and wonderful sense, my updates have almost become unnecessary because of the outstanding work of the IAAR’s intrepid and resourceful PR/IT 

person, OLYMPIA FRIDAY. She rea~y knows what she ~s do~ng. The website is s~l a thin work in progress, but p~ease check ~t out from ~me to ~me. Cl~ck arounc 

and navigate the s~te. It ~s evolving into a dynamic and useful source of current: ~nforma~:~on, notk:es, and ~nv~tations. (The photographer has no~: produced the 

photos from the Public Policy Forum yet. O~ymp~a w~] get them up as soon as we get them. BUT PHOTOS FROM THE RECEPTION ARE UP~ Take a look. ) 

-SAVE THE DATE: Monday, December 5th from 5-6:30 at the Stone Center, the ]AAR w~l~ acknowledge and honor the work of researchers who completed a book or 

dissertation on African American Studies ~n 201:1., followed by a reception in honor of the newly appointed chair of the African and Afro-American Studies 

Department:, EU NICE SAH[.E~ Ftease be there, and spread the ~vord 

-Monday, November 2~st, the IAAR w~l~ host a gathering o[: undergradusLes [:rom several departments who are doing honors theses on some aspect of African 

American Studies. They will be given words of encouragement and advice from the directors of honors programs ~n the departments of Sodology, History and 

African & Afro-American Studies 

-Tuesd~y, November 22ed, on behal[ of the .~otl[:her~l l-fistor~cal (::o~ection, the ~AAR ~vi~l convene a group of faculty who w~ll serve as an advisory board for the 

Lewis Family Papers Project. 

-Tuesday, November 29th, the ~st~tute w~l~ host a gathering of graduate students from severa~ departments who are do~ng dissertations or masters theses on 

some aspect of African American Studies 

--And a~so, Thursday, December z~t, the IAAR w~l co-.sponsor an Afro--American SLudies Colloquium, on "OraliLy, Literacy, and Musicality ~n African American 

Cultura~ Production," paper presented by Prof. Perry Ha~l, ~n Hyde HaI~ Incubator Room, 3:30 PM 

Thanks for gout support for the work of the ins~tute.-Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

JOHN Pickles <jpickles@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, November 18, 2011 4:17 PM 

Topological spaces: GEOG 814.001 .FALL201 l 

’][’he latest issues of Dialogues in Humm~ Geography contains a series of essays on topological spaces. 

http://dhg.sagepub.com/content/1/3 .toc 

We will not have time to read mad discuss these during the semes~ter, but at least their publicalion indicates fl~at two goals of tlae seminax has been achieved - to prepare 

you for the current debates and to ensure that you are aware of the positions, texts, and approaches of some of the key authors in those debates. 

John Allen. Topological twists: Powerl ~ s shifting geographies 

Dialogues in ttuman Geography November 2011 1 : 283-298, doi: 10.1177/2043820611421546 

Commentaries 

Anssi Paasi. Geography, space and the re-emergence of topological thinldng. Dialogues in Humm~ Geography November 2011 1: 299-303, 

doi: 10.1177/2043820611421547 

Stuart Elden. What~ s shif[ing? Dialogues in Human Geography November 2011 1: 304-307, doi: 10.1177/2043820611421548 

Mat Coleman. Topologies of practice. Dialogues in Humma Geography November 2011 1: 308-311, doi: 10.1177/2043820611421549 

Alan Latham. Totx~logies and the multiplicities of space-time. Dialogues in Humm~ Geography November 2011 1:312-315, doi: 10.1177/2043820611421550 

Response 

John Allen. Making space l~br topology. Dialogues in ttumm~ Geography November 2011 1:316-318, doi:10.1177/2043820611421551 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, November 18, 2011 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Congratulation!! 

So pleased to hear you have been made Chair, you will do wonderful things I know! Hugs! 

Cookie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Tresolini, Carol P ~:carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 4:35 PM 

SaNe, Euniee N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Congratulations 

Dear Eunice-- 

I was so pleased to hear that you would be the new Chair of the African and Afro-American Studies Department! Congratulations and all my best 

wishes for a long and happy tenure in that role. 

Best regards-- 

Carol 

Carol P. Tresolini, PhD 
Vice Provost for Academic Initiatives 

CB# 3000, 104 South Building 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

919-962-3907 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 5:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Update 

CONGRATr_rLATIONS! ! ! This is ~vonderfhl news. In the pipeline, but nice to have it official on the website!! ’. 

Well-earned indeed :) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2011 6:05 AM 
To: 
Subject: Update 

Dear 

Some news: 

Here the link: 

http ://college.un c edu/news-and-m edia/news-archive/november2011iesahle 

Cheers, 

Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol.com 

Saturday, November 19, 2011 12:03 PM 

@aol.com 

Boston Globe Editorial on Achebe’s Rejection of CFR 

Professor Chinua Achebe, the David and Marianna Fisher University professor and Professor of Afdcana Studies at Brown University recently turned down the Commander of 
the order of the Federal Republic (CFR) of Nigeria, one of his nation’s highest honors. 
Here, in this Boston Globe editorial, the newspaper explores the meaning and essence of the artist that "speaks truth to power" 

http ://bostonqlobe.com/opinion/editorials/2011/11/19/achebe-fiqhtinq-corruption-with-fame/P3hCaUp8rhNixBFXDom03H/storv.html 
E n joy 
Chidi 



From 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

EUNICE N SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Saturday November 19, 2011 6:38 PM 

Tuesday- INTS560:INTS560.001 .FALI,2011 

Greetings from DC, 

Please note that the Poku reading is available on Blackbomvl. For those who have submitted their responses to Group 1 readings, there will be no penal~ in submitting 

your response to this piece by Tuesday. It took a while to get the rights to use. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kovacsstaz, Tina <Tina.Kovacssmz@crossmark.com> 

Monday, November 21, 2011 12:00 AM 

The International Symposium on HIV Vaccines Conference Invitation 

Please Note: For more information contact the Conference Organizing Cormnittee Through this mails below 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Organizing Con~rnittee, it is my pleasure to invite you to the International Symposium on HIV Vaccines & HIV Treatment, held from Monday 27 Februaly to Thursday 1st 
march 2012 at Jacob K. Javits Convention Center in New- York City and 5th to 8th march 2012 at Firenze Conference Center Vicenza Italy. 

The main objective of the International Symposium on HIV Vaccines & HIV Treatment is to provide health care workers and members of the HIV-infected and affected communi~ from all 
over the world ~vith a comprehensive review of the management of HIV infection and opportunistic infections, efforts to improve access to therapy as well as the latest updates on research 
into HIV treatments and vaccines. 

The symposium also aims to stimulate debate through a series of panel discussions on issues such as access to care and the cost of ARV in developing countries. 

An expert facul~z of speakers from Australia, Europe, Asia, Africa and USA presents a comprehensive review of current HIV management World class international and local speakers 
present plenaW sessions and facilitate interactive workshops. 

For more information please contact the ISHVHT Secretariat via E-mail: isvhthv201 l@blumail org OR hv2011 @globomail.com 

Please mark these dates in your diaW and share the infornaation with your colleagues 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Anna David 
~mail: suhivtb@mynet cam 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lambert Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 5:25 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongol@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [corefac3287] hnportant Message from Dean Ha~lyn 

Congratulations, Eunice! I am excited not only about what this will mean for the Dept. but als~ for the Center. As always, Georges, Barbara and I (and all the ASC 

staff) look forward to the continuation of the close working relationship the Center has enjoyed with the Dept. 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Proi~ssor of African Studies and Anthropology 

University of North Caolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Begin tbrwa-ded message: 

From: "Buell, Agatha" <abuell@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: November 17, 2011 9:03:35 PM GMT+02:00 
To: Faculty <corei:ac3287~listsenT.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gale, Tmvis" <st~ore~email.unc.edu>, "Millel; Haeran" <hmfillel(~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: [corefac3287] Important Message from Dean Hartlyn 

Reply-To: "Buell, Agatha" < abuell(~email.unc.edu> 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent-" Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:42 AM 
To-" Buell, Agatha 
C¢-" Huber, Evelyne H; SaNe, Eunice N; Gil, Karen M 
Subject-" Eunice SaNe 

The enclosed message fiom Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Harflyn is being sent to all faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

Dear Colleagues in the Department of Afiican and Afro-American Studies, 

I am pleased to inform yon that Eunice Sahle has agreed to serve as Chair of the Department of Afi-ican and Afro-American Studies Ii~r a live year term, 

begiiming on Janua ,ry 1,2012. I appreciate very mnch the thoughtful input I received ti-om all of you during this process. I look forward to working with 

Eunice and with a]l of you during her term, as well as with the Depa4anent’s staff and studenks. She has the ideal combination of knoMedge and 

experience to lead the department at this imtx~rtant juncture. I also know you join me in thanking Evelyne Huber for her valuable contribution as interim 

chair this semester. 

With best regards, 

Jonathan 

Jonatt~an Hart~yi~ 

The University of NoN~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Seuior Associate Dean f~r Social Scie~lces and 

(}loba[ Progianls, College of Ai~s and Sciences 

Ke~meth J, Reckt?:~rd Prol~:ssor of Political Science 

205 Sot~d~ Btlildii~g, CB 3100 

Ct~apel Hill N C 27599- 31001. JS A 

Emaik hartlvn@anc.edu 

ONce: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 



Yon are cunently subscribed to corefac3287 as: mlmnbert,@~em~fil.nnc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc~edu/u?idM3272~67.~f3bf33d5£2fd74~a3e98b55~44~7a7&n T&I corefac3287&o 30314606 

(It may be necessary to cnt and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 30314606- 43272067.0f3bt33d512tkt7411 a3e98b5504417a7(~a)li stserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 21,2011 5:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: Congratulations! 

Happy Turkey Day! 
I will be in Ohio celebrating Thanksgiving with family from the 21-26 of November. I will have my iphone which means I will see your email, but depending on the requirements 
for response there may be a delay. We do not have internet at the Ohio house, I have to go to the library or other public wifi to fulfill my cyber junkie needs. :-) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tiffany D <tifli~ny clarke@unc.edu’~ 

Monday, November 21, 20l 1 5:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Automatic reply: E unice SaNe to Chair AtNcoJ~ a~d Ati~o- American Studies 

I will be out of the office until Monday morning, Nov. 28th. For assistance during my absence please contact Whitney Chapman or Jessica Pasion in the Dean’s Office at 

959/962-1165. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 6:51 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

RE: CONGRATULATIONS!’. 

I’m so happy for you and the department i don’t kno;v how i can be supportive in a constructive way, but let me know- if you think of anything. The picture in the announcement is 
gorgeous it so captures ?’our beauty, serenity, and toughness (i love the crossed arms)! 

also, i was watching "women, ;var, and peace" last night. I was particularly frustrated by the afro-columbian situation, joseph jordan works with the women of that community anyway, it 
reminded me about the ;vork you presented on violence and transformation earlier this ?,ear: http://www.pbs.org/wnet/women-war-and-peace/ 

finally, one of my friends saw and loved sylvia in DC. i’m still sorry I couldn’t make it that night all the feedback has been positive right now, tatiana is asking me to close my computer. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tawa L Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 21,2011 5:51 AN{ 
To: Shields Tanya L 
SubJect: RE: CONG[~iTUI.ATIONSt t 

[)ear Tanya, 

Many thanks :[’or this note! I did not kno*v it was in the N & O. Belo*v is the posting that I received from the university. 

http ://college.un c edu/news-and-m edia/news-archive/november2011iesahle 

Hope you are well. 

Best wishes and once again thanks. 
Eunice 

From: Shields, Tawa L 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:01 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: CONGRATULATIONS!! 

Dear Emlice, 

I just saxv the news! Congratulations and best of luck! 
http:i/wxvw.newsobsel~zer, c or~g2011 / l 1 / 17/1651970iunc-c h-names-a-new-aft ican-studies.html 

Take care, 
Tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, November 21,2011 8:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thesis - South AtiJca (eunice@email.unc.edu) 

Click to open: 

Thesis - South Africa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Monday, November 21,2011 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Durban brochure 

Comrade Eunice: 

Dear Boss, 

Please take a look at the program brochure and let me kno~v if it needs 
edits or something: 

http://studyabroad.unc, edu/programs cfm?pk 2153&test 

Thanks’. 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, AIicica and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 b~;D EX Global Education (;enter 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu <http :i/study a broad.un c. edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 11/11/11 8:22 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc edu> wrote: 

> 

>Dear Cot~ade Rodney, 
> 

>This is GREAT new-st!! 
> 
>Thanks for all you hard work and strong support for this program. 
> 

>We will have a celebratory lunch when you return frora Cuba. 
> 

>With best wishes, 
>E~xice 
> 

>Frora: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
>Sent: Friday, Novernbcr 11,2011 7:35 AM 
>To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Cc: Helen Poonen 
>Subject: Durban proposal 
> 

>Good morning Comrade, 
> 

>Congratulations[[[ 
> 

>I am pleased to let you know that the I~-C Stu@ Abroad Advisory Board 
>approved yesterday our study abroad program in Durban, South Africa for 
>summer 2012 and partnered with LrKZN. We will now move to the recruiting 
>students for this program phase. Just wanted you to know the good news 
>quickly. 
> 

>All the best, 
> 

>Rodney 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyn, Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc 

Monday, November 21, 2011 9:15 AM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehube@emml.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Friday Center 

Eunice, Fyi, for some time in the spring or when you wish to address it: the issue of Afam courses at the Friday Center and whether you and Dept. conL~nue Lo 

support instructors ~nvo]ved in teaching them. 

Evelyne can provide you w~th background. Thanks, Jonathan 

JoF~ath~ F~ Hartlvq 

The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PolRi(:aJ Sckmce 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hi~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

O~ce: 919 962-1:].6~ Fax: 919 962-2408 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Johns Hopkins UniversiU Press <book info@jhupress:ihu.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 10:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Free Exam Copy in One Easy Step! 

JHUP banner 

.~.i Pallitto cover 
Torture and State 

lolence in the United 
States 
A Short Documentary History" 

edited by Robert M. Pallitto 

Dear P~ofesso~ Sah~e, 

The war on terror has brought to light troubling actions by the United 

States government which many claim amount to torture. But as this 

book shows, state-sanctioned v iolence and degrading, cruel, and 

unusual punishments have a long and contentious history in the 

nation. 

Organized around five broad thematic periods in American history-- 

colonial America and the early republic; slavery and the frontier; 

imperialism, Jim Crow, and World Wars I and II; the Cold War, 

Vietnam, and police torture; and the war on terror--this annotated 

documentary history traces the low and high points of official 

attitudes toward state violence. Robert M. Pallitto provides a critical 

introduction, historical context, and brief commentary and then lets 

the documents speak for themselves. The result is a nearly 400- 

year history that traces the continuities and changes in debates 

over the meaning of torture and state violence in the U.S. and 

shows where state actions and policies have pushed and exceeded 

constitutional and international normative limits. 

to s~bmit yo<~r i~fo~’matior~ (usi~xq Goo,gle form}, 



i.~.i BoSom bookimage 

8ooks Marketing 
The Johns Hopkins Ur~ive~sity Press 
2715 North Cf~arles Street 
~altimore, Maryland 21248 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would pret~r not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the tbllowing e-mail link and send a message with or without 

an?,’ text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one addition~l e-m~fil message confirming your remova]. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelsey Timmermma <kelsey@kelseytimmermma.com> 

Monday, November 21, 2011 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Engage Your Students in Global Topics: Get Free Exam CoW of Where Am I Wearing’. 



If you would p~vfer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the follomng e-mail link and send a message ruth or mthout 

any text: 

Click here tbr e-mail 

You roll receive one additional e-mail mesmge corttirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 21, 2011 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: the news 

I completely forgot I had an award ceremony to attend on Tu, which is 
why I could not make it to the talk, 
con~rade. I am glad I meet your friend, however, adn got to know a bit 
about her ~vork. VeW impressive and 
important 

tan abrazo, 
arturo 
On 11/17,’2011 8:30 PM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 
> Dear Arturo, 
> 

> Greetings and many thanks for joining us for lunch on Monday. 
> 

> Below is the official almouaacement: 
> 

> Here’s a link to the stoW. 
> 

> http ://colle~e.unc.edu/news-and -media/news-archive/november2011/esahle 
> 

> 

> In solidarity, 
>E 
> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aescobar <~aescobar@ad.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 21,2011 10:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: the news 

Con~ade, I am sure you will do a great job at being Chart. 
Do not hesitate to tell me about ideas for partnerships, events, 
or what have you, ok? 

Congratulations! 

arturo 

On 11/17/2011 8:30 PM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 
Dear Arturo, 

Greetings and many thanks for joining us for lunch on Monday. 

Below is the official armouaacement: 

Here’s a link to the stoW. 

http ://colle~e.unc.edu/news-and -media/news-archive/november2011/esahle 

In solidarity, 
>E 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 21,2011 12:01 PM 

Sewa]l, Stacey Elizabefl~ <sew~Jl@emml.nnc.edtr’~; Defi~sset, Amelia ~<taJneli~emml.nnc.edtr’~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

materia] for the outreach web site 

2011 Wangari Maathai and Teaclfing Hulnan Pdghts in Africa.docx; 2011 Wangari Maathai and teaching human rights.pptx 

Hey Amelia and Stacey: 
’]7he ASA Teacher workshop in DC went veW well on Saturday. Folks in my 
session asked me to make this available on the web, so could you 
transfer this into a pdf format, send back to me, and then put up on our 
web site’? And I think this should go into the learning box we’re doing 
on W. Maathai, with the "Taking Root" and Seeds of Change, etc 
Thanks. Barbara 

Etm~ce: I am cc-ing you on this, as I use material from one of your 
seminars a JEw years back and want you to know how much I appreciate it 
(and let you make suggestions if you’re uncomfortable with anything). 
Thank you! b 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of Afi’ican and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Educatmn Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http : i/afri ca. unc. edui 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rdssurvey~nnc.edu on behalf of 

Dr. Barbara Entwisle <rdssurvey@unc.edn> 

Monday, November 21,2011 1:19 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Share your data research management experiences 

Dear Colleague: 

We need to hear from you. The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Dr. Bruce Carney, UNC-CH Provost, have reques~ted your assistance with a survey 

on the management of research data produced at UNC. 

During the past two weeks, many researchers across campus have given us their input by completing the survey. It is important that we hear from every UNC 

researcher about topics that affect them: funding agency and publisher mandates, perceptions of data ownership, fimding support a~d services tbr data research 

management, m~d other issnes that inlluence data mm~agement activities. This is the last opportunity for the campus commtmity to influence future policy that 

will affect "all researchers at UNC. 

The survey takes approximately 15 nfinutes to complete. More information about the smwey is available on the intro screen at the link bdow. 

Please follow this link to complete the su~’ey now: 

Take the Survey 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the chair of the Task Force, Dr. GaD~ Marchionini, at mavch(~ils.unc.edu or 919-962-8363. If you have 

questions abont your rights as a research paxticipant, you may contact the UNC Institutional Review Board at IRB Subjects~unc.edu and mention spa@ m~mber 11- 

1967. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Entwisle, PhD 
Vice Chancellor for Research 

Kenm~ Distinguished Professor 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

312 South Building 

Campns Box 4000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4000 

If you have problems with the survey link above, please coW and paste the URL below into yonr intemet browser: 

https:i/uncodum.qualtrics.comiWRQualtricsSurveyEnginei?Q~SS lFzmOymZAtCk2dm 3DgXszjpSPseBly& 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 3:19 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Reminder-Afri/Afam Colloquium Dec. 1 

African & Afro-American Studies 
Faculty Colloquium 

"Orality, Literacy, and Musicality in African American 
Cultural Production" 

Dr. Perry Hall 

African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, December 1, 2011 

3:30 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

This presentation is drawn from a larger project which investigates a historical "fault line" in 
African American cultural production which has evolved from structurally separated free and 
enslaved communities as their respective attendant experiences developed within the larger 
context of an emerging "racial modernity" that shaped the structure and fabric of early 
American society. Those who lived in zones of freedom, and those who escaped to them, 
inhabited a world where structural conditions both enabled literacy, and in fact made it 
necessary for even marginal survival and stability in the context of the modern world taking 
shape around them. Cultural activities and products on this side of the fault line - diaries, 
essays, novels, journalism, poems etc. - form the historical basis of a literary African American 
cultural tradition. On the other side, where 90 percent of blacks were situated at the time of 
Emancipation, the condition of enslavement restricted literacy, while also impelling retention 
of cultural/aesthetic sensibilities and orientations brought from Africa.These factors led to an 
emphasis on oral expressive forms, most especially music, as the major modes of cultural 



transmission on this side of the cultural divide. 

Drawing from different parts of this larger project, the presentation will focus first on a 

deconstruction of the conventional conceptual hierarchy that posits literacy as a sequentially 

more advanced form of expression in relation to orality - which is seen in this discourse as an 

indication of "primitiveness" and lack of "higher" or "abstract" thinking abilities. The next 

section will present forms of jazz as examples of expression that embody levels of abstraction 

and sophistication equivalent to literate forms within an orally derived tradition of African 

American musicality. These developments further disrupt the premise which assumes that 

literacy represents a sequential stage necessary to move from orality to abstract "higher level" 

thinking, and that orality occupies an inferior position relative to access to these capacities. 

Professor Perry Hall is an Associate Professor of African-American Studies in the Department 

of African and Afro-American Studies at UNC Chapel Hill. Dr. Hall is also a member of the 

executive board of the National Council for Black Studies. His recent book In The Vineyard: 

Working in African American Studies (Tennessee 1999) provides an insider’s look at the 

evolution of African American Studies from student movement to institutionalized field of 

study. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30334958 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30334958-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 4:03 PM 

SelassJe, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@emaJl.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Meeting ne:~ Monday 

Dear Colleagues, 

First, thalql,; you for being willing to meet next Monday at 11 a.m. We 
have two items on the agenda: The policies for Master Lecturer ~whether 
we want to add department-specific language), and the proposals for 
research ti~nding Iicom the Craver grant Earlier this afternoon I put 
hard copies of the proposals I received into your mailboxes. Since we 
have more funds available than requests, one of the decisions will have 
to be ho~v to proceed with the remaining funds There could certainly be 
a second round of calls for proposals in the spring, or the amounts 
could be increased for those applicants who list higher projected expenses. 

With best wishes for a Happy Thanksgiving, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Prufessor 
Chair 
Department uf Pohtica[ Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of Nurth Carnlma 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phune: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 8:57 AM 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehnber@emaJl.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emaJl.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Meeting next Monday 

Hi All, 
I thilS: it would be nice to have an end of the semester/holiday social. It’s something that Tim and I discussed a while ago. It would be a great way to celebrate Eunice as our incoming chair 

and decompress at the end of a LONG semester Perhaps we can discuss this more during the EC meeting and possibly choose a date during the week of Dec. 5. 
Happy Thanksgiving to all! 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Cal&vell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

Afru-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ¢¢3395, Battle tlal[ 

Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://w~vw unc.edu/deptsiafriafam 

Frum: Evelyne Ituber [ehuber@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 21,2011 4:02 PM 
Tu: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongula-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kermeth R; Caldwell, Kia L; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting next Munday 

[)ear Culleagues, 

First, thank you :for being willing tu meet next Monday at 11 am. We 
have twu items on the agenda: The pulicies for Master Lecturer (whether 
we want to add department-specific language), and the proposals for 
research funding fi-om the Craver grant. Earlier this afternuon I put 
hard copies uf the prupusals I received into your mailbuxes. Since we 
have more funds available than requests, one of the decisions will have 
to be how to proceed with the remaining funds. There could certainly be 
a second round of calls for proposals in the spring, or the araoants 
could be increased for those applicants who list higher projected expenses. 

With best ~vishes for a Happy Thanksgiving, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 

ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Friday Center 

Dear Eunice, 
I could meet this afternoon, but I have to be in Hamilton Hall. We 
could also meet next Monday at 3:30 in Battle Hall, or next Tuesday any 
time tlcom 1 pm. on in Hamilton Hall. 
Please let me kno~v what ~vorks for you. 
Thanks, 
Evelyne 

On 11/22/2011 5:29 AN~ Sahle, Euaaice N wrote: 

Dear Evelyne, 

Hope you are well. 

I would be grateful if we met this week (if you are around) or early in the next one to discuss the Friday Center matter Kindly let me know what times would work for you. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

EveIyne Huber 
Murehead Alumni Distinguished Professur 
(;hair, Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Bnx 3265 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email : ehuber@un c edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:25 AM 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; ttuber, Evelyne H <ehnber@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
<nzongol@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Meeting next Monday 

An excellent idea, Kia! 

Sincerely, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, 
and Professor of Law 

UN-C-Chapel Hill 

From: Cald~ve11, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 8:57 AM 
To: Huber, l:.velyne H; Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kenneth R; Sable, Eunice N 
Sut~ject: RE: Meeting next Monday 

Hi All, 
I think it would be nice to have an end of the semester/holiday social. It’s something that Tim and I discussed a while ago It would be a great way to celebrate Eunice as our incoming chair 

and decompress at the end of a LONG semester. Perhaps we can discuss this more during the EC meeting and possibly choose a date during the week of Dec. 5. 
Happy Thanksgiving to all! 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chape[ Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe@email.~mc.edu 

http ://wwa~.unc.edu/depts/afriafam 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2011 4:02 PM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kermeth R; Caldwell, Kia L; Sable, Eur~ice N 
Subject: Meeting next Monday 

Dear Colleagues, 

First, thank you for being ~villing to meet next Monday at 11 a.m. We 
have two items on the agenda: The policies for Master Lecturer (whether 
we want to add department-specific language), and the proposals for 
research funding from the Craver grant. Earlier this afternoon I put 
hard copies of the proposals I received into your mailboxes. Since we 
have more funds available than requests, one of the decisions will have 
to be how to proceed with the remaining funds. There could certainly be 
a second round of calls for proposals in the spring, or the amo~mts 
could be increased for those applicants who list higher projected expenses. 

With best wishes for a Happy Thanksgiving, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

October 2011 Relx)ft 

Dear Eunice, 
This is a reminder for you to check InfoPorte for your accounts information. This is the link: https:!/infoporte.unc.edu 

In case you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you! 

ttaerm~ Miller 

Acct. Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax. 919.962.5824 

Dept. of African aa~d Afro-Americaa~ Studies 

Tel. 919.966.1295 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debra Hill z<lmhill@email.unc.edu7 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:30 AM 

The CURSFacul~Fellows mailing list <curstZacultyl~llow@liskserv.unc.edtr"~ 

[cursthcultyfellows] FUNDING ALERT ~- EPA / URBAN WATERS SMALL GRANTS 

Opportunity: 

Eligibility: 

Award: 

Deadline: 

d mhilll(~)~em afl.unc.ed u 

brohe@unc.edu 

® 



brohe@unc.edu 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

cursl?acultyfellows as: <a href "mailto:eunice@emaJl.unc.edu">eunice@ema~l.unc.e&t<,’a>. To unsub~ribe ~nd a blank <br> 
emaJl to <a hreD"mafilto:leave-30339829-43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu">leave-30339829- 
43127920.607d3960bf8d64e430dSb850ed307ad9@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Global.Studies@emaiLunc.edu 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:50 AM 

For CIAS l?aculU <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciaslhculty] Global Studies Film Librau 

Film Libra...:d~ 

Dear Global Studies faculty and TAs, 

We have a small library of films in 2202 available for your use. Attached is a list of our current titles. If you are interested in using a film for a class, please email me 

at laram@email.unc.edu. Two of our films--Black Gold and The Take--are currently missing. If you happen to have the Global Studies copy, please let me know. 

Have a great thanksgiving! 

Lara Markstein 

Departmental Manager 

Global Studies 

Fedex Global Education Center, 30:1 Pittsboro St. CB# 3263 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ph. 9:19-962-5442 

laram@email.unc.edu 

http:!!www.global.unc.edu!globalstudies 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 Orange Revolution 

12 The Take 

13 Thirst 

A 

Title 

An Inconvenient Truth 

Black Gold 

Bringing Down a Dictator 

Commanding Heights: The Battle of Ideas 

Commanding Heights: The Agony of Reform 

Commanding Heights: The New Rules of the Game 

Darwin’s Nightmare 

Life & Debt 

Negotiating Peace: Lecture by Betty Bigombe 

Director 

Davis Gugenheim 

Steve York 

Greg Barker 

Greg Barker 

Greg Barker 

Hubert Sauper 

Stephanie Black 

Advocates for Human Rights 

Steve York 

Alan Snitow & Deborah Kaufman 



C 

I iStatus 

2 Available 

3 iMissing 

4 Available 

5 Available 

6 Available 

7 Available 

8 Available 

9 Available 

10 Available 

11 Available 

12 Missing 

13 Available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Forgot to ask 

Responsibilities of Associate Chair.doc 

here is mine, 
john 

On 11/22/2011 11:20 AM, Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

Dear John, 

Saw- your name on my ’to contact’ list for today when I could to the office 

At any rate, with no institution and systematized memory here, I am not sure what responsibilities I should assign to an Associate Chair AW best practices from Geography or elsewhere ? 

Thanks. 

Eunice 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

ASSOCIATE CHAIR 

The position of Associate Chair was created in July 2007. The Associate Chair 
receives a one course research and a stipend of $2,000. 

Responsibilities include: 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
Acting chair when Chair is away. 
Assisting Chair in developing and instituting new programming and events 
planning. 
Participate in staff meetings and Administrative Committee meetings. 

CURRICULUM 
Coordinate class scheduling, room assignment, and assisting chair with 
teaching and TA assignments (in conjunction with the Chair, DGS and 
BUS). 
Oversee planning for peer review and end of semester teaching 
evaluations. 
Take a leading role in coordinating curriculum planning and innovation (in 
coordination with DUS, DGS, and clusters). 
Upgrade quality and dissemination of information about course offerings, 
post courses and syllabi (e.g., online and hardcopies on notice-board 
outside the Main Office in advance of registration). 

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM LIAISON 
Liaison officer for joint international degree programs (currently NUS, 
Kings, and Hong Kong University). 

John Pickles 
April 2008 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 11:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

FW: [a£riathm] News ti-om Dee Reid’s office. 

Eunice, 
This is a great writeup (and photo!). ’f hope the break is restful. 

Cheers, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

klcaldwe_~_email, u nc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu!depts/afriafam 

From: Travis Gore [stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 11:46 AM 
To: Department listserv 
C¢: Lambert, Michael C 
Subject: [afriafam] News from Dee Reid’s office. 

Dear All, 

See the link below from Dee Reid’s office. 

http://college.unc.edu/news-and-media/news-archive/november2011/esahle 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

You m’e currently subscribed to atiial?am as: klcaldwe((bemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361596,Nb5d999979b5aagl;l.57ab71913a5f65&n=T&l=al’riaIiam&o=30340383 

(It may be necessa~ m cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 12:38 PM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Manager of the Year Award 

Awaxd in Mglnt Nolnination Form 2011 .doc 

Evelyne and Eunice, I wanLed to draw this Lo your atLention in case you thought Agatha merited nomination. (If so, you could coordinate with Ashu Handa ~n PuNic 

Policy). 

Jonatha n 
Jonathan Hartlyn 

The Un~w~rsRy of North Carolina at Chape~ H~II 

Senior Associate Dean for Socia~ Sciences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth ,k Reckford Professor of Politica~ Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chspel H~ NC 27"599.-3100 USA 
[ma~l: b_&[~J_yn @ unc.edu 
Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

From: Faulkner, Betsy [Ln___a_j!__tg__L_b__e__t__s_y_@___u__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Sunday, November 20, 2011 5:18 PM 
To: All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 
Subject: [asddd] Manager of the Year Award 

This message is being sent to all department and curricula chairs and program and center directors. You are welcome to distribute this email to 

colleagues and 

The College of Arts and Sciences is very fortunate to have many outstanding managers. Once again we would like to recognize one of those managers 

with an award to be presented at the Arts and Sciences Managers’ Luncheon on January 25, 2012. The nomination deadline for the 2011 Award of 

Management is December 20, 2011. 

This annual Award in Management was established 2005 to acknowledge the dedication and hard work of the administrative managers in each of our 

units who coordinate and serve as liaisons with the Dean’s Office. The criteria for the award are listed on the attached nomination form. Up to five letters 

of support will be accepted. 

Nominations should be addressed to Jan Pittman (jan...pittman@unc.edu) CAS Dean’s Office, CB 3100. The completed and signed form may be sent in a 

pdf file. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Betsy 

Betsy Faulkner 

Executive Director of Business Operations 

College of Arts and Sciences 

CB 3056, 014 Howell Hall 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919-962-0729 

betsy@unc.edu 



AWARD IN MANAGEMENT 

2011 

The Award m Management is presented annually to a College of Arts & Sciences Manager 

in recognition of outstanding accomp#shments in leadership and management 

at the UniversiO: of North Caro#na at Chapel Hill. 
(Please type or print) 

Name of Manager 

Unit Name 
Department, Curriculum, or Program CB# ~anager’s WorA- Phone ~ 

Nominated by 
Printed Name                      Title                                  Work Phone~ 

Signature 

Some factors you may consider in preparing 
your n omin ation justification for outstan ding 
accomplishments include: 

iLeadership and teamwork 

Creative, innovative and resourceful 

Technology expertise 

Effective human resource and budget 

management 

Management includes exhibiting leadership 

skills in managing human resources, financial 

resources, facilities and/or special projects. 

Additional information regarding the nomination 

process: 

All current permanent Administrative College 

Managers (SPA or EPA Non-Faculty) are 

eligible for nomination. Managers are eligible 

to receive the award eve~ five years. 

All permanent College employees are eligible 

to submit nominations. 

Please type or print your justification and 

submit it along with the nomination form. 

Up to five letters of support will be accepted, 

but are not required. 

For more information, contact Betsy Faulkner 

at 962-0729 or email betsy@unc.edu. 

Nominations 

must be received 

by Tuesday, December 20, 2011 

(n ext page) 

Please submit nominations to: 
Jan Pittman 

CB# 3100, Dean’s Office 



Justification Form 

This form may be used to nominate an individual for the Award in Management in lieu of attaching a separate 
justification. Please consider the factors listed on the previous page in preparing your justification. 

I nominate m for the College of Arts and Sciences Award in Management for the following reasons: 
(name) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 12:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Friday Center 

Sounds good - see you then! 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Political Science 
CB# 3265 
Uinversity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 

fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@unc.edu 

On 11/22/2011 11:11 AM. Sahle, Eunice Nwrote: 

> Dear Evelyne, 

> Thanks 
> 

> Is 3.30pro today OK? 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

> Fromi Evelyn~ ~tuber ~hub;r@ad~un~7;du~ 

> Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2011 10:l 7 AM 
> To: Sable, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Friday Center 
> 

> Dear Eunice, 
> I could meet this afternoon, but I have to be in Hamilton }]all. We 
> could also meet next Monday at 3:30 in Battle Hall, or next Tuesday aW 
> time from 1 pro. on in Hamilton Hall. 
> Please let me know what works for you 
> Thanks, 
> Evelyne 
> 

> On 1122/2011 5:29 AM; Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
>> ;)ear Evelyne, 
>> 

>> Hope you are well. 
>> 
>> I would be grateful if we met this week (if you are around) or early in the next one to discuss the Friday Center matter. Kindly let me know what times would work for you. 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Euince 

> Evelyne Huber 
> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
> Chair, Department of Political Science 
> Universib" of North Carolina 
> Campus Box 3265 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> 

> phone: 919-962-3041 
>fax: 919-962-0432 

> email: ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber~emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 1:04 PM 

Ha~tlyn, Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Manager of the Year Award 

Jonathan, 
Eunice and I shall discuss it this afternoon I agree that Agatha is 
ve~’ good, but I do not feel that I know her work well enough to write a 
compelling nomination letter. I would not have sufihcient concrete 
examples of how she has gone beyond the normal expectations. 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair 
Department of Pohtica[ Science 
CB# 3265 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 
phone: (919) 962-3041 
fax: (919)962-0432 
ehuber@un c edu 

On 11/22/2011 12:37 PM, ttartlyn, Jonathan wrote: 
EveIyne and Eunice, I wanted to draw this to your attention ~n case you 
thought Agatha merited nomination. (If so, you could coordinate with 
Ashu Handa in Public Policy) 

Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Prograras, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kermeth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu <mailto:hartlyn(~unc.edu> 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

*Frora:*Faulkner, Betsy [raailto:betsv,@,unc.edu] 
<mailto: [mailto :betsy(~unc.edu] > 
*Sent:* Sunday-, Noveraber 20, 2011 5:18 PM 
*To:* All Deans, Directors, and Departnrent Heads in the College of Arts 
& Sciences 
*Subject:* [asddd] Manager of the Year Award 

*/This message is being sent to all depaltraent and curricula chairs and 
progranr and center directors. You are welcome to distribute this email 
to colleagues and staff./* 

The College of Arts and Sciences is vel5’ fortunate to have many 
outstanding managers. Once again we would like to recognize one of those 
managers with an award to be presented at the Arts and Sciences 
Managers’ Luncheon on January 25, 2012. The nomination deadline for the 
2011 Award of Management is *December 20, 2011 * 

This annual Award in Management was established 2005 to acknowledge the 
dedication and hard work of the administrative managers in each of our 
units who coordinate and serve as liaisons with the Dean’s Ofihce. The 
criteria for the award are listed on the attached nomination form Up to 
five letters of support will be accepted. 

Nominations should be addressed to Jan Pittman (jan~ittman@unc.edu 
<mailto :j an~ittman@unc, edu>) CAS Dean’s Office, CB 3100. The c ompleted 
and signed form may be sent in a pdl" file 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Betsy 

Bets?- Faulkner 



> Executive Director of Business Operatinns 

> College of Arts and Sciences 
> 

> CB 3056, 014 Howell Hall 
> 

> UNC Chapel Hill 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
> 
> 919-962-0729 

> betsy@unc.edu <mailto:bets~,~(d~unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <riefkohl@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 1:15 PM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; ba-ltam@list~rv.unc.edu 

Save the date: Las Abuelas de Plea de Mayo Documentary Premiere, UNC 



Please visit our ..W__E__B_.S_ ..1]~__.~ and ._F.A__C_._E_B__ .O__O_._K_ page for more information. 
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